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POWER HOUSE

The: Ball-Shaped Face and Seat

make for easy connection, regard-

less of alignment of the pipes.

And the Face and Seat being of Bronze

prevents deterioration at the vital part.

Heavy iron parts prevent stretching or

pulling apart.

No upkeep cost. No replacement cost.

No loss from leaks.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM

Made in Canada by

Dart Union Company,'Li mited
TORONTO, CANADA
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STEEL TANKS AND BINS
We have made a success of

building steel plate work by

specializing in it.

The new additions and im-

provements to our boiler shops

have placed us in a better posi-

tion than ever before to do this

work right.

Our facilities in every depart-

ment have materially increas-

ed. We have the equipment

and the experience to turn out

this special work as it should

be.

If you are confronted with

any problem on this work send

it in and let our Engineers

give you the value of their ex-

perience.

We design and build:

CONVEYORS
SMOKE BREECHINGS
STEEL STACKS
SPARK ARRESTORS
STEEL BUCKETS
ELEVATORS
RIVETED TANKS
STEEL TANKS
STORAGE BINS
COOKERS AND DIGESTORS
STEEL GAS MAINS
REFUSE BURNERS
WELDED TANKS
SETTLING TANKS

BR.ANTFORD, 0]SrTARIO,CANAOA
// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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BOILERS IN STOCK
SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE

2—72" X 18 H.R.T. Boilers, 125 lbs., W.P., Ontario Code.
2—54" X 14' H.R.T. " "

.

"

VERTICAL TYPE
1—30 H.P., Ontario Code
1—25 H.P.,
2—20 H.P.,

LOCOMOTIVE TYPE
1—50 H.P., Standard Inspection
2—30 H.P.,
1—20 H.P.,

1—9" X 12" Double Cylinder Jenckes Cableway Hoist, complete with carriage,
cable, sheaves, etc.

1—Open Top Tank, 10' long x 2' deep x 3' wide, i/4" plate.
1—Concrete Bucket, 24" x 24" x 30" deep, with open bottom.

We manufacture Marine, Horizontal Tubular, Vertical Tubular and Locomotive
Type Boilers, also Smoke Stacks, Breechings, Tanks, Penstocks and CASTINGS
up to 15 tons.

Send us your inquiries.

En^ineeriD^ & Machine Works of Canada, Limited
Formerly

St. Catharines Works of

The Jenckes Machine Co., Ltd.

Head Office and Works

St. Catharines, Ont.

Eastern Sales Office :

Hall Machinery Company
Sherbrooke, Quebec

Clean Boiler
Insurance
Boiler scale wastes tons of coal, makes
disagreeable labor in being removed,

causes shut-downs and a variety of other

troubles. Are your boilers carrying

scale ? You can easily get rid of it. Get

a barrel of

BOICO
It has a quick and certain action on all boiler scale. It

loosens and brings down the hardest of old formations and

keeps new scale from gathering—BOICO means Clean Boiler

Insurance.

It will not carry over in the steam; it will not cause foaming
or priming, and it is guaranteed not to injure packing or

valves in the slightest. Write for Free Trial.

Anti - Clinker Shell Bar Grates
With these grates you can get more heat with
less coal. They prevent clinker formation and
maximum air space provides perfect combin-
ation. No wasted fuel where Anti-Clinker
Shell Bar Grates are used.

One -Piece Jointless Furnace Lining
Why shift the blame on your engineer or fire-

man when it is your furnaces that are not up
to the highest point of efficiency ? USE
FLIBRICO—it lasts longer than fire brick and
is easier to instal.

TIP -IT Patent Welding Process
gives you tools whose shanks are cai'bon and
whose cutting tips are high-speed steel.

Shell-Bar Boico Supply, Ltd. "*st'?ee?"" Toronto
Eastern Sales Agents: Mill Supply Department, Beverage Paper Co. .Ltd., Montreal, Adolphe Huot & Sons, Quebec.

// what you need is not advertised, consult our 'Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.
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SPEED UP YOUR PLANT
CORRECT lubrication will do much to in-

crease and maintain the efficiency of your

plant. The right use of the proper lubri-

cant means smooth-running and longer

life for your power units, no matter whether

you are producing ocean liners or baby carri-

ages, electric power or metal ores.

Lubrication always has a direct and important

relation to production costs. Correct lubrica-

tion means-

(a) Increased plant production.

(b) Lower operating costs.

(c) iMinimum fuel consumption.

(d) Smaller repair bills.

(e) Longer life for your power equip-
ment.

Correct lubrication requires not only high

quality lubricants, but carefully selected lubri-

cants. To correctly lubricate your plant, you

must use the right lubricant for each specific

purpooe. Do not let poor lubricants or incor-

rect lubricants prematurely wear out expen-

sive equipment.

Imperial Lubricants
For Manufacturing , Mining and Milling

CYLINDER OILS
Imperial Capitol Cylinder Oil
Imperial Beaver Cylinder Oil
Imperial Cylinder Oil
Imperial Shield Cylinder Oil

Imperial Ebony Cylinder Oil
*

Imperial Acme Cylinder Oil

Imperial Disc Cylinder Oil

Imperial Dominion Cylinder ,OiI

ENGINE OILS

Imperial Atlantic Red Engine Oil

Imperial Bayonne Engine Oil

Imperial Standard Gas Engine Oil

Imperial Kearsarge Engine Oil

Imperial Renown Engine and Dynamo Oil

Imperial Solar Red Engine Oil
Imperial Junior Red Engine Oil

Imperial Eldorado Engine Oil

Our Lubrication Engineers will gladly advise you on anything relating to

Lubrication. Write us at 56 Church Street, Toronto. All enquiries will

receive prompt attention.

IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED
Power Heat Light * Lubrication

BRA-NCHES IN ALL CITIES

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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ELIMINATE FUEL WASTE
With coal so high in price Cyclone Grates quickly-

pay for themselves in saved fuel. You should install

them without delay. They burn any grade of fuel,

even screenings, and give the necessary results.

Their 60% air space and 90% underdraught insures
perfect combustion.

There's no clinker formation, no good fuel lost in the

ash pit, no waste whatever where Cyclone Improved
Shaking and Dumping Grates are used. Cyclone
Grates can be installed without delay or trouble.

Our 30-day trial offer should interest you. Write
to-day.

The Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Ltd.

20 McGee Street

Sole Makers for Canada

Phone G. 3660 Toronto, Ontario

AGENTS

:

ST. JOHN, N.B.—F. W. Blizzard. 329 Charlotte St. MONTREA.I Mason Regu-
lator Co., Ltd.. St. James St. HAMILTON—Robt. Fitzsimmons. 8 Grove St.

WINNIPEG—Vulcan Iron Works.

HOYT'S

FROST
RING

HOYT'S
Nickel Genuine

Used in gas engines, gasoline
engines and all classes of marine
engines. This specific ])urpose
Babbitt will give ssrvicc unsur-
passed by any other babbitt
made. If your dealer is sold
out, have us ship you a trial

supply direct.

The Best All-round Babbitt
Metal You Can Use

FROST KING is used with efficient and econo-
mical i-esults for stationary engines of every
class; for rolling mills, planing mills, saw mills

and pulp machinery, etc.

It is the best babbitt for high speed and heavy
duty, and has lasting qualities.

Try a box of HOYT'S FROST KING and watch
the results!

HOYT METAL CO., TORONTO
New York, N.Y. London, Eng. St. Louis, Mo.

// what you need is not advertised, consult wit Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.
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15 Tons of Coal FREE
Mr. Engineer, does a saving of 15 tons of coal in every 100 tons interest you?
This is an immediate and permanent result that comes from the installation of

the

JONES UNDERFEEDiSTOKER
It also effects a big saving of labor, auto-

matically maintains a uniform pressure,

and responds instantly to load fluctuations.

Everything that should be burned to gen-

erate steam is consumed—this means no
fuel waste.
And there are many other advantages in

using the Jones Automatic Stoker.

Serves day in and day out with

very little attention.

Ask the user. We'll gladly put

you in touch with some in your
locality.

Jones Underfeed Stoker Co.
Limited

37-41 Britain St. Toronto, Ont.

ll/ttH the

SPROCKET TllM
with Chain Guide

—you always have immediate
control of the valve from tb' 9oor
by simply pulling the chain.

No rods, nor handles; no treacher-

ous stepladders ; no lost time.

Your valves should be equipped
with Babbitts.

Write for our Catalog,
and learn why you can't afford to be
without them.

Babbitt Steam Specialty Company
NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

Manufactured In Canada, under Canadian Patents
exclusively by the

ENGINEERING SPECIALTIES COMPANY LTD
TORONTO, ONT,

JENKINS BROS., 300 W, Lake St.. CHICAGO
Western DIstributoia

Fits

any
valve

93-2S

Detroit Lubricators
Have Given Satisfaction

For Forty Years.

Built in a sufficient

variety of styles to lub-

ricate properly every

type of steam engine,

pump, gas engine, air

compressor, etc.

Send to-day for cata-

log L 1. The informa-

tion on lubricating de-

vices contained in it will

be valuable to you.

HEIR efficiency holds over

half the world's trade.

Makers of Stewart Carburetors.

Canadian Detroit Lubricator Pompany,
|to.

WALKERVILLE. ONT.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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It's All Over
And we've won the war.
Great, isn't it? Now
for good old peace
times
But don't forget, boys.

The scarcity of coal is

serious. We must still

economize to keep our
plants running — to
keep our homes warn.
Don't let's spoil it all

by another coal short-

ly age this wmter.
< Do your bit.

\ The Schaeffer & Budenberg
Mfg. Co.

\ Miikei « of Power I'lant Bffici-

oncy Instruments

BROOKLYN N.V.
\ l,'. ;it?o l'hila<ie!ph J yittaburtrh

\ I.os AoKelos St.^ljouia

Kieley & Mueller
Specialties
Regulating Valves
Back Pressure Valves
Pump Governors
Separators
Traps

FOR EVERY SERVICE
SALES ENGINEERS

THE ARTHUR S. LEITCH CO.
TORONTO

MASON
Reducing Valves

Pump Regulator
Balanced Valves
Damper Regulators

If you order a Mason
you will get absolute
satisfaction. This we
guarantee you. You
simply cannot make a

mistake.
Dependable regulation
under every possible
condition.

Our complete catalog tells you
WHY. Let us mail you a copy.

Mason Regulator Company
BOSTON, MASS.

TORONTO REPRESENTATIVES:
The Arthur S. Leitch Co.,
506 Kent BIdr., Toronto.

Having

Commutator
Troubles?

The Jordan Commutator

Truing Device will true

your commutators without

a shut-down.

Jordan Bros., Inc.
82 Beekman St. New York City, N.Y.

Canadian Representative :

CANADA SALES CO.. 183 Church Street. Toronto. Canada

// what you need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Direct'ory and write advertisers listed tiiirfcr proper heading.
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Efficiency^ Sufficiency
are both Assured by

"MASON"
Quality and Service

Power House Specialties

New Bundy Return
Trap

MASON Reducing Valves (Genuine).

MASON Pump-Governors.

MASON Pressure Controllers.

BUNDY Steam Traps for Every Service.

COPPUS Turbine-driven Blowers.

SIMS Hot Water Generators.

SIMS Open Feed Water Heaters.

BUNDY Oil Separators.

ASHTON Gauges and Safety Valves.

FEDERAL Metallic Packing.

EVERLASTING Blow-off Valves.

STRATTON Steam Separators.

REILLY Multicoil Water Heaters.

REILLY Evaporators and Distillers.

REILLY Multiscreen Feed Water Filters.

Mason No. 55 Style

Pump Pressure
Regulator

Exceptional industrial conditions demand that your Power Plant be supplied

with reliable equipment. "MASON" sales engineers know the practical ap-

plication of "MASON" specialties to actual conditions—they sell from knowl-
edge and experience, not from catalog. When you adopt "MASON" equip-

ment you GET results.

Full Information Quickly and Gladly Furnished.

The MASON REGULATOR & ENGINEERING CO., Ltd.
Successors to H. L. PEILER & CO.

Montreal Office and Factory: 135-153 Dagenais St.
Toronto Representative: The Arthur S. Leitch Co., 506 Kent Building

// any advertisement interests you. tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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S'ew corpus
Centrifugal Turbo Feed Pump

COPPUS ENGINEERING & EQUIPMENT CO.
341 PARK AVENUE

WORCESTER, MASS., U.S.A.

// what you need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper headinp.
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A New Triumph
In the Production of

Power Equipment

Built Especially for

Boiler Feeding
Has Many Distinct Advantages

Just as America faces her great problem of reconstruction; just as she looks

forward to her greatest opportunity for industrial expansion—this engineering-

organization announces a new triumph in the production of power plant equip-

ment.

Power plants of boiler capacity from 100 horse-power up are now offered a

dependable feed pump, capable of economical operation in large or small units;

built in quantity and ready for immediate installation; thoroughly standardized

and combining the self-regulating advantages of the old automatic injectors

with much greater efficiency than reciprocating pumps.

With this new Coppus Centrifugal Turbo Boiler Feed Pump, Type CCC, there is

no necessity for repacking pistons or i-egrinding valves. There is no need for

constant adjusting of the pump, and the steady, even flow of water prevents
damage to pipe lines and valves.

Back of this new Coppus Centrifugal Turbo Boiler Feed Pump, Type CCC, aie
years of study of the highest engineering skill obtainable; the thorough testing

of all materials; the designing and building of special equipment for its manu-
facture in our modern Worcester plant and the most rigid tests under difficult

"conditions.

No engineer can afford not to study the many advantages of the Coppus Type CCC
Boiler Feed Pump.

Full particulars of its distinctive featui'es, such as simplicity of construction,
great flexibility, longer life, greater steam economy; which enables it to force
hot water into boilers against steam pressure in a continuous, steady flow without
pulsation, will be sent promptly on request.

Ask for Catalogue "H-1"

Coppus Engineering & Equipment Co.

341 Park Avenue
Worcester, Mass.

Agents for Montreal—^Mason Regulator & EngineeringCo.
Agents for Winnipeg—Parkhill & Hanson, 905 Con-

federation Buildtner^

Write for Catalog
// any advertisement inttrests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be ansivcred.
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DEPARTMENT

LINDE PRODUCTION
STANDS SUPREME

Because at all times really fine materials

are used; and because each and every

machine receives a degree of individual

attention that is impossible in mass pro-

duction.

The LINDE CANADIAN REFRIGERATION CO., Limited

TORONTO

37 St. Peter St., Montreal, P.Q.

WINNIPEG

Makers of Quality Refrigerating Machinery Since 1896

VANCOUVER

Rewg'i^f.rUg Machinery
Built in any capacity that you desire. HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL
Our SMALL MACHLNES have the same "regularity of Oper-
ation," "ReliabiHty" and "EfiRciency" as our large ones.

AMMONIA FITTINGS, CONDENSERS, BRINE COOLERS,
ETC.

Our Machines are in daily operation in Canada
CORLISS and POPPET VALVE ENGINES

The Vilter Manufacturing Company
242 Beecher St. - - - Milwaukee, Wisconsin

If what you need in not advertised, riiisiill our Duyeris' Directory atid write advei tiseis /is'in' aiul^r /jro/i.v li-di'i
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FRICK Machines "Carry On"

-\<k for a copy of our lij^t

I if u.-.er> covering 48 pages

I if ..satisfied customers-

—

also your copy of "Ice and

Frost.

It is a fact that FRICK Machines have been
"Carrying On" for more than thirty years, meet-
ing all attacks and conditions encountered in

every day operation, especially during the busy
season, when overloads and extra duty are of
common occurrence.

" We are practically running our cold storage plant just
as you installed it eighteen years ago; we added a
twelve ton fish sharp freezer some dozen years ago, and
added four rooms for fruit from time to time, and the
machinery installed keeps all running in good shape.
Our cost for maintenance and repairs during all these
years has been very small, and the machinery looks
good for another eighteen years."

(Name on request)

36 YEARS OF SUCCESSFUL REFRIGERATING
ENGINEERING EXPERIENCE

There is a FRICK Ma-

cliine for every refrigerat-

ing purpose— all types

;

A'ertical — Horizontal —

•

Al)sor])tion.

WA Y N e SB O R a. PA.. U. S.A.
ICE MACHINERY SUPEPiaa SINCE IBBS

BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

For the Storage of Food
Nowadays, when we have to feed our allies as well as ourselves,
it is doubly essential that all food in storage be kept as nearly
perfect as possible. Any spoilage means a reduction in the
available supply.

That's just one more good reason for using

Nonpareil Corkboard Insulation
For Cold Storage Rooms

Because Nonpareil Corkboard is such a good non-conductor
of heat, rooms insulated with it can be easily and econo-
mically held at the proper temperature—a most im-
portant point. Furthermore, Nonpareil Corkboard
will not rot, mold or give off offensive odors.
Properly erected, it is vermin-proof. Cork in-
sulated rooms, with Portland cement plaster
finish, are easily kept in sanitary and hy-
gienic condition, reducing to a minimum
the danger of contaminating the goods
in storage.

If you are interested in the proper insulation
of food storage rooms, write for a copy of the
152-page illustrated book. "Nonpareil Cork-
board Insulation." It and a sample of Non-
pareil Corkboard will be sent on request, with-
out charge or obligation.

Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co.
504 McGill Building

Montreal, Quebec, Canada A food storage room in the famous
Battle Creek, Mich., insulated with

Battle Creek
Nonpareil Co

Sanitarium,
rkboard.

- // aMj advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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A FAIR BARGAIN
It is unjust to charge too much for Refrigerating Machinery and poor business policy

to charge too little. There is a point between where the buyer and seller must meet
to conclude a fair bargain.

No transaction is ever entirely satisfactory that is not mutually beneficial. Goodwill
never becomes an asset of any Manufacturer who charges too much for his product,

and no Manufacturer can be successful who sells at less than a fair profit. Either

the customer suffers or the firm sooner or later goes out of business. When you buy
on the basis of price alone you generally pay for it and then some. Quality is remem-
bered long after the price is forgotten.

If you are interested in Mechanical Refrigeration, we can furnish a plant to meet
your local conditions at a fair price, all things considered.

The Quality and Service Guarantees back of all York Products should lead you to

give us a chance at your business. Our interest in every plant after it is erected is a
further protection to you and an assurance of our good intentions.

An inquiry from you will have our careful attention,

YORK MANUFACTURING CO.
(Ice-Making and Refrigerating Machinery exclusively)

YORK, PA.

Canadian Ice Machine Company
WINNIPEG TORONTO MONTREAL CALGARY

85 Lombard St. 82 Chestnut St. 626 Coristine BIdg. 605 Second St.

4
In the LARGEST and MOST MODERN PLANT in the

WORLD, building Insulated DOORS and allied products

exclusively, we are building what we KNOW to be THE BEST
INVESTMENT FOR THE USER and the universally recog-

nized WORLD'S STANDARD DOORS. In verification:—

THE HARRIS ABATTOIR CO.,
Ltd., Canada.

' Our Coolers and Freezers are
mostly equipped with your doors.
In fact we adopted it as /Standard
throughout our plant, as we find

Hiem gubstantiaUy made and the
insulation perfect. We also find

the Hardware stands up^ better
than on any other door we have

or tried."

LOLISVILLE SOAP CO..

Louisville, Ky.

"Coolers at one of our plants
are equipped tcith your doors,
which have given us such satiB-
faction wc wish to improve the
doors at our old plant. We would
not be warranted in throwing out
the doors but would like the type
hardwaro yovi supply."

THE WASHINGTON MARKET.
Washington, D.C.

'•The doors supplied by you, in

use at both plants, have been in

every way satisfactory, and wc
think the Jamison door is the best

on the market.''

Read 'em again men—analyze them! Acquaint yourself

fully with our method of construction through latest

catalog No. 8.

Jamison Cold Storage Door Company
Formerly Jones Cold Door Co. HAGERSTOWN, M.D., U.S.A.

// what you need is not advertised, cens'ilt ow Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.
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BELLISS & MORCO^I, LTD.
Engines and Air Compressors

Belliss & Morcom 2000 K.W. Steam Turbine at Montreal Tramways
Power Plant

Belliss Steam Engines, Steam Turbines, Diesel Engines,

Air Compressors, Condensing Plants

Heenan Refuse Destructors, Air Coolers, Water Coolers,

Oil Coolers, Dynamometers

Paterson Water Softening Plants and Filters

Centrifugal Pumps

LAURIE & LAMB
Engineers

211 Board of Trade Bldg. - . MONTREAL

Jf avy advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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The Customer's Viewpoint

LjRESENT and future customers can look upon the

sales combination of the SANFORD RILEY
STOKER COMPANY and the MURPHY IRON WORKS
from the viewpoint of service.

While in a sense it is true that each Company will act

independently, nevertheless, their service efforts will be

united into one constructive force available from a

greater number of strategic points.

This combined service is quite unlike all others. It is

designed from the customer's point of view rather than

from the builder's. This new service begins with the

customer's needs—takes his conditions into consideration

—and sees him through.

When in the market for stokers or when you wish

advice on the operation of your present equipment, don't

overlook the advantages of this new and enlarged service.

Since no two plant conditions are alike you will find it

to your advantage to profit by the experience of our

engineers. They will gladly analyze your plant conditions

and prescribe the remedy. If you will drop a line to our

nearest office they will help you to get the most out at

your present equipment or suggest new equipment which

will save you money, men, and fuel.

Sanford Riley Stoker Co. and Murphy Iron Works

Worcester Boston Detroit Cleveland
Philadelphia New York Cincinnati

Pittsburgh Buffalo Chicago St. Paul

SEND FOR RILEY STOKER CATALOG lOR OR MURPHY FURNACE CATALOG lOM

// what you need is not advertised, cotisult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.
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Two Mines
with but a

single thouglit
The coal mine and the asbestos

mine have a big job in common
^ — maximum production of

power.

With the burning of coal in these times

goes the obligation to use its heat effi-

ciently. So every ton of fuel mined sum-
mons more asbestos from another mine,

automatically, to guard jealously the

heat from that fuel.

Thf? two mines are racing together lo-

j

ward a common goal.

As the largest factor in the mining and

fabrication of asbestos, Johns-Manville

bears a burden of heavy responsibility.

Asbestos is the fibrous mineral base of

the most efficient heat insulations. It is

the necessary other 15'< in 85 Magnesia

It is, as well, the basic material for many eco

nomical packings which reduce friction, pre

vent leakage, resist wear, and save power.

In almost every plant improvement or ex

tension, asbestos in one form or another is

practically indispensable.

This development of asbestos from the status

of a little known curiosity to its present

rating as an industrial necessity, is due in no
small part to Johns Manville. So we can be

doubly proud that when the nation needed
Asbestos, our mines and factories, our labo-

ratories and mills, our engineers and chem-
ists, all were ready to play their part in the

nation's service.

Canadian
JOHNS-MANVILLE CO. Limited
Montreal Toronto Vancouver Winnipeg

Hamilton London Ottawa

To save steam and power, and hence to save

coal, specify these Johns-Manville Material-' :

Asbesto-Spon;e Felled Heat Insulation ; 85 Magnesia Sectional

In$ulali<>n ; Asbestocel and Air-Cell Se.liinal Insulalions.

Sea Ring Rod and Shaft Packing; Uni ersal Piclon Pac'iing;

Mogul Stem Packing: Service Sheet Packing; Seigellle Sheet

Packing; Kearsarge Gaskets; Vulcabcslon Pnrap Valves.

and SO:

COVERS' _
lUECOtOINE

JOHNS-MANVI LLE
SERVES IN CONSERVATION

thmugk A@lb@gfi@i rf^@fl8lnfc products
INSULATION

CEMENTS hiirr mill Uak-pntf
PACKINGS

LININGS Mj/ mate braka uft

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to he answered.
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POWER EQUIPMENT
Built to Meet Your Own Requirements

A corner in the Eneine Room of our New Power Plant recently erected at our Main South Works. Equipped with G. A McC.
Co. Three-Cylinder Compound and Two-Cylinder Compound Vertical Forced Lubrication Steam Engines.

G. & McC. CO. ENGINES and BOILERS
will provide your plant with

A Continuous and Economical Service

WE BUILD

Horizontal and Vertical Steam Engines; Steam Turbines: Return Tubular and Water Tube Boilers;

Heaters; Tanks; Pumps and Condensers; Transmission Machinery; Safes, Vaults and Vault Doors.

The advice of our Engineering Experts, our Catalogues, Specifications,

Photographs, etc., will be cheerfully supplied to interested parties.

The GOLDIE & McCULLOCH CO., Limited
Head Office and Works : GALT, Ontario, Canada

TORONTO OFFICE: WESTERN BRANCH : QUEBEC AGENTS : BRITISH COLUMBIA AGENTS:
Suit* 1101-2. 248 McDermott Ave., Rot* & Greic, 41 2 St. Jamet St. Robt. Hamilton & Co.,

Traders Bank Bids. Winnipes. Man. Montreal. Que. Vancouver, B.C.

// what you need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed iDidcr proper heading.
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Historical Development of the Steam Turbine- III

The Third Installment of a Series Dealing With Development
of the Turbine—Growth in Size of Turbo-Generator Units in

Recent Years—Compounding Adopted With Marked Success

THERE has been a lot of misappre-
hension about turbine bladinf^.

With all types of turbines, the

design and material of turbine blading

have undergone soma, evolution. Of

necessity, blading is subjected to very

arduous conditions. It works in a steam

current of considerable velocity, tne

steam often being laden with moisture

ORlGtNAL WIRr WtRE CLINCHED

BLADE PUNCHED BLADE CLINCHED

I IG. 27 COMMA WIRE TYPE OF BLADE LASHING

and sometimes with chemicals, and solid

foreign particles as the result of prim-
ing boilers. Centrifugal stresses must
of course be properly considered, out

far more important is the fact that

any blading must be able to withstand

the tendency to vibrate in the steam
current.

FIG. 28—TWO ROW BLADING.

The . characters of the two salient

types of turbine elements, impulse aiul

re-action, require quite different blad-

ing; the one, massive blade sections, and

the other, relatively light sections. How-
ever, the strain on the blades due to

centrifugal force is the same in either

case, and in the event of collision be-

tween blades the one is as subject to

injury as the other, with the difference,

however, that the results may be

more far-reachin'^i: in the ease of

the more massive blades. In

some early designs, breakages
were due to contact between the

stationary and revolving ele-

ments, resulting from distortion

of theh cylinder structures. This
has been eliminated by better

design of these structures, the

elimination of ribs and all un-
necessary excrescences which
might lead to internal strains in

the castings or distortions due to

uneven heating and cooling.

The principal cause of the

breakage of turbine bladSS is

vibration in the steam current.

There are scarcely any records
of blades having broken because

of centrifugal force per se. Shrouding
and other means of bracing the outer
ends of turbine blades to each other
have been employed to reduce the ten-

dency to vibrate. Such devices increase
the natural periodicity, and hence reduce
the amplitude of vibration. IL'ater de-

signs of blading have their sections

tapered, there being some 40 per cent,

more cross-section at the foot than at

the tip. With this construction, the
deflection due to vibration will be

distributed over a considerable length

instead of being concentrated at the

point of attachment. The later

method of attaching re-action blades

is shown in Fig. 26, the blades having

a foot forged on the end which fits

in a groove in the floor of the main
groove of the blade-carrying element.

The spacers between the blades are

dovetailed to correspond with th«>

dovetailing of the main groove, thus

completely interlocking the blading

and rendering the attachment at

strong as the blades themselves.

Large blades, like those shown,

have their grooves provided with
compound wedges which help to fill

the grooves more completely. This,

type of blading was first employed in

all commercial turbines in 1911, since

which time little trouble has been ex-

perienced due to vibration of blade';.

This construction replaced the re-action

blade system devised by Parsons in 189G
which comprised alternate blade and
spacing pieces, each drawn to shape

and cut to length, and calked in grooves

very slightly dovetailed; the root por-

tion of the blades being slightly serrat-

ed but friction, the result of calking,

was wholly depended upon for securing

the blades.

Ingenuity on the part of the builders

of re-action turbines has not been lack-

FIG. 29—SINGLE ROW BLADE CONSTRUC-
TION.

ing in suggesting improvements, but

the apparently crude construction of

Parsons was not easily to be improved
upon, for it is still employed by builders

of re-action turbines in Europe. Tne
FuUager system was introduced in 1904,

and was employed by the Allis-Chalmers

Company in the United States and by
William & Robinson in England. Th3
Allis-Chalmers Company were compelled

to abandon the riveted shroud portion

of the Fullager system on account of

a patent covering this, controlled by

the General Electric Company. They
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have since made further improvements
to their construction.

BLADE LASHINGS
In the earlier machines, the blades

were short and steam velocities low, so

no blade lashings were required. Earli-

est blade lashings comprised a metal
strip laid in a notch in the side of the

blade, laced to the blades with fine wire
and silver soldered. This method is

still employed in Europe), except the

lacing is discontinued and silver solder-

ing relied upon entirely. The Westing-
house Company early abandoned this

method and adopted in 1905 what is

known as a "comma" wire construction,

FIG. 30—CONTROL VALVE GEAR.

shown in Fig. 27; the tail of the comma
being sheared at the walls of the blade

and turned over between the blades, thus

forming an abutment against the blades.

This construction,, while simple, was
found after some years of use to be

objectionable because of the close m-
spection required to insure a solid abut-

ment, without which the blade may
commence vibrating slightly between
the abutments, the vibration increasing

its amplitude on account of wear, until

rupture is reached.

In the last few years silver soldering

of the comma wire has been employed
as an insurance and to avoid difficult

inspection, the construction otherwise

remaining the same. The clinching of

the comma wire serves as a ready
means of spacing the ends of the blade

properly, after which the soldering may
be performed. Brazing spelter was for

a time employed in order to avoid the

high cost of silver. It was found ob-

jectionable because the higher heat in-

volved necessitated the blade cooling

\inder some shrinkage stresses, through
what appeared to be a critical tempera-
ture, sometimes causing rupture.

With later designs, involving large

steam volumes at high velocities, the

blade lashing is of paramount import-

ance in order to reduce vibration in

the steam current, and judgment must
be employed in determining the length

of segments to obtain the maximum
rigidity on the one hand, and to provide

the necessary flexibility for expansion
on the other; it being remembered that

the blading heats and cools at a dif-

ferent rate from the supporting drum or

disc.

IMPULSE BLADING
As previously stated, impulse blades

partake of a construction diflFerent from
re-action blading. Generally they are
more massive and the fourth wall to

the blade passage, formed by a shroud,
is always employed. Impulse elements
were not employed commercially by the
Westinghouse Company until the advent
of their single-double-flow combination
turbine in 1909. A number of different
forms of impulse blade construction
have been employed, not all of which are
instructive. A modern standard con-
struction of blading for two-row impulse
elements is shown in Fig. 28. Two con-
structions of single row impulse element
(Rateau turbine) are shown in Fig. 29.

In each case the shroud is integral with
the blade. A groove is cut in

the shroud into which is in-

serted a strip of suitable

length, which is brazed to the

blade. The blade is drawn to

:s"~" the shape corresponding to the

shrouded portion, the blade

portion between the shroud
and base parts being formed
by a profiling milling opera-

tion.

BLADE MATERIALS
A brass alloy, known as

Delta metal, was employed for

re-action blades for the ear-

liest machines in this country.
Some blade breakages, which no doubt
were due to vibration of the blades them-
selves, were attributed to defects of

the material; such as crystallization, due
to heating and cooling. Careful trial

in a few machines showed us that blad-

ing made of ordinary steel would not

corrode, so between 1904 and 1907, steel

was adopted, and many of these ma-
chines are in operation to-day withoui
showing any particular corrosion. How-

KIG. .SI A MODERN CONTROL VALVE AND ITS RELAY

ever, enough cases of severe corrosion

appeared to render the use of ordinal y

steel blading untenable.

The effects were obviously caused by
corrosion (not to be confused with ero-

sion) and occurred mostly at the dew

point, that is, at the zone of the turbine

where, on account of latent heat being

given up, superheat is lost and meisture

commences to be precipitated. The cause

of corrosion in power house apparatus

seems obscure; it exists in one plant,

and is absent in another, and the ana-

lytical chemist has not been of materia!

assistance in determining specific

causes. No doubt injudicious use of

boiler compounds and the presence of

unsatisfied oxygen with pure water were

among the reasons.

In 1907 blades were made from Mon-
nel metal, the original steel ingot hav-

ing 25 per cent, of copper welded to trie

outside by a proprietary process, sub-

sequent rolling and drawing still main-

taining the proportion of copper in the

final blade shape. While more resist-

ant to corrosion they are by no means
immune. So a bronze alloy was again

adopted; this time using an alloy con-

taining copper 97 to 98 per cent., tin

2 to 3 per cent., phosphor 0.03 to 0.07

per cent., which for moderate stresses

is still employed.- For higher stresses

and impulse blading a low carbon steel

is employed, having a carbon content

not to exceed 0.08 per cent., combined

with 5 per cent, nickel. This is prac-

tically a nickel iron, manufactured in

an electric furnace.

The quality of material has always

been considered as being a considerable

factor in the ability of a blade to resist

fracture under vibrating stresses. No
doubt homogeneity is important, and

some low carbon steel made by ordinary

processes has failed for lack of it. It

would appear that while the strength

of a section under tension depends upon

he taverage strength of the fibres, the

ability to resist vibration is perhaps only

dependent upan the strength of the

weakest fibre.

A variety of materials

have been suggested for

blading, and employed at one

time or other by various

manufacturers; a few may
be commented upon as fol-

lows:

NICKEL-STEEL. higher

in both nickel and carbon

than that mentioned above,

is used in Europe, but allep:-

ed to be by no means immune
from corrosion.

NICKEL-BRONZE (80-

82) has been successfully

employed by some manufac-
turers. It '3 alleged lo be-

come brittle by absorbing
carbon monoxide should it be

present in the steani.

MONEL METAL has sat-

isfactory characteristics but
it is difficult Lo work and
varies in composition.

NICKEL, if pure, has sat-

isfactory physical character-

istics and is immune from corrosion.

GLANDS
In their early turbine work, the West-

inghouse Company employed a steam
labyrinth similar to that employed by
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Parsons. It had the objection that to
provide enough sealing steam to pre-
clude air leakage invariably meant an
objectionable leakage to the engine-
room. In 1903 was developed the well
known water gland which has been em-
ployed without material change unti'

this time. It comprises simply a double
centrifugal pump operating in a cham-
ber. It is provided at its periphery with
water, say of five pounds greater pres-
sure than the pressure against which it

is designed to pack; the pump thus main-
tains an annulus of water at the outer
edge which forms a very complete seal.

FIG. GOVERNOR DETAIL.

The advent of water glands reduced a
troublesome and difficult detail to one
causing no concern to either the designer
or the manufacturer. It is extremely
simple in operation, requiring only a
supply of water of the requisite pres-

sure. This is best supplied by a float

valve and tank located at the proper
elevation. Inasmuch as there is some
evaporation taking place in the gland,

in part due to transfer of heat along
the cylinder wall and to fluid friction of

the fluid itself, water containing scale

forming matter should not be used, so

the gland is preferably supplied with
condensate.

This type of gland has been extended
to use with marine propelling machinery,
in which case the gland must pack at

any rotational speed in either direction,

so a labyrinth pack is provided in com-
bination with the water seal. Further
the turbine governor is arranged to turn
off the water supply and admit steam
through a reducing valve to the laby-

rinth automatically, whenever the speed
of the turbine is reduced below that at

which the water gland can seal, usually
about half speed. This is accomplished
by providing the governor with two
springs, one heavier than the other. The
first half of the governor travel com-
presses the lighter spring at only about
half full speed. The governor on reach-
ing this position, operates a relay, turn-
ing steam on and water off, or vice-

versa, according to whether the turbine
is being accelerated or retarded. On
the turbine reaching full speed, tne
governor will go to the outer half of
its travel, compressing the heavier
spring and controlling the main steam
admission.

BEARINGS
The bearings devised by Parsons in

1890, comprising a shell surrounded by
three concentric sleeves, are still em-
ployed for turbines that operate above
their critical speed. Such turbines, how-
ever, are few in number, for so far as
practicable, all modern machilies operate
below their critical speeds. For these,
ordinary cast-iron bearing shells are
employed, lined with babbit. The pro-
gress represented in them is that pres-
sures per square inch of projected area
have gone from 50 to 120 pounds and
surface speeds from 50 to 80 or 90 feet
per second, and it is believed that tiie

duty to which such a bearing can be
subjected is considerably beyond these
limits.

An innovation introduced by the West-
inghouse Company at the inception of
their turbine work, was to provide the
turbine bearing shells with four keys
fitted in recesses on the outside. These
keys have sheet metal liners beneath
them, and are turned spherically to suit
the housing which supports the bearing,
the bearing being supported by the keys
in the pedestal. Removal of liners from
one side to the other provides a very
definite adjustment of the rotor in the
turbine cylinder. By these means the
position of the rotor may be easily de-
termined as well as definite knowledge
of the least radial clearance obtained.
The rotor may be displaced by definite
amounts, and the rotor meantime re-

volved, permitting an adjustment of
position to be made that beyond per-
adventure is what is required.

THRUST BEARING
The thrust bearing, comprising a

number of collars, has been replaced
by the Kingsbury thrust bearing which
is capable of supporting an enormous
thrust, enabling turbines to be con-
structed to have a considerable normal
end thrust, and permitting the reduc-
tion of diameters of balancing pistons

and the like. Furthermore, with such
bearings an accurate balancing of the

turbine, so that there shall be no end
thrust, is no longer necessary. These
thrust bearings operate satisfactorily

with pressures as high as 500 pounds
per square inch of actual bearing sur-

face. They have been operated experi-

mentally with pressures as high as 5,000

pounds per square inch without heat-
ing. Dr. Kingsbury has secured a
variety of applications for his bearing
for the main propeller thrust bearing;
required, including heavy vertical gen-
erators. Most modern geared turbine
steamers are being equipped with them
for the main propeller thrust bearing;
the multicollar type of marine thrust
bearing, seven or eight feet long, be-

ing replaced by a single disc occupying
an axial dimension of less than two feet.

GOVERNOR AND GOVERNOR
VALVES

A speed-responsive centrifugal type
of governor has always been employed
in this country. A development of de-

tail design has occurred which is of
considerable interest, but would be of

too great length to be described here.

The result is the employment to-day of

governors of large power and of such
construction as to assure a perfectly

constant rate of speed variation.

At the time the Westinghouse Com-
pany became a licensee of Parsons, it

was Parsons' custom to control all ma-
chines by an electrical governor, com-
prising a solenoid actuating a steam re-

lay. The solenoids were compounded
and could be arranged to maintain sub-

stantially constant voltage, in which
case the turbine operated at higher
speed at full load than at friction load

in accordance with the generator charac-

teristics. Parsons was able to obtain ex-

cellent regulation from a solenoid, by
introducing a constant oscillation to the

lever system that connected the relay

with the armature of the solenoid, ef-

fectively eliminating friction of rest.

This also oscillated the relay, causing

a quite violent opening and closing of

the main valve and admitting the steam
to the • turbine in puffs. At that time

FIG. 33^TURBINE THROTTLE VALVE.

there were few cases in Europe where
alternating-current ' generators operated

in parallel, so the electrical governor

was satisfactory.

The governor control employed by the

Westinghouse Company in their earliest

machines employed a similar steam re-

lay, substituting a speed responsive fly-

ball governor for the Parsons solenoid.

The steam relay went through a pro-

cess of elaboration and improvement.
Arrangements were developed for the

automatic operation of by-pass valves

by the same system to enable the tur-

bine to carry heavy overloads. An ex-

ample of this valve gear is shown in

Fig. 30.

The character and the quickness of
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governing to be obtained with such
mechanism left nothing to be desired.
An objection to it was that its method
of operation was not obvious to the ob-
server, and the cause o' any little de-
rangement was not easily diagnosed.
Later with the advent of larger ma-
chines, the puff system of ad-
mitting steam was found to

cause at times objectionable
re-action and vibration in the
main steam lines of the power
house, so that by 1909 the
steam relay began to be aban-
doned for the well-known hy-
draulic relay and floating lever
that is employed to-day, using
oil at 50 pounds pressure pro-
vided by the regular turbine
oiling system. At this time it

was arranged that in cases of
smaller turbines, where the
steam flow was 20,000 pounds
or less per hour, no steam relay
would be employed, the regular
governor being sufficiently

powerful to operate the valves
direct.

In the earlier machines', cast
iron or ordinary bronze, double-
heat, poppet valves were
thought good enough. The
higher superheats and larger
capacities of to-day have
brought about considerable
changes in these parts. A high
grade nickel bronze is employ-
ed for quite small sizes. Gen-
erally steel is employed for all

parts, the seats in both the
valve and cage being formed
by monel metal rings suitably
secured in place, the life of
which appears indefinite. A
modern control valve with its

relay for a large turbine is

shown in Fig. 31, and the design
of the governor controlling it.

Fig. .32.

Automatic Stop Governors
All machines except the ear-

liest have been provided with
automatic stops. There has
been no particular change in

these during the last ten years.
In earlier machines it was
thought preferable that the
automatic stop governor that
the automatic stop governor
should operate a separate and
distinct valve in the main
steam line. This was found
jectionable in some cases as
separate automatic valve would never
be operated except in the emergency
when, on account of long disuse,
it may be found to be inoperative. It

was therefore abandoned and the main
throttle valve itself arranged to be
operated automatically by the stop gov-
ernor. The advantage of such an ar-
rangement is: first, the valve must
necessarily be maintained tight; second,
of necessity it must be operated every
time the turbine is started or stopped;
and third, the valve may be partially
closed even while the turbine is operat-
ing, so there may be assurance of no

sticking in the pistons, etc. Fig. 33

represents a modern throttle valve of

this type. The seats are of monel metal

which appears to be the metal most

capable of resisting the erosive action

of steam.

ly oil-tight joint and no trouole is ex-

perienced through expansion troubles as

the bottom and sides are of the same
material and have the same co-efficient

of expansion.

It will be noticed that a solid sub-base
is provided, equipped with eyebolt foi

block and tackle wide wheels.

By the use of wheels it is found
possible to move the trans-

former, weighing fifteen tons,

with the use of six men, no
jacking or other work of like

nature being required.

A quick opening gate valve,

on the oil connection is provid-

ed, and a special oil-tight con-

nection enables self-draining

connections to be made on the

transformer water cooling coils.

The transformer illustrated is

being erected in the shop and is

of 1,500 kva. capacity, three-

phase, oil insulated, water

cooled. The primary voltage is

13,200 and the secondary eithe

2,300 or 550. Three of these

have been insulated at Leaside

Munitions in Toronto.

The illustration gives an ex-

cellent idea of the coils method

of bracing and the arrangement

of the leads to the terminal

board.

1.1.200 2.300 57.5-VOLT MOLONEY TRANSFORMER, SINGLE
PHASE. 1.500 KV-A. CAPACITY.

ob-

the

NEW DEVELOPMENT IN TRANS-
FORMER CASES

The accompanying illustration shows
a new departure in the making of oil-

tight transformer cases. As is well

known to operating engineers, the usual

type of case with the corrugations cast

into the base is a constant source of

trouble. In the case illustrated the

Canadian Moloney Electric Co., Bank of

Hamilton Building, Toronto, have pro-

duced an all steel arrangement which is

absolutely oil tight. The bottom of sheet

steel is cut to fit the corrugations of the

case by the oxy-acetylene cutting torch

and is then solidly welded to it by the

same means. This ensures an absolute-

HOW TO SAVE COAL
Coal is the chief form of fuel

used in the generation of steam,

though wood is still available in

some sections, particularly in

connection with saw mills. Oil

and natural gas are used where

they can be had at a cost that is

not prohibitive, and the gases

from blast furnaces are used to

a considerable extent in the iron

regions. Waste and refuse of

many kinds are likewise burned

with success for steam genera-

tion, though special furnaces

are usually required, adapted

to each particular kind of fuel.

Coal being by far the common-
est fuel, it will be assumed to be

used, throughout the following

pages, except where the con-

trary is expressly indicated.

In general, it is more econ-

omical to burn soft coal than hard,

though this will vary somewhat with

the locality, and also with the nature

of the output of the plant. In

some cases freedom from smoke is

the determining factor, etiher because

of local ordinances against smoke,

or because smoke or some of the

other volatile substances that are given

off by soft coal would be detrimental to

the product that is manufactured. In

this latter case "economy" has to be

construed in its broadest sense, as includ-

ing the operation of the plant as a whole.
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The Power Plant of the Simpson Knitting Mills
A Power Plant Where Isolated Plant and Control Station Service
Combine to Give Economy in Operation — Large Amount of

Steam is Used For Industrial Plant Purposes

THE power plant of the Simpson
Knitting Mills, Toronto, has been
in continuous operation nig-ht and

day for the past ten years, and since
the commencement of the war, now hap-
pily past, the firm has supplied war
material for every one of the Allied

Governments and has succeeded in

maintaining its domestic trade as well as
fillins: with promptness the requirements
of the Allies.

Boiler Room
Five horizontal return tubular boilers

are installed. These boilers are 72 in.

by 18 ft. and are

fitted with 72 four-

inch tubes. Three
of these are of

Goldie and McCul-
loch make and the

remaining two are

of John Inglis make.
In addition to these

boilers there is also

installed' one 400 hp.

Robb Brady Scotch
"boiler.

The boilers are
fed from an open
Webster feed-water
heater by a 10x7x12
outside packed Mar-
tin duplex pump,
with a similar pump
in reserve. The feed-

water is heated to

200° Fah. with the

exhaust from the
engines, and the
heater also receives
the returns from the

heating system.
These latter arc
Isrought back
through a Martin 6

X 10 X 12 Martin
vacuum pump.
The plant requires a considerable

amount of hot water for dying, washing
and scouring the wool used. This water
is heated in two closed heaters, also
heated by exhaust steam and the pro-
cess water is delivered at a high tem-
perature, making for greater efficiency
and economy in manufacturing.
Exhaust steam is also used for drying

the raw stock after washing, and also
for drying the finished fabric.

A hydraulic power pump is also used
for humidifying the atmosphere, a very
essentia] factor in the carding and spin-

ning of cotton yarns.

Engine Room
The main engine room is set entirely

apart from the boiler room and the
units consist of three distinct sets. The
largest unit is a Robb Armstrong 28x.39x

By HUGH CLARK, Chief Engineer

30 cross compound non-condensing en-

gine running at 120 revs, per min.

This engine is direct connected to a

Swedish General Electric three phase,

sixty cycle, 600 volt alternator. The
other two sets consist of tv^-o 16x26x18
Goldie and McCulloch tandem compound
non-condensing engines running at 200

revs, per min. and direct connected to

250 k.w. 8 sixty-cycle alternators; also

generating current at 600 volts, three

phase. These generators are of Canadian
General Electric make.
The generators are excited from a 20

Central Station peak. A transformer
house also forms part of the equipment,

six 100 k.w. transformers stepping the

primary voltage of 4,000 down to 600.

Switchboard

The main switchboard consists of five

white marble panels, three ft. by seven

in size. The switching equipment con-

sists of eight 200 amp., double pole, three

pole switches, and two 400 amp. switches

of similar type. Each circuit is also

fitted with a three-pole Swedish Gen-

eral Electric oil switch. All circuits are

metered by Terranti ammeters.
The Central Sta-

tion busbars are on

top and the com-
pany's own on the

bottom, and ease

and flexibility in

operation are ob-

tained by the excel-

lent design of the

board. There are

five machine panels,

all fitted with the

latest operating de-

vices, such as in-

verse time element
relays, circuit
breakers, ammeters,
voltmeters, and a

recording voltmeter.

VIEW OF ENGINE ROOM

k.w. 125 volt d.c. Swedish General El-

ectric generator, driven by an eight by
eight Robb Armstrong vertical engine,

running at 400 revs, per min., direct con-

nected to the generator.

A motor generator set is used as an
auxiliary source of excitation. This
unit is of Swedish General Electric

make and consists of a 25 k.w. 125 volt

d.c. generator driven by a 600 volt,

1,150 rev. per min., 40 h.p. induction

m.otor.

The main generators are run in par-

allel, synchronizing being done by
means of lamps.

Central Station Energy Used

At present 75 per cent, of the power
is taken from the Toronto Electric Light
Co. From four to 7 p.m. the large unit
is used and carries the load during the

BUYING COAL IS

A SCIENCE
The best method

of buying coal will

vary with the quan-
tity that is used. In

small plants the

cost of making fre-

quent analyses and
tests is usually pro-

hibitive, and in such

cases the buyer
must be guided by

general considerations, rather than
by an accurate knowledge of the

heating value of the fuel. He should see

that the coal has been freshly mined,

and that it comes from mines which
yield a uniform and satisfactory product,

as judged by his own experience or by
that of others. It is better, in general,

to be content with a supply of known and
proved worth, rather than to experiment
on any large scale with untried mines or

sources. Experimenting in a small way
may be encouraged, however, if the re-

sults are checked up by actual steaming
tests, so that positive and reliable infor-

mation is obtained, for future guidance.

It is safest for the small buyer to deal

with a merchant who has a good repu-

tation to maintain, even though the first

cost of the fuel is a little higher.
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Systems of Hot Water Heating Explained
Gravity System Principles of Action and Causes of Failure-
Proportioning and Layout of Installation—Honeywell System-
Forced Circulation System—Advantages of Hot Water Heating

Over Steam

By S. BALMFIRTH

WATER in motion is the best me-
dium for absorbing heat, trans-
mitting same to required points

and there delivering. Still water is a
poor absorbent, but in circulation ab-
sorbs heat rapidly. Having high spe-
cific heat or absorbing capacity, it lends
itself readily to man's use for heating,
so that in most buildings of any con-
siderable size hot water is becoming the
favorite method of heating.

Systems

Gravity open
Gravity closed
these are not controlled. Honeywell or
circulation booster, forced circulation
systems.

The first system consists of one boiler,
piping, radiators and expansion tank. In
this system the water is heated in the
boiler, which is placed in the basement of
the building and circulates through the
piping to the radiators where it deliv-
ers up its heat and flows back to the
boiler again. This sounds quite simple
and so it is, but it might pay us to in-
vestigate a little and find out why and
how this is done.

Gravity System

We will assume a gravity system of
open type, in a house of, say, two storeys
and basement, giving a total height of
about twenty-five feet. Water weights
approximately 62.5 lbs. per cubic foot,
so that for every foot in height we have
a pressure of 62.5-^144=.434 lbs. per
sq. in., so that at the lowest point in
our system, we have a pressure of .434X25=10.85 lbs. per sq. in. with water at
Its greatest density, that is, 39 deg. F.
However, for conveniences, we will as-
sume the water to be at ordinary tem-
perature, say 50 deg. F. We will fur-
ther assume that the system is filled,
air all out of the radiators, and all ready
for starting up. Now, if the fire be
lighted, a change of conditions takes
place. The water in the boiler is heated
and at once expands, taking up more
space, therefore becoming lighter in
weight, volume for volume. At 150 dep,'.

F. water weighs 61.18 lbs. per cubTc
foot, a reduction in weight of 1.23 lbs.
from its original weight, at 50 deg. F.
This gives a pressure per square inch of
.425 lbs., very nearly, per foot in height.
Now, if we could imagine that no water
from the return side of the heating sys-
tem were admitted to the boiler, and
also that the water in the boiler and flow
risers was heated, right up to the top to

temperature already given, 150 deg., we
should have a difference in pressure of

(.4.S4—.425) X 25 = .225 lbs. per sq. in.

Assume now that the water from the
return side be admitted to the boiler,

then we should have two columns of
water of different weights with a com-
mon base. Naturally this cannot be, as
we know. Water will flow in from the
return side of the system because that
side is the heavier, and the heated water
will flow into the radiators, giving up
its heat, down the return side to the
boiler, where it is reheated and starts
on the same cycle again.

Causes of Faulty Action

This illustration will give us not only
the why of hot water heating, but also

the why not, for it also discloses the
reason that so many hot water installa-

tions are not the successes that they de-

serve to be. The figures given show that
for a height of 25 ft. and a difference
in temperature of 100 deg., we have a
difference in pressure of only .225 lb.

per sq. in., less than % of 1-lb., and
when we consider that 20 deg. to 25

deg. difference is all that is allowed be-

tween flow and return temperature in

hot water heating systems, which gives

a pressure of only .065 lbs. per sq. in.,

we can see that it is necessary to be

very careful in the lay-out of a hot

water system if it is to work efficiently

and economically.

Proportioning

I do not intend or expect to show any-

thing new or startling, or even original,

but propose just to see what it is neces-

sary to consider in the lay-out of a good
hot water job. First, a properly pre-

pared plan.

By a properly prepared plan, I mean
one in which everything appertaining to

the job has been figured out. The ground
floor plan should be drawn to scale, and
the risers marked in on it with the foot-

age they are to supply, and the style of

connection between main and branch.

Also the amount of radiation should be

calculated, not put in by guess, or cubi-

cal contents method, or any old rule of

thumb, but scientifically (that much
abused word) by the heat loss method.

This rule takes into consideration the

amount of fresh air required in each

room, as well as the exposed area of

wall and glass. This is the rule:

Add results obtained and divided by

160 for sq. ft. of direct hot water radia-

tion required. Add results and divide by

250 for steam. Secondly, a properly pro-

portioned boiler, well set up and having

ample draft. When I say properly pro-

portioned, I mean a boiler which has suf-

ficient heating surface for the work It

has to do, yet at the same time not so

large that the circulation through it will

be sluggish, or that the fire will require

to be checked down all the time, nor yet

so small that it is necessary to keep all

drafts wide open in order to get the

w^ork out of it.

When we consider that out of the

12,000 or so B.t.u. in every pound of an-

thracite coal, only 8,000 are available

for useful work, the rest being lost in

radiation, leakages, producing draft and

other boiler losses, it becomes obvious

that too much care cannot be bestowed

upon the selection and installation of

the boiler. There are any number of

good makes of boilers for this purpose,

so that the matter of selection is fairly

easy, but here are some of the require-

ments for a good boiler:

1st. It should be built of few parts.

2nd. It should permit of easy clean-

ing.

3rd. The sections should be fairly

thin, so that the boiler does not hold too

much water.

4th. The fire pot should be not less

than eight inches deep.

5th. The grates should be, of course,

shaking grates, but should be in two or

more sections, if at all possible in the

size of boiler.

6th. The boiler should be installed

where there is sufficient room for a man

to get around it, not down in a pit

where the attendant has to jump down

two or three feet every time he has to

clean fires. Further, as far as possible,

the boiler should be installed as nearly

equi-distant from the risers as possibk.

and as close to the chimney as possib-e

to avoid a long fule.

These requirements may or may not

be obtainable in one boiler or installa-

tion, but they are the main points. Hav-

ing obtained the boiler and seen to its

proper installation, the next thing to do

For Vi air chanRe per hour multipl.v 20 10 1^ —10
cubic contents by -5 .6 .7 .8

" 1 air change per hour 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6
"

I'/i a'ir change per hour l.i> 1-8 2.1 2.4
" 2 nir changes per hour 2.0 2 4 2.8 8.2

Multiply exposed glass by 50. 65. 76. 85.

Multiply exposed wall by 17. 20. 25. 27.

Use co-efficient for Vi air change for rooms only requiring tempering.

Use co-efficient for 1 air change for bedrooms.
Use co-efficient for I'-j air changes for living rooms.
Use co-efficient for 2 air changes for halls, bath and exposed rooms.

— 20 Outside temperatui-es

.9

1.8
2.7
S.6
95.
80.
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is to lay in the mains. Right here is a

splendid chance to make or mar the

whole system. I have one building in

my care which it is impossible to heat,

through wrong design, although the

boiler is amply large. The sizes of the

mains are, of course, decided by the

amount of radiation they are to serve.

The following sizes of mains are taken
from Kent's Handbook:

CAPACITY OF MAINS 100 FEET LONG
Two Pipes One Pipe

Inches. Feet. Feet.

H4 75 45

H4 107 65
> 200 121

2M> 314 190
S 540 328

780 474
« 1,060 645

1,860 1,186
n 2,960 1,800
- 4,280 2,700
8 5,8.50 3,500

Capacity of mains 100 ft. long ex-

pressed in the number of square feet of

hot water radiating surface they will

supply, the radiators being placed in

rooms at 70° and 20° drop assumed.
There is a danger of making the mains
and risers too large and thereby check-
ing the circulation. It must be remem-
bered that the larger the mains, the

greater will be the amount of water con-

tained, and as this water is to be heatec!,

it naturally follows that the circulation

will be sluggish, and as the success ol

a hot water system depends upon the

rapidity of its circulation, it will be seen
that this is a most important point.

One small detail I might mention here
is, to have all pipe ends reamed out

clean, as a burr on a pipe reduces the

area of cross section by fully 25 per

cent, in the smaller sizes and also givej

rise to small eddies, all of which tend

to impede the circulation. All mains,

both flow and return, should have a rise

from the boiler of not less than 1 in.

in 10 ft. The next point to watch is the

way the branches are connected to the

mains. Anyone who has watched a

gravity hot water system at work from

the time of its lighting up, will remem.-

ber that the hot water flows along the

the top of the pipe, that is, the top of pipe

always gets hot first. So a little rea-

soning will show that if the first branch

off the main be connected at the top, it

will get the hottest water, and the other

branches will naturally have a poorer

circulation.

To avoid short-circuiting of the near-

est radiators, therefore, with the natural

result of robbing the further ones, it

will be necessary to arrange to introduce

friction into the circuits of the nearest,

or rather to equalize all the circuits sa

that short-circuiting shall not take place.

The ideal system is one in which the cir-

culation to all radiators is equal, there-

by ensuring water equally hot, and as

it is obviously impossible to have the

boiler equi-distant from all radiators or

even to have all the mains and branches
carry the same amount of radiation,

some means of balancing the friction on
the different mains and branches muot
be considered.

Assuming 4 branches on 2 mains; the

first branch from the boiler should be
made, generally speaking, with a tee

turned down at an angle of 45 deg. and
nipple and tee at the bottom plugged
for cleaning, and then with a nipple in

the tee and a 45 deg. ell, we have the

first branch. The second branch should

be taken off horizontally, the third with

a tee turned up at an angle of 45 deg.

and the last turned directly up from the

main. If the amount of radiation does

not call for a main of over 2 in. at the

boiler, it should not be reduced below
11/4 in. at the end of the main. It may
be necessary to vent the mains at dif-

ferent points.

To avoid short-circuiting of the sys-

tem, the ground floor radiators should

have a separate return main, which
should enter the return header close Lo

the boiler. If this is not done, the

radiators on the ground floor will not

heat properly, because the circulation

will be held up by the cooler water from
the other radiators. When making con-

nections for the ground floor radiators

off the risers, it is better to use 0. S.

tees or to use a connection like sketch.

This will prevent the radiators on the

upper floors from robbing those on the

ground floor.

Expansion Tank
The expansion tank is, as its name

implies, installed to take care of the ex-

pansion of the water. As water expands
about 1-23 of its volume, from 50 deg.

F. to 185 deg. F., it will be seen that a

tank whose volume is 1-20 of that of

the water in the system will be about
right. This will take care of all ex-

pansion, and having ample room, will

avoid the necessity of adding fresh water
to the system due to boiling over. Most
expansion tanks are too small, thereby
causins: an unnecessary evne"''° in the

operation of the system. For if the tank
be too small, the system filled with cold

water with the water showing in the

gauge glass, then as the water is heated,

the tank will overflow, carrying away
heat. Now, as the outside temperature
varies considerably, so must the tem-
perature of the water vary. If the

water has overflowed to any extent

while the system was very hot, then

cold water must be added to make up
the loss, as the system cools off and as

this fresh water must be heated it will

readily be seen that with our varying
temperature, that quite an appreciable

heat loss will take place.

Radiators, in order to give off the

maximum amount of heat, should be
placed either under the windows if it

be at all possible, but at any rate, next
the outside wall. There is a difference

of fully 25 per cent, in the efficiency of

a radiator due to its position.

The Closed Gravity system differs

only in that it has no expansion tank,

but is supplied with a relief valve in-

stead. The relief valve may be an or-

dinary lever and weight, or spring load-

ed valve, or the whole system may be

connected to the city water system, in

which case the pressure in the city

mains acts as a relief valve. There is

one advantage of a system of this kind

over the open type, which I will take up

later.

Honeywell System

The Honeywell system of hot water

heating differs from both the open and

closed gravity systems. In this system

there is employed a so-called generator.

This is entirely a misnomer, as the ap-

paratus does not generate anything, but

applies a varying pressure up to 10 lbs.

on the flow side of the system. This

results in a higher temperature being

obtainable and also a more rapid cir

culation. Perhaps at first sight this

may not seem feasible, but if the action

be traced, it will be found that it is so.

The usual maximum temperature for a

(Connection

RADIATOR CONNECTION.

hot water system to work at is 180 deg.

F., but generally the temperature is

around 160° F. If the water in the

boiler is not allowed to expand and rise

in the expansion tank in the usual man-

ner, the energy imparted to it by the

burning coal must find an outlet some-

where, and this outlet can only be

through the system of piping and radi-

ators provided. With the Honeywell

system a temperature equal to a steam

pressure of 10 lbs. is possible, so that

a higher temperature is possible at the

radiators, and as none of the motive

force is lost in the expansion tank, there

is a very rapid circulation produced.

Further, a greater drop in temperature

between flow and return sides of the

system may be allowed, which in turn

increases the circulation. Where the

gravity system has an effective range

of temperature of only about 40 to 60

deg. F. that is from 120 to 180 deg. F..

the Honeywell system has a range of

from 90 to 240 deg. F This tends to-

wards the use of smaller mains and

radiators; 20 per cent, smaller than for

gravity systems.

I applied one of the generators to the

heating system that I mentioned before

with the result that now the radiators

can be heated, where as previously they

could only be warmed, and this without

any alteration to the system, or without

using any more coal. But I would re-

commend all present to get the Honey-
well book; it will repay any engineer

for the time spent in its study.
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Forced Circulation System
The last system I wish to deal with is

the forced circulation system. To my
mind this is the best system of heating,
not excepting- steam. In this system the
circulation does not depend on the tem-
perature of the water. The water is

circulated through the radiators by
means of a pump. The radiators are
proportioned at the same rating as for
steam, whilst the sizes of the mains and
risers are calculated wholly upon the
friction load on the pipe. In this sys-
tem it is quite easy to make a one-pipe
job, which works very well indeed. By
running the mains to the top of the
building and there branching off to the
different drop risers and using 0. S.

fittings, it is possible to do with only
one riser. By using this system there
is no trouble with ground floor radia-
tion or short-circuiting- of any section.

Further, the initial cost is lower than that
of a steam system and the maintenance
cost is much lower. I am operating one
forced circulation system that I connect-
ed myself. I replaced three No. 9

Spencer boilers, using a No. 13 Sims
heater and a three inch Mather & Piatt

centrifugal pump. There are 8,000 feet

of radiation on that system. It takes
about 100 Imperial gallons per minute

at a temperature of from 110 deg. Fahr.
for an outside temperature of 50 deg.
Fahr. to 210 deg. Fahr. for an outside
temperature of 20 deg. Fahr. This sys-
tem does not give one day's work in the
season. There are no valves to pack

—

I mean they never need packing because
they are never used. There is no ques-
tion of overheating or underheating, no
radiators not heating because the trap
has stuck. The friction head at the
pump is 10 pounds, and the horse-power
of the motor is 3 h.p. The temperatures
are read hourly, and any corrections in

the flow temperatures are made.

To sum up, in my opinion a hot water
heating system is much to be preferred
to a steam system for the following
reasons:

There is a greater flexibility, or rather
a longer range of temperatures through
which the temperature of heating fluid

may vary.

With a low pressure steam the range
is extremely small, from 212 to 230 deg.

With a vacuum system the range is

140 deg. to 212 deg.

With a gravity system the range is

Irom 120 deg. to 160 deg. Fahr.

With a closed system the range is

from about 120 deg. to 230 deg. or even

higher, depending on the pressure at

which the relief valve is set.

With a forced circulation system the
range is from anything desired to a

temperature corresponding to the steam
pressure with which the heater is sup-
plied. I have frequently supplied water
at 230 degrees.

With a Honeywell system the range
is from 90 deg. Fahr. to 230 deg. Fahr.

Owing to the greater flexibility of

hot water systems, they tend to the more

economical use of fuel; as to the case

of temperature regulation there is less

probability of heating so much of the

wide, wide, world, which often happens

with a steam system on account of the

usual perverseness of the average hu-

man, who would rather fling a window

wide open in zero weather than attempt

to regulate the temperature of the room

he is in by using the radiator supply

valve in conjunction with a little gray

matter.

Further, there being no radiator traps

there is less work for the man in charge,

and no sticking of traps to stop radia-

tors from working.

Refrigeration Troubles and Their Remedies
Corrosion, One of the Most Active Sources of Trouble—Tests for

Acidity—For Ammonia Leaks and for Purity of Ammonia—Com-
mon Causes of Ammonia Leakage and Its Remedy

By JAMES F. PATTON

IN ALL refrigerating plants, corros-
ion of pipes, coils, and condenser
tubes must be guarded against as

it causes many troublesome problems
and may seriously reduce the efficiency
of the entire system. Oxygen, the ac-
tive agent in the air, may soon become
entrained in the water and cause con-
siderable corrosion through its oxydiz-
ing power gradually attacking the iron
with which it comes in contact. Water
at 68 deg. Fahr. will absorb about 3 per
cent, of its bulk of oxygen, while at
32 deg. Fahr. it will absorb 4.9 per cent.

Oxygen is an extremely active element
and serious trouble may result if proper
precautions are not taken. Free acids
may get into the boiler and decom posi-
tion of mineral salts may ciuse acidity
of the boiler water. In genernl, corro-
sion is caused by impure or cont iminat-
ed water or faults in the individual sys-
tem. To prevent corrosion from air, the
pumps and other parts of the system,
especially these which have stuffin"-

boxes, should be very carefully ex^unined
at frequent intervals, and in desioning
the piping system cai-e must be taken
to obviate all high spots, as air will ac-

cumulate at such points and cause
trouble. The system must be kept full

of water or brine, or the spaces above
the liquid will surely fill with air. When

the boiler feed water is heated to a high
temperature the air will be liberated,

and to reduce corrosion from this source

an open tvpe heater is to be recommend-
ed.

If a purge valve is located on the

FIG. 1

system it should be opened whenever

air or foreign gases are suspected. When
the condenser is stopped and fully cool-

ed, open the valve and carry a small

rubber hose to a pail of water, as shown
in Figure 1. The bubbles which result

show- air or gas, but not ammonia, which

will be absorbed by the water. If am-
monia is discharged the temperature of

the water will increase owing to chemi-

cal action. The evaporating pressure

should never be brought below atmos-
pheric pressure, which is

~
iQCj zero on the gauge, because

at such times if there is

the least leakage air is sure to enter.

If it becomes necessary to reduce the

pressure below this point tighten the

compressor stuffing boxes and permit the

pressure to be low for the shortest pos-

sible time.

If surface water is used in boilers and
feed lines, sulphuric or carbonic acid

may cause trouble, as these free acids

are usually found in such water. If such

be the case, sodium carbonate should be

used very freely, a sufficient amount be-

ing added to the water to make it

thoroughly alkaline. When sewage is

present, acids due to the decomposition

of organic matter may be expected, and

when subjected to heat these are espec-

ially troublesome. The practical method
of eliminating them is by agitation of

the water in an open heater before it

enters the system. This method, with

the use of sodium carbonate, will usually

produce good results. When high boiler

pressures and temperatures are curried
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there may be decomposition of the min
eral salts in the water which may form
hydrochloric and sulphuric acids. Mag-
nesium chloride, if heated sufficiently,

will liberate hydrochloric acid, but if the
water is sufficiently alkaline to counter-
act this no trouble will result; if not, the
remedy is in the use of sodium carbon-
ate. Frequent water tests should be
made to determine the presence of acids

as water from a presumably reliable

source may change without notice, due
to the supply becoming contamin-
ated. An approximate method of

testing is to observe the color of

the water in the gauge glass.

Water which is transparent, or

which is of a gray or straw color

is usable, but a red discoloration

denotes corrosion, which may be

neutralized by lime or soda. A
bright nail hung in the water will

not rust if the water is sufficiently

alkaline. These tests should not be

accepted as final, but in every case

where the water is suspected exact

chemical tests should be made. A
good test is to put a few drops of

methyl-orange in a sample of

water. This will give it a yellow

color so long as the water is alka-

line, but if the water turns pink it

shows that acid is present. If red

litmus paper is put in the water
and does not turn blue, the water
is not alkaline. If blue paper is

tried and fails to turn red it

shows the water is not acid,

accurate test for carbonic acid is

use of lime water, and if this

is present the mixture will turn milky,

while hydrochloric acid will turn it clear

again. In some cases poor work in the

manufacture of tubes causes corrosion.

When a condenser tube is made of cop-

per and zinc it frequently happens that

these metals are not thoroughly mixed,
and it is well known that these, if pro-

perly brought together with an electro-

lyte, galvanic action will be set up. An
eating away of the metal in many sys-

tems has been traced to this action, the

strong brine acting as an electrolyte.

Trouble will also occur if water gets into

the ammonia charge. Capacity will fall

off, stuffing boxes will leak or run hot,

and the onlv remedy is to eliminate the

ammonia, then recharge.

Ammonia Leakage

Ammonia leakage is a frequent cause
of trouble in every absorption machine.
The efficient engineer is constantly on
the lookout for these leaks, for while one
leak may not be serious, several, if left

uncared foi indefinitely may seriously

impair the efficiency of the system. The
small ones should be located and repair-

ed, and better still, the joints which
might develop a leak should be watched.
Naturally the oftener a machine is start-

ed and stopped the more likely it will

be to develop leaky joints; also, a joint

which may be tight when the machine is

in operation and hot, may leak when it

is cold. For this reason intermittent
operation should be avoided if possible.

Particular attention should be paid to

the stuffing boxes in generator and ex-

changer as these are subject to great

variation in temperature. When tighten-
ing, care should be exercised not to put
on any undue pressure as extreme pres-
sure on packing shortens its life. A
worn rod in the piston stuffing box on
the ammonia pump may also cause
much trouble. This is easily located,

but the trouble comes gradually, and the
engineer may be deceived as to its con-
dition till serious developments occur.

A worn rod should not be tolerated, for
in addition to loss of ammonia it also

An
the

acid

FIG. 2

results in a loss of packing. The header
joints on the ends of the generator may
also spring leaks. If this occurs take
up the bolts, but if this fails to eliminate
the trouble renew the gasket, being sure
to renew both at the same time. When
the leak is in the air the experienced
operator has little trouble in locating it,

but when it is into water, chemical tests

are necessary. Various agents are used,

the most common being red litmus paper.

When dipped in water or brine contain-
ing ammonia this will turn blue. Ness-
ler's solution causes the affected water
to turn yellow and brown, while phenol-

phtalen causes a bright pink color when
the slightest amount of ammonia is

present.

Leaks in air can always be detected

by the use of sulphur. Melt common
sulphur and dip wicking into it, making
a sort of candle, or the candles may be

formed as shown in Fig. 2. The tubes
should be made of sheet asbestos and the

bottom plugged with fireclay, then pour
the sulphur into the tube. Care must
be taken not to set the sulphur on fire

or to permit it to come in contact with
the body as it cools instantly and pro-

duces painful burns. To test for leaks,

light one of the sticks and hold it under
the suspected joint. The sulphur fumes
mingled with ammonia produce a dense
grey-white cloud. Nessler's solution

should be used instead of litmus paper
if the leak is into brine. A precipitate
will be formed almost white if no am-
monia is present, and reddish brown if

the brine contains considerable ammonia.
Lead should not be used for gaskets on
the high pressure side, for every time
the line gets hot and expands, the lead

squeezes together, and when the line

contracts the joint is sure to leak, con-
sequently such joints require constant
tightening. Asbestos should be used,
the gasket first being covered with cy-
linder oil, then brushed with graphite.
Such a gasket will last indefinitely.

If there is reason to suspect the am-
monia charge is contaminated draw oft"

a sample and let it evaporate. If it all

evaporates everything is satisfactory, but
if a sediment and liquid remains the

charge should be renewed or puri-

fied. This of course applies only
tc those systems in which a puri-

fier is not installed. Another point
to be considered is the scale and
other matter which may accumu-
late on the outside of an atmos-
pheric condenser. If this is not
removed regularly the fuel and
water consumption of the plant
will be enormously increased. The
practice of removing this by tap-

ping with a hammer should be
avoided as this may result in leaky
joints. It is better to use a

scraper, although the condenser

may be kept reasonably clean by
letting it be inactive for a short

time, possibly a few weeks, which
will cause a large part of the scale

to loosen and fall off. In every

case the engineer should keep a

record of all temporary repairs

which have been made during the

running season so that these may
be rectified when the plant is given the

periodical general overhauling.

COKE FIRING
This is one of the best methods of

firing soft coal by hand. It is known
also as "bank firing," and consists in

banking up a windrow of fresh coal

across the front edge of the fire near
the furnace doors, while leaving the

coal on the rest of the fuel-bed at a

white heat. The volatile parts of the
fresh coal are distilled off by the heat,

and in passing over the white-hot fuel

bed they will usually be completely
burned, if there is a sufficient amount
of air present in the furnace to com-
bine with them. After the volatile parts
of the fresh coal have been distilled

off, so that what remains is coked and
thus transformed into practically pure
carbon, the windrow is pushed back over
the grates so as to cover them with a
uniform layer. This is a very ancient
method of firing.

The Buckeye Machine Co., Lima, Ohio,
have issued a catalogue on the Buckeye
Barrett oil engine. This publication de-
scribes the sturdy design of these en-
gines which have been developed for
operating on low grade fuel oil. In the
design of the engine the makers have
drawn largely on past experience and
have adopted those principles which have
proven themselves most efficient on con-
tinuous use. To these they have added
the many special features required for
the successful use of the fuel on which
these engines are adapted to run.
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Some Notes on Economizer Operation
Saving Effected — Importance of Removing Soot — Size of

Economizer Necessary— Boiler Scale Elimination— Entrained
Air and Its Effect in Increasing Corrosion—Scraping Mechanism

THE economizer consists of a num-
ber of cast iron tubes and headers
through which the feed-water

passes on its way to the boiler and
around -which the Avaste gases of com-
bustion pass on their way to the stack.

The purpose of the economizer is to

heat the feed-water to a high tempera-
ture before it enters the boiler by means
of the heat contained in the flue gases
when they leave the boiler.

The rise in feed water temperature
thus gained from heat, which would
otherwise be wasted results in a greater
evaporation in the boiler per pound of

fuel burned and a corresponding fuel

saving, or if desired, the same amount
of fuel may be used with a propor-

tional increase in the steaming capacity.

The average saving or increased

capacity obtainetl by installing an econ-

omizer varies from 10 per cent, to '\?>

per cent., depending upon plant condi-

tions, although in some cases greater

savings have been made. Economizers
show an unusually high return on the

investment clue to the large saving in

proportion to the small cost of installa-

tion and they should be used in almost

every boiler plant, especially as the con-

servation of fuel is a matter of national

importance.

The standard boiler rating is 10 square

feet of heating surface per horsepower
and is based on the evaporation of M.^
lb. of water per hour from and at 212°

F. by the heat transmitted through thai

amount of heating surface or, in other

words, the transmission of 3.3,480 B.t.u.

per hour. Actual operating conditions,

however, vary greatly from this, as the

boiler may be operated at some point be-

low this rating or perhaps at 400 per

cent, of rating.

A percentage of the heat in the fuel

always leaves the boiler in the flue

gases. Table No. 1 shows the percent-

age of the heat of combustion present

in the flue gases under various condi-

tions.

HEAT OF FUEL PRESENT IN FLUE GASES
Flue Gas

Temperature. ABC
300" F 12.4%
3.50° F 12.0<7r 14.9</r

KM)" F U.O'/r \1A<~/,

V^O" F 12.2% 16.1% 20.0%
.-,00° F 13.8%- 18.2% 22.6%,
.^,,-,0° F 15.4% 20.3%- 25.2%
600° F 17.0% 22.4%. 27.8%
fi.^O" F 18.5%, 24.4%- 30.4%
700° F 20.1%r 26.5%
750° F 21.7%
800° F 28.2%

A. is based on using 18 pounds of air

per pound of combustible in the fuel and

represents average underfeed stoker op

eration with forced draft.

By E. CONN

B. is based on using 24 pounds of air

per pound of combustible in the fuel and
represents average overfeed or natural
draft stoker operation.

C. is based on using 30 pounds of air

per pound of combustible in the fuel and
represents average operation with hand-
firing and natural draft.

Without the use of an economizer this

heat would all be wasted, but by apply-
ing the "counter-current" principle and
using the heat in the flue gases after

they leave the boiler to heat the feed-

water before it enters the boiler a large

part of this heat may be saved.

By using an economizer the tempera-
ture of the feed-water may be raised

from the water supply, hot well or ex-

haust steam feed water heater tempera-
ture to a temperature approaching that

of the water in the boiler. The higher

feed-water temperature thus obtained

results in a proportionate saving in fuel

as the transmission of less heat by the

boiler surface combined with the heat

recovered by the economizer will produce

the same amount of steam as would be

produced if an economizer were not used.

The actual saving that any economizer

installation is making can be easily cal-

culated from the following formula:

100 (T-t)

Percentage saving =
(H + 32) -t

where
T = temperature of feed-water after

heating.

t = temperature of feed-water before

heating.

H = total heat in steam above water

at 32° F.

For example, assuming a feed-water

temperature entering the economizer, of

180° F., a final temperature leaving the

economizer at 310° F., and a boiler pres-

sure of 150 lbs. per square inch above

atmosphere—the actual saving would be:

100 (316—180)
• = 12.44 per cent, saving.

1225.5—180
Results under various conditions of

feed-water temperature and boiler pres-

sure may be approximated by estimat-

ing 1 per cent, saving of fuel for each

10° F. added to the temperature of feed-

water.

Knowing the temperature of the gases

leaving the boiler and desiring to find

the saving that may be made by using

an economizer to heat the feed-water by

means of the heat which would other-

wise be waste, take the temperature of

the gases in the boiler uptake and as-

sume a final gas temperature entering

the stack of 300° F. in order to obtain

the approximate drop in temperature

through the economizer. Then as each
20° F. taken from the gases under aver-
age conditions will heat the feed-water
10° F., this will give the estimated sav-

ing.

The size of the economizer necessary
to secure these results may be approxi-
mated by allowing 5 square feet of

economizer heating surface per boiler

horsepower developed under average
conditions.

After the ecv...3mizer is installed,

great care must be taken to keep the

external surface of the tubes, which are
in contact with the hot gases, as clean
as possible in order to prevent soot col-

lecting on them, as this insulates them
from the heat and materially reduces
the rate of heat transmission, thus re-

ducing the saving that might be ob-

tained. In order to do this in the easiest

and most convenient way, the manu-
facturers provide mechanically operate:!

scrapers for this purpose. These scrap-

ers consist of three parts, each part

having a bevelled cutting edge at the

top and bottom which encircles the tube.

These cutting edges are both directed

upwards and the parts are so supported
that these edges are forced against the

tube on the up stroke, thus dislodging

the soot, which falls down between the

bottom headers to the soot pit below tht

economizer and can then be removed at

convenient intervals.

The mechanism for operating the

scrapers and for reversing the direction

in which they travel, is simple and ef-

fective. Power required for this pur-

pose is small and is usually supplied by
belt from a small motor, small steam
engine for same convenient shafting.

Care should be taken to sec that the

scrapers do not stick, due to any un-

usual conditions, in which case the chains

passing over the pulleys on the gearing

frame simply slide over the surface of

the pulley. As the scrapers are ar-

ranged in sets cleaning four sections of

the economizer, the accumulation of soot

due to this would render a large per-

centage of the heating surface inactive,

as the ordinary economizer has from 6

to 12 such groups.

The feed-water should not be intro-

duced into the tubes of the economizer

at a temperature which combines the

moisture in the flue gases, as this will

combine with the sulphur in the gas to

form sulphurous acid, which will attack

the surfaces of the tubes causing ex-

ternal corrosion. Where the initial feed-

water is below 90° F. and might cause

this condition, the difficulty may be

overcome by passing a small part of the

heated feed-water from the discharge of
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the economizer back to the feed-water

line, where it enters the economizer and

thus tempering the cold water.

Many waters used for boiler feeding

purposes contain impurities which are

precipitated when the water is heated in

the economizer. Because of the slow

motion of the water in the tubes these

precipitates fall to the bottom and the

economizer should be blown down at fre-

quent intervals in order to remove them.

In gome cases the economizer should be

washed out two or three times a year

in order to remove all of the sludge

which might accumulate. This is much
easier and better than allowing these

scale-forming substance to get in the

boiler, where they would become baked
on the tubes as hard scale, which is

dangerous and also which is difficult to

remove. The most common scale-form-

ing substances are the bicarbonates of

lime and magnesia. These are precipi-

tated in the economizer when the water
is heated to about 200° to 210° F. be-

cause the bicarbonate is reduced to the

monocarbonate, part of the carbon di-

oxide being set free and the monocarbon-
ate is insoluble. The sulphates of lime,

which form the harder scale, are not

thrown- down in this matter, but become
insoluble in part above 270° F. so that

if this temperature is reached in the

economizer they will be precipitated.

Some of the salts of magnesia are de-

composed at high temperatures and will

also be precipitated in the economizer.
Air entrained in the boiler feed-water

or poor circulation, due to irregular

feeding, will cause pitting of the in-

ternal surfaces of the economizer and
inspections should be made annually tD

determine the possible presence of this

trouble in order to prevent this condi-

tion rendering the economizer unsafe for

operation.

In conclusion it may be well to state

that it is advisable to take up with the
makers of economizers such as Green's
Economizer, Ltd., Toronto, any questions
relating to design and installation.

Power Plant Management; Mechanical Stokers—II

Various Stokers Described and Their Operating Characteristics

Outlined—The Underfeed Stoker—The Gait Sprinkler Stoker—
Summary of Features of Interest in the Design of the Various

Types of Stokers

S we have seen, the advantages of
the mechanical stoker over hand-
firing are as follows:

1. Even and continuous firing of the

automatic stoker, as compared to the
intermittent action of hand-firing.

2. Practically constant and uniform
supply of air, which can be controlled to

some etxent to meet actual operating
conditions, as contrasted with the wide
variations in air supply occurring in

hand-firing with constant opening of fire

doors and varying depth of fuel bed.
•''>. Continuous and automatic cleaning

of fires, leading to development of bet-

ter over-all efficiency.

4. Large savings in labor, due to the

fact that one man can take care of 2,-

000 H.P. of stoker-fired boilers, as com-
pared to 250 to 500 H.P. of hand-fired.

5. Saving in fuel cost through ability

to burn lower grade of coal than can be

handled to good advantage with hand-
firing.

6. Practical insurance of smokeless

operation.

Overfeed Stokers

Overfeed stokers are of two types

—

front-feed and side-feed. To the first

type belong the Roney, Wilkinson and
Acme stokers; to the second, belong the

Detroit, Murphy and Model.

With the front-feed stoker, the grate,

which is arranged in a series of steps,

slopes at a considerable downward angle

front to rear. Coal received from the

hopper is caked under a short suspended
arch, and is then fed forward and down-

Editor's Note:—This is the seventh in a

series of articles by Mr. June, on Power
Plant Problems. Succeeding articles deal

with principles of heat absorption, coal and
ash-handling equipment, storage of coal,

abuse of steam, etc. Later articles sum up
the best current practice in the business
management of the power plant. The series

is of timely interest and should prove of
value to our readers.

ward by the rocking action of the mov-
able grates, aided by gravity. The
clinker, working forward, is emitted at

the bottom, being crushed by rolls in

some types of installations. For con-

venience in handling, the dumping grate

is frequently divided into several sec-

tions.

Front-feed stokers possess the im-
portant advantage of permitting easy
passage of air through the fire, so that

complete and efficient combustion is

readily secured. On the other hand,
their construction is such that if boilers

must be continuously driven at high rat-

ings, the grates may become over-heated.

In order to avoid this danger of burn-

ing, with possible necessary renewal of

grates, engineers usually prefer other

types of stokers, if it appears probable

that boilers must be operated above 200

per cent, rating for considerable periods

of time. Front-feed stokers arc either

natural or forced draft.

The side-feed, or "V" stoker, receives

coal from two magazines located on each

side of what is to all intents and pur-

poses a Dutch oven. At the bottom of

the magazines are coking plates, against

which the grates, which are inclined at

a steep slope toward the centre of the

furnace, rest at their upper ends. As
the coal leaves the magazines, from
which it is fed alternately and intermit-

tently, it rests for a short time upon the

coking plates. At this point the volatile

gases are largely driven off, being mixed
with air, which has been pre-heated

by admission through the arch over the

fire.

As combustion proceeds, the fuel

travels slowly down the inclined grates

toward the clinker grinder, receiving

the requisite amount of air through the

grates to complete the process of com-

bustion by the time the lower portion of

the grate is reached when the ash and

clinker are automatically removed.
The speed at which the stoker boxes

push the coal into the grates is, of

course, subject to easy regulation. The
grates being pivoted at their upper ends
and actuated at their lower ends, agi-

tate the fuel bed to a constantly in-

creasing extent as combustion proceeds,

thus permitting free admission of air

and assuring complete combustion. In

stokers of this type the clinker grinders

can be adjusted to operate with reference

to the amount of ash and clinker in the

coal, irrespective of the action of o£her

parts of the mechanism.

For boilers of moderate size, operated

at 200 per cent, rating or less, the side-

feed stoker makes a desirable and econ-

omical installation. It has the advantage
of possessing a decidedly larger coking

area than other types of stokers, and as

the combustion area is likewise very

large, it is possible, with careful man-
ipulation, to secure complete and prac-

tically smokeless operation. Natural

draft is the rule with this stoker.

The Down-Draft Furnace

While the down-draft furnace is not

to be strictly classed as a stoker, since

its use involves hand-firing, it never-

theless deserves consideration, since it

performs certain of the functions of the

mechanical stoker; that is to say, as

compared to ordinary hand-firing, it per-

mits the use of lower grades of fuel, as-

sures practically complete combustion,

and what is extremely important in

many installations, smokeless combus-

tion.

The down-draft furnace consists of

two separate grates, one above the other,

the upper grate being formed of a series

of tubes opening at their ends into steel

drums or manifolds, through which the

water of the boiler circulates, whereas

the lower grate is formed of ordinary
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grate bars. The firing doors are near

the top of the furnace, and the upper
grate only is fired. This grate, it should

be noted, slopes upward at a sufficiently

steep angle to assure rapid circulation.

A division wall at the back of the

furnace prevents the gases from going

rearward, hence the draft is downward
through the fuel bed, and the volatile

matter, as it is evolved, passes directly

between the grates into the combustion

chamber. The lower grate is fired en-

tirely by coked coal, falling through the

tubes of the upper grate. As the flames

from the lower grate arise they meet

the down-coming gases, and the process

of combustion is complete.

An objection sometimes raised to the

down-draft furnace, is that it "cannot be

forced above rating," but this is nor

strictly true, as it can be driven to

nearly, if not fully, the same extent as

a hand-fired furnace. When installed

under conditions within its limitations

it is more economical and satisfactory

than hand-firing.

The Underfeed Stokers

Among the best known underfeed

stokers, are the Taylor, Type "E," Jones,

Riley, Westinghouse, and American.

The underfeed stoker is the stoker for

large installations and excessively high

ratings. Indeed, so completely has it

pre-empted this field that it is unusual

to go into a large central station or high-

duty large boiler power plant of any

this stoker it is necessary to elevate the
boiler a very considerable distance above
the floor. Cooking arches or plates are
dispensed with entirely. The principle
of the underfeed stoker is that of a
steam-driven ram, which forces the
fresh coal into a large receiving retort,

contained within the furnace, and from
there up under the fuel bed.

The Jones stoker consists of nothing
whatever except this retort, or a series

of retorts, depending upon the size of

the boiler. There are no grate bars and
no ash-pit—just a blazing pile of coal,

continually fed with new supplies pushed
up from below. Air is admitted through
hollow blast tiles at the upper edges of

the retort. Ash and clinker form chiefly

on the dead plate between the retorts,

and are removed by hand at intervals of

a few hours. Automatic control of air

and fuel supply is secured, definite pro-

portions of each being admitted as the

steam pressure tends to rise or fall.

In the Type "E" stoker, the retort has
a reciprocating sliding bottom, which
carries the coal forward. It is delivered

uniformly from front to rear, by auxil-

iary pushers, and as it rises in the re-

tort, is distributed to the sides of the

furnace by means of rocking-bars, so

set as to slope both ways from the cen-

tre of the furnace toward the side

walls. The progress of the burning coal

and also of the ash and clinker is con-

stantly toward the sides. By the up and
down action of the rocking-bars the

This stoker may be operated efficiently

and smokelessly at the heaviest known
overloads, hence it is frequently found in

the largest plants. Stoker and blower
are operated by the same engine, and
power required for this purpose is from
2.5 to 5 per cent, of steam generated,
making it probably the highest steam
user among the stokers.

The Riley is a multiple retort stoker,

the distinctive feature of which is that
the sides of the retort reciprocate rela-

tive to the bottom. This arrangement
results in the fuel being moved at a uni-

form rate out of the retort and across

the ash supporting plates until it is dis-

charged through adjustable openings
next to the bridge-wall.

Points to Remember Regarding Stoker
O'peration

Here are a few of the points to re-

member regarding stoker operation:

1. Draft must be under close control

at all times.

2. Keep air vents open.

3. Look out for air leaks, particu-

larly after making adjustment.
4. Make frequent flue gas analysis

o. Keep side walls clean of adhesions.

6. Do not stop stoker long with
hopper full of coal.

7. In chain grates, make adjustment
of gate and speed if fire tends to with-

draw from gate or run over end.

8. Coking coal may require slice bar.

9. In washing out boiler, do not get

OVERFEED STOKER

sort, built within recent years, and find

other types of stokers installed.

There are a number of reasons for

this. First of all, the underfeed stoker

is adapted to all grades and sizes of

free-burning bituminous coal. Next, it

is essentially a forced draft stoker, since

it operates with restricted air openings

and very deep fires. The forcing capa-

city is almost unlimited, instances being

known where this stoker has been driven

to over 400 per cent, rating.

Sufficient combustion chamber space

is the principal consideration in making
underfeed stoker installations, as with

clinker is kept from forming in large

pieces. Dump trays at the side permit

cleaning by the act of throwing a single

lever.

More elaborate than other underfeed

stokers, the Taylor consists of a series

of alternate retorts and tuyeres, sharply

inclined toward the rear of the furnace.

Each retort is filled with two rams—the

upper for pushing the green coal inward

and upward—the lower for forcing the

fire toward the dump plates at the rear.

The dump plates referred to are hung

on the rear of the wind-box. They are

controlled from the front of the furnace.

UNDERFEED STOKEK

water on arches or brickwork.
10. Do not pull dead plates entirely

clear of ash.

11. Keep ash-pit cleared out.

12. Have all necessary maintenance
work attended to promptly.

Summary
We have found that the chain grate

is suitable for boilers of quite good size,

up to 250 per cent, rating, and that its

important characteristic is that grate^

must be designed for the fuel burned.

We have shown the overfeed stoker is

particularly suitable for medium sized
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installations, up to 200 per cent, rating.

The down-draft furnace, particularly for

small boilers operated at non-excessive

ratings, offers a comparatively inexpen-

sive substitute, for certain functions of

the mechanical stoker. And finally, we
have placed the underfeed stoker as the

apparatus for large boilers, operated at

extremely high ratings.

Sprinkler Stokers

The sprinkler stoker is one of the best

known to Canadian power users—a cir-

cumstance attributable perhaps to the

1 'I

J !

rapidity. A thin, level, brilliant fire is

maintained, and complete, smokeless
combustion secured.

The stoker is, of course, not self-

cleaning, that is, ashes must be removed
by hand, or by suitable shaking grates.

This does not alter the fact, however,
that the stoker is greatly superior t o

hand-firing—both as regards results,

and conservation of labor. It possesses
the important advantage of low cost of

maintenance, sinc'e there are no parts to

burn out. The sprinkler stoker is par-
ticularly suited for small and medium-

sized boilers, operated at normal
high ratings.

factor would probably be a greater in-

centive than the reason alleged. How-
ever this may be, in the friction lining
similar material seems indicated, the
fibre looks more like old rope, either
hemp or manila. It has occurred to the
writer that the inclusion of asbestos is to

minimize overheating in the absorption
of power by friction. The rope used in

che Prony brake does occasionally smoke,
but not usually, unless its proportions
are inefficient and it is grease saturated,
when its liability to overheat is similar
to that of oily waste. The presentation
of a wire mesh surface by wear in con-
junction with a textile material of fric-

tional qualities finds a precedent in the
non-slip stair tread, where lead and steel

or cast iron form a composite surface,
the harder material, whether as straight
lines or woven wire diminishing wear
while allowing the softer metal to exer-
cise its non-slipping qualities. Lead in

this particular is the safest material
known, even when greasy, or otherwise
rendered in a condition where other
metals would provoke accident. The ten-
dency to slip on greasy M. S. chequer
plates is very pronounced. Asbestos be-
ing immune from any tendency to fii-e,

and since it can be procured wire-woven
it is a little surprising that the ordinary
commercial material used everywhere for
engine packing should be unknown as
a brake lining. Perhaps it is the initial

cost of such high grade packing, but the
results of any tests would prove interest-

ing. The material marketed under a

trade name is certainly cheaper to pro-

duce so far as a detailed examination
would show, but if engine packing of

the type indicated serves the same pur-
pose this should exert a salutary check
upon any undue price. It certainly seems
open to the engine packing maker to

heavily adulterate his product with alien

fibre of cheaper character and make this

up in suitable dimensions. To add to its

resistivity some drying oil or resinous
substance may also help its friction

qualities.

In the death of Julius E. Waterous,
which took place at his home, Bonny-
thorpe, Brantford, on January 11, the

city lost one of its industrial leaders. He
was one of the founders of what is now
the Waterous Engine Works, one of that

city's largest industrial plants, with

which he was connected as mechanical

manager and vice-president until he or-

ganized the Waterous Works, which he

successfully conducted until he retired

from active business in 1910. He was
seventy-five years of age at his death.

He is survived by his wife, formerly Miss

Annie Van Someren, and two sons,

Reginald and Bertram, who have just re-

turned from overseas, where they were

connected with the Canadian Artillery.

Among the works with which Mr. Water-

ous was connected were the waterworks

plants at Windsor, Orangeville and Lind-

say, constructed under his supervision,

following the installation of waterworks

in his home city, the first in Canada.

FEED PLATE

GALT SPRINKLER STOKER

fact that the Canadian manufacturer of
this type of stoker, the Gait Foundry
Company, has developed it to a point of

greater efficiency and, capacity than it

has attained elsewhere.

The principle of operation of the
lustration. The apparatus is bolted to a
frame casting in front of the setting.

Coal of nut size or smaller is fed into

a hopper, from which it gravitates onto
a feed plate. From the latter the fuel is

fed to a rapidly revolving crusher and
spreader.

This apparatus consists of heavy
pieces of cast steel, so designed as to

throw the coal in various-'^rections.

Several of these spre^grs are so ar-

ranged on the shaft that adjacent sec-

tions throw the coal, after it has been

ground into small particles, over differ-

ent sections, thus covering the entire

surface of the bed.

Advantages of the arrangement are

obvious. Powdered and fine coal is

burned in suspension, and larger pieces,

falling on the bed, burn with great

FRICTION FABRICS
By H. A. L.-

The material wherewith to

line clutch and brake surfaces

has always been a problem. In

railway work the cast iron shoes
wear out rapidly, and it is con-

sidered more economic to have
the metallic wastage upon the

easily-renewed and cheaply-pro-

duced brake shoe than on the

xepensive tire. At the same time

the metallic wastage irrecover-

able as scrap must be very
large. In the motor car the cone

clutch largely used has most
often a leather lining, while the

brakes are steel bands over

drums, which serve to give the

braking effect when controlled

from the dishboard.

Recent solutions of the pro-

blem have led to the marketing
of textile fabrics of special type

for which large claims are made.
One of these materials seems to

have disappeared, but the other

is rather prominent.

Both claimed an asbestos

foundation, and are supplied in

a form resembling belting or

braid of very coarse texture.

As in the case of engine packing, the ex-

perienced engineer is always somewhat
curious and sceptical, and while no doubt
IS cast upon the efficacy of the materials

the result of a close examination is in-

teresting. At first sight the resemblance
to what is known as wire woven, high-

pressure packing is considerable, the

chief feature of the construction seems
to be the combination of a single brass

wire of fine gauge as the core of a rather

coarse textile thread. High pressure

packing is similar in construction, the

asbestos fibre being rolled or carded on
to a wire core. This reinforced or com-
posite thread is then woven into the

familiar forms.
In the case of the material discussed,

the claim as to the inclusion of asbestos

ieems hardly warranted, for the thread

seems to consist of a large proportion of

fibre other than asbestos. It was claim-

ed at one time that old sail canvas made
the best canvas engine packing, univer-

sally known as Tuck's, the stretch hav-
ing been taken out of the fabric by prior

use. At the same time such material is

initially cheaper, and the economic
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Armature Testing and Trouble Localization
The Following Article Describes Various Methods in Use For
Locating Faults Which Are Likely to be Encountered in A.C.
Armature Circuits and Gives Means For Their Quick Localization

By TERRELL CROFT,
(Copyright by the Author, all rights reserved)

DIRECT-CURRENT armatures can
be tested for the common troubles

with the arrangement of Figs. 1

and 2. Terminals b and c are clamped to

the commutator at opposite sides and
connected with a source of steady cur-

rent through an adjustable resistance

and, preferably, but not necessarily, an
ammeter. The terminals of a low-read-

ing voltmeter (a galvanometer can

Ammetvr

FIG. 1- METHOD OF TESTING AN ARMATURE

often be used) are connected to two bare

metal points, or "exploring terminals,"

which are separated by an insulating

block Fig. 1. Exploring terminals

may also be arranged as shown in Figs.

2 (//) and 3. In use, the current is ad-

justed to produce a convenient deflec-

tion of the voltmeter when each of the

points rests on an adjacent bar. The
points are moved around the commutator

and bridged across the insulation be-

tween every two bars. If the voltmeter

(ieflection is the same for every pair of

bars it indicates that there is no short

circuit in the armature.

In testing armatures where only al-

ternating current or low-voltage cells

are available, a telephone receiver (Figs.

4, .5 and 6) may be used instead of an

electrical-measuring instrument for a

detector. The variations in or appear-

ance or disappearance of the sound in the

receiver, as the test is being conducted,

enables the operator to localize the

trouble. The alternating current (Fig.

4) will cause a hum in the telephone re-

ceiver and the pulsating current pro-

duced by the vibrator (Figs. 5 and 6)

effects the same result. The vibrator

may be an ordinary vibrating bell or

buzzer conected in series in the circuit as

shown in the illustrations.

High-voltage alternating current for

testing armatures is sometimes used

(Fig. 7) for high-resistance grounds

which may not be detectable where a low

e.m.f. is used for testing. Such high-

resistance grounds may not in normal

operation make their presence known

until there is also a ground on the sup-

ply system feeding the motor. In using

this apparatus the procedure is merely

to connect one terminal, A, of the high-

voltage source to the commutator, and

the other terminal, B, to the shaft. When
the high voltage, EH, is impressed on
the armature, this will, usually, break
down the insulation at the weak point
and render the location of the ground
apparent by the smoke which will eman-
ate from the point of breakdown. Fuses,
er circuit breaker C,, C^, should be in-

serted in the supply circuit to prevent
the disastrous effects of a short-circuit.

An alternating-current inducing coil is

sometimes used for localizing armature
troubles. Such a coil is illustrated in

Fig. 8, while the methods of its appli-

cation are illustrated in Fig. 9. The in-

ducer is merely an alternating-current

magnet having a U-shaped core com-
posed of sheet steel laminations. The
laminations should be interleaved and
hinged at the point H so that the core

may be opened or closed to most effec-

tively accommodate armatures of differ-

ent diameters. In use the core should

be opened to such a width that its two
poles, P, and P.„ will have a separation

corresponding to the throw of one arma-

ture coil. As shown in Fig. 9 the poles

should not touch the armature iron when
a test is being made, but an air gap of

approximately inch should be allowed.

The principle of operation of the in-

is rotated. Now, if the armature is slow-

ly rotated, while a small piece of meta?

is held lightly on the commutator so that

it will bridge the segments between

each of the bars there will be, as the

armature is rotated, an arc produced

each time one of the segments is bridged,

provided the segments connect to a

normal coil. But, if a coil is open, short-

circuited or reversed, there will be no

,Rubber Insukitian

: onSolhl
'.Conductors

^Bared WireM
~'

'Filed to Poinfi

FIG. 3—A Ti'PE OF EASILY MADE EXPLOR-
ING TERMINAL. THE FLEXIBLE CORD
LEADS ARE SOLDERED TO THE SOLID COP-
PER WIRES WITHIN THE TAPE WRAPPED

HANDLE.

sparking. To determine whether the

difficulty is due to an open or a short-

circuit, the small iron test strip is bridged

across the armature slots. Where the

coil is short-circuited the induced current

which will flow in it will create a flux

around the sides of the coil which can be

1- connections
»-U«)»orioj Termi««l

FIG 2—CIRCUIT AND EQUIPMENT FOR TESTING DIRECT CURRENT
ARMATURES FOR TROUBLE WITH DIRECT CURRENT.

ducer is this: The alternating flux de-

veloped by the current in the inducer

v/inding sets up an e.m.f. in the arma-

ture coils and if a coil is short-circuited

it will cause a current to circulate in that

coil. Thus, in making a test the excited

inducer is held over the armature, which

detected with an iron test strip which

is moved over the armature coil slots.

Furthermore, a short-circuited coil will

be quickly heated by the local current

flowing in it.

The telephone receiver detector used

with the inducer. Fig. 9. affords a more
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accurate but somewhat slower method
than that described in the preceding

paragnraph. To locate a short-circuit,

Fig. 9, /, an exploring terminal con-

nected to the receiver is held on the com-
mutator while the armature is rotated.

When the exploring points are bridging

a normal coil there will be a hum in the

receiver due to the induced alternating

current flowing through it. When the

points bridge a short-circuited coil there

will be little or no hum in the receiver,

depending upon the number of short-

Rtceiyf >l

used it may be necessary to close the line

with a temporary switch or otherwise

on the load side of the cut-out. An Edi-

son plug or a ferrule contact fuse can

be used instead of the knife blade con-

tact fuse of Fig. 12 by adopting obvious

modifications.

A poor connection between a bar and
coil leads will cause a considerable de-

flection of the voltmeter (Fig. 1) when
one of the points rests on the bar in

trouble and the other rests on either of

the adjacent bars.

is passing through the armature as de-
scribed from some external low-voltage
source, Fig. 14. Note the deflection.
Pass from segment to segment in this
manner, recording the drop between the
successive pair of bars. This drop, if

the current is maintained constant from
the external source, should be the same
between each pair of adjacent segments.
If any pair shows a higher drop than the
others near it, a higher-resistance con-
nection exists there, perhaps causing
sparking of the commutator insulation

'lOhviyteo/ Lamp Cora
6

' Single Lamp Corcf-^

? Il^—
e' Single "

'. Lamp Cor£4
'Wooden Handler
*6 Steel Wire
Needle Points

FIG. K -CIRCUITS FOR LOCATING FAULTS IN AN ARMATURE WITH
A LOW VOLTAGE SOURCE AND A VIBRATOR.

Warui -Case

Telephone
Receiver

I-Locatinq Short Circuits
11-tocoiting GfOunds

FIG. 5 FAULT-LOCATING OUTFIT, CONSISTING OF TELEPHONE
RECEIVER, VIBRATOR AND DRY CELLS.

FIG. 7—METHOD OF OBTAINING AND APPLYING HIGH POTENTIAL
FOR ARMATURE FAULT LOCATION.

cil'cuited turns. When the exploring

needle points bridge on open coil, an
alternating current of considerable in-

tensity will flow through the receiver

and a loud click will be heard. Where a

coil is reversed several of the coils ad-

jacent to it will test "silent." To de-

finitely locate the incorrectly connected

coil it will be necesary to raise some of

the coils and trace them out by inspec-

tion. To locate a ground, the connec-

tions are made as shown in Fig. 9 //, and

the armature is slowly rotated. When,
as the armature is rotated, contactor C
is on the segment connecting to the

grounded coil, no sound will be heard in

the receiver but at other locations there

will be a sound, the sound diminishing

in intensity as the segment connecting

to the grounded coil is approached. For
locating partial grounds this method
may be ineffective, in which case that in-

volving a high alternating voltage

whereby an insulation breakdown may
be produced, should be employed.

A rack for testing small armatures
using the methods of Figs. 1, 4 and 5

is -detailed in Fig. 10. Ordinarily a man
and a helper are necessary in testing out

an armature, but with the appliance

shown one operator can locate the fault*

A convenient arrangement of a test

lamp and exploring terminal is shown
in Fig. 11. The flexible cord and the in-

dicating lamp, which also serves as a

resistor for limiting the current, and the

exploring terminal, can be cut in series

with the supply circuit by means of a

fuse connector as detailed in Fig. 12.

With this arrangement the testing set

can be quickly cut in service at any point

where there is a cut-out. Where it is

An open-circuited coil, as h. Fig. 1,

will prevent the flow of current through
its half of the armature. There will be
no deflection on that half of the arma-
ture until an "open' is bridged, when
the voltage of the testing circuit will be

indicated.

Tests for Open Armature Circuits.

—

Another method, (Fig. 13), is to apply to

the commutator at two opposite points,

a low voltage, say from a battery or

from a dynamo with a suitable resist-

ance (incandescent lamps for example)
in series. Place an ammeter in circuit

and clean the surface of the commutator
so that it is bright and smooth. The
terminal ends leading the current into

and out of the commutator should be

small so that each rests only on a single

to a less degree, probably, than with an
actual open circuit, but enough, perhaps,
to cause trouble.

The test for armature short-circuits,

described in the preceding paragraph, is

called a "bar to bar" test. It is most
valuable in locating faults in armatures.
It is the method to use if a short-circuit

from one segment to another is suspect-
ed. When the section in which the short-
circuit, or partial short-circuit, exists

comes under the contacts, a low or per-

haps no deflection is shown on the gal-

vanometer or voltmeter, thus locating.'

the defective place. Such short-circuits,

if they occur when running, owing to

defective insulation, burn out the coil

short-circuited. When the coil passes

through the active field in front of the

.--step-up Transformer

FIG. 4—ILLUSTRATING A METHOD OF LOCATING FAULTS IN AN
ARMATURE WITH ALTERNATING CURRENT.

segment. Fig. 13. Note the ammeter
reading and rotate the armature slowly.

At the point where the open circuit

exists the ammeter needle will go to zero

if the leads to the commutator bar have
become entirely open-circuited. This is

because the segment is attached to the

winding through the commutator leads.

If the armature does not show the

above systems try connecting a low-

reading voltmeter or a galvanometer to

two adjacent segments while the current

pole-piece, an immense current is induc-
ed in it, causing a destruction of the in-

sulation. When this occurs the coil

should be open-circuited if the burning
has not already short-circuited it. If

practical it should be bridged over.

If two bars or a coil is short-circuited

as at / and g (Fig. 1), respectively,

there will be little or no voltmeter de-

flection when the two bars connecting to

the "short-circuit" are bridged by the

point.
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A grounded armature coil can be de-
tected in practically the same manner as
indicated in Fig. 15 for a field coil. Fig.
16 shows the connections. Impress full

voltage on the terminals A and B clamp-
ed to the commutator. Ground one side

ffiniy Hook

normal drop. Bridging the bars to

which coil h connects will produce a

normal deflection, but it will be reversed
in direction.

Reversed armature coil.—Instead of

the arm.ature winding progressing uni-

(c) short-circuits or grounds on armature
or commutator.
Hot Armature Coils. — Sometimes,

when a new machine is started, local

heating occurs in the armature, follow-
ing the exact shape of the armature coil.

l-Locating CI Shorf Cirouit H- Locating a Ground

FIG. 8-"INDUCER" USED FOR LOCATING FAULTS IN A DIRECT
CURRENT ARMATURE WINDING—INDUCES AN ALTERNATING

E.M.F. IN THE ARMATURE WINDING.

FIG. 9 ARRANGEMENTS FOR LOCATING SHORT CIRCUITS AND
GROUNDS WITH ALTERNATING CURRENT INDUCER.

of the voltmeter on the shaft or spider,

as at C, and touch a contactor C connect-

ed to the other side of the voltmeter to

all the bars in succession. The minimum
deflection will obtain when the bars con-

necting to the grounded coil are touched.

A battery of dry cells, £, (Fig. 16), having

in series a resistor, R, may be used as a

•Cofrtnwfator

FIG 10—RIG FOR TESTING SMALL ARMA-
TURES (ELECTRICAL REVIEW).

source of energy. A bank of lamps con-

nected in parallel will serve as a resistor.

Instead of using a voltmeter as in Fig.

14, a galvanoscope, F, (Fig. 16) may be

used. Such a galvanoscope may be im-

provised by winding a coil of wire around

a pocket compass, but where this device

is employed the galvanoscope must be

used far enough away from the machine

under test so that the compass needle

fitre Tube'' Terminal Bled*'

FIG. 12- SECTIONAL ELEVATION OF FUSE
CONNECTOR.

will not be affected by the magnetization
of the machine under text.

Crossed coil leads as at g (Fig. 1) are

indicated by a twice normal deflection

when the points bridge the bars to which
the crossed coils should rightly connect.

The crossing of the coil leads connects

two coils in series, hence causes twice

formly around from bar to bar of the
commutator, there may at some point be
a coil connected in backward. Such a

reversed coil often causes bad sparking.
One way to locate such a trouble is to

pass a current through the armature, at

opposite points on the commutator. Then
with a compass explore around the

armature the direction of magnetism

from slot to slot. If a coil is reversed

when the compass comes before it, the

needle will reverse, giving a very de-

finite indication of the improperly con-

nected coil.

Heating of armature.—Heating of the

''• Sourceaf
LowValmge

FIG. 13—TESTING FOR ARMATURE OPEN
CIRCUIT WITH AN AMMETER.

armature may develop from any of the

following causes: (a) Too great a load;

(b) a partial short-circuit of two coils

heating the two particular coils affected;

This may be because, in receiving its

final turning off the commutator bars
were bridged with copper from one seg-
ment to another by the action of the
turning tool. An examination of the

commutator surface will reveal this

bridging. When it is removed, satisfac-

tory operation will ensue if the trouble

has not gone too far and seriously in-

jured the insulation of the soil.

"Flying grounds," "flying short-cir-

cuits," and "flymg open-circuits" some-
times occur in armature windings. These
are intermittent troubles which may as-

sert themselves when the machine is hot.

FIG. 14 TESTING FOR ARMATURE OPEN
CIRCUIT WITH A VOLTMETER.

I'fter running under load, and its com-
ponent parts expanded. Then, when it

cools, the trouble may automatically cor-

rect itself. Sometimes the reverse con-

FIG. 11—SHOWING APPLICATION OF THE MODIFIED FUSE CON-
NECTOR FOR CONNECTING TEST LAMP IN SERIES IN THE TEST-

ING CURRENT.
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ciition occurs, that is, the fault will be

present when the machine is cold, but

will be temporarily corrected when it is

hot. Furthermore, centrifugal force, due

Voltmeter-

FIG 15—LOCATING A GROUNDED FIELD
COIL.

to the rotation of the armature, may be

a factor in the situation, in which case

the defect may be present when the ar-

mature is rotated at normal speed, but

not present when the armature is sta-

tionary. Obviously such troubles are

very difficult to locate. About the only

FIG. 16 ARRANGEMENT OF CONNECTIONS
FOR LOCATING GROUND IN AN ARMATURE.

way to localize them is to run the ma-
chine until the defect has "burnt itself

out" or otherwise rendered its presence

sufficiently evident that it can he located

by the usual testing methods described

above.

QUICK-MAKE STARTING SWITCH
One of the new equipments brought

out by the Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Company dur-

ing the past year is an interesting start-

ing switch. The switch is designed for

use where squirrel-cage motors are

started with a full line voltage. The
switch is known as the Quick-Make (and
quick-break) Starting Switch (Type
816). Its characteristics are 10 to 100

amperes, 25 h.p. maximum, three-phase,

220, 440, and 550 volts.

This switch is extremely flexible in its

applications; in addition to being a motor
starting switch it can also be used to

control feeder circuits; it may be sup-

plied in any of the following combina-
tions, each having the "quick-make and
quick-break" feature, for either hand or

shipper-rod operations:

(a) Non-automatic switch.

(b) Switch with low-voltage protec-

tion.

(c) Switch with inverse time element
overload protection.

(d) Full automatic switch with low-

voltage and inverse time element
overload protection.

It is especially suitable for shipper-
rod operation on account of the positive

action of the contacts. It is impossible
for the operator to retard the motion of

the contacts after they have started to

close—there can be no "teasing" of the
contacts. Workmen who are accustomed
to starting machines from line shaftinij'

by means of shifting belts have no con-
fusing details to learn. They may start

the motor-driven machine with the same
starting motion they use in shifting
belts.

Contacts are opened and closed in oil,

thus effectually suppressing arcing. The
contact is made or broken so quickly that
the eye cannot follow the motion. A
lolling action confines the arc to the tips

of the contacts and prevents pitting or

roughening of the seating parts where
final contact is made. A strong spring
holds the contacts firmly in the closed

position. These features result in great-
ly prolonged life for the contacts.

Construction.—Drawn-steel construc-

tion is used, giving maximum strength
with light weight, and assuring uniform-
ity and interchangeability when new
parts are needed for replacement or re-

pairs. The oil tank is supported by snap
ring-latches. Removal of the tank clear-

ly exposes the contacts and makes them
easily accessible. When necessary to re-

place contacts each may be removed by
taking out a single screw.

Contacts and contact supports are of

the same construction used for West-
inghouse type A auto-starters and mag-
netic contractors. This minimizes the

number of spare parts that should be

cai'ried.

^ IB

SWITCH COMPLETE

These starting switches are dust-

proof.

Openings are provided for conduit wir-

ing into the top of case; terminals for

connecting motor and line wires are ac-

cessible when cover at top of starter is

lemoved.
Micarta insulation is used throughout.
Overload and low-voltage attachments

may be added with no change in switch
mechanism, as the toggle trip is common
to all combinations of this switch.

Low-voltage protection not only opens
the contacts on failure of power, but

makes it impossible to close them again
until return of voltage. Since the low-

voltage coil is connected in the line cir-

cuit continuously, means have been pro-
vided to close the armature of the low-
voltage circuit when the switch is in

the "off" position, thereby giving pro-

tection to the coil and preventing burn-
outs. A safety stop may be provided by
connecting one or more push buttons in

series with the low-voltage coil.

Overload Re'ay.—The overload relay

.SWITCH WITH CASE REMOVED

is the same as that used on Westing-
house type A auto starters. It has the
inverse time element feature and is

equipped with a regulating device, ad-
justment of which controls the degree
.ind duration of the overload possible on
a motor or feeder circuit. This adjust-
ment can be made without opening the
switch cover.

Hand Reset. — This is an additional
.safety feature which makes it necessary
to set the mechanism before the switch
contacts can be closed. Whether the con-
tacts have been opened through the oper-
ation of the low-voltage coil, the over-
load relay, or by moving the switch
handle to the "off" position, it is impos-
sible to close them again until the switch
handle has been moved to the "reset"
position. Thus protection is afforded
workmen and valuable machinery which
might be injured by accidental starting
of the motor.

The Puget Sound Traction, Light and
Power Company's Western Avenue plant
in Seattle, a central heating station con-
taining 10 boilers aggregating 4,100
horsepower, has replaced oil fuel with
pulverized coal. The pulverizing plant
is situated directly across the Avenue,
the product being conveyed underground
and delivered to feeding bins above the
boilers. Coal prepared at this plant is

also distributed by truck to a number of

large buildings having their own heating
plants. The station is believed to be the

largest of its kind that is using powdered
coal.
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The Control of Large Amounts of Power II

The Author, in a Paper Read Before the Institute of Electrical

Engineers, England, Gave Some Interesting Remarks Regarding
Control of Large Amounts of Power and the Use of Reactances

By E. B. WEDMERE

A STUDY of the data now given
will bring out the disadvantages
associated with the low power

factor prevalent in distribution schemes
in this country, and it will appear that

the requirements for maintaining sup-

ply, as well as the conditions for dimin-
ishing losses, will be improved if a

higher average power factor, such as 90

per cent., is obtained. In these respects

present-day American practice has the

advantage.

The Interconnection of Stations

Where relatively small and remote

sources of power are coupled to a large

system they improve the supply in their

immediate neighborhood. It will gener-

ally be found that the inherent react-

ance in the feeders and transformers is

sufficient to prevent excessive increase

of short-circuit currents in the neigh-

borhood.
Where the source is near a large sta-

tion, it may be treated like a generator

tied direct to an extension of the bus-

bars, but will probably have more react-

ance than a single machine of equal out-

put.

Where large stations are tied together

this connection is similar to that between

adjacent sections of busbars in an indi-

vidual station, but differs in that a rela-

tively smaller energy transfer is re-

quired, so that higher reactance may be

looUitiii

Oil
switches

^ ^1
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^,

either station will not be materially
affected if there are already three or

four sections or more.

If the stations are not tied directly,

but only through the distribution system,
intermediate points will be subject to the

short-circuit outputs of both stations.

Limitations Affecting Parallel Run-
ning:—The question now arises how will

the employment of reactances between
sections affect parallel running. This

becomes particularly important in the

case of stations remote from one another

tied together for economy. Such ties

may not be of large cross-section and

may, therefore, introduce considerable

resistance.

The theoretical treatment of this and
similar cases has not been entirely satis-

factory, but we may recognize that there

are lower and upper limits to the react-

ance between which we can get satisfac-

tory operation. It has been found that il

is not generally practicable to obtain

stable running conditions where the

ohmic value of the total reactance in cir-

cuit between the machines is less than

about twice the resistance. This neces-

sitates the employment of external re-

actance in series with long underground

tie cables of small cross-section. Where,

however, there are step-up and step-

down transformers in the circuit there

will be ample reactance.

^ ^, rh, H-

Aii\ili,\ry l)iiy-b.-ir

Main l)ii#l>Ai
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FIG. 7—ARRANGEMENT OF SWITCH GEAR, SHOWING DUPLICATE BUSBARS.

employed. The energy transfer is made
only for purposes of economy, and the

individual station is already a self-con-

tained economical unit. The short-cir-

cuit currents from individual sections in

There must be an upper limit also, and

this also is not easy to determine. It is

evident that if two systems are running

steadily at about the same frequency and

voltage, a very small transfer of energy

and magnetizing current passing
through a high reactance will bring the

two systems into synchronism. If now
one system is seriously disturbed it will

get out of phase with the other, but the

small currents transferred will be insuffi-

cient to disturb the sound" system and

itchfS
I y

Air-breaK
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FIG. 8—DUPLICATION OF OIL SWITCHED.

will eventually bring the system into

synchronism after conditions have be-

come normal and steady. Here we have
parallel running without trouble but

without utility.

If now we reduce the reactance in the

tie we get heavier synchronizing cur-

rents and some disturbance of the sound
system, but the two systems take time
to settle down after a fault is cleared

on one of them, and during this time
there is much phase-swinging. This
oscillation tends to throw out synchron-
ous machinery and is more serious than
mere loss of voltage. The limiting values

of reactance are somewhat indefinite,

but experience indicates that they are

well above the value contemplated in this

paper. It is known that with the star

design quite satisfactory results can be

got with busbar reactances of 40 per

cent, and more based on the section out-

put, and upwards of 100 per cent, has
been employed in a tie line between two
stations.

Influence of Live Load on the Short-

Circuit Current

In estimating the effect of reactance

on the short-circuit currents no account
has been taken hitherto of the influence

of running machinery able to feed cur-

rent back into a fault. This factor is

generally a relatively small one. It

complicates the issue but must not be

lost sight of. In determining the short-

circuit current that may flow at any
point it is necessary to add the current,

due to such machinery, which will flow

through the impedance of any feeders,

transformers, etc., located between the

machines and the point in question.

The short-circuit current, for example,

near a large substation with rotary con-

verters may be considerably imT€>ased by
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the current the converters can pump
back.

Limited Effect of Fault Resistance

One must not expect to find any pro-

tection from internal resistance of faults,

except when the fault is to earth through
a poor earth connection or includes a
long open arc.

Where porcelain insulators are mount-
ed in brick or stone the supporting wall

reinforces the insulation, and, even if a

cracked insulator discharges, the cur-

rent at 6,000 volts will be quickly re-

duced from perhaps 5 amperes to a neg-

ligible figure as the wall dries by the

heat generated.

The development of a fault is some-
times stopped at an intermediate stage

by quick-acting switchgear set to oper-

ate at a few amperes, but this is not a

means which can be relied on for effec-

tively limiting the stresses at a given

point in the system.

Limiting Stresses by Preventing

Faults Between Phases:—As faults to

earth can be positively limited by the

employment of resistance in the earth

connection, it is only faults between
phases that present a serious problem.

The likelihood of such faults occurring

can be greatly minimized by appropriate

design.

When conductors are air-insulated

they may be separated by substantial in-

sulating barriers and kept clear of

earthed metalwork. The barriers should

be sufficiently large and substantial to

confine the disturbance arising on failure

of the apparatus they separate.

Conductors surrounded with insulat-

ing material may be further separated

by earthed metal barriers so arranged

that a fault to earth is confined to the

phase on which is occurs.

A good example is found in a machine
in which the conductors throughout then-

length, including the end turns, are

covered with insulating material and
separated by earthed metal parts with

which they are in intimate contact. A
breakdown on such a machine must arise

as a fault to earth, and is localized by the

formation of a good enclosed conductin,?

path to earth. The risk of open arcing is

minimized, and consequently the risk of

the fault spreading to other phases of

consuming the whole machine.

Limiting Disturbances, by the Use of

Protective Relays and the Like

The advantages obtained by the use of

selective protective apparatus on large

distributing systems are now generally

lecognized. They play an important

part in economical distribution and an

essential part not only in localizing dis-

turbances but in limiting their duration.

This latter function is useful in prevent-

ing the development of disturbances due

to unstable conditions, as, for example,

in parallel running, but is especially

important on large plants where the fac-

tor of safety aerainst overheating on

short-circuits is likely to be small.

The use of such apparatus throws a

severe duty on the switchgear, as

switches have to clear faults whilst the

currents are in the neighborhood of max-
imum value (see Fig. 1), and the onus of

clearing each particular fault is thrown
on the individual switch or switches
nearest to it.

For these reasons it is necessary to

employ with the selective protective ap-
paratus a system of stand-by protective

apparatus which comes into use in case
of failure of switchgear or selective ap-
paratus. This takes the form of a sys-

tem of fixed time-limit relays with
graded settings which will come into

FIG. 10- RING DESIGN OF BUSBARS AND
REACTANCES.

operation only after failure in the first

line of defence. A plant so protected
will be as well off even on failure of the

selective apparatus or distribution

switchgear as plants have been in the

past which were protected solely by the

apparatus now used as a stand-by.

It is clear, therefore, that the pro-
vision of an adequate stand-by system
justifies working with a lower factor of

safety on the smaller circuits, especially

if the conditions are favorable and the

plant well designed in the first place to

minimize the occurrence of severe faults.

Existing switchgear may be retained on
extension of plant, by relying on the

stand-by protection to save the plant, if

the margin is not too small.

For example, switchgear rated at

20,000 k.v.a. might be employed to clear

faults of 30,000 to 40,000 k.v.a. with
stand-by protection, as, if the conditions

are favorable to the switch, even the

larger faults may be cleared satisfactor-

ily and the severest disturbances s'hould

be few and far between.

Rating of Reactances

In discussing the use and characteris-

tics of reactances it is most convenient

to rate them in terms of the percentage
reactive voltage drop they will give on
the full-load rating of the part of the

plant with which they are associated.

Thus we speak of a transformer with 4

per cent, reactance. In the same sense a

reactance for a generator and rated at 10

per cent, is understood to absorb 10

per cent, of the normal voltage when
carrying the rated current of the ma-
chine.

In the case of busbar reactances each

reactance is associated with a section of

the busbar and should be rated on the

total generator capacity attached to the

section, as its current-limiting effect is

independent of how that capacity may be
subdivided.

For example, in Fig. 5 the generator
and transformer reactances are rated

10 per cent, and 4 per cent, respectively

on their individual outputs, and the bus-

bar reactance is rated 14 per cent, on a

busbar section rating of 40,000 k.v.a. It

will be seen that the reactance drop is

the same for a fault on either busbar
section although the generator capacity

FIG. 9—STAR DESIGN OF BUSBARS AND
REACTANCES

on one side is made up of two machines.
A feeder reactance may be rated at 3

per cent, when associated with the
feeder, but if its effect on short-circuit

is considered in connection with a gener-
ating plant of 10 times the feeder rat-

ing, it at once becomes 30 per cent. When
rated in this way it may be added to the
reactance of the generators expressed in

the same terms. If, for example, the
generator i-eactance is 10 per cent., the
the same terms. If, for example, the
tor rating, and limits' the maximum
short-circuit current to 2% times the
rated output of the generators.
Thus this method of rating enables the

employment of reactances to be discussed
in general terms and without reference
to the size and voltage of the plant.

The current-carrying capacity which
may be given to a reactance has no effect

on its current-limiting action, and is de-
termined by consideration of the amount
of power to be transferred through it.

The actual dimensions of a reactance
will, of course, depend both on its ohmic
value and on its current capacity, and
the individual reactance is best rated in

amperes, carrying capacity, and ohms
reactance at a given frequency, with the
addition of working voltage, the work-
ing voltage determining the insulation

required.

Arrangement of Busbars

In the provision of busbars and
switches, something more is required
than a simple straight busbar, or even
a single ring busbar with one switch
per circuit. Additions are made both
to give duplication for safety and to

provide flexibility. An extreme is reach-

ed by a design like an arc plug-board
with provision for coupling any circuit

or group of circuits independently to

any machine. Such a design has been
provided for (proceedings of the Ameri-
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can Institute of Electrical Engineers,

1916, vol. 35, p. 886) and gives maxi-
mum flexibility with something more
than duplication. In a station with 5

machines and 10 feeders, 15 busbars
would be required, and 50 oil switches,

as against one busbar with 15 oil

switches.

The first essential is a spare busbar
arranged so that any section can be shut

down without interfering with supply.

In the matter of switches it is recom-

coupled to both its neighbors, and the
paralleling switches are located midway
in the length to keep down the cross-sec-

tion of copper. For the same reason
the machine and feeder switches are al-

ternated.

If oil switches are not duplicated, the
fact of an oil switch being put out of

commission for any reason prevents the

corresponding machine or feeder being-

employed, and thus must lead in the long
run to greater expenditure on spare plant

AuxiliAry busbar

-I

MAin busbar

L L

'€3^1

Tie busbar

FIG. 11—ARRANGEMENT OF SWITCH GEAR FOR STAR DESIGN.

' Itachines,- connectvon&i and-
\ parcUlelin^ switches as Fig. n

FIG. 12—ARRANGEMENT OF SWITCHGEAR FOR RING DESICN.

mended that all normal switching opera-

tions should be done by means of oil

switches, and that air-break switches

should be used only for isolating parts

already made dead by oil switches. By
this course adequate duplication is pro-

vided and the risk of serious trouble due

to operator's mistakes in routine work
is reduced to a minimum.
Thus with provision for busbar paral-

leling and sectionalizing, a station such

as described may usefully employ, say,

33 oil switches without reactances (see

Fig. 7).

Each addition to the primitive arrange-

ment should be made to give a definite

contribution to the results obtainable,

and it is a general law of design that

there will be increased economy if there

is differentiation of function as well.

For example, in the illustration given,

one of th'e busbars is regarded as the

main "tusbar and given a section switch.

The other is regarded as the stand-by

and would be used as a hospital busbar

and for testing. The arrangement has

fll the advantages of a single ring bus-

bar .md at the same time provides a

stand-by. It does not look like a rin<4-

because coupling switches are not shown
at the ends, but each section is in fact

or a greater risk of serious lack of spares

on emergency.
For this reason large machines should

have at least tvr-o switches, but on less

important circuits a compromise can be

erTected by employing one automatic oil

switch and two inexpensive non-auto-

matic oil-break selector and isolator

switches as in Fig. 8, but economy is

effected in first cost thereby only where
the main oil switches are required to be

of large rupturing capacity. It will be

understood that the oil-break selector

switches will break load current with-

out danger, which an air-break switch

would not do.

Arrangement of busbar with react-

ances.—Busbar reactances may be em-
ployed in either of two ways, convenient-

ly described as the star and the ring

designs.

In the star design the busbar react-

ances are paralleled by tying them to a

c ommon point or tie busbar as in Fig. 9,

whilst in the ring design each busbar
section is tied to the next through a re-

actance, as in Fig. 10.

In introducing reactances, two oil

switches will be required with each. One
is for paralleling throusrh the reactance

and the other for paralleling without the

reactance. These switches are so em-
ployed that the number of machines tied

direct to any group of solidly parallel

sections does not exceed the number pro-
per to one section, and is not appreciably
less. For example, with two machines
per section, two sections should not be
solidly paralleled unless at the time they
have only one machine running on each.

They will be separated by reactance im-
mediately a third machine has been
coupled to them. At times of heavy load
ail the reactances will be in use. At
times of light load they will all be short-

circuited. This is necessary, for it will

be found that with reactances of the
ohmic value required it is not always
practicable to transfer light load
through them without excessive drop of

potential.

The complete switchgear in accord-
ance with these recommendations is

shown in Figs. 11 and 12, in which the

feeders are omitted for simplicity.

It will be seen that, with the five sec-

tions shown, six reactances are required
in each case. With the star arrange-
ment the sixth is used to tie in the aux-
iliary busbar. With the ring arrange-
ment a tie is required at both ends so

as to ensure a reactance between this

busbar and each adjacent busbar. Each
arrangement is in effect a six-section

busbar.

Each reactance as here shown is asso-
ciated with a particular busbar to which
it is solidly tied, but an isolating switch
can be introduced at this point at small
cost, giving greater flexibility.

The paralleling switches shown are
all essential if duplicate main oil

switches are not employed, but where
the busbars can be paralleled through
one or more pairs of these duplicate

switches, the paralleling switches are nor.

essential. The two end one should be re-

tained tor uniformity in the equipment
for completing the ring main. Their use
throughout as shown is recommended,
however, as it simplifies and unifies the

operations and the amount of thought
required.

Advantages of the star arrangement
with its extra busbar will be brought out

by a study of these diagrams. What-
ever sections are employed are paralleled

000
Old method

OO
FIG. 13 DISTRIBUTION OF MACHINES 'N

RING DESIGN

by the simple operation of coupling them
to the tie busbar, whereas in the rina

arransrement it is not possible to main-
tain the ring formation when one sec-
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tion is shut down, or easy to follow the

load-transfer conditions. Mistakes are

more easily made which will leave the

reactances cut out and too many ma-
chines operating- in parallel on a section.

The third or tie busbar needs to be at

least as well made as the other two, as a

fault on that busbar involves all the sec-

tions and is fed throug^h all the react-

ances. It is not duplicated, but may be

ringed and broken up with air-break

switches. It can be made dead at any
time by a temporary sacrifice of economy
in running.

There is no doubt, however, on the

other hand, that in many situations it is

easier to make a good design with two
busbars than with three, so that there is

a use for the ring arrangement. It will

be shown that the load-transfer capa-
city of the reactances required in the

ring arrangement may be as much as

that required in the star arrangement,
and the ohmic value is doubled for the

same protective value, so the k.v.a. rat-

ing of reactances for the ring design

may be twice that required for the star

design and the cost consequently about
50 per cent, higher. This is partly or

wholly offset by the omission of the third

busbar. The ring arrangement, however,
has the defect that undei- working con-

ditions the ring cannot always be main-
tained closed. On shutting down any
section of the busbar the ring is broken.

If the design gives the correct limits

with a closed ring it will now be found
that there is too much reactance isolat-

ing the end sections of the open ring

and consequent excessive pressure drop,

whilst if the reactances are selected to

compromise for this, clearly this en be

done only at the expense of the prote<-

tion afforded. The balance of advantage
lies with the star design.

The defect in the rin<r system can be

partly offset by making the ^nd sections

30 to 50 per cent, smaller than the middle

section and arranging them as shown in

Fig. 13.

To be Continued

LARGE INSTALLATION OF TRANS-
FORMERS

The Toronto station of the Hydro-Elec-

tric Power Commission of Ontario, on

Strachan Ave., was originally laid out

for two banks of 1,250 kva. transformers

with one spare unit, but the load grew
so rapidly that in 1913 considerable ex-

pansion was required. Accordingly, the

station was doubled in length and accom-

modated three additional banks of 2,500

kva. transformers. In addition to the

transformer equipment two new sections

of the H4 double bus switch structure

were put in commission, serving the 13,-

200 volt out-going feeders as well as

a K 12 remote controlled oil switch struc-

ture which served the 2,300 volt load.

Two of the 2,500 kva, banks were in-

stalled, but before the last bank was
ordered, the decision was reached to

again double the unit capacity, and ac-

cordingly, fifteen 5,000 kva. 25 cycle
110,000 volt transformers were ordered
from the Canadian General Electric Co.
This brings the total capacity up to

75,000 kva. on the basis of 40° C. rat-

ing of approximately 100,000 kva. on the

basis of maximum rating.

To instal these transformers in the

original transformer pockets it was ne-

cessary to increase the height dimensions

very materially.

The transformers are now 24 feet high

from the rails to the top of the high
tension leass, which accounts for the

slim appearance of the tank as shown in

the accompanying cut. The floor space

limitations also precluded the possibility

of using core type construction.

The transformers are shell type units

and have reinforced steel plate hous-
ings and supports. The economy in

weight made possible by this construc-

tion, standard with the C. G. E. made it

possible and safe to utilize the existing

foundations without material change in

spite of the fact that the main weight
of the transformer is carried over to

the central foundation wall by a short

cantilever construction.

The transformers have button type
spacers between coils and the coil ends
extending above and below the core are

firmly braced against distortion from
short circuit strains. Particular atten-

tion is drawn to the appearance of the

core shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion, which hardly does justice to the un-

usually fine results obtained in the pilin'i-

of sheet steel laminations.

The transformers were made at the

Peterborough Works of the Canadian
General Electric Company and the tanks,

which it will be noticed are without

COMPLETE TRANSFORMER

horizontal seams, were made at the
Davenport Works, Canadian Allis-Chal-
mers, Ltd.

To be Continued

TRANSFORMER ASSEMBLY. NOTE THE
NEAT PILING OF THE LAMINATIONS.

SICILIAN ELECTRICAL COMPANY
ENLARGES

A company formed to produce and
distribute electricity from water-power
in the eastern provinces of Sicily has
been so successful even during war times
that it recently decided to enlarge so as
to include in its scope the entire Island
of Sicily, according to the last bulletin
issued by the Italian Bureau of Public
Information. The "Societa Elettrica
della Sicilia Orientale" was established
in 1907, and by 1917 its capital was
$3,000,000 and its income $1,000,000.
Despite the decrease in industrial de-
velopment, due to the war, the company
was able to declare a dividend of 5 per
cent, in 1914-15-16, and in 1917 a divi-

dend of 6 per cent.

The enlarged scope of the company
has necessitated an immediate increase
in capital to $6,400,000, and by 1919 the
company expects to have a capital of

$8,000,000.
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Fuel Economy is Still Desirable
*T^HE past year has been one of many vicissitudes for

the power house engineer, the owner and those having

to do with the purchase of power. The coal famine of

last winter, with hte resulting tie-up of Canada's indus-

trial life for a short period, will be remembered by all

and the conservation campaign waged here to some slight

extent, and vigorously in the United States, was the out-

come of the necessity for conserving manpower and re-

leasing fuel and energy to the makers of munitions of war.

The lessons learned through this necessity may well

be kept in mind during the peaceful days ahead of us.

The wise and proper operation of boiler equipment, the

success and economy attending upon the use of mechani-
cal stokers and other labor-saving appliances, and above
all the absolute necessity for the use of proper boiler room
recording and indicating equipment, has time and again
been pointed out and should ever be kept before us.

The conservation of fuel is as important for Canada's
success in the coming years as it has been for her suc-

cessful efforts in the past period of strife. This is so

for two reasons, the economic struggle for the world's

markets, or a proportionate share of them will go to the

country which can produce cheaply, and the wasting of

a country's natural resources is a thing not likely to

be excused for any reason.

Coal is a commodity which once used up can never
be replaced except by the substitution of some other
source of obtaining heat and energy and the world's supply
of coal, while vast in extent, is not by any means ever-
lasting, and at a date measurable in terms of a few hun-
dred years the world will have to turn to some other

source. The same is true of fuel oil and other present-

day sources of heat and energy such as our at present
untouched deposits of peat.

Help This New Feeling Along
'TpHERE is undoubtedly a new feeling arising in regard

to the conditions that should exist between capital

and labor. In fact, the new feeling is such that it will

likely put the boots to that phrase "capital and labor."

It's a poor phrase at best. It draws a line right at

the starts that hurts insteads of helps.

It survives the old days when the man in the office

looked upon the man in the shop as the human part of

the machine.

There has been a wonderful softening influence in

the last few days and years.

The son of the man in the shop has gone under in

France, and the son of the man in the office marched
away and will not jeturn.

The employer who has had much to do with turning

out munitions in the last three years in Canada has learned

that it is good policy for the people in the shop to make
good wages.

An employee who is making good wages is likely to

be contented. The employee who is kept down to the

lowest possible wage is not going to be contented. He
will quit just as soon as the chance comes, or if he
stays he will be looking for a chance to strike.

It is only human nature. In these days of living at

its highest point, with the purchasing power of a dollar

shot to pieces, the man who cannot provide for his home
in decency is going to listen hard to the doctrines of

Bolshevism. He will become an agitator, whereas decent

conditions and a square deal would have made of him
a good citizen, and of his home a centre for good in-

flu<?nces in the community.
Manufacturers are realizing this point. They are

speaking of it openly. They have had a demonstration

of the fact that good wages and good conditions will iron

out more trouble in the shop than all the deputations

and labor departments in the world could ever hope to do.

It is well that this feeling should start now and grow
with the new industrial Canada that is coming. Encourage
it. See that it gets a chance to develop. It will do more
to prevent strikes and lockouts than all the legislation

that could ever be piled into the books of the country.

The bigger the margin that can be maintained be-
tween the worker and starvation the greater the efficiency

of the worker and the success of the concern with whicli
he is connected.
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ssociation and Persona

Walter V. Turner, manager of the en-

gineering department of the Westing-
house Air Brake Company, of Pittsburgh,
and an inventor of note, died

following a brief illness. Mr. Turner
had more than 400 patents granted for

various inventions. One of these, the
"K" triple valve, is said to be valued at

$28,000,000.

George Gray, assistant general man-
ager of the Acadia Coal Company, Hali-

fax, was presented by the company and
staff with a chest of silver and an ad-
dress signed by the executive manage-
ment and his fellow officials. The oc-

casion was the thirty-fifth anniversary
of Mr. Gray's connection with the coal

mining industry in Nova Scotia, and par-

ticularly with the Acadia Coal Company.

G. H. Duggan has been appointed to

the presidency of the Dominion Bridge
Co., to fill the vacancy created by the

retirement of Phelps Johnson, the for-

mer president. Mr. Duggan has had a

long service with the company, and for

the past several years has acted in the

capacity of vice-president and managing
director, and has been closely associated

with most of the important developments
and extension of the Dominion Bridge
Co. Mr. Johnson will remain on the

board of directors of the Bridge Co., and
will also serve on the executive commit-
tee.

William J. Galbraith, a well known
Montreal civil engineer, died at his resi-

dence, 4145 Dorchester street, West-
mount, on Dec. 21st from pneumonia.
The deceased gentleman, who was only

32 years of age, had enjoyed a very suc-

cessful engineering career. He gradu-

ated from McGill in 1909, and at the

beginning of 1910, was engaged in the

Rocky Mountains with the Geological

Survey, and in the fall of the same
year, he entered the firm of M. P. &
J. T. Davis, as assistant engineer on
caisson work for the Quebec bridge, re-

maining there till the spring of 1912.

He then started in construction work for

himself, and carried out many important
works for the Dominion Government.
At the outbreak of war he entered the

Foundation Company of New York as

superintendent of construction, in which
position he remained until his death. He
was a member of the British Institute

of Civil Engineers, and leaves a widow
and one daughter.

Major F. L. C. Bond has been ap-
pointed chief engineer of the Grand
Trunk Railway system with headquar-
ters at Montreal.

Lieut. Lloyd M. Archibald of the Royal

Flying Corps, well-known representative

of the Dart Union Company of Toronto,

as he appeared as a prisoner of war in

Germany (on the right). Word has just

been received by his brother, Charles P.
Archibald, of Charles P. Archibald &
Co., machinery dealers, Montreal, an-
nouncing his safe arrival in England
after being a prisoner in Germany for
over a year.

Major Bond, who succeeds Mr. H. R.

Safford, recently appointed engineering
assistant to the regional director of the

central western district. United States

railroad administration, has just re-

turned from overseas after two years'

service with the 10th Battalion Cana-
dian Railway Troops. He was born in

Montreal in 1877. He was educated at

Montreal High School, the Collegiate In-

Ftitute and McGill University. Upon
graduating from McGill in 1898, he en-

tered the service of the Grand Thunk
as assistant resident engineer of the

eastern division, and in 1901 was ap-

pointed engineer in charge of double
track construction. In 1902 he was
night superintendent on the construc-
tion of the Park Avenue tunnel of the
New York subway, but returned to the
Grand Trunk as resident engineer, east-
era division, a position which he held
until 1913. From 1913 to 1916, when
he went overseas. Major Bond was divi-

sion engineer, eastera lines. He holds a
high reputation in railway and engineer-

ing circles and his work with the Cana-
dian expeditionary force won the highest
commendation.
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The Operators' Point of View

PROTECTING HEATING PLANTS
FROM FROST

By J. E. McCORMICK

DURING the cold winter months
the chances of a pipe or valve be-

ing: burst by frost are remote in-

deed in those plants which are used en-

tirely for heating dwellings or for heat-

ing shops which contain goods or mer-

chandise of such a nature as to become
damaged even by slight freezing, but in

isolated steam plants (and there are

many of them throughout the country),

used for mill or factory power, but not

for heating dwellings, and which are

therefore idle from Saturday noon or

.night until Monday morning, as well a^

during fourteen to sixteen hours out

of every twenty-four during the week,

the engineer must be more or less on

guard against damage by frost, especial-

ly when the thermometer outside stanfls

at many degrees below zero for a time^

as is often the case in many Canadian

localities.

There is also more or less chance of

frost doing damage in those plants

which, in addition to furnishing power,

are used for heating shops or factories

during working hours, the steam bein'<

shut off from the heaters and radiators

during nights and Sundays. In such

plants I have found the steam lines to

be much more liable to damage than the

water lines are. The water lines are

shorter, and good insulation by means

of some kind of covering will do much

to protect them and they can generally

be so planned that those which must

necessarily contain water may, when

they do get cold, or nearly so, be warmed

up again by opening slightly the neces-

sary valves and allowing water to flow

siovvly through them from towards the

boiler for a little while. This will warm

them up and leave them full of hot water

again. A slight leakage through the

lines, a drop or two per minute if other-

wise permissible, will sometimes aid in

maintaining the temperature of covered

pipes.

But with steam lines it is different.

According as the boiler cools down and

the pressure goes off, the steam in the
lines condenses. Generally a little leak-

age in the valves allows the most of this

condensation to escape, and the remain-
der freezes in the lines in the form of a

shelly ice or of a hoar frost. This is in

lines not long enough to require to be
trapped. My experience with such plants

leads me to believe that except in ex-

ceptionally cold weather, covered pipes

will not burst with this shell ice, and so

long as the boiler is not fired enough at

a time to raise any steam, and more es-

pecially if the accumulating air pressure

caused in the boiler by expansion of the

water, while heating, is allowed to escape

through the upper gauge cock or other

vent while the water is heating, said

vent being closed again when the fire

has been banked; then the boiler and

the water pipes may be kept warm for

days without danger of damage to the

steam lines. If, however, any steam is

raised, it is, in most of these layouts,

imperative that enough be raised to thaw

out all the steam pipes containing any

of the shell ice and that care be taken

to see that they are thawed out. I gen-

erally find that it i.s at the valves that

the ice seal is most apt to exist and that

some hot water poured over the body

of these will thaw them enough to open.

and this will allow steam to flow, which

•' ill soon thaw the intervening pipes. If

steam is raised without the lines becom

ing thawed out before the steam goe?

off again water will form in the steam

pipes and will flow into the spaces in the

shell ice already existing and fill these

spaces up; then, when this freezes, some-

thing is almost certain to burst. Of

course if the valves next the boiler were

absolutely steam tight no steam could

enter the lines to condense them and do

damage, but this ideal condition cannot

be fully maintained without undue ex-

pense for renewal of valves and parts,

hence, in general, the principle applies.

I have several times known steam lines

to suffer damage in this way and had

similar experiences myself in plants I

had charge of before I learned the reii

cause and its cure. It is noteworthy that

in each of these instances the water lines

remained intact.

And now for a simple remedy, which
obviously does not consist of maintaining
a constant steam pressure on the lines,

thus involving excessive standby con-

sumption of fuel if kept up during all

holidays. The instance sketched is for

taking steam direct from the top of the

dome or boiler if desired, but the prin-

ciple can be applied to other positions.

In Fig. 1, A is the upright nipple, B is

an angle valve, C is another nipple, D
i« a three-way stop-cock, and E is the

continuation of the line. The side out-

let of the three-way cock opens to the at-

mosphere. In operation—during the

time the line is in use, the stop-cock i.^

turned to let steam pass directly through
it into the line (Fig. 2). When steam is

turned off the line by means of the

angle valve B, the stop D is turned so as

to give a free passage from B to the

atmosphere (Fig. 3) and the line is also

drained. Now any further escape of

steam from the valve B passes out

throutrh the side outlet of D into the

atmosphere and escapes instead of en-

tering the line to condense and do harm.

Any drip from the side outlet of the

stop-cock D can be carried away by

means of a neat metal trough. Fig. 4

indicates an arrangement calling for

more parts but which may be preferred

by or be more easily available to some.

A, B, and C are as before; F is a tee:

D is nipple, H is a erlobe valve, "and I

is the continuation of the line. The tee

F is supplied with a nipple and a globe

valve to provide an escape for leaking

steam when B and H are closed. Per-

haps quite a number of engineers can

benefit as much by the use of this de-

vice this winter as I could have benefit-

ed ye-irs sooner had I known of it and

its advantages then.

CARBON AND COMMUT.\TOR WEAR
R. E. HELLMUND,

Westinghouse Electric and Manufactur-

ing Company

Carbon manufacturers, as well as man-

ufacturers of dynamo electric machin-

ery, have made numerous tests to deter-

mine contact resistances, friction losses,

etc., of various carbons. While such

tests are of interest, they contribute

very little towards the real practical

need; namely, a c-irbon which can stand

hieh current I'ensities and high sparking

volta<res with small wear.
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In order to develop such carbons, it

v.oald seem essential to first make tests

determining- how the carbon wear is

affected by current density, sparking

voltage and peripheral speed. Present
indications are that with many commer-
cial carbons very appreciable densities

can be used if there is no sparking volt-

age, while sparking voltages up to 1.5 or

even 20 volts across the brush cause
very little wear at certain speeds, if the

current density is low enough.
More data along this line should be of

great advantage both to the carbon
manufacturer and the designing en-
gineer.

bolt them together as in Fig. 3. Next,
place it in a dish of warm (not hot)

water for a few minutes, this will soften

up the leather. Next remove from the

water and force down into the form.
Fig. 2 and leave there for half an hour
or so until the leather gets time to set

into shape. This makes as good a cup
leather as can be bought. Of course
judgment must be used in picking your
leather; use a piece of firm, flexible

leather, sole leather is too hard, and
belly leather too soft; use side leather.

CLEANING SEWER
By J. E. NOBLE

A few days ago I was watching a

plumber trying to clear an obstruc-

tion from a 4-inch sewer pipe. His
method was to run the end of a ho;o
into the end tee, .after removing th.-;

clean-out cover, and plugging ra^s ov

MAKING HARD GASKETS DO THE
JOB

Some time ago we got some of the

"moulded" black rubber gaskets for hand
holes. Owing to a certain amount o^

unevenness in the metal surfaces these

were required to come to a fit by being
screwed up tight enough to force the

highest spots to imbed themselves in the

gaskets. This particular lot of gaskets
were particularly hard, and it was found

Cup Lea//fer
a/7£/ /ran l^ashers)

To SeuJisr
-4 Jc</ F,pe

ARRANGEMENT USED IN CLEANING OUT OBSTRUCTED .SEWER

clothes around the hose to prevent the

water backing out. Why will men use

such crude methods when a few minutes'
work will supply them with a really

good tool for this style of a job ? An
idea of the tool can be formed by a

glance at the sketch; I used this tool

with fine success when I workod at tlie

plumbing business as long as twenty
years ago (perhaps I should use modern
terms and call it sanitary engineering,

but from personal observation the old

plumber is "in it" to the neck \vith the

sanitary engineer, in numerous cases

at least). It is nothing more or less

than a cup leather held on the end of

a piece of %-inch iron pipe by two iron

threaded washers, the other end of the

pipe being attached to a hose, which in

turn is coupled to one of the house taps.

A valve can be placed on the end of the

pipe so that the flow of the water can

be controlled without going to the other

tap. To make cup leathers, form a piece

of sheet tin or galvanized iron in the

form shown at Fig. 2, size on top 6%
inches, bottom 4 inches; this will do for

cup leathers 6 in. to 4 in. To make the

cup, cut the leather 2 in. over the size

required; that is, for a 4 in. cup make
the leather size 6 in. Now place the

leather between two iron washers and

difficult to get them tight enough with-

out danger of stripping the bolt threads.

These gaskets would even break by
bending them back and forth for a while,

and for a time they lay discarded and
supposed to be useless. Finally it was
found that they would soften in hot

water, so next time one was needed it

was placed in hot water just before re-

quired; then, when soft, was taken out,

put in place and the nut screwed up
quickly, before the gasket had time to

cool. They are all used up now but one

and there has been no trouble with them
since the hot water cure was adopted.

Heating the hand hole cover thus, as

well as the gasket, retards the cooling

action while putting in place and gives

a little longer time to work without

the gasket becoming too cool. The pres-

sure carried on the boiler was from 90

to 110 lbs. per sq. in.—J. E. M.

RENEWING WORN GASKETS IN
LARGE FLANGE JOINTS

By S. E. Burd

It is a matter of some difficulty at

times to renew joints in large pipe, es-

pecially in tight corners where space is

limited. As will be seen from the illus-

tration, four pieces of heavy flat iron

are shaped to fit around the pipe as
shown in the illustration and each pair

are clamped on the pipe by % in. bolts.

These bolts have 15-16 in. fillers thread-
ed on them so that the % in. rods will

be an easy fit. The % in. rods are in-

serted while the fixture is being placed

on the pipe and the nuts between the
clamps are then screwed up. This forces
the flanges apart to the proper distance
and the new gasket can then be iiiiorted

easily.

After the gasket is in place, if tnove
is no spring in the pipe the inside nuts
can be slacked off and the flanges pulled
together again by the outside nuts.

After making this outfit it only takes
one man a short time to repair a leaky
joint. It can he used for different size

pipes by putting packing between clamp
and pipe within reason.

HOW I BROKE INTO PRINT

By D. A. HAMPSON

Under that none-too-elegant title we
would expect to find a ten cent "work"
for the instruction of bii^din<r authors,

shelved beside the other "how" books in

our news stands and book stores. So far

as trade and business paper writing is

concerned, there is no "ho""" to it at all

—it is simply a case of Do and Di
Again.

Right here in POWER HOUSE we see

appeal after appeal to the men on the

firing line to open up and share the in-

teresting experiences and the trade

kinks that they have met with in their

work. Whenever two or three mechanics
get together one of the subjects of con-

versation is how they did this difficult

job without the proper tool or how the

boss in their shop discovered a new,

quicker way of doing a time-honored

piece of work. And these mechanics
are just as bad as so many women—they
can't wait for one to finish to get in

another experience equally as good or

better—if nothing prevented, they could

and would talk a whole day without ex-

hausting the subject.

These are the experiences the editor

wants. Write them just as you would

tell them—the editors will smooth off

the rough edges and put on the polish if

which may be common property of the

needed. The very methods and tools

shops in your vicinity may be unknown
elsewhere and local pride, if nothing

more, should want to put that vicinity

on the map and bring it that much credit
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for mechanical initiative. Over and
over again some acquaintance has told

me of reading something of mine in a

certain paper; invariably my reply has
been, "Yes," but, Will, you have been so

much farther than I and have had such
varied experiences that you should have
material for a year's writing, all of it

being more valuable than mine."

Those people who have such goods to

sell—and it's a selline proposition—rare-

ly get down to the point of actually try-

ing, or if they do try once and get turned
down by an editor, they become dis-

gusted, like the Grouch that complained
in a recent issue. Why, one of the

standing jokes in our household was for

me to be met at the door with, "You've
got another R. M." R. M. standing for

returned manuscript, a highbrow name
for what was often but half a sheet of

paper.

There are articles that lack merit and
subjects that are hackneyed, but any-
one who reads the paper he expects to

contribute to can select an experience
or two which steer clear of these dead
lines. And then the old matter has to

be brought up ever so often for the
benefit of the younger generations in the

trade. Basic principles and operations

remain the same for long, long years,

and will bear repeating at intervals, for

all technical papers strive to educate
the newcomers as well as the older men.
These basic operations are subject to

new and ingenious applications with the

modern advances in the art. All of

these things can be worked into articles

that the editor is glad to receive.

Two of us as apprentices subscribed
to POWER HOUSE. We found a world
of information in it to discuss and com-
pare—I'm afraid often on the shop's

time, but then we were pushers and
ready to try anything new or quicker
for the shop. Sometimes we had a job

to do that seemed as goo das those we
read about and naturally one of us re-

marked, "Let's send it to POWER
HOUSE." That got to be a joke, but
finally I took a picture of a planer job

that turned out well and wrote a couple

of hundred words about it and sent it to

the editors without saying anything
around the shop. When that appeared
in print and I showed the cheque for four

dollars that went with it, the idea ceased

to be a joke any longer. Following that

first successful instance, there was a

lonsj- list of rejected "articles" and a few
money orders for fifty cents, but the

editors were courteous and the rejections

only served to spur on to better efforts

—

to be frankly critical of one's own work
is the first step toward success.

And it pays the author in every way.
The Buick Six that serves as a splendid

refresher after a long day inside could

be bought with the money received from
writing and its maintenance and that of

the cars I have owned before more than

covered by the same source. And then

there is the self-improvement side of

writing—"writing makes a ready man,"
and as he writes he is sure to stumble on

points of doubt upon which he must
read up before he turns out the com-
pleted article. Often a singl«> point en-

tails many evenings of study, to the ul-

timate good of the student. Then any-
thing that is written fixes itself much
more firmly in the mind than what is

simply read. All of these things help

the writer as much or more than the ones

who read them and have a distinct broad-

ening effect. Added to the foregoing is

the fact that some one is waiting for

what you write—glad to read it, and

some one else is ready to pay for it at

substantial rates.

TEMPORARY REPAIR OF A
BROKEN STOP VALVE

By T. H. F.

AN interesting repair of a bad
break came under my observa-
tion when sailing as 3rd engin-

eer of "S.S. ." We were bound
from Cardiff to Nagasaki, Japan, though
as we were carrying Welsh coal for the

Japanese navy, and Japan then being
at war with Russia, our ostensible des-

tination was Shanghai for orders. How-
ever, we had come down the Red Sea
with its usual discomforts, across the

Indian Ocean, and were making up for

Colombo to coal. We sighted the har-

bour about 7 a.m., and about 7.30 the

first officer gave orders to the bo'sun

to get steam on the windlass, prepara-

tory to anchoring. Now the bo-sun had
sailed in steamers so long that he was,

in his own mind, something of an en-

gineer. Therefore, instead of notifying

the engineer on watch that steam was
wanted on deck, he undertook to put

steam on himself. The two valves con-

trolling steam to the fore and aft deck

were situated in the fidley, at the bridge

deck, and easy of access to anyone. The
gallant bo'sun, whose engineering know-
ledge really was all comprised in the

ability to turn a wheel to the right or

left, which would open or shut a valve,

naturally never thought of the fact thai

the steam had not been on the deck pipes

since leaving Suez, so he stepped into the

fidley, took the wheel in his tarry hands,

gave it a mighty twist, and then things

happened. It was here that the chain

of events reached me personally. The

messroom steward had just entered my
room to call me, and I was sitting on

the edge of my bunk, rubbing the sleep

from my eyes, when a terrific report,

followed by the roar of escaping steam

burst on my ears. I jumped from the

bunk into my engine-room slippers, and

in pyjamas and slippers, made for the

engine-room. After the first shock my
ear could still distinguish the beat of

the engines, and there was no sign of

steam in the engine-room. Going on the

top grating I opened the door leading

to the boiler tops, but though the noise

was plainer here, there was no steam.

As I turned back again, the second came

up from below, and made toward the

door, beckoning me to follow. He went

to the auxiliary stop valve on the port

boiler and motioned me to the starboard

boiler. These were shut off. and quiet-

ness reigned once more. This sounds

simple, but any of my readers who
have gone on boiler tops in tropical

weather clad in pyjamas and slippers

will appreciate the pleasure of it. As

we came out onto the top grating again,

I asked the second what was damaged,

and elicited at first a very complete and

highly ornamental biography of our

bo'sun, bo'suns in general, deck officers

and skippers, winding up with the an-

nouncement that the donkey boiler stop

valve had been blown off. This was the

case.

Steam for the winches and windlass

was taken from the main boilers,

through a reducing valve, and from the

donkey boiler. The pipe from the re-

ducing valve joined the donkey boiler

pipe close to the valves controlling the

deck steam. The donkey boiler was sit-

uated on the main deck, and from the

donkey boiler stop valve to the bridge

deck where controlling valves were sit-

uated, was about 30 feet in length, with

a rise of about 3 feet. Now it was the

practice to leave steam when at sea,
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FIG. 1 SHOWING BREAK IN STOP VALVE
WALL.

open on the main boilers to the reducing

valve, and up to the fidley, so that if

steam was needed on deck, it could be

opened without anyone having to go on

the boiler tops. As no one but an en-

gineer was supposed to touch the valves

on deck, there was no danger. When
the bo'sun threw open the valve a slug

of water started off, and the first ob-

stacle it struck was the donkey boiler

stop valve, which surrendered. The stop

valve was contained in the same cast-

ing as the safety valve, which made
it more awkward. The first thing to be

done was to blank the pipe off between

the donkey boiler and the supply from
the reducing valve, so that steam could

be put on deck to handle the anchor in

Colombo. This little job being done, a
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hurried visit to the messroom was paid,
where the dried up remains of break-
fast were bolted just as the stand-by
rang for the pilot. This was the be-
ginning of a perfect day, the remainder
being spent between tallying coal and
doing little jobs in the engine-room,
such as packing the H.P. gland, etc.,

with the sweat forming pools wherever
one stood. The delights of a coahng
port ending like anything else, we were
under way again about 8 p.m. with the
next stop Singapore.

Next morning after breakfast, the
chief, second and myself went forth to

inspect the damage, and see what could
be done. It was essential to have the
donkey boiler at work in port, so that
the main boilers could be cleaned. The
side of the stop valve wall had been
blown clean out as shewn by the sketch,
but the lower port and safety valves
were intact. The cover was good, and
the valve itself not damaged. The first

thing suggesting itself was to make a
patch out of some plate we had, %-inch
thick, but upon going further into the
matter found this would be a job of
some considerable magnitude, and other
means were looked for. It was finally
decided not to attempt a patch, but to
use a temporary expedient that would
serve till we arrived at a home port,
where we could get a new casting. Look-
ing through the stores we found a cop-

from the main boilers during the re-
mainder of the day of arrival. When
cargo working for the day was fin-
ished, steam was shut off from the mam
boilers, the blank flange was removed
and the donkey boiler lit up, steam
being ready for the morning. When
getting ready for leaving the modus
operandi was reversed. The main boilers
would be, of course, lit up and steaming
and when cargo was finished the don-
key boiler was blown down, the blank
flange put in again, and steam opened
up from the main boilers. By this means
there were no delays, and the time of
putting in and removing the blank was
about 10 minutes. As we called and
worked cargo at Moji, Hong Kong,
Moulmein, Fiume, Aggiamarina, Tripoli,

Tunis, Tarbis, Holmis, before we ar-
rived at Antwerp, some months later,

where our casting was awaiting us, we
got quite used to the blank flange drill,

and somewhat missed it after the new-
casting was placed.

A DIAGRAM DETERMINING THE
COST OF COAL FOR GENER-

ATING STEAM
The accompanying diagram furnishes

the power plant operator accurate infor-
mation on the cost of coal for generating
steam. Knowing the price and the
amount of coal burned and the quantity
of water evaporated, the solution is

easy. Start with the cost of coal per
ton and project vertically, intersecting
the oblique line corresponding to the
evaporation from and at 212 degrees
Fahr. being obtained from the boilers,

then move horizontally to the left mar-

gin, where the cost of coal to evaporate
one thousand pounds of water from and
at 212 degrees Fahr. is given. The
chart can also be used to determine the
evaporation required to generate steam
at a certain cost, by reversing the above
process. This chart should awaken in-

terest in the relative efficiency of a
mechanical stoker as compared with hand
firing. The stoker shown in the illus-

tration attacks Mr. Wasted Fuel from
the following angles:

1. Smokeless combustion and a high
percentage of CO".

2. Volatile substances in the coal are
distilled before they are introduced to

the incandescent fuel bed.

3. A forced draft system of air control
supplies the correct amount of air mix-
ture at all times.

4. Carbon often wasted in the ash is

burned before dropping the dumping
grates.

GETTING A REAL DRAFT
A good draft is one of the most essen-

tial things about a boiler plant, and
special attention .should therefore be
paid to it when the plant is laid out. It

is easy to cut the draft down if it is too
strong, but if it is too feeble the owner
of the boiler is faced By a serious situa-

tion. The value of a powerful draft is

particularly appreciated when some em-
ergency makes it necessary to force the
boilers beyond their normal capacity for
a time. A strong draft also makes it

feasible to burn relatively cheap and
low grade fuels.

T

FIG. 2—SHOWS STOP VALVE BOX WELL
CUT AWAY TO RECEIVE FLANGE.

per bend 90°, with flanges each end.

This was the right size, 4 inches, if I

remember rightly. The whole casting
was taken from the donkey boiler top
and lowered down the fidley, and taken
to the engine-room vice bench. The
broken wall of the stop valve was drill-

ed all round and cut off with a chisel,

leaving a flat face. The seat of the
stop valve was drawn out, and holes
drilled for studs to fit the copper flange.

Of course, this took time, as it had to

be done by the engineers in the course
of their watch off. However, it was
finally completed, and the casting re-

placed. The bend being bolted on to the
casting its vertical flange came in ap-
proximately the same position as the

stop valve flange had been, and the
pipe was connected up with a blank
flange in between. The method of work-
ing w^^ as follows; On arriving in port
the steam for the winches would be used

1.0 150 ZOO Z50 3.00 3.50 4 00 4.50 5.00 5.50 6.00 650 700

Cost Of Coalper Ton of iOOO Lt>s. -Doifars.

CHAKT SHOWING THE COST OF GENERATING STEAM

600 650 900 9.50 fO.QO
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
A Record of Prices Current on

Entering Into the Manufacture

Raw, Semi - (inisfied, and Finished Materials

and Operation of Power Plant Equipment

s
1

1%
1%
2
2V4

S

SM
3 v..

4

BOILER TUBES
Seam- Lap-

ize less welded
in $32 00 $

in 36 00
In 3U 00 32 00
in 39 00 32 00

in 45 00 32 00
in 4S 00 34 00

in. 50 00 40 50

in 58 00 45 00
:n 52 00
in VO 00 54 00
in 80 00 67 00

SHEETS

Prices per 100 feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

PLATES
Montreal Toronto

Plates, V. to 14 $7 00 $7 00
Tank plates, 3-16 in.. 8 oO 8 40

WROUGHT PIPE
Effective Jan. 7. 1918.
Standard Buttweld.

Black Galvanized
Size. Per 100 feet

Vi in 4 68 6 8i

% in 4 68 6 SI

% in $ 6 00 $ S 00
v. in 6 21 7 78

% in 7 82 9 05
1 in 11 5C 14 71

IVi in 15 64 19 ?0
II/, in 18 70 23 76
2 in 25 16 32 01

2% in 40 37 51 19
3 in 52 79 66 94

3% in 67 16 84 18

4 in 79 57 99 "4

Standard Lapweld
2 in 38 81 35 31
2>/. in 42 12 32 36
3 in 5..5 OS 68 47

3V2 in 69 00 86 91
4 in. SI 75 103 00
4% in 93 00 118 00
5 in 108 00 137 00
6 in 140 00 178 00
7 in 183 00 232 00
SL in 193 00 244 00
8 in. . 222 00 281 00
9 in. 266 00 366 00
lOL in 246 00 . 312 00
10 in.- .:. r-:17 00 102 00

Prices—Ontario. Quebec and
Maritime Provinces

WROUGHT NIPPLES ,

4' and under, 45%.
iVo" and larKer. 40%.
4' and under, running thread.

15%.
Standard couplings. 4" and un-

der, 35%.
AVi' and larger, 15%.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS
Malleable fittings, class A. 20%

on list ; class B and C, net list.

Cast iron fittings, 25% off list.

Malleable bushings, 26 and TVj%

:

oast busliings, 25% : unions, 46%

:

plugs, 20% off list. Net prices mal-
leable fittings : Class B black. 24i^c
lb. ; Class C black. 15%c lb. : gal-
vanized. Class B. 34c lb. : Class C,

24%c lb. F.O.B. Toronto.

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING.
At mill lUt plus 40%
At warehouse list plus 60';

Diseonnta off new list. Warehouse
prie* at Montreal and Toronto.

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL
Per lb. to Large Buyers Cents

Iron ba'rs, base. Toronto ... $4 90

Steel bars. base. Toronto ... 5 00

Steel bars, 2' to 4* base. . . 6 00

Iron bar.-i. base, Montreal . . 4 5.'i

.Steel bars, br.se, Montreal.. 5 0..

Reinforcing bars, base B 26
Small thapaa t 76

Montreal Toronto

Sheets, Black. No. 28.$ 8 00 $
Sheets, Black. No. 10. S 00

Canada plates, dull, b'i

sheets 9 00
Canada plates, all

bright 9 50
Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized
Queen'* Head, 28
B.W.G

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.G.
r.orbal"8 Best, No. 28.
Colborne Crown, No.

28
Premier. No. 28 U.S. .

Premier. 10';4 oz

7 00
8 33

8 65

9 50

9 00
9 30

PROOF COIL CHAIN
B

Vi in $14 35

5-16 in 13 85

% in 13 50

7-16 in 12 90
Vo in 13 20
9-16 in 12 70

% in 12 50

% in 12 40

% in 12 90
1 in 12 65

Kxtra for B.B. Chain 1 20
Extra for B.B.B. Chain 1 80

Vs in

3-16

V4 i

.5-16

% i

7-16

V, in

•Vg in

% in

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

$13 00
in 12 50

11 75
in 11 40

n 00
in 10 60

10 40
10 00

9 90

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS
Per

Great Western. American . . .

.

Ke.imey & Foot, Arcade
.1. Barton Smith. Eagle
McClelland. Globe
Whitman & Barnes
Rlnck Di.imond
Delta Files
Nicholson
Globe
V'i'can
Disston
P.H. and Imperial

Cent.
60
50
60

60
50
37 Vn

871,4

37 V.
50
60
60
50

OILS AND COMPOUNDS
Castor oil, per lb

Royalite. per gal.. bu!k ....

Palrcine
Machine oil, per gal
Black oil, per gal
Cylinder oil. Capital
Cylinder oil. Acme
Standard cutting compound,
per lb

Lard oil, per gal 2

Union thread cutting oil anti-
septic

Acme cutting oil. antiseptic
Imperial quenching oil

Petroleum fuel oil

isv:.

21V
26%
15
49 'A
39V;

06
60

ds
371..'.

39 1-'.

13%

BELTING—No. I OAK TANNED.
Extra heavy, sinijle and double 30*^

,

Standard 40%
Cut leather laetng. No. I $1 96
Leather in sides 176

COAL AND COKE.
Solvajr Foundry Coke
Connelsville Foundry Coke. .

.

Steam Lump Coal
Best Slack

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto.

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 25
Stove bolts 55
Plate washers list plus 20
Machine bolts, 7-16 and over net
Machine bolts. % and less 10

Blank bolts net
Bolt ends net
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., steel 27 Vz
Machine screws, o. and fil. hd..

steel 10

Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., brass - add 20
Machine screws, o. and fil. hd.,

brass add 25
Nuts, square blank add $1 50

Nuts, square, tapped add 1 75

Nuts. hex. blank add 1 75

Nuts, hex. tapped add 2 00

Copper rivets and burrs, list

plus 30
Burrs only list plus 50
Iron rivets and burrs 15

Boiler rivets, base %" and
larger $8 50

Structural rivets, as above. . 8 40

Wood screws, flat, bright.. 72V-!

Wood screws. O. & R., bright 67 Vi

Wood screws, flat, brass.... 37Vj
Wood screws. O. & R., brass 32Vj
Wood screv/s. flat, bronze. .

27i
j

Wood screws. O. & R., bronze 25

MISCELLANEOUS.

Soluer. strictly 43

Solder, guaranteed U 45

Babbitt metals 18 to 70
Solderinst coppers, 3 to 6 lbs. 58

Putty, 100-lb. drums 5 20

White lead. pure, cwt 16 20

Red dry lead, 100-lb kejrs,

per cwt 16 50

Glue, English 35

Gasoline, per gal., bulk ... 33

Renzine. per gal., bulk.... 30i,;

Pure turpentine, single bbls.,

gal 1 03

Linseed oil. raw, single bbls. 1 95

Linseed oil, boiled, single

bbls 1 98

Load wool, per lb 15

Plumbers' oakum, per cwt. 9 00

Sandpaper. B. & A list plus 20

Emery Cloth list plus 20

Sal Soda 03 U..

Sulphur, rolls 05
Sulphur, commercial 04i

j

Rosin "D." per lb 03

Rosin "G." per lb 03'.j

Borax crystal and granula. 14

Wood alcohol, per gallon...

Whiting, plain, per 100 lbs..

1 80
2 20

COPPER PRODUCTS
Montreal Toronto

Bars. V. to 2 in. ..$42 50 $43 00

Plain sheets, base 16

oz. and heavier . . 46 00 44 00
Copper sheet, tinned,

14x60 in.. 14 oz. . . 48 00 48 00

Copper sheet, plan-
ished, base 16 oz.

and heavier 57 00 45 00

Braziers' in. sheets,

6x4 base 45 00 44 00

Tubing T.P.S., base
94 in. up to 3 in. 60 00 60 00

Above prices are full sheets and
bars. Cut sheets and bars are 5c

per lb. higher.

BR.4S9 PRODUCTS.
Brass rods, base Vi' to 1" rd. .$0 43

Sheets 24 oz. and heavier base 48

Brass tubing, seamless 65

Tubin. I.P.S., 1* base 55

POLISHED DRILL ROD.
Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto Nel

WASTE
White. Cents per lb.

XXX Extra 20
Peerless 21
Grand 19%
Superior 19%
X L C R 18%
Atlas 18 Vi

X Empire 17 V4
Ideal 17V4
X press 16

Colored.

Lion 15

Standard 13V^
No. 1 13Vi
Popular 12

Keen 10V4

Wool Packing

Arrow • • 25

Axle 20
Anvil 16

Anchor H
Washed Wipers

Select White H
Mixed colored 1*

Dark colored 09

This list subject to trade dis-

count for quantity

.MILLED PRODUCTS
Per Cent.

Set screws 25

Sq. & Hex., Head Cap Screws 20

Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws Net
Flat & But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus Net

Fin. & Semi-fln. nuts up to

1 in 25

Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over

1 in., up to 1 Mi in 20

Fin. and semi-fln. nuts, over

1V> in., up to 2 in., list plus 10

Studs 20
Taper pins 40

Coupling bolts, pins 10

Planer head bolts, without

fillets list plus 10

Planer head bolts, with fillet

list plus 10 and 10

Planer head bolt nuts, same
as finished nuts.

Planer bolt washers net

Hollow set screws.. list plus 20

Collar screws. . .list plus SO, 1»

Thumb screws 20

Thumb nuts *6

Patch bolts add 40. 10

Cold pressed nuts to 1% in-

add $4 50

Cold pressed nuts over 1

'

in add $7 00

METALS
Montreal Tnmn'

Lake copper $25 00

Electro coppe,- 31 00

Castinjrs. copper
Tin 65 00

Spelter 9 00

Lead 7 25

Antimony 10 00

.Aluminum 40 00
Prices per 100 lbs..

$25 O'l

29 50
21 00
65 00
P 00
7 2.5

10 00
40 00

ROPES AND PACKING
Packin*.'. si-.uare oiaiiUii . . . $0 3S

Packing. No. 1 Italian 44

Packing. No. 2 Italian 36

Pure Vanila lope 37

Transmission rope, Manila.. 43

Drillinj! ciiblis. Manila 39

RUBBER BELTING
Standard 10%
Best arra'des 15%

LEAD SHEETS Montreal Toronto

Sheets. 3 lbs. sq. ft.

lb $12 00 $18 25
Sheets, SV^ lbs 12 00 IS 25
Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs... IS 00 12 5»
Cut sheets, %c I>er lb. extra.

Cuts sheets to sise, 1* per lb.

•xtr&.
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The Columbia Mills, Inc., have

Lignum-Vitae Step Bearings on

their large hydro-turbines. Solids

in the water scar these bearings.

A Twin Filter is used to guarantee

a continuous supply of really clean

water.

Clean Water** was the cry

These plants had water filled with oil and grease. They needed

clean water for one purpose or another. They got it with Twin

Filters. Read this abridged list of users—remember that you will ^
get the same satisfaction with

TWINI FILTERS
A few Users;

American Felt Co.

American Glue Co.

B. & 0. R. R.

Battle Creek Sanitarium

Bethlehem Steel Co.

Columbian Mills, Inc.

Crocker-Burbank & Co.

General IChemical Co.

Great Western Power Co.

Hailford City Paper Co.

Illinois Traction Co.

Lehigh Coke Co.

New Process Gear Corp.

Pabst Brewing Co.

Pacific Gas & EUectric Co.

Turner Falls Power & Elec. Co.

Tennessee Coal, Iron & R. R. Co
Union Bag & Paper Co.

The Twin Idea means continuous service. Twin
Filters have two filtering chambers. When one

needs cleaning you simply throw the other one

into service. No interruption—no delays. Bulle-

tin has complete facts.

ybulIbQpmidofhiins
invoui'plar^

ELLIOTT COMPANY
435 Grant St. Pittsburgh, Pa.

// amj advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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The LONG
Patent
Steam
Trap

Automatically drains
jacket kettles, separators
and steam mains. Nine
hundred to 1,500 feet of
one-inch pipe isn't be-
yond its ability. Also
used with splendid suc-
cess in drying room
systems.

Only One
Movable Part
Works against 1 and
200 pounds of pressure

—

no possibility of freez-
ing. Has two outlets so
it can be installed in any
position.

Circular gives full par-
ticulars.

Write to-day.

J. T. LONG
84 Adam Street

MONTREAL, CANADA
If your Jealer doea not aell it, writm direct

R.D.Wood&Co.
Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.

Water and Gas Work Supplies,

Cast Iron Pipe and Castings,

Mathews Hydrants and Valves,

Hydraulic Presses and

Accumulators,

Operating Valves,

Mechanically Operated Gas
Prod ucers.

TRADE GOSSIP
New Pulp Mill for Chicoutimi—The

Price Bros. Ltd. are about to construct a
large pulp mill at Chicoutimi, on the
Saguenay River, a few miles west of the
village. Power for the new mill will be
obtained from the Shipsaw River.

Tottenham, Ont., has recently passed
a by-law for the establishment of a com-
mission for the administration of all

works undertaken by the corporation for
the distribution and supply of electrical

energy consequent upon the contract
entered into with the iHydlro-Electric
Power Commission of Ontario. A vote
will be taken in January for the election
of two of the members of the Commis-
sion.

London Saves Money—The general
manager of the Hydro-Electric Power
Department of London in his report
shows that London saved about $15,000
by the enforcement of the power conser-
vation regulations during the past year.
The normal peak load of 10,000 horse-
power was cut to 8,000 horse-power, but
since the signing of the armistice the
10,000 is again being used.

London, Ont.—Although the power
load, raising all week, reached the 10,-

000 horse power mark, no harsh meas-
ures were adopted by the Hydro-Electric
Power Commission. The city thus reach-
ed practically its pre-war consumption,
and this would appear as though the
falling off of munition-making load had
largely relieved the power shortage thai
has existed for so long.

Ottawa.—No less a sum than $1,100,-

000,000 has been expended by Imperial
Munitions Board during the war, and 75

per cent, of this amount has been spent
in Canada. The board still has the plants
which it has erected in its own name,
and these will be most likely disposed of

to private manufacturers and adapted
to the needs of peace industries. With
the exception of selling these plants the
board's business is practically wound up.

Coal Production in B.C.—A decrease
in production of coal in British Columbia
during November amounted to approxi-
mately 49,476 tons, as compared with
the October total. The falling off is

attributed chiefly to the lower output of

the Island collieries, caused principally

by the Spanish influenza epidemic. No-
vember production is estimated at

168,006 tons, as against 217,482 tons for

October. For the eleven months ending
November production in British Colum-
bia amounts to 2,372,161 tons, which is

222,186 above the 1917 record.

Government Announcement. — Addi-
tions to federal buildings throughout the

country, which had been planned before

the war, will soon be started, according

to an announcement from Ottawa. The
Government bought, just before the war,

property on the northwest comer of

John and Main street in Hamilton, for

an addition to the Custom House, and it

is surmised this work will be included

in the work mentioned in the announce-

ment.

Promoting Empire Trade.—Measures
are being taken by the "Bulletin" of the

Imperial Institute to familiarize tanners

in the British Empire with the good
qualities of the Indian hides. Before the

war these hides were collected by Ger-

man agents and were exported princi-

pally to German tanneries. Investiga-

tion has been made regarding the pos-

sibility of finding British markets for

the Indian raw materials, and informa-
tion is given out to the representatives
of the leather industry so that this

trade can be kept within the Empire
when normal conditions are restored.

Chemical Director Talks—The direc-

tor of the Chemical Division of the War
Industries Board of the United States,

Mr. C. H. McDowell, has recently reveal-

ed the reason why American farmers re-

ceived only 66,778 tons of nitrates in-

stead of 100,000 tons through the $10,-

000,000 appropriation made by Congress.

The remaining 42,000 tons were com-
mandeered by the War Department when
the German drive became a menace last

spring. Military necessity has kept the

details a secret hitherto, but it can be

told now that the sacrifice of the fer-

tilizer made possible a much greater

supply of explosives.

Hamilton's Output.—Hamilton muni-
tion plants turned out 3,471,425 shells

during the war for the allied forces.

The largest output of individual shells

was that of the Dominion Steel Foun-
dries, which turned out 1,316,430 18-

pounder shrapnel shells. The heaviest

shells manufactured here were the 60-

pounder high-explosive shells, manufac-
tured by the Canadian Westinghouse.
Limited, and the Sawyer-Massey Com-
pany. Nine local plants turned out 18-

pounders, the production of which far

exceeded that of any other kinds. Manu-
facture of munitions in Hamilton began
in 1915 and ceased in December, 1918.

London, Eng.—Lloyd Harris is visiting

the Continent to look over the situation

in Belgium and France and to confer

with the Governments of those countries.

Large supplies of all kinds are needed
for rebuilding in the ruined areas and
for equipping national industries, and
there is sound ground for expecting that

a considerable proportion of these goods
will be bought in Canada, the Govern-
ment in each case being the purchaser
and assuming responsibility for all pay-
ments. There would appear to be open-

ings for Canadian trade in the Balkan?
and Roumania. As for trade generally

between Canada and Great Britain there

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS

CALES ENGINEER—PRACTICAL OR TBCH-
nical engineer as salesman for high grade line

of power plant equipment by largest eonoem of
its Icind in the country. Most unusual opportunity.
Prefer man who has established a sales record,
but will consider one without experience, pro-
vided he is properly qualified. Give details and
record of last three positions held and 8alar>-
expected to start. Box 151, Power House.

ll/^ANTED—BOILER ROOM ENOINEER, FA-
miliar with modem methods of boiler room

operation and capable of using Instruments for
testing. Location western Ontario. None but
first-class men need apply. Box IBO. Power
House.
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is every indication that it will develop
rapidly on normal business lines once
lestrictions upon imports are removed.

Halifax.—During the fall of a very
hig-h tide about a month ago the electric
welding tug "Albert C," owned by the
St. Lawrence Welding Co., was caught
on a wharf and tipping over, sank. The
method used in raising her was rather
ingenious. After the water had been
pumped out several times and she had
been raised to the surface only to sink
again on account of the tackle with
which she was held, slipping, she was
finally dragged up on the Dartmouth
beach at high tide by means of cables
passed around her by divers. When the
•ide went down and left her high and dry
she was pumped out. The work was
done by Beazley Bros. It was found that
the apparatus aboard her will have to
be scrapped. However, a new plant from
Montreal is now in Halifax ready to be
put aboard. The air compressors and
auxiliary machinery suffered little or no
damage and the hull and engines are in
excellent condition. A large gang of
workmen are now at work building the
new housing which will be ready in about
a week. The St. Lawrence Welding Co.
have secured a site on one of the central
wharfs in Halifax and will move into
their new shops in about ten days. A
complete staff has been secured and a
competent foreman superintendent from
Montreal will arrive in the city shortly
to take charge. Managing Director A.
M. Barry has been in the city for the
past month directing the removal from
the Dartmouth side to the Halifax shops.

CATALOGUES
The Link Belt Co., Toronto, have is-

sued a catalogue on the equipment for
the handling and separation of coal at
the mine. Their long connection with
this business has enabled them to spe-
cialize in the equipment for the hand-
ling, separation and loading of coal at
the mines. The catalogue shows the
various types of coal-handling equip-
ment made by the company and shows
many complete installations that they
have installed in the past. Eighteen
pages are devoted to illustrations show-
ing various coal tipples and loading
chutes of various coal companies. The
illustrations of complete equipment are
followed by detail pictures, which show
to good advantage the various types of
conveying, sorting and cleaning appar-
atus. Box car loaders are shown, coal

feeders and continuous centrifugal
driers are illustrated.

The Link-Belt Company, Toronto, has
issued a new booklet entitled "The
Economical Handling of Coal and Ashes
and Reserve Coal Storage." This book
from the wealth of details and the illus-

trations it contains is a valuable refer-

ence work on the subject. The modern
power plant contains much equipment
which is the result of real engineering
genius, but it is only recently that the
boiler-room has begun to receive the at-

tention which it deserves. The develop-
ment of the electric generator, the steam
turbine and its various accessories has
proved a greater attraction to inventive
genius than the more prosaic problems
of fuel saving and labor saving in the
boiler-room. As a matter of fact, how-
ever, boiler-room savings probably offer
greater possibilities than further savings
in the generator room. Many of the
large power plants are built by corpora-
tions employing competent engineers,
who are familiar with the best modern
practice, and who obtain the co-opera-
tion of specialists in selecting and ar-

ranging the various parts of the equip-
ment. In many of the smaller plants,

however, the owner is apt to rely largely
on his own judgment or on the judgment
of an architect or engineer whose ex-
perience is not broad enough to ensure
the best results. To both of these
classes of power plant owners the sub-
ject matter of this book should prove of

unusual interest, as it brings together
in a compact form the various systems
and devices used for the handling of

fuel and ashes. The various types of

equipment manufactured by the company
are shown and power plant layouts are

in all cases given, so that various ar-

rangements of the conveying equip-

ment may be readily seen and under-

stood. The Peck carrier, belt, conveyers,

scraper conveyers, and other forms of

conveying apparatus are described in de-

tail and weighing devices, measuring ap-

paratus and other apparatus which goes

to make up a complete coal and ash

handling plant are described and illus-

trated.

STARRETT BOOK IN ITS FOURTH
EDITION

The fourth edition of the Starrett

Book for Machinists' Apprentices, pub-

lished by the L. S. Starrett Co., of Athol,

Mass., has just been issued. The book,

now in its thirty-fifth thousand, is a

well illustrated volume of 176 pages,

bound in red Athol leather and designed

to answer in an authoritative manner
questions as to how to do the every-day

work of the average machine shop. The
different classes of work are taken up

separately, the most common errors

pointed out and the correct practice in-

dicated. Much attention is given to the

proper use and care of tools, the read-

ing of micrometers and verniers, bench
work, lathes and lathe tools, grinding,

belts, gears, etc. The book is essenti-

ally for the apprentice rather than the

expert machinist, though the latter will

find much of interest and value, and is

intended to provide the answers to the
many questions usually asked of the

foreman or superintendent. Distribu-

tion is being made exclusively through
the hardware dealers handling the Star-

rett line of tools, the price being 50

cents per copy. The briefest examina-
tion of the volume will convince the am-
bitious apprentice or machinist of its

value in his every-day work.

An OTerload is often a necessity. But
It is hard on an engine. To sucoefis-
fuUy carry an orerload so that there
will be no after effects on the engine
a very careful selection of your oil
should be made. An oU that is not
free from impurities will cause a greater
wearing on the bearings, a great fric-
tion loss will occur. You will need
to Are the boiler more often because
Uie engine will be harder to run. In
this manner you lose out. You work
harder, have larger operating costs, and
less power all because of your oil. Do
as a great many Canadian engineers
have done — give Eellogg's "NonOor-
rosive Cylinder Oil" a trial. Abso-
lutely pure. Write us regarding it.

E. H. KELLOGG & CO.,
New York, U.S.A.

Walter J. Francis,
C.E.

M. Can. Soc. C.E.
M. Am. Soc. C.B
M. Inst C.E.

Frederick B. Brown
.Sc.

M. Can. Soc. C.B.
Mem. Am. Soc. M.E.
Mem. A.I.E.E.

WALTER J. FRANCIS & CO.
Consulting Engineers

Head Office, 232 St. James St., Montreal
Cable Address, "Walfran, Montreal"—W.U.
Code. Lone Distance Telephone, Main 5643.

Engineers, Manu-

facturers and

Erectors of Steel

Structures

We Specialize in

Bridges, Buildings,
Towers, Tanks, Pen-
stocks, Roof Trusses,
Columns, Smoke
Flues and Stacks,
Coal Bins. Ore Bins,
Buckets. Refuse
Burners, Stills, Air
Receivers, etc,

WRITE FOR
i»RICES.
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DonH buy

New Electr

Apparatus

Just

Yet

that

ical

"yy^E can supply you with high-

grade apparatus that has been
slightly used and discarded through

no fault of its own, at an immense sav-

ing in cost. For instance, in many cases
vve take over entire plants simply because

of changed conditions such as increased capac-
ity, change of system, etc.

EVERYTHING IS OVERHAULED AND REFIN-
ISHED BY US AND GUARANTEED AS GOOD AS

NEW, BOTH ELECTRICALLY AND MECHANIC-
ALLY.

Our catalogs of offerings should be in the hands of every
power plant superintendent each time they are gotten out, and

it will be worth while for anyone interested in this class of power
plant equipment to be on our mailing list to receive all offerings.

Nearly all of the principal power, lighting and street railway plants

in the United States are our customers.

WRITE FOR OUR LATEST CAT ALOG of Power House Equipment,
Street Cars, Motors, Hoists, Compressors, etc.

MACGOVERN & COMPANY, Inc.
General Office: 114 Liberty Street, New York

Canadian Office: 285 Beaver Hall Hill, Montreal

STEAM TRAP

The Steam Trap SARCO is the only steam trap of the expansion type that can be used for any
given pressure from to 200 lbs. For pressures above 30 lbs., it is the only substitute for heavy,
cumbersome and expensive bucket or float traps.

The enormously increasing use of the SARCO is chan^inK enftineerini; practice everywhere
It is no longer necessai-y to install long return lines to a distant trap. The price and the
size of the SARCO permit its use at every point that needs trapping and where it is used
you have no live steam in your returns. This means smaller return lines and saving of
the steam that long lines waste constantly.

Just as modern heating demands separate trapping of radiators, so modern steamfitting
demands separate trapping of machines and coils. It is the SARCO that permits it, whether
four pressure is 2 lbs. or 200 lbs.

Figure it out yourself. The SARCO is efficient and its cheapness is due to the plain fact
that its novel principle enables a simpler, smaller mechanism to do the work of the older
devices it supplants.

Remember, it is made in all sizes trom to .1" and will be supplied on 30 days' unconditional
trial. You cannot afford to say you don't know the SARCO, when it costs you nothing to try it.

Ask for Steam Trap Bulletin No. J-6

SARCO COMPANY, Inc.

Woolworth Building, New York City

Ellicott Square, Buffalo New Telegraph BuUdinc, Detroit
Drexel Building, Philadelphia Monadnock Block. Chicago
Williamson Building, Clewetand Healey Buildlnc, Atlanta

and reprcsentatiTea in all principal cities.

Canada: Peacock Brothers, Montreal.

Forgetting

One of the things we all

do well is to forget.

Names that were house-

hold w^ords yesterday

are gone to-day.

Because people knew
your Name and your

Line a year ago it is no

sign they do to-day.

They forget easily.

Keep yourself in the

public mind by adver-

tising. It is just as im-

portant to make old

friends remember as it

is to win new friends.

Advertising does both.
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Add Power To Your Furnace
by eliminating the fuel-waste resulting from the ''freezing" of

clinkers to the side walls. The Bernitz Method of constructing

side walls with interior air passages through which cooling air

currents are passed to keep the bricks below the fusing point will

Positively Prevent the Accumulation of Clinker Mass

The Bernitz System
as applied in a Taylor Stoker Installation

»»-**-

The Bernitz Method
1. Saves coal by insuring more perfect combustion

of the fuel used.

2. Increases boiler efficiency by shortening time
spent in cleaning walls.

3. Increases efficiency by burning coal which for-

merly clinkered.

4. By shortening time spent in cleaning walls

reduces influx of air through doors.

5. Saves B.t.u.'s usually lost by radiation through
side walls.

6. Permits increased forcing of fires by eliminat-
ing danger of clinker "freezing." -

7. Makes it possible to remove such clinkers as
are formed without dumping fire.

8. By reducing manual labor in boiler room keeps
laborers more contented.

9. By keeping fires clean insures greater uniform-
ity in heat applied.

10. Is equally applicable to old or new construc-
tions.

The Bernitz Method is licensed, not sold. It has received full patent pro-

tection in Canada and the United States and in foreign countries, and
licenses under these patents are being granted on the basis of the T).P.

rating of the boilers under ivhich the Method is to be installed. ^

Several Installations in Canada

Write for full particulars to

BERNITZ METHOD COMPANY
506-507 Tremont Building

Boston, Mass.

n
// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Wdat is \\ ^Wat scores .your rods and {>lungers? What: touches iWem? Packing!
Did \)ou ever stop to figure the cost of machining and replacing rods?
Did i)ou ever realize tViat Fabric Packing was responsible?

Did \)ou ever look {or a different kind of packing wkick wouldn't cause suck
costli) troubles? Tkink it over

—

Why Use Trouble-Making Fabric Packing?

(O^CORED rods, "blow-outs," nights and Sundays spent repacking, all are the^ direct results ot usin^ packing made of fabric, a friction creating material.

"John Crane" is made of babbitt. It is frictionless as your babbitt bearing. It is soft,

flexible and compressible— made of thin foil ribbon, wound layer upon layer with
lubricant in between. You can cut it with a knife.

Never hardens—never needs to be

replaced — just add a rin^ as

needed.mmesmm
,99

Use it for all services—steam, air,

water, in fact everything. Send

your order now. Get acquainted

with "John Crane."

CRANE PACKING CO.
Windsor, Canada

SAVES COAL

Stop

Air Leaks

and

Fuel Waste
Go over your exterior boiler brickwork these cold days
and the leaks disclosed will amaze you. Most plants can
save .3% to of their fuel bills by eliminating such

leaks by their own men applying a coating of AER£X
over their brickwork. Will pay for itself in a few weeks
and last for years. Figure half lb. per ft.

MILL SUPPLY DEPT.

BEVERIDGE PAPER CO., LIMITED, Montreal and St. John, N.B.

Boiler Room Efficiency Instruments
NO MORE GUESSING IN YOUR BOILER ROOM

THE DEFENDER SYSTEM (READS)

Draft, Temperature and CO; on each Boiler. Determine
the Draft over the fire and at the last pass of the Boiler

and the drop in Draft through the Boiler—that gives the

highest percentage of CO, in the Flue Gas and the lowest

Flue Gas Temperature.
This gives the highest Boiler and Furnace Etiiciency.

The Defender Catalogue No. 10, which is just off the

press, shows a very complete line and price list of Com-
bustion Appliances and Damper Regulators for the Boiler

Room.

The Defender Automatic Regulator Co., 709 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.

// what yon need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper Keading.
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TRADE

3ENKINS
MARK

Pay You to Make
a Change!

Are your pipe lines equipped with ordinary

valves? Are they giving faulty service? It

would pay to make a change. Adopt a make

of valves that have stood the test of time

and shown themselves to be thoroughly depen-

dable year in and year out—adopt

Jenkins Bros.
Type "K" Brass
and Iron Body
Gate Valves

the Valves with the DIAMOND Trade Mark, It

is the sign of valve dependability. When you

adopt valves bearing the DIAMOND you may rest

assured that you have done the utmost to secure

perfect valve service.

Type "K" Brass Gate Valves are made of new

high-grade metal. The body, trimmings and

working parts are strong, and well proportioned.

Type "K" Iron Body Gate Valves, too, excel in

design aT]d construction; they are leaders in their

class.

Jenkins Bros.' Valves are approved by Department

of Public Works in Ontario and Western Pro-

vinces. Stocked by first-class dealers every where.

Catalogue No. 8 free on request.

Jenkim ^ros.
Head Office and Works :

103 St. Remi Street,

Montreal, Canada

Agencies in all

Principal Countries

of the World

European Branch :

6 Gt. Queen St., Kingsway,

London. W.C.. 2, England
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Recommend Imperial Fuel Oil
IMPERIAL Fuel Oil has pnncd itself most efficieiu for use

under boilers for steam tieneration.

Great Munition Plants that used Imperial Fuel Oil during the

war are already sujjplied with most of the necessar>- e(|uipment.

Many (jf these plants will find it a real economy to coniinue to

use oil as fuel for firing tlu-ir boilers.

.Good heating engineers know that Imperial l^\iel Oil is an ideal

fiiel. It is highly concentrated, ahva\s absolutely uniform, easily

stored and easily handled.
j

Imperial Fuel Oil makes possii)le steady maximum heat under

boilers, hence it increases—practical!)' doubles—the steaming

efficiiMicy of an\' boiler imder which it is properly used.

Jucigcil by linal results, Imperial I'ut'l Oil is one of tlie most economical fuels

a\ailal)le to-day.

Inii erial Fuel Oil is also excellent for heating Hotels, .Apartment Houses,

PuhKc Buildings, Churches and Schools, where cleanliness an<l quick, reliable

heat is of \ ital importance.

Those interested will obtain full details regarding Imperial Fuel Oil and the

installation of any equipment necessary to burn it by writing or calling at

Room 704, Imperial Oil Building, 5G Church St., Toronto, Ontario.

IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED
Power - Heat - Light - Lubrication

Branches in all Cities

If what you need is vol udvcrtisid, consult our Huyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.

I
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MAZDA
TUNGSTEN LAMPS

STANDARD OF THE WORLD

In WAR TIMES, SEPTEMBER 2, 1918, Mazda Prices were

Reduced 15%. In times of PEACE AND PREPARED-
NESS, we make to-day a further

Reduction of 15%.

Insist on getting

the Tungsten Lamp

marked MAZDA
Made in Canada

MAZDA
the highest grade

Tungsten Lamp

manufactured

Buy from your dealer, or from our Branch Agents

CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
LIMiTED

TORONTO
MONTREAL, HALIFAX, QUEBEC, OTTAWA, LONDON, HAMILTON, COBALT

WINNIPEG, CALGARY, EDMONTON, VANCOUVER
November 26th, 1918

// any advertisement iyiterests you, tear it out noiv and place with letters to be answered.
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Elevates,

Conveys and
Automatically
Dumps Coal, Ashes, etc.

T^HE Peck Carrier represents positively
^ the last word in coal and ash handling

equipment. The coal is not scraped but carried

in overlapping, pivoted buckets, from the cars to

the bunkers over the boilers. !

The elevating, conveying and automatic dump-
ing of the coal is all accomplished by one piece of
equipment. There are no transfers needed. The buckets
are supported on rollers. Friction is largely eliminated and power
"equired is reduced to a minimum. Operates silently and without vibration.

The Peck Carrier is also used for the handling of cement, crushed stone, gravel, etc.

'Catalog mailed (.n reauest.

CANADIAN LINK-BELT CO., LTD.
Wellingtun and Peter Sts., Toronto

PECK CARRIER SYSTEM
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The Webster Vacuum System of Heating
can be likened unto the Matterhoni. It has an individuality all

its own. From its pinnacle of fame it commands everything in

sight.

The Webster System cannot be anything but a good system be-

cause of its simplicity and excellence of operation.

It is a Vacuum System, which means, crudely, that steam leaving

the boiler is sucked through the radiation, no matter where placed,

and made to perform its functions to the last ounce.

But the real beauty of the thing is this : Your heating, or a large

part of it, can be taken care of by the use of Exhaust Steam from
your Boiler. Think of it, steam that you would otherwise waste
can be developed into heating units by the use of the Webster
Vacuum System of Heating.

Sole Agents for Canada

DARLING BROTHERS, LIMITED
Engineers and Founders

VANCOl \ KK

1 20 PRINCE STREET - MONTREAL
CALGARY WINNIPEG TORONTO HALIFAX

"How to Hire, Train and

Supervise Men''
"Getting Better Results From Salesmen"

Learn how successful business men handle these

important problems by reading

Management and Salesmanship

By

Hugh Chalmers, Pres. Chalmers Motor Car Co.

John Lee Mahin, Pres. Mahin Advertising Agency

This book is written in a clear, concise style easily

understood, every paragraph a mine of good solid

facts prepared by these two thinkers and workers.

You cannot afford to be without this book if you

have management and salesmanship problems to

solve.

The price is only 50 cents. Send for your copy

to-day; the supply is limited.

MacLean Publishing Co., Ltd.

Technical Book Dept.

143-153 University Ave. - Toronto

W.D. ANDERSON'S Engineering

EFFICIENCY SERVICE
Efficiency Methods installed in Indus-

trial Plants by PRACTICAL MEN who
thoroughly understand the subject.

GRAPHIC PRODUCTION CONTROL
can be applied to any industry. It will

completely revolutionize your Produc-
tion Problems.

We will be glad to explain it to you,

and point out the Economies to be ef-

fected by its introduction. It puts

everybody on Schedule. It stops Loaf-
ing on the Job. It makes everybody a
producer. It is working elsewhere and
giving splendid results. Let us write

you.
RING UP

Anderson's Efficiency Service
Phone: 7230 College

380 Queen West, - Toronto, Canada

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Conserves Power and Labor,
Increases Production, and
Cuts Manufacturing Costs

The lowest possible manufacturing cost is obtained only through

highly efficient equipment that will conserve power and labor

and "speed up" production.

Dominion Friction Surface Belting is the most economical and

efficient transmission equipment obtainable.

Dominion Friction Surface Belting is more than waterproofed

fabric—it conserves power by taking a "bull-dog" grip on the

pulleys, that practically eliminates slipping and transmits the

maximum force that can be transmitted by a belt.

The economy, uniformity and dependability built into each foot

of Dominion Friction Surface Belting insure long and continu-

ous service, which saves much time, energy, trouble and worry

for employees, and prevents idle machines by removing the

cause of transmission troubles.

Dominion Friction Surface Belting "speeds up" production

by giving long and continuous service—by conserving power

and labor and insuring satisfied operators.

Our belting engineers can help to cut your
manufacturing costs just as they have helped
other manufacturers.

One of our service branches is within phone call of your

plant—your request for advice places you under no

0:0

In the
largest

Paper Mills

Flour Mills

Steel Plants

Sug'ar
Refineries

Textile
Mills

Grain
Elevators

Railway
Shops

Machine
Shops

Saw Mills

Power
Houses
Cement
Mills

Automobile
Plants

(Quarries

Mines
and wherever
Transmission

o^oSl is required.

obligation.

Halifax
St. John
Quebec
Montreal
Ottawa

Service Branches:
Toronto
Hamilton
London
Kitchener
North Bay

Fort William
Winnipeg
Brandon
Regina
Saskatoon

Edmonton
Calgary
Lethbridge
Vancouver
Victoria

I J & u & (, Vi I tiJU »

1

// what you need is not advertised, ronsult our Bvyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper headinf.
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Fairbanks Valves
with Renewable Disc

Palmetto Twist Pack
ing.

At least Four
Threads of Spindle
engaged with Bonnet
at all times.

Raised round Seat.

No sediment can
lodge on it or injure

Disc.

Corrugated Iron Wheel.
Arrow cast on wheel
shows direction Valve
opens.

F o 1 1 o w er in Stuffing

Box.

Renewable B a k e 1 i te

Disc slips over end of

spindle. Can be re-

placed in less than one
minute.

Guides Cast on
Body hold Disc
centrally over seat.

avoid shut down
A valve, like a piece of belt, must be re-

newed with the least possible delay in

order to avoid expensive shut-downs.
Fairbanks Renewable Disc Globe and
Angle Valves can be renewed right on the

job. No tools are required, except a
wrench to remove and replace the bonnet.
In less than a minute the job is done.
Fairbanks and Pratt and Cady Valves are
made in all sizes and styles for every re-

quirement.

Let us quote on your specifications for all Valves, Pipe,
Fittings and Specialties

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO., Limited

ST. JOHN
"Canada's Departmental House for Mechanical Goods"

QUEBEC
WINNIPEG

MONTREAL
SASKATOON

OTTAWA
CALGARY

TORONTO
VANCOUVER

HAMILTON
VICTORIA

WINDSOR
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Scale Prevention

Bv the logical principle of the BOILER
METAL TREATMENT is easily ob-

tainable. Not only will METLSKIN
remove old scale, but it also

will prevent feed -water solids

from adhering to boiler-metal.

A small daily dose, at low cost,

has solved the scale - problem

in a host of plants in Canada,

the U.S., and abroad.

It will

pay you
lo send for

the booklet o C

METLSKIN. It

describes the method
of feeding, the principle of

action, and other vital information-

Why not familiarize yourself

^
with this method of treatment .'

/ If your boilers carry as little

scale as 1/32 of an inch METL-
SKIN will show you an actual

cash" saving on]_fuel - bills. ILet] us

prove it.

CANADIAN FAIRBANRb-MORSE COMPANY, LIMITED
St. John
Windsor

Quebec
Winnipeg

Montreal
Saskatoon

Ottawa
Calgary

Hamilton
Vancouver

Toronto

Victoria

III
IMPORTANT THINGS

TO CONSIDER ABOUT
A SEPARATOR

I. THE PLAN—Is it sen-

sible, will it work, no
matter how large the
Separator oi how well

made ?

II. THE SIZE—Is it big

enough regardless of

plan, will it hold a good
dose of water?

III. THE CONSTRUCTION
—Is it strong enough,
are flanges heavy, how
will it look by the side

of a nicely finished

engine? Send for cata-

log and note these

points in

Sweet's Separators

DIRECT SEPARATOR COMPANY
218 South Geddes Si. SYRACUSE, N. Y.

General Sales Agents :

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited

St. John, Montreal, Quebec, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton
Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Calgary, Vancouver, Victoria

Tu xeda
SWING JOINTS
Provide one of the
easiest ways to

save coal
Every pound of steam
that escapes through a
leaky connection repre-
sents a certain amount
of coal wasted. Do you
know that an average
leak will waste 3,400
pounds of steam a
month ? Investigate
your flexible steam con-
nections at once and
then investigate the
Tuxeda Swing Joint.

A Guaranteed Solution for Your Flexible
Connection Problems

Send for Bulletin "A" to

FRANKLIN WILLIAMS, INC.
New York City

General Sales Agents: Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.
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Put a belt as good as this on your pay-roll.

Its low cost of upkeep is the result of Graton &
Knight Standardization. That means the proper

belt for any given requirement. It means the

right quality of leather and the right kind of

tanning for a given purpose. It means true

economy—^full delivery of power, without waste.

Leather is the ideal belting material. It has
a characteristic pulley-gripping quality. It has
pliability with light weight. It has the stretch
and the come-back that gives and takes. It stands
mauling by shifters and the gruelling strain of
main drives. It is firm and strong. It is tough,
but tractable. These are the characteristics that
good belting must possess.

Every year nearly 300,000 hides are tanned
in the G. & K. factory. That gives uniformity.
The more stock handled, the more latitude there
is for picking equal-quality material for a given

Write for new book aboul

Put a Belt as

Good as this on

Your Pay-roll

This Graton &: Knk/ht 40" 3-pZ//

Heart Brand Belt is five years old.

It is running everii day on heavy

duty for the Miljord Light and
Power Co., Mil ford, N.H. The cost

of this belt in cash has been $1.81

a week, or .004 per delivered horse-

power per week.

specification. And G. & K. Tanning is of a fixed

standard of quality for specific requirements.

We make all kinds of leather belting, for every

use—large and small.

Load carried and conditions of operation must

figure largely in the length of service of any belt.

Some drives limit belting to a few months or

even a few weeks. Graton & Knight Standardized

Series Belts are made to give the longest pos-

sible delivery of efficient power at the lowest

possible cost. And they do it. It may be that

belts all look alike to you—and it may be that

you are spending niore than is necessary for

some belting requirements. We can and will

help you find out.

Many of the best-belted plants ask us to

specify the belting for every drive. Try the

plan yourself. Then, when buying, call for

"Graton & Knight ^Brand or equal." This

won't commit you to buying our belts. It will

put your buying on the one basic consideration

—

the work to be done.

Slandardized Leather Belling

THE GRATON & KNIGHT MFG. COMPANY, Worcester, Mass., U.S.A-
Oak Leather Tanners, Makers of Leather Belting. Lace Leather, Packings, and Specialties

Canadian Graton & Knight Ltd., Montreal, Canada
Canadian Representatives: The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. St. John, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto. Hamilton, Quebec,

calgrary. haskatoon. Vancouver, Windsor, Winnipeg, Victoria.

GRATON & KNIGHT
standardized Series

LEATHER BELTING
Tanntd by ut /or M/inf uit
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ASBESTOS SHEET |
In the nation's service |

Durabla is again proving its high j
quality. |

This is the S. S. "Faith," the first |
concrete ship built in America. |

Every joint is packed with Durabla. |
There was not a leak on her trial |

trip. I

Durabla Manufacturing Co. |
New York J

Distributorft for Canada ^
s The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. g^ U. S. S. " Faith," 5,500 Tons, San Francisco Shipbuilding Co. ^

illlllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllH

CONTINUE CONSERVATION
SAVE STEAM

Use American Ideal Steam Traps
to keep Steam Lines free from condensation.

Do not fail to carry out your plans to SAVE COAL, STEAM,
MONEY.

SEND FOR BOOKLET
Canadian Agents: CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO., LTD., Montreal, Quebec, Toronto, Calgary

American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co.
New York Chicago BOSTON Atlanta Pittsburg

VALVES AND ASBESTOS PACKED COCKS '
FEED WATER HEATERS, HOT WATER GENERATORS,

POWER PUMPS
PRATT & CADY COMPANY, INCORPORATED, HARTFORD, CONN.

Canadian RepresantatiiMs:

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE COMPANY, LIMITED
iJaiiinn, St. John, QwaImc, Montt-Ml, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, WindMr, WUuiipag. SaskaUton, Calgary, Vancf>wv«T, Vi
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The Reconstruction of Industry

will demand a very careful consideration of the

economy of operation, and real economy lies in

the length of service you secure from the

materials vou use.

TRADE MARK

3^

TALMETTO
is really the last word in packing
economy, because the high-grade
materials of which it is made
have been maintained in spite of

war conditions.

The great tensile strength and
graphite grease lubricant carried

in each separate strand insure

long service even under very

hard conditions.

Why not let us send you work-
ing samples to test for quality?
No charge.

Greene ,Tweed& Co.
Sole Manufacturers

109 Duane St. New York
Canadian Agents:

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited, St.

John, Toronto, Quebec, Hamilton, Montreal,
Ottawa), Vancouver, Victoria.

Braided
for Rods

Two Forms

Both the Same Qaali

Twist

for Valves
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50% More Heat— Alberger
The small, corrugated copper tubes in

this heater expand into floating heads
independent of the cast iron shell. This
feature is proof against expansion or
contraction strains and the resultant
trouble.

The Alberger Multi Head Water Heater

gives 50[f more heat than any plain-

tube heater of a similar size. We make
this statement and ask you to investigate

thoroughly this heater.

ALBERGER HEATER COMPANY
BUFFALO N.Y. U.S.A.

General Sales Agents: Canadian Fairbanks-Morse^ Company, Limited
St. John, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Quebec,

Calgary, Windsor, Vancouver, Winnipeg, Victoria.

Wanted—
Engineers to Contribute to Power House

THIS is a practical paper for practical engineers. It is

an educational medium and out to help its readers. It is

a technical school and a social meeting place combined. It

is first, last and all the time an engineer's paper.

If you should meet two or three or a dozen of your brother engineers

V you would swap ideas—you'd tell of some idea }-ou had worked out in

your plant. Others would describe some pet schemes they had devised.

And so you would be mutually benefited.

Why not make Power House your monthly meeting place? AVhy not describe

in this paper some kink or scheme you have worked out and found successful?

We will pay you for it and you, in turn, will be multiplying the usefulness of

your idea five thousand fold !

Never mind polishing up your letters—just give us the idea; that's the main thing.
Never mind how crude your pencil sketch may be. We have draughtsmen who will

finish up your drawings so they may be reproduced.

Try this idea a time or two and see how much satisfaction you'll get out of it. Start
the ball a-rolling and thus help other engineers, yourself and your paper.

POWER HOUSE, 143-153 University Avenue, Toronto, Ont.
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SKK equipped motor and
hoist made by Warner Ele-
vator Mfti- Co. The lower
illustration shows the SKF
T !1 Bearings used.

SKF
<i«riaiiiMim,

I

XL.

On Elevator, Hoist and Motor
Freedom from bearing trouble is essential to the safety and efficient opera-
tion of Elevator Hoists.SKF Ball Bearings enable the elevator mechanism to operate without
frequent attention and eliminate the danger from overheated bearings.

Canadian Company, Limited
TORONTO, ONTARIO 412 ST. JAMES ST. W., MONTREAL, QUE.

Canadian Agents:
THE CANADIANIFAIRBANKS-MORSE CO., LIMITED

St. John Quebec Montreal Ottawa Toronto Hamilton
Windsor Winnipeg Saskatoon Calgary Vancouver Victoria

nriiifiifri-^^lhli.liKr'^
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THE "NEW" MACLEAN'S
Starting with the January issue, MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE comes out in a new size—11 x 14^4

—

same size as The Saturday Evening Post. This change will enable us to give readers more enter-

taining articles and stories, and a very much enlarged "Review of Reviews" Section. You will

Hnd this January issue of MACLEAN'S more pleasing and instructive than the great majority

of magazines you find displayed on news-stands—and

contents are carefully censored—no sex stories—you can take it into your home
with the utmost confidence.

A word about the contents

—

"Why LaurierWill Wait
In discussing the policy of the Liberal leader during the coming session of Parliament, J. K.

Munro predicts, in January MACLEAN'S, that Laurier will allow Union Government a free

hand. In this policy of inactivity "he sees the wjy open to the accomplishment of all his purposes.

If he is half the politician his friends believe he is, he will sit and smile and wait—yet a little

longer."'

All Canada is interested in what is going to h ;ppen in Ottawa. J. K. Munro, veteran press

gallery man, is a shrewd observer, and his political articles in MACLEAN'S have stirred up more
comment than anything else appearing in the pros* of the country. He knows politics from the

inside. "Why Laurier Will Wait" is a forecast of the near future that bristles with interesting

points. A few of the other "head-liners" in this issue:

Bolsheviks at Work in Canada
A sensational article on activities m subtei'-

ranean circles. There are foreigners in Canada
ready to wave the red flag.

Achievements of the Canadian Army
Since the Canadian Division was formed, they
have not retired a foot nor lost a gun—

a

marvellous record. An inside story of how
this great army was handled and controlled

is told by H. F. Gadsby who spent a month
at Headquarters during the last great offensive.

The Grave Dangers of Peace
An article by Agnes C. Laut on the insidious

new propaganda being launched by the Ger-

mans to split the Allies.

Jock in a Juggernaut
The most interesting war article in a long

while, because it is new—it deals with ex-

periences in the tanks.

AND THESE AS WELL:

The Dance Halls of Dawson - By E. Ward Smith

My Hour - - - By Robert W. Service

The Strange Adventure of a Rialto Rainstorm

By Arthur Stringer

The Minx Goes to the Front ....
By C. N. and A. M. Williamson

The Three Sapphires By W. A. Fraser

Mr. Craighouse, of New York, Satirist

By Arthur Beverley Baxter

The Intercepting Spark, By Mary Josephine Benson

Over 65,000 Canadian Families Buy

MACLEAN'S
"CANADA'S NATIONAL MAGAZINE"

20c PER COPY. $2.00 PER YEAR. A TRIAL !-6 MONTHS FOR $1.00

MACLEAN'S sells for $2 a year—should be more. We
want you to get acquainted with MACLEAN'S, for we
know that after we once introduce you to "Canada's
National Magazine" you two are going to be friends for

life. So, to make you known to each other, we will

accept your subscription now for only six months to

start off with. In other words, we want you to "try

out" MACLEAN'S, and see for yourself just how good

it is I
.

Don't miss this unusual opportunity. Simply sign the

coupon, pin a postal note to it, and mail it to us.

TO-DAY

Tear off here and mail
The MacLean Publishing Company,

143 University Ave.,
Toronto, Ontario.

I accept your offer. I am encloaing tl.OO to pay far
MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE for six full months. PlesM stut m*
off with the big January issue.

Name .

Address
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Buy
Thrift

Unions-

THRIFT—our national watchword—must be practiced

on every oi)[)()rtunity and from every angle. It is of

utmo.'-t importance that waste of labor and materials be
eliminated. JEFFERSON UNIONS are Thrift Unions be-

cause they conserve labor and materials. "Just-as-good"
unions require almost as much material as "JEFFERSONS,"
shipping and installation costs are equal—but when the de-

fective union breaks down, there is the added expense foi

repairs.

"SAFETY FIRST"—Insist on getting dependable unions.
It's too late to investigate when superheated steam sizzles out
of the "just-as-good" connection. The best sounding prom-
ise is valueless after the damage is done.
Your jobber has "JEFFERSONS" in stock that will meet practically
every condition about the mine. Just look them over and you'll see why
it's always safer to "IdTfk for the name on the nut." Write to-day for
our Catalog. "UNIONS," which shows every JEFFERSON style and type.

Jefferson Union
Company

Lexington, Mass.

'Look for the Name on the Nut"
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The CHAINS that CARRIED
THE TANKS TO VICTORY

Tanks are All Propelled by

COVENTRY
s&ziaiacHAiNs

An achievement which places them ahead of all others.

Made in all pitches and sizes for aeroplanes, petrol,

steam and electric lorries, agricultural tractors, fire

engines, municipal vehicles, shop trucks, motor-

cycles, cycles, etc., of English, Continental and

American manufacture.

Write for List

'THE COVENTRY" CHAIN CO., LTD., COVENTRY, ENGLAND
Cable: "Chains Coventry" Codes: A.B.C., 4th & 5th Edns., Western Union & Marconi

Williams' "Vulcan
SI mm

Drop-Forged

Chain PipeVise
M ADE entirely of drop-forgings and wrought

steel, these Vises are unbreakable, compact,

rapid in action and positive in gripping pipe. They
are attachable anywhere—any handy bench, post, or

other support will answer. Remember, Williams'

Chain Pipe Tools have been Standard for nearly half

a century—they are all backed by our absolute and
unconditional guarantee of sei^vice.

Vises in 3 sizes for Va to 8-inch pipe.

Descriptive Booklet on Request.

J. H. WILLIAMS & CO.
"The Drop-Forging People"

78 Richards St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

The A. G. Low Co., Ltd., 78 Pacific Ave., Saskatoon, Sask.

Agents for Manitoba, Saskatchewan, British

Columbia and Alberta

Western OHice and Warrheuse:
78 So. Clinton St.

Chicago, lU.

nil
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// what you veed is yiot advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.
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Stop Those Packing Leaks
Vulcabeston Red Fibre Sheet Packing is positively unsurpassed

in endurance and effectiveness. Whether used in saturated or

superheated steam, compressed air, gas, acid, or ammonia
systems—low pressure or high— it invariably makes a tight

ioint that remains perfect throughout all degre :S of mois-

ture and temperature. It is made by a special process

from long fibre asbestos and is thoroughly heat re-

sistent and impervious to moisture and chemical

action. The result is a general utility packing that

works right in every class of service.

VULCABESTON
RED FIBRE SHEET PACKING

is easy to cut and apply, resilient and pli

able, yet unlike rubber, cannot squeeze

out or stretch. Where other packings

have failed to permanently seal a joint

and where unusually difficult con-

ditions exist you can confidently

depend on it. Use Vulcabeston

once and like hundreds of other

men, you will never do with-

out it. Send direct to us

or have our nearest

dealer supply you.

The Johns-Pratt Co.

HERTFORD,CONN.
S. A.

VU LCAB E"STON"
BCGIN us P*T Of "CE

RED FIBRE

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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This book should be In the hands of every
pump user, a postal will bring your copy

promptly

MARSH and AMERICAN
Steam and Power Driven Pumps and Air Compressors

Marsh and American Pumps are especially adapted for long, hard service because they
are extra heavy in design and of extremely rigid construction. Every unit is built amply
strong to withstand 24-hour-a-day service and to stand up under any unforeseen strain

which may be placed upon it. Piston rods on the steam pumps are extra large and
made of solid bronze. The water ends are equipped with heavy cast bronze removable

bushings.

This superior construction not only insures continuous and satistactory operation, but

practically eliminatet eaipentive »hut-dou>ns. Marsh and American Pumps are the pro-

duct of over 25 years' experience in the design and construction of high grade pumping

machinery. Over 135,000 in actual service throughout the world.

The AMERICAN-MARSH LINE OF CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS Is composed of both single

and double suction types which are designed for heads up to 125 feet. They are

equipped with wide ring oiled bearings and the single suction type has overhanging

casing enabling the discbarge to be taken at any angle desired.

CANADIAN AGENTS
A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Toronto.

Williams & Wilson, Montreal.

London Engine Supplies Co., London, Ont.
Stuart Machinery Co., Winnipeg.
Mechanics' Supply Co., Quebec, Que.
Gorman, Clancy & Grlndley, Limited, Edmonton

and Calgary.

Taylor Engineering Co.. Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.

American Steam Pump Company
Battle Creek, Mich.

N-t1*.R-

.American-Marsh Centrifugal Pump.

Self-Lubricating SAFETY PLASTIC

METALLIC PACKING
FOK STEAM, WATEE, AIE, GAS, ETC.

Pat. Dec. 22, 1903 Highest Award World's Fair. St. Louis. 1904

GUARANTEED TO LAST
THREE YEARS

WITHOUT RENEWAL
Drop us a line and let us tell you all about this Remarkable Packing.

STEEL MILL PACKING CO., WINDSOR, ONT. Established 1899In Bulk

Practically
Frictionless

In Cotton Tubes
AGENTS WANTED

ROTO TUBE CLEANERS
Type A.D.—Driven by Air or Steam
Type W.D.—Driven by Water Pressure

The use of Roto Cleaners is essen-

tial to the most efficient operation
of Boilers, Condensers, Econo-
mizers, Evaporators, etc.

Roto succeeds where all others

fail. It is faster, safer, more
thorough and the standard of the

largest steam power plants.

THE ROTO COMPANY
HARTFORD, CONN.
WRITE FOR CATALOG
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Mueller Reducing and Regulating Valve
SINGLE SEAT; AUXILIARY OPERATED

E5030 for Water, Gas and Air
E5130 for Steam

(.Flanged or Screwed)

Very Popular with Shipbuilders

USES

This valve is for use on exacting installations. It will make any desired reduction

and will maintain a constant deliveiy pressure regardless of fluctuations of the initial

pressure.

CONSTRUCTION OF STOCK REGULATORS
All valves have iron bodies, bronze stem and stuffing box, phosphor bronze

diaphragms, seats of composition suitable for the required service; iron diaphragm
chamber and steel springs. The main valve is controlled entirely by the small auxiliary

valve. This auxiliary valve closes and opens the main valve by admitting initial pres-

sure to, and releasing.it from, the diaphragm chamber of the main valve according to

the demand of the delivery side. Regulators of this description are suited for pressures

up to 150 pounds, and will be furnished at above prices. When regulators are required

for pressures in excess of 150 pounds we will furnish suitable material. Prices upon
application.

STRAINER

In all cases it is advisable"to use a strainer to prevent obstruction from grit, scale,

cuttings, etc. Blow out pipes thoroughly before installing valve.

INFORMATION IN ORDERING
In ordering give highest and lowest initial pressure and required low or delivery

pressure, approximate quantity or volume to be used per minute, size of high pressure
pipe and low pressure pipe.

In ordering flanged end valves give diameter of flanges and bolt circles and the

number and size of bolts.

INSTALLATION

Note.—Any proper working regulator acts as a check valve. Where the building
up of the pressure is to be avoided use our diaphragm operated relief valve E5060.

Wr nil/ not he responsible for improper selection of valves,

('onsiilt IIS regarding the best type for your service.

H. MUELLER MFG. CO., LIMITED
SARNIA - CANADA

If what you need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.
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During the period of the war, our every

effort was centered on the one most important

object —VICTORY FOR AMERICA AND
THE ALLIES—and we practically confined

our entire output to war necessities.

Obviously, during this period, it was impos-

sible for us to fully meet the requirements of the

commercial trade and we were forced to ask

that orders be confined to absolutely essential

needs.

In graciously complying with our request,

OUR PATRONS HELPED US TO
HELP WIN THE WAR and we take this

opportunity of sincerely thanking them for their

co-operation.

Victory has left us free to readjust conditions

within our plant and we will soon be in a posi-

tion to fully meet the demands of the trade,

when we hope to demonstrate by faithful and

prompt service, our appreciation for the consider-

ation shown us by our patrons during the war.

THSLUNKENHEIMERSS;
—"QUALITY"—
CINCINNATI

Paris
I900

^ANTlMNCIiCO
1915

// what you need is not advertised, C07isitlt our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.
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6F TYPE OIL FILTERING AND
CIRCULATING SYSTEM

OIL
CIRCULATION

and

FILTERING
SYSTEMS

)roper lubrication causes friction,

overcome friction and carry the
house load, extra power is used.

The Bowser System stops this waste
of power by providing an unvarying
supply of oil for the bearings at all

times.
You can see how Bowser will save for

you—save power, save shutdowns, save
repairs, add to the life of your ma-
chinery, increase your production.

Bowser Engineering Department at

your Service.

S. F. Bowser & Co., Inc.
Toronto, Ont.

Sai€M OfficeM in all Centres Representatives Everywhere

USED STEAM ENGINES
FOR SALE

One Left-Hand Improved Horizontal
Simple Automatic Laurie Corliss En-
gine.

Diameter of Cylinder 28"

Length of Stroke of Piston . .
48

'

No. of Revolutions per minute 75
Fly Wheel 18 x I2V2 Face
Weight 40,000 lbs.

Rated Horse Power 625
I. H. P 700
Max 950

One 25" x 50" Left-Hand Wheelock Engine.
One 201/2" X 46" Left-hand Wheelock En-
gine.

These engines are in excellent condition.

Photograph and full particulars will be
sent on application to

GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER
LIMITED

Toronto, Canada

"McAVITY"
New
Improved
Fire
Hydrant

(Patd. 1912)

The latest im-

proved Compres-
sion or Matthews
type Hydrant
which is used

without Frost
Case, owing to

Removable Seat,

Valve and Fit-

tings.

TiiiiiT'

'McAVITY"

GATE VALVES

with Iron Body, Bronze

Fittings, with either
BRONZE or HARD
WHITE METAL SEATS
RENEWABLE.

T. McAVITY & SONS
LIMITED

Hardware and Metal Merchants
Brass and Iron Founders

ST. JOHN, N.B.
MONTREAL TORONTO

T. McA. Stewart Harvard Turnbull & Co.

157 St. James St. 207 Excelsior Life Bldg.

WINNIPEG

I-

// nmj advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to he answered.
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KERR
("New KEYSTONE" Pattern) GATE VALVES

If you have not

used any of these

N ew Pattern
Valves, specify

"KERR" in your

next order. We
want you to get

acquainted with

the most reliable

valve on the

market.

If you have been

using them, we
are confident that

our satisfaction

will bring us your

repeat orders.

These valves will

never cause you

or your customer

the slightesi
trouble. Their

high quality is

consistent.

When you buy a "KERR" Valve you get a guaranteed article that is backed by a reliable firm.

Many of the largest distributers of valves in Canada have sold "KERR" Valves for over 25
years, and are still recommending them as the " Best Valve." Write us for particulars.

Kerr Engine Co., Ltd., Valve Specialists Walkerville, Ont.

Quarter Turn
A.bsolutely tight—no leaking or dripping.
The reason for the success of the "Home-
stead" valve is its ability to stand up under
stresses greater than the specifications call

for. The Homestead valve is "at home"
under severe strains.

Order a Homestead to-day and learn what
satisfactory service means!

Homestead Valve Mfg. Co.
Homestead, Pa., U.S.A.

Curtis
Balanced
Steam
Trap

INLET

Five Superior Features^
of the Curtis

1. A perfectly balanced valve.

2. An absolutely frictionless valve.

3. The valve can be removed without break-

ing a joint, starting a gasket, or taking

out a bolt.

4. The valve being frictionless and balanced,

the whole power of the float is available

for opening and closing the valve.

5. Each trap will operate perfectly on pres-

sure varying from one to 250 lb.

Write for catalog of Curtis Engineering

Specialties.

JULIAN D'ESTE COMPANY
Main Office, 26 Canal St., Boston, Mass.

. I 216 Fulton St., New York City
Ag^cit*:

j 1^ Market St., Chicago, 111.
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Heating Service

that Boosts

the Efficiency Curve

Noise in a steam heating system
indicates inefficiency; so do leaky
valves and partly-hot radiators.
No matter how good the boiler

and radiators may be, they can-
not do good v^^ork unless the steam
circulates properly through the
entire system.

By eliminating heat-waste

—

whatever the cause—Dunham
Heating Service contributes to

the efficiency that must be obtain-
ed for profitable peace time pro-
duction.

Thousands of industrial plants,

office and government buildings
have Dunham Heating Service,
which is recommended by leading
architects everywhere.

Dunham Packless Radiator Valve

Dunham
Kadiator
Trap

The Dunham Radiator Trap automatically

permits the discharge of air and water

—

keeps in the steam. The Dunham Radiator

Valve is really packless—cannot leak.

Write for complete details of Dunham Heat-

ing Service which covers the planning and

installation inspection of heating systems

that give satisfaction.

OlUNHflMCheating service

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY," LTD., Toronto, Ontario
Halifax Montreal Ottawa Winnipeg Vancouver Calgary

Can you keep your boiler water
within a Vt," of middle gauge?
That is what the Vigilant does
regardless of the load or firing.

The Vigilant Automatic Feed
Water Regulator has many
points of interest economically.

Our catalogue will interest you—^write for it.

The Chaplin -Fulton Manufacturing Company
28 Penn Avenue - Pittsburg, Pa.

are designed to maintain a constant back
pressure of steam for heating, drying, coolc-

ing or other purposes where light pressure is

needed. On the exhaust line of a non-con-
densing engine, the Davis Baclc Pressure
Valve fills the need. For use with condens-
ing engines or turbines the Combination Back
Pressure and Exhaust Relief Valve maintains
the back pressure when running non - con
densing and acts as an exhaust relief when
operating condensing. Noiseless and abso-
lutely reliable — cannot stick or bind.

These consistent steam savers are all illustrated and
fully explained in the new Davis Engineering Booklet.
For vourfree copy address the G.M.Davis Regulator Co.,
434 Milwaukee Av.,Chicago. Branches in principal cities.
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Conveyor Belt Service Almost Tripled

rrom 6 Months' Service to 16 Months Plus
The famous Dome Mines in South Porcupine, On-
tario, ^^ere not dissatisfied with their conveyor belt

service. Their belts had been averag:ing six months'
service, even on a difficult shuttle conveyor—a rig-

orous test. .;

However, in August, 1916, they wefe'Jnduced to try
their first Goodyear Extra Duty Conveyor Belt

on this shuttle conveyor, driven by ~& motor at

/ eithjer end. It distributes ore from a Ion? con-
veyer to the stamp mill bins, handling 750 to 800
tons a day.

The belt we recommended was 80' of 8" x 5 ply
Extra Duty with face.

When the plant closed sixteen months later that
belt was still in use and good for months of addition-
al service.

Almost three times longer service than other con-
veyor belts gave.

Three simple, but very important reasons explain
the remarkable service given by Goodyear Extra

Duty Conveyor Belts in Dome' Mines ag in every

other plant where these belts are used.

1. Durability and resiliency of white face made
as tough as a tire tread.

2. The complete adhesion of cotton and rubber
making the belt a permanent unit.

A rubber cushion edge that protects convey-
or against wear on the edges—wear that

on ordinary belts frequently causes disin-

tegration.

If your conveyor costs appear high—if you appre-

ciate uninterrupted conveyor service in your plant,

then write, wire or telephone for a Goodyear belting

man to discuss your conveyor problems with you.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
of Canada, Limited

Branches : Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa,
Toronto, Hamilton, London, Winnipeg, Retina

Calgary, Edmonton, Vancouver.

MADE CANADA

CONVEYOR BELTING
// what you need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper headitiff.
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The Jeffrey Single Roll Crusher
Is An Indispensable Instrument
In the Production of Stoker Coal

With another winter's coal shortage
approaching thousands of plants are
virtually at the mercy of the mines
for a supply of stoker coal.

The higher efficiency obtained by sized coal over that obtained by

using slack is recognized everywhere—and the demand is so great

that coal operators are unable to meet it, even under normal condi-

tions.

Make Yourself Independent of Mine
and Traffic Conditions by Crushing
Your Own Stoker Coal—Right in

Your Own Plant.

THE JEFFREY SINGLE ROLL COAL CRUSHER WILL REDUCE
Run-of-Mine or Lump Coal in One operation to the proper size for

maximum heat efficiency in stokers.

Write for Bulletin No. 141-4

giving complete information.

The Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Canadian Branch and Warerooms

MONTREAL
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The Financial Post on Business
Government

*• T ET us demand that the standard of efficiency in the Government be raised to the high-

J.est possible point by the calling in of more of the business executives of the country to

take the place of the arm-chair politicians who win to position by the ability to win
votes rather than to serve the interests of voters. Let these men assist in the negotiations for

reconstruction business from Europe, the financing of such orders on a business basis, the estab-

lishment of proper trade relations with foreign markets, the readjustment of taxation and the

tariff to a more intelligent basis in relation to individual industries, the efficient demobiliza-

tion of the soldier and other problems of policy, but let every individual meet for himself those

other problems which concern those whose welfare depends upon him and solve them to the

best of his ability. Reconstruction begins at home. Let us have confidence in ourselves."

Beside the vigorous leading article from which the above is quoted.

The Post Review and Outlook Number This Week Contains

:

The follovnng special articles prepared by- members of the staff of The Finan-

cial Post and of associate publications in the MacLean group of Specialized

Unfitness Newspapers.

Peace Brightens Prospects for Loan Companies.
Hydro Reviewed for Maine People.

Canadian Car Earned Enough to Wipe Out Arrears.
~

Want Increase Considered on Per Cent. Basis.

Imperial Oil's Plan Based on Dollars and Cents.

Smaller Net Profits by Consolidated Smelters.

Decline in Net Earnings of C. P. R.

Bank Clearings Again Ahead of Last Year.

Meeting Client on His Individual Business Ground.

Bankers Looking to the Far East.

Should Banks Buy Victory Bonds?
Using the Trade Acceptance in Retail Business.

Edmonton Bond Dealer Sentenced.

Bond Market Has Been Quiet But Very Strong.

Liquidation of Life Company May Be Probed.

N. F. U. Organizes Loss Information Service Bureau.

(SPECIAL SECTION)
The Government is Organizing a Comprehensive Ma-

chine for the Repatriation of Canada's Army.
Let Us Have Confidence in Ourselves—Editorial.

Banks Are Blazing the Trail for Development of Export
Trade in Markets of the World.

Opportunity for United States to Play Part of "Big Sis-

ter" to Canada in a Financial Way.

Not So Much a Problem of Who Will Emigrate, But
Who Will Prove Desirable to Canada.

The Business of Bringing the Boys Back Home.
Canada's Borrowings During 1918 Reach a Total that

Establishes a New Record.

Bond Market Has Experienced Peculiar Year

Beating Swords of War Into Plow Shares of Peace.

British Can Build Cheaper Vessels Than Canadians.

War and the "Flu" Cause Abnormal Death Claims.

Canada's Banks and Question of Larger Capital.

Now the Stock Exchanges are Taking the Rough Jolts

Out of Financial Reconstruction.

Canada Made a Remarkable Record in the Production
of Shells and Other Munitions.

The Menace of the Bolsheviki! Insidious Influences
Threaten Relations.

Price of Wheat and Production of Livestock.

Comparative Price Records of Canadian Securities for
Past Eight Years.

Activity in Renting Workingmen's Houses and in Deal-
ings in Farm Lands Distinguishes Realty Market.

Steel Is King When Nation Goes to War.

Canada's Exports and Their Part in Beating the Hun.

January Dividend Payments.

Canada's Part in Beating the Submarine Peril

Above mentioned are a few of the more important contents of this issue of THE FINANCIAL
POST. Send a subscription to THE POST and note its business value to you. Use this form

in sending subscription, which is $3.00 per year.

The MacLean Publishing Co.,

143-153 University Ave., Toronto.

Send me THE FINANCIAL POST every week, beginning with the Review and Outlook

Number, 1919, till further ordered. I will pay subscription price, $3.00 per year, on receipt of

bill, or you may draw on me for this.

Name

Address

P.H.
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Fuel Economy-
is a subject of increasing importance and one requiring careful study by every power

plant operator and owner.

We are prepared to furnish a complete line of equipment for increasing the efficiency

of power plants, including

—

Green's Economisers
Radial Flow Forced and Induced Draft Fans
Type "E" Underfeed Stokers
Custodis Radial Brick Chimneys
Uhelihg CO2 Recording Meters
Superheaters
Coal Handling Equipment
Ash Conveyors
Soot Blowers
Tube Cleaners

Our Engineers will be glad to inspect your plant at any time and submit suggestions

for your consideration, or furnish information regarding the equipment listed above.

NOMISERVL^
TORONTO

^

—

^—>-

-

MONTREAL WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

save:
The Prophets May Be Right or May Be Wrong

A Message to the Canadian Power Users

They Say
That 1919 will be the bi^^est year in the history of Canadian Industry;

that our factories will be taxed to the limit of their productive capacity
in the effort to supply ^oods needed for deferred domestic demands, such

as building construction, re-habilitation of railroads, ship-buildinfe, automobiles, replenishment of
depleted stocks etc., in addition to an extremely heavy export demand from all over the world.

"JT
/" ^ r A T~\ *

-"i 7 Your factory will undoubtedly be call

It I rlZJA? /A l \ 7 phi carry its share of the ^^eneral burden.
' A / C M\L^I CC

g profitable one. You ce

1. FUEL: A saving of 4 to 8%

Your factory will undoubtedly be called upon to

This bur-

can make it

more profitable by developing greater productive capacity from the equipment used. As the best illustration we know of,

take your boilers. They are not operating to capacity if the heating surfaces are coated with soot and ash.

Diamond Soot Blowers installed in your boilers will, as com- 2. BOILER EFFICIENCY: An increase of 4 per cent,

pared to the best possible efl?brts of your fireman with the hand 3^ LABOR: A saving of many hours per day.
lance, ettect the following economies. ^ „ _

4. LONGEVITY: An increase in the length of service

of boiler tubes, through the prevention of corrosion.

5. STEAM: A saving of 25 to 75 per cent of steam used for cleaning.

If the prophets are right DIAMOND SOOT BLOWERS will enable you
to produce a greater volume of goods.

TJ^ ' f 'T A TX/" 7^ business does not reach

precendented new levels— if your
plant is not called upon to produce to its fullest capacity—your only hope of
material profits lies in reducing your production costs. DIAMOND SOOT
BLOWERS will cut the cost of power and will earn you 100% to 250%
annually upon your investment.

Hundreds of plants in the Canadian field are now equipped with DIAMOND
SOOT BLOWERS. For full information write for Bulletin 119.

Diamond Specialty Company

Diamond Soot Blowers at Plant of
Buffalo General Electric Co

Windsor Ontario
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You Can Stop
That Leak
—And stop it permanently—with a Simplex Pipe-

Joint Clamp.

It does not make much difference how big the open-
ing may be—provided, of course, it is not beyond
repair. Nor does it matter a great deal what is

in the pipe—water, steam, gas, air, oil, ammonia,
brine, etc.—the leak will be stopped absolutely.

And as long- as the Yarway is left in place that

joint will rem.ain tight.

The principle of the Yarway Pipe-Joint Clamp (for-

merly Simplex) is very simple. There are but three
parts, as shown above—one packing and two iron

rings.

Any workman can make the attachment without
difficulty in a few minutes.

As an example of the way in which this serviceable

clamp makes good, read what one user says:

"The fact that from the date of its installa-

tion, we have not realized that there is a

steam joint at the point where placed, is

sufficient evidence that it fills the bill."

Try a Yarway for 30 days subject to return if not
satisfactory in every way. Write to-day stating
size of line.

YARNALL-WARING COMPANY
7604-20 Queen Street

Chestnut Hill - Philadelphia
Canadian Representatives Carrying Stock:

A. McLellan, 301 Read BIdg.. Montreal, Canada;
Cunningham Hardware Co., New Westminster, B.C.;

Jas. Robertson Company, Montreal, Canada

j^ThV clamp
Formerly the SIJyijnL/EJ/C

Forming a jointless, gas-tight lin-
ing for the combustion chamber.

No Mystery About
BETSON'S

It is merely an exceptionally high-grade compound
of the best fire clays, given a special mechanical
preparation which eliminates expansion ^and con-

traction and thus renders it suitable for one-piece

boiler-furnace linings. It comes in bulk in barrels

in a plastic condition, ready for use, and is placed in

chunks and pounded into place with a mallet and
afterwards smoothed with a trowel. No special

skill is required. Almost anybody can put it in

place, the work is so perfectly easy and simple.

There is no waiting for expert brick layers, or for

shipments of special fire brick or blocks.

A sketch of your setting, like the one herewith,
showing the dimensions and present thickness of

fire brick, will enable us to estimate upon the quan-
tity required. If you are not ready to replace an
entire lining, order a barrel or two for repairs,

which will demonstrate its superior durability and
tightness. Then when you are ready to reline you
will surely use Betson's.

Ask for Booklet "R."

Canadian Distributor:

International Chemical Company
44-46 Lombard Street

Toronto, Canada

// what you need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.
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GAPLOCK PACKINGS are ysED EXTENSIVELY by the greatest RAILWAY and STEAMSHIP
LINES AND IN THE LARGEST STATIONARY POWEP PLANTS throughout the world

IN THE THREE GREAT BRANCHES
OF STEAM ENGINEERING

Where speed and econom\ are paramount,

where a hot rod or blown-out gasket might mean
a schedule broken or contract lost,

Garlock Packings
are used generally. Under the most trying con-

ditions of ser\ ice Garlock Packings have proved
their superiority. Let us suggest a cure for that

rod or joint that "won't stay packed." We invite

you to submit your packing problems.

The Garlock Packing Company - Hamilton, Ontario

Branches : ^
Montreal, Quebec 409 Shaughnessy Bldg. i^m
Toronto, Ontario 404 Continental Life Bldg.

i^':.:.:^::';:;^:^-] Winnipeg, Manitoba Gait Bldg. r:f:r!T^pJ Calgary, Alta. 211 Eighth Avenue, W. \ rJ

If any adv*rti»em«-nt inttrtttt you, ttar it out now and plate with Utters to be answered.
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Enormous Profits In

Stopping Belt Slip
Ever hear of anybody making 40,000 per cent, profit

on Wall Street? We haven't.

Well, this is the way you can do it: One man kept
his belt in a slipless condition with Cling-Surface for
over eight years at an average cost of 27 cents per year.
Based on the formula published in our ad in Power
House last month the annual saving was $108.

108-^0.27=-400=40,000 per cent, profit.

Every user of Cling-Surfuce is making similar profits.

It is impossible to do otherwise.

In order to save $108 anywhere else the average
business man would perhaps spend $90 or $100. Why
should belt users, then, hesitate to spend 27 cents to

save $108?

But the "beauty of it" is—that isn't all. The profits

arc even greater. When a belt stops slipping it lasts

longer. Belt wear is due entirely to friction—internal
or external. So, although these additional profits depend
entirely upon conditions, doesn't it seem possible that
the final profits may be 50,000 per cent, or even more?

Cling-Surface keeps belts in NATURAL condition.
It makes and keeps them pliable and "grippy" without
making them the least bit sticky. It PENETRATES the
belt, surrounds, lubricates, and thus protects every tiny

fibre. Cling-Surface is the logical, proper treatment that
every belt man should apply to stop slip, save belts,

increase output, and save much money.

Write TO-DAY for a 50-lb. can. Use one month. If

results aren't satisfactory return the remainder at our
entire expense.

Cling-Surface Co.
1057 Niagara Street

Buffalo, New York
U. S. A.

PACKINGS
AND

ENGINEERS'
SUPPLIES

FOR

Satisfactory

Service

Thomson-Gordon Limited

Hamilton, Ont.

in

/ //

Is
.^.<^^s..^

1^

Albany Grease
has jast rounded out a half century of

usefulness. Its incomparable record

of lubrication service during the past

50 years stamps it as a most efficient

and economical lubricant. For

50 YEARS
Albany Grease has been used by en-

gineers on the bearings of engines,

motors, pumps, compressors, line

shafting and all their other equipment

If you are not using Albany Grease

send for samples and try it.

ALBANY
LUBRICATING
COMPANY

708-10 Washington Street

NEW YORK U.S.A.

Established 1868

MM

mm

If what you rued is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertiaers listed tinder proper heading.
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That Belt youVe going
to Buy

—

HAS IT THE QUALITY THAT MAKES FOR LONG
SERVICE?

IS IT BUILT TO HUG THE PULLEY TIGHTLY
AND PREVENT POWER WASTE?

IS IT BUILT TO REDUCE STRETCH AND ATTEN-

TION TO A MINIMUM?

To convince you that D. K. McLaren s Belting service answers this

problem to the last letter we'll gladly put you in touch with many
of the largest Canadian power plants.

D. K. McLAREN'S
Genuine British Oak-Tanned

LEATHER BELTING
GENUINE V OAK<^

REGISTERED
TRADE-MARK

This trade-mark guar- . j i ^ ' JL^^iT
ant«« u on every piece IS madc cxclusively irom close-trimmed butts oi
of D. K. McLaren'. finest selcctcd hidcs, tanned by the old-
Leather Belting. ,

' ...
Look for it. fashioned but the proven most effective British

Oak Tanning Process.

Try one belt—and you'll want to buy more.

Head Office and Factory:

351 St. James St, Montreal, P.Q.

TORONTO, ONT. VANCOUVER, B.C.
194 King St. West 849 Beatty St.

LIMlTEiD^);^S)^ ST. JOHN, N.B.
T^J^ — — 90 Germain Street
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Dominion Belting Company, Limited
Hamilton, Canada

Maple Leaf

M
CON^aiMS nO'C'D Off «Lt«i,*

rftCvLNTS Slipping

Dominion Belting Co..

Hamilton, OnI

Sole manufacturers of the celebrated
"MAPLE LEAF" Brand Stitched Cotton
Duck Belting and Belt Dressing.

The demand for our products has steadily
increased because the standard of quality
has been maintained.

We make only one grade, the best that
can be produced.

"MAPLE LEAF" is the strongest, truest
running, most economical and efficient

belt on the market for transmission of
power, conveying, etc.

Being thoroughly waterproof it is suitable

for running in wet or dry places. "MAPLE
LEAF" Belt Dressing is different to others

offered in that it is equally good for all

kinds of belting, leather, rubber or Balata,
as well as our own make.

Write us for prices, and if desired we will

; be pleased to furnish samples and further
information.

A trial order will convince you of their

utility.

DOMINION BELTING CO.Ltd., Hamilton, Canada-Quebec Branch: 51 Duluth BIdg., Montreal

BEST HE EVER USED
WORCESTER, MASS.

9 Concord Street.

June 26, 1918.
Gertlemen:—

Your metal was first introduced to me by a retired engineer some 17 years ajro.

That day when I broke in on this job we lined both main bearings on this engine
(Harris Corliss Compound) while we shut down on account of a two-day holiday. 1

remained on this job 3 years and 4 months, and I did not have any bother with those
bearings after that. How lon^- they lasted I do not know, but that was the best metal
I ever did use a?id will always use and recommend it to all engineers who are not ac-
quainted with its wonderful wearing qualities.

Very truly yours,

MATTHEW F. EARLY.

PRACTICAL ENGINEER POCKET BOOK
Over 600 Pages

A valuable reference work imported from England and sold as an

advertising medium at the low price of 40c post paid.

Address Montreal Office

SOLD BY LEADING DEALERS E\ 1- KYWHERE OR BY

MAGNOLIA METAL CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY :

225 St. Ambroise Street, MONTREAL

// what you need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Dii-ectory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.
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Production
Cost and Profit
Depend on
Belting Efficiency

The "MORSE" Rocker Joint Silent Chain is the only 99<

known.
The more severe the duty the more need of "MORSE" Drives. The Drive that
will do the most work, the steadiest work, the best work. Producing more with
less COST. The Perfect Drive. Flexible as a belt. Positive as gears. Oil
Baths not required.
Continuity in operation, Cost of production, and Quality are the basis on which
to select your drives.

Let us have your general layout and design drives to save space, light and
power while increasing your production.

Our booklet is illustrated with cuts of engines and drives and covers the subject of the
number of teeth and links, lubricating and covering, chain and sprocket materials, chain
widths, chain contacts, chain adjustments, etc. It will be sent FREE.

Morse Chain Co. s^ZTl
manufacturers of

chains in the world Ithaca, N.Y.
Morse Engineering Service. Address NearestJ)ffice. [Assistance Without^Obligation

Boston, Mass 141 Milk St,

Chicago, 111 Merchants L. & T. Bldg.
Clevelaurt. Ohio Engineers' Bldg.
Detroit, Mich 1008 Woodward Ave.
Greensboro, N.C 805 Asboro St.

New York 50 Church St.

Pittsburgh, Pa Westinghouse Bldg.
San Francisco, Cal Monadnock Bldg.
.Atlanta, Ga Chandler Bldg., Earl F. Scott, M.E.
Canada Jones & Glassco, Regis'd

Montreal, St. Nicholas Bldg. : Toronto, Traders Bank Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo Long Bldg., Morse Engineering Co.
Minneapolis, Minn Third St. S., Strong-.Scott Mfg. Co.
St. Louis, Mo Chemical Bldg., Morse Engineering Co.

Licensees for Europe and the Eastern Hemisphere: The Westinghouse
Brake Co., Ltd.,, London, N.

yy/.^

If ary advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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I

DOMINION
COALGOMPAtnr

Dominion
UMITED

°"''Spmg6if( BITUMINOUS
STEAM ^"<^ GAS COALS

GeneralSales Office
112 St.JamesSt. Montreal

NATIONAL BOILER GIRTH
SEAM PROTECTORS

If your Boiler is not fire-cracked it eventually will;

prevent this by putting on a National Boiler Protector.

You will save cost in repairs and prolong life of the

boiler. All new boilers should be protected.

Write Us for Particulars-

National Boiler Protector Co.
New Toronto Address

ROOM 24, LOMBARD BUILING

IMPROVED STEAM TRAP
FOR HIGH OR LOW PRESSURE.

Steam can't blow through. They have
large discharge valves and cannot be

flooded from sudden flushes of water.

MAY WE SEND ONE FOR TRIAL?

Reducing Valves, Pump Governors,
Relief Valves, Exhaust Pipe Heads,
Ejectors and Steam Separators.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
THE GARTH COMPANY

26 Craic Straet MONTREAL. CAN.
WATSON & McDANIEL CO.

No. 146 N. 7th Street, PHILADELPHIA. Pa.

NOTICE
TO

Stationary and Hoisting Engineers
Ereryone operatiii« a STATIONARY steam plant of SO h.p. or otct

in the l^roTince of Oataric must bold a Stationarr Bncineer'i Certificate
from the Board of Stationary and Hoisting Encineera. Anyone operating
luch a plant without a Certificate is liable to the penaltiei set fortla ia

the Stationary and Hoisting Engineers' Act,

Everyone operating a HOISTINQ steam plant working at a pleasure
of 20 pounds oi over, irrespective of horse power, and <ued for hoisting
in atructural operations or excavating purposes, in the Province of Ontario,
must hold a Hoisting Engineer's Certificate from the Board of Stationary
ind Hoisting E)ngineers. Anyone opesating such a plant without a Certi-

ficate is liable to the penalties set forth in the Stationary and Hoisting
Engineers' Act.

Application forms for obtaining STATIONARY or HOISTINO Engin-
eers' Certificates, may be had upoii applying to the Chairman.
HON. F. G. aiAODIARMlD, W. C. McOHIE.

Minister of Public Works and Highways. Chairman of Board.
W. A. RIDDELL, M. A. PH. D., Superintendent, Trades & Labour Branch.

Why not Buy the
Best,when in market

for Packing?

HOLMES'

Metallic Packing
Is Guaranteed 3 Years

Lasta many times lonscr.
SO day*' trial. Lew oU. No

830,630 cutting. Easily applied to
any Steam Engine, Air Com-
pressor or Gas Engine. Satis-
faction or no pay. Write tu.

HOLMES METALLIC
PACKING CO.,

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Incorporated 1897

Water Turbines, Hydraulic Governors,
Centrifugal Pumps

OUR LINDSAY WORKS

Boving Hydraulic & Engineering Co., Limited
Lindsay, Ontario

// what you need ia not advertised, covsult our Buyers' Directory and write advertiaer§ listed vnder proptr heading.
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Send that PUMP inquiry to

The Smart-Turner Machine Co.
LIMITED

HAMILTON, CANADA

The Simplest and Best Cleaaner on the market is

PILLEY'S
Combination Flue Brush and Scraper.

Guaranteed not to break or tho wires to pull out or lay over.
A simple turn of the hand adjusts it to the tube, and the brush
removes what the scraper loosens.

For sale by leading; Canadian jobbers.

Manufactured by

PILLEY PACKING AND FLUE BRUSH MFG. CO.
623 Sooth Third Street - - - St. Louis, Mo

Eastern Office: 71 Fulton St., New York.

FOR SALE
AND IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

1—65 K. W. alternating current geTicrator with ev

citer, 220 volt, 3 phase, 60 cycle, direct connect. .

to Robb Armstrong Engine 13 x 14 wi*h fcrc

lubricating system and steam separator.

1—80 K. W., same as above, but with 15 x 14 ei jrine,

both units as good as new.

1—60 K.W. alternator belt-driven, 2,200 voil.s, 3

phase, 60 cycle.

2—450 H.P. B. & W. Boilers, 150 lbs. pressure, shak
ing grates, good shape.
Also several D.C. units, 125 and 250 volts.

We have large stock pipe, valves and fiittings,

suitable for superheated steam. Sizes ranging
from 2 in. to 12 in.

2—Cameron Steam Pumps, 9 x 6 x 13 for boiler

feed, good as new.

1—Goldie-McCulloch Boiler Feed Pump, 7 x 4 x 10.

Our list of electrical and power plant equipment is

complete. Write or wire us.

Kipp Kelly Brown, Limited

Winnipeg

DARLING BROTHERS, LIMITED
Engineers, Manufacturers and Founders

120 Prince Street, MONTREAL, P.Q.

Pumps for any Service—Steam Appliances—
Freight Elevators—Webster Vacuum Heating
System.

FEDERAL
ENGINEERING CO.

LTD.
172 JOHN ST
TORONTO

THE LADD VERTICAL
WATER TUBE BOILER

The Goldie-McCulloch Co., Ltd.
Gait, Ontario

Canadian licencees under patents 162401 and 162402
dated May 4, 1915.

The George T. Ladd Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Owners and manufacturers for the United States.

Write for new Catalogue No. 17.

BOILER INSPECTION
The Steam Boiler Act, Chapter 252 R.S.O., 1 914
With Amendments Chapter 58—6, George V.

STEAM BOILERS.
All Steam boilers coDStructed for use la Ontario must be

built from deslffng whlcb bave been approved and allotted

a registration niusber by the Steam Boiler Branch.

Used boilers, boilers sold or exchanged, anci unregistered
boiiers brought into the Fi-ovlnce must be inspected prior

to t-elr.g put into operation.

Notice of repairs to steam boilers, stating the nature and
extent of same, must be sent to the Steam (Boiler Branch,
and should such repairs be considered exteneive by the

Chief Boiler Inspector, the boilers will require to be
InsoectPfl.

In each and every case the inspections must be made by In-

spectors authorized to Inspect boilers under the Steam
Boilers Act, who are employed only by the Steam Boiler

Branch of the Departmeut of Public Works. Official cer-

tificates with the maximum working pressure stated

thereon are issued to the owners of the boilers so Inspected.

STEAM PIPING.
Drawings and Specifications of all high pressure steam piping

must be approved and registered by the Steam Boiler

Branch before any work of installation is commenced.
The drawings submitted should show clearly the dimen-
sions and layout of the main steam lines. Pull particular*

should be. given as to the material used in the construction

of the piping, and all valves and other fittings used In

connection therewith must be of approved make.
Any deviation from the ahovc requirements ahall te deemed a

violation of the Steam Boilers Act.

All communications in this respect should he addressed to the

Steam Boiler Branch, Depa/rtment of PuhUc Works, ParUament
Buildings, Toronto.

M HON. F. G MACDIARMID.
= Minister ot Public Works
= and Hiehwars

W. A. RIDDELL, M.A. Ph.D.
Supt . Trades St Labour Brand)

I D. M. MEDCALF,
% Chief Inspector of Steam Boilers,

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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"ALL BRITISH"
"B.&W." PATENT WATER TUBE STEAM BOILERS
HIGHEST ECONOMY, SAFETY, DURABILITY. OVER 20,000,000 H.P. IN USE.

—^ ALSO

Steam Superheaters

Mechanical Stokers

i Coal-Handling Machinery
Piping, Feed Water Heaters

Water Softeners and Purifiers

and ELECTRIC CRANES
Babcock & Wilcox Patent Water Tube Steam Boiler, Superheater

and Mechanical Stoker.

BABCOCK CBi, WILCOX, Limited
HEAD OFFICE FOR CANADA - COLLEGE ST. (ST. HENRY), MONTREAL

TORONTO OFFICE, TRADERS BANK BUILDING

25 Cyde Engine Generator Sets For Sale

1—250 KW.

1—300 KW.

25 Cycle

3 phase

WcstinghoLise

Lieiierators

Direct

connected to

Mcintosh &
Seymour Cross

Compound
Gridiron Valve

Engines 150

These units were in use only seven months and are in first class condition. R.P.M.
Write for further particulars and quotations.

Power Plant Equipment Co., ""ZMn^""' Toronto, Ont.

// what yon need is not advertised, consvll our Bayers' Directory and write advert is'tr/: Hated undtfr proper heading.
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POWERHOUSEBUYERS'DIRECTORY

j
£ If what you want is not listed here write as. and we will tvll J'ou where to gi^t It. Let us suggest thut you consult ~
M also the advertisers' index facing the inside back coTer, after having secured ad> firtisers' nannes from this directory. —
M The information you desire may be found in the adverti^^ing papec This department is maintained for the benefit 5
= and convenience of our readers. The insertion of our advertir^ers names undei pru^ter headings is gladly undertaken, ~
M but does not become part of an advertising contr>i.rt. ~
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AIR COCKS
Lunkeniieuner Co.. Cincinnati, O.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

AIR VALVES
.Mueller Mfg. Co., H., 3ami», Ont.

AMMETERS
Canadian Fairfcanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Can. H. W. Johns-iManTille Co.. Toronto. Ont.

AMMONIA VALVES AND FITTINGS
Canaaian Fairbanks-.Morse Co.. hul. .Montreal.

Frick Co.. Waynesboro, Franklin Co.. I'a.

Homestead Valve .Mfg. Co., Pittsbiirgh, Pa.

York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

AMMONIA PURIFIERS
Frick Co , Waynesbo.o, Franklin Co., Pa.

York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

AMMONIA TANKS
Mackiniinn Steel Co.. M 1 .

Slurl.iooke. Que.
W»teroii3 Engdne Works Co., Brantford, Ont.

ARCHES. COMBUSTION CHAMBER
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd. .Montreal.

ASH CARRYING SYSTEMS
Babcock & Wilcoi. Ltd. Montreal.

Waterous Enirine Works Co.. Braniford, Ont.

ASBESTOS SPECIALTIES
nurabia Mfg. Co., .New York, N.Y.
Oarlo'k Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont.

Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.

ASBESTOS PACKED COCKS
I'ratt i1- Cady l'<i-. Iilc. llavlfniil. ("01111.

AUTOMATIC ICE RECORDING DOORS
AND CHUTES
Jami'ion Cold Storage Door Co.. Hagerstown, Md.

BABBITT AND ANTI-FRICTION METAL
Canadian Fairbanks-VIorse Co.. I-td. .Montreal.

Hoyt Metal Co.. Toronto.
Magnolia Metal Co. Montreal.
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.

BALL BEARINGS
Can. S K F Co.. Toronto. Ont.

BALLCOCKS
D'Eate Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.

BATTERIES AND ACCESSORIES
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, OnU

BELT CEMENT
GratoD & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELT CONVEYORS
Can. I.ink-H.lt Co.. Toronto, Ont.

BELT DRESSING
Cling Surface Co., Buffalo.
Dominion Belting Co., Hamilton. Ont
Oraton & Knight <Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

BELT LACING, LEATHER
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

BELT TIGHTENERS
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Braniford. Ont.

BELT PULLEYS
Wateroiu Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont.

BELTING, BALATA
Federal Engineering Co., Toronto, Ont.

BELTING. CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.

BELTING, CONVEYOR
Can. Conso]. Uubbcr Co., Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING, LINK
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont.

BELTING, STITCHED COTTON DUCK
Dominion Belting Co., Hamilton, ''Ont

BELTING, LEATHER
Canadian Faii^anks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
D. K. MoLaren Ltd., Montreal.
Thomson-Gordon, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Wm. C. WUson & Co., Toronto.

BELTING, RUBBER
Can. H. W. Johns-'ManTille Co., Toronto. Ont.
Can. Consol. Rubber Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Thomson-Gordon, Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont

BELTING, WOVEN COTTON
Federal Engineering Co.. Toronto, Ont

BINS. COAL, COKE AND ORE
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
:Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

BLOWERS
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Canadian FaitinnkS'Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal.
Ooppns Eng. & Equip. Co.. Worcester, Mass.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

BOILER COVERING
lieveridgc I'aper l.'o.. .Montreal, Que.

BOILER COMPOUNDS
Hevei-idge i'aper Co.. LMontreal, Que.
Can. Economic Lubricant Co., .Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto, Ont.

-Meilskln -Ufg. Co., Kocluster. N.Y.
Shell-Bar. Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Wm. 0. Wilson & Co.,

'

'^ronto.

BOILER SKIMMERS
yanuiIl-Warin;; Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER REGULATORS
Di-fi-ii.Ur .\utomatic Itittulator Co., St. LouLs, Mo.

BOILER COMPOUND FEEDERS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Morehead .Mfg. Co., Woodstock. .

Lunkenheimer On , Cincinnati, O.

B0;L£R FEED PUMPS
American Stean. Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mich.
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont.
<'oiipus Kng. & Equipment Co., Worcester, Ma3S.
Can. .illis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Fairtjanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto, Ont.
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. .Montreal. Que.
C'oldie & McCulIoch Co.. Gait
The John McDougall Caledonian Iron Works Co.,
Ltd.. .Montreal.

Laurie & Lamb. .Montreal.
Smart-Turner .Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

BOILER FEED REGULATORS
Canadian Fairtwnks-Moroe Co., Ltd.. .Montreal.
Bevendge Paner Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Rrothei-s. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
.Mason ' Regulator & Engineering Co.. .Montreal.

BOILER MOUNTINGS
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Lfl.. Montreal. Que.
Goldic & .McCullooh Co.. fialt.

Inglis Co., The John. Toronto. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Mason Regulator Sc Engineering Co., Montreal.

BOILER PRESERVATIVES
Johns-Pratt Co.. The, Hartford. Conn.
Metlskin Co.. Inc.. Rochester. N.Y.

BOILER HOUSE ACCESSORIES
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Cole. Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Pcfender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Green's Kconnmiser. Ltd., Toronto.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co.. Montreal.
Yaniall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER SEAM PROTECTOR
National Boiler Seam Protector Co., Montreal.

BOILER SETTINGS
Bevendge Paper Co., Montreal.
Gates, ,John W.. St Jamea St. Montreal.

BOILERS. HORIZONTALv RETURN,
TUBULAR AND WATERTUBE
Babcock & Wflcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto. 1

Goldie & .MoCulloch Co.. Gait
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Cc.. Pa.
Inglis Co.. The John. Toronto. Ont.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,

St Catharines, Ont
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
The John McDougall Caledonian Iron Works Co.,

Ltd.. Montreal.
Ladd. The Geo. T,. Co., Pittifturgh. Pa.
McAvity, T.. & Sons. Ltd., St. John, N.B.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont.

BOILERS. MARINE, LOCOMOTIVE
AND VERTICAL
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont .

Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait
Tigiis Co.. The John. Toronto. Ont.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,

St. Catharines. Ont
John McDougall Caledonian Iron Works, Mont-

real.

Waterous Encrine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont
BOXES. FUSE AND METER

Johns-Pratt Co.. The, Hartford. Conn.

BRASS GOODS
Pt-nberthy Injector Co.. Wind.sor. Ont.

BRASS FOUNDERS
McAvity, T., & Sons. Ltd.. St John, N.B.
D'Este Co., Julian. Boston. Mass.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H.. Samia. Ont.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

BRINE COOLERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., P«.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

Illllililllllllllllllllilllillllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllll-

BRINE TANKS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
-Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont
York Manufacturing Co.. York, Pa.

BUCKETS, ELEVATOR
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Out.

BUSHINGS
Steel .Mill Packing Co.. Windsor, Ont
<'an. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

BUCKETS, CLAM SHELL, CRAB, DU.MP
CABLE
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.

CALORIMETERS
SchaefTer & Budenberg^ Mfg. Co., Brooklyn N Y
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.

CANS, OILY WASTE
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

CAST IRON FITTINGS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.

CAS'HNGS, BRASS AND IRON
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
fJoldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
John McDougall Caledonian Iron Works Co..

Ltd., Montreal.
McAvity, T, & Sons, Ltd., St. John, N.B.
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Samia. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford. Ont.Wood & Co.. R. D.. Philadelphia, Pa.

.GBI,.LAR DRAINERS
'

xr"",'^"" .P/""" Co.. James. Toronto, Ont
Mueller Mfg. Co., H.. Sarnia, Ont

CEMENT HARDNER & WATERPROOFER
Bevr ridge Paper Co.. .Montreal, Que.

CEMENT, HIGH TEMPERATURE
Bevendge Paper Co., Montreal.
Gates, John W.. St James St. Montreal
Green's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto.
CANNERS' CONVEYORS

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, 0».t.

CEMENT HANDLING MACHINERY
Can Link-Brit Co., Toronto, Ont.

CEMENT, PIPE JOINT
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.

CEMENT MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal

.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont

CEMENT, INSULATING, REFRACTORY
Green's Hk;onomLser, Ltd., Toronto.

CHAIN DRIVES
Can. Link-Ik'lt ,Co., TJoronto, Ont.

Coventry Chain Co., Ooventry, England.
Morse Chain Co., Ithaca. N. 1

CHAINS, FOR ELEVATORS AND CONVEY-
ORS

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
CHAIN; . MALLEABLE, DETACHABLE AND
RIVETED. . . . ,

C;tn. Link-Belt Co., ..Toronto, Ont.
CHAIN WHEELS
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., N Bedford Mus.
CHIMNEYS, RADIAL BRICK
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

CHIMNEYS, STEEL
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd. .Montreal
-Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

CLAMPS, PIPE-JOINT
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

CHUTES, COAL
Can. Allis-Chalmers', Ltd.^ Toronto Ont
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

CLEANERS, BOILER TUBE
Baibcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Bevendge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johna-Manville Co., Toronto.
Cole Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Ldlberty .Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal, Que.
Pierce & Co., Wm. B., Buffalo, N.Y.
Pilley Packing & Flue Brush Mfg. Co., 9t
Louis, Mo.

Roto Co.. Hartford, Conn.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

CLOCKS
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mf(. Co., Boa-
ton, Mass.

CLOSETS
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia. OnL
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CLUTCHES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Out.
Gvldie & McCuliooh Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., BraaUord, Ont

COAL
Dam. Coal Co., MontrcaJ.

COAL AND ASH CO-."EV0RS
Babcook & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
JetTrey Manufacturing Co., Mo ntreal.

Waterous Engine W irks Co.. BrantfoM, Unt,

COAL HANDLING MACHINERY
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Grefn',5 Ecoi'omiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal,
'Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

Waterous Engine Works Co.. Br«atf«rd, Onu

COAL HOLE COVERS
Can. AUis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.

COILS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa-

York Manitfacturing Co.. York. Pa.

COLD STORAGE INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.

BeTeridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal. Que.

COMMUTATOR TRUING DEVICES
Jordan Bros., Inc., New York, N.T.

CONDENSERS
.\lberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.T.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Ont.

Can. Allis-Cbambers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCuIloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
.John .McDougall Caledonian Iron <Vks. , Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brr.nttord.

CONDENSERS, AMMONIA AND STEAM
Frick Co.. WasTiesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa,

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Walter J. Francis, Monltreal.

Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

COLD STORAGE DOORS AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown. Md

COMPRESSORS. AIR
American .Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.

Can. Allis-Chambers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Darting Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Tnglis Co., The John. Toronto. Ont
iLanrie & Lartrti. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.
Taylor In.stniment Co., Rochester. N.Y.

COMPRESSORS. GAS
Can. Alli'-Chalmers, Ltd,, Toronl'o, Ont
CONDUITS
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto. Out

CONDENSATION RECEIVER
Cole. Ltd.. Oeo. W.. Toronto.
Davis Regulator Co. G. M.. Chicago.

CONDENSER AND SMOKESTACK PAINTS
Beveridge Paper Co.. (Montreal, Que.

CONNECTIONS, FLANGED
Jefferson Union Co., lexineton, JIass.

Dart Union Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
CONTRACTORS' STRUCTURAL STEEL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

MacKinnon. Holmes & Co., Shettrooke, Qae.

CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Fairh«nk»JMorse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Wateroua Engine Works Co., BranUord.

COOLER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co.. Hagerstown, Md.

CORK INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & InsiJatlon Co., Montreal, Que
Can. H. Vr. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto. Ont.

COTTON HOSE
Garlock Packing Co.. Hamttton, On"-

COUNTERS
American Steam Gauge & VaWe Mfe. Co., Bos-

ton. Ma.<is.

Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn. N.T.

COUNTERSHAFTS
Can. Bond Hanger & Coupling Co., Alexandria.

Ont
COUPLINGS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Bereridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Canadian TTairbankaJMorse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Brothers, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
iMcAvity & Sons. T.. St. John, N.B

COUPLING. FRICTION
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

COUPLINGS. BOILER. FLANGED PIPE.
JOINT PIPE. UNION. STEAM PIPE
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington. Mass.

Dart Union Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
COUPLINGS. SHAFT
Can. Bond Hanger & Coupling Co., Alexandria.

On".
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait

CRANES, ALL KINDS
Babcock & WHlcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Smart-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES. ELECTRIC
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

Can, Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES, GANTRY
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

CRANES, HAND POWER
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng., Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES, LOCOMOTIVE
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

CRANES, OVERHEAD TRAVELLING
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng., Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES, POST JIB
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

CRANES, PORTABLE
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

CRANES, SWING JIB
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

CRANES, WALL
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

CRANK AND CROSSHEAD PIN OILERS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.

CRIMPS, LEATHER
Graton & Knight iltg. Co., Montreal.

CRUSHING MACHINERY
Canadian FairbanksJtlorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.

CYLINDER OIL
E. H. Kellogg & Co., New York.

DAMPER REGULATORS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Lid., Montreal, Que.
G. iM. Daris Regulator Co., Chicago.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Elliott Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston, .Mass.

Jas. MoriTSon Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,

DISCS. FIBRE
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

DISCS. LEATHER
Gral on & Knight Mfy. Co., Montreal.

DISTILLING APPARATUS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., P«.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa,

DOORS, COLD STORAGE AND FREEZER
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.

DOUBLE PIPE CONDENSERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York. Pa.

DRAFT APPARATUS SYSTEMS,
MECHANICAL
Green's Elconomlser, Ltd., Toronto.

DRIVES. CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

DRAFT GAUGES
Defender .Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.

DRYING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd,, Montreal.

DYNAMOS
Canadian Pairbanks-'Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

EFFICIENCY ENGINEERING
MarKinnnn Holmes & Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

ECONOMIZERS
Babcock & Wllcoi, Ltd., .Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

EJECTORS
Limkenhcimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
.Tas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
Penberthy Injector Co., Wind.ior, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

EJECTORS AND SYPHONS
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Out.

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES AND
MACHINERY
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
F«onomy Fuse & Mfg. Co.. .Montreal, Que.
MacGorem & Co., Inc., New York.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Can. General F.lectric Co.. Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
ELEVATORS
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
John MaoDougall Calolonian Iron Works. Mont-

real.

ELEVATING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-IMorse Co,. Ltd.. Montreal,
Bereridge Pnner Co., Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Goldie & Mi^Culloch Co.. Oalt.
Hamilton Mfg. Co.. Wm.. Peterboro. Ont
Jeffrey Mfg, Co.. Montreal,
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

ELEVATORS AND BUCKETS
Can, Link-IliU Co . Toronto, Ont

KLEVATINC AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
r ,., i;„i,-.i>.it Cc. Tcimnto. Ont.

FNAMFT WARE
H. ^Mueller Mfg. Co.. Samla, Ont.

ENGINFERS' SUPPI IFS
Bereridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Can. H, W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto. Ont

Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Penberthy InjeO or Co., Windsor, Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

ENGINES. AUPTOMATIC AND DROP
VALVE
Frick Co., vVaynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, CORLISS AND ROCKING VALVE
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Goldie & MoCuDoch Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,
St. Cathaiines, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, DIESEL
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

ENGINES, GAS AND GASOLINE
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., HamilKm.

ENGINES. STEAM
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Can. Sirocco Co.. Windsor, Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Hamilton Mfg. Co., Wm., Petertwro, Ont
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
John AlacDougall Caledonian Iron Works, Mont-

real.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES. HOISTING, LOGGING, CABLE-
WAY
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

ENGINES, MARINE
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Goldie & MeCullooh Co., Oalt.
The John ^lacDougall Caledonian Iron Worki Co.,
Ltd., Mom real.

ENGINES, SAW MILL
Goldie & McCulloch Co, Gait
Engineering and .Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,
St. Catharines, Ont.

Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, SINGLE COMPOUND AND
TRIPLE EXPANSION
Canadian Griscom-Russell Co., Ltd.. Mootieal,
Engineering and .Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
St Catharines. Ont

John MacDougall Caledonian Iron Works Co.,
Ltd., Montreal.

Kerr Engine Co., Walkerrllle.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brant/oftl.

ENGINES. VERTICAL
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Oalt
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

ENGINEERING BOOKS
MacLean Publishing Co, Toronto.

EXHAUSTERS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

EXHAUST HEADS
Darling Bros.. Ltd., Montreal, Qne.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.T.
Jas. .Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Franklin Williams Co., New York.
Wat.son & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

EXPANSION JOINTS
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.T.
Direct Separator Co.. Syracuse, N.T.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McArity, T., & Sons, Ltd.. St John. N.B.

FANS, VEN-nLATING
Coppus Engr. & {>]uip. Co., Worcester, IdkM
Green's Economiser, Ltd., 'Toronto.
Sturterant Co. of Canada. B. F., Gall. •t.
FEED WATER HEATERS
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co, Ltd,. Montreal.
Cole. Ltd., Oeo. W.. Toronto
Darling Bros.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Elliott Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
fioldic * McCuliooh Co, Gait
Pratt & C-uly Co.. Inc., Hartford. Oom.
The John MacDougall Caledonian Iron Worto
Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

FEED WATER PURIFIFRS
Stewart Heater Co., Buffalo. N.T.
Wm. B. Scaife * Sons. Pittsbntjh. Pa.
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

FEED WATER REGULATORS
.\merican .Steam G.iuge & Valre Mfg. Co.,
Boston, Ma-ss.

Chaplin. Fulton :vifg. Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Bereridge Pai)er Co.. Monttral. Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Elliott Co., Pitt.sburgh. Pt
Green's Economizer. Ltd.. Toronto.
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.

FIBRE. VULCANIZED
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

FILTERS
Ro\y.ser & Co., Inc., S. F.. Toronto, Ort.
The John MacDougall Caledonian Iron Work*
Co. Ltd.. Montreal.

T,,aurie & Lamb. Montreal.

FILTERS. WATER
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Frick Co.. Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
M.icVinnou .Steel Co. Ltd.. .Sherbrooke, Que.
Scaife .V Sons, Wm. B.. Plttabutgh , Pa.
York Mfg, Co. York. Po.
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A DVERTISING to be

successful does not neces-

sarily have to produce a basket-

ful of inquiries every day.

The best advertising is the

kind that leaves an indelible,

ineffaceable impression of the

goods advertised on the minds
of the greatest possible number
of probable buyers, present and
future.

Concluding

AYE&ROF
ACHUEVENENT

ECONOMY
renewable fUSES
have played a noteworthy part in

North America'swonderful industrial

progress of 1918 by effectively safe-

guarding millions of important elec-

trical circuits against the fire and
accident hazards of overloads and
short circuits.

They have directly saved millions of
dollars for their thousands of users
and have conserved large quantities
of needed metals and fibre because
an inexpensive "Drop Out" Renewal
Link restores a blown Economy
Fuse to its original efficiency.

Through the reconstruction period
Economy Fuses will continue as
important factors of economy and
coriservation.

Write for Catalog 24

Economy Fuse & Mfg. Co.
of Canada, Ltd.

Unity BIdg. Montreal

Manufacturers tn

Canada oj S. & C.

High PohnUal
Fwses^o 150,

Holla.

The Trap that Stays Tight
It means something to you in time, labor and expense to have a trap in your steam-

room that will stay tight from the day you put it in. This dependability under
high and low pressure is found in the

Anderson Model "D"SteamTrap
Features of this trap include simplicity of design,

quick action and large capacity. It is operated by
a counterbalanced LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER
FLOAT. Has large air valve that will not wire draw
and is always under deep water seal.

A self-containec' strainer, an outside gauge glass, a self-

containsd by-pass and complete accessibility to all parts are

other outstanding features of the Anderson Model "D" Steam
Trap.

If you are troubled with condensation or any boiler room
trouble, get in touch with us and secure our co-operation.

THE V. D. ANDERSON COMPANY
1935 West 96th Street, CLEVELAND, OHIO
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FIREBRICK--JOINT4«8S
Beveiiilge Paper Co., Monlieal, Que.

"

FIRE BRICK, PLASTIC
Gates, John W., St. James St. Montreal,

FIREPROOF COLD STORAE DOORS
AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold SI orage Door Co., Hageratown, Aid.

FITTINGS, AIR, AUTOMOBILE, GAS,
HYDRAULIC, PIPE, PIPE FLANGED,
SCREWED PIPE, STEAM
Jeffereon Union Co., Lexington, Mass.

Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Samia. Ont.

FLANGED STEAM FITTINGS
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
lUoAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St. John, N.B.

FLANGES
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, Mass.
Lunkeuheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MoAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St. John, N.B.

FLOORING COMPOSITION
Ai-mstroug Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal Que.

Can. H. VV. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont.

FLUE CLEANERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
Giern's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Liberty Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa,
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.
Pilley Packing and Flue Brush Mfg. 0«., St.

Louis, Mo.
William B. Pierce Co.. Buffalo, N.Y.
Roto Co., Hartford, Conn.
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.

FLUE GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.I.
Uehling Instnunent Co., New York.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

FLUES, GAS AND SMOKE
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

FLUMES. STEEL
BoTing Hydraulic & E^. Co., Ltd.. Lindsfty. Ont,
Mackinuon Steel Co., Ltd., .Hherbrooko, Que.

FREEZER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hageratown. Md.

FRICTION LEATHERS
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., MontreiL

FUEL AND OIL PUMPS AND
MEASURING SYSTEMS
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.

FURNACES, BOILER
Gates. J. W., Montreal, P.Q.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

FURNACES, SMOKELESS
Babcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
Jones I'll lerfeefi Stoker Co., Toronto.
Murphy Iron Works, Detroit, Mich.

FURNACE GRATE BARS
Beveradge I'aper Co., '.Montreal, Que.

FUSES
Can. H. W. Johns-.Manyille Co., Toronto. Ont
Economy Fuse & Mfg. Co. of Canada, MoDttcal
Johns-Pratt Co.. The, Hartford, Conn.

GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS, ETC.
Ciieen .> Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N,T
Uehling Instnunen-t Co., New York, N.Y.

GASKETS, RUBBER, ASBESTOS
Can. H. W. Johns-Manyille Co., Toronto, Ont.
Durabla Mfg. Co., New York, N.Y.
Prick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton. Ont
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford. Conn.
Sarco Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.
Thomson-Gordon, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont

GASKETS, LEAD, COPPER AND LEATHER
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal, Quo.
Shell Bar Boico Supply Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Sarco Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto, Ont

GAS PRODUCER PLANTS
Can. AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.

GASOLINE
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.

GAUGE COCKS
Canadian Fairt)anka-Moree Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MoAvity. T., & Sons, Ltd.. St. John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont
W. J. Wall. Montreal.

GAUGE GLASSES
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.

GAUGES, AMMONIA, OIL, GAS, AIR
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co., Bo*
ton, Mass.

Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.T
GAUGES, PRESSURE, VACUUM, DRAFT
AND RECORDING, AND MICROMETER
Babcock & Wilcox, Montr«M.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. X.I
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Uehling Instrument Co., New York, N.Y.

GAUGES, WATER
Babcock & Wilcox. Montreal.
Jenkins B'os., Ltd., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.

Milt<»i & Prentiss, Toronto.
MoArity, T.. & Sons, Ltd., St. John, N.B.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.I.

GEARS, FIBRE CUT
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

GEARS, CUT. WORM. MORTISE
Gdldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Oat
The John MoDougall Caledonian Iron Works Co..

Ltd.. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.

GENERATORS, STEAM TURBO
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

GENERATORS AND CONVERTORS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont

GOVERNORS, ENGINE
Escher Wyss & Co., Montreal, Que.
MoAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

GRAPHITE, BOILER
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto,

GRATES, DUMPING, ROCKING,
STATIONARY
Babcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
Can. Steam Hoiler Equipment <^o., Toronto. Ont
Goldie & McCuUooh Co., Gait
Gait Foundry Co., Gait, Ont
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal,
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Oni.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

GRAVITY CARRIERS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

GREASE CUPS
Albany Lubricating Co., New York City.
Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerville.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
MoAvity, T., & Socs, Ltd., St. John. N.B.
Jas. .Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont

GREASE AND OIL EXTRACTOR?
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co.. Boa
ton, Mass.

Elliott Co, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

GREASES
Albany Lubricating Co.. New York City.
Can. Economic Lubricant Co., Montreal. Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Ca, Ltd., Montreal.
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.

GAUGE COCKS, STANDARD AND EXTRA
HEAVY

Peubi-rtliy Injector Co., Windsor. Out.

HAND LEATHERS OR PADS
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

HANGERS
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Oan. Bond Hanger & Coupling Co., Alexandria,
Ont

Caa. 8 K F Co.. Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Qoldle & MoCuUoch Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

HEATERS
Alberger Heater Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Cole. Ltd,. Geo, W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros.. Mnntreal.
Ooldie A McCulloch Co.. Gait
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
MoAvity ft Sons, T,. St John. N.B.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

HEATERS. EXHAUST STEAM
Can. AlHs-Chalmers. Ltd,. Toronto. Ont,

HEATERS. METERING
Can, AlHs-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
YamallWaring Co., Philadelphia, Pa,

HOISTS. ELECTRIC
r.ni, J.ink-lic'It Co.. Toronto, Ont

HOISTS. GRIP
Jordan Bros,, Inc.. New York. N.Y.

HOISTING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Tan, Link-Rclt Co.. Toronto, Ont,
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

HOSE. METALLIC
Pennsylvania Flexible Metallic Tubing Co,, Bos-
ton, Ma.<si,

HOSE. STEAM. SUCTION AND WATER
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal,
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
T^iomson-Gordon, Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont
Wm, C. Wilson * Co,. Toronto.

HOT WATER GENERATORS
Pratt & ('a<ly ^o., Inc. Hartford. Conn.

HYDRANTS
Wood ft Co., R, D,. Philadelphia, Pa.

HYDRAULIC ACCUMULATORS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

HYDRAULIC MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Frick Co., Waynealboro. Franklin Co., Pa.
Hamilton Mfg. Co.. Wm,. Peterboro, Ont.
John McDougal! Caledonian Iron Wks., Montreal.

HYDRAULIC VALVES
Yani.ill-Wariug Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

HYDRAULIC PRESSES
Borinic Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont

ICE MAKING MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.

Friok Co.. Waynesboro. FraakUn Co.

Llnde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Montreal.

York Mfg. Co., York. Pa.

INDICATORS, ELECTRIC—ALL TYPES
Schaeffer & Budenberg .Vlfg. Co.. Brooklyn, N.I.
Uehling Instrument Co., New York. N.I.

INDICATORS, STEAM AND GAS
ENGINE
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co., Boa-

ton, Mass.
Canadian i'airbanks-Moise Co., Montreal.

Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto, Onu
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto,
Uehling Instrument Co., New lork, N.Y.

INDICATORS—AMMONIA, HYDRAULIC
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co, Walkerville, Out.

INDICATORS, SPEED
L. 8. Starrett Co., Atbol, Mass.

INJECTORS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McAvity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Jas. ilorrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Onl.

INJECTORS, AUTOMATIC AND AUTO-
POSITIVE
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

INSTRUMENTS. RECORDING
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

Taylor Instrument Companies. Rochester, N.Y.
•i'aniaU-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa,

INSULATING BRICK
, „

Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal. Que.

Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Qne.

Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont

INSULATING COMPOUNDS
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

INSULATORS
^ ^ _ , ^

Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd.. Montreal, Que.

Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

IRON FILLER ^ ^ . « .

Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont

KILNS
Giwn's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

LACE LEATHERS
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

Wm. ri. Wilson &. Co.. Toronto.

Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto, Oat

Can. B. K. Morton Co.. Toronto, Montreal.

Crane Packing Co., Chicago, 111.

LAMPS. ARC „ . ,

Canadian Fairbanks-'Morse Co., Montreal.

Can. General Hectric Co.. Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont

LAMPS, ELECTRIC
Wm. C. WUson & Co., Toronto.

LAMPS, INCANDESCENT
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.

Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont
Can H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. Laco-Philips Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

LAMPS, NITRO
Can. Laoo-Philips Co., Ltd., Teronto, Ont

LAMPS, TUNGSTEN AND NITRO
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. Laco-Philips Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

LEATHER STRAPPING
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

LINK BELTING
Can. Liuk-Bell Co.. Toronto. Ont.

LININGS, FIRE BRICK, STEEL STACK
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.

LUBRICANTS
Albany Lubricating Co., New York City.

Canadian Economic Lubricant Co., Montreal.

LUBRICATORS CYLINDER
CUTTING COMPOUNDS
Albany Lubricating Co.. New York City.

Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.

Penberthy Injector Co.. Wind-sor. Ont.

LUBRICATORS, FORCE FEED
Can. Detroit Lwbricator Co., Walkerville. Ont
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont.

LUBRICATORS. PLAIN
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.

Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont

LUBRICATORS. SIGHT FEED AND PLAIN
ENGINE

Ponlxrthy Injector Co.. Wiiid.sor, Ont.

MACHINERY INSULATION
, ^

Armstrong Cork ft Insulation Co.. Montreal. Que.

Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.

MECHANICAL STOKERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.

Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.

Murphy Iron Works, Dertolt. Mich.

METERS, ELECTRIC ^
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto. Ont

METERS. STEAM
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.

METERS, WATER
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Green's lEoonomiser. Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Mc.'^vity & Sons, T.. St J<An, N.B.
The John MoDougall Caledonian Iron Worto Co.,

Ltd., Montreal.
Yamall- Waring Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

MIXING VALVES
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samla, Ont
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Let the C.A.S.E. Smooth Out

Your Load Curve

WOQQV AND
1 I.SFI F.S.S WODK

LACK OF

ADVANCEMENT

Remove The Peaks of Worry And Unproductive Labor And
Build Up The Valleys By Working For

Your Advancement

A man who is thoroughly grounded in the practice of his profession, who is free from
personal worry and trouble, overcomes the many difficulties besetting the path of

the operating engineer with little labor and in a manner ensuring his advancement.

The successful man owes his success to a wise appreciation of the advantages and
mutual help offered by association with those in the same field of endeavor. To
join an association having for its objectives the welfare of the engineer in things
mental and material, his advancement in knowledge and skill, his protection by pro-
vision for sickness and distress is to take advantage of an opportunity indispensable
to all who hope to better themselves.

If you are interested in such an organization and live where less than
fifteen engineers are located, send for a copy of our constitution and
application blanks for admission to nearest branch lodge. If there are
more than fifteen engineers in your community, get together and send for
particulars regarding formation of a branch lodge.

J. H. HALE,. General Secretary,

Canadian Association of Stationary

230 Caroline Street EngineCrS Hamilton, Ont.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered
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MILL AND MINING MACHINERY
CaDadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Montreal.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.
St. Catharines, Ont

Ooldle & MoCvilIocU Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Worlts Co., Brantford.

METER TESTERS
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont.

MOTORS
Canadian Fairbanks.'Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Green's Economiser^ Ltd., Toronto.

OAKUM
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.

OFFICE RAILINGS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

OIL CUPS
Albany Lubricating Co., New York City.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

OIL AND GREASE CUPS
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

OILER, COMPOUND FEEDERS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

OILERS, GAUGE
ijunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.

OILERS, MULTIPLE
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

OIL FILTERS AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co.. Inc., 3. F., Toronto, Ont.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Elliott Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,

OIL SEPARATORS
Batxiock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. AUls-Chalmere, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.T.
Elliott Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Leitch Co.. Arthur S., Toronto, Ont.
Liberty Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd.. HamiltoB.

OILS, QUENCHING
Imperial Oil. Ltd., Toronto.

OILING SYSTEMS
Albany Lubricating Co.. New York City.
Bowser & Co.. Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

OILS, CYLINDER
Imperial Oil. Tjtd., Toronto.

OILS, LUBRICATING
Albany Lubricating Co., New York City.
Can. Economic Lubricant Co.. Montreal. Que.
Kellogg * Co., E. n.. New York, N.Y.
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.

OILS. ENGINE
Imperial Oil, Ijtd., Toronto.

ORSAT APPARATUS
Defender Aiitomatic Regulator Ci. . .St. I.ouLs, Mo

PACKING. ASBESTOS
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

PACKING ENGINE
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford. Conn.
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Thomson-Gordon, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.

PACKING FIBRE
Beycridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. B. K. Morton Co.. Montreal, Que.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.

PACKING, HYDRAULIC
Can. H. W. Johns-Manyille Co., Toronto, Ont
Crane Packing Co., Chicago, 111.

Durabla Manufacturing Co., New York.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont,
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Thomson-Gordon. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.

PACKING, METALLIC
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
Crane Packing Co., Chicago. III.

Greene, Tiveed & Co.. New York.
Holmes .MetnlHc Packing Co.. Wilkesbarre. P».
Steel Mill P.icking Co.. Windsor. Ont.
Thomson -Gnrdon, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Wm. C. Wilson & Co.. Toronto.

PACKING, ROD
Can. H, W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
Crane Parking Co.. Chicago. 111.

Garlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor. Ont
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.

PACKING, SHEET
Can. H. W. .Tohns-Manville Co., Toronto. Ont
DnraWa Manufacturing Co.. New York.
O.irlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Johns-Pr.ntt Co.. The. Hartford, Conn.
Thomson-Gordon. Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.

PACKING, AMMONIA, STEAM AND
WATER
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
Crane Packing Co.. Chicngo. TU.

Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton. Ont
Greene. Tweed & Co., New York.
Johns-Pratt Co.. The. Hartford. Conn.
Steel .Mill Packing Co., Windsor, Ont

Thomson-Gordon, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Wm. C. WUson & Co.. Toronto.

PACKING, LEATHER
Garlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, ObL
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. IMontrMl.
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd . Toronto. Ont
Thomson-Gordon, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.

PACKING PISTON
Crane Packing Co., Chicago, 111.

PACKING, VALVE STEM
Crane Packing Co., Chicago, III.

Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

PAINTS
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.

PAPER, INSULATING, ETC.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

PENSTOCKS
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Can. Bond Hanger & Coupling Co.. Alexandria.
Ont

Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PIPE COILS
Frick Co., 'Waynesboro, Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

PIPE COVERINGS, STEAM, BRINE,
AMMONIA AND ICE WATER
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co.. Montreal, Que.

PIPE, CAST IRON
Wood & Co.. R. D., Philadelphia, Pa.

PIPE STEEL
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. Oni.

PIPE VISES AND CUTTERS
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport. Conn.

PIPE. GAS
Can. Allis-Chalmets, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
PIPES, WATER
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.

PIPING AND FITTINGS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
MoAvity & Sons, T, St. John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

PIPING, STEAM
Babcock & Wilcoi. Ltd.. Montreal.
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait

PLATE WORK
Goldie & MoCuIloch Co., Gait
Engineering and .Machine Works of Canada. Ltd.
Alaokinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Shcrl)rooke, Que.
St Catharines, Ont

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PLUG COCKS
Homestead Valve Mfs. Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

PLUMBING SUPPLIES
Mueller Mfg. Co., H.. Samia, Ont.
Wm. C. Wilson & Co.. Toronto.

POWER HOUSE CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

POWER PUMPS
American Stetm Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Mich
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Onl
Canadian Fairbanka-'Morse Co., Ltd,, Montreal,
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & '.McCulloch Co., Gait
Pr.itt & C..dy Co.. Inc., H.-irtfonl. Coim.
The John McDougall Caledonian Iron Works Co.

Ltd.. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Storey Pump & Equipment Co., Ltd., Toronto

POWER, TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
American Pulley Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Goldie & -MoOulIoch Co., Gait
.Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..

St. Catharines, Ont
MacOovem & Co., New York.
The John -McDougall Caledonian Iron Works Co..

Ltd., Montreal.
Morse Chain Co., Ithaca, N.Y.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PRESSES
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay, Onl

PRESSURE. BLOWERS. CENTRIFUGAL
Can. Sirocco Co.. Windsor. Ont.

PULLEYS
American Pulley Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Boving Hydratilic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Can. Bond Hanger & Coupling Co., Alexandria.
Ont

Canadian FairhanksJMorsc Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & -McCulloch Co., Gait
Jeffrey .Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

PULLEYS, FRICTION CLUTCH
Can. Liuk-Bolt Co.. Toronto, Ont

PULP MILL MACHINERY
Bawden .Machine Co., Toronto.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont.
Hamilton Co., Wm. . I'eterboro, Out
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Mackinnon J<toel Co., Ltd.. .Sherbnx>ke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
3oving Hydraulic A Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont.

Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Llid. , Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait

1 Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
MoAvity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
The John .MoDougall Caledonian Iron Works Co..
Ltd., Montreal.

Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilt<»i.
Waterous Sagine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY. ELECTRICAL
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
'?0Ting Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS
Coppus Eug. & Equipment Co., Worcester, Mass.

PUMPS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamh, Montreal.
The John McDougall Caledonian Iron Works Co.
Ltd., Montreal.

Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hunilton.

PUMPS, ACID
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, CONTRACTORS'
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
McAvity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
Escher, Wyss Co.. Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, ELECTRICAL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mlek
Beveridge Paper Co., .Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

PUMPS, ELECTRICAL
Bawden Pump Co, Toronto

PUMPS, FEED WATER
Can. .\nis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., .Montreal, Que.
Goldie k McCulloch Co.. Gait
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Qne.

PUMP GOVERNORS AND REGULATORS
Darling Bros,, Montreal,
G. M. Davis Regidator Co., Chicaso.
D'Este Co., Julian. Boston, Mass.
Elliott Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Maas.
Smnrt-Tumer Machine Co., Hamilton. Ont
Watson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

PUMP STRAINERS
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Darling Bros., Ltd.. Montreal,
Liberty Mfg. Co., PitUburgh. Pa.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Elamilton. Ont

PUMPS, HAND AND POWER
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Smart-T\imer Machine r^o.

. Hamilton Ont
PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Midt
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Can. Allis Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Darling Bros.. .Montreal

,

Hamilton Co.. Wm.. Petertxiro. Ont i"
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait •

Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
The John McDougall Caledonian Iron Works Co..
Ltd.. Montreal.

Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPS. DUPLEX
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., .Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

PUMPS. GEARED. COMPOUND
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek, Mich
Canadian Fairbank»-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Inglis Co.. The John. Toronto, Ont
The John McDougall Caledonian Iron Works Co.
Ltd., Montreal.

Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
PUMPS, HYDRAULIC. PRESSURE
American Stran l':>mn Co., Battle Creek. Mich.
Boring HvdraiUic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Oat
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto. Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont
The John McDo\igall Cal«donian Iron Works Co..

Ltd.. Montreal.

PUMP LEATHERS
Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Mont»ral. Que.
Graton * Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

PUMPS. OIL
American Stram Pumn Co.. Battle Creek. Mioh.
Bowser & Co.. Inc.. S. F.. Toronto. Ont
Can. Detroit Lubricator. Co., Walkerraie. Ont

• Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
McArity * Sons. T.. St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS, STEAM TURBO
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darling Brn.s.. .Montreal.
Escher Wyss & Co.. Montreal, Que.

PUMP TANK, RECEIVER
American Slctm Pump Co.. Battle Creek, Uleh.
Bereridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que,
DailitifT Brothel's, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Smart-Ttimei .Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, STEAM
American Steam Pumn Co., Battle Creek, MIcfa.
Can. Allls-CJialmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairhanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
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Gates Boiler Furnace
Patented 1916

Will last three times as lone as ordinary
good grade Fire Brick. These blocks are
inter-locking, and made so that any handy
man or fireman can renew them without
disturbing any of the other brick work.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

foKn W Hatps 2 St. James St.jonn w. uaies Montreal, que,

Another Question for

the Engi]

Thermometer
at 336 'r

ineer

With the alter-

native feed ar-

rangement
shown here,
"How much of
your Boiler-pow-
er is required

to feed your Boilers?"
Your- pumps handle the feed-
water, so do your return traps.

There's a big difference in the
power required. How much?

Our Bulletin 9 tells you. Write for it.

GEO. W. COLE, Limited, 2002 Dundas Street W., TORONTO

Thermometer
at lOO'F

Save 8 to 20% of Your Coal
Coal is still scarce and high in price. A
saving of from 8 to 20% must interest you.
This is made possible with Morehead Back-
to-Boiler system installed in your steam
plant. It keeps condensation out of your
steam lines by returning it continuously to
the boilers HOT. Some concerns find that

it makes an actual saving of 8%—others
15%—others 20%. In addition you get
the greater efficiency of your steam heated
machinery. The Morehead System is auto-
matic and sure and simple in its opera-
tion.

Do you want to economize? Then here is

the best way.

Canadian Morehead Manufacturing Co., Woodstock, Ont,

// what you need is not advertised, consuH our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.
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Darling Broe., Montreal.
Ooldle & MoCuUocb Co., Oalt
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Out.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
'^eitch Co., Arthur S., Toronto. Ont.
McATitj & Sons, T., St. John, N.B.
The John McDougall Caledonian Iron Works Co..

Ltd., .Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.

.'UMPS, TRIPLEX
Smart-Turner .Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, VACUUM
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
li-rveKdgu Paper C'^., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Ooldie & .McCuUoch Co., Gait.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Leitch Co., Arthur 3., Toronto, Ont.
The John McDougall Caledonian Iron Works Co..
Ltd., .Montreal.

Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.

PYROMETERS
Green '.s Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
Esclier. Wyss & Co., Montreal.
TJehling Instrument Co., New York, N.Y.

RADIATOR TRAPS
Beveiidgi! Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Sarco Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.

RADIATOR AIR VENTS
Ja.1. -Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

RAGS
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.

REBOILERS
Prick Co. , Waynesboro, Frftnklin Co. , Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

RECEIVERS, AIR
Can. AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., Staerbrooke, Que.

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
Can. H. \V. Johns-ManvUle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Uehling Instrument Co.. New York. N.Y.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

REFRIGERATOR DOORS, WINDOWS, ETC.
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.

REFRIGERATING MACHINERY
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay,
Ont.

Canadian Qriscom-Russell Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co., I'a.

Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Montreal.
Vilter Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
York Mfg. Co,, York. Pa.

REFUSE DESTRUCTOR
Canadian Grlscom-Russell Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

REGULATORS, PRESSURE
Chaplin-Fulton Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Jas. Morrison Bran Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Taylnr Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.

REGULATORS. TEMPERATURE
Sarco Co.. Inc., New York, N.Y.
Taylor Insti-ument Co., Rochester, N.Y.

RETORTS
MacKinnon Steel Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

REVOVLING DOORS FOR HARDENING
ROOMS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.

ROLLS, CRUSHING
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

ROOFING
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.

ROOFINGS—RUBBER, PLASTIC, LIQUID
BeTeridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

ROPE
Wm. C. Wilson & Co.. Toronto

ROPE PRESERVATIVE
Cling Surface Co.. Buffalo.

ROTARY COMPRESSORS
Elscher. Wyss & Co., Montreal.

ROTARY CONVERTERS
Canadian Fairbanks-'Mone Co.. Montreal.

RUBBER HOSE
Can. H. W. Johns-'ManTille Co., Toronto, Ont
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Liberty Mfg. Co., Pittsburg. Pa.
Thomson-Gordon, Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.

RUBBER MILL DRIVES
Can. Link-Iklt Co., Toronto, Ont.

SAFES
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. .Montreal.
Goldie & MoCulloch Co.. OaU.

SAW MILL CONVEYORS
C.in. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

SCREENING MACHINERY
Can. Link-Hi'!t Co., Toronto, Ont.

SCALE REMOVERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Roto Co., Hartford, Conn.
William B. Pierce Co.. Buffalo, N.Y.
.Snowdnn. C. C. CalRarv. Alta.
Yai-nan-\\'aring Co., riiiladeljihia, Pa.

SEAM PROTECTORS, GIRTH
National Boiler Protector Co. of Canada. .Montreal.
Que.

SHAFTING
Can. Bond Hanger & Coupling Co., Alesaodria,
Ont

Goldie & MoCulloch Co.. Gait
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..
St Catharines, Ont.

Watcrous Engine Works Co., Braatford.

SHAKING AND DUMPING GRATES
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Gait Foundry Co., Gait, Ont
Waterotis Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SMELTER LININGS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

SMOKE BOXES, STACKS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. AUis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & MoCulloch Co., GaU.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
MacKinnon .Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SMOOTH-ON
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.

SPECIAL MACHINERY
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lind.eay. On!.
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co.. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfopl.

SPEED INDICATORS
Schaeffer & Budenburg Mfg. Ca, Brooklyn, N.T.
L. S. Starrett Co., Athol, Mass.

SPEED REDUCING GEARS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

SPLICE PROTECTORS
Jordan Bros., Inc., New York, N.Y,

SPROCKET CHAIN ATTACHMENTS
Can. Link-Rtit Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPROCKET RIMS
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., New Bedford, Man"

SPUR WHEELS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Onl
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. GaU.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Hamilton Co., Wm.. Peterboro, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

STACKS, STEEL
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Gollie & MoCulloch Co., Gait.
Mackinnon Stwl Co.. Ltd., .'Sherbrooke, Que.

STAND PIPES, STEEL
.M.ackinnon .Stetl Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

STAYBOLTS. FLEXIBLE
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
STEAM SEPARATORS

BatKTOck & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. .illis-Chalmers, Ltd.^ Toronto. Ont
Canadian FairbanksnMorse Co., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Direct Separator Co., Syractise, N,Y.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Elliott Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Leitch Co., Arthur S., Toronto, Ont
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Watson & McDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.

STEAM SPECIALTIES
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Canadian FairbankS'Morse Co., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston. Man.
Liberty Mfg. Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Mason Regulator & Elngineering Co., Montreal.
3u. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor.
Watson & McDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.
Yaniall^'aring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

STEAM TRAPS
American Steam Gauge A ValTC Mfg. Co., Boston,
Mass.

Anderson Co.. T. D., ClcTeland, O.
Canadian Fairbanks-^orse Co., Montreal.
Cole. Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros., Montreal,
Davis Regulator Co., O. H., Chicago,
D'Este Co,, Julian, Boston, Mass.
Dunham Co.. Ltd., C. A.. Toronto, Ont
Elliott Co., PitUburgh, Pa.
J. T. Long. 84 Adam St, Montreal. Que.
Can. Morehead Mfg. Co.. Woodstock.
^tason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal
Sarco Co.. Inc.. New York, N T.
Waf.«on & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

STEEL BARRELS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

STEEL TANKS
Bnhcnck & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Cnllie & Mct^iUoch Co.. Gait
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works. Brantford, Ont.

STOKERS
Bahonck & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Detroit Stoker Co.. Detroit. Mich.
Gait Foundry Co.. Gait. Ont
Green's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto.
Jnno.« Underfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
.Murphy Iron Works. Dertoit. Mich.

STRAINERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd,, Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.
Darlins Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Elliott Co.. Pittihurgh, Pa.

STRUCTURAL STEEL WORK
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montrul.
.Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

SUPERHEATERS. STEAM
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Gol'lie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Gjeeus Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

SWING JOINTS
Franklin Williams Co,, New York.

SWITCHBOARDS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont.

SWITCHES AND SWITCH BOXES
Can, H. W. Johns-ilanrille Co., Toronto, Ont

TACHOMETERS
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-Manvllle Co.. Toronto. Ont
fichaeffer & Budenberg .Mfg. Co., Brookiju. -V. \

TANKS, BLOW-OFF
Darling Bros., Montreal.
John McDougall Caledcmian Iron Works. MontrcaT
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TANKS. FREEZING, STORAGE AND
WATER COOLING

Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.

TANKS, OIL
Boving Hydraulic & Eag. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Bowser & Co., inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,
.Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
St Catharines, Ont

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TANKS. WATER
Gollie & McCulloch Co.. Gait.
Inglis Co.. The John, Toronto, Ont
Mackinudu Steel Co.. Ltd.. .Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TAPPING MACHINES
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont

TECHNICAL BOOKS
MacLean Publishing Co.. Toronta

THERMOMETERS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Taylor Instrament Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Cehling Instrument Co., New York, N.Y.

THERMOSTATS
Sarco Co., Inc., New York. N.Y.

TOOLS
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H., Samia, Ont

TRANSFORMERS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.

TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
American Pulley Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Can. Bond Hanger & Coupling Ca, Alexandria,

Ont
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co., Montical.
Can. lyiuk IVlt Co . Toronto. Ont.
Goldie & MoCulloch Co.. Qalt. Ont
Jeffrey Manofacturing Co.. Montreal.
The John McDougall Caledonian Iron Works Co..

Ltd.. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

TRAPS. STEAM AND WATER-LINE
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
D'Este Co.. Julian. Boston, Mass.

TRUCKS. FACTORY
Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.

TUBE CLEANERS
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Elliott Comnanv. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Oalt
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Lfhertv Mfg. Co.. Pitt.sburgh. Pa.

Pelley Packing and Fine Brush Mfg. Co.. 8t
Loui.s. Mo.

TURBINES. HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL
SHAFT
Barber & .Sons, Charles. Meaford. Ont.

TUBE CUTTERS
Babcock A Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Liberty Mfg. Co.. PltUburg. Pa.

TUBES. BOILER
Babcock A Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait.

TUBE EXPANDERS
Babcock A Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Liberty Mfg. Co.. PltUburg. Pa.

TUBING. FELXIBLE METALLIC
Pennsylvania Flexible Metallic Tubing Co.. Cltve-

land, O.

TURBINE OIL
Kellogg A Co., E. H., New York. N.T.

TUNGSTEN LAMP (Vacuum and (ias

Filled Types!
Penberthy Injector Ca, Wind.sor. Ont
Can. Laco-Phlllips Co. of Toronto, I in'

TURBINE WATER WHEELS
Boving Hydraulic A Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd..

Rsoher, Wy.sj! A Co.. Montreal.
St Catharines. Ont

TURBINES, STEAM
Belliss A Morcom, Birmingham, Eng.
Can. .\llis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Copiuis Engr. A Equip. Co.. Worcester, Maa.
Bscher Wysi A Co.. Montreal. Que.
Goldio A Mcrullivli Co.. Gait.
Laurie A Lamb. Montreal.
John .McDougall Caledonian Iron Works. Montreal.

UNIONS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Dart Union Company. Toronto.
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PURIRIC=ATiaN SYSTEMS
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ALL- INDUSTRIAL USES
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Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
McAvity i Sous, T.. St. John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

UNIONS, BALL JOINT. COMBINATION.
FLANGED PIPE, GROUND JOINT,
MALLEABLE IRON, FLANGE, PIPE,
SWING

.Jefferson Union Co., Lexington. .Mass.

Dart Union Company, Ltd., Toronto. Ont.

VACUUM GOVERNORS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.
Cana.iian Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Oarling Bio'hei-s, Ltd., .Montreal, Que.
G. .M. Davis Regulator Co.. Cliicago.
Leitch Co.. Arthur S., Toronto. Ont.

VACUUM REGULATING VALVES
Can. Steam Boiler Kquiiiment Co.. Toronto. Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Smart-Turner .Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

VACUUM TRAPS
Darling Biothei-s. Ltd., .Montreal. Que.
Can. .Morehead .Mfg. Co., Woodstock, Ont.
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto.

VALVE DISCS
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto
I'onliirtiiv Injector Co., \Vinrl.sor. Ont.

VALVE LEATHER
Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Graton & Knight .Mfg. Co., Montreal.

VALVE RESEATING MACHINES
Darling Bros., Montreal.

VALVES
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Oni
Canadian Fairbanka-Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. Steam Roller Kqnipment Co., Toronto. Oni
DarliuK Brothers, Ltd., .Montreal. Que.
Frick Co.. Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Pa.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
G. M. Daris Regulator Co., Chicago.
D'Este Co.. Julian. Boston, Mass.
Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., Pittsburg.
Jenkins Bros.. .Montreal,
Penln-rtliy Injector Co.. Wind.sor. Ont.
Pratt & l\i<\y Co., Inc.. HartfonI, Conn.

VALVES. RADIATOR
Jenkins Dios.. Ltd., .Montreal.

Watson & McDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.
Bj -ainqsnid •on -aji^ /El-iaqn

Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
Pratt & Cady, Hartford, Conn.
Victoria Foundry Co.. Ottawa. Ont.
Watson & McDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.
Wm. C. Wilson & Co.. Toionto.
Wood & Co.. R. D.. Philadeliihia, Pa.
York Manufacturing Co.. Philadelphia
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., .Montreal
.Mason Regulator Co., Boston, .Ma.ss.

McAvity & Sons. T.. St. John. .N.B.

VALVES. ACID RESISTING
Homestead Valve Mfg. Co.. Pittsburg.
McAvity & Sons. T.. St. John. N.B.
Victoria FoundiT Co.. Ottawa. Ont.

VALVES, BACK PRESSURE
Can. AJl is Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto. f)nt.

VALVES, BRASS
Piulu rtliv Inji-ctor Co.. Wiuil.s.M . Out.

VALVES, BLOW-OFF
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Mnnreal
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.

Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Elliott Co.. Pitt.ibnrg. Pa.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.

Homestead Valve Mfg. Co.. Pittiburg.

Jenkins Bros., Ltd.. .Montreal.

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

McAvity & Son?, T., St. John, N.B.
Watson & .McDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia. Pa

VALVE CHAIN WHEEL
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., New Bedford. Ma-

VALVES, FOOT
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsa.v. ">i,

Smart-Turner Machin» Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VALVES, GATE
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McAvity & Sons, T., SU John. N.B
Jas. .Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto
Pi'Ut»rthy Injt-ctor Co., Wind.sr.r. Out.

VALES, HYDRAULIC
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia. Pa

VALVES, MULTIPORT
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.^ Toronto, Onu

VALVES, NON-RETURN STOP
Canadian Fairbanks-Moi-se Co., Montreal.

VALVES, RELIEF
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co.,

.Ma.'i.s.

.McAvity & Sons. T.. St. John, N.B.

VALVES, REDUCING
Beveridge Paper Co.. .Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothei-s, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, .Mass.

Leitch Co.. Arthur S.. Toronto. Ont.
Liberty Mfg. Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
.Mason Regulator Co., Boston, .Mass.

Jas. Moriison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
.Mueller Mfg. Co., H,, Saraia, Ont.

VALVES. STANDARD, GLOBE ANGLE
AND CHECKS
Penborthy Injictor Co.. Win Is.. r. Ont.

VALVES, POP
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
.Mc.\vity & Sons. T.. St. John. .N.B.

VALVES, PUMP
Beveridge Paper Co.. I.t.l.. .Mnntieal. Que.
Canadian FairbanI<8-.Morse Co.. .Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VALVES, SAFETY THROTTLE
Boving Hydraulic i5t Eng. Co., Ltd., I.in lsa.v, Oni
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerville. Oot-
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McAvity & Sons. T.. St. John. N.B.
Jas. Monison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto

•oiaojox "00 'Siix ssBjg uosujoj^ SBf
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 6,

WATRR COIUMNS. GAGES
Dailing Brotliers, Ltd., Montieal, Que.

WATER GAUGES. STANDARD, EXTRA
HEAVY AND AUTOMATIC

I'enbcrthy Injt<'lor Co., Wiud.siu, Ont.

WATER SOFTENING SYSTEMS
Wm. B. Soaife & Son-^. Pittsburgh,

WHISTLES
I'cnhi-rthy Iniich.r Co.. M'hvl.--(,r,

Pa.

r
The Wrench of 25% Greater Efficiency

TRIMO /„TleH
Two new features have

been recently added to the
Trimo Pipe Wrench, namely
Nut-Guards, in all sizes, and
unbreakable steel frames, in
leading sizes.

The Nut-Guards prevent
the accidental rotation of
the nut while in use.

These improvements add
25% to the usefulness of
the tool.

The Trimo Pipe Wrench
is made with wood handles
m 4 sizes. 6-in., 8-in„ 10-

in., 14-in. and in steel

handles in all sizes, 6-in. to
48-in. inclusive.

All Trimo Pipe Wrench
parts are interchangeable.

The inserted jaw in tht
handle can be readily re-

placed when worn, thus
adding to the life of the
tool.

Nat with Nnt-Guarda

from Importers and Dealers
Send for Catalogue No. 66.

TRIIVIONT MANUFACTURING CO.
Code: Wcstcrii Union Roxbury (Bo»t<m) Mass., U .S.A

J

StarrGtt

STARRETT HACK SAWS
are the true economy saws, be-
cause they cut faster, last longer
and cost less for work done.

Write for our Catalog No. 21CD
It describes Starrett Hack Saws and
Machines, also shows many sizes and
styles of fine precision tools.

'""^
THE L. S. STARRETT CO.
The World's Greatest Tool Makers
Manufacturers of Hack. Saws Unexcelled

ATHOL, MASS.
12-864
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Escher Wyss & Co., S.A. (swg...>

Montreal Office: 112 Coristine Building
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Pipelines
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POWER housp:

and

Boilers

In Canada's

Greatest Industrial Plants

The larger the plant, the easier the sale—or so we have
found it. For in the personnel of almost all great plants
there is at least one mechanical expert who invariably holds
out for the highest type of power equipment. In the judg-
ment of such men certain features exclusively possessed by
Inglis Engines and Boilers are vastly more important than
price or favor.

Without charge, without placing you under any obligation
whatever, Inglis Experts will answer your questions, con-
sider your special requirements, and recommend the equip-
ment best suited to your needs.

The John Inglis Company^ Limited
ENGINEERS AND BOILER MAKERS

14 Strachan Ave., Toronto, Canada



J'O \V E li HOUSE

The J.MX Trade Mark
a guarantee of quality

It never goes on steam goods or specialties
that do not represent the very best of
material and workmanship.

Our motto for over forty years has been,
"FACILITIES PERTAINING TO STEAM
MUST BE OF RELIABLE CONSTRUC-
TION ABOVE ALL THINGS."
Our steam goods are approved by the
Provincial and Marine Inspection Depart-
ments.

Every article tested before leaving factory.

We'll be glad to hear from you re any line
or lines in which you are interested.

Inquiries answered promptly.

.I.M.T. Reducing Valve

:SOME OF OUR LINES
Stop Valves
Check Valves
Gate Valves
Safety Valves
Relief Valves
Reducing Valves
Steam Traps
Injectors
Ejectors
Inspirators
Jet Pumps

Steam Gauges
Vacuum Gaug.es
Ammonia Gauges
General Boiler
Mountings

Gauge Board Outfits
Lubricators
Pipe Fittings
Steam Whistles
Engine Indicators
Pipes, Tools, etc.

Engineer's
Clock Globe Valve

James Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.
93-97 Adelaide Street West

Toronto Canada
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POMPODISK

All Penberthy Valves
are designed with outside threads on the

bonnet end of valve body. When tightening

bonnet down to place this construction pre-

vents spreading or enlarging bonnet end of

It makes an extraordinarily strong valve at
the vital point where others are weak.

LET IT PROTECT YOU.

MANUFACTURED BY

PENBERTHY INJECTOR COMPANY, LIMITED, WINDSOR, ONTARIO

body, causing a loose fitting and unsafe valve.
The threads, being on the outside, are im-
mune from the corrosive action of steam and
water, thus preventing freezing of bonnet and
body together and eliminating all strains.



POWER HOUSE

MEET NATIONAL DEMAND
WITH MAXIMUM OUTPUT
EMPORARY shut-downs of engines or

prematurely worn out must not

be allowed to hamper the Dominion's effort

to set new records in speed and volume of output.

^"J^
dynamoi

Our line of scientifically-correct lubricants meets

the needs of every type of power unit and the

whole range of service conditions. It includes

the following well and favorably known brands:

Imperial Lubricants
For Manufacturing,

CYLINDER OILS

Imperial Capitol Cylinder Oil

Imperial Beaver Cylinder Oil

Imperial Cylinder Oil

Imperial Shield Cylinder Oil

Imperial Ebony Cylinder Oil

Imperial Acme Cylinder Oil

Imperial Disc Cylinder Oil

Imperial Dominion Cylinder Oil

Smooth-running machinery is long-lived. Cor-

rect lubrication insures small repair bills, reduced

production costs, maximum outputs — bigger
profits.

We have a corps of experienced and competent

Mining and Milling

ENGINE OILS
Imperial Atlantic Red Engine Oil

Imperial Bayonne Engine Oil

Imperial Standard Gas Engine Oil

Imperial Kearsarge Engine Oil

Imperial Renown Engine and Dvnamo
Oil

Imperial Solar Red Engine Oil

Imperial Junior Red Engine Oil
Imperial Eldorado Engine Oil

lubrication engineers whose advice and counsel
is at your service free of any charge or obliga-

tion.

Address our Home Office, 56 Church Street.

Toronto, or any of our branches.

IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED
Power * Heat Light Lubrication

BRANCHES IN ALL CITIES
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75

Years

of

Progress

1844 1919

THREE-quarters of a century ago
the name WATEROUS first came
upon the industrial horizon of

Canada.

Few thought then that the small

concern, employing only a few men,
would, in time, develop into what is

now known as the Waterous Engine
Works Co., Limited, covering acres of

ground and employing hundreds of

men.

During that time Waterous has con-

tinued to steadily increase until we are

to-day one of the foremost manufac-
turing concerns on the continent.

But do you realize what these 75
years of business experience mean to

the operators of Power Plants?

It means that when you install a
Waterous product you have a machine
that is built upon all the experience that
the past can contribute to the needs of

the present.

It means that our Engineers have
had ample opportunity of studying the
machines under actual working condi-
tions and of giving careful considera-
tion to all suggestions given by prac-
tical power house men.

It means that every time WATER-
OUS is put on an article it increases

WATEROUS responsibility, for it re-

presents our recognition of the fact that,

this past record of three-quarters of a
century must be maintained.

For these reasons, when you buy
WATEROUS products you get more
than a mere machine—you get a ma-
chine that has dependability, efficiency

and service built in.

Our Products Must Satisfy Us First

BRANTFORD,ONTARIO,CANADA
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John.W. Gates Company, Limited
382 St. James Street, Montreal

SPECIALIZING IN ALL KINDS OF

POWER PLANT BRICK WORK
Cut the cost of upkeep in your plant by using

Gates Patent Arches and Fire Box Linings

SECTION THRO
STOKER /^RCH

QATE5 STOKER /^RCH

^ An arch that can be used on all kinds of

stoker, dutch oven and reverberatory

furnace.

^ Being air tight it promotes better com-
bustion.

^ As the best of material is used and properly

burnt it stands contraction and expansion

and gives a longer life to setting.

One of the special features is when any part

becomes fused it can be replaced by any handy

man without taking down the whole arch.

This means cutting your upkeep in boiler

room

^ If your setting is not standard we will design

a block to suit your requirements.

CALL ON OUR ENGINEERS AT ANY TIME [FOR INFORMATION YOU MAY REQUIRE. THEIR
SERVICES ARE OFFERED TO YOU WITHOUT OBLIGATION.
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iilliiiiliiiiiii^

iiliiiiii^'^''

Bronze—a metal that will not deteriorate \

—forms the face and seat
r

Extra Heavy Iron Parts give strength
that prevents stretching or pulling

apart

The Dart Union Stays Tight

—

Permanently
Dart Union construction makes for
easy connection regardless of align-
ment of your pipe lines. The Face
and Seat are Ball-shaped.

A trial will convince you that this is

the safe, sure coupling that makes
every job permanently right.

Trade Mark

Manufactured by

DART UNION CO., Limited

TORONTO
CANADA
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Announcement

The Talbot Gontra-Flow Steam Boilers
EQUIPPED WITH CRUDE OIL BURNERS

and Uni-Flow Engines

For Marine and Power Plants
are now manufactured in

Canada by the

Montreal General Tool Co., Limited
who own the Canadian Patent Rights

Full information and Catalog

sent upon request

Phone La Salle 801

Address :

Montreal General Tool Co., Limited
675 Notre Dame Street

Maisonneuve,

Montreal, Que.

pt^

Hoyt's

Frost

King

Hoyt's

Nickel

Genuine

The Babbitts that Give Long Service
FROST KING is matchless Babbitt for
High-Speed and Heavy Duty. It possesses
qualities that ensure long and satisfactory
service under the most sevei'e conditions.
Used for stationery engines of every class,

for rolling mills, planing mills, saw mills,

and pulp machinery, etc.

TRY A BOX AND YOU WILL ALWAYS
USE IT.

HOYT'S NICKEL GENUINE—This bab-

bitt is made specifically for use in gas en-

gines and all classes of marine engines.

There is no superior babbitt made tor these

purposes. When you specify Nickel Genuine

you can be assured of the fact that you are

ordering a babbitt that will give you the

best of results. Put it to the test.

HOYT METAL COMPANY,^TORONTO
New York, N.Y. London, Eng. St. Louis, Mo.
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AUTOMATIC STOKING MEANS UNIFORM STEAM PRESSURE,
PERFECT COMBUSTION AND FUEL ECONOMY WITH BUT

VERY LITTLE ATTENTION

Hand-stoking requires close watching to maintain uniform pressure, and

considerable fuel is wasted by imperfect combustion.

Jones Underfeed Automatic Stokers
will i-educe your coal bill fully 15'. , save much labor and rid you of the smoke nuisance.

Save Coal
Simplest stokers built; no parts moving
in contact with the fire ; no grates and no
losses through bars.

Pay you to investigate the ability of the

Jones Underfeed Stoker. We'll gladly put
you in touch with a number of users.

Jones Underfeed Stoker Co.
Limited

37-41 Britain St. Toronto, Ont.

ENGINEERS
who Study the Adver-

tising Pages of

POWER HOUSE
naturally learn a

lot about modern

POWER PLANT
EQUIPMENT

which they really

ought to know.

The

1 'J^HE only safe and profitable way to open and

I close a valve in an out-of-the-way position is to
s simply pull the chain on the

1 BABBITT Anjustable Sprocket Rim
1 with Chain Guide
= Write for our free catalog.

I BABBITT STEAM SPECIALTY CO.
= New Bedford - Mass.
—- Canadian Agents: Engineering Specialties Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
= Jenkins Brothers, 300 W. Lake St., Chicago, Western Distributors.
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When Buying Thermometers

There's Just Three Things

to Remember

—

First, you must have accuracy
and sensitiveness

—

Second, durability is absolutely

essential

—

Third, the thermometer must be
suitably constructed for the in-

tended application.

Accuracy, sensitiveness and dur-
ability are absolutely guaran-
teed in

Crescent Thermometers
And with nearly seventy years of experience to

our credit, we are qualified to properly interpret

your needs.

Our Catalog P.H. 200 illustrates and describes

"Crescent." Thermometers for every application.

Also test thermometers, glass thermometers, etc.

Get a copy of CataloK P.H.-200 to-day.

The Schaeffer & Budenberg^
Canadian
Agents

:

Milton and
Prentiss,
Toronto.

Power
Plant ther-

ometers for all

temperatures not ex-

ceeding 1000° F

Also---"Cotumbia" Recording Gauees
and Thermometers, Gauges, Gauge
Testers Tachometers. Steam Calori-

lci-9. Cnimters. eti

.

Kieley & Mueller
Specialties
Regulating Valves
Back Pressure Valves
Pump Governors
Separators
Traps

FOR EVERY SERVICE
SALES ENGINEERS

THE ARTHUR S. LEITCH CO.
TORONTO

MASON
Reducing Valves

Pump Regulator
Balanced Valves
Damper Regulators

If you order a Mason
you will get absolute
satisfaction. This we
guarantee you. You
simply cannot make a

mistake.
Dependable regulation
under every possible

condition.

Our complete catalog tells you
WHY. Let us mail you a copy.

Mason Regulator Company
BOSTON, MASS.

TORONTO REPRESF.NTATIVES:
The Arthur S. Leitch Co.,
506 Kent Bldg., Toronto.

Having

Commutator
Troubles?

The Jordan Commutator

Truing Device will true

your commutators without

a shut-down.

Jordan Bros., Inc.
82 Beekman St. New York City, N.Y.

Canadian Repreatntative :

CANADA SALES CO.. 183 Church Street. Toronto. Canada
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Mason Standard Bronze
Reducing Valve

For Quality of Manufacture and Reliability

of Service use Mason^s Reducing Valves, Pump
Regulators, Balanced Valves, Damper Regulators

If you order "Mason's" Engine Room Specialties you are assured of absolute
satisfaction. We guarantee it in fact.

NOTE THIS—Our salesmen are practical and proficient engineers. They
are capable ol giving you profitable advice as to the best means of equip-
ping your plant—they sell from knowledge, not from catalog.

Mason's Line of Power Plant Specialties

is complete—they include

Mason DiflFerential Lever
Style Reducing Valve

"Mason" RedueiiiK Valves (Genuine).
"Mason" Pump Governors.
"Mason" Pressure Controllers.
Bundy Steam Traps for every service.
Coppus Turbine-driven Blowers.
Sims Hot Water Generators.
Sims Storage Heaters.
Sims Open Feed Water Heaters.
Bundy Oil Separators.

Ashton Gauges and Safety Valves.
Coppus Turbine-driven Boiler Feed
Pumps.

Everlasting Blow-off Valves,
Babbitt Sprocket Rims.
Stratton Steam Separators.
Reilly Multicoil Feed Water Heaters.
Reilly Evaporators and Distillers.

Reiily Multiscreen Feed Water Filters.

Full Information Gladly Furnished

Mason No. 55
Pump Pressure

Regulator

The Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Limited
Successors to H. L. PEILER & COMPANY

MONTREAL—Office and Factory, 135 Dagenais Street

TORONTO REPRESENTATIVES, The Arthur S. Leitch Co., 506 Kent Building, TORONTO
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STANDARD RETURN TUBULAR BOILER

Horizontal Tubular DAII TDO ^^""^ registered designs

Vertical Tubular lillll conform with various pro-

Locomotive Types UwIIbIhIIw vincial codes

Our BOILERS Are Installed in the Largest Industrial Plants.
Write Us for Boiler Information and Prices.

Engineering & Machine Works of Canada, Limited
ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

Eastern Sales Office : Hall Machinery Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

The Safe and Certain Boiler Cleanser

'X —^
Anti-Clinker Shell Bar Grates

There's no coal waste where these grates are used.

Maximum air-space provides for perfect combustion. No
•linker formation here, and you get more heat with less

fuel.

One-Piece Jointless Furnace Lining
Why shift the blame on your engineer or fireman when
it is your furnaces that are not up to the highest point
of efficiency? USE PLIBRICO— it lasts longer than fire

brick and is easier to instal.

Tip-It Patent Welding Process
With TIP-IT you get tools with shanks of carbon and
tips of high-speed steel.

PUT. a barrel of BOICO in your
boiler room. It's the most efficient

and economical clean-boiler insur-

suice you can adopt. BOICO routs the
most stubborn cases of boiler scale

formations quickly and thoroughly.

Hundreds of Plants are Using BOICO
Every Day With Unqualified Success

What BOICO will do in one plant it will

do in another—it will do in yours.

BOICO loosens and brings away 'the
hardest of old formations and keeps
new scale from gathering. Yet it never
does the slightest injury to boilers, valves
or packings. Neither does it carry over
in the steam, nor cau.se foaming or
priming.

We are confident that BOICO will live

up to all our claims and are prepared to

let you test it FREE of cost. You have
nothing to lose by trying it—let us hear
from you.

Shell-Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.
376 Dufferin

Street Toronto
Eastern Sales Aeents : Mill Supply Department, Beverage Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal: Adolphe Huul Keir'd., Quebec.
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Uninterrupted Service
is abiolutely assured with COPPUS Centrifofeal Turbo
Boiler Feed Pumps— a service that safeguards the
boilers from shutdowns^the plant from lost produc-
tion and lost products—and the engineer from care,
trouble, and expensive repairs.

With this basic principal of uninterrupted service
is combined a simple construction guaranteeing un-
usual durability, steady, even flow of water under
constant control, and low steam consumption.

The many economies this pump will effect places
small power plants on a par with respect to their boiler
feed service with the largest plant in which specially
built turbine driven boiler feed systems are installed.

The Type CCC pump requires practically no atten-
tion, and relieves the fireroom force of time-consuming
duties. Ready to ship.

You will want to learn the details of this new pump
and what it can mean to you in direct saving. Our
engineering department is at your service.

Wvite for Pump Catalogue H-2.

Coppus Engineering & Equipment Co.
Manufacturers of Coppus Turbo Blowers and Power Turbines

341 Park Avenue Worcester, Mass.
Agents for Montreal: Mason Regulator & Engineering Co,

Agents for Winnipsg: ParkHill & Hanson,

905 Confederation Building.

m
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LINDE PRODUCTION
STANDS SUPREME

Because at all times really fine materials

are used; and because each and every

machine receives a degree of individual

attention that is impossible in mass pro-

duction.

The LINDE CANADIAN REFRIGERATION CO., Limited

37 St. Peter St., Montreal, P.Q.

TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

Makers of Quality Refrigerating Machinery Since 1896

MachineryIce-making and
Refrigerating
Built in any capacity that you desire. HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL
Our SMALL MACHINES have the same "regularity of Oper-
ation," "Rehahihty" and "Efficiency" as our large ones.

AMMONIA FITTINGS. CONDENSERS, BRINE COOLERS,
ETC.

Our Machines are in daily operation in Canada
( ORI.ISS and I'OIM'ET VAI.VK KN(;iNES

The Vilter Manufacturing Company
Milwaukee, Wisconsin242 Beecher St.
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Get Your Plant Ready
For Big Business

1919 is going to prove the fact that people of ali

classes have been taught to conserve food.

Ice-making plants will be taxed to capacity to

supply the demands for household purposes.

Refrigerating Plants and Cold Storage Houses

will also prove excellent investments.

All orders for Ice-making and Refrigerating

Equipment will receive prompt attention. Am-
monia Fittings and Supplies shipped on short

notice.

• Write for Catalogs.

Ask for a copy of our list

of users covering 48 pages

of satisfied customers—also

your copy of ''Ice and

Frost."

ICE MACHINERY SUPERlOa SINCE IBBZ

BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

Tliereis a 1-RICK Machine

for every refrigerating pur-

pose—all types: \ ertica!

—

Horizontal—Absorption.

In the Home of "Sunsliine"
Down on Long Island, New York, the

Loose-Wiles Biscuit Co., makers of "Sunshine"

biscuits and other good things, have a big modern plant

Because it is modern in every respect, it goes almost Avithout

saying that the brine and ammonia lines, coolers, tanks, etc., arc insulated with

Nonpareil Cork Covering
For Cold Pipes and Tanks

And so it is all (n cr ilu; tcmiitri, . Almosi l'\ c-rv up-to-date plant, larRc or small, has its cold pipes and tanks pr

loss of refrigeration with Nonpareil Cork Covering. They find, just as you will find, tliat nione\' spent for

Cork is money well invested. Dividends are paid e\ er\ da>- the refrigerating machine runs.

Unless all of your cold pipi-s and tanks are insulated

properly, \ou are wasting lofrigeration and fuel need-

lessly. How to reduc;- this loss to a minimum is

told in the 64-page, illustrated book, "Non-

pareil Cork Covering for Cold Pipes.'"

.\ free copy and a sample of the

covering are \ours for the

asking.

Armstrong Cork
& Insulation Company

.S04 MiGill Building, Montreal, Que., Can.

Also nj.iijufacturers of Nonpareil Corkboard for cold rooms;
and Nonpareil High Pressure Covering for steam lines.

otected against

Nonparei
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A FAIR BARGAIN
It is unjust to charge too much for Refrigerating Machinery and poor business policy

to charge too little. There is a point between where the buyer and seller must meet
to conclude a fair bargain.

No transaction is ever entirely satisfactory that is not mutually beneficial. Goodwill
never becomes an asset of any Manufacturer who charges too much for his product,

and no Manufacturer can be successful who sells at less than a Tc^l. t^t^rr.^.

the customer suffers or the firm sooner or later goes out of business. When you buy
on the bsLsis of price alone you generally pay for it and then some. Quality is remem-
bered long after the price is forgotten.

If you are interested in Mechanical Refrigeration, we can furnish a plant to meet
your local conditions at a fair price, all things considered.

The Quality and Service Guarantees back of all York Products should lead you to

give us a chance at your business. Our interest in every plant after it is erected is a

further protection to you and an assurance of our good intentions.

An inquiry fronri you will have our careful attention.

YORK MANUFACTURING CO.
(Ice-Making' and Refrigerating Macliiner\ exclusiv el\ )

YORK, PA.

Canadian Ice Machine Company
WINNIPEG TORONTO MONTREAL CALGARY

85 Lombard St. 82 Chestnut St. 626 Corigtine BIdg. 605 Second St.

In the LARGEST and MOST MODERN PLANT in the

WORLD, building Insulated DOORS and allied products

exclusively, we are building what we KNOW to be THE BE>ST
INVESTMENT FOR THE USER and the universally recog-

nized WORLD'S STANDARD DOORS. In verification:—

TIIK HARRIS ABATTOIR CO.,
Ltd., Canada.

"Our Coolers and Freezers are
mostly equipped with your doors.
In fact we adopted it as Standard
throughout our plant, as we find
them suhstantialJy made and the
insulation per/ect. We also find

the Hardtoare stands up better
than on any other door we have
seen or tried."

I.OI ISVILI/E SOAP CO..

I-oulsvllle, Ky.

"Coolers at one of our plant.-^

arc equipped with your doors,
tchich h<ive given us such taUa-
faction we wish to improve the
doors at our old plant. We would
not be warranted in throwing out
the doors but would lik* the typ*
lijirdware yon supply."

THE WASHINGTON MARKET,
Washington. D.C.

"The doors supplied by you, in

use at both plants, hare been in

every way satisfactory, and we
think the Jamison door is the best
on the market."

Read 'em again men—analyze them! Acquaint yourself

fully with our method of construction through latest

catalog No. 8.

Jamison Cold Storage Door Company
Formerly Jones Cold Door Co. HAGERSTOWN, M.D., U.S.A.
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BELLISS & MORCOM, LTD.
Engines and Air Compressors

Belliss & Morcom 2000 K.W. Steam Turbine at Montreal Tramways
Power Plant

Belliss Steam Engines, Steam Turbines, Diesel Engines,

Air Compressors, Condensing Plants

Heenan Refuse Destructors, Air Coolers, Water Coolers,

Oil Coolers, Dynamometers

Paterson Water Softening Plants and Filters

Centrifugal Pumps

LAURIE & LAMB
Engineers

211 Board of Trade Bldg. - - MONTREAL
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Finding and Stopping Waste
-IN-

Modern Boiler Rooms

Steam purified of oil. tm
Water heated,r=>—
Hot water delivered to still water chamber.
Water flows over weir.s»—
Level of water in still water chamber
ascertained by float.

L.

Float stem actuates spiral cam.
Cam moves pen carriage equal distances
for equal increments of flow.

tS Pen records on clock driven chart.
'9 Integrator driven from clock actuated disk.

That's all there is to it.

KEEPING BOOKS
WITH THE BOILER

How many pounds of water

are your boilers evaporating per

poijind of coal?

Are they doing 6 or 7 pounds,

or just a shade better, or are

they up to the top notch, say

10 or 11 pounds of water

evaporated per pound of com-

bustion '.'

The
Cochrane Metering: Heater

tells how much you are

getting for your

money

Send for CaU'loRue No. S20.

Other Cochrane aids to boiler

room economy include open feed
water heaters, steam stark and cut-

out valve heaters and receivers,

meterinir heatei-s and independent
meters. Sonre-Cochrane hot process
water softeners, stea'm and oil sep-
arators, and multiport back pres-

sure, atmospheric relief, flow and
check valves.

Head Office: Toronto. Sales Offices: Montreal, Quebec, Halifax, Sydney, Ottawa, Cobalt, South Porcupine. Hamil-

ton, London, Winnipeg, Calgary, Edmonton. Nelson and Vancouver.

CANADIAN ALLIS-CHALMERS
LLMITED

Power Plant Equipment, Mining, Crushing, Hydraulic and Milling Machinery, Contractors' Plant and Architectural

Bronze and Iron Work.
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Overalls on Salesmen!

COVERS 1 _
T1acx}NnNE^

Through —

r
'N a purchasing agent's office in the morning; in the

afternoon, in overalls, packing a pump in the engine
room, building a baffle-wall or measuring power piping to

be insulated; or a-top of a building inspecting or superin-
tending a roofing job—this is not your idea, perhap.s, of a
salesman's routine day.

But Johns-Manville s£.!esmen have never been of the kid-

glove variety. They are first of all sales-engineers, and it is

a source of just and lasting pride to us that the emergencies
of war-time found them ready.

How to save heat and fuel, how to guard against fire—these
are the lessons they have carried into countless plants the
country over. It is not too much to say that by their man-
to-man methods of preaching Asbestos and Conservation, our
salesmen have rendered here at home a distinct service to

the r.ation, have made a notable contribution to the efficiency

of our war-machine, have helped the country in no small
way to weather a national fuel crisis.

So we are proud that our men, appearing to advantage
whether in business garb or overalls, have so completely
justified the basic Johns-Manville policy. This policy is

Service—the basis on which our goods are sold, the basis

on which the properties of Asbestos are exploited, the very
platform of our business. And as a personification of this

policy, we can conceive of nothing more creditable to Johns-
Manville than our salesmen in overalls,, "helping out."

CANADIAN
JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., LIMITED
Montreal Toronto Vancouver Winnipeg
Hamilton London Ottawa

A&bestosandMagnesia
Heat Insulations,Pack-
in-js, Refractory Ce-
ments, Steam Traps,
and other Power Plant
Materials; Asbestos
Roofings and Shingles;
Electrical Products;
AsbristosBrakeLining,
Fire Extinguishers,
Speedometeis.

Asbestos
and its allied products

INSULATION
c/hic ke^pi thf heat where it behn^i
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POWER EQUIPMENT
Built to Meet Your Own Requirements

A corner in the Encrine Room of our New Power Plant recently erected at our Main South Works. Equipped with G. & McC.
Co. Three-Cylinder Compound and Two-Cylinder Compound Vertical Forced Lubrication Steam Encines.

G. & McC. CO. ENGINES and BOILERS
will provide your plant with

A Continuous and Economical Service

WE BUILD

Horizontal and Vertical Steam Engines; Steam Turbines; Return Tubular and Water Tube Boilers;

Heaters; Tanks; Pumps and Condensers; Transmission Machinery; Safes, Vaults and Vault Doors.

The advice of our Engineering Experts, our Catalogues, Specifications,

PliotograpliB, etc., will be cheerfully supplied to interented parties.

The GOLDIE & McCULLOCH CO., Limited
Head Office and Works : GALT, Ontario, Canada

TORONTO OFFICE

:

Suit* II 01-2,

Traders Bank Bld«.

WESTERN BRANCH :

248 McDermott Ave..

Winniper. Man.

QUEBEC AGENTS:
Ro«( & Greic. 412 St. James St.

Montreal, Que,

BRITISH COLUMBIA AGENTS:
Robt. Hamilton & Co..

Vancouver. B.C.



Power House

Canada Controls Nickel Output of the World
Plant of the International Nickel Co. of Canada, Ltd., at Port
Colborne, Has Features of Interest to the Power Plant Engineer

—This Refinery Assures Canadian Control of Nickel

By W. F. SUTHERLAND

View of refinory. .^Hdh i p. part of power house and nickel refinery.

FROM the earliest times, when man
first emerged from the stone age,

down to the present, iron and cop-

per have been essential to his well-being
and progress. Other metals, amongst
them tin, lead, and zinc, have also been
of much value to him throughout the
ages, but it is only within the last cen-

tury that nickel has assumed the im-
portance its properties entitle it to. By
itself, its brightness, non-corrosive pro-

perties and hardness render it one of the
most useful of metals, and alloyed with
iron, it was almost indispensable during
Ihe war.
The importance of nickel in the recent

war lenr's particular interest to the re-

finery of the International Nickel Co. of

Canada at Port Colborne, the first re-

finery to be built on Canadian soil, and
its successful establishment marks a

new epoch in the industrial development
of the Dominion. It has long been re-

cognized that it would be of great ad-

vanta"-e to the country and to the Em-
pire at large to have Ontario's nickel

industry self-contained within the bor-

ders of our own province, and an agita-

tion has been carried on for many years
v/ith this object in view. Economic con-

ditions have, however, in the p^st pre-

vented the attainment of this very de-

sirable object, the long freight haul and
tariff on the necessary fluxes and other

materials needed in refining have made
it out of the question to refine at the

mines. War conditions rendered it im-

perative that Canadian nickel be refined

in Canada, and, after considerable study.

Port Colborne was selected as a site

where freight and other expenses could

be reduced to a minimum, the longer

haul on the materials imported being, in

some measure, counterbalanced by the

sliorter haul from the smelter on the

copper-nickel matte. Full advantage is

also obtained from the lower cost of

water haulage.

Tocether with the establishment of

the refinery at Port Colborne. the Can-

adian Cooper Company underwent a

change in its organization, becoming en

tirely a subsidiary of the International

Nickel Company of Canada then formed.
It may be emphasized that this com-
pany is not an American organization

and that its policy is to employ Canadian
engineering talent and labor as far as
possible, a feature contemplated for a

good many years, ever since the desir-

ability of establishing the refinery in

Canada was considered by the personnel
of the company.

Nickel as a Mineral

The geology of nickel and the location

of the various deposits throughout the

world are of considerable interest, and a

knowledge of the mining and smelting of

the ores is of value and may well precede

the description of the refinery proper.

Contrary to popular belief, nickel-

bearing ores occur in widely separated

countries, Canada and New Caledonia

having by far the largest and best de-

posits. The United States has some
workable deposits which were worked
for many years until competition from
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POURING BLISTER COPPER FROM A CONVERTER INTO THE CASTING LADLE AFTER
SEPARATION FROM THE NICKEL.

New Caledonia rendered it unprofitable.

These deposits are located in widely
separate parts of the country, and some
is still being obtained from the blister

copper refined at Perth Amboy, near
New York.

Nickel Ores of New Caledonia

Next to the Sudbury region the
French colony of New Caledonia, 900
miles east of Australia, is the most im-
portant source of nickel in the world,

the deposits having been first discovered
in 1865 by Gamier. Deposits of nickel,

cobalt, and chromium are found in large
beds on gentle slopes or basins on the
flanks of the mountains; the nickel oc-

curring as a hydrated silicate in which
the nickel has replaced magnesia to a

greater or less extent. The richest sili-

cates, which are green and soft, may
contain up to 48.6 per cent, of nickel

oxide, but their composition varies

greatly.

It is interesting to note that the New
Caledonia ores practically never contain
sulphur, being silicates accumulated in

beds through the weathering- of the

original rocks, while the nickel deposits

at Sudbury are in the form of sulphides

associated with those of iron and copper.

The Sudbury Region
Sixty years ago. Northern Ontario,

then a part of Upper Canada, was a

wilderness, known only to a few Indians,

who made a living as best they might
by hunting, fishing, and trapping. The
timber resources of the country were
untouched, the vast mineral resources
were unknown, and the fertile farm
lands of the clay belt were thought non-
existent.

The first intimation that valuable ore

deposits might be found in the region^

at the head of Lake Huron was made in

1848, in a report by Sir William Logan,
then provincial geologist. He mentioned
the fact that in one instance copper
pyrites was accompanied by compounds
of iron and nickel, with a trace of cobalt

and stated that it would appear singular

if a region extending over a space of

between one and two thousand square
miles, and giving marked indications of

mineralization, did not, in the course of

time, yield many valuable results.

From that time onward, various dis-

coveries of copper and nickel-bearing

ores were reported by various geologists

and surveyors, who traversed the coun-
try, nickel being found at several places

somewhat remote from what is now
known as the Sudbury region. Nickel

was first reported from this region by
Murray in 18&6. The well-known land

surveyor Salter first reported indications

of iron near the present Creighton mine,

the greatest nickel mine in the world,

his compass needle being very materially

deflected by the iron with

which the nickel is associated

in the ore, and at his sugges-

tion Murray investigated the

deposit, finding copper and
nickel.

As is often the case, tha

opening up of a country by
improved transportation

leads to its rapid develop-

ment, and the utilization of

its natural resources. Tiio

running of the Canadian Pa-

cific in 188." through the

Sudbury district in this par-

ticular instance effected thi

discovery of important nickel

deposits, as in the making of

a cutting the excavation was
carried through the ore body
of what was afterwards
known as the Murray line.

This exposure on the C.

P. R. right of way gave the

public some inkling as to the

value of the minerals to be
found and the country was
quickly prospected, most of

the important deposits of

nickel and copper ores being

found in a short time.

Geology of the Sudbury District

The nickel region has sharply-defined

boundaries of a geological nature, since

all the ore deposits are connected with a

great sheet of eruptive rock, roughly
boat shaped. Only the upturned edges
of the sheet are exposed, since it is basin

shaped and has its interior filled with

sedimentary rocks. The basin is thirty-

six miles long and about sixteen miles

wide, and the known ore deposits are

all either along the edge of the sheet, or

less than four miles away from it on

projections or olfsets.

The Sudbury ores contain essentially

only four ingredients, a magnetic sul-

phide of iron, which is practically free

from nickel and copper, a sulphide of

nickel and iron, a sulphide containing

equal parts of iron and copper, and a

variable amount of rock matter of

several kinds. Some of the ores are low

in copper and high in iron, and if these

could be selected so as to contain only

a minimum amount of copper, the large

amount of iron present in the ore could

be used directly in the production of

nickel steel and much expense avoided.

Recent researches have demonstrated

that under certain conditions copper is

not detrimental to steel, and it is pos-

sible that some method may be develop-

ed which will render possible the saving

of the iron content in the form of a steel

containincT both nickel and copper.

The Canadian Copper Co.

The history of mining and smelting in

the Sudbury region is so closely bound

up with the Canadian Copper Co., now
absorbed by the International Nickel Co.

of Canada, that a good idea of the pro-

cesses connected with the smelting of

the ores may be gained by following the

various operations as they are conducted

at this company's smelter at Copper

Cliff.

COPPER CONVERTERS IN REFINERY BUILDING
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COTTRELL PRECIPITATION PLANT- SEVEN 2) KW., C.G.E. MOTOR GENERATOR SETS
SUPPLY ALTERNATING CURRENT TO THE STEP-UP TRANSFORMERS.

The valuable constituents of the ores
are nickel and copper, and these two
metals must first be separated from the
useless materials and then from one an-
other. The first step is the elimination
of much of the sulphur found in com-
bination with the nickel copper and iron
of the ore, and in the past this has been
largely accomplished by heap roasting,
although it is anticipated that this pro-
cess, destructive to vegetation and
wasteful of sulphur, will soon become a
thing of the past. For heap roasting, a
flat, well-drained surface is prepared,
and a layer of cordwood or dead pine is

laid down to a depth of a foot or
eighteen inches. On this bed coarse
ores are placed, followed by medium
ores, and ^'inl^y bv fines. The heap,
when completed, contains up to 2,000 or
3.000 tons, and has a trim, rectangular
shape, with flat top and sloping; sides.

The wood is set fire to and burns out,
by which time the sulphur is ignited and
burns without further assistance. Larger
heaps require three or four months to
burn, and at the end of this time all but
about 10 per cent, of the sulphur ha?
burned off fnd the iron is more or less

comnletely oxidized.

After roasting, the ore is smelted in

water-jacketed furnaces to standard
matte. These copper blast furnaces are
rectangular in shape and can handle
about 500 tons of ore per day. The ore
from the several mines owned by the
company, owing to the large proportion
of iron and admixture of rock with the
sulphides, can be blended to form almost
self-fluxing mixtures, but quartz is add-
ed as required to produce a further
oxidization. The smelting results in two
products, matte and slag. The matte
contains practically all the nickel and
copper, with much of the iron. The matte
from the blast furnace is next poured
into basic converters, where the remain-
ing iron is oxidized in much the same

manner as is the carbon in the familiar
Bessemer converter of the steel mill.

The iron passes out in the slag resulting
from the operation, and a standard matte
ready for refining results. This matte
contains very nearly all the nickel and
copper, very little of the iron, and a high
percentage of sulphur. The matte is

sent to the refinery at Port Colbome,
where the copper and nickel are separat-
ed and refined.

The Port Colbome Refinery

On approaching the refinery one is

favorably impressed with the excellent
architectural features of the administra-
tive and other buildings forming a group
at the entrance.

The comfort and health of the large
staff have been given considerable care,
and the result is shown in the staff house
provided for employees, and in the club
house for the accommodation of the un-

married department and executive heads.
This latter buildinT contains recreative
features such as bowling alley and bil-

liard rooms, in addition to the living ac-

commodations provided.

Laboratory

The laboratory is housed in a separate
two-storey and basement building, and
besides the offices necessary, contains
the main laboratory and balance rooms.
The laboratory has been fitted through-
out with alberine or soapstone tables
and a central fume hood with ten com-
partments has been arranged around a

central stack. Each compartment is

also constructed of alberine and has
wire-inserted plate glass sliding doors
with marble trim. The balance room is

equipped with the usual precision and
assay balances carried on an alberine
slab free standing from the building,

and sunnorted on brick piers carried to

bed rock.

Transportation Facilities

Railway sidings from the Grand
Trunk enter the company's propei'ty
from the north. These sidings serve
every portion of the plant, and all hand-
ling of materials by hand being elimin-
ated.

The furnace building, known as the
No. 1 building, is 746 ft. in length by
125 ft. in width, and at present houses
three blast furnaces and three conver-
ters. The matte received from the
smelter at Copper Cliff undergoes its

initial treatment here, and the method
of handling the raw materials is of in-

terest. The matte, coke and fluxes are

brought in on an elevated trestle of re-

inforced concrete, and which displays

excellent design and workmanship. From
the cars the materials are dumped into

elevated storage bins, from which it

goes to the feeding floor and thence to

the furnaces. The standard matte, 55

per cent, nickel and 24 per cent, coppei',

is smelted with saltcake, the nickel

separated and the copper bessemerized
in the converters. These converters are

of Allis-Chalmers made, and are of 84

in. by 126 in. size. Electric tilting gear
controls their movement. Besides these

converters this company supplied two
sets of crushing rolls and a sample
grinder.

Removal of Fumes and Gases

In the various operations conducted

in the No. 1 building much sulphur is

given off in the form of sulphur dioxide

gas, and to remove this and disperse it

in such a manner as to prevent damage
to vegetation has been a problem of

some magnitude. Each converter has a

stationary hood and also a movable one

for use when pouring, through which ail

of the deleterious gases are removed
and conducted to the stack. For the re-

moval of dust and a valuable metallic

content, the gases, before entering the

stack, are subject to the familiar Cot-

trell precipitation process.

The Cottrell Precipitation Process

For many years there was no known
process by means of which dust and
other objectionable matter in flue gases
and in the gaseous products of metal-

lurgical operations could be completely
eliminated. The Cottrell precipitation

process, a somewhat recent development,

has been applied to these uses with such

success, however, that it has been well

established as a standard means of re-

moving fine particles of material such
as dust, fumes, acid, mists, etc., from
the gases, resulting from the smelting
and refining of copper, lead, zinc, and
other metals.

The installation of this system in the

refinery at Port Colborne is one of the

laigest and most successful in North
America, and is admirably planned for

the work it has to do in the elimination

of many of the noxious elements of the

gases and in the recovery of valuable

metals.

A brief description of the fundamen-
tal principles underlying the electrical

precipitation process will be of much as-

sistance in understanding the operation
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of the plant. A body highly charged
with electricity, if of small enough dia-
meter, or with sharp points, discharges
electricity silently through the surround-
ing air. The corona discharge surround-
ing- high tension lines under certain con-
ditions, and visible as a pale light, is an
analogous condition. Some of the elec-
trical energy thus discharged is im-
parted to any particles of matter in the
immediate vicinity, and they in turn are
transformed into charged bodies (posi-
tive or negative as the case may be).
As bodies charged with electricity of the
same sign repel each other, all such par-
ticles will, if free to move, be violently
repelled from the fixed electrode or
charged body, and will be attracted to a
body of opposite polarity.

The essential elements in a precipita-
tion plant then are a source of high
potential direct current and the two elec-
trodes of opposite polarity. One set
known as the discharge electrodes, are
of such form as will facilitate an elec-
tric dischnro-e from their surface. This
is accomplished by making them in the
form of a wire or light chain or a strip
of metal having relatively sharp edges.
The otVier set of electrodes known as the
collecting electrodes, are of such shape
as to prevent as far as possible nny dis-
charrre from their surfaces, in this case,
in the form of a pipe with a smooth
bore.

These electrodes are so arranged in
the precipitator that the different types
oppose each other, and between them a
silent or glow discharge is maintained

by supplying to the discharge, electrode
energy of a uni-directional character.
The collecting electrodes are grounded
for safety, the ground being used as the
return circuit.

In this refinery the fumes from the
copper converters are collected by hoods
and carried away in two collecting flues.

which unite at the base of the stack.
These flues are of concrete and steel
construction and are lined with brick.
The gases on the way to the stack pass
through the precipitating tubes which
are arranged in two separate groups, one
serving each flue, and all particles of
suspended matter are driven to the en-
closing walls and drop into suspended
bins below, from which they are remov-
ed from time to time by means of the
company's railroad.

Energy is supplied by means of seven
25 kw. motor generator sets of General
Electric make. These motor generator
sets take current from the d.c. busses
and transform it into lower-tension al-

ternating current at sixty cycles. A
step-up transformer for each set serves
to step the voltage up to 100,000 volts,

at which potential the current is com-
mutated and led to the precipitating
tubes. The commutator is a bakelite
disc about thirty inches in diameter and
is keyed to the end of the motor-
generator shaft, thus keeping it in

exact synchronism with the alternator

frequency; two metallic sectors are at-

tached to the disc and the current is

transformed into a uni-directional cur-

rent by means of fixed sparking con-

tacts, no mechanical connection being
necessary.

From the precipitator the flue gases

pass into the stack, which is 350 feet

high and 12 feet internal diameter at

the top. This stack, toeether with all

others at the plant, is built of reinforced

concrete and was erected by the General

Concrete Construction Co.

Air Supply

The converters and blast furnaces re-

quire a large volume of air, and for this

purpose three high-pressure turbo-

blowers are installed in a separate build-

ing. These blowers are made by the

Ridgway Dynamo and Engine Co., and

INTERIOR VIKW OF POWER HOUSE. SHOWING WEBSTER-LEA HE.ATER METER INGER-
SOLL-RAND COMPRESSOR. PUMPS FOR PLANT WATER SUPPLY AND TURBO-GENERATOR
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have each a capacity of 7,500 cubic feet

of free air per minute, at 30 oz. pressure.

The blowers are individually driven by
high speed direct-current motors at

3,600 revs, per minute.

Further refining of the nickel is done
in the No. 2 building, and one of the

most interesting features of this portion
of the plant is the comprehensive ar-

rangement of the mono-rail system. The
bottom chords of the roof trusses have
been designed to take care of the addi-

tional load, resulting from the mono-rail

system and Shepard crane and hoist

mono-rail trolleys serve every portion of

the plant. Safety features, suspended
walks and runways are provided, and it

is impossible for any car to run off an
open switch or otherwise do damage to

itself or to another.

A stack of the same size and con-

struction as that serving the No. 1

buildin<i- serves to carry away and dis-

sipate in the upper atmosphere all fumes
from the roasting ovens here installed.

Power Plant

In cortimon with the remainder of the

refinery, the power plant shows evidence
of careful planning and considerable at-

tention to future conditions. The equip-

ment at present installed is capable of

taking care of a considerable extension

to the plant, and ample space has been
provided for future extension both of the

boiler house and turbine room.

The building is of the usual brick, steel

and reinforced concrete power house de-

sign, and the equipment has been ar-

ranged in an attractive layout.

The main power house boiler room
contain four Babcock and Wilcox stand-
ard water-tube boilers, each of 3,419

square ft. heating surface, set in two
batteries. These boilers are built for a

working pressure of 160 pounds per
square inch, each being fitted with B.

& W. superheater, which superheats the

bines operating at 8,500 revs, per min.
steam about 100 degrees. B. & W. chain
grate stokers are also fitted.

Two B. &, W. boilers of special design
are also installed for utilizing the waste
heat from the reverberatory furnaces of

the nicked refinery. These boilers are
designed for a capacity of approximately
400 boiler horse power each, and are of

particular interest as they represent the
latest design in waste heat boilers de-

veloped from very extensive investiga-

tion into this class of work by the Bab-
cock and Wilcox Company.

Coal and Ash Handling

Coal is received from the cars in a
track hopper crushed in a Jeffry single-

crushing roll, elevated, and conveyed
overhead to a ssupended bunker, from
which it is fed as required to the stokers.
The ashes are removed from the ash

pits by ash cars running in an under-
ground tunnel to the elevator and ash
storaee bin from which they are dumped
into cars for removal.
One 6 ft. by 175 ft. reinforced con-

crete chimney conveys the products of

combustion from the boilers in the power
house. The waste heat boilers are serv-

ed by two 5 ft. X 10 ft. reinforced con-

crete stacks.

Turbines and Generators
Two Ridgway-Rateau high pressure

turbines furnish power for the direct

connected d.c. generators, each of 1,000

kw. capacity. These turbines operate
under 150 pound initial steam pressure,

and 28 in. vacuum, and run at 1,700

revs, per minute.
The power house also contains two

other turbo-driven units, these being
high pressure blowers supplying air for
the converters. Like the turbo-genera-
tors, these units are of Ridgway-Rateau
make. The turbo-blowers are each of

15,000 cub. ft. capacity, and deliver air

at 15 pounds pressure. They are con-

nected to high pressure condensing tur-

bines operating at 8,500 revs, per min.

The superseding of the reciprocating

engine by the turbine in the large power
plants has provided the means for the

elimination of the cumbersome blowin^j

engine. The high rotating velocities ob-

tainable to-day are especially well adapt-

able to the driving of centrifugal

blowers, and the turbo-blowers at this

plant are much more economical of space

than blowing engines of similar capacity

would be.

The impellers are built up around a

large diameter shaft with dovetail

radial slots milled in it. The impeller

blades are tapered in sections, being

much thinner at the tip than at the root,

and are driven into these slots, distance

pieces being inserted between the blades

in several stages. All turbines are

equipped with Frahm tachometers, sup-

plied by James Biddle, Philadelphia.

Condensing Equipment
Two No. 7 Westinghouse LeBlanc jet

condensers, with individual air and cir-

culating water pumps serve the turbo-

generators. Each unit is fitted with a

31 h.p. steam turbine and reduction gear

for pump drive. These condensers are

each capable of handling 17.500 pounds

condensate per hour, and maintain a 29

in. vacuum, with 40 degrees cooling

water.

For the turbo-blowers two similar No.

5 units are installed. These are fitted

with 21 h.p. steam turbines, ana are

capable of handling 11.000 pounds of

condensate per hour, at 29.05 in vacuum
with 40 degrees cooling water.

Electrical Features

The main switchboard supplies the

plant load with direct current at 250

volts, liehting and other 110-volt ser-

vices being supplied by means of a

three-wire service operated by two 20

kw. motor generator balancing sets.

I. T. E. circuit breakers. Weston indi-

cating ammeters, and Sangamo watt-

meters are installed on the generator

and feeder panels.

Feed Water Equipment
"The feed water is heated by exhaust

steam from the various plant auxiliaries

in Webster-Lea heater meter units. The
heaters were supplied by Warren Web-
ster and Company, Camden. N.J.. and

the Leq meters by the Yamall-Waring
Co., Philadelphia.

Two units were installed, one heater

good for 5 000 h.p. equioned with Lea

recorder, and having a caoacitv of 275,-

000 pounds per hour, and another unit

similar in construction to f^e first and

having a cipacitv of 1 500 h.n.. or 100.-

000 pounds per hour. Both units are of

extra heaw fonstruction and were de-

signed to withstand ba'-k pressure of

10 pounds per square inch.

A two-inch venturi meter meters all

feed water, and the feed pumps are of

Lea-Courteny make, direct-connected to

Terry ste^m turbines of standard type.

Owing to the horizontal parting of the

casing, these turbines are very accessible

for reP'iir. and the fact that no oil comes
in contact with the steam renders the

use of an oil separator on the exhaust
line to the heaters unnecessary.
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MORE THAN 2,000,000 H.P. ELECTRIC
ENERGY GENERATED IN CANADA

'TpHAT there is upwards of 2,000,000
horse-power of electrical energy

generatetl in Canada is demonstrated in
the report on Electric Generation and
Distribution in Canada about to be issued
by the Commission of Conservation. The
investigation into this subject has ex-
tended over a number of years and has
been a most comprehensive one. Two
of the principal points to bring out are
the large part water-power plays in the
production of electricity and "the fact
that over three times as much power is
produced by privately-owned plants as
by those publicly owned.

Water Power Predominates
There are, according to the report, 565

electric generating plants in Canada,
with an aggregate capacity of 2,107,74.3
h.p. These supply 752 distributing sys-
tems, which serve 973 localities. Classi-
fied according to the prime-movers usetl,
these plants are divided as follows:
270 hydro-electric, aggre-

S'ating 1,806,618 h.p.
201 steam plants, aggre-

gating 288,202 h p.
49 gas plants (nearly all

producer-gas), aggre-
gating

8J 57 h p
45 oil or gasolene engine

plants, aggregating . . . 4,766 h.p.
These figures give a very fair idea of

the power situation, and show the un
questionable predominance of water-
power. In the Maritime Provinces,
steam and water-power predominate
with the former in the ascendancy. In
Quebec, Ontario and eastern Manitoba,
water-power is the dominating source of
power, every large centre and most of
the smaller ones being supplied by elec-
tricity produced from water-power. In
the Middle West, large plants are steam
operated, while the smaller ones use in-

ternal combustion engines. In British
Columbia and western Alberta, water-
power again predominates, but the .gen-

erous coal supply in certain districts
also permits considerable steam opera-
tion.

In the large hydro-electric installa-

tions, the report says, the type of plant
is of the most up-to-date and substantial
construction, but the same, unfortun-
ately, cannot be said of many of the
small plants, particularly the older ones.
Old, leaky dams and inefficient types of

water-wheels in bad repair are often the
real causes of shut-downs attributed to
lack of water. Likewise in the large-

steam plants, efficiency is shown, but
this is not generally true of the smaller
ones. For the prairie provinces, where
fuel and the cost of generation are high
in price, the report suggests that it

would be more economical to generate
electric power in large central steam
nlants and distribute it over transmis-
sion lines.

- Mere Privately-Owned Plants
The report shows that there are 207

municipal or publicly-owned plants of
452,508 h.p. capacity and .358 plants
privately owned with a capacity of 1,-

655,235 h.p. The Niagara system of the
Ontario Hydro-Electric Power Commis-
sion is the lar.fest under public owner-
ship. It has a load of over 201,000 h.p.,

supplies 120 municipal distributing sys-
tems and serves an area of 210 miles
long by 85 wide. The largest privately-
owned system is the Shawinigan in

Quebec, with a load of 205,000 h.p. sup-
plying 76 distribution systems and
serving a triangular area with a base
of 140 miles and a height of 75 miles.

The largest hydro-electric develop-
ment is 488,800 h.p.. in the three large
nower plants at Niagara. The large
installations are not all confined to this

site, however, as there are, in addition.

plants of over 100,000 h.p. and 36

nlants of over 10.000 h.p. capacity. The
large single plant is the Ontario Power
Co., now operated by the Ontario Hy-
dro-Electric Power Commission at Nia-

gara, with a total capacity of 211,300

h.p. The largest single unit thus far

installed in Canada is 20,000 h.p., at

Grandmere, Que., though the Ontario

Hydro-Electric Chippawa plant will con-

tain units of 50,000 h.p., while future

plans contemplate the use of 100,000

h.p. units.

The averaee head of water utilized

is not exceedingly high, but many large

hydro-electric plants operate under

fairly high beds, such as 140 to 180 ft.

at Niagara, 145 ft. at Shawinigan, 83

ft. at Grandmere and -100 ft. at the

Coquitlam-Runtzen plants near Van-
couver. The highest head in eastern

Canada is 540 ft.^ at the 8,000 h p. plant

at Eugenia Falls. Ont.. while, in the

West, a head of 1,820 ft. is utilized

Britannia Beach, B.C., where the de-
velopment also provides a total head
of 3,530 ft. in two steps of 7,450 ft. and
2,080 ft. for the direct operation of other
machinery. On the other hand, one of

the largest plants recently installed at

Cedars, Que., operates under a head of

30 feet.

The 26,667-horse-power plant at Ham-
ilton, Ont., is the largest steam-power
plant in Canada and is used as an aux-
iliary. The 14.234-h.p. plant at Edmon-
ton, Alta., is the largest steam plant

operated continuously.

Storage Reservoirs Increasing

No less than 59 plants report the suc-

cessful operation of storage facilities to

provide for increased flow at low-water
periods. Among Government undertak-
ings of this nature may be mentioned
the three large reservoirs at lakes Timis-

kaming, Kipawa and Quinze to regulate

the flow of the Ottawa river; La Loutre

reservoir on the St. Maurice river; lake

St. Francis dam for the St. Francis

river. Que.; the extensive system of

small conservation reservoirs on the

Trent river. Ont.: lake Minnewanka. on

the upper waters of Bow river, Alta..

and the reservoirs on Jordan river and
Coldstream, near Vancouver, B.C. Most
satisfactory results have been obtained

from storage undertakings, the capacity

of plants beinT frequently doubled or

more than doubled.

The utilization of the lartre peat areas

in the north part of Jutland is receiving

much attention. The area is said to be

as much as 28.000 acres, which, accord-

ing to "Incenioren." could be completely

drained by gravitation, and the total

contents might be equivalent to 23 mil-

lion tons of coal. It is suggested that

the peat could be utilized (1) as air-

dried briouettes used for heating the

boilers of adjacent electrical supply

works; (2) as machine made briquettes

sold for creneral consumption as far

away as the cost of transport will allow;

(3) as peat litter to be sold to neighbor-

ing farmers: (4) the lower parts of the

bogs should be reclaimed and used for

agriculture. The heating value of the

peat is assumed to he half that of coal.

The works reouired should be executed

by private enterprise, aided by the State,

and the cost of reclamation would

amount to £50.000. The first 9,000 acres

could be dealt with in twenty years, and

the rest of the land occupied in course

atof time as the peat is cleared away.

ELECTRIC PLANTS IN CANADA, SHOWING CAHACITY, OWNERSHIP AND PRIME MOVERS

Plants.
Ownfrship. Kind of Prime Mover.

Private. Public Hydraulic. St«am. Int. Combustion.

Province.

Nova Scotia
Prince EMward Island
New Brunswick
Quebec
Ontario
Manitoba
Saskatchewan
Alberta
British Columbia' ....
Yukon

Canada

Number

Capacity

h. p.
No.

of

Plants

Total
Capacity

h. p.
No.

of

Plants
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h. p.
No.

of
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h. p.
No-,

of

PlanU
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h. p.
No.
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Plants

ToUl
Capacity

h. p.

.i8

9

27.177
1.314

24
9

23.064 14 4.113 12
Ji

3.474
207

2.^

2

28.478
475

3

2

2i5
632

23 18.607 16 16.212 2.395 8 7.463 12 10.014 3 l.ISO
119 62.';, 061 99 604,903 20 20.158 92 585.911 20 38,791 SS9
173 8<,>9 856 105 68 290.198 113 831.004 50 66,619 10 2.33."!

23
o2
.->2

63
3

103.01.')

30.593
85.117

306,776
19.227

8

26
27
41

3

53 706
2.682

43.235
290.284
10.227

15

36
25
22

49.309
27.911
41.882
16.642

4

4

1

31

78.650

S1.98«
10,000

268,029

IS

15

42
2

22

23.841
26,685
51.805

227
4«.467

6

47

6

lb

624
4.008
1.SS2

2.280

..6.1 2.107,743 358 1,6S5.235 207 4.52,508 270 1.806.618 201 288,202 94 12.92S
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Historical Development of the Steam Turbine—IV
The Last of a Series Dealing With Development of the Turbine

—

Coupling Design Has Improved Since the First Turbine Was Built,

and Lubricating Systems Are Now a Most Important Feature

Couplings
In the earliest machines, the tur-

bine and generator shaft were each
provided with a square formed in the
end of the shafts over which fitted a
loosely fitting sleeve. This was sub-
sequently replaced with a claw-type
coupling, Fig. 34. This coupling is of
the so-called flexible type which, how-
ever, does not permit of successful
operation with material misalignment of
the turbine and generator shafts. With
misalignment there is a slight variation
of angular velocity which, on account
of the inertia of the revolving parts,
causes a heavy intermittent stress on
the driving horns, each horn in turn
having to accelerate the masses slightly
at each revolution. There were a few-

cases where breakage occurred, although
the stresses due to normal operation
were quite low. Of course, the greater
the length of the coupling between the
sets of driving horns the more truly
flexible it becomes.

In the latter type couplings shown
in Fig. 35, circular driving pins having
considerable overhand are employed,
thus permitting a slight flexibility of
the pin itself, that is, they may de-
flect slightly without strain. No break-
age has occurred with this design.

Lubricating Systems

All turbines have been provided with
lubricating systems, operated by pumps
directly driven by the turbine. In all

but the smallest sizes, this is relayed
by a separate steam-driven pump, which
is for use only in starting and stopping.
With time, however, the lubricatinfi-

FIG. 34—CLAW TYPE COUPLING.

system has become more elaborate. It

is generally recognized that the life of

the oil is much increased by an ample
reservoir. The longer the rest the oil

has between the times of actual use in

a bearing, the better; hence the capaci-

ties of reservoirs have been materially

increased, a 20,000 kilowatt turbine

having a 20 barrel oil tank. Later ma-
chines are provided with elaborate

strainer systems which may be cleaned

while the turbine is operating.

A system of fractional filtration is

coming into general use, there being pro-

vided in the power house a first-class

filter system of moderate size, capable

is particularly true in cases where the

reservoir system is not large and the oil

gets insufficient rest. A viscosity as low

as 150 sees. Saybolt at 100 degrees Fahr.,

is satisfactory for turbines. In the case

of geared units, however, a viscosity of

FIG. 3.5—DETAIL OF MODERN COUPLING.

of filtering continuously a few per cent,

of the oil actually being used. The oil-

ing system is provided with an overflow
arranged to drain out from the bottom
of the reservoir the dirtiest oil. A sup-
ply of clean, pure oil, commensurate with
the capacity of the filter system, is then
delivered into the turbine system; the

same amount of dirty oil overflowing to

be refiltered.

Oil coolers or their equivalent are al-

ways necessary. It has been the custom
of the Westinghouse Company always to

employ a separate cooler. The practice

of water cooling the bearing itself, or of

embedding cooling coils in the babbitt,

while highly efficient from the stand-

point of heat transfer per unit of surface,

has never been resorted to because of the

impracticability of cleaning. A modern
cooler is shown in Fig. 36, the water
making many passes at high velocity

through the tubes, the oil circulating-

outside the tubes. The cooling surface

j merely lays in a cast-iron box, the water
connections being more or less flexible.

Proper provision for expansion is evident

as it is the means by which the whole
element may be lifted out for cleaning.

Oil is used at a temperature conducive

to any chemical action; it therefore must
have no tendency to turn acid, which gen-

erally precludes the admission of any
animal or vegetable oils. It is found that

some higher viscosity oils, while they

may contain nothing but pure mineral

stock, have a tendency to emulsify. This

250 to 350 sees. Saybolt at 100 degrees
is recommended; the turbine itself oper-

ating equally well with this higher vis-

cosity, the only difference being a slight-

ly higher bearing temperature and a

little more cooling required. The ideal

lubricant is the fluid having the greatest

adhesion and the least cohesion. The re-

quirement of the bearing is that the

relatively moving surfaces be adhered

to by the fluid, the fluid itself being

sheared between the surfaces, a definite

film adhering to each surface. The work
of the bearing, due to the bearing losses,

depends on the resistance to this shear,

which is a function of the viscosity. In-

asmuch as the vicosity becomes less with

increasing temperatures, bearing losses

may be maintained at a minimum by
operating with high oil temperatures.

Decreases of viscositv with the increase

of temperatures reduces the losses, so

unless there is something' the matter a

bearing will reach a definite temperature
and stay there. It is self-regulating in

that respect. While turbines operate

well with oil temperatures as high as

160 degrees Fahr., no attempt is made
to state what may be regarded as limit-

ing temperature, or in what respect the

life of the oil is reduced by continued

operation at high temperatures. Inas-

much as the oil consumption of a tur-

bine, after the system has once been

charged, is practically nothing, the ques-

tion of price at the expense of quality
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and suitability should not receive con-

sideration.

Exhaust Passages

More attention is being given to the

exhaust passages of turbines, that the

steam may leave the turbine without

eddies in the exhaust chamber. In older

designs it was not uncommon to find hot

and cold spots with the turbine operat-

Attention at the present time is being

directed to employing higher boiler pres-

sures, viz., pressures as high as 600

pounds. To-day 200 pounds pressurt,

200 degrees Fahr., superheat is regarded

as a more or less every day operating

condition for large plants. Steam is

generated at 600 pounds pressure, having

exactly the same heat content as that

contained in 200 pounds pressure and

FIG. 36—OIL COOLER.

ing under light loads, and particularly
on a change of vacuum, doubtless induc-
ing considerable temperature strains.
Some later large machines are projected
with what may be termed "stream line

exhausts," the steam being divided up
as it leaves the last row of blades into a
number of easy curved passages leading
to the exhaust opening.
With high-speed machines the exhaust

passages have greater physical dimen-
sions than anything else about the ma-
chine, the turbine almost appearing to

be all exhaust chamber, so any further
reduction in diameter in the inherent
turbine parts will not materially affect

the dimensions of the whole turbine.

Progress and Future Possibilities

Discussion of the general progress of

turbine development in the past is no''

complete without reference to the possi-

bilities of the future. It is plain that

with turbines of large size, which de-

liver to the switchboard 76 to 80 per cent,

of the theoretical energy available from
the steam expanding between the limits

specified, further improvements in the

turbine itself will not materially raise
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this efficiency, and that further improve-

ment in central station economies must
be looked to from causes other than the

steam turbine. This is a subject of the

greatest importance in view of the

rapidly increasing cost of fuel, and justi-

fies considerably more capital expendi-

ture for economizers and other plant

apparatus which will reduce fuel cost.

200 degrees Fahr. superheat will have a

superheat of approximately 128 degrees

Fahr. This expanded to 29 inches of

vacuum is theoretically capable of giving

13 per cent, more energy than when
generated at 200 pounds. Doubtless,

when operating under these conditions,

the turbine will be of low-

er efficiency. The high

pressure element will be

)ess efficient on account

of the great density and
the small volume of

steam, and on the other

hand the low-pressure ele-

ments will be less effici-

ent because of the great

amount of water precipi-

tated by the steam expan-

sion from the high pres-

sure, introducing a brake

in the turbine. However,
it is reasonable to sup-

pose that the turbine will

avail itself of at least 50 per cent, of

this 13 per cent, possibility, producing

a net saving of 6 or 7 per cent. What
may be expected* to be derived from
higher pressures is exhibited in Fig. 37,

plotted for various pressures.

Another source of improvement of per-

formance in large multiple-cylinder ma-
chines may be obtained by intermediate

reheating, the steam expanding from a

high pressure and superheat through a

high-pressure element to a pressure of

say 40 pounds absolute, where nearly

all the superheat has disappeared, the

steam then being passed through a

separately-fired superheater and raised

to approximately its original tempera-

ture, thus giving a nearly dry cycle to

the whole steam expansion. The addi-

tion of an intermediate reheater to such

an installation would be expected to se-

cure an improvement in total b.t.u. sup-

plied, of 6 per cent. Until lately, how-

ever, the capital expense involved would

hardly have been warranted.

Much more than formerly, attention is

being given to the subject of feed water

heating, and means are available for pro-

viding a heat balance between the feed

water heating system and the main tur-

bine unit, valves being provided which

will take steam from the turbine whenever

there is a deficiency of auxiliary exhaust

steam for heating feed water and take

steam from the heating system when the

feed water heater is incapable of con-

densing all of the exhaust steam from

the auxiliaries. Valves are also available

which, when the conditions demand, vdll

take steam from a higher pressure stage

of the turbine in one case and admit

steam to a lower stage in the other.

A heat balance system has been pro-

posed, employing electric motors for

driving the auxiliary machines, and these

in turn operated by a special generating

unit, the generator being driven both by

a non-condensing steam turbine, an elec-

tric motor operated from the main bus-

bars, the flow of steam to the turbine be-

ing controlled by the pressure in the ex-

haust and hence by the needs of the

feed water heater. At times of exces-

sive demands for feed water heating the

motor may give energy to the system

and conversely when there is a small de-

mand for steam for heating feed \yater,

the energy for driving the auxiliaries

will, in part, come from the main units.

The auxiliaries, being motor driven, have

the advantage of reducing the general

dirtiness, heat, and overcrowding to be

FIG. 38

found in the basements of many power

plants on account of the steam and ex-

haust piping of the many small turbines.

The general prejudice against electric

motors and other auxiliaries would

seem to be giving way in view of

greater ruggedness of electric motors

and the safety of their circuits. The

heat energy actually required to operate

the auxiliaries with such a system would

be far less on account of the better per-

formance of the large turbine unit as

compared with the number of small non-

condensing auxiliary turbines in spite of

the electrical losses involved.

Further economy may be expected by

making more extended use of the

economizer. Until lately it has been

considered difficult to operate economiz-

ers successfully if the feed water is ad-

mitted to them at a temperature much

below 200 degrees, because of corrosion

of the surfaces and the condensation of

tarry compounds from the fuel. It is

probable that in the future economizers

will operate well with the water entering

them at 120 degrees or thereabouts, the

water beinir heated to this temperature

by a fewer number of steam-driven aux-

iliaries or by the employment of elec-

trically-driven auxiliaries entirely, and

bleeding the main turbine at a stage

where the pressure is commensurate

with that temperature.
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The present time is a very important
period in the development of the steam
turbine. A large number of big units

have been built ranging in size from
25,000 to 60,000 kilowatts. Those built

by the General Electric Company are of

the impulse type, those by the Westing-
house Company entirely of the reaction

type, and sometimes a combination of

both types, where the complete expan-

sion is carried out in a single cylinder.

Of the Westinghouse machines, the in-

creased reliability obtained by dividing

the steam expansion in separate cylinder

structures is recognized. Some have been

arranged with the high and low-pressure

cylinders arranged tandem fashion, driv-

ing a single generator. Others are ar-

ranged "cross compound," each turbine

element driving a separate generator.

The very largest sizes are of the three

element design, comprising one high-

pressure turbine with a low pressure on

either side, each of the three elements
having its separate generator.

Some of these units are now in oper-

ation, and within another year a great

many will be in service. Some of them
will be tested for steam efficiency. All

of them will give evidence as to their

reliability of operation and accessibility

for inspection and repairs. The multi-

cylinder turbine certainly seems to have
much to commend it if there is anything
in the thought that with increase in the

caj^acity of the prime mover there should

be a corresponding increase in reliability.

These very large units, if built in a

sin?le cylinder structure, impose grave
problems of design, for as the structure

becomes larger, the more likely it is to

change shape under the varying temper-
atures within its walls. Also, the hazard

is introduced of using higher grade ma-
terials to deal with higher stresses, with

all the uncertainty which that question

involves in the actual securing and test-

ing of such materials, with absolute

knowledge that the quality of the test

specimen will be secured approximately
in the finished piece.

We then have the increasingly im-

minent question of dealing with higher
steam temperatures, which does not
make the design of turbines any easier

as is well proven in several recent in-

stances, so if we take advantage of the

fact that in size alone resides an ability

to achieve higher efficiency, then it

would seem that the uncertainties of de-

sign and construction as regards heat
stresses, as well as centrifugal stresses,

can best be removed by introducing no
new questions. Let us have the high ef-

ficiency that comes with laree size as

brineing us within well-tried practice,

dealing with no special materials, avoid-

ing widely differing temperatures within

the same structure, keeping the hisrh

temperatures within the relatively small

high-Tire«sn'"e element, and be ready also

for the still higher temperatures of the

future. The multi-cylinder an-angement
occupies more room, measured in the

width of the unit, but less in length;

however, the turbine room space in this

respect is not a problem in most sta-

tions. They have the advantage, pre-

viously pointed out, that the turbine ele-

ments are sensible of being operated
separately in the event of derangement
of either one of them. Automatic ap-
paratus is provided, when demanded, for

any two of the three turbine elements
continuing to carry load, should the one
be taken out of service, either by the

opening of the circuit-breaker or by
tripping the emergency stop. The com-
pound unit costs more money, but not

prohibitively more, if the construction

behind its adoption is justified by ex-

perience. In view of the present power
house costs there would seem to be no
economic need of reducing the cost of the

turbine units below the amount required

to make them as nearly perfect as pos-

sible. It is hoped that the time is not
far distant when the turbine designer

will not have to initiate quite so much as

he has in the past, that on the operating

side the engineers will test their turbines

more generally and will know precisely

what results they give in steam con-

sumption, and will take a stronger posi-

tion respecting the mechanical features

of design, details of operating conven-

ience, etc., much as they used to when
they dealt with the subject of Corliss

engines, and recognize and give con-

sideration to better detail design of not

only the turbine itself, but its appur-

tenances.

From all that has been said it is plain

that the progress in the construction of

turbines has not been to reduce intrinsic

cost. The increased reliability, while

sometimes secured by more skilful de-

sign, and at even a reduction of cost,

generally however involves a greater

cost. The higher operating conditions,

pressure, superheat and vacuum, each

involves greater expense. The higher

vacuum calls for larger low-pressure

blade arrears, as well as an increased

number of turbine elements. The higher

pressures and superheat both involve

more turbine elements, and also preclude

the use of c^st iron for the high pressure

portions, adding materially to the cost

of gears, «1'c. Competition calling for

the highest performance, has brought
about the emnloyment of hieher design

coefficients which introduce still another

element of increased cost. The increase

in rotational speed for a given size ma-
chine is about the only item besides im-

proved mtnufacturing processes that

have enabled manufacturing costs to be

reduced.

In spite of this, the price (under pre-

war conditions) of large turbine gener-

ating units has been reduced to approxi-

mately 40 per cent, of the cost of the

earlier large turbines of 5 000 kilowatts

or thereabouts. The efficiency ratio has

been increased in this size approximately

8 per cent. Considering the larq-er sizes

that now obtain, the cost per kilowatt is

further reduced and efficiency ratios

have been improved 12 per cent. Actual

heat consumption of b.t.u. supplied at

the throttle has shown a reduction of

24 per cent, between the 7.500-kilowatt

turbine of 1905 and the Interborough tur-

bine of 1914.

Comparison of steam engine perform-

ances are, however, incomplete without
consideration of capitalization, deprecia-
tion, etc. Assuming the cost of steam
at 15 cents per thousand pounds, a load
factor of 75, and 15 per cent, for fixed
charges, a saving of 33 per cent, is pro-
duced by the latter of the above two
machines.

To. make similar comparison between
a modern large turbine installation and
the best performance of reciprocating
engines, assume:

Turbines Engine
Initial cost per kw. of the

generating units $8.00 $40.00
Fixed charges, per cent. . .15 .15

Pounds steam per kw.-hr. .11 .17

Cost of steam per thous-
and pounds at 220
pounds, 150 degrees
supht., 175 pounds dry
sat 15 .14

Load factor 75 .75

Cost of foundations per
kw 50 2.50

Cost of condensers per kw. 3.50 2.50
Cost of engine room per-

sonnel, not including
executive administra-
tion, per kw. per year . 0.61 1.57

Oil ^'nd engine room sup-
plies per kw. year 10 1.34

Total cost per kw. per
year $13.34 $25.29

The modern large turbines have there-
fore accomplished a saving over the best
recinroc-iting engine installation of ap-
proximately 47 per cent. The cost of
energy h-^s been no doubt reduced to
one-half if consideration is given to re-

duced size of buildings, etc.

In the early days of the oil-immersed,

transformer, attempts were made to use

some of the fixed oils, such as resin oil,

linseed oil, cotton-seed oil; because it

was found that these oils had a higher

dielectric strength than the straight oils

at that time on the market. It was soon

found, however, says Mr. W. S Flight,

in the "Electrician," that the fixed oils

gave trouble in the transformers due to

the formation of carbonaceous deposits,

find about the same time it was found

that straight oils, free from impurities

and all traces of moisture, had as high

dielectric strength as the fixed oils. As
the latter are not so liable to form de-

posits and are cheaper, their use has

continued ever since. 'It has been found

that the voltage at which a definite

thickness of oil will break down de-

pends more upon the amount of mois-

ture and other impurities in the oil

than upon the type or nature of the oil.

When tests are carried out on clean

moisture-free oils it is found that those

having a low viscosity have a higher di-

electric strength than those of higher

viscosity.
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Power Plant Management; Heat Absorption
How Heat is Transmitted—Effect of Scale Influence on Heat
Transmission—Soot—What it Is—How it Acts—Hand Cleaning

Not Effective—Tests on Soot Blowers

By ROBERT JUNE

THE war has been won, and the

tension under which the power
plants of Canada have been oper-

ated is somewhat relaxed—that is,

theoretically. Actually, the reduction,

to date, in demands upon our industrial

power plants is merely relative; that is,

mstead of being called upon to deliver

steam to 200 per cent, of their normal
rating they are now permitted to dawdle
along at 180 per cent.

Incredible as it seems, the war has

nearly doubled Canada's economic re-

sources. It has added 200,000 trained

workers, a number of new blast fur-

naces, steel mills, and many general

manufacturing plants. As a result of

its demands, very large extensions have
been made to our textile, paper ma-
chinery, brick and clay, ice and re-

frigerating plants, and so on all the

way down the line of industry. In

FLUE GAS TEMPERATURES BEFORE INSTALLA-
TION OF MECHANICAL SOOT BLOWERS, PLANT

OF AMERICAN HOIST & DERRICK CO.

addition to keeping these plants busy,

we have the varied wants of an im-

mfihse new shipping industry to care

for. Unfortunately, proportionate ex-

tensions have not been made—perhaps
have not been possible—to our boiler

plants, whether isolated or central sta-

tion.

Inasmuch as it is a foregone conclu-

sion that we will capitalize our new
war-given resources, we are confronted

by the following conditions:

First.—The coal shortage will continue.

Although the coal situation may not at-

tract so much attention this year as

last because the shortage will be lcs,>

Editor's Note.—This article, one in a series on
"Power Plant Ma'naKement," by Mr. June, deals
with the all-important problem of mnintaininK
clean heatinir surfacs in the boiler. The need of
strinKent economies in boiler operation makes the
question of scale and soot removal of direct inter-

est to every power plant operator.

pronounced, there is no possibility of

our mining or securing as much coal

in 1919 as we can, or will want to, use.

Second.—If many needed power plant
extensions are authorized, and boiler

manufacturers work to the limit of their

productive capacity in 1919, there will

still be a boiler shortage, which, of

course, means the existing plants must
continue to be driven at high ratings.

I have gone into the existing situation

at some length because I am in close

touch with it and have some reason for

believing that it is not thoroughly un-
derstood, and also because it places an
obligation upon every power plant oper-

ator to conserve coal in the utmost prac-

ticable degree by running his boilers on
the most efficient basis.

"Cleanliness is next to Godliness,"

says the age-old proverb. Certainly,

we moderns know that it is also next to

efficiency—is indeed part and parcel of

the latter quality. Nowhere is this

truer than in the operation of a steam
boiler. How clearly the United States

Fuel Administration recognized the fact

is shown by its assignment of a value
of twelve points out of a possible one
hundred, to clean boiler-heating sur-

faces, in determining the rating of power
plants.

How Heat is Transmitted

Heat is transmitted to the water
within the boiler by three processes

—

radiation, convection and conduction.

The generally accepted theory of the

part each of these processes plays is

illustrated in Fig. 1. It will be seen that

radiation originates in the fuel bed and
hot furnace walls, convection in the hot
travelling gases, and tJ\a^ conduction
is a function of the metal of the boiler.

It is furthermore shown that the heat
has to penetrate five layers of inter-

fering substances; namely, a film of dry
stagnant gas, a layer of soot, the met il

of the tube, a layer of scale, and a film

of dry steam, ^

With the exact or relative values of

radiation and convection we are not

here concerned, except to observe that

on account of the limitations of refrac-

tory materials there is no great hope of

increasing furnace temperatures in the

immediate future, and that if we are

to increase boiler capacity it will have
to be through other agencies than con-

vection. Inasmuch as we can greatly

increase the amount of boiler surface

exposed to radiation, this is the prin-

cipal line along which we are to look fo)-

imnrovcment in boiler and furnace de-

sign.

Hardly less important, however, is the

necessity for devising means of dispers-

ing the dry gas and steam films on

either side of the tube. These films are
extremely poor conductors of heat. It

has been found, as the result of experi-

ments by Professor Nicholson and the

U.S. Geological Survey, that by estab-

lishing a powerful scrubbing action be-

tween the gases and the boiler plate,

the non-conducting film of gas can be

torn off as rapidly as it is formed, thus

bringing new portions of the hot gases

in contact with the tube, and thereby

FLUE GAS TEMPERATURES AI-TTO INSTALLA-
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greatly increasing the rate of trans-
mission. Similarly, the faster the cir-

culation of the water the greater will

be the scrubbing action tending to re-

move the bubbles of steam from the wet
surface, and the more rapid will be the
transfer of heat from the tube to the
water. By filling up the tube of a
Cornish boiler with an internal water
vessel, leaving an annular space of only
one inch around the latter. Professor
Nicholson found that it was possible to
drive the boiler to 800 per cent, of nor-
mal rating, with a flow of gases of 330
feet per second. This flow, which is

8 to 10 times the average, was main-
tained by a fan, utilizing about 4*4 per
cent, of the total power generated.

I have mentioned these factors in heat
transmission because they presage cer-

tain important improvements sure to

come in boiler and furnace design, and
it is the duty of prospective boiler pur-
chasers to be informed of them, to dis-

cuss them with boiler manufacturers.,
and to lend every encouragement to the
latter in their work of devising cheaper
means of steam produotion.

Scale

Coming now to practical questions of
every day operation, we find that the
formation of scale is only in a limited
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degree a factor of design, being chiefly

aependent upon the rate of driving and
the nature of the scale-forming ingred-
ients in the feed water.

That the formation of scale should be
absolutely prevented by purifying the
feed water, or that it should be removed
as rapidly as it forms by scale cutters,

or "tube cleaners" as they are called,

is one of the most elemental facts in

efficient boiler-room operation. The loss

in conductivity, due to the presence of

scale, has never been reduced to a rule

or formula, depending upon the thick-

ness, or the degree of hardness and
thickness, or the chemical composition
of the scale. The percentage of loss can
only be determined in each individual

case by actual tests.

Table I gives the results of a number
of tests of loss due to scale, made at

the University of Illinois. It will be

seen that the results are so varied as

to prevent any detached conclusions

—

but thai they do point unmistakably
to the very great loss, running from 2

per cent, to 19 per cent, caused by scale

—and that they also point to the pre-

viously stated very great necessity of

absolutely preventing scale formation,
or failing this, its removal as soon as

formed.
TABLE I.

INFLUENCE OF SCALE ON HEAT
TRANSMISSION.

No. Decrease in Conduc-
Character Thickness tivity due to Scale,
of Scale. of Scale.- Per cent.

1 02 Hard, dense 9.1
2 02 Hard 2.02
3 033 Soft 4.83
4 033 Very hard 3.5
5 038 Medium 4.03
6 04 Soft, porous 6 . 82
7 04 Hard, dense 3.0"
S 042 Very soft 9.54
9 047 Hard 2.75

10 065 Medium 2.39
11 07 Soft 2.38
12 07 Hard 4.43
13 085 Soft, porous 19 .

14 089 Very soft 4.95
15 11 Hard, porous 16.73
16 13 Hard, dense 6.75

DIAMOND SOOT BLOWERS ON RETURN
TUBULAR BOILER.

Soot

Of all sources of preventable waste,

that of the formation of soot on the fire

surfaces of the boiler is the most

troublesome. Air leaks in the setting

may be found and be hermetically seal-

ed. Losses due to radiation may be

largely eliminated by proper insiilation

of the pipes, and losses caused by ex-
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WHY THE HAND LANCE DOES NOT CLEAN
THE BOILER

cess air drawn through the grates may
be done away with in a large degree by

the installation of stokers and draft

gauges. The formation of soot, how-
ever, cannot be stopped by any per-

manent means. It is an ever-present

source of trouble. Its deposit on the

fire surfaces of the boiler is an ever

TABLE IL
WATER HEATED THROUGH VARIOUS

SUBSTANCES.
Thickness of each substance 1 inch
Temperature applied to each.i 310 deg. Fahr.
Temperature increase of water in
each case lo deg. Fahr.

„ ,
No. lbs. of water

SubsUnces heated.
1. Loose wool g_i
2. Loose lampblack (soot)) 9.8
3. Hair felt 10^3
4. Carded cotton wool 10.4
5. Fine asbestos 49.0

A perfectly clean boiler tube, one-
eighth inch thick, will transmit forty
times as much heat as will a tube cov-
ered with one-inch thickness of soot.
The loss in heat conductivity of boiler

plate, due to soot deposit, may be noted
in the following table:

TABLE III.
Thickness of soot. Per cent, of loss.

Clean pipe
1-32" 9.S
1-16 26.2
1-8" 45.3
3-16" 69.0

Fortunately soot does not collect on
all surfaces of a boiler in the same pro-
portion. Some portions may be fairly
clean while others are thickly coated.
This does not lessen the fact that there
is a wasteful expenditure of fuel and
heat wherever a portion of the tub^s
are coated.

What Soot Is

The principal constituent of "pure
soot," or lamp black, is carbon. Mixed
and associated with this carbon are
various tar products and acids.

Soot, as found in steam boilers, varies
considerably in appearance and compo-
sition, depending upon the grade of coal
burned, conditions of combustion, and
the part of the furnace from which the

CROSS-SECTION OF DIAMOND MODEL G SOOT
BLOWER HEAD.

continuous process.

Soot is all but the best insulator

known. In non-conducting properties

it has been proved to be more than five

times as effective as fine asbestos. More
heat would be transmitted to boiler tubes
through a full one-incb wrapping of

asbestos than through one-fifth inch

coating of soot. The table following is

from Kent's pocket book.

sample is taken. Nearest the fire the
deposits formed consist largely of ash.
Analysis of samples of soot taken from
the first pass of a boiler shows in ad-
dition to the "pure soot" the presence
of silica, alumina, iron oxide, various
alkalis and sulphur dioxide.

In color, soot varies from black to
grey, greyish white, greyish green,
greyish blue, brown, and reddish brown.
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In all but the coolest portion of the
setting soot is usually gritty in texture.
The grains may be as large as medium
sand, or as fine as cigar ash. These
particles are in a plastic state when they
leave the furnace, and striking the lower
portion of the boiler they adhere to the

tubes.

If this deposit is not removed fre-

quently it quickly increases in amount
and changes in character. The carbon
burns out in part and the mass cements
together. The repeated reduction in

heat-absorbing surface inci-eases the
temperature of the flue gases, so that

the process of cementation is continuous
and. constantly increasing in intensity.

An extremely hard, clinker-like forma-
tion results. In a short time the space
between the tubes in some portions of

the boiler is entirely blocked, thus
materially reducing its capacity. In

this condition mining operations alone
will remove the deposits.

A bad feature of these deposits is that

if they are allowed to remain, the cor-

rosive action of the various constituents

of the soot is exceedingly apt to cause
leaky tubes. Under the • influence of

heat, a ferrous carbonate is formed. The
excess of air that is always present

- bluings free oxygen in contact with the

ferrous carbonate and the reaction pro-

duces ferric oxide and carbonic acid.

Carbonic acid, particularly in the pre-

sence of free oxygen, acts very rapidly

on the metal of the boiler. Another
source of corrosion is the sulphur di-

oxide in the soot which changes first to

sulphurous acid and then to sulphuric.

Only the boiler-insurance companies
know how many boilers pre condemnei
annually as unfit for operation, years

before their natural period of service

would terminate. That the number is

very high we know, for cases are con-

stantly comiing to light.

Hand Cleaning Not Effective

• It is a mistake to think that soot can

be removed by the hand-hose method
(using steam, through rubber hose and
nozzle). The use of this system arose

in the sheer necessity for removing some
of the deposits from the tubes. It is

admittedly an inefficient and expensive

process as well as being an extremely
disagreeable and, to a certain extent,

dangerous task.

Two men are required, one close up to

the boiler setting, frequently on a lad-

der (a delightful position on a hot sum-
mer day) and the other at the steam
valve. The time employed is usually

from 20 to 30 minutes. The nozzle is

inserted, the spray of steam goes into

the boiler, but whether it reaches all of

the poot-covered parts of that section

the firemin doesn't know. There is a

large section near the cleaning door

which he cannot reach at all. He is

using a larore supply of steam and he is

lettin? an immense amount of cold air

into the furnace. When he moves to

the next location lie will blow some of

the soot back.

Says the author of "Furnace Effi-

ciency":

"I was talking one time with the man-
ager of a very modern power plant in
the very modern city of Minneapolis.
We got around to the subject of soot
and the engineer said: 'I will show you
that we keep our boiler tubes clean."

He raised the slide from one of the blow
holes at the first pass in the boiler.

There was a good light from the furnace
just below the tubes and we had a fair
view of them. They were reasonably
clean. We then went to the back pass of
the boiler but there was no light from
the furnace there and we could see no-
thing. While the engineer was in search
of a light I found a piece of gas pipe
about six feet in length, and thrust this
through one of the blow holes in the last
pass and across the tubes of the boiler.

I could tell by the feeling of the pipe
that there was a surprise in store for
my engineer friend. The flashlight
showed furrows an inch deep where I

had plowed with the gas pipe across the
top of the tubes.

"Now, it is evident that the man who
had charge of cleaning these tubes had
not finished his job. He had blown soot
from the first pass back into the second
and from there to the third. Then he
had stopped. Now, if things like that
can happen in a well-regulated plant,
what can we expect to find in plants
that are not regulated?"
To clean off soot properly all of it

should be blown off from the tubes. To
blow it from one locality to another does
not help much. It is no uncommon thing
to find soot so thickly packed into the
corners, along the side walls of a water
boiler that you could use a hoe and
shovel in removing it.

You want your boiler tubes to con-
duct heat as rapidly as possible to the
water within the tubes. If you want to

keep UT) steam when the soot piles up
you will have to pile in more coal.

The Five Essentials in Preventing Sool
Waste

The five essentials in preventing
waste are:

1.—Frequency in cleaning in order to

minimize the cumulative effects of in-

creasing deposits. Tubes should be
cleaned three to six times a day.

2.—Thoroughness in cleaning, in order
to maintain liigh furnace and boiler

efficiency, and prevent the destructive
corrosive effects of soot accumulation.

3.—Availability of system; the soot-

cleaner system should be instantly avail-

able, automatic in action, capable of

rapia operation

4.—Durability of system; the blower
units .should be so designed and con-
structed that they will withstand the
stress of hard service when placed in the

hottest portions of the boiler without
necessity for frequent repair or replace-

ment.
5.—Economy of operation: The soot-

removing system should require less

steam and labor than hand blowing; it

s:hould be so installed as to prevent the

entrance of cold air into the furnace
during its operation; it should pay for

itself from an investment standpoint.

Soot Blower Tests

The following extract is an excerpt
from a report by J. A. Moyer, member
A.S.M.E., professor of mechanical en-
gineering. Pennsylvania College, cover-
ing a comparative test on a B. & W.
boiler at the college power house, equip-
ped with the Diamond soot-blower
system.

The comparison was made, as regards
operation, by making two tests with the
usual method of hand cleaning the tubes
with a steam nozzle, blowing them off

every twelve hours, A second test was
made when the Diamond soot blower was
used for cleaning the tubes every three
hours. Clearfield coal, having a heat-
ing value of approximately 13,650 pounds
B.t.u. per pound of dry coal, was used
in all of these tests. The actual heating
value was determined with an oxygen
bomb calorimeter for each test and the
efficiency then calculated on this basis.
Duration of tests one and two, was ap-
proximately eight hours, while tests

three and four were run for 24 hours.

Test No. 1 Test No. 2

Load Conditions Good. Without soot With soot
Cleaner Cleaner

Water evaporated per lb. of
coal as fired, lbs 8.06 8.72

Equivalent wat-r evaporated
from and at 212 desr. per
lb. of coal as fired, lbs... 9 50 9.97

Equivalent evaporated from
and at 212 deg. per lb.

9.61 10.06
Efficiency, including grate.

68.3 71.5
71.5 — 6.8!i.

Saving of coal = 4.7%
.683

That the power plant operators of

Canada recognize the value of mechani-
cal soot blowers is evident from their

large volume of purchases of this equip-

ment.

COMBUSTION CHAMBER
The space back of the bridge wall in

the ordinary horizontal tubular boiler,

and any snace that may be equivalent

to it in boilers of other types, is known
as the "combustion chamber." The gases

from the fuel-bed, and any supplemen-

tary air that may have been admitted

at the fire doors or elsewhere, should

have become thoroughly mixed by the

time they have passed the bridge wall;

but the chemical combinations that be-

gin at the fuel-bed are still incomplete,

as a rule. The combustion chamber is

in effect a local enlarsrement of the gen-

eral channel followed by the hot gases,

and it serves to temporarily check theii-

velocity and afford time for the comole

tion of the oxidation. To accomplish this

end properly, the combustion chamber

should be ample in size, and it should be

kept well cleaned out. Otherwise the

fine particles of coal and ash that lodec

in it will collect until the entire space

becomes nearly choked up. A combus-

tion chamber thus neglected fails to fulfil

its mission, because it does not prevent

the gases from passing swiftly onward

to the tubes, and becoming thereby

chilled, by intimate contact with the

relatively cool surfaces of the boiler, so

that further combination does not occur.
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Transformer Connections for Power Transmission
The Various Types of Transformer Connections in Common Use
Are Described and the Electrical Characteristics of the Resulting
Circuits Are Gone Into Fully—A Number of Connections Are

Described Which Are Not in General Use

By GORDON KRIBS

THE development of the modern
alternating current transformer
dates from twenty-five years ago,

when it was just emerging from the ex-
perimental stage. It was the invention
of the alternating current transformer
which made possible the use of the alter-

nating current system of long distance
power transmission. True, a few long-
distance direct-current systems have
been installed under the Thury patents,
but they have not been a practical suc-

cess. Previous to the invention and ap-
plication of transformers to alternating
current work, all electrical distribution

was direct current. The main advantage
of alternating as compared with direct

current transmission and distribution >s

due to the ease with which electrical

power can be transformed from one volt-

age to another, which alone makes long
distance transmission of electric power
economically possible.

Tfhe purpose of this article is to de-

scribe a few of the more common
methods of connecting up single-phase

transformers to the various systems of

electrical distribution to produce the de-

sired results under definite given condi-

tions.

In order to fully understand such mat-
ters it is necessary to review the proper-

ties of single, two and three-phase cui'-

rents.

in the full position with the poles re-

versed the voltage wave is again maxi-
mum in the negative direction.

outer air. If the primary winding of a

transformer were connected to a direct

current source of power of the proper

F^ase /?

FIG. 1—ELEMENTARY
SINGLE PHASE MACHINE

Fig. 1 represents a single-phase ma-
chine with a single armature coil. The
field consists of a permanent magnet
with a north and south pole. The current

generated in such an elementary machine
is alternating, the frequency depending
on the speed. It is apparent that to

generate one complete cycle the field has
to turn through a complete circle, which
is equivalent to 360 degrees. The maxi-

mum voltage in the armature coil occurs

when the field is in the position shown
full. When the field is in the dotted

position the voltage wave is passing

through zero, and when the field is again

FIG. 2—ELEMENTARY TWO
PHASE MACHINE.

Fig. 2 represents an elementary two-
phase alternator with one coil only in

each phase, the revolving field consisting

of a permanent magnet with a north and
south pole. The current generated in

each of the coils is alternating, the fre-

quency depending on the speed. To
generate a complete cycle in each of the

coils or phases, the field must revolve

through 360 degrees or a complete circle.

The maximum voltage occurs in phase
A when the field is in the position shown.
In order that the voltage in phase B may
reach a maximum the field has to turn

through V4 circle or 90 degrees. It is

thus apparent that in a two-phase circuit

the one-voltage wave is 90 electrical

degrees ahead of the other and hence

a two-phase circuit is sometimes called

quarter phase.

Fig. 3 represents an elementary three-

phase machine with one coil only in each

phase and a single permanent magnet
field as before. It will be seen that the

field must travel 120 degrees, or one-

third of a circle from position of positive

maximum voltage in phase A to position

of positive maximum voltage in phase

B and similarly for phase C, so that it

is readily seen that the voltage waves
in a three-phase circuit are 120 electrical

degrees apart.

Description of Transformer

The constant potential transformer

consists essentially of one or more
primary coils and one or more secondary

coils wound on an iron core and carefully

insulated from each other and the core.

It is usually assembled in some form of

outer protecting case and the interven-

ing space filled with insulating fluid

such as oil, which acts not only as an

insulator but also as a means of carrying

the heat generated within the trans-

former to the casing and thence to the

FIG. 3—ELEMENTARY THREE
PHASE MACHINE.

voltage it would constitute a short cir-

cuit. On account, however, of the sys-
tematically changing value of alternating-
currents, the magnetic flux produced in

the iron core generates a voltage in the
primary winding which is opposed to the
incoming or line voltage. This counter
voltage holds the current down to nor-
mal value which, neglecting losses, is

just sufficient to produce a voltage in

the primary coil equal and opposite to

the incoming voltage. If a current flows
in the secondary it is opposite in direc-

tion at any instant to that in the primary
coil and tends to neutralize the flux
generated by the primary and hence
lowers the counter voltage and this auto-

matically allows more current to flow
in the primary as the load in the secon-

dary increases.

Since, ignoring leakage, the same
magnetic flux passes through both

primary and secondary coils it is ap-

parent that the ratio of the primary to

the secondary voltage of the transformer
is the same as the ratio of the number
of turns in the primary, to the number
of turns in the secondary. Thus, if the

primary has 2,000 turns and the second-

ary 200, the ratio of turns is 10 to 1 and
the ratio of primary to secondary volt-

age will be 10 to 1, viz., if the primary
voltage is 2.200 volts, the secondary
voltage would be 220 volts.

Vector Diagrams

Many problems involving relation?

resulting from various transformer con-

nections can be readily solved by mean-s

of vector diagrams. Take the case of

the single-phase transformer, Fig. 4.

The primary coil is connected across

the mains, having a voltage of 2,000

volts, and the voltage across the second-

ary A to C is 200 volts, i.e., the ratio

with the two secondary coils in series
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is ten to one. It should be noted that

at any particular instant the currents in

the primary and secondary coils flow
in opposite directions and that the volt-

-aooo ^-
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FIG. 4—SINGLE PHASE
TRANSFORMER.

ages in all coils of the transformer are

in phase, i.e., reach maximum and mini-

mum values at the same instant.

Any voltage may be represented by

a straight line of a certain length ac-

cording to the scale used. Thus, in the

above example a line 1 in. long may rep-

resent the voltage A B— 100 volts. If

we wish to add the voltage B C, which is

in phase with A B, it is merely necessary

to draw another line 1 in. long from the

end of the first one and in line with it,

the total length being 2 in., and on the

basis of our assumed scale representing

200 volts.

In the case of a two-phase transformer

combination as shown in accompanying

sketch, Fig. 5, we have two transformers

1
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FIG. .5 -TWO PHASE TRANSFORMER
CONNECTION.

connected to a four-wire two-phase sys-

tem with their secondaries connected for

three-wire, two-phase, wire B acting as

a common return for both phases.

As pointed out previously the voltage

waves are 90 degrees out of phase with

each other. To represent the voltage

relations bv means of vectors,

/iff

FIG. 6—VECTOR DIAGRAM FOR
TWO PHASE CONNECTION.

draw line a b, Fig. 6, of such length as

to represent 100 volts, and from 6, draw
b c, at 90 degrees to a b, to represent
100 volts at 90 degrees phase relation

with a b. Now the distance a c to the

same scale represents the voltage be-

tween the two outer wires, which, when
scaled off, is found to be 141 volts in-

V AA A A/ \ r\ f\ /\ f\}
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FIG. 7—THREE PHASE TRANSFORMER
CONNECTION.

stead of 200 as in previous example. It

should be noted that 141 volts is the

equivalent of 100 volts X V2, in other

words the sum of the two equal voltages

in a two-phase circuit equals either volt-

age multiplied by \'2, to 1.41.

case is 173 volts. It should be noteJ
that 173 volts is the equivalent of IOC-

volts X
SYSTEMS OF TRANSFORMER CON-

NECTIONS
For the purpose of making a prelimin-

ary study of transformer connections,

the various systems may be divided into

the following groups:

(A) Single-phase connections.

(B) Two-phase connections.

(C) Three-phase connections.

(D) Two-phase—three-phase connec-
tions.

We will consider them in the order
named.

(A) Single-Phase Connections

The ordinary single-phase transformer
such as is used on distributing systems
consists of two circular primary coils

and two similar secondary coils.

The primary coils are ordinarily con-

nected in series for 2,200 volts, while the

secondary coils have all their terminals
brought out and can be arranged either

in series or parallel. Sometimes the high-

tension coils are arranged with reduced
voltage taps so as to take care of poor

line regulation.

In Fig. 9 we have a standard lighting

transformer with its secondaries connect

cd in parallel for a 110-volt 2-wire light-

ezoo V.
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FIG. i» 110 VOLT, 2 WIRE
CONNECTION.

FIG. 10^-THREE WIRE.
220, 110 VOLT CONNEC-

TION

Fl6 II

FIG. 11 220 VOLT
CONNECTION

In the case of a three-phase trans-

former combination we will assume that

we have a transformer connection simi-

lar to that shown in Fig. 7.

As pointed out previously the volt-

age waves of a three-phase alternating

circuit are 120 degrees out of phase with

each other. If we draw a line a b (Fig.

8) one inch long to represent the voltage

/oo

FIG. S -VECTOR DIAGRAM FOR
THREE-PHASE CONNECTION

A B = 100 volts, then the voltage B C
may be represented by the line b c, which

is one inch long and makes an angle of

120 degrees with a b. The distance a c

will represent the difference in voltage

between the lines A and C, which in this

ing main. The two secondary leads in

the centre are ordinarily crossed before
bringing them out of the case as shown
in the diagram. Reduced voltage taps
are shown on the high-tension winding.

In Fig. 10 we have a standard light-

ing transformer with secondaries con-

nected in series with a tap taken off the

middle or neutral point for llO-volt-220-

volt. 3-wire lighting mains.

In Fig. 11 the secondaries are shown
connected in series for 220 volt power
service.

Transformers may also be connected

in parallel w ith their secondaries supply-

ing the same set of secondary mains.

Care should be taken in connecting

transformers in parallel to see that the

polarity of the transformers is the same.

One transformer might have either its

secondary or primary winding wound in

the opposite direction with respect to

the other, in which case corresponding

leads of the secondary would be opposite

polarity, and if connected in this manner

would produce a short circuit. Inter-

changing leads on one side or reversing

the order of bringing the leads out of
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the case will also reverse the polarity.

In connecting a transformer in parallel
with another already in circuit, one side

of the secondary should be fused lightly

before the primary plugs are inserted

in order to protect the transformer from
damage in case the potential is reversed.

If the fuse does not blow, the secondary
may be connected in permanently. Some
companies make it a practice of fusing
the secondary of all transformers in

parallel. Transformers in parallel are
particularly subject to burn-out, since if

one transformer during a period of heavy
load becomes damaged and the fuses
blow from this or any other cause, it

throws an additional load on the other
transformers in circuit with it and they
will probably burn out one after another.
Sometimes it is found that the primary

voltage on a certain line is too low, and
that it is advisable to increase it, or

possibly it is too high and it is desirable

to lower it. This may be done bv means
of a boosting transformer, which is

merely an ordinary lighting transformer
connected in as shown in the following
diagrams:

In Fig. 12A, an ordinary lighting

transformer is connected in circuit so

as to increase the voltage in this branch
main from 2.200 to 2,400 volts.

In Fig. 12B the transformer is connect-

ed to buck the primary voltage and the

voltage in the branch main is thereby re-

duced from 2,200 to 2,000 volts. Trans-
formers arranged for either bucking or

boosting should be connecte'l in solid

and without fuses—otherwise abnormal

voltages will be produced in the trans-
former in case a fuse blows. Care should
be taken to select a transformer for this

purpose whose secondary has sufficient

current-carrying capacity to carry all

the current flowing in the main. Thus,

in either of the above examples if 100
amperes is flowing .in the main, a 20 kw.
transformer would be needed for a
booster.

(B) Two-Phase Connections
As pointed out previously a two-phase

circuit is simply two single-phase cir-

cuits in which there is a fixed phase re-

lation between both the voltage waves
and current waves of 90 electrical de-
grees. Ordinarily two-phase power is

transmitted over four wires—there being
no electrical connection between phases
either primary or secondary.

case the transformer connections are as
shown in Fig. 14.

It should be noted that the voltage be-
tween the two outer wires of the primary
is in this case 3,120 volts instead of 2,200,

also that the voltage across the two outer

wires of the secondary is 312 volts. This
is readily seen by reference to the vector
diagram. By taking a tap off the middle
pomt of either transformer 110 volts for
lighting purposes can be obtained be-
tween this tap and either of the other
leads of the transformer. The voltage
difference between X and Y is 156 volts.
Thus four different voltages may be se-
cured from this combination viz., 110,
156, 220, 312 volts. It would be neces-
sary, however, to have a 5-wire second-
ary to make these various voltages avail-
able.

(C) Three-Phase Transformer Connec-
tions

A three-phase power circuit is a com-
bmation of three single-phase circuits so
arranged that the voltage and current
waves in each circuit have a definite
phase relation of 120 electrical degrees
with either of the other two. Ordinarily
three wires are used to conduct these
three single-phase currents, each wire
acting in turn as a return circuit for the
other two. Sometimes, however, a fourth
or neutral wire is used under circum-
stances such as will be explained later.
The most common methods of connect-

ing transformers in three-phase sy.stems
may be enumerated as follows:

fie, /s.

FIG. 15—DELTA CONNECTION.
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FIG. 12—METHOD OF RAISING OR LOWERING VOLTAGE.
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FIG. 11 TWO PHASE, THREE WIRE CONNECTION.

In the diagram. Fig. 13, we have the

ordinary method of connecting two trans-

formers on to two-phase circuit.

Sometimes, however, the two central

wires of a two-phase system are com-
bined into one which is common for both
phases and carries 141 per cent, as much
current as the other two wires. In this

1. Delta to Delta.

2. Delta—Star (Y to Y).

3. Delta to Star.

4. Star to Delta.

5. Open Delta.

6. T connection. •

7. Open Y—Open Delta.

8. Three-phase Booster connections.

1. Delta to Delta Connection

In the Delta-Delta connection three

transformers are used and the system is

so called from its supposed resemblance
to the Greel^. letter D, or Delta.

All three transformers are connected
in series, the end of one coil is con-

nected to the beginning of the next,

making the circuit complete with three

junction points, one live wire being at-

tached to each of these points, as in the

accompanying diagram. Fig. 15.

FIG. 13—TWO TRANSFORMERS ON FOUR WIRE, TWO PHASE CIRCUITS.
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In the Delta-Delta connection, both
primary and secondary are connected in

this manner.
An example of a three-phase Delta-

Delta connection is given in Fig. 16. In

this case we have a three-phase, 2,200-

volt line, and desire to secure a three-

phase 220-volt power circuit and one
110-volt lighting circuit.

It should be noted that the three trans-

former coils connected in the Delta form
a closed circuit by themselves and that

the line wires are attached to these

points.

formers in a Delta group. This may be

explained as follows:

In a Delta-connected bank of trans-

formers we have two transformers in

parallel, taking current from or giving

current out over one line. These cur-

rents, like the voltages, are not in phase
with one another, but are 120 degrees

out of phase, hence they cannot be added
numerically, but must be added vector-

ally as in Fig. 18. It is thus seen that

if we have two transformers of a delta

group each supplying 100 amperes to the

same line, the line current will not be

-<
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FIG. 16—THREE-PHASE DELTA-DELTA CONNECTION.

In order to fully understand the con-

ditions existing in the secondary of a

bank of transformers connected as in the

above diagram, it is well to draw a

vector diagram. Proceed as follows:

FIG. 17—VECTOR DIAGRAM FOR DELTA
CONNECTION.

Draw a' b'. Fig. 17, to such a scale

that it represents 220 volts, i.e., the volt-

age across the transformer terminals

a-b. The voltage b' c', is also 220 volts

and can be represented by the same
length of line, but there is 120 degrees

phase difference between 'a b' and b' c'.

Hence mark off an angle at b' equal to

120 degrees, and draw b' c' equal to 220

volts. Similarly c' a' represents the

voltage across the terminals c-a. The

completed diagram represents the line

voltages in magnitude and phase—the

line voltage and the tr'in«former volta-re

being identical in the Delta connection

and hence the primary voltage of the

transformers must be the same as that

of the incoming line. The current-carry-

ing capacity of the transformers how-

ever, need hp onlv 58 ner cent, of that

of the incoming line, or in other words

the current in the line is 1.73 times that

in the windings of any one of the trans-

200 amperes, but only 173 amperes, or

1.73 times the current in each trans-

former, and the current in each trans-

former winding will be 100 amperes, so

that the current in each transformer will

100

be , or 58 per cent, that of the line

173

current.

It should also be noted that at unity

power factor the line current is out of

phase with the transformer current by

30 degrees. The transformer current

and transformer voltage, however, are iu

phase at unity power factor.

In the case of Delta-connected trans-

formers, if one transformer is burned

out or otherwise disabled, it is quite pos-

/ge /Imp

FIG. 18—CURRENT VECTOR DIA.-

GRAM FOR DELTA CONNECTION.

sible to continue to supply three-phase

service after the disabled transformer is

cut out, although the capacity of the

bank will have been reduced to 58 per

cent, of its capacity with three trans-

formers. This will be further explained

under the V or Open-Delta connections.

(To be Continued)

BANKING FIRES

When the boilers are to be put out of

service for a short time, but are never-
theless to be kept hot and ready to be
restored to use within a few hours, it is

customary to "bank" the fires instead of

drawing them or allowing them to bum
out. The operation of "banking" con-

sists in disposing of the fires so that

they will cease to bum actively, the

combustion being reduced to the lowest

limit that is compatible with the main-

tenance of the ignition. In this way un-

necessary and wasteful loss of fuel is

avoided, while at the same time a large

body of intenselv hot coal is maintained

in a condition that makes it possible to

start un the fire aerain very easilv, and

with little loss of time or material.

Fires that are to be banked should

first be well cleaned, and a supply of

fresh coal should be thrown upon the

grates and allowed to become well ig-

nited. The dampers should next be

nearly closed, and the fires pushed hack

aprainst the brid<re wall so as to leave

the front nart of the grates bare. The
fir°^s should then be entirelv covered

with a considerable supplv of fresh coal,

the front nart of the erates being still

left bai-e. however, so that anv air that

enters the ash-pit may pass up into the

f"rna''e freely, and over the deadened

fire instead of throueh it. Some fire-

men haul the fire forward, and bank i*.

in a windrow a'-ross the front of the

fnmaoe It will keen hest if covered

with fine, damn coal, well t^mned down:

for a cr'ist then fo'-ms o^er it whi-^h ex-

cl,i.ips tv.e air so effectivelv that the fire

will often remain alive for two or three

days.

Coal-»^as is slowly distil'ed off from a

banked fire, and to guard ao-ain'fet acci-

dent from the i"-nition of exnlosive mix-

tures of fas and air in the furnace and

the nassa"-es connected with it. care

sho"M be taken to ensure sufficient ven-

tilation of the furnace and its connec-

tions bv nermitting a small auantitv of

air to stream continuouslv un through

these snaces and out into the stack. The

ash-nit doors should be closed tightly,

and the damper in the uptake of the

boi'er should be as nearlv dosed as is

comnptible with the maintenance of the

ventilation to which we have just re-

ferred. To guard against the accumula-

tion of exnlosive gas mixtures, dampers

are usually perforated so that they wili

pass a small amount of air even when

they are set squarely across the untake,

and when such a perforation exists it

will usually afford sufficient protection

aeainst gas explosions, provided a cir-

culation through the furnace is made

possible by admitting a slight amount of

air above the grates. The fire doors

should be opened by a mere crack, if the

furnace is of the usual type; hut if it is

built with a hollow bridge wall as previ-

ously explained the air needed for ven-

tilating the setting may be admitted by

way of the bridge wall openings.
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What is Heat? Heat is a form of en-

ergy. By touching a body we can tell

whether it is warmer or colder than the

hand and by touching two such bodies

in quick succession we can form a rough
opinion as to their difference in hotness

or coldness over a limited range, the

colder body, if of the same material and
of the same size, will contain less heat

than the hot body or less energy is

stored up in it in the form of heat.

From physical reasoning it is possible

to conceive of a body which has no heat

at all and this body will have a tem-
perature of absolute zero. This point

has never been reached by experimental

methods but has been approached to

within a few degrees.

What is Cold? Cold is merely the ab-

sence of heat and in the usual sense it is

used in comparing one body with a hot-

ter one.

How is Heat Measured? By means of

a thermometer which measures the tem-

perature of the body and by means of

its specific heat or the amount of heat

which it contains. The amount of heat

in a body depends upon its temperature

and upon the material of which it is com-
posed as well as upon its mass. Some
materials require a greater amount of

heat to raise them through one degree

of temperature than others, for instance

water requires about eight times as

much heat to raise it through one de-

gree as cast iron for equal weights.

How Was the Thermometer Discov-

ered? The thermometer was discovered

by Galileo, who first developed a ther-

mometer having a tube with a bulb at

the top. The tube dipped into a col-

ored liquid. Temperatures were indi-

cated by the expansion or contraction of

the air in the tube and bulb, which caused

the liauid to be drawn up or forced out

the tube. While sensitive this thermom-
eter wasn't very satisfactory for it was

subiect to fluctuations according to bar

ometric pressure. The more modern
form of thermometer with a bulb, a seal-

ed tnbe and a contained linuid is also

attributed to Galileo, about 1612.

Alcohol was the first liquid used and

the graduations employed on the Fah-

renheit thermometer were proposed by

Gabriel Daniel Fahrenheit in 1714. He
proposed to take as zero the lowest tem-

perature obtainable by a mixture of ice

anH s-^lt and to divide the space between

this point and that of the temperature

of the human body into 96 de-

r>ree<i. The fixed points were after-

wards chosen at that of melting ice and

t^at of boiling water at standard atmos-

pheric pressure. This with the old di-

visions retained gave 32 deg. for melting

ice and 212 (leg. for boiling water.
For general scientific purposes the

centigrade system is usually adopted.

This has the zero freezing point marked
zero, and the boiling point 100 deg., giv-

ing- 100 degrees in between. The abso
lute zero spoken of above is 273 deg.

Centigrade below the Centigrade zero.

How are the Fahrenheit and Centi-

grade Scales Converted from the One
to the Other? Nine Fahrenheit degrees

equal five centigrade degrees and this

gives us a means of converting from
one to the other. One other thing must
be remembered and that is the difference

in the marking of the freezing points,

Centigrade, deg., and Fahrenheit, 32

(leg. To transform Centigrade to Fah-
renheit then multiply by nine, divide by
five and add 32 deg. To transform Fah-
i-enheit to Centigrade, first subtract 32

(leg., then mutiply by five and divide

by nine.

If a Fahrenheit Theimometer Gives

the Temperature of a Bearing as 62 deg..

What Temperature would be a Centi-

grade Thermometer Read? Subtract 32

ileg., multiply by five and divide by nine.

The result will be 17 deg. (nearly).

What is Meant by a British Thermal
Unit (B.T.U.)? A British Thermal Unit

is the amount required to raise the tem-

perature of one pound of water through

one degree Fahrenheit from a temper-

ature of 60 deg. Fah. The temperature
from which the water is to be raised is

specified because the amount of heat

necessary to raise the water through one

degree varies slightly with different

temperatures. What is it a measure of ?

It is a measure of the quantity of heat.

How Many B.T.U.'S are there in a

Pound of Good Coal? Good coal runs

from 13,000 up to 14,.500 B.T.U. per lb.

These figures are of course only approx-

imate and coal varies greatly in its cal-

orific value.

What is the Mechanical Equivalent of

Heat? The mechanical equivalent of

heat is the number of foot-pounds of

mechanical enerev equivalent to one

British Thermal Unit. The most prob-

able value is probably 778 foot-pounds

to one BT.U.
If all the Heat in One Pound of Co-']

Could be Turned into Horsepower, How
Manv Horsepower Honrs Would be Pro-

duced? One heat unit or one B.T.U.

equals 778 ft. lbs. Assuming a value

of 14,000 B.T.U. for one nound of coal

t-he number of foot lb<=. of work sto^'e'l

in it will be 14,000X778. One horse-

power hour equals 33.000V60 foot lbs.

Therefore the number of horsepower

hours will be 14,0OOX'778^33,000-f-60=
5.4 h.p. hours.

DAMPERS
The damper in the flue leading to the

chimney or stack is intended for regu-
lating the fire, and thereby controlling

the steam pressure also. It is much bet-

ter to check the draft by closing the

damper partly or wholly, rather than by
opening the fire doors so as to admit
cold air into the furnace. The damper
should be nearly closed when firing or

cleaning fires, to prevent chilling the

boiler by the large quantity of cold air

that would otherwise be drawn into the

furnace. Just enough draft should be

left on, at these times, to prevent flames

or hot gases from rushing out through
the fire doors when they are opened.

Automatic regulators are now common,
for closing the dampers when the steam
pressure exceeds some predetermined
value. They are actuated by the pres-

sure of the steam against a piston or a

flexible metallic diaphragm. In heating

residences by steam, automatic damper
regulators (usually of the dianhra"-m

type in this case) are almost a necessity;

because if they were not employed it

would be necessary to have an attendant

nearby during the entire day.

LEAKAGE THROUGH BRICKWORK
Care should be taken to keep the joints

of all the brickwork about the boiler

tight, so that air cannot leak in through

any part of the setting, and mingle with

the products of combustion. Leakage
of this kind chills the furnace gases so

that the heat is not absorbed from them
with the same readiness, and it also in-

jures the draft. The action of the air

that leaks in through the setting is sim-

ilar, in these respects, to that of the air

that enters through the fire doors when
they are left open too far. It is not

necessary that the openings admitting

the air through the setting should be in-

dividually large, in order to experience

undesirable effects, for the multitude of

small chinks that exist in a loosely-built

brick wall can unitedly pass a very con-

siderable quantity of air. Leaka'^e di-

rectly through the brickwork of boiler

settings is much more common than

might be supposed, and in many cases

there is a serious loss of economy from

this cause, which is not detected because

its existence is not realized. These con-

siderations show the importance of keep;

ing the brickwork of the setting in good

repair at all times.
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Canada's Power Developments
A PRELIMINARY announcement issued by the Com-

^mission of Conservation appears on another page, of

this issue and furnishes interesting information concern-

ing the state of Canada's power development. Thi.s re-

port is preliminary to a complete report shortly to be

issued by the Commission and shows the importance of

water powers in our industrial life.

As might be expected, steam power is used to a

greater extent where supplies of native coal are avail-

able, as in the Maritime and the Prairie Provinces, while

in British Columbia water and coal are both abundant.

The most interesting suggestion brought forth is that

for the Prairie Provinces, where it is suggested that it

would be most economical to generate electric power in

large central steam plants and to distribute it over trans-

mission lines.

This suggestion is almost identical with the power cen-

tralization scheme now being worked out for England
and the economies which will be effected in England could

be duplicated here with little effort in some parts of the

country where conditions are especially favorable. This

use of the Western lignites would make the high tension

transmission line as familiar in the West as it is in the

Niagara district. The figures, Province by Province, are

especially interesting and show how greatly power de-

velopment is influenced by manufacturing industries. On-
tario is well in the lead with a total plant capacity of

899,856 h.p., with Quebec coming next with 625,061 h.p.

The highest head in Eastern Canada is 540 feet at

the 8,000 h.p. plant at Eugenia Falls, Ont., while in the

West, a head of 1,820 feet is utilized at Britannia Beach,
B.C. The total horsepower developed in Canada is shown
to be well over 2,000,000.

An Oliver Message of Optimism
npHERE'S something in the attitude of the Oliver
A Machinery Co. of Grand Rapids, Mich., that is well

worth noting just now. They state that business has
been good with them and they are not afraid to stand
up and say so.

Why not others? We have had a regular proceflsion

of reports about cancellations of contracts and the sub-

sequent difficulty of readjustment. We have been get
ting yards of material about firms "waiting" to see if

there is going to be any change in the price of raw
material. But there are few—mighty few—who are
coming right out into the open and owning up to the fact

that bu.siness is good enough to earn them three meals

a day.

Here is what the Oliver people have to say about it:

"The month of January, 1919, showed the biggest
shipment the Oliver Machinery Company has made in

their hi.story. Part of this is due, without question, to

the fact that our export business has replaced some of
the domestic business of previous months. Old export
orders were allowed to be filled because of shipping con-

ditions improving.

"Orders received during the month of January were
also very gratifying, being within 10 per cent, of our
average monthly business for the past year, while a part

of our business, and we might say a substantial part, is

export. At the same time, every time we receive ao
order for a carload of machinery for export we must
bear in mind that we have to purchase a certain amount
of steel, which purchase is domestic business. We have

to purchase almost a carload of cast iron, which is indeed

domestic business, etc., until all of the parts that go into

our machmery are ordered. We hope that other people

who are actually enjoying a good volume of business will

publish the fact in the hope that those who are putting

off purchases unnecessarily will see the error of their

ways."

That message ought to be passed on. There's nothing

so bad for the dumps as to find out that some person

else has 'em. There's nothing that will help along a

feeling of doubt and pessimism like a sermon from a man
who is a regular honest-to-goodness pessimist himself.

And there's nothing that will cure this thing so effectually

as a good dose of "business is good" talk from men who

are honest enou.gh to say so.
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All You Could Have Done Was Kill Us

Meester Editor:

—

Some time ago I tol you abouc c'lat inspector not letting

me run ze ' ower machines b-"-:ij.se I coulu not answer
some question. Well, I go back and tell ze Boss I better

tak ze job cleaning everything and ze boilers, and for hem
to get some ozzer feller with a cer-tif-i-cat. Ze Boss say

"sure"—your pay will now drop to eight bucks ze week.

Sack-ree, zat only pay for my board. Well, I mak up
my mind I read and learn. One day ze Boss come along

when I am sit and read and learn about not waste ex-

haust steam, and ozzer zings. He say, Batistee, what ze

blazes you do for a living? I say, nozzong Boss. Ha he

say, by gar I zink so to. Better do something if you want
to stay around here. Just den, bang, roar, goes ze steam

from ze safety valve. I say. Boss, I just am reading about

dat exhaust
steam, every

clowd wasted is

a big dollar bill

los, why not hitch

ze feed water

heater to ze safe-

ty valve. He say,

by gar, if dat

new feller got

cer-tif-i-cat i t

must be to waste
steam. Just den,

zip, plunk, plunk,

ziss, ziss, go ze

blow down, dat

cer-tif-i-cat feller

had let ze water
get Jo high in ze

boiler. I say
Boss, I just been
reading about
wasting hot wat-
er, every few gal-

lons trew away
means more dol-

lar bills gone,

better hitch dat

blow down pipe

to ze baths.
Sacre-dam, said

he, what dat cer-

tif-i-cat feller

means anyhow.
Just den, fizz,

fizz, fizz, goes de

blow down pipe
on one of ze boiler skimmers. De Boss jump in ze

ail and say a lot of cuss words. Be hevins, said he, is the

devil trying to blow ze insides all out of ze boilers. I

zink ze Boss is Irish. I say Boss, I just been reading

about dose skimmer zings, every time dey is blown down
when zey should not, dere is a waste of steam. He yell,

the Lord help me to kill dat cer-tif-i-cat feller. Just den
ze whistle start to shriek for ze quit at noon. I say, Boss,

I just been reading zat during dese times ze whistle she

should be only blow about half as long as before. Zen ze

Boss yell, blast you Batistee, you and your reading, why
did you not have dat cer-tif-i-cat. All you could have
done was kill us, ze other feller will ruin us, which is a

lot worse. Boss, I say, I just been reading zat ze Boss
should never get mad before his men, he loze his dignity

and zay laugh at him. He yell, Batistee, if you tell me
any more about what you have just been reading, I will

poke your eyes out wit a crowbar. Where do you get all

dai reading anyhow. I say in ze Power House. I soon
be able to got dat cer-tif-i-cat my own self. He say,

lend me dat book I will show it to ze feller what knows
all about wasting steam and water and coal. I gess zat

feller got his cer-tif-i-cat when ze law came in force, he
sure never was examined. I say, sure, dat is right, but
next year some fellers will drop hard if zey are not lak
me and start to read and learn. I was only joke when I

say to hitch doze safety valve to ze heater and ze other
pipe to ze baths. Ze book say it mighty bad to let water
get too high in ze boilers, when ze engine run she might
go bang on zee cylinder head, and it be better to flow
down at ze lowest pressure carried and when ze load is

smallest. It say ze skimmers should be blow according
to ze dirt in de water used and lots of oder tings lik dat,

I tell you Boss,
I get zat job
back pretty soon
when I am a
real engineer wid
a real engineer's
cer-tif-i-cat.

—Batistee Sefor

A INLESSON
THRIFT

A colored gen-
tleman went into
a down-town
store to buy a
suit of clothes.

He wanted to pay
about $20. In fact
he had that much
set aside for the
purpose.

The clerk, well

schooled in the
art of making
people buy what
they couldn't af-

ford to pay for,

got the customer
prancino- around
in a $35 outfit,

and was telling

him that that was
the sort of togs
he should wear.

The colored
man simply

smiled, stuck out for a $20 outfit, and remarked: "I never
hang my hat no higher than I can reach."

And there's quite a heap of common sense and wisdom
in the saying.

Is there anything more painful than witnessing a man
with a $2,000 income trying to make a splash that looks
like that of his neighbor who reaches through the cashier's

wicket for $5,000 per annum ?

And yet it's being done all the time. Two dollars

can't go as far as five, and two thousand can't do what
five thousand can. That looks simple enough, but the

people who fail to realize that fact would make quite a

heap were they all pitchforked up together.

That colored man preached a pretty fair sermon on
"thrift" when he announced his text as "I never hang
my hat no higher than I can reach."
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ssociation and Persona

ALBERTA C.A.S.E.

EDITOR, POWER HOUSE: If I can
beg sufficient space I wish to

show readers of this valuable

magazine what The Canadian Associa-
tion of Stationary Engineers are doin^-

in Alberta.

Several of the most progressive en-

gineers in this district realized the need
of a more co-operative feeling among
the engineers, so we got together last

June and applied for a charter. We have
had a hard fight but we have all pulled

together and we now have as good an
organization as there, is to be found in

the West.
Our first benefit to the engineer is the

indicator. With this we are able to find

our engine and piping faults and thus
greatly increase the efficiency of the

plant and smooth out its operation to

the benefit of our employers and our-

selves, thus increasing the value of our
services. We own an indicator of the

best make with a cylinder and piston

for ammonia and high and low pressure.

Each member has it one week at a time

and is instructed in its benefits.

Our service cards are of great value

to the employer and the engineer. Each
member's experience, education and
qualification? are listed and a complete
record of him is kept. When he applies

for a position our secretary mails this

record and references, which we are

back of, to the prospective employer.
Also, when employers enquire for en-

gineers, these records prove their worth.

Since our whole object is to raise the

standard of engineers, this is a great in-

centive to the engineer to try and raise

his own standard.

The grading of engineers according to

their experience and qualifications^ is

another of our strong points. Since

Alberta has a high standard in this line

for steam engineers, our efforts are not
needed, so we turn our attention to the

electrical worker, and steam engineers

wishing recognition along this line. We
have an examining board, and grant
certificates in four grades to those hav-

ing the required experience and satis-

factorily passing the examinations for

the resnoctive grades. The requirements
are such that any engineer holding our
certificitcs will be able to prove to the

public his worth, so thnt when employers
become acouiinted with us they will

know the value of a member of our

oro-ani^ation.

We hnve received hearty supnort from
the employers here and leading en-

gineers, and the Alberta Government

have shown themselves on our side, so
we feel that our work is not in vain. It

\ij our ambition, now that the war is

over, to keep the engineers up to the
high efficiency they tried so hard to
maintain during the war. We wish
every engineer to wake up and co-

operate with us and try to raise his
standard of thinking and working and
thus help to raise the standard of all.

We are not a union, nor in any way
connected with them in the general term
union goes. However, we recognize the
necessity of such, and know that union
is strength, but we also know that
strength is not of much value without
the guiding hand of intelligence. Trade-
unionism progresses by strikes and in-

timidation. The C.A.S.E. never coun-
tenances coercive measures to secure
justice for engineers. The ti-ade union
adopts standard wages regardless of a
man's efficiency, but this policy can never
be in harmony with the principle of

engineering, where individuality and in-

dividual ability must always be recog-
nized.

In order to obtain its objects, the

C.A.S.E. believes in individual salesman-
ship of personal services more than col-

lective bargaining, in demonstration of

worth rather than demands with threats,

in pay according to economic value
rather than a pyramiding scale of stand-

ard wages, in publicity regarding work-
'ng conditions that are unsatisfactory
rather than methods of force.

We do not mean by this that we are
against unionism. We know that with
intelligent guidance it has its place and
value to the laboring classes, and is of

ten the only means of getting justice for

the under man. We are not against the

union engineer, we are here to help him
and wish him to help us. to come in with
us and let us all stand for safety, relia-

bility, economy, and intelligence, and a

sauare and honest deal to employer as

well as engineer.

H. E. WIGHT.

TORONTO SECTION A.T.E.E. HOLD
INTERESTING MEETING

The manufacture of electrical porce-

lain was dealt with in a naner read be-

fore the Toronto section of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers on .Tan.

7, by Hueo J. Lundgren. of Peterbor
ough. Roth the wet and dry processes

of manufactiiring porcelain were de-

scribed and the various onerations were
shown bv means of slides.

Elements for suspension insulators

and similar parts required in quantity
are molded in steel dies in a press witii

special precautions to prevent the clay
sticking to the mold. A few years ago
a record was achieved by an insulator

which took a puncture test of 15,000

volts, the insulator being one of the
same size and shape as that used on
telegraph lines. To-day, twenty-five

years later, with the same raw materials

a porcelain is made which will stand a
test of 15,000 volts per millimetre. Above
seven mm. the dielectric strength be-

comes less. A greater proportion of

feldspar will increase the dielectric

stress, but usually at the expense of the

physical properties. Under ideal load-

ing conditions the compressive strength

might be taken at 8,000 lbs. per sq. in.

and the tensile strength 24,000 lbs. per

sq. in. in practice.

Canada's raw materials for the manu-
facture of porcelain are not abundant,

and at the present time the kaolin and

other materials are imported with the

exception of feldspar, of which unlimited

quantities are available.

GET THE RIGHT QUANTITY OF AIR

To obtain ideal results, the total quan-

tity of air admitted to the furnace, in-

cluding that which passes up through the

fuel and that which enters at the fire

doors or through other openings, should

be exactly adjusted to the needs of the

fire. The admission of an excess of cold

air is wasteful, because this excess serves

no useful purpose, and yet it becomes

heated in passing through the furnace.

The heat that is required to raise this

excess air up to the temperature that

prevails in the uptake, where the gases

leave the boiler to pass to the stack, is

entirely wasted. This source of loss is

real, and it should be remembered and

considered; but as it is practically im-

possible to admit exactly the right

amount of air to the furnace, and to

admit it in precisely the right manner,

it is exceedingly important to note that

it is far better to admit too much air

than too little. This is because the loss

of heat by the distillation of unburned
substances from the coal, and by the

escape of the carbon monoxide gas that

is usually present in large quantit'es

when the air supply is deficient, is far

greater than any loss that is likely to

arise from the admission of an excess

of air. when the fireman is careful and
intelligent.
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NEW SUSPENDED AND SELF-SUP-
PORTING ARCH

THE greatest source of expense in

connection with the operation of

^ furnaces, is the destruction of

the brick lining in the fire cham-
ber. In many instances it is necessary

to dismantle the entire brick work in

order to make the necessary repairs. In

addition to the cost involved, this method
frequently requires the shutting down of

the furnace for several days. This ob-

jectional feature has often resulted in a

furnace being operated much longer

than it otherwise would, the consequence

supporting, an increased factor of safety

—but one that is not absolutely essential

except when repairs are being carried

out—is the suspension framework pro-

vided. These are fabricated pieces of

bar iron and built in truss form to insure

lightness with strength, and yet permit

of ample expansion and contraction

without destroying the dovetail supports

in the upper surface of the bricks. These
truss cross bars are provided in numbers
to suit the length of the arch, with longi-

tudinal bars running at right angles to

carry the bolts that support the arch

blocks. The interlocking feature of the

SECTION THRO
STOKER ARCH

SUSPENDED ARCH FOR BOILER FURNACES.

beinj.^ the complete destruction of the

brick lining.

To minimize these disadvantages an,l

at the same time effect a saving in the

"ost of maintenance, .several designs of

furnace blocks have been constructed by
f. W. Gates, Ltd., of Montreal, which
nave given excellent results. The most
recent departure m this respect is the

new type of arch block adapted to stoker

arches, Dutch oven type of boiler set-

ting, or H. R. T. boiler back arches, and
'arge fire door arches, reverbatory and

•^meltina: furnaces. As illustrated in the

sketch these arches are constructed on

the unit principle, where any single

block can be replaced without disturbing

the rest of the brickwork. This is made
possible by means of the self-supporting

and suspended feature of interlockinc

and keying the various blocks compos-

ing the arch. The blocks are so de-

signed that any one in the set can be

removed and a new one inserted with-

out destroying or dismantling the ad-

joining blocks.

In addition to the arch being self-

block has the added advantage of pre-

venting the leakage of the gases througii

the intervening space. This particular

type of arch can be applied separately

or in conjunction with the side furnace
blocks, also manufactured by this com
pany.

ENCLOSED TANK SWITCH

THIS enclosed tank switch is of the

single-pole double-break type, is

instantaneous in action and suit-

able for use in tanks, etc., where regula-

tion of liquid level between high and Io a-

limits is required. The construction

avoids opening of the switch before the

proper time and is free from the stick

ing and burning of blades that mak/
trouble with a knife switch. No part o!

the casing or mechanism can become
charged.

The regulation is obtained by a float

operating the switch, which in turn actu-

ates a solenoid controlling mechanical or

other electrical devices.

The case consists of a cast iron body

and cover with corresponding flanged
edges that permit the use of a gasket for

damp proofing. The gasket makes it

as nearly waterproof as any switch for

INTERIOR VIEW OF SWITCH.

its purpose can be. 9 substantial lug at

one side of the back provides a means
for standing to a supporting post.

The internal electrical and mechani-

cal parts are separated by an inside

dividing partition which forms two sep-

arate compartments. A block of tran-

site ebony asbestos bolted into the elec-

trical compartment of the case supports

the fixed contracts and also acts as an

INSTALLATION IN TANK.
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insulating bushing for the incoming
wires, which are brought through a boss
in the back of the case. This boss is

threaded to receive a % in. conduit.

The fixed contacts are short cylinders

of carbon held by set screws in ma-

chined brass terminals bolted to and in-

sulated by the transite block.

The bolts which hold terminals and
transite block together are countersunk
and sealed at the back, and the wires are

held by flanged binding screws on the

sides of the terminal blocks.

The moving contact is a folded copper

strip bolted to a piece of transite, which

i-s loosely pivoted in the forked end of

the cam lever. A flat spring within this

fork keeps the contact piece always in

correct position.

A float riding up and down on a guide

rod hits a limiting stop on the rod. As
it does so, the rod is carried up or down,

and through collars upon its upper end

imparts a corresponding movement to

the switch lever. The length of travel

of this lever is limited by a stop acting

in a slot on the opposite, side of the

lever.

Movement of the lever oscillates a

shaft and "grasshopper" lever, which in

turn move a roller across a cam on the

end of the electrical contact lever. The
roller is held closely to the cam by a

coil spring fastened to the dividing par-

tition in the case. The tension of this

spring throws the contact lever with a

quick positive motion the instant the

roller passes over the centre of the cam.

All internal levers are made of cast

brass and are of substantial size and

strength.

This device is manufactured by the

Blackburn Smith Corporation, 105 W.
CQt]\ St., New York.

IMPROVED INSTRUMENT PANEL
FOR THOMAS GAS METER

In order to place the total and graphic
records of the gas flow furnished by the
Thomas Meter in the superintendent's
office or near the attendant interested
in them, the Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., of

Milwaukee, has recently developed a new
design of instrument panel which re-

quires but very little floor space. Th?
earlier panels carried both the recording
and regulating apparatus, but in the new
arrangement the instruments are mount-
ed on a separate small panel and the
regulator may be located in some other
part of the plant convenient for inspec-

tion by maintenance men. The meter
housing is, of course, located at a point

in the pipe line where a measure of the

gas flow is desirable. In accordance
with the modern trend of safety first

ideas, further refinements have also been
made in the design of the instrument
panel to make it practically fool proof

and shock proof. The new design fol-

lows the dead front principle of switch-

board construction, as the accompanying
illustration shows. The top section con-

tains the galvanometer, which differs

from the usual form of laboratory in-

strument in that the number of sensitive

parts has been reduced to a minimum,
and those sensitive parts that are neces-

sary are made easily replaceable, while

all other parts are made very strong and
durable. The mechanism and connections

are placed in an aluminum case and are

arranged so that the sensitive parts are

well protected, but accessible. It is con

structed jointly by the Leeds & Northruj)

Co., and the Cutler-Hammer Company.
Most forms of galvanometers are placed

in wooden cases and are so constructed

that they do not give good service wher,
used by unskilled mechanics.
The middle section contains the East-

erline graphic watt meter, which records
in standard units the flow of gas
through the meter housing. Below the
Easterline instrument is a Westinghouse
single-phase watt meter, with scale cali-

brated for thousands of cubic feet of
gas, which shows the total gas flow
Mounted on the back of the centre sec-

tion is a square D quick knife switch,

opei-ated by a lever on the front of the

section, which serves as a main line

switch for the heater circuit and all con-

trol circuits. At the left of this switch,

is mounted a push button control switch,

which operates a C-H single pole remote
control switch. This switch is magneti-
cally opened and closed and mechanically
locked and is used to open the heater
circuit in the meter housing to permit
the operator to balance the meter. The
instrument panel also contains a current
transformer, for all except the small
sizes of meters, and fuses for the re-

cording circuits and test connections for

electrically testing the two watt meters.

These watt meters are standard 5 am-
pere, 110 or .320 volt instruments, hence
they may be tested for accuracy in the

same manner as any other standard in-

dicating or integrating electrical instru-

ment, that is, by connecting them in

series with similar meters of known ac-

curacy. Test constants are stamped on
each meter and it is not necessary to

shut off the gas or interrupt the gas
measurement to test the recording and
integrating instruments. All live parts

are enclosed in the enclosing case upon
which the sections of the panel are

mounted and the complete panel is furn-

ished with a cast iron sub-base necessi-

tating no other work in installation than

the mere lagging of the base to the floor.

BAFFLE PLATES
In most forms of water-tube boilers,

baffle plates are placed among the tubes

at different points, to regulate the flow

of the furnace gases and direct them so

as to secure the greatest possible amount
of heat absorption. These baffle plates

undoubtedly add to the efficiency of the

boiler when they are correctly placed,

and it is therefore important, each time

the boiler is cooled down sufficiently for

a man to examine them, to see that they

have not become displaced. Some of the

tiles of which they consist may have
fallen out or become broken, or the baf-

fles may become otherwise displaced, as

a whole or in part. In any case of dis-

placement a passageway is likely to be
opened for the flue gases, which will be

shorter and easier than the one they

are supposed to follow, so that a consid-

erable fraction of the gases from the

furnace will pass to the chimney or

stack by a short cut, and without giving

up as much of their heat as they are

supposed to yield when the baffling is

in good order; and of course this means
a loss of efficiency.
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The Operators' Point of View

The Power Plant is a Good Field for Ingenuity
Makeshift Gaskets and Packings Can Often be Extemporized
From Most Unpromising Material—Ingenuity Helps, Even in the

Washing of Hands

By J. E. NOBLE

A GREAT many power plants are
located in small towns and vil-

lages, a large percentage of these
plants keeping little or no supply oi'

manhole gaskets, etc., on hand for emer-
gencies. The engineer should persist in

bringing such a condition to the atten-
tion of the owner or manager, putting
such a notice in writing at least once,
keeping a duplicate of the notice in his

own possession in case of trouble along
this line.

In most cases there is no store in

such villages and towns handling power
supplies, and it becomes necessary to
send to the nearest city for the goods
required. Altogether likely the tele-

graph will be used, with the possible

result that the wrong goods will be sent
on account of insufficient data, which
means a further delay. In such a case,

where a manhole gasket gives out, a

substitute of some kind will be used;
this may take the shape in a piece of

hose, a red leaded gasket of twisted
hemp, or some other makeshift. If it

is possible to secure a piece of composi-
tion lead pipe, such as is used in gas
work, a good substitute gasket can be

had by drawing a piece of asbestos rope,

or a piece of oil-soaked cotton rope,

through the pipe to act as an equalizing

cushion.

Sometimes you run across pointers in

the small plants which the big fellows

never hear about. One such came under
my notice some time ago. Very often,

even in big plants, hand cleaning soap is

not supplied by the owners, and unless

the engineer buys the soap himself he
is apt to use the strong lye soap and
caustic soda supplied by the owners for

rough scniibbing and cleaning, with the

consequent result of chapped hands for

the engineer in cold weather. If the

engineer will buy a bar of ordinary

castile soap (25 cents) and get a box of

fine sand, he will be fixed up for about

six weeks. First soap the hands, then

take a little of the sand, and a few rubs

will take off every bit of dirt with ab-

solutely no harm to the hands. This

works better even than using coal oil

and soap.

We often see it printed in the technical

journals that it is a mistake to use paint,

red lead, or pipe joint compound inside

pipe fittings, that these things should

be placed on the pipe thread only, thus

doing away with the danger of getting

some of the "dope" under valve seats in

steam traps, etc. Under certain con-

ditions I am against this advice; person-

ally I believe that all new work should

receive a good coating of lubricant,

which is the principal use for any mix-

ture used, much more so than as a filler;

both inside the fitting and on the pipe

thread, in this case the threads have
every chance of screwing up into a tight

position with the minimum amount of

twisting strain. Under these conditions

one thing must be done, whatever the

pipes are to be used for they must be

properly blown out before the main or

finishing connection is made. Not for a

minute or two but for a few hours. I

remember reading an article once by the

manager of a large concern who install-

ed power plants. His advice was to blow
steam through all new work for 48

hours to remove every particle of dirt,

grease, red lead, white lead, iron filings

scale, turnings and dirt generally. His

statement concluded by the following:

"Of course this wastes a lot of steam,

but it is paid for a hundred times ove^

in the avoidance of su'bsequent trouble."

INTERNAL COMBUSTION
By R. M. Murray

I often wonder why it is that woman
is nearly always the medium chosen by
the poet for his romance while empire-

building romances are left unsung.

But perhaps the word poet is only a

name that should in reality be applied to

m-inv other types of people.

The engineer, for example, is a mighty
dreamer, but unlike the poet, he dreams
about the force of machinery instead of

the force of love.

Let us take as a comparative picture

the Eastern dream of the magic carpet

and I think you will agree that the

result in practice is a wonderful achieve-

ment.

The dream in effect you will remember
was that an individual might travel long
distances easily and faster than the most
speedy horse of Arabian legend. Steven-
son's engine was an attempt to achieve
this wish for speed, but it has developed
into too heavy a vehicle to hold a true

place in romance. Too many people are

required for the management of a rail-

road train.

The internal combustion engine, how-
ever, as used on a motor car, motor
cycle, or aeroplane is a vastly different

proposition. It can be maintained by a

single person, and it realizes the East-
ern dream by enabling one to travel vast
distances at great speed.

Consider also the simplicity of the

engineer's dream in this particular in-

stance. The engine in question is just

a metal cylinder into which gas is drawn
from a carburettor and ignited by elec-

tricity produced by the magneto. The
downward stroke of the piston draws in

the gas. The upward stroke compresses
it, and the electricity fires the charge,

producing what is called the working or

driving stroke, after which the return

stroke of the piston forces the exhaust
gases out of the cylinder.

This cycle of operations is continually

repeated, which fact gives the engine its

name—the four-stroke internal combus-
tion engine.

The four stroke internal combustion
engine— it is indeed a true king in the

world of romance. It has opened up for

the future the possibility of learning the

secrets of the unknown spaces. In the

years to come everyone will have the

opportunity of becoming a knight of the

air.

Think it over and judge for yourself

whether the poet and engineer are not

equally great dreamers and whether
engineering is not truly one of the

world's romances.

THERMOMETER SCALES
By T. L. Smith

When the term 40 degrees C. is used
how does this correspond to the heat in

Fahr. ? The diagram showm in Fig. 1
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answers this question graphically. " To
the right are shown the Fahr. tempera-
tures, and to the left the cori-esponding

no.

m.

90.

\6Q\

50

40

30

A0_

10_

Boi/tn^ Faint

Freezino Fomt.

CENTIGRADE
THERMOMETER

1/

FAHRENHEIT
THERMOMETER

C. temperatures. From this picture it

is evident that a temperature of 40 deg.

C. corresponds to a temperature of 104

deg. Fahr.

ROPE AND TACKLE
Ropes are so frequently used that

everyone should be thoroughly acquaint-

ed with their proper selection, care and

employment. In using a single and

couble block or two double blocks taking

a % inch rope, the rope should be of

good length, especially if the blocks are

double a-nd triple. Such a tackle may be

used to lift timber to place or in putting

up timber frames and trusses and in

hauling up rafters. In hauling a heavy

object on the ground the tackle should

be so fitted up that the rope which is

pulled runs from the object to be moved

and not towards it. Ropes which have

a woolly appearance, or where the ends

of the fibre protrude, should not be used

for important work. All ropes should be

protected from dampness. Ropes are

frequently allowed to unravel at the

ends and thus become shorter. If a piece

of twine is wrapped round it this might

easily be avoided. When a rope runs

over a pulley it is constantly bending

and straightening, causing the fibres to

chafe at the centres. The smaller the

pul'-eys the worse it is. A pulley should

rot be less than eight times as large in

diameter as the rope, and a larger one
Vvould be better. Ropes used in tackles
or pulleys will give more service if they
are reversed occasionally. For such im-
portant work as hoisting tackles it is

better to use a four-strand woven around
8 cord. This costs more than the three-

strand, but is worth more.

Knots weaken a rope; the more bends
there are, and the shorter they are, the

worse.

One principle of a knot is that no
tv/o parts that would move in the same
direction if the ropes were to slip should

lie alongside each other. Another is

that a knot must be so devised that the

tight part of the rope will bear on the
free end in such a manner as to pinch
and hold it.

To untie a hard knot in a rope or

strap, hammer it on all sides with a piece
of wood, then dip it in boiling water for
a moment or two. A little soap will help.

With a sharp-pointed instrument the
knot may then be picked loose.

To remove a snarl in a rope, draw out
one end as far as possible, then open the
centre of the snarl so it can form a hole

round this free end, and seize the entire

bundle, forcing it through this hole,

putting the outside first; this will add
to the free ropes, and if continued will

unravel any tangle.

PROPER HEATING OF BUILDINGS
PROMOTES HEALTH

Bv J. E. McCormick

I
HAVE just received from a nerve
specialist in New York a booklet en-
titled "The Prevention of Colds, In-

fluenza. Grippe, Pneumonia, and Tuber-
culosis." Incidentally, the author thereof
passes a few remarks on the subject of
"Heating" and of "Humidity." I have
been wondering whether or not some of

his remarks might not be ^f sufficient

economic importance to be worthy of

consideration by engineers in charge of

heatin<i- plants. I have never given much
attention to the heating and ventilation

of buildings. My chief concern along
such lines has been to prevent long lines

of pipe from bursting during temporary
shutdowns in cold weather, therefore I

am not competent to judge of the above
matter, neither am I at present in a posi-

tion to give it a proper try-out. I shall

quote from the booklet chiefly such part.=

as might concern engineers in heatine

plants. In some instances the booklet

contains several paragraphs between the

parts I have selected. I quote:

—

"(a) When a fluid or moisture evapor-

ates, a chill is produced. As an example:

Moisten your fin<rer and blow against it.

you will observe that the side you blow

against will feel cold."

"(b) The degree of chill produced

through evaporation depends directl>-

upon the ranidity of evaporation. The

more rapid the evaporation, the greater

the chill."

"(c) The rapidity of evaporation de-

pends mainly upon the degree of dryness

of the air coming in contact with the

fluid or moisture. Free air always con-

tains a varying amount of moisture. Tho

less moisture it contains the more i-ead-

ily it will absorb moisture, and vice

versa."

"From the foregoing it should not bo

deduced that moist air always feels

warmer to the body than dry air. This

anplies onlv when the temperature is

above 60 degrees or thereabouts. At

lower temperatures the reverse is the

case, that is, cold moist air feels colder

than cold dry air. for the same reason

that cold water feels colder to the skin

than air at the same temperature."
.

"Perhaps the most common cause of
colds is the disregard for the degree of
humidity in heating and ventilating our
living rooms."
"As an example of the influence of

low humidity, I shall cite a condition
that existed at the U. S. capitol at

Washington, D.C., during the winter of

1913-1914. In the hall of the House of

Representatives there was a mysterious
"chill." Frequent complaints were
made and many illnesses resulted. The
engineers forced the temperature up to

77 degrees, but still the chill remained.
In the Senate hall, on the other side of

the building, there was perfect comfor'
with a temperature of 68 degrees. Fin-

ally, after a thorough investigation, it

was found that the chill in the Housa
chamber had been due to low humidity.

Tests showed that the humidity at

times dropped to 20 per cent. In the

Senate chamber it was nearly 40 per

cent."

"Not one room in a thousand is

properly humidified. It is only in our

large public buildings that the state of

humidity is given any attention."

"The question arises: 'What is the

proper humidity for a living room?' It

is agreed that from 50 per cent, to 60

per cent, is not too high. High hu-

midity combined with high temnerature

is extremely depressing, but if the tem-

perature is kept below 70 degrees, the

humidity may be 70 per cent, or even

80 per cent, without causing discom-

fort."

"For the bodily comfort, therefore, it

is necessary that our rooms be kept rea

sonably moist. Since we feel far more

comfortable in a room heated to 65 de-

grees and with a humidity of 50 per

cent., than in a room heated to 75 de-

grees and with low humidity, we coul I

save at least 33 1-3 per cent, in heat-

ing expenses bv keeping the air in our

homes and buildings moist."

"To humidify a room of avera<Te size

it requires that about a ouart of water

be evaporated dailv. This produces^ h

humiditv of about FO to 60 per cent."

"Health lies in the mean, and not in
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the extreme. This applies especially

to heat, cold and humidity. It should be

our aim to keep the body comfortably

warm, cool, moist and dry, which means
a humidity of about 50 per cent, and a

temperature of about 64 dep:rees. Of
course, it is impossible to meet these con-

ditions at all times, but we can at least

endeavor to do so."
I

The "saving in heating expenses" par-

agraph took my eye. It must be remem-
bered, however, that the maintaining of

a few extra degrees of heat throughoui-

a building in New York City means a

greater proportional expense than would

the same few degrees in a similar

building located in our colder Canadian

climate. Nevertheless, if anv such sav-

ing can be made in that p'ace an ap-

preciable saving might perhaps be ob-

tained in Canada by the same means.

The author of the booklet mentions

metho'ls of humidifying air. Among
other things he says: "There is sold in

most honse furnishing stores a special

tank, which may be suspended from the

back of the radiator. The heat from the

radiator evaoorates the water in the

tank and thus moistens the air." The

question in my mind is: "If thermo

hydroscopes, or else hygroscopes, were

installed in addition to themiometers

and means were provided whereby the

engineer could control both the humidity

and the tem.nerature. would this result

in an anpreciable lowering of the heat-

ing expense and at the same time pro-

vide a more healthy atmosphere for the

residents to live in? Will someone who

has studied heating and ventilation and

has been in charge of house heatin:^

plants, nlease give us his experiences on

this subject?

ASHES AND ASH-PITS

The ash-pits should be kept as clean

as practicable, because if ashes are al-

lowed to accumulate there, they not only

interfere with the combustion by check-

ing the draft, but also lessen the down-

ward radiation of heat from the grate

bars, which are tTien likely to become

overheated, warped, and burned.

In plants of considerable size, in which

large quantities of coal are burned, it is

usually profitable to handle the ashes

by a mechanical conveyor of some kind

Conveyors are most commonly employed

for this purpose when the coal is han-

dled in like manner, and the boilers are

fired by mechanical means.

The ash-pit openings in boiler fronts

are often left unprovided with doors. We
strongly advise that doors be fitted to

them in all cases, because the additional

control over the draft that these doors

afford is often of extreme value and im-

portance. Under ordinary running con-

ditions, however, the ash-pit doors should

be left open and the draft should be con-

trolled by the damper, because this pro-

cedure tends to keep the ash-pits cooler,

and to prolong the life of the grate bars.

Do You Know That

At the end of 1917 there were about
140 electric furnaces installed in Great
Britain, and the number has been con-
siderably increased since then.

* * *

That a leading British trade journal
contemplates the sending of its overseas
circulation to the British Dominions and
Colonies and the great trade centres of
the world by air as soon as it is possible.

* *

The extremely minute globules of oil,

which are often present in feed water
from condensers, are only about 1-1000
millimeter in diameter, and pass through
the finest filtering medium. Their re-
moval has been accomplished by means
of the action of electric current, which
causes these globules to coalesce and to
combine into lareer droplets, which can
be successfully filtered out. The same
inventor has also devised an apparatus
for removing dissolved air.

* * *

The oxy-acetylene process has been
successfully applied to the burning of

holes in the mass of solidified iron called

a salamander, which accumulates in the

bottom of a blast furnace. Instead of

drilling holes for dynamite, with the aid

of a diamond bit, the hole is sunk by
means of oxy-acetylene. As the cutting
action of the gases continues, the pres-

sure blows the molten material from the

hole. It is found that one tank of oxy-
gen is sufficient to sink a hole four feet

deep.
* * *

Germany, during the war, made trans-

mission belting out of steel and paper.

Steel belts have been in more or les5

common use for a number of years, but
the use of paper for transmitting power
is at first si^ht somewhat of a startling;

innovation. The belts are made by sev-

eral different processes. Some are made
of plaited or knitted paper yarn, and
thus have no transverse threads, mak-
ing the edges very strong and eliminat-

insr fraying. Other belts are woven or

knitted in tube form, and afterwards

flattened out and stitched together.
* * *

In a hand-fired furnace about one-half

the combustion takes place in the fuel

bed, and one-half in the combustion
space. The fuel bed acts as a aas pro-

ducer and a gas retort; in it the solid

fuel is gasified by the combustion of

the fixed carbon and the distillation of

the volatile matter. The gases rising

from the fuel bed contain, at times, as

much as 32 per cent, combustible, and
no free oxygen to burn it. Hence, to

burn these gases, air must be admitted

over the fuel bed and mixed with the

combustible gases, and the mixture

burned in the combustion space. The
oxyp-en flowing through the grate is all

used up as it passes through the first

three or four inches of the fuel bed.

Coal low in volatile matter is the best
for hand-fired power plants in the pre-
vention of smoke.

* * * .
_

Although the form of the U. S. stand-
ard thread on paper looks very much un-
like the Whitworth form in practice
there is very little difference. The square
top and bottom of the U. S. Standard
are hardly ever found in ordinary com-
mercial screws made by taps and dies or
rolled. The crests of the threads in a
tap or in a cutting or rolling die soon
become rounded by the corners overheat-
ing and wearing away—and thus a rad-
ius is arrived at which closely ap-
proaches that of the Whitworth thread.

* • *

Helium, only slightly heavier than hy-
drogen, has been successfully I'sed for

filling arships and balloons. Its scar-

city formerly kept the price up to $1,700
per cu. ft., and its only known source
was from radium bearing ores. Since
the war started however it was found
that helium was present in large
amounts in the natural gas o'f Tpx^s and
by liquefying this gas it could be recover-

ed in a very pure state. Its main aa-

vantage over hydroeen was in its non-

inflammability and it thus removed the

greatest objection to the airship.

While the onion is the last thing one

would imagine to have a practical use

in the machine shop, it has been success-

fully used as a tempering medium re-

placing oil. The smell, as may well be

imagined, is rather pronounced, but the

results secured are very good. The
method employed is to place the article

to be tempered in a metal basin filled

with chopped onions until it is quite

cold. The onions can be used repeatedly.

Small articles may be inserted in onions

large enough to hold them. Garlic

might do in a pinch, eh? The Germans
are responsible for this latest atrocity.

* *

Since the outbreak of war many new
uses have been found for t^e m°^"^i mia-
nesium. In combination with aluminium

and other metals, it produces an alloy

with a sr)ecific eravity about half that

of aluminium, which is largely used for

aeroplane work. On the other hand, if

the weight has only to aiinroach that

of aluminium, a considerable admixture
of heavy metals is possible; an alloy

containing only 10.30 per cent, of mag-
nesium is stated to have great strength.

The formulae of some compositions con-

taining magnesium and aluminium re-

commended for use in automobiie and
aeroplane construction, are mver. in

Metallurgical and Chemical Engineer-
ing. Reference is made to a recent pat-

ent claiminqr that 92 per cent, of mag-
nesium and 8 per cent, of a'uminium
gives an aFov of specific p-ravitv 1.75,

with a strength equal to that of gun-
metal.

Take Agency.—The Yeates Machinery
and Supply Co. have taken over the

Canadian agency for the McCrosky
Reamer Co., of Meadville, Pa.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
A Record of Prices Current on

Entering Into the Manufacture

Raw, Semi - finished, and Finished Materials

and Operation of Power Plant Equipment

BOILER TUBES
Seam- Lap-

Size less welded
1 in $32 00 $

IVi in 36 00
11/2 in 39 00 32 00
1% in 39 00 32 00
2 in 45 00 32 00
214 in 48 00 34 00

2% in 50 00 40 50
S in 58 00 45 00

SVi :n 52 00

3V> in 70 00 54 00
4 in 80 00 67 00

Prices per 100 feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

PLATES
Montreal Toronto

Plates, Vi to 1/2 $5 50 $6 00
Tank plates. 3-16 in. . 6 50 6 2.'i

WROUGHT PIPE
Effective Jan. 7, 1918.
Standard Buttweld.

Size.

% in.

% in.

% in.

V2 in.

% in.

1 in.

in.

ly. in.

2 in.

iV2 in.

3 in.

in.

4 in.

2 in.

2 1,.'. in.

3 in.

SV2 in.

4 in.

4% in
5 in.

G in.

7 in.

SL in.

8 in.

9 in.

lOL in.

10 in.

Black Galvanized
Per 100 feet

$ 6 00 $ S 00
4 68 6 81
4 68 6 81
6 21 7 78
7 82 9 95

11 56 14 71
15 64 19 90
18 70 23 7«
25 16 32 01
40 37 51 19

52 79 66 94
67 16 84 IS

79 57 99 74

Standard Lapweld

38 81

42 12
55 08
69 00
81 75
93 00
108 00

183 00
193 00

2iSa 00

Prices—Ontario, Quebec
Maritime Provinces

35 31
52 36
68 47
86 94

103 00
118 00
137 00
178 00
232 00
244 00
281 00
3G6 00
312 00
102 00

and

WROUGHT NIPPLES
4" and under, 45%.
4'.4" and larger, 40%.
4" and under, running thread.

16%.
Standard couplings, 4" and un-

der. 35%.
414" and larger, 15%.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS
Malleable fittings, class A. 20%

on list ; class B and 'C, net list.

Cast iron fittings, 25% off list.

Malleable bushings, 25 and 7%% ;

oast buafhings, 25%: unions, 46%:
plugs, 20% off list. Net prices mal-
leable fittings : Class B black, 24%c
lb.: Class C black, 15%c lb.: gal-
vanized. Class B. 34c lb. : Class C,
24i;^c lb. F.O.B. Toronto.

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING.
At mill list plus 40%
At warehouse list plus
DiscoDnts off new liat. Warehouse

price at Montreal and Toronto.

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL
Per lb. to Large Buyers Cents

Iron bars, base, Toronto
Steel bars, base, Toronto .

Steel bars, 2' to 4' base.
Iron bars, base. Montreal
Steel bars, bcse, Montreal
R"inforcing bars, base . . . .

Small shapaa

$4 75
5 00
6 00
4 ar,

5 0..

4 .'lO

B 76

7 00
6 90

8 10

9 50

SHEETS
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, Black, No. 28.$ 7 00
Sheets, Black, No. 10. 6 50
Canada plates, dull. 52

sheets 8 50
Canada plates, all

bright 8 .'iO

Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized
Queen's Head, 28
B.W.G

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.G.
Gorbal"3 Best, No. 28.
Colborne Crown, No.

28
Premier, No. 28 U.S 8 20
Premier, 10% oz 8 50

PROOF COIL CHAIN
B

% in !

5-16 in

% in

7-16 in

% in

9-16 in

% in

% in

% in

1 in

Extra for B.B. Chain
Extra for B.B.B. Chain

14 35

13 85

13 50
12 90
13 20
12 70
12 50
12 40
12 90
12 65
1 20
1 80

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 25
Stove bolts 55
Plate washers list plus 20
Machine bolts, 7-16 and over net
Machine bolts, % and less.,. 10
Blank bolts net
Bolt ends net
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., steel 27y2
Machine screws, o. and fil. hd.,

steel 10
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., brass add 20
Machine screws, o. and fll. hd..

brass add 25
Nuts, square blank add $1 50
Nuts, square, tapped add 1 75
Nuts, hex. blank add 1 75

Nuts, hex. tapped add 2 00
Copper rivets and burrs, list

plus 30
Burrs only list plus 60
Iron rivets and burrs 16
Boiler rivets, base and

larger S8 50
Structural rivets, as above. . 8 40
Wood screws, flat, bright.. 721^
Wood screws. O. &. R., bright 67^2
Wood screws, flat, brass 37%
Wood screws, O. & R.. brass 32^4
Wood screws, flat, bronze.. 27

%

Wood screws, 0. & R.. bronze 25

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

'/A in 00
3-16 in 12 50
% in

] n 75
5-16 in n 40
% in n 00
T-16 in 10 60
Vi in 10 40
% in 10 00
% in 9 90

Priccii per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS
Per

Great Western. American ....
Kearney & Foot. Arcade
J. Barton Smith Engte
McClelland, G'nhe
Whitman & Barnps
Black Diamond ....
nelta Files .'

. .

'

Nicholson
Olobe
Vulcan
Disston
P H. and Imperial

Cent.
50
60
RO

50

50

37 V4

3714
50
50
50
5«

OILS AND COMPOUNDS
rinstor oil. per lb

Royalite. per gal., bulk
Palacine
Machine oil, per gal
Black oil. per gal
Cylinder oil. Capital
Cylinder oil. Acme
Standard cutting compound,
per lb

T,ard oil. per gn] 2
Union thread cutting nil anti-

sentic

Acme cutting oil. antfse>'tic
Tmnerinl quenching oil

Petroleum fuel oil

19" .

22'..

26 V.

15
49 '/o

3914

06
60

37 U.

39U
loy,

BELTING—No. 1 OAK TANNED.
E.xtra heavy, single a'nd double SOC^
St^ndnrd 40%
Cut leather lacing. No. 1.... $1 96
Leather in sides 1 75

COAL AND COKE,
Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsville Foundry Coke...
Steam Lump Coal
Best Slack

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Solder, strictly 35
Solder, guaranteed 40
Babbitt metals 18 to 70
Soldering coppers, 3 to 6 lbs. 58
Putty, 100-Ib. drums 6 20
White lead. pure, cwt 16 20
Red dry lead. 100-Ib ke^.

per cwt 15 50
Glue, English 36
Gasoline, per gal., bulk ... 33
Benzine, per gal., bulk.... 30\4
Pure turpentine, single bbls.,

gal 1 03
Linseed oil, raw, single bbls. 1 95
Linseed oil, boiled, single
bbls 1 98

Load wool, per lb 15

Plumbers' oakum, per cwt. 9 00
Sandpaper. B. A A.... list plus 20
Emery Cloth list plus 20
Sal Soda 03 >i.

Sulphur, rolls 05
Sulnhur. commercial 04y>
Rosin "D." per lb OS

Rosin "G." per lb OS'i.

Rorax crystal and granula. 14

Wood alcohol, per gallon... 1 80
Whiting, plain, per 100 lbs.. 2 20

COPPER PRODUCTS
Montreal Toront"

Rars. to 2 in. ..$42 50 $43 00
Plain sheets, base 16

oz. nnd heavier . . 46 00 44 00
Conner sheet, tinned.

14x60 In.. 14 oz. . . 48 00 48 00

Conner sheet, plan-
ished, base 16 oz.

and heavier . . . . 16 00 15 00
Braziers' in. sheets.

6x4 base 45 00 44 00
Tubing T.P.S., base

in. up to 3 in, 60 00 60 00

Above prices are full sheets and
bars. Cut sfheets and bars are 5c
per lb. higher.

BRASS PRonrrxs.
Brass rods, base to 1" rd..$0 43

Sheets 24 oz. and heavier base 48

Rrn<i9 tuhlnff. seamlesn 65

Tubing. I.P.S.. 1" base .55

POLISHED DRTI.L ROD.
Dis<-ount off list. Montreal
and Toronto Net

RUBBER BELTING
Standard 10%
Best grades 16%

WASTE
White. Cents per lb.

XXX Extra 20
Peerless 21
Grand 19%
Superior 19%*
X L C R 18%
Atlas 18%
X Empire 17 V4
Ideal 17 \4
X press 16

Colored.

Lion 16

Standard 13%
No. 1 13%
Popular 12

Keen 10%
Wool Packing

Arrow 26

Axle 20
Anvil 16

Anchor 11

Washed Wipers

Select White 11

Mixed colored 10

Dark colored 09

This list subject to trade di*-

coant far quantity

MILLED PRODUCTS
Per Cent

Set screws 26
Sq. & Hex., Head Cap Screws 20
Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws Net
Flat & But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus Net

Fin. & Semi-fin. nuts up to

1 in 26
Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over

1 in., up to 1V> in 20
Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over

1% in., up to 2 in., list plus 10

Studs 20
Taper pins 40
Coupling bolts, pins 10

Planer head bolts, without
fillets list plus 10

Planer head bolts, with fillet

list plus 10 and 10

Planer head bolt nuts, same
as finished nuts.

Planer bolt washers net
Hollow set screws.. list plus 20
Collar screws. . .list plus SO, 10

Thumb screws 20
Thumb nuts 68
Patch bolts add 40, 10

Cold pressed nuts to 1% in.

add $4 60

Cold pressed nuts over I ' •..

in add $7 00

METALS
Montreal Toroni«

Lake copper $23 00 $24 00

Electro copper .... 22 00 23 00

Castings, copper 22 00 21 00

Tin 65 00 65 00
Spelter 9 00 8 50

Lead 7 25 7 00

Antimony 9 00 10 00

Aluminum 40 00 40 00

Prices per 100 lbs..

.

ROPES AND PACKING
Packing, squ.ire braided ...$0 38

Packing. No. 1 Italian 44

Packing. No. 2 Italian 36

Pure Manila rope 87

Transmission rope. Manila.. 4S

Drilling cables. M.inila .... 88

LEAD SHEETS Montreal Toronto

Sheets, S lbs, iq. ft.

lb 112 00 $18 26

Sheets, 8% lbs 12 00 IS 25

SheeU, 4 to 6 lbs... IS 00 12 60

Cut sheets. ?4e per lb. extra.

Cuts sheets to six*. Is yr IV.

»xtr».
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A True
Fish Story

Yes sir, it's true that thousands
of fish were caught in a ^ew
days time out of the water
supply to a certain well known
city by

Twin Strainers

''Screens" is what the newspapers

called them and in few days they

trapped several large perch and

several thousand minnows. For-

merly these fishes went through the-

pump and were ground up into the

domestic water supply. Ugh! It

makes us quail—but it was true.

Minnows are fine for bait but poor

as a component part of water used

for drinking or steaming purposes.

Twin Strainers kept them out and

Twin Strainers will keep all of your

water clean for they work continu-

ously—two baskets, when one fills

up you turn a valve and throw the

other in without letting any water

slip by unstrained.

Twin Strainers will

handle water, oil or

any other liquid.

Everything about

them is clearly ex-

plained in our com-
plete Bulletin A.

Glad to send you a

complimentary copy

if you'll send your

name and address.

ELLIOTT COMPANY
443 Diamond Street, Pittsburg, Pa.
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The LONG
Patent
Stearn
Trap

Automatically drains
jacket kettles, separators
and steam mains. Nine
hundred to 1,500 feet of
one-inch pipe isn't be-
yond its ability. Also
used with splendid suc-
cess in drying room
systems.

Only One
Movable Part
Works against 1 and
200 pounds of pressure

—

no possibility of freez-
ing. Has two outlets so
it can be installed in any
position.

Circular gives full par-
ticulars.

Write to-day.

J. T. LONG
84 Adam Street

MONTREAL, CANADA
If your dealer doe, not ,ell it. write direct

R.D.Wood&Co.
Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.

Water and Gas Work Supplies,
Cast Iron Pipe and Castings,'

Mathews Hydrants and Valves,

Hydraulic Presses and
Accumulators,

Operating Valves,

Mechanically Operated Gas
Producers.

ENGINEERING
London.—The formation here of one

of the greatest electrical combines in the
world, to be known as the English Elec-
tric Company, with a capital of $25,000 -

000, and employing 25,000 persons, is
viewed as a British effort to obtain as-
cendency in a market in which the Ger-
mans, as well as the Americans, have
hitherto offered the most serious com-
petition. One of the largest manufac-
turing concerns in this country, which has
been one of the greatest producers oi
war materials, contemplates the manu-
facture of typewriters on a scale suffi-
cient to be a serious competitor in the
world market, where American manufac-
turers have had the monopoly.

POWER HOUSE
Ottawa.—The annual general meeting

of the Engineering Institute of Canada
opened at Ottawa on February 10th, at-
tended by engineers from all parts of
the Dominion. The professional meet-
ing followed the general, at which a
number of engineering and national
topics were discussed. A number of the
leading engineering bodies of the United
States were represented, and addresses
were delivered by these represen-
tatives: Comfort A. Adams, pres-
ident of the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers; A. D.
Flynn, secretary of the United Engineer-
ing Council of New York; and Doctor
Ira Hollis, past president of the Ameri-
can Society of Mechanical Engineers.

HISTORICAL REVIEW OF STEAM
TURBINE PROGRESS

The Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company have just
issued their Circular 1591, sub-
jected, "An Historical Review of Steam
Progress." This publication was written
by Mr. Francis Hodgkinson, whose com-
mercial and engineering knowledge of
the steam turbine is perhaps as broad
as that of any man in America. The cir-
cular is a reprint of an article which ap-
peared serially and is now gathered to-
gether in one publication with the in-
tention of becoming a handbook on steam
turbine progress. The early history of
steam turbine engineering is gone into
;'nd the earlier machines installed in Am-
erica are illustrated. From 1899 until
1917 each year's development is probably
recorded as it occurred and the improve-
ments noted. The booklet is profusely
illustrated with views of all the different
types of impulse and reaction turbines
and the construction of blading, valve
chamber, governor, throttle valve, coup-
ling, and oil cooler are shown in detail.
This publication should be a valuable ad-
dition to designing and consulting en-
gineers and is being used extensively
in the Government training classes for
junior engineers on steam engineering
work.

BOOK REVIEWS
Graphical and Mechanical Computa-

tion, by .Joseph Lipka, Ph.D., John Wiley
and Sons, Inc., New York; the Renouf
Publishing Co., Montreal. Price $4.00.
A book written as an aid in the solution
of a large number of problems which the
engineer, as well as the student of en-
gineering, meets in his work. In the
opening chapter the construction of
scales is developed and leads to a discus-
sion of the principles upon which thr

Volume XII

construction of various slide rules is
based. The second chapter develops the
principles of a network of scales, show-
ing their application to the use of vari-
ous kinds of co-ordinate paper and to the
charting of equations in three variables.
Engineers have recognized for a long
time the value of graphical charts in the
lessening of the labor of computation.
Among the charts devised none are s.i

rapidly constructed, nor so easily read at
the charts of the alignment type. Chap-
ters III, IV and V give a systematic,
development of the construction of align-
ment charts; the methods are illustrated
by charts for a large number of for-
mulae. It is the writer's hope, as ex-
pressed in his preface, which we quote,
that the simple mathematical treatment
employed in these chapters will serve to

make the engineering profession more
widely acquainted with this time and
labor saving device. Many formulae in

the engineering sciences are emperical.

and the value of many investigations is

enhanced by the discovery of laws con-

necting the results. Chapter VI is con-

cerned with the fitting of equations to

emperical data. Chapter VII considers

the case where the data are periodic, as

in alternating currents, sound waves, etc.

Where emperical formulae cannot be fit-

ted to experimental data, further com
putation can be made by interpolation

differentiation, and integration by the

methods developed in the last two chap-

ters. Numerous illustrative examples
are worked throughout the text and ex-

ercises are given at the end of each

chapter. While a preliminary knowledge
of mathematics is essential to the com-
plete understanding of the subject mat-
ter of this book, it places in the hands
of the designing engineer a po • erful

means of simplifying the calculation of

problems arising every day in structural,

hydraulic, power plant, mechanical and
electrical engineering. The treatment
adopted throughout is concise and well

arranged.

Classified Advertising

\1/ ANTED—TWO 100 H.P. RETURN TUBULAR
Boilers. 16 or 18 feet long, 80 to 100 pounds

pressure. State price and where can be seen. Box
l.i2. Power House.

VI/ANTED- COMPETENT CHIEF ENGINEER
for manufacturing plant 1.600 H.P. A good

salary will be paid to a man who can maintain
economic"! I boi'cr-room results. Aoply, stating
qualificHtion.-i. Box l.i3. Power House.

MOMCRIEFF'S "UNIFIC'WAT E R OAUOE. OUASSES
Stand in a Cla(« by Themselve* for Qualitjr. Efficiencr aad Economy

A trial will conTince you. Writs for C«talo8

W. J. WALL, 134-136 BLEURY ST.,
(Canadian Representatire)

lomy

MOVTREAL |
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BOOK REVIEW
"Mechanical Drawing," by Ervin Ken-

ison and Edward D. Waite, the
AiPerican Technical Society,

Chicago

The work of the accomplished engineer
or designing draftsman is something
which demands broad acquaintance with
engineering and necessitates consider-

able ability and inventive skill. The
same men who show such skill have had
to acquire it through careful and pams-
taking study and practice of the rudi-

ments of mechanical drawing. They had
first to lay their foundation for the more
advanced work along this line of equip-

ment necessary for drawmg of various

kinds and how to use it. All of tnese

important features are carefully treated

of in this work. The studies are illus-

trated by diagrams and plites, and des-

cribe for students the simpl°=t drawing
problems to those which in difficulty ap-

proach more on the architectural and en-

gineering fields. A portion of the book
is given over to the description of neces-

sary tools and their proper use. The
r"ethod of the actual m^kin?- me-
chanical drawings is taken up in detail.

In this part of the book much attention

is given to geometrical definitions an(i

constructions, as it is recognized that

they are the foundation for much en-

gineering work which finds its way to

the drafting board. Altogether this book

should prove to be a welcome aid to

those who aie beginning the study of

engineering or architectural drafting.

CATALOGUES
The Howard Iron Works, Buffalo,

N.Y., has issued a catalogue on their
Howard expansion joint. The catalogue
is descriptive of the various types of ex-
pansion joints made by this firm, and
illustrations show the features of eacl.

type.

The H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Sarnia, Ont.,

have in the course of preparation a 300-

page catalogue on water, gas and steam
brass plumbing goods. This catalogue is

at present in the printer's hands and
will be ready for distribution within a
few weeks.

The Ohio Blower Co., Cleveland, Ohio,
have issued a small pamphlet on their

Swartwout vacuum traps, which gives

considerable detail regarding the opera-
tion of its mechanism. The trap is de-

scribed and the method by which a num-
ber of loose parts are eliminated is

shown very clearly by means of a cros?

section. The principle on which the trap

works is also very clearly explained.

The Tallman Brass and Metal Com-
pany, Limited, Hamilton, Ontario, have
issued their new stock list, dated Feb-
ruary 1st, of brass and copper rod, tobin

bronze rod, phosphor bronze rod, bass

and copper sheet, tubing, etc. This stock-

list is unusually complete and lists a

great variety of sizes in the articles

mentioned above and a number of other
products of the Tallman Brass and Metal
Company such as sheet copper, finished
brass goods, automobile trunks, and elec-

tric fixtures.

The Gcldie & McCuIloch Co., Gait,
Ont., have recently issued a catalogue
on rotary jet condensers and vacuum
pumps. This firm have obtained the
rights to the Rees-Roturbo pumps ant!

condensing equipment and this catalogue
deals with the various types of condens-
ing equipment which they are prepared
to supply. Condensers in general are
treated of. Condenser plant economies
and the economy of high vacuum are
.';ho'ATi. The Rees-Rotnrbo jet condenser
is treated of in detail, its design being
gone into thoroughly, and features of

installation being dealt with in very
thorough manner.

The Goldie and McCulloch Co., Gait,

Ontario, have issued a ve'-v attractive

catalogue on the Rees Roturbo pump, for

which they have secured the manufac-
turing rights for Canada. The Rees-

Roturbo pump has proven highly effici-

ent and is widely used in Great Britain,

Canada, and the United States, the

high efficiency and self-regulating fea-

tures proving particularly attractive

The literature, which has recently been

published by the above mentioned firm,

goes into the design of this pump very

fully, and makes very interesting reaw-

ing, the fundamental principle of the

pump itself is very clearly explained

and the manner in which the problems

connected with variation of head in

either the suction or delivery are dealt

with is clearly shown. The various types

of single and multi-stage pumps are fea-

tured and dimensions and other infor-

mation given concerning their design.

The Harvey Hubbell Co., Toronto,

have issued a new catalogue on their

electrical specialties. This catalogue

features the many electrical specialties

manufactured by the firm, and the many
possible combinations of interchangeable

sockets, pull switches, attachment plugs

and plug receptacles are illustrated in

chart form, and in such a manner that

it is an easy matter to make up any
particular combination which might be

desired.

Across the top of the chart pages ap-

pear illustrations of various socket caps,

wall and ceiling bases, and down the first

column on the first page of each set is

a series of socket and pull switch bodie3.

The rest of the page bears complete

views of numerous combinations made
up of these interchangeable parts. In

addition to the above, the catalogue il-

lustrates the other specialties manufac-

tured by the firm, such as special

sockets, both briss an porcelain, an i

particularly Hubbell reflectors for in-

dustrial illumination. These reflectors

are shown in such a manner that it is a

very simple manner to pick out the

proper reflector for any particular work.

An OTerload is often a necessity. But
It iz hard on an engine. To success-
fully carry an overload so that there
will be no after effects on the engine
a very careful selection of your oU
should be made. An oil that is not
free from impurities will cause a greater
wearing on the bearings, a great fric-
tion loss will occur. You will need
to Are the boiler more often because
the engine will be harder to run. In
this manner you lose out. You work
harder, have larger operating costs, and
less power all because of your oil. Do
as a great many Canadian . engineers
have done — give Sellogg's "Non-Cor-
rosive Cylinder Oil" a trial. Abso-
lutely pure. Write lu regarding it.

E. H. KELLOGG & CO.,
York, U.S.A.

Walter J. Francis, Frederick B. Brown
C.E. .

M. Can.' s'oc. C.E. M. Can. Soc. C.E.
JI. Am. Soc. C.E Mem. Am. Soc. M.E.

Inst. C.E. Mem, A.I.E.B.

WALTER J. FRANCIS & CO.
Consulting Engrineers

Head Oflice, 232 St. James St.. Montreal
Cable Address, "Walfran, Montreal"—W.U.
Code. Long Distance Telephone. Main 5643.

Bridges, Buildings,
Towers, Tanks, Pen-
stocks, Roof Trusses,
Columns, Smoke
Flues and Stacks,
Coal Bins. Ore Bins,
Buckets, Refuse
Burners, Stills, Air
Receivers, etc.

WRITE FOR
PRICES.
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WHY WASTE STEAM?
Wasting steam wastes coal, labor and money; inadequate, complicated, inefficient

steam traps waste steam and labor.

Steam Trap SARCO is so simple, so efficient, so inexpensive that it saves

money investment when it is purchased, saves labor and money on installing, then

keeps right on saving steam for years and years.

Steam Trap SARCO is the cheapest trap sold; also the most compact, lasting and efficient-

Adequate to any service from to 200 lbs.; can't freeze or get out of order because steam closes it

and condensate opens it; drains itself when steam is off, closes automatically when steam comes on.

Don't hesitate, don't even stop to investigate—
simply send for one on 30 days' free trial—the trap
will convince you. Write TO-DA Y for Bulletin J-6.

SARCO COMPANY, Inc.
Woolworth Building, New York City

Ellicott Square, Buffalo Drexel BIdg., Philadelphia Williamson BIdg., Cleveland
New Telegraph BIdg., Detroit Monadnock Block, Chicago Healy BIdg., Atlanta

and representatives in all principal cities. Canada: Peacock Brothers, Montreal

BOILER LOGIC
The Heine Safety Boiler Co., St. Louis,

Mo., have just completed the printing of

the latest edition of their "Boiler Logic,"

an 86-page treatise on steam boilers.

This treatise covers the following

topics:

—

1. Some fundamental considerations of

boiler design.

(a) Furnace design requirements;

mixing, time, temperature.

(b) Heat transmission from fire by
radiation.

(c) Heat transmission by convec-

tion.

(d) Heat transmission through

tubes and to water.

2. Practical baffling of water tube

boilers.

(a) Flexibility of design.

(b) Leakage and cost of repairs and

renewals.

(c) Active and inactive surface.

(d) Ease of cleaning soot and ash

deposits.

3. Heine boilers for different fuels.

Hand firing with Bituminous coal

Hand firing with Anthracite coal.

Chain grate stokers.

Underfeed stokers.

Oil fired.

Firing and services.

Shavings and refuse.

Bagasse.

Gas fired.

Waste heat boilers.

Dredge boat boilers.

Results that

\ Count
Wherever it is installed there is more uni-

form lubrication of machines, without loss

of oil; less depreciation of equipment;

fewer repair bills; a better spirit among

employees, and—increased profits, all of

which are good, strong reasons why the

Bowser should be in your plant.

The Bowser stores and supplies new oil-

collects dirty oil — purifies it, makes it

good as new—returns the proper supply to

points of use wherever located. Its sim-

plicity, durability, and ease of operation

are reasons for its popularity m all well

regulated plants.

"Results that Count" always follow its use

we'll be glad to tell you more about it if

you drop us a line.

Oil Circulating
and Filtering Systems

:::^:Z'Z:Z S. F. Bowser & Co., Inc.

TORONTO, ONTARIO
good

a sure thing.

iiii!M',iim;i;iiiiiiK-

Sales Offices in

All Centres

Representatives ^
Everywhere =

lllllilllHijilllililillliHIilthiilil Iili|i|llli!|i|llill|l|||||||!lll1|i|lt;i;|i|i|i|||i|,|||||||||llllll||||l|||l|l|l^^
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Don't buy that

New Electrical

Apparatus

"yy^E can supply you with high-

grade apparatus that has been
slightly used and discarded through

no fault of its own, at an immense sav-

ing in cost. For instance, in many cases
vve take over entire plants simply because

of changed conditions such as increased capac-
ity, change of system, etc.

EVERYTHING IS OVERHAULED AND REFIN-
ISHED BY US AND GUARANTEED AS GOOD AS

NEW, BOTH ELECTRICALLY AND MECHANIC-
ALLY.

Our catajogs of offerings should be in the hands of every
power plant superintendent each time they are gotten out, and

it will be worth while for anyone interested in this class of power
plant equipment to be on our mailing list to receive all offerings.

Nearly all of the principal power, lighting and street railway plants

in the United States are our customers.

WRITE FOR OUR LATEST CAT ALOG of Power House Equipment,
Street Cars, Motors, Hoists, Compre ssors, etc.

MACGOVERN & COMPANY, Inc.
General Office: 114 Liberty Street, New York

Canadian Office: 285 Beaver Hall Hill, Montreal

UEHLING
WASTE METER

COMBINED

CO, AND TEMPERATURE RECORDER

Does your fireman know

how much fuel he la wasting?

Do you know?

The Uehling 002 Recorder
makes a complete 24 hr. record

of your combustion eflBciency

and the CO 2 indicator at the
Boiler Front holds the fireman
responsible.

Get more Steam per pouml
of Coal and reduce your an
nual fuel con-

sumption.

Indicator
for Boiler

Front

h4 oord of COiJ
nnd stack tetn-
{lerature on one
<'hart.

Let us know the

number and size

of your boilers

and coal consuni

ed per year, upon receipt of

which information we will bp

glad to send you full par

ticulars.

Let ui hear from you. We are ploneeri In the
mannfacture of Indicators and Recorders for Power
Plant pnrpoaes.

Send ror our Bulletin No. 110.

Uehling Instrument Company

FOR REMOVING SCALE
from Babcock, Stirling and other Water-

tube Boilers and Evaporators, also for

Lancashire Boiler Scaling and Rust

Removing—there is no tool made

to equal my

'SKATOSKALO'
Pneumatic

Tube-Scaling

Tool.

2008 Empire Building New York City

Simple, strong, speedy,

t eliable—these words

describe its

efficiency

Frank Gilman
(SOLE MAKER)

^1 9 Westfield Road, Birmingham, Eng.

V
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WViafr IS used for break lining?

Fabric (Asbestos) ci^c. Wby? Because W grif>s!

Do \jou want ftacking to grif> your rods and plungers? 0{ course not. Tbat's
wbat scores tbem, necessitating costly macViining and rejplacements.

Tben wby, by a\\ tbat's \ogica\, do you use Fabric Packing? Tkink it over

—

Here's An All Metallic Packing—
Soft, Flexible and Compressible

' TOHN CRANE" is made of babbitt and therefore is as frictionless as your babbitted bearings. But by a pat-

I ented process it is made flexible; compressible and so soft you can cut it from a coil with a knife. Thin
babbitt foil, wound layer upon layer, with lubricant in between, that's the secret. With "John Crane" in

your stuffing boxes and a small stock of "John Crane" in your stockroom, your packing troubles are over.

This packing never hardens. Instead of pulling it out and replacing it, you simply add a rin^ when needed.
You run no risks of shutdowns due to

lir
packing "blowouts" for no ordinary pres-

sure can penetrate the multiple layers of

babbitt foil.

Engineers who know "John Crane" use it for all

services. It serves equally well on water, steam, or
air, ammonia, oils, or even sulphuric acid. It will

pay you to ^et acquainted with "John Crane" ri^ht

now.

Order a few coils TODAY.

CRANE PACKING CO.
WINDSOR, CANADA

New York Office:
1044 Park Row BIdg,

Philadelphia Office:

319 Widener Bldg.

il 1 1 vrrrI

HICH HEAT RESISTANCE
ONEPIECE

FURNACE LINING

Saves Coal
By stopping up costly leaks in

old boiler furnace linings or by
making a complete new jointless

gas tight lining.

Send for Our Bulletin

MILL SUPPLY DEPARTMENT

Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd.
MONTREAL AND ST. JOHN, N.B.

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Limited
TCRCNIO

ADVERTISING to be

successful does not neces-

sarily have to produce a basket-

ful of inquiries every day.

The best advertising is the

kind that leaves an indelible,

ineffaceable impression of the

goods advertised on the minds
of the greatest possible number
of probable buyers, present and

future.
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Add Power To Your Furnace
by eliminating the fuel-waste resulting from the "freezing" of

clinkers to the side walls. The Bernitz Method of constructing

side walls with interior air passages through which cooling air

currents are passed to keep the bricks below the fusing point will

Positively Prevent the Accumulation of Clinker Mass

The Bernitz System
as applied in a Taylor Stoker Installation

The Bernitz Method
1. Saves coal by insuring more perfect combustion

of the fuel used.
2. Increases boiler efficiency by shortening time

spent in cleaning walls.

3. Increases efficiency by burning coal which for-

merly clinkered.

4. By shortening time spent in cleaning walls

reduces influx of air through doors.

5. Saves B.t.u.'s usually lost by radiation through
side walls.

6. Permits increased forcing of fires by eliminat-
ing danger of clinker "freezing."

7. Makes it possible to remove such clinkers as
are formed without dumping fire.

8. By reducing manual labor in boiler room keeps
laborers more contented.

9. By keeping fires clean insures greater uniform-
ity in heat applied.

10. Is equally applicable to old or new construc-
tions.

The Bernitz Method is licensed, not sold. It has received full patent pro-

tection in Canada and the United States and in foreign countries, and
licenses under these patents are being granted on the basis of the H.P.
rating of the boilers under which the Method is to be installed.

Several Installations in Canada

Write for full particulars to

BERNITZ METHOD COMPANY
506-507 Tremont Building

Boston, Mass.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Why !

OIL IS MORE ECONOMICAL
IMPERIAL FUEL OIL is absolutely

uniform. E\ery pound or ton will

give the same heating efficiency. It

prox ides more stab'.e and steadier sus-

tained heat, which greatly increases the

power-capacity of boilers under which

it is used.

Imperial Fuel Oil is highly concentrated. It is

easy to handle and saves 40% of storage space.

Coal is bulky and is never uniform. In storage,

coal deteriorates rapidly and sometimes develops

spontaneous combustion.

Imperial Fuel Oil does not deteriorate no matter

how long you store it. With Imperial Fuel Oil

grates and grate implements are eliminated, and
all up-keep expenses are reduced. Considered

from a standpoint of efficiency, convenience or

economy, Imperial Fuel Oil is not approached
by any other type of fuel for use in generating

steam.

The fact that Imperial Fuel Oil is so highly

concentrated, and that it is absolutely uniform,
makes it the ideal fuel for steamships. It makes
a big reduction in the boiler-room force possible

and will increase the steaming radius and the

available cargo space. Then, too, it means
cleaner decks and cleaner equipment—pleasanter

as well as more profitable voyages for all

concerned.

For the heating of hotels, public buildings,

schools and churches. Imperial Fuel Oil also

offers many advantages.

Consult with Imperial Fuel Engineers, free.

Write or call at Room 704, Imperial Oil

Building, 56 Church Street, Toronto, Ontario.

IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED
Power • Heat • Light • Lubrication

BRANCHES IN ALL CITIES ^ i v,

// tvhat yoti want is vol advertised, eovsult cur Bin/ern' Directory and write advertisers listed under proper heading.
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The Garlock Packing Company

Refrigerating Engineers

and owners of ice plants do not care

to experiment with Ammonia Packing

during their busy season. Conditions

of temperature and lubrication demand

a scientifically made, high-grade pack-

ing, for this service. Before repacking

your compressor stuffing boxes this

Spring write to our nearest branch for

catalog illustrating and describing sev-

eral styles and combinations of

Garlock Ammonia Packings

or send us a statement of your condi-

tions and requirements and benefit bv

our many years' exDerience in this field.

- Hamilton, Ont.

Montreal, Quebec
Toronto, Ontario -

Winnipeg, Manitoba
Calgary, Alberta

BRANCHES :

409 Shaughnessv Building
404 Continental Life Building

- - - Gait, Building
- - 211 Eighth Avenue West

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to he answered.
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Becoming a Bi^^er Man
WHAT is the difference between some men you know and others known to you?

Why are some men earning $3,000 a year and some $30,000? You can't put it

down to heredity or better early opportunities, or even better education. What,
then, is'the explanation of the stagnation of some men and the elevation and progress of
others? r^ii^ilt.%_^

We are reminded of a story. A railroad man, bom in Canada,
was revisiting his home town on the St. Lawrence River. He
wandered up to a group of old-timers who sat in the sun
basking in blissful idleness. "Charlie," said one of the old

men, "they tell me you are getting $20,000 a year," "Some-
thing like that," said Charlie. "Well, all I've got to say,
Charlie, is that you're not worth it."

A salary of $20,000 a year to these do-nothing men was in-

credible. Not one of the group had ever made as much as
$2,000 a year, and each man in the company felt that he was
a mighty good man.

Charlie had left the old home town when he was a lad. He
had got into the mill of bigger things. He developed to be a

good man, a better man, the best man for certain work. His
specialized education, joined to his own energy and labor sent
him up, up, up. To put it in another way: Charlie had always
more to sell, and the world wanted his merchandise—brain,

skill and ability. Having more to sell all the time, he got
more pay all the time.

Charlie could have stayed in the old home town; could have
stagnated like others; could have been content with common
wages. In short, Charlie could have stayed with the common
crowd at the foot of the ladder. But Charlie improved him-
self and pushed himself, and this type of man the Goddess of

Fortune likes to take by the hand and lead onward and upward.
Almost any man can climb higher if he really wants to try.

None but himself will hold him back. As a matter of fact.

the world applauds and helps those who try to climb the lad-
der that reaches towards the stars.

The bank manager in an obscure branch in a village can get
out of that bank surely and swiftly, if he makes it clear to
his superiors that he is ready for larger service and a larger
sphere. The humble retailer can burst the walls of his small
store, just as Timothy Eaton did, if he gets the right idea and
follows it It is not a matter of brain or education so much
as of purpose joined to energy and labor. The salesman or
manager or bookkeeper or secretary can lift himself to a

higher plane of service and rewards if he prepares himself
diligently for larger work and pay. The small manufacturer,
the company director, the broker—all can become enlarged in

the nature of their enterprise and in the amount of their in-

come—by resolutely setting themselves about the task of grow-
ing to be bigger-minded men.

Specialized information is the great idea. This is what the
world pays handsomely for. And to acquire specialized in-

formation is really a simple matter, calling for the purposeful
and faithful use of time. This chiefly.

One does not have to stop his ordinary work, or go to a

university, or to any school. One can acquire the specialized

information in the margin of time which is his own—in the
after-hours of business. Which means: If a man will read the

right kind of books or publications, and make himself a serious

student at home, in his hours—the evening hours or the early
morning hours—he can climb to heights of position and pay
that will dazzle the inert comrades of his youth or day's work

IF
business—BUSINESS—is your chosen field of work, we counsel you to read each week

THE FINANCIAL POST. It will stimulate you mentally. It will challenge you to further

studious effort. It will give you glimpses into the world of endeavor occupied by the captains
of industry and finance. With the guidance of the POST, and with its wealth of specialized

Information, you, a purposeful man, aiming to go higher in life and pay, will find yourself becom-
ing enlarged in knowledge and ambition, and will be acquiring the bases and facts of knowledge
which become the rungs of the ladder you climb by.

It is the first step which costs. But this cost is trivial—a single dollar. We offer

you the POST for four months for a dollar. Surely it is worth a dollar to discover
how right we are in our argument. If you have the will to go higher in position
and pay, sign the coupon below.

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED,
' .—143-153 University Avenue, Toronto.

Send THE FINANCIAL POST for four months for one dollar.

Money to be """"^
" remitted

Sig-ned

P.H.
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Take The Drudgery Out of Firing

RILEY and MURPHY stokers are so completely
automatic in their operation that they have taken the

drudgery out of firing.

The coal is fed—the fuel distributed—the fire cleaned

—the ash removed—continuously and automatically.

All is done without waste or effort—efficiently and
economically.

Remember! Riley and Murphy stokers are in such

general use that we can direct you to plants in your

vicinity where you can learn about their experience—and
what these stokers have saved—in money—men—and
fuel.

Whether your conditions call for Riley Stokers for

large boilers or Murphy Furnaces for small boilers we
have the stoker exactly suited to your needs. We cover
the field from Hospital to Industrial and Central Station

Service.

Our catalogs will interest managers, engineers and
other executives. A request to either Company brings
information.
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CHAIN the Load to the
Prime Mover

GIVES you the most positive, most flexible, most direct application of power
that is possible to secure.

SILENT CHAin DRIVES
transmit 98.2% of the power to the
driven machine. They eUminate belt

shppage with its consequent loss of
power and machine efficiency. They
permit short center drives, thus saving
floor space. They cushion the motor
against sudden shock when heavy
loads are applied and they protect and

lengthen the life of the driven machine.
They are "flexible as a belt, positive

as a gear,more efficient than either."

Our 128 page Data Book No, 125 gives de-

tails on Link-Belt Silent Chain Drives up to

more than 500 H. P. It also tells how to

figure drives and prices. Send for a
copy.

CANADIAN
LINK-BELT COMPANY, LTD.
WELLINGTON AND PETER STS. TORONTO

// what you want is not advertived, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisi i:< li^lni iindtr proper heading.
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Hays CO2 and Draft Recorder
Tell the Story of Boiler Efficiency

The exact reason why 30 to 50 per cent, more fuel is consumed in your plant than should be,

is shown by the Hays CO, and Draft Recorder. With these appliances installed, your fire-

men can fire intelligently; they will work with accurate facts before them—instead of groping

in the dark. For Hays CO, and Draft Recorder permanently record the story of efficient

combustion

and Point Out Errors in

Firing, Draft,

Boiler Settings, Etc.

Hundreds of plants are us-

ing these Hays Appliances

and saving 30 to 50 per cent,

of their fuel expense as a

result.

The Hays Recorder is auto-

matic, self-adjusting, infall-

ible. It does not depend on

hand adjustment and me-
chanical action for accurate

operation. Indications are

controlled by rising and fall-

ing columns of mercury,

water and caustic potash.

We invite you to investigate,

believing the facts will con-

vince you that these Hays
Appliances would quickly

earn their cost in your plant.

Write for booklet "FUEL"

The Jos. W. Hays
Corporation
300 Hays Avenue

Michigan City, Indiana, U.S.A.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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TORT WILLIAM

Dominion
Rubber System

Belting Service
is Dominion Wide

No matter what your business or where it is located, there is

within telephone distance of your plant, a branch of the Dominion
Rubber System and a belting expert.

These technical experts are not merely salesmen, they know
belting and its requirements thoroughly and their services are

at yourcommand without charge,whether you are a customer or not.

The Dominion Rubber System's belting men have worked out

successfully many seemingly impossible belting problems, and
whether your difficulties are actually due to belting or some
more remote cause they will help you to solve them.

Put your problems up to the Dominion Rubber System experts
—place your belting equipment in their care—they
will shoulder the responsibility for giving you efficient

service in all your belting, no matter what it is used for.

They are able to "speed up " your production—reduce your

manufacturing or belting costs or eliminate unnecessary delays

and "shut downs."

The Dominion Rubber System is not only the largest but the

oldest organization of its kind in Canada and has specialized in

belting formore than fifty years—its entire facilities and Dominion
Wide Service are at your command.

If you are in trouble or in doubt about a belt, 'phone, wire or

write our nearest branch and let us prove our Belting
Service means more than just selling belts.

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.,Limited

Head Office, Montreal

V

HAMfLTON

TORONTO

I

OT TAWA

MONTQEAL

9UEQEC

// any advertisement interests you,, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.



Fairbanks Renewable
Disc Valves

Palmetto Twist Packing

At least Four Threads of
Spindle engaged with Bon
net at all times.

Raised Round Seat. No
sediment can lodge on it or
injure disc.

Globe or
Angle

Corrugated Iron Wheel,
Arrow cast on wheel shows
direction valve opens.

Follower in Stuffing Box.

Renewable Bakelite Disc
slips over end of spindle.
Can be replaced in less than
one minute.

Guide cast on Body holds
Disc centrally over seat.

Screwed or
Flanged

The disc of the Fairbanks Renewable Disc Valve can be renewed
in less than a minute without removing the valve from the line, a
wrench being the only tool necessary.

Everything in Mechanical Goods

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.,Limited
"Canada'sJDepartmental House for Mechanical Goods"

St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Windsor, Winnipeg, Saskatoon,
Calgary, Vancouver, Victoria
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It will

pay you
to send for

the booklet o

METLSKIN. It

describes the method
of feeding, the principle of

action, and other vital information

Scale Prevention

By the logical principle of the BOILER
METAL TREATMENT is easily ob-

tainable. Not only will METLSKIN
remove old scale, but it also

will prevent feed -water solids

from adhering to boiler-metal.

A small daily dose, at low cost,

has solved the scale - problem

in a host of plants in Canada,

the U.S., and abroad.

Why not familiarize yourself

with this method of treatment I

If your boilers carry as little

scale as 1/32 of an inch METL-
SKIN will show you an actual

cash saving on fuel - bills. Let 'us

prove it.

CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE COMPANY, LIMITED
St. John
Windsor

Quebec
Winnipeg

Montreal
Saskatoon

Ottawa
Calgary

Hamilton
Vancouver

Toronto
Victoria

III
IMPORTANT THINGS

TO CONSIDER ABOUT
A SEPARATOR

I. THE PLAN—Is it sen-

sible, will it work, no
matter how large the

Separator oi how well

made?

II. THE SIZE—Is it big

enough regardless of

plan, will it hold a good
dose of water?

III. THE CONSTRUCTION
—Is it strong enough,
are flanges heavy, how
will it look by the side

of a nicely finished

engine? Send for cata-

log and note these

points in

Sweet's Separators

DIRECT SEPARATOR COMPANY
218 South Geddes St. SYRACUSE, N. Y.

General Sales Agents :

Canadian FaJrbanks-Morse Company, Limited
St. John, Montreal, Quebec, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton

Winnipegr, Saskatoon, Calvary, Vancouver, Vicforia

Tuxeda
SWING JOINTS
Provide one of the
easiest ways to

save coal
Every pound of steam
that escapes through a
leaky connection repre-
sents a certain amount
of coal wasted. Do you
know that an average
leak will waste 3,400
pounds of steam a
month ? Investigate
your flexible steam con-
nections at once and
then investigate the
Tuxeda Swing Joint.

A Guaranteed Solution for Your Flexible
Connection Problems

Send for Bulletin "A" to

FRANKLIN WILLIAMS, INC.
New York City

General Sales Agents: Canadian Falrbanlu-Morse Co., Ltd.
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Doing the thing that"Couldn't
Be Done"

This Graton & Knight Spartan 24-i„. double belt was installed in July. 1912, on a generatordrtve xn the plant of the Bosch Magneto Co., Springfield. Mass. The extremely short pulleycentres caused som belting men to throw up their haruis and say. "It can't be done." But thisipajian Belt has been doing it successfully for more than six years. Now. note its low costAt the purchase price per foot, the bill figures ninety-six cents per week or .004^ per deliveredhorsepower per week.

Cr-Z^^ ^^^"^ s° a cost, is due to theGraton & Knight standardization-using the right

fo cost'-'Jo Tor'' '"'"f' ^ P"" 'hat it oughto cost—no more and no less. Economy in beltfnp-

ZIT- f
«"^'<=« possib^unSer gTven

us"es-rrge ^r%mS ''"'^ '^^^^'^^ ''^'""^ ^'->'

of a?y belt^'Twf t\ ^'V^ ^'^^^^ 'he wear
twn ^iff

°^ exactly the same quality ontwo different drives will make showings varvin^greatly in length of service. Using Gra of& Sht
ff nnwl'^'f^

^'""^ ^^^'h^'- Belts means full deiivfryof power for every dollar invested.
aeiivery

7-^^ * ^" ^^^^ is economy throueh standnrH.zation. It means the right belt in the ri|ht place

For example, Spartan—the belt illustrated— i<,especially adapted for hard drives, high speed interm.ttent loads and where belts are subjected to the

action of steam, oil, water and other agencies destruc-
tive to ordinary belting. It may be that you are
using too good a belt for some purposes and belts not
good enough for another. Cost Equalization will spell
Economy for you in capital letters.

One factor in the solution of your belting problems
IS the use of belting made from properly tanned
leather. The hide of a steer is Nature's tough, elastic,
resilient i;rotection during years of activity. G. & K.
tanning preserves all of those qualities. Nothing can
really take the place of the matted fibre of leather
which locks and unlocks in response to the demands of
expansion and contraction, to the very end of its life.

It will save you money to let us recommend belts
for every drive in your plant. Then, in buying, call
for "Graton & Knight—Brand or equal." This does
not commit you buying our belts. It does put your
buying on the one economical basis—that of the work
to be done.

Write for Booklet on Standardization as applied to Belting

?/.^^™^ ^ KNIGHT MFG. CO., Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.UaM Leather Tanners, Makers of Leather Belting, Lace Leather, Packings and Specialties
branches:andidistributors:injprincipal cities

Canadian FalJbant«''Mj5'''- ^^''•V
Montreal. Canadian Representatives: The

HamUton oSebec ra'l^arv%^°v J-***
' Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,namiiton, Quebec, Calgary, Saskatoon, Vancouver, Windsor, Winnipeg, Victoria

GRATON & KNIGHT
Slandordised Series

LEATHER BELTING
ToW ijuifit Mat mir
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ASBESTOS SHEET
|

In the nation's service |

Durabla is again proving its high |
quality. |

This is the S. S. 'Taith," the first |
concrete ship built in America. |

Every joint is packed with Durabla. |
There was not a leak on her trial 1

trip. I

Durabla Manufacturing Co. |
New York 1

Distributors for Canada ~

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. s
" Faith," S,500_Ton», San Francisco Shipbuilding Co. S

lllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllH^

P&C
CD 1

Praf^
\Caciv

r

VALVES'^^
ASBESTOS PACICED

FEED WATER HEATERS HOT WATERGENERATORS

POWER PUMPS

PRATT &CADY COMPANY, INC.
HARTFORD CONN.

Canadian Representatives:

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE COMPANY, LIMITED
Halifax. St. John. Quebec. Montreal. Ottawa. Toronto. Hantilton. Windsor. Winnipeg. Saskatoon. Calgary. Vancouver. Victoria
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The Reconstruction of Industry
will demand a very careful consideration of the

economy of operation, and real economy lies in

the leng-th of service you secure from the

materials vou use.

TWAOE MAR I

TALMETTO
is really the last word in packing
economy, because the high-grade
materials of which it is made
have been maintained in spite of

war conditions.

The great tensile strength and
graphite grease lubricant carried
in each separate strand insure
long service even under very
hard conditions.

Why not let us send you work-
ing samples to test for quality?
No charge.

Greene,Tweed& Co.
Sole Manufacturers

109 Duane St. - New York
Canadian Agents

:

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited, St.

John, Toronto, Quebec, Hamilton, Montreal,
Ottawa, Va'ncouver, Victoria.

Braided
for Rods

Two Forms

Both the Same Quality

Twist
for Valves
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Why Longer Tolerate
Heater Trouble and Expense ?

You do not have to put up with those bothersome and expensive repairs common to ordinary
heaters. You do not have to continue paying out money for fuel just to have a considerable
portion of it wasted by inefficient heaters. Then, why do you? It would pay you over and
over in money saved and satisfaction gained to replace your old heaters with

ALBERGER
MULTI
HEAD

HEATERS
Once you do, you will never experience
the cost and trouble of repairing internal

defects, such as leaks, split tubes, crack-
ed heads, etc. Nor will you ever have
occasion to wait for hot water. We
would like to explain fully. May we?

Xlberger heater company, buffalo, n.y.

Alberger Heaters are furnished in capacities from 200 to 200,000 gallons per hour.

GENERAL SALES AGENTS:
CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE COMPANY, LIMITED

St. John Montreal
Windsor

Ottawa Toronto Hamilton Quebec
Vancouver Winnipeg Victoria

Calgary

Uprii^Ei!kS!!lValv^
W The Valve with a Backbone

The^BEST for

Boiler Feed Pumps

A perfect and permanent
adhesion of rubber and steel.

Gives lasting support against
conditions that discredit all-

rubber types, make all-

metal a source of continual
annoyance and emphasize
the complexity of other com-
binations.

The simplest valve to instal.

No extra equipment involved
in interchange with other
valves.

No pumping heat too great
for our "Superhot" Grade.

Ask for special booklet.

The Canadian Fairbanks -Morse Co., Limited
Exclusive Canadian Agents for

Voorhees Rubber Mfg. Co., Jersey City, N.J.

Continue Conservation
SAVE STEAM

Use American Ideal Steam Traps
to keep Steam Lines free from condensation.

Do not fail to carry out your plans to SAVE COAL,
STEAM,VMONEY.

He

SEND FOR BOOKLET.

CANADIAN AGENTS:
CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO., LTD.
MONTREAL QUEBEC TORONTO CALGARY

American Steam Gauge &
Valve Mfg. Co.

New York Chicago BOSTON Atlanta Pittsburg
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"THE COVENTRY" CHAIN DRIVES

THE ideal drive for all kinds

of power transmission. In

the case of the rolling mill illus-

trated, considerable power, large

reduction of speed ratio, even

flexible torque, silence and short

centres are required. Note short

distance between centres in front

chain drive.

THE

COVENTRY
REGISTERED TRA DE MARK

THE COVENTRY"
" COVENTRY,

Cables

CHAIN Co . Ltd
ENGLAND

Chains, Coventry. Codes A. B.C., 4th and 5th Editions,
and Western Union

Rolling Mill foi- pioducinK stream line wire

for aeroplanes. J)iameter of rolls 9", rolling

speed 20.0 per minute.

iiiiiiiiiriiiii iiiiiiii:iiiii;riiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i!iw^^

PACKINGS
AND

ENGINEERS'
SUPPLIES

FOR

Satisfactory

Service

Thomson-Gordon Limited

Hamilton, Ont.

For More Than 50 Years

Albany Grease has given a
lubrication service of great
etticiency and economy on all

bearings of power and indus-
trial plant equipment. Albany
jrease is the most universally
used lubricant sold to-day.

ALBANY GREASE
will keep engines and all kinds of
machinery and line shaftinp operating:
cool and easy at all times. It is sold •

by reliable hardware and mill supply
store.s—everywhere. We will jrladly
send samples upon request.

7/ what you wmit is not (Hfvertisid. roii^iill onr Htiyerg' Directory niirf write adverfifem lifted under proper heading.
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"Things Going Better?"
' Better? Well, I should say they are. There's

absolutely no joint trouble since I standardized on

VULCABCSrON
Red Fibre Sheet Packing

"And you must see the supply room. Where I used

to have half a dozen packings— each for a special

purpose—now there's just the one roll of Vulcabeston.

That serves in every kind of joint in pipe lines of all

kinds, including superheated steam, acid and am-
monia, on engine and pump cylinders, everjrwhere

there's a gasket."

Vulcabeston Red Fibre Sheet Packing is easy to

cut, resilient and pliable, but cannot squeeze out or

stretch. You can depend upon it always.

If your regular dealer cannot
supply you, write us direct.

The JOHNS-PRATT CO.
Hartford, Conn., UJS.A

1

VULCABESTON
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Thli book should be In the bands of every
pnmp user. A postal will bring your copy

promptly

MARSH and AMERICAN
Steam and Power Driven Pumps and Air Compressors

Marsh and American Pumps are especially adapted for long, hard service because they
are extra heavy In design and of extremely rigid eonatruction. Every unit is built amply
strong to withstand 24-hour-a-day service and to stand up under any unforeseen strain

which may be placed upon It. Piston rods on the steam pumps are extra large and
made of solid bronze. The water ends are equipped with heavy cast bronze removable

bushings.

This superior construction not only Insures continuous and satisfactory operation, but

practically eliminates empmtive $hut-dowiu. Marsh and American Pumps are the pro-

duct of over 25 years' experience in the design and construction of high grade pumping

machinery. Over 135,000 in actual service throughout the world.

The AMBEICAN-MARSH LINE OF CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS is composed of both alDgle

and double suction types which are designed for heads up to 125 feet. They are

equipped with wide ring oiled bearings and the slQgle suction type has overhanging

(•asing enabling the discharge to he taken at any angle desired.

CANADIAN AGENTS
A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Toronto.

Williams & Wilson, Montreal.

London Engine Supplies Co., London, Ont.

Stuart Machinery Co., Wlnnlpec.
Mechanics' Supply Co., Quebec, Que.
Gorman, Clancy & Grlndley, Limited, Edmonton

and Calgary.

Taylor Engineering Co.. Ltd., Vancouver. B.C.

American Steam Pump Company
Battle Creek, Mich. .American-Marsh Centrifugal Pump.

Self-Lubricating SAFETY PLASTIC

} METALLIC PACKING
FOK STEAM, WATER, AIR, OAS, ETC.

Pat. Dec. 22, 1903 Highest Award World's Fair. St. Louis. 1904

GUARANTEED TO LAST
THREE YEARS

WITHOUT RENEWAL
Drop us a line and let us tell you all about this Remarkable Packing.

STEEL MILL PACKING CO., WINDSOR, ONT. Established 1899

AGENTS WANTED

In Bulk

Practically
Frictionless

In Cotton Tubes

Boiler Room Efficiency Instruments
NO MORE GUESSING IN YOUR BOILER ROOM

THE DEFENDER SYSTEM (READS)

Draft, Temperature and CO, on each Boiler. Determine
the Draft over the fire and at the last pass of the Boiler

and the drop in Draft through the Boiler—that gives the

highest percentage of CO. in the Flue Gas and the lowest

Flue Gas Temperature.
This gives the highest Boiler and Furnace Efficiency.

The Defender Catalogue No. 10, which is just off the

press, shows a very complete line and price list of Com-
bustion Appliances and Damper Regulators for the Boiler

Room.

The Defender Automatic Regulator Co., 709 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.

li what yon need is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listed icirfcc proper heading.
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Mueller Reducing and Regulating Valve
SINGLE SEAT; AUXILIARY OPERATED

E5030 for Water, Gas and Air
E5130 for Steam

{Flanged or Si reived)

Very Popular with Shipbuilders

USES

This valve is for use on exacting installations. It will make any desired reduction

and will maintain a constant delivery pressure regardless of fluctuations of the initial

pressure.

CONSTRUCTION OF STOCK REGULATORS
All valves have iron bodies, bronze stem and stuffing box, phosphor bronze

diaphragms, seats of composition suitable for the required service; iron diaphragm
chamber and steel springs. The main valve is controlled entirely by the small auxiliary

valve. This auxiliary valve closes and opens the main valve by admitting initial pres-

sure to, and releasing it from, the diaphragm chamber of the main valve according to

the demand of the delivery side. Regulators of this descrintion are suited for pressures

up to 150 pounds, and will be furnished at above prices. When regulators are required

for pressures in excess of 150 pounds we will furnish suitable material. Prices upon
application.

STRAINER

In all cases it is advisable to use a strainer to prevent obstruction from grit, scale,

cuttings, etc. Blow out pipes thoroughly before installing valve.

INFORMATION IN ORDERING
In ordering give highest and lowest initial pressure and required low or delivery

pressure, approximate quantity or volume to be used per minute, size of high pressure

pipe and low pressure pipe.

In ordering flanged end valves give diameter of flanges and bolt circles and the

number and size of bolts.

INSTALLATION

Note.—Any proper working regulator acts as a check valve. Where the building-

up of the pressure is to be avoided use our diaphragm operated relief valve E5060.

TfV mill not he responsible for improper selection of ralrrs.

fonsvlt ns regarding the best ti/pe for your service.

H. MUELLER MFG. CO., LIMITED
SARNIA - CANADA

// uny advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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continuous J'evOice tcoin

LUNKENHEIMER
"RENEWO" VALVES

The "seat guard" with which the
"Renewo" is provided aids in preserv-
ing the seating surfaces and keeping
them clean. The seating surfaces are
regrindable and all the parts, includ-
ing the seat ring and disc are renew-
able. To further enhance their

durability, both the seat ring and disc

are made of Lunkenheimer "Valve-
nickel" — a material having excep-
tional wear resisting qualities.

The body, bonnet, stem, ec, are
made of high-grade bronze composi-
tion formulated especially for the
duty each part performs, making the
"Renewo" the most practical, durable
and economical valve to be had.

Globe, Angle, Cross, Straightway
and Horizontal and Angle Check
types for pressures up to 200 and
300 pounds.

Specify Lunkenheimer "Kenewo" and insist

on getting the genuine. Your local dealer can
furnish them, if not, write us.

Write for Booklet No. 535-D.C.

liis LUNKENHEIMER £2;—i"OUALITV-—

Largest Manufacturers of

High Grade'Engineering Specialties

in the World

CINCINNATI
New York Boston
Chicago London

1-17-43

ENGINEERS
Are in the Bi£t
Pay Class

you can get into the big pay class
too and make the chief's salary your
own if you will take advantage of

this opportunity.

The Library of Steam Engineering—packed
full of the very things an engineer must know—will fit

you to pass the engineer's license examinations and
help you to step up into the biggest kind of job, and
it won't cost you a cent to use them for one whole week.

Engineers—Assistants—Firemen and Oilers
all need these great books, written by the greatest au-
thorities in the profession. They will bring you more
usable information in your spare time than you can
get in years of the old-time, leam-by-doing methods.

Don^t Send
Any Honey have
these books for 7 whole
days without sending one
penny. Just send us the
coupon on the bottom of
this page today. All 7
volumes will come to you
at once, express collect, and
you can have a whole week to
examine them and use as if

they were yourown—Kive them
every test you can think of and
send them back if you want to.
If you want to keep the books
just send us $2.00. You can
send the balance the same way
—$2.00 each month until the
special price of $21.80 is paid.

Part of # con-

What They fP^l
Contain # a n d
Types of Boilers—Boiler
Accessories—Boiler Prac-
tice—Steam Engines—In-

dicators—Valve Gears-
Locomotive Boilers and
Engines—Air Brakes— Steam
Turbines—Gas and Oil Engines
—GasProducers—Chemistry of
Combustion—HeatingandVen-
tilating—Elevators—Refrigera-
tion—Compressed Air—Dyna-
mo and Electric Machinery-
Generators— Motors — Power
Stations. 3300 pages and 2500
pictures and diagrams. Hun-
dreds of tables and formulas.

Free Service With each set of these books a
year's consulting membership in the

American Technical Society goes free. The regular price is $12.00.

You can send any of your problems to our experts and engineers,
who will solve them free of anyc harge for one entire year.

nAM^inAlay Don't let another day pass before
you take advantage of this offer. Sooner

or later you will bump up against something where you will

have to know what's what. Give yourself the best of it and
don't take any chances. MMO
THE COUPON NOW.

American Technical
Sociery

D«wt- S.1882 ChicaAOp U> S> A.

t volumes, each 5?v n'^^ inches;
3300 pages; 2500 illustrations;

full pa^'e plates. diaKrams. etc.;

hundreds of tables and formu-
las. Flexibly bound in American
Morocco and trimmed in gold.

American
Tfchnical

Society
S.1882

Chka«Or U. t. A.
Please send me the

7-volume Cyclopedia of
Engineering, shipping

charges collect. I will send
you SJ.OO in 7 days and $2.00

each month until the special price
of $21.80 is paid, and you will send

me a receipt showing the books are
mine. If I decide not to buy I will rr-

turn the books in 7 days.

Address.

References
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Detroit Lubricators
Have Given Satisfaction

For Forty Years.

Built in a sufficient

variety of styles to lub-

ricate properly every

type of steam engine,

pump, gas engine, air

compressor, etc.

Send to-day for cata-

log L 1. The informa-

tion on lubricating de-

vices contained in it will

be valuable to you.

HEIR efficiency holds over

half the world's trade.

Makers of Stewart Carburetors.

(anadian D etroit Lubricator Qjmpany, (to.

WALKERVILLE. ONT.

Can you keep your boiler water
within a of middle gauge?
That is what the Vigilant does
regardless of the load or firing.

The Vigilant Automatic Feed
Water Regulator has many
points of interest economically.

Our catalogue will interest you
—write for it.

The Chaplin - Fulton Manufacturing Company

28 Penn Avenue - Pittsburg, Pa.

"McAVITY"
Brass and Iron Body

VALVES
Globe, Angle

or

Check

iManufactLired in sizes from

to 24".

Suitable for all purposes,

STEAM, AIR, WATER, OIL
or GAS.

Every Valve is guaranteed of

the best workmanship and ab-

solutely tight before leaving the

factory.

To insure obtaining the best

specify "McAVITY."

Manufactured by

T. McAVITY & SONS
LIMITED

St. John, N.B., Canada

MONTREAL TORONTO
T. McAvity Stewart Harvard Turnbull & Co.

157 St. James St. 207 Excelsior Life Bldg.

WINNIPEG

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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r

Front Arch With Fire Doors Complete, Rea'dy for Firing.

For Fire Box Side Walls:
Fill in Dimensions D....
For Bridge Face H.
For Back Arch J.
For Full Setting K.

X and S. .

P and R..
. . .1 M.

. . .K
. . .L A.

9 in.

For Height and
Thickness dcsire<l

. W K

. . .B C
D E W H I..

J P R S . . .X.
Z 1. 2 or 3 Fire Door Opening ?

FILL OUT THIS SKETCH FOR OUR ESTIMATE

Don't Risk Shut-Downs by
_ Using Experimental Substitutes
There^^Is But One Plastic Fire Brick—

BETSON'S
iHHl'JMlTRADE MARK p%SKSaB

PlasticFireBrick
We pioneered this field and overcame the difficulties.

There is nothing mysterious about Betson's; it is merely
an exceptionally high-grade compounding of the best fire

clays, using the special mechanical preparation which we
have found essential for making a satisfactory one-piece,
formed-in-place furnace lining.

Betson's comes in bulk in barrels, in a plastic condition,
ready for use, and can be placed by almost anyone. No
need to wait for shipments of fire brick or special blocks,
or for experts to lay them.

The largest industrial concerns, who run their boiler plants
continuously are using Betson's. Durability and air-tightness
are its great advantages, both due to the fact that there
are no joints in Betson's, which forms a one-piece, mono-
lithic lining for the whole boiler setting.

Try out a barrel or two in repairs to your present fire-

brick linings, and when the time comes for relining you will

replace with Betson's complete.

ASK FOR BOOKLET "R"

Canadian Distributor:

International Chemical Company
44-46 Lombard St., Toronto, Canada

KERR
("New KEYSTONE" Pattern) GATE VALVES

I

If you have not

used any of these

New Pattern
Valves, specify

"KERR" in your

next order. We
want you to get

acquainted with

the most reliable

valve on the

market.

If you have been

using them, we

are confident that

our satisfaction

will bring us your

repeat orders.

These valves will

never cause you

or your customer

the s 1 i g h t e St

trouble. Their

high quality is

consistent.

When you buy a "KERR " Valve you get a guaranteed article that is backed by a reliable firm.

Many of the largest distributers of valves in Canada have sold "KERR" Valves for over 25

years, and are still recommending them as the " Best Valve." Write us for particulars.

Kerr Engine Co., Ltd., Valve Specialists Walkerville, Ont,

// what yoH need is not adxiertisi'd, coiiKiiit our Hiii/cin' Diiectoi i/ and writt adi'i i tisi i f li^tid imdrr innpir luadiiiif.
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Heating
Efficiency

Two important elements of

Dunham Heating Service are

here pictured in their proper

relation to the radiator.

The valve is really packless.

Seven-eighths of a turn fully

opens or closes it.

The Trap is extremely simple

:

just three parts—a body, cover

and a corrugated thermostatic

disc secured in the cover. No
loose parts, no sliding contacts,

nothing to gum up, no guide

or pin to obstruct the valve

opening. It operates perfect-

ly under conditions varying

ifrom 10 pounds' pressure to

15 inches of vacuum, without

adjustments.

Grates
()0'/V air space and 909r underdraught insure positively perfect combustion.
A'hether the fuel used is screenings, soft coal or the highest grade hard
coal. Their use means that all the energy in the fuel will be used to make
steam.

No clinker formations, no coal lost in the ash pit, no waste wheie Cyclone
Improved Shaking and Dumping Grates are used. Cyclone Grates can
be installed without delay or trouble. A 30-day trial offer will prove these
facts to you. Write for complete information to

The Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Limited
20 McGEE ST.. TORONTO, ONT. Sole Makers for Canada Phone Ger. 3650

CvrlnnP

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Cutting the High Cost of

Pneumatic Tool Hose
PNEUMATIC Tool Hose is an important item of expense

in your business. Not so much in its actual cost as in

the frequent need for renewal.

Ordinary Pneumatic Tool Hose is built with one idea only

—

to carry air pressure.

But the thing that wears out pneumatic tool hose is not the

work it is designed for but the usage it receives.

So Goodyear has produced a new pneumatic tool hose—

a

hose that is protected against wear.

It is built with an outer cover of tough white rubber—of a

grade that can be used for treads on automobile tires.

This cover will resist wear—the daily dragging over ship

plates, steel girders, cinders—under any of the conditions to

which pneumatic tool hose is submitted.

It will stand up also under unusual shocks and blows.

Thus Goodyear Pneumatic Tool Hose will yield longer ser-

vice—service that means important economies.

A hose purchase may bob up in your place any day. Write

or telephone the nearest Goodyear Branch. Ask to have a

hose specialist call—with samples. No obligation—you need

not be immediately in the market for hose. Tear out this ad.

and file for easy reference.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
OF CANADA, LIMITED

St. John Montreal Ottawa Toronto Hamilton London Winnipeg
Calgary Regina Edmonton Vancouver

// what you need is not advertised, ccnsult our Buyers' Directory and n-rite advertisers listed under proper heading.
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!

Here's A Specimen Page From The New
Jeffrey Catalog on Standardized Elevators
The book contains 40 of these pages, each page containing all the information,
illustrations and specifications relating to a Standard Elevator. To select the
Elevator you need, just pick out the number of the Elevator from this Catalog and
give us the Feet Centers and write or wive us for Price and Delivery.

Write to-day for Catalog No. 244-4.

THE JEFFREY MFG. COMPANY
CANADIAN BRANCH AND WAREROOMS : MONTREAL

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out -now and place with letters to he answered.
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"The Mysterious German Onions"
On nights when the German air raiders were out, they sent up strange, luminous balls

behind their lines and anchored them above the clouds—globes of fire which could be
seen for forty miles or more. What these "onions" were, or how they were kept in

stationary position above the clouds, is still a profound mystery. The Allies never
learned anything about them, but the Allied night bombing crews steered their course

to the Rhineland by the luminous buoys thus provided.

What ip kiKAvn al)(»ut the onion? is told In' Lieut. J. Vernon McKenzie in the course of an article.

"Raidinj> the Rhineland," in MARCH MACLEAN'S. Tt is an intensely interesting article, telling

all al'out the great reprisal campaign which implanted the fear of war in the German civilian heart.

"NO HOPE FOR THE WETS"
'Already the temperance forces are lined up to slop any po.s«ible break in the prohibition dam,"
writes J. K. Muuro, in discu.ssing what is going to happen at the coming session at Ottawa. He
predicts that Union Government will hold together, but that the habit it has contracted of promising
everything asked is going to make a lively .session. He expects:

Dry legislation at the earliest possible moment.
The moral reform forces in control.

No change in the Divorce Law.
Tariff concessions made to the West.

The March number, in fact, is full of live, np-to-thi-minute features.

Tlte famouH Canadian Ace. Lieut.-Colonel W. A. Bl.-ihop 'V on the cover.

Some of the outstanding articles and stories are:

The Transformation (a new serial)—By Frederic S.

Isham.

A Canadian King-maker (the story of Lord Beaver-
brook in Britain)—By Maurice Woods.

Fitting in the Returned Soldier—By George Pearson.

The Three Sapphires—By W. A. Fraser.

The Strange Adventure of the Nile Green Roadster—By
Arthur Stringer.

Fakers—and Others—By E. Ward Smith.

Lend Me Your Title—By Onoto WaUnna.
A Shady Deal—By Archie P. McKishnie.

The City of Lost Laughter—By Mary Josephine Benson.

'The Voice of Canada Interpreted"
A new <lepartment start,'^ in this number given over to summarizing and presenting opinion in Canada
on outstanding topics, as reflected in the press. J n this issue the department is given over to a careful

compilation of opinion on the problems of the returned soldier.

Events of the World in the Remaking
The Review of Reviews section of MACLEAN'S, which contains extracts from the best articles selecte«i

from all magazines the world over, includes in the March is.*ue the following articles:

Germany Ready for Trade War Making Over a Nation The Mysterious Sinn Fein Leader

Three-Year Marriages in France The Secret British Ferry Why Harrison Fought Lloyd George

No Solution in Ireland Possible? Is Germany Shamming? Hughes' Stand for Imperial Interests

Controlling Booze in Britain Woodrow Wilson—Dictator Hun Spies Outwitted

Germans Hoped to Raise Ships Will Trotzky Hire Huns?

Over 65,000 Canadian Families Buy

MACLEAN'S
"CANADAS NATIONAL MAGAZINE"

MARCH ISSUE At All News Dealers

^yy nr^n ^/-kovr *o AA DCD VC A D Dealers who have not been handling MACLEAN'S should
20c PER CUrl. ;^Z.UU rll,K IE^AK. secure copies at once from their nearest Wholesaler

If there are no newsdealers in your town, or if your newsdealers cannot supply you, send 20 cents for a sample

copy or $2.00 for a whole year's subscription to MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE, 143-153 University Avenue, Toronto.

Canada.
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to a PER OFMT ru£:jL-

Are the Names of Your Friends in This List?

If ihe names of Canadian power plants equipped with Diamond Soot Blowers were
set in 8-point type, like this—Goldie-McCulloch Co.—they would fill a 7 x 10 page.
That is to say, there are several hundred of them. For instance:

Tanadian Kixlak Company
Paiiailian Locomotive Comiiany
J. K. Booth
Levis Fcny Ltd.
Canadian fl^k: Railway Co.

Toilet LaunSW Co.
Bird & Son.
Canadian EUctro Products Co.

New Bnmswick Povrer Comirany
Can.idian Pulp & PafK-r Coiniciny

Powell Kiver Co.
The Canada Starch Co.

Ilobert Simpson Company
Singer Mfg. Co.
Ritchie & Ramsey
Fairville Providential Ho-qiital

Howard Smith Paper Mills. Ltd.

Canadian Consolidated RiiWki Co.

I>ominion Textile Co.
W. K. Kelloeg Cereal Co.
I'"ord .Motor Company
Dominion Forpe & Stamping Co.
Tlie Beaver Wood Fibre Co.
British Munitions Co.
We.stem Electric Company
Canadian .Westinghouse Co.
(^'anadian Starch Com<i")any
Wilputte Coke Oven Corporation
Stewart & Adam.s
BritLsh Cordite Co.. Ltd.
Tlie Steel Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Imperial Tobacco (^o. of Canada
Gunn's Limited
Canadian Vickers
i!.>od»in'.s Limited
BelRO-Canadian Pulp & Paper Co.

Tile Cana<lian Salt Company
-Vova Scotia Steel & Coal 'Co.
Imperial Munitions Boaid
T. .McAvity & Sons, Ltd.
St .Maurice Paper Company
Canadian G'ovemment Railway
Fiaser Companies, L/t<i.

The Donnacona, Quebec
Canadian Explosives Co., Ltd.
.los. Simpson's Sons, Ltd.
fJoodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Hanis .Abattoir Co.
Rosamond Woolen Company
BriUnnia Smelting & R<?fining Co.
Eastern Car Company
Abitibi Power Company
Brunner -Mond. Canada
Riordon Pulp & Paper Company

Diamond Sooc liloivcrs at Plant ol

Buffalo General Electric Co.

These concerns find Diamond Soot Blowers a good paying investment
because they effect the following economies:

1. Fuel; a savins of 4 to S'/c

2. Boiler efficiency: an increase of

3. Labor ; a saving of many hours per day.

4. Longevity ; an increase in the length of service of boiler tubes, through thf
prevention of corrosion.

5. Steam ; a saving of 25 to 75% of steam used for cleaning.
If your boilers are not equipped with Diamond Soot Blower* your friends ar-

benefiting by lower costs of power than you enjoy.

For full information writ*' for Bulletin 119.

Diamond Specialty Company

Windsor Ontario

POWER Vol. 48. No. 23

Coal Saving by the Scientific Control of

Steam Boiler Plants* Consult
By D. Brownlie

%HE mAot Wfl W«B Moe iaUJ for about ten jrears

wttb Uta iavMtiration on Kientifie lines of the work-
ing of every (Ascription of steim-boiler plant, and in

w^mnX artict* it is propoeed to jive the aversge figures
Hr 260 trpical steam boitor plants, with the object of sjp-
»l7ai« accupat* data aa to the tremendous national economy

I can bt •fftetad by tht adoption of scientific methods in
< bwlcr-boiMa.

la tbe borainf of coal for the Reneration of steam, the
I b«<aua* »f lack of scientific methods is hardly realized

aad, apart fron tha national point of view, offers to the
individual ftrra a m«aiu of most substantial economy in

nnaiar txpensea.

It ia not possible to And out what is the exact amount of
•••1 aaed for the production of steam for purposes other
^» power, there being, for example, no statistics available
•howiDf the Dumber of steam boilers at work in Great
VriUiB.
Tb« author proposes therefore to ass'-me, until further

bfomation can be obtained by a proper engineering census
af the country, that the total amount of coal used for steam
fcnaration in the United Kingdom is between 75 and 100
mltlioD tons per annum, being 60 to 70 million tons for power
produetioD and 16 to 30 million tons for purposes othei

power, corresponding to 40 per cent, to 53 per
tfltal coal used, and is of the opiTiion that the 250
to be dealt with in the present article are i

tive of all tha boiler plants of the country,
•ttlto of neh a very Urge number of ex

fine" boiler. 2 "vertical" boilers, and 3 "patent" boilers
difficult to classify. It would be most interesting to know
the exact number of each type of steam boiler at work m
the countrj'. although there is no doubt that the chief type
in use is the "Lancashire."
Amount of Fuel f'sed—The average shows 20.9 lb. of fuel

burnt per square foot of grate area per hour, referring,
of course, to the average amount burnt per hour per work-
ing day. and not to the amount for any particular hour.
This figure is considerably below what is possible on a boiler
plant run on modern lines, which would burn something
like 25 lb. to 30 lb. per square foot grate area per hour
with the average quality of fuel. The boiler plants of the
country are working under very easy conditions in this re-
spect, and much more fuel could be burnt per boiler.
Figures for fuel consumption depend largely on the quality
of the fuel. Thus a good quality washed coal of, say, 13,000
B.t.u. and 7 to 8 per cent, ash could easily be burned
economically at the rate of 35 lb. per square
whereas purely refuse coals would only g;

Coke of good quality can '
^

per square foot grate.
15 pound:
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Williams' ' Vulcan
Drop-Forged

Chain Pipe Vise
IVT ADE entirely of drop-forgings and wrought

steel, these Vises are unbreakable, compact,
rapid in action and positive in gripping pipe. They
are attachable anywhere—any handy bench, post, or

other support will answer. Remember, Williams'
Chain Pipe Tools have been Standard for nearly half

a century—they are all backed by our absolute and
unconditional guarantee of service.

Vises in 3 sizes for i
s to 8-inch pipe.

Descriptive Booklet on Request.

J. H. WILLIAMS & CO.
"The Drop-Forging People"

78 Richards St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

99 mm

The A. G. Low Co., Ltd., 78 Pacific Ave., Saskatoon, Sask.
Ag^ents for Manitoba, Saskatchewan, British
Columbia and Alberta

Western Office and Wu-eboate:
78 So. Clinton St.

Chicago, 111.

Mil

riiHIli:

To Cut in Two
Replacement Costs
To permanently stop leakage of ssteam. oil, air, water or

acids, tp ere! the labor expense of needless, troublesome

work.

USE

Homestead
Quarter- Turn

Valves
In hundreds of power
plants these Homestead
Valves have proven best

for all services under
conditions unusually
severe.

Instead of K'obe and
fjate valves, use these
Quarter - Turn Valves.

They will keep your
pipe lines absolutely
tight.

WRITE NOW. Homestead Three-Way Type

HOMESTEAD VALVE MFG. CO.
HOMESTEAD, PA.

CURTIS Engineering Specialties

Balanced

Steam Trap
INLET

This trap is

often used as

a w a t e rline

trap on !anie

plants where
thcie is lieed

to balance a'ny

particular cir-

c u i a t i on to

prevent snap-
p i n K and
cracking i n
pipes ami ra-

diators.

This Trap Has These Points of Difference
and Superiority

1 A perfectly balanced valv.-.

2 An absolutely friction les.'^ valve.

S The valve can be removed v ithout breaking a joint, starting

a gasket, or taking out a bolt.

4 The valve being frictionless and balanced, the whole power of

the float is available for opening and closing the valve.

."> Each trao will operate perfectly on pressure varying from one

to 2.)0 lbs.

The great merit of this trap, its simplicity, its dependability and
serviceability make it well worth being better acquainted with.

Send for special printed matter describing it atid giving prices.

.Address the Manufacturers

JULIAN D'ESTE COMPANY
Main Office, 26 Canal St., Boston, Mass.

I 216 Fulton St., New York City
Agencies:

, Market St., Chicago, III.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and phtee n-ith letters to be a»su-i
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TRADE

3ENKINS
Type "K" Brass and Iron

Body Gate Valves

MARK

Appreciated by Men
Who Know!

EVERY experienced Power
House Engineer knows Jen-
kins Bros.' DIAMOND Trade-

Mark—he knows that it represents
quality—he knows that it repre-
sents valve service at its best. He
never hesitates to recommend valves
bearing this Trade-Mark. He has
seen the service they give and feels

confident of recommending them
for any valve service.

For over 50 years competent en-

gineers have recognized the superi-
ority of Jenkins Bros.' Diamond
Trade-Mark Valves.

Jenkins Bros.' Type "K" Gate
Valves excel in design and con-
struction. They present unob-
structed passage to the trans-

mitted medium. They are made
in Brass and Iron Body, Screw-
ed and Flanged, suitable for
working steam pressures up to

125 lbs. or 175 lbs. water.

All Genuine Type "K" Gate Valves
are identified by the Diamond Trade-
Mark. Always look for it.

CATALOGUE No. 8 FREE ON
REQUEST.

Jenkins B^os.
Head OfBce and Works : Agencies in all European Branch :

103 St. Remi Street, Principal Countries 6 Gt. Queen St., Kingsway

Montreal, Canada of the World London, W.C., 2, England

LIMITED
3

TRADi

lENKINS

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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There's a Big Waste
in Little Leaks

Do you know that a one-tenth inch pipe-joint
;
leak at 150 Ib.s. pressure will waste steam in a
year at a cost to-day of approximately $823?
Figure it out for yourself. Leak one-tenth inch

:

l>ressure 150 lbs.; 9 lb. steam per lb. coal;
coal $5.50 ton; 10 hours per day; 300 davs
[•er year.

And it's such an unpatriotic waste in these days of
coal conservation—such a needless and careless
waste at any time—for the leak can be stopped in a
few minutes' time with a YARWAY (formerly
Simplex) PIPE JOINT CLAMP.
More than 13,000 leaks have been stopped since this
effective clamp was first placed on the market.
Millions of dollars have been saved. The savin'.-:
in coal can only be guessed.

The Yary/ay (formerly Simplex) can be attached in
a few minutes by any workman. The principle can
be seen from the illustration shown here.

If there is a pipe-joint leak in any of your lines, tell
us the size and we will send you a Yarway for 30
days' trial. Instead of returning it, you will prob-
ably be as enthusiastic over its success as the man
who said of a Yarway Clamp, "It's worth its weight
in gold."

Write To-day

YARNALL WARING CO.
7604-20 Queen St.

CHESTNUT HILL PHILADELPHIA

Ji^NT- CLAMP 1
Formerly the ^IJyif^ZjE::^/Z

Canadian Representatives

Carrying Stock

CUNNINGHAM HDWE. CO.
New Westminster, B.C.

JAS. ROBERTSON CO.
Montreal

GORMAN CLANCY
GRINDLEY CO.

Calgary, Alta.

Here Is a Good formula

TO SAVE MONEY

Where

—

C=cost of power per year for the given
drive dollars

;

d —diameter of driven pulley plus belt

thickness, inches;

n =r.p.m. of driven pulley,

D=diameter of driving pulley plus belt
thickness, inches;

N=r.p.m. of driving pulley.

If you don't like formulas, do it this way:
(1) Add diameter of driven pulley to

belt thickness, inches, and multiply
by r.p.m. of driven pulley.

(2) Add diameter of the driving pulley
to belt thickness, inches, and mul-
tiply by r.p.m. of driving pulley.

(3) Divide (1) by (2)

(4) Subtract (3) from 0.98

(5) Multiply (4) by the cost in dollars
per year of power for the drive.

"

The result is the dollars wasted per year
because of unnecessary belt slip. These
dollars can as well be saved by simply
treating the belt with Cling-Surface.

Cling-Surface primarily stops slip. It also

permits easy or slack running, thus per-
mitting a belt to embrace the pulleys
through maximum arcs. Hence Cling-
Surface treated belts are doubly 'insured

against slip.

Cling-Surface also makes the belt imper-
vious to dampness and resistive to heat,

cold, chemical fumes, etc. It reduces in-

ternal friction and adds greatly to belt life.

If you are at all interested in saving belt

money you should take advantage of our
trial offer. Order a 50-lb. can of Cling-

Surface for a 30-day trial. Pay for it if

you're satisfied. If unsatisfactory, the trial

won't cost vou a cent.

Cling-Surface Co.
1057 Niagara Street

Buffalo. New York
U. S. A.

}\ what yot( iraiit is not advertised, (oiisiilt our Buyers' Directory and write advertisers listid under proper heading.
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Let what users say
guide you in your selection

of that New Belt

Many of Canada's largest

and most efficient Power

Plants are constant users of

D. K. McLAREN'S
Genuine British Oak -Tanned

LEATHER BELTING

GENUINE V OAK<f

This trade-mark guarantee is on
every piece of D. K. McLaren's
Leather Belting.

Look for it.

D

AV/E'LL be glad to put

you in touch with

some of our many customers

in your particular district, in

order that you can ask them

for their opinions regarding

our manufacture and ^you

judge accordingly.

/^OULD any but a good,

reliable belt bear such

an investigation?

LAR6N
S)}LIMITE-D(i

Head Office and Factory :

351 St. James St., Montreal, P.Q,

TORONTO, ONT. VANCOUVER, B.C.

194 King St. West 849 Beatty St.

ST. JOHN, N.B.

90 Germain Street

// any adveriisement interests you, tear it out noiv and place xvith letters to he answered.
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Dominion Belting Company, Limited
Hamilton, Canada

Maple Leaf

mmti KCt* wArnMMr

I
DOHHOOH BUTMO Co.

M«witTaii.Ow^

Sole manufacturers of the celebrated

"MAPLE LEAF" Brand Stitched Cotton
Duck Belting and Belt Dressing.

The demand for our products has steadily

increased because the standard of quality

has been maintained.

We make only one grade, the best that
can be produced.

"MAPLE LEAF" is the strongest, truest

running, most economical and efficient

belt on the market for transmission of

power, conveying, etc.

Being thoroughly waterproof it is suitable

for running in wet or dry places. "MAPLE
LEAF" Belt Dressing is different to others

offered in that it is equally good for all

kinds of belting, leather, rubber or Balata,
as well as our own make.

Write us for prices, and if desired we will

be pleased to furnish samples and further
information.

A trial order will convince you of their

utility.

DOMINION BELTING CO.Ltd., Hamilton, Canada-Quebec Branch: 51 Duluth Bldg., Montreal

THIRTY YEARS
Aug. 30, 1918.

TEXAS BANNER MILLS,
Terrell Milling Company,

Terrell, Texas.
Magnolia Metal Co.

Gentlemen :

—

Wish to state that we have been using Magnolia Metal for the

past THIRTY YEARS.
Magnolia has been used continuously on the wrist of our Buckeye

Engine, 85 H.P., 115 pounds pressure, with perfect satisfaction.

We shall continue to use Magnolia Metal.

Yours truly,

TERRELL MILLING CO.,

E. M. Friend, Supt.

PRACTICAL ENGINEER POCKET BOOK
Over 600 Pages

A valuable reference work imported from England and sold as an

advertising medium at the low price of 40c post paid.

Address Montreal Office

SOLD BY LEADINC, DKAI.ERS K\ KRYWHERE^OR BY

MAGNOLIA METAL CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY:

225 St. Ambroise Street, MONTREAL

Jf what you want is not advertised, consult our Buyers' Directory and write adi-ertisers listed under proper heading.
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MORSE®DRIVES

Quiet as a Belt

Positive as

Gears.

Oil Bath not

Required.

WHY Milling Mach'ne

The Cincinnati Milling Machine Co. rTon ^^fl iRWivDO Cincinnati, Ohio USE iflUI\l3l]j
The drive that will do the most work, the steadiest work, the best work. Made
for every purpose from 14 H.P. to 5,000 H.P. Adopted by engineers as durable,
simple, unaffected by heat, cold, oil or moisture. Let us have your general lay-
out and design your drives to suit your special conditions.

Secure our Estimate. Write for Bulletins and 1919 Diary and Memo. Book.

Morse Chain Co.
Largest Manufacturer of

Silent Chains in the World Ithaca, N.Y.
MORSE ENGINEERING SERVICE Address Neares

BOSTON, MASS 141 Milk Street
CHICAGO, ILL Merchants Loan and Trust Bldg.
CLEVELAND, OHIO Engineers Bldg.
DETROIT, MICH 1003 Woodward Avenue
GREENSBORO, N.C 805 Ashboro Street
NEW YORK CITY 50 Church Street, Hudson Terminal Bldg.
PITTSBURGH, PA Westinghousc Bldg.
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL. Monadnock Bldg.

t Office ASSISTANCE WITHOUT OBLIGATION
ATLANTA, GA Earl F. Scott, M.E., 702 Candler Bldg.CANADA Jones & Glassco, Regis'd
MONTREAL, St. Nicholas Bldg., Toronto, Bank of Hamilton Bldg.
KANSAS CITY, MO Morse Engineering Co., R. A. Long Bldg
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN 413 3rd St., Strong-Scott Mfg. Co.
ST. LOUIS, MO Morse Engineering Co., Chemical Bldg
LICENSEES FOR EUROPE AND EASTERN HEMISPHERE
The Westinghouse Brake Co., Ltd., 82 York Road, London, N.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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DOMINION
OOALGOMPAHY

^"""^Spiing/iiff bituminous
STEAM ^'^^ GAS CXDALS

GeneralSales Office
112 StJames St. Montreal

NOTICE
TO

Stationary and Hoisting Engineers
Ererjone opentisc • 8TATIONAAT tUmm plut of BO k.p, or ctm

In the ProTince of OnUric muBt hold a SUtieuir Bosineer'* Cvtiflctu
from the Board gf StatioDarr and Hoiatinc I!Bcine*n. Anjona opcntint
tuch a plant without a Certificate ij liabU to the pcnaltic* mX forth io

the Stationarr and Hoirtinc Engineers' Act.

ETerrone operating a HOISTINQ ateua plant workinc at t pnasur*
ct 20 pounds oi OTer, iTTe^>ectiTe of horse power, and used for hdating
in structural operations or exeaTatinc purposea, in the Prorise* of Ontario,
must bold a Eoistinc Engineer's Oertilleatc from the Board of Statlonarr
and Hoisting Eioclneera. Anjone oiwsatinc midi a idant wlthoat a Certi
fleate is liable to the penalties set fertii in the StAtionarr and HoisCini
Encineera' Act.

Application forms for obtainlnc STATIONARY or HOISTINO En^io
eera' Certificates, may be had upod applyinc to the Chairman.

HON. F. 0. MAODIARMID. W. C. UcOHIB.
Minister of Public Works and Highwars. Chairman o( Board

W. A. RIDDELL, M. A; PH. D., Superintendent, Trades & Laboar Brmch.

PROTECTION Crrtlr'Effirnc^
Endorsed by all Boiler Experts and Engineers

Delaili of Ihe NATIONAL BOILER BLOW-OFF PIPE PROTECTOR

A Show One Half of Refractory
Tile.

B Slot to Receive LockinK Bar.
C Locking Ba'r Fitted in Slot.

D Ridge for ReKulating Air Space
E Complete Cover for Pipe Locked
K Elbow or Bend Around Pipe
G Pipe Enclosed in Cover

National Boiler Protector

Coy. of Canada
Room 24, Lombard Building

TORONTO, ONT.
Main 2623-wrTorwi-BOLm-ELOwrr-iTE-Picn"' -

IMPROVED STEAM TRAP
FOR HIGH OR LOW PRESSURE.

Steam can't blow through. They have
large discharge valves and cannot be

flooded from sudden flushes of water.

MAY WE SEND ONE FOR TRIAL?

Reducing Valves, Pump Governors,
Relief Valves, Exhaust Pipe Heads,

Ejectors and Steam Separators.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
THE GARTH COMPANY

26 Crais Straet MONTREAL. CAN.
WATSON & McDANIEL CO.

No. 146 N. 7th Street. PHILADELPHIA. Pa.

Why not Buy the
Best,when in market

for Packing^?

HOLMES'

Metallic Packing
Is Guaranteed 3 Years

P»T. NO. S2e.1IS

>• S30.e30

Lasts many time* lonjrcT.

30 dayi' trlaL LcM oil. No
cutting. Easily applied to

any Steam Engine. Air Com-
pressor or Gas EnKine. Satis-

8,8.238
faction or no pay. Write us

894.637

e»«.7ei

8»8,0e8

006,103

•34,«»
•7a.2oe

1000.7e

HOLMES METALLIC
PACKING CO..

Wilkes-Barre. Pa.

Incorporated 1897

Water Turbines, Hydraulic Governors,
Centrifugal Pumps

OUR LINDSAY WORKS

Boving Hydraulic & Engineering Co., Limited
Lindsay, Ontario
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Send that PUMP inquiry to

The Smart-Turner Machine Co.
LIMITED

HAMILTON, CANADA

The Simplest and Best Cleaner on the market is

PILLEY'S
Combination Flue Brush and Scraper.

Guaranteed not to break or the wires to pull out or lay over.
A simple turn of the hand adjusts it to the tube, and the brush
remove* what the scraper loosens.

For sale by leadini; Canadian jobbers.

Manufactured by

PILLEY PACKING AND FLUE BRUSH MFG. CO.
623 South Third Street - - - St. Louis, Mo

Eastern Office: 71 Kulton St.. New York.

BOILER INSPECTIONl
The Steam Boiler Act, Chapter 252 R.S.O., 1 91 4 |
With Amendments Chapter 58—6, George V. E

STEAM BOILERS. |
All Steam boilers constructed for use !n Ontario must be g

built from desi^s which tare been approved and allotted g
a registration nuraber by the Steam Boiler Brancb. g

Used boilers, boilers sold or exchanged, and unregistered p
boilers brought into the Fi^ovince must be inspected prior =
to beisg put into operation. =:

Notice of repairs to steam boilers, stating the nature and ^
extent of same, must be sent to the Steam Boiler Branch, e
and should such repairs be considered extensive by the s
Chief Boiler Inspector, the boilers will require to be g
inspected. g

In each and every case the inspections must be made by In- =
spectors authorized to Inspect boilers under the Steam p
Boilers Act, who are employed only by the Steam Boiler ^
Branch of the Department of Public Works. Official cer- g
tiflcates with the maximum working pressure stated s
thereon are Issued to the owners of the boilers so inspected, p

STEAM PIPING. I
Drawings and Specifications of all high pressure steam piping g

mutt be approved and registered by the Ste.am BoUei 5
Branch before any work of installation Is commeneed. p
The drawings submitted should show clearly the dlm«n- =
sions and layout of the main steam lines. Full partlculari =
should be_ given as to the material used in the construction =
of the piping, and all valves and other fittings used In p
connection therewith must be of approved make. =

Any deyflation from the above requir«ment» »?iatt te 4e9me4 • b
violation of the Steam Boilert Act. =

All communicationt in this respect shovld he addretaed to the =
Steam Boiler Branch, Department of PutUc Worki, ParUommt =
Buildinge, Toronto.

g
A. RIDDELL. M.A. Ph.D.. g

Supt . Tiadcs & Labour Braaeb S
HON. F. G MACDIARMID.

Minister of Public Works
and HIrhwaTS

I D. M. MEDCALF, |
^ Cluef Inspector of Steam Boiler*. g
luUIlllllllllllllllllllll!llli|il1l'|i|JirH'l1HII>l!l!IIIJi|llllllllltlll^

DARLING BROTHERS, LIMITED
Engineer M, Manufacturera and Founder

9

120 Prince Street, MONTREAL, P. Q.

Pumps for any Service—Steam Appliances—
Freight Elevators— Webster Vacuum
Heating System.

FEDERAL
ENGINEERING CO.

LTD.
172 JOHN ST
TORONTO

THE LADD VERTICAL
WATER TUBE BOILER

The Goldie-McCuHoch Co.,' Ltd.
Gait, Ontario

Canadian licencees under patent* 162401 and 162402
dated May 4. 1915.

The Geors^e T. Ladd Company,
PitUburgh, Pa.

Owners and manufacturer* for the United State*.

Write for new Catalogue No. 17.

A DVERTISING to be

successful does not neces-

sarily have to produce a basket-
ful of inquiries every day.

The best advertising is the

kind that leaves an indelible,

ineffaceable impression of the

goods advertised on the minds
of the greatest possible number
of probable buyers, present and
future.

»

// any advertisement interest* you, tear it out now and place with letters to he answered.
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"ALL BRITISH"
"B.&W." PATENT WATER TUBE STEAM BOILERS
HIGHEST ECONOMY, SAFETY, DURABILITY. OVER 20,000,000 H.P. IN USE.

-ALSO-

Steam Superheaters

Mechanical Stokers

Coal-Handling Machinery
Piping, Feed Water Heaters

Water Softeners and Purifiers

and ELECTRIC CRANES
Babcock & Wilcox Patent Water Tube Steam Boiler. Superheater

and Mechanical Stoker.

BABCOCK ^ WILCOX, Limited
HEAD OFFICE FOR CANADA - COLLEGE ST. (ST. HENRY), MONTREAL

TORONTO OFFICE, TRADERS BANK BUILDING

25 Cycle Engine Generator Sets For Sale

1—250 KW.

1—300 KW.

25 Cycle

3 phase

Westinghouse

Generators

Direct

connected to

Mcintosh &
Seymour Cross

Compound
Gridiron Valve

Engines 150

These units were in use only seven months and are in first class condition. R.P.M.
Write for further particulars and quotations.

Power Plant Equipment Co., ''"Sng""'' Toronto, Ont.

7/ irhat yoit need is not advertised, consult our lliiin rs' Directory and leritc adrcrlis, rs listed uuder proper heading.
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POWERHOUSEBUYERS'DIRECTORY

g If what yon want is not listed liere write us. and we will tell you wliere to ft it. Let us suggest that you consult

M also the advertisers' index facing the inside back cover, after having secured advertisers' names from this directory,

g The information yon desire may be found in the advertising pa^ef Tliis department is maintained for the benefit

= ajid convenience of our readers. The insertion of our adverti-eri. names unde* prui>er headings is gladly undertaken,

g but does not become part of an advertising contmrt.

AIR COCKS
Uinkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, OnU

AIR VALVES
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Simls, Ont.

AMMETERS
Canadian Fai7l)ankSAMorse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. H. W. JohnB^ManTille Co., Toronto, Ont.

AMMONIA VALVES AND FITTINGS
Oanatiian Fairbanks-.Morse Co.. Ltd. Montreal.

Frick Co., WaTnesboro, Franklin Co.. Pa.

Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

York Mfg. Co.. York, Pa.

AMMONIA PURIFIERS
Frick Go, Wajnesbo.o, Franklin Co., Pa.

York Mfg. Co.. York, Pa.

AMMONIA TANKS
MacKinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbiooke, Que.
Wateroua Engane Worka Co.. Brantfoid, Ont.

ARCHES, COMBUSTION CHAMBER
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd. Mont««l.

ASH CARRYING SYSTEMS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.

Waterous Engine Worka Co.. Braniford. Ont.

ASBESTOS SPECIALTIES
Durabla Mfg. Co.. New York, N.Y.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont.

Wm. C. Wilson A Co.. Toronto.

ASBESTOS PACKED COCKS
I'ratt & ("<i<lv Co.. Inc., H.irtfoid. Conn.

AUTOMATIC ICE RECORDING DOORS
AND CHUTES
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Ha«erstoini, Md.

BABBITT AND ANTI FRICTION METAL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Monrtraal.

HoTt Metal Co.. Toronto.
Magnolia Metal Co. Montreal.
Wm. C. Wilson & Co.. Toronto.

BALL BEARINGS
Can. 8 K F Co., Toronto, Ont.

BALLC0CK8
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.

BATTERIES AND ACCESSORIES
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont,

BELT CEMENT
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELT CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

BELT DRESSING
Cling Surface Co., Buffalo.

Dominion Belting Co., Hamilton, Ont
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

BELT LACING, LEATHER
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

BELT TIGHTENERS
Waterous Engine Worka Co.. Bran'tford, Ont.

BELT PULLEYS
Wateroiis Engine Works Co., Branlford, Ont.

BELTING, BALATA
Federal Engineering Co., Toronto, Ont

BELTING, CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

BELTING, CONVEYOR
Can. Con.sol. Rubber Co., Ltd., .Moiitrcal.

BELTING. LINK
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont

BEL'HNG, STITCHED COTTON DUCK
Dominion Belting Co., Hamilton, Ont

BELTING, LEATHER
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Graton tc Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.
D. K. McLaren Ltd., Montreal.
Thomson-Gordon, Utd., Hamilton, Ont.
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.

BELTING, RUBBER
Can. H. W. Johns-Manvllle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Can. Consol. Ritbber Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Thomson-Gordon. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont
Vorheis Rubber Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

BEL'HNG. WOVEN COTTON
Federal Engineering Co.. Toronto, Ont.

BINS. COAL, COKE AND ORE
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

BLOWERS
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal.
Ooppus Eng. & Equip. Co.. Worcester, Mass.
Green's Econrrniiser. Ltd.. Toronto.
BLOWERS, CENTRIFUGAL
Coiipii.<; Kn?. & Equipt. Co., Worcester, Ma^i'^.

BLOWERS, FANS
Connn.s Eng. & Equipt. Co . Worce.-iter. Ma«.

BLOWEWRS, FORCED DRAFT
Pnppn.s Eng. & Equipt. Co.. Worcester. Ma'?s.

BLOWERS, POWER
Coptiu.s Eng. & Equipt. Co., Worce<tfr, Ma55.

BLOWERS, TURBINES
Coppu.s Eng. A; Equipt. Co., Worcesti-r, .Ma~i.

BOILER COVERING
Beveridge Paper Co., MontreaJ, Que.

BOILER COMPOUNDS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. Economic Lubricant Co., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto. Ont

-Metlskin Mfg. Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Wm. 0. Wilson & Co., ' "^ronto.

BOILER SKIMMERS
Yani.ill Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER REGULATORS
DcfenOor .\ut.imatic Re«\ilator Co., 3t. Louis, Mo.

BOILER COMPOUND FEEDERS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. .Morehead -Mfg. Co., Woodstock. .

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

BOILER FEED PUMPS
American Steaa Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng, Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Coppu.^ Eng. & Equipment Co., Woroeater, Mass.
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto. Onit.

Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
fiolilie & McCullooh Co., Gait
The John McDougall Caledonian Iron Worta Co..
Ltd., Montreal.

Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

BOILER FEED REGULATORS
Canadian Fairhanks^Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Revpridge Paper Co., MontreaJ, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal.

BOILER MOUNTINGS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Goldic & McCullooh Co., Gait.
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Mason Regulator ft Engineering Co., Montreal.

BOILER PRESERVATIVES
John'i-Pratt Co.. The. Hartford, Conn.
Metl.skin Co.. Inc.. Rochester, N.Y.

BOILER HOUSE ACCESSORIES
Babcock ft Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Mason Regulator ft Engineering Co.. Montreal.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER SEAM PROTECTOR
National Boiler Seam Protector Co., Montreal.

BOILER SETTINGS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal.
Gates. John W.. St. James St. Montreal.

BOILERS. HORIZONTAL. RETURN.
TUBULAR AND WATERTUBE

Babco<ik ft Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Goldie ft ftloCulloch Co., Gait
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
Inglis Co.. The John. Toronto, Ont
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,

St Catharines, Ont.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
The John McDougall Caledonian Iron Works Co.,

Ltd., Montreal.
Ladd, The Geo. T., Co., Pitt*urgh, Pa.

McAvity, T.. ft Sons, Ltd.. St John. N.B.
Waterous Engine Wori.s Co.. Brantford. Ont.

BOILERS. MARINE, LOCOMOTIVE
AND VERTICAL
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldie ft MoCulloch Co., Gait
Tnglis Co.. The John. Toronto. Ont.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,

St. Catharines, Ont.
John McDoiigaill Caledonian Iron Works, Mont-

real.

Wpterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford. Ont.

BOXES. FUSE AND METER
John'-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

BRASS GOODS
Penberthy Injector Co., Wind.sor, Ont.

BRASS FOUNDERS
McAvity. T., ft Sons, 1/td., St John, N.B.
D'Bste Co., Julian. Boston. Ma-ss.

Mueller Mfg. Co., H.. Samia. Ont.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

BRINE COOLERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Oo., Pa.
York Manvifacturing Co., York, Pa.

BRINE TANKS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont.
York Manufacturing Co.. York, Pa,

BUCKETS, ELEVATOR
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

BUSHINGS
Steel Mill Packing Co.. Windsor, Ont
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

BUCKETS, CLAM SHELL, CRAB, DUMP
CABLE
Wm. C. Wilson ft Co., Toronto.

CALORIMETERS
Schaeffer ft Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.I.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.

CANS, OILY WASTE
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

CAST IRON FITTINGS
L<mkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McAvity, T., ft Sona, Ltd.. St John. N B.

CAS'nNGS. BRASS AND IRON
Boving Hydraulic ft Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont.
Goldie & .McCiilloch Co., Gait
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
John McDougall Caledonian Iron Works Co..
Ltd.. Montreal.

McAvity, T.. ft Sona, Ltd., St John, N B.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, On'_
Wood ft Co., R. D., Philadelphia, Pa.

CELLAR DRAINERS
Morrison Bra&.s Mfg. Co.. James. Toronto. Ont
Mueller .Mfg. Co.. H., Samia, Ont

CEMENT HAilDNER & WATERPROOFES
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.

CEMENT. HIGH TEMPERATURE
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal.
Gates, John W., St James St, MontraaJ.
Green's Economiaer, Ltd., Toronto.

CANNERS' CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

CEMENT HANDLING MACHINERY
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

CEMENT, PIPE JOINT
Wm. C Wilson ft Co., Toronto. ' •

CEMENT MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd. MentreaL
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont.

CEMENT. INSULATING, REFRACTOHY
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.

CHAIN DRIVES
Can. I>ink-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

Coventry Chain Co., Coventry. Ei^tsd.
Morse Chain Co., Ithaca, N.i

CHAINS, FOR ELEVATORS AND CONVEY-
ORS
Cm. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

CHAIN. MALLEABLE, DETACHABLE AND
RIVETED
Can. Link-B«lt Co.. Toronto, Ont

CHAIN WHEELS
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co.,N> Bedfonl
CHIMNEYS, RADIAL BRICK
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

CHIMNEYS. STEEL
Babcock ft Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.

CIRCULATING SYSTEMS (LUBRICA'HNG
OIL)
Bowser, S. F., & Co., In... Fort W.iyne. Ind.

CLAMPS, PIPE-JOINT
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

CHUTES. COAL
Can. Allis-Chalmera. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que.

CLEANERS. BOILER TUBE
Baibcock ft Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co.. [Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johna-Manville Co., Toronto.
Cole Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamiliton, Ont
Goldie ft McCulloch Co., Gait
Green's Economiser. Ltfl.. Toronto.
Li/berty Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Laurie ft Lamb. Montreal, Que.
Pierce ft Co., Wm. B., Buffalo, N.Y.
Pilley Packing ft Flue Brush Mfg. Co., St
Louis, Mo.

Roto Co.. Hartford. Conn.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

CLOCKS
American Steam Gauge ft Valve Mfg. Co.. Bos-
ton. Mass.

CLOSETS
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont

,
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CLUTCHES
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.
fioldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.
Watcrous Engine Works Co., Brantford. Ont.

COAL
I>om. Coal Co., Montreal.

COAL AND ASH CON'EYORS
Babcook & Wilcox, • Ltd. Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., 11. otreal.

Waterous Engine V irks Co.. Brantford. uut,

COAL HANDLING MACHINERY
Babcook & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Green's EcoDomiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
-Mackinnoti Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brant/onl, Onu

COAL HOLE COVERS
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont

COILS
Frick Co., Wayne*boro. Franklin 0».. Pa-
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

COLD STORAGE INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal. Que.
Beteridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

COMMUTATOR TRUING DEVICES
Jordan Bros., Inc., New York, N. f.

CONDENSERS
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.T.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Oni.
Can. Allis-Chambers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Darling Bros.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & IMoCuUoch Co., Gait.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Tohn iMcDougall Caledonian Iron tVks. , Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brentford.

CONDENSERS, AMMONIA AND STEAM
Frick Co.. Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Walter J. Francis, Monitrcal.

Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

COLD STORAGE DOORS AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.

COMPRESSORS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Can. Allis-Chambers, Ltd., Toronto, OnU
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Q<ie.

Inglis Co.. The John. Toronto. Ont
-Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.

COMPRESSORS, GAS
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd,, Toronlto, Ont.

CONDUITS
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto. Out.

CONDENSATION RECEIVER
Cole, .Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto.
Davis Regulator Co, G. M.. Chicago.

CONDENSER AND SMOKESTACK PAINTS
Beyeridge Paper Co., (Montreal, Que.

CONNECTIONS, FLANGED
Jefferson Union Co.. lexington, MaM.
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

CONTRACTORS' STRUCTURAL STEEL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., Sherbrookc, Que.

CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Baboock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

COOLER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstonu, Md.

CORK INSULATION
A-nnstrong Cork & Insulation Co.. Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto. Ont.

COTTON HOSE
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Oolt.

COUNTERS
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mffe. Co., Bos-

ton, Mass.
Scfhaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn. N.Y.

COUNTERSHAFTS
Can. Bond Hanger & Coupling Co., Alexandria,
Ont

COUPLINGS
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Qtie.

Jeffrey 'Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
(McAvity & Sons, T., St. John, N.B.

*

COUPLING, FRICTION
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.

COUPLINGS, BOILER, FLANGED PIPE.
JOINT PIPE, UNION, STEAM PIPE
.Tefferson Union Co., LerinEton. Mass.
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

COUPLINGS. SHAFT
Can. Bond Hanger & Coupling Co.. Alexandria.

Ortl. - • -
^'

Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait.

CRANES, ALL KINDS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES, ELECTRIC
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Cnn. Lmk-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES, GANTRY
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

CRANES, HAND POWER
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng., Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, On:.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES, LOCOMOTIVE
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

CRANES, OVERHEAD TRAVELLING
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng., Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES, POST JIB
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.

CRANES, PORTABLE
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.

CRANES, SWING JIB
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

CRANES, WALL
Babcock & Wilco-i. Ltd,, Montreal.

CRANK AND CROSSHEAD PIN OILERS
Limkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

CRIMPS, LEATHER
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., .Montreal.

CRUSHING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbank^JiXorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.

CURB PUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
B.yHser, S. F., & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, lud.

CYLINDER OIL
E. H. Kellogg & Co., New York.

DAMPER REGULATORS
Babcock Sc Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Lid., Montreal, Que.
G. M. Davis Regulator Co., Chicago.
D'Este Co., Julian. Boston, Mass.
Elliott Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass .Mfg. Co., Toronto.

DISCS, FIBRE
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

DISCS. LEATHER
Grai on & Knight Mfy. Co., .Montreal.

DISTILLING APPARATUS
Frick Co.. Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York' Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.
DOORS, COLD STORAGE AND FREEZER
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hageratown, Md.
DOUBLE PIPE CONDENSERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.
DRAFT APPARATUS SYSTEMS,
MECHANICAL
Green's £k-onomiser, Ltd., Toronto.
DRAFT RECORDERS

.la.s W. Ha.v3 Oiqi., Michigan City, lud.

DRAFT GAUGES
.Sanfiinl Rili-y Stoker Co., Worcester, itnv^.

DRIVES, CHAIN
Can. Mnk-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

DRAFT GAUGES
Defender .\utomat;c Regrilator Co., St. Louis, .Mo.

DRYING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
DRY CLEANING SYSTEMS
Bowser, S. F.. & Ci.. In.' . F.irt Wo\-ne. Ind.

DYNAMOS
Canadian Fairbanka-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
EFFICIENCY ENGINEERING
MacKinnon, Holmo* & Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

ECONOMIZERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Greeti's EconoBiiser. Ltd., Toronto.
EJECTORS
Lnnkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

EJECTORS AND SYPHONS
Peuhertbv Injector Co.. Win<l.'*(W. Ont.

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES AND
MACHINERY
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont.
Beveridge Paper Co.,. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Economy Fuse & Mflff. Co., Montreal, Que.
MacOovem 4 Co.. Inc.. New York.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto. Ont.
ELEVATORS
Beveridge Paper Co., Alontreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Mnrkinnon -Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que.
John MaoDougall Caledonian Iron Works, Mont-

real.

ELEVATING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-IMoise Co., Ltd., Montresl.
Beveridse Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Goldie & MflOilloch Co.. Gait.
Hamilton Mfg. Co., Wm. , Peterboro, Ont
.Teffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
Waterous F.nqine Works Co.. Brantford.

ELEVATORS AND BUCKETS
Can. I.ink-n.-It Co.. Tomnto, Ont.

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
Can. I.ink-IWlt Co.. Toronto, Ont.

ENAMEI.WARE
H. Mueller Mfe. Co.. Samia. Ont
ENGINEERS' SUPPLIES
BeveridKe Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co . Toronto. Ont.

Cole. Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bios., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Lnnkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Penberthy Injed or Co.. Windsor, Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

ENGINES, AUPTOMATIC AND DROP
VALVE
Frick Co., vVaynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, CORLISS AND ROCKING VALVE
Frick Co.. Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Goldie & .MoCulloch Co., Gait.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd.,
St. Catharines, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, DIESEL
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

ENGINES, GAS AND GASOLINE
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

ENGINES, STEAM
Can. .411is-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Can. Sirocco Co., Windsor, Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait
Hamilton Mfg. Co., Wm.. Petert)oro, Ont.
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
John MacDougall Caledonian Iron Works, Mont-

real.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, HOISTING, LOGGING. CABLE-
WAY
Can. -Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont

ENGINES, MARINE
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & -McCulloch Co., Gait
The John -MacDougall Caledonian Iron Works Co..
Ltd., -Mon real.

ENGINES. SAW MILL
Goldie & .McCulloch Co.. Gait
Engineering and .Machine Works of Canada. Lc<l .

St. Catharines, Ont
Laurie Jt Lamb. .Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

ENGINES, SINGLE COMPOUND AND
TRIPLE EXPANSION
Canadian Griscom-Russell Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd .

CroUMe- & ilcCidloc* Co., Gait
St Catharines. Ont '

John .MacDougall Caledonian Iron Works Co..
Lt/i., .Montreal.

Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerville.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brant/ofd.

ENGINES, VERTICAL
Goldi. & .McCulloch Co.. Gait
Laune A: Lamh, .Montreal.

ENGINEERING BOOKS
MacLean Publishing Ca, Toronto.
EXHAUSTERS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
EXHAUST HEADS
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
Jas. Morrison Brass Hfg. Co.. Toronto.
Franklin Williams Co., New York.
Wits<in & .McDanicl Co., PhUadelphta.
EXPANSION JOINTS
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
Lnnkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
.McAvity. T., & Sons, Ltd.. St John. N.B.
FANS, VENTILATING
Coppus Engr. & Equip. Co., Worcester, Slaaa
Green's Economiser. Ltd., 'Toronto.
S-urlevant Co. of Canada, B. F., Gait, •at
FEED WATER HEATERS
Alberger Heater Co.. Buffalo, N.Y.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Motse Co., Ltd., Montreal
Cole. Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Elliott Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Goldie A McCullooh Co., Gait
Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc., Hartford, Cooa.
The John .MacDougall Caledonian Iron Worki
Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brant/ord.
FEED WATER PURIFIERS
Stewart Heater Co.. Bnffalo. N.Y.
Wm. B. Soaife & Sons. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Yamall-Waring Co., PhDadelphia, Pa.

FEED WATER REGULATORS
.\merican Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Oo.,
Boston. Mass.

Chaplin. Fulton Mfg. Co.. Pittsbui«}i, Pa-
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
EUiott Co.. Pittsburgh. Pt.
Given's Economizer, Ltd.. Toronto
Laurie A- Lamb. Montreal.

FIBRE. VULCANIZED
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal. Qne.

FILTERS
Bow.ser & Co.. Inc., 9. F., Toronto, Onf.
The John MscDongall Caledonian Iron Works

Co.. Ltd., .Montreal.
I.aurie & Lam''. Montreal.

FILTERS. WATER
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Frick Co.. Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
.Maokmnon Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
Scaife & Sons, Wm. B., Pittsburgh , Pa.
York Mfg. Co.. York. Po.

FILLING STATION EQUIPMENT
Bnw.ver. S. F.. & Co.. Inc.. Fort W«>-iu\ lad.

FILTERING AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS

Itnwi.r. S. F.. * Co.. lu... Fort Wayne. Ind.
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W.D. ANDERSON'S Engineering

EFFICIENCY SERVICE
Efficiency Methods installed in Indus-
trial Plants by PRACTICAL MEN who
thoroughly understand the subject.

GRAPHIC PRODUCTION CONTROL
can be applied to any industry. It will

completely revolutionize your Produc-
tion Problems.

We will be glad to explain it to you,
and point out the Economies to be ef-

fected by its introduction. It puts
everybody on Schedule. It stops Loaf-
ing on the Job. It makes everybody a

producer. It is working elsewhere and
giving splendid results. Let us write
you.

RING UP

Anderson's Efficiency Service
Phone : 221 Adelaide

380 Queen West, - Toronto, Canada

Leadership
A few years ago, when others were
deridine the idea of making a fuse
renewable without sacrificintr safety
or accuraey, the makers of

ECONOMY
Renewable FUSES

took the lead in accomplishing the
"impossible." The "Drop Out" Re-
newal Link afforded the true solu-

tion of the problem. It instantly
restores a blown Economy Fuse to
its original efficiency. The arc is

smothered without the aid of pow-
dered filler. Anyone can replace
the link and renew the fuse in a
jiffy.

No other form of renewal element
has yet been devised which approxi-
mates the efficiency of the Economy
"Drop Out" Renewal Link. Hence
the leadership of the ECONOMY
among renewab'e fuses becomes
daily more pronounced.

Write for Catalog 24.

ECONOMY FUSE & MFG. CO.
OF CANADA, LTD.,
Unity BIdg., Montreal

Manufacturers in Canada of
S. & C. High PotenHal Fuses—

lo 150.000 Volts.

The ANDERSON
Model "D" Steam Trap

Your condensation trouble may be an old standing problem that

you have never been able to solve. Conditions in your plant may be

unusual—extremely severe. Nevertheless, the Anderson Model "D"
Steam Trap will stay tight from the day you put it in.

It will save you expense and trouble because it will work perfectly

under high or low pressure. It is operated by a
counterbalanced Lake Superior Copper float. Every
part is machined to solid gauge. The large area
valve will not wire draw and is permanently under
deep water seal.

Moreover, the self-contained strainer, the

outside gauge glass, the self-contained by-

pass and complete accessibility

to all parts are other Anderson
features that make for high effi-

ciency and low-cost service.

Write for Descriptive Booklet.

THE V. D. ANDERSON COMPANY
1935 West 96th Street, CLEVELAND, OHIO

// any advertisement interests you, tear it ont noiv and place with letters to be answered.
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FIREBRICK—JOINTLESS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

FIRE BRICK, PLASTIC
Gates, John W., ^t. James St., Montreal.

FIREPROOF COLD STORAE DOORS
AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold Soiage Door Co., Hagerstown, ild.

FITTINGS, AIR, AUTOMOBILE, GAS.
HYDRAULIC, PIPE, PIPE FLANGED,
SCREWED PIPE, STEAM
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, Mass.
Dart Union Co., LUI., Toronto, Ont.
11. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Samia. Ont.

FLANGED STEAM FITTINGS
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse. N.Y.
M<lA.Tity, T.. & Sons, Ltd.. St. John. N.B.

FLANGES
Dart Union Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Jefferson Union Co.. Lexington, Mass.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.
.MoAvity, T.. & Sons. Ltd.. St. John, N.B.

FLOORING COMPOSITION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal Que.
Can. U. W. JolmsManville Co., Toronto, Ont,
FLUE CLEANERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
Green's Jicouomiser, Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Liberty Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Goldie & McCiUloch Co.. Qalt,
PiUey Packing and Flue Brush Mfg. 0«.. St.

Louis, Mo.
William B. Pierce Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Roto Co., Hartford, Cotm.
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.

FLUE GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS
Gree^'s Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Sohaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, .N.t

Uehling Instrument Co., New York.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont

FLUES, GAS AND SMOKE
Green's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto.

FLUMES, STEEL
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. OnL
.Maekirmon Steel Co.. Ltd., Shcrbrooke, Quo.

FREEZER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Oo., Hageratown. Md.

FRICTION LEATHERS
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

FUEL AND OIL PUMPS AND
MEASURING SYSTEMS
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.
FUEL OIL SYSTEMS
Bowser, S. F.. & Co., Inc., Fort Wavue, Ind.

FURNACES, BOILER
Gates, J. W., Montreal, P.Q.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

FURNACES, SMOKELESS
Fabcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
JjDes Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
Murphy Iron Works, Detroit, Mich.
.Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester. Mass.

FURNACE GRATE BARS
Bereridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.

FUSES
Can. H. W. JohnajManyille Co., Toronto. Ont
Economy Fuse & .Mfg. Co. of Canada, Montreal
Johns-Pratt Co.. The. Hartford. Conn.

GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS. ETC.
Greens Kconomiser. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Peaberthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont.
Sohaeffer & Budenbei-g Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn, N.I
Uehling Instrument Co., New York. N.Y.

GASKETS. RUBBER, ASBESTOS
Can. H. W. Johns-Manirille Co.. Toronto. Ont.
DurabIa Mfg. Co., New York. N.Y.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Garlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Johns-Pratt Co.. The. Hartforii. Conn.
.larco Co.. Inc.. New York. N.Y.
Thomson-Gordon. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.

GASKETS. LEAD, COPPER AND LEATHER
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Que.
Shell Bar Boico Supply Co.. Toronto. Ont.
.Sarco Co.. Inc.. New York. N.Y.
Wm. C. Wilson & Co.. Toronto. Ont.

GAS PRODUCER PLANTS
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto, OnL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal
Laurie * Lamb. Montreal.

GASOLINE
GASOLINE METERS
Ilnwser. fl. v.. & 'Co.. Imc. F..vI Wami . In.l

GASOLINE PUMPS, SELF MEASURING
Bowser, a. F.. & Cii.. Inc.. Fort Warae. Ind.

GASOLINE TANKS
Bow.srr. S. F.. & Co.. Iiu-. . I''oil \V;i\-iic. Ind.
Imperial Oil. Ltd.. Toronto.

GAUGE COCKS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., .Montreal
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
.MoAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd.. St. John,
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toroato.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont.
W. J. Wall. Montreal.

GAUGE GLASSES
Wm. C. Wilson & Co.. Toronto.

GAUGES, AMMONIA, OIL, GAS, AIR
American Steam Gauge & Vahe .\lfg. Co.. Boa

ion. Mass.
Schaeffer & Budenbei-g Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn. N.Y

GAUGES, PRESSURE. VACUUM, DRAFT
AND RECORDING, AND MICROMETER

Babcock & Wilcox. .Montreid.
Green's Economiser, Ll»l., Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. 0.
Schaeffer & Budcniici-g Mfg. Co.. BrookljTi. I<I.T

Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N,Y.
UeliHng Instnimen't Co., New Y'ork, N.Y.

GAUGES, WATER
Babcock & Wilcox, .Montreal.

Jenkins B'^os.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Milton & Prentiss. Toronto.
.VlcAnty, T., vV Sons. Ltd.. St. John. N.B.
I'enberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.I.

GEARS, FIBRE CUT
Beyendge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.

GEARS, CUT, WORM. MORTISE
Goldie & JlcCidlooh Co.. Gait
Bonng Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., LlDdaay, Ont
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
The John MoDougall Caledonian Iron Work* Co..
Ltd., MontreaL

Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., HamUtoa.
GENERATORS, STEAM TURBO
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Out,
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.

GENERATORS AND CONVERTOR8
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont.

GOVERNORS, ENGINE
Escher Wyss & Co., Montreal, Que.
MoArity, T., & Sons. Ltd., St John, N.B.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Braatford.

GRAPHITE, BOILER
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toroota

GRATES, DUMPING, ROCKING.
STATIONARY
Babcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
Can. Steam 'Boiler Equipment Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Goldie & McCuUooh Co., Gait
Gait Foundry Co., Gait. Ont
Mason Regulator Si Engineering Co., Montreal.
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

GRAVITY CARRIERS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Out.

GREASE CUPS
Albany Lubricating Co.. 'Sew York City.
Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerville.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.

,
McATity. T.. & Socs. Ltd.. 3t John, N.B.
Jas. .Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont

GREASE AND OIL EXTRACTORS
American Steam Gauge & Val»e Mfg. Co., Boe

ton. Mass.
Elliott Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa
Laurie * Lamb. Montreal.

GREASES
Albany Lubricating Co.. New York
Can. Economic Lubricant Co..
•^anadian Fairbanks-Morse Co..

City.
Montreal. Que
Ltd.. Montreal.

Wm. O. Wilson /k Co.. Toronto.
GAUGES, DRAFT

Ja.^ W. Hay< C.>rr> . .Michicm Citv. Ind.
GAUGE COCKS, STANDARD AND EXTRA
HEAVY

I'l iilnrili.v liij.->-i,.r Co.. Wind-ior. Ont.
HAND LEATHERS OR PADS
Orafnn * Knieht Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
HAND PUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
nowsci, .s. K & r.\. Inc.. Fort Waviio. In.l.

HANGERS
Can. General raectric Co., Toronto. Ont.
Can. Bond Hanger & Coupling Co.. Alexandria,
Ont

Can. 8 K F Co.. Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal
Goldie & iMoCuIIoch Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

HEATERS
Alberger Heater Co.. Buffalo. N.T.
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darilng Bros.. Montreal.
Ooldie & MoCuIloeh Co.. Gait
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
McATity & Sons. T.. St John. N.B.
Waterous Eneine Works Co.. Brantford

HEATERS. EXHAUST STEAM
Can. .Mlis-Cbalmprs. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
HEATERS. METERING
Can. .Mlis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
YanialUWarina Co.. Phil.adclphia, Pa.

HOISTS. ELECTRIC
(•;in. I.iiik-B.'lt Co.. Toronto. Ont.

HOISTS. GRIP
Jordim Bros.. Inc.. New York N T

HOISTING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
Babcock * Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
' .in. Lmk-R<'lt Co., Toronto. Ont.
Waterous Knirine Works Co.. Brantford.

HOSE. METALLIC
Pennsylvania Flexible MeUllic Tubing Co.. Bos-

ton. *t!lS!!,

HOSE. STEAM. SUCTION AND WATER
Canadian Fnirhanks-Mnrse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal
O«rlock Pflckine Co.. HamiUnn. Ont.
Thomson-Gorrlon. XAfl., Hamilton. Ont

r Wilson * Co . Toronto.
V,.ih, >> Rnl.t), r Co., Ltd.. Montreal.

HOT WATER GENERATORS
I--.tt r-n.lx Co.. Inc., Hartfo^^. Conn.

HYDRANTS
WooH * Co.. R Tt . Philadelphia. Pa.

H'VDRATTI.IC ACCTTMTTLATORS
9Tn,rt.T..rT,.r Mn.tnnP Co T,td.. Hamilton.

HVDRAT'I.IC MACHINERY
Povinir H.vdi-,i,iic ft Rne Co.. Ltd, Lindsay. Ont.
Flick Co.. Wani.'slioro. Franklin Co., Pa.
n.smilton Mfg. Co.. Wm.. Peferboro, L
.Tnhn MrnnuBfllt Caledonian Iron Wks.. Montreal.

HVnRAtTIIC VALVPS
Yii.„;,il.\v„ri>,cr C,v, rtnladoliihia. Pa.

HYDRATTIIC PRFSSES
Tlovinir Hv<lrnnli<- * V.nn. Co Ltd., Lindsay. Ont

ICE MAKING MACHINERY
Bovinir Hvdrfinlir * Eng. Co . T,td.. LindsaT. Ont
FHrk Co.. WaTne«hnm. Pranklln Co
T.inde Canadian Rofrigeration Co.. Montreal.
York Mfg. Co.. York. Pa.

INDICATORS. ELECTRIC—ALL TYPES
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.I.
Dehling Instrument Co., New York. N.Y.

INDICATORS, STEAM AND GAS
ENGINE
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co.. Ba»-

ton. Mass.
Canadian i'airbanks-'Morse Co.. Montreal.
Can. U. W. J ohiLa-Manville Co., Toronto. Oat
Gieen's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Uebling Inainunenc Co., New York, N.Y.

INDICATORS—AMMONIA, HYDRAULIC
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerville, Out

INDICATORS, SPEED
L. S. Starrett Co., Athol. Masa.

INJECTORS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. AUis-Chalmen. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Lunkenbelmer Co.. Cincinnati, U,
.McAvity & Sons, T., St Jolin, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Unt,

INJECTORS, AUTOMATIC AND AUTO-
POSITIVE

Peubertliv Injector Co., Windsor. Out.
INSTRUMENTS, RECORDING
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Tormito.
Taylor Instrument Companies. Rochester. N.Y.
YaraaU-Waring Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

INSULATING BRICK
Armstrong Cork Ik Insulation Co.. Montreal. Que.

Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Can. U. W. Johna-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont.

INSULATING COMPOUNDS
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

INSULATORS
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

IRON FILLER
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto. Ont

KILNS
KEROSENE PUMPS (SELF MEASURING t

Bowsir, S. F., & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind,

KEROSENE TANKS
Bowser, S. F., & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

Green's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto. ,

LACE LEATHERS
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

Wm. Wilson & Co.. Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. B, K. Morton Co., Toronto, Montreal.

Oane Packing Co., Chicago, 111.

LAMPS, ARC
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Montreal.

Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto. Ont

LAMPS. ELECTRIC
Wm. C. Wilson & Co.. Toronto.

LAMPS. INCANDESCENT
Canadian Fairhank.s^.Morse Co.. Montreal.

Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto. Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto. Out
Can. Laco-Philips Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

LAMPS, NITRO
Can. Laco-Philips Co., Ltd.. Taronto. Ont.

LAMPS. TUNGSTEN AND NITRO
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto. Ont
Can. Laco-Philips Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

LEATHER STRAPPING
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

LINK BELTING
Can. Lin'K I!. It Co.. Torontc. On!

LININGS. FIRE BRICK, STEEL STACK
tJK^on's Kconomiser, Ltd., Toronto.

LUBRICANTS
Albany Lubricating Co.. New York City.

Cana<lian Economic Lubricant Co., Montreal.

LUBRICATING OIL FILTERING AND
CIRCl l L.ATING SYSTEMS

Il.iW.ii. s F . \ C. .. Inc.. Fort Wayne. Ind.

LI BRICATING OIL STORAGE SYSTEMS
s I'., \- Co.. Inc.. F.Tt Waxiu'. Ii\'t.

LUBRICATORS CYLINDER
CUTTING COMPOUNDS

Albany Lubricating Co.. New York City.

Lnnkculuimnr Co.. Cincinnati. O.
Penberthv Injector Co . Windsor. Ont.

LI BRICATING OIL STORAGE TANKS
AND PUMPS

I!..w-. I, s. F.. \ (\ .. Inc.. Foit W^mie. Ind.

LUBRICATORS. FORCE ?EED
CUn. Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerville. Ont
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
Penberthv Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

LUBRICATORS. PLAIN
Lnnkcniieimcr Co., Cincinnati, O.
I'eulii-rthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

LUBRICATORS. SIGHT FEED AND PLAIN
ENGINE

I'lUtuiihv InjiK'tor Co., Wiuilsor. Out.
MACHINERY INSULATION
.Vmi^tiong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal. Que.

Bcveridte Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Que
MECHANICAL STOKERS
Babcock * Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Giccu's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronta
Murphv Iron Works, Dertolt, Mich.
s.iiif..i.i Itilcv .St.ik.r C>\. Woic.^l,-. M.i".

METERS, ELECTRIC
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto. Ont.

METERS. STEAM
Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Lt.i.. Toronto.

Can. Allis-Chalmers.
(.'ccu'.s Economiser,

METERS. WATER
Can. .\llis-Chalmers.
Green's Eoononii.ser.
McAvity & Sons, T

Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Ltd.. Toronto, lint.

. .St John, N.B.
Tlie John McDougall Caledonian Iron Works Co..

Ltd.. Montreal.
Yamall Waring Co.. Philadelphia. Pa

MIXING VALVES
.Mueller Mfg. Co., H.. Sarhla. Ont
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Let the C.A.S.E. Smooth Out

Your Load Curve

USELESS WOf^K

ADVANCEMENT

Remove The Peaks of Worry And Unproductive Labor And
Build Up The Valleys By Working For

Your Advancement

A man who is thoroughly grounded in the practice of his profession, who is free from

personal worry and trouble, overcomes the many difficulties besetting the path of

the operating engineer with little labor and in a manner ensuring his advancement.

The successful man owes his success to a wise appreciation of the advantages and
mutual help offered by association with those in the same field of endeavor. To
join an association having for its objectives the welfare of the engineer in things
mental and material, his advancement in knowledge and skill, his protection by pro-
vision for sickness and distress is to take advantage of an opportunity indispensable

to all who hope to better themselves.

If you are interested in such an organization and live where less than
fifteen engineers are located, send for a copy of our constitution and
application blanks for admission to nearest branch lodge. If there are

more than fifteen engineers in your community, get together and send for

particulars regarding formation of a branch lodge.

J. H. HALE, General Secretary,

Canadian Association of Stationary

230 Caroline Street EnginCCrS Hamilton, Ont.

// any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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MILL AND MINING MACHINERY
Caoadiau 1' airL<.iiilu->Mor3e Co., Montreal.
iOngmeering anu .Machine Woria ot uanad«, Ltd.

31. Catharines, Uul.
QoMie & MoCuIlooh Co., Qalt.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

METER TESTERS
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Saraia, Ont.

METERS (OIL, KEROSENE, GASOLINE,
ETC.)
Bowser, S. F. , & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

MOTORS
Canadian Fairbanks.'Morae Co., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Green's Jficonomiser, Ltd., Toronto.
OAKUM
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.

OFFICE RAILINGS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

OIL STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTING
.SYSTEMS
Bowser, S. F., & Co.. Inc., Fort Wajnic, Ind.

OIL CUPS
Alibany Lubricating Co., New York City.
Lonkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O,
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

OIL AND GREASE CUPS
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

OIL METERS
Bowser, S. F. , & C<i.

, inc.. Fort Wayne, Iml.

OILER, COMPOUND FEEDERS
Lunkenhetoer Ca, Cincinnati, 0.

OILERS. GAUGE
L.uiikenhelmer Co.. Cincinnati, 0.

OIL PUMPS
Bowvser, 8. F. , & <*o.. Inc., Fort WuNiie. In<l.

OILERS. MULTIPLE
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerrille, Ont.
Lunkenhetmer Co., Cincinnati, O.

OIL FILTERS AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS
Bomer & Co., Inc., S. F.. Toronto. Ont
Bowser, S. F., & Co., Inc., l'"ort Wajiie, Ind.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
ElUott Co., Plttsbui^h. Pa.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,

OIL TANKS
Bow.-icr, S. F., & Co., In.;., Fort Wayne, hul.

OIL SEPARATORS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allls-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
CtJe, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse. N.T.
EIHoU Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Leltch Co., Arthur a., Toronto, Ont.
Liberty Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto^
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton

OILS, QUENCHING
Imperial Oil, Ltd.. Toronto.

OILING SYSTEMS
Albany Luliricating Co., New York City.
Bowser & Co.. Inc.. 8. F., Toronto, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.

OILS, CYLINDER
Imperial Oil. Ltd., Toronto.

OILS, LUBRICATING
Albany Lubricating Co.. New York City.
Can. Economic Lubricant Co.. Montreal. Que
KelloBK & Co., E. n.. New York. N Y.
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.

OILS, ENGINE
Imperial Oil, T.t<l.. Toronto.
ORSAT APPARATUS
Defender .\ntoniahc Rccniiilor Co.. .St. I,fini.<, Mo

PACKING, ASBESTOS
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford, Conn.

PACKING ENGINE
Garlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford. Conn.
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Thomson-Gordon, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.
PACKING FIBRE

Beycridge Paper Co., Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Can. B. K. Morton Co.. Montreal, Que.
Johns-Pratt Co.. The, Hartford, Conn.
Wm. 0. Wilson & Co., Toronto.
PACKING, HYDRAULIC

Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont.
Crane Packing Co., Chicago, 111.

Durabla Manufacturing Co., New York.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Thom'son-Gordon, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Wm. n. Wilson & Co.. Toronto.
PACKING, METALLIC
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto. Ont
Crane Packing Co.. Chicago, 111.

Greene, Tweed & Co., New York,
Holmes Metallic Packing Co.. Wilkesbarre. I'»
Steel Mill Packing Co.. Windsor. Ont
Thom-son-Gordon. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Wm. C. Wilson & Co . Tor.into.

PACKING, ROD
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Tor»n<o. Ont
Crane Packing Co., Chicago. 111.

Garlock Packine Co., Hamilton, Ont
Steel Mill Packine Co., Windsor. Ont
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto, OnL
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.
PACKING, SHEET
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
DnraWa Mannfactnring Co.. New York.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Jenkins Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford. Conn.
Thom.5on-0ordon, Tjtrt., Hamilton, Ont
Wm. C. Wilson & Co.. Toronto.
VoiIiecM Hnliher C... 1,1.1,. M,,nfrenl.

PACKIKG. AMMONIA, STEAM AND
WATER

Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., TonioU), Ont
Crane Packing Co., Chicago, 111.

Uarlock Packing Co., Hamilton. Omt.
Oreene. Tweed & Co., New York.
Johns-Pratt Co.. The, Hartford, Conn.
Steel Mill Packing Co.. Windsor, 0»t
Thomson-Gordon, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Wm. C. Wilson & Co.. Toronto.

PACKING, LEATHER
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Oat
Qraton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montrtal.
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
rhomson-Gordon. Ltd., Hamilton. Ont
Wm. C. Wilson & Co.. Toronto.
PACKING PISTON
Crane Packing Co., Chicago, 111.

PACKING, VALVE STEM
Crane Packing Co., Chicago, 111.

Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford. C<»m.
PAINT OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS

li'j\v>er. .S. F., Co.. Inc., Foit Wavne. Ind.
PAINTS
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.

PAPER, INSULATING, ETC.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
PENSTOCKS
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay, Oni
MacKinnon, Holmea & Co., Sherbrooke. Que.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Can. Bond Hanger & Coupling Co., Alexandria.
Ont

Goldie & McCulIooh Co., GaU.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PIPE COILS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

PIPE COVERINGS. STEAM. BRINE.
AMMONIA AND ICE WATER
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal. Qne.

PIPE, CAST IRON
Wood & Co., R. D., Philadelphia, Pa.

PIPE STEEL
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Oni.

PIPE VISES AND CUTTERS
Armstrong Mfg. Co.. Bridgeport, Conn.

PIPE, GAS
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.

PIPES, WATER
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. On:

PIPING AND FITTINGS
Frick Co.. Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
MoAvity & Sons. T.. St. John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
York Mfg. Co., York. Pa.

PIPING, STEAM
Batbcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & .VIcCulloch To., Qalt

PLATE WORK
Ooldie & MoCulloch Co.. Gait
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Shertnooke. Qnc .

St. Catharinea, Ont.
Waterous Engine Works Co . Brantford.

PLUG COCKS
Homestead Valve Mfj. Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

PLUMBING SUPPLIES
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Samia. Ont.
Wm. C. Wilson & Co.. Toronto.
POWER HOUSE CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Tor.mto. Ont.

POWER PUMPS (OIL, G.\SOLINE)
B(.\\-ei. S. v.. \ Ino.. Kort Wanic, Ind.

POWER PUMPS
American Stetm Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Mich
Bovine Hydraulic ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lind.say. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Ooldie & MoCulloch Co.. Gait
Pratt & Cady Co.. luc. HartfoiJ. Conn.
The John MoDougall Caledonian Iron Works Co.

Ltd., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.
Garlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Storey Pump k Eqninment Co., Ltd.. Toronto

POWER, TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
American Pulley Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. On'
Canadian FairbanksJMorse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Ooldie & ^loCnlloch Co., Gait
Jeffrey .Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd.
St Catharines. Ont

MacGovem & Co., New York.
The John McDougall Caledonian Iron Works Co.

Ltd., Montreal.
Morse Chain Co.. Ithaca. N.Y.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

PRESSES
Boving Hydraidic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsav. Ont

PRESSURE. BLOWERS. CENTRIFUGAL
Can. Sirnivo Co.. Wind.'or. Ont.

PUMPS, HAND (OIL. GASOLINE)
Ho«xer. S. v.. & r.i.. Inc.. F.irt Wavne. Ind.

PULLEYS
American Pulley Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Boving Hvdraidic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Can. Bond Hanger * Coupling Co., Alexandria
Ont. .

Canadian Fnirhank«JMorse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & MoOrdloi^h Co., Gait
.TefTrey Mannfaeturini Co.. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

PULLEYS. FRICTION CLUTCH
Can. Link IWlt Co., T.^mnto. Ont.

PULP MILL MACHINERY
Bawden Machine Co.. Toronto.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Hamilton Co. Wm.. Petortwro, Ont
Jeffrey Man\rfacturing Co.. Montreal.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., .Sherbrooke, Que.

Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY
i

American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mich.
Coring Hydraulic A Eng. Co., Lid.. Lindsay. Ont.

Beveridge faper Co., -Montreal. Que.

I
Darling Brothers, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCuUoch Co., Gait.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

! .VIoAvity & Sons, T., St John. N.B.
The John MoDougall Caledonian Iron Works Co..

Ltd., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.
Waterous Batgine Works Co., Brsntford.

PUMPING MACHINERY. ELECTRICAL
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
SoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS
Coppuo Eng. & Equipment Co., Worcester. Mass.

I

PUMPS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & MeCuUoch Co., Gait.
Lanrie & Lamb, Montreal.
The John McDougall Caledonian Iron Works Co.

Ltd.. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

I

PUMPS, ACID
I

Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

I PUMPS, CONTRACTORS'
j

Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.

Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
I Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
!

McAvity & Sons, T.. St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, BOILER FEED
I Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mitss.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
I

Escher, Wy..is Co., Montreal, (Jue.
I "'.-ippn- Km;. & Eqnipt Co., Worcester, Ma.*.

PUMPS, ELECTRICAL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Hick
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
PUMPS. ELECTRICAL
Bawden Pump C-o, Toronta

PUMPS, FEED WATER
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCnlloch Co., Gait
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

PUMP GOVERNORS AND REGULATORS
Darling Bros., Montreal.
0. M. Davis Reeulator Co.. Chicago.
D'ESte Co., Julian. Boston, Mass.
Elliott Co., PltUburgh. Pa.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston. Mass.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Watson & .McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

PUMP STRAINERS
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Darling Bros., Ltd.. Montreal,
1.fberty Mfg. Co.. PitUburgh. Pa.
Smart -Turner .Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS, HAND AND POWER
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Smart-Turner .Machine "^o.. Hamilton Ont

I

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
1 American Steam Pnmp Co.. Battle Creek. Mich
I

Boving Hydraulic & E^ng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Can. .^Uis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Darling Bros.. Montreal
Hamilton Co.. Wm.. PetertKiro. Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
The John McDougall Caledonian Iron Works C!o .

Ltd.. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPS, DUPLEX
Can. .\llis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darlina Brotheis. Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS. GEARED. COMPOUND
American Steam Pnmp Co.. Battle Creek. Mich
Canadian Fairbank<»-Mors« Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Broa.. Montreal.
Tnglis Co.. The John. Toronto. Ont
The John McDougall Caledonian Iron Works Co.

Ltd.. .Montreal.
Smart -Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS, HYDRAULIC. PRESSURE
American Stcan> Pumn Co.. Battle Creek. Mich.
Boving Hydraulic t Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Onf.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
InglLs Co., The John, Toronto. Ont
.Smart -Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont
The John McDougall Cal«donlan Iron Works Co .

Ltd.. Montreal.
PUMP LEATHERS
Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. MnntTal. Que.
Oraton * Knight Mffe. Co.. Montreal.

PUMPS, OIL
•American Steam Piimti Co.. Battle Creek. Mich
Bowser A Co.. Inc.. S. F.. Toronto. Ont.
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co.. WalkervUl*. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.

McAvitT A Sons. T.. St John. N.B.
Smart -Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS. STEAM TURBO
Can. Allis-CJialmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Darling Rrtw. , Montreal.

1 F,«c>ier Wvw A Co , Montreal. Que.
I PUMP TANK, RECEIVER

American Stesm Pump Co. Battle Creek, Mich
Beveriilge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Smart Tiimet Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS, STEAM
Americsn Steam pnmn Co.. Battle Creek. Mfch
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fairtuinks-MoTSe Co.. Montreal.
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Tycos
TEMPERATURE INSTRUMENTS ©

Jfm Mercurial, Recording
and Index Thermometers
for all industrial and lab-

oratory applications.

Electric Contact Thermo-
meters.

Temperature, Premure and
Time Regrulatorii.

Mercury Column Vacuum.
Pressure and K (iauj^es.

9»« Base Metal, Rare Metal
and Radiation Pyrometers
(Indicatint: and Recordiniri
Ferry Radiation Pyrome-
ters.

Hygrrometers, Hydrometers.
Mineral Oil TestinK Instru-
ments.

Aneroid and Mercurial Baro-
meters.

Kccordins Barometers.
Pocket Compasses.
Surveying Compasses, Rain
Gaores.

Anemometers and .\ir Meters
Thermographs, Hand Levels.
Aviation Barometers and

Inclinometers.

ffcet Sphygmomanometers.
Fever Thermometers

and Urinary Glassware.
Thermometers of all kinds
for home and general use.

Ill|lll|l|!t1|!llll|i|'

Measuring up to high standard
production implies an efficient in- 1

dicating, recording and controlling 1
of temperature changes. To meet the demand of efficient manage- 1
ment in the details of power-house and factory, you are forced to 1
have instruments in which you can place confidence. 1

Tyccs fills the bill. Tyccs Instruments are the product of over |
half a century of experience. They are exact to the nth degree— 1
dependable, silent servants of efficiency. g

Every lirie of service from the delicate fever thermometer for indicating tern- s
j)eratures of the body to the Fery Pyrometer, registering- several thousand degree?", J
is represented in our plant. Unquestion- ' ^
ably this wide range of experience is my/orinstrumentCompanies 1
proof-positive of our dominance in this p A * a/ v =
field. Write now for our interesting Rochester, IS.Y

. j
201 Royal Bank Bldg., - Toronto |

I
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When writing

to advertisers

kindly mention

this paper.

Direot acting pinnp
feediiiK ooM water.

Injector feeding; and
warming the watei

.

aveiaec tfrnji. (130

dee. K.)
Injector fewliiig tliru

hoatci- at avcraw*-
temp. 30D deR. V.).

I>irtct acting ft-wi

purni) ft-eding tJini

heater
I'ower pnmp throntrh
hi'atcr

Diicct rcluni builii

fce<I ti-aps a."i befort
explain<*d

Having of fut-i

.Vmitunt of over the anW'iint

fuel u^d requii"etl by immp
Ihs. fwiing cold water

100

96

Over direct lu-tiiiu

pump fee<lin« "iUi
hot or cold water

860!,

The Question Answered
See last month's Power Houte

GEO. W. COLE, Limited, 2002 Dundas Street W., TORONTO
Also Mfrs. The "COLE" CHECK Valves

"Black Diamonds"
are Precious

COAL is scarce. The supply is still limited. Scarcity
means high prices. You should save every piece of this
precious fuel as a' measure of business economy.

Morehead
Back-to-Boiler

System
will 'Save 8 to 20 '/.

of Your Fuel.

It keeps condensation i;ut of your steam lines by returning it to
the boilers while it is HOT. In a year's time you save many
tons of coal. The MOREHEAD SYSTEM gives freedom from
steam troubles and maintains a uniform temperature through-
out the plant. Requires practically no attention. Let us tell

you more about the New Improved Morehead Trap.

Canadian Morehead Mfg. Company
WOODSTOCK, ONT.
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Darling Bros. , Montreal.
Goldie & MoCulloch Co.. Gait
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Oni,
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Leitch Co., Arthur S., Toronto, Ont
McATity & Sons, T., St. John, N.B.
The John McUougall Caledonian Iron Works Co..
Ltd., Montreal.

Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
.'UMPS, TRIPLEX
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, VACUUM
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
JSeveKflgt; Paper C'*., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & .McCulloeh Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Leitch Co., Arthur 8., Toronto, Ont
The John MoDouKall Caledonian Iron Works Co.,
Ltd., Montreal.

Smart-Turner Macdiine Co., Hamilton, Ont
PYROMETERS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
J*a, Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
Escber, Wyss & Co.. Montreal.
OeWing Instrument Co., New York, N.Y.

RADIATOR TRAPS
Re»eiidg« Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Sareo Co., ln&. New York, N.Y.

RECORDERS. DRAFT
Jus W. Hays Coip., .Midiigan City, Ind.

RADIATOR AIR VENTS
Jas. Morria}n Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Pcaberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

RAILWAY OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
Bowstr, S. F., & Co., luc, Foit Waj-ne, Ind,

RAGS
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.
RECLAIMING SYSTEMS FOR OIL
Bows.i, S. F., & Co., Inc., Foit Warae, Ind.

REBOILERS
Crick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., P«.
York ManHfacturing Co., York, Pa.

REGISTERING MEASURES
B.iwsiT, S. F., & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

RECEIVERS. AIR
Can. AUis-Clialmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
MacKinnon, Bodmes & Co., Stierbrookc, Que.
RUBBER CEMENT TANKS AND PUMPS

Btrw.str, 8. F., & ("o.. In,-., Fort Wayne, Ind.
RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
Q«n. H. W. Johna-ManTille Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co.. Rochester, N.Y.
Ifehling Instrument Co., New York. N.Y.
yamall-Waring Co., Philartplphi,T, Pa.

REFRIGERATOR DOORS, WINDOWS, ETC.
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.

REFRIGERATING MACHINERY
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsav.
Ont.

Canadian Griscom-Russell Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co.. Montreal.
Vilter Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
York Mfg. Co.. York. Pa.

REFUSE DESTRUCTOR
Canadian (Jrlscom-Russell Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

REGULATORS, PRESSURE
Chaplin-Fulton Mfg. Co., PitfcJburgh, Pa.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester. N.Y.
REGULATORS, TEMPERATURE
Sarco Co.. Inc., New York. N.Y.
Taylor Instrument Co., Roche.'iter, N.T,
RETORTS
M.ncKinnon Steel Co.. SheArnoke. Que.
REVOVLING DOORS FOR HARDENING
ROOMS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.

ROLLS. CRUSHING
Can. Link-BfU Co., Toronto, Ont.

ROOFING
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.
ROOFINGS—RUBBER. PLASTIC, LIQUID
Bewridge Paper Co., .Montreal, Que.
ROPE
Wm. C. Wil?on & Co.. Toronto
ROPE PRESERVATIVE
Cling Surface Co.. Buffalo.

ROTARY COMPRESSORS
Bs-chev. Wy.s.s & Co.. Montreal.

ROTARY CONVERTERS
Canadian Kairhanks-'Morse Co., Montreal.

RUBBER HOSE
Can. H. W. Johns-'Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Garlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Liberty Mfg. Co., Pittsburg. Pa.
Thomson-Gordon, Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.

RUBBER MILL DRIVES
Pan Liiik-Hi'U Co.. Toronto. <1n\.

SAFES
Canadian Fairtianks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Goldie & MeCiinoch Co.. GaU.

SAW MILL CONVEYORS
Tim. r.ink-Hcll Co

. Toronto, Ont.
SCREENING MACHINERY

(';in. Link-HrTt fo.. Toronto. Ont.
SCALE REMOVERS
Baboock & Wilcox. Ltd. , Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co.. LM.. Montreal. Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Orocn'.s Eoonomispr. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.

SELF-MEASURING PUMPS (OIL AND
GASOLINE)

,

Bowser, S. F.. & Co.. Inc.. Fort Wayne, Ind.

Roto Co., Hartford, Conn.
William B. Pierce Co.. Buffalo, N.Y.
Snowdon. C. C, Calgary, Alta.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

SEAM PROTECTORS, GIRTH
National Boiler Protector Co. of Canada, Montreal.
Que.

SHAFTING
Can. Bond Hanger & Coupling Co., Alexandria,
Ont

Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,

St Catharines, Ont.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SHAKING AND DUMPING GRATES
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Gait Foundry Co., Gait, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantfowi.

SMELTER LININGS i~

Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
SMOKE BOXES, STACKS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Out
Goldie & McCulloeh Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke. Qnf.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SMOOTH-ON
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.
SPECIAL MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks^Moise Co., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton. Ont
Waterous Engine Work* Co.. Brantford.

SPEED INDICATORS
Sehaeffer Sc Budenburg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn, N.T.
L. S. Starrett Co., Athol, Mass.

SPEED REDUCING GEARS
Can. Link-B(lt Co.. Toronto, On'.

SPLICE PROTECTORS
Jordan Bros.. Inc.. New York. N.Y.

SPROCKET CHAIN ATTACHMENTS
Can. Link-IVU Co., Toronto. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPROCKET RIMS
Babbitt Steam SpecialtT Co., New Bedford, Mass.

SPUR WHEELS
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co., Ltd., liindsay. Ont
Goldie & .VlcCiilloch Co., Gait
Canadian Faiit>ank»4Iorse Co., Montreal.
Hamilton Co., Wm.. Peterboro. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

STACKS. STEEL
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloeh Co., Gait
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.

STAND PIPES. STEEL
Mackinnon Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.

STAYBOLTS. FLEXIBLE
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
STEAM SEPARATORS
Babcock * Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.,. Toronto, Ont.

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.T.
D'Este Co.. Julian. Boston, Mass.
Elliott Co., PitUburgh, Pa.
Leitch Co., Arthur S.. Toronto, Ont
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
Watson * .McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

STEAM SPECIALTIES
Alberger Heater Co.. Buffalo, N.Y.
Canadian FairbankvMorse Co., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W,, Toronto.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
D'Este Co.. Julian, Boston, Masi.
Liberty Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor.
Watson A McDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.
Vaniall-AVarine Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

STEAM TRAPS
American Steam Gauge ft Valre Mfg. Co.. Boston
Mass.

Anderson Co., Y. D., Clereland, O.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Cole. Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Daris Regulator Co., G. M., Chicago. ,

D'Este Co., Julian. Boston. Mass.
Pnnham Co.. Ltd.. C. A.. Toronto, Ont.
Elliott Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
.1. T. Lone. 84 Adam St.. Montreal. Que.
Can. Morehead Mfg. Co., Woodstock.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal
Sarco Co.. Inc.. New York. N T.
Watson * ^IcPnniol Co.. Philadelphia.

STEEL BARRELS
Smart-Tomer Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont

STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Tomer Machine Co., HamUton, Ont

STEEL TANKS
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
GoMic iii: McCulloeh Co.. Gait.
Mni-kinnon Steel Co.. Ltd.. Shcrhro.*e. Que.
Waterous Ensine Works. Brantford. Ont.

STOKERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Detroit Stoker Co.. Detroit. Mich.
Gait Foundry Co.. GaU, Ont
Green's F,conomiser. Ltd.. Toronto.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
Mnmhr Tron Works. Dertnit. Mich.
Sanfoi-d Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, .Ma.ss.

STRAINERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Lt<!., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
DailiuR Itrolliprs. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Elliott Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

STRUCTURAL STEEL WORK
Babcock ft Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd.. Slicrluooko. Que.

SUPERHEATERS, STEAM
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.

Goldie & McCulloeh Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

SWING JOINTS
Franklin Williams Co.. New York.

SWITCHBOARDS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont

SWITCHES AND SWITCH BOXES
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Gnu

TACHOMETERS
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Onr

Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont-

SchaeSer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., BrooKi>u.

TANKS, BLOW-OFF
Darling Bros., Montreal.

, ....
John McDougall Caledonian Iron Works, Montrea,

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.:

TANKS. FREEZING, STORAGE AND
WATER COOLING

Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.

TANKS, OIL ^
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Ont

Bowser ft Co., mc, S. F., Toronto. Ont
Gtddie ft McCulloeh Co.,_Galt ^ ,
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..

Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Qui.

St Catharines, Ont
WaUrous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TANKS (OIL. KEROSENE, GASOLINE)
Bowser S. F., A: Co., Inc., Fort Wayne. Ind.

TANKS (UNDERGROUND STORAGE)
Bowser, S. F., & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

TANKS, WATER
Goldie & .McC-ullooh Co., Gait
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Mackinnon Stc-el Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. g -

Waterous Engine Works 'Co.. Brmutford.

TAPPING MACHINES
Mueller .Mfg. Co., H., Saraia, Ont

TECHNICAL BOOKS
MacLean Publishing Co.. Toronto.

THERMOMETERS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Sehaeffer ft Budenberg Mfg. Co.. BrooUy". > 1-

Taylor Instrument Co.. Rochester, N.J-
Uehling Instrument Co., New York, N.T.

THERMOSTATS
Sarco Co, Inc., New York. N.T.

TOOLS
,

Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont
TRANSFORMERS ^
Can. General EHectric Co., Toronto, Ont-

Canadian Fairbanks-Motse Co.. Montreal.

TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
American Pulley Co., Phfladdphla. Pa.

Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont.

Can. Bond Hanger ft Coupling Co., Aleiandna.

Ont _ . .

Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co.. Montreal
ran. Link lVlt IVi.. Toronto. Ont.

Goldie ft McCulloeh Co., Gait. Ont
Jeffrey Manufacturing Ca. MontreaL

The John MoDougall Caledonian Iron Works (.«..

Ltd., Montreal. „ „ ,

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfort.

TRAPS, STEAM AND WATER-LINK
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.

DailinK Hrothei-s. Ltd.. Montreal, Que
D'Este Co.. Julian. Boston, Mass.

TRUCKS. FACTORY
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal. Que
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal

TUBE CLEANERS
Babcock ft Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.

Darling Brotliei-*. Ltd., Montreal, Que

Elliott Company. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Goldie & McCulloeh Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto. i>n(.

Liberty Mfg. Co.. Pittsiburgh. Pa.

Pelley Packing and Fine Brash Mfg. Co.. St.

Louis. Mo.

TURBINES. HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL
SHAFT „ , , r> ,

Barber & Sons. Charles. Meaford. Ont

TUBE CUTTERS
Babtfock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.

Liberty Mfg. Co., Plttsbnrg. Pa.

TUBES. BOILER
Babcock ft Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.

Goldie & MeCuUfK-h Co., Gait

TURBINES. POWER _ ^ „
Coppu.s Enc A: Enuipf. Co.. Worcester. Ma.«.

TUBE EXPANDERS
Babcock * Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.

Liberty Mfg. Co.. PitUburg, Pa.

TUBING. FELXIBLE METALLIC
Pennsylvania Flexible Metallic Tubing Co.. Cleve-

land. O.
TURBINE OIL

Kellogg ft Co., E. H., New Tcrk. N.T.

TUNGSTEN LAMP (Vacuum and (Jas

Filled Types) ^
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont

Can. Laco-Phillips Co. of Toronto. On'

TURBINE WATER WHEELS
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsav. Ont
Engineering anri .Machine Works of Canada. Ltd..

Rscher. Wy.ss & Co.. Montreal.

St Catharines. Ont
TURBINES. STEAM

Belliss ft .Morcom. Birmingham, Kng.
Can. Allis Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.

Coppus Engr. ft Equip. C!o., Worcerter. Mass.

Bscher Wys,s ft Co., Montreal. Que.
Golilie &• McCvilloeh Co.. Gait
Laurie ft Lamb, Montr*al.
John McDougall Caledonian Iron Works, Montreal

UNIONS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal

Dart Union Company, Toronto.
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Luskenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
McATity & Sons. T., St. John, N.B.
Ju. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
UNDERGROUND TANKS
B' w-ier. S. F.. & Co.. luc, i'ort Wajue, Ind.

UNIONS. BALL JOINT, COMBINATION,
FLANGED PIPE. GROUND JOINT,
MALLEABLE IRON, FLANGE, PIPE,
SWING

Jefferson Union Co.. Lexington, Mass.
Dart Union Company, Ltd., Toronto. Ont.

VACUUM GOVERNORS
Smart-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.
Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
O. M. Davis Regulator Co., Chicaco.
Leitch Co., Arthur 3., Toronto. Ont

VACUUM REGULATING VALVES
Can. Steani Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto, Ont.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VACUUM TRAPS
Uarlinr Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. Morehead Mfg. Co.. Woodstock, Ont.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.

VALVE DISCS
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.
IS'iitx-rthy Injector Co.. \\'ind.sor, Ont.

VALVE LEATHER
BeTeridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal. •

VALVE RESEATING MACHINES
Darling Bros., Montreal.

VALVES, CONDFNSm. PUMP. RUBBER
Vorliees UuDber Co., Lid., .Montreal, Que.

VALVES
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsuy, Ont.
Canadian Fairbanka-Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. Steam Boiler Equiiment Co., Toronto. Ont.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Prick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., P».
BeTeridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
G. M. Davis Regulator Co., Chicago.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., Pittsburg.
Jenkins Bros., Montreal.

POWER HOUSE
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc.. Hartford, Conn.

VALVES, RADIATOR
Jenldns Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Watson & MoDaniel Co.. Philadeli>hia.
Liberty Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
KeiT Engine Co., WalkerviUe, Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Pratt & Cady. Hartford. Conn.
Victoria Foundry Co., Ottawa, Ont.
Watson & MoDaniel Co., Philadelphia.
Wm. C. Wilson & Co., Toronto.
Wood & Co., R. D., Philadelphia, Pa.
Tork Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co.. Montreal.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.
.MoAvity & Sons, T.. St. John, N.B.

VALVES, ACID RESISTING
Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., PittAurg.
.McAvity & Sons, T., St. John, N.B.
Victoria Foundry Co., OtJtawa, Ont.

VALVES, BACK PRESSURE
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

VALVES, BRASS
I'llvbcTt.hy Injwtoi- Co.. Windsor. Ont.

VALVES. BLOW-OFF
Babcock Si Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-'Morse Co.. Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Elliott Co.. Pittsburg. Pa.
Ooldie & McCnlloch Co.. Gait.
Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., Pittsburg.
Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MoAvity & Son?, T., St. John, N.B.
Watson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.
YamaJl-Waring Co.. Philadelphia. Pa

VALVE CHAIN WHEEL
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., Nevr Bedford, Ma.*.

VALVES, FOOT
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VALVES, GATE
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MoAvity & Sons. T., St. John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto
I'mlKitlii Inje-ctor Co., Wind-.oi . Ont.
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VALES, HYDRAULIC
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa

VALVES, MULTIPORT
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.^ Toronto, Ont.

VALVES, NON-RETURN STOP
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Montreal.

VALVES, RELIEF
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co.. Boston
Mass.

McAvity & Sons. T., St.. John, N.B.
VALVES, REDUCING
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Leitch Co., Arthur S., Toronto, Ont.
Liberty Mfg. Co., Pitu<<burg. Pa
Mason Regulator Co., Boatoo. iUm,
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
'Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont.

VALVES. STANDARD, GLOBE ANGLE
AND CHECKS
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

VALVES, POP
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MoAvity & Sons. T., St. John. N.B.

VALVES, PUMP
Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Canadian Fairbanka-Morse Co., MontreaL
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VALVES. SAFETY THROTTLE
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McAvity & Sons, T.. St. John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

WATER COLUMNS, GAGES
I

Darling Brothers, Ltd.. Montreal. Que. :

WATER GAUGES, STANDARD, EXTRA
HEAVY AND AUTOMATIC 1

Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

WATER SOFTENING SYSTEMS
Wm. B. Scaife & Son.s. Pittsburgh. Pa.

WHISTLES
Penberthv Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

WHEEL TANKS (LUBRICATING OIL AND
GASOLINE)

I'.riw..^er, .S. F. . Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

WE-FU-BD AND5CAIFE

ER
PURIFICATION SYSTEMSSOFTENING & FILTRATIONFOR BOILER FEEO ANO
ALL. INOUSTRIAI- USES

r
The Wrench of 25% Greater Efficiency

TRIMO /„Tn\h
Two new features have

l)een recently a'dded to the
Trimo Pipe Wrench, namely
Nut-Guards, in all sizes, and
unbreakable steel frames, in

leading sizes.

The Nut-Guards prevent
the accidental rotation of the
nut while in use.

These improvements add
2.59f to the usefulness of the
tool.

The Trimo Pipe Wrench
is made with wood handles
in 4 sizes. 6-in., 8-in.. 10-in.,

14-in. and in steel handles
in all sizes, 6-iti. to 48-in.

inclusive.

All Trimo Pipe Wrench
parts are interchangeable.

The inserted jaw in the
handle can be readily re-

placed when worn, thus add-
ing to the life of the tool.

Nut with Nut-Guards

Intiuiries from Importers and Dealers
Solicited. Send for Ca'talogue No. 55.

TRIMONT MANUFACTURING CO.

wLZ'^ 5^;^r"'='Roxbury(Bosotsn)Mas.,U.S.A.

.J

The Logical Choice

of Skilled Mechanics

because the>- can depend

upon them for exact

work.
Write for our Catalog No. 21

CD. It shows many
styles and .-^izes of

these hi,uh - .lirade

tools.

The L. S. Starrett^
Company
The World's Greatest

Toolmakers
Mfrs. of Hack

Saws Uncxcelleo
ATHOL MASS,

42-885
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Escher Wyss & Co., S.A. (sS?.d)
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Inglis Quality stands fore-

most. It has not been at-

tained in a day or a month
or a year or two. It repre-

sents the fruit of over half

a century meeting the re-

quirements of boiler users.

Inglis boilers are Cana-

dian standard in ma-

terials, workmanship and

efficiency. They ensure a

lifetime service with a

minimum of repairs.

We are also sole Canadian

makers of Erie City Water

Tube Boilers, Vertical and

Horizontal.

O u I- representatives will

be pleased to show instal-

lations of our different

types of boilers to pros-

pective customers.

Write for prices and spe-

cifications.

The John Inglis Company, Limited
14 Strachan Ave. ^"f""" '"'"^""fe" Toronto, Canada
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Unvarying

Quality

MORRISON'S
STEAM GOODS
AND SPECIALTIES

LET THE QUALITY MARK-J.M.T.
GUIDE YOU TO THE BEST
The J.M.T. Line includes everything for the

engine and boiler room- -all approved by Pro-

vincial Government Inspection.

We will gladly give you the fullest information upon

any of the following lines :

stop Valves
Check Valves
Gate Valves
Safety Valves
Relief Valves
Reducing Valves
Steam Traps
General Boiler
MountinKs

Injectors

Ejectors

Inspirators

Jet PumpK
Steam Gauges

Vacuum Gauges

Ammnnhi (inuget

(^auge Board

Outfits

Lubricators

Pipe Fittings

Engine Indicators

Pipe. Tools, etc.

The James Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.^ Ltd.

93-97 Adelaide Street West
Toronto, Ont. Canada
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BRASS GATE VALVES

Something Better

in Gates

OUTSIDE THREADS

Outside Bonnet

Threads
The outside-thread construc-

tion is safer and stronger. It

prevents straining of body,

stripping or corrosion of

threads, and permits the valve

to be taken apart easily without
injury to any part.

SEE ILLUSTRATION ABOVE

With these

Special Features

OUTSIDE THREADS

The Solid Wedge
Gate

The solid wedge gate is adopted
because of its freedom from the

internal troubles and defects of

the double-disc type.

Registered for 150 lbs. steam
pressure by Ont. Pub. Works
Dept.

SEE ILLUSTRATION ABOVE

Penberthy Injector Co., Limited, Windsor, Ont.
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CORRECT LUBRICATION PAYS DIVIDENDS
Y OUR power plant must be properly lubricated if it is

lubrication pays dividends in the form of larger, steadier
output and bigger profits. Maximum output is of vital

importance in every industry. Correct lubrication is.

^herefore, a sound business necessity.

Every Imperial grade and brand is not only a higrh-grade
lubricant, but each is carefully and accurately formulated
for the exact purpose it is meant to serve. The proper
use of Imperial lubricants insures a steady-running,
efficient power-plant with every lubrication trouble
eliminated.

Imperial Lubricants
For Manufacturing, Mining and Milling

CYLINDER^OILS
Imperial Capitol Cylinder Oil
Imperial Beaver Cylinder Oil

Imperial Cylinder Oil
Imperial Shield Cylinder Oil
Imperial Ebony Cylinder Oil
Imperial Acme Cylinder Oil
Imperial Disc Cylinder Oil
Imperial Dominion Cylinder Oil

ENGINE OILS
Imperial Atlantic Red Engine Oil

Imperial BaVonne Engine Oil
Imperial Standard Gas Engine Oil

Imperial Kearsarge Engine Oil

Imperial Renown Engine and Dynamo Oil

Imperial Solar Red Engine Oil

Imperial Junior Red Engine Oil

Imperial Eldorado Engine Oil

Our Lubrication Engineers are ready tg assist your own mechanical engineer or power plant super-

intendent to determine the most efficient and satisfactory lubricants. Their services are free.

Address our Home Office. .56 Qhurch Street, Toronto, or any of our branches.

IMPERIAL OIL L
Power Heat Light L

/ BRA-NCHES IN ALL CI
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Boilers in Stock

2—48 X 14 Horizontal
3—54 X 14
3—60 X 14
2—72 X 18
2—66 X 16

1—15 H.P. Vertical
2—18 "

1—30
3—40
3—60

Locomotive

Boilers
Waterous Return Tubular Boilers installed

the Waterous way will give you the full

steam value from the fuel you use.

Combined with the advantages possessed

in general by this type of boiler—
economy in fuel consumption, large

steaming capacity, ability to use hard

and dirty water, and comparatively

low cost—we can furnish you with

a boiler setting that is designed

and dimensioned to best handle

the fuel you use.

We build H.R.T., Locomotive,

Vertical and heavy Marine
Boilers all sizes.

Let us quote.

BUY

BRANTFORD, OlSTTARIO,CANADA
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QmS Boiler

Upkeep 50

Per Cent.

PROMOTES
Better

Combustion.

Section thro*

dutch oven
ELEVATtOM QF
FiRtNC DOOR •

GATES STOKER ARCH
The Gates Patent Arch can be used on all kinds of

stokers, Dutch oven and reverberatory furnace.

It gives an extraordinary long service because the

best of material is used and properly burnt and stands
expansion and contraction.

One of the special features is when any part becomes
fused it can be replaced by any handy man without
taking down the whole arch.
If your setting is not standard we will design a block
to suit your requirements.

WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL KINDS OF

POWER PLANT BRICK WORK
CALL ON OUR ENGINEERS AT ANY TIME FOR INFORMATION YOU MAY

REQUIRE. THEIR SERVICES ARE OFFERED TO YOU WITHOUT OBLIGATION

John W. GateSy Ltd.
382 St. James Street, MONTREAL

H0YTl1fl»l5
Don't use ordinary babbitts. The initial cost may be less than in using

quality babbitts, but quality babbitts give longer and better service and are

decidedly cheaper in the long run. H ere is a babbitt of quality—the famous

FROST KING
There's no better babbitt metal made anywhere than "Frost King." It is an all round

babbitt. Over 40 years of successful metal mixing are represented in production. It is the

babbitt you should use for high speed and heavy duty.

NICKEL GENUINE is another time-tested Hoyt alloy

for use in gas and gasoline engines, automobile engines

and marine engines of every class. Try it.

HOYT METAL COMPANY
EASTERN AVE. and LEWIS ST.. TORONTO. CANADA

New York, N.Y. London, Eng. St. Louis, Mo.

I'ower House, March. 1919, Vol. XII. No. S. Published monthly at 143-1,".3 Univei-sity Ave., Toronto, Canada. Subscription price in Canada. JI.OO;

in United States, $1..';0. Entered as second-cUiss matter at the Post Office Department, OtUwa, Canada. Entered as second-class matter July 1. «t

the Post Office at Buffalo, under the Act of March Srd. IS79.
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DART
UNIONS

Stay Tight

BRONZE meets
Bronze at the Joint

this prevents deteri-

oration.

Extra Heavy Iron Parts

will not stretch, spht or

pull apart.

No Upkeep Cost
No Replacement Cost
No Loss from Leaks

WHEN you commence to use

Dart Unions you cease to

worry over couplings. Experience
soon teaches you that ''Bronze to

Bronze at the Joint" means a per-

manently tight, sure joint that

won't loosen up and leak. Further-

more you find that the ball-shaped
seat allows for an easy connection
reg-ardless of the alignment of the

pipe.

Order from your Jobber.

Manufactured and Guaranteed by

DART UNION COMPANY, Limited
TORONTO, CANADA
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The

Contra-Flow

Steam Boilers
(Equipped with Crude Oil Burners)

AND

Uni-Flow Engines

For Power Plants

and Marine Requirement
Front of Boiler with Casing

Now Manufactured in Canada by the

Montreal General Tool Co., Limited

The Talbot Contra-Flow Steam Boiler

Rear of Boiler with Casing Removed

Write To-day for Full Particulars

The compact, lightweight, oil-burning Talbot
Boiler has made the generation of steam so simple,
safe and cheap that power plants and users of

pleasure and commercial boats are able to obtain
the smooth-running, odorless and powerful qualities

of heavy-duty steam equipment, without boiler

troubles, clutches, gears, fly wheels or danger. The
boiler is non-explosive, and its control is automatic
and positive.

The Uni-Flow Engine

The four-cylinder, double-acting, all-steel Talbot
uni-flow engine is controlled by two small levers

located in any part of the engine room of power
plant or boat.

The reasons for economy are high efficiency of
boiler and engine, low grade and cost of fuel, and
the use of highly superheated steam, with no cylin-

der oil required.

Canadian Manufacturers and Sa/es Office :

Montreal General Tool Co., Limited
675 Notre Dame, Maisonneuve

MONTREAL. QUE. Phon, l.s.u. uoi
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A Steadjy Steam Pressure Plus
a saving of from
25 to 50^0 in Coal

The Jones Underfeed Stoker does
this and more

—

It saves much labor and gives you a
smokeless stack.

Jones Underfeed
Automatic Stoker

is remarkably simple, durable and efficient. No parts moving in con-

trast with the fire; no grates and no losses through bars.

Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., Ltd.,37-41 Britain St.,Toronto

The Jones Stoker will greatly reduce your power
costs. May we send you full particulars?

From Days To Hours
You can deduce the time required for repairintr fxirnui'p linings

or relinin^ the furn;.i-t' funi.^leteiy by usinj^

It practically eliminates the risk of a shut-down and enables
you to keep your boilers on the load.

Betson's saves you time, labor and trouble. There is no need
to wait for shipments of special fire bricks or blocks or for

experts to lay them.

What others are doin^ is good evidence. The largest indus-
trial concerns who run their boiler plants continuously are usins;

Batson's Plastic Fire Brick. Try out a barrel or two in repairs

for your present fire brick lining. Then when the time comes
for complete relining, you will certainly want to use Betson's
for the job.

With Betson's Plastic Fire Brick any handy man can make a
perfect, one-piece, jointless lining for any type of furnace or
boiler, including front arch and wall, side-walls, bridge-wall,

combustion chamber and back-arch, as well as baffles.

You can in-

crease your gen-
eral information
on furnace lining
practice by a
study of our prac-
tical literature.
Just ask for it.

Canadian Distributor;

International Chemical Company
44-46 Lombard St., Toronto, Canada

Simplifying piping arrangements and reducing
danger and expense.

Write for FREE Catalog.

BABBITT STEAM SPECIALTY CO.
NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

Canadian Agents: Engineering Specialties Co., Ltd., Toronto,
Ont. Jenkins Brothers, 300 W. Lake St., Chicago, Western
Distributors.

93-39
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When Buying Thermometers

There's Just Three Things
to Remember

—

First, you must have accuracy
and sensitiveness

—

Second, durability is absolutely
essential

—

Third, the thermometer must be
suitably constructed for the in-

tended applictition.

Accuracy, sensitiveness and dur-
ability are absolutely guaran-
teed in

'Crescent' Thermometers
And with nearly seventy years of experience to

our credit, we are qualified to properly interpret

your needs.

Our Catalog P.H. 200 illustrates and descrftes

"Crescent" Thermometers for every application.

Also test thermometers, glass thermometers, etc.

Get a copy of Cataloe P.H.-200 to-day.

The Schaeffer & Budenberg:

Wg. Co.
Canadian
Agents

:

Powe
Plant thei

mometers for a

temperatures not e%

ccedine 1000° P

Also---"CoIumbia" Recordinfir GauK<
and Thermometers. Gauges. Gautr
Testers. Tachometers, Steatti Celoi

meters. Counters, etc.

Kieley & Mueller
Specialties
Regulating Valves
Back Pressure Valves
Pump Governors
Separators
Traps

FOR EVERY SERVICE
SALES ENGINEERS

THE ARTHUR S. LEITCH CO.
TORONTO

MASON
Reducing Valves

Pump Regulator
Balanced Valves
Damper Regulators

If you order a Mason
you will get absolute
satisfaction. This we
guarantee you. You
simply cannot make a
mistake.
Dependable regulation
under every possible
condition.

Our complete catalog tells you
WHY. Let us mail you a copy.

Mason Regulator Company
BOSTON, MASS.

TORONTO REPRESENTATIVES

:

The Arthur S. Leitch Co.,
506 Kent BIdr., Toronto.

§iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuimii<iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiaii^

I
ENGINEERS

\

I who stu^/y the Adver- |

I tising Pages of |

I
POWER HOUSE

I

I naturally learn a
|

I lot about modern
|

I POWER PLANT
|

I EQUIPMENT
I

I
which they really |

I ought to know. |

^IIIIIIIIIIWIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilllllllllllllllllllllM^^
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Power Plant

Specialties are

famous for

Quality and
Reliability

Mason Standard
Bronze Reducing

Valve

The Mason Line Includes:
"Mason" Reducing Valves (genuine)
"Mason" Pump Governors
"Mason" Pressure Controllers

Bundy Steam Traps for every service

Coppus Turbine-driven Blowers
Coppus Turbine-driven Boiler Feed Pumps
Sims Hot Water Generators
Sims Storage Heaters
Sims Open Feed Water Heaters
Bundy Oil Separators
Ashton Gauges and Safety Valves
Everlasting Blow-off Valves
Uabbitt Sprocket Rims
Stratton Steam Separators
Reilly Feed Water He?ters
Ryilly Evapcritors pnd Distillers

R illy Feed Water Filters

Real Service: Our salesmen are men
of practical engineer-

ing experience. They are capable of giving valuable
advice. This service costs you nothing.

When you equip your power

plant with the Mason line of

specialties you can depend upon

absolute satisfaction. Every

line we make has proven its

quality and reliability in the

best plants. They are standard

among engineers everywhere in

America.

Str alion Separator for Steam and Air

The Mason Regulator 8i ED^ineerio^ Co., Limited

Successors to H. L. PEILER & COMPANY
Montreal Office and Factory: 135-153 Dagenais St.

Full Information always gladly and quickly Furnished. Use "MASON" Service

Toronto Representative:
The Arthur S. Leitch Co., 506 Kent BIdg
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STANDARD RETURN TUBULAR BOILER

BOILERS
Horizontal Tubular

Vertical Tubular
Locomotive Types

Our BOILERS Are Installed in the Largest Industrial Plants.

We have registered de-

signs to conform with
various provincial codes.

Write Us for Boiler Information and Prices.

Engineering & Machine Works of Canada, Limited
ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

Eastern Sales Office: Hall Machinery Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

1
WHAT A BARREL OF

BOICO WILL DO
Put a barrel of Boico in your
engine room and gradually
fee<i it to your boilers and
you'll have no more boiler
side troubles. Boico solely
attacks the scale. It eats,
thoroughly into the scale,
loosens it and brings it away
without doing the slightest
damage to the boiler. Hardest
and toughest of old scale for-
mation succumb to Ihe attack.
One barrel will rid you of the
worst formations. Then keep
a barrel on tap, usiiiK a little
of the cleanser oacn day to
prevent new scale formations.
Never injures boilers, valves or
packings. Neither does it

carry over in the stea'.ti, nor
cause foaming or priming.
Boiler scale wastes heat units
•—Boico will save you tons of
coal. Try a barrel.

Another Coal Saver
Do vou know a user of our ANTI-CLINKER
SHELL BAR GRATES? Ask him of their

merits. If you do not know a user, let us fur-

nish you the name of one or more. You may
then learn of their merits first hand. These
grates assure perfect combustion. Result in

more heat with less coal, and perfect clinker

formations. Write for full details.

PLIBRICO—the one-piece
Jointless Furnace Lining

PLIBRICO lasts longer than fire-brick, and it is

easier to instal. If you want your furnaces to

keep up the highest point of efficiency, use
PLIBRICO. Let us tell you more about it.

TIP-IT—Patent Welding
Process

With TIP-IT you get tools with shanks of car-

bon and tips of high-speed steel. Investigate
this modern process.

Shell-Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.
376 Dufferin Street TORONTO, ONT.

Eastern Sales Agents: Adolphe Huot Reg'd., Quebec
Mill Supply Department Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal
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BPgg

COPPUS TURBO BLOWERS
EFFECT STEADY SAVINGS

In the modern plant of the New York Ice
Company, New York City, this 22" COPPUS
Turbo Blower has been saving time, money
and labor ever since installation in April, 1917.

It has made possible the use of cheap fuel, and
made sure the maintenance of constant steam
pressure. So satisfactory has been the service
of this COPPUS Blower that two more blowers
have since been purchased for other plants of

the New York Ice Company.
COPPUS Turbo Blowers are cutting down fuel

costs and keeping up steam pressures in cold

storage and artificial ice plants all over the
country. Automatically regulated, self-oiling,

quiet-running—COPPUS Turbo Blowers are by
far the most efficient means of securing
mechanical draft.

Let our engineers tell you just what COPPUS
Blowers can save you in your boiler room.

Write for Pump Catalogue H-3.

Coppus Engineering and Equipment Company
Mm-jfutuTCTs of C3,!),3us Turhs BloiOzrs and Po'j)cr Turbines

341 Park Avenue Worcester, Mass.
Agents for Montreal: Mason Regulator &

Engineering Co.
Agents for Winnipeg: Parkhill & Hanson,

905 Confederation Building
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DEPARTMENT

n

LINDE PRODUCTION
STANDS SUPREME

Because at all times really fine materials

are used; and because each and every

machine receives a degree of individual

attention that is impossible in mass pro-

duction.

The LINDE CANADIAN REFRIGERATION CO., Limited

TORONTO

37 St. Peter St., Montreal, P.Q.

WINNIPEG

Makers of Quality Refrigerating Machinery Since 1896

VANCOUVER

k'rf'Sti^ftfnl Machinery
Built in any capacity that you desire. HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL
Our SMALL MACHINES have the same "regularity of Oper-
ation," "ReHabiHty" and "Efficiency" as our large ones.

AMMONIA FITTINGS, CONDENSERS, BRINE COOLERS,
ETC.

Our Machines are in daily operation in Canada
CORLISS and POPPET VALVE ENGINES

^j. The Vilter Manufacturing Company
242 Beecher St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Please Mention this Paper when Writing to Advertisers
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Get Your Plant Ready
For Big Business

1919 is going to prove the fact that people of all

classes have been taught to conserve food.

Ice-making plants will be taxed to capacity to

supply the demands for household purposes.

Refrigerating Plants and Cold Storage Houses

will also prove excellent investments.

All orders for Ice-making and Refrigerating

Equipment will receive prompt attention. Am-
monia Fittings and Supplies shipped on short

notice.

Write for Catalogs.

Ask for a copy of our list

of users covering 48 pages

of satisfied customers—also

your copy of " Ice and

Frost." BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

There is a FRICK Machine
for every refrigerating pur-

pose—all types: Vertical

—

Horizontal—Absorption.

Temptations
In these days of high prices, the temptation is often

strong to put off repairs and improvements until the last

minute, and then try to save money by purchasing ma-
terials cheaper in first cost but of doubtful efficiency.

Either policy is liable to prove disappointing and costly

in the end.

The time to get ready for next season's business is not

when the hot weather is upon you, but right now when
winter is relieving the load on your cold storage rooms.
The sooner you make your repairs and improvements,
the better. Materials are scarce and transportation is

very uncertain at best.

And nowadays the best is still the cheapest. You can
get cold storage insulating materials that will be cheaper
than Nonpareil Corkboard in first cost, but in the long
mn—after they have become moisture-soaked, worth-
less as heat-insulators and have to be replaced—they
are many times more expensive.

ARMSTRONG CORK & INSULATION CO.
^04 McGILL BUILDING MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA
Branches'in the orlncipal cities of the United States and Canada. Also manufacturers of
N'onparell Cork Covering for all cold pipes.

Fruit storage room insulated with Nonpareil Corkboard.
Altschul Bros. Company, Lima, Ohio.

// you are not already familiar with it, there are
many facts about Nonpareil Corkboard Insulation
that will interest you as a business man. The 152
eagre, illustrated book and samples of the materialt
will be sent, free of charge, on request.

Nonpareil Corkboard Insulation
For Cold Storage Rooms
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AN UNBIASED OPINION
No matter how large nor how small the problem confronting you in connection

with your Refrigerating requirements, our entire Organization is on the job to help

you.

Sound advice in the beginning hsis saved many a firm and individual both time and
money. We often learn something ourselves through these consultations, so we are

always glad to help.

With our complete line of Ice-Making and Refrigerating Machinery, we are un-

biased in our opinions. We fit the plant to your local conditions. We want every

York Plant to stay sold and sell another.

List of customers, booklet, catalog, or information of any kind on the subject of

Mechanical Refrigeration is yours for the asking without cost or obligation on your
part.

Write us about your requirements and your inquiry will be referred to our Branch
in your territory. The close personal touch is the best way to start any negotia-

tion.

YORK MANUFACTURING CO.
(Ice-Maklnp and Refrigerating Machinerv exclusively)

YORK, PA.

Canadian Ice Machine Company
WINNIPEG

85 Lombard St.

TORONTO
82 Chestnut St.

MONTREAL CALGARY
626 Coristine BIdg. 605 Second St.

In the LARGEST and MOST MODERN PLANT in the

WORLD, building Insulated DOORS and allied products

exclusively, we are building what we KNOW to be THE BEST
INVESTMENT FOR THE USER and the universally recog-

nized WORLD'S STANDARD DOORS. In verification:—

THE HARRIS ABATTOIR CO.,
Ltd., Canada.

'"Our Coolers and Freezers are
mostly equipped with your doors.
In fact we adopted it as Standard
throughout our plant, as we find

them substantially made and the
insulation perfect. We also find

the Hardware stands up better
than on any other door we have
seen or tried."

LOUISVILLE SOAP CO..

Louisville, Kj.

"Coolers at one of our plants
are equipped with your doors,
which hate given us such satis-
faction tee uish to improve th«
doors at our old plant. We would
not be warranted in throwing out
the doors but would like the tjpe
hardware you supply."

THE WASHINGTON MARKET.
Washington, D.C.

"The doors supplied by you, in

use at both plants, hare been in

every way satisfactory, and we
think the Jamison door is the best

on the market."

Read 'em again men—analyze them! Acquaint yourself

fully with our method of construction through latest

catalog No. 8.

Jamison Cold Storage Door Company
HAGERSTOWN, M.D., U.S.A.

Formerly Jones Cold Door Co.
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BELLISS & MORCOM, LTD.
Engines and Air Compressors

Belliss & Morcom 2000 K.W. Steam Turbine at Montreal Tramways
Power Plant

Belliss Steam Engines, Steam Turbines, Diesel Engines,

Air Compressors, Condensing Plants

Heenan Refuse Destructors, Air Coolers, Water Coolers,

Oil Coolers, Dynamometers

Paterson Water Softening Plants and Filters

Centrifugal Pumps

LAURIE & LAMB
211 Board of Trade Bldg. - - MONTREAL
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COCHRANE
COAL SAVERS

The Cochrane o„cn Feed Water
Heater saves coal by utilizing ex-
haust steam to heat the feed water ;

1% saving for each 11° F. rise.

The Cochrane Multiport Back Pressure
Valve saves coal by preventing leakage of
exhaust steam and by making it easy to
adjust the back pressure whenever desired.
The Cochrane Oil Separator saves coal by
rendering the exhaust steam useful for

heating, drying and other purposes.

The Sorge-Cochrane Hot Process Water
Softener saves coal by heating the boilet
feed water and by protecting the boiler*

against scale and corrosion.

The . .-lie Metering Heater save$
coal by heating the feed water and
helps save coal by telling whether or
not the plant is being operate<l

economically.

The Cochrane Oil

Separator saves
coal by rendering
the exhaust steam
useful for heating,

drying and other

purposes.

Canada Is Saving Many Thousand Tons
of Coal Per Year by Using Cochrane Heaters

Here are the figures:

The horsepower of Cochrane Heaters in use is about 10,000,000

boiler horsepower.
The correspondinj? amount of coal burned is 35,000,000 lb. per hour.

Considering an average of 10 hours' operation per day, 300 days per

year (many heaters run 24 hours per day, 365 days per year), this

amounts to 105,000,000,000 lb. of coal per year, or 50,000,000 tons, worth
at $5.00 per ton, $250,000,000.

The saving due to the use of Cochrane Heaters is I'A to each 11
' F.

rise in temperature. On the average, the water is raised from 100° F.

to 210 F. using steam at atmospheric pressure. lO'r or a saving of

lO'/r. Cochrane Heaters are thus saving about $25,000,000 per year,

which is vastly more than the heaters cost.

In addition, Cochrane Oil Separators are saving millions of tons of

coal by purifying exhaust steam so that it can take the place of live

steam in heating and drying coils, low-pressure turbines and industrial

processes.
Sorge-Cochrane Hot Process Water Softeners are saving millions by

keeping scale and corrosive substances out of boilers and thus saving
expense and labor in cleaning boilers, and for new tubes and other boiler

repairs.

Cochrane Metering Heaters are also telling hundi-eds of steam-plant owners, matiggers
and operators how much they are gaining in economy by using different coal--^, different

methods of firing, different methods of controlling the draft, stopping up air leaks in

boiler settings, cleaning soot a'nd scale from heating surface, etc. The total gains rea-

lized in this manner often' amount to 25''/c or more.
Our engineering department has given hard study to fuel economy for over 2.t years.

It will be glad to aid you with suggestions if you will describe your present boiler feed

water heating, softening, or metering arrangements, the amount of exhaust stea'm you
have available and what you are using it for.

Ask for a book on "The Profitable lltilization of Exhaust Steam."

CANADIAN-ALLIS CHALMERS
HEAD OFFICE: TORONTO LIMITED
Branch Offices: MONTREAL, QUEBEC, HALIFAX. OTTAWA, HAMILTON, LONDON. COBALT,

SOUTH PORCUPINE, WINNIPEG, CALGARY, EDMONTON, NELSON, and VANCOUVER
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Setting a Candle to Catch a Thiel

OUTSIDE air that filters through the brick-enclosing walls

of boilers, costs industrial America many thousands of

dollars each year because such leakage "cools" the fire, kills

draft and therefore wastes coal to the extent of thousands of

tons in the national aggregate.

Yet, just as the detection of such leaks is easy ( see

note under picture), so is the remedy simple; but

it is simple largely through the pioneer work of

Johns- Manville in its practical contributions to boiler-

furnace improvement.

Through a complete line of products listed below,

Johns- Manville can assure plants of new standards

of heat saving in the boiler-room; standards that met

and satisfied the Government during the coal crisis

just past, when tons of fuel were saved and many
hours of shut-downs averted— at a consequent in-

crease in factory production.

Seldom has conservation been better served by

Johns-Manville than in this branch of its service.

And it can be predicted that the products listed be-

low, and the expert knowledge of their application,

will be of as great service to the nation in this

present period of post-war readjustment as they

were during the war.

Because to the progressive plant, conservation has

become permanently a national obligation, as well

as a business expedient.

CANADIAN JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., LIMITED
Montreal Toronto Vancouver Winnipeg Hamilton

London Ottawa

These Johns-Manville Products
save fuel in boiler-rooms

:

High Temperature ' Refractory)
Cements t r boiler settings.

Aertitc Boikr H^all Coaling for

boiler wall exteriors.

Monolithic Baffle — tight,

durable, easy to install; prevent
short circuiting ot hot gases.

A -bestos Sheets and Blocks for in-

sulating hot surfaces; Insulat-

ing Cements.

Heat Insulations for steam and
hot water piping.

Steam ^raps.

Sea Ring PacJtiMg—eliminates un-
necessary friction between rod
or plunger and packing.

COVERS 1

THECONTIN

Through—

Asbestos
and its allied products

AWOODEN frame, over which is fastened a square of
cardboard having a small aperture at its center, it

pressed against a boiler wall and the edges temporarily but
completely sealed by some plastic material. It is obvious
that any leakage inthepartoJthe boiler wall covered by this

frame, will immediately be detected by the inrush of air »t

the small aperture in the center of the cardboard, conse-
quently, a candle flame held to this aperture will be sucked
inward, thus immediately revealing the fact that there is

an infiltration of air through the boiler wall, which means
fuel waste.

Thousands of tons of coal have been saved by preventing
boiler wall leakage and by similar corrective measures at

and around the boiler furnace,

A complete service in this department of engineering was
one of the important contributions made by Johns-Manville
during the fuel crisis.

INSULATION
M<7/ Afepj tht heat when it belongt

CEMENTS
that make boiler ivalh teak-prooj

ROOFINGS
thai cut down fire risks

^i^P \ PACIGNGS

JOHNSvp?OTANVILL
Serves in Conservation
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Most Efficient and Convenient
IMPERIAL FUEL OIL ushers in a new era in steam gener-

ating. It is highly concentrated, easily stored in small space
and burns without ashes, litter or cinders.

Every pound of Imperial Fuel Oil delivers the same number of

B.T.U. With it there are no furnace doors to remain open and
no grates or stoking devices needed. It is easy to obtain an
efificiency of 85% w ith Imperial Fuel Oil. It is impossible to obtain
an efificiency greater than 65% with coal. Very few firms obtain
anywhere near this degree of efficiency with coal as fuel.

When convenience of handling and storage are considered, ad\ an-
tages of Imperial Fuel Oil are at once apparent. The labor it

takes to deliver coal from the ground, under the boiler makes up
a big percentage of its price. There is little labor attached to

the handling of Imperial Fuel Oil. There is no sho\elling on and
of? the cars, into storage bins and then again into furnaces.

Imperial Fuel Oil can be stored in small space at any convenient
point (under ground if desirable), and unlike coal, it will not

deteriorate in storage.

Those interested in efficient steam i)ower—all concerned with the

heating of buildings and steam navigation—will find it worth while

to investigate the merits of Imperial Fuel Oil.

The Imperial Engineers will gladly advise regarding Imperial Fuel
Oil and the installation of any equipment that may be necessary

in connection with its use.

Inquire at Room 704, Imperial Oil Building, 56 Church Street,

Toronto, Ontario.

IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED
Power • Heat • Light • Lubrication

BRANCHES IN ALL CITIES . / ^
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T Readu
More than 40 years of stoker experience are

reflected in the make-up of the new Murphy

Furnace Catalog.

It is practically a review of stoker developments

for it shows the wide and universal application

of furnaces to boilers of nearly every size and

type—50 H. P. and up.

With minimum alteration, your plant conditions may
offer large opportunities for saving. The Murphy
Catalog makes you the judge.

You will find every page of the book profitable read-

ing. Just fill in, tear off, and attach this coupon to

your business letterhead.

ATTACH THIS COUPON TO YOUR BUSINESS LETTERHEAD

MURPHY IRON WORKS, Detroit, Mich , U. S. A.
We should be pleased to receive copy of the Murphy Catalog

Name of Company

Loca ri n

Attention of Title

Remarks
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Hays CO2 and Draft Recorder
Tells the Story of Boiler Efficiency

The exact reason why 30 to 50 per cent, more fuel is consumed in your plant than should be,
IS shown by the Hays CO, and Draft Recorder. With these appliances installed, your fire-
men can fire intelligently; they will work with accurate facts before them—instead of groping
in the dark. For Hays CO, and Draft Recorder permanently record the story of eflacient
combustion

and Point Out Errors in

Firirig, Draft,

Boiler Settings, Etc.

Hundreds .of plants are u.-^-

ng these Hays Appliances
and saving 30 to 50 per cent

of their fuel expense as a

result.

The Hays Recorder is auto
matic, self adjusting, infall

ible. It does not depend on

hand adjustment and me-
chanical action for accurate
operation. Indications are

controlled by rising and fall-

ng columns of mercury,
water and caustic potash.

We invite you to investigate,

believing the facts will con-

vince you that these Hays
.Appliances would quickly

earn their cost in your plant.

Write for booklet "FUEL"

The Jos. W. Hays
Corporation
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iiSee How That Thimble Locks
Tight in the SideBar"

In the Jeffrey Improved Carrier, a Steel Side Bar Chain
with Double Bushed Joints is used.

Lugs in the steel side bars are locked tight to

notches in both ends of the bushings confining all

wear to the bushings which are readily renewable.

The two hardened steel bushings are assembled
one within the other. The outer one is fixed to

the inside bars and serves as a bearing for the
chain roller. The inner bushing is fixed to the
outside bar, and acts as a chain pin and receives
the carrier cross rods.

Write for Catalog No. 210-4- describ-

ing in detail all the strong points of

the Jeffrey Improved Carri,er. Send
for copy.

The Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Canadian Branch and Warerooms

MONTREAL
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Keeping Down the Cost^of That
Everyday Job of Conveying

FEW conveyor belts face extraordinary

conditions, suffer extraordinary usage.

It is on the everyday job—the steady

grind—that a belt must make good to the

last degree. Must give economical cost.

Take the Pacific Mills, Ocean Falls, B.C.

Their conveyor job is to handle 45 tons of

pea coal per hour over a distance of 476 feet.

The conveyor runs level for 311 feet, and
rises 30 feet in the remaining 165 feet.

Motor 20 h.p. Head pulley 36 inches. Tail

pulley 30 inches. Speed 285 feet per min-

ute. Top rolls 6 feet apart. Return rolls

10 feet apart. Not a big belt problem. But
a place where the conveyor belt must give

long, economical service.

We recommend Goodyear Extra Duty Con-
veyor Belting 3 ply with a 3-32 inch cover.

This belt has a perfect service record up
to the present— is still running and looks

good for five years more service.

It is on just such jobs as this that Goodyear
Conveyor Belting is winning the closest

friends. If you have a conveyor drive on
which costs are high, ask for a Goodyear
belt man to advise with you. No obligation

on your part. Phone, wire or write the

nearest branch.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
OF- CANADA, LIMITED

Branches: Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa,
Toronto, Hamilton, London, Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary,

Edmonton, Vancouver

MADE CANADA

CONVEYOR BELTING
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TheGeneral
UtiHty

that wqrKS
ricfhtirt

every class
ofservice

1

Wherever There A Gasket
In great power houses and small ones, in

refrigeration plants, in chemical factories,

where corrosive acids are pumped like water,

on shipboard and in locomotives—wherever a

gasket is used—you'll find

VULjCABCSFON
Red Fibre Sheet Packing

Vulcabeston is the universal packing—the one pack-

ing that serves everywhere regardless of temperature

or pressure, corrosion or moisture.

It is made from long-fibre asbestos by a special pro-

cess which gives it resiliency and pliability. But, un-

like rubber, Vulcabeston cannot squeeze out or stretch.

Picture your own supply room if you could stan-

dardize on one packing for the whole plant.

You carj—VULCABESTON.

If your dealer does not carry it, we'll

put you in touch with one who does.

TheJOHNS-PRATT CO.
Hartford, Conn.

U. S. A..

19-3
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Mueller Reducing and Regulating Valve
SINGLE SEAT; AUXILIARY OPERATED

E5030 for Water, Gas and Air
E5130 for Steam
{Flanged or Screwed)

Very Popular with Shipbuilders

USES

This valve is for use on exacting installations. It will make any desired reduction and
will maintain a constant delivery pressure regardless of fluctuations of the initial pressure.

CONSTRUCTION OF STOCK REGULATORS

All valves have iron bodies, bronze stem and stuffing box, phosphor bronze diaphragms,
seats of composition suitable for the required service ; iron diaphragm chamber and steel

springs. The main valve is controlled entirely by the small auxiliary valve. This auxiliary

valve closes and opens the main valve by admitting initial pressure to, and releasing it from,
the diaphragm chamber of the main valve according to the demand of the delivery side.

Regulators of this description are suited for pressures up to 150 pounds, and will be furnished
at above prices. When regulators are required for pressures in excess of 150 pounds we will

furnish suitable material. Prices upon application.

STRAINER
In all cases it is advisable to use a strainer to prevent obstruction from grit, scale, cut-

tings, etc. Blow out pipes thoroughly before installing valve.

INFORMATION IN ORDERING

In ordering give highest and lowest initial pressure and required low or delivery pres-

sure, approximate quantity or volume to be used per minute, size of high pressure pipe and
low pressure pipe.

In ordering' flanged end valves give diameter of flanges and bolt circles and the number
and size of bolts.

INSTALLATION
Note—Any proper working regulator acts as a check valve. Where the building up of

the pressure is to be avoided use our diaphragm operated relief valve E5060.

}Ve will not be responsible for improper selection of calvex.

Consult rf.s- regarding the best type for your service. »

H. MUELLER MFG. CO., LIMITED
SARNIA - CANADA
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Ahoui2}£MILLI0NHORSEPOWER
In^ WORLD-WIDE SERVICE
Morse Chain Co.

Largest Manufacturer of

Silent Chains in the World Ithaca, N. Y.
MORSE ENGINEERING SERVICE Address Nearest Office ASSISTANCE WITHOUT OBLIGATION

BOSTON, MASS 141 Milk Street
CHICAGO, ILL Merchants Loan and Trust Bldg.
CLEVELAND, OHIO "* Engineers Bldg.
DETROIT, MICH 1003 Woodward Avenue
GREENSBORO, N. C 805 Ashboro Street
NEW YORK CITY . . 50 Church Street. Hudson Terminal Bldg.
PITTSBURGH, PA Westinghouse Bldg.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL Mondanoolt Bldg.

ATLANTA, GA Earl F. Scott, M. E., 702 Candler Bldg.
CANADA Jones & Glassco, Regis'

d

MONTREAL, St. Nicholas Bldg., Toronto, Bank of Hamilton Bldg.
KANSAS CITY, MO. Morse Engineering Co., R. A. Long Bldg.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN 413 3rd St., Strong-Scott Mfg. Co.
ST. LOUIS, MO Morse Engineering Co., Chemical Bldg.
LICENSEES FOR EUROPE & EASTERN HEMISPHERE
The Westinghouse Brake Co., Ltd., 82 York Road, London. N.
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"The Mysterious German Onions"
On nights when the German air raiders were out, they sent up strange, kirninous balls behind their lines

and anchored "them above the clouds—globes of fire which could be seen for forty miles or more. What
these "onions" were, or how they were kept in stationary position above the clouds, is still a profound
mystery. The Allies never learned anything about them, but the Allies night bombing crews steered

their course to the Rhineland by the luminous buoys thus provided.

What is known about the onions is told by Lieut. J. Vernon McKenzie in the coui-se of an article,

"Raiding the Rhineland," in MARCH MACLEAN'S. It is an intensely interesting article, telling

all about the great reprisal campaign which implanted the fear of war in the German civilian heart.

"NO HOPE FOR THE WETS"
'Already the temperance forces are lined up to stop any possible break in the prohibition dam,"
writes J. K. Munro, in discussing what is going to happen at the coming session at Ottawa. He predicts

that Union Government will hold together, but that the habit it has contracted of promising everything
;isked is going to make a lively session. He expects:

Dry legislation at the earliest possible moment. No change in the Divorce Law.
The moral reform forces in control. Tariff concessions made to the West.

The March number, in fact, is full of live, up-to-the-minute features.

The famous Canadian Ace, Lieut.-Col. W. A. Bishop, is on the cover.

Some of the Outstanding
The Transformation (a new serial)—By Frederic S.

Isham.

A Canadian King-Maker (the story of Lord Beaver-
brook in Britain)—By Maurice Woods.

Fitting in the Returned Soldier—By George Pearson.

The Three Sapphires—By W. A. Fraser.

Articles and Stories are:

The Strange Adventure of the Nile Green Roadster—By
Arthur Stringer.

Fakers—and Others—By E. Ward Smith.

Lend Me Your Title—By Onoto Watanna.

.\ Shady Deal—By Archie P. McKishnie.

The City of Lost Laughter—By Mary Josephine Benson.

The Voice of Canada Interpreted

A new department starts in this number given over to summarizing and presenting opinion in Canada

on outstanding topics, as reflected in the press. In this issue the department is given over to a careful

compilation of opinion on the problems of the returned soldier.

Events of the World in the Remaking
Germany Ready for Trade War
Three-Year Marriages in France
No Solution in Ireland Possible?

Germans Hoped to Raise Ships
Is Czar Still Alive?

Did Dr. Diesel Die?
The Secret British Ferry
The Poison That Didn't
The Problem
The German Spy in Holland

The Mysterious Sinn Fein Leader
Why Harrison Fought Lloyd George
Hun Spies Outwitted
Will Trotsky Hire Huns?
The Achievements of Allenby

Over 65,000 Canadian Families Buy

Macleans
"CANADA'S NATIONAL MAGAZINE"

MARCH ISSUE At All News Dealers

20c PER COPY. $2.00 PER YEAR. Dealers who have not been handling MACLEAN'S should

secure copies at once from their nearest Wholesaler.

If there are no news dealers in your town, or if your news dealers cannot supply you, send 20 cents for a sample

copy or $2.00 for a whole year's subscription to MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE, 148-153 University Avenue. Toronto.

Canada.
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GENUINE V OAK*-
This trade-mark guarantee is'on

every piece of D. K. McLaren's
Leather Belting.

Look for it.

**BeftingfrouBfeends \

Sefting begins "
|
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The Choice of Many
of Canada's Largest
and Most Efficient

power plants
Keep the Oak Leaf in mind the next time
you are buying belting—it will serve you as

a guide to the better belting service in your
plant.

The use of this belting reduces slip to a mini-

mum, thereby saving a considerable amount
of power. It also saves a remarkable amount
of time, labor and attention, because there
is hardly any stretch to it.

D. K. McLAREN'S
Genuine British Oak - Tanned

LEATHER BELTING
Only flawless back leather is Used and our

genuine British Oak Tanning Process preserves

every bit of the hide's natural strength.

Every inch of our belting is reliable, while

our prices are the lowest—quality considered.

We would like you to know what others think

of it—write for the list of users, then ask them.

LMCN
S)JL1MITED(©

T^^TT

Head Office and Factory :

351 St. James St., Montreal, P.Q.

TORONTO, ONT. VANCOUVER, B.C.

194 King St. West 849 Beatty St.

ST. JOHN, N.B.

90 Germain Street
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Thj Duro" has demonstrated its peculiar
adaptability as a blow-off by many years of
satisfactory service, with a minimum cost
for upkeep.
The self-cleansing seat feature prevents

an accumulation of sediment on the seat-
ing faces during the blow-off, thereby re-
ducing wear to a minimum and preventing
leakage while the boiler is in operation.
To further enhance the durability of the

valve, the disc is reversible; the disc face
can easily be replaced with new material
in case, of wear, and all the parts, including
the seat ring and reversible disc are renew-
able.

The materials and workmanship are of
characteristic Lunkenheimer "Quality."

Specify Lunkenheimer "Duro" and insist
on their installation.

Write for descrintive booklet No. 515DC

iiiE LUNKENHEIMER £2:
—"QUALITY".^

Largest Manufacturers of
High Grade Engineering Specialties

in the World
CINCINNATI

New York

Chicas^o

Bcston

London

16-18-43

gyp

Answer
These Questions

the belt ,s slipping, if power is being transmitted
unsatisfactorily, or even if nothing is appaT^ntlywrong but you suspect that valuable power is being
lost, answer these questions and let us assist you

pulley. L^h^ " driven

pulley.

<3) What is the exact thickness of the belt in inches?

(4) How many revolutions does the driven pulley makeper hour? Count accurately
P-ney mane

™»i!*' "**u ""J"',
^""'"'ons does the drivinc pulleymake per hour? Count accurately.

Puiiey

(6) HTiat is the distance betwee^i shaft centers, feet?

(7) What kind of belt?
(8) What kind of pulley?.......
(9) What width of belt, inches?........

(10) Is the belt runningr tight, medium or slack?

Upon investigation you will find that wherever
Chng-Surface is "on the job" there are no belt
troubles. Perhaps your belt needs Cling-Surfact.
Perhaps it doesn't. We cannot give correct advice
without first knowing all conditions.

Cling-Surface frequently permits belts to be run
real "slack." At least it permits the belts to run
"«asy." It does this because through that treat-
ment the belt attains a natural pliability that
causes it to hug the pulley closely through a greatly
increased arc. making slip virtually impossible
Besides it waterproofs the belt and makes it long-
lived. It penetrates and surrounds every tiny fibre,
eliminating internal as well as external wear.
You will find it worth while to know more about vou;-
belts, the total NUMBER OF MILES THEY SLIP
PER YEAR, and the money wasted. So. if you will
answer the above questions, we will tell vou how
much your main or other belt is slipping, and how
much money you can save per year on that drive
through Cling-Surface treatment.
Also, we have a valuable free trial offer that every
belt us°r should know all about. Write for complete
information.

CLING-SURFACE CO.
1057 Niagara St. BUFFALO, "N.V.

Send orders to above addre!« and deliver> will be made from
Toronto, or Montreal stock. F.O.B. those points, dul.v paid
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Where an Ounce of
Prevention is Worth
a Pound of Cure
/^LOGGED up condensers generally^ mean a shut down, a tremendous
loss to the power user and the services
of a crew of men for a considerable time in

removing the debris and rubbish.

Link-Belt Traveling Water Screens insure
a continuous flow of clear water to condensers
and pumps. They remove and automatically dispose
of all rubbish and trash before it can enter the in-

take. They operate just as effectively during floods

as when water is at normal level. They reduce oper-
ating expense and increase the efficiency of your
power producing equipment.

Our Book No. 305 describes our screens in detail and shows
many installations. Send for a copy. If you will give us details

of your intake conditions, our Engineers will gladly furnish recom
mendations and preliminary estimates for your particular needs.

CANADIAN
LINK-BELT COMPANY, Ltd.

Wellington and Peter Sts., tToronto

WATER SCREENS
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Books for the Engineer's Library

Hawkins' T^ew Catechism

of Electricity

It contains 550 pages with 300 illus-
trations of electrical appliances ; it is

bound in heavy red leather, with full
gold edges and is a most attractive
handbook for electricians and engineers.
One-third of the book is devoted to the
explanation and illustrations of the
dynamo, with particular directions re-
lating to its care and management

—

$2.10 post paid.

Engineers Examinations
By N. Hawkins, M.E.

It presents In a condensed form the
most approTCd practice In the care and
managerment of steam boilers, engines,
puuips, electrical and refrigerating ma-
fltlnes with examples of how to nork
the problems relating to the safety
vaive, strengtn of boilers and horse
power of the steam engine and steam
boiler.--^2.10 post paid.

Steam Turhines
By Leland.

A reference work on the developineut, advantages and dis-
advantages of the steam turbine; the design, selection, operation
and maintenance of steam turbine plants and turbo-generators
135 pages. Illustrated.—$1.00.

AudeVs Gas Engine J^anual

A practical treat-
ise relating to the
theory and manage-
ment of gas, gaso-
line and oil engines,
Including chapters
ou producer gns
(<lanls, marine mot-
ors and automobilo
engines.—$2.00.

Hydraulic

Engineering

By G. D. Hiscox.

This comprehensive book of Hydraulics
written by an experienced engineer. Is a
practical treatise on the properties, power
and resources of water for all purposes, In-
cluding the measurement of streams, the
flow of water In pipes or conduits; the
horse-power of falling water; turbine and
impact water wheels; wave motors, etc. All
who are interested In Water Wotks De-
velopment should have a copy. 320 pages,
305 Illustrations. Price $4.15 post paid.

Compressed S^ir

By L. I. Wightman, E E.

A reference work on the pro

ductlon, transmission and appli-

cation of compressed air; the

selection, operation and mainten-

ance of compressed air mach-
inery; and the design of air

power plants. Illustrated.—$1,10.

Modem Steam Engineering

in Theory and Practice

By Hiscox.

This book has been specially pre-
pared for the use of the modern
steam engineer, the technical stu-
dents, and all who desire the latest
.<\nd most reliable information on
steam and steam boilers, the mach-
inery of power, tne steam turbine,
electric power and lighting plants,
etc. 4aO pages. 400 detailed engrav-
ings.—$3.15 post paid.

Boiler Construction
By KJtinhans.

The only book showing how locomotive boilers are built In

modern shops. Shows all types of boilers used; gives details
of coustructlou ; practical facts, such as line of riveting punches
and dies, work done per day, allowance for bending and
flaucing sheets and other data that mean- dollars to any rail-

road m;in. 421 pages, 334 Illustrations, six folding plates.—$3.00.

Com^resied Air, Its Production, Uses and

ication. By G. D. Hiscox, M.E.

Comprising the physical properties of air from a vacuum to

Its ll4uid state. Its thermodynamics, compression, transmis-
sion and uses as a motive power In the operation of stationary
and portable machinery, In mining, air tools, air lifts. puMplng
of water, acids and oils and the numerous appllfames In which
ron'pressed air Is a most convenient and economical transmit
ter of power.—Price $5.1.t post paid.

Boiler Accessories

By Wahtr S. Leland. S B.

Assistant Professor of Naval Architec-

ture, Mass. Institute of Technology,

American Society Naval Architects and

Marine Engineers. 144 pp., 80 lUus.

Cloth binding. A treatise giving com-

plete descriptions of the various acces-

sories of the boiler room and engine

room essential to economical operation,

such as evaporators, pumps, feed-water

heaters, Injectors, mechanical stokers,

etc., with practical Instruction in their

use.—Price $1.10 post paid.

AUDELS^ li

GAS
ENGINE^-''!

^Niii^:.|

'.UuiimiONA

Technical Book Department
MacLean Publishing Company 143 University Ave., Toronto
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Garlock 1907

Combination Packing

Especially adapted for outside

packed plungers of pumps hand-

ling extremely hot water. It is

composed of Garlock Special

Hydraulic, Diagonal and Cushion
Centre Rings, which make it a

strong and elastic packing, easy

wearing on rods. There has been

a long felt want for packing that

would give satisfactory service on

hot water rods and outside packed
plungers, and this combination is

the best known packing for that

service. A trial will convince you.

Write for cdtaloy describing our niann
.tti/lefi and comhinatiom of packing.

THE GARLOCK PACKING COMPANY, Hamilton, Ontario

Montreal, Quebec
Toronto, Ontario
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Calgary, Alberta

BRANCHES:
409 Shaughnessy Bldg.

- 404 Continental Life Building
- - - - Gait Building

211 Eighth Avenue W.
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Insurance Against Shutdowns
^7

Backing up the engineer in his effort to boost production to top-notch

records you'll find JEFFERSON UNIONS. Big production requires steady,

uninterrupted service, steam lines that carry great variations in the load

and air lines that deliver full pressure under all conditions of service.

JEFFERSON UNIONS are to-day, as in the past, meeting exactly every re-

quirement of severe service. They are constructed extra heavy of the highest

quality materials—a feature that insures the continuous perfect service so

essential in the power plant.

Be sure to get JEFFERSON—the name on the nut protects you from the

"just-as-good" variety and costly break-downs.

Ask your jobber to show you JEFFERSON Unions to point out where they
are different. Our new Catalog, "UNIONS," describes the complete
JEFFERSON LINE. Write to-day for your copy.

Ask Your Jobber About These Jefferson Specials

Union Tee. with
union on the out-
let. Made also
with male end on
outlet.

Male and Female
Union. Does away
with a nipple, and
ma'kes a short
connection.

Union Elbow with
4^" anele. Also
made male and
female.

JEFFERSON UNION COMPANY
Lexington, Mass.

P.H.
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ENKINS
Type "K" Brass and Iron

Body Gate Valves

Appreciated by Men
\^ho Know !

EVERY experienced Power
House Engineer knows Jen-

kins Bros.' DIAMOND Trade-
Mark—he knows that it represents

quality—he knows that it repre-

sents valve service at its oest. He
never hesitates to recommend valves

bearing this Trade-Mark. He has
seen the service they give and feels

confident of recommending them
for any valve service.

For over 50 years competent en-

gineers have recognized the superi-

ority of Jenkins Bros.' Diamond
Trade-Mark Valves.

Jenkins Bros.' Type "K" Gate
Valves excel in design and con-
struction. They present unob-
structed passage to the trans-

mitted medium. They are made
in Brass and Iron Body, Screw-
ed and Flanged, suitable for
working .steam pressure up to

125 lbs. or 175 lbs. water.
A" Genuine Type "K" Gate Valves
are identified by the Diamond Trade-
mark. Always look for it.

CATALOGUE No. 8 FREE ON
REQUEST

Jenkim T^ms.LIMITED

Head OflBce and Works

:

103 St. Remi Street,

Montreal, Canada

Agencies in all

Principal Countries

of the World

European Branch :

6 Gt. Queen St., Kingsway

London, W.C., 2, England
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1

POWER EQUIPMENT
Built to Meet Your Own Requirements

A corner in the Eneine Room of our New Power Plant recently erected at our Main South Worlu. Equipped with G. & McC.
Co. Three-Cylinder Compound and Two-Cylinder Compound Vertical Forced Lubrication Steam Engines.

G. & McC. CO. ENGINES and BOILERS
will provide your plant with

A Continuous and Economical Service

WE BUILD

Horizontal and Vertical Steam Enginp"; Steam Turbines; Return Tubular and Water Tube Boilers;

Heaters; Tanks; Pumps and Condeu&ors; Transmission Machinery; Safes, Vaults and Vault Doors.

The advice of ooj, 1 igineering Experts, our Catalogues, Specifications,

Photographs, etc., will be cheerfully supplied to interested parties.

The GOLDIE & McCULLOCH CO., Limited
Head Office and Works : GALT, Ontario, Canada

TORONTO OFFICE:
Suit* 1101-2.

Traders Bank Bldg.

WESTERN BRANCH ;

248 McDermott Ave..

Winnipes, Man.

QUEBEC AGENTS:
Rois & Greis, 412 St. James St.

Montreal. Que.

BRITISH COLUMBIA AGENTS:
Robt. Hamilton & Co..

Vancouver. B.C.



Power House
KKtablishcd 1907 Published Semi-monthlr

Power House to Be Issued Twice a Month
O UCCESS comes to him who earns it and oppor-

^ tunity takes care to knock at those doors already

ajar. Preparation for success calls for study, for

investment in .skill and patience. The man who

achieves .success has done so through his own hard

work and through his ability to use the experience

of others to his own advantage. One of the greatest

assets an engineer can acquire is the knowledge that

comes to him from the reading of good Ijooks and

the technical press.

Our opportunities for service in this respect will

be doubled by a change made with the coming i.ssue.

POWER HOUSE will now be publi.shed semi-

monthly, a step that has been urged by our readers

for some time.

The trade paper Ish .successful only to the extent

to which it is a power for education and eelf-improve-

ment. In the coming months our facilities for serv-

ing the engineering field will be doubled and the

several branches of power plant engineering will

receive the attention they all merit.

The field of power plant engineering has de-

veloped immensely of late years and the competent

engineer has not only to be well versed in the science

of steam engineering but has to be familiar with the

design and operation of electrical apparatus. This

is particularly true in Canada where water powers

are so plentiful and coal, in some localities, scarce.

Not only is this true, but the smaller power plants

of manufacturing industries in almost every case are

supplied with motive power from an outside station

or use electricity for the shop transmission of power,

in some degree. In meeting the need for educational

opportunity along this line we have greatly strength-

ened the electrical section of POWER HOUSE, and

during the coming year will cover the practical side

of electrical engineering in a very thorough manner

with the aid of several contributors of recognized

standing. The more advanced and theoretical side

of this branch of science will also be ably dealt with.

The operation of the modern steam plant is be-

coming more complex and greater attention is being

given to its economical operation. The present trend

in plant de.sign towards higher steam pressures, the-

use of the turbine, increasingly evident in the smaller

sizes of power units, the more efficient engines being

installed to-day and the enormous strides taken to-

wards greater efficiency in the boiler room all necessi-

tate more knowledge on the part of the operating

engineer.

As in the past, this phase of power plant en-

gineering will be made one of the strongest editorial

features.

The internal combu.slion engine is rapidly assum-

ing a place in the generation of power that its

economical and simple operating characteristics de-

serve, and articles will appear from time to time on

the latest developments of this prime mover.

Mention has been made of Canada's abundant

water-powers. A number of articles are in the course

of preparation dealing with some of the more in-

teresting developments which have taken place in

this field.

The other departments, refrigeration, hydraulics,

our new equipment pages and all will increase in

usefulness in direct proportion to the increase in

space available for their appearance.

In addition To" the above features, our regular

departments wil!" 'so gain through our more fre-

quent publication. And in particular those depart-

ments dealing with new power plant equipment,

questions and answers and the operators' point of

view will be greatly strengthened and will be of

still greater value to the engineer in consequence.
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The Utilization of Solar Energy
A Review of Some of the Attempts That Have Been Made to

Utilize Directly the Sun's Heat and an Indication as to What May
Be Accomplished in the Future

By J. F. HEFFRON

IN
writing on this subject, it will no

doubt interest the readers if a few
observations are made regarding the

principal factor in all schemes for the

utilization of solar energy, viz., the
sun.

Since the sun is presumably the source

of all our earthly energy and heat, and
man could not exist without its benefi-

cient radiation, we can well understand
that speculation regarding its qualities

and constitution has ever attracted the

attention of physicists, and we
are not surprised that several

intelligent and cultured races,

such as the ancient Indians,

Mexicans and Peruvians, di-

rected their prayers to it, and
looked upon it as one of the

gods.

Some years ago a French
artist of great imaginative

power painted an extraordinary
picture called "The Last Man
and Womm." Two skeletons,

huddled together in a close em-
brace, crouched in a weird icy

cavern, from whose roof huge
Icicles depended, while the walls

and floors glistened in set glos-

siness—the last human couple

frozen to death. The paintins;

left a deep impression on all

who saw it. It was a pictorial

representation of the now dis-

credited theory that the earth
must steadily grow colder in

consequence of a decrease in

solar heat, and that the last

generation of mankind will per-

ish of cold at the equator as
a tribe of Eskimo.

Truly a ghastly outlook for

the human race. But fortun-
ately, later theories do not per-

mit us to longer regard the sun
as a monster fire, burning in the
manner of fires in our grates. Tremendous
as is the sun's mass, it would be compara-
tively rapidly consumed if such combus-
tion were taking place. Another reason
for discarding: this old idea is that the
temperature of the sun has been deter-
mined by a number of experimenters;
all agree that it is about 6.000 degrees
C. This temperature is far too high to

permit of the formation of most chem-
ical compounds, and for the production
of heat by combustion, it is necessary
that such compounds be formed. Briefly,

such a temperature decomposes nearly
all compounds into their elements and
prevents their reuniting and the con-
sequent production of heat.

Scientists are by no means certain

how the sun's heat is p'-oduced, but one
theory is that it is due to radioactivity;

and another, due to Helmholtz, that the

energy to keep up the radiation could
be supplied by a relatively microscopic
contraction of the sun's volume, though
even this theory is not a complete suc-

cess, as it implies that the age of the

sun is 17,000,000 years. Great as is

this lapse of time, geology indicates

that our earth is considerably older; but

as the earth can not very well be older

than the sun, we must conclude that the

sun is older than 17,000,000 years.

—From Smithsonian Report, 1915
FIG. 1—THE PASADENA SUN-HEAT ABSORBER OF 1901

As to what constitutes the structure

of the sun there is also doubt; but the

inner portion is spoken of as .the nucleus

and the outer portion as the atmosphere,
and as the outer layers of the atmos-
phere become relatively cooled in rising

from the surface of the nucleus, they

sink back to a lower level, and their

place is taken by hotter layers. Thus
there is a continual circulation of the

sun's atmosphere.
The specific gravity of the sun is only

about a quarter of that of the earth,

whose specific gravity is 5.53. A cubic

foot of water weighs 62 V2 pounds, and
hence an average cubic foot of the sun
weighs 86 V4 pouncJs, while an average
cubic foot of the earth weighs 345

oounds. For comnarison it may be men-
tioned that a cubic foot of granite

weighs 165 pounds. The density of the
sun being so small, it is concluded that
it can still go on contracting, and hence
that it is probably getting hotter- instead
of cooler, as is popularly supposed. If

this be true, it is a hopeful feature for
future workers in the field of solar

energy.
The diameter of the sun is 863,600

miles, or about one hundred times the

diameter of the earth. The glowing
surface which the sun presents to us.

even considering it as a flat

disk, has the enormous area of

585,753,000,000 square miles,

each square foot of which emits
the enormous amount of about
12,500 h.p., and the radiant en-

ergy received at the outer sur-

face of the earth's atmosphere
is equivalent to 7,300 h.p., per

acre. Of this about 70 per cent,

(about 5,000 h.p. per acre) is

transmitted to the land surface

of the earth at noon on a clear

day, and less in the morning
and evening, ow'ing to the

greater thickess of the atmo-
sphere through which the radia-

tion has to pass at these times.

The quantity of solar heat pe--

unit area which arrives in unit

^WM^ time at the outer surface of our
'"^^^ atmosphere is called the solar

constant, and its value, as de-

termined in 1913 by C. G. Ab-
bot, after making 696 experi-

ments in different parts of the

globe, is 1.93 calories per square

centimeter per minute, which

equals 7.12 B.t.u. per square foot

per minute.

Perhaps the most remarkable

things about solar radiation are

that it passes without change
through the 93,000,000 miles of

space between the sun and the

earth, the temperature of which is nearly

absolute zero, and that only three-fifths

of it produces any impression on the

human eye. It is not till the radiant

energy impinges on some material body
that it is converted into heat. The best

body for causing such conversion is a

dead black one.

The absorption of solar energy by
the atmosphere is about 20 per cent,

greater in summer than in winter. This

may be due to there being a larger

total quantity of water vapor in the

atmosphere of the earth in summer than

in winter. It has long been known
that the greater the humidity of the

atmosphere the greater the amount of

heat intercepted by it.

Although the theoretical power value

of the heat reaching the surfa«.'e of the
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earth is no less than 5,000 h.p. per acre,

it must not be thought that anything

like this amount can be converted into

mechanical power any more than can
all the heat of coal be converted into its

theoretical equivalent of mechanicai
power. For example, the heat value oi

good coal is about 14,500 B.t.u. per

- From Smithsonian Report, lillo

FIG. 2—ADAMS' SOLAR COOKER, 1876

pound, equal to 12,760 h.p. hours per
ton, but in fact the best result, even
under test conditions, ever obtained
from a ton of coal by means of a boiler

and steam engine is only about 1,470

brake h.p. hours, or 11.5 per cent, of

the heat value, while in the case of a

gas engine the corresponding figure is

25.5 per cent., and of a Diesel oil engine
31 per cent. The chief loss is in con-
verting the steam into mechanical en-
ergy, and most of the loss is inevit-

able for thermodynamic reasons. With
this fact in mind, one is not surprised
to learn that the best overall thermal
efficiency obtained from the most modern
sun power plant, the Shuman-Boys
plant (Fig. 1) in Egypt was only 4.32

per cent., the chief reasons for this

being that the steam pressure was so

low, and that the highest efficiency of

the sun-heat absorber was only 40.1 per
cent., compared with 75 per cent, for
the best coal-fired boiler. But it has'

taken boilermakers many years to at-

tain this efficiency, so that 40.1 per
cent, is not a bad result when the
number of sun boilers that have been
made is taken into account.

Thermal efficiencies of engines are
materially affected by the heat fall of

the steam, just as the effciencies of
water turbines are affected by the height
of the waterfall. The greater the fall

in either case the better the efficiency.

It will be interesting to learn from
the foregoing figures that the value of

2V^ acres of bright sunshine for an
hour is one ton of coal. Mr. J. C. Hawk-
shaw in his address to the Institution of

Civil En<jineers (London, 1902), pointed
out that the wood fuel produced by an
acre of land in Europe is equivalent to

at least one ton of coal a year. The
great possibilities that lie in the utiliz-

ation of solar energy, and the obvious
fact that there is a limit to our supplies
of coal and oil, have naturally attracted
a number of workers, the results ob-

tained by some of these savants dating
back as far as the fifteenth century.

Sun Power Plants

Having given some consideration to
the nature of the source and to the
quantity of heat available, we may now
direct our attention briefly to a descrip-
tion of some of the plants that have
been constructed by various experiments
for the purpose of utilizing solar heat.

Perhaps Buffon, the celebrated French
raturalist, was one of ^the earliest work-
ers in this field whose work resulted in

any measure of success. On April 10,

1747, he succeeded, we are told, in set-

ting fire to a plank of tarred wood, at
a distance of 150 feet, by solar rays
reflected from a combination of flat mir-
rors. He did this to show the possibility

of the legend that Archimedes set fire to

the fleet of Marcellus at Syracuse in 212
B.C.

Other early workers were Roger Bacon,
an English Franciscan monk, who died in

1294; Solomon de Coux (1576-1626), a

French engineer, who, in 1615, invented
and described the first machine for

raising water by solar heat and the ex-

pansion of air; Ducarla; and H.B. de

Saussure, the Swiss geologist, physicist,

and naturalist, who made (in 1787) the

second ascent of Mont Blanc, a great

feat in those early days. To de Saus-

sure the credit is due for inventing what
is known as the "hot box" (i.e., an in-

sulated air-tight wooden box, black in-

side, and covered with two layers of

clear glass with an air space between
them) which has since been such a fav-

orite with other workers. It was he,

too, who found that a cover of two sheets

of glass gave the best results.

.which he tells us in his report, after a
short exposure, were found perfectly

cooked, and were eaten with relish by
the entertained bystanders.

In 1873 Carl Guntner of Laibach ex-

hibited a reflector intended for use in

gathering solar energy at the Vienna
Exposition. It was made of sheet metal
and possessed the disadvantages com-
mon to all sheet-metal reflectors—thai

to maintain the surface in proper con-

dition when exposed to all sorts of weath-
er, requires careful and costly attention.

The w'ork of the French scientist Aug-
ust Mouchot in this field was certainly

of great importance. His experiments
are recorded in his book entitled "La
Chaleur solaire et les Applications indus-

trielles," 1879; but, as with other early

workers he gives extremely meager in-

formation of the results obtained.

Mouchot started his solar work in 1860

and took out his first patent in 1861.

In the first edition of his above-named
work he stated that theoretically, on an

average, 86 square feet of reflecting sur-

face are required for 1 h.p. Then to

allow for losses, he doubled the arcs,

thus making it 172 square ^c^^. It is to

be noted he referred to reflecting sui-

face, not the area of radiation collected,

which would a'most certainly be a smal-

ler quantity.

In August, 1866, Emperor Napoleon
III. of France saw Mouchot's first solar

engine at work in Paris. It consisted of

two cylindrical concentric copper ves-

sels with domed tops, the water space to

accommodate 3% pints being between

them. The boiler was covered by a bell

glass and placed at the focus of a re-

flector. The water boiled in one hour

—From Smithsonian Report, 1915

FIG. 3—GENERAL VIEW FROM THE SOUTH OF THE SHUMAN-BOYS ABSORBER,
MEADI, 1913

Next in the field was the great English
astronomer, Sir John Herschel, who ex-

perimented with a "small mahogany box,

blackened inside, covered with window
glass fitted to size, but without putty,

and simply exposed perpendicularly to

the sun's rays." He recorded the tem-
perature of the surface soil near Cape
Town, South Africa, obtaining a tem-
perature of 240.5 degrees F.

As this temperature far surpassed
that of boiling water Sir John made
some amusing experiments by exposing
eggs, fruit, meat, etc., in the box, all of

from an initial temperature of 50 de-

grees F.

After interesting the Emperor, Mou-
chot received some monetary assistance

from the French Government with
which he constructed another sun boiler,

along the lines of the original one, but
larger. This boiler was able to raise

steam to 75 pounds to the square inch,

and was found capable of running an
engine which made 80 strokes per min-

ute under a continued pressure of 1

atmosphere. Later it was changed for

an engine with a revolving cylinder,
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which worked admirably, putting in mo-
tion a pump to raise water, until the
pump, which was too weak, was broken.
Next came the versatile engineer and

successful inventor, John Ericsson, a
Swede by birth and an American by
adoption. He mide an immense num-
ber of experiments, extending over

form a hollow truncated octagonal pyra-
mid 2 feet 4 inches in diameter at the

larger end. The food was placed in a

cylindrical copper vessel at the axis.

With this apparatus, he and others

cooked many meals, both stews and
roasts, which it is stated were very pal-

atable.

FIG. 4—GENERAL VIEW FROM THE WEST

twenty years, with costly apparatus, to
determine the solar constant, and later
on made apparatus lor the practical
utilization oi solar radiation. All tnese
experiments were maae at his own ex-
pense, and he telis us they cost him
$100,000. The conclusion he arrived at,

as given in one of his letters, is that:
"Although the heat is obtained for noth-
ing, so expensive, costly, and complex
is the concentration apparatus, that
liolar steam is many times more costly
than fiteam produced by burning coal."

W. Adams, deputy registrar, High
Court, Bombay, seems to be the sole

Englishman who has worked on the
practical side of the problem. His work
\Ta3 done in India, and is recorded in

his interesting book, Solar Heat (Bom-
bay, 1878).

In two particulars Adams was much
at fault. He believed that the solar rays
reaching the earth are not practically

parallel, in spite of the opposing opin-

ions of the many physicists he quotes.

He erred also in believing that the tem-
perature attained at the focus of a lens

or mirror is directly proportional to the

concentration of the rays. As a con-

sequence, he stated that if a lens 85
feet 4 inches in diameter concentrated
the radiation onto a circle one-half inch

in diameter the temperature would be

7:5,400,320 degrees F. This is equal
to 40,780,000 degrees C, while the tem-
perature of the sun itself is only 6,000

degrees C, and no amount of such con-

centration could produce a temperature
in excess of this. This error on the part

of Adams seems to be due to a con-

fusion of "temperature" with "quantity

of heat." Adams constructed several

fairly larsje solar machines, with which
.le obtained very satisfactory results,

his last machine being able to operate

a steam pump of h.p.

He also constructed a solar cooker,

which was a miniature of his lararer

machines (see Fig. 2). The reflecting

portion of the machine was formed of

eight sheets of plane glass arranged to

Vl -im ,Smil.h> ini Hi Keyul't. IVl'i

OF SHUM.\N ABSORBER, TACONY, 1911

Adams supported the opinion also
that the ancients knew something of the
utilization of solar energy for the cre-

ation of fire. He states:

"When the sacred fire that burned in

the Temple of Vesta (The Goddess of

the Hearth) became extinct, the ancient
Romans used to rekindle it by placing a
piece of dry wood in the linear focus of

the conical reflector To bring fire

from heaven, by supernatural aid and a

metal reflector was, no doubt, one of the

most ancient miracles of priestcraft.'

Adams suggested many practical uses
for solar heat, curiously, among others,

"for the cremation of deceased Hindus
and others."

After Adams, M. Abel Pifre, a

Frenchman, attacked the problem but

the solar constant, which he gave as 3

calories per square—centimeter—min-
ute.

Next may be noted a plant erected at

Salinas, Chile, 4,300 feet aoove sea level,

by J. Harding, for the purpose of dis-

tilling water by solar radiation. His
plant had 51,200 square feet of glass

arranged in sections 4 feet wide, in the

form of a very flat inverted V, form-
ing the roof of a shallow water trough.

The sun evaporated the water, the re-

sulting vapor condensed on the glass,

the temperature in the box being far

higher than that of the atmosphere, and
hence of the glass. The pure water
trickled down the sloping glass and
dripped from its lower edge into a

?mall channel on the top of each side

of the box. These channels delivered

into larger ones, and thus the distilled

water was collected. The plant yielded

.j,000 gallons of pure water per day in

summer, and allowing for interest on

capital, upkeep, etc., the co=;t of the pure

water is said to have been less than one-

half cent per gallon.

In the United States in late years sev-

eral sun power plants have been erected,

perhaps the most popular of these was
that located at Pasadena in 1901. (See

Fig. 1). It consisted of a truncated

cone reflector, 33 feet 6 inches in dia-

meter at the larger end and 15 feet in

diameter at the smaller, with a boiler

13 feet 6 inches Ion?, having a capacity

of 100 gallons (U.S.A.) plus 8 cubit-

feet of steam space.

The all-day average work performed

by the engine is given as 1,400 gallons

(U.S.A.) of water lifted 12 feet per

minute, which is the rate of 4^4 h.p.

The Pasadena plant is said to have

cost $5,000 and in 1909 it was perhaps

the largest and strongest of the mirror

type of solar motor ever built.

I- r,ini Smithsonian Report. 191S

FIG. .5— PIFRES SUN-POWER PLANT OF 1878. DRIVING A
PRINTING PRESS.

the claims for efficiency in the case oi

his machine are quite improbable, in the

face of later experience.

The next noted experimenter was a

native of this continent—Langley, the

American. His work consisted of many
experiments to determine the value of

H. E. Willsie and John Boyle, jr..

started their work in .America in 1902.

The method they adopted was to let the

solar radiation pass through glass and

heat water, which in turn was used to

vaporize some volatile fluid such a.^

ammonium hydrate, ether, or sulphur di-
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oxide, the vapor being used to drive an
engine.

Willsie has stated that he believes
himself to be the first to propose this

two fluid method for the utilization of

solar energy, and so far as is known,
his claim is correct. Several sun-heat
absorbers were successfully built in the
United States after this method, and in

1903 patent applications were filed, and
later a company known as the Willsie

Sun Power Co. was incorporated.

In the spring of 1904 a plant was
built by Willsie at St. Louis, which suc-
cessfully operated, by ammonia, a 6 h.p.

engine. Later a similar plant using
sulphur dioxide, was built at The Need-
les, Col. Its results caused Willsie to

construct a larger plan which obtained
boiler pressures of over 200 pounds, and
the engine operated a centrifugal pump,
lifting water from a well 43 feet deep
(sic) and also a compressor, in addition
to two circulating pumps.

A fourth plant, along the lines of the
last, was later constructed along the
Colorado river which gave equally good
results.

I

In 1907 Frank Shuman, an American,
liad a plant in operation which devel-

oped 3% h.p. 1,200 square feet of sun-
shine fell upon a fixed, horizontal water
box with a glass top. In the water
were rows of parallel horizontal block
pipes containing ether, and exposing 900
.square feet of surface to the solar radi-

ation. The water became heated and
conveyed heat to the under side of the

pipes. The ether boiled, and its "steam"
drove a small vertical, single-cylinder
engine. The exhaust ether vapor pass-
ed into an air surface condenser, and
the liquid ether from this was pumped
back into the tubes of the boiler already
id escribed.

Shuman states that this plan ran
well even when snow was lying on the
ground. At first thought this seems
remarkable, but though in winter the
number of solar rays falling on a given
liorizontal area is smaller than in sum-
mer, the permeability of the atmos-
phere is about 20 per cent, greater in

winter than in summer, which counter-
acts the other effect, but of course the
loss of heat by conduction from the boil-

er is greater in winter than in summer.
Shuman later made other experiments

and in 1911, with the assistance of
some English capitalists), constructed
his third absorber at Tacony (a suburb
of Philadelphia). The total quantity
of solar radiation collected by this ap-
paratus was many times larger than
that collected by any previous worker,
the total area being 10,296 square feet.

In the best run of one hour this plant
produced 816 pounds of steam at atmos-
pheric pressure. This is at the rate of

pounds per 100 square feet of sun-
shine, and therefore equivalent to an
allowance of 2.45 square feet of sun-
shine per brake h.p. The maximum
thermal efficiency of this absorber was
29.5 per cent.

In 1911 at the request of the Sun
Power Co. (East/ern Hemisphere),
(Ltd), their cor.suicin^- t:ioineei-

(Messrs. A. S. E. Ackermann and C. T.

Walrond invited Prof. C. V. Boys,
F.R.S., to become associated with the
solar radiation work they were carry-
ing on. Prof. Boys suggested some
changes in the design of the absorber,
viz., that the boilers should be placed
on edge in a channel-shaped reflector
of parabolic cross section, so that solar
radiation was received on both their sur-

faces, instead of one being worse than
idle, as it was when the boilers were
placed side on the sun. This design,

which is similar to that used by Ericsson,
was adopted.

An absorber of this design was then
conscructed and erected at Meadi on the
Nue, / miles soutn of Cairo, in 1912,
(See Fig 3). The axis of the reflectors

was placed north and soutn, and could
be automatically heeled over from an
eastern aspect in the morning to a west-
ern one in the evening, so as to follow
the sun. Thus the same number of solar

rays were caught during the entire day,
a small decrease in steam production in

the morning and evening being entirely

due to the greater thickness of atmos-
phere through which the rays had to

pass at these times. The total area
of sunshine collected was 13,269 square
feet.

The boilers were placed at the focus
of the reflectors and were covered with
a single layer of glass inclosing an air

space around the boilers. Eacn channel-
shaped reflector and its boiler was 205
feet long, and there were five such sec-

tions placed side by side. The concen-
tration was to 1. The maximum
quantity of steam produced was 12

pounds per 100 square feet of sunshine,

equivalent to 183 square feet per brake
h.p., the maximum thermal efficiency

was 40.1 per cent. The best hour's

run—Mr. Ackermann tells us in his re-

port to the Royal Society of Arts,

(London)—gave 1,442 pounds of steam at

atmospheric pressure, hence, allowing

the 22 pounds of steam per brake h.p.

—

a result about 10 times as large as any
previously attained, and equal to 63

brake h.p., per acre of land occupied
by the plant.

In spite of this review of comparative
failures, most scientific men who have
given this problem their serious con-

sideration are of the opinion that, it is

well worthy of the attention of engin-

eers, for even now it is very nearly

a solved problem where there is plenty

of sunshine and coal costs over $20.00

a ton. It is fortunate, Mr. Ackermann
observes, that where coal is dear sun-

shine is often plentiful, and while coal

will no doubt gradually increase in

price, the cost of sun-power plants

should decrease. Sun-power plants are

admirably suitable for pumping in con-i

nection with irrigation, for where there

is most sunshine there is great need
for irrigation, and the slight variation

in the quantity of water pumped
throu2:hout the day does not matter.

These plants are at present costly to

build, involving the erection of expensive
equipment, which so far is uneconomical
in working, utilizing but a small frac-

tion of the available sun energy. We
may however not unreasonably imagine
that when the world has become familiar
with the moving platfo^md of the tense

cities of the twenty-first century fore-

seen by Mr. H. G. Vvells, ic will also have
become familiar with tne sight of pub-
licly owned sun-power plants of vast

dimensions. This will be the sign that

the age of coal and oil has forever pass-

ed, to be replaced by hydraulic and

direct utilization of sun-power until

man has subdued other forces of nat-

ure that exist at present only in the

minds of those among us who delight in

dreams.

DESIGN OF FURNACE
To ensure good combustion it is of the

first importance to keep the gases in the

furnace as hot as possible, until the

oxidation is entirely completed; but this

fundamental condition is far from being

realized in ordinary practice. In setting

a horizontal tubular boiler, for example,

it is usual to place one end of it immedi-

ately over the furnace, so that it is ex-

posed to the direct action of the fire.

In this way the gases, which are at a

temperature of perhaps 3500° Fahren-

heit as they rise from the fuel-bed, are

covered, over the entire area of the fur-

nace, by a metal roof or plate that has

a temperature of perhaps 350°. In

other words, the entire upper boundary
of the furnace is maintained at a tem-
perature some two thousand degnrees

lower than that of the furnace gases.

The absorption of heat by this relatively

cold surface chills the gases so that sen-

sible portions of them are cooled below
the temperature at which they are ca-

pable of uniting with oxygen; and if

these cooled portions are not already
completely oxidized, they are likely to

escape up the chimney unconsumed, and
a consequent waste of fuel is the result.

The waste that is caused in this way can
be minimized by properly proportioning
the furnace, but it cannot be really

eliminated so long as no attempt is

made to bum the fuel under scientific

conditions.

HOT WATER
Steam is often used for heating water,

the steam being either blown directly into

the water, or circulated through a coil of

pipe submerged in it. The men often fail

to realize that the capacity of water for

heat is very great, and that a large

amount of steam is required to raise the

temperature of even a small tank of water
through any considerable range. Hence
they frequently draw off excessive quant-
ities of steam in the wash rooms, and
thereby waste heat. Wastefulness of the

same general nature, though usually of

smaller magnitude, may also occur when
the water is heated in a special tank and
delivered to the wash room through pipes;

and when hot water is supplied in this

way it is advisable to use a spring faucet,

designed to close automatically when
the man who is drawing the water
releases his hold upon it.
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Power Plant Management; Coal and Ash Handling
Elimination of Hand Labor an Important Element in Power Plant
Operation—Various Methods Employed—Hand Shovelling

Conveyors Essential in a Modern Power Plant

**TX That do you consider the most
m/V' important advantage of your

mechanical coal handling
equipment?" I asked the superintendent

of a large manufacturing plant the other

day.

His answer, given without a moment's
hesitation, was, "Elimination of the

large and uncertain labor element. We
have twenty 500 h.p. boilers, and at two
seasons of the year we require every

pound of steam we can get from them,

day and night, for weeks at a time. Be-

fore we put in our automatic coal hand-

ling system we were at the mercy of our

coal handlers and passers.

"Time and again the operations of our

entire plant were embarrassed, and the

work in some departments even brought
to a dead stop, by the lack of a full

boiler-room crew. We always paid good

wages, but the physical conditions under

which the men had to work were not

good, and on a number of occasions I

have been called up at my house late at

night, and had to dress and start out in

my car on a search for laborers. This

was no joke at any time, but when it

happened on a cold, rainy night, or with
a blizzard for accompaniment, you can
imagine the difficulties in getting men
to leave their warm beds for any money
or other considerations I might offer.

On more than one occasion, when I ar-

rived at the plant with my hastily gath-
ered crew, they took one look at the coal
piles drowned in rivers of rain and sleet.

By ROBERT JUNE
Part I

or else frozen solid, with a forty-mile
gale whisking about them, and the ther-
mometer down around zero, and refused
point-blank to touch a tool."

"Automatic coal handling has changed
all that. Because of its assurance of
continuity of operation, the mechanical
system we now have is worth several
times what it cost us. We would employ
it if it cost twice as much per ton de-
livered to the boilers as hand labor."
That is one point of view. Another

man, manager of a good sized plant,

said: "We installed mechanical coal

handling because we were able to lay out
a system which gave us three times as
much storage capacity as we formerly
had, and we felt it essential to insure

an adequate supply of coal at all times."

A third point of view, typical of many,
was expressed by a large operator: "We
wanted to reduce handling costs as much
as possible, and therefore substituted

mechanical means for manual handling.

Need I tell you that the savings effected

have been very large, particularly dur-

ing the past two years."

As a rule, one good reason is all a

man wants as explanation for an action,

hence the failure of the gentleman
quoted to mention the advantages which
appealed to the others. Upon further

(juestioning, however, each mentioned
the additional points as supplementary
benefits which they enjoyed.

There does not seem to be any doubt
that nineteen plant managers out of

twenty, who have installed mechanicaF
handling, are thoroughly satisfied that
they made a move in the right direction.
Some of them, it is true, would make
radical changes in their equipment and
layout if they had the work to do over
again. The point is, that they would do
it over. Dissatisfaction, where it exists,
is with the application of the system, not
with the principle.

As Reginald Trautschold sums up the
situation: "The scarcity of coal has
made an adequate coal reserve of- the
utmost importance to every manufac-
turer, and its high cost necessitates that
the fuel be handled at the plant as econ-
omically as possible. This condition had
tended to make more general the me-
chanical handling of coal, for no plant,

large or small, could now afford to pay
the price of manual handling. The at-

tention thus focused on the question of
coal handling has resulted in radical

changes in the methods employed to
store the coal supply and to feed it to

the boilers. So effective have been these

changes, that it would be little, if any,

exaggeration to claim that to-day the

boiler plant for a large manufacturing
power plant, exclusive of its steam
equipment, could be erected and furn-

ished with adequate coal storage facili-

ties, and equipped with a complete sys-

tem of conveying mechanisms that han-
dle the coal from the point of receipt

at the yards to the furnace grates for

less money than the most efficient lav-

out of ante-bellum days. This, too. in

spite of to-day's high cost of equipment,

materials and labor."

Call In An Expert

Having made out such a strong case

in favor of the general handling of coal

and ashes by mechanical means, a word
of caution is here necessary: When you
come to consider the proposition as ap-

plied to your own plant, get the advice

of a consulting engineer, or engineering

firm, specializing in power plant design.

I do not mean to belittle the advice

and suggestions of your own works con-

struction engineer, or of the engineering-

departments of the various conveyor

manufacturers, or of the engineers and
architects who handle your general

building construction. These men are

all apt to have mighty good ideas, and
they should, by all means, be consulted.

But, as they are all general practition-

ers, whereas you need a specialist, the

law of averages is decidedly against your
getting as good results from their plans

as from those of a man who makes
power plant design his chief business.
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Various Methods Employed
The delivery of coal to the boilers and

the removal of ash are usually the
largest items of boiler-room expense.
The best method of handling coal and
ash in any given plant is that which
will do the work at the lowest final

cost. I use the term "final cost" because
insurance of continuity of operation and
adequate coal storage are factors which
do not appear in a cost-per-ton compari-
son of methods, but which may have con-

siderable bearing on what may be termed
the "earning power" of the power plant.

View of installation at plant of American Thread
Co.. Shepard transfer crane eciuipped with t;rab
bucket hoist which is about to enter power house.
This plan provided for future extension as will

be noted from the photo.

(That is, it may be cheaper in the end
to install a particular type of handling-

system, which will cost more to operate,

but will insure avoidance of monetary
losses caused by shut-downs, due to lack

of coal or to labor difficulties).

That the problem of proper selection

of method is not easy is indicated by
the almost numberless combinations of

means and devices to be found in Ameri-
can plants. The principal factors, which
influence the choice of system, are size

and location of plant and cost of fuel

and labor. The various systems in use

may be tabulated as follows:

1. Hand shovelling, without or with

wheelbarrow or car.

2. Conveyors.

(a) Screw or spiral.

(b) Flight or scraper.

(c) Apron and buckets.

(d) Overlapping dump buckets. *

le) Continuous belt.

Hoists.

(a) Hoist and hand car.

(b) Hpist and automatic cable car.

(c) Hoist and trolley: telephrage.

4. Cranes.

(a) Railroad with clam-shell bucket.

(b) Transfer with clam-shell

bucket.

5. Vacuum system.
6. Combinations of above. (So-called

"silo" system, etc.).

Hand Shovelling
What are the practical limits of econ-

omical hand shovelling? No general

answer can be given to this question. Its

solution depends upon individual circum-
stances. It is not necessarily a factor of

the number of boilers to be served

—

for instance, the Burroughs Adding Ma-
chine Company, Detroit, finds it econ-
omical to employ mechanical coal hand-
ling for three boilers, whereas the Mul-
key Salt Company, of the same city.

serves eight large boilers in a thoroughly
efficient manner by hand work. The
consideration governing the choice of

means in each of these cases was point
and manner of delivery, and this is the
principal factor to consider.

If coal can be dumped from cars or
dealers' delivery wagons into bins or on
platforms directly in front of the boil-

ers, it is certain that no cheaper means
can be devised for hand-fired furnaces.
In such instances, one may handle the
coal and ashes and attend to the water
level of 200 h.p. With hand-shaking
and dumping grates, one man may take
care of 300 h.p.

In cases where coal cannot be stored
in front of the boilers, but must be
hauled by wheel-barrow, cart or hand
lorry, the practical economic limit of

haul is usually 100 feet, and the econ-

omic quantity limit, 20 tons per day.

While this is generally true, it is not a

hard and fast rule. Thus Professor
Gebhart states: "Hand-fired furnaces

and manual handling of coal and ashes

are usually associated with small plants

of .500 horse-power and under, but a

number of large stations are operated

in this way with apparent economy. A
notable example is the steam power
plant of the Wood Worsted Mill, Law-
rence, Massachusetts, in which 40 return

tubular boilers are fired by hand. A
ti peart, with a capacity of one ton,

brings the coal a distance of 100 to 200

feet to the firing floor, and firemen

shovel it onto the grate. Four men are

stationed at the coal pile. One man
drives two carts (one of which is being

filled while the other is gone with its

load), sixteen firemen attend to the

furnaces, and two men dispose of the

ashes."

A good man is capable of shovelling

40 to 50 tons of coal in eight hours when
unloading a car, provided it is onlv

necessary to shovel the coal overboard.

An average figure for handling coal by
barrow and shovel is not far from 2.5

to 3 cents per yard up to 5 yards. Above
five yards about 2 cents per ton should

be added for eacl} additional yard.

Conveyors

Conveyors, like airplanes, are classi-

fied as "tractors" or "pushers," depend-

ing upon whether they pull or push the

load. A third class are genuine "car-

riers," since the moving parts bear the

weight of the load. Of these general

classes, the "carriers" are usually mor>i

economical of operation and mainten-

ance. Before deciding, however, let us

examine the characteristics of the vari-

ous types.

Screw Conveyors: These are of the

"pusher" type, the apparatus consisting

of a hollow shaft, attached to which is a

continuous spiral of sheet metal. The
shaft is revolved by means of a motor

in a trough of slightly larger diameter

than the spiral, with the result that as

the operation proceeds, material placed

in the trough is worked forward.

Screw conveyors may be used up to

100 feet, and in sections of limited length

up to an angle of 15 degrees. Speeds,

capacities, ancf horse-power require-

ments are approximately as follows:

SCREW CONVEYORS—HORIZONTAL RUNS
TABLE I.

Diameter

Screw

in

Inches.

Highest

R.P..M.

Ca'pacity

Tons

Fine

Coal

Per

Hour.

H.P.

Required

for

each

10

Ft.

of

Length

(Coa

Capacity

Cu.

Ft.

Ashes

per

hour.

H.P.

Required

for

each

10

ft.

of

length

(ashes

6 11.^ 6 . . 5 125 .5

110 ,>< .6 175 .5
10.') 14 1.0 350 .5

9 100 17 1.2 425 .6
10 95

'

22 1.6 575 .8
12 90 35 2 .

5

950 1.3
14 85 48 3.5 1200 1.8
16 80 80 5.6 2000 2.8
IS 75 110 2700 3.8

'Page 9— C. K. Baldwin. The Robins Conveying
Belt Co.. quot"d by Prof. Gebhart.

Advantages of this type are low first

cost, adaptability, and small space re-

quired for installation, but these may be
offset by high cost of maintenance, due
to rapid and excessive wear and tear, by
losses caused by breakdowns at im-
portant periods, and by the high cost of

power to the operator.

Flight or Scraper Conveyors: These
are of three types, plain, suspended flight,

and roller flight. The trough is of any
section, but is usually built with greater

width than height. Flights which con-

form to the shape of the trough are at-

tached to single or double strands of

chains. Material is usually discharged

through gates in the bottom of the

trough.

The design of the plain scraper pro-

vides for the suspension of the flights

from the chainf which drags them along

the trough, pushing the load ahead.

Cross bars, having wearing shoes at

each end. are provided with the sus-

pended flight conveyor. The arrange-

ment is such that the flights do not

The Shepard transfer cranes equipped with grab
bucket hoists over coal storage pile. Coal is

received at end of runway shown in background
in barges and transferred to stora'ge. Installa-

tion Bridgeport Brass Company.

touch the trough at any time. Differ-

ing slightly from the suspended type,

the roller flight substitutes rollers for

wearing shoes.

As between the three types of flight

conveyors, service and maintenance con-

sidered, there is not a great deal to

choose. The general layout of the plant

will usually suggest the type to be em-
ployed. In this connection, we will il-

lustrate one or two typical installations

of flight and scraper conveyors in the

continuation of this article next month.

The power required to operate flight
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conveyors may be closely approximated
by the following empirical eqiiation:*

AWLS BLT
Hp = plus

1000 1000
in which
Hp = the horsepower required at the

conveyor drive shaft.

AB = constants as in Table II (see

next issue).

W =^ weight of conveyors per ft. of

run, lb.

L = distance between centres of head
and tail sprockets, ft.

S = speed of conveyor, ft. per min.

T = capacity of conveyor, tons (2,000

lb.) per hour.

X = 1 for conveyors up to 100 ft.

centres, and 2 for longer conveyors.

If the conveyor is composed of por-

tions on different inclines, compute the

power for each section separately and

add 10 per cent, for each change in direc-

tion.

As a general proposition, flight con-

veyors are low priced and offer an econ-

omical and efficient means of handlinjr

coal and ash in small plants.

Next month we will discuss other

types of conveying apparatus.

The Utilization of Peat and its By Products
This Article, One of Several, Discusses the Origin of Peat, Its

Properties, the Extent of Canada's Deposits, and Deals With
Methods Which Have Been Devised For Its Manufacture, Not

Always Successfully

THE peat question, or rather the
question of finding some pract-
ical way to utilize our resources

in peat, has lately come very much to
the front. The scarcity and the high
price of coal have reached such a point,
that the people of several of our pro-
vinces have suddenly realized that they
are utterly dependent on their neigh-
bors in the United States for their sup-
ply of coal, unless something can be
done to utilize the material available at
home.

Any number of public meetings of
every description, of Boards of Trade,
Municipalities and even Parliaments,
have taken place and the general con-
census of opinion expressed at these
assemblies has been that something must
be done, and indeed, it seems almost un-
believeable that such an excellent fuel
as the peat we have in Ontario and in

several other provinces, should have lain

in the earth, neglected and unexploited,
as it has done up to the present.

In twenty-seven bogs alone, which have
been located and surveyed by the Fed-
eral Government in the province of On-
tario, there are 63,000,000 tons avail-

able of a good merciian cable fuel in the
shape of a good quality of peat carrying
from 25 to 30 per cent, moisture.
That such an amount of valuable
material should have been allowed to lay

there, unexploited, for such a time, ap-
pears almost incredible, yet such is the
case.

Numerous attempts, it is true, have
been made in the past to manufacture
this into fuel, but they have all been
dismal failures and peat, as a fuel, is

now utterly discredited, which may to

a certain extent, perhaps, account for

the abnormal situation which we find

ourselves in.

Why this has been so, however, is the

question one is tempted to ask. The ques-

tion is readily answered. It is because
all these attempts have been made in

the wrong direction and with a total

disregard of the inexorable laws of nat-

ure as exemplified in the peculiar char-

acteristics of the peat itself.

With a persistency hard to understand

and probably born of iofnorance or in-

difference, or possibly of both, all efforts

By L. H. BACQUE

to utilize the peat as a fuel have been
made with the one object in view, viz.:

that of transforming it into a hard, com-
pact fuel, easily to be handled and trans-

ported, and presenting as a matter of

fact all the characteristics which the

peat essentially lacks in its natural

state.

The main objective of all these at-

tempts has been to compress the peat in

it's raw state and so to drive out the

large amount of moisture it contains,

while at the same time reducing its Dulk

to such proportions as would make it as

nearly as possible similar to the anthra-

cite coal in such common use in Canada,

for domestic purposes.

We may as well state at once that it

is utterly futile to hope for successful

results in this direction. Mr. A. Len-

cauchez, an engineer of considerable re-

pute as a peat expert in France, effect-

ually disposes of this subject in the Pre-

face to his work on peat, entitled "La

Tourbe"— (Peat). He says:

"Regarding this matter (the compres-

sion of raw peat) we must observe that

all attempts to compress it have failed

and that it could not very well be other-

wise, for nothing can take the place of

nature and of the molecular contraction

provided by a slow condensation lasting

ten to fifteen days. The stroke of a

press can only dislocate the moist sub-

stance of the peat without expelling all

the water it contains. Wood which car-

ries 50 per cent, moisture when green,

only carries 20 per cent, when dry, but.

we ask, could the stroke of a powerful

press ever drive out instantly 30 per

cent, of this water (if ever it did drive

it out), without absolutely reducin?: to

powder, the fibre of the wood? That

is the reason why the aimless compres-

sion of raw peat must be considered as

Utopian."

The event in Canada, as well as in

other countries, has proved the truth of

this statement.

And not only has it proved impossible

up to the present to dry raw peat by

compression, but difficulties almost as

great have been encountered in all at-

tempts to dry it by artificial means.

This is not to be wondered at when one

consiilcrs some of the peculiar character

Ilhi-itiBlions Courtesy Do-3.' rinu nt of Mint!-. Ol^.*:"

PEAT READY KOR THE MARKET. ALFRED. ONTARIO
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PEAT BOG IN THh; CJUR5E Oi EX( AVAIlUN W 11 H IHK AUREY'ri EXCAVATOR AT
ALKRED, ONT

•sties of peat, which are* (1) That when
in the raw state it carries from 85 per

cent, to 95 per cent, moisture; (2) that

it parts with only a small part of this

by natural dryin?, always retaining at

least 15 or 20 per cent, water,

and (3) that when dried absolutely by
artificial means, it immediately reabsorbs

it's quota of moisture from the atmos-
phere as soon as it is again exposed
to its action.

Moreover, the excessive amount of

utterly useless water to be handled when
harvesting the peat is also a serious

handicap to be overcome by the manu-
facturer. If we take 100 pounds of

air-dried peat, for instance, carrying If)

per cent, moisture, we find that this

material contains 85 lbs. of peat sub-

stance and 15 \hn. of water. On the

other hand, 100 lbs. of raw peat con-

tain 90 lbs. of water and 10 lbs. only

of peat substance, so that to produce 85

lbs. of peat substance, contained in the

100 lbs. of dry peat, we will have to

extract, handle and treat industrially,

850 lbs. of the raw material and get

rid of:

850 X 90

15 or 750 lb.

100
of water.

To get one ton of absolutely dry ^jeat,

by whatsoever process we dry it, artific-

ial or natural, we must handle 10 tons

of the raw material and evaporate or

dispose of in some way close on nine

tons of water.

The problem, it must be admitted, is

not one that promises to be easily

lolved, nor does the prospect improve
when one considers that artificially dried

peat is no sooner exposed to the air

than it promptly takes up again its

percentage of moisture and crumbles
away into dust as an immediate result

of this re-absorption of water.

Summing up these points, it may be

•tated in a general way that the manu-
facturer will always be confronted at the
outset with three marked and absolutely

characteristic difficulties, viz.:

1. That of harvesting, handling and
manufacturing a mass of raw peat con-
taining approximately 90 per cent,

water and weighing ten times as much
aa the finished product to be eventually
turned out and marketed.

2. That of evaporating or otherwise
ijetting rid of nine-tenths of this super-
fluous weight of water by natural or

artificial means.
3. And when the peat is as dry as

nature will allow it to become, then to

further dry and compress it, or make
it into coke or briquettes, so as to fit

it for any special purposes it may be

intended for.

As a corollary of the above, it stands

to reason that the most economical wav
of utilizing peat is that one which will

allow the consumer to get the greatest

po'^sible heat efficiency out of it, though
allowing it at the same time to retain

the greatest possible proportion of mois-
ture, and so enablini? the manufacturer
to Dro'iiice it at the smallest possible

first coat for evaporating this water.

Now, before going any further, it may
be stated at once that the object of this

paper is to show that the most econom-
ical, as well as the most practical arid

elegant solution of this problem from
a scientific point of view, will be found

to be the gasification of the peat, carry-

ing from 25 to 30 per cent,

moisture, by treating it in gas produc-

ers, with or v^jthout recovery of by-

products, and utilizing the gas for power
purposes in gas engines, or for industrial

and domestic heating purposes.

This much being said, it will be in

order to see just what peat is; what its

peculiarities are and what are the best

and most economical ways in general use

abroad to manufacture it into a useful

fuel.

Origin of Peat
The geological origin of peat not be-

ing relevant to the main subject of this

paper, it will be sufficient to state that

peat, as it usually occurs in nature, is

not properly speaking a mineral, nor is

it exactly a vegetable, though it has a

vegetable origin. It is a substance which

is the product of the destructive fer-

mentation and gradual decay of numer-
ous varieties of aquatic and semi-aquatic

plants. Successive crops of the plants

grow to maturity, then die and gradually

rot away to form deposits at the bottom

of lakes or ponds in which the

plants grow. In the course of years,

these successive deposits accumulate and

gradually fill up these ponds, to such an

extent that sometimes the ponds are

completely filled up and acquire the con-

sistency of solid earth, forming lands

upon which trees and other kinds of

vegetation begin to appear. Generally,

however, the deposits simply take the

shape of marshes or "bags" in which

there is more or less water present. At
times, there is so much of this water

that the peat has to be harvested by

means of dredges, similar to those in

common use for dredging sand out of

rivers and lakes.

Color

In color peat ranges from light yel-

lowish or straw tints, through various
shades of yellowish or reddish brown,
to a dark brown and even to black,
these colors being all darker when the
peat is wet. The lighter colors, however,
usually change to a dark brown or black
color after the peat has been macerated
and exposed to the air.

In good peat beds, which have been
exposed to the action of the air during
the course of their formation and where
the peat matter Jias therefore been thor-
oughly well aerated, there is a progres-
sive darkening of the peat substance
from the upper strata down to those
at the bottom of the deposit.
The quality of the peat being indicated

to a certain extent by its color, the ob-
ject of the manufacturer when harvest-
ing it, will be to endeavor to take up
an equal proportion of all the strata in

the bog at e^very stroke, to thoroughly
macerate the mixture and so to obtain
a thoroughly uniform and homogeneous
mass, representing as nearly as possible
the best average peat obtainable from
the cross section of the bed.

Texture

The structure of peat varies consider-
ably according to its origin and varies
also in the different strata of one and
the same bog.

The top layers of most bogs, for ins-

stance, contain a quantity of fibrous
matter and partly decomposed grasses
and plants and when dry present ap-
proximately the appearance of slightly

compressed, dried tobacco. On the other
hand, the bottom layers of filled bogs
are made up of a soft oozy substance
of a dark brown or almost black color

which, when thoroughly macerated and
mixed with the other layers, forms a
soft, greasy, plastic substance of con-

siderable density and presenting all the

characteristics of potter's clay.

The finer the grain of this substance,

and the darker its color, the better the

fuel will be as a rule when it is dry.

There are certain kinds of thoroughly
well humified fine-grained peat which,
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THE DRYING OK PEAT IN OPEN KIELDS BY THE SUW AND WIND. ALSO METHOD
OF TRANSPORTING

when well machined, will dry into a
dark, almost black, close-grained sub-
stance, as hard as wood and which can
be carved like ebony.
The nearer this condition a drietl mach-

ine peat can attain, the better fuel it will

make.

In the north-eastern parts of France,
where our boys have been fighting a
great battle, and in the near neighbor-
hood, this material is made into a very
much prized quality of coke which is

used for metallurgical purposes. It is

much valued for this use on account of
the total absence of sulphur from its

composition.

In a general way it may be stated
that the texture and greater or lesser

uniformity of a given peat will depend
upon

1. The mode of formation of the bog,
whether filled or built up;

2. The general type of plants which
have contributed to its formation, and

3. The greater or lesser degree of their

disintegration, which is indicated by the

color of the material. The more thor-

oughly disintegrated the material, the

better humified it is; the darker its

color and the finer its grain, the better

the fuel will be.

Water Holding Capacity of Peat

One of the most characteristic features
of peat is its great capacity for holding-

water in various ways. When in its

raw state in the bog, for instance, it

holds from 85 to 90 and even 95 per

cent, water, which it is not easily sep-

arated from.

Mechanical treatment will not get rid

of any of this water to any extent, the

result of very high pressures being to

crush the peat substance and destroy

it's usefulness as a fuel.

As a rule, this treatment will not re-

duce the moisture content to less than
70 per cent, and after that point, the

peat, if required with a smaller moist-

ure content, must be further dried by
either natural or artificial means.

What is known as air-dried peat may
be dried by natural means down to 18
to 20 per cent, moisture accord-
ing to climate, but cannot be dried any
more after this point is reached, unless

artificial heat is applied to it. This,

however, makes the fuel so costly that
it should only be resorted to when the

fuel is required in the absolutely dry
state for a specific purpose, and in that

case it should always be used at once
before it has a chance to absorb any
moisture again, which it will do immedi-
ately upon being exposed again to the

atmosphere after drying.

Peat is only reduced to an absolutely

dry state either when it is required as

a fuel to produce high temperatures,
and in such cases is used as soon as

made, or else when it is intended to be
coked or briquetted. In the latter case

it must be impregnated with some water-

proof binder, if it is to be kept for any
length of time before being used.

Composition and Fuel Value of Peat

The formation of peat bogs and the

physical processes of this formation take

place under such a variety of conditions

that it is difficult to give what may be
termed even an average standard com-
position of peat. However, a prominent
authority gives the following, around
which average compositions will vary,

for an air-dried, machine made peat,

viz.:

Fixed carbon, 27 per cent.; ash.

13 per cent.; raw tars, 5 per cent.;

nitrogenous liquids, 34 per cent.;

permanent gases, 20 per cent.; var-

ious, 1 per cent.; total 100 per cent.

Another authority gives the following

values for an average peat obtained by
distillation in closed retorts, of the peat

previously desiccated at 200 deg. centi-

grade, viz.:

Fixed carbon, 30 per cent.; gases

by distillation, 36 per cent.; tars,.

7.5 per cent.; acid liquids, 14.5 per
cent.; ash and sundries, 10.5 per
cent.; free nitrogen, 1.5 per cent.;
total 100 per cent.

The fixed carbon, tars and gases being
the only constituents which will burn,
give the peat its heat value and in this
connection the composition of the per-
manent gases themselves will be of int-

erest.

These gases are approximately in the
following proportions:

C^H^., 2.5 per cent.; C.H., 7 per
cent.; H. C. Vapors, 1.5 per cent.;

H., 40 per cent.; C. 0., 30 per cent.;

CO,, 14 per cent.; Nitrogen, O.
and sundries, 5 per cent.; total, 100
per cent.

Or 81 per cent, by volume of combus-
tible gases, and 19 per cent, without any
fuel value.

In other words, an average peat des-
iccated at 200 deg. centigrade, would
contain approximately 65 or 66 per cent,
of combustible material.

Mr. Lencauchez, of Paris, France, an
eminent engineer, of great experience in

the use of peats for industrial purposes
in the Somme and in Picardy, gives the
following as the limits between which
peats will vary in that country, viz.:

Fixed carbon, 20 to 34 per cent.;

products volatilized by distillation

in retorts, 35 to 60 per cent.; ash,

20 to 4 per cent.; hygrometric water.

25 to 12 per cent.; total 100 per cent.

each.

The following analysis of Canadian
and American peats will show that their

composition is very much the same and"

therefore, that whatever applies to the

latter, applies fairly well to the former.

One difference in favor of some of the

Canadian peats is that they carry very

large percentages of nitrogen, which, as
we will see later, is a valuable feature.

American peats. (Analysis U. S.

Geol. Survey) Moisture free. Des-

iccated at 200 deg. C.

Volatile matter 57.98 60.28 56.38

Fixed carbon.. 27.75 29.89 36.31

Ash 14.27 9.83 7,31

Sulphur 0.71 0.73 1.07

Canadian peats. (Analysis of the

Mines Branch of the Department of
Mines, 1913-1914) Moisture free.

Desiccated at 105 deg. C.

Fixed carbon 25. 19. 29. 27. 22. 23

Volatile mat. 68. 61. 62. 61. 67. 61

Ash 7. 21. 9. 12. 12. 16

Cal. val. 9100 7500 8900 8100 7900

7900
Referring more particularly to the

above, the department gives these peats

as carrying percentages of nitrogen

varying from 1.5 per cent, to 2.6 per

cent., the latter figure being particularly

high and giving the peat a striking value

not as a fuel, but as a raw material for

the manufacture of nitrogenous fertiliz-

ers.

Heating Value of Peat

The calorific power of peat will vary,

like its composition, within rather wide

limits. The ash and the water content

are the two factors which will affect it

most.
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In a general way, it may be said, ac-

cording to the department data, that

this heating power will vary from 6200

to 6500 B. T. Us. for air-dried, machine
peat carrying 25 per cent, to 30 per cent,

moisture, to 7200 to 7400 B. T. Us. for

dry briquetted peat.

Incidentally let us note that these fig-

ures show that drying and briquetting

peat does not increase its heating value

more than 15 per cent, or thereabouts,

a fact which must give food for thought
to those who advocate the indiscriminate

briquetting of peat as a condition "sine

qua non" of its success as a fuel.

Specific Gravity of Peat

The specific gravity of peat, like its

composition and its heating power, var-

ies considerably according to conditions

and runs from .450 to .460 for air-dried,

macerated peat to .750 and even 1.0 or

1.05 for artificially dried, compressed
briquettes. These figures, however, must
not be taken as absolute for, according
to tHe drying and the treatment given
to thz peat its weight like its com-
position and heating power, can vary
within very wide limits.

General Remarks

In- a general way, it may be added that
the low specific gravity of this fuel,

coupled with its low heating power, have
constituted a serious handicap against
its adoption as a fuel in this country.

It will take from IV2 to 2 and 3 times
the weight, and therefore from 4 to 8

and eVen 10 times the bulk of ordinary
machine cut peats to furnish the same
amount of heat as a given weight of

coal.

.

Th^e peculiarities, inseparable as they
are from the very nature and physical
characteristics of the peat, as well as the
misdirected efforts to utilize this fuel by
futile attempts to do away with them,
have been the cause of all the failures re-

corded up to the present and the con-
sequent lack of popularity of the fuel.

The proper way of utilizing our peats
has never been attempted and seems to

have been absolutely ignored from the

beginning in this country, and it is the

purpose of this paper to show that peat
can be advantageously utilized and that

in more ways then one, even when in

competition with the cheap coals to be

obtained in this Province.

HOT BEARINGS
By M. M.

A wise manufacturer always takes pre-

cautions to avoid the bearings in mach-

inery being heated and takes frequent

steps to satisfy himself that the men in

charge of this matter are really attend-

ing to their duties. If this is neglected

very serious damage is involved. Some
bearings are normally hotter than others

f.nd in some cases a bearing may feel

uncomfortably hot to the hand and yet

may be quite satisfactory, though this

is seldom the case in any clay-working

plant where the machinery is heavy and

luns comparatively slowly.

Among the numerous causes of hot

hearings the following are the most im-

portant:

—

(a) Lack of lubrication, due either to

an insufficient supply of oil or grease
by the man in charge or to some defect
whereby the lubricant cannot reach the
part of the bearing where it is required.
This defect can be remedied without
much trouble.

(b) An unsuitable lubricant, such as
using a grease where an oil is required,

or a thin oil instead of a thick one. In

some cases even a slight increase in the
thickness of the oil may make all the
difference to the running of the bearings
and no pains should be spared to ensure
a suitable lubricant being used. It often
happens that a cheaper oil or grease
n'ay be substituted for the one being
used, but the aim should never be to

use a lubricant which is sold at a low-

price, but one which proves to be cheap
in use because so little of it is require I

to keep the bearings in good condition,

'n many cases the substitution of grease

PANORAMIC VIEW, ALFRED PEAT BOG

under slight pressure (as in a Stauffer
lubricator) will prove more efficient and
niuch cheaper than the use of thick oil.

The choice of a lubricant should be
based on trials and on actual experience
and not on the recommendation of men
with little or no knowledge of the con-
ditions.

(d) Dirt in the bearings introduced
with the lubricant or in the form of
c!ust. This sets up friction and soon
caauses an evolution of heat. The rem-
edy consists in cleaning the bearing
thoroughly, using a lubricant free from
gritty matter and protecting the lubri-
cating hole in such a manner that no
dust can enter the bearing. A light
cover will often save a large amount of
trouble m this respect, particularly in
ousty places.

(e) The clearance in the bearing may
be either too large or too small. If the
former lubricant will not be kept prop-
erly to Its work and if the latter there
will be an insufficient supply of lubri-
cant owing to the small space through
which It has to pass. The remedy in
cither case is to place the parts of the
bearings in such relationship to each
other that the correct amount of clear-
ance is obtained.

(f) Lack of alignment will often
cause overheating of the bearings, as the
machines will not be truly parallel to theanvmg shaft and the pressure exerted
by the belt or gearing will be greater
at one part than at another.

(g) Badly made or badly lined bear-
ings usually "work hot" and no amount
ot lubrication will prevent this. Unless
care is taken in relining a bearing the
white metal may be left too rough and
thus prevent the proper flow of the lub-
ricant or even the total lack of lubrica-
tion at certain points because the lining
IS m contact with the moving part.
When a bearing is overheated the first

thing to do is to apply more lubricant
and to observe carefully whether this
has the desired effect. If not, a thinner
lubricant may be applied if the nature
of the bearing permits, though the use
ot thin oil is seldom a permanent remedy
lor hot bearings. If this does no good,
the bearings should be slackened slightly
as the clearance may be insufficient to
permit the lubricant to flow properly. In
some cases it may be necessary to slow
down the engine until the bearing cools
and at the same time to examine it as
far as conditions permit. It is best not
to stop the engine or machine entirely
as the bearing may then adhere to the
journal and it will be impossible to restart
it without damage. On no account should
a bearing be cooled by pouring water on
it. This usually causes such severe con-
traction that the shell is weakened and
may be cracked. If other means of pre-
\-enting the bearing from being over-
heated fail, it will be necessary to take
^t to pieces, examine it carefully and
see whether the cause of heating is in-
cluded in the ones mentioned above. If
it is none of these, the case is so abnor-
nial that a specialist will be reauired
to diagnose the cause and provide a
remedy.
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Talbot Boilers and Engines Made in Canada
Improved Design Results in Saving in Space and Increased
Efficiency Over Standard Types of Boilers and Engines—

A

Description of the Contra-flow Boiler and New Uni-flow Engine

THE developments and improve-
ments that have taken place during
the last generation in the manu-

facture of boilers have been confined
very largely to construction details and
arrangement of parts, but the principles

involved in carrying large volumes of

water, with circulation by gravity, has
remained the same in all of them, and
to some extent the advancement in steam
generation has not kept up with the gen-
eral march of industrial progress; there-

fore the contra-flow type of steam boiler,

with the water spread over a thin film

over the surface, represents the last word
in the known science of boiler construc-

tion. A boiler of this kind occupies

about one-seventh the space per H.P. of

that required for a Scotch boiler of the

same capacity, thus permitting of addi-

tional cargo space, or small vessels for

stated tonnaf^e. In these oil-fired types

of boilers no brickwork is necessary, and

with the savini: of space it is claimed

that they can be operated cheaper than

any known power-producer. Automatic
control minimizes the labor factor, as one

attendant can easily take care of a large

group or battery of boilers.

The Talbot contra-flow boilers here

described were invented by Paul A. Tal-

bot, president of the Talbot Engineering

Corporation, of New York. The Uni-

flow engines here illustrated are also of
his design.

General Description

This is essentially a boiler of the con-
tra-flow type, water entering near the
stack and leaving in the form of steam
near the furnace. The circulation is

through water tubes and is forced at a
high velocity by means of a pump, doing
away with a water drum. By preventing
gravity circulation, the steam is drawn
directly from the lower tubes, eliminat
ing the steam drum. The boiler is in-

ternally fired, and hence self-contained.

Feed water and fuel burners are auto-
matically controlled to adjust the boiler

to widely varying demands for steam.
The boiler should not be confused with
"flash" boilers in which the heat-chargeJ
tubes furnish steam in direct proportion

to the feed supply without regard to the

control of the fire. By means of the high
velocity, forced circulation and contra-

flow principles, the evaporative capacity

of the boiler is largely increased.

Any or all of the tubes may be readily

removed and replaced without disturbing

any manifolds, pipes or connections. Of-
ficial tests recently carried out in the

Navy Yard, New York, included a tube-

renewal test of a 100 h.p. boiler. A tube
was removed from the boiler under 250
lb. steam pressure and replaced by an-

other tube in 61 seconds, the total period

between the time of shutting off the fire

and feed water and the time of regaining
full pressure and maximum capacity of
operation being 3 min. 16 sec.

An idea of the general construction of

the boiler may be obtained from Figs. 1

and 2. Fig. 1 shows the front and Fig.

2 the rear of the boiler with the casing

removed. Fig. 3 shows complete boiler

with its casing. The illustrations are of

a boiler having an evaporation of 16,000

lb. of water per hour with M in. of

water draft, 20,000 lb. per hour with 1

in. draft and double the normal capacity

at slightly above 2 in. draft.

The frame consists of front and rear

sections, roughly resembling horseshoes

in shape, fastened together at top and
sides by lateral ties, and at the bottom

by the ash pan and additional ties. Th»'

stack ring and upper panel work are sup-

ported by framework bent to conform to

the curve of front and rear frames. For
fastening the boiler in position, feet are

provided which are bolted to the mai.T

frame through the ash pan. The door

frame, of angle cross-section, is fastened

at the top and bottom to the main frame
and serves as a support fer regulating;

valves shown in Figs. 1 and 3 and de-

scribed more fully later.

The tubes throughout the <)oiler are

FRONT OF BOILER WITH CASING REAR OF BOILER. CASING UEMOVEO
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all alike. As will be seen in Fig. 4, the
crucible steel header consists of two sets
of overlapping compartments, into one of
which is screwed the open-end field

tubes, and into the other the generating
tubes, there being an annular space be-
tween the two tubes. The end of each
generating tube is welded together so as
to close it. These closed ends are free
to expand and are supported in front by
perforated sheets of metal. The methoii

of fastening the tubes into the headers is

shown in Fig. 5. Both tubes are threaded
with double the standard taper, which
makes it easy to remove them. The fit

is sufficiently tight to hold a pressure
of 1,000 lb. per sq. in., using standard
weight pipe.

Five sets of tubes with horizonta!
headers are placed above the combustion
space, and on each side of the combus-
tion space is placed another set of tubes
with headers arranged vertically. The
rear of the furnace is closed by a wall
containing water-circulating passages
connecting the tubes on the sides, as
shown in Fi''. 2.

Between each set of headers is a trap
connection, shown in Fig. 2. These traps
perform the important function of pre-

venting water from draining by gravity
from one header to the next below, until

sufficient water is forced into the upper
header. The formation of steam pre-
vents the watc* from siphoning when cir-

culation is at rest and the correct amount
of water is thus maintained in each
header in readiness for full capacity de

mands.
Accessibility. There are three doors

in the front of the boiler, which, when
opened, rive acess to the free ends of

all the t'ibes .Anv tube can be removed
by apnlving a wrench to its end and un-

screwing it from its header.

Operation

The circulation of water is maintained
by a pump, delivering the feed water to

the main check valve at the bottom of

the door frame, from whence the water
rises in a pine and passes around the

door frame to the reorulator valve. The
water t^en passes to the rear of the

boiler to the uppermost set of tubes. In

order to und^^rstand the circulation

through the tiibes^ reference must be

made to Fig. 4, which shows a typical

header and tubes forming a single sec-

tion, the path of water through it being
indicated by arrows.

Havinsr passed through the first set of

field tubes and returned to the inner

compartment of the header by way of the
annular space in the generating tube, the
water returns to the front of the boiler
through a similar annular space in next
set of tubes and back to outer compart
ment of the header by way of the inner
field tubes. This process is repeated until

the water has traversed to the opposite
end of the header, where it passes out
through a trap connection to the header
immediately below. Passing from header

to header, the water has a general down-
ward direction to the set of tubes, which
is on the left side of the furnace, as seen
in Fig. 2. The circulation through all

sections of tubes is the same.
Referring to Fig. 2 the steam or water

from the set of tubes on the left to the
furnace enters a rear wall which is par-
titioned in order to carry the water at
high velocity from one side to the other
until it is finally discharged, at the bot-
tom of the right-hand corner, into the
set of tubes on the right side of the
combustion chamber.
During this passage the water has

gradually changed to steam, and it now
leaves the last set of tubes through the
herringbone steam separator at the back
of the boiler and enters the steam pipe,

crossing at the front of the boiler where
safety valve and steam nozzle are lo-

cated. The separator drain passes to

the front of the boiler where the valve
controlling it is located.

The length of water passaged from the
point of enterine the boiler to the point
of leaving it varies with the size of the
boiler. The passage in a 1,000 h.p. boiler

is 795 feet long, 668 ft. of which is

through tubes. The areas through which
the water flows also varv with the boiler

and are restricted to increase the vel-

ocity of flow.

The friction of water and steam by
reason of the restricted areas is about
100 lb. at normal load. This friction in-

creases as the load increases.

The velocity through the boilers in

which large tubes are used is much
greater than when smaller tubes are

used. Thus the velocity of the steam in

the last stao-es of the boiler varies from
6,000 to 12,000 ft. per min. depending
ppon the size of the boiler tubes used.

This velocity increases, of course, as

steam is formed, so that the velocity in

a large boiler is about 500 ft. per min.

in the first and 12,000 ft. per min. in the

last passap'es when in the form of steam.

A high rate of evaporation is obtained

because of the high velocity of water

through the tubes. The tubes which line

the furnace evaporate as much as 30 lb.

of water per sq. ft. of heating surface,
while the average, including economizer
and superheating surface, is 8 lb. per «q.

ft. rated capacity.

The formation of scale is prevented by
the high velocity and consequent scour-
ing action of the water, which keeps the
solids in constant motion. The actual

velocity great enough to prevent scale is

not known, but it has been determined
that with a velocity as low as 60 ft. per
min. and very poor water, mud forms in

the economizer section of the boiler. The
water tested was alkali of 27 degrees
hardness, such as is found in desert

regions. With a normal velocity of 500
ft. per min., such as is used, a minimum
velocity of 150 ft. per min. can be main-
tained at partial loads. It has been
found that at very low velocities the de-

posits have been confined to the water
portion of the boiler, where the tempera-
tures are between 100 and 150 deg. Fahr.
As the entire heating surface is active

and subjected to these high velocities,

feed water purifiers are not necessary
for this boiler.

The Soot Blower
The soot which forms on the

economizer surface of the upper
sets of tubes is blown from them by
longitudinally directed steam jets situ-

ated near the ends of the tubes. Steam
is supplied from the main steam pipe,

and valves for the control of the jets are

on the front of the boiler. The jets

have proved a satisfactory method of

keeping the surface relatively free from
soot. The tubes at the side of the fur-

nace are practically free from soot, and
it is probable that if any soot collects on

them it eventually ignites. Exterior as

FIG. 4—DIAGRAMMATIC SECTION THROUGH
HEADER AND TUBES. ARROWS SHOW

COURSE OF WATER CIRCULATION.

well as interior surfaces of the boiler,

therefore, are always clean, eliminating
the periodic overhauling and cleaning.

Thermostatic Control

The expansion of one of the tubes of

the last set at the side of the furnace
under the varying temperatures of steam
contained within it is multiplied by
means of levers, and is utilized as an
automatic thermostatic control of botn
water and fuel supply. Arrangement is

made so that the operator may easily

and quickly adjust the thermostat to

meet the demands. The slightest rise in

FIG. 3- COMPARATIVE SIZE OF TALBOT BOILER. GAS UNIT AND SCOTCH MARINE
BOILER OF EQUAL CAPACITY.
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temperature of the outgoing steam
causes sufficient expansion of the tube
to open the regulating valve on the front
of the boiler and admit a greater quan-
tity of water, thus lowering the tempera-
ture of the steam. In case the operation
of the thermostat has not prevented the
rise in temperature, as might happen
under partial load or insufficient water
supply, it will cut off the supply of fuel

to the furnace. At low temperatures, the
supply of fuel is increased by this same
thermostat.

Details of the thermostat. The expan-
sion and contraction of the tube and the

movement of the regulating valve are

shown by a gauge, which is arbitrarily

graduated for convenience in indicating

the relative temperatures, and may be
calibrated by means of a mercurial ther-

mometer so that the operator may judge
from it the temperature of the steam.

Thus it might be determined that with

the gauge reading 2 3-8, the temperature

of the steam is 650 deg. Fahr. Having
determined the point for the temperature-

marked with arbitrary graduations from
which the operator may determine at
what point it should be set for the best
results. When the hand valve is closed
too much, it is obvious that the supply of
water may be so limited that the tem-
perature will rise to a point where the
fuel valve will close. When the valve is

opened too much, there will be a periodic
variation in the temperature of the
steam, due to the lag of the controlling
thermostat. The point should be deter-
mined, therefore, which will' allow the
regulating valve to be opened all the
time, preventing the periodic variation in

temperature due to too frequent shut-

ting down of the fuel valve. The accur-

acy of adjusting this valve determines
the accuracy of temperature control un-
der full-load conditions. Experience has
shown that on a 25 per cent, load the

valve does not require adjustment, but
the temperature of the steam will be

much less, due to an oversupply of water
to a reduced fire. By readjustment of

the valve the full -load temperature can

as few bricks are used, the upkeep is

small.

The intensity of the fire is easily con-
trolled by increasing or decreasing the
volume of steam used in automizing the
oil. The flame has the effect of a large
blow torch, and as the velocity is carried
to an extreme, considerable noise is ex-
perienced. This is not a detracting fea-
ture in marine practice, as it is confined
to the fire room.

Furnace Jacket

As heating surface surrounds the fur-

nace on all sides, the insulation of the
jacket is easily accomplished. The in-

sulating material is applied in plastic

form and fills the entire space between
the sheet-metal casing and tubes them-
selves.

While this system is preferred, the

various methods of applying insulating

material in boilers having sheet-metai

jackets may be used, or brick settings

may be installed where space, w-eight and

FIG. 5

TALBOT 4.CYLINDER UNIFLOW MARINE ENGINE. WORKING PRESSURE 500 LBS. PER SQ. IN. 1.500 I.H.P. SIZE HAS CYLIN-
DERS 20 IN. X 20 IN. FOR 160 REVS. PER MIN. WEIGHT. 20 TONS. TWO PISTON VALVES SERVE ALL CYLINDERS. STEAM

CONSUMPTION 10 LBS. PER H P. HOUR.

he desires, the operator can regulate the

thermostat to maintain the gauge at this

point. This reading is checked occasion-

ally, as changes in the frame, header or

tube, due to wear or seasoning, may make
corresponding changes in the calibration

of the gauge, so that some other point

registers the 650 deg. which the operator

is trying to maintain. This temperature

gauge serves the purpose of the water
column of the ordinary boil. The temper-

ature of steam delivered tells operator

whether or not the supply of water is

adequate, as it is obvious that with too

little water, at full capacity, the temper-

ature of the steam will rise and indicate

this condition on the gauge. Alarms
may be attached, if desired, but are un-

necessary, as the fire automatically is

shut off before the boiler is damaged.

When steam temperature drops, the

normal supply of water is attained-

Hand Valve
The action of the automatic valve

is fairly close, but due to the

fact that the regulator tube is not in-

stantly affected there occur periodic

changes in the temperature and pressure.

A hand valve is provided for eliminating

this action under normal loads. This

valve is arranged to shut off completely

the supply of water when closed, and is

be maintained at fractional loads. At
less than 25 per cent, capacity a read-

justment is necessary to prevent the

periodic variation in temperature. The
ordinary fireman can easily maintain a

constant pressure and temperature by
means of this hand valve.

Oil Burner

A steam automizer oil burner is ar-

ranged at the front of the boiler near

the top of the inflow of air for combus-
tion. The air is heated and carried in

a general downward direction by the air

duct, a short-metal addition to the

front of the boiler having an S-

shaped channel. The quantity of the air

can be adjusted by air dampers in this

duct. Highly superheated steam is used

to heat and vaporize the oil and to pro-

mote the velocity of the hydrocarbon

mixture, which issues from the burner

tips. Very heavy Mexican oil, 11 Baume,
can be used in this burner. A number
of burner tips shoot the flame downward
into a firebrick target at the lower rear

end of the furnace. This refractory tar-

get or oven ic aesigned *^ distribute the

heat uniformly over the entire heating

surface. Temperatures of 3,800 deg.

Fahr. are obtained within this oven, but

vibration are not settings for considera-
tion.

Effect of Forcing

The thermal efficiency of this type of
boiler is affected in much the same man-
ner as in boilers of other types, although
the drop in the efficiency curve is not
so pronounced at higher draft pressures
and higher evaporative rates, due to the
fact that when forced the economizer
surface in the upper part of the boiler

is correspondingly increased and the

stack temperatures are relatively lower.

More water is introduced, and the super-

heating surface is reduced nearly in pro-

portion as the load is increased.

The Talbot steam power plant is usu-

ally installed with the boiler at the side

of the engine. In fact, the boiler and
engine are one unit, and the plant has
the advantage with other oil engine in-

stallations of occupying a minimum of

space and affording a maximum of

steaming radius to vessels equipped with

it. The engine proper has four cylin-

ders, which are all of equal diameter and

stroke, and it is built particularly for

the use of superheated steam. The piston

rods and valve stems run in an oil bath

Continued on pagre 43
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Transformer Connections for Power Transmission
Part Two of an Article Descriptive of Various Types of

Transformer Connections in Common Use and the Characteristics

of the Resulting Circuits

Bv GORDON KRIBS (

2. Star-Star, or Y to Y Connections

IN
the Star or Y arrangement each

transformer has one terminal con-

nected to a common junction or neu-

tral point—the three remaining ter-

minals being connected to the three-

phase lines as shown in diagram Fig. 19.

nection is not as good for high voltage

lines as the Delta-Delta connection or

the Delta-Star or Star-Delta to be given

later, for the reason that electrical

waves of 3, 5, 7 or 9, etc., times the

true frequency are liable to be formea
—due to magnetizing currents in the

000 K-

I IG. I'.l STAR CONNECTED TRANSFORMERS

In a system using Star-connected

Iransformers, there may be either 3 or

4 transmission or line wires. In case

there are three they are all phase oi

power wires; if four, one of them is a

neutral wire, and is connected to the

common junction of the transformers.

It is often of steel, since it does not carry
anything more than a balancing current

which in a balanced system is usually

small and often of triple the system
frequency. In high tension transmission

systems the neutral point of a Star
connected system is usually grounded,
either direct or through a resistance

which has a steadying effect on the de-

livery voltage of the transformers ow-
ing to the fact that the electrical neutral

point has a tendency to wander from the

physical neutral unless tied down by
n.eans of a definite ground wire or by
reason of the fact that the secondary is

ilelta connected.

In the appended diagram. Fig. 20, the

neutral wire is shown dotted, and may
or may not be used.

It will be seen that each transformer,

both primary and secondary, has one ter-

minal connected to a common point or

neutral while the other terminal is con-

nected to the line. This method of con-

transformers and these harmonies, a?

they are called, are liable to generate

destructive high frequency voltages in

the circuit. For low voltage lines—this

connection is satisfactory. In order to

draw a voltage diagram of a Y connected

bank of transformers we may proceed

as follows:

Let us name the common point in Fi^.

20 "X" and each of the other terminals

respectively a, b, c.

Now referring to Fig. 21.

Draw A X' vertically representing

2,200 volts—the voltage across the

transformer a—x, and draw b X', and

c X', both equal in length to a X', but

120 deg. apart so that at X' we have
three angles of 120 des. each. Each of

these lines represent 2,300 volts, being

the neutral or common point and the dis-

tances a b,—b c—c,—c a, as measured
on the diagi'am represent the voltage

across the lines, which in this case is

4,000 volts.

Since a line is taken off from the free

terminal of each transformer it is evi-

dent that the current in each line is the

same as that in each transformer. The
voltage across lines however is seen from
the diagram to be 1.73 times the voltage

across each transformer, i.e., the volt-

4-eeo V

40to V I a
*-e3oe\/.-'

eioo

i
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j zjooy.
S300 —
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age across each transformer is only

1.73
or 58 per cent, of the line voltage.

In other words the same ratios which
held good for currents in the Delta con-
nection—hold good for voltages in the
Y connection.

Unlike the Delta system of connections
if a transformer in a Y connected bank
of transformers burns out, it is impos-
sible to supply three phase service as
may be seen from the diagram Fig. 22.

It will also be seen from the diagram
that the phase angle between the trans-
former voltages is 30 deg. Since at
unity power factor the voltage and cur-

PIG. 21-VOLTAGE RELATIONS STARCONNECTION

rent in the transformer are in pha.<e
It follows that with a Y connected sys-
tem, as m a Delta system, there is a
phase angle between line voltage and
Ime current of 30 deg.

(3) Delta-Star Connection

The Delta-Star connection is simply a
combmation of the two previous meth-
ods m which the primary is connected
Delta and the secondary. Star, as in the
diagram Fig. 23.

-4000

FIG. 20—TRANSFORMERS CONNECTED UP STAR-STAR

FIG. 22

This system is largely used in step-

ping down from a medium transmission
voltage such as 44,000 volts, 26,400 volts

or 13,200 volts to 4000 volts. This latter

voltage has lately come into considerable

use since standard lighting transform-
ers may be used and yet considerable

money can be saved due to the use of

the higher voltage in distributing sys-

tems and short transmission lines of

small capacity. It has the same disad-

vantage as the straight Star connection

in that if one transformer is burned out,
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FIG. 23—DELTA STAR CONNECTION

t}iree phase service cannot be given.

(4) Star-Delta Connection
This system of connecting up a bank

of transformers is usually used where
It is desired to step down extra high
voltages such as 60,000 to 110,000 volts

to ordinary transmission voltages from
5,600 to 26,400 volts. The diagram (Fig.
jJ4) shows the connections for a three-

phase Star Delta bank for transforming
from 110,000 volts to 13,200 volts.

The chief advantage of the use of Y
connected transformers for high tension
work is due to the fact that the current
in the H. T. coils is greater and the
mechanical strength of the conductor is

therefore greater than in transformers
built for Delta connection, also the volt-

age across the terminals is considerably
reduced. Thus for a 110,000 volt sys-

tem, 64,000 volt transformers are used.

Furthermore the voltage to ground on
the transmission line is only 64,000 volts

whereas in the Delta system it would be
110,000 volts and hence there is less

•train on the line insulators. On im-

portant systems it is necessary to have
» spare transformer in case of break-
town to insure certainty of service.

the terminals of transformer B which is

120 deg. out of phase with the voltage

a b. The potential difference between
terminals a, and c, will also be seen to

be 220 volts and thus a true three phase

current may be obtained with this com-
bination of transformers.

In a combination of three single phase

current and voltage waves in the trans-
formers are 30 deg. out of phase.

This may be explained as follows:

Assuming in the first place that we
have a Delta connected bank of trans-

formers supplying a three phase load
consisting of a Delta connected motor.
This may be represented by the diagram
(Fig. 27).

As pointed out previously the triangle

a, b, c, (Fig. 28) represents the volt-

age relations in a delta connected sys-

tem.

Let the sides of the triangle represent
the line voltages in magnitude and
phase. If we are supplying a load at

unity power factor, the load current, is

in phase with the voltage. Let us start

at the load and work back to the trans-

former bank. Draw b x, b y, and b z,

equal to the load currents and in phase
respectively with the voltages b c, a b,

and a c. Thus x y, x z, and y z, repre-

sent the line currents in magnitude and
phase and it will be noted that the
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FIG. 25 OPEN DELTA CONNECTION

transformers in delta the combined cap-

acity of the bank is three times that of

a single transformer. By cutting out one
transformer, we not only reduce the

capacity of the bank to two-thirds of

line currents are not in phase but are

30 deg. out of phase with the line volt-

ages even though the power factor is

anity. In the transformers supplying

64000
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FIG. 24 STAR DELTA CONNECTION

(5) Open Delta

Open Delta, or V connection as it is

.sometimes called, is used on a three

phase system where only two transform

-

er.s are available or where one of the

three transformers of a three phase
Delta bank has been burned out. Uia-

tfram (Fig. 25) shows two transformers

c-onnected in open Delta both primary

and secondary.

The voltage diagram of the secondary

of this transformer bank is shown in

the following diagram (Fig. 26):

The line a b (Fig. 26) represents the

voltage across the terminals of trans-

formers A and b c, the voltage across

the former value, but it is still further

reduced owing to the fact that unlike

the three transformer combinations the

FIG. 26 VOLTAGE RELATIONS. OPEN DELTA
CONNECTION

rhe power to the line, however, the volt-

age and the current are again in phase.

The currents b x and b z, which in the

^bove diagram were combined to form
I he line current x z, being again split

ap into its component parts in phase

with the transformer voltages. Now
suppose transformer C to be removed,

ihus forming an Open Delta combin-

F/e. er..
FIG. .'7 TRANSFORMKK Ai>iJ MOTOR IN DKI.T.\
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ation. The current b z must be car-

ried by the other two transformers in

series. Transformer B for instance must
carry its own current b x, and the cur-

rent b z, the sum of these two currents
being x z. Similarly the current car-

ried by transformer A is y z. It will

ihtts be seen that the currents in each of

fIG. 28—VECTOR DIAGRAM

these transformers are not only increas-
ed by V3 or 1.732 times, but are changed
so that there is a phase difference of 30
ileg. between current and voltage in the
transformer. It could not be otherwise,
for the transformer currents ai'e iden-
tical with the line currents and we have

Fie' ^9

FIG. 29

previously shown that a phase difference
of 30 deg. exists between line current
and line voltage.

The amount of this reduction may be
calculated as follows (Fig. 29)

:

The current in each transformer is I

and is the same as that in the line, also
the voltage E of each transformer is

ihe same as that across each line wire.

Thus the capacity of each transformer
E I (K.V.A.)

is and the total load bein^

1000
transmitted over the line accord-
ing to the well known formula is

1.73 E I (K.V.A.)

1000

so that the ratio of the capacity due
2 E I 1.73 E I

to this connection is to

to 1.73 or 86 per cent.

1000 1000

Thus the capacity of two transformers
in Open Delta is 86 per cent, of the rated
capacity of the transformers and is 2-3

X .86 or 58 per cent, of the capacity
of the total capacity of the three trans-
formers in a closed Delta bank.

(6) Tee Connection

There is another method, by means of
w hich a balanced three phase load may

be taken from a three phase line by
using only two transformers. This is

called the Tee connection and is shown
in Fig. 30.

This connection requires the use ol'

two special transformers. Transformer
A must be equipped with 50 per cent,
taps—both primary and secondary and
have all three leads brought out of the
case. Transformer B must be equipped
with 86.6 per cent, taps, both primary
and secondary, with only two leads

brought out.

The vector diagram showing curreni
and voltage relations with the scheme
of connections is shown in the following
Figure 31.

In diagram (Fig. 31) a b, represents
the voltage across transformer A—o c,

represents the voltage across trans-

former B. Thus a b, a c, and b c, rep-

resent the line voltages. The line cur-

rents as before are 30 deg. out of phat
with the line voltages and may be rep-

resented by X, y and z. Thus at unity

is one-half of a b, or a c. Therefore if

o a, is designated as one then a c, equals
two, and o c, must necessarily be
or 1.732 so that the relation between

1.732

either a c, or a b, and o c

2

-^86.6 per cent.

The capacity of two transformers con-

nected in T is not equivalent to the sum

KiG. n VECTOR DIAGRAM
NECTION

TEE CON-

of their rated capacities but is smaller
since in the transformer A the current
13 30 deg. out of phase with the voltage
r.nd only^ 86.6 per cent, of transformer
B is used.

The k.v.a. in a three phase circuit is

equivalent to 1.732 E. I.

The k.v.a.

1000

T connection is 2 E. I.

HO that the transformers in a

1000
T con-

a J

*— 113*t 1/ A

V
U— xzo I/. V A

Ft 6. 3^.

FIG. :j2—OPEN Y. OPEN DELTA CONNECTION
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power factor, the current in transformer
B is in phase with the voltage while
the current in one half of the winding
of transformer A leads the voltage 30

deg. while in the other half il lags

behind the voltage 30 deg.

The method of arriving at the proper
voltage tap for transformer B is as

follows:

The voltages across a b, and a c, are

equal and 120 deg. out of phase and o a

i_
1/

J^yt Taps. 86 6% Taps.

//a T
F/6. 30.

FIG. 30 TEE CONNECTED TRANSFORMERS

nection will only carry 86 per cent, of
their rated capacity providing they are
similar transformers.

(7) Open Y—Open Delta Connection

This is another connection which is

coming into use particularly on 4,000
volt lines (2,300 volt Y) for use on
small loads whei^e the use of three trans-
formers is not warranted. This connec-
tion, unlike the previous three phase con-
nections, does not produce a balanced
load on the line—in other words all the
power from this combination is taken
from tvirci'' phase wires and the neutral.
It is necessary to use three combinations
of like capacity connected in rotation in

order to secure a balance and all balan-
cing current is carried by the neutral.

Pig. 32 shows the scheme of connections.

It will be noted that in this connec-
tion, no power is taken from one of the

primary lines.

The vector diagram of this connection
is shown in diagram Fig. 33.
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The voltage across the primary of the

transformers is represented by o b, and

o c, each equal to 2,300 volts and with

120 deg. phase relation. The line volt-

however, introduces a slight unbalancing
of voltages.

This method is shown in Fig. 35.

-rVWVW.W*
l-'VVWWWW]

rie 35

(D)

FIG. :55—BOOSTER CONNECTION

Two Phase—Three Phase Connec-

FIG. 33 VECTOR DIAGRAM, OPEN
DELTA CONNECTION

OPE.N

age b c, is 4,000 volts. The voltage in-

duced in the secondaries of the trans-

formers is in phase with the primary
voltage, but in transformer B is in the

opposite direction. On o c, mark off

o y, equal to 220 volts and produce b o,

to z, making b z,=r220 volts. The volt-

age y z, is also equal to 220 volts and

since these voltages are in 120 deg. phase

relation we have a balanced three phase

voltage on the secondary. As the cur-

rent in the open Delta secondary is 30

deg. out of phase with the voltage, the

capacity of this combination is 86 per

cent, of the rated capacity of the two
transformers or 58 per cent, of the cap-

h* £00 -

-Three Phase
tions

It is possible by means of two trans-
formers to transform from two or three
phase and vice versa. The system of
connections ordinarily used for this pur-
pose is called the Scott connection, al-

a three phase 2,200 volt circuit is step

ped down to 220 volts and at the same
time changed to two phase. Two ti-an.<-

formers only are used, the Scott con-
nection being very similar to the Tee
connection.

For a Scott connection, the three
phase side of the combination, whether
primary or secondary, must be provide i

with special taps, one transformer be-
ing provided with a 50 per cent, tap
while the other is provided with an 86.6

per cent. tap. It will be seen that the
H. T. terminals of transformer A are
connected to two of the three phase
m_ains, and one terminal of transformer
B is connected to the middle tap of trans-
former A and the 86.6 per cent, of trans-
former B is connected to the remainin:^'-

three phase main.
The four secondary terminals are

—

r

7 ?
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FIG. 34 BOOSTER CONNECTIONS FOR THREE-PHASE CIRCUITS

transformers connectedacity of three

Delta or Star.

(8) Booster Connections for Three Phase
Circuits

As pointed out previously in the case

of single phase circuits, transformers
may be connected in a three phase cir-

cuit for either bucking or boosting the

line voltage. In a three phase circuit

in order to get balanced voltage three

transformers are necessay. These may
be connected either Delta or Y as shown
m Fig. 34.

Two transformers may be used as

boosters on a three phase system whicn,

though there are other schemes which

can be used. The diagram of connections

is given in Fig. 36 in which power from

Fi6. S6
FIG. 36 THREE-PHASE. TWO-PHASE CONNECTION

connected each to one of the four wires
in the two phase mains. It is possible lv>

effect a two phase—three phase trans
formation by means of auto transform
ers, the ratio of transformation beki^
one to one. This will only work on a
four wire t\vo phase system in which the
two phases are not interconnected. Sup
pose that power is supplied two phase
and we wish to transform it into three

phase.

The diagram (Fig. 37) shows the man-
ner of working this connection and dia

gram (Fig. 38) shows the voltage rel<»

tions in this combination.

Two phase voltages are at 90 deg.

phase relation with each other. If 'we

impress one phase of a 2,200 volt two
phase circuit across a b, and the other

phase across c d,—c. being the middle
point of a b, then the lines a b, and
c d, in the above figure properly repre-

sent the voltage conditions both as to

magnitude and phase relation. Now it

is apparent that if a point e, be taken
somewhere on the winding c d, such that

a e, and b e, are equal to a b, that we
would have a balanced three phase volt-

age, each voltage being at 120 deg. phas-»

tooe(

Phase

C

FIG. 37 TWO-PHASE, THREE-PHASE TRANSFORMATION BY
AUTO-TRANSFORMERS.

MEANS OF
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relation with the other voltages. The
exact location of the point c is found as

follows

:

a b, is equal to a c, or c d, and a c,

is one half a b, therefore if a c, is equal

±o one, a c, must equal two and c e, equal

/

/

c\ V

\

FIG. 38—VECTOR DIAGRAM, SCOTT
CONNECTION

to \/Z—\.lZ2, therefore the relation of

the portion of the winding c e, to the

whole winding c d, is 1.732 to 2 and 1.732

=86.6 per cent. So that it is necessary
for the winding c d, to have an 86.6 per

cent. tap.

The relation of the current to volta'^e

in the transformers in the Scott connec-

tion are similar to that of the T con^

nection and hence the capacity of two
transformers connected Scott is 86 per
cent, of their rated capacity.

It is apparent that the Scott connec-
tion will work equally well in the reverse
ilirection, i.e. with three phase power
supplied will transform with two phase.

TALBOT BOILERS
Continued from page 68

and packing trouble is practically elim-
inated by using a special form of water
cooled stuffing box. No cylinder oil is

used within the cylinders, and long; tests

covering several years have proved that
the wear is even less without the use of

cylinder oil than with it in engines oper-

ated on wet steam.

Engine Control

The control is effected by an oil oper-

ated piston, both the reverse mechanism
of the engine and the throttle valve be-

ing operated from any position in the

boat where the control station is located

or from various positions if more than
one control station is installed. Four
small pipes carry the oil from the piston

at the control station to the oil piston

on the throttle valve and reverse gear
on the engine. This control is effected

very much easier than any gas engine

control yet devised, as no manual effort

is required, there being no clutches, etc.

The engine itself reverses and the con-

trol mechanism is perfectly balanced

so that practically no power or effort

is necessary in controlling the engine.

The steering gear on our latest battle-

ships is controlled in substantially the

same manner as controlling the Talbot

steam power plant.

The Canadian Letters Patent and ex-

clusive rights to manufacture, sell, in-

stall, etc., Talbot contra-flow steam
boilers and Talbot uni-flow engines, have
been secured by C. L. Dixon, late works
manager and production engineer of the

P. Lyall and Co. munition plants. Mr.
Dixon is now president and general man-
ager of the Montreal General Tool Co.,

which firm is now manufacturing this

new class of power equipment.

SOME POWER PLANT NOTES
By James E. Noble.

WHERE a water column is blown
down the glass will show a
higher level when the valves are

closed. Some firemen who have not
studied engineering and who do not ask
questions have doubtless wondered why
this is. The answer is easy. Hot water
is lighter than cold. Before the glass is

blown out the water has had time to cool
and contract; after being blown out the
glass is filled with very hot water.

Experiment has proven that if two
tubes, one containing water at a tem-
perature of 80 degrees Fahrenheit and
one containing water at a temperature
of 340 degrees, corresponding to an ab-
solute pressure of 55.94 pounds are equal
in diameter and enough water at the
lower temperature is put into one tube
to raise the water level 30 inches, and
an equal amount of water, by weight,
placed in the other tube at the higher
temperature, or the temperature raised
in the first mentioned tube to the high
temperature, the level will be about
three inches higher.

One thing which many plant owners
do not seem to know is that ashes are
a mighty bad thing to cover iron pipes
with, unless black or galvanized wrought
iron or steel pipes are laid in glazed tile

pipe with cemented joints, or properly
insulated from moisture in some other
way, ashes placed around them will

soon cause them to corrode. If hot
water or steam is passing through the
pipes the corroding process will be more
rapid than if the pipes were cold. Go
around among the outlying small plants
and I venture to say that in many of

them it will be noticed that ashes are
dumped around on the ground under
which wrought iron or steel pipes are
laid. When these pipes con'ode into

holes they are removed and renewed.
Perhaps the owner will rail against the

makers of iron pipe, call them rogues
and grafters, etc., and proceed to fill up
the trenches containing the renewed
pipes with a mixture of ashes and soil,

mostly ashes. Dry ashes seem to have
no injurious effect on pipes but add mois-
ture and the "eating" starts.

The following point may have been

overlooked by a few. In a cold water

pump, and sometimes in a hot water
Dump the valves will last for many years.

In time the valve stem holes get worn,

or enlarged, so much that there is a

great stoppage of water. This will be

noticed generally in the greater speed

of the pump to deliver the same amount
of water as originally.

If the valves are taken out and the

valve stem holes reamed out to a true

circle, and pieces of brass tube placed

on the valve stem, from the head to the
thread, and the valves then placed
in the stem, which is screwed back in

place as usual, it will be noticed that
the water delivery has been greatly in-

creased.

RADIATION SHOULD BE PRE-
VENTED

The loss of heat by radiation from
boilers and their settings, and from
steam pipes, may be very serious indeed,

unless care is taken to keep it down to as

small an amount as possible. In some
parts of the country it is common to see

boilers standing out of doors, with no
protection, even in winter, except the

roof over them,—the sides of the boiler

shed often being entirely open to the

wf^ather, with little or no provision for

shielding the boilers and piping from the

cold out-door air. This is exceedingly
bad practice, not only on account of the

waste of fuel that it entails, but also be-

cause the chilling action of the air upon
the heated metal gives rise to severe
strains that shorten the life of the boiler,

and sometimes lead to immediate rupture.

Stationary boilers should always be
properly housed in and covered, and port-

able ones should be enclosed by suitable

coverings that will protect them from dir-

ect exposure to the air. Pipes conveying
steam should also be effectively covered
with heat-insulating material, to reduce
the radiation and condensation as much
as practicable. The loss of heat from the

brickwork of the settings is best prevented
by care in designing the settings.

OTHER STEAM WASTES
There are many other ways in which

heat is lost about a steam plant through
the waste of steam, and the engineer

should always be looking for them, and
he should remedy them at once when they
are important enough to require atten-

tion. Steam jets discharging into the

furnace of the boiler are sometimes used
for improving combustion, and there is

often no proper appreciation of the large

amount of steam that is consumed in this

way. Steam jets are also occasionally

used for improving the draft, but except

in locomotives, where it is impossible to

provide the requisite draft by other

means, this practice is too wasteful to be
recommended. Tube cleaners that are

operated by steam may be very waste-
fully used, and in applying these and
other devices that consume steam, the fact

that steam costs money should never be
forgotten by the man in charge.

SAVING DRIPS
A great deal of heat is lost by the im-

proper disposal of the water of condensa-

tion that is formed in radiators, pipe coils,

and other steam-using apparatus. Drips

of this kind can easily be returned to

tanks, from which they can be pumped
into the boilers and used as feed water.
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Oil and Coal Compared for Steam Generation
How a Coal-Burning Setting Was Adapted to the Burning of
Crude Oil With Considerable Advantage—Economical Operation

Was Found to Result From the Change

By G. H. HOYLES

THE above heading may be of much
interest to our northern engineers
and works managers, as it is to

others farther south, where oil is more
plentiful. Recently it had great im-
portance to a large munition plant in the
middle West, incidentally to myself.
We were in the unfortunate position

of not being able to obtain a guaranteed
supply of coal at a reasonable price and
quality, which compelled someone to get
busy along other lines. We were using
fuel oil as a heating medium for our heat
treatment furnaces, which were on a
large scale, compelling us to provide
storage capacity for 80,000 gals., with
pressure pumps, etc., for same. After
several weeks' delay it was decided to

use fuel oil under the boilers.

The battery was composed of two
"Erie City" return tubular, 250 h.p. each
and one B. & W. The Erie City boilers

were eventually selected as the easiest

to convert. The same type of burner as

we were using on our heating and nor-

malizinc: furnaces, with a few altera-

tions we maHe in our machine shop, was
fitted to boiler fronts.

The original bridge wall was taken
out with the grate bars. A special floor

was built (see sketch). The front end
was at level of fire hole plate, extend-

ing back one-third the length of boiler,

on an angle of 25°. This floor was con-

structed with openings for free air reg-

ulated by original ash pit doors, of a

total space of 650 square inches, after

quite a lot of experimenting.

Fire brick was used, obtained from an

old boiler setting, which had been dis-

mantled previously. Supports for the

floor were made from 4-in. T iron; each

end let into the side walls.

The burner, 1 for each boiler, was fitted

to boiler front, 8 inches above fire-hole

door. A hole was cut 6 inches diam. to

allow front section of burner to enter,

which, with the four 5-8 in. bolt holes

used to bolt burner to boiler front, was
all the cutting required.

The nozzle of burner, which had its

oil outlet at same angle as floor, 25 de-

grees, was fan-shaped on a 2^ radius

and 3 in. wide, with an % in. opening.

This was ultimately reduced to 2% x

1-32.

Oil of 18.045 B.T.U. per lb. was used

at 80 lbs. pressure, with a 1 lb. i;iv

pressure supply delivering air through

a 3 in. Hiam. pipe around the nozzle;

end of 3 in. pipe was 2 in. behind end of

oil pipe, so as to drive oil forward iii a

fine vapor. This air supply was dis-

pensed with, excepting when boilers re-

quired forcing for any reason.

On a 6-hour run, with 110 lbs. steam,

and supply pipes empty and ready to be

filled from supply which had been
weighed, 14 lbs. of water (also weighed)
per lb. of oil, were evaporated to steam
at 110 lbs. Temperature of feed water

was 198 degrees average. The steam
was used for a large heating system, all

on the ground floor, returns flowing to

boiler room.
This was considered a great improve-

boiler room will then become reduced by
the action of the chimney until the flow of
air into the ash-pits may be checked

to a notable extent. Air is sometimes
drawn from the boiler room by fans, for

warming other parts of the plant. This is

poor practice, for several reasons. The
air of the boiler room is often charged

with dust and ashes, and moreover as the

fans act in direct opposition to the chim-

TTT i i D
DESIGN OF CHECKERWORK BRICKWORK

ment on what it would have cost for

coal, allowing market price for coal and
oil at that time, Nov. 15th, 1918.

It was afterwards decided to place

the same type apparatus in a large

works which the same firm were con-

templating farther east.

Should like to hear how this com-

pares with other experiences along same
lines, as in a few years I firmly believe

there will be much more oil used than

is used at present time.

nej', they are likely to check the draft

very seriously unless the doors and other

openings into the boiler room are left wide

open.

OPEN BOILER-ROOM DOORS
In the summer season it is often neces-

sary to keep the boiler-room doors open,

in order that the room may be comfortable

for the attendants; but in the winter,

especially in our northern latitudes, care

should be taken to prevent the entrance of

unnecessary quantities of cold air, because

this increases the loss of heat by radiation

from the boilers and piping. It must not

be forgotten, however, that it is always

necessary to admit to the boiler room a

quantity of air sufficient to compensate

for the air that enters the ash-pits and

goes up the chimney or stack. The draft

will be impaired if the doors and other

openings into the boiler room are all kept

tightly closed, because the pressure in the

COVERINGS FOR PIPES AND BOIL-
ERS

The coverings that are used to check

radiation from pipes and boilers should

have good heat-insulating properties.

Non-conducting coverings should be of

such a nature that leaks from pipes or

from the roof of the boiler house will not

damage them seriously, and they should

not be made of materials that are likely

to char from heat. In selecting them, at-

tention should be given, not only to the

cost of the material, but also to its heat-

insulating power, as determined by ex-

periment.

Coverings upon pipes that convey steam

or hot water under pressure should be ap-

plied in such a way that they can be re-

moved readily for repairs or inspections,

particularly where the pipes enter fit-

tings of any kind. In the event of a leak

at these places, it will then be possible to

examine the pipe and make the needed

repairs at materially less expense than

would be involved if the covering were

put on without regard to this contingency.
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Our Question Box

Question.—How does the water circu-

ate in a Robb-Mamford boiler?

Answer.—The boiler consists of two
cylindrical drums; the bottom drum con-

tains the furnace at one end and numer-
ous small flue tubes at the other, all of

which are surrounded with water and
connected together by water legs; the

lower drum is inclined about one inch per

foot, which promotes the circulation of

water. In operation the water and steam
bubbles circulate upwards and to the rear

of the lower drum, passing up the rear

neck (or water leg) to the upper drum;
they then circulate down the front neck

to the lower drum. The upper driim is

called the steam drum.

Question.—What is the difference be-

tween a single-ended and a double-ended

Scotch boiler?

Answer. — The single-ended Scotch

boiler has a furnace at one end only.

The double-ended Scotch boiler has a fur-

nace at each end, and resembles two
boilers placed back to back. The double-

ended boiler is lighter, cheaper, and oc-

cupies less space than two single-ended

boilers.

Question.—In what respect does a

flush-tube vertical boiler differ from a

submerged tube?

Answer.—This refers to a vertical

boiler. When the tubes extend to the

upper head of the boiler their upper ends

passing throu-^h the steam space above

the water line, it is called a flush-tube

bciler. In a submerged-tube boiler the

tubes do not extend above the water line

and there is a smoke-box between the

upper tube sheet and the chimney.

Question.—What is a wet-bottomed
fire-box boiler?

Answer.—A boiler in which the fur-

nace is entirely surrounded by water. It

is a common construction in semi-port-
able constructions.

Question.—What is the object of the

mud-drum of a Babcock and Wilcox
boiler?

Answer.—The mud-drum collects a

considerable portion of the solids con-

tained in the feed water and is blown off

at intervals.

Question.—I notice with many fire-box

boilers that the inner side of the furnace
sheets are liable to crack at the lap

joints. Is there any reason for this, and
i? there any remedy ?

Answer.—The sheets are liable to

crack at this point owing to the difference

in temperature between the fire side and
water side of the point which sets up
local stresses. Bevelling the furnace side

of the lap and using countersink rivets

occasionally remedy this fault.

Question.— Is there any difference in

strength between concave and convex
heads ?

Answer.—The convex heads art
stronger, design being similar.

Question.—What is the Adamson rin;-

joint? '

Answer.—A joint formed in a built u'l

furnace flue by flanging the sections and
riveting them tc!?ether with a finished

ring between them.

SOME OLD TIME RECIPES
AND POWER PLANT RECIPES

As a '•"le. the engineers in charge
in of^'ice bnildines and institutions

'^ave *'o attend to repairs on the
plum'-'rio-. be-^tinc. and other such work.
The fonowiTT>- in<"ormation will prove of
valup to manv readers, and it is infor-
mation not cenerally known.
Years a""o I used the receipt below

for makin" a powder to cement together
mar^^ie s'lab'^ which had been broken;
man^^ such s'a^s are used around water
closets and other places. Up to date I

have not seen any article better, or as
easv to make.
Make a saturated solution of alum by

dissolving as much alum as possible in

some water; soak some plaster of paris
in it; then bake it hard and dry in an
oven, and grind it to a powder.
To use it take the needed quantity of

the powder and mix it with water, like
T)l aster, and apply it to the edges of the
broken marble or slate. It sets very
hard and it can be given a high polish;

also, it can be made any color desired

by using mineral colors in the powder.
It requires quite a few words to de-

scribe this wrinkle,/but it requires very
little work to make the powder. One
broken slab repaired will pay for the
Httle trouble of making the cement
many times over.

Another good thing I used in former
and present days is a disinfectant. Why
use such horrible smelling stuff, such as
chloride of lime, or expensive chemicals,
such as caustic soda? One pound of

nitrate of lead, which is a very cheap
material, will make several barrels of

fine disinfectant.

To make a small quantity, take half a
dram of nitrate of lead and dissolve
it in a pint of boiling water; also dis-

solve two drams of common salt in 10
quarts of water. Mix the two together
and when it is settled, pour off
the clear liquid, which is a saturated
solution of chloride of lead.

Some of this liquid poured down a
water closet, sink, or drain, or onto any
decaying or offensive objects, will at
once sweeten the fetid atmosphere. A
cloth saturated with the liquid and hung
up in a room will produce the same re-

sult.

No doubt many of your readers have
come across the street vendor who sells

"Magic solder." It is used by holding a
candle under a hole in a tin or copper
utensil, which has been scraped clean
around the hole on one side, and rubbing
the solder over the hole, filling it up.
The solder is simply a mixture of two
parts tin, one part lead and one part
bismuth. However, a slightly different
mixture, namely, 1 part tin, 1 part lead
and 2 parts bismuth, is a solder melting
at a temperature of 200 degrees Fah.
and makes an excellent agent for sol-

dering automatic sprinklers, using Ven-
ice turpentine or white rosin as a flux.
This solder will neither harden or
weaken with age. In using the solder on
sprinkler heads it is best to use a blow
torch, as the use of a copper soldering
iron on this solder is apt to slightly
change the melting point.

And last, here is a mighty simple, but
good tip.

Do not continually keep sweeping the
dust cement from a cement floor. Give
such a floor a brushing over with boiled
linseed oil and convert your dusty
cement floor into a dustless one.

JAMES ELLETHORN.
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The Future Fuel
A COUNTRY rich in water power will have an enor-

mou.s advantage over those not so fortunate when coal

becomes scarce in the distant future, but waterpowers in

themselves will not be able to supply the demand for

energy and other sources will have to be called into play.

The power of the wind and tides might well be used and
fgreater than these, solar energy. The deserts of the

tropics will become vast power generating areas and pos-

sibly manufacturing centres drawing their raw materials
from the near-by countries.

One other form of energy which may become available
in the dim future exists in all matter and the possibilities
latent in the atom made known to us through radio-active
substances are vast indeed but almost hopeless in ac-
complishment so far as the present is concerned.

The problem of the world's future supply of energy
is a fascinating one in many ways and it is altogether
likely that before a great many years it will become more
serious than fascinating.

The coal resources of the world are by no means in-
exhaustible and in fact are being rapidly depleted in
many areas at the present day. Our present methods of
using coal are wasteful in the extreme and it is only a
matter of a few years probably until enormous steam
plants are established at the mines in conjunction with
coking plants wherever possible. Our methods of heat-
ing will likely undergo considerable modifications also and
the central heating plant will likely be quite common.
This plant will also squeeze the last mite of power out of
the fuel before turning the steam into heating mains. The
present trend in steam power plant design clearly indi-
cates that much higher steam pressures will be in com-
mon use before long, that is pressures ranging from 300
lbs. to 750 lbs., or even higher.

Buying Second Hand Equipment
7\C00RDING to an item in the Humboldt (Sask.)
^"Journal ' of recent date a new boiler is needed for
the town plant, and the engineer in charge of the plant
also recommends that a condenser should be added to the
equipment.

In fact, the situation is that the plant will soon have
to be shut down for repairs unless a new boiler is added.

The town council has heard the situation outlined, and
has been informed that a condenser should increase the
efficiency of the plant some twenty-five per cent.

Prices have been secured on new boilers that run from
$2,650 up, and a condenser, it is said, would cost around
$4,000. Of course, there are variations from these fig-

ures.

But the council has wind of an outfit that can be
secured in Saskatoon for much less money. The boiler is

said to be on the market for $500, while the condenser
is to be had for $800. And so it is that the heart of
the town goes out to the Saskatoon outfit.

Of course, there would be an immediate saving. Be-
tween the figures quoted for new and used outfit there is

a spread of $5,350. But what of it? It may be that the
Saskatoon outfit is a regular bargain, in good shape, and
put on the market under exceptional circumstances. If

so, then the town stands to gain.

But why should a place of any size go into the market
for second-hand equipment for a municipal power plant?
Buying a second-hand boiler and a second-hand condenser
is, as a general thing, doubtful policy. That states the

case mildly. If the tubing has defects which come to the

surface after put in use again, the difference in price can
soon be absorbed in the re-tubing of the equipment.

Humboldt would be much better advised to send their
specifications directly to a list of responsible firms in

Canada, and ask for quotations on a new outfit of lines

that are known to be good.

Councils often make mistakes of this sort. They im-
agine that a boiler is a boiler, and a condenser is a con-

denser. The fact that the thing has boiled before or

condensed before is not taken into consideration.

The belief grows with men who have an expert knowl-
edge of such affairs that it is good policy and good finan-

cing to go into the machinery or power transmission
market with a requisition for new material that carries

with it the backing and guarantee of the people who make
it.
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Operators' Point of View

SOME HINTS ON THE OPERATION
OF WOOD-FIRED BOILERS

AMONG sawmill plants located in

the country or on a timber limit,

and where the fireman lives or
boards in a house close to the mill, it ia

Fometimes convenient for him (if he is

using slab wood for fuel) to allow the
fire to bum to coals when getting near
closing time, and, with the water shut
off (first making sure it is high enough
in the boiler so that he can afford to) let

the heat of the fire all go to makin'i:

steam for the engine; then, when leav-

ing, after closing down for the day. turn
on the injector and let the boiler fill up
while he is away to tea. This econo-
mizes wood by making it unnecessary to

fire quite so hard for a time before stop-

ping, and also avoids waste of escaping
steam (from the safety valve) as a re-

sult of heat produced by a bed of wood
coals existing on the grates after hours.

Obviously, this is only practised where
the proportions of boiler and injector

are such that the attendant will have
plenty of time to eat and return before
the boiler becomes too full. Generally
the injector pipe enters and takes steam
from the dome, and if the attendant is

unexpectedly delayed, the boiler may be-

come filled up into the said dome, thus
necessitating more blowing down before
raising steam again than is necessary
for sediment only. To avoid this occur-

ring, if the injector pipe is tapped into

and takes steam from the top of the

boiler, instead of from the dome, and if

a long thread, say 8 or 4 inches, is cut

on the inner end of the piece of pipe

entering the boiler and this pipe then

screwed into the boiler as far as it will

go, the injector cannot then fill the

boiler further than to near this pipe, for

then water will begin coming down the

injector steam pipe and the injector will

begin to work spasmodically—putting

much water out at the overflow. Wet
steam is bad for an injector, as it tends

to wear the jets, therefore this spas-

modic action should not coitlnde any
longer than can be avoided. The rem-

edy? Attach to the steam valve of the

injector an adjustable sprocket rim with

chain guide and chain. To the chain at-

tach a vessel capable of holding water,

and have a pipe bringing water to it

from the injector overflow. As the ves-

sel gets heavier with water it will de-

scend, thus closing the valve. The ad-

justment should be such that the vessel

will come to rest on a support just as

the valve closes and before it jams. If

this valve and the check valve are in

good condition and proper strainers on
the water supply pipe to prevent fine
dirt reaching and lodging under the
check valve, then the remaining valves
may safely remain open until the said
attendant arrives. This device is not
meant as something to be called into use
regularly; it should, like the plug in the
crownsheet of locomotive type boilers,

be ready to act if occasion so demands,
yet occasion should not be permitted to

demand it. Where the slab wood was
from timber which did not burn well, I

have known firemen to help themselves
considerably by thus utilizing the in-

jector during the noon hour as well as
after closing for the day. If this gets
past the W.P.B., probably old hands ac-

customed to coat will consider this bad
practice, but I am not advocating this

method for plants using coal. Years
ago I fired where either coal or wood
could be had, the company had a supply
of each. I asked for coal and got it

during my entire stay. The man who

worked on the same job, but the opposite
shift, preferred the wood, asked for it,

and got it. I have seen men accustomed
to coal take charge of steam outfits

burning wood, and when they banked
their fire they would leave their furnace
doors open. With wood, the furnace

doors should be shut as much as possi-

ble at all times while there is a fire on,

whether the fire is banked or not, and
if the fire is banked to hold for hours
the ash pit doors should also be closed

tight (unless the wood is wet or other-

wise very bad, in which case the draft

is regulated accordingly), but the fur-

nace doors should, in any case, be left

shut. This is correct practice with

wood, but you know how long a coal fire

would remain in the desired condition if

banked in this manner. With the dif-

ference in fuel can reasonably come an
occasional difference in methods of
operating. Circumstances alter cases.

J. E. McCORMACK.

AREA- 84 OR 65 (?; SQ. INCHES
One of our readers has again brought

up the mythical problem of making
"something out of nothing," namely, that

of obtaining an additional unit of area
by the rearrangement of a certain num-
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SQUARE TO BE DIVIDED
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ber of units. The query is, that if a
square is composed of 64 square inches,
S inches on a side, and the same is cut
as indicated in Figure 1, and then ar-
ranged into a rectangle 5 inches wide
jy 13 inches long, that an area will be
obtained equal to 65 sq. inches, or a
"gain" of 1 sq. inch. This problem has
been given much publicity, largely as a
result of the query arising from those
who may see the re-arranged pieces

be seen however,—and can easily be
proven with a drawing board and pen-
cil,—that, when the sides b—c and f—

e

are parallel, there is a long narrow space
produced along the diagonal as shown
in Figure 2. The area of this slit can
be calculated and proven to contain the
sixty-fifth sq. inch.

The length of the diagonal e b, Fig-
ure 1, can be found by extracting the
square root of the sum of the squares

a e

1^
WHERE THE EXTRA SQUARE IS GAINED

placed in position, with a slight change
in the angle, so that the figure has the
appearance of an unbroken rectangle
containing 65 sq. inches.

The original square of 64 sq. inches, is

divided as shown in Figure 1, The sec-
tions 1 and 2 are identical and each
forms a right triangle 8x3 inches; the
sections 3 and 4 form two equal trapez-
oids, the parallel sides of which are 3

and 5 inches. It can therefore be read-
ily seen that as "the total area is 64 sq.

inches, no possible arrangement of said

sections will produce an area greater
or lesser than the initial area. Figure 2

shows the rearranged sections that pro-

vide the area of "sixty-five"? sq. inches.

Wlien these pieces are cut out and plac-

ed together the diagonal line from b to

h can be brought close together so thai

a casual glance will give the impression
that an extra sq. inch has been "found."

Or when this is drawn to puzzle the

minds of the uninitiated the diagonal can

be drawn from one corner to other. It will

ot the two sides; V 3''^-j-8i=8.o44 inches.
The length g-h is found in the same
way, g-i-h being the right triangle. V K
-\- 5^= 5.385 inches. The approximate
length of the diagonal in Figu'-e 2 will

be 8.544 -|- 5.385=13.93 inches. The angle
c-h-g equals 68 degrees 12 minutes and
the angle a-c-b equals 69 degrees, 27
minutes. Therefore the acute angle of

the diagonal space in Figure 2 is 69 deg.

27 min., minus 68 deg. 12 min., or 1 deg
15 min. The zinc of this angle is .02181

and therefore the parallel portion of the

narrow space will be .02181 x 5.385^^

.117 inches approximate. The area o'

the two tapered ends will then be 5.385

X .117=63005 inch, and the parallel

section in the middle will be 3.159 x

.117=.3696 inch, and the total area of

the space will be .63O05-|-.3696=:.99965

inch. The slight variation from the ex-

act sq. inch is due to the elimination of

decimal places. It will be seen from the

foregoing that the increased area is one

r,f imagination only.

A DAY OF RKSTr IN THE POWER PLANT
By T. H. FENNER

A SERIOUS and expensive break-

down occured to an 11"X9'X
14" high speed tandem compound

engine under my charge in a peculiar

manner. The accident occurred on a

Sunday, when the regular engine room
attendant was not on duty. As a matter
of fact, no one was in the engine room
at the time, the fireman on duty in the

boilei- room being under orders to come

WHAT HAPPENED TO THE PKSTON

up and look at the oiling arrangements
from time to time. To understand what
happened we must have a glance at the
boiler room, where the cause of the ac-
cident originated.

The feed pumps took their water from
overhead open heaters, of the Webster
type, discharging through economiser to

boilers. There was also a direct dis-

charge to main feed leader direct, by
passing the economiser, and also a
direct discharge to an auxiliary header,
as shown. The suction pipe from heat-

ers to pump came down to a T between
the two pumps, and branched off to each
pump. There were also two independent
suctions on each pump connected to hot

and cold wells. On one of these suctions

a connection had been made from the

discharge of the fire pump for washing
out boilers, and an emergency boiler

feed. A branch was tapped off the

auxiliary header at each boiler to con-

nect the valve of the turbine hose for

washing out. When washing out the

fire pump was used, discharging through
the feed pump suction, through thf

pump, and auxiliary header. The boiler

room stafiF had stringent orders never to

touch this fire pump valve, the engineer
on duty in the^power house being the
only one authorised to make the con-
nection. The reason for this care was
apparent, as if the valve from the jire

pump was opened and the suction from
the open heater left open at the same
time, the discharge from the fire pump
would have dear access to the heater
and from this to the whole exhaust
system.
The day that the accident happened

being a Sunday, in the ordinary course
of events nothing would have been run-
ning. However a 50 h.p. armature had
burned out on the Saturday morning,
and the millwrights and electricians had
been working Saturday afternoon and
Sunday morning and were ready to try
the motor after dinner Sunday. This
would mean, if the repairs were O.K.,
about ten minutes running. Being
anxious to know if everything would be
alright for Monday morning, I decided
to go down to the factory myself. The
regular day engineer had been instruct-

ed to come in after dinner to run the
engine as required, but as he had not
shown up I started up myself, made the
switchboard connections, and saw that
the forced lubrication was alright. I

told the fireman where I was going, and
warned him to come up at intervals of

not more than ten minutes, and look at

the engine. I expected to be all through
before he came up twice. However,
some minor troubles developed in con-
nection with the motor and shafting. A
man was sent over to the engine room
to see how things were and he reported
everything alright. We got ready to

.•^turt the motor a?ain, and it started

Lip this time perfectly, but after running
about five minutes the motor started to

slow down and the lights to dim. 1

started for the engine room on the run.

but about half way there was met by
fhe fireman, wlio informed me in quite

;i disinterested way that No. 1 engine .

liad "gone to h—." He also volunteered
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the information that there was a lot of

water in the basement. Arriving^ in the
engine room, I saw a tangle of oil

pipes, and the broken crank case lying
on the floor, and at the same moment
an ominous cracking broke on my ears.

Coupling this with the fireman's state-

ment of the leak in the basement, I made
a rush for the feed pump, finding what I

expected, the valve from the fire pump
open, and the heaters and exhaust sys-

tem flooded. The leak in the basement
was the excessive overflow from the

heaters backing up the water seal from
the sewer. The next thing was to look
at the water gauge to find the water
just bibbing in the bottom nuts of the
glasses on the two boilers that were
working. I began to reconstruct things
a bit in my mind, and then proceeded to

started up the fire pump, opened the dis-

charge through the feed pumps, and left

the main suction open. The water in the
boilers did not rise, but it did somewhere
else, and his ears were soon assailed by
numerous strange noises. At the same
time his gauge glass lamps started to

lose their brilliancy, and it crept into his

mind that something was wrong. He
went up to the engine room just in time
to hear a crash, and had then decided to

go and get advice. His view of the mat-
ter was that it was decidedly unjust to

spoil any poor man's Sunday by involv-

ing him in a series of untoward happen-
ings that kept him in a state of nervous
tension. Not having time to discuss the

matter fully I went to ascertain the

damage. I found both the crank pin

and orosshead gib straps sheared off, the

I ...

PIPING LAYOUT

catechise that picture of injured inno-
cence, the fireman. The evidence bein^
so complete, he could not deny opening
the valves, but hedged a bit about the
reason. However, I had a good idea of
that, too, and on putting it up to him,
he admitted the soft impeachment. He
began the course of events by neglecting
to watch his gauge glass, and when he
did look, found the glass full, but how
much more he knew not. However, he
promptly stopped the feed pump, ne-
glecting to shut the checks on the
boilers. He then resumed his paper, be-
ing anxious to see how Foch was making
out. Presumably he found the news to

his liking, for when he next looked the
water was about half glass. He con-
gratulated himself on his excellent
judgment in stopping the pump, and
thought it would be all right now to start

it up aeain. Here he struck a snag. The
boiler checks not being dead tight, when
the pump stopped some leakage occurred
from boiler to pumps, resulting after a

while in the pumps and heaters getting

good and hot, too hot to handle water.

Deciding that here again was a case for

a good man to use his own judgment, he
decided to pump some water through
from the fire pumps, achieving the
double purpose of feeding the boilers

and cooling off the lines and pumps. He

brasses themselves broken in several
pieces, and all the oil piping twisted and
broken. The cast iron crank case was
also broken, though this was a detail.

This was the outer damage. Next thing
was to look for the internal troubles.

The H. P. cover was removed and an at-

tempt was made to move the piston

ahead.. It was apparent at once that
something was jammed, and jammed
hard, as the hammer rebounded as

though from an anvil. It was decided to

take the nut off the end of the rod, and
a spanner was brought for the purpose,

but at the first application the end of

the rod and the nut came away together,

and it was evident that the rod had been
ready to break. We then found that the

piston came off the taper surprisingly

easy, and after removing the piston from
the rod a tentative tap with a hammer
was tried on the end of the rod with the

same result as before. The next step

was to open up the L. P., and this

achieved, the trouble was at once evi-

dent. The L. P. piston was cracked
across, the crack being open from % in.

to 3-16 in., and the piston had been forc-

ed over the taper into the parallel part

of the rod, jamming on the walls of the

cylinder. The only way it could be re-

moved was to drill holes all round the

boss and break a piece out, letting the

piston come down on the rod, and reliev-

ing the pressure. The piston was then

taken out in halves. The repairs neces-

sary were new piston rod, new low pres-

sure piston, new connecting rod end

brasses, gibs, straps, cotters, and bolts

complete, and oil piping, guards, etc., all

of which was done at the factory.

Cause of the Trouble

What had happened was as follows:

The water from feed pump had backed

up through open heaters till they filled

up to overflow level. The overflow took

care of some of the water, but the level

still rose till it came to the exhaust

steam opening. Entering this it dropped

down to the main heating exhaust and

travelled along to the building. Pre-

sumably about this time the engineering

genius in the boiler room, finding he

was getting no water in the boilers,

speeded the pump up a bit. There was
some back pressure on the engine by
now but the water had not yet reached

the level of the cylinder. However,
shortly after it did, with the results as

named. When the final smash occurred

the engine was just coming to the back

centre. She must have been consider-

ably slowed down from her normal 260

R. P. M., and was probably running

about half that. The L. . P. piston met
a solid wall of water, and the energy of

the fly wheel was enough to force the

rod through the piston, splitting the

piston and jamming everything hard and

fast. The fly wheel still possessed con-

siderable energy, the whole of which was
applied to move the crank ahead, against

the resistance of the immovable L. P.

piston. The weakest parts were evident-

ly the straps in erankpin and crosshead,

and these parted. The fly wheel evident-

ly made a few revolutions after this, as

the connecting rod was thrown back

near the front cover, and pieces of the

bearing boxes were in the crankpit and

on the floor, while the oil piping gave

mute testimony of what it had gone

through. The shock of the sudaen stop

on the H. P. end of the rod had to be

absorbed by the piston nut, and this had

evidently been too much for it. The
metal had given, and the piston had

loosened in the taper and was ready to

let go at the first movement. This shows

what can happen through one man's

carelessness, and the guilty one should

be susceptible to a more drastic punish-

ment than being discharged as in thest

days being discharged holds no terror

for the average fireman.

UNIFORMITY OF PRACTICE
It is conducive to economy to have the

boiler-room practice as uniform as pos-

sible in all respects. The water level

should be kept at a fixed point, except

when it is temporarily lowered by opening^

the blowoff from time to time. The steam
pressure should also be maintained at a

steady value, and an approved routine

should be established for every detail in

the room. When this is done the work
will go on almost automatically, and in

the best way possible. Any errors or

omissions on the part of the attendants

will also be more quickly observed.

I
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Progress in New Equipment

3-WIRE METERS

AT the present time, when great at-

tention is being given to conserva-
tion and standardization, the

new direct - current, 3-wire, service

type watthour meter, just placed

on the market by the Sangamo
Electric Company, Springfield, III., is

attracting much attention.

This meter consists simply of 2 stand-

ard 2-wire elements placed side by side

in a common base and registering their

K.W.H. on a common recording train, so

that the sum of the revolutions of the 2

elements will be properly added and in-

dicated on the K.W.H. dial of the meter.

This is effected by means of a very sim-

ple but ingenious differential gearing
within the recording train, so that no
matter what load there may be on one
element as compared with the other, the

total revolutions of the two elements
will be accurately added and recorded.

Even with one element fully loaded and
the other one without load, the registra-

tion is as accurate as though each ele-

ment were recording on a separate train.

This arrangement of meter elements

and train is not new, but has been given

a thorough and successful test on sim-

ilar ampere-hour meters built for use

with storage batteries on submarine ves-

sels of the U. S. Navy during the past

two years. The only difference between

these very successful ampere-hour

meters for submarines and the present

3-wire D-5 service type meter, is in the

fact that the driving elements in the

ampere-hour meters have permanent

magnet fields instead of shunt energized

fields of the watthour meter.

As will be seen from Fig. 2, each ele-

ment of the new 3-wire meter is a

standard 2-wire element including the

achieves for the first time the require-

ments of a true 3-wire direct current

meter; that is, one which will measure

DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS

light load adjustment, the arrangement

>.f damping magnets, and in the case of

meters over 10 amperes capacity, the ar-

rangement of internal or external

shunts. As shown in diagram, Fig. 8,

and from the arrangement of the ele-

ments it will be apparent that this meter

and record accurately the load on either

side of a 3-wire distributing system,

no matter whether the other side is en-

tirely dead. For example, if the fuse in

one outer line of the system is blown or

purposely withdrawn, the element con-

nected in the other side will record ac-

EXTERNAL VIEW SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OK MECHANISM
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curately the load on that side, as its

potential circuit and measuring circuits

are entirely independent of the side

which is open. If the neutral fuse is

blown or withdrawn, the two potential

elements remain in series across the

outer lines so that the meter will con-

tinue to record any load that may pass
through it between the outer wires with
the neutral open. Under widely unbal-

anced conditions of voltage between the

outer lines, this meter will record with

a degree of accuracy which is impossible

with any former 3-wire direct current

meter having a single potential element
connected either between one outer line

and the neutral, or between the two
outer wires. As shown in the diagram,
the elements are so connected through
an ingenious interchange of connections

within the terminal box itself that the

load wires from and to the line pass in

and out of the meter in regular succes-

sion; no crossing over or interchanging

of leads being required.

The recording train is held on a

bracket connecting the two motor ele-

ments, shown in Fig. 2 with the train

removed, and absolutely correct mesh-
ing of the two worm wheels on the train,

engaging with the two elements, is ob-

tained by a system of locating rear bear-

ings of the worm wheels similar to that

used in the standard 2-wire meter. The
train is held in position by a simple lock-

ing device operated from the top front

so that it may be readily removed for

purpose of inspection and calibration of

the elements.

In calibrating, each element is con-

sidered and tested as a standard 2-wire

meter without respect to the other ele-

ment. For this reason, an absolutely

perfect balance of the two elements may
be secured in minimum time and effort

by the tester.

A NEW FULFLO PUMP
The Fulflo Pump Company, Blan-

chester, Ohio, has placed on the market a

line of direct connected motor driven

pumps. These pumps are designed for

use in connection with high-class motor
driven machine tools, oil circulating

baths and for supplying batteries of

machines with cutting oils or compound.
They are all centrifugal in type, but

retam their prime without the aid of

valves or other mechanical means, each

pump being provided with a priming
chamber and having both intake and
outlet located at the top, which makes
it impossible for the pumps to lose their

prime. The impellors are of the semi-

enclosed type, and are supported by a

bearing at either end of the impellor

shaft. The thrust is on the suction side

of the impellor and is taken care of by
a hardened steel thrust collar on the

impellor shaft which thrusts against

the nose of the bronze bush supporting

the impellor shaft on the suction side

of the pump. The thrust at this point

is very slight as most of it is taken ud
by the coupling between the pump shaft

and the motor shaft.

The main pump bearing also forms

the pump gland and is of cast iron. The
lubrication of this bearing is taken care
of by a sight feed oiler which feeds into

a pocket completely surrounding the

bearing.

The shaft is of hardened and ground
steel. The packing used is the flexible

metallic type and is guaranteed not to

cut the shaft. The life of this pump is

exceptionally long as the impellor, the

only internal pumping part, does not de-

pend on any contact fits for its pumping
efficiency. Standard pumps have cast

iron bodies, covers and impellors, but

may be furnished in brass or bronze
when so desired.

THE MAJESTIC DETERMINATOR
Doubt always causes loss. In every

case of doubt there is a loss of time, and
in most case of doubt the loss of time is

accompanied by a more or less serious

loss of money. The foregoing applies

with more force to electrical work than

to any other, as most of the expensive

and dangerous burnouts are caused by
doubt—doubt as to whether the current

is A. C. or D. C.

When motors, transformers or any in

strument operated by electricity are to

be installed, the first thing necessary is

to find out what class of current the

building is supplied with, and for thii

use the Majestic Electric Development

DETERMINATOR FOR A.C. AND D.C.
CIRCUITS

Company, San Francisco, have developed

the Majestic determinator. Formerly
there were but two ways of determining

the character of the current supplied:

first, by "feeling the juice," which
should never be done, as it is always
extremely dangerous. Second, by ask-

ing the central station, which puts them
to considerable trouble and places an

unnecessary responsibility upon their

shoulders, which they are not willing to

assume. This method is uncertain, as

the central station may be supplying

that particular building with both alter-

nating and direct current.

The Majestic determinator is an in-

strument as simple in operation as it is

certain. To operate it, all that is neces-

sary is to place the plugs to the wires or

terminals, press the button at the bot-

tom of the determinator, and if the cur-

rent is direct, the letters D.C. will in-

stantly appear within one of the circles

at the top of the determinator; if the

current is alternating, the letters A.C.

will appear within the other circle. The

brilliancy of the light back of the letters

A.C. or D.C. tells whether the voltage is

110 or 220.

The plugs attached to the determin-

ator are knife blade type and are so con-

structed as to render short circuit or

shocks impossible.

With this instrument, all open fuses

and circuit breaks may be accurately de-

termined. Broken wires or coils, as well

as bell and lighting circuits, may be ac-

curately tested with it.

Every wirer, trouble shooter, electri-

cal engineer, superintendent of build-

ings, or, in fact, anyone having anything

to do with electricity, may use one of

these instruments to advantage.

The Majestic determinator has no

delicate or moving parts or fuses, there-

fore, is not liable to get out of order. It

is 4 inches long, 2 inches high and IV2

inches wide, weighs 7 ounces.

This device is being manufactured and

marketed by the Majestic Electric De-

velopment Company, 656-658 Howard
street, San Francisco.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
A Record of Prices Current on Raw, Semi - finished, and Finished Materials

Entering Into the Manufacture and Operation of Power Plant Equipment

BOILER TUBES
Seam-

Size less

1 in $32 00

1V4 in 36 00

IMi in 39 00

1% in 39 00
2 in 45 00

2% in 48 00
21/2 in 50 00
S in 58 00
S% in

3V2 in 70 00
4 in 80 00

Prices per lOt feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

Lap-
welded

32 00
32 00
32 00
34 00
40 50
45 00
52 00
54 00
67 00

PLATES
Montreal Toronto

Plates, 14 to % $5 50 $6 00
Tank plates, 3-16 in.. 6 50 6 25

WKOUGHT PIPE
EfTeetive Jan. 7. 1918.
Standard Buttweld.

Size.

^ in.

in.

% in.

Ml in.

% in.

1 in.

in.

1% in.

2 in.

8% in.

S in.

3% in.

4 in.

2 in.

2% in.

in.

s% in.

4 in.

4% in

in.

K in.

7 in.

SL in.

8 in.

3 in.

lOL in.

10 in.

PrJc«

Black Galvanized
Per 100 feet

$ 6 00 $ 8 00
i 68 6 81
i 68 6 31
6 21 7 78
7 82 9 95
n 56 14 71
15 64 19 90
18 70 23 76
25 16 32 01
40 37 51 19

52 79 66 34
67 16 84 18

79 57 99 74

Lapweld

38 81 35 34
42 12 52 36
55 08 68 47
69 00 86 94
81 75 103 00
93 00 118 00
108 00 137 00
140 00 178 00
183 00 232 00
193 00 244 00
222 00 281 00
2u6 00 366 00
246 00 312 00
317 00 492 00

tt—Ontario, Qurbee
Maritime Prorinces

and

WROUGHT NIPPLES
4* and nnder. 45%.
4^" Bnd Inro-er. 40%.
4* and nnder, runnlngr thread,

15%.
Standard couplings, 4" and un-

der, 35%.
4V6" and larsrer, 1B%.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS
Malleable flttines. class A, 20%

on list : class B and C, net list.

Cast 'ron flttines, 25% off list.

Malleable bushinirs. 25 and 7%%

:

oast busbin^s. 25%: unions. 46%:
plu?s. 20'yr off list. Net prices mal-
leable flttines; Class B black. 24^0
lb.: Class C black. I5%c lb.: gal-
vanized. Class B. S4e lb. : Class C.
24%c lb. F.O.B. Toronto.

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING.
At mill list plus 40%
At warehoiise list plus 60%
Dbeonnts off new lUt. Warehouse

price at Montreal and Toronto.

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL
Per lb. to \.nrvr Buyers Cerits

Iron bars, base, Toronto ... $4 75
Steel b.irs, •'".se, Toronto ... 5 00
Steel bars. 2' to 4' base. . . 00
Iron bars. base. Montreal . . 4 55
.Steel bars, bcae, Montreal.. 5 O.'i

Reinforcing bars, base 4 50
Pmall shapM S TB

8he:ets
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, Black, No. 28.$
Sheets, Black, No. 10.

Canada plates, dull, 52
sheets

Canada plates, all

bright
Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized
Q u e e n ' 1 Head, 28
B.W.G

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.G.
Gorbal"s Best, No. 28.
Colborne Crown, No.

28
Premier, No. 28 U.S.
Premier, 10% oz. ...

7 00
6 50

50

50

7 00
6 90

8 10

9 50

8 20
8 50

PROOF COIL CHAIN
B

V* in $14 35
5-16 in 13 85
% in 13 60
7-16 in • 12 90
% in 13 20
9-16 in 12 70
% in 12 50
% in

, 12 40
"i in 12 90
1 in 12 65
Extra for B.B. Chain 1 20
Extra for B.B.B. Chain 1 80

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

% in.

3-18 i

% in.

5-16 i

% in.

7-16 i

\i in

.

% in.
V, in

Price* per lbs.

$13-00
12 50
11 75
11 40
11 00
10 60
10 40
10 00
9 90

FILES AND RASPS
Per

Great Western. American . . .

.

Kearney & Foot, Arcade
.1 Barton Smith. Eagle . .

McClelland. Globe
Whitman & Barnes
Black Diamond
Delta Files
Nicholson
Globe
Vulcan I.I
Disston
P.H. and Imperial

Cent.
60
60
80
50
SO
87^
87^4

BO
60
60
50

OILS AND COMPOUNDS
Csstor oil. per lb
Royalite. per gal., bulk . . .

"
Palacine
Machine oil, per gal
Black oil. per esl
Cylinder oil. Canital
Cylinder oil. Acme
Standard cutting compound,
per lb

Lard oil. per gal 2
Union thread cutting oil anti-

se^itic

Acme cutting oil. antiseptic
Imperial n'i»'npb!ng oil
Petroleum fuel oil

191/,

22 V,
26 Vj

15
49 V,

39

06
60

Sf
37^.^

3<>'.'i

1»V«

BELTING—No. I OAK TANNED.
Extra heavy, single a'nd double SOo;
.Standard 40%
Cut leather lacing. No. 1 $1 95
I-enther in sides l 7,s

COAL AND COKE.
Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsville Foundry Coke
Steam Lump Coal
Eiest Slack

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto.

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 25

Stove bolts 55

Plate washers list plus 20
Machine bolts, 7-16 and over net
Machine bolts, % and less... 10
Blank bolts net

Bolt ends net
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., steel 27 Vi
Machine screws, o. and fll. hd.,

steel

Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., brass add
Machine screws, o. and fil. hd.,

brass add
Nuts, square blank add $1 50

Nuts, square, tapped add 1 75

Nuts, hex. blank add
Nuts, hex. tapped add
Copper rivets and burrs, list

plus
Burrs only list plus
Iron rivets and burrs 15

Boiler rivets, base %" and
larger $8 50

Structural rivets, as above. . 8 40

Wood screws, flat, bright.. 72',-j

Wood screws. O. & R., bright
Wood screws, flat, brass....
Wood screws, O. & R., brass
Wood screws, flat, bronze.

.

Wood screws, O. & R., bronze

10

20

25

1 75

2 00

30
50

67%
37 Vi
321.2

27 '-i

25

MISCELLANEOUS.

Solder, str.ctly 35
Solder, guara'nteed 40

Babbitt metals 18 to 70
Soldering coppers, 3 to 6 lbs. 58
Putty. !00-lb. drums 5 20
White lead. pure, cwt 16 20

Red dry lead, 100-lb kess,
per ewt 16 50

Glue. English 35
Gasoline, per gal., bulk ... 33
Benzine, per gal., bulk 30'«

Pure turpentine, single bbla.,

gal 1 OS

Linseed oil, raw, single bbls. 1 95

Linseed oil, boiled, single
bbls 19?

Lead wool, per lb 15

Plumbers' oakum, per ewt. 00
Sandpaper. B. ft A list plus 20
Emerv Cloth list plus 20

Sal Soda 03 Vj

Sulphur, rolls 05
Sulnhur. commercial 041-5

Rosin "D." per lb OS

Rosin "G." per lb OS'n
Borax crystal and granula 14

Wood alcohol, per gallon... 1 80
Whiting, plain, per 100 lbs. . 2 20

COPPER PRODUCTS
Montreal Toronto

Bars. ^ to 2 in. ..$42 50 $43 00
Plain sheets, base 16

02. and heavier . . 46 00 44 00
Conner sheet, tinned,

14x60 in.. 14 07. .. 48 00 48 00

CoTiTwr sheet, plan-
ished, base 16 oz.

and heavier . . . . 46 00 45 00

Br" Tiers' in. sheets.

6x4 base 45 00 44 00
Tubing T.P.S.. base
% in. UD to S in. 60 00 60 00

Above prices are full sheets and
bars. Cut sheets and bars are 5c

per lb. higher.

BRAS.9 PROI>t rTS.
Brass rods, base Uj" to 1' rd. .$0 43

Sheets 24 oz. and heavier base 48
Br^ss tuhine. seamless 55
Tubing, I.P.S., 1" base .S5

POLISHED DRILL ROD.
Diei-ount off list. Montreal
and Toronto Nel

RITRRER BELTING
Standard 10%
Beat grades 16%

WASTE
White. Cents per lb.

.XXX Extra 20
Peerless 21
Grand 19%
Superior 19%
X L C R 181^
Atlas 18%
X Empire 17%
Ideal 17%
X press 16

Colored.

Lion 15
Standard 13%
No. 1 13%
Popular 12

Keen 10%
Wool Packing

Arrow 26
Axle 20
Anvil 16

.•\nchor 11

Washed Wipers

Select White 11

Mixed colored 10
Dark colored 09

This list subject to trade dis-

count for quantity

Net

26

20

MILLED PRODUCTS
Per Cent.

Set screws ....••.•>•<•••*>• 86
Sq. ft Hex., Head Cap Screws 20
Rd. ft Fil Head Cap Screws Net
FUt ft But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus

Fin, & Semi-fln. nuts up to

1 in

Fin. and semi-fln. nuts, over
1 in., up to I'i in

Fin. and semi-fln. nuts, over

1% in., up to 2 in., list plus 10

Studs 20
Taper pins 40
Coupling bolts, pins 10
Planer head bolts, without

flileta list plus 10

Planer head bolts, with flllet

list plus 10 and 10

Planer head bolt nuta. same
as flnished nuts.

Planer bolt washers Ii«t

Hollow set screws . . list plus 20
Collar screws. . .list plus 80, 10

Thumb screws 20
Thumb nuts 66
Patch bolts add 40, 10

Cold pressed nuts to 1% In.

add $4 60

Cold pressed nuts over 1%
in add $7 00

METALS
Montreal Toronto.

Lake copper .

.

$23 00 $24 00
Electro copper . ...22 00 2S 0«

Castings, copper . . . . 22 ot 21 00

Tin 65 00 65 0«

Spelter .... 9 00 8 50
7 25 7 00
9 00 10 00

.Muminum ... . 40 00 40 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

ROPES AND PACKING
Packing, square braided . . .$0 3S

Packing. No. 1 Italian 44

Packing. No. 2 Italian 86

Pure Manila rope 87

Transmission rope. Manila.. 43

Drilling cables. Manila .... 39

LEAD SHEETS Montreal Toronto

Sheets, 8 lb*, sq. ft.

Jb $12 00 $13 25

Sheets, S% lbs 12 00 13 25

Sheets. 4 to 6 lbs... 13 00 12 50

Cut sheets. %e per lb. extra.

Cuts sheets to size. It p«r lb.

extra.
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STRAIN
YOUR OIL

Use Twin Oil Strainers
and insure a continuous
supply of clean oil for
your burners.

Fuel oils commonly contain some
solid matter which must be removed
from the oil before it can be used with

any degree of satisfaction. To do this,

it is necessary to use some kind of a

strainer, so why not use the Twin—

a

strainer that can be cleaned without

shutting off the supply?

THE TWIN OIL STRAINER
}<jves the same service as two single strainers, but it is more convenient to operate, it

requires less space for installation and it does away with all extra valves and piping
necessary to connect up. These are the features that led to its being used in Sub-
marines and Destroyers now being built for the United States Navy and in cargo
boats now being built for the United States Merchant Marine.

ELLIOTT COMPANY, Diamond St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Sizes range from 1 to 5 inch. (iJVi

inch and larger sizes have flanged

connections). Basket mesh 1/64

inch or laVger. See Bulletin "AA"
for details.

The oil enters the Strainer at the left and empties
into and passes throusrh the straining basket, then
up and out at the right. All solid impurities are
retained in the straining basket.

When a basket is clogged, the valves are shifted to direct

the flow of oil into the clean basket, which is in reserve.

The compartment containing the dirty basket is then opened

up, the basket removed, cleaned and replaced, and held in

reserve until the basket then in service needs c'.esining.
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Terry's Commercial
Manager Visits

Canada
Very few manufacturers in the metal

and engineering trades are as well

known, or serve such a diversified class

of trader as the house of Herbert Terry
& Sons, Ltd., Redditch, England.

From a one man genesis in 1855 the

business has grown, until to-day it em-
ploys between 1,200 and 1,400 work-
people, and embraces more than 60

highly-organized departments. Both
technically and financially the firm has
a high reputation, also being successful

in maintaining cordial relationship be-

tween employer and employee.

The firm is producing every known
kind of metal spring and numerous other
light metal articles. A big line of goods
for motor garages, lock springs, flexible

shafting, etc., are included in the lines

which will be shown by Mr. Ernest
Clarke, the commercial manager of the
firm, who is visiting Canada for the pur-
pose of demonstrating his firm's ability
and desire to serve Canadian manufac-
turers and traders.

Mr. Clarke is able to quote for any
kind of spring needed and to give much
valuable advice based on his technical
knowledge of the business.

Mr. Clarke can be addressed at any
of the offices of The MacLean Publish-
ing Co.—Advt.

BOOK REVIEW
steam Engine Troubles by H. Hawkens,
$2.50—The Norman W. Henley Pub-
lishing Co., New York.

A practical treatise on the troubles
which are common to the operation of
various types of steam engines. With
the great number of different designs
of engines in use it is a somewhat dif-
ficult matter to determine the reason
why things go wrong with certain parLs
and to prevent trouble and to remedy
it when it does occur. In the present
work the troubles which the principal
parts of steam engines are subject to
are described, good design is contrasted
with bad, the most suitable material for
certain parts and the best construction is

pointed out. The advantages and dis-

advantages of many designs are dis-

cussed. The directions given for cor-
recting existing evils are easily under-
stood. The principal considerations in

the building of foundations, setting of

templets and lining up an engine are
given with a complete account of how
to erect an engine. Directions are giv-

en for lubrication valve setting and test-

ing, also how to locate trouble with an
indicator, and what adjustments are to

be made on new engines and maintained
on old ones. Speed regulations are nlso

treated of and simple rules for calcu-

lating safe pressures of main bearings,

stresses in flywheels, strength of cyl-

inder walls, etc., are given which enable

an engineer to find out whether the en-

gine he runs is constructed on sound
principles or not. The various parts of

an engine such as cylinders, valves, pip-

ing and separators, throttle and emer-
gency valves, pistons, frames, bearings,
connecting rods, etc., are dealt with in

detail, a separate chapter being devoted
to each one. This work should prove
quite welcome to those having the oper-
ation of stationary engines in their

charge.

Graphical and Mechanical Computation,
by Joseph Lipka, Ph.D., John Wiley
and Sons, Inc., New York; the Renouf
Publishing Co., Montreal. Price $4.00.

A book written as an aid in the solution

of a large number of problems which the

engineer, as well as the student of en-

gineering, meets in his work. In the

opening chapter the construction of

scales is developed and leads to a discus-

sion of the principles upon which the

construction of various slide rules is

based. The second chapter develops the

principles of a network of scales, show-
ing their application to the use of vari-

ous kinds of co-ordinate paper and to the

charting of equations in three variables.

Engineers have recognized for a long

time the value of graphical charts in the

lessening of the labor of computation.

Among the charts devised none are sj

rapidly constructed, nor so easily read as

the charts of the alignment type. Chap-
ters III, IV and V give a systematic,

development of the construction of align-

ment charts; the methods are illustrated

by charts for a large number of for-

mulae. It is the writer's hope, as ex-

pressed in his preface, which we quote,

that the simple mathematical treatment

employed in these chapters will serve to

make the engineering profession more
widely acquainted with this time and

labor saving device. Many formulae in

the engineering sciences are emperical,

and the value of many investigations is

enhanced by the discovery of laws con-

necting the results. Chapter VI is con-

cerned with the fitting of equations lo

emperical data. Chapter VII considers

the case where the data are periodic, as

in alternating currents, sound waves, etc.

Where emperical formulae cannot be fit-

ted to experimental data, further com-

putation can be made by interpolation,

differentiation, and integration by the

methods developed in the last two chap-

ters. Numerous illustrative examples

are worked throughout the text and ex-

ercises are given at the end of each

chapter. While a preliminary knowledge

of mathematics is essential to the com-

plete understanding of the subject mat-

ter of this boot, it places in the hands

of the designing engineer a powerful
means of simplifying the calculation of
problems arising every day in structural,

hydraulic, power plant, mechanical and
electrical engineering. The treatment
adopted throughout is concise and well

arranged.

Electro-Metallurgy, Electrolytic and
Electro-thermal Processes, By Eric k.
Rideal. Bailliere, Tindall and Cox.

London.

The rapid development of applied

chemistry in recent years, accelerated

by the recent war, has brought about
a revolution in all branches of technol-

ogy. A series of books, of which the-

present publication is one, is being pre-

pared by the publishers as an aid to the

further development of industrial chem-
istry throughout the British empire. This
series will give a general survey of the

particular portion of the science dealt

with and each volume is complete in

itself. The present volume is divided

into eight maip sections dealing with
electrolysis in aqueous solutions; electro-

lysis in fused electrolytes; the electro-

lytic preparation of the rare metals; el-

ectro-thermal processes; carborundum
and oxysilicides of carbon; the carbides;

electro-thermal nitrogen fixation bv'^

metals and metallic compounds, and iron

and the ferro-alloys.

In an introduction to the above sec-

tions the problems relating to the ample
supply of power necessary for electro-

metallurgical operations are dealt with-

and interesting figures relative to com-
parative costs of power production by
present methods, hydro-electric, coal, gas
and oil are given. In Great Britain,

where waterpowers are scarce and coal

plentiful, the cost of producing power
by the latter would seem to be suffic-

iently low to warrant the establishing of

electro-chemical plants using it as fuel.

The metalliferous resources of the Brit-

ish Commonwealth are also dealt with

in the introduction.

In the section devoted to electrolysis

in aqueous solutions the winning and re-

fining of copper is thoroughly taken up
and special mention is also made of the

Ube of colloid addition agents in electro-

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS

r«OR SALE — CANADIAN WESTINGHOUSE
" Motor- Type C. Constant speed, 100 h.p.. 22.t

ampere per terminal, 2 phase. Full load speed

580, alternating 720. Box l.'>0. Power House.
(p3h I

PREPAYMENT METERS FOR SALE 60 KER-
^ ranti 5 and 10 amp., 110 volt, types B & C.

Reared for 7 to 10 cent rate, in first-class condi-

tion. Will accept S.t per cent, present cost new-

meters. Address Hydro-Electric Power Commission
of Ontario, 190 University Ave.. Toronto.

MONCRIEFF'S "UNI FIC
W/\TE.R OAUOE. O-LASSES

Stand in a Cla.i by ThamteUei for Quality. Efficiency mmA Eceaoay

A trial will convinca yon. Writ* for Cat»l«>

W. J. WALL, 134-136 BLEURY ST., MONTREAL
(Canadian Representative)
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lytic work. The other metals treated of
in this section are zinc, cadmium, gold,
silver, nickel, lead, antimony, bismuth,
tin, cobalt and cobalt nickel alloys. In
general this section may be said to be
an exhaustive summary of present day
practice.

In the section devoted to fused elec-

trolytes, the preparation of sodium po-
tassium, lead zinc, aluminum and other
metals is dealt with. A portion of the
book which is of considerable interest
deals with the preparation of the rarer
metals which are finding increasing ap-
plication in modern industry. The sec-

tion on electro-thermal processes deals
with the smelting of and reducing of the
metallic elements from their ores and
also with the preparation of graphite
and other electric furnace products.

Carboinindum, carbides and the fix-

ation of atmospheric nitrogen are also

considered and an important part of the
contents is related to the iron and steel

industry.

As a reference aid to the metallurgist
engineer or chemist interested in electro-

metallurgy this publication should find

considerable usefulness and the excellent

bibliography which is incorporated at

the end of each section is of consider-
able assistance to those wishing to make
further investigation.

The value of the work is greatly en-

hanced by the incorporation of much
material in the nature calculations as to

energy requirements for electrolytic and
electro-thermal processes.

Forging, by John Jernberg, Tfie Amer-
ican Technical Society, Chicago

The art of blacksmithing is an an-
cient one and for centuries was the
only method-working profession. Very
little improvement has been effected in

it up to comparatively recent times.
In the last few years the adoption of

new types of steel has made consider-
able advancement necessary in the art

of forging and also in the allied art of

heat-treating. The author states that

this book was written for the bringing
up to date of the machinist's knowledge
concerning the art of forging in its more
modem aspect. One chapter describes

mechanical details, materials and equip-

ments, and groes into the various types
of forges, furnaces, annealing ovens,

and power tools which are used. Fors;-

ing operations are next taken up and the

major portion of the book is devoted

to this particular subject, welding, up-

settiner and other forsinp: operations be-

ing all dealt with. Heat treatment and
its effect on the physical properties of

steel is an inlportant subject and is

covered in a simpHe and able manner.

CATALOGUES
Buckeye Products Company, Cincin-

nati, Ohio, have issued their general cat-
alogue number 7. This book contains
400 pages and is a reference work on
foundry tools and appliances. Practically
everything which is necessary to the
successful operation of a foundry may
he found in the pages of this book, and
a list of reference books is included which

may be purchased through the Buckeye
Products Company.
The Morse Chain Company, Ithaca,

New York, for which Jones & Glassco,
Montreal and Toronto, are the Canadian
agents, have issued publication Number
16, entitled "A Chain of Evidence." This
publication is one of a series and deals
particularly with the small power drive.

The book is replete with illustrations
and is of interest and of useful refer-
ence for those who have to deal with
the transmission of small amounts of

power.

The Cronse-Hinds Company of Can-
ada, Limited, Toronto, have issued a
four page folder called "Condulet Sug-
gestions 64." This folder describes the
use of their condulets and the arrang-
ing or the charging of storage batter-
ies on the train lighting sets. In the
installations the condulet is mounted on
a concrete pedestal which both facili-

tates a plugging and insures against the
condulet being frozen in or covered with
snow during the winter.

The Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait,

Ont., have recently issued a catalogue
on rotary jet condensers and vacuum
pumps. This firm have obtained the
rights to the Rees-Roturbo pumps and
condensing equipment and this catalogue
deals with the various types of condens-
ing equipment which they are prepared
to supply. Condensers in general are

treated of. Condenser plant economies
and the economy of high vacuum are

shown. The Rees-Roturbo jet condenser
is treated of in detail, its design being
gone into thoroughly, and features of

installation being dealt with in a very
thorough manner.

The Graton and Knight Manufacturing
Company, Worcester, Mass., have issued

a very complete catalogue descriptive of

the lines of belting which they manu-
facture. The first few pages are taken

up in the description of the plant and
of the various portions of the hides

which go to make up the finished belt.

The various grades of beiting are taken
up next and each one of the different

classes manufactured by the Graton and
Knight Company are described in de-

tail. Various types of belt drives are

treated of and much valuable data is

given regarding the proper calculation of

beltins: problems and the care of the

belts themselves.

The Bureau of Mines, Washington.

have recently issued Technical Paper 191

dealing with central station heating.

Briefly stated, the paper sums up the

manifold extravagances of utilizing

about 15 per cent, of the heat valve of

the fuel, allowing the remainder to go to

waste, mainly in the condenser cooling-

water. This percentage is true of the

most efficient plants of to-day. A
method that promises at once to increase

the community value of such stations is

worthy of consideration and the central

station heating offers a favorable solu-

tion. The development of central station

service is dealt with, methods of com-
puting costs and rates to be charged are

also gone into thoroughly.

The LONG
Patent
Steam
Trap

Automatically drains
jacket kettles, separators
and steam mains. Nine
hundred to 1,500 feet of
one-inch pipe isn't be-
yond its ability. Also
used with splendid suc-
cess in drying room
systems.

Only One
Movable Part
Works against 1 and
200 pounds of pressure

—

no possibility of freez-
ing. Has two outlets so
it can be installed in any
position.

Circular gives full par-
ticulars.

^^v*^ Write to-day.

J. T. LONG
84 Adam Street

MONTREAL, CANADA
If your dealer does not sell it, write direct \

ICTion lDi

An OTerload Is often a necessity. Butu 13 hard on an engine. To sucoess-
tuUy carry an overload so that there
mil be no after effects on the engine
a very careful selection of your oU
should be made. An oil that is not
free from impurities will cause a greater
wearmg on the, bearings, a great fric-
tion loss \rill occur. You will need
to fire the boiler more often because
ine engine will be harder to run. In
this manner you lose out. You work
harder, have larger operating costs, and
less power all because of your oil. Do
as a great many Canadian engineers
have done — give Kellogg's "Non<!or-
rosive Cylinder OU" a trial. Abso-
lutely pure. Write us regarding it.

E. H. KELLOGG & CO.,
New York, U.S.A.
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No Delay No Bother

No Trouble

Ready for

Immediate Delivery

STEAM TRAP
SARCO

The Goldie and McCulloch Co., Gait,
Ontario, have issued a very attractive
catalogue on the Rees Roturbo pump, for
which they have secured the manufac-
turing rights for Canada. The Rees-
Roturbo pump has proven highly effici-

ent and is widely used in Great Britain,

Canada, and the United States, the
high efficiency and self-regulating fea-

tures proving particularly attractive.

The literature, which has recently been
published by the above mentioned firm,

goes into the design of this pump very
fully, and makes very interesting reacr-

ing, the fundamental principle of the
pump itself is very clearly explained,
and the manner in which the problems
connected with variation of head in

either the suction or delivery are dealt

with is clearly shown. The various types
of single and multi-stage pumps are fea-

tured and dimensions and other infor-

mation given concerning their design.

WESTINGHOUSE NEW ANNUAL
CATALOGUE

The Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co. of East Pittsburgh, Pa., has issued

a complete catalogue in which all of

their electrical supplies are listed. In

compiling the catalogue every effort

was exercised to make it of the greatest

convenience to purchasers.

The catalogue is made uo of 1,264

pap'es of description pertaining to the

products of the company and a score of

other pages contains a complete cross

index, and index to style numbers, and
a table of "Approximate Co'^t Multi-

pliers," which enables one to figure the

appT^oximate cost of all sunnlies listed.

Although the book is called a cata-

loeue, it contains a vast amount of in-

formation of a technical and engineer-

ing nature. Practical suggestions for

the use of many kinds of aoparatus for

the transmission and utilization of elec-

tric power are given.

It is planned to issue this catalogue

annually. The publication of this cata-

logue is quite noteworthy, as it is the

first book of such a nature published by
an electrical concern having the wide

diversity of products sold by the West-
inghouse Company.

NEW PUBLICATION
The double-helical speed-reducing

pear, as used for stepping down from
the high speeds of steam turbines to

soeeds suitable for ships' propellers,

direct-current generators, large centri-

fugal pumps and fans, rope and belt

drives, etc., was first introduced about
twenty-five years ago by the late Dr.

De Laval. This type of speed-reducing
gear has subsequently been developed
and refined by the several companies
bearing his name, particularly for large

size units, by the De Laval Steam Tur-
bine Co., of Trenton, N.J.

That company has now issued a 32-

page catalogue describing standardized

geared turbine units for marine service.

The gain in fuel economy of the steam
turbine over the reciprocating engine Is

stated to be approximately 25 per cent.

The geared turbine weighs about half as
much and occupies less than a third of
the cubical space required by the engine.
It is also more accessible and easier to
repair, the expense for supplies and at-

tendance is considerably less.

The new publication describes the de-

tails of construction of turbines and
gears and also various turbine-driven
auxiliaries, including lighting sets, cir-

culating pumps, boiler feeders, etc. A
new development is the centrifugal

pump for the continuous purification of
the oil used in the turbine and gear
bearings and on the gear teeth.

DESULPHURIZATION OF BENZOL
FOR MOTOR USE.

It is now possible by using a new
method of desulphurizing benzol to make
it more effective in competition with
sulphur-fre^ petrol. The portion of sul-

phur present r.s thiophene^about 30 per
cent, of the total can be eliminated by
washing with concentrated sulphuric
acid, such as is required in the making
of pure products, and the real difficulty

is to get rid of the carbon bisulphide,

which remains unaffected by the wash-
ing process, and of which the crude spirit

contains on the average about 0.96 per

cent. After numerous experiments a

process was finally evolved and embodied
in a patent by which the benzol is wash-
ed with caustic soda solution at a tem-
perature just short of its boiling point.

Sodium thiocarbonate water, and sodium
carbonate are formed in the following

nroportions:

—

6 NaHO — 3 Cs,= 2 Na,CS3— 3 H,0
— Na^ CO,

"

The caustic soda is prepared in the

usual way from sodn-ash and lime, but

of higher strength than usual—aiming
generally at a density of 26 deg. Twad-
dell, correspondinT to approximately ten

per cent, of NaOH. The charp'e of ben-

zol forerunnings is b^own into the mixer,

which is a cylindrical tink fitted with

i>n agitator having a series of arms rad-

iating from a central shaft, a small re-

flux condenser (to return any vaporized

benzol) and a heating coil. Steam is

turned on full for about ten minutes,

the aeitator started, and the caustic run

in. The agitation is kept up for about

two hours, by which time the cnustic has

become exhausted; the contents of the

mixer are then allowed to sett'e for some
twenty minutes nr\d the snent liquor is

run off. The following particulars give

details of a washin'^:

First wash—Caustic sod*\. 715 gallons.

27.5° Tvv., 10.74 ner cent of NaOH. Sp.

G'-. after run 89?. C«; 3.57 per cent. ^
59.55 per cent, reduction.

Forerunnines chn^'^ed to mixer. 1,241

gallons. Sp. gr. 907. CS, 8.83 per

cent.

Second wash—Trotted snent liquor

from first wash, 5.50 '^iTons. Sp. gr.

after run 0.885. CS. 3 57 ner cent, re-

duction. Total CS., removed 95.51 per

cent.

The liquor from the second wash is

ao-ain revivified. f>nd used for nnrtly

washing a succeeding charge.—M.E.

Is as readily installed as it is

quickly supplied. No pit—no
foundation—no expensive pre-
paration. Because of its simple
form and unique construction
SARCO can be placed

Any Place Any Position

Any Angle

whether the pressure be low or
high—2 lbs. or 200 lbs.—can be
applied to your pipe line as
easily as a coupling or an elbow
—along the stretch, in the bend—anywhere—any point needed.

SARCO is an efficient steam
trap as easily inserted as a
cork in a bottle. Do you won-
der that several hundred thou-
sand SARCOS are in use !

You won't Wonder if you accept
our offer of a trap on 30 days

free approval.

Sarco Company, Inc.

Woolworth BIdg., New York City

Ellicott Square. Buffalo

New TelarraP'h Bldg.. Detroit

Drexel Bldg., Philadelphia

Mooadaock Block. ChieaKO

WUIIanmn Bld«r., ClevelaiM)

liMkley Bide., Atlanta,

and i>ei>re8entatjves in all principal
ottiea.

Canada, Peacosk Brothers, MontreaJ.
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for every purpose

The same high standard and efficiency that

characterize the Canadian Fairbanks-Morse

engines and other mechanical equipment are

found in each of the models of Fairbanks-Morse

pumps.

No matter for what purpose you may desire a

pump, there is a Fairbanks-Morse style to meet

your requirements.

Enquire of the nearest Branch.

''Canada *s Departmental House for Mechanical Goods."

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited
St. John, N.B. Quebec Montreal Ottawa
Toronto Hamilton Windsor Winnipeg
Saskatoon Calgary Vancouver Victoria
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Questionnaire
We have recently issued a summary sheet (5 14 x

22 inches) which will serve to show you just what
scale, pitting, and corrosion are costing your con-

cern in the shape of fuel loss and boiler repairs.

If you want a copy we will gladly send it

Without Obligation!
It is for your own use and need not be re-
turned.

A bit of effort and your own figures may
disclose some startling facts about your
boiler-room costs.

Send a post card to-day to the
C. F.-M. Co., Ltd., or to us.

Metlskin Co., Inc., Rochester, N.Y.

Canadian Distributors:

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited
Halifax St. John , [Quebec Montreal Ottawa |Toronto
Hamilton Windsor Winnipeg Saakatoon Calgary Vancouver

III
IMPORTANT THINGS

TO CONSIDER ABOUT
A SEPARATOR

I. THE PLAN—Is it sen-

sible, will it work, no
matter how large the

Separator 01 how well

made ?

II. THE SIZE—Is it big
enough regardless of

plan, will it hold a good
dose of water?

III. THE CONSTRUCTION
—Is it strong enough,
are flanges heavy, how
will it look by the side

of a nicely finished

engine? Send for cata-

log and
points in

note these

Sweet's Separators

DIRECT SEPARATOR COMPANY
218 South Geddes St. SYRACUSE, N. Y.

General Sale* Agents :

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited

St. John, Montreal, Quebec, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton
Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Calgary, Vancouver, Victoria

Tuxeda
SWING JOINTS
Provide one of the
easiest ways to

save coal
Every pound of steam
that escapes through a
leaky connection repre-
sents a certain amount
of coal wasted. Do you
know that an average
leak will waste 3,400
pounds of steam a
month ? Investigate
your flexible steam con-
nections at once and
then investigate the
Tuxeda Swing Joint.

A Guaranteed Solution for Your Flexible

Connection Problems

Send for Bulletin "A" to

FRANKLIN WILLIAMS, INC.
New Yorlc City

(M'lirrnl Snirs Acrnts: Canadian Fairbanka-Mcrae Co., I.td.
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Nature's Contribution to Power
SO-imh Neptuve Double Belt, 91 feet long, driving mill of J. C. Halsema Mfg. Co.,

Jacksovi'ille, Fla. This belt has been in operation five and one-half years, and h
in as good condition as when first installed. It has given satisfactory service at an
overhead charge of $2.17 per week, or a cost of five mills per horsepower per week

It's the right material in the right place. Nature
provided that material, worn originally on the back
of a steer. A steer hide is naturally tough, strong,
pliable, elastic. All of those characteristic virtues nro
retained to the right degree in Graton & Knight
Standardized Tanning. That tanning is done to meet
tixed reonirements.

I.eather stands hard us:ige. It has a bull-dog frictional
grip. It keeps on taking the punishment of main
drives and the side-slapping of shifters—and then
comes back for more. Good belting must h-\ve tract-
able pliability. It must bo firm. It must stretch
and eome back when required. It must be easy to
.slice and repair. Nothimr boats leather for these
characteristics. No belting beats Graton & Knitrht
Standardized Sories Lenther Belts.

Every Graton & Knight Brand isn't recommended for
every drive. The work to be done determines the
belt to be used—that is the G. & K. Standardization
idea. Power transmission requirements are confined
to a few classes. There's a standardized belt for
every class. The Neptune Double referred to above
is one of them. It's the Standardized Belt for use
wherever dampness or water is present or where
belting is subjected to exposure and rain, snow and
other unfavorable climatic conditions; and for exces-
sive loads.

Many of the best belted plants ask us to specify the
belting for every pvlley drive. Try the plan yourself.
Then, when buying, call for "Graton & Knight—Brand
or equal." This won't commit you to buying our
belts. It will put your buying on the one basic con-
sideration—the work to be done.

Write for information about Standardization a* applied to Belting.

THE GRATON & KNIGHT MFG. COMPANY, WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS, U.S.A.
Oak Leather Tanners. Makers of Leather Belting, Lace Leather. Leather Packing,, and Specialties.

BRANCHES AND DISTRIBUTORS IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES.

Canadian Graton & Knifrhl. Ltd., Montreal. Canadian Representatives: The
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., St. .lohn, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto
Il.Tmilton, Quebec, Caleary, Saskatoon, Vancouver, Windsor, Winnipeg Victoria

Tanned by us for belting use.

GRATON & KNIGHT Standardized
Series LEATHER BELTING

Do you know that we have a thoroughly organized engi-

neering department devoted to the interests of all belt users?

We have—and it is one of the best in equipment and re-

sources, in the country. You are invited to send us your
problems for solution. The only fee involved is your good will.
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Sold on a Service Basis

r\URABLA COMPRESSED ASBESTOS FIBRE
SHEET PACKING is guaranteed to meet every flange

condition in your plant, making a permanently tight joint

wherever a gasket is required.

One Standard Material for all Gasket Work. Prompt Shipments of All Orders

Durabla Manufacturing Co., New York
Distributors for Canada

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited

Valves
and

Asbestos

Packed

Cocks
Catalogues Sent On Request

Feed Water

Heaters

Hot Water

Generators

Power
Pumps

PRATT & CADY COMPANY, INCORPORATED, HARTFORD, CONN
Canadian Representatives;

THF CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE COMPANY, LIMITED
HttlHtit., St. John, QuebM, MontrMi, Ottawa, Toronto. Hamllion. Wind»or. Winnlpr«. Sa»k«too«». Calvary. V«i»ct.u>cr. \i
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Consider the Convenience of

Packing Any Size Valve
From One Spool of

T»AOC MARh

"PALMETTO
Res L S Pat Offihe

TWIST PACKING

(Just unstrand to the de-

sired size)

Small stuffing boxes need the right packing,

because the amount of packing is small and is

more likely to burn out or harden.
Send for free working sample to test for yourself.

GREENE, TWEED & CO.
Sole Manufacturers

109 Duane St. - New York
Canadian Agents :

'lie Cani'diar Fairl ^^^s-^^c rse Co., Limited, St

If It, Tr rcnio, Cielec, Hamiltcn, Mcntreal,
(ttaw*,. VanK^t\err- V-ictoria.
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No Buckling
Split Tubes

Nor Leaky Heads
Because in this Alberger Heater expansion stresses are positively overcome by the use of a divided
tube head vi'hich takes care of the unequal elongation of the tubes in the various passes.

With this

ALBERGERK HEATER
your hot water cost will be cut down.
You will be saved steam repairs

—

fuel— space. You will need no extra
storage tank because the water will

be heated to the required temperature
as fast as it is withdrawn.
You will need less fuel because the
small diameter helically corrugated
seamless pure copper tubes insure
very rapid heating; they have been
proven to transmit .50'/; more heat
than any plain tube heater of similar
size.

Send for Bulletin No. 201.

ALBERGER HEATER COMPANY
BUFFALO N.Y. U.S.A.

(Jeneral Sales Agents: Canadian Fairbank»-Mor.se Company,
Limited. St. John. Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton,
Quebec, Calfrarj-, Windsor, Vancouver, Winnipeg, Victoria.

Capacitiea range from 200 to 200,000 gallons per hour.

Are without an Equal for

Deane of Holyoke Condensers
or Suctions on Paper Machines

Softest high-grade rubber as seating,

supported by an inseparable steel core.

Spring guides and brass bushed stud-

holes as above, if desired, or plain faces.

Not a cheap valve, but positively smooth-

est in action and longest lasting.

This construction in Four Grades for

every known pumping service.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.
Sole Distributors for Canada

THE AMERICAN DEAD
WEIGHT GAUGE

TESTER
Simplifies Gauge Testing

Especially adapted

to shop and engine

room testing.

Check your own

gauges.

WRITE FOR

CIRCULAR

Canadian Agents : CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO., Limitsd
Montreal Toronto St. John Calgary

AMERICAN STEAM GAUGE &
VALVE MFG. COMPANY

New York Chicago BOSTON Atlanta Pittaburgh
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Dominion Rubber System
Belting is Better Belting

for Every Purpose

There is yet to be found a process, condition, use or

industry in which belting is required that the Dominion

Rubber System's belting engineers have not successfully

and efficiently served w^ith some type of our Belting.

If you have a problem for which there is no parallel,

our technical experts will undertake to solve it with-
out charge, and produce, if necessary, a special type
of belt to satisfactorily meet your requirements.

Nearly every factory, mine, quarry, paper or flour mill, grain eleva-

tor or railway shop, is using our Belting as a satisfactory part of

its equipment—some of the largest users specify it exclusively.

Our Dominion Friction Surface Belting will out-serve,

at lower cost per horse-power, any belt made—because it is built

up to the highest quality standard—by the oldest, largest and

most highly specialized rubber organization in Canada.

An important factor in the service of Dominion Rubber System

Belting is in placing the right type of belt where it wilfproduce

maximum efficiency—this is primarily due to our Dominion-wide

service branches, through which the free advice of our belting

engineers is available to every user of belting.

As one of these service branches is within phone distance of you,

put it up to our experts to get you out^of any difficulty that

concerns belting.

Service Branches

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton,";

London, Kitchener, North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg, Brandon,

Regina, Saskatoon, Edmonton, Calgary, Lethbridge, Vancouver,
Victoria.
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Becoming a Bi^^er Man
WHAT is the difference between some men you know and others known to you?

Why are some men earning $3,000 a year and some $30,000? You can't put it

down to heredity or better early opportunities, or even better education. What,
then, is the explanation of the stagnation of some men and the elevation and progress of
others?

We are reminded of a story. A railroad man, bom in Canada,
was revisiting his home town on the St. Lawrence River. He
wandered up to a group of old-timers who sat in the sun
basking in blissful idleness. "Charlie," said one of the old

men, "they tell me you are getting $20,000 a year," "Some-
thing like that," said Charlie. "Well, all I've got to say,

Charlie, is that you're not worth it."

A salary of $20,000 a year to these do-nothing men was in-

credible. Not one of the group had ever made as much as

$2,000 a year, and each man in the company felt that he was
a mighty good man.

Charlie had left the old home town when he was a lad. He
had got into the mill of bigger things. He developed to be a

good man, a better man, the best man for certain work. His
specialized education, joined to his own energy and labor sent

him up, up, up. To put it in another way: Charlie had always
more to sell, and the world wanted his merchandise—brain,

skill and ability. Having more to sell all the time, he got

more pay all the time.

Charlie could have stayed in the old home town; could have
stagnated like others; could have been content with common
wages. In short, Charlie could have stayed with the common
crowd at the foot of the ladder. But Charlie improved him-

self and pushed himself, and this type of man the Goddess of

Fortune likes to take by the hand and lead onward and upward.
Almost any man can climb higher if he really wants to try.

None but himself will hold him back. As a matter of fact.

li^ world applauds and helps those who try to climb the lad-
der that reaches towards the stars.

The bank manager in an obscure branch in a village can get
out of that bank surely and swiftly, if he makes it clear to
his superiors that he is ready for larger service and a larger
sphere. The humble retailer can burst the walls of his small
store, just as Timothy Eaton did, if he gets the right idea and
follows it. It is not a matter of brain or education so much
as of purpose joined to energy and labor. The salesman or
manager or bookkeeper or secretary can lift himself to a
higher plane of service and rewards if he prepares himself
diligently for larger work and pay. The small manufacturer,
the company director, the broker—all can become enlarged in

the nature of their enterprise and in the amount of their in-

come—by resolutely setting themselves about the task of grow-
ing to be bigger-minded men.

Specialized information is the great idea. This is what the
world pays handsomely for. And to acquire specialized in-

formation is really a simple matter, calling for the purposeful
and faithful use of time. This chiefly.

One does not have to stop his ordinary work, or go to a

university, or to any school. One can acquire the specialized

information in the margin of time which is his own—in the
after-hours of business. Which means: If a man will read the
right kind of books or publications, and make himself a serious
student at home, in his hours—the evening hours or the early
morning hours—he can climb to heights of position and pay
that will dazzle the inert comrades of his youth or day's work.

IF
business—BUSINESS—is your chosen field of work, we counsel you to read each week

THE FINANCIAL POST. It will stimulate you mentally. It will challenge you to further

studious effort. It will give you glimpses into the world of endeavor occupied by the captains
of industry and finance. With the guidance of the POST, and with its wealth of specialized

Information, you, a purposeful man, aiming to go higher in life and pay, will find yourself becom-
ing enlarged in knowledge and ambition, and will be acquiring the bases and facts of knowledge
which become the rungs of the ladder you climb by.

It is the first step which costs. But this cost is trivial—a single dollar. We offer

you the POST for four months for a dollar. Surely it is worth a dollar to discover
how right we are in our argument. If you have the will to go higher in position

. and pay, sign the coupon below.

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY. LIMITED,
' .—143-153 University Avenue, Toronto.

Send THE FINANCIAL POST for four months for one dollar.
us

Money to be '""^""i^ remitted

I

-
^ "^ .*Sjr.i. ?>igned

P.H,
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UEHLING
WASTE METER

COMBINED

CO, AND TEMPERATURE RECORDER

Does your fireman know

how much fuel he la wasting?

Do you know?

The Uehling CO 2 Recorder
makes a complete 24 hr. record

of your combustion efficiency

and the CO 2 indicator at the

Boiler Front holds the fireman

responsible.

Get more Steam per pound
of Coal and reduce your an-

nual fuel con-

sumption.
C02

Indicator
for Boiler

Front

Let us know the

number and size

of your boilers

and coal consum
ed per year, upon receipt of

which information we will be

glad to send you full par-

ticulars.

Let Qi hear from you. We are pioneer* In the

manufacture of Indlcatora and Recorder! for Fewer
Plant purpoaea.

Send for oor Bulletin No. 110.

Uehling Instrument Company

IWord of C02
and stack tem-
perature on one
chart.

2008 Empire Building N«w York City

Structural

Steel

and

Steel Plate

Work
of every

Description

Smoke Stacks,

Storage Tanks,

Pressure Tanks,

Boiler Breach-

ings, Bins, Hop-

pers, Feed and

Fresh Water
Tanks, Cranes,

Uptakes, Shaft
Bearing Seats,

etc.

1

JLimited

Write for prices.

PROMPT
DELIVERIES

Sherbrooke, Que.

Don't buy that

New Electrical

Apparatus

y^E can supply you with high-

grade apparatus that has been
slightly used and discarded through

no fault of its own, at an immense sav-

ing in cost. For instance, in many cases

we take over entire plants simply because
of changed conditions such as increased capac-

ity, change of system, etc.

EVERYTHING IS OVERHAULED AND REFIN-
ISHED BY US AND GUARANTEED AS GOOD AS

NEW, BOTH ELECTRICALLY AND MECHANIC-
ALLY.

Our catalogs of offerings should be in the hands of every
power plant superintendent each time they are gotten out, and

it will be worth while for anyone interested in this class of power
plant equipment to be on our mailing list to receive all offerings.

Nearly all of the principal power, lighting and street railway plants

in the United States are our customers.

WRITE FOR OUR LATEST CAT ALOG of

Street Cars, Motors, Hoists, Compire ssors, etc.

Power House Equipment,

MACGOVERN & COMPANY, Inc.
General Office: 114 Liberty Street, New York
Canadian Office: 285 Beaver Hall Hill, Montreal
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"S"

Operation : In

closing valve
shoulder
on p 1 u n K e

"V" engages
the loose fol-

lower gland
"F." compress-
i n g packing
"P" above and
below the port,

making an ab-
solutely tight
valve.

In Canada's

Biggest

Industries
Where absolute certainty
must be counted upon at all
times, no chance can be
taken with equipment.
In the big industries, especi-
ally, must every detail be
efficient—the blow-off valve
as well as the boilers, pumps
and engines.

So, when the big Canadian
corporations such as the fol-
lowing instal Yarway (for-
merly Simplex) "Seatless"
Blow-Off Valves, their choice
becomes an endorsement of
the very highest character.

Canadian Explosives Co.,

Ltd., have 11.

Dominion Iron & Steel
Co., Ltd., have 20.

Canadian Pacific Rly. Co.
have 24.

Bathurst Lbr. Co. have 8.

Montreal L., H. & P. Co.
have 24.

International Eng. Wks.,
Ltd., have 13.

And there are many others,
With the Yarway (formerly
Simplex) "Seatless" Blow-
Olf Valve there can be no
sudden opening and closing
to injure tubes; the opera-
tion is simple, certain and
safe; the valve does not
leak; it requires but little

attention as there are no
weak places such as seats or
discs to cut and scar; even

[
the packing lasts for years.
[You can verify each of these
claims by testing the Yar-
way on one of your boilers
for 60 days. Return it if

not satisfactory.

Write to-day, stating size of
line, and whether screwed
or flanged, angle or straight-
way.

Yarnall-WaringCompany
7604-20 Queen Street

Chestnut Hill Phila.

Canadian Representatice

:

A. McLELLAN
400 Read BIdg., Montreal

Established 1834

Look for the registered

Trade Marks

"WORLD"
OR

"McAVITY"

As a guarantee of

Quality

T. McAVITY & SONS
LIMITED

St. John, N.B., Canada
MONTREAL

T. McAvity Stewart

157 St. James St.

TORONTO
Harvard TurnbuU & Co.

207 Excelsior Life Bldg.

WINNIPEG
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HICH HEAT RESISTANCE
NEPIECE

FURNACE LINING

Saves Coal
By stopping up costly leaks in

old boiler furnace linings or by
making a complete new jointless

gas tight lining.

Send for Our Bulletin

MILL SUPPLY DEPARTMENT

Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd.
MONTREAL AND ST. JOHN, N.B.

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Limited
TORONTO

6F TYPE OIL FILTERING AND
CIRCULATING SYSTEM

CIRCULATION
and

FILTERING
SYSTEMS

Improper lubrication causes friction.

To overcome friction and carry the
power house load, extra power is used.

The Bowser System stops this waste
of power by providing an unvarying
supply of oil for the bearings at all

times.
You ea'n see how Bowser will save for

you—save power, save shutdowns, save
repairs, add to the life of your ma-
chinery, increase your production.

Bowser Engineering Department at

your Service.

S. F. Bowser & Company, Inc.
66-68 Fraser Ave., Toronto, Ont.

London : 32 Victoria St., S.W. 1 Paris : 5 Rue Denis-Poissons
Havana : Lonja del Comercio 427 Sydney : 6 Castlereagh St.

Sales Offices in all Centres Representatives Everywhere

Self-Lubricating SAFETY PLASTIC

] METALLIC PACKING
FOK STEAM, WATER, AIE, OAS, ETC.

Pat. Dec. 22. 1903 • Highest Award World'* Fair. St. Louis. 1904

GUARANTEED TO LAST
THREE YEARS

WITHOUT RENEWAL
Drop us a line and let us tell you all about this Remarkable Packing.

STEEL MILL PACKING CO., WINDSOR, ONT. Established i899

AGENTS WANTED

Practically
Frictionless

In Bulk
In Cotton Tubes

Boiler Room Efficiency Instruments
NO MORE GUESSING IN YOUR BOILER ROOM

THE DEFENDER SYSTEM (READS)

Draft, Temperature and CO, on each Boiler. Determine
the Draft over the fire and at the last pass of the Boiler
and the drop in Draft through the Boiler—that gives the
highest percentage of C0„ in the Flue Gas and the lowest
Flue Gas Temperature.

This gives the highest Boiler and Furnace Efficiency.

The Defender Catalogue No. 10, which is just off the
press, shows a very complete line and price list of Com-
bustion Appliances and Damper Regulators for the Boiler
Room.

The Defender Automatic Regulator Co., 709 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.
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THE COVENTRY" CHAIN DRIVES

THE ideal drive for all kinds

of power transmission. In

the case of the rolling mill illus-

trated, considerable power, large

reduction of speed ratio, even

flexible torque, silence and short

centres are required. Note short

distance between centres in front

chain drive.

THE

COVENTRY
REGISTERED TRADE MARK

THE COVENTRY" CHAIN Co., Ltd.
COVENTRY, ENGLAND

Cables: Chains, Coventry. Codes A. B.C., 4th and 5th Editions,
and Western Union

Rolling Mill for producing stream line wire

for aeroplanes. Diameter of rolls 9", rolling

speed 20.0 per minute.
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VIGILANT
Regardless of Load or Firing

THE VIGILANT
AUTOMATIC
FEED WATER
REGULATOR will

keep your boiler

water within a '4

inch of Middle
Gauge. It saves
coal, reduces risk

of boiler explosions
and saves time,
labor and worry.

Pleased to have
you write for cata-
logue and litera-

ture about the
"Vigilant."

The Chaplin-Fulton Manufacturing Company
28 Penn Avenue - - Pittsburg, Pa.

Detroit Lubricators
Have Given Satisfaction

For Forty Years*

Built in a sufficient

\ariety of styles to lub-

ricate properly every

type of steam engine,

pump, gas engine, air

compressor, etc.

Send to-day for cata-

log L 1. The informa-

tion on lubricating de-

vices contained in it will

be valuable to you.

HEIR efficiency holds over

half the world's trade.

Makers of Stewart Carburetors.

Canadian D etroit Lubricator Company,
[to.

WALKERVILLE. ONT.
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A Timely Service — and the Company behind it

The public wants better steam heating service—more comfort per

ton of coal. This Company is in a most favorable position to meet
this demand through its co-workers—the architects, heating and
ventilating engineers, heating contractors and builders—to whom
it offers practical co-operation that will increase their prestige

as well as their volume of business.

Any man who uses, specifies or installs steam heating equipment will

find it advantageous to learn more about Dunham Heating Service—the
product of 15 years' knowledge of steam heating in all its phases.

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY, LTD., Toronto, Ont.

Halifax Ottawa Vancouver Montreal Winnipeg Calgary

This book should be in the hands of every
pump user. A postal will bring your copy

promptly

MARSH and AMERICAN
Steam and Power Driven Pumps and Air Compressors

-Marsh and American Pumps are especially adapted for long, bard service because they
are extra heavy in design and of extremely rigid construction. Every unit is built amply
strong to withstand 24-hour-a-day service and to stand up under any unforeseen strain

which may be placed upon it. Piston rods on the steam pumps are extra large and
made of solid bronze. The water ends are equipped with heavy cast bronze removable
bushings.

This superior construction not only insures continuous and satistaccory operation, but

practically eliminateB expensive ahut-downt. Marsh and American i'umps are the pro-

duct of over 25 years' experience in the design and construction of high grade pumping
machinery. Over 135,000 in actual service throughout the world.

The AMERICAN-MARSH LINE OF CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS is composed of both single

and double suction types which are designed for heads up to 125 feet. They are

equipped with wide ring oiled bearings and the single suction type has overhanging

casing enabling the discharge to be taken at any angle desired.

CANADIAN AGENTS
A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Toronto.

Williams & Wilson, Montreal.

London Engine Supplies Co., London, Ont.

Stuart Machinery Co., Winnipeg.

Mechanics' Supply Co., Quebec, Que.

Gorman, Clancy A Grlndley, Limited, Edmonton
and Calgary.

Taylor Engineering Co.. Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.

American Steam Pump Company
Battle Creek, Mich. American-Marsh Centrifugal Pump.
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Williams'"Vulcan
Drop-Forged

Chain Pipe Vise
lY/f ADE entirely of drop-forgings and wrought

steel, these Vises are unbreakable, compact,
rapid in action and positive in gripping pipe. They
are attachable anywhere—any handy bench, post, or

other support will answer. Remember, Williams'
Chain Pipe Tools have been Standard for nearly half

a centuiy—they are all backed by our absolute and
unconditional guarantee of service.

Vises in 3 sizes for V« to 8-inch pipe.

Descriptive Booklet on Request.

J. H. WILLIAMS & CO.
"The Drop-Forging People"

78 Richards St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

19 11

The A. G. Low Co., Ltd., 78 Pacific Ave., Saskatoon, Sask.
Agents for Manitoba, Saskatchewan, British
Columbia and Alberta

Western Office and Warehouse:
78 So. Clinton St.

Chicago, in.
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KERR
("New KEYSTONE" Pattern) GATE VALVES

If you have noi

used any of these

New Pattern
Valves, specify

"KERR" in your

next order. We
want you to get

acquainted with

the most reliable

valve on the

market.

If you have been

using them, we

are confident that

our satisfaction

will bring us your

repeat orders.

These valves will

never cause you

or your customer

the slightest

trouble. Their

high quality is

consistent.

When you buy a "KERR" Valve you get a guaranteed article that is backed by a reliable firm.

Many of the largest distributers of valves in Canada have sold "KERR" Valves for over 25

years, and are still recommending them as the " Best Valve." Write us for particulars.

Kerr Engine Co., Ltd., Valve SpeciaKsts Walkerville, Ont.
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Where Shall We Look For Profits?

Taxes are high. Labor is high. Keen competitive conditions are
being re-established. The trend of prices at which commodities
can be sold is downward.

Yet business must be conducted at a profit!

How can this' be accomplished? Only by increasing operating effi-

ciencies.

In particular, the cost of producing power CAN and MUST be re-
duced. Equipment essential for this purpose is Diamond Soot Blowers.

In the average plant Diamond Soot Blowers will effect the followin£ economies:

1. Fuel; a saving of 4 to 8 per cent.

2. BOILER EFFICIENCY; an increase of 4 per cent.

3. LABOR; a saving of many hours per day.

4. LONGEVITY; an increase in the length of service of boiler
tubes, through the prevent.on of coiTosion.

•'). STEAM; a savins; of '?5 to 7.5 per cent, of steam used for
cleaning.

Such savings as these show up handsomely in your annual profits.
If your plant is not equipped with Diamond Soot Blowers, ask for
Bulletin No. 119.

Diamond Specialty Company

Windsor OntarioIhamond Soot Blon'crs at Ptujit

Huffalo Ccncrul Electric Co.

A L.OR IZ EX? STEEt:

I
Quarter-Turn Valves

They^Stay
Tight 1

Because the seatini»

surfaces are always
exposed and subject
ti) cutting and scoring
it is practically im-
possible to keep globe
or gate valves tight
for any length of

time when the ser-
vice is severe.
Homestead Quarter
Turn Valves are
sratlcss. They stay
tight.

Only one nuarter turn
of a convenient han-
dle is required to
open or close thcie
high grade plug
valves. Adopt them
and you'll save time,
trouble a'nd expi!nse.
Homestead Valves
are made in straight-
way, three-way and
four-way patterns.

Homestead
Valve Mfg. Co.

I
HOMESTEAD, PA.

'HOMESTEAD FOUR-WAY VALVE"

Fuel is scarce. Don't waste
it. With the slightest varia-

tion in pressure the damper
is automatically regulated in

either direction by the

CURTIS
Improved Damper

Regulator

It is a simple, durable and
effective device. Positive and
automatic in operation.

Write for our 1918 catalog
showing the Curtis line of

Engineering Supplies.

JULIAN D'ESTE COMPANY
26^Canal Street BOSTON, MASS.

Agencies:

216 Fulton Street, New York City

174 North Market Street, Chicago, III.
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Dominion Belting Company, Limited
Hamilton, Canada

Sole manufacturers of the celebrated
"MAPLE LEAF" Brand Stitched Cotton
Duck Belting and Belt Dressing.

The demand for our products has steadily
increased because the standard of quality
has been maintained.

We make only one grade, the best that
can be produced.

"MAPLE LEAF" is the strongest, truest
running, most economical and efficient
belt on the market for transmission of
power, conveying, etc.

Being thoroughly waterproof it is suitable

for running in wet or dry places. "MAPLE
LEAF" Belt Dressing is different to others

offered in that it is equally good for all

kinds of belting, leather, rubber or Balata,
as well as our own make.

Write us for prices, and if desired we will

be pleased to furnish samples and further

information.

A trial order will convince you of their

utility.

DOMINION BELTING CO.Ltd., Hamilton, Canada-Quebec Branch: 51 Duluth Bldg., Montreal

Vol. 48. No. 23

Coal Saving by the Scientific G)ntrol of

Steam Boiler Plants*
By D. Bkownue Consult

THE autlior Ims been associated for about t«n years
the investiffation on scientific lines of the work-

ing: of every tlescription of steam-boiler plant, and in

Hi« preaent article it is propoeed to give the average figures
f«r 250 typical sttam boiler plants, with the object of sup-
plyine accural* data as to th» tremendous national economy
that can be effect*^ by tht adoption of scientific methods in
khe boiler-house

In the buminr of coal for the generation of steam, the
loss bacause of lack of scientific methods is hardly realized
and, apart from the national point of view, offers to the
individual firm a meatu of most substantial economy in
rttnnins: expenses.

It is not possible to find out what is the exact amount of
cmJ used for the production of steam for purposes other
than power, tfiere being, for example, no statistics available
showing the number of ateam boilers at work in Great
Britain.

The author proposes therefore to assi-me, until further
information can be obtained by a proper engineering census
of the country, that the total amount of coal used for steam
generation in the United Kingdom is between 75 and 100
million tons per annum, being 60 to 70 million tons for power
production and 15 to 30 million tons for purposes othtr th
power, corresponiling to 40 per cent, to 53 per
total coal used, nmi is of the opiTiion that the L'50 boilu^
to be dealt with in the present article are rc jilly

tive of all the boiler plants of the country, ;

suits of such a very large number of exha
i carried on continuously du;

us to judge .vrith

rine" boiler. 2 "vertical" boilers, and 3 "patent" boilers
difficult to classify. It would be most interesting to know
the exact number of each type of steam boiler at work in
the country, although there is no doubt that the chief type
in use is the "Lancashire."
Amount of Fuel Used—The average shows 20.9 lb. of fuel

burnt per square foot of grate area per hour, referring,
of course, to the average amount burnt per hour per work-
ing day, and not to the amount for any particular hour.
This figure is considerably below what is possible on a boiler
plant run on modern lines, which would burn something
like 25 lb. to 30 lb. per square foot grate area per hour
with the average quality of fuel. The boiler plants of the
country are working under very easy conditions in this re-
spect, and much more fuel could be burnt per boiler.
Figures for fuel consumption depend largely on the q'tality
of the fuel. Thus a good quality washed coal of. soy, 13.000 W ^•""^^"^^ " x\%
B.tu. and 7 to 8 per cent, ash could easily be burned ^Tm' M| "^""^^ " A iW^***^
economically at the rate of 35 lb. per square I I ji

|
Innii ,^iL ^ fttt^^ ,

^ .i^ers,
tn^^^

iroTft ti^^^^ed vatl^
^^^^

^,u.^^^
i^^^^^

15 pounds

Our Engineers will

be glad to furnish

information re-

garding Economis-
ers for your plant.

250

to 20 V^'^ x^ow of

jSREEiNS; lEGONOMISER, LtiD.
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FOR MAIN BEARINGS
BOOTH FISHERIES COMPANY

Packers of
Columbia River Salmon

Astoria, Ore.
Magnolia Metal Co. Oct. 15, 1918.

Gentlemen:

—

I first used MAGNOLIA METAL in 1889 on the Crank-Pin of a high-speed engine
in a saw mill. This bearing had given considerable trouble before we babbitted it

with MAGNOLIA, and to my knowledge this bearing was still in good shape for several
years after.

Twelve years ago I ran the Main Bearings on large ice machine here and to-day
these same bearings are doing duty just as smoothly as the day they were put in.

I recommend MAGNOLIA METAL whenever the opportunity presents.

Yours very truly,

G. A. SCHULTZ,
Chief Engineer.

PRACTICAL ENGINEER POCKET BOOK
Over 600 Pages

A valuable reference work imported from England and sold as an
advertising medium at the low price of 40c post paid.

Address Montreal Office

SOLD BY LEADING DEALERS EVERYWHERE OR BY

MAGNOLIA METAL CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY :

225 St. Ambroise Street, MONTREAL

Cyclone
Grates

Imperfect combustion is the cause of almost all fuel
waste. It is responsible for the formation of waste
flue gases.

Sometimes an obstruction in the stack or chimney, or in the con-
struction of the chimney itself, aggravates the trouble. But the real
cause—the thing that makes imperfect combustion—can nearly always
be traced to the use of poorly designed grates.

Stop Fuel Waste
by using grates designed to do that—Cyclone Shaking and Dumping
Grates. The 60 Air Space and 90c.; Underdraught provided by these
grates put a stop to imperfect combustion, to clinker formation, to

fuel waste. Write for our 30-day Trial Offer.

The Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Ltd.

20 McGee Street

SOLE MAKERS FOR CANADA
Phone G. 3660 Toronto, Ontario

AGENTS ;

ST JOHN. N.B. : F. W. BlizzaVd, 329 Charlotte St. MONTREAL: Mason Regulator Co.. Ltd..

St. James St. HAMILTON: Robt. Fitzsimmons, 8 Grove St. WINNIPEG: Vulcan Iron Works
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DOMINION

JX,mmion
"MITED

'^'"'^SprinqfiiU bituminous
STEAM ^'^^ GAS COALS

GeneralSales Office
112 StJames St. Montreal

PROTFPTiriN Safety and
FlXtF VlA^l mil Greater Efficiency

Endorsed by all Boiler Experts and Engineers

Details of the NATIONAL BOILER BLOW-OFF PIPE PROTECTOR

A Show One Half of Refractory
Tile.

B Slot to Receive Locking Bar.
C Locking BaV Fitted in Slot.

D Ridpre for Regulating Air Space
E Complete Cover for Pipe Locked
F Elbow or Bend Around Pipe
G Pipe Enclosed in Cover

National Boiler Protector

Coy. of Canada
Room 24, Lombard Building

TORONTO, ONT.
Main 2623

artMii Of 1

-famoN/tBoiLDi-Eioworr-PK-fTOr

Mffe STEAM TRAP
FOR HIGH OR LOW PRESSURE.

Steam can't blow through. They have

large discharge valves and cannot be

flooded from sudden flushes of water.

MAY WE SEND ONE FOR TRIAL?

Reducing Valves, Pump Governors,

Relief Valves, Exhaust Pipe Heads,

Ejectors and Steam Separators.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
THE GARTH COMPANY

26 CraiK Straet MONTREAL. CAN.

WATSON & McDANIEL CO.
No. 146 N. 7th Street. PHILADELPHIA. Pa.

NOTICE
TO

Stationary and Hoisting Engineers
ETeryone operatin* « STATIONARY steam plant of 50 h.p. or oyer

in the Province of Ontario must hold a Stationar; Elnsineer'a Certificate
from the Board af Stationar; and Hoisting Engineers. Anyone operating
luch a plant without a Certificate is liable to the penalties set forth in
the Stationary and Hoisting Engineers' Act.

Everyone op>raiing a HOISTING steam plant working at a pressure
of 30 poun<1s 01 over, irrespective of horse power, and used for hoisting
in atnictural operations or excavating piiiposes. in the Province of OntariQ.
must hold a Hoisting Engineer's Certificate from the Board of Stationary
and Hoisting Engineers. Anyone operating such a plant without a Certi
flcate is liable to the penalties set forth in the Stationary and Hoisting
EJngineers" Act.

Application forms for obtaining STATIONARY or HOISTING Engis
eers' Certificates, may be had upoiS applying to the Chairman.
HON. F. G. AIAODIARMID, W. C. McOHIE.

Minister nf Public Works and Highways. Chairman of Board
W. A. RIDOELL, M. A. PH. D.. Superintendent, Trades & Labour Branch.

Why not Buy the
Best,when in market

for Packing?

HOLMES'

Metallic Packing
Is Guaranteed 3 Years

Lasts many times lonKcr.
30 days' trial. Less oil. No
cutting. Easily applied to

any Steam Engine. Air Com-
pressor or Gaa Engine. Satis-
faction or no pay. Write us

HOLMES METALLIC
PACKING CO.,

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Incorporated 1897

Water Turbines, Hydraulic Governors,
Centrifugal Pumps

OUR LINDSAY WORKS

1

Boving Hydraulic & Engineering Co., Limited
Lindsay, Ontario
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SPECIALISTS IN PUMPING MACHINERY
Send us your inquiry

The Smart-Turner Machine Co., Limited
HAMILTON, CANADA

The Simplest and Best Cleaner on the market is

PILLEY'S
Combination Flue Brush and Scraper.

Guaranteed not to break or the wires to pull out or lay over.
A simple turn of the hand adjusts it to the tube, and the brush
removes what the scraper loosens.

For sale by leading Canadian jobbers.

Manufactured by

PILLEY PACKING AND FLUE BRUSH MFG. CO.
623 South Third Street - - - St. Louis, Mo

Eastern Office: 71 Fulton St., New York.

DARLING BROTHERS, LIMITED
Engineers, Manufacturers and Founders

120 Prince Street, MONTREAL, P.Q.

Pumps for any Service—Steam Appliances—
Freight Elevators— Webster Vacuum Heating
System.

FEDERAL
ENGINEERING CO,

LTD.
172 JOHN ST
TORONTO

THE LADD VERTICAL
WATER TUBE BOILER

The Goldie-McCulloch Co., Ltd.
Gait, Ontario

Canadian licencees under patents 162401 and 162402
dated May 4, 1915.

The George T. Ladd Company,
Pitlsburgh, Pa.

Owners and manufacturers for the United States.

Write for new Catalogue No. 17.

BOILER INSPECTION
The Steam Boiler Act, Chapter 252 R.S.O., 1914
With Amendments Chapter 58—6, George V.

STEAM BOILERS.
All Steam boilers constructed Jor use In Ontario must be

built from desi^s which tave been approved and allotted

a registration number by the Steam Boiler Branch.
Used boilers, boilers sold or exchanged, and unregistered

boilers brought into tbe Trovlnce must be inspected prior
to beisg put into operation.

Notice of repairs to steam boilers, stating the nature and
extent of same, must be sent to the Steam Boiler Branch,

. and should such repairs be considered extensive by the
Chief Boiler Inspector, the boilers will require to be
Inspecte'l.

In each and every case the inspections must be made by In-

spectors authorized to inspect boilers under the Steam
Boilers Act, who are employed only by the Steam Boiler
Branch of the Department of Public Works. Official cer-

tificates with the maximum working pressure stated

thereon are issued to tbe owners of the boilers so inspected.

STEAM PIPING.
Drawings and Specifications '>f all high pressure steam piping

must be approved and registered by the Steam Boiler
Branch before any work of installation is commenced.
The drawings submitted should show clearly the dimen-
sions and layout of the main steam lines. Full particulars
should be. given as to the material used In the construction
of the piping, and all valves and other fittings used in

connection therewith must be of approved make.
Anv deiHntinn from the a6o?'c requirements ahatl he deemed a

violntinn of the Steam Boilers Act.

All communications in this respect should be addressed to the
fitenm noHer nrnnch, Department of PubUc Works, Parliament
Buildings. Toronto.

»V. A. RIDDELL, M.A. Ph.D..
Supt. Trades & Labour Branch

HON. F. G MACDIARMID.
Minister ol Public Worlts

and Hiehways

D. M. MEDCALF,
Chief Inspector of Steam Boilers.

l|||i||||||||l!lllllllllilllllllll!IIIIMII!llll

FOR REMOVING SCALE
from Babcock, Stirling and other Water-

tube Boilers and Evaporators, also for

Lancashire Boiler Scaling and Rust

Removing—there is no tool made

to equal my

'SKATOSKALO'
Pneumatic

Tube-Scaling

TooL

Simple, strong, speedy,

reliable— these words

describe its

efficiency

Frank Gilman
(SOLE MAKER)

9, Westfield Road, Birmingham, Eng.

U V
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"ALL BRITISH"
"B.&W." PATENT WATER TUBE STEAM BOILERS
HIGHEST ECONOMY, SAFETY, DURABILITY. OVER 20,000,000 H.P. IN USE.

-ALSO-

Steam Superheaters

Mechanical Stokers

Coal-Handling Machinery
Piping, Feed Water Heaters

Water Softeners and Purifiers

and ELECTRIC CRANES
Babcock & Wilcox Patent Water Tube Steam Boiler, Superheater

and Mechanical Stoker.

BABCOCK ^ WILCOX, Limited
HEAD OFFICE FOR CANADA - COLLEGE ST (ST. HENRY), MONTREAL

TORONTO OFFICE, TRADERS BANK BUILDING

25 Cyde Engine Generator Sets For Sale

1—250 KW.

1—300 KW.

25 Cycle

3 phase

VVestinghouse

Generators

Direct

connected to

Mcintosh &
Seymour Cross

Compound
Gridiron Valve

Engines 150

These units were in use only seven months and are in first class condit on. R..P.M.

Write for further particulars and quotations.

Power Plant Equipment Co., ""S^""' Toronto, Ont.
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POWERHOUSEBUYERS'DIRECTORY |

If what you want is not Hated here nrrite us, and we will tell you where to gut It. Let us suKcest that you consult =
also the advertisers' index facins the inside back corer, after having secured ad> ertisers' names from this directory. S
The information you desire may be found in the advertisine paref This department is maintained for the benefit S
and convenience of our readers. The insertion of our adTertiRers names unde> pru^ier headines is gladly undertaken, a
l>ut does not become part of an advertisinr contr<>.rt. S

AIR COCKS
Lunkeaiieimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

AIR VALVES
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samls. Ont

AMMETERS
Canadian Fairbanks-AIorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. H. W. JohnsiManrille Co., Toronto, Ont.

AMMONIA VALVES AND FITTINGS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, B^anklin Co., Pa.
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

AMMONIA PURIFIERS
Frick Co, Waynesbo.o, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

AMMONIA TANKS
.Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont.

ARCHES, COMBUSTION CHAMBER
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Mon'treal.

ASH CARRYING SYSTEMS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Branlford, Ont.

4.SBEST0S SPECIALTIES
Durabia Mfg. Co., New York, N.Y.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont.

ASBESTOS PACKED COCKS
Pratt & Cady Co., Inc., Hartfoixl, Conn.

AUTOMATIC ICE RECORDING DOORS
AND CHUTES
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Ha«erstoiTn, Md.

BABBITT AND ANTI FRICTION METAL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Mon'treal.
Hort Metal Co., Toronto.
Magnolia Metal Co. Montreal.

BALL BEARINGS
Can. S K F Co., Toronto. Ont.

BALLCOCKS
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Maas.

BATTERIES AND ACCESSORIES
Can. H. W. Johns'Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont,

BELT CEMENT
Oraton & Knight ilfg. Co., Montreal.

BELT CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.

BELT DRESSING
Cling Surface Co., Buffalo.
Dominion Belting Co., Hamilton, Ont
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

BELT LACING, LEATHER
r.raton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

BELT TIGHTENERS
Waterous Engine Works Co., Branlford, Ont.

BELT PULLEYS
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont

BELTING, BALATA
Federal Engineering Co.. Toronto, Ont

BELTING. CHAIN
r-m. Lin't-Kplf C" . Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. CoUimbii.s, Ohio.
BELTING, CONVEYOR

Can. Consol. Rubber Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING. LINK
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford. Ont

BELTING, STITCHED COTTON DUCK
Dominion Belting Co.. Hamilton. Ont

BELTING, LEATHER
Canadian Fai!l;anks-Mor^ie Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Garlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
D. K. MoLaren Ltd.. Montreal.
Thomson-Gordon. Ltd., Hamilton. Ont

BELTING. RUBBER
Can. H. W. Johna-Manrille Co.. Toronto On!.
Can. Consol. Rubber Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Thomson-nordon. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont
Vorhees Rubber Co., Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING. WOVEN COTTON
Federal Engineering Co.. Toronto. Ont

BINS. COAL, COKE AND ORE
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherhrooke. Que.
W«ternn« Engine Works Co., Brantford. Ont.

BLOWERS
Can. Allia-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Canadian Fairbankn-Morse Co.. Ltd. Montreal.
Oot>T)ns V.ne. * Equin. Co.. Worcester. Mass.
Green's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto.
MacGovem & Co.. Inc.. Montreal, Que.
BLOWERS. CENTRIFUGAL
Coppua Eng. & Equipt. Co.. Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS, FANS
Pnppus Eng. & Equipt. Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWEWRS, FORCED DRAFT
f'nppu.s Eng. & Equipt. Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS, POWER
(,'oppu.-i Eng. & Equipt. Co.. Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS, TURBINES
Coppus Eng. & Equipt. Co., Worcester, Mass.

BOILER COVERING
Beyeridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

BOILER COMPOUNDS
Beveridge Paper Co., iMontreal, Que.
Can. Economic Lubricant Co., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-Moree Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johna-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Metlskln .Mfg. Co., Rochester, N Y.
Shell-3ar, Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

BOILER SKIMMERS
Y'amall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER REGULATORS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.

BOILER COMPOUND FEEDERS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. .Morehead .Mfg. Co., Woodstock. .

Lunkenheimer (;n.
. Cincinnati, 0.

BOILER FEED PUMPS
American Stean Hump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Lt*!.. Lindsay Ont.
r'opiMH Eur. & Equipment Co., Worcester, Mass.
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Holdie & McCulloch Co., Gait
The John .McDougall Caledonian Iron Works Co.,
Ltd.. Montreal.

Laurie & Lamb. .Montreal.
Smart -Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

BOILER FEED REGULATORS
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Reveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., .Montreal

BOILER MOUNTINGS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Goldie & McCidlooh Co., Gait.
Inglis Co., The John. Toronto. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
.Mason Regvilator Sc Engineering Co.. Montreal.

BOILER PRESERVATIVES
Johns-Piatt Co.. The. Hartford. Conn.
MetLskin Co.. Inc.. Rochester, X.Y.

BOILER HOUSE ACCESSORIES
Babcock & Wilcov. Ltd. Montreal.
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co.. St. Louis, Mo.
Green's Ecnnomiser. Ltd., Toronto.
Mason Reeiilator /t Eneineerine Co . Montreal.
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER SEAM PROTECTOR
National Boiler Seam Protector Co., Montreal.

BOILER SFTTTNGS
Reveridge Parer Co.. Montreal.
Gates. John W.. St .Tames St.. Montreal.

BOILERS. HORIZONTAL. RETURN,
TUBULAR AND WATERTUBE

Rahcodt & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Cole. Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait.
Frick Co.. Waynesbc-o, Franklin Co.. Pa.
Inriis Co.. The John. Toronto, Ont.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..
St Catharines, Ont.

Jones T'nderfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
f nd'l The Geo T. Co., Pitt'^urgh. Pa.
MiicGiiveni & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
McATitv. T.. * Sons. L'd.. St John. N R.
WntproTTs Eiieine Wort.s Co.. Rrfintford. Ont.

POTr.FRS. MAIUNE. LOCOMOTIVE
AVn VERTICAL
Rabrock & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait
Ttifftiq ('n,. The .John. Toronto. Ont.
EnErineeriTiff and Maohine Works of Canada. Ltd.
St r-athnrines. Ont.

Montreal General Tool Co.. Montreal. Que.
\Y!.fprr,u= PnTine Work« Pn. Rrantford. Ont

Rovps FITS'? AND METER
TohTi«-P"t' P"

. The. Hartford, Conn.
P»ASS GOODS

Penbert.hv Tnieclor Co., Windsor, Ont.

BRASS FOUNDERS
McArity, T., ft Sons, Md., St John, N.B.
D'E'te Co.. Julian. Boston. Mass.
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H., Samia. Ont.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont.

BRINE COOLERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Oo., Pa.
York MaD<if«cturing Co., York, Pa.

BRINE TANKS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa,

BUCKETS, ELEVATOR
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey .Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.

BUSHINGS
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor, Ont
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

CALORIMETERS
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.

CANS, OILY WASTE
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

CAST IRON FITTINGS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
.VlcAvity, T, & Sons, Ltd., St John. N.B.

CASTINGS, BRASS AND IRON
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McArity, T., ft Son.s, Ltd., St. John, N.B.
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H., Samia. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont.
Wood & Co., R. D.. Philadelphia, Pa.

CELLAR DRAINERS
Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. James. Toronto. Ont
Mueller Mfg. Co., H.. Samia. Ont

CEMENT HARDNER & WATERPROOFER
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

CEMENT, HIGH TEMPERATURE
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal.
Gates, John W., St James St, Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

CANNERS' CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont
JefFiey .Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.

CEMENT HANDLING MACHINERY
Can. Link-Belt Co. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Colurabu.s, Oliio.

CEMENT MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Mc^e Co.. Ltd. Montreal
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Rrantford. Ont.

CEMENT, INSULATING, REFRACTORY
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

CHAIN DRIVES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

Coventry Chain Co.. Oorentry. England.
.TefFrey Mfg. Co., Columbu.s, Ohio.
Morse Chain Co.. Ithaca, N. i

CHAINS, FOR ELEVATORS AND CONVEY-
ORS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.

CHAIN, MALLEABLE, DETACHABLE AND
RIVETED
Can. Link-Relt Co . Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Oliio,

CHAIN WHEELS
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co.. N iiedford. MaM
CHIMNEYS, RADIAL BRICK
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

CHIMNEYS, STEEL
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que,

CIRCULATING SYSTEMS (LUBRICATING
OIL)
Bowser, S. F., & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

CLAMPS. PIPE-JOINT
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

CHUTES, COAL
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto Ont
-Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

CLEANERS. BOILER TUBE
Baibcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Bereridge Paper Co.. Montreal, One,
Can. H. W. .Tohns-Manville Co.. Toronto.
Cole Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Garlock Packing Co., HamiWon, Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Green's Kconomiser, Ltd.. Toronto.
lyibertr Mfg. Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Pierce & Co.. Wm. B., Buffalo. N Y.
Pilley Packing & Flue Brash Mfg. Co.. "^t

T/Ouis. Mn.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

CLOCKS
American Steam Oauge ft Valre Mfg. Co.. Bn»
ton. Mass.

CLOSETS
crueller Mfg Co., K.. a«mta. Ont
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CLUTCHES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Goldie & McCullocli Co., Gait
Witerous Engine Works Co., Brtntiord, Ont

COAL
Dom. Coal Co., Montreal.

COAL AND ASH CO >"EYOKS
Babcook & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., M-atreal.
Waterous Engine V irks Co.. Brantford, Oot

COAL HANDMNO MACHINER>
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Green's Ecoi.'omisei-, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
M.icGovein & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
'Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Worki Co., BraaUord, OdU

COAL HOLE COVERS
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

COILS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Fianklin Co., i"a

York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

COLD STORAGE INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

CONDENSERS
Albei-ger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.T.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, On .

Can. Allis-Chamber3, Ltd.. Toionto, Ont.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Goldie & McCulIoch Co., G.-ilt.

Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
MacGovera & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Bi..ntford.

CONDENSERS, AMMONIA AND STEAM
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Walter J. Francis, Moni real.

Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

COLD STORAGE DOORS AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hageretown. Md
COMPRESSORS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Can. Allis-Chamt>ers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-.Morse Co., Ltd., -Montreal
Darling Bros., Ltd., .Montreal, Que.
Inglis Co., The John. Toronto. Ont
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal
.MacGovera & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Smart-Turaer Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.
Taylor In.strument Co., Rochester, N.Y.

COMPRESSORS, GAS
Can. Allis-Chalmere, Ltd., Toronio, Ont
CONDUITS
Can. H. W. Johns-ManvUle Co., Toronto. Ont.

CONDENSATION RECEIVER
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto.
Davis Regulator Co, G. M., Chicago.

CONDENSER AND SMOKESTACK PAINTS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

CONNECTIONS, FLANGED
Jefferson Union Co., lexington, Mass.
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

CONTRACTORS' STRUCTURAL STEEL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Baboock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian FairbanksJ^Iorse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

COOLER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, .Md.

CORK INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns- .Manville Co., Toronto, Ont

COTTON HOSE
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont.

COUNTERS
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co., Bos-

ton, Mass.
Schaeffer & Budenbei'g Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

COUPLINGS
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., .Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-JMorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
.McAvity & Son.-f, T.. St. John, N.B.

COUPLING. FRICTION
r,iu. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

COUPLINGS, BOILER, FLANGED PIPE,
JOINT PIPE. UNION, STEAM PIPE
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, Mass.
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

COUPLINGS. SHAFT
Golflic & McCulloch Co., Gait.

CRANES, ALL KINDS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
ftoiart-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES, ELECTRIC
l'<^bcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
\:i!n. Lnik-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.
Wmart -Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES, GANTRY
Cfin Liiik-BeU Co., Toronto. Ont.

CRANES. HAND POWER
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng., Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
("an. Link-Bolt Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES, LOCOMOTIVE
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

CRANES, OVERHEAD TRAVELLING
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng., Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Can. Link-Bolt Co., Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., HamUton.
CRANES, POST JIB
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

CRANES, PORTABLE
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont

CRANES, SWING JIB
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

CRANES, WALL
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

CRANK AND CROSSHEAD PIN OILERS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

CRIMPS, LEATHER
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

CRUSHING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-.Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.

CURB PUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
Bowser, S. F., & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

CYLINDER OIL
E. H. Kellogg & Co., New York.

DAMPER REGULATORS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Uarliug Bros., L.d., Montreal, Que.
G. M. Davis Regulator Co., Chicago.
D'Elste Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Elliott Co., Pittsburgh, i-a.
Mason Uegulator Co., Boston, Mass.
Jas. Monuion Brass .\lfg. Co., Toronto.

DISCS, FIBRE
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., .Montreal, Que.
Johns-X'ratt Co.. The, Hartford, Conn.

DISCS, LEATHER
Grai on & Knight .Mfy. Co., .Montreal.

DISTILLING APPARATUS
Frick Co., Wamesboro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

DOORS, COLD STORAGE AND FREEZER
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, .Md.

DOUBLE PIPE CONDENSERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturmg Co., Yoik, Pa.

DRAFT APPARATUS SYSTEMS,
MECHANICAL
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

DRAFT RECORDERS
W Hays Corp., .Michigan City, Ind.

DRAFT GAUGES
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.

DRIVES, CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey .Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.

DRAFT GAUGES
Defender .\utnmal:c Regulator Co., St. Louis, .\lo.

DRYING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

DRY CLEANING SYSTEMS
Bowser, S. F., & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

DYNAMOS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
MacGoveni & Co., Inc., .Montrciil, Que.

EFFICIENCY ENGINEERING
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., .Sherbrooke, Que.

ECONOMIZERS
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., .Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

EJECTORS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Jas. .Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penbeithy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

EJECTORS AND SYPHONS
Poiibeilliy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES AND
MACHINERY
Can. n. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Faii'banks^.Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Economy Fuse & MfK. Co.. Montreal. Que.
.MacGovem & Co., Inc.. Montreal, Que.
MneOoveiTi & Co.. Inc.. New York.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto. Ont
Can. H. W. Jolms-.Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
ELEVATORS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Maekinnon .Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.

ELEVATING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairhank.s^Mon^e Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Beveridic Paper Co.. .Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Goldie & MeCulloch Co., Gait.
Hamilton .Mfg. Co.. Wm.. Pcterboro, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Waterous Encine Worlcs Co.. Brantford.

ELEVATORS AND BUCKETS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., C<ilumb\is. Ohio.

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
Cnn. Link-Bolt C" . Toronto. Ont.

J<"f1')ev Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.

ENAMELWARE
H. Mueller MfE. Co.. <»nmi«. Ont.
ENGINEERS' SUPPLIES
Beveridge Paper Co.. -Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Jnhns-Manville Co., Toronto. Ont

Cole, Ltd., Geo. W.. Toroata
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.
Penberthy Injed or Co., Windsor. Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

ENGINES, AUPTOMATIC AND DROP
VALVE
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Biantfoid.

ENGINES, CORLISS AND ROCKING VALVE
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait.
Green's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd..
St. Catharines. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Biantfoid.

ENGINES. DIESEL
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

ENGINES, GAS AND GASOLINE
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Ont-
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

ENGINES, STEAM
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Can. Sirocco Co.. Windsor, Ont.
Goldie & -McCulloch Co., Gait
Hamilton -Mfg. Co.. Wm.. Peterboro. Ont.
Inglis Co.. The John. Toronto. Ont
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
MacGovem & Co.. Inc. Montreal, Que.
Montreal General Tool Co., Montreal. Que.
Waterous Engme Works Co., Bianllord.

ENGINES, HOISTING, LOGGING. CABLE-
WAY
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto. Ont

ENGINES, MARINE
(Canadian Faii-banks-Morse Co., Ltd., MontreaL
Goldie & -McCnlloch Co. Gait
Montreal General Tool Co., Montreal, Que.
The John iMacUougall Caledonian Iron Works Co.,

Ltd.. Mon real.

ENGINES, SAW MILL
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Engineering and .Machine Works of Canada. Ltd.,
St. Catharines, Ont.

Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, SINGLE COMPOUND AND
TRIPLE EXPANSION
Canadian Griscom-Russell Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Engineering and ^lactaine Works of Canada, Ltd.,
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
St Catharines, Ont

Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerville.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, VERTICAL
Ooldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

ENGINEERING BOOKS
MaoLean Publishing Co., Toronto.

EXHAUSTERS
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.

EXHAUST HEADS
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
Jas. -Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Franklin Williams Co., New York.
Watson & -McDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.

EXPANSION JOINTS
-\lberger Heater Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse. N.Y.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McAvity. T. & Sons, Ltd.. St John. N.B.

FANS. VENTILATING
Coppus Engr. & E<iuip. Co.. Worcester. Maaa
Gi-cen's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.
3 urtcvant Co. of Canada, B. F.. GaU. 9»t.

FEED WATER HEATERS
Alberger Heater Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. -\lIis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-.Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros.. Ltd., .Montreal. Que.
Elliott Co., Pittsburgh, Pi.
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait
Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc.. Hartford. Conn.
MacGovem & Co.. Inc.. -Montreal. Que.
The John .MacDougall Caledonian Iron Works
Co.. Ltd.. Jlnnlreal.

Waterous Engine Work.* Co.. Brantford.

FEED WATER PURIFIERS
Wm. B. Seaife * Son*. Pittsbui^h. Pa.
Varaall-WarinE Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

FEED WATER REGULATORS
.American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. C<k.
Boston, Ma.iJs.

Chaplin, F^ilton Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd , Montreal, Que.
Elliott Co.. Pittsburgh. Pt.
Green's Economizer. Ltd.. Toronto.
T^aurie & Lamb. Montreal.

FIBRE. VULCANIZED
Beveridge Paper Co.. tMontreal, Que.
FILTERS
Bow.ser & Co., Inc.. S. F. , Toronto, Orf.
Laurie & Lam^. Montreal.

FILTERS. WATER
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Frick Co.. Wavneshoro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
Mnokmuon Ste.l Co . Lt.l., Sherbrooke. Que.
Seaife A Sons, Wm. B., Pittsburgh . Pa.
York Mfe. Co.. York, Pn

FII.I ING STATION EQUIPMENT
Bowser & Co.. Inc., S. F. , Tx->ron'o, Ont.

FII TFRING AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS
Bowser A Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.
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W. D. Anderson's
Engineering

Efficiency Service

Manufacturers often spend thousands

of dollars on additional buildings and

equipment in order to get greater out-

put and profits long before their pro-

duct reaches 80 per cent., or their pro-

fits 50 per cent, of what may be easily

secured from the facilities they already

have.

Are you satisfied with your output? We
can and will increase your production.

Ring up Anderson s Efficiency Service
PHONE 221 ADELAIDE

380 Queen West Toronto, Canada

The ANDERSON
Model "D" Steam Trap

Your condensation trouble may be an old-standing problem that you
have never been able to so'.ve. Conditions in your plant may be
unusual—extremely severe. Nevertheless, the Anderson Model "D"
Steam Trap will stay tight from the day you put it in.

It will save you expense and trouble because it will work perfectly
under high or low pressure. It is operated by a
counterbalanced Lake Superior Copper float. Every
part is machined to solid gauge. The large area
valve will not wire draw and is permanently under
deep water seal.

Moreover, the self-contained strainer, the
outside gauge glass, the self-contained by-
pass and complete accessibility

to all parts are other Anderson
features that make for high effi-

ciency and low-cost service.

Write for Descriptive Booklet.

THE V. D. ANDERSON COMPANY
1935 West 96th Street, CLEVELAND, OHIO
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FIREBRICK—JOINTLESS
Beveridg« Paper Co., iMontreaJ, Que.

FIRE BRICK. PLASTIC
Gates, John W., St. James 3t, Montreal.

FIREPROOF COLD STORAE DOORS
AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold S orage Door Co., Hageratown, Md.

FITTINGS, AIR, AUTOMOBILE, GAS.
HYDRAULIC, PIPE, PIPE FLANGED.
SCREWED PIPE, STEAM
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, Ma:ss.

Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Samia, Ont.

FLANGED STEAM FITTINGS
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
liloAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.

FLANGES
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, Mass.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MoAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.

FLOORING COMPOSITION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal Que.
Can. H. VV. Johns-.Mauville Co., Toronto, OnU

FLUE CLEANERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Montreal,
tireen's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Liberty Mfg. Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
Coldie & -McCulloch Co., Gait
.Pilley Packing and Flue Brush Mfg. C«., St.

Louis, Mo.

FLUE GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Schaefifer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.f
Uehling Instrument Co., New York,
l^enberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

FLUES, GAS AND SMOKE
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

PLUMES, STEEL
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

FREEZER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown. Md

FRICTION LEATHERS
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., MontreU.

FUEL AND OIL PUMPS AND
MEASURING SYSTEMS
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.

FUEL OIL SYSTEMS
Bowiier & Co., Inc., .S. F., Toronto, Ont.

FURNACES, BOILER
Gates, J. W., .Montreal, P.Q.
Green's Ekionomiser, Ltd., Toronto.

FURNACES. SMOKELESS
Pabcock & Wilcox. .Montreal.
Jvaes Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
Murphy Iron Works, Detroit. Mich.
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.

FURNACE GRATE BARS
Beveridge Paper Co., 'Montreal. Que.

FUSES
Can. H. W. Johns^Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
Economy Fuse & .Mfg. Co. of Canada, MootrMd
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

CAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS. ETC.
Greens Fconomiser, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Pereherthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.T
Uehling Instrument Co., NeTT York. N.Y.

GASKETS. RUBBER, ASBESTOS
Can. H. W. Johns-ManTille Co., Toronto, Ont
Durabia Mfg. Co.. New York, N.Y.
Frick Co.. Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Johns-Pratt Co.. The. Hartford. Conn.
•Sarco Co.. Inc., New York. N.Y.
Thomson-Gordon, Ltd., Hamilton. Ont

GASKETS, LEAD, COPPER AND LEATHER
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal, Que.
Shell Bar Boico Supply Co.. Toronto, Ont
Sarco Co.. Inc.. New York, N.Y.

GAS PRODUCER PLANTS
Can. .MUs-Thalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
•Canadian Fairhanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Laurie S.- Lamb. Montreal.

GASOLINE
GASOI INF METERS
RoHwr & Co.. Inc., S. F.. Toronto, Out.

GASOLINF PUMPS. SRLF MEASURING
Hovv.sfr & Co., Inc.. S. F., Tonmto, Ont.

GASOLINE TANKS
liow.ser & Co., Inc., S. V.. Toronto, Ont.
Imperial Oil. Ltd., Toronto.

GAUGE COCKS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Oartoik Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, 0.
MoAvity. T.. & Sons, Ltd.. St. John. N'.H.
.Tas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
W. J Wall. Montreal.

GAUGES. AMMONIA. OIL, GAS, AIR
Americnn Steam Gauge & Valve .Mfg. Co., Bm
'on. Ma".

SchaetTer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., BrooklTB, N.T
GAUGES. PRESSURE. VACUUM. DRAFT
AND RFCORDING. AND MICROMETER

Babcock & Wilcox, MontrcM.
Green'.' F,oonomlser, Ltd., Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Clncinnttl. 0.
SchaefTer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., BrooklTB, H.T.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.T.
Uehling Instrument Co., New York, N.T.

GAUGES, WATER
Babcock & Wilcox. Montreal.
Jenkins B'oe., Ltd., Montresl.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MeATity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.
Penberthy Injector Co., Wlndror. Ont.
Scbaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.T.

GEARS, FIBRE CUT
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Qne.

GEARS. CUT, WORM, MORTISE
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindaay, Ont
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
The John MoDougall Caledonian Iron Works Co..

Ltd., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Macihlne Co.. Ltd., HamlltoB.

GENERATORS. STEAM TURBO
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

GENERATORS AND CONVERTORS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto. Ont
-MacGovem & Co., Inc.. Montreal. Que.

GOVERNORS. ENGINE
Escher Wyss & Co., Montreal, Que.
McAvity, T.. & Sons, Ltd.. St. John, N.B.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brentford.

GRATES. DUMPING, ROCKING,
STATIONARY
Babcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & -McCidloOh Co., Gait
Gait Foimdry Co.. Gait. Ont
Mnoon Repilator & Engineering Co.. .Montreal.
Shell-Bar. Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

GRAVITY CARRIERS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont

GREASE CUPS
Albany Lubricating Co., New York Cltj.
Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. 0.
Me.\.Tity, T., & Socs. Ltd.. St. .Tohn, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthy Inj.-ctor Co.. Windsor. 0>nt

GREASE AND OIL EXTRACTORS
American Steam Gauge & Valre Mfg. Co., Boe
ton, Mass.

Rlliott Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.

GREASES
Albany Lubricatinir Co.. New York City.
Can. F,cnnomic Lubricant Co.. .Montreal. Que.
Canadian Pairhanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

GAUGES. DRAFT
Jas W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

GAUGE COCKS, STANDARD AND EXTRA
HEAVY

Peulicrthv Injector Co., Wind.ior, Ont.

HAND LEATHERS OR PADS
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

HAND PUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
Rrw.ser & Co., Inc., S. F., Tor.into, Ont.

HANGERS
Can. General Klectric Co., Toronto, Ont.
r'»n. fl K F <^o. . Toronto. Ont
ranadian F>ilrh«nlt«-Mor<e Co., Ltd.. Montreal
OMdIe * >rcr'i,lloch Co.. Gait.
W«feroim Enm'ne Works Co., Brant/ord.

HEATERS
AWierger Henter Co.. BuffaU. N.T.
R«N;npk * WMcot Ltfl . MnntreaL
r'ole. Ltd . Gen. W., Toronto.
Darling Brfw. . Mntifreal.
OnMIe * Mcr>"lloch Pn.. Gait
Laurie ft Lamb. Montreal.
VtcATitT * Sons. T. at. .Tohn. N R.
Waterous Encine Works Co.. Brantford.

HEATERS. EXHAUST STEAM
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
HEATERS. METERING
Can. A Ills-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
i'arnallWaring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

HniST,«5, ELECTRIC
C:m- Link-Bolt Co . Toronto, Ont.

ROISTTNG AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
Fa^nrk * WilcoT, I,M.. Montreal.
r--^ r .T-V-RMt Co , Toronto. C>nt.
.Teffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.
MaoGovem & Co.. Inc.. Montrp.il, Que.
Waterons Enirine Works Co.. Brantford.

HOSE. STEAM. SUCTION AND WATER
Osnadlnn Fafrhanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal
Osrlnrk Psckfn? Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Thomson-Gordon. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont
Vorheps ItuWier Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

HOT WATER GENERATORS
Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc.. Hariforxl. Conn.

H'YDRANTS
Woo^ A Co.. R. D.. Philadelphia. Pa.

HYDRAULIC ACCUMULATORS
ftmart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.

HYDRAULIC MACHINERY
BoTing Hydraulic * E!ng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Frick Co., Waynp*oro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
Hamilton Mfg. Co.. Wm. . Peterhoro. Ont
NLu'Gnveni & Co.. Inc.. .Montreal. Quo.

HVDRATTI ir VALVF.S
Va.-nan-Wnring Co . Philadelphia, Pa.

HYDRAULIC PRESSES
BoTln« Hydraulic ft Kng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont.

ICE MAKING MACHINERY
Boring Hydrnnllc * Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Prick To.. Waynesboro. PrankHn Co.
r.lnde Canadian Refrigeration Co.. Montreal.
York Mfg. Co.. York. Pa.

INDICATORS, ELECTRIC—ALL TYPES
Sehaeffer ft Budent>erg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.T.
Uehling Instrument Co., New York, N.T.

INDICATORS. STEAM AND GAS
ENGINE
American Steam Gauge ft Valve Mfg. Co., Boe-
ton. Mass.

Canadian Fairbanks^Moise Co.. Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Uehling Instrument Co., New Xurk, N.Y.

INDICATORS—AMMONIA. HYDRAULIC
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Out

INDICATORS, SPEED
L. 9. SUrrett Co., Athol, Mass.

INJECTORS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Onu
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, U.
McArity & Sons, T., St. John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Unl.

INJECTORS, AUTOMATIC AND AUTO-
POSITIVE
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont,

INSTRUMENTS, RECORDING
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Companies, Rochester, N.T.
Yamall- Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

INSULATING BRICK
Amutiuug Uurk lusulaiion Co., Montreal, Que.
beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Qne.
Can. H. W. J ohns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont

INSULATING COMPOUNDS
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford. Conn.

INSULATORS
Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

IRON FILLER
Can. H. VV. Jonns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont

KILNS
KEROSENE PUMPS (SELF MEASURING)
Luwser i Co., luc^ S. F., Tore Ou".

K-.KOSfciNi-. IANkS
Bowser & Cu., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Out.
Oitjtrus i^uuuuik>t;i. i,ui.. I'orunio.

LACE LEATHERS
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Can. H. VV. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont

LAMPS, ARC
Canadian J^'airbanks-Moise Co., MontieaL
Can. General Electric Ua, Toronto, Ont
Can. H. VV. Johns-.MauvUle Co., Toronto. Ont

LAMPS. INCANDESCENT
Canadian Fairbanks-.Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont
Can. H. VV. Johns- .Vlanville Co., Toronto, Ont-

LAMPS, TUNGSTEN AND NITRO
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont,

LEATHER STRAPPING
Graton Ac Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

LINK BELTING
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Jotfi.y .Mfg. (V. Columbas Ohio.

LININGS, FIRE BRICK, STEEL STACK
til feu's Economiser, Lu\., Toronto.

LUBRICANTS
Albany Lubricating Co., New York City.
Canadian Ekxinomic Lubricant Co., Montreal.

LUBRICATING OIL FILTERING AND
CIRCUULATING SYSTEMS
HoH.ior & Co., luc, S. v.. Toronto. Ont.

LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE SYSTEMS
Ilr>w..4er & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

LUBRICATORS, CYLINDER
CUTTING COMPOUNDS

Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE TANKS
AND PUMPS
Ron.,1 .V; «',... Iiic , S. F., Toronto. Ont
LUBRICATORS. FORCE 7EED
CUn. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille. Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

LUBRICATORS, PLAIN
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

LUBRICATORS. SIGHT FEED AND PLAIN
ENGINE

I'onlioilhy Inj.-ctor Co., Windsor. Ont.

MACHINERY INSULATION
.Arm.strong Cork ft Insulation Co.. Montreal. Que.
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal. Que.

MECHANICAL STOKERS
Babcock ft Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
CJreen's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., Toroota
Murphy Iron Works, Dertoit, Mich.
Sanford Itiloy .Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.

METERS, ELECTRIC
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto. Ont

METERS. STEAM
Can. Allis-(3halmers, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

METERS, WATER
Can. .\lIls-Chalmers, Ltd.. Tonmto, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Mc.^Tity & Sons. T., St. John. N.B.
Vamall- Waring Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

MIXING VALVES
Mueller Alfg. Co.. H.. Samia. Ont
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Let the C.A.S.E. Smooth Out

Your Load Curve

USELESS WOI^K

ADVANCEMENT

Remove The Peaks of Worry And Unproductive Labor And
Build Up The Valleys By Working For

Your Advancement

A man who is thoroughly grounded in the practice of his profession, who is free from
personal worry and trouble, overcomes the many difficulties besetting the path of

the operating engineer with little labor and in a manner ensuring his advancement.

The successful man owes his success to a wise appreciation of the advantages and
mutual help offered by association with those in the same field of endeavor. To
join an association having for its objectives the welfare of the engineer in things
mental and material, his advancement in knowledge and skill, his protection by pro-
vision for sickness and distress is to take advantage of an opportunity indispensable
to all who hope to better themselves.

If you are interested in such an organization and live where less than
fifteen engineers are located, send for a copy of our constitution and
application blanks for admission to nearest branch lodge. If there are
more than fifteen engineers in your community, get together and send for
particulars regarding formation of a branch lodge.

J. H. HALE, General Secretary,

anadian Association of Stationary

230 Caroline Street EngmCCrS Hamilton, Ont.
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MILL AND MINING MACHINERY
Canadian Faiibanks-.Morse Co., Montreal.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.

St. Catharines, OnU
Goldie & -MoCulloch Co., Gait.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

METER TESTERS
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont.

METERS (OIL, KEROSENE, GASOLINE,
ETC.)
Bowser & Co., Inc.. S. F. ,

Toronto, Ont.

MOTORS
Canadian Fairbanks-XIorse Co., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont.
fJreen's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.
MacGrovem & Co., Inc.. Montreal, Que.

OFFICE RAILINGS
Jas. Morrison Brass .Mfg. Co., Toronto.

OIL STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTING
SYSTEMS
B(/w.ser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Out.

OIL CUPS
Liinkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
Jas. -Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

OIL AND GREASE CUPS
Penbertliy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

OIL METERS
Bowser & Co.. Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

OILER. COMPOUND FEEDERS
Lunkenhelmer Co., Cincinnati, 0.

OILERS. GAUGE
i^unkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

OIL PUMPS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

OILERS, MULTIPLE
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

OIL FILTERS AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS

Bowser & Co., Inc.. S. F., Toronto, Ont.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Elliott Co., I'iitsburgh, Pa.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,

OIL TANKS
Bow.ser & Co., Inc.^^ S. F., Toronto, Ont,

OIL SEPARATORS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.T.
Elliott Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Leitch Co., Arthur S., Toronto, Ont.
Liberty Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh.
Jas. .Morrison Brass .Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamlltoa.

OILS, QUENCHING
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.

OILING SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

OILS, CYLINDER
Imperial Oil. Ltd., Toronto.

OILS, LUBRICATING
Can. Economic Lubricant Co., Montreal, Que.
Kellogg & Co., E. H., .\ew York, N Y.

OILS, ENGINE
Imperial Oil. Ltd., Toronto.

ORSAT APPARATUS
Defender .\utomatic Regijlator Co., St. Louis, Mo

PACKING, ASBESTOS
Johns-Pratt Co.. The, Hartford, Conn.

PACKING ENGINE
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford. Conn.
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Thomson-Gordon. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
PACKING FIBRE

Bevcridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. B. K. Morton Co.. Montreal. Que.
Johns-Pratt Co.. The, Hartford, Conn.

PACKING. HYDRAULIC
Can. H. W. Johns- .Manville Co., Toronto. Ont
Dnrabla Mnnnfactnring Co.. New York.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Thomson-Gordon. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont

PACKING, METALLIC
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
Crane PackinR Co., Chicago. III.

Gwene, Tweed & Co.. New York.
Holmes Metallic Packing Co.. Wilkesbarre, P».
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor, Ont.
Thomson-Gonlon, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont

PACKING, ROD
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
Crane Packing Co.. Chicago, 111.

Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont,
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor. Ont
Shell-Bar. Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

PACKING, SHEET
Pan. H. W. Johns-ManvlIIe Co., Toronto, Ont
Durahia Manufacturing Co., New York.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Jenkins Bios., Ltd., Montreal.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.
Thomson-Gordon, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Vmhees Rubber Co,, Ltd., Montreal.

PACKING, AMMONIA, STEAM AND
WATER
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Torooto, Ont
Crane Packing Co., Chicago, 111.

Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Omt
Greene, Tweed & Co., New York.
Johns-l'ratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor, 0»t
Thomson-Gordon, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont

PACKING, LEATHER
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd , Toronto, Ont.
Thomson-Gordon, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.

PACKING PISTON
Crane Packing Co., Chicago, 111.

PACKING, VALVE STEM
Crane Packing Co., Chicago, 111.

Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

PAINT OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
Bon.sei & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

PAPER, INSULATING, ETC.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

PENSTOCKS
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Can. Bond Hanger & Coupling Co., .Mexandria.
Ont

Goldie & McCiJloch Co., Gait.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PIPE COILS
Frick Co.. Waynesboro, Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, P«.

PIPE COVERINGS, STEAM, BRINE,
AMMONIA AND ICE WATER
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal. Que.

PIPE, CAST IRON
Wood & Co.. R. D., Philadelphia, Pa.

PIPE STEEL
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.

PIPE VISES AND CUTTERS
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

PIPE, GAS
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

PIPES, WATER
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont

PIPING AND FITTINGS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
McAvity & Sons, T.. St John, N.B.
Jn.1 Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
York .Mfg. Co.. York, Pa.

PIPING. STEAM
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Goldie & McCnlloch Co., Gait

PLATE WORK
Goldie & MoCulloch Co.. Gait
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd.
Maekinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
St Catharines, Ont.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PLUG COCKS
Homestead Valve Mfs. Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

PLUMBING SUPPLIES
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont.

POWER HOUSE CONVEYORS
Can. Link-B<-lt Co., Toronto, Ont.

POWER PUMPS (OIL, GASOLINE)
Boivser & Co., Ina, S. F., Toronto, Onf.

POWER PUMPS
American Ste&m Pump Co.. Battle Treek. Mich
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Oni
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
GoVlie &• MoCulloch Co.. Gait
Pratt & Cad.v Co.. Inc., Hartford. Conn.
Sm.irt-Tumer Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.

POWER, TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. On!
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Goldie & ^MoCulloch Co., Gait
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..

m. Catharines, Ont.
MacGovem & Co.. Inc., .Montreal. Quo.
MacOovem & Co., New York.
Morse Chain Co.. Ithaca. N.Y.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

PRESSES
Boving Hydraulic * Eng, Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont

PUMPS, HAND (OIL. GASOLINE)
Bowser. 3. F., & Co., Inc., Fort Wa>-nc, Ind.

PULLEYS
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Onl
Canadian FairbanksJMorse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Gol.lic & McCnlloch Co.. Gait
.TefTrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

PULLEYS, FRICTION CLUTCH
Can. 1/ink-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.

PULP MILL MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Onl.
Hamilton Co., Wm., Petertxiro. Ont
Jeffrey Manirfacturing Co., Montreal.
Maekinnon St<'el Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Oni.
Beveridge faper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, .Montreal.
McAvity & Sons. T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY, ELECTRICAL
Reveri-^ge Paper Co., LMontreal. Que.
"OTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS
Coppus Eng. & Equipment Co., Worcester. Mass.

PUMPS. AIR
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mich
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS, ACID
Beveridge Paper Co.. .Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothere, Ltd., Montreal. Que.

PUMPS, CONTRACTORS'
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Itrvrri'lge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
McAvity & Sons. T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, BOILER FEED
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
Blscher, Wyss Co.. Montreal, Que.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

PUMPS, ELECTRICAL
I

American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mich

I

Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.

,
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, FEED WATER
I

Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

! Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait
I Darting Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMP GOVERNORS AND REGULATORS
Darling Bros., Montreal.
D'Este Co.. Julian, Boston, Mass.
EBiott Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston; Mass.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton. Ont
Watson & McDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.

PUMP STRAINERS
Roving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.

I

Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Liberty Mfg. Co.. PitUburgh. Pa.

! Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, HAND AND POWER
Boring Hydraulic A Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine '^o.. Hamilton Ont

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mich
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont.
Can. .Mlis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal
Hamilton Co., Wm.. PeteiWo. Ont
Goldie & McCvilloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamh, Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

PUMPS. DUPLEX
Can. ."Vllls-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Rcvcridgo Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, GEARED. COMPOUND
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Mich

]

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
I Darling Bros.. Montreal.

Inclis Co.. The John, Toronto. Ont.
Smart-Turner .Machine Co., Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS. HYDRAULIC, PRESSURE
American ftean- I'wmi Co.. Battle Creek. Micb.
Boring Hvdraulic * Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, On'.
Dirling Bros.. Montreal.
Inelis Co.. The John. Toronto. OnL
Smart-Tnmer Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont

;

PUMP LEATHERS
i

Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Mnnt'tal, Que.

I

Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

I

PUMPS, OIL
American Steam Pumo Co.. Battle Creek. Mich

1 Bowser & Co.. Inc.. S. F.. Toronto. Ont.

Can. Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerrille, Ont.

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. 0.

McAritT A Sons, T.. St John. N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, OnL

PUMPS. STEAM TURBO
Can. Allis-CJialmers. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Darling Bro.s., Montreal.

;
Fischer Wyss & Co., Montreal, Que.

PUMP TANK, RECEIVER
Ameriinn Stenm Pump Co.. Battle Creek, Micb.

Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., -Montreal. Que.
Smart-Tiimei .Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS. STEAM „ ^
I American Steam Pumn Co.. Battle Creek. Mlch.

i
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

[
Canadian Fairtianks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
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this paper.

Coal used With and Without

l-f LBSthe

COLE
Return
Trap Geo. W. Cole, Limited

IOOLB5

I'he above two piles of coal tell the whole story. The all-blacK
pile shows the relative amount of coal required to steam a boiler
using a' direct steam pump ; the black part of the other pile, the
relative amount required for the same work with a Cole Return
Trap, This Trap wi]\ save you 86% of the coal used without it.

2002-4 Dundas St. W.
Toronto, Ont.

BACK TO THL BOILER HOT
Use your condensation. Take it out of your steam lines and

return it to your boilers as pure HOT feed water. This is

made possible by using the

Morehead "Back to Boiler" System
Saves fuel and increases efficiency of steam-heated equip-

ment. Requires practically no attention and is always

reliable.

Canadian Morehead Mfg. Co.
WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO
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Dirling Bros., Montreal.
Ooldle & MoUuUocli Co., OalL
Inglis Co., The John. Toronto. Onu
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Leitoh Co., Arthur 8., Toronto, Ont
McAritT & Sons, T., St. John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont

.'UMPS, TRIPLEX
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS, VACUUM
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Beveudge Paper C'»., .Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothere, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & .McCuUoch Co., Gait.

Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Leitch Co., Arthur 8., Toronto. Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PTR0METER8
Green's Economizer, Ltd., Toronto.
Jas. Morrison Brass iMfg. Co., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
Escher, Wyss & Co., Montreal.
Uehling Instrument Co.. New York. N.Y.

RADIATOR TRAPS
Befeiidge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Sareo Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.

RECORDERS, DRAFT
J,T.s W. Hays Corp., .Michigan City, Ind.

RADIATOR AIR VENTS
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Penberthy injector Co., Windsor. Ont.

RAILWAY OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
Bowser, S. F., & Co., Inc., Fort VVajTie, Ind.

RECLAIMING SYSTEMS FOR OIL
Bcnv.str & <:'o., Inc., S. F., Toronto. Ont.

REBOILERS
Friek Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.. Fa.

York Manufacturing Co.. York, Pa.

REGISTERING MEASURES
Bo\vsfr & Vit., Inc., S. F. . Toronto, Oii<.

RECEIVERS, AIR
Can. AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

MacKinnon, Holmee & Co.. Sherbrooke. Que.

RUBBER CEMENT TANKS AND PUMPS
liow.sur & Co.. Inc., .f. F., Toronto. (Int.

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Onl
Green's EconomLser, Ltd., Toronto.
Taylor Instniment Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Uehling Instrument Co., New York, N.Y.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

REFRIGERATOR DOORS, WINDOWS, ETC.
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown. .M.l.

REFRIGERATING MACHINERY
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay,

Ont.
Canadian Giiscom-Rtissell Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Frick Co., WajTiesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.

Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Montreal.

Vilter Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa,

REFUSE DESTRUCTOR
Canadian Grlscom-Russell Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.

REGULATORS, PRESSURE
Chaplin-Fulton Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Jas. .Morrison Brass .Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.

REGULATORS, TEMPERATURE
Sarco Co., Inc., New York. .\'.Y.

Taylor Instinnient Co., Rochester. N.Y

RETORTS
.MncKiimon Sleil Co.. Sliprlu'OoUe. Que.

REVOVLING DOORS FOR HARDENING
ROOMS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, .VId

ROLLS. CRUSHING
run. Link-Bi'lt Co . Toronto. Ont.

Jcft'iiv Mfii. Co., (\)hiinhn.s. Oliio.

ROOFINGS—RUBBER, PLASTIC, LIQUID
Ucvcridge Paper Co.. .Montreal. Que.

ROPE
\\m. C. Wilson & Co.. Toronto
ROPE PRESERVATIVE
Cling Surface Co.. Buffalo.

ROTARY COMPRESSORS
Escher. Wy.ss & Co., Montreal.

KOTARY CONVERTERS
Cans>''lian Fnirbnnke-Morse Co. ^font^enl
.MiuCovem & Co., Inc.. Montreal Que
RUBBER HOSE
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrlllf Co.. Toronto, Onl
narlr<-k Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Liberty .Mfg. Co.. Pittsburg. Pa.
Thomson-Gordon, Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont

RUBBER MILL DRIVES
Cnn Link-Belt Co., Toronto, (Int.

SAFES
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co

, Montreal.
GoMie * Moriillnch Cn Gait.

SAW MILL CONVEYORS
c-n. Link-Belt Co . Toronto, Ont.
Jelliev Mfi,'. (^o.. C<ilnmb>i.s. Ohio.

SCREENING MACHINERY
Can Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.

SCALE REMOVERS
Bahonok & Wilcox, Ltd. .Vlontreal.

Beveridge Paper Co.. T.M.. Montreal. O"""
Can. TT. W. Jnhns-Manville Co.. Toronto. i>"
Green's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.

SELF-MEASURING PUMPS (OIL AND
GASOLINES
Bo/w.sei & Co.. Inc., S V.. Toronto. Ont.
Yai-nall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

SEAM PROTECTORS, GIRTH
.National Boiler Protector Co. of Canada, Montreal.
Que.

SHAFTING
Goldie & MoCuUoch Co., Gait
Engineering and Machine Works of Canads, Ltd.,
St Catharines, Ont

Wateroua Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SHAKING AND DUMPING GRATES
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Gait Fou/idry Co., Gait. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

SMELTER LININGS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

SMOKE BOXES, STACKS
Babcock & Wilcoi, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & -McCulloch Co.. Gait.
Green's Economises Ltd., Toronto.
Mackinnon .Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPECIAL MACHINERY
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks- .Morse Co.. Montreal.
Smart-Tnnier .Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPEED INDICATORS
Schaeffer & Budenburg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.T.
L. S. Starrett Co., Athol, Mass.

SPEED REDUCING GEARS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.

SPROCKET CHAIN ATTACHMENTS
Can. Link-Beit Co., Toronto. Ont.

.lefTiey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford

SPROCKET RIMS
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co.. New Bedford, Mao

SPUR WHEELS
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.
Canadian Fairt)anks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Hamilton Co.. Wm.. Peterboro. Out
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

STACKS, STEEL
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
GoMie & .McCulloch Co.. Gait.
Mackinnon .Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.

STAND PIPES, STEEL
.Mack inn on Steel Co. . Lti'l. , Shorbrookf, Que

STAYBOLTS. FLEXIBLE
Can. AUls-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
STEAM SEPARATORS
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmen. Ltd ^ Toronto. Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Direct Separator Co.. Svracuse. N.T.
D'Rste Co., .Tulinn. Boston. Ma.«s.
Elliott Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Leitch Co., Arthur S., Toronto. Ont.
Penlierthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont -

Watson & iMcDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.

STEAM SPECIALTIES
Alberger Heater Co.. Buffalo, N.Y.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
D'Este Co.. Julian. Boston. Mass.
Liberty ^^fK. Co.. Pittsburg. Pa.
fynnkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. 0.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co.. Montreal.
.Tas Mnrnson Brass Mfc Co

. Toronto.
Penherthv Injector Co.. Windsor.
w.Ttson gr McDaniel Cn

. Philadelphia
Vai-n.ilI-Warinc Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

STEAM TRAPS
.\merican Steam Gauge & ValTe Mfg. Co.. Boston
Mass.

.Anderson Co.. T. D.. Cleveland. O.
Canadian Fairbanks-Mor^e Co.. Montreal.
Cole. Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros.. Montreal,
D'Este Co.. Julian. Boston. Mass.
Di'nham Co., T Id . C. ,\ Toronto Onl.
Elliott Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
J. T. l.onn. R4 Adam St.. Montreal Que.
Can. Mnrehead Mfg. Co.. Woodstock.
Mason Regulator & Fneineerine Co.. Montreil
Sareo Co.. Inc. New York N T
Watson * rvTcDaniel Co., Philadelphia

STEEL BARRELS
Smnrt-Tiimer Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont

STEEL DRUM.S
Smart-Tumor Machine Co., Hamillon. Ont.

STEEL TANKS
Babcock * Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait
Mackinnon .Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que.
Waterous VTngine Works. Brantford, Ont.

STOKERS
Babcock * Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Detroit Stoker Co.. Detroit. Mich.
Gait Foundry Co., Onlt. Ont
Green's Rconomiser. Ltd.. Toronto.
.Tones I'nderfee^ Stoker Co.. Toronto.
Miimhr Iron Works. Dertnlt. Mich.
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, .Mass.

STRAINERS
T'ahcock * Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
feveridge Paper Co.. Jlontreal, Que.
Dailing Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Elliott Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

STRUCTTTRAT, STEEL WORK
r'-'^'-ock Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
MneVimion Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que.

SUPERHEATERS, STEAM
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. MontreaL
Goldie & McCtdloch Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

SWING JOINTS
Franklin Williams Co., New York.

SWITCHBOARDS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont.

SWITCHES AND SWITCH BOXES
Can. H. W. Johns-ManvUle Co., Toronto, Ont-

TACHOMETERS
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, On'.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont-
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn.

TANKS, BLOW-OFF
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TANKS. FREEZING. STORAGE AND
WATER COOLING
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.

TANKS. OIL
Boving Hydraulic & Sng. Co., Ltd., Lindaay, Ont
Bowser & Co., inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
E>ngineeriDg and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., .Sherbrooke. Que.
St Catharines, Ont

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TANKS (OIL, KEROSENE. GASOLINE)
Bowser & Co.. Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

TANKS (UNDERGROUND STORAGE)
Bcw.ser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

TANKS, WATER
Goldie & .McCJullooh Co., Gait.
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfoid.

TAPPING MACHINES
.Mueller .Mfg. Co.. H., Samia, Ont.

TECHNICAL BOOKS
.MacLean Publishing Co.. Toronto.

THERMOMETERS
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N Y.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.T.
Uehling Instrument Co., New York. N.T.

THERMOSTATS
Sarco Co., Inc.. New Tork, N.T.

TOOLS
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont

TRANSFORMERS
Can. General Electric Co. Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
MacGoveni iSj (^o. . Inc., .Montreal, Que.

TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. Link-Iklt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait. Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbius, Ohio.
Jeltrcy .Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford

TRAPS. STEAM AND W.ATER-LINE
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Daiiing Brothers, Ltd., .Montreal. Que.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.

TRUCKS. FACTORY
Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.

TUBE CLEANERS
Babcock & Wilcoi. Ltd., Montreal.
Dailing Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Elliott Company. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Goldie &• McCulloch Co.. Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Liberty Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.
Pelley Packing and Fine Bnish Mfg. Co.. St

Loui.s. Mo.

TUBE CUTTERS
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Liberty Mfg. Co., Plttsbnrg, Pa.

TUBES. BOILER
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Collie & McCulloch Co.. Gait

TURBINFS. POWER
Coppus Eng. & Equipt. Co., Worcester. Mails.

TUBE EXPANDERS
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
I.iberfv Mfg. Co.. Pittsburg. Pa.

TURBINE OIL
Kellogg * Co.. E. H., New York, N.T.

TUNGSTEN LAMP (Vacuum and Gas
Filled Types 1

Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

TURBINE WATER WHEELS
Roving Tlvdraulic * Eng. Co.. L'd.. Lindsay. Ont
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd.,
E.scher. Wy.ss & Co.. Montreal.
St Catharines. Ont

MacGovem A- Co.. Inc.. .Miailreal. Que.

TURBINES. STEAM
Can. Allis Cbalmer<. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Coppus Engr. & Equip. Co.. Woreeater, Maaa.
Escher Wvss A Co., Montreal. Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait
T.anrie A Lamh. Montreal.
MacGoveni & Co.. Inc.. Montreal, Que.

UNIONS
Canadian Fairhanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Dart Union Company, Toronto.
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Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O,
McAvity & Sons. T., St, John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

UNDERGROUND TANKS
Bow.st-i & Co., Inc., S. F.J Toronto. Ont.

UNIONS, BALL JOINT, COMBINATION.
FLANGED PIPE, GROUND JOINT.
MALLEABLE IRON. FLANGE, PIPE.
SWING

Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, Mass.
Dart Union Company, Ltd., Toronto. Ont.

VACUUM GOVERNORS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.
Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto.
BeTeridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling )$rothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Leitch Co., Arthur 3.. Toronto. Ont.

VACUUM REGULATING VALVES
Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto, Ont.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.

VACUUM TRAPS
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. Morehead Mfg. Co., Woodstock, Ont.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.

VALVE DISCS
renberthy Jnjector Co., VVind.sor, Ont.

VALVE LEATHER
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Qraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

VALVE RESEATING MACHINES
Darling Bros., Montreal.

VALVES, CONDENSER. PUMP, RUBBER
Vorhees Rubber Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que. •

VALVES
Babcock ti Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsuy, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto, Ont
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Frlck Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Bereridge Paper Co., Xlontreal, Que.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co., Pittsburg.
Jenkins Bros., Montreal.

Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Pratt & Cady Co., Inc.. Hartford, Conn.

VALVES. RADIATOR
Jenkins Bros., Ltd,, Montreal.
Watson & MoDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.
Liberty Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerrille. Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Pratt & Cady, Hartford, Conn.
Watson & MoDaniel Co., Philadelphia.
Wood & Co., R. D., Philadelphia, Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co.. Montreal.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.
MoArity & Sons, T.. St. John, N.B.

VALVES. ACID RESISTING
Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., Pitt^urg.
McArity & Sons, T., St. John, N.B.

VALVES. BACK PRESSURE
Can. AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

VALVES, BRASS
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

VALVES. BLOW-OFF
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-<}t(orse Co., Montreal.
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Elliott Co.. PitUburg, Pa.
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait.
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co., Pittsburg.
Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MoArity & Son?, T., St. John, N.B.
Watson & McDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.
Yamnll-Waring Co.. Philadelphia. Pa

VALVE CHAIN WHEEL
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., New Bedford, Mass.

VALVES, FOOT
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Onl
Smart-Turner Machin'^ Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VALVES. GATE
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O,
McAvity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Win<lsor, Ont.

VALES. HYDRAULIC
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa

VALVES. MULTIPORT
Can. AUis-ChalmetB. Ltd.^ Toronto, Ont
VALVES. NON-RETURN STOP
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co.. Montreal-

VAI,VES. RELIEF
American Steam Gauee & Valve Mfg. Co., Bostos,
Mass.

McAvity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.

VALVES. REDUCING
Beveridge I'aper Co., Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Leitch Co., Arthur S., Toronto, Ont.
Liberty Mfg. Co., Pitt^urg, Pa.
Mason R%ulator Co.. Boston, iltm.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mtg. Co., Toronto.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont

VALVES. STANDARD. GLOBE ANGLE
AND CHECKS

Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont.
VALVES, POP
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
.McAvity & Sons. T., St John. N.B.

VALVES. PUMP
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-Motse Co., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton^

VALVES. SAFETY THROTTLE
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McArity & Sons, T., St John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.

WATER COLUMNS. GAGES
Darling Brothers. Ltd., .Montreal, Que.
WATER GAUGES. STANDARD, EXTRA
HEAVY AND AUTOMATIC

I'onherlhy Injector Co., VVind.sor. Ont.
WATER SOFTENING SYSTEMS
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons, Pittsburgh, Pa.

WHISTLES
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

WHEEL TANKS (LUBRICATING OIL AND
GASOLINE)
Hinv.ser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

WE-FU - G a AND SCAIFE
PURIRHZA-riON SYSTEMS
SOFTENINCa & FlUTRATiaN
FOR BOILER FEED A.NDALL INDU5XRIA.L USES

Wn:»^^illSJ=«.«-i:MrB1.W;Jh*i.1.-|lIr|ci:Hi^^f(

r
The VC^renck of 25% Greater E-fjftciency

Two new features have
been recently a'dded to the
Trimo Pipe Wrench, namely
Nut-Guards, in all sizes, and
unbreakable steel frames, in

leading sizes.

The Nut-Guards prevent
the accidental rotation of the
nut while in use.

These improvements add
2.5% to the usefulness of the
tool.

The Trimo Pipe Wrench
is made with wood handles
in 4 sizes, 6-in., 8-in., 10-in.,

14-in. aYid in steel handles
in all sizes, 6-in. to 48-in.
inclusive.

All Trimo Pipe Wrench
P' rts are interchangeable.

The inserted jaw in the
handle can be readily re-
placed when worn, thus add-
ing to the life of the tool.

Nut with Nut-Guards

Inquiries from Importers and Dealers
Solicited. Send for Catalogue No. 55.

TRIMONT MANUFACTURING CO.
Roxbury (Boston) Mass., U.S.A.

Cable Address
Code

Triwrench
Western Union

Sfamtt
leveLs

accurate and sensitive; base has
concaved groove through length

of level with flat margin on each side. This
improves seat on flat work and forms true
and reliable seat for shafting, etc.

Write for Catalog No. 21CD. It
shows 2,100 other Starret Tools and
Hack Saws.

TheL. S. Starrett Company
The World's Greatest Toolmakers
Manufacturers of Hack Saws unex-

celled

ATHOL - MASS.
42-904
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Escher Wyss & Co., S.A. (sS-d)
Montreal Office: 112 Coristine Building

Water Turbines

Governors

Pipelines

Turbopumps
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THE JOHN INGLIS COMPANY
LIMITED

Engineers and Boilermakers

ENGINES AND BOILERS
TANKS
PENSTOCKS
HEAVY PLATE WORK
and SPECIAL MACHINERY

CANADIAN
MANUFACTURERS of

ERIE CITY
WATER TUBE
BOILERS

JVrite Us for Prices

and Specifications

14 Strachan Ave. TORONTO, Canada

Representatives tn Eastern Canada:

JAS. W. PYKE & CO., LIMITED
232 St. James Street, Montreal

Ottawa Representative: J. W. ANDERSON, 7 Bank Street Chambers



MORRISON'S
Steam Goods f^^:

& Specialties
QUARANTEC

OF
(QUALITY

Everything for the

Engine and Boiler

Room

Morrison quality

and reliability re-

present skill and
knowledge drawn
from forty years'

varied experience.

Every article is

Tested and Guaran-

teed

Morrison's Steam

Goods and Special-

ties are approved by

the Provincial In-

spection Depart-
ments.

Do not hesitate to write us for full information
on any line or lines in which you are intere8te<l.

J.M.T. Globe Valve
Renewable Disc

Asbestos Packed
Cock

"BEAVER"
Combined Stop and Check Valve

The James Morrison Brass Manufacturing Company, Limited

93-97 Adelaide Street West, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
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Type K
Brass

Gate

Valve
TRADE

Fig. 300

JENKINS
MARK

Installing good valves at the start saves

repair and replacement charges as well as

labor cost of reinstallations later.

JENKINS BROS.' TYPE "K" Brass Gate
Valves are representative of the highest

type of Gate Valves made. They are im-

proved in design and constructed from
carefully selected materials by first-class

workmen, and are thoroughly tested under
working conditions by both steam and hy-
draulic pressure previous to shipment, thus
we are able to give a genuine guarantee of

good service with every Type "K" Valve.

You will know a JENKINS BROS.' TYPE
"K" GATE VALVE by the Diamond Trade
Mark which is cast on the body of all

Genuine—Look for it. Stocks at all Dealers.

Catalogue No. 8 sent free on request.

TRADE

lENKINS Jenkins f^ros. LIMITED

Head Office and Works:
103 St. Remi Street.
Montreal, Canada

Agencies in all the
Principal Countries

of the Wo.-ld

European Branch;
6 Great Queen St.. Kingsway

London, W.C. 2, England

:jenkins:
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Coppus in the Confectionery Industry
Wherever candy is sold Huyler's trade-mark means
quality supreme. Wherever candy is made—there is an
opportunity for COPPUS Turbo Blowers to save money
in power plant operation.
These two 18" Blowers have been economizing time, fuel,

and labor in the boiler room of the Huyler's Chocolate
Company, 136 East 18th Street, New York City, since
July, 1917. They burn inexpensive fuel—keep up full

steam pressure—and meet peak loads without e.xtra exer-

tion by the engineer, quickly, easily, cheaply.
They can do this better than any other type of blower
because of their

Standardized Construction
Rugged Reliability
Economy of Operation

What COPPUS Turlx) Blowers are doing in other plants

they can do in yours. If you will ask us we will be glad
to send you complete information showing just how
COPPUS Turbo Blowers can help you secure more power
from your present equipment and greatly increase the

efficiency of your power plant. Ask for catalog.

Write for Pump Catalogue H-4.
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BOILERS
Waterous Horizontal Return

Tubular Boilers are unexcelled

for use in municipal power and
pumping plants and for the pro-

duction of steam for general heat-

ing purposes.

They are economical of fuel-
carry a big reserve steam pressure

for use in emergencies—can be

used with hard and dirty water
and are readily cleaned and easily

taken care of. They cost little

new,—their upkeep and mainten-
ance expense is negligible.

We build all sizes from 40
to 72" X 18 , and supply
them complete for any
installation, whether
for power production
or for heating sys-

tems.

Our numerous in-

stallations in Provin-

cial and Municipal
institutions through-

out Canada vouch for

the quality of our pro-

duct.

Boilers in stock.

X 10

BRANTFORE),ONTARICCANAJ3A
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Entire Plants and Equipment For Sale
O'BRIEN MUNITIONS, Limited
and ENERGITE EXPLOSIVES

RENFREW, ONTARIO
THIS is probably the most attractive offering ever placed before Canadian manufacturers, and one

that is worthy of your most careful consideration.

The Geographical location of the Town of Renfrew and uniformly permanent construction of the
plants themselves, which are situated just a few minutes' walk beyond the Town limits, makes it an
opportunity that comes but once in a lifetime.

Plenty of cheap electric power, town water on all parts of the property, excellent labor conditions
and completely equipped Industrial Railway connecting all parts of the Plants. Canadian Pacific

and Grand Trunk Railway sidings bring shipping and receiving facilities up to a maximum of effi-

ciency. Free from Town taxation.

To those interested we will be glad to forward ground and building blue prints, inventory of Plant
Equipment, including machinery of all descriptions, together Avith complete office and housing furniture,
etc., all in first-class condition.

Tenders, will be received for any part ot all of these plants' equipment, as well as the land and build-
ings thereon erected. We are not setting a price on this "Manufacturing Opportunity." Write for full
particulars, investigate and

—

Make an Offer.
Highest or any tender not necessarily accepted.

M. J. O'BRIEN, LIMITED RENFREW, ONTARIO
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE MAIL THIS COUPON

M. J. O'BRIEN, LIMITED,
RENFREW, ONT.

[] Entire Plant Equipment,
Buildings and Land.

Name

Mark in space provided what you would be most
interested in. This will facilitate supplying you
with full information promptly and without obliga-
tion.

City

Street .

.

Province

MILL SUPPLY DEPARTMENT

BEVERIDGE PAPER COMPANY LIMITED, MONTREAL
Plibrico

One-Piece
Plastic
Firebrick

For Boilers, Burners, Smelters.

Plibrico Bond
High

Temperature
Cements

SHELL BAR GRATES
Anti-Clinker—Revolving

Enables you to use cheaper fuel.

BOICO
Scientific Water Treatment

Stormtight ''TZ'^ and pi^uc
For Roofs. Walls, Foundations.

Cemcoat
Washable, Enamellik* Coating.

Hydrocide
Damp-Proof for Acid Tanks, etc.

I —. _CJ I "Makes ConcreteLapidO Lltn Hard as Granite

For Floors—Chests, etc.

VULCANIZED FIBRE
Everything in Hard and Flexible

Noiseless Trucks, Gears, Etc.
Why not use these guaranteed materials ?

SEND FOR THIS 36-PAGE BOOK
on

Jointless Fire Brick
Contains instructions on setting all types of boiler furnaces

and braSs and metal furnaces. Gives full directions on how to

build and maintain tight furnace linings.

Every engineer and plant operator should have a copy for
reference.

Send for your copy to-day,

JOINTLESS FIRE BRICK CO.
KINGSBURY AND CLAY STS., CHICAGO, ILL.

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS: Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd.,

Montreal. Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., 376 Duflferin St..

Cla'nccy & Grindley, Ltd., Calgary, Alberta.

16 Ste. Therise St..

Toronto. Sorman,

Power HoHse April 6, 1919 Vol. XIII., No, i. Published semi-monthly at 143-153 Unlveisity Ave.. Toronto. Canada. SuhscripUon price in Canada, $1.00; in DiiUed SUtM,
$1.50. Entere<i as .sMiond-cInss matter at the Post Office Department. Ottawa, Canada. Knterwl as seoond-cla-vs matter July 1. 191'.:. at the Pcvit OfTioe at Buffalo, under the

Act of March 3rcl, 1879.
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Waste of Time and Money
'HEN overhauling your equip-

ment, don't patch up the worn
parts, it wastes time, labor and

money—to say nothmg of reduced

plant efficiency, and lower turnout.
LONO TMRCAO ON C!<

TO ALLOW FOB

ffc^^ aiA&S PACKING CLANO

ITJtmM— HIGH "nEsauat
7 ' ve;im packing

5€ATS WHEII OPrM
ron PEKING

LAtCe HCAVV
MfXAOOM TD
ALLOW LOhO
TMRfAD OH PIK
AMD 6000 at
AMCC OW CttO

or <»it>c

«FaVY UMtrOftM BODY

Re^stered in the following Provinces

as follows:—
.

GLOBE VALVE A840

British Columbia No. 2590

Alberta No. 1102

Saskatchewan No. 2365

Ontario No. 1755

Everything wears out in time, even if it does

take years to happen, and renewals must be

made.

About your valves—if those you have in-

stalled do not do their job, don't tinker with them

—it will cost you more money than they are

worth.

Get "EMCO" Valves. They have nine points

of superiority. The accompanying cut will

show you this.

EMCO Valves are guaranteed efficient,

strong and durable. The design is approved

and registered in the Provinces of the Dominion

by Inspectors of Steam Boilers for a working

pressure of 175 pounds. They are made of the

best Bronze Metal. Each valve is subjected to

a thorough hydraulic test before leaving our

factory.

Look for the word "EMCO" on each valve.

• fFrite for our catalogues. They con-

tain valuable information you no
doubt require.

Empire Manufacturing Company, Limited
London and Toronto, Canada
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1ALBOl
Contra-Flow

Steam Boilers
(Equipped with Crude Oil Burners)

Head of Boiler Casing: Removed

Talbot Oil-Fired Boilers require about one-seventh
the space of the ordinary boiler. No brickwork is

necessary and the cost of operation is cheaper than
any known power producer.

The "Talbot" is a boiler of the contra-flow type,

water entering near the stack and leaving in the
form of steam near the furnace.

The circulation is through water tubes and is forced
at a high velocity by means of a pump, doing away
with a water drum. By preventing gravity circula-

tion the steam is drawn directly from the lower tubes,

eliminating the steam drum. The boiler is internally
fired, and hence self-contained. Feed water and fuel

burners are automatically controlled to adjust the

boiler to widely varying demands for steam.

Tabes easily replaced under high steam pressure.

WRITE FOR FULL DESCRIPTION.

Canadian Afanufacturer* and Sale* Office:

Montreal General Tool Co., Ltd.

675 Notre Dame, Maisonneuve

MONTREAL, P.Q.

BalDt>iH:
-yJdjustalyle—

SPROCKET RIM
with Chain Guide

Brings Out-of-the-way

Valves Within Easy

Reach from the Floor

The Babbitt always
gives you immediate
control of the valve by
simply pulling a chain
—that's all. No rods,

nor handles, no treach-

erous step ladders, no
lost time.

The Babbitt can be at-

tached to any valve-
quickly, at little ex-
Tiense.
' Write for Catalog.
BABBITT STEAM SPECIALTY CO.

New Bedford, Mass.

MASON
Reducing Valves

Pump Regulator
Balanced Valves
Damper Regulators

If you order a Mason
you will get absolute
satisfaction. This we
guarantee you. You
simply cannot make a

mistake.
Dependable regulation
under every possible

condition.

Our complete catalog tells you
WHY. Let us mail you a copy.

Mason Regulator Company
BOSTON, MASS.

TORONTO REPRESENTATIVES:
Th« Arthur S. L«tteh C«..

S0« Kent Bld«., Toront*.
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COCHRANE
COAL SAVERS

The Cochrane Open Feed Water
Heater saVes coal by utilizing ex-
haust steam to heat the feed water

;

1% savinK for each 11° F. rise.

The Cochrane Multiport Back Pressure
Valve saves coal by preventing leakage of
exhaust steam aVid by making it easy to
adjust the back pressure whenever desired.
The Cochrane Oil Separator saves coal by
rendering the exhaust steam useful for

heating, drying and other purposes.

The Sorge-Cochrane Hot Process Water
Softener saves coal by heating the boiler
feed water aYid by protecting the boilers

against scale and corrosion.

The Cochrane Metering Heater saves
coal by heating the feed water and
helps save coal by telling whether or
not the plant is being operated

economically.

The Cochrane
Oil Separator
saves coal by
rendering the
exhaust steam
useful for
heating, dry-
ing and other
purposes.

Canada is Saving Many Thousand Tons
of Coal Per Year by Using Cochrane Heaters

Here are the figures:

The horsepower of Cochrane Heaters in use is about 10,000,000
boiler horsepower.

The corresponding amount of coal burned is 35,000,000 lb. per hour.
Considering an average of 10 hours' operation per day, 300 days per

year (many heaters run 24 hours per day, 365 days per year), this

amounts to 105,000,000,000 lb. of coal per year, or 50,000,000 tons, worth
at $5.00 per ton, $250,000,000.

The saving due to the use of Cochrane Heaters is 1% to each 11° F.
rise in temperature. On the average, the water is raised from 100° F.
to 210° F. using steam at atmospheric pressure, 10% or a saving of

10%. Cochrane Heaters are thus saving about $25,000,000 per year,

which is vastly more than the heaters cost.

In addition, Cochrane Oil Separators are saving millions of tons of

coal by purifying exhaust steam so that it can take the place of live

steam in heating and drying coils, low-pressure turbines and industrial

processes.
Sorge-Cochrane Hot Process Water Softeners are saving millions by

keeping scale and corrosive substances out of boilers and thus saving
expense and labor in cleaning boilers, and for new tubes and other boiler

repairs.

Cochrane Metering Heaters are also telling hundreds of steam-plant owners, managers
and operators how much they are gaining in economy by using different coals, different
methods of firing, different methods of controlling the draft, stopping up air leaks in

boiler settings, cleaning soot a'nd scale from heating surface, etc. The total gains rea-

lized in this manner often amount to 25% or more.
Our engineering department has given hard study to fuel economy for over 25 years.

It will be glad to aid you with suggestions if you will describe your present boiler feed
water heating, softening, or metering arrangements, the amount of exha'ust steam you
have available and what you are using it for.

Ask for a book on "The Profitable Utilization of Exhaust Steam." ^

CANADIAN -ALLIS CHALMERS
HEAD OFFICE: TORONTO LIMITED
Branch Offices: MONTREAL, QUEBEC, HALIFAX, OTTAWA, HAMILTON, LONDON, COBALT
SOUTH PORCUPINE, WINNIPEG, CALGARY, EDMONTON, NELSON, VANCOUVER and VICTORIA
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The ANDERSON
Steam Trap

From the day you put it in, this Anderson Model "D''

Steam Trap will stay tight. Operated by a counter-

balanced Lake Superior Copper float, it will work
perfectly under high or low pressure in any boiler-

room. Its every part is machined to solid gauge.

Its large area valve, permanently under deep water
seal, will not wire draw.

We venture to say you never saw a trap made with

the painstaking care that makes this Anderson Trap
permanently tight under conditions most trying. It

has a self-contained strainer, an outside gauge glass,

a self-contained by-pass. And its construction

affords complete accessibility to all parts.

This Anderson Trap will save you
expense and trouble and time.

Install it in your boiler room.
Booklet on request.

THE V. D. ANDERSON COMPANY
1935 West 96th Street, CLEVELAND, OHIO

No Clinker
formation

No Coal lost

in the ash pit

No Waste with-

You mif.rht call these the perfect-combustion-making grates because their

60 per cent, air space and 90 per cent, underdraught extract from fuel the

last atom of energy. Burning any grade of coal, even screenmgs, these

Grates prevent the formation of clinkers, fo^ their use insures perfect com-

bustion, no matter how good or how poor the fuel used. In every power

plant in which these Cyclone Improved Shaking and Dumping Grates are

used, steam costs less for the reason that less fpel is used. Your engineer

can install Cyclone Grates without delay or trouble. You can have them

on 30 days* trial.

Write us to-day.

The Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Company, Limited
20 McGEE ST., TORONTO, ONT. Sole Makers for Canada

AGENTS: St. John. N.B., V. W. Blizzard. 329 Charlotte St.; Montreal

Co., Ltd., St. James St. : Hamilton
Iron Works.

Robt. Fitzsimmons.

Phone Ger. 36S0

Mason Regulator
8 Grove St. : Winnipeg. Vulcan

Cyclone Till
Binniiiii Grates
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J BOWSER OIL FILTERS L

CLEAN YOUR USED OIL!

A Bowser Filter in the power house will clean the dirty oil,

make it practically as good as new. the oil can be used over
and over again.

FILTERING
SYSTEMS

effect an immense saving in lubricating oil, give better lubrica-
tion with less oil, less iabor, reduce wear and tear on bearings.
There is a Bowser Oil Filtering System suitable for your power
house.

Descriptive bulletins sent promptly on request.

S. F. BOWSER & CO., Inc.
66-68 FRASER AVE., TORONTO, ONT.

London, 32 Victoria St. S. W. 1 Paris, S Rue Denis-Poissons

Harana, Lonja del Comercto 427 Sydney, 6 Casllereagh St.

Kieley & Mueller
Specialties
Regulating Valves
Back Pressure Valves
Pump Governors
Separators
Traps

FOR EVERY SERVICE
SALES ENGINEERS

THE ARTHUR S. LEITCH CO.
TORONTO

One Man in a RILEY STOKER PLANT Can Often Care For

S,000 to 10,000 Horse-power of Boilers.

Live Grate Surface
One feature alone of the RILEY

STOKER — ifs moving grates —is
worth the hand work of a dozen skill-

ed operators.

Even the most skilled would find it

impossible to keep the fuel-bed free

from holes and clinkers without drop-
ping the efficiency by opening the
fire-door.

The RILEY STOKER moving
grates keep the fire-door shut—the fuel-

bed open and porous—and discharge
the ash as fast as it is formed.

The moving grates of the RILEY
STOKER not only intensify com-
bustion but enable the stoker to burn
the poorest coals obtainable economi-
cally and at high capacity.

Sanford Riley Stoker Co.
WORCESTER, MASS.

"^V^IX"^ British Licenses: Erith's Engineeriti^Co
"w"',*"""'?^ Ltd., London. French Licenses
UA^^^ Leroy & Cie., Paris, France.

Erith
Leroy & Cie

Our catalog HR-4 explains in detail the live

grate surface of the RILEY STOKER.
For information on Murphy Automatic Furnaces for small boilers

see last month's advertisement or send for Murphy Furnace

Catalog HM-4.

Rear view showing relative movement of Furnace parts.

I
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Garlock
Nine Hundred Sheet

J

Is unsurpassed for superheated steam joints.

It is equally well adapted to air, acids, ammonia,

Or any severe condition where sheet packing is required.

It is made of the highest quality of long fibre asbestos,

And is built up into sheet form under tremendous pressure,

Thus securing great toughness, flexibility and tensile strength.

It is not affected by extremely high pressures and temperatures,

And does not require following up after gaskets have been applied.

Joints can be opened as often as desired without injur)- to gaskets.

This sheet is furnished in all thicknesses from i '64 inch to 14 inch.

Gaskets of all shapes and sizes can be cut by us from Nine Hundred Sheet.

The Garlock Packing Company - Hamilton, Ont.

BRANCHES
Montreal, Quebec - - - 409 Shaughnessy Building

Toronto, Ontario - - - 404 Continental Life Building

Winnipeg. Manitoba .... Gait Building

Calgary, Alberta ... 211 Eighth Avenue West
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WkTuTcicJCPPCCV
ImprovedCarciec

Mr. Power Plant Engineer, your reputation is in the hands
of the public, and no one has more at stake, for you must
keep the wheels of industry moving and assure the many
comforts of the home by supplying electric power, steam,

light, heat and water.

Your Engineers and Generators, Boilers and Stoker
Equipment may be the best that money can buy,

but unless you have an adequate and efficient sys-

tem for bringing the coal from the cars to the stok-

ers, you cannot insure the continuous service de-

manded.

The Jeffrey

Improved Carrier

represents the supreme development of

the Pivoted Bucket Carrier for the hand-
ling of coal and ashes in the power
plant. It has proved in many installa-

tions over the country, its Reliability of

Action and Qualities for Long and Sat-

isfactory service.

In presenting our New Catalog No.
210-A on the Jeffrey Carrier we
believe we are rendering a service
to the engineer and to the public.

Write for a copy of this book.

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.
Canadian Branch^and Wt rerooms:

Montreal L" Canada
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DEPARTMENT

n

LINDE PRODUCTION
STANDS SUPREME

Because at all times really fine materials

are used; and because each and every

machine receives a degree of individual

attention that is impossible in mass pro-

duction.

The LINDE CANADIAN REFRIGERATION CO., Limited

TORONTO

37 St. Peter St., Montreal, P.Q.

WINNIPEG

Ma4cers of Quality Refrigerating Machinery Since 1896

VANCOUVER

kTfSfnl Machinery
Built in any capacity that you desire. HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL
Our SMALL MACHINES have the same "regularity of Oper-
ation," "Reliability" and "Efficiency" as our large ones.

AMMONIA FITTINGS, CONDENSERS, BRINE COOLERS,
ETC.

Our Machines are in daily operation in Canada
CORLISS and POPPET VALVE ENGINES

The Vilter Manufacturing Company
242 Beecher St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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Get Your Plant Ready
For Big Business

1919 is going to prove the fact that people of all

classes have been taught to conserve food.

Ice-making plants will be taxed to capacity to

supply the demands for household purposes.

Refrigerating Plants and Cold Storage Houses

will also prove excellent investments.

All orders for Ice-making and Refrigerating

Equipment will receive prompt attention. Am-
monia Fittings and Supplies shipped on short

notice.

Write for Catalogs.

Ask for a copy of our list

of users corering 48 pages

of satisfied customers—also

your copy of "Ice and

Frost." BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

There is a FRICK Machine

for every refrigerating pur-

pose— all types: Vertical

—

Horizontal—Absorption.

After Five Years* Service at Zero
"It is with pleasure that we speak most favorably regard-

ing the way Nonpareil Corkboard has stood up in our ice

cream room," wrote Mr. N. B. Kuhlman, President, Mono
Service Cream Company, Knoxville, Tenn., on October 28,

1918. "The corkboard was put into the hardening room
something like five years ago. We have never had any cause

for complaint, and our hardening room stands at a tempera-
ture of zero to ten below. If we ever enlarge or build addi-

tional hardening rooms, we will certainly insulate same with
your Nonpareil Corkboard."

That seems to be the general opinion among ice cream
men regarding

Nonpareil Corkboard Insulation
For Hardening and Cold Storage Rooms
Of course, there is a good reason for it. Nonpareil Cork

combines all the essentials of a satisfactory cold storage
insulation. It is a fine non-conductor of heat; it does not take
up moisture; it keeps free from mold or rot; it is easy to

install in all kinds of buildings; and lasts almost indefinitely

when properly erected. That's why the Mono Service Cream
Company and many others all over the country specify Non-
pareil Corkboard when they build new plants or make repairs
and additions,

Armstrong Cork & Insulation Company, Ltd., MONTRE\LfquC^' canada
Also manufacturers of Nonpareil Cork Covering for cold pipes

You, too, will swear by Nonpa-
reil Cork if you once try it.

Now is a good time to investi-

gate. Literature and samples
will be sent on request.
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Quality Products Leave No Regrets
York Ice-making and Refrigerating Machinery is not made
to fit the price. We have a standard of quality and service
which has been maintained ever since the York Organization
was started.

It is betraying no secret to say that many owners of ice-

making and refrigerating plants have expressed to us, by
word and letter, their keen regret at having turned down
a York contract because the price seemed too high.

Price is a poor gage to use in buying such important equip-
ment as Ice-Making and Refrigerating Machinery. Confidence
is a better one. You know from your o%vn experience that
business born of confidence begets new business.

No customer can truthfully say that the York Organization
ever tried to take advantage of him. It is on this basis

that we have been selling our products, and it is for this

reason that we have been successful.

An inquiry from vou will be appreciated. You are not
obligated to buy York equipment until you are satisfied

as to its quality and our good intentions.

YORK MANUFACTURING CO.
(Ice-Making and Refrigerating .Machinery exclusively)

YORK, PA.
Canadian Representatives

Canadian Ice Machine Company
WINNIPEG
85 Lombard St.

TORONTO
82 Chestnut St.

MONTREAL
626 Coristine BIdg.

CALGARY
60S Second St

In the L.\RGEST and MOST MODERN PLANT in the

WORLD, building Insulated DOORS and allied products

exclusively, we are building what we KNOW to be THE BEST
INVESTMENT FOR THE USER and the universally recog-

nized WORLD'S STANDARD DOORS. In verification:—

THE HARRIS ABATTOIR CO.,
Ltd., Canada.

"Our Coolers and Freezers are
mostly equipped with your doors.
In fact we adopted it as Standard
throughout our plant, as we find

them substantially made and the
insulation perfect. We also find

the Ilardioare stands up better
than on any other door we bave
seen or tried."

LOUISVILLE SOAP CO..

LouisTllle, Kj.

"Coolers at one of oar plasty
are equipped %eith f/our doors,
ichich have git-en us such satis-
faction tee tpish to improve the
doors at our old plant. We would
not be warranted In throwing out
the doors but would like the type
hardware you supply."

THE WASHINGTON MARKET.
Washington, D.C.

"The doors supplied by you, In

use at both plants, hare been in

every tcay satisfactory, and we
think the Jamison door is the best

on the market.''

Read 'em again men—analyze them! Acquaint yourself

fully with our method of construction through latest

catalog No. 8.

Jamison Cold Storage Door Company
Formerly Jones Cold Door Co. HAGERSTOWN, M.D., U.S.A.
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Belliss & Morcom, Ltd.
Engines and Air Compressors

Belliss Engines at Verdun, P.Q., Waterworks

Steam and Exhaust Turbines
Diesel Engines, Air Compressors
Condensing Plants, Steam Engines

Heanan Refuse Destructors

Air and Water Coolers

Dynamometers

Paterson Water Softening Plants ?

Centrifugal Pumps

LAURIE & LAMB
Engineers

211 BOARD OF TRADE BLDG. - - MONTREAL
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Hays CO2 and Draft Recorder
Tells the Story of Boiler Efficiency

The exact reason why 30 to 50 per cent, more fuel is consumed in your plant than should be,
is shown by the Hays CO, and Draft Recorder, With these appliances installed, your fire-

men can fire intelligently ; they will work with accurate facts before them—instead of groping
in the dark. For Hays CO, and Draft Recorder permanently record the story of efficient

combustion

and Point Out Errors in

Firing, Draft,

Boiler Settings, Etc.

Hundreds of plants are us-

ing these Hays Appliances
and saving 30 to 50 per cent,

of their fuel expense as a
result.

The Hays Recorder is auto
matic, self adjusting, infall-

ible. It does not depend on
hand adjustment and me-
chanical action for accurate
operation. Indications are
controlled by rising and fall-

ing columns of mercury,
water and caustic potash.

We invite you to investigate,

believing the facts will con-
vince you that these Hays
Appliances would quickly
earn their cost in your plant.

Write for booklet "FUEL"

The Jos. W. Hays
Corporation

300 Hays Ave.

Michigan City, Indiana,|U.S^.
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Mueller Reducing and Regulating Valve
SINGLE SEAT; AUXILIARY OPERATED

E5030 for Water, Gas and Air
E5130 for Steam
{Flanged or Screwed)

Very Popular with Shipbuilders

USES

This valve is for use on exacting installations. It will make any desired reduction and
will maintain a constant delivery pressure regardless of fluctuations of the initial pressure.

CONSTRUCTION OF STOCK REGULATORS
All valves have iron bodies, bronze stem and stuffing box, phosphor bronze diaphragms,

seats of composition suitable for the required service ; iron diaphragm chamber and steel

springs. The main valve is controlled entirely by the small auxiliary valve. This auxiliary

valve closes and opens the main valve by admitting initial pressure to, and releasing it from,
the diaphragm chamber of the main valve according to the demand of the delivery side.

Regulators of this description are suited for pressures up to 150 pounds, and will be furnished
at above prices. When regulators are required for pressures in excess of 150 pounds we will

furnish suitable material. Prices upon application.

STRAINER
In all cases it is advisable to use a strainer to prevent obstruction from grit, scale, cut-

tings, etc. Blow out pipes thoroughly before installing valve.

INFORMATION IN ORDERING
In ordering give highest and lowest initial pressure and required low or delivery pres-

sure, approximate quantity or volume to be used per minute, size of high pressure pipe and
low pressure pipe.

In ordering flanged end valves give diameter of flanges and bolt circles and the number
and size of bolts.

INSTALLATION
Note—Any proper working regulator acts as a check valve. Where the building up of

the pressure is to be avoided use our diaphragm operated relief valve E5060.

We will not he responsible for improper selection of valves.

Consult ns regarding the best type for your service.

H. MUELLER MFG. CO., LIMITED
SARNIA - CANADA
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POWER EQUIPMENT
Built to Meet Your Own Requirements

A corner in the Eneine Room of our New Power Plant recently erected at our Main South Works. Equipped with G. & McC.
Co. Three-Cylinder Compound and Two-Cylinder Compound Vertical Forced Lubrication Steam Enrinea.

G. & McC. CO. ENGINES and BOILERS
will provide your plant with

A Continuous and Economical Service

WE BUILD

Horizontal and Vertical Steam Engines; Steam Turbines; Return Tubular and Water Tube Boilers;

Heaters; Tanks; Pumps and Condensers; Transmission Machinery; Safes, Vaults and Vault Doors.

The advice of our Engineering Experts, our Catalogues, Specificationa,

Photographs, etc., will be cheerfully supplied to interested parties.

The GOLDIE & McCULLOCH CO., Limited
Head Office and Works : GALT, Ontario, Canada

TORONTO OFFICE : WESTERN BRANCH : QUEBEC AGENTS: BRITISH COLUMBJA AGENTS:
S«U* 1101-2, 248 McDermolt Av«., Rot* & Greic. 41 2 St. James St. Robt. Hamilton A Co..

Traders Bank Bide. Winnipet, Man. Montreal, Qua. VancouTer, B.C
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The Coquitlam Buntzen Hydro-Electric Plant
One of the Most Interesting Hydro-Electric Developments in

British Columbia Supplies Power to Vancouver and Adjoining
Municipalities

THE water powers of Britia'n

Columbia are all of great im-
portance, but the Coquitlam Bunt-

zen Hydro-Electric development is of

special interest, as shown in the accom-
panying illustrations and drawings,

which give the details of construction,

which are worthy of careful study. Co-

quitlam Lake and Lake Buntzen may he

noted in the photographs, as well as the

Coquitlam dam, pipe lines and the elec-

trical equipment.
The power house No. 1, as well as

power house No. 2, at Lake Buntzen are

thoroughly u p - 1 o -

date, and the trans-

former electrical

equipment and high
tension switch rooms
of the No. 2 station

of the Coquitlam
Buntzen Hydro - El-

ectric British Colum-
bia development are
modern in every re-

spect.

One of the British

Columbia Hydro - El-

ectric plants, which
supplies power to the
City of Vancouver and
the adjoining munici-
palities, was first

placed in operation in

1905. This plant was
originally designed
for 12,000 horse pow-
er, and was at that

time considered of

sufficient magnitude
to meet the needs of

the district for many,
many years. Owing
to the enormous ex-

pansion of Vancouver
and the surrounding
territory, the Lake Buntzen plant has
grown to 85,000 horse power, while the

City of Victoria is now supplied from
Jordan River, forty miles east of the

city, and together with the Coldstream
plant has power available up to 38,000

horse power installed to meet the in-

dustrial needs of the community.
It is estimated that within reasonable

By F. C. PERKLNS

distance of the cities of Vancouver and
Victoria, without going beyond the pres-

ent-day limits of long distance electrical

transmission, 750,000 horse power -an

be economically developed, a possibility

that will place these cities among the

most favored for the expansion of many
existing and future industries. Amorg
other notable powers of the provinces is

that of the Powell River, where 24,000

h.p. is utilized in the manufacture of

pulp and newspaper. At Ocean Falls,

11,000 h.p. is utilized for the same pur-

pose.

rjVVER HOUSE, SHOWING ATTRACTIVE EXTERIOR

The writer is indebted to .T. T. John-
ston, of the Dominion Water Power
Branch, for the accompanying photo-

graphs, and to R. G. Conway for the

engineering data of the water powers of

the Province of British Columbia. The
Coquitlam Buntzen Hydro-Electric

power scheme for the supply of electrical

energy to the City of Vancouver, and

the municipalities of the lower mainland
of British Columbia is owned and oper-

ated by the Vancouver Power Company.
This company was incorporated under
the provisions of the "Water Clauses

Consolidation Act" of the Statutes of

British Columbia, and is a subsidiary

company of the British Columbia Elec-

tric Railway Company, Ltd., which con-

trols the electric railway, light and
power systems in the cities of Van-
couver, New Westminster, Victoria, and
the surrounding districts.

The original Coquitlam Buntzen
scheme comprised the

raising of the sur-

face of Coquitlam
Lake by means of a.

small rock-filled crib

lam with crest 443

feet above sea level,

and delivering the

water so stored
through a tunnel 2^/^

miles long to Lake
Buntzen, a small lake

due west of Coquit-

lam Lake, and thence

through steel pipes to

a power house on the

shore of Burrard In-

let ,an arm of the sea.

By the construction

of a concrete dam at

the north end of Lake
Buntzen, an ideal
forebay reservoir was
•obtained. When the

original tunnel was
designed, it was
thought that ample
provision had been
made for any in-

creased demand for

water, which might
occur on account of

extensions to plant No. 1, Lake Bunt-
zen, but the rapid development and
growth of the district around Vancouver
soon made it evident that the demand
for power would, in a very short time,

exceed the maximum capacity of the

tunnel. After careful investigation it

was decided that the existing develop-

ment could be considerably enlarged so
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COQUITLAM LAKE

as to utilize almost the entire run-off of

the Coquitlam watershed. The enlarge-

ment of the Coquitlam Buntzen tunnel

and the construction of a dam to inf;rease

the storage capacity of Coquitlam Lake
was therefore decided upon; extensions

were also carried out at the power
house. By the time the enlargement of

the tunnel had been completed, the rare

of growth of the company's load was
such that the construction of an entirely

"new plant at Lake Buntzen was decided

upon.

It is of interest to note that Coquit-

lam Lake is the main storage reservoir

of the scheme in the Provinco of British

Columbia. The lake is about seven miles

in length, with an average width of

.about one third of a mile. Its average

s^ummer level, prior to the building of

the small crib dam at its outlet, was
about 4.32 feet above sea level, and its

ordinary area about 3,190 acres. The
area of the watershed is approximate'/

105 square miles, and the mountains rise

precipitously on either side to a height

varying from 3,000 to f5,000 feet. Tlie

piecipitation over the watershed for the

ipse eleven years Iws averaged 153

i:iches. The winter snov/s over the

watershed are heavy ani remain on the

higher peaks until lale in. th-j summer.

The original dam at Coquitlam Lake

was built across the Coquitlam River a

little below the outlet of the lake. It is

a rock-filled crib structure of the over-

flow type, 170 feet in length, with the

crest 443 feet above sea level and about

11 feet above the original level of the

lake. It is 113 feet in length along the

crest, and 9 feet of free board is pro-

vided. The new Coquitlam dam is of spe-

cial interest. The precipitation and run-

off records of Coquitlam Lake showed

that in order to utilize the entire run-off

from the watershed, a dam to raise the

level of the lake another 60 feet was re-

quired. The site of the new dam at Co-

quitlam Lake is a little below the old

crib dam, now buried in the upper toe

of the new one. A dam of the hydraulic

fill type with heavy rock toes was de-

cided upon owing to the impracticability

of obtaining a satisfactory foundation

for a necessary dam, as bedrock was

only revealed on the eastern portion of

the site. The new dam is built upon a

natural barrier formed at the outlet of

the lake by a receding glacier, and is

formed of fine blue and gray glacial

boulder clays together with inter-strati-

fied layers of cemented gravel and
boulders.

The new dam was built with its crest

at El. 516 and with spillway at El. 503.

The maximum height of the dam above

the lowest point of foundation on the

centre line is 100 ft., the extreme width

at the base is 655 feet, and the length

along the crest, including the spillway,

is 1,200 feet. The slope of the upstream
.face is 1 in 5, and of the downstream
face, 1 in 2 to 1 in 4. The width of the

spillway is 250 feet, with 15 feet of free

board, which provides spillway capacity

considerably in excess of any recorded

flood. The construction of the new dam
provides storage amounting to 180,500

acre feet available for power purposes.

The total .quantity of material in the

dam amouhts to 544,710 cubic yards. Of

this quantity, 116,360 cubic yards con-

sists of rock placed in the toes by hand

and by cableways; , the remainder of the

material in the dam is sluiced material.

During the construction of the dam the

outflow from the lake was carried around

the dam site in a tunnel driven under

the spillway. This tunnel has an area

of 412 square feet and is 490 feet in

length; it was designed to carry 12.000

cubic feet per second. For controlling

t^e flow of water through this tunnel,

permanent gates are placed in a con-

crete tower at its upper end. As the

City of New Westminster has drawm its

water supply from Coquitlam Lake for

two decades, and as the raising of the

lake level rendered the original intake

works useless, an entirely new intatre

for the New Westminster water work?

had to be provided. The new intake

structure is a substantial concrete tower

founded on bedrock on the east side of

the lake, about 1,000 feet north of the

dam. The tower is circular in plan, with

an inside diameter of 18 feet. In the

walls of the tower four intake openings

are provided, which are protected by

screens and controlled by means of

gates placed within the tower. A sec-

ondary intake is placed within the

tower, so designed that water may be

drawn off at any desired elevation. From
the intake tower the water enters a tun-

nel about 2,000 feet in length, which

passes under the spillway and also under

the sluice tunnel. The lower end of the

tunnel is connected by means of a pipe

line, with a distributing chamber, from
which the water supply mains for New
Westminster emerge. For the protec-

tion of the New Westminster water sup-

ply, extensive clearing operations were

carried out along the shores of the lake.

Regarding the Coquitlam-Buntzen tun-

nel, it is said that the total length of

the tunnel, which conveys water from

Coquitlam Lake to Lake Buntzen, is 12,-

650 feet. This work was begun in 1902

and completed in 1903. A square sec-

tion about 9 feet by 9 feet, with rounded

corners, was adopted, and it was de-

signed to carry 500 cubic feet per sec-

ond. The enlargement of this tunnel

formed part of the program in connec-

tion with the extension of the Lake

Buntzen planj. The section of the tun-

nel was increased to 192 square feet,

which is sufficient for the ultimate de-

velopment of the Coquitlam Buntzen

scheme. The intake of the Coquitlam

Buntzen tunnel was rebuilt when the

new dam was constructed; it consists of

a heavy masonry retaining wall founded

on bedrock and built against the steep

hill above the tunnel entrance. This en-

trance is protected by a trash rack 41

feet wide and 35 feet high, supported by

heavy steel cables and counterbalanced

so that it can readily be raised and

cleaned. Two independent sets of head

gates are provided for controlling the

flow of water through the tunnel. One

of these gates is of the Coffin type, 9

feet in dinneter; the second set consists

of two Stoney sluice gates, placed side by

side. The operating gear for both ende

of gates is placed in chambers cut in the

face of the" mountain well above high

water level; the gates are arranged for

operation either by gasoline engine or by

hand.

In reference to the Lake Buntzen

storage reservoir it may be stated that

Lake Buntzen lies immediately to the

west of Coquitlam Lake, from which it

is separated by a range of mountams

which reach an elevation of 4.000 feel

The precipitation at Lake Buntzen dur-

ing the last eleven years is shown in the

accompanying table. The average rain-

fall during this period was 112.53

inches.

The area of Lake Buntzen is about 500

acres and the drainage area about 7

square miles. By the construction of a

concrete dam 54 feet in height and 361

feet long on the crest, an excellent fore-

bay was provided. The elevation of the

crest of Lake Buntzen dam is 400 feet

above sea level. Ten outlets, 54 inches

in diameter, with the necessary trasn

racks and hand-operated head gates,

were provided for the connection of pips
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lines which convey water to power house
No. 1, and two openings 24 inches in

diameter were provided for the exciter
pipe lines. It may be of interest to con-
sider the hydro-electric equipment of the
original power house known as Lake
Buntzen power house No. 1, which is

situated on the east shore of Burrard
Inlet, about 16 miles from the City of

Vancouver. The power house is built of
hewn granite, the main floor being 5

feet above high water. The original in-

stallation had been added to from time
to time, and the present equipment in-

cludes 4-1500 k.w. Westinghouse gener-
ators driven by Pelton water wheels, and
a 5,000 k.w. Canadian General Electric

driven by Pelton water wheels, and a

5,000 k.w. Kerr generator driven by
Doble water wheels, and a 5,000 k.w.

Canadian General Electric generator

driven by Doble water wheels.

All of the above units are of the hori-

zontal type, the water wheels and gen-
erator being in all cases mounted on the

same shaft. In addition to the above
equipment, four exciter units are pro-

vided. All of the generators are of the

three phase, 60 cycle tyre, generating
current at 2,200 volts. For regulation

purposes, Tirrill regulators are provided.

The generating equipment is installed on

the main floor of the power house, 5 feet

above high water level. The operating

bench board and switch board are placed

on the gallery along the back wall of

the generating room. Behind the switch

board the generator switches are situ-

ated, and on the floor above these are

placed the low tension transformei

switches.

The transformers and high tension

switchine equipment are housed in a sep-

arate building behind the power house

The transformer equipment consists of

three banks of three k.v.a. single

phase, oil insulated, water cooled trans-

formers, which step up the voltage from
2,200 to .36,000. This voltage will be in

creased to 60,000 at an early date. Elec-

trolytic lightning arresters are placed in

concrete shelters on the roof of the

building. The high tension switches are

of the K. 15 type and placed in a sep-

arate room behind the transformer com-

partments. All of the equipment in the

transformer house was supplied by the

Canadian General Electric Co.

In this No. 1 station, each of the 1,500

k.w. units is supplied with water from
Lake Buntzen by means of a pipe line 48

inches in diameter and 2,000 feet in

length. Two pipe lines 60 inches in

diameter are provided for the fifth unit.

One pipe line, 84 inches in diameter at

the upper end and tapering to 72 inches

in diameter at the power house, is pro-

vided for the sixth unit, and a similar

pipe line provides water for No. 7 unit-

In the original installation the first 800

feet of the pipe lines below Lake Bunt-
zen dam were of woodstave construction.

The woodstave portions of these pipe

lines have now been replaced with pipes

of r'veted steel.

Regarding the plant No. 2 at Lake

Buntzen, it may be mentioned that 4

years ago the installation of additional
machines at Lake Buntzen was decided
upon, and as it was impracticable to
build further extensions to power house
No. 1, a new power house site was found
about one-third of a mile to the south
of the original power house. The worK
undertaken in connection with plant No.
2 comprises the construction of a rein-

forced concrete power house containing
water wheels of a total capacity of 40,-

000 h.p. generators and transformers, to-

gether with the necessary high and low
tension switching equipment. Water for
driving the units is obtained from Lake
Buntzen through a concrete lined pres-
sure tunnel 14 feet 8 inches internal

diameter and about 1,800 feet long, driv-

en through solid rock and controlled by
three Doble needle intake valves placed
with their seats on a concrete foundation
on the bottom of Lake Buntzen. An
outer cylinder is provided, which may
be lowered down to a horizontal seat,

thus excluding water from the needle
valves, so that they may be inspected
without the use of a diver. These needle
valves are operated by means of oil

pressure.

Engineer Conway points out that near
the lower end of the pressure tunnel and
close to the top of the hill, a steel surge
tank 30 feet in diameter was provided,

and from this point the water is con-

ducted to power house No. 2 through
three steel pipe lines. Close to the surge
tank a Pelton water Doble Venturi but-

terfly valve is installed in each pipe line.

The pipe lines are 8 feet 6 inches in

diameter and % inch thick at their upper
ends, tapering to a diameter of 7 feet

at the power house, where the thickness

is 1% inches. About 200 feet from the

power house, the pipe lines pass into

tunnels driven through rock. The pipe

line grades are very steep, the slopes

ranging from 28 to 53 degrees, thus

rendering difficult the hauling of the
large pipe sections.

It will be seen from the illustrations

that power house No. 2 is built on solid

rock and is of reinforced concrete con-
struction. The design of the building
was carefully studied from an architec-

tural point of view and its massive pro-

portions harmonize with the precipitous

mountains, which form the background.
On the main floor of the building, which ,

is 5 feet above high water level, three

units of a total capacity of 40,500 h.p.

are installed. Each units consists of one
Dick Kerr 8900 k.v.a. three phase, 60
cycle generator of revolting field type,

generating current at 2,200 volts, direct

driven at a speed of 200 revolutions per

minute by four Pelton Doble water
wheels, the combined capacity of which
is 13,500 h.p. The generator and four
water wheels are all pressed on to a hol-

low nickel steel shaft 51 feet 3 inches

long, forged in one piece. A separate

pipe line is provided between the surge
tank and the power house for supplying

water to each unit. Close to the back
wall of the power house this pipe line

divides into four branches, each branch
supplying water to one wheel of the unit;

on each branch a Doble hydraulically-

operated gate valve is provided, which
controls the admission of water to the

two nozzles which direct the water onto

the buckets of each wheel.

In this station the speed regulation of

each unit is controlled by a Lombard
governor, which opens and closes the

main nozzles according to the load oit

the unit, through links attached to a

rocker shaft. Each unit is also provided

with two Pelton Doble auxiliary relief

water economizing nozzles. Should the

load on the unit fall off suddenly, these

two relief nozzles are opened by thc-

action of the governor as the main noz-

zles are closed, thereby avoiding the

sudden change of velocity in the pipe
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line. The relief nozzles are closed slowly

by means of springs, and water hammer
in the pipe lines is thus reduced to any
desired extent and wastage of water is

minimized. For excitation purposes,

three 300 k.w. exciter units are provided,

one of which is placed at the rear of

each main unit. Each exciter is com-
posed of a Dick Kerr induction motor
generator set direct driven by one Pel-

ton Doble water wheel mounted on one
end of the shaft.

The busbars are placed in cells in

the Dusbar room at the level of the

main floor and the voltage is controlled

unless the water is unusually soft and
pure. It varies greatly in composition,

but its chief constituents are usually sul-

phate of lime, carbonate of lime, and
carbonate of magnesia. Chloride of

magnesia and sulphate of magnesia also

occur more or less frequently, and these

are particularly objectionable because
they are corrosive and tend to attack

the metal of the boiler. The physical

constitution of the scale varies greatly,

and two samples of similar chemical

composition will sometimes differ a

great deal in hardness and porosity. Sul-

phate of lime usually makes a hard,

WHY CONCRETE CHIMNEY STACKS
FAIL

By M. E.

From the day concrete made its ad-

vent in building construction its merits

vtere fully recognized. It must be ad-

mitted that for a large number of struc-

tures there is actually no better material

than concrete. It became evident very

soon, however, that it is entirely unsuit-

able material for any purposes where it

is subject to the attack of heat, products

of combustion, or undiluted acids. One

TRANSFORMER ROOM. LAKE BUNTZEN POWER HOUSE NO. 2 LAKE BUNTZEN NO. 2 PLANT, PIPE LINES 1. 2 AND 3

by Tirrill regulators. The low tension

generator and transformer switches,

which are of the Canadian General Elec-
tric type, are placed in the low tension

switchroom situated above the busbar
compartments. The transformer room
is situated immediately above the low
tension switchroom, and the equipment
consists of four banks of three 3,000

k.v.a. single phase, oil insulated, water
cooled transformers by means of which
the voltage is raised from 2,200 to 34,-

600, to be increased at an early date to

60,000 volts.. The high tension switch-

room, which also contains the lightning

arrester equipment, is situated above the

generator room. All of the low tension

and high tension switches are electri-

cally controlled from the operating bench
board, which is situated on the operat-

ing gallery in the generator room.

SCALE
Boiler scale is very common, and more

or less of it is quite sure to be formed

stony scale when it is present alone, or
when it is the chief constituent. Car-
bonate of lime, under ordinary condi-
tions, forms a soft scale in horizontal
tubular boilers, though it often takes a
hard form in heaters and in water-tube
boilers. It is rare to find a scale com-
posed of any one substance alone, how-
ever. Various substances are usually
present in it, mixed in varying propor-
tions, and combined also witfi sand, clay,

iron-rust, and other sedimentary de-
posits. Boiler scale tends to deposit
wherever the circulation in the boiler is

sluggish, and where the heat is greatest
and the evaporation most rapid. Scale
that is formed in the upper parts of the
boiler also becomes dislodged from time
to time, falling down upon the lower
parts, where, if not removed at proper
intervals, it is likely to become cemented
together in a compact mass, which not
only diminishes the efficiency of the
boiler, but also causes it, in many cases,

to become badly damaged by overheat-

ing.

of the best known structures in which

such conditions prevail is the chimney.

For the moment we do not want to

discuss those where the structure col-

lapsed during construction or soon after.

We refer for the present only to those

which decayed very soon after being put

in operation. The thin walls of the stack

permitted a very rapid radiation of the

heat. Condensation took place on the

inner side of the stack, and the con-

densate worked its way into the fissures,

rapidly destroying the texture of the

material and attacking the reinforcing

steel. The stacks started to lean, to

burst open, or collapsed entirely. Re-
cently this inherent defect has been in

jjart overcome by using a lining of burn-

ed clay extending the full height of the

stack of the chimney. In the United
States of America there is little differ-

ence in the cost of a well constructed

concrete stack, with a lining extending

the full height, against the cost of a

radial brick chimney.
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Power Plant Management; Coal and Ash Handling
Various Types of Conveyors Described—Power Required For
Various Types of Conveyors and Conditions Under Which They
Are Operated—Pivoted Bucket Conveyors—Various Installations

Described

By ROBERT JUNE

Part II.

THE power plant owner, who is

considering the installation of me-
chanical coal and ash handling

systems, is confronted by a number of

fundamental problems which must all

be solved correctly if he is to make a

satisfactory decision. If the solutions

require time and study, he will do well

month a brief survey of the different
types of coal and ash handling equip-
ment. Continuing our description, we
come to:

Apron Conveyors:—The apron con-
veyor was developed with the idea of

obtaining a self-supporting continuous
belt for handling heavy material. It

KIG. 1-

Dwp*"> Showinf Operation ol the Peck OverUppinj Pivoted Buckot Cvricr

PEOK CARRIER AS MANUFACTURED BY THE LINK-BELT CO.

to refuse to be hurried in his investiga-

tions. Of all the white elephants which
at tijnes invade industrial plants, the

improperly chosen conveying system is

one of the largest, whitest and most
voracious in appetite when it comes to

eating up profits.
.

Prominent among the questions to be
answered are the following:

—

(a) What type, or types, of equipment
are best adapted for the conditions in

the industrial plant under considera-

tion?

(b) Shall the coal and ash handling
systems be divorced ?

(c) Granted that questions (a) and
(b) are correctly answered, will the

equipment chosen meet the requirements
of the O.M.I.-less-than-H. formula; that

is, will operating costs 0, which include

power, labor to operate, oil, etc., plus

the maintenance costs, M, which include

repairs of any nature, labor required to

make reoairs, depreciation, etc., plus in-

terest, I. on total money invested, whi'-h

must include not only equipment and
parts purchased from manufacturer, but

cost of labor to install, cost of founda-
tions, bunkers, and other changes, be
less than the cost of doing the sa^re

work by hand, H.
In order to arrive at some understand-

ing of the factors entering into the first

of these three problems, we began last

roller

steel

consists of a double strand of

chains on which are mounted
plates, the width of which corresponds

to the pitch of the chain. These plates

are beaded or curved over each other

to form a closed joint. The sides are

also made overlapping, so as to produce

a closed trough.

Apron conveyors are commonly used

for conveying coal from track hoppers
to the main conveyor and elevator. Only
end discharge, of course, is possible, and
thirty degrees inclination is the practi-

cal limit in elevation. Owing to its con-
struction, this type of conveyor is com-
paratively expensive to install. How-
ever, since the load is carried and not
dragged, less power is required than
with the scraper type, and the mainten-
ance is lower.

In estimating power requirements,
the formula previously given for flight

conveyors may be used with a reduction

of 10 per cent, in the final figures.

Pan Conveyors.—In the pan conveyor,
the flights are omitted and the trough
itself is made in sections and mounted
on the chains. By this change the ma-
terial is carried, with consequent reduc-

tion in wear.

This type of conveyor is used where
pans, deeper than those of an apron con-

veyor, are required, as on inclines too

flat for elevators and too steep for ef-

ficient operation of flight, or apron con-

veyors. The usual speed is .30 to 50 feet

per minute. When supported by self-oil-

ing roller wheels, the power consump-
tion is but little above theoretical load

requirements. For purposes of estimate,

the power may also be assumed as 10

per cent, less than that of the formula

previously given.

In passing, it should be noted that

on account of the abrasive character of

the materials, the employment of pan

and apron conveyors for ashes is apt to

FIG. 2—TYPICAL OVERLAPPING BUCKET CONVEYOR INSTALLATIONS.
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result in excessively high maintenance
costs.

V—Bucket Conveyors.—In this type
the buckets are rigidly fastened to the

conveyor chain, with the result that on
the vertical runs, the material is lifted,

whereas on horizontal runs, it is

dragged through the trough ahead of

the bucket.

A,B—constants as in Table II.

W—weight of conveyor per ft. of run,
lbs.

S-—speed of conveyor, ft. per min.
T—capacity of conveyor, tons per hr.

(note: figure 50 lbs. coal per cu. ft. and
40 lbs. of ashes).

L'—horizontal length of conveyor, ft.

L,—total horizontal length traversed

FIG. 4—ARRANGEMEJNT OF BOILBHl ROOM AND COAL AND ASH HANDLING PLANT AT
THE CONNERS CREEK PLANT, DETROIT EDISON CO.

V-buckets are one of the less expen-
sive forms of chain conveyors, and
should be given consideration in the

smaller power plants. While not as

by the loaded bucket, ft.

H—total vertical traverse, ft.

x'—number of 90 degrees turns
the conveyor.

the gaps between adjacent buckets to

prevent spillage, and the method of
driving the conveyor. In one form of

carrier, the buckets are made with an
overlapping lip, in a second a roller is

introduced between adjacent buckets,

etc. The roller chain is carried and
guided by a track composed of standard
tee-rail. This rail is mounted on special

cast-iron rail chairs, both horizontal and
vertical runs. The buckets can be
dumped at any desired point by means
of an adjustable dump mechanism,
which may be set wherever desired.

As the buckets are pivoted and al-

ways remain in the horizontal position,

except when being dumped, this con-

veyor can be used for handling material

both horizontally and vertically. The
pivoted bucket carrier is generally in-

stalled in power plants, so arranged as

to handle both coal and ashes in the

same carrier. It is installed in the form
of a loop, running through the basement,

up one end of the boiler house, over the

top of the overhead coal storage bunk-

ers and down the other end to the base-

ment. Coal is discharged from the re-

ceiving track through a track hopper,

feeder and crusher, into the pivoted car-

rier in the basement, and carried up to

the overhead storage bunkers. Ashes

are dropped from the ash pits into the

horizontal run in the basement and car-

ried up to an overhead bunker for stor-

age.

Pivoted bucket conveyors possess the

followine advantages:

—

1. The material is carried and the

buckets are supported by rollers. De-

structive friction and injury to the ma-
terial itself is, therefore, eliminated,

and the power required for operation

reduced to the minimum.
2. The ability of the one machine to

elevate and convey avoids transfers,

which are always troublesome, take up

valuable space, and necessitate deep pits.

The driving connections are also cor-

respondingly simplified.

TABLE 11
Value of Constants in Chain Conveyor Power Formalas

A B B
5 bi Scraper. Apron and Open

BUCKETSTop V-BUCKETS AND PIVOTED

gle

of

iveyor

izontal

c

rollei

pin.
pin.

oiler,
pin.

2 o
umin-

coal. Ji-i" Roller. %" 6" Roller, 1%" 6" Roller. IVj"

a5 = JZ Pin. Pin. Pin.
c t;

< o JC CO 3 CO CO
- ;^
to .H

5 ^ < Z (0 o <
0.030 . 0043 0.0046 0.0050 0.33 0.60 0.54 0.070 .070 0.08S

6 0.030 0.0043 0.0046 0.0050 0.43 0.69 63 0.18 0.18 0.19
12 0.030 0.0043 0.0045 0.0049 0.54 0.79 0.73 0.28 0.28 0.29
18 0.029 0.0041 0.0044 0.0048 0.63 0.88 0.82 0.38 0.38

,
0.39

24 0.028 . 0039 0.0042 0.0046 0.72 0.95 0.90 0.48 0.48 0.49
30 0.026 0.0037 0.0040 0.0043 0.79 1 .02 0.97 0.57 0..i7 0.68
36 . 025 ,0.0035 0.0037 0.0040 0.80 1 .08 1 .03 0.66 0.66 0.66
42 . 023 0.0032 0.0034 0.0037 0.92 1 . 12 I .07 0.73 0.73 0.74

48 0.020 0.0029 0.0031 0.0033 0,97 1 . 15 i.n 0.80 0.80 0.81

popular to-day as in the past, there are

a goodly number of fairly representa-

tive medium-sized plants that employ
them to good advantage.

Power requirements may be approxi-

mated from the following equation, sup-

plied by courtesy of Professor Gerhart:

aWL,S - BLT TH 1

HP = \
1 h - X'

1000 1000 1000 2

in which

Pivoted Bucket Conveyors.—This is

the most popular form of chain conveyor
for both medium and large sized power
plants. The pivoted bucket carrier is

composed of a continuous series of mal-
leable iron buckets 18-iiu'h pitch. There
are several different forms of this car-

rier on the market. The differences in

these carriers are principally in the

method used to empty the buckets at tha

discharge point, the method used to close

3. The material is readily discharged

at any desired point.

4. The operation is comparatively-

silent, and as they are run at slow speed,

there is little vibration.

Figure 1 illustrates the Peck Carrier

pivoted bucket conveyor, as manufac-

tured by the Link Belt Company. Coal

is fed to the crusher by the "reciprocat-

ing feeder," which is usually placed

directly under the track hopper. The
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feeder consists of a heavy steel plate,
mounted on rollers and having a recip-
rocating movement, effected by a crank
mechanism from the carrier. The
amount of coal delivered depends upon
the distance the plate moves, and this
can be varied by changing the throw of
the eccentrics. The number of strokes
corresponds to the number of buckets.
Any size coal can be readily handled.
When the distance from the track hop-
per to carrier is so great that the recip-
rocating feeder is not Dracticable, a
continuous or "belt" feeder is used to
supply the crusher with fuel. The
equalizing gear" is designed to im-
part a pulsating motion to the driving
sprocket wheel, which will counteract
the natural pulsation to which long pitch
chains are subject, producing violent
increase of the normal strain at freouent
intervals. This is accompanied by driv-
ing the spur wheel with an eccentric
pinion, causing the nitch line to describe
a series of undulations, corresponding to
the number of sprockets on the chain
wheel.

Figure 3 (supplied by courtesy of
Prof. Gebhart) shows the method of
handling coal and ashes in the power
house of the South Side Elevated Rail-
way. Coal is discharged from the rail-

way cars into a track hopper and from
there delivered by a "feeding apron" into
a crusher, which reduces it to such a
size as can be conveniently handled by
the stokers. It is then discharged into
a short apron or pan conveyor, which
carries it to the main system of buckets
and it is elevated to the proper level and
discharged into the overhead bunkers.
The ashes are dumped from the ash pit
through a series of chutes into the lower
run of buckets, by which they are ele-
vated and discharged into the ash hop-
per.

In Figure 4 we illustrate the use of a
combination of conveying systems at the
Connors Creek Plant of the Detroit
Edison Companv. The coal enters the
train shed in drop-bottom cars, usually
of the 50-ton size. The cars dump into
the hopper under the tracks in the train
or coal shed, there being one hopper for
each unit of one turbine and two boilers.
A motor-driven variable speed flight con-
veyor with a capacity of 120 tons per
hour receives coal from the hopper, car-
ries it up a rather sharp incline and dis-
charges it into a four-roll motor-driven
crusher of similar capacity. This crusher
breaks from 18-inch cubes, or smaller
to 100 per cent, through a 1%-in. ring.

The crusher discharges into a motor-
driven variable speed hopper bucket con-
veyor, with 30 to 36 inch buckets. This
conveyor forms an endless chain which
entirely encloses the section of the boiler
house. It carries the coal up on the side
nearest the coal shed and discharges it

into any one of the three coal bunkers
which serve the two boilers of one unit.

The hopper, pan conveyors, crusher
and bucket conveyors for each unit of
one turbine and two boilers, are so
located that they can deliver chutes to

one adjacent range of bunkers, serving
thus as a spare for that range.
An estimate of the power required for

any proposed installation of pivoted
bucket conveyors can be obtained by re-

best composition of such paints and the
best way of using them until Professor
Clinton of University College, London,
and Mr. J. H. Dow, of the Illuminating
Engineering Society of Great Britain,

FIG. 3—COAL AND ASH HANDLING SYSTEM. SOUTH SIDE ELEVATED RAILWAY
POWER HOUSE, CHICAGO

ference to the formula given for V-bucket
conveyors, subtracting 10 per cent,

from the final figures.

The use of pivoted bucket conveyors
is generally regarded as the best method
of conveying coal in the power plant.

Unfortunately, it is probably the most
expensive installation, usually requiring,

in addition to the investment in the

equipment itself, special boiler house

construction. As local conditions may
make its adoption to plants already in

existence impracticable, we will take up
next month the consideration of belt

conveyors, hoists and mono-rail systems.

SELF-LUMINOUS PAINTS IN WAR
AND PEACE

Self-luminous paints were largely

used during the war for the dials of

watches and instruments, for trench
signs, for buoys, and many other pur-
poses. Very little was known of the

carried out tests with a special form of

electric glow-lamp photometer. They
used paints made of radium bromide and

zinc sulphide, which at first show a quick

rise in the light given off, followed by

a slow decay. They found that if more

than a certain minute proportion of

radium was used, the light fell, away so

rapidly that no advantage wa^ gained.

They also found that the same thing

happened if the paint was laid on too

thickly. Owing to the high cost of

radium, these results enabled big sav-

ings to be affected in the expenditure

on self-luminous paints during the war.

They will be no less valuable in peace,

when the use of these paints is developed

for the illumination of instrument dials,

electric switches, signs and sign posts,

buoys, and other things, where it is de-

sirable to provide permanent visibility.
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Starting Rheostats for Shunt Motors
The Shunt Motor Requires a Resistance in Series With the
Armature to Prevent Excessive Current—The Various Connec-
tions Used Are Described and the Size of Resistances Calculated

, .
By TERRELL CROFT

(Copyright, all rights reserved)

RESISTANCE is required in series

with the armature in starting a
shunt motor, to prevent an exces-

sive current from flowing through the
armature before it has had time to com--
mence rotation and thereby induce a
counter e.m.f. Resistors of practically

the same construction and connected in

practically the same manner are used
with series and compound as with shunt
motors. With a resistance in circuit the
following formula will be true:

—

E—Eb
(1) la — (amperes)

Ra-fRr
Wherein—la = current, in amp.,

through armature. E = e.m.f. impressed
on motor and rheostat, in volts. Fig. 1.

Eb = counter e.m.f., in volts, induced in

the motor armature. Ra = resistance of
armature circuit in ohms. Rr — resis-

tance of starting rheostat in ohms.
At the instant when the motor is

started, there is no counter e.m.f., that is

Eb is then zero. Therefore, the current
through the armature at this instant is:

(2) Ia = E -4- (Ra + Rr).
Hence, at the instant of starting,

enough starting resistance, Rr, must be

cut in series with the armature to limit

the starting current to a reasonable value
—one which will not dangerously heat the

machine and cause excessive sparking at

the commutator. The maximum (Fig. 2)

starting current permissible is usually

assumed as that intensity which if ex-

ceeded would injure the motor windings,
•ause excessive sparking and pronounced
line voltage drop. In practice the maxi-

£ c Double -Pole Snitch

FIG. 1

mum starting current is limited to about

15 times normal full-load current. The
minimum starting current permissible is

that necessary to develop the required

starting torque.

Frequently the total resistance of the

rheostat is made such that with all this

resistance (R^, Figs. 1 and 2) in circuit

with the armature 50 per cent, of the

normal starting current will flow through

the armature. This is, when the contact

arm of Fig. 1 is on contact button "1," one-

half the normal starting current will flow

as shown in Fig. 2. This current is, since

it is only one-half normal, insufficient to

start the motor, assuming that it must
develop full-load torque to start.

When the arm is moved to button "2"

the rheostat resistance then in series is

such that the normal starting current

Curve Showing Variation of
Current Through Armature :

® ® <k® (D
f Armature Resistance'

Step Numbers ofRheostat

. FIG. 2

flows through the armature as shown
in Fig. 2. This may not be a great enough
current to start the load. But when the

arm is moved to button "3" the maximum
permissible current will be forced through

the armature from the line and the load

should start. As the motor increases its

speed its counter e.m.f. increase and the

current decreases, as shown in the dia-

gram of Fig. 2. The contact aim is then

shifted successively over the other con-

tact buttons until its rests on button "5."

Now all of the rheostat resistance is cut

out, the only resistance in the armature

circuit being that (R,) of the armature

itself, because the motor armature is now
inducing a sufficiently height counter

e.m.f. to itself limit the current through

the armature.

A starting rheostat for a shunt or com-

pound motor, or as it is usually called

"a starting box," is an apparatus wherein

are assembled the devices essential for

the starting of the motor and frequently

also those for the protection, after the

motor is in operation, of it and of

the circuits which feed it. The term

"starting rheostat" as it is commonly
used implies more than merely an adjust-

able rheostat. Fig. 3 shows diagram-

matically a "starting rheostat" of the

simlest type. There are numerous varia-

tions in practice to satisfy the many pos-

sible conditions. See the author's Ameri-

can Electricians' Handbook for detailed

descriptions. A commercial shunt or

compound motor starting rheostat usually

comprises:

—

First.—An adjustable resis-

tor or starting rheostat pure and simple,

the function of which is to limit the arma-

ture current at starting as described

above. Second.—A no-voltage release,

described below. Third.—A no-field re-

lease, described below. Fourtk.—An
overload release, described below. This
device is frequently omitted.

The operation of starting a shunt motor
is as follows: The line switch is closed,

impressing the line voltage across brush
B and metallic swinging arm C ( Fig. 3).

Then the arm is moved up to contact with
button 1. This connects both the arma-
ture and the field circuits to the line and
current is forced through each. The
current through the armature, which is

small, being limited by the starting resis-

tance as described above, flows via the

route:—L,, L, C, 1, 8, A, B,, B. D, L,.

The path of the field current is:—L,, L, C,

1, M, F, W, D, L,.

Note then, that when the arm is on the

first button, a small current ff jws through
tl;;' armature ar.d that the field winding is

connected directly across the line (magnet
winding M is in practice of very low

resistance as compared with the resist-

ance of the shunt-field winding). So the

field is strong—a maximum—and the

armature current weak. Now the arm
is moved successively over buttons 2, 3,

4, etc., with a pause at each button. The
current through, and the torque of, the

armature will be thereby gradually in-

creased as described above.

It will be noted that the armature re-

sistance is inserted in the field as the arm
advances, but the field is weakened only

slightly because the rheostat resistance

is very low compared to that of the field.

This weakening of the field tends to assist

in speeding up the armature. From 15 to

30 seconds should ordinarily be consumed
in starting a motor.

Finally, the arm is moved to contact

with button 8 where it is held by the at-

traction of magnet M on iron keeper K,

which is attached to the arm. The field

current energizes M, the functions of

which are treated in detail below. With
the arm on 8, the armature is connected

directly across the line and the field wind-

ing is across the line in series with M and

the starting resistance. The combined

resistance of the starting resistance and

M in series is small as compared with

the resistance of the motor field winding.

Hence, tho shunt-field strength is affected

little thereby.

To stop the motor, pull the line switch.

Magnet M will then be demagnetized and

spring S will force the arm back to its

original position shown in the illustra-

tion.

A no-voltage release device is provided

on motor starting rheostats to protect the
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motor and the circuits feeding it against

an excessive rush of current in case the

line e.m.f. is discontinued and is then

again impressed on the motor without the

starting-rheostat handle having mean-
while been returned to the starting posi-

tion.

ExpUinution.—Assume that the start-

ing rheostat of Fig. 3 is not equipped with

Armature

similar to that of the overload device and
are frequently substituted for it, because
they may protect both sides of the cir-

cuit (F and F_^, Fig. 3). Usually the

overload device described below protects

only one side of the circuit.

Explanations.—Fig. 4 illustrates the

principle of an overload release device of

one type. The holding magnet M is the

t/nejtv/tcn

3hjnt r,elof

Wina'mij-

the no-voltage release magnet M or the

spring S. Then, if the lever arm C were
moved into contact with button 8, the arm
would remain in that position, even if the

line e.m.f. were discontinued from any
cause. Assume that the arm is in contact

with 8, that the line e.m.f. is discontinued

and the motor armature slows down or

ceases to rotate in consequence. Now if

the e.m.f. is again impressed on the line,

C still cn 8, there would be very large

current forced through the armature, be-

cause it would be turning slowly or at

rest and, therefore inducing little or no
counter e.m.f. This excessive current

would cause sparking at the commutator
and might damage it or "burn out" the

motor windings or the wiring.

But with the no-voltage release magnet
M arranged as in Fig. 3, when the line

e.m.f. is discontinued and the armature
ceases rotating, M is demagnetized and C
is forced back into the "off" position by
spring S. Then the circuit through the

motor is open and the resumption of line

e.m.f. can do no harm.
A no-field release device is provided on

motor starting rheostats to prevent the

armature remaining connected to the

line in case the motor field becomes weak
or ceases to exist. Frequently, as in the

diagram of Fig. 3, the same magnet, M,
answers for a no-voltage and a no-field

release.

Explamition.—With a weak field the

armature s-peed will become excessive. An
armature rotating at a speed much in ex-

cess of chat at which it was designed to

operate may have its windings torn off by
centrifugal stresses. With no field at all,

the armature will cease rotating, and,

there being no counter e.m.f., a dangerous
current will be for(»ed through it. How-
ever, with the holding magnet M (Fig. 3)

connected in the shunt field circuit, if this

circuit opens or the current through it

becomes too weak, iron keeper K will be

released and arm C will be forced back to

the "off" position, thus opening the cir-

cuit.

An overload release on a starting

rheostat is sometimes provided to prevent

excessive current flowing through the

motor or wiring, if the motor is overload-

ed or if a short-circuit or similar trouble

occurs on the motor circuit. Circuit

breakers and fuses perform functions

Line 6M

F

JtarfingRheoi' -f

FIG. 3

same one as in Fig. 3. The overload re-

lease magnet is shown at S. The low-re-

sistance winding of the magnet is in series

in one of the line wires of the rheostat so

that the motor current actuates it. This
magnet S is so proportioned that if a

current greater than that which the motor
and circuits can safely carry flows

through it it will attract the iron keeper
I which is attached to the metal arm Q.

This will raise Q into connection with
contact points P, and P.. Thus a shunt
or short circuit is established around the

winding of M which is thereby demagne-

Holding Magnet To Motor

FIG. 4

tized. Then the keeper K (Fig. 3) which
M was holding will be released and arm
K will be forced back to its "off" positions,

opening the motor circuit.

A PROBLEM IN LUBRICATION
By M. E.

Mr. W. B. Hardy, M.A. (secretary of

the Royal Society), discussed the prob-
lem of lubrication jn relation to col-

loids. Water, ether, alcohol, benzine,

and strong ammonia were apparently
entirely incapable of maintaining a lu-

bricating film on glass. "Seizing" occur-

red just as readily when they were pre-

sent as it did with cleaned surfaces.

Glycerine differed from those fluids in

the fact that, though it would not main-
tain a lubricating film, it did prevent
"seizing" when present in excess. For
instance, the maximal tangential force

which a pair of cleaned surfaces would
support without slipping was measured
in grammes 55. Flooding the surface

with water, benzine, alcohol, etc., left

that value unchanged. When a film of

glycerine was deposited on the surface

the force stood at 55, measured in

grammes, but it fell as the quantity of

glycerine present was increased to 9,

when the surfaces were fully flooded.

The expression "film" denoted a layer

of fluid on the solid surface, so thin as
to comprise probably only a single layer
of molecules. With a true lubricant the
facility for slipping was maximal when
a layer of such excessive tenuity
separated the solid faces and nothing
was gained by increasing the thickness
of the layer. Thus with castor oil the
weight required just to start one face
of glass slipping over another was 10
grammes, when only the invisible film
of fluid mentioned above was present,
and it was still 10 grammes when the
surfaces were flooded with oil. Some
fluids indeed seemed to lubricate better
in thin than in thick layers; to act, that
is to say, in the contrary way to

glycerine. Acids as a class behaved in

that way, the solid faces again being of
glass. The pull in grammes was as fol-

lows:

Surface
Film flooded

Acetic acid 40 47
Sulphuric acid 37 47
Oleic acid 10 13

If that result could be fully substan-
tiated it would be an important and
striking physical fact likely to throw
much light upon the process of lubrica-
tion.

One broad conclusion emerged—namely
that lubrication depended wholly upon
the chemical constitution of a fluid, and
the fact that the true lubricant was able
to render slipping easy when a film of
only about one molecule deep was pre-
sent on the solid faces suggested that
the true lubricant was always a fluid

w hich was absorbed by the solid face. If

that be so, then the problem of lubrica-

tion was m.erely a special problem of

colloidal physics.

GOOD ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN
It is hard to exaggerate the importance

of having good men in charge of the boiler

room. The unskilled man usually proves
expensive. He is wasteful of fuel and of

other supplies,—not intentionally, but be-

cause he is careless or unskilled. There is

also a large chance that the inferior man
will damage the boilers and machinery
under liis care, by incompetence or

neglect; and many costly boiler explosions
have resulted from failure to do some-
thing or other in the right way, or at the
right time. Sometimes the authority to

hire the men, or to determine what shall

be paid to them, rests with the wrong per-

son,—with a person, namely, who does not
appreciate that while a clerk can usually
waste nothing but his own time, a boiler-

room attendant can not only waste tons of

coal in addition, but can also endanger
the whole plant. A mistake of this kind
should be promptly rectified, by giving

more authority to some one who has a
better understanding of the boiler-room

problem.

The owl has no power of motion in its

eye, the globe of which is immovably
fixed in the socket by a strong, elastic,

hard, cartilaginous case, in the form of

a truncated cone; but in order to com-
pensate for this absence of motion in the

eye it is able to turn its head round in

almost a complete circle without moving
its body.
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The Principles of Two-Stage Air Compression
Adiabatic and Isothennal Expansion Defined—Advantages of

Two-Stage Compression—Function of the Intercooler and Its

Design—The Removal of Moisture

By A. W. SWAN

IN the literature of compressed air

there are two terms continually ap-

pearing of rather terrifying appear-

ance, "isothermal" and "adiabatic." How-
ever, one long word expresses the mean-
ing of a whole sentence of shorter words,

and this is the case with these two ex-

pressions. Speaking of air compression,

"isothermal compression" means "com-
pression with no increase of tempera-

ture"; "adiabatic compression" means
"compression without loss of the heat

generated by the compression." The
terms "work" and "heat" , are inter-

changeable, and if air is compressed
without any chance for the heat to

escape the temperature of the air will

increase. In actual compressor practice

a certain amount of the heat does

escape, but the compression is so rapid

that in the ordinary air compressor the

compression is nearer the adiabatic (in-

creasing temperature) than the isother-

mal (same temperature).

There are a number of reasons why
the heat of compression should be re-

moved if possible. Air expands when
heated, hence if a compressor delivers

1,000 cu. ft. of air at 485 degrees (the

temperature of adiabatic compression to

100 lbs. gauge), on cooling to atmo-

spheric temperature the actual delivery

will be considerably less than 1,000 cu.

ft., so that to have an actual delivery

of 1,000 cu. ft. the compressor will have

to take in more than this amount, and

the power to drive the compressor is cor-

respondingly increased. Hence the lower

the delivery temperature the greater the

saving in power to drive the compressor.

This is by no means the only gain from

low delivery temperature; with a temper

ature such as 485 degrees there is con-

siderable danger of spontaneous igni-

tion of even the best lubricating oil; also

the sudden extremes of temperature su(-

ceeding each other so rapidly have a

harmful effect on the cylinder and

piston, and hasten wear.

Compressor efficiency, therefore, de-

pends on the degree to which the heat of

compression is removed. Jacket cooling

is necessary to keep the metal of work-

ing parts at a reasonable temperature,

and to prevent the coking of the lubri-

cant, but is not very efficient in remov-

ing heat from the air as it is being com-

pressed for two reasons. In the first

place air is a very poor conductor of heat,

and in the short time of compression in

the cylinder only the film of air next

the cylinder wall has time to be cooled.

Further, the amount of cooling surface

becomes smaller towards the end of the

stroke when it is most needed. The most

efficient method of removing the heat

of compi'ession is by splitting the com-
pression into two stages and cooling the

air between the stages in an "inter-

cooler." By this means the air does not

reach an excessive temperature in either

stage; it is delivered at a temperature
considerably below the lowest possible

with single stage compression with the

most careful jacketing, and the resulting

economy is correspondingly great. Ad-
ditional advantages come from the fact

that the temperatures in the two cylin-

ders are not high enough to cause danger

with the lubricant (and allow the use of

ordinary lubricant where a special grade

would be necessary to cope with the ex-

cessive temperatures of single stage

compression). Then again the lower

temperatures are beneficial to the wear

of the machine, the compounding gives

better balance, and the stresses are not

so high as with single stage compres-

sion.

With such a list of advantages for

two-stage compression, it is not surpris-

ing that for pressures above 80 lbs.

gauge, as a rule only the smaller air

compressors are built single stage.

cooled by contact with the cold water
pipes. It has been found that the sav-
ing in power due to two-stage compres-
sion is about one per cent, for every ten
degrees of cooling. From this it fol-

lows that the design of the intercooler
plays a very important part, as the more
effective the cooling the greater the sav-
ing in power. For instance, if the at-

mospheric temperature is 60 degrees,
and the first stage of compression is to

25 lbs. gauge, then the temperature of

the air after the first stage of compres-
sion will be about 230 degrees. If the
cooling in the intercooler is to 70 de-

grees (about the best possible in prac-

tice), the saving in power will be 14 per
cent, over single stage compression,

while if the cooling is only to 90 de-

gi'ees, the saving will be only 12 per
cent.

The requirements of the efficient in-

tercooler have been summarized as fol-

lows:

—

, 1. The air in passing through the in-

tercooler should be very thoroughly suc-

divided. Air is a very bad conductor of

heat, and every part of the air should

TWO-STAGE AIR rUKSSOR WITH INTERCOOLER

The success of the two-stage compres-

sor in securing economy greater than

that given by single-stage compression

depends to a large extent on the design

of the intercooler. The intercooler con-

sists of a receiver containing a nest of

tubes, through which flows cooling

water. From the discharge valve of th<;

low pressure cylinder the air passes

through the intercooler, where it is

have as much contact as possible with'

the cooling surface.

2. The velocity of the cooling water

would be such as to remove heat from

the air with the minimum waste of

water. The water supply is sometimes

a serious problem.

3. The air passages should be such as

to give the correct air velocity.

4. Expansion and contraction due to
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changes in temperature should be pro-

vided for in the intercooler shell and
tubes; if this is not done, leakage of air

or water will result.

5. There should be a moisture trap to

remove all the moisture deposited by the
cooling of the air. The removal of mois-
ture is one of the principal benefits of

intercooling; the dryer the air, the less

"the chance of freezing in the hoist, pneu-
matic tool, or rock drill.

6. The intercooler should be of ample
size; acting as a receiver between the

stages the intercooler steadies delivery

The moisture trap is seen at "M" in

the figure.

At first sight it would seem that the

ideal material for intercooler tubes

would be brass or copper in preference

to iron, as these are better conductor.5

of heat. However, when it is considered

that air is a very poor conductor it i.s

easy to see that it is far more important
to have the air in the intercooler brought
into frequent and intimate association

with the cooling tubes than to have tlie

tubes (tf material having good conduc-
tivity. This is borne out in Kent's

point, and the upper, or boiling point of

water. The distance between the two
fixed points is then divided into a cer-

tain number of equal parts or degrees,

which are continued above and below the

two fixed points. On the Celsius or

Centigrade thermometer (used by scien-

tific men everywhere, and in general use

in Continental Europe), the distance be-

tween the two points is divided into 100

degrees, the freezing point being 0° and
the boiling point 100°; on the Fahren-

heit thermometer (used in England and
America) the distance is divided into 180

770} A

DETAIL ELEVATION OF INTERCOOLER

These requirements are shown in a dis-

cussion of a standard intercooler (inter-

cooler for PEE-2 Compressor of Inger-

solI-Rand). For ordinary pressures this

consists of a shell containing a nest of

tubes, inside which the cooling water
flows. Air enters from the low pressure

discharge at A, passes up and around
the baffle plate Bl, down and under baf-

fle plate B2, over B3, etc. The air is

thus taken up into a number of small

streams, and by means of the baffle

plates is forced into contact with the

water tubes a large number of times.

The velocity of the cooling water is

important. In a comparative test be-

tween this intercooler and an earlier

model of the same company, the more
modem intercooler averaged one-third

less water consumption for the same
cooling, and was able to cool the air to

a point not reached by the older model.

There is considerable dispute as to the

correct velocity of the air as it passes

through the intercooler, but a mean
speed must be found between that at

which an appreciable drop is caused in

pressure, and that found too low for

thorough cooling. As the air cools it de-

creases in volume, and to keep the air

speed constant, good design places the

"baffle plates nearer together at the

Tiigh-pressure (cool) end of the inter-

cooler, as can be seen in the illustration.

To secure ftee expansion, one tube-

plate (the right-hand in the illustration)

is free, while the other is attached to

the shell. The free end is able to slide

back and forth with chano-es in tempera-

ture without any strain or leakage;

water connections are, of course, made

at the fixed end of the intercooler.

Handbook, where it states that: "Taken
generally, the results of these experi-

ments show that there are practically

but slight differences between iron, cop-

per, and lead, in evaporative activity.

Mr. W. B. Johnson formed a like conclu-

sion from the results of his observa-
tions of two boilers of 160 h.p. each,

made exactly alike, except that one had
iron flue-tubes and the other copper flue-

tubes. No difference could be detected

between the performance of these two
boilers.

THE THERMOMETER
The word "Thermometer" is a com-

bination of two words, thurmo being
taken from the Greek word "Thurmos,"
meaning "heat," and meter is a

measure. A thermometer is therefore a

heat measure, or, more properly speak-

ing, an instrument for measuring in-

tensity of heat, or temperature, by means
of expansion of a liquid or gas. Mercury
is generally employed, and an ordinary

thermometer consists of a spherical or

cylindrical glass bulb at the end of a

very fine tube, the bulb being com-
pletely filled, and the tube partly filled,

with mercury, whilst the space above the

mercury contains only a small quantity

of mercury vapor, which offers no re-

sistance to the expansion of the mercury.

A rise in temperature, which simply

means that the atmosphere or air has

absorbed more heat, is indicated by a

rise of the mercury in the tube, owing to

expansion, and conversely a fall of tem-

perature is indicated by a fall of mer-

cury in the tube.

A graduated scale is attached with two

fixed points: the lower, or freezing

derees. With the Fahrenheit thermome-
ter the boiling point would therefore be
180° above the freezing point, but since

zero or 0° is not at the freezing point,

but is 32° below at the point where salt

water freezes, the boiling point is 212*

above zero. The two systems make
it very confusing to one not accus-

tomed to both. In this country eTeryone
is familiar with the Fahrenheit ther-

mometer, but occasionally a scientific

article appears where the centigrade de-

gree is used, being marked °C, and be-

fore it can be understood by the ordin-

ary Canadian layman it has to be trans-

lated into Fah. To do this it is simply
required to multiply the number of centi-

grade degrees by 9 and divide the result

by 5 and add 32. This will be understood

because 100 degrees C= 180 degrees Fah.

A degree Fah. is therefore one hundred,

one hundred and eightieth, or five-ninths

of a degree C, and vice versa, a degree

C is nine-fifths of a degree F. If the

temperature is 100 °C we multiply it by
nine-fifths, which makes it 180° Fah.

above the freezing point or centigrade

zero, and by adding the 32° we make it

212° Fah. above the Fahrenheit zero.

Centigrade is taken from centum,
mesming 100 and grade relating to the

graded or graduated scale. Fahrenheit

is the name of the man who originated

that system.

It is said that 21,000,000 yards of

burlap could be saved if fertilizer deal-

ers would abandon the use of the 100-

pound bag and made use of the 200-pound

bag instead. On account of the general

use of burlap in shipping articles of food

now being sent abroad, there is a great

scarcity of burlap.
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The Securing of Economy in the Burning of Fuel
The Process of Combustion—The Influence of Draft on the
Burning of Coal and the Use of Draft Gauges—The Importance

of Eliminating Air-Leaks

DURING the process of combustion

of coal in a furnace the combus-

tible elements, carbon, hydrog-en,

and sulphur combine with oxygen, form-

ing carbon dioxide, steam, and sulphur

dioxide respectively. Air by volume is

21 per cent, oxygen and 79 per cent nitro-

gen, the latter being an inert element of

no value in this work. During combus-

tion heat is driven off, and if one pound

of carbon is burned to carbon dioxide

14,600 B.T.U. will be released. For every

pound of hydrogen turned to. steam or

water vapor 62,100 B.T.U. are released

while 1 lb. sulphur releases 4,000 B.T.U.,

when changed to sulphur dioxide. This
liberated heat is used in several ways,
part raising the temperature of the fuel

bed, part going to surrounding surfaces,

and still another part raising the temper-
ature of the products of combustion. The
heat carried away by the gases represents

a distinct loss as it does no work and, in

addition to being inert and of no heating
value, the nitrogen acts as a carrier and
absorber of heat, as its own temperature
is raised before it escapes. During the

process of combustion one pound of car-

bon forms 3.67 pounds of carbon dioxide,

which is composed of 12 parts carbon an
parts oxygen by weight. Therefore 32/12
pounds of oxygen will be necessary to

burn 1 pound of carbon or 32, 12 X ^ —
2.67 pounds of oxygen are needed. Ordin-

ary air contains but 23 per cent, oxygen
and in order to obtain 2.67 pounds of

oxygen, 2.67 -|- .23= 11.6 pounds of air

is required. As 11.6 pounds of air are

used and only 2.67 pounds are oxygen we
therefore, liave a waste of 11.6 —
2.67 -— 8.'J3 pounds nitrogen.

When hydrogen burns the product is

H O or water, which is 2 parts hydrogen
and 16 parts oxygen. To burn 1 pound of

hydrogen 't is necessary to use 16 '2 — 8

pounds of oxygen. To obtain 8 pounds

of oxygen 8 .23 = 34.8 pounds of air

is required. Eight pounds of this are

used and almost 27 pounds passes up the

chimney without aiding combustion.

When burning sulphur we form SO^ which
is 32 parts sulphur and 32 parts oxygen.

This makes it necessary to use 32/32 or

IB. of oxj^gen to burn 1 pound of sulphur.

In order to obtain 1 IB. of oxygen l-f-.23

= 4.35 pounds of air must be burned. It

is evident that if the percentages of car-

bon, hydrogen and sulphur are known the

air necessary to completely burn 1 pound
of coal will consist of 11.6 times the weight

of carbon ^ 34.8 times the weight of hy-

drogen 4.35 times the weight of sulphur

By J. F. PATTON

For average coal this will be about 12
pounds of air to one of coal, ft is also

evident that the air supply should be
watched very carefully if efficient oper-
ation is obtained, owing to the enormous
amount of nitrogen which passes through
the furnace.

Any air above the chemical requirement
for complete combustion is known as ex-

cess air and as every cubic foot of oxygen
used is replaced by a cubic foot of COs
or carbon dioxide the percentage by
volume of this gas in the flue may be
used to indicate the state of combustion.

FIG. 1- DRAFT GAUGE

If just enough air is supplied to insure

the complete combustion of the carbon,

the oxygen will be replaced by the CO:
and the percentage of CO- by volume in

the mixture will be the same as the per-

centage of original oxygen. If twice as

much air is used as is necessary the same
amount of CO^ will be formed, but this

will replace only of the oxygen, and
therefore its percentage will be only %
as great as in the former case. If the

air supply is insufficient the carbon can-

not combine and form CO^ but form CO,
or carbon monoxide, as this uses but half

as much oxygen, and in this case there

is a great difference in the amount of

heai liberated, as one pound of carbon

burned to CO, gives off 14,600 B.T.U.,but

only 4,500 B.t.U. wen CO is formed. As
this represents an enormous heat loss

the per cent, of CO must be kept as low

as possible.

In perfect combustion every particle of

carbon must come in contact with the

proper amount of oxygen, therefore to

insure this contact a slight excess of air

is necessary.

Draft as used in connection with this

work does not mean the motion of the

air in the stack or through the fuel bed,

but the difference in pressure inside and
outside the stack. When there is an

opening into the furnace this difference
in pressure will force air into it. the
amount depending on the condition of the
fire and the resistance offered to the air

flow. Every boiler should be equipped
with two draft gauges, one connected
directly into the space above the fire,

the other into this space as well as the
gas passage below the damper, as shown
in figure 1, as this will give the drop
in pressure through tubes and baffling.

The draft over the fire should be used
in controlling the fire and when every-
thing is in good condition tlieva should be
a definite loss in draft through the set-

ting. Any increase in this loss will indi-

cate holes in the fuel bed or that the tubes
are clogged. A decrease will indicate a
dirty fuel bed or the presence of clinkers

or excessive ash.

The only practical means of determin-
ing conditions inside is by a study of the

flue gases. Every plant should be
equipped with apparatus for making a

CO: analysis. One type is showti in

figure 2. It consists of a glass retainer

"A" for the liquid, which may be a solu-

tion of equal parts of potassium hy-

droxide and water or of concentrated Ijt;

a graduated glass "B" which holds ex-

actly 100 cu. centimeters; a bottle con-

taining water and a rubber bulb "P" with

the necessary pipes and tubing.

When this is used, first bring the liquid

in A to the mark "M" just below the

cock D. This is done by lowering the

bottle C. The cock D should then be

closed. The cock E operates three ways
and should now be opened to glass B and
to the air through F. By raising the

bottle, the water in the glass is brought
to the mark H at the top of the glass,

then the cock is closed to the glass but
opened to the sampling pipe and the air.

The dead air should now be blown out by
working the bulb, then close the cock

to the air at F and open it to glass B. A
sample of the flue gas is now pumped un-

til the liquid in the glass stands at 100

C.C., then grasp tubing between the bot-

tle and the glass so that there can be no

change in the liquid in the glass. The
cock is now momentarily opened and the

liquid in the glass and bottle again level-

ed, and the gas driven into A by raising

the bottle. Drive back and forth several

times, then stop when level in B is ex-

actly at 100 C.C. The cock is now closed

and the level of the liquid in B and C
brought to the same point.

The percentage of COj may now oe read

directly on the graduated glass.

Proper precautions should be tr;ken to
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eliminate all air leaks as even a slight

leak will invalidate the result. The ap-

paratus should be hung on the setting

at a point as near as possible to the noint

FIG. 2—ORSAT APPARATUS

where the sample is taken, as the object

is to determine what the fire is doing, and
it is important that short connections be

used, as this reduces the time which
elapses between the time of taking the

sample and the determination of the re-

sult. . No elaborate sampling apparatus

is needed. One frequently used consists

of a double tube arrangement extending

across the gas passage, holes being drill-

ed into the tubes. This is not reliable

as the holes may become clogged with

soot, which makes it impossible to deter-

mine the exact point from which a sample

is drawn. It is best to take a sample

through the end of a straight tube con-

sisting of a piece of V* inch gas pipe.

When this is used the point of sampling

may be known with accuracy. Great care

should be taken to place the end of the

tube in the exact centre of the main gas

stream as shown at 2 in figure 3 and not

in any of the dead gas pockets as shown

at 1 or 3. Samples taken from the latter

places will not show representative CO-

values. The tube should always be in-

serted at the point when the gas stream

leaves the heating surfaces for the last

time. Care should also be taken not to

heat the end of the tube to redness as this

will invalidate the reading, as some of the

carbon in the iron will combine with the

oxygen in the flue gas. It is also well to

use a small cloth filter between the samp-

ling tube and the bulb, and the entire ap-

paratus should be protected from drafts

while the experiment is being performed.

This test is easily executed and can be

completed in two minutes' time by an

average fireman with only a little train-

ing.

There is always a very definite relation-

ship between draft, capacity, fuel bed

thickness, and air passing the fuel bed

for every grade of coal, and the efficient

engineer will determine these for his own

particular plant. Before making a test

it is well to see that there are no air leaks

through the setting. The test should be

made at a time when a constant load may
be expected for a consider-

able time. The fire must be

clean and the fuel bed of

even thickness and all the

tubes clean. Assume a draft

and fuel bed thickness suf-

ficient to carry the load

without loss of pressure, then

lake simultaneous readings

of the draft gauge and CO,.

Repeat these as rapidly as

possible, keeping records of

all readings. The fuel bed
should now be varied and the

draft adjusted so the load

may be carired without loss

of pressure. When these

conditions have become con-

stant another set of readings

should be taken, and so on.

If, on starting the test, the

fuel bed is too thin, the draft

and CO, readings will in-

crease as the thickness of

bed increases, but in every

plant a point will finally

be reached when an in-

crease in the bed does

not result in any increase in the draft or

CO- percentage, and this represents the

proper values for the given load. The

test should be repeated with different

loads within the daily range of the plant.

These will show that with a given load

certain well defined limits of draft give

maximum CO- readings and the draft

therefore becomes the key to the entire

situation. When the load requires a cer-

tain draft then the proper thickness of

fuel bed is known, provided the fire is

kept clean, free from holes, and the tubes

are clean. These latter conditions can be

determined from differential draft gauge

readings as shown in figure 1, which

should be taken with the other readings

of the test. A chart can easily be made
for the direction of the fireman, the fol-

lowing of which will result in efficient

plant operation.

in the past few years through the elec-

trification of railroads and harnessing the
water power of the country to generate
electricity. The percentage of railroads

electrified in Italy from 1900-1915 is

greater than in any other European
country, and the economies resulting

have been gratifying.

Electric traction of railroads began in

Italy in 1900 with installations on the
Varesina Line, which runs through
Milan, Gallarate, Varese and Pontecer-
esio, and on the Valtellinese Line, which
runs from Lecco to Chiavenna.

Railways which run on mountainous
routes and carry heavy trains have been
installed with different systems. The
principal mountain routes electrified are
the Moncenisio line, the Ceva-Port Sa-
vona line, the old line of Giovi, and the

new supplementary Giovi line. These
cover some of the most difficult terri-

tories traversed by any of the railroads

in Europe.
The Moncenisio line is the longest of

the mountain railways. It is 8.5 miles
long, travels at an altitude of more than
1,000 yards above sea level and is con-

tinuously on the ascent. It has a nominal
carrying capacity of 640,000,000 tons per
mile, and actually carries 240,000,000

tons. The Ceva-Port Savona line is a

series of steep inclines and declines. The
Giovi line has the most rapid descent

of any railroad in Europe and the sup-

plementary Giovi line carries the heavi-

est traffic in Italy.

The perfect systems installed on these

mountain routes have made possible the

increase in the carrying capacity and
the speed of the railways. There is at

present under consideration the electri-

fication of 1,250 miles more of railways.

FIG. 3—DRAWING GAS SAMPLES

ELECTRIFYING ITALY'S RAILWAYS
Great savings in the use of coal, ac-

cording to the Italian Bureau of Public

Information, have been effected in Italy

DESTRUCTION TESTS OF ELECTRIC
PLANT

Tests to destruction are occasionally

used in engineering works to discover

how much ill-treatment a machine will

stand and which part is really the weak-
est. During the war every electric

power station in Great Britain has been
subject to very much the same kind of

treatment. Thanks to the tremendous
oemand for electric power in munition
works (ninety-five per cent, of these
works were driven electrically) all the
plant in the generating stations, boilers,

dynamos, switchgear, transformers, and
mains, was overloaded to a pitch which
m.ight well have meant destruction. The
manner in which the plant stood up to

this long and exacting ordeal is a mag-
nificent proof of the sound design and
construction of British electrical ma-
chinery and appliances. The difficulties

were increased by the fact that, owing
to the night and day demand it was gen-

erally impossible to overhaul the plant.

In one typical case most of the boilers

in the station had not been cleaned for a

year. Now that this tremendous strain

is relaxed British engineers realize that

their electrical machinery has done bet-

ter than ever they, in their most
sanguine moments, would have expected

it to do.
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Water Pumping Water

THE accompanying illustration

shows the power and pumping
equipment for the Grandview

Irrigation District at the Sunnyside Unit
of the Yakima Project at Washington.
This plant is located at the head of the
Mabton Feeder Canal, approximately
two miles from the town of Grandview,
on the Sunnyside main canal, and con-

tains one direct connected turbine-

driven pumping unit and two motor-
•driven units. All three units receive

water from the Sunnyside main canal.

In this scheme, in which the water-
power pumps the water for irrigation,

the water which is used for operating
the hydraulic turbine is discharged into

the Mabton Feeder Canal, while the

water which passes through the pumps
is discharged through woodstave pipe

lines to hig-h line canals. The net power
head under which the hydraulic turbine

operates is 21 feet, while the working
head against which the pump operates

is 78 feet. The water is discharged

through 6,000 feet of 40-inch inside dia-

meter woodstave pipe, the maximum
velocity in this pipe being 3 feet per

second. The horizontal centre line of

the turbine unit is placed 7 feet above
tail water and 4 feet below the floor of

the pump house. The turbine is install-

ed in a closed concrete scroll and dis-

charges through a concrete elbow-

shaped draft tube.

It will be seen that the turbine con-

sists of a vertical shaft 30-inch wicket
gate unit, which under 21 feet head de-

velops 214 brake horse power, at 225

revolutions per minute. The maximum
discharge of the turbine is 110 cubic

feet per second, but at point of best

€fficiency it discharges approximately
95 cubic feet per second. The design of

the turbine is such as to give unusually

high efficiency over the complete range
of gate from half to full opening.

It is stated that during certain sea-

sons of the year the water used by these

plants contains a considerable amount
of fine sharp silt, which is very de-

structive to the submerged wearing
parts of the turbine and pumps, and
this condition was given special con-

sideration in the design of the machin-

ery, and suitable provision made for

protecting the parts against wear, and

also for renewing with minimum ex-

pense and inconvenience such parts as

could not be sufficiently protected. This

design incorporated the use of a cast-

iron ring or guide ring, which was em-
bedded in the concrete scroll. This

speed ring has stationary guide vane.s

which direct the water in towards the

turbine runner. This speed ring was
made very heavy and strong, and on

account of the slow velocity of the water

its action would he in no way detri-

mental to same. Inside this speed rins"

are placed the top and bottom plates,

between which the wicket gates of the

turbine are located. These top and bot-

tom plates are provided with removable

steel wearing plates which can be easily

renewed.

It is of interest to note that the wicket
gates are of cast steel, and the gate
stems or spindles are cast integral with
the wickets, and the gate spindles move
in bronze bushed bearings in the top
and bottom plates. The gate stems on
the upper end extend through stuffing
boxes in the top plate, and all the gate
mechanism is located on the top plate
where it is in plain view of the operator
for the purpose of inspection and lubri-

cation. This design leaves practically

n.o movable part of the turbine in the

water except the cast steel wickets, and
the turbine runner. There is no step

bearing in connection with the turbine
unit as it is of the suspended type and
the weight of the rotating element, in-

cluding the turbine runner, the turbine
shaft, and the downward thrust of the

turbine, as well as the rotating parts
of the pump unit are supported by
means of an oil bath thrust bearing

J
WATER TURBINE USED TO PUMP WATER

placed on top of the pump unit, the tur-

bine and pump being so designed as to

support this bearing and the load which
it carries.

It is pointed out that the top plate of

the turbine is cored and the water drain-

ed from between the runner and the top

plate down through the guide vanes of

the speed ring, these guide vanes being

cored out for that purpose, which is a

design patented by the builders of the

turbine. The speed rin? and the ex-

tension ring above it (known as the pit

liner) are so designed as to support the

pump unit. The gate operating

mechanism of the turbine consists of

hand wheel and worm gearing so ar-

ranged that the turbine gates can only
be moved very slowly, thus giving fine
adjustment and avoiding water hammer
due to the long discharge line.

As the photograph shows clearly, the
pump is of the vertical shaft, four-stage
type, with 20-inch diameter intake and
discharge openings, having a capacity
of 7,500 gallons per minute against 78
feet total head, and requires approxi-
mately 212 h.p. maximum. The general
design and construction of the four-
stage pump consists of four individual
cases substantially bolted together, and
extends about 16 feet above the floor.

The intake connection is made at the
bottom, and the discharge at the top
of the pump. The three initial or lower
stages contain suitable guide vanes,

which guide the water in a continuous
stream through the pump. These guide
vanes form a part of the pump casting.

The upper stage or discharge case of
the pump is of spiral or volute form, in-

creasing to 20 in. diameter where it

connects to the discharge line, an out-

side screw rising stem 20 in. gate valve

being located between the discharge
flange of the pump and the pipe line.

There are steel wearing rings around
the suction inlets of the pump impellers,

also wearing rings in the pump proper
provided for the purpose of insuring easy
and inexpensive renewal of such parts

as are affected by the silt in the water.

It is stated that "reliability of oper-

ation without attention except for short

periods daily" is the manner in which
the Government engineers specified the

type of unit to meet the requirements
of this plant, and the equipment furnish-

ed is as nearly "fool proof" as it is

possible to design and build. The hy-

draulic turbine and accessories, together

with designs of the concrete scroll and
concrete draft tube, are of the S. Mor-
gan Smith types, developed at York,

Pa., while the Byron Jackson Iron

Works type was developed at San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

It is held that a similar combined unit

is to be used for installation at the

Price Stub Pumping Plant of the Grand
Valley Project of U.S. Reclamation Ser-

vice in Colorado, where the net head on
the turbine is 17 feet and the water is

supplied to the turbine through a 60-

inch diameter penstock, 150 feet long.

The turbine will be a 25% in. type "0,"

developing 125 h.p. at 240 revolutions

per minute, and maximum water for

power purposes being 77 cubic feet per

second, and the normal 70 cubic feet

per second.

It is said that the pump will operate

against a total head of 31 feet including

friction, and deliver 13,000 gallons of

water per minute through 350 feet of

36 in. diameter discharge pipe. The
pump will have 24 in. diameter inlet

and discJiarge openings. This plant will

be located on the Government High Line

Canal, approximately two miles from
the town of Palisades, Colorado, on the

Denver and Rio Grande Railroad. The.-se

units are the latest and most efficient

devices, and great extensions are ex-

pected in this service in the near future.
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The Control of Large Amounts of Power—IIL
The Authoi-, in a Paper Read Before the Institute of Electrical
Engineers England, Gave Some Interesting Remarks Regarding
Control of Large Amounts of Power and the Use of Reactances

Cuirent-limitinjir By the Use of Busbar
R«actance

THE question is, how far in the
system generally can the short-
circuit current be controlled by the

use of busbar reactance in the generat-
ing station.

The value of the short-circuit depend:,
upon five availables:

—

(a) The working voltage.
(b) The total generator capacity.
(c) The generator reactance wherlit;-

internal or external.
(d) The busbar reactance.
(e) The number of busbar sections.
The results obtainable may be reduce .

to a single diagram, using the short-ci.-
cuit current obtainable without busbar
reactance as a unit. This is readily as-
certainable as follows:

—

Short-circuit k.v.a.=:

Total generator k.v.a. X 100

Percentage generator reactance

Taking this as the unit, Figs. 6 and 14
show the reduction obtained with differ-
ent values of busbar reactance "B" ex-
pressed in terms of the generator react-
ance "A" and for different number of
busbar sections.

Fig. 6 represents the star design and
Fig. 14 the closed ring design. In the
latter, current is fed from both sides so
that reactances are required of about
twice the ohm value for the same de-
gree of protection. In Fig. 14, thei-efore,
the vertical scale has been doubled, and
with this alteration it will be seen that
the two sets of curves are very similar.

In Fig. 6 from the bottom of the dia-
gram it is evident that the introduction,
of a small amount of busbar reactance
has a big effect in reducing the shore-

Number of 3ection.s
lo 6 5 4 3 2 1

OZ 0-4 0-6 8
Short-circuit factor

FIG. 17

circuit values. As the reactance value

is increased its effectiveness by no means
increases proportionally. The same is

true of increasing the number of sec-

tions. The curves, are figured from the

By E. B. WEDMERE

following formula, giving the factor
that is, the ratio between maximum
short-circuit currents with and without
reactance:

—

(N-
(B

)

l)-f (— N + 11)
(A

)

20

1:1

F = I?atio

.
)

N(— N + 1)

(A )

where A= generator reactance
B— busbar reactance,
Nrr-number of sections.

The results are shown
in a different form in

F'ig.lo.in which the hor-
izontal ordinates are
the inverse of those in

Fig. 6. It will be no-
ticed that the factor f

has equal increments
for each additional bus-
bar section.

These curves are
based on the assump-
tion that the bull com-
plement of generators
is connected to each
busbar section, where-
as the worst case in

practice is shown in

Fig. 16. Separate
curves would be re-

quired for each case
there shown. The above
curves give results a little on the high
side if the total generator capacity is

taken as a basis, and on the low side
if the maximum of machines running
on maximum output is taken as a basis.

These curves cover the ground of what
is practicable, as it will be shown later
that the amount of busbar reactance per-
missible is limited by the permissible
voltage difference between busbar sec-
tions, and that in the endeavor to keep
down short-circuit stresses the increase
of generator reactance will keep down the
ratio well within the range of the above
curves and within economical limits.,

These are the factors which will be
found to determine the cost, but a few
words may be said here on the question
of the best value of the ratio B A from
the cost aspect.

We have to consider the total protec-
tive value obtained with generator plus
busbar reactance, and this is indicated
in Fig. 17, in which the vertical scale

gives the number of times the short-
circuit current exceeds the normal output
of the machines. It should be noted that
these curves are figured on the total

plant capacity and not on the maximum
output of the plant. They show the ratio

for two and for five sections and with
different values of busbar reactance.

Based on these. Figs. 18 and 19 have

been prepared showing different combin-
ations of generator and busbar react-
ance giving equal protection.

So long as the generator reactance can
be provided internally the cheapest com-
bination will be that with minimum bus-
bar reactance, but even if all necessary
protection of plant could be obtained
with generator reactance alone it would
still pay to employ busbar reactance ow-
ing to the protection afforded to con-
tinuity of supply.

In case some of the reactance is put
external to the generators there will be

Number of sections
z 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lo

Z:l 3-1 5-1

of reduction of short-circuit K.YA.

FIG. 18

7:1

!) value of B A giving minimum cost.

This ratio can be varied over wide limits
without materially affecting the cost,

and the best figure depends upon how
much reactance is external and upon the
number of busbar sections and transfer
capacity required. As a rough guide it

may be said that for five busbar sections
the minimum is reached when B/A is in

the neighborhood of unity, and with two
sections when B is 1/3 A, but either
ratio may be varied by 2 or even 3 to 1

without seriously affecting costs, so here
again we have to look to technical
grounds for our limiting features.

Transfer of Load Through Reactances

The conditions requiring the largest
load transfer with different numbers of
machines per section are illustrated by
Fig. 16. The relation between the
generator capacity tied to a section and
the maximum load on that section is

scheduled below on the basis of machines
of uniform size and of two spares. In
practice one has to deal with unequal
sections and machine capacities, but one
aims at equal sections and generator ca-
pacity per section, two small machines
counting as one large one. The spares
of largest size are the principal deter-
mining factor, so that the conclusions
drawn give a good idea of what is re-
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quired and indicate the basis on which
individual cases should be worked out.

Referring to Fig. 16, the diagram for

two machines per section is typical. In

this, the worst case occurs when the sta-

Machines

Mainbusbar

switching operations involving the use
of the auxiliary busbar.

Schedule A gives the transfer capacity

for the star design for each of the cases

illustrated. On referring to Fig. 16, and

Redctdiices

Tie busbar

star desigri Ringdesigri

FIG. 16—COMBINATIONS OF MACHINES REQUIRING MAXIMUM TRANSFER CAPACITY

tion is fully loaded, i.e., all but the two
sparo machines are running, and the

two machines shut down are on the same
section. The section is tied solidly to

the adjacent section, forming one section

with two machines directly connected,

this being the permissible maximum.
One reactance is also cut out, so that the

doubled section is properly protected by
a single reactance.

The conditions shown in the figure will

arise not only out of necessity, but also

out of convenience in the normal opera-

tion of the plant, and should be met by
the provision of ample carrying capacity

in the reactance, rather than by special
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FIG. 17—COMBINED EFFECT OF GENERATOR
AND BUSBAR REACTANCES, STAR DESIGN

WITH TWO AND FIVE SECTIONS.

to the diagram for the ring design, it

will be seen that the transfer capacity in

the first figure must be the same for both
ring and star design. In the remaining
cases in the ring design the transferred

load is divided between two reactances

which so long as the ring is closed could,

therefore, have half the current capa-

city. On the other hand if the ring is

broken, as it is bound to be from time

to time, then in the worst case one react-

ance must carry the total transfer as in

the star design. This worst case is most
likely to happen if there are only two
busbar sections, and will happen in the

other cases if we have two machines
cn one section down and need to shut

down an adjacent busbar at full load, a

rather unlikely contingency. If this case

arises and is not provided for, then we
shall be compelled temporarily to cut out

reactance or operate with excessive po-

tential difference.

With the ring design a compromise
can be effected by allowing, say, three-

quarters of the capacity shown for the

star design.

A study of Fig. 20 will bring out the

meaning of the data scheduled.

It will be noted that for a given total

output and number of machines per sec-

tion, the transfer capacity required does

not vary much with the number of sec-

tions. The falling-off would be compen-
sated if with the larger number of ma-
chines more than two spares were pro-

vided. It should also be borne in mind
that the figures are based on one size of

machine throughout, whereas on some

sections, and especially the first installed,

there will be an equivalent capacity
made up of smaller machines. These re-

quire less transfer, so that in actual con-
ditions the capacity required is practi-
cally determined by the final total out-
put aimed at, and must be made sufficient

for this.

For a given amount of protection and
number of sections, the number and
ohmic value of the reactances are fixed,

so the cost varies only with the transfer
capacity. These curves, therefore, give
a good idea of the relative cost of differ-

ent numbers of machines per section. It

will be seen that one machine per section

gives the lowest cost, but in some cases
with an impracticable number of sections.

Further calculation shows that the
cost of the reactances for a given mea-
sure of protection decreases with an in-

crease in the number of sections, but on
the other hand the cost of the necessary
switchgear for the larger number of re-

actances is increased, and investigation

of two typical cases indicates that the

balance is negligible.

It is clear, therefore, that in consider-

ing the best number of sections to em-
ploy the question of cost of the react-

ance equipment is not a guiding feature.

Fig. 21 gives the results in a conveni-

ent alternative form.

Transfer of load through busbar react-

ances at high power factor. — When
energy is transferred from one busbar
section to another at a power factor

higher than that of the load, the shortage

of magnetizing current has to be made
good by the machines connected to the

section receiving energy. These ma-
chines will then be operating at a reduced

power factor and consequently with a re-

duced energy output. Fig. 22 shows the

relation between rated output and power
factor typical of modern machines, and
it will be seen that if the machine is

lated at 100 per cent, k.v.a. at 80 per

cent, power factor, then the k.v.a. output

10 I* lo 18 20 22 24 26 28
A. Ceiierjtor reactance

30 »

FIG. IS- COMBINATIONS OF "B" AND "A"
GIVING EQUAL PROTECTION. STAR DESIGN

WITH TWO SECTIONS.

is reduced ultimately to about 80 per

cent, at zero power factor.

Fig. 23 shows the voltage difference

required for the transfer of load at 80

per cent, power factor through reactance

between busbars, the reactance in this

case being the effective reactance of any
combination of units there may be in
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series and parallel between the sections

in question.

Fig. 24 shows the advantage of fur-

nishing magnetizing current from the

machines running in the section to which
energy is being transferred. The load is

2~i
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FIG. 19--C0MBINATI0NS OF BATMD "A"
GIVING EQUAL PROTECTION. STAR

DESIGN WITH FIVE SECTIONS.

again taken at 80 p.c. power factor.

The lower curve requires transfer of load

at 80 per cent, power factor. With the

top curve the whole current output of the

machines running on the section is taken
as magnetizing current. It will be seen

in this case that with half the machines
running, if the section output is to be

three-quarters of the section capacity

(i.e., allowing 25 per cent, spare plant),

one is limited to 11 per cent, equivalent

reactance between machines, but this

rapidly increases up to a theoretical

limiting figure of 30 per cent, as the

power factor of the running machines is

decreased.

These curves are drawn for a potential

difference of 1% per cent., this figure

being the drop due to the reactance.

There will be a small additional drop due

principally to the energy component of

the load causing I R drop. This will

be in general less than Vi per cent., so

that the figures of 1% and 2% per cent,

chosen correspond to a maximum differ-

ence of about 2 and 21/2 volts, or a varia-

tion from normal of 1 and 1^4 per cent,

in volts.
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FIG. 20—TRANSFER CAPACITY OF REACT-
ANCES (STAR DESIGN).

We can now determine the maximum
value of busbar reactances for different

conditions of running. These are set

forth in Schedule B. This Schedule is

prepared to cover different numbers
of machines per section and of sections,

and covers a very wide range, because it

will be found that with a given number
of machines per section, the number of

sections does not exercise much effect;

for in the first place one has to allow
from the commencement the transfer
capacity that will be necessary in the

complete installation, and in the second
place it will be found that if each likely

combination of machines and sections is

worked out in detail the maximum valuer
of B do not vary much with the number

.

of sections.

The third line shows the maximum
load transfer required at full load m the

most unfavorable case as shown in Fig.

16, and the next line shows the maximum
value of B for 2V2 per cent, voltage aif-

ference, the load being transferred at

80 per cent, power factor.

If we meet this extreme case by ad-

justment of the machine power factor we
get at once a big increase in the possible

amount of reactance, and with a voltage
variation of 1 per cent, from normal we
can get the results shown in line 5.

Generally at full load on any one sec-

tion we can arrange to have not more
than one machine shut down on that sec-

tion, and can thus transfer at 80 per cent,

power factor through much larger re-

actances. The figures are given in line 7.

For investigation of the limiting effect

on short-circuits the author has assumed
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centres or more as in large switchboards.

With adjacent conductors at 12-inch

centres carrying currents in opposite

directions, the maximum repulsive force

between them will be 9 lb. per foot run
for 10,000 amperes, R.M.S. value. The
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FIG. 21—TRANSFER CAPACITY OF REACT
ANCES (STAR DESIGN).

this to be the normal condition of opera-
tion, and that adjustment of power factor

will be resorted to only in the extreme
case and then will be limited to 50 per
cent, power factor. We then get the per-

missible maximum B by combining lines

5 and 7. The result is shown in line 8

and does not necessitate approaching the

50 per cent, power factor limit except
where there are 3 or 4 unit machines per
section.

Based on these figures for B, the short-

circuit factors are figured and shown in

Schedule C. This factor is the figure by
which the rated capacity or output, as

the case may be, must be multiplied to

get the maximum instantaneous output

on short-circuit.

Heating and Stresses Due to Heavy
Currents

We have now considered how the con-

centration of power on a fault occurring

can be limited. We have yet to consider

the heating and stresses due to the large

currents still to be dealt with, both under
normal and under faulty conditions.

Electromagnetic Stresses on Conduc-
tors.—In modern practice conductors in

different phases may be spaced at 1-inch

centres or less as in cables, or at 2-ft.

Rated output

20 40 60
Pov/^er factor

80 100%

FIG. 22- OUTPUT OF TYPICAL GENERATOI
AT DIFFERENT POWER FACTORS.

force varies inversely as the distance and
proportionally to the square of the cur-

rent, and often attains serious propor-

tions in modern practice.

In a three-phase cable carrying 100,000

amperes on a fault the force may reach

a maximum of 12,000 lb. per foot run,

and would approach this in the joint

boxes.

Conductors spaced 1 foot apart will be

subjected to 900 lb. per foot run on the

same current. If the conductors are

securely fixed at the ends, the stress on
the end supports may be many times

this. It becomes essential to support

the bars in such a way as to prevent

these forces from causing destruction.

A current of 100,000 amperes may be

met with on the direct-current side of

large rotary converters and on the low-

tension side of large power transformers,

as well as on the high-tension circuits in

very large power stations.

In current transformers designed with
multiple-turn primary windings and witli

coils lying side by side, large forces are
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FIG. 23—VOLTAGE DIFFERENCE DUE TO
TRANSFER OF LOAD.

produced on short-circuit, tending to

drive the coils apart and distort the ends

if unsupported.
With typical modem designs the safe

limit is reached when the currents are

of the same order of magnitude as indi-

cated below also for heating limits. The
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transformer should not be subjected to

more than 200 times normal load current.

Where a conductor forms a loop there

is a force tending to expand the loop,

the magnitude of which is given by the

following formulae:

—

In Fig. 25 (a), F = '*|Y^lr)g,^Vo-l^ x lO-^

In Fig. 20 (b), F= (log,-^^ )lO-«

\\ here F — lb. per inch,

D = inches,

C — amperes.
These cases are illustrated by Fig. 25,

and, based on the figures they give, a

fair estimate may be made of mosl
cases which arise in practice.

A 300-ampere isolating switch of the

type shown in Fig. 26, or an oil switch

of the type shown in Fig. 27 with insu-

lators at 10-in. centres, may have a

force of 100 lb. distributed over the blade

on a current of 20,000 amperes, or 600

lb. for 50,000 amperes. If the switch be

designed as in Fig. 28, the conductors

will be almost in line with the blade, and

the force due to the loop formation will,

be relatively negligible.
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FIG. 24- INFLUENCE OF POWER FACTOR OF
MACHINE ON OUTPUT OF SECTION. LOAD

AT 80 PER CENT. POWER FACTOR.

It is good practice to lock or latch the

blades of all back-connected isolating

switches on 6,000-volt plants where the

output may reach 10,000 k.v.a. or up-
wards, and to latch all switches where
the output may exceed 20,000 k.v.a.

These figures are typical of what is re-

quired.

The forces acting on the conductor

carrying current in the arc in a direct-

current circuit-breaker with 6-in. break
may be roughly estimated. When the car-

bons separate, the force of 10,000

amperes may be of the order of 3 lb.

per inch, and when a loop of 3-in. radius

is reached the force will be again some-
thing like 3 lb. per inch run.

Design of large conductors,—Up to

about 2,000 amperes' capacity the design

of conductors for alternatin<i-current

T

FIG. 25—DIAGRAMS SHOWING FORCE IN
CONDUCTORS CARRYING CURRENT.

circuits presents no peculiarity except
in machines and transformers where eddy
currents may be set up in them, but
above this figure "skin effect" has to be

seriously considered. The skin effect in

circular conductors admits of simple
mathematical treatment. The figures

for conductors of square cross-section

can be calculated approximately from the

solution for cylindrical conductors. The
case of a very wide strip conductor also

admits of easy solution, and by inter-

polation between these results one can

FIG. 26—TYPICAL ISOLATING SWITCH,
SUBJECT TO LARGE FORCES.

arrive at a fair idea of what happen;^
in rectangular conductors as usually
employed for busbars and heavy conduc-
tors, in the form of laminated bars with
ventilating ducts between the lamina-
tions.

As to the thickness of lamination -/4-

inch is a common and convenient dimen-
sion with 1/4 -inch ducts. With vertical

conductors the ducts should be increased
where practicable to % inch. There is

no benefit in building up alternating-cur-

rent conductors of bars % inch thick.

So long as the total thickness of the

copper in the several laminations added
together does riot exceed IV4, inches,

skin effect does not become serious, but
above this figure it rapidly becomes a

most important factor.

Additional capacity can only be got by
increasing the width of the bars in some
way, or alternatively by so arranging
them that the innei- and outer conductor:^

are changed over so that each current

stream flows through roughly equal

lengths of inner and outer conductor.

The bar should then be constructed of

an even number of laminations, suitably

separated by light insulation and space

provided for by the cross-over connec-

tion, which is not a very simple affair.

Where currents of the order of 5.000

amperes or upwards have to be or may
have to be dealt with, it is, therefore,

essential to provide ample room for the

maximum width of strip which may be

ultimately necessary and to keep down
the maximum current to be dealt with, as,

for example, by interleaving heavy in-

coming and outgoing circuits as in Fig.

8.

Stresses Due to Heating of Conductors

—If a copper conductor is prevented

from expanding and is then heated, it

will exert a stress of about 240 lb. per

square inch for each degree Centigrade

rise of temperature. If the supports

spring sufficiently to admit of exnnnsio'i

taking place, the stress will be limited to

the amount necessary to spring the sen-

ports.

A copper busbar 10 ft. long and 2 sq.

in. cross-section, able to carry, say, 2,000^

amperes, will thus exert a theoretical
maximum pressure of about 15 tons for a
total temperature change, due to elec-

tric heating and atmospheric conditions,

of 60 degrees C. This same bar for the
same temperature change will increase irt

length by about Vs inch. This can be
absorbed by deflecting the bar about an
mch at the centre if it is free to move,
or by the slipping of the bar on its sup-
ports. Expansion is generally taken
cf^re of by slipping. It is, however, good
practice on long busbars to limit this by
the use of expansion joints.

Heating Effects of Large Currents
With the increase in the size of plant
we reach limiting conditions due to heat-
ing effects, as we have on emergency con-
ditions very high current densities to

contend with. The heating effect being
proportional to the source of the current

quickly reaches abnormal figures. A
plant may be quite safe against heating
troubles and have perhaps a factor of
safety of 4, but on doubling that plant

the margin disappears.

If heat is generated in a conductor
very rapidly there is no time for radia-

tion, convection, and conduction to play

their part, and the heat is practically

wholly absorbed in the conductor, result-

ing in a corresponding temperature rise

Currents flowing in copper conductors
1.000 amperes per square inch will raise

the temperature 50 degrees C. per hour
if the heat is all absorbed. On this basi.s

a current of 100,000 amperes, say 1,000.-

000 k.v.a. on 6,000 volts, will raise the
temperature of a 0.1 sq. in. cable at the

initial rate of about 12,500 degrees C.

per second.

FIG. 28—TYPICAL ISOLATING SWITCH
SUBJECT TO SMALL FORCES.

Under conditions which are permis-

sible, the insulation on conductors does

in fact absorb a considerable amount of

heat and the theoretical maximum tem-
peratures are not reached. For coils
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-wound with wire or thin strip the rise

may not be more than half the theo-
retical figure. On average underground
cables the discrepancy would be some-
thing more like 10 per cent. Using this
latter margin we get the following round
figures for temperature rises:

—

Density
10,000 per sq. in.

100.000 per sq. in.

200,000 per sq. in.

Rate of Temperate Rise
114 degrees C. per second

125 degrees C. per second
500 degrees C. per second

The effect of these figures in prac-
tice will be seen by an examination of
the round figures in the following table,

giving the maximum permissible k.v.a.

in a circuit for a current density limited

to 100,000 or 125 degrees C. rise per
second.

k.v.a. at k.v.a. at k.v.a. at
Maximum 6.000 20,000 30,000

Cable. Current. Volts. Volts. Volts.

Sq. in. Amp.
•0.025 2.500 25 000 85,000 125,000
0.050 5.00ft 50.000 175.000 250.000
0.100 10.000 100.000 350,000 500,000
O.250 25,000 250,000 850,000 1.300,000
«.500 60,000 500,000 1.750,000 2,600,000

The current values are R.M.S.
Ic.v.a. is figured three-phase.

values and the

The above figures give the initial tem-

perature rise. The effect of the initial

rise is, however, to raise the resistance
of the copper conductors, the specific
heat remaining steady so that the rate
of rise is accelerated as it proceeds.
The serious overheating of a conductor

in a cable may damage the cable from
end to end.

Experience with stations designed in
recent years aijd having a maximum
short-circuit current of 10 times their
normal rated output, has shown that it

is necessary that the smallest current
transformer on the main switchboard
should have a carrying capacity not less

than one-twentieth the station output.
Current transformers of good design and
much smaller than this have been known
to be exploded by the heat generated on
a short-circuit.

On one plant already existing in this

country it has been found desirable to

limit the cross-section of the smallest
conductor to 0.15 square inch. The
Tigures given above show clearly that in

the large plants n6w in contemplation
this feature will require careful con-

sideration.

SCHEDULE A.
Transfer Current Capacity of Reactances: Star Design.
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One Machine per Section.
5 5 3 60 2 1.20 0.40* 4* 08* 133*
r> 6 4 67 2 1.33 0.33 33 055 083

7 5 7: 2 1.43 0.43 43 061 086
8 8 6 75 2 1.50 0.50 50 062 083
9 9 7 78 2 1.56 0.56 56 062 080

10 10 8 80 2 1.60 0.60 60 060 075
11 11 3 82 2 1.64 0.64 64 058 071
ir 12 10 33 2 1.67 0.67 67 056 067

Two Machines per Section.
3 6 4 1 33 2 2.67 0.67 33 111 168
4 8 6 1 50 2 3.00 1.00 50 125 167
5 10 9 1 60 2 3.20 1.20 60 120 150
6 12 10 1 67 2 3.33 1.33 67 111 133

Three Machines per Section.
6 4 2 00 1 2.00 1.00 33 167 250

3 9 7 2 33 1 2.33 1.33 0. 44 148 190
4 12 10 2 50 1 2.50 1.50 50 125 ISO

Four Machines per Section.
2 8 6 3 00 1 3.00 1.00 25 125 167
3 12 10 8 33 1 3.33 1.33 33 111 133

Five Machines per Section.
2 10 8 4 1 4.0 1.00 20 10 125

*In this case one reactance carries load transferred to two coupled sections,
two or more share it.

SCHEDULE B.—STAR DESIGN.
Maximum Value of B for Different Conditions.

In all other cases

1 2 3 4 6

7 5 4 3 2
0.43 0.60 50 0.33 0.20

(4) Maximum B for 2% per cent, difference 5 4.6 5 .7 7.6 9.2
(5) Maximum B for 1% per cent, difference in

volts with machines at 50 per cent, power fa'ctor Above 25 Above 25 9 16.5 Above 25
0.43 0.3 .17 0.08 0.00

<7) Maximum B for 1% ver cent, difference in

volts with machines at 80 per cent, power factor 4 7.2 11. 5 Over 25 Over 25
^8) Maximum B for conditions (5) and (7) 4 7.2 9 16.5 Very large

SCHEDULE C—STAR DESIGN.
Short-eirenit Factor.

Machines per section One Two Three Four
Number of sections , . . 5 6 4 5 6 2 3 4 2 3

Number of machines 5 6 8 10 12 6 9 12 8 12

4 ,4 ^V2 71/2 71/2 9 9 9 16 16

General reactance A Factor in Terms of Total Capacity.
10 per cent. .

.

3.8 3.6 4.1 Z.^ 3.1 5.6 4.5 3.4 5.6 4.2
15 per cent. . . 2.8 2.7 3.0 2.7 2.4 3.8 3.3 2.7 5.1 3.0
20 per cent. .

.

2.2 2.2 2.4 2.2 2.0 2.6 2.6 2.1 3.0 2.4
30 per cent. . . 1.6 1.6 1.8 1.7 1.5 2.1 2.0 1.6 2.1 1.8

Factor in Terms of Maximum Output.
10 per cent. .

.

6.3 5.4 5.4 4.4 3.7 8.4 5.8 4.3 7.5 5.0
15 per cent. .

.

4.7 4.1 4.0 3.3 2.9 5.8 4.2 3.2 6.8 3.6
20 per cent. .

.

3.7 3.3 3.2 2.8 2.4 4.4 3.4 2.6 4.0 2.9
80 per cent. .

.

2.7 2.5 2.4 2.1 1.9 3.0 2.4 1.9 2.8 2.1

Factor in Terms of Section Capacity.
10 per cent. 19 22 16 18 19 11 14 14 11 13
15 per cent. .

.

14 16 12 14 14 8 10 11 10 9
20 per cent. 11 13 10 11 12 5 8 8 6 7

30 p«r cent. .

.

8 10 7 9 9 4 6 6 4 5

Everybody Pleased

That Power House Will be Issued Semi-
monthly

"POWER HOUSE is certainly a book
well worth looking forward to and I will
look forward to the semi-monthly edition
with great pleasure. As regards the
subscription price, I think it should be
increased according to the upkeep of the
paper."—Mr. Wm. R. Symons, Toronto.

"Referring to the issuing of POWER
HOUSE semi-monthly. I am delighted
to hear this as I am always lookijig for-
ward for my next issue before the half
of the month is past and it is awful to
have to wait all that time for it. If I

had my way I would have it every week,
and right here I will state that whether
it is to be issued weekly,

,
monthly or

semi-monthly, I will still be a subscrib-
er."—Mr. R. S. Wright, Sudbury, Ont.

"In reference to changing POWER
HOUSE into a semi-monthly. Readers
will be delighted. We all know that
it is difficult to get too much of a good
thing. I hope seeing POWER HOUSE
a weekly some day. I have taken it

from the first issue and say with truth
that I have received pleasure and profit
from every copy."—Mr. James E. Noble,
Engineer, c/o Rockwood Hospital, King-
ston.

"Two editions each month! I am sure
that will be excellent, it is so interesting.
I often think it is long in coming. I am
sure if you keep the POWER HOUSE
up to the interesting standard you have
it at present, two dollars a year will not
be too much."—Mr. Alex Angus, St.

Pierre, Que. .

"I think serai-inonthly POWER
HOUSE a capital idea. It certainly will
be appreciated by me and I think by all

Power House workers."—Mr. J. D. Blair,
Victoria, B.C.

—and there are a stack of other letters

brim full of good words like these.

—Moral—Subscribe for Power HOUSE
and get the latest information, through
editorials and advertisements, regarding
power house plant, equipment, etc., etc.

An Important Point.—Holding that the
attachment of a piece of machinery se-
curely to the wall of a building did not
make that machinery a permanent part
of the building and as such an "immov-
able" under the law; that an indispens-
able condition to thus changing a piece of
machinery from a "movable" to an "im-
movable" was that the machinery and the
building should at one and the same
time be the property of the individual
making the change, Mr. Justice Mercier
in the Superior Court at Montreal, main-
tained a seizure made by the Matthew
Moody & Sons Company, upon certain
machinery and effects in Francois
Xavier's mill at St. Anicet, Huntingdon
County, and ordered the defendant
Dupuis to return the machinery to plain-
tiffs or Day its value.
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Grading Coal For the Small Consumer
npHE proper utilization of coal in many cases depends

upon the getting of satisfactory coal in the first

place. The suggestion received from a correspondent

and which we print on another page deserves considerable

attention as tending to eliminate the practice, on the part

of the dealers, of selling to the small consumer coal of

inferior quality. The power plant owner who has no

facilities for testing and who does not buy sufficient

coal to warrant purchase by specification would benefit

greatly by the proper grading of coal and the householder,
needless to say, would derive equal advantage to the
elimination of much slate, clinkers and bad temper.

War conditions in many cases were seized upon by
operators as a golden opportunity to unload upon the
public and the power plant owner, coal of a greatly in-

ferior quality and the disappearance of the culm heaps
at the pit mouth give evidence to the amount of inferior
coal sold. This condition, no doubt, is to some extent
excusable under war conditions, but with the coming of
peace and the return to normal industrial conditions more
rigorous control of the quality of coal supplied would
not only be welcome but would seem quite feasible.

Selling Alberta's Coal Output
'T^HE coal operators of Alberta are having troubles all

their own seeking to place their product in successful
competition with the American coal in the Winnipeg and
Western Canada market. They were quick to make use
of the shortage last fall to urge upon Western Canada
the advisability of turning to Alberta for their coal

supply. They ha'd a big chance to fence off the field, but
they find that the element of price also enters into the
deal, and in a very pronounced way.

Basing the figures on the returns for the year 1918
it is found that some two million dollars' worth of Penn-
sylvania coal entered the Western market. The Alberta
operators make the point that were this amount spent
with them it would enable them to keep their mines going
for a greater period than nine months in a year. The
longer the mines work, and the greater the amount turned
out, it will be seen that tonnage costs come down in

proportion.

Be that as it may, the problem for the West right

now is how to meet the U.S. producer on a price basis

in Winnipeg. Take the two points of production, and
trace the costs. Starting at a mine near Pittsburgh the

coal costs, including mine labor, overhead charges and
loading, are $2.60 per ton.

By the time it reaches Fort Erie, where it is loaded

on the boat to be carried up the lakes, it costs $4.32 a ton.

Lake freights, customs duties and various other charges
bring the cost at Fort William to $5.51 a ton.

Dock handling charged at Fort William increases the

cost at that point to $6.11 a ton.

Freight to Winnipeg brings it to $9.21 a ton.

And the coal dealer who handles it, delivers it, and
makes a profit out of it sells it for $12.25 a ton.

That's the story in costs of a ton of Pittsburgh soft

coal put into the basement of the owner of a Winnipeg
block.

The Alberta coal loaded costs between $5 and $5.25

per ton, and right here the Pennsylvania coal gets an
advantage of $2.63 per ton. This is not because the
Alberta miners get higher wages, but physical conditions

surrounding mining in this country make the costs higher.

Taking a ton of coal at the mine, for which the mine
owner gets $5, and adding the freight to Winnipeg, the

Winnipeg dealer finds it costs him $9.80 or 50 cents more
than the Pittsburgh product. And the Winnipeg dealer

sells it for $12.75 as against $12.25 for the imported pro-

duct and makes nine cents a ton less than on handlini:

the imported product, while the consumer pays 50 cent.-<

more.
Alberta has a definite job ahead of it now if it want?

to fence o.T Western Canada as its biggest and best cus-

tomer for coal. That definite job consists of wearing ofT

that fifty cents per ton aifference that now rests in favor

of the U.S. producer of coal. A little more efficiency in

mining and handling might go a long way toward accom-
plishing this end, while the freight charges might be

made the subject of a very close inquiry. Flattening out

this fifty cents per ton in playing for a two million

dollar order looks like a worth-while proposition.
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Association and Personal

John A. Greig, of Ross and Greig, has
been elected president of the Caledonian
Society of Montreal.

The death occurred, on Monday, March
24, of R. A. Hogge, purchasing agent
for the past few years for the Steel

Company of Canada in Montreal. Mr.
Hogge was born in Dumfries, Scotland,

in 1886, coming to Canada in 1910. After
a period of service with Messrs. Hugh
Russell and Sons, iron and steel mer-
chants, he entered the employ of the

Steel Co. of Canada in 1912 as clerk in

the works office, subsequently being pro-

moted to purchasing agent.

The death of George W. Cole occur-

red at his late residence, 64 Parkway
Ave., Toronto, from heart failure. Mr.
Cole was born in Norwich, Ont., and
was in his fifty-ninth year. He came
to Toronto about seven years ago and
organized the business known as George
W. Cole, Limited, 2002 Dundas St.

West, of which he was president and
general manager at the time of his

death. Private services were held at

his late residence, after which the body
was taken to Norwich. Mr. Cole leaves

a widow, one daughter, Margaret M.,

and two sons. Brock L and Grant E.

Contemplated Expansion. — Peacock
Bros., of Montreal, who for many years
have been Canadian agents for G. and J.

Weir, Limited, of Glasgow, are now
manufacturing the Weir feed pumps in

their own factory recently established

in Montreal. Considerable new equip-

ment has been obtained from the States

and England, and the new plant is amply
equipped to handle efficiently this new
branch of their operations. It is an-

nounced t)y officials of Peacock Bros, that

the Clyde Engineering Works are con-

templating increased expansion of their

business in Canada.

Briquetting of Coal.—At a recent

meeting of the Montreal branch of the

Engineering Institute of Canada, a paper

was read by Paul A. Seurot, M.E.I.C. on

"Coal Briquetting," in which he empha-
sized the importance of developing this

industry for the purpose of materially

assisting in the solution of the ever-

present fuel problem, and at the same
time aid in making Canada more inde-

pendent in this regard. He stated that

of the total coal brought out of the

mines, from 10 to 35 per cent, was prac-

tically wasted, and if proper facilities

were provided the bulk of this could be

economically utilized. Some little atten-

tion was given to this matter out West

where some 1,100 tons of coal was
briquetted per day, but when compared
to other countries, Canada was far be-
hind in the development of this industry.

The headquarters of the Canadian Ing-
ersoll-Rand Conjpany are at 260 St.

James St., Montreal.

CHANGES ANNOUNCED
The Canadian Ingersoll-Rand Com-

pany, Limited, has recently absorbed the
Jenckes Machine Company, Limited of

Sherbrooke, Que., thus putting them in

possession of two plants, the "Jenckes
plant," and the "Rand plant." The pro-
<!ucts of the "Jenckes plant" will con-

tmue to be those familiar to customers
of the Jenckes Machine Company, man-
ufactured to the latest designs. Briefly,

these are: structural and plate work;
tanks, penstocks, etc., mining machinery
and equipment, ore crushers, cars, cages,

etc.. and pulp and paper equipment such
as barkers, grinders, water wheels, etc.

Jobs For Them.—One thousand jobs
are awaiting Detroit's returned crippled
soldiers at Ford Motor Company's plant
in Highland Park. This announcement
was made by Edsel B. Ford, president of
the company. The men will be paid the
minimum wage of six dollars a day of
eig'ht hours now in effect in the plant.

"The thousand soldiers are wanted for
our new self-starter department," said
Mr. Ford. "The only requirements neces-
sary are that they are crippled soldiers,

Detroit men, and have use of their hands.
Men who have lost both legs and an arm
will find work with us that they can do.

We can use these men whether they have
to stand up or lie down at their work."

A METHOD FOR THE PROTECTION OF
THE PURCHASER OF COAL IN SMALL LOTS

The Editor.—

IN the matter of purchasing coal, large

corporations protect themselves by
buying under rigid specification as to

calorific value, ash content, etc., but for

the small consumer, whether buying
merely for household needs, or for a

small industrial plant, there is no protec-

tion whatever.

It has occurred to me that it might
be possible to institute some system of

Government control, whereby the sup-

plies obtained by dealers could be sam-
pled and properly tested by an expert in

the employ of the Government, who
would grade the coal according to its

value as a fuel, arranged, for example,

into classes A, B, C, D, etc., and the coal

could then be sold on a grade basis.

It is not proposed here that the Gov-

ernment should exercise any control over

actual prices charged, but merely that

matters should be so arranged as to pro-

hibit a dealer from selling, say, a grade

"D" coal at a grade "A" price, thus in-

stituting at least some measure of pro-

tection in the interests of the small con-

sumer.
I am fully aware that the working out

of this suggestion is not so simple as it

looks, but cannot persuade myself that

the difficulties are insurmountable.

Even if the ideas proposed above

should prove to be impracticable for

some reason or other, I think it should

be quite feasible for one of the Provinciaf
Government departments to arrange a
system, whereby, should a consumer feel

dissatisfied with his purchase of coal, he
should be able to arrange for a sample
to be taken from his coal bin by.^a Gov-
ernment expert for test, and, jf it he
found that his grievance is a real one^
there should be machinery established,

by rneans of which he could obtain sorne
redress. •

At the present time, if any one wishes
to have a sample of water tested, it is

a simple matter to have this done by
sending it to the Parliament Buildings,

where an analysis is made. There seems
to be no good reason why similar facili-

ties could not be afforded to the public
in connection with coal. The sampling
would no doubt be a little more awkward,
as it would be necessary for an expert
to undertake this, since the ordinary-

householder, or even the owner of a

small industrial plant, assuming him to
be honest enough to do his best, could
not be expected to obtain from his bin
a really representative sample.

There are, of course, various details

in connection with either of the forego-
ing suggestions, which would have tO'

be worked out in order to establish a

thoroughly practicable scheme, but T
think that for a start, some general dis-

cussion of the main ideas would be pro-
fitable.
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OUR QUESTION BOX
Questions are invited from readers regarding power

plant opevation and difficulties

encountered

Readers are invited to send in

answers to these problems, as they
have been chosen for their interest
and application to the practical
side of uower plant operation.
Perhaps you, too, have some pet

problems, or hard nuts which you
would like to ask your fellow en-
gineers; if so, send them along for
the benefit of others.
Answers, together with the ori-

ginal question, will be published in
the issues following the appearance
of the question.

Questions Before the House
1. A horizontal return tubular boiler, 72

in. dia. by 18 feet long, made in three
courses, has sustained damage by the
plate over the fire becoming overheated.
The plate has come down in a blister
of elliptical form, the axes being 14 in.

in a longitudinal direction, and 36 in. in
a circumferential.

How would you put a single riveted
patch on this boiler so as to preserve the
full strength of the longitudinal seam?
Would you put the patch inside or out-
side the plate ?

2. In the case of a pump having a lift

of over twenty-six feet, would the fitting

of a foot valve be of any help in start-

ing the pump. Generally speaking, where
does the advantage of a foot v?ilve in a

suction line lie?

3. Can you state, clearly and definitely,

why a longitudinal seam of a boiler re-

quires stronger riveting than the cir-

cumferential? Show by figures the re-

lation between the two.

4. The area of a safety valve on a

boiler is proportionate to the grate area.

What is this proportion, and in what way
does the grate area affect the safety

valve area?

5. What is the proportionate weight of

aif to weight of coal used to obtain com-
bustion? Give any formula you know.

6. Can you give a clear description of

what takes place when a boiler explodes

through failure of a plate. What is the

sequence of events ?

Readers' Queries
Question.—We have six Scotch boilers

working at full capacity. What is the

best method to clean fires without let-

ting down steam ? Is it possible ?

Answer.—This is a question that has
been troubling engineers since fires were
first lit under a boiler'. The ability to
clean fires without losing steam is gov-
erned by several factors: the condition
of the fire, the skill of the man clean-*

ing the fire, and the co-operation of the
firemen on the other boilers.

Broadly speaking, there is no better

way than the method pursued by firemen
at sea, and also ashore, of burning down
one half the fire. That is one side of

the fire is allowed to burn itself down
for perhaps 15 to 20 minutes, while the
other side of the fire is fired lightly and
evenly, keeping it a good bright fire.

When ready for cleaning any unbumt
coal on the top of the side to be cleaned

is winged over by a slice bar to the side

still burning, and the remaining ash, etc.,

is pulled out as fast as it can be donfi.

When the bars are cleaned the red, fresh

coal from the burning side is whisked
over onto the clean side, and fresh coal

is fired on lightly, and the cleaned side

is allowed to burn up before the other

side is touched.

In the meantime the other fires are
kept in good condition, and worked as
hard as they can be. Speed is the es-

sence of the contract, and if the fire

door is kept shut, except when actualtv
working at the fire, as much cold air as

possible is excluded.

The difficulty arises when a fire is

badly clinkered, and the clinker has to

be broken to get it through the fire door.

Time is inevitably lost, and the man
standing up to the hot fire gets played
out, so that his activity is seriously cur-

tailed. If now the boilers are being
worked hard, and the steam begins to

drop, it is going to be some time before
it raises again.

Before cleaning a fire, the feed check
valve should be shut off, the boiler being
cleaned. Intelligent adjustment of the

feed checks helps a lot. The boiler being
cleaned, has a certain amount of grat^

surface out of business, and its capacity

of evaporating drops. It therefore does

not require so much 'eed. and if the

water is a few inches in the glass, the

feed can be closed altogether.

If the fire is very dirty, don't attempt
to burn down. Pull the whole thing out.

You may lose some unbumt coal, but

you will lose more by wasting time in

trying to burn your fire down, and al-

lowing the steam to drop. The trouble
in allowing steam to drop is this:

The steam having less heat energy in
it, the engines require a greater weight
of steam to perform the same work. The
feed water supply has to be augmented
to supply this steam. The feed pumps
use a greater percentage of the steam
produced by reason of the extra number
of strokes, and the extra quantity of

water passing through the heater low-
ers the feed water temperature.

Before cleaning, work your water well

up in the gauge glasses, so as to have a

reserve. Try and arrange to clean onlv

one fire at a time. Clean quickly, and
keep the other fires up to their work.
You can clean fires without losing steam,

but you have to make everyone hustle.

* « «

Question.—We have two banks of

transformers, one delta-connected on the

low tension side, and the other of a
"tar connected, both primary sides be-

ing in delta. Would it be possible to

connect these two banks onto the same
buses, as the secondary voltages are

the same?

Answer.—While at first glance it

might appear feasible, any attempt at

paralleling the two banks would be dis-

astrous. The voltages due to the two
secondaries connected up in these ways
are not in phase, but are 30° out of phase
with each other, and if paralleled this

condition would lead to trouble.

LEAKAGE AT THE BLOWOFF
It often happens that the blowofT valve

does not close tightly, either because it is

worn or corroded, or because some

obstacle has lodged on the seat. In such

cases there is a continual flow of hot

water out of the boiler, to an extent de-

pending upon the magnitude of the leak;

and the heat that escapes in this way is

entirely wasted. Leakage of this sort is

easily detected by the eye when the pipe

discharges directly into the air. When it

discharges into a sewer or a blowoff tank,

however, some other method must be
adopted. The simplest plan is to fee!

the blowoff pipe from time to time. Leak-
age can be detected in this way very
easily, because the continual escape of hot

water, even in small amounts, keeps the

pipe abnormally heated, beyond the valve.
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Progress in New Equipment

SOOT-CLEANING EQUIPMENT

IN
the average boiler plant equipped

with forced draft underfeed stokers

burning bituminous coal, or with the

Coxe stoker burning small sizes of an-

thracite or coke breeze, it is usual to

operate the boilers at considerably above

their rated or nominal capacity.

High ratings are obtained by high air

pressure under the grates, the effect of

which is to lift small particles of incan-

descent coke and ash from the grates,

which are carried through the boiler in

the furnace gases. A certain proportion

of this coke or ash adheres to the bottom

and sides of the tubes in the bottom

row immediately above the fire.

A gradual building up of this cinder

occurs slowly, closing the opening be-

tween the tubes, so that in the course of

a few days or weeks, as the case may
be, the area of gas passage is materially

out of service and scrape the cinder from
the tubes after cooling down the furnace.
This is an expensive operation and would
be entirely unnecessary if means were
provided whereby it would be possible to

scrape this cinder off the tubes while

the boiler is in service.

The usual tube dusting doors provided
in horizontal water tube boiler settings

do not give access to the under side of

the bottom row of tubes. To meet this

condition the Combustion Engineering
Corporation, 11 Broadway, New York,

offers the C. E. C. tube device, consisting

of tube scraping door casting, bottom

tnbe scraping doors, scraping tube clean-

ing or scraping wall boxes and access

doors for tube scraping. The device is

illustrated herewith. Its purpose is to

provide openings in the front or rear

wall of a boiler setting, through which a

light hook may be used for scraping the

cinder from the bottom and sides of the

DOORS FOR SOOT CLEANING: FRONT OF WATER-TUBE
BOILERS

reduced, often so much as to reduce the

capacity of the boiler.

This cinder can not be dislodged by
the usual soot blowers or tube blowers,

nor by the older hand lance method, and
the only recourse is to cut the boiler

lowest row of boiler tubes.

These boxes are made in sections of

3, 4 and 5 doors which are spaced the

same distance apart as the boiler tubes

in the boiler in which they are installed.

Two or more sections are bolted on

angles or a bar along the top and bottom
sides, providing one opening or door for

each space between tubes. The openings
are not in line with the tubes, but are
half way between the tubes, so that the

sides of the tubes may be reached as

METHOD Of scraping TUBES

well as the bottom, and also the bottom

of the Second row of tubes.

The castings are of sufficient strength

to support the brick wall above them
and they will, when placed under the

rear header of a horizontal water tube

boiler of the Heine type, support the

weight of the boiler also.

The boxes are about 12 in. deep and
heavily ribbed vertically between each
door or opening. When installed, the

brick work is so laid that the boxes are

protected from radiant heat, and being in

short sections of 21 to 35 in. in length

will not warp and twist and . loosen the

brick work above and below.

Each opening is covered by a swing-
ing door or cover, also of cast iron, the

lower end of which passes behind a

tapered spring catch, which can be ad-

justed by a light blow of a hammer to

hold the door tightly against the box.

When cleaning the tubes the attendant
takes a rod about % in. diameter and
10 to 12 feet long, of the same shape
as an ordinary fire hook with one prong
about 5 in. long. By striking a project-

ing lug on the door, the door is swung
to one side and the hook pushed in the

htole. The two tubes immediately in

front of the opening are then scraped

with one or two passes of the hook along

the sides and bottoms, the hook with-

drawn and the door closed by striking

the door lug with the hook. In this man-
ner the lower tubes may be cleaned once

a day or once in two days, or more, as

may be required.

This device is inexpensive and costs

little to instal.
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Every time a boiler is cut out and
cooled down it is necessary to burn a
certain amount of coal to merely heat
the boiler brickwork up to the normal
operating temperature. This amount is

variously estimated at from 650 to 1,200

lbs.

If the cinder is allowed to accumulate
on lower tubes, the capacity may be re-

duced to the rated horsepower of boiler

in two weeks' time and the economy will

fail, particularly if the plant is designed

for maximum economy at a certain over-

load. The sum of the economies that

may be maintained by the use of this de-

vice is a considerable one, and while it

is difficult to give exact figures it is not

hard to show wherein the benefits de-

rived will warrant the cost of the in-

stallation.

THE HANSON FRICTION CLUTCH
It is a well known fact that the major-

ity of present day clutches are so large

and heavy they ha\e a tendency to cause

trouble due to their weight alone and do

not lend themselves to their ready in-

corporation into machine tools and other

locations where appearance and relia-

bility are matters of some consideration.

The clutch recently developed by the

Hanson Clutch and Machinery Co. of

Tiffin, Ohio, eliminates the cumbersome
features of many older types and per-

mits the installing of an extremely

powerful clutch in very restricted loca-

tions. Its light weight, small size and

neat appearance make it particularly

adaptable to machine tool use.

Its capacity for transmitting large

amounts of power is very great and

where the outside diameter of a clutch

is limited by design requirements the

Tcquired horsepower can be transmitted.

'Takes the load gradually Avithout a jerk

owing to the double cone wedge expan-

sion of the steel ring which grips the

cylinder.

Several types are made. Fig. 1 shows

a friction cut-off coupling by means of

which a line shaft or any part of it may
be cut-off or operated without interfer-

ing with the rest of the shop. As will be

seen two coned friction disks engage

DOUBLE CLUTCH EXTERIOR.

with a double cone friction ring when

the clutch is closed by means of the lever

system actuated by the operator.

The clutch is adjusted by means of a

threaded ring on the coned hub of the

clutch. Its simplicity and positive uni-

form adjustment make it one of the

simplest and most easily adjusted

clutches and any unskilled workman can

adjust it with success. All toggles are

made of cast steel carefully proportion-

ed and their complete enclosure by the

guard renders the clutch extremely safe

in operation.

The guard serves another useful pur-

pose as it is used as an oil retainer,
eliminating the necessity of constant
lubrication, it being necessary to refill

only every few months.
The clutch is thrown into and out of

engagement positively and is locked in
either position. It is impos-
sible for it to engage itself

even partially by centrifugal
force.

In the friction cut-off coup-
ling illustrated the ends of the
shaft meet in the coned hub.
This insures the absolute
alignment of the shafts and a
phosphor-bronze bushing is

provided to carry the end of
the extended shaft.

In the clutches used for

machine tools and in other lo-

cations where small diameter
is desirable a variation on the

clutch above described is used.

The operating sleeve engages
with a wedge member, which
in turn brings the two
cones into engagement with the friction

ring. As may be seen the resulting
clutch is compact, cylindrical and per-

fectly balanced. All working parts are
completely covered and are kept free

from grit and dirt. The clutch can read-
ily be adjusted to any desired tension

without removing any parts by means
of a single sleeve, which gives a

uniform adjustment at all

points around the shaft.

The double clutch shown in

Fig. 3 requires but little more
space than the single and is

provided with two friction cylin-

ders for mounting pulleys,

gears, sprockets, etc.. ^.s de-

sired, the dimensions of the

sleeves varying to suit require-

ments.

Two varieties of friction sur-

faces are regularly applied. The standard

surfaces are steel and iron bathed in oil

and of long life. Where required fric-

tion surfaces are supplied of friction

paper and steel. This type of clutch is

designed for slow speed and heavy duty.

for if this condition is not fulfilled the
dry part will bum up and the fire will

then go out. In starting a fire that is

to bum waste, it is usually necessary to

run with some other kind of fuel until

the furnace has become thoroughly

CUT OFF SHAFT COUPLING.

heated. The waste can then be added
a little at a time, until the mass has be-

come well ignited and a considerable

part of it has become dry. Furnaces

for burning waste are preferably de-

tached from the boiler itself, the com-

bustion taking place in front of the

SECTION SHOWING SINGLE CLUTCH ENGAGED.

BURNING WASTE
Waste of the most unpromising char-

acter can often be burned with success

and utilized in the generation of steam

but special forms of furnaces are usually

necessary in order to carry out the opera-

tion properly. Shavings, sawdust, bag-

asse, and spent tanbark are among the

commoner forms of waste that are puc

to use in this way, and many cities are

also generating steam by utilizing then-

refuse as fuel. The most important

thing to do in burning waste, especially

when it is damp or wet, is to handle the

fires so that an abundant supply of air

shall always be present, and a large sur-

face exposed, over which the combustion

can extend, and from which the water

that the fuel contains can be evaporated.

It is of prime importance, in handling

wet material, to see that it becomes

dried at least as fast as it is consumed;

boiler, or below it, in a separate furnace

from which the heated gases are led to

the boiler by means of suitable fire-brick

passageways. By conducting the opera-

tion in this way, it is possible to feed

the fuel through openings in the top of

the furnace—which is far better than

introducing it through the doors in the

front of the setting, as in firing with

coal. The fuel should be thoroughly

stirred up and worked over as it dries

out and burns upon the grates, so that

fresh portions of it may be continually

brought to the surface. It is often best

to handle the waste by a conveyor of

some kind, the form of which will na-

turally depend upon the nature of the

material itself. Blowers are used with

good effect for handling shavings and

dry sawdust. Considerable skill is re-

quired in order to bum wet waste effec-

tively, and men cannot be expected to

obtain first-class results until they have

had the necessary training and experi-

ence.
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The Operators' Point of View

ROUNDING UP WORN CRANK PINS
Liy A. L. MARSHALL

THE tool shown has given me so

much satisfaction in rounding up
worn cranks that I pass it

along, hoping that it may be useful

to others. The lower half of the tool-

holder is made of machinery steel and
case hardened; the upper half is of cast
iron with a generous oil hole way cut
through. The cutting tool at A is made
as long as the crank is wide, while the
body of the tool-holder is made slightly

shorter. The hole is bored to the largest

diameter of the crank pin B, with about
3-16 inch opening at C and the corners
rounded to suit the fillets. In opera-

with cloth insertion. We wanted to cut
holes in the gasket for size % bolts (if

T remember right) and found no right
size punch. The man who had formerly
done this work had used his own tools,

and, of course, took them with him when
he left. While considering whether to
use a knife or send for a new punch, one
decided that "This will do when I get it

sharpened a bit." His scheme was to

take a piece of half-inch steam pipe, per-
haps four inches long, screw a pipe cap
on to one end and sharpen the edges of

the other end. The method of using it

was to place the sharpened end over the

marked place on the gasket where a hole
was required, then hit the tool on the

RIG KOR TRUEING UP CRANK PINS

tion the tool-holder is clamped around
the crank and as the tool-holder or the

crank is revolved it is drawn together
with the screw shown. A small set-

screw near each end of the cutting tool

serves for adjustment. The space D
serves for the collection of the chips,

and care must be taken that it does not
fill up and score the pin. With a good
supply of lubricant and a little care a

crank can be rounded up in about 10

minutes. In this particular instance it

might be stated that the tool was used
on cranks for nail machine spindles,

where the wear is chiefly on the high
side of the crank and the little difference

in throw did not matter.

AN EMERGENCY GASKET CUTTER
By J. E. McCORMACK

AN emergency gasket punch was
quickly made one day when we were

cutting a gasket for a steam chest cover.

The material used for the gasket was
two or three ply sheet rubber, black,

other end with a hammer. A wooden
block was used under the gasket to serve

somewhat as an anvil, yet not dull the

tool. The end of the grain of the wood
uppermost gave the best results. The
tool worked O.K. If the centre of the

tool began to fill up with rubber pieces,

they could be removed by unscrewing the

pipe cap and poking the pieces out. I

have used this scheme since for cutting

holes in cardboard to make improvised

coin cards, and with proper sized pipe

it worked well for this also. Some varia-

tin in the size of the hole it will cut

can be made by the method of sharpen-

ing. Sharpening from the outside only

will give a hole approximating the in-

ternal diameter of the pipe. Sharpening
from the inside only, say by means of a

drill, results in a hole approximating the

outside diameter of the pipe, while a

combination of these methods of sharp-

ening gives an intermediate size. When
sharpened from the inside the cuttings

drop out, and of their own accord.

TWO VALUABLE TIPS
By J. E. N.

Most of us engineers have had experi-
ence with iron cements. Following is a
formula which any reader can put to-

gether at any time. To join iron to iron
for stove or furnace work, it is about
perfect, and is just as good for iron
joined together for outside work. It is

practically impossible to separate iron
cemented together with it, even if a

sledge hammer is used. Take equal
parts of sulphur and white lead and
one-sixth proportion of borax; thor-

oughly mix them together; then take
some of it and wet it with sulphuric

acid; place a thin layer of it between
the irons to be joined and press them
together; let it set for five days, and
no sign of the cement is left and the

iron is practically welded together.

Probably thousands of your readers

have made a mixture of flower of em-
ery, etc., and used it to try for a razor

edge. Of course, they secured poor
results. Let them try the following

mixture and they can put an edge on
their knives, or their razor blades, that

will be a joy and delight to them for-

ever:

Take one ounce of levigated oxide of

tin, one ounce of prepared putty pow-
der, Vi of an ounce oxalic acid, 20 grains

powdered gum; make it into a stiff paste

with water, and put a little of it over

the sharpening strop. A few strokes

of the blade over this wiM "do the

trick."

It is ahead of most of the articles

sold for the same purpose. A dab of

moisture on the prepared strop will help

to keep the paste on the strop in just

the right condition for perfect work.

IMPROVISED DRAFTING COM-
PASSES

By J. E. M.

I wanted to draw upon paper some
large circles in ink, but found that my
drawing compasses were not large

enough for the largest circles, but I had
a pair of carpenter's compasses that

were large enough; I also had what is

called an accommodation writing pen.

This consisted of a wooden handle, onto

which was slipped a metal part made of

thin sheet metal, and at one end so

shaped as to receive the wooden holder,

while the other end was so bent as to

receive and hold the pen nib. I wrapped
a piece of paper around the pointed end
of one leg of the carpenter's compasses
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until I had a bulk equal to that of the
wooden pen holder where the metal part
fitted onto it. I then removed the metal
part from the pen holder and placed it

on this leg of the compasses, still leaving
the pen in place and turned the part so

that the pen came into suitable position.

I found that with this rig I could draw
the desired circles. To ink the pen I

dipped that leg of the compasses into

the ink bottle. The object in wrapping
the paper around the leg was to prevent

the point of the leg of the compasses
projecting too near to pen nib.

BOILER BLOW-OFF VALVE SUG-
GESTION

By K. WALSH
Blow-off valves have always been a

source of more or less trouble to power
plant/ operators, and the writer's ex-

perience has led him to offer the sug-

gestion for a new design of valve that

DESIGN FOR BLOW OFF VALVE

would assist in overcoming some of the
disadvantages generally encountered. In

some respects, blow-off valves are sub-
jected to more destructive abuse than
any other unit of power plant equip-
ment. Owing to the nature of its duties

it frequently happens, when closing the

valve, that a piece of scale will prevent
the valve from properly closing, the re-

sult being the fireman will force

the valve to its seat, often embedding
the scale, the consequence, invariably,

being a leaky valve.

The construction of the valve here
illustrated removes some of these ob-

jectionable features; practically speaking
there is no seat to the valve, as this

consists of a piston sliding in a cylinder

bored out to be a steam-tight fit for

the plunger. The port through the

valve at the time of closing. The close-

plunger and the corners are left sharp
to break any scale that may be in the
valve at the time of closing. The close
fitting piston prevents the steam or
water- from reaching the valve stem.
Piston could be fitted with rings, if de-
sired.

REPAIRING A DIPPER
By J. E. M.

A one quart dipper used in our de-
partment one day shed its handle. A
new one was supposed to be sent for by

MAY we be ever delivered from
the practical joker in the power
ilant. His proper name is Fool,

and his right place, a home for the
mentally afflicted. Any man addicted
to practical joking and allowing freedom
to its call, should be driven from the
power station as soon as the discovery
is made. This does not refer to the
"josser" or "jollier." A good-natured
spoken joke or jolly is ' often a place
promoter; for instance, if some man is

somewhat slow in his movements when
speed is wanted, it is generally possi-
ble to get him to hustle up by the pro-
per application of a good-natured jolly;
when, if a grouchy or curt order is

given to speed up, it is quite possible
the speed will increase, perhaps under
a silent protest, with, perhaps, a mental
determination to get back at the order
giver sometime, somehow. I am not
writing this article with no knowledge
of the subject. I have had thirty years'
experience in handling power plant em-
ployees. Many practical jokes are meant
to be harmless, but they often work out
the reverse way to that intended.

I remember seeing a man sittin<r in

a chair tilted back against the wall in

an engine room; a joker threw a burned-
out 200 watt lamp which burst with a

loud report under the chair, startling
the sitter, causing him to uoset the
chair. His head hit the tile floor so
hard that several weeks elapsed before
he could resume his duties.

Another time at the General Electric

Company's works in Canada a man was
on a ladder; he was oiling shaft bear-
ings, the top of the ladder being hooked
over the shaft. A fellow worker thought
it would be a joke to start the motor
which operated the shaft, while the

oiler was there. Just as the motor
started the oiler placed his hand and
arm through an iron pulley to reach an
oil hole on the opposite side without
moving the ladder. Result: a badly
broken arm. In this case the man was
not thrown from the ladder, the Lord
only knows why, but he descended him-
self. I was at the bottom of the ladder,

and to this day I am certain I heard the

bone crack.

A workman connected wires to the two
iron pulls on his tool drawer in such a

the next messenger, but meantime a
workman needed the dipper. Going to
a box of the bifurcated rivets sold for
mending harness, and also seen some-
times in narrow leather belts, he selected
three to suit him, and with a hammer
and sharp punch, soon had suitable holes
through handle and dipper and had these
rivets through and clinched. He made so
good a job of it that the leakage was
not noticeable unless watched for, and
the dipper has since lasted as long as
most of the new dippers last before los-

ing the handle.

way that anyone placing his hands on
them would receive a severe electric

charge. The manager came along ana,
standing with his back to the bench,
placed his hands behind him and they
came in contact with the drawer pulls.

The shock he received knocked him in-

sensible, and he was in danger of los-

ing his life. Of course, the would-be
joker was discharged and it was a close

call to having to face a charge of man-
slaughter. It is an old joke and a

mighty dangerous one to connect iron

sinks in such a way that the user stands
on a terminal and when he uses the fix-

ture he receives a shock through the
running water. While a fireman was
taking a drink of water from the end of
a hose line, the water being closed down
so that only a thin stream was run-
ning; the joker came along and threw
the water valve wide open; the fireman
was thrown again^ the hot furnace
doors and received several nasty burns.

One joker loosened the set-screw hold-

ing a bushing on a governor pin on a

steam engine direct connected to a D. C.

generator; this made the engine pound
and caused the lights to flicker very
much; the engineer had to close down the

engine, and it required some time to

locate the trouble. This caused consid-

erable annoyance to the manager by
complaints from the light users, and the

engineer got a call down for careless-

ness. Fortunately the joker had told

several employees what he had done, so

he "got his.""

One day a new helper was taken on,

a big husky fellow. One of the repair

men thought it would be a joke to ttll

him to remove the bonnet from a two-

inch valve while the pressure was on the

pipe, it being cold water. The helper

had a o6-inch trimo wrench and started

to pull the wrong way; the joker did not

attempt to put him right, he only

laughed and told him to put more power
to his pull; the husky helper did so to

such good effect that he twisted the top

of the bonnet from its screw. This

ruined a perfectly good 2-inch valve. In-

cidentally the break was so unexpected

and there being a high pressure on the

pipe, both the joker and the jokee got

a wetting.

And so it might go on. There have

been jokes perpetrated in plants, meant

THE PRACTICAL JOKER IS A
NUISANCE AND A SOURCE OF DANGER
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to be harmless, which have been directly

opposite. No doubt lives have been lost

and also much property lost througrh so-

called jokes which have miscarried, and
the guilty man never found out. Per-
haps some perfectly innocent person had
to take the blame. I remember a case
where a joker, at night, removed one
gallon of water from a five-gallon drink-

ing water cooler in a factory, and re-

placed it \sith a gallon of grain alcohol;

the result was that a number of the men
got drunk on the job and were dis-

charged; they also lost their name as

reliable workers. Of course, they need

not hr. ve dmnk the mixture unless they

wanted to; it seems to me that the so-

called joker must have had some such

idea of an ending in mind. The man-
agement offered a reward of $50 for the

name of the joker; although he was
known to several, no one exposed him.

In this case justice miscarried, for he

held his job, while his victims lost

theirs.

Therefore, watch for him and when
he is found in a power plant, "Scotch"

him. He cannot be reformed, the dis-

ease is incurable, until the joker comes
near his own death, or comes near kill-

ing someone else. Therefore, if you will

not "fire" him, pretty near kill him at

the first discovery.

JOHN PORT.

FEEDING BOILER COMPOUND
By R. MACLAREN.

In feeding boiler compound it is well

to know when sufficient is being given.

My method is as follows: — A testing

mixture is prepared by stirring into a

gallon of half alcohol and half water
one ounce of phenolphthaleine.
The latter may be obtained from a

druggist, and if you will read the police

court columns of the newspapers you
will probably find out where to obtain
the alcohol.

A sample of water is drawn from the
boiler.

If it is drawn from the try cocks care
must be taken to see that enough it

blown out of the column so that the
sample will be from inside the boiler.

A few drops of the testing mixture are
dropped into the sample.

If sufficient compound is used the
water will turn red.

As too much compound will make a
boiler foam, it is worth while knowing
the condition of the water.

One of my boilers once had an exceed-
ingly bad attack of foaming.

The test showed only the proper
amount of compound.

Investigation of the boiler disclosed
the fact that the furnace gases were
short circuiting- through a hole just be-
low the lower water column connection,
and causing the water in the column to

boil. As it might be difficult for some
to get half a gallon of alcohol, a few
ounces of the mixture in the ratio given
w^ill do as well.

Some Paragraphs

About Steam and

Boiler Operation
Coal shortages drew attention to a

great many leaks that were turned into

economies and raised the general aver-
age of the amount of water evaporated
per pound of coal, which is the real

function of every well-run boiler. Some
facts on steam, evaporation, and con-
densation follow. Not only have the
men in charge of boilers and engines
learned more about these very facts,

but those who are only indirectly con-
cerned have evinced an interest in a

most important subject.
* * *

One cubic inch of water evaporated
at atmospheric pressure (15 lbs.) be-

comes one cubic foot of steam, approxi-
mately.

* *

Boilers that are well designed and
carefully operated will evaporate from
7 to 10 lbs. of water for every pound
of coal burned—poor qualities of coal

will reduce this amount considerably.
* * *

Every square foot of heating surface

in a boiler is sufficient to evaporate two
lbs. of water. This is the average basis

of calculation and may vary with the

operation. In figuring the size of boiler

for a given engine whose consumption
of water per horse power per hour is

known, the boiler should have V2 sq. ft.

of heating surface for each lb. of water
consumed per H P. per hour.

» * *

Wood has been burned largely during
the past two years: its comparative

value may be stated by saying that 9

lbs. of dry wood is equivalent to 4 lbs.

of good steam coal.
* * *

The consumption of coal for a boiler

may be roughly figured by knowing that

on every square foot of grate surface

there can be burned an average of 18 to

20 lbs. of soft coal or 10 to 12 lbs. of

hard coal per hour with ordinary stack

draft.
* * *

Engines are said to consume so many
pounds of water per hour as stated

above—really they consume the steam
that is evaporated from the water, but

as it is water (not steam) that is bought
for a boiler, this form of statement is

usual. Different types of engines

consume from 12 to 52 lbs. of water per

H.P. per hour, and from 1% to 7 lbs.

of coal.

The first cost of' condensing engines

and outfit is, of cooirse, greater than for

simple non-condensing engines, but the

economies of operation make up for this

cost in a short period. A good con-

denser will save approximately 1-5 of

the fuel to be consumed, or it will in-

crease the power of the engine 1-5 for

the same amount of fuel used.

Condensing engines require, on the

average, twenty-five times the amount
of water for condensing purposes that

is needed for boiler feed; this, of course,

is not consumed as is the feed water.
For the average engine from 1 to 1^4
gallons of water per minute per H.P. is

needed for condensing.
* * *

Surface condensers for compound en-

gines require approximately two square
feet of cooling surface per H.P. Surface
condensers for simple engines require

more surface per H.P., the amount vary-
ing A"'ith the economy in use of steam.

A good condenser and a good air

nump should show 25 inches of vacuum.
This will make available 10 to 11 lbs.

more mean effective pressure (M.E.P.)
with the same terminal pressure, or
stated another way, it will give the sanje

mean effective pressure with a corre-

spondingly less terminal pressure.

To get results and economy with con-

densers it is always necessary to set the

air pump lower than the condenser.

CHIMNEYS AND STACKS
Chimneys and stacks should have a

capacity considerably in excess of the

normal needs of the plant, in order to

provide for temporary overloads and for

future increases in the number of boilers.

Brick or sheet steel may be used in their

construction, the choice being governed

mainly by the relative cost of construc-

tion and maintenance, and often by loca-

tion and architectural considerations.

Brick chimneys, when properly designed

and constructed, are quite permanent
and need but little repairing. They
should have an inner lining, entirely

separate from the outer portion, and pre-

ferably extendinp' to the very top or

nearly so. This lining is made thinner

than the outer wail, because it does not

haTe to resist wind pressure. It serves

to protect the outer wall from the heat,

thus preventing the formation of cracks

from uneven expansion and from the

chilling action of rain. The lining should

be made of fire-brick, to its entire

height: and it should preferably be lai*

up with fire-clay. Brick chimneys, like

brick settings, often leak air sufficiently

to damage the draft to an appreciable

extent. The same possibility should be

considered in connection with steel stacks

also, and their joints shoiild be calked

at all points, in order to keep the leak-

age down as much as practicable. This

precaution is often neglected, and the

efficiency of the stack is correspondingly

reduced. Leaks in or around the smoke
flue should be promptly detected and

stopped, and special attention should be

given to the points at which this flue

enters the chimney or stack. Steel stacks

are often made without any lining of

brick, but such a lining is to be strongly

recommended, because it tends to pre-

vent corrosion of the stack on the inside,

and it also reduces the radiation front

the stack and in this manner improves

the draft.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
A Record of Prices Current on Raw, Semi - finished, and Finished Materials

i

Entering Into the Maaufacture and Operation o{ Power Plant Equipment

BOILER TUBES

Size
1 it

1% 11

IVo ii

1.% "
2 ii

2% ii

2Vn ii

3 ii

3% ii

31/2 ii

4 ii

Seam- Lap-
less welded
$28 00 $
32 00
35 00 28 00
35 00 28 00
40 00 28 00
43 00 30 00
45 00 35 00
52 00 40 00

47 00
62 00 48 00
70 00 GO 00

Prices per 100 feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

PLATES
Montreal Toronto

Plates, V4 to ',i> S5 50 $4 50
Tdnk plates, 3-16 in.. 5 75 4 !)0

WBOUGHT PIPE
Effective Jan. 7, 1918.
Standard Buttweld.

Size.

Va in.

% ill.

% in.

V2 in.

% in.

1 , in>

1V4 in.

1% in.

2 ,1 in.

2^ in.

3 ' in.

3V2 in.

4 in.

2 in.

2^ in.

3 ii).

3% in.

4 in.

4% in
5 in.
6- in.

7 , in.

8L
8 in

9:: in,

lOL in

10 in

in.

Black Galvanized
Per 100 feet

$ 6 00 $ S 00
4 68 6 81
4 68 6 81
6 21 7 78
7 82 9 95

11 36 14 71
15 64 19 90
18 70 23 76
25 16 32 01
40 37 51 19

52 79 66 94
67 16 84 18
79 57 99 74

Lapweld

38 81 35 31
42 12 o2 36
.5.5 08 68 47
69 00 86 94
SI 75 108 00
93 00 118 00

108 00 137 00
140 00 178 00
183. 00 232 00
193 00 244 00
222 00 281 00
266 00 366 00
246 00 312 00
317 00 402 00

Prices—Ontario, Quebec
Maritime ProTinces

and

WROUGHT NIPPLES
4* and under. 45%.

: iVi" and larsrer. 40%.
4* and under, running thread,

«6%.
Standard couplinES, 4* and no-

der. SS%.
4>4' and larger, 15%.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS
Malleable DttinKs, class A, 20%

on list; class B and C, net list.

Cast iron flttintrs, 25% olT list.

Malleable bashings. 26 and 7%%

;

oast bnriiinffs, 26% ; unions, 46% ;

vluss, 20% off list. Net prices mal-
leable flttlnsrs : Class B black, t*\t,e
lb.; Class C black, 15%e lb.; gal'
anised. Class B, S4c lb. ; Class C,
t*Me lb. F.O.B. Toronto.

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING.
At mill list plus 40%
At warehonee list plus 60%
DbcmiBta off mtw fiat. Warehouss

price at Montreal and Toronto.

TmnHED IRON AND STEEL
iPar lb. to Larse Buyers Cents

Iron bars, base, Toronto ... $4 75
Steel bars, ^lase, Toronto ... 5 00
Steal ban. t* to 4* base... 6 00
Iron bars, base. Montreal . . 4 55
Steel bars, base, Montreal.. 5 O.'i

ll<Hn forcing; bars, base 4 50
Small shaiiaa i TS

SHEETS
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, Black, No. 28.$ 6 25 $
Sheets, Black, No. 10. 5 25

Canada plates, dull, 52
sheets 8 50

Canada plates, all

bright 8 50

Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized
Queen's Head, 28
B.W.G

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.G.
Gorbar's Best, No. 28.
Colbome Crown, No.

28
Premier, No. 28 U.S
Premier, 10% oz

6 25
5 25

8 00

9 00

85
50

PROOF COIL CHAIN
B

Vi in. $14 35
6- 16 in 13 85

% in 13 50
7-16 in 12 90

% in 13 20
9-16 in 12 70

% in 12 50

%: in 12 40
% in 12 90
1 in 12 65
Extra for B.B. Chain 1 20
Extra for B.B.B. Chain 1 80

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

% in.. $13 00
S-16 in 12 50
V* in 11 76
.'j-16 in 11 40
% in 11 00
7-16 in 10 60
"4 in. ; 10 40
% in 10 00
% in 9 90

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS
Per

Great Western, American . . .

.

Kearney & Foot. Arcade
J. Barton Smith, Ei^le
McClelland, Globe
Whitman ft Barnes
Black Diamond
Delta Files
Nicholson
GTo-b*

Vulcan
Disston
P.H. and Imperial

Cent.
60
60
60
60
60
87^
87%

60
60
80
60

OILS AND COMPOUNDS
riastor oil, per lb
Royalite. per gal., bulk 19Vi
Palacine 22%
Machine oil, per Kal 26%
Black oil, per grsi 15
Cylinder oil. Capital 49%
Cylinder oil. Acme S9%
Standard cutting compound,
per lb 06

Lard oil. per gal 2 60
Union thread cutting oil anti-

septic . . . , RS
Acme cutting oil. antiseptic 37%
Tmnerial quenching oil S9%
Petroleum fuel oil 10%

BELTING—No. 1 OAK TANNED.
Extra heavy, single a'nd double 30%
Standard 40%
Cut leather lacing. No. 1 SI 96
Leather in sides I 76

COAL AND COKE.
Soh'ay Foundry Coke
Connelsville Foundry Coke. .

.

Steam Lump Coal
Best Slaek

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto.

BOLTS. NUTS AND SCREWS
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 25
Stove bolts 66
Plate washers list plus 20
Machine bolts. 7-16 and over net
Machine bolts. % and less... 10
Blank bolts net
Bolt ends net
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., steel

Machine screws, o. and fil. bd.,

steel

Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., brass add
Machine screws, o. and fll. hd.,

brass add
Nuts, square blank add $1 50
Nuts, square, tapped add 1 75
Nuts, hex. blank add
Nuts, hex. tapped add
Copper rivets and burrs, list

plus
Burrs only list plus
Iron rivets and burrs 15

Boiler rivets, base %" and
larger $8 50

Structural rivets, as above. . 8 40
Wood screws, flat, bright. . 72%
Wood screws, O. & R.. bright 67%
Wood screws, flat, brass
Wood screws, O. & R., brass
Wood screws, flat, bronze..
Wood screws, O. & R., bronze

27%

10

20

25

1 75

2 00

30
50

37%
32%
27%
25

MISCELLANEOUS.
Solder, str.ctly 35
Solder, guara'nteed 40
Babbitt metals 18 to 70
Soldering coppers. 3 to 6 lbs. 58
Putty, 100-lb. drums 5 20

White lead, pure, cwt 16 20
Red dry lead, lOO-lb kegs,

per ewt 15 50
Glue, English 35
Gasoline, per gal., bulk ... 33
Benzine, per gal., bulk 80%
Pure turpentine, single bbls.,

gal
Linseed oil. raw, single bbls.

Linseed oil, boiled, single
bbls

Lead wool, per lb. 16
Plumbers' oakum, per ewt. 9 00
Sandpaper. B. ft A.... list plus 20
Emery Cloth ..list plus 20
Sal Soda 03%
Sulphur, rolls 06
Sulphur, commercial 04%
Rosin "D," per lb OS
Rosin "G," per lb 03%
Borax crystal and granula. 14

Wood alcohol, per gallon... 1 80
Whiting, plain, per 100 lbs.. 2 20

1 03

1 95

1 98

COPPER PRODUCTS
Montreal Toronto

Bars, to 2 in. ..$42 50 $43 00
Plain sheets, base 16

oz. and heavier . . 46 00 44 00
Copper sheet, tinned,

14x60 in., 14 oz. .. 48 00 48 00
Copper sheet, plan-

ished, base 16 ox.

and heavier . . . . 46 00 45 00
Braziers' in. sheets,
6x4 base 45 00 44 00

Tubing T.P.S., base
% in. up to 8 in. 60 00 60 00
Above prices are full sheets and

bars. Cut sheets and bars are 6e

per lb. higher.

BRASS PRODUCTS.
Brass rods, base %' to 1* rd..$0 48

Sheets 24 oz. and heavier base 48
Brass tubing, seamless 66
Tubing, I.P.S., 1" base 55

POLISHED DRILL ROD.
Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto Net

WASTE
White. CenU per lb.

XXX Extra 19%
Peerless 19
Grand 18
Superior 18
X L C R 17
Atlas 17
X Empire 1514
Ideal 16

"

X press 14

Colored.

Lion 16
Standard 18%
No. 1 18%
Popular 12
Keen 10%

Wool Packing

Arrow 26
Axle 20
Anvil 16

Anchor 11

Washed Wipers

Select White 11

Mixed colored 10
Dark colored 09

This list subject to trade dio-

cennt for quantity

MILLED PRODUCTS
Per Cent

Set screws 26
Sq. ft Hex., Head Cap Screws 20
Rd. ft Fil Head Cap Screws Net
Flat A But. Hd. Cap Screws

plus Net
Fin. ft Semi-fln. nuts up to

1 in 26
Fin. and semi-fln. nuts, over

1 in., up to 1% in 20
Fin. and semi-fln. nuts, over
1% in., up to 2 in., list plus 10

Studs 20
Taper pins 40
Coupling bolts, pins 10
Planer head bolts, without

flilets list plus 10

Planer head bolU, with fltlet

list plus 10 and 10

Planer head bolt nuts, same
as finished nuts.

Planer bolt washers . . ; net
Hollow set screws.. list plus SO
Collar screws. . .list plus SO, 10
Thumb screws 10
Thumb nuts 46
Patch bolts add 40, 10

Cold pressed nuts to 1% in.

add $4 to

Cold pressed nuts over 1%
in add $7 00

METALS
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper .

.

. . $19 00 $20 00

Electro copper . IS 50 19 00

Castings,, copper ...17 25 19 00

Tin 60 00 58 00
Spelter ... 9 00 8 60

6 75 7 50
8 00 8 60

-\luminum .... ... 35 00 40 00
Prices per 100 lbs..

ROPES AND PACKING
Packirg. square braided ...$0 S8

Packing, No. 1 Italian • 44

Packing. No. 2 Italian S6

Pure Manila rope 87

Transmission rope, Manila.. 43

Drilling cables, Manila .... 89

RUBBER BELTING
Standard 10%
Best grades 18%

LEAD SHEETS Montreal Toronto

Sheets. 8 lU. SQ. ft.

lb $12 00 tlS U
Sheets. 8% lbs 12 00 18 U
Sheets, 4 to 6 Ibe... IS 00 It 10

Cot sheets. %t per lb. eztr*.

Cuts sheets to sisa. Is 9«r lb.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Steam Engines, By E. M. Shealy, the

McGraw Hill Book Co.—This book on
steam engines was written as a text book
for correspondence students in the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin. It is the third of
a series of three text books designed for
those students who are pursuing a gen-
eral course in steam engineering, the
other two being "Steam Boilers" and
"Heat." The fundamental principles
underlying the cperation of the steam
engine are taught in as simple and non-
mathematical a manner as possible.

Enough of the practical features of
steam engine operation has been given
to illustrate the principles involved; that
part of the course dealing with valve
gears has been made more complete
than other sections because it- has been
found that operating engineers usually
do not understand the valve gear mech-
anism of their engines as well as they
do other parts.

Contents: Principles of the steam en-
gine, Corliss and other engines, parts
of the steam engine, heat work and
pressure, properties of steam, indicat-

ors, indicated and brake horsepower, ac-

tion of steam in the cylinder, steam en-
gine testing, the slide valve, the valve
diagram, valve setting, shifting eccentric
and the Meyer valve, reversing mechan-
isms, Corliss valve gears, governors,
compound engines, condensing appar-
atus, lubrication, steam turbines.

For the engineer who wishes to ob-
tain a reference work or for the student
wishing information on the principles
and operation of the steam engine this
work should prove quite "welcome!

The Practical Telephone Handbook, by
J. Poole. 7s. 6d., Sir Isaac Pitman and
Sons, Ltd., Amen Comer, London.—The
present edition of this work has been
completely revised and largely rewritten
with the incorporation of much ad-
ditional material relating to the later

developments in telephone engineering.
The contents have been brought in line

with the British Post Office practice.
The various subjects dealt with embrace
the whole field of telephone engineering
and the automatic telephone exchange
is described in detail, great advances
having been made in its use, particularly
in Eneland and on the Continent. This
work is intended as a handbook for those
having to do with the operation of tele-

phones, exchanges, line construction, etc..

and the subject matter has been prepared
with this end in view.

The various types of telephone sys-
tems adapted to various uses including
the now almost universally adopted cen-
tral energy system are described in de-
tail, together with much descriptive mat-
ter regarding the apparatus itself. The
modem exchange, multiple switchboards,
junction line working, trunk line work-
ing, party line working, and other sys-

tems are dealt with. The supply of

power for the operation of the central

energy plant is taken up in a chapter
which deals with the apparatus used and
Its arrangement for the continuous sup-
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ply of power. Pole line and underground
construction are thoroughly dealt with.

One of the more recent devices which
have made long distance telephony pos-
sible is the system of Pupin loading coils,

which enable the inductive characteris-

tics of the circuits to overcome capacity
effects. Transmission line calculations

are given in the section devoted to this

phase of operation. Multiplex telephony
and the use of phantom circuits are dealt

with together with the use of submarine
cables. As the subject of telephony
needs for its elucidation at least an ele-

mentary knowledge of electrical science,

and in order that the book maj; be of ser-

vice to the general public, the author has
considered it advisable to define the var-

ious electrical terms which will be met
with in the descriptive matter, and to

give a short sketch of the science. Tele-

phone employees, for whom the book is

chiefly intended, should find it of value

and of interest from the standpoint of

European practice as well.

A Handbook of Physics Measurements,
in two volumes, by Ervin S. Terry,

John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York,

and the Renouf Publishing Co.. ^lont-

real. Price $2.00 per volume.

The aim of these works is to furnish

the student of pure or applied science

with a self-contained manual of the

theory and manipulation of those mea-
surements in physics which bear most
directly on his subsequent work in other

departments of study and upon his fu-

ture professional career. While pri-

marily intended for the student in the

universities, the text has a wider ap-

plication and will prove of value to

those in engineering pursuits who have

occasion to use the principles of general

physics in their application to optics,

heat, harmonic motion, sound and elec-

tricity and magnetism. A useful por-

tion of the first volume treats of the

general principles underlying physics

measurements and the theory of

errors, required accuracy of measure-

ments, approximate formula and

the graphical representation of results

are dealt with. The properties of mat-

ter are dealt with in the following chap-

ter, together with the measurements
employed. The remainder of the first

volume is devoted to ootics and to a set

of physical tables. The second volume

gives those measurements of quantities

in vibratory motion, sound, heat, elec-

tricity, and magnetism, which experience

has shown to be most available for col-

lege and industrial laboratories. Much
consideration has been given to the par-

ticular determinations now demanded
by science and industry. In addition to

the standard experiments in heat, the

mechanical engineer will be especially

interested in the methods given for the

determination of the economy effected

by steam pipe coverings, the thermal

value of coal and the thermal value of

gas.

All the physics determinations in elec-

tricity and magnetism ordinarily made
by students in electrical engineering are

' 45

described in detail and in addition con-

siderable space has been devoted to work
on damped vibration and harmonic wave
analysis. This work is of importance
in the study of alternating current

phenomena. As in the first volume each
chapter consists of two parts. The first

includes definitions, a description of the

apparatus, the general theory of the

methods and the derivation of the equa-
tions used in the determination of the

quantities considered in the chapter. In

the second part of the chapter each de-

termination is described in detail with
respect to the theory and manipulation
of the experiment, and the computation
of the result.

MECHANIC'S AND DRAUGHTSMAN'S
POCKET BOOK

Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd., Lon-
don, have published a pocket handbook
of the above title for use of draughts-
men, mechanics and others, who have
frequent need of some reference work
for the recalling of formulae, etc., used
in every-day work. W. E. Dommett, the

author, in his preface states that the

work, notes and diagrams are not in-

tended to replace text-books, but to act

as a means for refreshing the memory
in cases where the latter has become
imperfect. Mathematical tables are

given in compact form and include

squares and cubes of numbers, square

and cube root, temperature conversion

tables, areas and circumferences of cir-

cles, trigonometrical functions, tapers

and angles and logarithms.

The above tables are those usually

found in works of this type, and in ad-

dition to these sonie extremely useful

tables are gjven, which are -'seldom seen.

These have to do with the coefficient of

'

friction of various materials, revolutions

of wheels or disc.^ per minutp, arid the

centrifugal force exerted by a rotating

mass of one pound, ^t various speeds,

etc.

Wire gauge tables, specific gravity and
other weight tables, thread tables and
other tables dealing with the properties

of materials are included.

The sections dealing with trigonome-

try mechanics, statics and logarithms,

together with that on mensuration, are

of particular value, and while the book
is of 125 pages, much information of

real value has been condensed into a

small space and the book should prove

a welcome addition to the reference

library of those who have occasion to

use material of this nature.

WATCHING FUEL WASTES
Sometimes the managing head of a

manufacturing concern is not alive to

the needs of the power plant because he

does not understand the dollars-and-

cents possibilities that it offers. When
the engineer cannot get what he knows
the plant needs, he loses interest in the

welfare of the department of which he

is in charge. One rather extreme case

of this came to the attention of a sales-

man for a house that manufactures
power plant supplies.
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An OTerIo«d is often a necessity. But
It is hard on an engine. To Bucoess-
luUy canr an overload so that there
will be no after effects on the engine
a very careful selection of your oil
should be made. An oil that is not
free from impurities will cause a greater
wearing on the bearings, a great fric-
tion loss wUl occur. You will need
to Are Uie boiler more often because
the engine will be harder to run. In
this manner you lose out. You work
harder, have larger operatine costs, and
leas power all l>ecause of your ofl. Do
as a great man; Canadian engineers
have done — give Kellogg'* "NonOor-
rosive Cylinder Oil" a trial. Abso-
lutely pure. Write ua regarding it

E. H. KELLOGG & CO.,
N«wYork. U.S.A.

American Manufacturer

Wants Representation

in Canada

Our proposition should interest

an established machinery supply
house now calling on steam- power
plants in Canada. For particulars,

write Box 161, Power House.

(H) PH.

"See our chief engineer about the
matter," said the general manager to

the salesman. "We leave all matters of

fuel economy to him."
"Leaves all such matters to me, does

he?" said the engineer when the sales-

man called on him. "If he only did
leave them to me there would be some-
thing doing. Last week I went to the

office with a requisition for a feed
water thermometer. I was turned
down. He said we must 'economize.' I

told him that was what I wanted to do

and why I wanted the thermometer. 1

tried to explain that every 10 degrees
added to the temperature of the feed

water meant a saving of 1 per cent, in

fuel.

"What do you think he said to me?
He asked me if the thermometer would
make the feed water any hotter!

"I told him that I could not heat water-

with a thermometer, but that the par-

ticular thermometer I wanted would tell

me where I was 'at'—which was more
than I knew at present. Did I get that

WANT COMPETENT ENGINEER TO
LOOK AFTER SCHOOL BOILER PLANTS

u'TpHAT there should be greater effi-

ciency and safety from proper in-

spection of the boilers in the Toronto
schools is the contention of many of
those who have been following the case
for some time. In the schools of To-
ronto there is consumed about 20,000
lens of coal per year, and the contention
it: that by proper inspection there could
be a very material saving. In fact one
of the trustees who is going into the
matter very thoroughly makes the state-

iiient that it would be possible to pay
53,000 per year to an engineer to act for
the board and then show a saving of

$7,000 per annum, as well as having a

greater margin of safety in the operation
of the plants. The Toronto branch of

ihe C.A.S.E. have taken the matter up
and have assured Trustee Bell that he
will have their sympathy and support in

the matter.

The case, as stated to POWER
HOUSE by one of the Toronto
engineers, is as follows: At present,

tiiose in charge of the plants have no-

thing in the examinations they have to

pass to show for efficiency, that is, pro-

per combustion and general economy in

the boiler room. The caretakers in mosL
cases are paid so much per room for

cleaning, etc., but in most cases they

have to engage a fireman or engineer
to run their heating plant during the

winter months as they have no time to

look after it themselves. Of course they
are out to engage a man for as little as

they can get him. In case the plant runs

i:nder 20 pounds pressure or is under 50

horsepower, any person can be taken on

without papers, but above that size

papers are required for the man who
fires the boilers. The engineers contend
that there should be a competent en-
gineer to superintend these plants. The
I'apers that are set at present have some
twenty-foar questions, and they cover
only the rudiments of boiler and plant

operation. In regard to the attitude of

the C.A.S.E. in the matter, one of the

officials of this organization stated:

"We have no axe to grind in the mat-
ter. We are interested because the mat-
ter comes directly into our field and be-

cause many of us are ratepayers with

children attending school. The matter
was discussed at one of our meetings
and we decided that we would back up
Irustee Bell because we felt that he is

right in this matter. We would urge
the appointment, and ask simply that it

should be made on the merits of the case

and entirely removed from any political

or ulterior influence. It would also be

well to have such an inspector of boiler

plants acting separately from any other

official, and he should be allowed to

make his report directly to the Board of

Education."

London.—The Canadian Government
has signed agreements with Greece and'

Belgium, advancing $25,000,000 to each

country for the purchase of Canadian

goods. It is expected an agreement

with France will be signed shortly.

Agreements with Serbia, Poland and

Bohemia cannot be negotiated until the

Peace Conference defines boundaries of

these countries and guarantees stable

Governments.

DARLING BROTHERS, LIMITED
Engintert, Manufacturer t and Founder*

120 Prince Street, MONTREAL, P.Q.

Pumps for any Service—Steam Appliances—
Freight Elevators—Webster Vacuum Heating
System.

MOIM CRIEFF'S "UNIFIC"WATER oauoe: olasses
Stand in • CUss by ThamaelTes for Qualitr. EfficUacr *md Ecoao

A trial will convinc* yo«. Writ* for C«l«lM

W. J. WALL, 134-136 BLEURY ST.,
(Caoadiaa Rapraaantativa)

MONTREAL I

We Want a

Mechanical Engineer

With Sales Experience

—a man who can give his entire

time to selling a widely advertised

power house device. An intelligent,

convincing talker, a man not afraid

of work, a man who expects good

pay for good work, is the man we
want. We will respect your con-

fidence. In the first instance, write

fully to Box 160, Power House.

(E) r.H
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Pocsyour belt slip this

mucb eaci}

revolution ? j

Do you know how much your belt slips?

Have you ever tried to find out? Belt slip

is a thing that every belt man should know
all about.

Perhaps your present belt slip is a seri-

ous matter but you don't know it, because
you have never studied your belt.

Listening and looking at a belt are not
enough. Actual MEASUREMENTS AND
COMPUTATIONS should be made.

Perhaps your belts are too tight. Tight-
ness does not necessarily stop belt slip. By
treatment with Cling-Surface and increas-
ing the arcs of contact slip can usually be
entirely eliminated.

CLING-SURFACE—
What It Is and What
We Will Do For You

Let us diagnose your belt troubles. At
least let us help you. Tell us the exact
diameter of your driven and driving pul-

leys in inches; the thickness of your belt,

inches; the revolutions per hour of your
driven and driving pulleys; the width of
belt, inches, and distance between shafts,

feet. Give us ACCURATE information.
We will compute your belt slip and tell you
if Cling-Surface will improve matters.

Cling-Surface is a sensible, logical, engineering
treatment. It is not sticky. It BENEFITS the belt.

Lengthens life. Waterproof. Makes the belt pliable.

Enforces intimate contact.

The'sooner you write to us the better, for as soon as
Cling-Surface is applied, coal, labor, time and money
begin to be saved.

Cling-Surface Co.
1057 Niagara St. - BUFFALO, N.Y.

Send orders to above addtess and delt'-uery

luill be made fiom To t onto or Montreal
stock. b.O.B. those points duty patd

Operation

In closing
valve, shoulder
"S" on plunger
"V" engages
the loose fol-

lower gland
"F," compres-
sing packing
"P" above and
below the port,
making an ab-
solutely tight
valve.

Where Electric

Power is Made
Municipal lighting com-
panies take no chances

when buying equipment.
As current must be sup-

plied uninterruptedly,

every precaution is taken
against shut-downs.

Take corporations such as

Montreal Light, Heat & Power
Co., using 24.

Cleveland Elec. Ill'g. Co., using
178.

Edison Elec. lU'g. Co., Brook-
lyn, using 100.

Potomac Elec. Lgt. & Pr. Co-
Washington, D.C.. using 24.

Duquesns Lgt. Co., Pittsburgh,

using 34.

Omaha Elec. Lgt. & Pr. Co.,

using 97.

Worcester Elec. Lgt. Co., Wor-
cester, Mass., using 36.

Each has its boilers

equipped with from 24

to 178 YARWAY (form-

erly Simplex) "Seatless"

Blow-oflf Valves—a choice

that in effect, becomes a

recommendation of the

very highest character.

In the YARWAY (form-

erly Simplex) there are

no _seats or discs to cut,

clog or grind down.
There are no pockets to

gather sediment—no ob-

structions of any kind.

The port is free and wide
open. Packing is pro-

tected and will last for.

years.
Other good points may
be learned bv trying a

YARWAY for 60 days.

It may be returned if not
satisfactory.

Write for one to-day,

stating size of line and
whether screw or flange,

angle or straightway.

Yarnall-Waring Co.
7604-20 Quein Street

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia. Pa.
'

Canadian Representatives

A. McLELLAN
301 Read Bldg., Montreal
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MORSEWDRIVES
Hendey Shaper The Hendcy Machine Co. Torrington, Conn.

These Drives Will Earn You Money and Assure Your Output
Have always increased production and met every demand of the machine
tool trade. The most durable, longest life Power Drive known. Flexible as

a belt, positive as gears, high speed, oil baths not required, less depreciation,

less maintenance.
Great Power and Strength, standing 100% overload,

Sizes from 1/4 H. P. to 5000 H. P.

When tools are not giving their output, call our nearest office

Secure our eitimate—write for free bulletins

Morse Chain Co. tewr'ttwU' Ithaca, N.Y.
MORSE ENGINEERING SERVICE ASSISTANCE WITHOUT OBLIGATION

BOSTON, MASS 141 MUk Street Address Nearest Office ATLANTA, GA Ear) r. Scott. M. E., 702 Candler Bldg.
CHICAGO, ILL Merchants Loan and Trust Bids CANADA Jones <i Olassco. Regis'd
CLEVELAND, OHIO Engineers Bldg, MONTREAL St. Nicholas Bldg , Toronto, Bank of Hamilton Bldg.
DETROIT, MICH 1003 Woodward Avenue KANSAS CITY. MO. Morse Engineering Co . R. A Long Bldg.
GREENSBORO. N. C 805 Asllboro Street — MINNEAPOLIS. MINN. 4 13 3rd St . Strong-Scott Mfg Co.
NEW YORK CITY SO Chutcb Street, Hudson Terminal Bldg. .^0^^^^^^ ^"^ LOUIS. MO Morse Engineering Co, Chemical Bldg.
PITTSBURGH. PA Westinghouse Bldg. ^^SSSa^B^ LICENSEES FOE EUROPE <l EASTERN HEMISPHERE
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL Mondanock Bldg. M^^^^^^tBik. '^'^^ Westingbouse Air Brake Co., Ltd . 82 Yorli Roail. London. N
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acklift
—your way to lower labor

costs and bigger profits

It can be done—that's why so many in the United States are using the

Jacklift and the platform system for handling heavy loads. And now the

Jacklift is being made in Canada for Canadian manufacturers who wish to

reduce their inside trucking costs.

The Jacklift and platform system in your plant means the easier handling

of loads, the quicker movement of materials, less labor, greater economy and

less possibility of accidents or damaged materials.

Four Vital Points of the

JACKLIFT
High Lift

A clear lift of 21/2 inches by
four easy strokes of the handle
operating an ordinary jack.

Easy Lift

Four times the handle move-
ment means a lifting ratio of 1

to 35. A girl or boy can easily
handle one of these machines
with heavy loads.

Angle Lift

The handle will operate at
any angle up to 90 degrees
either side as easily as straight

away. This is impossible with
any other truck.

Straight Lift

The Jacklift raises and low-
ers the load in a straight line

—

a great convenience, as every
other truck operator will tell

you.

These four vital points, not
contained in any other truck,

place the Jacklift in a class

away above all competition,
and yet the price is practically

the same as the other machine.

MADE IN CANADA

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company
Limited

Sole Canadian Sales Agents

St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Windsor, Winnipeg,
Saskatoon, Calgary, Vancouver, Victoria.
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It will

pay you

to send for

the booklet of

METLSKIN. It

describes the method

of feeding, the principle of

action, and other vital iiiforniaiion

Scale Prevention

By the logical principle of the
BOILER METAL TREAT-
MENT is easily obtainable.
Not only will METLSKIN
remove old scale, but it also
will prevent feed - water
solids from adhering to

boiler-metal.

A small daily dose, at
low cost, has solved the
scale-problem in a host
of plants in Canada, the
U.S., and abroad.

Why not familiarize your-
self with this method of

treatment? If your boilers
carry as little scale as 1 32 of

an inch METLSKIN will show
you an actual cash saving on fuel-

bills. Let us prove it.

CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE COMPANY, LIMITED
St. John
Windsor

Quebec
Winnipeg

Montreal
Saskatoon

Ottawa
Calgary

Hamilton
Vancouver

Toronto
Victoria

III
IMPORTANT THINGS

TO CONSIDER ABOUT
A SEPARATOR

I. THE PLAN—Is it sen-

sible, will it work, no
matter how large the

Separator oi how well

made?

II. THE SIZE—Is it big

enough regardless of

plan, will it hold a good
dose of water?

III. THE CONSTRUCTION
—Is it strong enough,
are flanges heavy, how
will it look by the side

of a nicely finished

engine? Send for cata-

log and note these

points in

Sweet's Separators

DIRECT SEPARATOR COMPANY
218 South Geddes St. SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Ganeral Sal«s Axent* :

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited

St. John, Montreal, Quebec, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton
Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Calgary, Vancouver, Victoria

Tu xeda
SWING JOINTS
Provide one of the
easiest ways to

save coal
Every pound of steam
that escapes through a
leaky connection repre-
sents a certain amount
of coal wasted. Do you
know that an average
leak will waste 3,400
pounds of steam a
month ? Investigate
your flexible steam con-
nections at once and
then investigate the
Tuzeda Swing Joint.

A Guaranteed Solution for Your Flexible

Connection Problems

Send for Bulletin *'A" to

FRANKLIN WILLIAMS, INC.
New York City

General Sale* Agent* : Canadian Pairbanka-Morae Ce., Ltd.



TTERE is pictured a

75 foot Gruton &
Knight Heart Brand
Belt in the plant of the

Model Mill Company,

Johnston City, Tenn. It

is 24 inches wide,

double-thick. It trans-

mits 241 Horse Power.

It has been in continu-

otis hard service for five

years. Its cost per

week has been $1.35, or

five mills per horse

power, per week.

Power and the Right Material
Leather is the right material

for behing. It is firm. It is

strong. It ha^ permanent pow-
er of e.xpansion ;^nd contrac-
tion. It is tough, but it yields
in the riglit degree, at the right
time. It is easily and repeated-
ly .-pliced or repaired. It

stands mauling by shifters.

Side-slapping won't fray it.

Kven after long u.«e it can be
cut into narrow belts and goes
on with its good work.

Leather stands alone as to

these characteristics. It is Na-
ture's contribution to power
transmission needs. No other
known substance is like it in

wearing qualities. And no
otlier belting material success-
fully replaces it.

There is no mystery about
the quality of the leather in

Oraton & Knight Standardized
K^eries Belts. It's in the tan-

ning—an
the ivork

operation based on
to be done. The

yearly output of our tannery
is nearly 300,000 hides. That
makes you sure of uniform
quality for any given specifica-

tion. For there is a wide scope
of selection from such a moun-
tain of leather.

Graton & Knight Standard-
ized Series Belts are made to

give the longest possible service
at the smallest possible cost.

Those who use them say that
they do.

Many of the best-belted
plants ask us to specify the belt-
ing for every drive. Try the
plan yourself. Then, when
buying, call for "Graton &
Knight Brand — or equal."
This won't commit you to buv-
ing our belts. It will put your
buying on the one basic con-
sideration — the work to be
done.

WriVe for new book about Standardized Leather Belling

THE GRATON & KNIGHT MFG. COMPANY, Worcester Mass.. U S A.
O.k Leather Tinner.. M.ker. of Leather Beltin?, Lace Leather. Packing., and Specialties

BRANCHES AND DISTRIBUTORS IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
Canadian Graton & Knight, Ltd.,^Montreal. Canadian Representatives: The
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., 'Ltd., St. John, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto
Hamilton. Quebec, Calgary, Saskatoon, Vancouver, Windsor. Winnipeg, Victoria
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U. S. S. " Faith," 5,500 Tons, San Francisco Shipbuilding Co.

ASBESTOS SHEET
|

In the nation's service |

Durabla is again proving its high j
quality. |

This is the S. S. "Faith," the first |
concrete ship built in America. |

Every joint is packed with Durabla. |
There was not a leak on her trial |

trip. I

Durabla Manufacturing Co' |
New York 1

Distributors for Canada S
The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. %

'lilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllll^^

1

r

p&c
CD

Prati

ESTOS PACICED ^H^^COCK^S
FEED WATER HEATERS HOT WATERGENERATORS

POWER PUMPS

PRATT &CADY COMPANY. INC
HARTPORD CONN.

Canadian Representatives:

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE COMPANY, LIMITED
Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Windsor, Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Calgary, Vancouver, Victoria
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AVOID TROUBLE
AND EXPENSE

by packing all the small valves with
TBAOE MARK

TALMETTCT
TWIST PACKING

as it has lasting qualities

unknown to other packings.
The quantity of packing in a

globe valve is small, but the
quality must be the best.

"Palmetto" Twist contains the graphite grease that keeps the
stem well lubricated, allowing the hand wheel to turn easily

at all times.

ANY SIZE VALVE CAN BE PACKED FROM ONE SPOOL
OF "PALMETTO" TWIST—BY UNSTRANDING.

Let us send you a sample spool to test—no charge.

GREENE, TWEED & CO.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS

109 DUANE STREET NEW YORK
Canadian Agents

:

irbanks-Morse Co.. Limited,
Quebec, Hamilton, Montreal
Vancouver, Victoria.

On one pound tin spools

in a dust-proof box.
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No Buckling
Split Tubes

Nor Leaky Heads
Because in this Alberger Heater expansion stresses are positively overcome by the use of a
divided tube head which takes care of the unequal elongation of the tubes in the various passes.

With this

ALBERGERK HEATER
your hut water cost will be cut down.
You will be saved steam repairs— fuel-
space. You will need no extra storage tank
becau.--f the wat?r will be heated to the
re.iuired temperature as fast as it is

withdrawn.

You will need less fuel because the small

diameter helically corrugated seamless pure
copper tubes insure very rapid heating

:

they have been proven to transmit hO'/,

more heat than any plain tube heater of

similar size.

Send for Bulletin No. 201.

ALBERGER HEATER
BUFFALO N.Y.

COMPANY
U.S.A.

General Sales Agents: Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company,
Limited, St. John, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton,
Quebec, Calgary, Windsor, Vancouver, Winnipeg. Victoria.

Capacities range from 200 to 200,000 gallons per hour.

The Valve with a Backbone ^
The BEST for

Boiler Feed Pumps

A perfect and permanent
adhesion of rubber and steel.

Gives lasting support against

conditions that discredit all-

rubber types, make all-

metal a source of continual

annoyance and emphasize
the complexity of other com-
binations.

The simplest valve to instal.

No extra equipment involved

in interchange with other

valves.

No pumping heat too great

for our "Superhot" Grade.

Ask for special booklet.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited
Exclusive Canadian Agents for

Voorhees Rubber Mfg. Co., Jersey City, N.J.

THE AMERICAN DEAD
WEIGHT GAUGE

TESTER
Simplifies Gauge Testing

Especially adapted to shop and engine room testing.

Check your own gauges.

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR

Canadian Agents: CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO., Limited

Montrea I Toronto St. John Calgary

AMERICAN STEAM GAUGE &
VALVE MFG. CO.

New York Chicago BOSTON Atlanta Pittsburgh
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Insurance Against Shutdowns

Backing up the engineer in his effort to boost production to top-notch
records you'll find JEFFERSON UNIONS. Big production requires steady,
uninterrupted service, steam lines that carry great variations in the load

and air lines that deliver full pressure under all conditions of service.

JEFFERSON UNIONS are to-day, as in the past, meeting exactly every re-

quirement of severe service. They are constructed extra heavy of the highest
quality materials—a feature that insures the continuous perfect service so

essential in the power plant.

Be sure to get JEFFERSON—the name on the nut protects you from the

"just-as-good" variety and costly break-downs.

Ask your Jobber to show you JEFFERSON Unions to point out where they
are different. Our new Catalog, "UNIONS," describes the complete
JEFFERSON LINE. Write to-day for your copy.

Ask Your Jobber About These Jefferson Specials

Union Tee, with
union on the out-
let. Made also
with male end on
outlet.

Male and Female
Union. Does away
with a nipple, and
malces a short
connection.

Union Elbow with
45° angle. Also
made male and
female.

JEFFERSON UNION COMPANY
Lexington, Mass.
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Williams "Agrippa"
Chain Pipe and Fittings Wrench
THEIR narrow, single jaw, with saw-tempered

teeth for file sharpening when worn, gives these
wrenches unequaled facility for holding and turning
cramped and irregular fittings, flanges, short nipples,

etc., etc., because:

—

They grip upon surfaces where ordinary tools cannot

—

"Their grip does not slip."

They do work which tools with broader jaw will not.
They give more and better service than any screw-adjusted
wrench made.
They "start" rusted fittings when all else fails—just the
service to be logically expected of a fully warranted tool.

Remember, each Chain, like those in our well-known
"Vulcan" Wrenches, is ''proof-tested" in a standard
tension machine to two-thirds of its catalog strength,
and is certified. We guarantee absolutely every tool
that leaves our factories. 7 sizes for Vs to 12" pipe and
fittings.

Your dealer will serve you. Ask for Booklet.

J. H. Williams & Co.
"The Drop-Forging People"

78 Richards Street Brooklyn, N.Y.
THE A. C. LOW CO.. LTD., 78 Pacific Ave., Saskatoon, Sask., Agents for Manitoba.

Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia

Self-Lubricating

In Bulk

SAFETY PLASTIC

METALLIC PACKING
FOB STEAM, WATEB, AIB, OAS, ETC.

Pat. Dec. 22. 1 003 Hithest Award World's Fair. St. Louis. 1904

GUARANTEED TO LAST
THREE YEARS

WITHOUT RENEWAL
Drop us a line and let us tell you all about this Remarkable Packing.

STEEL MILL PACKING CO., WINDSOR, ONT. Established 1899

AGENTS WANTED

Practically
Frictionless

In Cotton Tnbaa

Consult Power House Buyers'

Guide
If what you want isn't advertised in this issue, c^nsuh our Buyers'

Directory. If it isn't listed in our Directory, write us and we will

give you the information.
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24 Years Carrying 50% Overload
'J^EN years ago the U. S. Rubber

Reclaiming Go. of Buffalo installed

a 50 H. P. Link-Belt Silent Chain Drive. That

drive has been operating ever since, 24 hours

a day carrying a 50% overload. If figured on

the basis of a ten-hour day, that drive has

l)een in operation 24 years.

Think of it. Twenty-four years of driving

efficiency—^unaffected by heat, cold or damp-
ness, carrying 50% greater load than was intended

—

with never a slip, the load always cushioned and
never a moments idleness for chain repairs. That's

Link-Belt Silent Chain Drive efficiency and service.

It will prove itself "flexible as a belt, positive as a

gear, more efficient than either" in your plant. Let us
prove it.

Our many years of Power House ex-
perience is at your service to help you
save money in the transmission of your
power. Write us. Ask for our Data Book
No. 125.

CANADIAN
LINK-BELTOOMPANY,

LIMITED
Wellington and Peter Sts.

Toronto

SILENT CHAIM DRIVES

Elevators and Conveyors
Link-Belt and Sprockets
Silent Chain Drives
Truck and TractorChains
Electric Hoists
Locomotive Cranes
Wagon Loaders
Coal and Ashes Systems

Write for Catalogs
Place X in Square
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M CAVITY
GATE VALVES
Iron Body Bronze Fittings

Bronze or Hard
White Metal
Renewable

Seats

Screwed, Flanged or Hub End, with
Inside Screw or Outside Screw and Yoke

Fitted with Hand Wheel
or

Wrench

T. McAVITY & SONS
LIMITED

Hardware and Metal Merchants

Brass and Iron Founders

ST. JOHN, N.B.

MONTREAL TORONTO
T. McA. Stewart

157 St. James St.

Harvard Turn bull & Co.

207 Excelsior Life Bldg.

WINNIPEG

To Build a One-Piece Furnace Lining or

Baffles Use the Pioneer and the Tried

Betson's Plastic
Fire Brick

Simply stick it on in chunks, pound it

it in place with a mallet and finish it off

with a trowel, just like plastering a wall.

Simple, isn't it?

Makes the entire lining a solid mass. No
mortar or bricks to fall out.

Can be placed in the most inaccessible

places. Makes the construction of any
form of baffle a simple matter. For emer-
gency repairs there is nothing like it.

Order a barrel for emergency repairs
to-day, and join our list of enthusiastic

boosters.

Canadian Distributor :

International Chemical Co.
44-46 Lombard St., Toronto, Canada

CURTIS Engineering Specialties

Universality !

For universal application to

all the varied and various
conditions under which a
reduced pressure of steam,
water or other fluid is re-

quired the

Improved Steam

Pressure

Regulator
has no equal.
It is compact anc"

self-contained, with-
out levers, weights
or projections.
No glands or pack-
ing : no drip or
leak of steam or
water. Suitable for

any boiler pressure

:

made entirely of
metal : is a lock

valve, very simple
and sensitive.

Send for leaflet fully de-

scriptive of this Regulator
(contains price list) to the
manufacturers.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

JULIAN D'ESTE COMPANY
Main Office, 26 Canal St., Boston, Mass.

NEW YORK CITY
Acenciei

:

/216 FULTON ST.
\174 N. MARKET. ST., CHICAGO. ILL.
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DUNHAM
^HEATING SERVICE

I
I

DunhaiD
I

Radiator I

Trap I

A Timely Service — and the Company behind it

The public wants better steam heating service—more comfort per
ton of coal. This Company is in a most favorable position to meet
this demand through its co-workers—the architects, heating and
ventilating engineers, heating contractors and builders—to whom
it offers practical co-operation that will increase their prestige

as well as their volume of business.

Any man who uses, specifies or installs steam heating equipment will

find it advantageous to learn more about Dunham Heating Service—the
product of 15 years' knowledge of steam heating in all its phases.

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY, LTD., Toronto, Ont.

Halifax Ottawa Vancouver Montreal Winnipeg Calgary

Vol. 48, No. 23

Coal Saving by the Scientific Control of

Steam Boiler Plants*
By D. Brownlie

THE aat^ior bas been associated for about ten years
with the investigation on scientific lines of the work-
int; of every description of steam-boiler plant, and in

tbe present article it is proposed to give the average figures
for 250 typical stsam boiler plants, with the object of sup-
plying accurate data as to the tremendous national economy
that can be effected by the adoption of scientific methods in
the boiler-house.

In the burning of coal for the generation of steam, the
loss because of lack of scientific methods is hardly realized
and, apart from the national point of view, offers to the
individual firm a means of most substantial economy in
running expenses.

It is not possible to find out what is the exact amount of
cofti used for the production of ateam for purposes other
than power, there being, for example, no statistics available
showing the number of steam boilers at work in Great
Britain.

The author proposes therefore to ass'-me, until further
information can be obtained by a proper engineering census
of the country, that the total amount of coal used for steam
generation in the United Kingdom is between 75 and 100
million tons per annum, being 60 to 70 million tons for power
production and 15 to 30 million tons for purposes othi

power, corresponding to 40 per cent to 53 per "-t'lt i^-v.-.

total coal used, and is of the opiTiion that the 250 boil^j^X^
to be dealt with in the present article are rtally
tive of all the boiler plants of the country
suits of such a very large number of <

^lons carried on continuously d
us to judi

rine" boiler. 2 "vertical" boilers, and 3 "patent" boilers
difficult to classify. It would be most interesting to know
the exact number of each type of steam boiler at work in
the country, although there is no doubt that the chief type
in use is the "Lancashire."
AmotoU of Fuel f 'serf—The average shows 20.9 lb. of fuel

burnt per square foot of grate area per hour, referring,
of course, to the average amount burnt per hour per work-
ing day, and not to the amount for any particular hour.
This figure is considerably below what is possible on a boiler
plant run on modern lines, which would burn something
like 25 lb. to 30 lb. per square foot grate area per hour
with the average quality of fuel. The boiler plants of the
country are working under very easy conditions in this re-
spect, and much more fuel could be burnt per boiler.
Figures for fuel consumption depend largely on the quality
of the fuel. Thus a good quality washed coal of, say, 13,000
B.t.u. and 7 to 8 per cent, ash could easily be burned
economically at the rate of 35 lb. per square foot
whereas purely refuse coals would nnlv t^iv^ ^i^ .

Coke of good quality can beburn^^^T^^^Q'Ci.^'^ ,

square foot gratej^^^'^^^T^^O^^*'^ ^ rASLn-'^

95 V

Consult

Us—

fttted
vnt"^

155 ^^^^^^fof

+Vve a"^®^'

eco
the 155 P of

15

Our Engineers will

be glad to furnish

information re-

garding Economis-
ers for your plant.

^ee sav^Tf^S s 19 , a ^ co^a^ ^^^^

to
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How Dominion Rubber System

Belting Service Helps Belt Users
For more than fifty years we have specialized in the making of belting and the solv

"

ing of problems in transmitting power and conveying materials economically.

We maintain a staff of belting experts for the sole purpose of helping Canadian Manufac-

turers to "speed up" production by cutting belting costs and eliminating power wastage.

These experts will, without charge, analyze your transmission and conveying equip-

ment in its entirety and will recommend changes only where they are necessary to

increase the efficiency of that equipment.

You are under no obligation to us in availing yourself of this service—the only return

that we request is that you purchase Dominion Rubber System Belting when you have

been convinced that the changes recommended by our engineer will be beneficial.

This special service is available through any of our branches.

Phone, wire or write the one nearest to you and let us prove to you that the kind

of service we have given to Canada's largest industries and the kind we want to

give to you, means more then just selling better belts.

Service Branches:

^RUBBER i^'

Makers of

Dominion Hose, Packing and Industrial
Rubber Goods and Dominion Tires, the
GOOD Tires for every Purpose.

Halifax

Ottawa
Kitchener

Brandon
Calgary

St. John
Toronto
North Bay
Regina
Lethbridge

Quebec
Hamilton
Winnipeg
Saskatoon
Vancouver

Montreal
London
Fort William
Edmonton
Victoria

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiyuLiiuiiyuiiyiiyiiviiuiimiiiiiininiiiiNiittrij mm\ 1

1.-
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Just One Quarter Turn
Opens or Closes This

HOMESTEAD
Quarter Turn Valve
Think of the time you save with Homestead

Valves with their quarter-turn and straightway-

opening, compared with ordinary globe or gate

valves. It takes anywhere from 6 to 10 turns

of the wheel to open or close the latter.

HOMESTEAD Valves just require one-quarter

of one full turn to accomplish

the same result. Think of the

time saved— think of the con-

venience of the HOMESTEAD.

Homestead Valves are all con-

structed with the patent Home-

stead Principle which makes

them seatless while the pres-

sure is passing through,

thus they are operated

easily and safely.

Made in Straightway,

Threeway and Fourway

patterns.

Homestead Valve

Mfg. Co. \
Homestead, Pa.

When Buying Thermometers

There's Just Three Things

to Remember

—

First, you must have accuracy
and sensitiveness

—

Second, durability is absolutely
essential

—

Third, the thermometer must be
suitably constructed for the in-

tended application.

Accuracy, sensitiveness and dur-
ability are absolutely guaran-
teed in

Crescent Thermometers
And with nearly seventy years of experience to

our credit, we are qualified to properly interpret

your needs.

Our Catalog; P.H. 200 illustrates and deserfbes

"Crescent" Thermometers for every application.

Also test thermometers, glass thermometers, etc.

Get a copy of CataloK'P.H.-200 ta-day.

The Schaeffer & Budenberg

Mfg. Co.

Brooklyn, New York

ChieaKO
Pittsburg
St. Louis
Philadelphia
Los Angelea

Canadian
Agents

:

Milton and
Prentiss,
Toronto.

Power
Plant ther-

mometers for all

temperatures not ex-
ceeding 1000° F

Also---"Colu™bia" R«cordio8: G»uBe«
and Thermometers, Gausre*. Gaace
Testers, Tachometers, Steam Qal
meters. Counters, etc.

llie possiUe deslruclion

of I lie and properly^
THE

LUNKENHEIMER
"VIGILANT"

WATER COLUMN
will protect the boiler against the dangers in-

cident to low or high water levels by auto-
matically sounding an alarm when the water
level approaches either danger limit.

It thereby safeguards life and property, and
by aiding in maintaining a uniform water level

contributes to economy in the use of fuel.
It has demonstrated its reliability in service, and Isspe;i6ed

where safety and economy are paramount
For working steam pressures up to 250 pounds; In a variety of

sizes to suit all makes of boilers.

Specify LUNKENHEIMER "VIGILANT" and insist on it«
installation.

LUNKENHEIMER S2;—•"0U4LITV-—

Largest Manufacturers of

Higli Grade Engineering Specialties

n the World.

IVrile for

descriptive

Booklet

No. 519 - D C
CINCINNATI

New York Boston
Chicago London
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STEFANSSON'S
OWN STORY of his

FIVE YEARS in the ARCTIC
Over five years ago Vilhjalmur Stefansson, the famous Arctic explorer, was commissioned b}^ the Can-
adian Government to lead a party into the uncharted space that extended from the north-westerly bound-
aries of Canada on to the North Pole. Shortly after the party got away the news came back to civili-

zation that Stefansson and some of his party had drifted out into the Arctic seas on an island of ice and
they were given up as lost. But Stefansson came back, safe and sound after four years of amazing
adventures, during the course of which he made many discoveries of scientific and geographical value.

Mr. Stefansson has written his story of this wonderful journey and exclusive Canadian rights have
been purchased by MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE. It st-arts in the April issue and will continue for six

months. It is a thrilling narrative—unquestionably the most important Canadian story of the year.

Stefansson's ^toTy will be published exclusively in Canada in MACLEAN'S. The series of articles by him, now-

appearing in American and Canadian newspapers, refer entirely to his experiences on previous explorations and do
not deal with the journey that he undertook for the Dominion of Canada and completed last year.

Other Outstanding Features of April MacLean's
"Imperial Relations Must be Worked Out," by Viscount

Bryce. An important announcement on the future
construction of the British Empire.

"Reconstruction in Turkey," by Stephen Leacock. A
humorous article on the present condition of things
in Turkey as seen by Canada's great humorist, and
applied to Canadian conditions.

"Bulldog Carney," by W. A. Fraser. A splendid novel-
ette of the Canadian West, complete in this issue.

Illustrated by Charles L. Wrenn.

"Opening the New Book," by J. K. Munro. An article

on the situation at Ottawa created by the new Lib-
eral leadership—smashing, impartial, fearless.

"The Sun Gazer," by Charles G. D. Roberts. A remark-
able animal story. Illustrated by Artheur Heming.

"Canada's Fishmonger General," by Thomas M. Fraser.
An article on a young Canadian who put Canadian
fish on the diet of the British armies by a series of

Barnum and Bailey advertising stunts.

"Bombing the Boche," by Lieut. J. Vernon Mackenzie.
The second of the two articles that Mr. Mackenzie has
written on the whirlwind campaign of raid reprisals

which so frightened all Germany.

"The Transformation," by Frederic S. Isham. Illustrated

by Hanson Booth. The second instalment of this

sparkling new serial.

"Man and Wife," by C. W. Stephens. Illustrated by R.

M. Brinkerhoff. The first instalment of a three part
story of Canadian life by a new Canadian writer—

a

delightful love story with a background of business
intrigue.

The Review of Reviews
The best articles from all publications the world over are selected and condensed for this department. Some of

the articles in the April number are:

Is the ex-Kaiser Haunted?
Next Government Will be Labor.

New Life of Deposed Princess.

A New Kind of Socialism.

The Man Behind Bolshevism.

Could German Fleet have been
Destroyed.

The Secret Plans of the Allied

Command.
Too Much Wilson.

Are We Communicating With
Mars?

The Cohort of the Damned.

Has War Wiped Out Disease?

The Red Terror in Russia

The Sultan Takes Hold.

Some Tricks of the Mediums.

Over 65,000 Canadian Families Buy

MACLEAN'S
CANADA S NATIONAL MAGAZINE

APRIL ISSUE Now On Sale
At All News Dealers

20c PER COPY. $2.00 PER PEAR Dealers who have not been handling MACLEAN'S should
. w . . secure copies at once from their nearest wholesaler.

If there are no newsdealers in your town, or if you^ newsdealers cannot supply you, send 20 cents for a sample copy
or $2.00 for a whole year's subscription to MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE, 143-153 University Avenue, Toronto, Canada.
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Simplify Your Packing Problems
Power plants, factories, steamships and locomotives everywhere are proving day after day that

there is a universal packing

:

VULCABESrON
Red Fibre Sheet Packing

No matter what the temperature, moisture, or pressure, no matter what's flowing in the pipe,

or being handled by pump or machine, Vulcabeston never relaxes its watch, never corrodes,

never loses its resiliency, never squeezes out. It simplifies your packing problems.
If your dealer cannot supply you, write us direct.

THE JOHNS-PRATT CO.
'VULCABESTOrr

HARTFORD, CONN.
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FOR DREDGES
FAIRBANKS-MORSE COMPANY

Seattle, Washington

, ^ 8/29 18
Magnolia Metal Co.

Gentlemen:—I have used MAGNOLIA METAL for the past TWELVE years, both
cn low-speed, heavy duty and on high-speea Planing Mill Machinery, always' with
excellent results. The most severe test during these years where MAGNOLIAMETAL demonstrated its worth beyond question, to me, was on bearings on three
Dredgers operated by the South American Government at Rio de Janeiro; the main
rcds; cranks, and tumblers constantly working under water where there was a con-
siderable quantity of grit and sand.

I was in charge of work at the above point, also the dredging work, Morevella
State of Menas, for almost ten years, and at all times MAGNOLIA METAL gave Al
results.

Yours very truly,

A. J. POWELL.

PRACTICAL ENGINEER POCKET BOOK
Over 600 Pages

A valuable reference work imported from England and sold as an
advertising medium at the low price of 40c post paid.

Address Montreal Office

SOLD BY LEADING DEALERS EVERYWHERE OR BY

MAGNOLIA METAL CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY :

225 St. Ambroise Street, MONTREAL

Don't buy that

New Electrical

Apparatus

'yy^ E can supply you with high-
grade apparatus that has been

slightly used and discarded through
no fault of its own, at an immense sav-

ing in cost. For instance, in many cases
we take over entire plants simply because

of changed conditions such as increased capac-
ity, change of system, etc.

EVERYTHING IS OVERHAULED AND REFIN-
ISHED BY US AND GUARANTEED AS GOOD AS

NEW, BOTH ELECTRICALLY AND MECHANIC-
ALLY.

Our catalogs of offerings should be in the hands of every
power plant superintendent each time they are gotten out, and

it will be worth while for anyone interested in this class of power
plant equipment to be on our mailing list to receive all offerings.

Nearly all of the principal power, lighting and street railway plants
in the United States are our customers.

WRITE FOR OUR LATEST CATALOG of Power House Equipment,
Street Cars, Motors, Hoists, Compressors, etc.

MACGOVERN & COMPANY, Inc.
General Office: 114 Liberty Street, New York

Canadian Office: 285 Beaver Hall Hill, Montreal
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Fifty Subscriptions
from One Firm

THE International Business Machines Company, of which Mr. Frank E. Mutton is vice-

president and general manager, subscribed to 10 copies of THE FINANCIAL POST some
months ago—these copies to go to their travelling salesmen. Now

this company has increased the number of these subscriptions to 50 be-

cause the results of the experimental subscriptions have proved so sat-

isfactory.

Mr. Mutton explained that the object of putting THE POST in the hands

of the men of his company was to keep them intelligently acquainted with

general business conditions in Canada. He said he knew no better paper

than THE POST for the purpose. It would seem that his men have

responded fully to effort made to keep them well informed about Cana-

dian business affairs—so much so that the management have added 40

other men to the original 10 to receive THE POST.

When Mr. Mutton was with the National Cash Register Com-
pany as its Canadian manager, he was the king of all managers
in the matter of sales records. In this position he achieved a
big reputation built on solid achievements. He learned sales-

manship in a school where competition was of the hottest kind,
and where the competitors were brilliant men. Giving Mr.
Mutton full credit for superior personal qualities and energy
of the most ardent kind, it is taking nothing away from him
when it is said that not a little of his success was due to his

intimate and sympathetic knowledge of the other man's busi-

FRANK E. MUTTON

ness. And he taught the men associated with him as salesmen
to know the point of view and requirements of the men they
called on to sell machines to.

As vice-president and general manager of the International
Business Machines Company, Mr. Mutton is putting into opera-
tion an idea used by him in past days with brilliant resvdts

—

he is causing his salesmen to know the business and require-
ments of their prospective customers. To establish points of

contact swiftly and surely is one of the open secrets of suc-
cessful selling.

In the case of your solicitations of customers and desired customers, it is excellent strategy to

have your salesmen so well informed about business conditions generally, and about the inter-

ests of the men they canvass, that they will be able almost instantly to relate their proposals to

the interests of the buyer. When a salesman shows himself intimate with the interests or busi-

ness or objectives of the man whose order he wants, he is immensely strengthened as a sales-

man, and his percentage of successful canvasses goes steadily up.

Our definite suggestion to you is: Subscribe to THE POST yourself, and learn from its pages
how your salesmen or executives can draw power from this newspaper. Then, having acquired
the sought-for knowledge, subscribe to THE POST for each man in your service who can profit

you by knowing what is in THE POST each week. If Frank Mutton and other prominent
executives are making a success of THE POST as a salesman's aid, it is reasonable to suppose
that other managers of salesmen and executives can likewise employ THE POST as a pro-
ducing agent. And so we ask you to sign and forward the coupon below.

The MacLean Publishing Company, Limited,
Dept. P.H., 143-153 University Ave., Toronto.

Send °; THE FINANCIAL POST OF CANADA (weekly). Subscription price of $3 will

be remitted on receipt of invoice in the usual way. Have this copy sent to
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DOMINION
COALGOMPAMY

Dominion
UMITED

^"""^SpringMf BITUMINOUS
STEAM ^'^^ GAS COk\.S

GeneralSales Office
112 St.JamGsSt. Montreal

Advertising to Buyers is one
way to surely make

Advertising Pay

Advertise Your Product in Canada's

Power House
It reaches the Buyers It's a Business-Getter

Rates and Information on Request

IMPROVED STEAM TRAP
FOR HIGH OR LOW PRESSURE.

Steam can't blow through. They have
large discharge valves and cannot be

flooded from sudden flushes of water.

MAY WE SEND ONE FOR TRIAL?

Reducing Valves, Pump Governors,
Relief Valves, Exhaust Pipe Heads,

Ejectois and Steam Separators.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
THE GARTH COMPANY

I« Cr>i« StrMt MONTREAL. CAN.
WATSON & McDANIEL CO.

N«. I4« N. 7th Straat. PHILADELPHIA. P>.

NOTICE
TO

Stationary and Hoisting Engineers
E>rrrTone ODcrmtiiic « STATIONARY stcuB pl&nt of SO h-p. or oto

in title ProTinoe of OnUric must bold t SUtionai? Encmeer't C«rtiflcaU
from the Board ol Stationary and HoUting EDffmeen. Anrone op«ratin(
fucfa a plant without a Certificate is liable to the jxnaltie* set forth in
the Stationarr and Hoisting E^ngineem' Act.

Ereryone opiratinf a HOISTINO steam plant working at a prmore
ct 30 pounds oi over, irrmpectire of hone power, and used tor houtint
in atruoturai operations or excsTating purposes, in the Prorince of Ontario,
must bold a Eoisting Engineer's Oertifloate from the Board of Stationair
and Hoisting Bngineen. Anyone opeiating such a plant without a Certi-
ficate Is liable to the penalties set forth in the Stationarj and Hoisting
Gnglneera' Act.

Application forms for obtaining STATIONARY or HOISTING Bogte-
eere' Certificates, may be had upod applying to the Chairman.
HON. F. G. ilAODIARMlD, W. C. MeOHIE.

Minister of Public Worta and Highways. Chairman of Board.
W. A. RIDDELL, M. A. PH. D., Superintendent, Trades & Labour Braacb.

Why not Buy the
Best,when in market

for Packing?

HOLMES'

Metallic Packint
Is Guaranteed 3 Years

PAT. NO. S2fl.1lt

• • S3a.530

,1 >> (66.109

Luts nutnr timas lonscr.
30 dmy»' trUL tarn olL Me
eattins. EuUy appliad ta
any Steam Snsina. Air Com-
praaaor or Gaa Bnrlne. Satia-

8.8,23s
f,jtion or no pay. Wrtta «

8>4,S3r

SM.7S1

sas.osa

sot, 103

S34,e2*

S79.20S

1000.7S

HOLMES METALLIC
PACKING CO..

Wilkea-Barr*. Pa.

Incorporated 1897

Water Turbines, Hydraulic Governors,
Centrifugal Pumps

OUR LINDSAY WORKS'

Boving Hydraulic & Engineering Co., Limited
Lindsay, Ontario
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Even the Student Engineers Know
Turn loose a class of youns mechanical engineers on an inspection trip in your plant,
and one of the first places they head for is your boiler room. They know that the
economical production of power is a fundamental requirement of modem successful
industry, and they are keen to see where and how your steam is generated.

What a'n interest they take in every detail of etiuipment - draft regulation, stokers,
etc. "There's Diamond Soot Blowers," one calls. Then what questions they put to

the operatinj; man. "Which of the units are calorized to prevent burning?" "So it

is really true that there is a unit over the arch, which cleans all of the lower part of
the first pass?" "Do you blow the tubes three times or four times a day?" "Have
you accomplished more than a five per cent, fuel saving since installing the blowers?"
"How much labor and overtime have you eliminated ?"

One would think they had been taking a post-graduate course in Mechanical Soot
Blowers. Nor would one be far wrong. All over the country the deans and professors
of engineering schools are including instruction on the design, construction and
operation of mechanical soot blowers in their power pla'nt courses. The Diamond
Company gladly contributes bulletins, illustrated lectures and moving pictures to this

educational work.

If you don't want your own son, home from college, or the first young engineer you
lire to exhibit superior knowledge of Diamond Soot Blowers, send for our Bulletin 160.

DIAMOND SPECIALTY COMPANY
_ WINDSOR, ONTARIO

Diamond
SOOT BLOWERS -SAVE 4 io 6% FUEL

The Simplest and Best Cleaner on the market is

PILLEY'S
Combination Flue Brush and Scraper.

Guaranteed not to break or the wires to pull out or lay over.
A simple turn of the hand adjusts it to the tube, and the brush
removes what the scraper loosens.

For sale by leading Canadian jobbers.

Manufactured by

PILLEY PACKING AND FLUE BRUSH MFG. CO.
623 Sooth Third Street - - - St. Louis. Mo

Eastern Office: 71 Fulton St., New York.

Automatic Feed Water
REGULATOR

Keeps water within of middle
gauge regardless of load or firing,

and has many points of interest
economically.

m\ May we send you our catalogue and
V»i1lifena full information?

THE CHAPLIN-FULTON
Manufacturing Company
28 Penn. Ave. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Detroit Lubricators
Have Given Satisfaction

For Forty Years.

Built in a sufficient

variety of styles to lub-

ricate properly every

type of steam engine,

pump, gas engine, air

compressor, etc.

Send to-day for cata-

log L 1. The informa-

tion on lubricating de-

vices contained in it will

be valuable to you.

HEIR efficiency holds over

half the world's trade.

Makers of Stewart Carburetors.

Canadian Detroit Lubricator (ompany,
[td.

WALKERVILLE. ONT.
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"ALL BRITISH"
"B.&W." PATENT WATER TUBE STEAM BOILERS
HIGHEST ECONOMY, SAFETY, DURABILITY. OVER 20,000,000 H.P. IN USE.

-ALSO-

Steam Superheaters

Mechanical Stokers

Coal-Handling Machinery

Piping, Feed Water Heaters

Water Softeners and Purifiers

and ELECTRIC CRANES
Babcock & Wilcox Patent Water Tube Steam Boiler. Superheater

and Mechanical Stoker.

BABCOCK WILCOX, Limited
HEAD OFFICE FOR CANADA - COLLEGE ST. (ST. HENRY), MONTREAL

TORONTO OFFICE, TRADERS BANK BUILDING

STARRETT

HIGH SPEED

INDICATOR

No. 104. Value

SI. 00

Glvon for two

yearly paid-up

(ubsorlptiont.

You May Have This Speed Indicator

without Spending a Cent

if you are a subscriber to " POWER HOUSE. " If you are not a

subscriber, send in your own subscription together with two others,

and the indicator you are entitled to will be mailed to you immediately.

To subscribers who send us two NEW yearly paid-up subscriptions we will

send this $1.00 Indicator.

" POWER HOUSE " is designed to give Canadian En-

gineers, Superintendents and Power Users all the latest and best

information in the engineering field. A little work among your en-

gineer friends and acquaintances will earn for you this handy indicator

without any trouble. Try it and see how easy it will be.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY AT $1.00 PER YEAR
Start in TO-DAY to earn one of these Handy Tools

POWER HOUSE 143 University Ave., ToFOntO
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POWERHOUSEBUYERS'DIRECTOR

Y

If what you want is not lUted bera write aa, and we will tell you where to gnt it. Let us suKcest tliat you consult

also the advertisers' Index facing the inside bacic cover, after having secured ad\ertisers' names from this directory.

The information yon desire may be found in the advertisine pace* This department is maintained for the beneBt

and convenience of our readers. The Insertion of our advertlKers names undei proper headings is giadly undertalien,

bat does not become part of an advertisine contract. .

AIR COCKS
Ltmkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, OnU

AIR VALVES
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Ssmia, Ont

ALLOYS, BRASS AND COPPER
Empire JUg. Co., Ltd., LoikIuu. Out.

AMMETERS
Canadian Fairt)anl[3-<Morae Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-iManTille Co.. Toronto, Ont.

AMMONIA VALVES AND FITTINGS
Canadian Fairbanlra-Morae Co., Ltd. Montreal.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

AMMONIA PURIFIERS
Frick Co., Waynesbo.-o, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, P«

AMMONIA TANKS
.MacKinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wateroua Engine Works Co., Bran'tford, UnU

ARCHES, COMBUSTION CHAMBER
Canadian Fairbanks Mrvrse Co., Ltd. Montreal.

ASH CARRYING SYSTEMS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont.

ASBESTOS SPECIALTIES
Durabla Mfg. Co., New York, N Y.

Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton. Ont.

ASBESTOS PACKED COCKS
Pratt & Cady Co., Inc., Hartford. Conn.

AUTOMATIC ICE RECORDING DOORS
AND CHUTES
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.

BABBITT AND ANTI-FRICTION METAL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Mon'treal.

HoTt Metal Co., Toronto.
Magnolia Metal Co. Montreal.

BALL BEARINGS
Can. S K F Co.. Toronto, Ont

BALLCOCKS
D'Bste Co.. Julian, Bonton. Man.

BATTERIES AND ACCESSORIES
Can. H. W. Jotins-Manrille Co.. Toronto. Ont.

BEARINGS. BRASS
Empire .Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont.

BELT CEMENT
Oratrm & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELLS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

BELT CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto,, Ont.

BELT DRESSING
Cling Surface Co., Buffalo
Dominion Belting Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELT LACING, LEATHER
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

BELT TIGHTENERS
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont.

BELT PULLEYS
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont.

BELTING, BALATA
Federal Engineering Co., Toronto, Ont

BELTING. CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.
BELTING, CONVEYOR

<^nn. Consol. Rubber Co., Ltd., Montreal.
BELTING, LINK

Oraton ft Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont

BELTING, STITCHED COTTON DUCK
Dominion Belting Co.. Hamilton, Ont

BELTING, LEATHER
Canadian Fairtjanks-Moree Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Oarlock Paclring Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal
D. K. McLaren Ltd., Montreal.
Thomson-Gordon, (Ltd., Hamilton, Ont

BELTING, RUBBER
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto. Ont
Can. Consol. Ritbber Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Thomson-Gordon, Ltd.. '^unilton. Ont
Vorhees Rubber Co., Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING. WOVEN COTTON
Federal Engineering Co.. Toronto. Ont

BINS. COAL, COKE AND ORE
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Ihigine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

BLOWERS
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks-Moise Co.. Ltd. Montreal.
Ooppns Eng. ft Equin. Co.. Worcester, Mass.
Green's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto.
MacGovem & Co.. Inc., ^^ont^eal, Que.

BLOWERS, CENTRIFUGAL
Coppos Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Ma^s.

BLOWERS, FANS
Coppiis Eng. & EQuipt Co., Worcester, Mass.
BLOWEWRS, FORCED DRAFT
Coppos Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS, POWER
Coppui Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BOILER BAFFLE WALLS
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

BLOWERS, TURBINES
Coppua Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BOILER COVERING
Beyeridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

BOILER COMPOUNDS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. Economic Lubricant Co., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-MaaTille Co., Toronto, Ont
Metlskin Mfg. Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd,, Toronto, Ont

BOILER SKIMMERS
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER REGULATORS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.

BOILER COMPOUND FEEDERS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Morehead Mfg. Co., Woodstock. .

Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.
BOILER FEED PUMPS
American Stean. Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Coppiis Ene. & Equipment Co., Worcester, Mass.
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fait^anks-iMorse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto, Onjt.
Darling Bros., Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Goldie & McCiilloch Co., Oalt
The John McDougall Caledonian Iron Works Co..
Ltd.. Montreal.

Laurie ft Lamb. .Montreal.
Smart-Turner Marliine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

BOILER FEED REGULATORS
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co.. X^td., .Montreal.
Beveridge Paner Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Ma«on Recriilatnr * Engineering Co., Montreal.

BOILER MOUNTINGS
Babcock ft Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bnw. . Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Gwldie ft .McCiillooh Co., Gait
Inzlis Co.. The John. Toronto, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
.Vfamn Resiilator ft Engineering Co., Montreal.

BOILER PRESERVA-nVES
Johns-Pratt Co.. The Hartford. Corm.
Metl/Jkin Po. . Inc.. Rochester. N.Y.

BOILER HOUSE ACCESSORIES
Bahcook ft Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Defender .Automatic Reenlator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Green's Ecnnomiger. T>td., Toronto.
Mason Regulator ft Engineering Co.. Montreal.
Tamall-Warine Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER SEAM PROTECTOR
National Boiler Seam Protector Co., Montreal.

BOILER SETTINGS
Beyeridge Paper Co., Montreal.
Gntiw. .John W . at .Tame« Wt. Montreal.
.Tointless Fire Brick Co.. Chicago, ni.

BOILERS. HORIZONTAL. RETURN,
TUBULAR AND WATERTUBE
Babcodt ft Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Cole. Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Goldie ft MoCulloch Co.. Gait
Frick Co., Wayneshrro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Tnfflis Co., The .Tohn. Toronto, Ont.
Blngineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..

at. Catharines, Ont.
.Tones Fnderfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
f/add. The Geo. T.. Co., Plttffhurgh. Pa.
MacGovem ft Co.. Inc., Montreal, Que.
McAvity. T.. ft Sons. Ijtd.. St John, N.B.
Wnterrms Engine Wnrl.^ Co.. Brsntforil, Ont.

ROTLKRR. MARINE, LOCOMOTIVE
AND VERTICAL
BahcocV ft Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Can. AlIis-r'hiilTners. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Goldie ft McCtilloeh Co.. Oalt
Tnelis Co.. The John. Toronto. Ont..
Enffineerine and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..

St. Catharines. Out.
Montreal General Tool Co., Montreal, Que.
w»torous t^Timne Works rn. Brantford, Ont

BOXES. FUSK AND METER
Johns-Pratt Co.. The, Hartford, Conn.

BRASS GOODS
Penherthv Tniector Co., Windsor. Ont.

BRASS FOUNDERS
McAvity, T., ft Sons, l>td„ flt John, N.B.
D'Bste Co., Jnhan, Boston, Haas.
Mueller Mfc. Co., H„ Saraia, Ont

Penberthy Injector Co.
,

Windisor, Ont.
BRINE COOLERS

Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York MaD<if»cturing Co., York, Pa.

BRINE TANKS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Oo., Pa.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

BUCKETS, ELEVATOR
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.
BUSHINGS
Steel Mill Packing Co.. Windsor, Ont
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

CALORIMETERS
Schaeffer ft Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.T.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.

CANS, OILY WASTE
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

CAST IRON FITTINGS
Limkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
McArity, T.. ft Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.

CAS'nNGS, BRASS AND IRON
BoTing Hydraulic ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Goldie & .McCiillooh Co., Gait
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MoAvity, T, ft Sons, Ltd., 3t John, N.B.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

CELLAR DRAINERS
Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. James. Toronto. Ont
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont

CEMENT HARDNER & WATERPROOFEB
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

CEMENT, HIGH TEMPERATURE
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal.
Gates. John W., St James St, Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

CANNERS' CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co . Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.

CEMENT HANDLING MACHINERY
Can. 'Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.

CEMENT MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford. Ont

CEMENT, INSULATING. REFRACTORY
Green's Bkionoroiser, Ltd., Toronto.

CHAIN DRIVES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

Coventry Chain Co.. Coventry. England.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.

Morse Chain Co,, Ithaca. N.i

CHAINS, FOR ELEVATORS AND CONVEY-
ORS
r.m. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.

CHAIN. MALLEABLE, DETACHABLE AND
RIVETED
Can. Link-Belt Co . Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey .Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.

CHAIN WHEELS
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co.. N Bedford, Mass.

CHIMNEYS. RADIAL BRICK
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

CHIMNEYS, STEEL
Babcock ft Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

CIRCULATING SYSTEMS (LUBRICATING
OIL)
Bowser, S. F., & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

CLAMPS. PIPE-JOINT
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

CHUTES, COAL
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.^ Toronto. Ont
Mackinnou Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

CLEANERS, BOILER TUBE
Baibcock ft Wilcox, Ltd., (Montreal.

Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. John.s-ManviUe Co.. Toronto.
Hole Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Goldie ft McCullooh Co., Galti
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Liiberty Mfg. Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Pilley Packing ft Flue Brush Mfg. Co.. St
Louis. Mo. „

Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

CLOCKS
^
American Steam Gauge ft Valve Mfg. Co., Bos-

ton. IVfasa.

CLOSETS
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont
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CLUTCHES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
W»terous Engine Work* Co.. Brtntiord. Oou

COAL
Dam. Coal Co.. Montreal.

COAL AND ASH CO:>"EYORS
Balxnok & Wilcox, l^td. Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., U>'OtreaI.
Waterous Engine Wirks Co.. Brantforrl, Otiu

COAL HANDLING MACHINERY
B&bcook & WUcoi, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.« Montreal.
MacGorem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
'Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Worka Co., Brantfant, Onu

COAL HOLE COVERS
Can. Allia-Chalmera, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

COILS
Frick Co., Waynetboro, Franklin 0»., Pa-
York Man<ifacturing Co., Tork, Pa.

COLD STORAGE INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

CONDENSERS
Alberger Heater Co., BufTalo, N.T.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mich.
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay, On..
Can. Allis-Chambers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Goldie & MoCuUoch Co.. Gait.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc.. Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Bn.ntford

CONDENSERS. AMMONIA AND STEAM
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Walt«r J. Francis, Monltreal.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

COLD STORAGE DOORS AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.

COMPRESSORS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Can. Allis-Chambers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fainbanks-Moree Co., Ltd., Montreal.
DaHdng Bros.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto. Ont
iLaurie & Lanrt). [Montreal.
MacGovem Sc Co., Inc., 'MontreaJ, Que.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.

COMPRESSORS, GAS
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronllo, Ont.

CONDUITS
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont.

CONDENSATION RECEIVER
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Davis Regulator Co. G. M., Chicago.

CONDENSER AND SMOKESTACK PAINTS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

CONNECTIONS, FLANGED
Jefferson Union Co., lexington, Mass.
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

CONTRACTORS' STRUCTURAL STEEL
Canadian 'Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., Sheibrooke, Que.

CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Baboock & Wdlcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Faii<banks>Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., MontreaJ.
Waterous Engine Works Co, Brantford.

COOLER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstovn, Md.

CORK INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto, Ont

COTTON HOSE
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Onll.

COUNTERS
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co., Bos-

ton, Mass.
a<aiaefler & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.Y.

COUPLINGS
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks^iMorse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
McAvity & Sons, T., St John. N.B.

COUPLING, FRICTION
Can. Link^lt Co., Toronto, Ont.

COUPLINGS. BOILER, FLANGED PIPE,
JOINT PIPE. UNION. STEAM PIPE
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, Mass.
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

COUPLINGS, SHAFT
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait

CRANES, ALL KINDS
Babcock & Wllccm. Ltd. Montreal.
amart-Tumcj- Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.

CRANES. ELECTRit
l'<abcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal,
vjan. Lmk-Belt Co., Toranto, Ont
Hmart-Turner Machin« Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES. GANTRY
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont

CRANES, HAND POWER
Babcock St. Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng.. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.

Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

CRANES, LOCOMOTIVE
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.

CRANES. OVERHEAD TRAVELLING
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., .Montreal.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng., Co., Ltd., Lindisay, Ont.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.

CRANES. POST JIB
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

CRANES. PORTABLE
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.

CRANES, SWING JIB
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

CRANES, WALL
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

CRANK AND CROSSHEAD PIN OILERS
Limkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O. ,

CRIMPS. LEATHER
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

CRUSHING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbank»OiIorse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.

CURB PUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
]J(;wser, S. F., & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

CYLINDER OIL
E. H. Kellogg & Co., New York.

DAMPER REGULATORS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., U'.d., Montreal. Que.
G. M. Davis Regulator Co., Chicago.
D'Este Co., Julian. Boston, Mass.
Elliott Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

DISCS, FIBRE
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford. Conn.

DISCS, LEATHER
Gralon & Knight Mfy. Co., Montreal.

DISTILLING APPARATUS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
York Manufacturing Co.. York, Pa.

DOORS. COLD STORAGE AND FREEZER
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hageistown, Md.

DOUBLE PIPE CONDENSERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co.. York. Pa.

DRAFT APPARATUS SYSTEMS,
MECHANICAL
Green's Bkonomiser. Ltd.. Toronto.

DRAFT RECORDERS
Ja-s \V Hays Corp., .Michigan City, Ind.

DRAFT GAUGES
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.

DRIVES. CHAIN
Con. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey .Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.

DRAFT GAUGES
Defender .\Mtnmat;c Regulator Co.. St. Loui<, .\Io.

DRYING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairl>anks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

DRY CLEANING SYSTEMS
Bowser, S. F.. & Co.. Inc., Fort WajTie, Ind.

DYNAMOS
Canadian Fairbanks-'Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal. Que.

EFFICIENCY ENGINEERING
MacKinnon. TTolmes & Co.. Sherhrooke. Qie

ECONOMIZERS
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Green's Eoonomiser, Ltd.. Toronto.

EJECTORS
Limkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.
Jas. Morri.onn Bra.* Mfg. Co . Toronto.
Penherthy Injector Co., Wind.«or. Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.

EJECTORS AND SYPHONS
Penherthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES AND
MACHINERY
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Canadian FairbankR-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal
Economy Fuse & 'Mffe. Co.. Montreal. Que.
M,nfOnvoni & Co.. Inc., Montreal. Que.
MnrGovem & Co.. Inc.. New York.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto. Ont.
ELEVATORS
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Mnrkinnon .Steel Co,. Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que.

ELEVATING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-IMorse Co . Ltd.. Montreal
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
OrJdie & MtfCulloch Co.. Gait.
Hamilton Mfg. Co.. Wm.. Peterboro. Ont
.Teffrey Mfc. Co.. Montreal.
Wnteroi'i Engine Works Co.. Brantfoid.

ELEVATORS AND BUCKETS
rnn. Lin't-Beit Co . Toronto. Ont.
JeflTrcY Mfff. Co.. Columbus. Ohio.

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY

Cnn. r.'"';-Bvll Co . Toronto, ^nt.
.Teffrev Mfc. Co.. Columbn.«. Ohio.

ENAMELWARE
H. Mueller Mfe. Co.. Samia. Ont
ENGINEERS* SUPPLIES

^

Peveridce r.iper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto. Ont I

Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros., Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Penherthy Injeo or Co., Windsor, Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass .Mfg. Co., Toronto.

ENGINES, AUPTOMATIC AND DROP
VALVE
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, CORLISS AND ROCKING VALVE
Frick Co.. Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Pa.
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd.,

St. Catharines. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

ENGINES, DIESEL
Can. Allis-Chalmere, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

ENGINES. GAS AND GASOLINE
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Out.
Laurie & Lam/b, Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

ENGINES. STEAM •
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Can. Sirocco Co., Windsor, Ont
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Hamilton .Mfg. Co., Wm., Petertwro. Ont.
Inglis Co.. The John. Toronto, Ont
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
-Montreal General Tool Co., Montreal. Que.

Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

ENGINES. HOISTING. LOGGING. CABLE-
WAY
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
ENGINES, MARINE
Canadian Fairl)anks-Mors« Co., Ltd.. Montreal.

Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait
Montreal General Tool Co.. Montreal. Que.

ENGINES, SAW MILL
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd.,

St. Catharines. Ont.
Laurie & Lamlb, Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, SINGLE COMPOUND AND
TRIPLE EXPANSION
Canadian Griscofn-Biisaell Co., Ltd.. Montreal.

Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,

Goldie & .McC\illo<ii Co., Gait
St Catharines, Ont

Kerr Engirw Co., Walkerville.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, VERTICAL
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

ENGINEERING BOOKS
MaoLean Publishing Co.. Toronto.

EXHAUSTERS
Green's Economijer, Ltd.. Toronto.

EXHAUST HEADS
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Torooto.

Franklin Williams Co., New York.
Watson & McDaniel Co., PhUadelphia.

EXPANSION JOINTS
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Direct Separator Co.. Syracuae, N.Y.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McAvity, T . & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.

FANS. VENTILATING
Coppus Engr. & B^uip. Co., Worcester, Mass
Green's Economiser. Ltd., "Toronto.

PEED WATER HEATERS
Alberger Heater Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
Bal>cock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.

Can. Allis<:halmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., .MontreaL

Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros., Ltd.. Montreal, Que.

Elliott Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc., Hartford. Conn.
MacGovem & Co.. Inc., Montreal, Que.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

FEED WATER PURIFIERS
Wm. B. Scaife & Son.', Pittabuigh. Pa.

Yamall Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa

FEED WATER REGULATORS
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Ca.,

Boston, Mass.
Chapliu. Fulton Mfg. Co, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Elliott Co.. Pittiburgh, Pt
Green's Economizer. Ltd.. Toronto.

Laurie * Lamb. Montreal.

FIBRE. VULCANIZED
Beveridge Paper Co., .Montreal. Que.

FILTERS
Bowser * Co., Inc., S. F.. Toronto, Onlt.

Laurie & T,am^. Montreal.

FILTERS, WATER
Darling Bros . Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Frick Co.. Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.

Mackiunon Steel Co.. Ltd., Shert>rooke. Que.
Scaife * Sons. Wm. B.. Pittsburgh , Pa.
York Mfg. Co. York. Po.

FILLING STATION EQUIPMENT
Bowser .t Co.. Inc., S. F. . Toron-o. Ont,

FILTERING AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS
Boiv.tcr Co.. Inc.. S. F., T-iron;-i. Ont.
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UEHLING
WASTE METER

COMBINED

CO, AND TEMPERATURE RECORDER

Does your fireman know
bow much fuel he iB wasting?

Do you know?

The Uehling OO2 Kecorder
makes a complete 24 hr. record
of your combustion eflSciency

and the CO2 indicator at the
Boiler Front holds the fireman
responsible.

Get more Steam per pound
of Coal and reduce your an-
nual fuel eon-
sumption.

cot
Indicator

far Boiler
Front

Becord of COS
mnd stack tem-
perature on one
chart.

Let us know the

number and size

of your boilers

and coal consum-
ed per year, upon receipt of

which information we will be
glad to send you full par-

ticulars.

Let ni bear from yoo. We arc ptoDcers In the
manufacture of Indicators and Recorders for Power
Plaat purposes.

Send for onr Bulletin No. 110.

Uehling Instrument Company
2008 Empire BuUding N«w York City

HE TOAIL

THE ECONOMY is the pioneer that

opened up the renewable fuse field

This is the fuse with the incompar-
able renewal element—the "Drop Out"
Link.

ECONOMY Renewable FUSES
and ''Drop Out" Renewal Links
are used in thousands of plants, large and
small, representing- all branches of industry
Their efficiency and economy have been
proved over and over. They are uni-
formly accurate in rating. As compared
with the use of one-time fuses they cut

annual fuse maintenance costs 80%.

An inexpensive "Drop Out" Renewal
Link restores a blown Economy Fuse
to its original efficiency. It does away
with the need of powdered filler. Even
a novice can replace the link and
renew the fuse in a moment.

Write for Catalogue 24

Economy Fuse&Mfg. Co.
of Canada, Limited

Unity Bldg. MONTREAL
Manufacturers in Canadal
of S. * C. High Potentia
Fuses--to 150,000 volts.

This book should be in tbe hands of ever.v
pnmp user, a postal will bring your copy

promptly

MARSH and AMERICAN
Steam and Power Driven Pumps and Air Compressors

Marsh and American Pumps are especially adapted for long, hard service because they

are ecctra heavy In design and of extremely rigid construction. Every unit is built amply
strong to withstand 24-hour-a-day service and to stand up under any unforeseen strain

which may be placed upon it. Piston rods on the steam pumps are extra large and
made of solid bronze. The water ends are equipped with heavy cast bronze removable

bushings.

This superior construction not only insures continuous and satisfactory operation, but

practically eliminatea e»pen«*t>« thut-dotDn». Marsh and American Pumps are the pro-

duct of over 25 years' experience In the design and construction of high grade pumping

machinery. Over 135,000 in actual service throughout the world.

The AMBRICAN-MARSH LINE OP CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS is composed of both single

and double suction types which are designed for heads up to 125 feet. They are

equipped with wide ring oiled bearings and the single suction type has overhanging

casing enabling the discharge to be taken at any angle desired.

CANADIAN AGENTS
A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Toronto.
Williams & Wilson, Montreal.
London Engine Supplies Co., London, Ont.

Stuart Machinery Co., Winnipeg.
Mechanics' Supply Co., Quebec, Que.
Gorman, Clancy & Grlndley, Limited, Edmonton

and Calgary.

Taylor Engineering Co., Ltd., Vancouver. B.C.

American Steam Pump Company
Battle Creek, Mich. American-Marsh Centrifugal Pump.
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FIREBRICK—JOINTLESS
Bereridge Paper Co., iMsntreal, Qu«.

FIRE BRICK
Jomtless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FIKt; BRICK, PLASTIC
Gates, John W., St. James St, Moatrefll.

FIRE BRICK MORTAR
jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FIRE BRICK CEMENT
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FIREPROOF COLD STORAE DOORS
AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold Sl.orage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.

FITTINGS, AIR, AUTOMOBILE, GAS.
HYDRAULIC, PIPE, PIPE FLANGED,
SCREWED PIPE, STEAM
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, Mass.
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
H. Mueller Mtg. Co., Samia, Ont.
FLANGED STEAM FITTINGS
Direct Sepaa-ator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
iM<sA.Tity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John. N.B.
FLANGES
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, Mass.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MoAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.
FLOORING COMPOSITION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto. Ont

FLUE CLEANERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Liberty Mfg. Co., Pituburg, Pa.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Pilley Packing and Flue Bnish Mfg. 0«., 3t
Louis, Mo.

FLUE GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.I.
Uehling Instrument Co., New Xort.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

FLUES, GAS AND SMOKE
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

FLUMES, STEEL
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Maokiimon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

FREEZER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown. Md.

FRICTION LEATHERS
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

FUEL AND OIL PUMPS AND
MEASURING SYSTEMS
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.
FUEL OIL SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc., 9. F., Toron:o, Ont.
FURNACE LINING
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, II!.

FURNACES, BOILER
Gates, J. W., Montreal, P.Q.
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.

FURNACE DOOR ARCH
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FURNACES, SMOKELESS
Babcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
J.«ie3 Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
Murphy Iron Works, Detroit, Mich.
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, .Mass.

FURNACE GRATE BARS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

FUSES
Can. H. W. Johms^ManTille Co., Toronto, Ont
Economy Fuse & .Vlfg. Co. of Canada, Montreal
Johns-Pratt Co.. The, Hartford. Conn.

GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS, ETC.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Penfberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
SchaefTer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.I.
Uehling Instrument Co., New York. N.T.

GASKETS, RUBBER, ASBESTOS
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto. Ont
Durabla Mfg. Co., New Tork, N.Y.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford. Conn.
Sarco Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.
Thomson-Gordon, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont

GASKETS, LEAD, COPPER AND LEATHER
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal, Q<ie.
Shell Bar Boico Supply Co., Toronto. Ont.
Sarco Co.. Inc.. New York. N.Y.

GAS PRODUCER PLANTS
Can. Allls-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

GASOLINE
GASOLINE METERS
Bowser & Co.^, Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.
GASOLINE PUMPS, SELF MEASURING
Bow.ser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto. Ont.
GASOLINE TANKS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.
GAUGE COCKS
Canadian Fali*banks-Mor9* Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
MoAvIty. T., & Sons, Ltd., St John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
W. J. Wall. Montreal.

GAUGES, AMMONIA. OIL. GAS. AIR
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Oo., Boa
ton. Mass.

Schaeffer & Budenberg Mtg. Co.. Brooklyn. N.T
GAUGES, PRESSURE. VACUUM. DRAFT
AND RECORDING. AND MICROMETER
Babcock & Wilcox, MontreM.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co., CindnnAtt, 0.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.T
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.T.
UehUng Instrumerit Co., New Tort, N.T.

GAUGES, WATER
Babcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
Jenkins Btos., Ltd., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
M.oA.Tity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windror, Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.T.

GEARS, FIBRE CUT
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

GEARS, CUT, WORM, MORTISE
Goidie & McCullodh Co., Gait
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
The John MoDougall Caledonian Iron Works Oo.,

Ltd., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. HamUtoa.

GENERATORS. STEAM TURBO
Can. General Electric Co.^ Toronto, Ont
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

GENERATORS AND CONVBRTOR8
Canadian Fairbanks-Mon% Co., Ltd., MontreaL
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
MacGoverh & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

GOVERNORS, ENGINE
Eseher Wyss & Co., Montreal, Que.
MoAvity. T., & Sons, Ltd.. St John. N.B.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Bnuitfoid.

GRATES, DUMPING. ROCKING,
STATIONARY
Babcock & WUeox, Montreal.
Can. Steam TJoiler Equipment Co., Toronto, Ont,
Goldie & McOullodh Co., Gait
Gait Foundry Co., Gait, Ont
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal.
Shell-Bar, Boloo Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfard.

GRAVITY CARRIERS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

GREASE CUPS
Albany Lubricating Co., New York City.
Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerrille.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.
McArity, T.. & Socs, Ltd.. 3t John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy lnj,?ctor Co., Windsor, Ont

GREASE AND OIL EXTRACTORS
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co., Bo*

ton. Mass.
Elliott Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

GREASES
Albany Lubricating Co., New York City.
Can. Economic Ltvbricant Co., Montreal. Que.
Canadian Falfbanks^Morse Ca, Ltd.. Montreal.

GAUGES. DRAFT
Jas W. Hays Corp.. Michigan City. Ind.

GAUGE COCKS, STANDARD AND EXTRA
HEAVY

r**nbcrtliy Tiiioctor Co.. \Vin<L«or. Ont.

HAND LEATHERS OR PADS
Graton A Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

HAND PUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
Bcw.^er & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ort

HANGERS
<^an. OpTM>r«l Electric Co., Toronto, Ont.
Oa«. 8 K F Co.. Toronto, Ont
Canadlsn Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Onldle * MoOulloch Co.. Gait
WatermiB Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

HEATERS
Allierger Heater Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
Babcock * WHcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Cnle. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Ooldie * MoCulloeh Co.. Qalt
Laurie & Laimb. Montreal.
MoAvity * Sons, T.. St John. N B
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

HEATERS. EXHAUST STEAM
Can. .Mlis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.

HEATERS. METERING
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
YnmallWaring Co., Philadelphia. Pa

HOISTS. ELECTRIC
ran. r.ink-BoIt Co., Toronto. Ont.

HOISTING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY

Bilbcoek & WUeox, Ltd., Montreal.
r'nn. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.
.Teffrcy Mfg, Co.. Columbus. Ohio.
Mncfrovpm & Co.. Inc., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford

HOSE. STEAM. SUCTION AND WATER
Canadian Falrbanks-Merse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Thomson-Gordon. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont

,_- Vorhees Rubber Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

.
HOT WATER. GENERATORS

PiJitt * .Cfidy Co. . Inc., Hartford, Conn.

HYDRANTS
Wood * Co., R. D.. Phnadelphla, Pa.

HYDRAULIC ACCUMULATORS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

HYDRAULIC MACHINERY
Bovine Hydraulic & EIng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont.
Prick Co,, Wayne«rt)oro. Franklin Co., Pa.
Hamilton Mfg. Co.. Wm.. Peterboro. Ont
MacGovem & Oo.. Inc.. Montreal, Que.
HYDRAULIC VALVES
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa,

H'YDRAULIC PRESSES
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Ca. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont

ICE MAKING MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.
Undo Canadian Refrigeration Co., Montreal.
Tort Mff. Co., Tort. Pa.

INDICATORS, ELECTRIC—ALL TYPES
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn. N.I.
Udiling Instrument Co., New York. N.Y.

INDICATORS, STEAM AND GAS
ENGINE
American Steam Gauge ft Valve Mfg. Co.. Bos-

ton, Mass.
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co., Montreal.

Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Uehling Insirument Co., New York. N.Y.

INDICATORS—AMMONIA. HYDRAULIC
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerville, Ont

INDICATORS, SPEED
L. S. SUrrett Ca. Athol, Mass.

INJECTORS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McAvity & Sons, T.. St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont

INJECTORS. AUTOMATIC AND AUTO-
POSITIVE
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

INSTRUMENTS, RECORDING
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Companies, Bodieater, N Y.

Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

INSULATING BRICK
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal. Que.

Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal. Qne.

Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto, Ont

INSULATING COMPOUNDS
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

INSULATORS
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Johns-Pratt Co.. The, Hartford. Coon.

IRON FILLER
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto. Ont

KILNS
KEROSENE PUMPS (SELF MEASURING)
Lowser & Co., Inc^ S. F., Toro.ito, On',

KEROSENE TANKS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

Greeu.'s Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

LACE LEATHERS
Graton ft Knight Mfg. Co.. Uontreal.

Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont

LAMPS, ARC
Canadian Fairbanks-<MoTse Co.. Montreal.

Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont

LAMPS, INCANDESCENT
Canadian Fairbanks-'Morse Co.. Montreal.

Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Oo., Toronto, Ont

LAMPS, TUNGSTEN AND NITRO
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto. Ont
LEATHER STRAPPING
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

LINK BELTING
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey ilfg. Co., Oolumbus, Ohio.

LININGS, FIRE BRICK, STEEL STACK
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

LUBRICANTS
Albany Lubricating Co., New York City.
Canadian Economic Lubricant Co.. Montreal.

LUBRICATING OIL FILTERING AND
CIRCUULATING SYSTEMS
Bowser ft Co., Inc., S. F.. Toronto. Ont.

LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE SYSTEMS
Bowiior & Co., Inc., S. F.. Toronto, Ont
LUBRICATORS. CYLINDER
CUTTING COMPOUNDS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE TANKS
AND PUMPS
Bowfer & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

LUBRICATORS. FORCE FEED
(Jan. Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerville. Ont
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont

LUBRICATORS, PLAIN
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont

LUBRICATORS, SIGHT FEED AND PLAIN
ENGINE

I'cnbcrlhy Inji-ctor Co.. Windsor, Ont.

MACHINERY INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co.. Montreal. Qtt».

Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

MECHANICAL STOKERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.
JonM Underfeed Stoker Co.. Toronta
Murphy Iron Works. Dertolt. Mich.
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester. Mass.

METERS, ELECTRIC
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto. Ont.

METERS, STEAM
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

METERS. WATER
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. ToroDto, Ont
Green's F/Conomiser. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
McAvity ft Sons, T., St John. N.B.
Yamall-Waring Co.. PhQadelphia, Pa.

MIXING VALVES
Mueller Mfg. Co . H.. Samia. Oat
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Let the C.A.S.E. Smooth Out

Your Load Curve

USELESS WOf^K

ADVANCEMENT

Remove The Peaks of Worry And Unproductive Labor And
Build Up The Valleys By Working For

Your Advancement

A man who is thoroughly grounded in the practice of his profession, who is free from
personal worry and trouble, overcomes the many difficulties besetting the path of

the operating engineer with little labor and in a manner ensuring his advancement.

The successful man owes his success to a wise appreciation of the advantages and
mutual help offered by association with those in the same field of endeavor. To
join an association having for its objectives the welfare of the engineer in things
mental and material, his advancement in knowledge and skill, his protection by pro-
vision for sickness and distress is to take advantage of an opportunity indispensable
to all who hope to better themselves.

I

If you are interested in such an organization and live where less than
fifteen engineers are located, send for a copy of our constitution and
application blanks for admission to nearest branch lodge. If there are
more than fifteen engineers in your community, get together and send for
particulars regarding formation of a branch lodge.

J. H. HALE, General Secretary,

Canadian Association of Stationary

230 Caroline Street EnginCerS Hamilton, Ont.
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MILL AND MINING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks^Moise Co., Montreal.
IhisiiieerioK and Machine Worte of Canada, Ltd,
St Catharines, Ont.

Ooldie & MoCulloch Co., Qalt.
Waterous Engine Works Co., BrantJord.

METER TESTERS
Uaeller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont.

METERS (OIL, KEROSENE, GASOLINE,
ETC.)
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

MOTORS
Canadian Fairhanks'Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont,
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.
MacGoTem & Co., Inc.. Montreal, Que.

OFFICE RAILINGS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

OIL STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTING
SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc., 15. F.

, Toronto, Ont.

OIL CUPS
Lnnkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

OIL AND GREASE CUPS
Penberthy Injector Co. . Windsor, Ont.

OIL METERS
Bowser & Co., Inc., 9. F., Toronto, Ont.

OILER. COMPOUND FEEDERS
Lnnkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

OILERS, GAUGE
Lnnkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.

OIL PUMPS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Tiirnnto, Ont,

OILERS, MULTIPLE
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerville, Ont
Lnnkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

OIL FILTERS AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS
Homer & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,

OIL TANKS
Bowser & Co., Inc.^ S. F., Toronto, Ont.

OIL SEPARATORS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W,, Toronto.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Direct Separator Co.. Syracuse, N.T.
Leltch Co., Arthur S., Toronto, Ont.
Liberty Mfg. Co.. Pittsburgh.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamlltoa.

OILS. QUENCHING
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.

OILING SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc., 8. P., Toitmto, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.

OILS. CYLINDER
Imperial Oil. Ltd., Toronto.

OILS, LUBRICATING
Can. Economic Lubricant Co., Montreal, Que.
Kellogg A Co., E. H., New York, N.T.

OILS, ENGINE
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.

ORSAT APPARATUS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis. Mo

PACKING. ASBESTOS
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

PACKING ENGINE
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, (%nn.
Shen-Bar. Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Thomson-Gordon, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
PACKING FIBRE

Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. B. R. Morton Co., Montreal, Que.
Johns-Pratt Co.. The, Hartford, Conn.

PACKING, HYDRAULIC
Can. H. W. Johns-Manyille Co., Toronto, Ont
DuraWa Manufacturing Co., New York.
Gariock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Shell-Bar, Boico Siipply, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Thomson-Gordon, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont

PACKING. METALLIC
Can. H. W. Johns-Minrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Crane Packing Co., Chicago, 111.

Greene, Tweed & Co., New York.
Holmes Metallic Packing Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.
Steel Mill Packing Co,, Windsor, Ont.
Thomson-Gordon, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.

PACKING. ROD
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
Crane Packing Co., Chicago, 111.

Gariock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Steel Mill Packing Co.. Windsor, Ont
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto, Ont

PACKING. SHEET
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toro»to, OnL
DuraWa Manufacturing Co., New York.
Garicck Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
.Tenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.
Thomson-Gordon, iLtxJ. , Hamilton. Ont.
Vorhecs Rubber Co., Ltd.. Montreal.

PACKING, AMMONIA, STEAM ANB
WATER
Can. H. W. Johns-ManTille Co., ToroBte, Oat
Crane Packing Co., Chicago, 111.

Gariock Packing Co., Hamilton, OuL
Greene, Tweed & Co., New York.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.
St«e] Mill Packing Co., Windsor, Oat.
Thomson-Gordon, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.

PACKING. LEATHER
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Qraton & Knight Mfg. Co., MontrMl.
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd., ToronU, Ont
Thomson-Gordon, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont

PACKING PISTON
Crane Packing Co., Chicago, 111.

PACKING, VALVE STEM
Crane Packing Co.. Chicago. 111.

Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

PAINT OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
Bow.ser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

PAPER, INSULATING, ETC.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.

PENSTOCKS
Boring Hydraulic * Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont.
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., Sheilirooke, Que.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Can. Bond Hanger & Coupling Co.. Alexandria.
Ont

Goldie & McCulIooh Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Worta Co., Brantford.

PIPE COILS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, P».

PIPE COVERINGS, STEAM, BRINE,
AMMONIA AND ICE WATER
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co.. Montreal. Que.

PIPE, CAST IRON
Wood & Co., R. D., Philadelphia, Pa.

PIPE STEEL
Boring Hydraulic &. Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.

PIPE VISES AND CUTTERS
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

PIPE, GAS
Can. .\llis-Chalmer8, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

PIPES. WATER
Boring Hydraulic A Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont.

PIPING AND FITTINGS
Frick Co., WayneBboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MoArity * Sons, T., St. John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

PIPING, STEAM
Balbcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal,
Goldie & MeOiillooh Co., Qalt.

PLATE WORK
,

Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Qalt '

Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.
iMackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Shertirooke. Que.
St Catharines, Ont

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PLUG COCKS
Homestead Valre Mfs. Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

PLUMBING SUPPLIES
'Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont
POWER HOUSE CONVEYORS
Can. Ijink-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

POWER PUMPS (OIL. GASOLINE)
Bowser k Co.. Inc., S. F. , Toronto, Ont,

POWER PUMPS
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mich
Boring Hydraulic A Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Oni
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & MoCulloch Co.. Gait
Pratt & Cadv Co.. Inc., Hartford, Conn.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.

POWER, TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Canadian FairbanksJMorse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Onldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..

St Catharines. Ont
M.icGoTci-n & Co., Inc.. .Montreal, Quo.
MacGorem & Co., New York.
Morse Chain Co., Tthaca, N.Y.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PRESSES
Boring Hydraulic & Eng, Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.

PUMPS, HAND (OIL. GASOLINE)
Bowser, S. F., & Co., Inc. Fort Waj-ne, Ind.

PULLEYS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Ltadsay. Ont.

Canadian Fairbank^JMorse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
GoUlie & McOulloch Co., Gait
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co,, Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PULLEYS. FRICTION CLUTCH
Can. Linlt Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont

PULP MILL MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsaj. Ont.

Hamilton Co.. Wm. . Petertioro, Ont
Jeffrey Manittacturing Co., Montreal.
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. Midi.
Boring Hydraulic A Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. OnU
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & .McCullodh Co., Gait
Laurie A Lamb, Montreal.
MoArity A Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.
Waterous Bagine Works Co.. Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY. ELECTRICAL
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
"oring Hydraulic A Eng, Co., Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, (Ine.

Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
^mart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS
Coppus Eng. & Equipment Co., Worcester, Mass,

PUMPS. AIR
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mick.

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie A Lamb, Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamiltofk.

PUMPS. ACID
Bereridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal. Que.

PUMPS. CONTRACTORS'
Boring Hydraulic A Eng, Co., Ltd., Lindaay. Ont.

Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.

Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
.McAritv A Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner .Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, BOILER FEED
Coppus Eng. A Equipt. Co., Worcester, Mass.

PUMPS. CENTRIFUGAL
Escher. Wviss Co.. Montreal, Que.
Coppus Eng. A Eqiiipt. Co., Worcester, Ma-ss.

PUMPS. ELECTRICAL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Oeek. Mick.

Bereridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.

Darling Brothers, Ltd., .Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, FEED WATER
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

Goldie A McCullooh Co.. Gait
Darting Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que

PUMP GOVERNORS AND REGULATORS
Darling Bros., Montreal.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.

ERiott Co., PitUburgh, Pa.

Mason Regulator Co., Boaton, Mass.

Smart-Turner Machhie C!o., Hamilton. Ont
Watson A MeDaniel Ca, Phnadelphla.

PUMP STRAINERS
Boring Hydraulic A Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Liberty Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, HAND AND POWER
Boring Hydraulic A Eng. Co.. itd., Lindsay. Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machina '^o.. Hamiltao Ont

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mien..

Boring Hydraulic A Eng. Co.. Ltd., Ltedsay. Ont
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal
Hamilton Co., Wm.. Pet«rtx>ro, Ont
Goldie A McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie A Lamb. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. HamOtoa, Out
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

PUMPS. DUPLEX
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Out
Bereridge Pajwr Co.. Alontneal. Que.
Darling Brother?, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, GEARED, COMPOUND
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek. .Mich

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse 0>., Ltd.. Montreal.

Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Tnclis Co.. The John, Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine <3o., HamOtoo, Ont

PUMPS. HYDRAULIC, PRESSURE
American Stcsm Pumn Co.. Battle Creek. Mick
Boring Hydraulic A Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto. Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., H«mlltoii, Ont

PUMP LEATHERS
Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montfoal, Que.

Graton A Knight Mtg. Co., MootreaL

PUMPS, OIL ^
American Steam Pumn Co., Battle Crack. Mick.
Bowser A Co.. Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont
(Tan. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McAritr A Sons, T.. St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS. STEAM TURBO
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal,
Escher Wyss A Co., Montreal. Que.

PUMP TANK. RECEIVER
American Slesm Pump Co.. Battle Oeek. Mick
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Qne.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Qne.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., HamlMoii, Ont

PUMPS. STEAM
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Oeek. Mick.

Can. AlllsClhalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairtianka-MoiM Oa., Uontraal.
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KERR
("New KEYSTONE" Pattern) GATE VALVES

If you have not

used any of these

New Pattern
Valves, specify

"KERR" in your

next order. We
want you to get

acquainted with

the most reliable

valve on the

market.

If you have been

using them, we
are confident that

our satisfaction

will bring us your

repeat orders
These valves will

never cause you

or your customer

the slightes
trouble. Their

high quality is

consistent.

When you buy a "KERR" Valve you get a guaranteed article that is backed by a reliable firm.
Many of the largest distributers of valves in Canada have sold "KERR" Valves for over 25
years, and are still recommending them as the " Best Valve." Write us for particulars.

Kerr Engine Co., Ltd., Valve Specialttt Walkerville, Ont

Boiler Room Efficiency Instruments
NO MORE GUESSING IN YOUR BOILER ROOM

THE DEFENDER SYSTEM (READS)

Draft, Temperature and CO, on each Boiler. Determine
the Draft over the fire and at the last pass of the Boiler
and the drop in Draft through the Boiler—that gives the
highest percentage of C0_ in the Flue Gas and the lowest
Flue Gas Temperature.

This gives the highest Boiler and Furnace Efficiency.

The Defender Catalogue No. 10, which is just off the
press, shows a very complete line and price list of Com-
bustion Appliances and Damper Regulators for the Boiler
Room.

The Defender Automatic Regulator Co., 709 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.

Black Diamonds"
are Precious

COAL is scarce. The supply is still limited. Scarcity
means high prices. You should save every piece of

this precious fuel as a measure of business economy.

Morehead
Back-to-Boiler

System
will Save 8 to 20%
of Your Fuel.

It keeps condensation out of your steam lines by returning it to
the boilers while it is HOT. In a year's time you save many
tons of coal. The MOREHEAD SYSTEM gives freedom from
steam troubles and maintains a uniform temperature through-
out the plant. Requires practically no attention. Let us tel!

you more about the New Improved Morehead Trap.

Canadian Morehead Mfg. Company
WOODSTOCK, ONT.
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Darling Bros., Montreal.
Ocddie & MoCulloch Co.. Oalt
Inglia Co., The John, Toronto, Out.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Leitch Co., Arthur S., Toronto, Ont
McATity & eons, T., St. John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont.

^UMPS, TRIPLEX
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Eamilton, Ont

PUMPS, VACUUM
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
lieveiJdgc Paper C'^., Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Leitch Co., Arthur S., Toronto, Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PYROMETERS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Jas. Morrison Brass jMfg. Co., Toronto.
Taylor Instrviment Co., Rochester, N.Y.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
Escher, Wyss & Co., Montreal.
Uehling Instrument Co., New York, N.T.

RADIATOR TRAPS
Beveiidge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Sareo Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.

RECORDERS, DRAFT
Jas W. Hay3 Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

RADIATOR AIR VENTS
Jan. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

RAILWAY OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
Bowser, S. F., & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

RECLAIMING SYSTEMS FOR OIL
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

REBOILERS
Friek Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

REGISTERING MEASURES
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

RECEIVERS, AIR
Oan. AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
MacKinnon, Hoflmes & Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
RUBBER CEMENT TANKS AND PUMPS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F.

,
Toronto, Ont.

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
Oan. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont.
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.
tiehling Instrument Co., New York, N.T.
Yai-nall-Waring Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

REFRIGERATOR DOORS, WINDOWS, ETC.
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown. Md.

REFRIGERATING MACHINERY
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay,
Ont.

Canadian Griscom-Russell Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Montreal.
Vilter Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

REFUSE DESTRUCTOR
Canadian Urlscom-Russell Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

REGULATORS, PRESSURE
Chaplin-Fulton Mfg. Co., Pittabui^h, Pa.
D'l&te Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.

REGULATORS, TEMPERATURE
Sarco Co., Inc., New York. N.Y.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.

RETORTS
M.-icKinnon Steel Co., Shertjrooke. Que.

REVOVLING DOORS FOR HARDENING
ROOMS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.

ROLLS, CRUSHING
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.

ROOFINGS—RUBBER, PLASTIC. LIQUID
Beireridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

ROPE PRESERVATIVE
Cling Surface Co.. Buffalo.

ROTARY COMPRESSORS
Escher, Wyss & Co., Montreal.

ROTARY CONVERTERS
Canadian Fairbanks-'Mone Co., Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que
RUBBER HOSE
Can. H. W. Johns-iManrllle Co., Toronto. Ont
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Liberty Mfg. Co., Pittsburg. Pa.
Thomson-Gordon, Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.

RUBBER MILL DRIVES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

SAFES
Canadian FairtMnks-Morse Co., Montreal
Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Oalt

SAW MILL CONVEYORS
Pnn. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.

SCREENING MACHINERY
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.

SCALE REMOVERS
Babcook & Wilcox, Ltd, , Montreal.
Bererldge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, %n.
Can. H. W. Johns-AIanTille Co.. Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto. Ont.

SKLF-MEASURING PUMPS (OIL AND
GASOLINE)
Bowser & Co.. Inc., S. P., Toronto, Ont.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

SEAM PROTECTORS. GIRTH
National Boiler Protector Co. of Canada, Montreal.

Que.

SHAFTING
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..
St. Catharines, Ont

Waterous Engine \?Forks Co., Brantford.

SHAKING AND DUMPING GRATES
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Gait Foundry Co.. Gait. Ont.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

SMELTER LININGS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

SMOKE BOXES, STACKS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. AUis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd^ Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPECIAL MACHINERY
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

SPEED INDICATORS
Scfaaeffer 4 Budenburg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn, N.T.
L. S. Starrett Co., Atbol, Mass.

SPEED REDUCING GEARS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

SPROCKET CHAIN ATTACHMENTS
Can. Link-Beit Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey -Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPROCKET RIMS
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., New Bedford, Uaai.

SPUR WHEELS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., hbadstj. Ont.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Canadian Fairbanks^orse Co., Montreal
Hamilton Co., Wm.. Peterboro, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

STACKS, STEEL
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & .McCullooh Co., Qalt
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.

STAND PIPES, STEEL
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que,

STAYBOLTS, FLEXIBLE
Can. Allis-Chalmeis, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

STEAM SEPARATORS
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Can. .\llis-Chalmer3, Ltd.^ Toronto, Ont
Canadian FaittHmks^Moise Co., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal,
Direct Separator Co,. Syracuse, N.T.
D'Elste Co., Julian. Boston, Mm.
Elliott Co., Pitt!*burgh, Pa.
Leitch Co., Arthur 3.. Toronto, Ont
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
Watson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

STEAM SPECIALTIES
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.T.
Canadian Fali^anks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Broe. . Montreal.
D'Bste Co., Julian, Boston. Mass.
Liberty Mfg. Co., Pittsburg. Pa.
Lunkenhelmer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Mason Regulator tc Engineering Co., Montreal.
Jas. Morri.ion Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor.
Watson & McDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.
YamallJWaring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

STEAM TRAPS
American Steam Gauge k Valre Mfg. Co., Boetoo.
Mass.

Anderson Co., T. D., Clereland, O.
Canadian Falrbanks^orse Co., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
D'lQste Co., Julian, Boston. Mass.
Dunham Co.. Ltd.. C. A.. Toronto, Ont
Elliott Co.. Pittabnrgh. Pa.
J. T. Lone. M Adam St. Montreal. Que.
Can. Morehead Mfg. Co.. Woodstock.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co.. Montreal.
Sareo Co.. Inc.. New York. N T.
Watson * McDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.

STEEL BARRELS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont

STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont

STEEL TANKS
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Oalt
Mackinnon Steel Co.

. Ltd. . Sherbrooke. Que.
Waterous Engine Works, Brantford, Ont

STOKERS
Babcock A Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Detroit Stoker Co.. Detroit. Mich.
Oalt Foundry Co., Qalt. Ont
Green's Economiser. Ltd., "Toronto.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
MumhT Iron Works. Dertoit. Midi.
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Maas.

STRAINERS
Babcock * Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Elliott Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

STRUCTURAL STEEL WORK
Babcock ft Wileox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Shertirooke. Que.

SUPERHEATERS, STEAM
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

SWING JOINTS
Franklin Williams Co.. New York.

SWITCHBOARDS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont

SWITCHES AND SWITCH BOXES
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont

TACHOMETERS
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Om.
Can. H. W. Johns-'ManTille Co., Toronto. Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, .-v \

.

TANKS, BLOW-OFF
Darling Bros., Montreal,
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TANKS, FREEZING, STORAGE AND
WATER COOLING
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.

TANKS, OIL
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Bowser & Co., inc.. S. F.. Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
St Catharines, Ont

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TANKS (OIL, KEROSENE. GASOLINE)
Bowser & Co., Ina, S. F., Toronto, Ont

TANKS (UNDERGROUND STORAGE)
Bowser & Co., Ina, S. F., Toronto, Ont.

TANKS, WATER
Goldie & .McCullooh Co., Gait
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TAPPING MACHINES
Jllueller (Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont

TECHNICAL BOOKS
MacLean Publishing Co., Toronto.

THERMOMETERS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.I.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Uehling Instrument Co., New York, N.T.

THERMOSTATS
Sarco Co., Inc., New Tork. N.T.

TOOLS
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H., Samia, Ont

TRANSFORMERS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont. .

(Canadian Fairbanka^Motse Co., Montreal.
Can. I/ink-IVU Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Oilumbus, Ohio.
Jeffrey Manofaeturing Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TRAPS, STEAM AND WATER-LINE
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
D'ESste Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.

TRUCKS, FACTORY
Bereridge Paper Ca, Ltd., Montreal, Qne.
Canadian Fairbanka-'Morse Co., Montreal.

TUBE CLEANERS
Baibeock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Elliott Company. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Green's EconOTnlser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Liberty M/g. Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Pelley Packing and Fine Brush Mfg. Co., St-
Louis, Mo.

TUBE CUTTERS
Babcock A Wileox, Ltd., Montreal.
Liberty Mfg. Co., Pittsburg. Pa.

TUBES, BOILER
Babcock * Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCullodi Co.. Gait

TURBINES, POWER
Coppus Eng. & Bquipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

TUBE EXPANDERS
Babcock A Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Liberty Mfg. Co.. Pittaburg, Pa.

TURBINE OIL
Kellogg A Co.. S. H., New Tcrk. N.T.

TUNGSTEN LAMP (Vacuum and Gai
Filled Type*)

Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont
TURBINE WATER WHEELS
Boring Hydraulic A Eng. Co., Ltd.. "Lindsar, Ont—
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd...
Escher. Wy.ss A Co.. Montreal.
St Catharines. Ont

MacGiwom & Co.. Inc., Montreal. Que.

TURBINES. STEAM
Can. Allls-Ohalmers. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Coppirs Engr. A Equip. Co., Worseatar, Him.
Becher Wyss A Co., Montreal. Qna.
Goldie & McOillooh Co.. Qalt
Laurie A Lamb. Montreal.
MacGorem A Co.. Inc., Moiitreal, Que.

UNIONS
Qinadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Dart Dnion Company. Tomato.
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Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0,
MoArity & SoQS, T.. St. John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

UNDERGROUND TANKS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

UNIONS, BALL JOINT. COMBINATION,
FLANGED PIPE, GROUND JOINT.
MALLEABLE IRON, FLANGE. PIPE.
SWING
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, Mass.
Dart Union Compan;, Ltd., Toronto. Ont.

VACUUM GOVERNORS
Smart-Turoer Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.
Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling lirothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Leitch Co., Arthur S.. Toronto, Ont.

VACUUM REGULATING VALVES
Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto, Ont.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Bmart-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VACUUM TRAPS
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. Morehead Mfg. Co., Woodstock, Ont
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.

VALVE DISCS
PenherLhy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

VALVE LEATHER
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

VALVE RESEATING MACHINES
Darling Bros., Montreal.

VALVES, CONDENSER, PUMP, RUBBER
Vorhees Rubber Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

VALVES
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsuy, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morae Co., Montreal.
Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co.. Toronto. Ont
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
D'Este Co., Julian. Boston. Mass.
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co., Pittsburg.
Jenkins Bros.. Montreal.

POWER HOUSE
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc.. Hartford, Conn,

VALVES, RADIATOR
.

Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Watson & MoDaniel Co., Philadelphia.
Liberty Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerrille. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O,
Pratt & Cady, HarUord, Conn.
Watson & MoDaniel Co., Philadelphia.
Wood & Co., R. D., Philadelphia, Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.
.MoArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.

VALVES, ACID RESISTING
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co., Pitt^urg.
McArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.

VALVES, BACK PRESSURE
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

VALVES, BRASS
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

VALVES, BLOW-OFF
Bat>cock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Elliott Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Qoldie & McCullooh Co.. Gait
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co., Pittaibuig.

Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
MoArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Watson & MoDaniel Co., Philadelphia.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia. Pa

VALVE CHAIN WHEEL
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., New Bedford, Mass.

VALVES, FOOT
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.

VALVES, GATE
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
MoArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Ppnherthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

77

VALES, HYDRAULIC
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa

VALVES, MULTIPORT
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.^ Toronto, Ont
VALVES, NON-RETURN STOP
Canadian Fkirbanks-iMorse Co., Montreal.

VALVES, RELIEF
American Steam Gauge & Valre Mfg. Co., BostoD,
Mass,

McArity & Sons, T., St. John, N.B.

VALVES, REDUCING
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
O'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Leitoh Co., Arthur S., Toronto, Ont
Liberty Mfg, Co., Pitt^urg, Pa.
Mason RegnUtor Co., Bostoi, Wm.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont

VALVES, STANDARD, GLOBE ANGLE
AND CHECKS

Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
VALVES, POP
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MoArity & Sons. T., St John. N.B. ,

VALVES, PUMP
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-Moras Ca, Montreal
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VALVES, SAFETY THROTTLE
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
McArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O,

WATER COLUMNS. GAGES
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
WATER GAUGES, STANDARD. EXTRA
HEAVY AND AUTOMATIC

Penberth.v Injector Co., Wind.>!or, Ont.
WATER SOFTENING SYSTEMS
Wm. B, Scaife & Sons, Pittsburgh, Pa.

WHISTLES
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

WHEEL TANKS (LUBRICATING OIL AND
GASOLINE)
Boir.ser & Co., Inc., 3. F., Toronto, Ont.

a AND SCAIFE
PURIRICA-riON 5>^5TE:MS
SOFTENINGi & Fl L.TR/^XIONFOR BOILER REED
ALL. INDU5TRIA.I- USES

i--^^F.lUA€--^^l5L-^JJLii--^:llL-Jc^J.li

The Wrench of 25% Greater Efficiency

Two new features have
been recently a'dded to the
Trimo Pipe Wrench, namely
Nut-Guards, in all sizes, and
unbreakable steel frames, in

leading sizes.

The Nut-Guards prevent
the accidental rotation of the
nut while in use.

These improvements add
25% to the usefulness of the
tool.

The Trimo Pipe Wrench
is made with wood handles
in 4 sizes, 6-in., 8-in., 10-in.,

14-in. a'nd in steel handles
in all sizes, 6-in. to 48-in.
inclusive.

All Trimo Pipe Wrench
parts are interchangeable.

The inserted jaw in the
handle can be readily re-
placed when worn, thus add-
ing to the life of the tool.

Nut with Nut-Guards
Inquiries from Importers and Dealers
Solicited. Send for Catalogue No. 55.

TRIMONT MANUrACTURING CO.
C&ble Address : Triwrench
Code : Western Union Roxbury (Boston) Mass., U.S.A.

.J

STARRETT HACK SAWS
Just one trial will prove that the
Starretts will cut faster and last
longer.

Write for our Catalog No. 21CD. It
shows many styles and sizes of fine
precision tools and hack saws.

The L. S. Starrett Company
The World's Greatest Toolmakers

Manufacturers of Hack Saws Unexcelled
Athol Mass 42-877
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Escher Wyss & Go., S.A. (sS-a,
Montreal Office: 112 Coristine Building

Water Turbines
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Pipelines |

Turbo Pumps |
2J-I0
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POWER HOUSE

There^s a Reason

Put your Engine problems in our

hands tell us of your special re-

quirements, and Inglis Experts will

go into details immediately with

you, without charge, and without

placing you under any obligation

to us whatever.

The John Inglis Company, Limited
Engineers and Boiler Makers

14 Strachan Avenue TORONTO, Canada
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Reducing
Valves
Non-Equalizing

Extremely Sensitive

Equally Suitable for Steam or Air

Reducing Valve Protection

The Non-Equalizing fea-

ture of Morrison's Standard

Reducing Valves will sure-

ly commend itself to you. A
guarantee of a perfectly

uniform and dependable

service, is remarkably sen-

sitive for control, and is

really a long step in advance

of reducing valve construc-

tion.

We have everything for

the engine and boiler

room.
Write us about any line

or lines in which you are
interested.

James Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Ltd.

93-97 Adelaide Street West Toronto, Canada
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A monthly newspaper devoted to the Generation, Transmission and Application of Steam, Gas,

Electric, Air and Water Power; and to the operation of Refrigerating Machinery.
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SWING CHECK VALVES
There is nothing safer than a Penberthy Double
Plug, Regrinding Swing Check Valve.
The "Check Superior," that overcomes valve
prejudice on steam lines.

It can always be relied upon to work.

External View

Penberthy Swing Check Valves are sub-

stantially and strongly made. Possess

a special wear resistant bronze com-
position disc. Have a liberal thickness

of metal in both body and diaphragm.

Note the double plug feature ; a decided advantage
over all other makes. Allows all repairs to be
made without removing the valve from the pipe line.

All genuine Penberthy Checks bear our trade mark
and the registered pressure 200 lbs. is cast on each.

The Penberthy name is in itself a "guarantee of

quality." Engineers, Steam-fitters, Plumbers, Pur-
chasing Agents know that.

Cash in on the Penberthy Reputation by stocking
a line of Penberthy Valves.

Sectional Side'.View

Regrinding, Compodisk, Check
Valves.

and Gate

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE BRASS VALVES
Sectional Top View

PENBERTHY INJECTOR CO., LIMITED
Windsor, Ontario



POWER HOUSE

KEEP ^ DOWN UPKEEP^
STEADY dependable power is necessary if re-

pair and up-keep costs are to be reduced to

a minimum. Steady power means fewer re-

pairs, not only on your engine or dynamo, but

on all machines throughout the plant.

Without correct lubrication, steady power and an

efficient power-plant is impossible. Scientifically

and carefully made lubricants like those offered

Imperial Lubricants
For Manufacturing, Mining and Milling

CYLINDER OILS
Imperial Capitol Cylinder Oil.

Imperial Beaver Cyliinder Oil.

Imperial Cylinder Oil.

Imperial Shield Cylinder Oil.

Imperial Ebony Cylinder Oil

Imperial Acme Cylinder Oil.

Imperial Disc Cylinder Oil.

Imperial Dominion Cylinder Oil.

ENGINE OILS
Imperial Atlantic Red Engine Oil.

Imperial Bayonne Eneine Oil.

Imperial Standard Gas Engine Oil.

Imperial Kearsarge Engine Oil.

Imperial Renown Engine and Dynamo Oil.

Imperial Sola'r Red Engine Oil.

Imperial Junior Red Engine Oil.

Imperial Eldorado Engine Oil

Our Corps of Lubricating Engineers is at your service free

of any charge or obligation. Let them study your lubri-

cation problem, consult with you a'nd make recommendations.
Address our Home Office. 56 Church Street, Toronto, or any
of our Branches.

in the Imperial line will make your power-plant
run smoothly, with the greatest possible efficiency

and the minimum of care and attention.

Good mechanical engineers know this. They
know too, that they will secure a uniform lubri-

cant of high quality if they buy one of our well-

known brands—a lubricant that will always give

good satisfaction and better dollar-for-dollar

value.

IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED
Power Heat Light Lubrication

BRA.NCHES IN ALL CITIES
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" Now That Federal Restrictions Are Re-
moved We Will Extend the Plant and
Install the JEFFREY Improved Carrier

"The war and consequent Government supervision will

have a tremendous influence on power plant operation.

The entire industry readily fell in line with the U.S.

Fuel Administration and many long-standing wastes
were eliminated.

"Reconstruction activities will call for a vast
amount of labor, both skilled and unskilled. Con-
sequently wages will continue high, so that mech-
anical equipment will be far more economical
wherever it can be applied. War-time wages have
caused our coal and ash handing costs to climb
almost out of sight.

"The JEFFREY Carrier, which is built in six

sizes, will handle 30 to 160 tons of Coal or
Ashes an hour for far less costs. The plant
will be cleaner and more efficient and the
men will be glad to be released from this dis-

agreeable duty."

Catalog No. 210-A describes com-
pletely the JEFFREY Carrier.
Write TO-DAY for your copy.

The Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Canadian Branch and Warerooms :

Montreal, Canada
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The greatest soiirop of expeiMe hi connection with the operation of furnace';, is the destruction of the brick lining in the file chainl>er. In many inst«ijc«-

it is necessary to dismantle the ciiti)e brick work ill order to make the necessary repairs. In addition to the cost involTed. this method frequently reQuire?

the shutting down of the fumaoe for several day?. This c»bjeotionabl€ feature has often resulted in a furnace being operated much longer than it otherwise
would, the consequences being Oie complete destruction of the brick lining.

The "Gates" Stoker Arch is built to minimize these disadvantages
and at the same time effect a saving in the cost of maintenance.
Our new type of arch block is adapted to Dutch oven type of lioiler .setting, "r H.lt.T. boiler back arches, large fire door arches, rcrerberatory and smelt-

ing furnaces a.s well as stoker arches^
HERE'S A BIG ADVANTAGE—Being built on the unit principle an.v .-iicliou of the arch can be replaced without dtslnrliing the rr.-»t of thi

brick work.
If your setting is nut .standaitl we will d<".ign ;i block to suit y.Mtr leqniicmenls.

We Specialize in all kinds of POWER PLANT BRICK WORK.
CALL ON OUR LNGINF.KRS AT AN'i' I I MK l ( )R]I\I-()RM A TK i\ Vol Ri /R l Rl-. I'HKIR .SI .RX ICKS \R\ orM- RM) TO VOL" WITH-
OUT OBLIGATION

JOHN W. GATES, LIMITED, 382 St. James Street, Montreal

llliiiiiilliiiiii uni

HOn'S FROST KING

HOn'S NICKEL GENUINE, HOH'S TROJAN
Hoyt Babbitt Metals
are used by the largest
manufacturers in every
allied country. They
are recognized as the
standard of quality.

BABBITTS
Fill All Your Babbitting Needs

Hoyt Babbitt Metals
give better and longer
service than any ordin-

ary babbitts. Give them
a trial and watch re-

sults.

HOYT METAL CO., TORONTO
NEW YORK, N.Y. LONDON, ENG. ST. LOUIS, MO.

POWESl HOUSE, April 20, 19111, Vol. XII., No. h. Published semi-monthly at ll;t-l."):) University Ave, Toronto, Canada. SuKscription price in Canada. Jl 00:

in United States. $1.60. Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office Oepartment. Ottawa, Canada. Entered as second-class matter July I. 1912. il

the Post OfTice at Buffalo, under the Act of March 3rd. 1879.
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The

Guarantee
of a

Permanently
TIGHT

Connection

6?

Bronze^meets Bronze
Both Face and Seat are
Rust and Corrosion-Proof

Iron Parts are Extra Heavy. The joint wili not pulF

apart under unusual strain or heavy pressure.

The Set is Ball-Shaped, which allows perfect connectionL

easily and quickly, regardless of alignment.

Your Jobber Sells Them

Manufactured by

DART UNION CO., Limited

TORONTO, CANADA
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1ALBOl
Contra-Flow

Steam Boilers
(Equipped with Crude Oil Burners)

The "Talbot" ia a boiler of the contra-flow type, water entering near
the stack and leaving in the form of steam near the furnace.

Cost of operation is cheaper than any known power producer.

The circulation is through water tubes and is forced at a high velocity

by means of a punjp, doing away with a water drum. By preventing
gravity circulation the steam is drawn directly from the lower tubes,
eliminating the steam drum. The boiler is internally fired, and hence
self-contained. Feed water and fuel burners are automatically con-

trolled to adjust the boiler to widely varying demands for steam.

For full particulars write.

Canadian Manufacturers and Sales Office ;

Montreal General Tool Co., Ltd.

675 Notre Dame, Maisonneuve
MONTREAL, P.Q.

Head of Boiler Casing Kemoved.

Requires about one-seventh the .space of the ordinary
boiler.

No brickwork is necessary.

Tubes easily replaced under reduced steam pressure.

THE OLD WAY
Notice the space occupied by belts, pulleys and shaftine, which darken

the workshop and throw shadows on the work.

THE COVENTRY CHAIN CO., LTD.
COVENTRY, ENGLAND

Cables "CHAINS COVENTRY," Codes A.B.C., 4th and 5th Editions, A briKht factory means improved work and larger output, less likeli-

and Western Union. hood of accidents. (Note compact arranirement of drive).
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Outside

Protection for Pneumatic Tool Hose

—an outer jacket

that ensures longer

service and big

economies.

H OSE that ensures longer service and big
economies.

Pneumatic tool hose is important enough to

deserve our preferred attention—and yours.

So we studied pneumatic tool hose performance to

develop a hose that would give longer and better

service ; that would make the specifying of this hose
matter of importance to you-

Goodyear Extra Sei'vice Pneumatic Tool Hose was
the result—a hose that is doubly protected.

The inner tube is made of specially prepared rubber
to resist air pressure effectively. Even after long use

this hose remains elastic, active, unified.

The smooth white cover is made of extra tough rub-

ber—rubber as tough as the tread of a tire. No wire

winding— easily handled, and light in weight.

Rough usage, knocks, abrasion — the things that

make ordinary pneumatic tool hose a steady item of

expense—are slow to impair the efficiency of Good-
year Extra Service Pneumatic Tool Hose.

Its different and better construction insures longer

service and real economy.

A hose purchase may come up in your concern any
day. Write or telephone the nearest Goodyear
branch for a hose man to call with samples. No
obligation—you are not expected to order. We just

want you to know all about this better hose when
you need hose.

PNEUMATIC TOOL HOSE
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"The Best Paper of Its Class"
pOWER HOUSE is now safely launched on its semi-monthly

journey, and from every part of the Dominion there are com-
ing many letters of commendation and assurance. Here is one
example:

Donavon, Sask., March 5, IQIQ

Dear Sirs:

In answer to your inquiries re "Power House," I

certainly am in favor of a semi-monthly publication

of this paper. In my opinion it cannot be published

too often.

As far as the subscription rate is concerned I shall

continue to take "Power House" whatever it costs.

I might say that I have been several times around
the world as an engineer in the British Merchant

. Service and it is the best paper of its class I have

ever met.

I wotcld very much like to see marine work discus-

sed occasionally. Other than that I fail to see where
"Power House" can be improved.

Believe me,

Yours truly,

PERCY S. HUNTER.

The editorial and advertising pages of POWER HOUSE are

equally appreciated by the readers—this is clearly shown.

Engineers have said: "I find the ad\ ertisements \ aluable to me,

the information about the merits of the machines is interest-

ing." POWER HOUSE, because of its stand for the upbuilding

of efficiency in power plant equipment and ser\ ice, quite natur-

ally attracts owners, superintendents and the best engineers. It

is a medium recognized as possessing leadership. It maintains

a strong influence on those who directthebuyingof power plant

equipment. It is the one sure medium of publicit) for the

manufacturer.
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THE VALUE OF

MASON
SERVICE
TTTE are prepared to supply the EngineeringW Equipment mentioned below and would

further point out that we have a large ex-

perience in the practical application of our en-

gineering equipment to actual service conditions.

Our salesmen are practical engineers and sell

from knowledge not from catalogue. Their sug-
guestions are usually useful.

This is Mason Service.

THE MASON LINE INCLUDES:—
"Mason" Reducing" Valves (genuine).

"Mason" Pump Governors.

"Mason" Pressure Controllers.

Bundy Steam Traps for every service.

Coppus Turbine-driven Blowers.

Coppus Turbine-driven Boiler Feed Pumps.

Sims Hot Water Generators.

Sims Storage Heaters.

Sims Open Feed Water Heaters.

Bundy Oil Separators.

Ashton Gauges and Safety Valves.

Everlasting Blow^-off Valves.

Babbitt Sprocket Rims.

Stratton Steam Separators.

Reilly Feed Water Heaters.

Reilly Evaporators and Distiller.s.

Reilly Feed Water Filters.

The Mason Regulator &
Engineering Co., Limited

Successors to

H. L. PEILER & COMPANY

Montreal Office and Factory: 135-153 Dagenais Street

Toronto Representative:

The Arthur S. Leitch Co., 506 Kent Building

Bulletins and Full Information
Gladly Furnished

New Bundy Return Trap

Reilly Multi-Screen Feed Water
Filter

Mason No. 55 Pump Pressure
Re^lator

Mason Standard Bronze
Reducing Valve
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The Safe and Certain Boiler Cleanser

Anti-Clinker Shell Bar Grates
There's no coal waste where these prates are used.

Maximum air-space provides for perfect combustion. No
clinker formation here, and you get more heat with less

fuel.

One-Piece Jointless Furnace Lining

Why shift the blame on your engineer or fireman when
it is your furnaces that are not up to the highest point
of efficiency? USE PLIBRICO—it lasts longer than fire

brick and is easier to install.

Tip-It Patent Welding Process
With TIP-IT you get tools with shanks of carbon and
tips of high-speed steel.

PUT a barrel of BOICO in your boiler

room. It's the most efficient and
economical clean-boiler insurance

you can adopt. BOICO routs the most
stubborn cases of boiler scale formations
quickly and thoroughly.

Hundreds of Plants are Using BOICO

Every Day With Unqualified Success

What BOICO will do in one plant it will

do in another—it will do in yours.

BOICO loosens and brings away the
hardest of old formations and keeps new
scale from gathering. Yet it never does
the slightest injury to boilers, valves or

packings. Neither does it carry over in

the steam, nor cause foaming or priming.

We are confident that BOICO will live

up to all our claims and are prepared to

let you test it FREE of cost. You have
nothing to lose by trying it—let us hear

from you.

Shell-Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.
376 Dufferin

Street 1 oronto
Eastern Sales Agents; Mill Supply Department . Beverid)ie Paper ("<>.. Limited. Montreal; Adolphe lluot Rea'd.. Quebec
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Steam Trap Losses

Should Be Classed as Unnecessary

Steam trap losses contribute largely each year to plant

operating cost. In terms of lost time, too frequent adjust-

ments, blowing off, steam leakage, they represent re-

peated waste. These have been entirely eliminated—and

time losses changed into steam savings—where the Johns-

Manville Steam Trap is used.

This trap has but three parts—a body, bushing, and
hollow ball. When there is no condensate to discharge,

steam pressure in the trap holds the ball against the

discharge orifice—the only point where there's unbalanced
steam pressure. As water flows into the trap, the ball

is rolled up, the unobstructed orifice is exposed, and water
is discharged. This discharge is continuous as long as

water flows to the trap. If air is present it is drawn
out through vortices formed at the discharge orifice.

There are no levers, counterweights, springs, or other
"fixin's." It is the most simple and efficient trap made,
and absolutely tamper proof. Ask our nearest branch
for special bulletin—it can solve your trap troubles.

Canadian Johns-Manville Co.

Limited

Montreal Toronto Vancouver Winnipeg
Hamilton London Ottawa

^^^^^ \ Temperature Cements. ^^^r

JOHNSftMANVILLE
SteamTrap
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DEPARTMENT
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LINDE
REFRIGERATING MACHINERY

Is known and recognized the world over as

The Standard Refrigerating Machine
We have carefully studied Refrigeration under all conditions in Canada for the

past 25 years and know what is best for the Canadian Manufacturer.

Our Machinery is '^Made in Canada yy

The LINDE CANADIAN REFRIGERATION CO., Limited

TORONTO

37 St. Peter St., Montreal, P.Q.
WINNIPEG

Makers of Quality Refrigerating Machinery Since 1896

VANCOUVER

What They Say About Power House
"I certainly am in favor of a semi-
monthly publication. In my opinion it

cannot be published too often. I have
been several times around the world as
an engineer in the British Merchant Ser-
vice and POWER HOUSE is the best
paper of its class I have ever met."

—

Mr. Percy S. Hunter, Donavon, Sask.

"I would like very much to get POWER
HOUSE twice a month. For Canadian
engineers it is unexcelled."—Mr. A. R.

Troke, Paris, Ont.

"New subscribers who do not really know
the value of POWER HOUSE might
demur at paying a high price for it, but

personally speaking, I would not object
to paying double price for double ser-

vice. I never miss reading the adver-
tisements. They are real interesting to

anyone in this line."—Mr. Fred E. Ree-
sar. Municipal Electric Light Plant,
Markham, Ont.

"I feel that a semi-monthly magazine
will also be a great step in our favor in-

asmuch as we can now look forward to a

friend and adviser's call twice a month
instead of once. I take a number of

magazines myself, but there is none I

look forward to receiving like my old

friend and adviser. POWER HOUSE."—
Mr. L. E. Wight, Drumheller, Alberta.

"I favor the change to semi-monthly. It

is worth twice the money to a Canadian
engineer when compared to other maga-
zines published in the U.SA., upon
which I am basing this suggestion."

—

Mr. Fred R. McNeil, Shawinigan Falls, Q.

"I am very pleased to hear that POWER
HOUSE is to be published twice a month
as I have been a reader of it for several

years. The change will be a great help

to engineers."— Mr. W. E. Pale, Van-
couver. B.C.

and Hundreds More Say the Same
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Quality Products Leave No Regrets
York Ice-making and Refrigerating Machinery is not made
to fit the price. We have a standard of quality and service

which has been maintained ever since the York Organization
was started.

It is betraying no secret to say that many owners of ice-

making and refrigerating- plants have expressed to us, by
word and letter, their keen regret at having turned down
a York contract because the price seemed too high.

Price is a poor gage to use in buying such important equip-
ment as Ice-Making and Refrigerating Machinery. Confidence
is a better one. You know from your own experience that
business born of confidence begets new business.

No customer can truthfully say that the York Organization
ever tried to take advantage of him. It is on this basis
that we have been selling our products, and it is for this

reason that we have been successful.

An inquiry from you will be appreciated. You are not
obligated to buy York equipment until you are satisfied

as to its quality and our good intentions.

YORK MANUFACTURING CO.
(Ice-Making and Refrigerating Machinery exclusively)

YORK, PA.
Canadian Representatives

Canadian Ice Machine Company
WINNIPEG TORONTO MONTREAL CALGARY
S5 Lombard St. 82 Chestnut St. 304 Craig St. West 60S Second St

Temptations
In these days of high prices, the temptation is often

strong to put off repairs and improvements until the last

minute, and then tiy to save money by purchasing
materials cheaper in first cost but of doubtful efficiency.

Either policy is liable to prove disappointing and costly

in the end.

The time to get ready for next season's business is not
when the hot weather is upon you, but right now when
the load on your cold storage rooms is light. The sooner
you make your repairs and improvements, the better.

Materials are scarce and transportation is very uncertain

at best.

And nowadays the best is still the cheapest. You can get
cold storage insulating materials that will be cheaper than
Nonpareil Corkboard in first cost, but in the long run—after
they have become moisture-soaked, worthless as heat-
insulators and have to be replaced—they are many times more
expensive.

Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Limited
;o4 McGILL BUILDING MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA
Brancbeslln the principal cities of the United States and Canada. Also manufacturers of

Nonpareil Cork Covering for^all cold pipes.

Fruit storage room insulated with Nonpareil Corkboard,
Altschul Bros. Company, Lima, Ohio.

// you are not already familiar with it, there are
many facts about Nonpareil Corkboard Insulation
that will interest you as a business mayi. The 152
page, illustrated book and samplei of the materials
will be sent, free of charge, on request.

Nonpareil Corkboard Insulation
For Cold Storage Rooms
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Pure Corkboard
Made in Canada

A New and Important Source of Supply

All buyers know that the sources of supply of pure Com-
pressed Corkboard and Granulated Cork are few—too few
—and the output entirely inadequate at times—an unhealthy

situation for the buyers.

Therefore, you have special interest in this new and import-

ant source of supply, large in volume, fine in quality and
right in price.

It offers you added security both as to cost and deliveries.
»

Pure Corkboard is now a necessity to the refrigerating in-

dustries, which use many millions of square feet yearly in

the insulation of more than eighty per cent, of new construc-

tion and repair work.

We are prepared to handle your complete requirements, either

for material only or installed in your building. Write us to-day

and we will gladly give you full information and quotations.

Canadian Corkboard Co., Limited
Head Office : 17 Adelaide St. East, TORONTO

Works at Port Colborne, Ont.
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Did you ever stop to figure up how much your present
feed pump is costing you per year? Do you realize that
there is a pump which can cut down your cost of boiler
feeding ?

The ordinary boiler feed pump constantly needs expensive
repairs—and is always giving trouble on account of
leaky valves and pistons. With the

CORPUS TURBO FEED PUMP
there is no steam leakage—because there are no valves
With a COPPUS Turbo Feed Pump repairs are neg-
ligible— because there are few moving parts. In a
COPPUS Centrifugal Turbo Feed Pump the deprecia-
tion is unusually low—because there is practically nothing;
to wear out except ball bearings and wearing rings.
Then, too, the COPPUS Turbo Feed Pump is very eco-
nomical in steam consumption, and absolutely automatic
in regulation. A self-oiling system and an excess pres-
sure regulator minimizes the attention required.
These are some of the reasons why the COPPUS Turbo
Feed Pump is rapidly becoming the choice of efficient
engineers everywhere. Write for Pump Catalog H5.
and let us show you how "COPPUS equipment can save
you money."

THE COPPUS ENGINEERING AND
EQUIPMENT COMPANY

Manufacturers of COPPUS Turbo Blowers
and COPPUS Power Turbines

341 PARK AVENUE WORCESTER, ASS.
Agents for Montreal : Mason Regulator & Engineering
Co. Agents for Winnipeg : Parkhill & Hanson, 905

Confederation Building.
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HEATING BY HOT WATER & HOT WATER SOPPLIES

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY GUARANTEED
ROWS PATENT CALORIFIERS are strongly recommended for heating water

in bulk" for supplying a number of Baths and Lavatories. Also for HEATING
CIRCULATIONS for PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS, HOTELS, etc.

ROYLE'S Patent AUTOMATIC STEAM CONTROL ATTACHMENT maintains

a CONSTANT TEMPERATURE.

ROW'S PATENT

CALORIFIERS
FEED WATER iHEATERS

RADIATORS
Suitable for HotlWater or

High Pressure Steam

STEAM and^GAS KETTLES

EVAPORATORS
CONDENSERS ROWS PATENT CALORIFIER. STOR.\GK PATTERN.

Instantaneous Heater^with connections
for Fresh and Sail Water and Steam

ROYLESJLIMITED,
ENGINEERS AND
SPECIALISTS IRLAM, MANCHESTER

ENGLAND

Dominion Belting Company, Limited
Hamilton, Canada

Sole manufacturers of the celebrated

"MAPLE LEAF" Brand Stitched Cotton
Duck Belting and Belt Dressing.

The demand for our products has steadily

increased because the standard of quality
has been maintained.

We make only one
can be produced.

"MAPLE LEAF" is the strongest, ti-uest

running, most economical and efficient

belt on the market for transmission of
power, conveying, etc.

Being thoroughly waterproof it is suitable

for running in wet or dry places. "MAPLE
LEAF" Belt Dressing is different to others

offered in that it is equally good for all

grade, the best that

kinds of belting, leather, rubber or Balata,

as well as our own make.

Write us for prices, and if desired we will

be pleased to furnish samples and further

infoimation.

A trial

utility.

order will convince you of their

DOMINION BELTING CO.Ltd., Hamilton, Canada-Quebec Branch: 51 Duluth Bldg., Montreal
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Sectional View of Murphy Automatic ^Furnace

The Murphy Fuinace i.« designed to extract

he utmost energy out of fuel, efticiently and
atlenti;>n of the«iiiokelessly. with

operator.

While, of cour.sc-.

the most eeouftmical re.-nh

naee. liowover, will burn
ignite, s.iwdust or even

)u.< coal produces

, the Murphy Fui'-

uch fuel as slack,

refuse efficiently

(>nougli to keep a plant operating during omer
liencv. The construction of

MURPHY
i- >urli thai lliev tord ihe fire from, two sides

(not one) giving doulile the coking area. The
coal is fed—the 'ire cleaned—the ash discharged
—continuously and automatically.

Boiler* fired l>y Murphy Furnaces do not
rc(juire auxiliary forced draft (a large initial

saying). The excellent air distribution—57%
air s])ace—makes the stoker exceedingly efficient

and gives the power plant that lime form of
economy which coine< only through continuous
automatic o])eration.

The Murphy operated |)lant can truthfully
.-ay that they ol)tain all the necessary .sleam—
with idenly of reser\e capacity—without "one
jtcnny for draft."'

You will he surprised to know how easily the
Murphy Furnace can be installed under any type
of boiler from 50 horsepower up. Our catalog HM-4
pives you details. Send for copy to-day.

V<,i- information on Riley Underfeed
Stokers for large boilers, see last

month's ad rertisement—or send for
Rilei/ Stoker Catalog HR-/^.

MURPHY IRON WORKS
DETFtO IT J. IVIICH. TT ur. S. A.

THE reliability of Lunkenheimer
Pop Safety Valves has been
demonstrated through many

years of satisfactory service, on all

types of boilers.

Rigid tests under live steam and
their careful adjustment to meet
the individual service conditions, is

assurance that they will efficiently

perform the functions for which they
are intended.

Their remarkable durability, due
to correct design and high "quality"

materials, is a source of economy
in many boiler plants.

Users KNOW. A trial CONVINCES.
Write for booklet No. 502- DC

LUNKENHEIMER—-"QUALITY"—

Largest Matiufacturers of
High Grade Engineering .Specialties

in the World

CINCINNATI Boston

New York Chicago

4-1 '-+3 London
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REES RoTURBo
Pumping Machinery

Is in use all over the World in Waterworks, Mines,
Power Stations, Irrigation Works, Pulp and
Paper Mills, Salt, Chemical and General

Industrial Plants where highest effici-

ency, reliability and the best class

of Engineering are demanded.

i u

Illustrating Sectional View Type, B.2 Multi-Staire Rees Roturbo Patent Pressure ('hambrr Pump.

REES RoTURBo Pumps provide a high and sustained efficiency over a wide range of
duties. This means a very noticeable saving in power costs.

The Self-Regulating feature of RoTURBo design is responsible for this saving, and
this same feature protects your Prime Mover from overloads on a decreased pressure

head, eliminating expensive delays and costly repairs.

Our RoTURBo Pump and Condenser Catalogues, full of valuable information, are

yours for the asking.

Sole Canadian Manufacturers

The Goldie & McCulloch Co., Ltd.
Head Office and Works, GALT, ONTARIO, CANADA

Toronto Office

Suite 1101-2,

Bank of Hamilton Bld'g

Western Branch :

248 McDermott Ave.,

Winnipeg, Man.

Quebec Ai^enttt :

Ross & Greig:,

400 St. James St.

Montreal, Que.

British Columbia Ag-ents :

Robt. Hamilton & Co.

Vancouver, B.C.
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The Toronto Plant
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TheWm. Davies Co.

Recent Extensions Result in

Greatly Increased Capacity.

Up-to-date Ice Plant a Fea-
ture of the Plant Design,

By W. F. SUTHERLAND
Editor POWER HOUSE.

CANADIAN industries were a ma-
terial factor in the supplying of

mur.itions to the Allies and of

equal importance has bee'n the part
payed in the provisioning: of not only
the armies but the people of the al-

lied nations. The export trade thus
built up necessitated large addition to

the cold storage warehouses and equip-
ment of practically every firm dealing in

meat products. The extensions recently

completed by the William Davies Co.
have involved rather extensive altera-

tions to certain portions of the Toronto
plant, and have necessitated the addition
of m^ich new equipment. New loading
docks and car icing platforms have been
built, and a new cold storage warehouse
constructed; this latter also houses
a meat market for city trade. Together
with these changes new refrigerating
machinery has been installed. The old

and new units of the mechanical equip-
ment form the basis of this article, the
various cooling rooms and warehouses
being treated in a future article.

Absorption Plant

The absorption system, which forms the
older portion of the equipment, is of
much interest not only on account of
its being one of the few in Canada, but
also on account of the length of time
which it has been in service. Three units
are installed, all made by the Carbondale
Machine Co., Carbondale, Pa. The 40
and 75 ton sets were installed in 1890,
29 years ago, v/hile the 100 ton set is 8

years old, having been installed in 1911.

These three absorption units have been

in amost continuous operation since their

installation, allowance being made of

course for the lighter winter require-

ments of the plant.

The generators are of the horizontal

type and are .=;upplied with live steam
from the boilers. The analyzers and ex-

changers are placed vertically above the

generators, while the rectifier is placed

outside. The condenser absorbers and
brine coolers are on the main floor level,

alongside the generators of each set.

This system is very economical in opera-
tion, as the cooling water required is

raised to about 90 degrees F., while

passing through the condenser, and thus
admirably serves for washing hogs. The
condensate from the generators is re-

turned to the boilers by means of Cole

rdtum traps. In passing it may be men-
tioned that all hot water returns from
cooking, rendering and other plant pro-

ABSORPTION PLANT; THREE UNITS ARE SHOWN.
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cesses as well as from the heating sys-

tem are returned to the boilers by means
of these traps, fourteen in all being
used.

The ammonia pumps, which are the

only moving part of this system, are all

belt driven from a line shaft and are so

arranged that any pump can be operated
on any one of the three units.

The brine from the brine coolers is

circulated by means of two Deane
pumps, one for the low temperature
brine, and one for the high tempera-
ture brine.

The low temperature brine is kept
at about 10 degi-ees and is used for

freezing, while the high temperature
brine for chilling is circulated at about
15 degrees F. These pumps have also

seen a good many years' service, sixteen

and fifteen years respectively. Coupled
with the power driven pumps are two
booster pumps of 250 gallon capacity
each; these pumps are of the duplex
steam type of Martin make. They
serve to provide a means of controlling

the circulation of brine and also act as CAR ICi::G DOCK.

LINDE COMPRESSOR IN ICE MACHINE PLANT

auxiliaries in the case of failure of the
power driven pumps. In addition to

this equipment another 500 gallon Mar-
Lin pump is also installed for emergency
uses.

Other Stand-by Equipment

Since power is now purchased from
central station supply the old steam
equipment is now little used, but fills a

valuable place as stand-by equipment in

the event of power failure. In the sup-
ply of power to the engine room equip-

ment a Doty engine is used when need-
ed. This engine is of 75 h.p., of the Cor-

liss type and has been in service fifteen

years. A Goldie & McCullough Ideal

engine of 50 h.p. is also installed and is

direct connected to a C.G.E. 110 volt

generator for the supplying of the light-

insr requirements when needed.

The power required for various uses
around the power plant, such as the

operation of the brine and ammonia
l)umps on the absorption system, is or-

dinarily supplied by a 50 h.p. Lanca-
shire motor, belted to the line shaft.

In passing is may be mentioned that

this type of motor is used almost en-

tirely throughout the plant.

Compression System

In the older poi-tion of the plant, which
has been dealt with up to the present, a

Linue Canadian compression system is

also installed. This system has a ca-

pacity of 125 tons of refrigeration per
24 hours. The Linde compressor is

driven by a 175 h.p. Lancashire motor
by means of a 28 inch Beardmore belt.

As will be noticed in the accompanying
illustration the motor has been placed

on a concrete foundation some distance

above floor level. This has been done
since tlie Don Kiver overflows its bankn
with unpleasant results so far as elec-

trical equipment is concerned.

Boiler Room

The boiler room of a packing hou«e
supplies steam almost entirely for vari-

ous processes carried on in the dressing
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ICE STORAGE ROUM : NEARLY I'lILL.

and cooking of meats. Steam for pow-
er xeneration is in this case not required

except as a stand-by service. Three
Erie City boilers are installed, one of

500 h.p., and the other two of 330 h.p.

each. Detroit stokers are fitted to each

and the coal is conveyed to the furnace

hoppers by means of a Jeffery bucket

conveyor system.
The feed water is heated in a Coch-

rane heater and its supply is controlled

by means of McDonough feed water
regulators.

The Ice Plant

In the packing business much depends
upon the proper care of the dressed

meats when loaded for shipment. The
modern refrigerator car, which plays

such an important part in the shipment
of perishaijle goods, needs ice in large

quantities for its proper functioning,

and the artificial ice plant is a necessary

pail of every packing' house. The ice

plant of the William Davie^ Co. forms
part of the extensions recently com
pleted and is a self-uoutained unit in

every way.

The compressor illustrated in one of

the accompanying illustrations is a
Linde Canadian machine of 125 ton re-

frigerating capacity. It is driven by
a 200 h. p. Lancashire 3 phase, 25 cycle

motor by means of a 28 inch Beardmoro
belt. In addition to the making of raw
water ice it also serves to cool part of

the cold storage warehouse recently

erected. A production of 56 tons of ice

per day has been maintained in addition

to the cooling of a portion of the stor-

age warehouse and meat market.

The raw water ice plant is served
by a Curtis pneumatic ice crane, the
cakes being placed in the hot water
stripjjiiig tank, after which the cakes of

ice are hoisted either into the ice stor-

age or are conveyed directly to the car
icing platforms shown. The ice storage
room has a capacity of approximately
3,000 tons, and is insulated by means of

.Armstrong cork, a nine inch thickness
being used.

Provision has been made for ice

crushing and salting equipment together

with an overhead carrier system for ice

buckets.

MOTOR DRIVE IN ICE PLANT BOILER ROOM
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THE SHORT BELT DRIVE
FOR AIR COMPRESSORS

to make it pliable for this service. With
this type of drive it is considered advis

able to use belt dressing very sparingly.

COMPRESSED air is a necessity in

most plants. In the machine shop
the air chuck is becoming more and

more common, air hoists are used for

heavy work in the machine shop and the

foundry, and in the yard. In the ma-
jority of plants that use compressed air

the installation of the compressor is

usually a problem. In many plants the
air compressor has to be squeezed some-
how into an existing power-house where
space is at a premium, and the question

of the compact air compressor becomes
very acute.

The steam-driven compressor by the

very nature of its construction takes up
very little room, but the steam driven

type is not so common nowadays, and
is usually found where steam is already

generated for some other purpose. Now
the ordinary belt drive for any type of

machine takes up quite a floor space, anil

the compressor 8 feet long needs almost
three times its own length for the or-

dinary belt drive. For the larger sizes

the drive by direct-connected motor
solves the space problem, but this form
of drive is best suited to compressors
large enough to require a motor of 100

H. P. or more, so that the direct driven

compressor is not much help to the

man who wants to get a small compres-
sor into a corner "two by twice."

The short-belt drive solves the pro-

blem for him. The principle of the

short-belt drive is best explained by a

reference to the illustration; it consists

simply of a light idler pulley riding on

the belt between the compressor and the

motor. But there is an important diff-

erence between the idler pulley of the

short-belt drive and the ordinary idler;

in the short-belt drive the idler is car-

ried on arms mounted on the compressor
frame, these arms are free to move up
and down to a limited extent. Now the

objection which at once leaps to the

mind is that this idler pulley will in-

short-belt drive is required for large mill

power transmission of all descriptions.

As to the advantages:—in the first

place the short-belt drive saves space;

a 10 X 8 inch Canadian Ingersoll-Rand

EL-1 air compressor with short-belt drive

In gauging the setting of an expansion
valve in starting up a refrigerating sys-

tem, remember that a short coil in a cold

room will evaporate very little liquid,

while a long coil in a hot room will evap-

orate quite a large amount. If the suc-

SHOKT HELT DRIVE

takes up only 11 ft., in x 3 ft., in.

—

belt, motor, and all. The outlay on
belting is reduced, and the increased
contact angle on belt wheel and pulley
adds a good deal more to the efficiency

of the drive than is lost in idler friction.

Lastly the belt needs no extra initial

tension—many a good belt has been
stretched too much for its first run;

—

and the idler automatically looks after

tension.

Where compressors are concerned both
chain and gear drive are not only very
expensive, but they are too rigid, and
consequently wear quickly, so that they
are not very serious competitors of the

short-belt drive—and the short-belt drive

is noiseless.

In the installation care should be tak-

en to follow carefully the maker's in-

SHORT BELT DRIVE

crease friction to such an extent that

other benefits will be of little use. How-
ever this objection is not so formidable
"s it looks. If the idler were rigidly

fixed the friction would be objectionable,

but it is not fixed, and the very slight

added friction does not weigh against
Kie advantages of the drive. So much
>s this the case that at least one large

structions regarding alignment. The
correct location for the idler is jusi

where it would be in the sag of the belt

if there were no arm to restrain it. The
belt should be slack enough so that a
will wrap around the small pulley at

least 180 degrees and preferably more
usually made up endless by the manu-
facturer and given a special treatment

tion pressure remains the same and the
room or brine temperature goes up, the
expansion valve must be onened more,
and if the temperature goes down and
the suction remains the same, or nearly
so, the expansion valve must be pinched
back a little.

• * •

Never use any more oil for an am-
monia compressor than is absolutely ne-
cessary. If it is a horizontal machine
and oil is supplied to the lantern in tbf!

middle of the stuffing box that is all

that is required. Enough will leak

through the packing and be carried into

the cylinder with tJie rod to keep thp
cylinder sufficiently lubricated. About
a quart every 24 hours supplied to the
lanteT-n will be plenty for a 100-ton ma-
chine. Very small machines will require

a little less and larger machines a little

more. Ammonia itself is sligbtly lubri-

cating, especially if a little liquid is

carried back with the gas.
• * •

The proper condenser oressure in an
ammonia compression system is largely

determined by the temperature of tli*-

condenser water, the size of the conden-
ser, and the amo«nt of water available.

If the condenser is kept clean and free

from oil on the inside, and scale on the
outside of an atmospheric condenser,
or the inside of the water pipes of a

double-pipe condenser, and the conden-
.ser is large enough for the work anc:

kept free from air, the condenser pres-

-sure sl:culd be such that the correspond-
ing temperature of the saturated gas
will be from 10 to 15 degrees higher
than the condenser water supplied to the

condenser. For example if the tem-
j.erature of the cooling water is (Ul

degrees the temperature of the ammonia
gas in the greater part of the condenser
should not be above 75 degrees at the

highest, which would correspond to a

pressure of about 12fi pounds.
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The Selection and Care of Ammonia Compressors
Points to be Remembered When Choosing Machines, and

Information of Value Regarding Their Opei-ation

By J. F. PATTON

^—w-^ HE success of any mechanical

refrigerating plant depends upon
1 the amnaonia compressor. It is

the heait of the system and too much
care cannot be given to its selection.

Many types are on the market, each hav-

ing its advantages and disadvantages,

and before a selection is made, a com-
iictent engineer should be consulted as

the questions involved are decidedly

technical in their nature.

It is, however, very easy to decide

FIG. K

that the construction should be, 1st, of

very substantial design so that occasion-

al severe strains or overloads will not

result in breakage; 2nd, that the piston

should be as light as is consistent witii

safety and should fit the cylinder and
valve seats as closely as possible; 3rd,

the stuffing box arrangement must ab-

solutely prevent ammonia leakage under
any and all conditions, and should be

designed to facilitate adjustment when
starting and stopping; 4th, the suction

and discharge valves must respond in-

stantly to the pressures to which they

are subjected and must be so arranged
that it is not possible for a valve to fall

into the cylinder in case of accident; 5th,

all working parts must be accessible and

easily adjusted, in no case requiring

dangerous work on the part of the oper-

ator; 6th, all bearings must be of ample
area so that ease of operation and proper

alignment may be attained without ex-

cessive heating; 7th, design should per-

mit handling either dry or saturated
gas.

Compressors are classed as vertical or
horizontal, single or double acting, ll

may be noted that the vertical type re-

quires only a little more than half the
floor space required by the horizontal;

the weight of piston and moving parts
in the cylinder is well balanced, thus
guaranteeing uniform wear on cylinder
walls; clearance may be slight because
wear is all downward and the valves
may be kept tight very easily because
they seat in a horizontal plane.

On the other hand, a horizontal ma-
chine requires less head room than the
vertical, usually has less moving parts,

which reduces friction and liability to

accidents, and all parts are located near
the floor line which results in easy opera-

tion, as all strains are resisted by the

supporting foundation, and as the en-

gineer has no steps to climb, it is likely

that the machine will receive better at-

tention than would one of the vertical

type. Finally, the horizontal type will

perform equally well with wet or dry
gas and its construction permits the use

of a straight crank shaft which is not so

likely to break as with one or more
offsets.

Fig. ] shows a sectional view of the

York, a vertical, single acting compres-
sor, with a false or safety head. The
gas enters at the bottom of the com-
pressor and passes up through the bal-

anced suction valve in the piston, is com-
pressed on the upward stroke to the

condensing pressure and passes out

through the discharge valve in the cen-

The use of the safety head guarantee^
;! gainst the breaking of the compressor
in case of damaged valves, as it lifts an<i

allows the obstruction to pass through or

keeps on lifting until it attracts the at-

tention of the operator,when the machine
may be shut down without damage as
would be the case if solid heads were
used. In the case of an overcharge of

liquid ammonia, there is a hammering

FIG. 2.

01 valves and false heads as they rise to

allow the liquid to pass.

In a machine of this type it is impera-
tive that the screws shown at X Fig. 1,

be absolutely tight. These hold the suc-

tion valve in position and frequently they
will back out slightly or they may be-

come battered so as to be useless as well

as dangerous.

FIG. 3.

tre of the safety head. The piston and
the bottom of the safety head are facea
off square and as they come in contact,

a complete discharge of gas is effected.

It is also necessary that the head and

seat at Y make a good, pres-

sure tight joint. This should

always be tested on an over-
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haul, a good method being to wipe the

seat dry, mark each surface with a soft

pencil, and rotate the head a few times.

If the marks are not obliterated, the

head must be ground in.

The springs as shown at B must also

be kept tight as these hold the safety

There is no neeti of pumping oil into

the cylinder of a machine of this type.

The average ammonia compressor gets

entirely too much oil. As it works in a

closed system after it has been in opera-

tion for a short time, traces of oil circu-'

late around the system, and as ammonia

head in position, and if they are weak
the head will rise and the machine will

pound.

The discharge valve, of ample pro-

portions to reduce the lift, is made of

steel and is held in place by a cage which

is easily removable for inspection. The

steel seat for the discharge valve is forg-

ed into the safety head, multiple valves

being provided in the larger sized units.

Note the unique method of jacketing.

The entire lower part is insulated with

cork, the upper part only being water

jacketed. The suction valve is practic-

ally floated on its seat by a specially de-

signed spring so that it opens to admit

gas immediately at the beginning and re-

mains open through the entire downward
stroke. The suction pressure in the cyl-

inder, therefore, is practically the same

as that in the suction main; changing the

tension of the valve springs should never

be attempted without the use of an in-

dicator as a hit or miss method will be

sure to give poor results. For an illus-

tration, refer to Fi-i'. 2, which shows a

simple valve for a six inch cylinder with

a valve seat of 3-8 in. face, giving a bear-

ing surface on top of the valve of 6 3-4

inches in diameter. Assuming a working

pressure of 150 lbs., there will be a total

pressure of 4977-j-lbs. on top and

4241-l-lbs. on the under side or an unbal-

anced pressure of 636-f lbs. This is

taken care of by the spring action and

it is readily seen how an incorrect spring

tension can cause a considerable loss.

The oil inlet shown at the bottom of

the figure connects an oil reservoir, not

shown, with an oil well situated between

the two sets of packing in the stuffini;'

box." This permits the piston to travel

back and forth through oil which effectu-

nllv seals the packing and lubricates

the rod as well.

itself is slightly lubricating, this should

be sufficient, especially when it is un-

derstood that somt of the oil is carried

into the cylinder by the piston rod.

The practice of shooting oil into the

cylinder shoud be avoided as it is a clear

waste of oil as well as a detriment to the

system, as the excess oil is likely to form

an insulating coating just where such

a thing is not wanted. Only the very

best grade of oil should be used in a

compressor. In some systems, the tem-

perature range is over 300 degrees F.,

and the oil must remain fluid under all

conditions.

A good test is to draw off a sample

of ammonia and into this place a small

amount of oil in a tin can. If the oil re

mains fluid, it will be satisfactory so far

as low temperature is concerned, a^ the

temperature of the ammonia will be 28

degrees below zero.

To test for high temperature, heat a

sample to about 300 degrees F. If it does

not vaporize it is satisfactory for com-
pressor work.

In all single acting machines, the stuf-

fing box can easily be kept tight as it is

subjected only to the low suction pres-

oure, but in a machine such as is shown
i:i Fig. o, the stuffing box is one of tht

most important parts, and one where

good design is absolutely essential if

trouble is to be avoided. In this box,

positive and uniform adjustment is ob-

tained by dividing the packing into three

parts, separated by two cages. A bab-

bited ring is placed in the bottom of the

box, closely adjusted to the piston and

forming the bottom bearing for the

packing. This may be replaced should it

be necessary to turn down the rod.

The packing rings are next and then

the first cage. The result is a chamber
which 1.-; connected to the suction mani-

fold by a pipe, through which any high

pressure gas which passes the first set

of packing is returned to the suction

manifold. This leaves the second and

third sets to work against evaporating

pressui'e only.

The outer cage serves as an oil reser-

voir, oil being supplied by means of a

pump. The outer packing rings are held

in place by a gland, which is secured by

three or more studs and nuts. All the

bolts of the gland are connected by

gears so that it is impossible to tighten

one without tightening all.

In certain older type machines the

stuffing box bottom was bevelled, as

was the packing face of the gland, and

"onsiderable trouble was experienced in

fitting square packing. This may be

eliminate<l by using a ring such as is

shown at A, Fig. 4. The angle, as shown

at B, varies according to the designer

hut if a rounded ring is used, a square

face is produced.against which the pack-

ing may be tightened.

FIG. 5.
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The fourth essential point mentioned

in the beginning of this article, valve

design and action, is of extreme impor-

tance as efficiency cannot be obtained

if the valves leak or fail to work prop-

erly.

In designing a valve, it is necessary

to know the amount of gas which must

be passed through, and its velocity. It

is customary to base the area of the suc-

tion valve on a velocity of 4000 feet per
minute, and the discharge valve on 6000
feet.

Table 1 gives the number of cubic

feet of gas which must be pumped per
minute at different suction and con-

denser pressures to produce one ton of

refrigeration in 24 hours.

As an illustration, assume a ten ton

compressor with back pressure of 13

lbs. and condenser pressure of 200 lbs.

The table shows that 4.40.xl0 cubic feet

of gas must be pumped per minute. This
mount may also be found by multiplying

the area of valve opening by the velocity

of the gas. It is therefore evident that

the area can be found by dividing the

amount by the velocity, in this case (4.4x

10) ^- 4000-.011 square feet, or 1.584

square inches, corresponding to a dia-

meter of 1.42 inches for the suction

valve and 44-1-6000-.00733 square feel,

or 1.05552 square inches for the di.^-

charge valve. This corresponds to a di-

ameter of 1.15 inches.

While valves proportioned in this way
have been found satisfactory, it is usu-

ally advisable to have a lower velocity

through the suction valve and very good
results have been obtained with only

3000 feet per minute which calls for con-

siderably larger valve opening than does

JnoO feet.

Fig-. 5 shows typical suction and dis-

charge valves. The valve is ground to a

scat in a cage which is inserted in the

cylinder head. This in turn, is ground
to a perfect seat, making an absolutely

gas-tight joint. In some machines this

joint is made by cutting a recess in the

head and a corresponding shoulder in

the cage and using a lead gasket. This

makes a durable joint so long as the lead

is not forced out. but as this often oc

curs, this type of joint is not

reliable, and the ground joint

as shown in Fig. 5 has come
into general use. In the suc-

tion valve, shown at the left,

the valve stem is smallest

above the collar so that any
break will occur above this

collar, and there is no pos-

sibility of the valve falling

into the cylinder. The col-

lar works in a dash pot,

which materially steadies its

operation.

Ordinarily, the capacity of

a refrigerating machine is

stated in tons, one ton being

the heat equivalent of 2,000

lbs. of ice at 32 degrees F.,

which has been melted into

water at the same tempera-

ture or the amount of heat

which must be abstracted

from 2,000 lbs. of water at 32

degrees F. to freeze it into

ice. The latent heat of ice

being about 142 B. T. U., one

ton of capacity is equal to

142x2000—284000 B. T. U.

This is. however, misleading

as no standard temperature

at which this work shall be

done has been adopted and

a tonnage rate is merely nominal and

actually misleading in some cases.

It is evident that the capacity of a

compressor depends on the number of

pounds of gas it will handle in a unit of

t'me. The weight of gas depends on the-

efficiency of the compressor and the

pressure at which it enters the com-

nressor.

As the density of ammonia gas var-

ies with the absolute pressure, a ma-
chine working under a suction pressure

of 30 lbs. will have greater capacity

than when working under 15 lbs. pres-

sure. A low suction pressure is there-

fore essential, but the temperature at

which the ammonia enters the coils must

also be considered, as in calculating the

net refrigerating effect of one pound

of ammonia evaporated at a given back

pressure, it is necessary to deduct from

the latent heat of evaporation the energy

used in coiling the ammonia itself. A
good practical rule on this is that the

ammonia should enter the coils at

temperature but little higher than that

of tiie water flowing away from the

condenser. It is usually considered ad-

visable to reduce clearance as much as

possible as any decrease in clearance in-

creases efficiency. The economy of the

compressor lies in jts filling at the near-

est possible point to the evaporating pres-

sure and then compressing and discharg-

ing at the lowest possible pressure, as

much of the contents of the cylinder as

iiossible. If tho piston does not travel to

the end of the cylinder, the compressed

gas remaining when the back stroke

be ins re-expands, and the gas from the

suction line will not be taken into the

compressor until the pressure in the

'vHnder falls below suction pressure.

Tliis may cause a serious loss not only

of capacity, but also of power consumed

in conforming gas not used. Many de-

vices have been tried in order to reduce

clearance—one of these being shown in

Fig. 6.

There is a projecting ring A on the

outer end of the piston. This fits into a

groove B in which the valves are arrang-

ed. This practically eliminates clear-

ance, but in modern, high speed machines

It is not always advisable to do this, but

CO strive for a high efficiency of both,

compressor and prime mover combined.

Cubic Feet of Gas to be Pumped per Ton

" z

a 2

65°

Tl'.MPEKATURE O

70° 7.')° 80°

THK Gas i.n Deorkes F.

85° 00° 95° 100° 105°

o o:^-'

o ^ S

CO

CORRESPONDINO CoNDENSER PRESSURE (GaUOE) Lb8. PER Sq. In.

103 115 127 139 153 168 184 200 218

G. Pres.

-27° 1 7 22 7 3 7 37 7.46 7 54 7 62 7 70 7 79 7 88
-20° 4 5 84 5 9 5 96 6.03 6 09 6 16 6 23 6 30 6 43
-15° 6 5 35 5 4 5 46 5.52 5 58 5 64 5 70 5 77 5 83
-10° 9 4 66 4 73 4 76 4.81 4 86 4 91 4 97 5 05 5 08
- 5° 13 4 09 4 12 4 17 4.21 4 25 4 30 4 35 4 40 4 44

0° 16 3 59 3 63 3 66 3.70 3 74 3 78 3 83 3 87 3 91
5° 20 3 20 3 24 3 27 3.30 3 34 3 38 3 41 3 45 8 49

10° 24 2 87 2 9 2 93 2*. 96 2 99 3 02 3 06 3 09 3 12
1.5° 28 2 59 2 61 2 65 2.68 2 71 2 73 2 76 2 80 2 82
20° 33 2 31 2 34 2 36 2

. 38 2 .41 2 44 2 46 2 49 2 51
25° 39 2 06 2 08 2 10 2.12 2 15 2 17 2 20 2 22 2 24
30° 45 1 85 1 89 1 89 1 91 1 93 1 95 1 97 2 .00 2 01
35° 51 1 70 1 72 1 74 1 .76 1 .77 1 79 1 81 1 83 1 85

TABLE 1
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A THREE HUNDRED TON
AMMONIA COMPRESSER

THE accompanying illustration
shows a refrigerating machine
with Poppet valve steam engine,

having a refrigerating capacity of three
hundred tons, at Fall River, Mass. The
compressors are of the horizontal water-
jacketed safety type, with Poppet valve
high-pressure steam cylinder and Cor-
liss valve low-pressure steam cylinder.

This plant is operated with a. steam
pressure of 175 pounds per square inch
and the superhead of 150 deg., with
steam consumption in actual perform-
ance being less than 10 pounds per
1 h.p. hour.

In some installations it is desired to

operate plants only part of the time
(luring 24 hours, and by introducing a
brine storage tanl< of sufficient capacity
it is possible to cool down a compara-
tively large amount of brine during the
time the machine is operated, which may
be circulated the balance of the time for
maintaining the temperature as nearly
as possible. The same results may be
accomplished in another way by the
dii'ect expansion system.
With the direct expansion system

special congealing tanks are used which
are designed to keep the temperature
from rising too high when the machine
is shut down. These tanks are shallow-

pans, which are erected in any con-
venient location on the walls of rooms
or refrigerator boxes. They are filled

with light solution of brine, in which is

submerged an ammonia coil. The brine
is frozen during the time when the ma-
chine is operated and the melting of the

frozen brine when the machine is shut
down, absorbs the heat which leaks
through the walls, floors and ceilings.

It is of interest to note that there are
two principal types of brine coolers in

vogue at present, the shell and tube de-

sien. and the double-pipe style, and both
of these methods are quite sufficient.

When comparatively small rooms or

tanks must be refrigerated and the
amount of surface in each coil is very
snoall. the ref^uiation of a direct expan-
sion system becomes very ^difficult and
the brine svsteni should therefore be
adooted. Such conditions are ex-
Derienced in hotels, hospitals, dairies,

ice cream plants and apartment houses.
Hei'e the ouestion of proper regulation
and control becomes paramount and the
economy of the direct exnnnsion system
cannot be successfully utilized. The
brine system is al^o made use of where
a circulating medium is necessary in

onen tanks or vats for doing the re-

fri"-erating work.
The process of refrigeration is used

in a large variety of anplications other

than those above mentioned, of which
the princinal are breweries, cold storage
plants, abattoirs and packing houses,
denartment stores and Qliocolate fac-

tories, fur storage, drinking water cool-

inor systems, beer storaee depots, fruit

nre-cooling plint and steel tempering
svstems.

As shown in the photograph the heart
of every refrigerating equipment is the
ammonia compressor, the successful
performance of which is absolutely
necessary to obtain the desired results.
It is therefore of great importance to
select the most dependable and economi-
cal design of compressor which the mar-
ket affords. The horizontal safety con»-

pressor offers the unusual combination
of safety in operation and the highest
degree of economy. The valves are lo-

cated in the bottom and not in the heads,
which eliminates any possibility of an
accident.

Another question which should be
given consideration at the same time as
the ammonia compressor is the kind of

motive power which will best suit the
local conditions. The cheapest method
of operation will naturally be the most
attractive. Current from hydro-electric

stations may be obtained in a few lo-

calities at less than Vzc a kilowatt hour.
Electricity will be hard to compete with
by any other forms of power in such
places. Close proximity with coal min-
ing districts will offer this fuel at low
prices and steam power will prove ad-

vantageous. The cost of fuel or crude
oil in about two-thirds of the United
States and the great success of hisrh-

grade oil engines are reasons why this

power has been adopted in so many re-

cent installations.

There are hundreds of plants in oper-

ation with all types of motive power,
including simple tandem and cross-

composed Corliss steam engines. Poppet
valve engines, using superheated steam,

oil engines, water turbines and electric

motors. Crude oil engines have also

been utilized in all sizes of plants up
to 800 tons refrigeratine capacity, and

are acknowledged as a form of power
of the same dependability as first class

steam engines.

The compression side of a refriger-
ating plant constitutes the machine,
engine room connections, with oil and
scale separators, liquid receiver and the
ammonia condenser. The work of re-

frigeration is merely the extraction of
heat, which must be absorbed and car-
ried away. To absorb it refrigerating
surfaces are required of a design and
proportion to suit the conditions and
work to be accomplished. The most
common form is pipe arranged in coils

in the rooms, refrigerator boxes, tanks
and cooler.^. There are two methods
which are in extensive use known as the

direct expansion system and the brine

system.

The direct expansion system is the
nio.st economical method and is used in

the majority of plants. .Ammonia cir-

culating pipes are installed directly in

the rooms or tanks where the work is

to be done, and the ammonia is expanded
directly into these pipes. The question

of leaks is never considered a factor
owing to the perfection in the construc-
tion of such piping systems.

The brine system is an indirect

method of refrigeration which was in

use before the direct expansion system
was first introduced. Instead of di-

rectly expanding ammonia in pipes in

the rooms, the ammonia is utilized in

submerged coils, shell coolers and
double-pipe coolers for cooling brine, artd

this brine is a circulating medium which
is conveyed through the refrigerator

pines in the rooms or tanks for carrying
off the heat.

The double-pipe coolers are usually
made of 2 in. and 3 in. pipe, with the

brine passing through the inner pipe

and the ammonia expanded in the an-

nular recess between 2 in. and 3 in.

pipes. These are usually twelve pipes

high, 20 feet long, and in every case
they are proportioned to the quantity of

brine which must be handled and the

lange that is necessary to do the best

work. Brine coolers of the overflow
or subnieruod fi ne are also used in some

aOO-TON RKFRIGERATING MACHINE.
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instances, but the two styles above men-
tioned are adopted in almost every in-

stance.

There are quite a few plants which
have adopted the indirect method of aii'

cooling for refrigerated rooms or boxes.
By this system air is circulated over
the ammonia coils in a bunker room and
introduced into the cold rooms through
ducts. Sometimes the air coolers are

arranged with brine flowing over them.
There is also a l^rine spray system which
cools the air by passing it through the

spray. All of these systems fall under
the heading of "indirect methods." There
are two advantages to indirect refriger-

ation. The first is the rapidity with
which products may be reduced in tem-
perature on account of the forced draft,

and the other is the absence of coils

in the rooms, eliminating the' presence
of frost or moisture and assuring the

greatest cleanliness.

While at first glance these two ad-

vantages are very important, the in-

direct method has never been universal-

ly adopted, because in the the average
case the disadvantages more than offset

any advantages. The very bad feature
is the fact that the rapid circulation of

air increases the shrinkage of goods to

a large degree. It has been found that

the shrinkage of meat would be as muc'i

as 100 per cent, more in 48 hours when
the indirect method is used as compared

with the direct system. Apples, eggs,

and other similar products which lie in

cold storage for several months, not

only suffer greatly from this excessive

shrinkage, but also lose a good part of

their flavor. The danger of introducing

air which has passed over odoriferous

products in other rooms is considerably

increased. Not long ago, 50,000 e^gs

were destroyed through such an occur-

ence.

It may be of interest to consider some

of the advantages of the direct method.

By properly distributing pipe coils in

cold storage rooms, it is possible to in-

sure a certain natural circulation of

the air, which will reach products stored

in the room at every point. This natural

circulation causes no undue shrinkage,

maintains a perfectly even temperature,

and on the whole is more simple to

handle than an indirect plant. Of course

in installations such as fur storage rooms

there is no loss through shrinkage, and

the indirect system may prove more

satisfactory on account of the absence

of coils in the rooms and the elimination

of any possibility of dripping.

It is obvious that in large plants, or

even in equipments of moderate size, it

is advisable to install two refrigerating

units, as part of the time one of the

units can be shut down and furti.ermore,

in case of an accident to one unit the

other could take care of the plant until

"'ioairs are m=!de.

GOVERNOR FAILED AND CAUSED
FATALITY

VANCOUVER.—Evidence given by
W. H. Padden, chief engineer at the

Robertson-Hackett mill, where James Bo-
gle lost his life recently through the

bursting of a fly-wheel, showed that fail-

ure of the automatic governor regulat-

ing the speed of the engine, was respon-

sible for the catastrophe.

The witness stated that he discovered

the driving belt of the governor on the

floor of the engine-house, but did not at-

tach any importance to this, as he ex-

pected the goveimor to act and automati-

cally shut off the steam. Instead the

engine commenced to "race," and Bogle,

who was his assistant, ran to the valve

near the wheel in order to stop it. By
this time, however, the speed had in-

creased to such an extent that the ten-

sile strength of the wheel rim was in-

sufficient to stand the strain, and it

went to pieces, the unfortunate man be-

ing struck and instantly killed by the

flying fragments.
Witness managed to make his way

through the escaping steam to the top

of the boilers, where he shut off the

main valves.

Portions of the v^'recked wheel flew

a distance of forty feet, crashing throutrh

the room occupied by the saw-filer, who
narrowly escaped injury.

Padden, who was the only witness of

the accident, was unable to explain the

cause of the failure of the governor, but

said that about ten years ago a piece of

valve rim became imbedded between the

ports of the governor and prevented it

working, the engine speeding up in that

instance, but being fortunately checked
without disaster. He believed that in

the present instance something must
have become dislocated inside the gover-

nor and caused an obstruction which
prevented it from closing.

Witness explained that periodically he

examined and tested the governor by
taking off the belt and satisfying him-
self as to its working condition. He had
done this about three months auo.

The jury returned a verdict to the

effect that James Boele died as the re-

sult of being accidentally struck by por-

tions of the wrecked wheel.

Thp Paragon Electric Co., Old Colony
Buildina-. Chicago, has issued a pamph-
let entitled. "Grounding Facts." This

publicsiticri is descriptive of the grounds
manufactured by this firm in the cone
and cylinder shapes. In addition to the

material of this nature given in the

pamphlet much valuable data are in-

cluded on the subject of grounding elec-

tric circuits in general.

Don't try to economize on packing by
attempting to run it after it has been
burned or become hard enough to lose its

resilience. Packing is a small item
compared to turning up the rod. Besides
it is a lot more trouble and you can
generally find more profitable use for

your tinne than to stick around nursing
a stuffing box full of worn-out packing.

They All Think So
Letters From Everywhere, Supporting

the Semi-Monthly Issuing of

POWER HOUSE. Read
Them

"I certainly do favor the change to

a semi-monthly, and I think we should

all appreciate it by handing our old

friend POWER HOUSE to our engineer-

ing friends who are not subscribers. I

think a subscription charge of $2.00 a

year would not be out of the way."

—

Mr. James Dixon, Woodstock.

*. * *

"Re changing POWER HOUSE to a

semi-monthly magazine. I believe it

would be a great benefit to subscribers.

As a monthly paper it has been a great

help in many ways. As to changing the

present price I do not know where a

subscriber could get the same informa-

tion as has been published in POWER
HOUSE. I cannot see why any sub-

scriber should have any reason to ob-

ject if the price is raised. If a sub-

scriber has to pay twice or even three

times as much as the present subscrip-

tion price I consider he would be get-

ting his information very cheap."—Mr.

Thos. Lemon, Waterworks Dept.. Hailey-

bury.

* * *

"You ask what I think of POWER
HOUSE twice a month, I for one would
think it would be a benefit to all. I

have always said it was a great draw-
back having it come only once a month.

I have taken POWER HOUSE since the

first copy was printed. I always look

for it. POWER HOUSE is a great help

to the beginner, and it will make some
of the old fellows stand back and take

notice."—Mr. H. Kendrick. .Studebaker

Corp., Walkerville, Ont.

* * *

"Re the publication of POWER
HOUSE twice a month, I for one would

be very pleased to get it that often. As
regards the subscription price, if we get

two copies a month instead of one, I

should judge two dollars a year would

not be out of the way."—Mr. J. Collier,

Medicine Hat, Alberta.

* * *

"I would be delighted to have POWER
HOUSE twice a month, as I think it is

one of the best magazines printed.—Mi*.

J. A. Cooper, Montreal, West.

* * »

Power House stands for the upbuilding

of efficiency in power plant eq^iipment

and service; that's the reason Power

House is supported by the best engineers.

If you are not now a subscriber to

Power House, send in your one dollar to-

day and secure a twice-a-month publica-

tion brim-full of real live-wire editorial

and advertising information.

You know.
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The Proper Lubrication of Air Compressors
The Lubrication of the Air Compressor Has Been a Subject of

Frequent Debate, and For This Reason the Following Article,

Published Through the Courtesy of the Compressed Air Society,

is of More Than Usual Interest

SATISFACTORY lubrication of air

compressor cylinders is attained by
securing (1) the reduction of fric-

tion to a minimum and (2) elimination

of carbonization of the oil as far as
possible.

For the proper reduction of friction,

oil chosen should have sufficient body
to sustain the weight of the moving
parts and to form a seal between the
piston rings and the cylinder walls, and
still not absorb excessive power in the

overcoming of the viscosity of the oil

itself.

The obje<:tions to air cylinder oils

which allow more than the very slight

amount ox carbonization which appears
unavoidable, are, of course, well known,
but may be briefly stated for the pur-

pose of clarifying what follows:

Carbonization of the oil allows the ac-

cumulation of deposits of carbon which
are sticky in the early stages of their for-

mation but hard and flinty later. Such
deposits accumulate on the cylinder

pipes and eventually in the air receiver.

Sticking or partial closing of the

valves and their consequent failure to

act properly is probably the chief ob-

jection to this action from the stand-

point of the efficient operation of the

compressor.
The formation of excessive carbon de-

posits is apt to be due to any one or

n.ore of the following causes:

1. The ill-advised use of some oil, such
as a steam cylinder oil, which easily de-

composes in the heat of the air cylinder.

2. Tlie use of oils of too great a vis-

cosity—commonly referred to as "too
heavy oils." These do not atomize read-
ily and, therefore, remain too long upon
the hot cylinder walls, etc., thus baking
down to sticky carbon deposits.

3. The use of too great quantities

of oil, which has the same effect as the

use of too heavy an oil, as far as the

carbonization is concerned.

4. The failure to provide a proper
screen over the air intake of the compres-
sor, thus allowing free entrance of dan-
gerous dust (especially coal dust).

The objections to this carbonization

aside from the sticking of air valves and
choking of the air passages is the men-
ace of fire entailed by carbon deposits.

Carbon particles torn loose from them
may become incandescent from causes
which could not be anticipated by the

compressor manufacturer. If such in-

candesc(!nt carbon particles should hap-

pen to come in contact with "oil vapor"
given off by the lubricating oil, a fire

might possibly be started whose men-
ace would be small or laree depending

upon how much carbon had been allowed

By H. V. CONRAD

to accumulate in the compressor and
piping to the receiver. If these are kept
properly cleansed at all times there
should never be a time of any danger.

This oil vapor is given off from a
lubricating oil at a certain temperature
called its "flash point" just as steam
rises from water at a certain point.

Heat of Air Compression
The selection of an air cylinder lubri-

cant is, of course, governed to a con-

siderable extent by a knowledge of cyl-

inder temperature it must withstand.
Knowing the air pressures, the corre-

sponding temperatures are ascertained

fairly accurately, as shown in Table
No. 1.

This table gives the final temperature
in the cylinder at the end of the com-
pression stroke, for single stage, also

for two stacre (or compound) compres-
sion, when the free air entering the cyl-

inder is 60 degrees F.

Table No. 1—Cylinder Temperatare at End of
Piston Strokes

Finlal Temp. FinaJ Temp.
Air Comp. to Single Stage Two Suge
10 lbs. gauge. . 145 deg. F
20 lbs. gauge

.

207 deg. F
.30 lbs. deg. F
40 lbs. gauge. 302 dcg. F
.50 lbs. gauge. 339 deg. F 188 deg. F.

60 lbs. gauge

.

375 deg. F 203 deg. F.

70 lbs. gauge. 405 d«g. F 214 deg. F.

80 lbs. gauge. 432 deg. F 224 deg. F.

90 lbs. 4.59 deg. F 234 deg. F.

100 lbs. gauge. 485 deg. F 243 deg. F.

110 lbs. deg.

120 lbs. gauge. 529 deg. F 257 deg. F.

130 lbs. deg. F 265 deg. F.

140 lbs. 570 deg. F 272 deg. F.

l,->0 lbs. gauge. 589 deg. F 279 deg. K.

200 lbs. 672 deg. F 309 deg. F.

250 lbs. gauge. 749 deg. F 331 deg. F.

Variations from these temperatures
will occur in actual practice due to water
jacketed air cylinders and radiation,

tending to lower the temperature at the

higher pressure. But at, say, .50 pounds
pressure and lower, the heat is likely

to be somewhat greater than given by
the table, particularly if the compressor
is run at high speed and also if it is not

water jacketed.

Relation of Oil Flash Point to Cylinder

Temperature

The natural inference of the reader

after noting the temperatures in Table

1, is that he must select an air cylinder

oil whoae flash point is higher than the

maximum temperature apt to be en-

countered within the air cylinder. As a

matter of fact, this is not the case and

it need only be carefully noted that the

study of the air cylinder temperatures

is useful mainly in testing lubricating

oils to determine their resistance against"

breaking down into- carbon, etc. But

such temperatures cannot be taken as

limits establishing the highest allow-

able flash point for a lubricant safe to

use in the air cylinders.

Qualities of Cylinder Lubricating Oils

For average normal conditions, the oil

should bo a medium bodied pure mineral

oil of the highest quality, not compound-

ed with fixed oils such as animal or

vegetable, and should be carefully fil-

tered in the final process of manufac-

ture.

Quite a range of oil composition is

permissible for lubricants approved for

f\ ' PRCSSURt: Cock

B ^ REgv;li\tinc> Valve

C - FlLUNG V>\V.VE

_ Co^^pooND CH»\i<Be.fi

G - PREbSURCCOC>\

COMPOUND—MLx 1 lb. of Red Seal Lye to 18 lbs. of Water.

To use Compound : Close Cock "A" and "G." open Valve "C" and fill Compound through funnel

"D," when chamber "E" is filled close Valve "C." open Cock "G" and "A" and regulate feed by

Vaive "B" ; use about 70 drops per minute.

DEVICE FOR CLEANING CARBON IN AIR DISCHARGE LINE AND RECElVBai OK AIR
COMPRESSORS
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this work, which are manufactured un-
der the above conditions. Primarily a

distinction must be made between those
oils having a paraffin base, as distin-

guished from those having an asphaltic

base.

From a strictly operating standpoint
—so it is claimed by some lubricant

manufacturers—there is no distinction

between these two classes of lubricants

as to their desirability as compressor
cylinder oils, provided that both have
been properly filtered in the process of

manufacture to remove the carbon form-
ing elements. If any carbon should be

formed, however, such carbon deposited
by the asphaltic base oils is of a light,

fluffy nature and easily cleaned out,

whereas that deposited by the paraffin
base oil is very adhesive and character-
ized by the hard, flinty nature.

Paraffin Base Lubricating Oils

Merely as a guide to aid the operator
in specifying the qualities to be pos-

sessed by an air cylinder lubricant re-

commended for average duty, the follow-
ing table is presented:

Gravity. Baume
Flash Point, Open Cup
Fire
Viscosity (Saybolt) at 10

Color
Congealing Point (pour

It is suggested that these oils within
the range expressed by the minimum
figures be used for light duty of low-
pressure and temperatures, while those
expressed by maximum figures should
be used for high pressures and tem-
peratures.

It is recommended that any paraffin
base lubricant intended for use in "all

standard air compressors," should meet
the physical tests imposed by the aver-

age range of figures given in the middle
column of the above table. The above
wording "standard air compressors" is

to be interpreted as including- the fol-

lowing types of machines:
(a) Low pressure up to 100 lb. com-

pressors, which may be either small

sized single stage units, or larger sized

compound machines.

(b) High pressure compressors which
are constructed with the proper number
of stages, so that no excessive tem-
peratures are ever reached.

In other words, this lubricant of aver-

age test figures is always recom-
mended unless a compressor manufac-
turer specifies in his literature that a
high flash point of oil should be used to

meet the conditions peculiar to his ma-
chine. It is thus obvious that it is never
necessary that a lubricant should possess
a flash point as hieh as 500 degrees un-
less abnormal conditions of hisrh tem-
perature prevail. Such high flash point

oils have an unusual tendency to produce
carbon deposits.

Asphaltic Base Lubricating Oils

This group of oils is considered separ-
ately for the reason that the lower limit

of gravity stated in the above table,

viz., 25 degrees baume, eliminates the

entire group from consideration—which
is not the intention of this article.

As a guide for the selection of a suit-

able oil, the following table is given:

Gravity, Baume
Flash Point, Open Cup
Fire
Viscosity (Saybolt) at
Color
Congealing Point (po

For general all around use, it is con-

ceded that the recommendations given
in Tables No. 2 and 3 above cover the

situation as well as possible, special

cases, of course, requiring investigation

and special consideration before making
recommendations.

Proper Quantity of Lubricating Oils

The quantity of lubricating oil to feed

to the air cylinders of the compressors,
cannot be stated in exact terms due to

the varying viscosity of different oils,

the heat of compression and the size of

the cylinder. It may be stated in gen-

Maximum
:. 2.5 to 27 deg.
:. F. 425 to 500 deg. F.
;. F. 475 to 575 deg. F.

to 1500 sec.

Dark Red to Green
r. F. 35 to 45 deg. F.

eral, however, that after the cylinder?

have acquired smooth and polished sur-

faces, the quantity should be reduced to

the lowest limit to avoid the possibility

of the accumulation of carbon and sooty

deposits within the system due to exces-

sive use.

The following basis of quantity giver

in Table No. 4 is recommended, subject

to above modifications for these cyl-

inders or equivalent sizes, operating un-

der normal conditions.

It will, of course, be carefully noted
and clearly understood that the results

in the last column of Table No. 4 are
based upon the assumption that under
average conditions of temperature and
usual range of oil viscosities, a pint of

oil will contain an average of about
16,000 drops. It is understood of course
that these figures are offered merely as

an approximate guide and that every in-

dividual must exercise his own judg-
ment in modifying them wherever his

own particular set of working conditions

is unusual.

A leading authority on compressor en-
gineering contributes the following:

Maximum
F. 19.5-20.5 deg. F.

F. 330.. 375 deg. F.
F. 385- 440 deg. F.

475- 750 sec.

Pale Yellow
—Odeg. F.

"The best way to determine the proper
amount of lubrication is to take out the

valves from time to time and examine
the cylinder. All parts should feel that

there is oil thereon. If they feel dry
the lubricators should be adjusted to

feed a little more oil, whereas if oil lies

in the cylinder and its parts show ex-

cessive oil thereon, the quantity fed by
the lubricators should be reduced. By
thus examining the machine a few times,

the proper amount of oil can be determ-

ined to suit the characteristics of the

particular lubricant used and the condi-

tions under which the machine operates."

This is a better way to finally determine

the quantity of oil required than by
adopting without this experimenting any
tabulated number of drops.

Periodical Cleansing of System

The best of lubricating oils will cause

the deposit of enough carbon in the

compressor system to necessitate the

periodica'; cleansing of it.

For tlie removal of carbon, the ma-
chine operator should confine his efforts

to the use of soap suds. A good cleans-

ing solution is made of one part of soap

to fifteen parts water. These suds

should take the place of oil for a few
hours, and be fed into the air cylinders

about once a week, either by means of a

hand pump, or through the regular lub-

ricator at a rate about ten times as rap-

idly as that of the oil. The cleanliness

of the air valves when inspected, as

they should be periodically, will indicate

whether greater or lesser applications

of the soap suds should be made. After

using soap suds, open the drain cock

of the air receiver, and of the inter-cool-

er in the case of compound machines,

to draw off any accumulated liquid. Oil

should be again used for half an hour
before shutting dovm the machine in

order to prevent rusting the cylinder

and its fittings. Never use kerosene,

Table No. 2—Physical Tests of Paraffin Base Oils

Minimum Average
28 to 32 deg. 25 to 30 deg
375 to 400 deg. F. 400 to 425 deg
425 to 450 deg. F. 450 to 475 deg

)0 deg. F 120 to 180 sec. 230 to 315 sec.

Yellowish Reddish
test deg. F.).. 20 to 25 deg. F 30 deg

Table No. 4—Quantity of Air Cylinder Lubricant Required per 10 Hour Day.

Diam.

of

Cylinder

Inches

Size

of

Cylinder

Inches

Displacement

per

Minute

Cubic

Feet

Piston

Speed

Feet

per

Minute

Sq.

Ft.

of

Cylin-

der

Wall

Swept

by

Piston

Drops

of

Oil

per

Minute

Drops

of

Oil

per

10

Hours

Sq.

Ft.

Oiled

per

Drop

Number

Pints

Oil

Required

per

10

Hours,

8x 8 120 344 718 1 600 71« .037.5

12 12x12 320 408 1230 2 1200 613 .0750
18 18x18 880 496 2340 4 2400 585 .1.500

24 24x24 1730 550 3450 6 3600 .575 .2250
30 30x30 2940 600 4700 8 4800 .590 .3000
3G 36x36 4550 644 6070 10 6000 607 .3750

42 42x42 6700 696 7600 12 7200 633 .4500

* Figures of last column are based upon an estimated 16,000 drops per pint of oil at 75 degrees
Fahr.

Table No. 3—Physical Tests of Asphaltic Base Oils

Minimum Average
20-22 deg. F. 19.8- 21 deg.

305-325 deg. F. 315-335 deg.
360-380 deg. F. 370-400 deg.

100 deg. F 175-225 sec. 275-325 sec.

Pale Yellow Pale Yellow
>ur test) deg. F. —0 deg.F.
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gasoline or lighter oils in an air cylinder
for any purpose whatever, because of

their volatile nature under heated con-
ditions.

Cleaning Air Receiver and Piping

It often happens that oil, carbon and
other foreign matters are deposited in

the air discharge lines and the air re-

ceiver. A practical method of cleaning
these is shown in cut attached, where a

receptacle made of 6-inch pipe is shown
set on top of discharge pipe. The cut

shows plainly the construction and what
the different parts represent. If a mix-
ture of one pound of Red Seal Lye and
eighteen pounds of water is passed in-

to the discharge line at the rate of GO

or 70 drops per minute, while the com-
pressor is running, this will eat out all

the accumulation on the surface of the

pipe and in the receiver, and if the blow-

off valve of the receiver is open, all of

this foreign matter will be discharged

therefrom. This cleaning solution can

be used every month or two or depend-

ing on how much accumulation may be in

the receiver.

The proper quantity of oil to be fed

to steam cylinders is much greater than
to air cylinders due to the const'int

washing away of the oil by the steam.
Approximately four times as much oil

will be needed in the steam cylinders
as in those for air, subject, of course,
to variable local conditions.

Depending on its viscosity, a pint of

steam cylinder oil will furnish from
5,000 to 8,000 drops, and taking an aver-
age of about 6,500 drops, and four times
as much oil as air cylinders of same size

and working at same piston speeds, as
given in Table No. 3, the recommended
amounts to feed the steam cylinders or

their equivalents are given in the fol-

lowing.

• Table No. 5—Quantity of Oil for St«am Cylinder
Lubrication.

No. Drops Size of Cylinder No. Pinta Oil
perMin. Inches Required per

10 Hours
4 8x8 4

8 12 X 12 75
16 18 X 18 1.5
24 24 X 24 2.25
.?2 30 X 30 3.0
40 36 X 36 3.75
48 42 X 42 4.5

These figures are approximate only,

and will vary with the steam conditions,
the kind of oil used, and its method of
introduction into the steam, also with
the boiler compound carried by the steam
into the cylinder.

Observations on Changing Tested Oils

When the operator of an air compres-
sor succeeds in obtaining lubricating
oils that are giving satisfactory results,

he should be very cautious about making
a change to other grades, particularly

if cheapening the cost is advocated by
purchasing and sales agents. But if a
change is decided on, the performance of

the new lubricants should be most care-

fully checked up before damage can oc-

cur to the rubbing surfaces of the com-
pressor, and to see that no increased
amount of deposit collects on the inside

walls of the air receiver.

The most satisfactory way to get

the quickest results is to put up the

problem of lubrications to the local ex-

perts of any reputable lubricating

companies, and to be governed by their

recommendations, which, however, should

be based on the foregoing statement.

Is the Heating of Feedwaterby Steam Economical?
Live-Steam Heating Used For Many Years in Marine Practice

With Good Results—Discussion of Advantages to be Derived and
Circumstances Under Which Live Steam Heating is Advisable

By E. STANDIFORD

FEW oue-stions connected with the
steam boiler have been more hotly

contested than the heating of feed
water by means of live steam. On the
one side theorists have argued from
thermo-dynamic laws the impossibility of
securing economy by the heating of feed
by the condensation of steam drawn from
Lhe boiler; on the other side practical men
point to the many installations of live-

steam heaters in which economy is se-

cured.

A large body of marine-engine buildec-
and shipowners have for many years usod
some system of live steam-heating with
results which were and are apparently
satisfactory. At the same time it does
not admit of question that there is noth-
ing to be gained directly by live-steam
heating, and in order to reconcile the
obvious contradiction we must assume
that something not yet understood goea
on inside the boiler.

A careful experiment was made upon
an experimental boiler of a locomotive
type; the shell being 3 feet 6 inches iii

diameter, and contained 47 3-inch tubes,

6 feet 10 inches long. The firebox was
3 feet 5Vz inches by 3 feet 3 inches by
4 feet 8 inches deep; the grate area wa?
7.5 square feet and the heating surface

315 feet.

The feed water was supplied by a

pump worked from the cross head of the

main engine. When supplied cold it en-

tered the boiler through an opening in

the side; when the live steam feed healer
was in use the cold feed entered at the

top of the boiler and passed through the

heater before finally escaping into the

water space of the boiler. The heater

was constructed especially for the tests;

it consisted of three shallow tin-plate

dishes superposed and connected to each
other by distance pieces; the feed water
admitted by the feed pipe to the bottom
of the upper dish overflowed into the

second. A central overflow pipe main-
tained a constant depth of about % inch

in this dish and overflow took place

through this pipe into the bottom dish,

from which it overflowed and dropped
into the water space of the boiler.

The heater was supported in the steam
space by longitudinal stays. It was
made as large as could be conveniently

got into the very constricted space avail-

able, but could with advantage be made
larger, the feed water not remaining in

contact with the steam for a sufficiently

long interval of time to enable it to at-

tain full boiler temperature before mi.K-

ing with the water in circulation.

The temperature immediately before

overflow was measured by means of a

mercury thermometer placed in a pocket
through the boiler crown which rested

on the bottom of the lowest and largest

tray. The steam produced was used for

driving a brake-load experimental engine
whose load could be maintained constant

or varied as required. The whole plant

was especially equipped for testing, and
all the measurements of coal and watex
consumption, temperatures of water,

steam and flue gases, etc., were madt
with great accuracy. Four tests were
carried out, the first two having the

heater in operation but with verj' differ-

ent loads on the boiler, the other two
without the heater, but with rates of

evaporation similar to those in the first

pair.

In all the tests the temperature of the

water entering the boiler was 40 degrees

Fahr., and the temperature of the steam
339.6 degrees Fahr. In the light-load

trials the feed water left the heater at

a temperature of 313.8 degrees Fahr., a

gain of 273 8 degrees; in the heavy-load

trials the gain was 255 degrees. Prob-

ably a conservative estimate would place

the increased efficiency due to the use of

the heater under exactly identical condi-

tions of working as 5 per cent in the

light power trial, and 8 per cent, in tht

heavy power trial, and had the heater

been sufficiently large to enable the feeii

water to be heated up to full boiler tem-

perature, these gains could have been in-

creased to at least 6 and 9 per cent, re-

spectively.

With a view to throwing some light

on the reason why such a method of feed

heating should lead to more economical

working, a series of experiments were
afterwards carried out on an oj>en cast

iron vessel about S inches in diameter
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and containing about three inches of

water; this was heated up by means of

a ring of gas jets giving a flame whose
mean temperature was 2,000 degrees.

The temperature of the water side of the

plate was measured by means of a

platinum-iridium thermo-couple placed

in intimate contact with the plate, a

shallow depression being made in the

plate to receive the point of the couple.

The temperature of the water was ta-

ken by means of a mercury thermo-
meter. It was found that the difFerenci

m temperature between the plate and the

water gradually diminished from 70 de-

grees to 0.5 degrees. In these experi-

ments the water was stirred vigorously

during the whole period of heating, and
it confirmed what has been brought out

by other experimenters that, under given

conditions of heat transmission the dif-

ference between the temperature of the

water and of the water side of such a

plate is very much greater when the

water is being heated up to boiling point
than when it is in ebullition, and this al-

though the water is circulating vigorous-
ly over the hot surface.

In these experiments, too, however
great the ebullition, it was found impos-
sible to increase the temperature of the

water side of the plate to more than 213
degrees Fahr., and in the great majority
of cases the temperature was, as nearly
as could be measured, identical with that

of the water. As a result of these ex-

periments I found it would appear reas-

onable to assume that over the tubes,

in the neighborhood of the feed inlet to

a boiler, the temperature of the watc
side of a plate, and, therefore of the fire

side of the plate for a given rate of heat
transmission was appreciably lower;
as much as 40 degrees Fahr. lower
and at least 20 degrees Fahr. lower with
the heater in operation than without it.

At first sight it would appear that such
a small difference is totally inadequate
to account for any appreciable difference

in heat transmission and hence in the

efficiency, for since the temperature of

the gases has a mean value of about
1,200 degrees Fahr., the mean difference

between the temperature of the gases and
that of the tube surface will be about
850 degrees Fahr., and a difference of

20 degrees Fahr. in this, assuming heat
transmission to vary as difference of

temperature, would only affect heat
transmission by a little over 2 per cent.

Assuming the heat transmission from
gas to plate to vary as the square of the

temperature difference, this increases the

effect, say rou2;hly 5 per cent.

Investigations on the transmission of

heat to the water jacket of an internal-

combustion engine, however, appear to

indicate that, as in this case, so in the
case of a steam boiler, a much greater
proportion of the heat is transmitted by
direct radiation than has hitherto been as-

sumed; hot gases even when in a non-
luminous state havinsr been shown to

possess the property of radiating heat in

a marked degree, up to about 40 per cent,

of the total heat interchange appar'ently
taking place by radiation.

Experiments also indicate that the
transmission of radiant heat at such
temperatures that occur in the hot gases

is proportional to the difference of tem-
perature raised to the Nth power where
X apparently has a value approximating
to 3.5. Adopting this value, a drop of

20 degrees Fahr. in the tube temperature
would give an increased transmission by
radiation of practically 9 per cent.

Even though the great proportion of

heat is transmitted by conduction from
gas to metal it appears however that a

cooling of the metal surface is likely to

be more effective than a corresponding
increase in the temperature of the hot

gases. As is well known, transmis-

sion of heat by conduction from stratum
to stratum of a hot gas is a mass pheno-
menon, and depends on the velocity

(therefore greatest near the centre of

a tube where velocities are greatest) on
the difference of temperature and in-

creases directly as to density.

Owing to the rapidity of the motion
heat is readily transmitted from the

central filaments in such a tube to those

nearer the walls, but with considerably

BELT LACER.

less ease in the immediate neighborhood
of the wajls where the motion is com-
parative by sluggish. In the neighborhood
of the walls however the gas is cooled
down to a temperature approxiraating
much more neai-ly to that of the cool

surface, its density is considerably
greater than in the center of the tube
and is greater as the tube surface is

cooler, so that any cooling of this surface
has a double effect in increasing the rate

of transmission.

On the whole it would appear that
thetc differences in the rates of heat
transmission, though severally small,

when acting cumulatively offer a possible

explanation of the gain in efficiency un-
doubtedly obtained in series of tests by
the use of the live-steam feed heater. The
reason for the greater gains in eificiency

in the case of the more heavily worked
bo'ler is probably due to a greater por-
tion of the heating surface being occu-
pied in heating up feed water rather than
in the process of evaporation in sjch a
boiler than in one more lightly worked.
With feed water at 40 degrees r'ahr.

over 25 per cent, of its total heat is given
to the water during this process of heat-

ing up, and the proportion of the v.hole

heating surface affected by this must be

r( ughly proportional to the weight of

cold feed per minute. From th;,, and
other considerations it may be expected

that such a heater will be found to be

most effective; (1) In a given boiler

when this is most heavily worked; (2)

when no economiser is fitted to take ad-

vantage of the heat rejected in tne flue

gases; (3) where the boiler is fed with

cold water; and (4) other things being

equal, in a boiler in which the heating

surfaces are somewhat incrusted.

A NOVEL BELT LACER
By Frank C. Perkins

The accompanying illustration shows

a unique and effective belt lacer in oper-

ation. It is stated that this machine

laces any width or thickness, and laces

a 6 inch belt in three minutes. It saves

man-time, machine-time and money, and

makes a durable, flexible lacing

The photograph shows the toggle con-

struction of the new lacer and why it

is possible to develop over 50 per cent.

ri->ore power for pressing hooks in flush

v/ith the surface of a belt than with

older types of devices. It is made of

o-ucible steel, malleable iron, and tool

steel, and all of the working parts inter-

changeable.

The clipper hooks are carded, long and

short ends alternating. This card is

easily removed after the hooks have

>ieen locked into the tool. The cards con-

tain 37 hooks, each enough for a 6-inch

belt, and with rawhide pins, one for each

laced joint. In lacing belts narrower

than 6 inches, it is only necessary to cut

each edge of card with scissors furnished,

bend slightly back and cut through cen-

tie. This can be done without displac-

ng any hooks.

This lacing is flush with the belt on

both sides. No holes are punched, no-

thing taken out to weaken . it and no

fibre is cut to allow belt to ravel. The

hooks are zig-zag so that the pull is dis-

tributed over a large area of belt. The

hooks are made from a special steel wire

of an analysis that combines great ten-

sile strength with rigidity and wearing

qualities. Actual tests have proven that

each hook will stand a pulling strain of

60 pounds, equal to over 400 pounds per

inch of belt.

There is no ladder needed; as one of

'he greatest advantages of lacing belts

with this device is the fact that the work

h done right beside the broken or

stretched belt, without removing the belt

from the shaft. The lacer is set on the

floor or a box, and a row of hooks of

the proper width is then placed in the

tool. The squared end of belt to be laced

is then inserted, and, by depressing the

levers the hooks are deeply embedded

into the end of the belt, flush with both

surfaces, leaving a uniform row of loops

extending across the belt end. When the

other end is similarly treated the two

ends are brought together round the face

of the lower pulley in such a way as to

intermesh the loops. A rawhide or fibre

pin is slipped through these loops and
tlio job is finished.
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The Making of Artificial Ice from Raw Water
Pure Ice is Made by the Raw Water Ice Plant at an Economical
Figure—The Article Describes Some Steps in the Process of Raw

Water Ice Making

> By JAMES W. PATTON

NOT so many years ago the common
idea was that "ice was ice";

whether cloudy or clear, pure or
contaminated was never considered by
the consumer. The product of the neigh-
boring pond was readily sold, regardless
of the fact that before freezing it was
the dumping ground of the entire

vicinity. However, agitation, due to in-

creased knowledge on the part of the
consumer and health officials, increased
competition and other causes forced a
change, and in order to be saleable the
ice company's product had to be clear

and transparent in appearance as well
as chemically pure. The distilled water
plant was the first result of this change
in public opinion, and for many years
engineers considered that it was neces-
sary to install and to use a very expen-
sive system in order to make a saleable

product. The distilled water system was
the only recognized standard type and
continued in almost universal use until

a few years ago, when a demand for a

cheaper product forced another change.
In order to obtain the distilled water a
certain quantity of steam is necessary,

and this of course led to the use of the

steam engine as the standard form of

power, as this could be used in the pro-

duction of the distilled water; as it was
found that the amount of exhaust from
a simple Corliss engine driving an ice

plant was just about sufficient for the

purpose. It is evident that under these

conditions of manufacture the more effi-

cient type of power plant could not be

considered as oil engines, gas engines,

or electricity would not furnish the re-

quired amount of steam.

When the demand for a cheap ice,

which was also pure, became general, a

shows a standard type gravity distilling-

apparatus in which the water, after be-

ing condensed in the steam condenser

passes through the reboiler, flat cooler.

^

&3

FIG. 2

radical change was made, and the raw
water ice plant was the result. This

system makes it possible to manufac-
ture ice from ordinary water without the

expense and care incidental to the oper-

ation of the older type plant. Fig. 1

£XHAViTTUltT
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FIG. 1

filters and storage tank into the cans,

gravity being the motive power. It is

plainly evident that at the best this is

a complicated system, expensive to in-

stall and requiring skilled attendants.

In plants where all the ice is made from

distilled water, only about 80 per cent,

of the steam produced by the boilers

can be saved for filling the cans, there-

fore it is necessary to equip the plant

with engines which will produce the

necessary power with less steam than is

needed for filling the cans, otherwise

fuel economy will not be obtained. This

makes it necessary to install an evapor-

ating plant, and the economy of the en-

tire plant is an average of the economies

of the steam-producing apparatus, the

evaporating machinery and the . boiler

plant. Raw water ice making is the

natural companion of economical motive

power as all modern developments have

been toward reducing the cost of a ton

of ice, and unless the entire plant is

economical in its operation it is useless

to install a cheap motive power. Ob-

viously the elimination of one series of

operations is a step in the right direc-

tion, and the ideal plant of to-day i.^ the

one which uses raw water frozen in the

removable type of cans. Water, in freez-

ing, will throw off impurities which can

be removed in no other way except by
boiling and condensing. An illustration

of this is in the well-known Plate sys-

tem, where the impurities are retained in
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FIG. 3

the water between the cakes of ice untii

this water becomes so heavily charged
with these impurities that it is neces-

sary to drain it oflF and refill the space

with fresh water. Practically all or-

dinary drinking water may be made into

merchantable ice if properly filtered,

and even in cases where the water is not

drinkable the cost of the slight chemical

treatment necessary is not prohibitive.

The agitation of the water during the

process of freezing is the key to the

situation, as any method which will pro-

duce this motion of the water will pro-

duce marketable ice provided the water
13 not allowed to freeze while it is so

full of impurities that they are frozen

into the ice itself. If ordinary water is

frozen in the can without treatment the

result is a block of white opaque ice,

this being due to the presence of air, but
if the water is agitated during the freez-

ing the small air bubbles are made to

rise and do not cling to the surface of

the growing ice.

There are several types of agitator on

BRIN£
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the market, and as may be expected, each
type has its advocates, but in a general
way, raw water plants may be classified

as low or high pressure, with another
special system which combines the two.

The introduction of air at about 2 lbs.

pressure is usually sufficient to agitate

the water in the can, but during the pro-

cess of freezing in this low pressure
system, ice often collects at the end of

the air tube and sometimes obstructs the

passage.

The water in the centre of the can

near the bottom is always the last to

freeze, and in all systems the end of

the air tube reaches that part, in some
cases drop tubes being used, which hang
over the can in a perpendicular position,

while in other cases the pipe is led down
the inside of the can as shown in Fig. 2.

When this method is used it is not neces-

sary to lift out the tube when the can

is pulled and it is not in the way if it

is necessary to pump out and refill the

core, but the fact that the location of

the pipe subjects the air passing through

LirT£K

the tube to the brine temperature, caus-

ing freezing up, is a decided disadvant-

age. This frequently forces the instal-

lation of air coolers, which naturally add
to the difficulties of running such a
plant.

In Fig. 2 the air pipe can be seen at

A, the air entering the water at B, pass-

ing upward along the surface of the ice

as it forms, causing an agitation on all

of the freezing surfaces which keeps the

impurities from freezing into the ice.

When the ice begins to close up, the air

still blows upward between the surfaces

until the space becomes so small that in

many cases the remaining water is blown
out into the unfrozen space above.

In other cases, the water between the

freezing surfaces, after becoming heav-
ily charged with impurities, is pumped
out and the space refilled with pure

FIG. 5

KIG. 4.

water. It may be noted, however, that
if it is necessary to refill with distilled

water, this necessitates a distilling plant
of some sort, which is, of course, an
added expense.
The space usually occupied by the un-

frozen water is shown between the top
of the ice block E, and the water level

D. This water is usually thrown out
when the can is pulled. Here again there
is a disadvantage, as when the core is

drawn and refilled, if distilled water is

not used, the ordinary water may con-

tain impurities and not being thoroughly
agitated, they may freeze in the ice. In

any event, cakes of uneven height are

formed, and, to obviate this, grids as

shown at F are used. These are per-

forated and are frozen into the ice at

any desired height, being held by the

straps G.

After the can has been pulled, the

grid may be easily removed, together

with the ice above it, but here again we
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].ave a waste of ice which has cost

money. This is a serious matter, as in

a plant of a hundred tons daily capacity,

this loss jnight easily amount to several

thousand dollars annually, as at least

per cent, of the product must be thrown
away.

In Fig. 3 is shown what may be call-

ed a. medium pressure system. The air

tubes are suspended from the side of

the can by a brass bracket and they ex-

tend diagonally down to a point near the

bottom of the centre of the can. Both
the bracket and air tubes are handled to-

gether, and when the can has been filled

and lowered into place, the tube is easily

hung on the side of the can.

The details of the tube and bracket are

shown in Fig. 4. A permanent air pipe

is placed between each two rows of cans,

and supplies air to both sides. This

jjipe carries air at about 20 lbs. pres-

sure, but as each nozzle contains a very

The

HIGH speed ammonia compressors
are by no means a new innova-
tion to the artificial ice making

or refrigerating industry, but their ap-
pearance in Canada is, virtually, of re-

cent origin. The installation here il-

lustrated is that installed last year at

the plant of the Matthews-Blackwell Co.,

in Montreal. Lack of available floor

space and the necessity of increased re-

frigeration were two of the main rea-

sons for the decision to install one of

these high speed machines. The unit

here shown is a 50 ton De La Vergne
high speed ammonia compressor, belt

connected to a 200 h.p. Canadian Gen-
eral Electric motor, running at a speed
of 600 r.p.m. The compressor op-

erates at a speed of 140 r. p. m.
The space occupied by this De
La Vergne machine is less than the

unit it displaced, and yet it has twice the
capacity of the previous compressor. A
feature of this installation is the com-
paratively short drive, the centre dis-

tance of the two shafts being only 9

feet; the respective diameters of the

driving pulley and the compressor fly

wheel being 31 inches and 8 feet. A
skeleton sketch of the drive. toe"'+'"'pr

with the Lenix roller is here shown. With
the exception of brief shutdowns, as a

result of the power going off, this unit

has been in continuous operation, night

and day, for nearly twelve months.
The following is a brief description of

the machine: T\fe frame of the compres-
sor is of the tangye type and is designed

for o-reat stiffness, with large bearings

for both crosshead and main bearings.

Moving parts are enclosed in sheet met-

al guards, which may be easily removed
and at the same time keep out dirt and

saves the lubricating oil. There is an

extension on the bottom of the frame,

which rests on the foundation, giving'

added stiffness to the section under the

main bearing. By grouting this exten-

sion firmly in the foundation, movement

small opening, just enough air escapes
to properly agitate the water as there

is a natural reduction in pressure. The
moment, however, that ice forms around
the end of the tube or there is any other

obstruction, the pressure builds up until

the air forces its way through and clears

the passage.
The position of the tubes also serves

to keep them surrounded with water at

no more than 32 degs. Fahr. and there-

fore freezing of tubes does not occur.

When the can has been pulled, and it

is necessary to remove the tube, the

operator simply uses a thawing needle

of very small diameter, which is pushed
through the tube until it reaches the bot-

tom, and by the time this is done, both

tube and needle may be easily with-

drawn.
The amount of steam used in this oper-

ation is very slight, and it can usually

be completed in four or five seconds.

By J. H. RODGERS

of the machine on the foundation is pre-

vented. A large opening is left in the

frame for ready access to the stuffing

box. The stuffing box is an integral

part of the front head, packed with a

combination of special metallic and soft

packing, containing a short lantern,

which is connected to the suction line

and into which the oil for lub'-icatin:-,

the rod is pumped. The packing is

held in place and adjusted by a screw

gland.

The discharge ports and cylinder heads
of the compressor are water-jacketed,

but the suction ports and cylinder bar-

rel are unjacketed because the water
would heat instead of cool the incoming
gas.

The main bearing is of the four part

There are several systems on the mar-
ket in which the agitation method is not
used, one being shown in Fig. 5, a sta-

tionary double-walled can is used, cold

brine circulating in the jacket space. A
good brine circulation is insured by us-

ing from 5 to 10 lbs. pressure, and this

gives a good heat exchange. The lower
part of the tank is not in contact with

the brine and therefore it is non-freez-

ing. This lower part serves as a settle-

ment place for the impurities which be-

come concentrated as the freezing pro-

gresses. Hooks as shown at A, Fig. 5,

are used in removing the ice cakes which
have previously been thawed loose by a

circulation of relatively warm brine in

the jackets. This system is easily con-

trolled, freezing is regular, but the ice

is usually only semi-transparent, and

not to be compared with that made by

the agitation process.

type. The cap is not babbitted, except

at the end of the bearings, and then

only to keep the oil from getting away,

and to give a fixed point to which the

shaft tan be adjusted. The cap fits

snugly between the jaws of the frame
and i,s bolted down solidly on top of the

jaws. Unlike all other bearing caps,

it is not used in adjusting the bearing,

as adjustment in a vertical position is

made by a wedge under the bottom shell.

In making up for wear, every adjust-

ment brings the shaft back to the orig-

inal position as fixed by the cap. Only
one wedge is used for side adjustment,

which construction was adopted because

of the fact that the bottom shell fol-

lows the shaft in its motion. If adjust-

ment in the other direction is necessary

DE LA VERGNE ICE COMPRESSOR WITH SHORT llKl.T DRIVE.

Installation of an Ammonia Compressor
The Following Article Describes a Recent Installation in Montreal

in Which a Short Belt Drive Was Used With Good Results



shims can easily be plated back of the

stationary quarter bojC. The adjust-

ment in ojie direction only prevents the

shaft from being moved out of line.

The connecting rods and cross head
have few special features, except the

method of lubricating the crosshead

pin. A hole is drilled lengthwise through
the centre of the connecting rod and con-

nects with holes in crankpin and cross-

head pin boxes. Special oil grooves are

cut in the crankpin box, and the oil is

forced by centrifugal force and inertia

to the crosshead pin. This does away
with one of the greatest difficulties to

be overcome in the lubrication of a

compressor. Other methods are un-

satisfactory, due either to the necessity

of catching drops of oil while in motion
or to a multiplicity of small wearing
parts which easily get out of order and
cause shutdowns. On account of the

large diameter of the crankpin and the

shaft, it is deemed advisable to make the

crank and crankpin in one piece, a steel

casting, which includes also the neces-

sary counterweight to balance the re-

ciprocating parts.

Oil for lubricating all bearings and
guides is collected in the base of the

frame and is removed from there by a

small <reared pump, driven by a belt

from the main shaft. The oil is then
passed throu#;h a filter, mounted on the

frame, and is returned free from grit,

dirt and water, to the points of lubrica-

tion, namely, two on the main bearings,

one on the crosshead guide, and one
from which both the crosshead pins and
crank are lubricated. The lubricator

for the stuffing box is mounted on the

same bracket with the oil pump, and is

driven by a belt. These auxiliaries are

belt driven so that in case of trouble

the belts can be thrown off and the pump
and lubricator repaired, replaced and put

in opei'ation again without necessitating

a shutdown of the compressor. A hand-
pump for cylinder lubrication is also

provided, and the filter contains enough
oil to last for at least one-half hour,

thus giving plenty of time for repair.

The only part of this machine which
is made fast to the foundation is the

frame; the cylinder is merely supported

and is free to move, thus taking care of

contraction and expansion, and the de-

flections due to pressure changes.

SUFFICIENT POWER FOR TWENTY
CITIES

Southern British Columbia is Rich in

Important Water Powers

In British Columbia there are many
important water powers. The investiga-

tion of the water powers of British Col-

umbia by the Commission of Conserva-
tion has disclosed the existence of two
gTeat water power centres, namely. Nel-

son, with 400.000 h. p. within a radius of

50 miles, and Vancouver, with 300,000

h. p. within the same distance. Based on

experience at Toronto, these quantities

would suffice for a population of 1,700,-

000 at Nelson, or for 10 manufacturing
cities of 170,000 each. The power near
Vancouver would suffice for one manu-
facturing city of 1.250.000 population,

or for 10 cities of 125,000 each.

There are 12 power sites in British

Columbia of 50,000 h.p. and upwards.

127

With the exception of the South Fork
Quesnel and Peace River, all these pow-
ers are less than 125 miles from the

49th parallel.

h. p.

Kootenay River, Upper and Low-
er Bonnington Falls, possible

development 125,000

Pend d'Oreille River, Waneta... 73,000

Pend d'Oreille River, Salmon
River 50,000

^Thompson River 100,000

'Fraser River, Hellgate 200,000

Bridge River, Tunnel 70,000

Stave River, lower site 52,000

Stave River, upper site 52,000

Coquitlam-Buntzen, north arm
Burrard Inlet 84,000

Campbell River, possible 100,000

South fork Quesnel River 90,000

Peace River Canyon 100,000

There are 18 power sites of between
20,000 and 50,000 h. p. Eight of these

sites are distant less than 100 miles

from the 49th parallel.

Kootenay River, Cora Lynn to

Granite Rapids 22,000

Kootenay River, rapids near
mouth 20,000

Pend d'Oreille River, Nine-mile
Falls 32,000

Pend d'Oreille River, Fifteen-

mile Creek 34,000

Columbia River, Long Rapids . . 30,000

Adams River 30,000

Barriere River, ultimate develop-

ment 20,000

Murtle River. Helmken Falls . . . 20,000

Nahatlatch River, rapids below
lakes 30,000

Jones Lake (Fraser River) 25,000

Jordan River (25,000 h. p. devel-

oped) ultimate 38,00;>

Cheakamus River, Bear Mount
canyon 40,OOG

Powell River (24,000 h. p. devel-

oped) utimate 32.000 35,000

Nechako River, Grand canyon . . 30,000

Nechako River, Tetachuck Falls

and Rapids 30,000

Bulkley River, Hagvvilget canyon 20,000

Nass River,falls below Cranberry
River 20,000

Nass River, falls below Cranberry
low White River 20,000

There are 29 power sites of between
10,000 and 20,000 h.p. capacity and 585 of

less than 10,000 h. p. The report of the

Commission of Conservation on the wat-
er powers of British Columbia includes

all vailable data respecting 644 water
power sites.—James White.
*Development debarred owing to pres-

ence of railways.

German textile industries not only

used paper as a substitute for wool and
cotton but also made great use of hair,

human and from dogs and other animals.

Great hopes were based on a scheme for

the breeding of rabbits of the white

silken-haired variety, but nothing was
done as presumably rabbits made good
stew or pie. The scheme which m^iy yet

be carried out involved the breeding of

several million rabbits. The hair may be

spun into very fine and soft threads.
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Heat Transfer Tests of Building Materials
The Following Article, Reprinted From the Journal of the
Engineering Institute of Canada, December Number, Gives Some
Interesting Results of Tests on the Transmission of Heat Through

Various Types of Building Materials

By L. M. ARKLEY, M.E.I.C.

.
Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, University of Toronto.

IN 1912 the following series of tests

were started at the request of the
Department of the Provincial Secre-

tary of the Ontario Government, for the
purpose of assisting in the selection of
the proper materials to be used in build-

ings in course of erection at that time by
the Department. The general method
of making the tests was decided at a
conference including Professor Angus,
of the University of Toronto, Capt. R. J.

Durly, M.E.I.C, consulting engineer to

the Ontario Government; James Govan,
architect of the department of the Pro-
vincial Government, and the writer.

In 1913 another set of tests was auth-
orized to determine the effect of the
transfer of heat through a 12 inch hol-

low tile wall of laying it up, first with
the hollow spaces horizontal, and sec-

ond with the hollow spaces vertical and
directly over each other.

And in 1914 a third set of tests was
required to investigate the heat insulat-

ing qualities of a number of materials
which might be used in the walls of re-

frigerating rooms.
The apparatus shown in Figures 1 and

3 was installed in the Thermodynamic
laboratory of the University of Toronto,
in order to carry out these tests.

Object of Tests Made in 1912

To compare the insulating values of

walls of approximately equal thickness,

but built of different materials, viz.:

8 inch hollow concrete block.

9 inch brick wall.

7 3-4 inch hollow tile.

And further to determine the effect in

insulating value of plastering the walls
and of stopping air circulation in the
hollow walls by filling the spaces with
cheap materials, or by using paper on
the inside of the walls.

The most common methods that have
been employed in making such tests

are as follows:

(1) A box is made of the material to

be tested; inside the box is placed a ves-

sel containing a weighed quantity of hot
water at a known temperature (the water
must be agitated in order to get the

true average) by taking the temperature
after a certain time the b.t.u. loss may
be approximately computed.

(2) The same arrangement is used as

in method No. 1, but a weighed quantity

of ice is used instead of the hot water,

and the b. t. u's transmitted computed
from the weight of ice melted in a cer-

tain time.

(3) An electric heater made of fine

resistance wire, wound on an electrically

insulated sheet is imbedded in the ma-

terial to be tested and the b.t.u's com-
puted from the electrical energy sup-
plied to the heater in a given time.
A box is built of the material to be

tested, and the heat is supplied to the

inside of this box by means of an electric
heater. This box is placed in a room
which is kept at a low tem-
perature by means of a refrig-
erating machine. By measuring-
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LOG OF RESULTS TESTS MADE IN 1912

No.
of

test

1 Average Temperature

Total
watts

No. of
sq. ft.

of wall

surface

B.T.U'j
trans-
ferred

per 1

degree
diff. of
temper,
hr. per
sq. ft.

Room
High
side

Lx)w
side

1912
Dec. 23 1 Hcdlow concrete block wall. Not plastered.

Air spaces empty

P

67.9

K

68.1

F

2(y 174.63 19.65 0.630

Dec. 28 2 Hollow concrete block wall. Not plastered.

Air space filled with sawdust 70.7 72 22 126.21 19.65 0.438

1913
Jan. 8 3 Hollow concrete block wall. Plastered

both sides. Air space filled with saw-
72.43 73.5 22.75 99.83 19.65 0.342

Jan. 9 4 Hollow concrete block wall. Plastered

both sides. Air spaces empty 74.5 76 23.75 152.76 19.65 0.506

Jan. 13 5 Hollow concrete block wall. Plastered

both sides. Air spaces filled with gravel

.

71 .75 71 . 15 21 .90 109.52 19.65 0.385

Jan. 18 6 Hollow concrete block wall.. Plastered

both sides. Air spaces empty. One
layer of flooring felt on high temperature
side of wall 72.1 73.45 22.75 75.70 19.34 0.263

Jan. 21 7 Hollow concrete block wall. Plastered

both sides. Air spaces empty. One
layer of tarred bldg. paper on high temp,
side of wall 74 74.75 "22.82 75.92 19.34 0.258

Jan. 22 8 Hollow concrete block wall. Plastered

both sides. Air spaces empty. One
layer of asphalt paper on high temp,
side 74 73 23 74.46 19.34 0.263

Feb. 4 9 Brick wall without plaster, 9" 73 72.45 22.5 118.92 20.56 0.392

pko. d 1ft 69 72.25 21.6 191 ft/i ^K) . DO ft 'iQ7U . out

Feb. 17 11 Hollow tile without plaster. Air spaces
empty 68.8 69.16 20.33 119.43 20.05 0.416

Feb. 19 12 Hollow tile without plaster. Air spaces
71.3 71.82 22.75 102.32 20.05 0.355

the current and temperature inside and
outside the box the b.t.u. loss may be
computed.
The main objection to the first three

methods mentioned is that they do not
Tepresent conditions found in practice,

and from the nature of methods No. 1

and No. 2 it is almost impossible to get
accurate results.

In most cases in practice either in

dealing with heating problems or prob-
lems in refrigeration the medium of

transfer of heat is air, and air usually in

motion, so that in choosing a method for

"making these tests a modification of

method No. 4 was decided upon, but in-

stead of using a box it was decided to

xise a wall whose area could be measured
directly. See sketch No. 1.

Arrangement of Wall and Instruments
in Making Tests

By referring to sketch No. 1 the ar-

rangement of the testing apparatus will

be seen. A box was made of % inch

T. and G. sheeting supported by 2x4 in.

scantling, and held together by steel

angle braces and bolts. This box was
lined with two 2 in. layers of pressed
cork held together by wooden pegs, all

joints were carefully broken and a sheet

of waterproof paper was placed between
the layers of cork. The inside of the box
was finished with a coat of asphalt

paint.

Into this box, which is a very good
heat insulator, the wall or material to be
tested was built in such a manner as to

divide the box into two compartments.
When the wall to be tested was in place

the cover ends and sides of the box were
firmly drawn together by means of

bolts. One of these compartments com-
municated direct with the cold room of

a 3-ton refrigerating machine, and in

this way a temperature of 20 degrees F.

or lower if desired, was easily maintain-

ed. On the opposite side of the wall heat

was supplied by means of an electric

heater made of resistance wire strung
on a 3x3 ft. frame, a bank of lamps and
a rheoscat placed in the circuit supplying
the heater allowed any desired quantity
of heat to be supplied.

To got the average temperature on

each side of the wall four thermometers
were suspended from the roof of the

box, two or. the cold side and two on the

hot. When readings were required these

thermometers were partially withdrawn
through small openings in the covers, but
the bulb of the thermometer was never

exposed to the room temperature. These
thel-mometers indicated the necessity of

circulating the air on each side of the

wall in order to get a uniform tempera-

ture, and two small electric fans were
placed, one on each side of the wall in-

side the box to give the required circula-

tion. The electric current being supplied

to the heater and fan was measured by
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means of an accurately calibrated volt-
meter and ammeter.

Method of Conducting Test

The refrigerating machine and fans
were operated until the temperatures on
each side of the wall remained constant.
This indicated that all the heat being put
into the high temperature side of the
box was being transferred through the
wall. After this state had been reached
a run of about an hour's duration was
made, while readings of temperature,
amperes and volts were taken every ten
minutes.

B.t.u's per sq. ft, per hr.=
174.63 X 3.41172

0.63

Method of Making Calculations

As an example we will work out the
value found in test No. 1 on log. sheet
page 7.

1 watt=.000n477 B.t.u's per sec.

1 watt =3.41172 B.t.u's per hr.

Watts = Amperes X volts

= .647 X 227.7= 147.32 used
by heater.

= .240 X 113.8= 27.31 used
by fan.

Total watts used = 174.63

19.65 X 48.1

per degree dilf. of temperature.

Possible Errors in the Above Method

(1) Leakage of he.at from the high
temperature side of box to the surround-
ing air or vice versa.

From the dimensions of the box it will

be seen that the surface exposed to such
a loss is about 26 square feet.

A liberal value for the heat loss in

B.t.u's per square foot per hour per de-
gree difference of temperature for the
box is .0875.

Assuming a difference of temperature
between the room and high temperature
side in box of IV2'' the heat loss per hour
would be:

26 X -0875 X 1-5= B.t.u. per hr. = 3.4

This value is so small as to be negli-
gible for practical purposes.

In order that there might be little loss,

from this source the temperature of the
room was kept as near 70" Fahr. as pos-

<^fy/e "g

-Vs T^Gr spruce

-0/7e p/Yp<^p^'^

X

cStr/e 'C"

efrle "d
TYPES OF WALLS TESTED

sible. In most cases the difference be-
tween the room temperature and that
inside the box on the high| temperature
side of wall was much less than 1% \
The range of temperature decided on for
the tests was from 70° Fahr. on hot side
to 20' Fahr. on cold side, giving a tem-
perature of 50' Fahr.

(2) Possible error due to length of
run.

The accuracy of the method employed
in making these tests depends on the
length of run being sufficient to allow
the heat to permeate the wall and the
heat gradient to be established. This is

indicated by the temperature on both
sides of the wall becoming constant;
until this point is reached it would not
be correct to assume that all heat being
supplied was passing through the wall.

In testing the hollow walls with spaces
vertical a good check on this point was
obtained by inserting a thermometer
through the box cover into the centre of
the wall. When the thermometers on the
high and low temperature sides of the
wall showed a stationary condition the
thermometer in the centre indicated very
nearly the mean of the other two read-
ings.

As stated in the beginning of this re-
port, three series of tests were made, in

1912-13 and 1914 and the report is there-
fore divided into 3 parts: descriptions of
the walls tested, specifications for plas-
tering and log sheets of tests follow each"
part.

Tests Made in 1912

Desci'iption of materials used in walls
tested:

Concrete Blocks.—For dimensions see
sketch No. 1.

Composition: One bag cement to four
cubic feet of sand and one cubic foot of

% in. crushed stone, with Vi, in. and all

below screened out.

Age: About two months. Weighs
38V^ lbs. Weight of water absorbed per
block after being submerged twenty-four
hours, 3% lbs.

Tile.—For dimensions see Sketch No.
1.

Dry weight of tile 30% lbs. Weight
of water absorbed per block after being
submerged twenty-four hours, 3^^ lbs.

Brick.—Hard burned common brick,

dimensions 2I2 in. x 4^4 in. x 8^^ in.

Weight dry = 4.67 lbs. Weight of

water absorbed per brick after being
submerged twenty-four hours. 1.125 lbs.

Flooring felt use:! in test No. 6, actual

weieht per 100 square feet=11.5 lbs.

Tarred felt used in test No. 7, known
as 16 oz. felt, actual weight per ICQ

square feet=25 lbs.

Asphalt felt used in test No. 8. known
as Neponsit, Asphalt felt.

Specification of the construction and
finish of walls to be built at Thermody-
namics Building, University of Toronto,

for thermal-conductivity tests by James
Govan, architect.

Test No. 1—Tile Wall

Tiles to be used.—Wall to be built of

8 in X 8 in. X 16 in. concrete hollow wall

tiles.

Mortar.—Mortar for building tile to
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LOG SHEET OF RESULTS TESTS MADE IN 1913

Dilc
No.
of
lest

LONDlTIONb

AVER^

Room

CE Temper

High
side

ATURE

Low
side

Total
watts

Sq. ft.

of wsll

surface

B.T.U's
trans-

fer

per

diff. of
lemper.
hr. per
sq. ft.

1913
Dec. 16 1 12" tile wall laid with hollow spaces

norizonidi 7A 7IV . 1
71 7k Q1 78 OOP.zyo

Dec. 17 2 12" tile wall as above but with 1 layer of

paper on nigii icinp. siuc oi wan oy . oo 1 Q

19.9

D . o ^O .

Dec. 18 3 12" tile wall as above with paper removed
aUCI i CUdL OI Ucliy UraLlIlc pduiLcU un
high temp, side of wall 70. 70.13 63.75 20.91 206

A 1^ wan as aoove uui piaStereQ uoin siues,

plaster ^" thick 65 67 18.25 53.75 20.91 179

Feb. 27 5 New 12" tile wall built with hollow spaces
vertical and directly over each other .... 72 70 20.4 99.7 21.28 322

Mar. 2 6 12" wall as above with one coat of dehy-
dratine on high temp, side 69 5 69 25 20.45 76.4 21.28 250

Mar. 9 7 12" wall as above but plastered both sides,

plaster ^" thick 73 3 70 20.8 69.97 21.28 228

be composed one part lime to three parts

of good clean sharp sand.

Joints.—Joints to be % in. wide. Tiles

to be wetted before laying to prevent ab-

sorption of water from mortar.
Furring strips.—Provide and build into

side of wall away from refrigerator at

every second joint, wood furring strips

% in. X l^A in. for wood strapping.

Strapping.—Strap this side of wall

with wood straps at 12 in. centres.

Metal lath.—Metal lath for plastering

to be expanded metal No. 24 gauge.
Plastering. — Plastering on this side

of wall to be three coat work composed
as follows:

1st coat.—One part aka and lime mix-

ture as supplied.

Three parts sand.

Fibering material or hair as

required.

This coat to be thoroughly
scratched.

2nd coat.—One part alca and lime mix-

ture.

Four parts sand.

Fibering material as requir-

ed.

Finishing coat.—One part alca and
lime mixture.

One part fine white sand,

trowelled to a smooth
polished surface.

Stucco on side of wall next refrigera-

tor.—Base coat shall be applied direct

to the tile wall and shall consist of one

part alca and plaster mixture to four

parts sand. Surface of tile wall must
be thoroughly wetted before this base

coat is applied and the mortar scratched

in preparation for the second coat.

Second coat to be composed of one part

alca and plaster mixture, to four and
one-half parts sand, trowelled smooth.

The second coat must be applied be-

fore the first coat is allowed to dry out.

Test No. 2—Brick Wall

Bricks.—Bricks to be good, common
stock bricks, approved of by the archi-

tect.

Mortar.—Mortar for building bricks to

be composed of 1 part lime to 3 parts

clean, sharp Sjand.

Joints to be % in. thick and struck on

both sides of wall. Bricks to be

thoroughly wetted before laying.

No plastering inside or outside of \vall.

Note: There will be no plastering on
either inside or outside of brick wall for

this test.

Conclusions

The most important conclusion to be

drawn from the above results is that the

commonly held assumption that a hollow

block wall is more efficient from a heat

loss standpoint than a solid brick wall

of approximately equal commercial
standard thickness is not founded on
fact. This will be clearly seen by com-
paring tests Nos. 1, 9, 10 and 11. On
the other hand tests Nos. 2, 3, 5 and 12

show that if the spaces in the hollow

block wall are filled with some material

which separates the air into small

pockets and prevents circulation that the

rate of transfer of beat is considerably

diminished.

An interesting result is shown by
comparing test No. 4 with No. 7. The con-

ditions in these tests are exactly the

same with the exception that one layer

of tarred building paper was placed on

the high temperature side of the wall in

test No. 7, the effect of this layer of

paper was to reduce the heat transfer

by nearly 50 per cent.

Tests Nos. 9 and 10 serve as a check

on the work, as many tests have been
made on 9 in. brick walls and the com-
monly accepted value as the coefficient

of conductivity is 0.4 B.t.u.

It may be mentioned that in having
the brick wall built, the architect took
special pains to see that the laying of

the bricks was no better than the or-

dinary standard of bricklayers' practice.

No attempt was made to have all points

in the interior of the wall filled and the

face jointing was struck with the troij'el

as the wall was laid up. If the bricklayer

had been allowed to fill carefully every
joint with mortar and to have the wall

so well flushed as to reduce air circula-

tion through the wall to a minimum, bet-

ter results would no doubt have been ob-

tained. On the other hand in building

7% in. hollow tile wall the practice

adopted was decidedly better than would
obtain in ordinary contract work.

Where hollow tiles are laid with webs
vertical it is practically impossible to

get the bricklayers to spread mortar on
all webs of the tile. As a rule the two
outside and the two end webs receive

mortar, while the interior webs are left

uncovered. In the wall tested every web
was carefully covered and every precau-
tion taken to keep the air spaces free.

When the wall was built the outside

and inside face joints were carefully

pointed up so as to reduce air circulation

through the joints to a minimum. Under
these conditions the results obtained are

probably more favorable to the hollow

tile wall than they would be in ordinary

constrttction practice.

Note: Sawdust was not used as filling

with the idea that it would be a suit-

able material for building construction

but simply to show the effect of breaking
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up the circulation of the air in a hollow
block wall.

Tests Made in 1913

Object of Tests.— (a) To determine the

Tate of transfer of heat through a 12 in.

hollow tile wall, first when the tile was
laid with the hollow spaces horizontal;

second when the tile was laid with the

hollow epaces vertical and directly over

each other.

(b) To determine the effect on the rate

<if transfer of heat of placing a layer of

ordinary building paper on the high tem-
perature side of wall.

(c) To determine the effect on the rate
of transfer of heat of painting the high
temperature side of the wall with one
coat of "dehydratine."

Materials Used in Walls

Tile.—The hollow tile used was a shale
tile made at the Ontario Government's
clay plant at Mimico, Ont. For dimen-
sions, see Sketch No. 1.

"Dehydratine."— Described by the
manufacturers as a "Foundation com-

pound for waterproofing substructures.'"

It has about the consistency of the
ordinary ready-mixed paint, is black in

color and is made up principally of

asphalt

These tests were made in the same
manner as those previously described
in thio report and the specifications for

plasteriiig are the same for both series

of tests.

Conclusions

Comparing tests No. 1 and No. 2 the
marked improvement in the insulating

LOG SHEET OF RESULTS TESTS MADE IN 1914

Average Temperature Trans-
ferred

Date
No.
of
test

DESCRIPTION OF .MATERIAL TESTED
Room High

side

Low
side

Total
watts

No. of
cn ft11.

of wall

surface

per
sq. ft.

per
degree
dif?. of
temp,
per hr.

Nov. 6 1 1 ply oiled paper 70 71 31.5 320.25 20 1.38

Nov. 9 2 1 ply climasat water proof building paper. 68 68 26 297.6 20 1 21

Nov. 12 3 Wall shown on sketch No. 2 marked D. . . . 72 69 20 79.3 20 0.276

Nov. 13 4 Wall shown on sketch No. 2 marked A. . . . 70 • 70.25 20.8 41.49 21.335 0.134

Nov. 17 5 Wall shown on sketch No. 2 marked B. . . . 69.75 68.7 20.2 63.84 21.335 205

Nov. 19 6 Wall shown on sketch No. 2 marked Style

C, filled with saw-dust 69 70 18.75 47.0 21.335 - 0.147

Nov. 20 7 1 layer of hair felt held together between
two sheets of thin paper 72 69.5 26.9 144.17 20 0.57S

Nov. 23 8 Style C, hollow space filled with granulated
cork 68.0 70.0 18.1 46.94 21.335 144

9 3" cork wall made up of 2 layers thick

with 1 layer of paper between the 13^"
layers of cork 72.5 70.3 19 41.47 21.11 0.130

10 The preceding test repeated 72.0 69.8 18.33 42.0 21 11 0.131

For details of walls marked A, B, C, D, see sketch No. 2.

MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS TESTED SINCE 1914

Average Temperature Trans-
ferred

Date
No.
of
test

DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL TESTED
Room High

side

Low
side

Total
watts

No. of

sq. ft.

of wall

surface

per
sq. ft.

degree
diff. of
temp,
per hr.

1917
Nov. 22 1 Corrugated galvanized iron wall supported

on 2 X 4 frame 67 69.6 19.7 368 21 1.2

Dec. 4 2 Wall made up of corrugated galvanized iron

on one side of 2 X 4 frame and %T. & G.
spruce sheathing on other side 69 68.4 18.1 168.8 21 0.55

1918
Jan. 24 3 Beaver Board 3/16" thick 65 68.9 22.5 230 20.3 0.83

Feb. 18 4 Linabestos ball board 3/16" thick dark red

in color made up of asbestos and concrete 67 71 20.6 389.5 20.3 1.305

•Feb. 22 5 Asbestos limiber 3/16" thick 67 69.7 21 345.5 21 .2 1.14

Feb. 28 6 Asbestos corrugated sheathing 2/16" thick 68 70.3 22.3 340.3 21.2 1.13

Mar. 11 7 Asbestos shingles laid on 1 layer paper and
T. & G. sheathing, laid 7" to the

weather, size of shingles 16 X 16 X 3/16" 67 71.1 18.9 137.75 21-2 0.442

The composition of the asbestos products is approximately 15% asbestos and 85% Portland cement.
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qualities of a layer of paper is again
demonstrated.
From test No. 3 it would appear that

one coat of "dehydratine" accomplishes
practically the same result as a layer

of paper. This is what might be expected,
as both the paper and "dehydratine"
serve to close the pores in the wall.

Comparing test No. 1 with No. 6, we
see that the wall is a better heat insu-

lator when the hollow spaces in the tile

run horizontally than when they are ver-

tical . In the second case the circulation

of air would be much more pronounced
due to th : chimney effect of the vertical

hollow spaces.

Comparing tests Nos. 1 and 3 with
Nos. 6 and 7, approximately the same
saving is shown due to one coat of "de-

hydratine."

Comparison of the results obtained

with wallb plastered and without plaster

show that plaster is not a good heat in-

sulator.

Tests Made in 1914

Objects of Tests.—To determine the

rate of transfer of heat through walls

suitable for refrigerating rooms, includ-

ing built-up walls (for details see Sketch
No. 2), cork walls, and ordinary build-

ing papers.

Materials used.—Paper used in test

No. 1—oiled paper—thickness 10/1000 of

an inch, weight per square foot=5i4,

pounds.
Paper used in test No. 2—trade name

"Climax"—sat-building paper, advertised
as acid, salt, alkali and waterproof,
thickness 18/1000 of an inch, weight per
100 sq. feet =rz 16.4 pounds.

Test No. 3 was made to test a wall

of planer shavings 6 in. thick. A frame
6 in. deep shown on sketch No. 3 as
style D was made of % in. boards. A
fire screen, 12 mesh to the inch, was
fastened to each side of the frame and
shavings packed between the screens,

giving a wall of shavings 6 in. thick.

For details of walls used in tests No.

4, No. 5 and No. 6, see sketch No. 2.

Cork walls used in tests No. 8, No. 9

and No. 10 were made of slabs of pressed
cork, IV2 in. thick x 12 in. wide x 3 ft.

long.

We wish to acknowledge assistance

given by Professor Angus, of the

Mechanical Engineering Department,
University of Toronto; James Govan,
architect. Department of the Provincial

Secretary of the Ontario Government,
and the Asbestos Manufacturing Co., of

Montreal, which furnished the asbestos

products tested.

.3-PHASE WOUND ROTOR INDUCTION

THE PROPER SIZE OF FUSES
FOR INDUSTRIAL MOTORS

THE proper size of fuse for a motor
is only too often obtained by the

chief electrician or one of his repair-

men by haphazard methods. The motor's
normal operating current is given by the

maker on the name-plate, but fuses are

properly selected of a larger capacity

to allow for starting and for momentary
overloads. Hence it is rather more
unual for the maintenance man to select

his fuses "be guess and be gosh," with

a view to their permanence in service

rather than the safety of the motor they

are supposed to protect.

In ordei to give a practical working
idea of what sizes to use, the Westing-
house Electric & Mfg. Company has pre-

pared the accompanying tables. These
are based oa the following assumptions
as to size of fuse required to stand

starting current without blowing:

Time fuse load
Current at

Type starting
Polyphase wound rotor 1-%
Squirrel cage (thrown on line) ^

Single-phase repulsion induction with
rheostat 2

Single-phase repulsion induction without
rheostat 4

Direct current 1-%

Since the fuses for squirrel-cage and

repulsion motors without rheostats are,

respectively, rated at 3 and 4 times full-

load current, they give practically no

overload protection. Hence it is recom-

mended that double-throw switches be

installed connecting the motor through

fuses of 1.25 times full-load rating (as

under wound rotor sizes) for running

and through the regular heavier fuses

or direct to the line for starting.

DIRECT CURRENT MOTORS
H.P. US 230 sso
1 10 5 3
1-% 15 S S

2 20 10 5

2-V. 25 12 6

3 30 15 6

35 IS e
5 50 25 10
6-1/2 65 35 15
7-% 70 35 15

8-Vj 85 45 20
10 90 45 20
11 100 55 25
12-1/2 110 60 25
15 125 70 30
20 175 90 35
25 225 110 45
30 275 125 55
35 325 150 65
40 350 175 75
50 450 225 95
60 550 110
75 150
100 200

3-PHASE SQUIRREL CAGE MOTORS
Fuse Rating (Amp.) When Voltage is

H.P. 110 220 440 550

% 12 6 3 2

1 20 10 5 4

2 35 20 10 8
3 50 30 15 12

5 90 45 25 20

2-PHASE SQUIRREL CAGE MOTORS
Fuse Rating (Amp.) When Voltage is

H.P. lie 220 440
10 6 3

1 20 10 5

2 35 15 10
3 45 25 15

5 80 40 20

TYPE "AR" SINGLE PHASE MOTORS
Without Rheostat With Rheostat

H.P. 100 220 110 22*
2 80 40 40 20
3 120 60 60 30
5 200 100 100 55

7-V2 325 175 175 80

10 40fr- 200 200 100

V2 20 10 10 6

% 30 15 15 8

1 40 20 20 10

MOTORS
Fuse Wlien

H.P.
Rating (Amp.) ^^oltage
220 440 550

5 20 10 8
7-% 30 15 12
10 40 20 16
15 50 25 20
20 70 35 SO
25 85 40 35
30 100 50 40
35 125 60 50
40 150 70 60
50 175 80 65

2-PHASE WOUND ROTOR INDUCTION
MOTORS

Fuse Rating (Amp.)
H.P. 220 440

5 20 8

7-M! 26 15
10 35 20
15 45 26
20 60 30
25 70 86
30 90 45
35 110 56
40 120 60
50 150 70

VOORHEES RUB-STEEL VALVE
Owing to the isolated nature of steam-

ship operation during long journeys it is

of the utmost importance that the eng-

ineering equipment be of first-class qual-

ity, assuring continuous operation under

the most severe service. Valve mainten -

ance is an essential detail of engineering

efficiency. Leaky pump valves are fre-

quently a source of great annoyance to

the operator, and expense to the owne-.

The Voorhees Rub-Steel Valve is made

in four different grades. Standard, for

service under moderate temperatures up

^^^V^IT^S RUB-SIEELVALVg

RUB-STEEL VALVE

to about 160 degrees. Superhot, for use

on equipment adapted for hot oil, ttc.

where temperature exceeds 160 degrees.

Special soft, for low pressure water ser-

vice, slightly gritty fluids, etc. Red con-

denser, for service under specially sev-

ere conditions. These valve discs are

made in a large variety of sizes and

for any particular purpose. As the name
implies the valve is made of a combin-
ation of rubber and steel; the rubber

composition attached to the central steel

disc by a special electrochemical process

known as the Elchemco process. The
steel plate adds great strength to the

valve and prevents distortion under high

pressure, while the rubber assures per-

fect contact with the seat. This con-

struction increases the average life of

the valve, eliminating the possibility of

destruction by forcing through the grat-

ing or breaking up into pieces. Reliable

service is an economic necessity in

steamship operation.
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MEDIUM SPEED HORIZOiNTAL
AMMONIA COMPRESSORS

THE high cost of labor, machinery,
fuel and in fact all other things
that pertain to the building and

operating of an ice or refrigerating

plant, have led the manufacturers of such
-apparatus to secure the highest economy
possible.

This article will be confined entirely

to the medium speed horizontal machine
as shown in Fig. 1, which is built in three

types, one for belt drive, another for

direct connecting to a synchronous motor
which is mounted on the shaft beside the

fly wheel and the other direct connected

to a uni-flow poppet valve steam engine.

This machine in any case is of the same
construction with the exception of the

crank shaft which is made to suit any
particular installation. As the majority

of people are familiar with motor instal-

lations, this article will treat only of the

engine driven outfit.

The manufacturers of the machines
illustrated, The Frick Company, Inc.,

Waynesboro, Pa., U.S.A., build both ver-

tical and horizontal, slow and medium
speed compression madhines, ammoaia
absorption outfits and carbon-dioxide

machinery. The ammonia compression

and carbon-dioxide types are made in

both the land type and the marine type,

especially designed to meet the inspec-

tion of the various bureaus and registers

cf shipping.

The compressor frame is of the heavy

duty, Tangye type and is of a one-piece

casting. The cylinder end of the frame
is bored and faced true with the cross

head guides to receive the ammonia
cylinder ghell which is made of a special

close grained iron. Between the outside

cf the ammonia cylinder and the inner

shell of the main frame is an opening

which is used for the water jacket, the

water being delivered into the bottom

and discharged at the top. The ammonia
cylinder heads are made of a special

Maypul steel and secured to the face of

the cylinder by long steel bolts passing
through the water space with a nut on the

outside of each cylinder head.

The suction and discharge valves are
iiiranged in the cylinder heads. Two
horizontal suction valves are located at

each end at the top and four discharge
valves are placed radial in the lower half

of these cylinder heads. The cages form-
ing the valve seats and the valves are

of a special forged steel having ample
area to insure the ammonia cylinder of

filling with gas at each stroke and also

providing ample area for discharging
the gas into the compression side of the

system. Both the suction and discharge
\ alves are designed so as to prevent them
from getting into the ammonia cylinder

by failure of a stem, and in case of an
examination it is only necessary to re-

move the cover plate over the valve cham-
ber. The valve and cage can then be

drawn out.

The ammonia piston has spherical ends
which are turned to a radius conforming
to that of the heads. The design per-

mits the clearance to be reduced to a mini-

mum. The piston is provided with four

spring packing rings placed in suitable

grooves and fitted carefully to prevent

leakage. The piston rod is of forged

steel pressed into the piston head and
followed and secured by a doweled lock

which is finished off even with the piston

head.

The ammonia stuffing box is made very

long compared with the diameter of the

piston rod and in the bottom of the pack-

ing box is a babbitted ring closely fitted

to the piston rod. There are two sets

of packing used, separated by an oil lan-

tern which is at all times filled with oil

surrounding the piston rod. With the

construction used, it is not necessary to

draw the packing down hard to prevent

leaks. This, of course, means that un-

necessary friction and wear on the pis-

ton and packing is eliminated.

KIG. 1

The conduits or manifolds connecting
the suction and discharge nozzles of the
cylinder heads have long radius bends
giving an easy flow of gas and are pro-
vided with purge and pump-out connec-
tions. A very fine mesh wire screen in-

serted in the suction trap near the nozzles
of the suction manifold prevents all the
foreign matter from entering the am-
monia compressor valves and cylinder.
The cross head is of box form, designed

for strength. The shoes have a large
bearing surface of the best grade babbitt
metal and are adjustable by means of
wedges and screws.

The cross head pin is of special forged
steel accurately ground to size and has
taper fits in the cross head.
The connecting rod is of a rectangular

section, forged from a solid steel billet.

Ihe stub ends are mortised at both crank
and cross head ends to receive the bronze
boxes which are lined with genuine bab-
bitt metal. Adjustment at both ends is

by means of steel wedges and large
wedge bolts or lock screws. The wedges
are so arranged that the length of the
rod centres do not change when adjust-

n ent is made. The cross head and crank
pin boxes are very large in proportion
to the work they have to perform, thus
reducing heating and wear to a minimum.
The crank pin box is so designed that it

may be removed without taking the con-

necting rod off the crank pin.

Crank shaft bearing is cast to the main
frame and accurately machined and lined

at right angles with the centre line of

the cross head end and cylinder. The
main bearing shells are extremely heavy
and the side or cheek shells are adjust-

able for wear by wedges and special

screws which lock them in position. The
main bearing cap can be removed with-

out disturbing the adjustment of the

oheek shells. The bottom shell may be

removed by raising the crank shaft a

sn^all distance. The bearings are gener-

ously proportioned and lined with genuine
babbitt metal.

The steam engine is of the poppet
valve, uni-flow type. The bed consists of

a one-piece casting, comprising the main
journal and the cross head guide. The
general design of the engine bed con-

forms to that of the ammonia compres-
sor and is of heavy duty Tang>'e type.

The special feature is that all of the main
bearing parts are identified with that

of the compressor and are interchange-

able. The cross head and the connecting

rods are also the same as those of the

ammonia compressor. In fact wherever
possible without sacrificing design it is

the aim to make the parts interchange-

able.

The steam cylinder is of the uni-flow

design with balanced double-seated pop-

pet valves which are made of a hard,

close grained metal, especially adapted

for minimum wear after long service.

The valve chambers are located on the

top of the steam cylinder near the ends

and connected by special manifolds. The
steam valve cages are fitted into these

chambers, I'esting on ground joints. The
valve cages contain the valve seats and
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the valves which are carefully ground
with the corresponding seats in the valve

cages. The valves are actuated by cams
lifting them vertically off the seats. The
cam mechanism is properly designed and
carefully machined to avoid all possible

jar or shock to the valve and the seat

when operating at medium speed. Special

care in the design has been exercised so

All parts such as valves, valve cages

and steam piston receive heat treatment

after they are rough turned, and then

finished. The operating cams, rollers

and valve gear pins and bushings are of

steel, carefully case hardened and ac-

curately ground to size.

the can body by means of curved flanges
with a packing ring held in the spout
flange.

The can has a large opening and is

therefore easy to fill and having a pos-

itive force feed is self cleansing and
requires no spring bottom.

FIG. 2.

as to avoid sharp corners, restricted

ai-eas in the ports and warping of the

valves and cages.

After cut off and expansion has taken

place, the steam is exhausted through

suitable ports arranged diametrically

around the centre of the steam cylinder.

These ports are uncovered by the steam

piston at the end of the stroke, and the

steam is exhausted into the exhaust

chamber, thence it passes through the ex-

haust pipe to the condenser or atmos-

phere.

The steam cylinder is provided with an

expansion chamber and valve at each

end. If for some reason the vacuum in

the condenser should fail, these valves are

open and relieve the cylinder from an

over amount of compression pressure.

This valve also operates when running

non-condenser.

The steam piston is of the single-piece,

hollow design, made as light as possible

consistent with strength. Six grooves

are turned in the circumference, three

near each end into which self-adjusting

spring rings are fitted.

The governor is of the inertia type at-

tached to the fly wheel and consisting of a

pendulum which is pivoted to the arm of

the wheel and carries the eccentric, a

balancing weight, links and leaf spring.

The balancing weights are made in a

series of disks, so that they may be re-

moved or the number increased as condi-

tions may require. The spring has a wide

range of adjustment and consequently

can be adjusted for a wide range of speed.

All bearings, pins and cross head

guides of both compressor and engine are

lubricated by a gravity oiling system.

Special provisions are made for collecting

the oil and returning it through a filter

to the ^avlty tank to be used over.

When this unit is installed for marine
service a heavy cast iron sub-base is

furnished to which the compressor and
e.igine is securely bolted with fitted bolts

in reamed holes. This same sub-base can
bo furnished for land service if desired.

Figures 2 and 3 show illustrations of

the vertical enclosed and vertical open
type machines respectively.

FORCE FEED OIL CAN
The accompanying illustrations show

a new oil can developed by Gustave Lid-

seen, Desplaines street, Chicago. The
mechanism controlling the feeding of

INTERIOR VIEW SHOWING SIMPLICITY IN
CONSTRUCTION

oil is all in the spout and its arrange-
ment is such that it will entirely empty
the can. The oil can spout is self clean-

ing, and is easy to operate. The drawn
steel body and heavy welded spout make
the can leakproof. The spout is held on

SHOWING WIDE OPENING FOR FILLING
ALSO CURVED FLANGES AND LOCKING
MEMBERS WHICH MAKES IT LEAK AND
WEAR PROOF AT THIS CONNECTION.

FIG. 8.

R. M. Wilson, M.E.I.C., chief engineer

of the Montreal Light, Heat and Power

Co., at a recent meeting of the local

branch of the Engineering Institnitc of

Canada, read a paper that dealt with the

ice problems in connection with the oper-

ation of Hydro-Electric power plants.

He described in detail the methods for

dealing with ice troubles at Xhe Cedars

plant. With experience and improved

design of hydraulic equipment, Mr.

Wilson believes that machinery can now
be designed that will be immune from

ice troubles, excepting, perhaps, only

I hose depending on canals running across

country, where means cannot be taken

to mitigate or eliminate the difficulties.

Winnipeg.—The last gap in the Shoal
Lake to Winnipeg pipe line has been
closed. Within the next few days Shoal
Lake water will be pouring through the
big pipe and into Winnipeg for purposes
of cleaning and testing, and within two
or three weeks the soft water will be

flowing from all taps. The great un-

dertaking, under way since 1914, has cost

in the neighborhood of $16,000,000. The
pipe is 97^2 miles long', and makes seven
river crossings.

EDITOR'S NOTE
The Yamall-Waring- Co., Chestnut

Hill, Philadelphia, advise us that the

Yarway (formerly the Simplex) blow-

off valve is of similar design to the blow-

off valve suggested by K. Walsh on page

108 of POWER HOUSE for April 5, and

embodies his valuable suggestion.
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Questions Before

The House
If a tube in your boiler developed a

slig^ht leak, as through a pitting that
had gone through the tube, or a small

sand hole, how would you stop the leak

without dropping the pressure ?

You have a Compound engine, llxl9x
12 in. stroke, running at 260 revolutions

per minute. Cut off in the high pressure
cylinder is a % of the stroke. Cut off

in low at 3-4 of the stroke. What is the

horse power aproximately ?

In the case of the above engine, what
is the probable steam consumption per
hour, and what size would you have to

make a pump to supply the water con-

sumed to the boiler?

10. Why is a horizontal engine, run-

ning over, provided with guides top and
• bottom ? Which guide does the pressure

act on, and why?

11. A cylinder 24 in. bore, carrying an
initial pressure of 100 pounds per square

inch. Allowing 5,000 pounds per sq.

inch on the studs, how many would be

required, and what pitch .should they be

set at?

12. The stays in a horizontal tubular

boiler have an allowance of 6,000 pounds
per sq. inch. If the segment is 24 in.

high and the boiler 72 inches diameter,

what is the number and diameter of stays

required ?

Questions Asked
In Last Issue

1. A horizontal return tubular boiler,

72 in. dia. by 18 feet long, made in three

courses, has sustained damage by the

plate over the fire becoming overheated.

The plate has come down in a blister

of elliptical form, the axes being 14 in.

in a longitudinal, direction and 36 in. in

a circumferential.

How would you put a single rivete<l

patch on this boiler so as to preserve the

full strength of the longitudinal seam?
Would you put the patch inside or out-

side the plate?

2. In the case of a pump having a lift

of over twenty-six feet, would the fitting

of a foot valve be of any help in start-

ing the pump. Generally speaking, where

does the advantage of a foot valv<e in a

suction line lie?

3. Can you state, clearly and definitely,

why a longitudinal seam of a boiler re-

quires stronger riveting than the cir-

cumferential? Show by figures the re-

lation between the two.

4. The area of a safety valve on a

boiler is proportionate to the grate area.

What is this proportion, and in what way
does the grate area affect the safety

valve area?

5. What i.s the proportionate weight of

air to weight of coal used to obtain com-
bustion? Give any formula you know.

6. Can you give a clear description of

what takes place when a boiler explodes
through failure of a plate. What is the

sequence of events?

Answers to Questions

In Last Issue

1.—It looks as if it would be impossi-
ble to put a patch on this blister which
would be of any great value and still

retain the full strength of the seam. In

order to put on a patch over the seam
that would be effective, a portion of

either the inside or outside lap would
need to be removed, and, after the bulge
or blister had been put back, the patch
would be made to fit down snugly over
the whole damaged part and riveted as

required, the seam to fit down snugly

to the patch. This, of course, would af-

fect the strength of the seam. To put

a patch over the seam straps would be

more ineffective than the former course.

2.—A good close seating foot valve

would, no doubt, be of great value in

starting a pump with a high suction lift

of 25 ft. With the foot valve on, it

holds the water up to the pump all the

time, and when the pump is started it

just begins where it left off, without

having to displace all the air in the 26-

ft. of pipe to form a vacuum. (26 ft.

is some lift to depend upon to supply a

boiler. Why not use a deep well pump
and be safer?)

3.—The force tending to rupture a

boiler along the line of the longitudinal

seam is proportional to the diameter

divided by two, while the stress tending

to pull it apart endways is only half

that or proportional to the diameter

divided by four. Although the pressure

is exerted on both heads, only the area

of one can be considered as the stresses

are exerted against each other and the

stress of each head, not of both, is ex-
erted against the girth seams.

4.—Boilermakers allow % sq. in. area
of safety valve opening to one sq. ft. of
grate surface. It has been proven to
the satisfaction of engineers that this

proportionate area is required to relieve

the boiler of the steam that one sq. ft.

of grate surface can generate.

5.—Approximately 12 lbs. of air are
required to bum one pound of coal, but
this will vary according to the quality of
coal.

6.—I have never had any personal ex-
perience with a boiler explosion, nor am
I anxious to, but my idea is, that when

'

the plate goes in a boiler, carrying the
pressure boilers are subjected to, the
velocity of the steam leaving the boiler

so suddenly causes such a recoil (much
on the principle of the reaction turbine,

only a great many times more power-
ful) that the boiler is usually thrown
from its arches, sometimes a consider-

able distance.—C. T. M., Chatham.
* * *

1.—It is sometimes possible to heat a

blister and drive it back into place again.

This, of course, is only possible when
the blister is only down slightly, say, a

couple of inches or so.

2.—The foot valve in the suction line

of a pump is of use not only to retain

the water in the line, but also prevents

any material getting into the valves of

the pump.
4.—The weight of air required to bum

one pound of coal varies with the coal,

but about 14 lbs. of air is required to

give sufficient oxygen for combustion.

—JOHN QUINLAN, Toronto.
* * *

6.—According to Rankin's experi-

ments, a cubic foot of water, under pres-

sure of steam at 50 lbs. by the gauge
and at the same temperature, contains

as much explosive energy as 1 lb. of

gunpowder.
When a boiler bursts, especially if

the rent be under the water level, the

violent disturbance of the water is like

putting a lighted match to the gun-

powder.
This is why, when a boiler bursts, the

water, instead of rushing out at the hole,

explodes with such terrific force as to

shatter the boiler in pieces and spreads

death and devastation around.

1 lb. of gunpowder gives out an ex-

plosive force of 245.5 foot tons.—G.

ALDRIDGE.
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Association and Personal

Programme of C.A.S.E. Convention at Brantford
Canadian Association of Stationary Engineers' Convention and
Exhibition of Power Plant Equipment and Supplies, Convention

Hall, Brant Ave., Brantford, June 24, 25 and 26, 1919

THE following programme is that issued by the

C.A.S.E. for their annual convention which will be

held in Brantford, June 24, 25 and 26. It will be

seen that the three days' convention offers features of

great interest and value to every engineer who is able

to be present.

Monday, June 23— (all day)

—

Installing exhibits.

Tuesday, June 24

Tuesday morning:

10.60—Official opening.

Welcome to Brantford by Mayor Morrison McBride.

W. Welsh, president Brantford Lodge.

Response—W. W. Cook, Belleville.

President C.A.S.E.

C. N. Schrag, Toronto, president Exhibitors' Asso-
ciation.

Lieut. L. Archibald, Toronto.

Jack Armour, New York.

11..30—Meeting C.A.S.E. Executive for appointment of

committees.

Tuesday afternoon:

2.00—Meeting C.A.S.E. Executive.

2.30—Ladies' trip through Brantford factories as guests

of Brantford Lodge.

Tuesday evening:

8.00—Educational Session and Smoker (men only). All

engineers are invited.

Lecture on Causes of Boiler Failures, by D. M.
Medcalf.

Address—Fred. W. Raven, Secretary N.A.S.E.,

Chicago.

Lecture with lantern slides, by J. M. Brown, Hamil-
ton, on Turbines; and C. J. Porter, Hamilton,
on Generators.

Lectures on Power Plant Accessories, by S. Balm-
firth.

Address—Jack Armour, New York.

Chalk Talk on Piston Valve Setting, by Secretary
Drummond, of Alberta Lodge. (Pipes and to-

bacco will be furnished by the Brantford
Lodge).

8.00—Theatre party for the ladies (Guests of the Brant-
ford Lodge).

Wednesday, June 25

Wednesday Morning:

9.00—C.A.S.E. Executive session in Convention Hall.

Exhibition Hall open morning and evening (not

afternoon).

2.30—The engineers and their friends will be the guests

of the Exhibitors' Association at Mohawk Park.

Special cars will be provided to take the party

to the park. Ice cream and peanuts will be

supplied. There will be an excellent programme
of sport with valuable prizes supplied by the

Exhibitors' Association.

5.45—Cars leave the park for the city.

Wednesday evening:

8.00—Meeting in Convention Hall, open to engineers and
friends.

Presentation of prizes.

Prize-drawing contests.

Unique sale of curios in aid of a Brantford institu-

tion.

Music—Vocal and instrumental.

Speech by Jack Armour.

Address by C. Z. Wise, Education Secretary
N.A.S.E., Madison.

Comic recitations, etc.

Thursday, June 26

Thursday morning:

9.00—C.A.S.E. Executive sessions.

Exhibition Hall open all day. (Not in evening).

10.30—Annual meeting Exhibitors' Association.

11.30—Exhibitors' Association entertains the Grand Lodge

in Exhibition Hall, demonstrating exhibits and

distributing souvenirs, etc.

Thursday afternoon:

2.00—Installation of C.A.S.E. officers in open meeting.

Installation of officers of Ladies' Auxiliary.

Thursday evening:

8.00—Annual Engineers' Ball in the Masonic Hall, under

the auspices of the Brantford Lodge. Tickets,

$1.00. Ladies free. A caterer will serve re-

freshments which will be extra.

Visitors desiring to visit any of the Brantford factories

are requested to report to Wm. Welsh or D. L. Webster.

They will arrange parties and supply escorts.

For complete programme (ready about Jiine 16), write

G. C. Keith, 435 Grace St., Toronto.
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Should Develop Canada

AN interesting idea has come out of the West regarding

the natural resources of Canada, and what might be

called a national policy of development. Prof. R. D. Mc-

Laurin, of the University of Saskatchewan, was in Ottawa

recently, trying to forward the idea with the Government,

and the Western members, who have formed a Committee

of Natural Resources, have the matter before them.

They urge the Government to undertake a constructive

policy looking to the development of the natural resources

of Canada, particularly oil, iron and coal. Prof. McLaurin

makes a rather interesting suggestion for solving the

tariff hostility of the two sections of the country and
bringing the East and West together. He argues that

by developing the mineral resources of the West, and thus

supplying materials for creating industrial communities
there, we should develop basic national industries which
every Canadian, even the grain grower, should be willing

to see protected if necessary. "It is a different proposi-

tion," says Prof. McLaurin, "to protect industries ne-

cessary to the peace and security of a nation, from pro-

tecting a manufacturer who imports his raw materials
from foreign countries and sells merely the finished pro-

duct. By the latter method, economic independence for

Canada is impossible. We should produce our own raw
materials for the educational and economic benefit of our
people. A nominal political independence is of less value
to Canadians, when we are dependent on the United
States for basic materials."

Graded Certificate For Ontario

\X^ITH the action of the Ontario Legislature in its re-

cent session before Easter graded certificates have
practically become a reality from coast to coast. Only two
provinces, Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick, still

adhere to .the single certificate, and action in conformity
with "that of the Ontario Legislature may shortly be ex-

pected in New Brunswick.
The grading of certificates is the only logical method

of regulating the operation of power plants, as by it alone

ability and experience are given their true value, and the

operation of the larger stations entrusted to those capable

of their efficient management.
Graded certificates having become law, it is of im-

portance to note their effect on the status of the station-

ary -engineers in the Province.

One of the most interesting results antl one which will

redound most to the benefit of the engineer will result

from the interchangeability of Ontario certificates with
those of similar classes in other provinces.

Regulations for the working out of the Act will be

made from time to time by order-in-council as has been
oroviiied for in the Act itself, and while these regulations

have not as yet been developed in their fin§l form or

completeness, we are able to forecast with some degree of

certainty such of them as will be of importance in the

bringing of the new Act into force in January, 1920. While

these regulations are tentatively given in abstract else-

where, it is well to emphasize the method by which engin-

eers at present holding certificates will be graded under the

new law. Present holders of certificates will be divided

into two classes, second and third, the standing to be set

by the Board, and the first class certificate being obtained

only by means of examination.

It will not be necessary for engineers at present operat-

ing a plant to obtain the certificate necessary for its oper-

ation under the new law, so long as he continues to remain
in his present position, but if he changes to a plant having

a higiier rating the Act will necessitate his having the

proper certificate for its operation, time being given for

his preparation for examination.

The four grades of certificates which will be issued

will permit of the operation of plants having certain boiler

horsepower ratings by the holders of corresponding cer-

tificates. The exact rating for each grade of certificate

is one of the regulations wlii<;h will have to be determined

by order-in-council, and until this is done no definite in-

formation will be available. The rating will, however,

be fixed in terms of boiler horsepower, as stated in the

Act, and engine or turbine capacity will not be of any

moment in the operation of the Act.

It should also be noted that the Act does not come into

force until the first of January, 1920. This intervening

time will afford stationary engineers ample time for ac-

quainting themselves with its workings, and if he so

wishes, for preparing himself to derive the fullest benefits

from its operation.
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Graded Certificates for Ontario Engineers

The Passing of an Act by the Ontario Legislature Brings Graded
Certificates into Operation in Ontario Starting January, 1920.

The Act, with Explanations of its Various Sections and a Forecast

of Regulations Which will be Made for its Operation, are Given

ONE of the bills which was given its third reading- by

the Ontario Legislature, on Thursday, April 17, was
"An Act to Consolidate and Amend the Acts Respecting

Stationary and Hoisting Engineers." This Act brings into

effect the grading of certificates for engineers in Ontario

and brings this province into line with other Canadian
provinces with the exception of New Brunswick and Prince

Edward Island, and while the Act in itself does not define

many regulations which will be necessary for the examin-

ing and grading of engineers it makes provision for

their carrying out by means of order-in-council. It is

expected that the rating of certificates and the examina-

tions held under the Act will be of such a nature as to con-

foi-m to those in other provinces, and in this manner make
the certificates issued by the various provinces inter-

changeable.

As before, the Act will be administei-ed by the Station-

ary Engineers' Board under Dr. Riddell, Superintendent of

Trades and Labor. The Act, together with such explan-

atory matter as is necessary to its various clauses, fol-

lows. In this Act,

(a) B.H.P. shall mean boiler horsepower or the equiva-

lent to the evaporation of 34 lbs. of water per hour from and
at 212°—15 sq. ft. of heating surface for return tubular

boilers—12 sq. ft. heating surface for locomotive type boilers

— 10 sq. ft. heating surface for water tube boilers;

This clause defines what is meant by boiler horse

power in so far as the Act is concerned.

(b) "Board" shall mean the Board of Examiners ap-

pointed as hereinafter provided;;

See Section 4.

(c) "Hoisting plant" shall mean and include a steam
boiler and steam engine and every part thereof, working at

a pressure of twenty pounds or over irrespective of horse-
power and used for hoisting in structural operations or
excavating purposes;

This clause defines what is meant by a hoisting plant

and includes practically all steam hoists with the excep-

tion of those in use at mines or quarries, which latter

are exempted by Clause (3) below.

(d) "Minister" shall mean member of the Executive
Council charged by the Lieutenant-G-overnor-in-Council
with the administration of this Act;

(e) "Steam plant" shall mean and include a steam boiler,

a boiler and a steam engine and every part thereof and
thing connected therewith or used with reference to any
such boiler or engine or under the care of an engineer.
R.S.O. 1914, c. 170.

. (3) Nothing in this Act shall apply to the operation of
any steam plant having a capacity of less than 50 horse-
power, nor to steam heating plants operating at a pressure
of twenty pounds or under, nor to the operation of a loco-
motive engine or a steamboat or a steamship engine or a
hoist at a mine or quarry, nor to boilers used for agricul-
tural purposes. R.S.O. 1914, c. 170.

Clause (3) above defines the exemptions to which the
Act does not apply and to which of course graded certi-

ficates are not applicable. Power plants having a capa-
city of less than 50 boiler horse power (determined as
in subsection (a)) are exempt. Heating plants operating
at twenty pounds or under are exempt. Locomotives and
steamships are also exempted and boilers for agricultural

purposes; threshing engines, etc., also do not come under
the provisions of the Act. It should be noted, however,
that only those hoists which are used at mines or quarries
are exempted, all other hoists being subject to the oper-
ation of the Act. This clause is re-enacted from the

former Act.

(4) The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may appoint a

Board of Examiners consisting of three competent and in-

dependent engineers practically conversant with the con-
struction of boilers and the operation of steam plants, who
shall hold office during pleasure and who, subject to the
regulations mentioned in the next following section shall

prescribe the subjects in which candidates for certificates of
'qualification as stationery or hoisting engineers shall be
examined and shall conduct or provide for and supervise
the examination of candidates and report thereon to the
Minister. R.S.O. 1914, c. 170.

Clause 4 above is the same as that in the former Act
and provides for the setting up of the board by which
the examinations are conducted. In itself it effects no
changes but in the pi'ovisions for setting up regulations
which follow important changes have been made which
apply to the grading of engineers and to the carrying
out of the law.

(5) The Lieutenant-Governor in Council upon the re-

commendation of the Minister may make regulations for:

(a) The examination of candidates, the granting of cer-

tificates, the classifying of these certificates into their
respective grades, and the evidence to be furnished by
candidates as to previous training or experience and
sobriety and good character; and the recording of
changes made in engineer's positions;

This section makes provision for the grading of certi-

ficates and also for the recording of changes which may
be made from time to time in the positions held by en-
gineers.

(b) Determining the time of duration of certificates
and their renewal;

(c) Fixing the fees to be paid by candidates upon ex-
amination and for certificates and their renewal;

(d) Prescribing the causes for which a certificate may
be revoked, cancelled or suspended and for

(e) Fixing the fees or other remuneration to be paid
to the members and officers of the board. R.S.O. 1914,
c. 170.

(f) Fixing the fees to be paid by plant owners for cer-
tificates of registration.

(6) No person shall be elegible for examination unless
he is a British subject, or has resided in Canada for at
least one year. R.S.O. 1914, c. 170.

7— ( ll On the recommendation of the board and on pay-
ment of the prescribed fees, the Minister may issue cer-
tificates of qualifications to stationary or hoisting engineers,
and certificates of registration to plant owners.

(2) Subject to the regulations a certificate' may be re-
voked, cancelled or suspended by the Minister on the recom-
mendation of the board at any time.

(3) Every stationary or hoisting engineer shall, during
the continuance of his certificate, register with the board on
or before the 1st day of February of each year on a form
to be furnished by the board, and any stationary or hoisting
engineer who fails to do so shall not continue in charge of a

• steam plant unless by special permission of the board. R' S O
1914, e. 170.

(4) It shall be the duty of all owners of steam plants
to advise the board, on a printed form supplied by the board*
on application, of the B.H.P. and steam pressure of their
plants, on receipt of which, together with the prescribed
fee, the Minister will issue a registration certificate. Any
change made in the plant subsequent to registration will
necessitate a re-registration of same.

(5) It shall be the duty of all engineers and firemen who
come under this Act to report annually to this board on a
form which will be supplied, the B.H.P. and steam pressure
of the plant which he is operating.

8. A person who is not the holder of a certificate shall
not operate or have charge of any steam or hoisting plant
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except in case of emergency, when he may be employed in

operating any steam plant for a period not exceeding thirty

days at any one time. R.S.O. 1914, c. 170.

9. The board at its discretion may grant a provisional
certificate to be good for a period not to exceed one year to

any person who holds a stationary or hoisting engineers'
certificate from the "board of examiners or other duly consti-

tuted authority of any other Province of Canada. R.S.O.
1914, c. 170.

10. The certificate shall at all times be exposed to view
in the engine or boiler-room in which the holder thereof is

employed. The registration certificate to be exposed to view
in the engine or boiler-room also. Failure to keep such cer-

tificate exposed shall be prima facie evidence of the lack of
qualification under this Act. R.S.O. 1914, c. 170.

11. This Act shall not apply to firemen, who have had
less than six months' experience, or other workmen acting
under the personal direction or supervision of any engineer
holding a certificate under this Act, who is actually in charge

of a steam plant, or to the employees of engine builders or

steam plant conti^ctors engaged in installing, setting up or

testing a boiler or steam plant. This section shall not apply
to hoisting engineers. R.S.O. 1914, c. 170.

12. Any person who deems himself aggrieved by the de-

cision of the board may appeal therefrom to the Minister,

upon giving such notice as the Minister may prescribe and
the decision of the Minister shall be final. R.S.O. 1914,

c. 170.

13. The board shall on or before the 15th day of Nov-
ember in every year make to the Minister a report in writing
for the year ending on the 31st day of October of the pre-
vious year, showing:

(a) The number of certificates granted;

(2) The number of applications for certificates refused
and the causes for refusal;

(c) The number of certificates revoked, cancelled or
suspended, and the causes for the same;

(d) The amount of fees received from candidates or
holders of certificates;

(e) The number of boilers registered during the year;

(f) The amount of fees received from plant owners for
registration purposes;

(g) Such other matters as may be directed by the Mini-
ster or the Lieutenant-Governor in Council. R.S.O.
1914, c. 170.

14— (a) Any member of the board, or inspector, on pre-
sentation of authority in writing, signed by the Minister,
may enter any premises wherein he has reason to believe
there is a steam or hoisting plant and make such inspection
as may be necessary to determine whether the provisions of

the Act are being complied with.

(b) Any person who interferes with or obstructs a mem-
ber of the board in the exercise of the powers conferred on
him, shall incur a penalty not exceeding $100.

15. Every person who
(a) Except as provided in section 8, operates a steam

or hoisting plant as the engineer in charge thereof
without the certificate required by this Act, or em-
ploys or permits any person to operate a steam or
hoisting plant as the engineer in charge without such
certificate; or

(b) Is guilty of a contravention of subsection 4 of section

7, shall incur a penalty of not less than $10, nor more
than $25. R.S.O. 1914, c. 170.

16. It shall be the duty of the inspectors of factories to

assist in the enforcement of this Act, to report to the board
any violation thereof, and to furnish to the board such in-

formation as they may have as to the conduct and capability

of any person holding or applying for a certificate. R.S.O.

1914, c. 170.

17. The penalties provided by this Act shall be recover-

able under The Ontario Summary Convictions Act.

18. The Stationary and Hoisting Engineers' Act being
chapter 170 of the Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1914; the
Act passed in the 4th year of His Majesty's reign, chaptered
28; and section 17 of The Statute Law Ame7idvient Act,

1915, are repealed.

19. This Act shall come into force on the 1st day of

January, 1920.

Explanatory

Subsection (d) above is to be read in connection with

Clause 7, Section 4 below, and applies to the registra-

tion of power plants by their owners.

It will be seen that this Act sets up the machinery
for the grading of certificates, the registering of plants

which come under the Act and the making of regulations
for the carrying out of the Act.

It is probable that four classes of certificates will be
issued: first, second, third and fourth. The fourth class
certificate will embrace all firemen having six months'
experience, night watchmen and water tenders. The
holders of this grade of certificate will be required to
know how to operate a boiler in a safe manner.

The third class certificate wijl be the lowest engineer's
certificate and will be required of those operating steam
plants of 50 boiler horse power or over, up to the lower
limit of the next higher class.

The second class certificate will be required of those
having the operation of plants of greater capacity in their
care.

The first class certificate will be the highest grade
and will be obtained only by examination. This examin-
ation will necessarily be of a highly technical and prac-
tical nature.

Present Holders of Certificates

Engineers who hold certificates at present will be
divided into two classes: third class and second class, the
standing to be set by the Board. New applicants, those
holding no certificate, and those wishing to obtain a higher
standing will have to pass the examinations for the class

of certificate wished. Application forms will be sent to

all engineers holding the present certificate, on which
they will set out their standing, and this standing will

determine their grading into the two grades above men-
tioned, second and third.

A most important question which many engineers will

probably be interested in is the effect that the new Act
will have on their present positions. That is to say, an
engineer who will be given a third class certificate may
at present be in charge of a plant which under the new
law will require a second or first class certificate. His
position will not be affected in the least. So long as
he remains in operation of the same plant he will not be
interfered with in any particular so far as his grading
is concerned, but if he changes his position and goes to

another plant where a higher class of certificate is re-

quired then he will be required to pass the examination
for the particular class in question. This might in some
cases work hardship and so time will be given for him to

prepare himself for the examination.

Examinations

The examination for the fourth class certificate will

be entirely oral and the questions asked will be those

which will give an indication as to the candidate's under-
standing of boiler operation, particularly safe operation.

Tlie examination for other grades will be written ex-

aminations.
Any one who desires to try any of these examinations

on and after the first of January, 1920, may do so by
making application to the Board for an application form,
which will be furnished. The first week of each month
will be set for examinations in the Board offices, com-
mencing on the first Monday in the month. Examinations
will also be held at local points as at present, such as
London, Kingston, Ottawa, Port Arthur, and elsewhere.

Examinations will be conducted by the Board of

Examiners and such other assistants as they require.

Registration of Plants

In the furtherance of this legislation all power plant;?

coming under the Act will be registered and the boiler

horse power of all plants in the province will be obtained.

Registration certificates will be issued and these certifi-

cates will be permanent unless alterations are made, in

which case a re-registration will be necessary.

Change of Positions

Any engineer making a change in position after 1919
will be required to notify the Board of such change.
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LEVEL MADE FROM GAUGE GLASS

L. C. Bond

WHEN out on a job and a level is

needed for lining up work, one

can be improvised by filling bottle

with water and laying it on a straight-

edge. However, a bottle with parallel

sides cannot always be obtained readily.

A more satisfactory level can be made
by following the suggestion of Fig. 2.

The scheme of using a bottle for a levc'

13 shown in Fig. 1. To make the level of

Fig. 2 a piece of water-gauge glass is used
because these gauge glasses are usually

true. Fill the gauge glass full of water
:i.nd then insert a cork or a plug in the

holes in each end. Of course, the gauge
glass, w'hen in use, is usually held on
one face of a straight-edge. It is often

desirable to attach the gauge-glass level

permanently to a straight-edge with a

couple of pieces of tin, one at each end,

bent over it in the form of straps. IL

should be noted that the glass tubes in

the levels which are regularly manufac-
tured are curved somewhat so that when
the straight-edge is level the bubble
will lie in the centre of the tube. How-
ever, the gauge glass of the improvised
level is not curved, but is straight. There-
fore, when using one of these tubes it

may be level when the bubble is just

free from the plug in one end or other.

It is not necessary that the bubble be

in exactly the middle of the tube. It is

a good plan, when using a level of this

sort, to turn the gauge glass end for end
to be sure that the bubble does not touch

the plug in either position.

found this method more successful for

cutting off bottles than any other one
that we have tried. The first step where
a bottle is to be cut, is to make a file

mark at the location where the

glass is to be cut off. The function of

this file mark is to start the crack

bestos or may be held apart simply by
providing sufficient tension on the han-
dles HI and H2.
The source of voltage may be an ordi-

nary 110-volt incandescent lighting cir-

cuit. To limit the current to the proper
intensity, some sort of a rheostat should

('J' // V / nuj/////// ;/// //'/// y; / / // /////// ////J/
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CUTTING GLASS BOTTLES ELECTRICALLY.

around the bottle in the right direction.

Then a strip of paper, P, is wrapped
around the bottle, just below the file

mark. This strip acts as a guide by in-

dicating just where the wire, which will

be heated electrically, should be wrapped
around the bottle. Then encircle the
bottle with a length of high resistance

wire, R. Small iron wire will do but
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be provided in series with the arrange-
ment. A simple liquid rheostat, L, is

usually most convenient. Salt water
can be used in the glass vessel, L, and
the electrodes may be dipped into it

to a sufficient distjfnce that the current
through the resistance wire, R, is of

the right intensity to raise the wire to

a red-heat temperature. About 10 or 12
amperes is usually required. The wire
being red-hot, the operator polls gently
on the handles H and H. After the cur-

rent has been flowing for abont half a
minute a cracking sound will usually be
heard. This indicates that the bottle

has cracked under the wire. In some
instances it may be necessary to tap
the bottle with a light tool after the

heated wire has been applied in order to

start the crack.

Circles and irregular shapes may be

cut from sheets of glass, using the gen-
eral methods described above, by hold-

ing the hot resistance wire on the glass

plate in the contour to which it is de-

sired to cut the sheet.
IMPROVISED LEVELS.

1

CUTTING GLASS ELECTRICALLY
H. M. Holt

(Copyright. All rights reserved.)

We have cut bottles with an electri-

cally heated wire (Fig. 1) and have

probably No. 22, B. & S. gauge Nichrome
wire will be found as satisfactory as

•my. Where the wires pass each other

(at point marked X in the illustration)

they may be prevented from contacting

by the insertion of a piece of sheet as-

DIRECT OR ALTERNATING CUR-
RENT MOTORS FOR CRANES

M. O. Huntington

(Copyright. All rights reserved.)

If both alternating and direct current

are available in a plant it is probable
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that direcc-current motors are preferable
to alternating current for crane service,

particularly where time in handling-

must be minimized. Direct-current ser-

ies motors are used for crane service.

With these as the load decreases, th^

speed of the motor increases, so that

with these motors light loads may be

handled rapidly.

However, alternating-current motors
will, from an operating standpoint, give

entire satisfaction for crane work. Ai
this time practically all of the alternat-

ing-current motors used on cranes are

three-phase machines, but it is not im-

probable that in the future single-phase

motors having approximately the same
load speed characteristics as direct-cur-

rent series motors will be used widely.

The 3-phase alternating-current motor is

best adapted for crane service applica-

tions where maximum speed of handling

Is not an important factor. In general,

alternating-current motors will cost

more than the equivalent direct-current

motor for crane service.

Y3U have just been appointed to a job,

the job you have been planning,

sclK;ming and studying for, for a

considerable time past. It is not a big

undertaking, just a plant that a third-

class certificate will cover, but you are

chief engineer, and instead of having to

receive and execute orders you will now
have to depend on your own ability

and resources to keep your plant in

nmning order.

On taking charge your mode of proced-

ure will depend very much on circum-

stances, whether the plant is running,

or whether it is shut down for overhaul

or any other reason. In any case,

whether running or shut, one of your

first duties will be to notify the Govern-

ment boiler inspecto^ that you are now
•in full control of thfe boiler and engine

of such and such a pant. The boiler

certificate should also claim your at-

tention and if it is still in force well and

good, but if it has expired no time should

be lost in informing the boiler inspector

of the fact. Further, your employer

should be told immediately that the

inspection of the boiler is overdue, and

that arrangements must be made for

a visit of the boiler inspector at the

earliest possible date.

On taking charge you find that the

plant is running and there is no op-

portunity for you to examine either boil-

er or engine, other than giving a cursory

glance as to the general lay-out. For-

tunately, the night engineer has been

on the job for some time and the first

morning you arrive to start up, you

find he has .steam up and the engine

warmed through ready for operation.

Five p.m. finds you tired, very tired,

after a day of considerable moving

around on your part, as many things

have hapoened to cause you worry, and

mostlv all because you were strange to

the job, and perhaps a trifle too anxious

To summarize the advantages of

the direct-current motors for crane ser-

vice are: (1) High no-load speed for re-

turn of crane hook because of series

characteristics; (2) Simplicity of con-

trol apparatus and wiring; (3) Minimum
amount of space required for motors

and control apparatus. The advantages

of the three-phase alternating-currenb

motors for crane service are: (1) Ex-
pense of installation of a motor-genera-

tor set may be eliminated where only di-

rect current is available; (2) More rug-

ged and simpler construction which in-

sures a minimum maintenance expense;

(3) Satisfactory operation under adverse

conditions, such as where motor is ex-

posed to cement, dust, ashes, coal or an

excess of any kind of dirt.

The last-mentioned advantage of al-

ternating-current crane motors has dic-

tated their installation in a number oT

applications in cement mill, steam plant

and similar service.

to make good. The fuel was very poor,

consequently the steam pressure was
kept very unsteady, and that fireman

was certainly running with the water

low in the glass at times, the injector

or feed pump was not always to be de-

pended on, you could feel the blow-down
pipe distinctly warm, proving a leaky

blow-down valve or cock or both, and

there were quite a number of glands

and joints fizzing away valuable steam

all day long. That engine seemed to be

running queer, not at all like the last

one you were looking after, for appar-

ently no reason a black streak would

appear on the bright piston rod, a bear-

ing would feel suspiciously warm, the

slide valve started to chatter, but you

,:;ot through the day without having a

shut-down.
Tired as you felt there were so many

little things you would like to do after

shutting down, but the plant is running

overtime, and you had to leave things

Ls they were to the night engineer. You
Vv-ent home hoping for a better time the

following day and the days to come,

and you did have a much pleasanter

time, petty things that previously wor-

ried you scarcely ruffle you now.

The persuasive arguments, rush or-

ders, et(?., of your employer have pre-

vailed with the boiler inspector to allow

you to run the boiler for another week

or two or perhaps for a further month
or two, and you want to have a look at

that boiler badly. There surely must
be lots of scale on the tubes, of this

you are quite convinced. The other day

during the noon hour when you had a

look at the combustion chantber and

tubes they looked dirty enough to re-

quire a Kood brushine out, and there

were quite a number of air leaks around

the brickwork, all helpinsr to interfere

with good combustion. But the dirty

tubes and combustion chamber, and

the air leaks did not seem to you to
account for the poor steaming quali-
ties of the boiler, even allowing
for the inferior quality of the fuel,
so you decide that scale is at the
root of the trouble. To have that scale
removed might mean the sacrifice of a
Sunday's leisure, but rather than con-
tinue to operate with a hard steaming
boiler you determine to have the job
done, and the way that boiler steamed
the following week repaid you for ali

your extra labor, and by the way, your
reputation as an engineer who knows his

job will have been considerably en-
hanced, not only in the opinion of your
employer, but you will have raised the
status of the engineer among your fel-

low workmen.
Supposing you take over the job when

it is shut down.
Fortunately there will be plenty of

time to overhaul both engine and boiler,

and the boiler will claim your attention
first.

After a thorough examination both in-

ternally and externally, you will get
your men to work chipping, scraping
and cleaning wherever necessary, re-

pairing the furnace bridge wall and
grate bars, and stopping up any cracks
in the brickwork setting. Maybe a few *

of the tubes will be all the better for

an application of the tube expander,
and there are leaks in the boiler seams
that require caulking, in fact the hun-
dred and one jobs around a boiler that

need your attention will be done. Hav-
ing previously arranged for a visit of

the boiler inspector you have made sure
everything is in readiness for his arri-

val. Boiler clean inside and out, safety
valve dismantled and the flange blank-
ed otT, provision made for filling the

boiler in the quickest possible time, a
connection ready for attaching the test

pump, and don't forget to have a por-

table light ready. It may be a candle,

electric or acetylene lamp, but have it

ready, as all inspectors don't carry their

own light. If you have had the time and
tlie necessary test pump or natural

water pressure you will likely have put
a working pressure test on the boiler

for your own satisfaction and lucky you
did too, for a leak that had escaped
your examination showed up pretty bad
when the water pressure was applied.

Inspectors vary in their methods as to

inspecting and testing a boiler. Some
of them want the water test applied

first, while others prefer to examine
the inside first and then apply the test.

This making ready for an inspection has
meant quite a lot of work to you, but

you find the inspector a real nice fellow,

he seems well pleased with your efforts

to have everything in good order, and
suggests several improvements here and
there that you your.self had thou-^ht of,

but being new to the job you did not

care about speaking of them to the

boss. However, armed with the author-

ity of the Government inspector you
suggest that these alterations be made,
and thev are made.

While your men have l>een busy
cleaning the« boiler you had found time

to have a look at the engine, and tak-

YOUR FIRST JOB AS CHIEF
By J. M.
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ing it all together you found it in fairly

good shape. The cylinder walls were
smooth and true, the piston rings were
a good fit. the slide valve was scored a
little but nothing more than you could
take down with a scraper. You found
a good grade of packing in the piston
rod and valve spindle glands and de-
cided to leave it alone. The babbitt in

the cj-ank pin and crank shaft bearings
you considered was of a good quality
and a slight adjustment was all that
was required.

Thoroughly satisfied with your ex-
amination and overhauling you report
to headquarters that you are ready to

start up at any time.

Your success or failure in your new
job will depend as much, if not a great
deal more, on your personality as on
your ability to fulfil the duties of an
engincei-in-charge. Your predecessor
may have been a man who by his ability

and strength of character made the
position of the engineer one to be re-

spected and looked up to, and by fol-

lowing in his footsteps both morally
and practically your success will be as-
sured. On the other hand you may be
taking the place of a so-called en-
gineer, who by his lack of ability has
brought into derision the position of the
engineer, one who has lost the respect
both of his employer and his fellow em-
ployees. His shortcomings as an en-
gineer were not even compensated for

by a stock of good manners. By his

overbearing and swaggering behaviour
he had antagonized everybody around
the plant, and in this latter case your
position may be somewhat difficult for

some little time. However, by strict

attention to your duty, courteous be-

haviour to all who come in contact with
you, and firmness in maintaining your
position when necessary, your job will

in time be worth as much and more to

vou th-'n vou ever anticinated. "Be
friendly and you will make friends." The
consciousness of a duty faithfully per-

formed will bring its own reward, and
'the experience gained from your firsc

job as chief should be a stepping stone

to one of the big jobs you have viewed
from afar off.

A "CLEAN" TUBE CLEANER
By E. N. Howard

The accompanying sketch illustrates

a simple device that is doing efficient

service at the plant where the writer
is employed. When blowing out tubes
with steam or compressed air, the

boiler room generally assumes an as-

pect of inky blackness, which eventual-
ly settles upon everything in sight. To
overcome this trouble, and make the

place more livable, it was found neces-
sary to devise some means to eliminate

this objectionable feature. The appli-

ance here shown was originally made
from 2-inch pipe fittings, but the sen-

sation of holding this at the end of a

pipe about 6 feet long proved tiring, to

say the least. In looking round for

something lighter the writer came upon
some 3-inch conductor pine which had
been discarded when the roof was be-

A CLEAN TUBE CLEANER.

ing fixed. When this was cut and put

together as per sketch, it was found
to be even more reliable than that pre-

viously used. The entire apparatus
cost less than a dollar and the efficiency

may be judged from the fact that in

the past three years this has been used
the tubes have only been cleaned with
a rod about half a dozen times. This

method has also an advantage over

blowing the tubes inasmuch as there is

no tendency to catch the soot on fire and
h'ow back through the fire doors. It is

also much cleaner as the soot goes up
the stack instead of (as in a great many
cases) into the boiler room.

THE STATUS OF THE ENGINEER
Editor the POWER HOUSE:
Why is it that the pubic do not know

Lliat stationary engineers are among the

most progressive people in the world so

far as preventing waste in their own

particular line is concerned, namely,

fuel, oil, labor, machinery, etc. The

answer is easy. They do not use the

newspapers enough, they do not adver-

tise. Practically every engineer who is

a member of some engineering society,

club, or association understands and

knows what engineers are doing. Every

engineer who is a reader of a power

plant inagazine knows the same thing,

only more so, as any good journal will

teac?i a faithful reader more about his

work than he can learn at a meeting

once or twice a month. However, both

are good in their own place, but out-

side of the above class of folks there

are very few who ever give the en-

gineer a single thought. In the good old

days when there were more fatal acci-

dents around power plants, usually

causing the death of the man called the

engineer, the public did know that such
folks did live or die. But in our day
the engineer is usually so free from

blame when an accident does occur thai
the name seldom shows in any impor-
tant part of the report. This is very
good. So far as the engineers are con-

cerned, it shows they are a safe finan-

cial investment. The employers of en-

gineers have probably noted these chang-
ed conditions and the money end of the

deal is the only one interesting them.
Why, IT, is not unknown, for some manu-
facturers to work "tooth and nail" to

prevent the passing of a license law for

engineers, the idea being that he would
have ^0 part with a few dollars more
if such a law was in force. If engineers
could collect a fund to be used for the

paying for space in the newspapers, to

educate the public to the important posi-

tion in the world held by the stationary

engineer, it would be money well spent.

This world war has been a war of

.science and engineers—we have seen

something like this over and over again
in the nev/spapers. Has the stationary

engineer been in the mind of the pub-

lic at any time when reading the above
sentence ? Every other 'kind of an en.-

gineer, but not the stationary power
plant man. No doubt there were thous-

ands of cases where remaining at his

post was necessary during bombard-
ments of the power stations, and it is

just as certain that he remained on duty
until the plant was wrecked and him-
self killed, but the dear public never
noticed anything about it in print. The
stationary engineer, like other scientists

who have become famous in spite of

themselves, are as a rule very modest.

So much of their time is used up study-

ing how to reduce cost of operation, etc.,

that they are apt to neglect their own
financial interest. To be one of the best

is a fine thing and well worth a struggle,

but if you have a little change to spare

after looking after the welfare of the

wife and kiddies there are good books
to buy and experiments to make.
Neither books nor experiments will ma-
terialize to any great extent, unless the

employer loosens up somewhat more,

than usual in the great majority of

plants. Therefore get the news-
papers to tell the people who you are and
v.hat you are doing. When they be-

gin to notice that there are such animals

on the earth's surface, even if under
.^ky-reaLhing piles of brick, stone and
cement, and realize that practically the

comfort, safety, and conveniences of a

city largely depend on the careful work
of the engineer, then and then only will

the power plant engineer begin to come
into his own. The better class of power
plant journals are forever fighting for

the interest of the engineers, well and
good, but about the only readers such

journals have are the engineers them-

selves and the advertiser and the

advertisers' manaaers. In the two
latter cases it is safe to predict

that m;iny of them study mighty
little in the journal outside the selling

section. What the engineers require to

do is to get .before the public eye, and
in the public mind, as they really are in

the nlant. Here is a chance for ori-

ginal sane suggestions.

James E. Noble, Portsmouth, Ont.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
A Record of Prices Current on Raw, Semi - finished, and Finished Materials

Entering Into the Manufacture and Operation of Power Plant Equipment

BOILER TUBES
Seam- Lap-

Size less welded
1 in $^8 00 $

IVi in 32 00
1% in 35 00 28 00
1% in 35 00 28 00
2 in 40 00 28 00
2% in 43 00 30 00m in 45 00 35 00
3 in 52 00 40 00
3% in 47 00
3% in 62 00 48 00
4 in 70 00 60 00

Prices per IOC feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

SHEETS

PLATES
Montreal Toronto

Plates, % to % $5 60 $4 50
Tank plates, 3-16 in.. 5 75 4 90

WROUGHT PIPE
Effective Jan. 7. 1918.
Standard Buttweld.

Black Galvanized
Sise. Per 100 feet

^ in $ 6 00 $ 8 00
% in 4 68 6 81
% in 4 68 6 81
% in 6 El 7 78
% in 7 82 9 95

1 in 11 36 li 71
1% in 15 64 19 90
1% in 18 70 23 76
2 in 25 16 82 01

in 40 37 51 19
8 in 52 79 66 94
3% in 67 16 84 18
4 in 79 57 9« 74

Standard Lapweld
2 in 38 81 36 34

in 42 12 62 36
3 in 55 08 68 47
3% in 69 00 86 94
4 in 81 75 103 00
4% in 93 00 118 00
5 in 108 00 137 00
« in 140 00 178 00
7 in 183 00 232 00
8L in 193 00 244 00
8 in 222 00 281 00
9 in 266 00 366 OO
lOL in 246 00 312 00
10 in ?17 00 402 00

Prices—Ontario, Quebec and
Meritime Provinces

WROUGHT NIPPLES
4" and under, 46%.
4%" and larger, 40%.
4" and under, running thread,

«6%.
Standard eonpHnes. 4" and un-

der, 35%.
4'^* and larger, 1B%.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS
Malleable fittings, class A, 20%

on list; class B and C, net list.
Cast iron fittings, 26% off list.
Malleable bushings, 25 and 7%%

:

•ast bushings, 25%; unions, 45%;
plugs, 20% off list. Net prices mal-
leable fittings ; Class B black, 24%e
lb.; Class C black, lB%c lb.; gal-
vanized. Class B, 84c lb. ; Class C,
24%c lb. F.O.B. Toronto.

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING.
At mill list plus 5%
At warehouse list plus 25'J^
Dlaconnta off new liat. Warehous*

pric* at Montreal and Toronto.

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL
Per lb. to Large Bujrers Cent«

Iron bars, base, Toronto ... $4 75
Steel bars, base, Toronto ... 5 OC

St«el bars, I* to 4* base. . . 6 Oe
Iron bars, base, Montreal . . 4 5E

Steel bars, base, Montreal . . 5 0,°

Rrinforcing bars, base 4 50

Small ihapaa ' t Tl

Montreal Toronto

Sheets, Black, No. 28.$
Sheets, Black, No. 10.

Canada plates, dull, 52
sheets

Canada plates, all

bright
Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized
Queen's Head, 28
B.W.G

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.G.
Gorbal"s Best, No. 28.
Colborne Crown, No.

2g
Premier, No. 28 U.S.
Premier, 19% oz. . .

.

6 25
5 25

8 50

8 50

6 25
5 25

8 00

9 00

7 85
8 50

PROOF COIL CHAIN
B

V4 in $14 35
5-16 in 13 85
% in 13 50
7-16 in 12 90
% in 13 20
9-16 in 12 70
% in 12 50
% in 12 40
% in 12 90
1 in 12 65
Extra for B.B. Chain 1 20
Extra for B.B.B. Chain 1 80

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

% in J18 00
3-16 in 12 50
% in 11 76
5-16 in 11 40
% in 11 00
7-16 in 10 60
% in 10 40
% in 10 00
% in 9 90

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS
Per

Great Western. American . . .

.

Kearney & Foot. Arcade
J. Barton Smith, Eagle
McClelland, Globe
Whitman & Barnes
Black Diamond
Delta Files
Nicholson
Globe
Vulcan
Disston
P H. and Imperial

Cent.
60
60
60
60
60
87%
87%
87%
60
60
SO
50

OILS AND COMPOUNDS
Castor oil, per lb
Royal ite, per gal., bulk 19%
Palaeine 22%
Machine oil, per gal 26%
Black oil, per gal 15
Cylinder oil. Capital 49%
Cylinder oil. Acme 39%
Standard cutting compound,
per lb 06

Lard oil. per gal 2 60
Union thread cutting oil anti-

septic 88
Acme cutting oil. antiseptic 37%
Imperial quenching oil 39'^
Petroleum fuel oil 10%

BELTING—No. 1 OAK TANNED.
Extra heavy, single a'nd double 30%
Standard 40%
Cut leather lacing. No. 1 $1 96
Leather in sides 1 76

COAL AND COKE,
Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsville Foundry Coke. .

.

Steam Lump Coal
Best Slack

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto.

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 25
Stove bolts 55
Plate washers list plus 20
Machine bolts, 7-16 and over net
Machine bolts, % and less... 10
Blank bolts net
Bolt ends net
Machine screws, fi. and rd.

hd., steel 27%
Machine screws, o. and fil. hd.,

steel 10
Machine seirews, fl. and rd.

hd., brass add 20
Machine screws, o. and fil. hd.,

brass add 25
Nuts, square blank add $1 60
Nuts, square, tapped add 1 76
Nuts, hex. blank add 1 75

Nuts, hex. tapped add 2 00

Copper rivets and burrs, list

plus SO
Burrs only list plus 60
Iron rivets and burrs 15
Boiler rivets, base %" and

larger $8 50
Structural rivets, as above.. 8 40
Wood screws, fiat, bright.. 72%
Wood screws. O. & R., bright 67%
Wood screws, fiat, brass 87%
Wood screws, O. & R., brass 82%
Wood screws, fiat, bronze. . 27%
Wood screws, O. ft R., bronze 26

MISCELLANEOUS.

Solder, strictly 35
Solder, guara'nteed 40

Babbitt metals 18 to 70
Soldering coppers, 3 to 6 lbs. 58
Putty. lOO-lb. drums 5 20

White lead. pure, cwt 16 20

Red dry lead, 100-lb kegs,
per cwt 16 50

Glue. English 86
Gasoline, per gal., bulk ... S3

Benzine, per gal., bulk.... 30%
Pure turpentine, single bbls.,

gal 1 03

Linseed oil. raw, single bbls. 1 95
Linseed oil, boiled, single

bbls 1 98
Lead wool, per lb 16

Plumbers' oakum, per cwt. 9 00
Sandpaper, B. & A list plus 20
Emery Cloth list plus 20
Sal Soda 03%
Sulphur, rolls /)5

Sulphur, commercial 04'2
Rosin "D." per lb 03
Rosin "G." per lb 03%
Borax crystal and granula. 14

Wood alcohol, per gallon... 1 80
Whiting, plain, per 100 lbs.. 2 20

COPPER PRODUCTS
Montreal Toronto

Bars. % to 2 in. ..$42 50 $43 00
Plain sheets, base 16

oz. and heavier . . 46 00 44 00
Cooper sheet, tinned,

14x60 in.. 14 oz. .. 48 00 48 00
Copper sheet, plan-

ished, base 16 oz.

and heavier . . . . 46 00 45 00
Braziers' in. sheets,

6x4 base 45 00 44 00
Tubing T.P.S.. base

?4 in. up to 3 in. 60 00 60 00
Above prices are full sheets and

bars. Cut Sheets and bars are 5c

per lb. higher.

BRASS PRODUCTS.
Brass rods, base %* to 1" rd..$0 43

Sheets 24 oz. and heavier base 48
Brass tubing, seamless 65

Tubing, I.P.S., 1" base S-S

POLISHED DRILL ROD.
Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto Net

WASTE
White. Cents per lb.

XXX Extra 19%
Peerless 19

"

Grand 18
Superior 18
X L C R 17
Atlas 17
X Empire 15%
Ideal 16
X press 14

Colored.

Lion 16
Standard 13%
No. 1 18%
Popular 12
Keen 10%

Wool Paekinc

Arrow Z6
Axle to
Anvil II

Anchor 11

Washed Wipers

Select White 11

Mixed colored It
Dark colored 09

This list snbject to trad* dis-

count for quantity

MILLED PRODUCTS
Per Cent-

Set screws U
Sq. A Hex.. Head Cap Screws M
Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws Net
Flat ft But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus Net

Fin. ft Semi-fln. nuts up to
1 in 26

Fin. and semi-fln. nuts, over
1 in., up to 1% in 20

Fin. and semi-fln. nuts, over
1% in., up to 2 in., list plus 10

Studs 20
Taper pins 44
Coupling bolts, pins 10
Planer head bolts, without

fillets lUt plus 10
Planer head bolts, with fillet

lUt plus 10 and 10

Planer head bolt nuts, same
as finished nuts.

Planer bolt washers net
Hollow set screws.. list plus 20
Collar screws ... list plus SO, 10

Thumb screws 20
Thumb nuts 65
Patch bolts add 40. 10

Cold pressed nuts to 1% in.

add $4 60
Cold pressed nuts over 1%

in add $7 00

METALS
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper $19 00 $20 00
Electro copper 18 50 19 00
Castings, copper ... 17 25 19 00
Tin 60 00 58 00
Spelter 9 0§ 8 60
Lead 6 75 7 60
Antimony 8 00 8 60
Aluminum 35 00 40 00

Prices per 100 lbs..

.

ROPES AND PACKING
PaokiPR. squ.tre braided ...$0 38

Packing, No. 1 Italian 6 44

Packing. No. 2 Italian 36

Pure Manila rope 87

Transmission rope, Manila.. 43

Drilling cables, Manila .... 39

RUBBER BELTTNG
Standard 10%
Best grades 16%

LEAD SHEETS Montreal Toronto

Sheets. 3 lbs. sq. ft.

lb $12 00 $13 18
Sheets. 8% lbs 12 00 IS «
Sheeto. 4 to 6 lbs. . . IS 00 It 60

Cut sheets. \c per lb. extr*.

Cuts sheets to sise. Is per Ik.

ntT».
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Fairbanks-Morse
Pumps

PIPE
VALVES
FITTINGS
GASKETS
REDUCING VALVES
GOVERNORS
STRAINERS
BOLTS AND NUTS
BELTING
PULLEYS
SHAFTING
HANGERS
MOTORS
ENGINES
TANKS
FLOAT VALVES
PUMP VALVES
UNIONS
LUBRICATORS
PACKING
REGULATORS
RESEATERS
HOSE
NOZZLES
RELIEF VALVES

Combine nearly every

pumping requirement

Fairbanks-Morse Pumps are the kind

that produce results; the kind that give

the maximum pumping economy.

Suitable materials, high-grade work-
manship, and proper engineering ap-

plication are the prime reasons why
these pumps will best suit your needs.

Nearly every pumping installation

requires more or less of the items listed

at the left.

Send US your complete specification

and let us quote on your complete
outfit.

** Canada'slDepartmental House for Mechanical Goods."

The Canadian

Fairbanks-Morse Company,
Limited

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, . Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Windsor,

Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Calgary, Vancouver, Victoria
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BOOK REVIEWS
The Fundamental Equations of Dynam-
,

ics, by Frederick Slate, University oi
' California Press, Berkeley, Cal. Price,

$2.00.

The established connections of dynami-
cal reasoning with other fields in phy-
sics are of increasing number and close-
ness, and a need has arisen for a treat
vment of the subject which would co-

iordinate the more fundamental con-
cepts of dynamical theory without en-
croaching on the more specialized fields

which would demand more than one
volume for their comprehensive treat-

ment. The present work deals with the
principles which lay out and direct all

the main lines of thought.
An introduction summary develops a

general conception of dynamics and
leads to the treatment of the six fun-
damental equations which follow in the

second chapter. The third chapter deals

with reference frames, transfer and in-

variant shift, v/hile the fourth takes up
tlie main co-ordinate systems. The fifth

is devoted to explanatory notes on the

preceding ones, and discusses various

phases of the development of djmamicai
theory. For those possessing a sound
knowledge of higher mathematics and

to whom dynamics is a study of absorb-
ing interest the work is commended.

Schweitzer & Conrad Inc., 4431 Rav-
enswood Ave., Chicago, have issued a
new catalog descriptive of their voltage
protective and switching equipment. This
publication de.scribes and illustrates the
various types of fuses, liquid pattern,-

made by this firm, and also describes
the various methods by means of which
fuses are incorporated in the design of

various types of apparatus, to the great-

er protection from the results of emer-
gency conditions. In addition to the

fuses the publication describes safety
disconnecting switches, high voltage cir-

cuit breakers, ejector primary cutouts,

etc.

Philadelphia.—The Electric Furnace
Construction Company, Finance Build-

ing, Philadelphia, reports the successful

starting up of a special "Greaves-
Etchells" type of electric furnace for the

manufacture of conmdum at the works
of the Wm. W. McGregor Co., Airdrie.

The material used for the charge is the

waste dust accumulated from the crush-

ing of natural corundum. This was prac-

tically useless and was considered to

be a waste product. A charge of 7 tons '

of this material was treated in approxi-

mately eight hours. The total energy
consumption was 3,500 units and the

usable corundum ingots weighed nearly

four tons. Results of the tests made
?;ave great satisfaction and promise a

new field for the electric furnace. We
understand that a fairly constant load

was obtained throughout the whole of

the operation.

TRADE GOSSIP
Making Water Meters.—The Neptune

Company of New York, the largest

manufacturers of water meters in the

world, have decided to locate a branch
manufacturing plant in Canada. They
will be incorporated under the name of

The Neptune Meter Company. Limited,

of Canada. They have obtained floor

space on the corner of King and Dufferin

streets, in the former munition factory
of the Russell Motor Company, and will,

just as soon as it is practicable, equip

a factory for the manufacture of water
meters for the Canadian trade. The
parent company has done a very large

business in Canada during the past ten

years, and will now be in a position to

render very prompt service in the way of

supplying repair parts, etc.

Open Montreal Office.—^The Canadian
I ink-Belt Co. have opened a branch at ~

1195 St. James St., Montreal. A liberal

stock of popular types of Link-Belt will

be ••rried in stock at Montreal in the

future from which all orders in that sec-

tion will be promptly filled. This will

not only enable the Canadian Link-Belt

Company to render its customers a more
prompt service than has hitherto been
possible, but will also effect for them a

considerable saving in freight and ex-

press. For the present the Montreal
branch will serve largely as a warehouse,
all engineering assistance being ren-'

SALE OF

SURPLUS MILITARY AND
NAVAL STORES

DRY GOODS, CAMP SUPPLIES, FOOD,
HARDWARE, SCRAP METAL, JUNK

Cloth; new and second-hand clothing, equipment, hardware,
tents, blankets, camp supplies, etc. : : Flour, jam, canned
evaporated milk, tea, coffee, etc. : : Condemned clothing,

junk, old brass, metals, leather, rubber, etc.

SALES WILL BE MADE BY SEALED TENDER
Persons desiring to tender are requested to communicate with
THE SECRETARY OF THE WAR PURCHASING COMMIS-
SION, BOOTH BUILDING, OTTAWA, stating the items in

which they are interested, whether new or second-hand or

both.

Arrangements will be made to have samples on exhibition at

places throughout Canada; specifications, full details, and
tender forms will be mailed when ready to those who have
registered as suggested above.

IF INTERESTED PLEASE APPLY NOW

Institutions May Make Direct Purchase Without Tender

Dominion, Provincial and Municipal departments, hos-
pitals, charitable, philanthropic, and similar institutions

which are conducted for the benefit of the public and not
for profit may purchase goods without tender at prices
established by the War Purchasing Commission.

All communications should be addressed to the Secretary, War
Purchasing Commission, Booth Building, Ottawa, who will

be glad to supply lists and further details to those interested.
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Williams ScWilsonx
IMITED

' Willysrills
" ontreal,P.CL. ism

" Lancaster
"

Patent Steam Trap

For all pressures from 2 lbs. to 300 lbs.

Very compact. Float is made cylindri-

cal and extends the full length of the
box, enabling a float of greater capacity
than the ball float to be fitted in much
smaller space.
To show the compactness of the new

trap, we may say that the % in. trap is 8% in. high, 10 V2 in. long, 6i/> in. wide over all.

The SPECIALTY OF "THE LANCASTER" STEAM TRAP consists in the Loose Disc Valve
at the orifice of the discharge pipe in connection with a quick-threaded screw motion,
worked by the float. This valve is frictionless in action, and, being loose, cannot stick to

its seat. It is very prompt in its movements for opening and closing the discharge pipe,

and the working parts are very simple and easily examined. It also acts as a Safety
Valve, as any excessive pressure exerted against the face of the loose disc valve would,
by virtue of the Quickness of the Screw Thread, force it open.
THE "LANCASTER" STEAM TRAPS ARE RELIABLE, ECONOMICAL AND EFFICIENT.

The Lancaster Lifting and Marine Steam Traps
(R.t.M.)

These Traps are similar in con-
struction and action to "THE
LANCASTER" STEAM TRAPS,
with the exception that being
made with a much stronger box
and fast lid, they will raise the
discharged water 2 feet for each
1 lb. pressure of steam. The con-
densed water and air pass away
with the greatest ease.

These Traps Cannot Stick, and
have Never Yet Failed under
most Severe Tests. In ordering,
please state Size and Steam
Pressure.

Write for full information. First Trap sent entirely on approval.

WILLIAMS & WILSON, Limited, 84 Inspector St., Montreal
Agents for the DOMINION OF CANADA
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dered by the Canadian Link-Belt Com-
pany at Toronto, where Link-Belt is man-
ufactured for the Canadian market. Al-
though shipments for the Montreal and

Quebec territory will be shipped from
the Montreal branch all correspondence
should continue to be addressed to the
Canadian Link-Belt Company, Toronto.

SAYS PART OF STEAM LINE OUGHT
. TO BE ELECTRIFIED IN THE EASl

W. G. Gordon, transportation engineer
oi' the Canadian General Electric, read a
paper on "Main Line Electrification in

Canada," with special reference to the
Moncton-Halifax line of the Canadian
National Railways.

"The latest heavy trunk line electrifi-

cation to contribute data illustrating

successful operation is the Chicago, Mil-
waukee and St. Paul Railroad. This line

has in electric operation 440 route miles,

and has let contracts for the electrifica-

tion of a'further 220 route miles.

Saving in Ton Mileage

On a steam operated trunk line twelve
per cent. (12%) of the entire ton mileage
movement of freight and passengers car-
ried is represented in the cars and ten-
ders required to haul the coal supply for
the steam locomotive. When such a line

is electrically operated from water power
stations it means that the total move-
nient for railway coal and locomotive
tenders is eliminated; and, even if par-
tially or wholly operated from steam
power stations, the movement for loco-

motive tender.s is eliminated, and the
movement for railway coal is greatly de-
creased. The berefit is self-evident of

being able to apply this ton mileage in
the movement of revenue tonnage.
"The cost of maintenance of the elec-

tric locomotive is very much less than
that of a steam locomotive. The steam
locomotive is a power plant which, owing
to physical limitations, can attain only a
certain capacity find efficiency. On the
other hand, the electric locomotive, itself

very efficient, can draw any amount of

power desired from a system fed either

by hydro-electric plants or highly effi-

cient steam electric plants.

"With regard to the 187 miles of the

present steam-operated line of the Cana-
dian National Railways, between Monc-
ton and the Halifax Ocean Terminals, it

can be shown that the electrification of

this line is economically justified on the
basis of sound engineering principles.

In Halifax the Ocean Terminals have
been laid out with a capacity of several

times the present ti-affic, and with ulti

mate provision for many times the pre-

sent tonnage, whereas the present

line is a single track railway, with

heavy grades. To increase the tonnage
capacity of this line several plans may
be considered, including electrification,

grade reduction on the present line,

"It is human to err," and in our last advertisement the printer let us
down. He made a simple error. Not being an Engineer, of course, he
couldn't see the importance of the error.

He substituted the word "STEAM" for the word "FEED," which is quite

a different thing. The ad. referred to the coal consumed in "feeding"
boilers by two different methods—the "Direct" Steam Pump, and the
"Direct" Return Steam Trap.

The coal piles above more nearly represent the comparative amounts re-

quired to "steam" boilers when using Cole Direct Return Traps, feeding hot
condensation as feed water into boilers.

Approved by
Boiler Inspector, Ontario

Cole Return Traps and Automatic

Boiler Feeders

will certainly make a big cut in

your fuel bills. Write for our Bulle-

tins, on "Condensation" and on
"Boiler Feeding." They show how
fuel economies are effected.

Geo. W. Cole, Limited

2002-4 Dundas St. West
TORONTO

double tracking the present line with
grade reduction, double-tracking the
present line without grade reduction
and construction of low grade single
track on new locations.

"During winter conditions of extreme
cold the steam engine is at its worst,
owing to the dissipation of heat, while
the traffic conditions are most severe.
This condition, instead of being detri-
mental to the operation of the electric

locomotive, increases its service capacity
as the motors can more readily dissipate

heat. Further, the tonnage traffic over
the line can be largely increased, due to

the electric locomotives being able to

haul much heaviei- tonnage at higher
scheduled speeds with almost an entire

elimination of the failures and delays at

present due to steam operation.

NEW CANADIAN INDUSTRY
The Canadian Corkboard Co., Ltd., IT

Adelaide St. East, Toronto, an entirely

Canadian company dealing in cork in-

sulation and other cork products, has
recently made its first shipment of cork-

board to Mohawk, Ont., and their plant

is in a position to make immediate ship

ment of pure corkboard, impregnated
corkboard, and granulated cork. This

plant affords the Canadian plant owner
the opportunity of purchasing Canadian-
made cork products, where formerly he
was forced to obtain them in the United

States and Spain. The present company
have taken over the plant formerly op-

erated by the Robinson Brothers Cork
Co., Ltd., at Port Colborne, Ont., and it

is of interest to note that Mr. A. C.

Robinson has for some time past seen

service in Palestine. Mr. Frank White,

who was ten years with the Robinson
Company, is the sales manager, with

headquarters in Toronto, and Mr. H. M.
Edwards is the assistant sales manager,
located also in Toronto. Mr. Edwards
was formerly with the Armstrong Cork

Co. for seven years, and five years with

the Johns-Manville Co. The Canadian
Corkboard Co. are prepared to sell ma-
terials and to furnish specifi-

cations, or to undertake the installation

complete.

NEW POWER HOUSE
The Public Works Department pro-

poses to construct a power house and

laundry in connection with the Military

Hospital building at Lake Edward, P.Q.

It will consist of a basement and one

storey, with concrete foundations. The
basement will contain coal bunkers at

the rear, engine, dynamo, pump rooms
and workshop at the right hand side,

the central portion being used for the

laundry. The dynamo room is to be

separated from the pump room by a 9

in. brick wall, and the laundry will be

cut off from the other section by 14 in.

brick walls. The first floor will contain

another portion of the laundry, includ-

ing the disinfection room, with stores

and toilets. A high brick chimey is also

to be erected, havine a cast iron cap.

The foundation walls and beams, includ-

ing the chimney foundation, are to bo
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Lurking in Your Plant
THERE IS A GIANT, EXCESSIVE OVERHEAD
Whose presence is known only when the climbing

and ever-increasing operating cost has to be met.

His real name is improper and neglected equipment.

Start to-day and cut him down. With the following

supplies in stock at attractive prices we can assist

you.

JENKINS BRASS AND IRON BODY VALVES.
PENBERTHY VALVES, INJECTORS AND OILERS.
PIPE AND PIPE FITTINGS, PACKINGS OF ALL
KINDS, PIPE WRENCHES AND TONGS, ETC.

Phone or Write Supply Department for No. 40 Catalog and Prices

THE A. R. WILLIAMS MACHINERY COMPANY, LIMITED, TORONTO, ONTARIO

Fuel is scarce. Don't waste
it. With the slightest varia-

tion in pressure the damper
is automatically regulated in

either direction by the

CURTIS
Improved Damper

Regulator

It is a simple, durable and
effective device. Positive and
automatic in operation.

Write for our 1918 catalog"

showing the Curtis line of

Engineering Supplies.

JULIAN D'ESTE COMPANY
26 Canal Street BOSTON, MASS.

Agencies

:

216 Fulton' Street, New York City

174 North Market Street, Chicago, III.

STARRETT HACK SAWS
trial will prove
will cut faster

that the
and last

Just one
Starretts

longer.

Write for our Catalog No. 21CD. It

shows many styles and sizes of fine

precision tools and hack saws.

The L. S. Starrett Company
The World's Greatest Toolmakers

Manufacturers of Hack Saws Unexcelled
Athol .-. Mass. 42-877
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Requires Very Little

Attention
Do yoii want efficient and (ta
reliahle steam trap service

~

without having to give the
trap constant attention?
Then adopt

The Long
Patent

Steam Trap
Haa important features
which CLAIM your atten-
tion. Absolutely guaranteed.
The Long Trap is automa-
tic and requires no valves
except those which control
tile admission of steam to
the apparatus to which the
trap is attached.

The trap i.-; regulated to
work against any pressure
between 1 and 200 pounds.

Being open at starting, it

caimot become air bound,
this doing away with air
cooks or vent.s—Does Not
Freeze.

It is capable of draining
from 900 to 1,500 feet of
one inch pipe.

The Long Trap may be ap-
plied to drain steam mains,
jacket kettles and separa-
tors, and can also be used
in drying room systems.

Write for further explana-
tion t/>

J. T. LONG
84 Adam St.

MONTREAL, CAN.

If your dealer docs not sell it. ^^
write direct. No. 2 '4^

of concrete. The boilers are to be car-
ried on girders supported by concrete
piers.

The floors of the boiler room, bunker,
engine and dynamo room, and pump
house will be of 4 1-2 in. concrete, with
a Wearing surface 1 1-2 in. thick. The
floor and laundry roof over the bunk-
ers will be of reinforced concrete. The
main floor is to be covered with asbestos
shingles, and the roof of the other por-
tion with tar and gravel.

The power plant will consist of a 20
k.w. 125 v.d.c. generator, multipolar
type, direct connected to a steam en-
gine. The panel board is to be of the
double branch type. The system of
wiring will be designed for the parallel

two wire 110 v. d. c. interior conduit
.=;vstem.

ITALY UTILIZES VOLCANIC POWER
The present enormous price of coal in

Italy, according to the Italian Bureau
of Public Information, has resulted in

the realization of an idea which at first

thought seemed but a dream, but which
instead has been developed in a marvel-
lous manner and is assuming quite con-

siderable importance; this is the indus-

trial exploitation of one of the features

of vulcanism and that is the natural

heat emitted from the soil in those re-

gions more or less Volcanic in character.

The first experiments along this line

were made some years before the war
by Prince Ginori-Conti in Tuscany at

SARCO CO.Inc.
W 3 r i- v\' C ' SLOG N P •/ Y p -3 •<

AVOID WASTE
The waste of steam means the squandering of money. Even

if steam were cheap, it would be prodigal to waste it; but, now
that steam is costly, there is no excuse for not installing SARCOS.

SARCO
saves steam at every essential point. SARCO performs this work
as no other steam trap can. As efficient as the best, its small
size and novel construction render SARCO capable of being
placed at any needed point—and at a remarkably low cost. It

never leaks and won't freeze. Several hundred thousand
SARCOS in use tell the story.

Investigate our free trial offer and convince yourself.

SARCO COMPANY, Inc.
Woolworth Building, New York City

Ellicott Square, Buffalo Drexel Bldg., Philadelphia Williamson Bldg., Cleveland
Majestic Bldg., Detroit Monadnock Block, Chicago Healey Bldg., Atlanta
And representatives in all principal cities. Canada: Peacock Brothers, Montreal

Larderello, near the salt-mines of Voi-
terra, a region extensively covered with
volcanic formations, the most wonderful
being the so-called "soffioni," which are
certain volcanic vents emitting powerful
jets of very hot steam containing boric
salts and various gases used in the ex-
traction of boracic acid. Instead of lim-
iting the use of these steam-jets, as in
the past, to extracting the salts con-
tained in the exhalations of these na-
tural vapor-vents, the ejection of the
steam is stimulated by boring holes. In
this way it is possible to obtain powerful
jets at a pressure of two to three atmo-
spheres, according to the locality, and
in some exceptional instances as high as
five atmospheres, the temperatures
varying from 150 to 165 degrees centi-

grade. These jets maintain their force
and temperature unchanged for many
years, and they are not affected even
when other openings, not too near
each other, are bored in the ground,
proving that they do not influence each
other reciprocally, so great is the under-
lying thermic energy below. In 1905,

Prince Ginori-Conti applied this natural
steam to a 40 H.P. engine, using only a

small section of the Nenella fissure,

which is the most powerful "Soffione,"
the steam ejected having a pressure of

five atmospheres.

The results obtained during several

years of experimentation were satisfac-

tory, so that he continued to make larger

and deeper borings, measuring the force

of the steam ejected; combined, this

force could operate engines of many
thousand horse-power.

In 1912 an experiment was made, very
wisely on a more modest scale, but suf-

ficient to obtain conclusive results, for

which a 300 H.P. turbine-alternator was
used.

Later, because of the enormous in-

crease in the price of coal, the Prince

decided to exploit the thermic energy
of these soffioni on a much larger scale,

but as other substances are emitted with

the steam, among them sulphuric acid,

which corrodes metals, particularly iron,

and therefore the pipes in which the

steam was to be collected, he attempted

to use this steam only for heating. Three
turbine-alternators of 3,000 kilowatts

each were installed, fed by boilers at

low pressure not heated by coal or other

combustible fuel, but by the natural

steam, superheated to 165° C, issuing

from these soffioni and piped and car-

ried to the boilers.

To-day the works at Larderello have

a central plant of 16,000 H.P. operating

without interruption and distributing

current to Florence, Livorno and Gros

seto; its capacity is soon to be increased.

QNE MOTOR GENERATOR SET—PRACTI-^ cilly new. 100 k.w.. 125 volt, continuous
current, direct connected to 150 h.p., S-phase.

25-cycle motor. One 100 k.w., 125-volt. 270
r.p.m. Generator direct connection to Hobb-
Armstronst 14" slide valve enitinc. Enfrine only

run two years. One 150 h.p.. 13 x 27 tandem
compound wheelock engine. All above In first-

class running condition. ChanRe in voltajre onl..»

reason for sellini;. The Sheet Metal Product*
Co. of Can.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
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For Severe Service

Pumps—frequently hard to reach—must
chug away hour after hour, day after
day, without stopping and without atten-
tion. Leaky unions have no place in

power plant service.

JEFFERSON UNIONS are particularly
adapted to meet successfully the most
severe tests of service. The Brass Seat
Ring makes the brass-to-iron joint which
will not corrode and is easily discon-
nected, no matter how hard or how
long the union has been set up. The

Spherical Ground Joint makes possible

an absolutely tight joint, even though
the line is not exactly straight on ac-

count of settlement or any other cause.

There are many other reasons why
"JEFFERSONS" should be in your plant.

They are not "just" unions and the name
JEFFERSON stamped on the nut pro-
tects you from the doubtful variety.
You'll find it mighty difficult to plug a
leaky joint with a "just-as-good" pro-
mise.

Jefferson Swing Union. Al-
lows_ wideet variety of con-
nections, ranging from a
slight offset up to 95 de-
grees. For angle connec-
tionfl ihat cannot be made
with mmple elbow union';.

Jefferson Union Tee,
with union on outlet.
Has union end threaded
either male or femiile.
.Should always be used
where a union is de-
sired near a tee.

All Male Union
^Saves two ])ip''

joints between twn
female threadt**!

parts.

Your Jobber will be glad to show
you his stock of "JEFFERSONS."
Your inspection will convince you
of their merits. Write to-day for

our Catalog "UNIONS" which ^'
shows the complete Jefiferson «^

Line.

Jefferson Union Company
Lexington, Mass.
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WILSON FEARED THE BRITISH
THE American President crossed the Atlantic in the first place with the idea in his mind

that his ideals would be thoroughly in accord with those of the French statesmen ; but he
was rather afraid of a conflict with the British delegates. He found in reality that his

plan for peace terms was as far removed from the French plan as the two poles. Then he
crossed to London and was surprised to find that the ideas of the two Anglo-Saxon powers
were identical.

This situation, according to J. W. Dafoe in the May issue of MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE,
explains much that has developed at Versailles. Further, it contains the promise of a close

nipprochement between the two great English-speaking democracies for all time to come.

Mr. Dafoe has contributed a remarkably interesting article to this number of MACLEAN'S, lift-

ing the curtain on many of the puzzling situations that have arisen overseas. As the editor of the
Manitoba Free Press, he is the dean of Canadian newspapermen ; as the representative of the
department of Public Information on the Canadian Mission to the Peace Conference, he was
in a special position to Yeaxn what was transpiring. He tells of the really big part that Canada
has played in the Proceedings and points out that Canada's status as a nation was firmly
established in the eyes of the world when she was allowed separate representation.

A Dozen Other Features—Nationally Important
This May issue is full of articles of unusual significance for Canadian readers.

"SOLVING THE PROBLEM OF THE ARCTIC"
—By Vilhjalmur Stefansson

The second instalment of his remarkable story of

the four years of exploration that he undertook for

the Canadian Government in the region of the "Pole
of Inaccessibility"—a harder place to reach than
the North Pole.

"ORGANIZING FOR PEACE"
—By George Pearson

An article of the Great War Veterans' Association
by a well-known author-soldier.

"THE CANADIANS IN SIBERIA"
—By Capt. W, E. Dunham

A graphic story of what our forces did in combat-
ting the Bolsheviki, by an officer who has just re-
turned.

•SAFE IN THE SADDLE"
—By J. K. Munro

A review of affairs at Ottawa in which the opinion
is expressed that Union Government for the time
being is safely entrenched.

The National Idea
The article.? in this issue of MACLEAN'S
reflect the national idea—Canada's part in

the Peace Conference, the political situa-
tion at Ottawa, the exclusive reoort of
Stefansson's national explorations, the
national organization of our returned
men, the work of our forces in Siberia.
The reader oi MACLEAN'S gets a broad
idea of what Canada as a whole is doing
The value of this issue— and of all issues
— is very great, therefore, from an educa-
tional standpoint.
MACLEAN'S is the one magazine that
should be selected for young Canadians to

reatl.

Four capital stories by famous authors—W. A. Fraser, Lloyd Os-

borne, Frederic S. Isham and C. W. Stephens.

The Review of Reviews
An unusually fine array of articles is given in this department,

selected from the best in magazines and periodicals the world over.

Some of the titles are:

Planned to Destroy British Fleet.

How Mackensen Was Caught.
Events of War Foretold by Stars.

What is Life Like Beyond the Grave?
A High-born Bolshevik.

The New Life in Dry America.

Germans Were Ready to Capitulate.
Japan's New Foreign Policy.
The Many Kings of Jerusalem.
Is British Foreign Office Against Leagued
Ambassador Tells Story of Peace Ship.
Hindenburg— After the Armistice.

Over 65,000 Canadian Families Buy

MACLEAN'S
"CANADA^S NATIONAL MAGAZINE"

MA Y ISSUE At All News Dealers
on^ DITD /^/^DV to nn DCD VC ad Dealers who have not been handling MACLEIAN'S should
ZOC ftLK I^UI'Y. ^>^.UU ftK YtAK ^^^^^^ ^^pi^^ 3t once from their nearest wholesaler.

If there are no newsdealers in your town, or if yoat newsdealers cannot supply you, send 20 cents for a sample copy

or $2.00 for a whole year's subscription to MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE. 143-153 University Avenue, Toronto, Canada.
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Structural

Steel

and

Steel Plate

Work
of every

Description

Penstocks

Thimbles

Draft Tubes

Wheel Cases

Racks

Steel Gates

Gate Steelwork

Power House
Steelwork

1

MacKinnon
Steel Co.

XimitedJ

Write for prices.

PROMPT
DELIVERIES

Sherbrooke, Que.
Montreal Office:

404 New Birks Building

{li^ GRATON & KNIGHT
standardized Sorlcs

LEATHER BELTING

Power—and the Right Material
Leather is the right material for belting. It is

firm. It is strong. It has permanent power of

expansion and contraction. It is tough, but it

yields in the right degree, at the right time. It

is easily and repeatedly spliced or repaired. It

stands mauling by shifters. Side-slipping won't

fray it. Even after long use it can be cut into

narrower belts and goes on with its good work.

Graton & Knight Standardized Series Leather
Belts are made to give the longest possible service

at the smallest possible cost. Those who use them
say that they do.

Write for new book about Standardized Leather
Belting.

THE GRATON & KNIGHT MFG. CO.
Worcester, Mass., U. S. A.

Oai l.uithtr Tanntts unci Belt Makers.

Branches and Distributors in all Principal Cities

R.D.Wood&Co.
Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.

Water and Gas Work Supplies,

Cast Iron Pipe and Castings,

Mathews Hydrants and Valves,

Hydraulic Presses and

Accumulators,

Operating Valves,

Mechanically Operated Gas

Producers.

YES, we have over

Electros? 300"""^^'*^'^^
ELECTROS

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

POWER HOUSE
143-153 UNIVERSITY AVE. .*. .*. TORONTO, CAN

SEND FOR THIS 36-PAGE BOOK
on

Jointless Fire Brick
Contains instructions on setting all types of boiler furnaces

and bra'ss and metal furnaces. Gives full directions on how to

build and maintain tight furnace linings.

Every engineer and plant operator should have a copy for

reference.
Send for your copy to-day.

JOINTLESS FIRE BRICK CO.
KINGSBURY AND CLAY STS., CHICAGO, ILL.

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS: Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., 16 Ste. Therise St.,

Montreal. Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., 376 Dufferin St., Toronto. Gorman,

Cia'ncey & Grindley, Ltd., Calgary, Alberta.
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NATIONAL
Boiler Girth

Seam
Protector

iJuaiantccd for one
year. We make pro-
tectors for patches
anri all styles cf
hiiilers. Foi' full

particulars, write—

National Boiler

Protector Co.
Room 24

Lombard Building

TORONTO
Main 2623

Protection means longer life

and greater efficiency
If your Boiler is not Fire-cracked it eventually will

he. Prevent tliLs by putting on a Natiomal Boiler
Protector. You will .save cost in repairs and pro-
long life of the boiler. All new boUeis should be
pi-otected. If your girth .seam Is giving you troirble

at the present time, 'have the seam caulketl np.
attach ati-e of these protectors and the seam will

remain absolutely diT thereafter.

The Simplest and Best Cleaner on the market is

PILLEY'S
Combination Flue Brush and Scraper.

Guaranteed not to break or the wires to pull out or lay over.
A simple turn of the hand adjusts it to the tube, and the brush
removes what the scraper loosens.

For sale by leading Canadian jobbers.

Manufactured by

PILLEY PACKING AND FLUE BRUSH MFG. CO.
623 South Third Street - - - St. Louis, Mo

Eastern Office: 71 Fulton St.. New York.

Reducing Valves,

Relief Valves, Exhaust Pipe Heads,

Ejectots and Steam Separators.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
THE GARTH COMPANY

26 Craig Str*«t MONTREAL. CAN.
WATSON & McDANIEL CO.

No. 146 N. 7th Street. PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

TmS^ steam trap
FOR HIGH OR LOW PRESSURE.

Steam can't blow through. They have
large discharge valves and cannot be
flooded from sudden flushes of water.

MAY WE SEND ONE FOR TRIAL?

Pump Governors,

DARLING BROTHERS, LIMITED
Engineers, Manufacturers and Founders

120 Prince Street, MONTREAL, P.Q.

Pumps for any Service—Steam Appliances—
Freight Elevators— Webster Vacuum Heating
System.

FEDERAL
ENGINEERING CO.

LTD.
172 JOHN ST
TORONTO

THE LADD VERTICAL
WATER TUBE BOILER

The Goldie-McCuUoch Co., Ltd.
Gait, Ontario

Canadian licencee* under patent* 162401 and 162402
dated May 4, 1915.

The George T. Ladd Company,
Pittsburgh. Pa.

Owner* and naanufacturers for the United State*.

Write for new Catalogue No. 17.

SPECIALISTS IN PUMPING MACHINERY
Send us your inquiry

The Smart-Turner Machine Co., Limited
HAMILTON, CANADA
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BOILER INSPECTIONI
The Steam Boiler Act, Chapter 252 R.S.O., 1 9 14 |
With Amendments Chapter 58—6, Georg^e V. g

STEAM BOILERS. |
All Steam boilers constructed 'or uwe in Ontario mu»t be g

built {rom deslj^ns which kare been approved and allotted g
a registration niusber by tbe Steam Boiler Brancb. ^

Uaed boilers, boilers sold or exchanged, and unregistered ^
boilers brought into the FfOTinee must be inspected prior p
to b€i£.g put into operation. ^

Notice of repairs to steam boilers, stating the nature and ^
extent of same, must be sent to the Steam Boiler Branch, ^
and should such repairs be considered extenslTe by the =
Chief Boiler Inspector, the boilers will require to be g
insDectprt. —

In each and every case the inspections must be made by In- g
spectors authorized to inspect boilers under the Steam ^
Boilers Act, who are employed only by the Steam Boiler =
Branch of the Departmeflt of Public Works. OfTlclal cer- s
tificates with the maximum working pressure state<l —
thereon are issued to the owners of the hollers so inspected. =

STEAM PIPING. I
Drawings and Speclflcations of all high pressure steam piping =

must be approved and registered by the Steam Boiler =
Branch before any work of Installation Is commenced, g
The drawings submitted should show clearly the dlmen- s
slons and layout of the main steam lines. Full particulars ^
should be. given as to the material used In the construction ^
of the piping, and all valves and other fittings used in =
connection therewith must be of approved make. s

Any deviation from the above requiremenii ihall be de9mt4 m ^
riofation of the Steam Boileri Act. S

AH communication* in thU respect should be addressed to the g
Bteam Boiler Branch, Department of PuhUo Works, ParUam0mt =
Buildings, Toronto. S
HON. F. G MACDIARMID.

Minister ol Public Works
and Hiihwara

A. RIDDELL. M.A. Ph.D.
Supt. Trades Si Labour Brancb

j D. M. MEDCALF,
^ Chief Inspector of Steam Boilers.

llllll|lllllllllllli|i| I Mil I lllll'IMI'll<IMIil!ll;|i|l|il
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Keeps Boiler Water

Within yr of Middle

Gauge

—

Regardless of load or firing.

Automatic Feed Water
REGULATOR

Has many points of interest econ-

omically. Learn all about it.

Send for Catalogue.

The CHAPLIN-FULTON MFG., CO.

2g Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mechanical
Drawing

By Ervin Kenlaon, S.B.

Instructor in Mechanical Drawing, Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technoloey

176 pp.. 140 illus. Cloth binding. Gives a
course of practical instruction in the art of
Mechanical Drawing, based on methods that
have stood the test of years of experience.
Includes orthographic, isometric and oblique
projections, shade lines, intersections and
developments, lettering, etc., with abundant
exercises and plates.

Price, 9t.OO

MacLean Publishing Co.
Technical Book Dept.

143-153 University Ave., Toronto

Are without an Equal for

Deane of Holyoke Condensers
or Suctions on Paper Machines

Softest high-grade rubber as seating,

supported by an inseparable steel core.

Spring guides and brass bushed stud-
holes as above, if desired, or plain faces.

Not a cheap valve, but positively smooth-
est in action and longest lasting.

This construction in Four Grades for
every known pumping service.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.
Sole Distributors for Canada

III
IMPORTANT THINGS

TO CONSIDER ABOUT
A SEPARATOR

I. THE PLAN—Is it sen-

sible, will it work, no
matter how large the
Separator oi how well

made ?

II. THE SIZE—Is it big
enough regardless of

plan, will it hold a good
dose of water?

III. THE CONSTRUCTION
—Is it strong enough,
are flanges heavy, how
will it look by the side

of a nicely finished

engine? Send for cata-

log and note these

points in

Sweet's Separators

DIRECT SEPARATOR COMPANY
218 South Geddes St. SYRACUSE, N. Y.

General Sales Agents :

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited

St. John, Montreal, Quebec, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton
Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Calgary, Vancouver, Victoria
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REPRESENT Flawless Backs of the

hides of the choicest steers tanned

by the genuine British-Oak process

;

the best known for preparing belts for

hard service. Every bit of the hide's

natural strength is preser\ed. Mini-

mum stretch, minimum slippage and
fewer breaks are the results you can

expect.

Used by many of Canada's Largest

Power Plants.

For full particulars and prices write

—

D MReiv
LIMITE-D(f

Head Office and Factory: 351 St. James St, Mcntreal. PO
Toronto, Ont. St. John, N.B. Vancouver, B.C.
1''4 Klui: St W est ''0 Germain St ^4" Beatty St

m/imiimim///m//m/^^^^^

W/eTongServiceLong
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POWERHOUSEBUYERS'DIRECTOR

Y

If what yoa want is not listed tier* write as. and we will tell you wliere to grit it. L.et us sugeest tliat you consult

also the advertisers' index facing the inside baclc cover, after having secured ad\ertisers' names from this directory.

The information you desire may be found in the advertising pages This department is maintained for ttie benefit

and convenience of our readers. The insertion of our ad\ ertii^ero names undei proper headings is gladly undertalien,

bat does not become part of an advertising contrirt.

AIR COCKS
LimlceiiJieimer Co., Cincinnati, O,
Penbertliy Injector Co., Windsor, OnL

AIR VALVES
Mueller Mfg. Co., H.. Samlt. Ont

ALLOYS. BRASS AND COPPER
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London. Ont.

AMMETERS
Canadian Fairt)anks.iMor9e Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. H. W. JohnaiilanTille Co.. Toronto, Ont.

AMMONIA VALVES AND FITTINGS
Canadian Fairbanks- .Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal.
Frick Co.. Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Homestead Valve Mfg. Co.. Pittsburgli, Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

AMMONIA PURIFIERS
Frick Co , Waynesbo.o, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, P«

AMMONIA TANKS
.Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., 3herbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, OnU

ARCHES, COMBUSTION CHAMBER
Canadian Fairbanks-.Moi-se Co.. Ltd. Montreal.

ASH CARRYING SYSTEMS
Babcock & WUcoz. Ltd. Montreal.
Waterous Kninne Works Co.. Branlford, Ont.

ASBESTOS SPECIALTIES
Durabla .Mfg. Co.. New York. N.Y.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont.

ASBESTOS PACKED COCKS
Pratt & Cady Co., Inc.. H.irtforil, Conn.

AUTOMATIC ICE RECORDING DOORS
AND CHUTES
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.

BABBITT AND ANTI-FRICTION METAL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal.
Hoyt Metal Co., Toronto.
.Magnolia Metal Co. Montreal.

BALLCOCKS
D'£Vit« Co.. Julian, Boston. Mass.

BATTERIES AND ACCESSORIES
Can. H. W. JohnB-.Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont-

BEARINGS. BRASS
Ehnpire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont.

BELT CFMENT
I>. K. .Miu-Lircn. Ltd.. .M. ..it rial. On..
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELLS
Empire -Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont.

BELT CONVEYORS.
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.

BRLT DRE.SSING
I>, K. .MacLarcn. Ltd.. .Montreal. Que.
Cling Surface Co., Buffalo.
nnminion Belting Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

BELT LACING, LEATHER
D. K MacLaren, Ltd.. Montreal, Quf.
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELT TIGHTENERS
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Branlford. Ont.

BELT PULLEYS
WatTon» ^neine Wnrk.« Cn . Brantford. Ont.
n. K MacLarcn. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.

BELTING. RAT.ATA
D. K. MacLarcn, Ltd., Monlrcal. Quo,
Federal Engineering Co., Toronto, Ont

BELTING. CHAIN
Pan. Linir-Rplt Co . Toronto. Ont.
.Teffrcj Mf(r. Co., Montreal. Can.ida.

BELTING, CONVEYOR
Can. Consol. Rubber Co., Ltd., Montreal,

BELTING. LINK
Oraton & Knight Mfg, Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont.

BELTING, LEATHER
Canadian Fairtianks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Oarlock PacWns Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
D. K. McLaren Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING. RUBBEH
Can, H. W Johno-Manville Co., Toronto. Ont.
f^an Consol. Pifbher Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
T>. K MacLaren. Ltd., Monlvcal. Quo.
Jeffrey Manufacturine Co., Montreal.
Vorhees Rubber Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING, STITCHED COTTON DUCK
Dominion Belting Co,, Hamilton, Ont

BELTING. STITCHED COTTON
D. B. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

BELTING, SOLID WOVEN
I>. K. .M.icLarcii, Ltd.. .M.intival. Que.

BELTING. WOVEN COTTON
Federal Engineering Co., Toronto, Ont

BIBS. COMPRESSION
Empire .\lfg. Co.. Lid.. l..iuiloii. Onl.

BINS, COAL, COKE AND ORE
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
-Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
WaterouD Engine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont

BLOWERS
TliL .\la.-..ii lUgiila-t.T & EiiK. Cu.. Ltil., Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse 'Co., Ltd. Montreal.
Ooppus Eng. & Equip. Co.. Worcester, Mass.
Green's Economtser. Ltd.. Toronto.
MacGoyem & r'o.. Inc.. Montreal. Que.

BLOWERS, CENTRIFUGAL
The .\I.Ls..ii UiKulal.>i \ EiiK. Co.. LUl.. .Montreal,
Coppus Eng. & Equipt. Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS. FANS
Tlie .\I.i.~.n RcKulat'.r \ Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montical.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Maas.

BLOWERS. FORCED DRAFT
Coppu.s Eng. & Equipt. Co.. Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS. POWER
Tlie M.i.~iii ItiaiiUt..! & Eug. Co., Lt<I., Moaitii-iil,

Coppus Eng. & Equipt. Co., Worcester, Mass.

BOILER BAFFLE WALLS
.Tointless Fire Biick Co.. Chicago, 111,

BIOWERS. TURiJINES
Tlie Ma.s.in Uet,'irla,tor it Euji. Co.. Ltd., Mv/iitreal

.

Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BOILER COVERING
Beveridge Paper Co., .Montreal, Que.

BOILER COMPOUNDS
llcveridge Paper Co.. 'Montreal, Que.
f^nn Kronomic Lubricant Co., Montreal, Que.
.Slu-ll r.ai Boic-o .<iipply. [.t<l.. Toronto.
Canadian Falrbanks-.\lorse Co.. Ltd., .Montreal.
''an. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto. Ont.
• ' tr-n Mf.T To Roohe.otP'-. N'.Y.

Shell-Bsr, Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

BOILER SKIMMERS
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

BOILER REGULATORS
The Mason R<¥:iila.tor & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Monitieal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis. Mo.

BOIT.FR COMPOUND FEEDERS
Canadian Fairbanks-Moise Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. .Morehead .Mfg. Co.. Woodstock. .

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

BO;i,Fll FEED PUMPS
The .M.TSon Rci!ula.l.,)r & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal,
American Stean. Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mich.
BoTing Hydraulic * Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont.
ConpiH Ene. & Equipment Co., Worcester, 'Mass.
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
<^anadian Fairbanks-'Mone Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto, Ont.
nnrline Rrn<i. . T.M.. Montreal. Que.
C«ldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
The ,Tohn McDougall Caledonian Iron Works Co.,
Ltd.. Montreal.

Laurie & Lamh. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Macliine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

BOILER FITTINGS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont.

BOILER FEED REGULATORS
Canadian Fairhanks-'Mor^e Co.. Ltd., .Montreal.
Beveridge Paner Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal.

BOILER MOUNTINGS
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Fairbank"i-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Empire m'g. Co.. Ltd., London, Ont.
Ortdie & McCnlloch Co.. Gait
Tnfflis Co.. The .Tohn. Toronto. Ont
r.nnkenbpimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., VIontreal.

BOTI.ER PRFSERVATTVFS
Tohn^-Pratt Co . The TTartford. Conn.
Metlskin Co.. Inc.. Rochester. N.Y.

nOTT.ER HOUSE ACCESSORIES
Ba.bcot^k & Wilco-^. Ltd. Montreal.
CtJe, Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Defender Automatic Reenlator To.. St. Louis. Mo.
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.
Mason Retmlafor & Engineerlne Co.. Montreal.
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER SEAM PROTECTOR
National Boiler Seam Protector Co., Montreal.

BOILER SETTINGS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal.
Gates, John W.. St James St.. Montreal.
Jointless Fire Brick Co.. Chicago, 111.

BOILERS, HORIZONTAL, RETURN,
TUBULAR AND WATERTUBE

Tlif .Ma.sou Itcgulator A: Eng. Co.. Ltil., .Montreal,
iiabcook & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Cole, Ltd,, Geo. W.. Toronto.
Goldie & MoCuUoch Co., Gait
Frick Co., Waynesbcro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
IngUs Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Canadian -VUis-ChalmeiH, Ltd., Toiouto.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..
St Catharines, Ont

Jones Underfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto,
Ladd, The Geo. T., Co., Pitt^urgh, Pa.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
.McAvity. T., & Sons, Ltd., St. John, N.B.
Waterous Engine Worl.s Co.. Brantfoid. Ont.

BOILERS, MARINE, LOCOMOTIVE
AND VERTICAL

Habcock & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd,. Toronto, Ont.
Goldie & MoCulloch Co.. Gait
Inglis Co.. The John, Toronto, Ont
Engineering and Maohine Works of Canada, Ltd,.

St, Catharines, Ont
Montreal General Tool Co., Montreal, Que,
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont.

BOXES, FUSE AND METER
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn."

"

BRASS GOODS
Penherthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

BRASS FOUNDERS
.McAvity, T.. & Sons, Ltd.. St John, N,B.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston. Mass.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H.. Samia. Ont
fenberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

BRASS SHEETS AND TUBES
I'^mpire 'Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont,

BRINE COOLERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Mapyfacfuring Co., York, Pa.

BRASS GOODS
Empire 'Mfg. Co., Ltd,, Loudon, Ont,

BRINE TANKS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.. P».
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford. Ont
York Manufacturing Co.. York. Pa.

BUCKETS, ELEVATOR
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.

BUSHINGS
Steel Mill Packing Co.. Windsor. Ont
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

BUSHINGS. BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont.

CALORIMETERS
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn. N.Y.
Taylor Instrument Co.. Rochester. N.Y.

CANS, OILY WASTE "

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

CANNERS* CONVEYORS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.

CAST IRON FITTINGS
Lunkenheuner Co., Cincinnati. 0.
McAvity. T., & Sons, Ltd.. St John. N.B.

CASTINGS, ALLOY
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London, Ont.

CASTINGS, BRASS AND IRON
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
McAvitt. T., & Sons. Ltd.. St. .John. N.B.
Empire 'Mf;j. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont,
Mueller Mfg, Co., H.. Sarnia. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford. Ont

CELLAR DRAINERS
Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. James. Toronto. Ont
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H., Samia. Ont

CEMENT HARDNER & WATERPROOPER
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.

CEMENT, HIGH TEMPERATURE
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal.
.Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Gates, John W.. St James St. MontreaL
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.

CEMENT HANDLING MACHINERY
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., .Montreal, Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
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CEMENT MACUlNERir
Canadian Kairbaoks-Morse Co., Ltd. Monireai

Canadian AJIis-Chalmeis, Ltd.. Toronto.
Waterous Engine Works v^c, Brantford, Ont,

CEMENT, INSULATING, REFRACTORY
Green's Econoiniser, Ltd., Toronto.

CHAIN DRIVES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

Coventry Chain Co., Ooventry. England.
Jeffrey ^Mfg. Co., -Montreal. Canada.
Morse Chain Co., Ithaca, N. 1

CHAINS, FOR ELEVATORS AND CONVEY-
ORS
Cm. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
JeiTrey .Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

CHAIN, MALLEABLE, DETACHABLE AND
RIVETED

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

CHAIN WHEELS
The Mason Regrrlati)r & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., ^ ocuiord.

CHIMNEYS, RADIAL BRICK
Green'.s Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

CHIMNEYS, STEEL
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreu
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

CIRCULATING SYSTEMS (LUBRICATING
OIL)
Bowser, S. F., & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind,

CLAMPS, PIPE-JOINT
yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

CHUTES, COAL
Mackirnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

CLEANERS, BOILER TUBE
Ba;bcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Idontreal.
Beveiidge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. johns-Manrille Co., Toronto.
Cole Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamiliion, Ont.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Ldiberty Mfg. Co., Pittoburgh, P».
Pilley Packing & Flue Brush Mfg. Co., St.

Louis, Mo.
Tamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

CLOCKS
American Steam Gauge it ValTe Mfg. Oo., Boa
ton, Mas.

CLOSETS
Empire 'Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont.
Mueller Mtg. Oa, B., 8amla, 0nt.

CLUTCHES
Can, Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Goldie & .McCullooh Co., Gait.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brintiord, Ont.

COAL
Dom. CoaJ Co., Montreal

COAL AND ASH CON"EYORS
Babcook & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine W>rka Co.. Brantford, Ont.

COAL HANDLING MACHINER>
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. MontreU.
MacGorem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous E>ngine Works Co., Brantford, OnU

COAL HOLE COVERS
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont

COILS
Frick Co., Waynertwro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

COLD STORAGE INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

COLD STORAGE DOORS AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.

COMPRESSORS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich,
Can. Allis Chambera, Ltd., Toronto, OnU
Canadian Fairbanks-.Morse Co., Ltd., .Montreal.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Inglis Co., The John. Toronto. Ont,
Laurie & Lam'h. Montreal.
MacGcvem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N Y.

CONDENSERS
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. .Mich.
Boving HjxJrnnlic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lind.say, Gnu
Can. Allis Cliambers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Darling Bros.. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Goldie & McCuIloch Co,, Gait.
Laurie & Lamb, .Montreal.
MacGovem & Co.', Inc., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Br>.ntford

CONDENSERS, AMMONIA Af^D STEAM
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa,
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Walter J. Francis, Monitreal.
lyaurie & Lamb. Montreal.

CONDUITS
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont.

CONDENSATION RECEIVER
Tlio Mxson U<'»;ulat()r it Eiif;. <'o. . Lt.I. . MnnlrnJ.
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto.
Davi.^ Regulator Co, G. M., Chicago.

CONDENSER AND SMOKESTACK PAINTS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

CONNECTIONS. FLANGED
Jefferson Union Co., lexington, .Mass.
Dart Union Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

CONTRACTORS' STRUCTURAL STEEL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd,, Montreal.
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

COOLER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstonn. Md.

COPPER TUBE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

CORK INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H, W. Johns-.Manville Co.. Toronto, Oin

COTTON HOSE
Garlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Onl:.

COUNTERS
American Steam Gauge & Valre Mfg. Co., Bos-

ton, Mass,
Scfliaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

COUPLINGS
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Brother?, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
McATity & Sons, t., St, John, N.B.

COUPLING, FRICTION
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

COUPLINGS, BOILER, FLANGED PIPE,
JOINT PIPE, UNION, STEAM PIPE
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, Mass.
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

COUPLINGS, SHAFT
Goldie & McOnlloeh Co., Gait

VIRANES, ALL KINDS
Canadian .\llis-Chalmvrs. Ltd.. Toronto.
Babcock & WUcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.

CRANES, ELECTRIC
nabcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
can. Lmk-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Mmart-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton

CRANES, GANTRY
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

CRANES. HAND POWER
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng.. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont.
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Pa,
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES, LOCOMOTIVE
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.

CRANES, OVERHEAD TRAVELLING
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic &. Eng.. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. On;.
Can. Link-Kelt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Smart-Tui-ner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES, POST JIB
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.

CRANES, PORTABLE
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.

CRANES, SWING JIB
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.

CRANES, WALL
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

CRANK AND CROSSHEAD PIN OILERS
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. 0.

CRIMPS. LEATHER
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

CRUSHING MACHINERY
Canadian Allis-Chalm,i>i, Ltd.. Toronto.
JpfTrcy .Mfj;. Co., Montreal. Canada.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

CURB PUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
Bowser. S. F.. & Co., Inc., Fort Wa.rae, Ind.

CYLINDER OIL
E. H. Kellogg & Co.. New York.

DAMPER REGULATORS
Tlie Ma.wn RcKulator \ Eng. C<i.. Lt«l.. Montreal.
lUbcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Bros.. LJd., Montreal. Que.
G. M. Davis Regulator Co.. Chicago.
n'Rste Co.. Julian. Boston. Mass.
Elliott Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.
Mason Regulator Co.. Boston, Maes.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

DISCS. FIBRE
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

DISCS, LEATHER
Oral on & Knight Mfy. Co., Montreal.

D'STILLING APPARATUS
Tlu' Mason U.-,;ulal<.r \- Eng. <\i. , LUl., Mmitreal.
Frirk Co.. Wa^^^e'4t)o^^. Franklin Co.. Pa.
York Manufacturing Co.. York. I'a.

DOORS, COLD STORAGE AND FREEZER
.Tamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown. Md.

DOUBLE PIPE CONDENSERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
York Manufacturing Co.. York. Pa.

DRAFT APPARATUS SYSTEMS,
MFCHANICAL
Tlu' -Ma.son lU^ulator & Eng. C<>. . Ltd.. Mmitrfal.
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.

DRAFT RECORDERS
Ja.s W. Hay.i Corp., Michigan City, lud.

DRAFT GAUGES
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.

DRIVES, CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

DRAFT GAUGES
Defender .\utomatic Regulator Co.. St. Louis. Mo.

DRYING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. .Montreal.

DRY CLEANING SYSTEMS
Bowser, S. F., & Co,, Inc., Fort Wayne. Ind.

DYNAMOS
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
M.acGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, <jue.

EFFICIENCY ENGINEERING
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co,, Sherbrooke. Que.

ECONOMIZERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

EJECTORS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Jas. Monison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

EJECTORS AND SYPHONS
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES AND
MACHINERY
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto. Ont.
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks^orse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Economy Fuse & Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que,
MacGorem & Co., Inc., New York.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto. Ont
ELEVATORS
Bereridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.

ELEVATING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Qat.
Goldie & McCuUoch Co., Gait.
Hamilton Mfg. Co., Wm., Peterboro, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

ELEVATORS AND BUCKETS
Jeffrey .Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont

ELEVATING AND CONVE'YING
MACHINERY
Jiffriv .Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Canadu
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.

ENAMELWARE
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Samia. Ont
ENAMELWARE FITTINGS, IRON 'PIPE
Empin- .Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London, Ont.

ENGINEERS' SUPPLIES
Beveridge I'aper Co.. .Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto. OnU
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros., Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
Penberthy Injed or Co., Windsor, Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto

ENGINES, AUPTOMATIC AND DROP
VALVE
Frick Co., Waynesboro4 Franklin Co., Pa.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES. CORLISS AND ROCKING VALVE
Frick Co.. Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.

Goldie & MoCuUoch Co.. Gait.

Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd.,

St. Catharines. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

ENGINES, DIESEL
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

ENGINES. GAS AND GASOLINE
Boving Hydraulic 4 Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsa.v. Ont.

Laurie fc Lamb. Montreal.
.MacGovem & Co.. Inc.. .Montreal- Que.

Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

ENGINES. STEAM
Tilt M.i.son U.vulat.'r \ Eng. <%i.. Ltl., Montreal.

Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Can. Sirocco Co.. Windsor, Ont.
Goldie & .McCiUloch Co.. Gait
Hatnilton Mfg. Co.. Wm.. Peterboro, Ont.

inglis Co.. The John. Toronto. Ont
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
MacGorem & Co.. Inc.. Montreal. Que.

Montreal General Tool Ca, Montreal, Que.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, HOISTING. LOGGING, CABLE-
WAY ^
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto. Ont

ENGINES, MARINE
Canadian Faii+>ank.<i-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

Canadian AllLs-Cb.ilmeis. Ltd.. Toronto.

C«>ldie & McCidlooh Co., Gait
Montreal General Tool Co., Montreal, Que.

ENGINES. SAW MILL
Goldie & McCull,x;h Co.. Gait
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..

St Catharines. Ont.
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

ENGINES. SINGLE COMPOUND AND
TRIPLE EXPANSION
Canadian Griacom-Ruasell Ca. Ltd. Montr^.
Engineering and .Machine Works of Canada. Ltd..

r
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VALVES
ASBESTOS PACK.ED

FEED WATER HEATERS HOT WATERGENERATORS

POWER PUMPS

PRATT &CADY COMPANY. INC.
HARTFORD CONN.

Canadian Representatives

:

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE COMPANY, LIMITED
Halifax, St. John. Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa. Toronto. Hamilton. Windsor, Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Calgary, Vancouver, Victoria

Lancashire Motors
Dust and
Damp - Proof
Ball Bear-
ings.

Special \^en-

tilating.

Rugged Con-
struction.

Fully Pro-
tected Type.

Suitable for

work in pack-
ing houses.

Branch Office

602 NewBirks Bldg.

MONTREAL

200 h.p. Induction Motor driving Ammonia Compressor at the plant of
the William Davies Co., Limited, Toronto

Lancashire Dynamo & Motor Co.
of Canada, Limited

Repairs, Re-
winding, Re-
building, of

a 1 1 Types of

Motors, Gen-
e r a tjo r s

,

Transformers
etc.

"Lancashire"
All-B ritish

Motors and
spare parts
carried in

stock in Tor-

onto.

Head Office

45 Niagara St.

TORONTO
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Mdie & McCullooh Co., GaJt.
St. Oathariaes, Out.

Kerr Engine Co., WaJkerrille.
Waterous Engine Worka Co., Brantfofd.

ENGINES. VERTICAL
Qoldie & McCtdioch Co., Gait.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

ENGINEERING BOOKS
MaeLean Publishing Co., Toronto.

EXHAUSTERS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

EXHAUST HEADS
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, iN.T.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
The Garth Co., Moutreal, Canada.
Franklin WUliams Co., New York.
Watson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

EXPANSION JOINTS
.Mberger (Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McAvity, T., & Sons. Ltd., St John, N.B.

FANS, VENTILATING
The Mason Regulator & Kug. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Engr. & Equip. Co., Worcester, Mass
Green's Economiser, Ltd., 'Toronto.

PEED WATER HEATERS
The Mason Hejjulator v>i Euk, Co., Ltd., Montieal,
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Bahcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. AllisjChalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Elliott Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait.
Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc., Hartford, Conn.
-MacGoTem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

FEED WATER PURIFIERS
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

FEED WATER REGULATORS
The Ma-son Regulator & lOiiR. Co., Ltd.. Moiitrc-al.

.\merican Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co.,
Boston, Mass.

ChapKn, Fulton Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Beveridge Paper Co., iMontreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Elliott Co.. Pittsburgh, Pt.
Green's Economizer. Ltd.. Toronto.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

FIBRE, VULCANIZED
Keveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

FILTERS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, On);.

Laurie & Lam^, Montreal.

FILTERS, WATER
The M;i.son Rcculator Knu- t'-o. , LUl.*, Montreal.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Frick Co., Waynt^oro, Franklin Co., Pa.
-Vlackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Scaife & Sons, Wm. B., Pittsburgh , P«.
York Mfg. Co., York, Po.

FILLING STATION EQUIPMENT
Thr Ma.soti Ri-aulatjor & Eni;. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
B(wser & Co., Ina, S. F., Toron'o, Ont.

FILTERING AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS
Bcm.-ier & Co., Inc.. S. F., T:)ron;o, Ont.

FIREBRICK—JOINTLESS
.Shell Bar Boiofi Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co.. iMontreal. Que.

FIRE BRICK
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, III.

FIRE BRICK. PLASTIC
Gates, John W., St. James St., Montreal.

FIRE BRICK MORTAR
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FIRE BRICK CEMENT
JoinUesa Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FIREPROOF COLD STORAE DOORS
AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold Silorage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.

FITTINGS, AIR, AUTOMOBILE. GAS.
HYDRAULIC. PIPE. PIPE FLANGED,
SCREWED PIPE, STEAM
.lefferson Union Co.. Lexington, Mass.
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Samia, Ont.

FITTINGS. MARINE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltxi., London, Out,

FLANGED STEAM FITTINGS
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
MoAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.

FLANGES
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, Mass.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. 0.
MoAvity, T., & Sous. Ltd.. St John. N.B.

FLOORING COMPOSITION
.\nnstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
FLUE CLEANERS

Shell Bar Boico Suppl.v, Lid., Toronto.
Bahcock & Wilcox. Montreal.
Oreen's F.cononiiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Liberty Mfg. Co.. Pittsburg. I'a.

Goldie & McCulIoch Co.. Gait.
Pilley Packing and Flue Brush Mfg. Co., 31.

Louis, Mo.

FLUE GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Schaeflfer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. .N.T

Uehling Instniment Co., New York
Penberthy Injecto- Co.. Windsor, Ont

FLUES, GAS AND SMOKE
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

FLUMES, STEEL
BoTing Hydraulic & Bag. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

FREEZER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hageistown. Md.

FRICTION LEATHERS
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

FUEL AND OIL PUMPS AND
MEASURING SYSTEMS
Imperial OH, Ltd., Toronto.

FUEL OIL SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc.. S. F., ToronM, Ont.

FURNACE LINING
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FURNACES. BOILER
Gates, J. W.. Montreal, P.Q.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

FURNACE DOOR ARCH
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, lU.

FURNACES. SMOKELESS
Pabcock & \\'ilcox, Montreal.
J_nes Underfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
.Murphy Iron Works. Detroit. Mich.
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass,

FURNACE GRATE BARS
Till .\Ia.<..n Rcgulatui A: Eng. (X'.. Ltd.. Mfflitnial.
Shell Hat- Koico Supiily. Ltd., Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

FUSES
Can. H. W. JohnsJManville Co., Toronto, Ont
Economy Fuse & Mfg. Co. of Canada, Montreal.
Johns-I'ratt Co., The. Hartford, Conn.

GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS. ETC.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Penherthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.T
Uehling Instniment Co., New York. N.Y.

GASKETS. RUBBER. ASBESTOS
.Shell I!ai I!,,ioa Siipph. Ltd.. TSmmc.
Can. H. W. Johns-.Manville Co.. Toronto. Ont
Durabla Mfg. Co.. New York. N.Y.
Frick Co.. Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
Garloik Packing Co . Hamilton. Ont.
.Tohns-Pratt Co.. The. Hartford. Conn.
'inTcn Co.. Inc.. New York. N.Y.
Thomson-Gordon, Ltd., Hamilton. Ont

GASKETS. LEAD. COPPER AND LEATHER
Grston & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal, One.
Shell Bar Boico Supply Co.. Toronto, Ont
Sarco Co., Inc., New York. N.Y.

GAS PRODUCER PLANTS
Can. Allis-Chalmen, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbankii-Morse Co.. litd.. Montreal.
Laurie * Lamb. Montreal.

RASOIINE
GASOLINE METERS
Bowser & Co., Inc.. S. P., Toronto, Ont.

GASOLINE PUMPS. SELF MEASURING
Bowser & Co., Inc.. S. F., Toronto. Ont.

GASOLINE TANKS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.

GAUGE COCKS
Tlic M^i.*on K,t;H'.,it..r .V; Eng. C,).. Ltti., Momtrcal.
Canadian Fairt)anks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Oarlock Packing Co . Hamilton, Ont
Ltmkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
MoAvIty. T., & Sons, Ltd.. St. John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthv Injector Co., Windsor, OntW J Wall. Montreal.

GAITGES. AMMONIA. OIL. GAS. AIR
Tlio Ma.iou ReKiiI.ntor .<i Eng. Co.. Ltd.. MorvtrejU.
American Steam Gauge 4 Valve Mfg. Co., Bo*
ton. Mass.

SchaefTer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., BrooklTB. N.T

GAUGE. RECORDING
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont.

GAUGES. PRESSURE. VACUUM, DRAFT
ivn WWrORDlNG. ANH MICROMETER
Tin- .Ma.^iiu R<-Kiilat..i Ent;. (^v , Ltd.. Mravtrc.iT.

Bahcock * Wiloox. Montrerl.
Orwn's F/Cnnomi.ser. Ltd., Toronto.
T.nnkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. 0.
^phaeffpr & Budenberg Mfg. Co., BmeMyii, H.T
Taylor In.stniment Co.. Rochester. N.T.
FehHng Instniment Co.. New York. N.T.

GAUGES. WATER
Bnhcock * Wilcox. Montreal.
Jenkins B'os.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O
McAvitv. T . Sons. Ltd.. St John, N.B.
Ponh^rthv Triertnr Co.. Windsor, Ont
Schaeffer Id Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N T.

GEARS. FIBRE CUT
Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

GEARS. CUT. WORM. MORTISE
Onddie & McCullodi Co.. Gait
Pnving nvdrniilic Rne Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Cnn. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont
The John MoDnugall Caledonian Iron Works Oo..
Ltd.. Montreal.

Stiinrt-Tiimer Machine Co.. Md.. HamUtoa.

GENERATORS. STEAM TURBO
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto. OnL
Laurie & I,amb. Montreal.

GENERATORS AND CONVERTORS
Canadian Fairbanks-Mome Co . Ltd., Montreal.
Can.. General Electric Co.. Toronto. Ont.
MacGovem & Co.. Inc.. Montreal, Que.

[
GOVERNORS, ENGINE
Escher Wyss & Co., Motrtnat, Qo*.
Mo-Avity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John. N.B.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfoid.

GRATES, DUMPING, ROCKING.
STATIONARY

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Babcock & Wilcox. Montreal.
Can. Steam Boiler B)quipment Co., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Gait Foundry Co., Gait, Ont
Mason Regulator 4 Engineering Co., Montreal.
Shell-Bar, Boioo Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

GRAVITY CARRIERS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

GREASE CUPS
Albany Lubricating Co., New York City.

Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerville.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. 0.
MoAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd.. 3t John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

GREASE AND OIL EXTRACTORS
Tlie .\Ia.-«.n I'..-.;ir.,u..r \- Kn-. C.i.. Ltd.. MoivtirtO.

American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co., Boe
ton, Mass.

Elliott Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.

GREASES
Shell liar Boie.-. .Supph

. Ltd.. Toronto.
.Albany Lubricating Co.. New York City.

Can. Economic Lubricant Co.. Montreal. Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

GAUGES. DRAFT
Jas W. Hays Corp.. Michigan City, !nd.

GAUGE COCKS. STANDARD AND EXTRA
HEAVY
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

HAND LEATHERS OR PADS
Graton 4 Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

HAND PUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
R'^^w.ser & Co.. Ina, 8. F., Toronto, Onl

HANGERS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont.
Can. 8 K P Co.. Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
G'>1die * MoOulloch Co.. OaU.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

R»?ATERS
Tlie M,a.~iii R.uiilate.i En,;. <'.... Ltd.. Motitu.'.l.

ATberger Heater Co.. Buffaln. N T.
Bnhcock 4 WIlcoT. Ltd . Montreal.
f^nle. Ltd . Geo. W.. Toronto.
'Dn»-Tlne Brofl.. Montreal.
OoMIe ft MoCiillnch Co.. Oalt
Laurie 4 Lsmb. Montreal.
MrAvifv ft Rons. T . St John. N.B
Waterous Engine Work" Co.. Brantford.

HPAT»^RS EXHAUST STEAM
Tile .\la.-«.n R.viilator A: Ent;. C.).. Ltd.. Mo«ti-eal
Can. Allls-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
HEATERS. METERING
C«n. A11i«-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

I

Yn mall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

;

HEATING EQUIPMENT
Empire Mfn- «'•.. Ltd.. London. Ont.

HOISTS. ELECTRIC
r- in. Link-Belt Co . Toronto. Ont.

;
HOISTING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
Ftlbeoek ft Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
i^nn. Link-Belt Co . Toronto. Ont
.TelTrey Mfg. Co.. Columbus. Ohio.
MnoGorem ft Co.. Inc.. Montreal. Que.
Wateroirs Engine Works Co.. Brantford

HOSE. STEAM. SUCTION AND WATER
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
V.mpire .Mfk'. l"'v . Lid.. I...ii.l.>n. Out.
Tliomson-Gordon. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont
Vorhees Rubber Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

HOT WATER GENERATORS
Tlie M.i.^Hi R.vulat.ir & Eni!. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Pratt ft Cady Co.. Inc., Hartford. Conn.

HYDRANTS
Wood ft Co.. R. D.. Philadelphia, Pa.

HYDRAULIC ACCUMULATORS
Smart-Turner Mach'ne Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.

HYDRAULIC MACHINERY
Bovine Hydraulic 4 Bng. Ca. Ltd., Lindsay. Ont.
Frick Co., Wayne*oro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
Hamilton Mfg. Ca. Wm.. Peterboro. Ont
MacGovem ft Co.. Inc.. Montreal, Que.

HYDRAULIC VALVFS
Yani.all-Waring Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

i HYDRAULIC PRESSES
Bovine Hydraulic 4 Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont

ICE MAKING MACHINERY
Boving Hydraulic ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Frick Co.. Waynesboro. FrankMn Co.
LInde Canadian Refrigeration Co.. Montreal.
York Mfg. Co.. York, Pa.

INGOTS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

INDICATORS. ELECTRIC—ALL TYPES
Schaeflfer 4 Budenberg Mfg Co.. Brooklyn, N.T

I Uehling Instrument Co.. New York. N T.

J INDICATORS, STEAM AND GAS
I ENGINE

American Steam Gauge ft Valve Mfg. Co., Bos-
ton. Ma.«.

Canadian Fairbanks-<Mon>e Co., Montreal.

I

Can. H. W. Johns-Manvilla Co., Toronto. Ont
I Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
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Let the C.A.S.E. Smooth Out

Your Load Curve

WO(5(^Y AND
1 I.SFI F.S.S wnoK

LACK OF

ADVANCEMENT

Remove The Peaks of Worry And Unproductive Labor And
Build Up The Valleys By Working For

Your Advancement

A man who is thoroughly grounded in the practice of his profession, who is free from
personal worry and trouble, overcomes the many difficulties besetting the path of

the operating engineer with little labor and in a manner ensuring his advancement.

The successful man owes his success to a wise appreciation of the advantages and
mutual help offered by association with those in the same field of endeavor. To
join an association having for its objectives the welfare of the engineer in things
mental and material, his advancement in knowledge and skill, his protection by pro-
vision for sickness and distress is to take advantage of an opportunity indispensable
to all who hope to better themselves.

If you are interested in such an organization and live where less than
fifteen engineers are located, send for a copy of our constitution and
application blanks for admission to nearest branch lodge. If there are
more than fifteen engineers in your community, get together and send for
particulars regarding formation of a branch lodge.

J. H. HALE, General oecretary,

anadian Association of Stationary

230 Caroline Street EngineCrS Hamilton, Ont.
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UthUnc Iiutrumcnt Co., New Tork, N.T.

INDICATORS—AMMONIA, HYDRAULIC
C«n. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkenrille, Ont

INDICATORS, SPEED
L. S. SUrrett Co., Athol, Mies.

INJECTORS
BitMHWk & WUcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. AUis-Clialmers, Ltd., Toronto, Oot
Lunkenbeimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McATity & Sons, T., St. Jobn, N.B.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthj Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

INJECTORS, AUTOMATIC AND AUTO-
POSITIVE
PenberUiy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

INSTRUMENTS, RECORDING
Green's Gconomiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Companies, Bocheater, M.Y.
Yamall-'Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

INSULATING BRICK
Armstront: Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
Bereridce Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Qae.
Can. H. W. Johns-MaBTille Co., Toronto, Ont.

INSULATING COMPOUNDS
Johns-Pratt Co.. The, Hartford, Conn.

INSULATORS
BeTeridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hart/ord, Conn.

IRON FILLER
Can. H. W. Johns-ManTiUe Co., Torooto. Ont.

KILNS
KEROSENE PUMPS (SELF MEASURING)
t'.owser & Co., Inc-i S. F. , Toro.i.'o, Ont.

KEROSENE TANKS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont,
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

LACE LEATHERS
Oraton & Knicht Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Oat
D. K. .MacLareri, Ltd., .Montroal, Que.

LAMPS, ARC
Canadian Fairbanks.'Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont,
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont

LAMPS, INCANDESCENT
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Montreal.
Can. General BHectric Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont

LAMPS, TUNGSTEN AND NITRO
Can. General EHectrio Co., Toronto, Ont.

LEATHER STRAPPING
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

LINK BELTING
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
.Jeffrey .Vlfg. Co.. Montreal, C-anada.

LININGS, FIRE BRICK. STEEL STACK
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

LUBRICATORS
Bmpdre Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London. Ont.

LUBRICANTS
Albany Lubricating Co., New Tork City.
Canadian Economic Lubricant Co., Montraal.

LUBRICATING OIL FILTERING AND
CIRCUULATING SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. P., Toronto, Ont.

LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

LUBRICATORS. CYLINDER
CUTTING COMPOUNDS
Lunkenbeimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE TANKS
AND PUMPS
Bowfer & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

LUBRICATORS, FORCE PEED
Jeffrey Miic. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille. Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Lunkenbeimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

LUBRICATORS, PLAIN
Lunkenbeimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

LUBRICATORS. SIGHT FEED AND PLAIN
ENGINE

Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
MARINE CASTINGS

Bmirirc '.Mfg. Co., Ltd.. Lonilon, Ont.

MACHINERY INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal. Que
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

MECHANICAL STOKERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
Murphy Iron Works, Dertoit, Mich.
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.

METERS, ELECTRIC
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont.

M»^TERS. STEAM
Tlie Mason Regnl.xtor & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.

METERS, WATER
Can. Allis-Chalmeis, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
McAvIty & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

MIXING VALVES
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samla, Oat.

MILL AND MINING MACHINERY
CanadlaJi Fairbanks-iMorae Co., Montreal.

Elngineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd,
St Catharines, Ont

Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Uuldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

MFTFR TKSTERS
Vodlw AfTg. Co., H., Samia, Ont
METERS (OIL, KEROSENE. GASOLINE,
ETC.)
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

MOTORS
Canadian Fairbanka^Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
MacGovera & Co., Inc., Montreal, Q>ie.

OFFICE RAILINGS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

OIL STORAGE AND DISTRIBU'HNG
SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

OIL CUPS
Lunkenbeimer Co.. Cincinnati, 0.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

OIL AND GREASE CUPS
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

OIL METERS
Bowser & Co.. Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

OILER, COMPOUND FEEDERS
Lunkenbeimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

OILERS, GAUGE
Lunkenbeimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

OIL PUMPS
Borwser & Co., Inc., S. P., Toronto, Ont.

OILERS, MULTIPLE
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerrille. Ont
Lunkenbeimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

OIL FILTERS AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co.. Int. S. F.. Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,

OIL TANKS
Bowser & Co., Inc., 8. F., Toronto, Ont.

OIL SEPARATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
B&bcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Cole. Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.T.
Leltcb Co., Arthur S.. Toronto, Ont
Liberty Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

OILS. QUENCHING
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.

OILING SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc., 8. F., Toronto, Ont
Lunkenbeimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.

OILS, CYLINDER
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.

'

OILS, LUBRICATING
Can. Economic Lubricant Co.. Montreal, Que.
Kellogg « Co.. E. H.. New Tork, N T.

OILS, ENGINE
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.

ORSAT APPARATUS
Defender .\ntomatic Regulator Co.. St. Louis. Mo

PACKING. ASBESTOS
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford. Conn.

PACKING ENGINE
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford. Coon.
flhell-Bar, BoIco SupolT, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Thomson-Gordon, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont,

PACKING FIBRE
Berrridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Can. B. K. Morton Co.. Montreal. Que.
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford, Conn.

PACKING. HYDRAULIC
Shell Bar Roico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
Can. H. W. Jnhns-Manrille Co., Toronto. Ont
Durahla Manufacturing Co.. Neiw Tork.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Shell-Bar, Bolco Sunnly, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Thomson-Gordon, Ltd., Hamilton. Ont

PACKING. METALLIC
Can H. W. .Tohns-Manrllle Co . Toronto, Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toi-ont.x

Crane Packinc Co.. Chicago. 111.

Greene. Tweed & Co.. New Tork.
Holmes Metallic Packing Co.. Wilkesharre. Pa,

"teel Mill Packing Co.. Windsor. Ort.
Thomson Gordon. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont

PACKING, ROD
Shell liar Boico .Supply. Ltd.. Tori>nto.

Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Tor«ir<o. Ont
Crane Paekine Co.. Chicago. 111.

Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Steel Mill Packing Co.. Windsor. Ont
Shell-Bar. Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto. Ont

PACKING, SHEET
Can. H. W. Johns-ManrlUe Co., Toronto. Ont
Shell Bar Boioo Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
DuraWa Manufacturing Co., New Tork,
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford. Conn.
Thomson-Gordon, iLtd., Hamilton. Ont

VoTheea Rubber Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

PACKING, AMMONIA. STEAM AN*
WATER
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toraaio. Ont
Crane Packing Co., Chicago, 111.

Oarlock Packing Co., HamSton. Oat.
Greene, Tweed & Co., New Tork.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.
Steel MUl Packing Co., Windsor, Oat
Thomson-Gordon, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont

PACKING. LEATHER
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co., MontroL
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd , Toronto, Ont
Thomson-Gordon, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont

PACKING PISTON
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toroot*.
Crane Packing Co., Chicago, 111.

PACKING, VALVE STEM
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
Crane Packing Co., Chicago, 111.

Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford. Conn.

PAINT OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

PAINTS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.

PAPER, INSULATING, ETC.
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

PENSTOCKS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Ont.
MacKinnon. Holmes & Ca, Sherbrooke, Que.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Can. Bond Hanger k. Coupling Co., Alexandria.
Ont

Goldie 4 McCulloch Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co.. BrantfoiH.

PIPE COILS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Pa.
Tork Mfg. Co., Tork, Pa.

PIPE COVERINGS. STEAM, BRINE,
AMMONIA AND ICE WATER
Armstrong Cork St Insulation Ca, Montreal, Que.

PIPE, CAST IRON
Wood Ic Co.. R. D., Philadelphia, Pa.

PIPE STEEL
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont.

PIPE VISES AND CUTTERS
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

PIPE, GAS
Can. Allis-Chalmera, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

PIPES, WATER
Boring 'Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont.

I PIPING AND FITTINGS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
Lunkenbeimer Co., Clneinnati, O.
MoArity A Sons. T., St. Jobn, N.B.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Tork Mfg. Co., Tork, Pa.

PIPING, STEAM
Balbcock A Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie t McCullodi Ca, Gait

PLATE WORK
Goldie St MoCullodb Ca, Gait
Engineering and Mechine Worka of Canada, Ltd.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sheitrooke. Quf.
at Catharines, Ont

Waterous I^gine Works Co.. Brantford.

PLUG COCKS
Homestead Valre Mfs. Co.. PIttsbuiYh. Pa.

PLUMBING SUPPLIES
Einiiiri Mfi:. Co.. Ltd.. Lon.lon, On*.
Mueller iM/g. Co., H., Sarola, Ont

POWER HOUSE CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont

POWER PUMPS (OIL. GASOLINE)
Bow.ser & Co., Inc., S. P., Toronto, Ont.

POWER PUMPS
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Mich.

Boring Hydraulic * Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Canadian Fairbante-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Goldie * MoCulloch Ca. Gait
Pratt ..'it Cadv Co.. Inc. Hartford, Conn.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.
Waterous En«rine Works Co., Brantford.

Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Laurie A Lamb. Montreal.

POWER. TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Boring Hydranlic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Ont.
Canadian Falrbanks-Mors* Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

Can. Alli8<'halmers, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..

St Catharines, Ont
MacOorem * Co., Inc., Montreal. Que.
MacOorern 4 Co., New Tork.
Morse Chain Ca. Ithaca. N.T.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

PRESSES
Boring Hydraulic 4 Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont.

PROPELLOU BLADES. BRONZE
Empiri Mt'c Co.. I.t.l., U^ulon, 0»t.

PUMPS. HAND (OIL, GASOLINE)
Bowser. S. F,, 4 Co.. Inc.. Fort Wajae. lad.

PULLEYS
n. K. Mnil.artu. Ltd.. Montreal. Q«e.

. „ .

Boring Hydraulic 4 Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Ltd.. Montreal.

Goldie 4 McCiiIloch Co.. Gait
Jeflftey Manufacturing Co.. Moofreal.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfenl

PULLEYS. FRICTION CLUTCH
Can. Link-Belt O. . Toronto, Ont
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15 Tons of Coal FREE
Mr. Engineer, does a saving of 15 tons of coal in every 100 tons interest you?

This is an immediate and permanent result that comes from the installation of the

JONES UNDERFEED STOKER
It also effects a big saving of labor, auto-

matically maintains a unform pressure,

and responds instantly to load fluctuations.

Everything that should be burned to gen-

erate steam is consumed — this means no
fuel w^aste.

And there are many other advantages in

using the Jones Automatic Stoker.

Serves day in and day out with

very little attention.

Ask the user. We'll gladly put

you in touch with some in your
locality.

Jones Underfeed Stoker Co.
Limited

37-41 Britain St* Toronto, Ont.

Why Permit Leaks in

Your Air Lines ?

Those cumulative leaks past your present globe and

gate valve amount to a total of many cubic feet per

minute* and represent a

dead loss in power.

HOMESTEAD
QUARTER - TURN -VALVES
are ti^ht and will

stay tight under
any specified pres-
sure up to 5,000
lbs.

Homestead Quarter
Turn Valves not
only give assurance
against leaks, they
save time too. They
can be fully opened
or closed by just

one-quarter turn of

the handle.
You can use them
on all air, steam,
water, oil, gas, acid
and other lines.

Made in straight-
way. 3-way, 4-way
and angle pat-

terns; in brass,
semi-steel and spe-

cial acid resisting

bronze ; either
screwed or flanged
pattern.

Homestead Valve Mfg. Co.
HOMESTEAD, PA.

FOR REMOVING SCALE
from Babcock, Stirling and other Water-

tube Boilers and Evaporators ilso for

Lancashire Boiler Scaling and Rust

Removing—there is no tool made

to equal my

'SKATOSKALO'
Pneumatic

Tube-Scaling
Tool.

Simple, strong, speedy,

reliable— these words

describe its

efficiency

Frank Gilman
(SOLE MAKER)

9, Westfield Road, Birmingham, Eng.

V
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PULP MILL MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Xitd., Lindsay, Ont.
Hamilton Co., Wm., Petertwro, Out
Jeffrey Mamrfacturing Co., Montreal.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY
The Miiiou Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Beveradge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCuUoch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
MoAvity & iSons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY, ELECTRICAL
Bevei'idge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Jellrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS
The Muson Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipment Co., Worcester, Mass.

PUMPS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS, ACID
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, CONTRACTORS'
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng, Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Bevei'idge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
McAvity & Sons, T., St. John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, BOILER FEED
The Ma.son RoKulatoi' & Eng. Co., Lt/1., Montreal
Coppus Eng, & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
The M.a-soii Regulator & Eug. CO., Ltd., Montreel.

Escher, Wy.s3 Co., Montreal, Que.
Copptvs Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

PUMPS. ELECTRICAL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mick.

Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMP9, FEED WAJER
The M.i.son KiKul.itor k Eng. Co.. Ltrl., .Montreal.

Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., .Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMP GOVERNORS AND REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. <'fi.. JM., .Montreal.

Darling Bros., Montreal.
D'Bste Co.. Julian, Boston, Mass.
The Garth Co., Montieal, Canad.i.

Elliott Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton. Ont
Watson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

PUMP STRAINERS
Tlic Miuson Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Liberty Mfg. Co.. PitUburgh, Pa.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, HAND AND POWER
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machino '^o. , Hamilton Ont

PUMPS. CENTRIFUGAL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal
Hamilton Co.. Wm. . Petert>oro, Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPS, DUPLEX
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS. GEARED. COMPOUND
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Mich
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Tnelis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS. HYDRAULIC. PRESSURE
American Steam Pumn Co.. Battle Creek, Mich
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Tnglis Co., The John. Toronto. Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMP LEATHERS
Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Monttal. Que.
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

PUMPS. OIL
American Steam Pumn Co.. Battle Creek. .Mich
Bowser & Co.. Inc.. S. P.. Toronto. Ont.
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co.. WalkervHIe, Ont.
r.unkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
MeAvifT * Sons. T, St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS. STEAM TURBO
The Ma.son Iti'giilator & Eng. f'<i. . l.,td.. Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Darling Bro.<., .Montreal.
Escher Wyss & Co., Montreal, Que.

PUMP TANK, RECEIVER
The Ma.son Regulator .!« Eug. < 'c. . Llil.

, Montreal.
American Steam Pump Co.. Battls Creek. Uieh
Beveradge Paper Co., Montreal, Qtie.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS. STEAM
The Ma.-on Regulator Eng. Cv., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam pump Co.. Battle Creek. Mich.
Can. AUis-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Faii^anks-Moise Co.. Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto. Ont
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Leltch Co.. Arthur 3., Toronto, Ont
McArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

.(•UMPS, TRIPLEX
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, VACUUM
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Beveitdge Paper C"., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Ldtch Co., ArUiur 8.. Toronto. Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton. Ont

PYROMETERS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Ja& Morrison Brass iMfg. Co., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co,. Rochester, N.T.

PUMPS. CENTRIFUGAL
Escher, Wyss & Co., Montreal.
Uehling Instrument Co., New York, N.T.

RADIATORS
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. Ix>nd<-.n. Ont.

RADIATOR TRAPS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Sareo Co.. Inc.. New York. N.T.

RECORDERS. DRAFT
Ja-s W. Hays Coi-p. . .Michigan City. Ind.

RADIATOR AIR VENTS
Jai. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

RAGS
Shell Hal Kdico Supply, Ltd.. Torcmto.

RAILWAY OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
Bowser. 3. F., & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

RECLAIMING SYSTEMS FOR OIL
Bowser & Co., Inc.. S. F.. Toronto. Ont.

REBOILERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
York Manufacturing Co.. Tork. Pa.

REGISTERING MEASURES
Bow.ser & Co., Inc., S. F.. Toronto. Ont.

RECEIVERS. AIR
Oan. Allls-CSialmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
MacKinnon, HcAmes & Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

RUBBER CEMENT TANKS AND PUMPS
Bowser & Co., Ina, S. F. . Toronto. Ont

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
Can. H. W. Johns^Manrille Co., Toronto. Ont
Green's Economuser, Ltd., Toronto.
'?aylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.T.
l/dJIng Instrument Co.. New York, N.T.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

REFRIGERATOR DOORS, WINDOWS. ETC.
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown. Md.

REFRIGERATING MACHINERY
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsav.
Ont

Canadian Griscom-Russell Co., Ltd,, Montreal.
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Pa.
Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Montreal.
Vllter Mfg. Co. Milwaukee, Wis.
Tork Mfg. Co., York. Pa.

REFUSE DESTRUCTOR
Canadian Griscom-Russell Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

REGULATORS, PRESSURE
Th. M:i.-.m Regulator & Eng. C<i.. Ltil., Montreal.
Chaplin-Fulton Mfg. Co., Pitt»bui»h, Pa.
D'E.ste Co.. Julian. Boston. Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Taylor Instniment Co., Rochester, N.Y.

REGULATORS, TEMPERATURE
Thi M.i.son Regulator A: Eng, Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Sarco Co., Inc.. New York. N.Y.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester. N.T.

RETORTS
MacKinnon ,'5te(l Co.. Sherbrooke. Que.

REVOVLING DOORS FOR HARDENING
ROOMS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Ud.

RODS. COPPER. BRASS AND BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Li.l,, Ivond,-vn, Ont.

ROLLS, CRUSHING
Cm. Linl(-Belt Co . Toronto. Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal, Canada.

ROOFINGS—RUBBER. PLASTIC. LIQUID
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.

ROPE PRESERVATIVE
Cling Surface Co.. Buffalo.

ROTARY COMPRESSORS
Escher, Wyss & Co,. Montreal

ROTARY CONVERTERS
Canadian FairbnnksJXIorse Co,. Montreal,
.MacGoveni & Co.. Inc., Montreal, Que

RUBBER HOSE
Can. H. W. Johns'ManTille Co.. Toronto. Ont
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Liberty Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Thomson-Gordon, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont

RUBBER MILL DRIVES
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.

SAFES
Canadian Fairtianks-Moree Co., Montreal
Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait

SAW MILL CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canadra.

SCREENING MACHINERY
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

SCALE REMOVERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. , Montreal
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Can. H. W. JohnsiManrille Co.. Teronto. Dot.
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
SELF-MEASURING PUMPS (OIL AND
GASOLINE)
Bowser & Co.^ Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

SEAM PROTECTORS. GIRTH
National Boiler Protector Co. of Canada, Montreal.

Que.

SHAFTING
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd..

St Catharines, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SHAKING AND DUMPING GRATES
The M,ison Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Babcock Sc Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Gait Foundry Co., Gait Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co.- Brantfopd.
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.

SMELTER LININGS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

SMOKE BOXES, STACKS
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Goldie & -McCulloch Co.. Gait
Green's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto.
Mackinnon .Steel Co.. Ltd.. SheArooke. Q"<

.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPECIAL" MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Om.
Canadian Fairbanks'Morse Co,. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Braatford,

SPEED INDICATORS
Schaeffer & Budenbnrg Mfg, Co.. BrooUyn. N.T.
L. 3. Starrett Co., Athol, Mass.

SPEED REDUCING GEARS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont

SPROCKET CHAIN ATTACHMENTS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont
.Teffrev Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

SPROCKET RIMS
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co.. New Bedford. Mas.

SPUR WHEELS
Boring Hylraulic ft EJng. Co.. Ltd.. Liadsay. Ont.
Goldie & -McCulloch Co.. Oalt
Canadian Fairbanks^Iorse Co.. Montreal
Hamilton Co.. Wm., Peterboro. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

STACKS. STEEL
Babcock & WOcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Goldie & -McCulloch Co., Oalt
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que.

STAND PIPES, STEEL •
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd,. Sherbrooke Q'le.

STAYBOLTS. FLEXIBLE
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
STEAM SEPARATORS
The M.a.s.oi Regulator \ Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montn.il,

Babcock 4 Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.,. Toronto, Ont
Canadian Faifbanks^Moise Co., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Direct Separator Co., Syracnse. N.T,
D'EIste Co.. Julian. Boston. Mass.
The Cnth Co,. Montreal, Canada,
Elliott Co,, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Leitch Co., Arthur S., Toronto, Ont
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Watson * iMcDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

STEAM SPECIALTIES
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.T.
Canadian Fairbank^-Motse Ca, Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros., .Montreal.
D'Bste Co.. Julian. Boston. Mas*.
LIbertv Mfg. Co., Plt'shunt. Pa.
T/nnkenhelmer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
Tile (i.ntli «'».. Montreal, Que.
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd,, Montr.,il.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg, Co,. Toronto.
Penberthy In5e«t»r Co.. Windsor.
Watson * McDaniel Co.. Phlladdphia
Yaniall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia. P»

STEAM TRAPS
American Steam Gauge ft Valre Mfg. Co . Bosteo.
Ms-vo.

Anderson Co.. T. D.. Clereland. O.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
D'Bste Co.. Julian. Boston, Maaa
The Garth Cn.. .M.mlrpal. Canada-
Dunham Co.. Ltd . C. A.. Toronto. Onl.

Elliott Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
J. T. Long. W A<\»Tn St.. Montreal. Qof
Can. Morehead Mfg. Co., Wnodstoek.
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Mason Rerilator & Engineering Co., MontrMi.
Sareo Co., Inc., New York, y.X.
Watson & MoDaniel Co., PhUadelphla.

STEEL BARRELS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton. Oal.

STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Turner .Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont,

STEEL TANKS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
OoMie & McCiUlooh Co.. Gait.

Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd.. Shcrhrookc, Que.

Wateroiis Engine Works, Brantfoid. (Jnt.

STOKERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

Detroit Stoker Co., Detroit. Mich.

Gait Foundry Co., Gait, Ont.
Green's Bk:onomiser, Ltd., Toronto.

Jones Underfec.i Stoker Co.. Toronto.

Murphy Iron Works. Dertoit, Mich.
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.

STRAINERS
, „ . ,

Tbi Ma.-.(iL Kcgulator & EiiK. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Bevei-idge I'aper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Elliott Co., Fittsburgh, fa.

STRUCTURAL STEEL WORK
Babcock & Wileox. Ltd.. Montreal.
l-.iua.liiin Mli- Clialm, T.-, J-?.l. .

Tr.roliti).

Mackinnriii Snil C«. . Ltd.. Shorbrooko. Que.

SUPERHEATERS, STEAM
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

GoMie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

SWING JOINTS
Franklin Williams Co.. New Tork.

^ SWITCHBOARDS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont.

SWITCHES AND SWITCH BOXES
Can. H. W. Johns-ManTille Co., Toronto, Ont.

TACHOMETERS
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lmdsay, Ont

Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Schaefler & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.V

TANKS, BLOW-OFF "
, ,

rh. Ma.-cii It, (;ulati.r \ Ens. I.Vi.
. Lbl.. .Montrc.il.

Darling Bro.s., .Montreal.

Watcrous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

TANKS, FREEZING, STORAGE AND
WATER COOLING
Frick Co., Waynesboro, FrankliH'Co., Pa.

TANKS, OIL
Boring Hydraulic t Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Bowser & Co., mc.r S. F., Toronto, Ont
Qoldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait ^
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd.,

Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., .Slierbrooke. Que.

St Catharines, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TANKS (OIL, KEROSENE, GASOLINE)
Bowser & Co., Inc., 8. F., Toronto, Ont.

TANKS (UNDERGROUND STORAGE)
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

TANKS, WATER
The M.Lsf.ii Kit'ulator & Ens. Cfi., Ltfl. , Montreal.

Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

TAPPING MACHINES
.Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont.

TECHNICAL BOOKS
MacLean Publishing Co., Toronto.

THERMOMETERS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.Y.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Uehllng Instrument Co., New York. N.Y.

THERMOSTATS
Sarco Co., Inc.. New York, N.Y.

TOOLS
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont

TRANSFORMERS
Can. General Electric Co.^ Toronto, 0*t.
Canadian Fairbanks'Morse Co.. Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks-'Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. Link-P,<=U Co., Toronto. Ont.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait, Ont
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

TRAPS, STEAM AND WATER-LINE
Tho Ma.-nn ItiKulatrir Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montrral.
Beveridge P«per Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
D'E.ste Co.. Julian, Boston, Mass.

TRUCKS, FACTORY
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.

TUBE CLEANERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Elliott Company. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Liberty Mfg. Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pelley Packing and Fine Brash Mfg. Co., St

r.onis. Mo.

POWER HOUSE
TUBE .CUTTERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Liberty Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

TUBES, BOILER
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Goldie & .McCrUlooh Co., Galt

TURBINES, POWER
The Mison Regulator & Eug. Co.. l,t<l. , .Montreal.

Uoppus fcng. <Sc Equipi, Co., Worcester, Mass.

TUBES, COPPER AND BRASS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., Loiiilon. Oni.

TUBE EXPANDERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Liberty .Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

TUNGSTEN LAMP (Vacuum and Gas
Filled Types)

Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont

TURBINE OIL
Kellogg & Co.. E, H.. New York. N.Y.

TURBINE WATER WHEELS
Bofmg Hydraulic it Eus. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Engine«nug and .Machine Works ot Canada, Ltd..

at. Uathanues, UnV.
Canadian .Vlli^-Clialnu r.-, Ltd.. Tovoiilo.

Escher. VV y.ss & Co., .Vlontieal.

Mac(TOveni & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

TURBINES, STEAM
The .Vla.^.'ii U. giilati.r \ Kuk. C,,.

, J.td.. Moutical.
Can. Ailio-Uhalmei-s, Ltd.. Toronto, unt
Coppus Engr. & Equip. Co,, Worcester. Maw.
Escber Wyss & Co., Montreal, Que.
i;oldie & .\lc('nllcx;h Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
MacGorem & Co., Inc.. Montreal, Que.

UNIONS
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co., Montreal.
Kmpiri; Mlg. Co., Ltd., L<.nli.n. Ont.
Dart Union Company, Toronto.
Lunkenheuner Co., Cincinnati, 0.
McAvity & Soos, T, St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg, Co., Toronto.

UNDERGROUND TANKS
Bowser «fc Co., Inc., S. F.. Toronto, Ont.

UNIONS, BALL JOINT, COMBINATION,
FLANGED PIPE, GROUND JOINT,
MALLEABLE IRON. FLANGE, PIPE,
SWING
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, Mass.
Dart Union Company, Ltd., Toronto. Ont.

VACUUM GOVERNORS
The .Ma.s(.n Ki-gulator & Eng. I'l .. Lt<l., .Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Uajnilion.
Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Leitcb Co., Arthur S.. Toronto, Ont

VACUUM REGULATING VALVES
The .M.uscn Regulator i\i Eng. Co.. l.t.l.. .\lontieaJ.

Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VACUUM TRAPS
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
(Jan. Morebead Mfg. Co., Woodstock, Ont.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.

VALVE DISCS
Empire '.Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London. Unt.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

VALVE LEATHER
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Qraton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

VALVE RESEATING MACHINES
Darling Bros,, Montreal.

VALVES, CONDENSER. PUMP, RUBBER
Shell liai- Boieo Supply. Lid., Toronto.
Vorhees Rubber Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

VALVES
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsuy, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Montreal.
Can. Steam Boiler E<iuipment Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltel., London. Onr.
Darling Brothere, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
D'Este Co.. Julian, Boston. Mass.
Shell Bar Boico S\ipply. Ltd.. Toronto.
Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., Pittsburg.
Jenkins Bros., Montreal.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Pratt & Cady Co., Inc.. Hartfoi-d, Conn.

AIR VALVES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

VALVES, RADIATOR
Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Watson & MoDaniel Co., Philadelphia,
lyiberty Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Pratt & Cady. Hartford, Conn.
Watson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.
Wood & Co., R. D., Philadelphia, Pa.
Sliell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
York Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.
-MoAvity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.

VALVES. ACID RESISTING
Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., Pitt^urg
McAvity & Sons, T., St John. N.B.

VALVES, BACK PRESSURE
Can. AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

VALVES, BRASS
PenbertJiy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Shell Bar Boieo Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

VALVES, BLOW-OFF
The .VIa.sou Regnlat.M- \- Eng. Co.. Ltd. Mootiwa,
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks^lorse Co., Montreal.
Beveridge I'aper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que
Elliott Co., Fittsbui-g, Pa.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.

Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., Pittsburg.

Shell Bar Hoico Suppl.v. Ltd., Toront<.

Jenkins Bros., Ltd., MontreaL
The Garth Co., .Montreal, Canada.
Lunkerkheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MoAvity & Son?, T, St John, N.B.
Watson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.
Yaraall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa

VALVE CHAIN WHEEL
'Tlie Ma.'ion Regulator k Eng, Co., Ltd.. Monljeal.

Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., New Bedford. Mass.

VALVES, FOOT
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
Empire '.Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Smart-Turner Machin"? Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VALVES, GATE
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
.Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Torontc-.

MoAvity & Sons. T., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont.

VALES, HYDRAULIC
YamaU-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa

VALVES. MULTIPORT
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

VALVES, NON-RETURN STOP
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Montreal.

VALVES, RELIEF
Tlie ilasou Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co., Boston.
Mass.

McAvity & Sons, T.. St John, N.B.

VALVES. REDUCING
The .Ma^ou Regulator iVc Eng. Co., Ltd.. MontreaL
.Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd,, Toronto-
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que

,
D'Este C!o., Julian, Boston. Mass.
Leitch Co., Arthur S., Toronto, Ont
Liberty Mfg. Co., Pitt^urg, Pa.
.Mason Regulator Oo., Ba«t4ai, liaaa.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg, Co., Toronto.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont

VALVES, STANDARD, GLOBE ANGLE
AND CHECKS
sShell Bar Hoico Supply, Ltd.. Torontc.

Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont,

VALVES, POP
Tire ..Ma.son Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Monloreal.

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Lt*l., Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
MoAvity & Sons, T.. St John. N.B.

VALVES, PUMP
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Qut.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Smart-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VALVES, SAFETY THROTTLE
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerrllle. Oni.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O,
McAvity & Sons, T., St John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

VALVES. STEAM
Empire 'Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London, Ont,.

WASTE
Shell Bar Boico Suiy|>l,v, Ltd.. Toronto.

WATER COLUMNS. GAGES
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que,

WATER GAUGES, STANDARD, EXTRA
HEAVY AND AUTOMATIC
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

WATER SOFTENING SYSTEMS
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons. Pittsburgh, P*.

Canadian .Ulis-Chalmcis, Ltd., Torontf..

WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., Londoij. Ont

WATER HEATERS AND WHISTLES
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont.

WELDING COMPOUND
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.

WHISTLES
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

WHEEL TANKS (LUBRICATING OIL AND
GASOLINE)
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F, , Toronto, Oni,
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Don't clog your mind wheels up with the nnud of unreliable out-of-date reading.

Get the latest technical information on Power House Equipment by reading POWER
HOUSE, Canada's only paper devoted entirely to the practical engineer's interests
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TRADE

JENKINS
MARK

Pay You to Make
a Change!

Are your pipe lines equipped with ordinary

valves? Are they giving faulty service? It

would pay to make a change. Adopt a make
of valves that have stood the test of time

and shown themselves to be thoroughly de-

pendable year in and year out—adopt

Jenkins Bros.
Type "K" Brass
and Iron Body
Gate Valves

—the Valves with the DIAMOND Trade Mark.

It is the sign of valve dependability. When
you adopt valves bearing the DIAMOND you

may rest assured that you have done the ut-

most to secure perfect valve service.

Type "K" Brass Gate Valves are made of new
high-grade metal. The body, trimmings and

working parts are strong, and well propor-

tioned. Type "K" Iron Body Gate Valves, too,

excel in design and construction; they are

leaders in their class.

Jenkins Bros.' Valves are approved by Depart-

ment of Public Works in Ontario and Western
Provinces. Stocked by first-class dealers every-

where. Catalogue No. 8 free on request.

Fig. 300

Type "K" Brass Gate Valve
Screwed

rRADE

lENKINS^ Jenkins ^ros. LIMITED

Head Office and Works:
103 St. Remi Street.

Montreal, Canada

Agencies in all the

Principal Countries

of the World

European Branch:

6 Great Queen 5t,. Kingsway.
London.' W.C. 2, England

TRAC

:jenkins:



ENGINEERS'
Supplies

J

All that can be desired in Quality,

Reliability and Service.

Send us your enquiries on any line or lines

in vvhich you are interested, whether

ENGINEERS* SUPPLIES,
BRASS GOODS,
PIPE FITTINGS

or TOOLS
MORRISON'S

High Pressure Injector
Is (he Acme of Simplicity

And it works under a greater

range of pressures than any
other injector on the market,
operating perfectly on steam
pressures from 20 to 220 lbs. It

delivers hot water to boiler at

160 degrees to 212 degrees Fah.,

according to temperature of

feed water and steam pressure.

200 degrees to 212 degrees can

always be delivered at nearly all

pressures over 50 lbs., by throt-

tling suction valve and deliver-

ing the minimum capacity.

Over 40 years' experience and continuous

effort to produce steam goods for far-

reaching service and satisfaction and an
unconditional guarantee stands back of

every line that we sell.

The

Guarantee *:i(fMk^ of Quality

The James Morrison Brass Mfg. Company, Limited
93-97 Adelaide Street West, Toronto, Canada
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Does the Work of

from 6 to 12 Men
It has proven to be one of the greatest labor and

time savers in storing and reclaiming, in loading and
unloading cars, trucks and wagons. It keeps equip-

ment moving. Enables men to work faster and easier.

Eliminates much shovel and wheelbarrow work. Does
three to five days' work in one.

The Scoop Conveyor has been adopted by over 1,000

leading American manufacturers, contractors and coal

dealers because it is durable, light, compact, easily

moved around and low in cost. About one-half of our

sales are "repeat orders."

It is called "Scoop Conveyor" because the carrying belt receives

its load over a scoop which can be pushed or completely buried into

the material to be conveyed.

Write for our Twenty Pace Folder.

Portable Machinery Co.
PASSAIC, N. J.

I
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Steam Trap Losses
Should Be Classed as Unnecessary

Steam trap losses contribute largely each year to plant
operating' cost. In terms of lost time, too frequent adjust-

ments, blowing off, steam leakage, they represent repeated
waste. These have been entirely eliminated—and time
losses changed into steam savings — where the Johns-
Manville Steam Trap is used.

This trap has but three parts—a body, bushing, and
hollow ball. When there is no condensate to discharge,
steam pressure in the trap holds the ball against the

discharge orifice—the only point where there's unbalanced
steam pressure. As water flows into the trap, the ball

is rolled up, the unobstructed orifice is exposed, and water
is discharged. This discharge is continuous as long as
water flows to the trap. If air is present it is drawn
out through vortices formed at the discharge orifice.

There are no levers, counterweights, springs, or other
'fixin's." It is the most simple and efficient trap made,
and absolutely tamper-proof. Ask our nearest branch for
special bulletin—it can solve your trap troubles.

Canadian Johns-Manville Co.

Limited

Montreal Toronto Vancouver Winnipeg
Hamilton London Ottawa

^^^^r \ Temperature Ccmenu.

JOHNSgMANVILLE
SteamTrap
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BOILERS
Waterous Horizontal Return

Tubular Boilers are unexcelled

for use in municipal power and
pumping plants and for the pro-

duction of steam for general heat-

ing purposes.

They are economical of fuel

—

carry a big reserve steam pressure

for use in emergencies— can be

used with hard and dirty water

and are readily cleaned and easily

taken care of. They cost little

new—their upkeep and mairiten-

ance expense is negligible.

We build all sizes from 40 x 10

to 72' x 18 , and sup-

ply them complete for

any i n s t a 1 1 a t i on,

whether for power
production or f or

heating systems.

Our numerous in-

stallations in Provin-

cial and Municipal
institutions through-

out Canada vouch
for the quality of our
product.

Boilers in stock.
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^^Be Sure the Jeffery Pivoted Bucket

Carrier is Included in the Budget/'

says the Chief Engineer
"You know that ever since the war started what a hard
time we've had to keep men in the power plant. You
see they did not like the hard, dusty job of wheeling
ashes and with the opportunity of having easier work
and better wages, you can't blame them for getting
out.

"The tremendous job of reconstruction will con-
tinue to create a great demand for labor. An-
other point to consider is that we are planning
to overhaul the power plant completely. I am
sure the JEFFREY Carrier will prove one of the
most economical features we have ever
installed.

"By the way, we should have
Catalog No. 210-2 describing the
Carrier on file here. I'll write for
a copy to-day."

The Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Canadian Branch &Warerooms

MONTREAL

POWER HOUSE, May 5. 1919, Vol. XII., No. 6. Published semi-monthly at 143-153 University Ave., Toronto. Canada. Subscription price in CaoadR. $1.00;
in United States, $1.50. Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office Department, Ottawa, Canada. Entered as second-class matter July 1. 1912. it

the Post Office at Buffalo, under the Act of March 3rd, 1879.
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Nine Points of Superiority

SUPERIOR finish of a valve is not enough. It must

be superior in many ways. It must be superior in

strength and durability. It must be superior in

workmanship. It must stand every test imposed upon

it, before passed.

EMCO Composition Disc Valves have nine points

of superiority as the accompanying illustration will

show.

The design is approved and registered in the

Provinces of the Dominion by Inspectors of Steam
Boilers for a working pressure of 175 pounds. They
are made of the best Bronze Metal. Each valve is

subjected to a thorough hydraulic test before leaving

the factory.

Look for the word "EMCO" on each valve.

We can make prompt deliveries. Write for

prices, etc.

Registered in the following

Provinces as follows:

GLOBE VALVE A840

British Columbia. . .No. 2590

Alberta No. 1102

Saskatchewan No. 2365

Ontario No. 1755

LOMC tMRCAD ON BON««r' , i
10 ALLOW fon —
TI&HrtNINC OP 'ACKJt.t I

HFAVY UNIFyftM BODY

EMPIRE MANUFACTURING CO., Limited
LONDON and TORONTO, CANADA
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Contra-Flow
Steam Boilers

(Equipped with Crude Orl Burners)

SAVE ONE-SEVENTH THE SPACE OF THE OR-
DINARY BOILER.

NO BRICKWORK IS NECESSARY.

COST OF OPERATION LOWER THAN ANY KNOWN
POWER PRODUCER.

Water enters near the stack and leaves in the form
of steam near the furnace.

No water drum. Circulation is through water tubes
and is forced at a high velocity by means of a
pump.

No Steam Drum.

By preventing gravity circulation the steam is drawn
directly from the lower tubes.

The boiler is internally fired, and hence self-con-
tained. Feed water and fuel burners are auto-
matically controlled to adjust the boiler to widely
varying demands for steam.

Head of Boiler Casing Removed

Tubes easily replaced under reduced steam pressure.

Write for Catalogue B.

Canadian Manufacturers and Sales Office:

Montreal General Tool Co., Ltd.

675 Notre Dame, Maisonneuve

MONTREAL, P.Q.

Babbitt
Adjustable

SPROCKET RIM
with Chain Guide

Fits any valve: nothing com-
plicated, no rods, no handles.

WTIITB FOR CAT.\IXX).

BABBITT STEAM
SPECIALTY CO.

New Bedford Mass.

Canadian .Agents:

Ensrg. Specialties Co.
Toronto, Ont.

Jenkins Bros.

300 W. Lake Street

Chicago, III.

MASON
Reducing Valves

Pump Regulator
Balanced Valves
Damper Regulators

If you order a Mason
you will get absolute
satisfaction. This we
guarantee you. You
simply cannot make a

mistake.
Dependable regulation
under every possible

condition.

Our complete catalog tells you
WHY. Let us mail you a copy.

Mason Regulator Company
BOSTON, MASS.

TORONTO RErRESENTATIVES:
The Arthur S. Leitch Ca.,

S06 Kent Bids.. Toronto.
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Cochrane Heater and Receiver

for use with exhaust heating
and drying systems.

Run vrnl pipe at least ten (eel higher than top

of exhaust head on main exhaust pipe
as shown

Exhaust to

healing or
drying system

Cold water supply

Trap discharge

SrrcU' thermometer
into pipe as close In

heater as possible

To ,
Boiler

Gravity returns from
heating system

Value of a Cochrane
Feed Water Heater

Heating boiler feed water by means of exhaust steam effects

a very considerable saving in fuel. The heat imparted to the
water in the feed-water heater takes the place of an equivalent
amount of heat from fuel on the grates. If the water is heated
from 60° to 210° F., the fuel saving amounts to, approximately,
14%, or 1% of fuel is saved for each 11° F. rise in the temperature
of the water.

The importance of having the right kind of feed-water heater
is shown by the fact that a difference of 1, 2 or 3% of the yearly
fuel bill will, in most cases, cover the entire cost of a heater of

any type. For example, a
500 H.P. plant running 10
hours, 310 days per year,
will use about 3,100 tons
of coal per year, worth, at

$3 per ton, $9,300. One
per cent, of this is $93,
and if we assume the in-

terest charge on the
heater to be 5%, and de-
preciation, maintenance,
etc., to be 10%, making al-
together 15%, the $93 or
more with a Cochrane
Heater will save over a
closed heater for instance
will justify the investment
of $93--.15, or $620, that
is, $93 is the annual
charge on $620 at the rate
of 15%. If 2% is saved
by the Cochrane Heater
over the saving by the
closed heater, the excess
value of the Cochrane
Heater over the closed
heater will be doubled,
that is, it will be $1,240.

No saving of fuel is

realized where the water
is heated by an injector or
by a live-steam purifier,
since both devices first

draw from the boiler the
heat which is to be im-
parted to the water,
whereas in the exhaust-
steam heater a waste pro-
duct is utilized.

The use of exhaust
steam for heating the
boiler feed water adds to
the boiler steaming capa-
city; since, as part of the
heat is supplied to the
water in the heater, the
boiler is able to make
more steam with a given
amount of heat supplied
by the fuel. Roughly, six
boilers and a Cochrane
Heater will make as much
steam, with less fuel and
labor, as seven boilers
without a heater.

Cochran*
Oil

Separator

Dttp

Set heater on foundation
so that pump supply opening on heater is at least three feet

above suction valves on pump.

SERIES---FEED WATER HEATER
to Heater. Independent Cochrane Oil Separator in

COCHRANE 5000

Method of making Exhaust Connections
Horizontal Line Leading to Heating System

CANADIAN ALLIS-CHALMERS, Limited
Head Office: TORONTO

Branch Offices: Montreal, Quebec, Halifax, Sydney, St. John, Ottawa, Hamilton, London,
Cobalt, South Porcupine, Winnipeg, Calgary, Edmonton, Nelson, Vancouver and Victoria
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ANDERSON
OIL FILTER

Cuts Oil Expenses in Half
How much oil is going to waste in

your plant?—lost on tke floors,

soaked up in rags and waste?
Stop this dead loss! Cut your
oil expenses in half! It is easily
done. Place drip pans beneath
engines and machinery. Then
pass this oil through the Ander-
son Filter and you will have oil

just as clean and as pure as the
new oil you purchase.

You can use oil over and over again with
the Anderson on the job. No other filter

will do the work like it.

Pay you to install the Anderson without
delay. Let us hear from vou and we
will give you the full details.

The V. D. Anderson Co.
West 96th St., CLEVELAND, Ohio

Cyclone
Grates

607. Air Space and 90'A

Underdraught
Insure combustion that is perfect. For this reason soft

coal, the highest grade hard coal or cheap screen-

ings can be burned on Cyclone Grates with abso-

lutely no clinker formation and positively no

OSS of fuel energy.

Your engineer can install Cyclone Grates

without, delay or trouble, and the .30-

day trial offer period is long enough

to prove their worth to you.

The Canadian Steam

Boiler Equipment Co.

Limited

Sole Makers for Canada
20 McCee Si., Tsronio, Ont.

\(;l-;.\TS; S(. .lohn. N.n.

:

F. W. Bliizanl. 329 0»i»r-

li>tt<- SI. ; Mmitrcal. Mason
IlesulAtor Co.. I.ta.. -St.

.laiiiis St. : H.iniilliMi. Robt.
FitMinimons. 8 Orove St.:

WiimiiHV. Vulcan Iron

W .M-ks: Ottawa. J. W. An-
R<nMn '. Bank St.
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Belliss & Morcom, Ltd.
Engines and Air Compressors

Belliss Engines at Verdun, P.Q-. Waterworks

Steam and Exhaust Turbines
Diesel Eng^ines, Air Compressors
Condensing Plants, Steam Engmes

Heanan Refuse|Destructors

Air and Water Coolers

Dynamometers

Paterson Water Softening Plants

Centrifugal Pumps

LAURIE & LAMB
Engineers

211 BOARD OF TRADE BLDG. - ' - MONTREAL
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GARLOCK PACKINGS

Dust and grit are as injurious to piston rods as inferior and

poorly lubricated packing. All styles of Garlock Ring Packing

are enclosed in press-board tubes and are packed in cartons

that are practically dust-proof, which not only prevents accu-

mulation of dirt and grit on the packing but likewise prevents

drying out of the lubrication.

On the blank lines of the label attached to the end of each box

of Garlock Packing are entered the name of the rod for which

the packing is intended and the order numbers, section number
and style number of packing, which enable a customer to re-

order a box of packing without remeasuring the rod and without

likelihood of making mistakes in specifications.

Our packings are hilled at net weights ; the weights of boxes

and tubes are not included.

The Garlock Packing Company
HAMILTON, CANADA

BRANCHES :

Montreal, Quebec - - 409 Shaughnessy Building

Toronto, Ontario - 404 Continental Life Building

Winnipeg, Manitoba ----- Gait Building

Calgary, Alberta - - - 211 Eight Avenue West
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DEPARTMENT

In the LARGEST and MOST MODERN PLANT in the

WORLD, building Insulated DOORS and allied products

exclusively, we are building what we KNOW to be THE BEST
INVESTMENT FOR THE USER and the universally recog-

nized WORLD'S STANDARD DOORS. In verification:—

THE HARRIS ABATTOIR CO.,
Ltd., Canada.

' Our Coolers and Freezers are
mostly equipped with your doors.
In fact we adopted It as Standard
throughout our plant, as we find

them substantially made and the
iytsulation perfect. We also find

the Hardware stands up better
than on any other door we have
seen or tried."

I.OUISVIL.LE SOAP CO..

I/oulsYllle, Ky.

"Coolers at one of our plants
are equipped with your doors,
which have given us such satis-
faction ice wish to improve the
doors at ou:r old plant. We would
not be warranted In throwing out
the doors but would like the type
hardware yon supply."

THE WASHINGTON MARKET.
Washington, D.C.

"The doors supplied by you. In

use at both plants, have been in

every uay satisfactory, and we
think the Jamison door is the best
on the market."

Read 'em again men—analyze them! Acquaint yourself

fully with our method of construction through latest

catalog No. 8.

Jamison Cold Storage Door Company
Formerly Jones Cold Door Co. HAGERSTOWN, M.D., U.S.A.

RtMil^fnt Machinery
Built in any capacity that you desire. HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL
Our SMALL MACHINES have the same "regularity of Oper-
ation," "RehabiHty" and "Efficiency" as our large ones.

AMMONIA FITTINGS, CONDENSERS, BRINE COOLERS,
ETC.

Our Machines are in daily operation in Canada
CORLISS and POPPET VALVE ENGINES

The Vilter Manufacturing Company
242 Beecher St. - - - Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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ICE PLANTS equipped with
FRICK Ice-Making Machinery will go a long way
in supplying this season's enormous demand for Ice.

Durable and Efficient under heavy loads FRICK Machines
maintain their superiority established 37 years ago.

Ask for a copy of our

list of users covering 48

pages of satisfied cus-

tomers—also your copy

of "Ice and Frost." BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

Canadian Representative : FRICK Ice and Refrigeration Co.,

WA Y N E SB OR O. PA. U. S.A.
ice MACHINERY SUPERlda SINCE IBBS

There is a FRICK Ma-
chine for every refrig-

erating purpose — all

types: Vertical—Hori-

zontal—Absorption.

Montreal

1,000 % on the Investment

Suppose you have a 3-ineh brine line in

your plant, 120 feet long, carrying brine at

15° F. If it were insulated with the proper

thickness of

Nonpareil Cork Covering
For Cold Pipes and Tanks

at least $216.00 worth of refrigeration would be
saved per year, figuring the cost of refrigeration at

75 cents per ton.

Now it is not at all uncommon for Nonpareil
Cork Covering to give continuous, satisfactory ser-

vice for at least ten years, if properly installed and
cared for. Therefore, during its lifetime the cov-
ering would save $2,160.00—which at present
prices for Nonpareil Cork would represent a
return of over 1000 per cent, on the original
investment.

Nonpareil Cork Covering installed in 1903 in the

Sinton Hotel, Cincinnati, Ohio. This photograph was
taken 11 years later and shows the Nonpareil Cork tu

be in perfect condition.

This shows clearly the advantage of

insulating your cold pipes with a mate-
rial that is not only efficient at the start,

but which will retain its efficiency and
will withstand hard service for long
periods. Each year that covering keeps
the heat out and the refrigeration in,

means just that much money in your
pocket.

In the 64 page book, " Nonpareil Cork Covering for Cold Pipes ," there are complete tables -ivhi'Ji

make It easy for you to figure out hoav much refrigeration Nonpareil Co> k ixjill save in

your plant. A copy of the book tvill be sent free of charge on request.

ARMSTRONG CORK & INSULATION COMPANY
504 McGill Building, Montreal, Que., Canada

Also Manufacturers of Nonpareil Corkboard for Cold Storage Rooms.
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Quality Products Leave No! Regrets
York Ice-making and Refrigerating Machinery is not made
to fit the price. We have a standard of quality and service
which has been maintained ever since the York Organization
was started.

It is betraying no secret to say that many owners of ice-

making and refrigerating plants have expressed to us, by
word and letter, their keen regret at having turned down
a York contract because the price seemed too high.

Price is a poor gage to use in buying such important equip-
ment as Ice-Making and Refrigerating Machinery. Confidence
is a better one. You know from your own experience that
business born of confidence begets new business.

No customer can truthfully say that the York Organization
ever tried to take advantage of him. It is on this basis
that we have been selling our products, and it is for this
reason that we have been successful.

An inquiry from you will be appreciated. You are not
obligated to buy York equipment until you are satisfied

as to its quality and our good intentions.

YORK MANUFACTURING CO.
(Ice-Making and Refrigerating Machinery exclusively)

YORK, PA.
Canadian Repretentatioet

Canadian Ice Machine Company
WINNIPEG
85 Lombard St.

TORONTO
82 Chestnut St.

MONTREAL
304 Craig St. West

CALGARY
605 Second St.

Pure Corkboard
Made in Canada

A New and Important Source of Supply

All buyers know that the sources of supply
of pure Compressed Corkboard and Granu-
lated Cork are few—too few—and the output
entirely inadequate at time-s—an unhealthy
situation for the buyers.

Therefore, >ou have special interest in

this new and important source of .mppli/,

large in volume, fine in quality and right in
price.

It offers you added seciiritu both as to cost

and deliveries.

Pure Corkboanl is now a necessity to ibo
refrigerating inchistries, which use many
millions of square feet yearly in the insula-
tion of more than eighty per cent, of new
construction and repair work.

We are prepared to handle your complete require-
ments, either for material only or installed In
your building. Write us to-day and we will gladly
give you full information and quotations.

Canadian Corkboard Cl^
Head Office: 17 Adelaide St. East, TORONTO

Works at Port Colborne, Ont.

Get The Most Out Of It

"In every business club you will usually
find tw^o classes of members, those who
get nothing out of their membership and
those who find it the best investment
they ever made." (Class).

But the man who gets nothing out usu-
ally puts nothing in but his application
and fee.

Are you getting all you can out of your
investment in POWER HOUSE?
Here's an engineer who is: "I consider
POWER HOUSE the best paper in Can-
ada, as it touches on local power plant
equipment and problems as no other
paper does for the engineers."

Another engineer writes that by study-
ing the editorial pages he gets great help
and by reading the advertising pages he
learns all about the latest equipment. He
says: "The circulars about new equip-
ment usually are kept in the offices, but
POWER HOUSE reaches the engineer
straight."

Get the most out of Power House
by reading it from cover to cover.
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^The All-round Boiler Room
Instrument

—

The Fireman's Guide

THE IMPROVED

BLONCK
Boiler Efficiency Meter

Let us demonstrate this meter to you at your

plant, or at our office. We have a model boiler

and an actual meter, and can demonstrate all

conditions that take place in the furnace. Let
us show you how the BLONCK will save

money, worry and trouble.

Keep perfect tab on steam generated or steam
sold by installing a

REPUBLIC FLOW METER
Republic Flow Meters for measuring air, gas
and water will prove an economical and profit-

able investment.
Republic Flow Meters appeal to engineers be-
cause of their accuracy and easy reading.

For full particulars, write

—

Sole Ontario Representatives:

E. J. PHILIP & SONS
103 Hamilton Trust BIdg. Toronto, Ont.

Republic Flow Meters
[For Steam, Water, Air or Gas

Stokers, Turbo-Blowers, Power jPlant Appliances

Kieley & Mueller
Specialties
Regulating Valves
Back Pressure Valves
Pump Governors
Separators
Traps

FOR EVERY SERVICE
SALES ENGINEERS

THE ARTHUR S. LEITCH CO.
TORONTO

Firing that is Different
WITH the RILEY STOKER the

coal is fed—the fire cleaned—the
ash discharged, continuously and automa-

tically. All done without waste or
effort, efficiently and economically.

It is not only the things the RILEY STOKER
does but the way it does them. For instance,
when steam is wanted quickly and time is

precious, you can get this steam instantly and
economically by increasing the motion of the
grates.

With the first turn of the cranks the grates
start moving—the whole fuel bed is thrown
into action. There is no watching or waiting

—

poking nor slicing—the stoker responds in-

stantly and in two or three minutes the boiler

will be operating at 200 or 250 'A of rating.

It is this kind of flexibility that saves not
only for the central station but for the indus-
trial plant.

Riley Stoker Catalog HR-5 sent on request

For informalion on Murphy Automatic Furnaces for

small boilers, see April 25th advertisement or send

for Murphy Furnace Catalog H M-5.
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The Quality Standard That
Produces "Plus Service Belting

The only sure way to get satisfactory service is to buy products of known
worth.
In Dominion Rubber System Belting, the worth is known because every
ounce of material—each individual operation and each finished belt must
test up to the highest quality standard ever made for belting.

From the time the materials come into our factory until the belt is running
on your pulleys, there is no chance of your getting anything but "plus ser-

vice" belting.

This is the result of over fifty years of belt making experience and research
by the oldest, largest and most completely equipped rubber organization in

Canada.
The rubber that goes into Dominion Friction Surfacing Belting is not a mere
waterproofing substance—our chemists have given it a far greater value by
making it into a friction compound that prevents practically all power wast-
age on the pulleys.

"Plus service" includes the free technical advice of our belting engineers
who are ready to help you with your transmission and conveying problems
without placing you under obligation to us.

" A phone call, wire or letter to our nearest branch places all of our facili-

ties at your disposal.

Halifax,

St. John,

Quebec,

Montreal,

Ottawa,

Service Branches:

Toronto, Fort William, Edmonton,

Hamilton, Winnipeg, Calgary,

London, Brandon, Lethbridge,

Kitchener, Regina, Vancouver,

North Bay, Saskatoon, Victoria.

IIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllH^
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The Only Way
Efficiency—that's the word. But it must become a reality in equipment and

service, otherwise it is meaningless. We find that the engineers are definitely

interested in everything that will contribute to their personal efficiency in

knowledge and mechanical achievement. Every man wants to be and do his

best. The day for the man who "don't care" is gone.

Our investigations have resulted in the conclusion that the editorial and ad-

vertising pages of POWER HOUSE have definitely contributed to the de-

velopment of the engineer. We know of many instances where the advance-

ment of men was the result very largely of their studying the editorial and
advertising pages of POWER HOUSE. They have said so.

A well-known engineer in Hamilton, Ontario, wrote us on April lo, as fol-

lows .
^ , ;.,^-jg^j»ttx,»-M<-'«<i»fc,^.

"/ think the advertisements are good and I read them
all the time. If it were not for the advertisements an

engineer would not be able to keep up-to-date on

new equipment. It is about the only way that ive

learn about anything new. Circulars are mostly

kept in the offices."

The latter part of this letter is significant—and shows the value of advertisers

using their space for the purpose of presenting the merits of their products

—

the story really reaching the men who ought to be acquainted with the name
and line. The engineer's influence on the buying of equipment must be ap-

preciated. Their opinion is largely the basis of decision on the selection of

equipment. The other day we saw two engineers in the office of a leading

manufacturer of boiler room equipment, and they were making the decision

regarding the merits of the article, and were recommending the purchase to

the general manager of their plant. They were both readers of POWER
HOUSE and the article was an advertised product. POWER HOUSE is the

reader's one sure avenue of reliable information regarding efficiency in equip-

ment and service.
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REES RoTURBo
Pumping Machinery

Is in use all over the World in Waterworks, Mines,
Power Stations, Irrigation Works, Pulp and
Paper Mills, Salt, Chemical and General

Industrial Plants where highest effici-

ency, reliability and the best class

of Engineering are demanded.

Illustrating Sectional View Type, B.2 Multi-Stage Rees Koturbo Patent Pressure Chamber Pomp.

REES RoTURBo Pumps provide a high and sustained efficiency over a wide range of

duties. This means a very noticeable saving in power costs.

The Self-Regulating feature of RoTURBo design is responsible for this saving, and
this same feature protects your Prime Mover from overloads on a decreased pressure

head, eliminating expensive delays and costly repairs.

Our RoTURBo Pump and Condenser Catalogues, full of valuable information, are

yours for the aisking.

Sole Canadian Manufacturers

The Goldie & McCulloch Co., Ltd.

Head'Office and Works, GALT, ONTARIO, CANADA
Toronto Office

Suite'1101.2,

Bank ofiHamllton BId'g

Western Branch i

248 McDermott Ave.

Winnipeg/Man.

Quebec Agents :

Ross & Greig,

400 St. James St.

Montreal, Que.

British Columbia A^snta :

Robt. Hamilton & Co.
Vancouver, B.C.
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The Plant of the Western Canada Power Company
A Hydro-Electric Plant in British Columbia Operating at 125

ft. Head, Supplies Vancouver With Power for Industrial Pur-

poses—'Provision for Extension Has Been Made

By F. C. PERKINS

THE accompanying illustrations

show the hydro electric plant of

the Stave Falls water power; de-

velopment in the Province of British

Columbia and the hydraulic turbines

and electric generators in service. It

may be stated that the Western Canada
Power Company, Limited, was formed

for the purpose of supplying power for

industrial purposes in Vancouver and

the vicinity, so as to encoura"-e th<-

establishment of factories, and in suf-

ficient quantity to meet any demand
that the growth of Vancouver may de-

velop. Several years ago the company
took over the property and franchises

of the stave Lake Power Company, Ltd.,

which had secured a charter fr=om the

Government of the Province of British

Columbia, giving it the right to develop

power on the Stave River, and to dis-

tribute power oveT^ the whole of the dis-

trict surrounding Vancouver, and had

also secured franchises for the sale of

power for industrial purposes in Van-

couver and New Westminster.

The Stave Lake
Power Company had *
in the course of sev-

eral years done a con-

siderable amount of

preliminary work at

the Stave River, in-

cluding the establish-

ment of a gauging
station, the building

of roads and camps,

and the partial con-

struction of a log

sluice dam. The West-
ern Canada Power
Company, Ltd., com-
menced the construc-

tion of a 50,000 h.p.

power plant, and the

first section of this

house, comprising two
units of 9,000 K.W.
capacity each, was
completed and power
was delivered in Vancouver on January
1st. 1912.

The site of the power development is

at Stave Falls, about six miles north
from the junction of the Stave and
Fraser Rivers at Ruskin, B.C., and
thirty-five miles east of the City of Van-

couver. The mountains forming the

watershed are granite; they rise high

above the timber line, and are covered

with snow and small glaciers. The up-

per river is a lar;ge glacier-fed stream,

and several smaller streams empty into

the lake, some coming direct from the

glaciers on the high mountains on the

west side of the lake.

It is of interest to note that the lake

is nine miles long and about a mile or

more wide. The east and west shores

are precipitous, but at the head and
foot there are large areas of low lying

land, which are flooded during high

water. From the foot of the lake to the

Stave Falls the river is seven miles

long, about two miles of this having
been rapids, with a total fall of 11 feet,

the rest being navigable at all stages

of the river and having practically no
fall. At the falls and the rapids, in the

immediate vicinity of Stave Falls, the

rjver drops 80 feet, and then continues

on its course over a series of rapids fov

POWER HOUSE, STAVE LAKE.

a distance of four miles, finally de-

bouching through a narrow granite

gorge into a tidewateil basin, where it

joins the Fraser River.

The total fall from the original low
water level of the lake to tidewater wiis

225 feet, and when the dam which ha^

now been constructed, has been in-

creased to its full height, the water will

be ijaised -SS feet above the low water
level. The dam forms a lake extending
from Stave Falls to the upper end of

Stave Lake, a distance of 18 miles. The
area of the lake at the present height
of the dam is about 13 miles, and when
t!ie dam is completed to its full height
th-^ area will be 24 square acre feet,
which is large enough to store the flood
V atci- Fo that the total mean flow of
the river will be made available for the
generation of power. Daily gauge
records of the flow have been kcjit for
over six years; during the past three
..enrs a careful series of hydraulic ob-
servations have been made, and the
mean flow has been found to be 3,500
cubic feet per second that can be util-
ize I for the purpose of generating
power.

The total fail from lake to tidewater
will eventually be made use of in two
power houses; the upper plant, which is

now in operation, utilizing 125 feet

_ maximum and 105

] feet minimum head,
and the lower plant
utilizing the balance.
The site of the first

development w a s

chosen in the vicinity
of Stave Falls; at
this point the river is

divided into two
branches by a rocky
island half a mile
long, admirably
adapted for the con-
struction of forebay
and intake works,
while an old channel,
known as the Blind
Slough, with a rocky
bed some 600 feet

wide at a higher level

than the bed of the

existing river, pre-

sents a most excellent

site for a dam to provide for the flood

discharge.

The second development will consist

of a dam 160 feet higher at the highest

point, built in a narrow gauge between
to form a reservoir about three miles

long, backing the water up to the tail-
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race of the upper plant. The power
house will be located to the east of the
dam, with its tailrace on tidewater,
within sight of the main line of the
Canadian Pacific Railway, and the pen-
stocks for the turbines will be laid in

tunnels about 1,600 feet long.

This remarkable power plant, as it

now stands, consists of a sluice dam 40
feet high, provided with five sluice ways
22 feet wide to take care of the flood

discharge; a solid concrete intake dam,
two 14 feet 6 inches steel penstocks,

with provision for two more, a power
house, with two 10,000 K.W. units and
provision for extension of two more, and
a tailrace channel 1,500 feet long, ex-

cavated in the old bed of the river.

The sluice dam, which was partially

built by the Lake Stave Power* Com-
pany, consists of four concrete piers 8

feet wide, with two abutment piers, the

spaces between the piers being filled

with 24-inch stop logs, 24 feet long,

which can be removed by means of

water. The intake work consists of a

solid concrete dam about 70 feet high

at its lowest point, imbedded in which
are the four steel penstocks, which are

belled out to 19 feet diameter at their

entrance, and taper down to 14 feet 6

inches in diameter where they leave the

dam. The entrance to these penstocks

are closed by steel radial gates, closing

an opening approximately 20 feet

square, and designed to operate under a

maximum head of 45 feet. These gates

are opeifated by electric winches set on

the top of the dam. There are also two
42-inch exciter penstocks, which are

closed by radial gates.

In front of the radial gates are set

screens of very large area. No special

precautions are taken to protect the

screens from ice, as it is a peculiar con-

dition of the Stave River that no ice

ever forms, even at times when zero

weather obtains for as much as a week.

The reason of the non-formation of ice

is that there is a large overflow from
the forests during the winter months
which raises the temperature of the
water. These dams are at present built

to such a height as to store the water
about 7 feet above the original low
water level of the lake. They arb being
raised this year, 1914, an additional 10

feet and next year they will be extended
another 25 feet in height. The sluice

dam, which is being carried to its full

height, will be made into a solid dam,
and will no longer be used for flood dis-

charges.

In the new construction the dam which
is to be built across the Blind Slough
will consist of concrete piers 30 feet

high, making 14 sluice ways, each closed

by stop logs, which can be removed by
an electric winch. Provision will be
made in the design of these sluice-ways,

so that a stoney roller gate can be placed

in any of them if it should be advisable,

but the operation of the stop logs has
proved so economical and successful for

handling floods, that it is not likely

that more than one of the sluice-ways
will be closed by a stoney gate. The
Blind Slough dam will provide for a

maximum discharge of 100,000 cubic

feet per second. The foundations for the

power house were excavated in solid

rock. The total quantity of rock exca-

vation for the penstocks, power house
and tailrace amounted to 75,000 cubic

yards.

A tailrace canal, 70 feet wide, has
been designed to run 10 feet deep when
all four units in the power house are

in operation. In addition to the rock

excavation for the tailrace, some 75,000

cubic yards of sand, clay and boulders

were excavated by steam shovel. Just

below the power house a small V shaped
weir was built to hold the water to a
proper height to seal the draft tubes.

At present the flow of the river is rapid

from below the foot of the tailrace, but

when the lower plant is built, the water
will be backed up to this weir.

The foundations for the power house

are of solid concrete construction, and
the superstructure is a combined forma-
tion of steel and reinforced concrete.

The building is 100 feet wide by 90 feet

long. The turbine and generator room
is 75 feet by 90 feet, and a two storey

lean to 28 feet wide houses all the high

tension and low tension switches. The
control switchboard is on a gallery in a

lean-to at the end of the building. The
power house is now being extended 70

feet more for the installation of two new
units. In the power house are installed

at present two 10,000 K.V.A. ^-phase.

60-cycle, 4,400 volt generators, built by
the Canadian General Electric Co.,

driven by two 1?.,000 h.p. Francis type

turbines built by the Escher Wyss Com-
pany, of Zurich, Switzerland. Excita-

tion is provided by two 250 K.W. 125

volt generators, each driven by its own
turbine, and each capable of exciting

four machines.

The writer is indebted to J. T. John-

son, hydraulic engineer of the Dominion

Water Power Branch, for the accom-

panving photographs, and to Engineer

G. R. Conway for the detailed informa-

tion of this Canadian water power de-

STAVE LAKE
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Effective Transmission Most Essential to Economy
Treatment of Shafting, Pulleys and Belting is All-Important

—

Various Details of Designs and Installations, as Well as Operating
Features—Care of Belting and Proper Application of Dressing

By J. H. RODGERS

AMONG the many features involved

in the problem of production few
are more important than that of

effective transmission of power from the

primary unit to the machine that is per-

forming the work. Very frequently, out-

put is restricted owing to the failure of

some part of the power installation, or

the neglect in correcting some fault after

the same has become evident. Too much
attention cannot be given to this essen-

tial feature of plant operation. The
treatment accorded to shafting, pulleys

and belting, should be considered one of

the fundamental details upon which the
efficiency of the shop is based. No plant

can expect to maintain a high average
of production unless the transmission is

constantly kept in the best condition. To
accomplish this it is very advisable

—

and in large factories almost essential

—

to place the maintenance of this branch

of the work under the supervision of one
experienced party, a man that can give

his entire time to the work, and with as-

sistants if necessary. Where every ma-
chine operator is permitted to repair

his own belts, tighten or adjust pulleys,

effective operation is a doubtful factor.

While it may be true that some men are

thoroughly familiar with the peculiar and
ofttimes apparently insignificantfeatures

relative to belt repair and upkeep, it

is nevertheless good practice to have the

transmission maintenance in charge of a

man or gang especially selected for the
purpose. We say selected in preference

to appointed, as it is particularly ad-

visable that the men doing the work of

installation or repair, should know why
they are doing it as well as how they
are doing it. The various conditions un-

der which a belt man has to perform his

duties enables him from experience to

evolve ways and means to maintain the

maximum efficiency from the belts and

pulleys under his charge.

The compilation of the following ar-

ticle is the result of observation and ex-

perience in the use and abuse of trans-

mission equipment, and is here set forth

as an aid to those who have, or may have,

to do with the installation and subse-

quent repair and maintenance of shaft-

ing, pulleys, belts and accessories. In

the unit system of machine operation,

where each tool is driven by its own in-

dividual motor, the installation of over-

head shafting is seldom required, bu(

where the group system is adopted it

is invariably a necessity to have a line

of shafting to distribute the power to

the different machines located about the

shop. In general practice of to-day the

group drive is so proportioned that the

use of long lengths of shafting is vir-
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FIGURES 2. 8 AND 4

tually eliminated, and where main shafts

of excessive length are used it is con-

sidered an economic feature to arrange

the power distribution in such a way
as to minimize the torque throughout the

shaft. This twisting action may often

be so great as to develop a grave source

of annoyance and may eventually neces-

sitate the rearrangement of the drive to

overcome the trouble. Very frequently,

an installation of machinery may be made
in a plant, or additional units located in

available space, with but little thought of

the source or distribution of the power
required to operate the different ma-
chine tools.

Minimizing the Shaft Torque.

In determining the position of the ma-
chines in a group, or when adding a

tool to the existing equipment, the vol-

ume of power required to operate, and
the special purpose of the machine, are

two factors that should be given careful

consideration. If this is not done the

efficiency of the machine may fall below
expectations, and be prematurely con-

demned. Wherever possible—and it is

advisable in all cases—the heavier ma-
chines that require a proportionately

high percentage of power for their oper-

ation, and particularly in cases where
the consumption of power is spasmodi-
cally varied from light to heavy load,

should be located as near the source of

line shaft power as conditions will per-

mit. While no fixed rule can be applied
for installations of this character, owing
to the fact that no two plants are iden-

tical in their layout or production re-

quirements, a general recognition of

stabilized distribution would meet the

end desired in practically every instance.

It is seldom that the entire power de-

veloped by the engine or motor is con-

sumed in the operation of the equip-

ment, so that in initial installations al-

lowance is always made for subsequent
units to be operated from the primary
line shaft. The character of the motor
support is very important, but is de-

pendable upon local conditions. Good
results are obtained by locating the mo-
tor on the ceiling or on a specially con-

^/ct Engine
Prii/e Pulley.

structed concrete base. The former
practice provides more available floor

space, but the latter assures a more
stable foundation and more accessible

for repairs. Where a support of this

kind is not permissible, a substantial

timber framework may be constructed

to carry the motor, which may be lo-

cated on the floor, wall or ceiling. The
fundamental requirement, however, it

to have the support rigid enough to

eliminate all vibration, a condition that

is invariably the progenitor of many mo-
tor troubles.

Location of Motor Drive

It is good practice to locate the driv-

ing motor about midway of the line

shaft length, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

When delivering to, or taking power from
a line shaft, it is advisable to place the

pulley as close to the hanger as pos-

sible, and this rule applies in particular

to heavy drives or those where the ab-

sorption of power is intermittent, such

as the operation of machines requiring

a flywheel for stability, as in power
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presses, punching and shearing machines,

and like equipment. In placing machin-
ery in a shop it should be the practice

to locate the heavy tools close to the

main drive so that the twisting moment

operating various presses and other small

tools. To the right were a couple of

punch presses and a small draw press.

Adjoining the reduction coupling C, and
on the larger shaft, was the four foot

FIG.

in the shaft will be kept at the minimum,
the lightest tools being situated farthest

from the motor. Fig. 1 will serve as

a good example of the central drive

method; this shows the reducing value

of the power delivered when nearing the

extreme ends. This, however, is an ideal

condition and can only be taken as a

guide for an actual installation, theory

only serving as an assist to practical

adaptability.

When the drive is located at one end
of the shaft, as shown in Fig. 2, it is

imperative that the heavy machines be
placed at the motor end of the shop.

The farther such tools are situated from
the motor the greater the twisting mo-
ment of the shaft and the increased

possibility of line shaft. When main
shafts are of extreme length it would
be well to adopt a reducing size of shaft

to aid in overcoming the shaft torque.

An example of a line shaft drive that
should be avoided is shown in Fig. 3.

Here the drive is on the end, the diameter
of the shaft uniform throughout its en-

tire length, and the power delivered very
irregular, factors that would provide ex-
cellent opportunities for inefficient oper-
ation. The skeleton lines shov/ the va-
ried fluctuations in the power delivered,

and the great possibility of troublesome
torque is quite obvious.

Inefficient Installation.

A special instance of ineffective line

shaft drive is diagramatically illustrated

in Fig. 4. In prehistoric days this shaft
was driven by a steam unit belted to

the large 6 foot cast iron pulley A,
keyed to the length of 2V2 inch shaft.
The advent of the motor placed the en-
gine in the discard and the new source
of power was at the pulley B, the size
of the entire line shaft, apart from the
length above mentioned, being 2 1-16
inches in diameter. To the left of the
drive, pulley B was approximately 50
feet of shafting carrying pulleys for

pulley drive for the heavy drawing press.

When the latter was in operation, more
especially when on heavy dr iwn work, the

coupling C was a source of constant an-
noyance, giving out a continual squeak
when the full load came upon the press.

This particular trouble was laid to the

fact that the pulley A was out of bal-

ance and had an apparent oscillating

motion, due to its poor alignment. Its

removal was contemplated on different

occasions, but no determined effort was
made to do so. It is the writer's opin-
ion, however, that the primary cause of

the shaft trouble was the inefficient me-

ated the large draw press, could not be
kept tight on the shaft and would per-

sist in slipping when the extreme
load came upon the press; this slip was
invariably accompanied by the usual
squeak. This pulley was of the wood
split type but persistent tightening of
the clamping bolts was of no avail. Sand
paper and emery cloth was tried between
the bushings but only provided a tem-
porary relief. Holes one-quarter inch
in diameter were then drilled in the shaft
at either side of the pulley and in line,

and a 3/16 inch strip of steel placed be-
tween the two halves of the pulley, this

being the available space after the clamp
bolts were tightened. On either end of
this strip was a short tit about % inch

long, that entered the holes drilled in the
shaft. The clamp bolts were used as a

backing to support the steel strip. This
served the purpose for a short time but
eventually the end tits were sheared off.

The final and effective repair is shown in

Fig. 5. Two collars B were provided,

open on the side for placing over the

shaft, and the gaps filled with the piece

C, fitted with the tee slots D; the two
parts secured by the bolt E. The steel

strip A, located as in the previous case,

entered a slot X milled in each collar.

When in position the collars were secur-

ed to the shaft by the set screws F. A
general view of the repair is shown at G.

Belts Require Proper Care

Few details in connection with manu-
facturing receive less considerate aiten
tion than that of the belting that trans-

fers the power from the line shaft to

the various machines. Many men think
that all that is required is a tight belt

and all their troubles are over. If the
belt is slack, take a piece out and re-

MAIN DRIVE WELL PROTECTED BY GUARD

thod of the drive itself, and the location

of the heavy draw press in relation to

the motor drive.

Cure for Slipping Pulley

In addition to the trouble arising in

the coupling C, the pulley D, that oper-

lace the belt. Very good, if this is done
w;th a knowledge of the necessary re-

quirements. Few men will deny the ad-

vantages accruing from a well spliced

endless belt, but how many of such belts

will one see in the average shop, apart
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from those used on the main drives. The
general practice on the larger volume of

belts used is to cut the belts to the de-

sired length and join by means of lacing

or other fasteners. Many types of fast-

belt in each case. The heavy black line

indicates the portion of the width cut

away by the holes and the shaded line

the effective section of the belt. With
the same opening for the lace the effi

o o o
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FIG. 6

eners are now in use and are giving very

satisfactory results, but few will retain

the all-round efficiency of the ordinary

leather lace when the joint is well made.
One great disadvantage of metal fasten-

ers, particularly where shifting of the

belt is to be made by hand, is the dan-

'1

1

o

FIG. 7

ger to the operator contingent to the

loose end of wire or metal portion. How-
ever, where careful attention is paid to

such joints they are very effective for

continuous drives. 'Leather lacing,

nevertheless, will doubtless continue to

be the general practice for belt repairs,

owing to its accepted simplicity and gen-
eral convenience.

Use Small Lace Holes

It must not be taken for granted, how-
ever, that all one has to do is to cut off

a piece, punch a few holes and secure
again with a lace, to obtain an effective

drive. The fundamental details of a pro-

perly made joint may often seem of lit-

tle import, but the subsequent operation
of the belt may depend, very largely, on
the consideration given to these appar-
ently insignificant matters. When mak-
ing a repair to a belt the beginner wili

usually make the lace holes of large size

as indicated at A, Fig. 6. The inevitable

consequence of such practice will be that

shown below at B. With very few ex-

ceptions a belt will tear across the lace

holes and seldom will fail in a direction

parallel to the belt length. For this rea-

son it is imperative that the amount of

the leather cut out be kept as low as

possible, consistent with the size of the

belt and the thickness and width of the

lace. Where it is necessary to enlarge

the holes it should be done as shown at

D and not as at C. This is obvious when
comparing the resultant efficiency of the

ciency of the lower method is 15 per cent,

over that of the upper.
The best side of the belt to run upon

the pulley appears to be a debatable
question, as many favor the hair or

smooth side, while others prefer the re-

verse. However, as the efficiency of a

belt drive relies on the frictional con-

tact between the surfaces it would seem
practical that the smooth side would
have the preference. Another factor in

its favor is that of the recognized fact

that the portion of the belt best suited

for tensile strength is near the flesh or

rough side, and the hardest side best ad-

apted for the compression action; these

features being quite evident when belts

are operating on small pulleys.

Making a Laced Joint

In making a joint it is advisable to

use a thin lace in preference to a thick

one. This coincides with what has been
said on belt contact, as it is clear that

the thicker a lace is the less will the
contact be when the joint is passing
around the pulley, and in addition the

jar will be all the more pronounced.
When making a joint the straight lacing

should be made on the pulley side. Owing
to the different widths of belts no fixed

rule can be applied for lacing, but in

general the method may be the same for

every case. Holes should not be closer

to the edge or end than one-half inch,

with centre holes spaced accordingly.

The best practice is to commence at the

centre and work out and back on each
side. As a guide the illustration at E
and F is given. Starting at and 1 the

order is as follows: 2, 3, 4, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1

or 0, both sides of the centre being iden-

tical; the locking is performed by pass-

ing the free end through a small hole 6,

and cutting a short slit to form a hook
that will prevent the lace from coming
out. This lock should be on the outside

of the belt. After the joint is made it

may be lightly hammered down with a

wooden mallet.

Preparing Belt for Lacing

One of the essential factors of a belt

joint is that the ends should be perfectly

square with the run of the belt, to assure

its smooth running. When cutting a belt

the use of a try square, as shown at D,

Fig. 7, is always advisable. Without such

a tool the tendency is to make an angu-

lar cut as at A, so that when the joint

is made it has the appearance as illus-

trated at B. When passing over a pulley

the belt develops a tendency to oscillate,

and such a condition is very much ag-

gravated when the belt is running a little

loose. To prevent it jumping off, a stick

FIGS. 8. 9 AND 10
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is frequently secured to some rigid sup-

port and extended down at the side of

the pulley, as at E. This, however, pro-

vides only a temporary remedy for a

previous fault, as the weakest portion

of the belt—the laced joint—is continu-

ally brought into violent contact with
this "guide." and eventually the value

FIG

of the joint is destroyed. Where guides
are considered necessary—and they are
only required to correct faulty installa-

tion or repair—they should take the form
of rollers and not as rigid members;
this would minimize but not entirely

•eliminate the source of trouble.

Direction of Travel

Another point that comes under dis-

cussion in connection with leather belts

is that of the spliced joints, and their

relation to the direction of travel. It is

quite evident that the thin edge of the

lap may show signs of parting after a

period of service. For this reason some
men contend that the belt should be rur.

with the splice as shown at B, Fig. 8. On
this principle the action of the pulley
"will aid in keeping the thin edge down
to its place. On the other hand, some
L^elt men say that the action of the air

on the belt surface when in motion tends
io lift the edge from its place. As this

«ir action is greatest when the joint is

passing around the pulley it would ap-
pear that the subject is open to discus-

sion. However, as slow running belts are
not subjected to excessive air action it

might be said that the method shown at

E would be best, and that at C best suit-

ed for high speed belts. Irrespective of

the advantages claimed for either meth-
od, the entire question seems to be one
cf careful attention in the matter of re-

FIG. 12

pairs and maintenance so that faults

may be remedied as soon as they are
observed.

Avoid Small Pulleys

In double or three ply belts these

•plices can be run to meet both condi-

tions as shown at A. In the use of

double or triple belts for heavy power
drives, care should be taken to use pul-

leys as large as possible, consistent .

speed requirements, as effective heavy
drivers are not to impossible on pul!e\.~

of small diameter. This is quite clear

when we consider the lack of flexibility

of the heavier belts. Another argument

. 11

against the use of small pulleys is the

imperceptible cheeping action of the

belt in making the round of the small

pulley. It will be obvious to all that

two opposite forces are at work when
the belt is on the pulley—that of com-

FIG.

pression on the inner side and tension

on the outside. These forces are neu-

tralized between the curves, but imme-
diately come into action again when the

pulley is reached. For instance, sup-

pose the length B-B, Fig. 9, to represent

the length of the pulley circumference

in contact with the belt. The length

of both sides of the belt between B-B
will be the same, but not so when this

same portion is wrapped about the pulley,

as at A-A. If the contraction of the
inner side equals the expansion on the

outside, the centre length will remain
unchanged, but such is seldom the case,

so that the tendency is usually to destroy

the adhesion of the two layers as shown
at C. For this reason too small pulleys

should be avoided when using double or

three ply belts.

Idlers as Tighteners

The use of idlers is often resorted to,

but for the above reason, it is well to

have these of fairly large diameter, es-

pecially where the idler contact is ex-

cessive, as the forces at work are

directly opposed to those on the mam
pulleys, thus creating a destructive bend-
ing action in the fibres of the belt. For
belt drives of this character it is advisable

to maintain flexibility by means of some
liquid preparation that will penetrate the

fibres of the belt. When idlers are used
they are invariably located close to the

smaller pulley, so as to increase the arc

of contact and likewise the driving

power.

13

Keep Pull on Under Side

In the installation of horizontal or

oblique drives it is always advisable to

locate the shafting so that the pull on

the belt will be on the lower side. This

Will bring any ,slack on the upper por-

tion of the belt and the sag v»riU ado to

ti.e iap on the pulleys. To the average

FIG. 14

mon a tight belt is supposed to deliver

the greatest power, and while in some
respects this may be true, much of the

power delivered is absorbed by the addi-

tional friction on the shaft bearings, so

that the effective pull may be less than

would have been the case with a little

slacker belt. When the centre distance

of a drive is relatively short it may be

necessary to operate with a fairly tight

belt, but in a long stretch a slack belt

will give equal, if not better service than

a belt that has excessive initial tension.
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Have Plenty of Clearance

In many shops particularly those with
low ceilings, the shafting may be placed

in such a position that belts on large
pulleys have very little clearance; in

some instances it is necessary to cut a

piece out of a beam or joist to allow the

belt to operate. Frequently, this cutting

is just, sufficient to clear the belt, as

better plan of pulley crowning is that

shown at B, where the surface forms

an arc; this method equalizes the bend-

ing stresses throughout the width of

the belt and makes the surface contact

more uniform.

Careful Use of Belt Dressing

To increase the driving power of a

belt, or rather to increase the pull, the

shown at A in Fig. 10. When the drive

is one of a fairly steady or uniform load

this may be ample, but if the load on
the belt shows a tendency to fluctuate

it is more than likely that the belt will

flop up and down, invariably resulting in

the belt striking the joist. Such action

is very detrimental to the life of the belt

and especially the lace at the joint, as

the rubbing will soon effect its destruc-

tion and repairs are required. This also

applies to other possible points of inter-

ference, as pipes or rods passing either

above or below the belt, as shown at B.

Where points of interference are a source

of annoyance, facilities should be pro-

vided to minimize the trouble, such as

the giving of greater clearance, or the

placing of rollers to prevent excessive

wear on the belt or laces.

Crowning of Pulleys Important

Steady running of belt is essential to

effective transmission. For continuous
drives, belts are generally run on pulleys

that are very little wider than the

belt, and to maintain its position in the

centre, the pulleys are invariably

crowned. This crowning usually consists

of two straight tapers meeting at the

centre of the pulley face. The amount
of the taper varies from Vs inch to

inch per foot; that is, a pulley 12 inches

wide would be about 1-16 inch larger in

diameter in the centre than it would be

at either edge. In a straight taper

crown, however, it will be seen that the

apex C, Fig. 11, forms a definite or pro-

nounced breaking point; nothing very
serious possibly, but with a tendency,

especially in new and heavy belts, to

provide an air space at the edges D. A

use of belt dressing is very frequently

adopted, and when judiciously applied

such dressing may add materially to

the effective operation of the belt, but

whei-e careless or thoughtless application

is made, the practice may not only prove
inefficient but very destructive to the belt.

The driving power of a belt depends
upon its flexibility and adhesive qual-

ities, therefore the object of a belt dres-

sing must be such as to retain these es-

sential features. The adhesive action

may be increased by careful application

of belt dressing, but pliability can only

be attained by a liquid or semi-liquid

preparation that will peneti'ate the pores

of the belt. When properly used a sur-

is often called, the "belt stick"—is freely

used, it is not uncommon to see pulleys

in the condition shovra in Fig. 12,

with large patches of the dressing

clinging to the face. As said be-

fore a belt derives its power from
frictional contact with the pulleys

and while the pull from a well "dressed"

belt may seem better, the general effi-

ciency has not been increased. This may
be made more clear when one realizes

the air pockets that must be formed be-

tween the patches on the pulley surface

shown in Fig. 12. To this must be added

the pull required when the belt is leav-

ing the pulley. A stamp may be easily

placed' on an envelope but some action

is required in its removal. At your next

opportunity notice a drive of this de-

scription and listen to the noise when
starting or stopping. Just like pulling

a porous plaster from your back.

However, where the excessive and
heedless use of belt dressing is more
pronounced is on cone pulleys, where belts

are required to be changed from one

speed to another. The action of the

latter is very similar to that of the

straight pulley, but where the greatest

trouble is caused is on the flange or

shoulder. The accumulation of the

dressing at this portion soon attracts the

edges of the belt, with the result that it

shows a marked tendency to climb to the

next higher step, and very often suc-

ceeds, the inevitable consequence being a,

broken belt or lace, generally the latter.

At other times the belt may climb, but

instead of taking the next step will flop

or twist completely over, once or perhaps
twice. The writer has seen this happen
on several occasions. These conditions

should not be allowed to continue, and
pulleys should be scraped clean as soon
as possible. Even without the presence
of dressing, belts on cone pulleys may
often show an inclination to climb, due
to faulty belt or pulley alignment. To
assist in the proper running of the belt

the flanges or shoulders should be un-
dercut as shown in Fig. 13 at B. This
provides a point of contact for the belt

at C, the edge being kept clear of the

mi

FIG. 16

face dressing will very often pull one

out of a hole, but if constant applications

are required to maintain the "pull,"

steps should be immediately taken to

eliminate this apparent necessity, which
is generally nothing but neglect in main-
taining the belts or pulleys in good work-
ing conditions.

Destructive Practice

Where the surface dressing—or as it

flange throughout the entire wrap of the

pulley.

Covering a Pulley With Leather

Many men resort to the practice of

covering pulleys with leather to increase

the adhesive power of the belt. When
doing this the method generally adopted

is to form an endless belt by means of

splicing. First cut a piece of belting the

required width to a length L, equal to
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about Va inch per foot less than the cir-

cumference of the pulley; connect the

splice in the usual manner, and when set,

place the ring over the pulley, starting

it evenly all round. Coat both the inner

surface of the belt and the outer face

of the pulley with hot glue, then take the

pulley up by the spokes and carefully

work the leather ring into place by

FIG. 17

bumping the edge on the floor or surface

plate. Do this gradually to avoid kink-

ing the leather, and quickly to prevent
the glue from premature setting. If

deemed advisable, a few copper rivets

may be used.

Faulty Use of Nails

A leather-covered wooden pulley that

came to the notice of the writer some
few years ago was quite interesting and
bears description. This pulley was lo-

cated on the extreme end of a line shaft
and was utilized to drive the counter-

shaft of a buffing machine situated on
the floor above. The buffer was subject-

ed to very heavy service, frequently al-

most stopping at times, causing the belts

to slip. Upon one occasion the writer
was called upon to repair the main drive

belt. Upon investigation it was found
that the main drive was in a very dark
storage room and the belt could only be

seen by means of a special light taken
to the ceiling. As stated, the pulley was
found to be covered with leather, but a
glance at the belt showed a strip right

through the center on the inner side,

that was in a deplorable state. Looking
to the pulley for a cause it was discover-

ed that the leather covering had been
put on with nails, and several of these
were protruding from Va to i/4 of an inch.

In this particular instance the nails were
removed and replaced by fine wood
screws, which proved successful. Prob-
ably the man that first covered this pul-
ley thought that the belt would do its

own driving.

Throwing Belts on Pulleys

A feature of factory operation that in-

volves considerable risk to the workman,
yet one that will likely never be dis-

continued, is that of throwing belts off

and on the pulleys while the same are in

motion. If shafting had to be stopped
or even slowed down every time a belt

required to be placed on or removed from
a pulley, the suspension of production
would be almost prohibitive, therefore
the danger incidental to the maintenance
of belts will always be with us. For this

reason we should adopt the safest means
of carrying out the work.

In the throwing off of a belt the risk

is lessened by the fact that the belt

comes off of its own accord in the greater
TiUmber of cases, owing to slackness, poor
alignment, broken lace, or one of many
causes. When a belt requires to be
thrown off a suitable stick is invariably
used, but care must be exercised in its

manipulation. Pressure should be ap-
plied at the leading side of the belt, that
is, the side that is passing "on" to the
pulley, and it should be seen that suffi-

cient space is available at the side of the
pulley to take the belt without it inter-

fering with adjoining pulleys or coup-
lings. If belts are thrown off regularly,

other than for repairs, provision should
be made to carry the weight of the belt

so that it will not rest on the constantly-

revolving shaft.

Proper Position of Ladder

When placing a belt on the pulleys it

should first be located on the "dead" or

driven pulley, as shown in Fig. 15, the

actual running on of the belt being done
on the driving pulley. As the latter is

usually on the main shaft, in the ma-
jority of cases a ladder is necessary, and
in placing the ladder, care should be

taken to locate it on the outside of the

drive, as shown at A. With the excep-
tion of special cases, where the drive

.shaft is located along a wall, the ladder

should never be placed in the position B,

and when such is absolutely necessary
the shaft should be stopped and the belt

run on at a very slow- starting speed.

When standing on a ladder for this

work the body should not be in a strained

position, and one hand should be placed

on a fixed object for support. For the

Under these conditions, however, care

must be taken that the belt does not run
off the driven pulley. On narrow pulleys

there is always the possibility of the belt

jumping off on the opposite side. Where
possible, a good method is to place the

ladder close to and on the opposite side,

as at A, so that the lower edge bears

against the pulley and acts as a .guide

for the belt.

Vertical Drives

If the belt is too tight or too heavy for

the hand method, that shown at E may
be adopted. By means of a light rope

the belt is locked to the pulley and drawn
on by slowly revolving the shaft. For
vertical drives the same precautions are

required. The correct method is that

shown at C, where the belt is gathered up
and placed on the far side of the pulley

and drawn around to the near side, the

ladder being placed as shown. A danger-

ous practice is that illustrated at D,

where the belt is placed at the near side

and followed on by the hand to the far

side. This brings the arm in close prox-

imity to the shaft at the final jerk of

the belt as it takes the pulley, with the

accompanying risk. When it is neces-

sary to place the ladder in this position

the workman should stand well up on the

ladder, and it is also advisable to slow

down the speed of the shaft. In the

handling of belts, due consideration

should be given to the surrounding con-

ditions and at all times lean to the side

of "Safety First."

Lathe Belt in Back Gear

A not uncommon occurrence in the

operation of a lathe where the workman
is not conversant with the proper knack,

IS that of the lathe drive belt jumping
over the back cone flange and getting

caught in the teeth of the gears, as in-

dicated at A, Fig. 16. After this has

happened the belt will have an appear-

ance something like that at B. Where
there is a danger of a belt running into

gear trains, guards should be placed m
suitable positions to protect the belt, as

nothing will destroy a belt quicker than

mangling it in the teeth of gears. For

FIG. 18

lighter sizes of belts it is seldom that
the speed of the driving shaft is reduced,
as the knack is soon acquired of running
the belt on. On the heavier belts the
work is more difficult, but dexterity is

attained with practice. When the belts

are very heavy or extra tight, or with a
load on the belt, "snapping on" is not
so easy, and slipping of the belt is often
necessary, while speed is accelerating.

protecting a lathe belt a simple guard
made of sheet steel, proves very efficient.

Installing a Quarter Turn Drive

Drives other than those connecting
parallel shafts are occasionally required,

and local conditions must govern their inr

stallation, as a specific method is gen-

erally necessary for each individual in-

stallation. The most common is that of
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the quarter turn drive, and it may be ac-

complished in a variety of ways. The
simplest form is that illustrated at the
left of Fig'. 17, where the shafts are

^ placed at right angles, with the pulleys
properly lined. The fundamental re-

quirements in a drive of this character
is that the points A, B, where the belt

leaves the pulley, will be on the same
vertical line as indicated at C. This is

essential, otherwise the belt will not re-

main on the pulleys without the use of

guides. One great objection to the two-
pulley quarter turn drive is the fibre

stress resulting in the angle of the belt

in leaving the pulley. This fault is less

pronounced if the shaft centers are re-

latively far apart.

A better form of quarter turn drive,

but one that requires four pulleys and

about twice as much belt, is shown to the
right of Fig. 17. In this case one of the
pulleys on each shaft must necessarily

be a loose pulley, running in the opposite
direction to its mate and kept in align-

ment by the collars H. The unavoidable
quarter twist is required in the belt, but
the fibre strains are less pronounced.
With this method the belt can be run in

either direction, whereas that shown at

the left can only be run in the direction

indicated by the arrows.
The Mule Drive

Another drive that is occasionally used
is that illustrated in Fig. 18. This is

known as the mule drive and is adopted
where a machine is to be operated at

right angles to the line shaft and where
a quarter turn drive is not permissible.

In the mule drive the connected shafts

usually lie in the same horizontal plane,

invariably at rigjit angles, where the pro-

longation of the counter shaft would in-

tersect the main shaft. The intermediate

pulleys revolve in a horizontal direction

on a vertical shaft. When it is desired to

run the belt in either direction it is ad-

visable to have the two main pulleys of

Ihe same diameter. Collars are neces-

sary on the vertical shaft to support the

pulleys. One bad feature in a mule drive,

where the load is a fluctuating one, is

the tendency of the belt to run off the

mule on the slack side. It is preferable

to have the pull come in the lower side,

but in either case the slack side should

be provided with a guide pulley C, car-

ried in a bracket B fixed to the mule
shaft. This will aid in supporting the

belt when the load is on the machine.

Power Plant Management; Coal and Ash Handling
PART I I I.

The Use of Continuous Belt Conveyors—Hoists—Hoist and
Telpherage—Locomotive Cranes for Coal Handling—Skip

Hoists—The Necessity for Adequate Capacity

By ROBT. JUNE

IN
our preceding discussions we have

considered the advantage of coal
and ash-handling equipment from

the standpoint of elimination of uncer-
tain labor element, increase of coal stor-

age capacity, and reduction of handling
costs, and have called attention to the
necessity for expert advice and detailed

study in the selection of methods and
equipment for any particular plant.

We have seen that the fundamental
requirement of any proposed instal-

lation is that it shall satisfy the formula
that H I shall be less than H; that
is, that the operating costs 0, plus main-
tenance costs M. plus interest on money
invested I, of the system, which it is

planned to introduce, shall be less than
the cost H, of doing the same work by
hand, or by some other system. We have
indicated that it was generally prefer
able, thousrh not always necessary, to

divorce the coal and ash handling on ac-

count of the destructive abrasive quali-

ties of the ash.

Taking up the various type of equip-
ment, we have considered spiral, flight

and scraper conveyors, aprons and V-
buckets, and pivoted overlapping dump
buckets, finding that the latter, although
the most expensi%-e system to instal of

any of the chain tj-pes, is generally re-

garded by power plant specialists, in

both the operatin'r and consultino: fields,

as the most economical for medium and
larse-sized boiler plants.

Leaving the chain group we now come
to continuous belt conveyors.

Continuous Belt Conveyors

Here we have a type of equipment
possessing the distinct advantage over

any previously considered, of being

driven from any point in its length. The
importance of this feature will depend
upon individual conditions, but it should

never be overlooked in planning a ,sys-

tem for an existing plant. Further
notable advantages are the simplicity of

ar^'p—a motor with connecting belt to

one of the pulleys, generally sufficing

the almost unlimited capacity—the width
of the belt depending only upon suflficienl

fibre stress in the materials of which it

is composed, and the flexibility of the

sy.stem. Conveyors 700 or 800 feet from
centre to centre, and capable of handling

400 to 500 tons per hour, are in success-

ful use. The angle of repose of the

material is the only limiting factor to

the inclinations at which belt conveyors

may be operated.

Movable trippers are used when it is

desired to discharge the load evenly

along the entire length, as for instance

in a continuous row of bins, while fixed

trippers are employed whore the load is

to be discharged at certain and some-

what separated points. The movable
trippers are made in two forms, "hand
diivtn" and "automatic." In the former

they are moved from point to point by
means of a hand crank. The "auto-

matic" tripper is propelled by the con-

veying belt through the medium of gear-

ing. It reverses its direction auto-

matically at either end of the run and
travels back and forth, continuously

FIG. 1 COAL AND ASH HANDLING SYSTEM. SCIOTO VALLEY TRACTION CO.

In the Robins belt conveyor, which is

typical of the best design and construc-

tion practice in this type, the material

is discharged where needed by automatic
tripping devices. The trippers consist

essentially of two pulleys, one above
and slightly ahead of the other, the belt

running over the upper and under the

lower one, the course of the belt re-

.sembiing the letter S. The material is

discharged into chutes on the first down-
ward turn of the belt. The trippers may
be movable or fixed, single or in series.

distributing its load. It can be stopped,

reversed, or made stationary at will.

As the material is actually carried it

is possible to operate belt conveyors at

much higher speeds than are possible

with draes or any other tvpes of carry-

ing conveyors. The capacity of belts is

therefore relatively much greater than

those of other types of conveyors. I*^

is the present writer's belief—a belief

concurred in by many engineers, but not,

be it noted by Jill—that belt conveyors

should never, under any circumstances.
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FIG. 2—SHEPHERD GRAB-BUCKET HOIST, POWER HOUSE, CITY OF HOLYOKE.

1

be used for the handling of ashes, for

the following reasons:

1. High initial cost of installation.

2. Necessity for thoroughly quenching
ashes before placing on conveyor to

avoid destruction of belt by heat.

0. Rapid destruction of belt caused by
abrasive nature of ash. There is an ex-

tremely good possibility of having to re

place belts used for conveying ashes

every six months, thus running the cost

of maintenance up beyond all reason.

The power required to operate bel"

conveyors is stated by C. K. Baldwin
in the following empirical formulas:

CTL
For level conveyors: Hp equals

lOQO

For inclined conveyors:
CTL TH

Hp equals plus

1000 1000

C equals constant as in Table I.

T " Load in tons (2,000 lbs.) per

hour
L " Length of conveyors between

centres.

H " Vertical life of material.

Belt conveyors may be regarded as

better adapted to the requirements of

large plants than to small.

Hoists

Of the various systems of hoists, such

as hoist and hand car, hoist and cable

car, and hoist and trolley, we can, in

a general discussion, such as the present,

dismiss the first two, since although
there are several prominent installations

of both types in the United States and
Canada, the total number is comparative-
ly limited, and it is apparent that these

are types not likely to survive.

Hoist and Telepherage

Tile telepher is a type of hoist deserved-

ly popular for small and medium-sized
as well as large plants. In many ways
the installation of the hoist and trolley

systems appeals as one of the most

logical and desirable solutions of the

coal and ash-handling problem. It is, of

course, used in connection with bucket
or belt conveyors, as well as without.
V.Hiere coal storage is desired and space
adjacent to the boiler room is available,

the hoist and trolley systems will gener-
ally prove the most economical instal-

lation, and the possibilities should be

tiioroughly canvassed.
Figure I, supplied through the cour-

tesy of Professor Gebhart, shows the in-

pile. If the coal car is of the gondola
type the coal is removed directly from
the car by the grab bucket. The bucket

iz hoisted and carried on the trolley into

the building over the screen hopper.;

where it discharges its contents; the

finer particles fall directly into the

bunker and the larger Jumps are auto-

matically delivered to the crusher. The
grab bucket will take about 98 per cent,

of the coal in the car, leaving only 2

per cent, to be handled by hand. Coal

is fed to the stokers by means of a

traveling electric hopper which receiver

lis supply from the overnead bunkers.

The present capacity of the plant is 50

tons per hour taken from the car or pit

to stock pile.

Where it is possible to use the telepher

without employing some additional type

of conveyor, notable economies in cost

of handling can be effected. It would be

hard, to imagine a more effective or

economical system for unloading coai

from cars, storing it and supplying it to

a battery of eight boilers than that il-

lustrated in Figure II. An excellent

feature of this system is that where the

old boiler room is concerned, it can fre-

quently be installed with fewer changes
and at much less expense than would be

possible with belt or bucket conveyors.

The hoist and trolley is one of thz

best forms of ash-handling equipment
for use where ashes are produced in

large quantities and are to be carried to

a considerable distance from the plant.

It is also an exceptionally good method
for taking care of large, hard clinkers

which cannot be broken small enough to

be handled m other types of conveyors.

TABLE I.

Width of belt 12 16 20 24 28 32 36
Constant C 0.234 0.220 0.205 0.195 . 175 0. 163 0.157
Additional H.P. required

for each tripper 0.50 0.75 1.25 1.5 2.25 2.75 3.25
TABLE II.

Additional power to be added to results of formula for friction of conveyor ends and driver.
Length of Conveyor. 25 ft. 50 ft. 75 ft. 100 ft. 200 ft. 500 ft.

Additional power required 80% 50% 30% 20% 10% 45%,

stallation of a Jeffrey telepherage sys
tcni at tiie plont of the Scioto Traction
Company. With this arrangement, if

the coal car is of the dump type the
contents are discharged directly into the
coal pit from which the coal is removed
by grab bucket and transferred either
to the overhead bunker or to the storage

For this reason it is particularly adapted
to use with gas producers or other fur-

naces in which large clinkers and wet
ashes are produced. In installing this

class of equipment the trucks should be

so arranged that the bucket can be drop-

ped directly into the ash pit or directly

in front of the ash door in hand-fired

CRAB BUCKET

Br

FIG. 3—BEAUMONT LOCOMOTIVE CRANE.
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plants. The buckets should also be of

sufficient capacity to remove the entire

accumulation of ashes in one pit at one
loading.

Lcconictive Cranes
For small and medium-sized plants,

where normal coal storage is desired,

tile locomotive crane is entitled to con-

sideration. Figure III, supplied through
the courtesy of the R. H. Beaumont

FIG. 4—BEAUMONT SKIP HOIST AND BUNK-
ER, PHILADELPHIA SUBURBAN GAS AND

ELECTRIC CO.. PHOENIXVILLE, PA.

Company, shows a simple, effective lay-

out for boiler room, with coal- track and
storage immediately adjacent. As be-

tween the locomotive crane and the hoist

and trolley systems, local conditions and
comparative costs of installation and
operation, as worked out for the particu-

lar piiiiit under consideration, will gover;;

the choice.

Skip Hoists

As skip hoists are primarily ash con-

veyors we are brougiit, in discussinjf

them, to a consideration of the desir-

ability of divorcing the coal and ash-

handling systems. As a general propo-

sition, this separation of the systems is

emphatically desirable. Coal is, by na-

ture, graphite and causes little wear to

the conveyor. Ashes, however, are

abrasive and may, in addition, be red

hot or driuping wet. The abrasive

quality produces excessive wear on chain

conveyors. Red-hot ashes are practically

certain,to produce distortion and to some
extent disintegration of the equipment.
A chain conveyor system whicli wili

liandle both coal and ashes is expensive

to instal, expensive to operate, and ex-

pensive to repav- The ashes get in the

chain joints and therefore the system is

subject to the abrasive action of thp

ashes even when handling coal. When
handling ashes the entire apparatus
must make a complete circuit in order

to convey the ashes a short distance.

FricLional losses are comparatively largo

for the work accomplished Further-
more, in the usual installations no ashes

can be removed when coal is being

handled, or vice versa, and it is extreme-
ly likelj'' that occasions will arise with
considerable frequency when the equip-

ment is urgently needed for both ser-

vices at the same time.

If separation of the systems is a

logical procedure the skip hoist is like-

wise a logical equipment for ash re-

moval. Thcj apparatus consists (see

Figure IV) of a bucket running on in-

clined or vertical tracks and hoisted by
means of a steel cable attached to a

winding machine. The bucket consists

merely of a rectangular steel box open
at the top and fitted witn guide ami
hoist bale.

The winding machine is usually driven

by an electric motor.

The bucket is started upward by a pull

on the starting rope or pushing a but-

ton. It discharges and returns auto-

matically to the pit, where it stops. In

som.e cases the skip reciprocates con-

tinually and is automatically filled.

The skip hoist is one of the best and
most commonly used ash-hoisting de-

vices. In connection with a small push or

electric car to collect ashes from hoppers
under the boilers it pos'^esses the follow-

ing advantages:
1. Durability: Ashes can be handled

either wet or dry, hot or cold. The skip

bucket is not materially affected by any
of these conditions as are chain joints,

elbows, exhausters, etc., constituting

other types of ash-handling equipment.

The hoist itself, being the only part that

can be injured by the ashes, is always
placed in a position remote from the

skip so that dust or dirt cannot reach

it.

2. Adequate capacity: A 35-cubic-foot

trolley ash hopper car on 130-foot haul

tra^•elling 400 feet per minute, can make
a round trip (260 feet) in two minutes
including filling and dumping, assuming
that ashes will flow by gravity into car.

Tliis equals twenty (20) tons per hour
for the extreme haul, or forty (40) tons

per hour for average haul. A skip, con-

sisting of two buckets, one going up
while the other is coming down, can
make a trip in 90 seconds, including fill-

ing and dumping. If buckets are 35-

cubic-feet capacity each the capacity

would be 28 tons per hour at 50 cubic

feet per ton and 50-ton lift. Plants pro-

ducing large quantities of ashes are thus

ens'ly served.

3. The car and skip method is about
the only successful method for handling
extremely large and hard clinkers. The
clinkers handled by this system need
little breaking.

4. Power is used v\hen ashes are being

actually hoisted and is not wasted while

ashes are being brought to the hoist.

5. The skip hoist can easily be design-

ed and constructed so that it can be

loaded or dumped at different levels. In

this way it is possible to handle ashes

from boilers on different levels in the

same hoist, and also to discharge at dif-

ferent elevations.

The disadvantages of the skip hoist

are comparatively high initial cost, so

that the economical value of the instal-

lation is questionable where there is less.

sai, than 3,000 h.p. of boilers to serve.

A further disadvantage is that the ashes

must be moved from the boilers to the

hoist by manual labor. The car and

skip hoist system should never be con-

siaered for installation in a plant that is

not provided with ash pits from which

the ashes can be dumped directly into

the cars, otherwise too much labor is re-

quired for loading the cars.

THICKNESS OF FIRES

The fire under a boiler should be kept

as thin as practicable, in order to avoid

the formation of unnecessarily large

quantities of carbon monoxide gas.

There is no loss from the production

of this gas, if it is all burned again in

the furnace; but when it is generated in

great amounts, the escape of some sen-

sible portion of it in the unconsumed

form can hardly be avoided. Many per-

sons believe that carbon monoxide is

formed only when the fire is black on

the top, from the addition of fresh coal.

This is an error. The production of the

monoxide is due mainly to excessive

»

thickness of the bed of fuel on the

grates, or to deficiency in the air supply;

and it may be generated in large volumes

from either of these causes, even when

the fire is quite bright. So far as con-

cerns loss by the wasteful production of

carbon monoxide (as distinguished from

the loss by direct distillation, noted

above), the blackness of the fire on the

top is objectionable mainly because there

is then far more likelihood that the

monoxide, when formed, will escape un-

burned. The air entering through the

ash-pit combines with the coal in the

lower layers of the fire and forms car-

bon dioxide, which escapes unchanged

if the draft is good and the fuel-bed is

not too thick. If there is an excessive

thickness of fuel, however, or if the draft

is poor so that the gases require too

long a time to pass through the fire, a

further chemical action occurs, the car-

bon dioxide taking up more carbon from

the heated coal in the higher layers of

the fire, and becoming thereby trans-

formed into the monoxide—two volumes

of the monoxide being formed, in this

way, for each volume of the original

dioxide. When the fires are at all thick,

especial care should be taken to admit

more air, so that the monoxide that is

formed may have plenty of oxygen
mingled with it to enable it to burn

properly. As a rule, the fire should not

be more than eight or nine inches thick

when burning hard coal, but with soft

coal the fuel-bed must be somewhat
thicker. The fire should be thicker at

the back end of the grate than at the

front, because air draws up through the

fuel more freely at the back end, if th^

thickness of the fire is everywhere the

same. This condition is usually met by

slightly inclining the grates, and keep-

ing the upper surface of the fuel-bed

level.
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Factors Affecting Refrigerating Plant Engineering
In a Paper Read Before the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers—The Author Gives Some Interesting Data Relating to

the Efficiency of Refrigerating Plants

By VICTOR J. AZBE

THE cost of ice and of refrigeration

is a composite figure of many dif-

ferent expenses coming under the

heads of manufacturing, selling and gen-

eral expenses. The cost of fuel is usu-

ally the largest item, and it may easily

represent the difference between profit

and loss.

During the last two years the cost of

fuel per ton of ice has doubled, and
many plants are now paying $1.50 to

$2.00 per ton of ice for fuel alone. In

spite of these conditions the majority

of refrigerating plants are very waste-

ful of fuel as a result of improper de-

sign, run-down equipment or poor op-

eration. While the possible savings are

enormous and can usually be secured

with little effort and slight expenditure,

the necessity for improving equipment

and operating conditions is not realized

in the maiority of plants.

It should be the aim to improve the

economy of the plants from year to year

by making necessary improvements to

reduce costs of fuel and labor. Fuel

cost, while most important, is not all-

important, however, and there are ice

plants having a very high fuel economy
that are losing money. A high effici-

ency must be maintained generally in
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the design of the plant, in its load factor

and in its labor and sales organization.

There are far more plants making on the

average, per year, 1.5 to 2.5 tons of ice

per ton of fuel than

plants making 5

tons, having simple

non-c ondensin g
plants in mind.

In this paper the ^
'o

writer ex presses
himself frequently in

terms of tons of ice

per ton of 10,000

B.t.u. fuel, to equal-

ize the value of the

various fuels (semi-

bituminous, bitumin-

ous, lignite, oil, etc.)

since by a simple

reca Iculatio n it

places them on a

common basis.

As the load factor of most refrigerat-

ing plants varies greatly, the boiler in-

stallation should be such as to give flexi-

bility of operation. In small plants ar-

rangements should be made to reduce

the grate surface during the winter per-

iods. Each boiler must be equipped with

a draft gauge, and the draft should be

maintained at the minimum
and varied with the load.

The boiler setting should

be high, even with return

tubular boilers, with a

space of from 4 to 5 ft. be-

tween grate and boiler

shell, and the combustion
chamber should be so ar-

ranged that the benefit of

this increased space is ob-

tained. Gases tend to take

the shortest path, and with
most of the combustion
chamber space devoid of

drop walls there will be cir-

culation of the gases and
many eddy currents or dead
spaces.

Any fuel can be burned
if proper provisions are

made—shavings as well as

oil or semi-bituminous coal.

The selection mostly de-

pends upon cost and avail-

ablity. Lignite, for exam-
ple, is a most excellent fuel

for localities such as Texas.

Burning this under return

tubular boilers efficiencies

were obtained of 63 to 68

per cent.

Prime Movers
The prime mover most

generally used in refriger-

ating plants is the Corliss

non-condensing steam en-

gine. Next in order are the com-

pound Corliss, electric motor, oil

engine, and uniflow steam en-

rine. If this order were reversed, how-
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ever, enormous sums of money would be
saved to ice manufacturers, for the fol-

lowing reasons:

In selecting the prime mover for an
ice plant, the two most important items
to consider are efficiency at rated load

and efficiency at half load. While the
average Corliss non-condensing engine
consumes 20 per cent, more steam at

half load than at full load, the uniflow
engine uses only about 8 per cent. more.
This is of great importance because of

the great variations of load factor. Many
engines can be found operating at one-

eighth cut-off. This is the reason, also,

why a steam cylinder should be adapted
to the back pressure at which the com-
pressor operates. It is most unwise to

have a steam cylinder large enough for

economical cut-off at 25 lb. suction pres-

sure when the pressure to be maintained
is 15 lb. or less.

Fig. 1 shows the results to be ex-

pected from various types of installa-

tions. The allowance made for auxili-

aries ranges from one-half to one horse-

power per ton of ice, depending upon
conditions. The condenser pressure was
taken at 185 lb. gauge, and it was as-

sumed that at the suction pressure given

the machine would operate at about full

load.

In small plants preference should or-

dinarily be given to the use of super-

heated steam, since as high an economy
may be obtained from a uniflow non-
condensing engine operated with super-

heated steam as from a compound Cor-

liss condensing engine using saturated

steam, and the former equipment is a

great deal simpler and necessitates less

auxiliary power. Furthermore, the

steam-consumption curve is flat and the

efficiency of the plant will be main-
tained during the winter time.
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Superheaters can be installed with
facility even in existing installations,

and since the gain is greater with sim-

ple non-condensing engines, uneconomi-
cal ice plants will derive great benefit

from this procedure.

In order to gain in economy, a simple

engine is often made to operate as a

condensing engine. As a result, the

temperature difference in the cylinder is

increased and the cut-off is shortened,

which increases the wall area at cut-off

as compared to volume. This greatly in-

creases cylinder condensation, which is

directly proportional to the temperature

difference and the area exposed. It

therefore seldom pays to operate such a

machine at more than 20 in. of vacuum,

and if the plant is to be changed over

to condensing operation, it is best to re-

place the simple Corliss by compound
cylinders or by a uniflow engine and

leave the rest of the machine intact.

Under proper conditions the ideal and

most efficient prime mover for the ice

manufacturer is the Diesel oil engine.

By "proper conditions" is meant condi-

tions of oil supply and cost, and kind of

operating force to be employed. It can-

not be over-emphasized that with the

Diesel engine a high-grade engine-room

force must be maintained, and especially

during the overhaul period.

If the men in charge are intelligent,

the Diesel engine is a very dependable

unit. There is a plant in California that

produces a ton of ice for 5 gal. of fuel

oil, and this not under the best condi-

tions. There are oil engine installa-

tions on record, not necessarily Diesel

engines, that have given a ton of ice for

less than 10 cents fuel cost, with oil at

2 cents a gallon.

With regard to the average results ob-

tained with Diesel engines over a long

period, the net work produced was 1,-

119,801 kw-hr. The auxiliary power

represented the power required for in-

jection in the air compressor, and in the
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water-jacket circulating pumps. The
load factor having been highly variable,

the results are not quite as good as they
otherwise would have been, consequently
the figures may be taken as being con-

servative and dependable.

In many localities electric power can
be obtained cheaply, and when this is

the case electric drive is to be favored.

The main advantage of an electric in-

stallation is that high efficiency can be
obtained through the whole load-factor

range and that economy increases as

the load factor drops, contrary to the

condition in ice plants.

Induction motors are not very well

adapted for ice-plant work because of

the high speeds required for high effici-

encies. Synchronous motors, on the

other hand, have characteristics that

make them ideal, even for direct con-

nection to refrigerating machines. Their

efficiency curve is quite flat and their

efficiency is rather high at part loads.

An electrically driven raw-water plant

is a great deal simpler than a steam-

driven plant. Many factors which in-

fluence plant efficiency are eliminated,

and consequently the operating man does

not have to be as high grade as for the

efficient operation of steam plants.

Labor cost and repair expenses and the

cost of real estate, buildings and ma-
chinery are all less. Dependability is

also fair, and with proper installation

as good as in the case of a steam plant.

Auxiliaries

The curse of most ice plants is the

auxiliaries. In many cases the steam

consumption of the auxiliaries is as

great as that of the engine running the

compressor. In a certain ice plant of

100 tons capacity the following auxiliar-

ies were found in operation: Electric-

light engine; duplex circulating pump
for ammonia condenser; duplex circulat-

ing pump for steam condenser; duplex

brine pump; duplex boiler-feed pump;
ice-hoisting compressor; single-stage

single-steam-cylinder deep-well compres-

sor; agitator engine and cooling-tower

fan engine.

One of the most uneconomical auxili-

aries as usually operated is the air lift.

This statement is meant as no reflection

upon the air-lift pump as such, but on

the way in which it is usually operated.

Fig. 2 shows the performance of pro-

perly designed air lifts; the efficiency

decreases somewhat as the lift increases,

but should not be less than 60 to 80 per

cent., whereas, actually in some cases it

will be found as low as 20 per cent.; the

trouble is usually too great or too little

submergence.

It is seldom advisable to use an air-

lift pumping system for^ the circulation

of water over the steam condenser be-

cause of the increased head required.

The use of a cooling tower is ordinarily

to be preferred, and any water needed

for make-up may be taken from the

air-lift system and passed over the dis-

tilled-water and liquid-ammonia coils,

thus cooling the latter below the tem-

perature of the circulating water proper.

For driving auxiliaries, electric cur-

rent from generators driven by uniflow

engines is to be preferred in the ma-
jority of installations, and the various

units must be selected with a view to

obtaining a flat efficiency curve between
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half and full loads; all motors on the
larger units should have variable " speed
control. Duplex steam pumps or steam-
driven deep-well pumps should not be-

used except possibly as a reserve.

Wet Versus Dry Compression

Theoretically, dry compression is in-

ferior to wet, both in regard to refrig-

eration produced per pound of ammonia
circulated and the work required for

compression. The difference in economy
ranges between 6 and 10 per cent., being
greater with low suction pressures and^
high condenser pressures. Practically,

however, dry compression is the more
economical; that is, it is capable of pro-

ducing a greater amount of refrigeration

per horsepower expended. The reason

for this discrepancy is that when wet
gas is admitted into the cylinder the

liquid is not suspended, but accumulates
at the bottom of the cylinder. There it

evaporates so slowly during the com-
pression stroke that the evaporation con-

tinues after the discharge valve opens,

and. often even after it again closes

when the piston is upon the return

stroke, thus causing a certain amount
of re-expansion loss which tends to re-

duce compressor capacity. Any liquid

that evaporates after the discharge valve

opens is utterly wasted.

That there is no benefit in wet com-
pression, as ordinarily practised, is

proven by the compression curve and

its relation to the adiabatic and isother-

mal curves when the machine is oper-

ated wet, even to such an extent that the

discharge gas leaving the compressor is

saturated. In such cases the compres-

sion curve will only slightly approach

the isothermal, which proves that most
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of the cooling of the gas by evapora-

tion of the liquid is done after the com-

pression valve opens and thus no benefit

accrues from that time on. Liquid and

\^apor flow separated within the same
pipe the same as in the case of satur-

ated steam.

So long as theory indicates an ad-

vantage in wet compression, it would

seem that further studies and experi-*

ments regarding its successful applica-

tion are justified. Could not some
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FIG. 5—EFFECT OF VELOCITY ON HEAT
TRANSMISSION

method be devised to atomize the liquid

before it reaches the compressing cylin-

der, or to inject it in the form of a

spray during the compression stroke?

In any event, precautions must be taken

not to introduce liquid into the cylinder

in an undivided state, otherwise danger-

ous accidents are likely to follow.

Wet compression is not only beneficial

upon thermodynamic principles, but

possesses a number of other advantages.

By its use the temperature difference in

the cylinder is reduced by practically

two-thirds, which greatly lowers the cyl-

inder superheat and consequently should

increase the volumetric efficiency of the

machine. Further, with wet compression

far less oil is required for lubrication,

and the oil does not vaporize, and thus

is easily kept out of the condensing and

evaporating coils. Wet compression

represents also a saving in ammonia

and, in addition, permits a somewhat

lower condenser pressure.

Ice Tanks

All the details incidental to the pro-

cess of ice making should be so regu-

lated as to secure a high rate of heat

transmission, coupled with a low tem-

perature difference. The ice tank is a

most important member of the ice plant.

As far as handling is concerned, great

improvement can be made. In a certain

plant in St. Louis it was arranged to

hoist a row of eighteen 200-lb. blocks by

one operation, and the blocks were all

thawed and dumped at the same time.

Circulation of the brine in the freez-

ing tank is a very important item. This

circulation is at times produced by cen-

trifugal pumps, but ordinarily by pro-

peller agitators. Often these agitators

are very inefficient and tend more to

churn the brine than to circulate it. It

is ordinarily difficult to determine what
the circulation in an ice tak, is due to

the fact that the speed of the brine

varies and its velocity in the lower part

of the tank is not the same as in the

upper part. About the most practical

way is to measure the difference in the

height of the brine in the tank on the

suction and discharge sides of the bulk-

head close to the agitator. With tanks

as ordinarily constructed, 1 in. differ-

ence of level for each 10 cans of tank

length is assumed by the writer as a

standard. This method should be fairly

accurate since brine flow is the result

of difference in level.

In agitating the brine, its level should

never be below the level of the water in

the can. Too low a brine level will

greatly reduce the capacity of the tank

and also the plant efficiency. A wide,

shallow hole in the top of the clock to-

ward the end of the freezing period is

always an indication that the can is too

full or the brine too low.

Since with long tanks or very strong

agitation, considerable brine levels dif-

ference is produced, in some cases as

much as 5 in., it is best to construct long

ice tanks with agitators on each end.

Brine velocity is helpful in two ways;

it increases heat transmission between

the brine and the can, and between the

evaporating coil and the brine.

The average transmission of heat

from the ice in the can to the brine out-

side is very poor, only about 2.5 B.t.u.

per deg. per hr. per sq. ft., due to the

insulating effect of the ice. The thicker

the ice, the slower the heat exchange,

consequently tank brine velocity has

not nearly so great an effect upon heat

transmission on the can side as it has

on the coil side. The heat transmission

between ammonia and brine through

metal is between 10 to 20 B.t.u. per sq.

ft. per hr. per deg. This comparatively

low figure is primarily due to the sup-

erheating of the gas in the coil, which

causes one side of the surface to be dry,

and secondly, to the low brine velocity.

Fig. 3 gives York Mfg. Co. curves

showing heat transmission with double-

V.C

cold-storage rooms a high heat trans-

mission is very desirable, and it can be
obtained inside of the pipes either by
flooding or using a high gas velocity.

The objection to high gas velocity in this

connection is pressure drop, which for

thermodynamic reasons is rather more
important on the evaporating side than
on the condensing side. For this reason,

the length of the evaporating coil should

be limited so that the velocity will never
exceed the average figure of 500 ft. per
min. Some tank coils are 1,500 ft. long
and their rather high velocity causes a

great pressure drop. For long tanks 2-

in. pipe is to be preferred, since the re-

lative surface of 1^4 -in. and 2-in.

pipe is in the ratio of 1 to 1-5, while
the sectional area is in the ratio of 1 to

2.2. Coils should be short so that they
are thoroughly effective. and even
flooded coils should be as short as possi-

ble. The size of suction lines leading to

the machines should be governed by per-

missible gas velocity, friction, and radia-

tion loss.

Ice Plant Load Factor—Ice Storage

Ice storage is profitable in most cases

if the storehouse is filled to capacity

during the winter and emptied entirely

in the summer. The cost of storehouse

will be from $6 to $12 per ton capacity

and the investment will net a substan-

tial return in most cases. The objec-

tions to it are the cost of refrigeration

for the storage and the increased cost

of handling the ice.

As far as plant economy goes, the

value of ice storage is due to the equal-

ization of the load factor. That is, the

plant can be operated at higher rate dur-

ing slack seasons and there may not be

the necessity for forcing the plant be-

vond its economical limit in summer.
The ice plant and ice storage can be so

proportioned that the plant will have a

load factor of 80 to 90 per cent., while

v/ithout ice storage it would be only

about 40 per cent., taking the whole year

into consideration.

The small ice vault, or daily ice stor-

ap-e, exerts also quite an influence upon
plant economy and it cannot be overem-

LiquiJ

c

I

pipe brine coolers and ammonia "conden-

sers. The curves were extended by
dotted lines to show probable transmis-

sion at low velocity. These curves from
their characteristics show the impor-

tance of velocity, an item which from

the economy standpoint is certainly

worthy of careful investigation.

Ammonia Evaporating Systems

With expansion coils in ice tanks and

FIG. 6—AMMONIA CONDENSER TYPES.

phasized that it is advantageous to make
it amply large. The idea is to remove
ice from tanks as quickly as possible

—

to use ice tanks for storing ice is a vei-y

poor practice.

In Fig. 4 the full line represents the

output of ice; the broken line indicates

the sale of ice, and the dotted line the

oroper rate of manufacturing ice. These

curves were plotted from the figures
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actually obtained in a plant. An exact
determination of the proper rate of
manufacturing ice will permit stopping
the plant altogether for a certain time
and attending to repairs.

To operate with low suction pressure
is far less economical than is indicated
by the analysis of compressor perfor-
mance alone, for the reason that the
economy of the engine is also affected

by the reduction of the load. For this

reason, when the condenser pressure
drops off during the cold season it is

doubly important that the suction pres-

sure be increased and the machine main-
tained fully loaded. The practice of

A ir Accumvlai-irtg

Section

Liquidto Plartf.

FIG. -NON-CONDENSABLE GAS
ARRANGEMENT.

PURGING

shutting down one or more ice tanks in

winter should be strongly condemned,
and no tank should be shut off (except
in case of absolute necessity) until the
back pressure is at the highest point.

Efforts should be made to maintain a
back pressure of 30 lb. in winter and
the plant should be designed with that
in view. The largest loss is occasioned
by the non-adjustment of the various
elements to the load factor.

The various rooms or tanks in an ice

plant should either be maintained at the

same temi)erature or designed especially

for low temperatures. To try to main-
tain one or two rooms at a low temper-
ature and sacrifice the economy of the

whole plant is bad practice, since the

suction pressure will always correspond
to the lowest temperature. The temper-
atures should be maintained uniform.
When this is not possible, and the dif-

ference in the various temper-rtures is

great, then either a multiple effect or a

booster compressor should be installed.

Forecoolers and Multiple-Effect Re-
ceiver

In a well-designed and efficiently oper-
ated ice plant the water to be used for

ice making is cooled down to within a

few degrees of the coldest circulating

water, or ordinarily to a temperature
of 70 or 80 deg. Fahr. This water then
passes into the forecoolcr to be precooled

by ammonia. The heat absorbed by the

forecooler can be anywhere up to 30 per

cent, of the total heat to be extracted

in making ice, and the water will be
cooled down to about 40 deg. Fahr. There
are two methods of forecooler refri<i;er-

ation: by feeding liquid ammonia direct-

ly into a coil, or by passing wet return

gas from the tank through the water

cooler. The first has the advantage that

it can be connected to a machine work-
ing independently from the freezing
tank and thus enable the maintenance
of very high suction pressure. The only
advantage of passing the suction line

through the forecooler is that the ex-
pansion valves on the tank can be kept
open wider, thus insuring that the freez-

ing coils will work throughout their

whole length without danger of getting
any liquid to the machine. But this same
thing- can be accomplished far better by
means of liquid separators and it is of

greater advantage to use the high suc-

tion pressui'e which is possible with di-

rect feeding.

Refrigerating plants shouia
also be equipped with double-

pipe liquid pre-coolers, cool-

ing the liquid from the tem-
perature of the coldest cir-

culating water down to the

temperature corresponding to

the highest suction pressure
used. In this connection a

multiple-effect liquid receiv-

er can also be used, by means
of which a greater amount of

work can be done at high
suction pressure than by the

use of the double-pipe cooler

alone.

Eve"ry refrigerating plant should have
an auxiliary compressor for high-pres-

sure work. The size of this compressor
may be relatively small for the reason

that it will operate at double its rated

capacity. One of the most valuable in-

ventions ever made in the refrigerating

field is the multiple-effect compressor,

which allows gas of higher suction pres-

sure to enter the cylinder after it has
been filled with gas of a lower pressure.

Ammonia Condenser

There is no reason for a condenser
pressure as high as 200 lb. It always
indicates improper conditions, and even
in a hot climate the condenser pressure

should be below 175 lb.

The cooling tower should cool the

water within three degrees of the wet
bulb. The relative positions of the con-

denser and cooling tower should be such

that five to six gallons of water can be

pumped economically; that is, the pres-

sure due to the head should be less than

15 lb. The condenser should give a heat

transmission of at least 150 B.t.u. per

sq. ft. per hr. per deg. There should

also be sufficient surface, and if the con-

denser gives better results, less than the

specified surface will be needed. In

actual practice, results ordinarily are

far inferior, due to the water bein? too

warm, to the lack of a sufficient amount
of water or of the required condensin<r

surface, to the use of a poor type of

condenser, or to the presence of oil or

air in the condenser or scale on the out-

side.

The condenser should be located on

the roof of the building, with the cool-

ing tower immediately underneath and

so placed that the coils will be parallel

with the prevailing direction of the wind

in the summer.

The cooling of the water over the con-
densers is important, not only because
it simplifies the action of the cooling
tower, but also because it produces a
greater temperature difference between
the water and the ammonia and thus
lowers the condenser pressure. Theo-
retically the ideal arrangement would be
for the initial and final temperatures

• of the water to be the same. This is

often realized in winter and is also quite
possible in summer in a dry climate with
good wind velocity and sufficient conden-
ser surface. It is important to protect
atmospheric condensers from the sun
Condensing coils give a much greater

heat transmission per degree difference

in temperature than evaporating coils.

Better results are obtained with the

double-pipe condenser than with the at-

mospheric because of the higher water
velocity of the former. Taking into

account the question of initial cost,

however, an atmospheric condenser, well

exposed, should give, for the same ex-

penditure, as good results as the double-

pipe condenser.

TABLE 2 AMMONIA CONDENSER
PERFORMANCE

No. of test 1 2 3
Type of condenser A B
Internal surf, per stand, sq. ft. 174 222 216
Refriger'n per stand, tons ... 13.8 5.7 6.5
Surface per ton of refrigeration,

s. ft 12.6 39 .?3.2

Water on. deg. fahr 73 9.^ %k

Water off last condensing pipe,

deg. fahr 98.5 94 90
Water off bottom superheat

pipe. deg. fahr 104 94.5 92
Condenser pressure, lb 195 190 210
Condensing temp., deg. fahr. ..98 97 103.4
Temp, entering gas, deg. fahr.. 240 230 245
Temp, leaving liquid, deg. fahr. 98 97 100

Logarithmic temp, diff., con-
densing section, deg. fahr.... 6.6 3.5 16.5

Logarithmic temp, diff., super-
heat section, deg. fahr 24 37.5 57

Superheat extracting surface
per stand, sq. ft 21,7 22.2 32

Condensing surface per stand,
gq. ft 152.3 199.8 184

Entering velocity superheat
section, feet per second ... 8.2 3.3 S.7

Entering velocity condensing
section, feet per second .... 6 2.4 i 7

Mean heat transmission per
deg., sq. ft. per hr., B.t.u.. 155 91.6 f«

Table 2 gives the results obtained

from tests performed upon condenser

sets in actual operation. Type A was a

counter-current flooded atmospheric con-
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FIG. 8 COMPRESSOR HORSEPOWER PER
TON REFRIGERATION.

denser. Type B was a condenser instal-

lation consisting of ordinary atmosphe-
ric condensers with three superheat
pipes at the bottom of each stand. The
result in tests 2 and 3 were obtained

with type B. When test 2 was con-

ducted the condenser surface was very

clean both inside and outside and the
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condenser was free from any non-con-
densable gases; this probably accounts
for the favorable performance secured.
The value in test 3 fairly agree with the
ordinary performance of condensers
similar to B. The writer possesses data
of tests performed upon a dozen of
these installations, which show practic-
ally the same figures.

6
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Temperature Rise of Water overCondenser.Degfdhr.

G. 9 — TEMPERATURE RISE OF WATEROVER CONDENSER WITH VARIOUSAMOUNTS OF WATER AND NO
ATMOSPHERIC COOLING

Fig. 5 presents the effect on the trans-
mission of heat of the velocity of the
water in the pipes of a condenser. The
points in the graphs were plotted from
values obtained with a 12-pipe condenser
of the drip-pipe type.
The velocity of the water in the pipes

of a double-pipe condenser may be in-
creased by allowing a greater amount
of water to flow through them. The
gas velocity increases when the height
of the stand is increased by the addition
of more pipes. In selecting between
high and low condensers, however, other
factors must be considered in addition
to the water or gas velocity. Generally
speaking, high condensers are preferable
when the available water is cold.

When a condenser is operated with
superheated gas, this should not enter
at the top of the stand, as is often done
in practice. Type B in Fig. 6 is a con-
venient form of a condenser for use with
superheated gas.

A rather frequent objectionable con-
dition is the presence of air in the con-
denser. In order to be able to extract
without interfering with the operation
of the remainder of the system or losing
much ammonia, the condenser must be
provided with a suitable purging ar-
rangement, as, for example, the one re-
presented in Fig. 7, which was used
with installation B, in test 2, table 2.

The presence of air in the condenser
often causes the cessation of the flow of
the liquid through the pipes and thus
seriously impairs the efficient perfor-
mance of the condenser. The author
has had occasion to observe in certain
plants he inspected that the condenser
pressure dropped 20 to ?,0 lb. after the
air was removed from the system.

Fig. 8 shows distinctly how the com-
pressor horsepower per ton of refriger-
ation increases with the rising condenser
pressure, and decreases with rising suc-
tion pressure.

Fig. 9 shows how the consumption of
condenser water per minute per ton of
refrigeration increases as its tempera-
ture range over the condenser is de-

creased, it being assumed that for each
ton .3.50,000 B.t.u. must be removed per
24 hours, inclusive of the heat equivalent
of the compressor horsepower.

Cooling Towers and Spray Systems
The economy of a refrigerating plant

depends largely upon the temperature of
the water circulated in the condenser.
Water for ammonia-condensing pur-
poses can be obtained from deep or sur-
face wells, flowing streams or city dis-

tribution systems; or by recirculating
water that is being cooled in forced-
draft, natural-draft or atmospheric cool-
ing towers or spray cooling systems.
Which method is to be preferred de-
pends upon the temperature of the
water, the dependability of the supply
and the relative pumping level. The cost
of pumping water from wells is ordin-

arily so great that a recooling system
is preferred.

The proper construction of a cooling

tower is far more important in a re-

frigerating plant than in a steam nlant.

In the latter we can get 25 in. of vacuum
with water at 105 deg. Fabr. ; but in the

refrigerating plant, with the same tem-
perature, the ammonia condenser pres-

sure would be about 280 lb.

The limit of atmospheric cooling de-

pends upon the wet-bulb temperature.

The rate of cooling depends upon the

vapor-pressure difference between the

dewpoint and the temperature of the

cooling water as modified by the wet-

bulb depression. Roughly speaking,

each degree of water temperature is

equivalent to three pounds of condenser

pressure.

The use of a properly de-

signed cooling tower is pre-

ferable to pumping water
from a well, except when th;.'

well water is very cold. In

summer, in even the hotte.'^t

and most humid parts of the

United States, the tempera
ture of the water in the cool-

ing tower will hardly ever
be 85 deg. Fahr.; it will or-

dinarily be below 80 deg.

Fahr. an din winter 50 deg.

Fahr. and even less. In fact,

with a cooling tower it is not
impossible to obtain in win-
ter a condenser pressure of

of 65 lb., while with well water, the

temperature of which keeps more uni-
form throughout the year, the pressure is

higher in winter. The towers should
not be built square but rectangular,
twice as long as they are wide, and
should be placed so that the wind strikes
on the lower side.

The proper relative position of the
cooling tower, as regards the condenser,
is a most important feature. It must
be remembered that the auxiliary power
should be kept down to the minimum of

% h.p. per ton of ice, also that if the
head is reduced more water can be
pumped with the same power and thus
lower condenser pressures are obtained.
In many plants the cooling tower and
condenser are placed on the same level
with the result that two circulating

pumps are operated in place of one.
The relative position of the cooling tow-
er and the condenser should always be
one above the other, with the preference
of the condenser being in the higher
position, since unobstructed air access is

more important with an atmospheric con-
denser than with a cooling tower. Both
are more conveniently located upon a
roof.

The spray system has recently been in-

troduced in connection with ammonia
condensing systems and very good re-

sults are being obtained. Its cooling
efficiency varies from 45 to 70 per cent.,

depending upon humidity, wind velocity,

fineness of spray and pressure at the
nozzles. In the calculations which must
be made for designing a spray system,
however, it is advisable to figure its

operating efficiency at 50 per cent. This
value has been assumed in the prepar-

ation of the curves in Fig. 10, which
show the value of the temperature of
the water before spraying and the cor-

responding values after spraying, for

various wet-bulb temperatures.

The advantage resulting from the use

of a spray system in an ammonia con-

densing installation is that it reduces

the power required, because a spray sys-

tem does not involve the action of a fan,

and a pressure at the nozzle of only six

or seven pounds, that is, the equivalent

of a lower 14 ft. high is sufficient. Also,

the cost of construction and mainten-
ance is less for a spray system than for

a cooling tower.
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Distille dand Raw Water Systems
The advisability of using water eva-

porators should be carefully considered
before adopting a raw-water system in

a steam plant. Where the quantity of
the available water is such that raw-
water ice cannot be made successfully,
the installation of evaporators is highly
desirable.

There are two types of evaporators,
high-pressure and vacuum. Under proper
conditions both give satisfactory service
and neither one develops as much
trouble from the formation of scale as
is ordinarily assumed. The writer knows
of evaporators operated successfully in

a region where the water contains a
large amount of salt, a large amount
of carbonates, and considerable calcium
and magnesium sulphate.
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The Oxide Film Lightning Arrester
A Recent Development in the Protection of Electrical Apparatus
From the Effects of Lightning. An Interesting Principle is

Involved

THIS article gives a brief sum-
mary of the scientific princi-
ples underlying a new type

of lightning arrester called the "oxide
film arrester." The functioning of this
arrester depends upon the fact that
certain dry chemical compounds can be
changed with extreme rapidity from
very good conductors of electricity to
almost perfect non-conductor& by the
application of a slight degree of heat.
Lead peroxide is a good example of
such a substance. It has a specific re-

sistance of the order of one ohm per
inch cube. The resistance varies with
the pressure to which it has been com-
pressed. At a temperature of about
150 deg. cent, the lead peroxide (PbOJ
will be reduced to red lead, commer-
cially known as minium (PbjOJ. This
has a specific resistance of about 24
millions ohms per inch cube. At slightly

higher temperatures this minium will

be reduced through the sesquioxide

(FhfiJ to litharge (PbO), which last

named is practically an insulator. [A
megger reading of infinity is obtained

on a column 3 millimeters long (0.11

in.) and 5 square millimeters area (0.2

sq. in.)]

Again the oxides of bismuth give

similar characteristics. There are,

furthermore, several other compounds

FIG. 2—DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION
OF FILM ACTION.

and mixtures of compounds that will

give these same results.

Lead peroxide is normally in the

physical state of a powder. If this pow-
der be placed between two electrodes

and a current passed, the temperature
due to the resistance at the contact of

the peroxide and the metal will cause

heat to be generated locally at the sur-

face. When this heat is sufficient to

create a temperature of about 150 deg.

cent, a film of the lower oxides of

lead forms, producing a film of insula-

tion which stops the current. This

method of film formation over any
large area is rather irregular, and, of

course, the oxide is not used in such a

fashion in the commercial arrester. In-

stead of this formation of litharge film

any insulating film may be put on tlie

electrodes initially. As insulating-

film spread on the metal plates
there have been used thin layers
of the following: glass, water glass,

halowax, cloth, balsam, shellac, oil,

paints, lead paints, varnishes, and lac-

quers of all available kinds. In all

cases the results are similar, varying
only with the voltage at which puncture
of the film of insulation occurs.

The foregoing statements define the
principle of the commercial oxide film
arrester. It comprises two sheet metal
electrodes set about 0.5 in. apart, one or
both covered with a thin insulating film
and the space between the plates filled

with some such substance as that de-

scribed above as, for example, lead per-
oxide. At a permissible voltage of 300
volts per cell the insulating film pre-
vents any appreciable current flowing
under normal conditions. As soon as
the voltage rises slightly above normal
the film punctures in one or more mi-
croscopic points, the lightning charge
meets with practically no resistance and
flows to earth. Fig. 1. The dynamic
current starts to follow, but because of

the fact that the insulation was punc-
tured in such fine points, the current
density near these points is exceedingly
great. This results in a localized heat-

ing which speedily raises the tempera-
ture to a value sufficient to change to

insulating litharge all the conducting
peroxide in this minute path of the cur-

rent flow in contact with the electrodes.

The film consequently reseals, stop-

ping the further flow of dynamic cur-

rent. This action is so rapid that its

duration cannot be measured on an
oscillograph giving two thousand cycles

per second, that is to say, the action

of resealing occurs in less than one

four-thousandth part of a second after

the excess of lightning voltage has
ceased.

Fig. 2 shows a magnified, imaginary
representation of one of the films on

one metal plate. As shown, the film

is punctured by a spark and filled with

a litharge plug which is represented by
the open circles. The cross-section in

the discharge path, a short distance

away from the metal electrode, is suf-

ficiently expanded to make the current

of low enough density not to heat the

peroxide to a temperature of reduction

to litharge. The peroxide is represented

by the solid dots and only those in the

path of the discharge are shown. At
the other electrode, not shown in this

magnified diagram, a similar effect

may be taking place, although there is

a difference between the positive and
negative crators.

This film can be made of litharge it-

self, as well as any of the insulating

materials above named. For example,

metal plates may be inserted in any of

the well-known lead electroplating solu-

tions, and thus a very thin lead peroxide

film (measuring a few hundred thous-

andths of an inch) formed. By proper
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FIG. 1—CHARACTERISTICS OF ARRESTER.

heating this will be changed to litharge

and this form of electrode can be used.

Peroxide may also be sprinkled over

any metal plate and the plate heated,

which will reduce the peroxide to lith-

arge. Again, the metal chosen for the

electrode itself may be lead and if

heated in the air a thin film of litharge

will be formed on the surface. Again,

an aluminum electrode may be put in

any of the common electrolytes, and a

thin aluminum film be built up. This
may be used with the peroxide powder.'
Of these methods of forming the film
the most preferable is by dipping in

varnish or lacquer highly bumislied sur-

faces of brass, steel, or copper, and is

consequently used in the commercial ar-

rester. The ohmic resistance of the ar-

rester during discharge is quite low
(less than 1 ohm per cell). Thus, when
the insulating film is punctured the ar-

rester offers very slight impedance tc

the flow of energy at abnormal volt-

ages.

There is a certain range of voltage

necessary to pierce any given insula-

tion. The exact voltage depends not

only upon the thickness of the insula-

tion and its dielectric strength, but also

on the relation of the dielectric spark

lag to the duration of the super-spark

potential and the frequency of altera-

tions of the transient surge.

If an arrester is to give protection

of insulation in shunt with it, the ar-

rester must relieve the abnormal elec-

tric pressure before damage is done to

the insulation. Although tests are fre-

quently made with the arrester and the

insulation it is to protect in parallel, a

more convenient method has been

standardized and is known as the equiv-

alent sphere gap test. Both the insula-

tion and the arrester are compared by
comparing each to the equivalent sphere

pap-
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The equivalent sphere gap of the ox-
ide film arrester may be analyzed, as in

other cases, into separate and distinct

parts. First, there is the equivalent
sphere gap of the main gap to initiate

a discharge through the insulating film
on the plate surface of the cell. Third,
there is the equivalent sphere gap of
the resistance drop of the current dis-

charging through the powdered peroxide
in its path. Fourth, there is the equiv-
alent sphere gap of the inductance of

the arrester.

Commenting on these factors in their

relation to this arrester, the main gap
is itself a sphere gap which has the
fastest spark of any practical gap. The
gap setting, like that of the aluminum
arrester, is only slightly above that of
the normal voltage of the circuit.

The equivalent sphere gap of the film
is several times greater than the thick-
ness of the film because solid material
has a greater dielectric spark lag than
air, but with this multiple of the thick-
ness of the film the equivalent sphere
gap is still low. Since peroxide is a
good conductor, the series resistance in

the path of the discharge is insuffici-
ent to give an undesirable voltage drop.
As to the inductance of the arrester,
it has a minimum value due to the fact
that eaeh cell is only 0.5 in. long, and
these cells are placed one on top of an-
other. In other words, the total length
of the arrester (which constitutes the
inductance) is short as compared to the
necessary length of conductor from line

to earth.

One of the obstacles that had to be
overcome in the making of this arrester
was the increase in the resistance after
a great many heavy discharges had
passed through it. The predominant rea-
son for the increase seems to be ex-
plained by the following theory: The
current passing through this small
puncture in the film heats up very
rapidly not only the powder but also
the air contained within the interstices
of the powder. The particles are there-
by thrown out of contact with each
other, thus producing a fluffiness. The
decrease in the number of contacts de-
creases the actual cross sectional area
of conduction and hence increases the
resistance. This raises the equivalent
sphere gap. This action is accelerated,
of course, by the giving off of the oxy-
gen itself evolved in the reduction from
lead peroxide to the lower oxide. If,

however, this same arrester be violently
jarred or the filling powder be com-
pressed, or any other method utilized
to restore the particles to their previ-
ous intimate contact, the equivalent
needle gap will fall again. While in-

creased fluffiness appears to be the pre-
dominant cause of change of the equiv-
alent sphere gap, the increased thick-
ness of the film of litharge at the point
of puncture of the film is finally a fac-
tor of moment. The total area of the
film must be sufficient to give a rea-
sonable number of years of life to the
arrester. There are other factors relat-

ing to the details of manufacture which

give a limited degree of control over
this change in equivalent sphere gap.

In all the commercial oxide film ar-

resters used for alternating current the
power factor is nearly unity. For spe-
cial purposes, however, the power factor

can be made anything desired from 10
per cent, to unity. This is obtained by
combining with the conducting oxide
other non-conducting materials. This
principle has been made use of for con-
densers but it has not been found de-

sirable to incorporate it in the arrester.

To summarize—an arrester operating
under a new principle has been made
which comprises in essence one or more
metal electrodes covered with an in-

sulating film, and separated by a con-
ductfng powder, which has the peculiar
characteristic of becoming a non-con-
ducting powder upon the application of
heat. Voltage higher than that which
can be withstood by the insulating film
punctures it in one or more points of

about 0.005 cm. diameter. Dynamic
current flowing gives a high current
density in the conducting powder adja-
cent to these punctures which in turn
heats it up rapidly, reducing the pow-
der to a non-conductor, and sealing the
holes in the film. The powder being a
poor heat conductor localizes this ac-
tion, so that very little more powder
is reduced than is actually necessary to

seal up these minute punctures.

The critical spark voltage and that
part of the equivalent sphere gap con-
trolled thereby is a function of the
thickness and kind of material used for
the film.

Comparison of the "Oxide Film" With
Aluminum Arrester

The earliest form of non-electrolytic

film arrester was known as the dry
aluminum arrester. It was a direct at-

tempt to utilize the dry film which
forms on the surfaces of pure alumin-
um immediately after it comes in con-
tact with the oxygen of the air. The
hydroxide film is easily formed in elec-

trolyte and on drying becomes a dr>'

film which gives sufficient action to

prevent a discharge up to a given criti-

cal voltage, depending upon the thick-

ness of the film. The film can also be
formed by a spark or arc of a conduc-
tor in contact with a plate. Naturally
this conductor should be of a non-me-
tallic nature. In the earliest form tried

powdered carbon was used mixed with
dioxide of manganese which gives a lib-

eral supply of oxygen at the heated
point.

One of the objects of the development
of this arrester was to decrease the cost

of manufacture and it was found with
the new principle involved in the oxide
film arrester, where the powder fur-
nishes the film rather than the plate,

that the aluminum could be replaced
by a cheaper metal, such as steel, and,
as already described, the initial film
known in the early stages of develop-
ment as the "paint skin" type could be
furnished by a layer of varnish. On
first sight, knowing the extreme thin-

ness of the hydroxide film on wet alum-
inum cell it might not seem that the
dry cell would give the same general
characteristics as the wet cell. But a
comparison of the volt-ampere curves
shows the same general characteristics.

For a. c. voltages of 300 volts average
per cell the current in the dry cell is of

negligibly small value up to 40 milli-

amperes. The power-factor is nearly
unity and the current flow is due to

very slight leakages through the films.

In the case of the aluminum electrolytic

cells there is an equivalent condition,

the d. c. leakage current of the order
of one milliampere being due to leaks

through the hydroroxide film. In the

a. c. aluminum arrester the leakage

current on the plate area used is much
greater, due to the destructive action

of the alternating current on the hy-

droxide film. Furthermore, the wet
cell with its thinner film is a condenser

of appreciable capacitance which takes

a charging current of about 0.5 ampere
at 60 cycles. When the voltage reaches

a certain critical value which is between
300 and 400 volts for the wet aluminum
cell and between 300 and 500 for the

oxide cell (or higher if the paint film

is made thicker) the current is allowed

to pass freely through the cells, limited

only by the ohmic resistance of the cell

independent of the film. Since the

oxide film arrester has no dissolution

of the film, as occurs in the wet alum-

inum cell charging is not only un-

necessary, but undesirable. This ex-

tends the use of the oxide film arrester

to localities where there are no attend-

ants.

Although the wet aluminum plate be-

comes frosted to an appreciable thick-

ness by the passage of current in long

use, the actual thickness of the film,

as represented by the critical voltage, is

not changed. In the oxide fihn arrester,

however, the film less than one 1 mil

thick initially thickens up by the addi-

tion of successive spots of litharge for

each successive discharge. This repre-

sents the wear on the arrester and lim-

its its total life. Fig. 1 shows com-
parative volt-ampere characteristics of

the oxide film arrester and the a. c.

aluminum arrester. Since both of these

arresters have a leakage current which
wears the plates of the cells when ar-

ternating current is supplied, it is neces-

sary, as previously stated, to place a

spark gap in series with the cells. This
spark gap is set at a value slightly

above the normal potential of the cir-

cuit so that nothing but abnormal volt-

ages will cause a discharge.

Mr R. S. Wright, Sudbury, Ont.,

writes: "I have always looked on

POWER HOUSE as our own country

engineer's journal, and it is up to us

stationary engineers at this time to

show our patriotism and support home
industry."
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Methods of Mounting Motors on Ceilings
By Mounting Motors Near the Ceiling or in the Roof Trusses
Valuable Space is Saved and Economies Effected in Transmission

Where Group Drive is Employed

By RALPH G. BRADSHAW
(Copyright, all rights reserved)

IT
very often occurs that the most

desirable location for a motor for a
group drive is at or near the ceiling

of the room. In such a location the
motor does not occupy valuable floor
space, and is immune from meddling
by the unauthorized. There are two
possible objections to such a location.

One is that the space near the ceiling

is always the hottest part of the room,
which is undesirable, because a motor
placed in such a location may become
unduly overheated. The other objection

is that unless proper provisions are

made, a motor near a ceiling may be
difficult to inspect and repair. The last

objection can be nullified, provided pro-

per ladders and platforms are installed,

from which the inspector can work.
Where a small motor is to be placed

it can be bolted, inverted, directly

against the ceiling. Timbers can be
secured against the ceiling, into which
lag bolts, passing through the bolt holes

in the motor frame, can turn. Lag bolts

should, however, never be used to sup-

port a motor, hence the preferable and
only dependable method of supporting a

motor at or near the ceiling is to fix

the supporting bolts so that they will

pass entirely through the floor. The
most effective way to raise an inverted

motor to a position against the ceiling

is to thread two lines or falls through
diagonally opposite holes bored through
the ceiling, as above suggested. In bor-

ing these holes care must be taken to

place them so that they will exactly fit

over the holes in the motor frame. The
lines are passed through from the storey

above to the floor of the room below.

The motor to be mounted is turned up-

side down on the floor, and each of the

two lines is threaded through a bolt

hole in the motor frame corresponding

in position to the hole in the ceiling

above through which the line passes.

Then a knot is tied in the line below

I \\ Caneri/ //tor /otsfi
||

I

^ F/an/fS

FIG. 1—MOTOR SHELF SUPPORTED FRO.M CEILING AND WALL

the motor frame so that when the lines

are pulled on the knots will sustain the

weight of the motor. Then helpers on
the storey above pull on the lines and
draw the motor in position against the

ceiling. Bolts are inserted through the

remaining holes in the floor and
through the motor bed plate and the

nuts are set up on these bolts, holding

the bed plate firmly in position. Then
the lines are removed and supporting

bolts are pushed through the holes in

the floor from which the lines have

been taken and through the motor bed

.

plate, and their nuts turned up on them.

With larger motors it is necessary to

build a shelf or platform upon which the

motor may rest and upon which the in-

spector may stand while cleaning and

adjusting the machine. Fig. 1 shows a

simple motor platform that has been

found very satisfactory in practice. A
number of supports similar to this were

used in the Omaha shops of the Union

FIG. 2—MOTOR SHELF SUPPORTED FROM CONCRETE CEILING

FIG. 3—CONSTRUCTION OF A LADDER
WITH PIPE RUNGS

Pacific Railway. Group drive motors
of outputs in the neighborhood of 20

h.p. were mounted on the platforms. It

will be noted (Fig. 1) that all of the

platforms were arranged along the side

of the building, so that a 6x8 in. timber

held to the brick wall with 's-in. bolts

formed a support for one edge of the

platform. An 8x8 in. timber formed
a beam carrying the outer edge of the

platform. This timber was in each case
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held from the floor above by two 1^/4 -in.

tie rods that passed vertically entirely

through 8x16 floor joists. Care was
taken to so locate the motor platforms
that the tie rods would, in every case,

pass through holes in the floor joists,

because the holes in the joists in which
the tie rods snugly fitted provided

lateral support for the platform struc-

ture and tended to minimize vibration.

A 6x8 strut was clamped in at the side

of each tie rod between the platform
floor and the gallery floor joists. A
slot was cut in the side of each of these

struts for the accommodation of the tie

rod, which maintained each strut in its

correct position.

A platform that has been successfully

used for supporting motors to ceilings

in reinforced concrete buildings is shown
in Fig. 2. The tie rods pass, as they

should in every c^se, entirely through
the floor, so that they will be substan-

tially supported from above. The tim-

bers comprising the frame upon which

the floor is laid are mortised and ten-

oned and are held together with iron

tie rods, eliminating any possibility of

the shaking asunder of the frame.

Where there is a considerable side pull

occasioned by a belt drive from a motor
platform, it may be necessary to install

braces for a platform like that shown
in Fig. 2, to prevent the platform from
being pulled out of its position later-

ally. Ordinarily, however, such braces

are not necessary if the platform is well

constructed and the nuts of the tie rods

are set up snugly.

It is, however, essential that a good

ladder, or some other means of access,

be provided to every motor platform.

If it is difficult for the inspector to

reach the platform, the motor will prob-

ably not receive the attention that it

should. A splendid form of ladder that

will not wear out, and which can be

readily constructed is shown in Fig. .3.

The side pieces are 4x4 timbers and the

rungs are 20-in. lengths of 1-in. pipe.

Pipe that can not be used for any other

purpose, because it is rusted, or cracked,

can be utilized for rungs of a ladder of

this type. The 12-in. distance between

is installed. The holes through the 4x4
timbers for the reception of the pipe

should be so bored that the pipe will fit

into them very snugly, and a nail should

be driven, , as shown in the detail in Fig.

3, through a hole in the end of each
pipe to prevent its turning as a man
mounts the ladder. The nails also keep
the rungs from slipping sideways out
of the timbers. The nails should always

FIG. 5—DETAIL SHOWING HOW BEVELED
WASHER IS USED

be driven in far enough so that they will

not extend and cut the fingers of a man
using the ladder.

Ordinarily, ladders about an indus-

trial plant are made with 2x4 vertical

timbers, and 1x4 rungs and such are,

of course, cheaper, in first cost at any
rate, than the ladder in Fig. 3, but the

rungs in wooden ladders wear out, and
sometimes they break and injure a man
and thereby involve a damage suit. It

is for the reason that the pipe rung
ladder is always safe and will practi-

cally never wear out that it is probably
more economical in the long run than a

FIG. 4—SMALL MOTOR CLAMPED WITH BEVELLED WASHERS

In modern plants the practice of using

structural steel for supporting motors
is every day becoming more popular.

In some shops wood construction, and,

in fact, any construction that is com-
bustible, is not permitted.

Structural steel is used instead and
provides a permanent, rigid, and fire-

proof frame for the motor platforms.

Small motors can be conveniently

castino

FIG. 6—METHOD OF CASTING CHANNEL
WASHERS

centres of rungs provides a convenient

spacing, but this can be increased or de-

creased in accordance with the practice

prevailing in the plant where the ladder

wooden ladder. The pipe rungs can be
cut and drilled in the pipe shop at

times when the mechanics have no other
work to do. i,

Taper /3 ' P^r ^- ^ y

FIG. 7^CAST IRON BEVELED WASHER

mounted on a couple of channels, as sug-
gested in Fig. 4. The holding-down
bolts of the motor pass through holes in

the channel flanges and are ..eld therein

by nuts turned on at the lower ends of

the bolts. Inasmuch is the sloping sur-

faces of channels and I-beams always
slant with a 6 to 1 pitch, it is necessary
to insert so-called beveled washers be-

tween the holding-down bolt nut and the

flange face, as shown in Fig. 5, so that

the nut will have a horizontal surface

upon which to slide. Fig. 7. in connec-

tion with Table I, shows dimensions of

beveled washers for use with I-beams
and channels that have been found sat-

isfactory in practice. It is not usually

possible, so far as the writer is aware,
to obtain these beveled washers on the

open market. They can sometimes be
secured from the structural steel com-
panies, but if many are to be used it

will pay any concern to make a pattern

like that shown in Fig. 6 and have the

washers cast at the nearest foundry.

It will be noted that in the pattern of

Fig. 6 a deep groove is cut between ad-

jacent washers. A strip of a half dozen

or more washers is cast from one pat-

tern and then the washers can be broken
off along the grooves as they are re-

quired.

With larger motors, it is not feasible

or desirable to bolt them directly to the

flanges of steel sections as shown in

Fig. 4. The disadvantage of this Fig. 4

method is that the holes must be drilled

accurately in the channel or I-beam
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flanges for the accommodation of the
holding-down bolts, and furthermore,
that after the holes have been drilled

only one position of the motor is possi-
ble. The arrangement of Figs. 8 and
9, wherein cast iron channel washers,
Fig. 10, are used for clamping the
structural steel members together, elim-
inates both of these disadvantages. No
drilling is required in the channels thas
comprise the supporting frame, and the
character of the construction is such
that the motor can be readily shifted
along the two channels upon which it

rests, and these two channels can in

turn be shifted along the members upon
which they rest, so that the motor can
be readily aligned with the pulley which
it is to drive.

As suggested in Figs. 8 and 9, two
channels are always used to form a
supporting beam where the channel
washers are utilized. The channel
washer has two functions. The first is

that it provides a means of clamping
the two channels that fit into it to some
other member, and the second function
is that it maintains these two channels
at a given distance from one another.
The protection, G, in Fig. 10, maintains
the channels at a given distance apart.
It is seldom possible to obtain these
channel washers on the market, and for
this reason Table II is given to
show some dimensions that have proven
satisfactory in practice. These channel
washers can be used for other size sec-

tions than those shown in the first

cerns insist rigidly upon the elimina-
tion of wood, in which case floors of
standard checkered steel plate can be
used. Such floors are, however, of
necessity always grounded on the struc-

of your readers, but on the other hand it

may be new to others. We had occasion

to use some lengths of 2^4 in. round iron

as shafting, the ends of which had to be
turned down to 2 in. to fit the couplings,

FIG. 9—SECTION A-A OF FIG. 6

tural steel frame of the building. A
man standing on such a floor is, there-

fore, liable to receive a severe shock. It

is for this reason that it is probably

usually the best practice to place a

wooden floor on a steel platform around

the motor, particularly if it is high up

in the roof trusses, because if a man
fell from such a location it would prob-

ably be fatal. The amount of wood in

such a floor should be maintained at a

minimum.

and to suit the supporting bearings the
shafting had to be turned down to 2 ins.

at various places.

Having no lathe capable of doing the
work, resource was had to the pipe-

threading machine, and with fairly satis-

factory results, notwithstanding that the

machine was old and somewhat the worse
for wear. The gripping chuck ser^•ed as

a driver, and the guides in the die head
supported the shafting just where sup-

port was required. Two tools (right and

MOTOR MOUNTED ON CHANNELS CLAMPED TO STRUCTURAL STEEL
ROOF TRUSS.

column of the table, and also in com-
bination with small I-beams.

No floor is shown in the motor plat-

form in Figs. 8 and 9, because practice

differs in regard to floors on struc-

tural steel motor supports. Some con-

CONVEKTING A PIPE THREADING
MACHINE INTO A LATHE

By J. M.
The following description as to how

we made a pipe-threading machine serve

the purpose of a lathe may he old to some

FIG. 10—CAST IRON CHANNEL WASHERS

left hand) were :.iade to fit the tool slide

rest, wiiere the cutting-off tool usually

fits, and by substituting a nut and screw

arrangement for tlie rack and pinion gear

we had a very serviceable lathe for the

work in hand.

Mr. A. R. Doolcy, Leitchville .Sask.,

writes: "I am very much in favor of

the change to a semi-monthly paper. I

enjoy POWER HOUSE."
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OUR QUESTION BOX
Questions are invited from readers regarding power

plant operation and difficulties

encountered

Readers are invited to send in

answers to these problems, as they
have been chosen for their interest
and application to the practical
side of power plant operation.
Perhaps you, too, have some pet

problems, or hard nuts which you
would like to ask your fellow en-
gineers; if so, send them along for
the benefit of others.
Answers, together with the ori-

ginal question, will be published in
the issues following the appearance
of the question.

Questions Before

The House
If a tube in your boiler developed a

slight leak, as through a pitting that
had gone through the tube, or a small
sand hole, how would you stop the leak
without dropping the pressure ?

You have a compound engine, llxl9x
12 in. stroke, running at 260 revolutions
per minute. Cut off in the high pressure
cylinder is a % of the stroke. Cut off

in low at 3-4 of the stroke. What is the
horse power aproximately ?

In the case of the above engine, what
is the probable steam consumption per
hour, and what size would you have to

make a pump to supply the water con-
sumed to the boiler?

10. Why is a horizontal engine, run-
ning over, provided with guides top and
bottom ? Which guide does the pressure
act on, and why?

11. A cylinder 24 in. bore, carrying an
initial pressure of 100 pounds per square
inch. Allowing 5,000 pounds per sq.

inch on the studs, how many would be
required, and what pitch should they be
set at?

12. The stays in a horizontal tubular
boiler have an allowance of 6,000 pounds
per sq. inch. If the segment is 24 in.

high and the boiler 72 inches diameter,
what is the number and diameter of stays
required ?

Questions Answered
2. The amount of lift possible in any

pump is governed by the pressure of
the atmosphere, and the degree of ef-

ficiency in the mechanical parts of the
pump. Strictly speaking, such a thing
as lift does not exist, or suction either.

The pump plunger partially exhausts
the air in the suction pipe, and the pres-
sure of the atmosphere acting on the
free surface forces the water into the
vacant space. The pressure of the at-
mosphere is approximately 14.7 lbs. per
squai-e inch. This corresponds to a
height of 33.8 feet, and if a pump were
perfect, and could create a perfect
vacuum in the suction, it would "lift"

from this height. Practically, the aver-
age pump is limited to about 25 feet, due
to leakage through glands, valves, pis-

tons, etc., and friction in the pipe. The
fitting of a foot valve is in no way a
help when the lift has approached the
limit, as in this case the valve repre-
sents an additional load for the pressure
to lift.

In pumps which have a long suction
pipe, but not necessarily a great lift,

the fitting of a suction foot valve is a
great help. By the help of this valve
the pipe is kept full of water, and the
first stroke of the pump creates an
empty space and the atmospheric pres-
sure is amply sufficient to overcome the
resistance of the foot valve and pipe
friction.—T.H.F.

9. Assuming initial pressure to be 90
lbs. per sq. inch. Cut-off takes place at %
of strokfi, giving a ratio of expansion of
1.6 in the high pressure.

90^1.6zr=56.25=Mean pressure during
stroke.

This is expanded at the end of the
stroke into the L.P. cylinder which has
an area in the proportion of 1.3 of the
high pressure cylinder. The cut-off takes
place at % stroke, giving a mean pres-
sure in the L.P. cylinder of 14 lbs. The
M.E.P. of high pressure will be 56.25
less 18.75=37.5 lbs.

The M.E.P. referred to low will be
M.E.P. of High

1- M.E.P. of Low
R
37.5

[- 14 = 26.5

3
19'X .7854 X 26.5 X 11 X 520

H. P.= =
33,000X12

108.5 LH.P.
An engine of this type would con-

sume, say, 25 lbs. steam per H.P. per
hour.

108.5X25 = 2,712.5 lbs. per hour.
2,712.5

= cubic feet per min.= .723 C.F.
62.5X60
.723 X 1,728 = say, 550 cubic in. per min.

Allowing the pump to be 75% ef-

ficient, that will be
550X4 2,200

= = 733 C.I.

3 3

Allowing a piston speed of 50 feet per
minute we have at, say, 50 strokes per
minute a stroke of 12 inches which gives

a diameter of, roughly, 8% inches.

11. A cylinder 24 inches diameter will

have an area of 452.39 square inches. The
total pressure on the studs will be

452.39X100 = 452.39 lbs.

Studs are allowed to carry 5,000 lbs.

per square inch.

45,239
= 9.04 square inches

5,000

The cii'cumference of the pitch circle

will be

(24+ 2) X 3.1416= 81.6816 inches.

Allow pitch of 3 inches, giving, say,

27.2. Make number of studs 28. Divide
9.04 by 28= .323 sq. inch, for each stud.

This corresponds to % in. dia. nearly.

28 studs — % in. diameter.

12. The area of the segment will be

4h' Fd ' 4X24X24
X / .608= X

3 \h 3

72
— .608

24

4X8X24X^/(3—.608)=1.843 sq. inches.

At 100 lbs. per sq. inch total pres-
sure = 184,300 lbs.

184,300 = 6,000 = 30.7 sq. inches.

A pitch of 10 square inches would give
18.43 stays. Make stays 19 in number.
30.73 19 = 1.6 sq. inches per stay.

Say 19 stays of 1% inches diameter.

PERSONAL
Frank J. Tone has been made presi-

dent of The Carborundum Company of
Niagara Falls, succeeding the late Frank
W. Haskell. George R. Rayner has been
made vice-president, succeeding R. B.
Mellum of Pittsburgh. F. H. Manley
retains the office of treasurer.

Lieutenant R. A. Fisher, U.S.N.R.F.,
for the past eighteen months connected
with the Flying Corps, has joined the
sales and engineering force of the J.

R. Stone Tool & Supply Company,
Detroit, Michigan. Lieutenant Fisher,

before entering the Service was con-
nected with the Curtis Aircraft Corpor-
ation and the Continental Motors Cor-
poration, Detroit and Muskegon.
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Progress in New Equipment

PORTABLE CONVEYORS REDUCE COST
OF HANDLING COAL AND ASHES

To secure economical operation and
greater efficiency in handling ma-
terial, labor must be supplanted

by machines, and those selected which
are best adapted for the particular
work. Men with wheelbarrows are too
'costly to use in storing, moving or load-
ing material, but, at the same time, the
old style conveyors required a great deal
of labor in shovelling the material up
into the receiving hoppers.
A new type of portable conveyor,

which cuts the labor of feeding one-half,
is shown in the accompanying illustra-
tions. The most distinctive feature of
this machine, called the scoop conveyor,
is the scoop on the feeding end, which
can be pushed or completely buried in

FIG. 1—A 19 FT 8 IN. CONVEYOR EQUIPPED
WITH 16 IN. WIDE BELT AND DRIVER BY

2 H.P. MOTOR.

the material to be conveyed. This makes
it possible to simply scrape the material
onto the carrying belt, instead of lift-

ing it up by shovelfuls into the feeding
hoppers of or/.linary conveyors.

Another exclusive feature of this ma-
chine is the construction of the sides or

skirt plates, as they are called. These
form a trough, which enables a 12-inch

wide belt to equal in carr^/ing capacity

a 20-inch ordinary troughed belt. This

is readily understood when one remem-
bers that on a troughed belt the ma-
terial is carried in the centre or trough,

that on the sides falling into the trough

or rolling back, wliereas the side plates

on the scoop conveyor hold the material
together, giving the whole width of the
belt carrying effectiveness. It is due to

the skirt plates, also, that a 24-ft. long

ditions. The scoop conveyor will load

trucks in one-fourth to one-sixth the

time required by men shovelling. It

often enables one truck to do the work
of two trucks and of getting two days'

work done in one day.

Storage capacity is another factor of

saving attributed to this machine, as it

FIG. -UNLOADING FROM WAGON TO STORAGE PILE.

scoop conveyor will convey material as

high as a 30-ft. trtoughed belt. The
resultant saving in belt expense is con-

siderable, as two new 12-inch x 24-ft.

scoop conveyor belts can be purchased
for the price of one 20-inch x 30-ft.

troughed conveyor belt.

Actual Savings

The money savings resulting from the

use of a scoop conveyor are due, first,

to the saving in labor; second, to the

speed at which material is conveyed.

In comparison with handling material

by hand, one or two men with a scoop

conveyor will do the same work as from
four to twelve men, depending upon con-

increases the available capacity of a

shed or yard space by enabling the men
to pile higher.

A few statements of actual savings

made by the use of portable conveyors

may be of interest:

Gay Bros. Co., (Cavendish Woollen
Mills), Cavendish, Vt. One man now
used instead of four to pile coal for

storage and to move it into boiler* house.

Average saving is $7 per day.

Baird Machine Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Reduced yard force from five men to

one. Xow unload coal from cars

quickly, without having- to pay demur-

rage charges.

IIG. 3 LOADING TRUCKS WllH A CO.NVEYOli.
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Fonda Glove Lining Co., Fonda, N.Y.
Load from 2 to 3 tons of soft coal from
ground into auto trucks in from 3 to 5

minutes.

Colonial Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

singly, in tandem or in triplicate, as
may be required. The employment of
sets of two or more allows for an in-

crease in height of the storage pile or
conveying distance. Fig. 5 illustrates

FIG. 4- UNLOADING FROM COAL CAR TO STORAGE PILE WITH A SCOOP
CONVEYOR.

Unload coal from hopper cars with
scoop conveyor* at 50 per cent, of former
cost. They figure machine has paid for
itself more than once in a year.

J. L. Prescott Co., (shoe polish manu-
facturers), Passaic, N.J. Former cost

of unloading coal from cars and putting
it into stortage bins was 28c per ton. It

is now done with a scoop conveyor at

4c per ton, or a saving of 85 per cent.

Marcus S. Wright, (miner of foundry
sands and clays), South River, N.J. Be-
fore using the scoop conveyor employed
6 men to load railroad cars. Now do
the work with 3 men and get out larger

tonnage. Load 150 to 175 tons of silica

sand into cars with scoop conveyor in a

9 hour day with 3 men, which was im-
possible with 6 men working without
the machine.

Capacity and Uses

The carrying capacity of the scoop
conveyor, based on handling coal, is one
ton per minute, provided a sufficient

amount of coal is maintained at the re-

ceiving end of the machine. If the

storage pile is of sufficient height, one
man can easily feed one ton in one and
a half minutes, or if the pile is low, he
may require from two to four minutes.

Where speed is required two men may
be provided for feeding. In unloading

hopper bottom cars the machine and one
man can remove one ton per minute.

Large size coal, coke, crushed stone,

etc., fed by one man, require from three

to six minutes for one ton, ot^ half that

time with two men.
The scoop conveyor is used princi-

pally for storing, reclaiming and load-

ing bulk material and light articles.

There are an unlimited number of uses

for" the machine, in addition, such as

elevating material to tanks or platforms

in chemical and industrial works, feed-

ing from cars and delivering into fixed

conveyors or stoker magazines at power
plants, etc. Almost any kind of ma-
terial can be handled, such as coal of all

kinds, ashes, sand, earth, crushed stone,

blast furnace slag, ore, fertilizer, salt,

chemicals, grain, bags and light pack-

ages.

The scoop conveyor may be used

three machines unloading coal from
hopper cars up a long steep incline.

Construction

As may be seen from Fig. 1, the scoop
conveyor is strongly constructed, light

in weight, compact and portable. The
steel frame holding the rollers and con-

mounted under the frame transmits
power to the conveyor by means of a
chain and spifocket connection to a shaft
extending beneath the conveyor. From
a sprocket on the other end of this shaft
the power in turn is transmitted to the
driving sprocket, located at the upper
end of the conveyor.

The carijying belt is a high grade of
heavy duck and rubber conveying belt
and duck cross strips. These transverse
cleats are provided to prevent the ma-
terial from slipping back down the in-
cline.

The scoop conveyorj is made in three
different sizes: 13 ft. 8 in., 19 ft. 8 in.,

and 24 ft. The width of the conveying
belt on any of these sizes may be either
12 in. or 16 in. wide, as desired. Size
13 ft. 8 in. elevates to a total height
from the ground of 5 ft. 9 in.; the 19
ft. 8 in. size may be adjusted for any
height from 6 feet to 9 feet, and the 24
ft. size may be adjusted for any height
from 9 feet to 12 feet. The machines
are furnished with either electric motor
or gasoline engine, or where customer
prefers to furnish and install motor
himself, motor support and drdve from
motor shaft are provided.

For catalogue and other information
address the manufacturers. The Port-
able Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

FIG. 6—ONE .MAN CAN MOVE THE SCOOP
CONVEYOR FROM PLACE TO PLACE.

veying belt is mounted on the wheels so

the balance is perfect. One man, by in-

serting the pipe handles into the ends of

the horizontal members, can easily lift

and move the machine around.
The electric motor or gasoline engine

CUTTING STEEL UNDER WATER
An oxy-acetylene blowpipe of special

construction has been used for some
time past by a French firm for cutting
steel under water, a feat hitherto con-
sidered practically impossible. The ap-
paratus consists of a cutting blowpipe
supplemented with a small diving bell

to which compressed air is admitted to
expel the water. The pressures of oxy-
gen and acetylene required are much
higher than those usually employed,
and, naturally this pressure will depend
upon the depth at which the apparatus
is worked. At the trials now being car-

ried out, ships' plates have been cut at
a depth of 27 feet under water. It has
been proved that arc cutting can be car-

ried out in a similar way, but the ap-
paratus is slightly more elaborate.

FIG. -USING THREE SCOOP CONVEYORS TO UNLOAD FROM HOPPER
BOTTOM CARS TO LARGE STORAGE PILE.
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A \ interesting problem in power plant economics has
arisen in England where the super station located at

the coal mine will likely be the plant of the future. These
stations will supply the surrounding towns and cities

with electrical energy generated in the most efficient

plants that present-day practice makes possible.

A counter-proposal has been worked out whereby every
little community, village and town would have its own
electric station from which it will distribute power, light,

heat and hot water at a cost of one-quarter of the best

a super-electric station can possibly reach. This economy
is made possible through the well-known fact that 90%
of the heat supplied to an engine goes to waste in

the condenser water and the use of exhaust steam for

district steam heating would enable the power company
to sell 50% instead of 10% of the heat value of the fuel.

The consumer would benefit through the comfort,
cleanliness and saving of labor which would result.
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Post-War Economy
ll^HILE the engineer is not again likely to have war

necessities put forward with considerable emphasis
as a reason for conservation, the necessity for economical
operation still exists and the lessons learned should not

soon be forgotten. The coal pile has assumed an im-

portance in the eyes of the plant-owner commensurate
with its ever-rising value, and the engineer will, of neces-
sity, be judged by the use made of its possibilities for

the production of power.

The power plant is an excellent example of man's
ability to apply abstract science to commercial ends, and
it is in the application of the chemical phenomenon of
combustion and of the laws of thermodynamics that

economies are effected or waste occurs. Any given plant

can never be more efficient than its design permits, but
anything short of maximum efficiency is in many cases

easily remedied.
The engineer now has available excellent recording

and testing equipment, and by keeping close check on
the performance of the boiler room and engine room
can pay for the equipment necessary over and over again.

Do You Keep Records Like This?
\ fUGH waste is due to want of records. As District

^ * Engineer to the Controller of Coal Mines, A. E.

Edwards, in a recent address given in England, said he
was much struck by the absence of records in all classes

of steam plants, and cited an example of those which

he occasionally ran across. At one place he was shown
very careful records of the cold water used for a number
of year.s but the manager had not the remotest notion

of why they required 70 tons of coal a week, how they

burnt it, or what duty they got from it; indeed, they

knew they burnt 70 tons a week by dividing their annual

purchase by 52.

THE British Admiralty is advertising in some of the

papers that it has a number of German submarines for

sale cheap, the only stipulation being that they shall

be broken up. There are quite a heap of folks who would

with pleasure tackle the breaking-up job.

AX agitation is on in England, and it promises to gain

strength, the object of which is that husbands shall pay

wages to their wives. But in the case of the well-trained

man, who simply comes home and tosses his pay envelope

into his wife's apron, what is going to happen? Will

some courageous individual arise and suggest that the

husbands shall be allowed a certain amount as salary?
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Dollars Wasted in Pipes and Fittings

By T. H. FENNER, Associate Editor Canadian Machinery

INDUSTRIAL plant managers have been brought to a

sense of realization of power plant costs during the

last two years. The result has been a tightening up
of supervision, and a close analysis of fuel, water, mainten-

ance, and wages costs, with an appreciable reduction in

these items in many cases.

There is another item which it is more difficult to keep
adequate trace of, but which is responsible for many hun-
dreds and even thousands of dollars loss in a year, accord-

ing to the size of the plant.

Hard to Keep Track Of

The modern factory contains many thousand feet of

piping, wrought iron, copper, brass and galvanized, and
this piping is being constantly renewed, repaired, or

altered. From one to twenty steamfitters and helpers are

kept busy on this work, varying with the extent of the

buildings, and keeping track of all the material used
becomes a matter of great difficulty, unless a very rigid

system is in force. This applies to the power plant itself

and to all the piping through the factory.

Generally speaking, it is in the smaller plant that the

greatest waste of both time and material takes place,

owing to want of a proper system, but even in many large
plants, where the organization is on a much better basis,

the loss, thoui^h smaller in proportion to the general ex-
pense amounts to large sums in the aggregate.

The Case of the Small Plant

Take the case of a small plant of from 100 to 200 horse-
power, which are in the majority in this country. A plant
of this kind may employ a steam fitter, or the man in

charge of the engine and boiler room will attend to the
repairs himself. In this case the element of time does
not enter into the question so much as the man is usually
employed on a standing wage basis.

There will be piping in a plant of this kind ranging
from V» inch diameter to six inch, and fittings for all these
sizes. All fittings, pipe, packing and tools will be kept in

the engine room, and the man in charge will have complete
control of the ordering of material, and the using of it. He
will be directly responsible to the manager, who cannot in

the nature of things have much idea of the requirements
of this department; and has to depend entirely on the
engineer's judgment.

In a plant of this kind it is not usual to carry a large
stock. As a rule, there will probably be from one to
three lengths of each size of pipe up to 2^^ in., the larger
sizes not being carried, but ordered as required. Fittings
for all these sizes will be on hand, and a collection of
valves of various kinds. Now the number and variety of
fittings would surprise a good many people who have not
given the matter much thought.

There are elbows, forty-five degree elbows, tees,
crosses, reducing bushings, couplings, unions, flange
unions, locknuts, plugs, caps, side outlet elbows, etc.

These are made in three different kinds; cast iron, malle-
able and galvanized, all suitable for different classes of
work. Whether the right kind for the particular job is

used or not depends on the knowledge of the man doing
the job, and the durability of the job depends also on
using the correct material.

The stock of these fittings carried on hand also depends
on the good sense or otherwise of the man in charge. To
be short of some particular fitting when it is badly needed,
may result in the shut down of the whole plant, while on
the other hand, to carry a large stock means tieing up
money which could be better used elsewhere. In how
many of these small plants could the engineer give a rea-
sonable idea of the stock on hand at any particular

moment, without a wild scramble through his stock?

Very few, it will be found. What usually happens is that

he takes a look in the bins when getting some fitting

out, and orders a dozen of a few different kinds, to keep

up the stock. This results usually in a surplus of the

particular variety in most use, and a shortage of most of

the others. Then the time comes when a particular fit-

ting is needed, and needed badly. It is not there. The job

can't wait, so what happens? Instead of using the cast

iron fitting a galvanized fitting of the same size, and cost-

ing about 309^ more, is taken. If that is not available

then a larger one is used, and the difference made up by
the use of reducing fittings at each end. This, again,

brmgs up the cost of the material, and if there are several

fittings on the job it may easily cost double. The time oc-

cupied in doing the job is increased, and even if the man's
time does not count, the delay to a department of perhaps
25 to 50 hands is considerable. Then when the job is done,

instead of examining the fittings that have been taken
down, to see if their usefulness is entirely over, a hundred
to one they are thrown into the scrap heap.

Can be Used Elsewhere.

Now, a fitting that may not be of much use on a high
pressure steam line would be of use on an exhaust heating
line, or a low pressure steam line. The same applies to

the pipe. Although one part may be bad, the rest of it

might well be used in some other part of the system.

There being no check on the material used, or a very in-

adequate one, a number of fittings and several pieces of

pipe are wasted on that one job alone. Now take the case
of valves. Here is one of the most prolific sources of
waste in most plants. To begin with, it is usual to find

every make of valve known to industry represented on the
system. This is bad in itself, for if a valve of one make
is removed from a line, and another one substituted, there
is nearly always a difference in length. This means that
the length of pipe has to be pulled together or sprung
apart, which entails a straining of fittings, which sooner
or later results in another repair job. Again, a valve has
a defective spindle. There is no spare spindle on hand,
therefore, the whole valve has to be taken out of the line,

and another one substituted. This usually entails the
taking down of two or three lengths of pipe and fittings

before a flange or union is reached. What becomes of the
body of the valve, which is perfectly good ? Mostly it is

chrown in a comer and forgotten, and when another valve
gives out on the body part the same procedure is gone
through. Now if all valves when taken out of the line

were carefully dismounted, and the bonnet, gland nut, and
spindle put into separate bins or boxes, a good deal of
money could be saved in the course of a year. In addition
to this, one make of valve should be determined on as the
most suitable, and whenever an old valve is replaced it

should be by one of this standard pattern.

A Standardized System
In this way the whole of the system will be gradually

standardized. Furthermore, a straightway gate valve
should never be employed on a steam line, as it is almost
impossible to keep them steam tight. Another source of
waste is that of cutting a length of pipe, only to find it too
long or too short by a V2 inch when put up. This means it

has to be either cut and screwed all over again, or else the
springing method so much in favor among steamfitters is

resorted to. They get the pipe together, but it is in no
condition to take up the normal working stresses, having
been considerably strained already. The result is another
repair job very shortly.

What About the Large Plant?
If this is all true in the small plant, what about the
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large ones, where the extent of the piping system is mul-
tiplied many times ?

Here the stock is usually carried in a special stock

room, and the engineering department makes requisitions

on the stock room for the material required. An adequate
stock is usually kept on hand, and a card index system is

employed which keeps a record of stock drawn and stock

on hand. The stock room puts in its own requisitions on
the purchasing department to replenish the stock. Even
with this it occasionally happens that the stock room
clerks allow some particular stock to get too low, and
before their order has gone through a demand arises for

the particular article that is out of stock. I have seen
a whole section of a factory without heat for three days
in the middle of winter, for lack of a seven-inch fitting.

It is always well for the chief engineer or foreman steam-
fitter to keep tabs on the stock himself, and remind the

stock clerk when anything is getting low.
,

So far as the stock room goes the the system is all

right, and the chances of over or understocking not very
great. However, when we come to the requisitioning of

stock by the steamfitting department, the same elements

of waste arise as in the smaller plant. We will take a case

in point. The chief engineer receives a message that a

bad blow of steam is occurring in a certain department.
He sends a hurry-up call to the steamfitting shop, and a

man is despatched to find the trouble. He sees the break,

gets the steam shut off and starts in to make repairs. He
sends his helper to the pipe shop for some fittings. The
ones he wants are not there. There is no time to get an
order §igned by the chief, so the helper is sent to the stock

room for such and such material, for which an order will

be returned later. On the steamfitter's time slip will

appear so much time, and so much material on this par-
ticular job. No record of material saved from the job, or

whether the material charged was actually used, or some
of it thrown back in the pipe shop, or how much scrapped.
The only record is so much material issued from stock and
charged up on the job.

Now, supposing some of the fittings have not been
actually used on the job, some of the old fittings having
been used again. These fittings are, as far as the books
are concerned, gone, and their value written off. They may
be returned to the pipe shop, or if the job is in an out of

the way spot, left lying around. The result of this is

that there is an amount of stock lying in the pipe shop
which there is no trace of. Now, it is surprising, how
much of this stock will find its way out of the gate. In

a large factory men are dropping in to the pipe shop every
now and again for a half-inch tee, or a two-inch elbow, and
as the stock has not to be accounted for they get it. In

the course of a year this amounts to a considerable sum.
If a new line is to be put up the same thing occurs.

The man who is to do the job figures out what fittings he
wants, gets a requisition signed, and receives the material.

Anything over goes into the pipe shop, not back to the
stock room, and the department is charged for the full

amount. The same things occur with regard to valves,

etc., as in the small plant, but on a larger scale.

The Remedy

The way to remedy this, in both large and small plants,

is simply to check up closer on the material used, and
this can be very easily arranged. Instead of simply
having a time slip, with the material used entered in, a

properly marked slip could be used, which would be a com-
plete history of the job. First of all, it would be necessary

to take stock of the material on hand, accounting for

everything, good or bad. What is no good can be weighed,
and put on the scrap heap. The next step is to have pro-

perly marked and classified bins, or stands, with two divi-

sions for each class of fitting, one for old and one for

material already used once. You are now in a position to

keep track of your stock, which is, in other words, your
nioney.

When a new line of pipe is to be put up, instead of

issuing orders to put it up, get an estimate on the job

from your staff, whether in a large or small plant, just as
you would from an outside firm. Let them (or him) go
over the job, see the best way to run it, and measure up
the quantity of pipe and the number of fittings required.
The accuracy of the estimate will, of course, depend on
the man, but at least there is something to go on.

When the job is done, a return should be made shewing
exactly how much material has gone into the job, and how
much scrapped. This material should be checked off from
your inventory, if the plant is too small for a stock room
and a card index system, and a copy kept in the office, and
one given to the man in charge.

If a repair job, the slip should show:

—

Feet of pipe taken down
. Number and size of fittings taken down
Feet of new pipe installed

New fittings installed

Pipe scrapped
Fittings scrapped

Pipe returned to shop for second use

Fittings returned to shop for second use

This is checked up against your inventory, and the fit-

gings scrapped added on to your scrap pile. This is surely

not much trouble, and a monthly, two monthly, or six

monthly checking up of your new, second-hand, and scrap

material should pretty near account for every pound of

material brought into the plant.

A system of this kind involves no extra bookkeeping
and no extra clerical labor. It is just as easy for the de-

partment clerk to handle as the other one of merely
charging up material used (or supposed to be used).

Whether the plant be large or small the amount saved
in a year in this department would probably be a surprise

to most managers, and in these days of high-priced ma-
terial, every source of waste should be carefully guarded.

He Dropped the Monkey Wrench
TJE sauntered into the office of the employment person.

Lots of folks do the same thing. In fact the man in

the employment office is some pumpkins these days. For
the last three or four years folks haven't paid much at-

tention to him, but things are a bit different just now.
However, this chap in question was looking for a job.

He didn't have one—in fact that's the reason why he
was lookin' for one.

Of course it's proper now to ask a few questions. For
some time it's simply been a case of going in and having
the employment person hug you and pass you on to the

boss. He, in turn, hugged you and advised you not to

work too hard. But they're gettin' more particular now.
"Wheve've you been workin'?" was the first querv.

"Ford's."

"How long?"
"Year."
"Quit or fired?"

"Canned."
"Why?"
"Dropped my wrench and seventeen machines went past

before I could pick it up."
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The Operators' Point of View

HANDY HOMEMADE LEVELING
DEVICES

Figs. 1 to 5 show homemade levels,

which will answer for all ordinary pur-

poses, four of them are on the same
principle. They have all been used in

emergencies for many years. A few

pieces of wood and a few nails, with a

little work, will put any one of them to-

gether, ready to use.

To make Fig. 1, take a piece of wood,
A, any desired length, nail on the up-

right piece B; drive in a nail and hang
on the plumb-bob, as shown. When the

line hangs exactly in the centre with
the board on a test level space, turned
either end, it is ready for use.

Fig. 2 is made from one piece of

board. First nail on the plumb line and
bob, place the board on some flat sur-

face and draw a heavy line, A, close to

the plumb-bob line; reverse the board

and draw the heavy line B at the other

side. With the plumb line exactly be-

tween these lines the level will be shown.

Fig. 3 is built on the same plan. A
and B are the lines, the angle of the

top is immaterial.

is nailed on the angle at A to strengthen
it.

JAMES E. NOBLE,
Portsmouth, Ont.

PAPER HANGING BY STATIC
ELECTRICITY

For trick or demonstration purposes,

to stick a piece of paper to the wall or

ceiling without mucilage or any visible

adhesive, take a piece of newspapeit say,

2x6 inches. Heat it over a lamp, stove

or other source of heat, but do not
scorch it. Place it under your arm
above the elbow and pressing it between
your sleeve and side withdraw it rapidly

and quickly place it against the wall. If

done in the best way the paper will have
a sufficient charge of static electricity

to hold it in place for from five to

thirty minutes. If it does not stick, do
not attempt to make it do so by pres-

sure; give it another passage between
your sleeve and side, turning it end for

end, for the second passage is an ad-

vantage. Fir>;t attempts are sometimes
unsuccessful, owing to not being quick

enough, not pressing hard enough, or

sheets of paper and passing a heated
flat iron over them, as though doing
laundry work, then removing the said

centre piece and placing it where de-

sired. Of course, the surface to which
it is applied must be a non-conductor] of
electricity, else it will not adhere.

J. E. Me.

REPLACING WORN ECCENTRIC-
BRAINS vs. BRAWN

An eccentric on an old engine had be-
come worn somewhat oval, as old ec-

centrics do, and in addition to this the
threads in the holes for the set-screws
had become very bad. I was advising
the getting of a new eccentric, but
lamenting how big a job it would be to

strip the crankshaft enough to perjmit

of slipping the old eccentric off and
slipping the new one on, then replace

everything else that had been taken off.

One who heard me said: "I wouldn't
undertake all that." When she was go-

ing to be shut down for a few days I

would just knock the old eccentric in

Fig. 4 shows a leveling scheme often

used by tile layers. It enables them to

direct the grading of a trench with
little climbing in and out of same. Of
course, the length and height of the

frame can be made to suit the desires

of the maker.
Fig. .5 is on the same lines as the

otherls. A hole is made on the bottom
board instead of lines. A square of wood

pressing so hard as to cause the paper
to tear. After a very little practice one
can cause the paper to adhere to the

ceiling or, the under side of a shelf or

table for some time, or to a perpendicu-

lar surface for half an hour. Thick
paper is not so suitable as newspaper,
due to the greater weight for a given
surface. Pieces of larger size can be

worked by placing them between two

two with hammer and cold chisel and
take it to M— (the foundryman) for a
pattei^n, and let him make a new split

one to fit. Split pulleys were an every-

day thing with us, but the idea of a

split eccentric had not occurred to me,
yet the advantage in this case was just

as great. Of course, his way was much
ahead of mine. It saved so much really

needless work.—By J. E. M.
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An Engineer Runs Into All Sorts of Jobs
How a Structural Steel Tower Was Lowered Four Feet With Very
Little Equipment or Staff to do it With—Essential Thing Had

Been Overlooked in the Plans For the Work

By T. H. FENNER, Associate Editor Canadian Machinery

AS an instance of the unexpected
propositions a mechanical superin-

tendent is liable to run into, the

following will be of interest.

A large industrial corporation was
making an installation of coal and ash
handing machinery for their power
plant, and in connection with the ash
ejector it was necessary to have erected

a structural steel tower to carry the pipe

from the boiler room by means of two
channel irons resting on the tower and
on the boiler room wall. The location of

the tower and beams had been determin-

ed by the firm supplying the equipment
from blue prints of the power house
supplied them by the customer. The ar-

rangement as originally submitted dif-

fered materially from that finally adop-

ted, and in making the change one ma-

crete piers, 5 ft. long, by 1 foot square
at the top, by 18 inches square at the

bottom

The foundations were placed by the
factory staff in accordance with the

drawings made by the firm supplying
the equipment, and the steel construction
people were notified that they could
erect the tower and channel irons as

soon as they were ready. In due course
the gang arrived with the sections of the

tower loaded on a large motor truck

and men enough to make short work of

the erecting. They started in right away
to unload the truck and went at the job

of coupling the sections of the legs to-

gether. The legs were made in two
lengths of seventeen feet six inches,

making when coupled together the re-

quired thirty-five feet. Two sides were

thing was going fine, and in a very short
time the other two posts were raised

and the men started putting the bracing
on.

The Trouble Started

The next operation was to put up the
channel iron beams, and here was where
the unexpected happened. It was dis-

covered that one of the beams, instead

of passing through the wall below the
roof, would come out on top of the roof,

while the other one would be under the
roof, but too close up to it. How had
this occurred? A hurried look over the
drawing in the light of this new condi-

tion disclosed the fact that in altering

the plans the angle of the roof had not

been taken into account with the result

already mentioned. The next question

was, what was to be done? The steel

ORIGINAL ARRANGEMENT ARRANGEMENT AS ADOPTED

terial factor was overlooked by all the
parties concerned. The original and final

arrangements are shown in the sketches
accompanying. The tower was not to

be supplied by the concern selling the
ash handling equipment, they merely
furnishing the f'esign and location to suit

their equipment. The factory engineer-
ing staff were looking after the erection
of all the machinery. Feeling, however,
that building structural was perhaps
a little out of their line, the job of build-

ing and erecting- the tower was given
out to a constructional steel company.
The approximate dimensions of the

tower were thirtv-five feet high, three
feet in width at the bottom in one direc-

tion by ten feet wide in another, as

shown in the sketch. The main post?
were made of 3^^ x SVi x 5-16 angle
iron, and the cross bracing of IV2 x IV;

X 3-16 angle iron. The corner posts
were bolted at the bottom to four con-

laid on the ground with the base close
to the foundation. Two or three angle
irons were bolted across the posts to
hold them together, and they were ready
to raise up. Here an object lesson was
obtained on the versatility of a well be-
haved motor truck. The two posts, com-
prising one side of the tower were rais-

ed by the combined efforts of the erect-
ing crew till high enough to enable the
truck to back in under them. They were
then allowed to rest on the car and the
car continued to back, thus raising the
posts, when at an angle about forty-
five degrees they were blocked up and
the guy ropes fastened to the top end.
A trestle was then put on the motor
truck, c'ltching the posts about half way
up, and the car again backed up, this

time raising the posts almost to the ver-
tical. A good pull on the guy ropes and
the two posts stood up in their place, and
one side of the tower was erected. Every-

men, anxious to get their job done and
get away were for cutting the roof. As
this roof had been re-slated only the
year before at a cost of several thousand
dollars, cutting holes in it was not de-
sirable, especially a hole large enough
to allow for the beams and the pipe on
top of them. The contractors then
washed their hands of the job and left,

without any further comment. The chief
engineer of the plant then decided he
would lower the tower bodily just as it

stood, lowering the foundations first and
then bringing the tower down to them.
It would have been easier to take down
the tower first if he had the men avail-

able, but the staff at his disposal was
woefully small and not particularly

suited to a job of that kind, and the

time necessary to dismantle and re-erect

after would have entailed too much ex-
pense. The chief thing to guard against
in performing the operation of lowering
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the tower lay in its capsizing on the

narrow base, it being fairly stable on the
10 feet direction.

How it Was Done

The method adopted was as follows:

Guy ropes were attached to the tower
near the top, leading at right angles to

the long base to counteract the tipping

action on the short side. The ground
was dug away from between the founda-
tions to a depth sufficient to allow for

the complete amount of lowering re-

quired. A crib work of 3 in. planks was
then built in this space till it supported

the tower and an efficient connection
made between the tower and the pier, al-

though they were four feet apart. This
served to make one side secure, while
the piers were dropped from the other
side and the excavations made. (These
precautions were necessary as the tower
swayed considerably and there was at

times a strong wind). When all the

piers were in place and the long bolts in

position, the tower resting on the block-

ing, all was ready for the lowering pro-

per. A second trestle was brought up and
placed on the other side and two more
pair of blocks used. This made it pos-

device worked O.K. except that when
only one injector was working (and it

did not matter which one) there would
be air' enough leak in through the other

injectors' overflow to cause the working
injector to spit somewhat like a cat, per-

haps twice a minute. When both in-

jectors were working at the same time
there was no spitting and apparently

the two injectors, working together on
the size pipe line normally supposed to

serve only one, had no difficulty in each

getting plenty of water through for its

needs.—J.E.M.

BLOCKING BEFORE MOVING PIERS. READY FOR LOWERING

the tower on its lower cross-angle irons.

The nuts on the holding down bolts of

the two side piers were then taken off.

The bolts projected through the base of

the tower about 3 ins., they having been
left long to allow for adjusting, after

which tihey were to be cut off flush. A
strong wooden horse, or trestle, which
was in use around the mill for general

millwright work was brought over to

the job and placed close up to the posts

of the tower parallel to its narrow axis.

Two pair of triplex chain blocks were
hung on the trestle and made fast to the

base angle close to the post on each side.

By heaving up on these blocks the base

of the tower was raised to clear the

foundation bolts on the two piers, the

two on the opposite side being left fast

to act as a counterweight. As soon as

it was raised high enough to clear the

bolts it was blocked up in this position

and the chain blocks let go. One was
made fast to the chain block and raised

out of the pit, making room for a man
to get down and dig. The ground was
dug out where the pier had been to a

depth of four feet and the companion
pier was moved from its position and
dropped in the hole. This saved lifting

it out, and still left room enough for a

man to work, making the excavation for

the other pier. When this was done the

earth was levelled off between the two
piers, leaving the floor level at the new
depth, and the first pier was dropped
down into the place vacated by the se-

cond. Two long studs were made, six

inches longer than the depth of the new
excavation, and these were fitted with a

screwed sleeve at one end, which sleeve

also screwed onto the top of the holding-
down bolt in the pier. The bolt was
passed through the hole in the base of

sible to tip the tower on any of the four
corners. The first move was to take the

weight of one side of the tower on the

blocks and remove one course of three

inch blocking, then lowering till the

tower rested on the next course. Having
been level at first the tower was now
three inches lower at this side than the

other. The strain was kept on the long
bolts on this side, and the chain blocks

on the opposite side tightened up till the

wooden blocking was free. This side

was now lowered six inches, making it

three inches lower than the side first

lowered. This process was repeated
alternately on each side till the full four
feet had been attained and the tower
rested on its foundations again four feet

below its original level.

CURIOUS INJECTOR OPERATION
While with a prospecting company

the increasing demands on our steam
supply resulted in the ordering of a sec-

ond boiler to the plant, and of a size

equal to that of the one already there.

The feed water was drawn by injector

from a spring of water about 125 feet

away, the total rise being perhaps eight

feet. The water from the pumps in the

pit was unfit for boiler use. By the

time the second boiler was set up therte

had not yet been pipe enough arrive to

run a line from the second injector to

the spring and the line already there

was only as large as the injector con-

nections. Both injectors wer|e of the

same size. By way of getting the sec-

ond boiler into operation without further

delay, its injector was connected into

the existing line by using a tee, the

supposition being that by this means
one boiler could be fed at a time. This

SUBSTANTIAL ARMATURE STANDS
By Joseph D. DeWitt

(Copyright. All rights reserved.)

The best and most substantial sup-

port for small armatures that I have
ever seen was made of pipe fittings. One

ARMATURE STAND.

of these stands is shown in the attached

illustration. Two like this are required

to support each armature. The upyight

is of 3 inch pipe and the base or foot

is a 3 inch reducing flange. An old

flange may be used. Screw holes are
(Continued on page 49)
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
A Record of Prices Current on Raw, Semi - finished, and Finished Materials

Entering Into the Manufacture and Operation of Power Plant Equipment

Size

BOILER TUBES
Seam-
less

Lap-
welded

in $28 00
32 00
35 00
35 00

in 40 00
in 43 00
in 45 00

3 in 52 00

3% in

3% in 62 00
4 in 70 00

Prices per 100 feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

1

1%
2
2%
2%

in.

28 00
28 00
28 00
30 00
35 00
40 00
47 00
48 00
60 00

PLATES
Montreal Toronto

Plates, % to % $5 50 $4 50
Tank plates, 3-16 in.. 5 75 4 90

WROUGHT PIPE
Effective Jan. 7, 1918.

Standard Buttweld.

Size.

% in.

v* ill.

% in.

% in.

% in.

1 in.

1% in.

1% in.

2 in.

2% in.

3 in.

in.

4 in.

2 in.

in.

3 in.

3% in.

4 in.

4% in

5 in.

« in.

7 in.

8L in.

« in.

in.

lOL in.

10 in.

Black Galvanized
Per 100 feet

$ 6 00 $ S 00
4 68 6 81
4 68 6 81
6 21 7 78
7 82 9 95

11 56 14 71
15 64 19 90
18 70 23 76
25 16 32 01
40 37 51 19

52 79 66 94
67 16 84 18
79 57 99 74

Lapweld

38 81 35 31
42 12 62 36
55 08 68 47
69 00 86 94
81 75 103 00
93 00 118 00

108 00 137 00
140 00 178 00
183 00 232 00
193 00 244 00
222 00 281 00
266 00 366 00
246 00 312 00

00 402 00

Prices—Ontario, Quebec and
Meritime Province*

WROUGHT NIPPLES
4' and under, 46%.
4^4" and larger, 40%.
4' and under, runnine thread,

18%.
Standard couplings, 4' and un-

der, 36%.
V^" and larerer, 16%.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS
Malleable flttings, class A, 20%

on list ; class B and 'C, net list.

Cast iron fittings, 25% off list.

Malleable bushings, 26 and 7%%

:

«ast bushings. 26%; unions, 46%;
plugs, 20% off list. Net prices mal-
leable fittings; Class B black, 24%«
lb.; Class C black. 16%c lb.; gal-
vanized. Class B. 84c lb. : Class C,

24%c lb. F.O.B. Toronto.

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING.
At mill list plus 5%
At warehouse list plus 25%
Dbeonntii off new list. Warehousi

price at Montreal and Toronto.

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL
Per lb. to Tjarge Buyers Centii

Iron bars, base, Toronto .

Steel bars, '-nse, Toronto .

Steel bars. S" to 4" base.
Iron bars> base, Montreal
Steel bars, base, Montreal
Reinforcing bars, base 4 50

Small thapiM S 7i

$4 75
5 OC

« OC

4 6E

5 o:

8 50

8 50

00

9 00

SHEETS
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, Black, No. 28.$ 6 25 $ 6 25
Sheets, Black, No. 10. 5 25 5 25
Canada plates, dull, 62

sheets
Canada plates, all

bright
Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized
Queen's Head. 28
B.W.G

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.G.
GorbaI"8 Best, No. 28.
Colbome Crown, No.

Premier, ' No." Vs U.S.
Premier, 10% oz. ...

7 85
8 50

PROOF COIL CHAIN
B

% in $14 35
6-16 in 13 85

% in 13 50
7-16 in 12 90
% in 13 20
9-16 in 12 70
% in 12 60
% in 12 40
% in 12 90
1 in 12 65
Extra for B.B. Chain 1 20
Extra for B.B.B. Chain 1 80

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

% in $13 00
3-16 in 12 50
Vi in 11 75
5-16 in 11 40
% in 11 00
7-16 in 10 60
Vo in 10 40
% in 10 00
% in 9 90

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS
Per Cent.

Great Western. American .... 60
Kearney & Foot, Arcade 60
J. Barton Smith. Eagle 60
McClelland, Globe 60
Whitman ft Barnes 80
Black Diamond 87%
Delta Files 87%
Nicholson 87%
Globe 60
Vulcan 80
Disston 80
P.H. and Imperial 80

OILS AND COMPOUNDS
Castor oil, per lb
Royalite, per gal., bulk
Palacine
Machine oil. per gal
Black oil, per gal
Cylinder oil. Capital
Cylinder oil. Acme
Standard cutting compound,
per lb

Lard oil. per gal 2

Union thread cutting oil anti-
septic

Acme cutting oil. antiseptic
Imnerial quenching oil

Petroleum fuel oil

19%
22%
26%
15
49%
39%

06
60

88
37%
89%
10%

BELTING—No. 1 OAK TANNED.
Extra heavy, single a"nd double 30%
Standard ". 40%
Cut leather lacing. No. 1 $1 96
Leather in sides 1 76

COAL AND COKE.
Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsville Foundry Coke. .

,

^team Lump Coal
Best Slack

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto.

BOLTS. NUTS AND SCREWS
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 25
Stove bolts 55
Plate washers list plus 20
Machine bolts, 7-16 and over net
Machine bolts, % and less... 10

Blank bolts net
Bolt ends net
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., steel 27%
Machine screws, o. and fil. bd.,

steel 10
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., brass add 20
Machine screws, o. and fll. hd..

brass add 25
Nuts, square blank add $1 60
Nuta, square, tapped add 1 76
Nuts, hex. blank add 1 75
Nuts, hex. tapped add 2 00
Copper rivets and burrs, list

plus SO
Burrs only list plus 60
Iron rivets and burrs 16
Boiler rivets, base %* and

larger $8 50

Structural rivets, as above.. 8 40
Wood screws, flat, bright. . 72%
Wood screws. O. & R., bright 67%
Wood screws, flat, brass 37%
Wood screws, O. ft B., brass 82%
Wood screws, flat, bronze.. 27%
Wood screws, O. ft R.. bronze 25

MISCELLANEOUS.

Solder, str.ctly 35
Solder, guara'nteed 40

Babbitt metals 18 to 70
Soldering coppers. 3 to 6 lbs. 58
Putty, 100-lb. drums 6 20

White lead, pure, cwt 16 20
Red dry lead, 100-lb kcffs,

per cwt 16 60
Glue, English 86
Gasoline, per gal., bulk ... 33

Benzine, per gal., bulk.... 30%
Pure turpentine,- single bbls..

gal
Linseed oil. raw. single bbls. 1 95
Linseed oil, boiled, single

bbls 1 «8
Lead wool, per lb 15

Plumbers' oakum, per cwt. 9 00
Sandpaper. B. ft A list plus 20
Emery Cloth list plus 20

Sal Soda 03U
Sulphur, rolls 05
Sulphur, commercial 04%
Rosin "D." per lb 03
Rosin "G." per lb 03%
Borax crystal and granula. 14

Wood alcohol, per gallon ... 1 80
Whiting, plain, per 100 lbs.. 2 20

1 03

COPPER PRODUCTS
Montreal Toronto

Bars, % to 2 in. ..$42 50 $43 00

Plain sheets, base 16

oz. and heavier . . 46 00 44 00

Copper sheet tinned,

14x60 in., 14 oz. . . 48 00 48 00

Copper sheet, plan-
ished, base 16 oz.

and heavier . . . . 46 00 45 00

Braziers' in. sheets,

6x4 base 46 00 44 00
Tubing T.P.S.. base
% in. up to 3 in. 60 00 60 00

Above prices are full sheets and
bars. Cut ^eets and bars are 6c

per lb. higher.

RR.4SS PRODUCTS.
Brass rods, base %" to 1" rd..$0 43

Sheets 24 oz. and heavier base 48

Brass tubing, seamless 65

Tubing, I.P.S.. 1" base 55

POLISHED DRILL ROD.
Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto Net

RUBBER BELTING
Standard 10%
Best grades 16%

WASTE
White. CenU per lb.

XXX Extra 19%
Peerless 19
Grand 18
Superior 18
X L C R 17
Atlas 17
X Empire 15%
Ideal 16
X press 14

Colored.

Lion
Standard
No. 1

Popular 12
Keen 10^

Wool PackiiiK

Arrow U
Axle 20
Anvil U
Anchor 11

Washed Wipers
Select White 11
Mixed colored It
Dark colored M

This list subject to trad* dis-

count for quantity

16

MILLED PRODUCTS
Per Cent.

Set screws 26
Sq. ft. Hex., Head Cap Screws SO
Rd. ft Fil Head Cap Screws Net
Flat ft But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus Net

Fin. ft Semi-fin. nuts up to
1 in 28

Fin. and semi-fln. nuts, over
1 in., up to 1% in 20

Fin. and semi-fln. nuts, over
1% in., up to 2 in., list plus 10

Studs 20
Taper pins 40
Coupling bolts, pins 10
Planer head bolts, without

flilets list plus 10
Planer head bolts, with fillet

list plus 10 and 10

Planer head bolt nuts, same
as finished nuts.

Planer bolt washers net
Hollow set screws.. list plus 20
Collar screws. . .list plus SO, 10
Thumb screws 20
Thumb nuts 08
Patch bolts add 40, 10
Cold pressed nuts to 1% In.

add $4 80

Cold pressed nuts over 1%
in add $7 00

METALS
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper .

.

. . .$19 00 $20 00
Electro copper , 18 50 19 00
Castings, copper ... 17 25 19 00

Tin , 60 00 58 00
Spelter ... 9 0« 8 50

6 75 7 60
.\ntimony ... 8 00 8 50
Aluminum .... ...35 00 40 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

ROPES AND PACKING
Packing, square braided ...$0 38

Packing. No. 1 Italian 44

Packing. No. 2 Italian .... 86

Pure Manila rope 87

Transmission rope, Manila.. 43

Drilling cables, Manila .... 39

LEAD SHEETS Montreal Toronto

Sheets. 3 lbs. sq. ft.

lb $12 00 $13 26

Sheete, 3% lbs 12 00 IS tt

Sheets. 4 to 6 lbs... IS 00 11 80

Cut sheets. %c per )b. extra.

Cuts sheets to size. Is p«r lb

extrm.
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SUBSTANTIAL ARMATURE STANDS
(Continued from page 175)

not necessary in this flange. The grooved
top, which holds the armature shaft,

consists of a 3 inch pipe tee, which has
been cut in half on a shaper and babbitt-

ed so that the armature shaft will not
be damaged. These stands are very
rugged and are of little value except
for holding armatures, so there is little

trouble keeping them in the shpp.

NEW AGENCY
E. J. Philips and Sons, Hamilton Trust

Building, Queen Street, Toronto, have
been appointed sole Ontario representa-
tives for the Blonck Efficiency Meter and
the Republic Flow Meter. Mr. Philips
ib well known to Canadian engineers and
has a wide knowledge of the stationary
engineering field. The Blonck meter is

well recognized as one of the most effi

cient aids for the securing of efficiency
in the boiler room. The Republic flow-

meter for measuring the flow of water,
air, steam and gases, owing to its use
of an electric registering and indicating-
circuit, is free from the errors usually
encountered in flow measurement.

NEW PUBLICATION
"Over 1,000 Scoop Conveyors" is the

title of a 20-page folder just published
by the Portable Machinery Co., Passaic,
N. J. This folder, replete with illustra-

tions showing the various uses of the
scoop conveyor, describes clearly the
labor, time and money-saving features
of the machine in storing, reclaiming,
loarling and unloading material, such as
coal, coke, ashes, sand, gravel, crushed
stone, fertilizer, cement, chemicals, etc.

Thirty-two letters from users are
pilinted testifying to the merits of the
machine and eighty-four letterheads
representing additional concerns who
have written commendatory letters, are
reproduced.

Copies of the folder will be sent gitatis

to those interested upon request to the

manufacturers, the Portable Machinery
Co., Passaic, N.J.

STEAM CONVEYOR vs. MANUAL
LABOR—RELATIVE COSTS OF

ASH HANDLING
Many engineers and power plant

executives have been surprised when
they quietly sat down and figured out
for themselves the saving that resulted

[
'when their ash wheelers wei^e replaced
by a steam jet ash conveyor.
The American Steam Conveyor Corp-

oration, Chicago, recently received a
letter from the manager of the Big Mine
of Canada, which is owned by the Can-
ada West Coal Company, Ltd., Taber,
Alberta, in which comparative figures

were given showing the relative costs

of handling ashes by the two methods.
The boiler plant of the Big Mine con-

tains a battery of one 500 and five 150

horsepower boilers operating continu-

ously. An American steam ash con-

veyor was installed, replacing the use

of men and horses. The ash handling

costs before and after the steam ash
conveyor are as follows:

Cost of Ash Disposal Previous to In-

stallation of American Steam Ash
Conveyor Per 24-Hour Day

2 ash wheelers .

1 teamster

1 horse and feed

.$ 5.44 $10.88

. . 4.08 4.08

. . 1.50 1.50

-$16.46

Cost of Ash Disposal After In-

stallation of Conveyor

1 laborer (9 hours) 4.08

Saving, 24-hour day $12.38

(This laborer acts between fire clean-

ings as assistant fireman and boiler

room helper.)

The ashes are left on the boiler room
floor in front of the boiler until the

cleaning is completed, and are then put

into the conveyor, which handles the

complete cleaning in about seven min-

uses. The boilers are cleaned every

two hours.

It will be seen that the actual time

the laborer spends at work handling

ashes is relatively small. If the time

spent on other work was charged

against that operation the savings

would be decidedly greater.

These figures bring home forcefully

the economy that results from the in-

stallation of labor-saving equipment and

emphasize the importance of carefully

watching every item of boiler plant ex-

pense.

EFFICIENCY IN BELT DRIVES
By D. Street

In almost every factory and machine
sliop a certain amount of power is wast-

ed in transmission through driving belts,

the percentage of loss depending on the

attention paid to the matter. Slipping,

the trouble most frequently encountered,

is common to all classes of belting, and
generally speaking the remedy applied

is to cut and tighten, or "take up" the

belt so that it will run free from slack-

ness with a better grip of the pulley;

but probably more belts are broken and

prematurely destroyed in this way than

by actual use, not to speak of the addi-

tional load thrown on the engine and the

consequent waste of power. To over-

come slipping, many engineers incline

to the principle of using belts wider than

is actually necessary. This permits a

heavier load to be carried, but when the

practice is generally adopted all over a

machine shop with fifty or more belt

drives, the cost is very considerable.

There is, however, a growing tendency
to run belts slack, as not only is friction

thus reduced and the life of the belt in-

creased, but no power is wasted and the

strain on the prime mover is considerably

reduced. Immediately the tension is re-

duced the friction is proportionately

lessened. Further increase of the arc

of contact round the pulley (after the

belt has been sufficiently slackened to

have no initial tension) will not lessen

the friction, but the load-carrying capa-

city of the belt is increased. As an ex-

ample in many engineering shops it has
been found that cuts 50 per cent, heavier

can be taken on lathes where the arc of

contact has been increased from 180 deg.

(with a tight belt) to as high as 220 deg.

(with a slack belt) and in one instance

with a corn-crushing machine the in-

crease in output was over 50 per cent.

To permit of driving belts being run
slack a proper belt dressing should be

employed. Many belt dressings rely

almost entirely on their capacity to

"stick," due to the inclusion of rosin or
tar in their composition, but others take
the form of a non-sticky preservative

^<r^ «M,Y BY

An OTerload is often a necessity. But
It ia hard on an engine. To sucoefls-
fully canr an overload bo that there
will be no after effects on the engine
» very careful selection of your oil
should be made. An oU that is not
free from Impurities will cause a greater
wearing on the bearings, a great fric-
tion loss will occur. You will need
to Are the boiler more often because
the engine will be harder to run. In
this manner you lose out. You work
harder, have larger operating costs, and
less power all because of your oil. Do
as a great many Canadian engineere
have done — give Eellogg's "NomOor-
rosive Cylinder Oil" a trial. Abso-
lutely pure. Write us regarding it.

E. H. KELLOGG & CO.,
New York, U.S.A.

MOIMCRIEFF'S "UNIFiq"W/XTER OAUOE OLA^SSES
Stand in a Class by Themselvet for Quality, Effici«Bcy Economy

A trial will convince you. Write for Cotales

W. J. WALL, 1 34-1 36 BLEURY ST., MONTREAL
(Canadian Representative) 3
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or belt food free from acid or alkali

action, which is absorbed into the belt,

rendering it pliable and highly effective,

and at the same time protecting it from
the effects of moisture, dryness, or
chemical fumes. Such a preparation pro-
perly applied tends to give belts a velvety
cling through the setting up of a vacuum
suction between the belt and the pulley

face, and will permit of slack running
without fear of slip, even under the

heaviest loads.

KNOCKING IN GAS ENGINES
By M. M.

A knock in a gas engine is frequently
a warning of approaching breakdown.
For this reason, it is generally inadvis-

able to allow an engine to continue run-
ning a moment longer than it absolutely
necessary when a knock is heard. It

would be interesting to know how many
disastrous breakdowns, entailing per-

sonal injuries and stoppages of work,
might have been prevented, had the
engineer-in-charge not failed to heed the

warning given by a knock in some part
of the engine.

In_^^ probably the majority of cases,

knocking is the result of lost motion in

some part or other of the engine. For
instance, the connecting rod brasses may
have become worn, or the fly-wheel

keys may have worked loose, and so on
As a general rule, the first thing the

average engineer does when he dis-

covers any knockingjf is to close up the

big or the small ends of the connecting
rods, or both ends if necessary, and in

many cases this will cure the trouble.

It will occasionally happen with large

engines, however, that, after fitting new
connecting-rod brasses, a new and heavy
knock will develop in the engine cylinder.

This may usually be accounted for in

the following way: The continual motion
of the piston to and fro in the cylinder

has worn away some of the metal of

the liner, leaving a ridge at the part
where the first piston ring moves up
to each stroke. Since the new brasses

are thicker than the old ones, the effect

is to cause the piston to move a little

further up into the cylinder each stroke,

with the result that the first ring

strikes against the ridge each stroke,

causing a heavy knock. Of course, if the

eneineer in charge has taken the pre-

caution to fit liners behind the brasses,

as wear has taken place, so as to main-
tain the correct centres, the trouble in

question is not liable to arise.

To D'-event this new knock, it will b";

neces?arv to remove the ridee referreil

to bv chinpin!? and filing. If it be im-

practicable to do this early, the first

rin"- may b° removed from the piston

until such time as the true remedy can

be applied.
I

Sometimes the piston rings themselves
will cause knocking or rattling through
their being loose, and it is not always an
easy matter to trace the knocking caus-

ed in this way. When, therefore, a

knock cannot be at once located, it is

advisable to test if the piston rings are

a good fit in their grooves.

Looseness of the fly-wheel keys is a

somewhat common cause of knocking m
gas engines. The conditions of working
in a gas engine are of course severe,

much more so than is the case with a

steam engine, and with the increased

pressures and speeds now in vogue, it is

no easy matter to get the keys to re-

main tight for long periods of running.
The slightest amount of slackness is ob-

viously serious, as in addition to giving

rise to more or less severe knocking, it

involves risk of damage to the keys, and
fracture of the wheel boss, and possibly

the crank shaft. Loose keys are always
liable to be met with if the wheel boss

has been bored slightly too large or at

all out of true.

It is not sufficient that the fly-wheei

keys be quite tight, but they must be a

perfect fit. In numerous instances, the

keys have been found as tight as pos-

sible, but the fly-wheel was, neverthe-

less, slightly loose, and a heavy knock
occurred in consequence. An interest-

ing example presented itself, when a

large gas engine was reported to be

knocking, and the owners, who were un-

able to locate the knock, arranged for a

firm specializing in engineering repairs,

to look into the matter. The firm's mcii

commenced their investigations by first

removing the connecting-rod and piston,

with the object of closing the brasse?,

but this was found to have been done
already by the owners. The piston-rings

were next examined for slackness or

breakage, but these were found to be

in good condition and to fit perfectly.

The fly-wheel key was then examined,

but proved to be quite tight. As the

cause of the knock could not be located,

those concerned decided to give the en-

gine a thorough overhaul, yet after the

work of overhauling had been completed,

the engine, on being started up again,

knocked as badly as ever. The cause

of the trouble was, however, discovered

shortly afterwards by chance. The en-

gine had been stopped again, and the

man in charge of the job happened to

place his foot on one of the arms of the

fly-wheel by way of a rest, and in order

to think the matter over. Whilst in this

attitude the man felt a distinct knock
on the sole of his boot. This gave the

clue to the solution of the trouble; ob-

viously there must be some slackness

or lost motion in the fly-wheel. Al-

though the key had previously been

found quite tight, a close examination

of the key and its kejnvay were now

made, and the examination served to

show, not only was the key badly pro-
portioned and badly shaped, but the key-
way had been badly cut, being narrower
in the middle than at the ends. In
short, only a short length of the key
was really effective in secviring the
wheel to the shaft, and this was the
cause of the whole trouble.

It has already been pointed out that
the continual motion of the piston to

and fro in the cylinder gradually wears
away some of the metal of the cylinder
liner, leaving a ridge at the end of the
travel of the first piston ring. In ex-

treme cases the wear is so pronounced,
that the piston becomes quite slack in

the liner, and this will sometimes prove
to be the cause of the knock. Thus,
when the explosive mixture is fired, the

force of the explosion causes the piston

to shake against the internal surface of

the liner, and a knock is thus liable to

be heard each explosion stroke. A
knock of this character can scarcely be
regarded as a serious one, since no un-
due stresses are likely to set up on any
of the parts. What is perhaps of more
importance than the knock is the loss

which will probably occur by leakage of

the explosive mixture past the piston.

The remedy for the trouble is, of course,

to re-bore the cylinder liner and fit a

new piston, or else to fit both a new
liner and a new piston.

One cause of knocking in gas engines,

but one which is usually easy to dis-

cover, is undue clearance between the

spindles of the different valves, and the

levers which oprate the valves. When
the valves are properly adjusted for

lift, they are first opened very gradu-
ally by the cams which work the levers,

and then more rapidly. When, however,
there is a considerable amount of clear-

ance between the valve spindles and the

levers, the latter, instead of coming into

contact at a moment when they are mov-
ing very slowly, only do so when the

rate of motion has become comparative-

ly great. The result is that the levers,

instead of coming into gradual contact

with the spindles, bang against them,
thus tending to cause a knock. If now
ihe valves lift easily, the force of the

blow is relieved, and the knock will be

of little importance, but if, on the other

hand, much force is required to lift the

valves, the knock is liable to become
somewhat severe. In the case of the

gas and air valves, comparatively little

force is required to open the valves, be-

cause each valve opens at the commence-
ment of the suction stroke, when the

piston is really reducing the pressure

against which the valves have to lift,

and so assisting in opening them.

Now the case is quite different with

the exhaust valve. This valve has to

open at the end of the explosion stroke.

AN 5CAIFE
PURIRICATION SY!
SOFTENINCa & RIUTRAXiaN
FOR BOILER FEED
AL.1. INDUBXRIA.I- U5E5
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ENGINEERS
who study the Adver-

tising Pages of

POWER HOUSE
naturally learn a

lot about modern

POWER PLANT
EQUIPMENT

which they really

ought to know.

INLET

Five Superior Features
of the Curtis

1. A perfectly balanced valve.
2. An absolutely frictionless valve.

3. The valve can be removed without break-
ing a joint, starting a gasket, or taking
out a bolt.

4. The valve being frictionless and balanced,
the whole power of the float is available
for opening and closing the valve.
5. Each trap will operate perfectly on pres-
sure varying from one to 250 lb.

Write for catalog of Curtis Engineering
Specialties.

JULIAN D'ESTE COMPANY
Main Office, 26 Canal St., Boston, Mass.

Agenciea: I 216 Fulton St., New York City
I 174 N. Market St., Chicago, III.

Ahen the pressure in the cylinder is con-

siderable. Since, in addition to this

pressure, the pressure of the spring

which keeps the valve down on its seat

during the admission, compression and

explosion strokes have also to be over-

come, not to speak of the weight of the

valve itself, it is not difficult to under-

stand that the force required to open

the valve is considerable. Hence, when
there is much clearance between the ex-

haust valve spindle and lever, the knock

resulting may prove to be somewhat
serious. The force of the blow is, of

course, transmitted to the teeth of the

skew wheels, which drive the cam shaft,

and if these teeth are much worn, as

they frequently are in engines which

have seen much service, risk of break-

age of the teeth is incurred. Knocking

of a somewhat similar nature to the

above will sometimes occur as the result

of undue wear of the rollers, against

which the cams work, the latter ban"-

ing against the rollers once each cycle.

Indeed, in old engines, where all the

cams have become badly worn, the work-

ing of the engine has, in consequence,

sounded like the rattling of a basket of

pots.

Another somewhat common cause of

knocking in gas engines, is early firin?

of the explosive mixture. Thus, if the

charge is fired much before the piston

reaches the end of the compression stroke,

the general effect is to tend to check

suddenly the motion of the piston, so

that if there is the slightest lost motion

in the moving parts, a more or less

severe knock is liable to occur each
cycle.

Too early firing may of course be

caused through improper adjustment o''

the ignition arrangements, but it w;i";

sometimes occur when the adjustment i?

quite in order. The trouble will then

generally be due to the deposit of car-

bon on the valves, the cylinder end, and
on the piston.

When the trouble referred to is ex-

perienced, it is therefore well to look for

evidences of carbon deposit, and should

any be discovered, it should be removed
at the earliest opportunity. Satisfactory

removal can, as a rule, only be effected

after the piston has been withdrawn. I:

is far from wise merely to loosen the

deposit and trust to this being blown
out through the exhaust valve. Unless
the deposit is positively removed by
hand after the piston has been with-

drawn, there is every probability that

the engine will soon suffer severely from
scored piston rings and cylinder wall?.

The Bureau of Mines. Department of

the Interior. Washington, have issued

papers Numbers 207 and 219. Paper
207 deals with combustion experiments

with North Dakota lignite and gives

an exhaustive summary of the results

of numerous tests and trials which have

been conducted with this fuel. Techni-

cal paper number 219 deals with sub-

ject of gas analysis and the necessity

for it in the maintaining of proper com-

bustion.

THE WORLD'S FASTEST SUB-
MARINE

The fastest submarine vessels in the
world were designed and constructed for

the British Navy during the war. They
were evolved in response to the demand
for submersible craft which could keep
station with the fleet when cruising,

and also undertake long voyages without
the aid of mother craft. Many new fea-

tures were embodied in this class, which
has proved itself a conspicuous triumph
of British engineering.. Unlike other
submarines they are fitted with steam
turbines, which are used during opera-

tions at a high speed on the surface.

Secondary propelling power is obtained

from a heavy oil engine of 800 brake
horse power, which drives a dynamo
supplying electricity either to electric

motors geared to the propeller shafts

(for surface cruising at moderate speeds)

or to electric batteries which store en-

ergy for propulsion under water. When
submerged these vessels have a displace-

ment of 2,1570 tons. They are nearly 340

feet long and have a double hull except

at the ends. An exceptionally powerful

wireless telegraph intallation is fitted

for long-distance work. The aerials are

c-'.rried on long, telescopic masts operat-

ed by a telemotor system. Electricity

is also used for driving the air com-
pressors and bilge pumps, while the

steering gear and the hydroplane driv-

ing gears are controlled by a special

hydro-electric system.
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RUNNING LIGHT UNDER LOAD
An actual condition that will result from an installation of HYATT
ROLLER BEARINGS, when replacing many old style transmission
bearings.

The HYATT is a theoretical proportioned bearing, there being only
four parts to a bearing, can be installed on any line-shaft without
removing couplings, hangers or pulleys.

Where you find end thrusts, sudden load, where the grime and
dirt of everyday is found, that is where the HYATT ROLLER BEAR-
ING remains on the job for five, ten, fifteen and even twenty years,
every day reducing your power and oil bill. Gives you back 75 per
cent, of your engineer's time, time formerly spent in oiling, taking
care of that hot box.

There is no better or cheaper installation than the Hyatt.

Write us for prices. For the story of the HYATT as it makes good every day.

Hyatt Roller Bearings.

Phone or Write Supply Department for No. 40 Catalog

THE A. R. WILLIAMS MACHINERY COMPANY, LIMITED, TORONTO, ONTARIO

r
The Wrench of 25% Greater Efficiency

TRIMO
Two new features have

been recently a'dded to the
Trimo Pipe Wrench, namely
Nut-Guards, in all sizes, and
unbreakable steel frames, in

leading sizes.

The Nut-Guards prevent
the accidental rotation of the
nut while in use.

These improvements add
25% to the usefulness of the
tool.

The Trimo Pipe Wrench
is made with wood handles
in 4 sizes, 6-in., 8-in., 10-in..

14-in. stnA in steel handles
in all sizes, 6-in. to 48-in.
inclusive.

All Trimo Pipe Wrench
parts are interchangeable.

The inserted jaw in the
handle can be readily re-
placed when worn, thus add-
ing to the life of the tool.

Nut with Nut-Guards
Inquiries from Importers and Dealers
Solicited. Send for Catalogue No. 55.

TRIMONT MANUFACTURING CO.

""^t: wLZ'^ 5;;\:r='Roxbnry(Boslon)Mass.,U.S.A.

Since 1880
For two generations we have been building tine

precision instruments—building them to the Starrett

Standard—not to a price.

To-day the name Starrett is recognized the world
over as standard for accurac>'.

Write for Catalog No. 21 CD.

THE L. S. STARRETT COMPANY
The U'lirld's Greatest Toolm.ikers
Manufacturers of Hack Saws

Unexcelled 42-901

^ u> -r
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•Jenkins Bros.' Valves are used in office buildings, college

buildings, hospitals, schools, factories and institutions of
all kinds. They represent 55 years of success throughout
Canada and other countries. The Jenkins Bros.' line is

wide and varied, and includes:—
Globe, Angle, Cross, Cheek and Blow-off or Y Valves. They
are fitted with Genuine Jenkins Discs, that, in the service

for which they are selected, present a slightly yielding sur-
face to the valve seat. Jenkins' Discs are flexible enough
to conform to any slight inequalities of the seat surface,
thus insuring perfect contact and tight closure.

CATALOGUE NO. 8 FREE ON REQUEST.

JENKINS BROS., LIMITED
103 St. Remi Street Montreal, Canada

European Branch
6 Great Queen St., Kingsway, London, W.C. 2, England
Agencies in All the Principal Countries of the World.
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SPECIAL

FO'^MED PACKING

SWIVEL DISC SPINDLE NOTE
BEARING IN CENTRE ONLY

NEWEST MODEL
BARREL TrPE BODV
EXCEPTIONALLr STRONG

NOTE SHUT-OFF SEAT-VALVE
CAN BE REPACKED WHEN OPEN

NOTE INSIDE THREADED BONNET
AFFORDS ADDED STRENGTH TO

BODY AND POSITIVE WRENCH
GRIP WHEN NECESSARY TO
REMOVE

_
FULL LENGTH
"tapered THREADS

The Globe Valve Supreme
Mueller Globe and Angle Valves are standard valves with all of the desirable

features of high grade valves. The sectional view above will give you a fair idea of a

few of the advantages it offers.

Look at the packing feature—a double seat enables you to re-pack

the valve without removing it from the line.

The packing is a feature in itself; a specially foraied, properly

lubricated braided packing of flax reinforced with a lead core

and copper wire strands; filled with graphite, absolutely sure in

action
;
long-wearing and positively leak-proof.

Note the outside threaded bonnet with large hex, giving an added
strength to the latest improved barrel type body and a positive

wrench grip when necessary to remove.

We will gladly send you a sample valve for trial. Provincial Authorities have passed

this valve—allowing a pressure of 175 lbs. We will be especially glad to receive

requests from engineers for full particulars and samples of this valve.

Have you received a copy of our new 1919 Catalog "A"—just off the press?

H. MUELLER MFG. CO., LIMITED
SARNIA - CANADA
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This Power Plant, like so many
others, has its Cement Floors
treated with

LAPIDOLITH.
Let us send you a leaflet show-
ing the damage done by Con-
crete Grit getting into shaft

bearings.

Mill Supply Dept.

BEVERIDGEPAPER CO., LTD.
Montreal, P.Q. and St. John, N.B.

Advertising to Buyers is one
way to surely make

Advertising Pay

Advertise Your Product in Canada's

Power House
It reaches the Buyers It's a Business-Getter

Rates and Information on Request

Mechanical
Drawing

By Ervin Kenlson, S.B.

Instructor in Mechanical Drawing, Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology

176 pp.. 140 illus. Cloth binding. Gives a
course of practical instruction in the art ol
Mechanical Drawing, based on methods that
have stood the test of years of experience.
Includes orthographic, isometric and oblique
projections, shade lines, intersections and
developments, lettering, etc., with abundant
exercises and plates.

Price, Sf.OO

MacLean Publishing Co.
Technical Book Dept.

143-153 UiuTertity Ave., Toronto

Description

1 . Packing ring

forced against

the leaky joint.

2. Inside split

ring forced
against the

packing.
'X ''-\ .....

.

You Can Stop
That Leak
—And stop it permanently—with a
Yarway Pipe-Joint Clamp (formerly
the Simplex).

It does not make much difference how
big the opening may be—provided, of
course, it is not beyond repair. Nor
does it matter a great deal what is in

the pipe—water, steam, gas, air, oil,

ammonia, brine, etc.—the leak will tie'T

stopped absolutely.

And as long as the Yarway is left in

place that joint will remain tight.

The principle of the Yarway Pipe-
Joint Clamp is very simple. There
are but three parts, as shown above

—

one packing and two iron rings.

Any workman can make the attach-
ment without difficulty in a few min-
utes.

As an example of the way in which
this serviceable clamp makes good,
read what one user says

:

The fact that from the date of its installation we
have not realized that there is a steam joint at
the point where placed, is sufficient evidence that
it fills the bill.

Try a Yarway for 30 days sa ijut to return ij not satisfactory in eoery way
rvrite to-Jay stating size of line.

YARNALL - WARING COMPANY
Chestnut Hill

7604-20 Queen St.
Philadelphia

A. McLellan, 103 St. Francis Xavier St., Montreal. Que., Canada; Cunningham
Hardware Co., New Westminster. B.C.; Jas. Robertson Co.. Montreal, Canada;
Gorman Clancey, Grindley Co.. Calgary. Alberta.

%TnV clamp
Formerly the JSIJyjJRZjEJX:
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DRIVES
THE WORLDAROUND

f
!

Ahoui2VzMILLIONHORSEPOWER
iti^ WORLD-WIDE SERVICE
Morse Chain Co. Silent Chains in the World Ithaca, N. Y.

MORSE ENGINEERING SERVICE Address Nearest Office ASSISTANCE WITHOUT OBLIGATION

BOSTON, MASS 141 MUk Street
CHICAGO, ILL Merchants Loan and Trust Bldg.
CLEVELAND, OHIO Engineers Bldg.
DETROIT, MICH 1003 Woodward Avenue
OREENSBORO, N. C 805 Ashboro Street
NEW YORK CITY .50 Church Street, Hudson Terminal Bldg.
PITTSBURGH. PA Westinghouse Bldg.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL Mondanook Bldg.

ATLANTA. OA Earl F. Scott, M. E., 702 Candler Bldg.
CANADA Jones & Glassco, Regis'd
MONTREAL, St. Nicholas Bldg.. Toronto, Bank of HamUton Bldg.
KANSAS CITY. MO. Morse Engineering Co . B A. Long Bldg.
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN. 413 3rd St .

Strong-Scott Mfg Co.

ST. LOUIS, MO Morse Engineering Co.. Chemical Bldg.
LICENSEES FOR EUROPE & EASTERN HEMISPHERE
The Westinghouse Brake Co.. Ltd . 82 York Road. London. N.
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Pumps—frequently hard to reach—must
chug away hour after hour, day after day,
without stopping and without attention.
Leaky unions have no place in pump ser-

vice.

JEFFERSON UNIONS are particularly
adapted to meet successfully severe ser-

vice. The Brass Seat Ring makes the
brass-to-iron joint which will not corrode
and is easily disconnected no matter how
hard or how long the union has been set up.

The Spherical Ground Joint makes pos-

sible an absolutely tight joint even though
the line is not exactly straight on account
of settlement or any other cause.

There are many other reasons why you
should use "JEFFERSONS." They are not
"just" unions and the name JEFFERSON
stamped on the nut protects you from the
doubtful variety. You'll find it mighty diffi-

cult to plug a leaky joint with a "just-as-
good" promise.

Jefierton Swing Union. Al-
lows widest variety of con-

Jefferson Union Tee,
Titli imicni or outlet.

AH Male Union
Saves two pipe

nwtions, ranging from a Has union end threailed joints beti^'een two
slight offset up to 9D de
greea. For angle connec „ _ . _

tions that cannot be made where a union is de-
irith simple elbow union.s. sired near a tee

either male or female. female threaded
.Should always be used parts.

Jefferson Union Company
Lexington, Mass.

Your Jobber will be glad to show
you his stock of "JEFFERSONS."
Your inspection will convince you
of their merits. Write to-day for

our Catalog "UNIONS" which ^
shows the complete Jefferson /
Line. ^^
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Keep the]Heat Where It Belongs
PLIBRICO keeps the heat in the furnace, because
it forms a jointless one-piece lining in your front
door arches, entire fronts, side walls, arches, bridge
walls, etc. This lining is gas and airtight, saves
fuel while at the same time greatly reduces your
furnace upkeep, will last longer, give better satisfac-
tion and can be more easily repaired than a lining
constructed of fire brick and fire clay.

Write for free copy of 36-page book of useful
information on furnace building & maintenance

Jointless Fire Brick Co.
Kingsbury and Clay Sts., Chicago

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS: Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., 16 Ste. Therise St..

Montreal. Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., 376 Dufferin St., Toronto. Gorman,
Cla-ncey & Grindley, Ltd., Calgary, Alberta. TRADEMARK

Williams "Agrippa"
Chain Pipe and Fittings Wrench
THEIR narrow, single jaw, with saw-tempered

teeth for file sharpening when worn, gives these

wrenches unequaled facility for holding and turning

cramped and irregular fittings, flanges, short nipples,

etc., etc., because:

—

They grip upon surfaces where ordinary tools cannot

—

"Their grip does not slip."

They do work which tools with broader jaw will not.

They give more and better service than any screw-adjusted
wrench made.
They "start" rusted fittings when all else fails—just the"

service to be logically expected of a fully warranted tool.

Remember, each Chain, like those in our well-known
"Vulcan" Wrenches, is "proof-tested" in a standard
tension machine to two-thirds of its catalog strength,

and is certified. We guarantee absolutely every tool

that leaves our factories. 7 sizes for i
s to 12" pipe and

fittings.

Your dealer will serve you. Ask for Booklet.

J/H. Williams & Co.
"The Drop-Forging People"

78 Richards Street Brooklyn, N.Y.
THE A. G. LOW CO., LTD., 78 Pacific Ave.. Saskatoon, Sask., Agents for Manitoba,

Saskatchewan. Alberta and British Columbia

Self-Lubricating SAFETY PLASTIC

In Bulk

J METALLIC PACKING
FOP. STEAM, WATER, AIR, OAS, ETC.

Pat. Dec. 22, 1903 Highest Award World's Fair. St. Louis. 1904

GUARANTEED TO LAST
THREE YEARS

WITHOUT RENEWAL
Drop us a line and let us tell you all about this Remarkable Packingf.

STEEL MILL PACKING CO., WINDSOR, ONT. Established 1899

AGENTS WANTED

Practically
Frictionless

In Cotton Tubes
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Need Repairs ?
DELAY in securing necessary repairs only means inefficient

service and usually, in the long run, greatly increased repair

expense.

We furnish repair parts for elevating and conveying equip-

ment, including buckets of various kinds, belt conveyor parts,

such as idlers and belting, Link-Belt and sprockets, gears and
pinions, power transmission equipment, silent chain drives, roller

chains, detachable Link-Belt, hangers, pulleys, pillow blocks, steel

chutes and spouts, etc. Are all of high Link-Belt standard.

Our FLINT RIM Sprocket Wheels are made by a special pro-

cess, providing a smooth, hard bearing surface for contact with
the chain links. These sprockets last several times as long as

ordinary sprockets and also greatly increase the life of the chain.

Write us about your requirements—no matter how large or

how small.

CANADIAN LlNK-B^LT COMPANY, LIMITED
Wellington and Peter Sts., Toronto

Lli
Industrial Equipment

Wc Also Make
Elevators and Conveyors
Link-Belt and Sprockets
Silent Chain Drives
Truck and Tractort;hains
Electric Hoists
Locomotive Cranes
Wagon Loaders
Coal and Ashes Systems

Write for Catalogs
Place X in Square
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"McAVITY"
Brass and Iron

BodyValves

McAvity's Improved
Jenkins Disc

Suitable for all pressures

125 to 500 lbs.

Suitable for all purposes
Steam, Air, Water, Oil

or Gas.

Every valve is g-uaran-

teed of the best work-
manship and absolutely

tight before leaving the

factory.

To insure obtaining the

best, specify ''McAvityT

T. McAVITY & SONS
LIMITED

St. John, N.B., Canada
MONTREAL TORONTO

T. McA. Stewart
157 St. James St.

Harvard TurnbuU & Co.

207 Excelsior Life BIdg.

WINNIPEG

THE CHIEF REALIZED
that the weakest points of a boiler furnace

lining are the joints between the bricks.

So he set out to find a way to remove this

weakness, and he "discovered"

BETSON'S
EiagSITRADEM MARK% J^JUJjM

PlasticFireBrick
Now he is not only a Betson user, but a

Betson booster.

There is no mystery about Betson's. It-

is the pioneer and proven Plastic Fire

Brick that has made practicable the one-

piece furnace lining without joints. It has

a record of 20 years' satisfactory service

under all sorts of trying conditions.

You, too, can benefit by its use.

IT COMES IN A YELLOW TOP
BARREL.

Investigate- -Write for our literature.

It will help you.

International Chemical Company
44-46 Lombard Street

TORONTO, ONT.

A Solid Onc-picce, Jointless, Leaklcss Lining.
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In All Kinds

Of Buildings

Dunham
Radiator
Valve

iT
©UNHflM
Cheating service

From every ton of coal put under the boiler, Dunham
Heating Service gives the maximum of heating comfort

—

not only in large buildings but also in small homes, thus
proving that the fundamental principles of Dunham Heat-
ing Service are correct. It all goes back to the fact that
the water and air that collects in the system must be
quickly and automatically removed. This, Dunham Heat-
ing Service does by correct designing and the use of the
exclusive Dunham specialties. Write for special data.

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY, LTD., Toronto, Ont.
HALIFAX OTTAWA WINNIPEG VANCOUVER CALGARY MONTREAL

DRAFT Forced or Induced

HI - EFFICI ENCY HI-SPEEO

due to their superior design are highl/ efficient and run at the best speeds for

direct connection to either turbine or motor. They have been thoroughly test-

ed and are being operated in most high-grade power plants both for forced and
induced draft.

Let our engineers show you what ''Radial Flows" can do.

GRE EGONGMTSERl)[ilT^

Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver
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Williams &Wilson,L"::2
MontrealP.OL

The Feature of

Lancaster Patent Steam Trap
consists in the loose Disc Valve at the orifice of the discharge pipe in connection with a quick
threaded screw motion, worked by the float. This valve is frictionless in action, and, being loose
cannot stick to its seat. It is very prompt in its movements for opening and closing the discharge

„. pipe, and the working parts are very simple and easily examined. It also acts as a Safety Valve,

*^
e^fessive pressure exerted against the face of the loose disc valve would, by virtueof the Quickness of the Screw Thread, force it open

The Float being cylindrical and extending full len^h of the box gives greater capacityami at the same time permits the use of a smaller and more compact box. % in. trap is8% in, high, 10% in. long, 6V2 in. wide over all.

Write for full particulars.

*The Lancaster'' Lifting and Marine Steam Traps
fw'f"-'" '^°"st"«:tion and action to "The Lancaster" Steam Traps, with the exception
that being made with a much stronger box and fast lid, they will raise the discharging

"^i"" L ^ pressure of steam. The condensed water and air pass away
with the greatest ease.

They cannot stick and have never failed under most Service Tests.
The Williams & Wilson, Limited, guarantee as well as that of the manu-
facturers stand back of every trap we sell.

We ship promptly. FULL particolars on request.

WILLIAMS & WILSON, Limited, 84 Inspector St^ Montreal
Agents for Canada

READ THIS
When called on to justify our demand for steel to manu-
facture our appliances, we had to show cause why, in the
face of the abnormal demand created by war necessities,

we should continue to receive our supplies.

WE SHOWED CAUSE, RECEIVED OUR SUPPLIES
and CARRIED ON

We ahow you here
an extract from
our letter to the
Fuel Controller,
of Canada,

"We manufacture these appliances for the specific purposes of producing Fuel Economies in industrial steam plarnt^
and Private Steam Heating Systems.

Our records show that during the past year we have built and installed Condensation Return Traps and Automatic
Boiler Feeders in Steam Plants to an aggregate of approximately 20,000 horsepower.

Our reports show that the average Fuel EJconomy effected in these plants, ranges from lO'^'r to 25<7c of the fuel
formerly used by the plants. This does not include small private heating plants.

Based on an average fuel consumption of four pounds of coal per horsepower hour, and a ten-hour daily run for
three hundred working days, these plants would formerly use one hundred and twenty thousand tons per annum.
Under their new conditions with our appliances they are now consuming an average of ITCr less fuel and doing
more work.

THE APPROXIMATE AMOUNT OF FUEL SAVED IN THIS DISTRICT DUE TO THESE CONDITIONS WOULD
BE ABOUT TWENTY THOUSAND, FOUR HUNDRED TONS."

We do not think we need to tell you any more.

The above savings are due to efficient handling of Steam
Condensation and Boiler Feeding.

Do you want to share in these fuel economies?

If so, write us and get particulars of how it was done by
means of our Return Traps.

GEO. W. COLE, LIMITED
Engineers Specialties

2002-4 Dundas Street West, Toronto

This is the

Return
Trap
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The Valves for Hard Service
Expert workmanship and the quality of material

in the manufacture of Homestead Valves, together

their practical utility and long wearing qualities,

brought insistent de-

m a n d s from all

fields.

The harder the ser-

vice the more you
need the Homestead
Valve.

They are made for

a 1 1 pressures, i n
Straightway, Three-
way and Four-way
styles. They are
made to suit a 1

1

classes of material

to be handled, and
are, therefore, of
brass, semi-steel and
semi - steel with
)rass plugs.
Instal a Homestead
Valve on your most
troublesome line and
note satisfactory re-

sults.

Homestead Valve

Manufacturing Co.
HOMESTEAD, PENN.

used
with
have

1 :j.

Homestead Three-Way Type

When Buying Thermometers

There's Just Three Things

to Remember

—

Firgt, you must have accuracy
and sensitiveness

—

Second, durability is absolutely
essential

—

Third, the thermometer must be
suitably constructed for the in-

tended application.

Accuracy, sensitiveness and dur-
ability are absolutely guaran-
teed in

"Crescent Thermometers
And with nearly seventy years of experience to

our credit, we are qualified to properly interpret

your needs.

Our Catalog P.H. 200 illustrates and describes

"Crescent" Thermometers for every application.

Also test thermometers, glass thermometers, etc.

Get a copy of Cataloe P.H.-200 to-day.

The Schaeffer & Budenberg

Mfg. Co.

Brooklyn, New York

Chicago
Pittsburg
St. Louis
Philadelphia
Los Angeles

Canadian
Agents

:

Milton and
Prentiss,
Toronto.

Power
Plant ther-

mometers for all

temperatures not ex-
ceeding 1000° P

Also—"Columbia" Recordingr Gaugres
and Thermometers, Gaufires, Gauee
Testers, Tachometers. Steam Calori-
meters. Counters, etc.

LUNKENHEIMER
"VICTOR"

GATE VALVES
THE disc is a solid wedge, seating on rings

which are threaded into the body in exact
alignment with the disc faces; the disc is

guided by ribs cast in the body, and travels to

practically a closed position before coming in con-
tact with the seatring faces. "Dragging" of the
disc across the seatring faces is thereby eliminated,

preventing the wear so prevalent in valves employ-
ing loose parts.

When wide open the top of the disc seats

directly beneath the stuffing box, relieves the
packing from pressure and permits repacking
while pressure is on.

The gasket between the body and bonnet
flanges is an exclusive Lunkenheimer feature. It

consists of a seamless copper wire partly embedded
in a groove in the body flange; will not blow out
and is practically indestructible.

Bearings are bronze bushed and all parts, in-

cluding the seatrings, are renewable.
Inside Screw Stationary Stem and Outside

Screw and Yoke Rising Stem types for working
steam pressures up to 350 pounds.

Installing Lunkenheimer "Victor" Gate Valves
means permanence and satisfactory service.

LUNKENHEIMER ££:
^"QUALITY"—

Largest Manufacturers of
High Grade Engineering Specialties

in the World

CINCINNATI

WRITE FOR
DESCRIPTIVE
LITERATURE

I
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WILSON FEARED THE BRITISH
THE American President crossed the Atlantic in the first place with the idea in his mind that his

ideals would be thoroughly in accord with those of the French statesmen ; but he was rather afraid

of a conflict with the British delegates. He found in reality that his plan for peace terms was a* far

removed from the French plan as the two poles. Then he crossed to London and was surprised to find

that the ideas of the two Anglo-Saxon powers were identical.

This situation, according to J. W. Dafoe in the May issue of MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE, explains much
that has developed at Versailles. Further, it contains the promise of a close rapprochement between the

two great English-speaking democracies for all time to come.

Mr. Dafoe has contributed a remarkably interesting article to this number of MACLEAN'S, lifting the

curtain on many of the puzzling situations that have arisen overeas. As editor of the Manitoba Free
Press, he is the dean of Canadian newspapermen ; as the representative of the department of Puldic In-

formation on the Canadian Mission to the Peace Conference, he was in a special position to learn what
was transpiring. He tells of the really big part that Canada has played in the Proceedings and points

out that Canada's status as a nation was firmly established in the eyes of the world when she was al-

lowed separate representation.

A Dozen Other Features—Nationally Important
This May issue is full of articles of unusual significance for Canadian readers.

"SOLVING THE PROBLEM OF THE ARCTIC"
—By Vilhjalmur Stefansson

The second instalment of his remarkable story of
the four years of exploration that he undertook for
the Canadian Government in the region of the "Pole
of Inaccessibility"—a harder place to reach than
the North Pole.

"ORGANIZING FOR PEACE"
—By George Pearson

An article of the Great War Veterans' Association
by a well-known author-soldier.

"THE CANADIANS IN SIBERIA"
—By Capt. W. E. Dunham.

A graphic story of what our forces did in combat-
ting the Bolsheviki, by an officer who has just re-

turned.

"SAFE IN THE SADDLE"
—By J. K. Munro

A review of affairs at Ottawa in which the opinion

is expressed that Union Government for the time

being is safely entrenched.

The National Idea
The articles in this issue of MACLEAN'S
reflect the national idea—Canada's part in
the Peace Conference, the political situa-
tion at Ottawa, the exclusive report of
Stefansson's national explorations. the
national organization of our returned
men, the work of our forces in Siberia.
The reader of MACLEAN'S gets a broad
idea of what Canada as a whole is doing.
The value of this issue—and of all issues
— is very great, therefore, from an educa-
tional standpoint.
MACLEAN'S is the one magazine that
should be selected for young Canadians to
read.

Four capital stories by famous authors—W. A. Fraser, Lloyd Os-

borne, Frederic S. Isham and C. W. Stephens.

The Review of Reviews
An unusually fine array of articles is given in this department,

selected from the best in magazines and periodicals the world over.

Some of the titles are:

Planned to Destroy British Fleet.

How Matkensen Was Caught.
Events of War Foretold by Stars.

What is Life Like Beyond the Grave?
A High-born Bolshevik.

The New Life in Dry America.

Germans Were Ready to Capitulate.
Japan's New Foreign Policy.

The Many Kings of Jerusalem.
Is British Foreign Olfice Against League!
Ambassador Tells Story of Peace Ship.
Hindenburg—After the Armistice.

Over 65,000 Canadian Families Buy

MACLEAN'S
CANADA'S NATIONAL MAGAZINE"

MAY ISSUE At All News Dealers

20c PER COPY. $2.00 PER YEAR. Dealers who have not been handling MACLE.VN'S should

secure copies at once from their nearest wholesaler.

If there are no newsdealers in your town, or if your newsdealers cannot supply you, send 20 cents for a sample copy
or $2.00 for a whole year's subscription to MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE, 143-153 University Avenue, Toronto. Canada.
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It can be done by|
the^installation of a

Farnsworth

I
Condensation Punip

The Farnsworth drains lines carrying
high vacuum between the engine and the
condenser and will discharge the conden-
sate to atmosphere or by the use of a
small high pressure steam connection
will pump the condensate to any point
of use. *f|j
Large capacity provides a special service for tak-
ing care of any slugs of water that might accumu-
late in the exhaust line.

When the machine is in a filling position or re-
ceiving the condensation, the tank is equalized
with the exhaust line and applies either high pres-

sure steam to pump the condensate out of
the tank or opens a vent valve to allow

the condensation to flow to atmos-
phere by gravity.
This same machine will handle con-

densation from the exhaust

_ line if the line should instant-
ly change from a high vacu-

A.-'-, to a low pressure and
; j w ill pump the condensation to

" any point of use or to atmos-
1:, phere.

The
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse

Company Limited
HOT WELL ELIMINATED.



Scale Prevention

By the logical principle of the
BOILER METAL TREAT-
MENT is easily obtainable.
Not only will METLSKIN
remove old scale, but it also

will prevent feed - water
solids from adhering to

boiler-metal.

A small daily dose, at
low cost, has solved the
scale-problem in a host
of plants in Canada, the
U.S., and abroad.

It will

pay you

to send for

the booklet of

METLSKIN. It

describes the method
of feeding, the principle of

action, and other vital information.

Why not familiarize your-
self with this method of

treatment? If your boilers
carry as little scale as 1/32 of

an inch METLSKIN will show
you an actual cash saving on fuel-

bills. Let us prove it.

CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE COMPANY, LIMITED
St. John
Windsor

Quebec
Winnipeg

Montreal
Saskatoon

Ottawa
Calgary

Hamilton
Vancouver

Toronto
Victoria

IMPORTANT THINGS
TO CONSIDER ABOUT

A SEPARATOR

I. THE PLAN—Is it sen-

sible, will it work, no
matter how large the

Separator oi how well

made ?

II. THE SIZE—Is it big

enough regardless of

plan, will it hold a good
dose of water?

HI. THE CONSTRUCTION
—Is it strong enough,
are flanges heavy, how
will it look by the side

of a nicely finished

engine ? Send for cata-

log and note these

points in

Sweet's Separators

DIRECT SEPARATOR COMPANY
218 South Geddes St. SYRACUSE, N. Y

General Sales Agents :

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited

St. John, Montreal, Quebec, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton
Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Calgary, Vancouver, Victoria

T u xe da
SWING JOINTS
Provide one of the
easiest ways to

save coal

Every pound of steam
that escapes through a
leaky connection repre-
sents a certain amount
of coal wasted. Do you
know that an average
leak will waste 3,400
pounds of steam a
month ? Investigate
your flexible steam con-
nections at once and
then investigate the
Tuxeda Swing Joint.

A Guaranteed Solution for Your Flexible
Connection Problems

Send for Bulletin "A" to

FRANKLIN WILLIAMS, INC.
New York City

Cieiieral Sales Asents: Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.
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rfcis illustration

shows a Graton &
Knight veteran it>

a Spartan Double
Belt, 46 feet long

and 8 inches wide.

It is running every

day in the plant of

the Leroi Furniture
Company, St. Louis,

Mo. It has seen 4%
years of service.

This belt - eating
sanding machine
wore out three 9-

inch ordinary belts

in eighteen months.
Its cost has been
40 cents a week
with long service

to come.

For all dnves de-

aigned in our En-
gineering Depart-
ment the belts are

proportio n e d so

that the stress, due

to the horse-power
being transmitted,

is never more than
one-tenth of their

ultimate strength.

The rules employed
are the result of

extensive experi-

ence, and applied

to your problems
may show that you
are using a belt too

good or one not
good enough for
the work to be

done.

The Right Belt in the Right Place

Here is punishment for anij belt. And as

iLsiial SPARTAN is the belt that is game for

it. It shows the right V)elting material in the

right place. SPARTAN, greatest of pulley-

grippers, flexible and elastic, is solving the

problem of the trouble-making drive in

thousands of plants. There is one answer
and one reason—leather properly tanned and
fabricated for a given purpose—a Standard-

ized Series.

You can't think of any belting material

(liat stands hard knocks the way leather

does—or one that can be satisfactorily

spliced or repaired. Leather has the tightest

of frictional grip. It gives and takes as the

need arises. It doesn't fray under the side

slapping of shifters. After a long and useful

life on main drives you can cut it into

.«maller belts and keep it earning money.

(iraton & Knight Standardized Series

Ik'lts are made for the work to be done

—

from the first step in tanning. Very nearly

:{0;),00() steer hides pass through our hands

yearly. Tliink of the l)road selection that

gives us, the uniformity of quality possible.

.\nd installing any G. & K. Standardized

Series Belt means the right belt in the right

j)lace—not merely a belt, but a belt for a

given purpose.

Many of the best belted plants ask us to

specify the belting for every drive. Try the

])lan yourself. Then, when buying, call for

"Graton & Knight Brand—or equal."

This won't commit you to buying our belts.

It will put your buying on the one Basic

consideration—the work to be done.

Write for information about Slandardizaiion as applied to Belting

THE GRATON & KNIGHT MFG. COMPANY, Worcester, Mass., U.S.

A

Oak Leather Tanners. Makers'of Leather Belting, Lace Leather, Leather Packings and Specialties

BRANCHES AND DISTRIBUTORS IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

(>anadian Graton & Knight, Ltd.. MontreaL Canadian Representatives: The
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., St. John. Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,

Hamilton. Quebec, Calgary, Saskatoon, Vancouver, Windsor, Winnipeg, Victoria

GRATON & KNIGHT
Standardixed Series

LEATHER BELTING
Tanned by usfor belling use
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Sold on a Service Basis

r\URABLA COMPRESSED ASBESTOS FIBRE
GASKETS are guaranteed to meet every flange condi-

tion in your plant, making a permanently tight joint wher-

ever a gasket is required.

One Standard Gasket for all Gasket Work. Prompt Shipments of All Orders

Durabla Manufacturing Co., New York
Distributors for Canada

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited

Catalogues Sent On Request

Feed Water

Heaters

Hot Water

Generators

Power
Pumps

PRATT & CADY COMPANY, INCORPORATED,
Canadian Representalioes:

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE COr|IPANy, LIMITFD
Kflra. St. John, Oiifbcc, Mor.jr.".I, Ottawa. Toronto, Hdmilton, Windiw, WInni t>*)4, S«»l»t,->on, C«l(t»r>

RD, CONN.

m
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Avoid the Constant Repacking of Small Valves



POWER HOUSE Volume XI:

50 %
More
Heat

Never will this Tube
Buckle, Bend or Split

Because of the divided floating head which compensates for the un-

equalled expansion of the tubes, due to the temperature difference be-

tween the water as it enters and leaves the heater, the

ALBERGER HEATER
is proof against troubles such as leaks, split tubes,

cracked heads, etc.

On Alberger Heatert, there is far less tendency to

scale because tube corrugations cause the water to

take on a whirling, scouring action.

You will avoid all expense and trouble common to

ordinary heaters by giving your plant an Alberger
Multi-Head Heater. Both Horizontal and Vertical

Types of adequate capacities for every service.

Ask for Bulletin No. 201

Alberger Heater Company
Buffalo, N.Y.

GENERAL SALES AGENTS:

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited

St. John, Montreal, Quebec, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Windsor
Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Calgary, Vancouver, Victoria

UsiiiK no moie steam. Alberger
Heaters are guaranteed to trans-
mit 50% more heat than straight
tube heaters of similar size.

They furnish hot water as fast
as it can be drawn. No storage
tank required.

STEAM, IHLfT

7

Are without an Equal for

Deane of Holyoke Condensers
or Suctions on Paper Machines

Softest high-grade rubber as seating,
supported by an inseparable steel core.
Spring guides and brass bushed stud-
holes as above, if desired, or plain faces.

Not a cheap valve, but positively smooth-
est in action and longest lasting.

This construction in Four Grades for
every known pumping service.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.
Sole Distributors for Canada

High

Pressure

Gauge

Testing

Simplified

The constantly increasing use of high pressures in
various manufacturing processes has caused us to
develop a Dead Weight Gauge Tester for testing Gauges
up to a maximum of 5,000 pounds per square inch.

Simple in design—easy of operation. Distinctively
AMERICAN.

Write for completely descriptive circnlar.

Canadian Agents:

CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO., LTD.
MONTREAL QUEBEC ST. JOHN, ETC.

American Steam Gauge
& Valve Mfg. Co.

BOSTON
New York Chicago Atlanta Pittsburgh
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THE PACKING FOR EVER Y PURPOSE
"VULCABESTOH"

"VULCABESTON" "VULCABESTOH"
MED FSRC

"VULCABESTOM*

VULCABESTW"
RED riBRE

"VULCABESTON'^
RED FIBilE

Vulcabeston Red Fibre Sheet Packing
is saving power in thousands of Plants

—

leak-proofing pipe lines of every kind.

Vulcabeston is "the universal packing" for

superheated and saturated steam, oils,

ammonia, hot water, acids and alkaline

solutions.

Vulcabeston is capable of complete stan-

dardization. Alone it takes the place of

all "special" packings for "special" serv-

ices. It is easy to cut and has great resiliency

but, unlike rubber, and many compressed
asbestos sheet packings, cannot be squeezed
out. Vulcabeston exempts power plants
from power waste and saves real money in

operating costs.

If your dealer cannot supply you—
write us direct.

THE JOHNS-PRATT Co.
HARTFORD, CONN.

"•VULCAaESTOH"

"VULCABESTON- "VULCABESTON*

•'VUUCABESTOM"*

-VULCABESTON
RED rtOKE

"VULCABESTON"

VULCABESTON"
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THE FINANCIAL POST
OF APRIL 26TH CONTAINS:

DOMINION STEEL'S
SHIP PLATE DEAL

Arrangement Promises to
Work Out Well for Company

and Shareholders

The continuance of work on the Do-
minion Steel Corporation's rolling
mill at Sydney, N.S., brings to mind
that this company has a very favor-
able agreement with the Dominion
Government, and one which should
be a good thing for the shareholders.

The company agrees to make plates
(basic open hearth) to such thickness
or size as required for shipbuilding,
the Government to purchase 250,000
gross tons, and have the option of

increasing the amount to 375,000 tons.

Deliveries are to be made at the rate
of 50,000 tons per year, the Govern-
ment retaining the option of increas-

ing this to 75,000 tons per annum.

The price for such plates is $4.15

per 100 lbs., or $83 per ton, and pro-

vision is made that this price may be
increased to $4.25 or $85 per ton.

You will find further interesting
matter on this subject in THE POST
of April 26th.

Farmers, Trusts, and Publicity

(Editorial)

The Five Best Industrials

United Hotel Co.'s Deal for Clifton

Patronage and the National Forest

Menace

The Steel [Trade

Items Here
Reproduced

Also

A Commission Like Ontario's for

Nova Scotia

Commission of Utilities in B. C.

and New Capital

Government Failure in Operation
of U. S. Railroads

Dominion Steel Strikes Hard at

Scotia's Claims •

Rubber Company Has Record Year—49% on Common

Price Bros. & Co. Show Nearly $1,-

500,000 Profits

Sawyer-Massey Adopts a House-
Cleaning Policy

Production of Mining Corporation

of Canada Falls Off

Bank Clearings Were Affected by
Holiday

Higher Savings Balanced by Cur-

rent Loans

Says Banks Are a Handicap to Re-

tail Section

How is (iermany to Pay Billions of

Indemnity?

Opportunities for Business in Bal-

kan States

How to Float Foreign Bonds is a

Problem

Conditions Are on Quiet Side in

Bond Market

S. Vancouver to Consolidate its

Tax Arrears

THE PRICE

FOR STEEL SOON
TO BE ADJUSTED

Between the United States

Railroad and Industrial

Boards

NEW YORK.—From a technical

market standpoint, according to Hay-
den, Stone & Co., the most encourag-
ing event of the week was a new high
price on this movement for Steel com-
mon. The figure reached is the high-

est since last November. Undoubted-
ly this anticipates an agreement be-

tween the railroads and industrial

boards on the price level for steel.

This is one of the acts to which the

market has been steadily looking for-

ward. It will be important, not only

in the material improvement which it

should shortly bring about, but even
more for its psychological effect. No
doubt it will be shortly followed by an
agreement on the price for coal.

You will find further interesting

matter on this subject in THE POST
of April 26th.

Regina's Tax Rate Boosted by
Five Mills

Beck's Tactics Give N. Toronto a

Bad Setback

Saskatchewan Dealers in Farm
Lands Organize

Steel Confusion Now Increased by
Naval Board

Business Building NewsJtems]AppearJEach Week in' TTie Financial Post

The above are only a few of the many subjects of real profit-making interest to Canadian men of affairs which have

been dealt with by expert writers and editors in THE POST of April 26th. THE POST will keep you informed

on Canadian business matters in a way unrivalled by any other publication. Send for a subscription to-day. The

price is $3.00 per year, and you have only to fill in this form:

The MacLean Publishing Co.,

143-153 University Ave., Toronto.

Send me THE FINANCIAL POST every week till further ordered. I will pay subscription price, $3.00 per

year, on receipt of bill, or you may draw on me for this.

Name

Address
p. .H
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FOR AIR COMPRESSORS
IRON CAP COPPER COMPANY

Magnolia Metal Co. November ii, 1918.

Gentlemen

—

We have used MAGNOLIA METAL for several years, and the
best endorsement that we can give it is that one small compressor
has run almost continuously for TEN YEARS without renewal
of babbitt.

Yours very truly,

IRON CAP COPPER COMPANY
F. A. Woodward, Supt.

PRACTICAL ENGINEER POCKET BOOK
Over 600 Pages

A valuable reference work imported from England and sold as an
advertising medium at the low price of 40c post paid.

Address Montreal Office

SOLD BY LEADING DEALERS EVERYWHERE OR BY

MAGNOLIA METAL CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY :

225 St. Ambroise Street, MONTREAL

Don't buy that

New Electrical

Apparatus

"^^E can supply you with high-

grade apparatus that has been
slightly used and discarded through

no fault of its own, at an immense sav-

ing in cost. For instance, in many cases

*ve take over entire plants simply because
of changed conditions such as increased capac-

ity, change of system, etc.

EVERYTHING IS OVERHAULED AND REFIN-
ISHED BY US AND GUARANTEED AS GOOD AS

NEW, BOTH ELECTRICALLY AND MECHANIC-
ALLY.

Our catalogs of offerings should be in the hands of every
power plant superintendent each time they are gotten out, and

it will be worth while for anyone interested in this class of power
plant equipment to be on our mailing list to receive all offerings.

Nearly all of the principal power, lighting and street railway plants

in the United States are our customers.

WRITE FOR OUR LATEST CATALOG of Power House Equipment,
Street Cars, Motors, Hoists, Compressors, etc.

MACGOVERN & COMPANY, Inc.
General Office: 114 Liberty Street, New York

Canadian Office: 285 Beaver Hall Hill, Montreal
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DOMINION
COALCOMPAHY

Dominion
I'IMITBD

'^'"'^Sprinqfiiir^n\}m nous
STEAM ""o' GAS COALS

GeneralSales Office
112 StJamesSt. Montreal

NOTICE
TO

Stationary and Hoisting Engineers
ETeryone opemtin* a STATIONARY steam plant of SO h.p. or eyer

in the Prorinoe of Ontaric must hold a Stationarr Eneineer'i Certilksat*
from the Board at. Stationar; and Hoisting Engineers. Anyone operating
such a plant without a Certificate is liable to the penalties set fortli in
the Stationary and Hoisting Engineers' Act.

Everyone operating a HOISTINO steam plant worlcing at a premur*
c( 20 pounds oi over, iirespectire of horse power, and used for hoistint
in utructural operations or excaTating purposes. In the ProTince of Ontario,
must hold a Eoiarting Engineer's Certificate from the Board of Stationary
and Hoisting Engineers. Anyone opeaating such a plant without a OerU-
flcate is liable to the penalties set forth in the Stationary and Hoiatlng
Engineers' Act,

Application forms for obtaining STATIONART or HOISTING Kn«iB-
eere' Certificates, may be had upod applying to the Chairman,
HON, F. G. ilAODIARailD, W. C. UcQHIE,

Minister of Public Works and Hi^ways. Chairman of Board.
W. A. RIDDELL, M. A. PH. D., Superintendent, Trades i Labour Branch.

The Simplest and Best Cleaner on the market is

PILLEY'S
Combination Flue Brush and Scraper.

Guaranteed not to break or the wires to pull out or lay over.
A simple turn of the hand adjusts it to the tube, and the brush
removes what the scraper loosens.

For sale by leading Canadian jobbers.

Manufactured by

PILLEY PACKING AND FLUE BRUSH MFG. CO.
623 South Third Street - - - St. Louis. Mo

Eastern Office: 71 Fulton St.. New York.

Why not Buy the
Best,when in market

for Packing?

HOLMES'

Metallic Packing
Is Guaranteed 3 Years

PAT. NO. B2e,iie

ti > 630.530

•1 •> see, 103

Lasts many times longer.

SO days' trial. Leu oil. No
cutting. Easily applied to

any Steam Engine, Air Com-
pressor or Gas Engrine. Satis-

878,238
faction pgy Write tia

8«4,S37

HOLMES METALLIC
PACKING CO,.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

incorporated 1897

8«e,7ai

8«8,0«S

eoe.ios

S34,e2»

1000.76

m^kZ^ STEAM TRAP
FOR HIGH OR LOW PRESSURE.

Steam can't blow through . They have
large discharge valves and cannot be
flooded from sudden flushes of water.

MAY WE SEND ONE FOR TRIAL 7

Reducing Valves, Pump Governors,
Relief Valves, Exhaust Pipe Heads,

Ejectois and Steam Separators.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
THE GARTH COMPANY

a« Crai* StrMt MONTREAL. CAN.
WATSON & McDANIEL CO.

N«. 14* N. 7th Straat. PHILADELPHIA. Pa,

Water Turbines, Hydraulic Governors,
Centrifugal Pumps

OUR LINDSAY WORKS

Boving Hydraulic & Engineering Co.
Lindsay, Ontario

Limited
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DARLING BROTHERS, LIMITED
Engineers, Manufacturers and Founders

120 Prince Street, MONTREAL, P. Q.

Pumps for any Service—Steam Appliances—
Freight Elevators—Webster Vacuum
Heating System.

Consult "Power House" Buyers' Guide
If what you want isn't advertised in this issue, con-
sult our Buyers' Directory. If it isn't in our Direc-

tory, write us and we will gladly give you the

information.

Automatic
Feed Water Regulator
The "Vigilant" keeps water within
A of middle gauge regardless of
load or tiring.

Years of service test has proved
It the utmost in reliability and
efficiency.

Catalogue presents many points of
interest. .May we send .you a copy;

The CHAPLIN-FULTON MFG., CO.

28 Pcnn Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Detroit Lubricators
Have Given Satisfaction

For Forty Years.

Built in a sufficient

variety of styles to lub-

ricate properly every

type of steam engine,

pump, gas engine, air

compressor, etc.

Send to-day for cata-

log L 1. The informa-

tion on lubricating de-

vices contained in it will

be valuable to you.

HEIR efficiency holds over

half the world's trade.

Makers of Stewart Carburetors.

fANADiAN Detroit Lubricator Qjmpany, |m
WALKERVILLE. ONT.

When the Board of Directors
Visits the Boiler Room

One or two or more of them are almost sure to notice and to comment on
the presence or absence of Diamond Soot Blowers.

Why?
First: Because it is not uncommon now-a-days to find men with considerable

engmeering traming, as well as business men with much practical experience in
power plant matters, on directorates. These men know the value of maintaining
clean surfaces for the transmission of heat in the boiler.

Second: Diamond Soot Blowers are widely advertised and the results of
many tests have been published in the editorial pages of dozens of technical and
trade papers, so that even directors not closely informed on all phases of power
plant operation, are familiar in considei-able detail with mechanical soot blowers.

Third: Diamond Soot Blowers are installed on over 2,000,000 HP of boilers
annually. Other plants with which the directors are associated or are familiar,
are increasmg their net profits to an appreciable extent by the us" of Diamond
equipment.

TO MANAGERS AND SUPERINTENDENTS:—
If your boilers are not equipped with Diamond Soot Blowers, what reasonable explanation can

you make to your Board of Directors for your failure to utilize a proven method of reducing your
fuel consumption 4 to 8 per cent., greatly reducing your labor costs and labor turn-over in the boiler
room, and materially reducing your boiler repairs, at an expenditure which will enable you to earnfrom 100 to 200 per cent, on your investment annually?

For full information ask for Bulletin 162.

^ Diamond Specialty CompanyW WINDSOR, ONTARIO

tatn
SOOT BLOWERS -SAVE 4 to 8% FUEL
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"ALL BRITISH"
"B.&W." PATENT WATER TUBE STEAM BOILERS
HIGHEST ECONOMY, SAFETY, DURABILITY. OVER 20,000,000 H.P. IN USE.

-ALSO-

Steam Superheaters

Mechanical Stokers

Coal-Handling Machinery
Piping, Feed Water Heaters

Water Softeners and Purifiers

and ELECTRIC CRANES
Babcock & Wilcox Patent Water Tube Steam Boiler. Superheater

and Mechanical Stoker.

BABCOCK C& WILCOX, Limited
HEAD OFFICE FOR CANADA - COLLEGE ST. (ST. HENRY), MONTREAL

TORONTO OFFICE, TRADERS BANK BUILDING

imiiiiii

aic-The
Oil Bill
I is 40%/-^

Lowejiii^

fiiisMo:

"
i'es, sir, and there's a good reason for it too. Since

we installed the BOWSER Oil Filtering Outfit the

men in the engine room have been competing to see

who could save the most oil. They've cleaned the
journal boxes, put pans under them to catch the drips

and then put the salvage through the BOWSER Oil

Filtering Outfit. We are now using the oil over and
over again that was formerly wasted."

Bowser 7F Oil Filter

First, means a cleaner engine room.

Second, it cuts your lubricating oil bill

considerably.

Third, IT PAYS FOR ITSELF over

and over.

The BOWSER Oil Filtering Outfit is simple, com
pact, economical and reliable.

WRITE FOR LITERATURE DESCRIBING OIL FILTERING SYSTEMS SUITABLE FOR YOUR POWER PLANT.

32°v'!?t°7aSt..S W l S. F. BOWSER COMPANY, LIMITED rRulDen.s-Poissons

HAVANA SYDNEY
Lonja del Comercio 427 66-68 Frazer Avenue, TORONTO, ONT. e Castlereaeh St

lUIIUIIIIIIIllllllllllIIIII
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POWERHOUSEBUYERS'DIRECTORY
If what yon want ia not listed here write as, and we will tell you where to (et it. Let us luggrest that you consult

also the advertisers' Index facing th« inside back cover, after having secured ad\ertisers' names from this directory.

The information you desire may be found in the advertising: papes This department ii maintained for the benefit

and convenience of our readers. The Insertion of our advertisers names undei proper headings is eladly undertaken,

but does not become part of an advertising contract.

AIR COCKS
I.unkpniieimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Jai. -MoirLson Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. \Vindsor, OnU

AIR VALVES
Jaa. MorrLson Bra-ss Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
.Mueller Mfg. Co., H.. Samis. Ont

ALLOYS, BRASS AND COPPER.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

AMMETERS
Canadian Fairbank3.i.Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Can. H. W. JohnsJManTille Co.. Toronto, Ont.

AMMONIA VALVES AND FITTINGS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd. .Montreal.
Frick Co., Wayneslwro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York. Pa.

AMMONIA PURIFIERS
Frick Co., Waynesbo.o, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York. P.

AMMONIA TANKS
.MacKinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont.

ARCHES. COMBUSTION CHAMBER
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal.

ASH CARRYING SYSTEMS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont

ASBESTOS SPECIALTIES
Durabla Mfg. Co., New York, N.Y.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont.

ASBESTOS PACKED COCKS
Pratt & Cady Co., Inc.. Hartford, Conn.

AUTOMATIC ICE RECORDING DOORS
AND CHUTES
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown. Md.

BABBITT AND ANTI-FRICTION METAL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Mon'treal.
Hoyt Metal Co., Toronto.
Magnolia .Metal Co. Montreal.

BALLCOCKS
Jas. Morrison Bra.ss Mftt. Co., Toronto.
D'Este Co.. Julian, Boston. Mass.

BATTERIES AND ACCESSORIES
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto. Ont.

BEARINGS. BRASS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.

BELT CEMENT
n. K .M.icLaren. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELLS
Jas. Morri.son Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
EJmpire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

BELT CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

BELT DRESSING
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Cling Surface Co.. Buffalo.
Ommininn Belting Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELT LACING, LEATHER
T>, K. MacLaren, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELT TIGHTENERS
Waterous Engine Works Co., Branlford. Ont.

BELT PULLEYS
Wateroin Engine Wnrku Co.. Branirford. Ont.
D. K. MacLaren. Ltd., Montreal, Que.

BELTING. BALATA
D. K. .MacLaren. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Federal Engineering Co., Toronto, Ont

BELTING. CHAIN
r-nn. Linir-Belt Cn . Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.

BELTING. SILENT CHAIN
-Morse Chain Co., Ithiea, N.Y.

BELTING, CONVEYOR
Can. Consol. Rubber Co., Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING. LINK
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

BELTING, LEATHER
Canadian Fairtanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Graton A Knight Mfg. Co.. Mon'treal.
D. K. McLaren Ltd.. Montreal.

BELTING, RUBBER
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto. Ont.
i^an, Consol. Ritbher Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
JefTrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Vorhees Rubber Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING, STITCHED COTTON DUCK
Dominion Belting Co., Hamilton, Ont

BELTING, STITCHED COTTON
D, K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

BELTING, SOLID WOVEN
D. K. -MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

BELTING, WOVEN COTTON
Federal Engineering Co., Toronto, Ont

BIBS, COMPRESSION
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

BINS, COAL. COKE AND ORE
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
i.Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

BLOWERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian Fairt»nks-Moree Co., Ltd. Montreal.
Ooppus Eng. & Equip. Co.. Worcester, Mass.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., 'Toronto.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
E. I. I'hilip & Sons, Toronto.

BLOWERS, CENTRIFUGAL
The Ma.son Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS, FANS
The Ma-son Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS. FORCED DRAFT
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co.. Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS, POWER
The Ma-son Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Coppu.-! Eng. & Equipt Co.. Worcester, Mass.

BOILER BAFFLE WALLS
Jolntless Fire Brick Co., Cbicago, 111.

BLOWERS, TURBINES
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., .Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BOILER COVERING
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, . Que.

BOILER COMPOUNDS
Beveridge Paper Co.. 'Montreal, Que.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont.
Metlskln Mfg. Co., Rochester. N.Y.
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

BOILER SKIMMERS
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.

BOILER COMPOUND FEEDERS
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Can. .Morehead Mfg. Co.. Woodstock. .

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

BO;lER FEED PUMPS
The Ma-son Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American .Steaa Hump Co.. Battle Creek. Mich.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindnav. Ont.
i^nnpus Eng. & Equipment Co., Worcester, Mass.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Faii'banks-'Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto, Ont.
Darling Rro«. . T.td.. Montreal. Que.
Cwldie & McOullooh Co., Oalt
T,aurie & Lamb, .^fontreal.

Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

BOILER FITTINGS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

BOILER FEED REGULATORS
Canadian Fairbanks-JMorse Co.. Ltd.. -Montreal,
Beveridge Par>er Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal.

BOILER" MOUNTINGS
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Fairijanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London, Ont.
Goldie & McOullooh Co.. Gait
Ing'lis Co., The John. Toronto. Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. 0.
Ma.snn Regulator & Fngineerinff Co. Montreal.
Ja-?. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

BOILER PRESERVATIVES
.Tnhns-Pratt Co.. The, Hartford. Conn.
Metlskin Co., Inc., Rochester, N.Y.

BOILER HOUSE ACCESSORIES
Ba'bcocik & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal,
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER SEAM PROTECTOR
National Boiler Seam Protector Co., Montreal.

BOILER SETTINGS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal.
Gates. John W.. St James St.. Montreal.
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, lU.

BOILERS. HORIZONTAL, RETURN,
TUBULAR AND WATERTUBE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Batreock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.

Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Goldie & aloCuIIoch Co., Gait.

Frick Co., Wayneslrrro, Franklin Co.. Pa.

Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.

Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,

3t Catharines, Ont
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co,, Toronto.

Ladd, The Geo. T., Co., PittAurgh, Pa.

MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

McAvity. T., & Sons, Ltd.. St John, N.B.
Waterous Engine WorI.s Co., Brantford, Ont

BOILERS. MARINE. LOCOMOTIVE
AND VERTICAL
Babeock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.

Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
(Joldie & MoOulloch Co.. Gait
Inglis Co.. The John. Toronto, Ont
Engineering and Maohine Works of Canada, Ltd..

St Catharines, Ont.
Montreal General Tool Co., Montreal, Que.

Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont

BOXES. FUSE AND METER
Johns-Pratt Co., I^e, Hartford, Conn.

BRASS GOODS _ ^
Penherthv Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

Empire Mfg. Co., London. Ont.

J,a3. -Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,

BRASS FOUNDERS
McAvity. T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.

D'Bste Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

Mueller Mfg. Co.. B.. Samla. Ont
Penberthy Injector Co.. Wind.sor, Ont

BRASS SHEETS AND TUBES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

BRINE COOLERS „ r^. r,
Frick Co.. Waynesboro, Franklm Vo., ra.

York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

BRINE TANKS „ ^ o
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Vo.,

Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

BUCKETS. ELEVATOR
Can. Linlj-B^U Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.

BUSHINGS „ ,

Steel 'Mill Packing Co.. Windsor. Ont
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.

BUSHINGS. BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

CALOFIFIERS
, ^ „ ,

Royles, Ltd., Iilam, Manchester, England.

CALORIMETERS „ „ ,., w
Schaeffer & Biidenberg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn, N.Y.

Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester. N.Y.

CANS. OILY WASTE
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

CANNERS' CONVEYORS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal, Canada.

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

CAR LOADERS AND UNLOADERS
Portable uMachinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

CAST IRON FITTINGS
Limkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

McAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.

CAS'HNGS. ALLOY
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

CAS'HNGS, BRASS AND IRON
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Coldie & McCiillooh Co., Gait
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

McAvity. T., & Sonii. Ltd., St John, N.B,

Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont.

Mueller Mfg. Co., H.. Samia. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

CELLAR DRAINERS
^ ^ ^

Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. James. Toronto, Ont
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Samia. Ont

CEMENT HABDNER & WATERPROOFER
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.

CEMENT. HIGH TEMPERATURE
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal.

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

Gates. John W.. 3t James St, Montreal.

Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
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CEMENT HANDLING MACHINERY
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

CEMENT MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal

Canadian Allis-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont.

CEMENT, INSULATING, REFRACTORY
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

CHAIN DRIVES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

Coventry Chain Co.. Coventry, England.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Morse Chain Co., Ithaca, N.l

CHAINS, FOR ELEVATORS AND CONVEY-
ORS
Cnn. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

CHAIN, MALLEABLE, DETACHABLE AND
RIVETED

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

CHAIN WHEELS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., M L>.ruiord. Mao

CHIMNEYS. RADIAL BRICK
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont,

CHIMNEYS, STEEL
Babcock & WUcox. Ltd. Montreal
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

CIRCULATING SYSTEMS (LUBRICATING
OIL)
Bowser, S. F.. & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

CLAMPS, PIPE-JOINT
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

CHUTES, COAL
Mackipnou Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

CLEANERS, BOILER TUBE
Baibcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johna-Manville Co., Toronto.
Cole Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Gariock Panking Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Goldie & McOullooh Co., Gait.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Pilley Packing & Flue Brush Mfg. Co.. 9t.

Louis. Mo.
Tamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

CLOCKS
American Steam Gauge & Talve Mfg. Co., Boe
ton, Mass.

CLOSETS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Simla. Ont.

CLUTCHES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Goldie & McCnllooh Co., Gait
Waterous B!ngine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont.

COAL
Dam. Coal Co., Montreal.

COAL AND ASH CO^."•EY0R8
BaVook & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Brt' Otreal.
Waterous Engine W irtta Co.. Brantford, Out,

COAL HANDLING MACHINERY
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Green's Economifser, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mantifaeturin« Co.. Montreal.
MacGorem & Co.. Inc., Montreal, Que.
Portable Machinery Co., Inc.. Pas.<iaic, N..T.

Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont,

COAL HOLE COVERS
Can. AUls-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

COILS
Frick Co.. Wavnesrtioro. Pranklla 0». . Pa.
Jas. Moi-rismi Bra.ss Mfg. Co., Toronto.
York Mnnufactiirinjr Co.. York. Pa.

COLD STORAGE INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
BeveridRe Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.

COLD STORAGE DOORS AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.

COMPRESSORS. AIR
American Steam Pumn Co.. Battle Creek, Mich.
Can. Allis-Chambers, tifd.. Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fairbank3.-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Inglis Co.. The John. Toronto. Ont
Laurie & Lnm'h. Mmtrenl
MacGovem & Co.. Inc.. Montreal. Que.
Royles, Ltd., Irlam. Manche.ster, England.
ftmart -Turner Machine Co . Ltd., Hamilton.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.

CONDENSERS
.^Iberger Heater Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek. .Mich.
Boving Hj'draulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lind.say, Ont.
Can. Allis-Chambers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Darling Bros.. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Goldie & McCuUoch Co., Gait.
Laiirie & Lnmb. Montreal.
MacGovem & Co.. Inc., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford

CONDENSERS. AMMONIA AND STEAM
Frick Co.. Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
I/aurie & lAmb, Montreal.
E. I. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

CONDUITS
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont.

CONDENSATION RECEIVER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Davis Regulator Co, G. M. , Chicago.

CONDENSER AND SMOKESTACK PAINTS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

CONNECTIONS, FLANGED
Jefferson Union Co., lexington, Mass.
Dart Union Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

CONTRACTORS' STRUCTURAL STEEL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Baboock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

CONVEYORS, PORTABLE
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

CONVEYORS, BELT
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

COOLER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.

COPPER TUBE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

CORK INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manvnie Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Corkboard Co., Toronto.

CORKBOARD
Canadian Corkboard Co.. Toronto.

COTTON HOSE
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Onlt.

COUNTERS
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co.. Bos-

ton, Mass.
Schaeffcr & Budenbei-g Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn. N.Y.

COUPLINGS
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Canadian FairbanksJMorse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Brothers, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
McAvity & Sons, T., St. John, N.B.

COUPLING. FRICTION
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

COUPLINGS. BOILER. FLANGED PIPE.
JOINT PIPE. UNION. STEAM PIPE
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington. Mass.
Dart Union Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.

COUPLINGS. SHAFT
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait

CRANES. ALL KINDS
Canadian Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. "Toronto.
Babcock & Wilcor. Ltd. Montreal.
,%nart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

CRANES. ELECTRIC
rTbcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
'"in Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hmart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

CRANES. GANTRY
Cnn. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont

CRANFS. HAND POWER
B.Tbcnck Sr Wilonx. Ltd.. Montreal.
Boving Hvdrniilic tc Eng.. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
f'jin. I/ink-Bflt Cn . Toronto. Ont.
Frick Co.. Wnvnosboro Franklin Co.. Pa.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANFS. LOCOMOTIVE
Can. T/ink Belt Co . Toronto. Ont.

CRANES. OVERHEAD TRAVELLING
Bnhpnck A- Wilcnr. Ltd.. Montreal.
Boving Hvdraiilic * Enc. Co.. l td

. Lindsay. Ont.
<"-iii T ink-Belt Co . Toronto. Ont.
."tmart-Tumer Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

CRANFS. POST JIB
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.

CRANFS. PORTABLE
Can. I;ink-R<-lf Co.. Toronto. Ont.

CRANFS. SWING JIB
Bnhcnck ,^ Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.

CRANFS. WALL
Babcock A- Wilcnx. Ltd.. Montreal.

CRANK AND CROSSHEAD PIN OILERS
T/unkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.

CRIMPS. LEATHER
Graton * Kniirht Mfe Co.. Montreal.

CRUSHING MACHINERY
Can.niiian .Mlis-Ch.ilmers. Ltd., Toronto.
.Trtfrev Mfg. Co.. Montronl. Canad.i.
Canadian Fairbank^t^Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

CURB PUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
Bowser. S. F . & Co.. Inc., Fort Wayne. Ind.

CYLINDER OIL
E. H. Kellogg & Co.. New York.

DAMPER RFGULATORS
The M.Lson Regulator Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock * Wilcnx. Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Broa.. Tj'd.. Montreal. Que.
D'Esle <^r,.. Julian. Boston. M»«.
Mason Rpculator Co.. Boston, Mai.'.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

DISCS. FIBRE
Beveridee Paner Co.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que
Johns-Pratt Co.. The. Hartford. Conn.

DISCS. LEATHER
Grai'on & Knight Mfy. Co., Montreal.

DISTILLING APPARATUS
Tlie Ma.<:on Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Mootreal.

Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

DOORS, COLD STORAGE AND FREEZER
Jamison Cdd Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.

DOUBLE PIPE CONDENSERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

DRAFT APPARATUS SYSTEMS,
MECHANICAL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

DRAFT RECORDERS
Jas W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

DRAFT GAUGES
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, .Mo.

DRIVES. CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

DRYING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.

DRY CLEANING SYSTEMS
Bowser, S. F., & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

DYNAMOS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
M.icGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

EFFICIENCY ENGINEERING
MacKinnon. Holmes & Co., Sherbrooke. Que.

ECONOMIZERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

EJECTORS
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.

EJECTORS AND SYPHONS
Jas. Jlorri-ion Bra.<s Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont.

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES AND
MACHINERY
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto. Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Economy Fuse & Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Que.
MacGovem & Co., Inc.. Montreal, Que.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., New York.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
ELEVATORS
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Mackinnon .Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que.

ELEVATING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ELEVATORS AND BUCKETS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. C.anad«.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.

ENAMELWARE
J.1S. -MoiTison Bra.^s Mf>:. Co., Toronto.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Samia. Ont.

ENAMELWARE FITTINGS. IRON PiW
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont.

ENGINEERS' SUPPLIES
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros., Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
Penberthy Injed or Co.. Windsor, Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronta

ENGINES. AUPTOMATIC AND DROP
VALVE
Frick Co.. Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

ENGINES. CORLISS AND ROCKING VALVE
Frick Co.. Waraesboro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,

St. Catharines. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

ENGINES. DIESEL
Can. .Ulis-(7halmei», Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

ENGINES, GAS AND GASOLINE
Boving Hyilraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Laurie & Lan*. Montreal.
MacGovem &' Co.. Inc.. Montreal. Que.

Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., H.imilton.

ENGINES. STEAM
The Ma.son Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Uantreal.

Can. .Mlis-Clialmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Hamilton Mfg. Co.. Wm.. Peterboro. Ont
InglLs Co.. Tlie John. Toronto. Ont
i.aurie & Lamb. Montreal.
^racGovera & Co.. Inc.. .Montreal. Que.

Montreal (Jeneral Tool Ca. Montreal, Qae.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES. HOISTING, L0(M:ING. CABLE-
WAY
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
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UEHLING
WASTE METER

COMBINED

CO, AND TEMPERATURE RECORDER

Does your fireman know
how much fuel he is wasting?

Do you know?

The Uehling 00 2 Recorder
makes a complete 24 hr. record
of your combustion efficiency

and the CO2 indicator at the
Boiler Front holds the fireman
responsible.

Get more Steam per pound
of Coal and reduce your an-
nual fuel con-

sumption.
C02

Indicator
for Boiler

Front

Record of COS
and stack tem-
perature on one
chart.

Let UB know the

number and size

of your boilers

and coal consum
ed per year, upon receipt of

which information we will be

glad to send you full par-

ticulars.

Let Di hear from 70a. We are ploneera In the
mannfactare of Indicators and Recorder! for Power
Plaot parpoaea.

Send tor oar Bulletin No. 110.

Uehling Instrument Company
2008 Empire Building New York City

ECONOMY
Renewable FUSES
are commended to the practical electrician and
engineer because in performance they do all

that could be asked of any fuses and, in addi-

tion, cut annual fuse maintenance costs 80'/r

.

This pioneer renewable fuse, when blown, is

instantly restored to its original efficiency by an
inexpensive "Drop Out" Renewal Link—the

most efficient and economical of all renewal
elements. It's the work of a moment for even
a novice to replace the link and renew the fuse.

ECONOMY renewable FUSES are used by
representative houses in all branches of in-

dustry throughout North America, and are

sold by most leading jobbers and dealers.

Write for Catalog 24

ECONOMY FUSE & MFG. CO.
Of Canada, Ltd.

UNITY BLDG. MONTREAL
Manufacturers in Canada of S. & C. High

Potential Fuses—To 150,000 Volts

This book should be In tbe bands of every
pump user. A postal will bring your copy

promptly

CANADIAN AGENTS
A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Toronto.

Williams & Wilson, Montreal.

London Engine Supplies Co., London, Ont.

Stuart Machinery Co., Winnipeg.
Mechanics' Supply Co., Quebec, Que.

Gorman, Clancy A Grlndley, Limited, Edmonton
and Calgary.

Taylor Engineering Co., Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.

American Steam Pump Company
Battle Creek, Mich.

MARSH and AMERICAN
Steam and Power Driven Pumps and Air Compressors

Marsh and American Pumps are especially adapted for long, hard service because they

are extra heavy In design and of extremely rigid construction. Every unit Is built amply
gtrong to withstand 24-hour-a-day service and to stand up under any unforeseen strain

which may be placed upon it. Piston rods on the steam pumps are extra large and

made of solid bronze. The water ends are equipped with heavy cast bronze removable

bushings.

This superior construction not only insures continuous and satisfactory operation, but

practically eliminates ewpentive shut-dotcna. Marsh and American Pumps are the pro-

duct of over 25 years' experience in the design and construction of high grade pumping

machinery. Over 135,000 in actual service throughout the world.

The AMBBICAN-MARSH LINE OP CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS is composed of both single

and double suction types which are designed for heads up to 125 feet. They are

equipped with wide ring oiled bearings and the single suction type has overhanging

casing enabling the discharge to be taken at any angle desired.

American-Marsh Centrifugal Pump.
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ENGINES, MARINE
Canadian Fairbanks-CMorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Montreal General Tool Co., Montreal, Que.

ENGINES, SAW MILL
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,

St, Catharines, Ont.
Laurie & Lamib, Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES. SINGLE COMPOUND AND
TRIPLE EXPANSION
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..

Garlook-Walker Machinery Co., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCnlloch Co., Gait
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, VERTICAL
Goldie & McC-ulIoch Co., Gait
Laurie & Laroh, Montreal.

ENGINEERING BOOKS
MaeLean Publishing Co., Toronto.

EXHAUSTERS
G'reen's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

EXHAUST HEADS
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Direct Separator 'Co., Syracuse, N.T.
Jas. ilorrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Franklin Williams 'Co., New Tork.
Watson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

EXPANSION JOINTS
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.T.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McAvity, T., & Sons. Ltd., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

FANS, VENTILATING
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Engr. & Equip. Co., Worcester, Mas*
G-reen's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

PEED WATER HEATERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis^^Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCnIlooh Co., Gait
Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc., Hartford. Conn.
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, 'Manchester, England.
MacGoTem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

FEED WATER PURIFIERS
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

FEED WATER REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Gauge & Valye Mfg. Co.,
Boston, Mass.

Chaplin. Fulton Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, P«.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Green's Economizer. Ltd.. Toronto.
Laurie Sz Lamb. Montreal.
E. I. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

FIBRE, VULCANIZED
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

FILTERS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto. Onlt.

Laurie & Lamfi. Montreal.

FILTERS, WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
I>arling Bros.. Ltd.. Wlontreal, Que.
Frick Co.. Wa>Tiesboro. Franklin Co., Pa.
Mackmnrvn Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
E. I. Philip & Sons, Toronto.
Scaife <fe Sons. Wm. B.. Pittsburgh , Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Po.

FILLING STATION EQUIPMENT
The iMa.son Regulator & Eng. Co.. LtxL, Montreal.
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toron'o. Ont.

FILTERING AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

FIREBRICK—JOINTLESS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.

FIRE BRICK
Jolntless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FIRE BRICK, PLASTIC
Gates, John W.. St. James St, Montreal.

FIRE BRICK MORTAR
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Cliicago, 111.

FIRE BRICK CEMENT
JoinUess Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FIREPROOF COLD STORAE DOORS
AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold SI'orage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.
FITTINGS. AIR. AUTOMOBILE. GAS,
HYDRAULIC. PIPE. PIPE FLANGED,
SCREWED PIPE. STEAM
Jefferson Union Co.. Lexington, Mass.
Dart Union Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Samia, Ont

FITTINGS, MARINE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Jas. Mon-ison Bra.<is Mfg. Co., Toronto.

FLANGED STEAM FITTINGS
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse. N.Y.
iMoAvity, T.. & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.

FLANGES
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Jefferson Union Co.. Lexington, Mass.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.

MaAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.
FLOORING COMPOSITION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto. Ont

FLUE GAS COLLECTORS
The Jos. W, Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

FLUE CLEANERS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Babcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Liberty Mfg. Co.. PitUburg, Pa,
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
PUley Packing and Flue Brush Mfg. 0«., St
Louis, Mo.

FLUE GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS
Qree'i's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Mictiigan City, Ind.

Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.I.
UelUing Instrument Co., New York.
Penberthy Injecto' Co., Windsor, Ont

FLUES, GAS AND SMOKE
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

FLUMES. STEEL
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Mackinuon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

FREEZER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Oo., Hageretown. Md.

FRICTION LEATHERS
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

FUEL AND OIL PUMPS AND
MEASURING SYSTEMS
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.

FUEL OIL SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronzo. Ont.

FURNACE LINING
JoinUess Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FURNACES, BOILER
Gates, J. W., Montreal, P.Q.
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.

FURNACE DOOR ARCH
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FURNACES, SMOKELESS
Babcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
J.;Des Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
Murphy Iron Works, Detroit. Mich.
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.

FURNACE GRATE BARS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co., (Montreal, Que.

FUSES
Can. H. W. Johns.'Manrille Co., Toronto, Out
Economy Fuse & Mfg. Co. of Canada. Montreal.
Johns-Pratt Co.. The, Hartford, Oonn.

GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS, ETC.
Green s Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont,
Peniberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn, N.T.
Hehline Instrument Co.. New York, N T.
E. I. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

GASKEl'S. RUBBER, ASBESTOS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Can. H. W. Jobns-Manrille Co.. Toronto. Ont
Durabla Mfg. Co., New York. N.Y.
Frick Co.. Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford. Conn.
Sarco Co., Inc., New York. N.Y.

GASKETS, LEAD, COPPER AND LEATHER
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal, Qiw.
Shell Bar Boico Supplv Co.. Toronto. Ont
Sarco Co.. Inc.. New York, N.T.

GAS ANALZERS CO-2
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

GAS PRODUCER PLANTS
Can. Allls-C)ialmer«, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.

GASOLINE METERS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F.. Toronto. Ont.

GASOLINE PUMPS. SELF MEASURING
Bowser & Co., Inc.. S. P., Toronto, Ont

GASOLINE TANKS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont
Imperial Oil. Ltd., Toronto.

GAUGE COCKS
The M.i.son Recul.itor & Eng. Oo.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Garlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Limfcenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. 0.
MoAvity, T.. & Sons, Ltd., St. John. \.B.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
W. J. Wall. Montreal.

GAUGES. AMMONIA. OIL. GAS. AIR
Tlic Mason Rcpiilator & Eng. Oo., Ltd., MomfreaJ.
American Steam Gauge & Valve .Mfg. Co.. B«*

ton. Mass.
Jas. Morrison Bra.ss Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.T

GAUGE. RECORDING
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont.
Jas. Morrison Bra.ss Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

GAUGES. PRESSURE. VACUUM. DRAFT
AND RECORDING. AND MICROMETER
Tlie M.a.son Regul.itar & Eng. Co., Ltd., MofitreaT.

Babcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
Ore«»n's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.

Tlie Jos. AV. Hays Corp.. .Michigan City, Ind.

Lnnkenhelmer Co., Cincinnati. O.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., BrooHyn. N.T
Tavlor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.T.
UeJiHng Instnimenif Co.. New Tortc N.T.

GAUGES, WATER
Babcock & Wilcox. Montreal.

Jenkins B'os., Ltd., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.

MoAvity, T., & Sons. Ltd., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Saiaeffer & Budenlwrg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.T.

GEARS, FIBRE CUT
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal. Que.

GEARS. CUT, WORM, MORTISE
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Bovlng Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.
The John MoDougall Caledonian Iron Works Oo.,

Ltd. , Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

GENERATORS. STEAM TURBO
Can. General Kectric Co.^ Toronto, Ont
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

GENERATORS AND CONVERTOR8
Canadian Fairt>anks-Moise Co., Ltd., MrajtreaL

Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
MacGovem & Co.. Inc., Montreal, Que.

GLOVES. WORKING
R. G. Long & Co., Toronto, Ont.

GOVERNORS, ENGINE
Escher Wyss & Co., Montreal, Que.
MoAvity, T., & Sons. Ltd., St John. N.B.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

GRATES, DUMPING, ROCKING.
STATIONARY
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

Babcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
Can. Steam 'Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait
Mason Repilator 4 Engineering Co., Montreal.

SheU-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto. Ont.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

GRAVITY CARRIERS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

GREASE CUPS
Detroit Lubricator Co., WalkemHe.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.

McAvity, T., & Sots, Ltd.. St. .Tohn. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

Penberthy Inj.-cfor Co.. Windsor. Ont

GREASE AND OIL EXTRACTORS
The Masfm Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co.. Bo»
ton. Mass.

Laurie A Lamb, Montreal.

GREASES '

Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.

Can. Economic Lubricant Co.. Montreal. Que.

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.

GAUGES. DRAFT
Jas W. Hays Oorp . Michigan City. Ind.

GAUGE COCKS. STANDARD AND EXTRA
HE.WY
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Inieetor Co.. Wind.«or. Ont.

HAND LEATHERS OR PADS
Graton & Kniirht Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

HAND PUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
Brwsfr Co.. Inc., S. F.. Tor.into, Ont

HANGERS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fairhankn-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

Onldle * MoOulloch Co.. Oalf.

WaferoiTs Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

HRATERS
The Ma.son Recnl.itor Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.

Anwrger Heater Co.. Buffalo. NT
Waheock A Wilcox. Ltd . Montreal.
Oole. Ltd . Gen. W.. Toronto.
Darling Brnn. . Montreal.
Ooldle * MnCullnrh Co.. Gait
r.«nH» * T.nnib Montreal
Rnvlo.s. Ltd., Irl.im. Manchester. Engl.snd.

MrAvltv * Sons. T., St. J»hn. N.B
Watero.M ITntrine WorW Co.. Brantford

HFATFRS. EXHAUST STEAM
The M,i.s<Tn Recul.ilor tt Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal

Can Allis-Ohalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.

HEATERS. METERING
Con. AlU«-Oh«lmers. Ltd . Toronto. Ont
YnmnllAVarini: Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

HPATING EQUIPMENT
Empire 'Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont.

HOISTS. ELECTRIC
r.nu. Link-Bolt To . Toronto. Ont

HOISTING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
Babcock * Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Pin I.ink-Brlt Oo . Toronto. Ont.

Jeffrev Mfg. Co.. C<>l\irabMS. Ohio.

MacGovem & Co.. Inc.. Montreal. Que.

Waterous Ungine Worka Co.. Brantford.

HOSE. STEAM. SUCTION AND WATER
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal

airlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont.

Thomson Gordon. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont
Vorhees Rubber Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

HOT WATFR GENERATORS „
Tlie M.a.son Regulator A- Eng. Co.. Ltd., Motrtreal.

Pratt .t Oady Co.. Inc.. Hartford. Conn.

HYDRANTS
WooJ * Co.. R. D.. Phfladdphla, Pa.

HYDRAULIC ACCUMULATORS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.

HYDRAULIC MACHINERY
, ^ ^ .

,

Bovins Hydraulic * Em Co.. Ltd.. Ltadtty, Ont
»ick Co., Wayne*boro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
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Let the C.A.S.E. Smooth Out

Your Load Curve

WOPI^Y AND
1 I.SFI F.S.S wnoK

LACK OF

ADVANCEMENT

Remove The Peaks of Worry And Unproductive Labor And
Build Up The Valleys By Working For

Your Advancement

A man who is thoroughly grounded in the practice of his profession, who is free from
personal worry and trouble, overcomes the many difficulties besetting the path of

the operating engineer with little labor and in a manner ensuring his advancement.

The successful man owes his success to a wise appreciation of the advantages and
mutual help offered by association with those in the same field of endeavor. To
join an association having for its objectives the welfare of the engineer in things
mental and material, his advancement in knowledge and skill, his protection by pro-
vision for sickness and distress is to take advantage of an opportunity indispensable
to all who hope to better themselves.

If you are interested in such an organization and live where less than
fifteen engineers are located, send for a copy of our constitution and
application blanks for admission to nearest branch lodge. If there are
more than fifteen engineers in your community, get together and send for
particulars regarding formation of a branch lodge.

J. H. HALE, General Secretary,

Canadian Association of Stationary

230 Caroline Street EngmeCrS Hamilton, Ont.
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Hamilton Mfg. Co., Wm., Peterboro,
MacGovera & Oo., Inc.. Montreal, Que.

HYDRAULIC VALVES
Tamall-Waring Co., PhlladelpMa, Pa.

HYDRAULIC PRESSES
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
BoTin« Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.
Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Montreal.
York Mfg. Co., York. P».

INGOTS
Empire Xlfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

INDICATORS, ELECTRIC—ALL TYPES
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn, N.I
Uehling Instrument Co., New York, N.T.

INDICATORS, STEAM AND GAS
ENGINE
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co., Bos-
ton, Ma5s.

Canadian Fairbanks-<Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johna-Manyille Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Orecn's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.
Uehling Instrument Co., New York, N Y.

INDICATORS—AMMONIA, HYDRAULIC
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Ont.

INDICATORS, SPEED
L. 8. Starrett Co., Athol, Mass.

INJECTORS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
McAvity & Sons. T., St. John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penherthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Willi.ams Mac-hinei-y Co., A. R., Toronto.

INJECTORS, AUTOMATIC AND AUTO-
POSITIVE
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont.

INSTRUMENTS, RECORDING
Oreen's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Companies. Roche3t«r, N.Y.
Yamall^Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

INSULATING BRICK
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal. Que
Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont.

INSULATING COMPOUNDS
Johns-Pratt Co.. The, Hartford, Conn.

INSULATORS
BeTeridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

IRON FILLER
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto. OnL

KETTLES, STEAM AND GAS
Royles, Ltri., Irlam, 'Manche.ster, England.

KEROSENE PUMPS (SELF MEASURING)
r.owser & Co., Inc.[ S. F., Toro.Ho, On'.

KEROSENE TANKS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

KNITTED GOODS, WORKING
R. G. Long & Co., Toronto, Ont.

LACE LEATHERS
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

LAMPS, ARC
Canadian Fairbanks-^Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto. Ont,
Can. H. W. Johns-Manyille Co.. Toronto. Ont.

LAMPS, INCANDESCENT
Canadian FairhanksJMorse Co.. Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont

LAMPS, TUNGSTEN AND NITRO
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont.

LEATHER STRAPPING
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

LINK BELTING
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont,
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.

LININGS. FIRE BRICK, STEEL STACK
Green'.'! Fconomi.ser. Ltd.. Toronto.

LOADERS. CAR
Portable M.icliinery Co., Inc.. Passaic. N.J.

Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

LUBRICATORS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Ja-5. MorrLson Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

LUBRICATING OIL FILTERING AND
CIRCUULATING SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. P., Toronto. Ont.

LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE SYSTEMS
B0W.ser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

LUBRICATORS, CYLINDER
CUTTING COMPOUNDS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Wind.ior, Ont.

LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE TANKS
AND PUMPS
Bow.<-er & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

LUBRICATORS, FORCE PEED
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montrc.il. Canada.
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerrille. Ont.

Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

LUBRICATORS, PLAIN
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.
Penberthy Injector C«.. Wind.«or, Ont.

WilliaJiis .Mafhincry Co.. A. R.. Toronto.

LUBRICATORS, SIGHT FEED AND PLAIN
ENGINE

Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

MARINE CASTINGS
Empire 'Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

MACHINERY INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

MECHANICAL STOKERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Jonea Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
Murphy Iron Works, Dertoit, Mich.
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.

METERS, AIR
E. I. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

METERS, ELECTRIC
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto. Ont.

METERS, GAS.
E. I. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

METERS, STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.
E. I. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

METERS, WATER
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Mc.Vvity & Sons. T., St. John, N.B.
E. I. Philip & .Sons, Toronto.
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

MIXING VALVES
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Out

MILL AND MINING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Montreal.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd.
St Catharines, Ont

Canadian AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

METER TESTERS
Mueller Mfg. Co., H.. Samia. Ont

METERS (OIL, KEROSENE, GASOLINE,
ETC.)
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

MOTORS
Canadian Fairbanks-'Morse Co.. Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto. Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.
MacGorem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

OFFICE RAILINGS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

OIL STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTING
SYSTEMS
Btflfser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont,

OIL CUPS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont

OIL AND GREASE CUPS
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

OIL METERS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F. , Toronto, Ont.

OILER, COMPOUND FEEDERS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

OILERS, GAUGE
Lunkenheimer Co., (Cincinnati, O.

OIL PUMPS
Bowser & Co., Ina, S. F., Toronto, Ont.

OILERS, MULTIPLE
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerrille. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.

OIL FILTERS AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. P., Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

OIL TANKS
Bowser & Co., Inc.^ 8. F., Toronto, Ont

OIL SEPARATORS
The .Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
BatKock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
Leltch Co.. Arthur S.. Toronto. Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

OILS, QUENCHING
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.

OILING SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc.. 8. F., Toronto, OnL
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.

OILS, CYLINDER
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.

OILS, LUBRICATING
Kellogg & Co.. E. H.. New York, N.T.

OILS, ENGINE
Imperial Oil. Ltd., Toronto.

ORSAT APPARATUS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo

OVERALLS
R. G. J^ong & Co., Toronto, Ont

PACKING, ASBESTOS
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford, Conn.

PACKING. ALL KINDS
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.
PACKING ENGINE
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford. Conn.
Shell-Bar, Boico Snpply, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

PACKING FIBRE
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Johns-Pratt Co., T^ie, Hartford, Conn.

PACKING, HYDRAULIC
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Durabla Manufacturing Co., New York.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamiilton. Ont
Shell-Bar, Boico Snpply, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
PACKING, METALLIC
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Crane Packing Co., Chicago, in.
Greene. Tweed & Co., New York.
Holmes Metallic Packing Co., WUkesbarre, Pa.
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor. Ont

PACKING, ROD
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., T«r«oto, Ont
Crane Packing Co., CThicago. III.

Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Steel Mill Packing Co.. Windsor. Ont
Shell-Bar. Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

PACKING, SHEET
Can. H. W. Jofans-Manrille Co.. ToroBto. OnL
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Durabla Manufacturing Co., New York.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford, Conn.
Vorhees Rubber Co.. Ltd.. Monlireal.

PACKING, AMMONIA, STEAM AND
WATER
Can. H. W. Johns-Manraie Co., Tomato. Ont
Crane Packing Co., Chicago. 111.

Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton. 0»t.
Greene, Tweed & Co., New York.
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford. Conn.
Steel -Mill Packing Co., Windsor, 0»t

PACKING, LEATHER
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., TorooM.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Oat
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
Shell-Bar. Boico Supply, Ltd , Toronto. Ont

PACKING PISTON
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. ToroatA.
Crane Packing Co., Chicago. 111.

PACKING, VALVE STEM
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronm.
Crane Packing Co.. Chicago. 111.

Johns-Pratt Co.. The. Hartford. Conn.

PAINT OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc., 3. F., Toronto, Ont.

PAINTS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

PAPER, INSULATING, ETC.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.

PENSTOCKS
Boring Hydraulic 4 Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. 'Ont
MacKinnon, Holmes ft Co.. SheTl)rooke, Que.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Oalt
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

PIPE COILS
Frick Co.. Waynesboro, P«.
York Mfg. Co.. York. Pi.

PIPE COVERINGS, STEAM, BRINE.
AMMONIA AND ICE WATER
Armstrong Cork ft Insulation Co.. Montreal. Que.

PIPE, CAST IRON
Wood ft Co.. R. D., Philadelphia. Pa.

PIPE STEEL
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont.

PIPE VISES AND CUTTERS
Armstrong Mfg. Co.. Bridgeport, Conn.

PIPE, GAS
Can. Allis-Oialmers. Ltd., Toronto. Ont

PIPES, WATER
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont.

PIPING AND FITTINGS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Oa, Pa.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
MoArity ft Sons. T.. St John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
York Mfg. Co.. York. Pa.
Williams Machinery Co.. A. B.. Tot onto.

PIPING, STEAM
Balbcock ft Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie ft McCulloch Co., Oalt

PLATE WORK
Goldie ft MoCullodh Co., Oalt
Bngineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.^
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Shei*irooke, Que.
St Catharines. Ont

Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brant/ord.

PLUG COCKS
Homestead Valve Aifg. Co.. Pitt»bui»h. Pa.

PLUMBING SUPPLIES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H.. Samia. Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toront'^.

POWER HOUSE CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.

POWER PUMPS (OIL. GASOLINE*
Bo^v.•!e^ & Co.. Inc. S. F. . Toronto. Ont

POWER PUMPS
American Stetm Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Mich..

Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co.. Ltd . Lindsay. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie ft IMoCullodh Co.. Oalt
Pratt ft Cady Co., Inc. Hartforvl. Conn.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamlltoa.
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KERR
("New KEYSTONE" Pattern) GATE VALVES

If you have not

used any of these

New Pattern
Valves, specify

"KERR" in your

next order. We
want you to get

acquainted with

the most reliable

valve on the

market.

If you have been

using them, we
are confident that

our satisfaction

will bring us your

repeat orders.

These valves will

never cause you

or your customer

the slightest

trouble. Their

hie^ quality is

consistent.

When you buy a "KERR" Valve you get a guaranteed article that is backed by a reliable firm.

Many of the largest distributers of valves in Canada have sold "KERR" Valves for over 25

years, and are still recommending them % the " Best Valve." Write us for particulars.

Kerr Engine Co., Ltd., Valve Specialists Walkerville, Ont.

Boiler Room Efficiency Instruments
NO MORE GUESSING IN YOUR BOILER ROOM

THE DEFENDER SYSTEM (READS)

Draft, Temperature and CO, on each Boiler. Determine
the Draft over the fire and at the last pass of the Boiler

and the drop in Draft through the Boiler—that gives the
highest percentage of CO, in the Flue Gas and the lowest
Flue Gas Temperature.

This gives the highest Boiler and Furnace Efficiency.

The Defender Catalogue No. 10, which is just off the
press, shows a very complete line and price list of Com-
bustion Appliances and Damper Regulators for the Boiler
Room.

The Defender Automatic Regulator Co., 709 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.

"Black Diamonds"
are Precious

COAL is scarce. The supply is still limited. Scarcity
means high prices. You should save every piece of
this precious fuel as a measure of business economy.

Morehead
Back-to-Boiler

System
X will Save 8 to 20/
zjiof Your Fuel.

It keeps condensation out of your steam lines by returning it to
the boilers while it is HOT. In a year's time you save ma'ny
tons of goal. The MOREHEAD SYSTEM gives freedom from
steam troubles and maintains a uniform temperature through-
out the plant. Requires practically no attention, J^et us tell

you more about the New Improved Morehead Trap.

Canadian Morehead Mfg. Company
WOODSTOCK, ONT.
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Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.
Garlock Pdoking Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

POWER, TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Boving Hydraulic & En«. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
ISngineering and Machine Works ot Canada, Ltd.,

St Catharines, Ont
MacG-ovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
MacGoTem & Co., New York.
Morse Chain Co., Ithaca, N.T.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PRESSES
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont.

PROPELLOR BLADES, BRONZE
Empire 'Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

PUMPS. HAND (OIL, GASOLINE)
Bowser, S. F., & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind,

PULLEYS
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McGulloch Co., Gait
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfard.

PULLEYS. FRICTION CLUTCH
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

PULP MILL MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Jeffrey Mamtfacturing Co., Montreal.
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY
The Ma-son Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Bereiidge faper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCtaioch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
MoArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.
Waterous E^ine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY. ELECTRICAL
Bereridge P,iper Co., Montreal. Que.
Boring Hydraulic * Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Darline Brothers. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Canadian Allis-Chalmcrs, Ltd., Toronto.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS
The Ma.son Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipment Co., Worcester, Mass.

PUMPS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & McGulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS, ACID
Bereridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, CONTRACTORS'
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
McArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, BOILER FEED
Tlie Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Escher. Wyss Co., Montreal, Qu«.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Masa.

PUMPS, ELECTRICAL
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Mick
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMP3. FEED WATER
The Ma.son Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.
Goldie & McGulloch Co.. Gait
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMP GOVERNORS AND REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal,
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
D'Este Co.. Julian, Boston, Masa.
The Garth Co.. Montreal. Canada.
.Mason Regulator Co., Boston. Mass.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton. Ont
Watson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

PUMP STRAINERS
The M.-u'ion RccnLitor & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, HAND AND POWER
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machina To., Hamilton Ont

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Can. Allis-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Goldie & McCullooh Co.. Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Smart-Turper Macfhine Co., Hamilton. Ont
Waterous Engtee Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPS. DUPLEX
Can. Allls-Chalmera, Ltd., Toronto, Out
Bereiidg* Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS. GEARED. COMPOUND
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS. HYDRAULIC. PRESSURE
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, On!
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
PUMP LEATHERS
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Graton & Knight Mlfe. Co., Montreal.

PUMPS. OIL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Bowser & Co., Inc., S, F., Toronto, Ont
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McArity & Sons, T.. St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS. STEAM TURBO
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Escher Wyss & Co., Montreal, Que.

PUMP TANK. RECEIVER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Sleam Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mich
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS. STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Cre«k, Mich.
Can. AIlis-Ghalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Oint.
Canadian Fairtianks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Laurie tc Lamb. Montreal
Ldtch Co., Arthur 3., Toronto, Ont
McArity A Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamiltoo, Ont

.i'UMPS. TRIPLEX
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS. VACUUM
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Berei.'dgc Paper C>., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Goldie & .McGulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
Leitch Co.. Arthur 8., Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PYROMETERS
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.
The Jot. W. Hays Corp.. .Michigan City., Ind.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Taylor Instniment Co., Rochester, N.T.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
Escher. Wy.ss & Co., Montreal.
Uehling Instrument Co., New York, N.Y.

RADIATORS
HJmpire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont
Royle.s, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.

RADIATOR TRAPS
Bereiidge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Sareo Co., Inc., New York. N.Y.

RECORDERS, DRAFT
Jas W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

RADIATOR AIR VENTS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Peihberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

RAGS
Shell Bar Boieo Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

RAILWAY OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
Bowser, S. F.. & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

RECLAIMING SYSTEMS FOR OIL
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont
REBOILERS
Frlck Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
York Man\ifacturing Co.. York. Pa.

REGISTERING MEASURES
Bowser & Co.. Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

RECEIVERS. AIR
Can. Allis-C3ialmers. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
MacKinnon, Hdlmes & Co.. Sherbrooke, Que.

RUBBER CEMENT TANKS AND PUMPS
Bowser & Co., Ina, S. F.. Toronto, Ont.

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto. Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.
"Taylor In.'stniment Co.. Rochester. N.Y.
Hehling In.»tniment Co.. New York. N.T.
Yaniall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

RECORDERS, CARBON. DIOXIDE
The ,To,s. W. Hays Corp.. Michigan City., Ind.

REFRIGERATOR DOORS, WINDOWS. ETC.
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown. Md

REFRIGERATING MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay,
Ont

Prick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
LInde Canadian Refrigeration Co.. Montreal,
Vllter Mfg, Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
York Mfg. Co., York. Pa.

REFUSE DESTRUCTOR
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

REGULATORS. PRESSURE
The Ma.son Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Chaplin-Fulton Mfg. Co., Plttabuivb, Pa.
D°E^t« Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co,, Rochester, N.Y.
REGULATORS, TEMPERATURE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Sarco Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.
Taylor Instniment Co., Rochester, N.Y.

RETORTS
MacKinnon Steel Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

REVOVLING DOORS FOR HARDENING
ROOMS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.

RODS, COPPER. BRASS AND BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont

ROLLS, CRUSHING
Can. lank-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

ROOFINGS—RUBBER. PLASTIC, LIQUID
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

ROTARY COMPRESSORS
Escher. Wyss & Co.. Montreal.

ROTARY CONVERTERS
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co., Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc. Montreal Que
RUBBER HOSE
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Garlock Packing Co.. HamUton, Ont

RUBBER MILL DRIVES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

SAFES
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Qoldie & MoCulloch Co., Qalt

SAW MILL CONVEYORS
C.in, Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

SCREENING MACHINERY
Can, Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont

SCALE REMOVERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. . Montreal.
Bereridge Paper Co., Ud., Montreal, Que
Can, H. W. Johns.AIanTille Co., Terosto, Ont.
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

SELF-MEASURING PUMPS (OIL AND
GASOLINE)
Bowser & Co.^ Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

SEAM PROTECrrORS. GIRTH
National Boiler Protector Co. Ot Canada. Montreal

Que.

SHAFTING
Engineering and Machine Works «f Canada. Ltd..
St Catharines. Ont

Waterous Engine Worka Co., Brantford.

SHAKING AND DUMPING GRATES
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock A Wilcox. Ltd., Msntreal.
Waterous 'Engine Works Co.. Brantford. .

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

SHIRTS. WORKING
R. G, I.ons & Co.. Toronto, Ont

SMELTER LININGS
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

SMOKE BOXES, STACKS
Bai)Cock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McGulloch Co., Gait
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPECIAL* MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co,. Ltd., Llnd.say. Ont.
Canadian FairbankS'Morse Co.. Monttral.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. HamUton, Ont
Waterous B>ngine Works Co., Brantford.

SPEED INDICATORS
Schaeffer & Bndenburg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn. N.Y.
L. S. Starrett (^o., Atbol, Mass.

SPEED REDUCING GEARS
Can. Ijink-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont

SPROCKET CHAIN ATTACHMENTS
Can. Link-Bolt Co , Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Mfp, Co.. .Montreal. Canadn.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford

SPROCKET RIMS
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co.. New Bedford, Msmi,

SPUR WHEELS
Boring Hrlranlic * Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Goldie & .Mcrulloch Co.. Qalt
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

STACKS. STEEL
Babcock * Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
GoMii- & McGulloch Co., Gait
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.

STAND PIPES, STEEL
Mackinnon Sfccl Co.. Ltd,. Sherbrooke. Que.

STAYBOLTS. FLEXIBLE
Can. Allls-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
STEAM SEPARATORS
The M.ison Regulator A Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd,^ Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co., Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Direct Separator C!o., Syracuse. N.T.
D'Bste.Co.. Julian, Boston. Ma-w.
The G.irth Co.. .Montreal. Canada.
Leitch Co., Arthur 8., Toronto, Ont
Penberfhr Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, Oat
Wation * McDaniel Co.. PhHadelpMa.

8TEAM SPECIAL-nES
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Canadian Falrtwnks-Moise Co.. Montreal.
Cols, Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
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Darling Bros., Montreal.
D'E^t« Co., Julian, Boston. Mu3.
liDnkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Que.
The Mason Regulator &. Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Ja«. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor.
Watson & McDanid Co., Philadelphia.
YamallAVaring Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

STEAM TRAPS
American Steam Oauge ft ValTe Mfg. Co., Boston,

Mass.
- Andenon Co., T. D., CleTeland, 0.

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.

Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Dunham Co., Ltd.. C. A., Toronto, Ont
J. T. Long. 84 Adam St., Montreal. Que.

Can. Morehead Mfg. Co., Woodstock.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreax.

Sarco Co., Inc., New York, N.T.
Watson & MoDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

STEEL BARRELS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont.

STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.

STEEL TANKS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & .McCullooh Co., Gait.

Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works, Branttord, Ont.

STOKERS
Babcock & 'Wllcoi, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Jones Dnderfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
Murphy Iron Works, Dertoit, Mich.
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.

STRAINERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

STRUCTURAL STEEL WORK
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
.Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.

SUPPLIES, HOTWATER
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, .Manchester, England.

SUPERHEATERS, STEAM
Babcock & WUoox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

SWING JOINTS
Franklin Williams Co., New York.

SWITCHBOARDS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont.

SWITCHES AND SWITCH BOXES
Can. H. W. Johna-iManvllle Co.. Toronto, Ont

TACHOMETERS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.

Can. H. W. Johns^ManTille Co., Toronto, Ont
Sohaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.\

TANKS, BLOW-OFF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Darling Bros., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TANKS, FREEZING. STORAGE AND
WATER COOLING
Frlek Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.

TANKS, OIL
Boring Hydraulic & E^ng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Bowser & tJO., inc., 3. F., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canad«, Ltd.,

Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
St Catharines, Ont

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TANKS (OIL, KEROSENE. GASOLINE)
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

TANKS (UNDERGROUND STORAGE)
Bowser & Co., Inc., 3. F., Toronto, Ont.

TANKS, WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & .McCullooh Co., Gait
Inglijs Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TAPPING MACHINES
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont.

TECHNICAL BOOKS
MacLean Publishing Co., Toronto.

THERMOMETERS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Cehling Instrument Co., New York, N.Y.

THERMOSTATS
Sarco Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.

TOOLS
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont

TRANSFORMERS
Can. General Electric Co.j Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
MacGorem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks-'Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait. Ont
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

TRAPS. STEAM AND WATER-LINE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
D'Bste Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.

TRUCKS, FACTORY
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Palrbanks-'Morse Co., Montreal.

TUBE CLEANERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
PeUey Packing and Fine Brush .Mfg. Co., St

Louis, Mo.
TUBE CUTTERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

TUBES, BOILER
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait

TURBINES, POWER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

TUBES, COPPER AND BRASS
Empire 'Mfg. Co., Ltd., Loudon, Out.
TUBE EXPANDERS
Liberty Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

TUNGSTEN LAMP (Vacuum and Gas
Filled Types)

Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
TURBINE OIL

Kellogg & Co., E. H.. New York, N.Y.
TURBINE WATER WHEELS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,
St Catharines. Ont.

Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Eschpr, Wyss & Co.. Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

TURBINES, STEAM
Tlie .Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Coppus E>ngr. & Equip. Co., Worcester. Mas*.
Bscher Wyss & Co., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
.MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
UNIONS
Oanadian FairbanksJMorse Co.. Montreal.
Empire ^Ifg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Dart Union Company. Toronto.
Lunkenheimcr Co., (Cincinnati. 0.
.MoAvity & Sons, T.. St John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
UNDERGROUND TANKS
Bowser & Co.. Inc.. S. F.. Toronto, Ont.

UNLOADERS. CAR
Portable Machinery Co.. Inc., Pa.<isaic, N.J.
UNIONS. BALL JOINT. COMBINA'HON,
FLANGED PIPE, GROUND JOINT,
MALLEABLE IRON, FLANGE, PIPE,
SWING

Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, Mass.
Dart Union Company. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
VACUUM GOVERNORS
The Ma.son Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Smart-Turner .Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.
Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto.
Bereridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
LHtch Co.. Arthur S.. Toronto. Ont

VACUUM REGULATING VALVES
The .Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto, Ont.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Imnrt.Tnmer Mnrhine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VACUUM TRAPS
DarlinK Brothers. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Can. Morehead Mfg. Co., Woodstock, Ont.
Cole. T/td . Geo. W., Toronto.
VALVE DISCS
Empire Mfg Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Ja.^. Morrison Brn.'is .Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthv Inify^tor Co., Windsor, Ont.

VALVE LEATHER
Pereridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Oraton A Knight Mfs. Co.. Montreal.

VALVE RESEATING MACHINES
Darling Bros.. Montreal.

VALVES, CONDENSER, PUMP. RUBBER
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
Vorheea Rubber Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

VALVES
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsuy, Ont
Canadian FairbankaJMorse Co.. Montreal.
Can. .Stearn Prviler Fnnir^ment Co.. "Toronto, Ont.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
FHck Co.. Wamesboro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
Williams Machinery Co.. A. R. , Toronto.
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
D'E!^p Co.. .Tnlian. Boston, Ma.se.

.7as. Morrison Bra.'v? Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico -Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co., Pittsburg.
.Jenkins Bros.. Montreal.
Penberthy Injector Co. , Windsor, Ont.
Pratt ,it- r«^v Co.. Inc.. Hartford, Conn.

AIR VALVES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Ja-s. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
VALVES. RADIATOR
Jenkins Bros.. Ltd., Montreal.
Watson & MoDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.
T/iberty Mfg. Co., Pittsburg. Pa.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerrille. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0,
Pratt & Cady. Hartford, Conn.
Watson & MoDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.
Wood * Co.. R. D.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
York Manufacturing Co.. Philadelphia.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal.

Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.
MoArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.

VALVES, ACID RESISTING
Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., Pitt^urg.
MoArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.

VALVES, BACK PRESSURE
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
VALVES, BRASS
WUliams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.
Jas. MoiTison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

VALVES, BLOW-OFF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., MontreaL
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co., Pittsburg.
Jas. Monison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto,
Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Limkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MoArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Watson A McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia. Pa
VALVE CHAIN WHEEL
The .Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., New Bedford, Mass.

VALVES, FOOT
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Smart-Turner .Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VALVES, GATE
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto,
MoAvity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Jas. Monison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

VALES, HYDRAULIC
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa

VALVES, MUL-nPORT
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.^ Toronto, Ont
VALVES, NON-RETURN STOP
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co.. Montreal.
Jas. Mon-ison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,

VALVES, RELIEF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., MontreaL
American Steam Gauge & Valre Mfg. Co., Bostou,
Mass,

.VIcArity & Sons, T.. St John, N.B.
Jai3. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
VALVES, REDUCING
The Mason Regulator & Eng. CJo., Ltd., MontreaL
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Leitoh Co., Arthur S.. Toronto. Ont.
Mason Regulator Co., Bast4ai. Uaa.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H., Samia, Ont.

VALVES, STANDARD. GLOBE ANGLE
AND CHECKS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

VALVES, POP
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., MontreaL
Ja.?. .Mon-ison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MoArity & Sons, T., St John. N.B.

VALVES, PUMP
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VALVES, SAFETY THROTTLE
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Oan. Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerrille, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

VALVES, STEAM
Empire 'Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Out.
Jas. Monison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

WASTE
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

WATER COLUMNS. GAGES
Darling Brothers, Ltd.. Montres.1, Que.
Jas. Morrison Bra.ss Mfg. Co., Toronto.
WATER GAUGES, STANDARD, EXTRA
HEAVY AND AUTOMATIC
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont,
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
WATER SOFTENING SYSTEMS
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont

WATER HEATERS AND WHISTLES
Empire Mfg. Co,, Ltd.. London, Ont

WELDING COMPOUND
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto,

WHISTLES
Penberthy Injector Co., Wind.sor. Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

WHEEL TANKS (LUBRICATING OIL AND
GASOLINE)
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont. /

WRENCHES, PIPE
Williams Machinery Co., A. B., Toronto.
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Quality
The First Choice of all

who know
For 52 years our product has been the

standard for materials, workmanship
and service.

Our representatives will be pleased to

show installations of our different

types of boilers to prospective cus-

tomers. Every one of our installations

is a working testimonial of their

efficiency and economy.

The John Inglis Company
Limited

Engineers and Boilermal^ers

1 4 Strachan Avenue, Toronto, Ont.

Represenladves in Eastern Canada:

JAMES W. PYKE & CO.. LIMITED. 232 St. James St., MONTREAL
Ottawa Representatiee:

J. W. ANDERSON. 7 Bank Street Chambers."OTTAWA



Reducing
Pressure
Valve
(Flanged)

Reducing
Pressure
Valve

Standard Pattern
Iron Body, Bronze J

Mounted

Reducing
Pressure
Valve

Differential Pattern

Iron Body, Bronze
Mounted

Reducing
Pressure
Valve

Iron Body-Flanged
with large dia-
phragm

For reduced press-
ure under 5 lbs.

Reducing
Pressure Valve

Standard Pattern
Bronze

REDUCING
VALVE

PERFECTION

The "Morrison" Line
will solve the problem of steam and air

pressures Efficiently and Economically

It is the ultimate valve because it does all that

a pressure-reducing valve could possibly do
It makes no difference how the initial pres-

sure varies, the J.M.T. will keep the low pres-

sure constant.

Made in sizes and with pressure ranges to suit

every requirement, and sold with the well-

known Morrison guarantee. We will be glad

to prove our claims. Ask us.

The James Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Ltd.
93-97 Adelaide St. West, TORONTO

O
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pENBiHTHy

AUTOMATIC CtLLAK DRAINER
OPERATED BY WATER PRESSURE

The float is built around the suction pipe—more compact
and overcomes troubles of loose lever type of float.

The float instead of being round is flat on top—gives
more buoyancy than round float of same diameter.

The float arms are slotted allowing float to travel the
length of these slots before operating the valve which is

therefore never partially opened or closed. Prevents wear,
leakage and dribbling of water as is common with some
drainers.

m\9m$K^
ill |g;

All working parts above water, under the floor
level and accessible without disconnecting pipes
or removing drainer. Foot valve provided in

every drainer.

The most

Modern, Up-to-Date

Cellar Drainer on the market.

IMPROVED EJECTOR, SIPHON OR
STEAM JET PUMP

FOR LIFTING OR ELEVATING LIQUIDS

WHEN OPERATED BY STEAM
Lifts 22 to 25 feet.

Elevates 25 to 100 feet, 30 to 100 lbs. pressure.

The Penberthy Ejector is a convenient and reliable combination of lifting
and elevating power and is without doubt the best device of its kind on the
market.

When you buy injectors, ejectors, brass valves, cellar drainers, lubrica-
tors, etc., specify "Penberthy."

vIANUKACTURED BY

PENBERTHY INJECTOR CO., LIMITED, Windsor, Ont.

SHOWING EJECTOR
OPERATING IN

A WELL
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POOH LUBRICANTS EXPENSIVE ATANY COST
INDUSTRIAL success is based on power.

You cannot liave efficient economical
power unless every power unit in your

plant is properly lubricated. It is poor
economy to consider price ahead of quality

when deciding upon the lubrication of your
power plant.

Poor lubricants cost more per lubricating

hour on any given (li/namo or engine than
good lubricnnts, even though the cost per
gallon is necessrtrily hifiher on good Ivhri-

cants. Poor lubricants often burn and wear
themselves out at a provokingly fast rate.

Then, at best, poor lubricants cannot do well

what they are bought to do. They are often

lacking in many qualities that good lubri-

cation requires. By using poor lubricants

you materially shorten the life of expensive

power units. The use of Imperial lubricants

is bound to show in reduced up-kcep costfs.

Every lubricant in our line is a uniform,

.scientifically and accurately-fonnulated one.

Imperial lubricants do not vary.

Imperial Lubricants
For Manufacturing, Mining and Milling

ENGINE OILS
Imperial Atlantic Red Engine Oil
Imperial Bayonne Engrine Oil
Imperial Standard Gas Engine Oil
Imperial Kearsarge Engine Oil
Imperial Renown Engine and Dynamo Oil
Imperial Solar Red Engine Oil

Imperial Junior Red Engine Oil
Imperial Eldorado Engine Oil

Our Lubrication Kngineers will be glad to consult with
in deciding the proper lubrication for every power unit a

CYLINDER OILS
Imperial Capitol Cylinder Oil

Imperial Bearer Cylinder Oil

Imperial Cylinder Oil

Imperial Shield Cylinder Oil

Imperial Ebony Cylinder Oil

Imperial Acme Cylinder Oil

Imperial Disc Cylinder Oil

Imperial Dominion Cylinder Oil

your own engineer or mechanical superintendent
nd inachine in your plant.

Address our Homo Office. .Sfc Church iStreet, TORONTO, or any of our Branches.

IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED
Power Heat Light Lubrication

BRANCHES IN ALL CITIES
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The "Ford" Spanner Set

Fits every nut on a "Ford"
car. Made from a high-

class THIN STEEL, skilfully

hardened and tempered.

A TERRY representative

is now in Canada on business trip

In the Homeland we

have been styled

"Wizards in meta'

manipulation" — so

wondrous is our

range and versatil-

ity. We exist fo;-

service.

O'
^UR commercial manager, Mr. E-

CLARKE, is visiting all the

cities of note in the Dominion. You
will know his movements through your

local press.

He carries a full range of samples of

our workmanship, both for manufac-

turers and novelties for the trader.

Meantime we wish to familiarize you

with details of Terry service.

HERBERT TERRY & SONS, LTD.
The Spring and Presswork Specialists

REDDITCH ENGLAND
ESTABLISHED 1855

We make every

Kind of washer, to

sample or print,

and quote for any

quantity.

839. Box assorted motorcycle valve

springs. Suitable for 18 leading makes
of machines. Box contains 3 dozen

high grade springs.

Our Standard

range of hose-

clips comprises,

flat, grooves or

pped sections, in all

metals, from 3-16"

upwards. But we are

ready to quote for any

design or size.

HEATING BY HOT WATER & HOT WATER SUPPLIES

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY GUARANTEED
ROW'S PATENT CALORIFIERS are strongly recommended for heating water

in bulk for supplying a number of Baths and Lavatories. Also for HEATING
CIRCULATIONS for PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS, HOTELS, etc.

ROYLE'S Patent AUTOMATIC STEAM CONTROL ATTACHMENT maintains

a CONSTANT TEMPERATURE.

ROW'S PATENT

CALORIFIERS
FEED WATER HEATERS

RADIATORS
Suitable for Hot Water or

High Pressure Steam

STEAM and GAS KETTLES

EVAPORATORS
CONDENSERS ROW'S PATENT CALORIFIER. STORAGE PATTERN.

ROYLES LIMITED,
ENGINEERS AND
SPECIALISTS IRLAM, MANCHESTER

Instantaneous Heater, with connections
for Fresh and Salt Water and Steam

ENGLAND
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p UILT on the

unit principle,

any section of the

arch can be placed

without disturbing

the rest of the brick

work. Saves both

time and money in

making repairs —
and f r e q u ently

saves expensive

shutdowns.

SECTION THRO
fSTOKER ARCH

THE Gates Stoker Arch minimizes stoker arch maintenance

cost.

Our new type of arch block is adapted to Dutch oven type of

boiler setting, or H.R.T, boiler back arches, large fire door

arches, reverberatory and smelting furnaces as well as stoker

arches.

If your setting is not standard we will design a block to suit

your requirements.

We specialize in all kinds of POWER PLANT BRICK WORK.
Call on our engineers at any time for information you may
require. Their services are offered to you without obligation.

JOHN W. GATES, LIMITED, 382 St. James Street, Montreal

The Quality

Babbit Metal
"FROST KING" Babbitt has reach-
ed its perfection after 40 years of
devotion to the perfection of white
metal alloys.

As an all-round babbitt it is a
decided success as shown by the
increasing demand for it in Can-
ada's largest and most efficient
manufacturing plants.

"FROST KING" has wide use for all

classes of stationary engines, traction rol-
ling mills, planing mills, saw mills, pulp
machinery, etc.

Try it—it will satisfy your
most exacting requirements.

Hoyt Metal Company ^r^^^s^ii Toronto, Can,
NEW YORK, N.Y. LONDON, ENG. ST. LOUIS, MO.

POWER HOUSE. May 20 l^lS^Vol. XH No. 7. Published semi-monthly at 143-16S Univereity Ave.. Toronto, Canada. Subscription price in Canada. $1.00:m United States. J1.60. Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office Department, Ottawa, Canada. Entered as seeond-elaaa matter July 1. 1918. at
the Post Office at Buffalo, under the Act of March 3rd, 1879.
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WHEN THE
BRONZE

FACES of Dart
Unions are drawn
together you have

a joint that is prac-

tically everlasting

in its efficiency.

B
UNIONS

THE BRONZE FACES of Dart
Unions never deteriorate, and

the heavy iron parts are a guaran-
tee against stretching or pulling

apart.

Absolutely no leaks — no upkeep
cost—no replacement cost—easily

connected.

The ball-shaped seat allows for an
easily-made and perfectly tight

connection, whether pipes are in or

out of alignment.

Dart Unions are made in a variety

of styles to fill all requirements.

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER.
Made in Canada by

DART UNION COMPANY, LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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Contra-Flow
Steam Boilers

{Equipped with Crude Oil Burners)

Cut the cost of power production because the cost of oper-
ation is cheaper than any known power producer

Water enters the "Talbot" near the stack and leaves in the
form of steam near the furnace.

The circulation is through water tubes and is forced at a
high velocity by means of a pump doing away with a water
drum. By preventing gravity circulation the steam is

drawn directly from the lower tubes, eliminating the steam
drum. The boiler is internally fired, and hence self-con-

tained. Feed water and fuel burners are automatically
controlled to adjust the boiler to widely varying demands
for steam.

Canadian Manufacturers and Sales Office:

Montreal General Tool Co., Ltd.
675 Notre Dame, Maisonneuve

MONTREAL, P.Q.
Responds quickly to sudden demands for

steam through automatic control

—

positive circulation.

"THE COVENTRY" CHAIN DRIVES

THE ideal drive for all kinds

of power transmission. In

the case of the rolling mill illus-

trated, considerable power, large

reduction of speed ratio, even

flexible torque, silence and short

centres are required. Note short

distance between centres in front

chain drive.

THE

COVENTRY
REGISTERED TRADE MARK

THE "COVENTRY" CHAIN Co., Ltd.
COVENTRY, ENGLAND

Cables: Chaint, Coventry. Codes A. B.C., 4th and 5th Editions,
and Western Union

Rolling Mill for producing stream line wire

for aeroplanes. Diameter of rolls 9", rolling

speed 20.0 per minute.

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllh^

\
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The QUALITY of

D. K. McLaren's Genuine British Oak-Tanned

Leather Belting
Becomes More Evident As Time Rolls On

When you buy D. K. McLaren's Leather Belting you get a belting that will stand up under
many years of severe service. The fact that many of Canada's Largest Power Plants are

steady users and that the biggest percentage of our business is repeat orders, speaks well

for the popularity of our product.

D
LIMITE-Dd

TC^jr

D. K. McLaren's Belting represents Flawless
Backs of the hides of the choicest steers tanned
by the genuine British-Oak process; the best
known for preparing belts for hard service.
Every bit of the hide's natural strength is
preserved. Minimum stretch, minimum slip-
page and fewer breaks are the results you can
expect.

Head Office and Factory: 351 St. James St.,

Montreal, P.Q.
Toronto, Ont. St. John, N.B. Vancouver, B.C.
194 King St. 90 Germain 849 Beatty

W. St. St.
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and satisfy

yourself of

the many
advantageous
features em-
bodied in

4$

FERRENEWO''
.X

Note the seat ring and disc—both of which
are made of Lunkenheimer "Valve-
nickel," a material having exceptional
wearing qualities; the regrindable seating
surfaces; the renewability of all parts, in-

cluding the seat ring and disc—the full

areas through the body; union bonnet;
special composition stem, which insuras
long life to the stem threads

;
deep stuffing

box, etc. These features combined with
Lnnkenheimer "qualitv" materials and
workmanship make the'"FERRENEWO'?
the valve of exceptional merit.

Globe, Angle and Cross, and Horizontal
and Angle Check Patterns, for working
steam pressures up to 150 pounds.

Your local dealer can furnish them; if

not, write us. Write for descriptive Book-
let No. 567-DC.

IHE LUNKENHEIMER £2,
-^"QUALITY"-^

Largest Manufacturers of

High Grade Engineering Specialties

in the World

CINCINNATI, U.S.A.

New York Chicago 2-n-43 Boston London

The Right Belt;- Right Place
This illustration shows a Graton & Knight veteran
in a Spartan Double Belt, 46 feet long and 8
inches wide. It is running every day in the plant
of the Leroit Furniture Company, St. Louis, Mo.
It has seen 4% years' of service. This belt-eatin?
sanding machine wore out three 9-inch ordinary
belts in eighteen months. Its cost has been 40
cents a week with long service to come.

Here is punishment for any belt. And as usual Spartan is the
belt that is game for it. It shows the right belting material
in the right place. Spartan, greatest of pulley-grippers,
flexible and elastic, is solving the problem of the trouble-
making drive in thousands of plants. There is one answer and
one reason—leather properly tanned and fabricated for n
given purpose—a Standardized Series.

Write for information about Standardization as
applied to Belting.

THE GRATON & KNIGHT MFG. COMPANY.
Worcester, Mass., U. S. A.

Oa^ Leather Tanners and Belt Makers
Canadian Graton & Knight, Lid., 84 St. Antoine St., Montreal, P. Q., Canada

GRATON & KNIGHT
Standardiz«d Series

LEATHER BELTING

Eight real advantages
in equipping vv^ater

tube boilers, oil

stills and super-
heaters with Key
Boiler Equipment
Company's

KEY SAFETY

HAND-HOLE CAPS
The.v save time,
labor, money, fuel,

personal injuries,

property damage,
consequential loss,

and add greater
efficiency.

No gaskets requir-
ed. Over 1,500,000
now in service. Let
us send you our de-
scriptive literature.

Power Plant Equipment Co.
Canadian Selling Agents

310 Dominion Bank Bldg., Toronto, Can.
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MASON
QUALITY!

RELIABILITY!
SER VICE !

Quality, Reliability and Service are the winning factors in busi-

ness. You are assured of all three when you buy MASON engin-
eering equipment. MASON stands for modern design, high-
grade workmanship and long semce.

ABOVE EVERYTHING
our Sales Engineers know the practical application of our lines to

actual conditions, and sell from knowledge, not from catalogs.

We furnish results, not merely machinery.

MaBon Standard Bronze
Reducing^ Valve

THE MASON LINE INCLUDES:—
"Mason" Reducing Valves (genuine),

"Mason" Pump Governors.

"Mason" Pressure Controllers.

Bundy Steam Traps for every service.

Coppus Turbine-driven Blowers.

Coppus Turbine-driven Boiler Fe^d Pumps.
Sims Hot Water Generators.

Sims Storage Heaters.

Sims Open Feed Water Heaters.

Bundy Oil Separators.

Ashton Gauges and Safety Valves.

Everlasting Blow-oiT Valves.

Babbitt Sprocket Rims.

Stratton Steam Separators.

Reilly Feed Water Heaters.

Reilly Evaporators and Distillers.

Reilly Feed Water Filters.

New Bundy Return Trap
Fall Details on Request Stratton Separator for Steam and Air

The Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Limited

Successors to H. L. PEILER & COMPANY

Tk A fk /TTk^'T'^'^nrV Montreal Office and Factory:
The Arthur S. Leitch Co., 506 Kent Building 135-153 oagenais street

Full Information always gladly and quickly Furnished. Use "MASON" Service
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STANDARD RETURN TUBULAR BOILER

BOILERS
Horizontal Tubular

Vertical Tubular
Locomotive Types

Our BOILERS Are Installed in the Largest Industrial Plants.

We have registered de-

signs to conform with

various provincial codes.

Write Us for Boiler Information and Prices.

Engineering & Machine Works of Canada^ Limited
ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

Eastern Sales Office: Hall Machinery Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

7he Safeand Certain Boiler Cleanser
PUT a barrel of BOICO in your boiler

room. It's the most efficient and
economical cleaui-boiler insurance

you can adopt. BOICO routs the most
stubborn cases of boiler scale formations
quickly and thoroughly.

Hundreds of Plants are Using BOICO
Every Day With Unqualified Success

What BOICO will do in one plant it will

do in another—it will do in yours.
BOICO loosens and brings away the
hardest of old formations and keeps new
scale from gathering. Yet it never does
the slightest injury to boilers, valves or
packings. Neither does it carry over in
the steam, nor cause foaming or priming.

We are confident that BOICO will live

up to all our claims and are prepared to
let you test it FREE of cost. You have
nothing to lose by trying it—let us hear
from you.

Anti-Clinker Shell Bar Grates

There's no coal waste where these grates are used. Maximum
air-space provides for perfect combustion. No clinker for-

mation here, and you get more heat with less fuel.

One-Piece Jointless Furnace Lining

Why shift the blame on your engineer or fireman when it is

vour fumaces that are not up to the highest point of
efficiency? USE PLIBRICO—it lasts longer than fire brick
and is easier to instal.

Tip-It Patent Welding Process

With TIP-IT you get tools with shanks of carbon and
tip? of high-speed steel.

Shell-Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.
376 Dufferin

Street Toronto
Eastern Sales Agents: Mill Supply Department, Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd, Montreal; Adolphe Huot Reg'd., Quebec
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A MISER WITH FUEL
That's how one engineer expressed it

—

when asked about the coal-saving char-

acteristics of

Cross sation showing the construction and operation oj the Murphy Automatic Furnace, As the juel progresses

downward the alternate movement oj the grates ahoce and .^4" below the surface of the stationary^ grates ireaJis up
the fuel bed—presents acalanching- k^eps the grates clinker-free and advances the ash gradually to a point where it is

removed by the clinker grinder.

They are not only misers with fuel but
they burn "any kind of fuel that has heat
in it," slack, lignite, sawdust, or even
refuse.

Our new illustrated catalog, HM-5, ex
plains how the improved Murphy con"
struction makes every heat unit work-
Send for copy.

For information on the Riley Underfeed Stoker
for large boilers see advertisement in last issue
or send for Catalog HR5.

Murphy Iron Works
Detroit, Mich., U.S.A.

Bob L0I7G
UNION MADE
OVERALLS
SHIRTS & GLOVES

Since 1880
For two generations we have been building fine

precision instruments—building them to the Starrett

Standard—not to a price.

To-day the name Statretl is recognized the world
over as standard for accuracy.

^ Write for Catalog No. 21 CD.

THE L. S7"STARRETT COMPANY
The World's Greatest Toolmakcrs
Manufacturers of Hack Saw8

Unexcelled
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DEPARTnCNT

LINDE
REFRIGERATING MACHINERY

Is known and recognized the world over as

The Standard Refrigerating Machine
We have carefully studied Refrigeration under all conditions in Canada for the

past 25 years and know what is best for the Canadian Manufacturer.

Our Machinery is ^^Made in Canada'

'

^

The LINDE CANADIAN REFRIGERATION CO., Limited

TORONTO

37 St. Peter St., Montreal, P.Q.
WINNIPEG

Makers of Quality Refrigerating Machinery Since 1896

VANCOUVER

Efficiency
In Power Plant Equipment
and Service—that's our Policy.

Study POWER HOUSE advertising and editorial pages—brimful of latest technical
and new equipment information. Keep thoroughly up-to-date and you'll profit.

QpXT^/^T A T Send in your subscription to-day for any number of

Or ll/V><l/\JL/ years at the remarkable rate of $1.00 Per Year.
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Quality Products Leave No Regrets
York Ice-making and Refrigerating Machinery is not made
to fit the price. We have a standard of quality and service
which has been maintained ever since the York Organization
was started.

It is betraying no secret to say that many owners of ice-

making and refrigerating plants have expressed to us, by
word and letter, their keen regret at having turned down
a York contract because the price seemed too high.

Price is a poor gage to use in buying such important equip-
ment as Ice-Making and Refrigerating Machinery. Confidence
is a better one. You know from your own experience that
business born of confidence begets new business.

No customer can truthfully say that the York Organization
ever tried to take advantage of him. It is on this basis
that we have been selling our products, and it is for this
reason that we have been successful.

An inquiry from you will be appreciated. You are not
obligated to buy York equipment until you are satisfied

as to its quality and our good intentions.

YORK MANUFACTURING CO.
(Ice-Making and Refrigerating Machinery exclusively)

YORK, PA.
Canadian Representatives

Canadian Ice Machine Company
WINNIPEG
85 Lombard St.

TORONTO
82 Chestnut St.

MONTREAL
304 Craig St. West

CALGARY
605 Second St

Pure Corkboard
Made in Canada

A New and Important Source of Supply

All buyers know that the sources of supply
of pure Compressed Corkboard and Granu-
lated Cork are few—too few—and the output
entirely inadequate at times—an unhealthy
situation for the buyers.

Therefore, you have special interest in
this new and important source of supply,
large in volume, fine in quality and right in
price.

It offers you added secmity both as to cost

and deliveries.

Pure Corkboard is now a necessity to the
refrigerating industries, which use many
millions of square feet yearly in the insula-
tion of more than eighty per cent, of new
construction and repair work.
We are prepared to handle your complete require-
ments, either for material only or instalLed In
your building. Write us to-day and we will gladly
give you full information and quotations.

Canadian Corkboard CS^
Head Office: 17 Adelaide St. East, TORONTO

Works at Port Colborne, Ont.

INLET

Five Superior Features
of the Curtis

1. A perfectly balanced valve.
2. An absolutely frictionless valve.
3. The valve can be removed without break-
ing a joint, starting a gasket, or taking
out a bolt.

4. The valve being frictionless and balanced,
the whole power of the float is available
for opening and closing the valve.
5. Each trap will operate perfectly on pres-
sure varying from one to 250 lb.

Write for catalog of Curtis Engineering
Specialties.

JULIAN D'ESTE COMPANY
Main Office, 26 Canal St., Boston, Mass.

Ageneiem- /^IS Fulton St., New York CityJigeneiet.
| ^ Market St.. Chicago, IH.
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TRADE

JENKINS
MARK

The Valve is the "Key
You cannot overestimate the importance of the

valve. It is the "Key" to your whole system of

pipe lines. And you cannot find in your lines

another piece of equipment that is subject to such
diversity of intense strain. That's why you require

valves of highest quality if you want efficient, eco-

nomical service—service that is reliable year in

and year out.

Leading Engineers and Superin-
tendents throughout the World
(for more than half a century)
have learned to recognize
JENKINS BROS.' VALVES as

the standard of valve efficiency.

Scientific construction, extra gooG
quality metal of the right kind,

accounts for the strength and
rigidity of Jenkins Bros.' pro-

ducts.

There's a Jenkins Bros.' Valve for every
purpose. They are known by the Diamond
Trade Mark, the sign that gives you assur-
ance of absolute Valve dependability.

Catalogue No. 8

free on request.

iENKINS
1ARK Jenkins f^ms.LIMITED

Head Office and Works

:

lOfi St. Rcmi Street,

Montrenl. C-mnda,

AKencies in all the
Principal Countries

of the World

European Branch :

6 Great Queen St.. Kintrswny,

London. W.C. '1. Eneland
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Jones Underfeed

Automatic Stoker

THE JONES MODERN WAY

May we mail you full particulars

Jones Underfeed Stoker Co.
Limited

37-41 Britain St. Toronto, Ont.

feeds fuel better and more
economically than the best

of firemen
The "Jones Stoker" will not only effect a saving of

from 15 to 25 per cent, in fuel cost, it saves labor

—and it gives a smokeless stack.

The Automatic action of the "Jones" maintains a

uniform steam pressure—it responds instantly to

varying demands for steam.
There is a great advantage in the Jones Simplicity,

no parts move in contact with the fire—this en-

sures long life. No losses through grates—there

are none.

liifmMil^iiririiiifViTii

THE OLD FASHIOXED WAY

Dominion Belting Company, Limited
Hamilton, Canada

Sole manufacturers of the celebrated

"MAPLE LEAF" Brand Stitched Cotton
Duck Belting and Belt Dressing.

The demand for our products has steadily

increased because the standard of quality

has been maintained.

We make only one grade, the best that
can be produced.

Dominion BfiTiNO Co.

HAWIlTOW. Owt

iP

"MAPLE LEAF" is the strongest, truest
running, most economical and efficient

belt on the market for transmission of
power, conveying, etc.

Being thoroughly waterproof it is suitable

for running in wet or dry places. "MAPLE
LEAF" Belt Dressing is different to others

offered in that it is equally good for all

kinds of belting, leather, rubber or Balata,

as well as our own make.

Write us for prices, and if desired we will

be pleased to furnish samples and further

information.

A trial order will convince you of their

utility.

DOMINION BELTING CO. Ltd., Hamilton, Canada-Quebec Branch: 51 Duluth BIdg., Montreal
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Sells Its Campaign To the Workers
Dodge Mfg. Company Explains to Men in the Plant Reasons for[Advertising

By G. D. Grain, Jr., Editor "Glass"

Till'] l)n<l<ie Mfg. Company, of Misha-

waka, Ind.. probably the largest concern

in the conntry making power trans-

mission equipment exclusively, has just started

an advertising campaign which will lay great

stress on reaching industrial buyers through
their trade and technical papers.

Melville W. Mix, president of the company,
whose vmif}ue methods of securing the co-

operation of the 1,500 employes of the company
have attracted national attention, held a meet-

ing March 21 to talk to the men about the

campaign and to show them why it was a good

thing for them.

"Conditions at present are such that adver-

tising is l)ouHd to be of great value as a stabil-

izer," explained Mr. Mix, in telling about the

meeting. ''Business will be strengthened in

many ways by the right kind of advertising

at this time. We believe the campaign will

put Dodge products over in fine style.

"But these things are not always understood
by the men. When they see big advertisements

printed in the magazines, they are likely to

wonder why the money was not used in a way
that would react to their benefit more direc'tly.

So we decided to anticipate anything of that

sort by telling the whole story in advance of

the opening of the campaign."

This was done, and more than 800 employes
attended and heard Mr. Mix explain what the

advertising is to accomplish. Kenyon Mix. his

son, who is in charge of the campaign, showed
a lot of stereopticon slides of the copy that is

to appear, and the meeting resulted in the fac-

tory men being just as completely sold on the

advertising idea as the salesmen had been at

another meeting.

Advertisers who follow the Mix method, and
take their M'orkers as well as their salesforce

into iheir confidence regarding their advertis-

ing methods, will get a reaction that will help

to make the product as good as the advertising.

Though some national publications will be
used in the Dodge campaign, the trade and
technical papers have been brought irito the
schedule in numbers, and a total of 376,336
circulation of this character has been arranged
for.

That the company ar)precia(e« thoroughly the
value of specialized mediums is .shown l)y the
stress laid upon the trade publications in an-
nouncements going to mill .supply dealer.*, who
distribute the Dodge products.

"Every industrial division," it explains, "has
one or more strong trade journals.

"These trade publications do not duplicate
each other's circulation

;
they reach the tech-

nical man, the superintendent, the executive of
one .apec-ified industry, because they print the
matter that he must know to operate his busi-
ness at a* profit.

"Someone in every industrial plant reads the
trade paper of that industry. It is a part of
his job to keep informed.

"We found it nece.«sary to advertise in 31

trade papers to reach the thinking men of 20
mdustries. And we have contracted for full-

page space in every one of them."

"Read .some of these pieces of copy," ft is

suggested. "Notice particularly that the ad-
vertisement to appe^ir in a publication circu-
lated to the rubber industry tells how Dodge
products are adapted to rubber mills. Notice
how the copy which will be read by a paper
mill engineer describes how Dodge products cut
the co.st of production in a paper mill."

This is, of course, one of the big advantages
of trade and technical advertising—the oppor-
tunity to talk to the trade buyer in his own
language, and to discu.ss with him the applica-
tion of product to the special problems of his
industry. This is the advantage that is missed
entirely by the advertiser who uses merely
general circulation, and consequently is com-
pelled to talk in general terms.
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REES RoTURBo
Pumping Machinery

Is in use all over the World in Waterworks,jMines,
Power Stations, Irrigation Works, Pulp and
Paper Mills, Salt, Chemical and General

Industrial Plants where highest effici-

ency, reliability and the best class

of Engineering are demanded.

Illastratinc Sectional View Type, B.2 Multi-St&fe Recs Roturbo Patent Prcssu Chun Iter' Pvinp.

REES RoTURBo Pumps provide a high and sustained efficiency over a wide range of
duties. This means a very noticeable saving in power costs.

The Self-Regulating feature of RoTURBo design is responsible for this saving, and
this same feature protects your Prime Mover from overloads on a decreased pressure

head, eliminating expensive delays and costly repairs.

Our RoTURBo Pump and Condenser Catalogues, full of valuable information, are
yours for the asking.

Sole Canadian Manufacturers

The Goldie & McCulloch Co., Ltd.
Head Office and Works, GALT, ONTARIO, CANADA

Toronto Office Western Branch : Quebec Agents : British Columyiia Agents :

Suite 1101-2, 248 McDermott Ave., Ross & Greig, Robt. Hamilton & Co.
Bank of Hamilton Bid's Winnipeg.'Man. 400 St. James St., Vancouver, B.C.

Montreal, Que,
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Main Pumping Station Toronto Waterworks
Modern Equipment and Recently Completed Extensions Result

in Efficient Plant of High Duty

By W. F. SUTHERLAND, Editor Power House

THE rapid growth of municipally

o^^ned utilities is indicative of

the exipansion which has taken

place in the size and activities of Can-

adian cities. From a capacity of 50,000,-

000 gallons prior to 1913, the Toronto

waterworks has
grown until a capa-

city of about 200,-

000,000 Imperial gal-

lons per twenty-four
hours is available

when required. This

increase has necessi-

tated very extensive

alterations through-

out the whole system,

the installation of

lew filter units on the

island, new mains,

and a complete re-

construction of the

John Street pumping
station.

Present Arrangement
of Waterworks

System
Water is obtained

from Lake Ontario

through intake pipes

running south from
Toronto Island and
is pumped on to

filter beds Two
systems are now in

use, the slow sand filter and later units

operating on the drifting sand prin-

ciple. These latter units are able to

filter unusually turbid water without
clogging of the filtering material, and
without the use of large setting tanks

NEW BOILER ROOM 8H0WING STOKERS AND COAL CHUTES.

and coagulating basins. The coagulant,
sulphate of aluminia, is introduced into

the raw water in the suction well. This
water is then pumped onto the filters.

The sand-bed is composed of fine sand,
9 feet deep, laid on a bed of gravel 9 in.

deep, and the action

of the incoming
water causes the up-
per part of the sand
bed to drift across

the water being fil-

tered. The bulk of
the impurities, to-

gether with a part of

the drifting sand, is

swept out. The
lower portion of the

sand-bed which re-

mains stationary, re-

moves the remaining
impurities.

From the filter

plants the water is

conveyed to the city

proper under the Bay
through a tunnel 8

feet, 6 inches high,

and exactly a mile

long. This tunnel is

about 100 feet below
the level of the lake,

and the water rises

from it through a
shaft 10 feet in dia-
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VIEW IN ASH TUNNEL. THIS PICTURE WAS TAKEN WHEN THE PLANT WAS
UNDER CONSTRUCTION.

njeter and of the same depth. From thi.^

suction well the pumps draw their supply
and provide sufficient head for distribu-

tion throughout the city, except to the
noithern section, where a boosting sta-

tion, the High Level Pumping Station, is

provided.

General Arrangements
As will be seen from the accompany-

ing plan and cross-sections, the main
pumping station is divided into several
units. Two 15,O00,00'0 gallon high duty
pumpmg engines, built by the John In-

glis Co.. are installed, and form one of

the earlier portions of the plant.

On the advent of Hydro power four
Bovin(? centrifugal units, driven by
Westinghouse motors., were installed in

a separate room. These pumps are rat-
ed at 13,000,000 gallons each, and the
motors are of the synchronous type, a

j uv clutch being provided so that the
pumps may be disconnected and the mo-
tors run free for power factor correc-
tion.

A high pressure pump room houses
two Westinghouse Parsons turbine
units, driving turbine pumps, made
by tihe Cgledania Iron Works, of

Montreal. These two-stage pumps serve

to boost the pressure on the high pres-

sure fire mains, laid in the down town
district to 3O0 lbs., on the advent of

fire in the down town section of the

city, and are onlv operated when this

occurs. The casings of these pumps,
it is interesting to note, are of cast steel.

Each of these pumps has a capacity of

5,000,000 gallons per 24 hours.

Turbine Pump Room
The portion of the plant immediately

to the west of that housing the recipro-

cating units is of recent construction and
contains the De Laval turbine driven

pumping units.

The turbines are of standard De Laval
construction, and are designed for a

steam pressure of 150 lbs. and a vacuum
of 29 inches, the normal speed being
3430 r.p.m. Each is direct coupled to a

speed reduction gear having a ratio of

33 to 197, so that the pump shaft rotates

at a normal speed of 575 r.p.m., and the

steam supply pipes to these units are
4^/^ in. with 36 in. exhaust to standard
Wheeler surface condensers, so placed

that all the water delivered by the pumps
passes through it as cooling water.

The vacuum pumps are Rotex pumps,
built by the C. H. Wheeler Co., and are
driven by 7x7 in. engines exhausting
into the steam turbines at about the

middle stage, doing further work there.

Two single stage double suction pumps
are connected to each unit, the two
pumps being piped together in series.

At a speed of 575 r.p.m. each unit de-

livers 20,000 U.S. gal. per min., equiva-

lent to a pumpage of 24,000,000 Im-
perial gallons per 24 hours.

The DeLaval Company guaranteed a

duty of 141.5 million foot-pounds

per thousand pounds of steam,

and on test a duty of over 150

million foot pounds was obtained, a re-

markably high efficiency.

The two motor driven units are also

of 25,000,000 gallon rating, and are two
.*tage pumps built by the John Inglis

Co., Toronto. Each pump is driven by a,

1.500 h. p. wound rotor induction motor
of Westinghouse make.

It may be mentioned that in arranging
the suction pipe for these five units it

was necessary to dig a trench 20 feet

('eep and about 8 feet wide in rock.

Much trouble was experienced from wat-

er seepage, and it was found necessary

TURBINE PUMP ROOM.
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THE FOUNDATIONS FOR THE NEW BOILER SETTINGS ARE OF REINFORCED CONCRETE.
THIS ILLUSTRATION SHOWS THE REINFORCING BARS AND FORMS.

to instal two 12 inch pumps to control
it.

The Boiler Room
The new boiler room presents many

features of interest and has a greatly
increased capacity over the old one now
torn down. Much of the older equip-
ment is incorporated in the new one,
nine of the sixteen boilers having come
from the old boiler room.
The boilers are all of the water-tube

type and are of 300 boiler horsepower
nominal rating. Six Heinie boilers are

installed, fitted with Chicago & Grsen
chain grate stokers. The Canada Foun-
dry Co. supplied seven At'.as cross-drum
boilers, which are fitted with Chicago
and Fulton stokers, and the John Ino^lis

Co. supplied three Erie City boilers,

these latter being fitted with Bennis
chain grate stokers, made by Bennis,
Little HuHon, Bolton, En-r.

The Fulton stokers are part of the

new installation and are fitted with
water backs, as may be seen from one
of the accompanying illustrations, which

shows the stoker in the course of erec-
tion.

The boilers are all fitted with draft
gauges made by L. M. Ellison, Chicago,
and soot is blown by compressed air.

Operating steam pressure is 160 lb.

Chimneys and Breeching

Two Custodis Radial brick chimneys
are installed, one for each bank of boil-

ers. These chimneys are 96 in. by 160
feet high, and are lined with firebrick

to a height of 50 feet. The breechings
at the chimneys are 8 feet, 6 inches, by
5 feet in size, and throughout their

length are lagged with heat insulation,

supplied by the Armstrong Cork & In-

sulation Co.

Steam Piping

The steam piping is fitted throughout
with Van Stone joints and Crane valves.

The main headers are 12 in. diameter,

and the steam mains throughout are lag-

ged with insulation supplied by the

Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., To-

ronto. As an illustration of the excel-

lent design encountered a metal legging

is laid on over the heat insulation for

mechanical protection.

The bends and pipe work were all sup-

plied by Purdy-Mansell, of Toronto, and

it is worth noting that the workmanship
in the making of the pipe bends was such

that everything came together without

any fitting being required on the job.

Feed Water System

The feed water system presents some

features of unusual interest and in some

FULTON STOKERS UNDER ATLAS BOILERS. THE ILLUSTRATION GIVES A GOOD VIEW OF THE WATER-BACK.
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lespects differs from the arrangement
usually found in plants for power gener-
ation.

Very little exhaust steam is available

from station auxiliaries since the major
portion of such apparatus is driven by
or is a part of the main pumping units.

Each of the two large reciprocating

units are fitted with feed pumps, bar-

rels and plungers, the plungers being-

Attached to each of the three 24-mil-

lion gallon turbine driven units is a
Goulds triplex plunger pump, driv-

en off the end of the main
tfarbine shaft by silent chain.

These pumps have plungers 3% inches

diameter by 6 inches stroke, and serve

to pump the condensers to which they are

attached into the feed mains. The sur-

face condensers in this case are also

ning sufficient feed may be obtained to

keep the plant running.
A standard closed type feed water

heater built by F. B. Kelly & Sons, is

also provided for use when required.

The main feed line forms a loop on
the boiler room floor, at the rear of the

boilers, and dropping' below this level into

the basement at the ends of the two
banks of boilers. The main feed line is

r 1

CROSS SECTION THROUGH TURBINE PUMP ROOM AND BOILER ROOM.

Cross Seclional Cle/anon or Steam.P-jrru>fi*6.

S electric Pi/iri^s /ZJi-i.

CROSS SECTION THROUGH STEAM PUMP AND ELECTRIC PUMP ROOMS.

driven from a yoke off the main plunger
crosshead. The feed water pumped by
these units, and taken from the city

water supply, passes through a closed

heater fed with exhaust steam from the

low pressure cylinder of the unit. The
exhaust steam, after passing through
the heater, is condensed in a surface

condenser, through which all the water

pumped by the unit passes. The conden-

sate from these units is not used for

boi'er feeding, and thus no difficulty

is encountered through oil.

cooled 'by water on its way to the tur-

bine pumps.
The pumping of the feed water by

means of feed pumps attached to the
main pumping units effects a consider-

able economy, as the high efficiency

of the large engines and turbines is

thus utilized.

For auxiliary use a 5x12 inch duplex
Northey pump is kept in reserve, and in

addition to this stand-by pump a Pen-
berthy 2 inch injector is provided on the

feed line, so that if no pumps are run-

of 4 inch pipe, and the risers are 2 and
2% inch.

Ash and Coal Handling
The coal and ash handling system at

this plant well repays considerable

study, and the accompanying line draw-
ings give an excellent idea of its ar-

rangement. Coal is dumped from the

cars into a hopper, and from the hop-

per is fed into a sixteen inch belt con-

veyor, driven off the main bucket con-

veyor through a clutch by means of

transmission chain. At the hopper pro-
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VIEW IN OLD BOILER ROOM WHEN BEING DISMANTLED

vision has been made for a coal crusher,
not yet installed. From the belt con-
veyor the coal drops through a chute
into the bucket conveyor, and is elevated
to the bunkers. The bucket conveyor
runs the full length of the boiler room,
on top through a monitor, over the coal
bunker, and at the bottom through a
conveyor tunnel below the ash chute
level. The coal is tripped into the bunk-
er by means of trippers located at the
proper points, and the upper run of the
conveyor has an automatic resetting
mechanism for placing the bucket lips
in the proper position relative to one
another for the descending flight.

Ash Removal

The ash pits under the chain grates
have inclined bottoms and are fitted with
heavy iron doors for ash removal. Both
the pits and ash doors are lined with
fire brick and a sprayer is provided
in each pit for wetting down the ashes
as they are pulled. The ashes are raked
out and fall through iron bar gratings
of about 2% inches mesh into an ash
chute, which feeds them directly into
the bucket conveyor. The gratings men-
tioned extend the full width between
boiler settings and prevent any large
clinkers from gettine into the conveyor
and causing trouble. Between the grat-
ings checkered steel plate flooring is
installed. The ashes are drawn up by
the bucket conveyor to the end of the
bunker and are tripped into a separate
compartment walled off from the coal
storage by a concrete bulkhead. The
bucket conveyor is driven by means of a
twin cylinder steam engine with two
4x6 inch cylinders, and located at one
end of the upper horizontal flight. The
bunker is of the steel plate suspended
type, and is lined with concrete. When
full it holds 1,000 tons of coal.

The conveyor system was built by
the C. W. Hunt Co., New York, and the
bunker by Jeffry Mfg. Co., New York.

the percentage of loss depending on the

attention paid to the matter. Slipping,

the trouble most frequently encountered,
is common to all classes of belting, and
generally speaking the remedy applied

is to cut and tighten, or "take up" the

belt so that it will run free from slack-

ness with a better grip of the pulley;

but probably more belts are broken and
prematurely destroyed in this way than
hy actual use, not to speak of the addi-

tional load thrown on the engine and the

consequent waste of power. To over-

come slipping, many engineers incline

to the principle of using belts wider than
is actually necessary. This permits a

heavier load to be carried, but when the

practice is generally adopted all over a

m.achine shop with fifty or more belt

drives expense is materially increased

There is, however, a growing tendency
to run belts slack, as not only is friction

thus reduced and the life of the belt in-

creased, but no power is wasted and the

strain on the prime mover is considerably
reduced. Immediately the tension is re-

duced the friction is proportionately
lessened. Further increase of the arc

of contact round the pulley (after the
belt has been sufficiently slackened to-

have no initial tension) will not lessen
the friction, but the load-carrying capa-
city of the belt is increased. As an ex-
ample in many engineering shops it has
been found that cuts 50 per cent, heavier
can be taken on lathes where the arc of
contact has been increased from 180 deg.
(with a tight belt) to as high as 220 deg.
(with a slack belt) and in one instance
with a corn-crushing machine the in-

crease in output was over 50 per cent.

To permit of driving belts being run
slack a proper belt dressing should be
employed. Many belt dressings rely
almost entirely on their capacity to
"stick," due to the inclusion of rosin or
tar in their composition, but others take
the form of a non-sticky preservative
or belt food free from acid or alkali

action, which is absorbed into the belt,

rendering it pliable and highly effective,

and at the same time protecting it from
the effects of moisture, dryness, or
chemical fumes. Such a preparation pro-
perly applied tends to give belts a velvety
cling through the setting up of a vacuum
suction between the belt and the pulley
face, and will permit of slack running
without fear of slip, even under the
heaviest loads.

BRITISH LENSES INSTEAD OF
GERMAN ONES

The English factory of the famous
German firm of Zeiss, which is located

near London, has been acquired by two
British firms of optical lens makers.
The war has proved beyond a doubt
that English firms are capable of turn-

ing out lenses far surpassing in quality

the German ones. Before the war it is

estimated that about 95 per cent, of

the lenses used in the U. S. were im-

ported.

"I consider POWER HOUSE the best

in Canada, because it touches on local

power plants as no other paper does for

the engineer." — Mr. Greenwood, Ham-
ilton.

EFFICIENCY IN BELT DRIVES
By D. Street

In almost every factory and machine
j

shop a certain amount of power is wast- ^

ed in transmission through driving belts, ' OLD BOIi.KR ROOM REMOVED AND EXCAVATION MADE FOR NEW SETTINGS-
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Boiler Troubles; Their Origin and Remedy
In This Article the Author Discusses the Many Ills That the Steam
Boiler is Heir to and Deals With Preventative Measures and the

Proper Remedies for Faults Which May Occur

By T. H. FENNER, Associate Editor

ALTHOUGH a steam boiler is a
very solid looking piece of ma-
chinery, it is liable to a variety of

troubles, most of which are from causes
txtraneous to its construction.

Different types of boilers exhibit dif-

ferent effects from simUar causes, de-

pending on structural features. It is

proposed to mention some of the more
usual defects, their prevention and rem-
edy. While it is true that these subjects

have been treated by many able writers,

it is evident that there are many people
interested in boilers that these writers
have not reached, so that this article

may not be superfluous.

Pitting

Very often a brand new boiler is af-

fected by this trouble before it is ever
put into service. Boilers that are used
intermittently, with varying periods of

idleness, are especially susceptible, but
pitting is found under all sorts of con-

ditions. In horizontal return tube boil-

ers it usually attacks the tubes and
shell above water line. Water tube
"boilers of the Babcock type will show it

in the top drum, while vertical fire box
boilers wrill develop pitting above the

water line usually.

Pitting is a local oxidization, and takes
the form of small blisters, under which
the metal is eaten away, forming a con-

ical hole, very much as a drill would re-

move it. If not checked it will eat right

through the metal. In a new boiler,

where the mill scale has perhaps not been
thoroughly removed, and the boiler is

left standing in the setting- for a long
while before beine used, pitting is very
likely to occur. A boiler left standing

action, caused by the presence of metals
having different chemical compositions,
being immersed in water, which acts as
an electrolyte. In other words, the
boiler, with its working level of water,
is a big cell. The shell of the boiler
becomes one pole, the tubes the other,
and discharge occurs from one to an-
other, through the medium of water. The
same action will take place if the boiler
is empty but damp. Temperature and
pressure affect the action, and there are
various local effects, which are too
complicated to enter into here. Iron is

soluble in water, and combines with it,

forming ferrous hydrate. In the pres-
ence of oxygen the fen-ous hydrate is

oxidized and precipitated in the form of
rust. It is here that the pitting takes
place.

How to Detect Pitting

It is important for the engineer in

charge of a boiler to know when pitting

is taking place as soon as it starts, in

order to take steps to counteract it.

Pitting is one of the easiest things to de-

tect when its characteristics are known,
and it is also easy to check if taken in

time. In spite of this there are hun-
dreds of boilers yearly going gradually
to uselessness through this very cause.

The number of boilers met with in the

writer's personal experience, which were
suffering from more or less advanced
cases of pitting, was surprising.

The earliest indication of pitting is a

very small discolored spot on the sur-

face of the metal. This may be so small
as to pass unnoticed unless the examina-
tion is thorough. Scraping with the

point of a knife would result in the ox-

idized metal falling away in a powder.

any signs of it appear. This may sound
peculiar, but it is just as true as the
prevention of disease in the human body.
Nowadays, people don't wait until they
have to cure typhoid. If there is any
likelihood of contracting it they hie them-
selves to a doctor and get a lot of serum
injected, which makes the body taboo to
the migratory germ.
We will take the case of a new H.R.T.

boiler, just erected, and the brick-
work built up.

The first thing to do is to get a man
inside with a good stiff steel wire brush,
and get him to brush down all the metal
surfaces he can reach till he has got to
the metal itself, that is, until all surface
scale and dirt has been removed. The
siirfaces he can reach will be the shell

of the boiler above the tubes and, to
probably, the second row of tubes
down from the top. The stays
and both heads can also be treated.
If the boiler has a front manhole he can
do a good part of the shell on the bottom,
which is a good thing, not for the pre-
vention of pitting, but in the interests of
clean surfaces. When everything re-

movable in the way of mill scale, steel

chips, borings, etc., has been cleaned out,

according to the man doing the job, the
chief or second should go in the boiler

and satisfy himself it is really so. I

have seen chippings and boilermakers'
washers getting in the blow-down pipes

of new boilers, after they had been in

service some time, and the man in charge
wondering where they could have come
from.
The boiler being clean, get the hose

on and wash it down from the top until

the water running off at the bottom is

EXAMPLES OF BULGED FIRE PLATE. SHOWING DRAWING DOWN OF METAL.

partially filled with water, is a good
subject for pitting, while boilers being
fed with very soft water are often found
to be well pitted, after some time of ser-

vice. Pitting is one of the most insid-

ious evils we have to combat in boiler

maintenance, and is well worth a thor-

ough examination.
Pitting in all cases is an electrolytic

At a little later stage the oxidized metal
will form a small blister or bubble, un- .

derneath which the action is continuing.

The appearance cannot be mistaken, but
scraping will prove it beyond a doubt.

Once detected preventive methods should

be taken at once.

Prevention of Pitting

The time to prevent pitting is before

absolutely clean. The next step is to dry

it, and the simplest way to do that is to

close up the bottom manhole, take a

small quantity of unslacked lime, and
suspend it in a pan either on top of the

tubes, or down between the centre rows.

Then close up tVfi top manhole and leave

it for a few hours. The unslacked lime

will absorb all the moisture and leave the
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tubes and shell quite dry. After open-
ing up again, get some good white zinc,

and mix it with coal oil until you have
a thin white paint. Don't use boiled oil

or any other oil but coal oil.

Get your man inside with the paint
brush and instruct him to paint the
shell and heads from the level of the top
row of tubes, and all the stays. Work
your paint well in, so that it covers ev-
ery particle of surface, but has no lumps.
Let your paint have time to dry, and
when it is completely dried up put on
the top manhole. Slack back a safety
valve or any joint you like above the
level of the boiler, and fill the boiler

of a three-cornered scraper, or a round
file ground to a point, and work at them
till the bright metal is plainly seen.

Look out particularly for the top row
of tubes, for that is where the attack is

most developed, and because of the

thinness of the tube wall, the easiest

to succumb. Use the paint treatment
on shells, heads and stays. Use the milk
of lime while the boiler is working, and
apply it daily until you see the influence

of the lime in the gauge glass. Open the

boiler up as frequently as practicable,

and note the appearance of the pit marks.

Care and vigilance will prevent any fur-

ther spread. I have seen some pretty

EFFECT OF CORROSION

slowly until the water runs out of the
valve or joint. Your boiler is safe that
way until you are ready to light up,
and the chances of pitting taking place
are remote.

It is the boiler left standing partially
filled that is the most exposed to pitting.

Either fill the boiler full up, or have it

empty and dry if it has to stand. The
British Admiralty follow the plan of

cleaning their boilers out thoroughly,
and leaving them closed up with the

pan of unslacked lime to dry them out.

Suppose your new boiler is in service,

and the water begins to show red or
rusty looking. Open the drain on the
bottom of the water column, and give it

a good, long blow. Then blow your glass

through, and see if the water comes back
rusty. If it does after several blows then
you need to treat the boiler to stop it.

Mix up some lime and water, until you
have a very thin whitewash, about a

bucketful, and put it in the boiler

through the injector or soda cock on the

feed pump. Do this every second day,

and in a few days the rust will disap-

pear. The lime will form an almost im-

perceptible coating over the surfaces,

and prevent the rusting.

If pitting commences in a boiler that

has been in service for some time, the

same methods can be employed. How-
ever, in this case, the labor involved will

be much heavier. It will be necessary

to carefully examine the individual pit-

tings, and clean them out w:*^^ the point

bad cases stopped in this way, but it is

to be noted that pitting should never be
given the chance to get bad. Horizontal
return tube boilers that are opened up
monthly should be examined carefully

at each cleaning, and the faintest indi-

cation should be noted and steps taken
to stop the spread.

Boilers of the internally fired type
need to be examined closely on the fur-

nace sheets or tubes, at about the line

of firebars, for pitting. Care must be

taken when using the white zinc and
coal oil paint, not to apply it to a heat-

ing surface, as it is not a conductor.

However, it can be used on furnaces be-

low the line of firebars with safety. It

is a good plan to use it in the steam
drums of B.&W. boilers as an additional

precaution to the zinc plates used to pro-

tect them. These zinc plates are in

general use in marine types of boilers,

but are practically never employeicl in

the H.R.T boiler.

Grooving

Grooving is another form of local ero-

sion which is hard to prevent and remedy
after discovery. This trouble is not

\iery frequently met with in the H.R.T.

boiler, but is only too often met with in

the locomotive and vertical firebox type.

It is a case of ordinary corrosion aggra-

vated by the natural movement of the

boiler under working conditions. The
place it is usually found is around the

O.G. and mud ring of vertical firebox

boilers,, crown sheets of locomotive boil-

ers, where they join the side sheets, and^
occasionally around the circumferential
seams of horizontal boilers. Where a
dome is pitted on a boiler it is well to look
for grooving where the flange of the
dome is riveted to the shell.

Grooving is caused by the scoring ac-
tion of the water, acting on a joint that
is to some extent opening and siiutting.

The most obvious case of this kind is

the dome already spoken of. In this

case it is the action of the steam instead

of water, but the principle is the same.
It is especially noticeable in cases where
the shell of the boiler has been com-
pletely cut aw-ay under the dome, and
there are no direct stays from the head
of the dome. In this case grooving al-

most surely develops. Where this trouble

is very apparent, examine the design of
the boiler, and ascertain if it can be
stiffened by additional staying, which
will relieve the joint to some extent.

If a circumferential seam, it may be due
to defective caulking in the first place,

and if not very much advanced, may be
helped by chipping the edge of the plate

inside the boiler, till past the groove, and
recaulking in a proper way. Fortun-

ately, even in bad cases of grooving,

we can call in the aid of electric weld-

ing,which will build up the wasted metal

to its original and greater strength if

required. If all boiler joints were caulk-

ed on the inside wherever possible, there

would be fewer cases of grooving. Leaky
se^ms will develop grooves by the pure

cutting action of the steam or water
leaking through. That is why the small-

est leak around a boiler shell should be

stopped as soon as discovered, or care-

fully marked and attended to when shut

down. Here perhaps a word of warning

is not out of place to the man in charge

of the boiler. If he does not thoroughly

understand the use of a caulking tool,

let him get some lessons from someone
who does before he starts in, or better

still, get a tradesman to do the job. An
unskilled hand with a caulking tool can

do a lot of harm in a very short time,

and start more leaks than he can stop.

External Corrosion

Here is one of the most prolific

causes of the depreciation in boilers,

and one that is almost entirely due to

sheer neglect. It is common enough to

see well built and expensive boilers in a

state of practical decrepitude after a

very short life. It seems strange that

this should be so after all that has been

written and snoken and sworn on this

subject, but that there is still need of

preaching was proved to the writer only

a few days ago, when he saw a boiler

practically corroded away in one spot

while the rest was good.

Now this form of corrosion is one to

which every type of boiler, marine and

stationary, is liable. However, the dan-

ger of corrosion is well understood

aboard ship and conditions that lead to

it are actively combated. It should be

the same on shore, but in too many
cases is not.

To consider first our old friend, the

return tube, horizontal boiler, and the
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particular variety of front known as the

overhangiiig front. This is where the

smoke box overhangs the brick setting,

the breeching to the chimney being set

directly on top, and the chimney itself

often leading directly overhead. Here
we have an ideal spot for corrosion to

take pJace, especially where the boiler

is shut down more or less frequently

•for a few days, or perhaps a season.

Take cheese factories, canning factories,

sawmills, etc., which are seasonal occu-

pations. The soot and dust is allowed

to accumulate round the front head,

snow and rain filtering down the chim-
ney, keeping it nice and moist. Perhaps
when the boiler is working the hand hole

or manhole is leaking also. The process

of oxidization goes on merrily, and al-

thongh perhaps a brush is employed oc-

casionally on the tube plate and smoke
box, it only removes the surface dirt.

The layers of rust build up hard and
solid looking till gradually the rivet

heads are almost covered. Then some
one comes along who recognizes the

symptoms, and taking a hammer, pro-

ceeds to chip around the flange. If the

owner of the boiler happens to be pre-

sent he is astonished to see his property

disintegrating before his eyes. When
the chipping process is finished he will

see what was originally perhaps a % in.

or 7-16 in. plate has shrunk to a knife

edge, and he is confronted with a nice

repair bill. The dog that holds the

hand hole in place, on being removed,
will often disclose two badly corroded
spots where it has rested on the head.

The plate itself round the edges of the

hand hole is very susceptible to the ef-

fects of continued leakage, rapidly be-

coming thin to the danger point. Around
the back head seam is another favorite

place for corrosion, due to leakage from
the hand hole, or to wet soot lying in

the combustion chamber, while the blow-

down pipe itself and the pad on the boiler

shell is often allowed to become badly

corroded.

Right here let a word be said against

the practice of building a brick pier

around the blow-off pipe to protect it.

This is bad in two ways. It is a trap

for holding moisture, and encouraging
rapid oxidization, and carried to lengths

as it sometimes is, foims a breakwater
against which the products of combus-
tion impinge and are deflected to each

side of the setting. This results in a

certain amount of heating surface being

lost. Whenever the boiler is washed out

some water runs down the shell of the

"boiler and soaks into the space between
hricks and nipe, and if the brick is close

to the shell the water lies in between
hrick and shell.

The only protection a blow-off pipe

needs is to be kept clear . and full of

water. A paper bag can be filled with

water and the water boiled over the

gas flame without hurting the bag. A
good circulating arrar.aement on the

hlow-do^wn pipe is the best protection,

hut failing that, a short blow once or

twice a day Avill ensure the pipe being

clear.

Another place to look for corrosion is

at the back head where the back arch

rests against the boiler. Here again

water is allowed to seep through from
above to tVie ultimate destruction of the

plate. As mentioned before, any place

where leakage is taking place is a breed-

ing place for corrosion.

Other types of boilers have their more
vulnerable spots. In the Babcock and
Wilcox type the short nipples connect-

ing the back headers to the mud drums,

and the mud drums themselves require

careful examination. Very often these

drums are close to the ground, and the

space between the drum and back headers

very small. If soot and dirt are allowed

to accumulate in the back pass corrosion

is almost certain. When blowing the

tubes of Babcock and Wilcox boilers

there is usually some leakage on the

floor, and some of the water will find

its way into the back pass. When the

boiler is down for cleaning there is al-

ways considerable water splashing about,

and if the space between mud drum and

back headers has not been well brushed

do^wn before washing commences the

soot soaks up the water and forms a wet

plaster all round.

In vertical fire box boilers the bottom

of the fire box under the grate bars is

the place to find corrosion, especially

under the ring that holds the grates. The

ton tube plate also requires careful ex-

amination, especially in boilers working

in the open where rain and snow can

descend the stack. The plate, at the

edges of hand holes is also to be watched

for corrosion due to leakage. In Scotch

marine boilers used for stationary pur-

poses, the lower half of furnace tubes,

circumferential seam below the furnaces,

combustion chamber bottoms; in loco-

motive types the fire box below the

grates and the smoke box end are the

likely places.

Prevention of External Corrosion

The prevention of external corrosion

furnace tubes, below the fire bars, on
head flanges of horizontal return tube
boilers, in the smoke box of loco type
boilers, and any surface liable to cor-
rosion that is not a heating surface.
Do not allow wet soot or ashes to lie

against any part of the boiler. Wet
ashes are the most violent corrosive agent
that can be found. Don't close the boiler
up if you have any doubts about man-
hole or hand-hole gaskets. Furthermore,
I would say to chief engineers: "Don't
take anybody's word about your boilers.

Fut on a boiler suit and see for your-
self."

The little drop of water leaking from
a gasket three or four feet above the
shell of a boiler, two, three, or four drops
a minute, wears its way through the
covering to the shell, and although it ap-
parently evaporates as soon as it strikes

the hot metal, it is getting in its work
just the same. If you can't stop it, put
a piece of galvanized iron under it and
lead it away. If you have any pipes in

your plant and the asbestos covering is

damp, tear it off till you find the cause
and leave it off till remedied. Damp as-

bestos lying in an iron pipe, spells ulti-

mate ruin.

Corrosion is a mean, sneaking enemy
that works without rest. It is busy when
every other thing in the plant is stopped.
It loves the dark. Don't give it a chance.
Be as vigilant to detect it as it is to

avoid your eye. Corrosion resembles a

cancer to some extent, inasmuch as to

stop it the affected part must be
thoroughly cleansed of growth, and if

left too long the part as well as the

growth will have to go.

Troubles Due to Overheating

The most serious troubles that a

boiler is liable to are those caused by
overheating, for these are the ones liable

to lead to sudden disaster.

The horizontal return tube boiler, be-

MORE EXAMPLES OF COEROSION.

is a question of keeping things clean. A
boiler where tube plates and heating
surfaces are kept brushed off and the

metal visible has no chance to corrode.

Clean ashpits in fire-box boilers, clean

combustion chambers in bricked-in boil-

ers, scrupulous cleanliness in every part

is a sure preventive of this evil. The/

use of our old friend, white or red lead

mixed with coal oil, is of benefit on

ing the one most largely used, will be

considered first.

One of the most frequent effects of

local overheating is found in the fire-

cracks that develop on the plates where
they are lapped to form the circumfer-

ential seams. While this trouble usually

develops on the seam over the bridge

wall it is also found both on the front

and back seams.
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This is due partly to the way the set-

ting is put in and partly to incrustation

on the shell internally. A boiler with a

% in. shell is % in. thick at the lap, and
one with a 7-16 in. shell is in. thick

at the lap. It follows the conductivity

is just one half at these joints of the

rest of the shell. Therefore, any accu-

mulations of scale at these points are

much worse in their effect than the same
thickness of scale on a single thickness

of plate. This effect is often aggravated
by the form of the bridge wall, which
directs a hot flame right on to the seam,

causing intense local heat. The front

seam is less liable to firecracks as if the

setting is correctly made it will be out

of the influence of the fire entirely.

However, it is not so made in many
cases, and not only is the seam left ex-

posed to the flame, but a space is left

between the fire arch and the boiler

shell through which the draught sucks

the flame, often burning the hand hole

or manhole dogs.

The bridge wall should be made with

a gradual slope from the back edge of

the firebars, so as to allow the gases

to pass over in a fairly straight sweep.

With a straight bridge wall the flame

and gas are thrown directly upwards,

and if the bridge wall coincides with the

seam trouble ensues.

Firecracks on the back head seam are

nearly always due to scale accumulation,

the back head flange being an awkward
place to reach when donning the boiler.

These firecracks usually start at the

outside edge of the plate and run to-

wards the rivet hole. They are not

serious unless they show signs of start-

ing from the inside edge of the rivet hole.

If they do this they should be immediate-

ly plugged with a Vs in. or 3-16 in. plug

and carefully watched. If, on the first

sign of firecracks developing, careful

attention be paid to the state of the

boiler internally and the brickwork ex-

ternally, their further spread may be

checked. As a matter of fact, there are

hundreds of boilers that are working

with firecracks that first showed up

years ago, and are no further advanced

than when first apparent. However,

firecracks are not to be dismissed with

scorn but should be carefully watched at

every examination of the boiler to ascer-

tain their progress.

Another trouble due to burning is

caused by carelessly-built settinss. The

back arch of a horizont-tl rst'Tn tube

boiler should be built immediately above

the top row of tubes. Sometimes it is

built so high above the tubes that the

heads of the rivets securinsr the stays are

exposed to the flame. Further, the

plate is likely to be overheated as the

water level is often below the height of

the arch. This point is often ne-dected

when the arch is being built, and is sure

to give trouble sooner or later. The

least that happens is the burning off of

the rivet heads. Whore there is a hand

hole in the back head the dog and bolt

head that holds the door is almost al-

ways burnt off when the time comes to

open it up. This is not so .serious as it

seems, for as long as the boiler is under

pressure the door is held up to its place

automatically. It is hard to prevent this

burning, but sometimes covering the dog
and bolt with asbestos will help a lot.

The source of greatest danger is over-

heating of the shell plate directly over
the fire. This is invariably caused by a

deposit of scale, or grease that keeps
the w'ater from contact with the plate.

Transmission of heat is greatly retarded,

and instead of the heat of the furnace
being absorbed by the water, it is ab-

sorbed by the plate, which becomes over-

heated locally. The result is a bulging

of the plate to a greater or less extent,

according to the area affected, and the

degree of heat attained. If the defor-

mation is £ufTicient to draw the plate

'lown to e.xtreme thinness a rupture will

occur, and a disastrous explosion follow.

In the firebox boiler of the vertical

type, there is danger of the narrow water

space between firebox and shell becom-

ing made up with scale and the plate

overheating. In boilers with circular

fui-nace tubes there is danger of collapse

through overheating, and in the Scotch

marine type the combustion chamber
crown is a ^•ulnerable .spot.

The Eflect of Oil

Many men in charge of boilers seem
to think that the effect of oil on heatintr

.'iurfaces is exaggerated. The effect of

oil on heat transmission cannot well be

exaggerated. The following example
should serve to convey to the mind of

any doubter just what oil can do. These

experiments were two of a number car-

ried out by a Professor Durston in Eng-

land:

A horizontal tube 2% inches diameter.

10 inches in length, and with walls .135

inch thick, perfectly clean, was tester!

with an exactly similar tube which had

been smeared with oil from a paint

brush. The result showed a decrease in

heating efficiency of from 8 to 15 per

cent., the average of a number of tests

being 11 per cent.

The second test was with a 10 inch

circular disk 10 in. diameter. 3 in. deep,

and V4, in. thick. The furnace tempera-

ture was 1,500 deg. Fahr. With clean

surfaces the temperature of the water

side of the plate was '212 deg., and the

fire side 240 deg. With a coatinr o'

grease on the water side of the plate,

1-32 in. thick, the corresponding tem-

peratures were 212 deg. and 330 deg.

That is an increase in the temperature

of the plate of 31 per cent. These

figures should convince the most scep-

tical.

Prevention and Repair
If the cause of overheated plates is

scale and oil, obviously the way to pre-
vent them is to keep the surfaces clean.

As far as oil is concerned this can be
done by passing all exhaust steam used
for boiler feeding purposes through effi-

cient oil separators. Give the oil separa-
tors a chance, likewise the oil bell, by-

using the minimum amount of cylinder
oil to run the job. Cylinder oil was not
meant to be used as a chorus girl uses
powder. If your pumps are lifting^

water from a hot well, put the suction

well down so that oil can float on the
top if there is any coming in. Watch
the gauge glass if you have an open
heater, for globules of oil on the water,

and watch the boiler gauge glasses for

the same thing. Eternal vigilance is the

price of safety.

As regards scale formation, this will

depend on the quality of the feed water
nnd the amount evaporated.

As a rule the judicious use of ordinary-

washing soda will solve most scale

troubles. Of course, in districts where
the water is highly charged with sedi-

ments that solidify easily, special care
is needed. Each case must be treated

on its merits. The following prescrip-

tions are excellent in a general way, be-

ing safe and effective, and above all, in-

expensive.

When Carbonate of Lime is Present

For each grain per gallon of water
found in the boiler use IM; ounces of

pure caustic soda per 1,000 gallons of
water evaporated.

When Sulphate of Lime Alone is Present
For everj grain of sulphate found in

the water, 1*4 ounces of pure carbonate

or soda (soda ash) are required per 1,000

gallons evaporated.

When Both Carbonate of Lime and Sul-

phate are Present

Caustic soda will precipitate both

these salts in the following proportion:

If water contains 6 erains of carbon'ite

per gallon it would retiuire 6 by 1 '4

equals 9 ounces of caustic soda per T.OOO

gallons, and this would also eliminate

8.16 grains of sulnhnt". Thi= is wnter
containing 14.16 enirs of solid matter

per trallon, of which 6 were carbonate

and 8.16 sulphate, could be treated by

adding sufficient caustic soda to remove

the carbonate.

Taive a boiler evaporating 4.000 gallons

of water per day. The water contains

26.32 grains of solid matter per gallon.

Of this 6 grains are carbonate, 16.82

Continued on page 47

GROOVING.
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Fuel-Burning Equipment of Modern PowerStations
The Following Article Treats of One Form of Stoker, the
Inclined Multiple Retort, and Gives Some Interesting Data Rela-
tive to Large Installations Which Have Been Completed in the

United States

By JOSEPH G. WORKER
Manager Stoker Section Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

WAR necessities brought about, to

a certain degree, "conventional"
steam power plants. The activ-

ities of the different Govern-
ment administrations, however, have ex-

acted requirements, in detail, conducive

to the hig'hest economic operating re-

sults. Production, on the one hand, has
made the different public service cor-

porations face the necessity of increased

power facilities, and the requirements of

fuel conservation, on the other hand,
have demanded a careful study of detail

problems, not only in the selection of

equipment, but in providing means for

its economical operation. The co-opera-

tive activity of the power plant manage-
ment, with all these problems, cannot

be better exemplified than in the char-

acter of the steam equipment designed

for recent installations of new steam
plants.

A study of the fuel burning equipment
of the most modem plants will show
that every consideration is being given
to those details w'hich provide for a

balancing of the economJc results that

come from a careful selection of equip-

ment, good supervision

and correct operation. It

will be found that elabor-

ate means are being pro-

vided so that the boiler

room organization can do
things easily. It is no
longer necessary for fire-

men to climb ladders and
crawl over the boiler tops

to change the position of

dampers, although such
methods are still common
in many old plants. Mech-
anisms £.re being placed

at the hands of the oper-
ators so that it is not
necessai'y for them to go
to inconvenient places in

order to control operating
conditions.

The most generally used
fuel-burning equipment
for large boilers in the

modern stations, is the

"inclined multiple retort"

underfeed stoker, design-

ad for large boiler unit-,

anging from 1,200 to

1,500 h.p.

of boilers

FIG. 2-INTERIOR VIEW OF BOSTON EDISON FURNACE.

FIG. 1—CROSO DRUM BOILER SETTING USED BY THE
BOSTON EDISON CO.

A number
containing

12,600 'square feet of
heating surface have
been used, and are fur-
nishing steam for 7,000
to 8,000 kw. in the
prime mover. It is not
at all improbable that
this unit will he fur-
ther developed to fur-
nish steam for at least
10,000 kw., in the prime
mover for continuous
operation. These units
are set singly, with
large alleyways be-
tween each setting, so
that the boiler and
fuel-burning equip-
ment are accessible on
all sides. The stokers
are designed for a
flexible operation of
50 to 300 per cent,
rating. Clinker grind-
ers are used in a num-
ber of cases for dis-
charging the ash and
refuse automatically.

The following brief
description of the fuel-
burning equipment re-

cently installed in a
number of modern
power stations covers
a wide range in the

character of load and fuel used. Some
of these plants are completely new sta-
tions, while others are extensions to old
stations, and still others are old stations
in which inadequate fuel-burning equip-
ment has been replaced by more modern
equipment.

Edison Electric Illuminating Company
of Boston

This company has replaced the old fuel
burning equipment under eight 512 h.p.
boilers with inclined underfeed stokers.
One of these stokers was equipped with
a clinker grinder, the idea being to try
this out under regular operating condi-
tions and with the fuel available, this
being a part of a study for the new ex-
tension to the station. Although the
stoker was of small size (five retorts),
the clinker grinder operated satisfactor-
ily, and it was decided to use this de-
sign in connection with the equipment
for the new extension, consisting of four
cross-drum boilers, 42 sections wide, 14
tubes high, and 18 ft. long, rated at 1,232
h.p., at 300 lb. gauge pressure, equipp-
ed with a superheater designed to give
150 degrees superheat.

These stokers, as shown in Fig. 1, are
of the underfeed type, having 13 retorts
installed under the back end of the boil-

er, under the mud drums, and ecjuipped
with rotary clinker grinders. Pig. 2, for
removing the ash and clinker continu-
ously. The stoker drives, Fig. 3, are
divided with not over four retorts to a
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FIG. 4—REAR VIEW OF BOSTON EDISON BOILERS SHOW
ING INDICATING INSTRUMENTS, VALVE PEDESTALS,

ETC.

motor; also the wind boxes and dampers
are so arranged that they can be con-
trolled on the same basis, this provision

being made so as to give a complete
control of coal and air across the entire

furnace width.

The coal usually used is New River, of

approximately the following analysis:

Fixed carbon 73.50

Volatile 20.75

Ash 5.75

Moisture 3.25

Suljphur 1.05

B. t. u 14700
The average per cent, of combustible

in the ash and refuse is not to exceed 15

per cent. The stoker equipment, when
supplied with the above fuel, is designed
Lo develop 30 per cent, of normal rat-

ing of the boilers for periods of short

duration.

The Boston Edison engineers worked

out a design in which
doors are placed on
the bridge wall, and
all controlling me-
chanism placed at the

end opposite the

stokers, Fig. 4, so

that when the opera-

tor views the furnace

fires through the

bridge wall doors he

will have at hand the

controlling mechan-
ism.

Buffalo General Elec-

tric Co.

The fuel-burning

equipment for a re-

cent extension of this

company's boiler
plant consists of 24-

retort underfeed stok-

ers, applied to 1,140

h.p. cross-drum boil-

ers, Fig. 3. The
stoker equipment

for burning high volatile

Pittsburgh coal, of about 13,500 b.t.u.

as fired, 10 per cent, ash, 3 per cent,

moisture, and two per cent, sulphur.

Air-admitting dump grates are furnished

with the stoker equipment, these being

power-operated. To eliminate, as much
as possible, the formation of clinkers,

air boxes were designed for installation

in the side wall.

The combined efficiency for the plant's

operating conditions will range from 75

per cent, at 200 per cent, of boiler rat-

ing, to 65 per cent, at 500 per cent, of

boiler rating. The coal burning equip-

ment is designed for continuous capac-

ity of 480 per cent, of boiler rating, and

600 per cent, for short durations. In

comparison, this boiler has 24 retorts

installed under an 1,140 h.p. boiler, while

at the Delray station of the Detroit Ed-

is ciesigneu

ison Co., there are 26 retorts installed
under a 2,365 h.p. boiler. .

' ' , .

Union Gas & Electric Co^ Cincinnati

The new $8,000,000 plant of this com-
pany contemplated the installation of
eight cross-drum type boilers containing
approximately 12,625 sq. ft. of water
heating surface, with superheaters to
produce 250 degrees of superheat. Each
boiler was made up of 42 sections each,
13 tubes high and 20 feet long, the fur-
nace width being 24 feet inside the set-

ting walls. Each boiler is equipped
with economizers over the boiler and each
boiler, with economizer, is designed for
evaporating 100,000 pounds of water
per hour continuously from 100 degrees
to steam at 250 pounds pressure, and
superheated 250 degrees, Fig. 6. The
entire equipment is capable of evaporat-
ing 120,000 lbs. of water under the same
conditions for short periods. The fueJ
burning equipment is designed for burn-
ing West Virginia coal, from the Kanawa
district, containing approximately 12,-

.500 b.t.u. per pound as ifired.

The stoker equipment is of the under-
feed type, each stoker containing 14 re-
torts placed under the rear of the boiler

under the mud drum. The stokers con-
sist of double dumping grates with ar-

rangements for admitting air to them.
Tlie fuel burning equipment is designed
for combined efficiency ranging from 75
per cent., with a boiler capacity of 35,-

000 pounds of water, to 65 per cent., with
a capacity of 1100,000 pounds of
water. Each stoker is driven
independently by direct current mo-
tors, connected by Morse silent chain
drives to the line shaft of the stokers.

Instrument boards are installed to in-

dicate to the operators the exact fur-

nace conditions.

American Gas & Electric Company,
Windsor, W. Va.

The $10,000,000 plant of this company.

FIG. 8—FRONT VIEW OF STOKERS
FIG. 5—SETTING USED BY BUFFALO OENERAU

ELECTRIC COMPANY.
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located in the coal fields of Pittsburgh,

is one of our largest power plant develop-

ments of recent years. The present

boiler-room equipment, Fig. 7, either in-

in Fig. 10. This consists, of 2,365 h.p.;,^ curved, this being done in order to elim-.

boilers equipped \\ith 26-retort under- ' inate the breaks in the fire. This equip-
feed stokers, with clinker grinders. The ment is run ordinarily at about 150 per
Detroit Edison Co. engineers have done cent, of boiler rating, but higher ca-

FIG. 8 .STOKER AND BOILER EQUIPMENT AT THE AMERICAN GAS ELEC-
TRIC CO. PLANT.

FIG. 6—STOKER AND BOILER ARRANGEMENT AT THE
PLANT OF THE UNION GAS AND ELECTRIC CO..

CINCINNATI.

stalled or provided for, consists of 14

boilers with underfeed stokers similar

to the equipment mentioned for the

Union Gas & Electric Co. The setting

of the stokers is shown in Fig. 8, and the

FIG. 7—MOTOR AND CONTROL MECHANISM OF THE STOKER.

FIG. 9—INSTRUMENT BOAJID USED IN CONNECTION
WITH THE STOKERS AND BOILERS SHOWN IN

FIGS. 7 AND 8.

instrument boards, as shown in Fig. 9,

are placed between each boiler in the
aisles.

Detroit Edison Co.
The front view of the boiler and stok-

er equipment installed at the Delray
plant of the Detroit Edison Co., is shown

considerable work in the development of

these clinker grinders. Difficulty was
at first experienced on account of the fuel

bed breaking, where the fuel left the

underfeed part of the stoker, and going
into the ash well. It will be noted from
Fig. 10 that the grate surface has been

pacities can be obtained when necesary.
The coal used contains about 13,200

b.t.u. as fired, and 10 per cent, ash. Un-
der the above operating conditions, the

combustible in the ash runs from 14 to

18 per cent.

The instrument board used for indic'jlt-
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mg to the operators the condition of the
furnace is shown in Fig. 11. It will be
noted that everything possible is pro-
vided to facilit^e ease in handling the
controlling equipment.
West Penn Power Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

The nevv plant of the West Penn Power
Co., on the Allegheny River, above Pitts-

burgh, contemplates some decidedly nov-
el features in the boiler and stokeroom
equipment. The initial installation is

designed for six boilers of the cross-

drum vertical^header type, 42 sections

wide, 16 tubes high, 20 ft. long, set with
the front header 16 ft. above the floor,

will be 7 or 14 retorts driven by one
prime mover, and the wind box damp-
ers are arranged to control separately
the air for units of 3 or 4 retorts. The
stokers are to be equipped with clinker
grinders for continuously removing the
ash and clinker. Pittsburgh coals will

be used, with approximately the follow-
)n2' analysis:

Analysis:

Coal"A" Coal"B" Coal"C"
Fixed carbon 57.38 49.96 56.55
Volatile 34.81 32.84 32.80
Ash 7.81 13.26 10.10
Moisture 5.52 0.94 0.55
Sulphur 1.50 1.20 0.79

E. t. u. (as fired) .. 13500 11748 12713
The boiler equipment is designed so

that the flue gas temperature will range

Minneapolis General Electric Co.

The engineers for H. M. ByJlesby Co.
have been very active in redesigning the
fuel burning equipment of plants under
their management. For example, at the
Minneapolis General Electric Company's
plant. Fig. 13, there were installed 12
underfeed stokers, under twelve 600 h.p.

boilers. A recent extension to this
plant contemplates the installation of
five 14-retort underfeed stokers under
five 1,300 h. p. boilers. On account of
the coal conditions prevailing at this

plant, it was necessary to design equip-
ments for two grades of coal of the fol-

lowing approximate analyses:

Fixed carbon
"Coal"A Coal "B"
56.48 43.49

FIG. 10—SECTIONAL VIEW OF STOKERS AT THE DELRAY STA-
TION, DETROIT EDISON CO.

— ' yiQ 12—SECTIONAL VIEW OF STOKER AND
BOILER APPLICATION FOR THE WEST PENN

PIG. 11 INSTRUMENT BOARD .\ 1 IHK DKl.- POWER COMPANY'S NEW STATION. PITTS-
RAY STATION. BURGH. PA.

each boiler being rated at 1,529 h. p.,

and equipped with superheaters desig-n-

ed to give 200 degrees superheat. Under-
feed stokers are to be installed at the

front and rear ends of the boilers, Fig.

12, 14 retorts under the mud drum, and
14 retorts under the front of the boiler.

The operating conditions are to be a max-
imum of 300 pounds gauge pressure,

200 degrees superheat.

The boilers will be set in two rows,

with aiisles about 15 ft. between, thus

giving plenty of room around each boiler

for proper operating facilities. The
stoker drives are so divided that there

from 500 degrees at 150 per cent, rat-

ing to 700 degrees at 300 per cent, rat-

in, the combined efficiency ranging
from 75 per cent, at 150 per cent, rat-

ing, to 65 per cent, at 350 per cent, rat-

ing. Each stoker, when burning fuel as

mentioned above, is designed to develop

350 per cent, of boiler rating continuous
with the clinker grinder in operation,

and 400 per cent, of boiler ratin'4', for

peaks of short duration. Under these

operating conditions, the combustible in

ash is not to exceed 14 per cent., and the

ash is to be discharged into water-seal-

ed ash pits.

Volatile 30.81 32.59

Ash 11.03 20.40

Moisture 7.00 10.00

Sulphur 1.70 3.48

B. t. u 134O0dry 11200dry
Under the above conditions, the op-

erating performance of fuel "A" ranged
from 1,800 to 3.000 h.p. continuous, and
4,500 h.p. for short durations. With the

poorer grade of coal, the maximum ca-

pacity was reduced to 3,000 h.p. for short

durations.

Union Electric Light & Power Co.. St.

Louis

In the past year or so, the boiler plant
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of the above company has been entirely

revamped, and a change made in the

type of fuel burning equipment formerly
used. Careful study was made in regard
to the installation of stokers, and it was
finally decided to install underfeed
stokers for use with good Illinois coal,

of the following analysis:

Fixed carbon 48.9

Volatile 27.3

Ash 14.9

Moisture 8.9

B. t. u. (as fired) 11112
The main problem at the start was

that of designing the equipment to elim-

formancc results are shown in Fig. 14,

when a grade of coal with the following

analysis is used:

Fixed carbon 41.0

Volatile 29.0

Moisture 9.0

Ash 21.7

B. t. u. (dry) 12000

(Considerably more attention was re-

quired to keep the fires uniform and
cleaned properly in order to decrease

clinker trouble to a minimum.

Denver Gas & Electric Co.

Recent developments in the West have

FIG. 1.3—STOKER EQUIPMENT OF THE MINNEAPOLIS GENERAL
ELECTRIC CO.

FIG. 15—SETTING USED BY THE DENVER GAS AND ELECTRIC
COMPANY.

inate, as much as possible, trouble due
to clinker formation on the side walls.

After the equipment was in operation,

and when using the coal that was orig-

inally contemplated, very little diffi-

culty was encountered with clinkers. Per-

brought about the installation of under-
feed stokers for burning coals found
in the Denver markets. The above com-
pany's new extension contemplates the

installation of four 750 h.p. boilers and
four 9-retort underfeed stokers. The
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application setting worked out as shown
in Fig. 15 was made to give sufficient

combustion space for any high volatile

coals that were liable to be used at this

plant, including lignite. The fuel burn-
ing equipment has been designed for the
following coals:

Fixed carbon 39.00

Volatile 35.85

Moisture 19.70

Ash 5.37

Sulphur 0.42

B. t. u. (dry) 12000

When using the above fuel, the operat-

ing performance ranges from 140 per
cent, boiler rating to 200 per cent, boiler

rating for short duration, with approxi-

mately 70 per cent, combined boiler and
furnace efficiency.

Apprentices will find POWER HOUSE
of great value. Hundreds have told us

so. Send this issue to your apprentice

friend—-he'll send in his subscription all

right. Great offer just now—$1.00 per

year.

FIG. 14—PERFORMANCE CtTRVES OF A SIX RETORT STOKER AND A 558 H.P. BOILEB.

Does every man in your plant read

POWER HOUSE? Then you owe it to

him to direct his attention to our paper.

'Twill help him as it has helped you.

Remarkable offer—$1.00 per year now.

Subscribe for several years in advance

and secure this rate.
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Operating the Babcock Chain Grate Stoker
The Author in the Following Article Gives the Result of Operat-
ing Experience and Gives Valuable Hints for the Operation of

Chain Grate Stokers in General

THE writer having had charge of

B. & W. boilers and chain grate
stokers for some five years or so,

has during that time engaged quite a

number of engineers and firemen, _ but
has not, during the entire period, found
one man who knew anything of stokers,

or who had handled them in any way.
Consequently, the writer has been ob-
liged to instruct every one of them. Ex-
periejjce. teaches, , but the cost of the
coui'se is often high." ^

It generally costs anything from $50
to $100 to break a new man on boiler

firing, if the engineer on the watch is

at all busy. So to help cut down the

H. C. of L. (which being interpreted, is

the high cost of learning,) the writer
offers the following suggestions, the

value of which has been proved by ex-

perience, the hope that they will prove
of benefit to some fellow craftsman.
The Babcock chain grate stoker is a

splendidly made machine for its pur-

pose, but like all other machines re-

quiring intelligent care, otherwise it is

bound to give trouble.

A study of the illustrations will show
that it is made up of three main parts:

The grate proper, the feed mechanism,
and the driving gear. The grate is made
up of two kinds of links, the common,
and the driving links. These last mesh
with the sprockets in front and receive

their motion from them.

At the rear half of the grate will be

noticed flat plates F F, placed in an ob-

lique direction: these are shutters or

vanes, to be used to increase or decrease
the rate of combustion according as

the load on the boiler is heavy or light.

When the grate is running it is sup-

ported by rollers, A A, these giving the

grate a slight rocking motion, helping

to break up any coke that may form,
and also shaking down ashes.

During operation of the stoker the

grate should be tightened sufficiently to

be flat on top, and without any sag.

As will be seen in the illustration, the

feed arrangement consists of door B,

together with gearing to raise and lower
the same. The door is made up of cast

iron top, bottom and sides and is filled

with firebrick.

One source of trouble with chain grate

stokers is the feed door. Some coals

will coke and burn close up to the door,

and so get it too hot. But one of the

most frequent causes of trouble, is the

lack of knowledge on the part of the

fireman on how to handle the boiler on

light load or on how to bank the fire.

The driving gear consists of a train

of spur and worm gears. These are
('•" -en by a roller chain from a sprocket

on the countershaft to a sprocket on the

driving shaft of the transmission gears.

By S. BALMFIRTH

There are four changes of speed ob-
tainable through the transmission de-
vice, by means of a rack and pinion.
Thus it is possible to change the speed
of one stoker without altering the speed
of another though both are being driven
from the same countershaft.
The motion is transmitted to a worm,

driving a worm wheel on the front
sprocket shaft of the stoker. One point
to be remembered is that the clutch nut
should only be tight enough to drive
grate. It is best to tighten this nut
with the driving chain running, then it

is only necessary to keep on tightening
until the clutch picks up its load.

It should be possible to hold the grate
with the ratchet wrench supplied with
it, with the clutch in. In fact this

clutch is a safety device, if it is not
made inoperative through being set up
too tightly.

One of the main features of the Bab-
cock stoker is the ignition arch. This is

of course of firebrick and is about four
feet long, extending, back, directly be-

hind the feed door.

Until this arch is thoroughly ftfeated,

the stoker will make smoke, and also it

is not possible to operate this stoker if

for any reason this arch cools, which is

quite possible, as will be shown later.

Whether the installation is a new one.

wrong. The stoker had been pulled out
from, under the boiler, for overhauling,
and as the time was short, it was push-
ed back into place, and the fire lighted.
By the time the fire had been worked
to the back, there was about 20 lbs.

pressure, and then it was discovered
that the grate would not run. It had
gone quite freely up to a certain spot
then it stuck. So there was nothing
for it but to let the fire out and draw
out the stoker again. It was found that
the driving links in two places, of
course, in the middle of the width of
the grate, had been placed back to back,
instead of face to /ace.
Having turned the grate round (this

is done of course with the clutch nut
loo?e.) it may be covered with coal
about three or four feet in, but not
further. If ashes are available for
covering the rear of the grate all the
better. The feed door must be lifted

out of the way, for at best there is only
^bout eight inches of an opening at the
front. The fire is then lighted in the
usual way, keeping it well forward, the
idea being to get the ignition arch as

hot as possible.

When the fire is well under way, the

front of the hopper may be closed and
the hopper filled. Open the coal shut-

ter and lower the feed apron to the de-

sired height. Then the grate may be
worked either by hand or by the motor,

or any other means, for about six inches

at 8 time, until the coal is all ablaze,

and the ignition arch hot. This condi-

tion may be judged by the coal igniting

back towards the feed door.

FIGURE 1

or the boiler is being put into commis-
sion after cleaning, it is always best to

work the stoker entirely round by hand.
This may save considerable trouble later.

To illustrate, some little time ago, the

writer had a stoker overhauled, during
which process it was found necessary
to renew a good many links both com-
mon and driving.

As there is always a right and a

wrong way of doing things, and as,

further, too many cooks are apt to spoil

the dinner, it so happened that some of

the driving links were placed in

One point to be observed in starting

a stoker is, that the draft should be

checked by keeping the damper partly

closed until the fire is well alight back
to the feed door.

Possibly some reader is wondering
why the grates should only be covered

with coal for three or four feet, and the

back of the grate with ashes. If all the

grate be covered with coal it will not all

igmite whilst the fire is gathering

strength, and as soon as the grate begins

to move, much of the coal will be

dumped over the back, so it is better to
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cover the back of the grate with ashes.

The chain grate stoker is adapted to

burning bituminous slack, under natural
draft, without smoke. In fact the writer
always goes hunting for trouble if any
smoke appears at the stack, and gener-
ally finds it. The appearance of smoke
generally indicates that the fire is car-

ried too far back, that is, when the boiler

ha.s been in operation for any time.

Smoke is always formed at starting up,

but when the ignition arch is properly
heated there is practically no smoke
formed whatever. There is another
condition, however, which will tend to

the formation of smoke, and that is,

insufficient draft, but generally speak-
ing, smoke is the result of too much
fire. The carrying of the fire too far

may be due to the fire bed being too

thick, the grate speed too high, or the

draft too low, or a combination of all

three; but, whatever the cause, the re-

sult is always the same, burned-out ash
plates. These plates can be seen in the

illustration.

No set rules can be given for the

proper thickness of fire, or the speed of

the grate. However, given a draft, at

the breeching of .6 of an inch, and fairly

fine slack, a fire of from .3% in. to 5

in. thick will give good results. When
the load on the boiler is light, the vanes
shown at the back of the grates may
be closed; this reduces the draft through
the back end of the grates and prevents
holes forming at the back of the fire.

The proper condition in which to have
the fire is just to get the coal consumed
by the time it reaches the noses of the

ash plates. If it does not reach the

ash plates, but is burned out before, cold

air is drawn through the ashes, result-

ing in a loss of efficiency; if carried too

far there is a great danger of burning
out the plates.

One fireman that the writer had, had
a trick of running the fire over the back,

then dumping the fire into the pit, and
leaving it there, with the result that one
day there was a nice large hole in the

dump door.

With some coals, especially coking

coals, it is necessary to rake over the

fire frequently through the middle sight

door, otherwise there is a considerable

loss by excess air being drawn through
the fire. Some coals require more rak-

ing than others. The writer is quite

aware that this procedure is not accord-

ing to Hoyle, but sometimes it has made
all the difference between having suffi-

cient steam and not having it, on the

writer's plant.

In the earlier part of this article it

was mentioned that it was possible for

the ignition arch to get cooled off. At
first sight, the writer knows that this

seems impossible, but it has happened
quite frequently that the boiler fires

have gone out, in, fact, one morning it

happened twice within the space of two
hours.

This trouble was caused by the coal

changing from fine to almost nut coal,

so that the feed was not deep enough
for the nut coal; cold air passed through

the coal bed and the fire ran away from
the coal. This is one of the most an-
noying things that can happen.
About the quickest thing to do if the

fire has not got far away from the feed
apron, is: Close the feed shutter, run

nearly closed the damper and stopped

the stoker. It worked beautifully, only

next day the fireman relieving him had
his own troubles. The coal in the hop-

FIGURE 2.

the apron right up, and opening the

front of the hopper, pull the fire forward
again.

In case the fire has got too far away,

about the only thing to do is to feed

wood in through the sight door, and

push it forward under the arch again,

always partly closing the damper, as,

naturally, whilst this is in progress,

steam is going down. This never hap-

pens except on a heavy load, when there

is not an ounce of steam to spare.

To prevent this happening when the

coal changes in texture, it is necessary

to alter the thickness of the fire and the

speed of the grate to suit the coal.

One thing to be avoided as a plague,

is to get the fire so thick or the speed

of the grate so high, or both, as to

make it necessary to stop the grate.

There is nothing worse for the grate,

or that will shorten its life more than

to stor) it with a heavy fire on. What
'lenerally happens is that the corners of

the links burn off and the links them-

selves get hot, and there is a great

danger of the grate sticking fast. The
writer has had all these things happen

to him.

Lastly, the back of the grate must be

watched to prevent the ash plates being

thrown back by clinkers. With some
coals it is almost a continuous process

keeping the back of the grate clear. A
coal that is high in ash and sulphur

should not be used; about 2 per cent,

sulphur being the safe limit. Two boil-

ers are somewhat difficult to manage
on light load, so one fireman tried

carrying practically all the load on one

boiler and banking the other, so he iust

per had all coked, and hopper sides were
hot and coked more coal so it would
hardly feed, and before the day was out
the bricks dropped out of the door, be-

cause the fire had burned back up into

the hopper, and in doing so, had also

burned the door bottom in two. So that
the following night, it was necessary to

put in a new door. ^ This was done by
taking off the hopper top, Nos. C and
D, taking off the apron racks, E, and
lifting out the remnants of the apron
and putting in the new one. This takes
about three hours from start to finish,

and is not a pleasant task at best.

To properly bank a .chain grate stoker
fire, the following is the method of pro-

cedure. Stop the grate until about half

the fire is burned out. Then, with the

door up to the top, run the grate at

high speed. This will bring a thick bed
of green coal under the ignition arch
too fast for it to be burned. When it is

judged that sufficient coal is on the

grate to carry over the time needed,

close the feed shutter, which is inside

the hopper and is not shown in the illus-

tration, and allow the coal below the

shutter to be carried on the grate.

When the last of the coal is from six to

twelve inches away from the door, stop

the stoker, lower the feed door to the

bottom, nearly close the damper, leaving

open just sufficiently to take away the

smoke.
The fire will keep alight and will keen

the arch hot for hours, without damage
to the hopper or shutter or apron. When
breaking up the fire again, instead of

pushing it back, as under a hand-fired

boiler, pull it forward.
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Power Plant Efficiency

tT is interesting to note the growing importance attached

* to combustion and the boiler room in general, evidenced

in the many articles which have appeared of late in the

technical press. Power plant efHcii^rtcy is of more than

academic interest to both engineer and plant owner, and

anything tending to the cheaper production of steam is

eagerly welcomed.

With the progress which has taken place in the tur-

bine little more can be hoped for in the more efficient

utilization of steam in the generation of power and it

is to the boiler room that eff*>j^-ts will have to be directed

in the main for the securing; -of further economies.

This, after all, is to be expected, for the coal pile is

the greatest source of trouble and expense, and the saving

of a pound of coal by proper combustion practice is of

more value than the securing of an equal economy in

the prime mover at a greater capital expense.

It may be safely stated that the average boiler room
is operated at much less than its possible efficiency even
if no extra equipment is purchased and with proper

attention to the various factors entering into the com-
bustion of coal much can be done to decrease the cost of

steam power or heating.

In securing proper combustion it is self-evident that

the engineer must know how his coal is being burned

and more attention will have to be paid to the equipping

of the boiler room with instruments for the checking up
of the various steps from the coal pile to the stop valve.

The average boiler room makes but a poor showing when
compared with the turbine or engine room with its meters

and recording apparatus for every conceivable purpose.

Together with the control of combustion goes the

proper handling of coal and ashes, and a little thought

and the expenditure of a little money in this portion of

the plant will not only make the fireman's lot easier

but will show returns on the balance sheet.

Hitching Big Ben to the Central Station

J^N interesting development in A.C. transmission has

rather interesting possibilities for the future. An
electrical clock has been developed, driven by a small

synchronous motor which utilizes the frequency of an

alternating current circuit for its functioning. The prin-

ciple involved is very simple but in its carrying out very

accurate control of the generator frequency will be neces-

sary. This has been accomplished by the use of a similar

clock mechanism together with a very accurate clock

movement of the ordinary kind, although wound up by
electrical means. When this device comes into general

use it will render the accurate keeping of time a very

simple matter, an accuracy of a few seconds a month
being a comparatively simple achievement.

No doubt somebody will ask, "What are you going
to do if power goes off?" This contingency will be taken

care of by an auxiliary clockwork mechanism which will

come into play when the power supply is interrupted and
will cease functioning when it is restored.

Turbine Locomotives

'J^HE one field in which the reciprocating engine has held

its own is to be invaded at last by its deadly com-

petitor, the turbine. A turbine driven locomotive has been

designed in Europe which gives promise of at least being

quite useful. The use of an impulse type, non-condensing

turbine has been suggested which will be reversible and

which must work economically at various speeds.

One suggestion is to the effect that a single steam

turbine be placed in front of the boiler on a specially

low frame with two axles. The axis of the turbine fol-

lows the direction of the rails, and drives through worm
gearing, an auxiliary shaft lying in the direction of the

wheel axles and supported on the front frame structure.

At each end of this shaft is a crank from which the

motion of the turbine is transmitted to the driving

wheels by coupling rods. The axial thrust of this turbine

is taken up by a special thrust bearing and the most
suitable type of turbine to use in this case is a pressure

turbine with a rotor for forward and one for reverse
motion.
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Well, This Sounds Like Real Easy Money
Written by One Who Had It Tossed at Him

LOOKING over CANADIAN MACHINERY a couple

of weeks ago, I saw an article headed "Is There
Such a Thing As Easy Money?" That is, in the

nature of things, a highly controversial subject, and com-
plicated by the fact that the ones who get their money in

the easiest manner, think it is obtained only with difficulty.

Personally, the pursuit of the elusive dollar has always
been fraught with hard labor and indifferent success.

Only one occasion comes to my mind wherein I was the
hunted, and the prettily engraved paper, the pursuer,
Even at that, the manner of its coming was attended with
so much mystery and anxiety of mind, that I doubt if it

could be strictly labelled as "easy money."
The means by which I was, at that time, endeavoring

to lay the foundations of a fortune, was by taking charge
of the steam plant of a manufacturing concern. The sal-

ary was in inverse proportions to the duties. This par-
ticular plant had started in a modest way some years
before, the motive power at the beginning consisting of
a vertical firebox boiler, and a 15 h.p. horizontal engine.
The original engineer had been a bricklayer, who having
developed a partiality for hanging around the boiler, dur-
ing the construction period, in order to warm himself,
was struck by the comparatively easy and sheltered life

the fireman seemed to lead. It looked so much more
comfortable than laying bricks in the invigorating winter
climate, that he determined to change his profession. For-
tune favored him, inasmuch as the incumbent of the posi-
tion developed an attack of the demon rum, and was sum-
marily discharged. The erstwhile follower of the ancient
rites applied for the position, and obtained it.

The product of the factory was a household need.
With the growing population of the country the demand
for the company's goods increased. The plant grew, more
power was necessary, and a horizontal boiler took the place
of the vertical, a new boiler room being built to house it.

More buildings came along, more pipings, more boilers,
more power. With the help of the handy man who had
become the chief steamfitter, pipes were run here and
there and everywhere. With the introduction of motors
instead of the old line shaft drive, an electrician became
necessary. Old Bill, the one-time bricklayer, kept strictly
aloof from this phase of the proceedings. He was al-
ready in the position of the Irish Fusilier crossing the
Tugela River in the Boer War. The commanding officer,
during the fording of the stream, gave the order "Fall in
two deep." One of his followers replied in anguished
tones, "Begorra, I'm in two deep already."

Things were getting so complicated for Bill, that he
decided to find an easier job. Before long he got in
touch with a nice little factory that used one boiler for
heating only, and transferred his patiently won engin-
eering abilities to this haven of rest. This was where I

stepped in.

I was at that time in a big plant out in the country,
but yearned for a city life. Some friends of mine in the
supply business were looking out for a job for me, and
one day I got a letter from them, advising me that some
clients of theirs had a nice little plant they wanted a
man for, who could do a little re-organizing. After a
little correspondence. I accepted the position, and moved in
to the city.

I found a plant, consisting of four 150 h.p. horizontal
return tube boilers, a pair of compound engines, horizon-
tal, air compressor, belt-driven generators, hydraulic pump,
and the old original engine, which was used occasionally
at nights.

In the boiler room was the most astounding collection
of pipes It has ever been my misfortune to run up against.

Tney ran overhead, under the floor, were mounted row
upon row on the walls. The main steam pipe was a fear-
ful and wonderful layout, and a graceful wreath of steam
surrounded every joint. While I was standing on the
boiler top, trying to visualize this Chinese puzzle, a wildly
excited old fellow rushed up the ladder, and started shut-
ting down the main stop valves on all four boilers. Na-
turally all the safety valves started to blow, and the
boiler tops become a most uncomfortable location. The
boilers were in the basement, and there was a door leading-

from the tops to the yard, so I strolled gracefully out to
wait for the excitement to stop. I hadn't yet taken charge,
and my enthusiasm was beginning to cool a little.

While I was trying to decide on whether I should go
home or not, the superintendent came along. He had left

me just a few minutes before, to allow me to look around
a little. He looked worried. "I thought you were in the
boiler room," he barked when he saw me. "Well, I was,"
I replied, "but there seems to be a holiday proclaimed, and
I didn't want to interfere. Does this sort of thing occur
very frequently, or is it just emergency practice?"

"Well, this is what we want to stop. All this trouble
is over a burst pipe in the galvanizing department. There's
so many pipes and valves leading there that no one knows
what to shut off, and the quickest way is to shut every-
thing off, plug the pipe, and trace it after."

That was my introduction. However, I liked the super,
and was promised very many inducements if I would
stay and straighten things out. I stayed, and in a few
months had things improved a lot. Incidentally, I had
a lot of trouble with some of the oldtimers, especially a
night fireman, an Italian. It ended up with my firing him,
and he departed, vowing vengeance.

Christmas was approaching, and I was getting over the
worst of my troubles. I didn't have to work more than
an average of fourteen hours a day, and sometimes even
got a Sunday at home. I had been married a short time,
and was getting quite well acquainted with my wife, in
the intervals between supper and bed.

One day, I was called to the 'phone. A strange voice
came over the wire. "Is that Mr. ?" it demanded. I
pleaded guilty. "You are chief engineer there?" Again
1 admitted the soft impeachment. "That's alright. Now
what is your private address?"

I immediately became dignified. "I don't know you,
sir, and I don't give my address to strangers. Who are
you, and what do you want." Mystery pervaded the voice.
"You'll find out who I am in good time. I can't tell you
over the 'phone." "Very well then," I replied, "it's no use
prolonging the conversation."

I hung up the receiver, and tried to forget all about it,
but I kept on wondering. It seemed peculiar.

Foolishly, I told my wife about it after supper that
night. To my surprise, she immediately dissolved into
tears. "Oh dear, oh dear, I knew something awful would
happen. Why did you do it?" Not knowing what I had
done, I couldn't explain, so said nothing. "Don't you see "
she went on, "it's that dreadful Italian. The papers are
full of dynamite outrages. We'll be blown up in our
sleep, I know we will."

This angle hadn't occurred to me. It seemed funny to
me, and I was fooligh enough to laugh. I got the blowing
up right there, and incidentally, determined to keep busi-
ness affairs to myself in future. However, peace settled
down after a while, and nothing more was said, though
she was plainly worried.

Two days after came the call again. This time I had
a new idea Look here, old chap," I said to the unknown,
I have all the life insurance I can carry, so it's no us,,your bothermg." The owner of the voice laughed "I am
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irfot"'selTifi^TTfe iiT^ "grlad^to know ycra^carrjr"

it." There was something about this I didn't like. I

tried a new tack. "Why don't you come down here and

see me?" 't/'^ehla^Kjed. "Oh, that; wouldn't do. It's better

for my owii sake to see you at your house." "Well, you

can jolly well find out," I yelled. "I'll never tell you."

He laug-hed again. "I just called you up to let you know
I've found out. You'll see me on Christmas Eve," and the

receiver was hung up at ?iis end.

Christmas Eve was only two days off. I did a lot

of powerful thinking during that time, though I didn't

say any more to my wife. I could think of no solution. I

didn't owe any money to anyone, and had no enemies, with

the possible exception of my late fireman. There seemed

nothing to do but wait.

We were going out that night, and though I was not

to be scared, I was sort of hurrying my wife up while she

dressed. She seemed to be longer than usual, but the

last time I looked in she had said she couldn't be any
quicker, and I was making her nervous. I thought to my-
self, that was quite fair, as I was nervous myself.

A short, sharp ring at the door bell. I jumped about a

foot, and then, pulling myself together, boldly opened the

door. A mild looking stranger stood there. "You are

Mr. " he asked, and immediately I recognized the

mysterious voice of the telephone. I nodded without

answering.

"You have given me a lot of trouble to find you," he

went on. "Can I speak to you a minute." I sized him

up. and concluded I could handle him alright. "Very well,

come in," I answered, and led him in to my modest sitting

room.

"My name is Brown," he said as he took a chair. "I

represent the —— Oil Co. I have been months trying

to sell your firm, and shortly after you took charge, I

got an order. Here is a little Christmas present," and he

laid a ten dollar bill on the table.

I tried to protest. "Not a word," he broke in. "This

is entirely between you and me. I wish you a very merry

Christmas." Before I could frame the words I wanted

to speak to him, he had reached the door, and was half

way down the steps. I concluded to let him go, and

returned to the room, to enjoy the heartiest laugh I had

enjoyed for some days.

My wife came out to enquire into the cause of my

mirth. I told her I was laughing at a man for giving me

ten dollars. "Of course," she said, "ten dollars is only a

joke to you. What was it for?" "Well, my dear, it was

supposed to be for value received." I explained what my
visitor had said to me. "The whole point is this. I had

no more to do with pui'chasing oil or any other supplies

than you have. Our firm divides its orders among the

people who buy from them, and no matter what the

quality, they each get a turn. Anything I say for or

against carries no - weight. As a matter of fact,

this chap has the vi^orst brand of oil on the market, and

he knows it. That's why he feels so grateful to me. for

what he thinks is my good influence. It would be a

shame to undeceive him. The reason he got an order is

because his people bought some stuff from our firm, and

as long as they continue to buy from us, he will get more

orders, and we will get a visit from Santa Claus."

Well, ther,'.foik)Wing Christmas, I received two ten

dollar bills, atid'^^he one after that, on the last occasion

I showed my friend a case of cutlery the boys had given

me that day on the occasion of my leaving the firm.

"Well," he said, "I am sorry you are leaving. I hope

you will put in. a good word for me with your successor."

I promised.

^ The Jbys of Cafnping^ Out
J_|^E

thought he'd take some holidays and so he got a

tent, to camp beside the babbling brook and save a

month of rent. He got some pickles and some ham, some

salmon and some tea, and every kind of fodder that his

cooking eye could see.

And then he got a tiny bed, a blanket and a sheet, to

keep the spiders and the bugs from rompin' on his feet.

He also bought a fryin' pan and took a spoon and

knife, and told his friends that he was off to lead the
simple life. The boarding house he would forget and all

his troubles there, and just commune with nature and
devour the clover air.

The day had been so beastly hot, it added to his zest

to reach the shady wooded spot and chuck his coat and
vest.

The camper ate his humble meal and lined up his

interior, and swore, by gum, that campin' was a sj'^tem

most superior. He lit his pipe and in the dusk he puffed
great clouds of smoke, and dreamed he wuz an Injun
brave 'way down at Shogyhoke.

And then he tumbled into bed to dream of joys in

store, and the woods re-echoed for a mile with a most
gigantic snore.

And the sun came peepin' in at him and he chuckled

out with glee, "By all the jumpin' hottenots, this is the

life for me." He made a rush to get a meal just like a

hungry horse, for this tentin' in the woods had roused
his appetite, of course.

But the ants were in the butter dish, and flies camped
on the ham, and fourteen different crawlin' things were
in the fryin' pan.

The bugs were swimmin' in the milk, though some of

them were dead, and the worms had set up keepin' house
inside his loaf of bread. He said a lot of sizzlin' words,
they just ran out like strings—he's boardin' by the week
again on hash and prunes and things.—Ark.

ONCE the Allies finish up the peace terms the next thing
is to polish off the man who started the whole thing. At
present he's hiding behind a Dutch bedstead.

* * *

WE are now approachinsr that peculiar season of the

year which is punctuated at painfully regular intervals

by rhubarb sauce, rhubarb pie, rhubarb pudding, rhubarb,
etc., etc., etc.

* * *

CITIES shove up taxes on vacant land to make the holders
sell. Very good. But in so doing they simply put the

price of vacant land where the real honest-to-goodness
builder can't touch it.

* * *

ON May 7, 191?i. the Germans sank the Lusitania, and
on May 7, 1919. the peace terms were handed to them.
It took four years, but the wind was sown and the whirl-

wind was the harvest.

* * *

THE box car is the greatest industrial loafer that we
have heard of for some time. In fact, some railroad man
with a mania for figures has it figured out that if the

box car came to work at 10 in the morning the whistle

would blow at 12 minutes past 11 for it to quit work.
The rest of its time it is hanging around on sidings and
waiting to be loaded or unloaded. As there are some
2,-500,000 freight cars in United States alone, the amount
of loafing this collection does must be staggering in the
aggregate.

OUR idea of a steady job is being janitor of that air-

drome in Newfoundland where those trans-Atlantic flyers

are going to start from.



THE BLONCK EFFICIENCY METER

THE illustration shows two Blonck
boiler efficiency meters installed

on a double boiler setting at the

High Level Pumping Station, Toronto
waterworks. The use of these meters
effects considerable economy wherever
installed, and at the same time they are

as neaiUy foolproof as possible. This
efficiency meter, if carefully watched, will

be sure to bring about an average in-

crease in CO... It indicates constantly

the condition of the fire and baffles, and
in general the clinkers and soot, and is

a good guide to damper regulation. All

this is accomplisheil without having to

teach the fireman anything more scien-

tific than the relative positions of two
different colored oils in a draft gauge.
The position of these two columns of

oil shows the fireman when his fires are

too heavy or too light, or whether he

has holes in his fire, etc. More than this,

they show how the furnace is operating
and if there should be an accumulation
of soot on the tubes, or if a baffle falls

these things will be indicated in an un-

niistakable mannei-.

The meter is always calibrated with

the boiler, to which it is fitted, and CO.
analyses taken to determine the best

operating condition of the boiler on nor-

mal rating. When this is determined

the two different colored liciuids will be

found to be in alignment and at the

proper point on the scale for normal
load. Should a lighter fire than normal

be carried for light load conditions, the

liquid columns still in alignment if the

uioper conditions are maintained will

be to the left of the normal operating-

position, and if a heavier load than usual

is carried, to the right.

The meter is applicable to both forced

draft and natural draft conditions, and
the pipe connections are easily arranged
for either condition. In addition to the

running of pipe connections the boiler

damper should be arranged in such a

manner that it can easily be adjusted

from a position near the meter.

The meter is easily checked up for

accuracy by removing two plugs and let-

ting the two liquid columns return to

zero. Should they not return to zero

the meter is easily readjusted by placing

more of the proper colored oil in until

they do.

A Fuel Saving of Almost 10%

The figures given below are from
four ten-hour shift tests, made with 4

.Sterling boilers, identical in every re-

spect, two equipped with Blonck boiler

efficiency meters, and the other two
runninu' without them.

All four boilers were running at the

5:ame time, thus eliminating all atmo-
spheric changes, and all four were fed

from the same bunker.

These tests were made in May, 1918,

by the engineers of one of the largest

and best equipped plants in the United
States, the plant being furnished with

all known devices for efficiency and sav-
ing:

Without With
Blonck Blonck
Meter Meter

Aggregate duration

of test hours .... 40 40

Feed water, pounds. 1,539,451 1,677,455

Feed water temper-
ature, deg. fahr. . 91 91

Coal as fired, pounds . 274,815 287,100

Steam pressure, aver-

age 137 137

Evaporation per lb.

of coal from and
at 212 deg. fahr. . 6.15 6.82

Percentage of saving 9.83%
The meter representative had no con-

nection with these tests except to set

the narrow plates of the Blonck meters
for best firing conditions.

After that was done, the running of
the tests was left entirely to the firemen
and engineers of the plant, and the data
as above quoted represent the results

obtained as shown by their own figures.

E. J. Philips and Sons, Hamilton,
Trust Bldg., Toronto, have been appoin-

ted sole Ontario representatives for this

meter.

HANDHOLE CAPS
The accompanying illustration shows

a new device which has met with con-
siderable success for the capping of tube
holes in water tube boilers, superheaters,
down draft furnaces and other special

apparatus. The Key Safety handhole
cap is a pressed steel cup with tapering-

sides, and is placed in position from the
inside of the boiler. In applying it all

of the handhole openings are first con-
verted to a standard size by revolving
in the hole a special roller tool. As the
rollers revolve they remove any rough-
ness from the interior diameter of the
holes, and impart to it a taper con*es-
ponding to the taper of the cap.

The handhole caps, after being coated
with graphite cement, are lifted' into

the holes by a special pickup, attached
to a chain from inside the water leg.

When the rollers of a setting tool are re-

volved inside the open cup face of the
cap, thereby pulling the cap tightly into

the hole, and making a metal to metal
contact which will stand more than 3,000

lbs. to the sq. in. on hydrostatic test.

In operation the steam pressure on the

cap holds it on its seat like a check
valve, and when necessary to remove it

a h\ov: with the hammer readily unseats

it.BLONCK BOILER METERS.
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This device is applicable to many other
uses besides the one illustrated. Old
fire tube boilers may easily and cheaply
be converted into serviceable tanks
through the medium of closing up the
tube ho'cs with the handhole caps.

HANDHOLE CAPS.

This handhole cap is sold in Canada by
the Power Plant Equipment Company,
Ltd., Toronto.

THE NEW ONE-UNIT TURBO CEN-
TRIFUGAL BOILER FEED

PUMP
Ever since specially designed centrifu-

gal boiler feed pumps have demonstrat-

ed their efficiency and economy in power
plants of modern construction, the own-

ers and operators of smaller power plants

have been waiting for a cerjtrifugal

boiler feed pump which would meet
their requirements.

turbines or electromotors, the driving
end of a centrifugal feed pump could not
be constructed in the same plant as the
pump. This necessitated the two-unit
type of construction, involving a more
expensive product than most small

power plants are willing to

invest in.

A manufacturer of small
power turbines has just

placed on the market a new
steam turbine driven centri-

fugal boiler feed pump, espe-

cially designed for boiler

feeding, in plants of 100 to

8,500 b.h.p. Every care has
been taken to see that all

the advantages of centri-

fugal feed pumps which have
proved so successful in

larger plants, have been re-

tained in this smaller, more
compact unit.

Both the pump and the

steam turbine are combined
in a single unit, and thus the

pump occupies but very little

floor space. Simply designed,

compactly constructed of the

best materials, in a plant

newly equipped for the pur-

pose, the new pump promises

to come into general favor in

a very short time.

As with larger centrifugal

boiler feed pumps, the ex-

haust steam is free from oil,

there is no water hammer so

injurious to pipe lines and

valves, and the steam con-

sumption is unusually low.

The feed water capacity is controlled by

regulating the hand valves at the boil-

ers, a saving of time that will be much

appreciated by any power plant en-

gineer.

The pump is built in four standard

sizes, in capacities ranging from 100

to 3,500 b.h.p. Full details and an in-

teresting catalog will be sent upon re-

quest by the Coppus Engineering- and

DURABLA PACKING
Flange joints in piping installations

are factors in engineering that demand
particular attention, especially where
the system is operated under varying
conditions of heat and cold, and the
consequent expansion and contraction of
the metal, and the condensation of the
steam and vapors. Economy should
never displace efficiency unless this effic-

iency means economy.
Durabla packing is made of a combin-

ation of asbestos and the best binding
materials, which will not pulp around
the joint. It is unaffected by temper-
ature change, or the action of oils, chem-

DUKAIJLA PACKING

icals, hot water and liquids, and give?
exceptional service for steam and g:-s

engine operation. It has a peculiar abil-

ity to withstand shock or vibration,

which makes it very effective for steam-
ship service. It is made in sheet or

gasket form and will withstand temper-
ature of 1,000 degrees and pressure of

300 lbs. without signs of destruction, ami
will not deteriorate when kept in stooK

for a lengthy period.

"Your ads. are read as much as the

other matter."—Mr. G. Newton, Win-
nipeg.

"I look over the advertisements the

first thing for new machines or new
advertisers. I thereby learn something
about machines."—Mr. Lamb, Goderich.

TURBO DRIVEN CENTRIFUGAL BOILER FEED PUMPS.

The only reason that such a pump has

not been constructed up to the present

time is the fact that practically all pump
m -nufacturers specialize in pumps alone.

Since they do not buiW either steam

Equipment Co., 344 Park Ave., Wor-
cester, Mass. ^
"POWER HOUSE is instructive and

contains good information." — Mr. F.

Roseburgh, Toronto.

"I can say that POWER HOUSE is a

helpful paper for me, and that I never

will be without it so lone as I am an

engineer."—Mr. J. D. Barkman, Stein-

bach, Man.
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OUR QUESTION BOX
Questions are invited from readers regarding power

plant operation and difficulties

encountered

Readers are invited to send in

answers to these problems, as they
have been chosen for their interest

and application to the practical

side of power plant operation.

Perhaps you, too, have some pet
problems, or hard nuts which you
would like to ask your fellow en-

gineers; if so, send them along for

the benefit of others.

Answers, together with the ori-

ginal question, will be published in

the issues following the appearance
of the question.

Questions Before

The House
13. If your safety valve has been blow-

ing off at 100 lbs. and now commences
to blow at 80 lbs., what would you do to

remedy the same, in the event of the

steam gauge indicating 120 lbs. before

the safety began to blow ? What would
you consider the possible cause, and
what would you do to remedy the same ?

What action would you take ?

14. If you were taking charge of a boiler

where the safety valve steam gauge and
water column had been taken off to pre-

vent damage to same, and you were in

doubt as to the correctness of the steam
gauge, how would you set the safety
valve when it was replaced on the boiler

in order that it might blow off steam at

100 lbs. pressure, and in replacing the

water column how would you set it at

the correct height on the boiler?

15 .Explain the construction and action

of an expansion joint as used on a main
steam pipe. What omission in the con-
struction of expansion joints would lead

to serious accidents when steam is first

applied ?

16. Explain fully the construction and
action of a safety valve spring-loaded
pop. In what does it differ from the
other ordinary spring-loaded valve?
What is the advantage of the pop over
the ordinary ? How does the connect-
ing of a long discharge pipe affect its

working.

17. What is the meaning of factor of

safety as applied to steam boilers ?

What is the real limit of the strength
of a boiler? Explain the manners in

which frequent variations of steam pres-
sure affects the strength of boiler, and
whv ?

18. Show by sketches and explain dif-

ferent ways of staying the segments of

boiler heads above the tubes, stating the

advantages and disadvantages of each

method ?

19. What is the difference between a

direct current dynamo and an alternat-

ing current dynamo? In what way does

a dynamo differ from an electric motor?
Can a dynamo be run as a motor, or the

motor as a dynamo?

20. If you were in charge of a steam

plant where there was boiler power to

spare, but the engine in its present con-

dition was fully loaded, what would you

do to increase the power of the engine

in order to run extra machinery, as-

suming that the boiler pressure can not

be raised, and that all parts of the en-

gine are strong enough to carry the

extra load?

21. Explain some type of ammoniac
compressor, giving details of operation.

How would you naturalize ammoniac
fumes escaping from a leaky pipe in an

enclosed room, and after this is done
how would you locate the leak?

22. What is the safety head of an am-
moniac compressor? What purpose does

it serve, and how is it constructed ?

What precautions are necessary in tak-

ing compressor cylinder apart in order

to prevent injury from inhaling am-
moniac gas, if this gas should be in-

haled to such an extent that a person
becomes unconscious, what action would
you take to save him?

23. What is the position of the eccentric

related to that of the crank for engine
running, either over or under (a) with
direct motion; (b) with indirect motion;
(c) with indirect valve and direct mo-
tion; (e) with expansion valve (right-

ing cut off) direct motion, \vith indirect

motion for same ?

E. V. M., Lardo, B.C.

Answers to Questions

In Last Issue
Question 9.—What is the probable h.p.

of the following engine, also the water
consumption per h,p, hour, the boiler h.p.

.•'.nd the size of the feed pump required to

supply this outfit with water. The en-
gine is non-condensing and compound,
having cyls. 11 in.X19 in.X12 in. stroke,

running 260 r.p.m. cut-off H. pressure %
stroke, and cutoff L. pressure % stroke.

Answer.—First we will have to as-

sume some definite pressure, say 100 lbs.

gauge. Now to find the mean forward
pressure in the high pressure cyl. use the
following formula:

(1 + Hyp. log R.)

Pm — P— in this case

115

R
(1 4- .4700)

105.8 lbs., the mean
1.6

forward pressure.

(The ratio of expansion in high pres-

sure cylinder =T 1.6, hyperbolic logarithm
of 1.6 is .47000.)

Next we must find the b-"'- pressure
against the high pressure piston on the

receiver pressure. This may be found as
follows:

115 lbs. :- 15=7.6, the ratio of expan-
sion throughout the both cyls. and the

square root of 7.6=2.7 approx., and 115

=2.7==42.6 lbs. pressure approx. Now
105.8—42.6= 63.2 lbs. X -8 as a factor

equals 50.5 lbs. as the mean effective

pressure in the high pressure cyl.

It is good practice to have the range
of temperature drop in each cylinder about
the same. So we will see how this works
out. Steam at 115 lbs. =338° F. approx.
and at 15 lbs. 213° F. Now 338-213=
125°-^2 = 275.5° F., and as 275.5° F.=16
lbs. pressure, this receiver pressure
should be O.K.
Now the M.E.P. in the low pressure

cyl. is found in the same way.

(1 + Hyp. log. R)
Pm = P or

R
(1 +.2626)

42.6 15:

1.33

25.5 lbs. X -75 as

a factor = 19 lbs. approx., as the mean
effective pressure in the low pressure
cyl.

PLAN
The horsepower=

high
33,000

pressure cylinder thisFor the

equals:

50.5X1X95.3X260X2
=76 h.p. approx.

33000
and for the low pressure cyl. this equals

19X1X283.5X260X2
=83-(-h.p. approx.

33000
Now the total equals 78+83= 161 h.p.

The steam consumption of engine, with
say, 2 % clearance in high pressure cyl.

and neglecting the piston rod and con-

densation in pipe lines and ports, equals:

95.3 sq. in. X 12 X % of stroke —.02%
'- X
1728

.2617 X 2 X 260
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or 55.8 lbs. of steam per minute, and

55.8X60=3448. lbs. of steam per hr.,

and 3448-^-161. h.p.=21.4 lbs. of steam
per h.p. hour.

(Quite an economical engine if it really

develops the 161. horse power.)
Now taking 30 lbs. of steam to equal 1

b.h.p. this engine would require 115 h.p.

boiler, or better, 125 h.p., this boiler

would require a pump, if it is to handle
hot water. A steam cyl. iVz in. dia.,

water cyl. 3 in. dia., length to stroke 4

inches, this pump to be of the duplex ram
pattern.

NOTE.—This problem has been solved

throughout by the use of a slide rule,

therefore is only approximately correct.

F. F. McNEIL.

Question 11.—A cyl. 24 in. bore, car-

rying an initial pressure of 100 lbs.

gauge, the studs to hold the cyl. head in

place have an allowable pressure of 5,000

lbs. per sq. in. section. How many studs

and at what pitch would they be placed ?

First the thickness of cyl. walls should

be approx.

t= 0.0004 D p -(- .03 in.

When t = thickness of wall in inches

D — dia. of cyl.

p= maximum pressure lbs. per sq. in.

allowing 12,500 lbs. tensile strength of

cast iron and 10 as a factor of safety,

with .03 in. for reboxing.

This would make the diameter of the

circle for bolts equal to about 27% in.

and .24^ X •'^854 X 100 = 45,240 lbs.

Now if we would take the area of one
bolt as equal to 1 sq. in., this would only

require 9 bolts, which is not sufficient.

Better to make bolts smaller, say 1 in. in

dia., area of 1 in. = .7854 X 5000=3927
lbs., that can be carried by one stud.

Now 54240^3927=12 studs n-quired

approximately.
' Nbw as 27% in. is the dia. of the stud

circle, the pitch of studs will be

27.5X3.1416 = 84.8^12 7.064-ln., cir-

cular pitch, not chordal pitch.

F. F. M.

Question 12.—Tlie stays in a horizontal

tubular boiler have an allowance of

6,000 Ib^. per sq. in. If the segment to

be stayed is 24 in. X 72 in. what is the

dia. and the number of stays required ?

Answer.—Now, 24 in.

—

'^'=20 in.

and 72 -3'=68 in.

20,^

Area of segment = = 58.8

68X2
and

68 X 2 X 20
= 906.6

3

Total area 965.4 ins.

Area of segment to be supported is,

therefore, 965.4 sq. inches.

Again we will have to assume some
•iefinite working prei;.,iiro, this pressure

will be governed by the weakest part of

the boiler. Say 125 lbs. working pres-

sure.

Now 965.4X125=110,675 lbs. to be sup-

ported. The number of stays at this

6,000 lbs. would be 110.675-^6000=18.3

stays of 1 sq. in. area, or say 18 stays.

The diameter of the stay if made of

round steel would be l% .in. approx.

if stay is made of flat bar it must
have the same sectional area and the

"crow feet" to have the same sectional

area as the body of stay after the rivet

holes are drilled.

NOTE.—All of the above questions

have been solved by the use of a "slide

rule," so are only approximately cor-

rect.

F. F. McNEIL.

Readers' Queries
Question.—What horsepower should a

Woolf reverse compound engine develop ?

High pressure cylinder, 7^4, in., low pres-

sure 11 in. diameter, 10 in. stroke, 230
kw. per minute; 150 pounds boiler pres-

sure. What would be the mean pressure
in the high and low pressure cylinders?

What back pressure would there be on
the high pressure piston? How much
more power would the same engine de-

velop with 175 pounds boiler pressure?

—

S.A.P., Hillseby, Sask.

Answer.—You do not give the particu-

lar which is the most needed to answer
this question, namely, the cut-off in the

high pressure cylinder. You should also

state whether the engine is tandem or

cross. However, assuming your engine
cuts off at stroke in the high pressure
cylinder, and that there is a receiver be-

tween high and low, the answer would be:

Initial pressure, say 140 lbs. at high
pressure steam chest. If cut-off takes

place at stroke, ratio of expansion is

1 to 4. Final pressure at release in high
would be

140 -;-4 = 35 lbs.

When the exhaust opens the pressure
will drop to say 25 lbs. on entering re-

ceiver. This will be initial pressure on
low pressure piston. As steam is ad-

mitted to low pressure cylinder this

pressure will drop till admission is cut

off, the amount of drop depending on
the point of cut-off in the low pressure

cylinder.

The amount of power developed in the

engine depends entirely on the amount
of steam admitted to the high pressure

cylinder. The point of cut-off in the low

merely alters the distribution of work
in the two cylinders, for at whatever
point admission to the low pressure

ceases, the total weight of steam acting

on the en.gine is the weight admitted to

the high pressure at cut-off in that

cylinder. If the cut-off in the low is

early, more work will be done in the low,

and less in the high, and vice versa. The
ratio of the cylinders is in the proportion

of 7V4- : 11- = 1 : 2.3. The cut-off in the

high is at V4 stroke. The total expan-
sions are therefore 4 X 2.3 = 9.2. This

would give a final pressure of about
15 lbs. at release in the low pressure

cylinder.

These pressures will be lower in

actual practice due to losses. So we
have for the hia:h pressure an initial

pressure of 140 lbs., and a final pressure

of 35, with a back pressure of say 25 lbs.

This will give a mean pressure in the

hierh of approximately 62 lbs. The
initial pressure in the low will be the

receiver pressure, 25 lbs. Final pressure,

say 12 lbs., and back pressure about

2 lbs. Mean pressure, say 16 lbs. The
M.E.P. referred to the low will be
MEP of High+MEP of Low=62-|-16=

M.E.P. of High
^ M.E.P. of low=

Ratio of H to L
62

H 16 = 43 lbs.

2.3

H.P.=
43x 11 XllX -7854X10X2X230—;

' "" •" >' = 47.46

12 X 33,000

Your engine would be about 50 h.p.

Increasing the pressure to 175 lbs.,

keeping cut-off the same, would increase

the power about as follows. The initial

pressure at high becomes 165 lbs. Final

pressure 41.25 lbs. Back pressure about
30 lbs.

In low initial pressure 30 lbs., final

pressure 18 lbs., back pressure 3 lbs.

M.E.P. of High=73 lbs. M.E.P. of low
20 lbs.

73
L 20 = 51 M.E.P. referred to low.

2.3

51 X 11 X 11 X.7854X2X10X230 = 56.3

33,000 X 12

These calculations are necessarily ap-

proximate, but illustrate the methods
employed. The only real determination is

by the indicator.

WASTED FUEL IN FACTORIES

In most factories the ashes and waste
from boiler and other furnaces, carry-

ing a variable amount of usable fuel, is

either taken to a common dump or is

carted away without any attempt at re-

covering the useful parts, sifting even

not often being done. In this way loss of

fuel occurs, and it would seem that there

is room for treatment of both factory

and domestic fuel wastes. Probably a

combination of dry and wet separation

would give the best results, the material

being graded and to some extent separ-

ated dry by means of revolving screws

as in a coal washery, and afterwards

separated in wet jigging or other ma-
chines so far as the heavy waste is con-

cerned, the light stuff, metals and other

material over, perhaps, rejections from
a 2 inch mesh screen, being hand sorted.

Fine stuff below that passing a V* inch

mesh screen co\ild also be left untreated,

and the result of treating the grades

between the % inch and 2 inch would be

fuel and waste.—M. M.

J. Patterson, superintendent of works
for the Shell-Bar Boico Supply Co., Ltd.,

Toronto, died on the 23rd of April. Mr.

Patterson was extremely well known in

en<rineerin<r circles, and for the past four

years had been works manager for the

above firm.

The American Steam Conveyor Cor-

poration, Chicaero, announce the appoint-

ment of N. B. Stewart as district repre-

sentative in charge of their St. Louis

territory. Offices have been opened at

708 Merchants LaClede Building, St.

Louis, Missouri.



TOP FEED PIPE FOR DIRTY WATER

THE feed arrangement shown is an
improvement over the scale box
usually placed on top row of boiler

tubes. Three cross ties are connected as

shown with cleanout plugs, A, screwed in

just tight enough to prevent them unscrew-

ing by any slight vibration that may oc-

cur. Two short upright pieces of pipe

are turned into the upper outlet of the

end ties. The centre upright is connect-

ed to the top of the boiler shell with two
locknuts, D D E. is a pipe coupling.

F an angle valve and C a check valve.

B B are two shallow cast iron boxes,

with an opening in the centre as shown.
These boxes can be made about 20 inches

long, by 12 inches wide, by 5

inches high, for a boiler 60 in.

X 16 in., or smaller. The pipe arrange-

ment must be placed just low enough to

allow the boxes to be lifted from the

centre pieces. The pieces H H must be

screwed in very tight, so that the weight
of the boxes will not cause them to un-

screw and allow the boxes to fall off.

The feed through the double pipes will

be so slow that much of the dirt will

settle in the boxes, which can be taken
out and emptied at cleanout time. All

the pipes should be full size. Boilers

from 42 to 54 in. in diameter should have

a feed pipe of IV2 inches; boilers 60 in.

in diameter should be 2 inch. Of course

pipes a size smaller than this will supply

the water required so long as they are

free of scale, but it sometimes proves

a paying investment to use pipes a size

larger than actually necessary. One
objection which has been held against

the scale box was placing it on top of

the tubes. The scheme shown gets away
from this.—J. E. NOBLE.

SOME INTERESTING BELL CON-
NECTIONS

By R. S. WRIGHT
The method adopted for running the

wires of bell circuits will depend upon
the character of the installation, involv-

ing the complexity of the system. Fig. 1

shows a very simple bell circuit, com-
posetl of bell, single contact push but-

bell in Fig. 1. In this circuit both bells

will ring when the button is pressed,
the current dividing at the point where
the bells are connected together.

In Fig. 3 two buttons are connected in

parallel, and either will ring the bell.

This circuit shows how the bell may be
rung from either front or back door.

Fig. 4 shows four buttons connected
in parallel either of which will ring the
bpll. The circuit is used when it is

desired to ring the bell from four dif-

ferent points.

Fig. 5 is a combination of Figs. 2 and

Fig ^

BELL CONNECTIONS.

ton, and a battery. The circuit is closed
by pressing the button, then the current
will flow from the battery through the
hell and push button, and back to the
battery, causing the bell to ring as
long as the button is pressed. This sys-

tem is suitable for a front door bell.

Fig. 2 shows how an additional bell

can be connected in parallel with the

r^wWWW v\ \< v\ w v v\ \v \\ \\v^ w w w w w v\ vv w v\ w w v\ v\ w w w vv vv V w

TOP FEED FOR DIRTY WATER.

3. Push-button No. 1 will ring bells A
and B, which are connected in parallel.

Buttons Nos. 2 and 3 are in parallel
and either will ring bell C.

Fig. 6 shows a circuit where one single
contact and two double contact push
buttons are used in connection with two
bells in parallel. Double-contact push
buttons are used for the purpose of sav-
ing wire. Without them, in a circuit,

more wire would have to be used to get
the same result. No. 1 button will ring
No. 1 bell; No. 2 button will ring No. 2

bell, and No. 3 button will ring both
bells in parallel.

Fig. 7. This circuit shows a ground
return. Any bell-circuit using a wire
for the return is called a metallic cir-

cuit. Any circuit where the ground is

used as a return is called a ground
circuit. In general it makes no differ-

ence whether the positive or the negative
pole of the battery connects with the bell

or the push button, except where a
ground return is used. In the latter case
the negative pole should connect with the
earth. Ground wires are usually con-
nected to ground-plates, but it is very
common to use a gas or water pipe where
convenient as a ground return. It should
always be remembered that the positive

pole of the batery is at the top of the

negative plate and the negative pole is

at the top of the positive plate. For in-
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stance, in the case of a Leclanche cell,

or dry cell, the positive pole' is at the top
of the carbon (negative) element, and
the negative pole is the top of the zinc

(positive) element. In the case of a

gravity Daniel cell the positive pole is

at the top of the copper (negative)

plate, and the negative pole is at the

top of the zinc (positive) plate. Within
the cell the electric current always flows
from the positive plate to the negative
plate, while in the external circuit the

current always flows from the positive

pole to the negative pole of the cell or

battery.
«»

REVERSED BELT DRIVE
Some months ago a contributor to

POWER HOUSE described a rather out
of the ordinary type of belt drive, like

that shown in Fig. 1. The advantages
inherent in this type are (a) where re-

versal of rotation is desired this does
not wear, chafe, or bum the belt as does
a crossed belt drive, especially where
there is a wide ratio between the dia-

meters of the two pulleys used, and (b)

when the shaft centres are not far apart
and the load is considerable, in which
case a short cross belt depreciates rap-
idly and is also bard on the bearings. The
dotted lines in Fig. 1 indicate the pos-

sibility of usin? one of the idlers as a

unique application of this drive as I

once saw it used in a portable sawTnill,

and which is perhaps equally applicable

to some other lines of work. By way of

explanation I will mention that these

plants are essentially fi-ound floor in-

stallations, and that when an edger is

Uised it is customarily driven from a

pulley on arbor of the lumber saw. This
arbor is some feet longer than that used
in two story mills, or, when not itself

longer, it is nrovided with an extension

which gives the same result. The slab

saw is customarily driven from an over-

so as to enable the millwright to place

the slab saw table lengthwise of the

mill, thus making easier work for the

slab saw man. In many instances no
trimmers are installed. In this partic-

ular plant there was only one pulley on
the engine crankshaft, and not enough
remaining for a second one. Then,

U clamps (see insert Fig. 2) the mill-

wright clamped across the edger frame
a piece of 1 15-16 shaft, about the length
of the edger arbor, and on this he placed

the loose pulley, D, held securely in

place by a reliable collar on each side of

it. By belting the pulleys as indicated

(Fig. 2) he thus drove both B and C with

ELECTRIC SIGNAL FOR RESERVOIR.

too, the overhead line shaft was too short

for the customary drive unless a quarter-

turn belt were used, which, however,
would normally have required the sec-

ond pulley on the crankshaft. Fig. 2

indicates the layout they finally adopted.

A is the pulley normally used for driv-

ing the edger. B is the edger pulley.

C is the slab saw line shaft pulley

(this is the shaft which is normally

the same belt, and avoided the necessity

of crowding a second pulley onto the

short crankshaft or substituting from the

main saw arbor. The plan seemed to give

entire satisfaction, though I thought
that had the heaviest work been on C
instead of on B there would have been
some loss of power through D. Others

did not all agree on that with me, yet

in making similar drives in other types

of plant this feature might be worth
some consideration, and, if a dynameter
or if electric drive were available for

use, possibly some experiment could be

made.
J. E. McCormack.

REVERSED BELT DRIVE.

head line shaft, which in turn is driven

from a second pulley on the engine

crankshaft. By this method the slab

saw table lies cross-wise of the mill.

Sometimes a quarter-turn belt or a

bevel gear or a bevel friction is inserted

placed overhead and driven from the

crankshaft.) This was, in this instance,

placed low down and the slab saw driven

from it by a horizontal instead of a

vertical belt. The slab table ran cross-

wise of the mill. Bv means of twisted

ELECTRIC SIGNAL FOR RESERVOIR
By G. D. Mills

About seven years ago I installed an

electric signal for the town of Sussex,

to tell the height of water in the reser-

voir. The pumping station is situated

in the town and the reservoir is about

a m.ile away on a side hill.

Before the installation of this signal

it was necessary for me to walk up to

the reservoir every other day. Some-
times I would find the water very low,

which was bad for fire fighting, as may
be imasrined, and at other times it was
running over, causing a waste of fuel.

The accompanying illustration shows

a signal which I irstalled at the pump-
ing station and reservoir. Before in-

stalling the signal I knew it would

have to be of such a nature as would

work in both winter and summer, as the

committee would not sanction one for

summer use only, the cost of the pole

line being quite an item. It was neces-
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sary then to figure out how one might
be arranged to work with four or five

feet of ice in the reservoir. At last the
idea struck me, and telling the commit-
tee that it could be arranged to work all

the year round, I readily obtained per-

mission.

The accompanying sketch shows how
the signal system was finally worked
out. An eight-inch tile soil pipe lead
into an upright shaft in which the float

was placed. The float will carry 60
pounds without sinking. The contacts
are made of brass and are quite long,

so that there is splenty of spring to

them. They have also a cutting edge
for removing frost if any gathei-s. The
plank carrying the fixtures is provided
with slots so that it can be adjusted up
and down. The contacts are arranged
the same way. We generally keep the

low-v^^ater mark about 26 inches below
high-water level.

The tank which the building sets over
is frost-proof so there is no ice to inter-

fere with the operation of the float.

First there is a plank floor and then a

10-inch air space, then second floor, then
a layer of straw over that, and the build-

ing is well banked outside in winter.

Now you notice in the sketch that two
vibrating bells are placed on the panel
in the pumping station. The second one
was installed in case the first should get

out of commission.
The line running from the pumping

station to the reservoir is a metallic cir-

cuit and having eight cells in the battery,

which is charged up when charging the

fire-alarm system.
This signal has been working for the

last seven years and never gives any
trouble. I have seen different electric

signals for tanks and reservoirs, but
none that would work where there is

ice.

HARDNESS AND WEAR
Hardness is a metallic quality which

practically defies definition; anyhow, re-

cent attempts to define it are, to say the

least of it, disappointing. Unusual cases

of wear always provide interest to the

engineer, and have a bearing on the sub-

ject; most often alteration in the ma-
terial of one member provides a rem-

edy.

In a milling machine of good U. S. A.

type there was a worm and wheel mesh-
ing. A few days in service found trou-

ble; examination showed that both worm
and wheel had the tried and worn ap-

pearance as if abrasive had been used
for lubricant, the teeth of the wheel

were over one-third worn away and the

worm itself scored.

The cause—steel worm and steel

worm wheel both unhardened; the wheel

was replaced by one of cast iron, and
gave no subsequent trouble.

In another instance a hand-actuated

toggle press of simple type to stretch

pieces of solid drawn tube to a shape

unobtainable commercially was de-

signed; at all events, although quota-

tions were invited in several likely quar-

ters, none were received, the quantity

was moderate, and probably would not

pay for special tools and usual drawing
methods. Whatever the reason, it was
decided to have the job home-made, and
a simple toggle drawing press was made
up from available material. The screw
was fixed at 1% in. diameter, for the

reason that the shop possessed a pair of

R. and L. square thread taps of that

size, which were dug out from obscur-

ity; and were a veritable find. The smith
was commissioned to make two nuts and
blank for threading, and no one gave a

thought to material. The smith made
screw blank nuts from the same steel

bar It took exactly twelve hours' work
to produce fine steel powder, visible on
screw and exterior of nut, and lubrica-

tion had no effect whatever, while turn-

ing the handle became a matter of horse-

pover. The job was dissembled, the

screw cleaned up, and two gun-metal
nuts obtained from a local foundry to a

hastily made rough pattern. The job

never gave trouble after, and the press

used for occasional jobs has screw and
nut threads in perfect condition after a

lapse of years. The question of wear is

not altogether one of hardness, M. steel

and cast iron work perfectly together as

a wearing surface, so also do the usual

babbitt and bronze; but a mild steel

shaft will not work with a mild steel

bearing—try it and see. The shaft will

cut and score, while if the pressure is

considerable, as in a worm or pressure

screw, the freezing qualities of the sim-

ilar material in contact merelv empha-
sizes the matter. Lubricant has liter-

ally no effect whatever; it is merely a

vehicle to float away the disintegrated

particles of steel as they are produced.

Two pieces of steel glass, hard and per-

fectly polished, might slide for years,

but such an instance is, to say the least

of it, unusual in mechanical matter. Cast

iron, as a wearing surface, is a puzzle.

In engine cylinders, worn to a glassy

surface, there are minute pin-holes, and

a close examination shows that the

harder points in the structure stand in

relief. The essential beauty of cast iron

as a wearing surface is the glaze or

surface it acquires after running in

under proper treatment. If from any
cause the glazed surface, becomes

abraded the cast iron wears with great

rapidity, scores and cuts up in a re-

markable manner. Whether the ma-
terial actually has a surface flow and

gets an increased skin tension analogous

to that produced in a fluid when solvent

substances are introduced it is impossi-

ble to say, although theories to explain

the facts are numerous enough.

The glazing property of cast iron is

not without drawbacks. Possibly the

largest single surfaces exposed to run-

ning wear in cast iron are those in the

reciprocating marine engine. Guides,

slide valves and cylinder surfaces are

all of considerable size, and the glazing

is very marked. Cast iron is by no

means the hardest of known substances,

but its resistance to abrasive wear
places it in the forefront of substances

used by the engineer for wear resisting.

•This lends interest to the subject of

hardness versus abrasion.

The glaze on cast iron after prolonged

wear is extremely hard; in fact, on a

large slide valve it can hardly be touched

by a file under all the pressure a man
can exert to make the implement bite.

When a large slide valve on a marine
engine gets into this condition, efficient

lubrication becomes difficult; at all

events, there is a decided tendency for

the valve to squeak, and the trembling

of the eccentric rods show that it is

difficult to propel. Usually high flash

cylinder oil in quantity fed by a me-
chanical lubricator will not effect a cure.

The only remedy is to break up the sur-

face of the valve at the earliest oppor-

tunity, and every marine engineer is

aware of the necessity and deplores the

hard work involved. The breaking of

the skin on the valve with coarse block

files does the trick, while the seating is

very rarely touched, except that at long

intervals it becomes necessary to re^

machine both valve and coat. It ap-

pears, therefore, that under conditions

of large area and considerable pressure

with the temperature usual to steam
practice, that the skin of machined cast

iron undergoes a molecular change,

beneficial up to a certain point and then

detrimental to running. The same re-

marks apply to the large guide surfaces

and crosshead slippers.

STATE CONTROL OF U. K. ELEC-
TRIC SUPPLY RECOMMENDED
The Advisory Council to the British

Ministry of Reconstruction have made
a most important and far-reaching rec-

ommendation in regard to the nation-

alization of electrical supply and plant.

The report of the chairman recom-

mends:

1. That the electrical power should

be generated on a national system.

2. That the operation of large gen-

eration stations be taken in hand at

once.

,3. That generating plant should be

nationalized.

4. That distribution should be left in

the hands of such of the present agen-

cies as are efficient and progressive.

5. That an Electricity Board be

formed, with six members of proved

business experience.

The report states that while fully

sensible of the necessity of limiting to

the utmost extent any further capital

commitments of the State, stress is laid

upon the vital importance of a full de-

velopment of electiic power for produc-

tive purposes. It is pointed out that

the development of such power in the

United Kingdom is at the present in its

infancy, and that high authorities have

estimated the loss incurred by the na-

tion through failure to take full ad-

vantage of electrical progress at not

less than £100,000,000 a year. On the

other hand, the capital invested in

electrical generation (as distinct from

distributing) plant in the United King-

dom does not apparently exceed £45,-

190,000.
'
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
A Record of Prices Current on

Entering Into the Manufacture

Raw, Semi - finished, and Finished Materials

and Operation of Power Plant Equipment

BOILER TUBES
Seam- Lap-

Size less welded
1 in $28 00 $

IVi in 32 00
11^ in 35 00 28 00

1% in 35 00 28 00

2 in 40 00 28 00

2% in 43 00 30 00

2^^ in 45 00 35 00

3 in 52 00 40 00

3% in 47 00

3V^ in 62 00 48 00
4 in 70 00 60 00

PTices peJ 100 feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

SHEETS

PLATES
Montreal Toronto

Plates, % to 1/2 $5 50 $4 50
Tank plates, 3-16 in.. 5 75 4 90

WROUGHT PIPE

Size.

V4

V2

1%
1%
2

2%
8
S%
*

:

:.2 1

4

4%
5

6
7
8L
8

9
lOL
10

Effective Jan. 7, 1918.

Standard Buttweld.
Black Galvanized

Per 100 feet

in. $ 6 00 $ 8 00
in. ...v.... 4 68 6-8I>

in. 4 68 6 81
in. .' 6 21 7 78
t«; . ; .

'7 82 9 95
in. ........ 11 56 14 71
in. 15 64 19 90
in 18 70 28 76
in 25 16 32 01

in 40 37 51 19

in 52 79 66 94
in 67 16 84 18

in 79 57 99 74

Standard Lapweld

in 38 81

in 42 12
in , 55 08
in .;. 69 00
in. , . 81 75
in 93 00
in 108 00
in. 140 00
in.' 183 00
in 193 00
in 222 00
in 2i>6 on

in 216 00

in 817 00

Prices—Ontario, Quebec
Meritime Provinces

35 34
52 36
68 47
86 94
103 00
118 00
137 00
178 00
232 00
244 00
281 00
366 00
312 00
402 00

and

WROUGHT NIPPLES
4* and under, 45%.
tVi" and lareer. 40%.
4" and under, running thread,

tB%.
Standard couplings, 4' and un-

der, 35%.W and lartrer, 16%.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS
Malleable fittings, class A. 20%

on list; class B and C, net list.

Cast iron fittings. 25% off list.

Malleable bushings, 25 and 7>A%

:

•ast bustlings. 25%: unions, 46%:
plugs. 20% off list. Net prices mal-
leable fittings: Class B black. 24^e
lb.: Class C black. 15%c lb.: gal-
vanized. Class B. S4c lb. : Class C,
24%c lb. F.O.B. Toronto.

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING.
At mill list plus 5%
At warehouse list plus 25%
Discounts off new list. Warehous<

pries at Montreal and Toronto.

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL
Per lb. to Large Buyers Cents

lion bars, base, Toronto ... $4 75
Steel bars, hase, Toronto ... 5 OC

StMl bar*, 2* to 4* base... 6 OC

Iron bars, base, Montreal . . 4 6E

Steel bars, base, Montreal.. 5 Oi

Reinforcing bars, base 4 50

Small shapM I Ti

Montreal Toronto

Sheets, Black, No. 28.$
Sheets, Black, No. 10.

Canada plates, dull, 52
sheets

Canada plates, all

bright
Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized
Queen's Head, 28
B.W.G

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.G.
GorbaI"s Best, No. 28.
Colbome Crown, No.

28
Premier, No. 28 U.S.
Premier, 10% oz. ...

6 25
5 25

8 50

8 50

6 25
5 25

00

00

85
50

PROOF COIL CHAIN :

B
Vt in. .$14 35
5-16 in ...'.T. J".. 18 85
% in ....-rt..,,; .i..i3 50
7-16 in ..12 90
% in .... 13 20
9-16 in. ...i.... .; 12 70
^9. in ..,^-,„„., 12 50

in 12 40
% inj .' 12 90
1 in 12 65
Extra for B.B. Chain 1 20
Extra for B.B.B. Chain 1 80

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

V, in $13 00
3-16 in 12 50
y* in 11 75
5-16 in 11 40

in 11 00
7-16 in 10 60
V, in 10 40
% in 10 00
% in 9 90

Price* per 100 Ibt.

FILES AND RASPS
Per Cent.

Great Western. American BO
Kearney £ Foot, Arcade BO
.T. Barton Smith. Eagle BO
McClelland. Globe BO
Whitman A Barnes BO
Black Diamond 87 «^
Delta Files 87^4
Nicholson 87^
Globe SO
Vulcan 60
Disston 60
P.H. and Imperial 80

OILS AND COMPOUNDS
Castor oil. per lb
Royalite, per gal., bulk 191^
Palacine 22%
Machine oil, per gal 2614
Black oil, per gsl 15
Cylinder oil, Capital 49>4
Cylinder oil. Acme 89%
Standard cutting compound,
per lb 06

Lard oil, per gal 2 60
Union thread cutting oil anti-

septic RR
Acme cutting oil. antiseptic 37%
Tmnerial quenching oil 39%
Petroleum fuel oil IO14

BELTING—No. 1 OAK TANNED.
Extra heavy, single a"nd double 30%
Standard 40%
Cut leather lacing. No. 1 $1 98
Leather in sides 1 78

COAL AND COKE.
Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsvllle Foundry Coke...
Steam Lump Coal
Best Slack

Net foTk f.o.b. Toronto.

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 25
Stove bolts 55
Plate washers list plus 20
Machine bolts, 7-16 and over net
Machine bolts, % and less... 10
Blank bolts net
Bolt ends net
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., steel 27%
Machine screws, o. and fil. hd.,

steel 10
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., brass add 20
Machine screws, o. and fil. hd.,

brass add 25
Nuts, square blank add $1 50
Nuts, square, tapped add 1 75
Nuts. hex. blank add 1 75
Nuts, hex. tapped add 2 00
Copper rivets and burrs, list

plus 30
Burrs only list plus 60
Iron rivets and burrs 15
Boiler rivets, base %" and

larger $8 50
Structural rivets, as above.. 8 40
Wood screws, flat, bright. . 72%
Wood screws. O. & R.. bright 67%
Wood screws, flat, brass.... 37%
Wood screws. O. & R.. brass 32%
Wood screws, flat, bronze. . 27%
Wood screws, O. & R., bronze 25

MISCELLANEOUS.

Solder, sti.ctly 35
Solder, guara'nteed 40
Pabbitt metals 18 to 70
Soldering coppers. 3 to 6 lbs. 58
Putty. 100-lb. drums 5 20
White lead. pure, cwt 16 20
Red dry lead, 100-lb kesa.

per ewt IB BO
Glue. English 86
Gasoline, per gal., bulk ... S3
Benzine per eal.. bulk.... S0%
Pure turpentine, single bbls.,

gal 1 03

Linseed oil. raw. single bbls. 1 95

Linseed oil, boiled, single
bbls 1 98

Lead wool, per lb 15
Plumbers' oakum, per cwt. 9 00
Sandpaper. B. & A.... list plus 20
Emerv Cloth list plus 20
Sal Soda 03%
Sulphur, rolls 05
Sulnhur commercial 04%
Rosin "B." per lb OS

Rosin "G." per lb 0S%
Borax crystal and granula. 14

Wood alcohol, per gallon... 1 80
Whiting, plain, per 100 lbs.. 2 20

COPPER PRODUCTS
Montreal Toronto

Bars, U. to 2 in. ..$42 50 $43 00

Plain sheets, base 16

oz. and heavier . . 46 00 44 00
Cooper sheet, tinned,

14x60 in., 14 oz. . . 48 00 48 00

Conner sheet, plan-
ished, base 16 oz.

and heavier . . . . 46 00 45 00

Braziers' in. sheets,

6x4 base 45 00 44 00

Tubing T.P.S., base
% in. up to S in. 60 00 60 00

Above prices are full sheets and
bars. Cut Sheets and bars are Be

per lb. higher.

BR-^SS PROnrCTS.
Brass rods, base %" to 1" rd..$0 43

Sheets 24 oz. and heavier base 48

Brass tubing, seamless 55

Tubing, I.P.S., 1' base 55

POLISHED DRILL ROD.
Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto Net

WASTE
White. Cents per Ik.

XXX Extra 19%
Peerless 19
Grand 18
Superior 18
X L C R 17
Atlas 17
X Empire 15%
Ideal 16
X press 14

Colored.

Lion 15
Standard 13%
No. 1 18%
Popular 12
Keen 10%

Wool Packing

Arrow 26
Axle »0
Anvil li
Anchor 11

Washed Wipers

Select White .' 11

Mixed colored 10
Dark colored 09

This list subject to trade dis-

count for quantity

MILLED PRODUCTS
Per Cent

Set screws SS
Sq. & Hex., Head Cap Screws 80
Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws Net
Flat & But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus Net

Fin. A Semi-fin. nuts up to

1 in 26
Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over

1 in., up to 1% in 20
Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over
1% in., up to 2 in., list plus 10

Studs 20
Taper pins 40
Coupling bolts, pins 10

Planer head bolts, without
fillets list plus 10

Planer head bolts, with fillet

list plus 10 and 10

Planer head bolt nuts, same
as finished nuts.

Planer bolt washers net
Hollow set screws.. list plus SO
Collar screws. . .list plus 80, 10

Thumb screws 20
Thumb nuts 68
Patch bolts add 40, 10

Cold pressed nuts to 1% in.

add $4 60

Cold pressed nuts over 1%
in add $7 00

METALS
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper $19 00 $20 00
Electro copper 18 50 19 00
Castings, copper ... 17 25 19 00
Tin 60 00 58 00
Spelter 9 00 8 60
Lead 6 75 7 60
Antimony 8 00 8 50

Aluminum 35 00 40 00
Prices per 100 lbs..

.

ROPES AND PACKING
Packirg, sciu.ire braided ...$0 88

Packing, No. 1 Italian 44

Packing. No. 2 Italian .... 86

Pure Manila rope 87

Transmission rope, Manila.. 48

Drilling cables, Manila .... 89

RUBBER BELTING
Standard 10%
Best grades 15%

LEAD SHEETS Montreal Toront*

Sheets, S lbs. sq. ft.

lb $12 00 $18 U
Sheets, 8% lbs 12 00 IS II

Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs... IS 00 It 60

Cut sheets, %e per lb. extra.

Cuts sheets to size, la »«r Ik.

extra.
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FAIRBANKS
DIAL SCALES

No Loose Weights

No Calculations

The Dial indicates the

gross or net weight

directly.

This is but one of our

many types. We can

furnish a scale for

any purpose.

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS.

The Canadian Fairbanks -Morse Co., Limited

" Canada*s Departmental House for

Mechanical Goods

DEPARTMENTS
Scale Valve, Auto Accessory, Engine, Pump,
Electrical, Transmission, Railway and Contrac-

tors, Machine Shop Supply, Marvel Mill, Pulp
and Paper.

SALES OFFICES

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa,

Toronto, Hamilton, Windsor, Winnipeg, Saska-

toon, Calgary, Vancouver, Victoria.
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POWER ALCOHOL
By M. M. . .

The subject of power alcohol is of
great importance for two reasons: First,
because the world is using the existing
limited supply of mineral oils faster
than their rate of production, and second-
ly, because the production of denatured
alcohol is an important and profitable
industry. The problem naturally falls
into two parts: that of production and
denaturation, and that of utilization. In
Germany the potato is the chief source
of the supply, and in 1913 some 70,000,-
000 gallons of alcohol (90 per cent, ab-
solute) were distilled from potatoes
3,000,000 tons being used for the purpose
out of a total crop of &0,000,000 tons
grown on over 8,000,000 acres of land.
The industry in that country owes its

success in part to a bonus on alcohol used
for other than beverage purposes (which
is provided by a tax levied on the latter)
and in part to efficient co-operation be-
tween the farm, distillery, and market.
In France the chief raw material is beet.
In 1912, 18,000,000 gallons of denatured
spirit were produced, but the industry
was handicapped by the onerous regula-
tions governing the denaturation. These
regulations made the spirit expensive
and unsuitable for the lighting and in-

ternal-combustion engines. Apparently
they have been withdrawn since the war
began, and it is the intention of the
French Government to make alcohol a
cheap national motor fuel. Even in the
U.S.A. steps are being taken to develop
the alcohol industry; in the,. United
Kingdom it hardly exists. In 1914 only
7.7 million gallons of denatured spirit
were manufactured, and there is no re-
cord that any of it was used for light,
heat, or power. In 1915 Great Britain
imported 120,000,000 gallons of petrol,
and the equivalent quantity of alcohol
might easily have been produced in
Great Britain. Five million tons of po-
tatoes only would be necessary, and
600,000 acres properly cultivated to
yield 12 tons per acre would have pro-
vided the crop for food and for alcohol.
Beet could be grown instead if it were
desirable. The Australian committee
has eone very completely into all the
possible sources of alcohol in that con-
tinent and concludes that while potatoes
would be too expensive, large crops of
Sorghum (S. saccharatum) could prob-
ably be growTi yieldina: 100 to 180 eal-
lons per acre, while Cassava, which
gives a higher yield, might be equally
suitable. Synthetic alcohol is possible,
and one process is being worked success-
fully by a Swiss hydro-electric company,
which is able to sell pure spirit at Is. 8d.
per imperial gallon.

On the Continent the price of the
spirit compares favorably with coal, gas
and oil, so that it is used for domestic
purposes in addition to its use in various
industrial operations. For power pur-
poses a special engine is required if the
best results are to be obtained, though
petrol engines can be adopted on alcohol

as was demonstrated in Germany early
in the war, when the Russians had over-

run Galicia and a shortage of petrol was
threatening disaster to the German
transport service. With petrol at 40.5d.

per gallon and alcohol at 30d., the cost

per horse power hour is the same using
the same engine, and assuming that with
petrol it has a thermal efficiency of 20

Tier cent., while when altered for alcohol

it has an efficiency of 22.5 per cent.

Suecially-designed alcohol engines will

give 30 per cent, or more with a corres-

ponding decrease in fuel cost. The in-

creased thermal efficiency is due to the

increased compressions (as high as 180

to 200 pounds per square inch) which can
be employed without danger of pre-

ignition. With petrol, 80 pounds per
square inch is about the limit. After the

war petrol will hardly go below 2s. per
gallon, which is about the pre-war cost

of alcohol, but it is quite clear that alco-

hol could be sold at a much lower price

than this if the industry was handled
sympathetically and not overburdened by
excise restrictions. The advantage of

alcohol as a fuel as compared with petrol

are: (a) smoother running; (b) absence
of carbonization; (c) absence of un-
pleasant exhaust; (d) greater safety
from fire owing to its miscibility with
water. On the other hand it is not suit-

able for high-speed engines, and will not
start from the cold, so that either an
auxiliary petrol tank and carburetor are
required, or some heating device must
be used. During the transition stage
from petrol to alcohol it may be desirable

to overcome the difficulty by mixing
alcohol with some other liquid fuel such
as benzine or sulphuric ether. This
would both overcome the difficulty in

starting from the cold and also enable

existing engines to he used without a'-

teration.

SEAY REFRIGERATION SYSTEM
In describing the Seay ammonia ab-

sorption refrigerating plant to the Liver-

pool Engineering Society, Mr. B. Rath-
mell said that it had been proved capable
of making 25 tons of ice per ton of coal

burned, with an estimated evaporation
of 9 lb. of steam per pound of coal.

In this system of refrigeration the ab-

sorbing medium used is ammonium ni-

trate, normally a crystalline salt. In ab-

sorbing ammonia it changes into a sticky

viscous liquid form. It is stated that

3 lbs. of this salt absorbs 1 lb. of pure
ammonia. Thus, in the absorber the

salt takes up ammonia gas, as it comes
from a refrigerator or ice-making t>"'<

at low pressure and temperature, the

crystalline salt changing into thick liquid

form. In the generator this liquid is

heated by steam coils until the ammonia
is driven off again into an ammonia
condenser of any ordinary type: the salt

reverting to its solid form in the process.

In connection with the generator it is

claimed that much economy in heating

is obtuinable over what can be secured

in the older water and ammonia absorp-
tion plant. This is because the chanee
of state of the salt from liquid to solid

form liberates its latent heat of lique-

faction, which goes towards the heat re-

quired for vaporizing the ammonia; and
thus of the, approximately, 520 b.t.u.'s

required to vaporize each pound of am-
monia only about 200 b.t.u.'s have to he

provided by the steam heating coils.—Tlie

Engineer.

ADMISSION OF AIR
To guard against the escape, un-

bumed, of carbon monoxide gas, and
of the tarry matters that are distilled

off from the coal it is desirable to ad-
mit an extra supply of air, just after
fresh coal has been thrown into the fur-
nace, and also when the fires are thicker
than usual. For this purpose the fire

doors are usually provided with draft
registers, and these should be well regu-
lated at all times. The amount of air

that enters the furnace in this way is

not sufficient to take care of any con-
siderable quantity of freshly-fired coal,

however, and it is therefore desirable to

keep the fire doors themselves open by
a small amount while the first part of

the fresh coal is burning off, unless the
furnace is designed so that the requisite

air can be introduced in some better way.
It is usually sufficient to "crack" the

doors, as the firemen call it,—that is,

to leave them open by a crack. Care
should be taken to avoid the admission
of too great a quantity of air in this

way. When the fire doors are left open
to any great extent and for any con-

siderable time, there is danger of the

boiler becoming locally chilled suffici

ently to start cracks or checks in it, this

action being especially notable along the

first girth joint of a horizontal tubular

boiler, back of the fire door. Having
these facts in mind, the fireman should

be careful not to "crack" the doors too

far, nor to leave them wide open any
longer than may be necessary, when be
is firing.

It is not scientifically correct to admit
cold air through the fire doors, but they

are very generally used for this pur-

pose, because in most of the boiler plants

of the United States no other means of

admission is provided. It would be best

for the air to enter the furnace througn

the fuel-bed, under all circumstances:

but as there are times when a sufficient

amount cannot be had in this way, it is

necessary to consider what mode of ad-

mission is most advisable for the supple-

mentary supply. Of the various methods

that have been tried or proposed, admis-

sion at the bridge wall is by far the best,

when the setting is properly designed

with this in view. The bridge wall should

be hollow, with a space, about half as

wide as the length of a fire-brick, run-

ning through it from one side of the

furnace to the other. Fire-bricks should

be laid over this space to form the top

of the bridge wall, the bricks being set

on edge, with their lengths parallel to

the length of the furnace; a clear in-

terval about one-quarter of an inch wide

being left between each brick and its

neighbors, for the exit of the air. Ducts

through the brickwork of the setting con-

vey the air to the bridge wall, and dam-

pers are placed in these ducts so that

the supply can be regulated at will.

Cleaning doors are also provided, for

removing the fine dust that accumulates

in the air passages. Air admitted in this

way cannot chill the boiler, and it is

much more effective in promoting com-

bustion than it would be if admitted

through the fire doors.
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SOME BOILER TROUBLES, THEIR
ORIGIN, PREVENTION AND

REMEDY
(Continued from page 186)

grains sulphate, the remainder being-
silica, iron, etc.

The treatment required is as follows:
6 grains car'bonate require IV2 ozs.
caustic per 1,000 gallons.

6X1^X4 = 36 ozs. caust.c.
This will also precipitate 8.16 grains

sulphate:

16.32 — 8.16= 8.16 grains sulphate re-

maining
8.16 X 1-75 X4== 57.12 ozs. carbonate
That is, 36 ozs. of caustic soda -f- 57.12

ozs. carbonate of soda, will precipitate
the solid matter.
The repair of a bulged or bagged

plate will depend on the extent of the
injury. Usually it will require the injur-

ed part to be cut out and a patch fitted.

In some cases if the injury is not severe
the boiler can be continued in service
with a slight reduction of pressure.
Sometimes the plate can be warmed and
jacked up into place. This latter method
should be done only when the bulge is

vtry slight. When the bulge is deep,
but of smaU diameter, the piece can be
cut out and an oval patch fitted on the
inside of the boiler. This will necessi-
tate removing some tubes, but this is in-

evitable. Tne patch should always be
fitted on the inside of the shell, other-
wise a pocket is formed for the trap-

t ping of more scale and a repetition of
the trouble. The rivets on the fire side
should be finished off with fairly iJai

heads, the holes being countersunk. This
will save the rivet heads from being
burnt by the fire. If the patch needed
IS very large, one thing should be care-
fully guarded against; this is, the ten-
dency of boilermakers to fit a square
patch with single rivets. If a square
patch must be used it should have its

longitudinal seams of the same or near-
ly the same percentage of strength as
the other longitudinal seams in the
boiler. After the patch is made, the
working pressure of the boiler should,
strictly speaking, be calculated on the
percentage of strength of the weakest
point. I have seen a boiler with an 84
per cent, longitudinal joint repaired with
a patch, the longitudinal seam of which
was 56 per cent. The most satisfactory
patch is the elliptical one, by means of
which the original strength of the joint
can be retained while using only one row
of rivets. This is because the seam lies

between a circumferential and longi-
tudinal seam, really being a helical
seam. If the bulge is say, not more than
an inch deep at its extreme depth, and of
fairly even proportions, in which case
one can be reasonably sure that the
metal has not been drawn to any great
extent, a reduction of pressure can be
niade and the boiler allowed to run. The
reduction of pressure will be ascertained
by calculating the boiler as being of a
diameter equal to the original diameter
plus twice the depth of bulge, and mak-
ing a deduction in the thickness of plate.
It is a matter of judgment for an ex-
perienced man.

In the case of firebox boilers over-

heating is more likely to result in cracks
than bulges, owing to the staybolts
holding the plate up. If a good man is

available with an electric welding outfit,

repairs can be well and cheaply made,
otherwise a patch is necessary, and soft

patches can be applied temporarily. In

Scotch marine boilers the danger is a

collapsed furnace tube or combustion
chamber crown. The furnace, if not very
badly collapsed, can be jacked up and
the combustion chamber crown can be
drawn up if not too far gone.

The electric welding apparatus in the

hands of a skilful operator is a great
help in boiler repairs. Cracked tube
plates, leaky seams, wasted plates, burnt
door dogs, all can be repaired or built

up by this process. Staybolt ends that

have been burnt off can be rebuilt in

place and cracked furnaces repaired. It

has saved many boilers from expensive
repairs or being scrapped, and is per-

fectly reliable if used by a skilful oper-

ator.

This article has attempted to point

out some of the more frequent causes of

trouble, where to locate and how to

prevent and remedy them. It may be a

help to many engineers in Ontario who
now have the privilege of acting as

boiler inspectors. It does not profess

to touch on everything pertaining to the

subject, and in fact only mentions the

types of boilers in general use in Can-
ada.

To do more would be impossible in the

space available. What has been done the

writer nopes will be of interest and use

to boiler operators.

GAS FIRING FOR BOILERS
By M. M.

It has for a long time been levelled

against electrical engineers that in their

use of fuel for generating purposes they
waste the whole ofy the by-products.
This question has now, on account of

the present-day necessity for conserving
all our resources, become of great im-
portance. The most careful conserva-
tion is especially desirable when deal-

ing with toal, since the by-products
which would be obtained were another
system of combustion adopted, include

a large number of chemicals that are
either very scarce or very urgently need-
ed. Among the former are dyes and
chemicals, such as dr/^ys and photo-
graphic developers, whilie among the

latter are substances essential for the

manufacture of explosives. It appears
to 'be agreed by all generating engineers

that the gas-engine is no longer an al-

ternative for the operation of large dy-

namos; modern practise in power supply
points to the use of steam turbo-alterna-

tors up to 50,000 or even 100,000 kw.

Hitherto gas firing has not quite

achieved financial sw^f-ess. This is

fortunately not due to any inherent de-

fect in the system itself. Being a new
process this method of using the coal is

merely at an early stage of its develop-
ment, and has not, for this reason, evok-

ed sufficient confidence to be adopted to

any extent in practise. When the crit-

Save Power
It costs money to generate
steam. Don't waste steam.
The

STEAM TRAP
SARCO
^^^m can be used

^^^K^ anywhere in a

|3S5f line and for

-J.^^^^ any given
Itea^^^^M pressure fromHSp to 200 lbs.

mHHB^ It is cheap be-

KJIl cause it is

^pl-fv made on the
' li^liiB right princi-

^a l"--"^ P^®- A bucket
; or float trap

^§11:: costs more be-

I STMJ^ cause it has to

IRg^fc store water to

\i^m^ operate it and
I^JHlfl i s therefore

big and cum-
BH^^I bersome. A

return trap
also has to have storage
capacity and it usurps poorly
the functions of a steam
pump. It is not more effici-

ency you pay cash for, but
weight and complications.
Worse still, when you conduct
steam lines long distances to a big
trap, you waste steam constantly
in your returns.

Put a Steam Trap SARCO on
every machine and at every point
that needs trapping and have
nothing but condensation in the
return. That means efficiency;

that means steam saved. Remem-
ber, the SARCO is made in all

sizes from % in. to 3 in. and is as
efficient for high pressure as for
low.

Write for our free trial offer and
become convinced.

Sarco Company, Inc-

Woolworth Bldg., New York City

Ellicott Square. Buffalo

Majestic Bid. Detroit

Drexel Bldg.. Philadelphia

Monadnock Block, Chicago

Williamson Bldg., Cleveland

Healey Bldg., Atlanta,

and representatives in all principal
cities.

Canada, Peacock Brothers, Montreal.
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ical point has been reached at which a
novelty is made at least as economically
as existing methods, improvement is ac-
customed to take place rapidly. In the
case of gas firing, there are two causes
which are at present keeping its effi-

ciency down. The first of these is due
to the boiler itself, which, as everyone
knows, is an old piece of apparatus be-
ing now used in a new way. All its di-

mensions and its design generally have
been decided upon and standardizetl for
the old set of conditions. For example,
the diameter and length have been fix-

ed after long experience as the best
for coal firing. The circulation of wat-
er inside the boiler, which is satis-

factory under present circumstances, is

interfered with when the intense local

heat of the furnace is replaced by a more
distributed system. All these points will

have to be considered before the full

benefit is derived from the new method
of firing. The second cause is the need *

of experiment with regard to the con-
ditions under which the gas flame is

produced. This is quite a new problem,
and many different arrangements will

have to be tried and modified before the

best design is arrived at. When this is

the case it will, in all probability, be
found that a new era has begun for the

production of electricity, and a great
step has been made in the direction of

national economy.

In addition to the advantages given be-
low, the way will be thrown open to

the utilization of waste products which
are unfitted for direct combustion m the

firebox. There seems to be no reason

why such waste materials as small
timber should not be gasified and their
calorific value made use of in power
production.

JOHNS-MANVILLE DENVER OF-
FICE FINDS LARGER

QUARTERS
One of the chief characteristics of

the Johns-Manville organization is the
unfailing tendency to develop and ex-
pand.

During the last few years the mana-
gers of the Johns-Manville branch of-

fices in Chicago, Minneapolis, Louis-
ville, Indianapolis, DesMoines and Oma-
ha, have all found it necessary to "find

new quarters and larger offices to take
care of the increased volume of business
which they have built up.

The latest Johns-Manville manager
compelled to seek larger office quarters
to take care of past and future growth,
is Louis H. Inglee, of the Denver of-

fice.

On April 15 Mr. Inglee moved from
the Denver Gas and Electric building,

into splendid new quarters in one of

Denver's most desirable business sec-

tions, the Iron building, 1021 17th St.

Mr. Inglee will continue to be support-

ed by an efficient sales force, trained in

the best traditions of Johns-Manville ser-

vice and satisfaction.

CATALOGUES
The General Industrial Catalogue of

TYCOS Instruments containing 422

pages of useful and interesting temper-
ature information is now ready for dis-
tribution. This new publication describes
the whole line of TYCOS instruments
for the indicating, recording and control
of temperature. Many special applica-
tions are illustrated, showing the manner
in which TYCOS instruments can be
adapted to diverse temperature needs.
Practically every instrument manufac-
tured by the Taylor Instrument Com-
panies for industrial purposes is illus-

trated and much explanatory matter de-
scriptive of their construction and prin-
ciples of operation is given. The list in-

cludes thermometers of every descrip-
tion, index and recording thermometers,
hydrometers, pyrometers, temperature
and pressure regulators, barometers, ab-
solute pressure and draft gauges. It is a

handsome publication, well bound, print-
ed on paper of excellent quality.

The Link-Belt Company, Chicago. Ill.»

have issued a bulletin number 220, de-

scriptive of the Peck Over-lapping
Pivoted Pocket Carrier for the economi-
cal and efficient carrying of coal, coke,

ashes, cement, sand, ore, stone, and
other materials.

Engberg's Electric and Mechanical
Works. St. Joseph, Mich., have issued a

catalogue descriptive of the Engberg
direct current generating set, which is

made in capacities of from one to fifty*

kw. This publication is an excellent ex-

ample of commercial printing and
furnishes an unusually complete de-

scription of the generating set manu-
factured bv this firm.

Get The Most Out Of It

"In every business club you will usually
find two classes of members, those who
get nothing out of their membership and
those who find it the best investment
they ever made." (Class)

.

But the man who gets nothing out usu-
ally puts nothing in but his application
and fee.

Are you getting all you can out of your
investment in POWER HOUSE?
Here's an engineer who is: "I consider
POWER HOUSE the best paper in Can-
ada, as it touches on local power plant
equipment and problems as no other
paper does for the engineers."

Another engineer writes that by study-
ing the editorial pages he gets great help
and by reading the advertising pages he
learns all about the latest equipment. He
says: "The circulars about new equip-
ment usually are kept in the oflJices, but
POWER HOUSE reaches the engineer
straight."

Get the most out of Power House
by reading it from cover to cover.

Pump Room of the Hospital for the Insane at Hamilton. Ont..

installed by Purdy. Mansell. Limited. Toronto.

Heating and Power Plants
DcsiiiiunI, installed or remodelled Ui

reduce your iiiiiintenaiice co^t to a

minimum.
Ivxpert advice given in all branches of

Plnmbinsi, TTeatins; and Sprinkler

Work

PURDY, MANSELL LIMITED
Engineers and Contractors

63 ALBERT ST. TORONTO, CAN.
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Structural

Steel

and

Steel Plate

Work

of every

Description

Penstocks

Thimbles

Drafi Tubes

Wheel Cases

Racks

Steel Gates

Gate Steelwork

Power House
Steelwork

1
mil

MacKinnon
Steel Co.

I-imitectI

Write for prices.

PROMPT
DELIVERIES

Sherbrooke, Que.
Montreal Office

:

404 New Birks Building

BOILER INSPECTION
The Steam Boiler Act, Chapter 252 R.S.O., 1914
With Amendments Chapter 58—6, George V.

STEAM BOILERS.
All Steam boilers constructed 'or use in Ontario mu»t be

built from desi^rns whlcb have been approved and allotted
a registration nmaber by the Steam Boiler Branch.

Used boilers, boilers sold or exchan7e(i, bud unregistered
boilers brought into the Province must be inspected prior
to beiag put Into operation.

Notice of repairs to steam boilers, stating the nature and
extent of same, must be sent to the Steam Boiler Branch,
and should such repairs be considered extensive hj the
Chief Boiler Inspector, the boilers will require to be
Inspectert.

In each and every case the inspections must be made by In-

spectors authorized to Inspect boilers under the Steam
Boilers Act, who are employed only by the Steam Boiler
Branch of the Department of Public Works. Official cer-

tificates with the maximum working pressure stated
thereon are Issued to the owners of the boilers so Inspected.

STEAM PIPING.
Drawings and Specifications of all high pressure steam piping

must be approved and registered by the Steam Boiler
Branch before any work of installation Is commenced.
The drawings submitted should show clearly the dimen-
sions and layout of the main steam lines. Pull particulars
should be. given as to the material used in the construction
of the piping, and all valves and other fittings used in

connection therewith must be of approved make.
.4n!/ deiHation from the above requirementa thall he deemed a

violation of the Steam Boilers Act.

All communicationt in thit respect should be addressed to the
Steam Boiler Branch, Department of Public Works, ParUament
Buildings, Toronto.

HON. F. G MACDIARMID.
Minister of Public Works

and Hiehvars

W. A. RIDDELL. M.A. Ph.D.
Supt. Trades Si Labour Branch

Tauii!i:i:i'riii!i'iwiiri

D. M. MEDCALF,
Cluef Inspector of Steam Boilers

MiiiiHi:nTiiriiiiiiiiiihiiii:i[i:i:i

GREENS N0MISERS
an(

Hi-Speed Radial Flow Fans m-Emdency

For Forced and Induced Draft Service

One of the unusual features of our RR type Radial Flow Fans is the

special design of the blades which enables them to run clean under the
hardest conditions of induced draft service.

Our engineers are always glad to
co-operate with you in designing your
power plant or boiler house.

GRE NMTSERl,|ilTD)
iTORONiTO
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How a "Cole" Return Trap
IS YOUR RETURN SYSTEM

^ffT ^e^f :ite»n Sf>»j^M^/r

Diagram No. 1

Purs/^ KocLS ^-"^S^

l^ift^T Com
Live SrcfiM

'////)// / / / / /////// ,ZZ7\\ /// / /////y77v

Diagram No. 2

Do you want any information on the subject of CONDENSATION HANDLING
IN RELATION TO FUEL ECONOMY? Do you want to make your plant MORE
EFFICIENT? Do you want to Cut expenses in your Steam plant? SAVE FUEL?
If you Want INFORMATION, write for our Bulletins. You will find them interest-

ing.

You will get Catalogues later (IF YOU WANT THEM) not otherwise.

Every Steam line condenses
SOME part of Steam which it

conveys.

Every square foot of heating

surface condenses MORE
Steam.
Steam to be efficient in Ser-

vice must be DRY and HOT.
Wet Steam is NOT Hot
Steam. It can't do the work
vou want.
"Live'' Steam is EFFICI-
ENT. "Dead" Steam is

NOT.
YOU KNOW THIS—You re

on to your job—You Cover
your Steam lines—You Dry
your Steam—You Drain your
lines—You Induce Circula-

tion. O.K. THAT'S FINE.
P.VT What do you do with

the Condensation or water
which you take out of the

lines and heating surfaces?

Do vou treat it, a.= of "No
further I'se"? Throw it

away? Like Diagram No. 2.

Do vou drain it into a "so-

called" Hot well? Cool it

down so the Pump will

handle it? Like Diagram
No. 8.

Do you do better? Pass it

through an "alleged" Water
Heater. Cool it down again.

Draw live steam from the

boilers to pump the COOLED
conden.^ation (or water") into

the HOT Boilers, asing two

Pumps to do it. Like
Diagram No. S.

Just mention what you are

interested in.

"Boiler Feed Problems."
"Low Pressure Heating."
"High Pressure Heating."
"Drying"—"Cooking"
"Line Drainage."
"Water Heating."
"Faulty Circulation."

'"""."itir GEO. W. COLE, Limited
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jlystem Saves Your Fuel
LLUS TRATED HERE ?

OR, do you drain the water

from the Hues and heating

surfaces, and dump it straight

where it belongs? Under
it? own power, there to make
more steam. HOT WATER
rXTO HOT BOILERS. Like
Diagram No. 4-

The average feed water heat-

er temperatures range be-

tween 180 and 200° F.. or,

12 to 32° BELOW ATMOS-
PHERIC BOILING POINT.
YOU KNOW THIS,
Water drained from steam
Hnes, and heating surfaces

may be as hot as 220° to 350°

in ordinary steam plants, de-

pending on the pressure.

ANYWHERE FROM 8 to

108° ABOVE BOILING
POINT AT ATMOSPHER-
ir PRESSURE.
YOU KNOW THIS ALSO.
NOW. CAN YOU HEAT
YOUR RETURN WATER
UNDER THESE CONDI-
TIONS? OR, DO YOU
COOL THE CONDENSATE
DOWN?
r () n d e n s a t ion is HOT
WATER (H-O-T) 220 to

3 5 degrees temperature.
HOT AVater saves FUEL.
YOU KNOW THIS. WE
WON'T AR(iUE THIS
STATEMENT.
If your Return lines are handled
like sketch No. 4, we can't help
you any, in handling condensa-
tion. BUT, if your Return lines

are handled in any other way,
we CAN help you.

7-7-7-/ / / / / / / / J J J / / / / y y J r y /'/:/ / / / i / j ; rn
Diagram No. 4

This is the "COLE*^ Return Trap

In a class by itself. OK'ed by the Provincial Boiler

Inspection Department.

BUILT FOR STRENGTH AND SERVICE
Examine the Grates in the four diagrams and estimate how much

Fuel the "COLE" Return Trap will save you.

iEO. W. COLE, Limited mflWti.'""
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SPECIALISTS IN PUMPING MACHINERY
Send us your inquiry

The Smart-Turner Machine Co., Limited
HAMILTON, CANADA

NATIONAL
Boiler Girth

Seam
Protector

Guai'anteed for one
year. We make pro-
tt'ctons for patches
arid all styles of
lioilers. For full
particulars, write—

National Boiler

Protector Co.
Room 24

Lombard Building

TORONTO
Main 2623

Protection means longer life

and greater efficiency
It your Boiler is not Fire-cracked il eventually will
be. Prevent this by putting on a National Boiler
Protector. You will save co.'it in i-epairs and pro-
long life of the boiler. .\11 new boilers should be
protecte<l. If your girth seam is giving you trouble
at the present time, have the seam caulked np.
attacli oiie of these proteotoi-s and the seam will
remain absolutely dry thereafter.

THE LADD VERTICAL
WATER TUBE BOILER

The Goldie-McCulloch Co., Ltd.
Gait, Ontario

Canadian licancees under patents 162401 and 162402
dated May 4, 1915.

The George T. Ladd Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Owners and manufacturers for the United States.

Write for new Catalogue No. 17.

The Simplest and Best Cleaner on the market is

PILLEY'S
Combination Flue Brush and Scraper.

Guaranteed not to break or the wires to pull out or lay over.
A simple turn of the hand adjusts it to the tube, and the brush
removes what the scraper loosens.

For sale by leading: Canadian jobbers.

Manufactured by

PILLEY PACKING AND FLUE BRUSH MFG. CO.
623 South Third Street - - - St. Louis, Mo

Eastern Office: 71 Fulton St.. New York.

DARLING BROTHERS, LIMITED
Engineers, Manufacturer m and Founders

120 Prince Street, MONTREAL, P. Q.

Pumps for any Service—Steam Appliances—
Freight Elevators—Webster Vacuum
Heating System.

'''^^
Saves 6 fo lO Men
Loading or Unloading
COAL, COKE. ASHES

CONVEYOR,^ SAND GRAVEL etc

OVER 1000 USERS
Write for Literatui*

Portable Machinery Co.

Passaic. N.J.

FEDERAL
ENGINEERING CO.

LTD.
172 JOHN ST
TORONTO

REMEMBER
Power House Subscription Price

is still ''only $1.00 per year.
Tell the other fellow.
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VALVES
ASBESTOS PACICED

FEED WATER HEATERS MOT WATER GENERATORS

POWER PUMPS

PRATT &CADY COMPANY. INC
HARTrORD CONN.

Canadian Representatives:

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE COMPANY, LIMITED
Halifax. St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Windsor, Winnipeg, Saskatoon. Calgary, Vancouver, Victoria

Homestead
Quarter

Turn

Valve

Every

Homestead

Valve is

Guaranteed

You take no
risk when you
install Home-
stead Valves—we uncondi-
tionally guar-
antee every
valve we
make.
Try a Home-
stead Valve
where the ser-

vice is severe— o n y o u r

steam line,
water, air,

gasoline or other line. If you have been
having trouble, the Homestead will remedy it.

Made in Straightway, Threeway, Fourway
and Angle styles. Full details upon request.

Homestead Valve Mfg. Co.
Homestead, Pa.

Automatic
Feed Water Regulator
The "Vigilant" keeps water within
Vi" of middle gauge regardless of
load or firing.

Years of service test has proved
it the utmost in reliability and
efficiency.

Catalogue presents many points of
interest. May we send you a copy?

The CHAPLIN-FULTON MFG., CO.

28 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Power House

Advertisements will give you

up-to-date information

regarding new equipment.

Read the ads.
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One of three groups of

Republic Flow Meters
In one of the Largest Manufacturing Companies in U.S.

These meters measure steam, water and air for all departments, also steam

generated by each boiler.

// it pays them it will pay you. Republic Flow Meters appeal to engineers

because of their efficiency and easy reading.

Write for full particulars.

Two of the

Improved
BLONCK
Boiler

Efficiency

Meters
at the high level

pumping station

of the TORONTO
WATER WORKS

THE ALL-ROUND BOILER ROOM INSTRUMENT—THE FIREMAN'S GUIDE
Let us demonstrate this meter to you at your plant, or at our office. We have a
model boiler and an actual meter, and can demonstrate all conditions that take
place in the furnace. Let us show you how the BLONCK will save money, worry
and trouble.

^^j^, o^jf^Ho Representative:

E. J. Philip & Sons
103 Hamilton Trust Building TORONTO, Ontario
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POWERHOUSEBUYERS'DIRECTORY I

If what yoa want Is not listed hers write us, and we wiU tell yon wliere to cot it. Let ua sussest tliat jrou consult =
also tlie advertisers' index facing the inside bacit cover, after bavine secured advertisers' names from this directory. S
The information you desire may be found in the advertising pa^ef This department is maintained for the benefit s
uid convenience of our readers. The insertion of our adverti>^eri9 names undei proper beadinsg is eladly undertal<en, ^
but does not become part of an advertisinc contract. =

AIR COCKS
Lunkeaheimer Co., Cindnnsti, O.
Ja->. .Monison Brass >Ifg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

AIR VALVES
Jas. Morrison Brass .Mfg. Co., Toronto.
.Mueller .Mfg. Co.. H.. Saraia. Ont.

ALLOYS. BRASS AND COPPER
EJmpire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont
Kerr Engine Co., Walkenrille, Ont.

AMMETERS
Canadian Faii1>ank3.<Morae Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. H, W. JohnB^Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont.

AMMONIA VALVES AND FITTINGS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Moiiti«al.
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., Pittoburgh, Pa.
Tork Mfg, Co., York, Pa.

AMMONIA PURIFIERS
Frick Co, Waynesbo.o, Frankhn Co., Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York. P.

AMMONIA TANKS
.MacKinnon Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
Wateroiu Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont.

ARCHES, COMBUSTION CHAMBER
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal.

ASH CARRYING SYSTEMS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford. Ont.

ASBESTOS SPECIALTIES
DuraWa MfE. Co.. New York, N.Y.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont.

ASBESTOS PACKED COCKS
Pratt & Cady Co., Inc., Hartford, Conn.

AUTOMATIC ICE RECORDING DOORS
AND CHUTES
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co.. Hagerstown. Md.

BABBITT AND ANTI-FRICTION METAL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal.
Hoyt Metal Co., Toronto.
Magnolia Metal Co. Montreal.

BALLCOCKS
Ja5. Morrison Brass Mft;. Co., Toronto.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.

BATTERIES AND ACCESSORIES
Can. H. W. Johne-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont.

BEARINGS. BRASS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont.
K(rr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.

BELT CEMENT
D. K. MacLaren. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELLS
Jas. .Morri.soTi Brass .Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

BELT CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

BELT DRESSING
D, K. MacLaren, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Dominion Belting Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Oraton * Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BRLT LACING. LEATHER
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., .Montreal, Que.
Oraton * Knight Mfg. Co., MontreaL

BELT TIGHTENERS
Wateroiis Engine Works Co.. Branlford. Ont

BELT PULLEYS
Wat»ron« Fngine Works Co . Rrantifoid, Ont
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

BELTING. BALATA
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Federal Engineering Co.. Toronto, Ont

BELTING. CHAIN
ran. Lrn'r-Belt Co . Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.

BELTING. SILENT CHAIN
Morse Chain Co., Ithica. N.Y,

BELTING, CONVEYOR
Can. Consol. Rubber Co., Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING. LINK
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont

BELTING, LEATHER
Canadian Faiitanks-Morae Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Oraton * Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
D. K. MoLaren Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING, RUBBER
C*n. H. W. Jnhna-Manville Co., Toronto. Ont
'^an Cnriiol. Rifbbpr Co.. Ltd.. .Montreal.
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Jeffrey .Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Vorhees Rubber Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING, STITCHED COTTON DUCK
Dominion Belting Co., Hamilton, Ont

BELTING, STITCHED COTTON
D. K. .MaeLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

BELTING, SOLID WOVEN
D, K. .MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

BELTING, WOVEN COTTON
Federal Engineering Co., Toronto, Ont

BIBS, COMPRESSION
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

BINS. COAL, COKE AND ORE
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
-Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

BLOWERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. MonireaL
Ooppus Eng. & Equip. Cc. , Worcester. Mass.
Oreen's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.
MacOovera * Co., Inc.. Montreal, Que.
E. I. I'liilip & Sons. Toronto.

BLOWERS, CENTRIFUGAL
The .Ma.«in Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppu.s Eng. & Equipt. Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS, FANS
The Ma.son Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co.. Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS, FORCED DRAFT
Coppus Eng. & Equipt. Co., Worcester, Mass.

BTOWERS. POWER
Tlie .Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Cofiotis Eug & Equipt. Co.. Worcester, Mass.

BOILER BAFFLE WALLS
Jointlcsa Fire Brick Co.. Chicago, III.

BLOWERS, TURBINES
The Ma.son Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BOILER COVERING
Beveridge Paper Co., -Montreal. Que.

- BOILER COMPOUNDS
Revpridge Paper To.. 'Montreal, Oue.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Lt<I., Toronto.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. .Montreal.
Can H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto. Ont
MeH^K'n Mfj Co.. Rochester. N.Y.
Shell Bsr. Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

BOILER SKIMMERS
Yamall Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Derfender .\utomatic Regulator Co.. St. Louis, Mo.

BOILER COMPOUND FEEDERS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Morehead Mfg. Co.. Woodwfock. .

Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. 0.

P'KLER FEED flTMPS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Stean I'ump Co.. Battle Creek. Mich.
BoTing Hydraulic * Eng. Co . Ltd . Lindnav. Ont.
rnDpu5 Eng. & Equipment Co., Worcester, Mass.
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Cnnadinn Fnii'hiink'i-'Morse Co.. Ltd . Montreal.
Can Stesm Boiler Equirrment Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dsrling Brn«. Ttd.. Montreal. Que.
O-oldie * McOiillooh Co.. Gait
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Marine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

BOILFR FITTINGS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont.

BOILER FEED REGULATORS
Canadian Fairbanks-'Morse Co.. Ltd.. .Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co.. Montreal.

BOILER MOUNTINGS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Goldie & McCtilloch Co., Gait
Inglis Co.. The John, Toronto. Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
Mason Regulator * Engineerine Co.. Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Bra.<5s Mfg. Co., Toronto.

BOILER PRESERVATIVES
Johns^Pratt Co., The. Hartford. Conn.
Metlskin Co., Inc., Rochester, N.Y.

BOILER HOUSE ACCESSORIES
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal.
Yamall-Waring Co., PhiladelpMa. Pa.

BOILER SEAM PROTECTOR
National Boiler Seam Protector Co., Montreal.

BOILER SETTINGS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal.
Gates, John W., St James St. Montreal.
JoinUess Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

BOILERS, HORIZONTAL, RETURN,
TUBULAR AND WATERTUBE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Frick Co., Waynesbcro, Franklto Co., Pa.

Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Canadian Allis-Chalmere, Ltd., Toronto.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,

St Catharines, Ont
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.

Ladd. The Geo. T., Co., Pltt*)UTgh. Pa.

MacGrOvem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
McAvity, T., & Sons, Irtd., 3t John, N.B.
Waterous Engine Worts Co.. Brantford, Ont

BOILERS, MARINE. LOCOMOTIVE
AND VERTICAL
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.

Can. AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & MoCnlloch Co., Gait
Inglis Co.. The John, Toronto, Ont
Engineering and Maohine Works of Canada, Ltd.,

St. Catharines, Ont
Montreal General Tool Co., Montreal. Que.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont
BOXES, FUSE AND METER
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn

BRASS GOODS
Penberthv Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Empire Mfg. Co., London, Ont
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.

BRASS FOUNDERS
McAvity, T., ft Sons, Vtd., St John. N.B.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass,

Jas. Monison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,

Ken' Engine Co., Walkei-ville, Ont.

Mueller Mfg. Co., H.. Samia, Ont
Penberthv Iniector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

BRASS SHEETS AND TUBES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

BRINE COOLERS
Frick Co.. Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.

York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

BRINE TANKS
Frick Co.. Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.

Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

Waterous EJngine Works Co,, Brantford, Ont
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

BUCKETS, ELEVATOR
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.

BUSHINGS
Steel Mill Packing Co.. Windsor. Ont
Cflu. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.

BUSHINGS, BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont.

Ken- Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.

CALOFIFIERS _ , ^
Royles Ltd.. Irlam, Manchester, Bngiand.

CALORIMETERS
.Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn. N.I.

Tavlor Instrument Co.. Rochester, N.Y.

CANS, OILY WASTE
Tas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

CANNERS' CONVEYORS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal, Canada,
Can T.ink-BcU Co . Toronto. Ont.

CAR LOADERS AND UNLOADERS
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

CAST IRON FITTINGS
Ken- Engine Co., Walkerville. Ont.

Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
McAvitv. T.. * Sons, Ltd., St John. N.B.

CAS-nNGS. ALLOY
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.

Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville. Ont.

CAS'HNGS. BRASS AND IRON
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
r:^M^f< fr Mcr'ulloch Co.. Oalt
KeiT Engine Co.. Walkerville. Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
MrAvltv T.. * Sons. T,fd.. St .Tohn. N B.

Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont,
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Ssmia. Ont
Waterous Enerine Works Co., Brantford. Ont

CELLAR DRAINERS
Morrison Bra?i« Mfg Co . James Toronto. Ont
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Samia. Ont.

CEMENT HARDNER & WATERPROOPER
ppveridffe Pnner Co.. Montreal. Oue.

CEMENT. HIGH TEMPERATURE
npreridge Pnner Co.. Montreal.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.
Oates. John W., St .Tamp« St.. Montreal.

Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.
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CEMENT HANDLING MACHINERY
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

CEMENT MACHINERlf
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal

Canadian AJlis-Chalmere, Ltd., Toronto.
Waterous Engine Works oo.. Rrantford, Ont.

CEMENT, INSULATING, REFRACTORY
Green's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto.

CHAINS, AGRICULTURAL
-Mdi.se ("hain Co.. Ithica. .\.Y.

CHAINS, AUTOMOBILE ENGINE
.\li.i-,se Chain Co.. Ithica. X.Y.

CHAINS, BICYCLE
.Mi.ise Chain Co., Ithica. .N.Y.

CHAINS, BLOCK
.MoKse Chain Co., lUiica, X.Y.
CHAIN DRIVES

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Coventry Chain Co., CoTentry. England.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Morse Chain Co., Ithaca, N.i

CHAINS, FOR ELEVATORS AND CONVEY-
ORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

CHAIN, MALLEABLE, DETACHABLE AND
RIVETED

Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

CHAINS, POWER TRANSMISSION
-Morse Chain <'o., Ithica. N.Y.

CHAINS, SILENT
.Morse C'hain <'o., Itliica, X.Y'.

CHAINS, SPROCKET WHEEL
MoT.se C'hairi Co., Itliica, X.Y.
CHAIN WHEELS
The ,\Ia.soin Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., N ocuioitl. Mao

CHIMNEYS, RADIAL BRICK
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

CHIMNEYS, STEEL
Babeock & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.

CIRCULATING SYSTEMS (LUBRICATING
OIL)
Bowser, S. F., & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

CLAMPS, PIPE-JOINT
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

CHUTES, COAL
Mackirnou Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

CLEANERS, BOILER TUBE
Balbcock & Wilcox, Ltd., (Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto,
Cole Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Ganlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Goldie & McC-ullooh Co.. Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Pilley Paoklng & Flue Brush Mfg. Co., St
Louis, Mo.

Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

CLOCKS
American Steam Gauge & Valre Mfg. Co., Bo
ton, Mass.

CLOSETS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Bamla, Ont.

CLUTCHES
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Goldie & McCiilIoch Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

COAL
Dom. Coal Co.. Montreal

COAL AND ASH CO ."EYORS
Baljcook & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., M ontreal.
Waterous Engine V irks Co.. Brantford. Ont

COAL HANDLING MACHINERY
Babeock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
MacGoyem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Pas-saic. N.J.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Waterous Eneine Works Co.. Bnntfonl, Ont

COAL HOLE COVERS
Can. .\llis-Chalmer3, Ltd., Toronto. Ont

COILS
Friek Co.. Wavneirtmro. FTanklln Cri. Pa.
Jas. MoiTison Rra.ss Mfg. Co.. Torontrv.
York Manirfacturing Co., York. Pa.

COLD STORAGE INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
COLD STORAGE DOORS AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Haeerstown. Md
COMPRESSORS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Can. Allis-Chambers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
'Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto. Ont.
Laurie & LamTi. Montreal.
MacGovei-n & Co.. Inc., Montreal. Que.
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester. N.Y.
CONDENSERS
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. .Mich.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lind.say, Ont.
Can. Allis-Chambers, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Darling iBros.

, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que,
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brentford

CONDENSERS. AMMONIA AND STEAM
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York. Pa.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
B. I, Philip & Sons, Toronto.

CONDUITS
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Out.

CONDENSATION RECEIVER
The Mason Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.

CONDENSER AND SMOKESTACK PAINTS
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.

CONNECTIONS, FLANGED
Jefferson Union Co., lexington, Mass.
Dart Union Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

CONTRACTORS' STRUCTURAL STEEL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Babeock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Faipbanks-aiorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

CONVEYORS, PORTABLE
Portable Machinery Co,, Inc., Passaic, N.J.

CONVEYORS, BELT
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

COOLER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.

COPPER TUBE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont,

CORK INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H, W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Out
Canadian Corkboard Co., Toronto.

CORKBOARD
Canadian Corkboard Co., Toronto.

COTTON HOSE
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Onlt.

COUNTERS
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co., Bos-

ton, iMass.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

COUPLINGS
Boving Hydraulic & EDg. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
McAvity & Sons. P., 8t John, N.B.

COUPLING, FRICTION
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

COUPLINGS. BOILER, FLANGED PIPE,
JOINT PIPE, UNION, STEAM PIPE
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, Mass.
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

COUPLINGS, SHAFT
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait

k-:RANES, ALL KINDS
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Babeock & WUcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES, ELECTRIC
H.ibcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
v Rn. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
amart-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.

CRANES, GANTRY
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

CRANES, HAND POWER
Babeock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng., Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont,
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Frick Co., Waj-nesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES, LOCOMOTIVE
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

CRANES, OVERHEAD TRAVELLING
Babeock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng., Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.

CRANES, POST JIB
Babeock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.

CRANES, PORTABLE
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

CRANES, SWING JIB
Babeock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

CRANES, WALL
Babeock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

CRANK AND CROSSHEAD PIN OILERS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.

CRIMPS. LEATHER
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co,, Montreal.

CRUSHING MACHINERY
Canadian .\llLs-Chalmen!. Ltd., Toronto.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., .Montreal. Canada.
Canadian (FairbankasMorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

CURB PUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
Bowser, S. F., & Co,, Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

CYLINDER OIL
E. H. Kellogg & Co.. New York.

DAMPER REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Monitreal.

Babeock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Broe.. W.d., Montreal. Que.
D Este Co., Julian. Boston, Mass.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston, .Mass.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co,, Toronto.

DISCS, FIBRE
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

DISCS, LEATHER
Gra) on & Knight Mfy, Co.. Montreal.

DISTILLING APPARATUS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
i'rick Co.. Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
York Manufacturing Co.. York. Pa.
DOORS, COLD STORAGE AND FREEZER
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.

DOUBLE PIPE CONDENSERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

DRAFT APPARATUS SYSTEMS,
MECHANICAL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

DRAFT RECORDERS
Jas W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

DRAFT GAUGES
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.

DRIVES, CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Mon>e Chain Co.. Ithica, N.Y.

DRYING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

DRY CLEANING SYSTEMS
Bowser. S. F., & Co,, Inc., Fort Wayne. Ind.

DYNAMOS
Canadian Fairbanks-<Morse 0>., Ltd.. Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que,

EFFICIENCY ENGINEERING
MacKinnon, Holmea & Co., Sherbrooke. Que.

ECONOMIZERS
Babeock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

EJECTORS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

EJECTORS AND SYPHONS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES AND
MACHINERY
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto, OnL
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian FairbankSsMorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Economy Fuse & Mffe. Co., Montreal, Que.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., New York.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto. Ont
ELEVATORS
Berveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.

ELEVATING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-QIorse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

ELEVATORS AND BUCKETS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
Jeffrey .Mfg Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co ,

Toronto. Ont
ENAMELWARE

J.a.5. Morrison Bia.ss Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
H. uMucller .Mfg. Co., Samia, Ont

ENAMELWARE FITTINGS. IRON PIPE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont,

ENGINEERS' SUPPLIES
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que,
Can. H. W. Johns-.Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
Cole, Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto.
Dariing Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
K< IT EiiKim <".v. Walk, rvillc. Out.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
Penberthy InjeO or Co.. Windsor. Ont
Jas. .Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

ENGINES. AUPTOMATIC AND DROP
VALVE
Frick Co., Wayneisboro. Franklin Co.. Pa,
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES. CORLISS AND ROCKING VALVE
Frick Co., Wavnesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Goldie * MoCuUoch Co.. Gait.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd.,

St. Catharines. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, DIESEL
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

ENGINES, GAS AND GASOLINE
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Laurie & Lamto. Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Qne.

Smart-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd., HamlltOD.

ENGINES, STEAM
The Ma-son Regulator & Eng. Co.. l*fl.. Montr**].

Can. Allis-Oialmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
ILaurie * Lamb. Montreal.
MacGovem * Co.. Inc.. .Montreal. Que.
Montreal General Tool Co., Montreal, Qb*.

Waterous Bhigine Works Co,, Brantford.

ENGINES, HOISTING, LOGGING. CABLE-
WAY
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
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Will Bolshevism Spread to Canada ?
HLL the Russian reign of terror spread to Canada? Bolshe-

vism is the most disturbing element in history and it is

coming westward will it reach us? Here is an article which
will interest you—and yovir customers

—

"The Menace in the South"
BY AGNES C. LAUT

IN JUNE

MACLEAN'S,
X'CANADA'S NATIONAL MAGAZINE

Bolshevism is rampant in Mexico. The danger is grave that it

will spread north to the United States and Canada. Miss Laut
has just returned from an investigation in Mexico; she writes a

sensational article on the conditions there and the dangers from
our standpoint in the June MACLEAN'S. Read it—tell your
customers about it.

Other Important Features
Canadians will be glad to know that MACLEAN'S is to publish another series

of Robert W. Service poems. The first instalment will appear in June
MACLEAN'S.

"Victory Stuff" By Robert W. Service
A powerful poem on the attitude of the returned soldier.

"The Wings of the Morning" - ... By John A. Steuart
A touching war story laid in Scotland. A wonderful story from
every point of view.

"The Gold Wolf" By W. A. Fraser
The third in the popular series of Bulldog Carney stories and one
of the strongest pieces of fiction that MacLean's has ever presented.

"Solving the Problem of the Arctic" - By Vilhjalmur Stefansson
The third instalment of Mr. Stefansson's remarkable narrative of
his explorations for the Canadian Government.

"The Undercurrents" ..... By J. K, Munro i

An article on the situation at Ottawa, containing all the inside
gossip of the capital and a forecast of what is ahead.

June MacLean's—A Big Seller
MACLEAN'S is "going strong." Many prominent Canadians say it is the best

general monthly magazine to be found in Canada to-day. Its circulation is

growing rapidly. Keep it well to the front—it will pay you. Order sufficient

copies to meet the demand.
If your wholesaler can't supply you, write direct to Circulation Manager,
C. W. Buchanan, 143-153 University Ave., Toronto.
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ENGINES. MARINE
Canadian Faii'banks-(Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Canadian AUis-Chalmera. Ltd., Toronto.
Gioldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Montreal General Tool Co., Montreal, Que.

ENGINES, SAW MILL
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,

St. Catharines, Ont.
Laurie & Lamti, Montreal.
WaterouB Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, SINGLE COMPOUND AND
TRIPLE EXPANSION
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,

Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, VERTICAL
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait.
Laurie & Laml), Montreal.

ENGINEERING BOOKS
MaeLean Puhlishing Co., Toronto.

EXHAUSTERS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

EXHAUST HEADS
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, iN.Y.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Franklin Williams Co., New York.
Watson & MoDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

EXPANSION JOINTS
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd.. St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

PANS, VENTILATING
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppua Engr. & Equip. Co., Worcester, Man
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

1 PEED WATER HEATERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

1

Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis^Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

I Oole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.

I

Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & MoCiillooh Co., Gait
Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc., Hartford. Conn.
Royles, Ltd., Iilam, Manchester, England.

I MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

Ij
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PEED WATER PURIFIERS
Wm. B. Scalfe & Sons, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

I

FEED WATER REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Gauge & Valre Mfg. 06.,

,

I Bbaton, Mass.

[

Chaplin, Fulton Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

! Green's Economizer, Ltd., Toronto.
r,anrie & I,arab. Montreal.
E. I. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

FIBRE, VULCANIZED
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

FILTERS
Bowser & Co., Inc.. S. F., Toronto, Onlt.

Laurie & Lamfi. Montreal.
Wm, B. Sc.aife & Sons Co.. Pitt.sbniK, Pa.

FILTERS, WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Prick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
iMackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
E. I. Philip & Sons, Toronto.
Scaife & Sons, Wm. B., PltUbuigh , Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Po.

FILLING STATION EQUIPMENT
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Jlontreal.
Bowser & Co., Inc.j S. F., Toronto. Ont.

FILTERING AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.
Wm. K. Scaife & Sous Co.. Pitt.sbui-g. Pa.

FIREBRICK—JOINTLESS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, 'Ltd., Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

FIRE BRICK
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FIRE BRICK, PLASTIC
Gates. John W., St James St, Montreal.

FIRE BRICK MORTAR
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FIRE BRICK CEMENT
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FIREPROOF COLD STORAE DOORS
AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold aorage Door Co., Hageratown, Md.

FITTINGS, AIR, AUTOMOBILE, GAS.
HYDRAULIC, PIPE. PIPE FLANGED,
SCREWED PIPE, STEAM
Jefferson Union Co.. Lexington, Mass.
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Samia, Ont

FITTINGS, MARINE
EJmpire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

FLANGED STEAM FITTINGS
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
Kerr Eiigiiu" Co., Wjilkcrville, Ont.
MoAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd., 3t John. N.B.
FLANGES
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, Maaa.
Kerr Engine C-o.. Walkerville. Ont.

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincitm&ti, O.
.MoAvity. T.. & Sons, Ltd.. St John, N.B.
FLOORING COMPOSITION
Annstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-ManvUle Co., Toronto, Ont

FLUE GAS COLLECTORS
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

FLUE CLEANERS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Babcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
Gixth's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont,
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Pilley Packing and Flue Brush Mfg. 0»., 3t
Louis, Mo.

FLUE GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS
Gree'i's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.
Schaefler & Budenljerg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.I.
UeUing Instrument Co., New York.
Penberthy Injecto' Co.. Windsor, Ont

FLUES, GAS AND SMOKE
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

FLUMES, STEEL
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Out,
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm. B. .Scaife & .Sons Co., Pittsbuvg, Pa.

FREEZER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hageratown. Md.

FRICTION LEATHERS
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

FUEL AND OIL PUMPS AND
MEASURING SYSTEMS
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.

FUEL OIL SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toro^U), Ont
FURNACE LINING
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FURNACES, BOILER
Gates, J. W., Montreal, P.Q.

|

Green's E>:onomiser, Ltd., Toronto.

FURNACE DOOR ARCH
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FURNACES, SMOKELESS
Babcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
J..;ne3 Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
Murphy Iron Works, Detroit. Mich.
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Ma«.

FURNACE GRATE BARS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal. .

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto. I

Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

FUSES
Can. H. W. Johns.'ManTllle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Economy Fuse & .Mfg. Co. of Canada, Montreal.
Johns-Pratt Co.. The, Hartford, Conn.

CAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS. ETC.
Green s Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.I.
I'ehline Instniment Co.. New York, N.T.
E. I. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

GASKETS. RUBBER, ASBESTOS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Oat
Durabla Mfg. Co.. New York, N.Y.
Friek Co.. Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford. Conn.
Sarco Co., Inc., New York. N.Y.

GASKETS, LEAD, COPPER AND LEATHER
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal, Qijb.
Shell Bar Boico Supply Co.. Toronto, Ont
Sarco Co.. Inc.. New York. N.Y.

GAS ANALZERS CO-2
The Jo«. W. Hays Corp., .Michigan City, Ind.

GAS PRODUCER PLANTS
Can. AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairt>anks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.

GASOLINE METERS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F. , Toronto. Ont
GASOLINE PUMPS. SELF MEASURING
Bowser & Co., Inc.. S. F.. Toronto, Ont, :

GASOLINE TANKS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. P., Toronto, Ont I

Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.

GAUGE COCKS
The Mai5on B(«ulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

i

Canadian Faii^anks-Mora* Co., Ltd., Montraal.
|

Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O. '

MoAvity. T.. & Sons, Ltd.. St John, N.B.
Jas. ilorrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toromto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windaor. Ont
W. J. Wall. Montreal.

GAUGES. AMMONIA, OIL, GAS, AIR i

The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co., B«a
ton. Mum.

Jas. .Morrison Bra;^ Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co.. Brookbn. N.T

GAUGE, RECORDING i

BJmpire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont
Ja.^. Morrison Bia.<:s Mfg. Co., Toronto.

GAUGES. PRESSURE. VACUUM, DRAFT
AND RECORDING, AND MICROMETER
The Mason Begiilator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal,
Babcock & Wilcox, Montrsal.
Green's F/Conrvmiser. Ltd., Toronto.

The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
SchaefTer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., BroeklTm, H.I.
Taylor Instnnnent Co., Rochester, N.T.
Uehling Instrument Co.. New York, N.T.

GAUGES, WATER
{

Babcock & WUcox, MontreaL I

Jenkins B'os., Ltd., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
MoAvity. T.. & Sons. Ltd., St John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Pent)erthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ost
Schaeffer 4 Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.I.

GEARS, COMPENSATING
Morse Chain Co., Ithaca. N.Y.

GEARS, FIBRE CUT
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd.. Montreal, Que.

GEARS, CUT, WORM, MORTISE
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Bovine Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamlltoa.

GEARS, SILENT CHAIN
Moree Chain Co., Itliica, N.Y.

Morse Chain Co., Ithaca, N.Y.
GENERATORS, STEAM TURBO
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

GENERATORS AND CONVERTOR8
Canadian Fairbanks-Mor«e Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Twtmto, Ont
MacGovem & Co.. Inc., Montreal, Que,

GLOVES, WORKING
R. G. Long & Co., Toronto, Ont

GOVERNORS. ENGINE
Escher Wyss & Co., Moo^al. Qua
Mo-ivity. T., 4 Sons, Ltd.. St John. N.B.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Braatfoid.

GRATES, DUMPING. ROCKING,
STATIONARY

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto,
Babcock A Wilcox, Montreal.
Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto, Oat
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal.
SheU-Bar, Boioo Supply, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantfoid.

GRAVITY CARRIERS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

GREASE CUPS
Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerville.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
MeAvity. T., t Sou, Ltd., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toromto.
Penberthy InJ.;ctor Co., Windsor. Ont

GREASE AND OIL EXTRACTORS
The .Mason Regulator & Eng. Oo. , Ltd.. Montreal
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Oo.. Bo*

ton, Mass.
'

Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

GREASES
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Can. Economic Lubricant Co., Montreal. Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

GAUGES, DRAFT
Jas W, Hays Corp,, Michigan City. Ind.

GAUGE COCKS, STANDARD AND EXTRA
HEAVY
Jas. -Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

HAND LEATHERS OR PADS
Oraton tc Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

HAND PUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE) .

Bowser Co
,

Inc., S. F., Toronto. Ont

HANGERS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairtunks-Morse Co., Ltd.. MontreaL
Goldie & MoOuIloch Ca. Oalt
WaterouB Engine Works Co., Brantford.

HEATERS
Tlie Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo. N.T.
Bat)eock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Cole. Ltd . Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Ooldie 4 MoC\iI1och Co., Gait
Laurie A Lamb. Montreal.
Rov1p.«. Ltd . Irlam. Manchester, England.
MoAvity ft Sons, T.. St John. N.B.
Wateroiis Engine Works Co., Brantford.

HEATERS. EXHAUST STEAM
The .M.Lson Regultitor & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal
Can. .'VUis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
HEATERS, METERING
Can. Allis-Chalmets, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
YamallATaring Oo., Philadelphia, Pa.

HEATING EQUIPMENT
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.

HOISTS, ELECTRIC
Can. Link-Belt Co . Toronto, Ont.

HOISTING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY

Biftscock ft Wllooz, Ltd., Montreal.
rail I. ink-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Ooltimbiia. Ohio.
MacGovem vt Co.. Inc., Montreal. Que.
Waterous Bngine Works Co.. Brantfoid.

HOSE. STEAM, SUCTION AND WATER
Canadian Fairbanks-.Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont.
Vorhees Rubber Co., Ltd., .Montreal.

HOT WATER GENERATORS
The Ma.son Regulator * Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc.. Hartford. Conn.

HYDRANTS
KiiT KiiBiui' <"o. .

Walkcn-iHc Ont.

HYDRAULIC ACCUMULATORS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

HYDRAULIC MACHINERY
Boring HTdraulio A Bug. Co., Ltd., Undaay, Ont
Frick Co., Wayne*oro, Franklin Co., Pa.
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Let the C.A.S.E. Smooth Out

Your Load Curve

WOQQV AND
1 ISFI F.S.S \A/nDK

LACK OF

ADVANCEMENT

Remove The Peaks of Worry And Unproductive Labor And
Build Up The Valleys By Working For

Your Advancement

A man who is thoroughly grounded in the practice of his profession, who is free from

personal worry and trouble, overcomes the many difficulties besetting the path of

the operating engineer with little labor and in a manner ensuring his advancement.

The successful man owes his success to a wise appreciation of the advantages and
mutual help offered by association with those in the same field of endeavor. To
join an association having for its objectives the welfare of the engineer in things
mental and material, his advancement in knowledge and skill, his protection by pro-
vision for sickness and distress is to take advantage of an opportunity indispensable
to all who hope to better themselves.

If you are interested in such an organization and live where less than
fifteen engineers are located, send for a copy of our constitution and
application blanks for admission to nearest branch lodge. If there are
more than fifteen engineers in your community, get together and send for
particulars regarding formation of a branch lodge.

J. H. HALE. General Secretary,

anadian Association of Stationary

230 Caroline Street EnginCCrS Hamilton, Ont.
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MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que,

HYDRAULIC VALVES
YaraaJI-VVarinK Co., PhUadelphia, Pa.

HYDRAULIC PRESSES
BoTinc BTdrauIic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Boring Hydraulic & Eng, Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
FHok Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.
Llnd« Canadian Refrigeration Co., Montreal.
Tork Mfg. Co., York. Pa.

INGOTS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

INDICATORS, ELECTRIC—ALL TYPES
Sehaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.I.
Uehling Instrument Co., New York, N.Y.

INDICATORS, STEAM AND GAS
ENGINE
American Steam Gauge Ic Valve Mfg. Co., Bos-
ton, Mass.

Canadian fairbanks^Moise Co., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Uehling Instrument Co., New Tork, N.Y.

INDICATORS—AMMONIA, HYDRAULIC
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Ont.

INDICATORS, SPEED
L. S. Starrett Co., Athol, Mass.

INJECTORS
Babeook & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis<9ialmeis, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Lunkenbeimer Co., Cincinnati, O,
McATity & Sons, T.. St. John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.

INJECTORS, AUTOMATIC AND AUTO-
POSITIVE
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

INSTRUMENTS, RECORDING
Green's Economiaer, Ltd., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Companies, Rochealer, N.Y.
Yamall-'Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

INSULATING BRICK
Armatrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que
Bereridce Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont

INSULATING COMPOUNDS
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

INSULATORS
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

IRON FILLER
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont

KETTLES, STEAM AND GAS
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manche.ster, England.

KEROSENE PUMPS (SELF MEASURING)
I'owser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont,

KEROSENE TANKS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.
Oreen'.s Economi.ser. Ltd.. Toronto.

KNITTED GOODS, WORKING
R. G. Long & Co., Toronto, Ont.

LACE LEATHERS
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

LAMPS, ARC
Canadian FairbanksJMorse Co., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manvillc Co., Toronto, Ont

LAMPS, INCANDESCENT
Canadian FairbanksJMorse Co., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-ManyUle Co., Toronto, Ont

LAMPS, TUNGSTEN AND NITRO
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
LEATHER STRAPPING
GratoD & Knicht Mfg. Co., Montreal.

LINK BELTING
f^ari. Link-Rplt Cn . Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfp;. Co., Montreal. Canada.

LININGS. FIRE BRICK. STEEL STACK
Orecn's Econnmiser. Ltd., Toronto.

LOADERS. CAR
Portable .Machinery Co.. Inc., Pas.'saip N.J.
LUBRICATORS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Jas. Moirison Brass .Mffr. Co.. Toronto.
LUBRICATING OIL FILTERING AND
CIRCUULATING SYSTEMS
Bow.ser & Co., Inc.. S. F.. Toronto. Ont.
LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE SYSTEMS
Bow.'Jer & Co.. Inc.. S. F. . Toronto. Ont,
LUBRICATORS CYLINDER
CUTTING COMPOUNDS
Lunkenbeimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Winrt.oor, Ont,

LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE TANKS
AND PUMPS
Bow.<^er & Co., Inc., S. P., Toronto, Ont.
LUBRICATORS, FORCE FEED
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille. Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Lunkenbeimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
Penberthy Injector Co . Wind.ior. Ont.

LUBRICATORS. PLAIN
Lunkenbeimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Ponberthy Inieetor Co., Win''''or Ont
Williams Machinery Co.. A. R., Toronto.
LUBRICATORS, SIGHT FEED AND PLAIN
ENGINE

IVnherthv Iniertor Co., Windsor, Ont.
MARINE CASTINGS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont,
MACHINERY INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

MACHINERY, TRANSMISSION (POWER)
.Mor.<e Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

MECHANICAL STOKERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
Muiphy Iron Works, Dertoit, Mich.
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.

METERS, AIR
E. I. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

METERS, ELECTRIC
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co,. Toronto, Ont

METERS, GAS.
E. I. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

MKTERS, STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Mootreal.
uieen.'i Economi.ser. Ltd.. Toronto.
E. I. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

METERS, WATER
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Mc.4vity & Sons, T., St. John, N.B.
E. I. Philip & Sons, Toronto.
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

MIXING VALVES
.Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont.

MILL AND MINING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-'Morse Co., Montreal.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.
St Otharinea, Ont

Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Qoldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

METER TESTERS
Mneller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont

METERS (OIL, KEROSENE, GASOLINE,
ETC.)
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

MOTORS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
MacGrorem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

OFFICE RAILINGS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

OIL STORAGE AND DISTRIBU'nNG
SYSTEMS
Bwser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

OIL CUPS
Lunkenbeimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
Jas. Morrison Bi-ass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

OIL AND GREASE CUPS
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

OIL METERS
Bowser & Co.. Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

OILER, COMPOUND FEEDERS
lunkenbeimer Co., Cincinnati, O,

OILERS, GAUGE
Lunkenbeimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

OIL PUMPS
Bowser & Co., Inc., 8. F., Toronto, Ont.

OILERS, MULTIPLE
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Ont
Lunkenbeimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.

OIL FILTERS AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS

Bowser & Co.. Inc.. S. F.. Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,

OIL TANKS
Bowser & Co., Ina, 8. F., Toronto, Ont.

OIL SEPARATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
Leitch Co., Arthur 3., Toronto. Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., HamlltoB.

OILS, QUENCHING
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.

OILING SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc., 8, F.. Toronto, Ont
Lunkenbeimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.

OILS, CYLINDER
Imperial Oil. Ltd.. Toronto.

OILS. LUBRICATING
Kellogir Jt- Co . E. H.. New York. N T.

OILS. ENGINE
Imperial Oil. T.td Toronto.
ORSAT APPARATUS
npfender Automatic Regulator Co.. St. Louis. Mn

OVERALLS •

R. G. Long & Co.. Toronto. Ont.
PACKING. ASBESTOS

Tobna-Pmtt rn
, Th" w,rfford. Conn.

PACKING. AT L KINDS
Williams Machinerv Co.. A. R., Toronto.
PACKING FNGINE
Shell Bar Boieo Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Johns-Pratt Co.. The. Hartford Ponn
Shell-Bar, Boieo Snpply, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
PACKING FIBRE

Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Johns-Pratt Co.. The. Hartford. Conn.

PACKING. HYDRAULIC
Shell Bar Boieo Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
Can. n. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Durabla Manufacturing Co.. New Tork.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Shell-Bar, Boieo Supply, Ltd., "Toronto. Ont

PACKING, METALLIC
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont
Shell Bar Boieo Sujyply, Ltd., Toronto,
Greene, Tweed & Co.. New York.
Holmes Metallic Packing Co., Wilkesbarre. Pa.
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor, Ont

PACKING, ROD
Shell Bar Boieo Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Crane Packing Co., Chicago, 111.

Qarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Steel Mill Packing Co,, Windsor, Ont
Shell-Bar, Boieo Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

PACKING, SHEET
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont-
Shell Bar Boieo Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.
Durabla Manufacturing Co., New York.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford. Conn.
Vorhees Rubber Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

PACKING, AMMONIA, STEAM AND
WATER
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toroa.o. Ont.
Garlock Packing Co., Hampton, Oac
Greene, Tweed & Co., New York.
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford, Conn.
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor. 0»t

PACKING, LEATHER
Garlock Paoking Co., Hamilton. Out
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal
Shell-Bar, Boieo Snpply, Ltd , ToronU. Ont

PACKING PISTON
Shell Bar Boieo Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

PACKING, VALVE STEM
Shell Bar Boieo Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford. Conn.

PAINT OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto. Ont.

PAINTS
Shell Bar Boieo Supply, Ltd., 'R>roato.

PAPER. INSULATING, ETC.
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

PENSTOCKS
Boring Hydraulic Sc Eng, Co., Ltd., Lindsay. (>nt-

MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., Shertiroeke. Que.
Wra. B. Scaife & .Sons Co., Pirt.^hup,;, P,i.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Oalt
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PIPE COILS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Pa.
Tork Mfg. Ca, York, Pa.

PIPE COVERINGS, STEAM, BRINE.
AMMONIA AND ICE WATER
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co.. Montreal. Que.

PIPE STEEL
Boring Hydraulic Sc Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont.

PIPE VISES AND CUTTERS
Armstrong Mfg, Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

PIPE, GAS
Can. Alhs-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

PIPES, WATER
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont

PIPING AND FITTINGS
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Pa.

,

Lunkenbeimer Co.. Cincinnati, 0. '

MoArity * Sons. T., St. John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
York Mfg. Co.. York. Pa.
Williams Machinery Co., \. R . Toronto.

PIPING. STEAM
Balbcock * Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulIoch Co., Gait

PLATE WORK
Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd>
ilackinnon Steel Co, Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que.
St Catharines. Ont.

Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

PLUG COCKS
Homestead Valre Mfs. Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa

PLUMBING SUPPLIES
Empire .Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London. Ont.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H.. Samia. Ont
Jas. Morrison Br.iss Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

POWER HOUSE CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont

POWER PUMPS (OIL. GASOLINE)
Bo\T.ser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

POWER PUMPS
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle rr»»k. Mich
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. 0».. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Goldie & MoCulloch Co.. Gait
Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc . Hariford, Conn.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamlltao.

Waterous Engine Works Co , Brantford,
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Laurie 4 Lamb. Montreal.

POWER. TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont.

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd,, Montreal.

Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Goldie & MoCMUoch Co. Gait
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Xngineering and Machine Works o< Canada. Ltd..

nt Catharinea, Ont
.MacOorem &• Co., Inc.. Montreal, Que.
MacOorera A Co., New Tork.
Morse Chain Co, Ithaca, N.T.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PRESSES
Boring Hydraulic Sc Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
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PROPELLOR BLADES, BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co , Ltd., London. Ont.

PUMPS. HAND (OIL, GASOLINE)
Bowser, S. F., & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne. Ind.

PULLEYS
D. K. MacLaren. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Boring Hydraulic & Kng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks.'Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Roldie & McOulloch Co.. Gait.

Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PULLEYS, FRICTION CLUTCH
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.

PULP MILL MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont.

Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal. .

Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY
The .Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.

American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mien.

Boring Hydraulic A Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, OnL
Bevenidge I'aper Co., .Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Goldle & McCulloch Co.. Gait.

Laurie ft Lamb, Montreal.
MoArity & Sons, T., St. John. N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.

Wateroua Bagine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY, ELECTRICAL
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto.

Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS
The Mason Regr.Utor & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Coppus Eng. & Equipment Co., Worcester, Mass.

PUMPS, AIR ^ „. ^
American Ste«m Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait.

Laurie * Lamb. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS. ACID
Beveridge Paper Co., .Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, CONTRACTORS'
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Htvenilge Par-ev Co.. .Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
McAvity & Sons, T., St. John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, BOILER FEED
The Maiion Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.

Coppus Eng. & Equipt. Co., Worcester, Mase.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Esclier, Wv.ss Co.. Montreal. Que.
Coppus Eng. & Eqiiipt. Co.. Worcester. Mass.

PUMPS, ELECTRICAL
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Mick
Hpvpri<lge Paper C". . Montreal, Que.

Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS. FEED WATER
The Mason Regulator fc Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.

Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.

Boreridge Paper Co.. .Montreal. Qvie.

GoMie & McCulloch Co.. Gait.

Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMP GOVERNORS AND REGULATORS
The Ma.son Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Darling Bros., Montreal.
D'E.»fp Co.. Julian, Boston. Mass.
The Garth Co.. Montreal. Canada.
Mason Regulator Co.. Boston. Mass.
Smart-Turner .Xtachine Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Watson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

PUMP STRAINERS
The .Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Smart -Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS, HAND AND POWER
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine '^o., Hamilton Ont

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mich
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal,
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamllfon. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPS, DUPLEX
0«n. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Bereridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darline Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
PUMPS. GEARED. COMPOUND
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek, Mich
Canadian Falt^anks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Bro*.. Montreal.
Inelis Co.. The John. Toronto. Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS. HYDRAULIC. PRESSURE
American Stcarr Pumn Co.. Battle Creek. Mich
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Tnelis Co.. The John. Toronto. Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton. Ont
PUMP LEATHERS
Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Mont>»al. Que.
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

PUMPS. OIL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mich
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. P., Toronto, Ont.

Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McArity & Sons. T.. St John. N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS. STEAM TURBO
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
barling Bros., Montreal.
Elscher Wyss & Co., Montreal, Que.

PUMP TANK, RECEIVER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Ureek. Mich
Bereridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS. STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam pump Co., Battle Creek. Mlcb.
Can. Allis-C3ialmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Ooldle & MoCulIoch Co.. Gait
Inglis Co.. The John. Toronto. Ont-
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Leltch Co., Arthur 8., Toronto. Ont
McArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamlltoa, Ont

.'UMPS. TRIPLEX
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS, VACUUM
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mich.
ISereiJdgo Paper C". . Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Ltnrie A Lamb. Montreal.
Leltch Co., Arthur S., Toronto, Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton. Ont

PYROMETERS
Green's Econoroiser, Ltd., Toronto.
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City.. Ind.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co.. Rochester. N.Y.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
Escher, Wyss & Co., Montreal.
Oehling Instrument Co.. Ne» York. N T.

RADIATORS
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont.
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.

RADIATOR TRAPS
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothei-s, Ltd., .Montreal. Que.
S«reo Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.

RECORDERS. DRAFT
Jas W. Hays Coi-p. . .Michigan City. Ind.

RADIATOR AIR VENTS
Jafl. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

RAGS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

RAILWAY OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
Bo\v3er, S. F , & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

RECLAIMING SYSTEMS FOR OIL
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

REBOILERS
Frick Co.. Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
York Manufacturing Co.. York, Pa.

REGISTERING MEASURES
Bow.ser & Co., Inc., 9. F.. Toronto, Ont.

RECEIVERS. AIR
Can. .Mlis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
MacKinnon. Hrtlmes & Co.. Sherbrooke. Que.

RUBBER CEMENT TANKS AND PUMPS
Bow.ser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
Oan. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Green's Economi.ser, Lttl.. Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester. N Y.
f/ehling Instrument Co., New York. N.Y.
Yaniall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

RECORDERS. CARBON, DIOXIDE
The Jos. W. Hays Corp.. Michigaji City., Ind.

REFRIGERATOR DOORS, WINDOWS, ETC.
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co.. Hagerstown. Md.

REFRIGERATING MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Liadaav.
Ont.

Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co.. Montreal
Vilter Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
York Mfg. Co., York. Pa.

REFUSE DESTRUCTOR
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.

REGULATORS. PRESSURE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Chaplin-Fulton Mfg. Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston. Ma.as.
Jas. Morrison Bra.s9 Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co.. Rochester. N.'Y.

• REGULATORS. TEMPERATURE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Sarco Co.. Ine.. New York. N.Y.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester. N.Y.

RETORTS
MacKinnon .Steel Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

REVOVLING DOORS FOR HARDENING
ROOMS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co.. Hagerstown. .Md.

RODS. COPPER, BRASS AND BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont.

ROLLS, CRUSHING
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal, Canada.

ROOFINGS—RUBBER, PLASTIC. LIQUID
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

ROTARY COMPRESSORS
Escher. Wyss & Co.. Montreal.

kOTARY CONVERTERS
Canadian Fairbanks-'Morse Co., Montreal.
.MacGovem & Co.. Inc., Montreal, Que
RUBBER HOSE
Can. H. W. Johns-iManrlUe Co.. Toronto, Ont
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont

RUBBER MILL DRIVES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

SAFES
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Goldie & UoCulloch Co., Gait

SAW MILL CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

SCREENING MACHINERY
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

SCALE REMOVERS
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. B. W. JohnsiManrille Co., Toronto, Oat
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

SELF-MEASURING PUMPS (OIL AND
GASOLINE)
Bowser & Co.^ Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

SEAM PROTECTORS. GIRTH
National Boiler Protector Co. of Canada. Montreal
Que.

SHAFTING
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd..
St Catharines, Ont.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SHAKING AND DUMPING GRATES
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works C!o.. Brantford.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

SHIRTS, WORKING
R. G. Long & Co., Toronto, Ont.

SMELTER LININGS
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

SMOKE BOXES, STACKS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-CHialmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
.Mackinnon .Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfoid.

SPECIAL' MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks'Morse Co.. Montreal.
Smart-Ttimer Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPEED INDICATORS
Schaeffer & Budenburg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.I.
L. S. Starrett Co., Athol, Mass.

SPEED REDUCING GEARS
Can. Wnk-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.

SPROCKET CHAIN ATTACHMENTS
Can. Link-Belt Cn . Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford,

SPROCKET RIMS
Babbitt Steam SpecialtT Co.. New Bedford. Ma*i.

SPROCKETS, COMPENSATING
Mnnsr Clui.l I-.,.. Itl|ir;i, X.V

SPROCKETS. SPRING
.Mor.^e Chain Cm., Ithica. \,Y

SPROCKETS, SILENT CHAIN
Chain r,,.. Ithica. N.Y.

SPUR WHEELS
Boring Hyiraulie & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Canadian Faiiljanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

STACKS. STEEL
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
iMackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

STAND PIPES. STEEL
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.

STAYBOLTS, FLEXIBLE
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

STEAM SEPARATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock & WDcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.,. Toronto, Ont
Canadian FaiitanksJMorse Co., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
D'Este Co.. Julian. Boston. Mass.
The Garth Co.. Montreal, Canada.
Leitch Co., Arthur S., Toronto, Ont.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Watson & McDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.

STEAM SPECIALTIES
Alberger Heater Co.. Buffalo, N.Y.
Canadian Faii1>anks^Morse Co., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.

Darling Bros.. Montreal.
D'Este Co., Julian. Boston. Ma.ss.
T/>mkpnheImer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
The Garth Co.. Montreal. Que.
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor.
Watson & McDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.
Yamall-'Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

STEAM TRAPS
American Steam Gauge & Valre Mfg. Co.. Boston,
Mass.

Anderson Co.. Y. D.. Clereland. O.
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
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Darling Bros., Montreal,
D'Bste Co., Julian, Boston, Mus.
The Garth Co., iMontreaJ, Canada.
Dunham Co., Ltd., 0. A., Toronto, Ont.
J. T. Long, M Adam St., Montreal, Que.
Can. Morehead Mfg. Co., Woodstock.
Mason Reg\ilator & Engineering Co., Montreal
Sarco Co., Inc., New York, N.T.
Watson & IMoDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

STEEL BARRELS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.
\Vm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsbui^, Pa.
STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Out.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

STEEL TANKS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & .McCullooh Co., Qilt
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsbui?, Pa.
Waterous Engine Works, Brantford, OnU

STOKERS
Baibcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
MurphT Iron Works, Dertoit, Mich.
Stnford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, MtM.

STRAINERS
The .Maiion Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., MontreaL
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

STRUCTURAL STEEL WORK
Babcock & Wileox. Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que,
Wm. B. Scaife & Son.s Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

SUPPLIES, HOTWATER
Boyles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.

SUPERHEATERS, STEAM
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

SWING JOINTS
Franklin Williams Co., New York.

SWITCHBOARDS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont,

SWITCHES AND SWITCH BOXES
Can. H. 'W. Johns-Manvllle Co., Toronto, Ont.

TACHOMETERS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.

Can. H. W. Johns.iManvilIe Co., Toronto, Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn, N.Y

TANKS, BLOW-OFF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Darling Bros., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TANKS, FREEZING, STORAGE AND
WATER COOLING
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.

TANKS, OIL
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Bowser & Co., inc., S. F.. Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,

Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
St Catharines, Ont.

^Ym. B. Scaito' & Son.s Co., Pittsbuii;. I'a.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TANKS (OIL, KEROSENE. GASOLINE)
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

TANKS (UNDERGROUND STORAGE)
Bowser & Co., Inc., 3. F., Toronto, Ont.

TANKS, WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wateroua Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TAPPING MACHINES
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont.

TECHNICAL BOOKS
MacLean PiAlishlng Co., Toronto.

THERMOMETERS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Sehaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.T.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Uehling Instrument Co., New Tork, N.T.

THERMOSTATS
Sarco Co., Inc., New York. N.T.

TOOLS
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont.

TRANSFORMERS
Can. General EHectric Co., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co.. Montreal.
MacGrOvem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. C!o., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
(Canadian Fairbanks-'Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.
Goldie & MoCulIocb Co., Gait, Ont
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

TRANSMISSION, SILENT CHAIN
.Mor.^e Chain Co.. Ithica, N.Y.

TRAPS, STEAM AND WATER-LINE
The Mason Reg\ilator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.

TRUCKS, FACTORY
Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.

TUBE CLEANERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., MontreaL
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Pelley Packing and Fine Brush Mfg. Co., St

Loius. Mo.

TUBE CUTTERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

TUBES, BOILER
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Goldie & McCullodi Co., Gait

TURBINES, POWER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Uoppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worceeter, Man.

TUBES, COPPER AND BRASS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

TUNGSTEN LAMP (Vacaum and Gas
Filled Types)

Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
TURBINE OIL

Kellogg & Co., E. H.. New York, N.T.

TURBINE WATER WHEELS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
{Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,
St Catharines, Ont

Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Escher. Wyss & Co., Montreal.
MacGorem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

TURBINES, STEAM
The .Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Can. Allis-C!halmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Coppus Engr. & Equip. C^., Worcester, UaM.
Escher Wyss & Co., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
lAurie & Lamb, Montreal.
MacGorem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

UNIONS
Canadian FairbankS'Moise Co., Montreal.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Dart Union Company, Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
.McArity & Sons. T.. St John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

UNDERGROUND TANKS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F.. Toronto. Ont.

UNLOADERS, CAR
PortaDle Machinery Co.. Inc., Passaic, N.J.

UNIONS. BALL JOINT, COMBINATION,
FLANGED PIPE. GROUND JOINT.
MALLEABLE IRON, FLANGE, PIPE,
SWING
Jefferson Union Co.. Lexington, Mass.
Dart Union Company, Ltd., Toronto. Ont

VACUUM GOVERNORS
The Mason Reyxilator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Smart-Tumer .Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.
Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto.
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Leitch Co.. Arthur S.. Toronto. Ont

VACUUM REGULATING VALVES
The .Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Pan Ste.mi Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto, Ont.
Parline Bros.. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VACUUM TRAPS
Darlinc Brothers, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Can. Morehead Mfg. Co.. Woodstock, Ont
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.

VALVE DISCS
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London. Ont.
KeiT Fniriiu' Co., Walken'ille. Ont.
Jais. Morrison Bra.'s Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

VALVE LEATHER
Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

VALVE RESEATING MACHINES
Darling Bros., Montreal.

VALVES, CONDENSER. PUMP, RUBBER
Shell Bar Boico .Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
Vorhees Rubber Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

VALVES
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsuy. Ont
Canadian FalrtankaJMorse Co., Montreal.
Can. Steam Boiler BtT'iirmient Co.. Toronto. Ont
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Prick Co.. Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Pa.
Ken Enpiue Co.. WAlkerrinc. Ont.
William-s Machinery Co., A. R.. Toronto.
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
D'Eirte Co., Julian. Boston. Mass.
Jas. Morrison Bra-sa Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co., Pittsburg.
Jenkins Bros.. Montreal.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Pratt & Cady Co., Inc.. Hartford, Conn.

AIR VALVES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

VALVES, RADIATOR
Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Watson & MoDaniel Co.. Phlladeliilila.
Kerr Kiijriiie Co., Walkorville, Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Pratt A Cady, Hartford, Conn.
Wat.ion A MoDaniel Co., Philadelphia.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
York Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia.
Jas. Slorrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston. Mass.
MoArity & Sons. T.. St. John, N.B.

VALVES. ACID RESISTING
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co., Pltt^ig.

Kerr Engine Co., WalkervUle, Ont.
McArity & Sons. T., St John, N.B.

VALVES, BACK PRESSURE
Can. AJlis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
VALVES, BRASS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
KeiT Englue Co., Walkerrille, Ont.
Penberthy Injector Co. ,

Windsor, ' Ont.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Williams Machinery Co., A. B., Toronto.

VALVES, BLOW-OFF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock ft WUcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-iiiorse Co., MontreaL
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCMloch Co., Gait
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co., Pittabutg.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MoArity & Sons, T.. 8t John, N.B.
Watson tc McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philaddphia, Pa
VALVE CHAIN WHEEL
The Mason Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., MootnaL
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., New Bedford, Mass.

VALVES, FOOT
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, Lond<m, Ont
KeiT Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Oot
Smart-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VALVES, GATE
Babcock tc Wilcox, Ltd., MontreaL
Kerr Engine Co., Walkei-rille. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
McArity & Sons, T., St John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont.

VALES. HYDRAULIC
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelcihia, Pa

VALVES, MUL'nPORT
Can. Allis-Cbalmen, Ltd.< Toronto, Ont
VALVES. NON-RETURN STOP
Canadian Fairbanks-'Morse Co.. MontreaL
Jas. Morrison Bra^ .Mfg. Co., Toronto.

VALVES, RELIEF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., MontreaL
American Steam Gauge & Vaire Mfg. Co., Boaton
Mass.

McArity & Sons, T.. St John, N.B. >

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

VALVES, REDUCING
The Mason Regulator & Eng. 0>., Ltd., Montreal
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Quk.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Leitch Co., Arthur 3.. Toronto. Ont
Mason Reculator Oo., Botoa. Ham
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont

VALVES, STANDARD, GLOBE ANGLE
AND CHECKS
Kerr EuRine Co.. Wslkenille. Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., 1V>ranto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont.

VALVES. POP
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., MontreaL
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Shell Bar Boioo Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. 0.
MoArity & Sons. T.. St John. N.B.

VALVES, PUMP
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal, Qua.
Canadian Fairbanks-Moise Co., Montreal.
Smart-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VALVES. SAFETY THROTTLE
Boring Hydraulic A Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerrllls, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McArity & Sons. T.. St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.

VALVES. STEAM
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont
Kerr Enjrine (^o. . Walkerville. Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

WASTE
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.

WATER COLUMNS, GAGES
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Jas. NIorrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

WATER GAUGES, STANDARD, EXTRA
HEAVY AND AUTOMATIC

Penberthy Injector Co.. Win'l^or. Ont.
Jas. .Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

WATER SOFTENING SYSTEMS
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons, Plttsbuigh. Pa.

Canadian .Ulis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto.

WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS
Empire Mfg. Co.. Lt>l. London. Ont

WATER HEATERS AND WHISTLES
Empire Mfg. Co.. I.t»l.. London. Ont

WELDING COMPOUND
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.

WHISTLES
PenhiTthv Iniector Co. Wind.ior. Ont.
Jas. Morrison Bra.<» Mfg. Co., Toronto.

WHEEL TANKS (LUBRICATING OIL AND
GASOLINE)
Powwr A Co., Inc.. 3. F.. Toronto, Ont.

WRENCHES, PIPE
Williams Machinery Co., A. R. . Toronto.
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(Hauge Jl,(!lla£(sies!
Will resist all Steam Pressure and Variations of Temperature.

REFLEX GAUGE GLASSES
Annealed and Hardened for

LOCOMOTIVES, STEAM WAGONS,
MARINE AND STATIONARY BOILERS.

Adamite Gauge Glass Rings . Class Tubes and Reds

S. & C. BISHOP & CO., Sl Helens. Lancashire

Reducing Valves,

Relief Valves, Exhaust Pipe Heads,
EjectOB and Steam Separators.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
THE GARTH COMPANY

t« Cr«ia StrMt MONTREAL. CAN.
WATSON & McDANIEL CO.

N*. 146 N. 7th Street. PHILADELPHIA. Pa.

IMPROVED STEAM TRAP
FOR HIGH OR LOW PRESSURE.

Steam can't blow through. They have
large discharge valves and cannot be
flooded from sudden flushes of water.

MAY WE SEND ONE FOR TRIAL 7

Pump Governors,

FOR REMOVING SCALE
from Babcock, Stirling and other Water-

tube Boilers and Evaporators also for

Lancashire Boiler Scaling and Rust

Removing—there is no tool made

to equal my

'SKATOSKALO'
Pneumatic

Tube-Scaling
Tool.

Simple, strong, speedy,

reliable— these words

describe its

efficiency

Frank Gilman
(SOLE MAKER)

9, Wesffield Road, Birmingham, Eng.

V
Keep the Heat Where It Belongs

PLIBRICO keeps the heat in the furnace, because
it forms a jointless one-piece lining in your front HiHBp
door arches, entire fronts, side walls, arches, bridge WlTjL
walls, etc. This lining is gas and airtight, saves
fuel while at the same time greatly reduces your
furnace upkeep, will last longer, give better satisfac-
tion and can be more easily repaired than a lining
constructed of fire brick and fire clay.

Write for free copy of 3€'page book of useful
information on furnace building & maintenance

Jointless Fire Brick Co.
Kingsbury and Clay Sts., Chicago

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS: Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., 16 Ste. Therese St.,

Montreal. Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., 376 Dufferin St., Toronto. Gorman,
Cla'ncey & Grindley, Ltd., Calgary, Alberta. TRADE MARK

When Writing Advertisers Please

Mention Power House.
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4^
lycos

lycos

TEMPERATURE
INSTRUMENTS

Indicating, Recording, Controlling

Stand first in temperature problems,
having won their superior position by
painstaking and exact service in in-

numerable industrial applications. They
do their work well, perform every duty
demanded of them in temperature prob-
lems efficiently. The large number of
satisfied users is ample indication of the
confidence modern industry has in

lycos products.

Taylor Instrument Companies
ROCHESTER N.^

Don't clog your mind wheels up with the mud of unreliable out-of-date reading.

Get the latest technical information on Power House Equipment by reading POWER
HOUSE, Canada's only paper devoted entirely to the practical engineer's interests

^1 nn SUBSCRIPTION PRICE ^1 f\r\npI.UU Send in yours TO-DAY npI.UU
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Canada's Leading Machinery House

Are You An Engineer ?
One of the most prominent Engineering Authorities once wrote :

"

very important part of an Engineer's training is to know :

WHERE to Find

WHA T He Wants
WHEN He Wants It."

Do YOU know WHERE to get H7/>4 7 you want ?

Do YOU know that ''WILLIAMS" have IN STOCK
STEAM ENGINES, ALL SIZES, 1 to 1000 horse power?

Do YOU know that "Williams" have IN STOCK
STEAM BOILERS, ALL SIZES, 10 to 450 horse power?

Do YOU know that "Williams" have IN STOCK
STEAM PUMPS, ALL SIZES, 1 to 1000 gallons per min.?

Do YOU know that "Williams" have IN STOCK
AIR COMPRESSORS, ALL SIZES, 5 to 2000 cu. ft. per min.?

Do YOU know that "Williams" have IN STOCK
MOTORS AND GENERATORS, 1/4 h.p. to 200 h.p.?

Do rOL^ know that "Williams" have ''IN STOCK" A
SERVICE DEPARTMENT giving competent, unbiased
engineering advice ?

Do YOU know that "Williams" have "W STOCK"'
The largest line of POWER PLANT SUPPLIES in Canada?

Now we*ve told you WHERE to get it. Won't you tell us
WHAT you want?

WRITE OR PHONE POWER PLANT DEPARTMENT

THE A. R. WILLIAMS MACHINERY CO., Limited
TORONTO, ONTARIO



JAMES MORRISON TORONTO

It makes no difference how the initial pressure varies, this

reducing valve will keep the low pressure constant.

It is the ultimate valve—it does all that a pressure reducing valve

could possibly do.

Made in sizes and with reduction ranges to suit every requii'e-

ment, and sold with the well-known Morrison guarantee.

May we send complete details?

The James Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.^ Ltd.

93-97 ADELAIDE ST. W., TORONTO
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Type "K" Brass

Gate Valve

Screwed

Jenkins
Bros.

Type "K" Brass Gate
Valves

PARTICULAR attention is

paid to every detail in the

manufacture of Jenkins
Bros.' Type "K" Brass Gate
'Valves.

Before they are delivered for

shipment every valve is carefully

inspected and thoroughly tested

under working conditions by
both steam and hydraulic pres-

sure.

Type "K" Brass Gate Valves carry
the well-known JENKINS BROS.'
guarantee of Service and Satisfac-

tion. You can tell genuine Type
"K" Gate Valves by the Diamond
Trade Mark—always look for it.

Your dealer will supply you. Cata-
logue No. 8 sent free on request.

3> Jenkins ^ros.
Head Office and Works: Agencies in all the Europe

LIMITED

European Branch:

103 St. Remi Street, Principal Countries 6 Great Queen St., Kingsvvay

Montreal, Canada of the World London, W.C. 2, England

J
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BRISTLING WITH POINTS
TO SAVE POWER AND INCREASE PRODUCTION

AMERICAN
ARE

STEEL
SPLIT PULLEYS

Twenty years ago steel belt pulleys appeared for the first time. To-day the steel pulley business on this
side of the Atlantic alone has grown to an annual output of not less than 500,000 pulleys.

Xn steel pulleys the American just bristles with points of superiority.

Note the flat "A" Braced Arms (edge on) cut the air and save enormously in power.

Arms not riveted through pulley face, but riveied to interned strengthening rim flanges.

A rim made like a channel iron, central flanges and safety beaded edges.

Ends of arms are all milled to exact length.

Features incorporated in the American. Features that make for longevity, less belt slip. No pulley
will resist shocks like the steel.

An American Steel Split Pulley is made from 40 to 60 per cent, lighter than a cast iron pulley designed
lor equal service.

We have one of the largest stocks of steel split pulleys in Canada and they are the AMERICAN.
This to you, the production superintendent, means the opportunity of getting maximum pulley
efficiency.

Phone or write Supply Department of

THE A. R. WILLIAMS MACHINERY COMPANY, LIMITED, TORONTO, ONTARIO

A Little Letter to the Plant Engineers of Canada
Gentlemen: The following are two extt-acts from an

artirie ivhich a-ppeared in "Power," under date ApHl 30f/i,

1918, and the Editor of that Journal has informed me that

he would he very glad if I could make use of same for the

purpose of Educational Propaganda among Engineers.

"Well, I suppose pumps are necessary about a steam
"plant, but I wish that someone tvould get up something
"that w'ould V!ork without valves and pistons in handling
"hot water returns. Then there ivould be less gloom, for
"me at least. A pump is a nuisance anyway " {said this

Engineer)

.

"Why, Williams, you don't mean to say that you don't

"know of a u:ay to get your returns back into the boiler

"without a pump, do you? Didn't you ever hear of the

"return loop? No? Well, I ain't got the time to tell

"you about it just noiv, as I have got to get home so as to

"keep peace in the family, but the next time I get a chance,

"I'll drop in and give you a few pointers on the loop that
" m a y come in

"handy some time
"or other."

Imagine a
Steam Engineer
in Canada making
the first state-
ment. Is it pos-
sible that any

Engineer who reads POWER HOUSE doesn't know about
the Direct Return Trap? If so, it is not our fault.

The writer doesn't know if Williaytu<i' friend ever returned
to tell him more about the return loop, but he purposes
telling you Engineers all he knows about the subject
through these ads.

We have endeavoured to place the merits of the Return
Trap before Engineers in many ways, and from many
aspects.

We are now running a series of ads. in this Jotirnal, which
I'-e hope nnll demonstrate more clearly than ever why a
Ret^trn Trap should be in y^ur plant. See May 20 issue.

Will you do the writer a favour? Criticize the diagrams,
illustrating the ads. Analyze the statements made, and if

you have any fault to find, ivritc us a letter, and tell us
where ire are tvrong.

The ads are written for your bene fit , and, u-e bcliei'e, have
an educational value, dealing as they do unth details which
are very often overlooked and cause serious hss of plant
efficiency.

The irriter has taken a chance on Steam Engineers of
Canada being ,open to conviction, and irilling to be shown.
He lias written these ads. fo'- I his purfyose, and all he asks
in rclut n, isyRcad the ads. ani criticize them, and he has
no doubt, it' will result in a oreat many plants being made
more efficient by the men in charge of them.

' WM. H. ROSE, Engineer.

The "STEAM LOOP" Present-day method

GEO. Wi COLE, LIMITED
2002 Dundas St., West - TORONTO
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BOILERS
The recent additions to our boiler shops, with the installation of new
and most modern machinery, have placed us in a better position than
ever to take care of your boiler and steel plate work.

With a Waterous boiler installed in the Waterous way you may be
sure of getting the full steam value from your fuel—whether it be
wood, coal, sawdust or shavings or combinations of these. We will

ftirnfsh you with a setting that is designed and dimensioned to best
suit your individual needs.

Some Recent Installations
Dominifm Steel I'roiIucU L'o..- tH/'xlfi'
l.'tiited Grain (irowers .'.3 72" x 18'

Cockshutt riow Co )3 72" x.lS'
Kitsumkalliini Co 2 72" x IS'

P.Q. Lumber Co 1 72" x 13'

Ixwkwood, Green & Co 2 66" x 16'

Couture & Kheault 1 7?' x 18'

A. A. Morden & Son 1 60" x 14'

Slingsby Mfg. Co 1 x 18'

Southern Ont. Gas Co 2 54" i 14'

Paris Wincey Mill^! 1 66" x 16'

B. F. .Sturtevant 1 C«" x 18'

Brow-n HoUing .Mill.s 1 72" x 16'

Praek & Perrin< 1 72" x 13'

There are 75 years of experi-

ence and ability behind every
Waterous boiler you purchase.

We manufacture and carry in

stock Roturn Tubular Boilers
up to 72 in. X 18 ft. If we can-
not supply you from stock we
can turn your order out in the
shortest possible time.

(LET US QUOTE)

Boilers in Stock
2—48
3—54
3—60
2—72
2—66

X ]

14 Horizontal.
14 Horizontal.

14 Horizontal

Horizontal.

16 Horizontal.
1— 1.5 H.P. Vertical.
2— 18 H.P. Vertical
1—30 H.P. Locomotive.
3—40 H.P. Locomotive.
3—60 H.P. Locomotive.
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Our System of Testing Insures
Uniformity and Dependability [in

Dominion Rubber System Belting
Probably the elements that create the most satisfaction in the use of any
article are an accurate knowledge of what it will do before it is made and
to prove that it will efficiently accomplish its purpose after it is made.

It is on this basis that we build our belting and the knowledge of what it

will do is the result of over fifty years experience and research.

We prove by careful tests that every ounce of material is up to our high

standard—each individual operation is checked as the belt proceeds from
one machine to the next and a sample of the finished belt is tested, both

chemically and physically, to prove that it will efficiently serve the purpose
for which it was made and that it has a reserve of strength for emerg-
encies.

We want you to test not only our claims of superiority for Dominion
Rubber System belting, but our free belting service, in charge of belting

experts, who can help to cut your manufacturing costs, by making your
equipment more efficient.

A phone, v/ire or letter to our nearest sei'vice branch will enable you to test

this service without obligation.

Service Branches

:

Halifax.

St. John.
Quebec,
Montreal,
Ottawa,

Toronto,
Hamilton,
London,
Kitchener,
North Bay,

Fort William,
Winnipeg,
Brandon,
Regina.
Saskatoon,

Edmonton,
Caljiary.

Lethbridpe.
Vancouver,
Victoria.

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^ I nil 1 1 ri 1 1 1 1 1 II I II III 1 1 II iTin I III nil 1 1 II II r

POWER HOUSE, June 5, 1919, Vol. XII.. No. g. Published semi-monthly it M3-153 University Ave., Toronto. Canada. Subscription price in Canada, Jl.OO:
in United States, $1.50. Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office Department, Ottawa, Canada. Entered as second-class matter July 1, 1912. at
the Post Office at Buffalo, under the Act of March 3rd, 1879.
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THE "EMCO" VALVE
Has Nine Points of Superiority

Registered in the following

Provinces as follows^

GLOBE VALVE A840

British Columbia

Alberta

Saskatchewan -

Ontario

No. 2590

No. 1102

No. 2355

No. 175.-,

LONG THREAD ON BONNET
TO ALLOW FOR
TIGHTENING OF PACKING

LONG FULL THREAp
ON STEM

BRASS PACKING GLAND

HIGH PRESSURE
STEAM PACKING

LARGE HEAVY
HEXAGON TO
ALLOW LONG
THREAD ON PIPE
AND GOOD CLEAR
ANCE ON END

OF PIPE

Registered in the following

Provinces as follows

ANGLE VALVE A842
No. 2592

No. 1105

No. 2377

No. 1775

UNIFORM
HEAVY BONNET SEATS WHEN OPEN

TO ALLOW FOR PACKING
UNDER PRESSURE

FULL
WATERWAY

HEAVY UNIFORM BODY

EMPIRE MANUFACTURING CO., Limited
LONDON and TORONTO, CANADA
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1ALBOl
Contra-Flow

SteamBoilers
(Equipped with Crude Oil Burners)

Head of Boiler Casing Removed

Cost of Operation is Cheaper Than
Any Known Power Producer

Requires one-seventh^ the space of the ordinary

boiler. No brickwork is necessary.

Responds instantly to sudden demands for steam
through the automatic control of feed water and fuel.

Water enters the "Talbot" near the stack and leaves

in the form of steam near the furnace.

The circulation is through water tubes and is forced

at a high velocity by means of a pump doing away
with a water drum. By preventing gravity circular-

tion the steam is drawn directly from the lower
tubes, eliminating the steam drum.

Two 1,000 H.P. Boilers in stock for quick delivery.

Write for full description to

Canadian Manufacturers and Sales Office:

Montreal General Tool Co.
Limited

675 Notre Dame, Maisonneuve
MONTREAL, P.Q.

There's a Big Waste
in Little Leaks

Do you know that a one-tenth inch pipe-

joint leak at 150 lbs. pressure will waste
steam in a year at a cost to-day of approxi-
mately $825? Figure it out for yourself.

Leak one-tenth inch; pressure 150 lbs.;

9 lbs. steam per lb. coal; coal $5.50 ton;
10 hours per day; 300 days per year.
And it's such an unpatriotic waste in these
days of coal conservation—such a needless
and careless waste at any time—for the
leak can be stopped in a few minutes' time
with a

7o';5t clamp
Formerly the JSIJyiF^IjEX:
More than 13,000 leaks have been stopped since

this effective clamp was first placed on the market.
Millions of dollars have been saved. The savinj;:

in coal can only be guessed.
The Yarvvay (formerly the Simplex) can be attached
in a few minutes by any workman. The principle
can be seen from the illustration shown here.
If there is a pipe-joint leak in any of your lines,

tell us the size and we will send you a Yarway for
30 days' trial. Instead of returning it, you will

probably be as enthusiastic over its success as the
man who said of a Yarway Clamp, "It's worth its

weight in gold."

Write to-day

YARNALL-WARING COMPANY \
7604-20 Queen Street

Chestnut Hill - Philadelphia

Calgary, Alberta

GORMAN, CLANCY &GR1NDLEY CO.

Montreal, Canada
JAS. ROBERTSON CO.

Montreal, Que., Canada
A. McLELLAN,

103 St. Francis Xavier Street

New Westminster, B.C.

CUNNINGHAM HARDWARE CO.
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Guess Work in the Steam Plant is Costly
Fuel prices are high. In fact, production costs in general are on the upward
trend. In face of these conditions guess work in your steam plant won't do any
longer. It's too costly. Reduce your operation expenses. Put your steam

plant on a scientific basis by installing the

—

Automatic

Self-Adjusting

Safe

Simple

Reliable

Hays CO2 and

Draft Recorder
With ITavr; Recorder installed in your plant the

firemen know exactly when to fire-up and just how
much fuel is needed. Xo wa^^te in time; no waste in

fuel. If you are con-

suming more fuel than

is necessary the Hays

Recorder will tell you

about it. It will expose

the cause of the waste

and you will easily see

]if)w it can be avoided.

It points out errors in

firing, errors in draft

and boiler settings.

The Hays Recorder is

automatic, self-adjust-

ing and never fails. It

does not deperid on

hand adju.stment and

mechanical action for

accurate operation.

Indications are c n-

trolled by rising and

falling columns of mer-

cury, water and caustic

)ota.sh.

ECONOMY and EFFICIENCY follows wherever the
Hays Recorder is installed. Some plants using it

have made a saving of 50 per cent, in fuel ex-
penses. You can be assured of a saving of at least
25 per cent, in your fuel costs. Investigate! Let
us tell you all about it.

The Jos.W. Hays Corporation
300 HAYS AVE.

Michigan City Indiana, U.S.A.

Canadian Representative:

Stephen H. Payne, 30 Church Street, New York
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When Buying Thermometers

There's Just Three Things

to Remember

—

First, you must have accuracy
and sensitiveness

—

Second, durability is absolutely

essential

—

Third, the thermometer must be
suitably constructed for the in-

tended application.

Accuracy, sensitiveness and dur-

ability are absolutely guaran-
teed in

"Crescent" Thermometers
And with nearly seventy years of experience to

our credit, we are qualified to properly interpret

your needs.

Our Catalog P.H. 200 illustrates and describes

"Crescent" Thermometers for every application.

Also test thermometers, glass thermometers, etc.

Get a copy of CataloK P.H.-200 to-day.

The Schaeffer & Budenberg

Mfg. Co.

Brooklyn, New York

Canadian
Agents

:

Milton and
Prentiss,
Toronto.

Power
Plant ther-

ometers for all

temperatures not ex-

cpeding 1000° P

I

Also-—"Columbia" RecordinK Gauges
and Thermometers. Gauges. Gauge
Testers. Tachometers. Steam Calori-

metera. Counters, etc.

MASON
Reducing Valves

Pump Regulator
Balanced Valves
Damper Regulators

If you order a Mason
you will get absolute
satisfaction. This we
guarantee you. You
simply cannot make a
mistake.
Dependable regulation
under every possible
condition.

Our complete catalog tells you
WHY. Let us mail you a copy.

Mason Regulator Company
BOSTON, MASS.

TORONTO REPRESENTATIVES

:

The Arthur S. Leitch Co.,

506 Kent Bldg., Toronto.

KIELEY
Rockaway Single

Seated Pressure

Regulating Valve

(Flanged End Pattern)

Scientifically

Tested
Every condition under which
Kieley Single Seated Pressure Re-
gulating Valves are operated is

fully considered by an expert en-
gineering and research depart-
ment. Scientific tests and investi-
gations are made of eacli device
before shipment. Use the best
steam Specialties; this policy pays
in the long run. There's none
better than (and few as good as)
the Kieley line.

SERVICE
— For regulat-
ing and control-
ling steam sup-
ply to domestic
water heaters,
thermostatically
c ntrolled
valves, cooking
kettles, steriliz-

i n g apparatus
and similar ser-
vice.

The Arthur S. Leitch Co.
Kent Building, TORONTO

Fuel is scarce. Don't waste
it. With the slightest varia-

tion in pressure the damper
IS automatically regulated in

eithar direction b" the

CURTIS
Improved Damper

Regulator
It is a simple, durable and
effective device. Positive and
automatic in operation.

Write for our 1918 catalog
showing the Curtis line of
Engineering Supplies.

JULIAN D'ESTE COMPANY
26 Canal Street BOSTON, MASS.

Aj^encies:

216 Fulton Street, New York City

174 North Market Street, Chicago, III.
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Eight seven-retort Riley Underfeed Stokers as installed
under 600 horsepower B. & W. Boilers. Note the cleanliness
of the boiler room and the absence of all operating me-
chanism underneath the stoker.

Riley Stokers Give
You Higher Efficiency and

Lower Maintenance
The average efficiency the first year after installing

Riley Stokers at this industrial plant was 72%—the

maintenance $0.0035 per ton of coal fired.

Such results have a meaning so significant that no
engineer can safely disregard them.
The results are not unusual but are typical of Riley
Service. They are directly traceable to the three

unique Riley features

—

the moving gates—the con-
tinuous automatic ash discharge— the safety con-
necting rod.

These valuable features are fully described in our
catalogue HR-6.
For information on the Murphy Furnace for sn\aUer boilerSj see our

advertisement in the last issue or send for catalog HM-6.

Sanford Riley Stoker Co.
Worcester, Mass.

British Licensees : Erith's Engineering Co., Ltd.,

London. French Licensees : Erith, Leroy 8c

Cie., Paris, France.

Two of the BLONCK Meters at High Level Pumping
Station, Toronto Water Works

Write for full particulars re REPUBLIC FLOW METERS—these meters measure steam, water
and air for all departments, also steam generated by each boiler.

Sole Ontario Representative

:

THE
ALL-ROUND BOILER ROOM

INSTRUMENT

THE FIREMAN'S GUIDE

Improved

BLONCK
Boiler

Efficiency

Meters
Let us demonstrate this meter to yoa

at your plant, or at our office. We
have a model boiler and an actual

meter, and can demonstrate all condi-

tions that take place in the furnace.

Let us show you how the BLONCK will

save money, worry and trouble.

E. J. Philip & Sons
103 Hamilton Trust Building TORONTO, Ontario
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GARLOCK PACKINGS

7PARE THE ROd

FOR GENERAL HYDRAULIC SERVICE

In steel mills and blast furnaces, where pressures

vary by thousands of pounds, and where rams
and plungers are often exposed to grit and
corrosion,

Garlock Style No. 960

is gviaranteed to give entire satisfaction. This

combination is made up of braided copper, metal

wedge and waterproof hydraulic rings. It will

hold a pressure of 3,000 pounds.

Write for our catalog.

THE GARLOCK PACKING COMPANY, - Hamilton, Ont.

BRANCHES

:

Montreal, Quebec _ - - 409 Shaughnessy Bldg.

,

Toronto, Ontario _ _ - 404 Continental Life Bldg.

•I'toHil Winnipeg, Manitoba----- Gait Bldg.
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DEPARTMENT

n

LINDE
REFRIGERATING MACHINERY

Is known and recognized the world over as

The Standard Refrigerating Machine
We have carefully studied Refrigeration under all conditions in Canada for the

past 25 years and know what is best for the Canadian Manufacturer.

Our Machinery is ^^Made in Canada ^

The LINDE CANADIAN REFRIGERATION CO., Limited

TORONTO

37 St. Peter St., Montreal, P.Q.
WINNIPEG

Makers of Quality Refrigerating Machinery Since 1896

VANCOUVER

MachineryIce-making and
Refrigerating
Built in any capacity that you desire. HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL
Our SMALL MACHINES have the same "regularity of Oper-
ation," "Reliability" and "Efficiency" as our large ones.

AMMONIA FITTINGS, CONDENSERS, BRINE COOLERS,
ETC.

Our Machines are in daily operation in Canada
CORLISS and POPPET VALVE ENGINES

The Vilter Manufacturing Company
242 Beecher St. - - - Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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ICE PLANTS equipped with
FRICK Ice-Making Machinery will go a long way
in supplying this season's enormous demand for Ice.

Durable and Efficient under heavy loads FRICK Machines
maintain their superiority established 37 years ago.

Ask for a copy of our

list of users covering 48

pages of satisfied cus-

tomers—also your copy
of "Ice and Frost." BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES zontal—Absorption

There is a FRICK Ma-
chine for every refrig-

erating purpose — all

types : Vertical—Hori-

Canadian Representative : FRICK Ice and Refrigeration Co., Montreal

Real Data on Steam Line Insulation

You will find this 84-page book different from most catalogues

dealing vv^ith pipe coverings. Glittering generalities and broad,

unsupported statements have been left out. In their place are given

concrete facts, such as

:

1. The comparative heat insulating efficiency of Nonpareil High Pressure
Covering and other standard brands;

2. The transmission of heat per lineal foot through the various sizes and
thicknesses of Nonpareil High Pressure Covering;

3. The loss of heat from bare pipe;

4. A table showing the most economical thickness of Nonpareil High Pres-
sure Covering to use for different service conditions;

5. A chapter on the proper insulation of underground steam lines;

6. Detailed specifications for the proper insulation of steam lines, boilers,

etc., based on the cost of steam.

In fact, the book is most complete, covering as it does the v\^hole

question of efficient steam line insulation in detail.

Superintendents, engineers, managers and all others interested
in the conservation of steam and fuel v^ill find this book of value.
It is more than just a trade catalogue, and merits a place in your
permanent business library.

Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Ltd., 504 McGill Bldg., Montreal, Que., Can-

Also manufacturers of Nonpareil Insulating Brick for boiler settlings, furnaces, etc.: Nonpareil Cork Covering for drinking water systems;
Nonpareil Cork Machinery Isolation for noisy machines, and Linotile for floors in offices, residences, etc.

Nonpareil High Pressure Covering
" THE COVERING THAT'S DIFFERENT"

SENT ON REQUEST
A copy of the book and a sample of Non-
pareil High Pressure Covering will be
cheerfully sent on request. If you are
interested particularly in insulation for
tanks, feed water heaters, evaporators,
ovens, etc., ask also for a copy of the
booklet, "Nonpareil High Pressure Blocks
and Cement" and samples of these ma-
terials.
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MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION
SAVES MONEY :-: HELPS BUSINESS

"We wish to express our satisfaction with your
plant, which in the past several years has saved
not only money and labor, but proved a business
asset as well," writes one of our customers.

Here is the whole story in a few words. No addi-
tion to your business offers more certain returns
on the investment than MECHANICAL REFRIG-
ERATION.

If your business is lagging, it can be improved by
the use of MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION. If

your business is good, it can be made better by
installing a YORK REFRIGERATING PLANT.

Write to-day for information and prices.

YORK MANUFACTURING CO.
(Ice-Making and Refrigerating Machinery exclusively)

YORK, PA., U.S.A.
Canadian Representatives

Canadian Ice Machine Company
WINNIPEG
85 Lombard St.

TORONTO
82 Chestnut St.

MONTREAL
324 Craig St. West

CALGARY
605 Second St.

In the LARGEST and MOST MODERN PLANT in the

WORLD, building Insulated DOORS and allied products

exclusively, we are building what we KNOW to be THE BEST
INVESTMENT FOR THE USER and the universally recog-

nized WORLD'S STANDARD DOORS. In verification:—

THE HARRIS ABATTOIR CO.,
Ltd., Canada.

"Our Coolers and Freezers are
mostly equipped with your doors.
In fact we adopted it as Utandard
throughout our plant, as we find

them substantially made and the
insulation perfect. We also find

the Hardiccre stands up better
than on any other door we have
seen or tried."

LOUISVILLE SOAP CO.,

Louisville, Ky.

"Coolers at one of our plants
are equipped with your doort,
whith have given us such latis-
Jaction ire vHsh to improve the
doors at our old plant. We would
not be warranted in tbrowing out
the doors but would like the type
hardware you supply."

THE WASHINGTON MARKET,
Washington, D.C.

"The doors supplied by you, in

use at both plants, have been in

every icay satisfactory, and we
think the Jamison door is the best

on the market."

Read 'em again men—analyze them! Acquaint yourself

fully with our method of construction through latest

catalog No. 8.

Jamison Cold Storage Door Company
Formerly Jones Cold Door Co. HAGERSTOWN, M.D., U.S.A.
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To Get All the Energy
Out of Low-Grade Coal
You have to make provision for perfect combustion. The quickest,
easiest, least bothersome way to do that is to install Cyclone Grates
Their 60% Air Space and 90% underdraught prevents both the form-
ation of clinkers and the loss of fuel gas. Their improved jarring,
shaking movement sifts the worthless ashes through—but no good
coal. Our 30-Day Trial Offer is made to substantiate these claims
Take advantage of it to-day.

The Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Limited
20 McGEE ST., TORONTO. ONT. Sole Makers for Canada Phone Ger 3660AGENTS

:
St. Jahn. N^B.. W Blizzard. 329 Charlotte St. ; Montreal, Mason RegulatorCo., Ltd.. St James St

; Hamilton, Robt. Fitzimmons. 8 Grove St.; Winnipeg VulcanIron Works; Ottawa, J. W. Anderson, Room 7, Bank Street Chambers.
""'Peg- Vulcan

The Large Air Valve Will Never Wire Draw
It is permanently under deep water seal. And the Lake Superior Copper Float, so nicely-

counterbalanced, contributes to the everlasting steam- and watei'-tightness of this

ANDERSON
Model "D" Steam Trap

If conditions in your plant are extremely severe, your need for
this Anderson Trap is urgent. And it will stay tight from
the day you put it in. Think of all the further cost and
troubles you can avoid by giving your plant this quick-acting,,
large-capacity Trap.

Booklet describes the accuracy of parts machined to solid

gauge, the self-contained strainer, the outside gauge glass, the
self-contained by-pass, and the simplicity of design, giving com-
pleite accessibility to every part.

Write Now.

The V. D. ANDERSON Company
1935 West 96th Street, CLEVELAND, OHIO
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You Can Learn a Lot from Advertising

The main thing an advertiser wants to do is to tell you

plainly just how and why his goods are worthy of your

consideration. You can learn a great deal from that alone,

because many things you see advertised are the things you

buy and use in your regular daily life. By reading the

advertisements, you can learn the names and read

the descriptions of the things that are best and most satis-

factory.

But advertising teaches even more
than that. All advertisers try to

make their advertisements them-

selves valuable to you.

A good many people have learned

a whole lot about good music,

good books, good food, good

clothes, ways to keep healthy, ways

to live comfortably, ways to keep

the house and grounds looking

well—they've learned all these

things and many other things just

by reading advertisements.

Read the advertisements right

along, and you will learn a great

deal that will be helpful and valu-

able to you as you go through life.

Written bti LIFE'S advertising manager.
Power House advertisnients have proven of
great worth to Ca^tadiari engineers. Our
advertisers recognize this and prepare their

messages accordingly. Keep thoroughly up-
to-date by stndying BOTH editorial and
advertising pages.
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If a throttle valve

could talk of rod packings

— it would tell of unnecessary steam waste.

Not the dribble that leaks from the stuffing-

box—this is insignificant. But of that which
is wasted in driving an engine when the rod

is gripped tightly and its free action hindered

by common packings. And it would tell of Sea

Rings—how they pack rods leaklessly while

relieving them of friction.

Sea Rings aren't solid or inert—but are auto-

matic, pulsating and self-adjusting.

As steam or liquid enters the stuffing box, it fills

the hollow spacs between the "lip"' and "heel" of

the Ssa Ring', and pressure forces the lip ag^ainst

the rod, wi.h just enough pressure to stop leak-

age. As pressure decreases, the Sea Ring relaxes

its grip on the rod.

For the rejuvenation of pump, engine or com-
pressor, Johns-Manville Ssa Ring Rod Packing
is unequalled. Our nearest branch will tell you
how an 1 where to try a set and be convinced.
Write them today.

Canadian Johns-Manville Co., Limited
Montreal Toronto Vancouver Winnipeg

Hamilton London Ottawa
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REES RoTURBo
Pumping Machinery

Is in use all over the World in Waterworks, Mines,
Power Stations, Irrigation Works, Pulp and
Paper Mills, Salt, Chemical and General

Industrial Plants where highest effici-

ency, reliability and the best class

of Engineering are demanded.

-f—

.

Illustrating Sectional View Type, B.2 Multi-Stagre Rees Roturbo Patent Pressure Chamber Pump.

REES RoTURBo Pumps provide a high and sustained efficiency over a wide range of
duties. This means a very noticeable saving in power costs.

The Self-Regulating feature of RoTURBo design is responsible for this saving, and
this same feature protects your Prime Mover from overloads on a decreased pressure
head, eliminating expensive delays and costly repairs.

Our RoTURBo Pump and Condenser Catalogues, full of valuable information, are
yours for the asking.

Sole Canadian Manufacturers

The Goldie & McCuIIoch Co., Ltd.

Head Office and Works, GALT, ONTARIO, CANADA
Toronto Office Western Branch : Quebec Ag^ents : British Columbia Agents :

Suite 1101-2, 248 McDermott Ave., Ross & Greig, Robt. Hamilton & Co.

Bank of Hamilton BId'g Winnipeg, Man. 400 St. James St., Vancouver, B.C.

Montreal, Que.
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Hamilton Waterworks; Some Features of Design
The High Level Booster Station and the Laying of the Intake
Piping Are Described, Together With Some of the Problems
Encountered in the Design of a Large City Waterworks System

THE accompanying illustration,

Fig. 1, shows the High Head elec-

tric pumping station at Hamilton,

with its 4 centrifugal electrically-oper-

ated units, while in Figs. 2, 3 and 4

may be seen the intake crib ready to be

launched, the 48-in. intake pipes in 140

ft. lengths; also the 48-in. header and

30-in. valve to the main. The writer

is indebted to Andrew F. Macallum,

C.E., city engineer of Hamilton, Ont.

He points out the fact that the City

of Hamilton, Ont., completed its water-

works system in 1859, which system was
developed gradually to meet the growth

of the city until 1912, when it was found

that the rapid growth of the city neces-

sitated the complete renewal of the en-

tire system. At this time there were in

operation four steam pumps, having a

combined discharge of 131/4 million gal-

lons (imperial) per 24 hours, and three

mains to the city, 18 in., 20

in. and 30 in., respectively.

Two of these pumps and
the 18 in. main were in-

stalled in continuous use

since 1859, and these pumps
of the vertical walking
beam plunger type are to-

day somewhat of a curi-

osity. These old pumps are

yet in commission, but used
only in the event of inter-

ruption to the electrical-

driven turbine pumps in-

stalled during the recon-

struction, and when the

other two and new steam
pumps cannot meet the de-

mand.
Hamilton lies at the

westerly end of Lake On-
tario, where, at its extreme
end, a sand ridge cuts off

the lake from the Burling-

ton Bay, on the shores of

which the city lies. Ow-
ing to its location and
this sand ridge, through which

short canal is cut to the lake, com-

bined with the fact that most of the

sewage from the city is treated at Dis-

posal Works before entering the bay;
it has never been found necessary to

By F. C. PERKINS

treat the water taken by the intakes

from Lake Ontario. This places this

city in the unique position of being
about the only city draining water from
the lower great lakes that has not

treated its water supply. In connection
with the original installation, two in-

takes extended into the lake, one cast

iron 20 inches in diameter, for a dis-

tance of 1,000 feet, and a wooden box
intake, three feet square, a distance of

300 feet, each having its inner end in

a settling basin, from which wooden con-

duits led to the wells at the pumping
station.

Engineer Macallum maintains that

one of these wooden conduits, placed in

1859, was found to be in first class con-

dition after 55 years' service. It was
decided to construct a new intake 4 feet

in diameter and 2,100 feet in length,

which would bring it to a depth of

FIG. 1—HIGH HEAD ELECTRIC PUMPING STATION WITH FOUR MOTOR-DRIVEN
UNITS.

a thirty-two feet of water in the lake.

This steel intake pipe including intake
piece, sluice valve and expansion joints,

cost $20,250, delivered on the site and
rivetted in lengths approximately one
hundred and forty feet, on the ends of

which were flanged pieces. The price

mentionei included also the lead gas-
kets and bolts.

The accepted tender for laying this

pipe was $35,000, which included the
building and placing of the intake crib
and a concrete valve chamber and house
at the settling basin end. As ice ridges
formed out in the lake for a distance of
about 1,000 feet and in some places
thirty feet high, to protect the pipe, it

was necessary to lay the pipe in trench
on the lake bottom, so that when filled

in again the pipe was covered. Con-
crete in bags was placed around the
pipe for 300 feet from the shore line as
an added precaution. Four piles were
driven in the trench in such a position
that when a 140 foot section was floated
into position two piles would be at each
end of the section. Across the two piles

at each end a sill was bolted at grade
and the pipe lowered to rest upon these

sills and held in posi-

tion there by wooden
blocks on either side. A
cap was bolted across

the two piles over the

]npe after the section

had been bolted to the

preceding section by
the drivers. Besides
alignment the object in

driving these piles was
twofold, first, for ease

in joining un two sec-

tions clear of the sand;
and secondly, to pre-

vent ''s much as possi-

ble divers not bolting

up the lower sections

of the pipes, because of

difficulty of access. As
there was practically

little possibility of

scour on account of the

method of construction

adapted it was not con-

sidered necessary to

space the piles closer.

Tn an examination of the plans for in-

take cribs adopted by the cities on the
Great Lakes, it was found that the mini-

mum size was forty feet square and of

sufficient height that the mouth of the

intake facin"- upwards was at least seven
feet above the bed of the lake. This
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FIG. 2—INTAKE CRIB AT HAMILTON READY TO BE LAUNCHED.

minimum size En^neer Macallum did

not consider necessary, but desired the

intake crib to be 24 feet square, placing

rip rap around the outside, and this

has since been found quite satisfactory.

No iron was exposed about the intake

opening, but these were constructed with
oak plank to prevent the prevention of

anchor ice. In the gate valve house were
placed fish screens for obvious reasons.

A reinforced concrete conduit, 4 feet in

diameter and 2,000 feet long was con-

structed to the large well at the pump-
ing station. This conduit before reach-

ing the pump well passed through a

screen chamber, through which the old

two wooden conduits also passed.

Each of the turbine pumps fed from
a small and separate well connected with
the main well with a gate valve cut off.

By this method any foot valve could

be inspected and repaired if necessary

without interfering with the water sup-
ply to the other pumps. At the inlet

and outlet of each conduit was placed

a sluice valve, so that any conduit could

be cut off, or either part of a conduit.

Engineer Macallum points out that in

the construction or reconstruction of any
waterworks system, the pumping plant

is of paramount importance, what power
used, steam, gas or electric will depend
principally upon the cost of these motive

agencies delivered on the shaft. Other
considerations will be the capital cost of

installation, including size of relative

building and cost of operation with de-

preciation.

In Hamilton on account of the low
cost of electric power ($16.50) per an-

num, it was decided to increase the

number of electric driven pumps to

meet the future demands and the pump-
ing station for the units already in-

stalled was enlarged. Two new electric

driven turlbine pumps were installed,

each of 6% million Imp. gallons per

24 hours, or of the same capacity as

two units already in operation. There

is a steam plant also drawing a capa-

city of ISV2 million gallons per 24 hours,

which is generally held in reserve, or to

carry the peak load during periods of

heavy consumption.
Regarding the two stage turbine

pumps that the City of Hamilton instal-

led at its main pumping station, pump-
ing to a head of 285 ft. with an effici-

ency of 75 i>er cent, under full load, it

may be mentioned the tenders for two
6V2 million gals. (Imperial) turbine

pumps in place varied from 5,500 to 9,-

800. Extra impellers capable of lifting

the water to 300 feet were included and
the pumps had to be successfully oper-

ated for two weeks before acceptance.

Besides the main pumping station there

was built a booster station to replace

steam and air lift pumps to carry the

water to greater elevations than possi-

ble with the main pumping station with-

out causing excessive pressure in the

lower portion of the city. This station

contains four turbine pumps, each of

one million Imperial gallons per 24

hours. Two of these pumps raised the

The problem at this station was to ap-
proximately determine the heads to

which the pumps would generally work,
so as to get the greatest efficiency out
of them. The pumps were directly con-

nected to the mains fed from the main
pumping station, and about 75 feet be-

low the level of the reservoir that the

main station fed.

It is stated by Engineer Macallum
that besides the usual annual and daily

fluctuations in head with the added ef-

fect of the draft of these pumps on the

static head was the difference in level

of two reservoirs on the main system to

be considered. One of these reservoirs

was only used in case of emergency, or

while repairing or cleaning the reservoir

generally used, but as it was 60 feet

lower in elevation and tw^o miles dis-

tant across the city, and nearer the

pumping station, it materially produced

considerable variation and practically

made the problem of obtaining maxi-

mum efficiency with turbine pumps
under all working conditions indeter-

minate.

The pumps as built and operated give

a maximum efficiency of 60 per cent.,

although under certain conditions t^e

specified efficiency of l^^'^r is ob-

tained. Tenders for these four pumps

in place varied from $6,000 to $6,800.

The main pumps are driven by 750 h p.

motors, the lower level pumps at the

booster by 50 h.p. motors, and the

higher level by 130 h.p. motors. All

these pumps at 750 r.p.m. There were

in commission from the main pumping

station three rising mains 30 in., 20 in.

and 18 in., respectively, being connected

to the pumps in the usual haphazard

way prevalent throughout many places

in this country. It was decide i to build

a fourth main 36 inches in diameter and

about equal to the other three mains in'

discharging capacity. Although nearly

two miles of this main had to be built

FIG. 3— 48 IN. INTAKE PIPES IN 140 FT. LENGTHS.

water about 80 feet above the level of

the reservoir to which the main station

pumps delivered the water, and two
pum,ps raised the water 280 feet above

this level. Two stage pumps only were
necessary for the lower level below the

Mountain plateau, but six stage pumps
were required for the higher elevation.

to bring to the outskirts of the city

along a pipe line already used by the

other three mains, it was decided to take

a slightly longer route away from this

pipe to avoid the danger of a bad blow-

out putting all the mains out of com-

mission.

The connections from the pumps were
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FIG. 4- 30 IN. VALVE TO MAIN 48 IN. HEADER.

carried to a header pipe four feet in

diameter, running at right angles and
at a lower elevation than these connect-
ing pipes. Between each of the old pipes
and the header a gate valve was placed
and as the new 36 in. main went off

from the end of the header the whole
arrangement proved very flexible in

operation. On each of the mains was
the usual check and gate valves, besides

the venturi tube for measuring the dis-

charge. Before laying the large main
to the city and other mains throughout
the city, tests were made to ascertain

the relative efficiency in speed in making
poured lead wool joints, also the relative

efficiency of joints caulked by pneumatic
hammers or by the usual hand method.
It was found that with the pnuematic
hammers, between four and five joints

could be caulked with a poured lead

joint to one iby using lead wool.

It is of interest to note that the city

had a small steam shovel with a half

yard dipiper which did the excavating

and also the lifting of the pipe into the

trench. A 12 ton dinky engine with cars

and track cars was purchased and with
this equipment (which also did the back
filling) as high as fifteen 36 inch piipe

were laid in a day in a trench which had
a variable depth but alw-ays sufficient to

give a tpp covering over the pipe of five

and a half feet. This large main was
laid to grade Avith blow offs every half

mile to the city and having the usual

gate and relief valves. The length in

feet of new mains in this reconstruction

comprised 12,900 ft. of ."^e in. -pipe and
138,000 ft. of 30 in. pipe, also 6,000 ft.

of 24 in. ipipe, the 20 in. and 18 in. pipe

being 4,600 ft. and 2,.5O0 ft. in length

respectively. Engmeer Macallum gives

the total cost of this work including in-

take, conduit pumping stations and
mains as three quarters of a million

dollars.

AIR-CYLINDER LUBRICATION
In looking over some of the recent

issues of "Coal Age," my attention

was attracted to the inquiry of an
engineer who had experienced trouble

in the lubrication of the air cylinder of

his compressor, and asked for informa-
tion in regard to the best lubricant to

use for that purpose. I have had some
experience in the lubrication of cylinders

and can appreciate the correspondent's
position fully.

Although everything stated in the reply
to this inquiry is quite true, I was sur-

prised to find that the writer omitted to

mention one of the best air-compressor
lubricants manufactured or used. I re-

fer to flake graphite, which has no
equal as a lubricant not only in air-com-
pression practice, but likewise for steam
engines, gas engines, journals, valves,
and, in fact, wherever a lubricant of sup-
erior quality is required.

Lubricating Qualities of Flake Graphite
Flake graphite possesses peculiar pro-

pcrities not found to the same degree in

other lubricants. For example, its struc-

ture is such that it fills up or overlaps
the roughness of metallic bearing sur-

faces. As it is well kno'v^Ti, graphite has
a strong tendency to attach itself to a

metal surface and quickly imparts to it

a superficial glaze that almost eliminates

friction.

Again, as a lubricant, graphite is not
only more enduring than oil, but posses-

ses the important feature of withstand-
ing a high degree of heat. It is this

feature particularly that adapts it to the

lubrication of air-compressor and gas-

engine cylinders, where the heat is suf-

ficient to volatilize or carbonize the oil

and render it useless as a lulbricant under
such conditions.

Everyone who is familiar with the

operation of air compressors or gas en-

gines freely admits that oil has many
disadvantages that render its use in-

efficient and often harmful. The use of

graphite for the puiiposes named would
have become universal long since had it

not been for the difficulty encountered in

introducing the graphite into the engine

cylinder.

That difficulty, however, is more im-

aginary than real. Special devices have

since been made for automatically feed-

ing flake graphite mto cylinders and on

all bearing surfaces that must "be lubri-

cated. One of these devices is known as

the Winans Dry Graphite Lubricator;

another, Johnson Graphite Lubricator.

It is claimed for each of these that from
50 to 60 iper cent, is saved in the cost

of lubrication by the use of graphite in-

stead of oil.

In my ipractice, I have been using

Dixon's Ticonderga Flake Graphite for

the lubrication of air-compressor and
gas-engine cylinders, as well as on the

other moving parts, in all classes of

mechanical equipment. Permit me to

name a few of the advantages I have

found that graphite possesses over oil

when used as a lubricant. They are as

follows:

Graphite, in lubrication, (1) is unaf-

fected by high-temperatures; (2) cannot

be carbonized or ig-nited; (3) cannot give

off exiplosive vapors; (4) does not clog

discharge valves; (5) will not accumu-

late dust or grit; (6) enaWes a large

saving in cost of lubrication; (7) avoids

danger of exiplosion in air-compression

practice.

Last, but not least, I have found that

the use of graphite in cylinders improves

the fit of the piston, while at the same

time reducing friction, making repairs

less frequent and saving trouble and ex-

pense.

—An Engineer, in "Coal Age," from

"Graphite."

CHEAPER ELECTRIC WIRING
A special committee of the Institution

of Electrical Engineers (Great Britain),

has been formed to consider the revision

of the existing rules for electric wiring

in buildings. This committee is the out-

come of a growing conviction that the

high quality of British cables and acces-

sories justifies a relaxation of the stand-

ards hitherto imposed. During the war
an enormous number of army buildings

have been wired on the surface and in

other ways not consistent with standard

British practice, and the experience that

is gained will be turned into account in

cheapening the cost of installation and

materials. British manufacturers of

wires, switches, insulators, and other

accessories will thus be led to expand the

production of types which will be pecu-

liarly adapted to meet the needs of over-

s«»as markets. Satisfactory quality

will be ensured by the National

Electric Proving House which is about

to be established in Great Britain. The

Proving House will put the hall mark

of good design, material, and workman-

ship on every class of electrical appar-

atus, thus giving British productions the

full benefit of the high reputation they

have always held.

LEARNING SOMETHING NEW
A reader of POWER HOUSE writes:

"I look over the advertisements the first

thing for new machines or new adver-

tisers. I thereby learn something about

machines I may never see." The value

of looking over the advertisements of

POWER HOUSE lies in the information

gained regarding new equipment, etc.

The more the engineer knows about effi-

ciency in equipment the more un-to-date

v^ill he be in his ideas. He will become

more efficient himself, too, and his ad-

vice will be soueht by the comtaany when

new equipment is being selected. Our ad-

vertisers take great pains with the pre-

paration of their messaare. and this is

appreciated by POWER HOUSE readers.
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The Use of Oil and Powdered Coal as Fuel
In a Paper Read Before the International Railway Fuel Associa-
tion and Reported in Power Plant Engineering, the Author Gives
Some Interesting Data Relative to the Use of Both Fuel Oil and

Powdered Coal in the Production of Steam

As the situation exists to-day, crude
or fuel oil forms almost the only

fuel in use for heating the small
industrial furnace. This fuel has been
developed in its application to a high de-

gree of refinement.

As it comes from the ground, as the

so-called crude oil, it contains the entire

series of hydrocarbon compounds, al-

though not always in the same propor-

tions. Western oils are as a rule richer

in the heavier constituents, while those

from Pennsylvania contain more of the

lighter or more volatile elements. An-
other broad division as to character is

determined by the nature of the resid-

uum left when all the volatiles are re-

moved. Certain oils, when subjected to

complete distillation, leave an asphaltic

substance, and others a paraffin. These
so-called "bases" seem to be the body
or element binding the parts together

and determining the "weight" of the oil.

The words "heavy" and "light" are

terms indicating in a general way the

proportion of base in the oil being de-

scribed. This base, being in solution in

the lighter and more fluid parts, affects

the density or specific gravity to a

marked degree. Since the base is a

combustible hydrocarbon, it follows that

an increase in density increases the

number of heat units in a given volume,

the gallon being the volumetric unit

commonly used in the oil trade.

Following this line of reasoning, it

would seem that of two oils offered for

sale, one weighing 7 lb. and the other

TV2 lb. per gallon, the latter would con-

tain the greater number of heat units.

This is actually the case, the purchaser

getting about seven per cent, more heat

in each gallon.

There is a practical limit, however,

to the extent to which one can applv this

reasoning. As the density of the oil in-

creases, the fluiditv decreases, and dif-

ficulties are encountered in pipe lines

and nozzles. Increased temnerature

will offset to a large degree the ten-

dency toward viscosity, and care must
be taken, if heavy oils are to be burned,

to provide adequate heating facilities,

both at the tank and along the pipe

lines.

At the burner also increased air pres-

sure must be provided, or difficulty will

be had in properly atomizing the oil.

The necessity for complete atomization

increases as the density of the oil in-

creases, since the natural volatility is

becoming less. This is a function of the

"oil burner," which is strictly a misno-

mer when applied, as it so often is, to

the nozzle or injector. The combustion

By JOSEPH HARRINGTON

chamber really deserves this name if

any one part of the combination is to be

so called.

An astonishing number and variety of

oil feeding devices have been devised

and built, and the subject of injecting

oil fuel into a furnace for combustion
purposes has been the subject of the

most elaborate and extensive experi-

mentation. It is therefore to-day a

highly developed branch of combustion
engineering, so that it is relatively de-

finitely defined in its methods and re-

sults. Oil is a more uniform fuel than

coal, and it is a most interesting thing

to note that the heat value per pound
is about the same, whatever kind or

density is taken. Crude oil varies from
18,500 to 20,000 B. t. u. per pound, and

if the constituent parts are tested the

same range of heat values are obtained.

Accurate heat determination is more
difficult than with coal, and similar

samples will apparently show as much
as 500 or 600 B. t. u. difference.

On the whole, however, the fluid fuel

can be fed to a furnace with consider-

able uniformity, air supply can be nicely

regulated and combustion efficiency se-

cured and maintained.

There are two general principles upon

which oil feeding is based, and these

will be described in order.

The first method is one which depends

upon the heat of the furnace and its in-

candescent brickwork to volatilize the

oil and put it in shape for rapid com-

bustJon. This in a sense is a gasification

of the oil from bulk state. Oil is in-

jected into a furnace of high tempera-

ture, and a raoid absorption of heat

causes the liquid to vaporize and rise

,to the ignition temperature. In thi"?

state it becomes highly inflammable and

burns with an intense heat. If the fur-

nace, however, is not in suitable con-

dition for the quick volatilization ' of the

liquid, the combustion is delayed and

heat is developed beyond the point

where it is most desired.

The essential weakness of this methol

lies in its denendency on the furnac?

heat for volatilization of the oil. Ther?

are two variables here to contend with:

first, the volatility of the oil itself anH.

second, the furnace temperature. Both

may and do vary. Another defect of

this method is the fact that if too high

pressures are used for the furnac<>

served, some of the oil may act'iallv

reach the distant wall in liquid state,

and, bv adhering thereto, become car-

bonized and partially lost. Not only

may this be the case, but the temnera-

ture mav be so intense from the blow-

pipe action of the oil jet, that destruc-

tion to the brickwork may result. A
final variable is the changes in oil or

air pressures.

The second method is the mechanical

vaporization of the oil by means of a

spray head or nozzle arranged in such

a manner that the oil is of necessity

divided into very fine particles or glo-

bules. In this condition the amount of

exposed surface relative to the volume
of oil becomes greatly increased, and
oxidation may proceed with the utmost

rapidity and completeness. This system

differentiates very sharply between the

gasification or volatilization of the

liquid by virtue of a highly perfected

mechanical subdivision. It is obvious

that a liquid may be so finely divided

that it will remain in suspension an ap-

preciable time, like a cloud of steam.

This is what is commonly observed in

the case of water with lawn sprinklers

or cooling nozzles for spray cooling.

If this process is effected by means

of compressed air, it can be accomplish-

ed with about 20 per cent, of air re-

quired for the complete oxidation of the

fuel. A basic fact must not be over-

looked in this connection: The very

idea of mechanical atomization carries

with it the thought of a diffusion of

spray in a volume of air, and the sur-'

rounding of each globule with an at-

mosphere of air. It is an easy step,

therefore, both in one's mental concep-

tion of this condition, and in the actual

furnace, to add and intimately mix more

air to the now gaseous fuel. If this air

is injected by mechanical means in such

a manner as to blend ranidly with the

cloud of oil spray, the flame takes on

the character of the Bunsen burner

flame, the mixture being perfect and the

temperatures exceedingly high. It is

quite possible, however, to induce the

balance of the Jtir requirements through

adjustable ports or openings surround-

ing the spray nozzle. When the oil

spray, with its portion of carrying air.

is given a swirling or spiral motion, it

has a decided tendency to disperse under

the action of centrifutral force, largelv

losine its axial velocitv. Under these

conditions it is noted that the combus-

tion takes place right up to the tip of

the burner and melting temperatures

mav be obtained nithin 6 or 8 in.

An important means of iudging the

temperature of ^ flame is by its color

or luminositv. The luminous element is

the carbon narticles heated to incandes-

cence just before being burned or ox-

idized. Aside from the fact that such

particles are a part of the flame and
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that they are an index of the flame tem-
perature, contributing their share of

heat thereto, they have no exclusive

monopoly of the temperature control,

and are not a necessary adjunct to

high gaseous temperatures.

The Bunsen burner produces an al-

most invisible flame, yet high tempera-
tures may be developed. A proper at-

omization of fuel oil and commingling
with the right amount of air will pro-

duce the elements of perfect combus-
tion. The flame will be short and in-

tensely hot, and will not fill the furnace

with a great luminosity, yet the fur-

nace temperature may be much higher

than when full of flame. This is the

principle underlying the Billow system.

Much has been said in regard to the

destructiveness of the oil flame at close

quarters, and efforts have been unceas-

ing to find a refractory substance which

is able to withstand the high tempera-

tures developed. One of the fundamental

principles of furnace design is that the

temperature is directly aff"ected by the

proximity of the furnace walls and roof.

At the present time, and probably for

some years to come, all refinements in

the selection or purchase of fuel oil must

be forgotten. Users are fortunate

in being able to get anything that will

burn, and prices are several times those

of a year or so ago. The tremendous de-

mand for motor fuels and the ever-in-

creasing requirements of certain special

industrial processes tax the country's

output to the limit and render a con-

sideration of other fuels timely and ap-

propriate.

Powdered Coal

Engineers have recently become much
interested in the use of powdered coal

as fuel for furnaces. Fulfilling as it

does the requirements of a gaseous fuel,

it combines the possibility of high effic-

iency with a cost indicative of great

economy.
It is unnecessary to give the specifi-

cations for pulverized coal, but I would

like to emphasize the fact that in certain

classes of service an extra fine grind

repays the trouble and expense of ob-

taining it. Coarse coal results in offset-

ting substantially all of the fundamen-

tal advantages of pulverized coal, and

too great care cannot be given to this

item.

It is entirely possible to adapt this

fuel to -any size of furnace. It is a fuel

of such a nature that intelligent care

must be expended on the furnace design

and application thereto. There is noth-

ing in the nature of this fuel to prevent

its successful use on any scale what-

soever. Powdered coal nozzles or so-

called burners are being made, scarcely

an inch in diameter. Those required

for the larger furnaces may run up to

18 in. in diameter. The pressure of the

air required for its introduction must
be carefully controlled and adapted to

the particular service. Ordinarily the

pressure should be as low as possible,

and dust introduced in a slow rolling

cloud, widely diffused.

On account of the independent con-

trol of both fuel and air, it is readily

possible to obtain any gas analysis that

may be desired. I show a tabulation

which illustrates some actual gas analy-

ses taken by the writer in an annealing
oven. The air in this case was held at

a constant volume, the amount of coal

varied by means of speed control in use

at this plant. This was a variable speed

motor with a 10-point rheostat. When
the maximum CO.. was reached, CO be-

gan to develop because of the limitation

to combustion imposed by the size of

the furnace. If coal had been introduced

in still further amount, CO would have
amounted to a considerable percentage,

and the CO. would have been appre-

ciably reduced. We would then have

had almost a gas producer effect, under
which condition the furnace tempera-
ture would have rapidly declined.

Gas Analyses

Air Supply Constant Coal-Supply Constant
Rheostat CO- Air Gate CO-
Point No. at Flue Notch No. at Flue

1 13.1 1 (open) 13.0
2 14.0 2 14.0
3 14.1 3 14.5
4 15.9 4 15.7
5 16.3 5 15.7
6 16.8
7 17.1
8 17.1 (smoky flame)

The question of furnace temperature

enters into this consideration just as it

does in the case of oil. It is quite as

possible to melt out an entire interior

of a furnace with powdered coal, and
economy of fuel and floor space almost

always dictate the furnace design. In

a given furnace the temperature rises

as the excess of air is cut off, and this

may be so great as to be destructive. At
the same time, however, it must not be

forgotten that reduction of excess air

may be carried to the limit without ex-

cessive temperatures, if the furnace

proportions bear the correct relation to

the amount of coal fed per unit of time.

In the furnace from which the gas an-

alyses above quoted were taken, the

temperature was maintained constant at

1500 deg. F., and at the same time be-

tween 17 and 18 per cent, of CO.. was de-

veloped. This furnace, however, had

about 200 cu. ft. of cubical contents per

pound of coal per minute. If this had

been 10 cu. ft. with the same amount
of coal per minute, temperatures would

have been developed which would have

melted the brickwork rapidly.

I quote these two figures because they

happen to be actual cases wherein tem-

peratures were observed. Intermediate

temperatures would have been obtained

with volumes between the two limits

stated. It is therefore a possibility that

high combustion eflficiency can be obtain-

ed without the production of destructive

temperatures.
Powdered coal really takes on the

character of gas when diffused through-

out a current of air. Its finely divided

condition permits it to be carried in

suspension for an almost indefinite

time, provided the velocity of the carry-

ing current is maintained. It is quite

possible, therefore, to supply a series

of widely separated furnaces with this

fuel by means of a pipe line, much the

same as would be the case with a

directly gaseous fuel. The advocates

of powdered coal call attention ,partic-

ularly to the marked advantage this

fuel has over oil as to cost. With a

12,000 B.t.u. coal at $2 a ton and fuel

oil at SV2C a gallon, Ic will purchase

.3.2 times as much heat in the form of

coal as in the form of oil. While no
reference has been made in this paper

to natural gas as a fuel, it is interesting

to include it in a tabulation design to

illustrate the relation between the

amount of heat purchasable with Ic.

and the amount purchasable in the form
of oil and coal. In this case prices

existing at the present time are used,

and a fairly good grade of Pittsburgh

coal is considered.

Comparative Purchasing Power of One
Cent

Oil—

B.t.u. per lb 19,000

Weight per gal 7 lb.

B.t.u. per gal 133,000

Cost per gal 5c.

B.t.u. for 1 cent 26,600

Gas—
B.t.u. ner cu. ft 960

B.t.u. per 1,000 cu. ft 960,000

Cost per 1,000 cu. ft 25c.

B.t.u. for 1 cent 38,400

Coal—
B.t.u. per lb 14,000

B.t.u. per ton 28,000,000

Cost per ton $3.00

B.t.u. for 1 cent 93,333

Ratios

—

1 cent will buy 1.44 times more heat

in gas than oil.

1 cent will buy 3.54 times more heat

in coal than oil.

1 cent will buy 2.43 times more heat

in coal than gas.

Coal can be sold for $10.62 per ton

and equal oil at 5c. per gallon.

Coal can be sold for $7.29 per ton

and equal gas at 25c. per 1,000 cu. ft.

Oil would have to be bought for 1.4c.

per gal. to equal coal at $3 per ton.

Gas would have to be bought for 10.7c.

per 1,000 cu. ft. to equal coal at $3 per

ton.

A rather marked difference is noticed

in favor of the coal, which goes far in

paying for the initial cost of the pul-

verizing plant. The cost of coal pre-

oaration per ton has been given by Mr.

Robinson. I shall briefly quote the

tables showing these figures:

Capacity of Plant in Average Total Cost for Pre-

Short Tons per Hour. paration per Short Ton.

2 from 25 to 50c.

3 from 20 to 45c.

4 from 16 to 40c.

5 from 14 to 35c.

10 from 12 to 30c.

25 from 10 to 20c.

The fuel required for drying the coal

will average from 1 to 2 per cent, of

the coal dried.
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The distribution of the total cost may
be approximately stated as:

Fuel for drying 10 per cent.

Power for operation 30 per cent.

Labor 30 per cent.

Maintenance and supplies. .25 per cent.

Interest, taxes, insurance and
depreciation 5 per cent.

Total 100 per cent.

One of the matters most frequently
mentioned in connection with this fuel

is the disposal of the ash and its effect

on the surrounding brickwork. The
effect and control of the ash is a topic

of sufficient magnitude to form the sub-

ject matter of an extended article in

itself; and no attempt will be herein

made to analyze this subject in detail.

Tn the steam boiler the effect of ash is

probably more difficult of control than in

the metallurgical furnace, because, as

a rule, the ash dust reaching the hearth
is not in sufficient quantity to affect

operation seriously.

A HYDRO-ELECTRIC OILING
SYSTEM

The accompanying illustration shows
the efficient equipment developed at
Milwaukee, Wis., as a complete oiling

system for the installation at the Hydro-
Electric plant of Columbia Mills, Min-
etto, N. Y. The photograph shows the
manner in which the oiling system is

arranged on each wheel. There are six

2,000 h.p. generators in this station
which is equipped with a circulating,

cooling and filtering system.

The oil from the thrust bearing and
guide bearing flows by gravity to the
filter, and after passing through the pro-
cess of filtration and cooding, it is again
returned through these (bearings, which
is accomplished with a rotary pump,
belt driven, from tlie generator shaft;
this pump being located just below the
rotor in the base of the machine. All
supply and drain lines are furnished with
thermometers, indicating at all times the
temperature of the oil. It may be men-
tioned that a recording thermometer is

used to record the temperature of the
oil in the tub surrounding the bearing,
and slight flow indicators are placed in

the supply lines leading to the bearings.
These indicators show at a glance
whether or not oil is flowing, and are
provided with electrical connections so
that, should the flow of oil cease, an
ajlarm will be turned in at the station

switchboard.

Each individual system is designed to

filter 3 1-2 gallons of oil per minute and
in addition, an emergency system was
included which consisted of a filter, not
shown lin the photograph, together with

necessary pumps and overhead storage

tanks which are so arranged that in case

of failure of the pump or filter on any
one of the units, the particular unit af-

fected could be supplied with oil from
the emergency system without having

to shut down for a moment.

POSITION OF BOILER FEED VALVES
By M. E.

It is usual to place the boiler feed
valve somewhere near the surface
of the water in the boiler, so as to avoid,

as far as possible, the possibility of the

cold feed water from coming in contact
with the boiler plates or the furnaces.

This tends to reduce distortion of the

plates and consequent corrosion. It must
not be forgotten that even when
a feed-water heater raises the tem-
perature of the feed to approximate-
ly 212 F., this temperature is considerab-

ly lower than that of the boiling water
in the high-pressure boilers such as are

widely employed at the present time, and
therefore, the distortion referred to

above is very liable to occur unless great

care is paid to the question of design

and the locality of the inlet pipes. In

his paper on "Feeding and circulating

the water in steam boilers," Mr. John
Watson suggested the use of a device

to automatically raise the temperature
' of the feed water to something approach-
ing that of the water in the boiler, and
he advocated the placing of the de-

vice low down in the boiler at its cool-

est part, thereby reducing the possibility

of distortion, and at the same time as-

sisting the natural circulation of the

water. The idea certainly appears to

be a good one, and it would be a good
thing if experiments could be p-^rformed

in order to test the value of the ar-

rangement. In another type of feed

valve, which is being tried on certain

railway locomotives, the feed is intro-

duced through a valve on the tap of

the drum, in the form of a very fine

spray, so that by the time it reaches the

surface of the water in the boiler its

temperature is probably not very differ-

ent from that of the water itself. This

device is also worthy of being tried on

marine boilers. It may be found, of

course, that it tends to cause priming,

although where superheaters are em-
ployed no trouble need be feared on this

account.

PROPOSED CENTENARY FOR JAMES
WATTS

The Mayor of Birmingham has called

a meeting with the object of organizing

a centenary memorial celebration in

honor of the inventor of the steam en-

gine. The engineers of Birmingham

have decided that a James Watt chair of

engineering ought to be founded at the

Birmingham University, and that a

James Watt memorial building should

be erected.

Watt, it will be remembered, was bom
at Greenock in Scotland in the year

1736. He died in Birmingham in 1819.
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Power Plant Management; Coal and Ash Handling
PART IV

This Article in Continuation of Former Articles on the Same
Subject Takes Up the Vacuum and Steam Jet Ash Conveyors and

Deals With Their Installation in the Power Plant

By ROBERT JUNE, Mechanical Engineer

IF
there arises in the mind of any

reader of these articles on power
plant management, a question as to

why we have paid such detailed atten-

tion to the matter of the selection of

economical systems of coal and ash
handling equipment, let us say at once
that it is easily the most difficult prob-
lem confronting the 'power plant oper-
ator. On no other question is it so easy
to make a costly and almost irremedi-
able mistake. Nowhere is it harder to

be dogmatic in assertion regarding the
merits of any particular system for a
given set of power plant conditions.

With a dozen possible systems to
choose from, each costing from a few
thousands to tens of thousands of dol-

lars, depending upon the size of the
plant, the power plant operator may be
excused if he throws up his hands in

despair. The situation is not made
easier by the practical necessity which
he is under to make a choice. The in-

creased cost of labor and coal, together
with the uncertainty regarding deliver-

ies of the latter, have made imperative
adequate coal storage and economy in

the cost of handling coal from the time
it reaches the power plant yard to its

final disposition in the form of ashes.

In our previous articles, we have dis-

cussed the applications and limitations

of various types of chain and belt con-
veyors, telphers and skip hoists. We have
indicated the desirability of separating

the coal and ash handling systems, but

have yet to examine two of the most
important systems of ash disposal—the

vacuum and steam jet systems.

Vacuum Conveyors

In the vacuum conveyor, a line of hard
cast iron pipe is extended from the ash

pit, or if there is no ash pit, from a

point under the boiier room floor, im-

mediately in front of the furnace, to an
air-tight ash storage tank. Vacuum is

established in the storage tank by a

motor or steam turbine drive centrifugal

exhauster. An air washer is installed

between the storage tank and the ex-

hauster, to remove ash dust from the

expelled air.

When the exhauster is in operation a

current of air, moving at very high vel-

ocity, is produced in the pipe through an
intake port at the end of the line. Ashes,

when introduced, are whisked through
the pipe and into the storage tank.

The advantages of this system are:

1. Flexibility: The pipe can be car-

ried in any direction, up or down, right

or left, with discharge point a consider-

able distance from boiler-room.

2. Adaptability: Easily installed in

all types of boiler-rooms, old and new.
The disadvantages are:

1. Limitations of Service: Ashes can
only be removed from one furnace at a

time, as the opening of an intake near
the tank will destroy the velocity at an
intake farther away. Only about 2,500

to 3,500 h.p. of boilers can be served by
a single system—above that h.p. addi-

tional complete systems must be in-

stalled.

2. Leakage: Both pipe line and tank
must be maintained in an air-tight con-

dition at all times.

3. Explosions: There is danger of ex-

plosion of ash dust and gases in the

storage tank. The introduction of water
into the pipe line has been tried in an
effort to overcome this, but the success

of such a means is doubtful, since a

sufficient quantity of water to quench
the asiies thoroughly will probably prove
enough to choke the pipe with wet ashes.

Water will also cause trouble by freez-

ing the ashes in the tank in cold weather,

and packing them so that their removal
is difficult in other seasons.

4. Maintenance: As in all ash re-

moval systems, except the skip hoist,

maintenance is high on account of the

abrasive character of the ashes. Pipe

renewals, especially bends, can be expect-

ed after 6,000 to 8,000 tons of ashes

have been handled. Exhauster repairs,

especially to the impeller blades, are to

be expected, due to some ash dust com-

ing through the air washer.

Steam Jet Conveyor

Like the vacuum conveyor, the steam

jet conveyor primarily consists of a pipe

line into which the ashes are fed, and

through which they are transported to

a discharge point. The similarity be-

tween the two systems is not great, how-

ever. In the vacuum conveyor the ashes

are moved by suction through the entire

length of the pipe line, while in the

steam jet conveyor, suction is employed

only in what is called the suction line

immediately in front of the boilers or

ash pits.

Suction is created by the action of

high velocity live steam discharged into

the centre of the pipe-line, in the direc-

tion of travel of the ashes. The steam

discharge tends to create a vacuum be-

hind it. which in turn creates a current

of air through the air intake at the end

of the line, similar to the action of the

vacuum conveyor. The effective suc-

tion distance of one steam jet is, of

course, limited, and if this discharge is

exceeded, it is necessary to install

booster jets. The discharge of the ashes

beyond the steam jet is really an objec-

tion due to the force of the jet actually

pushing the ashes through the pipe,

hence the effective discharge distance of

a steam unit is much greater than its

suction distance, therefore in the aver-

age system no additional steam jets are

necessary in the discharge line.STEAM JET CONVEYOR INSTALLED BELOW ASH PIT.
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The advantages of the steam jet con-

veyor are :

1. Flexibility: Pipe can be cari-ied in

any direction. Any type of discharge

may be used, as for instance,

(a) Where it is desired to fill a gully,

or other low ground, the ashes are

merely blown from the end of the pipe

without any restraint. As the ashes are

blown 50 to 75 feet beyond the end of

the pipes, some ashdust will be carried

over the neighborhood, even when the

most effective water jet is installed in

the line.

(b) For loading cars, wagons, etc., a

baffle box m.ay be used. Some trouble

due to the dust may be anticipated with
this system, but if properly designed the

dust may be so minimized as not to be
objectionable in manufacturing districts.

(c) Where an ash storage bin is de-

sired, the most careful attention must be

paid to design, so that no dust will be
discharged with the exhaust steam; no
trouble will be caused by water of con-

densation; no water will be allowed to

come in direct contact with the ashes in

the bin; ashes will be discharged into the

bin without any remaining downward
compound of the conveyor force, which
will cause packing; impact of the in-

coming ashes must be taken by a suit-

able baffle, as ashes discharged against

the bin walls will soon cut holes through
them.

2. Adaptability: Can be installed in

practically any plant, no matter how
crowded.

3. Low Initial Cost: Owing to sim-

plicity and freedom from mechanism,
this is probably the cheapest effective

system, so far as first cost is concerned,

which can be installed.

The disadvantages of the steam jet

conveyor are:

1. Clinkers: Clinkers must be broken
to size to pass through intake openings.

Under average conditions, burning run-

of-mine bituminous coal, this is not a

serious disadvantage, as clinkers can
usually be easily broken with the hoe.

In cases, however, where the ash pro-

duced is made up almost entirely of

large hard clinkers, steam jet conveyors
should not be considered.

2. Steam Pressure: Not less than 80

lbs. of pressure is required.

3. Wet Ashes: Generally speaking,

wet ashes cannot be handled on account
of packing at turns in the line. This
eliminates certain types of installations,

as for instance, water-sealed gas pro-

ducers.

4. Limited Capacity: 2,500 to 3,500

h.p. of boilers is about all which can be
handled by a single system; above that

h.p. additional systems must be em-
ployed.

5. Maintenance: The abrasive char-

acter of the ashes render pipe renewals,

especially at bends, an expected occur-

rence after 6,000 to 8,000 tons of ashes

have been handled. In order to cut down
renewal expenses, elbows are made with

removable backs, and where possible

lon!j sweep bends are employed.

6. As'i Freezing: Ash freezing in

storage tanks is to be looked out for in

cold weather.

An idea of steam cost for a typical

TYPICAL STEAM JET CONVEYOR STORAGE BIN.
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steam jet conveyor system may be ob-

tained from Table I:

d

from

o >

Z
u

o

istance jector.

earn
["essu

re.

1 s

CQ 0'-<

1 4 ft. 110 300 lbs.

2 19 ft. 109 292 lbs.

3 35 ft. 109 284 lbs.

4 52 ft. 108 234 lbs.

5 64 ft. 109 210 lbs

Average 34' 8" 109 264 lbs.

As indicative of the labor saving ef-

fected by a conveyor of this type, one
user reports the elimination of 1 ash
wheeler, 1 teamster and 1 horse, at a

saving of $12.00 per day. Conditions

are described as follows:

"The only expense for maintenance,
after six months' constant operation, was
the replacement of the first section, be-

yond the steam nozzle, which was com-
pletely worn out. The conveyor handles

the ashes from a battery of five (50) 150

h.p. boilers, and one 500 h.p. boiler. The
coal used is a fine dirty slack, stored on
the open prairie, and containino:, owing
to the inclusion of mining machine dirt,

about 25 per cent, of ash. The ashes are

left on boiler room floor in front of

boiler until cleaning is completed, and
are then put into conveyor, which han-

dles the complete cleaning in about seven

minutes. The grade conveyor pipe line

rises about 80 per cent, for 200 feet,

then 45 per cent, for about 40 feet, dis-

charging onto an open pile."

Determining Class of Equipment to be

Installed—By Calculation

We have now discussed all the im-

portant types of coal and ash handling

equipment. Regarding^ our ash conveyor

question as disposed of, let us give a

final glance at the problem of making
an intelligent selection between flight,

pivoted bucket, and belt conveyors for

coal handling.

Reeinald Trautschold is authority for

the following table of annual operating

costs:

As an example of methods of deter-

mining by calculation the type of equip-

ment to be installed, let us assume that

a power plant requires 40,000 tons of

coal a year, and that the distance from
the track hopper or point of delivery to

the far end of the conveying system is

440 ft., we have thus 3,333 ton miles

per year. Let us also assume that when
in operation the conveyor system must
handle 80 tons per hour.

We know that the initial cost of the

belt conveyor will be considerably

Time. Tons per

Hour.

Pounds

S^c.im

Used

per

Min.
Steam

Used

per

Ton

Aslies

Moved

Cost

of

Slcam

per

Ton

Ashes

Moved.

l',r- 9 00 37. 3 349.3 $.068
10" 8.79 37 10 253.2 .07

I'O" 8,45 37.10 274.9 .078

I'O" 7 04 36.85 314.0 .038

I'O" 6.30 37.10 353.3 .098

I'O" 7.92 37.10 289.0 $.080

heavier than that of the flight conveyor,

but our choice will be governed by con-

sideration of costs per ton moved, as

well as initial costs.

SAMPLE CALCULATIONS
(a) Flight Conveyor System: 40,000 tons

annually.
4^0 ft., 80 tons per hour.

Power cost, 2c per HP.
40,000

Hours of operation equals 500 hrs.

80

per year.
Annual cost: Refer to Table IL

17.5
3,333 X equals $116.65

500
0.55 X 3,333 equals 1833 .15

5.30 X 3,333 x .02 " 353.30

Total $2303.10 or 5.76c ton
(b) Belt Conveyor: Same conditions as (a)

Annual cost:

109.5
3.333 X equals $729.93

500
0.15 X 3,333 equals 499 .95

2.15 X 3,333 X .02 " 153.31

Total $1403.19 or 3.66c ton
(c) Pivoted Bucket Carries: Same conditions

as (a), except length, which is 220 ft.

Service 1,667 ton-miles per year.
Annual cost:

520
1,667 X equals $1733.67

500
0.40 X 1,667 equals 666.70
2.65 X 1,667 X .02 " 88.35

Total $2488.72 or 6.22c ton

The foregoing examples are, of course,
merely illustrative of the principles of
calculation. If conditions were changed,
the results would not be relatively the

Power
Expenses

5.30 Pc.
2.15 Pc.

2.65 Pc.

Fame. Nor do such figures alone tell

the story, since it must be remembered
that the pivoted bucket carrier could be
used for ash handling as well. The one
rule then is to take a given set of plant
conditions and to work out the actual
costs of installation and operation for
each of all these various types of con-
veyors, which might be installed. Only
by thorough investigation can the proper
equipment for any plant be chosen.

Some experiments, the results of

which are recorded in the "Journal" of

the American Leather Chemical Assoc-

iation, have been carried out with the

object of determining the wearing quali-

ties of leather from different parts of

the hide. They showed that leather

from the butt wore on an average at

least twice as long as that from the

belly portion of the hide, and about one

and one-third times as long as that

from the shoulder portion.

The relative merits of different classes

of explosives were given by Professor

J. Young in a recent lecture, as follows:

Where the material is to be displaced,

but not shattered, a slow-acting ex-

plosive is required. Black gun-powder,

with a velocity of explosion of 300 m.

per second, is good. Blasting powder

is still slower in action, and is suitable

for quarrying where stone has to be ob-

tained in large blocks. Bobbinite, still

slower in action, is much used in coal

mines with soft coal. All these are

comparatively weak explosives, and

large charges are required. Where
great power and rending effect, with a

moderate shattering effect, is required

there is little to choose between the

ammonium nitrate class and the perch-

lorate explosives, except that the former

are the safer to handle, but most sus-

ceptible to moisture. Some grades of

amatol made for military use would

also be suitajble. and vast quantities

should now be available. Where the

greatest power in the smallest bulk is

required—this will be the case where

hard rocks are to be blasted and small

drills are used—the nitroglycerine ex-

plosives are decidedly best, as they have

a hisch density, great power, and a high

velocity of detonation.

A letter from "Over There" tells of

the first experience in the trenches of a

negro waiter who had been boasting of

the things he meant to do to the Ger-

mans when he got a chance. Arrived

in the first line ditch, Rastus (the other

half of his name seems to have been

lost somewhere in the shuffle) climbed

over on the firing step and glared over

in the direction of the enemy. Then,

waving his rifle aloft, he shouted:

"Hey, dere, you Bush solders, show
me sumpin! Come on, you Kaiser! Come
on, you Kruppses! Gimme some dem
bombs! Gimme some scrapnel! Gimme
some shells on toas'! Gimme 'em! Das
all, jes gimme 'em!"

About that time a big shell exploded

about 50 feet from where the doughty
ex-waiter was standing, the concussion

knocking him head over heels back into

the trench. Ruefully he fumbled his

person to see if he had been wounded.

"Well," he said as he gingerly touched

himself here and there, "you kin say

whutcher please about dem Germans,
but they sho do give service!"— Ex-
change.

TABLE I

TABLE II

ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS IN DOLLARS PER TON-MILE

Fixed Operating
Equipment Charges Expenses

Flight Conveyors (including 209c elevation). 17.5'N 0.55

Belt Conveyors (including 20% elevation).. 109.5 'N 0.15

Pivoted Bucket Carriers (including 33 1-3%
elevation) 520.0/N 0.40

N—equals hours per year equipment is in operation.
Pc—equals cost of power per horsepower.
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Factors Affecting the Proper Area of Safety Valves
The Following Article Was Received in Response to a Question
Asked in Our Question Box, April 5th Issue. The Information
Given is Interesting From the Standpoint of Design and Propor-

tioning of Safety Valves

By J. E. MacCORMACK

THE recommended proportion of

safety valve area to grate area

one square inch of valve area to

two square feet of grate area if the

valve is of the ball and lever type, or

one square inch of valve area to three

square feet of grate area if the valve

is a spring loaded "pop" valve.

Other conditions being equal, the

larger the grate area the more fuel can

be burned, and thus the more steam
produced in a given time; therefore, if

all other vents are closed, more safety

valve area is required to permit this

steam to escape without undue accumu-
lation of pressure in the boiler.

The following nominal sizes of pop
safety valves have been recommended:

2 in. pop valve for 9.4 sq. ft. of grate

surface.

2V2 in. pop valve for 14.7 sq. ft. of

grate surface.

3 in. pop valve for 21.2 sq. ft. of

grate surface.

4 in. pop valve for 37.6 sq. ft. grate

surface.

5 in. pop valve for 58.9 sq. ft. grate

surface.

6 in. pop valve for 84.8 sq. ft. grate

surface.

Although it has been customary to

calculate the required safety valve area

on the basis of the grate area installed,

a (seemingly) more correct method
would be to make it proportional to the

quantity of steam the boiler is capable

of producing, when worked at its full

capacity. The reasonableness of this is

apparent when one considers the differ-

ence between two similar boilers, the

one under natural draft, and the other

under forced draft. A safety valve ade-

quate for the one might be somewhat
too small for the other.

Prof. Rankins' rule is: "Multiply the

number of pounds of water evaporated

per hour by .006, and the product will

be the required area of the valve in

square inches." This allows 6-1000 of a

sq. in. valve area per each pound of

water evaporated per hour. The U. S.

Navy Dept. deduced from a series of

experiments this rule: "Multiply the

number of pounds of water evaporated

per hour by .005 and the product will be

the area of the valve in square inches."

This allows a smaller valve than does

Prof. Rankin's rule.

Another method suggested is to cal-

culate the valve area by the area of the

heating surface, and the following is a

part of a table prepared by a New York

firm:

Boiler pressure in pounds above the

atmosphere

90

100

150

200

Area of orifice in square inches for each
square foot of heating surface

.000796

.000719

.000481

.000364

But as the ratio of heating surface area
to grate area varies within wide limits

and is not all equally effective, being
less effective the further removed from
the immediate vicinity of the furnace,
the heating surface alone is not a

criterion.

Then, too, the pressure carried has a

bearing on the subject. A British B.O.T.
rule for spring-loaded valves is: "The
area of the valve per square foot of

grate equals 3.75 divided by the abso-
lute pressure per square inch." In other
words, to ascertain the total area, mul-
tiply the grate area by 3.75 and divide

by the absolute working pressure of the

boiler. It will be noticed that in these

last two rules the area of the orifice

decreases as the pressure increases. This

is evidently on the basis that as the

pressure increases more steam can

escape through a given opening. One
might infer from this that a boiler

having on it a safety valve only large

enough to serve it at a high pressure

would require a larger valve in the

event of pressure being subsequently

materially reducad as a safety precau-

tion, owing to boiler deterioration. On
the other hand, however, when valves

rise from their seats under increased

steam pressures the ratio of lift to area

is diminished. This ratio has been care-

fully determined by experiments cover-

ing a considerable range of pressures

and record's made by tabulation.

Normally, a boiler should be furnished

with a steam pipe of a horse power ap-

proximatin": that of the boiler. A rule

for determining the caoacity in horse

power for a given size of pipe is: "Mul-

tiply the square of the diameter bv
six," and by the method of using a ball

and lever safety valve with connection

below for boiler, side outlet for escaping

steam, and another side outlet for steam

pipe connection to engine or other steam
consumer, the valve will naturally be of

a size nominally as \arze as, or larger

than, the nominal size of the steam pipe

used. This would appear to be a logical

solution of the problem since the duty

of the boiler, if used for power purposes

only, would, to an appreciable extent, be
governed by the size of the steam pipe
connecting it with the engine, and as
the boiler would most likely be fired ac-

cordingly, the safety valve would thus*

have a direct ratio to the normal rate
of combustion adopted, but I have known
this suggestion to prove unreliable under
some conditions. Another feature that
steps in here is the claim made that
"the maximum desirable diameter for
safety valves is four inches, for beyond
this the area and cost increase much
more rapidly than the effective dis-

charging capacity." Given two boilers,

one having four times as much grate
area as the other, and the smaller one
requiring a three-inch (diameter) valve,

then, if we put a six-inch (diameter)
valve on the larger boiler, we have quad-
rupled the valve area, but have only

doubled the circumference around which
the steam escapes; thus, to quadruple
the area of opening the larger valve
must have twice as much lift as the

smaller one has, and now, too, we re-

alize a possible chance of misunder-
standing printed rules, if uncertain

whether they are meant for determining
the area of valve face or for determin-

ing the area of valve opening, or orifice.

A rule proposed for determining the

size of safety valve required for a

boiler under given conditions is as fol-

lows:

"Find how much water the boiler can

possibly evaporate under the given con-

ditions by multiplying the greatest

amount of coal which can possibly be

burned per square foot of grate surface

per hour under the given conditions by
the grate surface in square feet and by
the greatest number of pounds of water

which each pound of coal would evap-

orate; and provide valve area to amply
allow of the discharge of that amount."

And to find the necessary area of open-

ing: "Multiply the absolute pressure at

which the valve is to be set by 51, and

divide the number of pounds of steam

possible to be generated per hour, de-

termined as above, by the product." This

procedure involves some factors not

readily determined with exactness with-

out conducting a series of experiments

under the given conditions and record-

ing the data obtained, some of which,

however, would not be applicable for use

in accurately solving the safety valve

problem, where conditions were differ-

ent. Then after having ascertained the

required opening we would necessarily

calculate by the circumference of the

different valve heads, their bevel and
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their (assumed) lift when choosing one
from among the nominal or stock sizes;

and by calculations involving these fac-

tors, determine the nominal size or the
particular make and size of valve to in-

stall.

It is no new thing to find that a plant
designed for a certain work and output
has in later years expanded, increased
its business and output, or perhaps ad-
ded side lines, added more machinery,
and, owing to the position and original

plan of the building, there cannot con-

veniently be added sufficient additional

boiler units to supply the demand for

steam when working at a normal capa-
city; therefore, their boilers become
overloaded and are forced if the required
amount of steam is provided.

The U. S. Geological Survey Bulletin

367, prepared by Walter T. Ray and
Henry Kreisinger, and entitled "The sig-

nificance of drafts in steam boiler prac-

tice," says in the introduction on page
5: "The experiments so far made seem
to indicate that it is possible to double
or treble the capacity of a plant with-

out making any radical changes in the

furnaces and boilers. These increases

require about double and treble the

quantities of air to be put through the

fuel beds and boilers." On page 56 it

says: "A caution is in place here. The
attempt must not be made to put more
air through existing boilers by running
the fans a great deal faster, because the

power consumed will increase far faster

than the above calculations estimate.

New fans and engines must usually be

installed of sufficiently larger size to

supply the larger quantities of air at as

high an efficiency, if not higher."

"As has already been suggested, one
way of reducing the work required from
the fan in the case of doubling the capa-

city of the boiler is to increase the grate

surface, so as to avoid a high increase

of pressure drop through the fuel bed,

increasing materially only the pressure

drop through the boiler proper. A low
pressure drop through the fuel bed would
also insure better combustion of the fine

particles of coal which would be carried

out of the stack unburned if high gas

velocities through the fuel bed were em-
ployed, the high velocities being ob-

tained by high pressure drops."

On page 56 it says: "If two or three

times the usual amount of gases be

forced through a stoker and boiler, so

as to produce nearly two or three times

as much steam, the total work expended
on the fans will be increased perhaps 8

and 27 times respectively (2-^ and 3')."

After giving some estimates on steam
required for the forms, and giving a

couple of tables, it says on page 59:

"Doiibling, trebling, and perhaps, with
larger grate areas, even quadrupling the

rate of working a boiler seems to be

sound commercial practice. Further-

more, by carefully designing a fan the

above steam consumption could nearly

be cut in half. This we must admit if

we study efficiency tests made on fans

of various makes by trustworthy experi-

menters, who have shown that the ef-
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ficiency of a blower from the shaft to

air delivered lies ordinarily between 10
and 50 per cent.

Bureau of Mines technical paper 63,

entitled "Factors Governing the Com-
bustion of Coal in Boiler Furnaces,"
says on page 39: "For a rate of firing
of 28.4 pounds of coal per square foot
per hour, a combustion space of 2.9 cubic
feet per square foot of grate area should
be sufficient to reduce the combustible
content of the flue gas to 0.2 per cent."
And a little further on it says: "Prac-
tically complete combustion may be ob-
tained, however, with a rate of firing of
60 pounds if the combustion space is

more than five cubic feet per square
foot of grate area."

It is obvious that for high draft vel-

ocities combined with economy especial
care is necessary with regard to pre-
venting all air leaks through the setting,

though the leaks make less difference if,

in the case of mechanically-generated
draft, the said draft is produced by a
pressure fan at the ash pit and an ex-
haust fan at the uptake, the effect of
their united action being so regulated as
to provide the required pressure drop
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through the fire and through the boiler,

yet maintain practically atmospheric
pressure in the combustion chamber.
Then the air pressures inside the setting

and those outside the setting at this

point will, by nearly balancing each
other, minimize the effect of air leaks

in the masonry.
The proportion between grate and

heating surface should be, to a large

extent, determined by kind of fuel to

be used, the draft available being also a

factor to consider either with a view to

increasing it to suit a given fuel or given

grate area, or else as a determining fac-

tor fixing the minimum of grate area

below which it is not practicable to go
when using a given fuel. A large grate

area lowers the rate of combustion (per

sq. ft.) and thus permits the use of in-

ferior grades of fuel, which could not be
economically employed in furnaces hav-

ing a small ratio of grate area to total

heating surface. Aside from the use of

average steam coal for fuel there is the

factor of differently constructed grates

with different percentages of opening
for other grades of fuel, and in some
plants Dutch ovens are installed and
others have an increased grate area de-

signed for use with unusual fuels as

sawdust, spent tanbark, etc. In such
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furnaces a change to a good fuel would
call for a reduction in grate area used,
either by cutting out boiler units or by
(if the change was to be for a short
time only) removing a portion of the
grates and inserting dead plates, for
with too large a grate area to admit of
using the proper amount of draft for
that fuel the combustion rate per unit
of area is slower, the furnace tempera-
ture is lower, and the waste heat units
to the uptake becomes a greater pro-
portional amount of the total heat gen-
erated in the furnace, for speaking of
low furnace temperatures, it must be
remembered that the only heat the boiler
can utilize is that due to the difference
in temperature between the fire and the
water in the boiler. Thus the kind of
fuel used, the rate of combustion and
the amount of heating surface in the
boiler, all modify the amount of grate
area desirable.

In summing up all the above we seem
to get nowhere, except to realize that
numerous factors have a bearing on the
safety valve problem. Some of these
are rather difficult of determination
without the aid of certain indicating de-
vices, which are not always provided,
and, anyway, the combined effect varies
with individual plants. Obviously, the
manufacturer cannot accurately forecast
the various conditions under which each
of his boilers will ultimately be oper-
ated, and in choosing the grate area
rule for determining the size of safety
valve he has not only as definite a single
factor as any to work from, but it is

also a factor easily ascertained by any
operator at any time, and if the area
is increased or decreased later, the oper-
ator can estimate that also, and ascer-
tain if his grate area and valve area
conform to the rule. Probably the manu-
facturer assumed that the grate area
used would be a length equal to the
diameter of the boiler and a width six

inches less than the diameter of the
boiler, and he put on a safety valve ac-

cordingly. At any rate the problem of
the size of the safety valve installed is

almost always, if not always, determined
for the operator, the valve having been
already in place when he arrived on the
scene. I think the best he can do is to

add a second valve if he finds the orig-

inal one inadequate. I will now give

three object lessons from personal ex-

perience :

Considerably over a dozen years ago
I visited the scene of a boiler explosion.

One of the principal machines had
failed to operate satisfactorily and the
engineer had been signalled to shut the
engine down. Before the faulty ma-
chine was again put into proper
working order, the boiler exploded.

When questioned, no one appeared to

know where the steam gauge hand was
pointing just previous to the explosion,

but several had noticed that the safety

valve was working for some time, or,

at least, a little while before. A num-
ber stated that they had, on previous

days, been in the boiler room and saw
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the steam gauge hand climb to 120 or

higher, while steam was escaping at the

safety valve, and one man claimed to

have seen the hand at 135 lbs. under

similar conditions. Wood was the fuel

used, and wood embers do not cool down
as quickly when draft is reduced as does

a bituminous coal fire. Of course, there

were legal proceedings about it, but

that is an aside from the subject now

in hand.

On another occasion and in another

mill I went down to the fire hole at a

time when the engine was, and had been

for some minutes, temporarily shut

down. The man in charge and two or

three other men were standing in front

of the boiler, apparently quite at peace

with each other and with the world in

general. Steam was escaping from the

safety valve and the steam gauge hand

was pointing at 120. As I had myself

set this safety valve at 110 lbs. some

time before this, I now took quick steps

to have the heat from the fire still

further reduced. Soon the pressure

gradually lowered, until at 110 the valve

closed again. This valve was a ball and

lever type, and of the same nominal size

as the steam pipe used. There was a

spring pop valve of less than half the

area on a discarded nearby boiler, and in

the side of the dome of the used boiler

just mentioned, there happened to be a

plugged hole right size for this pop

valve. Next Monday morning before

steam was raised the said pop valve, by

means of a nipple and elbow, was attach-

ed to this used boiler and subsequently

set to nearly correspond with the ball

and lever one. As a result there was no

more accumulation of pressure after it

rose enough to open the second valve.

The following year the setting was pull-

ed down and "rebuilt and the furnace

front arrangement changed. The pop

valve was removed for re-grinding, and

as this job had been neglected and was

not yet finished when the plant was-

ready to be put into operation, it was

decided that they would do with but the

one valve for a day or two at first. Be-

fore long it was found that the changes

made had rendered the second valve un-

necessary and it was never reinstalled.

In this case the differences in the con-

dition of the setting and arrangement

of the furnace so modified the amount

of control the fireman had over his fire,

that it made the difference between re-

quiring, and not requiring, the second

safety valve.

Let no one think that in the above

criticism I wished to compromise the

abilities or character of the man in

charge. On the contrary he was a good

hand, but in charge of poorly designed

equipment.

On one occasion an American was

given charge of a steam plant using

sawmill coarse refuse for fuel. He

brought with him some ideas new to

the local operators. One of these ideas

was that in this type of plant no bridge

wall was requir?d. and accordingly he

removed it. He did not (and apparently

it was through motives of his own) re-

main for the full season, and his suc-

cessor when questioned as to the effect

of removing the bridge wall assumed
a non-committal and somewhat evasive

manner; but in a neighboring plant

where the idea was copied as an experi-

ment, it was found that the boiler did

not steam easily in the morning until

sufficient coals had accumulated behind

the grates to (in effect) serve as a

bridge wall in so far as directing the

course of the products of combustion
was concerned. Whuen shutting down,

as at noon or night, this bridge of coals

(wood embers) continued to give off

heat for a time and thus increased the

.-luty of the safety valve at these times

and more especially so when an unex-

pected shutdown occurred during work-

.ng hours, and might in extreme cases

call for the putting on of a small second

safety valve. It was anticipated that

a new bridge wall would be put in.

Some old safety valves have been

worn and reground until the upper edge

of the lever is no longer level but slopes

downward towards its outer end. This

causes the ball to slowly work its way
along the lever until the valve no longer

lifts at the pre-determined pressure.

Different plans have been adopted to

prevent this, and some of them may be

acceptable, but in any case I prefer to

have the top of the lever level, or, if

anything, sloping slightly upward to-

wards its outer end, thus preventing

this tendency of the ball to work further

out, and, by this means, avoid the use

of the above devices, some of which may
I think interfere with the free rising of

the valve. As I have already written

and sketched what I consider a most

easily made and at the same time re-

liable method, I will here suggest a

different one, namely—drilling axially,

in the top of the valve stem, a hole not

exceeding in diameter, say, one-quarter

the diameter of the valve stem, and in-

serting in it a piece cut from the head

end of a machine bolt to fit. If neces-

sary file or grind some off of the top of

the head of this bolt, leaving it a little

higher at the centre than at the outer

edges. The accompanying sketch is

supposed to represent a sectional view

with the hole in the stem bottomed out

flat, as this would let the body of the

bolt bear weight without jamming so

tight as to be difficult to remove subse-

quently if this was desired.

In making the repair care should be

taken to see that no chips or filings

attach themselves to the valve stem or

get a chance to work into any part of

the valve mechanism, and this should be

attended to before re-assembling the

valve. It would not do to attempt this

repair with the valve assembled. When
firing up after making this or any safe-

ty valve repair, one should carefully

watch both the steam gauge and the

safety valve to see that they correspond

as before.

With regard to accumulation of pres-

sure after the safety valve lifts enough

to let steam escape, there are rules

which allow an accumulation of 7 to 10

per cent., but as a matter of personal

opinion I do not like to see the pressure

rise very much after the valve once lifts,

and more especially so if the draft is

at the time reduced to a minumun or

nearly so. At any rate by the B.O.T.

rule, which allows of an accumulation of

ten per cent., the test is that in the

presence of a person authorized or ap-

pointed by the Board, the boiler shall

be under full steam and full firing for

twenty minutes with feed and all stop

valves closed. Obviously a valve amply
large to permit of this with an accumu-
lation of only 10 per cent, should allow

but little accumulation in the case of

a temporary shutdown of the engine

and with the furnace draft then reduced

as far as practicable.

In the event of a valve already instal-

led proving itself inadequate by allow-

ing too much of this accumulation, some
one or more of the rules given in the

beginning of this article may help to-

ward deciding what size auxiliary valve

(if any) is required.

In one or two cases I have known a

valve to drizzle and blow some at 3 to

5 lbs. pressure, below that at which the

valve actually lifted from its set, and

in these cases proper regrinding put

them so that there was no apparent

accumulation after the valve began to

blow, although to a bystander there

would appear to have been while they

were in their former leaky or worn con-

dition. To the engineer, however, the

cause of the apparent accumulation w^as

self-evident. He would be quick to dis-

tinguish between an apparent accumu-

lation due to a worn valve, and an actual

accumulation due to small valve area,

and would apply the proper remedy

when circumstances permitted work on

the valve.

HOW TO BLACKEN BOLT HEADS
JOHN H. BEDELL

(Copyright All Rights Reserved.)

Specially prepared lacquers can be

obtained from supply houses for giving

metal work for electrical «witchboaids

a dull black finisn. If such preparations

are not available, dull black paints,

which will serve in emergencies, can be

obtained in ten-'.ent. or larger cans a',

most hardware stores oi pairt shops.

The following process has been used

successfully for giving bright-finish

steel cap bolt heads a dull black finish:

First, heat the bolt to a dull red in a

blow-torch flame, then dip it in asphalt-

paint. Now burn the paint oif with

a blow-torch and nb it .with a cloth

while it is still warm. If the bolt is per-

mitted to cool before it is rubbed with

a cloth, the resulting finish will bo

glossy instead of dull.

The Cooper-Hewitt Electric Company.

Hoboken, N.J., have issued an attractive

calendar well illustrated with half-tone

engravings showing installations of their

lighting systems. This calendar shows

installations in various classes of manu-

facturins- establishments from machine

shops to textile mills.
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Supports for Wrought Iron Conduit
Many Circumstances Arise in Which the Ordinary Pipe Hanger
or Clip Cannot be Used for Supporting Conduit Work—The
Author Gives Some Practical Hints Which Help in the Erection

of Conduit or Pipework

IN
planning industrial-plant wiring

installations for electric light and
power, the designer must frequently

use, for supporting conduit runs, devices

which cannot be obtained commercially.

This is true particularly when the wir-

ing is being installed in a building of

structural steel construction. Where a

concern erects considerable wiring, it is

always advisable to insure minimum
cost, to standardize a line of conduit

supports. However, it may happen that

the amount of wiring which is installed

does not justify this procedure. Under
such conditions the engineer must design

his supports as he proceeds with the

planning of the job. It is the intention

to show in this article some supports

which have been used, particularly in

steel mill buildings, for sustaining con-

duit, and which experience demonstrates

are entirely satisfactory.

Probably the fitting applied most fre-

quently for supporting conduits is the

FIG. 1—CONDUIT FASTENED TO TIMBER BY
A PIPE STRAP.

Standard galvanized pressed-steel pipe

strap. This can be obtained at the

plun>bers' supply houses for pipe of

practically any commercial size. On

*?— '^^^
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FIG. 2—CONDUIT CLAMPED TO CHANNEL
BY MEANS OF V BOLT.

wooden surfaces, the strap, with the con-

duit clamped under, it can be attached

with round-head wood screws, as shovm
in Fig. 1. Sometimes flat-head screws

are used for this purpose, but they are

not well adapted for it. Where a flat-

By E. A. HUGHES
(Copyright. All rights reserved)

head screw is applied, the flat part of
the head of the screw will project above
the surface of the metal of the pipe
strap. It thus provides a place where
dirt and dust can collect and upon
which cloth or waste will catch if these
materials are used for wiping off the
conduit. When the conduit run is locat-

ed where it will not be seen, this feature
is of no importance, but close to the
floor, or around the machines where the
conduit may be wiped occasionally, it

should be considered.

Where pipe straps are used to clamp
conduit runs to the faces of steel col-

umns, or to other members, small holes
can be drilled in the members and then
tanped for the accommodation of ma-
chine screws that will pass through the
holes in the pipe strap. U bolts are very
useful for clamping conduit runs to the
chords or to other members of trusses,

which a conduit run crosses. Figs. 2

and 3 show typical applications. Usuallv
there is a soace between the two mem-
bers comprising the top or the bottom
chord of a truss. This slot is the thick-

ness of the gusset plate to which the

members are riveted.

It is the practice of the fabrication

plants to make these gusset plates as

thin as is consistent with good design.

Sometimes the slot is only .3-16 in. or

Vi, in. wide. If such narrow slots are

provided in the truss, it is not possible

to get a U bolt big enough to have ade-

quate streneth through the slot. The
U bolt for this purpose should be made
of rod at least in. in diameter. A
3-16 in. rod can be used where the space

available will not accommodate a larger

one. However, experience has been that

the wiremen, in tightening up the bolt

on a 3-16 in. thread, will twist the rod

asunder at a thread.

If the matter is considered prior to

placing the order for roof trusses, ar-

rangements can be made with the fab-

rication plant to provide a wide space, at

least 11-16 in., between the steel mem-
bers forming the truss chords. The
bolts used in any space should be 1-16

in. in diameter smaller than the width

of the space, to provide adequate clear-

ance. A 5-8 in. bolt can be used in an
11-16 in. slot. A bolt of this size is

much larger than is required for sup-

porting conduit, but it is none too large

for supporting steam and air pipe

lines, heating and ventilating ducts and
shaft hangers. It is seldom that a U
bolt made from a rod larger than 3-8

in. is required for supporting conduit;

1-4 in. rod is more frequently used and

i3 the best all-round size. As above
noted, 3-16 in. rod is too small for best
results.

Fig. 2 shows a line of conduit sup-
ported on the upper flanges of two
channels comprising the lower chord of
a truss. Space between the channels is

V3 in. wide, and the U bolt is of % in.

stock. A punched washer is inserted
under the nuts of the bolts, so that the
corners of the nuts will not catch on
the edges of the channel when the nuts
are turned. Fig. 3 shows a similar ar-

rangement wherein a conduit line is

clamped to the upper edge of a truss

chord composed of two angles. This ar-

rangement provides a very secure sup-

port, because the relatively sharp edges
of the angles dent into the conduit

slightly, due to the pressure exerted in

turning the nuts. The dents made by
the angle edges, though usually deep

f̂an i/t/i t

Truss Chor^

\ i

^ U'Bo/t

FIG. 3--DETAILS OF "U" BOLT FOR 2 IN
CONDUIT.

enough to prevent lateral movement of
the conduit, are not deep enough to in-

jure it appreciably. It is impossible to

exert enough pressure by turning the

FIG. 4—CONDUITS CLAMPED BY HOOK
BOLTS.

nuts of a 1/4 in. U bolt to crush the con-

duit. The in. rod will break at the

threads before the conduit will crush.

Each angle is 6 in. x 4 in. x % in.

section. The U bolt is bent from i/4 in.

stock. When making the U bolts, the
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ends must be threaded before the ends
are bent into a U form, because after it

is bent there is not sufficient clearance
for turning the die for threading. U
bolts can be made very quickly from %
in. rod by cutting the stock cold for the
required number, and then threading the

ends, and bending the threaded rods

around a piece of the conduit of the re-

quired size. The rods can be bent cold.

Punched washers are provided in Fig. 3

cheaper to make up a clamp similar to

that of Fig. 6 in the shop and send it

out to the jobs, than it is to drill and
tap . screw holes in the columns for the

pipe straps.

NEWLY-DISCOVERED PRODUCT
Everybody knows that the Zeppelins

failed in the war owing to their vulner-

ability, due to their being filled with
hydrogen. German chemists failed to

to prevent the corners of the nuts from
catching on the edges of the angle when
the nuts are turned.

Sometimes it is necessary to attach a

conduit run to a girder composed of a

channel and I beam, as shown in Fig. 4.

Two hook bolts and a strap similar to

those detailed in Fig. 5 for 1% in. con-

duit can be used for making the attach-

ment. The bolts are bent from Vi in.

rod. The hook on each bolt can be
formed by bending it over the flange of

a channel, or an I beam of suitable sec-

tion. The pitch or slant of the flanges

on all standard I beams and channels

is 6:1, and the hook on the end of the

bolt can be bent accordingly, if a sec-

tion suitable for a bending form is not

available. The strap for use with each

pair of hook bolts can be cut cold with

a shear from bar, and the 5-16 in. holes

in each strap can be punched rather than

drilled.

A method of supporting a conduit up

to the face of a column is outlined in

Fig. 6. In a location where neatness is

essential, it is much better to support a

conduit run up a column like that of

Fig. 6, with pipe straps held by round-

head machine screws turned into tapped

holes in the column, than with the clamp

illustrated. However, where a great

many attachments have to be made to

column faces, and where they are in

non-conspicuous locations, it is usually

find a substitute, but the British Ad-
miralty has found one and has arranged
for its production in large quantities.

The Canadian Mission, whose offices are

in Regent Street, state that helium has
been found in Canada. Next to hydro-
gen, this is the lightest known gas.

Helium is a most suitable filling for

airship envelopes, in that it is non-
inflammable and non-explosive, and, if

desired, engines could be placed within

the envelope and a smaller internal en-

velope could contain the gas. By its use

it is possible to secure additional buoy-

ancy by heating the gas, and this fact

may possibly lead to considerable modi-
fication of air ship manoeuvres and
navigation. The loss of gas from diffu-

sion through envelope is less with helium
than with hydrogen, but, on the other

hand, the lifting power of helium is 10

per cent, less than that of hydrogen.

It became evident from preliminary

investigations made by Sir Richard
Threlfall, and from calculations sub-

mitted to him as to cost of production,

manipulation, etc., that there was ground
for believing that helium could be ob-

tained in large quantities at a cost not

prohibitive. Professor J. C. McLennan,
of Toronto University, was invited by
the Board of Inventions of the Admiralty
in 1915 to determine the helium content

of the supplies of natural gas within the

Empire, to carry out a series of experi-

ments with the helium available, and

also to work out all technical details re-

garding the production on a large scale

of helium and the purification of such
supplies as might be secured. In the
course of investigations it was found
that large quantities of helium were
available in the natural gas in Ontario
and Western Canada, which could be
produced at the cost of Is. per cubic
foot. In the summer of 1917, when the

United States had decided to enter the
war, and when the investigations of

Professor McLennan were well under
way, proposals were made to the au-
thorities in the United States to co-

operate by developing the supplies of

helium available in the United States.

These proposals were made on behalf of

the Admiralty, through the Board of

Inventions and Research, by Sir Ernest
Rutherford, and a special commission
consisting of Commander Bridge, Lieut.-

Commander Lowcock, and Professor
John Slatterly. The proposed co-oper-

ation was agreed, and large orders were
at once given by the American authori-

ties for machinery and plant. By July,

1918, the production of helium in moder-
ate quantities was accomplished, and
from that time onward the possibility of

securing large supplies was assured.

At the same time, all the practical de-

tails of the production of helium-borne
airships and their navigation were de-

veloped by the Airship Production sec-

tion of the navy. Also under the direc-

tion of Professor McLennan, steps were
taken to erect and equip a station for

purifying the helium which might be-

come contaminated in service. Experi-

ments were also made with the object

of developing the possible technical and
scientific use of helium. The progress

made by the time the armistice was de-

clared warrants the opinion that at the

end of another year large quantities of

helium would have been produced in

Canada at low cost, helium-filled air-

ships would have been in service, and
great strides would have been made in

exploiting the technical and scientific

uses of the gas. This is a wonderful

achievement—an achievement which, be-

fore the war, would have been scouted

as impossible even by scientific men.

That it has been accomplished is due to

the enterprise of the Admiralty and the

expert knowledge and skill of a Cana-

dian scientist and his colleagues.

The Simonds Manufacturing Company,
Pittsburgh. Mass., have issued a publi-

cation on Simonds' products in the war.

This is a very attractive and interesting

publication dealing with the part the

Simonds Company played in the winning

of the war. The development of the

American Steel Helmet was in large

measure due to the activities of this firm

and the manufacturing of armor plate

for machine guns and other purposes.

The steel used by this firm was found to

be of extremely high quality.

The Whitman & Barnes Manufactur-

ing Company, Akron, Ohio, have issued

Number 01, descriptive of twist drills,

reamers, special drop forgings, and

other manufactured products.
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The Energy Liberated by Boiler Explosions
The Boiler is Potentially as Full of Mischief as an Ammunition
Dump and May Cause as Much Destruction. This Article Deals
With the Amount of Energy Liberated and the Sequence of Events

By T. H. FENNER, Editor Marine Engineering

A
QUESTION was recently asked
in the Question Box of POWER
HOUSE, relative to what is the

sequence of events during a boiler ex-

plosion.

The whole catastrophe takes place in

too short a time to permit of any de-

tailed observation, and the unfortunate
party in close proximity rarely has the

opportunity of relating his impressions,

at least, on earth. However, our know-
ledge of the forces mvolved gives us a

pretty fair idea of what happens, and
thus we can explain the phenomenon
with some degree of accuracy.

In the first place, it must be clear to

everyone that the rupture precedes the

explosion, and is the cause of it. The
explosion does not cause the rupture.

Let us consider for a moment just

what we have in the way of potential

energy confined in the interior of the

boiler.

Suppose we have a 72-inch diameter
horizontal return tube boiler, with 72

four-inch tubes, and 18 feet in len2;th.

The cubic capacity of the interior, de-

ducting the space occupied bv the tubes,

will be roughly 395 cubic feet. The space

above the water level, assuming the

water to be carried at half glass, a fair

working height will be represented bv a

segment 14 inches high, and the full

length of the boiler. This will be equal

to a volume of 69 cubic feet.

We have, therefore, a volume of water
of 326 cubic feet, and as a cubic foot of

water weigh™, 62.5 lbs., the total weia^'ht

of water contained in the water space

will be 20 375 lbs. We will say. rou2;hlv,

20,000 lbs., to keen the members in

round fieures Suppose for pressure we
ass'ime 1250 lbs. gauge.

In order to arrive at a computation

of the energy contained in the boiler

we must study the subject of latent heat

a little.

Whenever the physical state of a body

be changed, such as a liquid changing
to a gas, or a gas to a liquid, the change
is accompanied by the addition or sub-

traction of heat, which is energy. For
instance, when the liquid ammonia in a

refrigerating machine is passed through
the expansion valve from the condenser

to th° cooler, in order to change from a

liquid to a eras, it extracts the necessarv

heat from the hrin" coils. This heat is

not to ibe confused with temperature,

which is a different thing. In the same
way, water in changing into steam ex-

tracts the necessary heat from the fuel.

In changing from steam back to water
the heat is given up, either in doing

work on a piston, or in heating the sur-

rounding air. or is carried off by con-

densing water. By the first law of

Thermo dynamics, "Heat and mechani-

cal energy are mutually convertible, and
heat requires for its production, and
produces by its disappearance, a definite

number of units of work for each Ther-
mal unit.

The British Thermal unit is the

amount of heat required to raise one
pound of water one degree in tempera-
ture, and is equal to 778 foot pounds
of work.
The heat applied to water to raise its

temperature is called sensible heat, as

it is apparent by the raising of the tem-
perature, as shown by the thermometer.
The heat applied to water to change it

from water at 212° to steam at 212°

is called latent heat. That is, the heat
has been supplied to the water to change
its state without raising its tempera-
ture, but has increased its energy by a

definite number of foot pounds, corre-

sponding to 778 foot pounds for every
unit of heat added.

To change water at atmospheric pres-

sure to steam at atmospheric pressure

and 212' temperature, requires the ad-

dition of 966 units of heat, and the total

heat contained in the water will be 1,-

146 Thermal units.

As the pressure is raised the total

heat is raised, but the relation between
latent and sensible heat does not remain
the same. The amount of latent heat

decreases and the teinperature increases,

till at 125 lbs. gauge the total heat is

1189.5, the latent heat is 865.5, and the

temperature 352.8, the quantity of heat

above 32° to raise the water to the new
boiling point being 324°, instead of 180°

at the atmospheric boiling point of 212°.

The total heat is affected slightly by
the specific heat of water, which varies

v/ith temperature and pressure.

Specific heat, like specific gravity, is

used to compare properties of different

liquids with water. Water at 62° has a

specific heat of one ,and above and be-

low that the specific heat increases. For
instance, one unit of heat is required to

raise one unit of water one unit of tem-
perature from 62° to 63° F., while to

raise the same unit of water one unit of

temperature from 32° to 33° would take

1.0094 units of heat, and from 320° to

321° would require 1.0285 units of heat.

To come back to our boiler. We have

a quantity of water and a quantity of

steam contained in one vessel.

The steam occupies 69 cubic feot, and

the weight of a cubic foot of steam at

125 lbs. gauge is .316338 lbs. Multiply-

ing this figure by 69 gives us 21.82 lbs.

Total heat of steam at 125 lbs. gauge
pressure is 1189.55 B.t.u. and this figure

multiplied by 21.82 represents the total

heat in the steam. This product is

25955.98, say, 25956 B.t.u.

In the water space of the boiler we
have 20,000 pounds of water at a tem-
perature of 352.82, corresponding to a
total amount of heat above 32° of
324.003. (The discrepancy shown by
this latter figure, as compared to the
result of subtracting 32 from 352.8,''

which would give 320.82 instead of
324.003, is due to taking into account
specific heat.)

324.003 X 20,000 = 6480060 B.t.u.'s in
the water.

Now, supposing a plate gives way,
what occurs? The water in the boiler
is suddenly reduced from a pressure of
125 lbs. to atmospheric pressure, and the
steam in the boiler likewise. Now, at
atmospheric pressure the total heat in

steam is only 1,146 B.t.u.

We have available in the boiler a total

quantity of heat amounting to 25,956
B.t.u. contained in the steam, and 6,-

480,060 contained in the water, alto-

gether 6,506,016 B.t.u.

The water being released of its con-
fining pressure, will flash into steam,
absor<bing heat to do so. There is suf-

ficient heat present to change 5,655 lbs.

water into steam at atmospheric pres-

sure, and as steam at atmospheric pres-

sure occupies a volume 1,646 times that

of the water it is generated from, the

whole of this energy will be available

for removing obstacles to its expansion.
Assuming that only 5,000 lbs. of water
changes into steam, we have a total

heat energy of 5,000 x 1146.6 = 5,733,-

000 B.t.u. Each of these is equivalent to

778 foot lbs. energy. Therefore, we
have a force of 5,733,000 x 778 = 4,-

460,274,000 foot lbs. Dividing by 2,000

for foot tons we get 2,230,137 foot tons.

Al^owino- th° force to be in operation

ten seconds, the horse power developed

would be 810,834.

Supposing the boiler weighed 18,000

lbs. and the water not vaporized weighs
roughlv. 14.000 lbs., say a total weight
of 32,000 pounds. If the total energy
could be concentrated on raising this

weight it would be sufficient to lift it

a height of 26 miles.

However, the energy is dissipated in

other ways. Part of it is utilized in

tearing the plates apart, and again there

is an enormous air resistance against

the irregular shaped masses of steel

tending to stay their progress.

Suppose it started at an initial vel-

ocity of 8.000 ft. per sec, as a projectile

is fired from a long-range gun, leaving

the ground at an angle of say 60°.

Then the range would be about 80 miles,

equal to the best efforts of our friends,

the enemy.
Therefore, in the light of the forego-

ing, avoid explosions.
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THE WATER POWER RESOURCES
OF AUSTRALIA AND THEIR POSSIBILITIES
By SIR DOUGLAS MAWSON, in the "Commonwealth Engineer."

THE material greatness of a nation Burlington House, London, the object
is measured by its output of being to urge colonial Governments to
energy. In this, human effort is take up the subject with a view both

supplemented and may be greatly aug- to the development of such potential
mented by the application of the energy energy and to the passage of controlling
available from coal and water-power. legislation. In the report an endeavor
Lands blessed with such natural stores has been made to indicate roughly tl.o

of energy are endowed with an enviable contribution to be expected from each
asset. The jealous eyes of less fortunate part of the Empire; the aggregate is

neighbors are certain to be turned to- shown to be not less than 50,000,000
wards them, so it behooves the Govern- e.h.p. In the case of Australasia the
ments concerned not only to develop data available is very fragmentary, so
such resources as far as practicable, but that Professor T. W. E. David and" my-
to safeguard the proceeds in the inter- self, who were called upon to furnish
ests of the citizens themselves. the figures, had to make the best of the
With a view to the conservation of m-^agre information published to date,

the national assets, a policy should be However, embodying such definite values
adopted of utilising water-power in pre- as have been published, and for unsur-
ference to coal 'wherever economically veyed areas adopting figures suggested
possible; for the former remains undi- by an examination of the rainfall and
minished by its application, whereas the topographical charts, certain rough
latter is steadily used up. Even though totals were arrived at which are at least
the existing coal measures promise to suggestive of the possibilities. The act-
meet the demand for a very long time to ual figures published are as follows:—
come, the winning of coal is likely to be- Australia 1 000 000
come more expensive as time goes on, Tasmania 400 000
if only for the reason that the wider and Papua 8,500 000
more accessible seams are worked out New Zealand 3 822 000

^^^-V ^ , i. i Great possibilities are indicated for
Water-power has come into great pro- r> n i. j •

J . i.v 1 . . J J Papua, prospects equally shared in
minence during the last two decades, r> 4. u xt r- • j .-u * /-.

J . Dutch New Guinea and the former Ger-
and more recently its advantage over _ rpu n-u

, r J! 1.
• nian section. The Commonwealth

coal as a source of power tor certain ^ , , , , ^^ ^ i- 4.^
, , Government would do well to investigate

special industrial purposes has been „ , <. • u u j i-
^ , , , . 1 HT Papua and ascertain bv hvdraulic sur-

clearlv demonstrated. Moreover, as ^
, .4.4.4. Z • 4.

, . , . . .1 • vev to what extent water-power is act-
wages, which constitute the major por- • ., , , t 4.u xt
.. ^ '

, ^ . .
4. ji J ually available. In the case of New

tion of the cost of coal, are steadilv and , 1 4. u j i- 4.
•

, ' . J... Zealand, a complete hydraulic report is
surely rising, the economic conditions ., , , . i- u j u 4.1, 4.

. ,/ . ^ .,, ,.„ „ 4., available, published by the Government
of the future will still further favor 1. 4. 4. rpu j *

, ^ , . -4. 4.V works department. There, a record of
water-power and tend to limit the em-

-i ui u • 4. r 4.u^ J, , ri4. 4.- 4.- u 4.V 4. available schemes is set forth aggrega-
ployment of coal. Statistics show that ,. o 000 nn« u u t 4.u- 4.

• /1 TT -4. J Tr- • 4. 4.U 4.
ting 3,822,000 b.h.p. In this respect,

in the United Kmgaom, prior to the out- 4.. , \t v , * 4.u
, , , ^ 4. ! 4. z;o therefore. New Zealand is one of the
break of war, wages amounted to 06 per

4. ui j ^ 4.
• 4.u

I J. , J. ^ 1 4. 4.U -4- most richlv endowed territories in the
cent, of the total cost of coal at the pit

1 1 . •
"

4. 4.u 4. 4? o" i.
^, . 1-1.4., J J • 4.U world, being at the rate of St h.p. per

mouth; this was slightly exceeded m the e n • 1 u
^r r, A ^ ^^ n en SQuare mile of area. One single scheme,
U.S.A. where the figure was 69 per

^J^^ ^^^^^^ ^
cent So there is every reason to expect g^^J is^planned to yield 750,000 b.h.p.
that year by year the price of coal will ' ^ '

rise. In this connection somebody has The great strides made in electro-

predicted that after the disappearance chemistry during recent years have

of sailing craft from the ocean traflSc, widened the outlook for hydro-electric

an era will some day eventuate when, developments, but the latest turn in this

on account of the high cost of coal, wind connection, namely the fixation of nitro-

propulsion will once more come into gen from the atmosphere, has revolu-

vogue, and all vessels save mail steam- tionized the economic possibilities. For

ers will voyage under sail. this purpose, in Norway alone, over

The case for water-power on its own 400,000 b.hjp. is now absorbed. The

merits is certainly a strong one. A sur- world's annual consumption of nitrogen

vey of the hydraulic possibilities of a in its various combinations is about 750,-

country is quite as important as the 000 tons, and the demand for nitrogen-

estimation of coal resources. The fuel ous fertilizers is growing yearly. There

reserves of the British Empire are is no doubt that a large proportion of

known, but there is no such information this power in Australasia can be real-

existing regarding the available water- ized at a sufficiently low figure to allow

power. In connection with after-war of competition in the world's markets,

reconstruction a move has been made A few years ago, either in Norway or

to ascertain what are the possibilities America, £20 per kw. installed would

of this nature within the Empire. Al- have been regarded as a high figure,

ready an introductory report has been but now all the cheaply developed sites

issued by a water-power committee of have been taken up and £26 per kw.

the conjoint board of scientific societies, installed is regarded as a moderate fig-

ure. New Zealand, especially with its

wealth of water-power, should have a
great manufacturing future, and might
well specialize in nitrogen fixation. To
illustrate the importance of its appli-
cation in this respect it is only neces-
sary to refer to the scheme indicated
for George Sound. There, something
like 750,000 kw. is available at the fore-
shore which could be employed convert-
ing the nitrogen of the atmosphere into

ammonium or other forms ready for
shipment. A 750,000 kw. plant is cap-
able of producing annually by the arc
process 416,250 tons of concentrated
nitric acid, equivalent to 92,250 tons of

combined nitrogen, or by the cyanide
process 1,635,000 tons of cyanide equi-

valent to 327,000 tons of nitrogen. Were
the electrical power to be generated
by steam from coal-fired boilers, to pro-

duce the same result 4,875,000 tons of

good coal would need to be consumed
annually.

AN EMPLOYER'S SCHEME
By L. P.

Regarding the coal and gas shortage,

the head of a well-known cutlery con-

cern has posted up in his works the fol-

lowing notice: "In regard to the coal

and gas shortage, it is necessary for

workpeople to do all in their power to

economize. This is not on any account
because of the increased prices of these

commodities, but because, at the mo-
ment, it is a national necessity. If econ-

omy is not used in coal and gas it is

very probable before the end of the

coming winter, the hours of work will

be restricted owing to the lack of light

and heat. To encourage the work-
people to put forward every effort to

save coal and gas wherever possible, I

am making the following offer: For
every ton of coal saved during the com-
ing winter as compared with the amount
used last winter, dating from Sept. 1

to March 31, I will pay the sum of one

pound. For all the gas saved in com-
parison with the corresponding period of

last year I will pay the equivalent

amount based on the present cost of gas

in comparison with the cost last year.

The money will be paid into the Works
Club funds, and all workpeoeple, wheth-

er male or female, must equally divide.

It is therefore in the interest of every

person to do their utmost to save and

also to see that other people do not

waste." If such an example were follow-

ed by other industrial establishments

we should soon have an army of coal and

gas-saving enthusiasts.

Electric Furnaces.— The Electric

Furnace Construction Co., Finance

Building, Philadelphia, reports a repeat

order from the Ford Motor Co., for a

"Greaves-Etchells" electric furnace in-

stallation. The initial furnace was in-

stalled last year and it is reported that

it has given extremely good results. In

England further orders have been re-

ceived for furnaces from Woodward,
Gatty, Saunt & Co., Ltd., Birmingham,

and G. & J. Weir, of G'asarow.
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INDUSTRIAL USE OF GAS MASKS
During the last year the Bureau

of Mines, Department of Interior,

Washington, has received many in-

quiries regarding the use of army gas

masks in the industries for protection

against poisonous and irritating gases.

These inquiries show a general belief on

the part of the public that this type of

mask will protect the wearer under all

conditions against any gas whatsoever,

even in absolutely irrespirable air to the

exclusion of the more cumbersome mine

rescue breathing apparatus. This er-

roneous belief will no doubt be further

confirmed by millions of discharged

soldiers who have been trained in the use

of the gas mask and have been taught

that it gives them absolute protection

against all gases used in warfare or

likely to be used. These men will not

realize that out in the open air of the

battlefield the percentage of gas in the

air can never be anywhere near as large

IS may occur in the confined spaces of a

factory operation. A mask may afford

complete protection under outdoor con-

ditions, and break down at once when

used indoors where a gas container has

burst and filled the room with a greater

concentration of gas. It must also be

remembered that the absorbents in the

army respirator, which filter out the

poisonous gas, are specially designed for

the gases used in warfare, and as a mat-

ter of fact do not protect against the

more common industrial gases as, for

example, illuminating, natural, producer

and blast furnace gas.

The army gas mask never should be

used in mines because of the uncertainty

there is of the kinds and amounts of

gases in the atmosphere and liability

of insufficient oxygen to support life.

In view of these limitations of the

army gas mask, which, if not realized,

will lead to serious acidents and fatali-

ties, the Bureau of Mines is issuing this

brief statement of the industrial use and
limitations of the several dust respira-

tors, gas masks, and oxygen breathing

apparatus.

Dust Respirators

Protection from dust and liquid mists

is obtained by the use of a simple dust

respirator, which removes these particles

by means of a filter of moist sponge,

cotton, or wool pad, porous paper, or

even a very fine mesh metallic gauze.

The respirator may enclose the mouth
and nose only, or it may be combined
with a face mask containing eye pieces

if the eyes also must be protected. The
simple "pig snout" respirator, contain-

ing a moist sponge, has been on the

market for years. It is highly uncom-
fortable to wear, rather insufficient for

removing fine dust, and most workmen
prefer to tie a large handkerchief over

their nose and mouth. Some improve-

ment has been made in recent years,

but on the whole a really efficient and
comfortable dust respirator that work-
men will wear continuously is yet to be
devised. On account of the urgent need
of such a device for safeguarding the
health of workmen in the mining and
metallurgical industries, the Bureau of

Mines has undertaken a study of dust

respirators with a view to seeing that

as satisfactory a model as possible is

available to these industries.

Army Gas Mask

The army gas mask consists of a face

piece of rubber and cloth fabric, con-

taining eye pieces and connected by
means of a flexible rubber tube to a

canister containing charcoal and soda-

lime for filtering out the poisonous gas
from the inhaled air. The canister is

supported in a knapsack slung from the

neck.

The army gas mask is by no means
the unusual protective appliance that it

is popularly believed. It does not afford

universal protection against all gases,

nor can it ever be used safely in low
oxygen atmospheres. It furnishes no
oxygen to the wearer and can only re-

move comparatively small percentages

of poisonous gas from inhaled air, usual-

ly less than 1 or 2 per cent. Higher per-

centages will immediately penetrate the

canister and "gas" the wearer. The
standard army gas mask will furnish

protection against percentages not ex-

ceeding two per cent, of the following

gases in air: Sulphur dioxide, hydrogen
sulphide, chlorine, carbon bisulphide,

nitrogen peroxide, aniline vapor, benzyl

bromide, benzyl chloride, chloracetone,

chlorpicrin, hydrogen chloride, phosgene,

sulphur chlorides, xylyl bromide, stannic

chloride, titanium tetrachloride, and
silicon tetrachloride.

It will be seen from the above that the

field of usefulness of the army mask is

confined to certain of the chemical in-

dustries, around smelters and roasters,

where sulphur fumes are given off and
in the industries using chlorine and
bleaching powder. The army canister

also contains cotton filter pads, which

remove irritating and poisonous dusts,

which increases its usefulness around

smelters where sulphur and arsenic

fumes must be removed.

The army mask furnishes no protec-

tion whatever against carbon monoxide.

This is the poisonous constituent of blast

furnace, producer and illuminating gases,

and of mine gases after fires and ex-

plosions in coal mines. Carbon mon-
oxide is also likely to be present in or-

dinary fire-fighting conditions met by

fire departments. Moreover, in all of

these cases there is likely to be a defi-

ciency of oxygen. Therefore, for

adequate protection against these con-

ditions the oxygen-breathing apparatus

must be used, and reliance on the army
mask may be fatal.

The Bureau of Mines is working on

a carbon monoxide mask and hopes to

develop one that may be used in the fu-

ture for low concentrations of this gas,

but such a mask is not now available.

Ammonia is another gas that will

penetrate the standard army canister.

However, a special chemical may be
placed in the army canister which will

adapt it for use around refrigerating
'plants.

Oxygen-Breathing Apparatus

The self-contained oxygen-breathing
apparatus can never be displaced by the
gas mask for use in atmospheres defi-

cient in oxygen. Such atmospheres are
encountered in mine rescue work, in gas
mains, blast furnace stoves, gasoline
tanks, etc. Aside from the lack of

oxygen, carbon monoxide is also present,
for protection against which the army
mask is useless.

The oxygen-breathing apparatus must
also be used instead of the army gas
mask wherever there are large quantities

of irrespirable or poisonous gases, as

for example, in entering a gasoline tank
containing some residual liquid, or

similar tanks, towers, and other closed

spaces. The concentration of vapors pro-

duced by volatile liquids in closed con-
tainers is too high to be entirely remov-
ed by gas mask absorbents. The only
recourse in such cases is a self-contained

appliance in which the wearer does hot
breathe any of the irrespirable atmos-
phere.

Importance of Expert Advice on Protec-

tive Breathing Appliances

Owing to the many factors entering
into the use of protective respiratory

appliances the importance of competent
advice on the selection and use of such
appliances cannot be over-estimated. The
fact that the army and navy used gas
masks has been widely disseminated,
and its significance is likely to be mis-

understood, especially by men who have
had some training in their use. It also

should be made known that both the

army and navy used the oxygen-breath-
ing apparatus in its appropriate place.

In connection with the Bureau of

Mines work of safeguarding the health

of miners and workmen in the metallur-

gical industries, a general investigation

of respirators, gas masks and breathing

appliances is being undertaken at the

Pittsburgh Experiment Station of the

Bureau. This research will be conduct-

ed by experienced chemists and engineers

who had charge of gas mask research

in the Bureau's war gas investigations

and subsequently in the Research Divis-

ion of the Chemical Warfare Service,

U.S.A.

The industrial respirator investigation

will include:

(1) Advice on the suitability of the

standard army gas mask for use in

various industrial gases.

(2) Approval of industrial gas masks
and respirators, when properly submit-

ted to the Bureau by the manufacturer
in accordance with a schedule to be an-

nounced later.

(3) Instruction of workmen at plants

in the use of masks and respirators in

a manner similar to that now being given

by the Bureau in the use of oxygen-

breathing apparatus.
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Ackersand High Head Electric Plant
A Description of a Swiss Power Plant Using Water at the High

Head of 2,000 Feet and Generating 27,000 Horsepower

— 2P0-'

FIG. 3—SECTIONAL ELEVATIONS OF STATION.

THE accompanying illustrations,

Figs. 1 and 2, and drawings, Figs.

3, 4 and 5, show the Pelton water
wfieela of 5,550 horsepower and the de-

tails of construction of the Hydro-Elec-
tric equipment of the Ackersand power
plant. The original equipment of this

central power station of the A. G.
Elektrizitatsiwerk Lonza, located on the

Zermatter and the Saaser Visp, was de-

signed for a capacity of 27,000 horse
power. The turbines were built by the

Societe an. des Ateliers, Piccard, Pictet

& Cie, of Geneva, Switzerland. These
Pelton turbines operate under the en-
ormous head of 700 meters, or over 2,-

000 feet. The speed of the turbine is

500 revolutions per minute. Each tur-

bine is directly coupled to a 3-phase
alternating current generator of 5,100
K.V.A. capacity, supplying a current of

15,500 volts pressure.
' A 25-ton traveling crane on the Hy-

dro-Electric station served to handle the
turbine and generator parts during in-

stallation and repairs.

These hydraulic turbines of the Pel-

ton type take 750 liters of water per

second, and the regulation is automatic
in operation with provision for hand
regulation as well. The power is trans-

mitted a distance of 6 kilometers to fac-

tories at Visp; also for electric heating
and lighting service.

The intake is located at 1,400 meters
above sea level, with a drop of 700

meters at the power house to 700 meters
above sea level at the turbines. The
upper portions of these penstocks were
constructed by the Atelier de Construc-

tions Mechaniques de Vevey, and the

lower portion by J. P. Piedboeuf and Co.

These lower sections of the penstocks

are of great strength, the thickness

varying from 13 millimeters to 30.5

millimeters.

The power house was designed by
Architect M. Burgener of Siders and is

a most artistic structure, extremely

pleasing to the eye, yet its utility is un-

questioned. The building is 66 meters
long and 12 meters wide, with a tower
20 meters in height. The original plant

provided for 5 units of 5,500 horse power
as indicated in the drawing. Fig. 3, the

turbines being of the horizontal Pelton

construction, shown m the photograph,
Fig. 2, and drawing. Fig. 4, and the auto-
matic regulating mechanism of the type
noted in drawing, Fig. 5. The turbine
water wheels were constructed of

Siemens-Martin steel, 280 millimeters in

diameter, operating with automatic oil

bearings. It is stated that this plant

has given excellent service, and has been
of great value in the industrial develop-

ment of the surrounding country.

CONCRETE HOUSES FOR ENGLAND
Propcsal For Speeding Up Buildings

—

Rental About $2 Per Week
LONDON, ENG.—A new method of

reinforced concrete construction under
the Government housing scheme has been
designed to facilitate the erection of

houses, and is now under consideration

by the local and municipal authorities

in the United Kingdom.
The system is said to be similar to

that adopted for housing the American
troops in France, and has been patented

under the title of the "Lightning Con-
stiuction System." Its superiority lies in

the method of moulding the slabs. This

is done on the actual site in portable

FIG. 1—TURBINE WITH DOUBLE REGULATION IN FRONT. IN THE
BACKGROUND. TURBINE WITH HAND REGULATIO^I AND AUTO-

MATIC REGULATION OF THE JETS.
FIG. 2—WHEEL WITH UPPER CASING REMOVED.
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FIG. 6.

moulds. It is claimed that a block of
three five-roomed houses can be built by
twelve men in three days, using unskill-
ed labor under skilled direction.

It is estimated that such houses when
completed will cost the British public
about £390 per house, or £415 including
the cost of land with twelve houses to
the acre. The houses would let at about
$2 a week, according to local rates. The
buildings will include the latest modern
improvements, such as central heating.

Ball Bearing Manufacturers Com-
bine.—Of interest to all users of bear-
ings is the just announced reorganiza-
tion, effective May first, whereby the
products of The Hess-Bright Manufact-
uring Com.pany, the SKF Ball Bearing
Company, the Atlas Ball Company, and
the Hubbard Machine Company will be
sold through one central organization.
The new company, under the name of

SKF Industries, Inc. will thereby be
able to offer a comprehensive line of
ball bearings, including the Hess-Bright
deep-groove type, SKF self-aligning

radial and thrust bearings and ball

bearing pillow-blocks and shafting
hangers. Through the medium of its

engineering organization, backed up
by a well equipped laboratory, the new
company will be able to place at the

service of bearing users the knowledge
gained in many years of anti-friction

bearings of all kinds. On request,

manufacturers' problems will be ana-
lyzed in detail and that type of bearing
recommended which (independent of

sales considerations) is best suited to

the conditions met. In addition the lab-

oratory staff will carry on research
studies affectin": anti-friction bearing
design and application. The new com-
pany—SKF Industries^ Inc.—will be
under the direction of B. G. Prytz, Pres-
ident, W. L. Batt, Vice-President, J. P.

Walsh, Comptroller, and S. B. Taylor,

Sales Manager. The principal office will

be at 165 Broadway, New York City,

with branches at Boston, Philadelphia,

Atlanta, Buffalo. Cleveland, Detroit,

Cincinnati, Chicago and San Francisco.

Buy Coal Now.—The Canadian Manu-
facturers' Association are sending out

FIG. 4.

the following circular in regard to bitu-

minous coal: As in the past two years,

we again urge our members, in order

to avoid congestion at the frontier in

the fall and winter, to put in their sea-

son's requirements of bituminous coal

in the summer months. Another factor

which points to the wisdom of early

action is that, as a result of shortage
in the labor supply, production of bitu-

minous mines shows a marked falling

off. They are now running about 7,-

000,000 tons per week, as compared with

12,000,000 tons per week during the war.

This condition leads to the belief that

production is less than concurrent con-

sumiption, the difference being accounted

for by the use of reserve stocks, accumu-
lated at the instance of fuel administra-

tions.
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The Use of Ball Bearings for Electrical Machinery
Advantages of Ball Bearings—Enable the Builder to Use a

Smaller Air Gap—Better Commutation Due to Greater Precision

—Enhanced Efficiency Over Plain Bearing—Dimensions Smaller

By H. M. TRUMBULL

INDUSTRIAL operations are carried

on for profit, and profit depends
upon the difference between selling

price and cost. This difference, due to

the events of the past few years, has
been steadily decreasing—especially in

the manufacture of electrical machinery.
For, on the one hand, the cost of ail raw
material has been advancing, as na.z also

the cost of labor and the expense of

marketing the product; on the other

hand the manufacturers of electrical ma-
chinery, because of keen competition m
this line, have not deemed it expedient

to advance their selling prices in pio-

portion to the increasing costs. The ser-

vice rendered by electrical machinery
produced by the various manufacturers

is so nearly identical that no one com-
pany has considered it wise to take the

initiative in marked advance of selling

price. Such conditions might soon prove

disastrous and so each manufacturer has

been endeavoring to incorporate in his

design some material improvement which

will net the customer a present and ulti-

mate economy and induce him to pay an

increased first cost.

Almost simultaneously many of the

manufacturers have answered this ques-

1
MOUNTING \RRANGEMENT WITH BALL

BEARING 3N MOTOR SHAFT.

tion by incorporating ball bearings in the

design of their standard equipment. No
other single improvement has been made
in the last five years which has increased

the ruggedness and economy of motors

as much as ball bearings. This improve-

ment has proven to be a sales advantage
and ball-bearing equipment, because of

its strong sales appeal, puts motor sell-

ing on a more profitable plane.

For a number of years the desirability

of using ball bearings on electrical ma-
chinery has been the subject of discus-

sion by engineering societies both in this

country and in Europe, but now this

question has been taken out of the realm
of discussion and made a cold dollars-

and-cents proposition.

Not only has the incorporation of ball

bearings in motors and generators less-

ened the selling expense for the manu-
facturer and allowed him to charge a

higher price, but it has also offered such

economies to the. user of these machines
that the higher initial cost has been
much over-balanced and additional pro-

fits made possible. In fact, progressive
mill owners, mine superintendents and
shop managers all over the country, who
are facing the same problems of advanc-

ed costs of materials and labor, are

forced to introduce better machinery and
to grasp every opportunity for complet-

ing a manufacturing operation in less

time and at a decreased expense, and so

they are specifying ball-bearing equip-

ment.
In order to obtain an idea of the ad-

vantages of tlie application of ball bear-

ings to electrical machinery, a series of

questions was recently submitted to

motor-manufacturing engineers and
users of ball bearings throughout the

country. A careful analysis of the re-

plies, givins: the tests and experienc?

of motor designers and users, shows the

fo'Jo-"ir.T "dvanta~e3 in favor o' b"!l

bearings.

Maintained Air Gap

Among the principal advantages of

ball bearings on motors are their pre-

cision and freedom from wear. The
bearing adjustment remaining constant

keeps the rotor in the center of the mag-
netic field. This permits the motor man-
ufacturer to employ air gaps with clear-

ances so slight that they could not be
considered on motors having any other

type of bearing. On induction motors a

close air gap is of vital importance in

the improvement of the machine effi-

ciency and the power-factor.

Chief among the difficulties with plain

bearings is the fact that after a period

of service the bearings wear down to an
amount varying with the load and ser-

vice conditions. If this wear continues

it will finally permit the armature to

touch the pole pieces with resulting

trouble—perhaps a stripped armature.
In a ball bearing, hardened steel balls

roll on hardened steel bearing races, thus

rubbing friction is practically eliminat-

ed and accuracy is maintained.
On axle-driven generators used for

railway car lighting, the bearings must
maintain the air gap or a stripped

DIEHL TYPE K ADJUSTABLE SPEED
INTERPOLE MOTOR FOR OPERATING STEER-

ING GEAR ON SUBMARINES.

armature results. Ball bearings have re-
placed plain bearings for this service-

almost entirely because of the greater
dependability attained. Records of 200,-

»

000 car-miles, where ball-bearings are
used, have become common in spite of
the frequently excessive tension of the
belt. The shock and distorting action

on the shaft due to crossovers, switch
frogs and uneven track, the snap of the
generator belt when flying ballast is

picked up and passes between the belt

and pulley, all deflect the armature
shaft. It is found that self-aligning ball

bearings accept these shaft deflections

without binding or wear.

Improved Commutation

On direct-current machines, the tad
that ball-bearing heads are sealed so as
to prevent the escape of lubricant keeps
the commutator clean. Commutators
are thus protected against a conducting-

"slop" of dust and oil, and good commu-
tation is maintained.

Precision and durability of bearing
setting also insure better accommodation.

Freedom from sparks from the com-
mutator in flour mills, in coal mines, in

textile mills, in woodworking plants, or
wherev.er there is combustible dust, re-

duces the possible danger of ignition or

explosion, thereby materially decreasing
the fire and accident hazard.

Comparative Frequency

On motors in which the shaft is sub-

ject principally to rotating action

(torque), bearing friction is a very small

percentage of the motor losses. This is

the case in direct-coupled units, centri-

fugal pumps, motor-generator sets. etc.

The bearings carry but little, if anything,

in excess of the weight of the rotor;

therefore pressure between shaft anJ
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bearing lininji: is inconsiderable and bear-

ing friction is a minimum.
Where the motor shaft is subject to

bending action, however, bearing friction

becomes an important consideration.

This is the case with belt and gear-drive

motors. The bearings are subject to

at its outside limits is one-half to one-

third shorter along the shaft than the

plain bearing for the same motor, with

the result that the over-all length of

motors can be reduced 10 to 27 per cent.

Simplicity and Cleanliness

The use of ball bearings reduces the

head construction to its simplest terms.

Instead of oil rings, chains, wicks, waste

packing or other devices which are re-

ROBBINS & MEYERS CO. THE END CAPS OF THE TWO RIGHT HAND
MOTORS ARE REMOVED TO SHOW BEARINGS

FAIRBANKS-MORSE MOTOR EQUIPPED WITH BALL
BEARINGS.

severe bending, pounding or shock

strains, especially at the driving end.

Ball bearings in these cases show a de-

cided saving over plain bearings. This

is due to the fact that in ball bearings

the friction is practically constant over

a wide range of pressures, and because

rolling is substituted for the rubbing

action of plain bearings.

Compactness

Compactness is required in conditions

usually found in general industrial appli-

cations for induction and direct-current

motors. To get this feature of compact-
ness, motor manufacturers develop the

greatest possible horsepower from a

given size of motor frame. This reduced
size per horsepower capacity gives the

greatest driving power in limited spacs

conditions.

The length of the motor bearings af-

fects the question of compactness to an
important degree.

Babbitt bearings are usually designed

with the box length two and one-half to

three times the .diameter of the shaft

which they support. Contrasted with this,

the length of ball bearings along the

shaft usually is not over one-third of the

shaft diameter. Surrounding the ball

bearing is the lubricating chamber, which

by the employment of ball bearings.
Where a consideration of aisle room,

floor space, machine arrangement, etc.,

is necessary, a ball-bearing motor goes
a long way towards solving the problem,
as shown in the following table:

PLAIN DIRECT-CURRENT MOTORS.
-Motor Length Over All-
Sleeve-
Bearing Ball-bearing Reduction

Size Motor. Motor. in Length.
of Motor. Inches. Inches. Per Cent.

5 26% 23 12
6 26% 241/4 9.8
7 31 11/16 26 18
8 35 29% 16.2
9 38% 32% 17.4
10 41 9/16 34V4 17.6
11 45% 37 7/16 18.4
12 49% 38% 22.4

INTERPOLE MOTORS.

—Motor Length Over All-

Ring-oiler
Bearing Ball-bearing Reduction

me Size.

Motor. Motor. in Length.
Inches. Inches. Per Cent.

1,:, 18% 16 1/4 13.9
1

'"

20 15/16 18 14
2 23 7/16 19 7/16 17
3 25% 19% 21.8
5 28% 22% 21.2
71/, 33 25 9/16 22.6

10 37 28% 22.3
15 43% 331/4 22.9
20 ioV2 33 3/16 27.1
25 45% 37% 17.3
30 51% 38 1/16 26
40 53 3 '16 41% 22.2
50 57% 42 13/16 25

quired for plain-bearing motors, ball

bearings require no oiling devices other

than the ball bearing itself. Ball bear-

ings are in themselves positive self-

lubricators. Instead of necessitating fre-

quent inspection of the bearings, re-

newal of the lubricant and possibly oc-

casional rebabbitting, ball-bearing mo-
tors require no attention other than

periodic lubrication—the length of time

between inspections being from one week
to six months, depending upon the ser-

vice.

Ball-bearing motors are clean. The
ball bearings are encased within bearing-

heads with sealing grooves on each side

of the bearing, preventing the leakage

of lubricant. With this protection, drip-

ping or leaking of oil is eliminated and
there is no danger of goods becoming
soiled or contaminated with oil from this

source.

Gear-Drive Motors
Where gear drive is used, ball bearings

on electric motors are of particular ad-

vantage. In order that gears shall run

smoothly and quietly, the proper distance

between pinion and gear centers must be
maintained. It is a fact that noisy,

chattering gears may- be caused by wear
having taken place in the bearings sup-

porting the gears. After long service

DISASSEMBLED VIEW OF MOTOR, SHOWING HALf, BEARINGS.
S K F RADIAL BALL BEARING SHOWN IN NORMAL

POSITION AND IN DEFLECTED POSITION.
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with this type of drive, ball bearings
show no appreciable wear and conse-
quently the gears mesh properly, giving
longer and better service.

Plain bearings must be designed so

that the pressures are well under the

limit for the corresponding speed of the

bearing. To reduce unit pressure in the

Ball Bearings on Axle Generators
Ball bearings are now used almost ex-

clusively on axle-driven generators for

railways. A few years ago these ma-
chines were equipped with plain bear-
ings. The service is so severe, however,
and the attention which can be given is

so small, that ball bearings have proved

BALL BEARING USED WITH VACUUM CLEANER.

bearing surfaces, it is necessary to in-

crease the rubbing area. This may be

done in either of two ways:
First, by increasing the journal length.

This of course offers the disadvantage of

increased floor space required by the

motor, and where compactness is a de-

sirable feature this is a serious handicap.

Second, by increasing the shaft dia-

meter. Increasing the diameter in-

creases in direct ratio the speed of the

rubbing surfaces which should be kept
as low as possible, because each increase

of rubbing speed directly increases the

likelihood of hot bearings. Larger shafts

also mean heavier and more costly mo-
tors.

Whether, therefore, the bearing length

or the shaft diameter be increased, the

plain bearing is confronted with positive

limitations.

Ball bearings are designed for high
speed and heavy loads. The housings are

short and the motor on which they are

used may be made very compact. Be-
cause of the compact construction the

distance between the bearing and pinion

is reduced, hence the overhung load on
the bearing is proportionately reduced.

to be the only equipment that will "stand

up."

The generators are exposed to snow
and ice, heat, dirt and water, the jolts

inspection of one of the largest railroads
in the country is eloquent with the ad-
vantages of ball bearings on these gen-
erators. He says, "The cost of generator
maintenance has been reduced—on
coaches, 66 per cent.; on diners, 46 per
cent. We have never had a hot bearing,

have not lost any fields or armatures,
the inside of the generator is dry, and
we have no trouble due to grounds or

short circuits." This is typical service

where self-aligning ball bearings are

used.

The Lubrication Problem

Ball bearings offer the motor user one
solution of his lubrication problem. The
ball bearings are contained within simply
constructed bearing-head brackets with
liberal lubricant chambers which are

sealed on both sides and by end caps.

These end caps are fitted close to the

motor shaft and are practically proof
against leakage of lubricant, as well as
the intrusion of moisture, dust, lint, grit

CHARGING MOTOR GENERATOR FOR STORAGE BATTERY WORK.
EQUIPPED WITH BALL BEARINGS.

and shocks of passing crossovers and
switches, and the continual jar of heavy
truck suspension. These conditions all

play havoc with plain generator bearings.
The testimony of a superintendent of

or other foreign substances from with-

out.

Ball bearings are positive self-lubri-

cators. The ball spacer or retainer is of

such construction that the bearings are

open at the sides, thereby giving free

Continued on page 227

FAIRBANKS-MORSE VERTICAL BALL BEARING INDUC-
TION MOTOR. GENERAL ELECTRIC TRACTION MOTOR
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OUR QUESTION BOX
Questions are invited from readers regarding power

plant operation and difficulties

encountered

Questions Asked
In Last Issue

13. If your safety valve has been blow-
ing off at 100 lbs. and now commences
to blow at 80 lbs., what would you do to

remedy the same, in the event of the
steam gauge indicating 120 lbs. before
the safety began to blow? What would
you consider the possible cause, and
what would you do to remedy the same?
What action would you take?

14. If you were taking charge of a

boiler where the safety valve steam
gauge and water column had been taken
off to prevent damage to same, and you
were in doubt as to the correctness of

the steam gauge, how would you set the

safety valve when it was replaced on
the boiler in order that it might blow off

steam at 100 lbs. pressure, and in re-

placing the water column how would you
set it at the correct height on the

boiler?

15. Explain the construction and ac-

tion of an expansion point as used on a
main steam pipe. What omission in

the construction of expansion joints

would lead to serious accidents when
steam is first applied ?

16. Explain fully the construction and
action of a safety valve spring-loaded
pop. In what does it differ from the

other ordinary spring-loaded valve?
What is the advantage of the pop over
the ordinary? How does the connect-

ing of a long discharge pipe affect its

working ?

17. What is the meaning of factor of

safety as applied to steam boilers ?

What is the real limit of the strength

of a boiler? Explain the manners in

which frequent variations of steam pres-

sure affects the strength of boiler, and
why?

18. Show by sketches and explain dif-

ferent ways of staying the segments of

boiler heads above the tubes, stating the

advantages and disadvantages of each
method.

19. What is the difference between a

direct current dynamo and an alternat-

ing current dynamo? In what way does
a dynamo differ from an electric motor ?

Can a dynamo be run as a motor, or the

motor as a dynamo?
20. If you were in charge of a steam

plant where there was boiler power to

spare, but the engine in its present con-

dition was fully loaded, what would you

do to increase the power of the engine

in order to run extra machinery, as-

suming that the boiler pressure can not
be raised, and that all parts of the en-

gine are strong enough to carry the

extra load ?

21. Explain some type of ammoniac
compressor, giving details of operation.

How would you naturalize ammoniac
fumes escaping from a leaky pipe in an
enclosed room, and after this is done
how would you locate the leak?

22. What is the safety head of an am-
moniac compressor? What purpose does
it serve, and how is it constructed ?

What precautions are necessary in tak-

ing compressor cylinder apart in older
to prevent injury from inhaling am-
moniac gas, if this gas should be in-

haled to such an extent that a person
liecomes unconscious, what action vould
you take to save him ?

2.3. What is the position of the eccen-

tric related to that of the crank for

engine running, either over or under
(a) with direct motion; (b) with in-

direct motion; (c) with indirect valve

and direct motion; (e) with expansion
valve (righting cut off) direct motion,

with indirect motion for some?

E. V. M., Lardo, B.C.

Answers to Questions

In Last Issue

13. In the case of a safety valve blow-
ing off at 80 lbs. when it has been operat-
ing at 100 lbs., the first thing to do would
be to test the steam gauge and see if it

was indicating correctly. If the- gauge
was found to be correct, and your safety
valve was of the spring-loaded type, at-

tention would be called to the spring.

If the change had occurred suddenly, it

would indicate a sudden failure of the
spring, or if of gradual occurrence it

might be due to a softening of the

temper. If you had any reason to doubt
the spring, it would be unwise to try

and interfere with the compression while

under pressure, as a sudden collapse of

the spring, accompanied with a violent

and large opening of the valve, would,

perhaps, cause an explosion. It might
be due to the easing gear becoming held

up in some way. The safest thing to

do is to shut the boiler down and ex-

amine the valve and gear. A safety

valve not operating correctly ceases to

be a safety valve. Sometimes a spring
becomes fatigued when annealing, and
re-hardening will remedy the trouble.
However, do not run the boiler till you
have found the cause.

In the case of the valve not lifting

till the gauge showed 120 lbs., it would
probably be a case of the valve spindle
jamming, or the valve itself jamming in
the seat. Note if the valve allows steam
to go back to normal before closing, or
if it blows down far below the working
pressure. In either case, after the valve
closes, try the easing gear, when steam
is at or approaching the normal blow-
ing off point. You can tell if it is

sticking. If so, the only course again is

to close down, and remedy whatever de-
fect you find. Use your judgment, but
don't take chances.

14. In setting the water column, ar-
range it so that when water is in the
bottom nut, there will still be from
four to six inches of water over the
highest heating surface in the boiler.

If you had no means of testing the
steam gauge with a standard gauge,
you could still set your safety valve ap-
proximately. If a lever valve, you can
arrange it by the principle of levers. If

your valve is, say, 3 inches diameter,
and the ball weighs 50 lbs., distance
from fulcrum to valve spindle, 4 inches,
required pressure, 100 lbs. n.-r square
inch. Then total load on valve will be
3 X 3 X .7854 x 100 = 706 lbs. The
load on the valve multiplied by its lever-

age must equal the weight of the ball

multiplied by its leverage. The steam
pressure acting on the valve is the force,

and the ball is the weight to be moved.
We have F:W::2:L or 706 x 4 = X x 50
= 56.48. The ball must be placed 4 ft.

SVz in. from fulcrum. This neglects
weight of lever and valve, but is near
enough.

If you have a spring-loaded valve, you
can proceed in two ways. Suppose again
your valve is 3 in. diameter, and pres-

sure 100 lbs., your total load will be
706 lbs. Suppose your • snring is 2

inches mean diameter, and % inch

square steel, and there are 12 effective

coils. By the formula

D -^ X S X n
= f

t^ X c
where
D = mean dia. of spring.

S = load on valve.
,
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n = number of coils.

t = thickness or dia. of spring steel.

C = 1,400,000 for round spring.

2,000,000 for square spring,
f = compression.
2' X '706 X 12

= .545

V2' X 2,000,000

Therefore a compression of V2 in. on
the spring will give the desired lifting

point.

15. An expansion joint, as its name
implies, is to take up the expansion in a
length of steam pipe. On the end of

one length a stuffing box is formed,
and the end of the adjoining length fits

into this loosely, a gland being fitted to

ensure steam tightness. It is most im-
portant that guard bolts be fitted to pre-
vent the pipe drawing out, as it is quite

free to do so. A ring is fitted on each
length of pipe, and suitable bolts are
fitted, connecting the rings, with double
nuts on the movable end of the pipe.

Sufficient play is left between the dou-
ble nuts to allow the pipe free move-
ment, while preventing it by any chance
drawing out of the gland.

16. A spring-loaded safety valve of

the pop type is usually made with the

spring enclosed within the body of the

valve. The pop valve is made with a

large lip on the valve, so that imme-
diately it moves from the face an ex-

tra large area is exposed to the action

of the steam, causing it to lift quickly.

The same arrangement tends to keep the

valve open till the pressure has drop-

ped a little below normal. The ordinary

valve is fitted with a lip, but not so

large as the pop type, the effect in the

ordinary valve being merely to overcome
the extra compression of the spring,

when the valve lifts.

The action of the safety valve is

"simple. The valve is connected to the

steam space of the boiler, and the load

on the valve is proportional to area X
steam pressure. The size of the valve

is governed by the grate area, being for

low pressure V2 square inch valve area

to 1 foot sq. of grate area, and for high

pressures .3 sq. inch to one square foot.

The load on the valve, due to the steam,

is exactly balanced by the compression

of a steel spring, thus holding the valve

shut. When steam rises above the pre-

determined pressure, the load on the

valve is greater than the resistance of

the spring, and the valve rises, com-
pressing the spring still more. It is to

take care of this extra compression that

the lip is formed on the ordinary spring-

loaded valve, and the larger lip on the

pop valve to ensure a rapid overcoming
of the same. Provision is made in both

types of valve to raise the spindle by
hand, by fitting a lever which engages
a cotter passed through the valve spin-

dle end.

17. The breaking or ultimate strength of

a boiler plate is from 60,000 to 65,000

lbs. per square inch of section, under a

direct tensile stress. About half of that

stress is the elastic limit of the ma-
terial, that is, when stressed above 30,-

000 lbs., the strain becomes permanent.
It is therefore necessary to make provi-
sion for the limiting of the working
stresses below this point. Furthermore,
such factors as workmanship, fluctuat-
ing loads, etc., have to be considered.
Therefore, to make ample provision,
when calculating the working pressure,
a factor must be used that will leave an
ample margin of safety. For a boiler
of good material and workmanship, a
factor of safety of 4 is taken, which
means that the highest allowable stress
will not be more than V4, the ultimate
strength of the material. This may be
reduced to 1-5, or even less, by raising
the factor of safety.

Frequent variations of pressure pro-
duce frequent variations of temperature,
and different conditions of stress in the
material. The result of this is a gradual

VARIOUS TYPES OF STAYS.

crystallization of the material, or fatigue,

which reduces the elastic limit, and ulti-

mate strength of the material.

The segments of boiler heads above
the tubes are stayed by direct or

diagonal stays, and by gusset stays.

Direct stays are those which pass direct

through the boiler from head to head,

and are sometimes passed through the

heads and secured by nuts and washers
on each side of the plate. Sometimes a

plate is fitted over the head, and called

a doubling plate, which acts as a stif-

fener. In other cases the stays are

formed with an eye, which fits between
channel irons riveted to the head, a pin

being passed through to hold them.
Diagonal stays are made either out

of round or flat stock. When of round
stock they are flattened out at each end
to form a foot, which receives the rivets.

The end attached to the head is some-
times turned to right and left, in which
oase the foot is welded to the stay. The
head end may be formed into an eye
and fastened between channels, as in
the case of the direct stay.
There is also the Hewson diagonal

stay formed by pressed steel, and made
in such a way as to allow a certain
amount of spring.

The gusset stay is a triangular piece
of plate, fastened to shell and head with
angle irons on each side.

The direct stay is the strongest and
most simple. The only disadvantage it

possesses, though in a small boiler it

may be a serious one, is that it makes
getting into the boiler difficult, and
moving round after getting in also hard.
The diagonal stay to be as strong as the
direct stay must be of larger diameter,
as owing to its inclination part of its

pull is lost. That is, if H represents the
height from shell to stay on head, and
L length from head to point of connec-
tion of stay on shell; then, if area of
direct stay equals 1, area of diagonal
stay must equal

L
1 X —

H
or strength of diagonal stay is equal to

H
1 X —

L
Stays fastened to head by channel or
angle irons have the disadvantage that
the channels form a nest for the recep-
tion of scale, and unless care is exer-
cised, the connecting pins corrode rap-
idly. The diagonal stay allows ample
room to move about inside the boiler.

19. If the engine is equipped with a
governor, the pulley can be altered to

allow the engine to speed up. If a shiaft

governor is fitted increasing the ten-

sion on the spring will have the same
effect.

If your engine has a pulley on crank
shaft 10 in. diam. and on governor shaft

8 inches, engine revolutions being 100,

the governor will run at

100 x 10

= 125 revolutions

8

It is required to increase the engine to

110 revolutions, keeping cut-off the

same. Therefore you must arrange so

that governor will run the same speed
with the engine at 110 revs., as at 100,

in order to keep the balls in the same
plane.

110 : 125 : :x : 10 = 8.8.

The pulley on governor shaft must be

replaced by one 8.8, or, say, 9 inches,

which will give

125 : X : : 10 : 9 = 112.5 revolutions.

In the case of the shaft governor, in-

creasing the tension of the spring, or

in some types increasing the weight

must be tried till the result is as re-

quired.

The illustration herewith shows a

section of a Linde compressor, double

acting. The piston is made of the cir-

cular design shown in order to obtain
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the minimum of clearance. There is a

suction and discharge valve at each end

of the cylinder. This type of compres-

sor has no water jacket, the heat of

compression being taken up by the

evaporation of a small quantity of

liquid ammonia injected at each stroke.

The action is as follows:

Ammonia gas from the evaporation is

drawn in by the piston at one end, while

the charge previously drawn in is being

compressed to a liquid at the opposite

end When the compression has been

completed, the pressure is sufficient to

overcome the spring, and the liquid is

forced over to the condenser. The same
events occur on the return stroke.

The way to neutralize the fumes of

escaping ammonia is to saturate the

fumes with water. Ammonia is readily

absorbed by water, and a hose should

be always handy.

If a man has become unconscious, get

him in the open air, and give him warm
milk up to a pint. If he is not uncon-

scious, sucking a lemon, or drinking a

solution of good cider vinegar will be

of great value.

22. The safety head of a compressor

is a false head, fitted with heavy springs

to hold it in place, as shown in the il-

lustration. The conscruction is such

that in the event of an abnormal pres-

sure, the head will lift exactly as a

safety valve would do.

In taking a compressor cylinder apart

be sure to drain all the gas away before

opening up. This can be done by the

by-pass arrangement fitted on many
machines. Keep a hose handy to drown
any fumes that may escape.

23. The position of the eccentric to

the crank for a direct acting motion is

that the centre line of eccentric is in

advance of the centre line of crank by
90 degrees, plus the amount of cap and

lead of the valve.

THE USE OF BALL BEARINGS FOR
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY
(Continued from page 224)

circulation of the lubricant in the ball

paths: Oil rings, chains, or similar ro-

tating oiling devices are done away with

entirely and positive, thorough and uni-

form lubrication is assured.

It will be readily appreciated from the

TYPICAL DOUBLE-ACTING COMPRESSOR.

With indirect valve and direct mo-

tion the eccentric will be behind the

crank, instead of leading it, or with in-

direct motion and direct valve it will be

behind the crank.

An expansion valve is usually oper-

ated by its own eccentric, and the posi-

tion of this will be governed by the posi-

tion of the main eccentric, and is usually

about 180" from the crank.

use of ball bearings on motors that:

1. They eliminate the frequent trouble-

some inspection of plain bearings—the

user need not concern himself as here-

tofore about the possibility of oil rings

sticking.

2. Motors equipped with ball bearings

are free from the nuisance and dirty con-

ditions caused by creeping oil and dust

around the bearing heads. Frozen bear-

ings due to oil or lint or draining of the

oil reservoirs are practically eliminated.

Security against such conditions in many
instances is worth the cost of the motor
and is particularly valuable in textile

mills, flour mills, woo;lworking plants,

or other paces where dripping oil adds to

the fire hazard or is ruinous to stock in

process.

Briefly summarizing the economies

offered by ball bearings:

(a) Smaller air gaps permissible, be-

cause ball bearings will not wear down
as plain bearings do. This gives an im-

proved power-factor for induction mo-
tors.

(b) Danger of armature touching the

pole pieces is eliminated.

(c) Leakage of oil is prevented. Thus
oil cannot drip on to the commutator or

oily dirt collect, causing flashovers.

(d) Over-all length decreased from 10

to 20 per cent, resulting in a more com-

pact motor.

(e) Longer period between motor in-

spection and lubrication required—once

in six months against once in two weeks
with plain bearings.

(f ) Fewer repairs and decreased main-

tenance cost.

(g) Improved motor commutation.

(h) Improved efficiency, becau:e of re-

duction in bearing losses

SECTION SHOWING SAFETY HEAD.

J. B. 0. Kemp has been appointed

manager of the Toronto Branch, at 208

Kent Bldg., of the Herbert Morris Crane

& Hoist Company, Limited.
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A New Fuel For the Power Plant
T MPROVEMENTS are constantly being effected in power
A plant design and operation. The turbine room having

reached a high state of efficiency it is only natural that

engineers should be devoting their attention more and more
to the boiler room and to combustion problems.

New fuels are being developed, and one of them, pow-
dered coal, has reached the commercial stage. A more re-

cent development, colloidal fuel, makes use of powdered
coal and fuel oil in a combined fuel having a very high
heat value.

Colloidal fuel is an American invention, primarily due

to the war and developed for the conservation of the oil

wells. It is merely a mixture of coal dust and oil, the coal

dust being held in suspension in the oil by the use of some
agent. Graphite and many other substances if reduced

to a fine enough state of division may be suspended in a

liquid indefinitely; such solutions are known as colloids.

The coal dust used with fuel oil is not necessarily so fine

as to remain suspended in fuel oil by itself and the in-

ventor, Lindon W. Bates, has been able to effect the per-

manent suspension of relatively large particles in oil.

This new fuel has the advantage over plain coal dust,

in that it can be fired through oil jets with quite a moder-
ate air pressure, whereas powdered coal requires

burners of a special kind. Colloidal fuel also overcomes
the explosive characteristics of powdered coal.

In practice it is possible to use two parts of coal to one
of oil and to obtain a higher heat value than by the use

of oil alone.

Pessimists Get Out And Stay Out
TJE was sitting in his comfortable office, and everything

was going fairly well with the business. But that

did not make much difference.

Things in general, according to him, were bad. Our
exchange rate abroad was putting a millstone around
the national neck; strikes and threatened strikes were
putting the finishing touches on the ruin; conditions in

Europe were so uncertain that nothing could help them.
In fact, he was out to spray with pessimism every

person with whom he came in contact.

There should be some recognized and legal method
for dealing with the likes of this. He ought to be "can-

ned," to use the rather pungent talk of the street.

He is living in a great country, better than which there
is none. He is right in the midst of one of the greatest

periods for usefulness and common-sense the world has
ever seen.

And yet this chap, just at the period when the world,

and Canada in particular, needs his shoulder at the wheel,
is sitting at the side of the road, hoping that the c^rt

will start and slip down hill to jibe with his silly little

notions.

It would be too much to expect that a world, which
had been churned and shaken from centre to circum-
ference for four years, would, at a day's or a week's-

notice, slide back and jog along just as though nothing

had happened.
This country needs the sane optimism of clean-think-

ing, courageous men. It does not need the whines of

the pessimist nor the groans of the blue-ruin brigade.

A Risky Occupation
npHE Toronto Globe man has been figuring out the

canscity of electric furnaces. Simple thing, too—just

as simnle as measuring snow with a stick, or stepping off

a fronta<re with your feet.

The Globe goes on to say that Toronto has "the largest

single electric steel plant in the world as far as known."
So far so good. Then the Globe goes on to tell its readers

just how great this erreat furnace is:

—

"The ten six-ton Heroult furnaces at the British Forg-
ings plant are capable of turning out sixty tons of high-

grade steel per day."

Quite so, but why stop at sixty? The Globe's man
has proceeded on the good old plan that two and two
make four. Therefore, ten six-ton furnaces equal ten

times six, which makes sixty! Splendid!

But the Globe might be surprised to know that this

plant has turned out as high as 350 tons per 24 hours,

even with its "sixty tons per day" capacity. As a matter

of fact, these furnaces can take a heat every five hours,

and if worked at anything near real capacity, can make
five heats per day. Taking only sixty tons per day from
such an outfit as the British Forgings have would be

about the same as having a plant and staff equal to that

of the Globe for the production of a weekly paper.

The Globe is quite right in stating that ten times six

makes sixty, but it should also recognize that computing

the capacity of electric furnaces is slightly different from
painting the political situation at Ottawa.
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CANADIAN ELECTRICAL ASSOCIA-
TION WILL HOLD ANNUAL

CONVENTION
The Canadian Electrical Association

will hold its annual convention at Alex-
andria Bay, N.Y., on June 27 and 28.

Members of the association will leave
by boat from Toronto and Montreal on
Wednesday, June 25. The cessation of
war activities and the return to normal
conditions promise a most .successful
convention, with a number of very in-

teresting papers.

TORONTO LODGE ELECTS
OFFICERS

Toronto No. 1 Lodge of the Canadian
Association of Stationary Engineers,
held a well attended meeting at their

rooms in the Temple Buildiing, on Wed-
nesday, May 28th last, for the purpose
of electing officers for the coming year,
and also electing delegates to the an-
nual convention to be held in Brantford,
on June 24, 25, 26th.

The following officers were elected for
the ensuing year: President, S. Balm-
firth; vice-president, Mr. Adam TaylDr;
treasurer, John Bro^vn; financial secre-

tary, Ross Leach; recording secretary,

Thomas Clews; conductor, J. MacLaren;
doorkeeper, Mr. Beach.
The following members were selected

to represent the lodge at the convention:

Messrs Brown, Balmnrth and Beach.
Business 'being concluded, the officers

and memfbers adjourned to Young's
banqueting hall, Yonge Street, where a
tasty cold collation had been prepared.

The supper being disposed of, the pre-
sident called the members to order, and
the toast of "The King" was honored in

foaming ginger ale. The toast of the

city of Toronto, was proposed, and re-

plied to iby Mr. MacRae, of the Board of

Education. In course of his remarks,
Mr. MacRae alluded to the trouble in

Winnipeg, and in moderate and well con-

sidered words showed how the sane and
conservative members of the trades

unions had been misled by irresponsible

agitators. This was followed by the

National Anthem, after which the gath-

ering dispersed, well pleased with their

evenin-j-'s entertainment.

Mr. Balmfirth gives notice of a picnic

to be held in the near future at which
he hopes to see a large attendance.

Their offices are at 71 Bay Street, To-
ronto, where they are prepared to act
as consulting engineers on general en-
gineering lines. They will also specialize
in the purchase and sale of power equip-
ment, steam, electrical and hydraulic,
both new and used. The company is

composed of Thomas Henry, James A.
Rumgay, and Edwin B. McBryde. Mr.
Henry was for many years chief en-
gineer of the Interurban Co., and the
Erindale Power Co. Later he was asso-
ciated with the sales department of the
Toronto Electric Light Co. Mr. Rumgay
was for some years with the Canadian
Allis-Chalmers Co. as draftsman and es-

timating engineer. More recently Mr.
Rumgay has been designing engineer
and manager of the boiler department of
the Poison Iron Works, Toronto. Mr.
McBryde has been, since coming to this

country, assistant distributing engineer
of Toronto Electric Light, and later as-
sistant sales manager. For the past
two years he has been manager of the
Fisher Electric Co., Toronto.

Henry Engineering Co.—The Henry
Engineering Co. announce the formation
of a company of three well-known
gentlemen, experts in their various lines.

GETTING OIL IN ENGLAND
By L. P.

The Government has decided to ex-
plore Great Britain for oil. There is

no reason why our battleships should
not be steaming on oil fuel got from
beneath our own soil, nor is there any
reason why some of our motor cars
should not be driven by petrol from un-
der the roads they run upon.

In the past we have been too careless
of the wealth that lies under our feet,

petrol, lamp oil, fuel oil from overseas
were sold here so cheaply that no one
was prepared to risk money in drilling

for oil in England. But the war has
changed the entire position, and petro-
leum has become so precious that if it

exists under England, it must be searched
for and got.

That it does so exist has been proved
on many occasions during the last cen-
turv or two. At Clowne, near Chester-
field, there was a flow of 700 to 1,000

gallons daily. Dr. James Young, the
founder of the Scottish shale industry,
manufactured products 70 years ago
from a flow of oil at Alfreton, Derby-
shire. A flow at Coalport, mentioned in

1836 by Dr. Prestwich, is stated to have
formerly yielded l.OOO gallons a week.
But the most important discovery of

recent years was made at Kelbam, near
Newark in August, 1911. A bore hole
was put dowTi there and obtained true
netroleum at a depth of about 2,440
feet. The oil sand or rock that gave the

oil, was about 13 feet thick, and the bore
holes passed right through it. From this
bore hole, five to eight gallons of oil

flowed to the surface for many months,
and was described by our principal au-
thority, Sir BovertoTi Redwood, as a
true petroleum.

Any qualified person who has exam-
ined a sample of the oil will agree with
him. Provided enough of this oil could
be obtained there is no reason why it

should not be piped straight away to

say, Hull, where a warship could take it

on board as oil fuel, just in the state it

came from the well.

But there is one remarkable thing
about the Kelham oil. Nearly all crude
petroleum in its virgin state contains
petrol. The Kelham oil contains none.
It is incomplete. There is reason to be-

lieve it did once contain petrol, if so

where has that petrol gone ?

The answer is the petrol has become
separated from the heavier part of the
oil. Where shall we find the complete
natural oil with its petrol intact, as con-
trasted with the Kelham oil ? Obviously
not above the Kelham oil or the bore
holes would have passed through ifc.

Therefort it is said we ought to find it

below the Kelham oil—^possibly a thous-
and feet lower. This is a surmise and
cannot be said to be a certainty.

Some of us have for years past been
urging the Government to drill for oil.

We have not predicted with absolute
certainty that they will get oil here or

get it there. What we have said is that
it is worth while making the experiment
and finding out whether in these critical

times we can depend upon a supply of

petrol or lubricating oils, and of liquid

fuel, without bringing these from over-

seas.

The Government has wisely determined
to search for oil in England. They have
a good chance of being successful.

The Automatic Gas Regulator Com-
pany, capital $50,000, head office Van-
couver, plans to manufacture and deal

in gas regulators.

Hydro Buys Thorold Plant. — Mr.
James Battle of Thorold has disposed
of his electric power and transformer
plant to the Hydro-Electric Power Com-
mission. The price was $100,000 in four

per cent, bonds. It is likely that the

town wall take over the plant. Mr. Bat-

tle had a 26-year contract with the On-
tario Power Company.
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NEW VULCAN SOOT CLEANER
SWIVEL HEAD

FIG. 1 shows tile new swivel head
for the Vulcan soot cleaner, just

put on the market by the Vulcan
Soot Cleaner Co., Du Bois, Pa.
To be successful, a swivel head must

provide for four things: (1) It must
permit easy turning of the soot cleaner

element by simply pulling the chain

shown in either direction; (2) It must
take care of expansion and contraction

of the connecting pipe line; (3) It must
not leak steam; (4) It must not permit
air infiltration.

Steam from the boiler passes into the

swivel head from the bottom through
the vertical pipe shown, and thence into

the horizontal element which extends

from the swivel head through the brick

wall and into the setting. Fig. 2 shows
an interior view of the cleaner element

as applied to a Stirling boiler.

After the steam is turned on, the oper-

ator rotates the element slowly from

indicates to the operator the direction in

which the steam jets are discharging.
This pointer is plainly shown in Fig. 1.

The method of packing the stuffing

box in the swivel head is clearly illus-

trated. The visible end of the element,

Fig. 1, is made of bronze composition
on which is turned a collar that fits

against metal on one side and packing
on the other. It is designed in such a

way that when steam is turned on fric-

tion is relieved and turning the element

by hand becomes easy. In their broad

experience at soot cleaning the manu-
facturers have learned that the operator

is less liable to shirk his duty where

manual labor is eliminated or reduced

to the minimum.

To take care of expansion and con-

traction, a gas tight, sliding joint is

provided between the sprocket wheel and
the metal housing that is mortared into

the brickwork. Hence the ample clear-

ance shown in Fig. 2. As the vertical

riser expands or contracts, the swivel

head moves up or down and the attached
end of the element must, of course, fol-

low. This is nicely cared for in the new
Vulcan sliding, rotation swivel head,

which is so designed that air inleakage

becomes impossible because of an air-

tight plate used in the sliding joint.

As is well known, in ordinary settings,

where the hand lance is used for clean-

ing, air inleakage is enormous and much
fuel is lost, due to that cause alone. The

effective sealing up of all cracks with

the installation of a mechanical soot

cleaner is in itself an important coal-

saving item.

FIG. 1.

one extreme to the other. Steam tur-

bine nozzles inserted in the element and
correctly spaced discharge the steam be-

tween the tubes in high velocity jets,

and in the course of rotation the tubes

are thoroughly freed from soot. The
limitations of rotation are easily regu-

lated by stops attached to the link chain.

These stops are stopped by the hori-

zontal cast fingers shown. A pointer

from one arm of the sprocket plainly
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THIS END VIEW SHOWS THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE CONTACT-
MAKING MEMBERS ; THE ARC BEING BROKEN HORIZONTALLY

RATHER THAN VERTICALLY.

NEW PRIMARY OIL REVERSING SWITCH WHICH 13 VERY
QUIET IN OPERATION. BEING OPERATED BY TWO HIGH

TORQUE MOTORS.

NEW OIL REVERSING SWITCH FOR
LARGE MOTORS

High voltage slip ring motors built

for steel mills, mine hoists and similar

duty, require some form of switch to

connect the primary winding to the

lines, especially so when the motor is

used for reversing service. The accom-
panying illustrations show a new pri-

mary oil reverse switch that has several

ne^v an ! ipteresting features. It con-

sists principally of two 3-pole switch

units each operated by a high torque

motor.

Among the unique features of this

switch are the unit tank construction and
the means of lowering the tanks for in-

spection, repairs and renewal of oil.

"Unit tank construction is used because

it increases accessibility and saves time

and labor in locating trouble and making
repairs. A double windlass with cables

and pulleys permits easy lowering of

one or more tanks. In the end view one

of the tanks is lowered and shows the

simple construction of the stationary and

moving members. It will be noted that

the arc is broken horizontally, rather

than vertically. This construction al-

lows the arc to rise to the point of rup-

ture without burning parts not designed

for such duty; and since the rupture

takes place near the top of the oil, it

is well away from all sediment; hence

frequent inspections and renewals are

unnecessary. The support for the sta-

tionary and moving members is bolted

to a channel iron, which in turn is bolted

to the main frame, consequently in case

of serious damage to anv single pole unit

the complete unit may be removed with-

out disturbing any of the others. The
tanks are lined with a heavy asbestos

material to prevent groundings of any
live parts in case the tank is pushed out

of place, and also as an additional safe-

guard in case of sludging of the oil.

The contractor panel shown at the

extreme right is controlled from a

master switch or push buttons and
handles the motor currents. Very little

current is required, as the motors used
have high resistance motors. This par-
ticular reversing switch was made by
the Cutler-Hammer Mfg, Co, of Mil-

waukee for a 1,200 h,p, 220 volt mine
hoist motor. It may be used for two
motors on non-reversing service, or

where only one non-reversing motor is

required the switch is made with only
one 3-pole unit and one motor.

S. & C. SAFETY DISCONNECTING
SWITCHES

The hazard attending the opening of
disconnecting switches that are alive
but which are not supposed to be carry-
ing current, is only too well known to
operating engineers. The disastrous re-
sults have taken a heavy toll in lives,

besides the enormous damage done to
apparatus and to the morale of operat-

SAFETY DISCONNECTING SWITCH,

CIS wherever these accidents have o:-

curred. These accidents are by no
means necessarily the result of care-

lessness on the part of operators, as

there have been many cases where oil

switches have failed to operate properly,

and, since the contacts are enclosed in

the oil pots, there was no way of know-
ing that the contacts had not separated

and that the disconnects were still car^

rying current. After the disconnecting

blade has been opened and the resulting

arc has flared into the surrounding struc-

tural iron, it is too late to rectify the

error.

In addition to the desirability of mak-
ing the operation of disconnecting

switches safer, there also exists a large

field for an inexpensive method of in-

terrupting load" currents at moderate
and high voltages without the use of

expensive oil circuit breakers. This is

especially true in those cases where the

opening of the circuit is necessary only

at rare intervals.

There have been many attempts to pro-

vide devices to insure the safety of the

operator and to make possible the in-

terruption of high voltage currents, but

the adaptation of the S. & C. fuse to

this purpose, is, without any doubt, the

simplest and most reliable of all such

devices. The arrangement of the S. &
C. fuse for this purpose is shown in the

s=ccompanying illustration. It will be

noted that it consists essentially of a

disconnect shunted by a low amperage
S. & C. fuse, and provided with a lock,

so that the disconnect cannot be opened

unless the fuse is in place. If the dis-

connect is opened when it is carrying

current, the current is shunted through

the fuse where it is interrupted when
the fuse blows due to the current being

above the rated current of the fuse.

A very noteworthy fact is that in in-

terrupting currents at 9,000 volts, it

was not necessary to open the discon-

nect with any unusual rapidity. The or-

dinary rate of opening the blade was
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quite sufficient to shunt the current
through the fuses and prevent the arc
from being reestablished at the con-
tact. In regular service it is, however,
desirable to open the disconnect with as
quick a movement as possible.

In order to be positive as to the pos-
sibilities lof the safety disconnecting
switch, a great variety of loads were in-

terrupted, covering everything from an
exciting current of compensators and
transformers, to the breaking of single
and three phase load currents. The re-
sults were the same in each case, in
that there was scarcely any visible evi-
dence that any current had been inter-
rupted.

The adaptability and utility of such
an arrangement is at once apparent. It

represents a very small additional cost
to the equipment, and at the same time,
provides positive insurance against the
inevitable damage, and perhaps loss of
life, whenever a blade disconnect is open-
ed while carrying current. Such insur-
ance is especially desirable in the case of
oil switch disconnects, regulator trans-
fer switches, etc., where the space around
the blade is very limited, and where,
therefore, an f^rc would result disas-
trously.

It should he remembered -that the
fuse only blows in case the disconnect
is carrying current when it is opened,
and there is no expense involved unless
current is interrupted. On the other
hfind.t^e cost of refilling an S.&C. fuse
is quite infinitesimal when compared
with the cost of repairs after an acci-
dent of this nature, for it must be re-
membered that when once an arc is

started between a live contact and
grounded framework, such as surrounds
all installations of this kind, only the
opening of the oil switch controlling the
source of !=uT3ply can stoo the flow of
current. The expense of occasionally
filling an S. & C. fuse is, of course, neg-
ligible when compared to the advantage
of the S. & C. safety disconnect idea,
carrying load, and therefore avoid the
installation of costly oil circuit break-
ers.

If safety disconnecting switches are
used it is not necessary to provide or-
dinary positive locks to keep the switch
from opening, due to magnetic forces
when short circuits occur. The safety
lock nerforms its regular function and
this function also. Ordinarily the safe-
ty fuse would not be in place, and. there-
fore, the switch would be locked. It
might be well to emphasize that al-
though there might be many safety
disconnecting switches in a station, only
a comparatively small number of fuses
need be kept on hand, as they are only
inserted when it is desired to open the
disconnect.

Another invaluable feature of this
adaptation of the S. & C. fuse is the
effect upon the morale of the operating
force when they know this danger in

opening disconnects has been removed.
Particularly is this so on systems where
such accidents have happened. Experi-
ence has showm that length of service

does not afford immunity, for quite of-

ten the trouble lies in other people and
in apparatus beyond the control of the
operator.

These safety disconnecting switches
and fuses are manufactured by Schweitz-
er and Conrad, Ravenswood Ave., Chi-
cago.

THE COST OF BELT SLIP
The aing-Surface Co., Buffalo, N.Y.,

in its more than 20 years of existence,

has done much toward conserving fuel

and saving belts by eliminating belt

slip. It has made belt slip and its at-

tendant costs and troubles a special

study. Readers will therefore be inter-

ested in the small and handy accompany-
ing chart and the 'Cling-Surface Form-
ula" for more accurately figuring costs.

Referring first to the chart, column
B shows roughly how much money Cling-

Surface will save.

For example, if you spend $10,000 per

year for fuel (see column A) and if all

the power developed is sooner or later

transmitted through belting. Column B

z) $fo.ooo----

in

b.
o

o

^SQooo-- -

,- T ^zooo

iioo,ooo^ 4 isooo

COST OF BELT SUP IN TERMS OF FUEL
CONSUMPTION

(opposite the $10,000) shows that $300
can be saved by stopping slip.

In the aibove scale 5 per cent, total

slip, including creep, is assumed, which
is a very low assumption.

If all the power is transmitted through
a main belt and the main belt slips 5

per cent., the annual preventable loss

in that one belt is $300.

Power is often transmitted from the

main shaft to the second shaft, from
the second shaft to the third shaft, and
so on. This loss multiplies until the

total often amounts to 10, 15, or 20 per

cent, of the yearly cost of the fuel.

In the face of these facts it is evident

that the cost of Cling-Surface is prac-

tically "zero" when compared with the

money it saves through elimination of

slip.

To assist the reader still further in

correctly and simultaneously computing
slip and costs this formula has been de-
veloped:

C( 0.98 :^>= ? wasted

\ Dn / per year
where—C = cost oi power per year for

the given drive, dollars:

d = diameter of driven pulley

plus belt thickness, inches

n = r. p. m. of driven pulley

D = diameter of driving pulley

plus belt thickness, inches

N = r. p. m. of driving pulley

If the reader doesn't like formulas,

it can be done by following these simple
rules.

(1) add diameter of pulley to belt

thickness, inches, and multiply by r.p.m.

of driven pulley.

(2) add diameter of driving pulley to

belt thickness, inches, and multiply by
r. p. m. of driving pulley.

(3) divide (1) by (2)

(4) substract (3) from 0.98

(5) multiply (4) by the cost of power
in dollars per year for the drive.

The result is the dollars wasted per

year because of unnecessary belt slip.

The function of belt treatment is to save

these dollars, an accomplishment that

is possible by proper study, care and ap-

plication.

A FILE IS A FINE TOOL
The Ingersoll File Company, Ltd., is

sending out the following notice with its

shipments of files:

The point of each tooth on it is so,

beautifully sharp as the edge of a good

chisel. If carelessly handled some of

these teeth are broken, with the result

that the next time the file is used it

seems dull and makes furrows or ridges

in the work.

DON'T throw files carelessly into the

drawer with cold chisels, hammers, etc.

DON'T leave files lying around on the

bench or lathe where they arc liable to

be swept on to the floor and broken.

Hardened steel is necessarily brittle, and

we take a pride in making our produt-t as

highly tempered as we know how.

DON'T keep files in a damp place.

Rust will ruin the best tooth ever cut

on a file.

DON'T use a file for any other job

than that for which it was made. Be-

cause it is "only a file" is no reason why
it should be made the "Handy Man" of

the shop.

May we suggest that you provide a

rack for your files as you do for your

drills, etc, so that they may be properly

stored when not in use.

If these suggestions are acted on we
think you will find the life of your files

materially lengthened, and that they will

keep their cutting edge, in which case

ycu will be better satisfied as users and

we as producers.

Always remember, a file is a fine tool.
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The Operators' Point of View

LUBRICATION ATTACHMENT
The following idea may or may not

be a new one. An engineer informed

me that he connected his lubricators as

shown and he found the regulation much
easier than when he had the connectioi

B several feet above the lubricator, hi^

idea being that the pressure head in a

long pipe requires a nearly closed fecvi

valve, that when filling the lubricator

the condensing pipe might be emptied

and the feed valve would be opened

enough to give a desired feed; gradually

the long pipe would fill up, the pressure

LUBRICATOR CONNECTION.

would thus increase, and the oil would
feed faster and the feed valve at C would
have to be closed until the desired feed

was secured; if it was neglected the lu-

bricator would soon empty. With the

trapped connections there is very little

hydrostatic head, and the trap will hold

the water when the lubricator is being

emptied before refilling with oil, and the

regulation is much easier, usually the

first setting being right.

JOHN JAMES.

THE OLD HAND-FIREMAN TALKS
Oh, mister, what of the night.

Fresh air I seldom see,

I tell you I'm nearly tired to death,

Don't talk of the busy bee.

Just look in that hole, so black and grim.
So full of dust and grit,

I spend my life with my mates down here
With nary a chance to sit.

It's shovel and drag and poke the coke,

And slice and shovel and draw,
Is it any wonder I am a grouch
And say I am treated raw ?

Sure I am a fireman, sir.

A hand-firing man at that;

I don't give a cuss for any machine,
I'll beat the best ones flat.

You say I could sit and read and eat.

And take things kind o' slow.

If I had your stoker machine
Attached right where my fires do glow.

There's nary machine on earth can stay

In this old game with me,
I hope the boss won't fall for it,

I'll put him wise, begee.

I love this darned old cheery dump,
I've been here half my life;

I know every danged old brick in the wall

As well as I do the wife.

The units of heat in the coal I fire

Come out and work for me.
Although a few run up the stack

They're as white as you or me.
The fires are level as mill-planed boards,

With nary a hole to see;

The grates I use have been, here for years.

In fact since ninety three.

You ask me why I sometimes grouch,

And why do I raise a howl,

Well, mister, I'm getting old.

And an old man likes a growl.

I guess your mechanical stoker is fine.

But it can't compete with me,

For the human machine with a pride in

its work
Beats the iron machine, you see.

THE OLD FIREMAN.

WHICH ARE BEST—PLUGS OR
CAPS?

Around steam plants one often finds

discharge pipe ends closed by putting on
a coupling and inserting a plug. In high-

pressure lines this is sometimes done
where a leaky valve is on; the plug stops

the drip. I prefer to use a pipe cap for

the purpose because the hot water or

steam does not fly out around one's

fingers. One is only inconvenienced by
the heat conducted through the metal of

the cap and only one fitting is used in-

stead of two. Every plant uses plugs,

but one comparatively seldom finds caps

on hand, and even some dealers fail to

stock them, probably because they are

seldom asked for. The sketches indicate

the difference of direction of flow of

the hot water or steam in the two
methods.

J. E. McCORMACK.

REMOVING A STUBBORN PISTON
A 16-inch piston on a 10-foot rod re-

fused to yield to the influence of a 25-

pound sledge. Not caring to apply fire

to the piston and perhaps figure in the

casualty list, we laid the rod across a

box as per sketch and covered the piston

REMOVING REFRACTORY PISTON

and box with canvas. After heating the

piston by means of a steam jet discharg-
ing into the box, and then cooling the
rod with water, a little more persuasion
from the sledge induced the piston to

yield. It was safer than the fire method
as the piston was cored and might have
contained water.

R. McLAREN.

STEAM BOILER BLOW-DOWN RE-
CORDER

By Wm. Beecher

I have described several of these re-

corders in the past; the one herein shown
is more simple and easier made than any
of the others. It will do good work.

Any man with ordinary ability can

put it together. A strap is fastened

around the blow-off pipe to hold a %-
inch iron rod with movable joints at 1,

1* and 1'. A brace is attached from the

wall to the rod as shown. If there is

a night-watch clock in the building the

wires D and E can be run to it; the two
square pieces at G are attached to-

gether with a fine piece of spring wire,

the piece at side, G, being fastened so

that it will not move. The other piece is

left loose, the spring allowing it to be

moved to come in contact with the other

one. The dark part is insulating ma-
terial, the light part brass or copper, to

which the wires are soldered. When the

boiler is blown the pipe expands in the

direction of the heavy arrows. This will

force the two squares together at G and

the time clock will record the hour and

duration of the blow-down. If a pen

record is used no change need be made;

if a punching check is used the punch-

ing pin will have to be filed so that it

will slit the paper disc should the blow-

down be prolonged.
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If no clock is used an ordinary outfit

with the bell or buzzer in the office can
be attached, and to show the duration of
the blow-down a water tank as shown
can be put up. The tank is a piece of
2-inch or larger iron pipe closed at the
bottom and open at the top, a %-inch
water pipe is at A, a threadless spindle

globe valve being at 1", a loose joint be-

ing there also. Inside the tank is a float

with an indicating rod attached. When
the blow-oflf pipe expands it opens the
water valve and forces the electric con-
nections together. By experiment the

lar notice of the duties of the engineer.
All I ever saw him do was to throw a

few shovelfuls of coal on the fire, cast

a wise look on that clock thing up on
the boiler, look at his engine, then sit

down and read the POWER HOUSE.
Anybody could do that. I hardly slept

that night. I could fancy the fellows

coming in, and saying, "Hello, Chief."

Well, I got up, good and early, and
went to work. My hat was a tight fit

that morning. The night watchman had
steam up, rteady to start the engine. I

told him to go home, and I would look

BLOW-OFF INDICATOR.

amount of rise of water in the tank per
minute, or per inch of fall of water in

the boiler can be noted, and the spaces
rrarVed on the rod B. This same rod
should have as a guide a piece of sheet
iron with a hole in it laid across the
top of the pipe. If a piece of 2-inch
pipe is used the float could be made the
full size of the pipe, the markings being
put on the float.

I feel sure that recorders of this style

will be fairly accurate as the tempera-
tm-e in the blow-off pipe will drop very
rapidly for the first 100 decrees or so,

a^tt-r the b'ow-off cock is closed. With
a fairly lone: upright rod an expansion
of l-16th of an inch at the pipe will

give a movement of V2 an inch or more
at the valve. That is all, the sketch
shows the idea very distinctly.

OBSERVATIONS OF A GREENHORN
IN THE ENGINE ROOM

By WM. WEBB

ONE evening recently the boss called

on me, and asked me if I would take
c'lar^Te of the engine and boiler next
dav, as the engineer wai sick. I told

him that nothing was easier. He had
probably noticed that mv bump of in-

telligence was abnormallv large, and
thouB-ht that I was capable of running

his plant for a day or two. I am a

\vo'^''^'-o'->T bv trade, but in my visits

to the engine room I had taken particu-

after the rest. Our engine is a Wheelock,
and I had noticed the engineer take hold

of a handle, rock it back and forth a
few times, and away she would go. As
easy as falling off a log. Well, I turned
on the steam, seized the handle, rocked
it back and forth, but the engine refused
to run the right way. It gave two or
three revolutions backwards, and put
half the belts in the shop off the pulleys

^^^ell. by great srood luck she took a no-

tion to run right, and away she went.

And, by jimmv, she did go. I had never

seen that engine go so fast. I was the

boy to speed her up. But one of those

know-it-all's came runninc in and shut

off the steam. I said. "What did you

do that for?" He said. "She was run-

ning too fast, and shakine: everything

to pieces." I suppose that is the reason

that eneines are always called "she."

The engineer had taken a piece out of

the belt that drives the governor, and

had not put it on again. You could

hardly blame me for that. Well, we put

the belt on and turned on the steam.

Not a move. One of those blamed pots

would not work. Our engineer is not

given to strong language, but I have

heard him call those things, "dashed

pots." Well, this same fellow moved
some little lever under the governor, and

the blamed dashed pots worked alright,

and the engine started up once more. I

thought my troubles wert? over. Well,

I threw some coal on the fire, and I

thought I would attend to the dynamo.
The dynamo is driven by a belt con-
nected with the engine. Our engineer
claims that a dynamo should be driven
by a little engine all by itself. And by
this time I was beginning to have some
little respect for the engineer and his
job. Well, I started the dynamo, and
pulled the switch from the city lights to
our( own lights. Result: Complete
darkness. Back I switched to the city
lights. In came Mr. Know-it-all.
"What's the matter. Bill?" I told him
the governor of the djmamo wasn't
working, or else some blamed dashed
pots were out of order. Well, he told
me to turn a little wheel, then move the
switch. I did so, and, by jimmy, the
lights were on. I discovered that by
turning that wheel that I could make
the lights brighter, and so I turned till

the clock thing was up to one hundred
and forty, which was as high as the
dashed thing would go. I tell you. our
engineer never gave us such good liehts

as I got from that old dynamo. I then
went to see to the fire, well pleased with
the way I was prtogressing^ I think I

will take out engineer's papers. The
fire was nearly out, so I threw in

enough coal to last about an hour. I
wanted to sit down and read for awhile.

Pon my wor"!, in came that Mr. Know-
it-all again. Says he, "Where's your
water " Say-, T. "Jn the tap. Smartv.
and there's a cup, drink all you want.""

He savs, "I mean where's the water in

the boiler, I don't see any in the glass?"
Well, 'pon my word. I had forgotten to

start the pump. Well, we soon had 'the

pump going, and I began to think that

he did know a little about engineering.

While we were attending to the water,

the lin^hts began to grow dim, till finally

they went out. I made a rush and
switched on the citv lights. And that

dynamo, instead of sending the light

out to the shop, was keeping it all on
the armatur^. Therp was enouo'h Hght
flyinsr off the brushes to lifirht three

factories our size. Mr. Know-it-all savs

that the dvnamo wanted a cleanin"', and

to get a piece of waste and clean it off.

I remembered that the engineei* put coal

oil on the waste, so I got a niece, soaked

it \' p11. and applied it to the armature.

Well, it blazed up in my hand, and

burned my fingers. This gave me an

excusp to go to the do-'tor. so I gave

Mr. Know-it-all full instructions re-

"ardinT the running of the plant, and

beat it to the doctor. I got mv hand

bound un with about ten vorHs of band-

age, and took dashed good care not to

Fo back to work till the engineer was

on the job again. I have decided not

to apply for engineer's papers.

F. D. Still, vice-president and secre-

tary of the Canadian Sirocco Company,
has left on an extended trip for the far

East, where he will investigate trade

conditions in connection with evnort

work. Mr. Still's itinerary includes

.Tapan, China, Australia and most of the

European countries and he expect'' to

cover approximately 36,000 miles before
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The Lubrication of Refrigerating Machinery
Special Attention Must be Paid to the Proper Lubrication of
Compressors to Secure Highest Efficiency—The Proper Oils to

Use Depend Upon the System Used

WHILE at first glance the lubri-
cation of refrigeration machinery
would appear to be little differ-

ent from the lubrication of other appar-
atus of a similar type, a little
thought will show that the refrigerating
medium employed and the effects of the
lubricant on the operation of the system
will have to be taken into consideration.

In the absorption system where aqua
ammonia is used as the refrigerant the
only moving part is the pump, which
does not present any difficulty in its
lubrication unless where, in the case of
a steam driven pump, the exhaust
steam is required for ice making.

In ammonia compression systems the
ammonia vapor is compressed from a
pressure of 150 to 180 lbs., and from the
compressor goes to the condenser, where
tba heat resulting from its compression
is extracted and the gas liquefied. The
anhydrous ammonia is now in a liquid
state and still under pressure is expand-
ed in the expansion coils. In its ex-
pansion it absorbs heat and returns to
the compressor. An oil extractor is usu-
ally inserted in the line between the
compressor and the condenser and any
lubricating oil carried over thus entrap-
ped.

In an article in "Southern Engineer"
the Lubricating Engineers' Association
of the Texas Co. make the following re-
commendations concerning the lubricat-
mg of ammonia compressors:

Lubrication of Compressor Cylinders

The characteristics of a suitable oil

are such as any high grade air compres-
sor oil would possess. The temperature
during compression is comparatively
low,probably not over 250 degrees, and
as practically all of the oils that would
ever be used have a flash point of over
300 degrees, this feature may be en-
tirely disregarded in the selection of
the lubricants.

The mechanical condition of the cylin-
der wall, piston, piston rings and valves
determines the viscosity of the oil that
should be used, as the oil must assist the
piston rings in maintaining perfect com-
pression. If the cylinder and moving
parts are in first-class condition, a light

bodied oil will give satisfactory results,

but if the cylinders are worn out of
round through usage or are scored be-
cause of improper lubrication or by the
presence of foreign matter, a medium or
heavy bodied oil should be used. An
oil of medium body will greatly improve
the seal of the piston rings and cylinder
and will increase the efficiency of the
compressor.

While an oil having the above-men-
tioned characteristics will satisfactorily

lubricate the compressor cylinder, there

are a number of other operating factors
to be considered which frequently make
necessary the selection of an oil of
other physical characteristics. Regard-
less of how high the flash point may be,
some vaporization will always take place
under the high temperatures of com-
pression, and this vapor will be carried
out of the cylinder with the ammonia
gas. As the compressor cylinder, the
condenser, receiver, and expansion coils

constitute a closed system, any oil va-
por taken out of the compressor cylin-

der necessarily remains in the system,
and, unless condensed and removed at
some point, will gradually cover the in-

ternal surfaces of all parts of the
system.

All oils, as they become cooler, thicken,
until, at a certain temperature, they
cease to flow and congeal into a thick,

heavy bodied mass. In the event that
the oil vapor reaches the condenser and
expansion coils it is cooled and liquefied

and unless it has a pour test lower than
the temperature in the expansion coils

it will congeal on the inner surface of the
tubes. This congealed oil in addition to

obstructing the passage of ammonia
forms a very effective insulator, prevent-
ing the transfer of heat to the ammonia
and seriously affecting the efficiency

and capacity of the refrigeration sys-

tem. To reduce as far as possible the
loss due to the congealing of oil on these
surfaces, the lubricant should have a
pour test not above zero F., and lower
if possible, so that any oil passing the
trails and reaching the expansion coils

will remain fluid enough to be carried

along in the usual cycle of expansion
and compression of gases.

Paraffine oils can be made suitable

for ammonia compressor lubrication only
after careful extraction of the paraffin

by refining, a process which lowers the

cold test.

To reduce the possibility of oil

reaching the coils, all refrigerating ma-
chines and their accessories are equipped
with oil extractors placed between the

compressor and the condenser. These
oil trapping devices should be carefully

located and constantly watched to see

that they are working properly, and are

drained at regular intervals. Com-
mon practice in connection with determ-

ining the efficiency of such devices is

to check up the amount of oil removed
from them with the amount fed to the

compressor cylinder. Any great differ-

ence is immediately investigated as it

would indicate that the oil is not being
entirely trapped. In any case the oil

(suippl.ied to the compressjor cylinder
should be reduced to a minimum. A sur-

prisingly small amount of oil is re-

quired to lubricate the cylinder, and any
excess amounts fed are likely to cause
trouble.

The location of the oil extractor be-
tween the compressor and the condenser,
and its efficiency, have a great influ-

ence on the viscosity of the oil which
may be used in the cylinder. If the oil

extractor is located close to the cylinder,

a relatively high viscosity oil should be
used, as the higher viscosity oils have less

tendency to vaporize and be carried over
vi^ith the ammonia gas. On the other

hand, if the extractor is placed at some
distance from the compressor, a lower
viscosity oil may be used, as the oil

vapor has a greater length of time in

which to condense out of the ammonia
gas before it enters the condenser. Con-
sideration of the location of extractors

is of vital importance in the selection of

the compressor lubricating oil.

Medium bodied paraffine oils which
might be suitable in viscosity for the

lubrication of worn cylinders or piston

rings have a high cold test which ren-

ders them unfit for refrigerating work.
Compressors are made in many types

and forms and are lubricated in many
ways. The cylinders of machines like

the Remington, the Brecht and the

Brunswick are lubricated by the splash

system, the oil being carried in the

crank case at a predetermined level in-

dicated by a gauge glass and splashed on
the parts to be lubricated by the rotat-

ing crank. The Brunswick and Reming-
ton machines are single acting with one

end of the cylinder open so that the

splashing of the oil on the inner surface

of the cylinder lubricates it in a similar

manner to the lubrication of automobile

cylinders. The Brunswick machine has

two piston rings below the suction in-

let, which serve to wipe olf excessive oil

and prevent its being drawn into the

cylinder.

There is a possibility with this meth-

od of lubrication that, in the event of

the operator neglecting the machine and
allowing the back pressure to drop below
atmospheric pressure in the cylinder

the low pressure in the cylinder

may cause a considerable quantity of oil

to be spashed up on the lower part of the

cylinder to be drawn in. Such an oc-

currence, however, is almost always the

fault of the operator, and with proper

attention may be prevented. Oil losses

may be reduced by blowing back into the

crank case under pressure the oil carried

over from the cylinder and deposited in

the oil extractor.

Some compressor cylinders are lub-

ricated by circulating oil through the

piston rod stuffing box, which is especi-

ally arranged with an oil lantern. A
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small amount of oil works into the cylin-

der through the packing and affords lub-

rication. The oil in the stuffing box
lantern also protects the packing from
the action of the hot ammonia gas which
would have a very bad effect on the
packing if it were not for the efficient

protection afforded by the oil. Some
compressors are equipped with mechan-
ical force feed lubricators or lubricatorj-

connected between the intake line and
the discharge line, the difference in

pressure serving to force the oil through
the regulating valve into the intake line.

As a point of interest to operating en-

gineers, who may have had trouble with
oil passing the oil extractors and con-

gealing in the condenser, experience has
shown that this accumulation may be

removed by cutting off the water from
part of the coils at a time and allowing
them to become hot. This thins down
the oil and it may be drained off at the

oil trap. If the expansion coils have be-

come coated, the oil may be removed by
running the system backwards; that is,

bp passing the hot ammonia gas back
through the coils, warming them up, and
melting down the congealed oil. Some-
times these coils are cleaned by pump-
ing out all of the gas and blowing out
the coils with steam and finallv with air

to remove the moisture. This is danger-
ous, as some water may remain in the

system and have a bad effect on the am-
monia.

Steam Cylinder Lubrication

Unless the exhaust steam is used in

making ice. the lubrication of tbe steam
cylinders of steam driven refrigeration

machinery and steam pumps presents no
unusually difficult lubricating "roblem.
A high grade steam cylinder oil should
be selected to meet the operatinq; condi-

tions, bearing in mind the principles in-

volved in the lubrication of ordinarv
types of steam cylinders. However, if

the exhaust steam is condensed and used
in making ice, very careful arrange-
ments must be made for the removal of

practically all of the oil. For this pur-

pose, oil separators are placed in the

exhaust line, and upon their efficiency

hinges, to a considerable extent, the se-

lection of a proper oil to be used in the

steam cylinders. When the live steam
contains moisture, a mineral cylinder oil

containing a percentage of fatty oil will

give the best results, and is, in some
instances, absolutely necessary to pre-

vent cutting of the cylinder. On such in-

stallations a highly filtered oil should
be used as sparingly as possible, and
the oil separator should be blown out
frequently. Where the steam is rea-

sonably dry, a filtered straight mineral
steam cylinder oil may be used if care
is taken in the selection of the oil and
the method of application. The oil

should be introduced into the steam line

far enough back from the throttle to

insure complete atomization before it

reaches the cylinder, as such atomization

will permit of the use of minimum
quantities of oil.

The discoloration of ice is the most
frequent source of complaint from the

engineers ;ind operators and in prac-

tically all cases it is at once blamed on
the oil. If the oil is not completely re-

moved from exhaust steam used in mak-
ing ice, a fan shaped discoloration ap-

pears in the block of ice. Eust formed
by condensed water left in the cans is

often the cause of ice discoloration,

which can easily be distinguished from
oil discoloration, as it appears all

through the block and is without definite

formation.

The carbon dioxide machine presents

practically the same lubricating condi-

tions as the ammonia machine except

that the working pressures are from 900

to 1,000 pounds. The compressor cylin-

der temperatures are a little higher
than those found in ammonia cylinders,

but when properly cooled and arranged
with inter-coolers, no lubricating dif-

ficulties will be experienced.

The Allen dense air machine, however,
presents a very interesting lubricating
problem because of the extremely low
temperatures encountered in this sys-

tem. Air is compressed to a pressure
of from 250 to 300 pounds, the cylinder

being water cooled to carry away a part
of the heat of compression. The com-
pressed air then goes to a cooler, where
the temperature is lowered as much as
'"ossible by water, and then passed into

the air expander, which consists of a

cylinder on the same shaft as the com-
nressor cvlinder. The air is expanded
in this cylinder until the temnerfture
drops to a very low point, sometimes
reaching 60 decrees below zero. The
lubrication of the cylinder under such
low temperatures is a very difficult

problem, as even most of the natural
cold test oils congeal at a few degrees
below zero, and to meet these require-

ments, it is necessary to make an oil

from specially selected natural cold test

stock. From the expander cylinder the

cold air is sent through the refrigeration

coils, where the temperature may be as
low as 45 degrees below zero.

Efficient oil trapping devices should
be instaFed in all cases, and the oil fre-

quently blowTi out. If this is dme no
trouble should be experienced f'-om clog-

ging of the expansion coils. In all ex-

pander installations, as in ammonia
compression machines, the oil consump-
tion should be cut down as low as possi-

ble and still afford proper cylinder lubri-

cation.

PROTECTING IRON FROM CORRO-
SION

In a paper read before the Iron and
Steel Institute, Mr. J. N. Friend sum-
marized as follows the results of his

researches on the usefulness of paint for

protecting ironwork from atmospheric
corrosion: 1. The practical value of ac-

celeration tests is very small in the pre-

sent state of the knowledge on the sub-

ject. Reliable results can only be ob-

tained from tests carried out under con-

ditions closely resembling those prevail-

mg in practice. 2. Addition of pigment
to oil increases the efficiency of the lat-

ter as a protective paint until a maxi-
mum is reached. After this, furtlier ad-

dition of pigment causes deterioration.

The best results are obtainable from
paints possessing as high a percentage
of good oil as is compatible with good
body and any other working property
that has to be considered. 3. Linseed oil,

on setting, expands by some 3.3 per cent.

This is the primary cause of crinkling.

Further oxidation causes a decrease in

volume, which in time leads to cracking.

4. Linixyn is permeable to moisture. The
permeability is reduced by heatine in

absence of air, tht oil incre-s'ag in den-
sity, viscosity and molecular v>7eight.

5. Polymerized linseed oil affords a bet-

ter protection than raw oil when used as

a paint vehicle. 6. The functions of a

pigment are to toughen the film and
render it less permeable to water vapour
and oxygen. It also reduces the expan-
sion of the oil on setting, and thus mini-

mizes the tendency to crinkle. 7. A thick

coat of paint protects the underlying

metal more efficiently than a thin coat,

provided the coat is not so thick that run-

ning or crinkling takes place. 8. The
very best results are obtained by multiple

coats. Two thin coats are better than

one thick one of equal weight. 9. Thin-

ners enable thin coats of paint to be

applied. Turpentine leaves a very

slight residue behind upon evaporation,

but its effect on the efficiency of the

paint is small. 10. Other thinss being

equal, the most permanent paints are

those containing black or red pigments,

since these absorb the shorter rays of

light and prevent them from hastening

the destructive oxidation of the linoyn

by the air. 11. Finer pigments afford

more efficient protection than coarse

pigments, since they are more thorough-

ly in contact with the oil. 12. Iron

structures should be painted "'•hil«t their

scale is still on, after loosely-adherent

flakes and rust have been scraped off.

The paint will lost rather lon^rer than if

applied to the pic^-'ed or sand-blasted

surface, and the labor of removing the

scale is saved. 13. Exneriments with

rusty plates are not conclusive but sue-

orest that the rust need no^- be ii ca^-p-

fully removed as is usually thought to be

necessary.

IRON CEMFNT OP FILLER
By T. H.

In workshops wher° the'*e is ^'iling and

drilling there is usually a lot of fine cast

iron in powder to be thrown away, the

stuff beinsr a nuisance generally, yet

when a joint has to be made or a hole

in a casting stopped, filings are con-

spicuous bv their nbsence. Sufficient

finely-sifted stuff passin"' a 32-in. smuze

sieve should be secured, thorouehly dried

and kept in an air-tirht tin or bottle, and

when wanted for use, 80 parts of filings.

2 parts sal-ammoniac, and 1 part flower

of sulphur should be very intimately

mixed, being careful to finely powder
the sal-ammoniac. Immediately before

use this mixture should be made into a

stiff paste with water and pressed into

the cavities, ramming with a piece of

wood. In two or three days the material

will be hard, and can be filed down level

if desired, but it has a slightly brown
appearance caused by the formation of

oxide or rust.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
A Record of Prices Current on

Entering Into the Manufacture

Raw, Semi - finished, and Finished Materials

and Operation of Power Plant Equipment

Size

BOILER TUBES
Seam- Lap-
less welded

1 in $25 00 S

IVt in 27 00
1% in 28 00 26 00

1% in ao 00 26 00
2 in 30 00 26 00
2% in 33 00 28 00
2% in -10 00 32 00
3 in 46 00 38 00
3% in 45 00
3% in 56 00 42 00
4 in 70 00 54 00

Prices per 100 feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

PLATES
Montreal Toronto

Plates, to Vj in... $5 00 $4 50
Tank plates, 3-16 5 50 4 90

WROUGHT PIPE
Effective Jan. 7, 1918.
Standard Buttweld.

Black Galvanized
Size. Per 100 feet

% in $ 6 00 $ 8 00
V4 ill 4 68 6 81
9& in 4 68 6 81
% in 6 21 7 78
% in 7 82 9 95

1 in 11 56 14 71
1% in 15 64 19 90
1^^ in 18 70 23 76
2 in 26 16 32 01
2% in 40 37 51 19
S in 52 79 66 94
3% in 67 16 84 18
4 in 79 57 99 74

2

3

8%
4

4%
5

6

7

8L
8
9
lOL
10

Standard Lapweld
38 81

in 42 12
in 55 08
in 69 00
in 81 75
in 93 00
in 108 00
in 140 00
in 183 00
in 193 00
in 222 00
in 2Gfl 00
in 246 00
in 317 00

Price*—Ontario. Quebec
Mcritime Provinces

36 34
62 36
68 47
86 94
103 00
118 00
137 00
178 00
232 00
244 00
281 00
366 00
312 00
402 00

and

WROUGHT NIPPLES
4" and under, 45%.
4V4" and larger. 40%.
4" and under, running thread,

»5%.
Standard coaplings, 4" and un-

der, 359?..

4'/^" and larger, 16%.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS
Malleable fittings, class A, 20%

on list; class B and C, net list.

Cast iron fittings, 25% off list.

Malleable bushings. 25 and 7%%

:

east busTiings. 25%: unions, 46%;
olugg, 20% off list. Net prices mal-
leable fittings: Class B black. 24%e
lb.: Class C black. 1594c lb.: gal-
vanized. Class B. 34c lb. ; Class C,
24%e lb. F.O.B. Toronto.

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING.
At mill list plus 5%
At warehouse list plus 25%
Dbcoant* off new Ii«t. Warehonsi

price at Montreal and Toronto.

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL
Per lb. to Large Buyers Cents

Iron bars, base, Toronto ... $4 25
Steel bars, base, Toronto ... 4 25
Steel bars, 2" to 4" base. . . 5 50
Iron bars, base, Montreal . . 3 75
Steel bars, base, Montreal . . 3 75
Reinforcing bars, base 4 50
Small shapes 5 75

SHEETS
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, Black, No. 28.$ 6 55 $ 6 00
Sheets, Black, No. 10. 5 15 5 45
Canada plates, dull. 52

sheets 8 50 8 00

Canada plates. all

bright 8 50 9 00

Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized
Queen's Head, 28
B.W.G

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.G.
GorbaK's Best, No. 28.
Colbome Crown, No.

2g
Premier,' ' No. ' Vs U.S. 7*95

Premier. 10% oz 8 25

PROOF COIL CHAIN
B

Vt in $14 35
5-16 in, . . ,

,' 13 85

% in 13 50
7-16 in 12 90
',4 in 13 20
9-lG in 12 70

in 12 50
% in 12 40

in 12 90
1 in 12 65
Extra for B.B. Chain 1 20
Extra for B.B.B. Chain 1 80

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

% in $13 00
3-16 in 12 50
Vi in 11 75
5-16 in 11 40
% in 11 00
7-16 in 10 60
¥i in 10 40
% in 10 00
% in 9 90

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS
Per Cent.

Great West<-m. American .... 60
Kearney & Foot, Arcade 60
.T. Barton Smith. Eagle 60
McClelland, Globe 60
Whitman 4 Barnes 50
Black Diamond 3714
Delta Files 27%
Nicholson 37
Globe 50
Vulcan 50
Disston 60
P.H. and Imperial 6ft

OILS AND COMPOUNDS
Castor oil, per lb
Royalite, per gal., bulk 19V,
Palacine 22V„
Machine oil, per gal 2614
Black oil, per gsl 15
Cylinder oil. Capital 49'^
Cylinder oil. Acme 39%
Standard cutting compound,
per lb 06

Lard oil, per gal 2 60
Union thread cutting oil anti-

septic 88
Acme cutting oil. antiseptic 371^
Tmnerial quenching oil 391/4
Petroleum fuel oil I014

BELTING—No. I OAK TANNED.
Extra heavy, single aYid double 30%
Standard 40%
Cut leather lacing. No. 1 $1 9B
Leather in sides 1 76

COAL AND COKE.
Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsville Foundry Coke. .

.

Steam Lump Coal
est Slack

N«t ton f.o.b. Toronto.

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws
Stove bolts

Plate washers list plus
Machine bolts, 7-16 and over
Machine bolts, % and less...

Blank bolts

Bolt ends
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., steel

Machine screws, o. and fil. hd.,

steel

Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd.. brass add
Machine screws, o. and fil. hd.,

brass add
Nuts, square blank add
Nuts, square, tapped add
Nuts, hex. blank add
Nuts, hex. tapped add
Copper rivets and burrs, list

plus
Burrs only list plus
Iron rivets and burrs
Boiler rivets, base 94" and

larger $8

Structural rivets, as above. . 8

Wood screws, flat, bright.

.

Wood screws. O. & R., bright

Wood screws, flat, brass
Wood screws, O. & R., brass
Wood screws, flat, bronze.

.

Wood screws. O. & R., bronze

25
65
20
net
10
net
net

27%

10

20

25
$1 50
1 75
1 75
2 00

30
60
15

50
40
72 V2

67 V4
37 Ml
32%
27%
25

MISCELLANEOUS.

Solder, strictly 34
Solder, guaranteed 39

Fabbitt metals 18 to 70
Solderintr conpers. 3 to 6 lbs. .'^8

Putty. 100-lb. drums 6 75

White lead. pure, cwt 17 80

Red dry lead, 100-lb kegs,

per cwt 15 60

Glue, English 35
Gasoline, per gal., bulk ... 33

Benzine, per gal., bulk..,. 30%
Pure turpentine, single bbls.,

gal 1 03

Linseed oil. raw, single bbls. 1 95
Linseed oil, boiled, single

bbls 1 98

Load wool, per lb 15

Plumbers' oskum. per cwt. 9 00

Sandpaper. B. & A.... list nliis 20

Emerv Cloth list plus 20

Sal Soda " 03%
Sulphur, rolls 05

Sulphur, commercial 04%
Rosin "D." per lb 03

Rosin "G." per lb 9 03%
Borax crystal and granula. 14

Wood alcohol, per gallon... 1 80

Whiting, plain, per 100 lbs.. 2 20

COPPER PRODUCTS
Montreal Toronto

Bars, % to 2 in. ..$42 50 $43 00

Plain sheets, base 16

oz. and heavier . . 46 00 44 00

Cooper sheet, tinned,

14x60 in.. 14 oz. . , 48 00 48 00

Conner sheet, plan-
ished, base 16 oz.

and heavier . . . . 46 00 45 00
Braziers' in. sheets,

6x4 base 45 00 44 00
Tuhintr T.P.S., base

94 in. UP to 3 in. 60 00 GO 00

Above urices are full sheets and
bars. Cut s^heets and bars are 5c

per lb. higher.

Brass rods, base %" to 1" rd..$0 30
Sheets, 24 oz. and heavier base 38
Brass tubing, seamless .... 46
Tubing, I.P.S., 1" base 48

POLISHED DRILL ROD.
Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto Ne1

RUBBER BELTING
Standard 10%
Best grades 16

XXX Extra
Peerless . .

.

Grand
Superior . .

.

X L C R ...

Atlas
X Empire .

Ideal
X press . . .

.

WASTE
White. Cents per lb.

19%
19

18

18

17
17

15%
16
14

Colored.

Lion . . .

.

Standard
No. 1 ...

Popular ,

Keen —
Wool Packing

Arrow
Axle ..

Anvil .

Anchor
Washed Wipers

16

13%
13%
12

10%

26
20
16
11

Select White
Mixed colored

Dark colored

This list subject to trade

count for quantity

10
09

dis-

MILLED PRODUCTS
Per Cent

Set screws 26

Sq. & Hex., Head Cap Screws 20

Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws Net
Flat & But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus Net

Fin. & Semi-fin. nuts up to

1 in 26

Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over

1 in., up to 1% in 20

Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over

1% in., up to 2 in., list plus 10

Studs 20

Taper pins 40
Coupling bolts, pins 10

Planer head bolts, without
fillets list plus 10

Planer head bolts, with fillet

list plus 10 and 10

Planer head bolt nuts, same
as finished nuts.

Planer bolt washers net

Hollow set screws.. list plus 20

Collar screws. . .list plus 30, 18

Thumb screws 20

Thumb nuts *B

Patch bolts add 40, 10

Cold pressed nuts to 1% in.

add $4 60

Cold pressed nuts over 1%
in add $7 00

METALS
Montreal Torontx)

Lake copper $19 00 $20 00

Electro copper 18 50 19 00

Castings, copper ... 17 25 19 00

Pin 58 00 55 00

Spelter 9 09 « 50

Lead 6 75 7 50

Antimony 8 00 8 50

Aluminum 35 00 40 00

Prices per 109 lbs..

.

ROPES AND PACKING
Packing, square braided ...$0 38

Packing, No. 1 Italian 9 44

Packing, No. 2 Italian 36

Pure Manila rope 37

Transmission rope, Manila.. 43

Drilling cables, Manila 39

LEAD SHEETS Montreal Toronto

Sheets, 3 lbs. sq. ft.

lb $12 00 $13 26
Sheets, 3% lbs 12 00 13 26
Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs... 13 00 12 SO
Cut sheets. %e per lb. eztn.
Cuts sheets to siz«, 1* 9«r lb.

extn.
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CATALOGUES
The Ingersoll-Rand Company, have

issued a catalogue descriptive of their
Imperial type 14 air compressors for
belt drives. These compressors are of
small size and excellently adapted to

many uses around the machine shop and
other industrial plants.

"Billy-Isms" is the title of a little

booklet recently brough out by the
Ingersoll-Rand Company, and is descrip-

tive of the "Little-Tugger" Compact
Hoisting Engine, which can be shifted

around from place to place and hung
anywhere. The hoist is operated by
compressed air and is very portable.

J ^^^^^

An orerioad Is often a necessity. But

» 11
*° engine. To success-

fully cany an overload so that there
will be no after effects on the engine
a very careful selection of your oil
should be made. An oU that is not
free from Impurities will cause a greater
wearing on the bearings, a great fric-
tion loss will occur. You will need
to fire the boiler more often because
the engine will be harder to run. In
this manner you lose out. You work
haixier, have larger operating costs, and
less power all because of your oU. Do
as a great many Canadian engineera
have done — give Kellogg's "Non-Cor-
rosive Cylinder Oil" a trial. Abso-
lutely pure. Write us regarding it.

E. H. KELLOGG & CO.,
New York, U.S.A.

The Buffalo Forge Company, have
issued section No. 100 of their catalog-
ues, descriptive of fans, blowers, and
exhausters. This publication takes up
the types of fans made, and in addition
to giving the various sizes and types
manufactured, goes into their manufac-
ture.

The Defender Automatic Regulator
Co., St. Louis, Mo., have issued catalog
No. 11, descriptive ofthe various lines

of power plant regulating apparatus
which they manufacture. The publica-
tion is unusually complete and is of

high value to the power plant operator
from the standpoint of efficient opera-
tion.

The American Steam Gauge and
Valve Manufacturing Company, Boston,
have issued booklet descriptive of the
American Thompson Improved Indica-

tor. In addition to the descriptive mat-
ter on the Indicator itself, a large

amount of useful information is con-

tained in this publication relative to the

indicating of engines in general.

The Homestead Valve Manufacturing
Company, of Homestead, Pa., has added

Wanted representing agents and
merchants to sell and represent
firm, manufacturing Milling Cut-
ters, Twist Drills, Reamers, Cathe
Tools, Planer Tools, High Speed
Steel and Alloy Tools, and Mer-
chants' Tools. Good terms and
discounts for selling or represent-
ing offered. Apply Lawton Bros.,

Woodseats Engineering Works,
Sheffield, England.

Western Association of Mechanical
and Electrical Engineers

Edmonton District Loop No. 5

rhis Association would be pleased to re-
ceive correspondence from any engineers
who would like to associate with us with a
view of getting better conditions for the
craft in general. We would also be pleased
to have communications from any other
society or societies of engineers who are
endeavoring to secure these conditions.
Address all communications to

The Secretary,
Western Association of Mechanical and

Electrical Engineers.

P.O. Box 991, Edmonton, Alberta, Car.nd.->

MOIMCRIEFF'S "UNIFIC:'*WATER OAUOE Ol-ASSES
Stand in a Clast by Themselvea for Quality, Efficiency and Economy

A trial will convince you. Write for Catales

W. J. WALL, 134-136 BLEURY ST.,
(Canadian Representative)

MONTREAL

Mr. Charles Nagle to their New York
office. Mr. Nagle will call upon the
trade within New York and Brookl\-n.

It has also placed an additional man in

their Pittsburg office, in the person of
Mr. F. H. Thorn, who has had several
years of broad experience in the mech-
anical engineering field. Mr. Thorn will

devote his time exclusively to the plants
within the Pittsburgh district.

The radical but logical departures
from standard practice introduced in the

steam turbine put on the market some
time ago by the Steam Motors Co., of

Springfield, Mass., have proven very
papular. The Steam Motor, which is the

name that the manufacturers decided

upon for this machine, differs from the

other types of steam turbines in that it

is not a complete machine in itself. It

is manufactured with one bearing only

and when connected to the driven ap-

paratus becomes an integral part of the

complete set, making a unit of the two
bearing over-all type.

The various advantageous points of

the design and particulars of, as well as

illustrations covering different applica-

tions, are showTi in bulletin No. 5, re-

cently issued by the Steam Motors Co. .

NEW ELECTRICAL METHODS IN
MEDICINE

Electricity, as is well known, plays a

large part in the treatment of disease,

but its usefulness in diagnosing faults

and breakdowns in the human machine
is less familiar, except in the case of X-
Rays for the detection of fractures and
foreign bodies. Several ingenious elec-

trical instruments have been invented

and manufactured in Great Britain for

giving accurate records of the heart's

action and of the temperature of the

body. When a current of electricity is

passed through the body between the ex-

tremities of the limbs, the contraction of

the heart alters the strength of the cur-

rent; by an ingenious arrangement this

alteration is made to record itself on a

photographic plate. A "cardiogram" is

thus secured whi^h gives a diagrammatic
account of the heart's action and enables

the physician to detect conditions which

might escape other means of detection.

In taking temperatures, the usual meth-

od is to insert a thermometer at inter-

vals and to "chart" the record, drawing
.'Straight lines between the points as-

ertained. With the up-to-date electric

method, the record is continuous, show-

ing the slightest variation from minute
to minute. Much new light has been

thrown on the course of fevers and other

(diseases by this electrical record, which

••^oresents yet another contribution of

British scientific and engineering skill

to the advancement of the healing art.

CSS
O AND SCAIFE

bK
PURIRICAXION SYSTEMS
SOFTENING & Rl L.TR>\TiaN
FOR BOILER FEEO A.ND
ALL. INDUSTRIA.L USES'
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AT LEAST TEN CONVERSATIONS
xNOW PLACED ON A SINGLE WIRE

ties of these lines by at least ten times,

their present capacity."

r> Y means of Multiplex Telephony ap-^ paratus at least ten simultaneous
conversations and several telegraph mes-
sages may be transmitted over a sin<rle

copper wire for practically unlimited
distances. Demonstrations of the won-
der? of the new invention were given a
party of civic officials and newspaper
men at the Strachan avenue Hydro
plant at Toronto.
The demonstration is being carried on

by the Canadian Independent Telephone
Co. of Toronto, which has brought to

Canada Dr. Lee DeForest, with a corps
of DeForest Radio en-j-ineers and Prof.
Charles A. Culvert of Beloit College.

Major-General George 0. Sauier, Chief
of Staff of the United States Army
Siprnal Corps, is th? inventor of "Wired
Wireless," and Dr. Lee DeForest the
inventor of the anpurtenances which
made its commercialization possible.

Four on One Wire
Over a single Hydro telephone wire

to Dundas four newspapermen carried
on conversations at yesterday's demon-
stration. Every word came clearly and
distinctly, and there was no wire noise,

such as is encountered on standard con-
nections. On the Bell system there are
thirty circuits from Toronto to Hamil-
ton.

According to demonstrators of the

"Multiplex Telephony and Telegraphy,"
with their apparatus nine hundred tele-

phone connections can be made in addi-

tion to scores of telegraph connections.

It would cost $1,000, they said, to in-

stall the apparatus from Toronto to

Hamilton—much less when it is manu-
factured in commercial quantities.

"Viewed from the standpoint of public

ownership," say the men in charge at

the Hydro plant, "the Province of On-
tario now owns sever liundred miles

of long-distance copper telephone cir-

cuits which are used only by the Pro-

vincial Hydro-electric officials and em-
ployees in the oper5.tion of the system.

"These inventions of Squier and De-
Forest, v/ithout interfering with the

present use of the line by the Hydro-
electric System, can be used to increase

the use of these long-distance lines to

many times their present capacity and
the extra telephone circuits used for

public telephone service.

"The Dominion of Canada has re-

cently become owner of the G.N.W. tele-

graph system and of the Transcontin-

ental telegraph system. These telegraph

systems combined represent a very large

expenditure of money, and at least part

of the Transcontinental is equipped for

both telephone and telegraph use. The
invention would multiply the possibili-

BRITISH AUTOMATIC TELEPHONES
Great Britain has shown conspicuous

activity in developing the automatic
telephone exchange; and the announce-
ment that a sum of £7,000,000 is to be
spent on converting the telephone sys-

tem of London from "manual" to auto-

matic working is proof that the enter-

prising trials at Leeds and other Eng-
lish towns have been successful. In the

automatic telephone the instrument is

provided with a rotating dial having
numbered depressions near its circum-

ference. To effect a "call" the user

places a finger in a certain depression

and pulls the dial around to a mechanical

stop; this operation is repeated for each

figure in the telephone number re-

quired. Thereafter the mechanism at

the exchange does all the work. It "se-

lects" the line required, rings the bell of

the called subscriber and continues ring-

ing it until the receiver is lifted; "holds"

the line clear until the conversation is

finished and both receivers are hung up;

and then disconnects the line. If the call-

ed number is engaged a clear signal is

given in the calling telephone. The ad-

vantage of replacing the fallible ex-

change operator by almost infallible

machinery is so great that the British

example is likely to be widely followed,

especially in countries where skilled labor

is not chean and plentiful.

Eight real advantages
in equipping water
tube boilers, oil

stills and super-
heaters with Key
Boiler Equipment
Company's

KEY SAFETY

HAND-HOLE CAPS

They save time,
labor, money, fuel,

personal injuries,

property damage,
consequential loss,

and add greater
efficiency.

No gaskets requir-
ed. Over 1,500,000
now in service. Let
us send you our de-
scriptive literature.

Power Plant Equipment Co.
Canadian Selling Agents

310 Dominion Bank Bldg., Toronto, Can.

I

It presents the

fundamental principles

underlying the operation of the

STEAM ENGINE
The parts dealing with ther-
modynamic principles are par-
ticularly clear and practical.

The treatment of valve gears
is especially complete because
operating engineers find in-
formation on valve gear mech-
anism so valuable.

Tells about steam engine in-

dicators and indicator dia-

grams and the proper way to

use them.

Gives laws of heat engineering
—a plain, straightforward,
non-mathematical explanation
of the laws of force, work,
energy and heat.

And gives other special fea-

tures too numerous to men-
tion.

A complete text book on the Steam Engine
By E. M. SHEALY,

Associate Professor of Steam Engineering. University of Wisconsin.

290 pages, 6x9, 173 illuslralions $2.50 ml, postpaid

Order from Technical BookJDepartment of

"POWER HOUSE," 153 University Ave., Toronto
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The Globe Valve Supreme
Mueller Globe and Angle Valves are standard valves with all of the desirable

features of high grade valves. The sectional view above will give you a fair idea of a

few of the advantages it offers.

Look at the packing feature—a double seat enables you to re-pack

the valve without removing it from the line.

The packing is a feature in itself; a specially fonned, properly

lubricated braided packing of flax reinforced with a lead core

and copper wire strands; filled with graphite, absolutely sure in

action
;
long-wearing and positively leak-proof.

Note the outside threaded bonnet with large hex, giving an added

strength to the latest improved barrel type body and a positive

wrench grip when necessary to remove.

We will gladly send you a sample valve for trial. Provincial Authorities have passed

this valve—allowing a pressure of 175 lbs. We will be especially glad to receive

requests from engineers for full particulars and samples of this valve.

Have you received a copy of our new 1919 Catalog ''A"—just off the press?

H. MUELLER MFG. CO., LIMITED
SARNIA - CANADA
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MORSEfflDRIVES
Money Earners

Greater Output

Money Savers
Lower Costs

Hard Service Driving Power Presses

The Bossert Co., Utica, N.Y.

Heavy Service

The more severe the duty, the more need of "Morse"—The
perfect, durable, positive, transmission, with 99% efficiency.

Before buying belts, gears, rope, investig ate the drive that is writing history in increas-

ing production, low maintenance and low depreciation.

If you have a drive that is now giving trouble or need one for service in Dust, Gases,
Acid Fumes, Steam, or may require speeding up or increase power, tell Morse Engineering
Service. We feel we can help you.

MORSE CHAIN CO.,
Morse Engineering Service

LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF
SILENT CHAINS IN THE WORLD

Write for Booklets

Addrei* Nearest Office

ITHACA, N. Y.
Assistance Without Obligation

BOSTON, MASS 141 Milk Street
CHICAGO, ILL Merchants L. & T. Bldg.
CLEVELAND. OHIO Engineers Bidg.
DETROIT, MICH 1003 Woodward Ave.
GREENSBORO, N.C 805 Ashboro Street
NEW YORK CITY 50 Church St.

PITTSBURGH, PA Westinghouse Bldg

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF Monadnoek Bldg.
ATLANTA, GA., Candler Bldg Earl F. Scott, M.E.
CANADA Jones & Glasco, Regis'd.
MONTREAL, St. Nicholas Bldg. . .Toronto, Traders' Bk. Bldg.
KANSAS CITY, MO., Long Bldg Morse Engineering Co.
MINNEAPOLIS, M., 413 Third St. S. .. Strong-Scott Mfg. Co.
ST. LOUIS, MO., Cliemical Bldg Morse Engineering Co.

"Morse" is the guarantee always behind the Efficiency, Durability and Service.
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Look for the Name
"JEFFERSON"
on the Nut

Unions may LOOK alike, but they
don't PERFORM alike. The only safe
way to select unions is to "Look for
the Name 'JEFFERSON' on the Nut."
JEFFERSON UNIONS assure perfect
union service. They are in actual fact
insurance against annoying break-
downs and expensive repairs.

Your Jobber has JEFFERSON
UNIONS in stock. Get his opinion

—

try out a JEFFERSON on the hardest
service in your plant and you'll be
convinced.

Write TO-DAY for our complete
catahg "UNIONS."

Jefferson Union Company
Lexington, Mass.
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Small Power House
Equipment

DECAUSE many of Canada's largest
^ power houses are Link-Belt equipped,

some officials of small power plants have
gained the impression that we welcome
only larger installations.

This is not true. We have equipped hun-
dreds of small plants. But every small in-

stallation—every piece of Link-Belt equip-

ment—is backed by the same engineering
skill and is of the same high standard
which characterize all Link-Belt products.

We furnish a complete line of power house equip-

ment including: Belt Conveyors, Bucket Carriers,

Feeders, Crushers, Track Hoppers, Coal Bins, Ashes
Pockets, Stoker Spouts, Bin and Hopper Gates, Cars,

Locomotive Cranes, Grab Buckets, Unloaders, Electric

Hoists, Water Intake Screens, Transmission Machin-
ery, etc. Write us—no matter how small your
requirements.

Canadian Link-Belt Co., ltd
WELLINGTON & PETER STS.. TORONTO

Elevators and Conveyor-
Link-Belt and Sprocket-
Silent Chain Drives
Truck an d TractorChain-
Electr c Hoists
Locomotive Cranes
Wagon Loaders
Coal and Ashes Svsteni

Write for Catalogs
Pla. e \

Elevators and Conveyors
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Cast Iron

Screwed Fittings

Standard Weight

These fittings are of good design

and weight, and are suitable for

steam working pressures up to 125

lbs., or water working pressures

to 175 lbs.

Straight
Elbow

Straight
Tee

All sizes, y^" to 6 inclusive, carried

in stock.

EXTRA HEAVY
CAST IRON SCREW FITTINGS

Straight
Elbow

Straight
Tee

250 pounds working pressure.

All sizes, % to 6 inclusive.

T. McAVITY & SONS
LIMITED

St. John, N.B., Canada
TORONTO

Harvard Turnbull & Co., 207 Excelsior Life Bldg.

MONTREAL WINNIPEG EDMONTON CALGARY

PATENTED, another view of
a horizontal water tube boiler,
both baffles being made of Bet-
son's Plastic Fire Brick.

How Betson's Plastic Fire Brick
is put in place to form hori-
zontal or lengthwise baffles in
water tube boilers where it is

desired to blow soot from the
sides.

MAKE YOUR BAFFLES LEAKLESS

IT IS EASY

With Betson's Plastic Fire Brick you can make gas-
tight permanent baffles, in one piece without joints, so

that there is no mortar to crumble away and no bricks
or tiles to crack or fall down. Betson's is the only
Plastic Fire Brick, and it has made the monolithic
baffle-wall practicable.

Gas-tight baffles help you to maintain highest boiler

efficiency. They prevent those short circuits that waste
coal unnecessarily.

No matter how much the tubes have warped or
sprung out of place, baffles of Betson's Plastic Fire
Brick will fit exactly,—will be gas-tight,—and remain
gas-tight. You can give the baffles any slope or angle
desired to meet the conditions of your B & W, Heine,
Stirling or any other type of boiler.

One man, without special tools, can make a Betson baffle in
the shortest possible time. It will be a better baffle than can be
made in any other way. Betson baffles are permanent baffles.

BETSON'S
C^gBiTRADE MARK m^,\iK'UJm

PlasticFireBrick
Is the ideal refractory for boilers. It has 20 years of prac-
tical experience behind it. Beside baffle walls it is used for mak-
ing solid one-piece furnace lininRs, front arches, rear arches,
etc.. in all kinds of boilers and settings. IT COMES IN YELLOW
HEAD BARRELS in a moist plastic condition ready for use.

Let us quote you on your requirements. Also, ask for our
practical citnlog.— it will interest you.

BETSON PLASTIC FIRE BRICK CO.
Rome, N.Y.

Canadian Dittribators

International Chemical Company
44-46 Lombard Street

TORONTO, ONT.

33
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A Timely Service — and the Company behind it

The public wants better steam heating service—more comfort per

ton of coal. This Company is in a most favorable position to meet
this demand through its co-workers—the architects, heating and
ventilating engineers, heating contractors and builders—to whom
it offers practical co-operation that will increase their prestige

as well as their volume of business.

Any man who uses, specifies or installs steam heating equipment will

find it advantageous to learn more about Dunham Heating Service—the
product of 15 years' knowledge of steam heating in all its phases.

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY, LTD., Toronto, Ont.

Halifax Ottawa Vancouver Montreal Winnipeg Calgary

GREENS N0MISERS

Showing Typical Economiser Installation which will

1. Save 10 to 15''/>' of your fuel bill.

2. Increase your boiler capacity.

3. Lengthen the life of your boiler.

©RE
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SAVE COAL
By making your furnace air and gas-proof.

PLIBRICO
can be installed by inexperienced labour.

A High Grade Refractory
H^rife for free copy of 36'page book of useful
information on furnace building & maintenance

Manufactured exclusively by

Jointless Fire Brick Co.
Kingsbury and Clay Sts., Chicago

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS: Beveridgc Paper Co., Ltd.. 628-630 St. Paul St.

West, Montreal.
TR.ADE MARK

Williams "Agrippa"
Chain Pipe and Fittings Wrench
THEIR narrow, single jaw, with saw-tempered

teeth for file sharpening when worn, gives these
wrenches unequaled facility for holding and turning
cramped and irregular fittings, flanges, short nipples,

etc., etc., because:

—

They grip upon surfaces where ordinary tools cannot

—

"Their grip does not slip."

They do work which tools with broader jaw will not.
They give more and better service than any screw-adjusted
wrench made.
They "start" rusted fittings when all else fails—just the
service to be logically expected of a fully warranted tool.

Remember, each Chain, like those in our well-known
"Vulcan" Wrenches, is ''proof-tested" in a standard
tension machine to two-thirds of its catalog strength,

and is certified. We guarantee absolutely every tool

that leaves our factories. 7 sizes for % to 12" pipe and
fittings.

Your dealer will serve you. Ask for Booklet.

J. H. Williams & Co.
"The Drop-Forging People"

78 Richards Street Brooklyn, N.Y.
THE A. G. LOW CO., LTD., 78 Pacific Ave., Saskatoon, Sask., Agents for Manitoba,

Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia

Self-Lubricating SAFETY PLASTIC

In Bulk

J METALLIC PACKING
FOK STEAM, WATER, AIR, OAS, ETC.

Pat. Dec. 22 1903 Highest Award World'* Fair. St. Louis. 1904

GUARANTEED TO LAST
THREE YEARS

WITHOUT RENEWAL
Drop us a line and let us tell you all about this Remarkable Packing.

STEEL MILL PACKING CO., WINDSOR, ONT. Established i899

AGENTS WANTED

Practically
Frictionless

In Cotton Tubea
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The Valves for Hard Service
Expert workmanship and the quality of material used
in the manufacture of Homestead Valves, together with

their practical utility and long wearing qualities, have
brought insistent de-

m a n d s from
fields.

The harder the ser-

vice the more you
need the Homestead
Valve.
They are made for

a 1 1 pressures, i n
Straightway, Three-
way and Four-way
styles. They are
made to suit a 1

1

classes of material
to be handled, and
are, therefore, of

brass, semi-steel and
semi - steel with
brass plugs.
Instal a Homestead
Valve on your most
troublesome line and
note satisfactory re-

sults.

Homestead Valve

Manufacturing Co.
HOMESTEAD, PENN.

Homestead Three-Way Type

Get The Most Out Of It

"In every business club you will usually

find two classes of members, those who
get nothing out of their membership and
those who find it the best investment
they ever made." (Class).

But the man who gets nothing out usu-
ally puts nothing in but his application
and fee.

Are you getting all you can out of your
investment in POWER HOUSE?
Here's an engineer who is: "I consider
POWER HOUSE the best paper in Can-
ada, as it touches on local power plant
equipment and problems as no other
paper does for the engineers."

Another engineer writes that by study-
ing the editorial pages he gets great help
and by reading the advertising pages he
learns all about the latest equipment. He
says: "The circulars about new equip-
ment usually are kept in the offices, but
POWER HOUSE reaches the engineer
straight."

Get the most out of Power House
by reading it from cover to cover.

I

ENGINEERS
|

I
who study the Adver- |

I
tising Pages of |

I
POWER HOUSE I

I
naturally learn a |

I
lot about modern |

I
POWER PLANT |

I
EQUIPMENT I

I
which they really |

I
ought to know. |

iiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^
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Why Did We Let
Trotzky Go?

THERE was a time when Canada had it in her power to end the war.

In the early days of the Russian Revolution a bushy-haired German
was taken off a boat at Halifax and interned at Amherst, N.S. He pretend-

ed to be a Russian but was known to be in German pay—on his way to

push the revolution—British and American Intelligence Officers so inform-

ed our authorities. But pressure was brought to bear and the man was

finally released. He got to Europe and became the most sinister figure

among the Bolsheviki. Largely as a result of his work, Russia dropped out

of the war and Germany was able to fight on for eighteen months. That man
was Leon Trotzky. His real name was Braunstein.

Why was Trotzky allowed to leave Canada?

Colonel MacLean discusses this question in the June issue of MACLEAN'S MA-
GAZINE. He tells the story of Trotzky's activities, of his arrest and subsequent

release in full detail, tracing the threads of a strange intrigue from Gennany to

Washington, and Washington to Ottawa. It is a gripping story, the most impor-

tant inside story of the war.

Other National Features of This Issue
"Victory Stuff" By Robert W. Service. "Hobson's Hard Start" By William Byron.

<4c 1 • J.L D ui £ i-u A »• »» "The Menace in the South"
Solving the Problem or the Arctic t> a t 4-

T, A^-iv,- 1 C4- f
Agnes C. Laut.

By Vilhjalmur Steiansson. , ^ »» t t\t•' "The Undercurrents" By J. K. Munro.

"The Gold Wolf" By W. A. Fraser. And a score of other interesting articles.

Secure YOUR Copy EARLY-While Supply Last

Over a Quarter ofa Million Canadians IVillRead

"CANADA^S NATIONAL MAGAZINE"

20c. June 20c.
ON SALE AT ALL NEWSDEALERS
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CAMOUFLAGE!
Camouflage in war saved lives, money and
material. But camouflage in packing is

cheap for the maker and costly for the user.

A little red coloring doesn't make packing

—

but it may cover a multitude of sins.

VULCABESTON
Red Fibre Sheet Packing

is honest packing—all the way through. It

is made from long-fibre asbestos by a special

process which gives it unusual resiliency

and pliability. Unlike rubber it will not

squeeze out or stretch.

On shipboard, in power plants and refrig-

eration plants, in chemical factories, or on
locomotives— wherever a gasket is used —
Vulcabeston will insure dependability. It is

"the universal packing"—serving every-

where, regardless of temperature or pres-

sure, corrosion or moisture.

'"Vulcabestonize" your packing problems.

VULCABCSTON
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Belliss & Morcom, Ltd
Engines and Air Compressors

Si 1 "I itfitf!if^- - >

Belliss Engines at McGill University Power House

Steam and Exhaust Turbines

Diesel Engines, Air Compressors
Condensing Plants, Steam Engines

Heanan Refuse Destructors

Air and Water Coolers

Dynamometers

Paterson Water Softening Plants

Centrifugal Pumps

LAURIE & LAMB
Engineers

211 BOARD OF TRADE BLDG. MONTREAL



FairbanKs Renewable
Disc Valves

Palmetto Twist Packing

At least Four Threads of

Spindle engaged with Bon-

net at all times.

Raised Round Seat. No
sediment can lodge on it or

injure disc.

Globe or

Angle

Corrugated Iron Wheel,
Arrow cast on wheel shows
direction valve opens.

Follower in Stuffing Box.

Renewable Bakelite Disc

slips over end of spindle.

Can be replaced in less than

one minute.

Guide cast on Body holds

Disc centrally over seat.

Screwed or

Flanged

The disc of the Fairbanks Renewable Disc Valve can be renewed in

less than a minute without removing the valve from the line, a wrench

being the only tool necessary.

Everything in Mechanical Goods

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited
"Canada's Departmental House for Mechanical Goods"

St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Windsor, Winnipeg,
Saskatoon, Calgary, Vancouver, Victoria
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Clean Tubes mean Coal Saving

And easier firing, less ash-handling, fewer shut-

doAvns, prevention of bagged or burned tubes,

fewer repairs, and less frequent wash-outs.

METLSKIN can pay for itself in a short time.

Ill
IMPORTANT THINGS

TO CONSIDER ABOUT
A SEPARATOR

I. THE PLAN—Is it sen-

sible, will it work, no
matter how large the
Separator or how well

made ?

II. THE SIZE—Is it big

enough regardless of

plan, will it hold a good
dose of water?

III. THE CONSTRUCTION
—Is it strong enough,
are flanges heavy, how
will it look by the side

of a nicely finished

engine? Send for cata-

log and
points in

note these

Sweet's Separators

DIRECT SEPARATOR COMPANY
218 South Geddes St. SYRACUSE, N. Y

General Sales Agents :

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited

St. John, Montreal, Quebec, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton
Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Calgary, Vancouver, Victoria

Scale in Your Boilers

is an unprofitable boarder. Its appetite is enormous

and it consumes far more than it is worth. Why
not give it TWO MONTHS NOTICE, and put an end

to your loss thereafter?

THE SIXTY-DAY TEST OF METLSKIN is open to

any reliable concern that is troubled with boiler-

scale, pitting or corrosion. A small daily dose of

METLSKIN, for a period of two months, will bring

down the most tenacious scale, and absolutely con-

vince you that A CLEAN BOILER IS NOT ONLY
POSSIBLE, But EASY.

SEND A POSTCARD for the METLSKIN booklet

and learn about Our Offer, Guarantee Bond, and

Prices.

METLSKIN is neither "Compound" nor "Cure-all."

METLSKIN CO., Inc.
Rochester, N.Y.
Canadian Representatives:

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited

St. John Montreal Quebec Ottawa Hamilton
Toronto Windsor Winnipeg Calgary

Vancouver Victoria Saskatoon

ll'l'l1lllllillH{|!l!l'llli'

Tu xeda
SWING JOINTS
Provide one of the
easiest ways to

save coal

Every pound of steam
that escapes through a
leaky connection repre-
sents a certain amount
of coal wasted. Do you
know that an average
leak will waste 3,400
pounds of steam a
month ? Investigate
your flexible steam con-
nections at once and
then investigate the
Tuxeda Swing Joint.

A Guaranteed Solution for Your Flexible
Connection Problems

Send for Bulletin "A" to

FRANKLIN WILLIAMS, INC.
New York City

General Sales AcenU: Canadian Fairbanlu-Mone Co.. Ltd.



The Test of Adaptability
For some materials there is no sub-

stitute. Such, for instance, is leather

for belting. Its superiority for all the

major requirements is recognized by
transmission experts. The belt shown
above, for instance, was transferred
from one drive to another—length-
ened by splicing, and cut down 2
inches in width—an adaptation that is

possible only with leather.

The advantages of leather for trans-
mission are developed to their maxi-
mum in Graton & Knight Standard-
ized Series Leather Belts. They are
that rare thing in business—a highest-
quality line enjoying the largest sales.

Do you know of any other brand in

any highly competitive field that com-
bines highest grade with biggest sale?
Talk that over in your transmission
conferences.

Write for booklet on standardization as applied to belting

THE GRATON & KNIGHT MFG. COMPANY
Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.

Oak Leather Tanners, Makers of Leather Belting, Lace Leather, Packings, and Specialties

BRANCHES AND DISTRIBUTORS IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
Canadian Graton & Knight, Ltd., Montreal. Canadian Representatives: The Canadian
fairbanlcs-Morse Co., Ltd., St. John, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton Quebec
Calgary, Saskatoon, Vancouver, Windsor, Winnipeg, Victoria.

GRATON & KNIGHT
Standordized Series v

LEATHER BELTING
Tanned by usfor belling i
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FEED WATER HEATERS HOT WATER GENERATORS

POWER PUMPS

PRATT &CADY COMPANY INC.
HARTFORD —— CONN.

Canadian Representatives :

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE COMPANY, LIMITED
Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Windsor, Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Calfary, Vancouver, Victoria

STRENGTH-GOODNESS-QUALITY
STEAM

A central power station operating at approximately 275 to 300 pounds pressure and an equal degree of
superheat produces unusually severe conditions for a gasket material. The fact that DURABLA Gasket
Material makes permanently tight joints under these conditions is one of the reasons why it has been
accepted by others as a standard for all steam work.

Pack your next steam joints with DURABLA and it will prove its worth to you. It is guaranteed to make
a tight joint at all temperatures and pressures.

DURABLA Gasket Material is also guaranteed for air, water, oil, ammonia, gasoline and acids.

One Standard Material for All Gasket Work- Sold on a Service Basis.

DURABLA MANUFACTURING CO., NEW YORK
Distributors for Canada

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited
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May we send
you a copy

?

A GUIDE BOOK TO
REAL ECONOMY IN USE
OF PACKINGS
This book explains in detail the importance
of using a packing best suited to a particu-

lar service. It contains a great deal of

information that is valuable to any one who
uses or buys packings.

The rapid development of steam engineer-

ing has increased steam pressures, added
superheat and greatly extended the use of

compressed air, all of which creates prob-

lems as to what packings should be used to

secure the economy of long service under
the higher development. This book deals

directly with these problems.

We wish to send without charge this helpful

book to any one who desires light on the

packing question.

GREENE, TWEED & CO.
Manufacturers of

"PALMETTO"
and other Packings

109 DUANE ST., NEW YORK
Canadian Agents

:

,The Canadian Fairbanks-MorseCo., Ltd., St. John, Toronto,
Quebec, Hamilton, Montreal, Ottawa, Vancouver, Victoria.

Greene. Tweed & Co., 109 Duane St.,
New York City, N.Y., U.S.A.

Kindly send me your latest book on packings and
place my naise on your mailing: list.

Name

Firm Address

Address
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ALBERGER
MULTI-
HEAD WATER HEATER

This is the "ideal heater," because the water is heated as fast as it is

drawn. It is the "perfected heater," because an absolute stranger to the
costly troubles ordinary heaters so frequently develop.

WATEROmiCI

Transmits 50 ~/c

More Heat

Than Any Straight

Tube Heater

The small, corrugated, pure copper tubes in this Alberger Heater expand into a float-

ing head independent of the cast iron shell, which means that there cannot be trouble
from expansion or contraction strain.

An Alberger Multi-Head Heater with corrugated tubes will remain free from scale

longer than a heater with plain tubes, because the corrugations promote a scouring
eff ect on the tubes.

You need an Alberger Heater. Therefore ask for catalogue describing both Horizontal
and Vertical Types. No obligation whatever.

ALBERGER HEATER COMPANY, BUFFALO, N.Y.

St. John

GENERAL SALES AGENTS:
CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE COMPANY, Limited

Montreal Ottawa Toronto Hamilton Quebec
Edmonton Vancouver Winnipeg Victoria

Calgary

Are without an Equal for

Deane of Holyoke Condensers
or Suctions on Paper Machines

Softest high-grade rubber as seating,

supported by an inseparable steel core.

Spring guides and brass bushed stud-
holes as above, if desired, or plain faces.

Not a cheap valve, but positively smooth-
est in action and longest lasting.

This construction in Four Grades for

every known pumping service.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.
Sole Distributors for Canada

THE BUSHNELL-COFFIN
PLANIMETER

A thoroughly improved and up-to-date

planimeter of the direct reading type.

Send for descriptive folder.

Canadian Agents: CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO. LIMITED

Montreal, Toronto, St. John, Winnipeg

American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co.
New York Chicago BOSTON Atlanta Pitt*.
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HOFIUS STEEL & EQUIPMENT CO.

Seattle, Wash.
Magnolia Metal Co., August 29, 1918.

Gentlemen:

—

We have, for sometime now, been using MAGNOLIA METAL for general work in

our shops.

We have from time to time various railroad equipment that comes up for rebab-
bitting. This equipment includes Shay and Climax Locomotives. Much of this work
requires a high grade babbitt. In this connection we have found your MAGNOLIA
METAL, from every angle, an entirely satisfactory babbitt.

HOFIUS STEEL & EQUIPMENT CO.
James L. Souter, Supt.

Yours very truly

PRACTICAL ENGINEER POCKET BOOK
Over 600 Pages

A valuable reference work imported from England and sold as an

advertising medium at the low price of 40c post paid.

Address Montreal Office

SOLD BY LEADING DEALERS EVERYWHERE OR BY

MAGNOLIA METAL CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY :

225 St. Ambroise Street, MONTREAL

MacGovern & Company
285 BEAVER HALL HILL, MONTREAL

Present an exceptional opportunity to secure Water Tube, Return Tubular
and Robb Type Boilers, as follows:

—

BOILERS—WATER TUBE.

No. for
Sale H.P.

1

1

2

1

8

2

12

6

6

4

2

100

120

204

212
250
250

264
290
308
350
360
380
400

450
460
500

Make Headers
Steam

Pressure
Lbs.

Babcock & Wilcox 150

Earl C. Bacon 125

Babcock & Wilcox Vertical-C.1 160

Babcock & Wilcox Inclined-C.1 143

Sterling 160

Sterling 150

Babcock & Wilcox Steel 175

Babcock & Wilcox 160
Heine 140
Babcock & Wilcox Steel 200
Erie City Steel 160
Sterling 153
Sterling 150
Heine 180
Heine Forged Steel 150
Robb Forged Steel 175

BOILERS—ROBB TYPE

Steam
No. for Pressure Kind
Sale Size H.P. Make Lbs.

1 70 Robb 100 Return Tubular
1 85 Robb 125 Return Tubular
1 60"xl8' 100 Robb Monarch 80 Locomotnve
1 115 Robb Mumford 125 Return, Tubular
1 150 Robb Economic .... 125 Locomotive

No. for
Sale Size

1 48" X 12
1 54" x 11
1 60" X 14
1 60" X 16
2 66" X 16

2 66" X 15
3 72" X 18
3 72" X 18'

- 1 72" X 18'

2 72" X 18
2 48" X 35
2

BOILERS—RETURN TUBULAR.
Steam

Make. Pressure
Lbs.

Leonard 100
Leonard 125
John Inglis 85
Goldie & McCuIIoch ' 120
Murray Iron Works 125

100
100
135

Leonard 145
Goldie & McCulIoch 145
Keeler 105
Keeler 180

H.P.

6-70
70

100
96

250
350

In Stock for Immediate Delivery
Turbo-Generator Units, Direct Connected Units, Motor
Generators, Rotary Converters, Transformers and Motors

POWER
MACHINERY
BHBBBflfi

acoNPftiif""^OMIQI

285 Beaver Hall Hill Montreal, Que.
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DOMINION
COALCOMPAMY

Dominion
UMITED

STEAM GAS COALS
GeneralSales Office
112 St.Jam©sSt. Montreal

The Simplest and Best Cleaner on the market is

PILLEY'S
Combination Flue Brush and Scraper.

Guaranteed not to break or the wires to pull out or lay over.
A simple turn of the hand adjusts it to the tube, and the brush
removes what the scraper loosens.

For sale b.v leading Canadian jobbers.

Manufactured by

PILLEY PACKING AND FLUE BRUSH MFG. CO.
623 South Third Street - - - St. Louis, Mo

Eastern Office: 71 Fulton St., New York.

SIfe STEAM TRAP
' FOR HIGH OR LOW PRESSURE.

Steam can't blow through. They have
large discharge valves and cannot be

flooded from sudden flushes of water.

MAY WE SEND ONE FOR TRIAL 7

Reducing Valves, Pump Governors,

Relief Valves, Exhaust Pipe Heads,

Ejectors and Steam Separators.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
THE GARTH COMPANY

16 Craig Street MONTREAL. CAN,

WATSON & McDANIEL CO.
Ne. 14* N. 7th Street. PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

Saves Fuel
Reduces Risk of boiler explosions
and saves time, labor and worry.

The "VIGILANT
Automatic Feed

Water Regulator
keeps your boiler water with-
in a '4 inch of middle ?auge
regardless of load or firing. In-
vestigate it I May we send
catalogue and literature?

THE CHAPLIN-FULTON
Manufacturing Company
28 Penn Ave. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Why not Buy the
Best,when in market

for Packing?

HOLMES'

Metallic Packing
Is Guaranteed 3 Years

Lasts many times lonKCr.
30 days' trial. Lew oil. No
cutting. Easily applied to
any Steam Engine, Air Com-
pressor or Gas Engine. Satis-
faction or no pay. Write us.

HOLMES METALLIC
PACKING CO.,

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Incorporated 1897

Water Turbines, Hydraulic Governors,
Centrifugal Pumps

OUR LINDSAY WORKS

Boving Hydraulic & Engineering Co., Limited
Lindsay, Ontario
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THE Saves 6 to lO Men
Loading or Unloading!
COAL, COKE. ASHES
SAND. GRAVEL etc.

OVER 1000 USERS
Write for Literature

Portable Machinery Co.

Passaic. N.J.

DARLING BROTHERS, LIMITED
Engineers, Manufacturers and Founders

120 Prince Street, MONTREAL, P. Q.

Pumps for any Service—Steam Appliances—
Freight Elevators—Webster Vacuum
Heating System.

NOTICE
TO

Stationary and Hoisting Engineers
Eferyone operating • STATIONARY steam plant of 50 hp. or over

In the I'roTince of Ontario muit hold a Stationary Engineer's Certificate
from the Board of Stationary and Hoisting Engineers. Anyone operating
fudi a plant without a Certificate is liable to the penalties set forth In
the Stationary and Hoisting Ebigineers' Act.

Ereryonc opi rating a HOIISTINQ steam plant working at a pressure
o1 20 pounds oi over, irrespective of horse power, and used for hoistini!
in structural operations or excavating purposes, in the Province of Ontario,
must hold a Hoisting Engineer's Certificate from the Board of Stationary
and Hoisting Engineers. Anyone opeoating such a plant without a Certi-
ficate is liable to the penalties set forth in the Stationary and Hoiatine
Engineers' Act.

Application forms for obtaining STATIONARY or HOISTINO Bngio-
eere' Certificates, may be had npoil applying to the Chairman.
HON. F. G. ilACOJIARMID. W. C. McOHIE.

Minister of Public Works and Hi^ways. Chairman of Board
W. A. RIDDELL, M. A. PH. D.. Superintendent, Trades Si Labour Branch.

Detroit Lubricators
Have Given Satisfaction

For Forty Years.

Built in a sufficient

variety of styles to lub-

ricate properly ©very

type of steam engine,

pump, gas engine, air

compressor, etc.

Send to-day for cata-

log L 1. The informar

tion on lubricating de-

vices contained in it will

be valuable to you.

HEIR efficiency holds over

half the world's trade.

Makers of Stewart Carburetors.

Canadian Detroit Lubricator (ompany,
|td.

WALKERVILLE. ONT.

No Waste Circulation

^HE SANITARY ENGINEER, PLUMBER AND STEAM-
FITTER OF CANADA was established in 1907. The subscribers

represent the most progressive members of the sanitary plumbing and

heating trade in Canada. The paper is issued twice monthly, on the

first and fifteenth of the month. Circulates in all Provinces of Canada
as well as Newfoundland. There is no waste circulation on SANI-
TARY ENGINEER, because subscribers buy the paper for business.

The advertising pages are read closely by the largest buyers of sani-

tary and heating goods in Canada. These men buy for business as

well as for private consumption and, therefore, represent the best class

of readers. When you advertise in the SANITARY ENGINEER
you are assured of an attentive audience, who are looking for infor-

mation about your goods and your methods of doing business. Cost

of advertising is very moderate, indeed, and we will gladly supply de-

tailed information regarding rates and circulation.
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The Ledger Tells the Story
Whether or not you open up a formal account with Diamond
Soot Blowers when you install them on your boilers, your
general ledger soon contains a record of the improved conditions.

It appears in such items as decreased coal expense, where if > ou
have been spending $10,000 a month say, you find a falling off

of $400 to $800, and in boiler-room pay-roll account, which de-

creases to the extent of the wages of one or two helpers, a matter
of perhaps $200 or $300 per month. General expense is further

decreased in a manner not so apparent, but just as tangible, by
the reduction of labor turn-over in the boiler-room.

Factory production costs, likewise, are favorably affected, for the
output of many departments is absolutely dependent upon their

being supplied with definite amounts of steam or mechanical
power, when and as needed. When tubes are coated with soot,

boilers do not function properly, and their capacity is reduced.
Keep the tubes free from soot by rapid, thorough, mechanical
means, such as Diamond Soot Blowers, and your boilers can
deliver their maximum power.

Diamond Soot Blowers are to-day in use in thousands of industrial
plants. They are adapted to and absolutely necessary on all types of

boilers. For full information ask for Bulletin 163.

D DIAMOND SPECIALTY^COMPANY ^Windsor, Ontario

latnond
SCOT BLOWERS -SAVE 4 io &7o FUEL!

"ALL BRITISH"
"B.&W." PATENT WATER TUBE STEAM BOILERS
HIGHEST ECONOMY, SAFETY, DURABILITY. OVER 20,000,000 H.P. IN USE.

-ALSO-

Steam Superheaters

Mechanical Stokers

Coal-HandHng Machinery

Piping, Feed Water Heaters

Water Softeners and Purifiers

and ELECTRIC CRANES
Babcock & Wilcox Patent Water Tube Steam Boiler, Superheater

and Mechanical Stoker.

BABCOCK WILCOX, Limited
HEAD OFFICE FOR CANADA - COLLEGE ST. (ST. HENRY), MONTREAL

TORONTO OFFICE, TRADERS BANK BUILDING
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I
POWERHOUSEBUYERS'DIRECTORY

f
H If xvliat you want ia not listed her* write us, and we wlli tell you where to gtt it. Let us Busiest that you consult g
M also the adrertiserg' index faclnc the inside back cover, after bavine secured advertisers' names from this directory. §
M The information you desire may be found in the adfertisins pap-ef This department Is maintained for the benefit =
= and convenience of our readers. Tbe insertion of our sdvertiseri. names undei prui>er headings is gladly undertaken, ^
M but does not become part of an adTertising contract. =

AIR COCKS
l^inlienheimer Co.. Ciocinnati. O.
Jas. Morrison P.i-fiss Mfg. Co., Toronto.
I'enberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

AIR VALVES
Ja3. Morrl<!on Bra.'iS Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
.Mueller .Mfg. Co., H., Samls, OnL

ALLOYS, BRASS AND COPPER
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont.
Kfrr Engine Co., VValkerville, Ont.

AMMETERS
Canadian Faii'banks.LMorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. H. W. JohDs^i^anTiIIe Co.. Toronto, Ont,

AMMONIA VALVES AND FITTINGS
Canaiiian Fairbanks-.Morse Co.. Ltd. Montreal.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

AMMONIA PURIFIERS
Frick Co., Wajmesbo.o, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York. P.

AMMONIA TANKS
.\Iackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont.

ARCHES, COMBUSTION CHAMBER
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co,, Ltd. Montreal.

ASH CARRYING SYSTEMS
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont.

4SBESTOS SPECIALTIES
nurabla Mfg. Co., New York, N.Y.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont

ASBESTOS PACKED COCKS
I'ratt & Cady Co.. Inc.. Hartford, Conn.

AUTOMATIC ICE RECORDING DOORS
AND CHUTES
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co.. Hagerstown, Md.

BABBITT AND ANTI FRICTION METAL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. 5Iontreal.

HoTt Metal Co., Toronto,
Magnolia Metal Co. Montreal.

BALLCOCKS
Jas. .Morrison Bra.<is Mfg. Co., Toronto,
D'E."it« Co., Julian, Boston. Ma-u.

BATTERIES AND ACCESSORIES
Can, H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto. Ont.

BEARINGS. BRASS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont.
Kerr Engine Co.. VValkerville. Ont.

BELT CEMENT
D, K. MacLaren, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co., .Montreal.

BELLS
Jas. MorrifKm Braiw Mfg. Co.. Toronto,
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London, Ont.

BELT CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

BELT DRESSING
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
nominion Belting Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

BELT LACING. LEATHER
D. K. MacLaren. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELT TIGHTENERS
Waterous Engine Works Co., Branlford, Ont,

BELT PULLEYS
Watproufl Engine Works Co . Branlford, Ont.
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

BELTING, BALATA
D. K, MacLaren, Ltd.. Montreal, Que,
Federal Engineering Co., Toronto, Ont.

BELTING, CHAIN
Tan. Link-Belt Cn . Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.

BELTING. SILENT CHAIN
Morse Chain Co.. Ithica, N.Y.

BELTING, CONVEYOR
Can. Consnl. Rubber Co., Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING, LINK
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
Waterous Enirine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont.

BELTING, LEATHER
Canadian Fairl;anks-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
rtarlork Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Oraton ft Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
n. K. McLaren Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING, RUBBER
Can. H. W Jnhns-MaoTille Co.. Toronto. Ont.
""an Cnnsnl. Rubber Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
D. K. MacLaren. Ltd., Montreal. Que,
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Vorhees Rubber Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING, STITCHED COTTON DUCK
Dominion Belting Co., Hamilton. Ont-

BELTING, STITCHED COTTON
D. K. AlaeLaren, Ltd., .Montreal, Que

BELTING. SOLID WOVEN
D. K, -MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Federal Engineering Co., Toronto, Ont

BIBS, COMPRESSION
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont.

BINS. COAL, COKE AND ORE
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
.Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont.

BLOWERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-.Morse Co., Ltd. MomreaL
Ooppus Eng. & Equip. Co. , Worcester. Mass.
Oreen*3 Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
MacGovem & Co.. Inc., Montreal, Que.
E. I, Philip & Sons, Toronto.

BLOWERS, CENTRIFUGAL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipu Co., Worce.ster, Mass.

BLOWERS, FANS
The Ma.son Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltii. , Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, .Mass.

BLOWERS. FORCED DRAFT
Coppus Eng. & Eqiiipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS. POWER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co.. Worcester, .Mass.

BOILER BAFFLE WALLS
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

BLOWERS. TURBINES
The Ma-vm Re«ulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montieal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt. Co., Worcester, Ma-ss.

BOILER COVERING
Beveridge Paper Co., Jlontreal. Que.

BOILER COMPOUNDS
T^pveridee Paper Co.. iMontreal, Que.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Metlskin Mfg. Co., Rochester. N.Y.
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

BOILER SKIMMERS
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER REGULATORS
The Ma.son Rcgtilator & Eng. Co., I..td., Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co,, St. Louis, Mo.

BOILER COMPOUND FEEDERS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. .Morehead .Mfg. Co.. Woodcock. .

Liinkenheimer Co,
, Cincinnati, 0.

pfVTLFR FEED PUMPS
The Mafson R<«irlator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
American Steaa Hump Co., Battle Creek. .Mich.
Boving Hydranlie * Eng. Co.. Ltrl . I>ind«sT Ont
Coppus Eng. & Equipment Co., Worcester, Mass.
Can. .4IIis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Canadian FairtianksjMorJte Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Ooldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie k Lamh. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

BOILER FITTINGS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont.

BOILER FEED REGULATORS
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co. Ltd., .Montreal.
Reveridge Paper Co.. MnntreaJ, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Ma-TOn Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal.

BOILER MOUNTINGS
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Xforse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal. Oue.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont,
nwMie & MeCulloch Co., Gait
Infflis Co.. The John. Toronto. Ont
T.unkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
Mason Regulator X: FngiTi»erlnff Co.. Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Bra.ss Mfg. Co., Toronto.

BOILER PRESERVATIVES
Johns'Pratt Co., The. Hartford. Conn.
Metlskin Co., Inc., Rochester, N.Y.

BOILER HOUSE ACCESSORIES
Babcoc* & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co.. St. Louis, Mo,
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co.. Montreal.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER SEAM PROTECTOR
National Boiler Seam Protector Co., MontresL

BOILER SETTINGS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal.
Gates. John W., St James St. Montreal.
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

BOILERS. HORIZONTAL, RETURN,
TUBULAR AND WATERTUBE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
isabcook & Wilcox, Ltd. Montieal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Goldie & aloCulloch Co., Qalt
Frick Co., Waynesbrro, Franklin Co., P».
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,
St Catharines, Ont

Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
Ladd, The Geo. T., Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
MacGovem & Co., Inc.. Montreal, Que.
McAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.
Waterous Engine Worl.s Co., Brantford, Ont.

BOILERS, MARINE, LOCOMOTIVE
AND VERTICAL
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & MoCulIoch Co., Gait
Inglis Co,. The John, Toronto, Ont
Engineering and Maohlne Works of Canada, Ltd.,
St Catharines, Ont

Montreal General Tool Co., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

BOXES, FUSE AND METER
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

BRASS GOODS
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Empire Mfg. Co., London, Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont. i

BRASS FOUNDERS
McAvity, T., & Sons, lytd., St John, N.B.-
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
KfiT Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H.. Samia, Ont
Ppiibprthv Iniector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

BRASS SHEETS AND TUBES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont.

BRINE COOLERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manvifacturing Co., York, Pa.

BRINE TANKS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford. Ont.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

BUCKETS, ELEVATOR
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co,, Columbus, Ohio.
BUSHINGS
Steel i,Mill Packing Co.. Windsor, Ont
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.

BUSHINGS, BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont
Kr-tr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.

CALOFIFIERS
Royles. Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.

CALORIMETERS
.''chaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn. N.Y.
Tavlnr Instniment Co.. Rochester, N.Y.

CANS. OILY WASTE
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

CANNERS' CONVEYORS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
fan. Link-Rplt Co.. Toronto, Ont.

CAR LOADERS AND UNLOADERS
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Pas.saic, N.J.

CAST IRON FITTINGS
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerville, Ont.
T.unkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
McAvity. T.. *• Sons, Ltd.. St John, N.B.

CASTINGS. ALLOY
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
KfiT Engine Co.. Walkerville. Ont.

CASTINGS. BRASS AND IRON
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Ont.
n^},\]r & McCullooh Co.. Oalt
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerville, Ont.
Lunkenheimcr Co., Cincinnati, O.
McAvity. T.. * Sons. Ltd.. St .John, N.B.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
M\ieller Mfg. Co.. H.. Samia, Ont.
Waterous Engine Works Co,, Brantford, Ont

CELLAR DRAINERS
Mnrrionn Brasis Mfc. .Tfimpo Toronto Out
Nfueller Mfg. Co.. H,. Samia. Ont

CEMENT HARDNER & WATERPROOFER
T>„,.„-;,1„„ Parior Cr, >tnntrpal. One.

rr-MPVT. RICH TEMPERATURE
Bereridee Paper Co.. Montreal.
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
rjnte. John W . St .T«me« St. Montreal
rjreen's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
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CEMENT HANDLING MACHINERY
Jeffrey Mtg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. Linn-Belt Co., Toronto. OnU

CEMENT MACHINERlf
Canadian FairbankvMorse Co., Ltd. MonlreaL

Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Waterous Engine Works Oo., Brantlord, Ont.

CEMENT, INSULATING, REFRACTORY
Green's Bconomiser. Ltd., Toronto.

CHAINS, AGRICULTURAL
Moisc Chain Co.. Uliica. N.Y.

CHAINS, AUTOMOBILE ENGINE
Mor.se Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, BICYCLE
,\ioj^e Chain i'o., Ithica. N.Y.

CHAINS, BLOCK
Mor.se Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
CHAIN DRIVES

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Coventry Chain Co., Ooventry, England.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
.Vlorse Cham Co., Ithaca, N.l

CHAINS, FOR ELEVATORS AND CONVEY-
ORS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

CHAIN, MALLEABLE, DETACHABLE AND
RIVETED

Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

CHAINS, POWER TRANSMISSION
.\loix- ulniin Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, SILENT
.Mor.se Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, SPROCKET WHEEL
Moi"se t:haiii Co., Itliica, N.Y.
CHAIN WHEELS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babbitt Hie&m Specialty Co., ^ ocuiuiu.

CHIMNEYS, RADIAL BRICK
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

CHIMNEYS, STEEL
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreai
iMackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

CIRCULATING SYSTEMS (LUBRICATING
OIL)
Bowser, S. F., & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

CLAMPS, PIPE-JOINT
Yaman vVaring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

CHUTES, COAL
Mackirjiou Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

CLEANERS, BOILER TUBE
Baibcock & Wilcox, Ltd., MontreaL
Bereridge Paper Co., aVlontreaJ, <Jue.

Can. H. W. J ohns-Manville Co., Toronto.
Cole Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Brothei-s, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
GanlocK Packing Co., Hamilion, Out.
Goldae & .VUrCullooh Co., GaJt.
Oreeu's EcouoiiijM;r, Ltd., 'iy>ronto.

Pilley Packing & Flue Brush Mfg. Co., au
Louis, Mo.

Yaraall-Wanng Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

CLOCKS
American Steam Gauge & V»lTe M(g. Co., Boo

ton, Mafis.

CLOSETS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Mueller Mig. Co., il., Baraia, Ont.

CLUTCHES
Can. Link-Bell Co., Toronto, Ont.
Golrtie & .VIcCiiIIoch Co., Gait.
Waterous Engine Worku Co., Braatiord, Oat,

COAL
Dom. Coal Co., Montreai.

COAL AND ASH CO.'EYORS
Baboook & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Muutreal.
Waterous Engine V irks Co.. Brantforrt. Uuu

COAL HANDLING MACHINERY
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
MacGoTem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Ensine Works Co., BranUvrd. Gnu

COAL HOLE COVERS
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

COILS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, FranUfai 0»., Pa.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
York Manufacturing Co., York, P».

COLD STORAGE INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
BeTeridue Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
COLD STORAGE DOORS AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.
COMPRESSORS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Cre«k, Mich.
Can. Allis-Chambers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Inglis Co., The John. Toronto. Ont
Laurie & Lami), Montreal.
MacGovern & Co.. Inc., Montreal, Que.
Royle.s, Ltd., Irlam. Manchester, England.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.
Taylor Instrument Co.. Rochester. N.Y.
CONDENSERS
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mich.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, On:.
Can. Allis-Chambers, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & LMcCulloch Co., Gait.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
MacGovern & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Waferons Engine Works Co., Brnntford

•CONDENSERS, AMMONIA AND STEAM
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York .Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
E. I. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

CONDUITS
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont.

CONDENSATION RECEIVER
The Mason Eegalator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Cole, (Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.

CONDENSER AND SMOKESTACK PAINTS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

CONNECTIONS. FLANGED
Jefferson Union Co., lexington, Mass.
Dart Union Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont

CONTRACTORS' STRUCTURAL STEEL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Fai2<bank»Alorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

CONVEYORS, PORTABLE
Portable Machinery Oo., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

CONVEYORS, BELT
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

COOLER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagetstown, Md.

COPPER TUBE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

CORK INSULATION
Aimstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns- .Manville Co.. Toronto, oui
Canadian Corkboard Co., Toronto.

CORKBOARD
Canadian Corkboard Co., Toronto.

COTTON HOSE
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Onlt.

COUNTERS
American Steam Gauge & Valve M^. Co., Bos-

ton, Mass.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

COUPLINGS
Boving Hydraulic & H^g. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., .Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks4Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
McAvlty & Sons, P., St John, N.B.

COUPLING, FRICTION
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

COUPLINGS, BOILER, FLANGED PIPE,
JOINT PIPE, UNION, STEAM PIPE
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, Mass.
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.

COUPLINGS, SHAFT
Goldie & McCuUoch Co.. Otlt

CRANES, ALL KINDS
Canadian AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Smaxt-Tumer Macliine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.

CRANES, ELECTRIC
Uabcock & Wiloox, Ltd., Montreal,
uan. Lmk-Bell Co., Toronto, Ont.
bmart-Tumer Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES, GANTRY
Can. Lmk-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont

CRANES, HAND POWER
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Boving Hydraulic & Bhig., Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
("an. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES, LOCOMOTIVE
Can. Link Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

CRANES, OVERHEAD TRAVELLING
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng., Co., Ltd.. Lin<tuy, Ont.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES, POST JIB
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

CRANES, PORTABLE
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

CRANES, SWING JIB
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

CRANES, WALL
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

CRANK AND CROSSHEAD PIN OILERS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.

CRIMPS, LEATHER
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

CRUSHING MACHINERY
Canadian Allis<aialiners, Ltd., Toronto.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. .Montreal. Canada.
Canadian F&lrt>ank»^orse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

CURB PUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
Bowser, S. F., & Co.. Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

CYLINDER OIL
E. H. Kellogg 4 Co.. New York.

DAMPER RE3GULAT0RS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., -Montreal.
Darling Bros.. I/d. , Montreal. Que.
D'Eote Co., Julian. Boston, Mass.
Mason Regulator Co.. Boston, Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

DISCS, FIBRE
Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Johns-Pratt C!o.. The, Hartford, Conn.

DISCS. LEATHER
Orallon & Knight Mfy. Co.. Montreal.

DISTILLING APPARATUS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

DOORS, COLD STORAGE AND FREEZER
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.
DOUBLE PIPE CONDENSERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

DRAFT APPARATUS SYSTEMS,
AIECHANICAL
The ilason Regulato" & Eng, Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Greens Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

DRAFT RECORDERS
Jas W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

DRAFT GAUGES
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass,
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.

DRIVES, CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Morse Chain Co.. Ithica. N.Y.

DRYING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

DRY CLEANING SYSTEMS
Bowser, S. F., & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

DYNAMOS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
MacGovern & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

EFFICIENCY ENGINEERING
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co.. Sherbrooke. Que.

ECONOMIZERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

EJECTORS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.

EJECTORS AND SYPHONS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES AND
MACHINERY
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks..Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Economy Fuse & Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.
MacGovern & Co.. Inc.. Montreal. Que.
.MacGovern & Co., Inc., New York.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
ELEVATORS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Mackinnon .Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.

ELEVATING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks4Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd.. .Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCuUoch Co.. Gait.
Jeffrey .Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ELEVATORS AND BUCKETS
Jeffrey .Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co . Toronto. Ont.

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.
Can r.,ink-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.

ENAMELWARE
Jas. .Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
H. JInoIler .Mfg. Co.. Samia. Ont

ENAMELWARE FITTINGS. IRON PIPE
Empire -Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont

ENGINEERS' SUPPLIES
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Qne.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto. Ont
Cole, Ltd , Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Kerr Knirine Co., Walkorvillo. Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
Penberthy Injed or Co.. Windsor, Ont
Jas. Morrison Btass .Mfg. Co., Toronto.

ENGINES. AUPTOMATIC AND DROP
VALVE
Frick Co., vVayncsboro. Franklin Co., Pa.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, CORLISS AND ROCKING VALVE
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., P«.
Goldie tc -MoCnlloch Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..
St. Catharines, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

ENGINES. DIESEL
Can. Allis-Chalmere. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
ENGINES, GAS AND GASOLINE
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
MacGovern 4; Co.. Inc.. Montreal. Qne.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.

ENGINES, STEAM
The Ma-son Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Allis-Clialmers. Ltd., "Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCiUloch Co., Gait
Inglis Co., The John. Toronto, Ont
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
MacGovern & Co.. Inc.. .Montreal. Que.
Montreal General Tool Co., Montreal, Qne.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, HOISTING, LOGGING, CABLE-
WAY
Can. AJlis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
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Tie Wrench of 25°/, Greater Efficiency

TRIMO "fN=cH
Two new features have

been recently a'dded to the
Trimo Pipe Wrench, namely
Nut-Guards, in all sizes, and
unbreakable steel frames, in
leading sizes.

The Nut-Guards prevent
the accidental rotation of the
nut while in use.

These improvements add
25% to the usefulness of the
tool.

The Trimo Pipe Wrench
is made with wood handles
in 4 sizes. 6-in., 8-in., 10-in.,

I4-in. a'nd in steel handles
in all sizes, 6-in. to 48-in.
inclusive.

All Trimo Pipe Wrench
parts are interchangeable.

The inserted jaw in the
handle can be readily re-
placed when worn, thus add-
ing to the life of the tool.

v..

Nut with Nut-Guards
Inquiries from Importers and Dealers
Solicited. Send for Catalogue No. 65.

TRIMONT MANUFACTURING CO.
5^Ji:r'='Roxbnry(Boston)Mass.,U.S.A.

11-

are positive in operation,

delivering the quantity of

oil for which the feed is

set—uniformly and with-

out fail.

Their installation on the

units of a power plant is

assurance of economy both

.„ ~ra" in operation and oil con-

I sumption.

The variety of types made
includes Mechanical Hy-
drostatic and Gravity feed,

and the Hand Oil Pump is

highly satisfactory as an
auxiliary when starting or

for emergency.

Specify Lunkenheimer and
insist on their installation.

Leadirit^ dealers sell them.
Booklets No. .525—DC and
572—DC are ready refer-
ences on lubricator equip-
ment. Copies of both at
your request.

LUNKENHEIMER £2:—"OUAllTV"—
Largest Manufacturers of

High Grade Engineering Specialties

in the World

'3-43. New York CINCINNATI, Ohio, U.S.A. London
Chicago Boston
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ENGINES, MARINE
Canadian Faii-banks^Motse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Canadian AJlLs-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Ucldie * .McCullooh Co., Gait
Montreal General Tool Co., Montreal, Que.

ENGINES, SAW MILL
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,

St. Catliarines, Ont.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Wateroiis Engine Works Co., Branttord.

ENGINES, SINGLE COMPOUND AND
TRIPLE EXPANSION
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,

Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, VERTICAL
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

ENGINEERING BOOKS
MaeLean Publishing Co., Toronto.

EXHAUSTERS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

EXHAUST HEADS
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, iN.Y.
.Tas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Franklin Williams Co., New York.
Watson & MoDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

EXPANSION JOINTS
Alberger Dealer Co.. Buffalo, N.T.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
AIcAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd.. St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

FANS, VENTILATING
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Mootreal.
Coppus Engr. & Equip. Co., Worcester, Mass
Green's Economiser, Ltd., 'Toronto.

FEED WATER HEATERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc.. Hartford, Conn.
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, 'Manchester, England.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

FEED WATER PURIFIERS
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

FEED WATER REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co.,
Boston, Mass.

Chaplin, Fulton Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
BeTeridge 'Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Green's Economizer, Ltd., Toronto.
T,aurie & Lamb. Montreal.
E. I. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

FIBRE, VULCANIZED
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

FILTERS
Bowser & Co., Inc.. S. F., Toronto. Onlt.

Laurie & Lam^. Jlontreal.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg. Pa.

FILTERS, WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
E. I. Philip & Sons, Toronto.
Scaife & Sons. Wm. B., Pittsburgh , Pa.
York Mfg Co., York, Po.

FILLING STATION EQUIPMENT
The Mason- Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Bowser & Co., Inc.j S. F., Toron'o. Ont.

FILTERING AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. P., Tiron'.o, Ont.
Wm. B. Scaife & Son.s Co.. Pitt-sburg, Pa.

FIREBRICK—JOINTLESS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Beveridee Paper Co., .Montreal. Que.

FIRE BRICK
Jointless Fire Brick Co.. Chicago, III.

FIRE BRICK, PLASTIC
Gates. John W., St. James St, Montreal.

FIRE BRICK MORTAR
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FIRE BRICK CEMENT
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, III.

FIREPROOF COLD STORAE DOORS
AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold SI orage Door Co.. Hagerstown, Md.

FITTINGS, AIR. AUTOMOBILE. GAS,
HYDRAULIC. PIPE. PIPE FLANGED.
SCREWED PIPE. STEAM
Jefferson Union Co.. Lexington. Mass.
Dart Union Co., Lt<l., Toronto. Ont
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Samia, Ont

FITTINGS, MARINE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

FLANGED STEAM FITTINGS
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse. N.Y.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.
MoAvitv. T., & Sons, Ltd.. St John, N.B.

FLANGES
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Jefferson Union Co.. Lexington, Mass.
Kerr Engine Co., WalkerriUe, Ont.

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
.MoAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd.. St John, N.B.

FLOORING COMPOSITION
Annstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-.Manville Co., Toronto. Ont

FLUE GAS COLLECTORS
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

FLUE CLEANERS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Babcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
Gi-eott's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & -McCulloch Co., Gait
PiUey Packing and Flue Brush Mfg. Ce., 3t
Louis, Mo.

FLUE GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

The Jos. W. Hays Coi-p., Michigan City, Ind.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.f
Uehling Instrument Co.. New York.
Penberthy InjectO' Co., Windsor, Ont

FLUES. GAS AND SMOKE
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

FLUMES. STEEL
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Maekinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., PitUbui-g, Pa.

FREEZER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagentown. Md

FRICTION LEATHERS
Giaton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

FUEL AND OIL PUMPS AND
MEASURING SYSTEMS
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.

FUEL OIL SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc., 3. F., Toronzo, Ont
FURNACE LINING
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FURNACES, BOILER
Gates, J. W.. Montreal, P.Q.
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.

FURNACE DOOR ARCH
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FURNACES. SMOKELESS
Pabcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
J_ne3 Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
Murphy Iron Works, Detroit. .Mich.
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass,

FURNACE GRATE BARS
The -Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Moatreal.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Bercridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

FUSES
Can. U. W. Johns^Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
Economy Fuse & -Mfg. Co. of Canada, Montreal.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford. Conn.

GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS. ETC.
Green t'conomiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklys, N.T.
Uehling Instniment Co.. New York, N.T.
E. I. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

GASKETS. RUBBER. ASBESTOS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns--ManyilIe Co.. Toronto, Out,
Durabia Mfg. Co., New York, N.Y.
Frick Co.. Waynesboro. FranUin Co., Pa.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton. Ont
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford. Conn.
Sarco Co.. Inc., New York, N.Y.

GASKETS, LEAD, COPPER AND LEATHER
Graton & Knight .Mfg. Co.. Montreal, Que.
Shell Bar Boico Supply Co.. Toronto, Oct
Sarco Co.. Inc.. New York, N.Y.

GAS ANALZERS CO-2
The Jos. W. Hays Coi-p. , .Michigan City, Ind.

GAS PRODUCER PLANTS
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.

GASOLINE METERS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F.. Toronto, Ont.

GASOLINE PUMPS. SELF MEASURING
Bowser & Co., Inc.. S. F.. Toronto, Ont,

GASOLINE TANKS
Bow.'ser & Co., Inc., S. F. , Toronto, Ont
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.

GAUGE COCKS
The Ma.son Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
C.nnarlian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal
Garloik Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
McAvitv T,, i^- Sons. LM.. St 'I'l-i \ I;.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penhertliv Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont
W J Wall. Montreal.

GAUGFS. AMMONIA. OIL. GAS. AIR
The Ma-son Regulator & Ens. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Gauge vS: Valve Mfg. Co. K>«-
ton M<i*s.

Jas. -Morri.son Bra-ss Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Schaeffer & Budenberg .Mfg. Co.. Briwklyn, N.Y

GAUGE. RECORDING
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Jas. -Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

GAUGES. PRESSURE. VACUUM. DRAFT
Avn RECORDING. AND MICROMETER
Tlie Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock & Wilooi, .Montreid.
Green's F/Conomiser. Ltd., Toronto.

The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.
Limkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. 0.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn. N.T
Taylor Instrument 'Co., Rochester. N.T.
Uehling Instrument Co., New York. N.T.

GAUGES. WATER
Babcock & Wilcox, MontreaL

Jenkins B'os., Ltd.. Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McAvity, T., & Sons. Ltd., St. John, N.B.
Jas. -Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Fent)enhy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

GEARS, COMPENSATING
lifcAKS, FIBRE CUT
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

GEARS, CUT. WORM, MORTISE
Goldie & -McCulloch Co., Gait
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Out
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner -Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamiltoa.

GEARS, SILENT CHAIN
GENERATORS, STEAM TURBO
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, OnU
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.

GENERATORS AND CONVERTORS
Canadiau Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., MootreaL
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto. Ont
MacGovem & Co., Inc., -Montreal, Que.

GLOVES, WORKING
R. G. Long & Co., Toronto. Ont

GOVERNORS. ENGINE
Escher Wyss & Co.. Momreai, Que.
McWity, T., & Sons, Lul., St. John, N.B.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

GRATES, DU.MPING, ROCKING,
STATIONARY

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
BabcucK & Wilcox, Montreal.
Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & -McCulloch Co.. Gait
Mason Kegulator i Engineering Co., Montreal.
Shell-Bai, Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

GRAVITY CARRIERS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont

GREASE CUPS
Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille.

•Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. 0.
McAvity, T.. & Sou. Ltd.. St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toroato.
Penberthy Inj.;ctor Co., Windsor, Ont

GREASE AND OIL EXTRACTORS
The .Ma-son Regulator & Eng. Oo., Ltd., Montreal
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co.. Hoa
ton, Mass.

Laurie & Lamb. MontreaL

GREASES
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Can. Economic Lubricant Co., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

GAUGFS. DRAFT
Jas W. Hays Corp.. Michigan City, Ind.

GAUGE COCKS. STANDARD AND EXTRA
HEAVY
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

HAND LEATHERS OR PADS
Graton & Knight .Mfg. Co., Montreal.

HAND PUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
Bnw.-;er * Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont
HANGERS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Goldie * McCulloch Co. Oalt
Waterous Engine Works Co.. BrantTonl.

HEATERS
The -M.i-'!on Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Alberger Heater Co.. Buffalo, N.T.
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Cole. Ltd . Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Ooldie * MoCuIloch Co.. Oalt
r,auHe A Lamb. Montreal.
Royles. Ltd., Irlam. Manchester, England.
McAvity * Sons, T.. St. John. N.B.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

HPATKRS. EXHAUST STEAM
The Ma.s<in R.-ciil.itor & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal
Can. .Mlis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
HEATERS. METERING
Can. .Mlis-Chalmen, Ltd . Toronto. Ont
Yam.ill-Warine Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

H»^ATING EQUIPMENT
Empire ilfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont

HOISTS. ELECTRIC
Cnn Liuk-nolt Co.. Toronto. Ont

HOISTING AND CONVE'nNG
MACHINERY
Babcock * Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Cnn. I. ink-Belt Co . Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Columhu.«. Ohio.
M.ToGorem X- Co.. Inc.. Montreal. Que.
Waterous Engine Work« Co.. Brantford.

HOSE. STEAM. SUCTION AND WATER
Canadian Falrbanks-Marse Co.. Ltd., &lontr«al
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont
Vorhees Rubber Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

HOT WATER GENERATORS
The Ma.«on Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Pr.itt & Cady Co., Inc., Hartford, Conn.

HYDRANTS
Ki'iT Euiiue Co . WalkiTTiHe. Ont.

HYDRAULIC ACCUMULATORS
Smart-Turner Mach'ne Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

HYDRAULIC MACHINERY
Boving Hydraulic A Eng Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. OnU
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
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Let the C.A.S.E. Smooth Out

Your Load Curve

WORRY AND
I I.SFI F.S.S WODK

LACK OF

ADVANCEMENT

Remove The Peaks of Worry And Unproductive Labor And
Build Up The Valleys By Working For

Your Advancement

A man who is thoroughly grounded in the practice of his profession, who is free from

personal worry and trouble, overcomes the many difficulties besetting the path of

the operating engineer with little labor and in a manner ensuring his advancement.

The successful man owes his success to a wise appreciation of the advantages and
mutual help offered by association with those in the same field of endeavor. To
join an association having for its objectives the welfare of the engineer in things
mental and material, his advancement in knowledge and skill, his protection by pro-
vision for sickness and distress is to take advantage of an opportunity indispensable
to all who hope to better themselves.

If you are interested in such an organization and live where less than
fifteen engineers are located, send for a copy of our constitution and
application blanks for admission to nearest branch lodge. If there are
more than fifteen engineers in your community, get together and send for
particulars regarding formation of a branch lodge.

J. H. HALE, General Secretary,

Canadian Association of Stationary

230 Caroline Street EnginCCrS Hamilton, Ont.
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MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

HYDRAULIC VALVES
Yaniall-Waring Co., PhilaxJelpMa, Pa.

HYDRAULIC PRESSES
BoTinc HTdraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Friok Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.
Lindo Canadian Refrigeration Co., Montieal.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

ICE MAKING MACHINERY
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Oo., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Oo.
Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Montreal.
York Mfg. €b., York. Pa.

INGOTS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont,

INDICATORS, ELECTRIC—ALL TYPES
Sehaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Z.
Uehllng Instrument Co., New York, N.Y.

INDICATORS, STEAM AND GAS
ENGINE
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co., Boa-
ton, Ma^.

Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrllle Co., Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Uehllng Instrument Co., New York, N.Y.

INDICATORS—AMMONIA, HYDRAULIC
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Ont

INDICATORS, SPEED
L. S. Starrett Co., Ath<A, Mass.

INJECTORS
Babcook & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis^almers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0,
McATity & Sons, T., St. John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Williams Machinery Co., A. R. , Toronto.
INJECTORS, AUTOMATIC AND AUTO-
POSITIVE
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

INSTRUMENTS. RECORDING
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Companies, Rochester, (N.Y.
YamalPWaring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

INSULATING BRICK
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Qne.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont

INSULATING COMPOUNDS
Johna-Pratt Co.. The, Hartford, Conn.

INSULATORS
BeTeridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

IRON FILLER
Can. H W .Tnhna-MBnTine Co.. Toronto. Ont

KETTLES, STEAM AND GAS
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, BTngland.

KEROSENE PUMPS (SELF MEASURING)
T'owser & Co.. Inc., S. F., Toron!o, Ont,
KEROSENE TANKS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. P., Toronto, Ont.
Green'.« Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.

KNITTED GOODS, WORKING
«. G. Long & Co., Toronto, Ont
LACE LEATHERS
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Can H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, 0«t
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

LAMPS. ARC
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co.. Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont

LAMPS. INCANDESCENT
Canadian FairhanksJMorse Co., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto. Ont
Can. H. W Johns-Manrillp On.. Toronto, Ont

LAMPS. TUNGSTEN AND NITRO
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
LEATHER STRAPPING

Gr»»yin * TTniffht Mfg. Co., Montreal.
LINK BELTING

T.'iir-Bf-H- Co.. Toronto. Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.

LININGS. FIRE BRICK. STEEL STACK
Orp^n'<: VoonoTTiiser. Tjtd.. Toronto.

LOADKRS. CAR
Portable Machinery Co., Inc.. Pa-ssaic. N.J.

LUBRICATORS
Empire 'Mfg. To.. Ltd.. London. Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
LUBRICATING Oil, FIT.TRRING AND
CIRCUULATINr. SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co.. Inc.. S. F.. Toronto. Ont.
LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE SYSTEMS
Bow.<!er & Co.. Inc.. S. F.. Toronto, Ont.
LUBRTCATORS CYLrNDER
CUTTING COMPOUNDS

Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnstl. O,
Pon'hertbT Tniectnr Co Windsor Ont.

LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE TANKS
AND PUMPS
Bow.'-er & Co.. Inc.. S. F.. Toronto, Ont.
LUBRICATORS, FORCE FFED
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal,
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
PenHerthT Tnipotor Cn Windsor. Ont.

LUBRICATORS. PLAIN
Tiimkenbeimer Co.. 'Cincinnati O.
PontierthT TnioMnr Ca., Win^tsor flnt

Williams Machinery Co.. A. R. . Toronto.
LUBRICATORS. SIGHT PEED AND PLAIN
ENGINE
Penherthv Tnioctnr Co.. Windsor, Ont.

MARINE CASTINGS
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London. Ont.
MACHINERY INSULATION
Arnwtrone Cork fr Insulation Co.. Montreal. Qn»
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal. Que.

MACHINERY, TRANSMISSION (POWER)
-Morse Chain Co., Ithica. N.Y.

MECHANICAL STOKERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
Murphy Iron Works, Dertoit, Mich.
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.

METERS, AIR
E. I. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

METERS, ELECTRIC
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont

METERS, GAS.
E. I. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

METERS, STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
• iieeu'.'i liicouomiser. Ltd.. Toronto.
E. I. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

METERS, WATER
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Mc.^vitv * Sons. T., St John, N.B.
E. I. Philip & Sons, Toronto.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

MIXING VALVES
Mueller Mfg. Co., H„ Samla, Ont

MILL AND MINING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-<Morse Co., Montreal.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.
St Catharines, Ont

Canadian AllLs-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Qoldie & MoCulIoch Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

METER TESTERS
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H., Samia, Ont

METERS (OIL, KEROSENE, GASOLINE,
ETC.)
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

MOTORS
Canadian Fairbanks-'Morse Co.. Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.
MacGorem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que,

OFFICE RAILINGS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

OIL STORAGE AND DISTRIBU'HNG
SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc., 3. F., Toronto, Ont.

OIL CUPS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

OIL AND GREASE CUPS
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont,

OIL METERS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont

OILER. COMPOUND FEEDERS
lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

OILERS. GAUGE
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O,

OIL PUMPS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

OILERS. MULTIPLE
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerrille, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.

OIL FILTERS AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co.. Inc.. 8. F., Toronto, Ont
Darling Bixw., Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

OIL TANKS
Bowser & Co.. Ine.^ 8. F., Toronto, Ont.

OTT, SEPARATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. CO.. Ltd., Montreal,
Babcock * Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal,
Can. .Mlls-Thalmers. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
•^anadlan Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Pole. Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Direct Separator Co.. Syracuse, N.Y.
Trfitch Co.. Arthur S.. Toronto. Ont
Jas. Mnrri'<on Br««s Mfe. Co.. Toronto.
amart-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd., Htmllton.

OILS. QUENCHING
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.

OILING SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc.. 9. P.. Toronto, Ont
T.nrvkenhelmer Cn., Cincinnati, O.

OILS. CYLINDER
Imperial Oil. T,td.. Toronto.

OILS, LUBRICATING
Kellngi' * Cn.. E. H., New York, NT.

OILS. ENGINE
Tm-nenal Oil. T.td.. Toronto.
ORSAT APPARATUS

rttfr-niicT Automatic Regulator Co.. St. Louis. Mo
OVERALLS
R. G. Long & Co.. Toronto. Ont

PACKING. ASBESTOS
Tohno-Prntf rv>. . The TTart/ord. Conn.

PACKING. ALL KINDS
Williams Machinery Co.. A. R., Toronto.
PACKING FNGINE
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
Garlnok Packing Cn., Hamiltrm. Ont,
Tr,v,n»-Prsft Co.. The Hsrtford Conn.
<<heI1-B«r. Bnicn Supply. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.

PACKING FIBRE
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Johno-Pmtt Cn . "niP. Hartford, Conn.

PACKING, HYDRAULIC
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
Cun H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto. Ont
DuraWa Manufacturing Co.. New York.
Oarlock PscHng Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Shell-Bar, Boleo Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

PACKING, METALLIC
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto. Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto,
Greene, Tweed & Co., New York.
Holmes Metallic Packing Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor, Ont

PACKING, ROD
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., ToreDto, Ont
Crane Paclting Co., Chicago, 111.

Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor, Ont
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

PACKING, SHEET
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
DuraWa Manufacturing Co., New York.
Gariock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hart/ord, Conn.
Vorhees Rubber Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

PACKING, AMMONIA, STEAM AND
WATER
Can. H. W. Johna-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, ObC
Greene. Tweed & Co., New York.
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford, Conn.
Steel .Mill Packing Co., Windsor, 0«t

PACKING. LEATHER
Gariock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. UontrMl.
SheMar, Boico Supply, Ltd., ToroDto, Ont

PACKING PISTON
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto,

PACKING, VALVE STEM
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Johns-Pratt Co.. The. Hart/ord. Conn.

PAINT OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc., 8. F., Toronto, Ont.

PAINTS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto,

PAPER. INSULATING, ETC.
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

PENSTOCKS
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng, Co.. Ltd., Lind.s«r. Ont.
MacKinnon. Holmes & Co.. ."therhrnoke. Que.
Wm. B. Seaife & Sons Co., Pitt.'Sburg. Pa.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PIPE COILS
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Pa.
York Mfg. Co.. York, Pa.

PIPE COVERINGS, STEAM, BRINE,
AMMONIA AND ICE WATER
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal. Que.

PIPE STEEL
Boring Hydraulic Sc Eng, Cflk, Ltd., Lindsay, Ont

PIPE VISES AND CUTTERS
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

PIPE. GAS
Can. Ailis-CJhalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
PIPES. WATER
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont

PIPING AND FITTINGS
Frick Co.. Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. 0.
MoAritv A- Son». T., .St. John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
York Mfg. Co.. York. Pa.
Williams Machinery Co.. A. B. , Toronto.

PIPING. STEAM
Balbcock * WilcoT. Ltd.. Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait.

PLATE WORK
OolHie * MoCullnch Co.. Gait
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd..
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Shertirooke, Que.
St Catharine*. Ont

Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

PLUG COCKS
Homestead Valre Mfs. Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

PLUMBING SUPPLIES
Empire 'Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London, Ont
Afneller Mfg. Co., H.. Sarnia. Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

POWER HOUSE CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont

POWER PUMPS (OIL. GASOLINE!
Bowser & Co.. Inc., 8. F., Toronto, Ont
POWER PUMPS
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Crrrk. Mich.
Borine Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Llnd«ay. Ont
Canadian Fairbsnlw-Monie Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Brn^.. Nfnntreal.
Ooldie * 'MoCuIloch Co.. Oalt
Pratt * Cady Co., Inc.. Hartford. Conn.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

Waterous Engine Work« Co . Brantford.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Laurie * Lamb. Montreal.

POWER. TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic * Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Canadian FairbanksJMorse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmen. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
OnWr ft MoCnlloch Co.. Oalt
.Teffrer Manufacturing Co.. Montreal
llngineering and Machine Works o< Canada. Ltd.,
St Catharines. Ont

MacGovem Co., Inc.. Montreal. Que.
MacOorem ft Co., New York.
Morie Chain Co., Ithaca. N.Y
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

PRESSES
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
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UEHLING
WASTE METER

COMBINED

CO, AND TEMPERATURE RECORDER

Does your fireman know
how mucb fuel he is wasting?

Do you know?

The Uehling CO2 Recorder
makes a complete 24 hr. record
of your combustion efficiency

and the CO2 indicator at the
Boiler Front holds the fireman
responsible.

Get more Steam per pound
of Coal and reduce your an-
nual fuel con-
sumption.

Indicator
for Boiler

Front

Ilrcord uf C03
and 8ta4;k tem-
perature on one
chart.

Let us know the

number and size

of your boilers

and coal consum
ed per year, upon receipt of

which information we will be
glad to send you full par-

ticulars.

Let ua hear from yon. We are pioneers In the
manufacture of Indicators and Recorders for Power
Plant purposes.

Send for our Bulletin No. 110.

Uehling Instrument Company
2008 Empire Building New York City

ECONOMY
Renewable FUSES
stand between the user and unnecessary
expense. An inexpensive "Drop Out" Renewal
Link restores a blown Economy Fuse to its

original efficiency. The resultant saving ap-

proximates 809f of annual fuse maintenance
costs as compared with the use of one-time

fuses.

This economy is effected with safety, as years of use have
conclusively proven that Economy Fuses are all that

could be desired as regards accuracy of rating and all-

around efficiency.

They cost least and serve best.

If you are among the thousands of Economy users, you
already know this, If not, try them and you soon will know.

Write for Catalog 24

ECONOMY FUSE & MFG. CO.
Of Canada, Ltd.

UNITY BLDG. MONTREAL
Manufacturers in Canada of S. & C. High

Potential Fuses—To 150,000 Volts

This book should be lu the bands of every
pump user, a postal will bring your copy

promptly

MARSH and AMERICAN
Steam and Power Driven Pumps and Air Compress

Marsh and American Pumps are especially adapted for long, hard service because

are extra heavy In design and of extremely rigid construction. Every unit Is built ai

strong to 'Ritbstand 24-hour-a-day service and to stand up under any unforeseen st

which may be placed upon It. Piston rods on the steam pumps are extra large

made of solid bronze. The water ends are equipped with heavy cast bronze remo^

bushings.

This superior construction not only insures continuous and satlstactory operation,

practically elimlnatet ewpenaive ahut-dotcns. Marsh and American Pumps are the

duct of over 25 years' experience in the design and construction of high grade pum
machinery. Over 135,000 in actual service throughout the world.

The AMERICAN-MARSH LINE OP CENTRIFDGAL PUMPS Is composed of both ei

and double suction types which are designed for heads up to 125 feet. They

equipped with wide ring oiled bearings and the single suction type has overhan

casing enabling the discharge to be taken at any angle desired.

CANADIAN AGENTS
A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Toronto.
Williams & Wilson, Montreal.
London Engine Supplies Co., London, Ont.
Stuart Machinery Co., Winnipeg.
Mechanics' Supply Co., Quebec, Que.
Gorman, Clancy & Grindley, Limited, Bdmonton

and Calgary.

Taylor Engineering Co., Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.

American Steam Pump Company
Battle Creek, Mich. American-Marsh Centrifugal Pump.
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PROPELLOR BLADES. BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont.

PUMPS, HAND (OIL. GASOLINE)
ifowser, S. P., & Co.. Inc.. Fort Wayne, Ind.

PULLEYS
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Boring Hjdraulic & Eng. Co.. Lid.. Lindsay, OnL
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Ooldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfard.

PULLEYS, FRICTION CLUTCH
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont,

PULP MILL MACHINERY
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Maokinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Mich.

BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont.
• Beveiidge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulIoch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
.MoAvity & Son3, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.
Waterous Bagine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY, ELECTRICAL
Bevemdge Paper Co.. iMontreal, Que.
?0Ting Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Canadian AUis-ChaUners, Ltd.. Toronto.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipment Co., Worcester, .Mass.

PUMPS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Mich
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS. ACID
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, CONTRACTORS'
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
lievendge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
McAvity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, BOILER FEED
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co.. Worcester. Mass.

PUMPS. CENTRIFUGAL
The .Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Escher, Wyss Co.. Montreal. Que.
Coppm Eng. & Equipt Co.. Worcester. Mass.

PUMPS, ELECTRICAL
American Steam Ptmip Co., Battle Creek, Mich
Bevpridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PTTMPS, FEED WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Beveridge Paper Co.. -Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait
Darling Brothers, Ltd., .Montreal, Que.

PUMP GOVERNORS AND REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Darling Bros., .Montreal.
D'E-ite Co.. Julian. Boston. 'Mass.

The Garth Co.. Montreal, Canada.
Mason Regulator Co.. Boston. Mass.
Smnrt-T>imer Machine Co., Hamilton. Ont
Watson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

PUMP STRAINERS
Tlie Ma.<ion Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, HAND AND POWER
Boring H.vdraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Smart-T\imer Machino '~'o.. Hamilton Ont

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Mich
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Can. .\lIi3-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Darling Bro.'s.. Montreal
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
Smart-Turner -Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

PUMPS, DUPLEX
Can. Allls-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Dailina Brother. Ltd.. .Montreal, Que.
PUMPS, GEARED. COMPOUND
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Mich
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Tne1i« Co.. The John, Toronto, Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS, HYDRAULIC, PRESSURE
American Stcan' Pumn Co.. Battle Creek. Mich
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, On'.

Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
PUMP LEATHERS
Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Mont>»al, Que.
Oraton * Knight Jrfg. Co.. Montreal.

PUMPS, OIL
American Steam Pomp Co.. Battle Creek. Mioh.
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F.. Toronto. Ont

Can. Detroit Lubrioator Co., Walkerrille, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
McAvity & Sons, T., St. John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS. STEAM TURBO
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Jlontreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Escher Wyss & Co., Montreal. Que.

PUMP TANK, RECEIVER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Amerioan .Sletm Pump Co.. Battle Creek, Mich
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que
Oarlinff Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Smart-Tumei -Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS. STEAM
The Ma.son Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam pump Co.. Battle Creek, Mich
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Canadian FaiAanks-Morae Co.. Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & MaCulloch Co.. Gait
Inglis Co.. The John, """oronto. Ont
r.anrie A Lamb, ilontreal.
f.eitch Co. Arthur 3.. Toronto. Ont
McArltT * Sons. T.. St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont
'UMPS. TRIPLEX
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS, VACUUM
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Mich.
ruvei^dgr Paper C'^- . Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Goldie & McC\illoch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
Leiteh Co., Arthur 3., Toronto. Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont

PYROMETERS
Grfven'.i KoonoTniser. Lti., Toronto.
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City.. Ind.

Jas. Morri.'TOn Brass Mfg. Co.. Torrmtn.
Taylor Instniment Co., Roche.ster, N.Y.

PUMPS. CENTRIFUGAL
F^^her. Wy.ss & Co.. Montreal.
TTehline In'tHmient Co.. Ne« York. N T.

RADIATORS
Empire Mfe. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont.
Royles, Ltd., Irlam. Manchester, England.

RADIATOR TRAPS
^pviidtr,! Paper ^o. . "^Tnn^-Pal. O'ia

0. -\. Dunham Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Sareo Co.. Inc.. New York. N.T.

RECORDFRS. DRAFT
Jas W. Hays Corp.. -Michigan City. Tnd.

RADIATOR AIR VENTS
r, A. DnnlKim Co., Ltd.. T.imtifo. Ont
Jas. ^^orri.'»on Brass Mfe. Co.. Toronto.
Penherthy Tnieotor Co.. Windsor. Ont.

RAGS
Shell Bar Boieo Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.

RAILWAY OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
Bovvser. S. F.. & Co.. Inc.. Fort Wayne. Ind.

RFCLAIMING SYSTEMS FOR OIL
Bowser it Co., Inc.. S. F. , Toronto. Ont.

RFROILERS
FHck Co.. Wavnesboro. Frnrklin Co.. Pa.
York M.nnufncturinir Co.. York. Pa.

REGTSTFRTNG MEASURES
Bow.ser S: Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

RECEIVERS. ATR
Can .Mlis-Chnlmors. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
MacKinnon. Hdlmes & Co.. Sherbrooke. Que.

RUBBER CEMENT TANKS AND PUMPS
Bowser & Co.. Inc., S. F.. Toronto. Ont.

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
Can. H. W. Johns-Mantille Co.. Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto.
Tavlor Instniment Co., Rochester. N Y.
T'ehline Instrument Co.. New York. N.Y.
Taniall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

RFCORDERS. CARBON, DIOXIDE
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City.. Ind.

REFRIGERATOR DOORS. WINDOWS. ETC.
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co.. Hagerstown. Md.

REFRIGERATING MACHINERY
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay.
Ont

Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Montreal
Vilter Mfg. Co.. -Milwaukee. Wis.
York Mfg. Co.. York. Pa.

REFUSE DESTRUCTOR
T.nurie & Lamb, Montreal.

REGULATORS. PRESSURE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal
i hanlin Fi'ttnn Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.
C. A. Dunham C<x. Ltd.. Toronto. Out
D'Este To., Julian. Boston. Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass -Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Tavlor Instrument Co.. Rochester. N.Y.
REGULATORS. TEMPERATURE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Sarco Co.. Inc.. New York. N.Y.
Tflvlnr Instrument Co.. Rochester. N.Y.
RETORTS
MicKiuriAn Steel Co.. Sh»rbrooke. Que,

REVOVLING DOORS FOR HARDENING
ROOMS
Jamison Cold Storagf Door Co.. Hagerstown. Md

RODS. COPPER. RR.\SS AND BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London. Ont.

ROLLS. CRUSHING
Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Can.ida.

ROOFINGS—RUBBER. PLASTIC, LIQUID
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

ROTARY COMPRESSORS
Escher. Wyss & Co., Montreal.

KOTARY CONVERTERS
Canadian Fairbanks'.Morse Co., Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que
RUBBER HOSE
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto. Ont
Oarlock Packing Co., HamBtoo, OnL

RUBBER MILL DRIVES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

SAFES
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal
Goldie & MoColloch Co., Gait

SAW MILL CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey ilfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

SCREENING MACHINERY
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

SCALE REMOVERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville '^'>.. TsrOBto. Got
Frank Oilman, Birmingham. Eng.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

SELF-MEASURING PUMPS (OIL AND
GASOLINE)
Bowser & Co.^ Inc., S. F., Toronto. Ont.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

SEAM PROTECTORS, GIRTH
National Boiler Protector Co. of Canada. Montreal.
Que.

SHAFTING
Engineering and Machine Worlcs of Canada, Ltd..

St Catharines. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

SHAKING AND DUMPING GRATES
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., MontreaL
Babcock * Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co. Brantford.
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.

SHIRTS. WORKING
R- G- Long & Co.. Toronto. Ont

SMELTER LININGS
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.

SMOKE BOXES. STACKS
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. -\1113-Chalmers- Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & -McCulloch Co., Gait
Green's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto.
Maekinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.

^
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPECIAL' MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont.
Canadian FairbankS'Morse Co.. Montreal.
Smart-Turner .Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantfoid.

SPEED INDICATORS
Schaeffer & Budenhurg Mfg. Ca. BiooUyn. N.T.
L. S. Starr^t Co., Athol. Mass.

SPEED REDUCING GEARS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.

SPROCKET CHAIN ATTACHMENTS
Can. Link-Beit Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Canada,
Watero\is Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

SPROCKET RIMS
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co.. New Bedford. MaflL

SPROCKETS. COMPENSATING
i-h,-. Itlii.a. .\.Y.

SPROCKETS. SPRING
.Moise rhai;i Co.. Itllica. N.Y

SPROCKETS, SILENT CHAIN
Mor.-> Oi.ru To.. Itllica. .N.Y".

SPUR WHEELS
Boring Hv Iranlic ft Eng. Cr... Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Goldie >t McCulloch Co.. Oalt
Canadian Fairhank^-Moise Co.. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

STACKS. STEEL
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. MontreaL
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait
Maekinnon .'!tee! Co., Ltd.. Shertrooke, Que.

STAND PIPES. STEEL
.M.ickiunon Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que.

STAYBOLTS. FLEXIBLE
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
STEAM SEPAR-ATORS
The -Mason Regulator ..t Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Babcock ft Wilcox, Ltd.. -MontreaL
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd „ Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Moise Co., Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Direct Separator Co.. Syracuse. N.Y.
D'Este Co.. Julian. Boston. Mass.
The Garth Co., Montreal. Canada.
Leitch Co.. Arthur S.. Toronto. Ont
Ppnberthv Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine Co . Hamilton. Ont
\Vif»..n .t- .McDiniel Co.. Philadelphia.

STEAM SPECIALTIES
Alberger Heater Co.. Buffalo. N.T.
Canadian Falrbanks-Mone Co.. Montreal.

Cole. Ltd . Geo W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
D'Este Co.. Julian. BoRton. Ma«,s.

T.unkenhelmer Co.. Clndnnatt. O.
The Garth Co.. Montreal. Que.
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. MontreaL
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg Co.. Toionto.

Penherthr Injector Co.. Windsor.
Watson ft McDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.

Yamall-Warine Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

STEAM TRAPS
American Steam Gauge ft Valre Mfg. Ca. Boat<a.

Mass.
Anderson Co.. T. D.. CTIereland. 0.

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal-
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
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A BOWSER Filteringand circu-

C-/^ lating system, supplies the

National Cash Register Co.'s

power plant.

Hundreds of installations and
repeat orders from among the
largest manufacturing estab-

lishments in this country and
abroad are a testimonial to

their general excellence.

If you are interested in reducing
your consumption of lubricat-

ing oils, the installation of

Bowser oil handling, distribut-

ing and storage devices will

point the way.

No plant too large, none too small for

which Bowser has not suitable
equipment; none in which Bowser
will not bring about a material saving
in lubricant.

Users of Bowser equipment include
many of the largest manufacturing
establishments in this country and
abroad.

Write us. Our data on lubrication

will interest you.

National Cash Register Compaoy,
Dayton, Ohio

Bowser Oil Filtration and Circulating
System takes care of their Power Plant.

NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY,
DAYTON, OHIO

The Power Plant that produces the Cash Register.

THE BOWSER 6 F TYPE
OIL FILTERING AND CIRCULATING

SYSTEM

S. F. BOWSER COMPANY, Limited, 66-68 Frazer Ave., TORONTO, Ont.

LONDON, ENGLAND
32 Victoria Street, S.W 1

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
^ Castlereagh Stree*

PARIS, FRANCE
5 Rue Denis-Poisson

HAVANA, CUBA
Lonja del Comereio 427 ^1^'
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Darling Bros., Montreal.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Dunham Co., Ltd., C. A., Toronto, Ont
J. T. Long. 84 Adam St., Montreal, Que.
Can. Morehcad Mfg. Co.. Woodstock.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal
Sarco Co., Inc., New York, N.T.
Watson & MoDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

STEEL BARRELS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Eamil'on, Ont.
Wm. B. Sciife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

STEEL TANKS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McC^lIoch Co., Gait
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que,
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pitt.sburg, Pa.
Waternus Engine Works, Brantford, Ont.

STOKERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.
Jones Underfeei^ Stoker Co.. Toronto.
Murphy Iron Works. Dertoit, Mich.
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Ma3s.

STRAINERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., .Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

STRUCTURAL STEEL WORK
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

SUPPLIES. HOTWATER
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.

SUPERHEATERS. STEAM
Babctjck & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

SWING JOINTS
Franklin Williams Co., New York.

SWITCHBOARDS
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont.

SWITCHES AND SWITCH BOXES
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto, Ont.

TACHOMETERS
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. <^o., Ltd., Lind'sav. On»
Can, H, W. JohnsJManrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.Y

TANKS, BLOW-OFF
The Mason Regulator & Bug, Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Darling Bros,, Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TANKS, FREEZING, STORAGE AND
WATER COOLING

Frick Co.. Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.

TANKS, OIL
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Bowser & Co.. inc.. S. F.. Toronto. Ont
Goldie & McCulIoch Co.. Gait
Engineering and Machiae Works of Canada. Ltd..
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
St Catharines, Ont.

Wm. B. Scaife & Son.s Co.. Pittslnu-g. Pa.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TANKS (OIL, KEROSENE. GASOLINE)
Bowser & Co.. Inc.. S. F., Toronto, Ont.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburs, Pa.

TANKS (UNDERGROUND STORAGE)
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont,

TANKS, WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Golriie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto. Ont
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TAPPING MACHINES
.Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont

TECHNICAL BOOKS
MacLean Pitblishing Co,, Toronto.

THERMOMETERS
Green's Bconomi.ser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Schaeffer & Budenterg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.T.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N,Y.
Uehling Instrument Co., New York, N,Y.

THERMOSTATS
Sarco Co., Inc, New York, N.T.

TOOLS
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont

TRANSFORMERS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co., Montreal,
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Goldie & MoCulIoch Co., GaU, Ont
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TRANSMISSION, SILENT CHAIN
Alorse Cliaiji Co., Ithica, N.Y.

TRAPS, STEAM AND WATER-LINE
The Masoo Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
C. A. Dunham Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
D'Elste Co.. Julian, Boston, Mass,

TRUCKS, FACTORY
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Qua.
Ou>*dlan Fairbanki-'MorM Co., Montreal.

TUBE CLEANERS
Babcock & WUcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulIoch Co., Gait
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
PeJley Packing and Fine Brush Mfg. Co., St

Louus. .\Io.

TUBE CUTTERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

TUBES, BOILER
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd,. Montreal.
Goldie & McCulIoch Co., Gait

TURBINES, POWER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coypus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

TUBES, COPPER AND BRASS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont,

TUNGSTEN LAMP (Vacuum and (;as

Filled Types)
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

TURBINE OIL
Kellogg & Co., E. H.. New York, N.Y.

TURBINE WATER WHEELS
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Engineering and .Machine Works of Canada. Ltd..

St. Catharines. Ont.
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Escher, Wyss & Co., Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que,

TITRBINES, STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Coppus Engr. & Equip. Co., Worcester. Man.
Escher Wyss & Co., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCnlloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
MacGovera & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

UNIONS
Cflnadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont.
Dart Dnion Company. Toronto.
Limkenheimer Co., (Cincinnati. 0.
McAvity & Sons. T.. St John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

UNDERGROUND TANKS
Bowser & Co., Inc.. S. F.. Toronto, Ont,

UNLOADERS, CAR
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

UNIONS, BALL JOINT, COMBINATION,
FLANGED PIPE, GROUND JOINT,
MALLEABLE IRON, FLANGE, PIPE,
SWING

Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, Mass,
Dart Union (Company, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
VACUUM GOVERNORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng, C!o., Ltd., Mootreal.
C. A. Dunham Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hajnilton.
Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Leitch Co., Arthur S.. Toronto, Ont.

VACUUM REGULATING VALVES
The -Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Can. Sieajoi Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto, Oni.
C, A. DunlL-un Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros,, Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VACUUM TRAPS
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. .Morehead Mfg. Co., Woodstock, Ont
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.

VALVE DISCS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont,
KeiT Eiiidne Co.. Walkerville, Ont.
Jas. Morrison Briu'ss Mfg. Co., Toronto,
Penbe'thy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont.

VALVE LEATHER
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

VALVE RESEATING MACHINES
Darling Bros., Montreal.

VALVES, CONDENStai, PUMP, RUBBEB
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Canadian Fairbanks-.Moi-se Co., Ltd., .Montreal.

VALVES
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsuy, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Montreal.
Can. Steam ^Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto, Ont.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Kerr Engine Co., WalkeiTille. Ont.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto,
Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., Pittsburg.
Jenkins Bros., Montreal.
Penberthv Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Pratt & CadT Co.. Inc.. Hartford. Conn.

AIR VALVES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
VALVES, RADIATOR
Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Wataon & MoDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.
KeiT Engine Co., Walkerville. Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O,
Pratt & Cady, Hartford, Conn,
Watson & AIoDaniel Co., Philadelphia.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
York Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia.
Jas. Morrison Bra-ss Mfg. Co., Toronto,
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co,, Montreal.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mase.
MoAvity & Sons, T.. St John, N.B.

VALVES, ACID RESISTING
Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., Pltt^rg.

Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.
McAvit; & Sons. T., St John, N.B.

VALVES, BACK PRESSURE
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

VALVES. BRASS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
KeiT Engine Co., WalkeiTille, Ont.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.
Williams Machinery Co., A. E., Toronto.

VALVES, BLOW-OFF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., MontreaL
Canadian Fairbanks-ilorse Co., MontieaL
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd,, Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulIoch Co., Gait
Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., Pittsburg.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Sui)ply, Ltd., Toronto,
.lenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreid.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
McAvity & Son?, T.. St John. N.B.
Watson & McDaniel Co,, Philadelphia.
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa
VALVE CHAIN WHEEL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., New Bedford, Mase.

VALVES. FOOT
SheU Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerville, Out
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Smart-Turner Machin* Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VALVES, GATE
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., MontreaL
KeiT Engine Co.. WalkerTille, Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto,
.McAvity & Sons. T.. St John. .N.B.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont,

VALES. HYDRAULIC
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia. Pa

VALVES, MUL-nPORT
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.., Toronto. Ont
VALVES, NON-RETURN STOP
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Bra^ Mfg. Co., Toronto.

VALVES. RELIEF
The Mason Regulator & £<ng. Co.. Ltd., MontreaL
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co,, Boeioi,
Mass.

McAvity & Sons. T.. St John. N.B.
Jas. -Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

VALVES. REDUCING
The -Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., MontreaL
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.

"

C. A. Ihmham Co., Ltd.. Tonmto. Ont
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Leitch Co., Arthur S.. Toronto. Ont
Mason Reculator Co., BoatoB. Ifam,
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
IMueller Mfg. Co.. H„ Simla, Ont

VALVES, STANDARD, GLOBE ANGLE
AND CHECKS
KeiT Engine <^o. , \\'a]ker\*ille, Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Torooto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

VALVES, POP
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., MontreaL
J.X3. ilorrison Bnuss Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toroato.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. 0.
MoArity & Sons, T., St John. N.B.

VALVES. PUMP
shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanka-Morae Ca, Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.

VALVES, SAFETY THROTTLE
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Onu
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerrille, Ont
Lunkenheimer Ca, Cincinnati, O,
McArity 4 Sons, T.. St John. N.B.
Jas. .Morrison Brass Mfg. C!o., Toronto.
Ltukenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

VALVES. STEAM
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont
Kerr Kngine Co.. Walkenille, Ont
Jas. Morrison Bnse Mfg. Co., Toronto.

WASTE
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.

WATER COLUMNS, GAGES
Darling Brothers, Ltd.. Mootnal. Qua.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
WATER GAUGES, STANDARD, EXTRA
HEAVY AND AUTOMATIC
Penberthy Iniector Co., Windsor, Ont
Jas. -Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
WATER SOFTENING SYSTEMS
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons. Plttabtirgh. Pa.

Canadian Allis-Ctialmens. Ltd.. Toronto.
WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. Ixindon. Ont

WATER HEATERS AND WHISTLES
Empire Mfg. Co.. Lt»l. London. Ont

WELDING COMPOUND
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto,

WHISTLES
Penb.Tthv Iniector Co., Windsor. Ont.
Jas. MoiTison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
WHEEL TANKS (LUBRICATING OIL AN1>-
GASOLINE)
Bowwr ti Co., Int. S. P., Toronto. Ont.

WRENCHES. PIPE
WiHiams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.
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KERR
("New KEYSTONE" Pattern) GATE VALVES

If you have not

used any of these

New Pattern
Valves, specify

"KERR" in your

next order. We
want you to get

acquainted with

the most reliable

valve on the

market.

If you have been

using them, we

are confident that

our satisfaction

will bring us your

repeat orders.

These valves will

never cause you

or your customer

the slightest

trouble. Their

high quality is

consistent.

When you buy a "KERR" Valve you get a guaranteed article that is backed by a reliable firm.

Many of the largest distributers of valves in Canada have sold "KERR" Valves for over 25
years, and are still recommending them as the "Best Valve." Write us for particulars.

Kerr Engine Co., Ltd., Valve Specialists Walkerviile, Ont.

Boiler Room Efficiency Instruments
NO MORE GUESSING IN YOUR BOILER ROOM

THE DEFENDER SYSTEM (READS)

Draft, Temperature and CO^ on each Boiler. Determine
the Draft over the fire and at the last pass of the Boiler
and the drop in Draft through the Boiler—that gives the
highest percentage of CO^ in the Flue Gas and the lowest
Flue Gas Temperature.

This gives the highest Boiler and Furnace Efficiency.

The Defender Catalogue No. 10, which is just off the
press, shows a very complete line and price list of Com-
bustion Appliances and Damper Regulators for the Boiler
Room.

The Defender Automatic Regulator Co., 709 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.

Efficiency
In Power Plant Equipment
and Service—that's our Policy.

Study POWER HOUSE advertising and editorial pages—brimful of latest technical

and new equipment information. Keep thoroughly up-to-date and you'll profit.

SPECIAL Send in your subscription to-day for any number of
years at the remarkable rate of $1.00 Per Year.
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Escher Wyss & Co., S.A. (s^w
Montreal Office: 112 Coristine Building

Zoelly-Steam- Turbines

Zoelly-Rotary-Compressors
23 /19
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The John Inglis Co. Limited
Engineers and Boiler Makers
14 Strachan Avenue, Toronto, Ont.

Our representatives v^ill be pleased to show installations of our

different types of Engines and Boilers to prospective customers.

Every one of our installations is a working testimonial of effici-

ency and economy.

Canada's most prominent industrial concerns have shown a

preference for Inglis products.

Kepretentativet in Eastern Canada:
JAMES W. PYKE & CO., LIMITED, 232 St. James St., MONTREAL

Ottawa Repretentative:

Jjy/. ANDERSON, 7 Bank Street Chambers, OTTAWA

Endines



"Beaver" Angle Valve
Iron body, brunze mounted.

Morrison's
"BEAVER"
VALVES "Beaver" Non-return Stop

and Equalizing Valve.
Iron body, bronze mounted.

"Beaver" Check Valve
Iron body, bronze mounted.

"Beaver" Globe Valve.
Iron body, bronze mounted.

"Beaver" Check Valve.
Iron body, bronze mounted.

The valve and seat can be furnished metal to

metal regrinding, or with renewable copper disc.

The seats are renewable and are fitted with set

screws to prevent their working loose when the
valve is in operation.

Particular attention is called to our improved
joint between the body and yoke, the machined
faces of the double spigot preventing any possi-

bility of the gasket blowing out.

The stuffing box gland being made of bronze
offers a non-corrosive surface for the stem and also
prevents the gland breaking when the stuffing

box is being packed.

Beaver valves have full area throughout.

Designed for a working steam pressure of 250
lbs. per sq. inch and are subjected to a hydraulic
test of 500 lbs. per sq. inch before leaving our
factory.

Write for full particulars.

ii
•Beaver" Check Valve.

Bronze.

'Beaver" .\nrle Valve.
Bronze.

IS
"Beaver" Check Valve.

Bronze.

The James Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Limited
93-97 Adelaide St. West : TORONTO
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"Magnifying" Strength

'Outside Threads"

SMff

All Penberthy Values
are designed with outside threads on the bonnet end of

valve body. When tightening bonnet down to place this

construction prevents spreading or enlarging bonnet end
of body, causing a loose fitting and unsafe valve. The

threads, being on the outside, are immune from the cor-
rosive action of steam and water, thus preventing freez-
ing of bonnet and body together and eliminating all

strains.

Architects and Consulting Engineers
who appreciate quality and efficiency in brass valves will find the
Penberthy line specially suitable for conditions that require something
better than the ordinary valve on the market.

MANUFACTURED BY

PENBERTHY INJECTOR COMPANY, LIMITED, WINDSOR, ONTARIO
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Lubricants

li

FREE-BUT PERHAPS WORTH HUNDREDS
OF DOLLARS TO YOU

KNOWLEDGE is power. The knowledge that your machinery is 100% efficient is a potent
factor in the success of your industry and this mechanical efficiency is very largely a
matter of lubrication.

Imperial Lubrication Engineers are entirely at your service. P>ee of charge and without put-
ting you under any obligation, they will gladly give you the benefit of their expert knowledge.
They have made a close study of the lubricating needs of all types of machinery under
service conditions. They offer you, therefore, a highly specialized service.

The vital necessity of correct lubrication will prompt you to appreciate this service. Your
own Engineer realizes the importance of correct lubrication and will welcome a consulta-
tion. You will have the added satisfaction of knowing that you have taken every precaution
to insure maximum service from yfmr power plant.

There is one other point. You may be using the right lubricants now- lubricants which are
correctly graded and accurately formulated for all types of machinery— but you may not be get-
ting the most out of those lubricants. Imperial Lubrication Engineers will sec that you
are not only using the correct lubricant, but using the right one for every bearing and using
each in the proper way.

Imperial Lubricants

For Manufacturing, Mining and Milling

CYLINDER OILS
Imperial Shield Cylinder Oil
Imperial Ebony Cylinder Oil

Imperial Capitol Cylinder Oil
Imperial Beaver Cylinder Oil

Imperial Cylinder Oil
Imperial Acme Cylinder Oil
Imperial Disc Cylinder Oil
Imperial Dominion Cylinder Oil

ENGINE OILS
Imperial Atlantic Red Engine Oil

Imperial Bayonne Engine Oil

Imperial Kearsarge Engine Oil

Imperial Renown Engine and Dynamo Oil

Imperial Solar Red Engine Oil

Imperial Standard Gas Engine Oil

Imperial Junior Red Engine Oil

Imperial Eldorado Egine Oil

We invite your enquiries on all matters of lubrication. Prompt replies to all enquiries addressed
to us at 56 Church Street, Toronto.

IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED
Power Heat Light Lubrication

BRANCHES IN ALL CITIES
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MONTREAL GENERAL TOOL CO., LTD.
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Pressure and Superheated Steam Specialties

Standard Boilers up to 500 lbs. pressure and 800 degrees F. temp,

special Boilers up to 5000 lbs. pressure and 1000 degrev:s F. temp.
Standard Uniflow Steam Engines for 400 lbs. pressure and 700 degrees F. temp.

Gas and Steam Engines rebuilt into Uniflow Engines

Uniflow Engine Cylinders for all makes of Gas and Steam Engines

High Pressure Pumps, Air or Vacuum Pumps, Circulating Pumps, Air Compressors
Steam driven, Uniflow, High speed. Line driven. Eccentric driven

Surface Condensers, Keel Condensers
Evaporators, Triple effect. Contraflow type

Oil Burners, Oil Burning Systems
Steel and Monel Metal Globe and Angle Valves. Reducing Valves and Pump

Governors for high pressure and superheated steam.
Propellers, Propeller Shafts, Oil Tight Propeller Shaft Log.

We will be pleased to furnish detail information: a«d assist you in solving [engineering

problems in counection with any of the above items.

" Write for Catalogue P2

MONTREAL GENERAL TOOL COMPANY, Limited
675 Notre Dame Street, Maisonneuve, Montreal, P.Q.

Hoyt Babbitts
SAVE POWER

Reduce friction and save power by using a good
quality of babbitt metal in your plant. Hoyt
Babbitts are in universal use. They have won
their way through matchless quality.

HOYT FROST KING—an all-round Babbitt. The
use of "Frost King" invariably reduces babbitt ex-
penses; it's efficiency and splendid performance un-
der heavy duty has made it an international favorite.
HOYT'S NICKEL GENUINE—for heavy duty and
high-speed work you need a tough and durable
babbitt metal, and one that runs cool. Use Nickel
Genuine specially designed for use in marine engines,
gas and gasoline engines. If unable to get from
your dealer, send to us for 25-lb. shipment.

Frost
King

Nickel
Genuine

All elements entering into our mixtures are carefully refined and put together in such
proportions and in such relation to each other that the best possible alloy is secured for

the work for which it is designed.

WTien you use Hoyt Metals you may be assured of best possible results.

HOYT METAL CO., TORONTO
NEW YORK, N. Y. LONDON, ENG. ST. LOUIS, MO.
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STEEL PLATE WORK
WE have made a success of building Steel Plate Work by specializing in it.

The recent extensions to our shops have placed us in a better position than ever before to

do this work. Our facilities in every department have materially increased—we have the men,

the equipment, and the experience to turn out this special work as it should be.

We design and build any size of :

—

Conveyors and Elevators Steel Tanks
Smoke Breechings Storage Bins

Steel Stacks Cookers and Digesters

Spark Arresters Steel Gas Mains
Steel Buckets Refuse Burners

Before you buy anything along these lines, send us your sketch and let us quote.

POWER HOUSE, June 20, 1919, Vol. XII.. No. 9. Published semi-monthly at 143-153 University Ave., Toronto, Canada. Subscription price in Canada. $1.00:

jn United States. $1..')0. Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office Department, Ottawa, Canada. Entered as second-class matter July 1, 1912, at

the Post Office at Buffalo, under the Act of March 3rd, 1879.
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POWER BOILERS
WATEROUS Return Tubular are quick steaming, economical of fuel A.nd absolutely reliable.

Power Boilers up to 165 H.P. Heating Boilers in sizes to 72" x 16'—most standard sizes

carried in stock. We can supply brick or all-steel settings designed and dimensioned to give

best results with whatever fuel you are using.

Boilers in Stock for immediate Shipment.

2—48 X 14 Horizontal 2—72 x 18 Horizontal 1—30 H.P. Locomotive
2—54 X 14 " 2—15 H.P. Vertical 3—40 "

3_60 X 14 " 2—18 " " 3—60 " "

2—66 X 16

CATALOGUE ON REQUEST

BRANTFORO,ONTARIO,CANADA
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Finding and Stopping Waste
in

Modern Boiler Rooms
KEEPING BOOKS

WITH THE BOILER

How many pounds of

wziter are your boilers

evaporating per pound
of coal?

Are they doing 6 or 7

pounds, or just a shade
better, or are they up to

the top notch, say 10 or

11 pounds of water
evaporated per pound
of combustible?

The Cochrane Metering

Heater tells how much
you are getting for

your money

Send for Catalogue No. 820

Other Cochrane aids to

boiler room economy include

open feed water heaters,

steam stack and cut-out valve

heaters and receivers, meter-

ing: heaters, and independent

meters. Sorge-Cochrane hot

process water softeners,

steam and oil separators, and

multiport back pressure, at-

mospheric relief, flow and

check valves.

Head Office: Toronto. Sales Offices: Montreal, Quebec, Halifax, Sydney, St. John,

Ottawa, Cobalt, South Porcupine, London, Winnipeg, Calgary, Edmonton,

Nelson, Vancouver and Victoria.

CANADIAN ALLIS-CHALMERS
LIMITED

Power Plant Equipment, Mining, Crushing, Hydraulic and Milling Machinery, Con-

tractors' Plant and Architectural Bronze and Iron Work.
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Reliable Power Plant Equipment

Manufacturers of Water Tube, Horizontal Return Tubular

and Locomotive Type Boilers

V*lVE«Sm6

CAP

-VALVt

iPPEft GASfXr

Multipcrt Back Pressure Relief

Valve

PATENTED

Squires Steam Traps

Cochrane Feed Water Heaters

and Metering Tanks

Boiler Feed, Underwriter Fire,

Turbine, and Centrifugal Pumps
Cochrane Steam &
Oil Separators

CANADIAN ALLIS-CHALMERS
Head Office: TORONTO LIMITED

Branch Offices: Montreal, Quebec, Halifax, Sydney, St. John, Ottawa, Hamilton, London, Cobalt, South Por-

cupine, Winnipeg, Calgary, Edmonton, Nelson, Vancouver and Victoria.
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Jun/lenhejiner^ Mlsfles
"you hear them everywhere"

Their tone is distinct, far-reaching, clear and har-
monious.

They are economical because the orifice through
which the steam passes is so shaped and located that
a maximum volume of sound is obtained with a mini-
mum expenditure of steam.

A variety of types for use on Factories, Locomotives,
Steamships, Motor Boats, Steam Shovels, Traction En-
gines, Signal SystemS; etc.

Specify Lunkenheimer and insist on their installa-

tion. Your local dealer can furnish them; if not, w^ite
us. Write for Whistle Booklet No. 520-DC.

IH£ LUNKENHEIMER £2:
^"QUALITY "-^

Largest Manufacturers of
High Grade Er\gineering Specialties

in the World

CINCINNATI, OHIO, U.S.A.

Njw York

Chicago

Boston

London

21-U-4,i

This is an S.)-mcli 3-pl.v Hiart Brand Belt in a Massa-
-hiisetts paper mill. It began its sei-vice in 1911. U
••arries 1,100 horsepower. The cost of transmitting a
horsepoTrer a week S.'^^.

THE TEST OF ADAPTABILITY
Per some materials there is no substitute. Such, for instance
is leather for belting. Its superiority for all the major require-

ments is reeogrnized by transmission experts. The belt shown
above, for instance, was transferred from one drive to an-
other— lengthened by splicing, and cut down 2 inches in

width—an adaptation that is possible only with leather.

The advantages of leather for transmission are developed to

their maximum in Graton & Knight Standardized Series

Leather Belts.

Write for booklet on standardization as applied to belting.

The Graton & Knight Mfg. Company
Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.

Oak Leather Tanners and Belt Makers
Canadian Graton & Knight Ltd.. 84 St. Antoine St.

Montreal, P.Q., Canada.

GRATON & KNIGHT
standardized Series

LEATHER BELTING

CURTIS Engineering Specialties

Universality!
For universiil application to

all the varied and various
conditions under which a

reduced pressure of steam,
water or other fluid is re-

quired the

Improved Steam

Pressure

Regulator
has no equal.
It is compact anc'

self-contained, with-
out levers, weights
or projections.
No glands or pack-
ing ; no drip or

leak of steam or
water. Suitable for

any boiler pressure

:

made entirely of
metal : is a lock

valve, very simple
and sensitive.

Send for leaflet fully de-

scriptive of this Regulator
(contains price list) to the
manufacturers.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

JULIAN D'ESTE COMPANY
Main Office, 26 Canal St., Boston, Mass.

Aaenci
(21S FULTON ST.. NEW YORK CITY
\ 174 N. MARKET. ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.
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FOR REMOVING SCALE
from Babcock, Stirling and other Water-

tube Boilers and Evaporators : 'so for

Lancashire Boiler Scaling and Rust

Removing—there is no tool made

to equal my

'SKATOSKALO'
Pneumatic

Tube-Scaling
Tool.

Simple, strong, speedy

reliable—these words

describe its

efficiency

Frank Gilman
(SOLE MAKER)

9, Westfield Road, Birmingham, Eng.

V

For Any Boiler
so h.p. and Up

Any boiler from 50 h.p. and up, can be

equipped with the MURPHY FURNACE.
The smaller plant can therefore enjoy

all the economical advantages of fuel and
labor savings without resorting to

forced draft.

To-day over 6000 boilers are fired by

MURPHY FURNACES. You will find

them used in nearly every branch of the

industry from hospital to industrial and

central station ser« ice, MURPHY FUR-
NACES "burn any fuel that has heat in

it." They double the output of the plant
" without one penny for draft."

Our Catalogue " HM 6 " shows how
MURPHY FURNACES can be installed

under any type of boiler--50 h.p. and up.

For information on RILEY UNDER-
FEED STOKERS for large boilers see

June 5th advertisement or send for

RILEY STOKER Catalog "HR-6."

UURPHY IRON WORKS
ITAoETFtOIT X MICH, f ? U. S. A.
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No
Deterioration

Here
THE "DART" IS A REAL, LONG-SERVICE PIPE COUPLING. The
face and seat being of Bronze keeps this vital part free from rust or

corrosion—and the iron parts, being extra heavy, there is strength that

will stand unusual strains without any signs of stretching or pulling

apart.

Dart Unions Never Loosen Up and Leak
DART UNIONS SAVE TIME IN MAKING
CONNECTIONS. The Ball-shaped Joint en-

ables you to connect pipes quickly and with-

out bother, whether they are in or out of
alignment.

NO UPKEEP COST. NO REPLACEMENT
COST. NO LOSS FROM LEAKS.

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER and be sure

this trade-mark is on the kind you get—it's

your guarantee.

Manufactured and Guaranteed 2 for 1 by the

DART UNION COMPANY, Limited
TORONTO, CANADA

FLANGE UNION
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DEPARTMENT-

MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION
SAVES MONEY :-: HELPS BUSINESS

"We wish to express our satisfaction with your
plant, which in the past several years has saved
not only money and labor, but proved a business
asset as well," writes one of our customers.

Here is the whole story in a few words. No addi-
tion to your business offers more certain returns
on the investment than MECHANICAL REFRIG-
ERATION.

If your business is lagging, it can be improved by
the use of MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION. If
your business is good, it can be made better bv
installing a YORK REFRIGERATING PLANT.

Write to-day for information and prices.

YORK MANUFACTURING CO.
(Ice-Making and Refrigerating Machinery exclusively)

YORK, PA., U.S.A.
Canadian Representatives

Canadian Ice Machine Company
WINNIPEG
85 Lombard St.

TORONTO
82 Chestnut St.

MONTREAL
324 Craig St. West

CALGARY
605 Second St.

Efficiency
In Power Plant Equipment
and Service—that's our Policy.

Study POWER HOUSE advertising and editorial pages—brimful of latest technical

and new equipment information. Keep thoroughly up-to-date and you'll profit.

SPECIAL Send in your subscription to-day for any number of

years at the remarkable rate of $1.00 Per Year.
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Preventers of Heat
Waste

That's what Nonpareil Insulating Biick are. Built

into the v/alls, arches, bottoms and doors of fur-

naces, boiler settings, ovens, etc., one 4yo-inch course
will save 60'^ or more of the large quantity of heat
ordinarily lost through the brick work. And the

saving in fuel which results will pay for the brick

in a year or less.

Nonpareil Insulating Brick
For Furnaces, Boiler Settings, Ovens, Etc.

Let the hottest flame you can find play
aifainst the face of a Nonpareil Insulating
Brick. Lons: after the surface has oecome
white hot, you will be able to hold your
hand against the opposite side without dis-

comfort. Now try the same experiment
with a fire brick or common red brick, and
note the difference.

Nonpareil Insulating Brick are com-
posed principally of diatomaceous
earth, a peculiar cellular material of

high natural insulating value. Each of

its minute cells contains "dead" air.

The ground earth is mixed with granu-
lated cork, molded into brick form,
and then fired. The cork is thus burned
out, thereby adding to the number of

"dead" air spaces, and materially in-

creasing the heat insulating efficiency

of the finished Nonpareil Brick.

These Bricks are especially suitable

for the insulation of high temperature

equipment. They have an ultimate

crushing strength of 10 ton per square

foot. The finished brick form makes
them easy to handle and install. Fur-

thermore, Nonpareil Brick are so light,

1.6 pounds each for the 9 x 41/2 x

inch size, that when substituted for an
equal amount of common brick, the

total weight of the insulated structure

is reduced materially.

It will interest you to i^no^v about the savings that Nonpareil Insulating; Brick would
effect in vour own plant. Copies of the booklets, "Good Furnaces Made Better" and
"Saving Fuel," together with a large sample will be sent, free of charge, on request.

Nonpareil High Pressure Covering
For high pressure and superheated steam lines, underground heating

systems, boilers, breechings and heated surfaces.

In these days of high fuel and labor prices, the question is not,

"Shall I insulate my steam line?" but rather, "What covering will

save the most coal?" The answer, as careful investigation will show,
is Nonpareil High Pressure Covering.

This—"The Steam Covering That's Different"—is composed
principally of diatomaceous earth (kieselgmhr)—a light cellular sub-
stance that is practically pui'e silica and an excellent nonconductor
of heat. The covering is not only an efficient heat insulator, but will

withstand relatively high temperatures w'thout calcining or disin-

tegrating. Furthermore, it is not affected by water and will stand
repeated wetting and drying without injury. It is furnished in sec-
tional, block and plastic cement form, making it easy to apply. The
bound book, "Nonpareil High Pressure Covering," is worth asking for.

Nonpareil High Pressure Covering not It shows how you can determine your radiation losses, also overcome
affected by water. same.

ARMSTRONG CORK & INSULATION COMPANY
LIMITED

903 McGill Building, Montreal .*. 10 Church Street, Toronto
Also manufacturers of Nonpareil Corkboard Insulation for all cold storage rooms; Nonpareil Cork Covering
for brine, ammonia and ice water lines; Nonpareil Cork Machinery Isolation for deadening the noise of
machines; and Linotile and Nonpareil Cork Tile for flooring offices, halls, elevators, etc.
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GATES REFRACTORIES, LIMITED
382 St. James Street MONTREAL

Manufacturing All Kinds of

Soecial Shapes in

Refractories

Remember, we are making all our made to withstand the strong-

own blocks and making a specialty armed boy with the slice bar.

of special shapes. q^^, sj^jg ^^\\ blocks are made to

„. 1 . ,
-I ^ 1 eliminate the many joints thatWe are using a high grade fire clay,

, , , ,

,.ru;^u 4-1,^ -P 4- * • clinkers stick to, when ordinary
which IS the factor of supreme im- ^ , . , . ' ^, .

^^.^ • n i? fire brick is used. They give
portance in all processes of manu- j j - ^ ^

4. m u 4-
longer life and reduce air leaks to

lacture. Our burners are experts. ° ,

1X7-1, -4-1, ^ i. -u 3i minimum.When you are in the market be

sure and write us as we know you We designed these arches and

will find our proposition interest- blocks so that any handy man

ing. could replace same in half the time

that it takes to repair a standard
Our stoker arches are designed to f^^^ brick job.
promote combustion and give

, ^ . , ^ .

longer life
Remember, Gates blocks means
cutting your cost of upkeep and

Our door arches and jambs are fuel bills.

We specialize in all kinds of

POWER PLANT BRICK WORK
Call on our engineers at any time for information you may require ; their

services are offered to you without obligation.

GATES REFRACTORIES, LIMITED
382 St. James Street MONTREAL
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FUher Reducinr Pressure
V«lve.

TRADE MARK
REGISTERED

POWER PLANT
SPECIALTIES

Quality is excelled only by the Service they render.

Fisher Valves are on the job 24 hours a day and
with least attention.

Fisher High Pressure Steam Traps

For all Pressures up to 250 lbs.

Fisher Reducing Valves can be depended on to maintain a constant reduced pressure.
Fisher Pump Governors for all services give accurate automatic control.

Get full infcrmaticn and Bulletins on

REDUCING PRESSURE VALVES
r'wnw wr^r% I

hi^^h PRESSURE steam traps
rIijrilLix pump governors and regulators

BACK pressure VALVES
V FLOAT CONTROLLED VALVES

C. A. DUNHAM CO., LTD., TORONTO, ONT.
HALIFAX MONTREAL OTTAWA WINNIPEG CALGARY VANCOUVER

Inside Facts

About
the

Dunham
Radiator Trap

©UNHIIM
^HEATING SERVICE

Tlie Dunham Radiator Trap is distinctive in

the simplicity of its construction. It con-

sists of two major pai'ts, a body and a cover.

In the cover the operating member, the Dun-
ham Thermostatic Disc, is securely placed.

It has an exceptionally large valve opening,

there are no loose parts in the path of flow,

no sliding contacts, nothing to gum up, and
no guide or pin to obstruct the valve opening.

The position and design of the valve is such
that it is self-cleaning; the action of the disc

is positive, and the valve seats squarely like

a globe valve, the tightest of all types of

valves. All of its working parts are made
of non-corrosive material of the best quality,

the workmanship is of the highest order,

all parts being made to exacting standards
and every finished article given individual
working tests.

Complete details on request

C. A. DUNHAM CO., LTD
Toronto, Ontario

Halifax
Ottawa

Winnipeg
Vancouver

rCalgary
Montreal
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HEATING BY HOT WATER & HOT WATER SUPPLIES

instantaneous Heater, with connections
fw Fresh and Salt Water and Steam

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY GUARANTEED
ROW'S PATENT CALORIFIERS are strongly recommended for heating water

in bulk for supplying a number of Baths and Lavatories. Also for HEATING
CIRCULATIONS for PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS, HOTELS, etc.

ROYLE'S Patent AUTOMATIC STEAM CONTROL ATTACHMENT maintains

a CONSTANT TEMPERATURE.

ROW'S PATENT

CALORIFIERS
FEED WATER HEATERS

RADIATORS
Suitable for Hot Water or

High Pressure Steam

STEAM and GAS KETTLES

EVAPORATORS
CONDENSERS

ROYLES LIMITED, ^TiSsir IRLAM, MANCHESTER
ENGLAND

ROVv'S PATENT CALORIFIER. STORAGE PATTERN.

STANDARD RETURN TUBULAR BOILER

BOILERS
Horizontal Tubular

Vertical Tubular
Locomotive Types

Our BOILERS Are Installed in the Largest Industrial Plants

W e have registered de-

signs to conform with

various provincial codes.

Write Us for Boiler Information and Prices.

Engineering & Machine Works of Canada^ Limited
ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

Eastern Sales Office: Hall Machinery Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
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HITEMP FIRE BRICK
FOR USE IN

Boiler Furnaces mechanically stoked

or where conditions are unusually

severe. We make a specialty of

difficult shapes and special blocks.

JAMES GARDNER, Jr. CO.
EBENSBURG, PA.

STRENGTH-GOODNESS-QUALITY
OIL

Unusual conditions are found on pressure stills as it is necessary to break the joint after each run. In
many cases DURABLA Gasket material has made a tight joint on pressure stills exceeding 160 runs. This
performance lias caused DURABLA to be accepted by others as n standard for all oil conditions.

Use DURABLA on the next oil joints you make and it will prove its worth to you. It is guaranteed to
make a tight joint at all temperatures and pressures.

DURABLA Gasket Material is also guaranteed for air, water, steam, ammonia, gasoline and acids.

One Standard Material for All Gasket Work,. Sold on a Service Basis.

DURABLA MANUFACTURING CO., NEW YORK
Distributors for Canada

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited
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This trade-mark guarantee is on
every piece of D. K. McLaren's
Leather Belting.

Look for it.

D. K. McLaren's Belting repre-

sent Flawless Backs of the hides

of the choicest steers tanned by

the genuine British-Oak pro-

cess ; the best known for prepar-

ing belts for hard service. Every

bit of the hide's natural strength

is preserved. Minimum stretch,

minimum slippage and fewer

breaks are the results you can

expect.

The Quality becomes more evi-

dent as time rolls on.

D

The Choice of Many
of Canada's Largest
and Most Efficient

power plants

LARCN
LIMITELD^i

n^pr

Head Office and Factory: 351 St. James St., Mon-
treal, P.Q.

Toronto, Ont, 194 King St. W.; St. John, N.B., 90

Germain St.; Vancouver, B.C., 849 Beatty Street
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"We Install a Jenkins Bros! Valve with

a Feeling of Confidence"
THIS is the actual statement of a prominent engineer, just after he had installed

a genuine Jenkins Bros'. Valve in a troublesome line.

"That extra metal that Jenkins puts in his valves is just where it's most needed and I've

never known a 'Jenkins' to break down even on a line where the pressure and strain is

greatest."

Over fifty years of valve making is behind genuine Jenkins Bros'. Valves. They are t'ke

result of a thorough imderstanding of valve requirements and valve uses.

Jenkins Bros.' Valves are of all types and sizes for all uses, made
of brass, iron and cast steel. They are distinguished from their
imitations hy the "Diamond Mark" cast on the body.

Look for it—demand it.

<^> Jenkim grQS.uMiTED
^^^^^^'''^^^-^^ Head Office and Works: Agencies in all the European Branch:

^^^^^

103 St. Remi Street, Principal Countries 6 Great Queen St., Kingsway

Montreal, Canada of the World London, W.C. 2, England
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Eight real advantages in equipping wate>-

tube boilers, oil stills

and super - heaters
with Key Boiler
Equipment Cc's

KEY SAFETY
HAND-HOLE

CAPS

viz:--

They save time,
labor, money, fuel,

personal injuries,

property damage,
consequential loss,

and add greater
efficiency.

No gaskets required. Over 1,500,000 now in

service.

LET US SEND YOU OUR DESCRIPTIVE
LITERATURE

Power Plant Equipment Co.
Canadian Selling Agents

310 Dominion Bank Bldg., Toronto, Can,

The Safe and Certain Boiler Cleanser
PUT a barrel of BOICO in your boiler

room. It's the most efficient and
economical clean-boiler insurance

you can adopt. BOICO routs the most
stubborn cases of boiler scale formations
quickly and thoroughly.

Hundreds of Plants are Using BOICO
Every Day With Unqualified Success

What BOICO will do in one plant it will

do in another—it will do in yours.
BOICO loosens and brings away the
hardest of old formations and keeps new
scale from gathering. Yet it never does
the slightest injury to boilers, valves or
packings. Neither does it carry over in
the steam, nor cause foaming or priming.

We are confident that BOICO will live

up to all our claims and are prepared to
let you test it FREE of cost. You have
nothing to lose by trying it—let us hear
from you.

Anti-Clinker Shell Bar Grates

There's no coal waste where these grates are used. Maximum
air-space provides for perfect combustion. No clinker for-

mation here, and you get more heat with less fuel.

One-Piece Jointless Furnace Lining

Why shift the blame on your engineer or fireman when it is

vour fumaces that are not up to the highest point of

efficiency? USE PLIBRICO—it lasts longer than fire brick

and is easier to instal.

Tip-It Patent Welding Process

With TIP-IT you get tools with shanks of carbon and
tips of high-speed steel.

Shell-Bar Boico Supply, Ltd. ""s'^re":"" Toronto
Eastern Sales Agents: Mill Supply Department, Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd, Montreal; Adolphe Huot Reg'd., Quebec
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii "The Coventry" Chains »

THE REASONS FOR =
CHAIN TRANSMISSION |
Will work at a high speed =
and in either direction. Posi- ^
tive, yet flexible, turning =
movement. Will work on —
centres too long for gears ^
and too short for belts, so =
that drive can be arranged =
to suit either details of =
design. =
Unaffected by heat or cold S— give positive velocity ^
ratio, — minimize journal =
friction. Will transmit con- =
siderable power with high =
efficiency, which is retained. =
Increase output, give uni- =
form quality of product, con- S
sume minimum of power. =
Minimum attention required S
for repairs or adjustment. =

g The CoventryChain Company, Limited, Coventry, England =
= Cables: CHAINS, COVENTRY. Codes: A.B.C., 3rd and 4th Editions =
= WESTERN UNION and MARCONI =

AmOUNCING
A New Emergency Power Plant

Medium and high speed Sterling gasoline engines (which have held world's

marine speed records for eight years) have been adapted for driving centrifugal

pumps and electric generators. They are being used by many prominent pump
manufacturers, coupled to Underwriters fire pumps, and are installed in town-
ships, villap-es, municipalities, department stores and manufacturing plants for

fire protection. They are also utilized for emergency generator drives. The
motors are admirable for either pumn or generator operation as they develop

rated power at 800. 1,000, 1,200 and 1,400 R.P.M. The construction is in 4,

6 and 8 cylinder units, 10 to 300 H.P.

Numerous units are employed in the United States and Canada. They are equipped for

instantaneous starting for any emergency and will always furnish dependable power until

the emergency will have passed.

CATALOG ON REQUEST.

STERLING ENGINE CO., Department C 4 Buffalo, N.Y.
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Furnish
Dependable Power

Fuel Economy. Saving in fuel

costs from 1 to 20%

.

Labor Saving. Labor costs re-

duced 50 to 75%.

Flexibility. Easily handles vari-

able loads.

Capacity. Range of 75 to 200%

of BoilerCapacityat high efficiency.

Smokelessness. Proper methods

of combustion resulting in clean

stacks.

Detroit Stoker Company
DETROIT, MICH.

Branches

:

Chicago Cincinnati

Philadelphia Cleveland
Buffalo

Pittsburgh

New York
Boston
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Mason Service Means
Something to You!

Wf E are not only able to supply you with
^ power house specialties of well-known

quality, but are prepared to give you real

service in addition. Our engineering staff

is composed of men of practical knowledge.

They are continually coming in contact with

problems such as yours and are prepared to

give you the benefit of their wide exper-

ience.
Mason No. 55 Pump
Pressure Regulator

New Bundy Return
Trap

The "MASON" Line
"Mason" Reducing Valves

(genuine)
"Mason" Pump Governors.
"Mason" Pressure Controllers.
Bundy Steam Traps for every

service.
Coppus Turbine-driven Blowers.
Coppus Turbine-driven Boiler
Feed Pumps.

Sims Hot Water Generators.
Sims Storage Heaters.
Sims Open Feed Water Heaters.
Bundy Oil Separators.
Ashlon Gauges and Safety

Valves.
Everlasting Blow-oft' Valves.
Babbitt Sprocket Rims.
Straiten Steam Separators.
Reilly Feed Water Heaters.
Reilly Evaporators and Dis-

tillers.

Reilly Feed Water Filters.

Salesmen Who
Know

Here's where MASON ser-

vice counts to your benefit

again—above everything

our Sales Engineers know
the practical application

of our lines to actual con-

dition. They sell from
knowledge, not from Cata-

log. Their advice is worth

while!

We are concerned with

results — not merely with

making a sale.

Mason Standard
Bronze Reducing

Valve

Full Informatian Gladly Furnished

Use ''MASON" Service

The Mason Regulator & Engineering Co.^ Limited
Successor to H. L. PEILER & COMPANY

Toronto Representative: m« li^rr* 11^ *

The Arthur S. Leitch Co. Montreal Office and Factory

506 Kent Building 135-153 Dagenais Street
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DOES THE WORK OF
FROM 6 TO 12 MEN
It has proven to he one of the greatest labor and time
sa\ers in storing and reclaiming, in loading and un-
loading cars, trucks and wagons. It keeps equipment
moving. Enables men to work faster and easier.

Eliminates nmeh shovel and wheelbarrow work.. Does
three to five days' work in one.

OVER 1000 USERS
The Scoop Conveyor ha< been adapted by over 1,000
leading American manufacturers, .contractors and coal

dealers because it is durable, compact, easily moved
around and low in cost. Al)out one-half of our sales

are "repeat orders."

THE SCOOP IS THE POINT
It is called "Sco'op Conveyor" because
the carrying belt receives its load over
a scoop which can be pu.shed or com-
pletely buried into the material to

^

be conveyed. This permits of

scraping the material onto ihe
carrying Ijelt instead of lift-

ing it by shovelfuls into the
receiving hoppers fitted to

ordinary jjortable belt

conveyors and results

in a saving of fifty

per cent, of the labor
in feeding.

Write For

Literature

E0«'

PORTABLE MACHINERY CO.
PASSAIC, N.J.
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Down Goes Fuel Cost!
15 to 25 per cent

Jones Underfeed Stoker Co.
Limited

37-41 Britain St. - Toronto, Ont.

This IS a result that is quickly noticed,

following the installation of the

Jones Underfeed

Automatic Stoker

The "Jones" feeds fuel better and
more economically than the best of

firemen. It maintains a uniform steam
pressure and responds instantly to

varying demands for steam.

The "Jones" construction means dur-

ability. No parts more in contact with
the fire—and loss of fuel through
grates is impossible because there are

none.

May we send you full facts and figures

re the saving effected by this modem
way of stoking?

Dominion Belting Company, Limited
Hamilton, Canada

Sole manufacturers of the celebrated

"MAPLE LEAF" Brand Stitched Cotton
Duck Belting and Bel t Dressing.

The demand for our products has steadily
increased because the standard of quality
has been maintained.

We make only one grade, the best that
can be produced.

"MAPLE LEAF" is the strongest, truest

running, most economical and efficient

belt on the market for transmission of
power, conveying, etc.

Being thoroughly waterproof it is suitable

for running in wet or dry places. "MAPLE
LEAF" Belt Dressing is different to others

offered in that it is equally good for all

kinds of belting, leather, rubber or Balata,

as well as our own make.

Write us for prices, and if desired we will

be pleased to furnish samples and further

information.

A trial order will convince you of their

utility.

DOMINION BELTING CO.Ltd., Hamilton, Canada-Quebec Branch: 51 Duluth Bldg., Montreal
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Kieley Eureka
Low Pressure
R e g u 1 a ting
Valve with in-

creased outlet.
At a d e in
straight and
d i flf e r e ntial

sizes, standard
and extra
heavy weight.

Kieley Improved Steam Trap. Suitable
for any and all service, either high or

low pressure.

KIELEY
High Grade

Steam Specialties
In the close comDetition of modern industry
economies in the use of steam, water and
air specialties bear closely upon the question
of net profits. Modern devices are abso-
lutely essential to the most profitable pro-
duction. Antiquated appliances won't do.

Kieley specialties are worthy of your atten-

tion in view of this fact. Kieley construc-
tion represents quality. All materials used
in their construction are of the highest
standard. Each casting is finished with
care and every part is accurately assembled.
Finally a thorough test is given each
specialty before leaving the plant.

Kieley steam, water and air specialties are
thoroughly reliable, advanced in de-
sign and economical. Look care-

fully over designs illustrated here,

then write for catalogue of the full

Kieley & Mueller line.

The

Arthur S. Leitch Co.
1002 Kent Building, TORONTO

Kieley Rocka-
way Single Seated
Pressure Regulat-
ing Valve. For
regulating and
controliin;; steam
supply to domes-
tic water heaters,
t h e r mostatically
controlled Valves,
cooking
sterilizing
atus and
service.

kettles,

appar-
similar

Kieley Special 9S
Vacuum Pressure;
Regulating Valve
For use in con-
n e c t i o n wilh
vacuum or vapor
heating systems,
or other service
where close regu-
lation is neces-
sary.

V4:::::;:0:i'

HI-EFFICIENCY HI-SPEED

> i\ I r\ 1 1. I i_ y\ I I y A - ^ .
.

have the following advantages
1. They require approximately 20% less horsepower than any other fan.

2. They are so designed that the rotor and bearings may be easily inspected without changing
the alignment or dismantling the flue work.

3. They run at speeds best suited for direct connection to turbines or motors and are also suit-
able for gear or belt drive.

4. Any blow back through the fan inlet or dead space on the fan wheel is impossible due to the
design of the rotor and housing.

Our engineers will be glad to furnish more complete information in
regard to these fans to cover your individual requirements.

€IMnB iilNlM!lIl)[MD^
iTQRONiT6)
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Booth No. 10 in the Convention Hall

at Brantford will Contain Some Vital

Information for Engineers

We have combined a few salient facts

of vital interest to all visitors at the

Brantford Convention. Our Mr. H.
Wainwright and Mr. M. Schroder will

be in attendance to convey these facts

to you. Call at Booth No. 10. Use it

as a meeting or resting place and in

that way make the few moments you
will spend there of material benefit to

yourself.

H. MUELLER MFG. CO., LIMITED
SARNIA :-; CANADA
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There's a Big Waste
in Little Leaks

Do you know that a one-tenth inch pipe-

joint leak at 150 lbs. pressure will waste
steam in a year at a cost to-day of approxi-

mately $825? Figure it out for yourself.

Leak one-tenth inch; pressure 150 lbs.;

9 lbs. steam per lb. coal; coal $5.50 ton;

10 hours per day; 300 days per year.

And it's such an unpatriotic waste in these

days of coal conservation—such a needless
and careless waste at any time—for the

leak can be stopped in a few minutes' time
with a

JiT^V CLAMP
Formerly the JSliyJF^ZjE^X:
More than 13,000 leaks have been stopped since

this effective clamp was first placed on the market.
Millions of dollars have been saved. The savinj?

in coal can only be guessed.
The Yarway (formerly the Simplex) can be attached
in a few minutes by any workman. The principle
can be seen from the illustration shown here.
If there i^ a pipe-joint leak in any of your lines,

tell us the size and we will send you a Yarway for
30 days' trial. Instead of returning it, you will

probably be as enthusiastic over its success as the
man who said of a Yarway Clamp, "It's worth its

weight in gold."

Write to-day

YARNALL-WARING COMPANY
7604-20 Queen Street

Chestnut Hill - Philadelphia

Calgary, Alberta

GORMAN, CLANCY &GRINDLEY CO.

Montreal, Canada
JAS. ROBERTSON CO.

Montreal, Que., Canada
A. McLELLAN,

\ 103 St. Francis Xavier Street

New Westminster, B.C.
' ICUNNINGHAM HARDWARE CO.

Water Wheels
and Hydraulic

Power Plant Equipment

Turbine Water Wheels

Water Wheel Governors

Head Gate Hoists

Stop-log Winches

Trash Racks

Butterfly Valves

Steel Feeder Pipes

Surge Tanks
Send for our Bulletin No. 54

William Hamilton Co.
Limited

PETERBORO - ONTARIO
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THE ALLROUND BOILER ROOM INSTRUMENT

The Fireman's Guide
Two of the

Improved
BLONCK
Boiler

Efficiency

Meters
at the high level

pump i n g station

of the TORONTO
WATER WORKS.

Let us demonstrate this meter to you at your plant, or at our office. We have a model boiler
and an actual meter, and can demonstrate all conditions that take place in the furnace. Let
us show you how the BLONCK will save money, worry and trouble.

Illustration below shows
one of the three groups of

Republic Flow Meters
In one of the Largest Manufacturing Companies in U.S.

These meters measure steam, water and air for all departments, also steam
generated by each boiler.

If it pays them it will pay you. Republic Flow Meters appeal to engineers
because of their efficiency and easy reading.

Write for full particulars.

5o/e Ontario RtprKtentative

EL J. Philip & Sons 103 Hamilton Trust Building
TORONTO, ONTARIO
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M 1 1 n ^

I. M. J.

TORONTO JUNE 20, 1919

The Canadian Association= of

Stationary Engineers

The Power House,

Toronto.

Dear Sirs :

—

Hamilton, May 29th, 1919

It seems an age since I last wrote to you, but I have really been very busy
owing to the strenuous pre-convention duties associated with the office of Secre-

tary of the C.A.S.E.

I am enclosing my renewal POWER HOUSE subscription fee of $1.00. It is

well worth twice or three times that amount, but as $1.00 is your price, here goes.

The engineers certainly appreciate this exceptional price, which we understand
cannot continue for long.

I am greatly pleased and amazed at the phenomenal success that has attended
the publishing of POWER HOUSE, especially since it has been issued in semi-

monthly form.

The excellent editorial contributions, plant articles, new equipment informa-
tion, question box, etc., etc., have been of the highest

order, and to my personal knowledge have been of

great benefit to your readers.

The spendid industrial representation in the adver-

tising pages is vv^orthy of special notice—the educa-
tional nattire of the advertisements being particularly

valuable.

POWER HOUSE enjoys the position of Leadership
in power plant efficiency, in equipment and service.

Through it we have kept abreast of the forward move-
ment in engineering and scientific matters associated
with the power plant. Its policy is understood by the
junior engineer, and to him is POWER HOUSE par-
ticularly valuable. It is an inspiration. It is preparing
the engineer for the test which will come in 1920.

Each issue is therefore looked forward to with
great anticipation, and from my personal knowledge, I

believe it is studied from cover to cover.

I hope to have the pleasure of meeting you at the
Brantford Convention, which gives promise of being the
best we have ever had.

Yours sincerely,

MR. JOHN HALE JOHN HALJi,
Secretary, Canadian Association Stationary <~i j y-. » ^ ->

Engineers. Secretary, C.A.S.E.
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REES RoTURBo
Pumping Machinery

Is in use all over the World in Waterworks, Mines,
Power Stations, Irrigation Works, Pulp and
Paper Mills, Salt, Chemical and General

Industrial Plants where highest effici-

ency, reliability and the best class

of Engineering are demanded.

Illnstratinr Sectional View Type, B.2 MuIti-SUgre Rees Roturbo Patent Pressure Chamber Pnnp.

REES RoTURBo Pumps provide a high and sustained efficiency over a wide range of
duties. This means a very noticeable saving in power costs.

The Self-Regulating feature of RoTURBo design is responsible for this saving, and
this same feature protects your Prime Mover from overloads on a decreased pressure
head, eliminating expensive delays and costly repairs.

Our RoTURBo Pump and Condenser Catalogues, full of valuable information, are
yours for the asking.

Sole Canadian Manufacturers

The Goldie & B

Head Office and Works,
Toronto Office Western Branch :

Suite 1101-2, 248 McDermott Ave.,

Bank of Hamilton BId'g Winnipeg,'Man.

^cCulloch Co., Ltd.
GALT, ONTARIO, CANADA

Queb«c Agents :

Ross & Greig,

400 St. James St.,

Montreal, Que.

British Columbia Agents :

Robt. Hamilton & Co.
Vancouver, B.C.
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IN
choosing Brantford as the conven-

tion city for 1919, the Canadian As-
sociation of Stationary Engineers

have selected one of the industrial cen-

tres of the Dominion, and a city noted
for its many historical associations.

The industries located in Brantford
number upwards of one hundred, and in-

clude some of the largest and best known
in the Empire. The Verity Plow Works,
the Waterous Engine Works, the Cord-
age Co., and a firm making stoves and
furnaces, are all representative of the

manufacturing ability displayed in the

community.
Historical

Historically, Brantford dates back to

the time of the Indian, and the name of

the city, and the statue of Joseph Brant,

the Mohawk chief, in Victoria Park, are

indicative of the city's origin. The In-

dian chief and the early white settlers

lived together in peace and amity on the

banks of the Grand River, near the ford,

which formed a part of the well-known
route of the Six Nations settlement to

London.
Most of the early settlers were U. S.

Loyalists, and by 1818, twelve families

had gathered in the small community,
which boasted two taverns, a blacksmith
shop, general store, and grist mill. The
settlers coming into this part of the

country, which was practically an un-
broken forest, had many hardships to

bear and difficulties to overcome. He
usually journeyed with his provisions,

beds and cooking utensils on one horse,

his wife and children on another. His
cabin was made of round logs notched at
the ends, and the chinks filled with clay.

The door was made of split clap-boards

hung on wooden hinges, and the flint-

lock rifle with powder horn and bullet

pouch was always conveniently close at

hand over the door. The wide fireplace

was fashioned of rough stone, and its

chimney of split sticks and clay. Home-
made furniture was built by hand, while
the spinning wheel, now an ornament,
was sent swiftly whirring by the busy
housewife.

Brantford obtained its present name
in 1826, when the naming of the com-
munity, now numbering about one hund-
red settlers, was discussed, and several

names were proposed. The memory of

the Mohawk warrior who first designat-

ed the crossing over the Grand River

ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL
the inventor of the telephone.

rose in their minds and prompted them
to christen the place Brant's Ford, which
time curtailed to Brantford.

It is a city of happy homes, where in-

dustrial disputes are rare and short-

lived. Significant of this may be re-

corded the fact that when the Waterous;
Engine Works found it necessary tb>

erect a larger establishment some years
ago, instead of importing some digni-

tary, they placed the trowel in the hand
of their oldest employee, John Morice,
who laid the comer-stone truly and welL
Such is the spirit of the city. It is ow-
ing to this spirit that Brantford has
achieved her present renown as a manu-
facturing city, and the names of her
manufacturers are widely known
throughout the Dominion.

The growth of a community depends
on the transportation facilities offered

by the railroads and other public car-

riers. Brantford's railroad connections
are unusually favorable. The Grand
Trunk built lines to Harrisburg and
Tillsonburg, and later found it to their

advantage to divert their main line so

as to pass through the city. The T. H.
and B. gives excellent connections with
Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo, while
radial lines also connect Brantford with
Hamilton and Gait.

From the time Brantford's first little

frame church was endowed by an Indian
chief, the religious side of the community
has expanded, until nearly every de-

nomination is represented
Brantford has every reason to be

proud of her educational institutions,

which have grovm from a frame build-

ing, first to be erected on the market
square, until nine public schools, one
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manual training school, and the

new Collegiate Institute are re-

quired to keep abreast of the city's

educational requirements. The
Brantford Collegiate Institute, re-

cently erected on the site of the

Young Ladies' College, is one of

the finest buildings in the city.

The Provisional School for the

Blind, opened in 1872, has been the

means of alleviating much of the

distress of those suffering from
this affliction. The ample grounds,
together with the educational fa-

cilities and comforts provided, are

commensurate with the import-

ance of the institution.

Prior to 1848, Brantford had no
hospital. In that year the city was
visited by a severe epidemic of

cholera, which swept over the

country, and temporary hospitals

had to be erected. The John H.
Stratford Hospital, originally the

gift of Mr. Stratford, now ex-

panded into the city hospital, and
the Brant Sanitarium, on a site

commanding an excellent view of

the city, the gift of E. S. Cock-

shutt, promote the welfare and
health of the citizens.

The Story of the Telephone

When, in 1876, a goodly handful of

residents of Brantford heard the voices

of a trio of singers over a telephone line

which had its terminus in Tutela Heights,

the home of Alexander Melville Bell,

father of Alexander Graham Bell, the

inventor of the telephone, it was ac-

counted one of the wonders of the age,

yet to-day, when messages are exchang-

ed between New York and San Francisco,

when Boston hears Los Angeles celebrat-

ing, or the sound of the surf at Seal

Rocks, it is dismissed as one of the day's

normal happenings. The telephone is

accepted as one of the necessary adjuncts

of the business, professional, industrial,

or social life of the day.

Joy and sorrow, business and pleasure

—the telephone wires carry them all, yet

prior to the year 1876, when in Brant-

ford the first telephone message was
sent over a real telegraph line, all mes-

sages had to be carried by hand. The
telegraph had been invented by Morse
in 18^5, and thus messages could be

transmitted over by wire through elec—

^ phone, the ancestor of the speak-

MOHAWK CHURCH

trie energy. These messages, however,
had none of the personal touch. That the

conveying of the actual intonation of a

speaker with all the mannerism of in-

flection was made an actual accomplish-
ment, is due entirely to two men

—

Alexander Melville Bell and Alexander
Graham Bell, his son. The former was
a noted master of elocution and the in-

ventor of a new theory of articulation,

by which all audible sounds could be

reduced to signs translatable by any per-

son instructed in the symbols. The son,

also versed in the science of speech, when
but a young man became possessed with

the idea of teaching deaf mutes to speak,

being the first, at least in England, to

do this. Later, Alexander Graham Bell

accepted a position teaching deaf mutes
in America, the father accompanying the

son and settling at Tutela Heights,

Brantford. The son, during the school

session, lived in Boston, spending the

summer vacation and Christmas holidays

at the parental home in Brantford.

To carry out his plan of teaching deaf

;
mutes to speak, Alexander Grahani
Bell secured a phonautograph, a
hollow cylinder with one end cov-

ered with a membrane, to which
was attached a long bristle stylus.

As one talked into the other end
the bristle, because of the vibration

of the m.embrane, was made to

write a waving line on a revolving
cylinder of smoked glass placed
before it. These lines were the

outline of the sounds uttered.

fi. At this time he was also work-
experimentally upon multiple tel-

egraphy, whereby he hoped mes-
sages could be sent along the same
line simultaneously without confu-
sion, by employing musical sig-

nals of definite pitch. These re-

searches culminated in the invgn-
'^>* tion in Brantford, in 1874, of what

is now known as the harp tele-

«i

ing telephone.

It struck the young scientist,

while at work with the phonauto-
graph, how simliar that instru-

ment was to the human ear, and
how perfect a mechanism the hu-
man ear was. The suggestion
came to him, after studying the

ear's mechansim, that a phonauto-
graph modelled after a human ear would
be extremely effective for his pur-
pose, and r#"cordingly, on the
advice of an eminent aurist, he secured
a human ear. This he made into a
phonautograph, taking a single fibre of

hay as a stylus. The waves of sound as

he talked into the ear, vibrating the de-

licate membrane of the tympanum,
caused the bone to move and the wisp
of hay to record the movements of the

diaphragm upon a piece of smoked glass.

The thought entered his mind, as he
watched the tracings, that if the tym-
panum of the ear, so delicate, could

move relatively so massive a struc-

ture as that of the bones of the ear, why
could not a piece of iron be caused to

vibrato in front of an electro-magnet by

means of a larger and thicker membrane?
Thus was the telephone conceived in

the Bell homestead on Tutela Heights.

The significance of the movements of

the membrane did not escape the young
scientist, who realized that at last he

had solved the problem upon which he

VICTORIA PARK IN THE CENTRE OF THE CITY.
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MOHAWK LAKE. BRANTFORD, A FAVORITE PICNIC GROUNTD.

had been working for some years. He
converted the harp telephone into a
membrane-speaking telephone modelled
after the human ear by attaching one of

the reeds of the harp telephone to a
stretched membrane, and thus forcing it

to copy the movements of the air during
the utterances of a sound which caused
it to vibrate. And the telephone was an
actuality.

But though the telephone was a
roality, it was by no means perfect. He
continued his experiments, and by the
following summer, while again visiting

at his home on Tutela Heights, he had
so far advanced that he was able to

write out the patent specifications dur-
ing the month of September, 1875. These
patents were largely based upon the
liquid spark arrester which he had in-

vents and made in Brantford during
that summer vacation. He found diffi-

culty in working the multiple telegraph
apparatus on account of the spark which
appeared between the contact point of

the transm.itter when the circuit was
broken. This he overcame by bridging
the gap with water and by dipping one
of the conducting wiies very slightly

into the water. The wire was adjustable

up and down to regulate the amount of

resistance introduced when the main cir-

cuit was broken.

This invention was of more than or-

dinary importance because, in drafting

his specifications, he laid stress upon
the variable resistance apparatus, upon
which the famous Government suit was
v.'cn by him in later years.

The following year the first messages
were sent over a real telegraph line, all

experiments hitherto being conducted by
means of wires in coils, kept in one build-

ing. In 1R.76 the inventor again spent

his summer holidays at Tutela Heights.

Through the kindness of the Dominion
Telegraph Company of Canada, the local

chief being Mr. W. H. Griffin, with Ewen
Cameron, still residing here, as a mem-
ber of the staff, its lines were placed at

his disposal for experiments. On Aug-
ust 10, or close to that day, 1876, experi-

ments were made on the telegraph line

between Brantford and Paris, which had
two very im.portant results. For the

first time a message was transmitted by
telephone over 'a real telegraph line, and
the proper relation of the parts of a tel-

ephone to each other was discovered,

enabling its use upon a long line. The
receiver of the telephone was in Paris,

the transmitter in Brantford, and the

battery which supplied the motor power,

in Toronto. The young inventor had made
arrangements with his uncle, the late

Prof. David C. Bell, then a resident of

Brantford, to take charge of the trans-

mitting station, as his father had stated

that he would not be able to be present.

Persons were to sins', talk or recite into

the transm.itting instrument in Brant-

ford, while he listened at the receiver

at Paris. After observing the effects

for some time, he telegraphed hy an-

other line to Brantford, instructing Mr.

Griffin, the manager, as to changing the

arrangements cf the coils. As a result

of this, a comhination was at last arriv-

ed at which resulted in loud and clear

articulation being heard at Paris. He
thought he could even recognize the

voice of one of his speakers as. that of

his father. Surprised, because of his

understanding that his father could not

be on hand, he wired back to Brantford

to ascertain if his father had actually

spoken into the telephone, when the re-

ply came that the voice was that of his

father, who had been reciting into the

telephone for some time. The first pub-

lic demonstration was given within a

few days cf this event and conversation

took place between Brantford and Tu-

tela Heights.

"To Commemorate the Invention of the

Telephone by Alexander Graham Bell, in

Brantford in 1874."

BRANTFORD COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE AND TECHNICAL SCHOOL

So runs the inscription, cut in granite,

ever enduring, on the Bell Memorial, un-
veiled in Brantford on October 24th,

1917, by His- Excellency the Duke of

Devonshire, Governor-General of Can-
ada. Thus is commemorated the fact

that in the city of Brantford, on Tutela

Heights, was the telephone conceived;

and that from this city emanated the

first telephone message to be trans-

mitted.
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GRAND RIVER AND POWER
DEVELOPMENT

The Grand River has often been a

menace and expense in the matter of

floods, but there is still a notable balance

in favor of the stream in the matter of

municipal service.

In the early days it constituted the

motive power for

many small flour

mills^ hut the most
important part which
it played in the early
portion of 1800 was
in the use to which
it was put by the
Grand River Naviga-
tion Company. A
large sum of money
was invested in the
construction of a
canal to connect with
the river to ihe eapt
of the city and "slack
water." Navigation
was adopted which
permitted of passage
of boats of light
draft to Buffalo. For
a considerable period
this canal was the
onlv available avenue
through which the
produce of the coun-
try round about
Brantford could reach an outside

market, and produce for shipment
was teamed to the place from a

considerable radius. A tremendous
impetus was thus given to the

town. The encroachment of the rail-

roads led to the final collapse of the

navigation company, but it served a val-

uable purpose during the period of its

existence, not alone for Brantford, but
also in the development of the Grand
River Valley.

That the stream could be still utilized

in the matter of power developed, does
not admit of any question. At the pre-

sent time it is estimated that there is

some 600 h.p. at the Slingsby Canal

amount of continuous power for electric

or other plants.

This is a matter which is well worthy
of consideration and investigation.

TUTELA HEIGHTS. WHERE THE TELEPHONE WAS

Head, and 1200 at the Locks, situated

at the head of Grand River Canal. There
is a great fall in the stream fronr Elora

to Brantford, and by means of storage

reservoirs—a plan successfully followed

in the States and other countries—it

would undoubtedly be possible to prevent

the great water wastage during the

spring freshets, and develop a large

THE CARBONIZATION AND DISTIL-
LATION OF PEAT

The value of peat lies in the direction

of distillation rather
than combustion, and
on these lines it could
supersede wood in the

production of acetic

acid, methylated
spirit, ammonia and
tar, the basis of so

many dyes.

In the process of

distillation, peat, be-

ing a light material,

requires larger re-

torts than coal, and
of a design which
facilitates the trans-

mission of heat from
the surface towards
the centre. Experi-
ments have shown
that revoMng retorts

produce the best re-

sults. The apparatus
devised and described
is on the principle of

the roasting appli-

ance used for . coffee,

chicory, etc., of course with the ad-
dition of a receiver for collecting
the distilled vapor, the great object be-
ing to provide an apparatus complete
in itself for continuous and all-round

operation.

This apparatus consists of six cylin-

drical retorts, each mounted on its own
axis and capable of uniform rotation,

THE BELL MEMORIAL HAS BEEN ERECTED TO COMMEMORATE THE INVENTION OF THE TELEPHONE IN THIi
"TELEPHONE CITY."
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whilst the individual cy-
linders are arranged in

radial relation to a rotary
central pivot, so that the
retorts charged with peat
can be entered into and
withdrawn from a station-

ary semi-circular furnace
in succession.

When the apparatus is

in operation there are al-

ways three retorts under-
going distillation in the
furnace, the other three
being outside, one con-
densing, another empty-
ing, and the third re-

charging. The distillation

t-'kes on an average about
40 minutes for retorts

holding a ton of peat, and
making six revolutions
per minute.
To enable the gas aris-

ing from the carbonized
peat to pass out of the re-

torts, the hollow shaft of

each is perforated so as to

provide a passage from
the inside of the retort to

a collecting chamber in the nxis of the
pivot and thence to the stills for frac-
tional distillation.

The rotarv movement of the retorts

ensures rapid transmission of heat from
the furnace, and as this heat acts on a

very large surface, the peat is uniformlv
carbonized in a short time at a relatively

low temperature—a result which is im-
possible to obtain by any other process.

THE INSTITUTE FOR THE BLIND HAS ATTRACTIVE GROUNDS.

COAL STORAGE
For the prevention of heating in coal

stacks, the following plan has been found
to be of value in the South Wales coal-

fields in Great Britain. Wherever pos-

sible size the coal before stacking it,

and put each size in a separate hean.
Never stack heaps of "through" coal or

mixed smalls to a greater height than
12 ft. If necessary, on account of lack

of space, to store "through" coals or

mixed smalls to a greater height than
13 ft., the stack should be laid in suc-

ceeding layers of not more than 3 to 4

ft. thick. These hoaps should also be
provided with perforated ventilation

pipes, 3 in. to 4 in. in diameter. Iron or

earthenware pipes should be used, one
pipe to every 300 sciuare feet of surface.

The lower ends of these pipes should be

at different heights from the ground
throughout the stacks. A thermometer
should be lowered occassionally through
the pipes to ascertain the temperature
at the various depths of the stack.

tions on blueprints, and
perhaps went through the

laborious task of first

blotting, out the dimen-
sion in black with pen and
ink before adding in the

aew figures. This scheme
has two disadvantages:
first the time necessary

to blacken in tKe figures

not desired, and second,

that you cannot very well

place the dimension in its

former position, except

you write the correction

in white ink (which is not
always easy to get). If

white ink is not to be had,
then it means that you
must crowd in the figures
somewhere elset not al-

ways a wise plan to fol-

low.

An easy way to over-

2ome all su^h troublp is

to make little blocks
of such length and width
as best suits your usual

needs. Four such blocks
likely will cover all the

chano-es you will ever desire. G'ue (or
hold by thumb tacks) pieces of blotting
paper as shown.

Simply moisten these pads with the
usual bleaching solutions of washing
soda, caustic potash, or strong ammonia,
in fact any alkali, and press the pad on
your blueprint, when you will not only
accomplish a quick job, but will make
a neat white space in which you will be
able to print in black ink your desired
correction.

more than

MAKING CORRECTIONS ON BLUE-
PRINTS

By Harrison Jenkins
Readers no doubt at some time or

other have required to make some correc-

Mr. R. S. Wright, of Box 1,034, Sud-
bury, Ontario, writes: "I have always
looked on POWFR HOUSE as our own
country engineers' journal, and it is up
to us stationary engineers at this time

to show our patriotism and support home
industry."

LEFT—POST OFFICE AND GOVERNMENT BUILDING. CENTRE—LIBRARY. RIGHT—BRANT MONUMENT. TOP—BUSINESS CENTRE
OF BR.ANTFORD.
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The Brantford Whie
System

orks

IN
keeping with the importance the

city of Brantford has as an industrial

centre, the waterworks and other
municipal utilities offer features of in-

terest. The present waterworks system
is the result of a somewhat rapid
growth extending over a number of
years, and the present layout in conse-
quence combines in an efficient manner
older equipment with more modern
pumping units.

Historical

T'Vip wa*^<^rworks system was estab-

lished in 1870 by the Brantford Water-
works Company, a private corporation.

The supply was obtained from a small
spring creek, which had its source in

the hills north of the city and empties
into the Grand River. The pumping
station was located on Colborne Street

at the C'arence Street intersection. This
first waterworks system was mainly
used at the start for fire protection.

Owing to the unsatisfactory condition

of the water, together with other fea-

tures not satisfactory to the munici-
pality, the comrianv was taken nvor bv
the city in 1888 at a price of $64,700.

which included about nine miles of

mains.

The pumping station was moved in

1889 to its present location near the

Grand River, and the Gaskell & Worth-
ington pumps, mentioned further on,

were installed. Nine miles of water
main were also laid and a collecting gal-

lery laid in the flats adjacent to the

pump house.

Collecting Galleries

In looking for a suitable source of

water-supply, a series of test wells were
driven, and observations as to the depth

and variations of the water level were
made. It was found that over this dis-

trict was a very porous soil, much of it

a gravel bed, beneath which was a

stratum of clay impervious to water.

The average depth of soil overlaying the

clay was about sixteen feet. The data
collected showed that by laying a line

of pipe on the surface of the clay a

large quantity of water could be inter-

cepted and collected for pumping.
The collecting gallery was constructed

by laying tile pipe 1.5 in. in diameter in

a trench excavated to the clay, the pipe

being laid in two rows side by side, two

D. L. WEBSTER
Chief Engineer Brantford Waterworks.

feet from centre to centre. The pipes

are perforated for about two thirds of

their circumference and were covered

with screened gravel to a depth of two

feet before filling up the trench with the

excavated gravel and earth.

The collecting gallery first construct-

ed was laid in a south-westerly direc-

tion from the power station for a dis-

tance of 750 ft. The fall in this distance

is about 4 ft. The bottom of the pump
well is about 24 ft. below the station

floor.

Underground water collected in this

manner, when the watershed is such as

to guarantee freedom from dangerous
contamination, is an excellent means of

procuring a public water supply. Obser-

vations made in Brantford would indi-

cate that the supply is largely fed from
the Grand River, the porous soil being a

means of natural filtration.

As time went on the first collecting

gallery became inadequate to supply the

needs of the city, and in 1889 another

gaHery, this time of 24 in. tile, was laid.

This gallery ran parallel to a hydraulic

canal which supplies power to a number
of factories, and about fifty feet from

it to a point in the river flats. Part of

the pipe is laid with closed joints and the

remainder at the river flats with open

joints.

The system proved inadequate, and

the pipe line which runs to the river

flats was extended into the river at a

point opposite Dickie's Cove. This pipe

was used to carry water to the gravel

bed and an infiltration gallery was con-

structed 300 ft. long to take the water

to the pumping station.

The system was extended in 1908. It

was also found that the sediment from

the river was choking the filter bed and

a screen house was installed with sta-

tionary screens and a sedimentation

basin. A 10 in. pump is a'so installed

at the inlet at present and pumps the

water into the pipe line supplvine the

natural filter bed. This pump is of the

single stage type, and is driven by a

50 h. p. motor. Two intakes at present

extend into the river, two being neces-

sitated .by the erratic behavior of the

Grand River in flood time. Normally

one intake should have about nine feet

of water over it, but after a flood it is

no unusual thing to find ten feet of

gravel.

At the present time about 1.000.000

gallons of natural ground water are ob-

tained, the rest being drawn from the
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river and filtered through the na-

tural gravel.

During the period of 1911-14, ad-

ditional filtration galleries of a

length of 6,000 ft. total have been

added.

Pump Wells

All the water pumped is drawn
from two pump wells. The older

one, 15 ft. diameter and 20 ft.

deep, supplies the steam pumps,
and the latter one, 25 ft. diameter
by 29 ft. deep, supplies the turbine

driven and electric pumps.
An emerorency source of supply

exists in the hydraulic canal ad-

jacent to the station, and in this

connection it may be stated, that

all water from both the emergency
supply and the filter beds is chlor-

inated.

Three artesian wells have also

been sunk, but the water obtained

was either salt or sulphur laden,

and so not suitable for water sup-

ply.
"

Pumping Engines

Three pumpin": engines are in-

stalled. Two of these were pur-

chased at the time of the recon-

struction of the system in 1890.

Each of these I'lmps ha<^ p capa-

city of 2,000,000 U. S. gallons of

water per 24 hours. The Worth-
ington pump has a high pressure

cylinder of 14 in. diameter, low
pressure 20 in. diameter, water
cylinder of 1 4in. diameter, and has

a 15 in. stroke. The pump may
be run either condensing or non-

condensing, and has been thorough-

ly overhauled this year, the major
portion of the work being done in

the waterworks machine shop.

The other two million gallon

LAYING THE INFILTRATION GALLERIES. NOTE THE
PERFORATED PIPES. THESE ARE COVERED WITH

GRAVEL DEKORE THE BACK-FILL IS PLACED

pump is of the Gaskill type, manu-
factured by the Holly Manufactur-

ing Co., Lockport, N.Y. It is fit-

ted with poppet steam valves and
gridiron intermediate and exhaust

valves. The steam cylinders,

which are steam jacketed, are 12

and 24 inches in diameter, and

have a stroke of 22 in. The water

cylinders are 14 in. diameter. Jet

condensers are fitted with four air

pumps direct connected. Four

feed pumps are also direct con-

nected.

Six Million Gallon Unit

The third pump was purchased

in 1900, and is No. 5 Holly, hori-

zontal high 'duty twin compound

engine with a capacity of 6,000,-

000 U.S. gallons per 24 hours. This

pump was installed by the Water-

ous Engine Works, of Brantford.

The high pressure cylinders are

18 in. diameter, the low pressure

86 in., and the water cylinders

have 19 in. plungers. The stroke

is 32 in. The valve gear is of the

Corliss type, with positive cut-off

reo'ulated by water pressure.

This unit is fitted with two

direct connected air pumps to feed

pumps, and two jet condensers.

This pump has been in almost con-

tinuous operation for fifteen years

«ince its installation. The mam
rods are fitted with metallic pack-

ing.
Boiler Room

Three boilers were orio-inallv in-

stalled, sixty-three by 14 ft. These

were later removed, and the pres-

ent eauipment consists of three

John'inglis 72 bv 16 horizontal re-

turn tubular boilers, and one 72 by

18 ft. Waterous boiler, the latter

GENERAL VIEW OF WATERWORKS.
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SHOWING SWITCHBOARD AND DE LAVAL PUMP

being fitted with its own stack 6 ft. in

diameter.

The above boilers are fed with feed

water, heated with live steam in a Hop-
pes closed heater. A Cochrane 350 B.H.P.

open feed water heater is also instal-

led, and a Cochrane vee notch meter has

been purchased for installation shortly.

The feed water is pumped by feed

pumps, direct connected to the main
pumping engines, and when these are

not in operation by a Waterous duplex

pump or a Davidson pump 12 by 6 by
11 in., made by the M. T. Davidson Co.,

New York City.

For an emergency source of supply,

two injectors are fitted, a Morrison IV^

in. injector and a 1^4 in. Penberthy.

The feed piping is of brass through-
out and is installed in duplicate. For
checking purposes a two inch meter is

used when required.

All the boi'er settings are covered

with Protecto-coat and the boilers are

fitted with surface and circulating blow-

offs.

The st«3am pipin", is being overhauled

and duplicate mains put in.

McDonough damper regulators are fit-

ted and a Canadian Westinghouse loco-

motive tvre air comnressor is mounted
on the wall of the boiler room. Thi"?

latter is an exceedingly useful piece of

equipment, as it does not only keen the

pump air chamber fiTed with air. but is

also used to run the Deane tube c'eaner

insti^ad of steam. It also supplies the

machine shop with compressed air for

the operation of light tools.

Motor Driven Pumping Units

Hydro power makes an admirable

source of power for the driving of water-

works pumping units, as the character

of the load is well suited to the use of

synchronous motors, and a material im-

provement in the power-factor on the

transmission system results.

Two motor driven units are installed.

The motors are of Canadian Westing-
house make and are of 250 h.p. each.

They are of the synchronous type and
take three-phase 25 cycle power from
the Hydro-Electric System of Brantford,

at 4,000 volts. The pumps are direct

connected and run at 750 revolutions per

minute. They are of De Laval make and

are rated at 4,000,000 Imperial gallons

each per 24 hours. By means of their

three stage design, they are capable of

delivering water at a head of 200 feet.

Each of these motor driven pumps can

be run in series with the steam turbine

driven pumps for fire purposes, and a

total head of 300 feet obtained.

The two turbine driven pumps can

also be coupled in series for domestic
use, a head of 200 feet resulting in this

case. Ordinarily the turbine driven

pumps are used for fire purposes only.

Steam Turbine Units

Two De Laval steam turbine driven

pumping units are installed, taking
steam at 90 lbs. pressure. The turbines

are of the single stage impulse type and
run at 12,500 revolutions per -minute.

They develop 115 h. p. under normal
rating, with a maximum of 145. They
can be run condensing or non-conden-
sing, and when run condensing, a vac-

uum of 28 ins. is obtained by means of a
Wheeler surface condenser. This con-

denser is common to both turbines.

The water end of each of these units

consists of two single stage pumps coup-

led in series with a resulting head of

1(H) ri.
-

A Bowser circulating and filtering

system is being installed on the turbine

driven units.

Switchboard

A slate switchboard of Westinghouse
make controls the electrical equipment
of the plant. The first panel is the in-

coming line panel with oil breaker, gra-

phic voltmeter, and voltmeter and am-
meter plugs for the indicating instru-

ments on a swinging bracket. The oil

circuit breaker is fitted with a no volt-

age release.

The next panel meters the plant load

and is fitted with a graphic power fac-

tor meter, graphic wattmeter and an in-

tegrating wattmeter.

Panel No. 3 controls the booster sta-

tion and screen house described below,

and is fitted with two knife switches for

the remote control of the motors in the

booster station. Ammeter plugs and a

breaker are also supplied. For the re-

recording of the pressure developed at

SHOWING THE DE LAVAL TURBINE DRIVEN AND MOTOR 1)K1\ KN ri MKS
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BOILER ROOM.

the booster station a Bristol long dis- in'^ installed by the Electro-Bleaching
tance recording pressure gauge is moun- Gas Co., New York City.
ted on this panel. These units automatically feed the

Panel number four controls the light- chlorine gas in a measured amount, de-
ing. two supply circuits are provided for pending on the flow of water through
by a double throw switch, one the Hydro- the Vcnturi meter tubes.
Electric fed from station transformers
and the other a sixty cycle supply ob-

tained from a power plant run by means
of the Grand River.

Panels five and six control the syn-
chronous motors, and are fitted with in-

dicating power factor meters a. c. and
d. c. ammeters, the latter for the exciter

and the usual field rheostats, etc. First,

second and main breaker switches are

installed for the starting and running
positions of the synchronous motors.

The motors are started by means of

an auto-starter which may be used with
either machine.

Garton-Daniels lightning arresters
are used.

Discharge Mains and Metering

The city of Brantford is fed by three

discharge mains from the pump house.

These mains are 10 in., 14 in. and 20 in.

in size, and a fourth main of 8 in. pipe

feeds West Brantford. The mains are all

so arranged that any group can feed into

any main independent of the others.

Large relief valves are installed on all

mains at the pump house.

The p]ant discharge is all m^tere:! bv
two Venturi meters. An eighteen inch
Venturi meter takes care of the dis-

charge of the steam turbine and motor
driven centrifugal pumps, while a simi-
lar meter of 20 in. throat meters the dis-

charge of the older steam pumps.

Chlorinating Apparatus

All the water is chlorinated with
liquid chlorine apparatus, two units be-

Heating System and Drips
A Burnham receiver pump collects all

jacket returns from the steam pumps,
and all drips around the plant, returning
the hot water to the boilers.

The exhausts from feed and vacuum
pumps during the winter months are

used for plant heating, the live steam
heater being used for feed water, while

in the summer months the Cochrane
open feed water is used. The Webster
system of steam heating is used by
Darling Bros., Montreal.

Machine Shops

In any waterworks system much re-

pair work always has to be done to hy-
drants, water meters, etc., and to sta-

tion apparatus. A machine shop then,

while not an absolute necessity, is an
extremely useful part of the plant

equipment, and one which in the course

of a year saves considerable money and
time.

All wattmeters are repaired and test-

ed, a'l valves and fire hydrants are re-

paired, together with repairs to any of

the engines or turbines forming part of

the pumping equipment. The steam
rumps have been completely overhauled
and all work done on them except some
which was too big for the lathes has
been done in the machine shop.

A Hendey toolroom lathe, 14 in. by 6

ft., forms part of the equipment, to-

gether with a Lodge & Shipley 20 by 10

ft. lathe. Other equipment in-^ludes a
16 in. shaper and a 20 in. drill. All

ARKANGEiHENT OF PIPES AND VENTUBI TUBE IN PIPE TUNNEL
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drills and small tools are kept in lock-

ers adjacent to the tools on which they
are used.

The floor is part concrete and part
wood surfaced. The concrete floor is

useful for the repair of the waterworks
motor trucks and traction engine. The
remainder of the floor is built up of a

concrete sub-floor, on top of which is

laid a 3 in. plank floor and a lighter

plank floor.

Fire hydrants are tested in a con-

crete lined pit provided 'with mains and

feet for their ready attachment and re-

moval.

A ten ton Herbert Morris crane is pro-
vided in the engine room for plant pur-
poses.

Distribution System

At the end of 1918 the distribution

system had a total length of 68 miles,

.S,434 feet, made up as follows:

20 in. mains 6,818 ft.

14 in. mains 16,997 ft.

12 in. mains 4,082 ft.

10 in. mains 8,488 ft.

8 in. mains 34,694 ft.

6 in. mains 160,451 ft.

4 in. mains 104,544 ft.

338 fire hydrants and 478 valves are in-

stalled on the systems. Service con-

nections to the number of 7,050 have

been made and 2,123 of these are met-
ered.

Booster Station

A portion of the city of Brantford is

at a considerably higher level than the
remainder and for the better sefving- of
this part of the city, a booster station

has recently been put into service.

This station contains two centrifugal
pumps of De Laval make, rated at 390
imperial gallons per minute each. These
are driven by two Canadian Westing-

house 550 volt, three phase, 25 cycle in-

duction motors of 20 h. p. at 1450 revo-

lutions per minute. The pumps serve to

raise the head of the water supply by
100 ft. The motors are provided with
oil circuit breakers provided with plain

overload release in series, with starting

contactors controlled from the main
pumping station. Two control wires

and three wires for the Bristol long dis-

tance pressure gauge are carried on an
overhead pole line to the main pumping
station, and the station is thus^ operated

without the employment of attendants

Pumpage

The pumpage varies between wide
limit";, a variation of between 1,000,000

and 8V2 million gallons per 24 hours be-

ing observed between the winter and
summer months.

Personnel

The waterworks is managed by F. W.
Frank, manager under the board of

commissioners. The waterworks staff

is composed of D. L. Webster, chief en-

gineer; Geo. Drury, resident engineer,

and the operating staff. The staff are

on eight hour shifts, one fireman and an

engineer being on duty during each

shift. The cleaning out of the galleries

requires the services of an additional

man from time to time. Five men are

employed in the repair shops and on the

repair gang.

ANNOUNCEMENT

Wm. B. Scaiffe & Sons Company, of

Pittsburgh, announces the opening on

July 1st of a Chicago sales and engineer-

ing office at 38 South Dearborn Street,

with Charles F. O'Hagan, formerlv chief

engineer of the con:panv at Pittsburgh,

as resident engineer and manager.

This company is the oldest manufac-
turing concern west of the Allegheny

Mountains. During the more than one

hundred years since their business was
founded they have from time to time

as conditions arose added to their manu-
facturing facilities. They now manu-
facture black or galvanized, riveted,

brazed or welded steel tanks for air, gas

and liquids, steel shipping drums, ransre

boilers, steel structures, also the well-

known We-Fu-Go and Scaiffe water soft-

eners and filtering equipment.

The Betson Plastic P^re Brick Co., Inc..

was or<ranized on Mav 17, 1919. and

Frank J. Jewell was elected president

and secretarv and Nelson Adams, vice-

president and treasurer, thereof. This

corporation has been organized for the

purpose of selling and marketing Bet-

son Plastic Fire Brick and Betson Hi-

Heat Cement.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR BOILER FEED
REGULATION

An eight-page bulletin, embodying spe-

cifications for the Copes svstem of boiler

feed regulation has just been nublished

by the Northern Equipment Co., Erie,

Pa. Size 8^^ x 11—convenient for filing.

A cover is provided with punched holes

for adding future bulletins or specifica-

cations that will be published by the

company.

The bulletin discusses the following-

points: nrincinle of operation: heat stor-

age; reduction of furnace temperature

fluctuations and sudden load change; ser-

vice performance; constant characteris-

tic; thermostat; control valve; standard

dimensions and drilling, and the C-opes

Steam Pump Governor. The last paee is

devoted to a review of the company, the

history of boiler feed regulation and

the s ervice rendered by the manufac-

turers.

VENTURI METER .\ND CHLORINATING APP.A.RATUS.
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Boiler Room of the Sheet Metal Products Co., Ltd.
A Power Plant Generating Steam for Factory Use and for Power
Generation Which is Operated at a High State of Efficiency

—

Good Operating Results Have Been Obtained From the Apparatus
Installed

By W. F. SUTHERLAND

THE isolated plant, when econ-

omically operated, is well able to

compete with central station en-

ergy where steam is required for plant

processes or for heating. This fact is

well illustrated in the power plant of

the Sheet Metal Products, Ltd., Toronto,

where tests have be on made at various

times by central station engineers to de-

termine the feasibility of purchasing
power from outside sources.

The accompanying article is descrip-

tive only of the boiler-room, the engine-

room and its equipment being over-

hauled at the present time and an ad-

ditional engine-driven unit installed. It

is hoped at a later date to give a further

description of the whole plant and to

present some figures giving operating
economics, etc.

Boiler Room

Three Erie City boilers are installed.

These boilers are of the vertical water
tube type and are rated at 316 b.h.p.

each. They were made by the John
Inglis Co. and were installed in April,

1916, the fires being started on August
2 of the same year. Each boiler has a

total of 3,160 sq. ft. heating surface, and
the boilers are fitted with McDonough
feed-water and damper regulators. A
pressure of 140 lbs. gauge is carried.

Two of the boilers are arranged in a

double setting, the third one being iso-
lated. Detroit stokers are installed on
all three boilers and the accompanying
illustrations give a good idea of the gen-
eral arrangement of the plant, together
with the constructional features of the
boiler settings and stoker design. Fig
1 shows the stokers in the foreground
with the overhead track and coal car for
coal handling. The coal is lifted from
the covered storage pile outside by
means of a bucket conveyor and dis-
charged into the bunker at the top left
hand corner of the illustration; from this
it is fed into the bottom dump car, seen
over the far stoker. The steam header
is also visible in this illustration, and
the Lunkenheimer automatic non-return
stop valves on each boiler are also
clearly seen.

Fig. 2 shows two of the three stokers
with the driving mechanism and control.
Ashes and any crushed clinker fall into
the pits below, from whence they are re-
moved as required. Natural draft is
used and draft gauges are provided.

Fig. 3 shows an interior view of one
of the stokers. At che, time the picture
was taken ashes were present on the
right hand side of the inclined grates
and on the clinker crusher at the bottom.
One of the most interesting features of
this installation is che excellent condi-
tion in which the firebrick furnace lin-
ings and boiler baffling are found. Dur-
ing the whole time, three years, in
which the plant has been operating, only
one brick has had to be replaced, and
that a tuyre brick over the grates on
the left hand side of the illustration. The
firebrick, of Savage make, are as good
to-day as when they were originally in-

stalled.

Fig. 4 shows a view taken in the com-
bustion chamber in the opposite direc-
tion to that shown in Fig. 3. This view
shows the boiler tubes, the firebrick lin-

ing and -the boiler baffling, visible be-
tween two tubes in the centre of the
illustration. The excellent condition of
the baffling and brickwork is clearly
visible.

The boiler settings are provided with
Diamond soot blowers, blown-down col-

umns, and are covered with Statite

plastic boiler covering.

The excellent condition in which the
boilers are maintained is largely due to

the monthly cleaning down which they
undergo and to the thorough overhauling
which is given them at the time of their

inspection once a year.

Very little scale is formed in the boil-FIG. 1—GENERAL VIEW OF BOILER ROOM SHOWING STOKER, HOPPERS, ETC.
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is taken through an oil separator of

special design, and from this enters an
exhaust manifold from which all lines

are piped. Live steam is used when the

engines are shut down, and for this pur-

pose a live steam connection is made
to the exhaust manifold through a Keely
reducing valve, balanced up to one lb.

All condensation from the exhaust
lines, heating mains, plant returns, etc.,

is taken to one central point in the

boiler-room. Each separate line is fitted

with a two-way header, provided with
valves and discharging into either one
of two manifolds. One of these mani-
folds delivers condensate to a Blake and
Knowles vacuum pump, which dis-

charges into the Hoppes feed-water
heater. The other manifold discharges

directly into the heater. Both of these

manifolds are provided with valves, and
it is thus possible to operate the return
system as a gravity return system or a

vacuum system.

Bawden and Goldie and McCulloch Co.

outside packed plunger type feed pumps
are provided and are equipped with Rich-

ardson-Phoenix lubricators.

Between the feed pumps and the feed-

water heater a hot water reservoir or
tank is installed for the evening up of

any fluctuations in the return of con-

densate. This reservoir is fitted with a

by-pass, so that it may be cut out at

any time for cleaning or inspection.

All steam piping, both exhaust and

live steam, is lagged with insulation pro-

vided by the Armstrong Cork and Jn-

sulation Co.

FIG. 2—PARTIAL VIEW OF DETROIT STOKER INSTALLATION.

Remember our remarkable offer of one

dollar per year for POWER HOUSE.
Now is your opportunity to secure th\->

paper for any number of years at that

rate. Apprentices especially should take

advantage of this offer.

ers, about one-sixteenth being the great-

est amount ever found. No tube clean-

ers are needed for its removal, as it

comes away easily. The feedwater in

large measure accounts for this free-

dom from scale, as it almost entirely

consists of condensate from the exhaust

lines, together with a little make-up
water.

The boilers, when the engine-room is

again in operation, vv'ill feed two 400 h.p.

cross compound engines of Mcintosh and
Seymour make, and one 100 h.p. vertical

high speed engine made by Reavel, Ips-

wich, England. This latter drives a

direct connected d.c. generator for plant

lighting, etc. The two larger units are

also direct connected to d.c. generators

supplying the factory power require-

ments.

In addition to feeding the engines the

boilers also supply steam to the enamel-

ling room furnaces, a 2V2 in. line being

run. A 3 in. line is also run to the re-

mainder of the factory and supplies

whatever steam is needed for general

purposes.

Exhaust steam is used for kilns, driers

and the usual shop heating require-

ments. All exhaust from the engines
FIG. 3 INTERIOR VIEW OF FURNACE LOOKING TOWARD STOKER. THE BRICKWORK

HAS BEEN IN USE FOR THREE YEARS.
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FIG. 4 -INTERIOR OF COMBUSTION CHAMBER. NOTE THE EXCELLENT CONDITION
OF THE BAFFLING AND BRICKWORK.

GASIFYING COAL COMPLETELY
In view of the al-mosphere of contro-

versy which at present surrounds the

problem of carbonization, and particular-

ly the future methods to be employed,

it is interesting to refer to endeavors

which are being made in the direction

of the complete gasification of coal and
coke in one operation. It is generally

known that if a ton of coal is treated

in special plant for the purpose it may,
apart from the ash it contains, be con-

verted entirely into gas, of which pro-

duct it will yield some 65,000 cu. ft.,

saving a calorific power of about 375
B.Th.U. The "Double-Gas" plant for

this purpose is the invention of an
Englishman, and particulars are now to

hand of a plant which is being employed
for the same purpose in Germany, and
which is made by the well-known Dell-

wik Water-Gas Company of Frankfort.

The plant possesses some novel fea-

tures, but consists in the main of a pro-

ducer, the lower portion of which is

divided into two halves by a certain wall.

Coal is fed into the upper portion and is

converted into coke before reaching the

divided chamber. The process is very

similar to that employed with the ordin-

ary type of water gas plant, in that air

and gas are admitted during intermit-

tent periods; but in this case a super-

heated supply of air is utilized, and by
this means the fuel in the coke chambers
is raised to a temperature of 1,400 deg.

C, the producer gas being taken off at

a point which corresponds with the zone
where the coal is completely changed
into coke. During the gas making period
a gas outlet is opened above the coal bed,

superheated steam is admitted to the

base of the producer, and the water gas
thus produced rises through the coke
and passes upwards through the entire

column of coal. This water gas at the

time of its formation is at a temperature
of some 1,.300 deg. C, and provides the

greater part of the heat for the carbon-

ization of the coal, the gases from which
are swept from the producer and carried

through subsequent plant of the ordin-

ary type for the removal of sulphuretted

hydrogen, tar, and ammonia. Conden-
sation is largely effected in the upper

layers of the coal bed so that the gas

leaves the producer outlet at a tempera-

ture of only some 200 deg. C. The pro-

ducer gas yielded during the blowing

period is not wasted, but is utilized for

superheating the steam for gas-making.

The duration of the intermittent per-

iods of blowing and gas-making varies

in accordance with the class of coal em-
ployed, but generally speaking the

''blow" continues for from one to three

minutes, while gas-making may be car-

ried on for from five to ten minutes, and
it is found that by employing an excess

of steam a maximum of ammonia is ob-

tained. An unsatisfactory feature of

the process, a feature which is absent
from the English system, is the necessity

for admitting a certain quantity of air

during gas-making. It is said that the

quantity of heat demanded for the cok-

ing of coal "is greater than that which
can be supplied from the stream of

water gas, and hence the necessity for

introducing air; but it seems that by
modifications in the working it is pos-

sible to produce a gas of moderately
high calorific power or one of lower
f uality. When a comparatively good
coal is employed the final mixture of

gases obtained contains 50 per cent, of

hydrogen, 10 per cent, of methane, 30

per cent, of carbon monoxide, and 1 per

cent, of unsaturated hydrocarbons. The
calculated calorific power of such gas is

384 B.Th.U. per cu. ft. and in this re-

spect it corresponds very closely with

the suggestions recently put forward
for the provision of a low grade gas by
Mr. George Helps, of Nuneaton.

Mr. R. E. Wright, of the R.D.V. Lodge,
C.A.S.E., of Drumheller, Alberta, writes:

"We will do our best to make this dis-

trict 100 per cent, strong with POWER
HOUSE and help to maintain and ad-
vance the magazine, which we all feel is

second to none in America."

FIG. 5- -FEED AND CONDENSATE PUMPS.
NOTICED TO THE REAR

THE FEEDWATER HEATER WILL BE
ABOVE THE PUMPS.
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THE Waterous Engine Works Com-
pany, of Brantford, Ont., enjoys

the reputation of being one of the

oldest industrial firms in Canada.
Seventy-five years is more than the

span of man's life, and while the found-

ers of the original business have long

since left the sphere of their earthly

activities the business wrhich they estab-

lished remains a

monument to the

'business ability and

integrity of both the

founders and their

present successors.

The busines was
started in 1844 by

P. C. Von Brocklin,

lundeir the name of

P. C. Van Brocklin &
Co. The scene of

operations was a

small building on

Dalhousie Street,

present-day inhabit-

lants knowing of it

in the form of a

livery establishment.

Conditions under
which the plant was
operated seem prim-
itive in the light of

modern conditions,

yet the very source

of power by which

the work was then done is to-day a
source of much interest and pride to the

management. In 1848, when the late

Charles H. Waterous became interested

in the business, the motive power for

driving the machinery in the little en-

gine shop am.ounted to one horsepower
nominal, brake and indicated, and was
developed by a single specimen of man's

A LARGE FLY WHEEL ON THE BORINC, MILL,

best friend, which, with traditional faith-

fulness, journeyed round the cellar floor

from morning till night. One of our il-

lustrations shows the means whereby
Dobbin carried on his share of the
foundry's early operation. The artist

from whose sketch the engraving has
been made, drew it from memory, and
has represented himself as looking

through a grating on
street level at the
equine motive power.
In 1854 the business

was reorganized un-
der the name of C.

H. Waterous & Co.,

and in 1874 it was in-

corporated under Do-
minion Charter under
the name of Water-
ous Engine Works
Co., Ltd.

From its inception

t'ne business was suc-

cessful and prosper-

ing, and grew, re-

quiring from time to

time successive ad-

ditions. In the early

days the industry de-

voted its attention to

the production of

miscellanfous articles

castings, stoves, boil-

ers, and general work.
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rue B£6innitis of
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THE ORIGINAL MOTIVE POWER USED

These lines were in time replaced by
agricultural engines and general boiler

work, power plant equipment, sawmill

machinery, pulpmill machinery, fire ap-

paratus and road-making machinery.

The power plant equipment manufac-
tured by this firm includes high-speed

engines, heavy duty mill engines, port-

able and stationary engines, boilers of

all types, return, tubular, vertical, loco-

motive, and marine. Accessories such

as pumps, injectors, air compressors,
condensers and coal handling plant are

also made.
The production of sawmill equipment

has advanced in keeping with the de-

velopment of Canadian forest wealth.

From the time the timber logs are drawn
from the river down which they have
been floated from the lumber camp until

they leave the sawmill in the form of

roueh-dressed lumber, the material is

seldom out of touch with some item of

equipment of Waterous manufacture.
Log handling apparatus, feed carriages,

large and small sawmills, band mills

etc., may be mentioned as givina: some
idea of the scope of this item of manu-
facture.

The great growth of the paper in-

dustry in recent years afforded an allied

field in which the company's experience

stood it in good stead. Complete pulp-

ing machinery, barkers, grinders, beat-

ing engines, screens, disintegrators and
accessory equipment indicate the scope

for mechanical equipment offered in this

industry.

With the comin'j of the automolbile,

eood roads have become a necessity, and
Waterous products have more than kept
pace with the requirements of the good
roads movement. Starting with the

rough rorik and passing over crushers,

screens, conveying apparatus and

v.raders, the culmination of roadmaking
plant is reached in the steanf road roller.

The adoption of motor fire apparatus
by city fire departments created a con-

siderable demand for equipment of this

type. Steam fire engines, self-propelled

apparatus, and horse drawn sets with

gasoline pumps, are some of the pro-

ducts of this department, together with

hose waggons, reels and hook and ladder

trucks.

Modern Plant Development

In 1895 it was found necessary to erect

ar. entirely new plant on a new site as

the c!d plant in the centre of the city

of Brantford had outgrown_ the busiiness

and there w^as no further room for ex-

tension. The new site,' consisting of

nearly thirty acres of land, was secured

within the city limits, and upon this was
erected a number of modem buildings,

suited to the class of work that the

company was turning out.

Since 1895 a very large growth has
taken place in the business, and very
considerable extensions and additions

have been made to the original plant as

laid down.
In 1912 a new foundry was built—this

is a thoroughly up-to-date all steel build-

ing of very heavy construction. It is

243 ft. long by 114 ft. wide. It has one
centre bay of 50 ft. span and two side

bays. The centre and one side bay are

served with overhead cranes. The other

side bay has above it a reinforced con-

crete gallery, upon which is stored all

the various sands used and the sand-

mixing apparatus. Also upon this is lo-

cated the charging floor for the cupolas

and also the brass castings department.

Below the gallery is located the core

making department, consisting of three

large up-to-date core ovens and all

modern core making equipment. The
capacity of this foundry, in heavy and
light castings, is in the neighborhood of

30 to 35 tons per day.

Outside of the foundry the steel work
of the centre bay is extended for 150 ft.

This is arranged so that the main crane

can run out on this crane way, and un-
der it is stored flasks and other equip-

ment used in the production of the cast-

ings.

The main machine and erecting depart-

ments occupy a building 300 ft. long by
120 ft. wide, made up of one centre bay
with overhead traveling crane and two
side bays with galleries above. The
heavy erecting and machine work is done
under the centre bay. Lighter machine
work and erecting is done under the side

WATEROUS ENGINE WORKS ; ENGINE ROOM
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BOILER ROOM, WATEBOUS ENGINE WORKS

bays and on the side galleries. On^
gallery is devoted to a pattern and mill-

wrighting department.
In addition to this shop there is also

another machine shop for small machine
work. This is 180 ft. long by 8 ft. wide.

As the lines manufactured by this

company are very extensive the patterns
required for the production of castings
are numerous and a very large three-

storey pattern storage department is

provided. This building is 42 ft. wide
by 209 ft. long.

The plant is equipped with its own
smithy department, which is located in

a building 100 ft. long by 50 ft. wide.

This building is equipped with heavy
steam hammers, bulldozers, hand forges,
and all other necessary appliances for
the production of a large variety of
heavy and light forgings.

The boiler department is located in a
building 300 ft. long by 79 ft. wide. This
building has one large overhead crane
and one side bay. The side bay being
devoted to machine work and light sheet
iron and boiler work, the centre bay be-
ing reserved for heavy machine work
and for the erecting of all boilers. The
equipment in this shop is of the very
latest, consisting of two hydraulic
riveters, one of 50-ton capacity and one
of 150'-ton capacity, both served with
overhead cranes. Heavy and litrht bend-
ing rolls, heavy sectional hydraulic

flanging press, and all necessary equip-
ment for the turning out of sheet iron

work, light and heavy .stationary boilers

and light and heavy marine boilers. The
main bay crane way is extended some
200 ft. outside of the building. Under
this is stored plate and other material

supplies used in the boiler shop, and the
sliop is so arranged that the main
crane may be run out on this runway for
the purpose of picking up such material
as may be required from time to time.

Power Plant
Making ooilers, engines and other

power plant equipment, this firm might
naturally be expected to develop its own
energy whether mechanical or electrical.

The boiler room contains a battery of
six Waterous return tubular boilers,
three of them being 78 by 16 ft., and
the remainder 72 in. by 16 ft. These
give a total of 800 boiler horsepower and
carry a steam pressure of 115 pounds.
The feed water is heated by a 1,000 h.p.

Webster open feed-water heater.
The main shop drive is by belt from

a Rigeway type Corliss engine manufac-
tured by the Waterous Company, and
having an indicated horsepower of 250
at 235 revs, per min. This engine has a
cylinder of 19 in. dia. by 18 in. stroke
A high-speed McEwen 16 by 16 in. en-
gine, also of Waterous make, is installed,

and develops 210 horsepower, driving a
Ridgeway direct current generator of
125 kw., 225 V. rating.

Hydraulic power is obtained from a
duplex steam-driven plunger pump and
pneumatic power from two air com-
pressors, one Blaisdell 18 by 12 by 12,

and one Franklin 18 by 14 by 14.

Steam Engine Products
The varied requirements and frequent-

ly strenuous conditions under which
prime movers are operated in the pioneer
districts of Canada, are in some measure
responsible for the different types of
engines built by this company.
Steam engines are built suitable for

the rough usage of the lumber camp and
on the other hand the highest type of

engine for electric generator connection,

factory and mill driving, where economy
and regularity of operation are the chief

desiderata, is found in products of the

Waterous Company.
The former type is exemplified in the

SCOTCH MARINE BOILERS IN THE BOILER SHOP
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centre crank engine of general and heavy
duty types in which power, durability

and simplicity are outstanding features.

This design is characterized by the use

of a Corliss type of steam valve located

under the cylinder and operated by a

single eccentric on the crank shaft. A
perfectly balanced valve is obtained,

which, alon» with the short travel and

lirge bearing surfaces insures a high

degree of reliability and long life.

McEwen Engines

More than twenty years ago the Mc-
Ewen engine was placed on the market
by the Waterous Co., and an enviable

record has been built up around this

type of prime mover. It is a high-speed

automatic engine specially designed for

close governing under excessive load

fluctuations, such as electric service of

all descriptions, mine haulage, crane

work, etc. The engine bed is of heavy
construction, with the sides open for the

purpose of adjusting cross-head shoes

and wrist pin boxes. Guides, main bear-

ings and end of bed are machined at one

setting to insure accuracy. A feature

of the main bearing design is the ar-

rangement of the babbitt liners, which
may be removed by simply relieving them
of the weight of the shaft, thus obviat-

ing the necessity of removing armatures

of direct connected units before remov-

ing bearing liners.

A swivelling- eccentric adjustment is

provided for the cross-head shoes, which

assures a full bearing on the guides and
allovi-s adjustment to be made by simply

loosening a single nut and turning a bolt

to draw in or force out the shoe as re-

quired. Accurately balanced discs are

fitted to the crank shaft, which is a

single-piece forjring.

The remarkable regulation for which

EXCELLENT TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES ARE PROVIDED.

these engines are noted is obtained
through a simple form of quick-acting

governor of the flywheel inertia bar

type. Governing limits of one revolu-

tion are obtained, the instantaneous

variation in speed when full load is

thrown on or off being seldom more than

1 per cent.

In the building up of an industry con-

nected at their source with so many lines

of iiidustry, experience is necessary, and
this is reflected in the personnel of the

company. When C. H. Waterous died a

few years ago the responsibility of the

work rested upon his son, C. H. Jr.,

who, along with the other members of
the firm directs the activities of the
company, the officers being: President
and general manager, C. H. Waterous;
assistant general manager, C. A.
Waterous; secretary, D. J. Waterous;
sales manager and director, L. M.
Waterous; treasurer, W. T. Mair.

PRESERVATION OF WOOD
Seven years' experience has proved

zinc fluoride as a preservative of wood-
en poles. It compares favorably with
copper sulphate. When complete im-
pregnation of the v.ood is unnecessary,

a partial application of sodium fluoride

will be found to exhibit great preserva-

tive action.

MARINE BOILER FOR SEA GOING TUGS FOR THE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT.

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
The great superiority of the Diesel

engine is almost wholly obtained by the
high compression ^vhich it is possible
to give to the air before admission and
ignition of the fuel oil to the cylinders.

Compression is the chief characteristic

of the internal com])astion engine and is

the essential foundation of all heat en-
gine cycles. The Carnet cycle is the
ideal one owing to its perfect efficiency,

but cannot be strictly adhered to in

practice, since the engine becomes too
bulky and heavy even for small powers.
The weight of an engine of this type
when working under the maximum pres-

sure obtaining in the modern Diesel at

about 17 tons per brake horse-power,
whereas the modern engine only weighs
at least one-hundredth of this figure. The
original Diesel engine was intended to

work on the ideal cycle, although some-
what different from the ideal is still the

nearest approach to it and hence its high

state of perfection.
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Hydraulic Plant of Watson's Limited
A Hydraulic Plant at Brantford, Ont., Which Utilizes Water
From the Grand River for the Supplying of Power to a Textile
Mill—Water Softening Plant Also a Feature of This Installation

MANY of the rivers of Western
Ontario furnish sufficient water
power to supply at least some

of the requirements of the manufactur-
ing industries in the nearby towns and
cities. The Grand River is an excellent

example of this fact, for while the head
obtainable at any one point is nowhere
very great and while its flow is subject

to wide seasonal fluctuations, consider-

able power is developed along its course.

The Watson Mfg. Co. of Brantford,

together with the Slingsby mills nearby,

obtain much of their power from a hy-

draulic canal which takes its water from
the Grand River at Wilke's dam. The
raceway gives a head of about 15 ft.'^The

hydraulic plant of the Watson Mfg. Co.,

supplies power to the various motors

in the mill which run the textile mach-
inery required in the making of Wat-
son's underwear. Two 48 in. Stillwell

water wheels of the vertical type are in-

stalled and drive a horizontal shaft of 6

in. diameter through crown gears. One
turbine only is used at present, the other

being held in reserve and providing for

future requirements. A Woodward
governor is used for regulating the

speed.

The generator is of Canadian General

Electric make, type ATB, and is driven

at 200 revolutions per minute. At full

load it has a capacity of 241 amps at

600 volts. An exciter forms part of the

generator, but owing to the extreme

vibration of the generator shaft, caused

by the crown gears, its use has been dis-

continued and a separate exciter used.

This machine, driven by a small counter-
shaft, has a capacity of 140 amps, at 125
volts and serves not only to excite the

a. c. generator, but is also used for light-

ing and for the preparation of bleaching
solution.

The bleaching solution is prepared in

a small electrolytic tank. Salt or sodium
chloride is added to the water and the

electric current liberates the chlorine

which goes into solution. This bleach-

ing solution is used in the preparation

of the various fabrics which enter into

the manufacture of the underwear.

Switchboard

A two panel board serves to control

the generator and also makes provision

for the use of Hydro-Electric • power
when necessary. The usual exciter

switches and field switches are mounted
on the generator panel, and a double

throw oil switch throws either the gen-

erator or Hydro-Electric energy onto

the busses. This panel is provided with

three generator ammeters, three am-
meters for Hydro, and two voltmeters.

A recording steam pressure gauge is

also fftted.

Fire Pumps

A Rodney Hunt rotary fire pump,
manufactured in Orange, Mass., is driven

off the main shaft by means of a friction

clutch and Morse chains. This pump is

driven at 275 revolutions per minute,

and is capable of furnishing four 1 1-8

WATSON MFG. CO. SHOWING CROWN GEARS TO TURBINE SHAFT AND SILENT
CHAIN DRIVE TO FIRE PUMP.

in. streams at 90 lbs. pressure. The
details of the chain drive for this pump
may be seen in one of the accompanying
illustrations.

The generator room is well lighted
and its well-kept appearance, together
with the attractive foliage plants, re-
flect credit on the engineer, Thomas
Hurst.

The mill is driven by fourteen motors
which drive separate line shafts. Three
Otis freight elevators are installed.

Steam Equipmemnt

A 125 horsepower horizontal return
tubular boiler supplies the mill with the
steam used in the dye-house, for washing
and other purposes. This boiler is fitted

with rear end Diamond soot blowers
and a surface blow off. A Sims closed
feed water heater is also installed and
Bundy traps return the condensate from
the heating system, dryers, etc.

A 45 I.H.P. Wheelock engine is used
as a reserve supply of power.
At one time the mill was fitted with

two Lancashire boilers. One of these was
replaced with the horizontal return
tubular boiler, and the other is now
used for heating purposes.

Water Softening Plant

While not strictly a part of the power
plant equipment a water-softening plant
is one of the interesting features of this

mill. All the water used for textile pur-
poses in the mill is treated, as it is es-

sential that it be of high purity and as
soft as possible. The treated water is

also used for all other plant purposes
except for the drinking water, and makes
an admirable supply for boiler feeding.

The water-softener and purifier was
installed by the International Water
Softener and Filter Co., Chicago, , and
has a capacity of 80,000 Imperial gal-

lons in 24 hours. The water is first

treated with alum for the coagulation
of organic matter and to facilitate its re-

moval, and is pumped into a set-

tling tank. This tank is 17 ft. in diame-
ter and is 20 ft. high. The entering

water and also a mixture of lime and
soda enter this tank through an inner

chamber, which extends to the bottom of

the settling tank, and which has alter-

nate staves cut away for about two
feet at the bottom. The entering water

and the lime and soda solution thus

flow to the bottom of the tank and out

through these openings.

In the bottom of the settling tank

is a series of pipes having numerous
elbows opening downwards; these serve

to pick up all sediment and mud and

discharge it to waste through a sluice

valve manually operated.
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The now softened water passes from
this tank to a smaller filtering tank,

where it is filtered through sand and is

made clear and sparkling.

speed is limited to 15 miles per hour.

The output of the boilers could be

augmented by 30 per cent, to 100 per

cent, by substituting oil for coal. Where

GENERATOR ROOM. WATSON'S. LTD,

The chemicals used are mixed in a

mixing tank, which automatically sup-

plies the proper amount to the settling

tank.

FUEL OIL AND ITS APPLICATION
By M. M.

Apart from its superiority to coal for

marine propulsion the use of oil on rail-

ways is advantageous in countries which
are not favorably situated in respect of

coal supply. A typical instance is that

of the Mexican railway, where conver-
sion from coal to oil has resulted in re-

ductions of 32 per cent, in the weight of

fuel consumed per train kilometre and
of 40 per cent, in the cost of fuel. The
oil can be handed from tank cars to stor-

age tanks, and thence to locomotives for

about 0.03 cents per ton, while the aver-

age cost of handling coal is about 5 cents.

The wastage in handling, between ship-

ment and consumption, (estimated at

8 per cent, to 10 per cent, with coal), is

eliminated. No men are required to load

upon the engine or clean out ashpans,
there are no ashpits to empty, or ashes
to be loaded up or hauled away.

In the comparative tests carried out
by the Tehuantepec National Railway,
the following information was obtained:

The gross weight of train being ap-
proximately 500 tons, time getting 180 lb.

stfam from coal, 150 mins; time getting
180 lbs. steam from oil, 70 mins.; improv-
ed speed with oil over coal (average) 16.2

ner cent.; improved evaporation per lb.

fuel, 5.62 lb. or 90 per cent.; pounds of

coal per 100 ton miles, 20.8; pounds of

oil per 100 ton miles, 10.3.

The grades on this railway vary from
level to 2.15 per cent., with many curves

up to 11.5 degrees, where the train's

used as an auxiliary equipment to coal-

fired boilers to meet recurring peak
loads, its use not only enables the plant

to meet sudden and heavy demands, as

in the case of electrical power stations,

but many obviate the necessity of put-

ting down additional boilers with the

growth of the average output of cur-

rent.

The perfect smokeless combination of

oil fuel would prevent or abate the smoke
nuisance in closely populated districts.

On a comparative test run at Walls-

end Slipway on coal and oil on a Scotch

marine multitubular type boiler, the fol-

lowing results were obtained:

Fuel Oil

Specific gravity at 60 degrees, F.,

0.953; viscosity at 100 degrees F., (red

No. 1), 2,130 sees.; flash point, (close),

160 degrees F., (above); calorific value

in b.t.u., 18,430.

Water Evaporated

Pounds of water per lb. of oil, 12.15;

lbs. of water per lb. of oil (from and at

212 degrees F.), 14.38; boiler efficiency,

73.37 per cent.

Coal

Calorific value in b.t.u., 14,432.

Water Evaporated

Pounds of water per lb. of coal, 7.76;

lbs. of water per lb. of coal (from and at

212 degrees F.), 9.31; boiler efficiency,

62.28 per cent.

Efficiencies as high as 84.8 per cent,

have been obtained on Scotch marine
type boilers, using Mexican fuel oil,

with the pressure system of oil burn-
ing.

At a large London factory Lancashire
boilers have been converted, and the fol-

lowing comparative figures obtained:

Fuel Oil Coal
Calorific value 18,750 b.t.u. 11,451 b.t.u.

Evaporation per lb. 14.44 lb. 7.22, lb.

Do. per sq. ft. heating surface 7 lb.,

3.31 lb.

In the United States a large series of
actual working temperature tests have
shown that with coal the thermal effici-
ency of boilers varies from 66.6 per cent,
to 68.1 per cent., with oil from 80.6 per
cent, to 81.5 per cent.

In Great Britain fuel oil is used in
industrial furnaces for such processes as
billet heating, metal melting, riveting
bolt and nut making, and the manu-
facture of glass bottles. Of the three
systems of burners for oil fuel the pres-
sure jet system, in which the atomizing
agent is pump pressure and steam tem-
perature, has been developed during the
last 10 years to such an extent that it

is now recognized as the most economi-
cal system for use under land and marine
boilers, and is being rapidly developed
for locomotive purposes. The oil is

drawn from the storage tanks by a steam
pump through suction strainers, and de-
livered through heaters and discharge
strainers to the oil fuel burners.
A point which usually appeals to every

works manager is the fact that when util-

izing coal fuel the size of the furnace
is reduced by 30 per cent., and the work-
ings are occupied by a furnace and its

adjacent machines is only about 50 per
cent, of that of coal fired furnace, where
a stack of coal occupies a certain amount
of space in front and the ashes another
space behind. Another interesting fea-
ture is that many metal melting furnaces
have either scrapped their coke fired
furnaces or converted them to gas or
oil.

In the early years of this century a
French engineer introduced the subject
of oil as an auxiliary. The main ad-
vantage of auxiliary firing lies in being
able to obtain at will a large increase in

the power of boilers. The combustion
of the petroleum does not in any way
prejudicially affect that of coal; in fact,

by the introduction of jets of petroleum
the condition and efficiency of combus-
tion are improved by a more complete
mixture of the gases. It is, therefore,
not correct to consider the evaporative
power of coal as identical when passing
from ordinary auxiliary firing.

Admitting this as a principle, and sup-
posing the quantity of water evaporat-
ed by the coal to be constant, the extra
evaporation due to the better mixing of
the gases is credited to the petroleum.

In several evaporative trials made on
the same boiler of a French navy ship,
when coal alone was burnt at the rate of
18.8 lb. per sq. ft. of grate area per hr.,

the water evaporated per lb. was 9.05
lb. With a mixture of coal and 45 per
cent, oil, the corresponding figure was
11,341 lb., with a mixture of the coal
and 64 per cent, oil 14.12 lb. In this last

test the efficiency of the mixture was
higher than when burning petroleum
only.

These tests served as a basis for further
experiment, about four years ago, by
power station engineers. Their theory
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was that a poorer class of coal could be
used in conjunction with oil fuel. When
used alone the inferior coal tended to

cake on the links of the chain grate
stokers, thereby retarding the necessary
quantity of air from being drawn through
the bars to complete combustion. The
result was a smoldering mass, which
travelled slowly along to bars and was
dumped into the ashpit as a partly con-

sumed coal. On analysis this ash would
probably be found to contain a very high
percentage of combustible matter. There-
fore a very much higher quantity of coal

was burned per hour to maintain, say
rated evaporation.

The theory was that when fuel oil was
applied the combustible gases arising

from the coal fuel bed were quickly ig-

nited, causing the top of this mass to

become much more incandescent, and
thereby tending to aerate the bottom
mass, which would allow sufficient air

to be drawn through to complete the

combustion of the inferior coal.

Sufficient interest was taken in this

theory for a large London power station

to give sanction for tests to be carried

out under a coal fired Sterling water tube

boiler. One burner was introduced into

each side of the boiler approximating
about 25 per cent from the back of the

grate, the burners being opposite each

other. The oil was stored in an over-

head tank, capable of holding three or

four days' supply. , It gravitated to the

burners, which were of the Kermode
steam-jet type, operating with steam as

an atomizing agent at a pressure of

about 25 lbs. per sq. in.

The first test, was carried out on a

nutty slack, having a calorific value of

10,400 b.t.u., and a boiler efficiency of

69.25 per cent, was obtained. The tem-

perature of the combustion chamber was
2,648 degrees F., and uptake 660 degrees

F.

The final of a series of experimental

mixed burning tests was carried out on

a mixture of nutty slack, having a calor-

ific value of 10,300 b.t.u., with Mexican
fuel oil, having a calorific value of

18,750 b.t.,U. A boiler efficiency of

74 per cent, was obtained. The tem-
perature of the combustion chamber was
2,850 deg. Fahr., and uptake 628 deg.

Fahr. The proportion of oil to coal on

a B.t.u. basis was 8 per cent., and on a

weight basis 4.96 per cent. The com-
parative costs were—with coal only 2.8;

with the mixture mentioned, 2.62, show-

ing a monetary saving of 6 per cent.

The tests showed that with oil at a

cost of 2V2. times the cost of coal, and
burning in the aforementioned percent-

ages, a saving is effected which should

induce power station engineers to con-

sider adopting this method of firing in

the super-power stations of the future.

As an example of the saving effected,

the followin-j- fio;ures have been given by
a well-known firm of bolt and nut

makers in the Manchester district:

Gas costs Is. per 1,000 cu. ft., less 5

per cent.; consumption 450 cu. ft. per

hour; temperature in furnace, 1,750 deg.;

size of bolts, % of an inch dia. to % of

an inch dia., calorific value; gas equal
660 B.t.u. per cu. ft.

Comparing with oil on B.t.u. basis for
ten hours' working, then

450 X X 660
=159.5 lb. oil=16.7 gals.

18,750

Cost of gas for 10 hours
450 x 10

= = 4s. 6d. less 57f = 51.3d.

1,000

Cost of oil at say 2%d. per gal.=
16.7 X 2.75= 45.9.

Saving per day by using oil= 5.4d.

Saving per year of 300 days = £6 15s.

per furnace.

Figures given in the Manchester dis-

trict with regard to bolt making:
One furnace feeds two bolt-making

machines.
The output of these two machines is

four tons per day.

£ s. d.

To obtain this output, 1 ton

10 cwt. of coal is used at 12s.

per ton 18

Using oil at 5 gals, per hour (10

hours per day) at 2%d. per
gal. = Is. 2d. X 10 11 8

They have seven furnaces in

operation. This means that

they pay out for coal in six

days per week (12s. per ton

coal; one furnace burns 1 ton

10 cwt.) 18s. X "7 X 8 37 16

Oil consumption per week of 53

hours at 5 gals, per hour (7

furnaces) 5X55X7 = 1,925

gals.; 1,925 gals, at 2%d. per

gal. oil 22 1 1

Saving in favor of oil 15 14 10

Comparative tests between coke fur-

nace (Baumann) ' and oil furnace
(Buess).

lables of Costs for a Production of 300

Tons (Baumann)
£ s. d.

Coke consumption, 12.3 per
cent., 36 tons 18 cwt. at 30s.

per ton 53 7

Power 960 hours, at 5s. 6d. per
hour 13 6 8

Crucibles, including stands,

average life 40 charges for

300 tons, 1,500 charges, 37%
crucibles at 50s. each 93 15

Lining four times at 30s 6

Wages for furnacemen, 125

days at 8s. 6d. per day 53 2 6

Loss in melting, average per-

centage of 1.62 per cent., 4

tons 19 cwt 336 4

Total £555 15 2

Buess

Oil consumption at 9.8 per

cent., 29 V2 tons at 60s 88 10

Power, 1,380 hrs. at 5s. 6d., 8 h.p.38 6 8

Cost of crucibles, including

stand, average life 40

charges per 300 tons, 1,500

charges, 37% crucibles, at

41s 76 17 6

Cost of lining twice and one
cover 5

Wages of furnacemen (7%
tons cost 18s.), 300 tons 36

Loss in melting at average per-

centage 0.3 per cent., 18 cwt.

IVi lbs 66

Total £310 14 2

Saving in Favor of Oil

£ s. d.

Baumann 555 15 2

Buess 310 14 2

Total £245 1

PRESSURE ON FOUNDATIONS OF
TALL CHIMNEY

It is often necessary to calculate the

pressure on the subsoil of the foundation
of a chimney stack. Taking a circular

.'^teel chimney stack 120 feet high by 9

feet diameter, with a weight of about
27 tons, as an ordinary modern works'
chimney, it is mteresting to find the

total direct load on the foundation, par-

ticularly where the chief difficulty is the

question of wind pressure. The par-

ticular chimney which was taken as an
average stands on a brick base 20 feet

square by 12 feet high, with a circular

hole 9 feet in diameter for the full height
i)f 12 feet, and the flue entrance on one
side was about 9 feet high by 8 feet

wide.

The total direct load on the founda-
tions will consist of 27 tons for the steel

chimney 9 ft. dia. and 120 ft. high;

added to 20 ft. by 20 ft. by 12 ft. high
for brick base, with 9 ft. hole through
it = 4.037 <ub. ft. at 112 ft. per cubic

ft. — 202 tons; added to 24 ft. by 24 ft.

by 3 ft. concrete slab= 1,728 cub. ft.

at 144 lb. per cub. ft.= 111 tons; to-

s^rther 27 -|- 202 -|- 111 = 340 tons. The
\v ind pressure may be taken as 35 lbs.

ner sq. ft. acting on the diametrical
piane of the chimney and base. The
moment of the wind pressure abou<^

underside of concrete will be

35 X 9 X 120 / 120 V— X( h 12-^3) =
2,240 V 2 J

1,267 ton-ft.

The moment of the wind pressure on
the brick base about the underside of

the concrete will be

35 X 20 X 12

=32 ton-ft.

12 ^12 X

2,240

or total amount M— 1267 + 32= 1,299,

say 1,300 ton-ft. To get the distribu-

tion of the load over the foundation we

W M
have 1 where W= direct load.

A Z

A = area ; M= moment; Z= section

modulus of base = l-6bd°. Then

W M 340 1300
- + -= =
A Z 24 X 24 1-6X24X24'

.591 -f .564= l.i55 tons per sq. ft.

maximum compression on soil, which
will be on the leeward side; also = .591

— .564 = 0.027 tons per sq. ft. minimum
compression of soil, which will be on the

windward side.—M.M.
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Town of Newmarket Scene of Serious Explosion
Rear Head of Steam Diiim in a Babcock & Wilcox Water Tube
Boiler Blows Out—Accident Attended With Loss of Life, and

Severe Injuries, Besides Considerable Property Damage

By T. H. FENNER, Editor Marine Engineering

ON the morning of June 12, at about
9.30 a.m., an explosion occurred
of a drum in a Babcock & Wilcox

water-tube boiler, in the wood-working
factory of Wm. Cane and Sons,
Newmarket, Ontario. The rear drum
head ruptured around the flange where
it was riveted to the drum, and the es-

caping steam carried death and destruc-

tion in its path.

The boiler room was on the ground
level, thus bringing the drums to the

level of the floor above. The illustra-

tion shows how this section of the build-

ing was completely wrecked, the people

employed there being blown out on the

street, and severely burned, as well as

hurt by the fall. Five of the victims

have died since, and eight others are

making slow progress towards recovery.

The drum head was defective for

about three-quarters of its circumfer-

ence, but the deteriorating effect had not

spread to the portion which was normally
over the water level. This portion of the

head, being of its original tenacity and
ductility, opposed sufficient resistance to

cause the head to turn upwards as on a

hinge, and resulted in it being deflected,

when it did shear, to a course directly

opposite to the escaping steam. It rose

up through the roof, sailed over the

boiler room, and landed out in the yard

VIEW OF DRUM SHOWING FRACTURE AND TORN PORTION OF DRUM HEAD
AT TOP.

green lumber was made ready for manu-
facturing operations. When the ex-

I'losion took place, some of the escaoing
steam found its way into the setting,

blew the fire doors open, and sent a
blast of flame and hot sawdust into the

drying kilns, setting them on lire. The

GENERAL VIEW SHOWING HAVOC CREATED

at the back of the building, almost bury-
ing itself in the soft sawdust-covered
ground.

Immediately behind the boiler room
were situated the drying kilns where the

two firemen were severely burned by
this blast of flame, followed by the

steam, and the engineer also received

some of it, injuring him severely.

Prompt measures were taken to fight

the fire and relieve the sufferings of the
injured, but it was several hours before
the fire was finally subdued.

The Cause of the Failure

The writer visited the scene of the
explosion the morning following the oc-

currence, and was enabled to make a
fairly close examination of the boiler,

externally. The boiler was a 14-tube
wide by 9 high Babcock & Wilcox water-
tube boiler of the ordinary stationary
type. Looking from the front it was
the left hand drum that suffered, and the
rear head. This head contained the man-
hole opening, and there was also a two-
inch pipe entering into the drum, evi-

dently used as a surface blow off.

The steam connections of the boiler

consisted of a main stop valve, 6 in. dia-

meter, on the back end, and an auxiliary
valve for supplying steam to the dry
kilns, etc., on the front, and each drum
carried the usual 4-inch safety valve.

As before mentioned, the fractured
head showed an area of defective metal
extending round the circumference from
about 45 deg. above the centre line, one
each side. The remaining portion of

the metal had preserved its original

qualities, as shown by the elongation

that took place before it parted. Now,
before going any further, it occurs to

the mind of the observer to ask this

question: What was the particular cir-

cumstance that caused the head to break

away at that particular moment, and on

the other hand, why had it not parted

before? It is possible to make deduc-

tions without claiming that events were
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be that a searching investigation will

undoubtedly be made by the makers, of

the boilers in conjunction with the in-

spection authorities.

Full particulars of this investigation

will be available to readers of the

POWER HOUSE in due course.

SHOWING STEAM PIPE PARTED FROM ELBOW AND DEFLECTION OF
EQUALIZING PIPE AND FITTING

as deduced, but at least to find a start-

ing point.

It will be seen from the illustration

that the equalizing header, on which the
6 in. connection was mounted, has been
bent back from the normal position about
20 deg. The 6 in. steam pipe has been
drawn clean out of the elbow, the thread
in the elbow being torn off about five

threads back. A further circumstance is

that from the appearance of the brick-

work in front of the boiler, the drum
did not move in its setting in a longi-

tudinal direction to any great extent.

Examining these facts, a possible solu-

tion presents itself. The fracture was
not continuously through the rivet holes,

but followed an irregular line, in some
cases leaving a considerable amount of

metal around the rivet. Ohiefly the line

followed the line of rivets.

The fact that the fracture had ap-

parently reached its limit, and that for

some time had not made any progress,

is indicated by the appearance of the
* fractured edges. This leads one to think

that failing a sudden shock the head
might have held indefinitely, the fric-

tional hold of the rivet heads being suf-

ficient to resist the steam pressure. This
would be quite feasible in a boiler with
the quality of workmanship so evident
in the B. & W.

If we accept this hypothesis we must
look for the second factor: "What was
the nature of the sudden shock?"

Let us turn to the steam pipe again.

The elbow faced to the front end of

the boiler. The steam escaping from
the drum rushed from front to rear.

Tracing the causes of the steam pipe

and elbow parting company, assume that

the head of the drum blew out first. The
recoil of the escaping steam would cause
the drum to .I'ump forward, nressing the

elbow on to the pipe and either bursting
the elbow, or shoving the whole length

of steam pipe and connections in front

of it. Obviously this did not happen.

Instead of that, the elbow shows a

thread pulled out. In the light of this,

would it not be reasonable to think that

the pipe pulled out of the elbow before

the explosion, and that the sudden es-

cape of steam supplied the necessary

shock to cause the final rupture of the

head? The writer thinks it would, and

offers the suggestion for what it is

worth.

WATER STORAGE ON ST. MAURICE
RIVER

New Power Developments Made Possible

By La Loutre Reservoir

The great benefit derived from water
storage is soon to be further demon-
strated on the St. Maurice River, where
a large water-power undertaking will

soon be started.

The increased power made possible at

the various sites on this river- by the

La Loutre Reservoir, the largest but one
in the world, is a strong incentive to

prospective power users. It is estimated
that the conserved water thus made
available represents a total increase of

over 500,000 h.p.

The proposed development above re-

ferred to is reported to be in connection
with the operations of the St. Maurice
Paper Company, the latter having leas-

ed two sites in the lower portion of the
river, known as Les Forges and La
Gabelle. It is intended to combine these
two, giving a total effective head of 33 '

feet, while the regulated flow from the

La Loutre reservoir increases the power
now available at this site, namely 20,000

h.p., to 42,000 h.p.

Another proposition reported in this

connection is the construction of a

hydro-electric plant utilizing the combin-
ed site of La Gabelle and Les Gres, the

\1K\V DiUM HEAD SHOWING FK \i ii i.i

The Primary Cause
As to the initial cause of the defect,

it is not possible to form an opinion with

the evidence at hand. The embrittling

effect of free hydrogen on steel has been

mooted as the cause, and it may well

latter site being controlled by the Shaw-
inigan Water & Power Company. The
latter power company would carry out

the development and supply hydro-

electric power to the St. Maurice Paper
Company under a special contract.
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OUR QUESTION BOX
Questions are invited from readers regarding power

plant operation and difficulties

encountered

Readers are invited to send in

answers to these problems, as they

have been chosen for their interest

and application to the practical

side of nower plant operation.

Perhaps you, too, have some pet
problems, or hard nuts which you
would like to ask your fellow en-

gineers; if so, send them along for

the benefit of others.

Answers, together with the ori-

ginal question, will be published in

the issues following the appearance
of the question.

Questions Before

The House
24.— (a) Name the various forms of

rivet heads used in boiler construction;

(b) How are rivet heads formed?
(c) In what respect ha? machine rivet-

ing advantages over other processes

of riveting?

25.— (a) What is a lap joint?; (b) What
is a butt joint?; (c) Distinguish be-

tween single and double-riveted

joints?; (d) Distinguish between
chain-riveted and staggered-riveted

joints ?

26.—Which if the strongest type of the

ordinary riveted joints?

27.—^What precautions are taken in

locating the longitudinal seams of

externally-fired boilers, and also of

cylindrical furnace flues of internally-

fired boilers ?

28.—What objection can be urged against

constructing the fire-door hole of a

locomotive type boiler by flanging the

inner and outer sheets to a single curve ?

Answers to Questions

In Last Issue
Question 13.—If your safety valve has

been blowing off at 100 lbs. and now
commences to blow at 80 lbs., what would
you do to remedy the same, in the event
of the steam gauge indicating 120 lbs.

before the safety beoran to blow? What
would you consider the possible cause,
and what would you do to remedy the
same? What action would you take?

Answer.—I would find out if my
safety valve was clean or dirty and
would try blowing off by hand in the
morning when it might be stuck to the
se^t. I would certainly have the safety
valve blow off at the pressure for which
it was set if at all possible.

Question 16.—Explain fully the con-

struction and action of a "safety valve

spring-loaded pop. In what does it differ

from the other ordinary spring-loaded
valve? What is the advantage of the

pop over the ordinary ? How does the

connecting of a long dlischarge pipe

affect its working.

Answer.—A spring-loaded safety valve

is mostly used on large boilers, and a
long discharge is not as satisfactory as

a short outlet. There is too much con-

densation and back pressure.

Question 20.—If you were in charge
of a steam plant wher? there was boiler

power to spare,, but the engine in its

present condition was fully loaded, what
would you do to increase the power of
the engine in order to run extra ma-
chinery, assuming that the boiler pres-

sure can not be raised, and that all parts
of the engine are strong enough to carry
the extra load ?

Answer.— I would run the engine a

little faster by adjusting governor. If

this did not prove satisfactory I would
change the pulley on the line shaft to

compensate for increased speetl of en-
gine.

Editor's Note. Our correspondent
has overlooked increasing the cut-off to
give higher mean effective pressure.

Question 22.—What is the safety head
of an ammoniac compressor? What pur-
pose does it serve, and how is it con-
structed? What precautions are neces-
sary in taking compressor cylinder apart
in order to prevent injury from inhal-
ing ammoniac gas, if this gas should be
inhaled to such an extent that a person
becomes unconscious, what action would
you take to save him ?

Answer.—In taking cylinder head off,

see that the machine is free by turning
flywheel by hand. Discharge the ma-
chine and open windows in compressor
room. Close expansion valves if person
should be overcome by gas.

Toronto .J. Q.

JOY VALVE GEAR.

portions are as below for the correct
functioning of a Joy valve gear.

C A
.2 to .23

1.4 to 1.5

Reader's Query
Question.—An engine fitted with Joy

valve gear is out of order. Suspended
and compensating links, also lever con-
necting compensating links to valve rod,
all on the scrap heap. I want to know how
to get the length of the different rods,
etc., so that when I erect engine valve
gear will be O.K.—G. A., Toronto.

Answer.—The following diagram pro- C S
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featuring in such accidents. Monthly cleaning-down
seems to have been practised, inspection was in the hands
of a reputable insurance company, and the boiler at the

« time of the accident was notably free from scale and
evidences of corrosion.

The failure in itself was due to a crack existing in the
rear head of one of the drums and which extended, roughly
speaking, throughout that part of the circumference below
the water line. The remainder of the head showed, by
the tear made when it parted company with the boiler, the
excellent quality of the steel and its freedom from flaws.

While the immediate cause of the explosion is easily

determined, it is in the history of the crack that the true
explanation of the accident must be found. The location

of the crack immediately outside the rivet holes, and the
entire absence of pitting or other forms of coiTosion
render usual explanations untenable, and the character
of the flaw which indicates crystallization necessitates
other considerations.

Of late years obscure chemical phenomena occurring
in the operation of boilers have received attention, and it

is possible that the embrittling action of sodium salts
through the action of liberated hydrogen caused the
initial failure of the plate.

Trouble has been experienced elsewhere due to this
cause, and if such failures become prevalent it will add
one more burden to the load of vigilance carried by the
operating engineer.

A Baffling Proposition

Y\/HILE in many instances it is comparatively easy to

determine the direct cause of boiler failure and ex-

plosion, the history of the events leading up to the rupture

are more or less obscure and somewhat difficult to deter-

mine. Such seems to be the case in the recent explosion

at Newmarket, where five and possibly more lives have

been lost. The boilers themselves, made by one of the

most widely known firms, embodied careful workmanship
and were far removed from the type of boiler usually

Thirtieth C.A.S.E. Convention
TpHE established custom of engineering societies and

other like organizations of holding conventions each
year has much to commend it. And while conventions
are primarily essential for the transaction of business
relating to the organization, the discussion of matters
affecting the welfare and advancement of members in

their avocation and otherwise often proves equally valuable.
Such is the convention of the Canadian Association

of Stationary Engineers which takes place at Brantford
during the present month With the cessation of war
activities, the engineer enters upon a period less marked
perhaps by hectic activity, but with many of the con-
ditions imposed by war still prevailing. Need for economy
in fuel is still evident and with this necessity comes the
continued advancement of the power plant and its operator
to a higher state of efliciency. The papcrt, of a technical
nature which will be given hold promise of being very
instructive and useful.

The value of such occasions as these for strengthening
the bond of friendship amongst members is well known
and social events and plant visitations form an attractive
feature. Brantford's power plants are numerous and are
well cared for, while her various parks and other recrea-
tion spots are well adapted for the entertainment of vis-
iting conventions.

THERE'S no chance for any reduction in the price of
coal, and coal dealers are even advising people to burn
egg coal in their furnaces. Firing the average furnace
with egg coal is about as. entertaining and as unsatis-
factory as eating peas with a knife.

* * *

HAVING won the war, and made the world safe for
democracy, the nations are now doubling up their stand-
ing armies and looking over the new designs in guns
and munitions.

TORONTO relief firemen, boiler washers and helpers,

chemical attendants, outside attendants, outside coal and
ash men presented to the ma>or a request for an increase

in their weekly wage from $25 to $28 a week. Old

H. C. of L. is always hanging around, waiting to lead

in a new deputation.



Program of Convention C.A.S.E.,

Brantford, June 23, 24, 25 and 26

The 30th Annual Convention of the Canadian Asso-

ciation of Stationary Engineers will be held at Brantford,

trune 23rd, 24th, 25th and 26th, 1919. The following pro-

gramme has been arranged:

—

Monday, June 23rd—Installing Exhibits (All Day)
3.00 p.m.—Meeting of C.A.S.E. Executive.

7.30 p.m.—Chalk talk on Piston Valve Setting, by J. W. A.

Drummond, Dnimheller, Alberta.

8.15 p.m.—Power Plant Accessories, by S. Balmfirth,

Toronto.

9.00 p.m.—Illustrated lecture on Steam Heating, by E. T.

Flanagan, Toronto.

Tuesday, June 24

10.00 a.m.—Official opening.

Welcome to Brantford, by Mayor Morrison

McBride.

W. Welsh, President Brantford Lodge, and

D. L. Webster, Secretary Brantford Con-

vention Committee.

Reply by W. Cooke, President C.A.S.E.; C. N.

Schrag, President Exhibitors' Association;

Lieut. L. Archibald, Past President Ex-
hibitors' Association; Fred W. Raven,

Secretary N.A.S.E.; D. N. Medcalf, Chief

Boiler Inspector for Ontario; Fred R. Low,
Editor of Poiver; W. C. McGhie, Chairman
Engineers' License Board for Ontario, and
C. Z. Wise, Educational Secretary N.A.S.E.

11.30 a.m.—Meeting C.A.S.E. Excutive.

12.30 p.m.—Lunch.
2.00 p.m.—Meeting C.A.S.E. Executive.

2.30 a.m.—Ladies' trip through some of Brantford's fac-

tories.

7.30 p.m.—Educational Session and Smoker (men only).

7.30 p.m.—Illustrated lecture on Generators, by C. J.

Porter, Hamilton.

8.15 p.m.—Address by Fred W. Raven, Chicago.

8.45 .p.m.—Causes of Boiler Failure, by D. N. Medcalf,

Chief Boiler Inspector for Ontario.

Song by Jack Armour
9.30 p.m.—Illustrated Lecture on Turbines, by J. M.

Brown, Hamilton.

8.00 p.m.—Theatre party for the ladies.

Wednesday, June 25

9.00 a.m.—C.A.S.E. Executive session in Convention Hall.

Exhibition Hall open morning and evening

(not afternoon).

2.30 p.m.—The Engineers and their friends will be the

guests of the Exhibitors' Association at

Mohawk Park. Special cars will be pro-

vided to take the party to the park. Ice

cream and peanuts will be supplied. There
will be an excellent programme of sport

with valuable prizes supplied by the Ex-
hibitors' Association.

5.45 p.m.—Cars leave the park for the city.

8.00 p.m.—Meeting in Convention Hall, open to Engineers

and friends.

Presentation of prizes.

Address by Dr. W. A. Riddell, Superintendent

Trades and Labor Branch for Ontario.

Prize drawing contest.

Unique sale of curios in aid of a Brantford

institution.

Address by W. C. McGhie.
Music—vocal and instrumental, including songs

by E. F. Hetherington and E. B. Curzon,

two popular exhibitors.

Speech by Jack Armour.
Recitations, etc.

Thursday, June 26

9.00 a.m.—C.A.S.E. Executive sessions.

Exhibition Hall open all day (not in evening).

10.30 a.m.—Annual meeting Exhibitors' Association.

11.30 a.m.—Exhibitors' Association entertains the Grand
Lodge in Exhibition Hall, demonstrating
exhibits and distributing souvenirs, etc.

2.00 p.m.—Lecture by C. C. Carlson, M.E., Waterous
Engine Works, Brantford.

3.00 p.m.—Installation of C.A.S.E. officers in open meet-

ing. 1

Installation of officers of Ladies' Auxiliary.

8.00 p.m.--Annual Engineers' Ball in the Masonic Hall,

under the auspices of the Brantford Lodge.
Tickets, -$1.00. Ladies free. A caterer will

serve refreshments, which will be extra.

The Entertainment Committee consists of E. B. Cur-

zon (chairman). Earl F. Hetherington, Geo. Moll and G. C.

Keith in co-operation with C.A.S.E. Executive and Brant-
ford Lodge.

Submarine Indemnities

AT an international conference of transport workers held

in Amsterdam recently the Belgian delegate introduced

the following motion:

The International Conference of Transport Workers,
taking into consideration that approximately twenty-two
thousand seamen of all nationalities have been murdered
in consequence of submarine warfare, appeals to the (xer-

man Government to grant full indemnity to the families

of these murdered seamen. The report says that the Ger-
man delegates expressed approval of this motion.

A PENNSYLVANIA peanut and fruit stand man left

an estate of $30,000. The man who stows away a

nickel's worth of peanuts in his vest pocket will be willing

to believe this.
* * *

ON A Detroit street a doctor, undertaker and tombstone

maker have their establishments side by side. As the

efficiency man in the machine shop would say, the sequence

of operations is admirably arranged.
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Plant Equipment Exhibitors' Association Feature
Efforts of Manufacturers and Dealers Insure Interesting and
Instructive Display—Featuring Power Plant Equipment and

Operating Necessities

^^S in former years a feature of the annual convention

of the Canadian Association of Stationary Engineers

will be the exhibition of power house apparatus, acces-

sories and supplies, organized by the Exhibitors' Asso-

ciation.

While the urgent need for fuel economy from a patriotic

standpoint has passed, the lessons learned from the prac-

tice of rigid economy under war conditions have remained

and the necessity for economical power production yet

remains. This fact lends interest to the various exhibits

and will color many of the addresses and discussions which

will take place.

As indicated in a previous issue of POWER HOUSE,
the convention opens on Tuesday, June 24, the opening

ceremony in Convention Hall being performed by Mayor
McBride, following which the appointments of the various

committees will take place.

Tuesday afternoon will be given over to an executive

meeting and a trip for the ladies through various Brant-

ford factories as guests of the C.A.S.E. executive. Tues-

day evening will be devoted to an educational session and
smoker for the men and a theatre party for the ladies

arranged by the Brantford Lodge. The educational fea-

tures of this session promise to be of high value.

The program for Wednesday, as will be seen above,

includes a picnic at Mohawk Park, one of Brantford's

beauty spots on the shore of what is known as Mohawk
Lake. The prizes for the sporting events of the day will

be donated by the Exhibitors' Association. These prizes

will be presented at a meeting in Convention Hall at

which entertainment is provided.

The final event on Thursday is the Annual Engineers'

Ball in the Masonic Hall, under the auspices of the Brant-

ford Lodge.

Brantford as a convention city is admirably suited

for the double pui'pose of holding business and educational

sessions and for the entertainment of visiting members.

Convenient of access by railroad and offering many at-

tractions to the engineer, the activities and labor of the

local lodge, under Mr. D. S. Webster, should meet with

a record of attendance.

The Exhibitors' Association is under the presidency

of C. N. Schrag, of the Equipment Specialties Co., Toronto.

As in former years, G. C. Keith, editor of Canadian

Manufacturer, will discharge the duties of secretary, the

other officers being Wm. Welsh, Brantford, honorary

president; C. B. Turner, Toronto, 2nd vice-president;

E. B. Curzon, Darling Bros., Montreal, chairman enter-

tainment committee; L. H. Rumage, V. O. Anderson Co.,

Buffalo, assistant secretary; Jas. S. Mock, Jenkins Bros.,

Montreal, 1st vice-president; L. Archibald, Dart Union

Co., Toronto, pBSt president; B. G. Newton, manager THE
POWER HOUSE, Toronto, treasurer; H. J. Remshaw,

Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, chairman reception com-

mittee; Arthur Belton, Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.,

Toronto, chairman exhibit committee.

1^^^ ^
ARTh'UR BETTON



ELECTRIC SIGNAL
An electrical sigrnal device to give

warning when the flow from the dis-

charge pipe of a pump stops, or, if pre-

ferred, when it reaches a certain pre-

determined allowable minimum, may be
rigged providing the pump is discharg-
ing to the atmosphere with a few inches
of drop for the water after it leaves the
discharge pipe. As, for instance, when
going to waste for dumps in mining, or
prospecting practice, or when filling

tanks from above, etc.

A, Fig. 1, is the discharge pipe. B
is a somewhat ladle-shaped apron, onto
which the water falls. It is hinged at
C, and when full of water is supported
at D. It has a hole in the bottom just
large enough to empty the apron quickly
if water ceases to flow into it from A.-

E is a galvanized iron wire, whicii is

attached to the outer end of B and to
a spring above. Just above this spring
again is an ordinary push button in a
bell wire circuit, but the button is

placed as though fastened to a ceiling.

Adjust the spring so that so long as
water enough flows to keep the apron
full in spite of the hole in the bottom.

WATER ALARM.

the weight of the apron and the water
in it will hold the spring down, but if

the discharge at A ceases, thus allow-
ing B to empty through the said hole in
the bottom, this allows the spring above
to rise and ipress the button, thus clos-
ing the circuit and ringing the bell. If

the margin between rising and not rising
is too small to make the spring action
reliable, an apron holding a little more
water is required. It is the weight of

water in the apron (together with some
force from the fall), that holds the

spring down. With no water in the

apron the spring should positively rise.

If it will not, and the apron is as light

as seems consistent, then a stronger

spring is required, or a small counter

balance weight F may be added to par-

tially offset the weight of the empty
apron. This weight may be a sliding

one on a small beam and having a set-

screw to hold it where placed, thus

making its effect adjustable.

By the above method the bell only

rings when the ipump fails to discharge

enough water to keep the apron full. To
have it ring when the discharge has

fallen to the lowest allowable discharge,

put a tee on the end of the discharge

pipe and turn the side outlet to one side

or downwards. Into the end of the tee

screw a 4.5° street elbow, or else a nip-

ple, and an ordinary 45° elbow and turn

the elbow to pointing upwards; then in-

sert another short piece of pipe and add

another 45° elbow, its outlet pointing

horizontally, and, if desired for purposes

of protecting the screw threads, another

nipple may be added. See Fig. 2. Place

the apron under this, as was shown
under A, Fig. 1. Now, bush down the

side outlet of the tee until what ex-

periment proves to be the minimum al-

lowable, discharge wall just escape at

the tee without any overflow into the

apron. The discharge from the tee, of

course, does not go to the apron. Now,
so long as enough water is discharged

to keep the full stream running from the

tee, and, in addition to this, keep the

apron full, the electric circuit will re-

main open. If the water can all escape

through the tee, the apron will empty
itself and allow the spring to rise, thus

closing the circuit and causing the bell

to ring.—J. E. M.

BELL ALARM OF CONVEYORS
By J. E. McCormack

To an-ange for warning by electricity

when a conveyor stops, procure a cheap
set of governors such as would be suit-

able for use on a small steam engine.

Remove the valve chamber and take the

valve from its spindle. Set the re-

m.ainder where you can drive it from a

pulley placed on the conveyor shaft.

Choose the shaft that stops when the

conveyor stops. Most governors will,

when relieved of the duty of compressing
a spring or raisinar a weight, raise or

lower the valve spindle at comparatively

low rates of speed. This feature is a
necessary one to secure. Now run your
wires to an easily operated yet reliable

self-closing spring electric contact, where
the valve spindle of the governor will

oj To

O

]

<•

CONVEYOR BELT ALARM.

hold it open while the governor is in

motion. In case the governor stops then
the spindle will cease to touch and the
spring will close the contact and thus
the circuit, and ring the bell. To econo-
mize in current, do not forget to open
the switch when shutting down at night.

If you are in the habit of remaining be-

hind until the machinery stops, the bell

ringing will remind you of the switch.

The sketch indicates a simple form of

governor which may be easily construct-

ed from two small gear wheels, some
small shafting, and rods, bolts and a
small pulley. Probably the patent, if

any, has been expired for years. The
balls may be molded from lead or babbitt,

and if cubical will do almost as well if

easier made that way. The appearance
will be the worst feature perhaps. It

will be seen that the arms cross each
other and swing in a slotted sector. They
are shown in "Mechanical Movements,
Powers and Devices," bv Gai-dner D.

Hiscox, M.E., a very good book for

mechanics to own. If this type of
governor were used the spring contact

used should be self-opening and placed

above so the governor rod would ,push

up on it, shoving it shut when the

governors quit revolving: a common
push button serving in this case.
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A KNOB REMOVER
J. L. Martin

(Copyright. All rights reserved.)

We have used a tool, made about as

shown in the accompanying sketch, for

removing knobs in knob-and-tube jobs

and if properly manipulated we find it

bored in the body of the piston. One
of these blocks had been broken ofi at

the junction of the shank, and had, being
free, gradually worn away the metal of

KNOB REMOVER.

quite successful. We had our remover
made by a local blacksmith from a rough
pencil drawing.

INTERESTING PISTON TROUBLE
By T. H. F.

An example of a piston defect that

very nearly led to serious trouble oc-

curred in the low pressure side of a Mc-
intosh, Seymour vertical compound en-

gine.

1

PLAN AND ELEVATION OF PISTON- SHOW-
ING THE BREAK.

The piston was of the usual Mclniosh,
Seymour type, that is, the ring was held

concentric to the piston by a number of

square blocks. These blocks were made
with round shanks, which fitted in hales

VIEW OF DISTANCE PIECE.

both piston and junk ring, till it had
made a large hole. A little further run-

ning would have resulted in the break-
ing of a cylinder cover, or the block,

getting into the vaive openings, would
have smashed up the valves.

Repairs were made by cutting out the

metal, and fitting a patch held on by
studs, riveted over into countersunk
holes on the patch.

GEARS FOR RECIPROCATING
ENGINES

The undoubted success which has ac-

companied the application of speed re-

duction gears to marine steam turbine
installations, and the high efficiency
which is obtained with these gears when
they are carefully manufactured, raises

the question whether it might not be an
advantage to install mechanical speed
reduction gearing in conjunction with re-

ciprocating engines of the internal com-
bustion type. There is no question as

to the advisability of using them in con-

junction with steam reciprocating en-

gines, as these can be most economically
built to run at a speed of about 70 revo-

lutions per minute, which is perhaps the

most economical rate of revolution for

the propeller of slow-going cargo ves-

sels having a speed of about 11 knots.

But with Diesel engines, as now built,

it is found impossible to run these at

such low speeds, and a study of the

Diesel engines built for cargo vessels

would show that though the speeds vary
considerably with different makers, it

is always higher than that of the re-

ciprocating steam engine, and usually be-

tween 150 and 300 r.p.m. It would ap-

pear then as if experiences are needed

to determine what may be considered the

most economical speed of high-powered

Diesel engines, and then to build en-»

gines of this speed and install gearing

having a speed reduction of two or three

to one, so that the most economical pro-

peller speed may also be employed.

The Principles Underlying the

Operation Storage Battery

B. S. T. BUTLER

THERE are in use at the present
time two types of batteries, the
primary and the secondary. It

would be advisable to make things more
clear to first consider the primary bat-
tery, of which there are two groups, the
closed and open circuit types. The closed
circuit type will work continuously, be-

ing composed of a position pole of car-

bon, a negative pole of zinc, the electro-

lyte sulphuric acid (H, SOJ, together
with -bichromate of potash. In the

chemical action which takes place in the

cell, positively charged hydrogen (HJ
goes to the positive pole, gives up its

charge to the carbon, and at the same
time polarizes the positive pole, due to

the high resistance of the hydrogen. The
negatively charged SO, goes to the zinc

pole and gives up its charge to the plate,

at the same time dissolving the metallic

zinc and forming zinc sulphate, ZnSO,.

The oxygen of the bichromate combines
chemically with the hydrogen H.. at the

positive pole, forming water, H,0 ; at the

same time it depolarizes the carbon pole

by reducing the resistance, thus enab-

ling the cell to work continuously until

the negative pole is consumed. This

equation would be expressed: C -|- Zn H,

SO. + Cr. 0. C 4- ZnSO, -f
H_.0 -|- K. Cr.'O..' Zinc sulphate, being

soluble, would be held in solution. Theor-

etically current sent through this cell in

the opposite direction from the carbon

to the zinc, would break up the zinc

sulphate, ZnSO,, into positively charged

zinc and negatively charged SO,. The
Zn radical would go to the negative and

form metallic zinc; the SO, would com-
bine with the water previously formed
and form H.SO,; this cell would give out

current again and would be termed a

secondary cell. The equation of this

action would be expressed: C -|- ZnSO,

4- K. Cr^ 0, = C + Zn + SO, +
Cr, O.. The chemical action in the

open circuit battery is the same, with the

exception that the depolarizing agent

acts more slowly, therefore the ba'tcry

needs a longer space of time to recover

itself. The voltage E.M.F. of a battery

depends on the difference of potential

between the two elements us^'d; aiso rhe

nature of the electrol>-te. The current

strength or amperes depend upon the

surface area of the plates used.

Before taking up the chemical action

in the secondary cell, it would be advis-

able to give a brief outline in connection
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with the chemical terms used further on:
Atomic weight, valency, and chemical
equivalent and also the term molecule.

For example: Henry Cavendish, in the

year 1781, made the following experi-

ments: By putting equal parts of hydro-
gen and oxygen into a glass receiver,

from which the air had been previously

exhausted, and detonating the gases by
an electric spark, he found thai he had
created a water vapor, but still had
some gas not combined. By admitting?

WvVW-

FIG. 1—ON DISCHARGE

more hydrogen detonation produced the
same results, giving proof ti.at oxygen
was in excess. Then by putting two parts
hydrogen, one part oxygen by volume
and detonating the contents he formed
water vapor with no remaining gases,
therefore proving their combining power
or valency. In this case, hydrogen may
be said to have a combining power of

one and oxygen of two. For this reason
it takes two atoms of hydrogen with
only one of oxygen to form water.

Combining Weight

Hydrogen being the lightest gas
known is taken as the standard or start-

ing point, and its weight is denoted by
the figure one. Its chemical equivelent
or combining weight is also one, for its

valency, as explained above, is also one
and it is for this reason termed a monad.
The atomic weight of oxygen is 15.9

as compared to hydrogen, which has a
weight of unity, for equal volumes at

equal temperatures and pressures. One
atom of oxygen combines with two atoms
of hydrogen to form water, an J show-
ing that its combining power is twice
that of hydrogen. For this reason
oxygen is termed a diad, its valency be-

ing two, the chemical equivalent will be
15.9 2 = 7.95.

The chemical equivalent of an element
is nothing more nor less than the pro-

portion by weight in which it combines
with other elements. It also enters into

the computation of the electro chemical
equivalent of an element.

In writing chemical formulae cor-

rectly the positive radical should be
written first, together with a number de-

noting the number of radicals or atoms
always written to the right and slightly

below the symbol. The negative ele-

ments or radicals are then writtCii down
in the same manner.

The number of the molecules found is

denoted by a figure to the left hand and
on the same level as the symbols.

The following examples will serve to

make these terms clear: (2H.,0) (2H,

SO,) (2PbS0J. The first two examples"

are composed of mono valent or monad,
and di-valent or diad elements. The third

one is composed of diad elements.

Having considered the primary cells

and some of the more common chemical
terms, we will next take up the second-

ary or storage cell. The term storage

FIG 2—ON CHARGE

being objectionable and misleading, and,

if used, should be u.sed figuratively and
not deliberately. To determine the action

in a secondary cell, we will first give our
attention to the elements used, their

atomic weight, valency, chemical equiv-

alent, and also the group to which they
belong. First, hydrogen (H), atomic
weiglit 1, valency 1, chemical equivalent

1, and in the monad group. Second,
oxygen (0), atomic weight 16, nearly
chemical equivalent 8, valency two in

the diad group. Third, sulphur (S),

atomic weight 32, valency 2, chendcal
equivalent 16, in the diad group. The
electrolyte can now be studied. Hydro-
gen (H) being in the monad group.
0xygeT» (0), being diad, will combine
two to one, thus forming a binary com-
pound v"ntor (H.,0). Sulphur will com-
bine with oxygen and foi'ns sulphvir

dioxide (SOJ in contact with platinum
will take up one more atom of oxygen
and forms SO^. SO, being a binary
compound, H.,0 a binary co 'ipound, the

two in combination give us the ternary

compound, H.. SO,, this being our elec-

trolyte, plus H,0, or water.

We will next take up the plates, the

metallic elements in the cell, of which

there are two types, the formed and the

filled, their difference being mechanical

more than chemical. The formed plats

is made by chemical action, the tilled

plate is a mechanical construction, the

active compound being the same on both,

PbO,. The formed plate being a chemi-

cal compound in itself can only be re-

moved by chemical action and is thus

more resistant to expansion and con-

traction troubles, one charge and dis-

charge. To erect the cell we place in a

glass cell one plate of lead peroxide

(PbOJ, another plate of Pb or spongy
lead, and so on, until cell is full; plates

are covered about one inch above the

top of the plated with the electrolyte

(H.SOJ, which should have a specific

gravity of 1.212. The cell is now ready to

give out current. We will now put our

battery on discharge. See Fig. 1.

On discharge the electrolyte H, SO, is

broken up into oppositely charged ele-

ments. The hydrogen being positively

charged goes over to the positive plate

and combines with the oxygen of the

litharge (PbO^;) and forms two atoms of

water twice. Our negatively charged SO,

goes to the positive plate, takes the plate

of the 0„ and forms PbSO,. The other

part of the SO, goes against the current,

to the negative plate and forms PbSO,,

lead sulphate; we now have two plates

of like compounds, having no difference

of potential. A battery in this condition

would be termed dead. The safe work-
ing condition of a battery is reached

long before this stage is reached. The
specific gravity of the battery would be

lowered owing to water being formed
and the SO, going to the plate. It is

by the density of the electrolyte that

we determine our lowest point of dis-

charge. Diagram No. 3 gives a normal
discharge chart.

Before taking up the charge it would

be well to note the relationship between
electricity and chemistry during electro-

lysis, given quantity of electricity will

liberate the same number of monad
atoms irrespective of their nature, one-

half this amount of the diad, one-third

of the triad, one-fourth of the tetrad.

Putting the battery on charge sends the

current the opposite direction to the cur-

rent on discharge. Assume both plates

to consist of lead sulphate, PbSO,, the

water formed during discharge is now
broken up into positively charged hydro-

gen and negatively charged oxygen. The
positively charged hydrogen goes to the

negative plate, unites with the SO, of

the lead sulphate and forms sulphuric

(Continued on page 62.)

Open Closed
Circuit Circuit Normal Specific
Term Discih'ge Disoh'ge Temp Acdd Water

Time Volts Volts Amps. OC. Gravity % %
A.M. 6.00. .

.

120 123 8 15° 1.216 29.74 70.26
7.00 120 120 8 lb" 1.215 29.00 71.00
8.00

,

,

120 119 8 15° 1.212 28.74 71.26
118 8 15° 1.208 28.48 71.52

10.00 120 118 8 15° 1.207 28.22 71.78
11.00 120 117 8 15° 1.206 27.96 72.04
12.00 120 117 8 15° 1 . 205. 27 . 70 72.30

P.M. 1.00 120 117 8 14° 1.202 27.44 72.56
2.00 120 116 8 14° 1.200 27.18 72.82
3.00 120 116 8 14° 1.198 26.92 73.08
4.00 120 115 8 14° 1.196 26.66 73.34
5.00 120 112 8 14° 1.194 26.40 - 73.60
6.00 120 1,10 8 14° 1.190 26.14 73.86

Based on 12-hour discharge, 8 amperes, 60 cells, in series, 3 square feet of active positive

plate area.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
A Record of Prices Current on

Entering Into the Manufacture

Raw, Semi - finished, and Finished Materials

and Operation of Power Plant Equipment

BOILER TUBES
Seam- Lap-

Size less welded
1 in $25 00 $

IVt in 27 00
IV2 in 28 00 26 00

1% in 30 00 26 00
2 in 30 00 26 00

2% in 33 00 28 00

2y2 in 40 00 32 00
3 in 46 00 38 00
3J4 in 45 00
31/2 in 56 00 42 00
4 in 70 00 54 00

Prices per lOt feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

PLATES
Montreal Toronto

Plates, % to V2 in... $5 00 $4 50
Tank plates, 3-16 in. 5 50 4 90

WROUGHT PIPE
Effective Jan. 7, 1918.
Standard Buttweld.

Black Galvanized
Size. Per 100 feet

% in

% in

% in

V2 in

% in

1 in

W* in

IV2 in

2 in

2% in

3 in

in

4 in

2 in.

2V2 in.

3 in.

3V4 in.

4 in.

4% in

5 in.

6 in.

7 in.

8L in.

8 m.
9 in.

lOL in.

10 in.

$ 6 00 $ 8 CO
4 68 6 81
4 68 6 81
6 21 7 78
7 82 9 95

11 36 14 71
15 64 19 90
18 70 23 76
25 16 32 01

40 37 51 19

52 79 66 94
67 16 84 18

79 57 99 74

Lapweld

38 81 35 34
42 12 62 36
55 08 68 47
69 00 86 94
81 75 103 00
93 00 118 00

108 00 137 00
140 00 178 00
183 00 232 00
193 00 244 00
222 00 281 00
266 00 366 00
246 00 312 00

00 402 00

Prices—Ontario. Quebec
Mrritime Provinces

and

WROUGHT NIPPLES
4" and under, 45%.
4^" and larger. 40%.
4" and under, running thread,

16%.
Standard couplings, 4" and un-

der, 35%.
41^" and larger, 16%.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS
Malleable fittings, class A, 20%

on list: class B and C, net list.

Cast Iron fittings, 25% off list.

Malleable bushings, 26 and 7^%

;

aast busTiings, 25%; unions, 45%;
plugs. 20% off list. Net prices mal-
leable fittings; Class B black, 24%e
lb.: Class C black. 1594c lb.; gal-
vanized. Class B, 34c lb. ; Class C.
24%c lb. F.O.B. Toronto.

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING.
At mill list plus 5%-
At warehouse list plus 25%
DIsconnts off new lUt. Warehons<

price at Montreal and Toronto.

FTNI8HED IRON AND STEEL
Per lb. to Laree Buyers Cents

Iron bars, base, Toronto ... $4 25
Steel bars, base, Toronto ... 4 25
Steel bars, 2" to 4" base. . . 5 50
Tron bars, base, Montreal . . 3 75
Steel bars, base, Montreal., 3 75
Reinforcing bars, bas« 4 50
Small shapes 5 75

SHEETS
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, Black, No. 28.$ 6 55 $
Sheets, Black, No. 10. 5 15

Canada plates, dull, 62
sheets 8 50

Canada plates, all

bright 8 50

Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized
Queen's Head, 28
B.W.G

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.G.
Gorbal"8 Best, No. 28.
Colborne Crown, No.

28
Premier, No. 28 U.S
Premier, 10%

6 00
5 45

8 00

9 00

7 95
8 25

PROOF COIL CHAIN
B

14 in $14 35
5-16 in 13 85

% in 13 50
7-16 in 12 90

V2 ih 13 20
9-16 in 12 70

% in 12 50

% in 12 40
% in 12 90
1 in 12 65
Extra for B.B. Chain 1 20
Extra for B.B.B. Chain 1 80

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

V« in $13 00
3-16 in 12 50
Vi in 11 75
5-16 in 11 40

11 00
in 10 60

10 40
10 00
9 90

Price* per 100 lbs.

7-16
14 in

% in

•M in

FILES AND RASPS
Per Cent.

Great Western, American 60
Kearney & Foot. Arcade 60
.T. Barton Smith. Kagle 60
McClelland, Globe 60
Whitman & Barnes SO
Black Diamond gT",^
Delta Files 87^
Nicholson 87 V4
Globe ' 50
Vulcan 50
Disston 60
P.H. and Imperial 511

OILS AND COMPOUNDS
Castor oil, per lb
Royalite, per gal., bulk 19V>
Palacine 22V,
Machine oil, per gal 26%
Black oil, per gsl 15
Cylinder oil. Capital 491,4
Cylinder oil. Acme 39^
Standard cutting compound,
per lb 06

I>ard oil. per gal 2 60
Union thread cutting oil anti-

septic 89
Acme cutting oil. antiseptic 37^
Tmnerial quenching oil 39%
Petroleum fuel oil I014

BELTING—No. 1 OAK TANNED.
Extra heavy, single a"nd double 30%
^t-indard 40%
Cut leather lacing. No. 1 $1 96
Leather in sides 1 76

COAL AND COKE.
Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsvllle Foundry Coke. .

.

Jtteam Lump Coal
Best Slack

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto.

BOLTS. NUTS AND SCREWS
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 25
Stove bolts 55
Plate washers list plus 20
Machine bolts, 7-16 and over net
Machine bolts, % and less 10
Blank bolts net
Bolt ends net
Machine screws, fl, and rd.

hd., steel 27%
Machine screws, o. and fil. hd.,

steel 10
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., brass add 20
Machine screws, o. and fil. hd.,

brass add 25
Nuts, square blank add $1 50

Nuts, square, tapped add 1 75
Nuts, hex. blank add 1 75
Nuts, hex. tapped add 2 00

Copper rivets and burrs, Ibt
plus 30

Burrs only list plus 50
Iron rivets and burrs 15
Boiler rivets, base %' and

larger $S 50
Structural rivets, as above.. 8 40
Wood screws, flat, bright.. 72%
Wood screws. O. & R.. bright 67%
Wood screws, flat, brass.... 37%
Wood screws. O. & R.. brass 32%
Wood screws, flat, bronze. . 27%
Wood screws. O. & R., bronze 25

MISCELLANEOUS.

Solder, strictly 34
Solder, guaranteed 39
Babbitt metals 18 to 70
Solderinir coppers. 3 to 6 lbs. 58
Putty, 100-lb. drums 6 75
White lead, pure, cwt 17 80
Red dry lead, 100-lb kegs,
per ewt 15 60

Glue, English 35
Gasoline, per gal., bulk ... 33
Benzine, per gal., bulk.... 30%
Pure turpentine, single bbls.,

gal 1 03

Linseed oil. raw, single bbls. 1 95
Linseed oil, boiled, tingle

bbls 1 98
I-ead wool, per lb 15

Plumbers' oakum, per cwt. 9 00

Sandpaper. B. & A.... list plus 20

Emery Cloth list plus 20

Sal Soda 03'?.

Sulphur, rolls 05
Sulphur, commercial 04%
Rosin "T>." per lb 03
Rosin "G." per lb 03%
Borax crystal and granula. 14

Wood alcohol, per gallon... 1 80
Whiting, plain, per 100 lbs.. 2 20

COPPER PRODUCTS
Montreal Toronto

Bars. % to 2 in. ..$42 50 $43 00
Plain sheets, base 16

oz. and heavier . . 46 00 44 00
Copper sheet, tinned.

14x60 in.. 14 oz. . . 48 00 48 00
Copper sheet, plan-

ished, base 16 oz.

and heavier . . . . 46 00 45 00
Braziers' in. sheets,

6x4 base 45 00 44 00
Tubing T.P.S.. base

Vi in. up to 8 in. 60 00 60 00
Above prices are full sheets and

bars. Cut Sheets and bars arc 5c

per lb. higher.

wn.Ass PKontTCTS.
Brass rods, base %" to 1" rd. .$0 30
Sheets. 24 oz. a;id heavier base 38
Brass tubing, seamless .... 46

Fubing, I.P.S., 1" base 48

POLISHED DRILL ROD.
Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto Nel

WASTE
White. Cents per lb.

XXX Extra 19%
Peerless 19
Grand 18
Superior 18
X L C R 17

Atlas 17

X Empire 15%
Ideal 16
X press 14

Colored.

Lion 15

Standard 13%
No. 1 13%
Popular 7 12

Keen 10%
Wool Packing

Arrow 25

Axle 20
Anvil 15

Anchor H
Washed Wipers

Select WWite 11

Mixed colored 1*

Dark colored 09

This list subject to trad* dis-

count for quantity

MILLED PRODUCTS
Per Cooj

Set screws 25

Sq. & Hex.. Head Cap Screws 20

Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws Net
Flat & But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus Net

Fin. & Semi-fin. nuts up to

1 in 25

Fin. and semi-fin. nuts. o%'er

1 in., up to lU, in ,20
Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over

1% in., up to 2 in., list plus 10

Studs ... 1 2«

Taper pins 40
Coupling bolts, pins 10

Planer head bolts, without
fillets list plus 10

Planer head bolts, with fillet

list plus 10 and 10

Planer head bolt nuts, same
as finished nuts.

Planer bolt washers net

Hollow set screws.. list plus 20

Collar screws. . .list plus 80, !•

Thumb screws 20
Thumb nuts 6S

Patch bolts "...add 40. 10

Cold pressed nuts to 1% In.

add $4 RO

Cold pressed nuts over 1

in add $7 06

METALS
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper $19 00 $20 00

Electro copper 18 50 19 00

Castings, copper ... 17 26 19 00

rin 58 00 65 00

Spelter 9 00 8 60

Lead 6 76 7 50

Antimony 8 00 8 50

Aluminum 35 00 40 00

Prices per 108 lbs...

ROPES AND PACKING
Packing, squ.ire braided ...$0 38

Packing. No. 1 Italian 9 44

Packing. No. 2 Italian S6

Pure Manila rope 87

Transmission rope. Manila.. 43

Drilling cables, Manila 39

RUBBER BELTING
Standard 10%
Best grades 16%

LEAD SHEETS Montreal Toronto

Sheets, 3 lbs. sq. ft.

n> $12 00 $18 16

Sheets. 8% lbs 12 00 IS It

Sheets. 4 to 6 lbs... 13 00 12 (•

Cut sheets. %c per lb. extra.

Cuts sheets to sise, 1« 9«r Ik

extra.
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FairbanKs Renewable
Disc Valves

Palmetto Twist Packing

At least Four Threads of

Spindle engaged with Bon-

net at all times.

Raised Round Seat. No
sediment can lodge on it or

injure disc.

Globe or

Angle

Corrugated Iron Wheel,

Arrow cast on wheel shows
direction valve opens.

Follower in Stuffing Box.

Renewable Bakelite Disc

slips over end of spindle.

Can be replaced in less than

one minute.

Guide cast on Body holds

Disc centrally over seat.

Screwed or

Flanged

The disc of the Fairbanks Renewable Disc Valve can be renewed in

less than a minute without removing the valve from the line, a wrench
being the only tool necessary.

Everything in Mechanical Goods.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited
" Canada' s Departmental House for Mechanical Goods"

St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Windsor, Winnipeg,
Saskatoon, Calgary, Vancouver, Victoria
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Town oflMelville, Saskatchewan

ELECTRICAL
SUPERINTENDENT
Applications are invited for the
position of superintendent of the
Electric Light and Power Depart-
ment, the units of which consist
of one 115 H.P. and one 75 H.P.
engines, gas producer type. The
successful applicant will *be re-
quired to supervise the production
and distribution of energy, and also
the pumping of water from the
deep wells, and will be required to
assume duty as nearly as possible
to July 1st.

Applications enclosing copies only
of recent testimonials and stating
salary required should be addressed
to the undersigned.

FRED H. CLARKSON,
Town Clerk..

Wanted representing agents and
merchants to sell and represent
firm, manufacturing Milling Cut-
ters, Twist Drills, Reamers, Lathe
Tools, Planer Tools, High Speed
Steel and Alloy Tools, and Mer-
chants' Tools. Good terms and
discounts for selling or represent-
ing offered. Apply Lawton Bros.,
Woodseats Engineering Works,
Sheffield, England.

E ">?iPl?.t« patterns and drawings for* and 60 P.H. heavy duty gas engine suitable
for producer gas. city gas and natural ga.^.
These engines were designe<l for an American
concern by an Engli.sh engineer and are Oie
type most popular in Canada. The present
owners bought tlie.se at a hanknipt fi.ale and will
du^pose of them at a very low figure. Write us
for drawings and details.

SYRACUSE INDUSTRIAL GAS CO.,
Syracuse, N.Y.

I
Turbo Generators |

I 1—1000 K.W. Rateau |

I 50 cy., 3 ph., 525 v. |
I surface cond.

; Elect. |
I Pumps, complete. |
I Immediate delivery. |
I 1—400 K.W., 60 cy., |

I 3600 R.P.M., Steam |

I
160 lbs. Cond. Multi |

I Jet; Elect. Pumps. l

I 1 each 50-35-10-15 K.W. i

I with generators. |

I Pumps, Engines and |
§ Boilers, etc. 1

I Roderick J. McLean |
i 128 Bleury St., Montreal 1

STORAGE BATTERIES
(Continued from page 263.)

acid (H,SOJ, leaving spongy lead at the
negative plate. The negatively charged
oxygen flowing against the current goes
to the positive plate, unites with the lead

Pb of the lead sulphate PbSO^ plate and
forms lead peroxide (Pb,). The SO^
part of the positive plate united with the

rest of the hydrogen liberated when the

current broke up the water into H, and

0, forming more sulphuric acid H,SO^
and leaves a plate of PbO,, lead peroxide.

The cell now has a difference of poten-

tial of about 2.2. This action would be

attended with a rise in gravity of the

electrolyte and ready to furnish current.

Also a rise in temperature, due to H,SO,
being formed. Fig. 2 gives the chemical

action on charge.

Western Association of Mechanical
and Electrical Engineers

Edmonton District Loop No. S

rhU Association would be pleased to re-

ceive correspondence from any engineers
who would like to associate with us with a
view of getting better conditions for the

craft in general. We would also be pleased

to have communications from any other

society or societies of engineers who are
endeavoring to secure tihese conditions.

Address all communications to

The Secretary,
Western Association of Mechanical and

Electrical Engineers.

P.O. Box 991, Edmonton, Alberta, Oannd.T

THE

L"
ONG
Patent

Steam Trap
Has Only One
Moveable Part

The lyong Patent Ste«m Trap i&

sulvanced in construction. Has
I>ositive advantages over all othor
traps, and is protected by patent
rights.

The valve is actuated by the ex-
panding and contracting of a tube,
a motion that is positive and of
sufficient force to close the valve
HiitTHi-it a pre'Wtire '* . ro in )»

The movement is due to the ex-
pansion and contraction of dif-

eront metals.

Works against 1 and 200 pmmds
of pressure—no possibility of freez-

ing. Has two outlets so it can be
iM.sIrtl]>' 1 in anv ]>(>^itinn. ,\npliod
to drain steam lines, mains. Jacket
kettles and separators and can
be adopted in drj ing room systems,

PTJLL DET.\HS UPON RE-
QUEST. YOU'LL SAVE

.MONEY.

J. T. LONG
84 Adam St.

MONTREAL CANADA
If your dealer does not sell it,

write direct Ai>^

TRADE GOSSIP
Electric Light for Barrington Passage:

A company was incorporated at the re-

cent session of the Nova Scotia Legis-

lature for the purpose of developing
power from the Barrington River to

serve the villages of Barrington, Bar-
rington Passage and Woods Harbor. The
Naval Department has a large wireless
station at Barrington Passage, which
played an important part in the recent
naval activities in this neighborhood.

Niagara Falls Gas Plant.—The Nia-
gara Falls Gas & Electric Light Com-
pany are to erect a modern gas plant to

cost $200,000 on a four-acre site at 27th
Street and Buffalo Avenue. The plant
will be completed and ready for opera-

tion by January 1st, 1920.

Oshawa. — Oshawa endorsed the
proposition of the Ontario Steel Pro-
ducts Co. of Canada, by voting them a

fixed assessment for ten years, by a ma-
jority of 596 votes. This concern will

erect modern factory buildings on the
Rider property in the north-eastern sec-

tion of the town, for the manufacture of

automobiles, springs and axles, of which
the huge McLaughlin and Chevrolet
plants will take almost the entire output.

150 men will be employed.

Agreement is Arrived At.—^The Robh
Engineering Works, of Amherst, N.S.,

have arrived at an agreement with their

employees, under which the men get an
eight-hour day, and a forty-eight-hour

week. Time and a half for overtime,

and double time for Sunday will be paid;

also for holidays. These arrangements
come into force after 30th August. From
June 1st till Aug. 30th, a fifty-five-hour

week will be worked, the pay to be the

same as for the fifty-nine-hour week, at

present in force.

New Mill Makes Progress: The de-

velopment of water power, erection of

buildings and installation of machinery
for the new mill of the Kipawa Fibre

Co. at Lumsden's Mills is proceeding

rapidly. A dam has been built at Gor-

don Creek about 200 feet above the Ot-

tawa River level, and an ultimate power
development of 20,000 H. P. is expected

here. Four thirty-ton digesters are in

position, and about one-third of the build-

ings have been erected.

New Fire Alarm System: The town
of Sarnia is about to install a new and
up-to-date fire alarm system. The
Northern Electric Company is carrying

out the contract. The switchboard at

the central fire hall will handle four

circuits at present and provision for ex-

tension is made. Storage batteries will

be employed, charged through a motor
generator operating on hydro-electric

current. An automatic indicator will be
installed, which will show the number
of the box from which the alarm is rung
in. The outside equipment will also

be added to where needed, and the whole

system put on a thoroughly modem and
efi[icient basis.
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LLOYD HARRIS
Chairman of the Canadian Trade Mission in London,
on his return from Europe last week, gave at the

Annual Meeting of the CM.A. an immensely inter-

esting address with valuable, practical pointers

closely detailed on

THE RIGHT METHODS FOR
SECURING FOREIGN TRADE
FOR CANADIAN FACTORIES

The only full stenographic report published of this

splendid address appears in the June 14th issue of

THE FINANCIAL POST
Send for your copy of THE POST to-day and secure with
the Lloyd Harris address THE POST'S usual splendid ser-

vice of information of big value in the development of

Canadian business. Here are a few of the contents of

THE POST for June 14th:

Prospects for Steel Orders Are Increasing.
Rallying Union Forces to Support of White Budget.
Bolshevism at Last Arousing Ottawa.
Toronto Rails Faces Serious Strike Problem.
Incorporation of New Oil Companies Breaks Record
May Building Permits Show Good Increase.
Saguenay Pulp Has Bond Issue of $5,500,000.
Maritimes Charge Discrimination.
Bond Market Develops More Life and Action.

These are just a few jottings from THE POST contents
list of June 14th, and the contents list gives only a few of
the leading articles. You will find far more of interest,
and perhaps of actual cash value to your business in THE
POST'S big service of factful news and shrewd comment
on commercial affairs.

When you "get down to business" you want the plain facts—all of them—without frills—and quickly. You get
them like that in THE POST. THE FINANCIAL POST
will keep you informed on Canadian business matters in
a way unrivalled by any other publication. Send for a
subscription to-day. The price is $3.00 per year, and you
have only to fill in this form

:

The MacLean Publishing Co.,
143-153 University Ave., Toronto.

Send me THE FINANCIAL POST every week till fur-
ther ordered. I will pay subscription price, $3.00 per
year, on receipt of bill, or you may draw on me for this.

Name

Address

SARCO
It saves you

—

1. First Cost

2. Installation Cost

3. Repair Cost

4. Trouble Cost

5. Space Cost

6. And Steam at every

critical point.

Bulletin No. J-6 Tells you How
and Why

Sarco Company, Inc.

Woolworth BIdg. New York City

Ellicott Square, Buffalo

Majestic Building, Detroit

Drexel Building, Philadelphia

Monadnoc Block, Chicago
Williamson Building, Cleveland

Healey Building, Atlanta

And representatives in alt principal cities.

Canada: Peacock Brothers, Montreal
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NATIONAL
Boiler Girth

Seam
Protector

Guaramteed for one
year. We make pro-
tectors for patches
and all styles of
boileis. For full

particulars, write

—

National Boiler

Protector Co.
Room 24

Lombard Building

TORONTO
Main 2623

Protection means longer life

and greater efficiency
If your Boiler is not Fire-cracked it eventually will

be. Prevent this bv putting on a National Boiler
Protector. You will save cost in repairs and pro-
long life of the boiler. All new boilere should be
protecte<l. If your girth seam is giving you trouble
at the present time, have the seam caulked up.
attach one of these protectors and the seam will

remain abs<:)lutely dry thereafter.

THE LADD VERTICAL
WATER TUBE BOILER

The Goldie-McCulloch Co., Ltd.
Gait, Ontario

Canadian licencee* under patents 162401 and 162402
dated May 4, 1915.

The George T. Ladd Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Owners and manufacturers for the United States.

Write for new Catalogue No. 17.

The Simplest and Best Cleaner on the market is

PILLEY'S
Combination Flue Brush and Scraper.

Guaranteed not to break or the wires to pull out or lay over.

A simple turn of the hand adjusts it to the tube, and the brush
removes what the scraper loosens.

For sale by leading Canadian jobbers.

Manufactured by

PILLEY PACKING AND FLUE BRUSH MFG. CO.
623 South Third Street - - - St. Louis. Mo

Eastern Ofttce: 71 Fulton St., New York.

SPECIALISTS IN PUMPING MACHINERY
Send us your inquiry

The Smart-Turner Machine Co., Limited
HAMILTON, CANADA

FEDERAL
ENGINEERING CO,

LTD.
172 JOHN ST
TORONTO

DARLING BROTHERS, LIMITED
Engineers^ Manufacturer 9 and Founder

9

120 Prince Street, MONTREAL, P. Q.

Pumps for any Service—Steam Appliances—
Freight Elevators—Webster Vacuum
Heating System.

Keeps Boiler Water

Within '4" of Middle

Gauge

—

Regardless of load or firing.

Automatic Feed Wate'r

REGULATOR
Has main- points of interest econ-

omically. Learn all about it.

Send for Catalogue.

The CHAPLIN-FULTON MFG., CO.

28 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Why Did We Let
TrotzKy Go?

THERE was a time when Canada had it in her power to end the war.

In the early days of the Russian Revolution a bushy-haired German
was taken off a boat at Halifax and interned at Amherst, N.S. He pretend-

ed to be a Russian but was known to be in German pay—on his way to

push the revolution—British and American Intelligence Officers so inform-

ed our authorities. But pressure was brought to bear and the man was

finally released. He got to Europe and became the most sinister figure

among the Bolsheviki. Largely as a result of his work, Russia dropped out

of the war and Germany was able to fight on for eighteen months. That man
was Leon Trotzky. His real name was Braunstein.

Why was Trotzky allowed to leave Canada?

Colonel MacLean discusses this question in the June issue of MACLEAN'S
MAGAZINE. He tells the story of Trotzky's activities, of his arrest and subsequent

release in full detail, tracing the threads of a strange intrigue from Germany to

Washington, and Washington to Ottawa. It is a gripping story, the most important

inside story of the war.

Other National Features of This Issue
"Victory Stuff" By Robert W. Service.

"Solving the Problem of the Arctic"
By Vilhjalmur Stefansson.

"The Gold Wolf" By W. A. Fraser.

"Hobson's Hard Start" By William Byron.
"The Menace in the South"

By Agnes C. Laut.

"The Undercurrents" By J. K. Munro.
And a score of other interesting articles.

SecureYOUR Copy EARLY-While Supply Lasts
Over a Quarter of a Million Canadians Will Read

MACLEAN'S,
XcANADA'S NATIONAL MAGAZINE

20c. June 20c.
ON SALE AT ALL NEWSDEALERS
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Trussed Concrete

Steel Co., Limited

Walkerville, Ont.

FOR INSTANCE—
The Tnmed Concrete Steel Co., Limited, of Wulkervillr. Ontario, is one of the foremost

reinforced concrete con-cerns in Canada, as well as the largest Canadiwi manufacturers of

steel sash and steel casement icindows. Their opinion of Cioodijear Extra Pou r r B' lting

is pithily expressed in this letter from Mr. S. Farrell, purchasing agent:

"We have been users of different types of belts for quite some time, but ii'c liave no

belt which will stand wear as long as the Goodyear Extra Power Belting, tchich ue pur-

chased from you some time ago. The photograph shows your "Extra Power " belt in use

on an air compressor. It has been in use on same for some time and is still as good as

new, while other belts previoiisly used lasted only two weeks. We are gradually replfrc-

ing all our bclf.s with Extra Power."
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Power Costs Money—Conserve It

Goodyear Extra Power Belting Costs You
Less Because of Longer Service---And
Saves Enough Power to Pay for Itself

Industry wastes a great sum of money through in-

efficient transmission of power.

Belts sHp—pulleys are out of alignment—bearings

worn—belts too heavy or too light. And yet superin-

tendents and managers wonder why production slows

up—why costs mount.

Today thousands of Candian industrials ha\ e re-

duced their power-waste measurably through the cor-

rect application by Goodyear men of Goodyear Extra

Power Belts to their drives.

Goodyear Extra Power Belts have increased power
transmission in many cases to a remarkable degree.

They have provided steady, uninterrupted opera-

tion of vital machinery.

They have given long, low-cost service.

Letters on our files vouch in cold figures and warm
praise for the results obtained from Goodyear Extra
Power Belts.

A Goodyear man will call on you at any time you
say—without obligation to you. He will record the size

of pulleys, horse-power transmitted, speed, length o'

drive, conditions of work. And when our recommenda-
tion comes to you, it will bear the stamp of engineering
ability. Phone, write or wire the nearest branch.

* The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., of Canada, Limited
Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa Toronto, Hamilton, London, Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary, Edmanton, Vancouver
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Catalogues Sent On Request

Feed Water

Heaters

Hot Water

Generators

Power
Pumps

PRATT & CADY COMPANY, INCORPORATED, HARTFORD, CONN.
CaMtiian R*presentatwes;

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE COMPANY, LIMITED
fcj . t]»)il»K, St. John, Queb«<:, Montreal, OttawK, Toronto, Hamilton. Windsor, Winnipeg, SaiJcatoon, Calcary, Vancouver, Viclori_

itim"1
'

^
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LANCASHIRE BALL
BEARING

The "Lancashire" Induction Motor

represents the highest standard of

British manufacture. Every pos-

sible care being taken in the selec-

tion of material and in workman-
ship.

Motors from 1 h.p. to 75 h.p. car-
ried in stock for immediate ship-
ment.

MOTORS
Lancashire Induction Motors are

made in the following standard

enclosures, to suit every class

of industry.

Protected Tyve, Semi-enclosed
Type, Totally Enclosed Type,
Pipe Ventilated Type, Weather-
proof Type and Protected Type
with pedestal bearings.

Wound Rotor Motor—Protected Type.

LANCASHIRE DYNAMO&MOTOR Co.

of Canada Limited

Squirrel Cagre Rotor Motor.

Tot all; Enclosed.

F*F Head Office :

45 Niagara Street

i,
ITORONTO

Branch Office :

602 New Birks BIdg.

MONTREAL
Squirrel Ctige Rotor Motors

Drip Proof.
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POWERHOUSEBUYERS'DIRECTORY
If what you want it not listed her* write as, and we will tell you where to set it. l<et us auEcest that you consult

also the advertisers' index facing the inside back coTer, after baTinp secured advertisers' names from this directory.

The information you desire may be found in the advertising: pap-er This department Is maintained for the benefit

and convenience of our readers. The insertion of our advertlf^ers names undei proper headings is gladly undertaken,

but does not become part of an advertisine contract.

AIR COCKS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Jaa. ilorrifcm Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto,
fenberthy Injector Co.. >findsor, Onu

AIR VALVES
3as. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Mueller .Mfg. Co.. H.. Sarais. Ont.

ALLOYS. BRASS AND COPPER
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont
Kerr Engine Co., WaII<ervUle. Ont.

AMMETERS
Canadian Fairt)anks.AIorae Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johne^Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont.

AMMONIA VALVES AND FITTINGS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., PitUburgh, Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York. Pa.

AMMONIA PURIFIERS
-Frick Oo.. Wajne»bo.o, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York. P«

AMMONIA TANKS
.Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wateroos Engine Worka Co., Brajnrt/ord, Ont.

ARCHES. COMBUSTION CHAMBER
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal.

ASH CARRYING SYSTEMS
Babcock & VVilcoz, Ltd. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford. Ont.

ASBESTOS SPECIALTIES
Durahla Mfg. Co.. New York, N.Y.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont

ASBESTOS PACKED COCKS
Pratt & Cady Co., Inc., Hartford, Conn.

AUTOMATIC ICE RECORDING DOORS
AND CHUTES
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Haeerstown, Md.

BABBITT AND ANTI FRICTION METAL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd. Mon'treal.
Hoyt Metal Co., Toronto.
Magnolia Metal Co. Montreal.

BALLCOCKS
Jus. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston. Haas.

BATTERIES AND ACCESSORIES
Can. H. W. JohnA-Manrille Co.. Toronto. Ont

BEARINGS, BRASS
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
BELT CEMENT
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Qraton & Knight Ufg. Co., Montreal.

BELLS
Jas. .Morrison Bra.-w Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London, Ont
BELT CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

BELT DRESSING
D. K. .MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Dominion Belting Co.. Hamilfin. Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Qraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELT LACING. LEATHER
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELT TIGHTENERS
Wat«ro>i» Engine Works Co.. Branlford. Ont

BELT PULLEYS
Wateroiis Engine Works Co.. Brantfoid. Ont
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

BELTING. BALATA
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Federal Engineering Co.. Toronto. Ont

BEL-nNG, CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt Cn . Toronto. Ont.
JefTrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Canada.

BEL-nNG. SILENT CHAIN
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
BELTING, CONVEYOR
Can. Consol. R\ibber Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING. LINK
Oraton Sc Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
Wateroua Bhigine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

BELTING. LEATHER
Bond Enifineering Works, Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Fairl>anks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Oarlock PaeWng Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co.. MontreaL
D. K. McLaren Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING. RUBBER
Can. H. W. Johns-'Manrille Co., Toronto. Ont
f^an Consol. Rubber Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Jeffrey Mannfactnring Co.. Montreal.
Vorhees Rubber Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

I

BELTING, STITCHED COTTON DUCK
Dominion Belting Co., HamUton, Ont

BELTING, STITCHED COTTON
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

BELTING, SOLID WOVEN
D. K. .MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Federal Engineering Co.. Toronto, Ont

BIBS. COMPRESSION
Empire .Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London, Out.

BINS. COAL. COKE AND ORE
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
•Mackmnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wateroua Engine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont

BLOWERS
The Masco Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Canadian Fairtmnks-Morse Co.. Ltd. MontreaL
Carliiig Turbine Blower Co., Worcester, .Ma.s.s.

Coppus Eng. & Equip. Co., Worcester. Mass.
Green's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto.
MacGrOvem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que,
E. J. Philip & Sons. Toronto.

BLOWERS, CENTRIFUGAL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppns Eng. & E^uipt. Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS. FANS
The Ma.son Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS, FORCED DRAFT
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS. POWER
The Mason Re^ilator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BOILER BAFFLE WALLS
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

BLOWERS, TURBINES
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BOILER COVERING
Beveridge Paper Co., -Montreal. Que.

BOILER COMPOUNDS
PovcnH2e Paper To.. Montreal, 0"e.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., .Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-'Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont
Metlskin Mfe. Co., Rochester. N.Y.
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

BOILER SKIMMERS
Yai-nall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.

BOILER COMPOUND FEEDERS
Canadian Fairhanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
r'an. Morehead Mfg. Co.. Wood(»tock. .

Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.

PfKLER FEED PI'MPS
The Mafion Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American .Stean Pumn Co.. Battle Creek. Mich.
Boring FTdranlip * Eng. Co. Ltd . Lindsay. Ont.
r'nnpm v,ne. & Equipment Co., Worcester. Mass.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
'Canadian Faii^ank«-'Afone Co.. Lt/I.. Montreal.
Can atesm Boiler Eqnirmient Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Parling Brn^. . T td. Montrenl. Que
n^Idie & MeCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie * Lamb. Montreal.
»m»rt-Turner Msp^iine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

BOILER FITTINGS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont.

BOILER FEED REGULATORS
Canadian FairbanksJMnr>ie To.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Mason Regulator * Engineering Co., Montreal.

ROILER MOTTNTINGS
Babcock & Wilcor. Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Fairhanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Dnrline Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont.
Coldie & McCidlooh Co.. Gait
Tnelis Co.. The John. Toronto. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.
Mason Reeulator * Fnirineerlnff Co.. Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Rra.<!8 Mfg. Co., Toronto.

BOILER PRESERVA'nVES
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford. Conn.
Metlskin Co.. Inc.. Rochester, N.T.

BOILER HOUSE ACCESSORIES
Babcocfc Sc Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto,
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co.. Montreal.
Yamall-Wariug Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

BOILER SEAM PROTECTOR
National Boiler Seam Protector Co., MontrssL

BOILER SETTINGS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal.
Gates. John W.. St James St. Montreal.
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

BOILERS. HORIZONTAL, RETURN.
TUBULAR AND WATERTUBE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Cole. Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Frick Co., Waynestfcro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Inglia Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Canadian Allis-Chalmere. Ltd., Toronto.
Ihigineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd.,
3t Catharines, Ont

Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
Ladd, The Geo. T., Co., PlttAurgh. Pa.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
McAvity. T., & Sons, Ltd,, St John, N.B.
Waterous Engine WorLs Co., Brantford, Ont

BOILERS, MARINE, LOCOMOTIVE
AND VERTICAL
Babcock & Wilcoi, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Inglis Co.. The John. Toronto. Ont.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,

St Catharines, Oat
Montreal General Tool Co., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

BOXES, FUSE AND METER
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

BRASS GOODS
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Empire Mfg. Co., London, Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.

BRASS FOUNDERS
McAvity, T., & Sons, lytd., St John, N.B.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Samla, Ont
r'enherthv Iniector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

BRASS SHEETS AND TUBES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

BRINE COOLERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co,, Pa.

York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

BRINE TANKS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co,, Pa.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont
York Manufacturing Co.. York, Pa.

BUCKETS. ELEVATOR
Can. Link-Belt Co . Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Coliunbus, Ohio.

BUSHINGS
Steel Mill Packing Co.. Windsor. Ont
ran Link-Belt Co . Toronto, Ont.

BUSHINGS. BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Kerr Eneine Co.. Walkerville, Ont
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.

CALOFIFIERS
Boyles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.

CALORIMETERS
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn, N.T.
Tavlor Instrument Co.. Rochester, N.Y.

CANS. OILY WASTE
Tas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

CANNERS' CONVEYORS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.

CAR LOADERS AND UNLOADERS
Portable Machinery Co., Inc. Passaic, N.J.

CAST IRON FITTINGS
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
McAvitv T.. * Onns. lytd.. St John. N.B.

CASTINGS. ALLOY
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London. Ont.
Kerr Eneine Co., Walkerville. Ont.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.

CASTINGS. BRASS AND IRON
Roving Hydraulic Sc Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Oat
'^oi-'ir. ti Mcriillofih Co.. Gait
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville. Ont.
r.nnkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MeAvitT. T.. * Sons. Ltd.. St John. N.B.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont,
Mueller Mfe. Co.. H.. Saraia. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont.

CELLAR DRAINERS
Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Jame«. Toronto, Ottt
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Samia. Ont

CEMENT HARDNER & WATERPHOOFEB
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.

CEMENT, HIGH TEMPERATURE
"Teridge Paper Co.. Montreal.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Oates. John W.. St James St.. MontreaL
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
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CEMENT HANDLING MACHINERY
Jeffrey Mfg. Co. . Montreal, Canada,
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

CEMENT MACHINERi'
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. MoatreaL

Canadian Allis-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont.

CEMENT. INSULATING, REFRACTORY
Green's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto.

CHAINS, AGRICULTURAL
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, AUTOMOBILE ENGINE
Moree Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, BICYCLE
Morse Chain Co.. Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, BLOCK
Moree Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
CHAIN DRIVES

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Coventry Chain Co., Oorentir, England.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Morse Chain Co., Ithaca. N.l

CHAINS, FOR ELEVATORS AND CONVEY-
ORS
Cnn. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
CHAIN, MALLEABLE, DETACHABLE AND
RIVETED

Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.

CHAINS, POWER TRANSMISSION
Morse Chain Co.. Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, SILENT
Morse Chain Co.. Ithica. N.T.

'

CHAINS, SPROCKET WHEEL
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
CHAIN WHEELS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., N oedtord, Uaa»

CHIMNEYS, RADIAL BRICK
Green','! Economiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

CHIMNEYS, STEEL
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

CIRCULATING SYSTEMS (LUBRICATING
OIL)
Bowser, S. F., & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

CLAMPS, PIPE-JOINT
Yarn all -Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

CHUTES, COAL
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que,

CLEANERS, BOILER TUBE
Saibcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. MontreaL
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-ManTille Co., Toronto.
Cole Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Qua.
Frank Oilman, Birmingham, Eng.
Oanlock Packing Co., Hamillnn, Ont
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
PUley Packing & Flue Brush Mfg. Co.. St
Louis, Mo.

Tamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

CLOCKS
American Steam Gauge & TalT« Mff. Oo., Bw
ton, Ma^.

CLOSETS
Empire .Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Onit.
Mueller Mfg. Co., B., Bamia, Ont

CLUTCHES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & .McCnlloch Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

COAL
Dom. Coal Co., Montreal

COAL AND ASH CO ."EYORS
Bafeoook & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine W irks Co.. Brantford, Ont

COAL HANDLING MACHINERY
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
MacGoTem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.
-Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Waterous Ensine Works Co., Branttoni. Onb

COAL HOLE COVERS
Can. AUis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont

COILS
Prick Co., Wamealboro, Fianklia 0».. Pa.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

COLD STORAGE INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
COLD STORAGE DOORS AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co.. Hagerstown. Ud.
COMPRESSORS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mloh.
Can. Allis-Chambers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. MontreaL
Darting Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto. Ont
Laurie & Lazr/b. iJIontreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton
Taylor Instrument Co.. Rochester, N.Y.
CONDENSERS
Albei-ger Heater Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Can. .\IIis-Chambers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
.MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Bn.ntford

CONDENSERS, AMMONIA AND STEAM
Flick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.

York Manufacturing Co.. York, Pa.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
E. J. PhUip & Sons, Toronto.

CONDUITS
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Out

CONDENSATION RECEIVER
The Mason Reeulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Cole, -Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.

CONDENSER AND SMOKESTACK PAINTS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

CONNECTIONS, FLANGED
Jefferson Union Co., lexington, Mass.
Dart Union Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont

CONTRACTORS' STRUCTURAL STEEL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. MontreaL
Canadian Fairbanks-<Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

CONVEYORS, PORTABLE
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

CONVEYORS, BELT
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

COOLER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.

COPPER TUBE
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London, Ont.

CORK INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-.Manville Co., Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Corkboard Co., Toronto.

CORKBOARD
Canadian Corkboard Co., Toronto.

COTTON HOSE
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Onlt.

COUNTERS
American Steam Gauge & ValT* iltg. Co., Boa-

ton. Mass.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., BrooklTn, N.Y.

COUPLINGS
Boring HydrauHe & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Tairbanks^Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Jeffrey Manufactoring Co., Montreal.
McArity & Sons. T., 8t John, N.B.

COUPLING, FRICTION
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont

COUPLINGS, BOILER. FLANGED PIPE.
JOINT PIPE, UNION, STEAM PIPE
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, Mas*.
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

COUPLINGS, SHAFT
Bond Kiii^iiicvrinK \\'->ik-s. Toronto, Ont
Goldie A McCulloch Co., Oalt

r.RANES, ALL KINDS
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
amart-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.

<;RANES, ELECTRIC
lUbcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal,
can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Hmart-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.

CRANES, GANTRY
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont

CRANES, HAND POWER
Babcock &. Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng., Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.

CRANES. LOCOMOTIVE
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont

CRANES. OVERHEAD TRAVELLING
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng., Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES, POST JIB
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.

CRANES, PORTABLE
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

CRANES, SWING JIB
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

CRANES, WALL
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.

CRANK AND CROSSHEAD PIN OILERS
Limkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

CRIMPS, LEATHER
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.
CRUSHING MACHINERY
Canadian Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., .Montreal, Canada.
Canadian iFairt>ank»-<Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

CURB PUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
Bowser, 3. F.. & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

CYLINDER OIL
E. H. Kellogg ft Co., New York.
DAMPER REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., b'.d., Montreal, Que.
D'Este Co.. Julian. Boston, Mass.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.
Jas. .Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

DISCS. FIBRE
Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Johns-Pratt Co.. The, Hartford, Conn.

DISCS, LEATHER
Oral on & Knight .Mfy. Co., Montreal.

DISTILLING APPARATUS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.
DOORS, COLD STORAGE AND FREEZER
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagetstown, Md.

DOUBLE PIPE CONDENSERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York. Pa.

DRAFT APPARATUS SYSTEMS,
MECHANICAL
The Mason Regulato & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.

DRAFT RECORDERS
Jas W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

DRAFT GAUGES
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.

DRIVES, CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada,
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

DRYING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

DRY CLEANING SYSTEMS
Bowser, S. F., & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

DYNAMOS
Canadian Fairbanks-'Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

EFFICIENCY ENGINEERING
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., Sherbrooke, Qat.

ECONOMIZERS
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

EJECTORS
Lunkenheimer C!o. , Cincinnati, O.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.

EJECTORS AND SYPHONS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

ELECTRICAL ACXESSORIES AND
MACHINERY
Can. H, W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Qae.
Canadian Fairbank3-<Moi3e Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Economy Fuse & Mffe. Co., Montreal. Que.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
MacGorem & Co., Inc. New York.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. John»-Manri]Ie Co.. Toronto. Ont
ELEVATORS
Boreridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Qat.
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.

ELEVATING MACHINERY
Canadian FairbankaOiiorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine 'Works Co., Brantford.

ELEVATORS AND BUCKETS
Jeffrey .Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
Jeffrev Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

ENAMELWARE
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
H. Mueller -Mfg. Co.. Samia. Ont
ENAMELWARE FITTINGS, IRON PIPE
Empire .Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont

ENGINEERS' SUPPLIES
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto. Ont
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros.. Ltl.. Montreal. Que.
Kerr Erurinc Co., Wnlkcnille. Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.
Penberthy Injed or Co., Windsor, Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

ENGINES, AUPTOMATIC AND DROP
VALVE
Frick Co.. Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Pa.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, CORLISS AND ROCKING VALVE
Frick Co.. Wavnesboro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
Goldie & MoCxilloch Co.. Oalt.
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..

8t Catharines. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, DIESEL
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

ENGINES. GAS AND GASOLINE
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
MacGovem & Co.. Inc.. Montreal. Que.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

ENGINES. STEAM
The .Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Goldie & .McCulloch Co.. Oalt
InglLs Co.. The John. Toronto. Ont
Laurie Jt Lamb. Montreal.
MacGovem & Co.. Inc., .Montreal. Que.
Montreal General Tool Co.. Montreal. Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. BrantfoM.

ENGINES. HOISTING. LOGGING. CABLE-
WAY
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
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Carling Turbo Blowers
For burning the lowest grades of coal successfully, getting all

the heat value from the fuel. For positive draft with Automatic
Control and steady steam pressure. For obtaining the ultimate
capacity from the boiler.

Carling Blowers are low in f\i-st cost, easy to install and make
a quick return on the investment. We will be pleased to show you
why it pays to use Carling products.

Write to-day. Try at our expense.

CARLING TURBINE BLOWER COMPANY
Engineers and Manufacturers WORCESTER, MASS
Canadian Representatives: Green's Economizer Limited, Toronto

and Principal Cities

Turbine
Undergrate
Blowers,

Centrifuga'

Blowers

and
Exhausters,

Small

Power
Turbines,

Damper
Regulators

and Grates
Ve make them Safe -

Ve make them Strong

Straightway,

Unobstructed

Flow

!

No valve but a Homestead
will give straightway, un-
obstructed jflow.

The full pipe area is an-
other exclusive Homestead
feature.

Just one-quarter turn
opens and closes a Home-
stead Valve—still another
Homestead exclu-ive fea-
ture.

That's why Hc>ni?-:tead has
replaced globes and gates
in hundreds of plants.

They are used for air,

steam, water, oil, acids,
etc.

Send for Catalogue

Homestead Valve Mfg. Company
Pittsburgh, Pa. : . : Works: Homestead

Homestead Valves

are made in
Straightway, Three-

way and Fourway
patterns for all con-

ditions of service.

GALT
SPRINKLER
STOKERS

Efifect a saving in

coal from 10% to
209'r. Effect a
saving in labor

from 25% to 50%.

Give 1 7 %
boiler capacity
on natural
draft with a fire

three inches
thick.

Operate with
natural, forced,
induced or any
kind of draft.

Burn any kind
of fuel, anthra-
cite, bitumin-
ous or lignite.

The Gait
Sprinkler
Stoker mechan-
ically feeds and
perfectly
spreads the
fuel over the
entire length
and width of
your presenc
grates with the
fire doors
closed.
It has been
very successful
in the past and
recent installa-
t i o n s have
given better re-
sults than ever.

riCOR LINE

May we send full particulars?

The Gait Foundry Co.

GALT, ONT.

Structural

Steel

and

Steel Plate

Work

of every

Description

Penstocks

Thimbles

Draft Tubes

Wheel Cases

Racks

Steel Gates

Gate Steelwork

Power House
Steelwork

1

Ximited

Write for prices,

PROMPT
DELIVERIES

Sherbrooke, Que.
Montreal Office:

404 New Birks Building
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ENGINES. MARINE
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Ltd., Mentre*!.
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Goldie & McCiiIlo<ai Co., Gait
Montreal General Tool Co., Montreal, Que.
ENGINES, SAW MILL
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,
St. Catharines, Ont.

Laurie & Lamh, Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

ENGINES, SINGLE COMPOUND AND
TRIPLE EXPANSION
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..
Goldie & McCidlooh Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, VERTICAL
Goldie & McCulIooh Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb. MontreaL

ENGINEERING BOOKS
MaoLean Publishing Co., Toronto.

EXHAUSTERS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

EXHAUST HEADS
Darling Bios.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, iN.Y.
.Tas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Franklin Williams Co., New York.
Watson & McDanlel Co., Philadelphia.

EXPANSION JOINTS
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O,
McAvity, T.. & Sons, Ltd.. St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

FANS, VENTILATING
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Engr. & Equip. Co., Worcester, Maa*
Green's Economiser, Ltd., 'Toronto.

PEED WATER HEATERS
The Mason Regujator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Mcmtteal.
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis.'Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc., Hartford, Conn.
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., BranMoid.
FEED WATER PURIFIERS
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons, Pitteburgh, Pa.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

FEED WATER REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Gauge & Valre Mfg. G«.,
Boston, Mass.

ChapHn, Fulton Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Green's Economizer. Ltd.. Toronto.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Northern Equipment Co., Erie, Pa.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

FIBRE, VULCANIZED
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

FILTERS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Or*.
Laurie & Lamh. Montreal.
Wm. B. -Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

FILTERS, WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que,
E. J. Philip & Son-s, Toronto.
Scaife & Sons, Wm. B.. Pittsbursh . P«.
York Mfg. Co., York. Po.

PILLING STATION EQUIPMENT
The Mason Regrilator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. P., Toron'o, Ont.

FILTERING AND CIRCULATING
SYSTE.MS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsbui«, Pa.

FIREBRICK—JOINTLESS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

FIRE BRICK
Ja-s. Gai-diKT, ,Tt.

, Co.. Ebensbui-R Pa.
JoinUeas Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FIRE BRICK, PLASTIC
Gates. John W.. St. James St, Montreal.

FIRE BRICK MORTAR
Jointlees Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FIRE BRICK CEMENT
Jolntleas Fire Brick Co.. Chicago, 111.

FIREPROOF COLD STORAE DOORS
AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold Sorage Door Co., Hagerstorwn, Md.

FITTINGS, AIR, AUTOMOBILE. GAS.
HYDRAULIC, PIPE. PIPE FLANGED,
SCREWED PIPE. STEAM
Jefferson Union Co.. Lexington, Mast.
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Samia. Ont

FITTINGS, MARINE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., "Toronto,

FLANGED STEAM FITTINGS
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.
aioAvity. T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.
FLANGES
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Jefferson Union Co.. Lexington, Mass.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville. Ont.

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MoAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd.. St John, N.B.
FLOORING COMPOSITION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont

FLUE GAS COLLECTORS
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

FLUE CLEANERS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Babcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Pilley Packing and Flue Brush Mtg. O*., St
Louis, Mo.

FLUE GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS
Greek's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.f
Uehling Instrument Co., New York-
Pcnberthy Injecto' Co., Windsor, Ont

FLUES. GAS AND SMOKE
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

PLUMES, STEEL
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

FREEZER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Higerstown. Md

FRICTION LEATHERS
Graton & Knight Mfg, Co., Montreal.

FUEL AND OIL PUMPS AND
MEASURING SYSTEMS
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.

FUEL OIL SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. P.. TonnU), Ont
FURNACE LINING
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, HI.

FURNACES. BOILER
Gates. J. W., Montreal, P.Q.
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.

FURNACE DOOR ARCH
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FURNACES, SMOKELESS
Pabcock & Wilcox. Montreal.
Jv:ne9 Underfeed Stoker Co.. Toront*
Murphy Iron Works, Detroit, Mteh.
Sanfoid Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.

FURNACE GRATE BARS
The Ma.son Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., MoQtrcal.
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
BeTeridge Paper Co.. Uontreal, Qtw.

FUSES
Can. H. W. Johns.'ManTllle Co.. ToroBt«, Ont
Economy Pa<ie & Mfg. Co. of Canada. Montreal
Johns-Pratt Co.. The. Hartford. Conn.

GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS. ETC.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Pen1)erthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfe. Co.. BrooMyB, N.T
nehline Instrument Co.. Nrw York. N.Y.
E. I. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

GASKETS. RUBBER. ASBESTOS
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
Can. H. W. Jnhns-ManTllIe Co.. Toronta. Ont
DnrshlH Mfe. Co.. New York. N.Y.
Prick Co.. Waynesboro. PrsnkHn Co.. Pa.
Garlnrk Parking Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Johns-Pratt Co., The. KsrtfoM Conn.
Sarro Co., Inc., New York. N.Y.

GASKETS. LEAD. COPPER AND I,EATHER
Graton * Knieht Mfe. Co.. Monfre*!. O'w.
Shell Bar Boico Snnr>W Co.. Toronto. Ont
<J»reo Tni- Vnr York, N.Y.

OAS ANAT.ZERS CO-2
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City. Ind.

na«» pponTTnTR pi.ANTS
Can. Anis-Cbalmen, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
'^(tnn'liftn rflirb«nk«-Mnr>e Co.. F/d.. Montreal
T.fltirie X* Lsmb. Montreal.

GASOLINE METERS
Bow.ser & Co.. Inc.. S. P.. Toronto, Ont
GASOLINE PITMPS. S»?LF MEASITRING
Bowser * Co., Inc.. S. F., Toronto, Ont
GASOLINE TANKS
Bowser & Co., Inc., 9. F., Toronto, Ont
Imperial Oil. Ltd.. Toronto.

GAUGE COCKS
The Mason Regirlator & Bng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
r-nniidinn F«fi^«nV»-Mnr«» Co.. LM.. MnntreaJ
0«rlnr»c Psrklnff Co TTamtUon. Ont
T.iinVenheimer Co.. CInHnnati. O.
McAWtT. T.. * Sons. T,M.. St. .Tohn V R.

.T«<<. Morrison Brajw Mfr ^«-. Toronto.
PenberthT Tnjertor Co., Wlndaor, Ont
W. J. Wall. Montreal.

RATTGKS. AMMONIA. OIL. GAS. AIR
The Ma.vwi Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Motitre«J.
Ainerie'<n Steam Gauge * Valve .Mf«. Oo. . Krm
ton Muss.

Jas. Xforrison Bra.'w Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Srhaeffer * Budenhenr Mfg. Co.. BrooklTB. N.T

GAUGE. RECORDING
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

GAITGES. PRESSURE. VACUUM. DRAFT
AVT) WPrORDIVG. AND MICROMETER
The Ma-son Regulator i Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock & Wilcox. Montrerl.
Green's F^onomiser. Ltd.. nimnto.

The Jos. W. Hays Corp.. Michigan City, Ind.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
Schaeffer A Budenberg Mfg. Co.. BrooMyB, H.T.
Tavlor Instniment Co., Rochester. IT.T.

DehHng Instniment Co.. New Tott. W.T.

GAUGES. WATER
Babcock & WUcos. Montreal.

Jenkins B<os.. Ltd., MontreaL
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McArity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.T.

GEARS, COMPENSATING
GEARS, FIBRE CUT
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd.. Montreal, Que.

GEARS, CUT, WORM, MORTISE
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Llndaaj, Ont
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. L«d., Hamilton.

GEARS, SILENT CHAIN
GENERATORS, STEAM TURBO
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Oat.
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.

GENERATORS AND C0NVBRT0R8
Canadian Faii*>anks-Mor»e Co., Ltd., Uontteal.

Can. General Electric Co., Toronto. Out.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

GLOVES. WORKING
R. G. Long & Co., Toronto, Ont

GOVERNORS, ENGINE
Eseher Wyss k Co., Montreal, Qns.

MoAvitT, T., & Sons, Ltd.. 3t John. N.B.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfoid.

GRATES, DUMPING, ROCKING,
STATIONARY

Shell Bar Boico Suppjy, Ltd., Toronto.

Babcock & WUeox. MontreaL
Calling Turbine Blower Co.. Worcester, Mass.

Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & .McCullodh Co., Gait
Mason Regulator * Engineerinf Co., Montraal.

Shell-Bar, Boloo Supply. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfoni.

GRAVITY CARRIERS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

GREASE CUPS
Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerville.

Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.

McAvity. T.. A Soti. Ltd.. St John, N.B.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toionto.

Penberthy Inl.?etor Co., Windsor, Ont

GREASE AND OIL EXTRACTOR?
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal

American Steam Gauce * Valve Utg. Oo., Bos
ton. Mass.

Laurie & Lamb, MontreaL

GREASES
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.

Can. Economic Lubricant Co., Montreal. Que.

Canadian Fairbanka^Mois* Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

GAUGES. DRAFT
Ja-i W. Hays Corp.. Michigan City, Ind.

GAUGE COCKS, STANDARD AND EXTRA
HEAVY
Jas. Morrison Bra-ss Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

HAND LEATHERS OR PADS
Oraton * Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

HAND PUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
Bowser & Co.. Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

HANGERS
Bond Engineering Works. Toronto. Ont.

C«n. General Klectric Co., Toronto. Ont
Canadian Falrbanka-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal

OnMIe & MoOiiTloeh Ca. Oalt
WatepoiiK Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

HWATERS
. , ,

The Majon Regulator A Eng. Co., Ltd.. Motvtresl.

AB>enrer Heater Co.. Buffalo. N.T.
BatKOck A wncox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Cole. Ltd . Geo. W.. Toronto.
T>ar1Ine Bros.. Montreal.
«»«ldle A MoOulloeh Co.. Oalt
T,anri« A T.iinb. Montreal
RoTles. Ltd., Iriam. Manchester, England.

MnAvity A Sons, T.. 9t Jshn. N.B.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

RWATWRS EXHAUST STEAM
TTie Mason Regulator A Eng. Oo.. Ltd., Mflotreal

Cnn. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

HEATERS. METERING
r«n. Alll«-Chalm»r«. T.t^ , Toronto. Ont
VflmallA^'aring (V>.. Philadelphia, Pa.

H»='*TTN'^ EOITIPMFNT
Empire 'Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London, Ont

HEAD GATE HOISTS
Wm. Hamilton Co., P,>terboir>.

Hf»ISTS. ELECTRIC
Can Link-Belt Co . Toronto. Ont.

HOISTING AND CONVETING
MACHINERY
BVhroek A wncOTT. Ltd.. Montreal.
fon I iok-Brlt Co .

Toronto Ont
.Teffrev Mfg. Co.. Columbus. Ohio.

MseGovem ft Co.. Inc.. Montreal. Que.
Watermn Knglne Wnrlc» Co.. Brantford.

HOSE. STEAM. STTCTION AND WATER
Can. Fair)>nnk.<Mor*o C<^.. t.t.l . Montresl. Que.

Oarloek Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont.

HOT WATER GENERATORS
The Mason Regulator A Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

Pratt A Cady Co., Inc., Hsrtford, Conn.

HYDRANTS
Kerr Kngine Co., Walkerville, Ont

H'YDRAULIC ACCUMULATORS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. HamOtOB.

HYDRAULIC MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic A B)ng Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
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Let the C.A.S.E. Smooth Out

Your Load Curve

WOPRY AND
1 I.SFI F.S.S WODK

LACK OF

ADVANCEMENT

Remove The Peaks of Worry And Unproductive Labor And
Build Up The Valleys By Working For

Your Advancement

A man who is thoroughly grounded in the practice of his profession, who is free from
personal worry and trouble, overcomes the many difficulties besetting the path of

the operating engineer with little labor and in a manner ensuring his advancement.

The successful man owes his success to a wise appreciation of the advantages and
mutual help offered by association with those in the same field of endeavor. To
join an association having for its objectives the welfare of the engineer in things
mental and material, his advancement in knowledge and skill, his protection by pro-
vision for sickness and distress is to take advantage of an opportunity indispensable
to all who hope to better themselves.

If you are interested in such an organization and live where less than
fifteen engineers are located, send for a copy of our constitution and
application blanks for admission to nearest branch lodge. If there are
more than fifteen engineers in your community, get together and send for
particulars regarding formation of a branch lodge.

J. H. HALE, General Secretary,

Canadian Association of Stationary

230 Caroline Street EnginCerS Hamilton, Ont.
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MacGoTem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

HYDRAULIC VALVES
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

HYDRAULIC PRESSES
BoTine HTdraulic & Eng. Co., LM.. Lindsay, Ont
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Onl.
Friok Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.
Llnde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Montreal.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

ICE MAKING MACHINERY
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franltlin Co.
Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Jloutreal.
Yorlt Mfg. Co., Yorli, Pa.

INGOTS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

INDICATORS, ELECTRIC—ALL TYPES
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.I
Uehling Instrument Co., New York, N.Y.

INDICATORS, STEAM AND GAS
ENGINE
American Steam Qauge & Valve Mfg. Co., Boa-
ton, Mass.

Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.
Uebling In«tr\unent Co., New York, N.Y.

INDICATORS—AMMONIA, HYDRAULIC
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Ont

INDICATORS, SPEED
L. S. SUrrett Ga, Atbol, Mass.

'
\
INJECTORS
Babeook &. Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. AUis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

•i McArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthj Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.

INJECTORS, AUTOMATIC AND AUTO-
POSITIVE
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont.

INSTRUMENTS, RECORDING
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.
Taylor Inatnunent Companies, Rochester, N.Y.

' YamalPWaring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
' INSULATING BRICK
,

Armstrong Cork &. Insulation Co., Montreal, Que
'i Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

' Can. H. W. Johns-ManTille Co., Toronto, Ont
' INSULATING COMPOUNDS

Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.
INSULATORS

BeTerldge Paper Go., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

IRON FILLER
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont

KETTLES, STEAM AND GAS
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
KEROSENE PUMPS (SELF MEASURING)
T'.owser & Co.. Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont,

, KEROSENE TANKS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont,
Green '.1 Economi.'<er, Ltd.. Toronto.

KNITTED GOODS, WORKING
R. G. Long & Co., Toronto, Ont
LACE LEATHERS
GratOD & Knight Mfg. Go,, Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont
D, K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

LAMPS. ARC
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto. Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont

LAMPS, INCANDESCENT
Canadian Fairhank.iJMorse Co.. Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto. Ont
Csn. H. W. .Tohns-Manrille Co.. Toronto. Ont

LAMPS. TUNGSTEN AND NITRO
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
LEATHER STRAPPING
Grston & Knieht Mfg. Co., Montreal.

LINK BELTING
r-xn. Linir-Bplt Cn . Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Canada.

LININGS, FIRE BRICK, STEEL STACK
Green'.'! F,cononniser, Ltd., Toronto.

LOADERS. CAR
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

LUBRICATORS
Empire 'Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Ja^. Morrison nra.ss Mfg. Co. , Toronto.
LUBRICATING OIL FILTERING AND
CIRCUULATING SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F.. Toronto, Ont.
LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE SYSTEMS
Bow.ser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont,
LUBRICATORS, CYLINDER
CUTTING COMPOUNDS
Lnnkenheimcr Co., Cincinnati. O,
Pen'berthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE TANKS
AND PUMPS
Boiwfer & Co.. Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.
LUBRICATORS, FORCE PEED
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Oan. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O,
Penberthy Iniector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

LUBRICATORS. PLAIN
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
Penberthy Iniector On., Windsor. Ont.
Williams Machinery Co.. A. R. . Toronto.
LUBRICATORS, SIGHT FEED AND PLAIN
ENGINE
Penbpifhv Trirx-tor Co., Windsor, Ont.

MARINE CASTINGS
EJmirire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Onl.
MACHINERY INSULATION

Antistrong Cork Sc Insulation Co., Montreal, Qur
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

MACHINERY, TRANSMISSION (POWER)
.Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

MECHANICAL STOKERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Detroit Stoker Co., Detroit, Mich.
Gait F.jiiudiy Co., G-alt, Ont.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
Murphy Iron Works, Dertoit, Mich.
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass,

METERS. AIR
E. I. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

METERS, ELECTRIC
Can. H. W. Johns-ManrOle Co., Toronto, Ont i

METERS. GAS. !

E. I. Philip & Sons, Toronto.
I

METERS, STEAM '

The Mason Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., Montreal. i

Ureen's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.
E. I. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

METERS, WATER
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Mc.4.Tity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
E. I. Philip & Sous, Toronto.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

MIXING VALVES
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia. Oat

MILL AND MINING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-'Morse Co., Montreal.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.
St Catharines, Ont

Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Oalt
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

METER TESTERS
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont

METERS (OIL, KEROSENE, GASOLINE,
ETC.)
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

MOTORS
Canadian Falrbanks->Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. General EHectric Co., Toronto, Ont
Green "a Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.
MacGorem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

OFFICE RAILINGS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

OIL STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTING
SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

OIL CUPS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O,
Jas, Morrison Brass Mfg. <jo. , "Toronto.
Penberthy Injector C!o.. Windsor. Ont

OIL AND GREASE CUPS
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont,

OIL METERS
Bowser * Co., Inc., 9. F., Toronto, Ont.

OILER, COMPOUND FEEDERS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.

OILERS, GAUGE
LiUnkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

OIL PUMPS
Bowser & Co., Inc., 3. F., Toronto, Ont.

OILERS, MULTIPLE
C^n. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

OIL FILTERS AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS

Bowser & Co., Inc., 3. F.. Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronta

OIL TANKS
Bow.ier & Co., Inc. ^ 8. F., Toronto, Ont

OIL SEPARATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. A Ills-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.T.
T/eitcb Co., Arthur S., Toronto, Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Smart-Turner Machine Co,, Ltd., Hamlltoa.

OILS, QUENCHING
Imperial Oil, Ltd.. Toronto.

OILING SYSTEMS
Roww * Co., Inc., 8. P.. Toronto, Ont
T.un-kenheimfr Co.. Cincinnati, O.

OILS. CYLINDER
Imperial Oil. Ltd.. Toronto.

I OILS. LUBRICATING
i

Ketlogir *• Co . E. H., New York, N.T.
OILS. ENGINE
Imperial Oil. Ltd.. Toronto.
ORSAT APPARATUS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo

OVERALLS
R. O. Long & Co.. Toronto. Ont

PACKING. ASBESTOS
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford, Conn.

PACKING. ALL KINDS
i

Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.
PACKING ENGINE

1 Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
I Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
j

Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford. Conn.
Shell-Ba'-. Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

1 PACKING FIBRE
Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Johns-Pratt Co . The. Hartford, Conn.

PACKING, HYDRAULIC
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Dunibla Manufacturing Co., New York.
Gariock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto, Ont

PACKING, METALLIC
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Greene, Tweed & Co., New York.
Holmes Metallic Packing Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.
Steel Mill Packing Co,, Windsor, Out

PACKING, ROD
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto,
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toranto, Ont
Crane Packing Co., Chicago, 111.

Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor, Ont
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

PACKING, SHEET
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toro«to, Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronlo.
Durabla .Manufacturing Co,, New York.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Oat.
Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.
Vorhees Rubber Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

PACKING, AMMONIA, STEAM AN»
WATER
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, 0>L
Greene, Tweed & Co,, New York.
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford, Conn.
Steel Mill Packing Co., W'indsor, Ont

PACKING, LEATHER
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Oat
Graton & Knight .Mfg. Co., UootiML
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd., TorsoU, Oat

PACKING PISTON
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto,

PACKING, VALVE STEM
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford, Conn.

PAINT OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
Borwser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

PAINTS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto,

PAPER, INSULATING, ETC.
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.

PENSTOCKS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng, Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., Sher^roeke. Que.
Wm. B. .Scaife & S(.u.* Co., Pittsburg. Pa.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Oalt
Waterous Engine Works Co., BrantforH.

PIPE COILS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

PIPE COVERINGS, STEAM. BRINE,
AMMONIA AND ICE WATER
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.

PIPE STEEL
Boring Hrdraiflic & Eng. Co,, Ltd., Lindsay, Ont

PIPE VISES AND CUTTERS
Armstrong Mfg. Co.. Bridgeport. Conn.

PIPE, GAS
Can. .\llis-(^almers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
PIPES. WATER
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont

PIPING AND FITTINGS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. 0,
McAvity & Sons. T., St. John. N.B.
Jas. .Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.
William? .Mafhinery Co.. .4. R., Toronto.

PIPING, STEAM
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie i McCulloch Co, Gait

PLATE WORK
Goldie & iloCulloch Co, Gait
Engineering and Machine Worka of Canada, Ltd.
ilackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
8t Catharines, Ont.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfotd.

PLUG COCKS
Homestead Valre Mfs, Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

PLUMBING SUPPLIES
Empire Mfg Co.. Ltd., London, Ont.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont
Jas. .Morrison Bni.ss Mfg. Co., Toronto,

POWER HOUSE CONVEYORS
Can lyink-Belt Co . Toronto, Ont.

POWER PUMPS (OIL, GASOLINE)
Bowser & Co., Inc., 9. F., Toronto, Ont
POWER PUMPS
American Steun Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mich.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Canadian Fail banks-Morse Co., Ltd., MontrtaL
Darling Bros.. .Montreal.
Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Pratt & Cadv Co.. Inc.. Hartford, Conn.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamiltoo.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Braatiord.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal

POWER. TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Iton t Kutiiii i '-.u;.' \V,.rk.v T..n.iil>\ Or.:

Boring Hydraulic & Eng, Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., MonticaL
Can. .^llis^^iialmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & MoCiilloch Co., Gait
Jeffrer Manufacturing Co,, Montreal.
Bnrineering and Machin* Works ol Canada. Ltd.,

St Catharines, Ont
MacGorem i- Co.. Inc.. -Montreal, Que,
MacGorem & Co., New York.
Morse Chain Co., Ithaca. N.T.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PRESSES
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Oat
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BOBLODG
UNION MADE
OVERALLS
SHIRTS & GLOVES

R*G •LONG eCO* limited
TORONTO CANADA

HON. F. G MACDIARMID.
Miniiter of Public Works

and Hiehwayt

W. A. RIDDELL. M.A. Ph.D.
Supt. Trades ti Labour Brand)

BOILER INSPECTION
The Steam Boiler Act, Chapter 252 R.S.O., 1914
With Amendments Chapter 58—6, George V.

STEAM BOILERS.
All Steam boilers constructed 'or une In Ontario muvt b«

built from desigiis which kave been approved and allotted
a registration nmsber by the Steam Boiler Branch.

Used boilers, boilers sold or exchanged, and unregistered
bGiiers brought Into the PfOTloce must be inspected prior
to beiag put into operation.

Notice of repairs to steam boilers, stating the natnre and
extent of same, must be sent to the Steam Soller Branch,
and should such repairs be considered extensive by the
Chief Boiler Inspector, the boilers will require to be
lnsDecte<l.

In each and every case the inspections must be made by In-

spectors authorized to Inspect boilers under the Steam
Boilers Act, who are employed only by the Steam Boiler
Branch of the Department of Public Works. Official cer-

tificates with the maximum working pressure stated
thereon are issued to the owners of the boilers so Inspected.

STEAM PIPING.
Drawings and Specifications of all high pressure steam piping

must be approved and registered by the Steam Boiler
Branch before any work of Installation Is commenced.
The drawings submitted should show clearly the dimen-
sions and layout of the main steam lines. Full particulars
should be_ given as to the material used in the construction
of the piping, and all valves and other fittings used In
connection therewith must be of approved make.

Any deviation from the above requirementg thall be ietmei •
violation of the Steam Boilers Act.

All communications in this respect should be addressed to the
Steam Boiler Branch, Department of Public Works, ParUammt
Buildings, Toronto.

D. M. MEDCALF,
Chief Inspector of Steam Boilers.

We Jacked 37 Tons on These

Jeffrey Roller Bushings

Before They Distorted A Bit.

"You see the Jeffrey people give the

Double Bushings of the Jeffrey Im-
proved Carrier a special heat treat-

ment which makes a glass-hard fin-

ish that is practically immune to

wear. But we wanted to be sure that

these bushings had the right tough-
ness and resilience to stand the

'gaff.'

"There's no proof so convincing as a

practical test. When these bush-
ings stood up without distortion

with the gauge reading 37 tons, we
were satisfied. Moreover, the rag-

ged fracture shows that the initial

toughness is preserved and in-

creased.

"The second test was just as inter-

esting as the first. They tried to

gnaw through the outer walls with
a sharp file—but nothing doing. It's

glass-hard, all right."

The Jeffrey Co. are putting out Bulletin No. 210-4,

which describes the Carrier completely and tells of

the practical test they made be-

fore they were satisfied with the

Reliability and Dependability of

this New Jeffrey Carrier. You'll

never regret investing a stamp

to write for it.

THE

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Canadian Branch and
Warerooms

MONTREAL
CANADA
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PROPELLOR BLADES, BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Out.

PUMPS, HAND (OIL, GASOLINE)
Bowser, S. F., & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

PULLEYS
Bond Engineering Works, Toronto, Ont
D, K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Qoe.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-'Morae Co., Ltd., rMontreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Wateroua Engine Works Co., Brantfard.

PULLEYS, FRICTION CLUTCH
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.

PWLP MILL MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Jeffrey Mamrfacturing Co., Montreal.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY
The Mason Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Boring Hydraulic A Eng. €o., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Beveiidge faper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCullocih Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
MoArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.
Waterous iSagine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY, ELECTRICAL
Berenidge Paper Co., (Montreal, Que.
Soring Hydraulic tc Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian AUis-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Jeffrey Manufactuiing Co., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipment Co., Worcester, Mass.

PUMPS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mich.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Oalt
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hanlltaa.

PUMPS, ACID
Bcreridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, CONTRACTORS'
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsajr, Oat
Beveridge Paper Co. . Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
MoAvity & Sons, T., St John. N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, BOILER FEED
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Escher, Wyss Co., Montreal, Que.
Ooppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

PUMPS, ELECTRICAL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mick.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, FEED WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Ohalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co.. 'Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Darling Brothers, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

PUMP GOVERNORS AND REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Darling Bros., Montreal.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston. Mass.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.
flmnrt-Tumer Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
Watson & McDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.

PUMP STRAINERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Harailtoo, Ont

PUMPS, HAND AND POWER
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Oo., btd., Lindsay, Out
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machina To., fiamlKon Ont

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mich.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Can. Allis-Chalmen, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Oalt
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. (Hamilton. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPS, DUPLEX
0*n. AUIs-Chalmen, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
PUMPS, GEARED, COMPOUND
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek, Mich
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Oo., Ltd., Montraal.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Initlis Co., The John, Toronto. Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS. HYDRAULIC, PRESSURE
American Steam Pumn Co.. Battle Creek, Mieh
Boring Hydraulic 4 Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto. Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMP LEATHERS
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Mont^val, Que.
Graton & Knight Mtg. Co., Montreal.

PUMPS, OIL
American Steam Pumn Co., Battle Creek. Mich.
Bowser ft Co., Inc., 8. F., Toronto, Ont

Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, STEAM TURBO
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Escher Wyss & Co., Montreal, Que.

PUMP TANK, RECEIVER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek, Mich
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Can. Allis-CSialmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Qoldle & MOCulloch Co., Gait
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto. Ont
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Lelteh Co., Arthur 3., Toronto, Ont
McATity ft 6ons, T., 6t John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont

.^•UMPS, TRIPLEX
Bmart-Tumer Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS. VACUUM
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek, Mich.
Ijeveiildgc Paper C^., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie ft MeCullotfh Co., Gait
Laurie ft Lamb. Montreal.
Lelteh Co.. Arthur 8., Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Madilne Co., Hamilton, Ont

PYROMETERS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City., Ind.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co.. Rochester. N.T.

PUMPS. CENTRIFUGAL
Escher, Wyss & Co., Montreal.
Uehling Instrument Co., New York, N.T.

RADIATORS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.

RADIATOR TRAPS
Bereiidee Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
C. A. Dunham Co., Ltd.. Toroiito, Ont
Darling Brothers, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Sareo Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.

RECORDERS, DRAFT
Jas W. Hays Corp.. .Michigan City, Ind.

RADIATOR AIR VENTS
C. A. Dunhajm Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Peid>erthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

RAGS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

RAILWAY OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
Bowser. S. F., ft Co.. Inc.. Fort Wayne. lad.

RECLAIMING SYSTEMS FOR OIL
Bowser & Co., Inc.. 3. F. , Toronto, Ont

REBOILERS
Friok Co.. Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
York Manufaoturinc Ca. York, Pa.

REGISTERING MEASURES
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto. Ont.

RECEIVERS. AIR
Oan. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
MacKinnon. Holmes ft Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

RUBBER CEMENT TANKS AND PUMPS
Bowser & Co., Ina, S. F., Toronto, Ont

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
Oan. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Green's Bconomuser. Ltd.. Toronto.
Tarlor Instniment Co.. Rochester, N.Y.
nehllnr Instrument Co.. New York. N.Y.
Taniall-Wsring Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

RECORDERS. CARBON. DIOXIDE
The Jos. W. Hays Corp.. Michigan City., Ind.

REFRIGERATOR DOORS. WINDOWS. ETC.
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co.. Hageratown. Md.

REFRIGERATING MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay.
Ont

Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
LInde Canadian Refrigeration Co.. Montreal.
VUter Mfg. Co., Milwaukee. Wis.
York Mfg. Co.. York. Pa.

REFUSE DESTRUCTOR
Lsiirie * I,«mb, Montreal.

RFGULATORS. PRESSURE
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
ChapIln-Fulton Mfg. Co., PlttabutBh. Pa.
C. A. Diinhjun Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
D'Este Co.. Julian, Boston. Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Tarlnr Instniment Co . Rochester. N.Y.
REGULATORS. TEMPERATURE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Saroo Co.. Inc.. New York. N.Y.
Tavlor Tnstnrment Co.. Rodiesfer. N.Y.
RETORTS
^f.noKinnon Steel Co.. Sherbrooke. Que.

REVOVLING DOORS FOR HARDENING
ROOMS
Jsmlson Cold 9tora»r Door Co.. Haierstown. Md.

RODS. COPPER, BRASS AND BRONZE
i;mpire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. Ix>ndnn. Ont.
II. Mueller MfR. Co.. Ltd., .«;.irnin.

ROLLS. CRUSHING
Cn-n. Link-Belt Co . Toronto. Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Canada.
ROOFINGS—RUBBER. PLASTIC. LIQUID
Bereridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.

ROTARY COMPRESSORS
Escher. Wyss & Co.. Montreal.

KOTARY CONVERTERS
Canadian Fairbanks.'Moise Co.. Montreal
MacGorem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que
RUBBER HOSE
Can. H. W. Johns-'Manrille Co.. Toronto, Got.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Oat

RUBBER MILL DRIVES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

SAFES
Canadian Fairtwuks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Goldie ft UoCullocb Co., Oalt

SAW MILL CONVEYORS
Cm. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

SCREENING MACHINERY
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont

SCALE REMOVERS
Bahcock ft Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal, %ae.
Can. H. W. Johns.Manrille Co.. Toreata, Ont
Frank GUman, Birmingham. Eng.
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

SELF-MEASURING PUMPS (OIL AND
GASOLINE)
Bowser & Co.^ Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

SEAM PROTECTORS. GIRTH
National Boiler Protector Co. of Canada, liontreal.

Que.

SHAFTING
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd.,
St Catharines. Ont

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SHAKING AND DUMPING GRATES
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock A Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works C!o.. Rrantfotd.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.

SHIRTS, WORKING
R. G. Long & Co., Toronto, Ont
SMELTER LININGS
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.

SMOKE BOXES. STACKS
Ba.boock ft Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. AUis-CSialmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldie ft McCulloch Co., Gait
Green's Economlser, Ltd.. Toronto.
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sheibrooke. Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPECIAL' MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks'Morse Co., Montreal.
Smart-Turner .Machine Co., Hamilton, Oat
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPEED INDICATORS
Schaeffer ft Budenbuir Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn, N.T.
L. S. Starrett Co.. Athol, Mass.

SPEED REDUCING GEARS
Cm. Ijink-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont

SPROCKET CHAIN ATTACHMENTS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. (Canada.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPROCKET RIMS
BahMtt Staam Specialty Co.. New Bedford. Mas.

SPROCKETS. COMPENSATING
.Morse Chain Co.. Ithica. N.Y.

SPROCKETS, SPRING
-Morse Ch.iin Co.. Itliica. N.Y.

SPROCKETS, SILENT CHAIN
.\Iorst' Chain Co.. Ithica. N.Y.
SPUR WHEELS
Boring Hylrmulie ft Eng. Co.. Ltd., Ltediar. OnL
Goldie 4 .McCullodi Co.. Gait
Canadian Fali^anks-Motse Co.. Montreal.
Waterout Engine Works Co., Brantford.

STACKS, STEEL
Babcock ft Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
GoWie 4 McCulloch Co., Oalt
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

STAND PIPES, STEEL
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

8TAYBOLTS. FLEXIBLE
Can. AIHi-Thalmen. Ltd.. Toronto. Oat
STEAM SEPARATORS
The Mason Regulator 4 Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal
Babcock & WIloox. Ltd., Montreal.
Can. .\llls-Chalniers. Ltd.^ Toronto. Oat
Canadian Fairtwnka'Moraa Ca, UontrtaL
Darting Broa.. Montreal.
Direct Separator Co., Syraooae. N.T.
n'E«te r-o.. Julian. PoKton. Man.
H. M\i,.nor MfR. Co.. Ltd.. -Ssmia.

The Garth Co., Montreal. Canada.
Ldtdi Co.. Arthur S.. Toronto. Oat
Penberthr Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Oat
Wntsnn 4 McDtniel Co.. Philadelphia.

STEAM SPECIALTIES
Alherger Heater Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Canadian Falrt>snk»-Moise Co.. MootreaL
CoJe. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Torcoto.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
D'Este Co.. Julian. Bostoo. Masa.
Tjiinkenhelmer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
The Garth Co.. Montreal. Que.
The Mason Regulator 4 Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal
Jas. Morrison Bra-is Mfg. Co . Toronto.
Penberthr Injector <3o.. Whidaor.
Wation * >fcl>«nl(l Co.. Philadelphia.
Tamall-Warins Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

STEAM TRAPS
American Steam Oange ft Valre Mff. Co.. BoaUa.
Mass.

Anderson Co.. T. D.. Clereland. O.
Canadian Falrt>anksJMorse Cft. MaotrtaL
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
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"Copes Specifications"for Boiler FeedRegulation

are Now in Print and Ready for Distribution

As stated in this pamphlet of specifications,

the Copes System briefly comprises

:

( 1 ) Continuous feed in proportion to the load.

(2) Heat storage because of the variable

water level principle.

(3) Reduction of furnace temperature fluc-

tuation on sudden load changes.

(4) Constaoit unchangring and reliable me-
chanical performance.

The Copes System of Boiler Feed Regu-
lation combines scientific control of the boiler

feed with permanent mechanical perform-
ance. The feeding is continuous in propor-
tion to the load and is accomplished without
the use of floats, springs, diaphragms, boiling

liquids, pilot or needle valves, or other unre-
liable or hidden parts.

The specifications pamphlet discusses the
following points

:

Principle and Operation—Tells how the Copes Regu-
lator operates—why it is so certain and dependable.

Heat Storage—Shows what happens when the load is

constant, increasing and decreasing.

Reduction of Furnace Temperature Fluctuations on
Sudden Load Changes—An important feature that
should be carefully studied by every boiler operator.

Service Performance—A chart shows changes in

water level, feed valve opening, steam output, and
water input under ordinary operating conditions. The
chart proves that Copes Regulators do their work
SCIENTIFICALLY.
Constant Characteristics—This portion explains why

the Copes Regulator regulates with unvarying accuracy,
year in and year out. It depends for its operation
on two unchanging and natural forces—expansions and
gravity. No parts to deteriorate, to replace, or to

adjust frequently.

Flow Characteristics—Showing that the flow through
a Copes Regulator is exactly proportional to the lift

of the valve, the flow characteristic being a straight

line.

Thermostat—Illustrating the simplicity of construc-
tion of this important part of the regulator.

Control Valve—A very interesting description with
illustrations showing why practically 100% of the

friction of the old-fashioned sliding rod has been
eliminated.

GetaCw^

The remaining portion of the specifications pamphlet
is devoted to:

STANDARD DIMENSIONS AND DRILLING
COPES STEAM PUMP GOVERNOR
THE COMPANY
ORGANIZATION
SERVICE

Fill in the return coupon below, and we will send the Specifica-
tions Pamphlet, Catalog "A" or both if desired, and any additional
information you wish.

It should be borne in mind that the Copes Regulator is now
standard in all of the power plants in the country and is invari-
ably specified by efficiency engineers, who have given feed water
regulation careful study.

Northern Equipment Co.,

Erie, Pa.

Without obligating me in the least, please send

"Copes Specifications"

Catalog "A"
Name

Address • .

.

Position

Firm Name

Number, kind and power of boilers

Steam pressure, gauge

Sizes of feed lines

NORTHERN EQUIPMENT CO.
112 WEST nth STREET - ERIE, PENN.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES
Allen General Supplies Co., Bank of Toronto Chambers, Toronto, Ont. : Wm. H. N. Brawn, P.O.

620 New Glasgow, Nova Scotia; Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., 153 Dagenais St., (St.

Henry), Montreal; Parkhill & Hanson, Ltd., 905 Confederation Life Bldg., Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Write Chas. C. Moore & Co., Engrs., 618 Mutual Life Bldsr., Seattle, Washington, if yoo reside in

British Columbia.
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Darling Bros., Montreal.
D'E2;te Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
The Garih Co., Montreal, Canada.
Dunham Co., Ltd., C. A., Toronto, Ont
J. T. Long, Si Adam St., Montreal, Que.
Can. Morehead Mfg. Co., Woodstock,
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal
Sarco Co., Inc.. New York, N.T.
Watson & MoDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

STEEL BARRELS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

STEEL TANKS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que,
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Waterous Engine Works, Brentford, Ont.

STOKERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Gait Foundry Co., G'alt, Ont.
Detroit Stoker Co., Detroit, Mich.
Green's Econoraiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
Murphy Iron Works. Dertoit, Mich.
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.

STRAINERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd,, Montreal.
iBeveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

STRUCTURAL STEEL WORK
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian illis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que,
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

SUPPLIES, HOTWATER
Koyles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.

SUPERHEATERS, STEAM
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd,, Montreal.
Goldie & McCullodh Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

SWING JOINTS
Franklin Williams Co., New York.

SWITCHBOARDS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
SWITCHES AND SWITCH BOXES
Can. H. W. Johns-<ManYlll* Co.. Toronto, Ont.

TACHOMETERS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.

Can. H. W. Johns-iManTllle Co., Toronto, Ont
SchaefTer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.V

TANKS, BLOW-OFF
The Mason Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Darling Bros., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

TANKS, FREEZING, STORAGE AND
WATER COOLING

Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.

Yoik Mt't'. Co.. Yurk, Pa.

TANKS, OIL
Boring Hydraulic & Bug. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Bowser & Uo., inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Qalt
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, L/td..

Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
St Catharines, Ont

Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pitt-sbui-g, Pa.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TANKS (OIL, KEROSENE, GASOLINE)
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

Wm. B. Scaife & Son.s Co.. I'ilt.sbnrg, Pa.

TANKS (UNDERGROUND STORAGE)
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont,

TANKS, WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous 'Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TAPPING MACHINES
Mueller Mfg. Co., H.. Samia, Ont.

TECHNICAL BOOKS
MaoLean Putilishing Co.. Toronto.

THERMOMETERS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.I
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.T.
Uehling Instrument Co.. New York, N,T.

THERMOSTATS
Sarco Co., Inc., N«w York, N.T.

TOOLS
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H., Samia, Ont

TRANSFORMERS
Can. General EHectric Co., Toronto, Out
(Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
MacGorem A Co.. Inc., Montreal, Que,

TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic * Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Oni
Canadian Fairbanks-Morac Co., Montreal.
Can. Link-Relt Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Onldie * McCulloch Co.. QaU, Ont
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Wsternii!" Enirine Works Co.. Brantford.

TRANSMISSION, SILENT CHAIN
Morse Cliain Co.. Ithica. N.Y.

TRAPS, STEAM AND WATER-LINE
The Ma.son Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Heveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darlinp' Brnthers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
C. A. Dunham Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
r>'Ti>"t» Co JnHan. Boston, Mass.

TRUCKS. FACTORY
Pereridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
C«r-dl«n FalrbsnksJMorse Co., Montreal.

TUBE CLEANERS
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.

Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Goldie & McCnllooh Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont,
Pelley Packing and Fine Brush iUt. Co., St

Louis. Mo.

TUBE CUTTERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., MontreaL

TUBES, BOILER
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCJulloch Co., Gait

TURBINES, POWER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coypus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

TUBES, COPPER AND BRASS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont,
H. .Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.

TUNGSTEN LAMP (Vacuum and Gaa
Filled Types)

Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
TURBINE OIL

Kellogg & Co., E, H.. New York, N.I.
TURBINE WATER WHEELS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., iLlndsay, Ont
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd,,

Wm. Hamilton Co., Peterboro.
St Catharines. Ont

Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Escher, Wyss & Co., Montreal.
MacGorem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
TURBINES, STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-(3lialmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Coppus EngT. k Equip. Co., Worcester, Uaaa.
Escher Wt«« * Co.. Montreal. Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Oalt
Laurie ft Lamb, Montreal.
MacGorem t Co., Inc., Mootiol, Que.
UNIONS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morw Co.. Montreal.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont.
Dart Union Company. Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co., (jincinnati. O.
McArity *; Sons. T.. St .Tohn. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
UNDERGROUND TANKS
Rr.Tv«(.r Pn

. Inc.. S. F.. Toronto. Ont.

UNLOADERS, CAR
Portable Machinery Co,. Inc., Passaic, N.J.

UNIONS. BALL JOINT, COMBINATION.
FLANGED PIPE, GROUND JOINT.
MALLEABLE IRON, FLANGE, PIPE.
SWING

Jefferson Onion Co.. Lexington. Mass.
Dart I'nion Company. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

VACUUM GOVERNORS
The Ma-son Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
C. A. Dimham Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Hmart-Tumer Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.
Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto
Bereridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Leiteh Co.. Arthur S.. Toronto. Ont

VACITITM REGULATING VALVES
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Pan. S'l^am Boiler Eouinmeit Co.. Toronto. Ont
C. A. Dunham Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
<JTn»rt T-m<"- Mn'-hine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.

VACTTUM TRAPS
Darlinff Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Can. Mnrehearl Mfg. Co.. Woodstock. Ont
Cole U'l Gen. W.. Toronto.
VALVE nrscs
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont.
KeiT Ensiiie Co.. WalkerTillc. Ont.
Jas. Morrison Bra-ss Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthv Inierfor Co.. Windsor. Ont.

VALVE LEATHER
Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Graton * Kniehf Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

VALVE RESEATING MACHINES
r>qrHne Bros.. Montreal.

VAI VFS. CONDENSE, PUMP, RUBBER
Shell Bar Boico SuppIt. Ltd.. Toronto.
Can.idian Fairlwnks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

VALVES
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Borini Hydraulic * Eng. Co.. Ltd . Lind»-t. Ont
Canadian FairhankaJMorae Co.. Montreal.

• Cxn. StesTi Boiler Bnuirmient Co. Toronto. Ont
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Onf
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Frick Co.. Wayne«boro. Franklin Co., Pa.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerrille. Ont.
Williams Machinery Co.. A. R.. Toronto.
Beveridgp Paper Co., Montreal. Que.
n'K»t» Co.. Julian. Bnntnn. Maax.
Jas. Morrison Bra-ss Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Supplv. Ltd.. Toronto.
H. Mu.llcr Mfu. Co.. Ltd.. .Samia. »

Hfvmestead Valre Mfg. Co.. PittihUT«.
.Tenkins Rro».. Montreal.
Penherthr Tnjertor Co.. Windsor. Ont
Pratt X- Cadr C*^ . Inc . Hartford. Conn.
York Mfa. Co.. York. Pa.

AIR VALVES
Emryire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont
Jas. Morrison Bnuw Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

VALVES. RADIATOR
Jenkins Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Watsnn * MnPanlel Co.. PhiladelpWa.
KciT Engine Co.. Walkerville, Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O,
Pratt ft Cadr. Hartford, Conn.
w.f.o- ft McDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
York Manufacturing ''o.. Philadelphia.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Mason Regulator ft Engineering Co.. Montreal.
Mason Regulator Co.. Boston. Mam.
MoAritr ft .Sons. T.. St. John. N.B.

VALVES. ACID RESISTING
Hom»«tead Valre Mfg Co . Pltt.«arr-
KciT Engine Co.. Walkerville. Out.
MoAritr ft Son". T.. St John. N.B.
Vrtik Mfs. Co.. York. Pa.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd., .Samia.

VALVES, BACK PRESSURE
Can. Allis-Chalmei^, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
VALVES, BRASS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
KeiT Kngiue Co., WalkeiTille, Ont.
H. Mueller .Mfg. Co., Ltd., .Samia.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.
VALVES, BLOW-OFF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal

.

liiit>cock & Wilcox, Ltd., Monlreat
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Goldie ft McCulloch Co., Gait
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co., Plttdburs-
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto,
Jenkins Bros., Ltd.. Montreal.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MoArity ft Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Watson ft McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadeli^a, Pa
VALVE CHAIN WHEEL
The Mason Regulator & En«. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., New Bedford, Mass.

VALVES, FOOT
Shell Bar Boico Sui>ply, Ltd., Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VALVES, GATE
Babcock ft Wilcox, Ltd,, Montreal.
KeiT Engine Co.. Walkerville, Ont.
Lunkenheimer Ca. Cincinnati. O.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
.MoArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg, Co.. Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

VALES, HYDRAULIC
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa

VALVES. MULTIPORT
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
VALVES, NON-RETURN STOP
Canadian Fairbanks-'.Morse Co.. MontreaL
Jas. Morrison Bra.'is Mfg. Co., Toronto,

VALVES, RELIEF
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Gauge ft Valre Mfg. Co.. Boaloo
Mass.

H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., .Samia.

McArity ft Sons. T.. 3t John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto, *

VALVES, REDUCING
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co.. Ltd., MontreaL
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto^
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
C. A. Dunham Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Leitch Co., Arthur S., Toronto. Ont
11. MulIKv .MfK. Co.. Ltd.. S.iniia.

Mason R<«ulator Co., Bostoa. Utm.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Samia. Ont

VALVES, STANDARD, GLOBE ANGLE
AND CHECKS
Kerr Enjrine Co.. WalkeiTille. Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
II. .Miull.r .Mfj!. Co., Ltd.. Samia.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

VALVES, POP
The -Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., MontreaL
Jas. .Morrison Bra-ss Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.

MoArity ft Sons. T., St John. N.B.
VALVES. PUMP
shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd., .Montreal. Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morac Ca. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.

VALVES, REGULATING
H. .Miiill.r .Mfi;. « <... Ltd., .Samia.

VALVES. SAFETY THROTTLE
Boring Hydraulic 4 Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont.

Can. Detroit Lubricator Co.. WalkerrUls. Oni.

Lunkenheimer Ca, Cincinnati. O.
McArity ft Sons. T.. St John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Ltmkenheimer Ca, Cincinnati, O.

VALVES. STEAM
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont
Kerr Engine Co.. Wslkenille, Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,

WASTE
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

WATER COLUMNS, GAGES
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. Qua.
Jas. Morrison Bra.'sa Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

WATER GAUGES. STANDARD. EXTRA
HEAVY AND AUTOMATIC

Penberthv Iniector Co.. Win-^'or Ont
Jas. Morrison Bra.<w Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

WATER SOFTENING SYSTEMS
Wm. B. Scaife ft Soius. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Canadian .\Ilia-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto.

WATER SITPPLY SYSTEMS
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont

WATER HEATERS AND WHISTLES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd , London. Ont

WELDING COMPOUND
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.

WHISTLES
Penberthr Iniector Co, Win-'w i">nt

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

WHEEL TANKS (LUBRICATING OIL ANtt
GASOLINE) ^
Bowser ft Co., Inc., S. J., Toronto, Ont.

WRENCHES, PIPE
Williams Machinery Co.. A. R.. Toronto. ^
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SAVE COAL
By making your furnace air and gas-proof.

PLIBRICO
can be installed bv inexperienced labour.

A High Grade Refractory
Write for free copy of 36-page book of useful

information on furnace building & maintenance

Manufactured exclusively by

Jointless Fire Brick Co.
Kingsbury and Clay Sts., Chicago

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS: Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd., 628-630 St. Paul St.

West. Montreal.
TRADE MARK

Will resist all Steam Pressure and Variations of Temperature.

REFLEXGAUGE GLASSES
ArinealeJ and MardeneJ for

LOCOMOTIVES, STEAM WAGONS,
MARINE AND S TA TIONARY BOILERS.

Adamite Gauge Glass Rings. Glass Tubes and Rods

S. &C BISHOP & CO., s, Helens, Lancashire.

TmVS steam trap
FOR HIGH OR LOW PRESSURE.

Steam can't blow through. They have

large discharge valves and cannot be

flooded from sudden flushes of water.

MAY WE SEND ONE FOR TRIAL?

Reducing Valves, Pump Governors,

Relief Valves, Exhaust Pipe Heads,

Ejectors and Steam Separators.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
THE GARTH COMPANY

26 CraiK Street MONTREAL. CAN.
WATSON & McDANIEL CO.

No. 146 N. 7th Street. PHILADELPHTA. Po.

Wanted
Engineers to contribute to Power House

THIS is a practical paper for practical engineers. It is

an educational medium and out to help its readers. It is

a technical school and a social meeting place combined. It

is first, last and all the time an engineer's paper.

If fQW should meet two or three or a dozen of your brother en-
gineers you would swap ideas—you'd tell of some idea you had
worked out in 3^our plant. Others would describe some pet schemes
they had devised. And so you would be mutually benefited.

Why not make Power House your monthly meeting place? Why not describe
in this paper some kink or scheme you have worked out and found successful?
We will pay you for it and you, in turn, will be multiplying the usefulness of
your idea five thousand fold!

Never mind polishing up your letters—just give us the idea; that's the main thing.
Never mind how crude your pencil sketch may be. We have draughtsmen who will
finish up your drawings so they may be reproduced.
Try this idea a time or two and see how much satisfaction you'll get out of it. Start
the ball a-rolling and thus help other engineers, yourself and your paper.

POWER HOUSE, 143-153 University Avenue, Toronto
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A Double Service in One Instrument
Both the temperature and pressure of the steam is shown on this

lycos Thermo Steam Gauge. Just the thing for saturated steam. A
uniform efficiency of boiler maintenance is the result. Graduated for
either high or low pressure. Range of low pressure approximately
200° to 350° Fahrenheit 100 lbs. pressure. Range of high pressure
about 200° to 420° Fahrenheit 300 lbs. pressure. Made in angle form
or straight connections.

We know you'll be benefited by reading our catalogue. Choose the
one vou are most interested in from the list below.

Tycos Angle and Straight Stem Thermometers, Automatic Tem-
perature Regulators. Mercury, Vacuum and Absolute Pressure

Gauges, Engraved Stem Thermometers,
Hydrometers, Hygrometers, Thermo-Electric

Rochester, N.Y. and Radiation Pyrometers.
201 Royal Bank Bldg., Toronto 226

TaylorInstrumentCompanies

i

Don't clog your mind wheels up with the mud of unreliable out-of-date reading.

Get the latest technical information on Power House Equipment by reading POWER
HOUSE, Canada's only paper devoted entirely to the practical engineer's interests

<t1 nn SUBSCRIPTION PRICE ^1 r\r\
q>l.UU Send in yours TO-DAY ^I*UU

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED - 153 UNIVERSITY AVENUE. TORONTO
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Dependable "BOND" Transmission

KIG. 1- "Bond" Patent Universal
Drop Hangers, Ring OilinK Ball and

Socket, Universal Adjustment.

FIG. .51
—"Bond" Double Flange
Solid Set Collar.

FIG. 19—"Bond" Rigid Ring Oil-

ing Pillow Block. A well con-
structed bearing babbitted and

reamed and .self oiling.

B
D-S

BOND DOUBLE-SURE
QUALITY

IT
is the transmission that elimi-

nates power leaks. Power en-

gineers in the United States and
foreign countries appreciate the

great strength and durability of the

Bond Hangers, etc. They deliver

the power where the manufacturer
wants it. They run true, year in and
year out, with little friction. They
are economical to install.

Bond Shaft Hangers have steadily gained
an international reputation. Observe their

construction. They are doubly braced, dis-

tributing the strain evenly. It is this

strength that makes them better than other

types. The yoke is removable, which en-

ables the shaft to be placed in position

quickly. Adjustments can be made, both
vertical and lateral, for absolute alignment
of the shaft.

During the war period we furnished
Transmission to Government Army and
Navy departments, for contractors working
on government contracts, and for canton-
ments in France.

Industries that could not afford to check
production for a moment, during the war
period, assured maximum production by
using Bond Transmission.

We would like to send to you our "Power
Transmitting Machinery" booklet. Our
large manufacturing facilities, combined
with our many years of foreign trade ex-

perience, enables us to place at your com-
mand a wealth of valuable information
which will help you, as it has many others,

to solve power problems.

Write ui direct, or through your regular
dealer.

Bond Engineering Works
LIMITED

Harbor Industrial District

FIG. 26 -"Bond" Rigid Ring Oilin'j

Post Box.

Bearings Babbitted and Reamed

FIG. 22 "Bond" Extra Heavy
Rigid Pillow Block, designed for

extra heavy work.

FIG. 4—The "Bond" Universal Ball

and Socket Ring Oiling Post
Hanger.

FIG. 4.5—"Bond" Clamp Coupling.

The "Bond" Patent "Spiro" Coupling, has oO'/r more gripping

power than any other compression coupling on the market, due
to patented spiral slot.

A— Sleeve. C—Inner Shell. B—Outer Shell.

FIG. 44 - lioiid I'late Coupling.
Machined for driving fit on shaft,

furnished complete with body fit-

ting bolts and keys.
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^

Steam Goods
and Specialties

Jjklorrison's quality is what quality should b

from the user's standpoint. It repiesent

skill and knowledge of the highest oidei

drawn from forty years' varied experience.

Morrison's Steam Goods and Specialti<
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euartments.
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J. M. T. Gate Valve

The James Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Ltd.
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Whistle
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Uses
TEST your equipment on a Service Basis. And that means

creating a standard which every piece of equipment must
pass. Test your equipment first, for efficient service and then,

for upkeep cost. This is efficient management—getting dependable
service at minimum cost. Plants zuid buildings buying equipment
on a service basis purchase Genuine Jenkins Bros.' Valves. Our
engineers will gladly co-operate with you in determining the styles

of valves best suited to your exact requirements.

Catalogue No. 8 free on request

Jenkins Bros.' Valves are Stocked by First-class Dealers Everywhere

rRAO<

lENKINS- Jerildns ^ros. LIMITED

Head Office and Works:
103 St. Remi Street.

Montreal, Canada

Agencies in all the

Principal Countries

of the World

European Branch
6 Great Queen Street,

London W.C.2, England

Always Look for

the Diamond
Trade Mark

TRADE

JENKINS

The Diamond
Trade Mark

Signifies Quality
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FIG. 51—"Bond" Double Flange
Solid Set Collar.

FIG. 19~-"Bond" Rigid Ring
Oiling Pillow Block. A well

constructed bearing babbitted

and reamed and self oiling.

26—"Bond" Rigid Ring
Oiling Post Box.

Bearings Babbitted and Reamed
FIG. 1—"Bond" Patent Univer-

sal Drop Hangers, Ring Oiling

Ball and Socket, Universal Ad-
justment.

FIG.

FIG. 4—The "Bond" Universa
Ball and Socket Ring Oiling

Post Hanger.

45—"Bond" Clamp Coup-
ling.

Dependable

"BOND"
Transmission

B
D-S

BOND DOUBLE-SURE
QUALITY

IT is the transmission that eliminates
power leaks. Power engineers in the

United States and foreign countries appre-
ciate the great strength and durability of
the Bond Hangers, etc. They deliver the
power where the manufacturer wants it.

They run true, year in and year out, with
little friction. They are economical to in-

stall.

Bond Shaft Hangers have steadily gained
an international reputation. Observe their
construction. They are doubly braced, dis-

tributing the strain evenly. It is this
strength that makes them better than other
types. The yoke is removable, which en-
ables the shaft to be placed in position
quickly. Adjustments can be made, both
vertical and lateral, for absolute aligrnment
of the shaft.

During the war period we furnished
Transmission to Government Army and
Navy departments, for contractors working
on government contracts, and for canton-
ments in France.

Industries that could not afford to check
production for a moment, during the war
period, assured maximum production by
using Bond Transmission.

We would like to send to you our "Power
Transmitting Machinery" booklet. Our
large manufacturing facilities, combined
with our many years of foreign trade ex-

perience, enables us to place at your com-
mand a wealth of valuable information
which will help you, as it has many others,
to solve power problems.

Write us direct, or through your regular
dealer.

Bond Engineering Works
Limited

HARBOR INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT

TORONTO, CANADA

The "Bond" Patent "Spiro'' Coupling, has 50',^ more
gripping power than any other compression coupling on

the market, due to patented spiral slot.

A—Sleeve. C—Inner Shell. B—Outer Shell.

FIG. 44 "Bond" Plate Coupling
Machined for driving fit on
shaft, furnished complete with
body fitting bolts and keys.

FIG. 22—"Bond" Extra Heavy
Rigid Pillow Block, designed

for extra heavy work.

»illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^^
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STEEL TANKS AND BINS
We have made a success of

building steel plate work by

specializing in it.

The new additions and im-

provements to our boiler

shops have placed us in a

better position than ever be-

fore to do this work right.

Our facilities in every de-

partment have materially

increased. We have the

equipment and the experi-

ence to turn out this special

work as it should be.

If you are confronted with

any problem on this work
send it in and let our Engin-

eers give you the value of

their experience.

We design and build

:

CONVEYORS
SMOKE BREECHINGS
STEEL STACKS
SPARK ARRESTORS
STEEL BUCKETS
ELEVATORS
RIVETED TANKS
STEEL TANKS
STORAGE BINS
COOKERS AND DIGESTORS
STEEL GAS MAINS
REFUSE BURNERS
WELDED TANKS
SETTLING TANKS

BRA.NTFOR.r>, 0]SrTARIO,CANAI>A
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Why t)ominion Friction Surface
belting keeps employees satisfied

There are few manufacturers who ha\ en't discovered

that satisfied employees are an absolute necessity to

low cost of production.
But poor equipment will not keep employees contented— it will

not permit maximum production — it increases upkeep cost— it

creates needless waste of time for operators and machines while

making repairs.

Dominion Friction Surface Belting, in eliminating these conditions,

does much to keep employees satisfied, for it enables operators to

turn out maximum production at low cost— does away with most

transmission troubles and saves power by taking a grip on pulleys

that practically prevents all slippine.
Our Belting Experts are ready to show you how this "plus service" belting

will keep your employees satisfied, just as they have for many other manufac-
turers. Phone wire or write to our nearest serv^ice branch—there is no obligation.

Service Branches:
Halifax, Toronto, Fort William Edmonton,

St. John, Hamilton, Winnipeg, Calgary

Quebec, London, Brandon, Lethbridge,

Montreal, Kitchener, Regina, Vancouver,

Ottawa, North Bay Saskatoon, Victoria

Makers of '
, ^

Dominion Hose, Packing and Industrial Rubber Coodt
and Dominion Tires, the GOOD Tires for every purpose.

lilllllllilllllllllllllllilllilllllllilllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllilllilllillllll^^
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THE 'EMCO" VALVE
Has Nine Points of Superiority

Regittered in the following

Provinces as follows:

GLOBE VALVE A840

British Columbia

Alberta

Saskatchewan -

Ontario

LONG THREAD ON BONNET
TO ALLOW FOR
TIGHTENING OF PACKING

LONG FULL THREAD
ON STEM

UNIFORM
HEAVY BONNET

LARGE HEAVY
HEXAGON TO
ALLOW LONG
THREAD ON PIPE
AND GOOD CLEAR
ANCE ON END

OF PIPE

Registered in the following

Provinces as follows:

ANGLE VALVE A842

BRASS PACKING GLAND

HIGH PRESSURE
STEAM PACKING

No. 2592

No. 1105

No. 2377

No. 1775

SEATS WHEN OPEN
TO ALLOW FOR PACKING
UNDER PRESSURE

FULL
WATERWAY

HEAVY UNIFORM BODY

EMPIRE MANUFACTURING CO., Limited
LONDON and TORONTO, CANADA
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Contra-Flow

Steam Boilers
(Equipped with Crude Oil Burners)

SAVE ONE-SEVENT^H THE SPACE OF THE OR-
DINARY BOILER.

NO BRICKWORK IS NECESSARY.

COST OF OPERATION LOWER THAN ANY KNOWN
POWER PRODUCER.

Water enters near the stack and leaves in the form
of steam near the furnace.

No water drum. Circulation is through water tubes
and is forted at a high velocity by means of a pump.

No Steam Drum

By preventing gravity circulation the steam is drawn
directly from the lower tubes.

The boiler is internally fired, and hence self-con-
tained. Feed water and fuel burners are auto-
matically controlled to adjust the boiler to widely
varying demands for steam.

Head of Boiler Casing Removed

Tubes easily replaced under reduced steam pressure.
Write for Catalogue B.

Canadian Manufacturers and Sales Office:

Montreal General Tool Co., Ltd.

675 Notre Dame, Maisonneuve

MONTREAL, P. Q. _

Operation : In
closing valve
shoulder "S"
on plunger
"V" ensai^es
the lose fol-

lower g 1 a n
"F," compress-
i n g packing
"P" above and
below the port,
making an ab-
solutely tight
valve.

In Canada's

Biggest

Industries

Where absolute certainty must
be counted upon at all times, no
chance can be taken with equip-
ment.

In the big industries, espeeiallv
must every detail be efficient- -

the blow-off valve as well as the
boilers, pumps and engines.

So, when the big Canadian cor-

porations such as the following
instal Yarway {formerly the
Simplex) "Seatless" Blorw-Off
Valves, their choice becomes an
endorsement of the very highest
character.

Canadian Explosives Co., Ltd.,

have 11.

I>ominion Irou , & Steel Co.,

Ltd.. have 20."

Canadian Pacific Railway Co.,

have 2'!.

Bathurst Lbr. Co. have 8.

Montreal L., H. & P. Co.,

have 24.

International Eng. Wks., Ltd.,

have 13.

And there are many others.
With the Yarway (formerly the
Simplex) "Seatless" Blow-Off
Valve there can be no sudden
opening and closing to injure
tubes : the operation is simple,
certain and safe : the valve docs
not leak ; it requires but little

attention as there are no weak
such as seats or discs ~t<r

[nd soar ; even the packing
iSSts" for years. You can verify

each of these claims by testing
the Yarway on one of your boil-

ers for 60 days. Return it if

not satisfactory.

Write to-day, stating size of
line, and whether screwed or
flanged, angle or straight-way.

Yarhall-Waring Co.
7604-20 Queen Street

Chestnut Kill Phila.

A. McLellan,
103 St. Francis Xavier Si.,

s^Montreal, Que., Canada.

Cunningham Hardware Co .

^-i^^ . New Westminster, B.C.

Gorman Clancey,
Grindley Co.,

Calgary, Alberta.

SIMPLEX
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Reliable Power Plant EquipmeBtl

7 „ ,

Manufacturers of Water Tube, Horizontal Return Tubular
and Locomotive Type Boilers

Boiler Feed, Underwriter Fire, Cochrane Steam and
Turbine, and Centrifugal Pumps Qil Separators

CANADIAN ALLIS-CHALMERS
LIMITED

Head Office: TORONTO
Branch Offices: Montreal, Quebec, Halifax, Sydney, St. John, Ottawa, Hamilton, London, Cobalt, South Por-

cupine, Winnipeg, Calgary, Edmonton, Nelson, Vancouver and Victoria
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Oversold Output Is

Advertising Impetus

AMONG the factors which make
advertising such a dominant
force in American business is

the faith of the largest investors in

the printed word.

It wasn't so long ago—as a matter
of fact has the time really passed?

—

that a manufacturer curtailed his

advertising because his factory was
oversold. The old cry, "Nothing to

advertise; Fm flooded with orders,"

ruled.

Fortunately for the manufacturer,
this view has given way to sound mer-
chandising. The advertiser to-day

sees the value and necessity of in-

trenching himself in the market he
has won, even though the counter

attack of his competitor seems far off,

even improbable.

Back in the days when the world
was engaged in position warfare it

was a principle that a portion of cap-

tured line must be consolidated with-

out delay. The whole idea was this

—a section of the enemy's line had
been captured, but that enemy's
dominant purpose was to reform his

forces and counter attack. Some-
times the position was lost and taken
a dozen times. •'^

This necessity of consolidation, of
digging in and preparing for the
counter thrust, exists in business. And
the more important the position held,

the more tempting is the counter
attack desire.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Com-
pany recently threw a bulwark of

newspaper pages between its business
and competition. This concern ad-
vertised that in spite of an output
increased to an average of 24,535
finished tires a day, it had been im-

possible to meet existing demand for

its product.

The consumer is told that the-

Goodyear Company regrets its in-

ability to serve all of its customers^

despite its increased production.

The dealer is not neglected. The
consumer is asked to overlook any
shortage in the dealer's stock because
of the impossibility of keeping that,

stock complete. This is another link

in a remarkably fine consolidation.

All this goes to show that this keen-

advertiser knows that it does pay tO"

advertise aggressively even though
the factory output is sold out a long:

way ahead.—Printers' Ink.

•
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Western Clock Co.

La Salle, Illinois

Fortifying Furnace Settings

Against Heat Attacks

JN every furnace setting there are hundreds of weak
spots where adjacent brick sides and their edges

meet.

It is here that heat inflicts its first dama^^e—maketi
repeated attacks on the clay mortar, which crumbles,
drops from place, and exposes the entire setting to
rapid disintegration. This is the "why" of a short-
lived and leaky setting.

The setting can be fortified against early failure by
employing

Fire-Brick Wall Set Up With
High Temperature Cement No. 31

Johns-Manville Heat Treatment
as a bond between bricks. They provide a cushion
for brick expansion and contraction. They vitrify
and retain their properties under high heats.

The entire fire-brick setting face should be coated
with Johns-Manville Higth Temperature Cement,
which, on vitrifying, presents an homogeneous,
finishetl coating, which is unaffected by setting
contraction and expansion, and proof against the
adherence of clinkers. By filling in surface irregu-
larities of the masonry, which it does, it prevents
local hot spots and the consequent spawling or
cracking of bricks. Ask our nearest branch to
furnish interesting details.

Canadian Johns-Manville Co., Limited

Montreal Toronto Vancouver
Winnipeg Hamilton London

Ottawa

Through—

Johns - Manville
POWER PLANT MATERIALS

Asbestos
and its allied products

JOHNS-MANVILLE
Strvet m Conserratiom

Hex Imiitwioni, High
TcmpentuR Cemeno,
Asbestix RoofiiiK>,

Packings, Brake
Liningt, Fire

Prevention
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n

REFRIGERATING MACHINERY
Is known and recognized the world over as

IThe Standard Refrigerating Machine
We have carefully studied Refrigeration under all conditions in Canada for the

. past 25 years and know what is best for the Canadian Manufacturer.

Our Machinery is ''Made in Canada''

The LINDE CANADIAN REFRIGERATION CO., Limited

TORONTO

37 St. Peter St, Montreal, P.Q.
WINNIPEG

Makers of Quality Refrigerating Machinery Since 1896

VANCOUVER

Ice-making and
Refrigerating Machinery
Built in any cftpacity that you desire. HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL
Our SMALE machines have the same "regularity of Oper-
ation," "Reliability" and "Efficiency" as our large ones.

AMMONIA FITTINGS, CONDENSERS, BRINE COOLERS,
ETC.

Our Machines are in daily operation in Canada
CORLISS and POPPET VALVE ENGINES

Tlie Vilter Manufacturing Company
242 Beecher St. - - - Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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Ice Plant Necessities
Filters

Ammonia Distillers

Ice Cans
Can Fillers

FRICK
Dip Tanks
Ammonia Fittings

Can Dumps
Truck Hoists

Ask for a copy of our

list of users covering 48

pages of satisfied cus-

tomers—also your copy
of "Ice and Frost."

VVAY N E S B O a a. PA. . U. S.A.

.

ICC MACHINERY SUPEOIOO SINCC IBBZ

BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

Cranes
Pneumatic Hoists
Electric Hoists
Float Tanks

There is a FRICK Ma-
chine for every refrig-

erating purpose — all

types: Vertical—Hori-

zontal—Absorption.

Canadian Representative : FRICK Ice and Refrigeration Co., Montreal

Quadruple Inspection Means Uniform Quality
Uniform high quality, which is so

necessary in cold storage insulation,

does not just happen. It results only

from the careful selection of raw

materials, scientific manufacturing

methods and the rigid inspection of

the finished product. The uniform high

quality of

NONPAREIL CORKBOARD INSULATION
For All Cold Storage Rooms

Nonpareil CoTkhoard — /. 2, 3, 4 and 6 inches thick, sawed through the middle. Notice the

uniform structure in all thicknesses.

is obtained by using only the best cork waste produced, the
larger part of which comes from our own plants in America
and abroad. All of the granulated cork is carefully screened
to take out the fine particles, dust and other foreign matter,
which decrease the strength of the corkboard. The baking
is done in scientifically constructed ovens, thus insuring uni-
form and thorough baking in all thicknesses. This is a most
important operation, since ccrkboard that is not properly baked

will not stand up in service. The edges, ends and sides of

every sheet are trimmed and sanded by machinery, making
them uniform in size. Finally, each finished board is in-

spected four times before it leaves the factory, thereby assur-

ing the purchaser that his Nonpareil Corkboard will have the

same uniform high quality that has earned for this material

the title of "The World's Standard Cold Storage Insulation."

Complete stocks of Nonpareil Corkboard constantly carried in our warehouses at Toronto and Montreal enable us to
make prompt shipments to any part of the Dominion. Literature and samples will be cheerfully sent on request.

Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Limited,
504 McGILL BUILDING,

MONTREAL, QUE.

Also manufacturers of Nonpareil Cork Covering for cold pipes and Nonpareil High Pressure Covering for all sleam lines
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MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION
SAVES MONEY :-: HELPS BUSINESS

if

"We wish to express our satisfaction with your
plant, which in the past several years has saved
not only money and labor, but proved a business

asset as well," writes one of our customers.

Here is the whole story in a few words. No addi-
tion to your business offers more certain returns
on the investment than MECHANICAL REFRIG-
ERATION.

If your business is lagging, it can be improved by
the use of MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION. If

your business is good, it can be made better by
installing a YORK REFRIGERATING PLANT.

Write to-day for information and prices.

YORK MANUFACTURING CO.
(Ice-Making and Refrigerating Machinery exclusively)

YORK, PA., U.S.A.
Canadian Repretentativeg

Canadiam Ice Machine Company
WINNIPEG
85 Lombard Sit.

TORONTO
82 Chestnut St.

MONTREAL
324 Craig St. West

CALGARY
60S Second St*

In the LARGEST and MOST MODERN PLANT in the

WORLD, building Insulated DOORS and allied products

exclusively, we are building what we KNOW to be THE BEST
INVESTMENT FOR THE USER and the universally recog-

nized WORLD'S STANDARD DOORS. In verification:—

THE HARRIS AB.\TTOIR CO.,
Ltd., Canada.

'•Our Coolers and Freezers are
mostly equipped with your doors.
In fact we adopted it as istandard
throughout our plant, as we find

them substantially made and the
insulation perfect. We also find

the Hardware stands up better
than on any other door we have
seen or tried."

LOUISVILLE SOAP CO..

Louisville, Ky.

"Coolers at one of our plants
are equipped with your doort,
which have oi>'en us such latna-
faction tee with to improve the
doors at our old plant. We would
not be warranted in throwing out
the doors but would lilce the type
hardware you supply."

THE WASHINGTON MARKET,
Washington, D.C.

"The doors supplied by you, in

use at both plants, haie been in

every way satisfactory, and we
think the Jamison door is the best

on the market."

Read 'em again men—analyze them! Acquaint yourself

fully with our method of construction through latest

catalog No. 8.

Jamison Cold Storage Door Company
Formerly Jones Cold Door Co. HAGERSTOWN, M.D., U.S.A.
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ECONOMY
Renewable FUSES
are in greater demand than any other fuses because
ever since their first appearance on the market their

performance has proved them worthy of the trust

placed upon them.
They are accurately rated—efficient in operation.

They are safe in every respect—not sometimes but
always.
As compared with the use of one-time fuses, they
cut annual fuse maintenance costs 80%.
An inexpensive "Drop Out" Renewal Link restores

a blown Economy Fuse to its original efficiency.

Economy Fuses and Links live up to their name.
The economy they effect is considerable—too big
for you to ignore. Besides, you will profit by the
added measure of safety they insure.

Sold by all electrical jobbers and dealers.

• Write for Catalog 24

ECONOMY FUSE & MFG. CO.
Of Canada, Ltd.

UNITY BLDG. MONTREAL
Manufacturers in Canada of S. & C. High

Potential Fuses—To 150,000 Volts

UEHLING
WASTE METER

COMBINED

CO, AND TEMPERATURE RECORDER

Does your fireman know
how much fuel he is wasting?

Do you know?

The Uehling OO2 Recorder
makes a complete 24 hr. record
of your combustion eflSciency

and the CO2 indicator at the
Boiler Front holds the fireman
responsible.

Get more Steam per pound
of Coal and reduce your an-
nual fuel con-

Buraption.
C02

Indicator
for Boiler

Front

Record of COS
and 8tacl< tem-
perature on one
cbart.

Let us know the

number and size

of your boilers

and coal consum
ed per year, upon receipt of

which information we will be

glad to send you full par-

ticulars.

Let ns hear from yon. We ar« pioneers In the
mannfacture of Indicators and Recorders for Power
Plant pnrposea.

Send tor our Bulletin No. 110.

Uehling Instrument Company
2008 Empire Building New York City

High Efficiency

THE high efficiency with which the
Riley Stoker operates is shown by

the above curve which is plotted from a
series of tests conducted on a sixteen-

retort stoker installed under a 1373 H.P.
boiler at the Essex station of the Public
Service Electric Company, of Newark,
NJ. The continuous high efficiency
and large overload capacity are due to
two very important features:

1. The moving grates which keep the
fuel bed open, porous and free from
clinkers.

2. The continuous automatic ash dis-

charge which removes the refuse as
fast as formed.

Our catalog HR-7 explains in detail

how the Riley Stoker with its live-

grate surface boosts efficiency and
increases capacity.

For information on the Murphy Automatic Furnace
for smaller boilers, see June 20th adwttisement,
or send for Murphy catalog HM-y.

Sanford Riley Stoker Co.
Worcester, Mass.

^V^^yO" British Licensees: Erith's En-

^^Ix^^^ gineering Co., Ltd. London,
Ci",°j"^fT'~' French Licensees: Erith, Leroy '*4,i,>.vi^Kf^ and Cie., Paris, France. ^-K/^
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™e5C0OP

An original, distinctive and serviceable

labor-saving machine for storing, reclaim-

ing and transferring material, for loading

and unloading cars, trucks and wagons.

Over 1000 Users

Our 1919 model, the result of experience,

standardization and quantity production
embodies life-prolonging and service-giving

improvements. Made in six different sizes.

Prices, from $390.00 to $770.00. Complete,
with Electric Motor or Gasoline Engine.

Elustrated literature shouring its wide
range ofapplication mailed on request

PORTABLE MACHINERY CO., Inc.

Passaic, N.J
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Belliss & Morcom, Ltd
Engines and Air Compressors

Belliss Engines at McGill University Power House

Steam and Exhaust Turbines
Diesel Engines, Air Compressors
Condensing" Plants, Steam Engines

Heanan Refuse Destructors
~

Air and Water Coolers

Dynamometers

Paterson Water Softening Plants

Centrifugal Pumps

LAURIE & LAMB
Engineers

211 BOARD OF TRADE BLD#. MONTREAL
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REES RoTURBo
Patent Pressure Chamber Pumps Cannot

Overload the Prime Mover
The self-regulating feature of the RoTURBo PUMP "when subjected
to a variation in boiler pressure" causes it to adjust itself to meet the new
conditions without danger to the prime mover.

Two Rees RoTURBo Pumps recently completed b y us for the Windsor Water Works at Windsor, OnL

REES RoTURBo
Patent Pressure Chamber Pumps, Rotary Jet Condensers and Rotary Air Pumps are

to-day giving splendid service the world over in MINES, POWER STATIONS,
MARINE SERVICE, WATERWORKS and ALL KINDS of INDUSTRIAL PLANTS.

Ask for catalogues and further particulars.

Sole Canadian Manufacturers

The GOLDIE & McCULLOCH CO., Ltd.
Head Office and Works: GALT, ONTARIO, CANADA

TORONTO OFFICE:
Suite 1101-2,

Bank of Hamilton Bld'g.

WESTERN BRANCH:
248 McDermott Ave.,

Winnipeg, Man.

QUEBEC AGENTS:
Ross & Greig

400 St. Jame^t.,
Montreal, Que.

BRITISH COLUMBIA AGENTS:
Robt. Hamilton & Co.,

Vancouver, B.C.



Power House
Established 1907 Published Semi-monthly

The Brantford Power Plant of the Massey HarrisCo,
An Installation Recently Overhauled and Brought to a High State
of Efficiency. New Steam Piping Has Been Installed Throughout

BRANTFORD'S industries have
gained for her the enviable reputa-
tion of being one of Canada's fore-

most manufacturing centres, and the
many factories require considerable
power for their opei-ation. Much of this
is at present obtained from the Hydro-
Electric system; some is developed
locally through the utilization , of the
Grand River, and the remainder is gen-
erated in isolated steam plants.
The power plant of the Massey-Harris

Co. is one of the larger of these and
contains a number of features of in-
terest to the operating engineer.
The shavings and other mill waste

from the carpenter and woodworking
shops forms a major portion of the fuel
used, and the boiler-room for this reason
is of interest to those accustomed to the
use of coal for fuel. The three boilers at
the end of the battery
are fitted with shav-
ing spouts and the
shavings are fed di-

rectly onto the grate
bars from the ex-

haust system. The
remaining boilers, or
3uch of them as are
used, are fed by air-

blast through cy-
clones.

During the night
when the woodwork-
ing shops are shut
down, coal is used,

when the excess mill

waste and shavings
accumulated through-
out the day is used
up.

Six boilers are in-

stalled, five of them
72 in. by 16 ft., of

John Inglis make, and
one 74 in. by 14 ft.

boiler of Goldie and
McCulloch make.
These boilers are
connected by a com-
mon steel breeching
to a radial brick stack of 6 ft. opening at
the top, and 150 ft. high. The "breech-
ing, where it enters the stack, measures
4 ft. wide by 7 ft. high.

By W. F. SUTHERLAND

Plastic cement is used on the boilers

for the elimination of air filtration.

The Engine Room

The plant is supplied with the major
portion of the powei' required by means
of a jackshaft running through the en-

gine-room and belted to the 300 h.p.

cress-compound Whcelock engine there
installed. Th'is main drive belt is a 30-

in. Beardmore and has been in constant
service for over 20 years.

The Wheelock engine is run condens-
ing in the summer and the exhaust steam
is used throughout the colder months for

heating purposes. A Goldie and M*'-

Culloch jet condenser is installed.

An auxiliary lighimg set is installed

Ir^r use when needed. This unit consists

of a 50 kw., 110 volt d.c. generator direct

connected to a M^Ewen high speed en-

WHEELOCK ENGINE—THE BELT SHOWN HAS BEEN IN USE FOR OVER 20 YEARS,

gine of Waterous manufacture.
During the overhauling of the plant

recently completed, a Bury compressor,
made by the Bury Compressor Co Eric,

Pa., was installed, taking the place of an
older machine, which had outlived -its

usefulness. The new machine is of the

two-stage intercooler type and supplies

air for shop purposes and for the sand-

blasting department.
1 he smithy is provided with its ovvn

engine, a 14 in. by 34 in. Wheelock engine

of 125 h.p. This engine in addition to

iiie smithy requirements also drives a

Jones and Moore 25 kw. d.c. generator

used for charging storage batteries,

which operate the time clocks, fire

alarm system and the automatic tele-

phone exchange.

The smithy also has its own compres-

sor, a 22 X 14 in. Bury machine with an

8 in. suction and 5 in. discharge.

The engine and compressor in this de-

partment are fed from the boiler-room

through a steam header from the main
e.i.gine-room.

Steam Headers
Together with other

alterations which
have been completed,

the steam piping has
been made, which
greatly added to the

efficiency of the
plant. Purdy Mansell,
of Toronto, had
charge of this work
and also of the alter-

ations to the heating
system, which occur-
red at the same timfi

The buildings are no.'«

heated with exhaust
steam from the vari-

ous engines and com-
pressors, a p p r X i-

mately 17,000 sq. ft.

of IVi in. pipe radia-

tion having been in-

stalled in the various

mechanical depart-

ments.
The main steam

header is 10 in. and
the risers from the

boilers enter it from
the bottom, each riser being drained at

the header and the drips lead back to a
drip header, from which any condensa-
tion is removed by a trap.
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up the boilers after washing down or for
other purposes.

For washing down pjjj-poses another
line is carried over the -boiler settings,

and is fed with city water. Outlets are
provided between each boiler, and it is

an easy matter to connect it up, the hose
run it through the open manhole and
wash down the boiler with little trouble.

The feed-water heater is of the Moffat
type, made by Goldie and McCulloch.

Motor Load

A number of motors are used through-
out the various shops and take their sup-
ply from outside sources. The bolt de-

partment line shafting is run by a 100
h.p. motor, the foundry clearing depart-
ment by a 75 h.p. motor, the wood-
working department by a 100 h.p. motor
and the tool-room by a 35 h.p. motor. All
these motors are of C.C.E. type, manufac-
tured by the Canadian Westinghouse Co.

ENGINE ROOM SHOWITSfG COMPRESSOR AND McEWEN ENGINE.

P'rom the main header separate lines

are carried to the underwriters' fire

pump, the engine-room and to the engine
in the smithy. The main to the fire

pump is of 5 in. pipe, that to the engine-
room 8 in., and that to the smithy 4 in.

A four-inch exnaust line is carried

through the smithy and forge shops for

heating purposes.

The exhaust from the engines and
auxiliaries is arranged in such a manner
that it can be passed through the feed-

water heater on its way to the heating

mains, or the heater can be by-passed

for cleaning at any timejidesired.

Webster traps are fitted^lfe?&ughout

and a Tod-Atwood vacuum pump re-

moves all condensate from the heating

mains, returning it to the heater. This

pump is 4 by 4 in. and is capable of

handling all condensate frQrn.^37,000 ft.

of IVi in. pipe, besides rad{<a||aB.

A live steam line. 4 iit« {Immeter, is

also carried to the blast engine for the

cupola in the foundfy.

Lagging . . —

water from a cold water well to a tank
on the roof, and providing for all water
requirements throughout the plant ex-

cept for drinking. Any one of the three

pumps may be connected to any one of

three sources of supply, the condenser
hot well, the cold well above mentioned,
or the feed-water lieater.

The feed line from the pumps to the

boiler-room ends in a header, from which
the separate feed lines to each boiler are

run. Each line is provided with a valve

at the header and between this valve

and the boiler another connection is

made to another Reader which supplies

city water, of domestic water for filling

Mr. R. Simpson, of 178 Wellington St.,

Kitchener, Ontario, writes:

"I think it is a good thing for the en-

gineer that POWER HOUSE is pub-
lished twice a month, I have taken it for

a number of years and have received

some very valuable information from it.

As to changing the price, personally I

feel it is worth double the present price."

TELL THEM
When writing to advertisers using

space in POWER HOUSE, it is desirable

that our paper be mentioned as the

source of information. Our advertisers

appreciate this, and so do the publishers.

Every time our reaciers do this they co-

operate with us in making the real

worth of POWER HOUSE kr.own. Ad-
vertisers believe in POWER HOUSE,
readers believe in it, and so do we. Let's

work together to make it more effective

in our general interests.

All steam piping iias been. li^g»ei with

Philip Carey four-ply air cell insulation,

and steam lines between different build-

ings with six-ply insulation of the same
make covered with 2 ply of building

paper wrapped with copper wire.

Jenkins valves are usecf throughout.

Feed-Water Piping aiijd Pumps

A very flexible arrangeifteiit- of the

feed pumps and piping has tfeen secured,

which insures against interruption in the

supply of feed-water to the boilers.

Three outside packed feed pumps are

connected up in such a way that they

may feed either the boilers or the do-

mestic supply. Two are usually run on

the boilers, the third ordinarily being

used for domestic supply, pumping BOILER ROOM. M ASSEY-HARRIS CO.. BRANTKORD.
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SHOWING STEAM HEADER OVER BOILERS

STORAGE OF COAL AND SPONTAN-
EOUS COMBUSTION

Coal should be stored in small quan-
tities as near to the point of consump-
tion as possible. Small coal piles rarely

ignite from spontanejus combustion.

Coal should be stored near the point of

use to avoid re-handling, extra transpor-

tation and the degradation of size which
follows each rehandling. For these rea-

sons the bureau would advocate storage,

sj far as possible, in the bins and yards
of the ultimate consumer, thus dividing

the risk of loss from spontaneous com-
bustion. If large storage piles are nec-

essary, certain general principles must
be borne in mind. The generation of heat

is the result of slow oxidation of the coal

surface. The oxidati m is much more
rapid from freshly mined coal or from
freshly broken surfaces. The oxidation

rate increases rapidly with increased
temperature. Different coals have dif-

ferent oxidizing rates. These facts lead

to the following recommendations:

—

Where there is choice of coal to be stor-

ed, that having the 1 )west oxidizing rate

should be chosen, if known. Between
two coals, that which is least friable,

and therefore which presents the least

total coal surface in the pile, should be

selected.

The method of handling should be such
as to produce the least freshly broken
coal surface. The coal should be as cool

as pjssible when piled. Piling warm
coal on a hot day is more likely to pro-

duce spontaneous combustion. The coal

must be kept from an extraneous source

of heat. Alternate wetting and drying
of coal during pilin^' is to be avoided
if possible. The fine cjal, or slack, is

the part from which spontaneous com-
l>ustion is to be expected. Piling of

lump coal where possible is therefore

desirable.

In the process of handling, if the lump
coal can be stored and the fine coal re-

Tnoved and used immediately, the prac-

tice prevents spontaneous combustion
in coals which would have otherwise
?:iv€n trouble. The sulphur content of

coal is believed by many to play an im-

portant role in spontaneous combustion.
The evidence on this point is still con-

flicting, but to play safe, it is desirable

to choose coal having a lower sulphur

content when choice is possible.

Coal piles should ce made so that ttiere

is ready movement of air for ventilation

throughout all parts of the coal pile.

This is the condition when the entire pile

is made jf coarse lump coal. With
ordinary coal piling this is difficult. The
surfaces of coal piles should be so ex-

posed as to allow the pile to cool; or else

- %%%
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the coal should be so sH;orfed thM'^lr (jir-

culation within the pipe is very small.

When the air circulation is reduced to a

minimum, as in air-tight bin, with no
opening in the bottom, the oxygen of the
air is soon removed and the mass of the

coal lies in an inert atmosphere, except
for small local circulation near the sur-

face. Air-tight bins are usually im-
practicable, but the following practice

is recommended to approximate these

conditions:

In making a coal pile of mixed sizes,

the coal should be so handled as to make
a homogeneous pile and prevent the seg-
regation of coarse and fine coal. This
frequently determines the most desirable

machinery for unloading coal. It is com-
mon practice to limit the height of a coal

pile, this for two reasons:—A pile too

high crushes the lower layers of coal,

producing more fines; the larger the pile

the less the heat-dissipating surface

there is exposed in proportion to the
heat generating capacity of the pile.

Twelve feet in height is a common limit.

Whatever precautions are taken in

choice and handling of coal, provision

should be made for keeping track of

the temperature rise in a coal pile and
for rapid rehandling of portions of a

pile in case of excessive heating. In a

coal pile covering considerable area, it

should be so subdivided that in case of

spontaneous combustion of a portion,

the heat will not be transmitted to the

whole pile, thus accelerating the heating
of portions of the pile which normally
would have remained cool.

BOILER FEED AND DOMESTIC PUMPS.
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The Thirtieth Anrwal Goa^ention of the C.A.S.E.
Delegates, Visitors and Exhibitors Spend a Pleasant and In-
structive Three Days at Brantford—Business and Pleasure is
in Equal Proportions—The New Officers of the C.A.S.E. and

Exhibitors' Association
By T. H. FENNER, Editor Marine Engineering

WITH thoughts unclouded by the
dark shadows of war and its at-

tendant calamities, the dele-

gates of the 'Cana(iian Association of

Stationary Engineers met to celebrate

the 30th annual convention of their

order. The city of Lrantford, rich in na-

tural beauty and historical " associ-

ations, was the chosen venue, and the ar-

rangements made for the enlcrtainnient

of delegates and their friends by the lo-

cal lodge and the Exhibitors' Association

left nothing to be Jeoirel The only fac-

tor that fell down on the job was the

weather man, who sent along a sam-
ple of his wet goods, which however
much needed by the surrounding coun-

try, could have been well dispensed

with, or at least postponed for a

couple of days later.

However, neither delegates or ex-

hibitors allowed a little thing like in-

clement weather to upset their plans.

When the proposed outdoor events

were banned by Jupiter Pluvius,

they took up a strategic position in

the capacious Brantford Armories and

pulled off the hair-rasin;? athletic pro-

gramme with great success. The

hardwood floor proved as good for track

purposes as the greensward, and though

as far as we know, no records were

broken, very creditable times were

made by the various contestants.

The Convention Hall

The problem of finding a suitable hall

for the convention was a difficult one,

but the local lodge solved it by taking

possession of the emergency hospital, a

one-storey wooden building adjacent to

the armoury.
This gave the firat requirement, space,

and the advantage of a ground floor

location for the various exhibits, some

of which were heavy. Great credit is

due to Mr. Gordon Keith and Mr. Betton

of the Exhibitors' Association, who
worked hard and long to give the bare

iilterior a more pleasing appearance.

With the, aid of canvas, crinkly paper,

and much goodwill they achieved

wonders. Indeed, the citizens who visit-

ed the hall hardly recognized it as be-

ing the same building.

Monday night saw practically all the

decorations completed, and the majority

of the exhibits installed. Tuesday

morning saw the official opening of

the convention, when the big guns of the

association and the exhibitors fired

their salutes of welcome to delegates

and visitors.

Official Opening

The official opening was scheduled

for 10 a.m. and the mayor of Brantford
was down for the opening speech of
welcome, However, his worship failed to
appear, or to send any explanation of
his absence. Bro. W. Welsh, President
of the Brantford Lodge, in a few direct
words, declared the convention open,
and was followed by E. L. Webster,
Secretary of the Brantford Conven-
tion Committee. W. Cooke, President of

the C.A.S.E., replied, followed b:, C. Z.

Schrag, President of the Exhibitoi-s'

Committee; Lieut. L. Archibald, Fred
W. Raven, Secretary N.A.S.E., and C. Z.

Wyse, Educational Secretary of the
N.A.S.E. Mr. Welsh, in the course of

bis remarks, mentioned that this was
the second convention held in Brant-
ford, and that but three of the charter

members of the lodge were still in

evidence. Lieut. Archibald, of the Dart
Union Co. and past president of the

Exhibitors' Association, i3 but lately

returned from a prison camp in Ger-

many. He enlisted in the Flying Corps

and was captured when his machine
was forced to descend in the German
lines. He told an amusing story of

the German commandant of one of the

camps he was in. This officer spoke

very good English, some of which was
distinctly colloquial, the only trouble

being he sometimes failed to realize the

exact meaning of the slang he used.

On the occasion of the arrival, of a

batch of prisoners he had them lined

up in front of him while he in.presscd

them with a sense of German super-

iority.

"You English think you know a few

things, and so do the French, but we
Germans, we know dam-all."

This last expression is very common
in England to signify an absolute ne-

gation of knowledge.

Lieut. Archibald, in expressing his

gratitude to his fellow members of the

Exhibitors' Committee for the parcels of

food sent him, told a story illustrative

of the value of food to a hungry man.

At the camp he was held in, the chief

article of food was a liquid remotely re-

sembling coffee. One of the English

prisoners who had a good supply of

money, observed a fellow-prisoner with

a piece of the black bread that was oc-

casionally issued. This was about

four inches square. The Englishman

tried to buy it, his final offer being a

sum equivalent to $20, and this failed

to induce the owner to part with the

unsavory morsel.

The afternoon session was devoted to

a meeting of the C.A.S.E. executive.

while the ladies of the party paid a
visit to some of the Brantford factor-
ies. '

a.

The evening was devoted to lectures
about which more will be said later on
in this report.

The Second Day

During the morning the C.A.S.E.
executive were busy with association
affairs, while the delegates and visitors
had an opportunity of visiting the ex-
hibits. These represented a great var-
iety of power plant necessities, and the
representatives of the firms were on
hand to explain the uses and points of
the articles displayed.

Following is a list of the exhibits:
James Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.,

Toronto.

Goldie McCulloch & Co., Gait.

Mason Regulator and Engineering
Co., Montreal.

R. Sexton Fire Brick Co., Toronto.
Thomson Gordon Co., Toronto.
Allen General Supply Co., Toronto.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Samia.
Canadian Allis-Chalmers Co., Toronto.
Dearborn Chenlical Co., Toronto.
Kitchen R. R. Signal Overall Co.,

Brantford.

Dart Union Co., Toronto.
Jenkins Bros., Montreal.
Quaker City Rubber Co., Toronto.

C. A. Dunham Co., Toronto.
Kerr Goodwin Machine Co., Brant-

ford.

Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton.
John H. Hall & Sons, Brantford.

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Co., Toronto.

Empire Mfg. Co., Toronto.

France Packing Co.. New York.

Chapman Double Ball Bearing Co

.

Toronto.

E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

Lunkenheimer, Cincinnati.

Equipment Specialty Co., Toronto.

V. B. Anderson Co., Cleveland.

Power, New York
Canadian Manufacturer, Toronto.

Power House, Toronto.

After lunch everybody adjourned to

the Armoury and took up favorable po-

sitions for \newing the sports.

The first event on the nrogramm"
was by far the most exciting. This

consisted of a hockey match, between

teams representing the Engineers and

Exhibitors. The hockey sticks used

were corn brooms, the puck being an un-

dersized Association football. Both

teams went at it In deadly earnest, and

had some of the blows aimed connected

with the ball, the resulting concussion

would have been heard in Toronto.
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However, the ball had a propensity to

be a little above cr a little below the
spot aimed at, so all that happene'l was
a graceful spin on the part of the
swatter.

The umpire, Mr. Keith, being built, as
one gentleman expressed it, "for com-
fort rather than speed," let some doubt-
ful plays get by, but on the whole was
satisfactory.

The Exhibitors won by one goal to

nothing, which represents the play
fairly well.

The combination of high heels, high
speed and high polish (of the floor),

proved too much for one of the contes-

tants in the married ladies' race. She
es ayed to slide home instead of run-

ning, and collected a considerable

amount ,of dust, which liberally carpeted

^he floor.

The various eventu were well contest-

ed, and the afternoon was voted a huge
cuccess, and a fitting overture for the

evening to come.

The evening'^ entertainment in the

crnvention hall consisted of the prize

jj-iving to the winners of the after-

noon contests, a sab of curios in aid of

the' local hospital, songs and speeches.

Mr. E. B. Curzon of Montreal opened
the musical part of the programme
with "Long Live the King," following

with "When the Bell in the Lighthouse

Rings" as an encore. His fine bari-

tone voice showed up well in these

numbers. Miss Powell of Brantford,

gave a very pleasing soprano solo, and
Miss Emma Jackson, a very clever rend-

ering of one of Mr. Dooley's soliloquies

on the "Comforts of Travelling."

Mr. E. Hetherintrton of Gait dis-

played a very pleasing tenor, and Mr.

Jack Armor, of New York, convulsed the

audience with a snappy monologue. In

the absence of W. C. McGhie, Mr. Mose-

ly ,of the Board of Examiners of Sta-

tionary Engineers, spoke on the new
licensing laws and graded certificates.

Mr. C. B. Turner had charge of the

sale of curios for the Brantford Hos-

nital, and this netted $30.80. An or-

chestra was in attendance and provided

the accompaniments for the singers, be-

sides plaving several pleasing selections

during the evening.

The Educational Side

One cannot help but feel that this

side of the convention, which is one of

the utmost importance, did not re-

ceive the support to which it was justly

entitled. As a past member of the or-

ganization the Avriter recognizes the

scope there is for developing this end

of their activities, and was surprised to

see the attendance so poor at the var-

ious lectures given. This was parti-

cularly noticeable ac the lecture on tur-

bines, which was jammed in at the end

of the concert Wednesday evening, when
time was extremely limited. This re-

sulted in what might easily have been a

very valuable contribution to the busi-

ness of the convention, being reduced

to a mere skeleton, and the writer

sympathizes with the lecturer in the re-

marks he made at the opening of his

lecture. The writer would suggest that
for future conventions the subject mat-
ter of the lectures be printed, and is-

sued to all the members of the various
lodges some time beforehand. In this

way the delegates would be familiar
with the text, and in a position to bring
up points for discussion. After all, the

object of a convention is not purely the

spending of a good time. It is due to the

other members of the lodges that their

chosen delegates shall have something
to show for the expense incurred other

than pleasant memories.

Ontario Government's Offer.

The Ontario Government, through Mr.
McLachlan, informed the delegates that

they were equipping at various centres,

well-furnished class rooms. These

would be thrown open for the

use of the engineers, and the Board of

Education was de.':jrous of consulting
with representatives of the C.A.S.E. as

to the precise form in which they could

best help their members from an edu-

cational standpoint. This progressive

and helpful offer from the Government

was well received by the delegates, and

no doubt will be taken advantage of in

the near future.

The Lectures

Mr. Flanagan, of the C. A. Dunham
Co., gave an illustrated lecture on

"Steam Heating," showing the growth
of the art from the primeval fire in

the cave. He also gave instances of

right and wrong ways of making con-

nections of steam heating mains and

branches.

Mr. I. J. Tait spoke on refrigerating,

illustrating his points by lantern

slides.

Mr. D. M. Medcalf, Chief Boiler In-

spector for the Province of Ontario,

read a paper on "Causes of Boiler

Failure." He had a choice collection

of boiler plates and tubes, which had

figured in accidents. These he ex-

plained in detail, making a very interest-

ing half hour.

C. J. Porter of Hamilton, gave an

illustrated lecture on various types of

generators.

The lecture on turbines, by Mr. J.

M. Brown of Hamilton, should have

been the most interesting feature of the

convention, as far as the delegates were

concerned. As we said, the lateness of

the hour and the scant attendance de-

tracted from its value. Mr. Brown
thoroughly understands his subject and

has his heart in it, and deserved better

support than he received.

The Officers.

The officers of the Grand Lodge for

1919-20 were elected as follows:

Past President, W. Cook, Belleville;

1st Vice-President, G. E. Moll, London;

2nd Vice-President, D. L. Webster,

Brantford; 3rd Vice-President, Fred

Harper, Kingston; Sec-Treasurer, John

Hale, Hamilton; Conductor, Ross C.

Leach, Toronto; Doorkeeper, Geo. Lee,

Ottawa; Delegate to N.A.S.E., W. Cook,

Belleville; Alt. to N.A.S.E., S. Balm-

firth, Toronto.

The next convention will be held at
Woodstock, Ont.

The Exhibitors' Association officers

were elected for the coming year as
follows:

Past President, C. N. Schrag, Toron-
to: President, Jas. Mock, Montreal;
1st Vice-President, J. E. Fitzgerald,
Montreal; 2nd Vice-President, Grant
Cole, Toronto; Treasvrer L. L. Archi-
bald, Toronto; Secretary, Gordon C
Keith, Toronto; Asst. Sec, Geo. M.
Wilkinson; Chairman Exhibits,, A.
Betton, Toronto; Entertainments, B.
Curzon, Montreal; Reception, R. Sex-
ton, Montreal.

C500LING-AIR MEASUREMENTS
At present no accurate method is in

common use for determining the effi-
ciency of the turbo-alternators, nor is

any standardized conventional method
in use in this country. Although the
purchaser, since the efficiency of the
turbo-alternator is usually expressed in

terms of the rate of steam consump-
tion in relation to the output of electri-

cal energy, has little economic interest

in the accurate determination of the
efficiency of the alternator, the matter is

of considerable interest to him, since the
alternator efficiency is an indication of

the quality of the materials and the ex-

cellence of the design. With turbo-alter-

nators of even moderate size the stray

loss niay be as hir\\ as five or six times
the ohmic loss in the stator copper, and in

the opinion of some authorities may
prove to be one of the factors that will

limit the output of electrical energy
obtainable from a single unit. The
usual practice is either to ignore the
stray loss or to determine it by a sub-
stantially conventional method.

Modern turbo-alternators invariably
have forced ventilation, and except for
the relatively small amount of heat dis-

sipated from the external surface of
the stator all the losses except the
bearing losses are carried off by the
cooling air. Hence if the volume of
air flowing through the machine in unit

time and the average increase of tem-
perature that the air undergoes in ab-
sorbing the losses are known the
total losses on load can be calculated

without difficutly. This method, the
principle involved in which was the sub-
ject of a paper read by Professor R.

Threlfall before the Institution of

Electrical Engineers in 1903, is the "air

heating" method, and Professor Threl-

fall described the means by which
sufficiently accurate measurements of

the air volume and temperature can be
obtained, provided certain simple pre-

cautions are taken. An alternative

or "calibrated air-temperature" method
which does not involve measuring the

air volume consists in ascertaining the

increase of temperature in the cooling

air caused by a loss of known magni-
tude in the alternator, and deducing the

total losses from the observed temper-

ature rise of the air on load.
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Economizers and Economizer Practice
This Article, One of the Series on Power Plant Management,
Deals With the Economizer and Its Usefulness as an Aid to Boiler

Room Economy. Features of Operation Are Also Discussed

By ROBERT JUNE, Mechanical Engineer

OF all accessory equipment in the

boiler room, the economizer has
the oldest history, and, in

many ways the most secure po-

sition. It was in 1845 that Ed-
ward Green developed economizer de-

sign and construction to a point of prac-

tical utility, and the apparatus has been
in more or less general use ever since.

Curiously enough, America, with her ap-

parently insatiable demands for indus-

trial efficiency, has never adopted the

economizer to anything like the extent
which Europe has, nor has she accorded
it, when adopted, the degree of appreci-

ation and recognition to which it is en-

titled on merit.

For the economizer does possess mer-
it, in ways which we shall discuss, suf-

ficient to recommend it to the serious

consideration of thousands of power
plant operators, whose boiler rooms are

not now equipped. But before taking up
the question of what the economizer
does, let us see what it is.

Economizers are of two general types,

(a) Integral, directly connected with

the boiler.

;('b) Independent, not directly connect-

ed with the boiler.

Fig. 1 is a good example of the in-

tegral type. The installation, which is

to be found at the power plant of the

Kansas City Lig-ht & Power Co., consists

of six 1,30(> h.p. B. & W. boilers, with

economizers.built of standard dnims and

tubes of Sterling boilers superimposed.

The use of Sterling boiler sections sav-

ed time in delivery, reduced cost, and at

the same time satisfied the requirements

imposed by the operating pressure,

which was 300 lbs.

Figs. 2 and 3 (courtesy of Prof. Geb-

hart), illustrates the independent type,

as exemplified by the Green economizer.

The Sturtevant economizer, while differ-

ing in some details of design and con-

struction, is of the same general type,

and need not be, separately described, it

being understood that superior merit is

not here assigned to either equipment,

yvith reference to the other.

The independent economizer, then,

consists of a series of rows of cast iron

tubes, an'anged vertically, in sections.

The tubes are usually 9 to 10 feet high,

and 4 % in. in diameter. Sections of

decreasine width are arranged across

the main flue between the boiler and the

stack, so that the gases of slow com-

bustion must pass through the tubes on

their v ay to the atmosphere. A by-

pass is provided for use w^hen the econ-

omizer is down for cleaning or repairs,

so that boiler operation need not be in-

terfered with.

Top and bottom headers connect the

various rows of tubes, and the headers
are themselves connected to upper and
lower branch pipes. Feed water on the

way to the boiler is forced through the
various sections of pipe, beginning near
the stack, at the point of lowest temper-
ature, and leaving near the entrance to

the economizer, at the point of highest
temperature.

FIG. 1 INTEGRAL TYPE ECONOMIZER
CLEANED WITH DIAMOND SOOT BLOWERS.

What The Economizer Does

The economizer takes in feed water

at a temperature ranging from .50 de-

grees F. to 200 degrees F., and delivers

it to the boiler anywhere from 100 to 150

degrees hotter, utilizing the heat of the

flue gases which would otherwise he

dispersed up the stack to the atmos-

phere. Off-hand, this looks like an op

portunity to effect economies in opera-

tion well worth going after.

Without the economizer, the lowest
limit to which the temperature of the
flue gases leaving the boiler may be re-
duced, is, of course, the temperature of
the steam, which is dependent upon the
pressure, as shown in table 1.

With the economizer, the lowest prac-
ticable limit is that of the dew point of
the exit gases. Under average condi-
tions of boiler operation, only about 85
per cent, of the possible reduction be-
tween initial furnace and outlet gas
temperatures can possibly be obtained.
To obtain 95 per cent, it has been cal-

culated that the boiler heating surface
would have to be increased by 60 per
cent. The impracticability of any at-
tempt to gain economy in this manner
is evident by a glance at the conditions
of combustion.
When the combustion gases first

come in contact M-ith the boiler, the
transfer of heat is very rapid, due to the^

great difference in temperature, but as
the gases in their progress become cool-

er, the rate of transfer declines propor-
tionately. If carried far enough, a point
is reached where the amount of heat
transferred per square foot of boiler

surface is not sufficient to pay interest,

maintenance and operation charges upon
the surface involved. The calculation to

obtain this minimum point is somewhat
involved and need not be entered into

here, it being sufficient to note that with
coal at $3 per ton it ranges from 100 de-

grees difference between steam temper-
ature and flue gas temperature if boil-

ers are operated 24 hours per day, 365
a year, to 250 degrees difference if boil-

ers are operated 10 hours a day, 300
days a year. We may assume 150 de-

crees to 200 degrees difference as the

minimum in the average case. This

means, finally, that our economical over-

all boiler efficiency is strictly limited,

unless we can find some cheaper means,
such as is afforded by the economizer,

of transferring the heat to the water.

To take an example from actual prac-

tice, let us assume that a boiler operat-

innr at 180 lbs. pressure has been pro-

vided with sufficient heating surface,

as is often the case, to reduce flue gas

temperature to 560 degree F. Assume
water to enter the economizer pt <K) i^"-

p-reos F. and water to be heated to 240

Absolute pressure Temperature
lbs. per sq, in. deg. F.

lOO 327.6
110 334..>

120 341.0
180 347.1
140 Si^2 8

150 358.2

TABLE I.

Absolute Temperature
Pressure deft. F.

160 8*3.4
170 36S . 3

180 372.9
190 877.4
200 881.7

210 385.8
220 889.8
2S0 3*3.6
240 397.3

Absolute TemTierature
Pressure dew. F.

2iV0 400.9
260 404.4
270 407 8

280 411.1
290 414.

S

SOD 417.4
825 424.8
3S0 431.8
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degrees F. We then have average tem-
perature of gases in the economizer
geo plus 350

—455 degrees, and of the

909 plus 240
water = 165,

giving an average difference in tempera-

(a) Flue gas temperature—the higher
the temperature the greater the econ-

omy.
(b) Boiler pressure—if 250 lbs. or ov-

er, economizers are indispensable.

(c) Boiler rating—the greater the

load on the boiler the more necessary the

economizer.

(d) Initial fee:! water temperature—In

PIG. 2--CROSS-SECriON INDEPENDENT ECONOMIZER.

<ure of water and gases of 290 degrees.

This is 1.6 times as great as the differ-

^ce in temperature between the last

pass of the boiler and the steam. Hence
it follows that the economizer surface

as a whole will recover 1.6 times as much
heat per square foot as will the last

square foot of boiler surface.

We may tabulate the advantages and
disadvantages of the economizer as fol-

lows:

1. Fuel^—a saving of 5 to 15 per cent.

2. Overall efficiency—a substantial

gain where the boilers are forced and
mechanical draft is employed. Highest
possible gain when boilers are driven

20O per cent, or more above rating, us-

ing mechanical draft, and with electri-

cally driven auxiliaries precluding a sup-

ply of exhaust steam, being available

for feed water heating.

3. Decreased strain on boilers, due to

higher entering temperature of feed

water.

4. Increased flexibility. Large stor-

age of hot water makes it easier to

handle sudden peak loads.

Disadvantages of Economizers Are:
1. Initial cost—comparatively high,

being in the neighborhood of $12 per

boiler h.p.

2. Maintenance— comparatively high

repair costs, due to soot scraper replace-

ments. (This can be eliminated by use

of mechanical soot blowers in place of

scrapers.)

3. Overall efficiency—an actual loss

where installation is made in connection

with light chimney draft and boilers

operating; below normal rating.

4. Space required—the equipment is

bulky, taking up considerable space. On
new installations a larger boiler room
than otherwise must be provided; in old

boiler rooms installation can only be
T"ade at considerable expense or altera-

tions.

Points to be taken into account when
considerin<? the installation of an econo-

mizer are as follows:

some cases an economizer is desirable

even with initial temperatures of 200

degrees F.

(e) Exhaust steam—if the use of elec-

trically driven auxiliaries eliminates ex-

haust steam as a possibility for heating

feed water, an economizer is desirable.

(f) Purity of feed water—with im-

pure feed water the formation of scale

inside the economizer tubes may serious-

ly affect the efficiency of heat trans-

mission.

(g) Cost of producing draft — if

chimney draft is to be depended upon,

an extra height of stack, costing from 20

to 40 per cent., will be required. With
mechanical draft power required ranges

from one to four per cent, of main gener-

ator output.

(h) Extra cost for high pressure

—

cost for installation increases rapidly

ture of the flue gases entering and leav-

ing the economizer. Either a mercury
thermometer or an electric pyrometer
will answer the purpose. A recording
instrument is preferable, since a per-

manent record is made to which refer-

ence may be made at any time. By
means of this record the losses caused by
air infiltration and dirty tubes may be

determined at any time.

In inserting the pyrometer tube loca-

tions at the entrance and exit points of

the gases should be carefully chosen.

Do not place the tube behind the damper
or anywhere else where there is likely to

be a pocket of dead gas. Choose a point

in the middle of the flue, and be sure

that the hole through which the instru-

ment is inserted is sealed tightly about
it, so that there will be no air infiltra-

tion at this point, with consequent er-

ror in records, as well as loss in ef-

ficiency.

Water Temperatures

Mercury thermometers placed in the

inlet and outlet pipes will show the wat-
er temperatures. Recording thermom-
eters are preferable for this service,

both from the standpoint of accuracy
and efficiency of operation.

The function of the economizer is to

heat the feed water and without continu-

ous temperature readings the operator

in charge has no idea how well results

are being secured. It is not desirable

from a mechanical standpoint to operate

an economizer under such conditions as
would c?use steam to form in the econ-

omizer itself, yet this condition might
arise with either a slight increase in the

temperature, or an increase in the

weight of the waste gases passing

through the apparatus.

Air Infiltration

Due to the peculiar construction of

headers, dampiers, section walls, etc.,

the economizer offers many opportuni-

ties for air infiltration. Frequent checks

should, on this account, be made of the

entrance and exit temperatures of both

6 Saturateil Header

FIG. 3— LOCATION OF INDEPENDEINT ECONOMIZER IN TYPICAL POWER STATION.

above 250 pounds pressure, on account

of extra heavy materials required.

Some of the facts entering into suc-

cessful and economical economizer op-

eration wnll next be noted.

Gas Temperatur&s
It is important to know the tempera-

gas and water, and frequent analysis

should be made of the CO2 in the en-

trance and exit gases. A drop of 1 to 2

per cent, in the CO2 through the econ-

omizer may reasonably be expected, but

where the drop exceeds this amount
something is wrong and rigid in-
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vestigation should also be made.
In searching for air leaks, use a torch

or candle, paying particular attention to

cleaning doors, damper shafts, and the
walls of the gas flue between the econ-
omizer and the boiler. Do not take it

for granted that low gas temperatures
mean efficient economizer operation.

Constant checking, particularly of CO^,

is your only safeguard.

How Shall The Economizer Be Cleaned?
This question, until a few years ago,

was always answered in one way, as far

at least as the independent type of econ-

omizer was concerned. This answer is

no longer always given, but before con-

sidering the alternative let us examine
scraper construction.

Due, perhaps, to lowered tempera.tures

and slower movement of the gas there is

a great tendency toward soot deposit on

economizer tubes. As soot is the best

preventative of heat transference known,
being several times more effective than

asbestos in this respect, it must be re-

moved. In scraper construction each

tube is encircled with a set of triple

overlapping scrapers which travel con-

tinuously up and down the tubes at a

slow rate of speed. The apparatus for

working the scrapers is placed on the

top of the economizer, outside of the

chamber, and the motive power is sup-

plied either by a belt from some con-

venient shaft or small independent en-

gine or motor. Power required for op-

erating the gear is approximately one

h.p. per 1,000 square feet of economizer
surface.

Now. there are three important dis-

advantages to the use of scrapers which
have led engineers to look elsewhere for

a sohition of the soot problem in econ-

omizer's. T^hese disadvantages are:

(a) Heavy initial cost of scraper me-
chanisms.

(b'* Constant repairs required due to

wearinq: out of scrapers and other mov-
ing nart<;.

(c) Cost of continuous power to move
scrapers.

In addition to these disadvantages the
scraper construction doesi not permit
a thorough cleaning of the tubes. The
scrapers embrace two tubes, and clear-

ance is required, consequently there is

a certain thickness of soot accumulation
which is never scraped off the tubes.

Investigations have proved that the

scrapers frequently glaze this accumula-
tion into a hard, enamel-like scale that

can only be removed by tapping.

As an alternative to the scraper, en-

gineers have been turning in increased

numbers to the standaixl cross-element,

revolving type of mechanical soot-blow-

er. As far as the integral type of econ-

omizer is concerned, the mechanical soot

blower has been the only type of clean-

ing device considered.

Fig. 1, which shows the integral type
of economizer at the Kansas City Light
& Power Co., illustrates the application

of Diamond soot blowers for cleaning

purposes. Each economizer has six soot

blower units, with 19 nozzles each, on
each side. Six minutes actual blowing
time is required to blow the soot from
the economizer, and the steam consump-
tion is about 2,600 pounds of steam.

Fig. 4 shows the adaption of mechani-
cal soot blowers to the independent type

of economizer. With revolving units

permanently installed between the tubes

and regularly used several times each
day, the heat-resisting soot is given no
opportunity to collect. The tubes are

kept perfectly smooth and clean at all

times, and consequently the general ef-

ficiency of the economizer is very great-

ly improved.

Where new installations are being
considered, it should be remembered that

mechanical soot blowers can be installed

at the outset, thus entirely eliminating

the cost of scrapers. Furthermore, it

is rossible to plan on the use of hori-

zontal tubes in the economizer, thus per-

mittiuT the installation of baffles to hold

gasps in contact with tubes for a greater

length of time.

The Solvay Process Co. reports the

following results of a test made to de-
termine the actual comparative value of
mechanical soot blowers and scrapers on
their economizers:

Entrance
gas Exit gas Differ-

temperatures temperatures ence
With
scrapers 437 deg.F. 383 deg.P. 54 deg.F.
With mechanical soot

blowers 437 deg.F. 320 deg.F. 117 deg.F.
This test fairly indicates the very

marked advantage of mechanical soot
blowers over scrapers, and it is to be an-
ticipated that economizer practice of the
future will tend more and more toward
the use of mechanical Soot blowers.

The Booth-Hall Company, designers
and builders of electric furnaces, an-
nounce the removal of their executive and
sales offices to rooms 1007-8 Hearst
Building, 326 West Madison Street,

Chicago. This change was necessitated
by new arrangements in connection with
the manufacturing of their electric fur-
nace equipment. Increased facilities for
turning out standardized furnace equip-
ment has been provided with a large
manufacturing company located in

Chicago. ,

Furnace Installation.—^The Electric

Furnace Construction Co., Finance
Building, Philadelphia, reports the fol-

lowing orders received for "Greaves-
Etchells" electric furnaces; Lancia" Co.,

Turin; Bresciana Co., Brusche. They
have also successfully started up new
furnaces at the Daimler Motor Co., Cov-
entry; at the Tyne Electric Steel Found-
ries, Ltd., and also a furnace for Kay-
ser-Ellison & Co., Ltd., Sheffield, de-

signed for up to 15 tons cold metal or

20 tons hot metal process.

Explosion an Accident.—The case of
the explosion that occurred at the Davie
Shipbuilding Co. plant, Lauzon, Levis,

Que., that resulted in the death of one
of the employees named Robert Henley,
and serious injury of another named
Xavier Levesque, was cleared up and
found to be an accident. It appears that

among the scrap recently purchased by
the Davie Shipbuilding Co. included

some piping that had been purchased
from one of the Dominion munition
plants. The pipe that caused the acci-

dent was placed on a bench to heat the

T that could not be loosened, and natur-

ally the workmen or no officer in con-

nection with the works had the least

idea that there was cordite or guncot-

ton in the pipe. The pipe did not, how-
ever, burst with the force of the ex-

plosion. It appears from the investiga-

tion that fireman Henley was in tlie act

of passing the mouth of the pipe lying

on the bench, when the heated pipe went

off, and he caught the full force of the

contents, which stripped him of his

clothing, and knocked him heavily

against the wall, which resulted in his

death.
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Municipal Electrical Engineers Meet
Recent Convention in Niagara Falls Notable for Opportunity

Given to Members for the Inspection of Power Developments
Now Working and Contemplated

THE annual convention of the As-

sociation of Municipal Electrical

Engineers of Ontario was held at

the Clifton Hotel, Niagara Falls, Ont.,

on the 19th, 20th, and 21st of June.

Within sight of the majestic cataract

that has made possible the power de-

velopment and the industrial suprem-
acy of the Niagara frontier, these mem-
bers of the electrical profession, with

the dull roar of the falling waters ever

resounding in their ears, compared
notes and discussed ways and means of

extending still further the already tre-

mendous business of power pro-

duction and distribution made possible

in the province of Ontario by the exist-

tence of the giant cataract, truly re-

garded as one of the most famous of

nature's marvels.

In selecting the Clifton Hotel as

headquarters for the convention the

officers of the association n9 doubt had
in mind the fact that of all the accom-
plishments wrought by the brain and
hand of man in the last century, none
are exceeded by the significance of Nia-

gara harnessed. They no doubt had in

mind the idea that no man is able to

measure what this turning of the wa-
ters into turbines for the production of

electrical energy can mean to this or

succeeding generations. They were
undoubtedly imprassed with the fact

that this development did much to ini-

tiate, and is chiefly instrumental in

maintaining this electrical age.

While the members of the electrical

fraternity attending the convention were

intent on exchanging professional ex-

periences, and making such recommen-
dations and changes in electrical prac-

tice as wider experience always de-

mands, they by no means neglected to

contemplate and admire the grandeur

of the spectacle Iving constantly be-

fore their eyes, and this is not strange

since Niagara has caused the mighty of

many lands to ponder over its majesty.

Sovereigns and rulers of many lands,

persons high in official position, char-

acters of celebrity in art, in literature

and in science, from almost every land

on the face of the earth, have stood in

awed silence at Niagara's mighty brink.

On Thursday, June 19th, the mem-

bers of the associa'jion and their friends

registered at the convention headquar-

ters, and after hearing the r)re .idontial

address by Mr. 0. H. Scott of Belle-

ville, Ontario, they gave attention to a

paper on Routine Handling of Consum-
ers' Accounts, 'by Mr. R. C. McCollum,

Auditor Municipal Accounts, Hydro-

Electric Power Commission of Ontario.

Mr. McCollum presented to his audi-

ence the results of a careful survey of

the practice in this connection of Pub-
lic Service Corporations in Canada and
the United States, leading to the con-
clusion that a card system gave thr;

most concise and satisfactory results,

and such system he stated was in gen-
eral use in the Hydro Electric systertrs

various offices.

On Thursday evening the convention

dinner took place in the dining-room

of the Clifton, and several members
and guests were called upon for a few
remarks. Mr. A. Monro Grier, K.C.,

President of the Canadian Niagara
Power Co., was the speaker of the even-

ing, and his most interesting address,

tinged throughout with a philosophical

and advisory strain, received at its con-

clusion the well-deserved and exter.ded

applause of the gathering.

Mr. Grier in his remarks endeavored
to impress his audience with the idea

that they might draw many lessons

from their contemplation of the great

cataract, especially from the idea of

the strength of unity that it conveyed

He directed attention to the fact that

the power development in Ontario was
primarily due to the fact that a vast

number of individual drops of water were
continuously falling over the brink of a

gigantic precipice, and that in their un-

ity lay their power, so also he pointed

out the greatness of any nation lies in

the unity of purpose of its people. His
address throughout its entire length

was conceded by all present to be most
interesting and instructive in its rela-

tion, not only to the electrical field, buc

to the Empire and Canada as well.

On Friday morning Mr. W. L. Good-
win presented his plan, describing the

correct relation the various e'ectrical

industries held to each other. He dwelt

upon the many anomalies that existed

in the electrical- field, particularly be-

tween the manufacturer, the jobber and

the contractor and dealer, and his re-

marks were followed by an extended
discussion by the members of various

aspects of the plan in its relation to

general practice among the trade.

On Friday afternoon Mr. C. E.

Schwenger, Engineer of Distribution, To-

ronto Hvdro Electric System, present-

ed a paner on "Overhead Distribution

Systems." in which he described the

problems of distribution encountered in

the City of Toronto. His paper was full

of technical data of interest to the elec-

trical en"ineer, and brought forth some
lengthy discussion on the part of the

members, who expressed in their num-
erous queries the appreciation they felt

for the labor entailed in the prepara-

tion of a paper of so technical and in-

structive' a nature.

On Saturday morning the members
of the convention were transported en
masse to the Chippewa Development
Scheme now being worked out by the

Hydro Electric Power Commission.
Here again they were impressed by the

details of the installation of one of the

greatest hydro-electrical power develop-

ments yet attempted, which will upon its

completion some years hence, result in

a further developme.iL of the icmark-
able industrial progress that has taken

place in the Niagara and Ontario dis-

trict.

After an inspection of the Chippewa
project the visitors hied themselves
away by motor car and lake steamer to

the more monotonous scenes of their

daily avocations, which they doubtless
perform with renewed energy because
the thought of the resistless and cease-

less current of one of Nature's greatest
wonders has chanaed their senses, put-

ting new vigor and spirit into their

nnnds and hearts.

FIREPROOFING MATERIAL
Coating or impregnating with preci-

pitated double borate of zinc and alu-

minium in a colloidal medium is a new
method of fi reproofing. A mixture of

zinc sulphate and aluminium sulphate

is dissolved in hot water, the double bo-

rate being next precipitated by adding
a suitable proportion of borax, and the

precipitate is then suspended in a

colloidal solution such as that formed by
dissolving 4 oz. of gelatine in a gallon

of water at 90 degree C, and adding
12 oz. of ammonium chloride. On
strongly heating, the compound is con-

verted into an amorphous glaze, very
resistant to high temperature and
flame.—M. E.

Graphite and kerosene are most often

used in America for the purpose of re-

moving scale which has formed in boil-

ers. Their action seems entirely me-
chanical. Opinions as to the desir-

ability of their use vary from enthusias-

tic commendation to absolute condemn-
ation. Their use seems generally

approved by practical men, but a warn-
ing against the practice is given in a

leaflet published by the United States

Bureau of Mines, in which it is pointed

out that neither should be used in

boilers • in which there is al-

ready a heavy deposit of scale, as the

loosening of this material and its ac-

cumulation in the bottom of the boiler

is apt to lead to blistered and bulged

plates. Both graphite and kerosene

should 'be used very cautiously. Kero-

sene, if used in excessive quantity, is

apt to distil over and attack gaskets.
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A New Prime Mover; the Still Engine
The Following Article Abstracted by "The Engineer" From a
Paper by Frank D. Acland Read Before the Royal Society of Arts
Gives Some Interesting Information Relative to a New Develop-
ment in Prime Movers. The Combination Here Described Gives

Promise of Remarkably High Efficiencies

THERE are two methods of pro-

ducing power by the combustion
of fuel—either under boilers or

within the main cylinders of combustion

engines. The greater part of the world's

power is still derived from steam, which,

owing to its proved reliability and

greater adaptability to the services de-

manded of it, holds the field in competi-

tion with its rival, the internal combus-

tion engine, but the latter shows a far

higher heat efficiency.

Yet it cannot start itself;

cannot develop its full

power, except at full

speed; is a poor perform-

er at low speeds; can only

operate on m )derate over-

loads for short periods;

and may cease to operate,

owing to a small defect,

without warning. So
combustion engines have
as yet made little progress
in competition with steam
in locomotive work, and
have supplanted steam,
but t:> a limited extest, in

marine and stationary en-
gines.

The maximum ideal ef-

ficiency of a heat engine
is obtained where the dif-

ference existing between
the highest and lowest
temperatures of the work-
ing fluid is greatest in

proportion to the maxi-
mum temperature, and
here the internal com-
bustion engine, with an
initial temperature higher
than the furnace temper-
ature of the boiler, and
even higher than the melt-
ing-point of cast iron, is

capable of realizing bet-

ter thermal conditions
than any other fjrm of

heat engine; but in its

turn it suffers from two
disadvantages—it ejects

its working fluid at a
temperature too high for

ideal conditions, and it

loses heat energy to a re-

grettable extent in the
cooling of its cylinder.

The possibility of combining in one
engine the superior thermal cycle at the

high temperatures and pressures of the

combustion engine with the low thermal
cycle of steam to deal with its rejectea

heat, and, in the same engine, to add
the superior working advantages of tha

steam engine is the basis of work car-

ried out by Mr. W. J. Still.

The Still engine is an engine capable
of using in its main working cylinder

any form of liquid or gaseous fuel

hitherto employed; it makes use of the

recoverable heat which passes through
the surfaces of the combustion cylinder,

as well as into the exhaust gases, for

the evaporation of steam, which steam
is expanded in the combustion cylinder

FIG. 1- VIEW SHOWING STILL ENGINE IN OPERATION. RUNNING WITHOUT
FLYWHEEL.

itself on one side of the main piston,

the combustion stroke acting on the

other side. It increases the power of

the engine, and reduces the consumption
of the fuel per horse-power developed.

Its primary object is not to use the

waste heat for raising steam, but first

to use it in improving the thermal con-

ditions of the working cylinder, and so

ensure the maximum efficiency from
the fuel burnt within it, diminishing,

as a consequence, the Heat lost in that

operation. Since the maximum effici-

ency is obtained by combustion of the

fuel in the cylinder, and the minimum
by the evaporation of the water in the

steam generator, it is evident that the

larger the quantity of steam which can
be generated per horse-power developed

by the combustion cycle,

the lower must be the
heat efficiency of the
whole machine.

In the Still engine—see
diagram—the jacket and
cooling water form part
of the circulating system
of a steam generator,
which may be an integral
p&rt of the engine or ex-

*

ternal to it. The cooling
water therefore enters
and leaves the jacket at a
constant temperature,. reg-
ulated by the pressure of
the steam; the cojling is

effected by converting the
water into steam without
raising its temperature.
Excluding the radiation
losses, which are kept low
by lagging, all the heat
which passes through the
Malls isuthus usefully re-
covered in the water as
steam. The temperature
of the cylinder wall is

uniform over the whole of
it? exterior surface, and
the heat lost to the cool-
ing water at each stage
of the cycle—compression,
combustion, and expan-
sion—is diminished.
During compression, ow-

ing to the walls being at
steam temperature, the
incoming charge picks up
heat instead of losing it

during the greater part of
the stroke, an advantage
of the greatest value to

the heavy oil types of Still

engines, where an air

charge is taken in at

the full outstroke, and is compressed to

a pressure where its increased tempera-
ture ensures the certain ignition and
combustion of the fuel which is injected

into it.

During combustion and expansion the

uniform and higher mean temperature

of the walls reduces the heat lost to
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the jacket water. Some of the heat
thus economized adds to the useful
work on the piston, the balance passing
out in the exhaust gases for recovery.

To ensure the maintenance in a prac-
tical and reliable manner of the tem-
perature conditions which produce this

efficiency during the combustion cycle,

a departure from the design and con-
struction of the cylinders of normal
internal combustion engines is impera-
tive. The cylinder of a Still engine con-
sists of an inner liner, which is approxi-
mately one-third to one-fourth of the
usual thickness; it is ribbed externally
so as to add to its conducting surface
and provide suitable passage for the
cooling water, and it is reinforced by an
outer hoop capable of withstanding the
highest pressures to be met with in

working. No failure of a cylinder of

any kind has occurred, even under most
severe, even abnormal test conditions,

e.g., with mean combustion pressures of

180 lb. per square inch in a two-stroke
engine, to which was added overload
steam mean pressures of 70 lb., i.e., a

total mean effective pressure per rev-

olution of 250 lb. per square inch.

The Still engine may be of the con-
stant volume or constant pressure type,

or a combination of both; its losses to

the cooling water are not the same as

in a normal engine of either type, ex-

cept in so far that they vary with the
type, with the cycle, with the efficiency

of the combustion stroke, and with the
load. At normal and full loads, such
heat units, in a Still engine, as pass in-

to the jacket water, which is at steam
temperature and pressure, are lessened
and are wholly recovered without loss

—radiation excluded—in overcoming the
latent heat of the water and give off

their steam in the steam space in pro-

portion to the heat flow at these loads.

At lower loads less steam is produced,
until at still lower loads no steam at all

is measurable. In other words, the

jacket losses are practically eliminated.

The exhaust gases take a subsidiary,

but important, part in the cycle; their

usefulness in ordinary combustion en-

gines, in raising steam, is limited to the

amount of heat recoverable between the

initial temperature of the exhaust and
that of, say, 50 deg. Fah. above the

steam temperature, after which the

whole volume passes away to atmo-
sphere at a still useful temperature,

less a small percentage available for

feed-water heating. But in the Still

engine the exhaust gases, after raisinpr

their quantum of steam, are employed
in preheating all the water required for

the steam generated in the jacket water

and in the generator. Trials at full

efficiency over long periods and steady

loads show terminal stack temperatures

as low as 150 deg. Fah. The heat effici-

ency of the combined cycles is therefore

exceedingly good, with an initial tem-

perature of over 2,000 deg. Fah. and a

final exhaust to atmosphere at 150 de^:

Fah.

The quantity of steam capable of be-

ing generated from "waste heat" de-

pends upon the efficiency of the com-
bustion cycle, and on the load. Some
years of experimental work prove that

the weight of steam recovered may vary
from a maximum of about 7 lb. per
brake horsepower hour developed by the

combustion cycle of a four-stroke con-

stant volume engine at full load to a

minimum at light loads which is hardly

F.RjS., whose sympathetic interest and
encouragement is gratefully acknow-
ledged as having largely contributed to

the progress made since the inception of
the system.

Normal load.—The average mean ef-

fective pressure from the combustion
stroke was 90 lb. per square inch. The
steam evaporated by the "waste heat"
gave 14 lb. per square inch mean effec-

tive pressure on every return stroke.

Me rit£^i.

DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION.

measurable, and which only balances the
loss due to radiation.

The engine used for this research was
of constant volume type, four-stroke. It

first underwent a series of tests, so as
to arrive at its "initial horsepower" as
an explosion engine, i.e., without any
power added by the steam cycle, and
was carefully checked in this connection
by comparison with well-known and
authenticated trials carried out by the
late Professor Bertram Hopkinson,
F.R.S., and others. Though it was a

single-cylinder unit with automatic in-

let valves, its "initial horsepower" was
rated on a par with the power given

by four-cylinder sets with mechanically
operated valves deduced from tests over

very short periods under their best con-

ditions.

The quantity of steam generated per
"initial brake horsepower" from the

jacket alone averaged 3.28 lb. per brake
horsepower hour, and from the jacket

and exhaust together 6 lb. per brake
horsepower that, this being the average
of the whole of the trials over periods

varying from 20 minutes to over six

hours. The final six hours of a 7%
hours' continued test gave a total re-

covery of 6.9 lb. of steam per initial

brake horsepower. A whole series of

these early trials was carried out under
the supervision of C. Vernon Boys,

This is equivalent to 90 -|- 28 = 118
lb. per square inch mean effective pres-
sure in a normal four-stroke engine.

Overload.—By admitting additional
steam generated by fuel under the
boiler, the steam mean effective pres-
sure was raised to 72 lb. per square
inch; the total mean effective pressure
was therefore equal to 90 -f- 144 =
234 lb. per square inch mean effective

pressure in a normal four-stroke en-

gine.

Gas Engines

The first experimental engine con-
structed was a two-stroke engine cap-

able of developing 590 brake horse-
power from three cylinders at 400 revo-
lutions, bore 8 in. It was a high-speed
engine, designed with special regard to

obtaining data about the recovery of

steam from waste heat (jacket and ex-

haust). It was first operated on town
gas—540 B.Th.U.'s, and subsequently
converted for oil fuel. Its efficiency

was not high, owing to its being a two-
stroke engine with a short stroke, but

its consumption per brake horse-power

was 15 cubic feet per hour (31.3 per

cent, efficiency), a very promising re-

sult.

The outbreak of war prevented much
progress being made in the design and

construction of gas engines; but the
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results achieved give great promise of
future development, for with a combus-
tion indicated efficiency of 36 per cent.,

radiation 4 per cent., boiler loss 10 per
cent.,' there remains 50 per cent, for
recovery; allowing 10 per cent, effici-

ency for the steam cycle, a gain of 5
per cent, is assured, and the total in-

dicated efficiency of the engine will not
be less than 41 per cent. If 20 per cent,

efficiency is obtained from the steam
cycle, as appears possible, the total in-

dicated efficiency will be 46 per cent.

A gas engine which can give a brake
thermal efficiency of 30 per cent, better
than its predecessors, and which, by
governor control alone can meet any
demand up to and over 100 per cent,

overload, while maintaining a good ef-

ficiency at that increased output, cannot
be neglected.

Petrol and Oil Engines

Four-stroke engines for petrol and
similar fuels have been built and tested
ashore and afloat.

A three-cylinder set (marine type)
capable of developing on its three
small cylinders at 600 revolutions per
minute 12.5 shaft horse-power at 90
lb. combustion mean effective pressure,
without power from the steam stroke,

gave on continuous running 16% shaft
horse-power under "waste heat" condi-

tions, maintaining from the "waste
heat" a steady boiler pressure of 100
lbs., with sufficient reserve for man-
oeuvring in narrow waters or bringing
up. It would pick up very rapidly when
ignition recommenced, and bring up the
boiler pressure to normal in a few min-
utes.

With the addition of a burner below
the boiler it. would run continuously and
develop 88 shaft horsepower at 750

revolutions. Monetary overload in pro-

portion to the capacity of the boiler

reached 60 indicated horsepower (51.5

shaft). Under steam alone the engine

is a most satisfactory performer, but

not economical.

The Still oil engine starts with the
cylinders and pistons preheated. The
air charge, from the moment of its entry
into the cylinder, picks up heat from
the containing walls and continues to do
so during at least 70 per cent, of the
compression stroke, with the result that
the temperature necessary for firing

with certainty the first injected charge
of fuel is reached with a compression
pressure 50 per cent, less than that re-

quired in a Diesel engine.

This fact is far reaching in its im-
portance, for it gives to the designer

great elasticity and freedom of appli-

cation, for a Still heavy oil engine can

be designed for constant pressure or

constant volume, or both can be em-
ployed in the same engine by correct

timing of the fuel injection. It claims

for its combustion cycle an efficiency

higher than that of the Diesel, less

weight and space per horsepower, and

for its combined cycle an efficiency not

less than 20 per cent, higher than any

prime mover which Uses fuel as its

source of heat.

The first engine designed for the use
of heavy oil was of the opposed piston
type, 16 in. diameter, 32 in. total stroke,

revolutions 150, the combustion taking
place between the two pistons with the
steam generated by the jacket water
and exhaust gases expanded at the back
of both pistons—the steam passed from
the auxiliary boiler through high-pres-

sure and intermediate-pressure cylin-

ders, and finally to the Still engine as

a low-pressure cylinder—and thence to

the condenser.

In a special engine subsequently con-
structed to meet special conditions

—

where the maximum power in minimum
space was the main desideratum — the

dimensions of the cylinder were:—Bore,

13% in.; stroke, 22 in.; two-stroke
cycle, opposed pistons; steam side as

for low-pressure cylinder. It forms the

basis of a six-cylinder set, two of them
using high-pressure steam, which is

compounded into the other four as low
pressure.

The combustion takes place between
the pistons, the steam acting on the re-

turn stroke at the back of both pistons.

After a" series of preliminary tests

under steam alone, in which data was
obtained for the various mechanical ad-

justments, the scavenge, compression
pressures and temperatures, at various

speeds, oil was injected for the first

time. The engine fired its first charge

--without hesitation, and completed a

series of tests of over two hours' con-

tinuous running, without adjustment,

giving an output by gradually increas-

ing the weight of oil admitted of 100,

150, 200. etc., up to 400 indicated horse-

power at a maximum speed, of 380 revo-

lutions per minute, for which she was
designed.

This unit has been subjected to many
long and varied tests by representatives

of various Governments, as well as to

constant research work under severe

conditions. Its best consumption of fuel

—Admiralty shade oil—has been as low

as .302 lb. per brake horsepower

—

scavenge pump not included—over a test

of one hour's duration
,
under normal

waste heat conditions. It develoned 330

brake horsepower for six hours at 360

revolutions per minute—a single cylin-

der—under waste heat conditions. It will

develop 400 brake horsepower continu-

ously with added steam, and has de-

veloped 540 brake horsepower at 380

revolutions over short periods. (Com-
bustion mean effective pressure 128.2

lb., steam mean effective pressure 57.9

lb., total mean effective pressure 186.6

lb.) The thermal brake efficiency from
below auarter load to full power is

maintained at anproximately 40 per

cent, over the whole range.

With added steam from the boiler

5,000 brake horsepower would be ob-

tained from two six-cylinder sets, with

a weight of about 70 tons, including all

auxiliaries and water, and extreme over-

loads up to 6,000 brakfe horsepower

could be obtained.' '

''^

The application of the Still system to
commercial marine work is being de-
veloped in this country and abroad, the
two-stroke single-piston type, in' powers
of 100 horsepower per cylinder and 400
horsepower per cylinder, having been
adopted.

Engines of this type at 120 revolu-
tions per minute, with a cylinder 22 in.

diameter by 36 in. stroke, giving 4,200

shaft horsepower on two shafts, with
all auxiliaries and water, would ap-

proximate 600 tons. A geared turbine

plant in a similar ship would weigh 20-

per cent, more, and would consume ap-

proximately 2,000 tons more fuel for a

double journey lasting 1,000 hours.

Locomotives

The success already achieved in prov-

ing the principles to be correct, both in

theory and practice, has led to a careful

study, both here and abroad, into .the

application of this system to locomo-

tive work. No high-powered locomo-

tive engine, using heavy oil or gas in

its cylinders, has been produced capable

of economical haulage of heavy loads.

A Still engine designed for locomo-

tive work would be capable of giving an

efficiency at the rails of 30 per cent,

over 90 per cent, of its running time^

—

in other words, isix times as good as the?

present locomotive; while during the

accelerating period its efficiency would

be at least 15 per cent., or three times

as good. In surmounting long in.clines

with heavy loads, the engine would be

capable of developing about four times

the power which it develops at its Tnost

efficient or normal running load.

It is surely not unreasonable to ex-^

pect that the application of the system

here described should be put, withoxit

delay, to practical test for locomotive

work, and especially so in view of the

development and eiiormous expenditure

contemplated in the electrification of

railways. To give up the unit system

of traction where the failure of one unit

does not involve the failure of the whole,

and to rely on what is. after all, a deli-

cate and easily dislocated source of en-

ergy from central .nower stations,

merely to gain a problematical 6 per

cent, increase of fuel efficiencv, seems

to involve a risk far greater than the

encouragement and development of novel

forms of engines, which, whether gas

or oil, may be evolved at the present

rate of progress before the country is.

too far committed to such a gigantic

and possibly dangerous experiment.

Discussion

The discussion was to a certain extent

disappointing, in that it largely took the

form of questions, and time did not ad-

mit of a reply by the author. Empha-

sis should, however, be laid on the point

that the paper was confined to the set-

ting forth of the principles of the Still'

engine, and from the remarks made tt'

would seem that their correctness is be-

yond dispute. Sir Dugald Clerk re-

minded the audience of the previous at-

tempt of Simon in 1878 to utilize the"
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waste heat of an internal combustion
engine by converting it into steam,
failure being due to the admission of
the steam into the combustion chamber
along with the explosive mixture. An
interesting comparison wag quoted by
him of the Castner Kellner gas engines,
w^hich produced, when working on con-
tinuous full load, lb. of steam per
brake horsepower at 100 lb. pressure,
as compared with the 7 lb. per brake
horsepower produced by the Still en-

gine. Incidentally Sir Dugald men-
tioned that the efficiency of the solid in-

jection submarine engines used in the

British Navy was 36 per cent. The only
criticism raised by Sir Dugald was that

the reduction of the compression pres-

sure from the 500 lb. per square inch

in the Diesel engine to 300 lb. in the

Stm engirfe, while giving certain ad-

vantages, would cause the loss of a cer-

taiil amount of the efficiency due to the

higher compression.

Professor Watkinson had doubts as
to whether the steam produced would be
sufficient to cool the pistons if the en-
gines were made in larger sizes than
those already tested, and the author's
reply on this point will be of great in-

terest. He made a suggestion which
appeared also to be in the minds of
other speakers, that a higher efficiency

could be obtained if the steam were to

be used in a separate uni-flow engine or

a turbine, but such a vital alteration

would appear to eliminate some of the
important advantages af the present
plan. Professor Beys, who has been
closely associated with the development
of the engine, was interesting in his re-

marks about the inventor, who he said

had foreseen all sorts of possible diffi-

culties and experimented on each one at

a tim'e—a very important point—so that
when it came to actual construction he

fully armed with facts and results

and the course of the experiments ran
smoothly. Professor Boys drew atten-

tion to the fact that the steam in the
Still engine was used under even better

conditions than in an ideal steam engine.
Mr. Stokes- dealt chiefly with the

political aspect of the new principles set

forth, and urged the necessity of the

Government examining fully into all

prime movers before going ahead with
their electrical schemes. Mr. Frank
Bailey, following somewhat on the same
lines, stated that the great economy of

the Still engine might make it worth
while to install comparatively small
power units in factories, and so seri-

ously interfere with the load factor of

large central stations and vitiate the

whole idea of the Government plan.

Mr. Martineau, who also had been
closely associated with the Still engine,
showed that the I.H.P.-B.H.P. efficiency

of an ordinary internal combustion en-
gine could be increased by 17 per cent,

by converting it to the Still system.

Mr. Still, answering a question, said
that lubrication of the Still engine had
been effectively carried , out by aumix^-
ture of oil and graphite. stading that the

maximum steam pressure he had used
was 250 lb. per square inch.

Sir Charles Parsoiis, in concluding the
discussion from the chair, amused the
audience by stating that in order to ob-
tain the maximum power for a large
cruiser before the war the design would
call for 150 cylinders on four shafts.

POWER GAS
As power gas is likely to come large-

ly into use in the near future it is in-

teresting to recall that the first appar-
atus for itS' manufacture from coal dust,

and for the recovery at the same time
of sulphate of ammonia, was designed
and patented by Ludwig Mond, and
built at Brunner Mond and Go's. North-
wich works.
The advantages of using power gas'

can -be summarized as follows: " The
cheapest quality of coal, even pit-head
refuse, can be used, and, consequently,
power can be obtained in addition to

valuable by-products without the use of
expensive steam coal. Very little labor,

and that of only an unskilled character,
is required. The heating value of the
gas is equal to roughly, about 86 per
cent, of the total heat energy contained
in the fuel from which it is produced,
and it can be obtained on a large scale

for a mere fraction of a penny per 1,000

cubic feet. What this means will be
realized when it is mentioned that one
ton of rough slack will provide upwards
of 150,000 cubic feet of power gas hav-
ing a calorific value of at least 140
British thermal units per cubic foot.

The quantity of gas required to produce
an indicated horse-power-hour in a
large gas engine varies, but nt^y be
taken as being about 50 to 60 cubic
feet. One ton of low grade coal, gasi-

fied, and used in a modern gas engine,
will produce at least 2.500 indicated

horse-power-hours, or 2,.500 horse-power
for one hour. That is to say that a

ton of this coal converted into power
gas, will produce about 500 per cent
more power than it would were it burned
under a boiler in the ordinary way and
the steam used to drive an ordinary
reciprocating engine. Taking the price

of slack at as high a figure as 12s. per
ton, delivered, the fuel cost of an in-

dicated horse-power-hour obtained by
power gas would not exceed one-

twentieth of a penny.
It has been pointed out, and rightly,

by the advocates of the use of power
gas that in every steam plant working
with a variable or intermittent load a
considerable percentage of the fuel is

wasted. Some loss under this head is

unavoidable, but it was early realized

that the employment of power gas„
reduces such standby losses to a mini-
mum.

In the early forms of producer the
apparatus was provided with a water
seal so arranged that the ash, 'which' i&_
the only residue, descended into the
water, from WJiich it could be easili& re--

moved. The process of combustion was

carrie.d out at a . comparatively low tem-
perature, which not only prievented the
formation of clinkers but provided
against the destruction of any of the
by-products. This, was accomplished by
blowing a blast of hot air and steam
into the producer. The quantity of
steam required when it was desired to

recover the ammonia was equal to

about 2% tons for every ton of fuel

gasified. Of this about two-fifths waa
afterwards recdvered. When the pro-

cess was 'first used comparatively lij^-

tle attention was paid to the recovery
of the ammonia', and the quantity of
steam used in such case was about ohe
ton for every ton of fuel. '

:

In connection >yifh the plant a" re-

gerterator was us"6d, through which the

gas passed. In this part of the heat
was transferred to the blast' of air and
steam on its way from the air-heating

tower to the producer, the gas being
cooled to a corresponding extent before
it was delivered to_ the mechahic.al

washer. Here a system of rapidly re-

volving dashers kept a fine spray of

water passing through . the gas, which
not only reduced its temperature, but
cleansed it from dust and particles of

carbon. From this washer the gas
passed into an acid tower, where the

ammonia content was removed by a
weak sclution of sulphuric acid with-|

which it was-brought in contact, form-
ing sulphate of ammonia, ,- This solutipn

was passed continuously through the-

stream of gas until it contained ^about
•35 to 40 per cent, of sulphate. In order

to provide for continuity fresh acid was
introduced periodically and correspond-

ing quantities of the sulphate liquor

removed. This was then evaporated

into solid form, after which it was
crushed and sold as fertilizer, whilst

the gas was passed- into a cooling tower

in which it was ' again thoroughly

washed. Modem methods have improv-

ed to some extent on this process, but

substantially it remains much as it did

when it was first brought to the notice

of engineers by Mr. Mond.—M. E.

Samuel F. Joor, a well-known con-

sulting engineer of Chicago, has joined

the American Steam Conveyor Corpor-

ation, Chicago, in a capacity of sales

engineer. Mr. Joor has had wide ex-

perience in the conveyor field, at one

time being western manager and sales

engineer of the Jeffrey Manufacturing

Company, and previous to that, with

the Link Belt Company.

r1

ERRATUM
- Owing to an unfortunate error on the

part of our composing room, one of the

illustrations of the article on The Boiler

Room of the Sheet M«tal Prdducts in

the June 20th issue was shownJinverted.
JThe illustfatiiJn' reffrrtif to?^ al^*^ bot-

tom right hand corner of page 246 and
sKiChvs the^'iftlferiot- of the fUVnaee loaliihg

towards the stokW.
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English and American Water Softeners
A Description of Several Types of Water Softeners From Which
a Good understanding of Their Operation May be Obtained

—

The Article Describes Several Types

By F. c. p.

THE accompanying drawings, Figs.

1, 2 and 3, show the carburetor of

Wright's improved water soften-
ers, developed from the designs of Play-
er and Weddell at Tipton, England. The
drawings, Figs. 2 and 3, show the details

of the automatic gear and trip gear of
this English water softener, considering
the automatic inlet valve "A", Fig. 2.

The float rod is adjusted so that the
water is cut off below the overflow level.

The dividing box, "B", is set level so that
the water flows over it in a film of uni-

form thickness. It divides the water in-

to two or more parts. The division is

controlled by an adjustable slide, "C",
so that any amount of water can be
caused to flow through the wheel. This
is what controls the exact proportion of

re-agent passing into the softener.

It will be noted that the water wheel,
"D", is mounted on ball bearings, "E",
which are kept well packed with grease.

There are two chain and wheels, "F" and
"G", one on either end of the shaft. One
of these is geared to a chain wheel driv-

ing the stirrers, "H", in the re-agent
tank, which keeps the mixture stirred.

The other chain wheel is geared to drive

a bevel gear.

The re-agent supply measure, "J", is

clearly shown; the water wheel, "D",
gradually lowers the re-agent supply
pipe by means of the screw, "K", and
allows the mixture of lime and soda to

overflow in proportion to the quantity
of water entering the plant. The bevel

pinion, which operates this screw gear,

slides on the spindle and is controlled

by the position of the trip gear as shown
on drawing. Fig. 3. As the screw low-

ers, the trip gear comes into operation

at a certain point, withdrawing the pin-

ion from the bevel wheel, so that when
this has been withdrawn the water wheel
no longer operates the screw. This

should be adjusted by means of the nut,

"L", so that the pinion is withdrawn
before the bottom bracket "M" comes
into contact with the agitators, and also

before the long screw, "N", has been un-

wound off the nut, "0". When the over-

flow pipe has reached this point it is

very near the bottom of the tank, and it

is time to recharge it.

In charging, the first thing to do is

tc wind the screw by the handle provid-

ed, so as to lift the overflow pipe to the
top of the tank. During this time the
pinion is held out of gear as it will be
impossible to wind against the water
wheel. The oil lever is examined, and
it will be noticed that the screwed spin-

dle, "N", is hollow. When the screw is

at the top of the tank, it is filled with
oil to the top of the spindle, by pouring
oil dowT\ the hollow shaft. In starting

the plant to work a definite number of

pounds of lime and soda per inch deep in

the re-agent tank is determined upon.

The lime and soda are weighed and
placed in the lime-slaking box, and suf-

ficient water added to dissolve the soda

and make a thin limewash, which is

passed through the strainer, down into

the re-agent supply tank, and the latter

is filled to the necessary level with wat-
er, to produce the standard solution. The
overflow pipe is then lowered until the

re-agent is just commencing to overflow,

when the water is turned on again and
the plant is put into ordinary work.
The bottoms and bits of lime which

pass into the re-agent with the charpe

DETAIL OF AUTOMATIC GEAR.

4^

R

FIG. 1—WRIGHT TYPE OF WATER SOFTENER DEVELOPED
AT TIPTON. ENGLAND.

FIG. 2.—DETAIL OF AUTOMATIC GEAR FOR ENGLISH
WATER SOFTENER.

1
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are not allowed to remain in the supply
tank indefinitely. This is emptied and
swilled out at frequent periods. Par-
ticular care is taken that any accumula-
tion around the rising and falling; pipe

is removed. The gland in the bottom of

C^TArL Of TRIP GEAR FOR AUTOMATIC GEAR.

FIG. .3-^ detail of trip gear for english
wat5:r softener.

the tank through which this pipe works
also receives attention.

In working the plant a constant feed

is maintained so far as is possible. The
re-agents are carefully added and this is

done whenever necessary. Frequently
water softeners arp vrv badly neglected

and allovved to run sometimes
for hours, and even days to-

gether, v/ithout any re-agents

being added to them. Another
very common fault is to tip

re-agents in in indiscriminate

quantities. They should be ac-

curately weighed and great

care should be exercised in do-

ing this.

In testing the hardness of

the water the apparatus re-

quired is a 70 c.c. pipete or

measure, two buretes to hold

about 25 c.c.'s, an 8 oz. stop-

pered bottle, a white dish to

hold not less than 150 c c, and
a small glass stirring rod. The
re-agents required are Clarke's

soap solution, decinormal sul-

phuric acid, and small bottles

of silver nitrate and methyl
orange. The water to be ex-

amined should be quite clear.

If it is not it should be passed
through an ordinary filter

made from blotting paper in

a glass funnel. Assuming the

test to be of the softened

water from the plant, three

tests are required. To a few
drops of the water on a white
tile one drop of silver nitrate

solution is added. There will

always be a precipitate form-
ed, but if it is white it will in-

timate that there is sufficient

lime being used. If it is the
palest tinge of yellow it will

intimate that the quantity of lime being
used is correct; if it is deep yellow or
brown, too much lime is being used. In
testing it is pointed out that to a fresh

sample of 70 c.c. of water in an 8 oz. bot-

tle it is necessary to add solution to a

little at a time and shake vigorously
after each addition until a per-

manent lather is formed. If 6 c.c's

of soap solution will produce the lather,

the water will be softened to 5 degrees.

Clarke (i.e., it is always 1 degree softer

than indicated by the soap itself). If a

smaller quantity of soap is required the

water is softened below this degree. If

a larger quantity of soap is required the

water is imperfectly softened and more
re-agent will be required. The lather

should hold for a considerable time when
the bottle is at rest. If it disappears in

two or three minutes, it is not perman-
ent and more soap solution should be

used. Another 70 c.c. of water should be
filtered through a paper filter and run
into a white dish. One drop of methyl
orange should be added and decinormal

sulphuric acid added a drop or two at a

time until the sample just commences
to turn pink. The number of c.c's of

acid used should be noted. This should

be multiplied by 5 and the result is the

total alkalinity of the water in grains

per gallon. This should not be much in

sxoess of the hardness indii-ated by the

soap test. If it is, re-agent, usually

soda, is being added in excess and con-

sequently wasted.

In the accompanying illustrations,

Figs. 4, 5, and 6, may be seen several

gallons per hour, working automatically
in conjunction with a 50,000 gallon steel

FIG. 4—12,000-GALLON PER HOUR "EUREKA" WATER SOFTENER
WORKING AUTOMATICALLY IN CONNECTION WITH A .50-000

GALLON STEEL STORAGE TANK.

American water softeners of the Eur-
eka type, developed at Mishawaka, Ind.
The photograph, F'g. 4, shows a large
water softener of a capacity of 12,000

FIG 6—e.OOO-GALLON PER HOUR EUREKA
WATER SOFTENER TREATING WATER.

THE LOCKPORT PAPER CO.

storage tank of the Felters Co., of
Lestershire, N.Y.

'J\vo smaller American water soften-

ers, of 3,000 gallons and 6,000

gallons per hour, may be
noted in photographs, Figs. 5

and 6, the former being used
for treating canal water for

the Lockport Paper Co., at

Lockpjrt, N.Y., and the latter

at the Lehigh Valley Silk

Mills, at South Bethlehem, Pa.

The American automatic

water softener and purifier is

arranged so that the water

may be supplied to the inlet

valve in the tank either by
pressure or gravity. A con-

stant head is maintained in

this tank, and the weight of

the water falling on the wheel

furnishes all the power re-

quired to actuate the plant. A'

portion ux the raw water is

diverted from the tank to a

saturator where a clear lime

solution of constant strength

is manufactured. In this

method none of the impuri-

ties in the lime come in con-

tact with the water to be

treated, thus there are no lime

particles to go over into the

piping and boilers. The al-

kalinity of the purified supply

is practically nil so that there

is not only no danger of foam-

ing in the boilers, but the

water is eminently suitable

for all kinds of high-class

work such as in laundries,

wool-scouring, dyeing", etc.

There are provided a series of spiral

plates to accelerate the precipitation of

the impurities as the water travels up-
wards after the chemical reaction has oc-
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FIG. 5—DETAILS OF MECHANISM OF 3,000-GALLON WATER SOFTENER.

curred. The sludge deposited on these
plates gravitates into the cone, from
whence it is flushed to the sewer by
simply opening- valve- for a few seconds
daily. After leaving the spiral ac-

celerators the water passes through a

wood fibre filter into a reservoir, from
which point it is drawn off for use, aU
scale forming matter and mud having
been removed. The madiine starts and
stops automatically as water is required

and will supply any quantity up to the

rated capacity. The only attention

necessary is about 20 minutes daily,

which can be igiven by the engineer or

other responsible employee without in-

terference with his regular duties. It

is never necessary for any purpose what-
soever to enter the machine.

In considerino: the water question, it

will be stated that in converting water
into steam there is, under the most
favorable conditions, a great waste of

heat energy. To minimize this loss has
been the aim of .mechanical men and in-

ventors ever since the adoption of steam
as a motive power. Heaters, stokers,

economizers, pipe coverings, all tend to

conserve the energy produced by com-
bustion and to convert it into a potent
factor. Manufacturers recognize these

accessories as modern developments in

steam engineering and consider them
good investments.

Even at this age of advanced econo-

mies, when every department is closely

scrutinized by experts to discover leaks

and methods devised to lessen the cost

of manufacture, it is marvellous that
until the present day the very essence
of economical steam generators, a non-
scale-forming feed water should have
escaped, scientific treatment. Practically

all natural waters are impregnated, to

,a greater or lesser extent, with soluble

,
metallic salts, which tenaciously attach

. themselves to the boiler tubes and' shell

as tbe water is evaporated into steam,

thus forming ,a cement coating that not

only persistentlv resists removal but is

alstr a non-conductor of heat. The ex-

ten't of this 'non-conductivity is tetter
!(• -.i:'.' -•Jj>v/ '

'7

appreciated when it is understood that

most feed waters contain (in addition

to other solid matter) considerable

quantities of magnesia, which is exten-

sively employed in pipe coverings to

prevent the transmission of heat.

In many cases, after poison in the

form of impure waters has been injected

into the boiler, antidotes (boiler com-
pounds) are administered in a vain en-

deavor to offset or neutralize the action

of the poison. The compound cannot

keep the impurities out of the boiler, and
its most perfect theoretical action would
only convert the solids into sludge, but

it does not even do that, as enarineers

will testify. Aside from many of these,

medicines have a baneful effect, causing

leaky tubes, foaming.

Mechanical cleaners are expensive to

operate, both as to power and labor re-

quired, and the more inaccessible parts

of the boiler are never reached. In

many plants a force of men are con-

tinually at work drilling out tubes. Ex-
haust steam feed heaters can remove
from water only the carbonates (limet

as these are held in solution by carbonic

acid gas, which is expelled by ordinary

boiling at atmospheric pressure, and the

carbonates, being thus released, are par-

tially precinitated in th" heater. The
sulphates, however, which form the

hardest kind of scale, are not affected in

the heater, and pass on into the boiler,

whore they are precipitated by the high

temperatures attained under pressure.

It is maintained that the utilization

of waste steam for heating feed water

is of vast economic va'ue, but the supply-

ing of non-scale-bearing water to the

boiler is of much greater importance.

Tbe manufacturer .s eternally studying

bow to reduce operating expenses, and

scrutinizes with microscopic care every

department in his factoi-y. He is now
tackling the power centre and must re-

cognize that economy and efficiency in

tlie boiter room must be' of the most
approved design."* •••.*!.]• ^ - ^

: r r--- --r... .^''^ rn^r?: >

WHAT A STEAM PUMP WOULD SAY
IF IT COULD TALK

Please do not gorge me with oil, as
it will give my steam chest indigestion.

What I like is a steady diet which will,

enable my valves to work smoothly and
with durability. A very small amount
of oil fed to me steadily is the thing

—

it saves oil and repair bills.

Two or three times a year give me a
good dose of coal oil to clean out any
obstructions that may have accumulated
in the passageways of my steam chest,

or on the face or working parts of the
valves and valve seat, or on the chest
piston.

Do all you can to help me m.ake a ful'i

length of stroke, as it means that I will

use less steam and do better work. The
adjustable collars on the valve rod will

allow you to regulate the length of my
stroke to a nicety.

By allowing me to make short strokes,

you prevent my steam piston from get-

ting in its proper cushion, which it would
do if it could complete its full stroke.

My steam piston is supposed to run up
to the end of the cylinder and pass

across the exhaust port, cushioning all

the confined steam between said port

and the cylinder cover. The hand
wheels on the side of my steam cylin-

der are for controlling the amount of *

this cushion. For slow speeds these

cushion valves should be shut tigfht.

When running at ordinary speed or a

high rate of speed, these cushion vajves

should be slightly opened.

Once in a while take a look at my
water cylinder. See that the packing of

the water piston is not set up so tight

that it makes me grunt, producing un-

necessary friction and wear. Or, per-

haps the packing is too loose a fit, or is

worn out and needs renewing.

Please see that my water valves are

seating properly, because if they are not

tight I cannot pump as much water as

I ought to do for a given speed. Some-

times the springs on the back of my
water valves need renewing or looking

after. If you have not already pro-

vided a good suction air chamber for my
water cylinder, you ought to do it, be-

cause it will prevent the water column

in the suction pipe from slapping the

face of my water piston at the end

of each stroke in a harsh manner and

so produce "water hammer." A "ood

suction air chamber properly located,

saves wear and tear, and makes a pump

quiet running.

Please keep me nice and clean. I

may not be of as much importance as

your big engine, but there is no reason

why I should not be kept free from dirt

and grease. I hate to have oil slob-

bered all over my steam chest, or my
stuffing-boxes left leaking.

You will find it pays to keep me in

good condition, like a well-groomed

horse. Treat rhe well and I'll serve you

well ' and bng.—"The Darling Digest."
^ ' » ' .
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Canadian Electrical Association Convene
Annual Convention Held at Alexandria Bay—Co-operation With
Standards Committees in the Promotion of Engineering Stand-
ards Agreed Upon—Resume of Recent Progress in Electrical

Engineering and in the Field of Prime Movers

THE Canadian Electrical Associa-

tion held their annual convention

at Alexandria Bay on June 27th-28th.

With the cessation of war activities, in-

terest centres around the improvement

and standardization of equipment, better

operation and other features rendered

possible. Those connected with the elec-

trical industry may well take a particu-

lar pride in the part played by it in

the prosecution of the war to a success-

ful conclusion, and while such has been

the case many difficulties had to be

surmounted and much deferred to a more
favorable time. Such being the case the

present time of reconstruction offers

many opportunities for creative work
and it was noticed throughout the papers

and discussions as well as in the address

by the president, A. Munro Grier.

Prime Movers

During the period of the war one of

the features in the manufacturing life

of this country was the plentiful supply

of electrical energy available through

the development of water power re-

sources and the consequent conservation

of fuel. This was brought out in the

report of the committee on prime mov-

ers read by R. J. Beaumont.

The necessity of conserving the fuel

supply of the country during the period

of the war has turned the minds of all

engineers and manufacturers to the

necessity for economy in operation of

steam plants. Recent progress has

been to some extent concentrated on this

phase of development. Considerable

progress has been made in late years

in the science of generating steam due

to a better understanding of the com-

bustion of fuel and the transmission of

heat in boilers.

Boilers

Present day tendencies favor high

steam pressures and temperatures, con-

centration of power and large unit capa-

cities. The shell boiler has been prac-

tically eliminated for this class of ser-

vice and modifications have been made
in the setting and rating of water-tube

boilers.

The application of insulating brick in

boiler settings is now becoming better

understood. It is generally accepted

that the walls of a boiler furnace should

be built of as few different kinds of ma-

terial as possible and walls should be

well bonded and homogeneous. Recent

tendency has been to build walls of solid

fire brick.

In order to preserve the furnace, side

and bridge walls various expedients

have been tried. Which is required is

a furnace lining capable of withstanding

the high furnace temperatures and

blow-torch action; the constant heating

and cooling effect and the abrasive

action of the fuel bed.

Ventilated walls, special refractory

materials, steam jets on side walls and

high temperature cements have all been

used with varying success.

The present tendency is towards

higher boiler ratings. One of the prin-

cipal factors involved in high boiler

ratings is the coal burning capacity of

the grate, or, in other words, stoker and

furnace design. Draft loss at high boiler

ratings is an impoi^tant item to be con-

sidered and the character of the boiler

feed water may readily become a factor

in boiler ratings.

Power dump grates and clinker grind-

ers seem to be coming into use. The

Westinghouse Co. and the American En-

gineering Co. have these on the market,

as well as several other concerns. The

forced draft type of chain grate is now
being used more extensively and with

success in burning iow grade fuels high

in ash.

Higher steam pressures have been tried

out in one or two plants in the U. S.

The Buffalo General Electric Co. have

recently placed in service a plant opera-

ting at 275 lbs. boiler pressure and 275

degrees super-heat, giving a total tem-

perature of 689' Fah.

The Public Service Co. of Northern

Illinois have an installation operating at

315 lbs. boiler pressure, 225 degrees

super-heat, giving a total temperature of

615° F.

The general impression seems to be

that the question of higher steam press-

ures is a boiler problem, and that tur-

bines can 'be easily designed for opera-

tion at the higher steam pressures.

Steam Turbines

In recent years there has been a

marked tendency towards the installa-

tion of units of large capacity, and dur-

ing the past two years there has been a

marked increase in the United States in

units of the horizontal shaft type of

approximately 30,000 k.w. capacity in or-

der to meet the rapidly increasing den-

sity of the load.

The main source of trouble in large

steam turbine units seems to be in the

labyrinth packings and thrust bearings,

which are apt to cause excessive vibra-

tion of parts, the breaking of buckets

and dangerous rubbing of stationary and

moving elements, which in extreme cases

in ay result in permanent deflection of

shafts.

The General Electric Co. states that

new development work has been ren-

dered difficult by war conditions, but a

great deal of development work has been

carried on nevertheless, to meet the re-

quirements of the navy and Emergency
Fleet Corporation. The loss of skilled

labor has been felt very severely and to

some extent has been reflected in the

workmanship of the turbines built under

v.^ar conditions. Another handicap has

been felt in the difficulty of securing

suitable quantities and qualities of ma-

terials required for the manufacture of

turbines.

Considerable attention has been paid

of late by many companies to the matter

of fires originating within the generator

shell of turbo-generators of the enclosed

type, with the object of determining the

means of minimizing the occurrence of

such fires, limiting the extent of the

damage and providing fire fighting equips

ment which can be quickly applied where

it can do most good.

The origin of fires in turbo-genera-

tors during the past year seems to be

fairly evenly divided between those ex-

ternal to the insulation surrounding the

copper conductors, and those internal

from the conductors themselves. The
greater proportion of fires originating

from sources external to the insulation

seems to have occurred on three-phase

systems operating without a grounded

neutral.

The inspection and cleaning of turbo-

generators at more frequent intervals

would seem to be very desirable and to

have a direct bearing on the liability to

fires external to the windings. Every

precaution should be taken to limit the

amount of dirt and oil which may enter

the generator, and many campaigns

have standardized the installation of air
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washers. Even with the best possible

condition of cooling air it is evident,

however, that dirt Avill lodge within the

generator, and if a certain amount of

oil vapor is also carried into the ma-
chine the coils and other surfaces may
become smeared with grease. Good prac-

tice, therefore, would seem to dictate

that machines should be opened up peri-

odically for thorough cleaning and
painting.

The extinguishing media which have
been used in the past for turbo-genera-

tor fires are principally water, steam and
carbon tetra-chloride (Pyrene). Prac-
tically only water and steam are looked

upon at present with favor, inasmuch as

large volumes of carbon tetra-chloride

are required for any but very small fires,

thus involving great expense and possible

injury to operators from fumes.

Up to the time of the installation of

permanent fire extinguishing apparatus

for generators, water had been the prin-

cipal medium used. With the advent,

however, of permanently installed fire-ex-

tinguishing apparatus in generators the

use of steam has received very serious

consideration, and there is at the present

time a wide difference in opinion as to

the relative merits of steam and water

in this connection.

The principle of operation in using

steam differs from that in using water,

in that displacement of air in the gen-

erator 'by steam is very largely depended

upon to smother the fire. It is extremely

important, in using steam, to shut off the

supply of air to tlie generator as com-
pletely and promptly as possible. The
wetting of the generator windings from
condensed steam is probably also help-

ful.

Protective Equipment

It is rapidly becoming standard prac-

tice, particularly on larger units, for the

manufacturer to bring out both ends of

each phase winding to the generator

terminal boards, so as to permit of the

installation of current transformers be-

tween the terminals of the phase wind-

ings and neutral, which can be connected

differentially with respect to instrument

current transformers in loads between

main oil switches and generator, so that

in the event of a fault in the generator

or its leads the balanced relay will im-

mediately open the main oil switch, the

neutral switch (if closed), and after a

slight delay the field switcTi.

Before proceeding to fight any genera-

tor fire it is, of course, absolutely essen-

tial that the unit be disconnected from
the line and the fiold opened. With the

balanced system of protection this is

done automatically in fires involved

from breakdown of the conductor insul-

ation on a grounded system. On other

occasions these operations must be per-

formed by hand as soon as it is evident

that the unit is in trouble. It would
seem very desirable to have a pilot light

On the turbine gauge board connected
acros3 a generator potential transformer

to indicate when the unit was generating,

and also, perhaps, a red lamp to light on
the operation of the balanced relay.

It will, of course, be necessary upon
application of water to the generator

windings to dry out the same on short

circuit before again placing in operation.

Experiences after floods have demon-
strated that electrical generators may be

immersed in water for some time with

no serious damage resulting when thor-

oughly dried out before being placed

again in commission.

Water Power
During the four or five year period

prior to the war the manufacturers of

hydraulic turbines made great strides

in developing units of high efficiency and

simple design. This was primarily ob-

tained through the introduction of high

specific speed single runner units. Dur-

ing this period a great number of low

bead plants were built, using single run-

ner units of larger size than anj'thing

previously attempted. During the last

four years, however, the activities in

hydro-electric developments were greatly

lessened and few new features of design

have come out.

Efficiencies of 92 to 93 per cent, of

runners have already been obtained .in

several plants, and it may be assumed

that this is very near the maximum effi-

ciencies that can be expected. To obtain

a maximum over-all efficiency engineers

are now carefully looking into the de-

sign of all passageways from headrace

to tailrace. Particular attention is be-

ing paid to the design and efficiency of

draft tubes for high specific speed run-

ners. The tendency is towards the use

of deeper draft tubes, with the idea of

making the turn from the vertical to

the horizontal direction at lower veloci-

ties than was previous practice.

There seems to be a difference of

opinion as to the number and size of

units to be installed in a projected plant;

the tendency has been to look upon the

water turbine as an almost fool-proof

piece of apparatus; consequently plants

have been equipped with as few and as

large units as possible, thereby making

a considerable saving in first cost, as

well as in operating expense. Consid-

ering, however, that the reliability of a

unit does not only depend upon the wa-

ter turbine, but also upon the generator

and auxiliaries, some designers of power

plants incline towards comparatively

small units, with less chance of break-

downs.

The single runner vertical shaft tur-

bines for low and medium head plants

have proven to be such a success that

practically all new plants under this

category are now being equipped with
this type of unit.

Thrust Bearings

With the increase in size of large ver-

tical water wheels and the consequent

increase in weight of the rotating parts,

the importance of satisfactory thrust

bearing cannot be exaggerated, and a

great deal of progress has been made in

recent years.

The General Electric Co. has develop-

ed a spring supported thrust bearing

which automatically adjusts itself to in-

equalities in loading, due to inaccuracies

in workmanship and alignment. The

bearing is not affected by the wobbling

of the shaft. The rubbing surfaces are

in a bath of oil, and the quantity of oil

circulated depends upon the losses and

cooling conditions.

Two of these bearings have recently

been installed in the Cedar Rapids Plant

of the Montreal Light, Heat and Power

Co. in connection with the last two

10,800 h.p. units. These bearings are

designed to sustain a load of 550,000

pounds during continuous operation at a

normal speed of 55.6 rev. per minute.

The Kingsbury thrust bearing has been

adopted by the Hydro-'Electric Power

Commission of Ontario for the Westing-

house generators on the Queenston de-

velopment. They are designed to carry

a load of 900.000 ibs. at 187% rev. per

minute. The turbines for these genera-

tors have been awarded to the Wellman-

Seavor-Morgan Co., and the two units

v.ill develop 52,500 h.p. each at the

point of maximum efficiency, and 60,000

h.p. at full gate. The net head on the

turbines will be 305 feet, and they will be

of the single runner vertical type with a

cast steel spiral casing.

Electrical Apparatus

In the report presented by the com-

mittee on electrical apparatus, emphasis

was laid upon the advisability of stand-

ardizing lead markings and other fea-

tures of designs of apparatus, such as

transformers, and co-operation should

be maintained and increased between

the various operating companies, manu-

facturing companies and societies to this

end.

The three-phase transformer is be-

coming more popular in many install-

ations, and the general practice seems

to be to instal transformers of just

sufficient capacity for rated load, and

to resort to water cooling for over-

loads.

The automatic sub-station for direct

current is growing in popularity. There

are at present on d.c. railway service

seven sub-stations of 1,000 k.w. or over,

and 49 between 300 and 600 k.w. All
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have been operating automatically or

semi-automatically for some time, and
engineers would, it seems, be well ad-

vised to investigate the automatic sub-

station as an economical proposition.

D. C. sub-stations operating automati-

cally are in continuous operation also,

and some of these are of the straight

outdoor type. Apparatus in automatic

sub-stations should be more liberally

rated and should be of the most rugged
construction.

As sub-station apparatus the rotary

converter with a capacity of 4,000 kw.
appears to be about the upper limit of

size. With the extension of the use of

60 cycles as a system frequency, the 60

cycle rotary has came more into promi-

nence, although at times on railway ser-

vice flashing is troublesome. The use

of flash guards, arc cooling devices and
high speed circuit breakers is expected

to bring them upon a par with 25 cycle

machines.

The general policy of operating all

banks of transformers and distribution

feeders on one bus with an auxiliary bus

provided is maintained. The capacities

so connected are running considerably

higher than 10,000 kw., and this brings

up the rupturing capacities of oil

switches. To avoid considerable expense

in changing over apparatus, as well as
possible switch destruction, the use of

reactors seems desirable. Attention is

called to the neglect which usually falls

to the lot of the air break switch. It is

pointed out that the abnormal tempera-

tures which are liable to be caused by
oxidation create bad contacts.

Accident Prevention

The committee on accident prevention,

Wills McLachlan, chairman, drew the at-

tention of the association to the neces-

sity for the elimination of tools with in-

sulated handles. These tools are pur-

chased from various manufacturers, and
the insulation is oftentimes depended

upon for the protection of life, where
it is more a case of good luck than good

management that latalities are avoided.

It was recommended that so far as pos-

sible tools with insulated handles be not

used except for very high voltages where
special tools are required, but that de-

pendence be placed upon rubber gloves

tested according to specifications. For
some years past the Canadian Electrical

Association have collaborated with the

N.E.S.A. on the question of specifications

for the purchase of rubber gloves and

linemen's belts. These specifications

have been completed and will form a

tentative basis for further improvement
or for adoption.

Lighting and Power Sales

Industrial lighting has shown consider-

able development, due no doubt, to the
pressure of war work in the extensive

production of munitions. In certain

places in England and the United States

it has been found that surprising i-esults

have been obtained in increased produc-

tion, due to correct and improved light-

ing.

The sale of power during the period

under consideration has been more or

less normal. In almost every case where
large systems are used it was found
that the decline in load, due to the sigTi-

ing of the armistice, did not assume ser-

ious proportions, and that in some cases,

where a wide service of large capacity

was delivered, the amount of power de-

livered was practically only reduced for

the period between the signing of the

armistice and the end of 1918.

The present time is one of develop-

ment, stabilization and return to pre-

war conditions. Numerous projects cov-

ering a wide variety of productions are

under consideration and to meet this

coming demand most of the larger power
companies in Canada are either con-
structing plants or are preparing; design?

for future expansion.

The use of the electric stove is more
than ever rapidly increasing. The ef-

fect of an electric range load on a dis-

tribution system is now rapidly becom-

ing known, and has been found' to b"

very satisfactory from the viewpoint of

diversity.

The question of the cost of a range

forms an interestiiig study, and there

is no doubt that a need exists for what
might be termed the "Ford of the elec-

tric range business." If a range could

be sold for $60.00 it would add a great

stimulus to their rapid introduction

amongst people of very moderate means.

Synchronous motors are rapidly com-
ing into popularity. This particular

type of motor is, of course, more prac-

ticable, broadly speaking, in the larger

sizes, owing to the somewhat more com-
plicated operating features. A motor of

medium size, say three to five hundred

horse-power, has great value in correc-

tion of power factor on a system of fair

size.

Service at Cost

In a paper read by E. P. Fredericks an
outline was given of the many advan-

tages of the "service at cost" plan as ap-
plied to public utility companies. These
companies, and particularly those having

to do with the distribution of electrical

energy and city transportation, have

been affected very materially by increas-

ed costs, and in many cases have been

operating at a loss. As a means of off-

setting this condition, and to insure

that the municipality served will be re-

ceiving maximum advantages with the
minimum of expense and the cheapest

possible cost for fares, this plan has not

only been proposed, but put into effect in

a number of cities, with marked ad-

vantages. Cleveland, Des Moines, Cin-

cinnati, Chicago, Philadelphia, and a
number of other cities have already put

the plan into force, and many more have
been considering it very favorably.

Briefly, the service at cost plan pro-

vides that a public utility operating un-
der it shall provide service at its ac-

tual cost, including operating expenses,

maintenance, depreciation, taxes and 6

per cent, interest on the investment

value. Investment value shall be money
prudently and honestly invested, and this

has been interpreted to mean money that

has been invested as reasonably neces-

sary for lawful purposes. It should be

noted that 6 per cent, on the investment

value does not limit the return on any
particular security to 6 per cent. If the

bonded debt should carry a lower rate

of interest, more than 6 per cent, might

be available for stock, but it is gener-

ally conceded that 6 per cent, is a fair

return on the investment value. The ac-

tual value of each company accepting

the plan is usually stabilized by some

properly constituted authority, so that

there may be no criticism as to inflated

valuation.

The municipality or general public is

protected by having its representatives

on the operating board, and the advan-

tages both to the municipality and to

the company may be outlines as fol-

lows: It calls for close public super-

vision, it demands an improved service

and the maintenance of the service at

tis best standard. It demands efficient

and honest administration, it provides

for charges sufficient only to pay the

actual cost of good, adequate service,

and at the same time guarantees the in-

tegrity of the investment with the re-

storation of the credit of the utilities af-

fected.

The Utilization of Off-Peak Energy

One of the mosT interesting papers

read before the convention was that pre-

pared by F. G. Clark, Chief Engineer

Toronto Power Company, and read in his

absence by Wm. Volkmann. Power Com-

panies in many cases have considerable

off-peak power which could be utilized to

good advantage and which could be pro-

duced at a considerably lower cost than

during peak loads.

The Toronto Power Co. operates one

of the hydraulic plants at Niagara Falls,

on the Canadian side, and a steam plant

at Toronto. In 1915 this company es-

tablished a research department having

for its purpose, among other things,

the increasing of the load factor of the

system.

Finding that the manufacture of the

gases oxygen and hydrogen by the

electrolysis of water offered possibilities

and that there was no apparatus on the

Continued on page 28
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Distribution System Nomenclature
An Article Dealing With the Proper Nomenclature of the Various
Parts of a Distribution System and Explaining Their Relation-

ships by the Aid of Diagrams

By TERREL CROFT
(Copyright, all rights reserved)

CONSIDERABLE confusion exists

as to the precise meanings of the

terms which are used to designate
the different components of an electri-

cal-energy distribution system. In the
following paragraphs definitions are

given for some of the terms most com-
monly used. These definitions are, it is

believed, in line with the generally-ac-

cepted meanings of the words involved.

Fig. 1 shows diagrammatically the im-

portant elements of a distribution sys-

tem.

A transmission line comprises the ar-

rangement of conductors over which
electrical energy is transmitted from a

generating station to a substation. In

general, the distinguishing characteris-

tics of transmission lines are that they

operate at relatively-high voltages and
extend for long distances. At B in Fig.

2 is shown the transmission line.

A tie line is a set of conductors used
to interconnect two substations. A tie

line may also operate at a high voltage

and extend for a long distance, but is

distinguished from a transmission line

in that neither of the ends of a tie line

originate in a generating station.

A transmission system is one over
which electrical energy is transmitted
from a generating station at relatively-

high voltage to a distributing system, or

to distributing systems
A distribution system is one from

which electrical energy is distributed to

consumers. As a rule a distribution sys-

tem operates at a lower voltage than

does a transmission system. However,
it is very difficult to distinguish be-

tween a transmission and a distribution

syptem, because (as P. H. Thomas
states): "In any large system the func-

tions of transmission and distribution

merge into one another, because the

principal consumers will ordinarily be

many miles apart. Furthermore, there

usually are several sources of energy

feeding into the system at different loca-

tions. The transmission and distribu-

tion systems then resolve themselves

into a net-work of high-tension lines to

which are connected consumers and

generators at certain locations."

TrMnsm/SS/tn

S/afitn.

FIG. 1—THE ELEMENTS OF A DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEM.

A feeder or feeder circuit is the set of

conductors in a distributing system ex-

tending from the original source of en-

ergy in the installation to a distributing

centre and having no other circuits con-

nected to it between the source and the

centre. The source may be a generating
or substation. Feeders are indicated by
the letter D in Fig. 2.

A sub-feeder is an extension of a

feeder from one distribution centre to

another, and having no other circuit con-

nected to it between the two distribu-

tion centres.

A main (E and G, Fig. 2) is any sup-

ply circuit to which other consuming
circuits—sub-mains, branches, or ser-

vices—are connected through automatic

cut-outs—fuses or circuit breakers—at

different points along its length. Where
a main is supplied by a feeder the main '

is frequently of smaller wire than the

feeder which serves it. An energy util-

izing device is never connected directly

to a main, a cut-out always being inter-

posed betwfen the device and the main.

A sub-main (ES, Fig. 2) is a sub-

sidiary^ main fed, through a cut-out,

frcm a main or another sub-main and to

which branch circuits or services are

connected through cut-outs.

A service (or a sorvice connection, H,

Fig. 2) is the set of conductors consti-

tuting an underground or overhead con-

.nection between conductors (usually be-

longing to a pablic service corporation)

in a thoroughfare—street—and the con-

ductors of an interior or isolated wiring

system. A "service" provides a path

over which electrical energy is deliv-

ered to the coniiumers.

A branch or branch circuit is the set

of conductors feeding, through an auto-

matic cut-out, from a distribution centre,

main or sub-main to which one or more

energy utilizing devices are connected

directly, that, is, without the interposi-

tions of cut-outs. The only cut-out as-

sociated with a branch is the one

through which the branch is fed at the

main, sub-main or distribution centre.

A tap or tap circuit (Fig. 2) is a cir-

cuit, serving a single energy-utilizing
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device, connected directly to a branch
without the interposition of a cut-out.

A distributing or distribution centre

in an electrical energy distribution sys-

tem is the location at which a feeder or

sub-feeder connects to the subordinate

circuits which it serves. The switches

and automatic cut-outs for the control

and protection of the sub-circuits are

usually grouped at the distribution cen-

tre. In interior-wiring parlance, a dis-

tribution centre is an arrangement or

group of fittings whereby two or more
minor circuits are connected at a com-

mon point to another larger circuit. A

C.\NADIAN ELECTRICAL ASSOCIA-
TION CONVENES

Continued from page 283

market suitable for use on a large scale,

having regard to economic features, re-

search work was begun on the develop-

ment of a type of ceil which would prove

satisfactory.

The result was the development of a

type of electrolytic cell in which the

electrodes operated at high densities and

temperatures. Cells have been in op-

Dominion Bank Bldg., Toronto, Can-

adian Niagara Power Co., Niagara Falls.

E. A. Dunlop, M.P.P., 1st Vice-Presi-

dent, Pembroke Electric Light Co., Pem-
broke, Ont.

P. T. Davies, 2nd Vice-President,

Southern Canada Power Co., Montreal.

A. P. Doddridge, 3rd Vice-President,

Quebec Rly., Light, Heat and Power Co.,

Quebec.

T. S. Young, Hon. Secretary, 347 Ade-
laide St. West, Toronto.

Wm. Volkmann, Sec.-Treas., 12 Ade-

laide St. East, Toronto, Ont.

FIG. 2—PICTORIAL DIAGRAM INDICATING THE ELEMENTS OF AN ELECTRICAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTING SYSTEM

panel box is one form of a distribution
centre.

The nomenclature of interior-wiring-
system circuit elements is similar to
that for an outside distribution system.
The subject is treated in more detail in

the author's "American Electricians'

Handbook," page 109. The terms feeder,
sub-feeder, main, sub-main, branch, tap,

and distribution centre are defined dia-

gramatically in the wiring layout shown
in the lower part of the centre of Fig. 2.

From inspection it is evident that these
interior-wiring system elements can also

^e defined in essentially the same words
as recited for the outside distribution

system elements recited above.

eration at the company's Toronto plant

for over two years, and have in this

time fully demonstrated their commer-
cial feasibility.

In the production of oxygen now so

necessary in welding work and other

mechanical arts, this step marks a con-

siderable advance, enabling as it does,

its generation to be carried on at a very
much smaller cost than heretofore has

been possible.

Officers

The following officers were elected for

the coming year:

A. Munro Grier, K.C., President, 801

Managing Committee

R. J. Beaumont, C. S. Bagg, A. A.

Dion, D. H. McDougall, R. B. McDun-
nough, H. R. Mallison, W. H. Mclntyre,

J. F. Neild, J. S. Norris, L. W. Pratt, J.

B. Woodyatt, the. president of the Na-
tional Electric Light Association.

Mr. John Melville, of Vancouver,

B.C., says that semi-monthly POWER
HOUSE is beneficial, especially to the

engineer who is studying any particular

course which may be in the issue—as a

a month is too long to wait between arti-

cles.
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Opportunity
TpHE Annual Convention of the C. A. S. E. this year held

in Brantford is a thing of the past. It marks the close

of a particularly strenuous four years in the life of the

stationary engineer. Many of the features of war-time
conventions were still noticeable and will exist for years to

come. Economy in operation is still a most important
feature and this phase of power plant operation was well
exemplified in the various exhibits arranged by the Ex-
hibitors' Association.

Economical plant equipment in itself will not ensure
efficient operation and if the operating engineer wishes

to keep abreast of the times and to bring the steam plant
to such an efficiency as will meet the cheapness of outside

power he will have to do a bit of self-improvement and
must avail himself of the many opportunities offered for

self-improvement.

It is to be regretted that more advantage is not taken
of the educational features of conventions by the sta-

tionary engineers delegated thereto. Entertainment espe-

cially of a mediocre sort can never lend itself to personal

advancement, while the exhibit shown by manufacturers are

most excellent educational features and the technical

papers presented form every valuable means of keeping
abreast of the times, not only through the subject matter
treated of but also through the opportunity for discussion

presented. Indeed more is gained in discussion following

after the reading of papers than in the papers themselves.

A New Prime Mover
Tj^LSEWHERE in this issue is presented an account of a

hybrid prime mover worthy of an engineering Burbank.

By crossing a steam engine and an internal combustion
engine a mechanism is produced for which very high effi-

ciencies are claimed. It is a well-known fact that the

internal combustion engine is one of the most efficient

prime movers and that the majority of heat wasted goes
into the jacket water. By using this heat for the produc-

tion of steam and by using this steam on the underside

of the piston an increased efficiency is obtained, a remark-
able efficiency when compared with the older forms of

heat engines.

The Still engine is perhaps as yet too little developed to

hazard any guess as to its commercial feasibility, but
should it come up to the expectations of its inventor, great

changes can be expected particularly in the use of the in-

ternal combustion engine for ocean transport. Other ap-

plications will arise through the extreme flexibility of the

mechanism and the powerful torque obtained at full loads.

The conserving of the world's fuel supply will render

an invention such as this very attractive, the more so as

the increasing cost of fuel will automatically force one to

look around for cheaper and more efficient means of pro-

ducing power.

Don't be a Tinker
pvON'T be a tinker. If you are going to do anything

in life, do it well.

Do one thing better than any person else can do it.

Ever see a handy-man? You know the kind. He's

not particularly skilled at anything particular, but he

can catch on quickly. He makes a great stop-gap in

the shop—and he generally sticks right there.

Ever meet the chap who can play a few chords on

the piano, and who can sing a couple of old songs to

his own playing? He gets through all he knows in a
few minutes, and if he has to do anything more, he's

up against it. As a matter of fact, he's only a tinker.

He can neither play nor sing, and yet he imagines he
can do both.

You have seen the average clerk in operation in a

store. No matter whether it's groceries, dry goods, boots

and shoes. In a general way he can get you what you
want if you have a pretty fair idea of what you want
before you go in. But he will never sell you anything
else. He will never size you up as you enter the store,

or as he talks to you as a prospective customer for some
new lines of goods that the store carries or is going to

carry. He is just an average, garden variety. In fact,

he's a tinker in his line of business.

Don't be a tinker. Do something, well—much better

than any person else. Then there will be a demand for

your services that will shove you head and shoulders

past the tinker class.
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The Millionth of an Inch

SOME folks is always hankerin' for to do some foolish

thing, to say some startlin' statement or 'sassinate

a king. They seem to have a mania for things what's

strange and queer, you wouldn't think they had a brain

tucked in behind their ear.

And then there's other things they do that seem to

me most strange, they're clean beyond my vision, ten

miles outside my range.

Now, take the chap what took an inch and carved the

thing in two, I guess he thought that was a trick to

puzzle me and you. And then some prune, he come along

and split the thing in four, and them what watched the

show that day they hollered out "encore!"

Well, time went on and bye-and-bye these choppers

whacked away, until the chiefest of the lot rose up one

day to say, "I've took that inch and by the use of ham-
mers and of charts I've sliced the thing, by heck I have,

into a thousand parts!"

Well, folks they donned their goggles for to see the

bloomin' speck; it weren't no bigger than a hair what
sprouts upon yer neck.

Well, not content with that there stunt, they started

in once more, and sliced and rubbed that thousandth
right down unto the core, until we read in words what
make my fists go in a clinch, about there being in measure-
ments the m.illionth of an inch.

Oh, I'd like to lay my husky hand upon that whiskered
guy, who caused my head to swim about when I went
out to spy, to gaze upon the millionth part of that there
inch of ours, I've looked until my eyes most bust, I sweat
for hours and hours.

I rise to say out good and loud so all your folks can
hear, no matter if you dub me odd and just a trifle queer,
"There ain't no such a thing about—to me that is a cinch
—as that there atom that they call the millionth of an
inch!"—ARK.

is the family file that crawls in beside that stubborn pipe

and stays there too while the old man administers the

final heave that puts the smoke stack in action.

Well, to be sure there may be better times on ahead

for the file. It surely has had a whale of a time in its

day, and when the day is over it generally gets its

whiskers shaved off and does service as a screw driver,

a chisel, a scraper, a centre punch, a drift or what not.

This process of education may do much. Certain if it

does anything at all it must be for the better. It may

even be that in years to come the file will get decent

treatment in the shop and occupy, in the home, the place

on the piano that is now given over to a picture of John

Henry, taken in the suit he wore when sticking the pomt

of a bayonet into the breeches of one Fritz.

OCCASIONALLY one sees a stork in the Zoo, but there

must be a stack of these things some place in the woods,

for there were 1,352,792 births in United States last year.

* * *

WHAT'S become of the shop joker who used to be send-

ing the apprentice out to look for a left-hand monkey

wrench and a flat-faced hammer?
* * *

A TRACTOR was being demonstrated at Richmond, Mich.,

when it became unmanageable and ran through a drug

store. Being of the caterpillar type, there was doubtless

something in the drug store to meet its case.

* * *

A CAIJFORNIA man left $19,000 to his son. The only

string is that the son has to earn $30,000 clear before

he can get the $19,000. Chances are that by the time

he piles up that sum he'll have cut enough wisdom teeth

to know how to handle the smaller amount. It looks

as though that fond parent knew a thing or two that

the average chap never thinks about.

The Future of the File
A WELL-KNOWN Canadian firm, making files, has

sent out word with its shipment that a file is' a fine
tool, and as such should be protected from rough usage.
The notice even goes on to claim that better results can
be secured from a well-preserved file.

As a matter of fact, this manufacturer is right, but we
hate to believe him. The general acceptance is that a file

is a utility tool, and that it can stand hard usage. There-
fore, it is the duty of the man who gets a file to give it

hard usage.

Ever use a file as a hammer? Not as a sledge, perhaps,
but just as something handy at the time.

Ever pry the lids off cans with a file? Sure. Great
thing for all such odd jobs.

Ever use the tang end of a file to dig a hole in a brick?
Handy for this sort of work.
Ever turn over a heap of tools to find the file you want

away at the bottom, where everything else in the box
has had a chance to have a kick at it? Own up now, you
have.
Most people have had about as much regard for a file

as they have for a crow bar. Its cutting edge is regarded
about the same as the family razor that shoots father's

whiskers, pares mother's corns and when no person's

looking sharpens the youngsters' lead pencils. The file

is sort of a family instrument. Every house has one in

the kitchen table drawer—that is every well-regulated

household. And there arc more hanged things done with
and to that family file than ever happened in a bang-up
three-ring circus. It pulls corks out of a bottle, it ham-
mers tacks, it sits around on call when the carpet is be-

ing laid on the back stairs, and it comes into active ser-

vice when the old man is wondering why under the sun

the elbow from the kitchen range will not slide into the

stove pipe hole like a reamed out cylinder and piston. It

THE SLACKER B.T.U.

Behold the nimble B. T. U.

Now hastens toward the lofty flue;

He dances from the coal so black.

Around, across and up his track.

Along the furnace fiery walls

He dives and jumps, but never crawls;

Elusive, he, and small in size.

He's seldom seen by human eyes.

But hastening through the sooty tubes

In countless numbers—moves and moves

On through the baffles up and down
Against the shell so smooth and round.

Pushing and crowding here and there.

And mingling with the excess air.

Some holding back, a select few

Exclusive with the C02,

To do their bit and turn to steam

The seething water, hot and clean.

But all the rest, now rushing, go

On through the breeching to and fro.

Pushing in haste to reach the stack,

A crowd of slackers, a lazy pack;

Up through the stack and to the air.

On, on they go; do we despair?

Ten thousand strong to every pound,

The work of ages in the ground;

Now and forevermore they're lost,

Into the great unknown they've crossed.

Quick! Plaster the brick work, close the cracks.

Change the draft, and raise the stack,

Level the fires, shovel the coal

A scoop at a time if you'd reach your goal,

And if it's too hard to think again,

Get a stoker that needs no brain.

Or the nimble heedless B. T. U.

Will prove much more than a match for you.

—Charles Brossman, in "The Combustion Ghamher."
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OUR QUESTION BOX
Questions are invited from readers regarding power

plant operation and difficulties

encountered

Readers are invited to send in

answers to these problems, as they
have been chosen for their interest

and application to the practical

side of nower plant operation.

Perhaps you, too, have some pet
problems, or hard nuts which you
would like to ask your fellow en-
gineers; if so, send them along for
the benefit of others.
Answers, together with the ori-

ginal question, will be published in

the issues following the appearance
of the question.

Questions Before the House
29.—^Explain the purpose of the steam

dome, (b) How are steam drums con-
nected to the boiler and what provision
is made in the latter case for expansion?

30.—^Explain the purpose of the mud
drum.

31.—What is the purpose of manholes,
and how should they be placed so as not
to weaken the shell unduly?

32.—^How are steam domes attached
to the boiler and what are the advant-
ages of properly constructed dome
bases ?

33.—^Explain the purpose of nozzles as
applied to boilers?

34.—Explain the purpose of stays or
braces.

Questions Answered
Question 24.— (a) Name the various

forms of rivet heads used in bjiler con-
struction; (b) How are rivet heads form-
ed? (c) In what respect has machine
riveting advantages over other processes
of riveting?

Answer.— (a) Countersunk head, but-
ton head, conoid head, oval head, flat
head, oval countersunk head, cone head,
and steeple head; (b) By hand, snap,
pneumatic and machine riveting; (c) The
pressure applied in machine riveting
causes the shank of the rivet to upset
thoroughly, thereby filling the hole com-
pletely, consequently a tighter joint is

made than is possible with hand, snap,
or pneumatic riveting.

Question 25. (a) What is a lap joint?;

(b) What is a butt jjint?; (c) Distin-

guish between single and double-riveted

joints; (d) Distinguish between chain

riveted and staggered riveted joints.

Answer.— (a) A joint formed by two
plates that overlap each other and are

joined together with one or more rows
of rivets.

(b) A joint formed when two plates

are placed edge to edge and are connect-

ed with covering straps.

(c) In a single riveted joint the force

tending to tear the joints asunder is re-

sisted by a single row of rivets, and in a

double riveted joint by two rows of riv-

ets.

(d) In chain riveting the rivets in the

different rows are placed in line, in

staggered riveting the rivets are placed

zigzag.
* * *

Question 26—.Which is the strongest

type of the ordinary riveted joints?

Answer.^—^The type of butt joint hav-

ing double butt straps with the inner

strap wider than the outer, and having

part of the rivets in double shear and
part in single shear.

* * *

Question 27. What precautions are tak-

en in locating the longitudinal seams of

externally fired boilers, and also of

cylindrical furnace flues of internally

fired boilers?

Answer.—In externally fired boilers

care is taken to have the joints as far

from the fire as possible; in cylindrical

furnace flues the joint is placed just

below the grates, where it is not ex-

posed to the fire and does not interfere

with cleaning the lower part of the flues.

* * *

Question 28. What objection can be urg-

ed against constru|cting the fire-do jr

hole of a locomotive type boiler by flang-

ing the inner and outer sheets to a single

curve ?

Answer.—Owing to the rigidity of the

construction, the inner sheet is liable to

crack in use, from the calking edge to

the rivet holes and also in the curved

part of the flange.

Question 11 than that appearing on page
167 of May 5 issue:

Area of piston, 452.39 sq. in.

Total pressure, 452,39 x 100 = 45,239.

45,239
Area in studs required = 9.05

sq. m.

Assume 16 studs
9.0c

16

5,000

:-— .5656 sq. in.

per stud.

1 in. studs would be % in. at bottom
of thread.

Area of 7s in dia.= .6013 sq. in.,

which is a little stronger than required.
Reyardin'^ pitch circ'e. I would make

it 27V2 in. diameter, which would allow
a full inch between counter bore and
studs.

Pitch of studs to be 5.4 in.

W. c.
-

Readers' Queries
The Editor,— I beg to submit what

appears a more practical solution of

WHO IS BLIND?

Will every person who reads this

notice, and knows a blind man or woman
anywhere in Canada, kindly send the
name and address of that blind one to

the Canadian National Institute for the
Blind, 36 King St. East, Toronto.

The institute is conducting work for

the blind along the most modem scien-

tific lines aud desires that each blind

resident of Canada should have the op-

portunity of availing himself or herself

of the benefits represented by this

work.
The immense task of registering every

case of blindness can only be accomp-
lished successfully by the earnest co-

operation of the public generally. That
is why We ask you to send the names
and addresses of blind people you may
know.
The following departments of work

are being actively prosecuted by the in-

stitute:

Industrial Department for Men.
Industrial Department for Women.
Department of Field Work.
Department of Home Teaching.

Department of Prevention of Blind-

ness.

Library Department.
Department of After Care.

Residence and Vocational Training

Centre for Blinded Soldiers.

To send information or obtain infor-

mation, address the General Secretary,

Canadian National Institute for the

Blind, 36 King St. East, Toronto.
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Progress in New Equipment

THE RILEY TWO-SPEED GEAR BOX

THE Riley two-speed gear box
differs from stoker gear boxes
in that it coniains in addi-

tion to the worm gearing a double set of

spur gears. These gears are so ar-

ranged in the bottom of the gear box
that by shifting the lever from high to

low speed position, or vice versa, the coal

feed may be retarde-d or accelerated. It

means that on large units the fire can

be levelled, thinned, or thickened as re-

tjuired.

When a number of stokers or gear

boxes are driven by a single prime
mover, any stoker or the retorts on any
gear ho\ can be operated practically in-

dependently of all ctther stokers or gear

boxes. This effects a saving in fuel,

since there is no necessity for carrying

over coke when trying to divide the load

etjually among a number of stokers, or

when building- up thin sections of the

fuel bed in a wide furnace.

With the stokers driven by an ordin-

ary engine or motor, double the usual

range of speed is obtained. This is an

advantage at high ratmus (300 to 350

per cent.). The stoker counter-shaft at

these loads usually has a speed of from
400-450 r.p.m. Suppose, for example,

the load is suddenly reduced to about

rating on the boilers; an engine to

handle this would need to operate from
100 to 1.50 r.p.m. Such low speeds are

not only liable to stall the engine but are

extremely wasteful of steam. Shift the

two-speed gear box lever from high to

low speed and the engine can operate

with four speeds, 600, 900, 1,200 and
1,800 r.p.m. can now give the equivalent
of 300, 450, 600, 900, 1,200', and
1,800 r.p.m. If the motor operates at a

FIG. 2- CROSS-SECTION THROUGH RILEY UNDEUIFEED STOKER SHOWING THE OPERATION
OF THE TWO-SPEED GEAR BOX.

from 200 to 300 r.p.m., an efficient speed
for economical operation.

The installation of the two-speed gear
box makes the slip ring induction motor
more suitable for stoker drive. A 2 to

1 reduction in speed is all that can be
obtained electrically, but with this new
device an over-all range of speed of
4 to 1 is obtained. A multi-speed motor

FIG. 1—RILEY TWO-SPEED GEAR BOX AS APPLIED TO 14-RETORT RILEY STOKER AT
THE WORCESTER ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY, WORCESTER, MASS.

maximum of 1,800 r.p.m. during peaks

—

then a sudden change in steam require-

ments does not necessitate feeding an
excess amount of coal to the boiler. A
single throw of the shifter lever from
left to right cuts the coal supply in half.

This is done without a change in the

speed of the motor.
The illustrations shown in Figs. 1, 2

and 3 show the simplicity of an instal-

lation. The makers call attention to

Fig. 3 and point out hovv' all gear boxes
are driven from one through shaft. It

is therefore obvious that all sprockets

and chain connections, chain guards,

countershafts and bearings usually re-

quired for each gear box are elimirfated.

Each stoker with the new Riley two-
speed gear box has but one chain con-

nection. With large units this saves a

great deal of mechanism underneath the

stoker.

At the Camden plant of the Public Ser-

vice Electric Co., of New Jersey, it was
found that by using the two-speed gear
box the stokers could be set much lower.

In fact the bottom of the box can be set

directly on the floor. This is an economi-
cal advantage with low set boilers, since

it enables the stoker to be set low, giv-

ing maximum space for the gases.

The use of this additional regulating

feature does not interfere in any way
with the continued use of any automatic
regulating device; in fact, it allows a

more intelligent use of any automatic

regulator on the stoker drive.

The Riley two-speed gear box is so

constructed that it may be applied to
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any type of Riley stoker. It is manu-
factured by the Sanford Riley Stoker
Company of Worcester, Mass.

LEAD BURNING TRANSFORMER
The most modern method of burning

terminals in place on storage batteries,

removing old connections, cutting off

or building up posts, or in fact almost

developed by the Westinghouse Electric

cleaned as the dirt and slag automati-.

cally rise to the surface of the molten
lead and the surfaces are joined while

cleansed; when properly used, there

is no glare to injure the operator's eyes,

as he looks down on the cool end of the

carbon in such a way that the bright

point where the carbon touches the lead

FIG. 3—FRONT ELEVAIION OF 12-RETORT STOKER SaOWI^G TriKEE 2-SPEEl) BOXES
NOTE THE CONTINUOUS LINESHAFT UNDERNEATH THE STOKER AND THAT

THERE IS ONLY ONE CHAIN CONNECTION PER STOKER.

any form of lead work, is to do it

electrically—^by the electric welding

process.

The General Electric Company has re-

cently developed a lead burning trans-

former to meet this need, an illustra-

tion of which is shown herewith.

This transformer is designed to be

connected to the ordinary 110 volt al-

ternating current lamp socket, a 10-foot

cord with plug being provided for this

purpose. This attaching cord is pro-

tected by a special rubber covering

against the hard wear, dirt and acid

with which it may come in contact. Con-

nection to the, transformer itself is

made by means of a plug and socket

connection so that this plug can be used

in place of the snap-switch in the lamp

socket for turning the current on and

off.

Two separate rubber-covered terminal

leads are used to convey the low volt-

age heat producing current to the parts

of the battery to be welded (see illus-

tration). The lead having the "Big

Brute" clip is for fastening to the bat-

tery plate or posts which is to be

worked on. The other lead has at its

end a carbon holder which is arranged

with a heavily insulated handle so that

the operator's hand is guarded from the

heat. The carhon holder takes any or-

dinary arc welding carbon, this carbon

forming the second terminal.

When the pointed arc welding carbon

is brought into contact with the lead

the pointed end of the carbon becomes

intensely hot, so hot that it melts the

lead over a restricted area quicker than

a pointed gas flame will do it. The

welding or burning operation is carried

out by a sort of pudding process, the

carbon terminal being manipulated to

flow the lead where it is needed.

Among the advantages of the electric

lead burner, is that repair work in

hard-to-get-at comers can be done more

easily as the heat is always right at

the point of the carbon, the device is

readily portable, weighing approximate-

ly 25 pjunds; joints do not have to be

is hidden from view; there is no danger
from electric shock because of efficient

insulation.

On the basis of 10 cents per kilowatt
hour, it costs about 8 cents per hour for

current when the device is operating
steadily. The instant the carbon point

is removed from the work, the current

consumption practically ceases as the de-

vice then takes only 4V2 watts from the

line.

Owners of these transformers have
found an increasing field of application.

The device is said to be especially valu-

able to automobile owners in recon-

structing and repairing batteries; while

in the shop and foundry it has been
used where all kinds of odd soldering

jobs must be done. The device has also

been found applicable in plumbing,

roofing, tank building, etc.

been brought out. The slight sag in

this conducting strip is magnified
several hundred times on the scale by
means of a combination of wires and a
deflecting spring.

The conducting strip is made of special

non-corrosive material. The separating
posts have the same temperature co-

efficient of expansion as the conducting
strip, so that the changes in room tem-
perature do not cause an error in the
reading of the instrument.

The instruments are furnished in two
forms, for flush mounting and portable.

Similar instruments for switchboard
mounting are supplied.

The flush-mounting form, known as
type EH, is of the round open-face type;
the face is 3 inches in diameter and the

diameter outside the flange is 3% inches.

Iz has a black rubberoid case and rim,

with white dial.

The portable form, known as type PH,
is mounted in a morocco leather covered

wooden case with heavy glass over the

dial. The case is 3% by 4% inches by
2 inches thick.

The scale plate is made of nietal, and
the scale subtends an arc of 90 degrees,

being 2% inches long.

METER FOR HIGH FREQUENCY WORK.

The type EH meters have a guaran-
teed accuracy of 2 per cent., while the
type PH, with hand-marked scale, can-

be expected to show an accuracy within

1 per cent, of full scale. Standard meters

SHOWING THE USE OF THE LEAD BURNING TRANSFORMER IN BURNING THE POSTS
ON A STORAGE BATTERY.

METERS FOR WIRELESS AND HIGH-
FREQUENCY WORK

A high grade hot-wire measuring in-

strument designed particularly for wire-

less and other high-frequency work, de-

pending for its operation upon the ex-

pansion of a metal strip which is heated

by the current to be measured has

are for 1, 2 and 5 amperes. Care must
be used not to subject the instrument to

more than 200 per cent. load.

Illustrations

Cut No. 115338, Type EH, switchboard

ammeter.
Cut No. 116016, type PH, portable

ammeter.
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The Operators' Point of View

ANCHORING FOUNDATION BOLTS
IN CONCRETE

By TERRELL CROFT

THE effectiveness of the adhesion

between an iron rod and the con-

crete in which the rod is embedded
does not appear to be appreciated by
many men who instal concrete founda-

tions for machinery. For example, the

arrangement shown was used in a cer-

tain instance to provide an anchor for

the foundation bolts of a machine. The
series of ^uts and washers on the lower

ends of the bolts was entirely unneces-

sary, as will be demonstrated.

The maximum adhesion between a

round iron rod and concrete amounts to

between 250 and 400 lb. per sq. in. of

contact area. A safe value for this

adhesion may be taken as 75 lb. per sq.

in. These values have been verified

many times by actual tests. Working
from these data, it can be shown that

if a round iron rod is embedded in con-

ANCHORING FOUNDATION BOLTS IN
CONCRETE.

Crete to a depth equal to 30 times its

diameter the rod will break before it

pulls from the cement, if force is ap-

plied to effect its withdrawal. There-

fore, if a 1-in. diameter foundation bolt

with its surface perfectly smooth be set

in concrete for a depth of 30 in., the

rod will break before it can be pulled

loose from the concrete. Roughening
the rod by threading it or by chipping

or by cutting fins in it has very little

effect, one way or the other. How-
ever, as a matter of precaution it is

always well to use for a foundation 'bolt

a rod threaded and having a nut on the

lower end. On this nut a cast iron

building washer or a square piece of

wrought-iron nlate can rest, which will

insure against withdrawal if the bolt

is not set 30 times its diameter in the

concrete.

ONE METHOD OF COLORING IN-
CANDESCENT LAMPS

By J. C. Lupton

(Copyright. All rights reserved).

The lamps may be connected in a cir-

cuit with the current turned on so that
the filament is at its usual brightness.

Then they are dipped in white shellac,

thinned w ith alcohol. This shellac coat-
ing will give the lamps the appear-
ance of frosted glass. The current
should be going through the lamps
while they are being dipped so that the

shellac will dry quickly and not run. If

different colors are desired, such as red,

blue, green and the like, dyes or pig-

ments of the required shades can be
mixed in the shellac in which the lamp
is dipped. This is not necessarily the

method which is used in lamp factories,

but in practice it has been found very
satisfactory.

into positively and negatively-charged
particles.

HOW AN ELECTRICAL MACHINE IS
RATED

By Clarence L. Fleet

The universal practice in rating all

electrical apparatus is to rate it on the

basis of its electrical output. That is,

the name plates on generators, motors,

transformers, and the like indicate the

safe output capacities of the equipment.
Motors have, in the past, been rated on
the basis of their h.p. outputs, but the

best practice now dictates that they
should be rated on the basis of their

kilowatts output.

ION AND IONIZATION

By Alfred Long

(Copyright. All rights reserved).

The terms "ion" and "ionization" are
now used frequently in electrical litera-

ture. There are really two kinds of

ionization; first, the ionization of solu-

tions or electrolytes, and, second, the
ionization of gaseous substances, like air,

for example. In an electrolyte, an
ion is one of the electrified particles

into which a molecule is supposed to di-

vide in a solution. In a gas, an ion is

one of the small electrified particles in-

to which the molecules of a gas may be
broken up under certain conditions. In

general, then, ionization is the breaking
apart of the molecules of a substance

ANGULAR BLOW-OFF SUGGESTION
By K. Walsh

The accompanying sketch illustrates

the angle type of blow-off valve of the

design shown in the April 5th issue of

the POWER HOUSE. It will be noted
that the plunger that forms the valve

BLOW-OFF VALVE.

is cored out to divert the flow at right
angles. The port is closed by lowering
the valve spindle, which is held to the
plunger by the retaining nut shovra.

The plunger is close fitting so that pack-
ing the stem is unnecessary, and by its

construction scale troubles are elimin-

ated. To prevent the plunger turning
in the valve body, it is (tu'-''"^^! in its

movement by the screw on the left, the

point operating in a slot cut in the

plunger opposite to the cored passage.
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IMPROVING THE WATER GAUGE
I have a gauge G:lass in a location

where the water level is not easily

discernible and after tryingr several

suggested stunts for making it plain,

ATTACHMENT FOR GAUGE GLASS

I have evolved one of my own, which,

in my case at least, beats them all.

Take a piece of steel rod about ^4

inch in diameter, smooth and straight

and of a length that will be up against

the side of the glass and not pinch be-

tween the packing nut. Hack-saw
slots in each end of it as at A, and
into these slots insert a loop of steel

spring cut from a window-shade roller,

as at B, fastening them by pinching up
the slots with hammer or vise. Take a

ribbon of emery cloth and saw it

about the rod unitl ,1 is highly polished

and then attach it to the glass as at

C and 'C. The rod will lie tight against

the glass directly opposite the view-

point; and with an electric light in front

of the glass the water will look like

milk. This device can be snapped on

and off instantly for cleaning of the

glass or rod; and can be swung about

the glass to face any direction for

best results from the vicwpo.nt.

R. MANLY ORR.

FLYWHEEL DATA
By J. G. Noble

A great deal of information is written

about steam boiler explosions, even when
no explosions are taking place. Seldom,

however, do we see any quantity of print-

ed information about flywheel wrecks,

unless it be some description of a recent

accident. A simple explanation of this

kind of a smash-up was given some time

ago in a London paper somewhat as

follows:

The tension upon the rim of a revolv-

ing wheel augments as the square of the

velocity—^that is to say, supposing for

the moment that we had a wheel with
a rim a foot square, revolving at the
rate of lOO feet per second, the material
being cast iron—the total resolved forces
tending to tear the rim asunder wouM
be, say, 144,000 pounds.
Now, imagine this velocity to be in-

creased by the failure of the governor
to act, or otherwise, to 150 (feet per
second, or one and a half times as fast

as before—a perfectly possible case—and
we have 324,000 pounds to deal with.

Double the original speed and we have
576,000 pounds.
Supposing the wheel to break up un-

der the stress due to the last-named
speed, 200 feet per second, there is

energy resident in that rim sufficient to

throw any part of it which might happen
to be tossed vertically, 600 feet into the

air.

This will give some idea of the poten-
tial force lying dormant in a flywheel.

Perhaps some readers will remark: Well,

there is nothing new to us in these Lon-
don paper extracts; maybe not, but still

engineers will block their engine stops

a deep rim wheel is shown in Fig. 2, one
of these clamps being at each side of a
joint. A clamp in the form shown in
Fig. 3 has heen used, the piece fitting
into a space of the same shape on the
wheel rim. Every jjint on a fly-
wheel should be placed as near as prac-
ticable to one of the wheel arms.

WHICH ARE BEST: PLUGS OR
CAPS?

,
I notice that J. E. McCormack, on page

233, June POWER HOUSE, tells the
poor engineer that a cap is better than
a coupling and a plug. Sure, J. E., right
you are. But what about the rest of it?

It is just as easy to remove a coupling
as it is to remove a cap, and it is often
necessary to put a thread on a piece of
iron rod and saw off the end, to use
when there are neither caps nor plugs
on hand. Anyhow, do not burn or scald

your fingers removing a plug; unscrew
the coupling.

JIMMIE J4MES.

A POWER PLANT KINK AND A
QUESTION

The sketch, Fig. 1 , shows how one man
overcame a problem. He had a joint to

make on an eight inch pipe flange and
only had a few scraps of sheet packing.

However, he succeeded in getting a few
narrow strips from the scraps and put

them to use as shown. After the bolt

FLYWHEEL DATA.

when they get out of order instead of

having them put right.

There is just as much danger in a

faulty engine governor as there is in a
leaky steam boiler. The day will come
when it will be compulsory to have the

engine governor and flywheel examined
by a trained inspector, employed by the

insurance companies, as steam boilers

now are.

The bursting speed of a solid cast iron

rim, that is with no joints, is about 425

feet per second.

Many flywheels, even the smaller

sizes, are built up in sections, especially

is this so in many of the old machines.

I remember seeing one, years ago, with

internal flanges as shown in Fig. 1;

of course the centrifugal force tends to

open the joints in such a wheel as shown
in the sketch. In thin rim wheels bolted

together in this manner the stress would

be much less than in the thick or deep

rim wheel. A much better way to clamp

EMERGENCY GASKET AND PUMP VALVE
PROBLEM.

nuts were drawn tight the steam pres-

sure was turned on slowly and the nuts

followed up; the steam pressure carried

was 100 pounds gauge. The reason for

following up on the bolts is oa account
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of the laps on the rubber strips, where
they cross each other. On Fig. 2,

A is a pump valve, rubber, brass, or any
other material. B is the valve seat, and
C is the bolt.

If the pump is delivering water at 100

pounds pressure per square inch, that

will be the pressure on the top of A.

Also there is likely to be the pressure

of a spring.

The area at D will only be equal to

the openings at 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. If there

is a pressure gauge above the valve and

one below, it will then show a differ-

ence in pressure until the valve lifts

from the seat.

My only reason for writing the fore-

going is because I have never noticed the

matter in print or heard it discussed,

and I thought it might prove of in-

terest.

JOHN THORN.

REPAIRING COPPER FLOATS
In large water tanks supplied from

city mains or private pumping outfits

there is usually a ball cock on the out-

let end of the feed pipe in the tank.

These cocks are controlled by a copper
float varying in diameter from 10 inches

FIXING THE OIL FEED
Occasionally the engineer has a

somewhat large bunch of things hap-

pen to try his temper or his patience,

one of the least of these is the ten-

dency of the oil feed from a lulbri-

cator tube slumping over in a care-

less, don't give a hang if I do work
style, and taking a grip on the inside

of the sight feed glass, gradu-

ally covering it over until as an in-

dicator it is "nix." Numerous reme-

dies have been suggested, by corres-

pondents, to overcome this trouble,

such as soldering one or more wires

to the bottom feed tube to guide the

oil drops to the outlet at the top of

the glass, or soldering a wire to the

inside of the plug at the top of the

glas, allowing it to extend down to

near the opening of the feed tube, so

that the oil drop will touch it and

therefore follow it to the lop. An-
other suggestion is to make a small

groove with a fine file around, and close

to, the top of the oil feed tube, the

idea being that it will have a tend-

dency to hold the oil until the drop

forms large enough to take its up-

ward trip. However, some oils are so

"doped," or artificially thickened that

any of these schemes might prove in-

effective. One idea which has given

fine results is as follows:

Carefully clean the inside of the

sight feed glass. Next take a mix-

ture of one part water and three parts

glycerine and fill the glass with it.

I have never heard a kick from any
engineer who used tb's plan.

Glycerine has a specific gravity of

about 1.26 with water 1—^this will

cause the oil to travel somewhat slow-

er than if water alone is used, but the

oil feed can be cut down to a "snail's

pace," but the oil feed will remain posi-

tive no matter how low the cut. This is

a big improvement over the water, as,

when the feed is very slow in the lat-

ter case it has a bad habit of stopping

altogether.

JAMES ELLETHORN.

to 20 inches; usually the floats are of

light sheet copper, and very often they
crack or tear open at A and B, Fig. 3.

One engineer got free from this trouble

by using an ordinary copper wash boiler

as in Fig. 2. The old float was about
beyond repair and there was no new
float in the town's supply house. By
connecting the lever to the bottom of

the boiler the force of the lift was dis-

tributed over a large surface. By con-

necting the lever on a ball float in the

same way it will give it a longer life.

One way used often is shown in Fig. 7.

A piece of tube, A. is run through the

ball and soldered at the ends; the lever

C is run through the tube and held in

position by the thumbscrews and col-

lars B B'. Sometimes the lever is run
through the ball and soldered at each

side and the tube dispensed with.

J. JAMES.

POWER PLANTS
It would be difficult to find an

engineering subject better calculated

to set the controversial ball a-rolling

than that of the comparative working
costs of the principal types of prime
movers; and Mr Oswald Wans, in read-

ing his paper on the subject before the

Institution of Mechanical Engineers of

Great Britain was, no doubt, fully pre-

pared for the animated and even con-

tentious discussion that followed. As
was only to be expected, faults were
found with some of his assumptions, and
not a few of figures were challenged by
members connected with firms special-

izing on engines of particular types.

Yet the central proposition of his paper

—that commercial advantage, not tech-
nical superiority, is the ultimate cri-
terion of an engine's worth—wag not for
a moment in dispute. It is, of course a
truism, but it is none the less worth
reasserting from time to time. The
right choice of prime mover depends
upon the correct balancing of innumer-
able factors which vary according to
time, place, conditions, and particular
power requirements. To say that a cer-
tain type of engine possesses a hiffh
thermal efficiency does not necessarily
estabhsn its superiority. That is one
factor, it may be overcome by a dozen
others. The total working cost of a
powerful plant is compounded of capital
charges m the shape of depreciation in-
surance and interest, and of runnin-
charges in the shape of fuel, lubricating
oil, water supply, sundry stores, labor
and repairs, and before one can say
which is the best type of power plant
for a particular purpose all these fac-
tors have to be taken into account The
object of Mr. Wans was to give data
likely to be of service in estimating
capital expenditures and working costs,
and in establishing the relative commer-
cial value of the principal prime movers.
For this purpose he took typical ex-
amples of the five types of prime mov-
ers—suction-gas engines, and plants
burning anthracite, coke and wood re-
fuse; gas engines of the solid injection,
high-compression type; Diesel engines,
and steam engines, and reduced a mass
of information, the collection and an-
alysis of which must have entailed great
labor, to a series of comparative curves
plotted for each item of capital and
running expenditure. The conclusions to
be drawn from these curves are useful,
though fairly commonplace. Thermal
efficiency has its importance, but the
overruling factor is the relative prices
of fuel in the locality. The advantage
of the steam engine rests largely on
cheap coal. If the price of coal exceeds
on the average one-fifth the price of
fuel oil the advantage passes to the
solid injection oil engine; if it exceeds
one-fourth the price of fuel oil the
Diesel engine comes into effective
competition. This is for engines of 250
h.p. and over; for smaller nlants coal

must be relatively cheaper still. Between
these extremes stands the suction-gas
plant, for which the prices of coal and
coke may be respectively twice and IV2
times the price of coal for steam en-
gines of the larger powers. The use of

town gas engines is clearly confined to

the few cities in which gas can be ob-

tained at about Is. Id. per 1,000 cu. ft.,

and the refuse section-gas installations

to industries in which there is an ample

supply of suitable waste material. In

relegating thermal efficiency to its

proper place in the scale of factors,

Mr. Wans passed over one very relevant

matter; that the importance of thermal

efficiency increases with every rise in

the cost of fuels generally, and the value

of his paper would have been enhanced

if he had added to the excellent series
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
A Record of Prices Current on

Entering Into the Manufacture

Raw, Semi - finished, and Finished Materials

and Operation of Power Plant Equipment

BOILER TUBES
Seam- Lap-

Size less welded

1 in $25 00 $

IVi in 27 00

1% in 28 00 26 00

1% in 30 00 26 00

• in 30 00 26 00

2U in' 33 00 28 00

in 40 00 32 00

3 in 46 3 8 00

314 in! 45 00

3% in 56 00 42 00

4 In! 70 00 54 00

Prices per 100 feet, Montreal

and Toronto.

PLATES
Montreal Toronto

Plates. V* to 1/2 in - - $4 50 $4 50

Tank plates, 3-16 in. 4 90 4 90

WKOUGHT PIPE
Effective Jan. 7. 1918.

Standard Buttweld.
Black Galvanized

Siie. P«r l"*

14 in $ 6 00 J $ 00
u i7) 4 68 6 81

% in 4 68 6 81

% in 6 21 7 78

% in 7 82 9 95

1 in 11 M 14 71

lU in 15 64 19 90

IVi in 18 70 23 76

2 in 25 16 32 01

2% in 40 37 51 19

3 in 52 79 66 94

8% in 67 16 84 18

4 in 79 57 99 74

Standard Lapweld

2 in 38 81 36 31

21/0 In 42 12 62 36

3 in 55 08 68 47

8% in 69 00 86 94

4 in 81 75 108 00

414 in 93 00 118 00

5 in 108 00 137 00

6 in 140 00 178 00

7 in 183 00 232 00

8L in 193 00 244 00

8 in 222 00 281 00

9 in 266 00 366 00

10L in 246 00 312 00

10 in 317 00 402 00

Prices—Ontario, Quebec and
Meritime Province*

WBOURHT NIPPLES
4" ant? und<!r, 60%.
4V/' and larger, 50'/r.

4" an^ under, runninif thread.

30%.
Standr-rd eoupUnes, 4" and un-

der, 40%.
4%" and larger, 20%.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS
Malleable flttlnw. class A. 20%

on list: class B and C net list.

Cast iron flttlntrs. 25% off list.

Malleable bushlnes. 25 and 7^%

;

east buslilnsrs. 25%: unions. 45%:
olufs. 20% off Hat. Net prices mal-
leable fittinirs: Class B black, 24^e
lb.: Class C black. 16?4c lb.; gal-

vanized. Class B. S4e lb. : Class C,

I4^e lb. F.O.B. Toronto.

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING.
At mill list plus 5%
At warehonse list plus 25%
Dbeannta •ft new Itot. WarehonM

Vrie* at Mentraal and Toronto.

FINT8BBD IRON AND STEEL
Per lb. to Tianrc Buyers Centj

Iron bars, base, Toronto ... $4 25
Steel bars, base, Toronto ... 4 25

Steel bars, 2" to 4" base. . . 5 50
Rest «^rnHe» .... ....
Iron bars, base, Montreal . . 3 75

Steel bars, base. Montreal.. 3 75
Reinforcing bars, base 4 50

SHEETS
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, Black, No. 28.$ 6 55 $ 6 00
Sheets, Black, No. 10. 5 15 5 45
Canada plates, dull, 62
sheets 8 50 7

Canada plates, all

brig-ht 8 5i0 8 00
Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized
Queen's Head, 28
B.W.G

Fleur-de-Lia, 28 B.W.G.
Gorbar's Best, No. 28.
Colbome Crown, No.

Premier! 'no."28' U.S.' .
7*50

Premier, 10% oa. 7 80

PROOF COIL CHAIN
B

Vi, in $14 35
6-16 in 13 85
% in 13 50
7-16 in 12 90
% in 13 20
9-16 in 12 70
% in 12 60

% in 12 40
% in 12 90
1 in 12 65
Extra for B.B. Chain 1 20
Extra for B.B.B. Chain 1 80

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

% in $13 00
8-16 in 12 60
Vi in 11 76
5-16 in 11 40
% in 11 00
7-16 in 10 60
^ in 10 40
% in 10 00
% in 9 90

Price* per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS
Per Cent.

Great Westom, American .... 60
Kearney & Foot. Arcade 60
J. Barton Smith. Eagle 60
McClelland, Globe 60
Whitman A Barnes 60
Black Diamond 87^
Delta Files 87%
Nicholson 87 V4
Globe 60
Vulcan 60
Disston 60
P.H. and Imperial 6ft

OILS AND COMPOUNDS
Castor oil, per lb ,

Royalite, per gal., bulk
Palacine
Machine oil, per gal
Black oil. per gal
Cylinder oil. Capital
Cylinder oil. Acme
Standard cutting compound,
per lb

Lard oil, per gal 2

Union thread cutting oil anti-
septic

Acme cutting oil. antiseptic
Imperial quenching oil

Petroleum fuel oil

19^^
22%
27'/.

16

5«

39%

06
60

88
37 M.
89%
10%

BELTING—No. 1 OAK TANNED.
Extra heavy, single aYid double 80%
SbandBrdi 30. 10'

r

Cut leather lacing. No. 1 . . . . $2 20
Leather in tides 1 76

COAL AND COKE.
Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsville Foundry Coke
Steam Lump Coal
Best Slack

Net on f.o.b. Toronto.
Small ahapes 6 76

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 35
Stove bolts 65
Plate ^•'ashers list plus 20
Machine bolts, 7-16 and over 40
Machine bolts, % and less... 40
Blank bolts 25
Bolt ends 25
Machine screws, il. and rd.

hd., steel 27%
Machine screws, o. and fil. hd.,

steel 10
Machine scr«>ws. fl. and rd.

hd., brass net
M.nchin« screws, o. and 111. hd.,

brass net
Nuts, square blank add $0 75
Nuts, square, tapped . . . .add 1 00
Nuts. hex. blank add 1 00
Nuts, hex. tapped add 1 25
Copper rivets and burrs, list

less . . - 15
Burrs only list plus 25
Iron rivets and burrs . . . .40c 05
Boiler rivets, base %' and
larger $8 60

Structural riveta. as above.. 8 40
Wood screws, flat, bright. . 75
Wood screws. O.&R.. bright ^^V>
Wood screws, flat, brass. ... 55
Wood screws, O.&R.. brass.. 55%
Wood screws, flat, bronze. . 50
Wood screws. O.&R.. bronze 47%

MISCELLANEOUS.

Solder, strictly 34
Solder, guaranteed 39
Babbitt metals 18 to 70
Soldering coopers. 3 to 6 lbs. 58

Putty, 100-lb. drums 6 75
White lead, pure, cwt 17 80
Red dry lead, 100-Ib kegs.

per ewt 16 50
Glue. English 36
Gasoline, per gal., bulk ... 33

Benzine, per gal., bulk 80%
Pure turj>entine, single bbls.,

gal 1 03

Linseed oil. raw, single bbls. 1 95
Linseed oil, boiled, single

bbls 1 98
T,oad wool, per lb 16

Plumbers' oakum, per ewt. 9 00
Sandpaper, B. & A.... list plus 20
Emerv Cloth list plus 20
Sal Soda 03 'A

Sulphur, rolls 05
Sulphur, commercial 04%
Rosin "D." per lb OS

Rosin "G." per lb 03%
Borax crystal and granula. 14

Wood alcohol, per gallon... 1 80
Whiting, plain, per 100 lbs.. 2 20

COPPER PRODUCTS
Montreal Toronto

Bars. % to 2 in. ..$42 60 $43 00

Plain sheets, base 10

oz. and heavier . . 46 00 44 00

Copper sheet, tinned,

14x60 in.. 14 oz. . . 48 00 48 00

Copper sheet, plan-
ished, base 16 oz.

and heavier .... 46 00 45 00

Braziers' in. sheets,

6x4 base 45 00 44 00

Tubing T.P.S., base
% in. up to 8 in. 60 00 60 00

Above prices are full sheets and
bars. Cut rtieets and bars are Be

per lb. higher.

BRAS!) piionrcTS.
Warehouse price.

Brass rods, base %" to 1" rd. .$0 34

Sheets. 24 oz. and heavier base 42

Brass tubing, seamless 46

rubing, I.P.S., 1" base 48

POLISHED DRILL ROD.
Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto Nel

RUBBER BELTING
Standard 10%
extT».

WASTE
White. Cento per lb.

XXX Extra 19%
Peerless 19
Grand 18
Superior 18
X L C R 17
Atlas 17
X Empire 16%
Ideal 16
X press 14

Colored.

Lion . . .

.

Standard
No. 1 ...

Popular .

Keen
Wool Packing

Arrow
Axle
Anvil
Anchor

Washed Wipers

Select White
Mixed colored
Dark colored

This list subject to trad*
count for quantity

16

12
10%

26
20
U
11

11

10
OB

di*-

MILLED PRODUCTS
Per Cent

Set screws 60
Sq. & Hex., Head Oap Screws 45

Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws 20

Flat & But. Hd. Cap Screw*
plus 10

Fin. & Semi-fln. nuts up to

1 in 45

Fin. and semi-fln. nuts, over
1 in., up to I'-j in 40

Fin. and semi-fln. nuts, over
1V> in., up to 2 in 25

Studs 30
Taper pins 50
Coupling bolts, pins 10

Planer head bolts, without
flllets list plus 10

Planer head bolte. with flllet

list plus 10 and 10

Planer head bolt nuto, same
as finished nuts.

Planer bolt washer* net

Hollow set screws.. list phis 2«

Collar screws. . .list plus 20, 30

Thumb screws 40

Thumb nuts 75

Patch bolts add 20

Cold pressed nut* to 1% In.

add 1 00

Cold pressed nuts over 1 »*•

in add 2 00

METALS
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper $22 00 $21 00

Electro copper 21 00 20 75

Castings, copper 21 00 18 00

Tin

55

00 55 00

Spelter 9 26 8 50

Lead 7 26 6 50

Antimony 9 50 9 CO
Aluminum 36 00 35 00

Prices per 100 lb*.

ROPES AND PACKING
Packing, square braided ... .$0 39

Packing, No. 1 Italian 44

Packing. No. 2 Italian 80

Pure Manila rope 87

Transmission rope, Manila.. 48

Drilling cables. Manila 89

LEAD SHEETS Montreal Toronto

Sheeto, 8 lb*, sq. ft. .....
R, $12 00 $18 26

Sheet*. 8% lbs 12 00 IS 21

Sheet*. 4 to 6 lbs... IS 00 12 60

Cut sheets, %e per lb. extra.

CuU sheet* t» sis*, 1* »*r
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of plotted curves one illustrating this

tendency.

In comparing the rival merits of the

leading types of engines, Mr. Wans
gives prominence to a point which,
though it greatly affects capital expen-
diture, fuel ecomm'^, and reliability,

often receives far too little considera-

tion—that of over-load capacity. For
every engine there is a load at which
the engine works at its highest effici-

ency. That is the rated working load.

But it adds greatly to the utility of an
engine if it can be made, at a pinch, to

carry a considerably higher load. In

this respect the steam engine shows an
elasticity far greater than any of its

competitors, as the following figures

for the maximum over-load that can be

relied upon with different types of en-

gines shows:

CERAMIC ENGINEERING
Interest in the subject of refractory

materials has been growing very con-
siderably recently, and important de-
velopments may shortly be expected.
There is a movement on foot to start

a refractories society, or to inaugurate
a joint refractories committee of the so-

cieties and institutions interested, possi-

bly on lines similar to those adopted in

the case of the En';ineering Standards
Committee; whilst another proposition
is that to the existing Ceramic So-
ciety there should be attached a section

dealing with refractory materials.

As regards the latter suggestion, the

idea appears to be that the papers read
before the refractory section would be
published in the transactions of the

Ceramic Society, the latter thereby
coming to rival in utility the similar

Installation

Steam
Oil engine
Diesel ensrine
Suction-gas engine .

Town-gas engine . . .

Percentage of Mean Inerect^e in Consump-
Working Load Below tion due to
Rated Working Load Underloadins.

Nil
14.5
14.5
18.5
1R.5

Nil
2.5
2.5
12.0
8.0

The effect of this upon capital ex-

penditure where fluctuating and peak
loads have to be reckoned with is ap-

parent. Take the case of an engine re-

quired to work at a mean load of 100

b.h.p., but to be capable of meeting an
occasional demand for 135 h.p. In such

a case a steam engine of 100 b.h.p. rated

working load would answer the require-

ments, but if a gas or oil engine were
being installed, a gas engine rated at

123 b.h.p. or an oil engine rated at 117

b.h.p. would be required to meet the

overload demand of 135 b.h.p. Thus a

larger engine would be needed, and the

initial capital cost would be large in

proportion. But oven more important

would be the effect on fuel economy. At
the mean load of 100 b.h.p. the steam
engine would be working at its maxi-

mum efficiency, whereas the gas or oil

engine would be working under load,

and, consequently, at a reduced effici-

ency. The following table shows the in-

crease in fuel consumption due to the

underloading necessitated by an over-

load of 35 per cent.:

German society known as the Verein
Deutscher Fabriken Feuerfester Pro-
dukte. It appears to be doubtful, how-
ever, whether the existing metallurgical
institutions which are so closely asso-

ciated with the use of refractory ma-
terials, would be willing to see their in-

terests in this connection taken charge
of by a society which has hitherto dealt

practically entirely with the question of

pottery clays, and has not particularly

identified itself with refractory ma-
terials as they are understood by en-

gineers and metallurgists.

It ought to be carefully borne in mind.

ment of ceramic engineering, the build-
ings of which were formally opened re-
cently. The occasion was one of great
interest to the clay workers in the
United States and the opening cere-
monies were attended by many repre-
sentatives of the architectural, struc-
tural, mining, geological, chemical and
manufacturing interests. In connection
with the inaugural ceremonies an in-
dustrial conference wag held, in which a
number of topics of current interest to
the ceramic engineer, the clay worker
and the manufacturer were discussed by
well-known experts. Already the num-
ber of students entered for the course
of ceramic engineering in the University
of Illinois is forty-six, which would ap-
pear to be a very satisfactory figure
wherewith to inaugurate a totally new
branch of university study, one of which
more is bound to be heard of also on
this side of the Atlantic.

When comparing the merits of refrac-
tories diatomaceous brick and slag wool,
It has been assumeJ that the tempera-
tures afforded a relative measure of the
efficiencies of these two materials from
the standpoint of thermal insulation, in-
stead of which they were given merely
to indicate the range of temperature
over which experiments were made. Ow-
ing to the various other factors involved,
the figures which have been published
from time to time did not give a direct
indication of the relative merits of dia-
tomaceous brick and slag wool. If the
two samples had been of exactly the
same thickness and the cold faces had
been allowed to radiate freely, the de-
ductions would have been quite legitim-
ate. In the experiments, however, it was
desired to determine the heat transmit-
ted in absolute measure, consequently a
calorimeter was cemented on the cold
face. A comparison between the two
materials may be effected by means of
the data in the table given below:

Mean Temperature of

hot and cold faces.

.SOO deg. Fah. . . .

6O0 deg. Fah. . .

.

900 deg. Fah. . . .

Diatomaceous
bricks.

. .. 0.92.

. .. 0.11

... 1.31 ....

Slag wool
mats

. 0.48

. 0.72
0.96

however, by those who are inclined to

throw cold water upon any possible ex-

tension of the Ceramic Society or on

the proposal to form a new organization

to deal with refractories, that the sub-

steam engine 35 per cent, above rated working load

Solid injection oil engine 16 per cent, above rated working load

Diesel engine 15 per cent, above rated working load

Gas engine 10 per cent, above rated working load

* The thermal conductivity is the heat
transmitted in B.Th.U.'s per sq. ft. per
hour per lin. thiclcness for 1 deg. Fah.
difference of temperature between the
faces.

Of these materials which were chosen
as illustrative of two distinct classes,

the one a solid brick, the other a com-
pressible packing material, it is indi-

cated quite clearly above that slag wool
^an entirely British invention and pro-

duct—is really the better heat insulator.

A further allowance must be made
for stand-by losses, which will depend
upon the frequency and length of the

stoppages. The loss, of course, applies

only to suction gas and steam installa-

tions, and the amount may vary con-

siderably according to the care exer-

cised.

jects to be covered are increasing daily

in importance as the war progresses, and
that after the war they will be still

more important in Great Britain.

In the United States of America so

vital are the ceramic industries _held to

be that the University of Illinois has
just spent over £100,000 on a depart-

BOOK REVIEWS
"Automobile and Aero Engines," by

Rene Devill;er&, translated by Wna.
John Walker, E. and F. N. Spon, Ltd.,

London and New York. Price I'6/IO.

Industrial progress and technical

literature follow closely parallel lines,
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Western Association of Mechanical
and Electrical Engineers

Edmonton District Loop No. 5

This Association would be pleased to re-
ceive correspondence from any engineers
who would like to associate with us with a
view of getting better conditions for the
craft in general. We would also be pleased
to have communications from any other
society or societies of engineers who are
endeavoring to secure these conditions.
Address all communications to

The Secretary,
Western Association of Mechanical and

Electrical Engineers.

P.O. Box 991, Edmonton, Alberta, Canad.->

7iJ»()il

An OTerload Is often a necessity. But
It is hard on an engine. To success-
fully carry an orerload so that there
will be no after effects on the engine
a very careful selection of your oil
should be made. An oil that is not
free from Impurities will cause a greater
wearing on the bearings, a great fric-
tion loss will occur. You will need
to fire the boiler more often because
the engine will be harder to run. In
this manner you lose out. You work
harder, have larger operating costs, and
less power all because of your oil. Do
as a great many Canadian engineers
have done — give Kellogg's "Non-Cor-
rosive Cylinder Oil" a trial. Abso-
lutely pure. Write us regarding it.

E. H. KELLOGG & CO.,
New York. U.S.A.

and where marked progress has been
made in any branch of science it is neces-
sary that recent knowledge gained by
the few should be widely disseminated if

stagnation is not to result. The war
has witnessed a phenomenal advance in

the theory and construction of the in-

ternal combustion engine as applied to

land and aerial transport, and the author
of the present work has achieved a high
degree of success in the arrangement and
choice of his material and in the bring-

ing of the technical literature of the sub-

ject up to date. It may be mentioned at

the outset that the work is not a mere
collection of half-tone engravings and
descriptive matter but is a well thouTht
out treatise on actual design. Mathe-
matics is necessarily called into exten-
sive play, and indeed forms the ground-
work of the whole structure. Much of

the analysis comprised within the pages
of this volume has as yet received little

or no attention in any published text-

book or periodical dealing with the sub-

ject, due, no doubt, to the restrictions

placed upon such publications by war
conditions. Calculus has necessarily

been introduced into the many formulae,

I Turbo Generators
I 1—1000 K.W. Rateau

I 50 cy., 3 ph., 525 v.

I surface cond. ; Elect.

I Pumps, complete.

I Immediate delivery.

I 1—400- K.W., 60 cy.,

I 3600 R.P.M., steam

I
160 lbs. Cond. Multi

I Jet; Elect. Pumps.

I 1 each 50-35-10-15 K.W.
j with generators.

I Pumps, Engines and
1 Boilers, etc.

I Roderick J. McLean
i 128 Bleury St., Montreal
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MONCRIEFF'S "UNIFie"WATER OAUOE OI-ASSES
Stand in a Class by Themselves for Quality. Efficiency aad Economy

A trial will convince yoa. Write for Catalos

W. J. WALL, 1 34- 1 36 BLEURY ST., MONTREAL
' (Canadian Representative) J

but the treatment is exceptionally clear

and lucid. Particular attention is drawn
to Chapters IV, XII, XXIII and XXIV.
The first two, on the subjects of inertia

forces and cams respectively, are dealt

with in a manner which compel admir-
ation for the author's lucidity of ex-

position. The expressions obtained in

Chapter IV for piston velocities and ac-

celeratiens Although not mw, arc ele-

gantly obtained and their connection

with the corresponding expreLjsiono for

the Desaxee engine, given in Chapter
X are readily apparent. Chapter XXIII
deals with the adaptability of power
available to the power required for aero-

plane sustentation and propulsion. This,

besides opening up in excellent fashion

^i|||lllllll!llllllllllllllll!llllllllllllllll!llllllll|llll!l:llil!JII!|l'.^

LONGThe
for I

STEAMI
TRAP I

SATISFACTION i
— Automatically drains Jacket =
~ kettles, separators, steam mains. —
— Works against 1 to 20O pounds —~

pressure. Has two ouUet3 anJ _
= is installed in any position. =
= DOESN'T FREEZE. =
— The Hamilton Powder Works. —
= Beloeil, P.Q., use them with =
E great success. Bead this letter: =-
S Dear Sir; We have used one of =
=r your steam traps for a long =
= time and have found the same —
S to ausw«r llie purpose as well =
= as any seen in operation. We ^S were so pleased with the work- S
^ ing of this steam trap last win- =
S ter that we ordered six more =
= this season and have fitted them =
~ up at various points in the =~ works where live steam is nsevl

~
— for heating purposes. ~
— (Siwl) J. Murray Wiknn. —
= Superintenden i —
S Our trap wui give you the =
^ same satisfaction as recorled 3
^ above. Investigate and you'll be ~
— satisfied, too. =

I J. T. LONG I
84 ADAM ST.

= MONTREAL CANADA m
If your dealer does not sel ^

it, write direct. ^
4 M

\ir.

For .s.ile, complete pat t em.'! and drawings for
36 and 50 P. H. heavy duty gius engine suitable
for producer gas, city ga-s and natural ga^.
These engines were de.sigiievl for an .\merican
concem hy an English engineer and arc Uie
type mo^t |x>pular in Canada. Tlie present
awners bought the.se at a banknipt sale and will

disiMse of them at a vei->' low figure. Write us
for drawings find detaiLs.

SYR.\Cl"SE IXDUSTKl.VL GAS CO..
Syracuse, N.Y.

a AND 5CAIFE
PURIRICAXION SYSTEMS
SOFTENING & RILTR/VTION
FOR BOILER FEED AND

I

ALL INDUSTRI AL, USES
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a comparatively new field for future in-

vestigation, is interesting as a record of

recent progress made in France in the

economics of aeroplane power supply.

In Chapter XXIV, on the principles of

super compression and super charging,

analysis of these problems are given
which will appeal strongly to the student

interested in such matters. All French
units have been transformed into the

corresponding English units. For those

wishing a sound and intimate knowledge
of the design features of aero and auto-

mobile engine design the book is com-
mended. The following gives a synopsis

of chapters not mentioned above: The
Working Mixture—The Laws of Gases

and Their Application to the Working
Mixture—The Four-iStroke Cycle—The
Engine Turning Moment—-The Cylinder

—The Piston, Piston Rings, and Gudgeon
Pin—The Connecting Rod—The Crank
Shaft—Valves and Cam Distributor Gear
—Induction and Exhaust Passages—En-
gine Power and its Variations—The
Cooling System—The Crank Case and

Lubricating System—Speed Regulation

—Engine Starting—The Two-Stroke
Ensrine—The Rotary Engine—The Laws
of Similarity—Engine Testing and three

Appendices, giving derivation of formula

and table of atmospheric constants.

TRADE GOSSIP
Leather Prices High.—Owing to the

depletion of stocks of tanners in Cana-
da, caused by the lifting of the British

embargo to Canada, while the American
embargo continued, prices have ad-
vanced materially. Tanners are exercis-

ing extreme caution, as they feel that
the high prices may come down mater-
ially during the next few months, and
are, therefore, unwilling to speculate on
the future values. They are, therefore,

keeping operations down, and this com-
bined with the scarcity of raw mater-
ials, tends to keep the prices firm at

their present levels.

Business Change — The Monash line

of pressure reducing valves and pump
governors, formerly manufactured and
sold by the Monash-Younker Co,, of

New York and Chicago, has been ac-

quired by the Harrison Safety Boiler

Works, of Philadelphia. The purchase
includes a stock of manufactured parts
and valves, drawings, patterns, trade
mark, and goodwill. The Harrison Safety
Boiler Works will manufacture and
market the valves under the trade name
"Cochrane-Monash," and will supply re-

pjiir parts for valves now in use.

His many friends throughout the

country were grieved to learn of the

death at St. Michael's Hospital of J.

Frank Brown, following an operation
for appendicitis. Deceased was the sec-

ond son of J. F. Brown, 14.3 Dowling
avenue, Toronto, was 21 years of age,

and before enlisting with the 1st Tank
Battalion was metallurgist chemist at

his father's plant. Brown's Copper &
Brass Rolling Mills, New Toronto. He
received his education in the .Separate

and Technical Schools, was well known
in athletic circles, and was an accomp-
lished musician.

Large Foreign Order.—Armstrong,
Whitworth of Canada, Ltd., with works
at Longueuil, Quebec, have just com-
pleted one of the largest individual or-

ders for steel tires placed this year,

covering 3,000 tires, placed by the
Netherlands Government, New York
office, for shipment to the Dutch Indies.

These tires were manufactured from raw
materials at this company's works at

Longueuil. The steel was made in

Heroult electric furnaces, and the tires

were manufactured with the equipment
installed early in 1918 when the tire and
wheel plant was added to the present

works at Longueuil. This is a concrete

example of what Canadian manufactur-
ers can do to secure foreign trade, and
the success with which this order was
handled by this company has acted as an
impetus to further developing foreign

trade. Needless to say, the Netherlands
Government assured themselves of the

very high quality of steel tires whioh
this company are making before placing

the order in their hands, and it should

be a source of gratificatioh to Canadian
rranufacturers to know that markets
heretofore controlled by Germany can

be secured.

A New Alloy.—It is reported that a

new alloy has been discovered that is

lighter than aluminum. The alloy is be-

ing used in the manufacture of airplane

piston rods for the Italian army planes

bv a firm in the Province of Quebec.

A DVERTISING to be suc-

^ cessful does not neces-

sarily have to produce a bas-

ketful of inquiries every day.

The best advertising is the

kind that leaves an indelible,

ineffaceable impression of the

goods advertised on the minds

of the greatest possible num-
ber of probable buyers, pres-

ent and future.

GEO. W. COLE LIMITED
Manufacturers of

The Cole Return Trap System

The Cole Union and Swing Check Valve

Watch our advertisement next issue.

We have literature that is interesting

to every engineer. Let us send you
some. Address us at

2002 DUNDAS ST. WEST, TORONTO
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THE ALLROUND BOILER ROOM INSTRUMENT

FIREMAN'S GUIDE
OILCOLUMNS MOVEMENT ~ LEFT SOME"-' CAUSES MOVEMENT TO RIGHT SOME or CAUSES

BLUE
(OBAFT THROUGH TUBES)

DECREASE OF DRAFT
THROUGH BOILER TUBES

UNDERLOAD, BAFFLES DOWN
CLINKERS, THICK FIRE

INCREASE OF DRAFT
THROUGH BOILER TUBES

OVERLOAD,UUkKS INSETTING
SOOTON TUBES, THIN FIRE

LOWER RED
(draft through fire)

DECREASE OF DRAFT
THROUGH FIRE

UNDERLOAD, SOOT ON TUBES
LEAKS IN 5ETTIN0, THIN FIRE.

INCREASE OF DRAFT
TMROUOH FIRE

OVERLOAO.CLINKERS
BAFFLES DOWN,THICK FIRE

BLONCK
BOILER

EFFICIENCY
METER

The Blonck shows you
what you are doing while
you are doing it.

Let us demonstrate this me-
ter to you at your plant, or

at our office. We have a

model boiler and an actual

meter, and can demonstrate
all conditions that take place

in the furnace. Let us

show you how the BLONCK
will save money, worry and
trouble.

Two of the IMPROVED BLONCK BOILER EFFICIENCY
METERS at the high level station of the Toronto Water Worksj

Sole Ontario Representative

E. J. Philip & Sons 103 HAMILTON TRUST BUILDING
57 QUEEN STREET, WEST

TORONTO, ONTARIO
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Your Plant's Record

Is Your Record

The engineer must stand upon the record of what he
saves—not what he produces. He can turn his job into pro-

ductive instead of ''non-productive" work (as it appears on
the payroll) by producing economies that are the same as

profits.

Primarily the plant and the man running it are gauged
by this simple test

:

How much steam is produced per pound of coal burned,
and how much power is produced by that steam?

One simple, but versatile instrument enables you to

determine this and trace all the errors that dwarf boiler

output—the

Republic Flow Meter

Connected to individual boilers it shows at which capacity

highest efficiency is obtained. It enables you to equalize the load

between various units and guards against the extravagant condi-

tion of one boiler lagging while others are being crowded to high

overrating.

Connected to the steam line it shows which departments are

consuming the proper amount of steam and offers a basis for

correcting errors and pro-rating power costs.

The Republic Flow Meter is electrically operated, which allows
proper flexibility for securing these necessary records and permits
centralizing these valuable records at the point where they can be
conveniently read and are therefore still more valuable. Request
complete details at once.

Write to

Republic Flow Meters Co.

103 Hamilton Trust Building TORONTO, Ontario
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Carling Turbo Blowers
For burning the lowest grades of coal successfully, getting all

the heat value from the fuel. For positive draft with Automatic
Control and steady steam pressure. For obtaining the ultimate
capacity from the boiler.

Carling Blowers are low in first cost, easy to install and make
a quick return on the investment. We will be pleased to show you
why it pays to use Carling products.

Write to-day. Try at our expense.

CARLING TURBINE BLOWER COMPANY
Engineers and Manufacturers WORCESTER, MASS
Canadian Representatives: Green's Economizer Limited, Toronto

and Principal Cities

Turbine
Undergrate
Blowers,

Centrifugal

Blowers

and
Exhausters,

Small
Power
Turbines,

Damper
Regulators

and Grates

Ve make them Safe -

Ve make them Strong

Special '98

Vacuum
Pressure

Regulating
Valve

Responds to Slightest Fluctuation

The independent diaphragm feature of the Kieley Spe-
cial '98 makes this type of valve especially appropri-
ate for use in connection with vacuum or vapor heat-
ing systems, or any other service where close regula-
tion is of importance. Both straight and differential
patterns respond to slightest fluctuation. Maintain?
desired pressure at any point of heating system or
supply mains by adjusting weight on lever. This
valve is advanced in design. Let us explain it in

detail.

THE ARTHUR S. LEITCH CO.
KENT BUILDING, TORONTO

MASON
Reducing Valves

Pump Regulator
Balanced Valves
Damper Regulators

If you order a Mason
you will get absolute
satisfaction. This we
guarantee you. You
simply cannot make a

mistake.
Dependable regulation
under every possible

condition.

Our complete catalog tells you
WHY. Let us mail you a copy.

Mason Regulator Company
BOSTON, MASS.

TORONTO REPRESENTATIVES:
Th* Arthur S. Leitch Co.,

506 Kent Bids., Toronto.

Eight real advantages
in equipping water
tube boilei's, oil

stills and super-
heaters with Key
Boiler Equipment
Company's

KEY SAFETY

HAND-HOLE CAPS
They save time,

labor, money, fuel,

personal injuries,

property damage,
consequential loss,

and add greater
efficiency.

No gaskets, requir-
ed. Over 1,500.000
now in service. Let
us send you our de-
scriptive literature.

Power Plant Equipment Co.
Canadian Selling Agents

310 Dominion Bank Bldg., Toronto, Can.

1
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The ANDERSON
Steam Trap will
Save You Expense,
Time and Trouble

Install it in Your
Boiler Room

Maintained steam tightness is what counts.

When you install an Anderson Steam Trap

you can depend upon it staying tight even

under the most severe conditions.

Not only on the first day that you place it in ser-

vice—but every day thereafter it will continue to

be tight with the least attention on your part.

Will not leak steam with just ordinary care.

Fitted with a large interchangeable valve and seat,

maintained under a 3-inch water seal.

Why not investigate it further:

You can tell at a glance whether the trap is

working properly or not by means of an outside

gauge glass. The practical operating man appre-

ciates the self-contained by-pass and removable

strainer and gauge glass
—"Anderson" features

that show the efficiency of the draining.

THE V. D. ANDERSON COMPANY
1935 West 96th Street CLEVELAND, Ohio

Cyclone Grates

With these Grates you get perfect combustion when using lowest priced fuel, such as soft coal

and screenings. For these Cyclone Grates provide 60% Air Space and 90% Underdraught—
a combination that positively prevents clinker formation and the escape of fuel gas.

The new jarring, shaking movei^nt sifts the worthless ashes through—but not one particle of

good fuel.

We would like to see your name added to the long list of pleased users. For the sake of fuel

economy, take advantage of our 30 days' free trial offer.

The Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Ltd.
Sole Makers for Canada.

20 McGee Street Phone G.3660 Toronto, Ontario

AGENTS:
ST JOHN NB • F W. Blizard, 329 Charlotte St. MONTREAL: Mason Regulator Co., Ltd.,

St. James St. HAMILTON: Robt. Fitzsimmons, 8 Grove St. WINNIPEG, Vulcan Iron WorkJ.

OTTAWA: J. W. Anderson, Room 7, Bank Street Chambers.
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Mr. Engineer—
Did You See Our Exhibit

At Brantford ?—

JVST

ANOTHER

MUELLER

SPECIALTY

EMBODYING

ALL THE NAME

MUELLER

REPRESENTS

If so, you were undoubtedly interested in our showing of Mueller

Globe and Angle Valves. These valves are without question the high-

est grade standard valves that have ever been offered to the Canadian
trade. Each valve is subject to unu sual tests for strength and general

service. These tests are greatly in excess of the actual service demanded.
Provincial authorities have registered for 175 lbs. pressure on this valve.

H. MUELLER MFG. CO., LTD.
Sarnia Canada
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MORSEfflDRlVES
THE WORLDAROUND

Ahoui2}£MILLI0NHORSEPOWER
itu^ WORLD-WIDE SERVICE
Morse Chain Co. Silent Chains in the World Ithaca, N. Y.

MORSE ENGINEERING SERVICE Address Nearest Office ASSISTANCE WITHOUT OBLIGATION

BOSTON, MASS 141 Milk Street
CHICAGO, ILL Merchants Loan and Trust Bldg.
CLEVELAND, OHIO Engineers Bldg.
DETROIT, MICH 1003 Woodward Avenue
GREENSBORO, N. C 805 Ashboro Street
NEW YORK CITY . . 50 Churcb Street, Hudson Terminal Bldg.
PITTSBURGH, PA Westinghouse Bldg.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL Mondanook Bldg.

ATLANTA, GA Earl T. Scott, M. E.. 702 Candler Bldg.
CANADA Jones & Glassco, Regis 'd

MONTREAL, St. Nicholas Bldg., Toronto, Bank of HamUton Bldg.
KANSAS CITY, MO. Morse Engineering Co.. R. A. Long Bldg.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN 413 3rd St., Strong-Scott Mfg. Co.
ST. LOUIS, MO Morse Engineering Co., Chemical Bldg.
LICENSEES FOR EUROPE & EASTERN HEMISPHERE
The Westinghouse Brake Co., Ltd., 82 York Road, London, N.
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" Look for the nstme on the nut"

Union Elbow, an
economizer of the
most pronounced
type. Also made
all female.

Male and Female
Union. Takes the
place of an all-

female union an'l

a nipple. Makes a
short cormection.

Union Tee. wui.
union on the out

let. Made als.>

with male end on
outlet.

The Guardian of the

Pipe Line

Above ground— in breakers and power
house—below ground— in shafts and
pump rooms — you'll find JefTerson
Unions guarding the pipe lines from
leaks and breakdowns.

Protect your plant from expensive
shutdowns and costlv repairs. Insist

on genuine JEFFERSONS. It's easy
to be sure because the name is clearly

stamped on the nut.

A "just-as-good" union costs about as
much as a JEFFERSON—you pay as
much or more to put it on the line

and moreover you have the added cost
of taking it out when it fails. Save
this time and money—play safe and
standardize on JEFFERSON UNIONS.

Write for our Catalog UNIONS.

The Jefferson Union Co.
Lexington, Mass.
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Conveyors for Every Purpose
Small or Large

|?*VERY industry has its handling problems—problems of han-

dling materials and finished product as well as coal and ashes
in the power house.

For nearly half a century Link-Belt engineers have been
helping manufacturers to solve these problems—to increase output
and reduce production costs by speeding up and reducing han-
dling costs.

These years of experience are at your service. No matter
what the nature of your raw materials or finished product may be,

we can show you methods of handling which will cut costs to the
core. This applies to small as well as large installations. Write
us. Get a copy of our General Catalog, showing the complete
Link-Belt Line.

Canadian Link-Belt Company
Limited

Wellington and Peter Sts., Toronto

Elevators and Conveyoi^

Elevators and Coiivtyors
Link-Belt and Sprockets
Silent Chain Drives
Truck and TractorChains
Electric Hoists
Locomotive Cranes
Wagon Loaders
Coal and Ashes Systems

Write for Catalogs
Place X in Square
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"VICTOR"
200

GLOBE VALVES
Hard Metal

Suitable for Working Pressure of

200 lbs. Tested 800 lbs. Hydraulic.

Fitted with special Copper-covered
Discs. Guaranteed to have four

times the life of the ordinary Com-
position Disc.

CAN BE USED FOR
High or Low Pressure Steam.

Hot or Cold Water. Gas or air.

T. McAVITY & SONS
LIMITED

St. John, N.B., Canada
TORONTO

Harvard Turnbull & Co., 207 Excelsior Life BIdg.

MONTREAL WINNIPEG EDMONTON CALGARY

On Your Next
Furnace Lining Job

B
E

O
N

ECAUSE YOU have had your troubles
year after year with the ordinary fire

brick or blocks—is one very good reason
why you should use something better
on your next furnace lining job.

VERY ONE knows that it's the joints

in the brickwork that make the ordinary
furnace linings come down. The varying
temperature in the furnace causes the
mortar to crumble and so the bricks or
blocks fall out.

HESE TROUBLES can be overcome by
making the entire lining in one piece so

there will be no joints. And the one-
piece monolithic furnace lining is prac-
ticable. Betson's Plastic Fire Brick has
made it so. Betson linings are durable,

gas-tight linings.

0, in those plants where continuous
operation is paramount and where the

boilers are always on the load, the chief

depends on Betson's Plastic Fire Brick.

Service counts most, and Betson's has a
service record of 20 years. It comes in

the yellow-top barrel, ready for use.

NE MAN CAN DO the job—any handy
man around the plant. There is no need
paying for special blocks and experts

to lay them. So, in your next furnace
lining job, use Betson's Plastic Fire

Brick. It's good for every other part ot

the boiler, too.

O SPECIAL TOOLS are required and
no forms are necessary for laying up
Plastic Fire Brick. You just place it. in

chunks, pack it with a mallet, then

smooth with a trowel—and the job is

done.

END YOUR ORDER to-day. Five to

ten barrels of Betson's Plastic Fire Brick

will do your next furnace lining job

complete. For repairs, two or three bar-

rels will serve. After that, you will be

a Betson booster.

Ask for Practical Booklet It Will Interest You

There Is Only One
Plastic Fire Brick

.

COMES IN
THEYEUOW-TO^

BARREL

Canadian Distributor:

International Chemical Company
44-46 Lombard St., Toronto, Canada
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The Dunham Radiator Trap is dis-

tinctive in the simplicity of its con-

struction.

It is this fact that makes a Dunham
Heating System so simple, yet so

efficient.

The Dunham Radiator Trap is the

heart of Dunham Heating. It gets

rid of all air and water from the radi-

ator, but holds the steam in until

eveiy last bit of heat is given off. It

does this automatically—no noise

—

no air valves on the radiators.

Dunham Heating is standard where
efficient and economical operation is

desired.

Dunham Heating Service, in advis-

ing on heating problems, is given
without obligation.

Complete details on request.

C. A. Dunham Co., Limited
TORONTO, ONT.

Halifax Winnipeg Calgary
Ottawa Vancouver Montreal

The Plant Behind I^orwalk Compressors

NORWALK Compressors are backed by a plant which is equipped throughout in keeping

with the most modern engineering and manufacturing requirements. When you con-

template the purchase of a compressor it will interest you to know that the Norwalk Com-
pany stands ready to protect your interests with the full resources of a plant which has been
developed through forty years of uniform satisfaction to patrons.

New bulletins illmtruting and describing Norwalk Compressors for
air. oxygen, hydrogen, acetylene gas and carbonic acid gas are now
ready. Write for the ones in ivhich you are interested.

THE NORWALK IRON WORKS COMPANY, South Norwalk, Conn.

Inside Facts

About Heating the

"Dunham Way"

©UNHIIM
Cheating service
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ONE PIECE FRONTDOOR ARCH

Plibrico Jointless Fire Brick can be molded
to fit any place in ttie fumace or settingr-

Better Than Fire Brick
Jointless Furnace Lining for Industrial Boilers

It can be used for front door arches, side walls, bridge
walls, and rear arches and wherever fire brick can be
used. Made for hard service and fuel economy.

EASY TO INSTALL

Write for free copy of 36-page book of useful
information on furnace building and maintenance

JOINT,LESS FIRE BRICK CO.
Kingsbury and Clay Sts., Chicago

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS: Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., 628-630 St
Paul St., West, Montreal.

^illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

TRADE MARK
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MarK of Proof
Is Proof of Quality

There's proved and certified strength in every

WILLIAMS' IMPROVED "VULCAN"
CHAIN PIPE WRENCH

Each and e\ery Flat Link Chain is "proof-tested" to two4hirds of

its listed catalog strength in a standard tension machine. To each
chain so tested is attached the Gray Leaden Seal, ilhistrated above,

and every Vlai Link Chain leaving our works must bear this seal

—

the Proof of Quality—^as evidence that it ha.-^ passed our standardized

"proof-tests."

Look for this Mark of Proof for it is Proof of Quality—it guarantees

uninterrupted, severe service as well as safety to the operator. Williams'
"Vulcan" Chain Pipe Wrenches are the ^nly Wrenches which offer

this certified assurance.

May we send you a copy of our descriptive booklet?

]. Yl. Williams &i Co. "The Wrench People"

Western Office
and Warehouse:
78 So. Clinton St.,

Chicago, 111.

The A. G. Low Co.
78 Pacific Ave., Saskatoon, Sask.
Agents for Manitoba, Saskatchewan,
Alberta and British Columbia

General Offices :

78 Richards Street,
Brooklyn,
New York

Self-Lubricating SAFETY PLASTIC

^ J METALLIC PACKING
FOK STEAM, WATER, AIR, OAS, ETC.

Pat. Dec. 22. 1903 Highest Award World's Fair. St. Louis. 1904

GUARANTEED TO LAST
THREE YEARS

WITHOUT RENEWAL
Drop us a line and let us tell you all about this Remarkable Packing.

STEEL MILL PACKING CO., WINDSOR, ONT. Established 1899

AGENTS WANTED

"SAFETY"

In Bulk

Practically
Frictionless

In Cotton Tubes
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Why Stand for Leaks
In Your Air Lines?

install HOMESTEAD
Quarter-Turn
VALVES in your
plant and leaks wlJ
be a thing of the
past. They are tieht,

and wUl stay tig-ht

jnder any specified

pressure up to 5,000
lbs. Opened and
closed by just a quar-
ter-tnm of the
handle. Always in

perfect balance in

opening and closing.

Fitted with patented
floating cam. which
forces the plug down-
ward in closing, com-
pensating for wp- r

and holding it secure-
ly locked in closed
position.

Homestead valves are
furnished in straight-
way, three-way, four-
way and annle pat-
tern. Equally adapted
for steam, water, air.

gas, heavy, gritty
fluids and other
power plant service.
Send for the Hom?-
itead Catalogue.

Homestead I Valve

jMfg. Company
Pittsburgh, Pa.

!
Works:! Homestead, Pa.

SJncQ

Carry with them the assurance of accuracy.
For almost 40 years the namft Starrett has
meant unvarying accuracy to the men who use
precision tools.

CataloR No 21CD, showing 2.100 kinds and
sizes of fine precision tools, sent free upon
request.

The L. S. Starrett Co., Athol, Mass.
The World's Greatest Toolmakers 42-935

.Mnufacturers of Hack Saws Unexcelled

^^YeSy We Skinned This Tool
Steel Mandril in Breaking
the Jeffrey Chain Roller'^

"The labor scarcity hit us hard several

months ago, so we were compelled to

substitute mechanical equipment wher-
ever possible. We could not afford to

pay war-time wages for handling coal
and ashes after we learned the economy
of Pivoted Bucket Carriers on this work.
But before we selected our Carriers we
made a number of thorough tests—and
the Jeffrey Carrier showed up fine on
every one.

"The Jeffrey People told us that the
Chain Rollers were so hard and tough
that the bores have to be turned out on a
grinder instead of in the usual way on
an engine lathe.

"However, we split one of the Rollers
with a tool steel mandril and were con-
vinced. The case-hardened mandril was
actually skinned by the tough metal of
the Roller."

Catalog No. 210-4 will tell

you about other tests that

proved rugged, dependable
construction, and shows in

addition many interesting

illustrations of the Jeffrey

Carrier."

Jeffrey Mfg. Co,

Canadian Branch and
Warerooms

MONTREAL
CANADA
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Have The Maritimes
Had Fair Play?

THE Maritime Provinces did not enter Confederation very willingly and it may
surprise people in other parts of the Dominion to learn that at the present time
the people of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia are not altogether pleased with

the results of the bargain. There is a distinct feeling among them that the advantages
of Confederation have gone to the other Provinces. In the course of an article in the

July issue of MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE, Thomas M. Fraser explains why this feeling

has grown and the basis for it.

This article was written for the purpose of letting the other provinces know that the

feeling exists but it will be of intense interest to people in the Maritimes. Be sure to

read it
—'The Spirit of the Maritimes."

"The Land of National Leaders"
An article on the political aspect of the Eastern Provinces and the achievements of their leading statesmen.

"Guarding Our Coast Line"
An extremely interesting description of the measures that were taken to patrol and guard the Atlantic seaboard
during the war.

Bonar Law, the man from the Maritimes, who has been the able lieutenant of Lloyd George at all crises in Great
Britain, appears on the cover in a handsome three-color reproduction.

Other Big Features of the Number
"With the Snowball Brigade"

By Captain Louis Kcene

Just back from Siberia—Captain Keene tells some
sensational and intensely gripping things about con-
ditions in that country which the Canadian forces are
helping to stabilize. It is a record of international
complications, strange atrocities and almost unbeliev-

able living conditions.

"The Three Tommies"
By Robert W. Service

A war poem of unusual strength.

" Solving the Problem of the Arctic "

By Vilhjalmur Stefansson

The fourth instalment of his remarkable story of the

five years he spent in the north for the Canadian
Government, appearing exclusively in MACLEAN'S.

Three Magnificent Stories

The best fiction obtainable is found in this issue:

"Owners Up," a race horse story by W. A. Fraser;

"His Majesty's Well Beloved," by Baroness Orczy;
"Bunkered," by Allen C. Shore.

The Review of Reviews
Here are a few of the articles in this splendid department chosen as the best published during the past month

in all magazines:

The Great Lama Rides in Motor
Car.

Strange Personalities at Paris.

Making All Men Equal.
Winning the Secrets of the Desert.

Finding Husbands For Three Mil-
lion Women.

Will England Become an Agricul-
tural Country?

Germany Can be Prosperous Under
the Peace Terms.

The Woman Who Wrecked the

World.

Over 70,000 Canadian Families Buy

MACLEAN'S
CANAD.VS NATIONAL MAGAZINE

JULY ISSUE At All News Dealers 20c.
If there are no newsdealers in your town, or if your newsdealers cannot supply you, send 20 cents for a sample copy

or $2.00 for a whole year's subscription to MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE, 143-153 University Avenue, Toronto, Canada.
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'There^s noTrouble A/btc;'^

"I've found the right packing at last—one packkig
that serves everywhere in the plant. I am all through
with leaky flange joints and I don't have half a dozen
different kinds of packing cluttering up my supply

room. I use the same packing for every purpose

—

VULjCABCSTON
Red Fibre Sheet Packing

"It is made of long fibre asbestos, which will not

squeeze out or creep, yet has greater resiliency than
any other packing I've ever used.

"Vulcabeston Red Fibre Sheet Packing goes in every-
flange joint in every pipe line from now on—high

and low pressures, superheated steam, acid and am-
monia—and on all engine and pump cylinders, too."

v;/

VULCABESTON
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mined.

is wasled^&burnm^

Save ONE Carload in Every FOUR

Reduce Your Steam-
Cost 25 Per Cent.

Hays Improved Gas
Analyzer

For testing bailer
furnace gases, pro-
ducer gases, casing
head gas, exhaust
from internal com-
bustion en}?ines, gases
from sulphur burn-
ers, nitric acid gases,

chlorine gas, etc., etc.

Hays Automatic CO, and Draft
Recorders, Automatic Gas Col-

lectors, Draft Gages and other

Hays Equipments installed on
your boilers keep you posted as to just what con-

ditions your boilers are operating under.

In hundreds of plants. Hays Combustion Efficiency

Appliances arc leading the way to increased effi-

ciency in boiler firing, a most effective way in

offsetting high coal prices.

May We send you our Book "HOW TO BUILD UP
FURNACE EFFICIENCY." It tells how fuel is

wasted, how to stop that waste and keep it

stopped.

The J. W. Hays Corporation
Michigan City, Indiana, U.S.A.

Stephen H. Payne, 30 Church St., New York, Canadian
' Representative

Improper draft, holes in fire, leaky set-

tings, improperly timed firing periods and

other common causes of fuel waste can

be easily detected when you have the

records of

"HAYS"
Combustion

Apparatus
before you. And
knowing is the first

necessity of taking

corrective measures.

Gas Collector with

water-flow regulator.

The Hays Differential Draft

Gage indicates the draft

over the fire or the drop in

draft through the boiler.



Howard Guided
Expansion Joints

Howard Guided Expansion Joints put the "How" in all expansion
problems. The high pressure and superheat of modern engineer-

ing practice have added tremendously to pipe line dangers and
the engineer's troubles.

"How" to take up the greatly increased expansions and contrac-

tions while at the same time keeping joints tight under the greater

pressures?

That is the question to which HOWARD Guided Expansion Joints

are the exclusive and satisfactory answer.

MAXIMUM OF TRAVERSE is the first essential of an expansion
joint. Here the HOWARD excels with its full 4 inches of play

between the "cold" position (see cut above), and the "hot" posi-

tion. Assuming the outside temperature is 32 degrees, this 4 inch

play amply takes care of the linear expansion in more than 100
feet of wrought iron pipe at any pressure from 30 to 300 pounds.
Very often one HOWARD, by its greater capacity, takes the place

of two or more other expansion joints.

Inquire about this to-day.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse
Co., Limited

Halifax St. John Quebec Montreal Ottawa Toronto

Hamilton Windsor Winnipeg Saskatoon Calgary

Vancouver Victoria
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Scale in Your Boilers

Clean Tubes Mean Coal Saving

And easier firing, less ash-handling,

fewer shut-downs, prevention of bag-
ged or burned tubes, fewer repairs, and
less frequent wash-outs. METLSKIN
can pay for itself in a short time.

is an unprofitable boarder. Its appetite is enormous

and it consumes far more than it is worth. Why
not give it TWO MONTHS' NOTICE, and put an

end to your loss thereafter?

THE SIXTY-DAY TEST OF METLSKIN is open

to any reliable concern that is troubled with boiler-

scale, pitting or corrosion. A small daily dose of

METLSKIN, for a period of two months, will bring

down the most tenacious scale, and absolutely con-

vince you that A CLEAN BOILER IS NOT ONLY
POSSIBLE, but EASY.

SEND A POSTCARD for the METLSKIN booklet

and learn about Our Offer, Guarantee Bond, and

Prices.

METLSKIN is neither "Compound" nor "Cure-all."

METLSKIN CO., Inc.
Rochester, N. Y.

Canadian Representatives:

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited
St. John Montreal Quebec Ottawa Hamilton

Toronto Windsor Winnipeg Calgary

Vancouver Victoria Saskatoon

mm iiiirriii:iii|i|'.iiiii!niiii'n!inii'i!i'iiiiiiTiii 1 1 in 1 1 i:i 1 1 niiiii ii;

III
IMPORTANT THINGS

TO CONSIDER ABOUT
A SEPARATOR

L THE PLAN—Is it sen-

sible, will it work, no
matter how large the

Separator or how well

made?

II. THE SIZE—Is it big

enough regardless of

plan, will it hold a good
dose of water?

III. THE CONSTRUCTION
—Is it strong enough,
are flanges heavy, how
will it look by the side

of a nicely finished

engine? Send for cata-

log and
points in

note these

Sweet's Separators

DIRECT SEPARATOR COMPANY
218 South Geddes St. SYRACUSE, N. Y

General Sales Agents :

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited

St. John, Montreal, Quebec, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton
Winnipeg^, Saskatoon, Calgary, Vancouver, Victoria

T u xe da
SWING JOINTS
Provide one of the
easiest ways to

save coal

Every pound of steam
that escapes through a
leaky connection repre-
sents a certain amount
of coal wasted. Do you
know that an average
leak will waste 3,400
pounds of steam a
month ? Investigate
your flexible steam con-
nections at once and
then investigate the
Tuxeda Swing Joint.

A Guaranteed Solution for Your Flexible
Connection Problems

Send for Bulletin "A" to

FRANKLIN WILLIAMS, INC.
New York City

General Sales A(ents: Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.
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Through the scientific

investiga tionof our^En-
gineering Department,
all the factors which
enter into the design of

a belt have been stand-

ardized. According to

best modern practice,

belts are designed with

an overload capacity of

about 60 '/r . Such rat-

ings are found to give

the lowest cost per

horse-power transmit-

ted per year.

48 Heart 3-ply Belt, 86

feet long, installed in

1911 in the mill of the

C. A. Smith Lumber
Company, Baypoint,

Cal. Driving Pulley, 14

feet, 101 R.P.M. Driven

Pulley, 4 feet. Belt

Speed, 4400 F. P. M.
T h e o r e t i c a I horse-

power, 600. Actual
horse-power transmit-

ted, 850 to 900. Cost of

Belt, 1 -5 of Ic per horse-

power per week.

"Where Little Things Are Big"
Think what this belt must do. Travelling at 4,400 feet per

minute, it makes its circuit fifty times every sixty seconds. F"or

every one of these revolutions, each part of the belt must slacken

and tighten itself, practically once a second.

To be efficient, it must do this without loosening its grip on

the pulleys, without jumping or slipping.. That this 48" Heart

Belt does transmit power efficiently is evidenced by the fact that

it is delivering 250 more horse-power, or over 40% in excess of

that for which it had been designed. It has been doing this for

over 8 years.

The test of such conditions seems impossibly severe, and yet

this belt succeeds because it is made from the right material-

leather—which has retained so many of the wonderful properties

that fit it to be the skin of a powerful, active, living animal.

In order that our leathers may meet these almost impossibly

severe requirements of elasticity and pulley grip, we tan them

ourselves specifically for belting use, handling 1,000 hides a day.

That we may offer always the right belt for the required work,

we make our Standardized Series of Leather Belting—a Belt for

each class of power transmission. Standardized in manufacture,

and standardized in application to the work to be done.

Many of the best belted plants ask us to specify the belt-

ing for every pulley drive. Try the plan yourself. Then,

when buying, call for " Graton & Knight— Brand or equal."

This won't commit you to buying our belts. It will put your

buying on the one basic consideration— the work to be done.

Write for "Standardized Leather Belting" Book

THE GRATON & KNIGHT MFG. COMPANY, Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.

BRANCHES AND DISTRIBUTORS IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

Canadian Graton & Knight, Ltd., MontreaL Canadian Representatives: Tfie Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.,

St. John, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Quebec, Calgary, Saskatoon, Vancouver, Windsor, Winnipeg, Victoria

Graton &,Kniorht
Standardized Series C9

Leather Beltinor
Tanne/i by us p>r beltiruf use
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P&C
^00

FVALVES'
^ASBESTOS PACICED

COCK^S
FEED WATER HEATERS HOT WATERGENERATORS

POWER PUMPS

PRATT &CADY COMPANY. INC.
HARTFORD CONN.

Canadian Representatives

:

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE COMPANY, LIMITED
Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Windsor, Winnipeg. Saskatoon, Calgary, Vancouver, Victoria

STRENGTH-GOODNESS-QUALITY
GASOLINE

Gaskets used on the cylinder heads of gasoline engines and pumps are subjected to extreme temperatures
and pressures. Many hundred thousand joints in this service made tight by DURABLA gaskets have
proved to others that DURABLA is a standard for all gasoline work.

Use DURABLA on the next gasoline joints you make and it will prove its worth to you. It is guaranteed
to make a tight joint at all temperatures and pressures.

DURABLA Gasket Material is also guaranteed for air, water, oil, steam, ammonia and acids.

One Standard Material for All Gasket Work,. Sold on a' Service Basis.

DURABLA MANUFACTURING CO., NEW YORK
Distributors for Canada

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse^Company,^ Limited
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ANY SIZE VALVE
CAN BE REPACKED
FROM ONE SPOOL OF
"PALMETTO" TWIST.

On one pound
tin spools in

dust-proof boxes.

A TROUBLE-SAVER
wherever small

valves are used.

^1

)
*

t

J
USE COMMON SENSE

In Packing Globe and Other Small Valves

It's not the cost of the small amount of

packing required for each valve that
should be considered, but the lasting qual-
ity of the packing, as the labor of repack-
ing is by far the larger item.

TPAOE MARK

PALMETTO TWIST
PACKING

is the standard packing for small valves
because of its long service quality.

Made of heat resist-

ing materials with
abundant lubricant to

keep it soft and pli-

able.

Greene,!weed & Co.
Sole Manufacturers

109 Duane St., New York

May we send you this

WORKING SAMPLE
which you can test

and know why you
should use

"PALMETTO"
twist in all your
valves?
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The Heater Without the Usual Heater Troubles

No corrosion

No split tubes

No leaky heads

No expansion

strains

AND IT WORKS FAST, TOO, HEATING WATER AS
FAST AS IT IS DRAWN. IN FACT IT TRANSMITS.50%
MORE HEAT THAN ANY STRAIGHT TUBE HEATER.
The small, corrugated, pure copper tubes in this Alberger
Heater expand into a floating head independent of the
cast iron shell, which means that there cannot be trouble
from expansion or contraction strain.

These corrugated tubes will remain scale-free longer than
a heater with plain tubes, because the corrugations pro-
mote a scouring effect on the tubes.

May we send catalogue describing both Horizontal and
Vertical Types? No obligation whatever.

Alberger
Multi-Head

Water
Heaters

ALBERGER HEATER COMPANY
BUFFALO N.Y. U.S.A.

General Sales Agents: Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company
Limited. St. John. Montreal. Ottawa. Toronto, Hamilton.
Ouebec. Calfjary. Windsor. Vancouver. Winnipeft, Victoria.

Are without an Equal for

Deane of Holyoke Condensers
or Suctions on Paper Machines

Softest high-grade rubber as seating,
supported by an inseparable steel core.
Spring guides and brass bushed stud-
holes as above, if desired, or plain faces.

Not a cheap valve, but positively smooth-
est in action and longest lasting.

This construction in Four Grades for
every known pumping service.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co. ^ Ltd.
Sole Distributors for Canada

THE AMERICAN

THOMPSON IMPROVED INDIC.A.TOR with New
Detent Motion and American Ideal Reducing Wheel.

.\sk any user whether our claims of Indicator

Superiority have been borne out by his experience.

Then write our nearest office for new booklet.

Canadian Agents:

CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO., LTD.
MONTREAL TORONTO QUEBEC ST. JOHN

AMERICAN STEAM GAUGE
& VALVE MFG. COMPANY

BOSTON
New York Chicagt> Atlanta Pittsburgh
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FOR CONNECTED ROD BEARINGS
A further Demonstration of the Excellence of

MAGNOLIA METAL
PERKINS MACHINE & FOUNDRY CO. INC.,

Founders and Machinists.
Mag^nolia Metal Co., Amsterdam, N.Y.

New York City. May 13, 1919.

Gentlemen,—The writer has been using MAGNOLIA METAL for 18 years with excellent
results.

Have used MAGNOLIA on Dynamo and Engine Bearings (Connecting Rods more particu-
larly) and claim it to be the most excellent metal for hardest service obtainable. Am glad,

indeed, to be able to rcommend it.

Beg to advise you that I am a mechanical man of many years' experience, having handled
all kinds of Babbitts, and MAGNOLIA METAL is my preference.

Yours truly,

PERKINS MACHINE & FOUNDRY CO.,
Augustus H. Morrison,

Engineer and Manager.

PRACTICAL ENGINEER POCKET BOOK
Over 600 Pages

A valuable reference work imported from England and sold as an

advertising medium at the low price of 40c post paid.

Address Montreal Office

SOLD BY LEADING DEALERS EVERYWHERE OR BY

MAGNOLIA METAL CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY :

225 St. Ambroise Street, MONTREAL

MCM¥EM
&€OMP£liyS

POWER
ACHINERY

285 BEAVER HALL HILL, MONTREAL

Alternating Current Generators
3 Phase, 25,30 Cycles:

1 300 6600 375/450 Wcstinghousi

425 2300 500 Westin»house

Synchronous

revolving field

2 Phase, 60 Cycles:

No. for

3 Phase, 60 Cycles:

No. For
Sale K.W. Volt. Speed MAKE AND TYPE
1 71/2 240 1800 General Electric—ATB.
1 KVA. 50 2300 300 Fairbanks-Morse—D.
1 50 2300 1200 General Electric—revolving field.

1 75 2300 900 General Electric—ATB.
1 150 220 600 General Electric—ATB. revol. field

1 200 2300 600 General Electric—ATB. revol. field

1 KVA 250 2300 720 Electric Machinery revolving field

1 450 2400 360 General Electric-

1 500 2300 400 General Electric—ATB. revol. field

1 540 2300 360 General Electric ATB. revol. field

3 Phase. 25/30 Cycles:

1 125 220 257 General Electric—ATB. revol. field

1 160 440 750 General Electric—ATB.

MACGOVERN & COMPANY Incorporated
Head Office : 285 BEAVER HALL HILL, MONTREAL

114 Liberty St., New York

Sale K.W. Volt. Speed MAKE AND TYPE
1 50 2300 1200 General Electtlic—IQB. revolving field

1 KVA. 75 2300 900 Crocker Wheeler—revolving field

1 120 440 720 Westinghouse

—

1 180 440 '514 Westinghouse

—

1 200 1150 720 General Electric—AQB.
1 KVA. 450 2400 360 General Electric

—

1 KVA. 533 200 Bullock— revolving field

1 KVA. 600 440 360 Crocker Wheeler— revolving field
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DOMINION
COALCOMPAtnr

"Ddminion
UMITBD

^"^"^SpvinqfiiU bituminous
STEAM ^^^^ GAS COALS

CeneralSales Office
112 St.JamGsSt. Montreal

Automatic '

Feed Water Regulator

The "Vigilant" keeps water within
Vi" of middle gauge regardless of
load or firing.

Years of service test has proved
it the utmost in reliability and
efficiency.

Catalogue presents many points of
interest. May we send you a copy?

The CHAPLIN-FULTON MFG., CO.

28 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, Penn.

The Simplest and Best Cleaner on the market is

PILLEY'S
Combination Flue Brush and Scraper.

Guaranteed not to break or the wires to pull out or lay over.

A simple turn of the hand adjusts it to the tube, and the brush
removes what the scraper loosens.

For sale by leading: Canadian jobbers.

Manufactured by

PILLEY PACKING AND FLUE BRUSH MFG. CO.
623 South Third Street - - - St. Louis, Mo

Eastern Office: 71 Fulton St.. New York.

Slfe STEAM TRAP
FOR HIGH OR LOW PRESSURE,

Steam can't blow through. They have
large discharge valves and cannot be

flooded from sudden flushes of water.

MAY WE SEND ONE FOR TRIAL?

Reducing Valves, Pump Governors,

Relief Valves, Exhaust Pipe Heads,

Ejectors and Steam Separators.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
THE GARTH COMPANY

26 CraiB Stre«t MONTREAL. CAN.

WATSON & McDANIEL CO.
N«. I4« N. 7th Street. PHILADELPHIA. Pa

MT. NO PAT. NO. 826,tU

Why not Buy the
Best,when in market

for Packing?

HOLMES'

Metallic Packing
Is Guaranteed 3 Years

Lasts many times longer.

o^B.i.o 30 days' trial. Leaa oil. No
830 530 cutting. Easily applied to

«6« 103
Steam Engine, Air Com-

pressor or Gas EIngine. Sati*-
878.238 faction or no pay. Write u*
S»4,e37

HOLMES METALLIC
PACKING CO..

Wilkes-Barre, P«.

Incorporated 1897

886 ,781

888,088

806,108

834,828

879,208

1000.76 •

Water Turbines, Hydraulic Governors,
Centrifugal Pumps

Boving Hydraulic & Engineering Co., Limited
Lindsay, Ontario
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DARLING BROTHERS, LIMITED
Engineers, AfanufacturerM and Founders

120 Prince Street, MONTREAL, P.Q.

Pumps for any ServiceS team Appliances—
Freight Elevators — Webster Vacuum
Heating System.

NOTICE
TO

Stationary and Hoisting Engineers
Everyone operatin* a STATIONARY steam plant of 50 h.p. or over

• in the Province of Oataric miut hold a Stationarr EQcineer's Certificate
from the Board of Stationary and Hoisting Engineen. Anyone operating
•uch a plant without a Certificate is liable to the penalties set forth in

: the Srationai7 and Hoisting Engineers' Act.

Everyone opi rating a HOISTING steam plant working at a pressure
of 20 pounds oi over, irrespective of horse power, and used for hoisting
in structural operations or excavating purposes, in the ProTince of Ontario,
must hold a Hoisting Engineer's Certificate from the Board of Stationary
and Hoisting Engineers. Anyone operating such a plant without a Certi-
ficate Is liable to the penalties set forth in the Stationary and Hoisting
Engineers' Act.

Application forms for obtaining STATIONARY or HOISTING Engin
eers' Certificates, may be had upoil applying to the Chairman.
HON. F. O. .MACroiARMID. W. C. McOHIE,

Minister of Public Works and Highways. Chairman of Board
W, A. RIDDELL, M. A. PH. D.. Superintendent, Trades <5i Labour Branch.

REMEMBER
Power House Subscription Price
is still only $1.00 per year.
Tell the other fellow.

When Buying Thermometers

There's Just Three Things
to Remember

—

First, you must have accuracy
and sensitiveness

—

Second, durability is absolutely
essential

—

Third, the thermometer must be
suitably constructed for the in-

tended application.

Accuracy, sensitiveness and dur-
ability are absolutely guaran-
teed in

"Crescent Thermometers
And with nearly seventy years of experience to

our credit, we are qualified to properly interpret
your needs.

Our Catalog P.H. 200 illustrates and describes
"Crescent" Thermometers for every application.

Also test thermometers, glass thermometers, etc.

Get a copy of Cataloe P.H.-200 to-day.

Schaeffer & Budenberg

Mfg. Co.
Canadian

Brooklyn, New York

Chicago
Pittsburg
St. Louis
Philadelphia
Los Angeles

Agents

:

Milton and
Prentiss,
Toronto.

Power
Plant ther-

mometers for al

temperatures not ex
eeeding 1000° F

AlflO---"Columbia' ' Recording Gauges
and Thermometers. Gauges. Gauge
Teabera. Tachometeps. Steam Calori-
meters. Counters, etc.

Detroit Lubricators
Have Given Satisfaction

For Forty Years.

Built in a sufficient

variety of styles to lub-

ricate properly every

type of steam engine,

pump, gas engine, air

compressor, etc.

Send to-day for cata-

log L 1, The informa-

tion On lubricating de-

vices contained in it will

be valuable to you.

HEIR efficiency holds over

half the world's trade.

Makers of Stewart Carburetors.

Canadian Detroit Lubricator Qjmpany, [td.

WALKERVILLE. ONT.

Five Superior Features
of the Curtis

1. A perfectly balanced valve.
2. An absolutely frictionless valve.
3. The valve can be removed without break-
ing a joint, starting a gasket, or taking
out a bolt.

4. The valve being frictionless and balanced,
the wrhole power of the float is available
for opening and closing the valve.
5. Each trap will operate perfectly on pres-
sure varying from one to 250 lb.

Write for catalog of Curtis Engineering
Specialties.

JULIAN D'ESTE COMPANY
Main Office, 26 Canal St., Boston, Mass.

><«.»/.... / 216 Fulton St., New York CityAgenetet.
^ IVIarket St., Chicago, III.
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What will you do next winter ?

Coal production is at the lowest possible point in three years. As
compared to a combined 1917 production of 1,800.000 tons daily, and a 1918
maximum of 2,200,000 tons daily, Canada and the United States are to-day
producing but 1,167,000 tons.

A continuation of this condition beyond the present month will call

for extraordinary production during the remainder of the year if a fuel
shortage for next winter is to be avoided. Combine this fact with the
possibility of a coal miners' strike in the early fall, which has been
threatened, and there is very good reason why the boiler room problem
should be given serious consideration NOW!

Elimination of methods and practices of the boiler room operation
which cause coal waste is an intelligent step in the right direction.

Start in by discarding the hand hose and lance system of cleaning
the boiler, which is only 50% effective, and replace it with the Diamond
Mechanical Soot Blower System, which is 9h"< effective. This change
alone will effect the following economies:

1. FUEL: a saving of 4 to 8 p«r cent.

2. BOILER EFFICIENCY: an increase of 4 per cent.

3. LABOR: a saving of many hours per day.

4. LONGEVITY : an increase in the length of service of the

boiler tubes through the prevention of corrosion.

5. STEAM : a saving of 25 to 75 per cent, of steam used for

cleaning.

Diamond Soot Blowers are in use in hundreds of plants in

Canada.

For lists of these users and full information write for Bulle-

tin 170.

DIAMOND SPECIALTY COMPANY
Windsor, Ontario

lamond
SCOT BLOWERS - SAVE 4 io 8% FUEL

"ALL BRITISH"
B.&W." PATENT WATER TUBE STEAM BOILERS

it

HIGHEST ECONOMY, SAFETY, DURABILITY. OVER 20,000,000 H.P. IN USE.

-ALSO-

Steam Superheaters

Mechanical Stokers

Coal-Handling Machinery

Piping, Feed Water Heaters

Water Softeners and Purifiers

and ELECTRIC CRANES
Babcock & Wilcox Patent Water Tube Steam Boiler, Superheater

and Mechanical Stoker.

BABCOCK WILCOX, Limited
HEAD OFFICE FOR CANADA - COLLEGE ST. (ST. HENRY), MONTREAL

TORONTO OFFICE, TRADERS BANK BUILDING
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POWER HOUSE BUYERS' DIRECTORY
If what you want is not listed here write us, and we will tell you where to get it. Let us suggest that you consult

also the advertisers' index facrng the inside back cover, after having secured advertfeens' names from this directory.

The information you desire may be found in the advertising pages. This dtepartment is maintained for the benefit

arnd convenience of our readers. The insertion of our advertisers' names under proper headings is glad'ly undertaken,

but does not became part of an advertising contract.

llllllllllllllllllllilllilllllllllllllllllHIIIIilllllllllllllllllllllllll

AIR COCKS
f^nnkenheimer Co., CincixuiAti, O*
Ju. Morrifion BriLss Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

AIR VALVES
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Simla. Ont.

ALLOYS. BRASS AND COPPER
Umpire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerrille, Ont.

AMMETERS
Canadian Fairbanks^orse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. H. W. JohnsiManrille Co.. Toronto. Ont.

AMMONIA VALVES AND FITTINGS
Cana<lian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Homestead Valre .Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa,
York Mfg, Co., York, Pa.

AMMONIA PURIFIERS
Frick Co., Waynesbo.o, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Mfg. Co, York,

AMMONIA TANKS
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wateroiu Engine Work* Co., Braotford, Ont,

ARCHES. COMBUSTION CHAMBER
Canadian Fairbanks-Mnrse Co., Ltd. Mon^al.

ASH CARRYING SYSTEMS
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. BraiUford, Ont.

ASBESTOS SPECIALTIES
Durabla Mfg. Co., New York, N.Y.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, OnL

ASBESTOS PACKED COCKS
Pratt & Cady Co., Inc., Hartford. Conn.

AUTOMATIC ICE RECORDING DOORS
AND CHUTES
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md,

BABBITT AND ANTI FRICTION METAL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal.
HoTt Metal Co., Toronto.
Magnolia Metal Ce. Montreal.

BALLCOCKS
Jaa. -Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Maaa.

BATTERIES AND ACCESSORIES
Can. H. W. Johns-Man tille Co., Toronto, Ont.

BEARINGS, BRASS
Hhnpire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont-
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.

BELT CEMENT
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Oraton Sc Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELLS
Jas. Morrison Bra.ss Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London, Ont.

BELT CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

BELT DRESSING
D. K. .MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Dominion Belting Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Oraton tc Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELT LACING. LEATHER
D. K. MacLaren. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELT TIGHTENERS
Waterous Engine Works Co., Branlford, Ont,

BELT PULLEYS
Waf^roiu Engine Works Co . Rrantford, Ont
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

BELTING, BALATA
D. K. MacLaren. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Federal Engineering Co., Toronto, Ont

BELTING. CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

BELTING, SILENT CHAIN
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

BELTING, CONVEYOR
Can. Consol. Rubber Co., Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING, LINK
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Worka Co,, Brantford, Ont.

BELTING, LEATHER
Bond Engineering Works. Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Fairi/anks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Oraton Sc. Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.
D. K. MoLaren Ltd.. Montreal.

BELTING, RUBBER
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto. Ont
Can. Consol. Rubber Co.. Ltd., .Montreal,
D, K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.

BELTING, STITCHED COTTON DUCK
Dominion Belting Co., Hamilton, Ont

BELTING, STITCHED COTTON
D, K. MaeLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

BELTING, SOLID WOVEN
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Kederal Engineering Co.. Toronto, Unt

BIBS. COMPRESSION
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

BINS. COAL, COKE AND ORE
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
-Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Worka Co., Brantford. Ont

BLOWERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. MonireaL
Carting Turbine Blower Co.. Worcester, Mass.
Ooppiis Eng. & Equip. Co.. WorcesUr, Mass.
(rieen's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
.MacGoTem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
B. J. Philip & Sons. Toronto.

BLOWERS. CENTRIFUGAL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co. Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Maaa.

Bi OWERS. FANS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Coppus Eng. & E^quipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS, FORCED DRAFT
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS. MECHANICAL SOOT
Diamond Specialty Co., Windsor, Ont
BLOWERS. POWER
The Ma-son Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
(Joppn.s Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BOILER BAFFLE WALLS
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

BLOWERS, TURBINES
The Mason Regulator & Eng, Oo. , Ltd., Montreal,
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BOILER COVERING
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

BOILER COMPOUNDS
I'.evpTidge Paper Co.. .Montreal, Que.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, OnU
.Metlskin Mfg. Co., Rochester, N.Y.
SlieJl-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto. Ont

BOILER SKIMMERS
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co.. St. Louis, .Mo.

BOILER COMPOUND FEEDERS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. .VIorehead -Mfg. Co., Woodstock. .

Lunkenheimer Co., Oindnnatl. O.

BOILER FEED PUMPS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
American Steau Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mien.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont.
Coppus Ene. & Equipment Co., Worcester, Mass,
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont,
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Steam Boiler EXjuipment Co.. Toronto. Oat.
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
G-oldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Laurie * Lamb. .Montreal.
Smart-T^imer Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.

BOILER FITTINGS
EJmplre Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont.

BOILER FEED REGULATORS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal.

BOILER MOUNTINGS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Parline Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
I!mi>ire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
Mason Regulator & Fngin»*r1n« Co. Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Tororkto.

BOILER PRESERVA'nVFS
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford, Conn.
MetLsktn Co.. Inc., Rochester, N.T.

BOILER HOtTSJ:: ACC^SSORIPS
Babcock Sc Wflcox, Ltd. Montreal.
CflJe. Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
Green's Economiser, Ltd. . Toronto.
Maaon Regulator Sc Enirineerinc Co.. Montreal.
TamaT-Waring Co., PhlladeltAia. Pa.

BOILER SEAM PROTECTOR
National Boiler Seam Protector Co., Montreal.

BOILER SETTINGS
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal.
Gates, John W.. St Jamea St. Montreal.
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

BOILERS. HORIZONTAL, RETURN,
TUBULAR AND WATERTUBE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock & WUcux, Ltd. Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Goldie He MoCulIocb Co., Gait
Frick Co., Waynesbcro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
Inglis Co,, The John, Toronto, Ont
Canadian AllU-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Engmeering and Maclune Works ot Canada, Ltd.,
3t Cattiannes, Unt.

Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
Ladd. The Geo. T., Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
McArity, T., Sc Sons, Lid,, St Jobn, N.B.
Waterous Engine Worts Co., Brantfoid, Ont

BOILERS. MARINE, LOCOMOTIVE
AND VERTICAL

Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Qalt
Inglis Co.. The John, Toronto, Ont.
Engineering and .Maohine Works of Canada, Ltd.,
St Catharines, Ont.

Montreal General Tool Co., Montreal, Que
Waterous Engine Works Co,, Brantford, Ont

BOXES, FUSE AND METER
Johns-Pratt Co., Tht, Hartford. Conn.

BRASS GOODS
Penberlhy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont,
Empire Mfg. Co., London, Ont.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
BRASS FOUNDERS
McArity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.
D'Bste Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Bamia, Out
Penberthv Iniector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

BRASS SHEETS AND TUBES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont.

BRINE COOLERS
Frick Co.. Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

BRINE TANKS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont
York Manufacturing Co.. York, Pa.

BUCKETS. ELEVATOR
Can. Link-Belt Co . Tnrnnto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbua, Ohio.
BUSHINGS
Steel Mill Packing Co.. Windsor. Ont
Can l/ink-Belf Co . Toronto, Ont.

BUSHINGS. BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville. Ont
H. Mueller Mfg. C^.. Ltd., Saraia.

CALOFIPIERS
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.

CALORIMETERS
Schaeffer Sc Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.

CANS, OILY WASTE
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

CANNERS' CONVEYORS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

CAR LOADERS AND UNLOADERS
Portable Machinery Co,. Inc., Passaic, N.J.

CAST IRON FITTINGS
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McArity, T., Sc Sons, Ltd.. St John. N.B.

CASTINGS, ALLOY
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Saimia.

CAS-nNGS. BRASS AND IRON
Boring Hydraulic &. Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Coldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.
MeArity. T.. St Simn. Ltd.. St .Tohn. N.B.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H.. Samia, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

CELLAR DRAINERS
Morrison Brass Mfg. 3o.. James. Toronto, Ont
Mueller Mfg. Co., H.. Samia. Ont

CEMENT HAKDNER & WATKRPROOFEK
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.

CEMENT. HIGH TEMPERATURE
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal.
Shell Bar Boico S'^pply, Ltd.. Toronto.
Gates, John W.. St James St., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.
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CEMENT HANDLING MACHINERY
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Caoada.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

CKMISNT MACHINERK^
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. MonlreaL

Canadian AJlis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Waterous Engine Works k^o.. Brantford, Ont.

CEMENT, INSULATING, REFRACTORY
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Tor<Hito.

CHAINS, AGRICULTURAL
-Morse Ciiain Co., Itliiea, N.Y.

CHAINS, AUTOMOBILE ENGINE
-Morse Chain Co., Ithiea, N.Y.

CHAINS, BICYCLE
-Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, BLOCK
.Vlorse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
CHAIN DRIVES

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Coventry Chain Co., Coventry, England.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
.Vlorse Chain Co., Ithaca, N.i

CHAINS, FOR ELEVATORS AND CONVEY-
ORS

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

CHAIN, MALLEABLE, DETACHABLE AND
RIVETED

Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Oi)t.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.
CHAINS, POWER TRANSMISSION
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, SILENT
Morse Chain Co., Ithica. N.Y

CHAINS, SPROCKET WHEEL
-Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
CHAIN WHEELS
The Masom Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., N u>eu:ord. Uuk

CHIMNEYS. RADIAL BRICK
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

CHIMNEYS, STEEL
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd. ' Montreal
jiackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

CIRCULATING SYSTEMS (LUBRICATING
OIL)
Bowser, S. F., & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

CLAMPS, PIPE-JOINT
Yamall-Waring Co., PhUadelphia, P«.

CHUTES, COAL
.Vlackinnou Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

CLEANERS, BOILER TUBE
Baibcock & Wilcox, Ltd., MontreaL
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-.Manville Co., Toraato.
Cole Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Qu«.
Frank Gilman, Birmingham, Eng.
Gariock Pai'Idng Co., Uamilton, Ont.
Goldie & McCullooh Co.. Qalt
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Pilley Packing & Flue Brush Mfg. Oo.. St.

Louis. Mo.
Tamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia. P«.

CLOCKS
American Steam Gauge & Valv* Mfg. Oo., Boa
ton, Maas.

CLOSETS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Onit
Mueller Mtg. Co., B., Samla, Out.

CLUTCHES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantiord, Ont,

COAL
Dom. Coal Co.. Montreai

COAL AND ASH CO -' EYORS
Babcook & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. U<'ntreal.
Waterous Engine W >-k$ Co.. Brantfont. Oi»t.

COAL HANDLING MACHINERY
Babcock Sc Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
.Teffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
MacGorem & Co.. Inc., .Montreal, Que.
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.
.Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Bnirine Works Co.. Braatford. OnU

COAL HOLE COVERS
Can. AUis-Chalmera, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

COILS
Frick Co.. WamesiboTO. FranklHi Co.. Pa.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
York Msnirfactiirin^ On.. York. Pa.

COLD STORAGE INSULATION
Armstrong Cork tc Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
BeveridKe Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
COLD STORAGE DOORS AND WINDOWS
.InTnionn CnVl StoraKe Door Co., Hagemtown, Md.
COMPRESSORS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Mich.
Can. Allis-Chambers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Faiph.inks.Mone Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
DaHing Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Inglis Co., The John. Toronto. Ont
Laurie & LsnYh. ^lontreal
MacGovem & Co., Inc.. Montreal. Que.
Royles, Ltd., Irlam. Manchester, England.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.
Tnvlnr Instrnrnpnt Co.. Rochester, N.Y.
CONDENSERS
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.T.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mich.
Boving TTydrnuIic & Ene. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Onl.
Can. AJlis-rhamhers. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros . Ltd., Mnntres!, Que.
OoMie * 'MrCnlloch Co.. Gait.
Laurie Ac Lamh. Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Fnirine Work^ Co.. Br .ntfortl

CONDENSERS. AMMONIA AND STEAM
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.. Pa.

York Manufacturing Co.. York, Pa.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

CONDUITS
Can. H. W. Johns-ManvUle Co., Toronto, Ont.

CONDENSATION RECEIVER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Goo. W., Toronto.

CONDENSER AND SMOKESTACK PAINTS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

CONNECTIONS, FLANGED
Jefferson Union Co., lezington. Mass.
Dart Union Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont

CONTRACTORS' STRUCTURAL STEEL
Catiadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Baboock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Faivbanlts-iMorse Co., Ltd., (Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

CONVEYORS, PORTABLE
Portable Machinery Co.. Inc., Passaic, N.J.

CONVEYORS, BELT
Portable Maeliinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

COOLER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co.. Hagerstown, Md.

COPPER TUBE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont
CORK INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont.

COTTON HOSE
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton. Onlt.

COUNTERS
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mtg. Co., Bos-

ton, Mass.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.Y.

COUPLINGS
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
McAvity & Sons, F., St John, N.B.

COUPLING, FRICTION
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont

COUPLINGS. BOILER. FLANGED PIPE.
JOINT PIPE. UNION, STEAM PIPE
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington. Maas.
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
COUPLINGS, SHAFT
Bond Engineering Work.-*, Toronto, Ont
Goldie & MeCuUoeh Ca, Oalt

r.RANES, ALL KINDS
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montnal.
aoMu-t-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd.. HamUtflo.

CRANES. ELECTRIC
nibcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
V an. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont
Hmart-Tumer Machine Co.. Ltd.. BamfltOD.

CRANES. GANTRY
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

CRANES. HAND POWER
Babcock St. Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng.. Ca, Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
('SB. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES. LOCOMOTIVE
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont

CRANES. OVERHEAD TRAVELLING
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Boving Hydraulic A Eng., Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

CRANES. POST JIB
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

CRANES, PORTABLE
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont

CRANES, SWING JIB
Battcock A Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.

CRANES, WALL
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.

CRANK AND CROSSHEAD PIN OILERS
Limkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.

CRIMPS, LEATHER
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

CRUSHING MACHINERY
Canadian Allis-Chalmera, Ltd., Toronto.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Canadian Falrt>ank»^lorse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.

CURB PUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
CYLINDER OIL
E. H. Kellogg * Co., New York.

DAMPER REGULATORS
nofi-n<UT ,\utomatlc Rfgul.itor Co., St. Louis, Mo.
The .Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros.. iJd., Montreal. Que.
D'Kste Co.. Julian. Boston. Mass.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

DISCS. FIBRE
Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Johas-Pratt Co.. The, Hartford. Conn.

DISCS, LEATHER
OraTOD A Knight Mfy. Co., Montreal.

DISTILLING APPARATUS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
i'rick Co., Wajneslwro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

DOORS, COLD STORAGE AND FREEZER
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hageiatown, Md.
DOUBLE PIPE CONDENSERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

DRAFT APPARATUS SYSTEMS,
MECHANICAL
The Mason Regulato & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

DRAFT RECORDERS
.fas W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.

DRAFT GAUGES
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.-
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.

DRIVES, CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
.Morse Chain Co., Ithiea. N.Y.

DRYING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

DRY CLEANING SYSTEMS
Bowser, S. F., & Co., Inc.. Fort Wayne, Ind.

DYNAMOS
Canadian FairbanksnMorse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Mcsitreal, Que.

EFFICIENCY ENGINEERING
MacKinnon. Holmes & Co., Sherbrooke. Que.

ECONOMIZERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

EJECTORS
Limkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
Jas. ilorrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.

EJECTORS AND SYPHONS
Jas. -Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES AND
MACHINERY
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fai^bankB'^^Io^3e Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Economy Fuse & Mfg. Co.. Montreal, Que.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., New York.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
ELEVATORS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.

ELEVATING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Moise Co., Ltd., MootreaL
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ELEVATORS AND BUCKETS
Jeffrey -Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.

ENAMELWARE
Jas. -Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
H. Mueller .Mfg. Co., Samia, Ont

ENAMELWARE FITTINGS, IRON PIPE
Empire -Mfg. Co., Ltd., Liondon, Ont.

ENGINEERS' SUPPUES
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-ManvUIe Ca, Toronto. Ont
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerrille. Ont
Lunkenhelmer Co., Cincinnati, O.

PenbeHhy Injed or Co.. Windsor, Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronta

ENGINES. AUPTOMATIC AND DROP
VALVE
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Pa.

Wateroua Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

ENGINES. CORLISS AND ROCKING VALVB
Frick Co.. Waynesboro. Franklin Ca, Pa.
Goldie * MoCulloch Co., Oalt.

Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canadm. Ltd-,

8t. Catharines. Ont-
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantiord.

ENGINES. DIESEL
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

ENGINES, GAS AND GASOLINE
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Laurie & Lsmb. Montreal.
MacGovem & Co.. Inc.. Montreal. Que.

Smart-Turner .Machine Co., Ltd., HamUtoo.

ENGINES, STEAM
The Mason Regulator A Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montresl.

Can. Allis-Oialmers. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Qalt
Inglu> Co.. The John. Toronto, Ont
Laurie A Lamb. Montreal.
MacGovem A Co.. Inc.. .Montreal. Que.

Montreal General Tool Ca. Montreal. Qo«.

Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.
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z/Jdjixstatrle—
SPROCKET mM
with Chain Guide

JUST A^PULL OF THE
Sti CHAIN

T^HAT is all that is nece«.
sary to operate the most

inaccessible valve when the
Babbitt Adjustable Sprocket
Rim is used. Easy to at-
tach, and at little expense, it

eliminates the use of danger-
ous step ladders, and delays
in operating valves, wheu
such delays may be vitally
important.

Write for a catalog.

BabbittJSteam Specialty

Company
New Bedford, Mass.

Canadian Agents

:

Engineering Specialties Company
Toronto, Ont., Can.

Jenkins Bros.. 300 W. Lake Street

Chicago, III.

93-34

' The Wrench of 25% Greater E/jUct'ency

Two new features have
been recently a'dded to the
Trimo Pipe Wrench, namely
Nut-Guards, in all sizes, and
unbreakable steel frames, in

leading sizes.

The Nut-Guards prevent
the accidental rotation of the
nut while in use.

These improvements add
25% to the usefulness of the
tool.

The Trimo Pipe Wrench
is made with wood handles
in 4 sizes, 6-in., 8-in., 10-in.,

14-in. a'nd in steel handles
in all sizes, 6-in. to 48-in.
inclusive.

All Trimo Pipe Wrench
parts are interchangeable.

The inserted jaw in the
handle can be readily re-
placed wlien worn, thus add-
ing to the life of the tool.

Nut with Nut-Guards
Inquiries from Importers and Dealers

Send for Catalogue No. 55.Solicited.

TRIMONT MANUFACTURING CO.
Roxbnry (Boston) Mass., U.S.A.

Cable Address : Triwrench
Code : Western Union

The "Duro" has demonstrated its peculiar
adaptability as a blow-off by many years of

satisfactory service, with a minimum cost

for upkeep.
The self-cleansing seat feature prevents

an accumulation of sediment on the seat-

ing faces during the blow-off, thereby re-

ducing wear to a minimum and preventing
leakage while the boiler is in operation.
To further enhance the durability of the

valve, the disc is reversible; the disc face
can easily be replaced with new material
in case of wear, and all the parts, including
the seat ring and reversible disc are renew-
able.

The materials and workmanship are of
characteristic Lunkenheimer "Quality."

Specify Lunkenheimer "Duro" and insist

on their installation.
Write for descriptive booklet No. B15DC.

THE LUNKENHEIMER £2:
^-"QUALITY"-^

Largest Manufacturers of

High Grade Engineering jSpecialties

in the World
CINCINNATI, U.S.A.
New York

Chicago

Boston

London :

16-18-43 i
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ENGINES. HOISTING. LOGGING, CABLE-
WAY
Can. AJlis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

ENGINES, MARINE
Canadian FairbanksnMorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Canadian AUis-Chalmera, Ltd., Toronto.
Goldie & .McCullooh Co., Gait
Montreal (;«neral Tool Co., Montreal, Que.

ENGINES, SAW MILL
Goldie & McCullocli Co., Gait.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..

St. Catharines, Ont.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, SINGLE COMPOUND AND
TRIPLE EXPANSION
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.

Goldie & McCulIooh Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, VERTICAL
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

ENGINEERING BOOKS
MaoLean Publishing Co., Toronto.

EXHAUSTERS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

EXHAUST HEADS
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
.Tas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Franklin Williams Co., New York.
Watson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

EXPANSION JOINTS
Alberger Beater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McAvity, T.. & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

FANS. VENTILATING
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Engr. & Equip. Co., Worcester, Mas*
Green's Economiser, Ltd., 'Toronto.

FEED WATER HEATERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & .VIcCullooh Co., Gait
Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc., Hartford. Conn.
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

FEED WATER PURIFIERS
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

FEED WATER REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg, C«.,
Boston. Mass.

Chaplin. Fulton Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Green's Economizer, Ltd., Toronto.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
E. J. Philip & Son.s, Toronto.

FIBRE, VULCANIZED
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

FILTERS
S. F. Bovpser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
Laurie & Lam^. Montreal.
Wm. B. Scaife & Son.s Co., Pittsbui-g, Pa.
FILTERS, WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
iMackmnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.
Scaife & Sons, Wm. B., Pittsburgh , P».
York Mfg. Co., York, Po.
FILLING STATION EQUIPMENT
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toron'o. Ont.
FILTERING AND CIRCULATING
SYSTE.MS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pitt.sbui'g, Pa.
FIREBRICK—JOINTLESS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

FIRE BRICK
Jolntless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FIRE BRICK, PLASTIC
Gates, .lohn W., St. James St, Montreal.

FIRE BRICK MORTAR
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago. 111.

FIRE BRICK CEMENT
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FIREPROOF COLD STORAE DOORS
AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold S orage Door Co., Ha«ersta>wn, Md.
FITTINGS. AIR. AUTOMOBILE. GAS.
HYDRAULIC. PIPE. PIPE FLANGED,
SCREWED PIPE. STEAM
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, Mus.
Dart Union Co,, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Samia, Ont

FITTINGS, MARINE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont
Ja«. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,

FLANGED STEAM FITTINGS
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
Kerr Engine Co., Wialkerville, Ont
M«Avlty. T., & Sons, Ltd.. 8t John, N.B.
FLANGES
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, Miaa.
Kerr Engine Co., W«lkcrvllle, Ont.

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MoAvity. T., & Sons. Ltd.. 3t John, N.B.
FLOORING COMPOSITION
Armstrong Cork & Insiilation Co., Montreal Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto. Ont

FLUE GAS COLLECTORS
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

FLUE CLEANERS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
BatKock & Wilcox, Montreal.
Orecii's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Qalt
Pilley Packing and Flue Bruih Mfg. 0»., St.

Louis, Mo.

FLUE GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont

The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.T
UeUing Instnunent Co.. New York.
Penberthy InjectO' Co., Windsor, Ont

FLUES. GAS AND SMOKE
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

FLUMES. STEEL
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. Cm.
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

FREEZER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstovra. Md

FRICTION LEAT'HERS
Graton 4 Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

FUEL AND OIL PUMPS AND
MEASURING SYSTEMS
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.

FUEL OIL SYSTEMS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont.

FURNACE LINING
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FURNACES. BOILER
Gates, J. W., Montreal. P.Q.
Green's Bconomi.ser, Ltd.. Toronto.

FURNACE DOOR ARCH
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FURNACES, SMOKELESS
Pabcock & Wilcox. Montreal.
J.'ies Underfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
Murphy Iron Works. Detroit. Mich.
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.

FURNACE GRATE BARS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Mootreal.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

FUSES
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto. Oni
Ecnnmnv Fu."ie & .Mfg. Co. of Canada, Mootreal
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford. Conn.

GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS. ETC.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St- Louis, Mo.
tireen » Economiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., BrooUya, .N.T

T'ehlinp In.<trumem Co., New York. N.Y.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont

GASKETS. RUBBER. ASBESTOS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Oot
Durabla Mfg. Co., New York, N.Y.
Frick Co.. Waynesboro, Franklin Co., P».
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.
Sarco Co.. Inc., Neiw York, N.Y.

GASKETS. LEAD, COPPER AND LEATHER
Graton & Knight .Mfg. Co., Montre«l. Que.
Shell Bar Boico 8\ipply Co., Toronto, Ont
Sarco Co.. Inc.. New York. N.Y.

GAS ANALZERS CO-2
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

GAS PRODUCER PLANTS
Can. Allis-Chalmeta, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Mootreal.
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.

GASOLINE METERS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

GASOLINE PUMPS, SELF MEASURING
Bowser & Co., Inc.. S. F., Toronto. Ont
GASOLINE TANKS
Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Toronto, Ont
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.
GAUGE COCKS
The Mason Regidator & Eng. Oo., Ltd., Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
Canatlian Kairbanks-.Murs« Co.. Ltd., Montrviu
Gartock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

MoAvttJ. T., & Son-i. Ltd.. St. John. N R.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Tonmto.
Pen'berthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
W. I. Wall. Montreal.

GAUGES. AMMONIA. OIL. GAS. AIR
The Mason Regirlator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Gauge A Valve Mfg. Oo., H<i»

*on Mfls.^.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
Schaeffer * Biidenhere Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn, N.T

GAUGE. RECORDING
Defender Atitomatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

GAITGRS. PRESSURE. VACUUM. DRAFT
ANT) P^TORDING. ANI> MICROMETFR
The Ma-soin Regulator * Eng. Oo.. Ltd.. Mon.tr»>«T.

Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
Babcock & WUoox. .\limtr»rl.

Green's F,oon"miser Ltd.. 'Wnoto
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

Limkrnhelmer Co., Cincinnati. O.

Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfe. Co.. BrooklyB. 5.T

Tavlor In.ttnnnent Co., Rooheater, V.J.
Uehllng Instnimenlt Co.. New Yoilt. N.T.

GAUGES. WATER
Babcock & Wilcox. Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Jeuams B'os., Ltd., Moaixeal.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, 0.

McAvity, T., & Sons. Ltd., St. John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penljerthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont
Sciiaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn. N.Y.

GEARS, COMPENSATING
GKAKS. FIBRE CUT

Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

GEARS. CUT. WORM, MORTISE
Goldie & McCuUodh Co.. Gait
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamiltoa.

GEARS. SILENT CHAIN
GENERATORS. STEAM TURBO
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Omt.
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.

GENERATORS AND CONVERTOR8
Canadian Fairbanks-Morae Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Can. General Electric Co., Tt»ronto, Ont
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

GLOVES. WORKING
R. G. Long & Co., Toronto, Ont

GOVERNORS. ENGINE
Escher Wyss & Co., Montreal. Qna.
Mo.\vity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St. John, N,B.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantloni.

GRATES, DUMPING, ROCKING.
STATIONARY

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Babcock & WUeox. Montreal.
Carling Turbine Blower Co., Worcester, Mass.

Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCullo<4i Co., Gait
Mason Regulator A Engineering Co., Montreal.

Shell-Bar. Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto. On-.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

GRAVITY CARRIERS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

GREASE CUPS
Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerrllle.

Limkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.

McAvity, T., & Sors, Ltd., 3t John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., ToroBto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont

GREASE AND OIL EXTRACTOR?
The Mason Regirlator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Mootreal
American Steam Gauge A Valve Mfg. Co.. Boa
ton. Mass.

Laurie & Lamb, MontreaL

GREASES
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Mootreal. -

GAUGES. DRAFT
Jas W. Hays Corp.. Michigan City. Ind.

GAUGE COCKS. STANDARD AND EXTRA
HEAVY
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

HAND LEATHERS OR PADS
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Mootrtal.

HAND PUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont

HANGERS
Bond Engineering Works. Toronto. Ont
Can. General Electric t"o., Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks-Mone Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Ooldie & MoOulloch Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brant/ord.

HEATERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Alberger Heater Co.. Buffalo, N.T.
Babcock A Wflcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Cole. Ltd.. Geo, W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
OoIdle A MoCunoeh Co., Oalt
Laurie A Lamb. Montreal.
RoTle«, Ltd., Irlam. Manchester, Inland.
MoAvitT A Sons, T.. 3t John. N.B.
Waterous Engine Works Co., BrantfociL

HEATERS. EXHAUST STEAM
The Mason Regulator A Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal
Can. Allls-CJialmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Out

HEATERS, METERING
Can. Allls-Oialmen, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

HEATING EQUIPMENT
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Out.

HOISTS. ELECTRIC
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

HOISTING AND CONVBTING
MACHINERY
Babcock A WUoox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont
Jeffrey .Mfg. Co.. Oolumbus. Ohio.
MacGovem A Co.. Inc.. Montreal, Que,
Wateroua Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

HOSE. STEAM. SUCTION AND WATEB
Can. Fairlwnks-XIorie C^i.. Ltd.. .Montreal. Que,

Oarloek Packing Co., HamiHon. Ont
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont

HOT WATER GENERATORS
The Masoo Regulator A Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Pratt A ("ady Co., Inc., HartfoM, Coon.

HYDRANTS
Ktrr Engine Co., Walkerville. Ont

H'YDRAULIC ACCUMULATORS
Snart-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd., BamiltOB.

HYDRAULIC MACHINERY
Bovine HydTanlie A Bag. Ca. Ltd., Undaay, Ont
Frick Ca, WayneOboro. Fianklln Co.. Pa.

I
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Let the C.A.S.E. Smooth Out

Your Load Curve

WOPPY AND
1 I.SFI FS.S WODK

LACK OF

ADVANCEMENT

Remove The Peaks of Worry And Unproductive Labor And
Build Up The Valleys By Working For

Your Advancement

A man who is thoroughly grounded in the practice of his profession, who is free from
personal worry and trouble, overcomes the many difficulties besetting the path of

the operating engineer with little labor and in a manner ensuring his advancement.

The successful man owes his success to a wise appreciation of the advantages and
mutual help offered by association with those in the same field of endeavor. To
join an association having for its objectives the welfare of the engineer in things
mental and material, his advancement in knowledge and skill, his protection by pro-
vision for sickness and distress is to take advantage of an opportunity indispensable
to all who hope to better themselves.

If you are interested in such an organization and live where less than
fifteen engineers are located, send for a copy of our constitution and
application blanks for admission to nearest branch lodge. If there are
more than fifteen engineers in your community, get together and send for
particulars regarding formation of a branch lodge.

J. H. HALE. General Secretary,

Canadian Association of Stationary

230 Caroline Street EnQineerS Hamilton, Ont.
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MacOovera & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

HYDRAULIC VALVES
Yamal!-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

HYDRAULIC PRESSES
BoTinc Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Priok Co.. Waynesboro, Franklin Co.
Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Jlontreal.

York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

ICE MAKING MACHINERY
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.
Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Montreal.
York Mfg. Co., York. Pa.

INGOTS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

INDICATORS, ELECTRIC—ALL TYPES
SchaeCfer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.¥
Uebling Instrument Co., New York, N.Y.

INDICATORS. STEAM AND GAS
ENGINE
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co., Boa
ton, Mass.

Canadian Fairbanks^-Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns- .Vlanyille Co., Toronto, Ont.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Uehling Instrument Co., New York. N.Y.

INDICATORS—AMMONIA, HFDRAULIC
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Ont

INDICATORS, SPEED
L. S. Starrett Co., Athol, Mass.

INJECTORS
Babcook & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

'

Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
.McAvity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Jas. Slorrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Wind.sor. Ont.
Williams Machinery Co., A. E., Toronto.
INJECTORS, AUTOMATIC AND AUTO-
POSITIVE
Penberthy In.lector Co., Windsor, Ont.

INSTRUMENTS. RECORDING
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Companies. Rochester, N.Y.
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

INSULATING BRICK
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que
Beyeridge Paper Co., Ltd., .Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johnft-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont

INSULATING COMPOUNDS
Johns-Pratt Co.. The. Hartford, Conn.

INSULATORS
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que. ,

Johns-Piatt Co., The. Hartford, Conn.
IRON FILLER
Can. H W Johns-MnrTille Co.. Toronto. Ont

KETTLES, STEAM AND GAS
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
KEROSENE PUMPS (SELF MEASURING^

.S. F, Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
KEROSENE TANKS
H. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
Grpen'.'^ Ijkjonomi.^er, Ltd.. Toronto.

KNITTED GOODS, WORKING
R. G. Long & Co., Toronto, Ont
LACE LEATHERS
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto. Out
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
LAMPS, ARC
Canadian Fairbanks-iMoree Co., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont,
Can. H. W. Johns-ManTille Co., Toronto, Ont.

LAMPS, INCANDESCENT
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co.. Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-Manyille Co., Toronto, Ont

LAMPS. TUNGSTEN AND NITRO
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
LEATHER STRAPPING
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

LINK BELTING
Cnn. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

LININGS, FIRE BRICK, STEEL STACK
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

LOADERS, CAR
Portable Machinery Oo., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

LUBRICATORS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
LUBRICATING OIL FILTERING AND
CIRCULATING SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited, Toronto, Ont.
LUBRICATORS, CYLINDER
CUTTING COMPOUNDS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
Penljerthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE TANKS
AND PUMPS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
LUBRICATORS, FORCE FEED
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerrille, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

LUBRICATORS, PLAIN
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Penlierthy Injector Co., Wind.w. Ont.
Williams Machinery Co.. A. R. , Toronto.

LUBRICATORS. SIGHT FEED AND PLAIN
ENGINE

Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
MARINE CASTINGS

Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
MACHINERY INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que
BCTeridse Paper Co., Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

MACHINERY, TRANSMISSION (POWER)
Morse Chain Co., Ithlca, N.Y.

MECHANICAL STOKERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
Muirhy Iron Works, Dertoit, Mich.
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass,

METERS, AIR
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont

METERS, ELECTRIC
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont

METERS, GAS.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont

METERS, STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser. Ltd. roronto
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont

METERS. WATER
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
McAvity & Sons, T., St. John, N.B.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

MIXING VALVES
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia. Ont.

MILL AND MINING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-'Motse Co., Montreal.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.

St. Catharines. Ont
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

METER TESTERS
.Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont

METERS (OIL. KEROSENE, GASOLINE.
ETC.>
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

MOTORS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

OFFICE RAILINGS
Jas. Morrison Bra-ss Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

OIL STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTING
SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

OIL CUPS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

OIL AND GREASE CUPS
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

OIL MKTF.RS
.S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

OILER. COMPOUND FEEDERS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

OILERS, GAUGE
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

OIL PUMPS
-S. F. Bowser Company, Liouted, Toronto, Ont.

OILERS, MULTIPLE
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.

OIL FILTERS AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS

.S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

OIL TANKS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

OIL SEPARATORS ^
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

Can. Alll8-C:iialmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.

Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
Leitch Co., Arthur S., Toronto, Ont.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., HamlltoB.

OILS, QUENCHING
Imperial Oil. Ltd., Toronto.

OILING SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.

OILS. CYLINDER
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.

OILS, LUBRICATING
Kellogg t! Co.. E. H., New York, N.Y.

OILS, ENGINE
Imperial Oil. Ltd.. Toronto.

ORSAT APPARATUS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co.. St Louis, Mo.

OVERALLS
R. G. Long & Co., Toronto, Out

PACKING. ASBESTOS
Johns-Pratt Co., Thp Hartford. Conn.

PACKING, ALL KINDS
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.

PACKING ENGINE
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Garlock Packing CJo., Hamilton, Onu
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
PACKING FIBRE

Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Johns-Pratt Co.. The. Hartford, Conn.

PACKING, HYDRAULIC
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto,
Can. H. W. Johns-.Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
Durabla Manufacturing Co., New York.
Oariock Padrlng Co., Hamilton, Ont
Shell-Bar. Boleo Supply. Ltd., Toronto. Ont

PACKING, METALLIC
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto. Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Greene, Tweed & Co., New York.
Holmes Metallic Packing Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor, Out
PACKING, ROD
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-ManviUe Co., Toronto. Ont
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor, Ont
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

PACKING. SHEET
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto. Out
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Durahla Manufacturing Co., New York.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford. Coim.

PACKING, AMMONIA, STEAM AND
WATER
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Oni
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Greene, Tweed & Co., New York.
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford. Conn.
Steel Mm Packing Co., Windsor, Ont

PACKING, LEATHER
Garlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. ^lontrcal.
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd , Toronto, Ont
PACKING PISTON
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto,

PACKING, VALVE STEM
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Jolms-Pratt Co., The. Hartford. Conn.

PAINT OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Out

PAINTS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

PAPER, INSULATING, ETC.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

PENSTOCKS
Boving Hydraulic * Eng. Co., Ltd., Lind.»ay. cmi
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., Sherbrooke. Que.
Wm. B. .Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsbiirg, Pa.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PIPE COILS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

PIPE COVERINGS, STEAM. BRINE.
AMMONIA AND ICE WATER
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.

PIPE STEEL
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.

PIPE VISES AND CUTTERS
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

PIPE, GAS
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

PIPES, WATER
Boring Hydraulic 4 Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont

PIPING AND FITTINGS
Frick Co., Wa.vnesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
MoArity * Sons, T., St John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R. , Toronto.

PIPING. STEAM
Bafbcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & .McCulloch Co.. Gait

PLATE WORK
Goldie * MoCulloch Co., Gait
Engineering and Machine Works al Canada. Ltd..

.Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
at Catharines, Ont

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PLUG COCKS
Homestead Valre iMfj. Co.. Pittsbunh. Pa-

PLUMBING SUPPLIES
Empire .Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont,
Mueller Mfg. Co., H.. Samia. Ont
Jas. .Morrison Brass -Mfg. Co., Toroato.

POWER HOUSE CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

POWER PUMPS (OIL. GASOLINE)
S. F. Eewser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

POWER PUMPS
.American Stet^m Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Midi
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Oni
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Goldie * MoCulloch Co., Gait
Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc., Hartford, Conn.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamiltoo.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

POWER. TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Uriiii K.iisimoring WvTks. Toronto. Ont.
Boring H.vdniulic * Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Ca>.. Ltd.. MontreaL
Can. .Mlis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Engineering and Machine Works ot Canada, Ltd.,

Catharines. Ont
MacGovem ft Co., Inc.. .Montreal, Que.
MacGovem & Co., New York.
Morse Chain Co.. Ithaca, N.Y.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

CRESSES
Boring Hydrtulie & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
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DoesYour StorageSystemSaveOil?
If you have never studied the question of storing, distributing and using

oils, you will be surprised to know the enormous losses that occur daily

wherever oils are handled by inefficient methods. Losses that could easily

be prevented by use of

OIL STORAGE SYSTEMS
Save All the Oil

!

Store oils in leakproof, dirt-

proof tanks. There is no loss

of oils from any source, no loss

of quality. Labor in handling

is cut to the absolute minimum.

Write for literature describing
equipment for your needs.

Such Conditions Are Wasteful, Dangerous,
Unnecessary

S. F. BOWSER CO., LIMITED
66-68 Frazer Avenue

TORONTO
Sales offices in all centres.
Representatives everywhere. The Bowser Way—Safe, Loss-proof, Con-

venient, Clean, Systematic

This book should be In the bauds of every
pump user, a postal will bring your copy

promptly

MARSH and AMERICAN
Steam and Power Driven Pumps and Air Compress

Marsh and American Pumps are especially adapted for long, hard service because
are extra heavy In design and of extremely rigid construction. Every unit Is built a;

strong to withstand 24-hour-a-day service and to stand up under any unforeseen at

which may be placed upon It. Piston rods on the steam pumps are' extra large
made of solid bronze. The water ends are equipped with heavy east bronze remo\
bushings.

This superior construction not only Insures continuous and satisfactory operation,

practically eliminatet wpentive »hut-dou>n». Marsh and American Pumps are the

duct of over 25 years' experience In the design and construction of high grade pum
machinery. Over 135,000 in actual service throughout the world.

The AMBRICAN-MARSH LINE OP CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS Is composed of both si

and double suction types which are designed for heads up to 125 feet. They
equipped with wide ring oiled bearings and the single suction type has overhan
casing enabling the discharge to be taken at any angle desired.

CANADIAN AGENTS
A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Toronto.

Williams & Wilson, Montreal.

London Engine Supplies Co., London, Ont.

Stuart Machinery Co., Winnipeg.
Mechanics' Supply Co., Quebec, Que.

Gorman, Clancy & Qrlndley, Limited, Edmonton
and Calgary.

Taylor Engineering Co., Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.

American Steam Pump Company
Battle Creek, Mich.'''.^^ American-Marsh Centrifugal Pump.
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PROPELLOR BLADES. BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
PUMPS, HAND (OIL, GASOLINE)
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

PULLEYS
Bond Engineering Works, Toronto, Ont.
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Boring UydraiUic & Kng, Co., Lid., Lindsajr, Ont
Canadian FairbankvMone Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfard.

PULLEYS, FRICTION CLUTCH
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.

PULP MILL MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
MackinnoD Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que,
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Mootre»l.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Micli.

Boring Hydraulic Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Beveradge t'aper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltid. , Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Oalt
Laurie & Lamb, MontreaL
MoArity & Sons, T., St. John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.
Waterous Emgine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY. ELECTRICAL
Bevemdge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Darling Brothera, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppiis Eng. & Equipment Co., Worcester, Maas.

PUMPS. AIR
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie &. Lamb, Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS. ACID
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS. CONTRACTORS'
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
McAvity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS. BOILER FEED
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal
Coppus Eng. & Equipt. Co., Worcester, Mass.

PUMPS. CENTRIFUGAL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., MontreBl.
Escher, Wyss Co., Montreal, Que.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Man.

PUMPS. ELECTRICAL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, MiA
Bevpridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS. FEED WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Beveridge Taper Co., .Montreal, Que.
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Darling Brother. Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMP GOVERNORS AND REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Momtieal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Uarlmg Bros., Montreal.
O'Este Co.. Julian, Beaton, Mas*.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.
Smnrt-Tumer Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
Watson & McDanlel Co., Pblladelpbla.

PUMP STRAINERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Mcntreal.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, HAND AND POWER
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsfty. Ont
Darling Brae., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machina ^<e., Hamilton Ont

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
American Steam fump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Bormg Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., I4ndsay, Onl
Qan. Allis-Ghalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros., .Montreal.
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., OaJt
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machme Oo., Hamilton, Ont
Waterous Engine Worka Co., Brantford.

PUMPS, DUPLEX
Qui. Allis-Chalmen, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
PUMPS. GEARED, COMPOUND
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich
Canadian Fairbanks-Mone Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal,
Imtlla Co., Th* John, Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Oat

PUMPS, HYDRAULIC, PRESSURE
American Stean. Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mieh
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Oat
Darling Broe., Montreal.
Inglls Co., The John. Toronto. Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont
PUMP LEATHERS
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Uontrval, Que.
Qraton & Knight iltg. Co.. Montreal.

PUMPS, OIL
' American Steam Pumn Co.. Battle Creek, Mteh.

8. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont

Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McArity & Sons, T.. St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS. STEAM TURBO
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmera, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
ISscher Wyss & Co., Montreal, Que.

PUMP TANK, RECEIVER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek, Mich
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., HamiHoa, Ont

PUMPS. STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Can. AUis-CJialmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Goldie & MoCuUoch Co., Gait
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Laurie A Lamb, Montreal.
Leitch Co., Arthur S., Toronto. Ont
McArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

.'UMPS, TRIPLEX
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, VACUUM
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
ls.-vei:dgc Paper C^., Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Ooldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
Leitch Co., Arthur 8., Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PYROMETERS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
'Ireen's Economuser, Ltd., Toronto.
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City., Ind.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
Escher. Wyss & Co., Montreal.
Dehling Instrument Co., New York, N.Y.

RADIATORS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.

RADIATOR TRAPS
Beveudg.? Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
C, A, Dunham Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Sareo Co.. Inc.. New York. N.Y.

RECORDERS, DRAFT
Jas W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

RADIATOR AIR VENTS
C. A. Dunham Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
JsM. Moriorao Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy injector Co., Windsor, Ont

RAGS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto,
RAILWAY OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
RECLAIMING ::jltSTI::MS FOR OIL
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
BEBOILERS
rriek Co.. Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufaoturlng Co.. York, Pa.

REGISTERING MEASURES
S. F. BoWicr Company, Limitt-<1. Toronto, Ont.

RECi^lVl:,Ki>. AIR
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
MacKinnon, Holmea & Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
RUBBER CEMENT TANKS AND PUMPS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
tiaa. H. W. Joluu-Manrille Ca. Toronto, Onu
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.
llehllng Instrument Co.. New York, N.Y.
Yaniall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

RECORDERS, CARBON. DIOXIDE
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City., Ind.

REFRIGERATOR DOORS, WINDOWS, ETC.
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Bagentorrn, Md.

REFRIGERATING MACHINERY
Baring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay.
Ont

Friek Co., Waynesboro, FrankUa Co., Pa.
Llnde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Montreal.
Vilter Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wia.
York Mfg. Co., York. Pa.

REFUSE DESTRUCTOR
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

REGULATORS. PRESSURE
The .Mason Regulator k Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
Chaplin-Fiilton Mfg. Co., Plttsbuivh, Pa.
C. A. Dunham Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
D'Bste Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Taylor Instnment Co . Rochester. N.Y.
REGULATORS. TEMPERATURE
The Mason Reg>ilator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Sarco Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.
Taylor Instnrment Co., Rochester, N.Y.
RETORTS
MacKinnon Steel Co.. Sherbrooke. Que.
REVOVLING DOORS FOR HARDENING
ROOMS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co.. Hagerstown, Md.

RODS, COPPER, BRASS AND BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont
H. Mueller .Mfg. Co.. Ltd., Samia.
ROLLS, CRUSHING
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
ROOFINGS—RUBBER, PLASTIC, LIQUID
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

ROTARY COMPRESSORS
Escher, Wyss & Co., MontreaL

KOTARY CONVERTERS
Canadian Fairt>ankS'MoiM Co., Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Qoe
RUBBER HOSE
Can. H, W. Johna-Uanrilla Co., Teraato, Ont
Gariock Packing Co., HamUton. Oak

RUBBER MILL DRIVES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

SAFES
Canadian FaiilMnks^Morse Co., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait

SAW MILL CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeflri.'y Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

SCREENING MACHINERY
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

SCALE REMOVERS
Babcook & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, 4iie.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Teroata, Oat
Frank Oilman, Birmingham, Eng.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
SELF-MEASURING PUMPS (OIL AND
GASOLINE)
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

SEAM PROTECTORS, GIRTH
National Boiler Protector Co. of Canada, lloalreal.
Que.

SHAFTING
Engineering and Machine Worka ot Canada, Ltd..
St Catharines, Ont

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SHAKING AND DUMPING GRATES
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock & WUcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantfoid.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

SHIRTS. WORKING
R. G. Long & Co., Toronto. Ont
SMELTER LININGS
Bereridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.

SMOKE BOXES. STACKS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-C^almers. Ltd., Toronto, Oat
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
.Vlackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

SOOT BLOWERS
Diamond Specialty Co., Windsor, Ont

SPECIAL MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks-Mozsc Co., MontreaL
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPEED INDICATORS
Schaeffer & Budenburg Mfg. Co., BrooUja, N.Y.
L. S. Starrett Co., Athol, Mass.

SPEED REDUCING GEARS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont

SPROCKET CHAIN ATTACHMENTS
Can. Lmk-Beit Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, (janada.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPROCKET RIMS
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co.. New Bedford, Mas*.

SPROCKETS, COMPENSATING
.\lor*e Chain Co.. Ithica, N.Y.

SPROCKETS. SPRING
.Mor<e Chain Co.. Ithica, N.Y.

SPROCKETS, SILENT CHAIN
-Morse (.'hain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
SPUR WHEELS
Boring Hylraulie & Bag. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Goldie Sc -McCiilIoch Co., Oalt
Canadian Fair1»nk»-Morse Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Worka Co., Brantford.

STACKS. STEEL
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Gol.iie & McC^lllooh Co.. Oalt
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que,

STAND PIPES. STEEL
-Mackinnon Steel Co. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

STAYBOLTS, FLEXIBLE
Can. Allls-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toroate, Oat
STEAM SEPARATORS
The .Mason Regulator Sl Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal
Babcock & Wflcox. Ltd., MontraaL
Can. Allls-CJialmers, Ltd.., Toronto, Oat
(Canadian Falrt>ank>-MoTs« Co., HoatraaL
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Direct Separator Co.. Syraeoae, N.T.
D'ISste Co., Julian, Boston, Haas.
H. Mueller .Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. Samia.
The Garth Co.. Montreal. Canada.
Leltob Co.. Arthur S., Toronto, Ont
Peivberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Smart Tiimer Machine Co.. Hamilton, Oat
Watoon & McDanlel Co., PhOaddphia.

STEAM SPECIALTIES
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.T.
Canadian Falrt>anks-Morse Co., MootiaaL
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
D'Bste Co., Julian, Boston. Uaa.
Ijiinkrahelmer Co.. dnelnaatl. O.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Que.
The Mason Regulator * Eng. Co., Ltd.. Mootrtal.
Jas. Morrison Bra-ss Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor.
Watson A McDanlel Co.. Philadelphia.
Yamsll-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

STEAM TRAPS
American Steaa Gauge * Valra Utg. O*., Boston.
Maas.

Anderson Co., T. D., Clereland, O.
Canadian Falttanks-Morse Co.. MontreaL
Cole. Ltd., Qea W., Toronto.
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Economiser Practice in

Great Britain
From

"Engineering"
Nov. 1, 1918

EXACT DATA ON THE RUNNING OF
STEAM BOILER PLANTS No. i

By D. BROWNLIE, B.Sc.Hons.(Lond.), F.C.S.

J. COMPSTON, and H. W. ROYSE.
(Exlracls from above article)

The economizer is, of course, an absolutely es-

sential part of any up-to-date boiler plant, and the

saving obtained should be 17 per cent, to 20 per

cent, under average conditions. In this connection

to be saving 15 per cent, or over, given in Table II,

TABLE II.—DETAILED RESULTS OF WORKING OF ECONOMIZERS IN 24 PLANTS SAVING OVER 15 PER CENT.
Number Per

Average Temperature Average Temperature Draught in Inches of Cent.
No. of of Feed V/ater of Flue Gases. Total Tubes Saving
Plant Steam Evaporation in due

Before After Before After W.G. Side Flues Pressure on Plant Econo- to

E)coHo- Econo- Econo- Econo- Chimney or Downtake Gauge. per Hour. miser Econo-
rn isers

.

miscrs. misers. misers. Base Boilers.

lb. per
on Plant. misers.

deg. F. deg. F. deg. F. deg. F. sq. in. lb. per cent.
1 100 321 612 344 1.40 0.50 180.0 18843.0 480 19.6
2 59 282 548 328 1.52 0.98 81.0 41166.0 560 19.3
3 95 311 680 375 3.10 0.80 161.0 37785.0 488 19.2
4 65 281 605 475 1.50 0.80 76.0 18174.0 288 18.8
a 88 289 662 372 0.67 0.28 97.0 12882.0 394 17.8
6 60 266 625 420 0.45 0.85 79.0 16395.0 216 17.8
7 112 309 565 393 0.45 0.75 98.0 5310.0 120 17.8
8 90 301 609 366 1.70 0.82 139.0 72516.0 960 17.6
9 115 303 585 324 1.00 0.60 119.0 14394.0 192 17.4
10 110 308 689 448 1.20 0.86 104.0 11578.0 320 17.4
11 104 296 616 377 0.60 0.40 74.0 6032.0 144 17.3
12 92 289 612 336 1.70 0.66 189.0 16118.0 288 17.3
13 151 333 463 370 0.61 0.42 160.0 11830.0 320 16.9
14 91 275 609 377 1.00 0.59 95.0 7968.0 192 16.3
15 105 287 759 525 1.20 0.60 103.0 29484.0 640 16.

S

16 133 307 715 353 1.75 0.45 120.0 41435.0 640 16.0
17 79 259 609 450 0.92 0.55 111.0 12908.0 320 15.8
18 129 302 487 325 1.68 0.52 154.0 6390.0 160 15.7
19 114 286 603 387 1.50 0.60 112.0 24808 . 384 15.6
20 109 280 749 550 1.50 0.70 103.0 8734.0 96 15.4
21 107 276 597 328 1.15 0.30 81.0 25264.0 400 15.3
22 115 281 539 463 0.90 0.30 72.0 7676.0 168 15.2
23 117 284 588 394 1.15 O.'So 88.0 18219.0 280 15.2
24 88 260 599 321 1.24 0.35 157.0 98032.0 1408 15.1

Our Engineers will be glad to figure on installation to meet the

particular requirements of your plant.

the figures of each of the separate 24 plants found
will be of interest, showing what is actually being
done on many boiler plants.

The other advantages of the economizer are the
reduction of the strain on the boilers by the pro-
vision of a high-temperature feed water preventing
unequal expansion and contraction, and also that
there is always a large reserve of hot water at hand
for any sudden demand for steam. Further, the
evaporative capacity of the boilers is greatly in-
creased.

GREENS IMOjASMlSEm)^MMm
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Darling Bros., Montreal,
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mua.
The Garth Co., ilonti'eal, Canada.
Dunham Co., Ltd., C. A., Toronto, Ont.

J. T. Long. 84 Adam St., Montreal, Hut.
Can. Morehead Mfg. Co., Woodstock,
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal

Sarco Co., Inc., Nevf York, N.Y.
Watson & .MoDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

STEEL BARRELS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, ObU
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

STEEL TANKS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & -McCullooh Co., Gait.

Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Waterous Kngine Works, Brantford, Oni.

STOKERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
Murphy Iron Works, Dertoit, Mich.
SanfowJ Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.

STRAINERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

STRUCTURAL STEEL WORK
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que.

Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

SUPPLIES, HOTWATER
iRoyles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.

SUPERrifeATERS, STEAM
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.

Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

SWING JOINTS
Franklin Williams Co., New York.

SWITCHBOARDS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont,

SWITCHES AND SWITCH BOXES
Can. H. W. Johns-ilanvllle Co., Toronto. Gnu

TACHOMETERS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. On'

Can. H. W. JohnaJManville Co., Toronto, Ont.

Sohaefiter & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.i

TANKS, BLOW-OFF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

TANKS, FREEZING, STORAGE AND
WATER COOLING
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

TANKS, OIL
Boring Hydraulic & Bug. Co.. LKJ.. Lindsay. Ont
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.
E^gineeiing and Machine Works of Canad«, Ltd..

Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
St Catharines, Ont.

Wm. B. Scaife & Son.s Co., Pid.sburi,', P.i.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TANKS (OIL. KEROSENE, GASOLINE)
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
Wm. B. Scaife & .Sons Co., Pittsbuiit. Pn.

TANKS (UNDERGROUND STORAGE)
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

TANKS. WATER
The .Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & -McCulloch Co., Gait.

Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Opt.
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

TAPPING MACHINES
Mueller Mfg. Co., H.. Saraia, Ont.

TECHNICAL BOOKS
MacLean Publwhing Co., Toronto.

THERMOMETERS
Defpinlor Automatic Il<'Kiilator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Green s Economiser, Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Schaefler & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.T
Taylor Instniment Co.. Rochester, N.T.
ITehling Instniment Co.. New York, N.Y.

THERMOSTATS
Sarco Co., Inc., New York. N.T.

TOOLS
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Samia, Ont

TRANSFORMERS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto. Ont.
Panndian Fairbnnlw-Morse Co.. Montreal.
MacGorem & Co., Inc.. Montreal, Que.
TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Boring Hydra\ilic * Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay, Oni
Canadian Fairhanks^Morse Co., Montreal.
Pan. lyink-Rolt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait. Ont
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
WfltprniT« Fnirine Work^ Co.. Brantford.

TRANSMISSION, SILENT CHAIN
Morse Chain Co., It.hica. N.Y.

TRAPS, STEAM AND WATER-LINE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Bcreridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Qtie.

riarlinsr Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, One.
C. A. Dimham Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
n'Rsfp Co .Tiilinn. Boston, Mass.

TRUCKS. FACTORY
Bereridee Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Piip-dlan Falrh«nk«JMor»e Co., Montreal.

TUBE CLEANERS
Babcock * Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
r>ar1ing Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Goldie & McCMlooh Co., Qalt
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Pelley Packing and Fine Brush Mfg. Co., St

Louis, .Mo.

TUBE CUTTERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., MontreaL

TUBES, BOILER
Ba.bcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch C!o., Gait

TURBINES, POWER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

TUBES, COPPER AND BRASS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
H. .Mueller .Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
TUNGSTEN LAMP (Vacuum and Gas
Filled Types)
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

TURBINE OIL
Kellogg & Co., E, H.. New York, N.T.

TURBINE WATER WHEELS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..

St Catharines. Ont
Canadian Allis-Cjhalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
ISscher, Wyss & Co., Montreal.
MacGorem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

TURBINES, STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Coppus EngT. & Equip. Co., Worcester, Mas*.
Escher Wyss & Co., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
MacGorem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
UNIONS
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co.. Montreal.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Dart Union Company. Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
McArity * Sot)5. T.. St John. N.B.
1m. Morrison Brass Mfe. Co., Toronto.
UNDERGROUND TANKS
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto, Ont.

UNLOADERS, CAR
Portable Machinery Co.. Inc., Passaic. N.J.
UNIONS. BALL JOINT. COMBINATION,
FLANGED PIPE. GROUND JOINT.
MALLEABLE IRON. FLANGE, PIPE,
SWING

Jefferson Union Co.. Lexington. Mass.
Dart TTnion Comnanr. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
VACUUM GOVERNORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
C. A. Dunham Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Smart-Tumer Maehine Co., Ltd., Hamil'on
Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto
Bereridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Leitcb Co.. Arthur S.. Toronto. Ont

VACITTTM REGULATING VALVES
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Pqn 9*'^nn» Boilor EO'iinment Co.. Toronto. Ont.
C. A, Dunham Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Oarlinir Bros., Montreal.
•iTTiiirt Tume' Mn'-hine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VACUUM TRAPS
Darlinff Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Can. Morehead Mfg. Co.. Woodstock. Ont.
Oolo I/td Geo. W.. Toronto.
VALVE DISCS
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont.
KeiT En^rine Co.. W.ilkerrine. Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthv Iniector Co., Windsor. Ont.

VALVE LEATHER
Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Graton Sr Knieht \ffs. Co.. 'Xfontroal.

VALVE RESEATING MACHINES
OrtrHTiff Rr/vs. XTnntreal.

VALVFS, CONDFNSRR. PUMP. RUBBER
Shell Bar Boieo Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.
Can.adian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
VALVES
Bnhenck * Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
BoTine HydrauHc * Kng. Co.. Ltd . T,lnd«i.». Ont
Canadian Fairhanks-'Morse Co.. Montreal.
Pan St<'>im 'Br.;ipr Flnl1i'''n^p^ Po Toronto. Ont
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Pnriing Brothers. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
FHck Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerville Ont.
Williams Machinery Co.. A. R.. Toronto.
Bereridge Paper Co., ^^ontreal. Que.
r>'F«»» Po.. .Tnlian. Boston. Xfnw
•Taa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Shell Bar Boioo Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
H. Murllor Mfc. Co.. Ltil.. Samia.
Homestead Valre Mfe. Po., Pittsburg.
.Tenklns Bro«. . Montreal.
Penberthr Tnjeotor Po. . Windsor. Ont.
r>rntf * Pn-lv pn

. Tnc Hartford. Conn.
York Mfff. Co., York. Pa.

AIR VALVES
Empire Mfg. Pn.. Ltd. London. Ont.
Jas. Morrison Bra.ss Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
VALVES. RADIATOR
JenWns Bro«. . Ltd.. Montreal.
Watson * MoDanlel Co.. PhlladrHjbla.
Kerr Entrine Co.. Walkerrine. Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
Pratt ft Csdy. Hartford. Conn.
w.t.oT. fc MpDaniel Co., PhUadelnWa.
Shell Bar Boico Supplr. Ltd.. Toronto.
York Manutarfurinff Co.. PhUadelnhla.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
Mason Regulator * Eneineering Co.. Montreal
Ms«on Remilfttor Co.. Boston. Ma^.
MoAtHv (.- Sons. T at .Tnhn. N.B.

VALVES. ACID RESISTING
rTmne«tend Vsire Mfi P" . Pitt<*ur».
Kerr Kngino Co.. Walkerville, Ont.
>te\TUr * Son* T.. St John. N.B.
York Mfg. Co.. York. Pa.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd., .Snmla.

VALVES, BACK PRESSURE
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Out
VALVES, BRASS
Ja& Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerrille, Ont
H. Mueller -Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
Penbertiiy injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.
VALVES, BLOW-OFF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Moatml.
Babcock & \\ Ucox, Ltd., MontreaL
Canadian Fairbanks-^lorse Co.. MontreaL
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie 4 McCulloch Co., Gait
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co., Pittsburg.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Jeukins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
-McArity & Son?, T., St John, N.B.
Watson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.
Yaraall-VVaring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa
VALVE CHAIN WHEEL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Moatreal.
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., New Bedford, Maas.

VALVES, FOOT
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronta.
Ehnpire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont,
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co,, Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VALVES, GATE
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd,, Montreal.
KeiT Engine Co.. Walkerville. Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.
H. Mueller .Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
-McArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthv Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

VALES. HYDRAULIC
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa

VALVES, MULTIPORT
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.,, Toronto, Ont
VALVES, NON-RETURN STOP
Canadian Fairbanks-.VIorse Co.. Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
VALVES, RELIEF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., MontreaL
American Steam Gauge & Valre Mfg. Co., Bosuiii
Mass.

H. .Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., .Samia.
McArity & Sons. T. St John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
VALVES, REDUCING
The .Mason Re^lator & Eng. Co., Ltd., MontreaL
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toroot*.
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Qua.
C. A. Dunham Co., Ltd., Toronto, Oni
O'Blste Co.. Julian, Boston, Mass.
Leitrh Co.. Arthur S., Toronto, Ont
H. .M\u-ller Mfg. Co., Ltd.. Samia.
Maaon Reculator Co., BostoB. Ham.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H,, Saraia, Ont

VALVES, STANDARD, GLOBE ANGLE
AND CHECKS
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerville, Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. Samia.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Tbrooto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont.

VALVES. POP
The .Mason Regulator t Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Torontft
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
McAritr & Sons. T.. St John. N.B.

V/LVES. PUMP
fthell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Ca. Montreal.
Smart-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VALVES, REGULA'HNG
H. .Miuller Mfi!. Co., Ltd.. Samia.

VALVES. SAFETY THROTTLE
Boring Hrdranlic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerrille. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cindnnatj. O.
McArity * Sons, T., St John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O,

VALVES. STEAM
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont,
Kerr K.njrine Co.. Wfllkerville, Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,

WASTE
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

WATER COLUMNS. GAGES
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. Quo.
Jas. Morrison Bra-ss Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
WATER GAUGES. STANDARD, EXTRA
HEAVY AND AUTOMATIC
Penberthv Iniector Po. , Windsor, Ont.
Jas. Morrison Bra-sa Mfg. Po.. Toronto.

WATER SOFTENING SYSTEMS
Wm. B. Soaife ft Sons. Pittsburgh. Pa

Canadian llis-Phalmers. Ltd., Toronto.
WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. I*ndon, Ont

WATER HEATERS AND WHISTLES
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London, Ont

WELDING COMPOUND
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.

WHISTLES
Penborthv Iniector Pn

, Win-'w i')nt.

Jas. Morrison Bra-ss Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

WHEEL TANKS (LUBRICATING OIL ANI>
GASOLINE)
Borwser ft Co.. Inc., 8. F., ToK»t«, On*.

WRENCHES, PIPE
wnilams MarMnery Co.. A. R., TttTOBte.
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KERR
("New KEYSTONE" Pattern) GATE VALVES

i

If you have not

used any of these

New Pattern
Valves, specify

"KERR" in your

next order. We
want you to get

acquainted with

the most reliable

valve on the

market.

If you have been

using them, we

are confident that

our satisfaction

will bring us your

repeat orders.

These valves will

never cause you

or your customer

the slightest

trouble. Their

high quality is

consistent.

When you buy a "KERR" Valve you gel a guaranteed article that is backed by a reliable firm.

Many of the largest distributers of valves in Canada have sold "KERR" Valves for over 25

years, and are still recommending them as the " Best Valve." Write us for particulars.

Kerr Engine Co., Ltd., Valve Specialists Walfcerville, Ont.

DEFENDER
DUPLEX DRAFT GAUGE

The Peer of Them

Price $20.00

All

Thej' read : Draft over the fire. Draft at the
last pass of the Boiler and the diifferential

,

throutrh the Boiler.
THE FIREMEN CONTROL the fires by the

„, n, J T» ., ^, „ readings on the Gauge. It shows every condii-
tion of the Fires and Bolters, except Flue Gas Temperatures and the Defender Flue Gas Pyrometer'show the Flue Gas Temperatures Also see the Defender OO2 ATialysers, put up in permanent
case so as to take a readrng for CO, m less than one minute's time; Write for Bulletin No 100Defender Catalogue No. 11 shows the largest assortment of Combustion aippHances. efficiency
insti-uments and damper regulators made. We can help you save fuel.

DEFENDER AUTOMATIC REGULATOR CO., 709 Pine St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

WE STRIVE
TO EXCEL

Efficiency
In Power Plant Equipment
and Service—that's our Policy.

Study POWER HOUSE advertising and editorial pages—brimful of latest technical
and new equipment information. Keep thoroughly up-to-date and you'll profit.

SPECIAL Send in your subscription to-day for any number of
years at the remarkable rate of $1.00 Per Year.
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Don't clog your mind wheels up with the mud of unreliable out-of-date reading.

Get the latest technical information on Power House Equipment by reading POWER
HOUSE, Canada's only paper devoted entirely to the practical engineer's interests

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE
Send in yours TO-DAY

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY. LIMITED - 153 UNIVERSITY AVENUE, TORONTO
$1.00 $1.00



POWER HOUSE

Engines, Boilers
and Tanks

of all kinds for any service

The Plant of
The John IngHs
Company, Limited

TORONTO
CANADA

Send Us Your Inquiries

The John In^Us Company, Limited
1 4 Strachan Avenue, Toronto, Ont.

Representalioes in Eastern Canada:

JAMES W. PYKE & CO., LIMITED. 232 St. James St.. MONTREAL
Ottawa Representative

J. W. ANDERSON, 7 Bank Street Chambers, OTTAWA



Bronze Flanged

Iron Body, Bronze
Mounted

Differential Pattern

Morrison
Pressure Reducing

Valves
REDUCING VALVE PERFECTION Iron Body, Bronze

Mounted

Iron Body-Flanged
with large dia-

phragm
For reduced press-

ure under 5 lbs.

The Morrison Pressure Reducing Valve keeps
the low pressure constant no matter how high
the initial pressure varies.

It is the ultimate valve.

because it does all that a pressure-reducing
valve could possibly do.

Made in sizes and with pressure ranges to

suit every requirement, and sold with the
well-known Morrison guarantee.

The James Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.^ Ltd

93-97 ADELAIDE ST., W., TORONTO
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"MAGNIFIED
STRENGTH"

"Strong where others are weak.'

Reg^istered and Approved.

BRASS GATE
'With the outside bonnet"

Registered and Approved.

POMPODISK
WE HAVE TALKED WITH
a great many progressive and on-to-their-

job Engineers throughout the country, and
they tell us frankly that the " Outside

Bonnet Construction" (found in all Pen-

berthy Valves) is the most sensible and
practical improvement ever made in brass

valves, for this reason

:

ALL Penberthy Valves are designed v/ith outside

l\ threads on the bonnet end of the valves. When
^ ^tightening down bonnet to place, this construc-

tion prevents spreading or enlarging bonnet end of

body, causing a loose fitting and unsafe valve. The
threads, being on the outside of the body, are immune
from the corrosive action of the steam and water, pre-

venting the body and bonnet from freezing together,

eliminating all strains, and making an extraordinary

strong valve at the vital point where others are weak.

Look for our name on the Valve you buy. It's

your guarantee of valve comfort and economy.

COMPODISK Discs are interchangeable with other standard
makes on the market. They will stand high steam pressure

and severe conditions without cracking or flaking and have a

record for long and efficient service.

HAVE YOU A COPY OF OUR POCKET CATALOG
SENT FREE TO YOU ON REQUEST.

PENBERTHY INJECTOR CO., Limited

WINDSOR, ONTARIO



POWER HOUSE

When Production Costs Are Mounting
OMPETITION knows no favorites. The very life of your industry depends on keep-^ ing down production costs. When these soar high, one good place to look for a

solution is in your power plant. Study the conditions under which your machinery
works.

Rigid mechanical efficiency is only maintained by careful, systematic, correct lubrica-
tion. Select your lubricants with the same scrupulous care with which you choose your
machinery; be sure they are the proper lubricants as well as the best; remember that
poor lubricants are expensive at any price.

Imperial Lubricants are a full line, scientifically formulated for all types and parts
of machines. Among them is a correct lubricant for each requirement. They are made
in Canada, of uniform high quality, thoroughly dependable, always available and re-

commended by experts everywhere.

Imperial Lubricants
For Manufacturing,

CYLINDER OILS
Imperial Shield Cylinder Oil

Imperial Ebony Cylinder Oil

Imperial Capitol Cylinder Oil

Imperial Beaver Cylinder Oil

Imperial Cylinder Oil

Imperial Acme Cylinder Oil

Imperial Disc Cylinder Oil

Imperial Dominion Cylinder Oil

Mining and Milling
ENGINE OILS

Imperial Atlantic Red Engine Oil
Imperial Bayonne Engine Oil
Imperial Kearsarge Engine Oil
Imperial Renown Engine and Dynamo Oil
Imperial Solar Red Engine Oil
Imperial Standard Gas Engine Oil
Imperial Junior Red Engine Oil
Imperial Eldorado Engine Oil

Imperial Lubrication Engineers are glad to give you, without charge, the benefit of their know-
ledge and experience. They will be pleased to co-operate with your own mechanical engineer in
making investigations and recommendations for the correct lubrication of your plant.

You should do everything possible to keep your mechanical operation costs down to the lowest
figure. Do not hesitate to call Imperial Lubrication Engineers for consultation. Write us at our
home office, 56 Ohurch Street, Toronto.

4

i

Lubricants

IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED
Power Heat Light Lubrication

BRANCHES IN ALL CITIES
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Many
of Canada's Largest

and Most Efficient

Power Plants

SHOW A PREFERENCE FOR

D. K. McLaren's Genuine British

Oak Tanned Leather Belting

THERE'S A REASON:
to judge the quality and value of belting.

The test of time has proved that the
length of service is the only true way

Many of Canada's largest power plants have put D. K. McLaren's Belting to the
quality test and have found it satisfactory in every way as is proven by the fact
that the biggest percentage of our business comes in the form of repeat orders.

The great success of D. K. McLaren's
Belting is due to the fact that only the
flawless backs of the hides of choicest
steers are used and these are tanned
by the genuine British Oak process,
the best known for preparing belts for
hard service. Every bit of the hide's
natural strength is preserved. Mini-
mum stretch, minimum slippage and
fewer breaks are the results you can
expect.

May we put you in touch with users so
that you can profit by their experience.

D
LIMITE.D(i

T^jr

Head Office and Factory: 351 St. James St., Mon-
treaf, P.Q.

Toronto, Ont., 194 King St. W.; St. John, N.B., 90

Germain St.; Vancouver, B.C., 849 Beatty Street
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BUILT on the unit

principle, any
section of the

arch can be placed

without disturbing

the rest of the brick

work. Saves both

time and money in

making repairs—and
frequently saves ex-

oensive shutdowns.

SECTION THRO
fSTOKBR ARCH

The Gates Stoker Arch minimizes stoker arch maintenance cost.

Our new type of arch block is adapted to Dutch oven type of boiler setting,
or H.R.T. boiler back arches, large fire door arches, reverberatory and
smelting furnaces as well as stoker arches.

If your setting is not standard we will design a block to suit your require-
ments.

We specialize in all kinds of POWER PLANT BRICK WORK.
Call on our engineers at any time for information you may require. Their
services are offered to you without obligation.

GATES REFRACTORIES, LIMITED
382 St. James Street MONTREAL

Hoyt's Babbitt Metals
Hoyt's
Nickel
Genuine
This alloy is exceed-

ingly tough and dur-

able. Specially de-

signed for gas en-

gines, gasoline en-

gines, marine and

automobile engines.

Hoyt's
Dynamo
Genuine
An extremely high
opper alloy. Pure-

ly bronze as babbitt

can be made. Espe-
cially compounded
for DjTiamo use
where the service is

severe.

HOYT'S FROST KING BABBITT is widely known as the premier of all

babbitts for general use.

For saw mills, planing mills, threshing engines, traction engines, rolling

mills, pulp machinery and all classes of stationary engines, it is without
equal.

HOYT METAL CO., TORONTO
NEW YORK, N.Y. LONDON, ENG. ST. LOUIS, MO.

POWER HOUSE. July 20, 1*10. Vol. XII., No. 11. Published semi-monthly at 143-163 University Ave., Toronto. Canada. Subscription price in Canada. Jl.OO:

in United States. $1.50. Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office Department, Ottawa, Canada. Entered as second-class matter July 1, 1912, at

the Poet Office at Buffalo, und«r the Act of March 3rd, 1879.
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DART UNION
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Toronto, Canada
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Contra-Flow
Steam Boilers

{Equipped with Crude Oil Burners)

Reduce power cost because they burn low
grade fuel oil. There is no waste of fuel
and no induced draft necessary.

Water enters the "Talbot" near the stack
and leaves as steam nears the burners.

One man can look after a dozen "Talbots."

The "Talbot" saves space as it covers only
one seventh as much floor as an ordinary
boiler of equal H.P.

Built in all sizes from 50 to 4000 H.P.

Canadian Manufacturers and Sales Office:

Montreal General Tool Co., Ltd.

675 Notre Dame, Misonneauve

MONTREAL, P.Q.

"BOND" HANGERS
B

D-S
BOND DOUBLE-SURE

QUALITY
Reduced Installation Cost

The "Bond" Double
Braced Universal Ball

and Socket Drop Hang-
er can be adjusted in

three directions and the

bearing proper can be

adjusted in the hanger.
This flexibility does
away with much of the

usual installation
trouble thus saving
time.

Reduce Maintenance
Cost

The ring oiling feature
with reservoir is a most
effective lubricating de-

vice as the reservoir

needs refilling only once
every six months under
ordinary circumstances.

Write for our Catalogue 38 P.H. It is an educational
booklet on power transmission machinery.

Bond Engineering Works, Limited
Harbour Industrial District TORONTO, CANADA
Sole Makers Bond Double-Sure Transmission Machinery

FIG. 1

"THE COVENTRY" CHAINS
Have you Considered the Advantages of

NOISELESS CHAIN TRANSMISSION ?

= "The Coventry" Noiseless Chain transmitting Power on a Tangye =
= Lathe built for heavy work. s
s Note the compact arrangement of the drive. =

I "The COVENTRY" Chain Co., Ltd., Coventry, England I
CANADIAN AGENTS—TAYLOR & ARNOLD. LTD., BANK OF TORONTO BUILDING. MONTREAL

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiy^
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N9RWALI^ Forty Years of High Quality

Compressor Building
AIR & GAS

COMPRESSORS

A Norwalk Compressor on Testing Standi
Every engineer knows that it is a simple matter to
obtain one desirable result by sacrificing another.
But only strict adherence to the highest ideals of
designing and manufacturing can give uniform ef-
ficiency at all points in a mechanical product.

There is 40 years of such adherence to the best
engineering principle behind the Norwalk line of
air and gas compressors. Every Norwalk compres-
sor—whether for air, oxygen, hydrogen, acetylene,
or carbonic acid gas—is guaranteed for the capacity,
specified and is painstakingly tested before it leaves
the factory.

Write for Bulletin on Nor-
walk compressors for air,

oxygen, hydrogen, acetylene

and carbonic acid gas.

The

Norwalk Iron Works

ANY CAPACITY ANY PRESSURE

Company

Pioneer Builders
of Compressors

South Norwalk, Conn.

STRENGTH-GOODNESS-QUALITY
ACIDS

The action of any acid is severe on gasket material. The service which DURABLA material has given
on sulphuric acid lines, which is particularly severe, has proved to others that DURABLA is a standard for
all acid work.

Use DURABLA on the next acid joint you make and it will prove its worth to you. It is guaranteed to
make a tight joint at all temperatures and pressures.

DUUABLA Gasket Material is also guaranteed for air, water, oil, steam, ammonia and gasoline.

One Standard Material for All Gasket Work, ^old on a Service Basis.

DURABLA MANUFACTURING CO., NEW YORK
Distributors for Canada:

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited
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STANDARD RETURN TUBULAR BOILER

BOILERS
Horizontal Tubular

Vertical Tubular
Locomotive Types

Our BOILERS Are Installed in the Largest Industrial Plants

We have registered de-

signs to conform with
various provincial codes.

Write Us for Boiler Information and Prices.

Engineering & Machine Works of Canada, Limited
ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

Eastern Sales Office: Hall Machinery Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

The Safeand Certain Boiler Cleanser
PUT a barrel of BOICO in your boiler

room. It's the most efficient and
economical clean-boiler insurance

you can adopt. BOICO routs the most
stubborn cases of boiler scale formations
quickly and thoroughly.

Hundreds of Plants are Using BOICO
Every Day With Unqualified Success

What BOICO will do in one plant it will

do in another—it will do in yours.
BOICO loosens and brings away the
hardest of old formations and keeps new
scale from gathering. Yet it never does
the slightest injury to boilers, valves or
packings. Neither does it carry over in
the steam, nor cause foaming or priming.

We are confident that BOICO will live

up to all our claims and are prepared to
let you test it FREE of cost. You have
nothing to lose by trying it—let us hear
from you.

Anti-Clinker Shell Bar Grates
There's no coal waste where these grates are used. Maximum
air-space provides for perfect combustion. No clinker for-

mation here, and you get more heat with less fuel.

One-Piece Jointless Furnace Lining

Why shift the blame on your engineer or fireman when it is

your furnaces that are not up to the highest point of
efficiency? USE PLIBRICO—it lasts longer than fire brick
and is easier to instal.

Tip-It Patent Welding Process

With TIP-IT you get tools with shanks of carbon and
tips of high-speed steel.

Shell-Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.
376 Dufferin

Street Toronto
Eastern Sales Agents: Mill Supply Department, Beveridg-e Paper Co., Ltd, Montreal; Adolphe Huot Reg'd., Quebec
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Mason No. 55 Pump
Pressure Regulator

The Age
of Efficiency

You can't afford to take chances on your
power house equipment. Nothing but the

best should satisfy you. This is the age of

efficiency and to meet competition you must
be adequately equipped.

MASON
For Efficiency and Service

We are able to supply you with leading
designs in Power House Specialties. We
couple with this unequalled service a staff of

competent engineers who help you to choose
the equipment best suited to your purpose.
They solve problems such as yours every day
and their services are FREE.

Our salesmen, also, are practical engineers.
They know the practical application of the
lines they sell—they sell from knowledge,
not from catalogue.

Mason Standard
Bronze Reducing

Valve

-10

180

200 ^Jr

The Ashton Improved Single
Spring Bourdon Steam and

Pressure Guages

Full Details of
MASON Equipment

on request

The MASON Line
"Mason" Reducing Valves (genuine)
"Mason" Pump Governors.
"Mason" Pressure Controllers.
Bundy Steam Traps for every service.
Coppus Turbine-driven Blowers.
Coppus Turbine-driven Boiler Feed Pumps.
Sims Hot Water Generators.
Sims Storage Heaters.
Sims Open Feed Water Heaters.
Bundy Oil Separators.
Ashton Gauges and Safety Valves.
Everlasting Blow-off Valves.
Babbitt Sprocket Rims.
Stratton Steam Separators.
Reilly Feed Water Heaters.
Reilly Evaporators and Distillers.
Reilly Feed Water Filters.

The Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Limited
Successor to H. L. PEILER & COMPANY

Toronto Representative :

The Arthur S. Leitch Co. Montreal Office and Factory
506 Kent Building 135-153 Dagenais Street
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LUNKENHEIMER
AUTOMATIC
INJECTOR

Will deliver more water per pound of steam
and the capacity is diminished in a lesser
degree by long lifts and hot feed water
than any other Injector made.

This is due to the scientific design of the
tubes, which are proportioned for maximum
delivery, and it maintains its maximum
delivery in service, because the tubes are
made of a special hard bronze which i.s

peculiarly resistive to the inevitable and
severe erosive action of the saturated flow
at hig^h velocity. Besides, the Lukenheimer
d'esiig-n of "spfll" eliminates the rapid wear
of the combining tube.

The wide range of operation of the Luken-
heimer Injector : its ins'tantaneous re-
starting after a temporary interruption of
either the steam or water suptply ; its dura-
bility and the interchangeability of parts,
are details whidh merit the consideration
of every user.

Write for descriptive Booklet No. .")04DC—
whiclh contains valuable information on the
care and operation of injectors.

LUNKENHEIMER £2;

48 Heart 3-ply Belt. 86 feet long, installed in 1911 in the mUI
of the C. A. Smith Lumber Company, Baypoint. Cal Driving-
Pulley 14 feet. 101 R.P.M. Driven Pulley, 4 feet. Belt Speed.
4400 F.P.M. Theoretical horsepower. 600. Actual horsepower
transmitted, 850 to 900. Cost of Belt, 1-5 of Ic per horsepower
per week.

"WHERE LITTLE THINGS ARE BIG"
4400 feet per
sixty seconds^

Think what this belt must do. Traveling at
minute, it makes its circuit fifty times every „
For every one of these revolutions, each part of the belt must
slacken and tighten itself, practically once a second. To be-
efficient, it must do this without loosening its grip on the-
pulleys, without jumping or slipping.
This 48" Heart Brand Belt is one of the Standardized Series

—

made according to the wcrk to be done. It has been running
over 8 years.

Write for "Standardized Leather Belting" Book.

THE GRATON & KNIGHT MFG. CO.
Wor cester, Mass.

Oak Leather Tanners and Bell Makers.

Branches and Distributors in all

principal cities.

Canadian Craton Ac Knight Ltd., 84 St^
Antoinc St. Montreal, P.Q.. Canada

XGraton&Kniorht
standardized Series ^9

^ Leather Beitingr ^

aim

"OUAUTV-

Largost .Maraifactiirere of
Eiigliieei-iiig .Specialties in

New York
Chicago
19-12-43

CINCINNATI

High Givide
the World.

Boston
London

Eight real advantages
in equipping water
tube boilers, oil

stills and super-
heaters with Key
Boiler Equipment
Company's

KEY SAFETY
HAND-HOLE CAPS
They save time,
labor, money, fuel,

personal injuries,

property damage,
consequential loss,

and add greater
efficiency.

No gaskets, requir-
ed. Over 1,500,000
now in service. Let
us send you our de-
scriptive literature.

Power Plant Equipment Co.
Canadian Selling Agents

310 Dominion Bank Bldg., Toronto, Can
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SincQ Jm^

Carry with them the assurance of accuracy.
For almost 40 yefirs the name Stan'ett has
meant unvarying accuracy to the men who use
precision tools.

Catalog No 21CD, showing 2.100 kinds and
sizes of fine precision tools, sent free upon
request.

The L. S. Starrett Co., Athol, Mass.
The World's Greatest Toolmakers 42-935

.Mnufacturers of Hack Saws Unexcelled
r

CURTIS Engineering Specialties

Five Superior Features
of the Curtis Trap

1. A perfectly balanced valve.
2. An absolutely frictionless valve.
3. The valve can be removed without breaking a joint, starting

a gasket, or taking out a bolt.

4. The valve being frictionless and balanced, the whole power
of the float is available for opening and closing the valve.

5. Each trap will operate perfectly on pressure varying from
one to 250 lbs.

Write for 1919 Catalog of Curtis Engineerings Specialties.

JULIAN D'ESTE COMPANY
Main Office, 26 Canal St., Boston, Mass.

AttncU.- / 83 Barclay St., New York Cityivgencic*.
1^174 N. Market St., Chicago, III.

Cross Section Showing Furnace Construction

Burn Any Fuel
Coals that nobody wants are welcomed by the MURPHY
FURNACE.
During past coal famines many a plant kept its equip-
ment operating by burning such fuels as slack, lignite, saw-
dust or even refuse in

While, of course, bituminous coal r reduces the most econom-
ical results, the MURPHY FURNACE, however, will burn
such fuels efficiently enough to keep a plant operating during
emergency.
The Murphy construction is such that it feeds the fire from two
sides (not one) giving double the coking area. The coal is fed
—the fires cleaned — the ash removed — continuously and
automatically.
Couple Murphy ability to burn any kind of fuel.'with natural draft and
you have a simple explanation of Murphy economy in hundreds—yes.
thou ands—of plants.
You will be surprised to know how easy the MURPHY FURNACE
can be installed under any type of boiler—50-H.P. and up.
Large Murphy Ca.alog HM-7 sent on request.

For injormalion on RILEY UNDERFEED STOKERS Jot
large boiUrs, sec July 5 ajcerlhement or send for Riley

Stoker Catalog HR-7.

Murphy Iron Works, Detroit, Mich.
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DEPARTMENT
9^

MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION
SAVES MONEY :-: HELPS BUSINESS

"We wish to express our satisfaction with your
plant, which in the past several years has saved
not only money and labor, but proved a business
asset as well," writes one of our customers.

Here is the whole story in a few words. No addi-
tion to your business offers more certain returns
on the investment than MECHANICAL REFRIG-
ERATION.

If your business is lagging, it can be improved by
the use of MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION. If

your business is good, it can be made better by
installing a YORK REFRIGERATING PLANT.

Write to-day for information and prices.

YORK MANUFACTURING CO.
(Ice-Making and Refrigerating Machinery exclusively

YORK, PA., U.S.A.
Canadian Representatives

Canadian Ice Machine Company
WINNIPEG
85 Lombard St.

TORONTO
82 Chestnut St.

MONTREAL
324 Craig St. We«t

CALGARY
605 Second St

Efficiency
In Power Plant Equipment
and Service—that's our Policy.

Study POWER HOUSE advertising and editorial pages—brimful of latest technical

and new equipment information. Keep thoroughly up-to-date and you'll profit.

ODT~Ay^T \ T Send in your subscription to-day for any number of

^ 1 V A 1 1\ 1 ^ years at the remarkable rate of $1.00 Per Year.
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Green's Fuel Economizer in Operation

THE ENGINEyREFlNEMENl

Pump Dealers!

Construction Engineers

!

sterling gasoline enerines for emergency pump and generator
drives, should be employed as standby plants for fire protection,
etc., in every village, municipality or manufacturing plant.
Send for catalog, become familiar with Sterling power and its

rossibilities, and add another soiirce of profit to your business.

The demand is just opening and Sterlings are the quality engine.

PREENSIIECQNOMISER^ I

1. Utilize waste heat, thereby saving 10-25% i

of fuel.
\

2. Increase steaming capacity of boilers.
|

3. Provide large quantities of hot water at \

all times for all purposes. 1

4. Prolong life of boilers.
|

Does economy mean any* |

thing to you? If to, write 1

Model FC 8-cyIinder, 200 H.P., at 1400 R.P.M. Sterling Com
mercial Engine.

Sterling Engine Company
Department C-4 - Buffalo, N.Y.

Complete line 10 to 300 H.P., 2, 4, 6 and 8 cylinder.

HEATING BY HOT WATER & HOT WATER SUPPLIES

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY GUARANTEED
ROW'S PATENT CALORIFIERS are strongly recommended for heating water

in bulk for supplying a number of Baths and Lavatories. Also for HEATING
CIRCULATIONS for PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS, HOTELS, etc.

ROYLE'S Patent AUTOMATIC STEAM CONTROL ATTACHMENT maintains

a CONSTANT TEMPERATURE.

ROW'S PATENT

CALORIFIERS
FEED WATER HEATERS

RADIATORS
Suitable for Hot Water or

High Pressure Steam

STEAM and GAS KETTLES

EVAPORATORS
CONDENSERS ROV/'S PATENT CALORIFIER. STORAGE PATTERN.

ROYLES LIMITED,
ENGINEERS AND
SPECIALISTS

Initanlaneout Heater, with connections
for.Freih and Salt Water and Steam

IRLAM, MANCHESTER
ENGLAND
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TRADE

JENKINS
MARK

Jenkins Bros.' Equipment Stands Up
Under Severe Strain

During the great flood in Ohio in 1912, the engine room of the Dayton City
Railway Company was completely submerged. In this room Genuine Jenkins
Bros.' Valves, Pump Valves and '96 sheet packing were under nine feet of
water. This Jenkins Bros.' equipment was subjected to the severest of
strains, yet it came through this extraordinary trial without injury. Thus
the quality of Jenkins Bros.' Products was clearly exhibited. The reputation
for dependability of Jenkins Bros.' Valves lies in their ability to withstand
excessive service wherever and whenever called on to do so.

For over 50 years, thousands of plants and buildings have been using
Jenkins Bros.' valves, because they know they are dependable. They
knovi' that the Jenkins Bros.' guarantees are conservative, and that
whenever necessary, Jenkins Bros.' valves stand up even under oc-
casional excessive strain.

CATALOGUE No. 8 FREE ON REQUEST.

JerildrLS B^os. LIMITED

Head Office and Works:

103 St. Remi Street.

Montreal, Canada

Agencies in all the

Principal Countries

of the World

European Branch
6 Great Queen St., Kingsway,
London W.C.2, Ejigland
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CTEADY steam pressure is a vital factor
in making jjood paper. A sudden drop

at the gauge might mean serious loss in
the mill. Keeping up steam is a matter
of prime importance.
That is why modern paper milLs are eciuioping theirpower plants with COPPUS Turbo Blowers to main-
tain constant steam pressure under varying conditions
of load. fuel, and weather.
For instance, the COPPUS Blowers s,hown above
operating in the plant of the Hampshire Paper Com-
pany, makers of good paper, at South Hadley Falls,
Mass.. have kept steady steam pressure witli very satis-
factory results. Peak loads are quickly met," steam
pressure is always constant, and cheap fuel is eco-
nomjcally burned.

COPPUS Turbo Blowers are helping out engineers
and speeding up boilers in power plants the country
over. Their good work is not confined to the paper
industry— It extends wherever power is used and coa!
IS burned. If they are not already working for you
it IS likely that they could save time, money and
labor in your boiler room.

Catalog HI I tells how COPPUS Equipment can sate you money:'

THE COPPUS ENGINEERING & EQUIPMENT CO.
Mfrs. COPPUS Turbo Feed Pumps and COPPUS Power Turbines.

341 Park Avenue - Worcester, Mass.

Agents for Montreal: Mason Regulator & Engineer-
ing Co. Agents for Winnipeg: Parkhill & Hanson

90o Confederation Building.
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A Valuable Book for

EngineerSyContractors
and Manufacturers
The outstanding feature of the new Jeffrey Catalog
is the ease with which a Jeffrey Standard Elevator
can be selected from the 40 pages of complete lay-
outs and specifications to exactly meet your require-
ments.

In addition to saving the expense of layouts and drawings, the purchaser is benefited

by a quicker delivery made possible by the placing of Jeffrey Standard Elevators
upon a manufacturing basis.

Capacity of Jeffrey Standard Elevators.

How to select a Jeffrey Standard Ele-

vator.

Jeffrey Standard Steel Casings.

General arrangement of Standard Track-
hoppers with line drawings giving

dimensions.

Suggestions for installation of Jeffrey

Standard Elevators with line draw-
mgs.

Write TO-DAY for copy of Catalog No. 244-4

The Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Canadian Branch and Warerooms:

Some of the ex-

amples and sub-

jects outlined in

this book.

Dominion Belting Company^ Limited
Hamilton^ Canada

'

Dominion Bcitino Ca.
Hamilton. Owl

Sole manufacturers of the celebrated

"MAPLE LEAF" Brand Stitched Cotton
Duck Belting and Bel t Dressing.

The demand for our products has steadily

increased because the standard of quality
has been maintained.

We make only one grade, the best that
can be produced.

MAPLt

"MAPLE LEAF" is the strongest, truest

running, most economical and efficient

belt on the market for transmission of
power, conveying, etc.

Being thoroughly waterproof it is suitable

for running in wet or dry places. "MAPLE
LEAF" Belt Dressing is different to othei^s

offered in that it is equally good for all

kinds of belting, leather, rubber or Balata,
as well as our own make.

Write us for prices, and if desired we will

be pleased to furnish samples and further
information.

A trial order will convince you of their

utility.

DOMINION BELTING CO. Ltd. , Hamilton, Canada-Quebec Branch : 5 1 Duluth Bldg. , Montreal
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Carling Turbo Blowers
For burning the lowest grades of coal successfully, getting all

the heat value from the fuel. For positive draft with Automatic
Control and steady steam pressure. For obtaining the ultimate
capacity from the boiler.

Carling Blowers are low in first cost, easy to install and make
a quick return on the investment. We will be pleased to show you
why it pays to use Carling products.

Write to-day. Try at our expense.

CARLING TURBINE BLOWER COMPANY
Engineers and Manufacturers WORCESTER, MASS
Canadian Representatives; Green's Economizer Limited, Toronto

and Principal Cities

Turbine
Undergrate
Blowers,

Centrifugal

Blowers
and
Exhausters,

Small
Power
Turbines,

Damper
Regulators

and Crates
Ve make them Safe -
Ve make them Strong

"Indicates What You Are Doing While
You Are Doing It."

A True Guide to Coal Saving

LET US DEMONSTRATE IT TO
YOU AT YOUR PLANT OR OFFICE.

IT WILL INTEREST YOU.

ALSO — STEAM METERS, GAS
ANALYZERS and all BOILER

ECONOMY APPARATUS.

E. J. PHILIP & SONS
103 Hamilton Trust Bldg.

57 QUEEN ST. WEST - TORONTO

YOUR TURN
TO JUMP

FROM

THE OLD FASHIONED WAY.

TO

THE JONES MODERN WAY
This October when you make the long-considered instal-

lation of modern equipment be sure to specify the

JONES UNDERFEED
AUTOMATIC STOKER

The Stoker that

Has no parts moving in contact with fire.

Bums low grade coal with very little smoke.
Quickly and automatically meets varying demands

for steam.
Saves 15 to 25% over the old way by complete com-

bustion of fuel.

Write for our educational booklet.

Jones Underfeed Stoker Co.
Limited

37-41 Britain St. - Toronto, Ont.
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REES RoTURBo
Patent Pressure Chamber Pumps Cannot

Overload the Prime Mover
The self-regulating feature of the RoTURBo PUMP "when subjected
to a variation in boiler pressure" causes it to adjust itself to meet the new
conditions without danger to the prime mover.

Two Rees RoTURBo Pumps recently completed by us for the Windsor Water Works at Windsor, Ont.

REES RoTURBo
Patent Pressure Chamber Pumps, Rotary Jet Condensers and Rotary Air Pumps are
to-day giving splendid service the world over in MINES, POWER STATIONS,
MARINE SERVICE, WATERWORKS and ALL KINDS of INDUSTRIAL PLANTS.

Ask for catalogues and further particulars.

Sole Canadian Manufacturers

The GOLDIE & McCULLOCH CO., Ltd.
Head Office and Works: GALT, ONTARIO, CANADA

TORONTO OFFICE: WESTERN BRANCH: QUEBEC AGENTS: BRITISH COLUMBIA AGENTS:
Suite II01-2, 248 McDermott Ave., Ross & Greig Robt. Hamilton & Co..

Bank of Hamilton Bld'g. Winnipeg, Man. 400 St. James St., Vancouver, B.C.

Monti eal. Que.
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Niagara Falls from an Historical Standpoint
It is Often of Interest to Look Back Over the History of Natural
Wonders Useful to Man, and Niagara Falls is a Case in Point for

Its Origin Dates Back to Comparatively Recent Times

By J. F. HEFFRON

TO engineers, many of

whom have written of

the great cataract, Nia-
gara is generally regarded as a

gigantic piece of machinery,
the greater part of whose en-

ergy is accomplishing nothing
but the pounding out of its own
life On the rocks which form its

bed.

Since the Horseshoe Falls,

half a mile long and 155 feet

high, together with the Ameri-
can Fall, 1,400 feet long ami
1(52 feet high, discharge 222,000

cubic feet of water per second

at mean water level, equal to

about four million horsepower,

of which less than 500,000

horsepower has been actually developed,

engineers have nor exaggerated the

wastage which occars. There are others

though, among men who have been mov-

ed to view the great cataract from an-

other angle, and it is with this view we
propose first to deal.

Perhaps the most interesting part of

the study of Niagara's geological and

physical history is the record of the at-

tempts that have been made to deter-

mine its age. To the scientist, geologic

time presents one of the most difficult

problems with which he has to deal.

When the various periods into which he

divides the history of our gl)be are num-
bered by hundreds of thousands, and

millions of years, the human mind is ap-

palled at the prospect, and when the

calculations of different geologists re-

garding the age of the cataract vary by

thousands of years, the lay mind cannot

help becoming somewhat credulous, and

at times be tempted to discard the whole

mass of scientific data relating to the

subject.

Man, however, actuated no doubt by

his inveterate egotism, is prone to meas-

ure all things in relation to, and by com-

parison with himself and with his short

span of existence. Because of this fault

he looks naturally upon the great won-
ders of the world as destined to last as

long as the earth itself. He fails to

realize, for instance, that our hills and
mountains are slowly crumbling before

our eyes, or that our rivers are slowly

but surely carrying the matter forming
these prominences on the earth's sur-

BIRD'S-EYE VIEW OF NIAGARA FALLS AND VICINITY.

face toward the sea, filling the lakes and
lower portions of the land along their

c )urses. These slow, almost impercep-
tible, but ceaseless forces are ever at

work reducing the earth's surface to

that of a level plain, and at the same
time depriving the land of its lakes by
filling their depressions with silt. The
winds and the waters, together with the

wearing power effected by frost, consti-

tute the forces struggling with this gi-

gantic task.

Let us observe also, that the calcula-

tion of the life of Niagara is interesting

in itself even if we overlook any other

great questions that can be settled by
the solution of the problem of its age,

such as the probable number of years

that the river shall exist in its present

form, the many centuries that have
elapsed since the ice retreated from this

region, and certain facts concerning the

antiquity of man on this part of the

earth's surface. In order to make a
proper study of the problem regarding
Niagara's probable age, we must review
carefully the conditions that existed at

the time a great ice sheet covered this

district, and also the changes which were
undoubtedly effected in the contour of

the earth's surface in this district during
the northern retreat of the great glacier

that one time covered it.

The Niagara River

It was undoubtedly during that period

in the histary of our planet known as

the last glacial epoch that the greater

part of the present Niagara River was

formed, but the conditions of

the glacier epoch were so ab-
normal that they have long
made it difficult for the geolo-

gist to substantiate a vast num-
ber of inferences drawn from
present conditions concerning
this prehistoric time.

The Niagara River, neverthe-
less, forms perhaps the best
means in the world for deter-
mining the lapse of time since

the last "ice age." The best
material in existence is found
here for this study and has led

to exhaustive scientific analysis
of every clue presented by the

cataract and the massive gorge
it has cut through the limestone

and Niagara shale forming it bed.

If we observe a relief map of the Nia-
gara district it shows at once that the
formative forces which gave t:) it its

present characteristics were at the high-
est stage of their development when the
lands to the south had almost reached
their present stage, and that the Nia-
gara district is therefore a comparative-
ly new region. The wonderful work of

the great cataract itself is going on be-

fore our very eyes, and the history of

this great river is now working itself

out at the height of its glory, in our age,
when all can behold. It is especially

interesting since it is the only example
of the kind knovim.

Time was, before the excavation of
the present gorge had 'begun, when the
water flowed along the top of the plateau
extending from Lake Erie to Lewiston,
where the Falls were then situated at
the latter point.

In remote times the waters of Lake
Erie did not find an outlet through
Niagara River, so there was no channel
ready made for the river when it began
its present course. Even after the birth

of the river the upper lakes, Superior,

Michigan, and Huron, did not discharge
their waters through Niagara, and as it

is only in comparatively recent times
that the waters from Lake Erie dis-

charge through this channel, but a small

fraction of the present volume could

have been at work on the Fall for some
time. The most prominent features of

the present river are therefore modem,
and hence have been very little affected
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FIG. 1—CHART SHOWING THE RECESSION OF NIAGARA FALLS AT THE END OF
DIFFERENT PERIODS OF TIME.

by those agencies Which are continually

remoulding- the contours of all land sur-

faces. The inclination of the river's bed
has undoubtedly varied greatly with the

ages. This has been due to a gradual
uplifting or depressing of the earth's

crust, and there seems to be abundant
evidence that great changes of land level

occurred in the northern hemisphere,
first in its depression during the glacial

period and again in its re-elevation after

its close. Dr. G. Frederick Wright,
F.G.S.A., assures us that this post-

glacial depression amounted to six

hundred feet at Montreal and over a

thousand feet in the more northern lati-

tudes of North America, this condition

applying also in corresponding latitudes

in Northern Europe. There is, also, he
tells us, distinct evidence of a depres-

sion in Central Asia amounting to seven

hundred feet, and considerable evidence

of its extension to two thousand feet.

The floods connected with the final melt-

ing of the ice were enormous in amount
and incalculable in their destructive ef-

fects on the animal life of that time.

During that period of glacial floods

it is estimated that the Missouri River

was compelled to handle, during the sum-
mer months, twenty-five times its pre-

sent volume of water, resulting in floods

over two hundred feet in height, while

the Mississippi River was compelled, at

the same time, to dispose of some sixty

times its present volume; consequently

the current of the Niagara River has

varied greatly in velocity with these

changes of elevation and depression of

the land surface. A calculation there-

fore, of the work done by the river dur-

ing each epoch of its history is sur-

rounded by many difficulties. Continued

investigation has been made along this

line which now seems to have resulted in

n. rather satisfactory measure of suc-

cess.

The Niagara River, as we will observe

by looking at a map of the region, has

its origin in the eastern end of Lake
Erie, at a point which is about three

hundred feet higher than the surface of

Lake Ontario. From Erie to Ontario

the descent is not gradual, although

after leaving Lake Erie the river's wa-

ters meet no obstructions until the head

of Goat Island is reached. The river has

no valley and the country is so nearly

level that its waters present more the

appearance of an arm of the lake ex-

tending over this region than they do a

flowing river. The earth's surface in

this district presents a gently rol'insr

plain with almost no slone for nineteen

miles until the shore of Lake Ontario

is -nearly reached. At this point, just

above the towns of Lewiston and Queen-

ston, we find ourselves looking over a

high precipice affording a magnificent

view of the lower lake (Ontario). This

cliff is known to geologists as the Nia-

gara ef'carpment. By the descent of the

rapids above the Falls and the F-lls it-

self, the waters take a droi of two

hundred feet, and thenc° rush throusrh

the deep "ortre at a ranid rate, con-

t'ni7ally descending lo-'-'er through the

v-Kii-lnooi and on to One^nston. s°ven

miles distant, at which point the cur-

rent becomes more moderate as the level

of Lake Ontario is reached.
The deep, narrow gorge extending

from the Falls to Lewiston is of special

interest to the geologist. This canyon
is scarcely a quarter of a mile wide and
varies little in distance from cliff to

cliff throughout the greater part of its

course. The walls are so precipitous

that they offer few opportunities for

foothold, and in height from the bottom
of the river vary from two hundred to

five hundred feet. If we observe both
sides of the gorge we find the same or-

der in the layers of rock and shale on
comparatively the same level, with the

same thickness of each corresponding
stratum. Observing these features we
cannot help but conclude that this im-

mense cleft has been woni out by the

force of the water from a structure

whose features were one time continu-

ous, as is made manifest by the simi-

larity of the exposed strata on both

sides of the stream.

To be convinced of the fact that the

Falls themselves are gradually receding,

it is only necessary that we refer to the

various surveys which have been made
at different times (see Fig. 2), or we
can by observing them closely, witness

with our own eyes masses of rock which
have broken a-way and lie in huge broken

masses at the foot of the Falls.

Rate of Recession

Between 1890 and 1905, the Canadian
or Horseshoe Falls, according to ex-

hpustive investigations made on this

subject by J. W. Spencer for the Cana-
dian Governm.ent, have indicated that a

mean annual recession of 2.2 feet h^s

occurred dxiring this period, while the

recession of the American Falls has been

found to be less than 0.69th of a foot

per annum.
If -we observe closely the violent

whirling of the water as it strikes the
rocks below the falls and recoils most
powerfully against the shale forming
the greater part of the surface of the
cliff, we see how the soft shale beneath
the harder stratum of limestone rock is

worn away until tlie harder surface rock
forming an overhanging ledge is broken
off by the weight of the water and fall-

ing, is in its turn crumbled by the con-
stant action of the falling water and
shale until it also is carried away down
the river. This is illustrated by Fig. 3.

All this establishes the fact that the

gorge is growing longer from its north-
ern end through the agency of the

waterfall. We see, therefore, that the

river has a big task before it and that

its work is only partly accomplished.
Two thoughts spring into our minds in-

stantly: When this work is completed,
what will be the result, and what did

it do before its present work had beeun ?

It is apparent at once that waters of

Lake Erie could never have flowed to

Lake Ontario without wearing the

Gorge as we now see it. The birth of

the river and the wearing away of the

canyon must, therefore, have been

simultaneous
Upon observing a mau of the conti-

nent of North America, it is noticed that

a great difference exists in the appear-

ance of the land surface of the northern

and southern sections. From the reeion

of the Great Lakes norfhward. the dis-

trict is one continuation of irregular in-

dentations filled with water, forming

many lakes and sw.imny reeions. The
northern rivers are also filled with many
rapids and waterfalls containine un-

dreamed-of T)otenti3lit''»s for the gener-

ation of hvdro-electrio rower, while

south of the Ohio river there are but few-

lakes and the rivers flow through al-

most unbroken courses. To the geologist

this difference of the earth's surface in-
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•""t OKTASIO

MAP SHOWING VARIOUS CANALS PROPOSED FOR THE NIAGARA PENINSULA.. THAT TO
THE LEFT IS THE PROPOSED JORDAN DEVELOPMENT ABANDONED IN FAVOR

OF THE CHIPPEWA SCHEME SEEN ON THE RIGHT. THE MIDDLE
CANAL IS THE NEW WELLAND NOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION.

dicates that the southern region is much
older than that to the north; its waters
havre had greater periods of time in

which to mould down elevations and fill

up depressions. This difference in the
characteristics of the streams of the

north and those of the south is explain-
ed by the great ice age.

The Glacial Epoch

There probably was little difference in

relief forms between the two sections

of the continent before the incroach-
ment of the ice, but during the glacial

epoch the whole northern part of the
continent was covered with a massive
sheet of ice. The ice sheet was con-
tinually renewed at the north, and as
continually drifted in a southerly di-

rection. As this enormous ice cap pass-

ed over the earth's surface it acted some-
what like a river in its erosive power,
only working for greater changes in

much less time, the whole configuration
of the country being thus recast.

Many old valleys were obliterated,

while a number of new ones were carv-

ed out. A change of climate, which
astronomers explain by a gradual change
in the earth's inclination to the sun, but
which we have not the space at our dis-

posal to describe, occurred, causing the

ice to retreat northward as its southern
edge melted, and so the new depres-

sions were filled with water, which
formed new lakes and rivers, and with
the ending of the ice age the history

of the Niagara River began.
If we look closely at the map again,

we see that a low range of hills form
a water-shed between the Great Lakes
and the streams flowing to the south.

When the southern terminal of the

ice had retreated to the north of this

divide but still blocked all outlet to the
north or east, there probably were a
number of lakes here discharging their
waters across the present low watershed
to the south . Some of these ancient
valleys can still be traced for long dis-

tances of their course. These lakes
passed through varying changes as have
those of the present day, :and their
waters have left indelible carvings on
land surfaces w^hich then formed their

shores.

The ice continued its retreat, and we
next notice the greatest change in ele-

vation of the surface of the water. The
ice finally passed to the north of the
present Mohawk River, thus permitting
the waters to escape by that outlet,

which resulted in a lowering of the sur-
face of the lakes over five hundred feet.

Then the Niagara began to flow and its

falls commenced their gigantic task.

The ice barrier waters of the lower
lakes (Ontario) were as yet discharged
near Rome, New York, but finally the

encroaching warmth of the south remov-
ed the ice barrier which blocked the

regions north of the Adirondack Moun-
tains, and the water began flowing by
the St. Lawrence course. These varia-

tions had a great effect on the work of

the Niagara River. When the Niagara
River commenced to flow, its terminal,

instead of being seven miles from the

escarpment, was only about two miles

away, and the surface of the lake was
about seventy-five feet higher than at

present. While the Rome outlet remain-
ed the same, the eastern end of the lake

was continually rising, thus causing the

waters at the western end to rise over
one hundred feet. The shore of Lake

Ontario was thus placed almost at the
foot of the cliff at Queenston. It oc-
cupied this position for a considerable
period, but finally the waters again fell
over two hundred feet, carving another
shore line now submerged beneath the
waters of Ontario. After this, various
changes in the level of the land and
shifting of the ice barrier caused numer-
ous old shore lines to be faintly carved.
Changes of this nature continued until
the present outlet was established and
the waters began their flow along the
present course of the St. Lawrence.

Let us turn once more to the gorge
of the river itself. The similarity of
the structure of its two sides has been
noted. This similarity is continuous
throughout its length except at a point
about half-way between Lewiston and
the Falls, where the river makes a turn
in its course of almost ninety degrees.
This point is known as the Whirlpool.
On the outside of this angle appears the
only place in the entire course where
the material of the cliff changes. We
find here a break in the solid rock of
the bank, filled with loose rock and
gravel. This rift is of pre-glacial origin,
for it is filled with the same material,
the glacial drift covering the whole re-
gion. A few miles west of Queenston
on the Ontario shore we find a broad
gap in the otherwise unbroken wall. This
gap is also filled with glacial drift. This
buried. St. David's Valley has, by sink-
ing well along its course, been traced
back to the Whirlpool, and undoubtedly
formed the course of some pre-glacial
stream.

Later this interpretation was destined
to furnish further explanations, for the
question at once arose, how far and
where did the upper course of this an-
cient valley extend? If it had cut across
the course of the modern river there
would have been a break in the con-
tinuity of the cliff somewhere on the
opposite side of the Gorge; this break,
however, was nowhere to be found. The
conclusion was therefore reached that
the upper course of this ancient channel
must have coincided with that of the
present channel.

Therefore, when the Falls had receded
from Queenston by its present course to
the side of the present Whirlpool it

reached a pffint "where the greater part of
its work had been performed. From
here, to whatever distance the upper
course of the ancient river extended, the
only work it had to do was to remove
the loose gravel and boulders with which
the glacier had filled its ancient channel.
Of course this was effected far more
rapidly than the wearing away of the
hard limestone bed.

As to just what was the der+'i and the
extent of this old deserted va'ley, it is

of course almost impossible to estimate.

Estimates of Age of Niagara

Thus, the calculations of the age of
the Niagara River, made by Andrew
Ellicott in 1 790 as 55,000 years, by Bake-
well as 12,000 years, and by Sir Charles
Lyell as 36,000 years, which estimates
of the aga of the Falls were arrived at

by dividing the length of the Gorge by
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FIG. 3—CROSS-SECTION THKOUGH FALLS.

the supposed rate of recession per an-
num involved certain errors in the rate
of movement of the Falls, besides mak-
ing no allowance for the variations in-

troduced by the discovery of the buried
St. David's Channe).

In 1842 Ihofessor James Hall made
a survey of the Horseshoe Falls under
the authority of the New York Geo-
logical Survey. This survey plotted the
position of the crest of the Falls and
established monuments at the points at

which the angles were taken, thus leav-

ing lasting marks of reference to which
any future survey might refer. J. W.
Spencer, before mentioned, after making
a thorough study of the history of the

river, revealed in its markings, and also

of the lakes, after making allowance for

all known variable factors, calculated

the duration of each epoch separately

and found the age of the river to be

about 32,000 years.

Dr. Frederick Wright later on hit up-

on an entirely different means of calcu-

lation, one which seems to be much more
free from unknown factors and based
upon the rate of enlargement of the

mouth of the river at the Niagara es-

carpment where the Falls first began
their existence (Dr. Wright's observa-
tions may be read in detail in Archer
Butler Hulbert's fine work, "Niagara
River"). The cliffs at the mouth of the

Gorge, as is the case with the newer
portions of the river and characteristic

of all canyons when first formed, were
undoubtedly almost perpendicular when
they were first cut by Niagara's rushing
waters. The mouth of the Gorge at

Lewiston is of course the oldest part of

the modern river, and were it possible

to measure the age of this part this

would surely give the date of the birth

of Niagara.
Just as soon as the Falls commenced

their work at Lewiston the waters began
the cutting of the Gorge; at the same

time as the formation of a gorge began
there was set to work upon it walls the
disintegrating agencies of the atmos-
phere, free from indeterminate variables
tending to pull down the cliffs up each
side of the stream. This work has con-
tinued year after year and century after
century without being affected by the
volume of the river's waters or the shift-
ing in the elevation of the land. This
work of the atmospheric agencies in en-
larging the mouth of the Gorge has had
the effect of changing its shape from
that of a rectangle, with perpendicular
sides of 340 feet, to a figure with a level
base formed by the river, whose sides
slope off at the same angle on each side.

Were it possible to measure the rate at
which this enlargement is taking place
the problem of determining the age of
the river would be a far more simple one.

Dr. Wright's calculations were taken,
along the line of the railroad which has
been constructed along the eastern clifT.

For a distance of about two miles
the course of the road runs
diagonally down the face of the cliff,

descending in that distance some two
hundred feet and laying bare in its des-
cent the layers of shale upon which the
observations must be made. Along the
course of the road at this point, watch-
m.en are continually employed to remove
obstructions which have fallen and to
give warning of danger when any large
masses fall. The disintegration goes
on much more rapidly in wet thawing
weather than at other times of the year.

Dr. Wright estimates thai at the rate
of one-fourth of an inch a year of waste
along this cliff, taking into consideration
its area, there ought to fall slightly over
six hundred cubic yards of earth and
stone annually for each mile where the
wall is 15C feet high. At this rate of
ejilargement, which is a very conserva-
tive one. Dr. Wright estimates that such
enlargement would take place in some-
what less than ten thousand years.

The estimate of the annual fall was
made from the railroad records showing
the cost of removal of the falling mat-
ter, together with the observations of

the watchmen, one of whom had been
watchman at this point for twelve years,

and also by measuring the distance to

which the cliff has receded since the con-

struction of the road.

Several variables, however, still enter

into these calculations, one of them be-

ing that when the railroad was built, a

fresh section of the shale was presented

for the atmospheric agencies to work
upon, yet making all due allowances the

ratt of disintegration at the mouth of

the Gorge could not have been much less

than that assumed above. From obser-

vations made, if the calculations be true,

this new line of eridence places the birth

of the Niao-ara and the besrinning of the

cuttin<r of the George at Lewiston about

ten thousand years aeo. in fact, the

glacial epoch, affirr'-.s Dr. Wright, con-

tinued down to historical times. The
evidence, he believes, is such as should

convince anyone who candidly considers

all the facts, that glacial ice did not re-

treat from southern Sweden until seven

thousand years ago. Nor did it retreat
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from central New York and northern
Minnesota at a much earlier date. Even
at late as the present day it is stiJl re-
treating at a rapid rate in Alaska, the
Muir Glacier having retired on the aver-
age of seven miles and half in the last

twenty-five years, and nearly all the
other glaciers have retreated propor-
tionately. It would therefore appear
that •vher. the civilization of Egypt,
Babjicnia and Central Asia was at its

height, the most populous and progres-
sive present centres of civilization were
hidden beneath a tremendous glacial
covering.

In concluding our geological observa-
tions, let us consider the proximate fu-
ture of Niagara. The measurements ob-
tained by various authorities concerning
the recession of Niagara Falls indicate
that there has been some reduction in

the rate of recession during the last

twenty years. The discharge of the
river has been reduced to some extent
artificially. The diversion of water for
power purposes shows that a pronounced
lowering of the upper rapids has taken
place and a reduction of flow has been
caused to a small extent by meteoro-
logical conditions. If the diversion of
water for power purposes goes on, as it

undoubtedly will, even though this di-

version is at present limited by inter-

national treaty, generations hence may
know of the grandeur of the Falls as a
matter of history only. This result,

however, may be overcome by the sug-
gestion that the water be turned on for
a brief period daily and run through
turbines the rest of the time.

It has now been estimated that over
3,000,000 horsepower of energy is flow-
ing to waste at Niagara, a writer in

"Engineering and Contracting" (Chi-
cago), whom we cannot help concluding
is possessed of a som.ewh'^t Shavian
humor, estimates that Niagara Falls
power is worth to society $50 per horse-
power per annum. As about 1,000,000
people view this great "natural moving
picture" annually, it follows that each
observer is indebted to society for $150
every time he visits the Falls. This
writer suggests, therefore, that this

great waste be avoided by arranging
that for one hour each day the entire

volume of water be allowed to flow over
the great brink, and for the remaining
twenty-three hours the water be run
through shafts and tunnels upon tur-

bines. This, he points out, would lower
the cost of a look at the Falls down to

about $7—the price of three theatre
tickets, instead of the price of six suits

of clothes.

A further suggestion regarding the
recession of the Falls has been made by
an eminent engineer who, presuming
that the present rate of recession may
continue indefinitely, has pointed out

that as the Gorge recedes it will drain,

as it has hitherto done, the banks to

the right and left of it. This will, of

course, eventually drain entirely the

American branch of the river, the pre-

sent channel of which will in time be-

come cultivable land, while the American
Falls will be transformed into a dry
precipice that will then form but a

simple continuation of the cliff boundary
of Niagara Gorge. The draining of the
present banks of the river, coupled with
the recession of the Falls will, of course,
seriously affect the present power com-
panies' intakes located at various points
along the river. The engineer referred
to, therefore, suggests that, in order to

prevent this taking place, an excavation
be made beneath the river's bottom from
either bank at a point some distance
back from the present brink of the Falls.

If this excavation, made to a depth equal
to the bottom of the lower river and
nearly to the surface of the upper river,

be filled with concrete, it will form an
effective artificial barrier against any
further recession of the Falls when the
recession now going on reaches it.

The Latest Niagara Projects

Canada, with her characteristic energy,
is starting upon a great enterprise in

order that she may, in addition to the
power already developed, produce .300,-

000 additional hydro-electric horsepower
from the Niagara River. In order to

secure this vast amount of energy she
proposes to secure an entirely new ef-

fective head of 305 feet (instead of
about one-half of this amount as in the
cast of the power plants located at the
Falls), by constructing this new power
plant at Queenston on practically a level

with Lake Ontario.

In addition to this project a still lar-

ger proposal has been made by the
United States. This covers the construc-
tion of a combined ship, sanitation, and
power canal from Lake Erie to Lake
Ontario. Its length would be roughly
40 miles, its depth 30 feet, with a fall

of 327 feet. It would be capable of
transporting the largest vessels and
barges from lake to lake, and it would
also divert the sewage of Lackawanna,
Buffalo. Tonawanda, and other cities

from Lake Erie and the Niagara River,
and after purifying it would discharge
the waters into Lake Ontario. These
v.aters would also be used to develop
800,000 hydro-electric horsepower. If

this splendid project be carried out, it

may be expected that the Niagara dis-

trict, in possession of the cheap power
that will be thus made available, will

become perhaps the greatest manufac-
turing centre on the face of the globe.

The tremendously beneficial results that

will accrue to Canada as a result of this

achievement of modern engineering, are
scarcely realizable, but doubtless the

comparatively near future will find them
an accomplished fact.

Those of us, therefore, who have stood
in awestruck silence before Niagara's
majestic moving flood formed by an ac-

cumulation of waters drawn from almost
half a continent, may soon recall only
in memory the effect of permanence that
this miehty fall of water, reborn as it

dies, brings to us as we thrill with ad-

miration and delight upon its towering
brink.

The passing of Niagara will perhaos
also recall to the minds of those who
know it best the gradual disappearance
also of an inscription to be seen en-

graven on a rock, but now almost obliter-

ated by the action of the elements, on
Luna Island:

"All is change
Eternal progress
No death!"

The author of the sentiment is un-
known, but no one has ever more truly
voiced the spirit of the great cataract.

FURNACE COLLAPSE DUE TO EX-
CESSIVE DENSITY OF WATER
Recently an inspector was sent for to

report on a severely collapsed furnace.
He found no signs of shortness of water,
nor of grease, nor a scale, in the boiler.
Within a day or two the same firm
telephoned that the furnaces of the other
boiler had collapsed. We thereupon
asked them to draw off some of the wa-
ter before emptying the boiler, and our
chemist visited the works in the hope
that he might find the reason for these
mishaps. He too could detect no appar-
ent cause for the collapse, but when h(3

asked for the bucket of boiler water of
which he wished to bring back a sam-
ple, it was found to be almost a solid

mass of crystals v.-hich, on being ana-
lyzed, proved to be sulphate of soda
(Glauber salts). It thus appears that
the boiler had been working not with
water but with melted Glauber salts.

This is the well-known salt with which
the beautiful experiment on supersatu-
ratijn is generally carried out.

Comparing this collapse with collapses

due to common salt in solution it is quite

evident that boiler water may without
danger be allowed to contain a much
larger percertage of sulphate of soda than
of common salt, for, judging by a weli-

authenticated case of a new boiler of

200 lbs. pressure, collapse took place

when the percentage of salt in the boil-

er water reached 8 per cent. In the

present case the percentage of the an-

hydrous sulphate of soda must have been
about 30. No reliable information was
obtainable as to whether the steam pro-

duced from the melted sulphate of soda

was superheated as it ought to have
been. The only available information is

that the piston rods were frequently cov-

ered with salt. —C. E. Stromeyer in

Report for Manchester 'Steam Users' As-
sociation.

Belts form a very important part of

the equipment of factories—a part of

eqiiipment that is habitually used, how-
ever, in most inefficient and wasteful
manner. There are exceptions, notably
in connection with the more modern ma-
chinery. But many belts are running at

an average speed of nearer 1;000 than
4,000 or 4,500 feet a minute. As a re-

sult six-inch brfts are used where one-

and-a-half or two-inch belts would be not
only much cheaper in first cost but also

p^uch better. Bearing pressures are ma-
tef'^'Iy lessened, while friction and the

acci>k "^nying wear and power con-

sumphvV are reduced. This tends to con-
serve leather, fuel and oil, and lower re-

pair expense.
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Water Softening and Purifying Processes
It is Much Better to Keep Scale Forming Materials Out of the
Boiler Than to Use It as a Medium for Carrying on Chemical
Reactions. The Following Article Deals With Some of the Puri-

fying Processes Used

THE Permutit process is based on
a selective action possessed
to a small degree by all

chemical compounds, and which isvery strongly marked in a few
in them chemical changes are affected
by the relative solubilities of these
chemicals. A few natural minerals of
this class are known as zeolites, and are
similar to the artificial permutit, which
has the following composition: 2 SiO
(Sihcic acid), Al^O, (ammonia), a loose-
ly-held base and 6 molecules of water
Let It be assumed that the loose base is
soda, sodium oxide, then, if a solution of
a calcium salt, for instance bi-carbonate
of hme, be passed through the permutit
the sodium oxide is exchanged for the
calcium oxide, the former combining
with the carbonic acid to form bi-car-
bonate of soda. If now we pass a solu-
tion of common salt (chlorine of sodium,
NaCl) through the changed permutit it
parts with its calcium, and again takes
up sodium. But this second reaction
takes place the more readily the greater
the relative strength of the dissolved
sodium salt to the dissolved calcium salt.
This means, that whereas sodium per-
mutit will extract all the calcium out
of a solution with which it is brought in
contact, calcium permutit will not act
in the reverse sense and extract all soda
from its solution, unless the solution is

practically free from calcium salts.
This means that the salt solution with
which the permutit is regenerated ought
to be as pure as possible. Thus, for
instance, the output of a permutit soft-
ener is nearly doubled by using pure
salt instead of rock salt, or natural brine.

The softening procedure therefore
consist in passing the hard (lime) wa-
ter through the permutit whereby all

the hardness is readily removed, and then
indulging in a regenerating process by
passing an excess of a solution of com-
mon salt through the permutit. It is.

therefore, evident that more salt must
be used than the equivalent of the lime
contained in the untreated water. It

also follows that the treated water will

contain an equivalent amount of sodium
bi-carbonate or sulphate, as the case may
be, for the amount of lime removed.
This process, therefore, although it re-

moves all the lims, can therefore pro-

duce a water which is perfectly soft and
suitable for almost any washing and
dyeing process, yet it adds soluble salts,

which, if the untreated water was very

impure, would soon accumulate in the

boiler and necessitate blowing down at

certain intervals.

A very serious objection to the adop-

By C. E. STROMEYER

tion of this process is the expense of

working it, for every ton of lime to be
removed requires two tons of common
salt. The process is therefore some-
times modified in practice by firstly re-

ducing the hardness of the natural wa-
ter to a few degress by the ordinary
lime and carbonate of soda process, and
then treating it with permutit. About
5 per cent, of permutit is lost per an-

num, due to the purifying and regener-

ating operations. The speed with which
the feed water is passed through per-

-II—l

FIG. 1.

mutit should not exceed 12 ft. to 15 ft.

per hour. This speed fixes the diameters
of the permutit tanks.

The Chemical Process of Water Soften-

ing

Bef )re discussing the principles of

sedimentation and filtration it will be
well to deal with the incompleteness of

chemical reactions, more particularly as

this subject is related to the chemical ac-

tion of permutit.

It is well known that if a carbonate

of soda solution be brought into contact

with sulphate of lime, an exchange of

acids takes place, the carbonic acid of

the soda passing to the lime salt and its

sulphuric acid passing to the soda. But
the process is not a perfect one, a trace

of sulphate of lime remaining in solution

even when there is an excess of carbon-

ate of soda. This and many similar in-

completenesses of chemical reactions are

well known t ) chemists, and their laws

have been formulated, but there is great

uncertainty as to the relative affinities.

In order, however, to obtain some in-

formation as to the limits to which wa-

ter softening processes can be carried,

the two following experiments were
made:

First experiment.—Assume that a
softening reaction has been carried out,
that sulphate of lime (permanent hard-
ness) has been converted into carbonate
of lime (temporary hardness), and that
all the carbonate of soda used in this
imaginary softening reaction has been
converted into sulphate of soda. Chemi-
cally pure carbonate of lime emulsion
and sulphate of soda solution were now
tested for alkalinity and mixed together,
when it was found that the alkalinity of
the mixture had increased by an amount
which corresponded to a reversal of the
imaginary softening process to the ex-
tent of 2.43° of hardness. This then
seems to be approximately the limit to
which the softening of permanent hard-
ness can be carried, though it will be ma-
terially affected by any other salts
which may be present in the treated
waters.

In the second experiment carbonate
of lime and sulphate of magnesia solu-
tions were mixed, and again a slight re-
versal of the chemical reaction took
place corresponding to 3.26° of hardness.

In addition there is the slight solubil-
ity of carbonate of lime which at ordin-
ary temperatures is equal to about 2.4°

of hardness, but this is easily exceeded
if carbonic acid has access to the wa-
ter.

Thus these experiments seem to in-

dicate that the ordinary softening pro-
cesses cannot reduce the real hardness
below 2.4°. These laboratory experi-
ments are in agreement with practical
experiences, it being found impossible
to remove all hardness by the ordinary
softening reactions. "Hardness" here
means actual contents of lime and mag-
nesia salts.

The time factor also plays an imnort-
ant part in water purification. Thus
assuming that the impure water and the

chemicals are merely turned into a chan-
nel which conducts them into a tank,

it is quite conceivable that the desired

intimate mixing does not take place, and
if the reaction tank be small, some por-

tions of the two fluids will not have met
at all, a certain am:-unt of hardness will

remain in the water, and the process will

only be completed in the boiler, where
loner-continued intimate mixing takes

nlace. instead of in the water purifier.

Possibly the reaction tanks might be-

come more effective if the two fluids

were to be thoroughly mixed the mo-

ment they are brought together. Verv

effective mixing is effected in some
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chemical processes by passing the two
fluids through a channel shaped like

Row's tube, i.e., a tube flattened at suc-

cessive points, intermediate flats being

at right angles to the two adjoining ones.

However, even when perfect mixing
has been effected between two fluids,

chemical reaction requires a certain

amount of time before it is completed,

and much research work is now being de-

voted to the subject, though numerical

results are scarce as yet.

One of the best illustrations of the

sljwness of chemical reaction is afforded

by the developing process of photogra-

phic plates, which extends according to

circumstances over one to 10 minutes.

The chemical process of water softening

is much slower than this one, but, like it,

it can be accelerated both by heat and

by agitation.

The Archbutt-Deeley process takes

these factors into account, for the wa-

ter and chemicals are both heated and

agitated while the chemical process

lasts. This process also takes account of

the fact that the conditions which are

favorable to the chemical reaction, es-

pecially agitation, are unfavora'ble to

the settlement of the sediments, and in

this process the chemical reaction and

the settlement are separated by a time

interval. In nearly all other processes

the desire to save spnce had led to merg-
ing the chemical and the settlement con-

ditions, and although the results are in

many cases favorable, the margin be--

tween success and failure seems to be

far too narrow, and it is more than

likely that even better results than
those obtained up to the present might
be achieved by separating the two pro-

cesses more completely.

In order to be able to judge of the

merits of the several types of water
softeners, it is desirable to bear in mind
not only the limitations of the chemical

processes, the necessity for intimate mix-

ing, and the slowness of the reaction,

but also the leading principles of filtra-

tion and sedimentation. They may at the

very start be summarized by saying that

it is desirable to make the particles of

sediment as large as possible, for if the

water is to be filtered it is evidently a

very great advantage to have coarse

particles. If the desired coarseness can-

not be attained, the filtering fabric must
have finer meshes than can be produced
in practice, but the apertures can also be
reduced by partially choking them with

coarse sediment particles. This means
that if all the particles cannot be made
so large that they will not pass the filter,

they should be associated with larger

particles which choke the fabric suffi-

ciently to prevent finer ones from pass-

ing. The same object is attained by us-

ing sand filters in which the finer par-

ticles take the place of coarse sediment

particles. Mattress filters act bv offer-

ing a very large rough surface for the

adherence of passine particles.

Now the slower the chemical process,

the higher the temperature at which it

is carried out. and the more violent the

agitation of the water under treatment,

the larger will be the sediment particles.

All these conditions are aimed at in the

Archbutt-Deeley process, with this ad-

dition, that old sediment, which is na-

turally of a coarse nature, is mixed with

the new sediment and helps to increase

the size of the particles. In continuous

processes this object cannot easily be

attained, more particularly if, as is gen-

erally the case, the attempt is made to

save space by merging the chemical into

the precipitation or filtration process.

For instance, if the tank in which the

chemical reaction is mainly carried out

should be barely large enough for its

purpose, the final chemical reaction,

which naturally produces the very finest

particles, takes place either in the filter

or in the sedimentation tank, and these

very fine particles have a very good

chance of escaping with the treated wa-

ter into the boiler.

There are two principles on which

particles can be removed from fluids.

Both are based on the fact that parti-

cles which are heavier than water will

sink in it with a definite velocity, de-

pending firstly on the excess density over

that of water, and secondly on the sizes

of the particles.

The velocity with which similarly-

shaped bodies of equal density sink

throt:gh water is roughly proportional to

the square root of the dimensions. Thus

a flake of sediment of 1-100 in. largest

dimension would sink twice as fast as a

particle of 1-400 in. length, although it

would be 64 times as heavy.

Conversely a very slight change of

speed will very materially affect the

sizes of the retained particles, and there-

fore also the perfection of the purifica-

tion process. This explains why eddying

currents in settling tanks should be

avoided as much as possible.

The ideal conditions for this process

with it. In this clarifying process it is,

therefore, very essential to complete the
chemical process before entering this
tank and to adopt every possible means
for producing the coarsest possible par-
ticle.

No attempt has been made either in

this or the next diagrammatic sketch to
show how the sediment might be re-
moved.

In Fig. 2 the treated water passes
from the trough T' through a filtering

fabric, which gives It a uniform velocity,

before it passes across the tank through
another filtering fabric to the discharge
trough T^ Now no matter how small
the suspended particles may be, if only
they are heavier than water, they must of
necessity sink if the water has no up-
ward movement, and by making the sec-

tion of the tank large and the velocity

V of the water small, we can ensure that
all the water above the slanting line

T'a is absolutely free from particles, the
coarser ones falling down at b, c, d, etc.

The reason why filtering fabrics are
shown is because if there were merely
weir overflows at T' and V a consider-

able addition would have to be made to

the length of the tank in order to get out

of the region of local eddies.

Indications are noticeable in many wa-
ter purifiers that the above two prin-

ciples have forced themselves on inven-

tors, but apparently the desire to save

space has in most cases led to a merging
of the chemical and the filtering pro-

cesses.

There are, however, a few processes,

those known as the Boby and as the

Lawrence purifiers, in which purifica-

lion is mainly effected by the application

of heat, and the problem of removing the

sediment is then very different from the

above.

Approximately 400 water softeners

have been installed in works of our mem-

r,
1 1

v.

^J-^

a

FIG. 2.

are sketched in Fig. 1. The chemical
process is supposed to have been com-
pleted, and the treated water enters at

and passes through a filtering fabric F^ in

order that the upward velocity V may be
uniformly distributed over the section

of the tank. The fabric F- prevents the

discharge at B from creating local eddies.

As long as the velocity V is constant,

particles of a certain size will tend to

remain stationary, neither rising nor
falling, but gradually they will draw to-

r-ether to form lareer particles and sink

But, as this is of importance, all those

particles whose downward velocity is

less than V. the average upward veloc-

ity of the water, ^vill be carried over

hers, and on the whole we have receiv-
ed few complaints. A few of these were
due to wrong instructions, but as a rule
inattention was the chief cause of trouble.
It was, therefore, decided that our chem-
ist should make a careful examination
of a number of water softeners which
had been in use for some time.

There are at present 20 different pat-
terns of water softeners, of which half-

a-dozen or more are in use amongst our
members, and about 26 other patterns of

which less than half-a-dozen have been
installed by our members. The first

lot includes the following, arranged al-

phabetically: Archbutt-Deeley, Bell,

Boby, Criton, Crossfield, Desrumaux,
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Douiton, Guttmann, Harris-Anderson,
Kennicott, Lassen & Hjort, Lawrence,
Maigneu, Paterson, Permutit, Porter-
Clark, Reisert, Stanhope, Tyache, Wol-
laston.

With the exception of the Archbutt-
Deeley softener, in which the chemical
reaction and settling operation are separ-
ated by a time interval, the other soft-

eners are all continuous, and in most
cases, too, the chemical reaction con-
tinues as far as the settling tanks and
sometimes even as far as the feed pipes
and the boilers, as is proved by the de-

position of scale in these parts. In the

Boby and in the Lawrence softeners the

chemical reaction is supplemented by,

and sometimes entirely replaced by,

heat reaction, and sometimes these so-

called detartarisers are added to other

softeners. The only softener in which
the principle illustrated in Fig. 2 is

made use of is the Desrumaux softener,

the horizontal tank being replaced by a

helix. All the other softeners use the

principle illustrated in Fig. 1, the differ-

ences between them being confined to the

appliances for adding the chemicals.

These, however, are of comparatively

little importance if the flow of the wa-

ter through the apparatus is toj rapid

and the times allowed for reaction, set-

tling, and filtering are kept too short.

Thus in some softeners which were in-

spected by our chemist the upward vel-

ocity was as high at 20 ft. per hour, in

others as low as 2 ft., which means that

in the first-mentioned case the weights

of the particles carried over with the

treated water would be about one million

times greater than, tliose carried over in

the second case. No wonder, therefore,

that in the first set of cases there would

be complaint about tiie feed pipes chok-

ing and floury deposits forming in the

boilers and being carried into the steam .

pipes and even into the turbines.

The information gained by these in-

spections was of great value, but it can-

not be detailed here as it would consist

to a large extent of criticisms of de-

tails for which the makers are respon-

sible, including instructions about the

chemical reagents, v.'hich are not always

quite correct. But most of the troubles

met with were due to inattention on the

part of the attendants.

There is, however, one point to which
attention should be specially drawn

—

the tendency in some cases for softened

water to cause corrosion, usually of a

local character. In these cases the wa-
ter contains salt, and, as is now well

known, the combination of salt and soda

along with dissolved air tends to cause

pitting of boiler plates. The reason for

this behaviour is as yet not fully under-

stood, but it is known that whereas

soda solutions will i-apidly polarize iron

surfaces, salt solutions will depolarize

them, and it is possible that when the

two salts act together they cover the iron

surface with alternating patches of pol-

arized and depolarized iron which, when
-ornpany, of course act as powerful

galvanic batteries and cause local cor-

rosion of the depolarized area. Good
preventatives are a slight excess of soda
or the addition of tannin solutions. The
latter must, however, be added to the
feed after, and not before or during the
softening prjcess, otherwise the tannin
is precipitated and removed in the filters

before it can do any good.

In view of the injurious effect of salt
and soda combined, all those boilers
which are supplied with feed water
which has been treated with permutit
were reviewed, because here, the regen-
erating fluid being brine, and carbonate
of soda being in solution in the softened
water conditions for pitting seemed to
be favorable, but in none of these cases
did our inspectors detect either pitting or
local corrosion. Possibly, therefore,
the pitting process is not such a simple
one as that suggested above.

The Lawrence water softener is still

called a sterilizer, because it was at first

used only for sterilizing purposes. It is

based on the counter-current principle,
and may be illustrated by the movements
in a Field tube. The untreated water
passes along the inner tube and flows
out through the annular space between
the inner and outer tube. The extreme
end of the tube is heated to any desired
temperature, and i.s the heated water
passes along the annular space it parts
with its heat to the incoming water in

the inner tube and leaves the apparatus
at a temperature which is only slightly
in excess of that of the supply. This
difference can be reduced to 20 Fah.
or even 5 Fah., if the heat-exchanging
surface be made large enough, so that
although the water may be raised to
212^ Fah., or even converted intj steam
and recondensed, which process repre-
sents a heat exchange of about 1,000 B.

T.U., the actual loss of heat need
only be .5 to 20 B.T.TT. Such an arrange-
ment is, of course, a very economical one
if the water has to be cooled down to or-

dinary temperatures after sterilizing,

but there is no need to adopt this refine-

ment when it is desired to supply warm
water to the boilers Consequently in

the Lawrence feed-water softeners the

counter-current arrangement is of

secondary importance and special atten-

tion is devoted to suitable arrangements
for dealing with the sediment which is

formed when the water is heated.

If the principles on which this steril-

izer is based were carried to extremes an
apparatus would result which seems t >

have been invented several times and
forgotten again. The oldest record is

a Viennese invention, then followed a

FYench and a Belgian one. Instead of

merely heating the water, it is actually

evaporated and recondensed before it

passes along the heat-exchanging sur-

face. The apparatus might be conceived

as being of the same design as an or-

dinary evaporator, i e., a vertical cylin-

drical vessel with a lower and an upper
chamber connected by a number of heat-

exchanging tubes. The cold water en-

ters the lower chamber and slowly rises

in the tubes to a suitable height, its

temperature being gradually raised by
the condensed water around the tubes,
which travels downward with an equally
slow motion and is drawn off at the bot-
tom. A pipe leads from the upper
chamber tj the middle cylindrical
space around the tubes. Into this connec-
ting pipe there must be fitted a com-
pression pump, or fan, or an ejector,

which will produce a partial vacuum
over the incoming water and a slight

pressure in the cylindrical vessel around
the tubes. The power used for driving
the compressor or ejector is converted

into heat, and is finally carried away
with the distilled water and as radiation.

Assuming that these devices create a

difference of pressure of say 6 lbs., the

steam and water around the tubes will

be 18° Fah. hotter than the water in

the tubes, which will, therefore, be evap-

orated, pass through the compressor or

ejector, and be condensed in the cylin-

drical vessel and cooled as the condensed

water sinks lower and lower, the differ-

be 18= Fah. being maintained to the

end. Under these circumstances the

heat required for distilling and recon-

densing 1,000 gallons of water would be
180,000 B.T.U., or about as much as

could be got out of 20 lbs. of coal in an
ordinary boiler, which is a ridiculu jusly

small quantity compared with the total

exchange of heat. As the heat trans-

mission through a metal plate is about
V2 B.T.U. per second per square foot for

a difference of 18' Fah., and as the to-

tal heat transmission for the evaporation
and condensation of 1,000 gallons is

about ten gallons, it follows that if we
should wish to produce 1,000 gallons of
distilled water per hour the heat ex-
changing surface would have to be near-
ly 5,000 sq., ft. If we double the differ-

ence of temperature from 18' to 36°

Fah., the surface could be reduced to

2,500 sq. ft. A very simple calculation

could, therefore, be made to show which
temperature difference should be adopted
in order that the interest and deprecia-

tion of the apparatus, plus the cost of

fuel, would be a minimum. The trouble

with these distillers seems to have been

the removal of the scale and sediment.

The subject of water purification

would be incomplete without a brief re-

ference to barium aluminate, which, like

caustic lime, removes temporary hard-

ness without adding more soluble salts

to the water, but it differs from lime in

that it leaves no residual hardness of

3 or 4 degrees, and is, therefore, almost

as effective as distillation. It is how-

ever, associated with the drawbacks

that barium salts are poisonous and not

easily procurable at present.
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Railway Converter Substations—Part I.

The Author Gives Some Useful Information Concerning theClass

of Equipment to be Used and Its Arrangement in the Substation

Buildings

By C. F. LLOYD, Manager Sub station Section, Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh

DIRECT current railway substations are essentially

very similar, since they all perform the same general

functions, that is, supply power to propel cars and

at the same time provide for safety, convenience of

operation and economy. Necessarily, various substations

differ widely in arrangement in details to best meet various

local conditions.

The rotary converter is generally applicable and pre-

ferable to other classes of converting apparatus for rail-

way service, requiring 600 and 1200 volts D.C. This

statement is made unreservedly, since the converter has

pi-oven its reliability from an operating standpoint while

its efficiency, including transformers, is from five to eight

per cent, better than that of a similar motor generator

without transformers. In cases where a motor generator

requires transformers, a greater efficiency advantage is

obtained from the converter outfit. The railway sub-

station, at least for interurban work, operates at com-

paratively poor load factor and in consequence, a further

advantage is gained with the converter outfit, since a

greater saving in efficiency maintains at the lighter loads.

Practically the only conditions which may preclude the

use of the converter are two in number, as follows:

—

First —Where alternating current feeder line conditions

are very poor, having, for instance, excessive ohmic drop,

severe surges, wide frequency fluctuations, etc., on which
synchronous apparatus would probably prove unstable,

the induction motor generator is the proper application.

To-day, this application is rarely met, since a system
to be consistently efficient must afford alternating current
lines with comparatively little loss and be comparatively

free from frequency variations, surges, etc. The choice

in converting apparatus, therefore, usually nari-ows down

to synchronous motor generators, or rotary converters.

Second—Where the line power factor is very poor

it may be desirable to raise it with the converting appar-

atus, operating partially as a condenser. As the rotary

converter is purely a unity power factor machine, a separ-

ate condenser is required to produce the same results as

a synchronous motor generator, having its motor designed

to operate partially as a condenser. Where the first cost

and efficiency of the converter, with separate condenser,

are equal to or better than the first cost and efficiency

of the motor generator, the former is preferable.

Transformers

The type of transformers selected depends almost

entirely upon local requirements. The oil-insulated, self-

cooled transformer is most universally used, especially

in the smaller sizes on account of its simplicity, due to its

not requiring any additional apparatus for cooling pur-

poses. If water is to be had in sufficient quantity at

little or no expense, it may become desirable to use the

oil-insulated, water-cooled transformer, except in the

smaller sizes where this type of transformer "is more
expensive than the self-cooled. In some localities, fire

insurance rates are considerably reduced where trans-

formers do not require oil. In cases of this kind, assum-
ing moderate voltages, not to exceed 33,000 volts, the air

blast transformer is used. This type of transformer may
also be applicable and desirable in large sizes, from a cost

standpoint, even though there is nothing to be gained
by lower insurance rates. It is, however, a safe rule to

FIG. 1.—FOUR 1,000-K.W. 600-VOLT, 60-CYCLE WESTINGHOUSE RAILWAY CONVERTERS INSTALLED IN PITTSBURGH.
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FIG. 2—D.C. SUB-STATION SWITCHBOARD, REAR VIEW.

use oil-insulated, self-cooled transformers, unless some

marked advantage is to be gained, such as lower first

cost or reduced insurance rates, by the use of one of

the other types.

The place selected may be dicated by local conditions.

However, since the stationary transformer is possibly

even more reliable than the rotary converter there is

little to be gained by the use of single-phase in preference

to three-phase transformers, unless the first cost is equal

or less. Roughly, in the self-cooled type, there will be

a saving in the three-phase transformer in voltages below

33,000 for converters up to 1,000 k.w. capacity. Above

this size, single-phase are practically no more expensive

than three-phase transformers and are, therefore, recom-

mended. In the oil-insulated, water-cooled and air blast,

the three-phase transformer is always less expensive.

Reactance, either inhei-ent or external, to their trans-

formers is required by compound railway converters for

compounding purposes. Transformers with inherent re-

actance are recommended in preference to those with

normal reactance and external reactance coils primarily

due to lower initial cost.

Switching

Upon the selection of switching equipment very often

depends the success or partial failure of a substation.

The switching equipment must be selected with a due
regard for maximum simplicity, convenience and re-

liability. While essentially standard switching equipment
is applicable in practically every case, there are very
often local conditions which warrant and require additional

protective apparatus for the best results. There is no
universal rule to follow in the selection of switching equip-

ment. It can only be selected by competent engineers

after careful study of individual local conditions.

A. C. circuit breakers must be selected not only of

suflRcient ampere capacity, but must be capable of ruptur-

ing the maximum capacity available under short circuit

conditions. The possibility of short circuit trouble be-

tween the high tension breaker and the low tension side

of the converter is very remote; in fact, so remote that

protection for such an occurrence is not recommended.
Consequently the impedence in the converter transformer

should be taken into consideration in figuring the current

under short circuit conditions. Assuming, therefore, the

standard converter transformer having 15 per cent, in-

herent reactance, the maximum line current that can be

taken by a converter operating from this transformer

under short circuit conditions will be approximately seven

times normal. Therefore, a breaker capable of rupturing

seven times normal three-phase line current is recom-
mended for the standard transformer and rotary converter

outfit.

D.C. circuit breakers and switches are rated on the

basis of the maximum current they will carry for one
hour or more, not to exceed temperatures approved by
the underwriters. Since standard converters are rated

on the basis of 150 per cent, load for two hours, the

rating of the circuit breakers and switches should cor-

respond to this value. The calibration range of the D.C.
breakers should be considered, as it is good practice to set

the machine breaker, where automatic, comparatively high
with the feeder breakers set as low as practicable.

A.C. and D.C. meters should be carefully selected to

meet the particular application requirements. A D.C.
ammeter scale equal to the momentary swing capacity
of the converter is recommended. It may, however, be
desirable to shorten this scale in some cases in order
to obtain better readings on average loads.

Protective Devices

Protective devices as follows are recommended for all

installations, if the best results are to be obtained:

—

1—A.C. machine breaker with low voltage release

and pallet switch attachment.
2—D.C. machine breaker with low voltage attachment.
3—Reverse current relay.
4—Reactive factor meter.
5—D.C. feeder breakers.
6—D.C. feeder resistance.

Adjustment of protective devices is recommended as
follows:

—

1 (a) The alternating current machine breaker should
be automatic. At least in sizes of 1,000 k.w. and below,
this breaker should entirely protect the converter from
excessive swing loads, and in consequence, should be
equipped with an instantaneous trip. In general this
will require a high setting, it being satisfactory to work
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at any value within the guaranteed swing capacity of

the machine. In sizes larger than mentioned above appli-

cations may require definite time or inverse time limit

trip, which may be entirely satisfactory.

(b) The pallet switch should connect the alternating

current and direct current breakers electrically in a

manner to cause the direct current breaker to open upon
opening the alternating current breaker. The speed limit

switch is connected in series with the pallet switch, which
also opens the direct current breaker upon operating.

(c) The low voltage release should be adjusted to

operate at as high a voltage as is practicable for the

application. It is essential, especially for commutating
pole converters, to disconnect them from the line when
the alternating current voltage drops an appreciable

amount, since the restoration of the normal voltage pre-
sents conditions similar to switching the converter from
the starting to the running position in starting with its

trouble, and the nearer the converter and the alternating
current capacities agree, the less serious will ba the
damage resulting from trouble.

2. Capacity of converting apparatus—The larger the
converting apparatus, the less sensitive it is to D.C. line

troubles, since for instance, feeder short circuits are a
smaller proportion of its capacity, and therefore, the ma-
chines are less subject to flash-overs from this cause, at
least.

3. Voltage of system—The lower the voltage of a
given system, the nearer the taps may be placed to the
machines. In general, on a given system, tap distance
for 1,200-volt service, should be at least twice those of
600-volt service.

4. Size of feeders—The larger the feeders, the greater
the tap distances should be from the machines.

5. Disposition of feeders—When possible, the distribu-
tion of feeders should be such, that each will carry a rea-
sonable proportion of the station output: that is, where
several feeders originate in one station, no excessive pro-
portion of the station output should be handled over any
single feeder. Any trouble on such a feeder reacts on
the entire substation and is frequently responsible for
flash-overs.

6. Size of rails—The heavier the rails, obviously, the
greater should be the tap distances.

7. Bonding—Broken bonds and poor ground connec-

tions have been known to result in flash-overs. Such

cases, however, are not frequent. Obviously, the bonding

has a direct bearing on proper tap distances.

8. Sizes of cars—It is evident that with a given sub-

station unit, the heavier the car equipment and the larger

the motor rating, the greater will be the "drag" on the

substation equipment and the more destructive the effects

in case of motor troubles. The rating of the car equip-

ment had, therefore, a bearing on the proper tap distances,

especially when the substation units are relatively small,

as comnared to the motor ratings.

From the foregoing, it will be seen that to evolve a

formula to cover such a diversity of conditions would

prove itself a problem, and the results, until proven, could

not be accepted as much more reliable than a guess. In

eeneral, exnerience has shown that on 600-volt systems, the

first tap should not be nearer the machine than 2,500 feet,

and on 1.200-volt systems, 5,000 feet. Should flashing

oersist, these distances should be increased until the

flashine stops. The line losses due to these tap distances

are of little consequence when compared to the loss on ac-

count of flash-overs, including the time and expense in-

volved in cleaning up the damaged apparatus. Further-

move, the car equipment is benefited by being worked at a

more uniform voltage.

Rotary Converters Standaros

All standard ratings consist of single units, except

the 1,200 and 1,500-volt 60 cycle ratings which consist of

two machines, each wound for 600 or 750 volts, mounted
separately or on a common bednlate. insulated and ar-

ranged for series operation. The following table shows
the ratings that have been standardized:

Table of Standard Ratings
60 cycle 25 cycle

Kw. Volts Volts Volts Volts Volts" Volts

.300 600 600 1.200 1.50O

500 600 1,200 1,500 600 1,200 1,500

750 600

1.000 600 1,200 1.500 600

1.500 600 600

2.000 600 600
3.000 600 600
4,000 600

Ventilation

Raihvav converters are usually designed after careful

studv of the ventilation problem. It is pai'ticularly im-

portant on machines for this class of service, since they
are often from necessity called upon to deliver very heavy
sustained peak loads, which is possible onlv on well ven-
tilated machines that quicklv and efficiently radiate the

increased heat generated if they are not to become danger-
ously hot. Further, the verv open construction with thin

copper cross sections, especiallv in field winding, neces-

sarv to obtain maximum ventilation, makes it possible

to observe accurate temperatures and to know how hard
the machine can be worked in emergency.

Starting

Rotary converters are suitable for either alternating
or direct current self starting. The alternating current
self starting method is recommended on account of its

simplicity, due primarily to the elimination of synchron-
izing. The objection on account of excessive starting Kva
required is practically eliminated, due to larger capacities
behind the machines and because the self starting machine
as now built requires very low starting Kva. The West-
inghouse Co. accomplished this by the use of a very effec-

tive cage winding located in the pole faces. The efficient

manner in which the copper of this winding is distributed
over the pole faces renders it, if possible, a more efficient

damping winding, which is the heart of stable operation,
incidentally meaning successful and reliable operation.

The shunt field is controlled by a two-pole, double-throw
field switch, with discharge clip and resistance, by which
the polarity is reversed when necessary, usually mounted
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FIG. 6—SUB-STATION FOR SMALL UNITS —ELEVATION.
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SYNCHRONOUS CONVERTERS SUBSTATION FOR SMALL UNITS

Table of Dimensions - -600 Volts D.C.- 2200& Volts —60 Cycle A.C.

A B C D E F G H L M
Size 00 17' 0" 13' 31/2" 24' 9' T 6" 11' 9" 31" 27' 21' 18' 6"

Size 00 18' 31 2" 15' 0" 24' 9" 7' 6" 12' 9" 34' 25' 19' 20' 6'

Size 00 99' 0" 17' 31 2" 27
• 9' 9' O

"

12' 9" 40' 27

'

21' 20' 6"

Size 00 25' 0" 20' 31/2" 33' 12' 9' 0" 13' 4" 46' 2ji' 22 21' 6"

on the A.C. starting panel. During starting, the field

switch should be in the closed position, thus short cir-

cuiting the field through the armature. This method of

handling the shunt field not only reduces the sti'ain on the

field insulation over that obtained with the old field break-

up switch with its unsightly frame wiring, but is a

great convenience to the operator in starting machines
quickly.

FIG. 8—CONVERTER AND TRANSFORMER ROOMS—ELEVATION.

Ratio of Conversion
Theoretically, there is a fixed ratio of conversion in

rotary converters from alteniating to direct current.

While practically this is true, even duplicate machines may
show a slight variation in ratio, due to inequality of ma-

rent voltage must be obtained by a change in the alter-

nating current voltage applied. The following table gives

the theoretical ratios of transformation in converters:

Ratios of Direct Current Voltage to Alternating Current
Voltage in Converters

Assuming the D.C. Voltage
to be 1.00 Alternating-

Phase of Converter Current Voltage Will Be
Single Phase . .707

Two Phase .707

Three Phase .615

Six Phase Double Delta .615

Six Phase Diametrical .707

To be continued
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FIG. 9—HIGH TENSION ROOM ELEVATION.

PORTLAND, ORE., it is reported, will build 5,000 houses
to absorb sui'plus labor. How long will enlightened com-
munities tinker away and simply bridge over conditions

that will spring up again when the supposed cure is

removed ?

Cement Walk to Taggart Street

^Switchboard

Machine Room

Track

Removable Floor Plates

Converter Converter

No 1 No I
Converter Converter

No. 3 No 4

Air Ducts-^. \Translormer Room ': 'r^Air Ducts~^.

-lll'-6-

FIG. 10—SUB-STATION OF PITTSBURGH RAILWAYS CO.

terial and allowable difference in commercial manufacture. IN A Chicago hotel fire 1,700 men escaped in their night
The ratio of conversion remains practically constant, re- attire. In such a case the pyjama habit is much more
gardless of the load, neglecting a small inherent drop in becoming than the old Mother Hubbard style of night-
the machine, and consequently, any change in direct cur- dress to which some of the sterner sex still adhere.
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Dominion Waterpower Bill is Explained
Applies to Waterpowers on Lands Administered
by the Department of the Interior in the Prairie

Provinces, Northwest Territories and Parts of

British Columbia Railway Belt

THE following general explanation
of the Dominion Water-power Act,

which passed its third reading in

the House on May 19, is furnished by the
Department of the Interior.

The existing legislation affecting

water-powers of the Dominion, is con-

tained in a few very general paragraphs
of the Dominion Lands Act (Section 35).

This section was enacted in 1908 and
amended in 1914.

In the course of experience, especially

during recent years, this legislation had
been found to be inadequate, and it has
been difficult for the Department to effect

a wholly satisfactory administration of

the important water-power resources of

the -western provinces.

While there is no radical departure
from principle, in this Bill, from the very
limited treatment given the subject in ex-

isting legislation, it has been found de-

sirable to set out the general fundamental
principles governing the administration

of such an important asset as water-
power, in an independent Act, which will

leave no doubt concerning the intention

of Parliament on any phase of the sub-

ject.

The Bill applies to water-powers on
lands administered by the Department of

the Interior in the Prairie Provinces, the

Northwest Territories, and to parts in

the British Columbia Railway Belt.

Briefly, this Bill provides:

—

(1) That all land and water necessary

for power development purposes shall re-

main in the Crown, and be disposed of by
lease only under the Regulations to be

effected by the Governor in Council;

(2) That title to water-power shall al-

ways remain in the Crown, rights to de-

velopment and operation thereof being

granted for limited periods only, subject

to,

(a) The payment of rental for privi-

leges enjoyed;

(b) The control of rate to consumers;

(c) The production of power to meet
all public demands, and in a manner
which will realize the maximum advan-
tageous use of the resources; and

(d) The ultimate reversion of the de-

velopment to the Crown, upon fair pay-
ment therefor, if at the end of the term
of the concession it is considered desirable

that the project be taken over by or for

the general public.

(3) For expropriation by the Crown
of properties necessary for power devel-

opment purposes;

(4) For the extension of expropria-

tion rights to those persons authorized

to develop power under the regulations;

(5) For a comprehensive survey and
investigation of the power resources of

the Prairie Provinces.

Provisions for the details of adminis-

tration is left largely to the Governor

in Council. This Is considered neces-
sary because the principles governing
these details have, owing to the rapid
strides in the art and practice of

hydraulic and electric engineering and
to the complexity and almost indefinite

ramifications of the interests involved,

not yet been definitely and finally

Vi orked out in any previous jurisdiction.

As is well-known, the administration of

water-powers is interwoven with ques-
tions affecting public utility enterprises
such as municipal lighting systems,
electric railways, etc., and principles

affecting these problems are still in a

foimative stage.

In other countries, particularly France
and the United States, where the in-

vestigation, administration, and develop-

ment of water-power has been given a

great deal of close study by Govern-
ment, it has been found very difficult to

enact suitable water-power legislation,

largely because attempt was made to

provide in proposed legislation for too

much detail. It is now recognized that

the most satisfactory way to enact

water-power legislation is to assert

general principles only in enactments
and permit therein considerable latitude

for the elaboration of detail by the

governmental administration. This Bill

leaves the establishment of appropriate

water-power regulations to the Gover-

nor in Council, who can, subject to the

general principles of the Bill, amend
the regulations from time to time as

the accumulated experience of Govern-

ment officers may recommend, in order

to meet investigations in engineering

practice and the expansion of the use

of hydro-electric energy.

Iinportanc« of Legislation

As an indication of the importance

of appropriate water-power legislation

for the Prairie Provinces, it might be

pointed out that there is over 4,365,000

horse-power available of development,

made up as follows: Alberta, 471,000

h. p.; Saskatchewan, 576,000 h. p.;

Manitoba, 3,218,000 h. p. These figures

are of course, exclusive of the large

power possibilities within the North-

west Territories. On the Winnipeg
river alone in the province of Manitoba,

departmental investigations show that

there are nine power sites capable of

development and affording an untimate

total production, under regulation con-

ditions, of nearly 500,000 h. p. Com-
petent engineers state that their power
situation on the Winnipeg river is

unique and can probably not be dupli-

cated anywhere on this continent. Hav-
ing in mind that the power capacities

of this river are sufficient to meet all

the requirements of a population of

3,000,000 people, and that it is all within

75 miles of Winnipeg, it will be realized

that adequate water-power legislation

is a vital necessity, if this unique and
unequalled situation is to be preserved
and protected in the best interest of the

public for this and later generations.

Another power situation of immediate
importance, to w'hich the legislation will

apply, is that on the Bow river in the

Province of Alberta, where at six power
sites, all within 65 miles of the City of

Calgary, it is possible to develop about

60,000 h.p.

In the provinces of Manitoba and Al-

berta there is at present invested, ap-

proximately, $15,000,000 directly in

hydro-electric undertakings, and there is

under contemplation in the immediate

future hydro developments which will

involve a capital expenditure of several

additional millions.

Key To Industry

The war has shown beyond perad-

venture that cheap, dependable power is

the key to all industry. Governments

of every allied country have been giv-

ing special attention to the general prob-

lems of power production, with the pri-

mary object of determining definitely the

various available sources of power, and

to provide for their co-ordinated and con-

comitant development and use, in order

that the power needs of the countries

may be met in the most advantageous

and economical manner.
Statistics show that Canada enjoys a

position with regard to power, both de-

veloped and potential, second to no other

country. Within economic transmission

range of every commercial centre in the

Dominion are sources of power capable

of meeting all anticipated requirements

of the future, and the truly remarkable

feature of this fact is that, except in

the central portions of the Prairie Pro-

vinces, where there is suitable natural

gas and coal, the most economical and

permanent source of power is water-

power.

A census of power production in Can-

ada, but recently completed by the Do-

minion Water-power Branch of the De-

partment of the Interior, discloses the

following exceedingly gratifying infor-

mation: there is developed and in use in

Canada to-day 2,300,000 h.p. generated

from water. This is equivalent to a de-

velopment of 276 h.p. per 1,000 popula-

tion. Norway and possibly Sweden are

the only countries where the per capita

utilization of water-power exceeds that

of Canada.
Of the total power developed, 1,725,-

000 h.p. is generated in hydro-electric

central stations for sale, while some

350,000 water horse-power is utilized

directly in the pulp and paper industry

in adition to 100,000 hydro electric power

purchased from the central stations.

In the central station industry alone

—that is to say, the industry having

to do with the development of electrical

energy for sale—90 per cent, of the

power is derived from water. This per-

centage is extraordinarily high, and is

indicative of the extent and availability

of the water-power resources of the
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Dominion and of the remarkable degree

in which their adaptability for central

electric station work has been appre-

ciated in principle and realized in prac-

tice. The Yukon develops 97.4 per cent, of

its primary central station energy from
water. Ontario develops 95.7 per cent.;

Manitoba, 9.5.2 per cent.; Quebec, 94.9

per cent.; and British Columbia, 89.8

per cent. These high percentages result

from the fortunate location of our hydro-
electric resources close to the centres of

population, industry, and commerce
throughout the Dominion.

Huge Suin« Invested

In the hydro central stations through-
out the Dominion there is directly invest-

ed to-day $28.5,000,000. This does not
take into consideration the vast amount
of capital invested in interests which are
dependent for their maintenance and
operation upon power secured from the
central stations, nor does it include the

capital invested in water-power plants
other than central electric stations. The
figures are, however, indicative of the
vast dependence which the Dominion has
already come to place upon its water-
power resources and is an assurance of

what the future holds in store.

If the remarkable expansion in the

development and use of our water-power
resources is to be projected in the future,

there must be adequate legislation and
administration. The Dominion Water-
power Bill is intended to furnish this

used in so far as the provinces of Mani-
toba, Saskatchewan and Alberta, and the

Northwest Territories are concerned.

EXTERXAT. CORROSION OF BOILER
A unique case of external uniform cor-

rosion occurred to a coke-fired Galloway
boiler which supplied steam to gas
works. There was not the least indica-

tion of moisture in the flues or of c )r-

rosion due to dampness, and the inside of

the boiler was in an apparently perfect

condition, but whil'! the inspector was
sounding the shell p'ate with a hammer
his suspicion was aroused with regard to

the side plates at the back end of the

boiler, and after a careful re-examina-
tion it was decided Lo drill the shell plates

just below the side flue covering. Ori-

ginally these plates had been 7-16 in.

thick, but it was now found that they
had been reduced to 3-32 in. at the back
end, and to about 5-16 in. at the forward
end, but only for ?. width of about one
fo^t below the side flue coverings. Un-
der the brickwork there was practically

no corrosion. It was also noticed that

the outside of the shell plates was cov-

ered with a pale-reddish scale, which
on examination was found to consist of

dehydrated sulphate )f iron (green vitriol

or copperas) and red oxide of iron. Our
chemist then examined the boiler and
found that this sulphate scale extended
from just beyond the bridee all over the

heating surface of the boiler except

where it was protected by flue dust and
ashes. It was thickest at the upper
portion of the side flues- The only pre-

vious case of this form of wasting of

which we had any knowledge was re-

ported in 1888 as having occurred at

£ome Belgian works, but the reported

details were too fev/ to be of any prac-

tical use. It was at first thought that

the coke with which these boilers were
fired had been slaked with water con-

taining sulphate jf ammonia, but it was
definitely establishec! that town's water
had always been r.sed. Except, there-

f )re, that these boilers were fired with

coke, their treatment was the same as

that of any other boiler.

A careful enquiry was then made in-

to the question of the production of sul-

phuric acid and its power of corroding

iron. It can hardly be said that it

s jlved the mystery, but its results may
prove of future use, and will be briefly

recorded.

When coke or coal is burnt, the sul-

phur contained in these fuels is convert-

ed into sulphur dioxide (SO.,) known as

sulphurous acid or anhydride, which has

the well-known smell of burnt sulphur,

and this is generally associated with

traces of sulphur trioxide (SO), also

known as sulphuric anhydride, a gas

which escapes from fuming sulphuric

acid. Dry sulphur dioxide (SO,) will not

attack steel or iron unless heated to near

redness, which heating could not pos-

sibly have taken place in the flues of the

boiler under consideration. We nave,

however, had a few serious cases if

wasting by SO^, due to the use of me-

chanical stokers, an intensely hot flame

and local accumulations of scale close to

the furnace flanges. These parts of the

furnace must have become overheated

and were attacked by the sulphur di-

oxide to such an extent that they finally

wore through and leaked. The condi-

tions in the side flues of the present

boiler were such that this action could

not possibly have taken place, and at-

tention was therefore centred on the sul-

phur trioxide.

This gas can be produced from sul-

phur dioxide by mixing it with air and

passing the mixture over a catalytic

agent, the most c )mmon one being moist

nitric acid in the lead chambers of sul-

T-huric acid works, or platinum sponge,

but red oxide of iron was found to be

an almost equally efficient catalytic

agent, for by merely dusting the inside

of a glass tube with rouge (red oxide)

and heating it, a mixture of the dio-

oxide and air was readily converted into

trioxide. Seeintj that some makers paint

their boilers with red oxide before send-

in- them out, it is possible this oxide

mi<^ht effect the conversion, but it is

difficult to explain why thousands of

other boilers which were also painted

red did not suffer like the present sne.

Sulphur trioxide like the dioxide will

not attack cold iron, and it is doubtful

whether it will attack it when heated.

On the other hand, when the trioxide is

mixed with water, the mixture is known

as sulphuric acid (oil of vitriol) which

will attack iron very energetically if it

contains an excess of water. After a

c^ireful study of the vapor tension of

this acid the conclusion was arrived at

that the corrosion in this boiler had not

been active while the boiler was in use,

but that sulphur trioxide or perhaps

sulphuric acid had been absorbed by the

scale on the boiler plates, and then

when the boiler was lying idle and was

cold, moisture frjm the atmosphere had

been absorbed by the very hygroscopic

calcined green vitriol until a fairly dil-

ute sulphuric acid had been formed. This

would be prevented from trickling down

the sides of the boiler plates, because,

being in contact with them, it would at-

tack them and form more green vitriol

crystals which would remain in place.

The suggestion therefore is that the ele-

ments of sulphuric acid were formed

while the boiler was at work, but that

the actual corrosion only took place

when the boiler was idle.

As already mentioned, cases like the

above seem to be extremely rare, but

possibly, now that attention has been

drawn t) this one, similar ones will re-

ceive special attention, and a careful

watch should be kept on boilers which

are burning coke. If similar cases

should be discovered and the cor-

rosion checked in time, the space de-

voted to this one will not have been

w-isted.—C. E. Stromeyer in Memoran-

dum to Manchester Steam Users' As-

sociation.

It is not generally known that sea

lions played a most important part in

sea warfare. The British Admiralty

used these animals to hunt U boats.

First the animal is trained to follow

sounds from the water's depth. After

graduation it is put overboard whenever

U boats are believed to be in the vicin-

i+y of the ship. These animals proved a

decided success and well worth the

trouble spent in training.

* * *

Now comes the long-spouted oil can

for lubricating revolving shafting, with-

out going up to the danger zone. You

m.erely stand on the floor, place this

special oil can in position, nress a button

and out comes the oil. The inventor if

this new can claims that dozens if not

hundreds of lives will be saved with his

device.
* * *

Salonika will become one of the most

important ports of the near East if im-

provements started by the Greek Gov-

ernment are carried out. Expenditures

of $100,000,000 are planned, and include

a city water supply, drainage and sewer

works, dock extensions, railway sta-

tions and underground railways, lOO

miles of new streets with housing de-

velopments, theatres, etc.

* * *

If equal parts of copper and antimony

are melted together it forms an alloy of

a beautiful violet color, which takes a

nice polish, but, being too hard for

many purposes, a substitute can be pro-

duced by taking an iron castinq: and

copper plating it, after which immerse

it for a moment in a solution containing

antimony.
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What the Mechanical Soot Blower Accomplishes
The Following Article Gives Results of Actual Detailed Tests of

Mechanical Soot Blowers in a Modern Power Station—The
Importance of Keeping Tubes Free From Soot is Emphasized

THE economies effected by the use

of mechanical soot blowers, due to

reduction in quantity of coal re-

quired, increased boiler efficiency and in-

creased steaming capacity, have been
generally recognized by engineers in re-

cent years. Owing to inherent difficul-

ites, however, there have been very few
detailed tests made. As those here re-

corded are in the opinion of the present

writer the most accurately carried out,

and the most complete ever made, it is

believed that they will prove of consid-

reable interest to engineers everywhere.
During the past winter one of the big

American railways, the name of which
cannot at present be disclosed without
breach of confidence to certain of its en-

gineers, decided that the cost of

producing power at one of its large

shops was excessive and that the pos-

sibilities of effecting a reduction through
the medium of mechanical soot blowers
should be thoroughly investigated.

Power is supplied to the shops from
two plants, designated as East Boiler-

room and West Boiler-room. The equip-
ment in the first consists of 14 B. & W.
boilers of 520 h.p., and in the second of

14 Bigelow-Hornsby of 625 h.p. One
boiler of each type was selected and Dia-
mond soot blowers chosen for the pur-

poses of the test.

Boiler Equipment

The B. & W. boiler known as No. 530
is one of the inclined header type, hav-
ing three longitudinal drums, 252 four-
inch tubes and equipped with the B &
W. superheater. The total heating sur-

face, including superheater, is 5,734 sq.

ft. and manufacturer's rating is 520
b.h.p. Steam pressure is 196 lbs. gauge
and safety valve blows at 200 lbs. 3e<'

diagrammatic sketch of this boiler, Fig.

1.

Boiler No. 530 has under it a Roney
mechanical stoker, as have all the B. &
W. boilers. This stoker is of the over-

feed type, with inclined grate, having
an area of 04V2 sq. ft. The stoker is

operated by means of a small Westing-
house engine. Induced draft only ii

furnished by four fans under the stack,

which can be grouped by means of

dampers in various combinations. The
fans are regulated by Mason regulators

of the usual balanced pressure type. The
boiler was equipped with a standard five

element mechanical soot blower, as

shown on the sketch.

Bigelow-Hornsby boiler l\o. 544 in

the West boiler-room was the one select-

ed for the trial on this side of the plant,

consists of ten groups or units of inclined

By EOBERT JUNE, Mechanical Engineer

tubes in the front over the furnace, and
ten groups of vertical tubes in the back
of these with vertical type Foster super-

heater in between. Each group or unit

of tubes contains twenty-one 3% inch

steel tubes, so that there is a total of

420 tubes in the boiler. All tubes fit

into so-called unit drums. In each of

these the ten top drums are connected

to the main cross drum. The total heat-

ing surface of boiler is 7,322 sq. ft.

Manufacturer's rating is 625 b.h.p. steam

pressure and safety valve setting,- are

similar to that on the B. & W. boilers.

See Fig. 2.

The stoker under this boiler is ol the

Taylor seven retort, underfeed typa, hav-

ing a grate area of 105 sq. It , inclined

grate. Forced draft was suppiie i to this

stoker by 1x3 Sturtevant turbine-driven

multivane double iniet fans, under con-

trol fans by means of roller chain, but

in this test the forced draft and stoker

drive was separated and stoker was driv-

en by one of the Westinghouse engines

recently installed on the boiler room
floor for the driving of stokers. Induced

draft was obtained by means of fans

located at the uptake to the stack.

The soot-blowing equipment on this

boiler consists of six elements versus
five on the B. & W. boiler and are located
as shown in the sketch. The perfora-
tions in the elements A, C, D, and F are
arranged in five groups of four holes

each on the opposite side of the pipe,

and five groups of tvvo holes each on

the opposite side of the pipe. The
elements are set so that the issuing

streams of live steam will play in along
the tubes. Element B has a set of evenly

spaced holes on one side only, similar

to the B. & W. elements. This is essen-

tially a baffle blowing element and the

stop with which it i* equipped prevents

the hand wheel from being turned to a

position where the jet will play directly

on to the baffle to the detriment of the

latter. Superheated steam is used on this

boiler, the supply being taken from the

point in the boiler outlet just before the

main valve. In other respects the in-

stallation is similar to that of boiler No.

530.

Instrument Equipment

On boiler No. 530 the steam output

was obtained by means of a General
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Electric flow meter, recording, and in-

tegrating type, with nozzle plug installed
at the boiler steam loop on the roof of
the boiler. Consumption of coal was ob-
tained by means of the traveling weight
hoppers used in the regular service, each
filling of the boiler hopper being ob-
tained by weighing and indicating on the
card the weight of larry before and after
filling the boiler hopper. Superheated
steam temperature by means of an indi-

cating mercury thermometer placed in

the steam loop near the boiler stop valve,
and a similar range thermometer for ob-
taining the steam temperature was sus-
pended from the valve hand wheel. Steam
pressure in the drum was obtained from
the steam gauge used in the regular ser-
vice on the boiler front. The tempera-
ture of the boiler feed water was ob-
tained by means of an indicating mer-
cury thermometer placed in the 2V2 inch
feed line about one foot from the boiler-

room floor. The uptake of the flue gas
temperature was obtained by means of

a six foot Thermo electric pyrometer in-

serted through a h )]e in the side of the
boiler wall and arranged to extend across
the damper. A mercury thermometer
was suspended on the boiler wall to ob-
tain cold junction temperature. For ob-
taining carbon dioxide in the flue gas a

inch pipe was run through the boiler

wall, across the breechine, with a hori-

zontal extension containing a number of

evenly spaced perforations. This pipe
was brought out and led to the com-
pressed air inspirator and a small port-
able gas anal yzer. Draft at the damper,
over the grate, and in the furnace was
obtained on a two pen recording draft
meter. No indicated readings were ob-
tained. All of the above, together with
the regular water gauge glass on the
boiler front, constitute the testing outfit

on this boiler.

On boiler No. 544 steam flow was ob-
tained by means of two meters, one an
integrating recording indicating General
Electric meter, already installed and
used in previous tests, the other a newly
installed Bailey boiler meter. Weight of

coal was obtained ' from the traveling
weight hoppers and larry tickets, as in

the case of boiler No. 530. A revolu-
tion counter was placed on the Taylor
stoker to count the revolutions of the

main power shaft. The thermometer for
obtaining superheated steam tempera-
ture and that for obtaining feed water
temperature were placed in thennometer
wells in their respective pipes at the top
of the boiler as m previous tests. The
uptake temperature was obtained from
three pyrometers inserted into the flue

above the damper and inserted at 4, 5

and 6 feet respectively. The cold junc-
tion temperature was obtained by means
of an indicating thermometer suspended
over the cold junction of the pyrometers.
Steam pressure was obtained from the
steam gauge in regular service on the
drum. A steam correction thermometer
for obtaining the superheated steam tem-
perature corrected. The carbon dioxide
of flue gas was obtained by means of

a sampling tube already installed and

used in previous tests in conjunction
with a standard Orsat gas analyzer.
Draft over the furnace and at the
damper was obtained on the indicated
gauge. Pressure in the wind box was
indicated on the lower gauge and on
the recording pressure gauge. In ad-

TlSream

lar boiler-room operating crew, requir-
ing little supervision by the man in
charge of the test. The hopper was
filled promptly at the beginning of the
test. The fire was cleaned whenever
necessary by the fire-room crew.
Readings were taken every twenty

BABCOCK AND WILCOX BOILER WITH B. AND W. SUPERHEATER, SHOWING ARRANGE-
MENT OK SOOT BLOWING ELEMENTS AND LOCATION OF INSTRUMENTS

AND CONNECTIONS FOR TEST PURPOSES.

dition to the above, the Bailey meter in-

dicated the draft over the furnace and
the air flow through the boiler. The lat-

ter being obtained by means of two IVz-

2 inch pipe connections, one to the com-
bustion chamber over the furnace, and
the other in front of the damper at the

same height as the first. The various

items indicated above, and constituting

the testing apparatus on this boiler, are

shown in the accompanying sketch.

Method of Test

1. Boiler No. 540 was taken out of ser-

vice November 15, 1918, for cleaning and
installation of the new soot blowers. The
boiler was thoroughly cleaned inside and
out, and after the new soot blowers were
installed the boiler was cut in on the line

Feb. ?.rd, 1919, at 6.00 a.m. Between
this time and Feb. 6th, the setting was
allowed to warm up thoroughly, and the

new soot blowers were operated three

times a day to keep the heating surface

clean. The test began on Feb. 6th at

9.30 a.m. The method was to run a

series of tests without the soot blow-

ers, attempting to grade the runs from
75 per cent, load to about 200 per cent,

load, each run to extend for 24 hours.

This was to be followed immediately by
series operating the soot blowers, dupli-

cating the loads and conditions of the

first series as closely as possible. This

boiler was operated mainly by the regu-

minutes by the tester of the following
quantities: Steam flow, steam tempera-
ture, steam pressure, temperature of the

feed water, flue gas temperature, draft

in the furnace, and at the damper; the

level of the water in the gauge glass,

and an analysis of the flue gas for car-

bon dioxide onlv, this being sufficient

for the purposes, and lack of time not

permitting a complete analysis of the

gas. The fire room crew were guided

by the steam flow nieter in maintaining
the load, and also by regulating the

opening at the dampers on other boilers.

During the test, with soot blowers, the

latter were operated every six hours.

The operation consisted of turning on
the steam in the supply header, then in

turn turning on the steam in each ele-

ment and by means of the chain around
the hand wheel turning the element three

times in both directions as far as possi-

ble. This operation for the entire boiler

occupied between ten and fifteen m.inutes.

At the completion of each run the fire

was burned down and cleaned before the

next run was started. When atten'pting

to make Run 4 on this boiler, at about 200

rating, it was found not possible or. ac-

count of the combination of the follow-

ing reasons: The coal was very poor;

draft at the damper was not available

for all the boilers, which were in line,

and it developed that the boiler setting

leaked quite badly at the front doors.
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GRAPHICAL SUMMARY OF RESULTS OBTAINED IN PERFORMANCE TEST OF
SOOT BLOWERS, BOILER NO. 530.

run was 24 hours as on No. 530. At the
beginning of each run the fire was
cleaned and the hopper filled. The tail

grate was cleaned whenever found neces-

sary by observation of the fire. This
varied from about every two to four
hours, depending on the load. The opera-

tion of the soot blowers was exactly

similar to that on No. 530.

On this boiler eight runs in all were
made, the first four being with soot

blowers and the second four being with-

out the soot blowers, attempting to re-

produce the conditions of the first four
as nearly as possible. In doing this, the

fire-room crew and the tester were
guided by the average conditions at-

tained in the first four runs. Readings
were taken every 20 minutes, starting

on the hour and ten minutes before read-

ings were taken on No. 530. In the case

of this boiler, as also in the case of No.

530, the steam utilized by the soot blow-

ers was not registered by the steam
flow meters, owing to the fact that the

meter connections to the boiler are

placed at a point which is not passed

by the steam used in the soot blowers.

In boiler No. 544 the steam was used

along the inside walis and bridgewall to

decrease the accumulation and adhesion

of clinker. This is a connection in opera-

tion during regular operation and was
left so during the test; this steam also

was not taken into account by the steam
flow meter. Readings taken were as

follows: Steam flow, air flow, and fur-

nace draft by gauge wind box pressure,

the speed of the stoker line shaft, the

Therefore, only six runs were made on
this boiler, three with and three without
the soot blowers. During the runs with-
out operating the soot blowers the boiler

was not cleaned at all, since in regular
service the frequency of cleaning by the
hand lance is only about once every four
or five days. In this way actual operat-

ing conditions were reproduced as nearly
as possible. The test may be called, in

fact, a test of the boiler for its operating
capabilities.

Boiler No. 544 was cut out of service

November 22nd, 1918, for thorough
cleaning and installation of the new soot

blowers. After this was completed the

boiler was cut in on the line at 5.00

a.m. Feb. 3rd, 1918. Boiler setting was
allowed to warm up thoroughly and soot

blower was operated both to familiarize

the operator with the instrument and
keep the heating surface perfectly clean.

The actual test was started Thursday,
Feb. 6th, at 9.00 a.m. On this boiler the

fire-room crew did not take such par-

ticular pains to maintain the load as in

the case of No. 530. The fire-room crew
worked in conjunction and under the

supervision of the man in charge of the

test. Load was maintained by means of

observations of the steam flow and the

air flow pens on the new Bailey meter,

regulating the damper opening, wind box
pressure, and other boilers on the line

in order to do this. The duration of each
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Principal Data and Results of Tests on Bigelow-Hornsby
Grate Surface of Taylor Stoker (width 12' 7", length 8' 4") = 105 sq. ft.

With Soot Blowers.
Test Test Test
No. 1 No. 2 No. 3

1 Date started(x) 2-6-19 2-7-19 2-8-19

2 Duration, hours 24 24 24

3 Average steam pressure, lbs. per sq. In. gauge. . 191.3 191.3 197

4 Temperature of Feed Water, Degrees F 203 199 192

5. Aver. Steam Temperature, Deg. F., corrected. . . 481.7 480.6 478.6

6 Aver. Superheat, Deg. F 97.3 96.2 92.0

7 Aver. Uptake Gas. Temp., Deg. F., corrected... 470.0 484.5 496.0

8 Aver. CO.. Per Cent 10.6 10.6 11.0

9 MoUture in Coal. Per Cent 1.10 0.97 0.60

10 Total Coal as fired, pounds 36,110 50,680 73,275

11 Total Coal, dry, pounds 35,713 50,190 72,83.)

12 Dry Coal per Hour, lbs 1488.0 2092.0 3034.8

13 Dry Coal per Sq. Ft. of Grate Area per Hour,
lbs 14.17 19.93 28.90

14 ToUl Actual Evaporation, lbs 331,032 463.176 663,000

15 Factor of Evaporation 1.120 1.120 1.128

16 Total equivalent evap. from and at 212° F.,

lbs 370,756 518,757 747,864
17 Equiv. Evap. per Hr. from and at 212° F., lbs. 15,448 21,615 31,161

18. Equiv. Evap. per Hr. from and at 212° F., per
sq. ft., heating surface 2.47 3.47 4.98

19 Rated capacity per hr. from and at 212° F., lbs. 21,563 21,563 21,563

20 Percentage of Rated Capacity, developed, % 71.6 100.2 144.7

21 Equivalent Evap. from and at 212° F., per lb.

of dry coal 10.39 10.32 10.26

22 Heating value of 1 lb. of dry coal, B.T.U 13,827 14,042 14,223

23 Efficiency of Boiler Furnace and Grate, % 72.7 71.3 70.0

(x) Test 1 started Feb. 6th at 9 A.M. Each succeeding test started one

E I.

toiler No. 544 With and Without Diamond Soot Blowers.
Total Heating Surface (excluding Superheater), 6250 sq. ft.

Without Soot Blowers
Composite Composite

Test of Tests Test Test Test Test of Tests
No. 4 No. 1 to 4 No. 5 No. 6 No. 7 No. 8 No. 5 to 8
2-9-19 Feb. 6 to 9 2-10-19 2-11-19 2-12-19 2-13-19 Feb. 10 to 13

24 96 24 24 24 24 96
193 188 191 192.8 192.6
179 196.9 191 186.3 183.0

483.1 487.7 497.7 479.1 486.1
98.0 104.6 95.4 94.1 101.2
548 499.6 523 509.5 540.5 569.8 535.7
11.6 11.7 12.95 12.2 11.8

0.65 0.92 0.70 0.65

102,515 40,570 55,670 72,235 97,320
101,849 260,587 40,197 55,280 71,765 96,765 264,007
4243.7 1674.9 2303.3 2990.2 4032.0

40.4 15.95 21.95 28.45 38.3

834,144 349.512 485,808 59S.128 762,048
1.144 1.128 1.129 1.135 1.141

954,261 2.591,638 394,248 548,477 675,470 86«,497 2,487,692

39.761 16,427 22,853 28,153 36,229

6.35 (96) 2.63 3.66 4.51 5.78

21,563 2,070,048 (hrs.) 21,563 21,563 21,563 21,563 2,070,048 (96)

184.6 125.2 76.3 106.1 130.8 168.2 120.3(hrs.)

9.38 9.96 9.81 9.92 9.41 8.98 9.42

13,572 13,840 14.255 13,268 13,403 12,995 13,350

67.1 69.8 66.8 72.7 68.0 66.9 68.4

hour later in the day than the preceding one.

number of revolutions of the stoker

power shaft, steam temperature, feed

water temperature, flue gas temperature,

on three pyrometers, cold junction tem-

perature, air temperature, steam pres-

sure and carbon dioxide in the flue gas.

Forced draft was obtained from No. 3

blower, which was isolated from the

other blowers by closing the division

damper. It was kept running through-

out the entire test and the draft to the

boiler was regulated by means of the

control at the boiler. Since the stoker

drive was independent of the blower, be-

ing driven by No. 5 stoker engine on the

boiler-room floor, the rate of coal feed

was varied at will to suit the needs of

the load.

Sample Calculations

The following are the calculations for

arriving at the results of Run 4 on
boiler No. 544, which extend from Sun-
day, Feb. 9th, at r.oon to noon Monday,
February 10th, 1919.

The numeral in parenthesis following

each item corresponds to the items hav-

ing similar numbers in the tabulated re-

sults:

1. Average steam pressure, lbs. per sq.

in. gauge (drum).
Average of 73 readings on log sheet,

193 (3).

Absolute pressure : 193-|-14.7=207.7

lbs.

2. Average temperature of feed water
op

Average of 73 readings on log sheet

—179 (4).

3. Average superheated steam tempera-
ture.

Observed temperature average of 73

readings: 476°F.

Steam correction: .000085 x (476—250)
476—107) = 7.1'F.

4. Average superheat, °F.

Temperature in Drum corresponding
to 207.7 lbs. absolute pressure

—

385.1° F (from steam tables).

Average superheat: 483.1 = 98°F
(6).

5. Uptake gas temperature 'F.

Highest of three averages for three

separate pyrometers
Observed temperature average 73

readings—522° F.

Correction for cold conjunction tem-
peratures (Calibrated at 75 °F.)

101—75 = 522 plus 26 = 548 (7).

6. Average CO- (per cent.).

Average of 73 readings from log sheet
—11.6° (8).

7. Proximate analysis of coal:

Moisture 0.65 %—

9

Volatile 22.05 %
Mixed carbon 65.95 %
Ash 2.12 %
B.t.u 13,572

8. Total coal as fired, pounds:

From larry tickets, 102,515 (10).

9. Total dry coal fired, pounds.

Moisture in coal—102,515 x .0065 =
666 lbs.

Total dry coal = 102,515—666 =
= 101, 849 (11)

10. Dry coal per hour, pounds:

Item 9

= 4,243.7 lbs. (12)

24

11. Dry coal per sq- ft. of grate area per

hour:

Area of grate: 105 sq. ft.

Item 10

= 40.4 (13)

105

12. Total actual evaporation:

A .By Bailey boiler meter:

Steam pressure at orifice gasket

(assuming three pounds drop-

through superheater)—190 lbs.

gauge. Average reading of steam

flow pen for 24 hrs. (See photostat

of Bailey meter chart)—174.4%.

Actual weight of steam per hour for

190 lbs. and 98° superheat (cor-

rections according to Bailey meter
instructions).

1.744 X 20,200 x .990 x 995 = 34,-

703 lbs. hr.

B. By General Electric flowmeter:

Average pen reading from flow-

meter chart—6.8. Multiplying con-

stant: (From manufacturer's in-

structions) :

6900 X .829 X 1.115 x 1.0 x 717 —
5119.1.

Actual weight of steam per hour,

5119.1 X 6.8 = 34,810 lbs. average.

Average of Bailey and General Elec-

tric—34,756 lbs. per hr.

Total steam output for 24 hours as

meter: 34,756 x 24 = 834,144

(14).

13. Factor of Evaporation:

(From steam tables)—1.444 (15).

14. Total equivalent evaporation from
and at 212°F. pounds. Item 12

X Item 13 = 954,261 (16).

15. Equivalent evaporation per hr. from
and at 212°F.

Item 14

= 39,761 pounds (17).

6250

16. Equivalent evaporation per hr. from
and at 212°F. per sy. ft. of heating

surface

:

Item 15

= 6.25 (18).

6250
17. Rated capacity per hour from and

at 212''F.:

625 B.h.p. X 34.5 = 21,563 (19).

18. Percentage of rated capacity de-

veloped:

Item 15

= 184.6% (20).

Item 17

19. Equivalent evaporation from and at

212°F. per lb. of dry coal:

Item 15

= 9.38 (21).

Item 10

20. Heating value of 1 lb. of dry coal:

13,572 B.t.u. (from item 7) (22).

21. Efficiency of boiler, furnace and

grate

:
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1 2 3 4

Per. Cent of ToUI Dr>- Portion of B.T.U.
Dry Coal consumed B.T.U. of 1-Ib. Coal Consumed. Assigned to composite

per run, lbs. Dry Coal. (1 divided by toul) 2x3
Run 1 35,713 13,827 13.7% 1,890 B.T.U.
Run 2 oO.VJO 14.042 19. /'/f 2,700 B.T.U.
Run 3 72,835 14,221 28.0% 3.970 B.T.U.
Run 4 101,849 13.57? 39.1% 5.280 B.T.U.

Composite Heating Value 13.840 B.T.U.

Item 19 X 970.4

= 67.1% (23).

Item 20

Calculation of Composite Results for

Runs 1 to 4 on Boiler No. .544 With
Soot Blower

1. Average uptake gas temperature.
Final corrected uptake temperature

for each run added together and
averaged, 499.6" F.

2. Total dry coal.

Total dry coal for each run added
together, 260,587 lbs.

3. Total equivalent evaporation from and
at 212°F.

Sum of equivalent evaporation for

each run added, 2,591,638.

4. Rated capacity from and at 212°F.
lbs.

96 hours (for 4 runs) x 21,563 =
2,070,048 lbs.

5. Per cent, rated capacity developed:
Item 3

125.2%.
Item 4.

6. Equivalent evaporation from and at

. 212°F. per lb. of dry coal:

Item 3

= 9.96 lbs.

Item 2.

7. Heating value of 1 lb. of dry coal.

This was determined by weighing the

calorific value for each run according to

the proportion of the total coal con-

sumed during that run, as follows:

8. Efficiency of boiler, furnace and grate:
Item 6 X 970.4

= 69.8%.
Item 7

A summary of the principal data and
results of the test on boiler No. 544 is

given herewith as Table 1. The same
material has been tabulated for boiler

530, but as it does not materially differ,

it is not here included.

Referring to boiler No. 544, it will be

seen that the rating.^ attained in the run
with soot blowers varied from 71.6% to

184.3% , or normal, with an average of

125.2% for the four runs. The ratings

without soot blowers varied from 76.3%
to 168.2%, with an average of 120.3%.

This again indicates a fairly close dupli-

cation in the second series of conditions

in the first series. It may not be out of

place to say here that although it was
attempted to hold certain definite aver-

age conditions in the first series, and
vhis was not as successful as could be

desired, yet the second series was a

duplication of the first as nearly as pos-

sible, because the entire test was to be
comparative one between two methods
of boiler operation under similar condi-

tions.

Item No. 23 on the summary sheet for

this boiler shows an average combined
efficiency of 69.8% v/ith soot blowers in

operation, as against 68.4% without the

soot blowers. This is an actual gain of

1.4%, due to soot blowers.

The average value of the flue gas

temperature for the series with soot

blowers, 499.6 deg. F., against 535.7 deg.

F. without the soot blowers. This repre-

sents a decrease of 36.1 deg. using soot

blowers, as in the case of boiler No. 530,

means that with the soot blowers in

operation, the boiler has absorbed more
heat from the gases, due to cleaner heat-

in.g surface, than without the soot blow-

ers. The effect on superheat, as indi-

cated in the graphical summary, was
about the same as for boiler Xo. 530, but

not so marked.
It has been stated previously that with

the present practice of cleaning the boil-

ers with the hand lance, each boiler is

cleaned every four or five days. In the

tests on boilers No. 530 and No. 544,

without soot blowers, in order to repro-

duce this condition, the series was

started with the boiier heating surface

clean and then left without any cleaning

during the series. If the series had been
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extended for, say, an equal period, or

longer, and if during that time the regu-

lar hand method had been used to clean

the boilers on the rojrular schedule, it is

very probable that a still greater rise

in flue gas temperature and still greater

decrease in combined efficiency would
have resulted. This statement is made
because it is believed that with the pres-

ent hand method, owing to the fact that

all soot is not removed, there is a grad-

ual accumulation on the heating surface,

the longer the boiler remains in service.

Therefore, based on tiie above, it is safe

to say that the results obtained were
conservative, that a more exact test

along the line indicated would show bet-

ter results.

In addition to the above, may be men-
tioned the fact tha; operation of the

soot blowers does noc require the banking
or shutting down of the boiler, while in

order to remove the soot by hand method
it is necessary to shut down the boiler

for two or three hours, during which
time the boiler setting cools and must
be warmed up agam. Here is a loss

which is eliminated by the use of soot

blowers.

It has been stated that the steam used
by the soot blowers was not included in

computing boiler efficiency. In other

words, the boiler was charged with this

steam. On the other hand, since no
steam was used in the tests without soot

blowers, the boiler v as not charged with

steam for this purpose, but it is equiv-

alent that in a long series, as in actual

practice, considerable steam would be

used for cleaning by hand lance, which
would have to be cfarged to the boiler,

therefore further decreasing the com-
bined efficiency.

In conclusion it should be noted that

these tests were conducted in a manner
calculated to indicate a minimum, rather

than a maximum improvement by the

use of soot blowers. It would have boon

fairer, in the writer's opinion (he was
not connected in any way with the mak-
ing of the tests) to have refrained from
using the soot blowers at all before mak-
ing the tests without soot blowers, using

the hand lance only to clean the boiler.s

at the regular periods of cleaning. Had
this been done, the boilers would not

have had the advantage of being thor-

oughly cleaned by the mechanical blow-

ers when they entered the hand-hose

test.

Table II contains a summary of the
benefits, exclusive of decreased labor and
labor turn-over, of using the soot blow-

ers. It shows that even under the con-

ditions given, the soot blowers would pay
for themselves in a comparatively short

time.

August 25th of this year is the cen-

tenary of the close of James Watt's

life. At a meeting of the engineers of

Birmingham (the city of his adoption)

it has been decided to erect a James
Watt Memorial Building to serve as a

museum, and also to endow a profes-

sorship of engineering, to be known as

the James Watt chair, at the University

of Birmingham, for the promotion of

research in the fundamental principles

underiying the production of power and

the study of the conservation of the nat-

ural sources of energy.

TABLE II.

Comparison of Composite Results With and Without Diamond Soot Blowers.

Boiler 530 Boiler 544

Decrease in averago uptake temperature with Soot Blowers 88% 36.1%
Percentage gain in efficiency of boiler, furnace and grate with Soot

Blowers 2.15% 2.95%

Value of saving of coal per year based on 1918 consumption and
prices

—

In West Boiler Room $8,559.86

In East Boiler Room 5,503.19

Total savins $14,063.05

GROUP OF DELEGATES AND EXHIBITORS AT TH 3 C.A.S.E. CONVENTION, BRANTFORD.
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Perpetual Motion
j^VERY so often someone who should know better,

someone with engineering experience and training,

brings forth some perpetual motion scheme, usually in

Its conception as old as the hills. Sometimes it is an

electrically-heated boiler, steam engine and generator

and sometimes a generator and motor, variations being

rung in by juggling the speeds of the machines or having

them different. Most of these false conceptions as to

the availability of energy arise through the confusion of

speed of rotation with work.

Perpetual motion, as envisioned by its devotees, is

distinct from the engineering principles often forming

the basis of somewhat chimerical schemes for the utiliza-

tion of the power inherent in wave motion or, as sug-

gested by a correspondent writing to an American scien-

tific paper, the utilization of the residual energy of tap

water before it enters the sewer. Such things have as

their basis some germ of engineering fact but fail through

their application to things of little account.

Such is not the case with perpetual motion and anyone

who has an idea, in its essence more foolish than the

search for the philosopher's stone, transmuting base

metals into gold, would be well advised to hie himself

to a secluded corner and apply the principle of the con-

servation of energy to his own thoughts and to their

misguided conceptions.

The nearest approach to a source of inexhaustible

energy obtained without effort is found in the action of

the radio-active elements, and in this case, enormous as

is the store of in intra-atomic energy and lengthy as is

its life, it is not everlasting but slowly diminishes and is

created at the expense of the radio-active element itself,

the final product being lead of a slightly varying atomic

weight.

Using Power of the Tides
'^HE feasibility of securing a supply of electrical energy

from the tidal waters in the coastal rivers of Britain

is again being made the subject of close study. For some

time this question has been approached more as an

academic perennial than as a practical accomplishment.

Judging from figures that are now out there has been

a real move made. J. Smith & Co., engineers of

Glasgow, have worked on the idea for years, and are

well posted on all needful data. The river Severn at

Pitshead, for instance, supplies (on paper as yet) 4,773,730

H.P. The Dee, in North Wales, at Point of Air, Manai

Straits, and the river Mersey above Liverpool Docks

—

show a total of 5,651,984 H.P. It is claimed that by this

scheme power could be generated and sold at a fraction

of the present prices.

An explanatory guide to the tidal waters power scheme

has been prepared by Mr. Smith, who points out that on

all rising tides the head water runs through turbines

into inside of weir; on all ebbing tides the water runs

through turbines to outside of weir. All doors are closed

at low water, keeping out the rising tide; also at high

water, keeping in full tidal water. All rivers start tur-

bines working at half tide rising or falling. This gives

the half tide head for the working of the later half.

There being about three hours between the time of high

water at the weiring point in the Severn and the other

rivers, this gives three hours' run for the Severn, starting

at half rising tide—say, 17 ft. head—inside water being

at low water and finishing at high water, 34 ft. minimum

tide. The other rivers being now at half rising tide,

they take over the working from the Severn until high

water on their rivers.

The scheme has in view the furnishing not only of

power, but of light to all the homes in Britain.
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It's The Net That Counts

MR. DOOLEY was one of the leading restaurant

keepers in a small town. Recently he purchased a

cash register. The documents of the first trade to be

recorded were a 27-cent check and a five dollar bill, the

proud proprietor rang up $5.00 and paid out $4.73 in

change. When the next customer presented his check

it was for 35 cents and a $10 bill was passed over the

counter. Dooley operated on the $10 key. Thus things

progressed throughout the day. That night, upon check-

ing up, he discovered according to the machine that he

ought to have $250.00 on hand, although a careful in-

ventory revealed only $17.30.

"Terrance," said Dooley to his assistant, "have yez

taken anything out in the new cash machine to-day?"
"Shure," said Terrance, "I took me carfare home."
"And where d'yez live," inquired Dooley, "Australia?"
Like Mr. Dooley, many a man in charge of a business

is ringing up gross profits without the faintest idea of

what his net profits really are. And like Mr. Dooley, if

he keeps on hammering the gross receipt button, he is

"going to have a disappointment in his life," as the for-

tune tellers say, for after all it's getting the net that
counts.

Mr. Wills Maclachlan was elected one of the vice-presi-

dents of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers at
the annual meeting of the Institute held in New York,
May 16.

* * *

Mr. F. T. Kaelin has been appointed chief engineer of
the Shawinigan Water & Power Co. He was formerly as-
sistant chief engineer, and .joined the staff in 1902, coming
to Canada from Switzerland.

* * *

In considering belt efficiency, grip and tension are terms
often confused. Increase of tension certainly gives a
firmer grip, but additional strain is thereby thrown on the
driving shafts. An increase of grip due to suitable dress-
ing is free from that disadvantage.

* *

SOME wise men have it all figured out that people should
produce more and save more. With the first suggestion
no person is going to find fault, but with the latter there
is good reason to start an argument. Will some of the
wiseacres please go into detail and show how anything
can be saved while everything necessary to existence
camps on a peak-load basis?

* * *

A French patent has been granted to P. L. Weston, for
the use of thin steel or iron belts on magnetized pulleys
for the transmission of power. The magnetization of
the pulleys is effected by windings lying in helicoidal slots
on the surface of the pulleys. The thickness of the belt
should not exceed about 0.06 times the diameter of the
smallest pulley.

* * *

With a steel belt of 1-6 in. thickness making contact
over an arc of 145° on a pulley of 10 in. diameter running
at 4,000 R.P.M., it is possible to transmit more than 200
H.P. per inch width of belt. With a pulley of 50 in.
diameter running at 800 R.P.M., a belt of 1 in. width will
transmit 1,000 H.P. Steel belts may be run at speeds of
18,000 ft. per minute, so that this method is suitable for
speed reduction with turbines.

* * *

The use of electricity in industry saves both fuel and
labor. This fact is recognized throughout the world to-day
and in order to secure these advantages practically all the
nations are now considering plans for the electric gener-
ation of power. In England, Belgium and France, among
others these plans are being prepared by official commis-
sions, so that a tremendous activity in electrical power de-

velopment may be expected following the advent of peace.

In all cases the ideal in view is a broad one to use elec-

tricity for all possible power purposes, including railway
operation.

* * *

The science of measuring has developed to such an

extent for industrial purposes, in connection with gauge
making, that science has been called in to devise a com-
mercial application of the wave length of light as a stand-

ard. As a standard of length the length of a wave of

light is admirable. It is a standard which cannot change
with time, which can be duplicated anywhere in the world

at any time; one which cannot be stolen, lost, or destroyed,

and one which is susceptible to a greater accuracy than
the standard meters or yards deposited in Government
institutions.

* * *

Refinements in manufacture and the consequent refine-

ments in gauges, etc., have reached such a stage that ac-

curacy approaching the millionth of an inch has been pos-

sible. It is interesting to visualize the magnitude of a

millionth of an inch. For instance: If we will visualize

a round piece of steel one foot long, projecting horizontally

from a vise and one-half inch in diameter, and a common
house fly alight on the end of the bar, the conditions are

such that the bar is deflected or sprung downward by the
weight of the fly approximately one millionth of an inch.

Engineering experience and observations with light waves
prove this fact.

* * *

The effective pulling power of a belt is the difference

in tension between the tig:ht and the slack sides. Thus
it is obvious that the greater the grip of the belt on the

pulley, which increases proportionately with the arc of

contact, the greater is the power that it will transmit.

Hence it follows, that a belt running slack provided it

grips the pulley firmly, will give a better grip over a
greater arc of contact than a tight belt. Some forms of

belting possess less elasticity and resiliency than others.

The value of a pliable belt lies in the fact that the tension
on its slack side may be decreased in a much greater
degree than when a hard belt is used.

A Good Testimonial

We don't take in wash'no:, but here's a story on the sales

department. The other week a lady called up and asked
to have an electric washing machine sent up on free trial,

as we were offering at that time.

An attendant went along with it, and he doffed his

coat and got to work on the wash. In no time the work
was done, and then milady called us up and said:

"Thank you so much for the washing machine. I was
leaving to-night for Calgary and I could never have got
my washing done. Will you please send up for it before
5 o'clock?"—B.C. Buzzer.

* * *

Paper has been used extensively in Germany for driving

belts and it is interesting to know that knitted or plaited

belts of paper yam have been found to stretch more than
those of woven fabrics, the warp threads in the latter

running straight. Woven belts are most suitable for
steady-running machinery at moderate speeds, but are
liable to wear away at the edge on stepped pulleys and
when frequently changed from fast to loose pulleys and
vice versa by belt forks, unless the latter are provided with
anti-friction rollers. Single ply woven belts are only about
half the strength of those of equal thickness made by
lapping several layers of fabric together. A force of 10
H.P. can be transmitted by a 4-in. belt. The belts are
made of paper alone or with a core layer of cotton or
wire mesh, secured by sewing the inlay, reducing the ten-
dency to stretch and increasing the working life of the
belt.
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OUR QUESTION BOX
Questions are invited from readers regarding power

plant operation and difficulties

encountered

Readers are invited to send in

answers to these problems, as they
have been chosen for their interest

and application to the practical

side of nower plant operation.
Perhaps you, too, have some pet

problems, or hard nuts which you
would like to ask your fellow en-
gineers; if so, send them along for
the benefit of others.

Answers, together with the ori-

ginal question, will be published in

the issues following the appearance
of the question.

Questions Before the House
.35. What surfaces, owing tj their

shape, require no bracing to resist an
internal pressure?

36. Classify the stays used in brac-
ing boilers?

37. How are crov/n bars usually con-
structed ?

38. What means are adopted to give
warning when a screwed staybolt
breaks ?

30. State how the crown sheets of

combustion chambe'.-s of marine boilers

are generally brace>.' ?

40. How are the tube-sheets of high
pre?sur° boilers braced ?

41. How are stay-tubes fastened to

the tube-sheets?

42-. What is an Adamson ring joint?

43. What good feature is embodied
in corrugated furnace flues ?

44. Explain the purpose of boiler

tubes; state by what process they are

made and how they are designated.

45. What process of manufacture
produces the best steel boiler tubes?

46. State the purpose of a combus-
tion chamber ?

Questions Answered
Questim 29. Explain the purpose of

the steam dome, (b) How are steam
drums connected to the boiler and what
provision is made in the latter case for

expansion ?

Answer (a)—It forms an auxiliary

steam reservoir, (b) In the case of a

sino-le boiler, preferably by one nozzle

placed in the centre; in the case of a

battery of boilers ,he header is usually

connected to each boiler by a curved
pipe sufficiently long to permit free ex-

pansion and contraction.

Question 30.—Explain the purpose of

the mud drum.
Answer.—As implied by the name, it

is a receptacle for the collection of mud
and sediment.

Question 31.—Whot is the purpose
manholes, and how should they be placed

so as not to weaken the shell unduly?
Answer.—^To admit a man to the in-

side of the boiler, manholes should have
the long axis parallel to the girth seams
when placed in a Doiler shell.

Question 32.—How are steam domes
attached to the boiler and what are the

advantages of properly constructed

dome bases?

Answer.— (a) Either by flangmg the

dome body, or by using a dome base,

and riveting, (b) They form an excel-

lent means of reinforcing the boiler

shell, and are strong where a flanged

dome body is weak.
Question 33.—Explain the purpose of

nozzles as applied to boilers?

Answer.—They serve to reinforce tlie

sheet and form a convenient means of

attachment for pipes and fittings.

Question 34.—Explain the purpose of

stays or braces.

Answer.—They strengthen a pia^c not

strong enough in itself to resist the

pressure.

THE PERFORMANCE OF THE MOTORS
THAT CROSSED THE ATLANTIC FIRST

The crowning triumph for the Roil.>-

Royce aero engine is the first direct At-
lantic flight, accomplished in 15 hours,

57 minutes, on a Vickers "Vimy" plane.

Not the least remarkable part of the feat

is the high average speed maintained,
viz., 117% miles an hour. Evidently the

two Rolls-Royce engines fitted to the

Vickers Vimy plane must have worked
perfectly throughout the 1,880 miles

flight.

It has been calculated that if the At-
lantic crossing were completed ir. 20

hours by one Rolls-Royce engine running:

at an average of 1,800 revolutions per

minute, its performance \\'in;d be as

follows (in a two-engined plane such as

the Vickers Vimy the operations wou^ci

naturally be doubled): Each engine will

make 2,160,000 revolutions, and each pis-

ton will travel up and down the interior

of its cylinder a total distance of 440

miles. As the Rolls-Royce "neino has 12

nistons they will in all travel 5.2S0 miVs.

The valves will be operated s ime 25,-

920 000 times in each engine, the mae
r.etos and sparking pluars having to de-

liver the same number of sparks for the

ignition of each engine.

The recent history of the Rolls-Royce

aero engine"; discloses one or two very

interesting facts.

On Nov. 11. 1918, when the arm'.3ti< "

was declared, there were in possession of

the R.A.F., Rolls-Royce aero engines of a

total horse power of over 1.000,000, whi,'h

far exceeded that of anv other make of

aero engine in use. Previous to armistice

day, Nov. 11, 1918. there had been con-

structed 122 Handlev-Page bombers of

which no less than 113 were fitt°d with

Rolls-Royce engines. Prior to the same
date, 1.524 c )mplete Bristol Fighters had
been delivered, of which number 1,364

were also equipped with Rolls-Royce en-

gines. Rolls-Royce engines were used

exclusively in the planes of the London-
Paris Government courier service for the

conveyance of the ministers, officials

and despatches to and from the Peace

Conference, the speed record between

London and Paris, viz.. 75 minutes, stand-

ing to th° credit of the Rolls-Royce aero

engine. The only two aeroplanes which

have flown from Engiland to India were

both fitted with Rolls-Royce engines.

Wihen a steel article with a metallic

coating is scratched or abraded so that a

small area of steel is exposed, the two
metals will, in the presence of atmo-

spheric moisture, form a galvanic

couple or cells in which a current will

be set up. The metal, which is electro-

positive to the other, will be oxidized,

while the electro-negative metal will re-

main imcorroded. When the coating is

zinc, it is the zinc which will be oxi-

dized. If, however, the coating be tin,

which is electro-negative to iron, the

steel will be attacked. Therefore tin as

a protective coating is useful only so

long as the coating remains everywhere
continuous, .\luminum makes a good

protective coating for steel. In the

method called calorizing the metal obiect

is placed in a mixture containing alum-

inum and heated up to 900 to 950 degs.

C. By this means a coating of aluminum
wlMrh penetrates into the iron is ob-

tained.
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NEW POWER PLANT
EQUIPMENT

GASOLINE MOTORS FOR STATION-
ARY WORK FOR DRIVING CENTRI-
FUGAL PUMPS AND ELECTRIC

GENERATORS
The Sterling engine, manufactured

by the Sterling Engine Company, Buf-

falo, New York, and designed for driv-

ing centrifugal pun^ps and electric gen-

erators, a development of their ma-
rine product, has been manufactured for

over 14 years. The racing engine, built

fii'e protection; driving centrifugal

pumps and generators. The motors are

admirable for this service, as they de-

velop their rated power at a speed mjst
desirable for the 'vork.

Neat enclosure of all moving parts of

the models FC and EC is arranged in

the design, and there is unusual provi-

sion for accessibility. All covers are

easily removed and attached, and ampie
space is provided in which to make ad-

curable. The manufacturmg of such en-
gines requires up-to-date machinery
and efficient machine shop methods, and
in Sterling's accurate dimensions are
adhered to so that parts ordered in re-

placement will always fit properly. The
testing is rigorous and severe, and the
motors are "run in" a considerable time
before shipment.

The models FC and EC 17-25 h.p.

m )tors incorporate a hollow crankshaft

PUMPING UNIT FOR LOW HEADS. SIX-CYLINDER STERLING POWER PLANT UNIT.

force feed lubricating system, oil being
pumped to all main and connecting rod

bearings through the crankshaft, ad-

mittedly the most advanced and efficient

STERLING ENGINE DRIVING CENTRIFUGAL PUMP. EIGHT-CYLINDER POWER PLANT UNIT.

by this company, has held the world's
speed record for eight consecutive
years.

The records made by the motors, and
the reputation they have gained in the

marine field for exceptional power and
longevity, has led to the redesigning
and adaption of the engines for station-

ary work, and to-day there are numer-
ous units installed in townships, villages,

and manufactories as standby plants for

justments if required. The engines are

remarkably smooth running and quiet,

as vibration has been practically elimin-

ated. Longevity is assured through the

extensive use of drop forgings for

camshaft and connecting rods, and for

bearing caps, crankshaft and camshaft
gears, in addition to which bronze and
aluminum castings of great tensile

strength are specified throughout the

motors, the material being the best pro-

system in use to-day. An oil sight
gauge and an oil pressure gauge are
provided, so that one has a constant
check on the oiling system.
The equipment of electric starter and

electric generator, with battery, assures
power immediately to meet any emer-
gency. This power is constant as the

motors may be depended upon to run
satisfactorily for long periods at maxi-
mum r.p.m. under full load.
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The Sterling Line of Stationary Engines

Model Oylindiers Bore stroke R.P.M. H.P. Base
PC* 4 5%" 800-1200^1400 &5-8I5-100 Iron.

PC* 6 5W &%" 800-1200-1400 85-125-145 Iron.

PC* 8 6%" 80O-120O-140O 115-170-200 Iron, lower.
( Bronze, upper.

PC* 8 e%" 9" 800-1000 240-300 (Iron, lower.
(Bronze, upper.

DC-12 2 7" 400-500 12-16 Iron.

EC 17-25t 4 3%" 600-1000-1200 17-2-5-30 Aluminum.

•Regular equipment includes electric starter generator (single unit).

{Regular equipment includes electric starter-and generator (2 units).

Model PC motors having T head cyl-

inders are regularly designed to turn

anti-clockwise facing the flywheel end,

relatively slight they are usually set

back cold, but when deep they are heat-

ed by fires, usually by Wells lamps, set

STERLING ENGINE DRIVING GENERATOR.

but can be furnished for clockwise rota-

tion if desired The drive is taken from
the crankshaft, which prjjects from the

after end of the motor, and which i?

machined for mounting a flexible coup-
ling. The models DC and EC can be
arranged for drive connection at either

end. The EC and DC motors being of

the L head type ai'e built to turn anti-

clockwise only. The construction of the

base enables a simple foundation. Where
a radiator is used an air-cooled exhaust
manifold with an expansion joint be-

tween each cylinder casting is provided;

however, a water-jacketed exhaust

manifold creates less heat, and is a pro-

tection for the operator this type of

manifold being installed where a sup-

ply of water is available.

THE FRACTURE OF A FURNACE
WHILE ITS BULGE WAS BEING

SET BACK
Expertness in setting back bulged fur-

naces has improved very much of late.

This is probably partly due to the in-

creasing number of cases, due to war
conditions, and partly to the difficulty

of obtaining plates for replacing damag-
ed furnaces. One of two cases which

ended in failure should, therefore, prove

of interest as it indicates the dangers

to be avoided. When the bulges are

back hot and finished-off cold. In one
case during the cold finishing-off pro-

cess on a bulged furnace, a circular

piece of plate measuring 10 in. diam.

burst out of the furnace plate. The na-

ture of the fractured surface left no
doubt that the fracture was an instan-

taneous one, except over a length of

about in. where the edges of the

plate were slightly bent. This curious

piece of plate is to be seen in our mu-
seum. The following is the most prob-

able explanation of this mishap: In

1886 I ead a paper before a meeting of

the Institute of Civil Engineers in which

a large number of experiments were dis-

cussed which proved clearly that both

wrought iron and mild steel have a com-

mon critical temperature, usually called

blue heat, because bright steel or iron

changes olor through straw to purple

or blue, at which temperature the ma-
terial, although softer than when cold, is

in a rotten condition and usually breaks

if bent. If the bending be stopped be-

fore either breakages or cracks occur,

and if the sample be put aside for a

short period and the bending continued,

or the sample straightened, then it is

almjst sure to break. Other mechanical

manipulations while the steel is "blue

hot" will also impart to it permanent
brittleness. Thus op the occasion of the

reading of the above paper, a bar of

mild steel about 1 in. wide and % in.

thick had been bent double at one end
while cold in order to demonstrate its

ductility or toughness, the other end of

the bar had been polished and warmed
between heaters until it commenced to

change color from straw to purple and
blue. While at this temperature it was
placed under a steam hammer and re-

duced in thickness from in. to % in.,

and was then laid aside for the meeting,

at the end of which it was struck against

a small anvil and broke in two. The
ends of this sample were preserved and

retested after waiting about 30 years,

when they were still found to be as brit-

tle as at first. Evidently age nas no
beneficial effect on improperly worked

steel; it can only be restored to its ori-

ginally good condition by annealing.

These experiments explain why the ap-

plication of heaters to flanges, and other

parts of boilers which have to be slightly

bent, very often leads to cracks, which

are called mysterious, because the true

cause, the heaters, are either not men-

tioned or have been forgotten. Now
what had happened in the present fur-

nace mishap was very simple. The

bulge had been heated by a Wells lamp.

The centre was said to have been red

hot, and there must therefore have been

a circular zone over which the tempera-

ture was a "blue heat" during the time

that the bulge was being pressed back.

The setting back appeared to be per-

fectly satisfactory, but next day it was

thought that a further improvement

could be effected by re-applying ram

pressure on the cold plate, with the re-

sult that the plate fractured in a circu-

lar line through the zone which had been

made permanently brittle by being bent

while "blue hot." It is therefore evident

that in future, if furnace bulges have to

be heated before being set back, they

should be re-heated after they have been

set back.

The annual output of thirteen billion

o-allons of petroleum in the United

States consists of 1,800,000,000 gallons

of kerosene and about twice as much

gasoline, the remainder being gas oil,

distillate and light and heavy residuals.
* * *

Where great power is applied slowly,

jiart'.cularly when sp?.ce is at a premium,

the worm-and-wheel drive is seen at its

best. Another advantage of this type

of drive is the ease with which it can

be kept oiled. Perhaps greased would

be a better term because the worm fre-

quently works in grease. The whole

drive is usually enclosed in a grease-

tight box, though which passes the driv-

ing shaft.
*

In a certain plant the technical maga-

zines which are received are first read

by the engineers in the office. They are

then placed in a box made especially for

this purpose, at the employees' entrance-

Any worker may take one at a time

home, and after reading it. return it to

the box so that other employees may-

read it. This scheme is worthy of more

general application.
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POUNDS OF AIR REQUIRED PER
POUNDS OF STEAM GENER\TED.
INSTEAD OF POUNDS O FAIR RE-
QUIRED PER POUNDS OF COAL
Those who have not given this matter

any thought would do well to analyze

the following:

After a little experimenting with com
men draft gauges, I found that the quick-

est action of the liquid in the tube took

place when they were connected up as

shown by enclosed sketch. I noticed that

a very small hole in the fuel bed, or by
opening the fire-door slightly, the action

of the liquid in the tube was almost

instantaneous. It then struck me that

some means of measuring the amount of

air admitted to the furnace would be

of more value than a CO. recorder as a

guide to the fireman, due to the fact that

its action would be much quicker: But
herein the problem that confronted me
was that some means of knowing the

amount of coal being fed to the furnace,

the B. T. U.'s contained therein, etc., must
be known.

Well, bearing in mind that the B. T. U.'s

in the coal is the direct means of generat-

ing steam, and that it was and is a simple

matter to make a beautiful CO., chart,

but who is going to make the steam? It

seldom happens that the fireman who
makes the nice chart makes the most
steam. So again with "a steam flow

meter in mind" it then was only neces-

sary to find the difference in the amount
of air required in proportion to the

number of B.T.U.'s in the coal.

First take the following, the two ex-

tremes of carbon and hydrogen which
form practically all our commercial
fuels in various ratio, we find the num-
ber of B. T. U.'s per pound of oxygen com-
bining with hj'drogen is about 7,800,

while that of oxygen combining with car-

bon is about 5,400 B. T. U., a difference of

only about 28 per cent.

Now in actual practice we find the

fuel containing the highest percentage
of its combustible in the form of hydro-
gen is natural gas, having about 25% by
weight, on the other hand anthracite

coal or coke having little or no hydrogen.
Figuring this out you will find that the

number of B. T. U.'s per pound of air re-

quired to burn these two fuels is only

about 7 per cent.

Now again figuring from many of the

commercial coals used in our power
plants the difference in B. T. U.'s de-

veloped per pound of air is between 2

and 3 {%) per cent., say 2.5 per cent.,

•which is much closer than any of the

power house men expect to have the air

regulated to the furnace.

Now from this it is seen that a prob-

lem presents itself, but which is quite

easily solved. It is the aim and object of

everyone dealing with the generating of

steam in a boiler by the use of coal to

transmit to the water in the boiler the

largest possible number of B.T.U.'s con-

tained in the coal. The most of this work
depends on complete combustion, which of

course depends on the amount of oxygen
entering the furnace, consequently the

amount of air.

Now, as before stated, the number of

B. T. U.'s developed from the ordinary

fuels per pound of air vary only 2.5 per

cent., it stands to reason that the pounds
of air required per pounds of water
evaporated or steam generated must be in

very close relation.

Or in other words the amount of air

required per B. T. U.'s developed from
any commercial fuels has a direct bear-

ing on the number of pounds of steam

turned out. And any variation from the

above means a loss of eflSciency in the

boiler. This of course holds true only

when the boiler, etc., is in good order,

but once the highest efficiency has been

established and the combustion in the

furnace has been found to be perfect, or

nearly s), "there will be an exact amount
of air required in proportion to the

steam generated regardless of the char-

acter or quality of the fuel." "And any
variation from the above will result in a

loss of efficiency."

There is now manufactured a boiler

meter, and which has been on the market
for about three (3) years, that measures
the flow of air to the furnace, the flow of

steam from the boiler and records the

temperature of the flue gases. Also if

desired can be fitted with a pointer that

will record the condition of the fire. So
in conclusion I would suggest that any-
one interested in boiler and furnace effi-

ciency would do well to analyze the above
and if found as stated, which they no doubt
will, can not do otherwise than recom-
mend the use of these "Boiler Meters,"

as long as the word "efficiency" is used in

the boiler room.
—F. F. McNeil.

A HOME-MADE SEISMOGRAPH
Something somewhat out of the line

of POWER HOUSE work, but that is.

CORRECT METHOD OF CONNECTING DRAFT GAUGES TO A HAND-FIRED FURNACE.
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nevertheless, very interesting and can be
made by all power house workers is a

very easily made, simple seismograph.
It is quite as sensitive as an expensive
factory-made one. Of course, it makes
no written record; neither will it show
a horizontal shock. The raising or low-

ering of the ball A will lengthen or

0«

shorten the time of the stroke. The
upright is a piece of spring steel wire,

firmly fastened at the bottom. All the
joints on the frame must be made rigid,

so that none of them will absorb any
part of a vibration of the earth. The
least earth vibration will cause the

point at C to move over quite a space.

It must be remembered that the seismo-
graph must be placed upon the earth,

or on a solid foundation in direct con-

tact with the earth.

JAMES E. NOBLE.

PLASTER OF PARIS FOR GROUT-
ING

The grouting under one of the main
bearings of a twin engine broke down
and further tightening of the anchor
bolts proved of no use.

As the engine could not be shut down
long enough f Jr concrete to be depended
on to set hard enough, resort was had
to plaster of paris.

The men who undertook to do the

grouting had never handled the stuff

before, so they mixed a batch big enough
to do the job, with the result that it

"froze" on them before they got nicely

started. Their method of working was
revised and the grouting poured. It held

so well that the otlier .side was done also.

The disadvantage of the plaster is

that it must be handled so quickly. Only
a quantity that can be poured from the

dish or pail immediately on mixing
should be prepared at one time. Plaster

mixed with a little more than half its

weight of water will make a paste that

will not run. Additional water is neces-

sary to make it suitable for pouring.

Its advantage lies in the fact that it

sets quickly, making it suitable for

hurry-up jobs.

As for its strength there need be no
worry, as it will stand a pressure of 500

lbs. per sq. in., one hour after pouring and
in twenty-four hours it will stand over

1,000 pounds, finally reaching a strength

of over 2,300 pounds.
R. McLAREN.

POWER PLANT KINKS AND OTHERS

By J. E. McCormack

When two or more bicyclists are out

riding and one meets with an accident

which disables his front wheel it is some-

times possible to remove the damaged

wheel and its mudguard, then remove

the mudguard from the rear wheel of the

other or one of the other bicycles (which

we will call No. 2) and slipping the front

forks of No. 1 straddle of the hind

wheel of No. 2, attach both pairs of forks

to that wheel (that is, its own pair and

the front pair just mentioned). This

makes practically a three-wheeled tan-

dem. Both riders can thus ride and

pedal, but the rider in front must steer

for both. The two mudguards and the

damaged wheel mav be carried along as

excess baggage. It may not always be

necessary to remove the two mudguards.

It depends on how much room there is

after both foi'ks have been placed on

the one wheel. This method is not

original with me. It came to me through

a machinist, but whenever I have men-
tioned it to members of the bicycling

public it has been received as though
new information. It may, however, be

well known in some sections.

To prime a pump that has a suction

hose on, I have seen this method suc-

ceed on the first trial after a lot of

time had been fruitlessly spent trying

to prime from above by pouring water
into the pump through a tee on the dis-

charge pipe connections.

The lower end of the hose was raised

to the level of the top of the pump and
the whole filled with vvat^r. then

when starting the pump the hose was
allowed to drop into the normal position

below. In future trials I never knew
this method to fail.

Another method, but used in connection

with a hoist (as in prospecting, etc.), is

to attach a tub of water to the cable

of the hoist and raise it to the level of

the pump, then with the pump hose

coiled up in this, start the pump and
when it begins to take water properly
lower the tub quickly into the water be-

low by the aid of the hoist—the hoist-

man acting on the pumpman's signals.

A suitable sized iron hand wheel taken
from an engineer's old globe valve can
be used when boring small holes by
hand. Bits with tapered square shanks
to fit a carpenter'o brace are used and
the shank inserted in the square hole

in the hand wheel. I like this better

than a gimlet to bore with. All makes
of valves of one size do not have hand

wheels exactly alike, but generally a

wheel from a %-inch valve is suitable.

The hole should be large enough to take

a good hold on the bit shank but not
large enough to let the shank pass

through far enough to chafe the palm
of the hand.

When putting a cork into a bottle one
generally gives it a little twist in one
direction. This gives the fibres a set

or trail backwards and when removing
the cork again, twisting it in the oppo-

site direction to which it was twisted

while inserting tends to give these trail-

ing fibres a slight expanding clutch ac-

tion, whereas twisting in the same direc-

tion as when inserting maintains the

trailing position of the fibres and so

the cork comes out easier accordingly.

I have found the same rule to apply to

metal parts which screwed together.

When stuck they will sometimes start

by turning on them with a wrench in

such a way as to, if possible, screw
them further in when they had already
refused to budge the other way without
danger of breaking. I have used this

kink occasionally for several years and
believe that it applies more especially

to brass than to iron and least to steel.

One who works more in metal than In

wood, but sometim.'E in either or both,

occasionally bumps up against a small

job in wood-working where a fine-loothed

saw is desirable but owing to being sel-

dom required is not purchased. In such
cases a hack saw for iron is more apt
to constitute a part of the outfit. This
was the casp with me and I tried the
hack saw by way of experiment. The
results have led me to use it several

times since in small jobs of fine work
in wood. It sticks a little sometimes in

basswood but in most woods, especially

the hard woods, it works very well. If

it has been used for metal previously it

must be cleaned to avoid discolorinar the
wood during the first few cuts. This is

not recommended as a substitute for a
fine-toothed wood hand saw if there is

enough fine work to make it worth while
keeping the proper saw on hand, but
it may be better than buying a new saw
to seldom be used. The hack saw can-
not take the place of a medium or coarse-
toothed hand saw.

Figures have been given out showing
the way in which costs of running the
British railways have been mounting
up. The present estimate of increased
cost in working the railways during the
financial year ending March 31, 1920.
as compared with 1913. was from 104
to 109 millions, made up of war wages
and other concessions. 57 millions; 8-

hour day and new concessions i-ecently

gratified or still under discussion. 20 to

25 millions; and extra cost of materials
and coal. 27 millions.
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Care and Management of

Lead Secondary Cells

By S. BUTLER

FROM a careful study of the chemi-

cal action in a lead storage cell

published in a previous issue of

POWER HOUSE, and the physical re-

sults of that action, one should be able

to determine what treatment such a cell

should get in order to obtain the best

results, and the most efficient service.

There is no piece of a power plant

equipment that will deteriorate at so

rapid a rate as the lead storage on sec-

ondary cell. The main points to be

avoided are the following:

(1) For rapid charging and discharg-

ing.

(2) Use of impure electrolyte.

(3) Use of too dense or too light elec-

trolyte.

(4) Overcharging.

(5) Overdischarging.

The disregarding of any one of these

five points means disaster to the battery

sooner or later, most likely sooner. A
battery attendant should have s )me idea

of elementary chemistry at the least,

as well as the electrical side of the work.

We will now take up the five different

points in their rotation.

(1) Too rapid charging and discharg-

ing will bwer the ampere hour capacity

of the cell, due to the chemical action

being too violent. The active elements

FIG. 1.

are not properly deposited on the plates

and a deposit is likely to be thrown
down in the bottom of the cell; this de-
posit, getting too high, would come in

contact with the bottom of the plates

and give trouble by short-circuiting

them. If at any tim.e this should occur
the plates would have to be taken out
and the deposits remjved. This means
a considerable amount of labor and a
loss in the use of the battery, which
cannot always be put out of commission.
Too rapid discharge. In the previous

issue, diagram one should onvey the
thought that lead sulphate, PbSO^, plus

water (H O) is being formed, and if the

lead sulphate is formed too rapidly it

would be uneven in its formation, and
the expansion not being evenly dis-

tributed the plate would bucMe and
loosen the active material, causing it to

fall from the lead grid, and t3 come in

contact with the other plate. This would
give serious trouble. Or it may form
a deposit of P1>S0^, lead sulphate, over
th(.- active material and the cell will be-

come dead. It also lowers the density

of the electrolyte due to so much water
being formed. Manufacturers of stor-

age cells usually allow a capacity of

from 50 to 60 ampere hours per square
foot of positive plate area, counting
both sides of the plate. This capacity

is computed on an eight-hour charge
and discharge rate, which means that

the normal rate of charge or discharge

50 to 60

should be = 6 or 7 amperes
8

per square foot of positive plate area,

so you could take 6.5 amperes per square
foot as a normal point.

Point No. 2. Use of impure electro-

lyte. This is where the operator would
find a knowledge of chemistry a good
asset. We will taks up the acid part of

our electrolyte first. In the manufac-
ture of sulphuric acid, after it passes

from the iron pyrites, FeS., to sulphur

dioxide, SO.,, to the SO, stage, it is formed
entirely in lead chambers and therefore

carries with it a certain amount of lead

sulphate, PbSO,. Chemical pure sul-

phuric acid should test 1.84, temp. 59°F.

Lead sulphate can be detected by dis-

tilling a small quantity in a test tube

over a bunsen burner; the lead sulphate

will remain at the bottom of the tube.

liCad sulphate is slightly soluble in con-

centrated sulphuric acid, and the dis-

solved portion precipitates upon dilut-

ing the acid with water. Lead sul-

phate dissolves at a common tempera-

ture, 1 part PbSO^ to 22,800 parts pure

water, and is less soluble in water con-

taining sulphuric acid. Lead sulphate

can be removed by allowing the elec-

trolyte to remain still for forty-eight

hiurs after mixing the acid with water.

Care should be taken to always put the

required amount of water first, then

add the acid, steadily stirring with a

stick.

We will now consider the water in

the electrolyte. Special attention should

be given to this par.; of the electrolyte.

Mostly all water contains some s )luble

foreign matter, mostly alkalies. Dis-

tilled water only should be used and
filtered water avoided. Filtration being

a mechanical operation, will only re-

move the suspended impurities. Any
foreign matter held in solution can only

be taken out by distillation. For ex-

ample sodium coming in contact with

sulphuric acid would form sodium sul-

phate, NaSO,. Lime would form cal-

cium sulphate or g.ypsum, CaSO^. Traces

of copper would form copper sulphate

or blue vitriol, CuSO^. Traces of iron

would form ferrous sulphate or green
vitriol. These are soluble salts. The
latter two would cause local action in

the cell.

Point No. 3. Too dense or too light

electrolyte. The density of the elec-

trolyte largely depends upon the con-

ditions under which the battery has got

to work. Example: A battery kept on

float that is being run in conjunction

with a charging generator, as a station

control, or as a booster set for traction

work. Such a batterv could have a much
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FIG. 2.—CADMJUM CELL TESTER.

denser electrolyte, because a battery
under these conditions would never get
a heavy discharge. And if at any time
it should, it would not have to stand in
that condition for any length of time.
The advantage the battery would have
is, it would have a higher E.M.F. or volt-

age and a decreased internal resistance;
also a better discharge rate. If your
working conditions are such that the
battery may have to stand for any
length of time in a discharged condi-
tion, then a lighter electrolyte is better,

as the chemical action of weaker acid

would not be so violent and the sul-

phating less. But the E.M.F. or voltage
would be lower with an increased re-

sistance and the discharge rate not so
good; so it is well to know under what
conditions the battery has to work.

Point No. 4. Overcharging. By re-

ferring to diagram No. 3 of the previous
article, it will readily be seen that the

H,0 part of the electrolyte has been
formed up with the Pb(SOJ into sul-

phuric acid, HiSOj, leaving us with a
positive plate of PbO,, lead peroxide, and
a negative plate of Pb or spongey lead,

PbO, being the highest oxide which it is

possible to form. This is where the bat-

tery should come off charge, but for ex-

ample we will still keep on charge. The
accompanying diagram will convey to

you some idea of what is going to hap-

pen. The plates will turn a very black

brown or nearly black in color. Re dia-

gram S, sulphur combines with H, hy-

drogen, in the ratio as hydrogen and oxy-

gen (H^S) (H,0) and form H,S hydro-

gen sulphide. Hydrogen sulphide readily

attacks lead compounds and f )rms PbS,

lead sulphide. Hydrogen sulphide being

a highly soluble gas would not be no-

ticeable in the room. This action in

time would ruin the plates.

Point No. (5) Overdischarging. This is

a point that wants very careful atten-
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
A Record of Prices Current on Raw, Semi - finished, and Finished Materials

Entering Into the Manufacture and Operation of Power Plant Equipment

BOILER TUBES
Seam- Lap-

Size less welded
1 in $25 00 $

114 in 27 00
IV2 in 28 00 26 00

1% in »0 00 26 00

2 in 30 00 26 00

2% in 33 00 28 00

2^ in 40 00 32 00

3 in 46 00 38 00

3% in 45 00

3% in 56 00 42 00

4 in 70 00 54 00

Prices per 100 feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

SHEETS
Montreal Toronto

PLATES
Montreal Toronto

Plates. Vi to 1/2 in--- ?4 50 $4 50

Tank plates, 3-16 in. 4 90 4 90

WKOUGHT PIPE
Effective Jan. 7, 1918.
Standard Buttweld.

Black Galvanized
Size. Per 100 feet

% in $ 6 00 $ 8 00

^ in 4 68 6 «i

% in 4 68 6 SI

^ in 6 21 7 78

% in 7 82 9 95

1 in 11 36 14 71

1% in 15 64 19 90

IVi in 18 70 23 76

2 in 25 16 32 01
2J^ in 40 37 51 19

8 in 52 79 66 94

3% in 67 16 84 18

4 in 79 57 99 74

Standard Lapweld

2 in 38 81 36 34
21/2 in 42 12 62 36
3 in 55 08 68 47

3% in 69 00 86 94
4 in 81 75 103 00

4% in 93 00 118 00
5 in 108 00 137 00

6 in 140 00 178 00
7 in 183 00 232 00

8L in 193 00 244 00

8 in 222 00 281 00

9 in 266 00 366 00

lOL in 246 00 312 00

to in 317 00 402 00

Prices—Ontario, Quebec and
Maritime Prorlncca

WKOUGHT NIPPLES
4" and und«r, 60%.
4%" and larger, 50%.
4* and under, running; thread.

30%.
Standard eouplincs, 4" and un-

der, 40%.
and larger, 20%.

IRON PIPE FITTINGS
Malleable ilttines, class A, 20%

on list: class B and C, net list

Cast iron flttlngs, 25% off list.

Malleable bushings, 26 and
•ast busfhinKs. 25%; unions, 46%:
pIUK*, 2A% off list. Net prices mal-
laabl* fittings; Class B black, 24

lb.; Class C black. 15%c lb.; gal-

ranized. Class B, 34c H>. : Class C,

24%e lb. F.O.B. Toronto.

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING.
At mill list plus 5%
At vyarehouse list plus 25%
IMscennta of new list. Warehons*

price at MontrMi and Toronto.

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL
Per lb. to Lante Buyers Cents

Iron bars, base, Toronto ... $4 25

Steel bars, base, Toronto ... 4 25

Steel bars, 2" to 4" base. . . 6 50

Best crades -••

Iron bars, base, Montreal . . 3 75

Steel bars, base, Montreal.. 3 75

Reinforcing bare, base 4 50

Small shapes 6 76

Sheets, Black, No. 28.$
Sheets, Black, No. 10.

Canada plates, dull, 6^!

sheets
Canada plates, all

brig-ht

Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized
Queen's Head, 28
B.W.G

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.G.
Gorbal"8 Best, No. 28.
Colbome Crown, No.

2g
Premier, No. 28 U.S.
Premier, 10% oz. . . .

.

6 55
5 15

8 50

8 50

6 00
5 45

7 .10

8 00

7 50
7 80

PROOF COIL CHAIN
B

Vi in $14 35
5-16 in 13 85

% in 13 50
7-16 in 12 90

% in 13 20
9-16 in 12 70

% in 12 50
% in 12 40
V, in 12 90
1 in 12 65
Extra for B.B. Chain 1 20
Extra for B.B.B. Chain 1 80

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

% in $13 00
3-16 in 12 50

V4 in 11 75
.5-16 in 11 40
% in 11 00
7-16 in . . 10 60
V4 in 10 40
% in 10 00
% in 9 90

Price* per 100 Ibf^

FILES AND RAIPS
Per Cent.

Great Western, American .... 60
Kearney & Foot. Arcade 60
.1. Barton Smith. Eagle 60
McClelland. Globe 60
Whitman ft Barnes 60
Black Diamond 87>4
Delta Files 87%
Nicholson 87

H

Globe 60
Vulcan 60
Disston 60
P.H. and Imperial 6H

OILS AND COMPOUNDS
Cnstor oil. per lb

Royalite, per gal., bulk
Palaeine
Machine oil, per «a\
Black oil. per tral

Cylinder oil. Capital
Cylinder oil. Acme
Standard cutting compound.
per Tb

Lord oil. per gal 2

Union thread cutting oil anti-
seritic

Acme cutting oil. antiseptic

Imperial quenching oil

Petroleum fuel oil

19^4
22^
271/,

16

58
S9%

06
60

88
37 M.
89
IOV4

BELTING—No. 1 OAK TANNED.
Extra heavy, single a^id double S0%
Standard 30. 10%
Cut leather lacing. No. 1 $2 20
Leather in sides I 75

COAL AND COKE.
Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsvill* Foundry Cok*. ..

Kteam Lump Coal
Best Slaek

N«t .on f.o.b. Toronto.

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 35
Stove bolts 65
Plate vashers list plus 20
Machine bolts, 7-16 and over 40
Machine bolts, % and less... 40
Blank bolts 25
Bolt ends 25
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., steel 27%
Machine screws, o. and fil. hd.,

steel 10
Machine scrows, fl. and rd.

hd., brass net
Machine screws, o. and fil. hd.,

brass net
Nuts, square blank add $0 75

Nuts, square, tapped . . . .add 1 00

Nuts, hex. blank add 1 00
Nuts, hex. tapped add 1 25

Copper rivets and burrs, list

less 15

Burrs onlv list plus 25
Iron rivets and burrs ....40c 05

Boiler rivets, base and
larger $8 50

Structural rivets, as above.. 8 40
Wood screws, fl?.t, bright.. 75

Wood screws. O&R., bright 77V-i

Wood screws, flat, brass. ... 55
Wood screws, O.&R.. brass.. 55%
Wood screws, flat, bronze.. 50
Wood screws, O.&R., bronze 47

MISCELLANEOUS.

Solder, strictly 34
Solder, guaranteed 39
Babbitt metals 18 to 70
Soldering conpers. 3 to 6 lbs. 5S

Putty, 100-lb. drums 6 75

White lead, pure, cwt 17 80
Red dry lead. 100-lb kess,

per ewt 15 60
Glue, English 36

Gasoline, per gal., bulk ... 33

Renzine. per gal., bulk 30 Vs
Pure turpentine, single bbls.,

gal 1 03

Linseed oil. raw, single bbls. 1 96
Linseed oil, boiled, single

bbls 1 98
I^cad wool, per lb 16

Plumbers* oakum, per ewt. 9 00

Sandpaper. B. ft A list plus 20

Emery Cloth list plus 20
Sal Soda 03%
Sulphur, rolls 05
Sulphur, commercial 04%
Rosin "D." per lb 03

Rosin "G." per lb 03%
Borax crystal and granula. 14

Wood alcohol, per gallon... 1 80
Whiting, plain, per 100 lbs.. 2 20

COPPER PRODUCTS
Montreal Toronto

Bars. % to 2 in. ..$42 50 $43 00

Plain sheets, base 16

oz. and heavier . . 46 00 44 00
Copper sheet, tinned,

14x60 in., 14 oz. . . 48 00 48 00

Copper sheet, plan-
ished, base 16 oz.

and heavier . . . . 46 00 45 00

Braziers' in. sheets.

6x4 base 45 00 44 00

Tubing T.P.S., base
?4 in. up to 3 in. 60 00 60 00

Above prices are full sheets and
bars. Cut sheets and bars are 6c

per lb. higher.

BRASS PROnUCTS.
Warehouse price.

Brass rods, base '-j" to 1" rd..$0 34

Sheets. 24 oz. and heavier base 42

Brass tubing, seamless 46

rubing, I.P.S., 1" base 48

POLISHED DRILL ROD.
Discount off list, Montraal
and Toronto Net

WASTE
White. CenU per lb

XXX Extra 19%
Peerless 19
Grand 18
Superior 18
X L C R 17
Atlas 17
X Empire 15%
Ideal 16
X press 14

Colored.

Lion 16
Standard 13%
No. 1 13%
Popular 12
Keen 10%

Wool Packing

Arrow . .* 26

Axle 20
Anvil It

Anchor 11

Washed Wipers

Select White 11

Mixed colored 10
Dark colored 09

This list subject to trade dis-

count for quantity

.MILLED PRODUCTS
Per Cent

Set screws 60
Sq. & Hex., Head Cap Screws 45
Rd. & Fil Head Cap Screws 20
Flat ft But. Hd. Cap Screws
plus 10

Fin. ft Semi-fin. nuts up to

1 in 45

Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over
1 in., up to 1

'.J in 40
Fin. and semi-fln. nuts, over

l^-j in., up to 2 in 25

Studs 30
Taper pins 50
Coupling bolts, pins 10

Planer head bolts, without
fillets list plus 10

Planer head bolts, with fillet

list plus 10 and 10

Planer head bolt nuts, same
as finished nuts.

Planer bolt washers net
Hollow set screws.. list plus 20
Collar screws. . .list plus 20, 30
Thumb screws 40
T^iumb nuts 75
Patch bolts add 20
Cold pressed nuts to 1% In.

add 1 00
Cold pressed nuts over 1%
in add 2 00

METALS
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper $22 00 $21 00
Electro copper 21 00 20 75

Castings, copper .... 21 00 18 00
Tin

55

00 55 00
Spelter 9 25 8 50
Lead 7 25 6 50
Antimony 9 50 9 CO
Aluminum 36 00 35 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

ROPES AND PACKING
Packing, square braided ... .$0 39

Packing, No. 1 Italian • 44

Packing. No. 2 Italian 36

Pure Manila rope 37

Transmission rope. Manila.. 43

Drilling cables. Manila .... 39

RUBBER BELTING
Standard !•*
cxtr*.

LEAD SHEETS Montreal Toronto

Sheets, 3 lb*, sa. t,
lb 112 00 $18 U

Sheets. 3% lbs 12 00 18 2»

Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs... 13 00 12 10

Cut sheeU, %e per lb. extra.

CuU sheets to sisa. 1* par
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Fifty Subscriptions
from One Firm

THE International Business Machines Company, of which Mr. Frank E. Mutton is vice-

president and general manager, subscribed to 10 copies of THE FINANCIAL POST some
months ago—these copies to go to their travelling salesmen. Now

this company has increased the number of these subscriptions to 50 be-

cause the results of the experimental subscriptions have proved so sat-

isfactory.

Mr. Mutton explained that the object of putting THE POST in the hands

of the men of his company was to keep them intelligently acquainted with

general business conditions in Canada. He said he knew no better paper

than THE POST for the purpose. It would seem that his men have

responded fully to effort made to keep them well informed about Cana-

dian business affairs—so much so that the management have added 40

other men to the original 10 to receive THE POST.

When Mr. Mutton was wnth the National Cash Register Com-
pany as its Canadian manager, he was the king of all managers
in the matter of sales records. In this position he achieved a
big reputation built on solid achievements. He learned sales-

manship in a school where competition was of the hottest kind,

and where the competitors were brilliant men. Giving Mr.
Mutton full credit for superior personal qualities and energy
of the most ardent kind, it is taking nothing away from him
when it is said that not a little of his success was due to his
intimate and sympathetic knowledge of the other man's busi-

FRANK E. MUTTON

ness. And he taught the men associated with him as salesmen
to know the point of view and requirements of the men they
called on to sell machines to.

As vice-president and general manager of the International

Business Machines Company, Mr. Mutton is putting into opera-

tion an idea used by him in past days with brilliant results

—

he is causing his salesmen to know the business and require-

ments of their prospective customers. To establish points of

contact swiftly and surely is one of the open secrets of suc-

cessful selling.

In the case of your solicitations of customers and desired customers, it is excellent strategy to

have your salesmen so well informed about business conditions generally, and about the inter-

ests of the men they canvass, that they will be able almost instantly to relate their proposals to

the interests of the buyer. When a salesman shows himself intimate with the interests or busi-

ness or objectives of the man whose order he wants, he is immensely strengthened as a sales-

man, and his percentage of successful canvasses goes steadily up.

Our definite suggestion to you is: Subscribe to THE POST yourself, and learn from its pages
how your salesmen or executives can draw power from this newspaper. Then, having acquired
the sought-for knowledge, subscribe to THE POST for each man in your service who can profit

you by knowing what is in THE POST each week. If Frank Mutton and other prominent
executives are making a success of THE POST as a salesman's aid, it is reasonable to suppose
that other managers of salesmen and executives can likewise employ THE POST as a pro-
ducing agent. And so we ask you to sign and forward the coupon below.

The MacLean Publishing Company, Limited,

143-153 University Ave., Toronto.

Send r. THE FINANCIAL POST OF CANADA (weekly). Subscription price of $3 will

be remitted on receipt of invoice in the usual way. Have this copy sent to

P.H.
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tion as it will be found that the electro-
lyte is getting lighter and the PbO,„ lead
peroxide, is being burned into lead sul-

phate, PbSO. For example, the specific

gravity at full charge being 1.215
should not be allowed to drop below
1.195, a drop of 20 points, and the volt-

age would be about 2.2 and should not
go below 1.8 or 1.9. Voltage readings
should be taken when the battery is

either on charge or discharge at the
normal rate. The normal discharge rate
is preferable, as there will be less lia-

bility of discharging too low. Voltage
readings taken when a battery is not
working, that is on open circuit, give no
indication as to the condition of the

plates, as the voltage does not depend
on the size of the plates, so long as

there was any lead perjxide on one
plate and spongy lead on the other, the

electrolyte about 1.200, the voltage read-

ings would be about 2.2 volts, you would
be getting the potential differences be-

tween the plates. There is one point

of warning for the safety of the attend-

ant, and that is he should never under
any circumstances carry an open flame
or strike matches in the battery room.

The Use of the Cadmium
Voltage readings taken with the cad-

mium stick are the most accurate read-

ings. The voltage on a fully charged
cell from cadmium to lead peroxide is

2.5 volts, and from cadmium to spongy
lead zero. With the use of this stick

a faulty plate can be localized in a cell.

The accompanying diagrams give the

construction of the cadmium stick. Pro-

cure 1 piece of hard rubber one and a

half inches wide, 1 sixteenth of an men
thick, 1 piece of cadmium % by %,
sweat or solder to a thin lead wire about

No. 14 or 12 gauge, drill Vz inch hole

near the bottom of the hard rubber,

equal distance from the centre to one

side of the rubber. Then cut a groove

marked by dotted lines, to receive the

lead wire; the lead wire could be ham-
mered a little flat for convenience.

Mark the centre of the hard rubber at

either ends as a guide. Put the hard

rubber into boiling water, keep it there

until it becomes pliable. You will then

be able to bend the hard rubber in the

centre, where you put the marks at eith-

er end as your guide. Put your cad-

mium and lead wire in its place and

squeeze together between two pieces of

board in a vise or clamps. Should the

rubber begin to set hard, place it again

in the boiling water with its contents

and resume the pressure. You should

have no trouble in making one of these

stick, and you will be well repaid for

your trouble, as no battery attendant's

kit is complete without one.

BOOK REVIEWS
The Construction of Graphical Charts,

by .lohn P. Peddle. The McGraw
Hill Book Co. Price $2

Much r-f the work of calculation done

by the engineer and designer is in the

repeated calculati m of a limited number

of formulae to a variety of different
conditions, which involves merely the
substitution of different varialbles in
identical equations. Any mechanical
means for performing this operation ex-
peditiously will not only lead to a sav-
ing of time and mental wear and tear
but will also minimize the chances for
error. Such a device is the chart or
nomagram, and the present work enters
into its construction in a very clear and
practical manner. Believing that the
subject should be particularly useful to

the practicing engineer who is often a
trifle rusty in some parts of his mathe-
matics, an effort is made to simplify the
mathematical treatment. A series of
illustrative problems has also been work-
ed out in detail as it was thought by the
author that these would afford a clear
insight into the methods and a better
understanding of the difficulties lively

to be encountered than would be pos-
sible from a purely theoretical analysis.

In the second edition of the work now
presented a chapter on the use of deter-

minants, in the plotting of graphical
charts, has been added.

Contents,

—

Charts plotted on rectangular co-

ordinates; the alignment chart; the

hexagonal index chart; proportional
charts; empirical equations; stereo-

graphic charts snd solid models; the use
of determinants.

The Electric Range Handbook; the So-

ciety for Electrical Development.
Inc., United Engineering Socie-

ties Bldg., New York;
Price $1.50

The handbook is a complete compila-

tion of authentic electric information

and data. Its purpose is to guide and
help solve the problems of central sta-

tion managers, who have realized the im-

portance of the range load and who are

contemplating the active development

of this class of service. The text has

been reviewed and approved by several

range authorities. Chapter I takes up
the characteristics of the electric ranee

load, c )mpares the range with other

househoM appliances and discusses cook-

ing rates and their justification. The
problem of financin<j,- extensions and in-

stallations are also dealt with. Chapter

11. deals with the electric range itself

and together with its construction takes

up its advantages in the home. Chap-

ter III. is a historical resume of elec-

tric cookery and enters into the char-

acteristics of electric heat as anplied to

cookery. The range load, fr)m the

standpoint of the central station, is

taken up in Chapter IV. both from the

standpoint of investment and also as to

the charactf'riEtics of the load.

Merchandising methods are dealt with

in the following chapters, selling p nnts.

advertising and maintenance also being

dealt with. The last three chapters

deal with water heaters, c immercial

cooking apparatus and general informa-

tion. To those having to do with the

nromoting of electric range load this

handbook is commended.

Electrical Aids to Greater Production;
Allen M. Perry—The McGraw-Hill

Book Co., Inc., New York
Eighty per cent, of the power used in

making munitions has been applied elec-

trically. The war has brought to the
engineer in the industrial plant, to the
chief electrician of such plants, and to

the consulting engineers, who laid out
and designed the electrical equipment
for industrial work many new oppor-
tunities. The present volume has been
written out of the experiences of men
engaged in this work and the best of this

practice has been assembled and com-
piled from articles which have appeared
from time to time in the "Electrical

World" on industrial problems of this

nature. The material has been chosen
and edited, not to make a text-book

but rather a practical handbook of

methods, schemes and plans, which can

be lifted out and adapted to a wide
variety of conditions. The ranges of

subjects treated of :« almost as wide as

are the applications of electricity to

modern industry anri much useful in-

formation is presented for the engineer

in charge of plant equipment. Proper

records are an important part in the

smooth management of electrical plant

and this phase of the work has been

carefully covered.

Contents, ChapLer I,—General Power
Problems of Industrial Plants. Chapter

II. — Distribution, Transformation,

Switching and Protection. Chapter III.

Motors, Control, Specific Applications,

Troubles and Remedies. Chapter IV.

—

Illumination—selection of equipmenr,

Economies and Specific Applications.

Chapter V.—Electric P\imaces, Welding,

etc. Chapter VI.—Meters and Measure-

ments as applied t) industries. Chap-

ter VII.—Handling Material in Indus-

trial Plants with Electric Tractors.

Chapter VIII.—Outdoor Substations.

The Canadian Morehead Manufactur-

ing Company, Limited, Woodstock, have

issued a cloth bound booklet giving con-

siderable data, useful to the power plant

engineer and the heating expert.

.ne Foster Instrument Co., Letch-

worth, Herts. England, have issued a

very practical chart on the cai-e and use

of pyrometers. This chart, suitable for

hanging up in the works, contains hints

on the use of pyrometers of various

types, such as radiation thermo-couple

and electric resistance, and also has a

useful Fahrenheit-Centigrade conversion

chart ranging from 50^ to 3550° Fah.

TRADE GOSSIP
Pembroke is going to have a new

lighting system.

The Town of Aurora, through James,

Loudon & Hertzberg, 36 Toronto St.. To-

ronto, are in the market at once for a

centrifugal pump of 750 gallons per

minute capacity, to be driven by a gaso-

line engine.
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FairbanKs R
Disc Valves

abl

1

Palmetto Twist Packing

At least Four Threads of

Spindle engaged with Bon-

net at all times.

Raised Round Seat. No
sediment can lodge on it or

injure disc.

Globe or

Angle

Corrugated Iron Wheel,

Arrow cast on wheel shows
direction valve opens.

Follower in Stuffing Box.

Renewable Bakelite Disc

slips over end of spindle.

Can be replaced in less than

one minute.

Guide cast on Body holds

Disc centrally over seat.

Screwed or

Flanged

The disc of the Fairbanks Renewable Disc Valve can be renewed in

less than a minute without removing the valve from the line, a wrench

being the only tool necessary.

Everything in Mechanical Goods.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited
*' Canada' s Departmental House for Mechanical Goods"

St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Windsor, Winnipeg,
Saskatoon, Calgary, Vancouver, Victoria
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Plant Closes.—The plant of the Brun-
ner Mond Company at Amherstburg has

been closed down, to stay so until labor

conditions become such that business

can be carried on. The plant, which is a

subsidiary of the Solvay Process Co. of

Detroit and Syracuse, is the largest in

this country. Several hundred men are

affected by the unexpected development.

Ready for Operation.—Canadian En-
gines, Ltd., manufacturers of stationary

and portable gas and gasoline engines,

grain grinders and saw frames, who
were practically closed down during the

war, have resumed operations, and are

taking on a full complement of men-
They report an abundance of business in

view and that the prospects are favor-

able for a busy time throughout the

year.

Tanning Company Extends.—^Advices

from Kitchener, Ont., state that the

Lang Tanning Company, one if the pio-

neer industries of the city, will make a

considerable addition to its plant. This

will consist of two buildings each 100

by 200 feet, four-storey brick cmstruc-

tion. The present staff, which numbers
about 200, will be increased to 300 and

possibly more when the new buildings

are ready.

New Power Plant.—A huge power

plant is being constructed on the Winni-

peg River at DuBonnet Falls, 75 miles

north of Winnipeg. The Winnipeg River

Power Company, backed by Mackenzie &
Mann interests, are the owners. The ul-

timate capacity of the plant will be 168,-

000 horse-power, in six units of 28,000

each. The developm.ent will take three

years, and will cost $700,000.

To Attend Athens Fair.—The fair at

Athens, which commences on October

13th, will contain exhibits of Canadian

manufactured goods. This is the result

of Mr. Lloyd Harris's efforts to interest

Canadian manufacturers in the possi-

bilities of the Balkan markets. One of

the methods of placing the goods before

the visitors to the exhibition is by photo,

and a large number of these have been

sent. The invitation to attend came

through the Federation of British Indus-

tries. The Canadian Manufacturers' As-

sociation has a representative who is in-

terviewing all manufacturers whose

goods might be suitable for the Balkan

trade.

The United States Rubber Co., of Can-

ada, Ltd., has been incorporated with a

capital stock of $20,000,000, divided into

200,000 shares of $100 each, the head of-

fice to be in Montreal. The company
Avill manufacture and deal in all kinds

of rubber goods. The principals are Alex-

ander Chase Casgrain, Errol Malcolm
McDougall, Leslie Gordon Bell, Sadie

Conrad Demers, and Edward James
Waterson.

New Pulp Mill.—Advices from Bear

River, NjS., state that work has started

on the new mill for Clarke Bros. The
buildings will consist of a pulp mill, saw
mill, boiler room and machine shop.

Simcoe.—The public utilities commis-
sion is going to buy a centrifugal pump
for sewage disposal work.

Chatham.—An engineer is to be en-

gaged to go over the situation here and
report on the best plan for a water-
works system.

New Pumps for Guelph.—The Fire,

Light and Water Committee have re-

commended the acceptance of the tenders

of the Goldie McCuUough Co. for the in-

stallation of a 750 gallon pump with a
75 h.p. Crocker Wheeler motor, at

$2,904, also a 1,250 gallon pump with
125 h.p. Crocker Wheeler motor for

$3,640. The Bawden Pump Co. secured
the order for a 2,100 gallon booster
pump with 100 h.p. Crocker Wheeler mo-
tor for $2,621.

Dominion Foundry to Close.—The
Dominion Foundry plant at Hamilton
will be closed down for two weeks in

July while electric ovens are installed.

Not many men will be affected, as the

plant has been running light for some
months. It is repoi-ted that the com-
pany intends to operate rolling mills in

the course of a couple of months.

Erect Fuel Factory.—The Anthracite
Briquette Company will start building

immediately on the new industrial site

of the Toronto Harbor Commission a

factory for the making of compressed
anthracite briquettes. Large supplies

of waste anthracite have been secured,

and the plant will have at first a capa-

city of ten tons per hour. The rights

of a patented binder have been secured

from the United States. The use of

these briquettes will, it is claimed, make
a big saving in the cost of fuel. Some
of the best brains of the chemical staff

of the Toronto University have been

connected with the process, and it is

understood to be a first rate commer-
cial proposition. The capital is all

privately subscribed.

May Arbitrate Now.—Mr. F. G. Wal-
lace, president of the Canadian Locomo-
tive Company, Kingston, has replied to

the letter sent him by the committee
appointed by the City Council to en-

deavor to bring about a settlement be-

tween the company and its striking em-

ployees. Mr. Wallace, in thanking the

committee for its kind offer, says that

the time is not opportune for outside

intervention, and continues as follows:

"Had we refused to meet our employees,

your committee might have been of

great assistance, but our men fully

understand that they can arrange a

meeting with us at any time they so

desire. Under these circumstances you

will readily see that it is impossible for

us to avail ourselves of your kind offer."

The Strikers' Committee has written the

Council's Committee that it is ready to

negotiate its differences.

Company Reorganized.—The recent re-

organization of the St. Lawrence Weld-

ing Co., of Montreal, places the control

of the company in the hands of W. H.

Barry and A. M. Barry, president and

general manager respectively; F. E. Fox
being appointed a director and secretary-
treasurer. L. E. Moulton is also a
director of the new firm. The
plant here has been enlarged and
a well-equipped machine shop added
to carry out the complete repairs of all

welded work. A staff of boiler makers
is, likewise, a part of the new organiz-
ation. Every class of welding work is

carried on and the firm make a specialty
of oxy-actylene and electric welding re-
pairs. They have recently purchased a
new portable electric equipment for
operations between Halifax and Mont-
real. During the present season a brisk
business has been carried on, consider-
able repairs having been performed to
the troop ships entering Halifax.

STORAGE OF COAL AND SPONTAN-
EOUS COMBUSTION

Coal should be stored in small quan-
tities as near to the point of consump-
tion as possible. Small coal piles rarely
ignite from spontaneous combustion.
Coal should be stored near the point of
use to avoid re-handling, extra transpor-
tation and the degradation of size which
follows each re-handling. For these rea-

sons the bureau would advocate storage,
so far as possible, in the bins and yards
of the ultimate consumer, thus dividing
the risk of loss from spontaneous com-
bustion. If large storage piles are nec-
essary, certain general principles must
be borne in mind. The generation of heat
is the result of slow oxidation of the coal
surface. The oxidation is much more
rapid from freshly mined coal or from
freshly broken surfaces. The oxidation
rate increases rapidly with increased
temperature. Different coals have dif-

ferent oxidizing rates. These facts lead
to the following recommendations:

—

Where there is choice of coal to be stor-

ed, that having the lowest o.xidizing rate
should be chosen, if known. Between
two coals, that which is least friable,

and therefore which presents the least

total coal surface in the pile, should be
selected.

The method of handling should be such
as to produce the least freshly broken
coal surface. The coal should be as cool

as possible when piled. Piling warm
coal on a hot day is more likely to pro-

duce spontaneous combustion. The coal

must be kept from an extraneous source

of heat. Alternate wetting and drying
of coal during piling is to be avoided

if possible. The fine coal, or slack, is

the part from which spontaneous com-
bustion is to be expected. Piling of

lump coal where possible is therefore

desirable.

In the process of handling, if the lump
coal can be stored and the fine coal re-

moved and used immediately, the prac-

tice prevents spontaneous combustion
in coals which would have otherwise

given trouble. The sulphur content of

coal is believed by many to play an im-

portant role in spontaneous combustion.

The evidence on this point is still con-
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flicting, but to play safe, it is desirable
to choose coal having a lower sulphur
content when choice is possible.

There is a current belief that dissimi-
lar coals stored in one pile are more
liable to spontaneous combustion. The
evidence on this point is also conflicting,

but to play safe it is advisable to store
only one kind of coal in a pile. The
ground on which a coal pile is built

should be dry. The foregoing recom-
mendations are all derived from the
factors affecting the heating of coal.

There should be no spontaneous com-
bustion, whatever the heating rate, pro-
vided the heat is carried away as rapidly
as produced. This fact brings about the
following recommendations:

—

Coal piles should be made that there

is ready movement of air for ventilation

throughout all pares of the coal pile.

This is the condition when the entire pile

is made of coarse lump coal. With
ordinary coal piling this is difficult. The
surfaces of coal piles should be so ex-

posed as to allow the pile to cool; or else

the coal should be so stored that air cir-

culation within the pipe is very small.

When the air circulation is reduced to a

minimum, as in air-tight bin, with no
opening in the bottom, the oxygen of the
air is soon removed and the mass of the

coal lies in an inert atmosphere, except
for small local circulation near the sur-

face. Air-tight bins are usually im-
practicable, but the following practice

is recommended to approximate these

conditions:

—

In making a coal pile of mixed sizes,

the coal should be so handled as to make
a homogeneous pile and prevent the seg-

regation of coarse and fine coal. This fre-

quently determines the most desirable

machinery for unloading coal. It is com-
mon practice to limit the height of a coal

pile, this for two reasons:—A pile too

bigh crushes the lower layers of coal,

producing more fines; the larger the pile

the less the heat- dissipating surface

there is exposed in proportion to the

beat generating capacity of the pile.

Twelve feet in height is a common limit.

Whatever precautions are taken in

choice and handling of coal, provision

should be made for keeping track of

the temperature rise in a coal pile and
for rapid rehandling of portions of a

pile in case of excessive heating. In a

coal pile covering considerable area, it

Western Association of Mechanical
and Electrical Engineers

Edmonton District Loop No. S

This Association would be pleased to re-
ceive correspondence from any engineers
who would like to associate with us with a
view of getting better conditions for the
craft in general. We would also be pleased
to have communications from any other
society or societies of engineers who are
endeavoring to secure these conditions.
Address all communications to

The Secretary,
Western Association of Mechanical and

Electrical Engineers.

P.O. Box 991, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.

should be so subdivided that in case of

spontaneous combustion of a portion,

the heat will not be transmitted to the
whole pile, thus accelerating the heating
of portions of the pile which normally
would have remained cool.

To keep track of the temperature of

coal piles, it is recommended that Vz in.

iron pipe be driven vertically into the

pile at distances of 15 ft. or 20 ft. apart.

A maximum thermometer lowered into

the pipe to varying depths will indicate

the temperature of a pile opposite the

thermometer.

A survey of the pile and a survey of

the temperature of all parts of the pile.

Actual removal need not begin during
the first three months after the pile is

made, and once a week thereafter until

the pile has evidently ceased to heat. As
soon as any portion of the pile reaches
the temperature 150 deg., provision
should be made for removing that por-

tion of the pile. Actual removal need
not begin until the temperate has reach-

ed 180 deg., but at these temperatures
the rate of oxidation is dangerously
rapid. The object of rehandling the coal

is to allow it to cool below a dangerous
temperature. Any method of rehandling

which does not allow of cooling will only

transfer the difficulty from the old pile

to the new one. It is usually useless to

employ water in an attempt to cool a

coal pile.

Lack of provision for rapid reloading,

cooling, and repiling of coal is the cause

of serious loss from spontaneous com-
bustion.

The J. C. Wilson Mfg. Co., Limited
BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO

Mechanical Engineers. Tattem Makeis, Founders
and .Machinists. We build oijmnlet* H.vdraiilic
Turhin* Equipment. FlumtK. Hea<i Gates. Racks.
Wa.st^ Gates and Winches. Water Wheel Gover-
nore, Gearing. Pulleys and .Shafting.

Makers of the **Little Giant*' Turbine.
Put your water wheel proposition up to us

I Generating |

I Plant I

I steam TURBINES |
1 1—400 K.W., 60 cy., 3,600 M
m R.P.M., steam 160 lbs. m
1 Cond. Multi Jet; Elect. 1
M Pumps. m

I 1 each 50-35-10-15 K.W. with |
^ generators. M

I Steam ENGINE |
1 1—500 K.W., Bellis Triple i
1 Engine, 440 volts., D.C. 1
J OIL Engines j
i 20-24 K.W. direct connected 1
= 4-cylinder 80 V. complete. —
^ All immediate shipment. ~

I Roderick J. McLean i

I 128 Bleury St., Montreal |
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Constructed on a
different prineiple

steamTrap
A

3

Wherever a marked
advance has been made
in any mechanical field

you'll find a radical
departure from the
accepted practice.

This is particularly true
of the Steam Trap
Sarco. It is different
from all others— de-
signed on a new prin-
ciple.

The Sarco automatically oper-
ates by the opening and clos-
ing of a valve controlled by
a sensitive but infallible ex-
pansion element.

Leakage of live steam, break-
down of complicated parts— all

the disadvantages of the old-
time, obsolete, ineffcient traps
— are done away with by the
Sarco.

It is simplicity itself. Simpli-
city and reliability. Your en-
gineer will instantly perceive
the correctness of the Sarco
principle.

Hundreds of thousands in use.
Write us to-day for a Sarco on
30 days Free Trial and Booklet
"J." No obligation.

SARCO COMPANY
Inc.

234 Broadway

New York City

EUicott Square,

Buffalo.

Monadnock Block,

Chicago.

Majestic Building,

Detroit.

Drexel Buildingr.

Philadelphia.

And representatlTes

in all principal

cities.

Canada

:

Peacock Bros.,

Montreal.
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We Want

Your Orders

for

STEAM OR
POWER

PUMPS
Quality and Service Our Watchwords

The Smart -Turner Machine Co., Limited
Hamilton, Ontario

The Simplest and Best Cleaner on the market is

PILLEY'S
Combination Flue Brush and Scraper.

Guaranteed not to break or the wires to pull out or lay over.
A simple turn of the hand adjusts it to the tube, and the brush
removes what the scraper loosens.

For sale by leading Canadian jobbers.

Mannfactured by

PILLEY PACKING AND FLUE BRUSH MFG. CO.
623 South Third Street - - - St, Louis, Mo

Eastern Office: 71 Fulton St.. New York.

NATIONAL
Boiler Girth

Scam
Protector

Guaran'teed tor one
year. We make pro-
tectors for patches
and all styles of
boilers. For fuW
particulars, write—

National Boiler

Protector Co.
Room 24

Lombard Building

TORONTO
Main 2623

Protection means longer life

and greater efficiency
If your Boiler is not Fire-cracked it eventually will
be. Prevent this by putting on a Naliooal Boiler
Protector. You vri}} save cost in repairs and pro-
long life of the boiler. All new boilers should be
protectefl. If your girth seam is giving you trouble
at the present time, bave the seam caulked up,
attach on.* of these pi-oteotors and the seam will
remain al)Solutely dry thereafter.

FEDERAL
ENGINEERING CO.

LTD.
172 JOHN ST
TORONTO

Saves 6 to lO MenSCOOP ' Loading or Unloadin^f

CONVEYOR
COAL, COKE, ASHES

^-5, SAND, GRAVEL etc.

OVER 1000 USERS
Vrite for Literature

Portable Machinery Co.

Passaic. N.J.

THE LADD VERTICAL
WATER TUBE BOILER

The Goldie-McCulloch Co., Ltd.
Gait, Ontario

Canadian licancaec under patents 162401 and 162402
dated Ma7 4, 1915.

The George T. Ladd Company,
Pittaburgb, Pa.

Owner* and Manufacturers for the United State*.

Write for new Catalogiie No. 17.

DARLING BROTHERS, LIMITED
Engineers, Manufacturers and Founders

120 Prince Street, MONTREAL, P.Q.

Pumps for any Service—Steam Appliances—
Freight Elevators — Webster Vacuum
Heating System.

REMEMBER
Power House Subscription Price

is still only $1.00 per year.

Tell the other fellow.
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/ HARTFORD, CONN.& CADY COMPANY, INCORPORi
Canadian.R'epvese.ntatwesi

THE CANADIAN FAlRBANItS-MORSE COMPAFsfY, LIMITED
<.\<tf*4i'Bt, John. Quebec, Montrunl, Ottnwa, Toronto, Hamitton, Windcor, WisirHpeg, S»«kdt(M>n, Calgary, Vancouver, Victor:

HOMESTEAD

Three-Way
Pattern

Quarter-
Turn
Valves

Economy !

Efficiency!

Safety!

The efficient service Homestead Valves give, proves
the superiority of plug cock valves over other types.
Homestead Valves combine direct and unrestrained
flow with simplicity and ease of operation.

Every Homestead Valve saves its own cost shortly
after irstallation by eliminating wastes and leakages.
This is an economical feature of Homestead Valves
worth considering.

The harder the service, the more the safety of Home-
stead Valves is appreciated. Easily stand greater
pressure than that for which they are recommended.

HOMESTEAD VALVE MFG. CO.
HOMESTEAD, PA.

Automatic
Feed Water Regulator

The "Vigilant" keeps water within
Vi" of middle gauge regardless of
load or firing.

Years of service test has proved
it the utmost in reliability and
efficiency.

Catalogue presents many points of
interest. May we send you a copy?

The CHAPLIN-FULTON MFG., CO.

28 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, Penn.

imVS steam TRAP
FOR HIGH OR LOW PRESSURE,

Steam can't blow through. They have
large discharge valves and cannot be
flooded from sudden flushes of water.

MAY WE SEND ONE FOR TRIAL?

Reducing Valves, Pump Governors,
Relief Valves, Exhaust Pipe Heads,
Ejectors and Steam Separators.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
THE GARTH COMPANY

2« Crals Street MONTREAL. CAN.
WATSON & McDANIEL CO.

N«. 148 N. 7th Street. PHILADELPHIA. Pa.
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MacKinnon
Steel Co.

Ximited

BobLodg
UNION MADE
OVERALLS
SH?RTS & GLOVES

Structural

Steel

and

Steel Plate

Work

of every

Description

Penstocks

Thimbles

Draft Tubes

Wheel Cases

Racks

Steel Gates

Gate Steelwork

Power House

Steelwork

Write for prices.

PROMPT
DELIVERIES

Sherbrookey Que.
Montreal Office:

404 New Birks Building

PATXMTED
>THUMB

v;

R»G*LON6 eCO. limited
TORONTO CANADA

Wanted
Engineers to contribute to Power House

THIS is a practical paper for practical engineers. It is

an educational medium and out to help its readers. It is

a technical school and a social meeting place combined. It

is first, last and all the time an engineer's paper.

If you should meet two or three or a dozen of your brother en-

gineers you would swap ideas—you'd tell of some idea you had
worked out in your plant. Others would describe some pet schemes
they had devised. And so yow would be mutually benefited.

Why not make Power House your monthly meeting place? Why not describe

in this paper some kink or scheme you have worked out and found successful?

We will pay you for it and you, in turn, wall be multiplying the usefulness of
your idea five thousand fold

!

Never mind polishing up your letters—just give us the idea; that's the main thing.
Never mind how crude your pencil sketch may be. We have draughtsmen who will
finish up your drawings so they may be reproduced.
Try this idea a time or two and see how much satisfaction you'll get out of it Start
the ball a-rolling and thus help other engineers, yourself and your paper.

POWER HOUSE, 143-153 University Avenue, Toronto
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f POWER HOUSE BUYERS' DIRECTORY I
:— :

— If w(h£Ut you want is not li»ted here write us, and we will tell you where to get, it. Let us suggest that you consult =
S also the advertisers' indlex facing the insUe back cover, after having secured advcrtSsens' names from this directory. §
= The information you desire may be found in the advertising pages. This dtepartment is maintained for the benefit §
= and convenience of our readers. The insertion of our advertisers' names under proper headings is gladly undertaken, S
= but does not become part of an advertising contract. =

AIS COCKS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor. OnU

AIR VALVES
Ja«. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Mueller Mfg. Ca. H.. 8amla. Ont.

ALLOYS. BRASS AND COPPER
Btol>ire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, OnL
AMMETERS
Canadian Fairt)anks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-tilanTille Co.. Toronto, OnU

AMMONIA VALVES AND FITTINGS
Canadian Fairbanks-tlorse Co., Ltd. Montreal.
Friek Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
York iUi. Co., York, Pa.

AMMONIA PURIFIERS
Frick Co, Waynesbo.o, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York. P»

AMMONIA TANKS
.Vlackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Watcrous Engine Works Co., Bran'tford, Ont.

ARCHES. COMBUSTION CHAMBER
Canadian Fairbanks-.Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal.

ASH CARRYING SYSTEMS
Babcock & WUcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont.

4SBEST0S SPECIALTIES
Durabla Mfg. Co., New York, N.Y.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont

ASBESTOS PACKED COCKS
Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc.. Hartford, Conn.

AUTOMATIC ICE RECORDING DOORS
AND CHUTES
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co.. Uageretown, Md.

BABBITT AND ANTI FRICTION METAL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal.
HoTt Metal Co., Toronto.
Magnolia Metal C«. Montreal.

BALLCOCKS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.

BATTERIES AND ACCESSORIES
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont,

BEARINGS. BRASS
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London. Ont.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.

BELT CEMENT
D. K. .MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Qraton $t Knight .Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELLS
Jas. Morrison Brass .Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London, Ont.

BELT CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

BELT DRESSING
D. K. .MacLaren, Ltd., .Montreal, Que.
Dominion Belting Co., flamilton. Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Graton &. Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELT LACING, LEATHER
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Qraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELT TIGHTENERS
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

BELT PULLEYS
Wateroin Eneine Works Co.. Brantfoid, Ont
D, K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

BELTING, BALATA
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Federal Engineering Co., Toronto, Ont

BELTING, CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt Cn . Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.

BELTING, SILENT CHAIN
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

BELTING, CONVEYOR
Can. Consol. Riibber Co., Ltd., Montreal,

BELTING, LINK
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brentford. Ont

BELTING, LEATHER
Bond Engineering Works, Toronto, Ont.
Oanadiiafl Falrtjanks-Morae Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton. Ont
Graton k KB^ht Mfg. Co., Montreal.
D. K. UoLaren Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING, RUBBER
Can. H, W. JOhns-iMaaTlIle Co., I^nto. Ost
Can. ConaoL IMbber Co.. Ltd.. Montreal,
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
JeCrej Maaufaetorfais Co., Montreal.

BEL-nNG. STITCHED COTTON DUCK
Dominion Belting Co., Hamilton, Ont

BELITNG, STITCHED COTTON
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

BELTING. SOLID WOVEN
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Federal Engineering Co.. Toronto, Unt

BIBS, COMPRESSION
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

BINS. COAL. COKE AND ORE
Jeffr«7 Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., BranUord, Onu

BLOWERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. MomreaL
Carting Turbine Blower Co., Worcester, .\Ias.s.

Ooppiis Eng. & Equip. Co., Worcester, Mass,
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
MacGovem & Co.. Inc., Montreal, Que,
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

BLOWERS, CENTRIFUGAL
The Mason Regulator & Eng, Co. Ltd., Montreal,
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS, FANS
The Mason Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS, FORCED DRAFT
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS. MECHANICAL SOOT
Diamond Specialty Co., Windsor, Ont.

BLOWERS, POWER
The Ma.son Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., Momtreal,
CoppM.-i Eng. & Equipt. Co., Worcester, Mass.

BOILER BAFFLE WALLS
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

BLOWERS, TURBINES
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BOILER COVERING
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

BOILER COMPOUNDS
Rpveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Shell Bar Bolco Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Canadian Fairl>anks-Moree Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. H, W. Johns-ManTille Co., Toronto, Ont
VIethkin Mfg. Co., Rochester, N T.
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

BOILER SKIMMERS
Yamall Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Mootreal,
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.

BOILER COMPOUND FEEDERS
Canadian Fairbanks-Storse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

BOTLKR FEED PUMPS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
American Stean I'ump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Roving HTdranlic ^ Enc. To.. Lt/1 . r,ind«ay, Ont.
Toppus Ens. & Equipment Co., Worcester, Mass,
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont,
Canadian Fsirtianki-Morte Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Steam Boiler Equiimenf Co., Toronto, Ont.
Darling Brn? . Tfl.. Montr<'i>l. Que.
Gwldie & McCiillocb Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb. .Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.

BOILER FITTINGS
Eminre Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont

BOILER FKED REGULATORS
Canadian Fairbanks-Mnrw Co.. Ltd.. .Montre.il.

Revfridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Quo.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Mason Resriilator k Engineering Co.. Montreal.

BOILER MOUNTINGS
Babcock & WllcoT. Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal. O'le.

Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London, Ont,
Coldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Inglis Co.. The John. Toronto, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
Mawn Remilator k F-nglneerlni Co.. Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

BOILER PRESERVATIVES
Johns-Pratt Co.. The. Hartford. Tonn.
Metlskin Co., Inc.. Rochester, N.Y.

BOILER HOUSE ACCESSORIES
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Green's Elconomiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Mason Rerolator Sc Engineering Co.. Montreal.
Yamall-Waring Co.. Phlladelrihia, Pa.

BOILER SEAM PROI'ECTOR
National BoUer Seam Protector Co., Montreal.

BOILER SETTINGS
BeTeridge Paper Co Montreal.
Gates Rt-fraotories, Limited, .Nlontreal.
Jointless Fire Urick Co., Chicago, 111

BOILERS. HORIZONTAL, RETURN,
TUBULAR AND WATKRTUBE
The Mason Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., Montraal.
isaocuca & V\ ilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto,
Goldie Hi iloCuJloch Co., Gall.
Fnck Co.. Wayneal»:ro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Inghs Co.. The John, Toronto, Out.
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Engineenug and Machme Works ol Canada, Ltd.,

CaUiannes, Unl.
Junes Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
Ladd, The Geo. T., Co., Pittsburgd, Pa.
.MacGoTem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
-UoAvity, T., & Sons, Lid., dl. John, N.B.
Waterous Engine WoiUs Co., Branlfoid, Ont

BOILERS, MARINE. LOCOMOTIVE
AND VERTICAL
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & MoCiUloch Co., Qalt
Inglis Co.. The John, Toronto, Ont.
Engineering and Maohine Works of Canada. Ltd.,
St Catharines, Ont.

.Montreal G>eneral Tool Co., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantlord, Ont

BOXES. FUSE AND METER
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

BRASS GOODS
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont
Itopire Mfg. Co., London, Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
BRASS FOUNDERS
McArity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., tSamia, Ont
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

BRASS SHEETS AND TUBES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

BRINE COOLERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Man^ifacturing Co., York, Pa.

BRINE TANKS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfoid, Ont
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

BUCKETS. ELEVATOR
Can, Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.
BUSHINGS
Steel Mill Packing Co.. Windsor. Ont
Can. Link-Belt Co,. Toronto, Ont

BUSHINGS, BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville. Ont
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd., Samia.

CALOFIFIERS
Boyles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.

CALORIMETERS
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Taylor Instrument Co.. Rochester, N.Y.

CANS. OILY WASTE
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

CANNERS' CONVEYORS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada,
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Tornntn. Ont.

CAR LOADERS AND UNLOADERS
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

CAST IRON FITTINGS
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. 0.
McAvitT. T.. & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.

CASTINGS. ALLOY
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Kerr 'Engine Co., Wallterville. One
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Saimia.

CASTINGS, BRASS AND IRON
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
r:.r>lr!io McCulloch Co. , Gait
Kerr Engine Co., Wialkerville, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McAvity. T., & Sons, Ltd.. 9t John, N.B.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Samia. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfoid. Ont.

CELLAR DRAINERS
Morri'ion Bras.' Mfg, 3o, . Jame<! Toronto, Ont
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Samla. Ont

CEMENT HARDNER & WATERPROOFER
Beveridee Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.

CEMENT. HIGH TEMPERATURE
ReT»ridee Paper Co.. Montreal.
Shell Bar Boico S'.rmlv. Ltd.. Toronto.
Gates Refractories, Limited, Montreal.
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.
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CEMENT HANDLING MACHINERY
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont,

CEMENT MACHINEBK'
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal.

Canadian Allis-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Waterous IDngine Works 00.. Brantford, Ont.

CEMENT, INSULATING. REFRACTORY
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.

CHAINS, AGRICULTURAL
Mor.'^e Cliain Co.. Itliica. N.Y.

CHAINS, AUTOMOBILE ENGINE
MoniC Chain Co.. Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, BICYCLE
.Morse Ch.Ttn Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, BLOCK
-Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
CHAIN DRIVES

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Coventry Chain Co., Ooventry. England.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Morse Cbain Co., Ithaca. N.l

CHAINS, FOR ELEVATORS AND CONVEY-
ORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
CHAIN, MALLEABLE, DETACHABLE AND
RIVETED
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.

CHAINS, POWER TRANSMISSION
.Mor.=e Chain Co.. Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, SILENT
Mor-se Chain Co., Itliica, N.Y

CHAINS, SPROCKET WHEEL
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
CHAIN WHEELS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., N i>euiord, Idu*
CHIMNEYS, RADIAL BRICK
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

CHIMNEYS, STEEL
Babcoek & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal
Maekinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

CIRCULATING SYSTEMS (LUBRICATING
OIL)
S. F. Bowser C-o., hU\.. Toionto, Ont

CLAMPS, PIPE-JOINT
Yamall Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

CHUTES, COAL
Maekinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

CLEANERS, BOILER TUBE
Baibcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal-
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto,
Cole Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Frank Oilman, Birmingham, Eng.
Garlock Packing Co., HamUlton, Ont
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Pilley Paoking & Flue Brush Mfg. Co., at
Louis, Mo.

Tamall-Waring Co., PhUadelphia, Pa.

CLOCKS
American Steam Gauge * Valre Mfg. Co.. Boe

ton. Mass.
CLOSETS

Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Mueller Mfg. Oo., H., Samla, Ont

CLUTCHES
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont
Gwldie & McCnllooh Co., Gait
Waterous Elngine Works Co., Brantiord, Ont

COAL
Dom. Coal Co.. Montreal

COAL AND ASH C()"-"EY0R3
Ba'bcook & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Waterous Engine W >-k5 Co.. Brantford, Ont

COAL HANDMNG MACHINERY
Babcoek & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont
Green's 'Kcnrnniispr. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrpy Mannfsctnrine Co.. Montreal.
MncGovem * Co.. Inc., Montreal. Que.
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

Maekinnon St^-el Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Enirine Works Co., Brantford. Ont

COAL HOLE COVERS
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

COILS
l''rick Co.. Wnvnealboro. Franklin Oe.. Pa.
Ja3. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
York Mnniifact'irini Co.. York. Pa.

COLD STORAGE INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co.. Montreal. Que
Beveridtre Pappr Co.. Ltd., Montreal. One
COLD STORAGE DOORS AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown. Md
COMPRESSORS, AIR
American Stpam Pumn Co.. Battle Creek, Mich.
Can. Allis-Chflmbprs. iLtd., Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
'Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Irclls Co., The John. Toronto. Ont
Lanrip Lnm'h. Montreal
MacGoTPrn & Co., Inc.. Montreal. Que.
Royles. Ltd., Triam. Manchester. England.
Smart -Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.
Tnrlor Instniment Co., Rochester, N.Y.
CONDENSERS
Alberger Heater Co.. BnfTalo. N.Y.
.American Steam Pnmn Co.. Battle Creek, Mich.
Boving Hydraulic & Enc. Co . Ltd.. Lind-say, Ont.

Can. Allis^Chambers. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros . T,td.. Montreal. Que.
Goldip * 'McCidloch Co.. Gait
I/aurie * Lamb. Montreal.
MacGovem & Co.. Inc.. Montreal, Que.
Vr--tprnii« Fnrine Works Co.. Bnintford

CONDENSFRS. AMMONTA AKD STFAM
Frick Co., Wa^•nesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.

York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.
CONDUITS
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont.
CONDENSATION RECEIVER
The Maaoa Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Colt, /Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
CONDENSER AND SMOKESTACK PAINTS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

CONNECTIONS, FLANGED
Jefferson Union Co., lexington, Mass.
Dart Union Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

CONTRACTORS' STRUCTURAL STEEL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
MaoKisnon, Holmes & Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Baboock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

CONVEYORS, PORTABLE
Portable Machinery Oo,, Inc., Passaic, N.J.

CONVEYORS. BELT
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

COOLER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.

COPPER TUBE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

CORK INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. 'W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto. Ont

COTTON HOSE
Garlock Paq(fing Co., Hamilton, Onl;.

COUNTERS
American Steam Gauge Sc Valve Mfg. Co., Boe-

ton, Mass.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

COUPLINGS
Boving HydrauUe & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darting Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Qae.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
MoAvlty & Sons, T., St John, N.B.

COUPLING, FRICTION
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

COUPLINGS. BOILER, FLANGED PIPE,
JOINT PIPE, UNION, STEAM PIPE
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington. Mass.
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
COUPLINGS, SHAFT
Bonil Engineering Works, Toronto, Out.
Goldie & McCulloeh Co., OtH.

(IRANES. ALL KINDS
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto.
Ba,bcock & WUcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES, ELECTRIC
Pabcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
>:an. Lmk-Bclt Co.. Toronto. Ont
Hmart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.

CRANES, GANTRY
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont

CRANES. HAND POWER
Babcoek & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng.. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
rat) Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Smart -Turaer Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES. LOCOMOTIVE
Can Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont

CRANES, OVERHEAD TRAVELLING
Babcoek * Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Boring Hyrlraulic & Eng., Co., Ltd., Lin(isay, Ont.
Tan Link Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Smart-Turner ^^aehine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.

CRANES. POST JIB
Babcoek & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.

CRANES. PORTABLE
Can. Innk-Relt Co.. Toronto. Ont

CRANES. SWING JIB
Babcoek A- Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

CRANES. WALL
Babcoek A Wilcox, Ltd., Nfontreal.

CRANK AND CROSSHEAD PIN OILERS
Lnnkenhelmer Co.. Cincinnati. 0.

CRIMPS. LEATHER
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

CRUSHING MACHINERY
Canadian Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Canada.
Canadian Fair1>ank«-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.

CURB PUMPS (OIL AND GASOIJNE)
S. F. Bowser Company. Limitc*!, Toronto, Ont.

CYLINDER OIL
E H KpIIocs * Co.. New York.

n\MPFR RKGUI-ATORS
Defoniler Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, .Mo.

The Mason Reculator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal,
Rahcoek & Wlleox. LM.. Montreal.
Darling Bros.. U'd., Montreal. Que.
D'TCste Co., Julian. Boston. Ma.ss.

Mason Regulator Co.. Boston, Mass.

Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

DISCS. FIBRE
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

DISCS. LEATHER
Grafon * Knight Mfy. Co.. Montreal.

DISTILLING APPARATUS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal,

Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufactui-ing Co.. Yorii, Pa.

DOORS, COLD STORAGE AND FREEZER
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.

DOUBLE PIPE CONDENSERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

DRAFT APPARATUS SYSTEMS,
MECHANICAL
The Mason Regulate & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.

DRAFT RECORDERS
.fas U. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.
Defen.3er Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.

DRAFT GAUGES
.Sanlord Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.

DRIVES, CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal, Canada.
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

DRYING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd,. Montreal.

DRY CLEANING SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

DYNAMOS
Canadian Fairbanks<Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc.. Montreal, Que.

EFFICIENCY ENGINEERING
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., siherbrooke. Que.

ECONOMIZERS
Babcoek & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.

EJECTORS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

EJECTORS AND SYPHONS
Jas. Morrison Bi-ass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES AND
MACHINERY
Can. H, W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-Alorse Co., Ltd,, Montreal.
Blconomy Fuse & Mfg. Co., Montreal. Que.
MacGovem & Co.. Inc., Montreal, Que.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., New York.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
Can, H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
ELEVATORS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Maekinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

ELEVATING MACHINERY
Canadian FairbankB^Mor9e Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Goldie & McCuUoch Co., Gait
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine 'Works Co., Brantfora.

ELEVATORS AND BUCKETS
Jeffrey -Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

ELEVATING AND CONVE'YING
MACHINERY
Jeffrev Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can.

" Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

ENAMELWARE
Jas. MoiTison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,

H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Samia, Ont

ENAMELWARE FITTINGS. IRON PIPE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont

ENGINEERS' SUPPLIES
Beveridge Paper Co.. Jlontreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont.

Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkenrille. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

Penberthy Injed or Co., Windsor, Ont
Jas. Morri-son Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

ENGINES. AUPTOMATIC AND DROP
VALVE
Frick Co.. Waynesbo'o. Franklin Co.. Pa,

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfonl.

ENGINES. CORLISS AND ROCKING VALVB
Frick Co., Wavnesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.

Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.

Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd..

St. Catharines, Ont
Waterous Engine Worka Co.. Brantiord.

ENGINES. DIESEL
Can. Allis-Chal'nors. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
ENGINES. GAS AND GASOLINE
Bovmg Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Laurie * Lamib. Montreal.
MacGovem &' Co.. Inc.. Montreal. Que.

<5mi.-» T-mP"- ^f-fbl-<- ''o . T t-^ rr.mlt»nn,

EMPIXFS r*Si'I^-''' STA'^''^N.\.RY
.Sterliuf F.ucine I'.x. lliifT.ilo. N" Y^^^^

FNGINPS- GASOI INE FOR PI MP AND
FMPnnFvrv r'^NFRA'^OR "RIVES

Sterliiii Kuu'iiu (~.... BufTalo. N.Y.

FVGIVFS. STEAM ...... 1

The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. M<»t««J.

Can Allis-nialmers. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Goldie .t McCullcch Co., Oalt-

Inglis Co.. The John. Toronto. Ont
T.aurie * Lamb Montreal.
>facGoTem & Co.. Inc.. .Montreal. Que.

Mmitr«il G«>neral Tool Co.. Montreal. Que.

Waterous Engine Worka Co.. Brantford.
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Have The Maritimes
Had Fair Play?

THE Maritime Provinces did not enter Confederation very willingly and it may
surprise people in other parts of the Dominion to learn that at the present time
the people of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia are not altogether pleased with

the results of the bargain. There is a distinct feeling among them that the advantages
of Confederation have gone to the other Provinces. In the course of an article in the

July issue of MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE, Thomas M. Eraser explains why this feeling

has grown and the basis for it.

This article was written for the purpose of letting the other provinces know that the
feeling exists but it will be of intense interest to people in the Maritimes. Be sure to

read it— 'The Spirit of the Maritimes."

"The Land of National Leaders"
An article on the political aspect of the Eastern Provinces and the achievements of their leading statesmen.

"Guarding Our Coast Line"
An extremely interesting description of the measures that were taken to patrol and guard the Atlantic seaboard
during the war.
Bonar Law, the man from the Maritimes, who has been the able lieutenant of Lloyd George at all crises in Great
Britain, appears on the cover in a handsome three-color reproduction.

Other Big Features of the Number
"With the Snowball Brigade"

By Captain Louis Keene

Just back from Siberia—Captain Keene tells some
sensational and intensely gripping things about con-
ditions in that country which the Canadian forces are
helping to stabilize. It is a record of international
complications, strange atrocities and almost unbeliev-
able living condition?.

"The Three Tommies"
By Robert W. Service

A war poem of unusual strength.

"Solving the Problem of the Arctic"
By Vilhjalrr.ur Slefansson

The fourth instalment of his remarkable story of the
five years he spent in the north for the Canadian
Government, appearing exclusively in MACLEAN'S.

Three Magnificent Stories

The best fiction obtainable is found in this issue:
"Owners Up," a race horse story by W. A. Eraser;
"His Majesty's Well Beloved," by Baroness Orczy;
Bun'cered," by Allen C. Shore.

The Review of Reviews
Here are a few of the articles in this splendid department chosen as the best published during the past month
in all magazines:

Finding Husbands For Three Mil-
lion Women.

Will England Become an Agricul-
tural Country?

Germany Can be Prosperous Under
the Peace Terms.

The Woman Who Wrecked the
World.

The Great Lama Rides in Motor
Car.

Strange Personalities at Paris.
Making All Men Equal.
Winning the Secrets of the Desert.

Over 70,000 Canadian Families Buy

MACLEAN'S
CANADA'S NATIONAL MAGAZINE

JULY ISSUE At All News Dealers 20c.
If there are no newsdealers in your town, or if your newsdealers cannot supply you, send 20 cents for a sample copy
or $2.00 for a whole year's subscription to MACLEAN'^ MAGAZINE, 143-153 University Avenue, Toronto, Canada.
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ENGINES, HOISTING. LOGGING, CABLE-
WAY
Oan. Aills-Chalmen, litd., Toronto, Ont

ENGINES. MARINE
Ctnadlao FairtMsks-iMorse Co., Ltd., MentreAl.

Canadian AllisOhalmera, Ltd., Toronto.
Goldie & .VIcCfuHodh Co.. Gait
Montreal (icneral Tool Co., Montreal, Que.

ENGINES. SAW MILL
Ooldle & McOulloch Co., Gait.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,
St. Catharines, Ont

Laurie & Lamlb, Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfoid.

ENGINES, SINGLE COMPOUND AND
TRIPLE EXPANSION
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.
Q<oldle & McCullooh Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfoid.

ENGINES. VERTICAL
Ooldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamh, Montreal.

ENGINEERING BOOKS
MaeLean Publishing Co., Toronto.

EXHAUSTERS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

EXHAUST HEADS
Daxling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, iN.Y.
.Tas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Franklin Williains Co., New York.
Watson & MoDanleJ Co., Philadelphia.

EXPANSION JOINTS
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McAvity. T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
FANS, VENTILATING
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., .Montreal.
Coppus Engr. & Equip. Co., Worcester, Mam
Greens Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
FEED WATER HEATERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Alberger Heater Co.. Buffalo N Y
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal-
Can. AllisJChalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Canadian Furbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
GoIdie & .McCullooh Co.. Gait
Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc.. Hartfonl, Conn.
Koyies, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, EnglandMacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

FEED WATER PURIFIERS
S'"- * Sons, Pittsbureh. Pa.Tamall-Wanng Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

FEED WATER REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co.Boston. .Mass.
ChapHu, Fulbon Mfg. Co. Pittsburgh. Pa.Bevendge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que
Darling Brothers, Ltd.. Montreal. QueGreens Economizer. Ltd., Toronto
Laurie A Lamb. Montreal.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

FIBRE. VULCANIZED
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. QueFILTERS
9. F. Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto, Ontl.anne & Lamti. Montreal
Wm. B. Scaife & .Sons Co., PitUburg PaFILTERS, WATER ^
The MasOT Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Bros., Ltd.. Montreal. Qu*
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.Maokinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.
Scaife & Sons, Wm. B.. Pittsburgh

, Pa.
York Mfg. Co.. York, Po. • •

«•

FILLING STATION EQUIPMENT
TOe Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
«. h. BoTTser Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
FILTERING AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS
?,V

F. Bowser Co., Ltd.. Toronto, OntWm. B. .Scaife & Sons Cn.. Pittibnnr Pa
FIREBRICK-JOINTLESS
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.

^Jl^"''"' ''"P*"' Co.. Montreal. Que.FIRE BRICK
Jototl«« Fire Brick Co.. Chicago. 111.FIRE BRICK. PLASTIC
Gates Refrac-tories. Limited, Montreal

FIRE BRICK MORTAR
Jolntlesd Fire Brick Co.. Chicago, HI.FIRE BRICK CEMENT
JolnUen Fire Brick Co., Chicago 111FIREPROOF COLD STORAE DOORSAND WINDOWS
.Iami<ion Cold Soraire Dnor Co.. Hagentnwn MA

FITTINGS. AIR. AUTOMOBILE GAS^
HYDRAULIC. PIPE. PIPF. FLANGED
SCREWED PIPE. STEAM
Jefferson Union Co.. I.rf^ingfon. Ma-ss.
n«rf TTnion Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
TT M.ieller Mf(f. To.. Samia. Ont

FITTINGS. MARINE
Umpire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont
Jan. Morrison Bra.w Mfg. Co.. Toronto
FLANGED STEAM FITTINGS
r>lrwt Sonarator Co.. nvrai-iise NT
Kerr Fnginc Co.. Walkprrille Ont.
MoArltT, T.. A Sons. Ltd.. St John. N.BFLANGES
Dart Onion Co.. Ltd.. Toiwnto. Ont
Jtfrrmm Tnion Co.. Lexington. Masn.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville. Ont.

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MoArity, T., A Sons, Ltd.. St John, N.B.

FLOORING COMPOSITION
.Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto. Ont

FLUE GAS COLLECTORS
The Jos. W. Hays Corp.. Michigan City, Ind.

FLUE CLEANERS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Babcock & Wilcox. Montreal.
GreeT>'s Economiser, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Pilley Packing and Flue Brush Mfg. 0»., 9t
Louis, Mo.

FLUE GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
<}ree».'s Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.
Sehaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.Y
Uehling Instrument Co.. New York.
Penberthy Injecto* Co.. Windsor. Ont

FLUES. GAS AND SMOKE
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

FLUMES, STEEL
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Maokinnon Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg. Pa.

FREEZER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co.. Hagentown. Md.

FRICTION LEATHERS
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

FUEL AND OIL PUMPS AND
MEASURING SYSTEMS
Imperial OU, Ltd., Toronto.

FUEL OIL SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

FURNACE LINING
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FURNACFg, BOILER
Gates Refractories, Limited, Montreal.
Giten's Kconomiser, Ltd.. Toronto.

FURNACE DOOR ARCH
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FURNACES, SMOKELESS
Babcock & WUoox. Montreal.
J^es Underfeed Stoker Co., Toront*.
Murphy Iron Works, Detroit. Mich.
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.

FURNACE GRATE BARS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.

FUSES
Can. H. W. Johns^Manrille Co.. Toronto. Ont
Economy Fuse & Mfg. Co. of Canada, Montreal
Johns-Pratt Co.. The. Hartford. Conn.

GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS. ETC
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
tirei-n i Kconomiser, LM. . Toronto. Ont
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont
Sehaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn, N.T
Uehling Instrument Co.. New Tor*. N.T.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto. Ont

GASKETS. RUBBER. ASBESTOS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-ManriUe Co.. Toronto. Out.
DurabU Mfg. Co.. New York, N.Y.
Friok Co.. Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford. Conn.
Sarco Co.. Inc.. New York. N.Y.

GASKETS. LEAD, COPPER AND LEATHER
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montnal. Que.
Shell Bar Boico Supply Co., Toronto, Ont
Sarco Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.

GAS ANALZERS CO-2
The Jos. W. HsTs Corp., Michigan City. Ind.
GAS PRODUCER PLANTS
Can. Allls.Chalmen. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Canadian Faii^anks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.

GASOLINE METERS
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited, Toronto, Ont
GASOLINE PUMPS, SELF MEASURING
S. F, Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
GASOLINE TANKS
S. F. BoH-ser Co.. Ltd.. Toronto.
imperial Oil. Ltd. Toronto

GATES. HEAD AND WASTE
J. C. WUson ilfg. Co., Belleville, Ont
GAUGE COCKS
"Hie Mason Regulator tc Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, .Mo.

Canadian Falrbanka-.Mora* Uo., Lid., Montivai.
Qariock Packing Co, Hamilton, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MoAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mrg. Co., TorontOL
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
W J. Wall. Montreal.

GAUGES, AMMONIA. OIL, GAS, AIR
Hie Ma.son Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co.. ttvm

ton. MaiM.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Sehaeffer & Budenberg Mig. Co.. Urooklrn. N.T

GAUGE. RECORDING
Defender Automatic Re^rulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
Empire .Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Ca. Toronto.
GAUGES, PRESSURE, VACUUM, DRAFT
AND RECORDING. AND MICROMETER
The Maion Begidator & Eng. Oo. , Ltd.. Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St, Louis, Mo.
Babcock & Wilooi, Montreal.
Green's F/Conomiser. Ltd., Toronto.

The Jos. W. Hays Corp.. Michigan City. Ind.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
Sehaeffer A Budenberg Mfg. Co.. Brooktyn. N.T.
Taylor Instnmient Co.. Rodieater. N.Y.
DehHng Instnimen^ Co.. New Yotli, N.T.

GAUGES, WATER
Babcock t Wilcox. MontreaL
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
Jenams B-os.. Ltd., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
MoAvity. T.. & Sons. Ltd., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toroato.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Omt
Sehaeffer Sc Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.T.

GEARS. COMPENSATING
GEARS, FIBRE CUT

Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal. Qne.

GEARS, CUT, WORM, MORTISE
Goldie & -McCullocii Co.. Gait
Boring Hydraulic t En«. Co., Ltd.. Llndaar, Ont.

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., HamUton.

GEARS, SILENT CHAIN
GENERATORS. STEAM TURBO
Can. General Hectric Co., Toronto, Ont
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.

GENERATORS AND CONVERTOR8
CanadUn Faiibanks-Moree Co.. Ltd., MontreaL

Can. General B3ectric Co., Toronto. Ont
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

GLOVES. WORKING
R. G. Long & Co., Toronto. Ont

GOVERNORS. ENGINE
Escher Wyss & Co.. Montreal. Qa*.

McVrity. T., & Sons. Ltd., St John. N.B.

WaUrous Engine Works Co.. Brantlord.

GRATES. DUMPING. ROCKING.
STATIONARY

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

Babcock & WUcox. MontreaL
Calling Turbine Blower Co.. Worc^ter, Ma^.
Can Steam Boiler Equipment Co.. Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCullooh Co.. Gait

y,,^,,^.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co. ,

Montreal.

Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto. On»
WaUrous Engine Works Co.. Brantfcrd.

GRAVITY CARRIERS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont

GREASE CUPS
Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerville.

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.

MoArity, T., * Socs. Ltd., St John. N.B.

Jas. MorrUon Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

Penberthy Ioj<wtor Co.. Windsor. Ont

GREASE AND OIL EXTRACTORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Mont«al

American SUam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Oo., Boa

ton. MtM.
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.

GRFASFS
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.

Canadian Falrbanks-Moise Ca, Ltd., Montreal.

G*Un»^S. DRAFT
Jas W. Havs Corp., Michigan City. Ind,

GAUGE CficKS. STANDARD AND EXTRA
pcAVV
Jai. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

HAND T FATHERS OR PADS
Oraton * Knleht Mfg. Co., Montreal

HAND "TTMPS 'OIL AND GASOLINE^
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto. Ont

HANGERS ^ ^

Bnnd Encineering Works. Toronto Out
Can. General Electric Co., Jo™"*";, "".',„„,_^
r.«.d1.n F«lri.anta.-Mot»e Co.. Ltd.. Montreal

a«Mle A MoOulloch Co.. Oalt.

Witermw Engine Worto Co.. Brantford.

"nie''Ma^ Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.

AThenter Heater Co. Bnffal". ITT.

B«^eock * wncoi. Ltd .
Mnntieai.

Pole. Ltd , Geo. W., Toronto.

Darilni Fms.. Montreal.

Ooldie * MoCiinocli Co.. Oalt
T*nri* * LMrh. Montreal

Rovlw Ltd.. Iriam. Manchester.

McAvIfy ft Bonn, T.. St J«hn. N.B.

Wateroiia Bnilne Work^ Co.. BrantTova.

HFATF.RS. "'tWA^'ST 5m5AM
The Mai<on Regulator & Eng. Co. , Ltl. Montreal

Can. Anis-Chalmen. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

HEATERS. METERING
r.n. AT1I«-Chalmer«, Ltd .

Torrwto. Ont
TnmallAVaring Co.. Philadelphia, Fa.

HFATING EQUIPMENT
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,. London, Ont.

HOISTS. ELECTRIC
Can. Link-Belt Co .

Toronto. Ont.

HOiaTTNG AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY

Birticoelt ft Wdeox. LM.. Montreal.

r^r, T ink-B"'* Co Toronto r>nf,

.Teffrev Mfg. Co.. Colnmb"' Ohio

MacCrovem ft Co.. Inc.. Montreal. Qne.

Watenwm Engine W<«*« Co.. B^ntforrt

ROSE. STEAM. SUCTTON AND WATER
Can Fairhmks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal. Que.

Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamlltnn, Ont
Empire Mfg. Co . Ltd.. London, Ont

pnr WATER GENERATORS „ . .

The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co IJbflU MoatrwI.

Pratt ft Cady Co.. Inc.. Hartford, Coon,

HYDRANTS
.

Kerr Engine Co.. WalkenriUe. Ont

HYDRAULIC ACCUMULATORS
Smart-Turner Mach«ne Co , Ltd,. HamOton.

HYDRAULIC MACHINERY
, nnt.

Boring Hydraollc A Bof„Co. ^-td^ ^^^'
Frick Co., Wame*oro, Franklin Oo.. Fa.
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Let the C.A.S.E. Smooth Out

Your Load Curve

VVVJKKT /AINU'

USELESS WORK

ADVANCEMENT

Remove The Peaks of Worry And Unproductive Labor And
Build Up The Valleys By Working For

Your Advancement

A man who is thoroughly grounded in the practice of his profession, who is free from

personal worry and trouble, overcomes the many difficulties besetting the path of

the operating engineer with little labor and in a manner ensuring his advancement.

The successful man owes his success to a wise appreciation of the advantages and
mutual help offered by association with those in the same field of endeavor. To
join an association having for its objectives the welfare of the engineer in things
mental and material, his advancement in knowledge and skill, his protection by pro-

vision for sickness and distress is to take advantage of an opportunity indispensable
to all who hope to better themselves.

If you are interested in such an organization and Uye where less than
fifteen engineers are located, send for a copy of our constitution and
application blanks for admission to nearest branch lodge. If there are
more than fifteen engineers in your community, get together and send for

particulars regarding formation of a branch lodge.

J. H. HALE, General Secretary,

Canadian Association of Stationary

230 Caroline Street EnQineerS Hamilton, Ont.
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MacGovern & Co., Inc.. Montreal, Que.

HYDRAULIC VALVES
Yamall-VVadng Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

HYDRAULIC PRESSES
Borine Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Friok Co., Waynesboro, Franfclin Co.
Llnde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Montreal.
York Mfg. Co., York. Pa.

ICE MAKING MACHINERY
BoTiag Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.
Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Montreal.
York Mfg. Co., York. Pa.

INGOTS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

INDICATORS, ELECTRIC—ALL TYPES
Sohaetfer & Budenberg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn, N.I
Uehling Instrument Co.. New York, N.Y.

INDICATORS, STEAM AND GAS
ENGINE
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co., Bos

ton, Mass.
Canadian Fairbanks.'Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-ManyUle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Cehling Instrument Co., New York, N.Y.

INDICATORS—AMMONIA, HYDRAULIC
C«n. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Ont

INDICATORS, SPEED
L. S. SUrrett Co., Athol, Uass.

INJECTORS
Baboook & Wllcoz, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. AUis<a>almer8, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Lunkenbeimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McArity & Sons. T.. St. John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont,
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.

INJECTORS, AUTOMATIC AND AUTO-
POSITIVE

Penbertliy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
INSTRUMENTS, RECORDING
Defender Automatic Regulator Oo., St. Louis, Mo.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Companies. Rochester, N.Y.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

INSULATING BRICK
Annstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que
Banridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que,
Oaa. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont

INSULATING COMPOUNDS
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

INSULATORS
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

IRON FILLER
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont

KETTLES, STEAM AND GAS
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
KEROSENE PUMPS (SELF MEASURING^
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
KEROSENE TANKS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
Green's blcnnomi.ser, Ltd.. Toronto.

KNITTED GOODS, WORKING
R. Q. Long & Co., Toronto, Ont
LACE LEATHERS
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Uootreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ost
D. K. MacLaren. Ltd., Montreal, Que.

LAMPS, ARC
Canadian Fairbanks^Mone Co., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrllle Co.. Toronto, Ont

LAMPS, INCANDESCENT
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont

LAMPS, TUNGSTEN AND NITRO
Can. Genera! Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
LEATHER STRAPPING
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

LINK BELTING
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Canada.

LININGS, FIRE BRICK. STEEL STACK
Grpen'*: Konnnmiser, Ltd., Toronto.

LOADERS, CAR
Portable Machinery Co., Inc.. Passaic, N.J.

LUBRICATORS
Empire 'Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont.
Ja3. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
LUBRICATING OIL FILTERING AND
CIRCULATING SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser C.ompany. Limited, Toronto, Ont.
LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowiser Comp.iny, Limited, Toronto. Ont.
LUBRICATORS CYLINDER
CUTTING COMPOUNDS

Lunkenheimpf Co., Cincinnati. O.
Pen'berthr TniPCtnr Co.. Wind.sor, Ont.

trUBRICATING OIL STORAGE TANKS
AND PUMPS
3. F. Bowspr Company, Limited. Toronto, Ont.
LUBRICATORS, FORCE FEED
Jeffrey .Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.
Oan. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Ltrakenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
Penlierthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

LUBRICATORS. PLAIN
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
Penlierthy Inipctor Co., Windsor. Ont.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R. . Toronto.

LUBRICATORS. SIGHT FEED AND PLAIN
ENGINE

Pefi.hprthv Tnipptrvr Co.. Windsor, Ont.
MARINE CASTINGS

Bmprire Mfg. Co., Ltd,. London. Ont.
MACHINERY INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co.. Montreal. Que.
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

MACHINERY, TRANSMISSION (POWER)
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

MECHANICAL STOKERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
Murphy Iron Works, Dertoit, Mich.
Santord Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.

METERS. AIR
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toionto, Ont

METERS, ELECTRIC
Can. H. W. Johns-ManviUe Co.. Toroniu, Out

METERS. GAS.
E. J. Plulip & Sons, Toronto, Out.

M HATERS, STEAM
The Mason Begtilator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
'•'ev'*^ I '-nnuiniser. l^t*i Tomnln
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont.

METERS. WATER
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toroutu, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
McKTitT Sons, T.. St John. N.K
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

MIXING VALVES
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia. Ont

MILL AND MINING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-'Morse Co., Montreal-
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd,
St Catharines, Ont

Canadian AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Ooldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

METER TESTERS
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Samia. Ont

METERS (OIL, KEROSENE, GASOLINE,
ETC.>
3. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

MOTORS
Canadian Fairhanks'Morse Co.. Montreal.
Can. General EHectric Co.. Toronto. (Jnt
Green's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto.
MacGorem & Co., Inc.. Mantreal, Que.

OFFICE RAILINGS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

OIL STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTING
SYSTEMS
3. F. Bowser Company. Limited, Toronto. Ont

OIL CUPS
Lunkenhelmer Co.. Cincinnati. 0.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont

OIL AND GREASE CUPS
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont

OIL METERS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

OILER. COMPOUND FEEDERS
I.nnkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, 0.

OILERS. GAUGE
Ltinkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.

OIL PUMPS
8. F. Bowser Companr, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

OILERS. MULTIPLE
Can. Detroit LiAricator Co.. Walkerrille. Ont
Lnnkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

OIL FILTERS AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
narline Bi-os., Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

OIL TANKS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto, Ont.

OTT, SEPARATORS
The Mason Regiilator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Babcock ft Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.

Can. Allls-Chslmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
f^snadlon Fslrhanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.

Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto.
r>!irllne Bros.. Montreal,
nirec' Separator Co.. Syracuse. N.T.
Leitob Co.. Arthnr Toronto Ont.

J««. Morrl<ion Brnss Mfe. Co . Toronto.

Smart-T'impr Mschine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.

OILS. QUENCHING
Tmr^prinl Oil. T.td.. Toronto.

OTLTKC SYST^^MS
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto, Ont.
I.imkenheiiner Co.. Cincinnati. O.

OILS. CYLINDER
Tinrierifll Oil. T,M.. Toronto.

OILS. LUBRICATING
KeTlnrc * Cn E. H., New York, N.T.

OILS. ENGINE
Tmrwrial Oil. T.td.. Toronto.

ORSAT APPARATUS
rtpfpnflpT *iifomnHe Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo

OVERALLS
R. G. lyong ft Co.. Toronto. Ont

PACKING. ASBESTOS
.Tnhno-P'-ntf Cn , Thp Wartford, Conn.

PACKING. ALL KINDS
Williams Marhinery Co., A. B., Toronto.

PACKING ENGINE
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
Garlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
.Tfihn^-Pratt Co., The. Hartford. Conn.
RheH-Bm-. Bnicn Supply. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
PACKING FIBRE

Beroridce Paner Co., Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Jnhn«-Prntt . The Hartford. Conn.

PACKING. WYDRAULIC
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont
niira'Ma Munnfactnring Co.. New York.
Gsrtock PacHne Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Sh«n-Bar. Boleo Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

PACKING, METALLIC
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Greene, Tweed & Co., New Yark.
Holmes Metallic Packing Co. , Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor, Ont
PACKING, ROD
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toremo. Ont
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton. Ont
Steel Mm Packing Co., Windsor, Ont
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto. Ont

PACKING, SHEET
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.
DuraWa Manufacturing Co., New York.

Gailock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Jenkins Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford. Conn.

PACKING, AMMONIA, STEAM AND
WATER
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto. Ont
Garlock Packing Co., HamUton. OmL
Greene, Tweed & Co., New York.

Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford. Conn.
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor, Ont

PACKING. LEATHER
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Graton ft Knight Mfg. Co.. MontrcaL
Shell-Bar. Boico Supply, Ltd . Toronto, Ont

PACKING PISTON
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.

PACKING, VALVE STEM
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford, Conn.

PAINT OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto, Ont

PAINTS ^ ,
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

PAPER, INSULATING. ETC.
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.

PENSTOCKS ^
Boring Hydraulic k Eng. Co., Ltd., LindsaT. Ont-

MacKinnon. Holme* ft Co., SheArooke. Que.

Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Qalt
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantlor*.

PIPE COILS
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Pa.
York Mfg. Co.. York, Pa.

PIPE COVERINGS, STEAM, BBINE.
AMMONIA AND ICE WATER
Armstrong Cork ft Insulation C^., Montreal, Qua.

PIPE STEEL ^.
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Llndaay. Ont

PIPE VISES AND CUTTERS
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridjei)ort, Conn.

PIPE, GAS
Can. AllisChalmers, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

PIPES, WATER
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Oat

PIPING AND FITTINGS
Frick Co.. Waynesboro. Franklin Ca. Pa.

Lnnkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. 0.
MoArity ft Sons, T.. St John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
York Mfg. Co.. York. Pa.
Williams .Machinery Co., A. K., Toronto.

PIPING, STEAM
Batocock ft Wilcor. Ltd., Montreal.
OoIdle ft McCulloch Co., Gait

PLATE WORK
Goldie A MoCulloch Co., Qalt

.
Engineering and Machine Worka of Canada. Ltd.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.

6t Catharines. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PLUG COCKS
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co.. Plttaburgh, Pa.

PLUMBING SUPPLIES
Ehnpire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont.
Mueller Alfg. Co.. H.. Samia. Ont
Ja3. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

POWER HOUSE CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt C>o., Toronto, Ont.

POWER PUMPS (OIL, GASOLINE)
S. F. Bowser Comiwny, Limited, Toronto, Ont

POWER PUMPS
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek. UlA.
Boring Hrdraulic ft Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Ont.

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., MontreaL
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & IMoCnlloch Co.. Qalt
Pratt ft Cady Co.. Inc., Hartford, Conn.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Huoilton.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton. Ont
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

POWER. TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Bend Engineeiing Works. Toivnto, Ont.

Boring Hydratilic ft Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Goldie ft MoCulloch Co.. Gait
Jeffrer Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.

»irineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..

St Catharines. Ont
MacGovem ft Co.. Inc. Montreal, Que.

MacGorem ft Co.. New York.

Morse Chain Co.. Ithaca. N.T.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantrord.

PRESSES
Boeing Hydraulic ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Llndaay. Ont
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PROPELLOR BLADES. BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.; London, Ont.

PUMPS. HAND (OIL, GASOLINE)
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

PULLEYS
EJond Engineering Works. Toronto, Ont.
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Lid., Lmdsaj, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co., Ltd., Montre&l.
OolJie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Jeffrey .Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
VVaterous Engine VVorbi Co., Brantfard.

J. C. Wdson Mfg. Co.. BtlleTille. Out.

PULLEYS, FRICTION CLUTCH
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.

PULP MILL MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
-Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Braotlord.

PUMPING MACHINERY
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, MicQ.
Boring Hydraulic A Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Bevendge faper Co., Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCnllooh Co., Gait
Laurie & Lam:b, Montreal.
.VloAvity & eons. T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner .Machine Co., Ltd., H»ml]ton.
Waterous fiaglne Works Co., Branfford.

PUMPING MACHINERY, ELECTRICAL
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian AJlis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Smart-Tamer .Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipment Co., Woreeater, Mass.

PUMPS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darlin< Broa., Montreal,
Goldle & McCulIoch Co., Oalt
Laurie & Lamfe, Montnil.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS, ACID
BeTeridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Qu«.

PUMPS, CONTRACTORS'
Boring Bydraulie A Knc Co., Ltd., Llndaar, Onv
BeTeridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Qu«.
MoAritf & 8on«, T., St Joha, N.B.
Smart-Turner Maehln* Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, BOILER FEED
The Mason Regulator Sc Eng. Co., Ltd., Mootreal
Coppus Eng. gt E<iulpt Co., Worcester, Maas.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
The MaMd Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Mootreal,
Escher, Wyss Co.. Montreal. Que.
Coppus Eng. & EquipL Co., Worcester, Mtaa.

PUMPS, ELECTRICAL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mick.
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
PUMPS, FEED WATER
The Maaoo Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allls-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Bevendge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Goldie A McCuHoch Co.. Gait
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PITMP GOVERNORS AND REGULATORS
The Ma«on Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Defender Automatio Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Dsrling Bros.. Montreal.
D'Este Co.. Julian, Boston. Mass.
The Garth Co.. Montreal, Canada.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston. Mass.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton. Ont
Watson A MeDanlel Co., Philadelphia.

PUMP STRAINERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS. HAND AND POWER
Boring Hydraulic * Eng. Co., ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machino To.. Hamilton Ont

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mich
Boring Hydraiilic ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Can. Allts-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darling Brrvs.. Montreal
Goldie ft McCnlloch Co., Gait
Laurie ft Lamh. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford

PUMPS. DUPLEX
orannora.

Oan. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Beveradge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Dartin? Brothen. Ltd.. Montreal. QuePUMPS, GEARED, COMPOUND
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Mich
rianadian Palrtjankfj-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
TncJix Co., The .Tohn. Toronto. Out.

^.^^I^''^^—"' ^f»<'h1ne Co.. Hammnn. OntPUMPS. HYDRAULIC, PRESSURE
ATnerican PtcflT p,imn Co., Battle Creek, Mich
Borlnc HvdrauHc ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, On*
Darllne Brrw.. Montreal.
Inglls Co.. The John. Toronto. Ont

^..^rj?"''^'™"' ^"'''''ne Co., H«mflton, OntPUMP LEATHERS
Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Mont»«aI. Que

ft Knight MTg. Co., Montreal.
PITMP8. OTL

»ni.rie»n HrfH-rn Piirmi Cr,.. Battle Creek, MIoh
8. F. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto, Ont.

Can. Detroit Lubrioator Co., Walkerville, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., CiBcinnati, O.
McArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, STEAM TURBO
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Allis-Ohalmera, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
EScher Wyss ft Co., Montreal, Que.

PUMP TANK, RECEIVER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek, Mich
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS. STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairtianks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & Mothilloch Co., Gait
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Laurie ft Lamb, Montreal.
Lelteh Co., Arthur 3., Toronto, Ont
UoArity ft Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

.'UMPS, TRIPLEX
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, VACUUM
ABMiiean Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
IJereiCdgc Paper C"., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie ft McCullooh Co., Gait
Laurie ft Lamb, Montreal.
Leitch Co., Arthur 3., Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PYROMETERS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
fireen's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City., Ind.

Jas. Morriaon Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
Escher, Wyss ft Co., Montreal.
UehllDg Instrument Co., New York, N.Y.

RADIATORS
EJmpire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont
Roylea, Ltd., Irlam, Mandiester, Sngland.

RADIATOR TRAPS
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
C. A. Dunham Oo., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Su«» Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.

RECORDERS, DRAFT
Jas W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

RADIATOR AIR VENTS
C. A. Dunham Oo., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Jta. Morrlsan Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
PsBberthj lalcfltor Co., Windsor, Ont

RAGS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

RAILWAY OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

RECLAIMING SYSTRMS FOR OIL
S F. Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto. Ont.

REBOILERS
Friok Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. P».

York Manufacturing Cn. . York. Pa.

REGISTERING MEASURES
S F. Bowitr Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont,

RECEIVERS. AIR
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Ma<(Kinnon. Hcflmas ft Co.. Sherbrooke. Que. .

RUBBER CEMENT TANKS AND PUMPS
S F. Bowser Company. Limited, Toronto, Ont.

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co.. St Louis, Mo.

Can. H. W. JohnsJManrille Co.. Toronto. Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto
Taylor Instniment Co., Rochester. N Y.

TTehllnc Instrument Co.. New York N.Y.
Yamall-Waring Co.. PhiladelpMn .

Pa.

RECORDERS. CARBON, DIOXIDE
The Jos. W. Hars Corp.. Michigan City.. Ind.

REFRIGERATOR DOORS, WINDOWS, ETC.
Jamlwn Cold .storage Door Co.. Hagerstorm, Md.

REFRIGERATING MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay,

Out.
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co . Pa.

Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Montreal
Vilter Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.
York Mfg Co., York. Pa.

REFUSE DESTRUCTOR
Laurie & Lnmb. Montrenl.

REGULATORS. PRESSURE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal

Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis. Mo.
rihanlin-Fultnn M'fg. <V)., Pittsbuivh. Pa.

C. A. Dunham Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston. Ms.ss.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Tarlnr Instrument T'n.. Rochester. N.Y.
REGULATORS. TEMPERATURE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Sarco Co.. Inc.. New York. N.Y.
Tarlnr Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.
RETORTS
ATor'KinnAn Steel Co.. Sh»i^rookP. 0"e.

RRVOVLING DOORS FOR HARDENTNC
ROOMS

.TflTnison PrvM Stornpr Door Co, TTsffer^tn-w^ \Td

RODS. COPPER, BRASS AND BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont,
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd., Samia.
ROLLS. CRUSHING
Con. Tyinir-Bplt Cn . Tornntn. Ont.
.Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Canada.

ROOFINGS—RUBBER. PLASTIC. LIQUID
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

ROTARY COMPRESSORS
Escher, Wyss & Co., Montreal.

kOTARY CONVERTERS
Canadian Fairbanks-'Moise Co., Montreal.
MacGrovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que
RUBBER HOSE
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont

RUBBER MILL DRIVES
Can. Ldnk-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

SAFES
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Qalt

SAW MILL CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffri.'y Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

SCREENING MACHINERY
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.

SCALE REMOVERS
Babcook ft Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Bereridge Paper Co., Lid., Montreal. Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-.Vlanrille Co., Toronto, Out
Frank Gilman, Birmingham. Eng.
Green's Elconomiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

SELF-MEASURING PUMPS (OIL AND
GASOLINE)
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
Ifamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

SEAM PROTECTORS, GIRTH
National Boiler Protector Co. of Canada, llontieal.
Que.

SHAFTING
Engineering and Machine Works ef Canada, Ltd..

St Catharines, Ont
Waternni Engine Works Co.. Brantford.
J. C. Wil-iou Mfg. Co.. Belleville, Out.

SHAKING AND DUMPING GRATES
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

SHIRTS, WORKING '

R. G. Long & Co., Toronto, Ont.
SMELTER LININGS
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

SMOKE BOXES, STACKS
Baboock ft WUcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Oat
Goldie ft McCullodh Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que,
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SOOT BLOWERS
Diamond Specialty Co., Windsor, Ont

SPECIAL MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont,
Canadian Fairbanks^Moise Co., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPEED INDICATORS
Sehaeffer ft Budenburg Mfg. Co., BrooUjtt, N.Y.
L. 3. SUrrett Co., Athol, Mass.

SPEED REDUCING GEARS
Can. Link-Belt Go., Toronto, Ont

SPROCKET CHAIN ATTACHMENTS
Can. Link-Beit Co.. Toronto. Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPROCKET RIMS
Bshhitt Steam ^Vpedalty Co.. New Bedford, Mass.

SPROCKETS, COMPENSATING
-Morse Chain Co.. Ithica, N.Y.

SPROCKETS, SPRING
Moree Chain Co.. Ithica, N.Y.

SPROCKETS. SILENT CHAIN
.Moree Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
SPUR WHEELS
Boring Hylraulic & Eng. Cc. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Goldie ft McOtdlooh Co., Gait
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co., Montreal.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

STACKS, STEEL
Babcock ft Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

STAND PIPES. STEEL
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

STAYBOLTS, FLEXIBLE
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
STEAM SEPARATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal
Babcock ft Wileor, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Thfllmers, Ltd.,, Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
D'E«te Co., .Julian, Boston. Mass.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Sa,mia.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Ldtoh Co.. Arthur S., Toronto, Ont.
Penberthr Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Smart-Tiimer Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
Wnt'Jnn * vMcDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

STEAM SPECIAL-nES
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Canadian Falt^anksJMorse Co., Moiitreal.
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto,
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
D'Eate Co., Julian, Boston. Mass.
T/nnker)he1meT Co.. Cincinnati, O.
The Garth Co., Montreal. Que.
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthr Injector Co.. Windsor.
Watson ft McDanid Co.. Philadelphia.
Tamall-iWaring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

STEAM TRAPS
American Steam Gauge ft Valre Mfg. Co.. Boston.
Mass.

Anderson Co.. Y. D.. Clereland, O.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W„ Toronto.
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Darling Bros., Montreal.
D'Bste Co., Julian, Boston, Maaa.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Dunham Co.. Ltd.. C. A., Toronto, Ont
J. T. Lnnr. ti Adam St., Montreal, Que.
Mason Retriilator & Engineering Co., MontrMi.
Saroo Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.
Watson & MoDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

STEEL BARRELS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Oat.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

STEEL TANKS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., MontreaL
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Mackirmon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsbuig, Pa.
Waterous Engine Works. Brantford, Ont.

STOKERS
Babcock Sc Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Jones Dnderfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
.Vlurphy Iron Works, Dertoit, Mich.
Sanford Rilej Stoker Co., Worcester, Maaa.

STRAINERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
STRUCTURAL STEEL WORK
Babcock & Wileoi. Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian Allis-OhaIme"rs, Ltd., Toronto.
.Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

SUPPLIES, HOTWATER
Koyles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.

SUPERHEATERS. STEAM
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., MontreaL
Goldie & McCuHodh Co., GaJt
Green's Ek^nomiser, Ltd., Toronto.

SWING JOINTS
Franklin Williams Co., Hew York.

SWITCHBOARDS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
SWITCHES AND SWITCH BOXES
Can. H. W. Johna-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Out

TACHOMETERS
Boring Hydraulic & Elng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Onl
Can. H. W. Johns-iManTill* Co., Toronto, Ont
Schaefler & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y

TANKS, BLOW-OFF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TANKS, FREEZING, STORAGE ANDWATER COOLING
Frick Ca, Wajneaboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

TANKS. OIL
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lin<baj Onl
S. F. Boweer Company. Limited, Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait
Engineering and Machine Wortcs of Canada, Ltd.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
St Catharines, Ont

Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg. Pa.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TANKS (OIL, KEROSENE. GASOLINE)
S. F. Boweer Company, Limited, Toronto, OntWm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

TANKS (UNDERGROUND STORAGE)
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
TANKS. WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Inglls Co., The John, Toronto, Out
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wateroua Engine Works Co., Brantfeid.

TAPPING MACHINES
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont.

TECHNICAL BOOKS
MaoLean Pirbll«hlng Co., Toronto.

THERMOMETERS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Green's £>conomiser, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Sehaeffer t Budeikberg Mfg. Co., BrooUyn, N.T.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.T.
Dehling Instnnnent Co., New Tork, N.T.

THERMOSTATS
Sarco Co.. Inc., Now Tork, N.T.

TOOLS
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H., Satnia, Ont

TRANSFORMERS
Can. General EHectric Co., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co.. Montreal.
Mac(}orem & Co., Inc.. Montreal, Que.

TRAlfSMISSION MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic * Bng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait, Ont
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Waterniis Knirine Works Co.. Brantford.

TRANSMISSION, SILENT CHAIN
Morse Chain Co., Ithica. N.Y'.

TRAPS, STEAM AND WATER-LINE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darlin? Brothers. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
C. A. Dunham Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
D'B^te Co.. Julian. Boston, Mass.

TRUCKS, FACTORY
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal. Que.
r«r"dlan Falrhanks-Morse Co., Montreal.

TUBE CLEANERS
Babcock * WHcot. Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Green's Economiaer, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Pelley Packing and Fine Brush Mfc Co.. 8t

Louis, Mo.

TUBE CUTTERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.

TUBES. BOILER
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Salt

TURBINES, POWER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester. Maaa.

TUBES, COPPER AND BRASS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont
H. .Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samla.
TUNGSTEN LAMP (Vacuum and Uaa
Filled Types)
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

TURBINE OIL
Kellogg & Co., E. H.. New Tcrk. N.T.

TURBINE WATER WHEELS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd.,

St Catharines. Ont
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Escher, Wyss & Co., Montreal.
MacGovera & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
J. C. Wilson Mfg. Co., BeUerille, Ont
TURBINES. STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Coppus Engr. & Equip. Co., Woteeatcr. Maaa.
Eschar Wyss & Co., Montreal, Qua.
OoMie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
MacGorem & Co., Ina, Montreal, Qoe.
UNIONS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Dart Union Company. Toronto.
Lnnkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
McArity * Sous. T.. St John. N.B.
Ja.*. MorriJinn Brass Mfe. Co., Toronto.
UNDERGROUND TANKS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont

UNLOADERS. CAR
Portable Machinery Co.. Inc., Passaic. N.J.
UNIONS. BALL JOINT. COMBINA'HON.
FLANGED PIPE. GROUND JOINT.
MALLEABLE IRON, FLANGE. PIPE.
SWING

Jefferaon Union Co.. Lexincton. Mass.
Dart Union Company. Ltd., Toronto. Ont

VACUUM GOVERNORS
The Mason Regulator & Enz. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
C. A. Dtmhsm Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.
Canadian Steam Boiler Eqiiipment Co., Toronto.
Bereridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darlinc Urothera, Ltd.. Montreal, Qnc
Leitdi Co.. Arthur S.. Tnonto, Ont
VACmm REGULATING VALVES
The Mason Regulator t Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Steam Boiler Eaninment Co.. Toronto. Ont
C. A. Dunham Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darline Bros., Montreal.
«lmiirt-Tiim»r Michine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

VACUUM TRAPS
Darlin« Brothers, Ltd.. Montreal, Qne.
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
VALVE DISCS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont
Kerr F.npine Co.. Walkerville. Ont.
JaB. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penherthv Inieofor Co.. Windsor. Ont

VALVE LEATHER
Bereridge Ptper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
OmtAn * ITnlffht \ffff. Co.. Montrpal.

VALVE RESEATING MACHINES
Dsrlinr Brr»^. . Montreal.

VALVES. CONDENSBR. PUMP. RUBBER
Shell Bar Boieo Siipnly. Ltd.. Toronto.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
VALVES
Babcock * WilcoT. Ltd.. Montreal.
Borlne HyHraulic * Fne. Co.. LH.. Llnd«uy. Ont
Cansdinn FalrtiankaAforse Co.. Montreal.
Can. SteftTTi Boiler Finuir>ment Cn.. Toronto. Ont
Empire Mfg. Ca>., Ltd., London. Ont
Darlinc Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Frick Co.. Wnme»*viro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
Kerr Eneine Co.. Walkerrille. Ont.
WilHam.s Machinery Co.. A. R.. Toronto.
Bereridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
0'E»»' Co.. .TiiHsn Bootnn. Maiw
Jaa. ^^orrisoT^ Bnl-« Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Shell Bar Boieo .Stipplr. Ltd.. Toronto.
H. Miieller Mfe. Co.. Ltd.. Samia.
Home<ite«d Valre Mfe. Co.. Pltlabnrg.
.TenMns Bro» . Montreal.
Penherthr TnJe<'tor Co.. Windsor. Ont
Pratt * Csdr C^ . Tnc. Hartford. Conn.
Tork Mfi? Co.. York. Pa.

AIR VALVES
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont
Jaa. Morrison Bnuw Mfe. Co., Toronto.

VALVES. RADIATOR
Jenkins Bro«.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Wat»on * McDanlel Co.. Philsdetphla.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.
Lnnkenheimer Co.. ClndnnaH. O.
Pratt ft Csdr. Hartford, Conn.
W«t«on * iMVDanlel Co., Philadelphia.
Shell Bar Boieo Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
York Msniifsrtnrine Co.. PhllsdeJrhla.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
\fason Reeulator * Enelneerlne Co.. Montreal
M««on Reculsfor Co.. Boston. M«».
MoAritr tt Sons. T . St. John, N.B.

VALVES. ACID RESISTING
TTome«te«d Vslre Mfe. Co.. Pltti*nir».

Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerville. Ont,
McArltx * <»on« T.. 9t John. N.B.
York Mff. Co. York. Pn.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. Sairala.

VALVES. BACK PRESSURE
Can. Allia-<^]ialmeis, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
VALVES. BRASS
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Ca. Toronto.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
I'euberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Shell Bar Boieo Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Williams Machinery Co., A. B., Toronto.

VALVfcS. BLOW-OFF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., MootraaL
Babcock * Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., MonueaL
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co., Pittsburg.
Jas, Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Shell Bar Boieo Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Jeukins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Lunkeikheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.
MoArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Watson It McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.
Yamall-Waring Ca. Philadelphia. Pa
VALVE CHAIN WHEEL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., New BedlorU. Maa>.

VALVES, FOOT
Shell Bar Boieo Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Ca, Ltd., Lindsay, Uni-
Smart-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd., Uamilion.

VALVES. GATE
Babcock ^k WUcox, Ltd., MontreaL
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
H. Mueller .Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
Shell Bar Boieo Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
MoArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthv Injector Co., Windsor. Ont.

VALES. HYDRAULIC
Tamall-Warinc Co., Philadelphia, Pa

VALVES. MULnPORT
Can. Allii-C2ialmen, Ltd... Toronto, Ont
VALVES. NON-RETURN STOP
Canadian Fairbanka-Uone Co.. Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
VALVES. RELIEF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. MootieaL
American Steam Gauge & Valre Mfg. Co., BoaU...
Maaa.

H. .Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd.. Samia.
McArity & Sons, T.. St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
VALVES. REDUCING
The Mason Regulator t Eng. Co., Ltd., IfeatnaL
Shell Bar Boioo Supply, Ltd., ToraatOw
Bereridce Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
C. A. Dunham Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
D'Bsta Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Laiteh Co., Arthur 8., Toronto. OnC
H. .Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., .Samia.
MasoB RanUtw On.. liilM. ttam.
Jaa. Uorriaoa Braaa Mff. Co., Toronto.
Unellar klfg. Co., H., Sanla. Ont

VALVES, STANDARD. GLOBE ANGLE
AND CHECKS
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville. Ont
Jas. Morrison Braaa Mfg. Ca, Toronto^
H. Mueller .Mfg. Co., Ltd.. Samia.
Shell Bar Boioo Supply, Ltd., Torooto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

VALVES. POP
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Momtreal.
Jas. Morrison Brass .Mfg. Ca, Toronto.
Shell Bar Boioo Supply. Ltd.. Toronta
Lunkenheimer Ca, Cincinnati, O.
MoArity t Sons. T.. St John. N.B.

VALVES. PUMP
Shell Bar Boieo Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Qoe.
Canadian Fairt>anka-MorM Ca. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Ca, Ltd.. HamUtea

VALVES, REGULATING
H. MiicIUr Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. Samia.

VALVES. SAFETY THROTTLE
Boring Hydraulic A Eng. Co., Ltd., Ltndsar. Ont
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkarrllle, Oat
Lnnkenheimer Ca, Cindanati, 0.
McArity A Sons, T.. St John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Ca, Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

VALVES, STEAM
Empire Mfg. Ck>., Ltd.. London, Ont
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Ca, Toronto,

WASTE
Shell Bar Boieo Supiply, Ltd., Toronto.

WATER COLUMNS. GAGES
Darline Brothers, Ltd.. ^(ontreal, Qua.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
WATER GAUGES. STANDARD. EXTRA
HEAVY AND AUTOMATIC

Penberthv Injector Co., Windsor. Ont.
Jaa. Morrison Bra-ss Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

WATER SOFTENING SYSTEMS
WtD. B. Scaife ft Sons, Plttatnirgh. Pa.

Canadian AUis-Ciialmers. Ltd.. Toronto.
WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS
anpire Mfg. Co.. Ltii , lyondon. Ont

WATER HEATERS AND WHISTLES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont

WELDING COMPOUND
Shell Bar Boieo Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

WHISTLES
Penberthv Injector Co., Wind«or Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

WHEEL TANKS (J.UBRICATING OIL AND
GASOLINE)
Bowjier * Co., Inc., 8. F., Toronto, Ont

WRENCHES, PIPE
Williams Machinery Co., A. R.. Toronta
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Plibrico Jointless Fire Brick can be molded
to fit any place in the furnace or setting.

iimniiiian^

Better Than Fire Brick
Jointless Furnace Lining for Industrial Boilers

It can be used for front door arches, side walls, bridge
walls, and rear arches and wherever fire brick can be
used. Made for hard service and fuel economy.

EASY TO INSTALL

Write for free copy of 36-page book of useful
informa tion on furnace building and maintenance

JOINTjLESS FIRE BRICK CO.
Kingsbury and Clay Sts., Chicago

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS: Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., 628-630 St.

Paul St.. West. Montreal. TRADE MARK

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiia
luii iiuniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^

3; AS

Will resist all Steam Pressure and Variations of Temperature.

REFLEX GAUGE GLASSES
Annealed .ind Hardened for

LOCOMOTIVES, STEAM WAGONS,
MARINE AND STATIONARY BOILERS.

Adamite Gauge Class Rings. Glass Tubes and Rods

S. & C. BISHOP & CO. St. Helens, Lancashii

BOILER INSPECTION
The Steam Boiler Act, Chapter 252 R.S.O.,

1914, With Amendments Chapter 58—6,
George V.

STEAM BOILERS
AW Steam boilers constructed for ase in Ontario must be

built from designs which have been approved and allott d
a registration numiber by th« Steam Boiler Branch.

Used boilers, l>oil<»rs sold or exchanged, and unregistered boilers
brought into the Province must be inspected prior to being
put into operation.

Notice of repairs to steam boilers, stating the nature and
extent of same, must be sent to t/he Steam Boiler Branch,
and should suoh repairs be considered extensive by the
Chief Boiler Inspector, the boilers will require to be
insoectd.

In each and every case the inspections must be made by In-
S'pectors authorized to inspiect boilers under the Steam
Boilers Act. wiho are employed' only by the Steam Boiler
Branch of the Department of Public Works. Official cer-
tificates with the maximum working pressure stated
thereon are issued to the owners of the boilers so inspected.

STEAM PIPING
Drawings and Specifications of all high pressure srteam piping

must be approved and registered by the Steam Boiler
Branch before any work of installation is commenced.
The drawings submitted should sbow clearly the dimen-
sions and layout of the main steam lines. FuH particulars
should be given as to the material used in the construction
of the piping, and all valves and other fittings used in

connection therewith must be of approved make.

Any deviation from the above requirements shall be deemed a
violation of the Steam Boilers Act.

All communications in this respect should be addressed to the
Steam Boiler Branch, Department of Public Works, Parliament
Buildings, Toronto.

HON. F. G. MACDIARMID,
Minister of Public Works

and Hig^hways

W. A. RIDDELL, M.A., Ph.D.,

Supt. Trades & L<alx>ur

Branch

D. M. MEDCALF,
Chief Inspector of Steam Boilers.

Advertising to Buyers is one
way to surely make

Advertising Pay

Advertise Your Product in Canada's

Power House
It reaches the Buyers It's a Business-Getter

Rates and Information on Request

FOR REMOVING SCALE
from Babcock, Stirling and other Water-

tube Boilers and Evaporators abo for

Lancashire Boiler Scaling and Rust

Removing—there is no tool made

to equal my

'SKATOSKALO'
Pneumatic

Tube-Scaling
Tool.

Simple, strong, speedy,

reliable—these words

describe its

efficiency

trank Gilman
(SOLE MAKER)

9, Westfield Road, Birmingham, Eng.

V
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The hotter the StacK,Gases
the more waste

Tem
Indie a.

Will

perature Instruments
7^ ,Recordin^ ,Con trollin^

you find the Coal pile leakshelp
WRITE US REGARDING YOUR TEMPERATURE PROBLEMS

TaylorInstrumentCompanies
ROCHESTER N.Y.

There's a ^coi or ^y/cwThennometer for Every Purpose

Don't clog your mind wheels up with the mud of unreliable out-of-date reading.

Get the latest technical information on Power House Equipment by reading POWER
HOUSE, Canada's only paper devoted entirely to the practical engineer's interests

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE
Send in yours TO-DAY

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED - 153 UNIVERSITY AVENUE, TORONTO

$1.00 $1.00
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This Is To Show You How "Cole"

Return Traps Save Your Fuel

Just study the diagram. Does your plant operate like

this? We hope not.

You note how all the water of condensation from
every source is lost. Discharged into the air, or into

the sewers.
Pumps Require Steam

There is a constant loss of good hot water and steam
taking place here. This lost water and steam is re-

placed through a Feed Pump or Injector, into the boiler.

//////;/// r////////j//u///// ////)un I ///•///// //•/•

Let Us Help You
If your plant operates under anything like these con-

ditions as far as condensation return is concerned,
we want to hear from you. If you are interested in

saving fuel, in saving yourself useless work and worry
ask us to have one of our condensation experts call

on vou.

The pump takes the water from the source of supply,

and it is cold water generally.

To operate the Pump or Injector, the boiler must
produce an enormous amount of steam, compared with
the work done. This steam is generally wasted to the
air.

Heating Cold Water Costs Money

Of course, as cold water is fed into the boiler, fuel

must be burned under the boiler, in order to raise its

temperature, to the temperature at least, of the water
escaping to the sewers and air.

Saves Every Unit of Heat

A simple installation of Cole Return Traps would permit
of all the water, which is hot and pure, being returned direct

to the boiler. They would operate with practically no steam
consumption from the boiler. They would replace the costly

Feed Pump and by return-
ing the hot water to the
boiler, would save a con-
siderable amount of fuel

in making steam.

The Saving

Approxima tely, the
amount of fuel which is

wasted in a plant such as
this, operating a 100 H.P.
boiler at 100 lbs. pressure
would equal 30 per cent,

of the total fuel burned
under the boiler.

The Cost

The cost of the instal-

lation in your plant would
be very nominal, and under such conditions as the

diagram shows, would save enough fuel to pay for

itself in about three m.onths, or less, and every suc-

ceeding three months would put a similar sum of money
in cold cash in your employer's bank account.

Credit For You

Don't you think ycur employer would thank you
for pointing out how this waste could be saved?
Showing him how to save good money?

ooooooooooo
ooooooooooo
ooooooooooo
"OOOOOOOOOO,
OOOOOOOOO
ooooo
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More Data to Come
In our nexi ad, we will illustrate

other conditions which obtain in

steam plants, and which you should
bo aware of, where constant losses
are occurring, and which only need
pointing out to the Factory Execu-
tive to have them corrected.

We have Bulletins, which contain
interesting information to enquirers
generally, and you should have them.

Write us for any further infor-

mation on the "Cole" Return Trap.

Stop the wasteful Steam Plants. Install "Cole" Return
Traps. There is Credit and Increased Wages in it for you.

GEORGE W. COLE LIMITED
2002-4 DUNDAS STREET WEST TORONTO, ONTARIO
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ontwaste MORRISON
RECORDING GAUGES

For Steam, Air, Gas,Water and Vacuum

Standard
Pattern

It is well known that fluctuating pressures mean firing that is not
economical, causing waste of fuel, and possible damage to Boilers due to

strain. It means loss of Engine efficiency, for, Engines are designated for a de-
finite throttling pressure, it causes irregularity and wastefulness when Steam is

used for Heating, Drying, or other purposes. Extreme fluctuation results in insufficient
power, expl'osions, and other accidents.

The Recording Gauge gives the record of Boiler Pressures automatically in ink,

independent of personal attention. It places responsibility. It gives minimum and
maximum pressures, indicating just when they occur. It shows when
fires are started and when banked, all details briefly, plainly, and with-
out error.

To the Engineer, the Recording Gauge enables him to report to the
owner that his duties have been performed in a
faithful and efficient manner. He knows that
by its records disputes and criticisms
are prevented, and he can determine
and analyze conditions for future guid-
ance.

To the Owner, its instal-

lation usually results in re-

duced Coal Bills. It settles

pressure troubles and
adds to the life of

boiler and equip-
ment, in addition
to which it in-

sures safe opera-
tion.

Round
Pattern

The James Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.,

93-97 Adelaide St. W., TORONTO, Ont.
LIMITED
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Type "K" Brass

Gate Valve

Screwed

Jenkins
Bros.

Type "K" Brass Gate
Valves

PARTICULAR attention is

paid to every detail in the

manufacture of Jenkins
Bros.' Type "K" Brass Gate
Valves.

Before they are delivered for

shipment every valve is carefully

inspected and thoroughly tested

under working conditions by
steam and hydraulic pressure.

Type "K" Brass Gate Valves carry
the well-known JENKINS BROS.'
guarantee of Service and Satisfac-

tion. You can tell genuine Type
"K" Gate Valves by the Diamond
Trade Mark—always look for it.

Your dealer will supply you. Cata-
logue No. 8 sent frefe on request.

<^Jenkins f^ros. LIMUED

Head Office and Works: Agencies in all the European Branch:

103 St. Remi Street, Principal Countries 6 Great Queen[^St., Kingsw ay

Montreal, Canada of the World London, W.C. 2, England
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Low Up-Keep Cost
of Dominion Friction
Surface Belting

Cost of maintaining equipment in the average plant is seemingly so small

when compared with other costs that it is seldom considered seriously, buL

when totalled at the end of five years, represents a far greater expense than

actual necessity demands.

Maintenance of belting is in itself an important item, because each repair means
idle employees, idle machines and less production, the total cost of which is often

greater than you would pay for better belting.

Dominion Friction Surface Belting is bu ilt for "service first" that its long, con-

tinuous performance may eliminate the necessity for repairs and replacements.

But it gives an added service in conservi ng power—the rubber that goes into it is

a special friction compound that prevent s practically all slipping on the pulleys,

even under quick load changes.

Our belting experts are ready to help low er your maintenance costs on belting and

can suggest changes that will lower your production costs.

A phone, wire or letter to our nearest s ervice branch, places at your disposal,

without obligation or charge, not only th eir services but the entire facilities of the

oldest and largest rubber organization in Canada.

MAKERS OF
Dominion Hose, Packing and Industrial Rubber
Goods and Dominion Tires, the GOOD Tires

for every purpose.
SERVICE BRANCHES:

Halifax Toronto Fort William
St. John Hamilton Winnipeg
Quebec London Brandon
Montreal Kitchener Regina
Ottawa North Bay Saskatoon

Edmonton
Calgary
Lethbridge
Vancouver
Victoria

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiii!i!iii!iiiiiiiiu>iiiiiiiii:i!iiiii iiiinjiiii'lJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJii iiijiii I m I III I imn r-
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STEEL TANKS AND BINS
We have made a success of

building steel plate work by

specializing in it.

The new additions and im-

provements to our boiler

shops have placed us in a

better position than ever be-

fore to do this work right.

Our facilities in every de-

partment have materially

increased. We have the

equipment and the experi-

ence to turn out this special

work as it should be.

If you are confronted with

any problem on this work
send it in and let our Engin-

eers give you the value of

their experience.

We design and build

:

CONVEYORS
SMOKE BREECHINGS
STEEL STACKS
SPARK ARRESTORS
STEEL BUCKETS
ELEVATORS
RIVETED TANKS
STEEL TANKS
STORAGE BINS
COOKERS AND DIGESTORS
STEEL GAS MAINS
REFUSE BURNERS
WELDED TANKS
SETTLING TANKS

BRANTFORO,ONTARIO,CANAOA
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Belliss & Morcom, Ltd.
Engines and Air Compressors

Belliss Engines at McGill University Power House

Steam and Exhaust Turbines
Diesel Engines, Air Compressors
Condensing Plants, Steam Engines

Heanan Refuse Destructors

Air and Water Coolers

Dynamometers

Paterson Water Softening Plants

Centrifugal Pumps

LAURIE & LAMB
Engineers

211 BOARD OF TRADE BLDG. - - MONTREAL

POWEJR HOUSE, Aui?ust 5. I'!tl9. Vol. XII.. No. 12. Published semi-monthly at M3-153 University Ave.. Toronto. Canada. Subscription price in Canada. *l :

in Un'ited Statea, $1.50. Entered a.s second-class matter at tihe Post Office Department, Ottawa, Canada. Hhitered as secondi-clnss matter .luly 1, 1912. at

the Post Oflfice at Buffalo, under the Act of M&roh 8rd, 1879.
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Indifference to the Stop Cock!

You know what that means.

Ruin to the whole Steam System.

The loss of money and time to the client.

And the loss of the client's confidence
in the sanitary engineer who installed

the system.

It is worse than folly to pass on inferior

stop cocks when Empire Steam Stop
Cocks are available—and Empire Steam
Stop Cocks always are available.

The factory test of the Empire Manu-
facturing Co., and our guarantee is be-

hind the engineer who
installs our stop cocks.

Remember our guarantee
has never failed.

A square client deserves Empire
Steam Stop Cocks—they are the

quality of stop cocks he expects

from a reliable sanitary engineer.

EMPIRE MANUFACTURING CO., Limited
London and Toronto

Canada
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Contra-Flow
Steam Boilers

{Equipped with Crude Oil Burners)

"Talbot" Boilers have these advantages:
They weigh only one-quarter as much as. an
ordinary boiler of equal H.P.
They take up only one-seventh as much
space as the ordinary boiler.

They require no brickwork.
They burn cheap fuel oil.

Two 1000 H.P. boilers for imme-
diate delivery from stock.

Tubes are easily replaced under reduced
steam pressure.

Buiit in all sizes from 50 to 4000 H.P.

Canadian Manufac turer s and Sales Offices:

Montreal General Tool Co., Limited
675 Notre Dame Maisonneuve

MONTREAL, P.Q.

No Pressure Loss
HomesteaH Quarter-turn straightway Valves offer

practically no resistance to flow, and cause no pres-
sure drop. Seatless in construction—no scoring or
wear under pressure. No bottom nut or other ad-
justment necessary. Homestead Quarter-turn Valves
have replaced Globe and angle valves in thousands
of plants on steam, water, air, gas, oil, acid and
other pipe lines.

Let your plant be next

Homestead Valve Manufacturing Co.
HOMESTEAD, PA.

"Now that Federal Restrictions

Are Removed We Will Extend

the Plant and Install the Jeffrey

Improved Carrier."

"The war and consequent government
supervision will have a tremendous in-

fluence on power plant operation. The en-

tire industry readily fell in line with the

U.S. Fuel Administration and many long-

standing wastes were eliminated.

"Reconstruction activities will call for a vast amount
of labor, both skilled and unskilled. Consequently,

wages will continue high, so that mechanical equip-

ment will be far more economical wherever it can

be applied. War-time wages have caused our coa.1

and ash-handling costs to climb almost out of sight.

"The JEFFREY Carrier, which is built in six sizes,

will handle 30 to 160 tons of coal or ashes an hour

for far less costs. The plant will be cleaner and

more efficient and the men will be glad to be released

from this disagreeable duty."
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'DID YOU SEE IT AT BRANTFORD"

SomePointers regardingthe CochraneMultiport
THE COCHRANE MULTIPORT

Is an improved Safety Valve

for the Exhaust Steam Svstem

A UPPER CASING, haviing two removable doors, p'roviding easy
access to <Iisks for regrinding, and to spring-s for removal, etc.

B VALVE PLATE, carries dash pots wihi<!(h guide and cushion the
valves, and whi<Sh are bored simultaneously with seats, jnsuring
alignment.

C PRESSURE PLATE, motion limited to prevent exceeding a pre-
determined prossTire.

D BRONZE VALVE DISKS. Cast integral with dash pot plungers.
E NICKEL-PLATED STEEL SPRING. Can be Changed if a dif-

ferent back pressure is desired.
F BRASS LIFTING SPINDLES. Serve to Uft disks off seats when

exhausting free to atmosphere.
G BRASS SLEEVED GUIDE POSTS for pressure plate.
H DASH POTS. Bronze lining secured by nut on bottom.
I STEEL SHAFT for revolving bronze spindle ; not required in

horizontal form.
J BRONZE SPINDLE for raising and lowering pressure plate.
K BRONZE GEARS, not reduired in horizontal form.
L ADJUSTING HAND WHEEL. Valves are also arranged for con-

trol from distance by chains, extension shaft, hydraulic pressure,
electric motor, etc.

M LOWER CASING.
Interior Vijew, Fig. 1 009. Cochrane Multiport Safety

Exihaust Outlet Valve.

WHEN used in back pressure service, it protects piping, radiators, feed water heaters, cooMng keittles,

absorption ice machines, low pressure turbines or other appliances, against abnormal rises in pressure
whenever the amount of steam supply from the engine exceeds the ability of the exhaust system to con-

dense or otherwise dispose of that steam,
COCHRANE MULTIPORT VALVES for Vacuum Service are installed

between engines or turbines and condensers. They serve not only to pro-
tect against abnormal rises in pressure, but they also provide a convenient
and natural channel for the escape of steam during non-condensing opera-
tion. They are thoroughly water-sealed to prevent the entrance of air

into condensers.
The main idea in designing the COCHRANE MULTIPORT has been

to secure absolute safety by providing a number of channels of escape for
the steam, 'jo that the chances of all becoming inoperative at once are
infinitesimal, at the same time doing away with the excessive list and
severe hammering upon the seat inseparable from heavy single-disk valves.

In accomplishing this object, we have taken advantage of the oppor-
tunity to make the valve easily adjustable, that is, by varying the position

of the pressure plate the tension of the springs may be adjusted for any
back pressure desired. Where installed in connection with heating and
drying system, it is thus often necessary to carry the maximum back pres-

sure only for a few hours in the morning, while at other times the steam
consumption of the engine is reduced by lowering the back pressure. With
nearly all other valves, this is utterly impracticable.

The introduction of the pressure plate and spring principle into back
pressure valve design also enables us to make the valves strictly fool-

proof, that is, it is impossible to overload or tamper with the valves, since

the limited travel of the pressure plate determines the maximum back
pre.ssure. Inasmuch as there are no movnng parts directly connected to

the disks extending outside of the valve casing, overweighting, tying
down or accidental obstruction are eliminated, likewise sticking through
over-tightening of glands.

The method of control also makes it convenient to install appliances for operating the valves from a distance,
as by means of a long shaft, a chain and sprocket wheel, hydraulic pressure, or by electric motor. That is, it is

not necesasry to climb a ladder or to go up on the roof in order to change the back pressure, if you have a MULTI-
PORT, In atmospheric service, it is sometimes convenient to be able to open and close the valves from the switch-
board, which can be arranged for with this type of valve.

In vacuum service, these valves offer perfect facilities for throwing over from non-condensing to condens-
ing operation, especially in connection with recinrocatin g engines, since the engine may be allowed to exhaust
through the valve until the moment when the main gate valve between the exhaust line and the condenser is

opened, upon which the small disks will seat immediately without allowing an inrush of air thereby avoiding aH
danger of losing the vacuum and of having to prime the condenser over again. COCHRANE MULTIPORTS are
built for all situations, that is, vertical pipes, horizontal p ipes and angle pipes.

Special types of COCHRANE MULTIPORTS are supplied for preventing the vacuum from mixed flow tur-
bines reaching back into the engine exhaust line, with consequent impairment of vacuum due to the drawing in

of air through leaks in the engine exhaust piping, through piston rod packings, etc.

ASK FOR BULLETIN 6oi

Section of Cochrane Multiport Flow Valve
for use in connection with Mixed Flow
Turbine. Prevents condenser vacuum from
backing up into the engine exhaust line
and drawing in air through leaks, etc.

CANADIAN ALLIS-CHALMERS
HEAD OFFICE : TORONTO LIMITED

Branch Offices : Montreal. Quebec, Halifax, Ottawa.

Hamilton, London, Cobalt. South Porcuoine, Win-

nipeg, Calgary, Edmonton Nelson and Vancouver
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GARLOCK
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The service of pump valves depends upon the compounds as well as the

consistency and cure of the valves. The compounds used in Garlock pump
valves have been established after years of trial in actual service and under the

most severe conditions. Pump valves should always be used for the purposes

for which they are intended. The following are a few of our leading styles

and grades of valves

:

Style No. 139—For medium pressure cold water.
" " 175—For high pressure cold water.
" " 182—For warm or greasy water.
" " 108—For hot water.
" " 105—For boiling water.
" " 154—For air compressors and condensers.

We guarantee our pump valves to give satisfactory service when used under
conditions for which they are intended.

THE GARLOCK PACKING COMPANY
HAMILTON, ONTARIO

Branches:
Montreal, Quebec
Toronto, Ontario

Winnipeg, Manitoba
Calgary, Alta.

342 St. James Street

404 Continental Life Building

- Gait Building

211 Eighth Ave. W.
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"What is packing

anyhow?'^

Our salesmen frequently comment on how often their friends, outside the

business, askihe Question
—

' iVhat is Packing ?
"

Some of the ideas as to the meaning of the word are very amusing in their

vagueness and it is Veri) seldom that the average man realizes just what a
big part this product plays in the efficiency and economy of the industrial
machine!)) that is making the world better for us all.

So for all lis seeming insignificance the storD of what packing is would
seem to be well worth telling and well worth reading by anyone.

AS a Starter, consider Packing as something like the
"washer" in your kitchen faucet.

_
It prevents leak-

age—or ought to.

Now whenever steam is put to work—or water, gas,

brine, or ammonia—packing is needed. It is needed to

prevent leakage where gleaming rods slide smoothly in

and out of cylinders, for leakage here means not only
loss of steam or water, but actual waste of power.

And inside the cylinders of

pumps, packing again saves
power. With perhaps two hun-
dred pounds pressure on one side

of the piston, and a vacuum on
the other, piston packing pre-

vents leakage past the piston.

And sheet packing, cut or molded
into gaskets, prevents leakage at

joints of surfaces or piping.

So, fundamentally, packing
guards against leakage.

But when it works against mov-
ing surfaces, packing is subject

to wear— or it goes "dead," and
loses its elasticity. This means
replacement, shut down machin-
ery and expense. So the buyer
of packing must ask not only
"Will it prevent leakage " but
also "How long will it last.'"

—

which of course depends on the

material and workmanship put
into it.

And there's a third question,

which the engineer will ask if

you don't, "How much friction

does it cause " For some pack-
ings prevent leakage merely by
filling up the packing space as

solidly as possible. Naturally
such packing binds the moving
rod— sometimes even scores it

—

and acts more or less as a brake.

It is such serious faults as this

that Johns-Manville has over-
come through intelligent pack-
ing design.

So packing is not a thing to be
bought at random — the right

choice will save money by pre-
venting leakage, by conserving
power, and by its longer life.

As the pioneers in packing de-
velopment we have placed pack-
ing design on a scientific basis,

and out of experience, observa-
tion and facts have established
a complete and standardized line

that meets every plant require-

ment from among the minimum
number of packings. Only in

this way can packing be made
to give a maximum of service

for a minimum of cost.

Through-

and its allied products

Asbestos

Here Is a parltaf list ofJohns- Manville Patk'f^gi ' Sea Hings for outside

packed Hods; Sejoice Shee/, an al/-around'lhe-p/ant sheet packing; Uni-
versal Piston for inside packed pumps; Kearsarge boiler, man and hand-
hole gask^f^ ; Mi^gui Coil 'P .ckins for valve stems and small rods;

Sif gel t: Shed fnr tw k rjf '' 'i- f*^'if>l<n'. and naphtha.

CANADIAN JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., LTD.
Toronto Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver

London Hamilton ^Ottawa

INSULATION
fha/ hrpi the heal -where it belongt

CEMENTS
that make bciler walli leak-proof

ROOFINGS
tBat cut down fire niki

PACKINGS
that lave power waite

LININGS
that make brakei tafe .

FIRE
PREVENTION
PRODUCTS

Johns Manville
Serves in G>nservation
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Hays CO,

and Draft

Recorder

More Load with Less Fuel
Hays Combustion Apparatus puts this condition

within easy grasp of every power user.

It is a friend of the fireman and a very profitable

investment for the plant owner. Shows at once
if draft is proper—if there are holes in the fire—if settings are leaking—if firing periods are
improperly timed and other causes of fuel waste.

Hays Combustion Apparatus effects a huge fuel

economy because our engineers make it a point
to install the type of Hays Equipment that is

best adapted to your individual conditions.

Write for our booklet. It tells how easy it is to

get more steam from less fuel.

Michigan City

Indiana

U.S.A.

Stephen H. Payne, 30 Church St., New York, Canadian Representative
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DEPARTMENT-

LINDE
REFRIGERATING MACHINERY

Is known and recognized the world over as

The Standard Refrigerating Machine
We have carefully studied Refrigeration under all conditions in Canada for the

past 25 years and know what is best for the Canadian Manufacturer.

Our Machinery is ^^Made in Canada '

The LINDE CANADIAN REFRIGERATION CO., Limited

TORONTO

37 St. Peter St., Montreal, P.Q.
WINNIPEG

Makers of Quality Refrigerating Machinery Since 1896

VANCOUVER

kTffi.fnl Machinery
Built in any capacity that you desire. HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL
Our SMALL MACHINES have the same "regularity of Oper-
ation," "Reliability" and "Efficiency" as our large ones.

AMMONIA FITTINGS, CONDENSERS, BRINE COOLERS.
ETC.

Our Machines are in daily operation in Canada
CORLISS and POPPET VALVE ENGINES

The Vilter Manufacturing Company
242 Beecher St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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THE ICE MAN'S HARVEST
As the farmer's returns from the soil are biused

and computed on the quality and amount of seed

sown, so the ice manufacturers harvest is based on
the quality and size of Tee Making plant operated.

For the farmer nature insures the harvest while

FKICK loe making equipment guarantees the

ice man profitable returns.

The QUALITY. DURABILITY and EFFICIENCY of FRICK Refrigerating and Ice

Making Machinery are never questioned. Superior Since 1882. Ask any user—"He knows."

Ask for a copy of our

list of users covering 48

pages of satisfied cus-

tomers—also your copy

of Ice and Frost.

There is a FRICK Ma-
chine for every refrig-

erating purpose — all

types: Vertical—Hori-
BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES zontal—Absorption.

Canadian Representative : FRICK Ice and Refrigeration Co., Montreal

WA Y N £ S B a R a. PA JJ-^A^_
ice MACHINFRY SUPERIOR SINCE IBBZ

"We Prefer Nonpareil Corkboard"
Burdan Bros., of Pottstown, Pa., have been in busi-

ness for a good many years. During that time they
have tried out a number of insulating materials. But
what their experience has taught them is best told by
Mr. C. C. Burdan in his letter of November 25, 1918

:

"We have had considerable experience
with various materials, also corkboard, for
cold storage insulating purposes, and our
experience has been such that we prefer
Nonpareil Corkboard to any other form of
insulation. In fact, our experience with the
other materials has been such that we would
prefer Nonpareil even if it cost ten or fifteen
times as much. We cannot speak too highly
of the Nonpareil Corkboard as an insulator."

Testimony such as this makes it easy to understand why most of the up-to-date ice cream manu-
facturers, ice and cold storage men, and other users of refrigeration use

NONPAREIL CORKBOARD INSULATION
FOR COLD STORAGE ROOMS

They know that cheaper mat€rials will not be economical of refrigeration or stand up under the hard service
encountered m the average ice plant. They know, fuithermore, that quality considered. Nonpareil Corkboard
proves to be cheaper in the long run than anything else they can buy.

Why not investigate Nonpareil Corkboard? It will cost you nothing to get full information

Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Limited, 'S^o!?^i^t^J^°'c1^:
Also manufacturert of Nonpareil Cork Covering for Cold Pipes and Tankt

Raw cream storage roorr, insulateJ with Nonpareil Corkboard in the

fottslovon. Pa., plant oj Burdan Bros.
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MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION
SAVES MONEY :-: HELPS BUSINESS

"We wish to express our satisfaction with your
plant, which in the past several years has saved
not only money and labor, but proved a business
asset as well," writes one of our customers.

Here is the whole story in a few words. No addi-
tion to your business offers more certain returns
on the investment than MECHANICAL REFRIG-
ERATION.

If your business is lagging, it can be improved by
the use of MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION. If

your business is good, it can be made better by
installing a YORK REFRIGERATING PLANT.

Write to-day for information and prices.

YORK MANUFACTURING CO.
(Ice-Making and Refrigerating Machinery exclusively

YORK, PA., U.S.A.
Canadian Repre*entative»

Canadian Ice Machine Company
WINNIPEG
85 Lombard St.

TORONTO
82 Chestnut St.

MONTREAL
324 Craig St. West

CALGARY
605 Second St

In the LARGEST and MOST MODERN PLANT in the

WORLD, building Insulated DOORS and allied product*

exclusively, we are building what we KNOW to be THE BSST
INVESTMENT FOR THE USER and the universally recog-

nized WORLD'S STANDARD DOORS. In verification:—

THE HARRIS ABATTOIR CO.,
Ltd., Canada.

"Our Coolers and Freezers are
mostly equipped with your doors.
In fact we adopted It as Standard
throughout our plant, as we find

them substantiallu made and the
insulation perfect. We also find

the Hardicare stands up better
than on any other door we have
seen or tried."

LOUISVILLE SOAP CO..

Louisville, Ky.

"Coolers at one of our plants
are equipped tcith your door*,
which haie given us tvch latit-
faction tee with to improve the
doors at our old plant. We would
not be warranted Id throwing out
the doors but would like the type
hardware you supply."

THE WASHINGTON MARKET.
Washington, D.C.

"The doors supplied by you. Id

use at both plants, have been in
every uray satisfactory, and we
think the Jamison door is the beat
on the market."

Read 'em again men—analyze them! Acquaint yourself

fully with our method of construction through lateit

catalog No. 8.

Jamison Cold Storage Door Company
Formerly Jones Cold Door Co. HAGERSTOWN, M.D., U.S.A.
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Easy to

Attach Even
in Out-of-the-

Way Places

DESCRIPTION

1. Square packing ring
forced against kaky
joint.

2. Inside ring foix>ed

against packing 1 by
screws 4.

3. Outside ring, bolted
around pipe by
bolts 6, secured by
set screws 6, pre-
Tenits slipping when
adjusting screws 4

Learn the Good Points
of Other Yarway

Products
Yarway Seatless Blow
Otr Valve (formerly
the Simplea).
Yarway I^ea V^Notch

VIeter.

Yarway Automatic
Boiler Skimmer.
Yarway Hydraulic

Valve (Caskey Pat-
ents).
Yarway Adjustable

Spray Heads (C. C.
Tliomas Patents.)
Yanray Starting and

Pressure Unloader
(Richards Patents.)

If there is a joint leak in any of

your pipe lines—steam, water,

gas, ammonia, etc.—it can be
stopped permanently with a

Yarway (formerly the Simplex)
Pipe Joint Clamp.

The thousands of them that are
now in use, are saving power and
money by effectively stopping
costly leaks.

To test the efficiency of the
Yarway, try one for 30 days sub-
ject to return.

If it does not completely stop
your worst pipe-joint leak, the
clamp may be returned.

Write to-day.

Yarnall-Waring Company
7604-20 Queen Street

Chestnut Hill Philadelphia, Pa.

GORMAN CLANCEY GRINDLEY CO.
Calgary, Alberta

CUNNINGHAM HARDWARE CO.
New Westminster, B. C.

rormerfy'^ the SiMFPL/KSC^

High Efficiency

The continuous high efficiency of the Riley

Stoker is due to the moving grates. These
moving units not only keep the fuel bed open,

'

porous and free from clinkers, but automati-]

cally discharge the ash and refuse.

Because of the moving grates, Riley Stokers

have that faculty of operating continuously at

high efficiency and capacity. Fuel saving is a

mechanical certainty. There can be no waste.

The efficiency curve shown above is typi-

cal of Riley Stoker performance. This curve

is plotted from a series of tests conducted on a

16-retort Riley Stoker installed at the Essex

Station of the Public Service Co. Why not

duplicate these results in your plant ? You
can do it with Riley Stokers.

Riley Catalogue H-R-8 Sent on Request.

For information on Murphy Automatic Furnaces for

small boilers, see July 25th adoertisement or send for

Murphy Furnace Catalog H M-8.

Sanford Riley Stoker Co.
WORCESTER, MASS.

British Licensees : Erith*s Engineering
Co., Ltd., London.

French Licensees : Erith, Leroy & Cie.,
Paris, France.
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Don't Order Just Fuses" --Specify

ECONOMY
Renewable FUSES
There are two mighty good reasons for this

—

First:—You want the utmost in electrical protection.

Second :—You want it at the least possible cost.

And that's just what you get in the Economy Fuse.

Years of performance proves that you can safely depend on
it for accuracy of rating and all-around efficiency in opera-
tion.

An inexpensive "Drop Out" Renewal Link restores a blown
Economy Fuse toils original efficiency. As compared with
the use of one-time fuses, Economy Fuses and "Drop-Out"
Renewable Links cut annual fuse maintenance costs
80 per cent.

Sold by all electrical jobbers and dealers

Write for Ca talon 24

ECONOMY FUSE & MFG. CO.
UNITY BUILDING

of Canada, Ltd.
MONTREAL

Manufacturers in Canada of S. & C. High
Potential Fuses—To 150,000 Volts

Manufacturers of

GREENS] [EC INpMISCRS.

and

A
Ml -EFFICIENCY HI-SPEED

illiMilIgWIMNs

Agents for

Type "E" Underfeed Stokers

Custodis Radial Brick Chimneys
Uehling Instruments

Super Heaters

Coal Handling Equipment

Ash Conveyors

Soot Blowers

Tube Cleaners

Our engineers will be glad to submit data giving

full information on any of the above equipment as ap-

plied to your own factory or power house.

Siandards
3^dccuracy

are made according to the standard set by Noah Web-
ster in 1828, when he defined accuracy—"In exact or
careful conformation to a standard of requirements,
the result of care or pains; free from error, failure or
defect."

Catalog No. 21 "CD" sent free.

The L. S. Starrett Co.
The World's Greatest Toolmahers
Manufacturers of Hack Saws Unexcelled

ATHOL, MASS. 42-9«6

UEHLING
WASTE METER

COMBINED
CO2 AND TEMPERATURE RECORDER

Does your fireman know
how much fuel he is wasting?

Do you know?

The Uehling CO2 Becorder
makes a complete 24 hr. record
of your combustion efficiency

and the CO2 indicator at the
BoUer Front holds the fireman
responsible.

Get more Steam per pound
of Coal and reduce your an-
nual fuel con-
sumption.

co«
Indicator

for Boiler
Front

IWord of COS
and stack tern-
perature on one
chart.

•Let us know the

number and size

of your boilers

and coal consum
ed per year, upon receipt of

which information we will be
glad to send you full par-

ticulars.

Let ni hear from yon. We are pioneer* to tbe
manufacture of Indicators and Recorders for Power
Plant purposes.

Send for our BuUetlii No. 110.

Uehling Instrument Company
2008 Empire Building New York City
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WHO
STOOD BY THE PLUMBERS OF CANADA during

the war and furnished them with goods during the most

critical situation in the history of the trade?

NOT ONLY MADE MUNITIONS IN SUCH large

quantities that an endless stream of shells was sent over-

seas to the men in the first line of defense, but kept on turn-

ing out Made-in-Canada quality plumbing brass goods
for the Canadian trade?

NOT ONLY WAS THE FIRST FIRM in Canada to

oversubscribe their quota in the Victory Loan of 1918, but

also supplied plumbing goods needed by the Canadian
merchants?

NOT ONLY DID THEIR BIT FOR THEIR COUN-
TRY at war, but fulfilled their obligations to their custom-
ers in Canada at the same time?

THE

H. MUELLER MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
SARNIA, CANADA

We make Bibbs
Compression
Rapidac (quick comp.)
Self-Closing

Basin Cocks,

Bath Cocks, Bath Supplies, Baisin Supplies, Sill Cocks, Wa^h Tray Bibbs, Curb

Cocks, Corporation Cocks, Tapping Machines, Service Clamps, Ferrules, Regu-

lators, Reducing Valves, Relief Valves, Water Strainers, Bubbling Fountains,

Gas Cocks, Globe Valves, Forgings in Brass and Aluminum, Special Castings.
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REES RoTURBo
Patent Pressure Chamber Pumps Cannot

Overload the Prime Mover
The self-regulating feature of the RoTURBo PUMP "when subjected
to a variation in boiler pressure" causes it to adjust itself to meet the new
conditions without danger to the prime mover.

Two Rees RoTURBo Pumps recently completed by us for the Windsor Water Works at Windsor, Ont.

REES RoTURBo
Patent Pressure Chamber Pumps, Rotary Jet Condensers and Rotary Air Pumps are

to-day giving splendid service the world over in MINES, POWER STATIONS,
MARINE SERVICE, WATERWORKS and ALL KINDS of INDUSTRIAL PLANTS.

Ask for catalogues and further particulars.

Sole Canadian Manufacturers

The GOLDIE & McCULLOCH CO., Ltd.
Head Office and Works: GALT, ONTARIO, CANADA

[ TORONTO OFFICE: WESTERN BRANCH: QUEBEC AGENTS: BRITISH COLUMBIA AGENTS:
Suite 1101-2, 248 McDermott Ave., Ross & Greig Robt. Hamilton & Co.,

Bank of Hamilton Bld'g. Winnipeg, Man. 400 St. James St., Vancouver, B.C.

Monti eal. Que.
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Making Templets for Machinery Foundations
Anchor Bolt Templets—Construction and Materials—Making
Preliminary Drawings for Templets—General Procedure in Lay-
ing Out a Templet—Templet for a Corliss Engine Driven Gener-

ating Unit

By BRUCE PAGE

AN anchor bolt templet (Fig. 1) is

a pattern or frame usually fa-

bricated from wooden strips %
in. thick, which is used as a guide for
properly and accurately locating and
sometimes for holding in position the
anciior bolts or the anchor-bolt casings
of a foundation, while the foundation is

Temp/et

nuts or pieces of pipe, can be dropped
down over the bolts and within the cas-

ings, centering them.
Occasionally, as suggested in the fol-

lowing paragraphs, templets are used
merely as guides to indicate the loca-

tions of the anchor bolts, and do not

support either bolts or casings.

tem.plets. A one-section templet is one
that is complete in one piece. This does
not mean that it is composed of one
piece of plank, but means that several

pieces of plank are fabricated to form
the templet unit. Multi-section templets
are those which comprise two or more
sections or units. Frequently the tem-

FIG. 2—TKMPLET AND FORM IN POSITION.

FIG. 3—TEMPLET FOR MOTOR BED PLATE.

being built up around them. Where the

anchor bolts are not equipped with cas-

ings, the templet then supports only the

bolts, which pass through and are sup-

porte<l in holes bored in the templet as

indicated in the illustrations. As indi-

cated in Fig. 2, where the bolts are pro-

vided with casings, the templet supports

and locates both the bolts and the cas-

ings. Nails can be driven in the bottom

face of the templet to centre the casing

around the bolt. Or bushings, such as

FIG. 5^ILLUSTRATING METHOD OF BRACING A TEMPLET.

Classes of templets as to methods of
construction may be divided into: (a)

One-section frame templets; (b) Multi-

section frame templets, and (c) Built-up

plet required for a given foundation is

so large that it cannot be readily con-

structed or handled in one piece and
then it must be made in sections.
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Built-up templets are those that are not
fabricated in the shop, but which are
built up piece by piece over the founda-
tion, the bolts of which the templet is

to locate. Templets of each of these
types are discussed in the paragraphs
which follow.

It always pays to use a templet, even
for the smallest foundations. It will

practically always be found more econo-
mical to build a templet which will ac-
curately locate the bolts in a foundation
than to endeavor to locate the bolts

without this guide. The templet can
be made under conditions which conduce
towards accuracy, and by workmen who
are accustomed to making accurate
measurements. But if the constructor
endeavors to have the anchor bolts lo-

cated "on the job" the locating will be
done by masons or concrete men, and
usually under adverse conditions, when
close measurements are difficult to

make.
The material for templets is wood

or structural steel. Wood is by far the

most frequently applied material be-

cause it is easy to work, and can be ob-

tained in any community without delay.

Templets fabricated from structural

steel are used, particularly where the

same templet is to be used repeatedly.

Wood templets are made of planks
usually % in. thick, but they may be of

any reasonable thickness. Almost any
kind of woo<l can be used for making a

templet, but because it is probably
cheapest in the long run, reasonably
clear-grained white pine (pattern wood)
is most frequently used. Yellow p'ni',

although it is heavy, mal es good tem-
plets. Woods which tend to warp and
distort should be avoided. As a rule the

sticks composing the templet should be

planed smooth on all four sides. Some-
times the sticks are planed on two faces

only. For the roughest, simplest work,

planing' may be omitted altogetlier, and
the rough p'.inks used just as they come
from the mill.

Steel templets are labricated from
angle or channel sections. When the

templet is small, the component pieces

of the templet may be neld together with

rivets. Where the templet is large, the

pieces may be bolted together or the

templet may be subdivided into riveted

sections, eacli small enough to be readily

handled, and then these sections can he

bolted together to form the complete
templet.

Templet drawings should be made for

all except tht simplest foundations. Such
a drawing should be furnished the man
who is to build the templet. The tem-
plet drawing- (Fig. 3 shows a simple ex-

ample) should indicate the leng-th and
location of each stick and the diameters
of all the holes. All of the dimensions
that are required for the construction of

the templet should be shown. From such

a drawing the carpenter can work with-

out havinc to consult the foundation
drawings for his dimensions and without
having to make computations for him-
self in order to ascertain dimensions. It

is certainly more economical to -make in

the drafting room a temnlet drawing
having recorded on it all dimensions.

than it is to render it necessary for the
wood-worker to ferret out for himself
the required dimensions from the ma-
chine or foundation drawing.
Templet construction is a very broad

subject, hence in this article it is possible

to suggest only general directions. Ob-
viously a templet must be accurately

ing dash pots is to be installed the lo-

cations of these should be indicated so
that the templet can provide for their

location. It is always well to show the
centre line of the driving pulley or gear
of the machine, if it has one, because
the templet must often be located in

some definite relation to som" other

FIG. 4 BED PLATE FOR ELECTRIC
MOTUit.

FIG. 12—PLAN OF FOUNDATION WITH
POSTS EMBEDDED.

made so that the positions of the anchor
bolts located by it will correspond ex-

actly to the positions of the holes, for

the accommodation of the anchor bolts,

in the bed-plate of the machine. Tem-
plets may be of many different forms to

accommodate different anchor-bolt ar-

rangements. They should be composed
of the fewest possible number of sticks

and should be light in weight and yet

substantial and rigid. The component
sticks of a wooden templet are held to-

gether with flat-head wood screws, or

in rough work, with clinched nails.

The general procedure in laving oul

FIG. 14—^ILLUSTRATING METHOD OF
HOLDING UP BOLTS.

machine or driving gear or pulley which
may drive or be driven by the machine
to be installed.

The centre iines and bolt locations

drawn on a floor for a templet are
showTi in Fig. 8. After the centre line

layout just described is completed, the
pieces of plank which will be used to

form the templet are fabricated over it.

The layout on the floor really serves
only to give the workman a general idea

as to the locations that the different

planks composing tlic templet should

assume, one plank being laid centrally

over the centre line and there nailed.

1 >i-f

—

^ V-

-• 1+

u
FIG. 8—CENTRE LINES LAID OUT ON FLOOR.

a templet is about as follows: First, the
principal centre line of the machine or

foundation is marked with a chalk lino

or pencil on a smooth floor (Fig. 8) of

sufficient area to accommcKlate the com-
plete templet. Then the transverse
centre lines are laid out in accurate re-

lation, usually at right angles to th."

main centre line. Then the other minor
centre lines are marked on the floor and
the positions of the various foundation
bolts located. Where an engine requir-

The bolt holes through the templet
planks must be accurately located be-

fore they are bore<l, inasmuch as it is,

of course, impossible to transfer their

locations from the floor surface to the

upper surface of the templet.

The diameters of the bolt holes

through a templet should be such that

there will be just enough clearance be

tween the sides of the hole and bolt that

it is to accommodate, so that the bolt

will enter readily. For small bolts, pos-
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sibly those of % in. in diameter and
less, 1-32 in. diametrical clearance is

usually considered ample. Tiiat is, the

diameter of the bolt hole through the
templet should, for these small bolts, be
1-32 in. greater i,han the diameter of

the bolt. For larger bolts a diametrical

clearance of 1-16 m. is permissible.

Important centre lines should always
show on a templet (see Fig. 3) so that

they may be used in locating the tem-
plet in correct relation to the building

or to existing machinery, line shafts and
tile like. Some erectors always arrange
their templets so that a planed edge of

a plank coincides with each important
centre line of the templet. It is also

frequent practice to use a line drawn
down the middle of a plank with a
scribe or a pencil as a centre line, but
this method has the disadvantage that

the line may sometimes become obliter-

ated.

The construction of a 4-bolt templet
for the foundation for the motor bed •

foundation templets ai-e shown in other
illustrations.

A templet for a Corliss engine-driven
generating unit (Fig. 6) is shown in

Fig. 7. This unit. Fig. 6, comprises a

20 in. by 36 in. l&O r.p.m. engine direct-

connected to a 375 kva. 240-volt gener-
ator. The foundation drawing and the

bolt layout from which the templet
drawing was made are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 8 shows the centre line layout on
the floor of the pattern shop. Over
this layout the templet of Fig. 7 was
constructed. Note that this templet is

thoroughly braced to prevent any pos-

sibility of distortion. Note also that

blocks (see Fig. 14) must be nailed

on the templet strips at certain loca-

tions so that the upper ends of the

foundation bolts will all lie at the cor-

rect height. Certain of the strips com-
prising the templet have been made long
enough to extend considerably beyond
its actual outline to provide for the sup-

port of the templet on the form for the

and out past the outboard-bearing part,

acting there as cantilever beams. To
prevent any possibility of these 2 in. by
6 in. beams tilting, stay blocks (Fig. 9,

III) are nailed on each side of the beams
to the main templet strips.

The construction of a templet in the
field usually involves the use of a tran-
sit. Templets for very large founda-
tions, possibly 60 ft. to 100 ft. or ir.ore

long for rolling mills or other large ma-
chines, are sometimes built in this way.
In building such a templet the carpen-
ters w'ork under the direction of an
engineer, who operates the transit. The
engineer locates the foundation bolt

points by referring to the foundation
drawing of the machine. The stringers

are first laid and fixed solidly in posi-

tion. Fig. 11, and then the templet is

built piece by piece by fastening the

planks to the stringers in the right po-

sitions and boring therein the foundation

bolt holes at the proper points. The
uoints of locations of the holes are de-

TIT"

\

I-IG. 9 TEMPLET FOR ANCHOR BOLTS OF
FOUNDATION.

FIG. 11—ONE METHOD OF SUPPORTING A FIG. 13—TEMPLET SUPPORTED ON A FORM.
LARGE TEMPLET.

plate of Fig. 4, is shown in Fig. 3. For
this templet, four pieces of 4 in. by Ts

in. yellow pine, planed on four faces,

were used. To hold the motor bed-

plate, four % in. diameter bolts were re-

quired, hence four 15-16 in. holes were
bored through the templet in the loca-

tions indicated, for the accommodation
of these bolts. Each of the four strips

was made long enough to extend 14 in.

beyond the edge of the cross-piece to

which it was nailed to provide for its

support on a form or battens as shown
in Figs. 1 and 2 respectively.

Bracing is Necessary in Large Templets
To Prevent Distortion

An example of such transverse brac-

ing as applied to an 8-bolt templet is

shown in Fig. 5. This templet is of re-

latively great length (10 ft. 2 in.) and
it is apparent that if bracing were not

provided there would be a possibility of

the templet swinging out of shape and

disturbing its accnracy. Examples of

IvPacing' larger and roore complicated

foundation. This templet was made in

two sections. One section, B, is design-

ed to carry the anchor bolts for the

engine proper, while section A is design-

ed to carry the anchor bolts for the

generator and for the outboard bearing.

Had this templet been made in one sec-

tion it would have been so large as to

be unwieldy.
The construction of a templet for a

machine having elevated outboard bear-

ing is shown in Fig. 9. The foundation,

with the anchor bolts in position, for

which this templet was used, is de-

lineated in Fig. 10. The elevation of the

portion of the foundation, which carries

the outboard bearing above the balance

of the foundation, involves rather com-
plicated templet construction, as sug-

gested in Fig. 9. The portion of the

templet supporting the outboard-bear-
ing bolts is held on 2 in. by 4 in. struts,

to which are nailed 1 in. by 6 in. ledger?;

or cross-pieces. Two 2 in. by 6 in. tim-

b'iis extend across both of the long

strips of the main portion of the templet

terriiined by the engineer and his as-

sistants.

As to methods of support, there are
two general classes of templets: (a)

suspended templets; (b) subvene<l tem-
plets. Each of these methods will be
discussed in detail in the paragraphs
that follow.

Suspended templets are those that are
supported from overhead, from the roof

trusses or the floor beams of a structure

or from an overhead framework erected
especially to support them. Suspended
templets are located high enough about
the elevation of tlie top of the finished

foundation so that men can walk under
them and so that the concrete or other

foundation materials may be handled be-

low them without interference. They
are frequently used for rolling mills and
similar complicated foundations that

cover large areas and contain many
anchor bolts. A suspended templet is usu-

ally merely a frame mounted overhead

with the location of every anchor bolt

that is to be placed under it indicated
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its lower face by some kind of a mark.
In locating an anchor bolt a plumb bob is

temporarily dropped down from each

one of these marks until the correspond-

ing anchor plate has been set and se-

cured in position at the point indicated

by the plumb bob. The anchor plate

then locates the bolt. Suspended tem-

plets will not, except in a general way,

be treated further in this article.

Subvened templets are those that are

supported from below, that is, they rest

on their supports, as shown in Figs. 1

and 2. Subvened templets are sometimes

called "dependent" templets, but sub-

vened IS a better word, inasmuch as de-

pendent carries with it merely the idea

curately in the locations that they are
to occupy in the completed foundation.
Templets may be supported on the forms
of concrete foundations as diagrammed
in Fig. 2. The form for the foundation
is usually made of such a height that its

top lies at the same elevation as that

of the top of the finished foundation.

The templet can be designed that its

lower edge should rest on the top of

this form. Inasmuch as the form should
be carefully levelled and approximately
aligned before any concrete is poured in-

to it. This constitutes an ideal arrange-
ment for holding up a templet.

Battens are used for supporting tem-
plets, for masonry foundations or foi-

stringers fastened on '^)osts set in the
comers of a foundation hole is shown
in Figs. 12 and 13. This method is used
only for foundations for which forms are
not required. It can be applied for

either masonry or concrete foundations.
Four posts, one in each corner of the

foundation excavation, are driven into

the earth as suggested in Fig. 12. The
size of the posts used is determined to

a certain extent by the weight of the

templet to be supported. Ordinarily,

nothing smaller than a 4 in. by 4 in. post

is used, and 8 in. by 8 in. sticks are

none too heavy to ensure the stability

of a large templet. The posts ai-e held

vertically in position by side and cross

T
'

1

1

--

FIG. 10—PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF FOUNDATION WITH FIG. 7—TEMPLETS FOR LEFT HAND, 160
EXTENSION FOR OUTBOARD BEARING. R.P.M. CORLISS ENGINE-DRIVEN

GENERATOR.

of being supported,, ^ence a dependent
templet may be supported from either
above or below. Subvened templets
are used much more frequently
than suspended templets because
the subvened type can be effective-
ly applied for all ordinary detached
foundations such as those for engines,
electric generators and motors, metal-
working machinery and the like.

The methods of supporting subvened
templets are many. Several typical ones
will be described in following para-
graphs. Whatever supporting arrange-
ment is used it must be substantial and
placed at such an elevation that the
bolts will be maintained firmly and ac-

concrete foundations where no form is

used (Fig. 1). Frequently the earth in

which the excavation for the foundation
is made is sufficiently solid that it is

self-supporting, in which case the sides

of the foundation hole constitute the
form. The battens are nailed to point-
ed stakes, which are driven into the
ground. Four stakes and two battens
suffice for a small foundation, but a
number of stakes and four battens, one
on each of the sides of the foundation,
should be used in the more important
installations. This method is effective

and inexpensive and finds frequent ap-
plication for small foundations.
A method of supporting templets on

braces as shown in the sectional eleva-

tion of Fig. 13. The level at which the

bolts are to be set having been determin-

ed, battens of suitable size, usually of

1 in. stuff, are nailed to the uprights.

For a small foundation, two battens

arranged as shown in the plan view of

Fig. 13 are ample, but for large founda-

tions four battens, one along each of

the form edges of the foundation should

be used. The battens are set at such

an elevation tlial when the templet is

placed upon them and the anchor bolts

inserted, the bolts will be at the proper

level. The hole is fllle<l with concrete.

After the concrete has set, the templet

can be removed. The uprights or posts
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are then sawed off flush with the foun-
dation top. The balance of the wood is

permitted to remain in the hole, the

plan view of the completed foundation
then being as shown in Fig. 12.

The method of supporting a templet
on stringers is shown in Fig. 11. This

arrangement may be effectively used for

the very largest foundation. Heavy tim-

ber stringers laid across the foundation
hole with their ends resting in depres-

sions of such depth that the lower face

of the templet will, when it rests on the

stringers, be at the elevation of the top

face of the foundation. The stringers

support the templet, which in turn car-

ries the anchor bolts. Where the anchor
bolts are quite large, possibly 2 in. in

diameter, their weight will be consider-

able, and the stringers must be so dis-

posed that the templet, which is usually

of relatively light stock, will not be sub-

jected to excessive stresses. When the

bolts are heavy the stringers should be

located near the rows of bolt holes ra-

ther than midway between them as

shown in Fig. 11. Where a templet is to

be supported as suggested in Fig. 11, it

may, unless too large, b« built complete

in the carpenter or pattern shop. It

course being in position, the exact ele-

vation of the completed foundation top

is determined. The principal centre lines

of the foundation are also determined
and each designated by marks on the

floor, or by tight cords or wires. Then
heavy timbers are laid across the found-
ation excavation, somewhat as sug-gest-

ed in Fig. 11. Ordinarily 2 in. by 6 in.

or 2 in. by 8 in. timbers are sufficiently

strong, and they should be set on edge
like the beams of a floor. They should

be arranged 24 in. to 30 in. between
centres, and their top edges should lie

% in. (to allow for grout) below the

elevation of the finished foundation top.

Cross bridges should be nailed to the

tops of these timbers to retain them se-

curely in their positions.

The beams are then overlaid along the

lines where the anchor bolts are to be

suspended, with 7» in. by 6 in. strips

which are nailed to the beams. The
beams must be so located that they will

not interfere with the bolts. If certain

bolts are to extend to a higher elevation

than others they should be blocked up
as suggested in Fig. 14. The exact
centre lines of all of the bolts are laid,

out on these % in. strips. At the loca-

FOUNDATION FOR CORLISS ENGINE.

can then be transported to the founda-
tion hole and located accurately on the
stringers.

Templets built up in the field can fre-

quently be used to advantage, although
for the ordinary foundation it is be-

lieved that the most economical proce-

dure is to build the templet in the shop.

The process of fabricating a templet in

the field is as follows:

The excavation for the foundation
having been complete and the footing

tion of each bolt a hole is bored through
the strip large enough to accommodate
the anchor bolt with the clearance sug-
gested above. Now each anchor bolt is

hung in position in the templet and a
wooden block of a thickness of the bed-
plate (A, Fig. 14) is inserted over the
head of each bolt. Then the nut on the
upper end of the bolt is screwed down
to the position that it should assume
when the foundation is completed and
the bed-plate in position. In thus set-

ting the bolts, allowance should be made
for the grout that should be poured be-
tween the bed-plate and the top surface
of the foundation. After the foundation
has been completed the timbers are re-

moved.
The method of blocking up anchor

bolts that they will lie at their correct
elevations is shown in Fig. 14. Blocks
of wood, each with a hole bored through
it, short lengths of pipe or piles of
washers or nuts that will slip ove^ the
end of the bolt can be used for : this

blocking.

TESTING OUT CIRCUITS BY
MEANS OF A BELL

In testing out electric circuits about
a gasoline engine and to see if they are
broken or not I often use a common
door bell with two copper coins, each
having a hole in the centre of- it, placed
one on each terminal of the bell. To
test if the central electrode of a spark
plug is broken connect its terminal to
a dry cell and connect the remaining
terminal of the cell and the inner end
of the spark plug electrode through
the bell. This can be done by larmglng
the spark plug close enough to the cell

that each can be put into contact with
one of the coins on the bell, each touch-
ing a different coin. If desired a wire
may be hooked onto one bell terminal
along with the com as the parts are
generally long enough to allow this.

Conductors may each be tested out in

this way also. If the bell rings cur-
rent is flowing. Do not attempt to
connect the bell into the high tension
circuit with the high tension current
on it at the same time. One dry cell

is generally current enough for testing
for broken circuits. When uncertain
which of two or more ends is the second
end of a given conductor connection of
the cell to the given wire and to the
bell and touching the other bell term-
inal to each of the doubtful ends in

turn will decide the question, for the
bell will ring when the right end is

tried. Canadian copper coins on the

bell terminals wil reduce the distance

betwceii enough that the beJ i^ay be
used to test and en.able one to approxi-
mately judge of tlie strength of dry
cells if the ammeter is not within easy
access. Touch the cells as with an
ammeter and hear how loud . the bell

rings but do not leave the bell, ringing

very long as one could weaken the cell

some that way in a little while, there

being no line resistance to reduce the

amperage.
J. E. MoCORMAiCK.

To Settle Dispute.—The Nova Scotia
Legislature is about to introduce a bill

to force the Dominion Coal Co. and the
Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Co. to settle

their differences. This will be done by
compelling the companies to submit to

a re-arrangement of their leases, which
will allocate all the areas north of Syd-
ney Harbor to the Scotia, and all those

south of Sydney Harbor to the Domin-
ion Co.
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Methods of Guarding Engines and Turbines
The "Travellers Standard" Has Some Interesting Information on
Different Forms of Safety Apparatus as Applied to Governors,

Fly Wheels, and Rotors.

IT
is often assumed that the station-

ary engineer has an easy job, and
that his main duties consist in start-

ing and stjpping the engine at the begin-
ning and end of the working shifts,
while in the meantime he sits in a com-
fortable chair, smokes his pipe, and
reads the nswspaper. Even the owners
of power plants appear to hold this opin-
ion in some cases, and in order to put
"spare time" of engineer to profitable use
they make him a i&ort of general fac-
totum. The position calls for efficiency
in various mechanical lines, and when
some trifling job has to be done it is

perhaps natural to wish it upon the en-
gineer, because in all probability he will

know just how to do it. To a certain
limited extent this is all right, but the
thing can easily be overdone. For ex-
ample, the engineer should never be re-

quired to go to some other part of the
shop or factory to repair a disabled ma-
chine or set up a new one, or to change
over or add to a piping system, mend a
broken belt, or do any of the other
countless odd jobs that constantly re-

quire attention, in every manufacturing
plant. When service of this kind is re-

quired of him, the engine is often left

wholly unattended in the meantime, or
perhaps the fireman or some other less

qualified person is told to "keep an eye
on things." A plant operated on this

basis is in constant danger, because at
any moment conditions may arise that
will lead to a had accident. The engine
should never be left unattended, and if

it is necessary for the engineer to be
absent from the engine-room tempor-
arily, some person known to be compe-
tent and trustworthy, and capable of do-
ing the right thing in time of emergency,
should; be delegated to take his place.

The position of stationary engineer is

an exceedingly responsible one, which
calls for a high-grade, versatile man,
having a brioad general knowledge com-
bined with a large amount of manual
skill. He must also have had thorough
training and considerable experience
so that he can not only diagnose engine
tix)ubles quickly and accurately, but also

superintend the work of making such
repairs and adjustments as the engine
may require.

The employment of a fdrst-class en-
R'ineer is the prime requisite for secur-
ing safety, but various other matters
must also receive attention if the plant
is to be properly protected and some of

these ^are mentioned' in the following-

paragraphs.
Of the more serious accidents that

occur in conection with steam engines,

those due to bursting flywheels are

doubtless the worst, and perhaps they
are also the commonest. The principal

causes of flywheel explosions are ex

cessive speed, sudden and extreme varia-
tions in the load, and defects in the
wheels.

A sudden increase in the load on an
engine may produce exceedingly heavy
stresses! in the iflywheel, particularly

when the wheel is merely used for
steadying the motion of the engine by
the storage of momentum (or of kinetic

energy), and not for carrying the driv-

ing belt. The momentum of the rim in

such a case tends to produce severe

stresses in the spokes and the hub, and
fracture may result unless the wheel
is designed for this type of service, and

is also in good physical condition every
way. The flywheels of rolling mill en-

gines are subject to extraordinarily
heavy duty of this kind, and must be
built with special reference to violent

changes of speed.

Every flj^heel, whether subjected to

sudden variations of load or not, should
be examined frequently and thoroughly,
by expert inspectors, for the detection

of weaknesses and defects, and the dis-

covery of dangerous conditions associat-

ed with the operation of the engine, and
immediate compliance should be accord-

ed to the recommendations that are made
in consequence of such examinations.

The speed at which a flsrwheel may be
safely run depends upon the design of

the wheel, the material of which it is

constructed, and to some extent upon
the conditions under which the engine
is operated. The limit at which the speed
ceases to be safe should be determined
by the use of approved rules and for-

mulae, and should never be exceeded,

under any circumstances. A flj'wheel

m.ay be actually operating at a speed
considerably below its maximum safe

limit, but unless this fact is positively

known, it is dangerous to increase the

speed of the wheel without first con-

sidering carefully all the consequences
of such action and calculating the addi-

tional stress that would be produced in

the wheel by the proposed increase in

speed. Lack of care in this matter may
be followed by a disastrous explosion.

Comparatively few of the accidents

that arise from excessive speed are

caused by intentionally increjising the

speed, however. Most of them are

caused by the failure of the governing
mechanism, or by a sudden fluctuation
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from full load to no load (such as might
be caused by the breaking of the main
belt, or the failure of some of %h.e main
shafting, or the burning out of an arma-
ture if the engine is direct connected
to an electric generator,) any one of

which might cause the engine to race

or run away.
Frequent examination of the entire

governing mechanism is essential to

make sure that it is in good working or-

der. The belts of belt driven governors

should be kept at the proper tension, and
free from oil and grease which would
cause them to slip. See, furthermore,

that the key or set-screw that secures

the governor pulley to its shaft is kept

GOOD GUARD FOR A FLY BALL GOVERNOR.

tight, and that the gears of gear-driven
governors are in good condition. Pro-
vide suitable guards for the balls of fly-

ball governors, particularly when they
are located near oilers' walks or' pas-

sageways of any kind. Basket-shaped
guards, made of sheet metal or stout

wire netting, are often used for this

purpose. A good type is shown in Fig.

1.

A rope drive may be used for a gover-

r.or in place of a belt drive, and it has
many good features. It should prefer-

ably consist of two or three separate

ropes, each strong enough to operate

the governor alone. With an arrange-
ment of this kind no harm can result in

case one of the ropes breaks, and the

ropes can be replaced one at a time
as they become worn. In some plants,

where the multiple-rope drive is used,

a board or piece of sheet metal is secured

in place close to the pulley over which
the ropes pass. If a strand of one of the

ropes breaks the flying ends will then

strike the board of metal and call at-

tention to the danger.

A positive stop should never be plac-

ed under the govei'nor rod. When a

governor rod stop is needed to facilitate

starting the engine, an automatic device

should be provided, which will drop out

of the way as soon as the rod rises, and
^eave a clear path for the rod to descend

to its lowest position.

A governor safety stop shouM be nro-

vided in connection with each flv-ball

governor. This may be operated electri-

cally' OT- me^^anicf llv. f>nd sV>oiiH be ar-

ranged so that when the governor r^d

descends to a dangerously low position

(in consequence, for example, of the

breaking of the governor belt,) a spring

or some other equivalent device will be

released, which will close the steam ad-

mission valve and stop the engine. Pro-

tection against over-speeding in case of

the breakage of the governor belt may
also be secured by using an idler pulley,

which rests on the belt imder ordinary

circumstances, and is connected to a

quick-closing valve in such a way that

the steam will shut off if the belt

breaks and allows the idler pulley to

drop.

Automatic speed limit stops, designed
to limit the speed of the engine inde-

pendently, are often installed in addi-

tion to the governor, and the use of an
approved device of this kind is strongly
recommended; but even when it is pro-
vided no precaution should be omitted
that would tend to insure the safety of

the workmen and the equipment in case

the automatic apparatus should fail to

operate in an emergency. Some of these

devices are more or less complicated in

design and consti-uction and require

careful mechanical adjustment, and
some of them operate by opening or

closing an electrical circuit. They should
receive proper care, and they should be
tested frequently and regularly, to in-

sure dependability. The character of the

tests should be such as to leave no doubt
with regard to the positive and effective

operation of the apparatus. Frequent
tests should also be made of the circuits

(when electrically-operated devices are

used), to make sure that there is al-

ways sufficient current to operate the
mechanism effectively, and to discover
possible short circuits and other electri-

cal defects. Batteries (when they are
used) should be renewed before thev be-
bome too weak to furnish the needed cur-

rent, and in all circuits the connections
should be kept clean and tight. The
wires should preferably run in conduits,

but if that is not feasible they should be

thoroughly insulated and effectively

protected against moisture, groundinvr

and short-circuiting.

It is important to provide the m.o%t

complete protection to every part of the

apparatus that serves to stop the engine
automatically in case the speed should
exceed the safe limit. If the apparatus
is onerated electrically, for example, the

batteries and the conducting wires

should always be located so that they
cannot be damaged by a broken main
driving- belt, nor in consequence of anv
other accident that can be foreseen and
which might precede or accompany the

racing of the engine. This same caution

applies to every other part of the apnar-
atus that is concerned in the control of

the speed, and to every method of con-

trol, whether electrical, mechanical or

pneumatic. Many plants that are elab-

orately provided with independent pti-

fine stops show the greatest imaginablo
lafk of forethouo-ht with respect to th^

Protection of the apparatus agains*^^

damage from the very causes that ma"
lead the engine to run away; and a plant

of this kind is poorly protected, in spite

of the impressive array of mechanism
that may be in evidence.

When automatic eng^ine stops are used

it is advisable to arrange them so that

in case of accident they may be operated

from any room or department in which
power is used. This is a simple matter
if the stop is of the electrically con-

trolled type, because it is easy to run
wires through the various rooms, and to

install push-buttons at any number of

convenient or important points; and ev-

en if the stop is not in itself actuated by
electi-icity, a special control apparatus
can readily be designed for operating it

electrically from any part of the plant.

Moreover, the exercise of a little in-

genuity will enable one to devise simple
mechanical controlling arrangements
which ^vill operate satisfactorily from
points not too far remote from the en-
gine room. Flexible wire cords passing
over pulleys may often he used with
advantage for this purpose. In addition
to such devices, and particularly in large
plants, we recommend that independent
electric signalling systems be provided,
to facilitate quick communication be-

tween the engine room and each of the
various departments.
Push buttons (or other devices) that

are provided for the purpose of stopping
the engine or sigualling to the engine
room from various points about the
plant, should be easily and quickly ac-
cessible, and should be conspicuously
marked so that they can be located in-

stantly. All stop devices should be
tested frequently and regularly, to see
that they are in good working order; but
severe penalties should be imposed for
stopping the engine except in time of
serious emergency or by express direc-
tion of the foreman or some other per-
son in authority, and a notice stating
these penalties should be posted in close
proximity to every stop-device. In time
of emergency the full load should be
left on the engine, if possible, because
this causes it to stop more quickly. In
time of danger workmen often unthink-
ingly shut down machines that have no
<lirect connection with the emergency
and by thus lightening the load cause
the engine to run longer.
When jet-condensing engies are used,

automatic devices should be installed
which will break the vacuum when the
water in the condensed reaches a pre-
determined height. K this is not done,
th? slowing down ow the air pump, which
would occur if the pump is of the attach-
ed type, might cause the condenser to
become flooded, in which case the water
would flow back into the engine cylin-

ders, and the engine would probably be
m-ecked or badly damaged. Over-speed
devices, M'hen used on condensing en-
gines, should be arranged to break the
vacuum as well as shut off the steam.
The control lever or wheel which oper-

ates the throttle valve is frequently lo-

cated directly in the plane of the fly-

wheel, where the engineer is exposed fx>

the greatest possible danger v/hen he
undertakes to stop a racing eng-ine by
shutting off the steam by hand. In some
cases this cannot well be avoided with-

out a considerable modification in the
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design of the engine, but it is often, we
think, due to mere thoughtlessness.
When the throttle valve is located in a
dangerous place we strongly recommend
extending the spindle (when this is pos-
sible), so that the lever or wheel which
operates it can be manipulated from a
position of comparative safety.

Special attention and care should be
given to the dash-pots of Corliss en-

gines, because if these get out of order
the speed of the engines will be irregu-

lar. When oiling the valve-gear a little

oil should be placed in each dash pot to

make sure that the piston of the dash
pot fits itsi cylinder air-ttight at all

times. If this piston becomes worn so

that it is no longer easy to keep it air-

tight, repairs should be made at once,

and when a new dash pot piston is put in

special pains should be taken to see that

it neither sticks nor fits too loosely, and
to adjust it so that it will operate effec-

tively. The idash pots should have the

full amount of drop, and should work in

complete harmony with the governor in

the control of the engine. Careful atten-

tion should also be given to the packing

of the stems of the cutoff valves because
if the packing is too tight the valves

may stick, thereby delaying the cutoff

and causing the engine to speed up.

Engine flywheels should be guarded
by substantial railings of pipe, angle

iron or wood, or by inclosures of some
other acceptable kind to prevent per-

sons from coming in contact with them.

When railings are used, and the wheel
runs in a pit, a toe-board at least six

inches high should also be provided, to

prevent tools and other objects from fal-

ling into the pit. Inclosures may be

constructed of solid, perforated, or ex-

panded metal, or of stout and substantial

wire netting. Employees should never

be permitted to go inside the guard rail-

ings, for any purpose whatsoever, while

t'le engine is running, and they should

not be allowed to store oil-cans, tools,

waste, or other objects inside of these

railings or screens, nor to hang clothing

upon them.
It is sometimes necessary to turn the

flywheel over by means of a Johnson
bar or some other hand turning device,

and the guard rails or inclosures are of-

ten made removable at some convenient

point, to permit this work to be done.

This is not recommended, however.

There should be no door or igrate in the

inclosure or railing, and any opening

that may be provided for inserting and
applying the Johnson bar should be lim-

ited to the smallest size that will permit

the "barring-over" operation to be ac-

complished. (It is extremely dan<?;erous

to turn the wheel over in this wav with-

out making sure, beforehand, that the

throttle valve is closed tight, and that

there is no pressure in the cylinder.)

The suggestions given for flywheel

railings apply also to main belts or rope

drives. The ladders that are often as-

sociated with large engines should have

similar railings, and all platforms or

footways used in connection with such

engines should be provided with stan-

dard railings and toe-boards. The same

principle also applies to all walks lo-

cated on or about engines, for the use
of oilers and others. Substantial guards
or inclosures should be provided for the
cranks, cross-heads, connecting rods, and
tail rods of engines, and for the ends of

the main shaft if they project beyond
the bearings.

It is advisable to place a heavy plate

barrier guard opposite every cylinder

head and close to it, so as to diminish
tile likelihood of injury to persons in

the engine room in case any of the cyl-

inder heads should burst. Guards of this

kind should be solidly supported, but
should be so arranged that they may
removed by means of a crane when it is

necessary to get at the cylinder heads.

When the main driving belt of an en-

gine breaks it is likely to do a great

deal of damage, and any person who is

struck by it will probably be severely

injured. It is, therefore, wise to instal

special barrier guards in front of such

Then open the drain cocks on all the
cylinders (and preferably the indicator
cocks also), and if water runs out of the
drain cocks wait until it has ceased to
flow. Then, leaving the drain cocks
still open, start the throttle valve a
mere trifle (or, in technical language,
"crack" it a little), and allow steam to

enter the engine slowly, but without the

production of pressure), so that the cyl-

inder will gTadually become heated up to

the working temperature. This must
be done, of course, when the engine is in

such a position that at least one of tiie

admission valves is open. If the engine
is of the compound or multiple expansion
type, all the cylinders should be warmed
in the same way by opening the pass-

over valves. If the cylinders are pro-

vided with steam jackets these should

also be filled with steam, as the heat-

ing of the cylinder will thereby be great-

ly facilitated; and in plants in which ex-

GUARD FOR DIRE>CT CONNECTED GENER.\TOR.

Ijelts, to prevent property damage, in-

juries and loss of life in case of an ac-

cident of this kind. Barrier guards, to

be effective, must be strong and solid

and must also be secured in place with

the utmost care, so that they will be able

to successfully withstand the exceeding-

ly severe shock to which they vr\\\ be

subjected in case the belt is thrown
against them at full speed.

It should hardly be necessary to refer

to the importance of keeping the cylin-

ders of engines free from water, yet

oiston rods are frequently bent and cyl-

inder heads are often fractured in conse-

quence of neglecting this simple and

elementary precaution. The water may
back up into the cylinder from the con-

denser (as already described above) or

it may come over with the steam in

consequence of foaming or priming in

the boilers, or it may accumulate in the

cylinder from the condensation of the

steam admitted to a cold engine prepar-

atory to starting up, or (as happens all

too commonly) its presence may be due

to the simple fact that the steam main
was not proi>erly drained.

Before starting the engine drain tho

steam main thoroughly in every part.

cessive peak loads may occur, or in

which there is likelihood of a heavy call

for power on short notice, the jacket?

should be kept filled with steam at all

t:mes, so that the engine may ba ready
to start without the least delay. Attend
carefully to the draining of the steam
jackets. Vacuum jackets are now being
tried out in connection with reciprocat-

ing engines, the principle involved being

the same as that upon which the familiar

vacuum bottle depends. These vacuum
jackets are supposed to diminish the loss'

of heat by radiation to such an extent

that the cylinders remain quite hot for

a number of hours after the engine has

stopped.

When the cylinders have become thor-

oughly warmed the engine may be start-

ed turning over slowly, but the drain

cocks should be left open until all danger

of the collection of water in the steam-

chest and cylinders is past. Under usual

conditions this means that the drains

should not be closed until the engine has

been running at least five or ten min-

utes. It is advisable to "fiddle" the en-

gine (or cause it to rock back and forth

slightly) before turning it over, if it

is of the reversible type, or if. on an en-
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gine of the Corliss type, the carrier or

reach-rod is detachable from the wrist-

plate.

Before removing a cylinder head the

workmen should make sure that the

throttle and exhaust valves are both

closed, and that the drains are open, and
they should also try the indicator cocks

to prove that no pressure remains in the

cylinder.

•PIPE RAIL GUARD FOR ENGINE CHAKK.

See that all moving parts of the en-

gine are kept thoroughly lubricated, and
use the right kind of lubricant in each
place. Positive force-feed automatic
lubricators are recommended for pins

and other similar parts, not only because

they insure good lubrication, but also

because they are more economical in the

end, although they are higher in first

cost. All lubricating devices should be

examined frequently to see that they

are properly adjusted, and that the oil

flows freely and in suitable quantity.
All parts of the engine should be kept

in good adjustment, and all nuts and
keys should be kept tight. If knocks or
other unusual or abnormal noises are
noted, locate them immediately, ascertain
the cause, and apply the proper remedy.

Slippery floors in engine-rooms fre-

quently cause falls, and a slip-proof sur-
face of rubber, or other approved non-
slip material, should therefore be pro-
vided wherever slipping would be attend-
ed by special danger, and (preferably)
also on the most frequented parts of the
floor.

Employees from other departments of
the plant should not be permitted to
loiter in engine-rooms, nor even to enter
them except as their duties may require
them to do so. No person, other than
ti-ose responsible for the operation of
the ensines, should be permitted to

manipulate any valves, nor even to touch
any of the mechanism, nor to approach
any moving part, except under the di-

rection and supervision of the chief en-
gineer or of some other person in au-
thority.

If the foregoing suggestions are fol-

lowed, the number of accidents in en-

gine rooms will certainly be materially
reduced.

FUEL SAVED BY SCIENTIFIC FEED-
WATER REGULATION

Here are some interesting "before and
after" feed-water temperature charts
that were sent to us by the Northern
Equipment Co., Erie, Pa., manufacturers
of the well-known Copes boiler feed

regulator.

Fig. 1 shows how the feed-water tem-
perature fluctuated before a regulator

was installed. The average temperature
by actual measurement and computa-
tion was only 177 deg. Fahr.

Fig. 2 shows a vast improvement.
There is practically no fluctuation in the

temperature now that the regulator has

been installed, and it is maintained uni-

formly high, the average temperature
being 210 deg. Fahr. A correction in

ihis instance had to be made on account
of the recorder reading 12 deg. high.

The average increase in feed-water
temperature due to the regulator is

therefore (210—177) i= 33 deg. Fahr.
Since it is customarily reckoned that
11 deg. difference in feed-water temper-
ature is sufficient to save 1 per cent, of
the fuel, it is easy to figure that the
Copes regulators in this installation are
saving 3 per cent, of the annual fuel

cost.

No steam escapes from the heater now
that the reg-ulator is installed. Before
installation, steam constantly escaped,

because with improper regulation the

full amount of heat in the exhaust was
not utilized. This saving of steam is

accomplished by having part of the ex-

haust steam supplied to the heater con-

trolled by a temperature regulator. The
bulb of this regulator is installed in the

heater vent and not in the heater out-

let as is the usual case. With this ar-

rangement, when any steam begins es-

caping through the heater vent, the

steam supply valve closes quickly.

It has been calculated on the above

3 per cent, basis that these regulators

pay for themselves every 15 days, due
alone to this saving.

In addition it is pointed out by the

manufacturers that with scientific reg-

ulation there is an increase in boiler

efficiency, an increase in boiler capacity,

a saving in wear and tear on pumps,
and after relieving the water tender of

this undesirable mechanical duty he can

be given more pay in an occupation

around the plant that requires brain

power rather than mere muscle. The
modem tendency is toward complete

automatic operation everywhere, with

human beings serving in a supervisory

capacity only. Machinery, machinery,

and more machinery^ has niade the 8-

hour day possible, and may eventually

reduce it to 6 hours, 4 hours, and even

less.

BE70RE riTTING REGULATOR. AFTER FITTING REGULATOR.
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Railway Converter Substations—Part II

The Author Gives Some Useful Information Concerning the Class

of Equipment to be Used and Its Arrangement in the Substation
Building.

By C. F. LLOYD, Manager Substation Section, Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh

Regulation and Compounding
Compound wound converters are recommended for rail-

way work, primarily because their regulation is superior

and parallel operation is more readily effected than with
shunt wound machines. The regulation of a compound
converter depends upon three factors, namely: Series

Field, Reactance and Ohmic Drop between the source of

power and the converter. Compounding is not obtained

directly by change in series field as in a D.C. generator,

but by changing the machine power factor, which causes

any reactance volts behind the machine to be added to or

subtracted from the voltage actually applied to the con-

verter collector. The D.C. voltage from no load to full

load- will be raised, neglecting the drop in the converter

due to load, in the same percentage as the voltage is in-

creased at the collector. The A.C. ohmic drop between
the source of power and the converter is directly opposed
to compounding and should it amount to the same per-

centage as the percentage increase, then a practically con-

stant voltage will result. The standard method of com-
pounding converters is to adjust the machine shunt field

to a valve such that when fully loaded with the series

field in circuit, it will be operating at approximately unit
power factor. The applied voltage to the collector rings,

therefore, at light loads, with the lagging power factor, is

reduced as the reactance volts subtract from the generator
volts, whil© at full load unity power factor, the current is

in phase with the impressed voltage and the impressed
volts are almost equal to the generator volts.

It is practically impossible to correctly determine the
values necessary to figure the regulation that will obtain
in individual cases, consequently, converter regulation can-
not be predicted with any degree of accuracy. Standard
Westinghouse Converters are designed with a reasonably
heavy series field and their transformers with 15 per cent,

inherent reactance, which is the maximum reactance con-
sistent with good practice. Such a combination will give
approximately constant voltage from no load to full load,
providing the voltage is practically constant at the high
tension side of the transformers.

The best results are obtained with slightly dropping
voltage cTiaracteristics at substations. This means that
the converter should be under-compounded in amount de-
pending upon local conditions. Invariably it is good prac-
tice to shunt the converter series field to obtain a drop in
excess of that which may be due to A.C. line drop. This
adjustment allows better distribution of load
between substations and, in consequence, bet-
ter results are obtained when cars become
blocked for some abnormal reason.

Parallel Operations

To parallel rotary converters successfully,
both the new and the old machines may have
to be adjusted to obtain the best results, even
though the new equipment is a duplicate of
the old. There, however, will be no difficulty
in making the proper adjustments, assuming
•the design of the new apparatus is proper."

lowing table shows standard listed transformer ratings:

Standard O.I.S.C. Transformer Ratings

Rating. Rating Rating. V. V. V. V. V. V. V.

Com. Trans. Trans. 2200 6600 11000 13200 16500 22000 33000

K.W. 1 -phase. 3-phase. Cycle. Cycle. Cycle. Cycle. Cycle. Cycle. Cycle.

3O0 100 300 60-25 60-25 60-25 6(^-25 60-25 60-25 60-25

500 167 500 60-25 60-25 60-25 60-25 60-25 €0-25 60-25

750 250 750 60 60 60 60 60 60 60

1000 333 60-25 60-25 60-25 60-25 60-25 60-25 60-25

1500 500 60-25 60-2.5 60-25 60-25 60-25 €0^.25 60-25

2000 667 60-25 60-2o 60-25 60-25 60-25 60-25 60-25

Taps and Terminals

Standard transformers are provided with high tension

full capacity taps to take care of a total variation of

10 per cent, in the line voltage. In capacities up to 200

Kva. inclusive, taps are provided for 5 per cent, and 10

per cent, voltage below normal. In capacities above 200

Kva., taps are provided for voltages 2^, 5, 7% and 10

per cent, below normal. The low tension winding has
no taps other than those for obtaining suitable redxiced

voltage for starting. All low tension leads are brought
through the case. All connections available on the high
tension are brought up to the terminal board and only

such leads as are required for external connections are
brought through the case. When different high tension

connections are required, they can be made at the terminal
board inside the transformer case. There may be isolated

cases requiring special high tension tap arrangement with
a greater number than standard. This can usually be sup-
plied but costs more and ver>' often makes it impracticable
to use 3 phase transformers, due to mechanical reasons- It

is usually impracticable to put additional taps on the low
tension winding on account of the heavy current and small
number of turns.

Transformers* Standards

Standard transformers for railway con-
verters are listed only in the oil insulated,
self-cooled type for converter capacities of
2,000 k.w. and below. Other types and trans-
formers for larger converters are not listed,

but can be supplied when required). The fol-Kio. ii—UNITED railways and electric co. belvedere sub-station. t!oo v'
18200 V. 25 cycle A.C. ELEVATION.
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Reactance

Standard transformers are designed with 15 per cent,

inherent reactance for compounding purposes. This ar-

rangement is not only less expensive, but requires less

space, reduces wiring, etc., over the older practice of

supplying transformers of normal reactance with external

reactance coils.

protection against insulator breakage. For underground

work, multiple conductor cable with double weather-proof

covering, is recommended. Where space is very limited,

it may become desirable to install high tension bus, circuit

breakers, etc., in cell structures, in order to equal the

safety factor to be obtained where sufficient space is

available. This form of construction is more common in
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FIG. 12—PLAN VIEW OF FIG. 11.

Miscellaneous Station Equipment High Tension Wiring
Whether incoming lines are overhead or underground, it

is good practice to install disconnecting switches for isola-

ting the oil circuit breakers. Overhead lines can be

brought in through roof or wall bushings or carried on

suitable insulators through openings in the substation

wall. Underground lines should be brought in through
suitable potheads.

All high tension wiring should be well out of reach of

attendants or visitors. For voltages of 22,000 to 66,000

volts, the use of solid bare copper wire, not less than No.
1 B. & S. gauge carried on suitable insulators, is good

larger substations, fed by high tension lines of 22,000

volts and below, located in congested districtsi.

Low Tension Wiring

For A.C. or D.C. voltages up to 1,500 volts, the use

of standard single conductor cable, insulated with var-

nished cambric, is recommended. Rubber covered cable

is satisfactory. The cable should have a flame-proof

covering, or double weather-proof covering, depending upon
whether the wiring is exposed or in. conduit. Care should

be taken to drain all cable ducts to a pit, as it is unsafe
to assume that a cable is dry, unless it is drained in this

FIG. 13—PLAN VIEW OF CEDAR AVE. CONVERTER STATION, CLEVELAND RAILWAYS CO.

practice. Copper tubing makes a better appearance, but
is more expensive. For voltages of 2,200 to 15,000 volts,

the use of single conductor flame-proof copper wire, in-

sulated with varnished cambric for full working potential,

carried on suitable insulators, is good practice. Insula-
tion is used on this class of overhead wiring, as protection
against the loss of life, although it also affords additional

manner. There should be no danger of a break-down of

cable in conduit, unless it is covered with water for some
time.

Lightning Arresters
Continuity in service in railway work is vitally im-

portant. For this reason, and due to the comparatively
high initial cost, the best protective devices should be
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used. To obtain this protection, electrolytic arresters

with choke coils should be installed. Lines should be pro-

tected as follows:

1. Incoming high tension lines.

2. Outgoing high tension lines.

3. Outgoing D.C. feeders.

The lightning arrester should be installed between the

station apparatus and the line, with suitable choke coils

connected between the station apparatus and the light-

ning arrester. For high tension voltages in excess of

10,000 volts, the arresters can often be installed outdoors

to advantage, from an arrangement standpoint. It is

undesirable to use outdoor arresters below this voltage, as

the horn gaps must be placed so close to take advantage
of the freedom of discharge of the electrolytic element,

that they are liable to be short circuited by rain. Besides

serving to prevent the. arrester from being continuously

subjected to normal line voltage, the horn gaps also act

as disconnecting switch,es, when inspection or repairs are

necessary.

D.C. aluminum arresters should be installed on each

the set should have a capacity of 15 to 20 cu. ft. per minute.

The compressor should be mounted with storage tank on
a truck, or stationary, with a few air pipes to various

points where compressed air is required.

Crane

Where the installation warrants, a crane of suitable

capacity should be installed, to facilitate erection and re-

pairs in cases of emergency. Cranes of ten tons ca-

pacity or smaller can usually be hand operated to ad-

vantage, as they are not in use frequently enough to

warrant the expense of electric drive.

Where no crane is installed, roof beams can usually

be located, suitable for supporting a chain fall of sufficient

capacity to facilitate handling of the apparatus.

Substation Building

When drawing up plans for a substation building, full

consideration should be given the following design factors:

I. The arrangement of the apparatus should be made
to economize space, and reduce to a minimum the quan-
tity of low tension cables required. On the other hand,

pnq

FIG. li4^CR0SS SECTION CEDAR AVE CONVERTER STATION, CLEVELAND RAILWAtS CO.

outgoing feed. Where installations do not warrant the
use of electrolytic lightning arresters, other types may be
used to advantage.

D.C. aluminum arresters have, in some cases, been used
connected directly across the converter armature on the
D. C. side inside the series field, for the purpose of
minimizing flash-overs. Whether this practice is of suffi-

cient value to warrant the installation apparently must
yet be determined.

Compressed Air

The substation should be provided with an air compres-
sor for cleaning the machines, high tension insulators,

etc. The pressure should be from 40 to 60 pounds, and

sufficient space must be allowed around the apparatus to

prevent interchange of radiated heat, for efficiently clean-

ing and for making repairs.

2. Careful study of the ventilation problem must be

made, as it is just as important in this class of building as

in an office building. Good ventilation but very slightly

increases the cost of the building and materially increases

the life and output of the apparatus. It increases the

efficiency of the transforming and converting apparatus,

since copper losses are reduced at lower temperatures and
often conditions are such that the load factor can be

improved. It also improves the efficiency and alertness of

the operators.

The ideal system of ventilation is to take the air in at
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the base of the machines or transformers and allow it to

pass out through the roof by means of monitor construc-

tion or metal ventilators. The velocity of the warm air

rising from the apparatus depends upon the difference in

temperature between the incoming and the outgoing air

and the height of the openings for the exit of the air

above the floor. Consequently, the height of the exit

openings, must be considered, although usually the re-

quired head-room will brace these openings sufficiently

higher to use this ventilating scheme efficiently. Unlike
the old window method of ventilation, this scheme is pos-

sible during all kinds of weather.
3. Noise from the machines, especially where sub-

stations are located in resident districts, is a point for
consideration and it may become so great as to become
a decided nuisance, rendering it possible for neighbors to
obtain injunctions, causing a substation shut-down. The
method of using open windows and doors for ventilation,

is not only objectionable in many localities due to the
deposit of dust blown in on the rotating apparatus, but
due to noise. The ventilation scheme recommended above
is particularly recommended from the noise standpoint.

4. While the window area should not be excessive,
the building should be well lighted by day, in all parts
to facilitate repairs so that all comers, pits, etc., can be
readily observed and thereby kept clean. The use of
ribbed glass is very desirable, as it eliminates the glare
of the sun, making it easier to read instruments, gauges,
etc. Artificial illumination should approach the natural
lighting, as very often repairs have to be made at night.
It should preferably be obtained by the use of lamps in
large units with suitable diffusers. In 600-volt substa-
tions, a cluster of small lamps can be substituted, thereby
avoiding the use of a special lighting transformer. This
same arrangement can be used for 1,200 or 1,500-volt sub-
stations, but except in rare cases, it is probably better to
use a separate lighting transformer. The arrangement
of the lights should be made with particular reference to
the easy reading of switchboard meters, ti-ansformer and
machine bearing oil gauges, thermometers, etc.

5. The building should be constructed throughout on
a fire-proof basis, with every arrangement practicable to
protect one piece of apparatus from another and to protect
all from external fire communications. In some cases,
it may be desirable on account of insurance rates, or for
a greater insurance to continuous operation, to increase
the cost of the substation building by the cost of a fire
wall to isolate the transformers and oil switches from the
convp»-*-ers and switchboard.

6. Every provision should be made for a possible
extension of the substation even though it appears that no
future extensions will be necessary at the time the design
is made. This refers to a symmetrical arrangement of
the apparatus on the unit system and the proper con-
struction of roof framing to make such extensions feasible.

_
7. The building should be simple and substantial with

just sufficient paneling on the exterior to relieve the
monotony of a plain wall. An attractive building can
be built at the same cost as an unattractive and poorly
designed one if sufficient attention is given to this point.

Indoor vs. Semi-outdoor Substations
Except in rare cases there is little saving in resorting

to the semi-outdoor substation. Where a semi-outdoor
mstallation is contemplated it is wise to investigate the
relative cost, as the indoor substation presents advantages
assuming approximately equal initial cost.

A cubic inch of coal pulverized so that 95 per cent,
will pass through a 100-mesh screen will contain over
two hundred million particles, none of which will be
greater than one one-hundreth inch cube, and a larger
percentage will be less than one six-hundreth of an inch
cube.

A simple cable conductor has been in use for some
time past, in Germany and other European countries. It
consists merely of a flat metallic tube in which a series

of notches are made with a special tool, after the two
ends of the cable to be joined are properly inserted. The
contact is said to be perfect, and the grip is such that
the cable breaks before the connector gives away.

Montreal has a street cleaning device which sweeps
the dirt to one side of the thoroughfare, where it is taken
up by suction into a machine following up. Another fea-
ture of the road-sweeping scheme, is that sprinklers in

front of each machine lay down the dust. Proving that
ingenuity and machinery in unison make a wonderful
combination.

Noise has no terrors for the new Magnavox anti-noise

transmitter, which was used on all the airplanes of the
United States Navy. This device was patented nearly
two years ago, but only recently released for commercial
purposes. No helmet is necessary for the listener, but
still the voice is distinct whether one or one hundred miles
away. E. S. Prideman, and P. L. Jensen are the in-

ventors of this interesting telephone aid.

Nearly all animals are said to be better swimmers than
man, and to take to the water naturally. The rhinocei'os

and hippopotamus are wonderful swimmers and divers,

while the Indian elephant crosses great rivers with heavy
loads. The elk keeps its head above water and crosses
directly from bank to bank to avoid turning. The rein-

deer, on the other hand, turns as often as it likes, keeping
its head only a little above the water. But of all swim-
mers, of all climes, the best, though not the swiftest, is

the polar bear, which passes half its time in the water,
swimming and diving.

The Eiffel Tower, the tallest structure in the world, was
erected by Alexander Eiffel, a French engineer, for the ex-

position of 1889 at Paris. It stands in the Champ de Mars,
and is 984 feet high (429 feet higher than the Washington
Monument). The base is a square of 112 yards, from
each comer of which rise the four curving supports of

interlaced iron-work. At a height of 590 feet these merge
into a single shaft. There are three platforms at various

heights, to which the ascent is made by elevators or stair-

cases—1,927 steps in all. The total cost was over $1,000,-

000, of which the State contributed about $300,000. In

1909 the Tower became the property of the City of Paris.

Valued for its weather-resisting qualities, galvanized

iron or steel has long been produced by dipping sheets

of the metal into molten zinc, which deposits itself as a

coating of small crystals or spangles. Occasionally, how-
ever, sheets have been produced with large spangles which,
it was found, improved both the appearance and the non-
corrosive qualities of the product, and hence increased

the price it would bring. So one plant has raised the

value of its output by treating high-grade molten steel

with an alloy containing titanium before rolling it into

sheets and subjecting it to the zinc bath. It is claimed
that 75 ner cent, of the treated sheets emerge from the

bath with the large spangles desired.

Out of the war shortage of tin has come a new
and successful substitute for babbitt as a bearing metal.

It is composed almost wholly of lead, hardened by an
electrical process. Its high manufacturing cost is more
than compensated for by the low market price of lead

compared with tin. The new metal shows a tensile strength
of 13,000 lbs., the figure for genuine babbitt being 11,000;
and an elastic limit of 11,525 lb. as against 10,000 for

babbitt. Its friction factor is very low. With a shaft
running at 400 r.p.m. and a load of 1,000 lb. per sq. in.,

150° was the highest temperature reached by the bearing.

Across 11 miles of rough country near Pittsburgh, Pa.,

Is being constructed what is probably the largest gas
line in the world. It will have a maximum diameter of

40 in., enabling it to convey 70,000,000 cu. ft. of gas
daily from a by-product coke plant to three steel mills.
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Saving Coal in Steam Power Plants
The Following is a Reprint of Engineering Bulletin No. 2, Pre-
pared by the United States Fuel Administration in Collaboration

With the Bureau of Mines

Isolated Plant Versus Central Station Power

. If the available power purchased or privately gener-
ated is obtained purely from a hydro-electric service its

use will, of course, save fuel over any steam-power pro-
position. If, however, in a steam plant all the exhaust
steam were sufficiently utilized the boilers would still have
to be operated at about 90 per cent/ of their former
output to supply the heating steam (even if at low pres-
sure) if the engines were shut down, and the saving in

coal would be only 10 per cent, instead of 100 per cent.

B. If the purchased power is produced in a central
steam plant capable of delivering a kilowatt hour for,

say", 2% pounds of coal, then its use will waste or save
in comparison with a private steam plant, as follows:

B-1. If all the exhaust steam from any design of
private plant is absorbed by heating and process work,
no central power station' of condensing operation can ever
be designed to compete with it in the matter of coal con-
sumption.

If the engines dn this private plant were all removed
it would still require 90 per cent, as much coal as formerly
to make low-^pressure steam for heating, and outside cur-
rent at 2V2 pounds per kilowatt hour would still have to be
purchased.

If the private plant had been using 8 pounds of coal
per kilowatt hour it would save eight-tenths of a pound
of coal, to replace which it would buy current costing
2V2 pounds. Thus, for each pound saved in the private
plant BVa pounds are burned in the central station. This
example represents the extreme case in favor of the pri-

vate plant.

B-2. If the same private plant operating nonconden-
sing wastes all of its exhaust steam, coal will be wasted
in the ratio of 8 to 2V2 per kilowatt used. Coal will be
saved by substituting purchp.^ed power. This example
represents the extreme case in favor of the central station

current, and the ratio is 8 to 2% or 3.2 to 1.

To sum up cases B-1 and B-2, the use of exhaust steam
is the determining factor. Where it is all used the small

private plant generates its energy as a by-product of its

heating. The engine or turbine acts as a pressure re-

ducing valve between the boiler and the heating system,
and abstracts a small percentage (3 to 12 per cent.) of

heat from the steam. Therefore shutting down the engine
will save only this small fraction of the total coal. For
most cases of this kind it is s^fe to say the engine absorbs
less than 10 per cent, of the heat or fuel. As a matter
of fact, many cases could be quoted where no saving of

coal occurs when the engines are shut down'.

^Exhaust steam contains, within a few per cent., as much heat as

direct steam. Thus an engine or turbine whh steam consumption of

20 pounds and 60 pounds per . indicated' horsepower hour will discharge

in their exhiaust about 88 to 96 per cent, of the heat of the steam
admitted at their throttles respectively. In the examples given 90 per
cent, is assumed.

^Operating condensing in accordance with standard practice. If a

central plant were designed to furnish exhaust steam to its customei-s

it could then compete on a coal basis with the private plant. This is

the sound theory of the "city block" or "diBtrict" system of power and
heating.

'There are sound tecihnical explanations for these cases, but it is aside

from present purposes to enter into a detailed discussion.

*The proportion of exhaust required' for heating repretsenta almost the

same proportion of coal which will have to be burned for direct steam
heating if the engine is replaced by purchased power.

''Equal coal consumption obtains when the proportion of total coal

required for heating alone equals one minxis the fraction obtained by

the ratio of the kilowatt hour coal consumptions of the isolated plant

to the central plant figured from the purchaser's switdhboard. Example :

With purohasedl current at 4 pounds of coal and private power at 7

pounds, an equal coal consumption with either system will obtain

wihen the proportion of coal required' for heating is 1 minus 4/7 = 8/7

of the total coal.

Hence for purposes of approximate calculation the
power is a pure by-product of the heating. But assum-
ing 10 per cent, of the heat of the steam to be taken by
the engine, then only 10 per «ent, of the coal consumption
will be saved if the heating is done by direct steam. Eight
pounds of coal per kilowatt hour, the figure assumed, is

based upon an extravagantly wasteful boilesr plant, but
even under these conditions the small private plant using
all its exhaust would save coal over central station current
for power ratio of 3% to 1.

If on the other hand no exhaust steam is used in the
same private plant, the saving in favor of the central
station power is in the ratio of the coal used per kilowatt
hour for the two cases, or with the figures assumed, 8 to

2^, that is 3.2 to 1.

It is evident that in a noncondensing private plant, as
the use for exhaust steam decreases a certain point will

be reached where the same coal consumption would obtain
by the generation of power by either type of plant. A
still further reduction in the utilization of exhaust would
then throw the balance in favor of central station power.

This critical point of equal total coal consumption de-
pends upon the coal consumed per kilowatt hour in the
private plant and the central plant, respectively. Thus if

the central station has a coal rate of 3 pounds per kilowatt
hour and the private plant 6 pounds, the critical i>oint

is reached when 1 minus 3/6=1/2 of the exhaust or coal

is needed for* heating, and the same total coal wiU be

consumed whether the power is purchased of the engine
operated. If less than one-half of the exhaust is used, the

purchased current will effect a saving; if more than one-

half of the exhaust is used, running the engine in the
private plant will save coal.

Take another case and assume that current can be

supplied at the purchaser's switchboard for 2 pounds of

coal, and that the small plant produces it for 5 pounds.
Then, if 1 minus 2-5 = 3-5 of the coal or exhaust is needed
for heating no change in total coal consumption will occur
if current is purchased, the engines shut down and boilers

operated for heating only'.

If the coal per kilowatt hour for outside current is

less than the same figure for the private plant, the most
coal will be conserved by carrying just enough load to

furnish exhaust for the heating and buying the surplus

power. Thus the small plant obtains a part of its power
as a by-product of its heating and buys the balance for the

least total coal consumption. This method saves more coal

than shutting down the small plant entirely, even w<hen a
saving would be thus effected. There are many cases

where at night or during non-heating months where an
important coal saving can be made by buying the power
which is in excess of that required to furnish exhaust for

heating.
Still another situation is met when, the private plant

is of modem design and operates solely for generation of

power. Such cases would be determined purely on a com-
parison of the coal consumed per kilowatt hour. Central

sitation power is produced at consumers' switchboard

from a minimum of about 1% pounds of coal in the largest

and most modern plants up to 3 pounds, 4 pounds, 5

pounds, and upward in less efficient stations.

In moderately large private plants of good design a

kilowatt hour is produced for a little over 2 pounds, while

less efficient and smaller plants consume up to 10 pounds

and over. In this whole problem it is necessary to regard

coal as the basis of economy and not money as heretofore.

Central station interests and private consumers should

patriotically endeavor to meet each other half way in

sacrificing by reduced rates or increased expense when
important economies in coal are at stake.
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PART II

After due consideration has been given to the question
brought out in the previous discussion and if it has been
determined that the plant is justified in continuing to
operate, attention must be given to those points having
a bearing on economical operation. No transformation
of energy can take place without appreciable loss, and
every effort should be made to keep the various losses

down to a minimum. Diagram A shows a typical distri-

bution of heat in a medium-sized hand-fired plant.

Stopping Fuel Waste
Beginning at the grates upon which the fuel bed rests,

see that the air spaces are properly proportioned to avoid
loss of combustible material into the ash pit. This will

depend on the kind of coal used. Study the fuel with
this point in mind. Five per cent, is not an unusual loss

from this cause.
The amount of grate surface is important, as it de-

termines the rate of consumption. Ratios of grate ai-ea to

boiler heating surface will vary from 1:35 to 1:60, depending
on the characteristics of the coal and whether hand fired

or stoker fired. For power purposes in hand-fired plants
do not permit the rate of combustion to fall below 15
pounds of coal per square foot of grate surface per hour,
or go above 28 pounds with bituminous coal. With stokers
the rate may be as high as the design of plant and the
draft will permit. With the fine-steam sizes of anthra-
cite the rate of comparison should not be less than 10
pounds.

With setting's tight to prevent infiltration of air, heat-
ing surface clean, radiation losses reduced by proper cov-
ering, piping and steam mains lagged, engine valves tight
and properly set, all condensation returned to the feed-
water heater a good start will have been made in fuel

conservation.

Human Element Important

However, merely placing the plant in good physical
condition will not suffice. Conditions change from day to

day, from hour to hour, even from moment to moment.
These changes must be interpreted, and the degree of in-

telligence with which they are interpreted marks the
degree of success which will be realized in fuel saving.

A good plant poorly operated will show low efficiency,

while a poor plant skillfully operated will sometimes show
a relatively high efficiency. Therefore,

Ultimate efficiency=EXH
Where E=Equipmeint

and H=Human element.

Check Operation Closely

Find out what the boilers are doing. Provide facilities

for weighing the coal; for measuring the feed water; for
checking up on combustion; for determining draft; for
taking temperature readings at important points. To
appreciate the significance of the above items it is desirable
to become familiar with the literature of power-plant
operation. Read Bulletin No. 1 of the United States Fuel
Administration on Boiler and Furnace Testing, Technical
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Paper No. 80, and various other pub-
lications of the Bureau of Mines. In
small and moderate sized plants, hand
fired, a boiler efficiency of 60 and 70
can be expected, while in medium-siz-
ed stoker-fired plants 70 to 75 per
cent, should be realized. In any g^iven

plant determine what efficiency
should be expected, considering load
and equipment, and keep the plant up
to mark set.

Principal Losses

The chief losses in boiler-plant op-

eration are:

1. Cause, dirty boiler, loss up to 25
per cent., remedy, clean boiler. 2.

Leaky setting, loss up to 15 per cent.,

remedy, tight setting. 3. Poor firing,

loss up to 40 per cent., remedy, good
firing.

1. A boiler may be dirty on the in-

side or outside or both. Dirt on the

inside is due to scale formation and
can be corrected by cleaning the boiler
and then giving consideration to the

character of the feed water and its

proper treatment. See Engineering
Bulletin No. 3 of United States Fuel
Administration.

Outside cleaning must receive care-

ful attention. A slight accumulation
of soot deposited in a few hours' run
will result in a great loss of efficien-

cy. Someone must be delegated to

follow up this matter of soot and see

that the cleaning is done thoroughly,

frequently and regularly.

2. Air leaks reduce efficiency. The oi^dinary brickwork
setting develops cracks and crevices which allow a con-

siderable amount of air to enter the setting, lowering
the temperature of the gases of combustion. The porous
character of the brick itself is such that an appreciable

leakage takes place thirouigh the walls.

The remedy is to point up the brickwork with plastic

fireproof mixture and paint or cover the setting with
a coat of air-tigtht material.

3. Bad firing includes allowing holes to develop in

fuel bed; carrying an uneven fire; carrying too thin a
fire; carrying too thick a fire; stirring fire, thus forming
clinkers; and improper manipulation of dampers. It is

here that the human equation becomes of most importance.
Attention concentrated on what takes place from day to

day in front of the boilers will pay greater returns for
the time spent than in any oiher part of the plant.

Power Plant Records

The importance of keeping a systematic record of
operations can not be overestimated. In this way affairs

in the power plant are lifted from the realm of guess-
work to certainty. While the system adopted for the
ordinary plant may be very simple, the records should
be arranged for convenient reference so that comparisons
of results with past performance may be made. Thus
it is possible to note the effect of changes in equipment
or methods and improvements in economy or the reverse
may be at once detected.

Engine Room
After the steam has been delivered to the engine, care

should be taken to see that it is utilized to best advan-
tage. Where all the steam is needed, the economy or
rate of the engine itself is not of particular consequence;
that is, a simple slide-valve engine using steam at the
rate of 40 or 50 pounds per horsepower may be the most
desirable type to use. This all depends on circumstances.
As the demand for exhaust steam decreases, the im-
portance of economy in the engine increases. Shouldi there
be periods during which all of the exhaust is not used,
the maximum economy of the engine durinig these periods
is of utmost importance. At such times the most economical
generating unit should be selected and one of a size that
will be economically loaded with the amount of power
developed.

DIAGRAM B (c)
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Use of Exhaust Principal Factor

A portion of the exhaust should be used for heating
the feed water to the highest temperature practicable;
not less than 200° in any event.

Exhaust mains should be pitched in the direction of
flow, drained and trapped, and the condensation returned
to the heater. Use no live steam where the work can be
done with exhaust. To get the most efficient transfer
of heat the radiating surface of coils and other heating
elements should be properly disposed to promote cir-

culation of the heat-absorbing medium, whether air,

water, or other liquids. Large increase in efficiency

or capacity can sometimes be made in old systems by a
little attention to this feature.

In the case of stills, evaporators, or triple effects in

which deposits of suspended or residue matter is liable

to form, periodical cleaning of the coils is essential.

Venting radiators and steam lines of air should re-

ceive careful attention. See Engineering Bulletin, No. 6,

on Saving Fuel in Heating Systems. For large systems
vacuum returns are recommended. Direct radiation should
be checked up with special respect to location in order

that heat loss through exposed walls and windows shall

be taken care of efficiently.

A study of the accompanying heat balance diagram
will serve to indicate the small portion of the heat de-

veloped by the fuel which is used in generating power.
Do not, therefore, assume that the steam after passing

through the engine is a waste product. It will represent

a large percentage of the heat delivered by the boiler.

Save it wherever possible. It is the principal product

of the plant. The power is the by-product.

A WOMAN conductor on a New Jersey street car was
kind to an old man and got $6,000 in his will. The only

trouble with this is that most old men with $6,000 have

about 60,000 places to put it.

U.S. shoemakers say that each immigrant who returns

home to Europe takes eight pairs of shoes with him.
The Yankees are in danger of losing their soles in this way.
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Cheese Factory Boiler Explodes at Joyceville
Little Village Near Kingston is Scene of Disastrous Explosion

—

Boiler Ruptures Along Longitudinal Seam, Which Was Badly
Corroded—No Inspection Had Been Made on This Boiler Since

Installation

T. H. FENNER, Associate Editor Canadian Machinery

THE question of the adequate and
regular inspection of steam boilers

is once more brought to the pub-
lic mind in a way that defies evasion.

Once again a boiier in an industrial

plant has exploded without a minute's
warning, leaving in its trail a wrecked
building, and worse still, destroying two
human lives. Both the victims were

.

young men, with many years of life in

front of them under ordinary circum-
stances.

The boiler in question was in use at

the cheese factory of Thomas Anglin,

of Joyceville, and was of the horizontal

return tubular type, about .38 inches

diameter. It was similar to most of the

cheese factory boilers, of which there

arc no less than one thousand and forty,

known and listed in the Factory Inspec-

tion Department. There are probably

many more than th'ic in use, for it is a

difficult matter to keep track of these

boilers. Under the Factory Act, steam
bdlers in use on farms, or for general

agricultural purposes, are exempt from
inspection. Cheese factory boilers were
at one time also exempted, but for some
years past they have been brought with-

in the law.

The original thickness of the plate was
% inch, and the boiler was made up of

two sheets, the longitudinal seam being

single riveted. We have no particulars

of the pitch, but with a joint of this

kind the percentage of strength to the

sclid is approximately 50 to 54. On this

assumption the resistance of the shell

to internal bursting force would be, with

a factor safety of 5, about 70 lbs. if

made of steel. This, if the boiler was
in good condition, which it was not.

Some interesting statements were

made at the coroners' inquest relative to

th'"^ operation of the boiler. It had been

installed in 1915, having previously been

ill operation for some time. The owner
was supposed to have notified the Steam
B-^iler Department at that time, but pre-

sumably was not aware of this. It was
not until two years after that he re-

ceived a circular from the Factory In-

spection Department, notifying him that

an inspection was necessary. He then

called in a local firm, who made a repair

by patching the boiler. The repair peo-

ple undertook to notify the Inspection

Dfpartment, and apparently did so. The
inspection was not made for reasons

given later in this article. The owner
thereupon let things slide, evidently be-

lieving it was no affair of his. He con-

tinued using the boiler, and finding that

the safety valve opened at about 40 lbs.

pressure, hung some more weights on

the lever, to bring the pressure up to

80 lbs. It was stated that the boiler

ac;tually blew off at 100 lbs. per square
inch. At the time of the explosion, the

pressure was stated by Edward Gallery,

the cheesemaker, to be between 80 and
100 lbs.

This man was presumably the oper-

ator of the boiler. He had received some
instruction in boiler operation while tak-
ing his course for cheesemaking. He
was not aware that any inspection was
necessary, and stated that he never heard
.of inspections being made in other
cheese factories.

Here we have the two men most in-

terested in the boiler, one the owner and
one the operator. The owner knew that

the boiler should be inspected, but, when
the inspection did not materialize, took
no steps to find out why. The other

man had no idea that the boiler needed
inspection, and cheerfully went on oper-

atinT without the slightest conception

of the danger he was running. When
the catastrophe took place, it was two
men who were not even employed at the

factory who were killed. There is an

instance of fate's irony.

The provincial inspector, who made an

examination of the remains of the boiler

after the accident, found evidence of

deep corrosion on the seam where the

rupture took place. The plate was
grooved until a bare one-sixteenth of an
inch thick. He stated that the boiler

was poorly built, and when new would
have been good for only 54 lbs. per

square inch. If it had been inspected by
him he would have condemned it, or al-

lowed only 15 lbs. per square inch.

Two weights were found which had

been on the safety valve lever. Had they

been at the end of the lever it would

have required a steam pressure of 200

lbs. per square inch to raise the valve.

The steam gauge, never having been

tested, may have been considerably out,

and probably was.

Here is a case where, had the inspec-

tion been made, the accident would have

been prevented. Tlie reason given for

not making the inspection is a shortage

of inspectors, there being only six for

the whole province of Ontario. In the

case of cheese factory boilers, the dif-

ficulty of inspection is enhanced by the

out-of-the-way localities they are usu-

ally placed in. This makes the inspec-

tion a matter of a whole day in some
cases, and when the number of boilers

are considered, it is quite to be under-

stood that some of them are missed.

There are many owners of boilers who
take no interest in the safety of their

property, either through ignorance, or

a desire to save the fees. There is a

great need of a means to enforce the
laws already in existence. In this con-
nection a good plan has been suggested.
It is that instead of having the mspectors
all atttached o the central office,

the province should be divided into dis-

tricts, with a resident inspector in each.
This inspector would know the district

and everybody in it, and the possibility

of a boiler being operated without in-

spection would be reduced to a minimum.
It would also prevent a thing- that

frequently happens now. A man has a

boiler on his farm which comes under
the agricultural classification ar.d i.?,

therefore, exempt from taxation. He
takes up cheese manufacturing, or starts

a sawmill, and the boiler is then, cf

course, in commercial use, and liable to

inspection. If the owner himself does
not notify the Factory Department of

the change, it is quite probable that

under the existing conditions he may
operate it for one or two years before

anji;hing is known about it. Resident
inspectors would know of a case of this

sort immediately.

The Case of the Farmer's Boiler

This brings us to another considera-

tion. Why should any steam boiler be
exempt from inspection merely becauna

it is not used for commercial purposes?

A farmer who uses a threshing engme,

or steam tractor, is not compelled to

have it inspected.

The viewpoint of the Legislature is

presumably that a man using a boiler

on his own land for what may be reck-

oned as purely domestic purposes, should

not be bothered with inconvenience of

Government supervision.

Speaking generally, the less the Gov-
ernment interferes with private enter-

prise, the better; but here is a case

where it is in the interest of the man
himself to interfere. The law puts ef-

fective checks in the way of the pur-

chaser of poison, even if only to kill

vermin, or a dog who has had his day.

It should do the same with such a highly

dangerous instrument as a steam boiler.

There is a very wide spread fallacy

among small steam users that because a

boiler is comparatively small and operat-

ing at low pressure it can't do

much damage anyway. They are partly

right. A 30 inch diameter boiler operat-

ing at 100 lbs. pressure is not so danger-

ous as a 60 inch boiler operating at 50

lbs. pressure, but it is dangerous enough.

The explosive force of a boiler lies not

in the pressure it carries, but in the heat

energy contained in the water. The
greater the weight of water, the greater

the damage that will be done. This

Continued on page 344
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Another Fatal E.xplosion
/^NCE again the peaceful life of a little villaee hnn^ been violently interrupted, and sudden death and di.i-

aster descended without warning on the unsuspecting
inhabitants.

The instrument of destruction this time was the small
boiler in the cheese factory of Thomas Anglin, of Joyce-
ville, a little village about twenty miles from Kingston.
The boiler, which was being operated at a limit far be-

yond its safe working pressure, ruptured suddenly along

a seam which was aftei-wards found to be corroded down
to a thickness of only one-sixteenth of an inch.

Nobody in connection with the establishment knew
anything about a boiler and the boiler had never been
inspected since its installation four years ago. The boiler

was not then a new one, and according to law, should

have been inspected. Two years after installation a
circular was received from the Factory Inspection De-
partment, notifying the owner that inspection was neces-

sary. This was his first inkling of anything of the kind.

He called in a local firm who put a patch on the firesheet,

and this firm, in accordance with the requirements of the

law, notified the Boiler Inspection Department.
The chief boiler inspector replied, saying that he was

willing to allow the boiler to be put in operation, and
would instruct one of his inspectors to examine it on the

first occasion he should visit the district. Two years

elapsed, and the boiler exploded before that inspection

took place.

The failure did not take place at the spot where
the repair had been made, but at the longitudinal seam
which was wasted away. An inspection would have dis-

covered this wasting. The safety valve was loaded too

high. An inspection would have determined the safe

(if any) working pressure.

The reason advanced for non-inspection is that there

are not enough men on the inspecting staff to do the

work. Surely the Govemment of Ontario can afford to

employ sufficient inspectors to protect life and property.

There are considerably over one thousand cheese factory

boilers in the province. How many of them are unsafe?

Buried Treasure Again
T^HE uncovering of lost treasure from the bed of the

ocean has exerted a fascination over the minds of

men from early times. From day to day new schemes
for salvaging sunken vessels are sprung on an expectant

world, to dazzle susceptible minds for a few brief moments
and then fade away from sight and memory. Most of

these schemes would be perfectly practicable if it were
not for certain fixed and immutable laws of nature. One
of the most important of these is that every 2.3 feet

depth of water exerts a pressure of 1 lb. per square inch

on the surface of any object immersed in it, the effect of

this pressure being to set very definite limits at which
diving operations <;an be conducted.

One of the latest of these schemes has been evolved

by the United States Ship Salvage Participating Syndi-

cate. They have borrowed the famous tank from the

battlefield, and are going to ask it to become an amphi-
bious animal, and conduct constructive work on the bot-

tom of the sea, instead of destructive work on the sur-

face of the land. The tank can be built with strength
to withstand the pressure of the sea at whatever depth
it is necessary to operate. It will be directed from above
electrically, and in order that the operators can see just

what it is up to, an instrument called a "subsea vision-

scope" has been invented. The idea is that the tank
will be lowered to the bottom of the sea, carrying wire
cables, the ends of which are brought ud to the surface
on each side of the sunken vessel. All being ready, the
operator on the surface applies the current, at the same
time keeping a watchful eye directed down the subsea
visionscope. The tank immediately gets busy burrowing
ander the wreck thus passing the cables under her bottom.
Air containers are attached to the ends of the cable and
inflated, upon which the buoyancy of these air vessels
raises the vessel from the bottom.

Could anything be simpler?
Here is a chance for those who are getting bored

with the tameness of the mining market to get a little

quick action. The syndicate is going to be capitalized at

$5,000,000, in $1 shares, so there is really no reason why
everyone should not get in.

Now that one cannot put a little bet on an "also ran,"
the romantic interest of these salvage operations should
have an appeal all its own.
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HAVE YOU LOTS OF FRIENDS ?

By H. J.

If you have, then all is Jake, as the saying goes.

If you have not—then something is out of kilter.

Is this your trouble?

Are you inquisitive, and keep sticking your nose

into other people's business?

Do you repeat all the gossip tales you hear of?

Did you ever haw! haw! at some religious belief

you've heard suggested?

Do you carry a grouch around with you?

Have you ever knocked someone, simply because

they possessed some quality you haven't got

yourself?

Do you tell your troubles, and speak of your

aches to every Tom, Dick and Harry that you

meet?

Do you try to convince everybody that this old

world is all built wrong, and that you've been

lost in the shuffle?

If you have spilled any of the above remarks
from time to time—no wonder your friends

are few.

A considerable vein of pitchblende, from which radium

is extracted, has been discovered near Buckfastleigh, in

southern Devonshire, England. The ore yields over 26

per cent, of uranium oxide, and the lode will be developed

immediately.
* *

A very effective dust catcher for surface grinders

consists of an iron bracket, to which is bolted a broad

piece of sheet metal, with a water pan or trough built

on at the bottom. A piece of heavy cloth, or burlap, is

hung over the sheet-metal surface, long enough to reach
down into the water trough. The burlap soaks up the
water like a wick, and is always kept wet. Emery dust
and small metal particles thrown against it are caught
and kept from flying around the shop.

« « ite

Wealthy tourists to St. Moritz, the world-famous Swiss
winter and summer resort, may soon be able to make
the trip from Zurich in one hour, instead of the seven
or eight now required by the railroad. Capitalized at

about $100,000, a company has been formed to back the
90-mile airplane line, and has already announced that
service will be inaugurated during the year with tickets

selling at about $100. Many will doubtless be willing
to pay this price, if for nothing but the matchless view
of mountains, lakes, and glaciers.

* * *

A newly developed steel that seems particularly de-

sirable for dies, taps, and other cutting tools, changes
its form so little during the hardening process that cast-
ings have the appearance of smooth forgings, and need
almost no machining. The texture is uniform and close-
grained, and castings may be subjected to high tempera-
tures without scaling. Because of this heat-resisting-
property it is claimed that the walls of annealing boxes
may be made much thinner with this material, and that
the original shape and weight is retained through many
more firings than when malleable or cast iron is used.

* * *

A novel kind of lock nut, which cannot be accidentally
loosened on the bolt, but is readily removed with a wrench,
has been designed by a woman inventor. A recess in
the top of the nut is shaped at the bottom like a shallow
sniral stairway. The nut is turned onto the bolt, and a
short cotter pin is inserted through a slot in the bolt.

Tightening the nut engages the pin with the notches or

"stairs" of the recess, which position it holds until forcibly

disengaged. With the cotter pin removed it acts as an

ordinary nut.
* * *

MANY people spend a great deal of time wondering-

why the Government, or some other organization, does

not go ahead and deal with the cold storage. We heard

of one man who spent three days going around getting-

signatures to protest against storing eggs. The same

amount of effort, together with a crock and some water-

glass, would have given this well-purposed chap a cold

<!torage plant of his own, and would have made the doings

of the cold storage people a matter of indifference to him.
* * *

Pottery ware which is to be subjected to kiln fire is

placed in rough clay boxes, called "seggars." Ordinarily

made by hand, these articles can now be turned out by
an electrically-driven press, which increases the capacity

of a man and helper about tenfold. The operator places

a piece of plastic clay in the mold, pushes it under the

press, and moves the lever forward. The screw brings

the top plunger down, and presses the seggar; after

which the machine reverses itself and comes to a stop

at the proper height. Pulling the mold back, the operator

pushes out the seggar by means of the geared ejector.

* * *

Liquids and solids do not ordinarily mix, and the idea

of combining coal and petroleum to make a new fuel

sounds rather chimerical at first. Yet that very thing

has been done, and successfully, by pulverizing the coal

so finely that it forms a colloidal, or suspended, mixture
with the oil. This compound passes freely through all

regular oil pipes and burners, so that it can be used for

power and heat without equipment change; and it gener-

ates a greater heat value than oil alone. Coal dust,

passed through a 200-mesh screen, mixed with a little

tar in the oil, leaves no deposit even after months. Use
of the new fuel in place of fuel oil on sea and land would
save millions of barrels of oil a year.

Tinkerin' John
T_rE was just a sort of a handy man as he canted around

the plant, and everything got done the same with a
kind of a skip and a hop. He did odd jobs and just filled

in whenever a. chap was off, with the gout or rheumatiz or

such, or nursin' a graveyard cough.
Rut they'd never give him a steady job, this tinkerin'

chap named John, for fear that somethin' he turn or
do would have a chance to be wrong. So he puttered
around at this and that, and he worked from bell to bell,

but Tinkerin' John could never do a particular job real

well.

Oh, Ive seen a heap of tinkerin' Johns; you meet them
East and West, and they couldn't, to save their bloomin'
hides, name the job they could do the best.

They can tinker at this and tinker at that, and they're

handy to have around, and they always stay on the lad-

der quite near where it hits the ground. And when there's

a chance to g;o higher a bit, where pay is both thick and
long, they never tura to give a chance to this here tin-

kerin' John.

Oh, I've seen a heap of tinkerin' Johns; you meet them
up brown, and do it better than any chap what's campin'
in the town. It's great to see the hand of skill linked
up with a mind that's keen; that can take any job that
comes along, the fat as well as the lean—and can do the
thing bang up each time with never a flaw to spoil—it's

chaps like them that help to bring real honor to honest toil.

But tinkerin' John, he's always here, just fiddlin' his

years away; a sort of a handy chap to have and never
one hard to pay.

There's a bit of a sermon here for you—don't dodoe
nor pass it along—if you want to get to the top of the
heap don't be just a tinkerin' John.—ARK.
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INDUCTION MOTOR TROUBLE
By W. F. S.

A case of induction motor trouble,

which offers some interesting features,

has recently come to our attention. The
piiTticular motor was only of three horse-
power, 25 cycle, 220 vol, three-phase

type, and was connected to a shell con-

veyor inclined at an angle of about 30
deg. through chain drive. It was noticed

that the motor stalled quite frequently
owing to pieces of steel jamming in the
delivery end of the elevator. When this

ha,ppened the motor very accommodat-
ingly ran backwards and picked up speed
in the reverse direction. It was thought
at first that the weight of the conveyor,

loaded as it usually was with shell bil-

lets, was the cause of this reversal of

direction, the weight being sufficient to

Tun the motor backwards. This, how-
ever, proved to be incorrect, as the

motor and conveyor remained stationary

when the motor switch was opened and
the conveyor loaded to capacity. In fact,

a couple of huskies with crowbars were
unable to move the equipment.

The motor proved so accommodating
that it was decided to try its possibilities

out still further, and the conveyor was
arranged so that it would run in the

forward direction a short distance and
then jam. If the motor reversed and
the conveyor ran backwards, it would
again run freely for a short distance be-

fore jamming again. The motor lived up
to expectations and a regular seesaw
action resulted.

The solution for this peculiar motor
action was found in the fact that one of

the fuses was blown on the running side

of the double throw switch used for

starting and running, the starting side

being connected in solid without fuses.

The motor was started by means of

three-phase current in the usual manner,
but when the starting switch was thrown
over to the running position only single-

phase current was available for operat-

ing the motor. This served the purpose
in a fairly satisfactory manner, but
when the motor stalled, due to the con-

veyor jamming, it would ordinarily be
unable to pick up and run in either direc-

tion. A three-phase motor will not start

on a single-phase supply of itself, as no
x'otating field is produced, but only an
alternating one, which is fixed in posi-

tion. When, however, a three-phase

motor, fed with a single-phase current,

is given a slight rotation by any outside

means, it will pick up speed and run in

either direction, depondine' upon the im-

pressed rotative effort. This rotation is

accounted for by means of the rotating

e''liptic field set up by means of the

action of the induced rotor current on

the field magnetism.
When the conveyor jammed in either

direction the elasticity of the conveyor

iltself and in the chain belt was suffici-

ent to give the motor a slight rotation

in the opposite direction, and this suf-

ficed to give it all the start it needed.

One point should Tiere be mentioned

in the testing of fuses when applied to

induction motor protection. The fuses

should be tested out by means of lamps,

or some other method with power off, as

with the motor running both sides of

it a dead fuse will be made alive, the one
from the line and the other through the

motor.

STORING AIR IN THE EARTH
A novel method of providing a receiver

of unusually large capacity for compress-
ed air was described by Mr. N. Knapp in

the course of the discussion of a paper
on natural gas storage, read before the

American Institute of Mining and Metal-
lurgical Engineers. Mr. Knapp required

a supply of compressed air for working
pumps used to raise oil from wells and
for blowing out the oil from the wells

directly. He connected up an old ex-

hausted well to the air compressors, and
for a period of seven years used the well

as an air receiver. With this storage

system, many times the capacity of the

air compressor could be used for short

intervals without any appreciable loss of

air pressure, and when no air was being

used there was no appreciable gain in

pressure. Two two-stage compressors
were used with approximately 200 horse-

power gas engine capacity, running
twenty-four hours per day. The original

rock pressure of the depleted sand was
305 lb., and the open flow capacity of the

well as a gasser was about 2,000,000

cubic feet per twenty-four hours. When
the air was pumped into the well, the

gas had been used down to a rock pres-

sure of 115 lb., the production was small

and the gas was wet and troublesome to

use. In the course of a few months' use

of the compressors, a rock pressure of

290 lb. of air was developed and there

was no water trouble. The extent of the

sand used for air storage w'as small, pro-

bably not over 20 or 25 acres, as shown
by dry holes and exhausted wells. The
thickness of the porous gas sand probab-

ly did not exceed 7 ft. The occasional gas

sands of this region, Mr. Knapp imagines,

were like isolated hillocks of sand rest-

ing on the salt-water sand that underlaid

the whole country. The deoth to the eras

sand was about 800 ft., and it underlaid

the oil sand.

BOILER EXPLODES AT JOYCEVILLE
Continued from page 341

Joyceville boiler was of the kind usually

reckoned by the farmer class to be wilh-

out possibilities of danger. The accident

clearly shows wliat a small boiler car.

do if it explodes.

The Remedy

The remedy is so obvious that it

hsrdly needs suggesting. It is the plain

duty of the Government to put its in-

spection departments on a basis that will

enable them to keep track of every steam
boiler in the province. Where there is

danger to life, petty economies should

net be considered. PMve or six inspector.-

for a province the size of Ontario are

hopelessly inadequate, and it is to be

earnestly hoped that steps wiil be tak'-.n

before any more fatalities occur

Mixing dry colors in ready mixed paint

with the ordinary paddle to get the de-

sired shade is a decidedly tedious job and
unless thoroughly mixed will be streaked

and spotted when applied with a brush.

A much quicker method of accomplish-

ing the mixing is to use an egg beater,

wnich also eliminates the skin and other

foreign matter from the liquid.

* * *

The British Government has decided

to offer a prize of $10,000 for a process

of making a mixture of dehydrated coal

tar with mineral petroleum oils suitable

for Admiralty use as fuel oil. This will

be awarded to the first competitor sub-

mitting a successful process which must
be capable of ready and economical ap-

plication without undue absorption of

material and labor.

* * *

The metal layers of an engine that

come in contact with one another rub
off small articles of matter that com-
bine with the lubricant used and form a

dirty and sticky mess. The olein con-

tained in the lubricant will in course of

time form an acid, known as oleic acid,

which has a deleterious effect on the

metal parts that it touches, causing pro-

gressive corrosion. But luckily, it is

only when its oleic-acid content exceeds

one-quarter of one per cent, that an oil

becomes unfit for lubricating purposes.'

* * *

Celluloid articles can rarely be re-

stored to their original whiteness if

they have been thoroughly discolored

throughout, but if merely superficially

discolored, wipe them with a woollen rag
wet with absolute alcohol and ether

mixed in equal proportions. This dis-

solves and removes a minute layer of

the surface being cleansed and lays bare

a new surface. To restore the polish rub

briskly with a woollen cloth and finish

with silk or chamois. A bit of jeweler's

rouge will greatly facilitate matters.

* * *

Regulations have now been laid before

the British Columbia Legislature in

which there is to be the provision that

every winding rope shall be given a

bath in hot oil before being installed;

that every winding rope shall be recap-

ped at intervals of not more than six

months; and that no winding rope which

has been in use for more than two years,

or which has been spliced, shall be used

for raising or lowering persons. No
cable is to be used for more than two
years for raising or lowering persons,

in this country the Royal Commission

on Mines in 1909 recommended that

winding ropes should be allowed to be

used for three years and six months. To
prevent crystallization of chains it will

be provided in the new B. C. regulations

that all cage chains in general use shall

be annealed once at least in every six

months, and detaching hooks shall be

cleansed and refitted once in every three

months.
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OUR QUESTION BOX
Questions are invited from readers regarding power

plant operation and difficulties

encountered

Readers are invited to send in

answers to these problems, as they

have been chosen for their interest

and application to the practical

side of power plant operation.

Perhaps you, too, have some pet
problems, or hard nuts which you
would like to ask your fellow en-

gineers; if so, send them along for

the benefit of others.

Answers, together with the ori-

ginal question, will be published in

the issues following the appearance
of the question.

Questions Before the House
47. What is the object of the safety

valve ?

48. How shooald a safety valve be con-
nected to a boiler?

49. How are safety valves, in practice,

adjusted for a given steam pressure?

50. What is the object of a gauge-
oock?

51. What is the purpose of water
alarms and fusible plugs?

52. What is the object of running
boiler feed-pumps at a slow speed?

53. What is combustion?

54. What is the principal element in

the composition of all fuels?

55. How many pounds of waiter at 212
deg. can be evaporated into steam at
the same temperature by a pound of coal

of the following composition: Carbon,
74 per cent.; hydro,2:en, 8 per cent.;

oxygen, 6 per cent., and ash, 13 per cent. ?

55. In what way will the presence of
suliphur in steel affect the latter?

56. What joint in a cylindrical boiler

is subjected to the greater stress?

57. What is the bursting pressure of
a seamless steel tube 12 in. in diam.,
3-16 in. thick, and having- a tensile

strength of 64,000 pounds per sq. in.

58. What is the working pressurf? al-

lowable on a boiler shell 60 in. in diam.
and 11-32 in. thick, if the material has
a tensile strength of 60,000 pound? per
sq. in. and the longitudinal joints have
an efficiency of 87 per cent. The factor
®f safety is 5?

59. If 2V2 in. stay-tubes are placed 10
in. centre to centre, what area will each
tube support?

60. A flat boiler head is supported by
end-to-end stays placed 12 in, centre to

centre and having nuts on both sides

of the head, which is % in. thick. What
working pressure is allowable?

61. With a steam pressure of 160

pounds per sq. in. what load is borne by
each staybolt if the pitch is 7 in. ?

62. To what distance .beyond the top

of the upper row of tubes may the head
conservatively be estimated to be sup-

ported by the tubes?

63. For what reason is the furnace of

a vertical boiler made of light plate and
stayed ?

Questions Answered
Question.—35. What surfaces, owing

to their shape, require no bracing to re-

sist an internal pressure?

Answer.—Surfaces that form, or are

part of, a cylinder, cone, or sphere.

Question.—36. Classify the stays used
in bracing boilers?

Answer.—Direct stays, diagonal stays,

and girder stays.

Question.—37. How are crown bars
usually constnicted ?

Answer.—Two flat bars of wrought
iron or steel are riveted or welded to

blocks at each end, spreading being pre-

vented by distance pieces placed between
and riveted to the bars.

Question.—38. What means are adopt-
ed to give warning when a screwed stay-
bolt breaks?

Answer.—A telltale hole is provided.
Question.—39. State how the crown

sheets of combustion chamlbers of marine
boilers are p-eneraliy braced?
Answer.—The crown sheet is usually

braced by crown bars and crown-bar
bolts.

Question.—40. How are the tube-

sheets of high pressure boilers braced ?

Answer.—By stay-tubes.

Question.—41. How are stay-tubes
fastened to the tube-sheets ?

Answer.—By threadino- their enlarged
ends, screwing them into threaded holes
in the tube-sheets, and beading over the
ends. Sometimes stay-tubes are farther
secured by nuts on the outside of the
tube-sheet.

Question,—42. What is an Adamson
ring-joint?

Answer.—A joint formed in a built-

up furnace flue by flanging the sections

and riveting them together with a fin-

ished ring between them.
Question.—43. What good feature is

embodied in corrugated furnace flues ?

Answer. — The corrugations permit
free expansion and contraction.

Question.—44. Explain the purpose of

boiler tubes; state by what process they
are made and how they are designed.

Answer.—They are used for giving a
large heating surface. Boiler tubes are

made by lap welding or by the seamless
drawing process and are desig~nated by
their outside diameters.

Question.—45. What process of manu-
facture produces the best steel boiler

tubes ?

Answer.—The seamless coldndraiwing

process.

Question.—46. State the purtpose of a

combustion chamber?

Answer.—It forms a apace that pro-

vides for a thorough mixture of air with

unconsumed gases of combustion, where-

by complete combustion is aided.

HARDNESS AND WEAR
The Editor:—In your issue of May

20th, 1919, we find an article "Hardness

and Wear" in which reference is made

to abrasion of cast iron slide valves,

seats, etc. As we are particularly inter-

ested in lubrication problems that are

out of the beaten track, this article has

made considerable impression upon us.

However, recommendation for relieving

this state of affairs is contained in a

report of the committee on Superheated

Locomotives of the American Railroad

Association. They say:

"On the railroads using slide valves

no change was made in the oiling or

lubricating devices when bronze valves

were used, but where the original cast

iron valves were used some trouble with

cutting the seats was experienced. The

application of an additional system of

graphite lubrication stopped the trouble."

The reasons behind this are not very

hard to see, as the fine flake graphite

fills up all the small pores, not only in

the valve, but in the seat as well and

then the movement is really one of

one erraphite surface over the other. In

addition the very low co-efficient of fric-

tion of the graohited surfaces makes a

very easy moving valve and one that

will neither stick nor squeal.

We believe th.<it the necessitv of break-

ing the cast ii'on skin will be entirely

overcome by the feedine of small quan-

tities of fine flake graphite to the parts

affected.

Very truly yours,

Joseph Dixon,

Crucible Company.
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THE TOD-ATTWOOD RAM PUMP
The vital pi 1 1 of a steam power plant

is the boiler feed pump, and especially

a marine steam plant, where the pump
presents the only means of feeding the

boiler. One of the latest developments
in marine I'eed pump design is furnished

by the Tod-Attwood vertical simplex
pump, a description of which is given

here.

A glance at the accompanying sec-

tional elevation will at once reveal seve-

ral depan.ires from conventional de-

sign, all of which tend to make a smooth
working and easily accessible pump.
The pump here described is the 11-

inch by 8-inch by 12-inch size, which is

designed to supply 1,250 h.p., at a pis-

ton speed of thirty feet per minute.

This would require fifteen double strokes

per minute, which is a very reasonable

speed, conducive to long life. The steam
piston is of the conical, or marine type,

with two Ramsbottom rings. The valve

arrangement for admitting steam is a

Sr£/irf

OUTSIDE VIEW SHOWING CONNECTIONS SECTION SHOWING CONSTRUCTION OK PUMP

combination of slide and piston valve,

the slide valve being operated from a
lever on the pump rod, and the motion
of the slide giving steam to either end
of the piston valve, which controls the

admission to the cylinder. Unlike the
majority of this style

of valve, it is devoid of
complications, the
whole range of opera-

tions being taken care

of by three main ports.

The main valve chest

is bolted on to the
steam cylinder, and the

slide valve chest is bolt-

ed on to the main chest,

making access to either

as convenient as pos-

sible. The ports in the
cylinder bore are cut in

such a manner that the

piston automatically

cushions itself at the

end of the stroke, and
so well has this feature

been designed, that the
suction connection can
be broken with the

pump under full work-
ing pressure, without

any knocking at either

end of the stroke. This

is a remarkable claim,

but it has been proved

to the satisfaction of

ILloyd's representa-

tives.

At the water end of

the pump, ample pro-

vision has been made
to give easy access to

suction and discharge

valves. A hand hole

door is provided on the

suction valve box, and
there is ample clear-

ance between the top

of valve studs and the

discharge valve seats

to enable a man to pass

his hand through com-
fortably.

The ram is of gun-

metal, as also is the

cylinder liner, and th»

liner is arranged so as

to be easily removable.

There is only one pack-

ing gland which is ar-

ranged with ample
working clearance

round it, and the ram
being water borne at

all times, the wear on

both liner and ram is

but slight. The lower

part of the chamber is

made separate from the

upper part, so that in

the event of a break in

either there is no need

of a complete new
water end. The steam

end is supported on

three rigid stanchions

secured by nuts each

end. All glands are

— bushed with srunmetal

Continued on page 30



Removing and Replacing Ceiling Motor Armatures
A Handy Rigging Which Enabled Heavy Armatures to be
Handled With a Minimum of Labor and Time—Two Pair of

Chain Blocks and Small Buggy the Means

IN manufacturing plants where the
motors are suspended from the ceil-

ings it is often necessary to remove
an armature for repair and replace it by
a spare one. The ease with which this

work can be done depends on the
familiarity of the millwright's crew with
the job, and the gear available.

Direct-current motors of medium
speeds and power have armatures weigh-
ing up to twelve hundred pounds, and
require careful handling if they are to

be moved without damage to men or

property. This is especially the case

By T. H. FENNER, Associate Editor

where they are suspended from ten to

fifteen feet in the air.

In one plant the writer has in mind
a very good system had been evolved for

doing this kind of work speedily and
safely. The ceiling motors were about
forty-five in number, running all the

way from IV2 h.p. to 75 h.p., but the

majority were 35 and 75 h.p.

Spare armatures were kept, and the

rule was to remove an armature when-
ever it gave signs of becoming trouble-

some and replacing it with a spare.

Sometimes of cmirse an armature w ) ;
•:

SIDE VIEW OF THE MOTOR.

burn out through various causes during
the working hours. This would mean a

certain number of machines being stop-

ped, and in this case speedy replacement,
was a necessity.

The motors were fastened to channel
irons, wihich were in turn fastened to

the I beams of the concrete floor above.

These beams were made heavier than
the ordinary floor beams in view of the

extra weight. The line shaft was direct

coupled to the motor shaft in most cases,

and in some instances, where one motor
drove two adjacent departments, each
end of the motor shaft drove a line

shaft. This of course made more work
when an armature was to be removed.
The hangers for the line shafts weye

about fifteen feet apart, the length of

.shafting being about seventeen feet.

Where a heavy pulley was installed be-

tween the motor coupling and the first

regular hanger, extra hangers would be

used to take the weight of pulley and
belt pull. The hangers were of the self-

aligning type, and were bolted to three-

inoh wooden stringers, which were in

turn fastened to the floor I beams.
In the millwright's store was kept a

pair of strong, high trestles and enoug'h

two and three-inch planking to make a

strong working platform. A supply of

square blocking was also on hand and
was kept for this particular work. A
strong four-wheeled truck for moving
the armatures from and to their place

was also kept here.

The Method of Procedure

The best way to describe the method
employed is to follow the course of

events from the time of receiving word
of a burn-out till the repair is made and
the motor running again.

The first step would of course be an
examination by the electrician, and he
would decide whether he could effect

temporary repairs, or if the armature
would have to be removed. If this was
the case work would start immediately.

While the electrician and his helper

would disconnect the leads and remove
the brushes from the commutator, the

millwright's gang would hustle over

their trestles, chain blocks, sling«, etc.
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The first actual dismantling would be
the removal of the length of shaft im-

mediately adjoining the motor shaft. If

there were no pulleys on this length the

caps of the bearings would be removed
and the length slid back over the

hangers far enough to leave room for

the armature to come back. If fitted

with pulleys these would have to be re-

moved first, though in some cases it

would be feasible to lower the whole
length of shaft, with hangers andi pul-

leys intact. The shaft out of the way,
the next step would be to remove the end

housing. This was done by hitching the

V2-ton cihain blocks to a stringer placed

on the ceiling and before slacking the

cap bolts holding the housing, taking the

weight of the armature on the chain

block. The bolts are then taken out and
the housing pulled back, the blocks being

slacked out till the weigtht of the

armature comes on the field magnets.
The blocks are then hitched to the hous-

ing and the platform is opened up by
removing two or three planks, and the

housing lowered to the ground.

On the channel iron to which the motor
is fastened, a length of shafting has been

left for the purpose of (holding the chain

blocks. Two pairs of blocks are used,

one at each end of the armature. The
hook of the chain block at the end oppo-

site to the commutator is passed down
through the openings in the housing but

is not used till the shaft is just leaving

the bearing. It may not be needed at

all, but it saves time to hang it up ready

before moving the armature. The arm-

ature is moved out by the block at tlie

commutator end by leading the block

out of the perpendicular so that when
tightened up it tends to sti-aighten out,

pulling the armature out with it.

By the time that the other end of the

armature shaft is ready to leave the

bearing another very useful little ar-

rangement is brought into play. This is

a small bogey mounted on two wheels at

the centre and made with its platform
curved to a radius approximately close

to that of an armature. Blocking is

miade up on the working platform till

the bogey can be set in just underneath
the armature. If tlie armature is far

enough out of the frame to rest on the

!)ogey without tipping, the back pair of

blocks will not be needed. Usually, how-
ever, the back chain block is tightened

up sufficiently to prevent the armature
dropping when tlie shaft comes out of

the back bearing. Holding the weight
cn the two pair of blocks, the armature
is worked out until it is fairly over the

bogey, and then lowered. This done, the

bogey is pulled back on the bloc'dng till

the armature is clear of the motor frame
altogether. The use of this little car-

riage saves a great deal of time which

would be otherwise used in making fluts

and changing blocks. The next step is

to lower the armature on to the work-
ing platform, which is done by taking
a turn on each end of the shaft with the
chain blocks and then removing the
blocking. This gives more head room
and the yoke for lifting can be put on.

This is made up of a piece of 3-in. I

beam with an eye in the centre for hook-
ing on the blocks. Two pieces of %-in.
round iron are screwed at each end and
bent to a V ^hape, with the lower end
widened out. These fit over the shaft of

the armature, the screwed ends passing
through the lower flange of the I beam
and fastened with nuts. The 1-ton blocks

can now be used for lowering. The
weigiht is taken on the blocks, the plat-

form opened up and the armature is

lowered on to a truck moved in ready to

receive it. This truck is then moved
out and the spare armature moved in on
its truck. The yoke is taken from the

old armature and placed on the new, and
it is heaved up. The platform is then

replaced and the armature lowered on to

it while the yoke is removed. The chain

blocks are once more hitched at each end
of the shaft, the armature raised up and
the blocking put in again with the car-

riage on top. Working the armature
into the frame is probably the most awk-
ward part of the job as the shaft has

to be entered fairly into the far end

bearing and the oil rings held up care-

fully till the shaft has passed. The two
pair of blocks are used when the carriage

has reached its limit.

The armature replaced, the remaining

parts of the work do not take long. If

all goes well with connecting up the

shafting, and couplinsrs can be trued up
reasonably quickly, thi-ee hours will see

the completion of the whole job. This,

to remove an armature weighing perhaps

1,000 pounds, and replace it with another,

move and replace shafting, and rig plat-

form and gear, is good work.

The number of men engaged oh this

work was usually five for the heavier

motors. Of course handling the smaller

ones was only a light job, and two to

three men were sufficient.

VIEW SHOWING ARMATURE ON BOGEY.
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A PNEUMATICALLY OPERATED
CONDUIT AND PIPE BENDER
By THOMAS A. CORBETT

Copyright, all rights reserved by the author

A Pneumatically-Operated Pressure

Bender (Fig. 1) designed and used by
the Wabash Shops at Decatur, Illinois,

has proven in as a most useful machine.

In any industrial plant or large contrac-

tor's shop where much conduit or pipe

is bent a tool of this character will soon

are Provided for tubes of different diam-
eters and for forming bends of different

radii. In Figs. 3 to 6, inclusive, are in-

dicated the mechanical details. The ex-

tension of the top plate at X and X (Fig.

3) is to provide for the clamping on of

pipe vises for threading the fitting. The

In the stuffing box in the cylinder, J, for

which the gland of Fig. 6 is used, Garlock
round packing is employed.

Note that pins, D and G (Fig. 4) of two
diameters are employed for the accom-
modation of the two sizes of stationary

rolls. The lower ends of these pins are

tapered to fit correspondingly tapered

holes shown in the top plate in Fig. 3.

The V block, B, held by the clamp C (de-

tail in Fig. 4 and shown in position in

Fig. 3) is used for holding a length of

conduit for straightening or for bending.

A movable roll held on the crosshead pin

E is forced up against the pipe, thus

gripping it in the V-block of B.

FIGS. .VND ASSEMBLY Bia^DEJR.

pay for itself by virtue of the economies
in time and material which it effects.

Saving in time results because the ma-
chine forms bends more quickly than they

can be bent manually. Furthermore, one
man can operate the pneumatic bender,

whereas two may be required for bend-

ing by hand tubes of the larger diameters.

Economy in material results because,

after the rolls have once been set, the

bends produced by the machine are of a

uniform contour which cannot be repro-

duced with hand bending. Hence, little

or no material is lost through spoilage.

The Southern Pacific Railroad Company
has a pneumatic conduit bender in its

shops at West Alameda, Calif., and the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company has one in its East Pittsburg

Works. Both of these machines are used

for bending conduit electric car and loco-

motive wiring and for wiring around the

plants. There are two duplicates of that

illustrated, in the Wabash Shops. Doubt-
less a number of others, designed and
.constructed in the plants where they are

operating, are in use.

The piece of conduit to be bent is placed

on the bending table, M, so that it lies

across the T-slot (Fig. 2) in the grooves

of two of the rolls. Then the operator,

by throwing the throttle of the air con-

trol valve, V, admits air to the rear end
of the air cylinder, J. This forces the

third grooved roll, carried on the cross-

head of the piston rod, against the con-

duit. Thereby the tube is bent to the

desired contour. The pipe having been
bent sufficiently, the throttle of the con-

trol valve is reversed, which returns the

piston to its extreme position where it is

ready for another operation. It requires

only about one half minute—the time

consumed by the piston in moving the

length of its stroke—to make a bend with
the machine.

Rolls of Various External Diameters
and Having Grooves of Different Sizes

piston rod, H, (Fig. 4) is held in the

piston head, L (Fig. 5) by being screwed
in against a shoulder, which is not shown
in the details. The end of the piston rod

is then headed over. Cylinder rings of

leather are used on the piston

head, as shown at III in Figure 5.

Steel-wire spreaders hold these leathers

out against the sides of the cylinder. The
%-in air supply pipes from the control

valve, V, enter each of the cylinder heads.

The air pressure used is 100 lb. per sq. in.

FASTENING ANCHOR BOLTS
By Hal B. Beecher

Some very interesting information is

given in the letter by Terrell Croft on

page 291 of POWER HOUSE of July
Wh'it he states in reference to a

foundation bolt being set in cement 30

times its diameter may be quite true,

nevertheless I would advise builders of

foundations to stick to the old .?afe plan

and place some kind of a hold-back on

the end. A right angle bend on the end
will answer. No thread, nut, washer or

plate is necessary as it is a practical

impossibility to pull such a bent bolt

oui of a set cement foundation.

If, in following out Mr. Croft's idea,

a very small amount of oil might be left

on tlie bolt, this would be fatal to the

effective adhesion of the cement to the

rod, or the rod or bolt might be slightly

rusty, which might be as bad as the oil;

another iioint in pl^^cing foundation bolts

is this: Whenever possible the bolts

should have an outside casing at least

E
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FIG. 3—ASSEMBLY OF CONDUIT AND PIPE BENDER.
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FIG. 4—DETAILS.

double the diameters of the bolt, such
as a piece of iron pipe, and a fairly

large piece of iron plate at the bottom,

A thick nut should be used on the bot-

tom of the bolt, the thread on the rod

being such that it makes a snug but not

tight fit into the nut. With such a lay-

out it is possible at any time to remove
the bolt or bolts if it is necessary to

move the machine for repairs, or other

reason. Witli the bolts removed the

machine can be moved on lowr rollers

with ease. With heavy machines with

high bases this point is worth consider-

ing as the cement will have set around

the nuts holding them in place; it is

an easy matter to replace the bolts.

In some cases a recess is formed below

constant vibrations, whicli would have
the same effect all through the bolt. I

imagine I could loosen such a bolt so

that it could be pulled out without break-
ing, by tapping or striking said bolt for

some time close to the cement, using a

hammer or other tool.

GLAND DETAIL.

the bolt head so that by removing the

top nut the bolt can be lowered until

the top of the bolt is level with the top

of the foundation; when this plan is

used a small hole is drilled and threaded

on top of the bolt so that a small rod

can be screwed into the bolt to lift it

up when the machine is in place. Much
more might be written on this subject

but one thing I wish to repeat: do not

adopt Mr. Croft's plan, for it looks to

me that a headless bolt set in cement

might possibly be loosened into its bed

if the bolts were subject to sharp and

ANTI-FREEZE FOK THE RADIATORS
A friend was telling me that a few

pounds of chloride of magnesium added

to the water in a house heating system
will prevent the water in the pipes,

4-adiators and boiler from freezing,

should the fire gj out or the house be

left idle, and that the chloride will do no

injury to the pipes. I thought I would

pass this information along, as it is a

mighty fine thing to know, if it is true.

This mixture should also make a good

anti-freeze liquid for aut.) radiators

By J. E. M.

Editor's Note: Calcium chloride lime

is well known as a refrigerating medi-

um. Certain anti-freeze compounds on

the market for motor radiators have as

their basis nothing more nor less than

calcium chloride.

THE TOD-ATWOOD RAM PUMP
Continued from page 346

bushings, and the workmanship through-

out is of the best. The pump has earned

the seal of approval of Lloyd's sur-

veyors here, and is at present under

examination by the Bureau Veritas.

The pump is manufactui-ed by the G. H.

Tod Co., Ltd., Toronto, who also manu-
facture a line of stationary pumps em-

bodying some of the features of the

pump described. The overall dimensions

of the pump shown are 7 feet 9 inches

high by 2 feet 8 inches wide. The floor

space is 24 inches by 32 inches.

Electric current is available to most
people, but it is not always apparent
whether it is direct or alternating, 110

or 220 volts. A new pocket instrument,
4 inches long, 2 inches high, and IV^ in-

ches wide, has a dial at each end in which
the letters "A. C." or "D. C." appear, as
the case may be, when the flexible cords
are connected to the circuit. The volt-

age is indicated in the same manner.
Provision is made for connecting to any
kind of terminal, a plug being pro\nded
into whicli the posts on the wire-ends
fit, for lamp-socket testing.

Word comes from the north-east coast
of England of a vessel that has been de-

signed to meet the need of an unsinkable
ship. To accomplish this end the bridge
of the ship is made watertight, and is

made large enough to accommodate all

the people and valuables on board. It

is not made integral with the ship, but
is attached thereto with easily-detached

fastenings, and in the event of the hull

being mined or torpedoed, the bridge
will have enough buoyancy to float and
sustain the weight of the immersed hull.

The crew and passengers can remain in

the bridge until taken off or towed into

safety. If the hull through very bad
weather becomes a danger to the bridge

it can be released and allowed to sink,

leaving the bridge afloat.

* « •

Stamping, drawing, and general press

work on cupro-nickel can be accomplish-

ed as easily as with brass, according to

the "Metal Industry." The metal can

be more drastically treated, and stands

greater reduction than brass, although

more power is required than for work-
ing most alloys. Annealing cupro-nickel

articles between operations is not ad-

visable, chiefly on account of the great

tendency toward fire-cracking and the

production of excessive scale, which is

very difficult to remove, and which, un-

less entirely eliminated, will ruin punches

and dies.
* * 4>

Zinc water pipes which come in con-

tact with mortar containing gypsum be-

come in a relatively short time corroded

and eaten through. Where the surface

is wetted and quickly dried a protective

coating of zinc oxide is formed, but

where the contact with running rain-

water is prolonged, such as in the case

of roofing plates and gutters, energetic

action must be reckoned with. Accord-

ing to "Building News," the most active

agent of destruction is sulphate of lime.

Zinc is energetically attacked by mortar

containing gypsum sand, but only feebly

by mortar containing limestone sand

alone, or with an addition of gypsum.

Load, on the other hand, is energetically

attacked by limestone alone and with an

addition of gypsum, but only feebly by

gypsum sand mortar. Both mcfcils are

strongly attacked by pure cement, but

the destructive action is lessoned by the

addition of sand. Hence zinc should be

put in contact only with limestone—car-

bonate—mortar, and lead orly with

gypsum—sulphate.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
A Record of Prices Current on Raw, Semi - finished, and Finished Materials

Entering Into the Manufacture and Operation of Power Plant Equipment

BOILER TUBES
Seam- Lap-

Size less welded

1 in $25 00 $

1% in 27 00
1% in 28 00 26 00
1% in 30 00 26 00
2 in 30 00 2€ 00
2% in 33 OO 2« 00

2V2 in 40 00 32 00

S in 46 00 3i8 00
314 in 45 00

3V> in 56 00 42 00
4 in 70 00 '54 00

Prites per 100 feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

PLATES
Montreal Toronto

Plates, Vi to >xj in... $4 50 $4 50
Tank plates. 3-16 in. 4 90 4 90

WROUGHT PIPE
Effective Jan. 7, 19 1«.

Standard Buttweld.

Black Galvanized

Size. Per 100 feet

% in .$ 6 00 $ 8 00
1^ in 4 6« 6 81

% in 4 68 6 81

in 6 21 7 78

% in 7 »2 9 95

1 in 11 56 14 71

in l'> 64 19 90
114 in 18 70 23 76

2 in 2i5 16 32 01

2y. in 40 37 51 19

i
'

in r,2 -'3 66 94
V: in 67 16 84 18

4
'

in 79 57 99 74

Standard Lapweld

Z in $38 81 $35 34

2V4 in 42 12 52 36

3 in 55 08 €« 47

3% in 69 00 8« 94

4 in 81 75 103 on

iY, in iia 00 118 00
5

*
in 108 00 137 00

6 in 140 00 178 00
7 in 1«3 00 232 00

81, in 193 00 244 00
i in 222 00 281 00
' in 286 00 366 00

lOL in 246 00 312 00

10 in 317 00 402 00

Prices—Ontario. Quebec and
Maritime Provinces

WROUGHT NIPPLES
4" and under, 60%.
41/2" and larger. 50',,

.

4" and under. runninK thread.
W/r.

Standard couplings, 4" and
under, 4094-

.

4%" and larger, 20".

IRON PIPE FITTINGS
Malleable fittini;.';, class A, 209;

on list; class B and C. net list.

Cast iron fittings, 259!- off list.

Malleable bushings. 25 and 7i49{>
;

cast busihings, 259f : unions, 45% ;

pluijs, 20% off list. Net prices mal-
leable fittines; Class B black. 24V'C
lb. : Class C black, 15%c lb. ; gal-
vanized. Class B, 34c lb. ; Class C,
24 Vc lb. F.'O.B. Toronto.

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING
At mil) list plus 5%
At warehouse list pl\is 25%
Discounts off new list. Warehouse

price at Montreal and Toronto

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL
Per lb. to Large Buyers Cents

Iron bars, base, Toronto 4 25
Steel bars, base, Toronto 4 25
Steel bars, 2" to 4" base 5 50
Steel bars, base, Montreal... 3 75
Best grades Ii5%
Iron bars, base, Montreal .... 3 75
Reinforcing bars, base 4 50
Small shapes 5 75

SHEETS
Mont. Tor'to

.Sihe^ts, Black, No. 2« . . $6 53 $6 00
Sheets, Black, No. 10. . 5 1l5 5 45
Canada plates, dull, o2

sheets 8 -5.0 7 10
Canada plates, all

bright 8 50 8 OO
Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized ....
Queen's Head, 28
B.W.G

Fleur-de-Lis. 2H B.W.G.
Gorbal's Best, No. 2.«.

Colbome Crown. No.
28

Premier. No. 28 U.S 7 50
Premier, 10% oz 7 80

PROOF COIL CHAIN
B

V4 in $14 35
5-16 in 13 SS
% in 13 50
7-l« in 12 90
% in 13 20
9-16 in 12 70
% in 1,2 50
% in 12 40
% in 12 90
1 in 12 65
Extra for B.B. chain 1. 20
Extra for B.B.B. Chain 1 »0

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

% in $13 00
3-16 in 12 50
V4 in 11 75
5-16 in 11 40
% i.n 11 00
7-16 in 10 60
% in 10 40
•>s in 10 00
% in 9 90

Prices per lOO lbs.

FILES AND RASPS
Per Cent.

Great Western, American ... 50
Kearney & Foot, Arcade ... 50
J. Barton Smitih, Eagle 50
McClelland, Glc^be .50

Whitman & Barnes 50
Black Diamond 37 '/i

Delta Files 37%
Nicholson 37 Ms
Globe 50
Vulcan 50
Disston 50
P.H. and Imperial 50

OILS AND COMPOUNDS
Castor oil, per lb
Royalite, per gal., bulk <W\Vz
Palacine 22
Machine oil, per gal 27 V4
Black oil, per gal 16
Cylinder oil. Capital 58
Cylinder oil. Acme 39%
Standard cutting compound
per lb 06

Lard oil, per gal 2 6.0

Union thread cutting oil anti-
septic 88

Acme cutting oil, antiseptic. 37%
Imrperial quenching oil 39%
Petroleum fuel oil Ii0^4

BELTING—NO. 1 OAK TANNED
Extra heavy, single and double 30%
Standard 30, 10%
Cut leather lacing. No. 1 $2 20
Leather in sides 1 75

COAL AND COKE
Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsville Foundry Coke
Steaim Lump Coal
Best Slack

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto.

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 35
Stove bolts 65
Plate washers list plus 20
Machine bolts, 7-16 and over 40
Machine bolts, % and less . . 40
Blank bolts 25
Bolt ends 25
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., steel 27 '/a

Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd., steel 10
Machine screws, fl. and ixl.

hd., brass net
Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd., brass net
Nuts, square, blank add $0 75

Nuts, square, tapped add 1 00
Nuts, hex., blank add 1 00
Nuts, hex., tapped add 1 25
Copper rivets and burrs, list

less 1'5

Burrs only, list plus 25
Iron rivets and burrs ...40c 05
Boiler rivets, base %" and

larger $8 60
Structural rivets, as above. . 8 40

Wood screws, flat, bright. ... 76
Wood screws, O.&R., bright. 77i%
Wood screws, flat, brass 55
Wood screws, O.&R., brass. . . 55%
Wood screws, flat, bronze. ... 50
Wood screws, O.&R., bronze. 47%

MISCELLANEOUS
Solder, strictly 34
Solder, guaranteed 39
Babbitt metals 18 to 70
Soldering coppers, 3 to 6 lbs. 58
Putty, 100-lb. drums 6 7'5

White lead, pure, cwt 17 80
Red dry lead, 100-Ib. kegs,

per cwt IS' 50
Glue, English 35
Gasoline, per gal., bulk 33
Benzine, per gal., bulk.... 30',j

Pure turpentine, single bbls..

gal 1 03

Linseed oil, raw, single bbls. 1 95
Linseed oil, boiled, single

bbls 1 08
Lead wool, per lb 1'5

Plumbers' oakum, per cwt. 9 OO
Sandpaper. B. & A... list plus 20
Emery Cloth list plus 20
Sal Soda 03%
Sulphur, rolls 05
Sulphur, commercial 04 Vi
Rosin "D," per lb 03
Rosin "G," per lb 03%
Borax crystal and granula. M
Wood alcohol, per gallon.... 1 80
Whiting, plain, per lOO lbs.. 2 20

COPPER PRODUCTS
Montreal Toronto

Bars, % to 2 in $42 50 $48 00
Plain sheets, base 16

oz. and heavier. . . 46 00' 44 00
Copper sheet, tinned

14 X 60 in., 14 oz... 48 00 48 00
Copper sheet, plan-

ished, base 16 02.

and heavier 46 00 45 00
Braziers' in. sheets,

6x4 base 45 00 44 00
Tubing T.P.S., base
% in. up to 3 in.. 60 00 60 OO
Above prices are full sheets and

bars. Cut sheets and bars are 5c

per lb. higher.

BRASS PRODUCTS.
Warehouse price.

Brass rods, base %" to 1" rd..$0 34
Sheets, 24 oz. and heavier base 42
Brass tubing, seamless 46
Tubing, I.P.S., 1" base 48

POLISHED DRILL ROD.
Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto Net

RUBBER BELTING.
Standard 10%
extra.

WASTE.
White Cents per lb.

XXX Extra igr;,
Peei lcss ig

~

Grand
. . . ig

Superior ' 10
X L C R

. 17
Atlas j7X Empire '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.]

1,5%
XaeaJ "

X press 14

Colored

. 15
otandai-d 1,0 1/,

No-
,1 ::::::::: 13%

Popular 12
Keen

1,01,;,

Wool Packing
Arrow 25
Axle 20
."Vnvil 26
Anchor

. . . 11
Washed Wipers.

Select White 1,1

Mixed colored
. .

'.

. 10
Dark colored
This list subject to trade discount

for quantity.

MILLED PRODUCTS.
Per cent.

Set screws go
Sq. & Hex., Head Cap Screws 45
Rd. & Fil. Head Cap Screws 20
Flat & But. Hd. Cap Screws
^.P'"s 10
Fm. & Semi-fin. nuts up to
^.1 in 45
rm. and semi-fin. nuts, over

1 in., up to 1% in 40
Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over
1% in., up to 2 in 25

Studs 30
Taper pins 5,0

Coupling bolts, pins 10
Planer head bolts, wiDhout

fillets list plus 10
Planer head bolts, with fillet

list plus 10 and 10
Planer head "bolt nuts, same
as finished nuts.

Planer bolt washers net
Hollow set screws .... list plus 20
Collar Screws. . . .list plus 2)0, 80
Thumb screws 40
Thumb nuts 75
Pa*Ch bolts add 20
Cold pressed nuts to 1% in.

add 1 00
Cold pressed nuts over 1%

in add 2 OO

METALS
Montreal Toronto

Lake copiper $22 00 $21 00
Electro cop^per 21 00 20 75
Castings, copper .... 21 OO 18 00
Tin

66

00 56 00
Spelter 9 25 8 50
Lead 7 26 6 50
Antimony 9 SO 9 SO
Aluminum 36 00 35 00

Prices per 1*0 lbs.

ROPES AND PACKING
Packing, square braided $0 39
Packing, No. 1 Italian 44
Packing, No. 2 Italian 36
Pure Manila rope 37
Transmission rope, Manila.... 43
Dri'.lin-,- cables. Manila 39

LEAD SHEETS
Montreal Toronto

Sheets. 3 lbs. sq. ft.,

lb $12 00 $13 25

Sheets, 3% lbs 12 00 13 25
Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs 13 00 12 50

Cut sheets, %e per lb. extra.

Cuts sheets to size, Ic per lb.
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To Build Mammoth Plant

Tihe Lunkenheimer Company, Cincin-

nati, Ohio, manufacturers of valves and
engineering appliances, has announced
its intention to greatly increase and im-

prove its manufacturing facilities by
building a complete new plant. The
site selected for the undertaking com-
prises about seventy acres of land in

Carthage, a suburb of the city of Cin-

cinnati, directly on the Toledo Division

of the Baltimore and Ohio Southwestern

Railroad. The location selected is not

far distant from the centre of the city,

is in the heart of one of the manufactur-

ing sections of the city, where labor is

plentiful and facilities for the handling

of incoming and outgoing freight is'

ideal.

Buildings will be of the one, two, three

storey types, of steel and concrete con-

struction, and there will be provided all

modern devices for the manufacture,

handling, and transportation of raw ma-
terials, part finished and finished pro-

ducts. The undertaking will represent

an outlay of approximately $2,000,000.

The welfare of the employees has been

given special consideration. A piece of

land about eight acres, lying directly op-

posite the land upon which the main
plant is to be located, has been reserved

as a recreation centre, upon which will

be erected an assembly hall, club rooms,
base ball grounds, tennis courts, swim-

ming pool, etc. Upon this site will also

be erected a dining room capable of ac-

commodating one thousand employees at

one time.

Arrangements are being made so that

there will be no interruption to the busi-

ness of the company while the building

operations are in progress, nor while the

task of moving into the new plant is

under way.
"We Welcome Fair Competition" is

the title of a circular just issued by the

Portable Machinery Co., Passaic, N.J.,

manufacturers of the Scoop Conveyor.

It briefly describes how one concei-n has
copied and is trying to market an imi-

tation of the Scoop Conveyor. As there

is suit now pending for infringement ot

rights, the circular warns possible cus-

tomers of portable conveyors against

purchasing the imitation.

The Combustion Engineering Corpor-
ation, New York, have issued a new
catalogue on their "Grieve Grates."

This publication shows in an interesting

manner, both as to text and cuts, the

detail and operation of the grate.

The Vulcan Soot Cleaner Co., Du Bois,

Pa., have issued' a publication entitled:

"Six Vital Features of Vulcan Superior-

ity." As indicated in the title the vari-

ous excellent features of design of this

soot cleaner are dealt with in a thorough
manner.

EES
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S. F. Bowser & Company, Inc., Fort
Wayne, Ind., have issued two new pub-
lications on "Systems for Oil Economy
and Efficiency," and "Handsome Returns
to Yourself." These pamphlets deal

with the economies to be secured in

providing proper methods of handling
oil in industrial processes and for lubri-

cation.

Newfoundland Imports Free.— The
last restrictions on imports into New-
foundland have now been removed, by
flour being restored to pre-war condi-

tions.

Substation Expands.—The Toronto
Hydro-Electric Commission has pur-

chased the property at 27 and 29 Nel-

son Street, for the purpose of extending
the substation at Duncan Street.

Saw Mill Burns.—The saw mill of Mr.
Musclow, situated at Musclow, North
Hastings, was completely destroyed by
fire recently. The loss is a total one and
is not covered by insurance.

Algoma Steel to Extend—The Algoma
Steel Co. will spend several hundred
thousand dollars in making extensions
to their mills, to enable them to manu-
facture structural steel up to 32 inches.

English Firm For Hamilton.—The firm
of Perrits & Spencer, Bury, England,
will build a factory in Hamilton at an
approximate cost of $600,000. W. J.

Westaway has been appointed engineer
for the building.

New Smelting Plant.—The forthcom-
ing industrial congress at Calgary will

consider the establishment of a smelting
plant near that city, the new process of

smelting by electricity to be employed.
Considerable interest is being displayed
already.

New Industry for Hamilton. — The
Carr Fastener Company of Boston,

Mass., are to open a factory in Hamilton.
This firm are said to be the largest

mnnufacturers of fasteners in the world.

TJie Hamilton branch will be known as

the Canadian Carr Fastener Company,
and will be probably capitalized at

$250,000. Two and one-half acres of

I Volume XII

land on Gage avenue have been pur-
chased.

Municipal Power for Port. Colborne.

—

Port Colborne decided by a vote of 141

majority to poirchase the distribution

system of the Ontario Power Company
in Port Colborne.

The Andian National Corporation,
Ltd., has been incorporated with a cap-

ital stock of $1,000,000 in 10,000 shares

of $100 each. The object of the com-
pany will be to search for minerals, oil,

gas, etc. The head office of the com-
pany will be in Ottawa.

Corporal William A. Nugent, who
served during the war in Company I,

21st Engineers, has returned from
France and resumed his duties with the

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co. as
traveling representative. He has been,

assigned to his old territory in Indiana.

The proposed extension of the water
supplies to Moose Jaw, Sask., Con., will

entail laying a pipe line about 70 miles
long. The pipe will be of wood and 24
in. in diameter. The relative costs of

wood, steel, and cast iron pipe for the

work are in the proportion of 2.3, 5.7

and 10.5.

Electrifying Montreal Harbor.—The
Montreal Harbor Commissioners have
awarded contracts for material required
in the electrification of the railways on
the wharves. Work will be started as

soon as material is available. A gener-
ator set will have to be installed, the
rails bonded and poles and wires
erected.

Heavy Shot at Chippewa.—A dyna-
mite charge that cost between $4,000

and $5,000 took place at Chippewa re-

cevitly. The amount of dynamite used
in the blast was in the neighborhood of
ten tons. It was used in opening up a

large section of rock in the forebay of

the new development canal above
Queenston.

A Fortune in Oil.—Mr. Kenneth John-
ston, a former Samian, but now of Buf-
falo, is the inventor of a lubricating

grease, which has been taken up by one
of the largest oil companies in the Unit-
ed States. The sum paid to Mr. Johnson
for his invention is said to be $600,000.

He is a veteran of the South African
wsx.

MOMCRIEF-F'S '

W/XTEIR OAUOE. O
Stand tn a Class by Themselves for Qaalitr. Efficiencr aad Ecoa*mr

A trial will convince 70a. Write for Catalat

W. J. WALL, 134-136 BLEURY ST.,
(Canadian Representative)

WE-FU-B AND 5CAIFE

bK
PURIRICZA-riON SYSTEMS
SOFTEN IN 15 & FILTR/VTION
FOR BOILER FEEO A.NO
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The Nova Scotia Government is to

create a hydro-electric commission sim-

ilar to that in Ontario. Two bills, one
to authorize the development of water
power and the other to lay down regrula-

tions covering water and water courses,

have been introduced in the Provincial

Legislature.

The Battery Engineering and Supply
C5o., Ltd., with head offices in Ottawa,
has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $50,000, divided into 500 shares
of $100 each. The company will manu-
facture all kinds of electrical appliances

and automobile engines.

The Continental Storage Battery Co.,

Ltd., has been incorporated with a cap-
ital stock of $.">0,0OO, divided into 500
shares of $100 each, the head office being
in Ottawa. The object of the company
will be to make and sell batteries, and
deal in automobiles and supplies gener-
ally.

Going Ahead.—The R. McDougall Co.,

Ltd., Gait, were not seriously incon-

venienced by the fire which took place
in their plant recently. The machine
shop and foundry were uninjured, and
the patterns that were burned or in-

jured have been largely replaced. Their
deliveries on their usual lines have
not been interfered with.

To Relieve Congestion.—The British

authorities, in an endeavor to relieve

the congestion at the leading shipping
ports, are introducing a new rule. All

heavy cargoes consigned through ports
where congestion is being experienced
to destinations that can be more easily

served through other ports will be
transferred to coastwise steamers at

once.

Contract Let.—The General Motors of

Canada, Ltd., has awarded the general
contract for a factory at Oshawa, Ont.,

to cost $1,000,000 tj the Canadian Stew-
art Co., foot of Cherry street, Toronto. It

will consist of an assembling building,

four stories, 40 x 80 ft., of reinforced

concrete; shipping building, 80 x 200 ft.;

storage building, four stories, 80 x 800

ft.; enameling building, 80 x 300 ft.,

three stories.

New Cyanide Plant for Canada.—The
Cassel Cyanide Company, Ltd., of Glas-
gow, Scotland, are about to incorporate

a Canadian branch of their company.
This is on the recommendation of their

manager, Mr. Neill, after making one
of his periodical tours of Canada and
Mexico. He was very favorably im-
pressed with the mineral resources of
Northern Ontario and the industrial pos-
sibilities of the country generally. The
board of the Canadian company will

have three members from the Glasgow
board, and Mr. Neill will divide his time
between the Canadian firm and the

parent company.

Increasing Yard Area.—The large

farm of A. Weaver, on the Niagara
River frontipr. nine miles from the In-

ternational Bridge, has been secured by
a party of Toronto realty dealers. It

is understood that the ground will be

used for extending the yard holdings of

the 'Canadian Niagara Bridge Company.

Veteran Contractors.—A firm of con-

tractors has recently been formed in

Vancouver, the members of which have
seen service in France on railway work.
They have taken a contract for one and
a half miles on the Copper Mountain
Railroad near Princeton. They will, as

far as possible, employ none but return-

ed men, and the wages paid will be up
to the prevailing standard. To those

men who stay on the work till completion

a percentage of the profits will be given.

To Try New Boilers.—In order to try

out the Spencer heating boilers equipped

with self-feeding furnaces, which have

been successful in Hamilton schools, the

Board of Education of Toronto departed

from their usual rule of accepting the

lowest tender. The difference in the

bids was as follows: Tubular boilers,

$12,300; brickwork, $6,100. Spencer

boilers, $15,500; brickwork, $7,375. The
installation in Toronto will be in Howard
Park School.

Newmarket Boiler Explosion.—At the

inquest into the boiler explosion which

caused the death of five persons recently

in Newmarket, evidence was given to the

effect that the water used in supplying

the boiler was high in sodium cai-bonate.

The analysis of the water coincided with

that of the water in other districts where
the embrittlement of plates by the ac-

tion of sodium hydroxide has occurred.

The water is from an artesian well on

the premises. The town supply and the

Oflice Specialty Supply Co. supply were
found to be free from sodium carbonate.

Sells Buffalo Plant.—The Russell

Motor Car Company has sold its Buf-
falo plant, which was an important sub-

sidiary during its operations on war con-

tracts. It is said that the sale is an ad-

vantageous one, realizing more than the

company put into it. It is reported that

the company is having a successful year,

and will close its fiscal year on July

31, with a good record, though some-
what less earnings than in the bumper
period before the close of the war.

Mr. W. B. Roberts, who has just re-

turned from England, where he held the

rank of Lieut. Commander (Engr.) in

the Royal Navy, has been appointed chief

inspector for Saskatchewan and Alberta,

for the General Accident Insurance Co
,

boiler department. Mr. Roberts, before
going overseas, represented the company
in that territory for about two years.

He was connected with the Manchester
Steam Users' Association for a period

of five years, where his opportunities to

obtain expert knowledge of boiler ques-
tions was unlimited. Besides his naval
experience, he was in the mercantile ma-
rine for some years, and holds the extra
first-class certificate of the British B. of

T. He should be a great acquisition to

the engineering fraternity of the prairie

provinces.

SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY
FOR ENGINEERING SALESMEN
pNGINEERING SALESMEN ACQUAINTED

with Architects. Heating Engineers and Trade,
to handle on commission basis, a complete line

of Vacuum, Vapor, Low and High Pressure Steam
Heating Specialties. Apply to Box l'5i2. Power
House, 143 University Ave.. Toronto.

BOILERS FOR SALE
1 7 ATLAS HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILERS
'' ' (Babcock & Wilcox). 60 inch by 16 feet with
Jones Underfeed Stokers. Dominion Sugar Co.,

Limited, Chatham, Ont.

ENGINEERING SALES-
MEN—Are you inter-

ested in a proposition
for Winnipeg, Calgary
and Vancouver? Write
Advertising Manager of
POWER HOUSE.

The J. C. Wilson Mfg. Co., Limited
BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO

.Mechanical Engineers, Pa;ttem Makere, Founders
ajid -Machinists. We build complete Hydraulic
Turbine Equipment, Fhimes, Head Gates, Racks,
Waste Gates and Winches. Water Wheel Gorer-
nors. Gearing, Pulleys and Shafting.

Makers of the'"Little Giant" Turbine.

Put your wafer wheel proposition up to us

i:'iiii!iii!iiiiiiiTiiiiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiim^^

I
Generating |

I Plant 1
I Steam TURBINES g
1 1—400 K.W., 60 cy., 3,600 1
1 R.P.M., steam 160 lbs. m
m Cond. Multi Jet; Elect. gg Pumps. p
I 1 each 50-35-10-15 K.W. with |
M generators. g
I Steam ENGINE 1
i 1—500 K.W., Bellis Triple M
m Engine, 440 volts., D.C. =
J OIL Engines g
i 20-24 K.W. direct connected E
^ 4-cylinder 80 V. complete. p
^ All immediate shipment. J

I Roderick J. McLean §
I 128 Bleury St., Montreal |
iiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiHiiiiH^

Western Association of Mechanical
and Electrical Engineers

Edmonton District Loop No. 5

This Association would be pleased to re-
ceive correspondence from any engineers
who would like to associate with us with a
view of getting better conditions for the
craft in general. We would also be pleased
to have communications from any other
society or societies of engineers who are
endeavoring to secure these conditions.
Address all communications to

The Secretary,
Western Association of Mechanical and

Electrical Engineers.

P.O. Box 991, Edmonton, Alberta, Oannd.i.
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Canadian War Inventions.—There is a
department at Argyll House, London,
which has been instituted to deal with
Canadian war inventions. A large num-
ber of devices have been submitted, of
which a fair proportion were found to

be of practical utility. Chief among
these may be mentioned the following:
Improvement to gas masks, of which
about three million were manufactured,
by Lieut. C. Rosling, C.E.; Lewis maga-
zine loader and improvements to Colt
machine gun, invented by Major H. R.
Northover, M.C.O.B.E., both of which
were used, and a bomb dropper invented
by Lieut. Col. W. F. Kemp, D.S.O. The
inventions cover appliances all the way
from a combination turf cutter and con-

veyer to an auxiliary field kitchen.

The Cost of Coal.—The wild rumors
that coal will jump in price as much as

$5 to $6 a ton, and a famine develop
during the winter, are discounted by
Canadian coal dealers, who have been
looking into the situation in the States.

There will be a shortage, it is thought,
and probably a small rise in prices, but
nothing like the rise that has been free-

ly prophesied. If people get panicky
and all rush to buy coal at the one time
there will be a fictitious situation created
w'hich will tend to elevate prices. Many
of the Italian laborers are returning to

Italy, which is creating a shortage of

labor, naturally affecting the output.

There will be enough coal available to

face a normal winter is the consensus
of opinion.

The Alien Getting Even.—^The many
aliens of supposedly Austrian national-

ity, but really Slavs and Croats, who
have been working in the anthracite
mines, are getting out of the counti-y as
fast as they can. Forty-two thousand
have already gone, and as fast as
steamer space 'becomes available, more
are going. These men, who were far
from being in sympathy with Austria
during the war, resented the attitude

displayed by many Canadians to them,
and as a result of their being so anxious
to get back to their own countries, there
is a grave danger of many of the people
who vilified them being cold this winter.

The production from the mines, where
central Canada gets her anthracite coal

was, up till the end of June, only 38,000,-

OOO tons, ten millions less than for the

corresponding period of 1918.

The Coal Situation in B. C—Sir Ro-
bert Borden sent a telegram to the

mayor of Sydney Mines, which was read
at a labor meeting recently. The Pre-
TT.ier stated that the Canadian National
Railways were taking more coal from
Nova Scotia this year than last, and had
divided their orders between sixteen dif-

ferent mines. He pointed out the handi-
cap that Nova Scotia was under owing
to the shortage of ship tonnage. He
stated that the Canadian National now
had a stock of coal on hand good for

seventeen weeks and were adding to

their stock daily. Mr. K. H. Butts de-

nounced the leaders of the United Mine
Workers locally as demagogues and
agitators. Mr. McLachlan, addressing

the meeting, was not disposed to accept
the Premier's explanation and thought
that much of the present unrest was due
to the Government's attitude towards
labor. He thought that United States

coal should be shut out of Canada alto-

gether.

New Company Starts.—Statement was
issued at Toronto City Hall, that the

Nukol Company had taken a lease of

the property formerly occupied by To-
ronto Shipbuilding Company. The lease,

which was issued by the Harbor Com-
missioners, is for 21 years. It occupies

some 2% to 3 acres. The company is

importing machinery from Belgium, and
will start operations in making Nukol
as soon as it is installed.

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company,
Jeffrey, Columbus, Ohio, have issued

catalogue number 210 on the Jeffrey

Pivoted Bucket Carrier, well illustrated

with engravings and forming an unusu-

ally complete treatise on the subject of

conveying. In addition to the many
illustrations showing typical installa-

tions, line drawings are given which

show practically all the dimensions

necessary for the complete installation

of this type of mechanical conveyer.

The LONG

INCORPORATIONS
The Canada Stoker Co., Ltd., has been

incoi-porated with a capital stock of

$40,000, divided into 400 shares of $100
each, the head office to be in Gait, Ont.

The company will carry on a general

business.

The Phoenix Construction Co. has
been incorporated with a capital stocK

$100,000 in 1,000 sTiares of $100 each,

and head offices in Montreal. The com-
pany will carry on business as manu-
facturers of metal products, etc

The London Clay Products Ltd. has
been incorporated with a capital stock of

of $50,000 in .WO shares of $100 each,

the head offices to be in London. The
company will manufacture all kinds of

sewage pipe, tile, etc.

The Armstrong Cork and Insulation

Co. have issued two booklets on "Non-
pareil Corkboard Insulation for Cold

Storage Rooms" and "Saving 63 Per

Cent, of the Drinking Water Expense."

As indicated by the titles these publica-

tions deal with the important subject of

economy in refrigeration.

Lead poisoning is being investigated

these days, because of its widespread
existence in various industries. The
Working Conditions Service, Depart-
ment of Labor, has prepared, as a guide

to industrial physicians, a schedule for

the physical examination of lead workers,

in which provision has been made for

covering not only the typical manifesta-

tions of lead poisoning but also for

bringing out the previous history of the

worker, to determine whether hazards

in other industries may have had an ad-

verse effect upon the health. This

schedule has been forwarded to districts

in which lead poisoning in the pottery

industry has appeared.

PATENT

STEAM
TRAP

Saves Coal
rhe Long (Patented) Steam
Trap coiiseT\-es fuel by stop-
ping steam wastage.

Most simple and effective

Steam Trap you can install

in your plant. Has only one
Moveable part.

The Long Trap is open at the
start and cannot become air
bound. Never freezes. Works
against 1 and 200 pounds
pressure. Can be installed
in any position.

Write us and we will send
you the full story of its

efficiency. 'Twill save you
worry, time and money.

J. T. LONG
84 ADAM ST.

MONTREAL - CANADA

If your dealer does not sell
it, write direct.

ONLY HY

^1*"!^^ 1» often 4 neceMitj. But

» « *° engine. To fucoos-
fully c»n7 «n orerload ao th»t there
will be no tfter effect* on the ensine
» nij caraful (election of your oil
should be ni«de. An oil that ia not
free from tanpurltlea will cause a greater
wearing on the bearings, a great fric-
tion loss will occur. Yon will need
to Are the boiler more often beoaiwe
tie engine will be harder to run. In
thla manner you lose out. You work
harder, hare larger operating cMta, and
less power all because of your ofl. Do
as a great many Canadian eagineen
hare done — gire Eellon't "Noo-Oor-
rosiTe Cylinder OU" a trial. Abso-
lutely pure. Write ua regarding it

E. H. KELLOGG & CO.,
New York, U.S.A.
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KIELEY
IMPROVED HIGH AND LOW PRESSURE

STEAM TRAP
For General Service

No power plant should be without a dependable steam
trap. It is the great eronomizer of fuel and promoter
of power plant efficiency. The KIELEY Improved Trap
is the latest development in the art of steam trap
construction, and is suitable for all service, either high
or low pressure. The im-
portant parts and those
subjected to greate.st
wear are placed high in

the top of the trap so
that by removing
two nuts and the
small cap all parts |-

are easily acces- U
sible and removed £
for repairs — no
breaking of con-
nections necessary,
neither do you
have to remove the
cover. Seats and
discs are of best
metal, absolutely
non-corrosive; for exceptionally severe service seats
and discs are constructed of nickel or monel metal, and
the bodies of cast iron. Kieley traps never leak when in

service— our water seal assures you this.

Leaky, unreliable steam traps are expensive. Adopt the
KIELEY and be certain of efficient, economical service.

THE ARTHUR S. LEITCH CO.
Kent Building, TORONTO

Eight real advantages
in equipping water
tube boilers, oil

stills and super-
heaters with Key
Boiler Equipment
Company's

KEY SAFETY
HAND-HOLE CAPS
They save time,
labor, money, fuel,

personal injuries,

property damage,
consequential loss,

and add greater
efficiency.

No gaskets requir-
ed. Over 1,500,000
now in service. Let
us send you our de-
scriptive literature.

Power Plant Equipment Co.
Canadian Selling Agents

310 Dominion Bank Bldg., Toronto, Can

"Indicates What You Are Doing While
You Are Doing It."

A True Guide to Coal Saving

LET US DEMONSTRATE IT TO
YOU AT YOUR PLANT OR OFFICE.

IT WILL INTEREST YOU.
ALSO — STEAM METERS, GAS
ANALYZERS and all BOILER

ECONOMY APPARATUS.

E. J. PHILIP & SONS
103 Hamilton Trust Bldg.

57 QUEEN ST. WEST - TORONTO

ALL-WAY
OILERS

Here is a quick-selling line.
The latest and most up-to-
date oilers on the market to-
day. All-Way Oilers embody
a new and improved feature
not found in other oilers.
The flexible spout which
makes oiling tasks easier and
reduces oil bills 50%,

R.R. Oiler.
For Locomotives, Machinery,
Threshers, etc. In two sizes

:

No. 4, 1 Pint and 10" Spout;
No. 5, 1 Quart and 11"
Spout.

HaS^''f4v''^'l',nT^"^ ^-i "™t«aJ: Wood. Alexander and James,

tor G?vat Wp?f J^^'^^^r?"'^
M»°t'-eal; Auto Supply Company, Lon:non, ureal West Electnc Co., Wimi peg: Wood Vallanee & t,eeira.t,t Van-

Si-^'&^^'i,''"''^' H^iWo^i Wm. Stai~o^ & Mo^r'm^^^^ LM .

J™ RiVw^f .^^ri'^-'-'^-^^^ Canadian Specialty Co., Moose
d™-;, ^ rJf ^i-^

Toronto; Whites, Limited, ColKngwood; J. H. Ash-
v?r^ifl„ V,r)y?™'"*T?-'

D. Ackland & Co., Winnipeg
: Miller Morae Co.,

Sondra
Wilkinson-Kompass Co., Winnipeg; D. H. Howden & Co.!

If your Jobber cannot supply you, write us

THE ALL-WAY MFG. COMPANY
196 KING ST., WEST, TORONTO, ONT.
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Carling Turbo Blowers
For burning the lowest grades of coal successfully, getting all

the heat value from the fuel. For positive draft with Automatic
Control and steady steam pressure. For obtaining the ultimate
capacity from the boiler.

Carling Blowers are low in first coat, easy to install and make
a quick return on the investment. We will be pleased to show you
why it pays to use Carling products.

Write to-day. Try at our expense.

CARLING TURBINE BLOWER COMPANY
Engineers and Manufacturers WORCESTER, MASS
Canadian Representatives: Green's Economizer Limited, Toronto

and Principal Cities

Turbine
Undergrate
Blowers,

Centrifugal

Blowers
and
Exhausters,

Small
Power
Turbines,

Damper
Regulators

and Grates

Ve make them Safe-
Ve make them Strong

MASON
Reducing Valves

Pump Regulator
Balanced Valves
Damper Regulators

If you order a Mason
you will get absolute
satisfaction. This we
guarantee you. You
simply cannot make a
mistake.
Dependable regulation
under every possible
condition.

Our complete catalog tells you
WHY. Let us mail you a copy.

Mason Regulator Company
BOSTON, MASS.

TORONTO REPRESENTATIVES

:

The Arthur S. Leiteh Co..
506 Kent Bld«r., Toronto.

CYCLONE GRATES
Cut Fuel Expenses

Latest reports indicate that coal will be more with maximum results. Their 60<c air space
scarce and higher in price than ever. Meet and 90^;^ underdraught insures perfect com-
the situation with CYCLONE GRATES. They bustion. No clinker formation. No fuel loss
eliminate waste and burn all grades of fuel in ash pits. Easy to install.

Investigate our 30-day trial offer.

The Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Ltd.

20 McGee Street
Sole Makers for Canada

Phone G. 3660 Toronto, Ontario
AGENTS:

OTTAWA—J. W. Anderson. Room 7. Bank Street Chamber.
ST. J0HN:N.B. -F. W. Bliiard. 329 Charlotte St. MON FREAL Mason Regulator Co.. Ltd..

St. James St. HAMILTON—Robt. Fitisimmons. 8 Grove St. WINNIPEG—Vulcan IronWorks.
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MORSEffiDRIVES
Money Earners

Greater Output

Money Savers
Lower Costs

Hard Service Driving Power Presses

The Bossert Co., Utica, N.Y.

Heivy Service

The more severe the duty, the more need of "Morse"—The
perfect, durable, positive, transmission, with 99% efficiency.

Before buying belts, gears, rope, investigate the drive that is writing history in increas-

ing production, low maintenance and low depreciation.

If you have a drive that is now giving trouble or need one for service in Dust, Gases,
Acid Fumes, Steam, or may require speeding up or increase power, tell Morse Engineering
Service. We feel we can help you.

MORSE CHAIN CO.,
Morse Engineering Service

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF
SILENT CHAINS IN THE WORLD

Write for Booklets

ITHACA, N. Y.
Assistance Without Obligation

Address Nearest Office

BOSTON. MASS 141 Milk Street
CHICAGO, ILL Merchants L. & T. Bldg.
CLEVELAND. OHIO Engineers Bldg.
DETROIT. MICH 1003 Woodward Ave.
GREENSBORO. N.C 805 Ashboro Street
NEW YORK CITY 50 Churdh St.

PITTSBURGH. PA Westinghouse Bldg.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF Monadnock Bld«.
ATLANTA, GA., Dandier BIdg Earl F. Scott. M E.
CANADA Jones & Glasco. Regis'd.
MONTREAL. St. Nicholas Bldg. . .Toronto, Traders, Bk. Bldg.
KANSAS CITY, MO., Long Bldg Morse Engineeting Co.
MINNEAPOLIS, M., 413 Third St. S. . . Strong-Soott Mfg. Co.
ST. LOUIS. MO.. Chemical Bldg Morse Engineering Co.

"Morse" is the Guarantee always behind the Efficiency, Durability and Service.
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JEFFERSON

99 y

Underground
Take a trip underground—listen to
the music of the pumps—"CHUG,
CHUG, CHUG" — twenty - four
hours a day, and you'll realize the
importance of dependable unions.
The failure of a single union might
cause serious consequences involv-
ing loss of life and heavy damages.
JEFFERSON UNIONS wiU render perfect
service as long as the pipe line holds out.
Once you put a JEFFEIRSON on the line,

you can say "Good-bye" forever to pipe
line troubles.

Insist on genuine JEFFKEISON Unions

—

the name on the nut protects you from
the "Just-as-good" variety.

Talk over unions with your jobber. He
has JEFFERSONS in stock and can tell

you why JEFFERSONS always make rood.

Write for our catalog " UNIONS "

Jefferson Union Co.
Lexington, Mass.
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Cranes for all Purposes
T INK-BELT Locomotive Cranes are rendei-ing highly efficient^ service in leading industries throughout Canada.
They are handling ore at foundries. Handling steel at fabricating

plants. Handling small parts with electric magnets at factories

Handling coal and ashes at power plants. Handling steel in ship

yards— in fact wherever heavy parts or assembled products are to

be handled economically and with dispatch, there you'll find Link-
Belt Locomotive Cranes on the job.

And in each case you'll find them rendering a highly satisfactory

service. For back of Link-Belt Cranes is a great engineering or-

ganization. Each crane is of the highest standard throughout—the

same high standard Which has long characterized Link-Belt pro-
ducts and made the name Link-Belt a guarantee of quality and
efficiency.

Send for our Crane Book No. 370. Gives complete details.

CANADIAN Link-Belt Company
Limited

Wellington and Peter St». TORONTO
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Cast Iron

ScrewedfFittings

Standard Weight

These fittings are of good design

and weight, and are suitable for

steam working pressures up to 125

lbs., or water working pressures

to 175 lbs.

Straight
Elbow

Straight
Tee

All sizes, % to 6 inclusive, carried

in stock.

EXTRA HEAVY
CAST IRON SCREW FITTINGS

Straight
Elbow

Straight
Tee

250 pounds working pressure.

All sizes, % to 6 inclusive.

T. McAVlTY & SONS
LIMITED

St. John, N.B., Canada

TORONTO
Harvard Turnbull & Co., 207 Excelsior Life BIdg.

MONTREAL WINNIPEG EDMONTON CALGARY

A SOLID ONE-PIECE, JOINTLESS
LEAKLESS LINING

Your Boiler Furnace Lin-

ings-How Often Do You

Repair Them ?

During the year how many times must you cut
out your boilers to completely reline the furnaces?

Of course the life of a boiler furnace lining de-

pends a whole lot on the service, but have you ever
considered what it would mean in dollars and cents
if you could reduce that number of repairs or re-

newals ?

And it can be reduced at least 3 to 1 under or-

dinary load conditions.

It's the one-piece, monolithic boiler furnace lin-

ing made of Betson's Plastic Fire Brick that makes
this possible. What's more—a Betson lining becomes
harder and stronger with service.

BETSON^S
TRADE MARK H% m-J\K-UJm

PlasticFireBrick
Back by a Service Record of 20 Years

In those plants where economy is a reality, and
where continuous operation- is all important—there
you will find that the Chief relies on Betson's.

Our illustrated booklet tells how anyone can make
a durable furnace lining. Just ask for it.

There Is Only One
Plastic Fire Brick

COMES IN

. THEYEILOW-TOP
BARREL

International Chemical Co.
44 Lombard Street

TORONTO, ONT., CANADA
81
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14 Lbs, Pressure ^
downward

A
disc.

S soon as steam strikes the sensitive corrugated disc, the disc moves towards
its seat and exerts a maximum downward pressure of 14 pounds. This force
is exerted uniformly by the vapori zation of a liquid inside the corrugated

This downward pressure causes the trap to be effective in spite of any grease
and foreign matter which might have a tendency to accumulate on the seat.

©UNHAMCheating service
In action, the disc is alternately on an d off its seat, depending on the rate at

which the steam is condensed in the radiator. Its action is always positive—is

never sluggish—and can be depended on under conditions varying from 10
pound pressure to 15 inches of vacuum. Passes all water; wastes no steam.

Write for complete details.

C. A. DUNHAM CO., LTD., TORONTO, ONTARIO
Halifax Ottawa Vancouver Montreal Winnipeg Calgary

Any Capacity

ORWALl^
AIR & GAS IV

COMPRESSORS
N

Any Pressure

1

Distinctive Features that Add to the
Efficiency of Norwalk Compressors

INLET VALVES
In the Norwalk the valve, valve stem
and head are forged in one piece. This
eliminates the serious difficulty fre-

quently encountered when stems are

screwed in or when a nut and a "jam
nut" or split pin are used.

New bulletins on Air, Oxygen, Hydro-
gen, Acetylene and Carbonic Acid Gas
are ready.

Write for copies of one or all

The Norwalk Iron Works Co.
Pioneer Builders of Compressors

SOUTH NORWALK, CONN. Inlet Valve with Ca&e and Spring.
Note Integral Valve Design.
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In Building Your Boiler Furnace Lining U
Plibrico Jointless Fire Brick

It will outlast any fire brick. An ideal material
for front door arches, side walls, combustion chamber
linings and bridge wailLs. It's Jointle.-^. MaBceg
your furnaces Airtight and Saves Coal.

Write for a free copy of our 36-page book of useful
information on furnace building and maintenance

Manufactured exclusively by

JOINTLESS FIRE BRICK CO.
Kingsbury and Ciay Sts., Chicago

<ITI>|I|!|I

se

i>i!iii!ri>iiiiii-

= Showingr ease with which Plibrico

= is laid in place.
CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS: Beveri<Jge Paper Co..

Paul St. West, Montreal.
Ltd., 628-630 St.

lilll

MarK of Proof
Is Proof of Quality

There's proved and certified strength in every

WILLIAMS* IMPROVED "VULCAN"
CHAIN PIPE WRENCH

Each and e\ery Flat Link Chain is "proof-tested" to two-thirds of

its lisited catalog strength in a standard tension machine. To each
chain so tested is attached the Gray Leaden Seal, illustrated above,

and every Flat Link Chain leaving our works must l)ear this seal

—

the Proof of Quality—^as evidence that it has passed our standardized

"proof-tests."

Look for this Mark of Proof for it is Proof of Quality—it guarantees
uninterrupted, severe service as well as safety to the operator. Williams'
"Vulcan" Chain Pipe \^'^renches are the only Wrenches which offer

this certified assurance.

May we send you a copy of our descriptive booklet?

J. H. Williams &. Co. "The Wrench People"

Western Office
and Warehouse:
77 So. Clinton St.,

Chicago, 111.

The A. G. Low Co.
77 Pacific Ave., Saskatoon, Sask.
Agents for Manitoba, Saskatchewan,
Alberta and British Columbia

General Offices :

77 Richards Street,
Brooklyn,
New York

Self-Lubrlcating SAFETY PLASTIC

METALLIC PACKING
FOK STEAM, WATER, AIE, OAS, ETC.

Pat. Dec. 22. 1 903 Hishest Award World'* Fair. St. Loui*. 1904

GUARANTEED TO LAST
THREE YEARS

WITHOUT RENEWAL
Drop us a line and let us tell you all about this Remarkable Packing.

STEEL MILL PACKING CO., WINDSOR, ONT. Established 1899

AGENTS WANTED

Practically
Frictionless

In Bulk
In Cotton Tube*
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Settling the Packing Question
More experimenting has been done with packing than with any

other power plant supply—and most of it has been done at the

expense of the users. The packing question has been such an

ever present problem with most engineers that they have

been willing to try almost anything that promised relief.

And it is easy to make packing — of a sort Conse-

quently there are dozens of brands — good, bad and

indifferent. We do not claim that

VULCABCSTON
RED FIBRE SHEET PACKING

is the only good packing. But we do claim—

and stand ready to prove— that Vulcabeston

is the equal of any packing made, at any

price, and that it has one most important

advantage : Where other packings are

satisfactory for one or two kinds of

service on/y, Vulcabeston is equally

good for all kinds of service. It

is the universal packing. That

is why Vulcabeston settles

the packing question
once and for all.

The Johns-Pratt Co.

HARTFORD. CONN.
U. S. A.

VULCABESTON
HCCrNusPArorfiCC

RED FIBRE

19-7

ULCA
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The Secret of the Strikes
Most Canadians are asking "What is the cause of the 'Great Unrest' "? Is it the fault

of labor—or of capital?—or is it the result of German propaganda? Do you know of

the real reason for the labor disturbances in Canada, and elsewhere? Are YOU thor-

oughly familiar with the ins-and-outs of the plans which threaten a world-wide "tie-up?"

This is something that should be understood by every Canadian. And every Canadian
should read "The Secret of the Strikes," by Lieut.-Colonel J. B. Maclean in the August
issue of MacLean's Magazine. It is brimful of startling and authoritative information

regarding this great problem. Read it carefully. It starts on page 33, August Mac-
Lean's.

"The Lecturer At Large"
Stephen Leacock is one of the continent's greatest humorists. "The Lecturer at Large"

is one of the best humorous sketches that he has written. It is made up of what he

terms "a few painful reminiscences of the platform" in the course of his lecturing up
and down Canada. Get your family around you and read the sketch aloud—it's a rare

treat.

Other Big Features
"A Party in the Making." By J. K. Munro. Illustrated

by William Casey. An article on the political

situation, giving a great deal of inside information
with reference to recent developments at Ottawa.

"Solving the Problem of the Arctic." By Vilhjalmur
Stefansson. The fifth instalment of his story of
the nve years' explorations that he conducted for
the Dominion of Canada.

"The Unspoiled Country." By Harold C. Lowrey. A
descriptive article of a part of Canada which is

little known to Canadians generally, Temagami.

"Petite Simunde." By Arthur Beverley Baxter. Illus-

trated by E. J. Dinsmore. A charming romance
of the war. The author will be remembered favor-

ably for his "Mr. Craighouse of New York, Satirist."

"The Seven Blue Doves." By W. A. Fraser. Illustrated

bv Charles L. Wrenn. The fifth of the B^ulldog

Carney series and in some respects the best. It

is a mystery story.

"His Majesty's Well-Beloved." By Baroness Orczy.
Illustrated by C. F. Peters. The second instal-

ment of this splendid romantic novel of the colorful

era of Charles II.

The Month's Vital Question
Turn to page 34, August MACLEAN'S, and you will find timely and interesting information
regarding the High Cost of Living—a problem of large proportions.

The Review of Reviews
Here are a few of the articles chosen as the best published during the past month in all maga-
zines:—Britain Winning Supremacy of the Air; Has Japan Two Governments?; Kaiser
Employed Famous Beauties; The New Triple Alliance; Mammoth Animals in Alberta.

Over 70,000 Canadian Families Buy

MACLEAN'S
"CANADA'S NATIONAL MAGAZINE"

AUGUST ISSUE At All News Dealers 20c.
If there are no newsdealers in your town, or if your newsdealer cannot supply you, send 20 cents for a sample copy,

or $2.00 for a whole year's subscription to MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE, 143-153 University Avenue. Toronto, Canada.
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for ; AUTOMOBILES
Magnolia Metal Co.

New York, N.Y.

THE WATSON-WELDON MOTOR SUPPLY CO.

Salina, Kansas.
February 11, 1919.

Gentlemen:

—

We are pleased to state that we have used MAGNOLIA METAL as a babbitt for
Ford Connecting Rods, and have found it superior to any metal that we have used,
giving better sem'ice than the original Ford Connecting Rods.

We gladly recommend this to any concern expecting to rebabbitt connecting rods
in motors.

Very truly yours,

WATSON-WELDON MOTOR SUPPLY CO.

W. R. Weldon, Vice-Pres.

PRACTICAL ENGINEER POCKET BOOK
Over 600 Pages

A valuable reference work imported from England and
sold as an advertising medium at the low price of 40c

post paid.

Address Montreal OfTice

SOLD BY LEADING DEALERS EVERYWHERE OR

MAGNOLIA METAL CO.
Office and Factory:

225 St. Ambroise Street, MONTREAL

Continent-Wide
Service &€OIIPAIiY

""^

O!

POWER
MACHINERY

In Stock for

Immediate
Shipment

ALTERNATING CURRENT UNITS
(ENGINE DRIVEN)

2 and 3 Phase—25 Cycles.
Generator.

Generator. Engine.
K.W. Volts. R.P.M. Cylinder Dimensions
2.S0 220 214 15 X 22 X 17"

350 600
130 .T.50 125 24 X 40 X 36"

lOttO 24.0 107 24 X 48 X 42"

2 and 3 Phase—60 Cycles.
Generator Engine.

K.W. Volts, R.P.M. Cylinder Dimension*
2i5 440 laoo 8x 8"

50 2200 300 11 X le X 11"

7t5 220 277 12 X 14"

iiOioy2 240 277 14 X 14"

125 220 225 141/2 X 18"

K.W.
lHa
ISO
1150

200
3O0
300
325
325
400
4.50

500
600

Volts.

240
220

2300
2300
480

2300
2300
2300
600

23010

480
2300

R.P.M.

200
225
225
200
150
ISO
1120

1150

150
100
120
160

Engine.

Cylinder Dimensions.

12 X 2,1"

10 X 20 X 18"

14 X 22 X 16"

14 X 28 X 30"

18 X 30 X 22"

24 X 36"
18 X 36 X 24"
24"

22 X 42 X 48"

20 X 40 X 36"

20 X 3« X 24"

Also 30 Turbo Units of various sizes. .'55 D.C. Units.

MACGOVERN & COMPANY, INC.
Buyers and Distributors of New and Used Machinery

285 BEAVER HALL HILL MONTREAL
Offices: New York, Pittsburgh, St. Louis

Plants: Brooklyn, N.Y., Lincoln, N.J., and Linden, N.J.
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DOMINION
COALGOMPANY

Dominion
UMITED

^"""^Spring/iiff bituminous
STEAM ^'^^ GAS COALS

CeneralSales Office
112 St.JamGsSt. Montreal

Automatic '

Feed Water Regulator
The "Vigilant" keeps water within

of middle gauge regardless of
load or firing.

Years of service test has proved
it the utmost in reliability and
efficiency.

Catalogue presents many points of
interest. May we send you a copy?

The CHAPLIN-FULTON MFG., CO.

28 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, Penn.

The Simplest and Bast Cleaner on the market is

PILLEY'S
Combination Flue Brush and Scraper.

Guaranteed not to break or the wires to pull out or lay over.

A simple turn of the hand adjusts it to the tube, and the brush
removes what the scraper loosens.

For sale by leading Canadian jobbers.

Manufactured by

PILLEY PACKING AND FLUE BRUSH MFG. CO.
623 South Third Street - - - St. Louis, Mo

Eastern Office: 71 Fulton St.. New York.

Why not Buy the
Best,when in market

for Packing?

HOLMES'

Metallic Packing
Is Guaranteed 3 Years

Lasts many times longer.

PAT. NO. Mo.iie 30 day' tr'"'-
,
^cm oil. No

cutting. Easily applied to

any Steam Engine, Air Com-
pressor or Gas Engine. Satis-

876.238 faction no pgy Write us
8««,637

830,630

ste.ioa

Se5.79l

ses,oe<

•06.103

(34,e2«

«7«,20e

1000.7C -

HOLMES METALLIC
PACKING CO.,

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Incorporated 1897

rMV°R*ovED STEAM TRAP
FOR HIGH OR LOW PRESSURE.

Steam can't blow through. They have
large discharge valves and cannot be

flooded from sudden flushes of water.

MAY WE SEND ONE FOR TRIAL?

Reducing Valves, Pump Governors,

Relief Valves, Exhaust Pipe Heads,

Ejectors and Steam Separators.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
THE GARTH COMPANY

26 Craig Street MONTREAL. CAN.

WATSON & McDANlEL CO.
No. 146 N. 7th Street. PHILADELPHIA. Pa.

Water Turbines, Hydraulic Governors,
Centrifugal Pumps

OUR LINDSAY WORKS

Boving Hydraulic & Engineering Co., Limited
Lindsay, Ontario
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DARLING BROTHERS, LIMITED
Enginetrt, Manufacturers and Founderg

120 Prince Street, MONTREAL, P. Q.

Pumps for any Service—Steam Appliances—
Freight Elevators—Webster Vacuum
Heating System.

NOTICE
TO

Stationary and Hoisting Engineers
Everyone operating a STATIONARY steam plant of 50 h.p. or over

In the Province of Ontario miut hold a Stationar; Engineer's Certificate
from the Boanl of Stationary and Hoisting Engineers. Anyone operating
tuch a plant without a Certificate is liable to the penalties set forth in
the Stationary and Hoisting Engineers' Act.

Everyone op> rating a HOISTING steam plant worlring at a pressur*
of 20 pounds oi over, irrespectiTe of horse power, and used for hoisting
in btructural operotions or excavating purposes, in the Province of Ontario,
must hoW a Hoisting Engineer's Certificate from the Board of Stationary
and Hoisting Engineers. Anyone operating such a plant without a Certi-
ficate Is liable to the penalties set forth in the Stationary and Hoisting
Engineers' Act.

Application forms for obtaining STATIONARY or HOISTING Engin-
eers' Certificates, may be had upoii applying to the Chairman.
HON. F. G. -MAODIARMID, W. C. McOHIB,

Minister nf Public WorKs and HifSiways. Chairman of Board.
W. A. RIDDELL. M. A. PH. D.. Superintendent, Trades & Labour Branch.

VICTORIA FOUNDRY COMPANY, LIMITED
Engineers, Machine and Foundry Contractor

s

OTTAWA, CANADA
Special Castings Forgings

Pumps, Hoists, Valves, Boiler Fronts, Grate Bars.

Send Blueprints for Quotations. Write for our latest catalogue.

Patterns Machine Work

When Buying Thermometers

There's Just Three Things

to Remember

—

First, you must have accuracy
and sensitiveness

—

Second, durability is absolutely
essential

—

Third, the thermometer must be
suitably constructed for the in-

tende'J application.

Accuracy, sensitiveness and dur-
ability are absolutely guaran-
teed in

"Crescent Thermometers
And with nearly seventy years of experience to

our credit, we are qualified to properly interpret

your needs.

Our Catalog P.H. 200 illustrates and describes

"Crescent" Thermometers for every application.

Also test thermometers, glass thermometers, etc.

Get a copy of Cataloe P.H.-200 to-day.

The Schaeffer & Budenberg

Mfg. Co.

Power
Plant ther-

mometers for al

temperatures not ex-

r^'pdine 1000" F

\lso---"Columbia' ' Recordins Gaufiret

and Thermometers. Gauges, Gauge
Testers, Tachometers. Steam Calori-
Tieters. Counters, etc.

Detroit Lubricators

^ Have Given Satisfaction

For Forty Years.

Built in a sufficient

\ariety of styles to lub-

ricate properly every

type of steam engine,

pump, gas engine, air

compressor, etc.

Send to-day for cata-

log L 1. The informa-

tion on lubricating de-

vices contained in it will

be valuable to you.

HEIR efficiency holds over

half the world's trade.

Makers of Stewart Carburetors.

Canadian Detroit Lubricator Pompany,
|m

WALKERVILLE. ONT.

CURTIS Engineering Specialties

Five Superior Features
of the Curtis Trap

A perfectly balanced valve.

1. An absolutely frictionless valve.

. The valve can be removed without breaking a joint, starting'

a gasket, or taking out a bolt.

:. The valve being frictionless and balanced, the whole power
of the float is availajble for opening and closing the valve.

Eaoh trap will operate perfectly on pressure varying from
one to 250 lbs.

Write for 1919 Catalog of Curtis Engineering Specialties.

JULIAN D'ESTE COMPANY
Main Office, 26 Canal St., Boston, Mass.

. / 83 Barclay St., New York City
Agencies,

j ,74 ^ Market St., Chicago, 111.
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"I Bought
Diamond Soot Blowers, because efficiency of opera-
tion is the keynote of our production policies. Every
piece of equipment in our boiler room was chosen on
the basis of highest return on invested capital, char-
acter and scope of service considered.

"Among the specific reasons which led us to choose
Diamonds are—design and constructional superiority—notable fuel and labor-saving ability—increase in

overall efficiency, steaming capacity and flexibility

of boiler plant."

Thus speaks the Power and Construction Engineer
of one of the largest industrial plants in Canada.

If you operate a boiler plant of any size, from 100
H.P. up, and these reasons appeal to you, write for
Bulletin 177.

D
DIAMOND SPECIALTY COMPANY

^ Windsor, Ont.

lamon d
SOOT BLOWERS -SAVE 4 io 8% FUEL

"ALL BRITISH"
"B.&W." PATENT WATER TUBE STEAM BOILERS
IHIGHEST ECONOMY, SAFETY, DURABILITY. OVER 20,000,000 H.P. IN USE.

-ALSO-

Steam Superheaters

Mechanical Stokers

Coal-Handling Machinery
Piping, Feed Water Heaters

Water Softeners and Purifiers

and ELECTRIC CRANES
Babcock & Wilcox Patent Water Tube Steam Boiler. Superheater

and Mechanical Stoker.

BABCOCK WILCOX, Limited
HEAD OFFICE FOR CANADA - COLLEGE ST. (ST. HENRY), MONTREAL

TORONTO OFFICE, TRADERS BANK BUILDING
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I POWER HOUSE BUYERS' DIRECTORY
|

= If what you want is not listed here write us, and we will tell you where to get it. Let us suggest that you consult IZ

= also the advertisers' mdex facing the inside back cover, after having secured advertisers' names from this directory S
S The information you desire may be found in the advertising pages. This departmenit is maintained for the benefit =
= amd convenience of our readers. The insertion of our advertisers' names under proper headings is gladly undertaken, ^
= but does not become part of an advertising contract. —

^llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

AIR COCKS
Lunkpaheimer Co.. Oindnnati, O.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Onu

AIR VALVES
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H.. Sarala. Ont.

ALLOYS, BRASS AND COPPER
Bmpire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Out
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.

AMMETERS
Canadian Fairbanks-AIorse Co., Ltd., JIontreaL
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont.

AMMONIA VALVES AND FITTINGS
Canadian Fairbanks-.Morse Co.. Ltd. Montreal.
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Pa.
Homeatead Valve .Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

AMMONIA PURIFIERS
Frick Co , Waynesbo.o, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Mfg. Co.. York, P«

AMMONIA TANKS
.Vlackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wateroua Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont.

ARCHES. COMBUSTION CHAMBER
Canadian Fairbanka-Mnrse Co., Ltd. Montreal.

ASH CARRYING SYSTEMS
Babeock & WUcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brant/ord, Ont

ASBESTOS SPECIALTIES
Durabla Mfg. Co., New York. N.Y.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont

ASBESTOS PACKED COCKS
Pratt & Cady Co., Inc., Hartford, Conn.

AUTOMATIC ICE RECORDING DOORS
AND CHUTES
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Ha«erstown. Md.

BABBITT AND ANTI-FRICTION METAL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Mon'traal
Hoyt Metal Ca, Toronto.
Magnolia Metal Co. Montreal.

BALLCOCKS
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto,
D'Est« Co., Julian, Boston. Maas.

BATTERIES AND ACCESSORIES
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont

BEARINHS
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C. BelleTille.

BEARINGS. BRASS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.

BELT CEMENT
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Qraton Sc. Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

BELLS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toron.to.
anpire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont
BELT CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co. Toronto, Ont.

BELT DRESSING
D, K. .MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Dominion Belting Co., Hamilton. Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

BELT LACING, LEATHER
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Qraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELT TIGHTENERS
Waterous Eneine Works Co.. Brantford, OntBELT PULLEYS
Wat^rotiK Engine Works Co.. Brantfoid, Ont
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

BELTING, BALATA
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Federal Engineering Co., Toronto, Ont

BELTING, CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt On , Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Canada.

BELTING, SILENT CHAIN
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
BELTING. CONVEYOR
Can. Consol. Rubber Co., Ltd.. Montreal.

BELTING, LINK
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantfoid, Ont

BELTING, LEATHER
Bond Engineering Works. Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Falrljanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Oartock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Graton * Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.
D. K. McLaren Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING. RUBBER
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto. Ont
ran_ Cnnwil. Rubber Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.

BELTING, STITCHED COTTON DUCK
Dominion Belting Co.. Hamilton, Ont

BELTING, STITCHED COTTON
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

BELTING, SOLID WOVEN
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Federal Eugineenng Co., Toronto, Ont

BIBS, COMPRESSION
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London. Ont.

BINS. COAL, COKE AND ORE
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
iMackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., BranUord, Ont

BLOWERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal.
Carting Turbine Blower Co., Worcester, Mass.
Ooppus Eng. & Equip. Cc. Worcester, Mass.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
MacOovem & Co.. Inc., Montreal, Que.
E. J. PhUip & Sons, Toronto.

BLOWERS. CENTRIFUGAL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co. Ltd., Montreal,
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester. Uaaa.

BLOWERS. FANS
T^ie Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Coppns Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS. FORCED DRAFT
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS. MECHANICAL SOOT
Diamond Specialty Co., Windsor, Ont
BLOWERS. POWER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppu.s Eng & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BOILER BAFFLE WALLS
Jointleas Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

BLOWERS, TURBINES
ne Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ivtd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester. Mass.

BOILER COVERING
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.

BOILER COMPOUNDS
Rpvprifltre Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Shell Bar Bolco Supply, Ltd., Toronto,
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto. Ont
MetNMn Mfg. Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Shell- Bar, Bolco Suixply, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

BOILER FRONTS
Victoria Foundry Co, Ltd., Ottawa.

BOILER SKIMMERS
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER REGULATORS
The Mason Resulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.

BOILER COMPOUND FEEDERS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Lnnkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

BfKLRR FERn PI'MPS
The Masco Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
American Stean HiimD Co., Battle Creek. .Mich.
Boring Hydraulic * Eng. Co.. Lt/1 . Lin^^nv Ont.
Coppns Rnc. & Equipment Co.. Worcester. Mass.
Can. Allls-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Canadian Fai'^nnks^Mnme Co.. Ltd.. Mnntreal.
Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto, Onjt.
Darling Bro« . T M. \fontr»nl Que.
OoMie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb. .Montreal.
qTO,H^T"">" y-r.'htne Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.

BOILER FITTINGS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont.

BOILER FEED REGULATORS
Canadian Falrhanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Beveridge Paner Co.. MnntTval. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Maoon Regulator * T!ngineering Co., Montreal.

BOILER MOTTNTTNGS
Babeock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Pros.. Ltd.. Montreal. O'le.
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London, Ont.
G-oldie & McCullooh Co., GaJt
Inglis Co., The John. Toronto, Ont
Lnnkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O,
Mason Regulator * Engineering Co.. Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
BOILER PRESERVATIVES

Johns-Pratt Co.. The. Hartford. Conn.
Mettskin Co.. Inc.. Rochester. N.Y.

BOILER HOITSE ACCESSORIES
Babcodk & WIIcot. Ltd. Montreal.
Cole. Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal.
Yom.tl-Waril-C Co.. PhiladelnMa, Pa.

BOILER SEAM PROTECTOR
National Boiler Seam Protector Co., Montreal.

BOILER SETTINGS
Beverirtge Paper Co.. Montreal.
Gates Refractories, Limited, Montreal.
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, IlL

BOILERS. HORIZONTAL, KKTUKN,
TUBULAR AND WATEKTUBE
The Mason Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., Montreal.
BatKock Si. Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto,
Goldie & MoCullocb Co., Ualt
Frick Co., Waynesbcro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Canadian AUis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto.
I^gmeering and Mactune Works ot Canada, Ltd.,

at Catharinea, Ont
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co,, Toronto.
Ladd, The Geo. T., Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
McArity, T., & Sons, Ltd.. 3t John. N.B.
Waterous Engine WorLs Co.. Brantford. Ont

BOILERS, MARINE, LOCOMOTIVE
AND VERTICAL
Babeock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Inglis Co.. The John, Toronto, Ont.
Engineering and Mao>iine Works of Canada, Ltd.,

St Catharinea, Oat
Montreal General Tool Co., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

BOXES, FUSE AND METER
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

BRASS GOODS
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont,
Empire Mfg. Co., London, Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
BRASS FOUNDERS
McArity, T., ft Sons, L/td,, St John, N.B.
D'EJste Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toron.to.

Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
Mueller Mfg. Co., H.. Bamia. Ont
Penberthy Injector Co., Wind.sor. Ont.

BRASS SHEETS AND TUBES
Ehni>lr« Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont,

BRINE COOLERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.

York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

BRINE TANKS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.

Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que,

Waterous EIngine Works Co., Brantford, Ont
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

BUCKETS, ELEVATOR
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.

BUSHINGS
Steel Mill Packing Co.. Windsor, Ont
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.

BUSHINGS. BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville. Ont
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.

CALOFIFIERS ^ , ^
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.

CALORIMETERS
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg, Co., Brooklyn, N.X.
Tavlor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.

CANS, OILY WASTE
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

CANNERS' CONVEYORS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.

CAR LOADERS AND 'JNLOADERS
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

CAST IRON FITTINGS
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.
Lnnkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McAritv. T., & Sons, Ltd,, St John, N.B.

CASTINGS. ALLOY
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London. Ont.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville. Ont.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Saimia.

CAS-nNGS, BRASS AND IRON
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
nnMio & .McCullooh Co., Gait
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerrille. Ont.
Lnnkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McArity. T., ft Sons, Ltd.. St .Tohn, N.B.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont,
Mnellor Mfg. Co., H,, Samia Ont
Victoria Foimdry Oo, Ltd., Ottawa.
",r„rnu"" li;ne^Tle Works Co Br«ntford. Ont
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, BeJlerille.

CELLAR DRAINERS
.Morrison Brass Mfg. Ilo. . James Toronto, Ont
Mueller Mfg. Co.. a.. Samla. Ont.

CEMENT HARDNER & WATERPROOPER
Bpveridee Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.

CEMENT. HIGH TEMPERATURE
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal.
.Shell Bar Bolco S'jPpIv. Ltd.. Toronto.
Gatts Refractories, Limited, Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
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CEMENT HANDLING MACHINERY
Jeffrej Mfg. Co., Jlontreal, Canada.
Can. LmK-Bell Co., Toronto, Ont.

CEMENT MACHINERt^
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal

Canadian AJlis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Waterous Engine Works oo.. Branttord, Ont.

CEMENT, INSULATING, REFRACTORY
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.

CHAINS, AGRICULTURAL
Morse Chain Co.. Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, AUTOMOBILE ENGINE
Morse Chain Co.. Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, BICYCLE
Morse Chain Co.. Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, BLOCK
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
CHAIN DRIVES

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Coventry Chain Co., Coventry. England.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
.Morse Chain Co., Ithaca, N. i

CHAINS, FOR ELEVATORS AND CONVEY-
ORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. OnL
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
CHAIN, MALLEABLE, DETACHABLE AND
RIVETED

Can. Link-Belt Co-. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

CHAINS. POWER TRANSMISSION
.Vloree Chain Co.. Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, SILENT
.Morse Chain Co.. Ithica. N.Y

CHAINS. SPROCKET WHEEL
Morse Chain Co.. Ithica, N.Y.
CHAIN WHEELS
Hie Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., N ••.nonl. Mim

CHIMNEYS. RADIAL BRICK
Green'.s Ecouomiser. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.

CHIMNEYS, STEEL
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

CIRCULATING SYSTEMS (LUBRICATING
OIL)
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

CLAMPS, PIPE-JOINT
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

CHUTES, COAL
Mackinnon StppI Pa.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke. QueCLAMPS. MACHINISTS

J. H. WUliam.5 & -Co.. liicjokl™ N.Y
CLEANERS. BOILER TUBE
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co.. uMontreal. Que.
Can. H. W. .lohns-Manville Co., Toronto,
Cole Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Frank Gilman, Bii-mingham, Eng.
Garlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Goldie & McOullooh Co., Gait
Green's EconomLser, Ltd.. Toronto.
Pilley Packing & Flue Brush Mfg. Co., St
Louis. .\Io.

Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
CLOCKS
American Steam Gauge 4 Valve Mfg, 0«., Bos
ton. Mass.

CLOSETS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Mueller .Mtg. Co.. H., 8»mla, Ont

CLUTCHES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont
G«Mie & McOullooh Co., Gait
Waterous EIngine Works Co., Brantford. Ont

COAL
Dom. Coal Co.. Montreal

COAL AND ASH CO v-'EVORS
Babcook & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., M-ntreal.
Waterous Engine W -k» Co.. BrantfoM, Ont

COAL HAND' INC MACHINER>
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. MontreaL
Can Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont
Green's F,copomi.>?er. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Miinufflcturing Co.. Mmitreal.
MflcOoTpm * Co.. Inc., Montreal, Que.
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Pa^ic, N.J.
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
W«teron« Rnirine Works Co.. Brant/onl, OntCOAL HOLE COVERS
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

COILS
Frick Oo

. WsTrne^ro. FrtnkHn C«.. Pa.
Jaa. Morrison Brass .Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
York Vfnnijf«c(nrtn» Co.. York P«.

COLD STORAGE INSULATION
Annstrnne Cork & Insulation Co.. Montreal Que
Beverido-p Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
COLD STORAGE DOORS AND WINDOWS
.Tannisnn PoVI qtoraee Door Co., Hagerstown. Md
COMPRESSORS, AIR
American Steam Pumn Co.. Battle Creek, Mich.
Can. Allis-Phambprs. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. .Montreal
Darline Bros . Ltd., Montreal. Qnp.
Inglis Co,. The .Tohn, Toronto. Ont
Lanrip Lan^h. Montreal
MflcGovem & Co.. Inc.. Montreal. Que.
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester. England.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.
Tnvlor Instrument Co.. Rochester, N.Y.
CONDENSERS
Albertrer Heater Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
Amprican Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Mich.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. On .

Can. Allis-Chambers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
PnrUng Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Ooldip * 'McCulloch Co., Gait.
Laurie ^- T.amb. Montreal,
MacOovem & Co.. Inc., Montreal. Que.
Wntcroufl FruHne Works Co.. Brentford

CONDENSERS. AMMONIA AND STEAM
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.

York Manufacturing Co. , York, Pa.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.
CONDUITS
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Out
CONDENSATION RECEIVER
The Ma^oD Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
CONDENSER AND SMOKESTACK PAINTS
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.

CONNECTIONS. FLANGED
Jeffereon Union Co.. lexington, Mass.
Dart T'nion Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

CONNECTING RODS
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

CONTRACTORS' STRUCTURAL STEEL
Canadian Faii*anks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co.. Sherbrooke, Que.

CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Babcock &• Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-^Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Jpft'rey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Watprmis Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

CONVEYORS. PORTABLE
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

CONVEYORS. BELT
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

COOLER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown. Md.

COPPER TUBE
Emirire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont.

CORK INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insidation Co.. Montreal. One.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto. Ont

COTTON HOSE
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. OnU.

COUNTERS
American Steam Gauge Sc Valve Mfg. Co.. Bos-
ton. Ma.w.

Scbaeffer & Biidenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N Y.

COUPLINGS
Bovine HvdrauHe A Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Beveridge PaT»er Co.. Montreal. One.
Panadian Fairbank^JMorse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal
rtarline Rrothmi. Ltd.. Montreal. Qiie.
Jpffrev ManufactnHng Co.. Montreal.
McAvit?? & Sons. T.. St .Tohn. N.B.

COUPLING. FRICTION
Can. I/lnk-'Bell Co.. Toronto. Ont

COUPLINGS. BOILER. FT.ANGED PIPE.
JOINT PIPE. UNION, STEAM PIPE
.Jefferson Union Co., Lexington. Mass.
rvart Union Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

COUPLINGS. SHAFT
Ooldle A McCnlloeih Co.. Gait

PRANES. ALL KINDS
Canadian Allis-Chalmem. Ltd.. Toronto.
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
5*nart-Turner Machine Co,, Ltd.. Hamilton.

CRANES. ELECTRIC
n^beock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
>'»n Link-Belt Co . Toronto. Ont.
Khnart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. HamOton.

CRANES. GANTRY
Can Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont

CRANES. HAND POWER
Babcock * Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Boving Hvdratilic A Ene.. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont.
fnn r,ink-Bplt Co . Toronto. Out
Frick ro.. Wavne«horo. Franklin Co.. Pa.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

CRANES. LOCOMOTIVE
ran I,ink-Kplt Co.. Toronto. Ont

CRANES. OVERHEAD TRAVELLING
Babcock * Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Boving Hydraulic * En«.. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont,
Pun T.lnk-BeU Co , Toronto. Ont
5»mBrt-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANFS. POfIT JIB
Babcock * Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.

CRANFS. PORTABLE
Can. T/ink-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont

CRANES. SWING JIB
Babcock * Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.

CRANFS. WALL
Babcock * WUcoT. Ltd.. Montreal.
CRANK AND CROf«SHFAD PIN OILERS

T,"»itrATib«'»ner On.. Cincinnati. 0.
CRANK SUAFTS

J. H. \Villiam.s Co., Brooklyn, N.Y,
CRIMPS. lEATHFR
Graton * Kniehf Mfe Co.. Montreal.

CRITSWING MArHTNERY
Canadian Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto.
.Teffrev Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Canada.
r-.nadlan Fnlrhank^-Morse Co.. Ltd.. %fnntreal
CURB PTTMPS <nM, AND GASOLINE*
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited, Toronto, Ont.
CYLINDER OIL

F, 'H Kellnffi A' Co.. New York.
D*MPFR R1!<GITI,ATORS
npfender Automatic Regulator Co., St. lyouis. .Mo.
The Mason Re<nilator * Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Babcock * Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Harllng Bros.. T/d.. Montreal. Que.
n-Fste Po.. Julian. Boston. Maw.
Afason Rpffulator Co.. Boston. Mass.
.To« Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

DTSCS. FIBRE
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Johna-Prstt Co. The, Hartford. Conn.

DISCS. LEATHER
HraCnn * Knight Mfv. Co.. Montreal.

DIS-^TLIING APPARATUS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Mootre*!,

Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

DOORS, COLD STORAGE AND FREEZER
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hageratown, Md.

DOUBLE PIPE CONDENSERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York. Pa.

DRAFT APPARATUS SYSTEMS,
MECHANICAL
The Mason Regulate & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Green s Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

DRAFT RECORDERS
Jas W. Hays Corp.. Michigan City, Ind.

Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.

DRAFT GAUGES
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester. Mass.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Ma

DRIVES. CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

DROP-FORGINGS
J. H, Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
DRYING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

DRY CLEANING SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

DYNAMOS
Canadian Fairbanks-<Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
MacGovera & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

EFFICIENCY ENGINEERING
MacKinnon, Uolmee & Co., Sherbrooke. Que.

ECONOMIZERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

EJECTORS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Pentwrthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

EJECTORS AND SYPHONS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penbertiy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES AND
MACHINERY
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal. Que
Canadian Fairbanks-JJorse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
F:conomy Fuse & Mfg. Co.. Montreal, Que.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., New York.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
ELEVATORS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que.

ELEVATING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks -.Morse Co.. Ltd.. MontreaL
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Dariing Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Qae.
Goldie & -McCulloch Co.. Gait.
Jellrey .Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

ELEVATORS AND BUCKETS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co .- Toronto. Ont.

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. -Montreal, Canada.
Can Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.

ENAMELWARE
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
H Mueller Mfg. Co.. Samia. Ont.

ENAMELWARE FITTINGS. IRON PIPE
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London, Ont

ENDS. ROD AND YOKE
J. H. William.^ & C,).. Bi-ookl.vn. N.Y.
ENGINEERS' SUPPLIES
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto. Ont.
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto.
Harling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerrillc. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co.. CincinFati. O.
Penberthy Injed or Co.. Windsor, Ont
.Tn.«. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co . Toronto.

ENGINES, AUTOMATIC AND DROP
VALVE
Frick Co.. Wayne-stroro, Franklin Co.. P».
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

ENGINES. CORLISS AND ROCKING VALVB
Frick Co.. Waraesboro. Franklin Co., P».
Goldie & MoCulloch Co.. Gait.
Green's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd..

St Catharines. Ont.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

ENGINES. DIESEL
C»n Allis-Phalnora. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
ENGINES. GAS AND GASOLINE
Boving Hydraulic * Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Laurie & Lam#i. Montreal.
MacGovem & Co.. Inc.. Montreal. Que.
Smart Turner Mschine Po . I.ll Hamilton.

ENGINES. GASOLINE STATIONARY
Sterling Engine Co.. Buffalo. N'.Y.

ENGINES: GASOI INE FOR PI MP AND
EMERGENCY GENERATOR DRIVES
Sterling Engine Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
ENGINES. STEAM
The .Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Can .Mlis-Phalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co,. Gait
Inglis Co.. The John. Toronto, Ont
Laurie A Lamb. Montreal.
MacGovem * Co.. Inc.. .Montreal. Que.
Montreal General Tool Co.. Montreal, Qna.

Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.
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.The Wrench of 25% Greater Efficiency

TRIMO
>1

Two new features have
been recently a^ded to the
Trimo Pipe Wrench, namely
Nut-Guards, in all sizes, and
unbreakable steel frames, in
leading sizes.

The Nut-Guards prevent
the accidental rotation of the
nut while in use.

These improvements add
25% to the usefulness of the
tool.

The Trimo Pipe Wrench
is made with wood handles
in 4 sizes. 6-in., 8-in., 10-in.,
14-in. atid in steel handles
in all sizes, 6-in. to 48-in.
inclusive.

All Trimo Pipe Wrench
parts are interchangeable.

The_inserted jaw in the
handl^ can be readily re-
placed when worn, thus add-
ing to the life of the tool.

Nut v-ith Nut-Guards
Inquiries from Importers and Dealers
Solicited, Send for Catalogue No. 56.

v..

TRIMONT MANUFACTURING CO.
Roxbnry (Boston) Mass., U.S.A.

Cable Address : Triwrench
Code : Western Union

com

LUNKENHEIMER
"RENEWO" VALVES

The "seat guard" with which the
"Renewo" is provided aids in preserv-
ing the seating surfaces and keeping
them clean. The seating surfaces are
regrindable and all the parts, includ-

ing the seat ring and disc are renew-
able. To further enhance their

durability, both the seat ring and disc

are made of Lunkenheimer "Valve-
nickel" — a material having excep-
tional wear resisting qualities.

The body, bonnet, stem, etc., are made
of high-grade bronze composition
formulated especially for the duty
each part performs, making the
"Renewo" the most practical, durable
and economical valve to be had.

Globe, Angle, Cross, Straightway and
Horizontal and Angle Check types for
pressures up to 200 and 300 pounds.

Specify Lunkenheimer "Renewo" and insist

on getting the genuine. Your local dealer can
furnish them, if not, write us.

Wrile for Booklet No. 535-DC.

Itil LUNKENHEIMER £2;—"ouAirrv"—

Largest Manufacturers of

High Grade Engineering Specialties

in the World.

CINCINNATI
New York

Chicago
1-17-43

Boston

London
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ENGINES, HOISTING, LOGGING, CABLE-
WAY
Can. AJlis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
ENGINES, MARINE
Canadian Faiihanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Canadian AJlis-Chalmera, Ltd.. Toronto.
Goldie & .McCxaioch Co., Gait
Montreal (ieneral Tool Co., Montreal, Que.

ENGINES, SAW MILL
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.
Engineeruig and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,
St. Catharines, Ont.

Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, SINGLE COMPOUND AND
TRIPLE EXPANSION
Engineering and ilacbine Works of Canada, Ltd.
Goldie & -McCulloch Co., GalL
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, VERTICAL
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

ENGINEERING BOOKS
MaeLean Publishing Co., Toronto.

EXHAUSTERS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

EXHAUST HEADS
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, iN.Y.
•las. Morrison Brass ilfg. Co., Toronto.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Franklin Williams Co., New York.
Watson & MoDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.

EXPANSION JOINTS
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
JlcAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd.. St John, N.B.
J as. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

EYE BOLTS
J. H. WrUiauLs & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

FANS, VENTILATING
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Engr. & Equip. Co., Worcester, Mass
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

FEED WATER HEATERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., .Montreal.
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc., Hartford. Conn.
Roylea, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

FEED WATER PURIFIERS
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

FEED WATER REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., .Montreal.
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co
Boston, Ma-ss.

Chaplin, Fulton Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Beverldge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Green's Economizer. Ltd., Toronto.
Laurie A- Lamb. Montreal.
E. J. Philip & Rons. Toronto.

FIBRE. VULCANIZED
BeveridKe Paper Co., Montreal, Due.
FILTERS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
Laurie & Lam^. Montreal.
Wm. B. Scaife & .Sons Co., Pittsburg Pa
FU TERS. WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Frick Co., Wayne.sboro. Franklin Co., P»
Mackimif^ti Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
E. J. Phihp & Sons, Toronto.
Scaife & Sons, Wm. B., Pittsburgh . P».
York Mfe. Co.. York. Pn.
FILLING STATION EQUIPMENT
The Mason Recnilator & Ene. Co., Ltd., Montreal
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
FIITFRING AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Wm. B. Sc-iife & Snns Cr, . Pitt-sbiirg Pa
FIRFBRTCK— lOlNTI.ESS
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
Roi'pri'V"' Pxper Co., .Montreal. One.

FIRE BRICK
.Tointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FIRK PRICK. PLASTIC
Gates Refractories, Limited, .Montreal.

FIRE BRICK MORTAR
.Tolntleso Fire Brick Co.. Chicago, 111.

FIRE BRICK CEMENT
.Tointless Fire Brick Co.. Chicago. Ill

FIREPROOF COLD STORAE DOORS
AND WINDOWS
.Inmisnn Cold Sl'oraire Donr Co.. Hagerstnwn. -Md.

FITTINGS. AIR. AUTOMOBILE. r:AS.

HYDRAULIC. PIPE. PIPE FLANGED,
SCREWED PIPE. STEAM
.Tpfferson ITnion Co.. LeTington. Ma.ss.

Durt Union Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
TT Mueller Mfs. Co.. Samia. Ont

FITTINGS. MARINE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Ja«. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
FLANGED STEAM FITTINGS
ntrof' SenaratoT Co.. Syracuse. N.Y.
Kerr Fn"i"e Co.. Wfllkerville. Ont.
TWoAvltv T., & Sons, Ltd., St John. N.B.
FLANGES
Dart Union Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
.TAffersnn TTnlon Co.. Lejinuton, Ma».
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerrille, Ont.

Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
.MoAvity, T., & Sons. Ltd.. St John, N.B.

FLOORING COMPOSITION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co.. Montreal Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto. Ont.

FLUE GAS COLLECTORS
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

FLUE CLEANERS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Babcock & WUcoi, Montreal,
ftrprii's Kronnmiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Pilley Packing and Flue Brush Mfg. C«.. Si.

Louis, Mo.

FLUE GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Gree'.'s Economiser. Ltd., Toronto. Ont.

The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.
Schaeffer & B\idenberg .Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn, N.Y
t'ehling Instrument Co., New York.
Penberthy Injecto- Co.. Windsor, Ont

FLUES. GAS AND SMOKE
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.

FLUMES. STEEL
Bovine Hydraulic & Eng. Co. , Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Wm. B. ^caifp & Rons Co.. Pi'f^huiB. Pa.
WUsom Mfg. Co., J. C, Belleville.

FREEZER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown. .Md.

FRICTION LEATHERS
Oraton \- Knigh; Mfe. Co.. Montreal.

FUEL AND OIL PUMPS AND
MEASURING SYSTEMS
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.

FUEL OIL SYSTEMS
S. F, Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
FURNACE LINING
Jointless Fire Brick Co., ChicaBo, 111.

FURNACFS. BOILER
Gates Refractories, Limited, Montreal.
Green's K.conr>mLser. I.t/I.. Tororfto.

FURNACE DOOR ARCH
Jointless Fire Brick Co.. Chicago. 111.

FURNACES, SMOKELESS
Pabcock & Wilcox. Montreal.
J..~ie» Underfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
Murphy Iron Works. Detroit, .Mich
Sanford Riley Stoker Co.. Worcester, Mau.

FI'RNACE GRATE BARS
The Ma.son Re«irulafor & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

FUSES
Can. H. W. JohnsAIanville Co.. Toronto. Ont
Economy Fuse & Mfg. Co. of Canada. Montreal
Johns-Pratt Co.. The, Hartford. Conn.

GAS ANALYSTS IVSTWTTM»^NTS. FTC
Defender Automatic Regulator Co.. St. Louis, Mo.
Green • Kconomiser. Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
PenheHhy Iniector Co.. Windsor. Ont
SchaelTer & Bndenberg Mfg. Co.. Brooklm, N.T
T'eh'ing tiatnimen* Co.. Vew York N.Y.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont

GASKETS. RUBBER. ASBESTOS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Ca. Toronto. Ont
Durabln Mfg. Co.. New York. N.Y.
Frick Co.. Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Pa,
Oarlock Packing Co,, Hamilton. Ont
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford, Conn.
Sarro Co., Inc.. New York. N.Y.

GASKETS. LEAD. COPPER AND LEATHER
Oraton & Knight Mfg. C<i.. Montreal. 0"»
Shell Bar Boico Supplv Co.. Toronto. Ont
Sarco Co . Trc Vpw York. N.Y.

GAS ANAI.ZERS CO-2
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.
GAS PRODUCER PLANTS
Can. Allls-Chalmera, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreil
Laurie A- Lamb Montreal.

GASOLINE METERS
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto. Ont.
GASOLINE PUMPS. SELF MEASURING
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
GASOLINE TANKS
8. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto.
lior^oriai Oil. T.td,. Toronto

GATES. HEAD AND WASTE
J. C. Wilson -Mfg. Co., Bellerille. Ont.
GAUGE COCKS
•Rie Mason Regulator It Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
Canadian Fairbanks-.Moi-se I'o.. Ltd.. .Moniteal
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. 0.
McAvitT. T., & Sons. Ltd.. St. .lob" N It.

Jas. .Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont
W. J Wall, Montreal,

GAUGES. AMMONIA. OIL, GAS. AIR
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co.. Bo*
Ton Mass,

Jas. -Morrison Bnusa Mfg. Co., Toronto.
SrhaofTer * H.iri»nhPMr .Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.T

GAUGE. RECORDING
Defender Autom.itic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont
Jas. Morrison Bra.sa Mfg. Co., Toronto.

GAUGES. PRESSURE. VACUUM. DRAFT
AVn RECORDING. AND MICROMETER
The Ma-son Regiilator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
Balwock & Wilcoi. -Montreal.
Green's F,conomiser. Ltd., Toronto.

The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, W.T
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.T.
DehUng Instrumenit Co., New York, N.T.

GAUGES, WATER
RaN'ofK & Wilcox. .MontreaL
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Jcutuua B'uo., i.lU., MuiiLreal.

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
McAvity. T.. &• Son.s. Ltd., St. John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Torcmto.
Penbertliy Injector Co., Windsor, Oat
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn, N.T.

GEARS. COMPENSATING
GEARS, FIBRE CUT

Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd.. Montreal. Qae.

GEARS, CUT, WORM. MORTISE
Goldie & -McCulloch Co., Gait
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lisdaay, Ont
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
.Smart-T"rner Machine Co Md . HamDtoa.
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C. Belleville.

GENERATORS. STEAM TURBO
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, 0»C
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.

GENERATORS AND CONVERTORS
Canadian Fairt>anks-Moree Co., Ltd., Montr««L
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont.
MacGovem & Co.. Inc., Montreal, Que.

GLOVES. WORKING
R. G. heme & Co., Toronto, OnL

GOVERNORS, ENGINE
Escher Wyss & Co.. Montreal, Que.
Mo-\vity, T., & Sons. Ltd.. St. .I'>hn N.B.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

GOVERNORS. WATER WHEEL
WUson Mfg. Co.. J. C, BelleTille.

GRATES. DUMPING, ROCKING.
STATIONARY

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Babcock & Wilcox. Montreal.
Carling Turbine Blower Co., Worcester. Mass.
Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto, Got
Goldie & -McCulloch Co., Gait
Mason Regulator A Engineering Co., Montrtal.
"hell-Bar B^iw Supplv Ltd Toronto, Ont,
Victoria Foundo- Co, Ltd.. Ottawa.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

GRAVITY CARRIERS
Can. Link- Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont

GREASE CUPS
Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerrille.

Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. 0.

McArity, T., & Sons. Ltd., 3t John. N.B,
Jas. MorrLson Brass Mfg. Ca, Toronto.
Penberthy InJ<!Ctor Co., Windsor. Ont

GREASE AND OIL EXTRACTORS
The -Ma.son Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Gauge & Valve -Mfg. Co.. Bo*

ton, Mass.
Laurie A Lamb, Montreal.

GREASES
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Canadian Fairbanks-.Mone Ca, Ltd.. MoDtreal.

GAUGES. DRAFT
Jas W. Havs Corp., -Michigan City, Ind-

GAUGE COCKS, STANDARD AND EXTRA
HEAVY
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Wlnd.sor, Ont.

HAND LEATHERS OR PADS
Grafon * Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

HAND PUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
S. F. Bowser Company, I.imittHl, Toronto, Ont-

HANDLES CRANK. MACHINE
J, H. WillLims & Co.. Brookb-n, N.Y.
BANGERS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto. Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Ooldle A McCulloch Co.. Qalt
Waterou" Engine Wo•-^« fo. Brentford.
WilBon Mfg. Co.. J. C, Belleville.

HPATERS
The Mason Regulator * Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Monireal,.

Attwrger Heater Ca. Buffalo. N.T.
Babcock A Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Qoldle A McCulloch Co.. Gait
T*nr1e A I.,amh. Montreal.
Rovles, Ltd., Irlam. Manchester. England.
MoAvitT A Sons, T,. St. J»hn. N R
Wateroud Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

HEATERS. EXHAUST STEAM
The Ma-son Regulator A Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal'.

Can Allis Chalmers Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
HEATERS. METERING
Can. Allls-Cbalmers. Ltd . Toronto, Ont
Ya^iill-'Wn'^'n" rn P'-Hadelphia. Pa.

HEATING EQUIPMENT
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont.

HOISTS. ELECTRIC
p,r, riiV-PM. Co.. Toronto. Ont

HOIST HOOKS .

J. H. Willi.sm.s Cy .
Bro,-.kl.vn. N.Y.

HOISTING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
Babcock A Wilcnr. Ltd . Montreal.
Cm. Link-Belt Co . Toronto, Ont.
.Teffrey Mfg. Co.. Colnmbu.s. Ohio.
MacGovem A Co.. Inc. Montreal. Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford

HOSE. STEAM- SUCTION AND WATKB
Can. Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont.

HOT WATER GENERATORS
The Mason Regulator A Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal^
p-ott ,t- '••..It Co.. Inc. nartfoni. Conn-

HYDRANTS
K.rr Kuk-iue Co.. Walkerville Ont,

HYDRAULIC ACCUMULATORS
Smart-Turner Mach'ne Co , Ltd., Hamilton,

HYDRAULIC MACHINERY
Boring HvdranHc A SJn«. Co.. Ltd,. Lindsay, OnU-

Frick Co.. Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
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Yale
Chain
Blocks

"from hook to hook a line of Steel"—
provide the strongest, quickest and
easiest means of hoisting, no matter
what kind of plant you operate.

The parts are few and simple, they have
the greatest overload capacity, the chain
is tested to two and a half times its
capacity, the gears centre around one
main shaft.

In short, the Yale is the most practical
of all hoists.

No matter what kind of loads you have
to handle—no matter what difficulties
there are to be overcome, the Yale meets
the contingency. Before you equip your
plant, or replace old equipment, investi-
gate the Yale.

Write Us For Catalogue.

: : •:
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Steam Goods
Automotive Equip-
ment

Motor Boat Sup-
plies

Engines

Pumps
Electrical
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Machine Tools
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RairDanks MorseCompany Limited
'CANADA^ DEF»ARTMBlWTAIy HOUSE. OFI^ECHANICAL GOODS'HALIFAX

.
ST JOHN. QUEBEC. MONTREAL . OTTAWA TORONTO. HAMILTONWINDSOR WINNIPEG SASKATOON. CALGARY VANCOUVER , VICTORIA
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Clean Tubes Mean Coal Saving

And easier firing, less ash-handling,
fewer shut-downs, prevention of bag-
ged or burned tubes, fewer repairs, and
less frequent wash-outs. METLSKIN
can pay for itself in a short time.

Scale in Your Boilers

is an unprofitable boarder. Its appetite is enormous

and it consumes far more than it is worth. Why
not give it TWO MONTHS' NOTICE, and put an

end to your loss thereafter?

THE SIXTY-DAY TEST OF METLSKIN is open

to any reliable concern that is troubled with boiler-

scale, pitting or corrosion. A small daily dose of

METLSKIN, for a period of two months, will bring

down the most tenacious scale, and absolutely con-

vince you that A CLEAN BOILER IS NOT ONLY
POSSIBLE, but EASY.

SEND A POSTCARD for the METLSKIN booklet

and learn about Our Offer, Guarantee Bond, and

Prices.

METLSKIN is neither "Compound" nor "Cure-all."

METLSKIN CO., Inc.
Rochester, N. Y.

Canadian ReprcMcntativcn:

Canadian^ Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited
St. John Montreal Quebec Ottawa Hamilton

Toronto Windsor Winnipeg Calgary

Vancouver Victoria Saskatoon

rdiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^ iiiiiiiiii;

III
IMPORTANT THINGS

TO CONSIDER ABOUT
A SEPARATOR

I. THE PLAN—Is it sen-

sible, will it work, no
matter how large the
Separator or how well

made?

II. THE SIZE—Is it big
enough regardless of

plan, will it hold a good
dose of water?

III. THE CONSTRUCTION
—Is it strong enough,
are flanges heavy, how
will it look by the aide

of a nicely finished

engine? Send for cata-

log and note these

points in

Sweet's Separators

DIRECT SEPARATOR COMPANY
218 South Gedde* St. SYRACUSE, N. Y

General Sales Agents;

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited

St. John, Montreal, Quebec, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton
Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Calgary, Vancouver, Victoria

Tu xeda
SWING JOINTS
Provide one of the
easiest ways to

save coal

Every pound of steam
that escapes through a
leaky connection repre-
sents a certain amount
of coal wasted. Do you
know that an average
leak will waste 3,400
pounds of steam a
month ? Investigate
your flexible steam con-
nections at once and
then investigate the
Tuxeda Swing Joint.

A Guaranteed Solution for Your Flexible
Connection Problems

Send for Bulletin "A" to

FRANKLIN WILLIAMS, INC.
New York City

General Sales Airents: Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.
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Z)o yott know that the

centrifugal force in

belts at high speed re-

ducS6 their driving
power until at about

9600 R. P. M. a belt is

incapable of transmit-

ting power? All such

factors are taken into

account by our En-
gineering Department
when they design stan-

dardized belt drives.

Consult them about
your problem.

This is a 12-inch

Spartan Double Belt,

operating a 50 horse-

power Gas Compi-essor.

Its co.it to date is V^c

per horse-power per

week. When this belt

had been in u.se 18

months, the engineer

ivrote ?*R that it had

given double the length

of service of belts

previously used. This

has noiv been in use

over four years and is

still going strong.

TOP NOTCH
There is another case where top-notch efficiency

and economy have been obtained by simply install-

ing the right belt for the work to be done.

For many years Spartan Belting has been dominat-

ing the hard drives that destroy other belts. That
experience ranks it as top notch in leather, in tan-

nage and in workmanship. It is unusually pliable,

wonderfully elastic, it is the greatest of pulley

grippers and without an equal for high speed, over-

load drives or where unfavorable conditions exist.

Spartan well exempliflies the three principles back

of Graton & Knight Standardized Series Leather

Belt: First, they are made of the right material

—

leather. Second, they are tanned in our own tannery
specifically for belting use. thus assuring the right

kind of leather. Third, they are graded into a

Standardized Series—a belt for each class of power

transmission requirements—standardized in manu-

facture and standardized for the work to be done.

Certain articles can be tested in a short time

—

not so belting. It takes years to test out the cor-

rectness of principles applied in power transmission.

The result of 60 years test of experience is that

Graton & Knight Standardized Series Belting, the

highest in grade, is also the most widely sold.

That is a significant combination: highest quality

—

largest sale.

Many of the best belted plants ask us to specify

the belting for every drive. Try the plan yourself.

Then, when buying, call for "Graton & Knight—

—

Brand or equal." This won't commit you to buying

our belts. It will put your buying on the one basic

consideration—the work to be done.

Write for book on Standardization as applied to Belting

THE GRATON & KNIGHT MFG. COMPANY, Worcester, Mass., U.S.

A

Oak Leather Tanners, Makers of Leather Belting and Leather Products

BRANCHES AND DISTRIBUTORS IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
Canadian Graton & Knight, Ltd., Montreal. Canadian Representatives: The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse
Co., Ltd., St. John, MontreaL Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Quebec, Calgary, Saskatoon, Vancouver,
Windsor, Winnipeg, Victoria.

Graton &,KniQrht
Standardized Series C9

Leather Beltingr
Tanned by us jor belting use
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FEED WATER HEATERS HOT WATERGENERATORS

POWER PUMPS

PRATT &CADY COMPANY. INC.
HARTFORD —— CONN.

THEfCANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE COMPANY, LIMITED

Canadian Representatives:
Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Windsor, Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Calgary, Vancouver, Victoria

STRENGTH-GOODNESS-QUALITY
WATER

Many miles of boiler feed lines carrying water at a temperature of approximately 210 deg. F. have never
leaked because the flanges were packed with DURABLA gasket material. Equally satisfactory service is

being given by DURABLA on lines where the temperature of the water is 40 deg, F. DURABLA does not
pulp and this fact has convinced others that it is a standard for all water service.

Put DURABLA in the next water joints you make and it will prove this fact to you. It is guaranteed to
make a tight joint.

DURABLA gasket material is also guaranteed for oil, air, steam, ammonia, gasoline and acids.

One Standard Material for All Gasket Work.. Sold on a Service Basis.

DURABLA MANUFACTURING CO., NEW YORK
Distributors for Canada:

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited
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WHY PACK THE SMALL VALVES
SO OFTEN?

Use
tradcmaqk

"PALMETTIE
R£0 U S PAT OFFICE

AND SAVE LABOR AND EXPENSE

TWIST
PAOONC

The Cost of Packing a Small Valve

Do you know what constitutes the cost of packing a globe valve?

It's not the small amount of packing required, but the labor of applying

it. To reduce the cost of packing the many small valves about your

plant select a packing that is made of first grade materials and has the

reputation of giving long, satisfactory service, and so reduce the labor

cost, which is really the controlling item of expense.

// your engineer has something more important to do than packing small

valves provide him with '^Palmetto" twist packing.

Any size valve

packed from
one spool by

unstranding.

IT MEANS REAL ECONOMY

GREENE, TWEED & CO.
Sole Manufacturers

109 Duane St. New York

Let us send
you a sample
spool to test

for quality.

Canadian Agents: The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., St. John. Toronto. Quebec. Hamilton. Montreal. Ottawa,' Vancouver, Victoria.



The Floating Head Allows for

Unequal Expansion ofHotandColdTubes
There can't be trouble from expansion
or contraction strains, because of this
Alberger Multi-Head free from the
cast iron shell of this

Alberger
Heater

Nor can there be clogging of the tubes,

for these Alberger tubes are corrugated
pure copper. These corrugated tubes

will remain scale-free longer than a heater with plain tubes, because the
corrugations promote a scouring effect on the tubes.

Brass tubes are a source of expense, because they frequently split. But
Alberger tubes are pure copper; they will neither split, bend nor buckle.

CATALOGUE EXPLAINS FULLY. WRITE FOR IT.

ALBERGER HEATER COMPANY
BUFFALO, N.Y. Manufacturers of Alberger Multi-Head Heater*

GENERAL SALES AGENTS:
CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE COMPANY, Limited

Keeps up with the

heaviest hot water
demands.
Because Alberger Heaters transmit

507r' more heat than plain tube

heaters of corresponding size. Al-

berger Heaters furnish hot water

as fast as it can be drawn. You
will use less fuel and need no

storage tank with an Alberger

Heater.
St. John, Montreal,

Windsor,
Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Quebec, Calgary,

Vancouver, Winnipeg, Victoria.

Are without an Equal for

Deane of Holyoke Condensers
or Suctions on Paper Machines

Softest high-grade rubber as seating,

supported by an inseparable steel core.

Spring guides and brass bushed stud-

holes as above, if desired, or plain faces.

Not a cheap valve, but positively smooth-
est in action and longest lasting.

This construction in Four Grades for
every known pumping service.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.

Sole Distributors for Canada

SAVE STEAM
THE AMERICAN IDEAL

STEAM TRAP
has an enviable record for removing con-

densation
from steam
lines.

Send for your
copy of our new
booklet

—

"A Steam Trap
Catechism with
S p e c i fication

Data,"

and plan to use the American Ideal as your

standard.

Canadian Agents: CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO. LIMITED

Montreal, Toronto, St. John, Winnipeg

American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co.

New York Chicago BOSTON Atlanta Pittiburgh
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Let the C.A.S.E. Smooth Out

Your Load Curve

WOQQV AND
1 I.SFI F.S.S WODK

LACK OF

ADVANCEMENT

Remove The Peaks of Worry And Unproductive Labor And
Build Up The Valleys By Working For

Your Advancement

A man who is thoroughly grounded in the practice of his profession, who is free from

personal worry and trouble, overcomes the many difficulties besetting the path of

the operating engineer with little labor and in a manner ensuring his advancement.

The successful man owes his success to a wise appreciation of the advantages and
mutual help offered by association with those in the same field of endeavor. To
join an association having for its objectives the welfare of the engineer in things
mental and material, his advancement in knowledge and skill, his protection by pro-
vision for sickness and distress is to take advantage of an opportunity indispensable
to all who hope to better themselves.

If you are interested in sucti an organization and live where less than
fifteen engineers are located, send for a copy of our constitution and
application blanks for admission to nearest branch lodge. If there are
more than fifteen engineers in your community, get together and send for
particulars regarding formation of a branch lodge.

J. H. HALE, General Secretary,

Canadian Association of Stationary

—. ngineers Hamilton, om.
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MacGoTem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Qne.

HYDRAULIC VALVES
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

HYDRAULIC PRESSES
BoTinc Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsa;, Uqi
Vriek Co., Wafnesboro, Franklin Co.
Duds Canadian Reirigeralion Co., Montreal.

ICE MAIUNG MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Out.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.
Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Montreal.
York Mfg. Co., York. Pa.

INGOTS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont,

INDICATORS, ELECTRIC—ALL TYPES
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn.
Dahlinc Instrument Co., New York, N.Y.

INDICATORS, STEAM AND GAS
ENGINE
American Steam Gauge & Vaire Mfg. Co., Bo«
ton, Ma.s8.

Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Oni.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto,
(lehling Inatrument Co., New York, N.Y.

INDICATORS—AMMONIA, H FDRAULIC
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Got.

INDICATORS, SPEED
L. S. Starrett Co., Athol, Mass.

INJECTORS
Babeock & WUeoz, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. AUU-Clialmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
.\lcA?ity & Sons, T., St. John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.

INJECTORS, AUTOMATIC AND AUTO-
POSITIVE

I'enberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Out.
INSTRUMENTS, RECORDING
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Giet:u a bcorjomi&er, Ltd.. Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Companies, Rochester, .N.Y.
YamalPWaring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

INSULATING BRICK
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, g'M
BMeridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Qne.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont.

INSULATING COMPOUNDS
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford, Conn.

INSULATORS
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
JohnsPratt Co.. The, Hartford, Conn.

IRON FILLER
Can. H. W. Johns-.Maniille Co.. Toronto, Oni

KETTLES, STEAM AND GAS
Roylcs, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
KEROSENE PUMPS (SELF MEASURING!
3. F, Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
KEROSENE TANKS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
<;ir.'ii - t^cimomi^fi. Mil.. Toronto.

KNITTED GOODS, WORKING
R. G. Long & Co., Toronto, Ont.
LACE LEATHERS
Qraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Can H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Obi
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
LAMPS, ARC
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co.. Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manvillc Co., Toronto, Ooi

LAMPS, INCANDESCENT
Canadian Fairbanka-'Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Can. H. W. Johns- .Manville Co., Toronto, Ont

LAMPS, TUNGSTEN AND NITRO
Can. Genera! Electric Co., Toronto, Ont.
LEATHER STRAPPING
Ornton * Kniftht Mfg. Co., Montreal.

LINK BELTING
Cm. I.inl<-Bp!t Cn, . Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.

LININGS, FIRE BRICK, STEEL STACK
Crppn'<! Fcnnomi.'ser, Ltd., Toronto.

LOADERS. CAR
Portable Machinery Co,, Inc., Passaic. N.J.

LUBRICATORS
Umpire 'Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Out.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
LUBRICATING OIL FILTERING AND
CIRCULATING SYSTEMS
3. F. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto. Ont
LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto. Oni
LUBRICATORS CYLINDER
CUTTING COMPOUNDS
Lnnkenheimnr Co.. Cincinnati. O.
Penberthy Inlector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE TANKS
AND PUMPS
3. F. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto. Ont.
LUBRICATORS. FORCE ?EED
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., MontrcRl, Canada.
Oan. Detroit Liibric.ntnr Co.. WaltterviTlp. (»ni

Oarling Bros., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
PenbprtbT Iniector Co.. Windsor.

LUBRICATORS, PLAIN
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0,
Penberthy Injector Co., Wind.'sor. finl

Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.
LUBRICATORS, SIGHT FEED AND PLAIN
ENGINE
Penberthy Iniector Co., Windsor, Ont.

MARINE CASTINGS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont,
MACHINERY INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal (,)n

BeTeridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Qv.e.

MACHINERY, TRANSMISSION (POWER)
.Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

MECHANICAL STOKERS
Batx;ock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
.Vlurphy Iron Works, Dertoit, Mich.
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.

METERS. AIR
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont
METERS, ELECTRIC
Can. H. \V. Johns- .Manville Co.. Toronto, (iui

METERS. GAS.
E. J. Philip & Sous, Toronto, Ont.

M-^TERS. STEAM
The Masoo Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
'i'een's F/Conomiser. Ltd.. Toronto.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont

METERS, WATER
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Green's Ek;onomiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Vlc'^vitv «• Sons, T.. St. John. N.B.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

MIXING VALVES
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont

MILL AND MINING MACHINERY
Canadian FairbanksjMorse Co., Montreal.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd.

St Catharines, Ont
Canadian Allis-C^almers. Ltd., Toronto.

Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

METER TESTERS
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont

METERS (OIL. KEROSENE. GASOLINE.
ETC.)

S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

MOTORS
i^anadian Fairbnnk~-Morse Co.. Montreal
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto. Ont.
rireen's Economizer. Ltd.. Toronto
MacGorem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

OFFICE R.AII.INGS
Jas. Mnrri«on Rr.T^c Mfj;. Co. Torntitn.

OIL STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTING
SYSTEMS
3. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto. Ont

OIL CUPS
r 'inkenheimpr Cn.. ripr-lnnflti O
Jas. Morri-=on Brais Mfj. Cn Tornnin.

Penberthy Iniector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

OIL AND GREASE CUPS
Penbertliv Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

OIL MT'TF.RS
3. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

OILER. COMPOUND FEEDERS
Lunkenheimer Cn.. Cincinnati. O.

OILERS. GAUGE
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.

OIL PUMPS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

OILERS. MULTIPLE
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co.. W:\lkprrillp n,,!

Lnnkenheimer f'o.. Cincinnati

OIL FILTERS AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS
3. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

Darlinc H'ri«. . vtonlresl.

Jas. ^tn^ris.^n Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto

OIL TANKS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto. Ont.

OIL SEPARATORS
The Mason Regulator A Eng, Ck>.. Ltd.. Montreal.

Babcook A- Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.

f,in. Allis Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto Ont
r-.snadlnn Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal

Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
n-irling Bros.. Montreal.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
Leitch Cn., Arthur 3.. Toronto. Ont.

Jus. Morrison Brnss Mfe. Co.. Toronto
"Imart-Tnmer Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton

OILS. QUENCHING
Inineria) Oil. Ltd.. Toronto.

'^Ti JVC SVST'='MS
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto. Ont
t.nnkenhpiTner I'o . t'incinnati. O.

OILS, CYLINDER
Imperial Oil. Ltd.. Toronto.

OILS. LUBRICATING
Kelloge X- Co.. E. H., New York. N.Y.

OILS, ENGINE
Imperial Oil. T.td.. Toronto.

ORSAT APPARATUS
Defender Automatic ReRuIator Co.. St. Louis. Mo

OVERALLS
R. O. I^ong & Co.. Toronto. Ont.

PACKING. ASBESTOS
Tohno Prntt Co.. Tb» Hartford. Conn.

PACKING. ALL KINDS
Williams Machinery Co., A. R. , Toronto.
PACKING ENGINE
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.
Onrlocit Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Johns Pratt Co., The. Hartford. Conn.
Shell-Ha'-. rinicn Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

PACKING FIBRE
BeTPridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal. Que
Johns-Pratt Cn.. Tlip. Hartford, Conn

PACKING. HYDRAULIC
Shell Bar Boico Supply, T,td.. Toronto,
•Can. H. W. Jolms-ManTille Co.. Toronto. Ont
Durabla Manufacturing Co.. New York.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
3h»n-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto. Ont.

PACKING, METALLIC
Can. H. W. Johns-ManTiUe Co., Toronto, (nr.

Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
Greene, Tweed & Co., New York.
Holmes Metallic Packing Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa
Steel Mill Packing Co,, Windsor, Ont

PACKING, ROD
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-Man viUe Co.. Torooio, Ont
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, OnU
Steel MiU Packing Co., Windsor, Ont
Shell-Bar. Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

PACKING, SHEET
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toroato, Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto,
Durabla Manufacturing Co., New York.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

PACKING, AMMONIA, STEAM AND
WATER
Can. H. W. Johns-ManTille Co., Toronto, Ont
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, OaC
Greene, Tweed & Co., New York.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor. 0»t

PACKING. LEATHER
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Oat
Graton &. Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd , Toronto, Ont.

PACKING PISTON
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto,

PACKING, VALVE STEM
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford. Coun

PAINT OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont

PAINTS
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.

PAPER, INSULATING, ETC.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

PENSTOCKS
Boring Hydraulic A Eng. Co.. L'd.. tind^y "n-
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., .Sherbrooke. Que
Wni. B. Sciife & Sons Co., Pittsburg. Pa.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Goldie A McCullooh Co., Otlt
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantfor*.

PIPE COILS
Frick Co., Wa>-nef>boro, Pa.
York Mfg. Co.. York. Pi.

PIPE COVERINGS, STEAM, BRINE,
AMMONIA AND ICE WATER
Armstrong Cork 4 Insulation Co., Montreal. Q tt

PIPE STEEL
Boring Hydraitlic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. On:

PIPE VISES AND CUTTERS
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

PIPE, GAS
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

PIPES. WATER
Boring Ilvdranlic & Eng. Co.. I 'd.. Lindsay. <>n;

Wil*ni .Mfg. C.\. J. C, Bellorille.

PIPING AND FITTINGS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
-McArity & Sons, T.. St John. .N.B.

Jas, .Morrison Brass .Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Tnrk .Mfg Co.. York. Pa.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R.. Toronto.

PIPING. STEAM
liabcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Goldie A McCidloch Co.. Gait

PLATE WORK
Goldie A MoCnIloeh Co.. Gait
Engineering and .Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.
.Mackinnon .Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
St Catharine*. Ont.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PLUG COCKS
Homestead VaIre Mf», Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.

PLUMBING SUPPLIES
Ehnpire -Mfg. Co , Ltd,, London. Ont.
.Mueller Mlg. Co.. H.. Samia. Ont
Jas. .Morrison Brass .Mfg. Co., Toronto.

POWER HOUSE CONVEYORS
Can. Libk-Belt Co.. Toronto. On*.

POWER PUMPS (OIL, GASOLINE)
3. F. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto. Ont
POWER PUMPS
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Mleh
Boring Hydraulic A Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-.Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie A MoCulloch Co., Oalt
Pratt A Cadv Co.. Inc.. Hartford, Conn.
Smart-Tumer .Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton. Ont
Laurie A Lamb. Montreal.

POWER. TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Bon<I Entriiieeriug Works, Toronto. Oul-
Boring Hydraulic A Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Canadian Fairtjanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

Can. Allis Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Goldie A 'MoCulloch Co., Gait
Jeffrey .Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Engineering and Machint Works of Canada, Ltd..

St Catharines. Ont
MacOorem A Co., Inc.. Montreal, Que,
MacGorem A Co., New York.
Morse Chain Co.. Ithaca. N.Y.
Waterou» Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PRESSES
Boring Hydraulic A Eng. Co.. Ltd.. LlDdM}. Ont,
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AMERICAN-MARSH PUMPS
SIMPLE RELIABLE EFFICIENT

The line also

includes

—

The American-Marsh steam pump is an improved form of the famous Marsh
Pump which has been on the market for over thirty years, during which time over
150,000 have been manufactured and sold.

The American-Marsh Pump has no internal stuffing boxes, no tappets and no
slide valves. The auxiliary valve is of the semi-rotative disc type of an improved
design. The main steam valve is of the balanced piston pattern, assuring highest
efficiency. The water ends have large valve areas and are fully bronze fitted,

including solid bronze piston rods and bronze removable water cylinder bushings.

American-Marsh Centrifugal Pumps are made with
the same high grade of material and workmanship
which characterizes the construction of the steam

^ pumps. They are made in

all sizes up to 12 inch, both
single and two stage for
heads up to 250 feet.

I ewer Pumns
n»eD Well Engines
Air Compressors

Jet Condensers
Dry Vacuum Pumps
Boiler Feed Pumps

Ask for General Catalog

>

AMERICAN STEAM PUMP COMPANY
BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN

CANADIAN AGENTS—A. R. Williams Machinery Co.. Toronto. Williams & Wilson, Montreal.
London Engrine Supplies Co., London, Ont. Stuart Machinery Co., Winnipeg. Mechanics' Supply
Co., Quebec, Que. Gorman, Clancy & Grindley, Limited, Edmonton and Calsary.

The ANDERSON
Model "D"

Steam Trap
Just think of the satisfaction you have once this

perfected trap is in your steam-room

!

Tight from the day you put it in ! Of that you
can be sure.

It is operated by a counterbalanced Lake Supe-
rior Copper Float. Its large air valve is ever
under deep water seal, and never will it wire
draw.

Furthermore, every part is machined to solid

gauge. Self-contained strainer and self-con-

tained by-pass are Anderson features. Note the
outside gauge glass. And the simple design!
It gives you complete accessibility to every part.

Write for full particulars.

The V. D. ANDERSON COMPANY
1935 West 96th Street, CLEVELAND, OHIO
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PROPELLOR BLADES, BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

PUMPS. HAND (OIL, GASOLINE)
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

PULLEYS
D. K. MacL&ren, L,td., Montreal, Que.
BoYing Hydraulic & Kng. Co., Lid., Lindsay, Onl
Canadian Fairbanlcs.'Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Jettrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfsrd.

J. C. Wilson Mfg. Co., Belleville, Ont.

PULLEYS, FRICTION CLUTCH
Lau. l>mk-lielt Co., Toronto. Ont.

PULP MILL MACHINERY
lioving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Oat.
JcHiey .Manutacturing Co., Montreal.
.\lackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Amencan Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Micti.

JoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Beveiidge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothera, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
.McAvity & Sons. T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner .Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY, ELECTRICAL
Btieiklge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Lid., Lindsay, Onl
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipment Co., Worcester, Mass.

PUMPS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS, ACID
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, CONTRACTORS'
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Oni
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
.VloAvity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, BOILER FEED
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal
Coppus Eng. & Equipt . Co. , Worcester, MtJS.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Escher, Wyss Co.. Montreal, Que.
Coppiis Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Maas.

PUMPS, ELECTRICAL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mick
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, FEED WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., -Montreal, Que.
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
iJailing Brothers. Ltd., .Montreal, Que.
PUMP GOVERNORS AND REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
tiarling Bros,, .Montreal.
D'EUte Co.. Julian. Boston, Mass.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
.Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass,
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
Watson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

PUMP STRAINERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, HAND AND POWER
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machina '^o.. Hamilton Ont

FUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Goldie & -McCulloch Co., Oalt
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., BrantJord.

PUMPS. DUPLEX
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Bereridge Paper Co.. ilontreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Qu«.
PUMPS, GEARED, COMPOUND
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek, Mich
Canadian Fali%ank»-Morse Co., Ltd,, Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Inelis Co.. The John, Toronto. Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS. HYDRAULIC. PRESSURE
American Stc«n> I'umn Co., Battle Creek, Mlcb
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, On'
Darling Bros.. .Montreal.
Inglls Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
PUMP LEATHERS
Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Mont»«»l, Que.
Oraton & Knight Mtg. Co.. Montreal.

PUMPS, OIL
American Steam Pumti Co.. Battle Creek. Mich

S. F. Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto. Ont.

Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Ont
|

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, STEAM TURBO
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Escher Wyss & Co., Montreal, Que.

PUMP TANK, RECEIVER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS. STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., MontresU
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-.Morse Co.. Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & MoCuUoch Co., Gait
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
I.eitch Co., Arthur S., Toronto, Ont
McArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont
•UMPS. TRIPLEX
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS, VACUUM
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek, Mich
IweKdge Paper C"., .Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Leitch Co., Arthur 8., Toronto. Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PYROMETERS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
(rieen's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City., Ind.

Jas. Morrison Brass iMfg. Co., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co.. Rochester, N.Y.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
Escher, Wyss & Co., Montreal.
IJehling Instrument Co., New York. N.Y.

RADIATORS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
RADIATOR TRAPS
Bereiidue Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
C. A. Dunham Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Sareo Co.. Inc.. New York, N.Y.

RECORDERS, DRAFT
Jas W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

RADIATOR AIR VENTS
C. A. Dunham Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Ja.s. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

RAGS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.

RAILWAY OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS ^
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto. Ont
RECLAIMING SYSTEMS FOR OIL
S F. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto. Ont.

REBOILERS
Frlek Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. I'a.

Y»rk Manufacturing Co.. York, Pa.

REGISTERING MEASURES
8 F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

RECEIVERS, AIR
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Torrmto. Ont
MacKinnon. Hcrtmes & Co.. Sherbrooke. Que.

RUBBER CEMENT TANKS AND PUMPS
S F Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto, Ont
RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Can. H. W. Johns-Maurille Co., Toronto. Onl

Green's Economi.'ser, Ltd.. Toronto.

Taylor In.stniment Co., Roche.>itpr. N.Y.

I'ehlinr Instniment Co.. New York. N.Y.

Ynraall-Waring Co.. Philadelnhia. Pa.

RECORDERS. CARBON. DIOXIDE
The Jos. W. Havs Corp.. Michigan City., Ind.

REFRIGERATOR DOORS. WINDOWS. FTC
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co .

Hagerstown M'
REFRIGERATING MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lind'.i'

Ont
Frick Co.. Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.

Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co.. Montreal

Vllter Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee. Wis.

York Mfg Co. York. Pa.

REFUSE DESTRTTCTOR
Laurie * Lamb. Montreal.

RFGIIT.ATORS. PRESSITRE .....
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal

Defender Automatic Regulator Co.. St Louis, Mo.

rhapHn-FiiUnn Mfg. Co., Pltt.^hnrRh. Pa.

C. A. EKmham Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
D'Este Co.. Julian. Boston. Ma.ss.

Jas. Morri.son Brass Mfg. C:. Toronto.
Tavlor TnstniTTlpnt Co .

Rochester. N.Y.

RFGtlLATORS. TEMPFRATTTRE
The Ma.son Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal

Sarco Co.. Inc.. New York. N.Y.
Tavlnr Instrument Co., Rochester. N.Y ,

RETORTS
"NfjicKinnrvn Steel Co.. Sherhrooke. Que.

REVOVLING DOORS FOR HARDENING
ROOMS
Jamison Cold Storaer Poor Co Haffer«tnwii .Md

RODS. COPPER. BRASS AND BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. Sarnia.

ROLLS. CRUSHING
Coi. Link-Belt Cn . Toronto. Ont.
.Teffrer Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Canada.

ROOFINGS—RUBBER. PLASTIC. LIQUID
T(prerid«fe Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.

ROTARY COMPRESSORS
Escher, Wyss & Co., Montreal.

KOTARY CONVERTERS
Canadian Fairbanks^Moise Co., Montreal.
MacGorem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que
RUBBER HOSE
Can. H. W. JohnS'ManTille Co., Toronto, Ont
Oarlock Packing Co., Bamilton, Ont

RUBBER MILL DRIVES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

SAFES
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., MontreaL
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Qalt

SAW MILL CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.

SCREENING MACHINERY
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

SCALE REMOVERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Bereridge Paper Co., Lid.. Montreal, Que.

Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto. Out
Frank Oilman, Birmingham. Eng.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

SELF-MEASURING PUMPS (OIL AND
GASOLINE)
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
^amall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

SEAM PROTECTORS, GIRTH
.National Boiler Protector Co. of Canada. Montreal

Que.

SHAFTING
, ^ ^ , ,

Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd.

St Catharines, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

J. C. Wflson -Mfg. Co.. Belleville, Ont

SHAKING AND DUMPING GRATES
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., .Montreal.

Waterous Engine Works CJo.- BrantfoM.

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

SHIRTS, WORKING
R. G. Long & Co., Toronto, Ont

SMELTER LININGS
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

SMOKE BOXES, STACKS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

Can. Allis-CSialmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.

Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que,

Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

SOCKETS. WIRE ROPE
J H. Williom-s & Co.. Bixx)klyii. >.X.

SOOT BLOWERS
Diamond Specialty Co., Windsor, Ont

SPECIAL MACHINERY
. ^

Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse (>, Montreal.

Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
Waterous Engine Worka Co., Brantford.

SPEED INDICATORS
Schaeffer & Budenbui^ Mfg. Co., BrooByn, W.I.

L. S. Starrett Co.. Athol. Mass.

SPEED REDUCING GEARS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto Ont

SPROCKET CHAIN ATTACHMENTS
Can. Link-Beit Co.. Toronto Ont.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal, Canada.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPROCKET RIMS
Bahhitt Steam SnecialtT Co.. New Bedford, Ma*"

SPROCKETS. COMPENSATING
Mnr^r rhfliu To., Ithioa. 'N.».

SPROCKETS, SPRING
Morse Chain Co.. Ithica. NY,

SPROCKETS, SILENT CHAIN
Morse Chain Co., Ithica. NY.
SPUR WHEELS .. , _ .

Boring Hylraultc ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Onl

Goldie ft McCulloch Co.. Oalt
Canadian Fairt>anks-Morse Co., Montreal.

Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

STACKS. STEEL
Bahcock ft Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.

GnMie ft McCullooh Co.. Oalt

Mackinnon Steel Co . Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que.

STAND PIPES. STEEL
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que.

STAYBOLTS. FLEXIBLE
Can MUs-Thalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
STEAM SEPARATORS x,^,^i
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal

Babcoek & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.

Can Alli8-rhalmer<<. Ltd.., Toronto. Ont.

Canadian Fairtianks-Mors* Co.. Montreal.

Darling Bros., Montreal.

Direct Separator Cn.. SyraciLse. N.T
D'E.ste Co.. Julian. Pmrton. Ma.**.

H. M<ieller Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. i'amia.

The Garth Co.. Montreal. Canada.

Leitch Co.. Arthur S., Toronto. Ont
Penberfhr Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Watsnn * McDanipl Co .

Philadelphia.

STEAM SPECIALTIES
Alberger Heater Co . BulTiOo. N.Y.

Canadian Falrtianks-Mntae Ca. Montreal.

Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.

Darling Bros.. Montreal.
D'Este Co.. Julian, Boston. Mas*.

T/unkenhelmer Co.. Cincinnati. O.

The Garth Co.. Montreal. Que.

The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal

Jas. Morrison Bra.w Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

Penberthr Injector Co. WIndaor.
Watson * McDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.

Yam.in-Warinc Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

STEAM TRAPS
American Steam Gauge ft Valre Mfg. Co.. Boetuo

Ma.ss.
Anderson Co.. Y. D.. Clereland. O.

Canadian Falrbanka.'Morse Co.. MoBtrcal
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toreuto.
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StopWasting

That Oil

!

You don't allow castings, fin-

ishsd parts or supplies to lie around
without an accurate record of them.
Such things go into the store room,
carefully checked in and charged
out as used—Why?—It is the only

safe, systematic way to do.

Are your oils handled as care-

fully? They can be, and can be ac-

counted for as easily as other ma-
terials—receipts checked, accurate

quantities given out, charges made
to the departments using and re-

cords kept if desired.

i1
{ESTABLISHED 1

f
Storage Systems

Save

the

Oil

BOWSER Lubricating and Paint Oil Battery
Installation with Portable Outfit for

Lubricating Oil

Bowser Systems enable workmen to

get full value from every drop of oil, save a
great amount of time and labor in handling.

Put your Oil storage problems up to the

Bowser engineers. Let them make a survey

Double Battery Installation for Paints and
Other Oils, one unit or as many as

needed can be installed.

of your plant, show you just what you may
expect to save by the use of Bowser oil hand-
ling equipment. It costs you nothing and
it should mean a saving for you. Write us

today for further information.

LONDON
32 Victoria St., S.W. 1

HAVANA
Lonja del Comercio 427

S. F. BOWSER COMPANY, LIMITED
66-68 FRASER AVE., TORONTO, ONT.

PARIS
5 Rue Denis-Poissons

SYDNEY
6 Castlereagh Street
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Darling Bros., Montreal.
D'£)ste Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Uunham Co., Ijtd., C. A., ToiontX), Ont.

J. T. Lnnr. M Adam St., Montreal, (Sue.

Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal
. Sarco Co., Inc., New YorR, N.5C.

Watson & MoUaniel Co., Philadelphia.

STE£L BARRELS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.
VVm. B. Scaife & iions Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Uamilion, Ont.
VVm. B. Scaite & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

STEEL TANKS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & MoCulloeh Co., Galu
Mackiimon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbroolce, Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsbuig, Pa.
Waterous Engine Works, Branttord, Unu

STOKERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Gjeeu's liyconomiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
Murphy Iron Works, Dertoit, Mich,
Sanford Rile; Stoker Co., Worcester, Mais.

STRAINERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcuck & WUcox, Ltd., Montreal.
BevenUge Paper Co., Montreal, tjue.

Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
STRUCTURAL STEEL WORK
Babcock & Wileox, Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
.Uackmnon Steel Co., Ltd., Stierbrooke, Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

SUPPLIES, HOTWATER
Eoyles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
SUPERHEATERS, STEAM
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd,, Montreal.
Goldie & .UcCulloch Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
SWING JOINTS
Franklin Williams Co., Wew York.

SWITCHBOARDS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont.
SWITCHES AND SWITCH BOXES
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont.

SWIVELS, HOOK
J. H. William.? & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

1 ACHOMEl tRS
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. On'
Can. H. W. Johns.-ManTllle Co., Toronto, Out
Schaefler & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.\

TANKS, BLOW-OFF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantfoid.

TANKS, FREEZING, STORAGE AND
WATER COOLING
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.
TANKS. OIL

Bovlntr Hydraulic & ETiig. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCulIoch Co., Gait
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..
Maekinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
St Catharines. Ont.

Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsbui'g. Pa.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TANKS (OIL, KEROSENE, GASOLINE)
S. P. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
Wm. B. SCiiife & Sons Co.. Pittshme. I'a.

TANKS (UNDERGROUNn STORAGE)
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto, Ont.
TANKS, WATER
The Mason Regulator & Bng, Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Maekinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TAPPING MACHINES
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Samia, Ont

TECHNICAL BOOKS
VfaoT.pRTi Pirh]i<thing Co., Toronto.

TRFRMOMETKRS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo,
Green's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn, N.T
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.
TTphUne Inafniment Co., New York, N.T.

THERMOSTATS
Sarcn Co.. Inc., New York, N.Y.

TOOLS
Mueller Mfe. Co., H.. Samia. Ont

TOOIS. SMALL
J.. H. Wniiam.i & Ca.. Prookhni. N.Y.
TRANSFORMERS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto. Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
MacGoTem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que,

TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
BovlnR Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. Om
Canadian Fairbanks-'Morse Co., Montreal,
ran. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Goldie & MoCulloeh Co., Gait, Ont
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Watoron. innirine Wnrk« Co. Brnntford,

TRANSMISSION. SILENT CHAIN
Morse Chain Co.. It.hica. N,Y.

TRAPS, STFAM AND WATER-LINE
The Ma.son Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.
I~>arlin? Brnthers. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
C. A. Dimham Oo,, Ltd,. Toronto, Ont
ri'TiTxtc Cn Julian, Boston, Mass.

TRUCKS. FACTORY
BeTerldee Paper Co.. Montreal. Que
'^-if-dlan Fnlr^nnV" 'Mor'o Ct> Montreal,
Victoria Foundry Co. Ltd., Ottawa.

TURK CLEANERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd,, Montreal
DnrliuK Brothers, Ltd,. Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCullooh Co.. Oalt
Green's Economiser. IM., Toronto. Ont.

Pelley Packing and Fine Brush Mfg. Co., St

Loiiis. Mo.
TUBE CUTTERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

TUBES, BOILER
Babcock cS: Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Goldip & .McCullooh Co., Gait

TURBINES, POWER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Ooppus Eng. & Equipt. Co.. Worcester, Mass.

TUBES, COPPER AND BRASS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont,
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
TUNGSTEN LAMP (Vacuum and Gas
Filled Types)
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

TURBINE OIL
Kellogg & Co.. E. H.. New Yerk, N.Y.

TURBINE WATER WHEELS
Boving Hydraulic & Ens. Co., Ltd,. Lindsay, Ont
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.

St Catharines. Ont
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Escher. Wyss & Co.. Montreal.
Mactiovem & Co., Inc., .Montreal. Que.
J. C. Wilson Mfg. Co., Belleville, Ont
TURBINES, STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. .\lli5-ChaImers. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Coppus Engr. & Equip. Co., Worcester, Maaa.
Bscher Wyss & Co., Montreal. Que.
GoMie & McCiilloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
MaeOovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

UNIONS
Cfflnarlian Fairhank=-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont.
Dart f^nion Company. Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
McAvity & Son?. T. St. John N B.
.Ta-'> Morrison Brass Mfe. Co.. Toronto.

UNDFRGROUND TANKS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto, Ont,

UNLOADERS. CAR
Portable Machinery Co.. Inc.. Passaic. N.J.

UNIONS. BALL JOINT. COMBINATION.
FLANGED PIPK. GROUND JOINT.
MALLEABLE IRON, FLANGE, PIPE,
SWING
Jefferson Union Co.. Lexington. Ma.s3.

Dart Hnion Company. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
VACITTTM GOVERNORS
The Ma-son Reg\ilator & Ene. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

C. A. Dimham Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont •

Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton
Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Leitch r,v, . Arthur S Toronto. Ont

VACT'ITM RFGITTATING VALVFS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co,. Ltd.. Montreal.
Pan S"-nn. Pnilcr Eo'-iinicnt Co.. Toronto. Ont.

C. A. Dunham Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darline Bros.. Montreal.
QTTior* T.-TTicr Mn'-hine Co., Ltd., Hamilton

VACUUM TRAPS
Darlinp Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Cole Ltd, Geo W.. Toronto.

VAT VE DISCS
Empire 'Mfg. Co., T,td.. London. Ont.
Kerr Kniriup Co.. Walkerville. Ont.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penherthv Iniector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

VALVE LEATHER
Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal Que.

Graton «• Knight Mfe. Co .

VALVE RESEATING MACHINES
Darling Bros.. Montreal.

VALVFS. CONDENSER. PUMP. RUBBER
Shell Bar Boieo Supply. Ltd., Toronto.

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal,

VALVES
Babcock * Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd ,

Lind«.,t O"
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.

Cnn Stci>"i Boiler Foni'-ni^n' ''c T.irnut.> I"'

Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont.

Darting Brothers. Ltd., Montreal. Que.

Frick Co.. Wavneshoro. Franklin Co., Pa
KciT Fntrinp Co.. Walkemlle. Ont.

Williams Machinery Co.. A. R., Toronto.

Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
D'E'tP Co.. Julian. Boston. Mn.-K-

Jas. Morrison Bra.ss Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

Shell Bar Boico .Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.

H Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. .Samia.

Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., Pittsbunt.

Jenkins Bros,. Montreal.
Penherthv Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont.
r>-..tt .«. cn^iv Po Tnc .

Hartford Conn.

Victoria FfHUidiT Co. Ltd.. Ottawa.

AVilson Mfg. Co.. J. C. Belleville.

York .Mfi;. Co.. York. Pa.

AIR VALVES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont.

Jas. Morrison Bra.ss Mfg. Co., Toronto.

VALVES, RADIATOR
Jenkins Bros.. Ltd.. .Montreal.*

Watson & MoDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.

Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerville. Ont.

Lunkenhelmer Co.. Cincinnati. 0.

Pratt * Cady. Hartford, Conn.
Watson Jt MoDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.

York Manufacturing Co.. Philadelphia.

Jas. .Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal

Mason Regulator Co.. Boston. Ma.«<.

MoAvity & Sons. T.. St. John. N.B.

VALVES, ACID RESISTING
Homestead Valve Mfg. Co.. Pitt-rtjurg-

Kerr Engine Co.. WalkeiTille. Ont.
McAvitv & Sons. T., St John, N.B.
York Mfg. Co.. York. Pa.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. Samia.

VALVES. BACK PRESSURE
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
VALVES. BRASS

Jas. Morrison Brass .Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Keir Engine CV, Walkerville, Ont.
U. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
I'enbertliy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont.

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.

VALVES, BLOW-OFF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal

BabcocK 4i WUcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-iloree Co., MontieaL
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.

Homestead Valve .Mfg. Co., Pittsburg.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Luukenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O,

McAvity & Son?, T., St John, N.B.
Watson & McUaniel Co.. Philadelphia.

WiW/ii -Mfg. Co., J. €.. BrlleviUe.

iaruall-\\ aring Co.. Philadelphia. Pa
VALVE CHAIN WHEEL
The .Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., New Bedioia.

VA'.VES, FOOT
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Ktir Engine Co.. Walkerville, Ont
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Oni
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamdon.

VALVES, GATE
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Ken- Engine Co.. Walkerville. Ont.
Lunkenhelmer Co.. Cincinnati, O.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

McAvitv & Sons. T., St John, S.li.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

Penberthv Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

VALES. HYDRAULIC
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia. Pa
VALVES. MULTIPORT
Can. AUis-Chalmers. Ltd.., Toronto, Ont
VALVES, NON-RETURN STOP
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.

Jas. Morrison Brass .Mfg. Co., Toronto,

VALVES. RELIEF
Tlie Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., MontteaL

American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co.. Bost-

.

.Vf a.ss.

H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd.. Samia.
McAvitv * Sons. T St. John. N.B.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,

VALVES. REDUCING
The Mason Regiilator & Eng. Co., Ltd., MontrcaL

Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.

Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.

Darting Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. One.

C, A. Dunham Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.

T,eitoh Co.. Arthur S., Toronto, Oat
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. .Samia.

Mason Reenlator Co., Bostoa. lUa.
Ja-s. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

Mueller Mfg. O.. H.. Samia. Ont
VALVES, STANDARD. GLOBE ANGLE
AND CHECKS
Kerr Kntnne Co.. Wfilkenille. Ont.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

H. Mueller Mfg Co.. Ltd.. .Samia.

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.

Penberthv Iniector Co.. Wind.sor. Ont.

VM.VS. POP -

The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal

Jaa. Morrison Bra.ss Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.

I.nnkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati O
VfcAvitv * Sons T.. St .lohn. X.B.

V/I.VFS. PUMP
shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

Canadian Fairhanks-Morse Co. Montreal

STuart-Tumer Mnehine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton

VALVES. REGULATING
H Mueller Ws. Co.. Ltd.. Samia.

VALVFS. SAFETY THROTTLE
Bov'ng Hv-lraulic * Fnc Co.. Ltd.. f.in.lsav rint

Can Detroit Lubricator Co . Walkerville. Ont

T.nnkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati O.

McVvitT * Sons. T St. John NB
Tas Morrison Braso Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
r „nketiliei"'e'^ Co

. Cincinnati, O.

VALVES. STEAM
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. Txmdon. Ont
Kerr Fntriue Co.. Wolkerville. Ont.

Jn3. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

VIS'^S CHAIN PIPE. FTC.
J. H. William.s & Co.. Brooklyn, N.Y.

WASTE
Shell Bar Boico Snpplv. Ltd.. Toronto.

WAT»^R COITIMNS. GAGFS
Dartinir Brothers. Ltd .

Montreal. One.

Jas. Morrison Bra.ss Mfg. Co.. Tnmnti.

WATER GAUGES STANDARD. EXTRA
H^^AVV AND AITTOMATIC
Peo^e-thr Ini^tor '"^ n-ir,'-'>- "'it.

Jas Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

W.\TFR SCFTFVIVC SV<?TFM<S
rr™ n, Cciifo Sons. Pittsh'-rgh Pa

Cannrlifln •AHis-Ch-iline'-s T.tl Tnvonto.

W\TPR SUPPTY SVST'^MS
Fmnirp Mfff Co.. T td .

London Ont.

WATFR HEATERS AND WHISTLES
Emnire Mfe Co.. T t1 London. Ont.

W^J DING COMPOITND
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.

WHISTI FS
Pen^e'thv Tniec'or P" Wip-'sor lint.

Ja». Morrison Braso Mfg Co.. Toronto.

WHFFT TANKS (LUBRICATING OIL AVD
GAROT.INK) _ .

Bowser ,t Co.. Tnc. S. F., Toronto, Ont
WRFNCHFS. PIPE
Williams MacVinerr Co.. A. R Toronto

WRF.NCHES, CHAIN PIPE. DROP FORGE.
PTC
J. II. Willianxs & Co. Bi-oABii \.l.
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DEFENDER
DUPLEX DRAFT GAUGE

The Peer of Them All

Price $20.00

They read: Di-aft over the fire. Draft at the
last pass of the Boiler and the differentia!

through the Boiler.

THE FIREMEN CONTROL the fires by the
readings on the Gauge. It shows every condi-

tion of the Fires and Boilers, except Flue Gas Temperatures and the Defender Flue Gas Pyrometers
show the Flue Gas Temperatures. Also see the Defender COo Analysers, put up in permanent
case so as to take a reading for CO:.. iTi less than one minute's time. Write for BuJtetin No. 100.

Defender Catalogue No. 11 shows the largest assortment of Combustion appliances, efficiency
instruments and damper regulators made. We can help you save fuel.

DEFENDER AUTOMATIC REGULATOR CO., 709 Pine St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

WE STRIVE
TO EXCEL

KERR
("New KEYSTONE" Pattern) GATE VALVES

If you have not

used any of these

New Pattern
Valves, specify

"KERR" in your

next order. We
want you to get

acquainted with

the most reliable

valve on the

market.

If you have been

using them, we
are confident that

our satisfaction

will bring us your

repeat orders.

These valves will

never cause you

or your customer

the slightest

trouble. Theii

high quality is

consistent.

When you buy a "KERR" Valve you get a guaranteed article that is backed by a reliable firm.

Many of the largest distributers of valves in Canada have sold "KERR" Valves for over 25

years, and are still recommending them as the " Best Valve." Write us for particulars.

Kerr Engine Co., Ltd., Valve Specialists Walkerville, Ont.

Efficiency
In Power Plant Equipment
and Service—that's our Policy.

Study POWER HOUSE advertising and editorial pages—brimful of latest technical

and new equipment information. Keep thoroughly up-to-date and you'll profit.

SPECIAL Send in your subscription to-day for any number of
years at the remarkable rate of $1.00 Per Year.
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Escher Wyss & Co., S.A. (sSa%
Montreal Office: 112 Coristine Building

Zoelly'Steam- Turbines

Zoelly-Rotary-Compressors
23 /19

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
A

Ajlbergei- Heater Co "0

All-Way Oiler Co 47

Amtrican Steam Gauge & Vahe
Mfif. Co 70

American Steam Pump Co. ... 73

Anderson Oo., V. D 78

Ai-mstronc Cork & Insulation
Co 11

B
B. bbitt St;am Specialty Co. ... 63

Bahcock & Wilcox &0
Betson Plastic Fire Brick Co... 52

Bovinig Hydraulic & Eng. Co. . J58

Bows*- & Co.. S. F 75

C
Canaduin Allis-Ohalmers Co.... 5

Can. Assoc. Stationary Engrs... 71

Can. Consolidated Rubber Cc,
Ltd Inside front cover

Can. Detnit Lubricator Co. . . 59

Can. Fairbanks-Morse Co Crn

Canadian General Electric Co... 5

Can. Link-P.elt Co 51

Can. Johns- Manville Co 7

Can. Steam Boiler Equipment.. IR

Chaplin-Fulton Mfg. Co 58

Classified Adu 45

Coppus Engr. & Equip. Co 9

Carlin«- Tu.-bine Blower Co IS

D
Darling Bros 5S

D'EJste Co.. .hiluin r,n

Defender Automatic Re;<uiator
Co 77

Diamond Specialty Co 60
Direct Separator Co 65
Dominion Coal Co oJ*

Dunham & Co., C. A 53
Durabla Mfg. Co fiS

E
Empire Manufacturing Co., I. Id. !

Economy Fuse & Mfg. Co. of

Canada 14

Escher, Wyss & Co IS
Engineering Salesmen see page 45

F
Krick Co 11

G
Garlock Packing Co 6

Garth Co 58
Goldie & McCulloch Co 16
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co 67
Greene. Tweed & Co 69
Green's Economiser, Ltd 14

H
Hays Corporation. Jos. W.... S

Holmes Metallic Packing Co. . . 5S
Homestead Valve Mfg. Co 4

I

Inglis Co.. John.. Inside back cover

J
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co.. V'Z

Jeffrey Mfg. Co 4

.IpflVrson Union Co .lO

Jenkins Bros Front cover
Johns-Pratt Co., The .55

Jointless Fire Brick Co 54

K
KellottK & Co., E. H 46
Kerr Engine Co 77

L
I>aurie & Lamb 2
Leitch Co., The Arthur S 47
1,'inde Canadian Refrigeration
Works Co 10

Lunkenheimer Co 6a
Long. J. T W

M
MacGovern & Co 57
Ma«Lean's Magazine 56
Magnolia Metal Co 67
Mason Regulator Co 48
McAvity & Sons, T. A ' 5(2

McGhie. W. C 59
McLean. R. J 4."

Metlskin Co.. Inc 66
Montreal General Tool Co.. Ltd. I

.Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Jas.
Uutsk'e bacV cawr

Koi-se Chain Co 4!'

Mueller Mfg. Co 15

Murphy Iron Works 13

N
Norwalk Iron Works Co .SS

Philip & .•?ons, E. J 17

Pilley Packing & Flue Brush
Mfg. Co 58

Power Plant Equiatnent Co. ... 47

Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc 6S

S
San ford Riley Stoker Co 13

Scaife & Sons Co., Wm. B . . II

SchaefTer and Budenbent Mfg.
Co .-.it

Starrett Co., L. S ! :

Steel Mill Packing Co 51

T
Trimont Manufacturing Co i>3

U
Uehlingr Instrument Co 11

V
Victoria foundry Co ."^

Vilter Mfg. Co 10

Vorhees Rubber Co., Ltd 70

W
Wall. W. J U
Waterous Engine Works Co. ... 1

Watson & McDaniel Co 58
Western Assoc. of Mechanical
and Electrical Engineers. .. . 45

Williams & Co.. J. H M
Williams Co.. Franklin 66
Wilson Mfg. Co.. J. C 4.S

Y
Yarnall-Warrinc Co IS

York Mfg. Co 12

When Writing Advertisers Please

Mention Power House.
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Boilers, Engines
and Tanks

of all kinds, for any service
Send Us Your Inquiries

Representatives in Eastern Canada: Ottawa Representative:
JAMES W. PIKE & CO., LTD., 232 St. James St., MONTREAL J. W. ANDERSON, 7 Bank St. Chambers, OTTAWA
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Globe
Valves

Check
Valves

Flanged
Fig. 11-51

Angle
Valves

Cross
Valves

Screwed
Fig. 8-51.

Write For Bulletin 51
it's just off the press

A medium pressure valve combining the best in design, materials and workmanship.
"ATLAS" valves are designed for a working steam pressure of 150 lbs. per square inch and
are subjected to a hydraulic test of 300 lbs. per square inch before leaving our factory.

We are prepared to furnish promptly any of the sizes listed in our bulletin, and guarantee the
valves to fulfill in every respect all that we claim for them.

All of the wearing parts can be renewed should they become worn or broken.

The James Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Ltd.
93-97 ADELAIDE ST. W., TORONTO
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REGRINDING BRASS VALVES
With the Metal Disc

Registered and Approved For

200 Lbs. Steam Pressure in Ont. and Western Provinces

Used Exclusively in Many of

the Leading Manufacturing Plants in Canada

Figure 525

To manufacture in Canada this high grade line of brass valves, and the demand

is ever-increasing owing to the reliable and dependable service they give under

liigh pressures and severe conditions.

It is the result of many years of practical experience in the manufacture of

exclusive high grade brass goods and the valves embody the latest and most

progressive mechanical ideas employed in valve construction.

The Outside Bonnet Construction

is used on all Penberthy Regrinding Valves. This feature permits easy acces-

sibility to valve at any time because the threads on the bonnet end of body
being on the outside makes the connection absolutely non-corrosive and the

valve can be taken apart without strain or injury to any part.

When You Want the Best Valve, Specify "Penberthy"

Manufactured by

PENBERTHY INJECTOR COMPANY, LIMITED, WINDSOR, ONTARIO
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Lubricants

The Secret of Mechanical Efficiency

^ IME will be served. Present day competition and speeding-up
of power plants and machinery will tell its inevitable tale

unless the proper lubricants are used for each and every require-
ment.

The necessity for thorough, systematic lubrication is recognized
by all successful manufacturers. Correct lubricants lengthen
the life of machinery, increase its production capacity, reduce
fuel consumption and repair bills. Poor lubricants are expensive
at any price.

Correct lubrication makes your mechanical department ju»t as much a

dividend producer as any other department. It is not what you pay per
gallon ehat counts, but "how much real lubrication you get per dollar.

Choose your lubricants from the Imperial line. Scientifically formulated,
carefully graded, designed for specific purposes, their continued use will

add much to the efficiency of your machinery, enabling it to withstand
all demands.

Imperial Lubricants
For Manufacturing, Mining and Milling

CYLINDER OILS ENGINE OILS

Imperial VaWe Oil

Imperial Cylinder Oil

Imperial Capitol Cylinder Oil

Imperial Beaver Cylinder Oil

Imperial ZOth Century Cylinder Oil

Imperial Kearsarge Engine Oil

Imperial Solar Red Engine Oil

Imperial Atlantic Red Engine Oil

Imperial Junior Red Engine Oil

Imperial Bayonne Engine Oil

Imperial Renown Engine and Dynamo Oil

Imperial Standard Gas Engine Oil

Imperial Ario Compressor Oil

Imperial Lubrication Engineers offer you their services free of

charge. They will gladly consult with your own mechanical en-

gineer to secure a satisfactory solution of your lubrication pro-

blems. A request for appointment or further information to 56

Church Street, Toronto, will receive prompt attention.

J

IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED
Power Heat Light Lubrication

BRANCHES IN ALL CITIES
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The fact that a

large percentage of

cur business comes
in the form of re-

peat orders proves
that D. K. McLar-
en's belting gives

most satisfactory

service.

Put

D. K. McLaren's
Genuine British Oak Tanned

Leather Belting
on the hardest belt-wearing drive in

your plant and then forget to

worty about it.

D. K. McLaren's belting has stood

the quality test in many of Can-
ada's largest power houses after

other beltings had fallen down. It

will do the same in your service.

The reason is—only flawless backs
are used and our Genuine British

Oak Tanning process presei^ves all

the hide's natural strength. Mini-

mum stretch, minimum slippage,

and few breaks are characteristics

of belting made in this way.

After the belt has more than paid
for itself on the main drives, it can
be cut into smaller belts and kept
earning.

GENUINE LIMITE-D
T^JI

GENUINE

HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORY
351 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL, P.Q., CANADA

VANCOUVER, B.C.
849 Beatty St.

TORONTO, ONT.
194 King St. West

ST. JOHN, N.B.
90 Germain St.
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Our stoker arches are designed to promote combustion and
give longer life.

Our door arches and jambs are made to withstand the strong-

armed Doy with the slice bar.

Our side wall blocks are made to eliminate the many joints

that clinkers stick to, when ordinary fire brick is used. They
give longer life and reduce air leaks to a minimum.
WE DESIGNED THESE ARCHES AND BLOCKS SO THAT
ANY HANDY MAN COULD REPLACE SAME IN HALF THE
TIME THAT IT TAKES TO REPAIR A STANDARD FIRE
BRICK JOB.

Manufacturers of all

types of BafHes and
Special Shapes.

Call on Dur Engineers at any

time for further information.

Their services are offered

without obligation.

GATES REFRACTORIES, LIMITED
382 St. James Street MONTREAL

We will show an exceptionally interesting

Exhibit in Machinery Hall at the

Canadian National Exhibition
featuring

Lead Lined Valves and Fittings
and

Acid Resisting Pumps
You are cordially inoiteJ to inspect these products,

the merits of which wilt he fully explained.

HOYT METAL CO.
Eastern Ave. and Lewis St.

TORONTO
New York, N.Y. St. Louis, Mo. London, Eng.

POWER HOUSE, August 20. iSiia, Vol, XII., No. 13. Published semi-monthly at IW-IS:! University Ave., Toronto, Canada. SuKscription price in Canada, $1

;

in United States. $L..50. Entered as second-class miatter at the Post Office Department. Ottawa. Canada. HJntered as second-class matter July 1, 1912. at

the Post Office at Buffalo, under the Act of March »rd. 18TO.
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The Union Pipe Coupling
of SECURITY

BRONZE
To Bronze
at the joint

WHEN you connect pipe lines

with the Dart Union you
have made a joint that will

never loosen up and leak.

The "Dart" efficiency is practi-

cally everlasting, b e c a u s e

—

BRONZE (a non-deteriorating
metal)—forms the Face and Seat,
and the Heavy Malleable Iron
Pipe Ends and Nut insure strength
and durability.

Another important feature of
Dart Unions is the Ball-Shaped
Joint—this allows for an easily

made and tight connection
whether pipes are in or out of
alignment.

Ask your jobber for a working sample.

Manufactured by

Dart Union Co., Limited, Toronto
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1ALBOl
Contra-Flow
Steam Boilers

{Equipped with Crude Oil Burners)

Reduces Steam Cost
The cost of operation is cheaper than
any known power product.

Require one-seventh the space of the
oi-dinary boiler.

No brickwork is necessary.

Feed water and fuel burners are auto-
matically controlled to adjust the boiler

to varying demands for steam.

Tubes easily replaced under high steam
pressure.

1-1000 H.P. Boiler in stock, immadiate
delivery.

May we send you the full details?

Canadian Manufacturers and Sales Office:

Montreal General Tool Co., Limited
675 Notre Dame, Maisonneuve

MONTREAL, P.Q.

)THE ENGINEyREFINEMENrI

Sterling Emergency Power
• Instantaneous, efficient, deDendable. for centrifugal pump and

electric generator drives. 10 to 3O0 Horsepower, 2, 4, 6 and 8
cylinder gasoline engines, 200 to 14C0 R.P.M.

Sterling Modrf FS, 4 cylinder engine, 100 H.P. at 14O0 R.P.M.
direct connected to Erie Pump Co.'s S-stage type M.S. centri-
fugal fire pump for U.S. Navy.

Write for catalog.

Sterling Engine Company
Department C-4 - Buffalo, N.Y.

I "The Coventry" Noiseless Chains |
are the ideal form of Power Transmission for all

kinds of Ventilating Machinery and Dust Extractors.
They are silent and efficient in action, are unaffected
by atmospheric conditions or extreme varia-
tions of temperature, and beyond being lub-
ricated, require no attention.

A 25" Keith fan, driven
by "The Coventry"
Noiseless Chain Motor
of iy2. h.p., running at
950 r.p.m., fan 400
r.p.m. This illustration
shows how floor space
is saved by using
chain transmission.

= "The Coventry" Chain Company, Ltd., Coventry, England =
= CANADIAN AGENTS—TAYLOR & ARNOLD, LIMITED, Bank of Toronto Building. MONTREAL =

(1
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Featuring the Design of

This announcement is

one of a series featur-

ing points of Norwalk
Compressor design. It

wUl pay you to watch

for the others.

Skeleton View
of Intercooler

Side View of Intercooler, Showing Arrangement of

Head Plates and Water Tubes

NORiWAL
AIR & GAS

COMPRESSORS
K

Intercoolers are placed between
the first and second and the sec-

ond and third gas cylinders. In

passing through the intercoolers

the gas flows in thin streams be-

tween and around s/g-inch water
tubes in which cold water is cir-

culating. It is thus effectually-

cooled after each stage of com-
pression.

New Bulletins on Air, Oxygen,
Hydrogen, Acetylene and

Carbonic Acid Gas
are ready.

Write for copies of one or all.

The Norwalk Iron Works Co.
South Norwalk, Conn.

STRENGTH-GOODNESS-QUALITY
AMMONIA

Many refrigerating engineers have been repaid for the confidence they placed in Durabla Gaskets by
thousands of tight ammonia joints in both absorption and compression systems, regardless of the style
of fitting.

PIace DURABLA in the next ammonia joints you make and be insured against a costly shut-down, due
to gasket trouble. It is guaranteed to make a tight joint.

DURABLA Gasket Material is also guaranteed for air, oil, water, steam, gasoline and acids.

One Standard Material for All Gasket Work- Sold on a Service Basis.

DURABLA MANUFACTURING CO., NEW YORK
Distributors for Canada:

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited
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Highest Grade Boilers
It is no light thing to tell you straight and definitely, over our
signature, that we make Boilers of the highest grade possible
and by exclusive and improved shop practice second to none.
We do say so, and our records back us up.

Horizontal
Tubular

Vertical
Tubular

Locomotive
Marine

Writefor Prices, etc.

Engineering & Machine Works of Canada, Limited
ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

Eastern Sales Offices Hall Machinery Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

The Safe and Certain Boiler Cleanser
PUT a barrel of BOICO in your boiler

room. It's the most efficient and
economical clean-boiler insurance

you can adopt. BOICO routs the most
stubborn cases of boiler scale formations
quickly and thoroughly.

Hundreds of Plants are Using BOICO
Every Day With Unqualified Success

What BOICO will do in one plant it will

do in another—it will do in yours.
BOICO loosens and brings away the
hardest of old formations and keeps new
scale from gathering. Yet it never does
the slightest injury to boilers, valves or
packings. Neither does it carry over in
the steam, nor cause foaming or priming.

We are confident that BOICO will live

up to all our claims and are prepared to
let you test it FREE of cost. You have
nothing to lose by trying it—let us hear
from you.

Anti-Clinker Shell Bar Grates
There's no coal waste where these grates are used. Maximum
air-space provides for perfect combustion. No clinker for-

mation here, and you get .more heat with less fuel.

One-Piece Jointless Furnace Lining

Why shift the blame on your engineer or fireman when it is

your funiaces that are not up to the highest point of
efficiency? USE PLIBRICO—it lasts longer than fire brick

and is easier to instal.

Tip-It Patent Welding Process

With TIP-IT you get tools with shanks of carbon and
tips of high-speed steel.

Shell-Bar Boico Supply, Ltd. "*s'?reef" Toronto
Eastern Sales Agents: Mill Supply Department, Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd, Montreal; Adolphe Huot Reg'd., Quebec
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Mason Na 55 Pump
Pressure Regulator

The Age
of Efficiency

You can't afford to take chances on your
power house equipment. Nothing but the
best should satisfy you. This is the age of

efficiency and to meet competition you must
be adequately equipped.

MASON
For Efficiency and Service

We are able to supply you with leading
designs in Power House Specialties. We
couple with this unequalled service a staff of
competent engineers who help you to choose
the equipment best suited to your purpose.
They solve problems such as yours every day

their services are FREE.

Our salesmen, also, are practical engineers.
They know the practical application of the
lines they sell—they sell from knowledge,
not from catalogue.

Mason Standard
Bronze Reducing

V^alve

Coppus Turbine-Driven
Blower

Full Details of
MASON Equipment

on request

The MASON Line
"Mason" Reaucing Valves (genuine)
"Mason" Pump Governors.
"Mason" Pressure Controllers.
Bundy Steam Traps for every service.
Coppus Turbine-driven Blowers.
Coppus Turbine-driven Boiler Feed Pumps.
Sims Hot Water Generators.
Sims Storage Heaters.
Sims Open Feed Water Heaters.
Bundy Oil Separators.
Ashton Gauges and Safety Valves.
Everlasting Blow-off Valves.
Babbitt Sprocket Rims.
Stratton Steam Separators.
Reilly Feed Water Heaters.
Reilly Evaporators and Distillers.
Reilly Feed Water Filters.

Republic Flow Meters.
Blonck Boiler Efficiency Meters.
Phwing Pyrometers.

New Bundy Return
Trap

Use
Mason Service

The Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Limited
Successor to H. L. PEILER & COMPANY

Toronto Representative :

The Arthur S. Leitch Co.
1002 Kent Building

Montreal Office and Factory
135-153 Dagenais Street
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lUNKENHEIME
r 1*1*% REAS
CUPS

For Engine
Trans miss roil

Bearings
By their unfailing reliability have won the refuta-
tion they enjoy. The engineer specifying
"Lunkenheimer," knows that bearings thus equipped
will get the amount of lubricant for which the feed
is set—uniformly, until cups are empty, and that no
further attention is necessary other than filling.

They are practical and durable; the feed regulation
is simple and easily adjusted, and there is no danger
of unsetting the feed when refilling.

The variety of types made embraces Oil Cups with
Glass or Bronze Body, with or without Sightfeed;
and Grease Cups of Bronze, Iron and Steel, with
Screw or Spring Compression feed—a type for every
service requirement.

Write "Lunkenheimer—equipped" in your engine and
transmission specifications, and insist on having the
genuine.

Descriptive Booklets Nos. 523 and 524-DC will
assist you in selecting the proper styles. Write for
copies.

ins LUNKENHEIMER CO,
-^"QUALITY"—

Largett Manufacturers of
High Grade Engirteering Specialliet 23-12-43

in the World
New York Chicago CINCINNATI Boston London

This is a 12-inch Spartan Double Belt, operating a 50
horsepower Gas Ccnnprezsor. Its cost to date is

per horsepower per week. When this belt had been in
use 18 months, the engineer wrote us that it had
given double the length of service of belts previously
used. This has now been in use over four years and is

still going strong. •

TOP NOTCH
This is another case where top-notch efficiency and economy have been
obtained by simply installing the right belt for the work to be done.
Spartan, the belt illustrated, well exemplifies the three principles back of
Graton & Kniglit Standardized Series Leather Belts : First, Ifliey are made
of the right material—leather. Second, they are tanned in our own tan-
nery specifically for belting use. thus assuring the rig'ht kind of leather.
Third, they are graded into a Standardized Series—a belt for each closa of
power transmission requirements—standardized in manufacture and stand-
ardized for the work to be done.

Write for book on Standardization as applied to Belting.

CANADIAN GRATON and KNIGHT LIMITED
84 St. Antoine St., Montreal, P.Q. Canada

Branches and Distributors in all Principal Cities

Graton &Kniorht
standardized Series ^9

y Leather Belting

X

1

Eight real advantages
in equipping water
tube boilers, oil

stills and super-
heaters with Key
Boiler Equipment
Company's

KEY SAFETY
HAND-HOLE CAPS
They save time,

labor, money, fuel,

personal injuries,

property damage,
consequential loss,

and add greater
efficiency.

No gaskets requir-
ed. Over 1,500,000
now in service. Let
us send you our de-
scriptive literature.

Power Plant Equipment Co.
Canadian Selling Agents

310 Dominion Bank BIdg., Toronto, Can

(_
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Slandards

faccuracy

are made according to the standard set by Noah Web-
ster in 1828, when he defined accuracy—"In exact or
careful conformation to a standard of requirements,
the result of care or pains; free from error, failure or
defect."

Catalog No. 21 "CD" sent free.

The L. S. Starrett Co.
j
The World's Greatest Toolmakers
Marxufacturers of Hack Saws Unexcelled

ATHOL, MASS. 42-9«6

CURTIS Engineering Specialties

Five Superior Features
of the Curtis Trap

I. A perfectly balanced valve.
I. An absolutely frictionless valve.
!. The valve can be removed without breaking a joint, starting

a gasket, or taking out a bolt.

1. The valve being frictionless and balanced, the whole power
of the float is available for opening and closing the valve.

>. Bach trap will operate perfectly on pressure varying from
one to 250 lbs.

Write for 1919 Catalog of Curtis Engineering Specialties.

JULIAN D'ESTE COMPANY
Main Office, 26 Canal St., Boston, Mass.

A..^.^l... / 83 Barclay St., New York Cityytgenete:
, Market St., Chicago, III.

*^See How Easy it is to

Select the Right Elevator

from this Jef-

frey Catalog^^

Chief Engineer:
''Here's a chance to save money on
that new Elevator you need. All you
need to do is to pick out the number
of the Elevator from this Catalog and
give me the feet centers and I'll wire
JeflFrey for Price and Delivery. We

can save the time and ex-

pense of making up new
drawings and layouts."

Catalog No. 244-4 showing

the advantages of using Jef-

frey Standardized Elevators,

should be in the hands of

every Engineer, Contractor

or Manufacturer. Send for

copy.

The Jeffrey

Mfg. Co.
Canadian Branch and Warerooms: MONTREAL
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DEPARTMENT

MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION
SAVES MONEY :-: HELPS BUSINESS

"We wish to express our satisfaction with your
plant, which in the past several years has saved
not only money and labor, but proved a business
asset as well," writes one of our customers.

Here is the whole story in a few words. No addi-
tion to your business offers more certain returns
on the investment than MECHANICAL REFRIG-
ERATION.

If your business is lagging, it can be improved by
the use of MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION. If

your business is good, it can be made better by
installing a YORK REFRIGERATING PLANT.

Write to-day for information and prices.

YORK MANUFACTURING CO.
(Ice-Making and Refrigerating Machinery exclusively

YORK, PA., U.S.A.
Canadian Representatives

Canadian Ice Machine Company
WINNIPEG
85 Lombard St.

TORONTO
82 Chestnut St.

MONTREAL
324 Craig St. West

CALGARY
605 Second St

What They Say About Power House

"I certainly am in favor of a semi-

monthly publication. In my opinion it

cannot be published too often. I have
been several times around the world as

an engineer in the British Merchant Ser-

vice and POWER HOUSE is the best
paper of its class I have ever met."

—

Mr. Percy S. Hunter, Donavon, Sask.

"I would like very much to get POWER
HOUSE twice a month. For Canadian
engineers it is unexcelled."—Mr. A. R.

Troke, Paris, Ont.

"New subscribers who do not really know
the value of POWER HOUSE might
demur at paying a high price for it, but

personally speaking, I would not object

to paying double price for double ser-

vice. I never miss reading the adver-

tisements. They are real interesting to

anyone in this line."—Mr. Fred E. Ree-

sar, Municipal Electric Light Plant,

Markham, Ont.

"I feel that a semi-monthly magazine
will also be a great step in our favor in-

asmuch as we can now look forward to a

friend and adviser's call twice a month
instead of once. I take a number of

magazines myself, but there is none I

look forward to receiving like my old
friend and adviser, POWER HOUSE."—
Mr. L. E. Wight, Drumheller, Alberta.
"I favor the change to semi-monthly. It

is worth twice the money to a Canadian
engineer when compared to other maga-
zines published in the U.S.A., upon
which I am basing this suggestion."

—

Mr. Fred R. McNeil, Shawinigan Falls, Q.
"I am very pleased to hear that POWER
HOUSE is to be published twice a month
as I have been a reader of it for several

years. The change will be a great help
to engineers."—Mr. W. E. Dale, Van-
couver, B.C.

and Hundreds More Say the Same
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jREENS ECONOMISERS
showing feed water rise of 150 F. Or a saving of 13.6^c, based on 1% saving for each

1 1 ° increase in feed water temperature.

It does not pay to use extra boiler surface to cool the gases below 500 F.

Because below 500° F. the value of heat absorbed per square foot of heating surface does not equal the cost of
maintenance.

It pays well to use Green's Fuel Economisers to cool the gases to as low as 250° F.

Because the heat absorbed by the boiler feed water at 100° F. is much greater than that absorbed by the steam
and water at about 366° F. in the boiler. Also the economiser surface costs less to install and maintain.

^-r—sj—T—.(

HEATING BY HOT WATER & HOT WATER SUPPLIES

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY GUARANTEED
ROW'S PATENT CALORIFIERS are strongly recommended for heating water

in bulk for supplying a number of Baths and Lavatories. Also for HEATING
CIRCULATIONS for PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS, HOTELS, etc.

ROYLE'S Patent AUTOMATIC STEAM CONTROL ATTACHMENT maintains

a CONSTANT TEMPERATURE.

ROW'S PATENT

CALORIFIERS
FEED WATER HEATERS

RADIATORS
Suitable for Hot Water or

High Pressure Steam

STEAM and GAS KETTLES

EVAPORATORS
CONDENSERS ROW'S PATENT CALORIFIER. STORAGE PATTERN,

HMtw^mth cwiiiMtiMt
^m Fnah tmi Salt W«l*r tai Stnm

ROYLES LIMITED, ^sKr IRLAM, MANCHESTER
ENGLAND
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The Importance of

the Valve
NOWHERE in your whole system of pipe lines can

you find anything subject to such a diversity of

strain as the valves. The valves form the key to

the whole system.' Since the valves are such an important
factor in the service you get from your pipe lines it is the

essence of good judgment and economy to see that your
lines are equipped with nothing but valves of the best
quality.

Use Jenkins Bros.' Valves

Leading engineers and superintendents throughout the
world have learned to recognize JENKINS BROS.'
VALVES as the standard of valve efficiency. Scientific

construction and extra good quality metal of the right
kind account for the strength and rigidity of Jenkins
Bros.' products.

Used for Over Half Century
The steady, every day, year in and year out service of
Jenkins Bros.' Valves comes from a thorough knowledge
of valve requirements learned by over 50 years' practical
experience and meeting them with a valve of the RIGHT
construction for each specific use.

EVERY JENKINS BROS.' VALVE IS GUARANTEED FOR SERVICE

LIMITED

Head Office and Works:

103 St. Remi Street,

Montreal, Canada

Agencies in all the European Branch:

Principal Countries 6 Great Queen St., Kingsway

of the World London, W.C. 2, England

CATALOG NO. 8

FREE ON REQUEST

The DUmond Trade Mark oo
every Genuine Jenkin* Bra*.

Valve is oar ruarantee of <W>-

pen<lahilit7. Always look for H.
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You get steam by firing

the old way, but what
about the cost?

The coal and labour cost sheets show a remark-
able reduction in power plants that replace the
old method with

Jones Underfeed Stokers
THE OLD WAY.

SIMPLEST stokers built; no parts moving in con-

tact with the fire; no grates; no losses through
bars; no smoke.

A big paying investment for the large or small plant.

Hundreds of them are effecting savings from 15 to

25% in plants like your own.

An investigation will prove a good thing. We'll
gladly put you in touch with users.

Jones Underfeed Stoker Co. Limited

37-41 Britain St., Toronto
THE JONES STOKER WAT.

Carling Turbo Blowers
For burning the lowest grades of coal successfully, getting all

the heat value from the fuel. For positive draft with Automatic
Control and steady steam pressure. For obtaining the ultimate
capacity from the boiler.

Carlin? Blowers are low in first cost, easy to install and make
a quick return on the investment. We will be pleased to show you
why it pays to use Carling products.

Write to-day. Try at our expense.

CARLING TURBINE BLOWER COMPANY
Engineers and Manufacturers WORCESTER, MASS
Canadian Representatives: Green's Economizer Limited, Toronto

and Principal Cities

Turbine
Undergrate
Blowers,

Centrifugal

Blowers
and
Exhausters,

Small
Power
Turbines,

Damper
Regulators

and Grates
Ve make them Safe-
Ve make them Strong

"Indicates What You Are Doing While
You Are Doing It."

A True Guide to Coal Saving

LET US DEMONSTRATE IT TO YOU AT
YOUR PLANT OR OFFICE.
IT WILL INTEREST YOU.

ALSO—STEAM METERS, GAS
ANALYZERS and all BOILER ECONOMY

APPARATUS
TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE

REGULATORS.

E. J. PHILIP & SONS
103 Hamilton Trust BIdg.

57 QUEEN ST. WEST - TORONTO
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Cross section showing the construction and operation of the Murphy Automatic Furnaces. As the fuel pro-
gresses downward the alternate movement of the grates J^" above and U" below the surface of the stationary
grates hreal^s up the fuel bed—precents acalanching—keeps the grates clinker-free and advances the ash gradual^
to a point where it is rerrwoed by the clinker grinder

mmwMmmFMBiL

Burns Anything
Yes! It burns successfully more dif?-

erent grades of coal than any other
furnace ever devised.

When you can't get bituminous coal you can
keep the plant operating on slack—lignite

—

sawdust or even refuse, if the plant is equipped
with Murphy Automatic Furnaces.

Why not send for catalog HM-8 and see what
Murphy Furnaces are doing in plants right in

your vicinity.

For information on the Riley Underfeed Stoker
for large boilert »ee adver titement in last issue
or send for catalog HR-8.

Murpy Iron Works
Detriot, Mich., U.S.A.

Dominion Belting Company^ Limited

Hamilton, Canada
Sole manufacturers of the celebrated

"MAPLE LEAF" Brand Stitched Cotton
Duck Belting and Belt Dressing.

The demand for our products has steadily

increased because the standard of quality

has been maintained.

We make only one grade, the best that
can be produced.

"MAPLE LEAF" is the strongest, truest

running, most economical and efficient

belt on the market for transmission of

power, conveying, etc.

Being thoroughly waterproof it is suitable

for running in wet or dry places. "MAPLE
LEAF" Belt Dressing is different to others
offered in that it is equally good for all

kinds of belting, leather, rubber or Balata,
as well as our own make.

Write us for prices, and if desired we will

be pleased to furnish samples and further

information.

A trial order will convince you of their

utility.

DOMINION BELTING CO. Ltd., Hamilton, Canada-Quebec Branch: 51 Duluth Bldg., Montreal
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REES RoTURBo
Patent Pressure Chamber Pumps Cannot

Overload the Prime Mover
The self-regulating feature of the RoTURBo PUMP "when subjected
to a variation in boiler pressure" causes it to adjust itself to meet the new
conditions without danger to the prime mover.

Two Rees RoTURBo Pumps recently completed b y us for the Windsor Water Works at Windsor, Ont.

REES RoTURBo
Patent Pressure Chamber Pumps, Rotary Jet Condensers and Rotary Air Pumps are

to-day giving splendid service the world over in MINES, POWER STATIONS,
MARINE SERVICE, WATERWORKS and ALL KINDS of INDUSTRIAL PLANTS.

Ask for catalogues and further particulars.

Sole Canadian Manufacturers

The GOLDIE & McCULLOCH CO., Ltd.
Head Office and Works: GALT, ONTARIO, CANADA

r TORONTO OFFICE: WESTERN BRANCH: QUEBEC AGENTS: BRITISH COLUMBIA AGENTS:
Suite 1101-2, 248 McDermott Ave., Ross & Greig Robt. Hamilton & Co.,

Bank of Hamilton Bld'g. Winnipeg, Man. 400 St. James St., Vancouver, B.C.

Monti eal, Que.
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JAMES WATT
The Father of Modern Industry

and Commercial Progress

By W. F. Sutherland

"Not to perpetuate a Name

Which must endure while peaceful arts flourish,

But to show

That mankind have learned to honour those

Who best deserve their gratitude,

The King,

His ministers, and many of the nobles

And commoners of the realm,

Raised this monument to

James Watt,

Who directing the force of an original genius,

Early exercised in philosophic research,

To the improvement of

The Steam-Engine,

Enlarged the resources of his country,

Increased the power of man,

And rose to an eminent place

Among the most illustrious followers of science

And the real benefactors of the world."

SUCH was the epitaph penned by Lord Brougham.
Wordsworth has said that he looked upon him, con-

sidering the magnitude and universatility of his

genius "as perhaps the most extraordinary man that this

country (England) has ever produced." And while these

€ulogiums were written long before the present era of

industrial activity his genius is all the more apparent in

the changes it has wrought.
James Patrick Muirhead, in his "Life of James Watt,"

published in 1859, gives us some interesting facts

relating to the family life of Watt and to his

life in general. The family of Watt is first found in

Aberdeenshire, and his great-grandfather, it is said, per-

ished in one of the wars of Montrose, his property being
confiscated and his orphan son later settling near Green-

ock. This son, Thomas Watt, was a teacher of naviga-

tion or, as he is styled, on his tombstone, a teacher of

mathematics; so that James Watt's genius may find some
explanation in the natural bent of his grandfather. At
this date, Greenock was little more than a fishing hamlet,

and Thomas Watt was so important in the affairs of the

small community that he was made its chief magistrate,

an elder of the parish as well as treasurer and clerk to

the Kirk session. In these capacities he repaired the

church, widened the bridge, and adjusted the weights and
measures of the burgh by his standards. He imposed
fines for the pranks of the roysterers on Hallowe'en night,

regulated the keeping of "taim foules" and their scratching

In gardens, discouraged the "sitting in and haunting of

taverns on Friday and Saturday night," and also the "guilt

<of skippers" in "loosing their ships and taking them to

seaward on the Sabbath day." The great feat of his ad-
ministrative reign was his supposed discrimination_ in

dealing with the complicated pretensions of a certain

mountebank medicine vendor. To this worthy he forbade
the attraction of "saltatory lassies and their demonstrative
rope dancing" while he allowed him to expose his wares
for sale.

Thomas Watt died in 1734, at about the age of ninety-

five, leaving two sons, John and James, the latter being
the father of James Watt. James Watt, the father, was
a ship-chandler (supplying vessels with nautical apparatus,
stores, and instruments), a builder and a merchant. He
married Agnes Muirhead, herself a woman of exceptional
attainments and striking qualities of her own. She had
other children of whom three died in infancy or early
childhood and one of whom was drowned at sea.

James Watt, the son, was born on the 19th day of
January, 1736. His constitution was delicate and his

mental powers precocious. There is a story of his having
been observed, as a child of six years old, drawing mathe-
matical lines and circles on the hearthstone. The famous
story of his studying the condensation of steam while he
was playing with the maternal tea-kettle, and while yet a
boy will also be brought to mind and whether it be
authentic or not it has been made the subject of a pretty
picture and will ever remain a basis for speculation and
inspiration.

During his early years Watt was sent to a commercial
school where he was provided with a fair knowledge of
Latin and some small smattering of Greek. But mathe-
matics were his favorite study and "while under his
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father's roof he went on with various chemical experi-

ments, repeating them again and again, until satisfied

with their accuracy. He even made himself a small elec-

trical machine about 1750-53—no mean performance at

that date.

From the aptitude which he displayed for all kinds of

ingenious handiwork, and in accordance with his own
deliberate choice it was decided that he should qualify

himself for the trade of mathematical instrument maker

and accordingly he proceeded to Glasgow in June, 1854,

and a year later to London, where his education in things

mechanical really commenced under the tuition of John

Morgan, an instrument maker in Finch Lane. Cornhill.

Here he gradually became proiRcient in making quadrants,

parellel rulers, compasses, theodolites, etc., and on leaving

London in 1756 was possessed of a considerable fund of

knowledge.
Settling in Glasgow he was first employed in cleaning

and repairing some of the instruments belonging to the

College Museum and, restricted by municipal regulations

from the uncharted pursuit of his trade or craft, was
supported by the University. By midsummer, 1757, he

had received permission to occupy an apartment and to

open a shop within the precincts of the college, and to

use the designation of "mathematical instrument maker
to the University."

Among other developments of his skill, he undertook

to construct an organ, studying for the purpose the

whole theory of harmonies. "Fiddles also did he make,

and if entreated mend."
In 1763 he quitted his college rooms for a small abode

in the city in contemplation of his marriage with his

cousin, Miss Miller, to whom he had been long attached

and with whom he was united in the July of the follow-

ing year.

Watt's devotion to philosophical pursuits procured for

him about this time the notice and friendship of Dr.

Black, Professor of Anatomy, and afterwards of Medicine,

in Glasgow College. In 1758 he also made the acquain-

tance of another university worthy, John Robinson; and
both these learned persons have left interesting narratives

concerning him. The latter tells of his introduction to

Watt. "I saw a workman," says he, "and expected no
more, but was surprised to find a philosopher as young
as myself and always ready to instruct me." Watt's
parlor had at this date become a rendezvous for all the

loitering persons scientifically inclined. "Whenever," says

Robinson, "any puzzle came in the way of any of us
we went to Mr. Watt. He needed only to be prompted;
everything became to him only a new and interesting

study; and we knew he would not quit it until he had
discovered its insignificance or had made something out

of it. No matter in what line—language, antiquity,

natural history, nay poetry criticism and works of taste;

as to anything in the line of engineering, whether civil

or military, he was at home and a ready instructor."

Watt's greatest contribution to the welfare of man
came about while repairing a model of Newcomen's steam
engine at the request of the Professor of Natural Philo-

sophy in the University. This model was at first a

plaything to Watt and Robinson, then a constant visitor

at his workshop; but like everything which came into

his hands, it soon became an object of most serious study.

The engine with which Watt became interested wasted
about three-fourths of the steam through condensation

on the up-stroke, owing to the cooling effect of the walls

and piston from the injection of water on the previous

down stroke for condensation. Robinson, in his record of

this discovery, says:

"At the breaking up of the College (in 1765) I went
to the country. About a fortnight after this I came to

town and went to have a chat with Mr. Watt and to

communicate to him some observations I had made on
Desagulier's and Belidor's account of the steam engine.

I came into Watt's parlor without ceremony and found
him sitting before the fire, having lying on his knee a

little tin cistern which he was looking at. I entered

into conversation on wViat we were last speaking of

—

—The "National Engineer."

something about steam. All the while Mr. Watt kept
looking at the fire and laid down the cistern at the foot

of his chair. At last he looked -at me, and said briskly,

'You need not fash yourself any more about that, man;
I have now made an engine that shall not waste a par-

ticle of steam. It shall be boiling hot—aye, and hot

water injected, if you please.' So saying, Mr. _Watt
looked with complacency at the little thing at his feet,

and seeing that I observed him, he shoved it away under
a table with his foot. I put a question to him about
the nature of his contrivance. He answered me rather
drily. I did not press him further for an explanation

at that time, knowing that I had offended him a few
days before by blabbing a pretty contrivance which he
had hit on for turning the cocks of an engine. I had
mentioned this in the presence of an engine-builder who
was going to erect one for a friend of mine, and this

having come to Mr. Watt's ears, he had found fault

with it."

"I was vei-y anxious, however, to learn what Mr.
Watt had contrived but was obliged to go to the country
in the evening. A gentleman who was going to the

same house said he would give me a place in his car-

riage, and desired me to wait for him on the walk by
the riverside. I went thither and found Mr. Alexander
Brown, a very intimate acquaintance of Mr. Watt's, walk-
ing with another gentleman (Mr. Craig, architect). Mr.
Bro\\Ti immediately accosted me with, 'Well, have you
seen Jamie Watt?' "Yes." 'He'll be in high spirits
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with his engine, isn't he?' "Yes," said I, "very fine

spirits." 'Gad!' says Mr. Brown, 'the condenser's the

thina:; keep it but cold enough, and you may have a per-

fect vacuum whatever be the heat of the cylinder.' The

instant he said this the whole thing flashed on my mind

at once. I did all I could to encourage the conversation,

but was much embarrassed. I durst not appear ignorant

of the apparatus lest Mr. Brown should find that he had

i;ommunicated more than he ought to have done."

In the summer of 1767 the whole contrivance was

perfect in Watt's mind and so well defined there was

the date of his invention, that on being asked in 1817

whether he recollected how the first idea came to him

he replied, "Oh, yes, perfectly. One Sunday afternoon

I had gone to take a walk in the Green of Glasgow, and

when about half way between the Herd's house and

Am's well, my thoughts having been naturally turned

to the experiments I had been engaged in for saving heat

in the cylinder, at that part of the road it occurred to

me that as steam was an elastic vapor, it would expand

and rush into a previously exhausted space; and that if

I were to produce a vacuum in a separate vessel, and

open a como'unication between the steam in the cylinder

and the exhausted vessel such would be the consequence."

To further his object of keeping the cylinder as hot

as the steam that entered it. Watt supplemented his

great invention of the separate condenser by several less

notable but still important improvements. In Newcomen's
engine a layer of water over the piston had been used

to keep it steam tight]_Watt substituted a tighter pack-

ing lubricated with oil. In Newcomen's engine the upper

end of the cylinder was open to the air; Watt covered

it in, leading the piston rod through a steam-tight stuf-

fing box in the cover, and allowed steam instead of air

to press on the top of the piston. In Newcomen's engine

the cylinder had no clothing to reduce the loss of heat

by radiation and conduction from its_^uter surface; Watt
not only cased it in non-conducting coverings such as

wood, but introduced the steam jacket.

All of these features were specified in his first patent

which, however, was not obtained till January, 1769,

nearly four years after the inventions it covered had
been made. In the interval Watt had been striving to

demonstrate the merits of his engine by trial on a large

scale. His earliest experiments left him in debt and,

finding that his own means were quite insufficient to

allow him to continue them, he agreed that Dr. John
Roebuck, founder of the Carron ironworks, should take

two-thirds of the profits of the invention in consideration

for his bearing the cost. An engine was then erected at

Kinneil where Roebuck lived, giving Watt an opportunity

of facing m.any difficulties in construction. But the

experiments made slow progress, for Roebuck's affairs

became embarrassed and Watt's attention was drawn to

other more remunerative work by his own pressing needs
and those of his family. He had taken to surveying and
gained considerable reputation as a civil engineer. In

1767 he was employed to make a survey for a Forth
and Clyde canal—a scheme which failed to secure Par-
liamentary sanction. This was followed by other surveys
for canals and plans for harbors, etc. In the course of

his work he invented the micrometer for measuring dis-

tances, consisting of a pair of horizontal hairs placed
in the focus of a telescope through which sights were
taken to fixed and movable targets on a rod at the
place whose distance from the rod was to be determined.

Meanwhile progress had been made on the steam en-
gine, the Kinneil trials had yielded him a store of valuable
experience. Roebuck had failed, but another partner had
been found in Matthew Boulton, a man of energy and
capital, who owned the Soho engineering works at Bir-

mingham.
Watt's arrangements were facilitated by the concur-

rence of Dr. Roebuck's creditors, because curiously enough,
none of them valued his engine at a farthing; and for
him, as for so many other men, success seemed to dawn
at the moment when he was ready to despair of its

possibility. For many years previously he had com-

plained of his headaches and of almost constant ill-health;

of what he called laziness, stupefaction, and confusion

of ideas, which partially meant the mental weariness of

unrecompensed toil.

Yet while in 1774 at his abode in Birmingham he was
able to vrrite to his father that "the fire-engine that I

have invented is now going and answers much better than
any other that has yet been made; and I expect that

the invention will be very beneficial to me." A long series

of trials was nevertheless necessary before the engine

could be brought to the stage where it would be generally

available to the public and profitable to the manufac-
turers.

In January, 1775, six years of the patent had elapsed

and there seemed some probability of the remaining
eight running out as fruitlessly. An application which
was made for the extension of its term was unexpectedly

opposed by the e'loquence of Burke, but the orator and
his associates failed, and the extension was accorded by
act of Parliament. Such, however, was the low state

of engineering arts that much difficulty was encountered

in getting the parts of the engines fabricated with the

necessary accuracy. At this turning point in his life

Watt married again and narrowly escaped expatriation

through an offer of employment from the Russian
Government.

The first practical employment of Watt's engines to

any considerable extent was in the mining districts of

Cornwall, where he was himself in consequence, forced

to spend much of his time. He had to contend not only

with the natural obstacles in the dark abysses of deeply-

flooded mines, but with a rude and obstinate class of

men as deeply flooded by inveterate prejudices. After
he had "forked" the heaviest waters in the whole county
to his previous efforts was added the more odious task

of having to observe and restrain the piracies which be-

gan to occur, at first secretly, but afterwards with greater

frequency and daring. Speaking of Cornwall, he says:

"Those wilds might be defined as a tract of hills without
dales where the roads went straight up the hills without
flinching and where (plumbing misery to its depths)

the engine men actually eat the grease from the engine."

For some time royalties came in but sparingly to Watt
and Boulton, but during this expectant stage Watt him-
sslf was more fertile in mechanical inventions than in

any other portion of his busy life. Taking his patents

in order the first subsequent to that of 1769 was for a

new method of copying letters and other writings ex-

peditiously, by means of copying presses. Of the same
same date as his copying machine, was his invention of

another machine "for drying linen and muslin by steam."

On the 25th of October, 1781, he took out his third patent

(the second of the steam engine series) "for certain new
methods of applying the vibrating or reciprocating motion
of steam or fire engines to produce a continued or rotative

motion around an axis or centre and thereby give motion
to the wheels of mills or other machines." One of these

methods was that commonly known as the "sun and
planet wheels." Later on he took out another, fourth,

patent on the double-acting engine in consequence of his

finding himself beset by a host of plagiaries and pirates.

Another patent in the steam engine series, taken out
in 1784, contained besides methods of converting a cir-

cular or angular motion into a perpendicular or rectilinear

motion the well-knovni and much-admired parallel motion
of which Watt says, in a letter to Boulton, "I have started

a new hare. I have got a glimpse of a method of causing
a piston rod to move up and down perpendicularly by only
fixing it to a piece of iron upon the beam, without chains
or perpendicular guides or untowardly frictions, arch
heads or other pieces of clumsiness. I think it a probable
thing to succeed and one of the most ingenious pieces

of mechanism I have contrived."

A still later invention was the throttle valve and
centrifugal governor by which the speed of rotative en-
gines was automatically controlled. One more item in

the list of Watt's contributions to the development of

the steam engine is too important to pass without men-
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tion; the indicator was used by^ Boulton and Watt to

measure the work done by their engines and so to give

a basis on which the charges levied on their customers

were adjusted.

Up to Watt's time, steam had been admitted for the

whole length of the stroke and he was the first to con-

ceive of the possibility of working it expansively, cutting

off before the end of the stroke and so effecting a further

economy in steam.
While Watt was thus busy with his steam engine and

with other matters of a strictly engineering nature ,
yet

he found time for more philosophical pursuits and ven-

tured into the realm of chemistry and physics. One of

the matters which occupied his attention was that of the

composition of water, and while engaged on this last

he had opportunities of familiar intercourse not only

with Priestly but with Withering, Keir, Edgeworth, Galton,

Darwin, and with his own partner, Boulton, all men above

the average for their common interest in scientific in-

quiries. These gentlemen met at each other's houses at

stated intervals, and constituted a philosophic nucleus

known as the "Lunar Society," because the time of their

meeting was arranged to correspond to the full moon;
and this designation earned for them the name of

"Lunatics" from an unappreciative butler who had in

his turn charge of their creature comforts.

In 1786 Watt and Boulton visited Paris in connection

with the installation of some engines and both had a

flattering reception in the French capital. Watt describes

himself as having been greatly feted—as having in fact

been "drunk from morning to night with Burgundy and
undeserved praise."

Returning to England his attention was turned to

the defense of his patents now assailed by numerous
rivals. Some of the competing engines, as Watt himself

describes them, were simply asthmatic "Hornblowers at

Radstoke, was obliged to stand still once every ten minutes

to snore and snort." "Some were like Evan's mill, which

was a gentlemanly mill; it would, go when it had nothing

to do but it refused to work. After a long and costly

litigation the validity of the patents was sustained and

he ever afterwards referred to his specifications as "his

old and well-tried friends."

With the year 1800 came the expiration of the patent

of 17G9 as extended by the statute of 1775; and also the

dissolution of the original partnership of Boulton and
Watt, then of twenty-five years' duration. The contract

was renewed in the persons of their sons on whom the

business fell.

By this time the business had become so profitable

that Watt and his children were provided with a source

of independent income, and at the age of 64 the inventor

could contemplate the future with a considerable degree

of equanimity. Watt himself became stronger, and less

oppressed by his bodily infirmities. His spirits became
more equable as time went on and his intolerable head-
aches became fewer.

While resting in his latter days from the severer

labors of former years his mind was still occupied with
creative work and dwelt on the possibilities of adapting

the steam engine to navigation. He lived to know that

a steamboat had been used in America, that the British

Channel and the Rhine navigated by another; both vessels,

the American and British, having been impelled by en-

gines manufactured at Soho. He also made a voyage
from Greenock to Rothesay and back again in a steamboat.

The locomotive, however, was left to a later genius,

George Stephenson, for its complete development.
"Some of his idle thoughts" were also turned towards

the construction of an arithmetical machine, but he does

not appear to have prosecuted his design beyond con-

sidering the manner in wliich he could make it perform
multiplication and division. Another of his contrivances,

happy in its conception and less difficult of completion,

belongs to the 19th century. He was consulted by the

proprietors of the Glasgow waterworks as to how they
should lay pipes to bring pure spring water across the

river Clyde to the company's engines at Dalmamock; and

he devised for this purpose an articulated suction pipe,
with joints formed so as to be capable of accommodation
to the bottom of the river.

One engrossing occupation, nearly akin to those of
his better days, was found in the perfecting of a machine
to copy sculpture. The idea of this machine was sug-
gested to him by an implement he had seen in Paris in

1802 where it had been used for tracing and multiplying
the dies for medals. The new machine was to do for
solid masses and in hard materials what his copying
machine had already done for drawings and writings.
He himself worked at the machine, set up in the garret
of his house assiduously and some of the sculpture still

exists. So interested in this work did he become that it

is said by one of his biographers that "He even had a
touch at the work on Sunday.

Watt was also a great novel-reader, was fond of his

garden, fond, too, of a pinch of snuff, but a sufferer

from the assiduous proscription of the snuff box by his

wife. The second Mrs. Watt was a domestic tyrant to

say the least. "On his evenings at home, at a certain

hour fixed by Mrs. Watt the door of the dining-room
opened, an old servant appeared, and altogether dis-

regarding the greater presence in which he stood, with a
few active evolutions swept out at once the fire, the lights

and—his master. "And so to bed."

Various persons of note who came into contact with
him in the height of his fame and durmg the closing

years of his life have borne witness to the charms of
his presence. "His friends," says Lord Jeffrey, speaking
of a visit which he paid to Scotland when upwards of

eighty, "in that part of the country never saw him more
full of intellectual vigor and colloquial animation, never
more delightful or more instructing." It was then, also,

that Sir Walter Scott, meeting him, "surrounded by a
little band of Northern literati," saw and heard "the alert,

kind, benevolent old man, his talents and fancy overflowing

WATT'S 3IN01£-ACTING POMPINO-EKGINE FOR MINES.
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on every subject, with his attention alive to everyone's

question, his information at everyone's command."
Campbell, the poet, who saw him later in the be-

ginning of 1819 (he was then 83) describes him as so

full of anecdote, that he spent one of the most amusing
days with him he ever had. In the autumn of the same
year, on the 19th of August, James Watt expired gently

and tranquilly at his house at Heathfield. He was buried

at Handsworth, and honored afterwards by a public

monument in Westminster Abbey.

Boiler Water Treatment

IF you cover a steam pipe with asbestos, magnesia, or

other heat-insulating material, you keep the heat in

the steam; if you line or coat a boiler tube with scale

or other heat-insulating material, you keep the heat out

of the boiler water and send it to the stack. By lagging

your pipes you save fuel easily. By lining your tubes with

scale you waste it continuously and needlessly.

All natural waters contain more or less of this heat-

insulating material, partly as suspended matter (such as

clay, fine sand, insoluble forms of iron, aluminium, etc.),

partly as dissolved matter, such as compounds of calcium,

magnesium, sodium, potassium and other mineral salts.

Much of the suspended matter, as well as most of the

dissolved matter, may form scale, but the suspended matter
may generally be removed by filtration, which will be

discussed later.

Dissolved Matter Which Forms Scale

Of the material commonly in solution in boiler waters,

the bicarbonates and sulphates of calcium and magnesium
are the most important scale formers. Natural waters

containing in solution bicarbonate of calcium or magnesium
or both exhibit what is called "temporary" or "carbonate"

hardness; those containing dissolved calcium or magnesium
sulphate or both possess "permanent" or "sulphate" hard-

ness. In the case of the sulphate scale the temperature

required to separate it is too high to make its removal

by heating alone a practical means of treatment. In the

case of water exhibiting carbonate or temporary hardness,

great improvement in its properties may be effected by the

use of open heaters of the exhaust steam type. As a rule

sulphate scale is denser in structure with a higher heat-

insulating value than carbonate scale, but the conditions

of formation affect this considerably. Where a porous
structure permits water to penetrate the scale its heat-

insulating effect is greatly reduced.

The EflFect of Scale

In many respects the effect of an increasing deposit of

scale on the passage of heat through the walls of a boiler

tube is very similar to the effect on the passage of water
through a tube of continually decreasing bore. In the

case of the water tube, the only way to get a uniform
volume of water through it in a given time, in spite of

its diminishing bore, is continually to increase the pressure
in the water. So in the case of a boiler tube covered with
a dense scale, the only way to maintain a constant flow of

heat from the furnace to the boiler water is to increase the

"heat pressure," so to speak—that is, to burn more fuel.

Heat Loss.—The most important effect of scale is due to

the fact that in certain forms it is a wonderful heat insu-

lator. Its chemical composition seems to have little to do
with its heat-insulating power, the big question being the
density or mechanical structure of the scale. A series of

experiments by Prof. Schmidt, of the University of Illinois,

gave the following results, showing decrease in heat-
transfer efficiency of tubes coated with scale of different

thickness and composition (see table top of next column).

This, expressed in dollars and cents, means that with a

deposit of 1-9 in. of scale, 16 cents of every dollar^ paid 'for

coal is lost.

The data just given must not 'be regarded, however, as

•Technical Paper No. 218, Bureau of Mines, Washington, U.S.A.

Loss of
Character of scale Thickness Composition. efficiency

Inch PeiMsent.
Hard ll/SO Mostly carbonate 9

Soft 1/32 Ditto 7

Hard 1/32 Ditto 8

Soft 1/2S Ditto 8

Hard 1/25 Mostly Sulphate 9
Hard 1/20 Ditto 11

Soft 1/16 Ditto 10
Soft 1/16 Mostly carbonate .... 11

Soft 1/16 Ditto 12

Hard 1/16 Ditto 12
Soft 1/1.1 Ditto H5

Hard 1/9 Mostly sulpihatc 16

indicating that the decrease in the heat-carrying capacity

of scale-covered tubes can always be calculated with the

accuracy that these figures would indicate. The important

facts are, though, that the loss is easily prevented, and

that the advantages of soft water abundantly justify all

expenditure necessary to secure it.

Just what the loss is in any particular case may best be

determined by comparing the fuel consumption with clean

and then with scale-covered tubes, other operating condi-

tions being kept uniform.

Means of Removing "Scale Formers" From Water.

The methods employed in softening water may be divided

into two main classes, (a) those in which the scale-forming
property is removed before the water enters the boiler;

(b) those in which the softening is effected within the
boiler itself by means of so-called "boiler compounds."
As to which one of the two classes of methods should be

employed in any particular case, would depend on the size

of the plant and on the character of the water to be
softened. In the case of waters of abnormal composition,

it would frequently be impossible to produce a satisfactory

water by either method and a new water supply would
be necessary.

It cannot be too strongly emphasized that this question

of water treatment is one in which the employment of

competent chemical and engineering knowledge is both
absolutely necessary and highly profitable, and it would be
fkr wiser to omit all forms of water treatment (involving

the use of chemicals) rather than to undertake such with-

out knowing accurately the composition of the water and
of the material used to soften it. It is most important to

remember that the quality of the water, even when secured
from the same source, varies widely from time to time.

These variations are not only seasonal and monthly, but
daily and even hourly. A condition of excessive concen-
tration of the water after a protracted drought may be

changed within an hour to a correspondingly excessive

dilution by a summer storm. The result would be to de-

crease enormously the percentage of dissolved matter and
to increase, prolbably to a much greater degree, the amount
of suspended matter.

As a consequence, a prescribed treatment of the water
based on its analysis at any particular time might not_lead

to satisfactory results if applied at some other period.

As an instance of the serious danger of an unintelligent

"dosing" of boiler waters may be cited the results of a

long series of investigations which have apparently shown
that carbonate of soda in solution produces brittleness in

boiler steel. Carbonate of soda (soda ash) is used in most
water-treating processes, and its unintelligent use may
readily lead to a very dangerous condition in a boiler.

When Boiler Compounds May Be Used

Boiler compounds afford a very useful means of boiler-

water treatment in plants whose size or value of output
would not justify the use of a more expensive method.
This would be true of a large percentage of the plants of

the country.

In spite of a great variety of trade names, a very large

percentage of all boiler compounds consist most largeh' of

carbonate of soda, to which caustic soda is somef;imes

added, and occasionally phosphate of soda. Starchy riia-

terials, and those containing tannin are frequent ingredi-

ents. The supposed effect of these last two materials is

to coat the particles of precipitated incrusting material

and prevent its cohesion into compact scale.
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Bonus System for Boiler Room Employees
One of the Series on Power Plant Management—This Article

Treats of the Bonusing of the Boiler Room Employee and Its

Effect Upon Economy in Operation

By ROBERT JUNE, Mechanical Engineer.

THE writer is fortunate in numbering among- his

friends and acquaintances the chief engineers of

a dozen or more of the largest power plants in

Canada. Recently he addressed a general letter to these

men, asking for a brief description of the bonus systems,
if any, used by them as a basis for reward of boiler room
employees. To his surprise, these letters were not
especially productive of results—^most of the replies con-
taining requests for information instead of furnishing it.

One answer is typical of the present situation with the
majority of the large power plants.

"We try to educate our boiler room men to the fact

that power must be produced economically and that this

means that high operating efficiencies must be maintained.
We instruct our men carefully in their individual and
collective duties, pay them high wages and generally
give them to understand that we regard them as skilled

operatives from whom we have a right to expect high
grade results. As an incentive to good work, we post

each Monday on the bulletin board in the boiler room
the record of overall boiler efficiency for the preceding
week.

"While our results in the main are good, we want
to improve them. For one thing, we are going to try

to separate the percentage of our 24-hour load handled
by each of the three shifts. We are doing this on the
principle that if one shift handles 50% of the load, and
another 30%, and the third 20%, that we should get

correspondingly better results from the shifts handling
the larger loads. After we have establishedi the proper
efficiency for each shift, we are going to put in a bonus
system of some sort. We are already working on this,

but as you realize, there are a good many angles to the
problem, and we should be glad to have any information
which you may possess, etc."

This, then, is the situation in many large power plants.

They are paying high wages, and trying to educate their

men, in some cases by weekly conferences, in conjunction

with occasional lectures on various phases of power
plant operation. Close supervision of the work of the

individual, and personal leadership, evoking a high esprit

de corps, are the principal reliance at present. It is

considered, Tiowever, that these are not enough and
that a properly devised bonus system probably offers

the necessary supplementary incentive.

Turning now to the smaller power plants, we find

that they have been readier to adopt bonus systems.

Presumably this is due to the fact that they find it more
difficult to provide educational facilities for their men
and to exercise close supervision over their work. While
the systems used are not elaborate they seem to be

effective. The point here worth noting is that the ten--

dency in both large and small plants is increasingly to-

ward the use of bonus systems.

Principles Upon Which Bonus Should Be Based

The term "bonus" may be taken as meaning additional

compensation above a fixed amount, based upon net sav-

ings effected above a certain minimum through the per-

sonal efforts of the recipient. It means that if the operator

can reduce the cost per unit of the product he should

receive a portion of the savings. As applied to the boiler

room a reasonable efficiency, based' not alone upon the

results previously attained in the particular plant under
consideration, but also upon results attained in other

power plants of approximately the same size and general

characteristics, must be determined upon as a base line

or starting point. Before blindly assigning an arbitrary

value to performance above this base line, we ought to

ascertain with some exactitude the relation of power
plant expenses to manufacturing operations as a whole.

Our reason for this is that it will practically always

be found that power plant expenses for any business,

whether central station, brick and clay, textile, refrigera-

tion, paper, etc., so far as the individual plant is con-

cerned, vary along the line of a fixed curve, depending

upon the output of the plant. That is, if the factory as

a whole is operated at 100% capacity, power costs will

bear a definite relation to the product in terms of pounds.
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bushels, yards, tons, or whatever unit the product is

measured by. Let us say that our power cost is 10c,

or $1.00, or $10.00 per unit, at 100% factory output.

If we reduce factory output to 80% we will find that

we have a different power cost per unit, say 12c, or $1.20.

or $12.00, and if we reduce factory output still further,

say to 50% capacity, we will find our cost per unit fur-

ther increased to say, 15c, or $1.50, or $15.00.

The determination of this curve is not a simple matter.

It cannot be done in a week or month, but it is well worth
the effort, even if it takes a round dozen of months.
The first step is a complete appraisal of the power plant

which should include the value of the land and buildings

occupied, the complete steam generating equipment with

all accessories, the turbines, engines, feed water heaters,

condensers, pumps, generators, switchboards, fire pumps,
sprinkler systems, all piping and all wiring which apply

wholly to the power plant proper, as well as all main
lines of pipe and wire on which steam, water and energy
are carried to the factory centres.

With our appraisal in hand we at once discover that

the reason that our power-cost-per-unit curve is a curve

is because power plant costs fall into' two divisions

—

those which do not vary with the volume of product and
those which do vary with factory production. As an
illustration of the non-variable costs we have interest,

depreciation, taxes, and insurance. To these must be

added, if the power plant is ready to serve the factory

with any amount of power up to 100%, cost of labor,

fuel required to bank fires and to keep prime movers
turning over, but doing no useful work, and the lubricants,

water, ash removal required for this purpose, he«t and
light for the power plant, etc. These items vary but
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little regardless of the factory output—whether it be

30% or 100% capacity.

The variable costs are, of course, coal, equipment

maintenance, and a certain amount of general supplies,

such as waste, packing, gaskets, etc.

Figure 1 is a typical graph, illustrating the relation

of the variable and non-variable cost factors to the

volume of production. Figure II is the curve (in this

case assumed) resulting from the combination of the

variable and non-variable costs. Armed with this curve,

the manager is ready to talk busine&s to his chief engineer.

First, be it noted, that in using the curve the manager

does not have to be concerned about a single detail of

plant operation. He does not have to study boiler efficien-

cies, engine performance, economical or uneconomical uses

of steam, water or electricity. All he needs is the average

factory output for a given period, and a summary from

the accounting department of the complete costs of power

plant operation for the same period. It is a matter of

simple division to establish the power costs per unit of

output, and to see how it checks with the standard curve.

If the power cost is higher than the standard curve in-

dicates it should be, something is wrong and it is up to

the chief engineer to find and correct the trouble, and to

explain to the manager why it should have occurred;

if the actual costs check with the curve, the plant has

simply done what it should and no one is entitled to a

bonus; if the actual power costs are less than those in-

dicated on the curve for the volume of product, good

management and constructive effort has been exercised

in the engine and boiler rooms, and the chief engineer

and every man under him who has helped in the improve-

ment is entitled to a share in the savings.

At this point it may be well to digress for a moment

on the point of responsibility of the chief engineer for

all items included in the curve under power costs. Warren

E. Lewis, whose engineering record certainly makes him

a competent witness, is quite emphatically of the opinion

that the chief engineer should be held wholly responsible.

He states:

"Some engineers have argued that it (the curve) is

not a fair basis of payment, that all that the operating

engineer can do is to make steam efficiently, run his

engines, pumps, heaters, etc., as well as he knows how,

and that he has no control of the situation beyond his

department. That is partly true and partly not true.

The functions of the chief engineer should extend beyond

the confines of the engine and boiler rooms. He should

spend at least one-third of his time around the plant, and

he should have an inspector going around the plant con-

tinually watching out for improper use of power, light,

steam, etc. The chief engineer should be directly con-

cerned in seeing that the process machinery is maintained

in an efficient condition. This is particularly true with

regard to apparatus that uses steam in any form. If we
include in the power plant all the equipment which in

any way affects the use of fuel, it becomes a com-
paratively simple matter to place upon the chief engineer

the responsibility for the efficiency of the entire power-

making and power-using equipment, and for its cost per

unit of production."

Now, getting back to the bonus, let us suppose that

the management decides to set apart, say 33 1-3 per

cent, of the savings effected, to be distributed as a bonus.

Clearly, the chief engineer, individually, is entitled to a

certain portion of this, and this portion should be deter-

mined by the manager. The proportioning of the re-

mainder among the various power plant employees should

be practically in the hands of the chief engineer for the

reason that he is in constant touch with the work of

the various individuals.

That the just proportionment of the bonus among the

various individuals will cause the chief engineer some
se'^ous study is not denied. It is important, however,

that individual rewards be established, and that the

bonus be not simply divided among the men on a pro-

rata basis or with reference to their respective wages.

The final results are due to the combined efforts of all

of the men, and are beyond the control of any one man.

It is necessary, therefore, to judge each man on the

basis of his performance of his individual task. If boiler

efficiency falls off it may be due to improper firing, in

which case the fireman should be penalized, or it may be

due to failure to keep the boiler clean, free from soot

and scale, in which case the man who does the cleaning

should lose all or a part of his bonus, or again the loss

in efficiency may be due to leaky boiler settings, a con-

dition clearly outside of the jurisdiction of the fireman,

iand clearly up to the boiler room foreman.

This principle of individual responsibility applies all

along the line. For instance, if a new grade of coal

is brought into the plant and the chief's assistant en-

gineers do not make it their business to see that the-

firemen are fully instructed regarding the proper method.
of firing, they are guilty of a breach of duty for which;

they should suffer. The engineers are, of course, respon-

sible for permitting radiation losses to continue because
of failure to insulate pipes, and for failure to correct

leaky valves, traps, worn gaskets, etc. The engineers

or boiler room foreman must be held responsible for
economical operation in cutting boilers in or off the line,

operating them at economical ratings, and banking or
killing fires.

When the bonus is not earned by a particular in-

dividual it may be due to his own fault in not following

instructions, to faulty maintenance, making compliance
with instructions impossible, or to faulty supplies. With
so many angles to the problem, it is evident that close

inspection and constant supervision of the work of the

individual is absolutely necessary if material reductions

in power plant costs are to be made.

It is realized that the program here outlined may
seem elaborate. The small plant operator, in particular,

may think it complicated, but it is precisely in the small
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plant that astonishingly good results can be attained.

Admitting elaborateness, this basis of bonus is certainly

thoroughgoing. To the writer's mind there is no point

whatever to paying firemen a bonus for high CO^ or for

high boiler efficiency, if no corresponding effort is made
to see that the steam, when produced, is utilized without

preventable waste.
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Railway Dynamometers and Their Use
The Following Article Gives Some Interesting Details Relating
to That Branch of Steam Engineering Identified With Locomotion
and Takes Up Some of the Underlying Principles of Traction

By G. S. BALDWIN

FREIGHT is the dividend-paying
business of all railroads and there-

fore it is of the first importance to

know exactly how much tonnage each
class of locomotive will haul over every
division. It is just as expensive to over-

load an engine and have it stalling all

over the road as it is to let it travel

light. This is, of course, assuming that

there is an evenly balanced flow of

traffic in both directions. But this, which
wouild be an ideal condition, does not

usually hold good, particularly in Can-
ada, where the preponderance of traffic

iv, westbound for about six months and
eastbound for the other six. In that

case it is all the more important that a

locomotive shall take her full load in the

direction of traffic, since she will pos-

sibly have to make the return trip 20

or 30 per cent, light, or even with a

''caboose hop."

A locomotive is rated as to the trac-

tive effort she will exert on the drawbar,

and to facilitate tonnage rating, this is

usually expressed in percentage. A
tractive effort of 20,000 lbs. is called

lOO per cent., and an engine which

should develop 30,000 lbs. is called a

l&O per cent, engine, and so on.

The tractive effort is usually calcu-

lated as follows:

E:
X s X P

when
E= the tractive effort in lbs.; c= the

diameter of the cylinder in inches; s=
the stroke in inches; d= the diameter

of the driving wheels in inches, and p=
the mean effective boiler pressure in

pounds per square inch.

Of course the effective (boiler pressure

will vary considerably at different

speeds, since the faster the engine

travels the earlier the cut-off will be,

and consequently the lower the effective

pressure. But as we are considering

the maximum load an engine will haul

over heavy grades we are dealing with

slow speeds. In fact engines usually

develop their greatest tractive effort at

a speed in miles per hour equal to be-

tween one-eighth and one-ninth of the

diameter of their driving wheels. For
instance, an engine with a 63 in. wheel

will develop her greatest pull between

seven and eight miles per hour, and an

engine with a 54 in. Wheel tyetween six

and seven miles per hour. We are there-

fore pretty near the mark in assuming

the mean boiler pressure to be 85 per

cent, of the maximum pressure.

Take an engine with 28 in. cylinders,

21 in. stroke, 63 in. driving wheels, and

180 lbs. of steam, and we get:

28 X 28 X '21 X 157
E= 41.039 libs.,

63

or 205 per cent.

The ruling grade over a division, ex-

cept in mountainous country is usually
.4 per cent., and if the line and surface
of the track is in good condition and
there is a good length of straight track
where the maximum effort has to be
exerted it will require something like

17.7 lbs. to move each ton of load. In

v/hich case the engine aibove referred to

could be expected to haul in the neigh-

borhood of 2,316 tons.

Now you v/ill say if you can figure

out so exactly what load can be hauled,

why go to the trouble and expense of

making djmamometer tests at all ? For
the following reasons: Firstly, though
the track profile may show a .4 per cent,

grade, the road may not. There may be

a curve on which all trains carrying full

rating stall because sufficient allowance

in the way of grade reduction has not

been made. On a slight curve it is usu-

ally found that the locomotive has an ad-

offset the extra work necessary to get
round them. This is frequently taken
at .02 iper cent, for each degree of curve.

Other points must be taken into con-
sideration also. For instance, in very
exposed places a strong wind blowing
across the track will have a marked ef-

fect. Or if a station is located near a
heavy piece of road so that trains do
not get a swing on before starting to
climb they may get into difficulties. In
short, there are so many local conditions
which govern each division that, without
making a test it is almost impossible to

put on a fair rating. Of course tests

can be made without a dynamometer, but
in that case it is impossible to know
whether the engine developed her rated
drawbar pull before she turned round
and counted the cars.

Before starting on a test the first

thing to do is to ascertain the weight
of the train, which is made up of trsvo

things, the tare weight of the cars and
the weight of their contents. Roughly
speaking the tare should be one-third
and the contents two-thirds of a fully

DIAGRAMATIC VIEW OF DYNAMOMETER.

ditional resistance of 1.5 lbs. per ton of

its own weight for each degree of curve,

which dynamometer records vriW not

show, ibecause only the actual pull on

the drawbar can be indicated in that

way, and the train will show an addi-

tional resistance of about .751 lbs. per

ton for each degree of curve. The radius

of any degree of railroad curve is 5729.65

feet divided by the number of degrees,

for instance, a 10 degree curve has a

radius of 572.965 feet. On a single

track road, if a curve is at all sharp the

outer rail is raised to take care of fast

moving traffic in the opposite direction,

in which case there would be a con-

siderably greater resistance tlian that

mentioned above. Consequently curves

on a grade are usually compensated, that

is a reduction is made in the climb to

loaded train. Supposing tlie tram to be

2,250 tons, and made up of loads, the

consist would show approximately 1,500

tons contents and 750 tons tare. On the

other hand, if there were a number of

empties and partially loaded cars we
might find that the contents only came
to 750 tons and the tare 1,500 tons. Now
obviously this w-ould be a considerably

longer train and a far harder one to

pull, consequently an allowance is added
to the sum of the tare and contents in

all cases where the contents is less than
twice the tare. A frequent method of

figuring the allowance is .is follows:

Deduct half the contents from the tare

and add 10 per cent, of this amount to

the tonnage. In the case mentioned
above the total tonnage would figure like

this:
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Tons
Tare 1,500

Contents 750

Allowance 112

Total tonnage 2,362

The dynamometer is arranged imme-
diately behind the tender and consists

of a cylinder, 1, having a piston-rod, 2,

connected to the drawbar, 3, which is

coupled in the ordinary way to the ten-

der drawlbar. From the ends of the

cylinder, 1, which is filled with oil, pipes

4 and 5 lead up to the recording cylin-

ders 6 and 7 respectively, and a pres-

sure gauge 8 is also provided on the

pipe 4. Behind the cylinders 4 and 5

springs 9 and 10 are so arranged that

they must be compressed as the pistons

11 and 12 move forward.
The whole load of the train is on the

tender drawbar, and is therefore carried

by the piston 2a in the oil-filled cylinder,

I. This load is evenly distributed over

the oil, which communicates the pres-

sure to the gauge 8 and the cylinder 6.

Supposing* the bore of the cylinder is

II. 75 in. and the piston rotl, 2, is 3.28 in.

in diameter, the effective area of the oil

is 100 square inches. Therefore, when
a pull of 40,000 lbs. is exerted there will

bo a pressure of 400 lbs. per square inch

on the oil. This pressure is communi-
ca.ed through the pipe, 4, to the gauge
8, and the recording cylinder 6. If the

latter has a bore of 1.187 in., and the

piston rod, 11, is .370 in. in diameter,

the effective area of the cylinder will be

1 sq. in. The springs 9 and 10 are

calibrated to say lOO lbs. to the inch,

and both the cylinders and the springs

must be of sufficient length to lake care

of the maximum pressure that may be
exerted through the oil. With a pres-

sure of 400 lbs. per sq. in. operating in

the cylinder, 6, the pressure will be
400 lbs., acting against the springs, on
account of the effective area of the said

cylinder being one sq. in. Consequently
the piston and rod, 11, will move for-

ward 4 in. against the 100 lb. spring.

Usually for recording cylinder pressures
of from 400 to GOO lbs., spring calibrated

to 1-50 lbs. are used.

A suitable pantagraph arm system
must be connected to the near ends of

the piston rods 11 and 12, so that an
automatic record may be made on a
sheet, 14, which is fed under the pen at

so many feet to the mile, the drive being
obtained direct from the car axle.

The object of the pressure gauge is to

check up the oil pressure when making
a scale from which to read the records;
the scale is usually divided off into 500
lbs., up to 60,000 lbs. of whatever load
is anticipated. A second pen draws a

constant datum line on which the pen in

the pantagraph arm also rests when no
pull is being exerted on the drawbar.
When reading compression on the oil

cylinder it must be remembered that the
scale is only approximate in that case as

the effective area is greater on account
of there being no piston rod on that side

of the cyflinder. In the case in question
the effective area would be 108.43 square
inches against 100 square inches on the

opposite side of the piston, but if these

readings are required it is quite easy
to make another scale cn which the
graduations would be slightly larger.

Any suitable arrangement of piping to

and from a pump is also installed so that
oil may foe pumped from one side of the
cylinder to the other, as for safety's sake
it is always advisable to keep the main
piston about the centre of the cylinder.

And the piping is also so arranged that
fresh oil may be pumped into either end
of the cylinder, or so that pressure may
be put on the line, 4, for making or

checking up scales.

THE FRACTURE OF A FURNACE
WHILE ITS BULGE WAS BEING

SET BACK
Expertness in setting back bulged fur-

naces has improved very much of late.

This is probably partly due to the in-

creasing number oE cases, due to war
conditions, and partly to the difficulty

of obtaining plates for replacing damag-
ed furnaces. One of two cases which
ended in failure should, therefore, prove
of interest as it indicates the dangers

to be avoided. When the bulges are

relatively slight they are usually set

back cold, but when deep they are heat-

ed by fires, usually by Wells lamps, set

back hot and finisbed-off cold. In one

case during the cold finishing-off pro-

cess on a bulged furnace, a circular

piece of plate measuring 10 in. diam.

burst out of the furnace plate. The na-

ture of the fractured surface left no

doubt that the fracture was an instan-

taneous one, except over a length of

about IV2 in. where the edges of the

plate were slightly bent. This curious

piece of plate is to be seen in our mu-
seum. The following is the mjst prob-

able explanation of this mishap: In 1886

a paper was read before a meeting of

the Institute of Civil Engineers in which

a large number of experiments were dis-

cussed which proved clearly that both

wrought iron and mild steel have a com-
mon critical temperature, usually called

blue heat, because bright steel or iron

changes cjlor through straw to purple

or blue, at which temperature the ma-
terial, although softer than when cold, is

in a rotten condition and usually breaks

if bent. If the bending be stopped be-

fore either breakages or cracks occur,

and if the sample be put aside for a

short period and the bending continued,

or the sample straightened, then it is

almDst sure to break. Other mechanical

manipulations while the steel is "blue

hot" will also impart to it permanent
brittleness. Thus or the occasion of the

reading of the above paper, a bar of

mild steel about 1 in. wide and V2 in.

thick had been bent double at one end

while cold in order to demonstrate its

ductility or toughness, the other end of

the bar had been polished and warmed
between heaters until it commenced to

change color from straw to purple and
blue. While at this temperature it was
placrd under a steam hammer and re-

duced in thickness from V2 in. to % in.,

and was then laid aside for the meeting,

at the end of which it was struck against

a small anvil a oroke in two. The
ends of this sampie were preserved and
retested after waiting about 30 years,
when they were still found to be as brit-

tle as at first. Evidently age nas no
beneficial effect on improperly worked
steel; it can only be restored to its ori-

ginally good condition by annealing.
These experiments explain why the ap-
plication of heaters to flanges, and other
parts of boilers which have to be slightly

bent, very often leads to cracks, which
are called mysterious, because the true

cause, the heaters, are either not men-
tioned or have been forgotten. Now
what had happened in the present fur-

nace mishap was very simple. The
bulge had been heated by a Wells lamp.
The centre was said to have been red
hot, and there must therefore have been

a circular zone over which the tempera-
ture was a "blue heat" during the time

that the bulge was being pressed back.

The setting back appeared to be per-

fectly satisfactory, but next day it was
thought that a further improvement
could be effected by re-applying ram
pressure on the cold plate, with the re-

sult that the plate fractured in a circu-

lar line through the zone which had been

made permanently brittle by being bent

while "blue hot." It is therefore evident

that in future, if furnace bulges have to

be heated before being set back, they

should be re-heated after they have been

set back.

The annual output of thirteen billion

gallons of petroleum in the United

States consists of 1,800,000,000 gallons

of kerosene and about twice as much
gasoline, the remainder being gas oil,

distillate and light and heavy residuals.

* * *

Where great power is applied slowly,

particularly when space is at a premium,

the worm-and-wheel drive is seen at its

best. Another advantage of this type

of drive is the ease with which it can

be kept oiled. Perhaps greased would

be a better term because the worm fre-

quently works in grease. The whole

drive is usually enclosed in a grease-

tight box, though which passes the driv-

ing shaft.
* * *

In a certain plant the technical maga-
zines which are received are first read

by the engineers in the office. They are

then placed in a box made especially for

this purpose, at the employees' entrance-

Any worker may take one at a time

home, and after reading it, return it to

the box so that other employees may
read it. This scheme is worthy of more
general application.

* * *
~

The elephant has what a dentist calls',

"magazine gun teeth" because of the
curious fact that when the big pachy-
derm wears off a front tooth it is re-

placed by the one tooth just behind it,,

the whole row moving up a tooth. It

is said this takes place continually, so-

Jumbo always is guaranteed a set of
teeth, no matter how many he wears
out.
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Resuscitation from Electrical Shock
The Commission on Resuscitation From Electrical Shock Have
Recently Revised the Rules for the Carrying on of Resuscitation

and in View of the Importance of This Work They Are Here
Reprinted in Full

The prone-pressure method of
artificial respiration is applicable
to resuscitation from electrical
shock and all cases of suspended
respiration due to drowning, in-
halation of gas, smoke or fumes
or to other causes.

AN accidental electrical shock usu-
ally does not kill at once, but may
only stun the victim and for a

while stop the breathing.

The shock is not likely to be im-
mediately fatal, because:

(a) The conductors may make only a
brief and imperfect contact with the
body.

(b) The skin, unless it is damp with
perspiration or wet, offers some resist-

ance to the current.

The life of the victim depends upon
the prompt and continued use of artifi-

cial respiration. The reasons for this

are:

(a) The body continuously depends on
an exchange of air, as shown by the fact
that we must breathe in and out about
fifteen times a minute.

(b) If the body is not thus repeatedly
supplied witb air, suffocation occurs.

(c) Persons whose breathing has been
stopped by electrical shock have been
reported, rpstored after artificial res-

piration has been continued for approxi-

mately four hours, and the treatment
should be continuously applied until

rigor mortis (stiffening of the body due
to death) sets in.

The Schafer, or "prone pressure"

method of artificial respiration, slightly

modified, is illustrated and described in

the following resuscitation rules. The
advantages of this method are:

(a) It is immediately available.

(b) Easy performance; no apparatus
and little muscular exertion required.

(c) Larger ventilation of the lungs

tban by the supine method.
(d) Simplicity, the operator makes no

complex motions and readily learns the

method.
(e) No trouble from the tongue fall-

ing back into the air passage. The first

impulse is expiration, and any foreign

substance in the mouth or air passage
will likely be expelled.

(f) No risk or injury to the liver or

ribs if the method is executed with

proper care.

Aid can be rendered best by one who
has studied the rules and has learned

them by practice on a volunteer subject;

In.structions for Resuscitation

Follow these instructions even if vic-

tim appears dead.

I.—Free the Victim From the Circuit

Immediately

1. Quickly release the victim from the

current, being very careful to avoid re-

ceiving a shock. Use any dry non-
conductor (rubber gloves, clothing, wood,
rope, etc.) to move the victim or the con-

ductor. Beware of using metal or any
moist material. If both the victim's

hands are grasping live conductors en-

deavor to free them one at a time. If

necessary shut off current.

Begin at once to get the subject to

breathe (resuscitation) for a moment of

delay is serious. Use "Prone Pressure

Method" for four (4) hours if necessary,

or until a doctor has advised that rigor

mortis has set in.

Observe Following Precautions

(a) The victim's loose clothing, if

dry, may be used to pull him avvay; do

net touch the soles or heels of his shoes

not alone, drop the line to those at the

base of the pole. As soon as the rope

is taut, free the victim's safety belt

and spurs and descend the pole, guiding

the victim. When the victim is about
three feet from the ground, lower

rapidly so that the victim's feet hit the

ground hard.

2. Open the nearest switch, if that is

the quickest way to break the circuit.

3. If necessary to cut a live wire,

use an ax or a hatchet with a dry
wooden handle, turning your face away
to protect it from electrical flash.

II.—Attend Instantly to Victim's Breath-

ing

1. As soon as the victim is clear of the

live conductor, quickly feel with your
finger in his mouth and throat and re-

move any foreign body (tobacco, false

teeth, etc.) If the mouth is tight shut,

pay no attention to the above-mentioned

FIG. 1.

while he remains in contact—the nails

are dangerous. If this is impossible, use
rubber gloves, a dry coat, a dry rope,

a dry stick or board, or any other dry

nor-eonductor to move either the victim

or the conductor, so as to break the

electrical contact.

(b) If the bare skin of the victim

must be touched by your hands, be sure

to cover them with rubber gloves, mack-
intosh, rubber sheeting or dry cloth, or

stand on a dry board or on some other

dry insulating surface. If possible, use

only one hand.

If the man receives a shock while on
a pole, first see that his belt is secure

around the pole, if possible above cross-

arm, so victim will not fall, then break

the current. Pass a hand-line under his

arms, preferably through his body belt,

securely knot it, and pass the end of the

line over the first cross-arm above the

victim. If you are alone, pass the line

once around this cross-arm. If you are

instructions until later, but immediately
begin ressucitation. The patient will

breathe through his nose, and after re-

suscitation has been carried on a short

time the jaws will probably relax, and

any foreign substance in the mouth can

then be removed. Do not stop to loosen

the patient's clothing; every moment of

delay is serious.

2. Lay the patient on his belly, one

arm extended directly overhead, the

other arm bent at elbow and with the

face resting on hand or forearm so

that the nose and mouth are free for

breathing. (See Fig. 1.)

3. Kneel, straddling the patient's hips,

with the knees just below the patient's

hip bones or opening of pants pockets.

Place the palms of the hands on the

small of the back with fingers resting

on the ribs, the little finger just touch-

ing the lowest rib, the tliumb alongside

of the fingers, the tips of the fingers

just out of sight. (See Fig. 1.)
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4. With arms held straight, swing
forward slowly so that the weight of

your body is gradually brought to bear
upon the subject (see Fig. 2). This
operation, which should take from two
to three seconds, must not be violent

—

internal organs may be injured. The
lower part of the chest and also the

abdomen are thus compressed, and air

is forced out of the lungs, the dia-

phragm is kept i nnatural motion, other
organs are massaged and the circulation

of the blood accelerated.

5. Now imm.ediately swing backward
so as to completely remove the pressure,
thus returning to the position shown in

Fig. 3. Through their elasticity, the
chest walls e.xpand, and the pressure
being removed the diaphragm descends
and the lungs are thus supplied with
fresh air.

6. After two seconds swing forward
again. Thus repeat deliberately twelve
to fifteen times a minute the double
movement of compression and release

—

a complete respiration in four or five

seconds. If a watch or clock is not
visible, follow the natural rate of your
own deep breathing, the proper rate

may be determined by counting—swing-
ing forward with each expiration and
backward with each inspiration.

7. As soon as this artificial respira-

tion has been started, and while it is be-

ing continued, an assistant should loosen
any tight clothing about the patient's

neck, chest or waist. (Keep the patient
warm.) Place ammonia near the nose,
determining safe distance by first try-

ing how near it may be held to your
own. Then the assistant should hit the
patient's shoe heels about twenty times
with a stick, and repeat this operation
every five minutes, until breathing com-
mences. Do not give any liquids what-
ever by mouth until the patient is fully

conscious.

8. Continue artificial respiration with-
out interruption (if necessary for four
hours) until natural breathing is re-

stored. Cases are on record of success
after three and one-half hours of effort.

The ordinary tests for death are not
conclusive in cases of electric shock
and doctors must be so advised by you,
if necessary.

9. When the patient revives he should
be kept prone (lying down)—and not
allowed to get up or be raised under
any consideration unless on the advice of

a doctor. Tf the doctor has not arrived
by the time the patient has revived, ho
should be given some stimulant, suoh
as one teaspoonful of aromatic spirits

of ammonia in a small glass of water, or
a drink of hot ginger tea or coffee.

The patient should then have any.
other injuries attended to and be kept
warm, being placed in the most com-
fortable position.

10. Resuscitation should he carried on
at the nearest possible point to where
the patient received his injuries. He
should not be moved from this point

until he is breathing normally of his

own volition, and then moved only in

a lying position. Should it be necessary,
due to extreme weather conditions, etc.,

to move the patient before he is breath-

ing normally, he should be kept in a

prone position and placed upon a hard
surface (door or shutter) or on the iloor

of a conveyanci.', resuscitation being car-

ried on during the time that he is being
moved.

11. A brief return of spontaneous res-

piration is not a certain indication for

terminating the treatment. Not infre-

quently the patient, after a temporary
recovery of respiration, stops breathing-

again. The patient must be watched,
and, if normal breathing stops, artificial

respiration should be resumed at once.

III.—Send for a Doctor

If other persons are present when an
accident occurs, send one of them for a
doctor without a moment's delay. If

alone with the patient, do not neglect

the immediate and continued resuscita-

tion of the patient for at least one hour
before calling a doctor to assist in fur-

ther resuscitation efforts.

A published, up-to-date 'list of doctors

posted by the company is recommended.

IV.—First Care of Burns

When natural respiration has been re-

stored, burns, if serious, should be im-
mediately attended to while waiting for

the doctor to arrive.

A raw or blistered surface should be
protected from the air. If clothing

sticks, do not peel it off—cut around it.

The adherent cloth, or a dressing of
cotton or other soft material applied to
the burned surface, should be saturated

with picric acid (0.5 per cent.). If this

is not at hand, use a solution of baking
soda (one teaspoonful to a pint of

water), or the wound may be coated with
a paste of flour and water, or it may be
protected with vaseline, carron oil, olive

oil, castor oil or machine oil, if clean.

Cover the dressing with cotton, gauze,
lint, clean waste, clean handkerchief, or

other soft cloth, held tightly in place

by a bandage.

The same coverings should be lightly

bandaged over a dry, charred burn, but
without wetting the burned region or

applying oil to it.

Do not open blisters.

An electric-heating system which util-

izes power that would otherwise go to

waste has been installed in a school in

a southern European city. The existing

hot-water pipes and radiators are con-

nected with a well-insulated water tank
of 1,300-gal. capacity. In this reservoir

electric resistances are built and at night

are supplied with current which raises

the water to well above the boiling point.

The cost of the current is low because

the water power used to produce it nor-

mally would go to waste. During the

day the h .t water is aMowed to circulate

through the radiators, its volume being

ni

R

•nit

r/jrr

sufficient to warm the rooms without
using more current. The desired temper-
ature is maintained by a thermostat.
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Is Your Heating Plant Ready for the Winter?
While the Weather is Warm is the Time to Prepare for the Cold

Time Coming—Cold Rooms in a Factory Are a Cause of Dis-

satisfaction to All Concerned

By T. H. FENNER, Associate Editor

IN that locality which is popularly

supposed to be paved with good in-

tentions, we are led to believe that no
trouble is ever experienced with the

heating arramgements. It is also an
attribute af fallible human nature that

once the immediate incentive of the said

paving material! has disap-peared, action

is delayed in favor of some more pres-

sing need, till the recurring season brings

along the old trouMes, and a crop of vain

regrets. All of wliich is merely a way
of saying that to avoid six months of

misery in the winter, a few days or

weeks should ibe devoted in the summer
to a thorough examination of the heat-

ing arrangeonents.

There are few things that lead to

more lost time and bitter recriminations

than the failure of the heating system
to properly function at the required

time. Workmen coming in to a cold room
first thing in the morning are usually

disgruntled for the remiainder of the

day, and are prone to stand around the

shop, with their hands in their pockets,

calling down anathema on the engineer-
ing department, rather than attempt to

forget the temperature by an assiduous
attention to the job in hand. In many
cases they are not to be blamed, for a
man who is engaged on monotonous re-

petition work, which entails but little

bodily activity, is usually supersensitive

to uncomfortable shop conditions. Fur-
thermore, the plant superin':endent, who
has to sit in an office where the tem-
perature is around 50 degrees, is not
disposed to kindly feelings towards his

chief engineer. The latter may not be
entirely to blame, as oftentimes lack of

sufficient or competent help has caused
him to delay the necessary overhauling
until an unusually eariy cold snap brings
down trouble on his prematurely gray
head.

A winter season such as we had in

Canada in 1918-19 did not strain the ca-

pacity of the heating plant over-much,
and the early spring, followed by the
gloriously warm summer, was likely to

dispel all thoughts of heating systems
from the minds of the engineering staff,

but there have been some chilly morn-
ings and evenings lately which serve as
a sharp reminder that our summers are
short. If not already done now is the
time for a sharp and svstematic cam-
paign, started at the exhaust line and
carried through the factory.

The Right Time To Do It

The .proper time to overhaul the heat-

ing system is the early summer, just as

soon as one can feel that there is no
chance of the system being required

again that season. All its most obvious

needs are, or should be, fresh in the

mind then, and the \mpleasant remarks
caused by them still rankling in the

breast. That main reducing valve, for

instance, that requires a new diaphragm,
the leaky joints in awkward comers of

the basement, the vacuum valves which
have ceased to justify their existence,

and the countless other small things that

have had to be neglected for the time
being. Small things in themselves, but
what a cause of misery in the aggregate.

Perhaps there has been no lack of heat

in the factory, but the heat has only been
maintained by the expenditure of a to-

tally dispropor ionate amount of coal or

else there has been both a lack of heat

in certain sections, as well as a large

coal bill. In the small and compactly
arranged factory it may not have been
very bad, but in the plant that covers a

large area of ground, with the heating

done from a central plant, the waste
may be enormous.

Two Points to be Considered

There are two things to be taken into

account. The heating system itself and
the state of the buildings. There is little

u.so in having; a perfect heating system if

there are i^-inch openings around win-

dow frames, door jambs, pipe entrances

to buildings. The chief engineer should

send his foreman bricklayer or painter

or go himself if possible, and make a

systematic inspection of the buildings,

taking careful notes of all places where
the cold winds can find entrance, and
then take effectual steps to stop them.

A lit le sprinc: yam caulked tiehtly into

the spaces between window frame and
brick work will work wonders in the way
of comfort and saving of fuel. Where
roofs are built with lanterns take a good

look at the joint of roof and lantern, and

see that there is no open space under
the flashing, and that the flashing itself

is in good repair. Count up the broken

panes of glass and order the required

quantity immediately so that it can be

all replaced before the summer is over.

There will be quite enough work to be

done on building exteriors to keep a man
or two busily engaged all summer, and

there is no one more vitally interested

in having this work done than the chief

en<j'ineer. Every bit of cold air that

enters a buildine by unauthorized inlets

has to be heated up, and it all requires

some of his dearlv bought b.t.u.'s. Fur-
thermore, a building that is reasonably

tis:ht will retain the heat for the better

part of the night, when the main en-

gines are stopped, and makes less de-

mands on the live steam.

Coming to the heating plant itself,

there is ample scope for useful work to

be done. In a large factory there are
miles of coils, thousands of feet; of main
feeders, risers and returns, and hundreds
of steam and thermostatic valves, out-
side of the engine room altogether. The
majority of plants using exhaust steam
for heating are equipped with a vacuum
return system, the returns being deliver-
ed the feed water heater, and thence
to the boiler. Where feed water has to

oe pa c' for, the >r jre water that is re-

claimed from the heating system the less
has to be paid for. But it must be free
from oil, and it is also necessary to have
the oil extracted from the exhaust be-
fore it enters the steam heating system,
otherwise it will coat the coils and form
an excellent non-conductor. Therefore,
the oil extractor on the main exhaust
line should be thoroughly cleaned, and
the trap or other drainage arrangements
examined and put in good shape. The
vacuum pump should next be overhauled,
both steam and water ends, and rods
turned up if necessary. The suction and
discharge valve plates should be taken

. out, and if the valve seats are worn un-
evenly, they can be put on the shaper
and faced up. Failing this, they should
be faced up with a surface board and
file and scraper. Overhaul the valve

springs and valves, pack the plunger,

and see that the pump barrel liner is

not worn in the middle. If it is have it

boi-ed out. Once the pump is as perfect

as possible you are in a position to start

testing out your system. The usual ar-

rangement of piping is a main carried

from power house to factory basement,
and individual branches carried to dif-

ferent sections of the building. The
return branches are brought back to a

return main, which is connected to the

suction of the vacuum pump. The func-

tion of the vacuum pump is two-fold. It

has to deliver the condensation from the

re'^urns to the feed heater, and also

maintain a difference of pressure be-

tween the main exhaust and the return

system, to ensure a circulation of steam
through all the coils. If the pump is

not doing its duty, there will be an in-

crease of back pressure on the en<rine,

and the heading system will be filled

with water, the result being more fuel

consumed, and a cold factory, while the

heat that should be going into the build-

mg will be carried up the atmospheric

exhaust to the open air. If there are

leaks in the system anywhere the pump
vriW be drawing air into the returns in-

stead of maintaininer a vacuum. A\t

leaks should be eliminated as far as

practicable. Now shut off every branch

valve, both steam and return, leaving

only the length of the main return open

to the pump. Better still blank off the
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return branches in case there may be
leaky valves on the branch where it joins
the main. Blank off the water connec-
tion to the small condenser on the suc-
tion pipe and start the pump. You should
get a vacuum immediately, and if your
pump is in good shape you will be able
to drain from 20 to 24 inches on the
gauge. Now stop the pump, and if the
length you are testing is tight, the vacu-
um will be maintained for a considerable
time, say 10 to 15 minutes. If it disap-
pears in three or four minutes there is a
leak, which must be stopped. Now take
the blank flange from one branch and
connect it to the return main. This
branch may carry four or more coils.

Blank these coils off at the steam end,
one at a time, and take the thermosta-
tic valve out of the return end, and get
the vacuum again. If it does not hold,

take a candle, keeping the pump running,
and try the flame at every joint till the
leak is discovered. Try every coil in

this way, till you are morally certain
that your return system is airtight.

Then comes the steam side. You can
test this out by taking out the thermo-
static valves and pulling the vacuum
right through, but a more convenient
way is to blank your main, one section
at a time, and attach a small branch
from the air compressor to it. Pump
up aibout five pounds pressure, and see
how long it remains. You will soon dis-

cover the leak and can remedy each sec-

tion as you go along. There remains one
very important feature, the thermostatic

valves. There are various types of these,

some being controlled by the expansion
and contraction of a volatile liquid and
others by the expansion and contraction

of a carbon. Those operated by the li-

quid usually are non-adjustable, but the

car'bon ones are, and if not adjusted
correctly will allow steam to blow right

through the coil. Now the la'ent heat
of steam is much more than the sensible

heat, but if the steam is not held in the

coil till condensed, the latent heat will

'be given out where it is not wan'^ed, in

the return pipe. Therefore, the thermo-
static valve must be adjusted so that it

will remain closed unless surrounded by
water. The best way to ensure this is

to disconnect the union on the return
side of the valve and then put steam in

the coil. If steam blows through screw
the carbon )body down a little by the
screw provided in the top, until the
steam stops. Then note if it opens to let

the condensation out. It should open and
shut precisely as a steam trap does.

When the system is in operation send
a man aroimd to every coil at least once
a week, to see that valve spindles are
tigh*^^ and nothing leaking on the coil

itself.

These precautions will well repay the
work involved by the peace and comfort
ofbtained. A factory uniformly warm in

every department, Monday morning as
well as Saturday noon, will produce more
and better work than one in which these
conditions are not maintained.

TEST FOR GROUNDS ON INTERIOR
WIRING

By James V. Shannon

(Copyright. All rights reserved)

A NUMBER of public utility compan-
ies follow the practice of testing for

grounds on the interior-wiring circuit

each time the watt-'hour meter at the in-

known, the current flowing may be as-

certained and from the current and volt-

age values the resistance of the ground
in ohms can be computed.

The above-described methods apply
particularly to alternating-current in-

stallations. For direct-cxirrent work a
millivoltmeter can be used somewhat as
indicated in Fig. 2-II. The i-esistance of
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FIG. 1—TESTING FOR GROUNDS WITH TEST LAMPS.

stallation is tested. The method which
is, usually, followed, is that shown in

the diagram Fig. 1. At I is indicated
the interior installation. The secondary
circuit is, usually, as shown at Gp,
grounded. An accidental ground, Ga, is

indicated in the interior wiring.
Now, to test for this gi-ound, Ga, the

meter tester removes the house leads
from the meter and twists them together
as shown at T. Then he connects up his

test lamp, L, between the live side of

the line and T. If the ground at Ga is

of sufficiently low resistance his test

lamp will light. Sometimes grounds on
interior wiring are of such high resist-

ance that they will not light a test lamp.
In such a case a ritat^njr ?t"ndard (a

the ground on the interior wiring circuit

can be computed in ohms by following
the usual method for ascertaining the

value of a high resistance with the milli-

voltmeter.

The Johns-Pratt Company, Hartford,

Conn., cordially invites all members of

the N.A.S.E., as well as all superinten-

dents, master mechanics and operating
engineers to visit booths No. 221 and
222 during the coming exhibition.

The use of a cold chisel by anyone in-

experienced with it usually results in the

hammer occasionally striking the hand

FIG. 2—APPLICATION OF ROTATING STANDARD AND MILI^-VOLTMETEK.

watt-hour meter-testing instrument) is

inserted as shovra at R, Fig. 2-1. By fol-

lowing the directions which accompany
the rotating standard, it is possible, by
counting the number of revolutions which
the pointer of the instrument makes in

a certain period of time, to determine
the watts power consumed toy the ground.
Then the voltage of the circuit being

instead of the chisel, with disastrous re-

sults. For the use of beginners, and
possibly some of the older workmen who
occasionally fail to hit the chisel directly

on the head, it will be helpful to cut out

a disk of old leather belting, making a

hole of the proper size in the centre, and
mount it on the end of the chisel to break
the force of any misdirected blow.
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Central Station Heating in Detroit
The Author in a Paper Read Before the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers in Detroit Describes a Successful Central
Station Heating Installation in Detroit

By J. H. WALKER

ONE of the natural results of the
grouping together of human beings
in civilized communities is the ex-

litence, in our cities, of central plants
for the generation and distribution of
heat to surrounding buildings. The ad-
vantages of central heating service to
the user, over the alternative of operat-
ing a heating plant in his own building,

are comparable to those accompanying
any other public service. To the com-
munity also a properly operated central
heating plant is a distinct asset, com-
mercially and economically.

The Utilization of Exhaust Heat

The heat carried away by the con-
densing water in the central electric sta-
tions of the United States, equivalent to
about 60 per cent, of the total fuel
burned by them, is one of the more obvi-
ous, although not by any means the
greatest waste, of the country's re-
sources. Like many other similar losses
this one exists, not because its reduction
h theoretically impossible, but because
it is seldom commercially practicable.
But although commercial considerations
have always dictated certain practices
in the utilization of fuel and will con-
tinue to do so in the future, the increas-
ing cost of coal and the present impulse
towards its conservation now direct at-
tention to some of the fundamental prob-
lems involved.

This great quantity of heat, rejected
at low temperature from the generating
units, may be considered as a by-product
of electricity supply and as such its rate
of production will depend upon the rate
of production of electricity, the primary
] roduct. The complete utilization of any
by-product becomes possible only when
sn outlet for it exists or can be created.
Moreover, since neither electrical energy
nor heat can be stored to any great ex-
tent, it is necessary for the complete re-
covery of this by-product that the de-
mand for it be equivalent, hour by
hour, and day by day, to the rate of elec-

tricity supply. The warming of the in-

terior of buildings is, of course, a na-
tural means of utilizing this heat, but the
great diversity in the rate of use of the
two commodities renders impossible even
i\n approximately complete realization of
(he theoretical economy.
The possibility of establishing a better

lelation between the rates of use is

rather slight. The rate of heat supply
is largely fixed by unalterable climatic

conditions. The use of electricity for

lighting is also governed by natural ele-

ments. The demand for electricity for
industrial use, which now constitutes a
major fraction of the output of most cen-

tral stations, is not governed by these

factors and is the only kind of load

whose characteristics could conceivably
be adjusted to suit the requirements for

exhaust heat, and even this could prob-
ably not be done to any practicable ex-

tent.

Another important obstacle to the full

use of this by-product heat through the

warming of buildings is due to the great

development of the central electric sta-

tions which in many industrial centres

ir the United States have so increased

in size that the amount of exhaust heat
which would be available as a by-product
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FIG. 1—CURVES SHOWING CREDIT iA> AND
DEBIT (B) TO BLEEDER TURBINE PLAJ4T

FOR VARIOUS EXTRACTED STEAM
PRESSURES.

i.^ greatly in excess of that which it

would be commercially feasible to dis-

tribute for the heating of buildings.

Systems of Central Heating

Assuming that a central heating load
exists and is to be supplied by the elec-

tric company, there are in general three
methods by which this can be done:

(a) The heating load can be served
from a condensing generating station so

designed that steam is available for heat-

ing at pressures above atmospheric after

^partial expansion in the electric generat-
ing units, the remainder of the steam
used for current generation being fully

expanded and condensed at high vacuum.
(b) Separate heating plants may be

built in locations near the heating load

r.nd equipped with non-condensing gen-
erating units which will generate current
cnly to the extent of the requirements
for exhaust steam for heating, the re-

mainder of the electricity being produced
in a cindensing station.

(c) The heating system may be sup-
plied entirely with live steam from boiler

plants located near the centre of the
heating load.

It may so happen that the natural lo-

cation for the main generation station

serving a city is near the heating load,

and if this is the case, the first method
is preferable. In such a plant the use
of bleeder turbines, designed so that

steam can be extracted from the inter-

mediate stages after partial expansion,
offers great advantages. This arrange-
ment has been successfully carried out
ir some instances and is probably the

I earest possible approach to ideal con-

ditions, since the duplication of equip-

ment is reduced to a minimum.
Often, however, a consideration of

land values or of railroad connections

requires that the main condensing sta-

tion be located at such a distance from
the heating load as to preclude the possi-

bility of transmitting steam from it. The
Delray plant and the Connors Creek
l.lant, the two main generating stations

operated by The Detroit Edison Com-
pany, are respectively 3^/^ and 4^ miles

from the heating district. A condensing
plant, located on high-priced land near
the heating district and with inconven-

ient railroad connections, or none, would
be necessary if this first method were
tc be used. To such a plant, built for

electricity supply and consequently, for

reasons previously stated, burning more
coal than a plant built solely for heating,

this matter of proper railroad facilities

if particularly important. Here again

enters the matter of the transmission of

sieam, for seldom could the bleeder-tur-

bine plant be located as favorably with

reference to the heating load as could

live steam plants, and the additional in-

vestment in transmission lines must
therefore be charged against this plan.

The size of the pipes required to

transmit a given quantity of steam over

a given distance decreases as the density

of the steam and the amount of pressure

drop along the pipe increase. The most
economical method from the standpoint

of investment costs would be to extract

steam from the high-pressure stapes of

the turbine; but the amount of electricity

which could be generated per pound of

steam would then be reduced. The rela-

tive values of these factors for an as-

sumed river-front bleeder-turbine plant

in Detroit are illustrated by the curves

in Fig. 1. Curve A shows the total credit

tor the saving in coal and boiler capa-

city which could be allowed such a

bleeder-turbine plant located on the river

front and serving the existing Detroit

heating system. Curve B shows the total
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cf the additional investment charges due

to the higher-priced land on which the

plant would be built, plus the investment

charges and line losses involved in

transmitting the steam from this river-

from plant to the centres of the heating

load. Even at higher extraction pres-

ing plant. But unfavorable conditions

surrounding the production of this rela-

tively small amount of current may ren-

der its cost unattractive. The size of

such generating units as might be in-

stalled in the heating plant may be so

insignificant compared to the large size

FIG. 2—CROSS-SECTION OF THE CONGRESS STREET PLANT.

sures the bleeder plant would no: be

justified under Detroit conditions because
of its unfavorable location with respect

to the heating load.

The second plan above mentioiied,

namely, the building of plants located

i.ear the heating load and generating
current only to the extent of the exhaust-
steam requirements, involves somewhat
different factors. In this case the capa-

citj of the generating units w;ll be de-

termined by the heit'n-j requirements

arc! the electricity ^eicrated by the-n

wil. be the by-prodact. An essentia! re-

quirement for the success of tliis plan

is that the relation of juse generating

ui.'its t) the electrical system as a whoic?

V'u such as to allow thiir loads to be ad-

justed without restriction according to

the momentary requirements for exhaust
steam.

The value of such current as the heat-

ing plant will produce will be determined
largely by the cost of producing an equal

amount in the condensing stations. If

the condensing stati ms do not produce
current at an extremely low cost and, if

other conditions are not unfavorable, this

plan may prove very attractive and is in

fact the mostly widely used method of

combining the electrical and steam-heat-

c£ the units in the condensing plant that

the investment in the main station is not

measurably reduced and the smaller

units are therefore additional invest-

ment. The investment in steam-distribu-

t on mains is also much greater than

when steam at higher pressures is used.

Development of Central Heating in

Detroit

The immediate motive which, in 1903,

led to the establishment of the central

heating industry in Detroit was the pos-

sibility of obtaining a high thermal ef-

ficiency in the generation of electricity

through the utilization of the exhaust
steam. The generating plant from which
steam was first supplied for heating had
previously discharged its exhaust to the

atmosphere. Owing ti the building, at

this time, by the Detroit Edison Com-
pany, of a large condensing plant, the

smaller plant, with several others, would
have been shut down, but the possibility

of selling the exhaust steam made it ap
I}ear desirable to continue the genera-
tion of current there to the extent of the

exhaust steam requirements. Also, since

the plant was located in a district served

with direct current, the loss involved in

converting an equivalent amount of al-

ternating current received from the main
plant to direct current would be saved

for such current as might be generated

there. The plant was in a high-class

residence district and the heating ser-

vice proved very popular, but the actual

overall economy of the plant was not as

great as had been anticipated.

A year later the construction of a cen-

tral heating plant was begun in the busi-

ness district of the city. This second

project was undertaken, not as a means

of disposing of exhaust steam, but for

the express purpose of supplying the de-

mand for central heating service among
the owners of downtown buildings, who
were considering shutting down their

plants and purchasing electric service.

The downtown plant was built primarily

as a heating plant, and though provision

was made for electric generating units

they were never installed and the heat-

ing mains were supplied with steam

from the boilers through reducing valves.

With the development of the large

condensing generating stations "the gen-

eration of current in the heating plants

grew less and less attractive and when a

third heating plant became necessary,

because of increasing, demand for steam

heat, no provision was made for electric

generators. The same practice was fol-

lowed when, in 1916, the original ex-

haust-steam plant was rebuilt; and when
the steam-distribution system of another

company which had been engaged in the

generation of electricity and the distri-

bution of exhaust steam in the business

district was purchased by the Detroit

Edison Company, the new plant which

was built to supply this district was also

designed as a heating plant only. The

entire combined distribution systeru is

now being supplied with live steam from

the boilers through reducing valves.

Since there are no generating units

exhausting into the heating system the

- - .. .. TarFbrter

^.^..m.mja'^ ... ^ . -

,^ .^^
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FIG. 3- UNDERGROUND STEAM LINE
CONSTRUCTION.

pressure carried on it is not limited by
considerations of back pressure. On
those sections of the system formerly")

supplied with exhaust steam at from 2

to 5 lb. pressure, the pressure now main-
tained ranges from 5 to 15 lb. and is be-

ing increased from year to year, toward
tb.e upper limit permitted by the strength
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of the pipes. The pressure on the sec-

tion originally designed as a live-steam
system is about 30 lb. Because of tha

increased capacity of the distribution

system at higher pressures, due to th*;

greater density of the steam and the

greater allowable pressure drop, these

higher distribution pressures are desir-

able.

The steam is delivered to the network
oi mains through connections made at

the plants and also through feeders,

from the plants which deliver steam to

certain feeding points in the distribution

network, the method being similar to the

feeder and main method employed in

electric-distribution systems.

Reasons For Using Live Steam

The supplying of live steam to the

heating system and the abandonment of

the generation of current in the

heating plants is commercially
justifiable, even though such cur-

rent would be generated at a high
thermal efficiency. The underly-

ing reason for this is that there

exist certain unfavorable condi-

tions which outweigh the thermal
advantage and make the total cost,

of such current higher than the
generating cost at the large and
efficient main generating stations

The method of live-steam opera-
tion was adopted in Detroit before

.

the recent great advance in the

price of coal. The present high
price of coal makes exhaust-steam
operation appear somewhat more
favorable and it is, of course, con-

ceivable that at some future date

a very high coal price may com-
pel a change of policy. But with ^|

the cost of underground lines also

increasing, the saving in distribu-

tion investment will probably con-

tinue to be sufficient to justify a

continuation of the present
methods.

Distribution System

The popularity of the heatii--
service in Detroit has led to its d >
velopment on an extensive scale.
The present distribution system
covers an area about 2 miles lo;vi'

and half a mile wide which in-
cludes the entire central shopping,
business, and financial districts fig.

and a small portion of the resi-
dence district. About 2,700,000 sq. ft. of
radiation, besides numerous water heat-
ers and cooking fixtures, are served. The
distribution system contains a/bout 20
miles of tunnels. The four boiler plants
which supply steam to the system con-
tain 17,470 rated boiler horsepower, and
they delivered in 1918 nearly two billion
pounds of steam to the system. Over 1,-

700 consumers are served.
Though originally built in three dis-

tinct sections, the system is now a prac-
tically continuous network, and the
plants are so much interconnected that
the load can readily be shifted from one
to another. In the spring and early au-
tumn two of the <four plants were the
entire area.

The four boiler plants in Detroit which
supply steam to the heating system are

equipped with water-tube boilers and
underfeed stokers and are of modern de-

sign throughout. Their location in the

central district of the city necessarily re-

stricts the amount of land which they

may occupy and demands a suitable type

of architecture, absolutely smokeless
operation, and extreme cleanliness in the

handling of coal and ashes.

A cross-section of the Congress street

plant, the newest of the four, is shown
in Fig. 2. It is designed to eventually

contain four 1,300-h.p. boilers and two

2,600-h.p. boilers of the "W" type. In

the effort to reduce the amount of at-

tendance labor at this plant the auxiliar-

ies are located, for the most part, on the

boiler-room floor so as to be within con-

4—TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION FOR STEAM LIM

venient reach of the few men constitut-

ing the operating crew. Coal is hauled
from bunkers at the railroad sidings to

the plant in drop-bottom buckets of 5

tons capacity, which are lifted by a crane

and emptied into overhead hoppers from
which the coal is distributed by belt con-

veyers to the bjiler bunkers. Ash-hand-
ling equipment is practically nil, the boil-

ers being set at a sufficient elevation to

allow wagons to be driven beneath the

hoppers.

Because of the fact that only a rela-

tively small amount of condensation is

returned to the plants, careful treatment
of the raw water is necessary. The feed-
water flows through live-steam purifiers,

operating at boiler pressure, in which

tlie Lca:e-f aiming materials are precipi-

tated. In addition, sodium carbonate is

fed in automatically graduated amounts
to reduce the slight amount of hard
scale-forming material which finds

its way into the boiler. Although Detroit

water is not a bad boiler water, these

precautions are necessary because of the

larje percentage of make-up water and
the rather high rates of steaming at

which the boilers are sometimes driven.

The auxiliaries are almost entirely

motor driven. The current is supplied

by a 750-lrw. turbo-generator unit ex-

hausting into an open feedwater heater.

The load carried on this generator is

adjusted according to the requirements

for exhaust steam for heating the feed-

water and any excess current generated

is delivered to the outside electric-dis-

tribution system. Conversely, if the elec-

tricity requirements of the plant

exceed the output of the generator,

current is drawn from the outside
~ supply. Exhaust steam is thus

made available for heating the

feedwater and the advantages of

motor-driven auxiliaries are also

secured. Moreover the turbo-gen-

erator constittues a source of elec-

tricity supply for the plant in case

of local interruption of the outside

service.

Steam is generated at a pres-

sure of 1.30 lb. gauge. This pres-

sure is chosen in order to provide

for considerable pressure drops in

the outgoing feeders as calculated

for present conditions. It may be

raised to 160 lb. at some future

date. The outgoing steam lines

leave the plant through a tunnel

shaft.

Feeders

Because of the great increase in

connected load the transmission
capacity of the distribution net-

I work, most of which was installed

I
several years ago, is now quite in-

I adequate. To have raised the

pressure throughout the system
would have increased its capacity;

but the system pressure was per-

manently limited by the fact that

most of the underground fittings

are of a low-pressure pattern, and
temporarily by the fact thac in

^- those sections of the system form-
erly supplied with exhaust steam

the customers' installations are not
provided with reducing valves In-

stead of attempting to change
these conditions, which would hava
involved the reconstruction of much
of the distribution network, the less ex-
pensive plan was adopted of running
feeders from the plants to various cen-
tres of distribution. In selecting the
pipe sizes for feeders, advantage is taken
of the difference between boiler pressure
and distribution pressure, and the size of
the pipe is so chosen that at times of

maximum load much or even all of this

pressure drop will take place in the pipe

itself. The diameter and the cost of the

pipe line are thus materially reduced. In

operation, the pressure of the steam de-
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livered to the feeder is raised or lowered

as required by the adjustment of a re-

ducing valve at the plant, in order to

maintain a constant pressure at the

centre of distribution which the feeder

supplies. The pressure existing at this

centre of distribution is recorded at the

plant by a long-distance gauge, electri-

cally operated.

The velocity of the steam flow in the

feeders at times of heavy load is very

high. Velocities as great as 75,000 ft.

per min. have been measured. This high
velocity does not appear to be at all ob-

jectionable, however, there being no ap-

parent erosion of the pipe and no ham-
mer, or objectionable vibration. The fact

that the steam is in a superheated state

because of the pressure drop is an ad-

vantage in these respects. Feeders are

constructed with long radius bends and
where the connection is made to the dis-

tribution mains the diameter of the pipe

is gradually increased by special taper

fittings so as to reconvert a portion of

the velocity head to static pressure.

A considerable pressure gradient is

also allowed to take place in the distri-

bution mains as well as in the feeders;

but this is relatively small, since the

upper limit is fixed by the allowable

working pressure of the older mains. The
more recently laid mains are capable of

withstanding a working pressure of 125

lb. and the gradient in the mains can
therefore be increased at some future

date. From a standpoint of safety, hCA^-

ever, the desirability of carrying pres-

sures in excess of about 50 lb. on the

service connections to buildings is ques-

tionable until further development in

pressure-reducing apparatus is made.

This method of steam distribution is

obviously an adaptation to previously ex-

isting conditions and would doubtless be
mod^fied if an entirely new system were
being laid out.

Underground Construction

The distribution mains range in size

from 20 in. near the stations to 4 in. at

the outskirts of the system. The original

underground pipes were laid in a segi-

mental wood casing bound with wire.

This construction has been fairly success-

ful under favorable soil conditions, but
the concrete conduit shown in Fig. 3 has
been found to be superior in many re-

spects and has been used exclusively for
several years in all new construction. In

this construction the pipe is insulated
with a standard thickness of pipe cover-
ing and surrounded with an envelope of

concrete poured over a wooden form,
leaving an air space around the pipe.

Proper underdrainage is of course es-

sential.

The longitudinal expansion and con-

traction of the pipe, due to changes in

its temperature, are absorbed, in the

earlier construction, by means of expan-
sion fittings of the copper-diaphragm
type. In recent construction a slip joint,

consisting of a brass sleeve, sliding in a

packed gland, has been used. The use
of slip joints decreases somewhat the

cost of the pipe line as they will absorb

more travel and can be placed at wider
intervals than the diaphragm fitting.

The underground mains have not been
laid sufficiently long to permit of an ac-

curate estimate of their life. The oldest

lines laid in wood casing have now been

in service 15 years and, while the casing

in many places has deteriorated consid-

erably, in other places it is in fairly good
condition. The concrate construction,

dating back 10 years, seems to have de-

teriorated very little. The only repairs

or replacements which have been made
to date have been made necessary by ex-

ternal corrosion or pipe arising from
some outside and local cause such as a

water-pipe leak. An average life of 20

years for the wood log construction ana
30 years for the concrete construction

would seem to be a very conservative

estimate. Soil conditions in that part of

the city where the heating mains are

laid are particularly favorable, the soil

being very w-ell drained. Manholes are

located at intervals of about one city

block (300 to 400 ft.), to house the slip

joints, valves and bleeder traps.

In the heart of the business district

the pipes are in tunnels, of which there

are about 2 miles, lying from 25 to 40 ft.

below the street level. In cross-section

they are similar to a horseshoe and are

built of brick, with concrete floors. (Fig.

4). For the most part they are about 6

ft. in heiht and 6 ft. wide. The tunnels

are ventilated by suction fans which
draw a small amount of air through them
continuously and much larger amounts
when it becomes necessary for men .to

work in them. Their temperature ranges
between 90 and 130 deg. Fahr. When
two or more pipes are to be laid under
a street in a congested district it has

proved desirable to build a tunnel to

avoid the inconvenience to the public at-

tendant upon tearing up the street, either

for the original construction work oc for

subsequent changes. The tunnel per-

mits of ready access to the pipes at any
time, and since it is far below any other

structures, no obstructions are met with.

Tunnel construction is exceptionally

simple in Detroit where the subsoil is a
blue clay nearly impervious to water and
well adapted to tunneling operations.

The cost of tunnel construction is high,

but the advantages gained are com-
pensatory.

Distribution Losses

Distribution losses from various
sources are considerable. Heat losses

from the mains are the principal item.

This loss can be controlled within limits

in designing the system of the applica-

tion of the proper amount of insulation.

so as to produce the most economical

relation between heat loss and invest-

ment costs. Besides the condensation

losses in the mains and service connec-

tions, there are losses due to the leakage

of steam from consumers' piping aiul air

valves, and loss due to the escape of un-

metered condensation, and the slip of

meters. About 80 per cent, of the sbonm
delivered by the plants is metered as

condensation in the consumers' buildings.

This figure compares favorably, consid-

ering the nature of the business, with

the efficiency of electrical distribution.

In 1918, for example, the ratio between

the electrical plant output and the con-

sumers' meter readings for the Detroit

district was 83 per cent., the large items

of loss being transmission, transforma-

tion and conversion.

The condensation from the buildings

heated is returned to the plants only to

1
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FIG. 5—CONDENSATION METER AND PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION.
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THE DOXFORD DIESEL ENGINE

FIGS. 1-5—DIESEL ENGINE PISTON WITH PLUG MAINTAINING TEMPERATURE OF
800° F. FIG. 6—CYLINDER HEAD DESIGNED FOR SAME PURPOSE.

a very limited extent. In the tunnels it.

is necessary to install a return line to
receive the discharge from the traps on
the steam lines, and wherever possible
the condensation is drained from the ad-
jacent buildings to this line. It is diffi-

cult and costly, however, in many cases,
to arrange a gravity discharge from the
building basements to the tunnel, and the
cost of installing and operating pumps
to handle the condensation would more
than offset the value of the heat and the
feedwater which would be salvaged.

In the districts not served from tun-
nels, all of the condensation is wasted to
the sewers. Even with' the present high
cost of coal, return lines would scarcely
be a profitable investment. Further-
more, they are short-lived, and any leak-
age from them is disastrous to adjacent
steam lines. The proper method of
salvaging the heat in the condensation
is by means of an economizing coil in
the consumer's building.

Consumer's Installations
The consumer's equipment includes,

besides the usual radiators and piping, a
pressure-reducing valve, which reduces
the service pressure to the lower pres-
sure required for heating, and a trap
whose function is to discharge the water
of condensation from the system.
Economizing coils, utilizing the heat in

the condensation, are recommended by
the company, but not required. They are
seldom installed in any but the largest
buildings, as few consumers care to
make the necessary investment even
though a demonstrated saving can be
made. In some buildings the condensa-
tion is passed through a surface heater
which preheats the water used for lava-
tory purposes, and this seems to be the
most satisfactory form of economizer for
large buildings.

The regular heating season covers 8
months of the year, though summer ser-
vice for cooking and water heating is

supplied to a few consumers conven-
iently located. Cool weather in Septem-
ber usually makes necessary the com-
mencement of service before the contract
date of October 1. It has, in fact, been
started in August. Steam was origin-
ally sold to some extent for power pur-
poses, but this service is now practically

discontinued.

Meters
The meter first used in Detroit was of

the tilting type, consisting of a rectangu-
lar pan of two compartments hung on
knife-edge or ball bearings, the com-
partments filling alternately and, when
full, tipping the pan so as to bring the
opposite compartment to the filling posi-

tion. In 1907 a revolving meter was de-

vised, consisting of a drum of four com-
partments which filled and dumped suc-

cessively, the drum being revolved by
the weight of the water. This meter
was fairly successful and a few of that
design are still in use. but a greatly im-

proved design of revolving meter, oper-

ating on the same general principle (Fig.

5), was originated in 1909 by Hans Re-
sert and is being usc-d at present, with

slight modifications.

IN
the ordinary Diesel engine the

temperature to which it is necessary
to raise the air within the cylinder

at the end of the compression stroke

necessitates a high degree of compres-
sion, which is generally about 480 lb. to

500 lb. per square inch. If it is possible

to maintain some portion of the surfaces

of the combustion chamber at a high
temperature throughout the whole cycle,

say at a temperature of not less than

800 degrees Fahrenheit, then it would
be permissible to employ a much lower
compression pressure, which could be in

the neighborhood of 320 lb. per square

inch.

The advantages derived from such an
arrangement are obvious; in the first

place it allows of a lighter design of

engine owing to the reduced pressures,

whilst it also facilitates the adoption of

a system of solid injection of fuel, which

does not present so many difficulties

when the pressure to be overcome is not

more than 320 lb. per square inch in-

stead of the usual 480 or 500.

In a recent arrangement, patented by
Mr. R. P. Doxford and Mr. K. O. Keller,

this principle has been carried into ef-

fect. The design is intended to apply

either to an ordinory vertical Diesel

motor with a single piston and a nor-

mal cylinder head, or in an opposed-

piston engine such as is being developed

Ijy Messrs. William Doxford and Sons,

wherein two pistons moving outward and

inward form on their inward stroke the

combustion chamber between the sur-

faces of the two pistons and the cylinder

walls around them.
Dealing with the patented design as

it applies to this type of engine, and re-

ferring to Fig. 1, it will be noticed that

there is a large plug (P), which is ex-

posed at one end to the combustion

chamber and to the hot gases, and is

bolted at its inner end with the cylin-

drical portion (C P) of the piston, this

being secured to the top end of the

piston rod in any convenient manner. In

the cylindrical portion of the piston rod
are the usual grooves (G) for the piston

rings, and in other respects there is no
novelty in the design.

There is a large water space (H) for

cooling both the cylindrical portion of

the piston, the bolls holding the piston

to the plug and the bottom of the plug,

but the thickness of the plug "t" is suf-

ficient to prevent the cooling water low-

ering the temperature of the plug at its

outer face (F). There is a clearance

(C) between the plug and the cylindri-

cal portion of the piston, which allows

expansion and contraction of the plug

without causing any undesirable stresses

in the piston. The plug should be pre-

ferably of mild steei, while the piston

can be of cast-iron of suitable mixture.

In an opposed-piston engine each piston

would be designed in this way, whilst in

the ordinary Diesel engine the cylinder

cover would have a plug instead of the

piston, the piston being of normal design.

This is illustrated in Fig. 6, whilst Figs.

2, 3, 4, and 5 show alternative arrange-

ments with the opposed-piston type of

motor.

Apart from the advantages of lower

compression pressure, as mentioned

above, it is claimed that with this design,

since the high temperature is maintained

throughout the whole of the stroke, the

efficacy of combustion does not fall off,

which is liable to happen with the usual

type, especially if solid injection is em-

ployed with heavy fuel oil. It is for this

reason that with solid injection it is the

custom to use the lighter grade of fuel

oil.

We undv^rstand Lhat this system is to

be employed in the 3,000 h.p. four-cylin-

der motor of the opposed piston which

is now being built by Messrs. Wm. Dox-

ford and Sons. Ltd., at their Sunderland

works for installation in a cargo ship.
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Rules for Computing Required Radiation
"Domestic Engineering" Gives the Following Abstract of the

Rules Submitted to the National District Heating Association by
the Rules and Regulations' Committee

IT has been the desire of a great many
members of the association for the
past few years to have the National

District Heating Association adopt a
standard rule for figuring required steam
and hot water radiation. There have
been several papers on this subject pre-
sented before the association in the past
and as there was such a great number
of rules used by the various member
companies, some of which did not check
within 50 to 75 per cent, of each other,
the adoption of a standard rule has been
carried over from year to year by the
association with no action taken.
Two years ago when the educational

committee decided to get up an associa-
tion handbook, it was suggested that
they adopt a standard rule for figuring
radiation, which would be known as the
National District Heating Association
rule, and make it a part of the hand-
book.

The Educational Committee was so
busy that year with other matlers that
very little work was done on the radia-
tion formula, and when the new commit-
tee on rules and regulations was appoint-
ed last year, the formulating of a stan-
dard rule for figuring radiation was turn-
ed over to them.
There have been numerous drafts of a

proposed rule submitted to the commit-
tee members in the past three months,
and as there are fourteen members on
the committee, there has been a great
deal of criticism and discussion on same,
which resulted in a great many changes
and additions to the original draft. Some
of the members were of the opinion that
the scientific method was too complicat-
ed, and that we should adopt a rule sim-
ilar to rules Nos. 2 and 3. Other mem-
bers were of the opinion that further ad-
ditions should be made to the rule. As a
result the rules which the committee is

now submitting to the association
for its approva.l and adoption
do not meet with the individual
ideas of each member, but the committee
is agreed as a whole that if the proposed
rules are ador^ted by the association as
their standard, there is sufficient data
in same so that the various members of
t>ie association can compile simplified
formulas to fit their local conditions if

they do not care to adopt rule No. 1 for
general use.

Table No. 4 of rule No. 1, which gives

the coefficients of heat transmission
from the various types of radiation and
pipe coils, is the latest addition to t^e
proposed rules, and while they will prob-

ably not be used for general use, they are

included for use by engineers who wish
to go into complete detail in the design

of heating systems.

Sufrcested rules Nos. 2 and 3 are

samples of simplified rules which can be
computed from the data in rule No. 1 to

fit and fixed local conditions. It is the

desire of the members of the Rules and
Regulations Committee in publishing

the proposed rules in the bulletin to have
all members of the Rules and Regula-
tions Committee in before the convention
in June, at which time the formal adop-
tion will be requested.

Rules for Determining Square Feet of

Radiation Required to Heat a Building

The following rule No. 1 is what is

known as the B.t.u. rule for fig-uring ra-

diation and can be applied to any con-
dition of temperature differences or any
type of heating system, either steam or

hot water. It is recommended for use
to member companies, heating engineers,

architects and heating contractors.

Rules Nos. 2 and 3 are examples of

rules which are known as simplified or

short-cut methods for computing requir-

ed radiation. They are made up from
the factors in rule No. 1 and fit a certain

type of building construction and tem-
perature difference. When circumstances
make it advisable, in the case of any
particular heating company, to have in

use a simplified formula, a rule similar

to rules Nos. 2 and 3 can be made up from
the factors in rule No. 1 to fit local con-

ditions, with an average type of build-

ing construction.

Any room or space having an opening
which may communicate with the rooms
or space to be heated, whether radiation

be installed or not in such rooms or space

mu«t be considered in the measurements
for space heated in either of the follow-

ing ways, depending on the existing con-

ditions:

1. If the unheated space is an active

room and has a door or other opening
which opens into the adjoining heated
space and such doors or openings are left

open the majority of the time, the en-

tire space should be included in the mea-
surements and sufficient radiation in-

stalled in the heated rooms.
2. If the unheated space is an active

room and the doors or other openings
are left open the majority of the time,

the space and exiposures of the unheated
room should not be included in the mea-
surements, but the walls adjoining the

unheated and heated space should be

taken as exposed surface in the measure-
ments for the heated room. Basements
and attics, which are used for storage

purposes only, should not be considered

as space to be heated.

Following are the three rules referred

to above.

Rule No. 1

Since the radiation in any room must
emit sufficient heat to compensate for all

heat losses from that room and since

heat is transmitted by different build-

ing materials at different rates, it fol-

lows that:

Radiation require.' = B.t.u. lost per

hi', from room ^ B.t.u." emitted per sq.

ft. of radiation per hr. = H B.t.u. per

hr. from radiation.

R — H-^ X (temperature difference

between contents of radiator and room
temperature).

The value of X in the following com-
putations is taken as 1.7 B.t.u., which is

the coefficient of heat transmission from
the type of radiation most generally

used. See table No. 4 for coefficients

for various types of radiation and pipe

coils.

Gravity straight steam systems having

from 1 to 3 lbs. pressure:

H
R per season 3-lb. gauges=

1.7(220-70)

H H
— . Safe Value = —
255 250

Vapor systems Avith individual traps

on the return end of each radiation:

H
R= for steam at atmospheric

1.7(212-70)

H
pressure = —

241

240

Safe value —

.

H
Atmospheric systems with open trap

return and excess radiation for cooling

surface

:

H H

1.7 (212-70) ~ 120 200

Hot water systems having an average

of 170 degrees water:
H H

R ^ —
1.7(170-70) 170 165

Theoretically, one B.t.u. will heat 55 cu.

ft. of air one degree F., allowing for safe-

ty and simplicity in figuring. Fifty cu.

ft. are used, which makes tlie constant

for one change .02 B.t.u. per degree dif-

ference in temperature.

In computing required radiation for

well-constructed residences and office

ibuildings, good practice allows one

ciiange of air per hour; well-constructed

store buildings two air changes

per hour. For buildings of loose

construction and those employing

some method of forced ventilation, more
air changes per hour will be considered,

depending upon the existing conditions

of buildings and ventilating- system.

Table No. 1 shows the B.t.u. required

to heat one cubic foot of sipace at various

temperatures and air changes.

Table No. 2 shows the B.t.u. losses per

hoiir through one square foot of various

buildintr materials with varying temper-
ature differences.

Table No. 3 shows the percentage by
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TABLE NO. 2.

B.T.U. Difference in Temperature Between Room
Difference and Outside.

K 50' 60° 70° 80= 85° 90'
1.25 62 75 87 100 106 112
.60 30 36 42 48 oil 54

1.0.0 50 60 70 80 85 90
1.10 55 6'6 77 88 94 9i9

.60 30 36 42 48 .511 54

.40 20 24 28 32 34 36

.3« 1« 22 2S 29 31 32

.37 18 2-2 2« 30 32 33

.29 14 17 20 23 2b 26

.24 12 14 17 19 21 22

.21 10 13 15 17 18 19

.W 9 11 13 1'5 16 17

Bricit wall, furred and plastered, use .7 times non-furred.
Stone wall, use 1.5 tipies briok wall.

.78 39 4T 55 62 66 70
.71'

.
35 43 5<0 57 60 64

.66 33 40 46 53 .5« 59
.'5« 28 34 39 45 48 .>0

Frame wall (plaster, lath, stud, clapboard) . . ..50 25 30 .^5 40 43 45

Frame wall (plaster, lath, stud, sheathing, clap-
.28 14 17 20 22 24 25

Frame wall (plaster, lath, stud, sheathing, paper,
.23 11 14 16 18 20 21

Hollow tile, 2-inch, Vi-inch plaster, both sides .

.

.41 2'0 25 2i9 33 35 37
Hollow tile, 4-indh, %-incih plaster, both sides. . .33 20 23 26 28 30
Hollow tile, 6-inch, %-inch plaster, both sides.. .28 14 17 20 22 24 25

.60 30 36 42 4« &1 64

.50 25 30 35 40 43 45

.20 10 12 14 16 17 1«

.10 5 6 7 S 9 9

Fireproof construction as ceiling .14 8 10 11 12 12

.15 8 9 M 12 13 14

.IS 8 9 11 12 13 14

.117 9 10 12 14 14 15
Wooden beams planked over, as ceiling .35 17 21 25 28 30 32
Lath and plaster ceiling, no floor above .62 31 37 43 50 53 5«

.25 13 15 18 20 21 22

.95 17 21 25 28 30 32

.45 23 27 32 36 38 41

.26 13 16 1« 2.1 22 23

Percentage of Increased Radiation Due to High
Ceilings.

Room 12 to 14V:.> ft. from floor to ceiling.... 3%
Rooms 14% to 18 ft. from floor to ceiling. . . . 6%
Rooms 18 ft. and above from floor to ceiling 10%

which the B.t.u. loss obtained from table
iNo. 2 will be increased when the expos-
ure is other than southern.
To compute the radiation required in

any room:
First—^Compute the B.t.u. required to

heat the air in the room by multiplying
the cubical contents by the proper fac-

tor.

Second—Compute the B. t. u. lost

through the doors and windows by multi-

plying their area by the proper factor.

Third—^Compute the B.t.u. lost through
the walls, floor and ceilings in the same
manner.
For steam radiation (one to three lbs.

pressure)—Divide the sum of these re-

sults by 250 and the quotient is the num-
ber of square feet of straight steam ra-
diation required.

For vapor radiation (with radiator
traps)—Divide the sum of these results

by 240 and the quotient is the number
of square feet of vapor radiation re-
quired.

For atmospheric radiation (with extra
cooling surface)—Divide the sum of

these results by 2O0 and the quotient is

the number of square feet of atmospher-
ic radiation required.

For hot water radiation (water at 170
degrees F.)—^Divide the sum of these he-

suits by 165 and the quotient is the num-
ber of square feet of hot water radiation

required.

Percentage by which the heat losses

given in table No. 2 are increased if the

exposure is other than southern:

TABLE NO. 3

Heat Loss is

Location. Increased Per Cent.
E. or W. rooms 5-10
N.E. or N.W. rooms 10-15

Value of X, coefficient of heat trans-

mission from radiators:

TABLE NO. 4.

Height of
Radiators One Two Three Pour
Inches Column Column Column Column

20 1.93 1.85 1.75 1.64
23 1.89 1.80 1.70 1.59
26 1.86 1.76 1.66 1.5«
32 1.79 l.€« 1.59 1.49
38 1.74 l.ftS 1.55 1.45
45 1.60 1 .50 1.40

B.T.U. per sq.

per hour per deg.
dif. in temperature

WALL COIL:

Heating surface

—

5 sq., ft., long side vertical 1.02
K sq. ft., long side horizontal 2.11
7 sq. ft., long side vertical 1..7«

7 sq. ft., long side horizontal 1.92
9 sq. ft., long side vertical 1.77
9 sq. ft., long side horizontal 1.98

PIPE COIL:
Single horizontal pipe 2.65
Single vertical pipe 2.55
Pipe coil 4 pipes hifrh 2.48
Pipe coil 6 pipes high 2.30
Pipe coil 9 vipes high 2.12

Rale No. 2

Rule No. 2 is to be used for computing
the required steam radiation for a build-

ing assuming a temperature of 70 degrees

inside viith an outdoor temperature at

zero, with 13-inch brick walls or average
frame construct&oiv. Windows, Bing\le

glass, set tight, and assuming one and
one-half changes of air per hour in the

building.

Rz.=.0'08C+.08W4-.3^G.
R=Required steam radiation with sys-

tem using steam at 1 to 3 lbs. pressure.

C=Cubic feet of space to ibe heated.

W= Square feet of exposed wall sur-

face.

G^Square feet of exposed glass sur-

face.

Note—No allowance made for extreme
exposures.

Rule No. 3

Rule No. 3 can be used for computing
required hot water radiation for a build-

ing, assuming a temperature of 7€ de-

grees inside with an outdoor temperature

at zero, with 13-inch brick walls or aver-

age frame construction. Windows, single

glass, set tight, and assuming one and

one-half changes of air per hour in the

building.

R=^.013C-|-.12W+.53G.
R" Required hot water radiation with

average temperature of water in system

of 170 degrees F.

C=:Cubic feet of space to be heated.

W=^^ Square feet of exposed wall sur-

face.

G=iSquare feet of exposed glass sur-

face.

No'^e—No allowance made for extreme

exposures.

A simple device for improving the

shearing strength of bolted joints in

wooden structures has been brought out

by Professor C. Forssell, of Stockholm.

It takes the form of a corrugated

washer, which is threaded on the bolt

between the two pieces to be joined. The

bolt is tightened against a pair of plain

washers on the outside with sufficient

pressure to force the corrugations into

the wood. The strenrth of the ioint is

thus unaffected by the bolt hile, and

depends on the friction between the two

surfaces which are proportionate to the

size of the washer and the depth of the

corrugations. The strength of the j )int

is increased, according to In3;enioren,

about twofold. The washers are known

as "Bufo" washers, and made in various

si::es, but all 1-16 in. thick, with corru-

gations, about 9-32 in. high. In order to

permit sinking into the wood, it is neces-

sary to remove all knots at the joints to

a depth of 3-16 in.-h. ti 3-8 inch. The

bolt is screwed up with spanners not less

than 2 ft. to 2^4 ft. long, and it is neces-

sary to repeat the process after the first

48 hours and a further 72 hours.

An American still holds the world's

airplane altitude record with 28,900 ft.,

as recent rereading of the British claim-

ant's instruments showed a revised

height of only 27,000 feet.

TABLE NO. 1.

No. Air B.T.U. 1 °

Changes Difference Difference in Temiperature Between Rooms and Outside.
50° 60° 70° 80° 85' 80°

Vi 01 .50 . 60 . 70 . 80 . 85 . 90
% 015 . 75 .90 1.05 1.20 1.27 1.35

1 0i2 1.00 1.20 1.40 1.60 1.70 1,80
IV2 .03 1.50 1.80 2.10 2.40 2.55 2.70
a 04 2.00 2.40 2.80 3.20 3.40 3.60
3 06 3.00 3.60 4.20 4.80 5.10 4.50
4

08

4.00 4.80 5.60 6.40 6.80 7.20
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DIRECT USE OF CX)AL AS FUEL
WASTES MANY VALUABLE BY-

PRODUCTS
In a monograph on the subject of the

"Coal Res:)urces of Canada—Their Rela-
tion to the Industrial Development of the

Country," by Mr. F. E. Lucas, published
in The Final Report of the Fuel Con-
troller, the advantages of using coal in

the production of coke, rather than using
coal directly as fuel, are pointed out.

After showing the favorable qualities of

coke as a fuel, the paper says:

"In the production of coke many
valuable by-products are obtained; gas
tar, ammonia, benzol, toluol, xylol, and
naphtha, or combining the latter four,

a motor fuel much superior to the best
gasoline obtained.

"We are not getting anything like the
amount of light, heat, or power we should,
or could get, and in getting this extra
light, heat, or power, we would not only
"be conserving the coal supply but geting
cheaper power and at the same time re-

covering other products which would be
of great economic value to the country
and lead to the extension of existing in-

dustries and the establishment of new
ones.

"Starting with the importation of an-
thracite, which is practically all used as
domestic fuel. This can be almost entire-

ly eliminated, and in so doing give as
large returns on the invested capital as
any industrial concern in the country.

"Referring back again to the by-pro-
ducts, a word now about their use and
the markets available.

Gas

"If the plant is near a large city or
thickly populated district, it might all be
sold for domestic lighting and heating.
This is done in many districts by selling

direct to existing gas companies, for no
gas company can produce gas at the price
at which a by-product coke plant can
afford to sell it. Or if there are large in-

dustrial works within reach, it can be
sold to them and at such a price as to
be more economical than coal, or it can be
used in gas engines and power developed.
The figure generally accepted as being
reasonably conservative for gas-engine
practice is 11,500 B. T. U. per horse-
power, and it will readily be seen how
tremendous quantities of power can be
made available from this source.
Gas supplies for domestic use must

liave the sulphur extracted. This is done
"by iron oxide, from which the sulphur
can be recovered for the manufacture
of sulphuric acid, which is needed for
the production of ammonium sulphate.

Tar
"This product can be used directly as

a boiler or furnace steel by being burned
in the same manner as oil, or it can very
cheaply be dehydrated and the more high-
ly volatile matter extracted and then used
for road binding. Even for firing it would
"be found advantageous to dehydrate.
Some tars, depending on the temperature
and conditions of the coking process, can
be used as fuel for Diesel engines. The
most economical way to handle the tar.

however, is to distill it and recover the

various volatile fractions, such as the

benzol, tuluol, naptha, the carbolic oils,

creosote, naphthalene, and pitch.

"The benzol, toluol, naphtha, etc., can
be added to that recovered directly from
the gas, for motor fuel. The crude car-

bolic finds a market with manufacturers
of antiseptics, colors, explosives, and a

great deal is used in recent years on the

manufactures of phonographic records,

imitation amber for pipes, etc.

"So far as the value to the country is

concerned, the creosote recovered is one

of the most valuable by-products of the

coal. Railway ties have doubled in price

in the past ten years, and there is every

prospect of a pro rata increase in further

years. The forestry branch reports 19,-

100,000 ties used on Canadian roads In

one year. A fairly safe assumption
would be a complete renewal of all ties

every five years, while fifteen years might
be taken as a reasonable average life for

creosoted ties. The cost of creosoting is

less than the cost of a new tie, so that

the creosoting of the ties becomes not

only a commercially attractive proposi-

tion, but will save many millions of feet

of lumber annually.

"The same process of reasoning may
be applied to mine ties and timbers, and
also to bridge timbers.

"The general adoption of the creosot-

ing proces would materially reduce this

number in a few years. If we assume
a consumption of only 10,000,000 ties per

annum there would be required about 25,-

000,000 gallons of creosote oil per year,

or the distillation of 85,000,000 gallons of

tar, which would in turn require the car-

bonizing of 8,000,000 tons of coal.

"The naphthalene finds a market as

a color base. For the manufacture of

deodorizers, disinfectants, moth balls,

etc., and also in the manufacture of a

chlorinated wax for use in electrical work.

Benzol
"Under this name is often included

the tuluol, xylol and naphtha, which are

recovered at the same time. Each of

these products, together with naphtha>-

lene, can be recovered separately and re-

fined to their chemically pure state, and
there will undoubtedly be a market for a

small quantity of each for solvents, dry
cleaning, dyes, explosives, etc. During
the war the toluol and a considerable

portion of all benzol recovered was used
in the manufacture of explosives.

"The greatest market now the war is

over is undoubtedly to combine the four
products, benzol, toluol, xylol and sol-

vent naphtha, as a motor fuel, giving a

product which distills between 78 and
165° C. This fuel has been carefully

tested and found to give from 20 to 30
per cent, greater mileage than the best
gasolene, with about 15 per cent, great-
er power, easier starting, no knock with
advanced spark and actually less tend-
ency for the formation of carbon in en-
gine cylinders. Benzol itself comprises
approximately 70 per cent of the fuel
and this freezes at 44° F. The addition
of the toluol anH other products named,
in the proportion in which they are re-

covered, brings the total fuel mixture

down to a freezing point of approximately

zero F., so that to make an all-year fuel

for our climate we have to mix with suffi-

cient gasolene to lower the freezing point

still further. The addition of 25 to 30

per cent, of gasolene gives a freezing

point low enough for most places, except

in the north, where it might be necessary

to add as high as 50 per cent.

"According to Government statistics,

Canada's consumption of gasolene in

1916 was 74,000,000 gallons, of which

18,000,000 gallons was imported as dis-

tilled product, and most of the remainder

was made from imported crude oils. So

that it is evident that with a total Cana-

dian productioi; of say 20,000,000 tons

of coal, if it was all carbonized and the

motor fuel recovered, the market would

still be far short of being satisfied. This

does not take into consideration the fact

of the continued yearly increase in con-

sumption which is bound to occur.

"The pitch remaining can be made of

almost any consistency desired. It can

be made so hard that it can be pulver-

ized and used as boiler fuel or in the same

state that it can be used as a binder for

briquettes. In its softer state it is also

used as a binder for briquettes, for roof-

ing and road making. It is also mixed

with the lighter portion of the distillate

for the manufacture of paint for special

purposes.
Ammonia

"While this has been shown in the

balance sheet as sulphate of ammonia

which is used almost entirely as a fer-

tilizer, yet it can be recovered in the form

of concentrated liquor containing from

16 to 25 per cent, ammonia for the manu-

facture of explosives, or in the form of

dry ammonia gas for refrigerator pur-

poses, or as the aqua ammonia of com-

merce and chemistry. However, these

are only small markets when compared

with the market as a fertilizer. Its only

competitor, as a nitrogenous fertilizer, is

nitrate of soda from Chili, and as the

population of the country increases and

virgin lands become exhausted, we must,

if we are to be fed, keep up the produc-

tiveness of the land in a great measure

by the use of artificial fertilizers.

"An investigation into the yield per

acre of Great Britain and the amount of

nitrogenous fertilizer used when compar-

ed with America will readily substantiate

these statements and set at rest any

doubt regarding future markets. Con-

sidering the agricultural acreage of Can-

ada and the fact that except for such

parts as are growing leguminous crops

the dressing for some crops should be

even as high as 250 pounds of sulphate

of ammonia per acre per year, we have

further proof of the continuity of the

market."

The Combustion Engineering Corpora-

tion, New York, has issued a bulletin on
the C.E.C. tube scraping device. This

bulletin describes a new and novel meth-

od of scraping the cinder and ash from
the lower boiler tubes.
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James Watt
TPHE one-hundreth anniversary of the death of James

Watt, occurs at a time when the finiits of his genius
have been fully manifest to the world. His discoveries

and improvements in the use of steam marked the begin-

ning of a new era in human progress, one in which the

forces of nature were harnessed to do man's bidding and
to work subservient to his will. For what his work stands

for in human accomplishment as well as for the man
himself the anniversary of his death, August 19th, is of

more than passing interest to the engineer.

Suffering poor health and faced with many adverse
circumstances. Watt found time and energy not only to

engage in the inventive career which brought him fame,
but also turned to philosophical pursuits and secured for
Kimself the friendship of men of science and letters.

His contributions to engineering knowledge were much
wider than those embraced in the science of steam engin-

eering and included a machine for drawing in perspective,

one for the automatic duplication of carved work of any
kind, and in another line of endeavor an investigation

into the composition of water, then unkown.

Artificial Respiration
npHE use of artificial aids to respiration in the treatment

of electric shock has been given much attention of

late years by various engineering bodies. The Commis-
sion on Resuscitation from Electric Shock representing the

American Medical Association, the National Electric Light
Association and the American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers has recently issued a revised code of rules for this

purpose. This set of rules reprinted in another part of this

issue should be carefully read and memorized by all having

to do with the operation of electrical equipment of any
nature.

Better still it is strongly recommended by those having

the safety and accident prevention features of plant oper-

ation at heart, that active instruction and training be
given to those employees most likely to have use for re-

suscitation methods.

The value of the prone pressure method has been
amply demonstrated in the past few years and it has
rapidly supplanted older methods. It is also preferred by
many to the use of mechanical respiration apparatus.

Aside from its use in the treatment of electrical shock
it is also the best method for the resuscitation of those

overcome by drowning, inhalation of gas, smoke or fumes,
etc.

Familiarity Breeds Contempt-of Waste
T N an analysis of 100 colliery steam plants recently

made in Great Britain a woeful state of affairs was
found to exist. The average net efficiency of the boiler

plants was only about 55.5 per cent., and that by carrying

out a reorganization of these plants on modern lines it

was estimated that a 70 per cent, efficiency could be easily

obtained. This would correspond to a saving of about

3,900,000 tons of coal per annum and by burning refuse

coal the total saving could be brought up to 6,600,000

tons for the same period.

Many of the boilers are of the old Lancashire type

working in the open air and with chimney draught and

hand firing, so with the conditions encountered the low

efficiency is not to be wondered at. The same analysis

also estimates the efficiency of the steam boiler plants

for the whole of Great Britain was 60 per cent.

The above figures are worth while pondering over.

While many of Canada's boiler rooms could hardly be

as wasteful as the one hundred horrible examples cited

above, yet in the majority of them 60 per cent, efficiency

could be taken as a representative figure and one which
could be improved upon in many cases.

Feed water is also treated of in this report and it is

stated that, "Like all other industries, collieries have not
realized the necessity of treating the feed water on cor-

rect lines in order to obtain fuel economy. ... It

would be very interesting to know how many thousands

of pounds the colliery industry has lost in the way of

damaged boilers from neglect of proper feed water treat-

ment."
Most colliery steam plants are not fitted with economiz-

ers and have no means of utilizing the waste heat in

the flue gases. Economizers installed on modern lines

will reduce the coal bill, say 17.5 per cent, under average

conditions.
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Mr. A. M. Wickens is Bereaved
npHE many friends in Canada and the United States of

Mr. A. M. Wickens, to most of whom he is affection-

ately known as "Dad," will be grieved to hear of the

death of Mi-s. Wickens in her 81st year.

It is fifty-three years since the then Miss Taylor be-

came the wife of Mr. Wickens, and it is a remarkable

fact, that although there are three sons and three daugh-

ters, all of whom with the exception of one daughter,

are married and have families, this is the first occasion

that death has visited any of them. Mrs. Wickens was
born in London, England, a(nd lived for some years in

Brantford, to which town she came from England at

the age of seventeen years. For the past thirty-five years

she has been a resident of Toronto.

"Dad" Wickens himself is probably the best known
man in the stationary engineering life of this country.

Bom in Brantford 78 years ago, he has been connected

with engineering ever since the beginning of his business

career. The first firm he was connected with was that

of Waterous, in his home town. He went from there

to the United States and was employed for some years

as a machinist, and during the Civil War was on some
of the river gunboats which served in that memorable
campaign. Returning to Canada he became connected

with Warswick Guelph, making the Brown engine, and
it was here his reputation as an engineer was made.
He went from there to assume the responsibilities of

chief engineer of the Toronto Globe, and was in charge
there at the time they were burnt out, and during the

rebuilding. This was one of the first plants in Toronto
to generate their own electric current, and drive the

presses by motor. His next position was that of Chief

Mechanical Engineer to the Ontario Government, which
position he resigned in 1903 to become Chief Engineer
of the Canadian Casualty and Boiler Insurance Co., now
the General Accident Assurance Co. of Canada. He was
the first to hold this position, as the company had just

been formed when he was appointed. He held this position

until 1911, when he was appointed Special Excutive of

the same company, and resigned a few months ago to

become Assistant Plant Engineer of the Consolidated

Rubber Company, with headquarters at Kitchener.
Mr. Wickens has been very active all his life in move-

ments to elevate the position of the stationary engineer.
In 1887 he was active in forming the Canadian Association

of Stationary Engineers which has grown to be a factor
of importance in engineering circles. He was also a

member of the Technical School Board before that body
was absorbed in the Board of Education. It is in a great
measure due to his persistent interest and efforts that
the graded certificate is to become an accomplished fact
in Ontario.

Mr. Wickens is also a charter member of Canada Coun-
cil 27 of the Universal Craftsmans' Council of Engineers.

Mrs. Wickens accompanied her husband to many of the
conventions of the C.A.S.E., and was well known to many
of the members. Members of the C.A.S.E., and POWER
HOUSE readers all over Canada will join in the heartfelt
sympathy we express here for the Grand Old Man in his

sad ber?avement.

The tendency in France at the present time is to favor
the manufacture of internal combustion engines of the
Diesel type, and of those types which resemble it in the
use of heavy ores. Before the war the manufacture of
these was a prosperous undertaking. Submarine engines
of this type have been built in France weighing onlv 27
kg. per h.p., whereas the lighest German engines weighed
50 kg. per h.p.

* * * *

Peat is found in Canada in deposits from a few acres to
many square miles in area, and from a few feet to as much
as 50 feet thick. Even when properly drained it contains
from 85 per cent, to 90 per cent, of water, although this
is not apparent from its aopearance. There are great
deposits in Ontario and Quebec, where other fue:l is con-

spicuously scarce. Much money has been lost in the endea-
vor to convert it into a commercial fuel, and experiments
are still being carried out. Investigation in the Alfred

Bog, where the most extensive operations in Canada have
taken place, show that the peat there weighs 66 lbs. per

cubic foot and contains S7V2 per cent, water and 12% per

cent, solids, even when properly drained. The solid material

analyzes out as 68 per cent, volatile and combustible ma-
terial, 24 to 26 per cent, fixed carbon, and 5 to 7 per cent,

ash. In no case has the phosphorus content been found
as more than 0.09 per cent., and it is on the average about
0.03 per cent. The nitrogen content varies between 1.13

and 2.7 per cent.

The chief reasons which have militated against the

successful use of peat fuel have been the failure to recog-

nize the fact that, owing to the colloidal properties of peat,

enough water cannot be pressed out of it; that there are

not enough heat units in peat to drive off the surplus water
and still leave enough heat for other pui*poses; that the

combination of driving off water by pressure and by heat

compares unfavorably in the fuel produced with that ob-

tained by grinding the peat up in its wet state and drying-

it atmospherically, which is a much cheaper methoU of

preparation; and finally, that artificially dried peat has to

be briquetted before use, which is a very difficult operation.

H< * * *

One ton of peat containing 50 per cent, or even 60 per

cent, moisture, if the latest producer gas plants are used,

contains about 20,000 cubic feet of high-grade illuminating

gas with 160 B.t.u. per cubic foot, or 40,000 cubic feet of

medium-grade heating and power gases, with 130 B.t.u. per

cubic foot, or 80,000 cubic feet of low-grade heating and
power gases at about 100 to 110 B.t.u. per cubic foot. This

latter griade of gas is the most economical per heat unit

for steel works. In addition to the above, there are also

the following by-products to be obtained by retorting per

ton of peat:—800 lbs. of coke, 100 lbs. of ammonium sul-

phate, 40 lbs. of crude oil, 16 lbs. of paraffin, 4 to 8 lbs. of

pitch, and 5 lbs. of creosote, benzol, alcohol, toluol, and
antiseptics.

An electric-heating system which utilizes power that

would otherwise go to waste has been installed in a school

in a southern European city. The existing hot-water pipes

and radiators are connected with a well-insulated water
tank of 1,300-gal. capacity. In this reservoir electric resis-

tances are built and at night are supplied with current

which raises the water to well above the boiling point.

The cost of the current is low because the water power
used to produce it normally would go to waste. During
the day the hot water is allowed to circulate through the

radiators, its volume being sufficient to warm the rooms
without using more cuiTent. The desired temperature is

maintained by a thermostat.

^ ^ :|i *

Next time you "light up" think of this: About 10,000

matches are scratched in this country every second that

passes, and of these 95 per cent, are used by smokers
to fire pipe, cigar, or cigarette.

The man whose head for figures turned out that informa-
tion also estimates that the time lost by the smokers in

lighting matches—not in smoking—is worth $513,024 each
eight-hour working day. He arrives at his estimate by
figuring that it takes fifteen seconds to scratch a match
and use the light, and that 213,759 men, whose time is

worth thirty cents an hour, are holding matches at the
same time, thus losing golden minutes at the rate of $1,068

a minute, or $64,128 an hour.

No one, so far as we can learn, has figured out how large
a percentage of the match-scratchers throw away the

matches while they are still burning, but it has been
estimated that half of the fires which cost the United
States $250,000,000 a year are caused by carelessness.

Wood, phosphorus, chlorate of potash, rosin, whiting,
and powdered flint are the makings of this little device.
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OUR QUESTION BOX
Questions are invited from readers regarding power

plant operation and difficulties

encountered

Readers are invited to send in

answers to these problems, as they
have been chosen for their interest

and application to the practical

side of nower plant operation.
Perhaps you, too, have some pet

problems, or hard nuts which you
would like to ask your fellow en-
gineers; if so, send them along for
the benefit of others.
Answers, together with the ori-

ginal question, will be published in
the issues following the appearance
of the question.

and what effect would this have on the

otl.cr events of the stroke?

79. If one end of a cylinder with a

slide valve is found to be doing more
work than the other, how can the fault

be remedied ?

Questions Before the House
64. Explain the difference between out-

side lap and inside lap of a D slide
valve ?

65. Explain the difference, if there is

any, between piston clearance and clear-
ance volume ?

66. Is it possible to cut off with a D
slide valve operated by an eccentric,
having no outside lap and no lead?

67. Suppose you had a plain slide valve
engine, and you wished to make the cut-
off earlier, what would you do? The
port opening is to be the same as ibefore.

68. What is the effect of increasing
the inside lap of a D slide valve?

69. How can the valve be given a
greater travel than the throw of the
eccentric ?

70. How does the angularity of the
connecting rod effect compression ?

71. A 14 in. by 28 in. engine has a
clearance volume of 247 cubic inches.
Express the clearance in per cent.

72. In a 36 in. by 60 in. engine the
steam is cut off when the piston has
moved over 21 inches of its stroke. The
clearance being 2 per cent.; find the real
cut-off.

73. What is the ratio of expansion of
the engine given in question 9?

74. A 44 in. by 80 in. engine is to run
at 75 r.p.m. What actual diameter of
steam and exhaust pipes should be used ?

75. About what scale of spring is us-
ually selected for a given boiler pres-
sure ?

76. What is the principal objection to

the lazy-tongs and pantograph reducing
motions ?

77. What is meant by the vacuum line

on an indicator diagram, and how is its

position located ?

78. In plain slide valve engine, how
would you remedy too early admission,

Questions Answered
Question.—47. What is the object of

the safety valve?
Answer.—^To prevent the steam pres-

sure from rising above a fixed limit.

Question.—48. How should a safety
valve be connected to a boiler?
Answer.—The safety valve should be

connected directly to the boiler so that

there is no possible chance of cutting off

communication between the boiler and
the safety valve.

Question.—49. How are safety valves,

in practice, adjusted for a given steam
pressure ?

Answer.—^Spring loaded safety valves
are always adjusted by comparison with
an accurate steam gauge, and this prac-

tice is now generally employed when set-

ting the lever safety valve also.

Question.—50. What is the object of

a gaugecock ?

Answer.—A gaugecock is a simple
cock or valve attached either directly

to the boiler or, preferably, to a water
column for the purpose of testing the

water level in the boiler. Three gauge-
cocks are generally employed. The low-

est is placed at the lowest level the water
may safely attain, and the uppermost at

the higher desirable level, the third is

placed midway between the other two.

Question.—51. What is the purpose of

water alarms and fusible plugs ?

Answer.—A water alarm is a device

attached to a boiler to give warning by
blowing a whistle when the water in the

boiler is either too low or too high. The
fusible plug is another device which
gives warning when the water is too

low. It consists of a threaded brass

nlug filled with .some allov which has a

low melting point, and if the water gets

too low the plu?- is exnosed to the hot

gases and the alloy melts, thus allowing
steam to escape and waming the at-

tendant in charge.

Question.—52. What is the object of

running boiler feed-pumps at a slow
speed ?

Answer.—As the boiler is constantlv

evaporating the water supplied to it. it

is only necessary to replenish an amount
equal to that evaporated. Therefore,

feed pumps ought to be run as low as
possible, thereby reducing the wear and
tear on the valves.

Question.—53. What is combustion'?
Answer.—^Combustion is the chemical

combination of oxygen with carbon or
hydrogen, or both.

Question.—54. What is the principal

element in the composition of all fuels?

Answer.—Carbon.

Question.—55. How many pounds of
water at 212 deg. can be evaporated in-

to steam at the same temperature by a
pound of coal of the following composi-
tion: Carbon, 74 per cent.; hydrogen, 8
per cent.; oxygen, 5 per cent., and asfh,

13 per cent.?

Answer.—The quantities of heat pro-

duced by the complete combustion of the

elements composing the fuels have been
found by experiment and are as follows:

B.t.u. per lb.

Hydrogen 62,000

Carbon burned to CO, 14,600

Carbon burned to CO 4,400

RULE.—^To find the heat of com-
bustion of one pound of fuel, multiply

the percentage of carbon by 146 and the

percentage of hydrogen by 620 and the

products and the sum will be the re-

quired heat of combustion in B.t.u.

The heat of combustion, according to

chis rule of this fuel is 146 X + 620

X8 — 15,764 B.t.u. The steam table

shows that it takes 966 B.t.u. to change

one pound of water at 212 deg. into

steam at 212 deg., therefore

15,764 : 966 - 16.32 lbs.

Question.—55. In what way will the

presence of sulphur in steel affect the

latter ?

Answer.—A very small percentage of

phosphorus or sulphur \\"ill render the

metal useless.

Question.—56. What joint in a cylind-

rical boiler is subjected to the greater

stress?
Answer.—The longitudinal joint.

Question.—57. What is the bursting^

pressure of a seamless steel tube 12 in.

in diam., 3-16 in. thick, and having a

tensile strength of 64.000 pounds per

sq. in.

?

Answer. — 64,000X3-16X2 : 12=
2,000 lbs. per sq. in.

Question.—^58. What is the working

pressure allowable on a boiler shell 60

in. in diam. and 11-32 in. thick, if the

m.atorial has % tensile strength of 60,000

lbs. per sq. in. and the longitudinal joints

(Continued on page 379)
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NEW POWER PLANT
EQUIPMENT

RENEWABLE FUSES

DURING the paSv few years a type
of enclosed fuse in which the

fusible element can 'be readily re-

newed has been favorably received by
many buyers. It has appealed particu-

larly to certain classes of industrials

who employ numerous motors and whose
consumption of fuses is large.

The renewable fuses that have hereto-

fore been supplied to the trade have heen
so expensively designed that their use
has been restricted to a limited field.

The first cost of these fuses ranges be-

tween two to three times that of the

standard type. Thus an actual saving

could be effected only in plants where
the percentage of blowouts per instal-

lation is very large. Moreover, the ex-

pense of carrying an increased fuse in-

vestment has considerably reduced this

saving.

The object of the renewable fuse is to

afford less expensive pro ection. It has,

therefore, been the goal of the manufac-
turers in the design of the "D & W" re-

newable fuse to provide one which will

enable the user to secure a maximum
saving. Its introduction permits those

who desire this type of fuse to obtain a

saving from every standpoint, since it

no'; only effects a saving in the first cos't

but also a reduced labor cost of re-

assemlbling, due to the ease of renewing
the blown link. Furthermore, in event
of the tube hecoming scorched or weak-
ened in long service, the tube only need
Ibe replaced, as the brass .caps are re-

movable.

The mechanical construction of the
^'D & W" renewable fuse is simple and
effective. The ferrule type consists of

a fibre tube having a steel sleeve held
in each end by two pins. The inside of

each sleeve is threaded to receive a
metad plug, which is securely attached
inside of the brass ferrule. The sleeve
has a seat beyond the threaded portion,

on which a slotted washer rests. The
link is clamiped between this metal
washer and the end of the metal plug,
both of which are held in position by the
threaded sleeve. By this means per-

manent electrical contact between the
link and terminal structure is insured.

This eliminates the trouble experienced
vrith that type of renewalble fuse in which
the pressure necessary "^o maintain link

contact is transmitted through a part
of the fibre tube. Shrinkaee expansion
or warping of the fibre so depended on
results in a corresponding change in the

pressure applied to the contacts. It is

impossible to maintain a permanently

good connec'.ion between the link and
terminal with such a construction.

The steel parts of "D & W renewalble
fuses are oxidized to prevent the molten
or vaporized link metal from attaching
itself to these parts. In some other
types of reloadable fuses much diffi-

culty is experienced in taking the fuse
apart after it has blown on a great over-
load or short circuit because the fusible

metal readily solders itself to the ter-

RENEWABLE FUSE.

minal parts of the fuse when these are
made of brass. The construction em-
bodying oxidized steel absolutely pre-
vents this difficulty.

In the design of the "D. and W." knife
blade type renewable fuses, the makers,
the D. and W. Fuse Co., Providence, R.I.,

have carried out the same idea as in the
fuses of smaller capacity, that of making
a fuse very easy to load and disassemble
after the fuse has blown ; and with extra
heavy parts to withstand the great strain
developed when the fuse blows.
A rugged type of fuse casing is most

essential in the renewable type, for
unless a fuse casing is strong
enough to be refused over and over again

the whole object of a renewable fuse is
lost.

In these fuses the heavy fibre tubing
is reinforced by permanently fastening
inner cap to both ends of the tube.
These caps are slotted to receive the fuse
link and are designed to engage the
blades and lock when in position when
given a quarter turn. Aslbestos lined
metal washers are then slipped over the
blades to align them properly, and to
regulate the escape of gas. The outer
caps are then screwed into place, engag-
ing metal threads on the outside of the
ii'.ner caps, completing the assembling of
the fuse.

All parts subject to severe strain are
made of steel, brass plated to prevent cor-
rosion.

The makers have also developed a type
of fusible element which they designate
as their expulsion or jacketed fuse link.

This link consists of a flat strip of
metal with the central portion slotted
and closely wrapped with a covering of
specially itreated asbestos. The jacket is

unaffected by the high temperatures in
service, and remains intact even when
the fuse blows on a short circuit. When
the rupture occurs an arc is formed, con-
verting the metal within the jacket into
vapor, thereby developing internal pres-
sure within the jacket. This causes a
blast of hot gases in each direction from
the centre of the fuse, tending to extin-
guish the arc. As the metal is burned
bacik towards the terminals the jacket
drops out, thus breaking up mechanically
any strata of vaporized gas which might
extend from one terminal! of the burning
link to the other, and thereby positively
opening the circuit.

With this design is secured an effect-
ive expulsive action, tending to material-
ly reduce the arc, particularly on moder-
alte overloads, thereby securing a greater
factor of safety and longer life of the
casing. Another advantage of this link
is its increased radiation surface, effect-
ed through the use of the jacket, which
makes possible a considerable reduction
in the total mass of metal required for
a given current. By this means a ma-
terial lowering of the pressures develop-
ed when the fuse blows on a dead short
circuit is obtained.

ALL-WAY OILERS
The ordinary oil can with rigid spout

is at best an awkward thing to handle
and use in all positions. A new develop-
ment recently placed on the market
should find much use in the engine room
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and other places where much oiling has
to be done.

It is in ibrief an oiler fitted with a

flexible steel spout, made to be bent in

ALL-WAY OILER.

any desired angle or position without
breaking or interfering with the flow
of oil. There is no waste of oil when
using this oiler, as no matter where
oil hole or parts of machinery to be oiled

are located, they can easily be reached
without any trouble or waste of oil. The
spout is simply bent to suit the position

where oil is to be applied.

This oiler is fitted with a cleaning de-

vice at the end of the spout, and the

same device also prevents oil from flow-

ing too freely. The all-way oiler is

«trongly made of copper plated steel in

different sizes and shapes by the All-way
Oiler Manufacturing Co., Toronto, Ont.

SMALL LABORLESS WATER MOTOR
The washing of automobiles, railway

coaches, boats, etc., is a task that often

tries the patience of the operator hand-

ling the brush, as it is generally neces-

sary to frequently apply the brush into

the bucket that contains the washing ma-
terial. The sketch herewith illustrates

a convenient form of water motor, in

conjunction with a cotton brush, that

performs the washing operation with the

minimum expenditure of effort on the

part of the person using the appliance.

The turbine wheel. A, that receives the

force of the incoming water, is encased

in the body, B, the lower cover, C, being-

screwed in place after the turbine has

been placed in position. Secured to the

face of the cover, C, is the exhaust

chamber, D, into which the whirling wat-

er is discharged after expending its en-

ergy on the wheel. The central tubular

shaft, E, vs secured to the loAver end of

.he tufbine and extends through the bot-

tom part of the casing, D. At the ex-

treme end of the hollow shaft, F, the
brush, G, is secured. On the upper end
of the turbine casing is the smalll cylin-

der, H, in which is kept a supply of soap
in chip or paste form. To the supply or

feed pipe, J, is secured a handle suitable

for the work in hand. This handle is

hollow and split at the motor end to en-

circle the casing, and is pivoted at a

bearing at either side. This arrangement
permits the brush to be used at any
angle.

The operation of the laborless water
motor may he stated as follows: The
water, steam or air, as the case may
be, enters through the hollow handle and
through the feed pipe, J, this latter be-

ing of rubber tubing to allow of free

movement from one position to another.

The water rushing against the blades of

the turbine. A, causes the latter to re-

volve, the speed depending on the ve-

locity of the incoming water. The water
exhausts into the casing, D, in a swirling

condition, and passes through the open-

ings in the tubular shaft, E, and thence

through the hollow shaft, F, to the cot-

ton brush, G. To facilitate the washing
operation, and where such is necessary,

the soap cylinder is placed on the top

of the turbine casing. By slight pres-

sure on the handle, I, sufficient soap is

pressed through the central opening in

the turbine and mixes freely with the

water passing to the brush. Provision

is also made for drying operations by
making connection at the opening, K,

WATER MOTOR WASHER.

located on the side. These laborless

water motors have been designed by C.

C. Howard, Toronto, Ont.

A WONDERFUL AND UNIQUE DRIV-
ING CLUTCH

A difficulty which engineers have of-

ten experienced vinth regard to the elec-

tric driving of machinery and line shaft-

ing has been to start and accelerate a

load or mass requiring a large starting

torque without the use of special switch-

gear, and with a minimum starting cur^

rent. For this reason many motor drives
which otherwise could have been quite
ideal have had to be abandoned for some
alternative method, and drives which are
actually in practice are proving very
unsatisfactory and costly. .

To overcome this difficulty, Messrs.
Thomas Broadbent & Sons, Ltd., Hud-
dersfield, have designed a centrifugal
driving clutch which, for effectiveness
and simplicity is quite unique. As this

dlutch is quite automatic it requires no
further attention once it is fitted, and as
there are little or no wearing parts it

is practically impossible for it to get
out of order. This device is particularly

valuable where the electric supply au-
thorities limit the starting current of
motors to a low value, or where the ma-
chines are frequently stopped and start-

ed under load.

The function of this clutch is to enable
the motor to start up unloaded, the load

being gradually applied as the motor
accelerates. The rate of acceleration can
be predetermined when designing the

clutch, and is entirely independent of

the operator. The switchgear can be of

the simplest form (in many cases the
motor can be switched direct on to the

mains without any starting resistances)

and as the clutch can be designed to slip

at any desired overload, other overload

devices are unnecessary.
The load is applied to the motor grad-

ually and the driven machine accelerates

without jerk. As the clutch also acts

as a flexible coupling it corrects slight

errors in alignment and presents sudden
loads or shocks being transmitted to the

motor.

The clutch is eminently suitable for

use with" alternating-current motors of

the squirrel-cage rotor type. As is well

known, this is the simplest and cheapest

type of motor, the only wearing parts

being the bearings. Up to now, how-
ever, its poor starting torque, especially

in the single-phase type, has prevented

its use in many cases. This disadvant-

age is at once overcome by usins: a cen-

trifueal clutch, and complimented
switchgear with its troublesome coils,

resistances, etc., is unnecessar>-. Belt-

shifting arrangements art also done

away with, and slipping and wear of

belts avoided.

The clutch is quite noiseless in its

action as it is perfectly balanced, has

no loose parts to chatter, and is equally

effective in either direction of rotation.

Many of the most prominent firms in

En<rland are now usinsr these clutches

which have proved themselves to be a

great success both with regard to current

consumption and cost of machinery.

Magnetized screwdrivers are uspful

for many classes of work, the carbon

steel of which screwdrivers are made be-

ing capable of retaining considerable

magnetism. A screwdriver which will

retain a considerably stronger magne-

tism than an ordinary one. may be made
from a round piece of tool steel, or pre-

ferably of tungsten steel, by simply

grinding the end of a bar into the form

of a very short screwdriver blade.'
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The Operators' Point of View

PROTECTING PIPES ABOVE
GROUND

IN
the section of the country where I

am employed, the ground was prin-

cipally stone, sometimes with only a
fooi. or two or earth on top, often the

stone comes right up to the surface.. It

is a work of labor and expense to get be-

low frost level, as much of the stone has
to be drilled and blasted out. To get

away from the very high cost of going
below frost level, boxes such as are

shown in Fig. 1 have been used with ex-

cellent results. The cost of such a box,

both in labor and material, is consider-

able, but only a very small percentage of

what the blasting process costs, for in

the latter case, besides the cost of the

bias ing, there is the expense of carting

away the stone and buying and carting

earth to fill up the pipe trench, in any
case, outside of the cold water pipe, the

pipes have to be encased in some kind of

a covering material, such as tile pipe,

etc. So, even with the high cost of lum-

ber, the ultimate cost of such boxes is

not so great over the others.

I know of such boxes that have been in

use for over ten years and are still in

good condition.

With an outside temperature often go-

ing as low as 27 below zero, no freezings

have occurred in such boxes with the

tops only a few inches below the earth's

surftice. However, it is necessary to use

considerable care in putting the boxes
together, and in coating the joints and
the surface of the outside box boards. In

the sketich, 2, is the live s^team main, 1 is

the re'.um main and 3 is a large hot

water main. The inside box is held cen-

tral by pieces nailed on at intervals along

the box, as shown at A, B, C, D. The
pipe roller support, G, is shown at Fig. 2

also; it can be made from hardwood or

iron, and is fastened to the side of the

box. The cold waiter pipe is shown in

box H. The pipe can rest on pieces of

wood laid several feet apart.

The inside of the small boxes are fille l

wi'.h dry asbestos, mineral wool, ground
or broken mica, or even a light dry earth

loam. Strips of cotton or other cloth are

cut, soaked in an oil paint, and laid be-

tween the box joints when building them.
The space between the boxes is left emp-
ty. Any knot or other hole in the boards

should be covered with a piece of wood
nailed on, as the efficiency of the boxes

to keep out frost depends to a large ex-

tent on the tightness of the boxes . All

the joints of the boards should have
^heir edges planed smooth and straight

before putting them together. The out-

side of the boxes, bottoms, sides and top,

should receive a coating of tar, pitch or

Gather wood preservative, otherwise the

boxes will become wet after every rain

and will soon ro'; away. I have found
that pipes, 1 and 2, laid on pipe rollers,

RUNNING PIPES OVESIGROUND.

and covered with some material, seldom,

nover in my own personal experience,

move to the sides of the boxes if ample
provision is made for expansion. How-
ever, it would be no difficult matter to

inatal some kind of a check to prevent

this if desired. I may state that any
water which may reach trenches here

finds its way out through openings be-

tween the stone.

JAS. E. NOBLE.

MEANING OF POSITIVE POLARITY
AND NEGATIVE POLARITY

By W. G. Hammond

(Copyright. All rights reserved)

The terms "positive polarity" and
"negative polarity" are best defined on

the basis of the concept of electric po-

tential. An electric current always flows
from a point of higher potential to a

point of lower potential. On this basis

the positive pole, Pd (Fig. 1) or terminal
of an electrica;l-energy-delivering device,

D, is the terminal from which the elec-

tric current flows from that device to

the external circuit. The negative ter-

minal of the device, Nd, is the one into

which the current flows from the ex-

ternal circuit. It also follows that for

any energy-receiving or energy-consum-
ing device the positive terminal Pr is

the one into which the current flows

from the extemail circuit and the nega-
tive terminal, Nr, is the one from which
the current flows to the ex ernal cir-

cuit.

DRY CELLS DELIVER GREATER
CURRENT WHEN WARM

By George W. Wesley

(Copyright. All rights reserved.)

It is an observed, but a not generally
appreciated, fact that dry cells will de-

liver greater currents when warm than
when cold. Hence it is nei'.her wise or

fair to dry battery manufacturers to

test a dry cell from a lot which has
just been received from transit in a cold

freight car. Before ceHls w'hich have
been shipped in barrels in cold weather
are tested, they should be allowed to

remain in a moderately warm room for

a period of from 24 to 48 hours, so that

their temperatures may become approx-
imately 70 degrees F. before the test is

made. It requires a coniideraMe time
for the cells, which were at the centre of

the barrel during shipment to attain the

temperature of the surrounding air.

A cell which will, on short circuit, at a

temperature of 30 degrees F., produce a

current of 30 amp., will produce approx-
imately the following currents at other
degrees, 20 amp.; 60 degrees, 10 amp.; 40

degrees, 30 amp.; 60 degrees, 25 amp.;
100 degrees, 35 amp. The decrease in

current output at the low tem.perature

does not imply a permanent injury to the

cell, because such a cell, when again
raised to normal temperature, will de-

Oirfc/'ian
^/ £/fcfriral Current

£xterna I Currrn t
f/ecfricai - f^ner^t/ N
/fee et c^in g Dei/ice.

MEANING OP POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE POLARITY
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liver its normal current output.

On the other hand, dry cells should not
be stored in a hot place. The heat dries

them out, and hence decreases prema-
turely their outputs. It is, therefore,

the better practice to store the c^lls in

cold rooms, but to permit them to remain
in a reasonably warm room for a num-
ber of hours before they are used or are

tested for current output.

SOME CEMENTS FOR PIPE JOINTS
By B. C. Bergman

(Copyright. All rights reserved.)

A cement v^^hich is very popular with
operating engineers for making screw
joints in pipes steam tight is made of

graphite and cylinder oil. Just enough
cylinder oil is mixed in with the powdered
graphite to convert it into a thick paste.

A cement which is satisfactory for

both water and steam pipes has this

composition: 4 lb. whiting, 10 lb. fine

yellow oohre, 4 lb. ground litharge and

V2 lb. hemp cut into fine bits. These in-

gredients are mixed thoroughly with lin-

seed oil to form a thick i>aste. The com-
pound is applied on the threads of the

pipe and on the threaded portions of the

fittings into which the pipe screws.

For ammonia piping, a cement made
of litharge and glycerine is used. Suf-

ficient glycerine is added to the litharge

to provide a plastic putty. In usinar this

cement only enough should be made at

each mixing for one joint, because it sets

very rapidly. It should not be disturb-

ed after having once set.

RECONNECTING 440-VOLT INDUC-
TION MOTOR FOR 220 VOLTS

By B. Hermann
(Copyright. All rights reserved.)

If a 3-phase, 60-cycle, 440-volt, squir-

rel cage induction motor has its stator
coils connected in star (Fig. 1) as it

probably has, it can, possibly, be made
to give satisfactory service on 220 volts,

if its windings be connected in delta as
shown at Fig. II. If the starting torque
required is great the scheme will not
work. But if the starting torque is only
about three-fourths of the full load

torque the motor will operate and give
good service on 220 volts, if it is con-

nected as shown at II. It -will then have,

AUDIBLE SIGNALS TO INDICATE
DISCONTINUANCE OF LOAD

By Richard L. Dyke
(Copyright. All rights reserved)

The signal will ring when a group of
motors in a distant building is stopped.
Fig. 1 indicates the connections. A re-

the hammer the wrrench would spring off
the key head. I discarded the monkey
wrench and used insitead a Stilson pipe
wrench as shovsm in the cut. This hung-
on like grim death imtil I got the key-
started. This is only a small tip but
sometimes a feillow will fail to think of
just such little things.

AUDIBLE SIGNAL FOR CURRENT FAILURE.

lay, M, was made and connected to the
circuit which supplies the load. When
the load is taking current through the
line L, the magnet coils of M have cur-
rent in them and puJI up the U-shaped
yoke Y. But when the load is discon-
tinued, Y drops down and makes contact
to cross C, and C,. This closes the elec-

tric bell circuit and causes B to ring,

and it will continue to ring until switch
S is opened. A large number of turns is

not required on the magnet coils, M, as
their function is merely to hold up the
ycyke Y. It is not, in most cases, neces-
sary that the magnet coils be sufficiently

strong to pull up Y because it can ibe

raised by hand. The wire used for the
magnet coils, M, must be of great
enough size to carry the full-load current
in the circuit.

Another little kink is to make a bafc-
bitt pouring ladle. Fig. 2 shows such a
ladle made from a 2i^x2%x% tee, a plug-
being in one end, a pouring lip being
filed on the top rim at A, and a piece of

REMOVING STUBBORN KEY

POWER PLANT KINKS
By J. E. N.

Many keys are driven in so tight that
i': is a difficult job to get them out. I

got up against such a key a few days
Three Phase /nefftrifin Mo/tri

3c:

/

' Leaat-.

\ -srorer 1 /

ALTERING INDUCTION MOTOR CONNECTIONS.

at 220 volts, practically the same horse-

power output, power factor and effici-

encv as it did when operating star-con-

n?cted at 440.

ago and tried the old stunt of placing a
monkey wrench on to it and driving a
wedge under the cut at the head of the
key; however, at every heavy blow from

EMERGING BABBITT LADLES.

1 in. iron rod being used as a handle.

Fig. 2 shows an elbow being used for the

same purpose, in this case a plug is dril-

led and tapped to take in the rod for the

handle, or a bushing the right size can
Ibe used. In either case the handle must

be screwed in very tight so there will be

no danger of it turning while pouring the

metal.
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LOW WATER ALARM
In Figs. 1 and 2 are shown a low water

alarm designed by the writer. The valve,

whistle and pipe are % inch in size. The
valve, D, is a very simple affair as

shown.
If a larger pipe than V2 inch is used

I would suggest using the float shown in

Fig. 2. It can be made any diameter re-

•0

LOW WATER ALAiRM.

quired, and the longer the float and the

attaching rod the greater the leverage,

but care must be taken to attach the rod

very firmly to the float. These floats

must have enough weight with leverage

to overcome the force of the pressure

holding up against the small flap at D,

Fig. 2. The hole in the 'bottom valve

should be about ^4 inch, the diameter of

the covering piece being about Vz inch.

The handle should be removed from
the valve over the boiler. A better plan

would be to lock the valve open. The
sketches show everything so plain that

further written description seems unne-

cessary.

JOHN THORN.

SUPER-POWER PLANTS IN GREAT
BRITAIN

The recent decision to proceed with

the super-power station scheme for elec-

tric supply in Great Britain calls to our

notice what should be done along these

lines on a more modest scale in certain

portions of Canada.
The British plan ito improve the sup-

ply of electricity throughout Britain

contemplates the replacement of the

numerous small stations now in operation

by fewer but much larger stations sup-

plying the ex'rensive districts through
hi^h tension transmission networks.

There will be a gain both in economy
and fuel conservation and. in many cases,

the quality of service will be much im-

proved. This national electric supply

operates under the supervision of five

commissioners appointed by the Board of

Trade; these, in turn, appoint district

boards which include represen'^atives of

electric undertakings, of large consumers
and of labor.

Lancashire is to be one of the first

areas dealt with, the country being di-

vided into three districts. Some of the

smaller stations will probably be shut
down immediately, the energy transmit-

ted from larger existing stations being
substituted. Following the building of

the new super-power plants, the Com-
missioners will eliminaite the remaining
small stations and also the moderate-
sized plants.

A similar situation, however, does not
occur in Canada, as by far the larger

portion of the capacity of our hydro-
electric stations is to be found in what
may be called "super-power" stations;

many of them are also interconnected to

allow more efficient operation.

There is, however, a portion of Can-
ada where the absence of water power
makes it necessary to supply power
from steam or other fuel agencies. This

area, which comprises southern Saskatch-

ewan and adjacent portions of Manitoba
and Alberta, is becoming of much im-
portance through its rapid agricultural

expansion, and its future needs should be
anticipated as far as possible.

As pointed out in a report on Electric

Generation and Distribution in Canada,
recently published by the Commission of

Conservation, adequate supply of electric

energy in this section is confined to

a fev/ large centres. The smaller munic-
ipalities have installed small electric

plants which are usually very expensive

to operate and only give a night service.

The rates which have consequently to be

charged and the limited service prevent

the full benefit which should otherwise

be enjoyed from the various uses of elec-

tric energy. All these small plants

through concerted action could be

replaced by a few large and
more efficient ones, each supply-

ing a fairly extensive district by
means of electric transmission lines. The
cost of production would be reduced to

about one-third and a better service sup-

plied.

The example given in the above-men-
tioned report illustrates the possibilities

in the Estevan district. A central power
plant at Estevan would supply trans-

mission lines radiating in various di-

rections covering a total length of 150

miles. The estimated demand, based on

the requirements of the near future,

shows a total of some 600 h p. outside of

Estevan. As the lines would only carry

a light load they could be built cheaply

with light conductors and at a cost pos-

sibly not exceeding $'2,500 ner mile. If

we allow a load factor of 40 per cent, the

cost of transmission would average

per k.w.h. The cost of production in the

central plant would be from 2%c to 3c

per k.w.h., so that the electricitv could

be delivered for an average of from 5c

to '5%c per k.w.h. at the various small

centres supplied. With a small plant,

the OTesent cost runs as high as from 15c

to 19c per k.w.h. Numerous other dis-

tricts, if treated in the same way. would
probably show advantageous results.

ELECTRO-PLATING ON IRON FROM
COPPER SULPHATE SOLUTION
For electroplating on iron or steel

from a copper sulphate solution, platers

have in the past found it necessary eith-

er to give the metal a preliminary coat
of nickel or to plate it with copper from
a cyanide solution before transferring
the object to the copper sulphate plating
bath. Since the sulphate solution is

much more satisfactory than the cyanide
for the production of heavy deposits of
copper, where these are required the
plater has been compelled to maintain
two different plating solutions, and to
perform two distinct plating operations.

The desirability of being able to plate di-

rectly on steel in the copper sulphate so-

lution is apparent, and many persons
have tried to discover a method of doing
so, but until recently without success.

It has been discovered recently that by
immersing iron for a few moments in an
acidified solution of arsenious oxide, an
adherent coppernplate may be deposited
from an acid electrolyte, but no adequate
explanation had been offered for this

unique effect of arsenic. In this paper
it has been shown that certain solutions

of lead and antimony may be substituted

for the arsenic dip, previous to direct-

current plating of copper on iron from
copper sxilphate.

It appears to be impossible to obtain

a perfect plate on iron from sotlutions of

bismuth chloride by the usual methods
of electro-plating, but use of the arsenic

or antimony dip is attended with the
same successes as in copper plating.

The siiccessful suibstitution of solutions

of antimony and lead for arsenic, and the

application of these dips to plating on
iron with bismuth, show that the bene-
ficial effect of the arsenic dip is noit due
to a property peculiar to arsenic alone,

but is the result of coating the iron with
a metal whose potential in acid solutions

is so near to that of copper that it is

possible to deposit a good copper plate

upon it, yet whose potential is not so far

below iron that it will deposit on iron in

a powdery, non-adherent form.—O. P.

Watts ("Proceedings of the American
Electrochemical Society.")

QUESTION BOX
(Continued from page 374)

have an efficiency of 87 per cent. The
factor of safety is 5 ?

Answer.—The allowable working pres-
sure equals: 60,000 X -87 X 2 X 11-32 :

60 — 119.6 lbs. per sq. in.

Question 59.—If 2% in. stay-tubes
are placed 10 in. centre to centre, what
area will each tube support?
Answer. — Area 10 X 10—4 X 2^^ X

.7854 =80.37 sq. ins.

Question.—61. With a steam pressure
of 160 lbs. per sq. in., what load is borne
by each staybolt if the pitch is 7 in.?

An.swei^.—L(oad= 7<^ X 160=7,840 lbs.

Question.—62. To what distance be-

yond the top of the upper row of tubes
may the head conservatively be estimat-

ed to be supported by the tubes?
Answer.—A distance equal to one-half

the width of the bridge.

Question.—63. For what reason is the

furnace of a vertical (boiler made of light

plate and stayed?
Answer.—Heavy plates greatly retard

the transmission of heat from the fire

to the water.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
A Record of Prices Current on Raw, Semi - finished, and Finished Materials

Entering Into the Manufacture and Operation of Power Plant Equipment

BOILER TUBES
Seam- Lap-

Size less welded

1 in $25 00 $

1% in 27 00
lyo in 28 00 26 00

1% in 30 00 26 00

2 in 30 OO 26 OO

214 in 33 00 28 OiO

2V2 in 40 00 32 00
3' in 46 00 3« 00

3^4 in 45 00
Si/.j in 56 00 42 00

4 in 70 00 S4 00

Prices per 100 feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

PLATES
Montreal Toronto

Plates, % to 1/2 in... $4 SO $4 50

Tank plates, 3-16 in. 4 »0 4 90

WROUGHT PIPE
Effective Jan. 7, W18.

Standard Buttweld.

Black Galvanized

Size. Per 100 feet

14 in $ 6 00 $ 8 00
1,' in 4 68 6 81

% in 4 68 6 81

U, in 6 21 7 78

% in 7 82 9 95

1 in 11 56 14 71

11/ in 15 64 19 90

ly, in 18 7.0 23 76

2 in 25 16 32 01

2y„ in 40 37 51 19

3
"

in &2 719 66 94

31;, - in 67 16 84 18

4 in 79 67 99 74

Standard Lapweld

2 in $38 81 $35 34

2y, in 42 12 5.2 36

3 in 55 08 68 47

3y„ in 69 00 86 94

4 in 81 75 103 00

414 in 00 11« 00

5 in 108 00 137 00

6 in 140 00 178 00

7 in' 1®3 00 232 OO

gL in 1,93 00 244 00

S rn 222 00 281 00

9 in 2166 00 366 OO

ioL in 24«' 00 312 00

10 in 317 00 402 00

Prices—^Ontario, Queibec and
Maritime Provinces

WROUGHT NIPPLES
4" and under, 60%.
4y2" and larger. 50%.
4" and under, running thread.

30'/...
,,, ,

Standard couplings. 4 and
under, iO%.
4%' and larger, 20".

IRON PIPE FITTINGS

Malleable fittings, olasis A, 20%
on list; class B and C. net list.

Cast iron fittings, 2&% off list.

Mallealble bushings, 25 and 7%%

;

cast busihings, 25% ; unions, 45%

;

pluus, 20% off list. Net prices mal-
leable fittings ; C1.1SS B black. 24y2C

lb. ; Class C black, lS>%c lb. ; gal-

vanized. Class B, 34c lb. ; Class C,

241/.C lb. F.O.B. Toronto.

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING
At mill list plus 6%
At warehouse list plus 25%
Discounts off new list. Warehoiise

price at Montreal and Toronto

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL
Per lb. to Large Buyers Cents

Iron bars, base, Toronto 4 25

Steel bars, base, Toronto 4 25

Steel bar«, 2" to 4" base.... 5 BO

Steel bars, base, Montreal... 3 75

Best grades 1'5%

Iron bars, base. Montreal.... 3 7i5

Reinforcing bars, base 4 50

Small ebaipes 6 75

SHEETS
Mont.

Siheets, Black, No. 28.. $6 55
Sheets, Black, No. 10. . 5 li5

Canada plates, dull, 52
sihtets 8 50

Canada plates, a 1

1

bright 8 50
Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized
Queen's Head, 28
B.W.G

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.G.
Gorbal's Best, No. 28.
Oolbome Crown, No.
28

Premier, No. 28 U.S
Premier, 10% oz

Tor'to
$ti 00
5 45

8 00

7 50
7 80

PROOF COIL CHAIN
B

1^ in $14 35
5-16 in

.

13 95

% in 13 60
7-l« in 12 90
1/2 in 13 20
9-16 in 12 70

% in 12 50

% in 12 40

% in 12 90
1 in 12 65
Extra for B.B. chain 1 20
Extra for B.B.B. Chain 1 80

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

% in. $13 00
3-l« in 12 50

Vi in 11 75
5-16 in 11 40
% i.n 11 00
7-16 in 10 60
V2 in 10 40

% in 10 00
% in 9 90

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS
Per Cent.

Great Western, American 50
Kearney & Foot, Arcade ... 50
J. Barton Smttih, Eagle 50
McClelland, Glolbe &0
Whitman & Barnes 60
Blaok Diamond! 37
Delta Files 37%
Nicholson 37 V2

Globe 60
Vulcan 60
Disston 50
P.H. and Imperial 60

OILS AND COMPOUNDS
Castor oil, per lb

Royalite, per gal., bulk 19%
Palacine 22%
Maclhine oil, per gal 27%
Black oil, per gal 16

Cylinder oil. Capital 58
Cylinder oil. Acme 39%
Standard cutting compound
per lb 06

Lard oil, per gal 2 60
Union thread cutting oil anti-

septic 88
Acme cutting oil, antiseptic. 37%
Imiperial quenching oil 89%
Petroleum fuel oil lO^

BELTING—NO. 1 OAK TANNED
Extra heavy, single and doulble 80%
Standard 30, 10%
Cut leather lacing. No. 1 $2 20

Leather in sides 1 75

COAL AND COKE
Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsville Foundry Coke .

.

Steam Lump Coal
Best Slack

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto.

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws ....... 35
Stove bolts 65
Plate washers list plus 20
Ma<;hine bolts, 7-16 and over 40
Machine bolts, % and less .. 40
Blank bolts 25
Bolt enas 2i5

Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., steel 27%
Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd., steel 10
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., brass net
Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd., brass net
Nuts, square, blank add $0 75
Nuts, square, tapped add 1 00
Nuts, hex., blank add 1 00
Nuts, hex., tapped add 1 25
Copper rivets and burrs, list

less 15
Burrs only, list plus 25
Iron rivets and burrs ...40c 05
Boiler rivets, base %" and

larger $8 60
Structural rivets, as above. . 8 40
Wood screws, flat, bright. ... 76
Wood screws. O.&R.. bright. 77Vj
Wood screws, flat, brass 55
Wood screws, O.&R.. brass... 55%
Wood screws, flat, bronze.... 50
Wood screws, O.&R., bronze. 47%

MISCELLANEOUS
Solder, strictly 34
Solder, guaranteed 39
Babbitt metals 18 to 70
Soldering coppers, 3 to 6 lbs. 68
Putty, lOO-lb. drums 6 75
White lead, pure, cwt. 17 80
Red dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,

per cwt 16 50
Glue, English 3S
Gasoline, per gal., bulk 33
Benzine, per gal., bulk.... 30^2
Pure turpentine, single bbls.,

gal 1 03

Linseed oil, raw, single bbls. 1 95
Linseed oil, boiled, single

bbls 1 98
Lead wool, per lb 15

Plumbers' oakum, per cwt 9 00
Sandpaper, B. & A. ..list plus 20
Emei-y Cloth list plus 20
Sal Soda 03%
Sulphur, rolls 05
Sulphur, commercial 04 '-j

Rosin "D," per lb 03
Rosin "G," per lb 03%
Borax crystal and granula. 14
Wood alcohol, per gallon.... 1 80
Whiting, plain, per 100 lbs. . 2 20

COPPER PRODUCTS
Montreal Toronto

Bars, % to 2 in $42 50 $48 00
Plain sheets, base 16

oz. and heavier. . . 4fi OO 44 00
Copper sfheet, tinned

14 X 60 in., 14 oz.. . 48 00 48 00
Copper sheet, plan-

isihed, base 16 oz.

and heavier 46 00 45 00
Braziers' in. sheets,

6x4 base 46 00 44 00
Tubing T.P.S., base
% in. up to 3 in.. 60 00 60 00
Above prices are full sheets and

bars. Cut siheets and bars are 6c

per lb. higher.

BRASS PRODUCTS.
Warehouse price.

Brass rods, base %" to 1" rd. .$0 34

Sheets, 24 oz. and heavier base 42

Brass tubing, seamless 46

Tubing, I.P.S., 1" base 4S

POLISHED DRILL ROD.
Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto Net

RUBBER BELTING.
Standard 10%
extra.

WASTE.
White Cents per lb.

XXX Extra 19%
Peerless 19
Grand ig
Superior ig
X L C B ; 17
Atlas 17
X Empire 1.5%
Ideal 16
X press 14

Colored

Lion 16
Standard 18%
No. 1
Popular 12
Keen 10%

Wool Packing
Arrow 25
Axle 20
Anvil 15
Anchor n

Washed Wipers.
Select White 11
Mixed colored 10
Dark colored 09
Hiis list subject to trade discount

for quantity.

MILLED PRODUCTS.
Per cent.

Set screws 50
Sq. & Hex., Head Cap Screws 45
Rd. & Fil. Head Cap Screws 20
Flat & But. Hd. Cap Screws

plus 10
Fin. & Semi-fin. nuts vip to

1 in 45
Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over

1 in., up to 1% in 40
Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over
1% in., up to 2 in 36

Studs 30
Taper pins BO
Coupling bolts, pins U)
Planer head bolts, w+thout

fillets list pins 10
Planer head bolts, with fillet

list plus 10 and 10
Planer head bolt nuts, same

as finished nuts.
Planer bolt washers net
Hollow set screws .... list plus 20
Collar screws. .. .list plus 20. 30
Thumb screws •. 40
Thumb nuts T5
Patch bolts add 20
Cold pressed nuts to 1% in.

add 1 00
Cold pressed nuts over 1%

in add ! 00

METALS
Montreal Toronto

Lake copiper 522 00 $21 00
Electro copper 21 00 20 75
Castings, copper 21 00 18 00
Tin

55

00 56 00
Spelter 9 25 8 BO
Lead 7 25 «B0
Antimony 9 50 9 60
Aluminum 36 00 35 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

ROPES AND PACKING

Packing, sqvare braided $0 89
Packing, No. 1 Italian 44
Packing. No. 2 lulian • M
Pure Manila rope S7
Transmission rope. Manila.... • 43

Drilling cables. Manila #89

LEAD SHEETS
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, 3 lbs. sq. ft.,

lb $12 00 $13 2i

Sheets. 3ii lbs 12 00 IS S6

Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs IS 00 12 B«

Cut sheets. %c per lb. extra.

Cuts sheets to size. Ic per lb.
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Hoisting with the YALE Spur-

geared Chain Block is Safe,

Speedy, Sure

The Yale Spur-geared
Block

The peace of mind,

speed and ease of oper-

ation, and reliability-

all naturally result when
using YALE.

The most convincing

argument is the Block

itself.

From Hook to Hook,

A Line of Steel.

For Sale by Machinery

Supply Houses.

Send for catalog.

For factory locking equipment use
a Yale Master-Key System.

Write for particulars.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited
Halifax St. John Quebec |Montreal Ottawa Toronto

Hamilton Windsor Winnipeg Saskatoon Calgary
Vancouver Victoria
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Worth-While Information From Many Points

The number of German airplanes de-

stroyed by the French aviators and the

members of the Lafayette escadrille for

the ten months ending October, 1917,

was one hundred and twenty over the

French lines, and three humdred and
ninety-seven over the German lines

—

all total wrecks.

* * •

Shoe soles with metal coverings were
made by Germans during the war

—

leather, cardboard, or wooden soles cov-

ered with aluminum or iron, not more
than 0.01 mm. thick. The weight was
the same, but they lost flexibility, be-

came more solid and quite water-tight.

* * *

An English scientist declares that in-

somnia may be cured by removing excess

moisture from the lungs. To put his

theory into practice, he has devised a

small machine for supplying warm, dry,

filtered air, which the patient then

breathes through a nose tube secured to

the head with tape. The process is said

not to be uncomfortable.

* * *

Saving controller contacts from dam-

age by arcing is the object of a Eur-

opean inventor. In series with the con-

tacts he connects hot-cathode rectifier

tubes, whose heating circuit is broken

by the switch arm in advance of the

main circuit. The momentary interrup-

tion of the current prevents any arc for-

mation.
* * *

The hardness of water is usually ex-

pressed in degrees, one degree being

equivalent to a solution of one part by
weight by carbonate of lime or other

hardening salts to one hundred thousand

parts of water. Wells generally contain

ithe hardest water, 35 degrees of hard-

ness being common. With water of one

degree of hardness, the water contained

in a single big tender would deposit 15

libs, of mud or scale-making- sediment.

» * *

A jackshaft or conveyor, if driven by

a belt, may give a warning of its own

stoppage by the use of an electric-bell

wire with push button, and over it a

piece of slat, held up by a spring. Place

these so that if the belt comes off, part

of its weight comes onto the slat, thus

depressing the push button and closing

the circuit. This may be used with

either horizontal, vertical, or inclined

belts, provided the surroundings permit

the installation of wires and push-button

support at suitable points. More than

or.3 bell may be wired up, each with its

own circuit and its own push button be-

neath the slat, or several buttons may
be connected through the signal lights

to the same bell.

* * *

Enquiry has been made recently as to

the possibility of the Mahwa tree, a

native of the warmer parts of India and
Burma, being cultivated in Europe. The
reason of the enquiry is not a wish to

introduce a tropical plant as a curiosity,

but because the tree bears a flower which
produces 90 gallons of 95 per cent, al-

cohol per ton.

* * •

A chimney has been built in the United
States at Cleveland, for the Cleveland

Electric Illuminating Company. The
chimney, which is 16.3 feet high, is on

top of the power house. The chimney at

the top is 20 feet internal diameter, and

the thickness of the wall is 10 inches,

while at the bottom tbe thickness is 20

^nohes and the outside diameter is 43

feet. The weight of the whole structure

IS 1,200 tons, and this is supported cn a

concrete stage, having 12 legs reaching

down through the building. The height

of the stage above the basement in 105

feet.

* * *

The total number of electricity gener-

ating establishments in the United States

in 1917 was 6,541, 4.224 being private

and 2,317 municipal undertakings. The
total primary power in 1917 amounted to

nearly 13,000.000 horsepower—an in-

crease of 70.8 per cent, as compared with

1912. Of this power about two-thirds

was derived from steam and abou': one-

third from water, the slight surplus be-

ing obtained from internal combustion

engines. The total dvnamo canacity in

1917 was, roughly, 9.000,000 kilowatts,

74.3 per cent, more than in 1912; while

the output of energy aggregated 25,500,-

000 kilowa't-hours, an increase of 119.9

per cent, for tho period 1907-12. It is

stated, incidentally, that incandescent

electric lamps are rapidly exceeding arc

lamps for street lighting.

* * •

The engineer surveyor-in-chief to the

British Board of Trade, in making a re-

port on the explosion of a tube in a

Babcock and Wilcox water tube boiler

found that the "tube failed in the ordin-

ary course of working, apparently

through de'erioration throu<rh long us-

asre, it being one of the orieinal tubes

fitted in the boiler some twenty-two

years aeo. It would probably have been

very difficult to have detected the de-

fective condition of this tube before it

burst, but in view of what has now hap-

pened the condition of the material of

the remaining tubes should be ascertain-

ed by withdrawing some of them for a
bending test.

* * *

Careful experiments as to the

permeability of concrete have dis-

closed the fact that for heads up to 24
feet, it is impermeable for oils of low
gravity. Concrete tanks for fuel storage

have been built without any special pre-

caution beyond the washing of the con-

crete with a rich cement mortar im-
mediately after the removal of the forms.

In some cases a solution of sodium sili-

cate or water glass has been used.

* * *

The use of reinforced concrete for the

repair of masonry bridges, which
through age, excessive traffic or

other causes, have decayed or been

damaged, is now recognized by
engineers in England as a very

effective method and one which dispenses

with the necessity - of relbuUiding. A
number of England's highway bridges

that for various reasons would have

needed reconstruction have been made
good by the employment of reinforced

concrete.

*

That the aeroplane engine is not above

ordinary humdrum work is shown by the

fact that one has recently been ins' ailed

in a London factory as a stand-by power
unit. It bums gas instead of petrol and

the cooling water is circulated through

a common cast iron radiator. It is an
eight-cylinder engine, surplus from the

war, and at the aerial rate of living

would develop 200 horsepower, but has

been rated at 75 horsepower on earth to

give it a reasonable length of life. The
.^pace occupied by the engine is only

S ft. by 5 ft., bv 5 ft. high, while its

weight is about 800 lbs.

• *

At Portland, Oregon, a gas container

70 feet in diameter and 75 feet high,

weighing 300 tons, was moved a dis-

tance of three miles. First, it was raised

15 feet and loaded on rollers. Then it

was moved four blocks through the city

streets and lowered 28 feet to a dock,

whence it was moved upon a pair of

barges. The barges vi'ere towed three

miles to a shipbuilding plant, where the

tank was unloaded and raised 26 feet,

moved across newly-filled ground for a

distance of 2,000 feet, crossing a rail-

road track and placed on its new founda-

tion. It took 71 days to complete the

work.
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TRADE GOSSIP
To Manufacture Fish Leather.—An

American firm has been looking over

the ground in Kingston, Jamaica, with

a view to establishing a tannery for fish

hides. The skins used would be those of

sharks and other non-scaly fish.

Mjor A. G. Hutter has taken up the

management of the Montreal office of the

firm of Wonham Bates & Goode, Inc.,

New York and London, exporters and
importers. Previous to going overseas

Major Nutter was connected with Mus-
sens, Ltd.

Railway Shop Busy. — The Leaside

shops of the Canadian National Railway
are pretty busy these days. There are

about twenty locomotives in the shops

for repairs besides several coaches.

About 300 men are employed at present,

and skilled mechanics are being taken on

daily.

May Purchase Towers.—It is reported

that the Nova Scotia Steel and Coal

Company have started negotiations for

the purchase of the coaling towers at

the Halifax terminals, now the property

of the British Ministry of Shipping, and
also for the purchase of a large supply

of coal now on the piers.

New Cable Line.—As a result of the

long-felt dissatisfaction with the Pacific

cable service between the U. S. and
Japan, a group of Japanese business men
are floating a company with a capital

of about $25,000,000 for laying a new
cable line. American capital will likely

be enlisted as well as Japanese.

Motion to Wind Up.—A number of the

shareholders of the Imperial Steel &
Wire Company having made an applica-

tion for the winding up of the company,
Mr. Justice Kelly has adjourned the ap-
plication to September 11th. In the

meantime he has appointed Mr. G. T.

Clarkson to make an examination into

the affairs of the company.

Kingston Wants Elevators.—Kingston
is going to make a bid to be the grain

transhipment port in place of Port Col-

bome. The city council is going to urge
the Dominion Government to build large
elevators there. They point out that it

will take two years to rebuild the eleva-

tor at Port Colborne and by that time
the Welland Canal will be finished and
Kingston will be the logical point for the

steamers to bring their grain cargoes.

The Green Engineering Co., Chicago,
announce that the firm of Bull <k Swens-
parger have been appointed as their sales

representatives in Chicago and northern
Illinois territory. They will take charge
of the Chicago office of the company
on August 1. Mr. E. H. Bull has been
connected with the Green Engineering
Co. as an engineer for the past seven
years. Mr. D. A. Swensparger has been
a member of their sales force for the past
nine years.

Halifax, N.S.—The Public Utilities

Commission has granted the Nova Sco-

tia Tramways & Power Co. permission to

issue i$2,000/)00 in notes. The company
contemplates extensions and improve-

men.s this year to its tramway lines, in-

volving an expenditure of about $1,000,-

000. The proposed work will include the

installation of new equipment in power
house, extensions of lines, the purchase

of new cars, etc.

St. Raphael, Que.—Plans have been

completed by Gauvin and Lessard,

engineers, 14 Cote de la Montagne, Que.,

for a water power development at St.

Raphael for La Corporation Electrique

de Montmagny. The engineers, it is re-

ported, would like to receive prices on
equipment for proposed plant, including

two waterwheels with a rating of 1,100

h.p. each; head 245 feet. Also for two
generators, exciters, switchboards, pen-

stock, 8,020 ft. long, one headgate and
construction of 3-phase, 55,000 volt trans-

mission line, 16 miles long.

Trade Commissioner's Views.—The
Canadian Trade Commissioner from Man-
chester, England, has been visiting To-

ronto, and has some interesting things to

say anent the prospect of trade with

Great Britain. He states there will be a

good market for Canadian manufactured
goods and raw materials in the Old

Country for the next three or four years,

and gave instances of orders recently

placed by English firms in Canada. He
mentioned a half million dollar order for

confectionery placed by a Manchester
firm in Canada, besides huge orders for

rivets, wire nails and wire. There is a

shortage of three-quarter million homes

in Great Britain, and enormous quanti-

ties of windows and doors would be re-

quired.

BOILERS FOR SALE
ALL IN EXCEPTIONALLY GOOD CONDITION
—17 Atlas Horizontal Tubular Boilers (Bab-

cock & Wilcox), 60 inch by 16 feet, with Jones
Underfeed Stokers : Boilers lying at Kitchener.

1 350-H.P. Erie City Boiler. 4 250-H.P. Scotch

Marine Boilers with wet heads, now lying at

Wallaceburg plant.

Dominion Sugar Co., Limited - Chatham, Ontari

The J. C. Wilson Mfg. Co., Limited
BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO

Mechanical Engineers, Pattern Makers, Founders
and Machinists. We build complete Hydraulic
Turbine E<iuipment, Fliunes, Head G<ates, Racks.

Waste Gates and Winches. Waiter Wheel Gorer-
nore. Gearing, Pulleys and Shafting.

Makers of the "Little Giant" Turbine.

Put your water wheel proposition up to u»

THREE STEAM TRAPS
FOR COST OF ONE!

There is no more excuse for using high-priced, cum-
bersome, leaky, inefficient traps of the bucket or lloat
typo than there is for obsolete, time-wasting mechanical
equipment in your plant.

The Steam Trap Sarco costs about one-
third the price of other traps and is a distinct
advance in steam trap design.

When condensation gathers, the expansion
element opens the valve automatically, allow-
ing the water to run off. And the minute the
moisture drains off the valve closes. No
waste of steam.

Steam TrapSARCO
has only one moving part—no levers, gauges, packing,
stuffing boxes, etc, nothing to adjust or get out of order'.

And on account of its smallness you can install the
Sarco in limited space wliere ordinary traps wouldn't
fit on account of their size. Does away with digging a
pit or building a i^Iatform.

Guaranteed for any given pressure up to ZM lbs.

Hundreds of thousands in use.

A thirty days' Free Trial of the Sarco will give
you new ideas of steam trap efficiency. No obliga-
tion. Write to-day: also ask for Booklet "J."

SARCO COMPANY, INC.
234 Broadway - - New York City
Ellicott Square, Buffalo Majestic Building, Detroit
Monadnock Block, Chicago Drexel BIdg., Phildelphia

and representatives in all principal cities
Canada: Peacock Bros., Montreal

Western Association of Mechanical
and Electrical Engineers

Edmonton District Loop No. 5

This Association would be pleased to re-

ceive correspondence from any engineers
who would like to associate with us with a
view of getting better conditions for the

craft in general. We would also be pleased

to have communications from any other
society or societies of engineers who are
endeavoring to secure these conditions.

Address all communications to

The Secretary,
Western Association of Mechanical and

Electrical Engineers.

P.O. Box 991, Edmonton, Alberta, Oan.Td.-i.
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Scene in the Haley Mill Showing Goodyear Extra Pou'er Belting in Use.

Another Convert
HALEY & SON,

Lumber Merchants
Gentlemen :

—

We want to tell you about the Goodyear Extra Power Rubber
Belting we bought for our new mill two years ago and what great

satisfaction this Belting has given us. As you are aware, we bought
this kind of belting from you for the equipment of our mill through-
out, even to planers and matchers. We were skeptical at the time

about using this belting on our matchers, especially on the side

heads, as that is a very trying place for any kind of a belt. We
concluded we would try your rubber belting, as we thought then as

a makeshift. Now it has been something over two years since we
belted up our matchers with your belting and the original belts are

yet on these machines and still giving good service. We thought
where this belting of yours had proved so eminently satisfactory

that we should tell you just as we thought about it and you know we
are giving you this testimonial of Goodyear Extra Power Rubber
Belting entirely at our own initiative.

Yours truly,

HALEY & SON.
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Almost Unbelievable

Power-Saving and Economy
Time and again we have

found purchasers of Good-
year Extra Power Belting

openly skeptical that it

would live up to our prom-

ises.

Time and again they have

told us not only of lower belt-

ing costs, but also of increas-

ed and faster production,

time and power saved.

To-day there is no reason

for any plant to buy belting

on promises.

On file in our office are

letters which enable you to

buy belting by proof.

Records of Goodyear Belt-

ing performance.

Records of extreme long-

life, which means economy.

Records of pulley-grip-

ping, n o n - s 1 i p qualities

which save power.

Records of work under

strenuous conditions of heat,

cold, damp, acids.

Records of strength and
flexibility.

Records which prove that

without Goodyear Extra

Power Belting enough power
is wasted in Canada every

year by poor belts to pay a

big dividend on Industry's

capital.

Some of this power is being wasted

in your plant. Better belting, scien-

tifically applied, will save you
money. Without obligation to you,

a belting man, trained by Goodyear,

will call and make a record of your

needs and experiences. Our recom-

mendation will come from en-

gineers who fit belts to conditions.

Phone, wire or write the nearest

branch.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

of Canada, Limited
Branches : Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal
Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, London, Winnipeg

Regina, Calgary, Edmonton, Vancouver
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Better Service

that give

Longer Service

THE SMART-TURNER MACHINE CO., Limited

Hamilton, Canada

NATIONAL
Boiler Girth

Seam
Protector

Guaranteed for one
year. We make pro-
tectors for patches
and all styles of

boilers. For fnll

particulars, write

—

National Boiler

Protector Co.
Room 24

Lombard Building

TORONTO
Main 2623

Protection means longer life

and greater efficiency
If your Boiler is not Fire-cracked it eventually will

be. Prevent this by putting on a National Boiler
Protector. You will save cost in repairs and pro-
long life of the boiler. All new boilers should be
protected. If your girth seam is giving you trouble
at the present time, have the seam caulked up.
attach one of these protectors and the seam will

remain absolutely dry thereafter.

FEDERAL
ENGINEERING CO.

LTD.
172 JOHN ST
TORONTO

VICTORIA FOUNDRY COMPANY, LIMITED
Engineer Machine and Foundry Contractors

OTTAWA, CANADA
Special Castings Forgings

Pumps, Hoists, Valves, Boiler Fronts, Grate Bars.

Send Blueprints for Quotations. Write for our latest catalogue.

Patterns Machine Work

The Simplest and Best Cleaner on the market is

PILLEY'S
Combination Fine Bnish and Scraper.

Guaranteed not to break or the wires to pull out or lay over.
A simple turn of the hand adjusts it to the tube, and the brush
removes what the scraper loosens.

For sale by leadinr Canadian jobbers,

Mannfactnred by

PILLEY PACKING AND FLUE BRUSH MFG. CO.
623 South Third Street - - • St. Louis, Mo.

Eastern Office: 71 Pulton St. New York.

The Ladd Water Tube Boilers are designed

throughout to withstand heavy firing.

Built in any size and for any of the many
methods of firing.

Our catalogue will interest you.

GEORGE T. LADD COMPANY
Farmers Bank Building

PITTSBURGH - - PENN., U.S.A.

DARLING BROTHERS, LIMITED
Engineer a, Manufacturers and Founders

120 Prince Street, MONTREAL, P. Q.

Pumps for any Service—Steam Appliances—
Freight Elevators— Webster Vacuum
Heating System.

REMEMBER
Power House Subscription Price

is still only $1.00 per year.

Tell the other fellow.
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Catalogues Sent On Request

Feed Water

^ Heaters

Hot Water

Generators

Power
Pumps

& CADY COMPANY, INCORPORATED, HARTFORD, CONPT

THE CANADIAN FAlRBAPIICS-MOaSE COMPA^fY/ LIMIT
tif>lsf»A, St. John. Qxiebcc, MontrMi, Ottow*. Toronto, H*miHon, Wirwlaor, WinnJprg, Sackatoon, Calcary, V«nc»Uv*r, Vict*rio

HOMESTEAD

Three- Way
Pattern

Quarter-
Turn
Valves

Economy !

Efficiency!

Safety!

The efficient service Homestead Valves give, proves
the superiority of plug cock valves over other types.
Homestead Valves combine direct and unrestrained
flow with simplicity and ease of operation.

Every Homestead Valve saves its own cost shortly
after irstallation by eliminating wastes and leakages.
This is an economical feature of Homestead Valves
worth considering.

The harder the service, the more the safety of Home-
stead Valves is appreciated. Easily stand greater
pressure than that for which they are recommended.

HOMESTEAD VALVE MFG. CO.
HOMESTEAD, PA.

Automatic
Feed Water Regulator
The "Vigilant" keeps water within
Vi" of middle gauge regardless of
load or firing.

Years of service test has proved
it the utmost in reliability and
efficiency.

Catalogue presents many points of
interest. May we send you a copy?

The CHAPLIN-FULTON MFG., CO.

28 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, Penn.

imSS steam trap
FOR HIGH OR LOW PRESSURE.

Steam can't blow through. They have
large discharge valves and cannot be
flooded from sudden flushes of water.

MAY WE SEND ONE FOR TRIAL?

Reducing Valves, Pump Governors,
Relief Valves, Exhaust Pipe Heads,

Ejectors and Steam Separators.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
THE GARTH COMPANY

S6 Craic Street MONTREAL. CAN.
WATSON & McDANIEL CO.

Ne. 14« N. 7th Street. PHILADELPHIA. Pa.
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Structural

Steel

and

Steel Plate

Work

of every

Description

Penstocks

Thimbles

Draft Tubes

Wheel Cases

Racks

Steel Gates

Gate Steelwork

Power House

Steelwork

MacKinnon
Steel Co.

I-imited

Write for prices.

PROMPT
DELIVERIES

Sherbrooke, Que.
Montreal Office:

404 New Birks Building

"SAFETY FIRST"

ALL-WAY
RAILROAD

OILERS
are the latest word in their

line.

The flexible spout makes it

possible to oil all places with

one "ALL-WAY" whereas
previously they could only

be reached with force pump
cans with specially bent
spouts.

Lubricating bearings with the old

straight spout oiler often brought
the engineer's hands and arms
very close to the danger of rapidly
revolving gears and flywheels.

With the "ALL-WAY" the bending
of the spout removes this danger.

Sizes No. 4, 1 pint—10 in. spout.

11 in. spout.

Flexible spouts cJn be furnished for any kind of

oiler. If your dealer cannot supply you write us.

We also manufacture the well-known "All-Way" Oil Can

—

saves you 50% of your oil bill.

THE ALL-WAY OILER MFG. COMPANY
196 KING STREET WEST - TORONTO, ONTARIO

No. 5, 1 quart-

BOBLODG

[

UNION MADE
OVERALLS
SHIRTS & GLOVES

R.C.LONG eCO* LIMITED
TORONTO CANADA 1

SPECIAL NOTICE

Are you a

regular subscriber

to Power House
9

If not, or if your subscription

is about to expire, you'd better

send along vour subscription

TO-DAY.
'

The price of ONE DOLLAR
per year will not remain good

much longer. So

—

Subscribe To-day
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POWER HOUSE BUYERS' DIRECTORY
If what you want is not listed here write us, and we will tell you where to get it. Let us siiggest that you consult

also the advertisers' in<Jex facing the insdde back cover, after having secured advertisers' names from this directory

The information you desire may be found in the advertising pages. This department is maintained for the benefit

and convenience of our readers. The insertion of our adverbisers' names under proper headings is gladly undertaken,

but does not become part of an advertising contract.

Jltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllll^

AIR COCKS
Limkenheimer Co.. Cincinnali. O.
Jad. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. AVinJaor, Oni.

AIR VALVE3
]aa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samla. Ont.

ALLOYS. BRASS AND COPPER
Elmpdre Ufg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont.
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerrille, Ont.

AMMETERS
Canadian Faii1}anks-<Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johiw-iManTille Co.. Toronto, Ont.

AMMONIA VALVES AND FITTINGS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd. Montreai.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Homestead VaUe .Mfg. Co., PitUbut»h, Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

AMMONIA PURIFIERS
Frick Co., Wajnesbo-o, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, P«

AMMONIA TANKS
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont.

ARCHES. COMBUSTION CHAMBER
Canadian Fairbanks-Mnne Co., Ltd. Mootieal.

ASH CARRYING SYSTEMS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Watcroua Engine Works Co.. Braji'lford, OnU

ASBESTOS SPECIALTIES
Durabla Mfg. Co., New York, N.Y.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont

ASBESTOS PACKED COCKS
Pratt & Cady Co., Inc., Hartford, Conn.

AUTOMATIC ICE RECORDING DOORS
AND CHUTES
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Ha«erstown. .Md.

BABBITT AND ANTI-FRICTION METAL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal.
Hoyt Metal Co., Toronto.
•Macnolia Metal Ce. Montreal.

BALLCOCKS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.

BATTERIES AND ACCESSORIES
Can. H. W. Johns^Manrille Co.. Toronto. Ont,

BEARINGS
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, BelleTille.

BEARINGS. BRASS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont
Kerr Engine Co., WalkervUle, Ont.

BELT CEMENT
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Qraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELLS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont
BELT CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

BELT DRESSING
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Dominion Belting Co., Hamilton, Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Oraton &. Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELT LACING, LEATHER
D, K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELT TIGHTENERS
Waterous Enirine Works Co., Brantford, Ont.

BELT PULLEYS
Waterons Engine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont.
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

BELTING, BALATA
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Federal Engineering Co., Toronto, Ont

BELTING, CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Canada.

BEL-nNG, SILENT CHAIN
Morse Chain Co., ItUea, N.T.
BELTING, CONVEYOR
Can. Consol. Rubber Co., Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING, LINK
Graton & Knight Mfg^ Co., Montreal.
Waterniia Enelne Works Co., Brantford, Ont

BELTING. LEATHER
Bond Engineering Works, Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Fairt/anks-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Oratnn & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
D. K. MoLaren Ltd.. Montreal.

BELTING, RUBBER
Can. H. W. Jrttins-iManTflle Co., Toronto. Ont
f^nr\ rnTi<!o1. Rifbber Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
D. K. MacLaren. Ltd.. Montreal, Qne.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.

BELTING, STITCHED COTTON DUCK
Dominion Belting Co.. Hamilton. (Jnt

BELTING, STITCHED COTTON
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

BELTING, SOLID WOVEN
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Federal Engmeering Co., Toronto. Ont

BIBS, COMPRESSION
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont,

BINS, COAL, COKE AND ORE
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal,
'Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

BLOWERS
The Masom Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian Pairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. MonireaL
Carting Turbine Blower Co., Worcester, Ma-ss.
Ooppus Eng. & Equip. Co., Worcester, Mass.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que,
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

BLOWERS, CENTRIFUGAL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS, FANS
He Masoo Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS, FORCED DRAFT
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS. MECHANICAL SOOT
Diamond Specialty Co., Windsor, Ont
BLOWERS. POWER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BOILER BAFFLE WALLS
Jotntleos Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

BLOWERS, TURBINES
Tlie Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester. Mass.

BOILER COVERING
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

BOILER COMPOUNDS
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont.
Metlskln Mfg. Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Shell-Bar. Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto. Ont

BOILER FRONTS
Victoria Foundry Co, Ltd., Ottawa.

BOILER SKIMMERS
Yaraall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER REGULATORS
Tlie Masoo Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.

BOILER COMPOUND FEEDERS
Canadian Fairbanks-^otse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

BOILER FEED PUMPS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Stean Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont.
Toppus TCne. & Equipment Co., Woroeeter, Mass.
Can. AUls-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fairt>anks-iMorse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto, Ont.
Darling Bms. . Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Ooldie & McOullooh Co., Qalt
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
.^trnart-Tiimer Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

BOILER FITTINGS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont.

BOILER FEED REGULATORS
Canadian Fairhanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal.

BOILER MOUNTINGS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Faitljanks-Morae Co., LM. , Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal, Cue.
Umpire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Goldie & McOullooh Co.. Gait
Inslis Co.. The John. Toronto. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.
Mason RpBulatnr & Kngineerlne Co.. Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Braiw Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

BOILER PRESERVA'nVES
Johni-Pratt Co., The. Hartford. Conn.
Metlskin Co.. Inc.. Rochester. N.Y.

BOILER HOUSE ACCFSSORIES
Babcoak & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Defender Automatic RpCTilator Co.. St. Louis, Mo.
Green's E!conomiser. Ltd., Toronto.
Mason Regulator & Fneineerlns Co.. Montreal.
Tamall-Warine Co.. Phnadelnhia, Pa.

BOILER SEAM PROTECTOR
National Boiler Seam Protector Co., Montreal

BOILER SETTINGS
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal.
Gates Refractories, Limited, Montreal.
Jointless Ji'ire iJrlck Co.. Chicago, lU.

BOILERS, HORIZONTAL, RETURN,
TUBULAR AND WATERTUBE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
baucocK 6i Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Goldie & MoCuUoch Co., Qalt
Fries Co., Waynesbcro, Franklin Co.. Pa,
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto. Ont
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,

St. Catharines, Ont.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
Ladd, The Geo. T., Co., PlttM)urgh, Pa.
MacGoTem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
McAvity, T, & Sons, Ltd.. St John, N.B.
Waterous Engine Worl.s Co.. Brantford, Ont

BOILERS, MARINE, LOCOMOTIVE
AND VERTICAL
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Ooldie & MoCulloch Co., Qalt
Inglis Co.. The John, Toronto, Ont
Engineering and Maahine Works of Canada, Ltd,,.

St Catharines, Oat
Montreal General Tool Co., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford. Ont

BOXES, FUSE AND METER
Johns-Pratt Co.. The, Hartford, Conn.

BRASS GOODS
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Einpire Mfg. Co.. London, Ont '

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerrille. Ont I

BRASS FOUNDERS
MoArlty. T., ft 3on«. lytd.. St John, N.B.
D'EMe Co.. JuUan. Boston, Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerrille, Ont
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Saraia, Ont
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont

BRASS SHEETS AND TUBES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont,

BRINE COOLERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York MaDufaeturing Co., York, Pa.

BRINE TANKS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que,
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

BUCKETS, ELEVATOR
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.
BUSHINGS •

Steel Mill Packing Co.. Windsor, Ont
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Om.

BUSHINGS, BRONZE
ESmirfre Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerrille. Ont '

H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia,
CALOFIFIERS
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.

CALORIMETERS
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg, Co., Brooklyn, N.T.
Taylor Instrument Co.. Rochester, N.Y,

CANS, OILY WASTE
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

CANNERS' CONVEYORS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada,
Can. T/ink-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont

CAR LOADERS AND UNLOADERS
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

CAST IRON FITTINGS
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerrille, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
McArity. T., & Sons, lytd., St John, N.B.

CAS-nNGS. ALLOY
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Kerr 'Eneine Co., Walkerrille. Ont
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Saimia.

CASTINGS, BRASS AND IRON
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont.
OoMi.' * McCullooh Co., Gait
Kerr (Engine Co.. Walkerrille, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cineinnati, O.
McArlty. T., * 8nn«. Ltd.. St John, N.B.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,. London, Ont.
Mii(.ll»r Mfe. no.. H.. a«mis Ont
Victoria Foundry Co, Ltd., Ottawa.
r>"-t<.rni'= Pne^ne V^nri^o Cn BrnTitford, Ont
Wilam Mfg. Co., J. C, BelleTille.

CELLAR DRAINERS
Morri'jnn Ttr!i<ic AIf*r. r^n . JaTnp<! Toronto. Ont
Mueller Mfg. Co.. ";T.. Samia. Ont

CEMENT HARDNER & WATERPROOPER
RpvpnVlee Paner Co.. Montreal. Oite.

CEMENT. HIGH TEMPERATURE
RpTpriflee Paner Co., Montreal.
Shell Ttar Boico S'.rvnlv. T,trt . Toronto.
Gates Refractories, Limited. Montreal.
Green's Econom-ser, Ltd., Toronto. '
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CEMENT HANDLING MACHINERY
Jeffrey Ufg. Ca, Montreal, Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. OnU

CliMENT MACHINERi:
Canadian Fairbanlu-Alorse Co., Ltd. MomtiML

Canadian Allia-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Wateious Kngine Works vyo., Brantlord, Ont.

cement; INSULATING, REFRACTORY
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

CHAINS, AGRICULTURAL
ilorse Chain Co., Itliica, N.Y.

CHAINS, AUTOMOBILE ENGINE
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, BICYCLE
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, BLOCK
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
CHAIN DRIVES

Can. I/ink-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Corentr; Chain Co., Uoventir. Englani.
Jeffre; Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Morse Chain Co.. Ithaca. N.l

CHAINS, FOR ELEVATORS AND CONVEY-
ORS

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
CHAIN, MALLEABLE, DETACHABLE AND
RIVETED
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

CHAINS, POWER TRANSMISSION
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, SILENT
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y

CHAINS, SPROCKET WHEEL
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
CHAIN WHEELS
Tbe Mason Reevilator & Kng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., N <.<fMionl, lAaaa.

CHIMNEYS, RADIAL BRICK
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

CHIMNEYS, STEEL
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

CIRCULATING SYSTEMS (LUBRICATING
OIL)

8. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
CLAMPS, PIPE-JOINT

Yamall-Waring Co., PhiIadeIp(bU, Pa.
CHUTES, COAL

Mackiiuiou Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
CLAMPS, MACHINISTS
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
CLEANERS, BOILER TUBE
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., iMontmaL
Bereridge t'aper Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. U. W. Jotms-Manrllle Co., Toronto,
Cole Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Frank Oilman, Birmingham, Eng.
GAilock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Goldle & McOulloch Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Pilley Packing & Flue Brush Mfg. Oa, SL
Louis, Mo.

Tamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

CLOCKS
American Steam Gauge & ValT* Ulg. Oow, Boa-

ton, Mass.
CLOSETS

Ehnpire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Onit
(Mueller Mfg. Co., B., Batnla, Ont.

CLUTCHES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

COAL
Dom. Coal Co., Montreal

COAL AND ASH CO."ETfORS
Ba'bcook & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Muotreal.
Waterous Engine V >rk» Co.. Brantford, Ont

COAL HANDLING MACHINERY
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
.Teffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
MacGoTem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Portable Machinery Go., Inc., Passaic, N.J.
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Enrine Worka Co., Brantford. Ont.

COAL HOLE COVERS
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

COILS
Frick Co., Waynealboro, Fianklln 0».. Pa.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
York Manufacturing Co.. York. Pa.

COLD STORAGE INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
BereridEe Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
COLD STORAGE DOORS AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hageretown, Md.
COMPRESSORS. AIR
.American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Can. Allis-Chambers, ILtd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Inglis Co., The John. Toronto. Ont
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
MaoOovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.
Tavlor Instniroent Co., Rochester, N.Y.
CONDENSERS
Alberger Heater Co.. Buffalo, N.Y.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, OniU
Can. Allis-Chambers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Darling Bros., Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Goldle & McCulloch Co., Gait
t#anrie It Lamb. Montreal.
MacOoTem A Co.. Inc., Montreal, Que.
Wafernus Eneine Works Co.. Brantford

CONDENSERS, AMMONIA AND STEAM
JTrlek Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.

York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Laurie & Lamb, MontreaL
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.
CONDUITS
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
CONDENSATION RECEIVER
Ttue Maaoo Besulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto.
CONDENSER AND SMOKESTACK PAINTS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.

CONNECTIONS, FLANGED
Jefferson Union Co., lexington, Mass.
Dart Union Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont

CONNECTING RODS
J. H. Williams & Co.. Brooklyn, N.Y.

CONTRACTORS' STRUCTURAL STEEL
Canadian Fairtianks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Baboock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

CONVEYORS, PORTABLE
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

CONVEYORS, BELT
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

COOLER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstowa, Md.

COPPER TUBE
Elmpire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont

CORK INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Mootreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
COTTON HOSE
Garlock Packing Co., HamiltOB, Onlt.

COUNTERS
American Steam Gauge ft ValTS Utg. O*., Bos-

ton, Mass.
Schaeffer A Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.Y.

COUPLINGS
Boring HydrauUe & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal. Qae.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
MoArity & Sons. T., St John, N.B.

COUPLING. FRICTION
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont

COUPLINGS, BOILER, FLANGES PIPE,
JOINT PIPE. UNION, STEAM PIPE
Jefferson Union Co., lyoxingtoa. Mass.
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
COUPLINGS. SHAFT
Ooldls A McCuUodi Co., Gait

flRANES, ALL KINDS
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Babcock & WUcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Ck>., Ltd.. Hamilton.

CRANES, ELECTRIC
Vabcock & WUcox, Ltd.. Montreal,
can. Lmk-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont
Umart-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd., HamOton.

CRANES, GANTRY
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

CRANES, HAND POWER
Babcock & WTlcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng., Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., HamDton.

CRANES, LOCOMO'nVE
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont

CRANES, OVERHEAD TRAVELLING
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng., Co., Ltd., Lin<hay, Ont.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES. POST JIB
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.

CRANES, PORTABLE
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont

CRANES, SWING JIB
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

CRANES, WALL
Babcock & WUcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
CRANK AND CROSSHEAD PIN OILERS
Lnnk<>nh<>!mer Co., Cincinnati, O.

CRANK SHAFTS
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
CRIMPS, LEATHER
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
CRUSHING MACHINERY
Canadian Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Canadian Falrt>ank8-.Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
CURB PUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
CYLINDER OIL
E. H. Kellotnr & Co.. New York.
DAMPER REGULATORS
Defender Automatic Regulator Oo., St Louis, Mo.
The Masoo Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock A Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Utd., Montreal. Que.
D'FSste Co.. Julian. Boston, Mass.
Mason Regulator Co.. Boston, Mass.
J«< Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

DISCS. FIBRE
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Qus.
.Inhns-Praft Co.. The. Hart/ord, Conn.

DISCS. LEATHER
Oroi-nn * Knight Mfy. Co.. Moatreal.

niSTII.I.ING APPARATUS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal

Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

DOORS, COLD STORAGE AND FREEZER
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagentawn, >U
DOUBLE PIPE CONDENSERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Mauuiacturing Co., York, Pa.

DRAFT APPARATUS SYSTEMS,
MECHANICAL
The Mason Reeulato- & Eng. Co., Ltd., MontraaL
Green s Economiser. Ltd., Toi-outo.

DRAFT RECORDERS
Jas W. Uays Corp.. .Michigan City. Ind.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis. Mol
DRAFT GAUGES
Sanford Riley Sicker Co., Worcester, Mass.
Defender Automatio Beenlator Co., St Louis, tfa

DRIVES, CHAIN
Can. Liuk-iielt Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

DROP-FORGINCJS
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
DRYING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. MontnaL
DRY CLEANING SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
DYNAMOS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
MacGorem Sc Co., Inc., Mraitreal, Que.

EFFICIENCY ENGINEERING
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., Sherbrooke. Qua.

ECONOMIZERS
Babcock & WUcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

EJECTORS
Lvmkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.

EJECTORS AND SYPHONS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Oml,

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES AND
MACHINERY
Can. H. W. Johns-ManrUIe Co., Toronto, Ont
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Qnt.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Economy Fuse & Utg. Co., Montreal, Que.
MacGorem !c Co., Inc., Montreal, Que,
MacGorem Sc Co., Ina, New York.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
ELEVATORS
Boreridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Qua.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Shei4>rooke, Que.

ELEVATING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morae Co., Ltd.. Mont^eaL
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Qua.
Goldie 4 -McCuUoch Co., Gait.
Jeffrey Jlfg. Co., ilontreal.
Waterous Engine Worts Co., Brantford.
ELEVATORS AND BUCKETS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
Jeffrey Mfg. C!o. , Montreal, Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont

ENAMELWARE
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto,
H. -Mueller .MfK. Co., Saraia, Ont

ENAMELWARE FITTINGS. IRON PIPE
E>mpire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., L<mdon. Ont.

ENDS. ROD AND YOKE
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
ENGINEERS' SUPPLIES
Bereriilge Paper Co., .Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto. Ont
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Kerr Ensine Co., Walkerrille. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co,. Cincinnati, O.
Penberthy Injed or Co., Windsor, Ont
IhR. Morri.«on Brass Mfg. Co. . Toronto.

ENGINES, AUTOMATIC AND DROP
VALVE
Frick Co., Wa^esboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
Waterous Enirinp Works Co.. Brantford.
ENGINES. CORLISS AND ROCKING VALVB
Frick Co.. \Va\-ne8boro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
Goldie & MoCnlloch Co., Gait.
Green's Economizer. Ltd., Toronto.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd..
et. Catharines. Ont
Waterous Et\gine Works Co.. Brantford.
ENGINES. DIESEL
Pan Allis-Chal-ners. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
ENGINES. GAS AND GASOLINE
Boring Hydraulic A Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
MacGorem A Co.. Inc.. Montreal, Qn«.
Rmart-Ti-mer Msrhin» Po.. Ltd . Hamlltnn.

ENGINES. GASOLINE STATIONARY
Sterling Engine Co.. Buffalo. NT.

ENGIXF.S: GASOLINE FOR PUMP AND
EMERGENCY GENERATOR DRIVES
Sterling Engine Co., Bviffalo. N Y.
ENGINES. STEAM
The Majum Regulator A Eng. Oo.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Can Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Goldie A McCulloch Co., Gait
Ii>gli« Co., The John. Toronto. Ont
T.aurie A L«mb, Montreal.
MacGorem A <5o.. Inc.. Montreal. Que.
Montreal General Tool Co.. Montreal. 0*si
Waterous Engine Works Co., SraatfoiC
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The Secret of the Strikes
Most Canadians are zisking "What is the cause of the 'Great Unrest' "? Is it the fault

of labor—or of capital?—or is it the result of German propaganda? Do you know of

the real reason for the labor disturbances in Canada, and elsewhere? Are YOU thor-

oughly familiar with the ins-and-outs of the plans which threaten a world-wide "tie-up?"

This is something that should be understood by every Canadian. And every Canadian
should read "The Secret of the Strikes," by Lieut.-Colonel J. B. Maclean in the August
issue of MacLean's Magazine. It is brimful of startling and authoritative information
regarding this great problem. Read it carefully. It starts on page 33, August Mac-
Lean's.

"The Lecturer At Large"
Stephen Leacock is one of the continent's greatest humorists. "The Lecturer at Large"
is one of the best humorous sketches that h e has written. It is made up of what he
terms "a few painful reminiscences of the platform" in the course of his lecturing up
and down Canada. Get your family around you and read the sketch aloud—it's a rare
treat.

Other Big Features
"A Party in the Making." By J. K. Munro. Illustrated

by William Casey. An article on the political
situation, giving a great deal of inside information
with reference to recent developments at Ottawa.

"Solving the Problem of the Arctic." By Vilhjalmur
Stefansson. The fifth instalment of his story of
the five years' explorations that he conducted for
the Dominion of Canada.

"The Unspoiled Country." By Harold C. Lowrey. A
descriptive article of a part of Canada which is

little known to Canadians generally, Temagami.

"Petite Simunde." By Arthur Beverley Baxter. Illus-

trated by E. J. Dinsmore. A charming romance
of the war. The author will be remembered favor-
ably for his "Mr. Craighouse of New York, Satirist."

"The Seven Blue Doves." By W. A. Fraser. Illustrated

by Charles L. Wrenn. The fifth of the Bulldog
Carney series and in some respects the best. It

is a mystery story.

"His Majesty's Well-Beloved." By Baroness Orczy.
Illustrated by C. F. Peters. The second instal-

ment of this splendid romantic novel of the colorful

era of Charles II.

The Month's Vital Question
Turn to page 34, August MACLEAN'S, and you will find timely and interesting information
regarding the High Cost of Living—a problem of large proportions.

The Review of Reviews
Here are a few of the articles chosen as the best published during the past month in all maga-
zines :—Britain Winning Supremacy of the Air; Has Japan Two Governments?; Kaiser
Employed Famous Beauties; The New Triple Alliance; Mammoth Animals in Alberta.

Over 70,000 Canadian Families Buy

MACLEAN'S
"CANADA'S NATIONAL MAGAZINE"

AUGUST ISSUE At All News Dealers 20c.
If there are no newsdealers in your town, or if your newsdealer cannot supply you, send 20 cents for a sample copy,
or $2.00 for a whole year's subscription to MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE, 143-153 University Avenue, Toronto, Canada.
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ENGINES, HOISTING, LOGGING. CABLE-
WAY
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

ENGINES, MARINE
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Goldle & McCtUlooh Co., Gait
Montreal (<<eneral Tool Co., Montreal, Que.

ENGINES, SAW MILL
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,
St. Catharines, Ont.

Laurie & Lamh, Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, SINGLE COMPOUND AND
TRIPLE EXPANSION
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..
Goldle & MoCullooh Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, VERTICAL
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

ENGINEERING BOOKS
MaeLean Publishing Co., Toronto.

EXHAUSTERS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

EXHAUST HEADS
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, iN.Y.
.Tas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Franklin Williams Co., New York.
Watson & McDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.

EXPANSION JOINTS
Alherger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
uMcAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd.. St John, N.B.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

EYE BOLTS
J. H. WiUiams & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

FANS, VENTILATING
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Engr. & Equip. Co., Worcester, Man
Green's Economiser, Ltd., 'Toronto.

FEED WATER HEATERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montretal.
Alherger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros., Ltd.. Montreal,' Que.
Goldie & McCuIIooh Co., Gait
Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc., Hartford. Conn.
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
MacGoTem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que,
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.
FEED WATER PURIFIERS
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons, PitUburgh, Pa.
Yamall-WariDg Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

FEED WATER REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Gauge & ValTe Mfg. Oe.,
Boston, Mass.

Chaplin, Fulton Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
BeTeridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Green's Economizer, Ltd., Toronto.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
B. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

FIBRE, VULCANIZED
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
FILTERS
9. P. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
Laurie & Lamfi. Montreal.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co.. Pittsbui-g, Pa.
FILTERS, WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Prick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Macltlnnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.
Scaife & Sons, Wm. B. . Pittsburgh , Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Po.

FILLING STATION EQUIPMENT
The Mason Regulator &. Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
FILTERING AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS
S. P. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsbui'g, Pa.
FIREBRICK—.lOINTLESS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Rpveridcp Paper Co.. iMontreal. Que.

FIRE BRICK
Jolntless Fire Brick Co.. Chicago, HI.

FIRE BRICK. PLASTIC
Qate9 Refractories, Limited, Montreal.

FIRE BRICK MORTAR
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, III.

FIRE BRICK CEMENT
JoinUess Fire Brick Co., Chicago. lU.

FIREPROOF COLD STORAE DOORS
AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold Sliorage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.
FITTINGS, AIR. AUTOMOBILE. GAS.
HYDRAULIC, PIPE. PIPE FLANGED,
SCREWED PIPE. STEAM
Jefferaon Union Co.. Lexington, Mass.
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
H. Miieller Mfg. Co.. Samia. Ont

FITTINGS, MARINE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., "Toronto.

FLANGED STEAM FITTINGS
Direct 8ei5arator Co.. Syracuse, N.Y.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville. Ont.
MoAvlty. T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.

FLANGES
Dart Union Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Jefferson Union Co.. Lexington. Mass.
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerrille. Ont

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MioAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd.. St John, N.B.
FLOORING COMPOSITION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-ManvUle Co., Toronto, Ont

FLUE GAS COLLECTORS
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

FLUE CLEANERS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Babcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Pilley Packing and Flue Brush Mfg. C«., St
Louis, Mo.

FLUE GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS
Defender Automatic Regulator Go., St. Louis, Mo.
ilree'. s Economiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont

The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

Sohaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.I.
Uehling Instnuncnt Co., New York.
Penberthy Injecto' Co., Windsor. Ont

FLUES, GAS AND SMOKE
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

FLUMES. STEEL
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Onu
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co.. Pittsbujg. Pa.
Witeon Mfg. Co., J. C, BelleviUie.

FREEZER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown. Md.

FRICTION LEATHERS
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., .Montreal.

FUEL AND OIL PUMPS AND
MEASURING SYSTEMS
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.

FUEL OIL SYSTEMS
S. P. Bowser Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

FURNACE LINING
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FURNACES, BOILER
Gates Refractories, Limited, Montreal.
Green's Economiser. LUi., Toronto.

FURNACE DOOR ARCH
Jointlesa Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FURNACES, SMOKELESS
Pabcock & Wilcox. Montreal.
O.nes Underfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
.Murphy Iron Works, Detroit. .Mich.

Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.
FURNACE GRATE BARS
The Masom Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Beveridge I'aper Co., .Montreal, Que.

FUSES
Can. H. W. Johns.'ManTille Co., Toronto, Out
Economy Fii.se & .Mfg. Co. of Canada, Montreal.
Johns-I'ratt C<5.. The. Hartford. Conn.

GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS. ETC.
Defender Autcmatio Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
tireen s Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Pen(berthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Broftklym, N.T.
Uehling In'itrumen-t Co.. New York. N.T.
E. J. Philip & Sons. Toronto, Ont

GASKETS. RUBBER, ASBESTOS
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-.Manville Ca. Toronto, Ont
Durabla Mfg. Co., New York. N.Y.
Frick Co., Waynes'boro, Franklin Co.. Pa. I

Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford. Coon.
Sarco Co.. Inc., New York. N.Y.

GASKETS, LEAD, COPPER AND LEATHER
|

Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Quei
Shell Bar Boico Supply Co., Toronto, Ont

,

S»rco Co.. Inc.. New York, N.Y.
GAS ANALZERS CO-2
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.
GAS PRODUCER PLANTS
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Lid., MootreaL

*

Laurie & Lamb, Montreal,
GASOLINE METERS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
GASOLINE PUMPS. SELF MEASURING
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
GASOLINE TANKS
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd.. Toronto. !

Imperial Oil, Ltd.. Toronto.
GATES, HEAD AND WASTE

J. C. Wilson Mfg. Co., BelleTille, Ont I

GAUGE COCKS
nie Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
Canadian Fairbanks-.Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Garlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
McAvity. T., & Sons, Ltd.. St John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
W. J. Wall. .Montreal.

GAUGES. AMMONIA. OIL. GAS. AIR
"The Mason Re^ilator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

j

American Steam Gauge & ValTe .Mfg. Co., B«»
ton. Mass.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Schaeffer & Budenberg .Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.T '

GAUGE, RECORDING
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., 8t Louis, Mo.
Bmirire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London, Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Ca, Toronto.

GAUGES, PRESSURE, VACUUM. DRAFT
AND RECORDING. AND MICROMETER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis. Mo,
Babcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
Green's Fxjonomlser. Ltd., Toronto.

The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.

Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., BrooUjB. N.T
Taylor Instnunent Co.. Rochester. N.T.
Uehling Instrximerit Co.. New Tor*. N.T.

GAUGES, WATER
Bat>cock & Wilcox, Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
Jenkins B'oe., Ltd., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
McATity; T., & Sons. Ltd.. St. John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.T.

GEARS, COMPENSATING
GEARS, FIBRE CUT

Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

GEARS, CUT. WORM. MORTISE
Goldie & .McCullodi Co., Gait
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner .Machine Co. Urt . Hamiltoa.
Wilson .Mfg. Co., J. C, Belleville.

GENERATORS, STEAM TURBO
Can. General Electric Co.^ Toronto. Ont
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.

GENERATORS AND CONVERTOR8
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

GLOVES. WORKING
R. G. Long & Co., Toronto, Ont
GOVERNORS, ENGINE

Escher Wyss & Co., Montreal. Que.
MaWitJ, T.. & Sons. Lul.. St. John. .\.B.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfoid.

GOVERNORS, WATER WHEEL
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, BeHeviUe.

GRATES, DUMPING, ROCKING.
STATIONARY
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Babcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
Calling Turbine Blower Co.. Worcester, Mass.

Can. stemii Hoiler Equipmeut Co.. Toronto. Onl
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gilt
Mason Regulator Engmeenng Co., Montreal.

SheU-Bar. Boioo Supply. Ltd., Toronto, On„
Victoria Foundry Co. Ltd., Ottawa.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfoid.

GRAVITY CARRIERS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont

GREASE CUPS
Detroit Lubricator Co.. WalkerriUe.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
MoATity, T., & Sou. Ltd., 3t John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toromto.
Penberthy Inj.cior Co., Windsor. Ont

GREASE AND OIL EXTRACTORS
T^ie .Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Oo.. Boa

ton. .Mass.

Laurie & L«mb. Montreal.

GREASES
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Ca, Ltd., Montreal.

GAUGES. DRAFT
Jas W. Hays Corp.. .Michigan City. Ind.

GAUGE COCKS, STANDARD AND EXTRA
HEAVY
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Oo., Tonmto.
I'enberthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont

HAND LEATHERS OR PADS
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

HAND PUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto. Ont

HANDLES. CRANK, MACHINE
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn. N.Y.
HANGERS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Ooldle & MoCulloeh Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.
Wilson Mfg. Co.. J. C. BelleTille.

HEATERS
The Mason Regulator * Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
AAerger Beater Co., Bnflale. N.T.
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Cole. Ltd.. Gea W., Toronto.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Ooldle & MoCulloeh Co., Oalt
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
RoylM, Ltd., Iriam. Manchester, England.
MoAvity * Sons. T.. St Jabn. N.B.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

HEATERS. EXHAUST STEAM
The .Maixin Regulator * Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal
Can. .\nis-Chaimer5. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
HEATERS. METERING
Can. .\Ilis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Ynm.ill-Warins Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

HEATING EQUIPMENT
Empire MfR. Co.' Ltd.. London, Ont.

HOISTS. ELECTRIC
Psn Link Rrlt Co.. Toronto. Ont

HOIST HOOKS
J. H. Williams * Ca. Brooklyn. N.T.
HOISTING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
Rabcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Cnn. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus. Ohia
MacGovem * Co., Inc., Montreal. Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

HOSE. STEAM. SUCTION AND WATER
Can. Fairh.inks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Qarlook Packing Co., Hamllfon. Ont
Empire Mfg. Co . Ltd.. London, Ont,

HOT WATER GENERATORS
The Mason Regulator * Eng. CVj.. Ltd.. Montreal.
r'>-n»f X- '-ndv Co.. Inc.. Hartford. Conn.

HYDRANTS
Korr ETicine Co .

WalkerriUe. Ont
HYDRAULIC ACCUMULATORS
Smart-Tiimer Mach'ne C<i.. Ltd., HamQtoo

HYDRAULIC MACHINERY
BwTlnir Hydraulic A Bng Co. . Ltd . Lindsay. Ont
PVick Co., Wayne*oro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
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Let the C.A.S.E. Smooth Out

Your Load Curve

WOPI^Y AND
1 I.SFI F.S.S WODK

LACK OF

ADVANCEMENT

Remove The Peaks of Worry And Unproductive Labor And
Build Up The Valleys By Working For

Your Advancement

A man who is thoroughly grounded in the practice of his profession, who is free from
personal worry and trouble, overcomes the many difficulties besetting the path of

the operating engineer with little labor and in a manner ensuring his advancement.

The successful man owes his success to a wise appreciation of the advantages and
mutual help offered by association with those in the same field of endeavor. To
join an association having for its objectives the welfare of the engineer in things
mental and material, hi& advancement in knowledge and skill, his protection by pro-
vision for sickness and distress is to take advantage of an opportunity indispensable
to all who hope to better themselves.

If you are interested in such an organization and live where less than
fifteeji engineers are located, send for a copy of our constitution and
application blanks for admission to nearest branch lodge. If there are
more than fifteen engineers in your community, get together and send for
particulars regarding formation of a branch lodge.

J. H. HALE, General Secretary,

anadian Association of Stationary

230 Caroline Street EnQineerS -Hamilton, Ont.
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MacGovem & C3o., Inc., Uootreal, Que.

HYDRAULIC VALVES
Yamall-Waring Co., PhUidelphia, Pa.

HYDRAULIC PRESSES
Borinc Hydraulic & En(. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Friok Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.
LInde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Montreal.

ICE MAKING MACHINERY
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
FiicJc Co., Waynesboro, Franldin Co.
lande Canadian Refrigeration Co., Montreal.
Torlt Mfg. Oo., York. Pa.

INGOTS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

INDICATORS, ELECTRIC—ALL TYPES
Sdiaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.I.
Uabling Instrument Co., New York, N.Y.

INDICATORS, STEAM AND GAS
£NGINE
American Steam Qauge & Valve Mfg. Co., Boa-
ton, Mass.

Canadian Fairbank8-<Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johna-MaoTille Co., Toronto, Ont.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Dehling Instrument Co., New York, N.Y.

INDICATORS—AMMONIA, H FDRAULIC
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Ont

INDICATORS. SPEED
L. B. Starrett Ca, Atbd, Man.

INJECTORS
Baboook & WUcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Alli«<aiaUner«, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MeATity & Sons, T., St. John, N.B.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Williams Machinery Co., A. B., Toronto.

INJECTORS, AUTOMATIC AND AUTO-
POSITIVE
-^.^^"'''^'''^y Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.INSTRUMENTS, RECORDING
Defender Automatic Regulator Oo., St. Louis Mo
Green's Ecoaomiier. Ltd., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Companies, Rochester. N Y
Yamall-Waring Co.. PhUadelnhia, Pa.

INSULATING BRICK
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal Que
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., .Montreal. Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont

INSULATING COMPOUNDS
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

INSULATORS
Beferidge Paper €o., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford, Conn.

IRON FILLER
Can. H. W. .Tohn« MsnTilIe Co.. Toronto. Ont

KETTLES, STEAM AND GAS
Boylcs, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
KEROSENE PUMPS (SELF MEaSURINGI
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto. Ont
KEROSENE TANKS
8. F. Bowser Company. Limited, Toronto, Ont
Oreen '.s Bconomiser. I,td.. Toronto.

KNITTED GOODS, WORKING
E. O. Long & Co,. Toronto. Ont
LACE LEATHERS
Oraton & Kniirht Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Oan. H. W l ilins-Manville Co.. Toronto Ont
D. K. M.nr-l Tren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
LAMPS, ARC
Canadian Fairhanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co . Toronto. Ont
Can. H. W. John^-MsnTille Co., Toronto, Ont

LAMPS, INCANDESCENT
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto, Ont

LAMPS, TUNGSTEN AND NITRO
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
LEATHER STRAPPING
Orston & Knieht Mfg. Co., Montreal.

LINK BELTING
r'an. Link-Bplt Co.. Toronto. Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

LININGS, FIRE BRICK, STEEL STACK
GrwTi's Fconrvmiser, Ltd., Toronto.

LOADERS. CAR
Portable uMachinery Co., Inc., Paasalc N.J.

LUBRICATORS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
LUBRICATING OIL FILTERING AND
CIRCULATING SYSTEMS
8. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto. Ont
LUBRICATORS, CYLINDER
CUTTING COMPOUNDS

lAinkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.
PenlierthT Tniector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE TANKS
AND PUMPS
8. F. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto, Ont

LUBRICATORS, FORCE PEED
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerrille, Ont
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
PenlwrlhT injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

LUBRICATORS, PLAIN
Lnnkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
PerAerthy Injector C«., Wlnd.sor. Ont.
Wflllama Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.
LUBRICATORS. SIGHT FEED AND PLAIN
ENGINE

Penherthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
MARINE CASTINGS

Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
MACHINERY INSULATION

Armstrong Pork & Insulation Co.. Montreal, Que.
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

MACHINERY. TRANSMISSION (POWER)
Morse Chain Co., Ithica. N.Y.

MECHANICAL STOKERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
Murphy Iron Works, Dertoit, Mich.
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.

METERS, AIR
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont

METERS. ELECTRIC
Can. H. W. Johns-Man rille Co., Toronto, Ont

METERS. GAS.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont

MF.TERS, STEAM
The Mason Reg:ulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
'green's lOcnnomistr. Ltd.. Toronto-
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont

METERS, WATER
Can. AUis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Mc.^Titv & Sons, T.. St John, N.B.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

MIXING VALVES
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H., Saraia. Ont

MILL AND MINING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co.. Montreal.
BInirineerine and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.
St (Catharines. Ont

Canadian AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Qoldie & MoCulIoch Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

METER TESTERS
MueHer MTg. Co., H.. Samia. Ont

METERS (OIL, KEROSENE, GASOLINE,
ETC.)
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto. Ont.

MOTORS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto
MacGovera & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

OFFICE RAILINGS
Jas. MorriooTi Bras^ Mfg. Co.. T'^'-onto.

OIL STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTING
SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont

OIL CUPS
Lnnkenheimer Co.. Cin'-innafl. O.
Jas. Morrison Bra^o Mfg. Po. . Toronto.
Penberthy Injector To.. Windsor. Ont

OIL AND GREASE CUPS
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont.

OIL METERS
3. P. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto, Ont.

OILER. COMPOUND FEEDERS
Lnnkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.

OTLERS. GAUGE
Ltmkenhebner Co., Cincinnati, O.

OIL PUMPS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

OILERS. MULTIPLE
(Tan. Detroit Ltrtiricator Co.. Walkerrille. Ont
Lunketiheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.

OIL FILTERS AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS
3. F. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto, Ont
DarilOT Bi-os., Montreal.
Jag. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronta

OIL TANKS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

OIL SEPARATORS
The Mason Regulator A Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Bahcock * Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allls-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Canadian Falrbmiks-Motse Co., Montreal.
Cote. Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
r>ar!ing Bros.. Montreal.
Dlrset Separator Co., SyraetMe. N.T.
Leitch Co., Arflinr S.. Toronto. Ont
.Ta«. Morrfson Braw Mfe. Co.. Toronto.
Smart-Tnmer Machine Co., Ltd., Hamlltoa.

OILS, QUENCHING
Tmrwrial OH. Ltd.. Toront*.

OILING SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto, Ont
T,nn-kenhelnier Ca.. Cincinnati, 0.

OILS, CYLINDER
Tmnerial Oil. Ltd.. Toronto.

OILS. LUBRICATING
Kellopr t Co.. E. H., New Y«rk, N.T.

OILS, ENGINE
ImT)erial Oil, Ltd.. Toront«.
ORSAT APPARATUS
Dnfender Automatio Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo

OVERALLS
R. G. Long & Oo.. Toronto, Ont

PACKING, ASBESTOS
.Tohn^-Pratt Co.. The. Hartf»rd, Conn.

PACKING, ALL KINDS
Wniiams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.
PACKING ENGINE
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto,
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Out
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford. Conn.
Shell-Bar. Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto. Out
PACKING FIBRE

Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montrt*!, Que.
Johns-Pratt Co.. TTie. Hartford, Conn.

PACKING. H'YDRAULIC
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dur«l)l» Manufacturing Co.. New York.
Jlarlopk Packing Co., Hamilton. Ont
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto. Oat

PACKING, METALLIC
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Tonmto.
Greene, Tweed & Co., New York.
Holmes Metallic PackinE Co., Wilkeabarrc, Pa.
Steel Mill Packing Oj., Windsor, Ont

PACKING, ROD
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrllle Co., T«r«BU>, Ont
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Oot.
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor, Ont
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd., Toront«w Ont,

PACKING, SHEET
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto,
Uurabia Manufacturing Co., New York.
Gartock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

PACKING, AMMONIA, STEAM ANB
WATER
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, OnC
Greene, Tweed & Co., New York.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Cons.
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor, Ont

PACKING, LEATHER
Oarlock Packing Cki., Hamilton, Ont
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co., MontiML
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd., Toreoto, Ont

PACKING PISTON
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toroat*.

PACKING, VALVE STEM
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toront*,
Johns-Pratt Co.. The. Hartford, Conn.

PAINT OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont

PAINTS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

PAPER, INSULATING, ETC.
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

PENSTOCKS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
MacKinnon. Holmes & Co., Sherbroeke. Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Qalt
Wateroua Engine Works Co.. Brantfoi^

PIPE COILS
Frick 0>. . Waynesboro, Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

PIPE COVERINGS, STEAM, BRINE,
AMMONIA AND ICE WATER
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Qn*.

PIPE STEEL
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont

PIPE VISES AND CUTTERS
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

PIPE, GAS
Can. Alhs-C^almers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont

PIPES, WATER
Boring Hrrlranlic * Eng. Co.. T,'d.. Lindsay, Ont
Wilscm Mfg. Co.. J. C. BelleriUe

PIPING AND FITTINGS
Frick Co.. Waynesboro, Franklin Ca, P4.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
MoArity & Sons. T.. St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
York Mfg. Co.. York, Pa.
Williams .Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.

PIPING. STEAM
flabcock Jt Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
OoMie & McCuIloch Co., Gait

PLATE WORK
OoMie * Mofhdloch Co.. Gait
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Lt4_
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Qnc
St Catharines, Ont

Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

PLUG COCKS
Homestead Valre Mfs. Co.. Pittaburgh, P».

PLUMBING SUPPLIES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H.. Saraia, Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

POWER HOUSE CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.

POWER PUMPS (OIL, GASOLINE)
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
POWER PUMPS
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. MUh.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Canadian Falrbanka-^Iorse Co.. Ltd., MantrtnL
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Qoldie * MoCuUoch Co.. Oalt
Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc.. Hartford. Conn.
Smart-Tnraer Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Lanrie & Lamb, Montreal.

POWER. TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
lion. I Entrincoriiig Works. Toronto. Ont
Boring Hydraulic * Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Canadian Falrbanks^Morse Co., Ltd.. Montnal.
Can. .^llis-Thalmers. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
GoWie & MoChilloch Co., Oalt
Jeffrey .Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Snrineering and Machin* Works o< Canada, Ltd..
St OatharinM. Ont

MacGorem & Co., Inc.. Montreal, Que.
MacOorern A Co., New York.
Morse Chain Co., Ithaca. N.T.
Waterouf Engine Work* Co.. Brantford.

PRESSES
Boring Hydraulic & Kng. C*.. Ltd., Llodaaj. Ont
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PROPELLOR BLADES, BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Oat.

PUMJ'S. HAND (OIL, GASOLINE)
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont

PULLEYS
D. K. MacLaren, L,td., Alootreal, Que.
JBormg Ujdraulic & Ung. Co., Lid., Lmdsajr, Oot
Canadian Fairbanlcs-'Morse Co., Ltd., Mootnal.
Goldie & McCuUooh Co., Gait
JetfrcT Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Wateroua Engine Works Co., BrantfcnL

J. G. Wilson Mfg. Co., BelleTille, Ont

PULLEYS, FRICTION CLUTCH
Cao. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

PULP MILL MACHINERY
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindaay, Oat.
JeSrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
.Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waierous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY
The Mason Eegulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Mootreel.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Joring Hydraulic A Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Bcveiidge Paper Co., ilontreal, Que.
Uarling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCiilloch Co., Qalt
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
.Mc.^Tity & Sons, T., St. John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.
Wateroua Eagine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY, ELECTRICAL
beveridge Paper Co., Olontreal, Que.
"ofing Hydraulic tc Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Allis-Chalmere, Ltd., Toronto.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Coppiis Eng. & Equipment Co., Woroeater, Mass.

PUMPS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Uarling Broe., .Montreal,
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Oalt
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., fiamlltoii.

PUMPS. ACID
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothets, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, CONTRACTORS'
Boring Eydraulio & Eng, Co., Ltd., Lindsar, Ont.
BeTeridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
.VIcAvity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, BOILER FEED
The Mason Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., Moatreal
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., MootreBl.
Escher. Wj-ss Co.. Alontreal, Que.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Ca, Worcester, Mas*.

PUMPS, ELECTRICAL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Ulek.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, FEED WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. AUis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., .Montreal, Que.
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Darling Brothers, Ltd., .Montreal, Que.PUMP GOVERNORS AND REGULATORS
The Mason Eegulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Defender Automatio Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
n-EUfe Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
.Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
Watson & MoDaniel Co., Philadelphia.PUMP STRAINERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay Ont
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS. HAND AND POWER
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machlna To.. Hamilton Ont

FUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Can. Allis-Chalmere, LM., Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Oo., Hamilton. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Branbford.

PUMPS, DUPLEX
™,aora.

Can. AUls-CShalmen, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Berenidge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darline Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
PUMPS, GEARED, COMPOUND
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek, Mich
Canadian Fairtianks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Inelis Co.. The John, Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS. HYDRAULIC, PRESSURE
American Steam Pumn Co., Battle Creek. Mich
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Inglti Co.. The John, Toronto. Out.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton. OntPUMP LEATHERS
Bererldge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Mont»««l, Que.
Oraton & Knight Mfft. Co., Montreal.

PUMPS. OIL
Aroericjin Steam Puron Co.. Battle Creek, Mich.
». F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont

Can. Detroit Lubrioator Co., Walkerrille, Ont
Lunkenhetmer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McArity & Sons, T., SU Jotm, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, STEAM TURBO
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. AUis-Chalmera, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Escher Wyss Sc Co., Montreal, Que.

PUMP TANK, RECEIVER
The Masoo Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mich
Bereradge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS. STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Cr(«k, Mich.
Can. AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Falrljanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & MOCulloch Co., Qalt
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Leitch Co., Arthur S., Toronto, Ont
McArity & Sons, T.. 8t John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

i'UMPS, TRIPLEX
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, VACUUM
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
liereKdgc Paper C'^.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Leitch Co., Arthur S., Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PYROMETERS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City., Ind.
Jas. Morrison Brass iMfg. Co.. Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.T.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
Escher, Wys.s & Co.. Montreal.
Oehling Instrument Co., New York. N.T.

RADIATORS
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont.
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
RADIATOR TRAPS
Bereiidgp Paper Co.. >tontreal. Que.
C. A. Dunhajn Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Sareo Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.

RECORDERS, DRAFT
Jas W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

RADIATOR AIR VENTS
C. A. Dunham Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

RAGS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.
RAILWAY OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
3. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
RECLAIMING SYSTEMS FOR OIL
9. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
REBOILERS
Friek Co., Wayne<rt)oro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
Yerk Man«f»oturin» Co.. York, Pa.

REGISTERING MEASURES
.S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

RECEIVERS. AIR
Can. Allis-Chalmeri. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Ma<yKinnon. HoHmes & Co.. Sherhrooke. O'".
RUBBER CEMENT TANKS AND PUMPS
3. F. Bowser Companr. Limited, Toronto, Ont.

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto. Ont.

Green's Economi.ser, "Ltd.. Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.T.
TJehling Instrument Co.. New York. N.T.
Taniall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

RECORDERS, CARBON, DIOXIDE
The Jos. W. Hays Corp.. Michigan City., Ind.

REFRIGERATOR DOORS. WINDOWS. ETC.
JamiTOH Cold Storage Door Co.. Hagerstown. Md.

REFRIGERATING MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay.
Ont

Frick Co., Wayneslwro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co.. Montreal.
Vilter Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
York Mfg. Co., York. Pa.

REFUSE DESTRUCTOR
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.

REGULATORS, PRESSURE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Chaplin-Fulton Mfg. Co., PIttsbuish, Pa.
C. A. Dunham Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston. Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.
REGULATORS, TEMPERATURE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Sarco Co.. Inc., New York. N.Y.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.T.
RETORTS
M.acKinnon Steel Co., Sherbrooke. Que.
REVOVLING DOORS FOR HARDENING
ROOMS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co.. Hagerstown. Md.

RODS, COPPER, BRASS AND BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd., Samla.
ROLLS, CRUSHING
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
ROOFINGS—RUBBER, PLASTIC. LIQUID
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

ROTARY COMPRESSORS
Escher, Wyss & Co., Montreal.

kOTARY CONVERTERS
Canadian Fairbanks-'Morae Co., Montreal.
MacGorem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que
RUBBER HOSE
Can. H. W. Jobns-<ManTlIIe Co., Toronto, Ont
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont

RUBBER MILL DRIVES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

SAFES
Canadian Fait^nks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Goldie & UoCnUodi Co., Gait

SAW MILL CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

SCREENING MACHINERY
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

SCALE REMOVERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Frank Oilman, Birmingham, Eng.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

SELF-MEASURING PUMPS (OIL AND
GASOLINE)
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
yaraall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

SEAM PROTECTORS. GIRTH
National Boiler Protector Co. of Canada, Montreal,

Que.

SHAFTING
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,
St Catharines, Ont

Waternns Engine Works Co.. Brantford.
J. C. WUson Mfg. Co., BelleriUe, Ont
SHAKING AND DUMPING GRATES
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Waterous (Engine Works Co.. Brantford.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

SHIRTS, WORKING
R. G. Long & Co., Toronto, Ont.

SMELTER LININGS
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
SMOKE BOXES, STACKS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal. '

Can. AUis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que,
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SOCKETS, WIRE ROPE .;

J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N,Y.
SOOT BLOWERS
Diamond Specialty Co., Windsor, Ont

SPECIAL MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lind.say, Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
Waterous Engine Worki Co., Brantford.

SPEED INDICATORS
Schaeffer & Budenburg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn, N.T.
L. S. Starrett Co.. Atbol. Mass.

SPEED REDUCING GEARS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.

SPROCKET CHAIN ATTACHMENTS
Can. Link-Beit Co., Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPROCKET RIMS
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co.. New Bedford, Mass.

SPROCKETS, COMPENSATING
Mnrse Chain Co.. Ittiica, N.Y.

SPROCKETS. SPRING
.Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

SPROCKETS, SILENT CHAIN
.Moree Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
SPUR WHEELS
Boring Hylraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Canadian Fairbanfcs^Morse Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

STACKS, STEEL
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherhrooke, Que.

STAND PIPES, STEEL
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

STAYBOLTS, FLEXIBLE
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
STEAM SEPARATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., Montreal
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.^ Toronto, Ont
Canadian Faiil^anks-Morse Co., MontreU.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
H. .Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Leitch Co., Arthur S., Toronto, Ont
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Watson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

STEAM SPECIALTIES
Alherger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Canadian Fait^anks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston. Mass.
lAinkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Que.
The Mason Eegulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., MontreaL
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor.
Watson & McDaniel Co., Philaddphla.
Yamall-'Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

STEAM TRAPS
American Steam Gauge ft VaWe Mfg. Co., Boston,
Mass.

Anderson Co.. T. D., Clereland, O.
Canadian Falri>anks-<Morse Co., Montreal
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W„ Torouto,
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Darling Bros., Montreal.
D'Esie Co.,' Julian, Boston, Masa.
The Gartli Co., Alontreal, Canada.
Dunham <;o., Jjtd., C. A., Toronto, Ont.
J. T. Lnnf. 84 Adam St., Montreal, yue.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal
Sarco Co., Inc., New York, H.X.
Wat3on & iMoDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

STEEL BARRELS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Oat.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
STEEL DRUIVIS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa,
STEEL TANKS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
iMackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsbui-g, Pa.
Waterous Kngine Works, Brantford, Ont.

STOKERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
Murphy Iron Works, Dertoit, Mich,
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, ilim.

STRAINERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
iBevenidge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
STRUCTURAL STEEL WORK
Babcock & WUeox, Ltd,, Montreal.
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
'.Vlackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

SUPPLIES, HOTWATER
Itoyles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, Bngland.
SUPERHEATERS, STEAM
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
SWING JOINTS
Franklin Williams Co., New Tort

SWITCHBOARDS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
SWITCHES AND SWITCH BOXESW Johns^ManvlUe Co., Toronto, Ont
SWIVELS, HOOK
J. H, Williama & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
TACHOMETERS
BoTlng Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Can. H. W. JohnsJManvllle Co., Toronto, Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn N.Y

TANKS, BLOW-OFF
The Mason Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

TANKS, FREEZING. STORAGE ANDWATER COOLING
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

TANKS, OIL
Bo^ng Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCulIoch Co., Gait
Engineering and Machiae Works of Canada, Ltd.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, QueSt Catharines. Ont
Wm. R. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg. Pa
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TANKS (OIL, KEROSENE. GASOLINE)
8. F. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto, OntWm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pitt.sbnrg Pa
TANKS (UNDERGROUND STORAGE)
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
TANKS, WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Goldie & McCulIoch Co.. Gait

""i^a.,

Inglis Co., The John, Toronto. Ont
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TAPPING MACHINES
•Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Samia, Ont.
TECHNICAL BOOKS
MacLean Pirt)li.<hing Co., Toronto

THERMOMETERS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.T.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.T.
Uehline Tn^tniment Co.. New York. N.T

THERMOSTATS
Rarco Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.

TOOLS
Mueller Mfr Oo., H., Samia, Ont

TOOLS, SMALL
J. H. Williams & Co., Brookl'm, N.Y.
TRANSFORMERS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto. Ont.
Canadian Fairhank^-Morse Co.. Montreal
MacGnrem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Monti«aI.
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Ooldle & MoCulloch Co.. Gait, Ont
JefTrer Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Waffrnn« Enirine Worka Co.. Brantfoid.

TRANSMISSION, SILENT CHAIN
Morse Chain Co., Tthica. N.Y.

TRAPS, STEAM AND WATER-LINE
The Mason Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Qtie.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal. One.
O. A. DunhBjn Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
D'Hiite Co.. .Tnlian. Boston, Mass.

TRUCKS, FACTORY
Pereridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal. Qh*.
Cnr-dhin Falrbanks-i^Ione Co.. Montreal.
Victoria Foimdrry Oo, Ltd., Ottawa.
TUBE CLEANERS
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Dnrl'Tiff Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Oalt
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Pelley Packing and Fine Brush Mfg. Co., St

r.oni.^. .Mo.

TUBE CUTTERS
Batjcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

TUBES, BOILER
Baljcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait

TURBINES, POWER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Coppiis Eng. & Equipt Co.. Worcester, Mass.

TUBES, COPPER AND BRASS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
H. .Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
TUNGSTEN LAMP (Vacuum and Gas
Filled Types)
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

TURBINE OIL
Kellogg & Co.. E. H.. New Ycrk, N.Y.

TURBINE WATER WHEELS
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..

St Catharines. Ont
Canadian Allis-(3halmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Escher, Wyss & Co.. Montreal.
Mac(3oTem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Qne.
J. C. WUsou Mfg. Co., Belleville, Ont
TURBINES. STEAM
The Mason Regulator k Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. .\nis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Coppus Engr. & Equip. <3o., Worcester. Mass.
Escher Wyss & Co., Montreal. Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Qne.
UNIONS
Oinadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont
Dart TTnion Company. Toronto.
Lnnkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
McAvity * Sons. T.. St John, N.B.
Ja.s. Morrison Brass Mfe. Co.. Toronto.
UNDERGROUND TANKS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto, Ont.

UNLOADFRS. CAR
Portable Machinery Co.. Inc.. Paasalc. N.J.
UNIONS. BALL JOINT. COMBINATION.
FLANGED ''TPE. GROUND JOINT.
MAT T.EABLE IRON, FLANGE. PIPE,
SWING

.Tefferson Cnion Co.. Lexington. Ma.ss.

Dart Hnion CmnnsnT. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
VACUUM GOVERNORS
The Ma.son Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
C. A. Dimham Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
flmart-Tiimer Maf-hine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.
Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto
BeTeridge Psner Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darting Brother". Ltd., Montreal, Que.
T^trh Co.. Arthur 9.. Toronto. Ont

VACintM RFGTTI.ATTNG VALVFS
The Ma.son Regulator 4 Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montre«l.
r'nn S'osi" Roilor Eo"I"ment Cn.. Toronto. Ont.
C. A. Dunham Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
qtrmrt-Tnm" Marhlne Co., Ltd., Hamflton.

VACTTtTM TRAPS
Dnrlinr Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Qufc
Cole T,td rjeo. W.. Toronto.

VAT.VF DISCS
Empire Wfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Kerr FTurino Co.. Wnlkervllle. Out.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthv Tni'v'or Co.. Wind-sor. Ont.

VALVF LFATHFR
Bereridee Psoer Co.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Oraton * ITnleht \ffe. Co.. \f/>ti»r<.«l.

VAT-VE RESEATING MACHINES
n«rH»l(r Urnt Mnntreal.

VAT.VF,S. CONDFNSBR, PUMP. RUBBER
.Shell Bar Boico Sunnly, Ltd.. Toronto.
CVinadlan Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

VALVES
Bahcnck * WIIcot. Ltd.. Montreal.
BoTlncr HTdranUr * Fng. Co.. Ltd.. LIndsuy. Ont
Panadian F«lrhank»J>fnrse Co.. Montreal.
Tan Steam Boiler Fou!»>»neTit To Toronto. Ont
Bmtiire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Owt.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. One.
Prick Co.. WavneoVvirn, FrankHn Co., Pa.
Korr Fntriip Co.. Walkerrllle. Ont.
Wniiama Machinery Co.. A. R.. Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.
rcE»»<' Co.. .Tiillan Boston. Ma.ss.

Tas. Morrison Bntsis Mfe. Co.. Toronto.
Shell Bar BoIco Supplv. Ltd.. Toronto.
H. Mueller Mf<r. C<i.. Ltd.. Sarnla.

Homestesd V«l»» Mfg. Co.. Pittsburg.

.Tenklns Bros. . Montreal.
Porihorthv TnWtor Co.. Windsor, Ont.
r>roH *. PidT To.. Tnc Hartford. Conn.
Victoria Foundry Co. Ltd.. Ottawa.
Wilsrvn Mfg. Co.. J. C. BeJleyllle.

Vnrk Mff ''o . York. Pa.

ATR VALVES
Empire Mfe. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont.

Jaa >rorrison Bra.sis Mfg. Co., Toronto,

VALVFS. RADIATOR
Jenkins Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal.

Watwm * MoDanlel Co.. Phfladehml*-
Kerr Euginp Co., Walkerrille. Ont:
Lnnkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
Pratt * PadT Hartford. Tnnn.
TTntinyy ft '\r(«TVinlel Co.. PhUadelpWa.
Shell Bar BoIco Siipply, Ltd.. Toronto.

York Manntsrtnrinff Co.. Phl'sdelnhla.

Jas. Morrison Bra.ss Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Mason Regulator * Engineering Co.. Montreal
Mason Regulator Co., Boston. M«.«s

MoAtIIt * Sons. T St. John. N.B.
VALVES. ACID RESISTING
Homestead VaWe Mfe. Co.. PIttjfcnt?

Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerville. Ont
Mc'VTitT * Sons T.. St. John. N.B.
York Mtc. Co.. York. Pa.

H Mueller Mfe. Co.. T,td.. Sairnla.

VALVES. BACK PRESSURE
Can Allls-Thalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
VAIVS. BRA^S

Jas. Morrison Bra.sa Mfg. Co., Toronto.

MoDtJeai.

Ken Engine Cv>. , WalkervUle, Ont
H. Muellei Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
I'eiiljeiUiv Injector Co., Windsor, One.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.

VALVt,S, BLOW-OFF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.

Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Cauadian Fairbanks-ilorse Co., MontreaL
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, (iue.

Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co., Pittsfcurg.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
SheU Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

MoArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Watson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, BelleTille.

Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia. Pa
VALVE CHAIN WHEEL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Babbit! Steam Specialty Co.. New Bedford. Maa..

VALVES. FOOT
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont,

Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerville, Ont
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hajnil'on.

VALVES, GATE
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., MontreaL
KeiT Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
SheU Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

MoAvity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

Penberthv Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont
VALES. HYDRAULIC
Yamall Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa

VALVES. MULTIPORT
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd... Toronto, Ont
VALVES, NON-RETURN STOP
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co.. Montreal.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,

VALVES, RELIEF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Mootieal.

American SUam Gauge & Valre Mfg. Co.. Boitou

Ma.«s.

H. .Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd., Sairma.

McAvitv A- Sons. T-. St John. N.B.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

VALVES, REDUCING
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd..

Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.

Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.

Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.

C. A. Dunham Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
D'Bste C^., Julian, Boston, Mass.

Leitch Co.. Arthur S.. Toronto. Ont
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd.. Samia.
Mason Regnlator Co., Borttm. Uaaa.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Samia. Ont
VALVES. STANDARD, GLOBE ANGLE
AND CHECKS ^ ,

Kerr Engine Co.. Walkemlle. Ont.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Ca, Toronto,

H Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd., Sarma.

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.

Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
VALVES. POP
The .Mason Regulator A Eng. Co.. Ltd.

Jas. Morrison Bra.ss Mfg. Co., Toronto,

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati O.

MoAvItT * Sons. T.. 8t John. N.B
VALVES. PUMP
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.

Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

Canadian Fairbanks-Mome Ca. Montreal

Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., HamUtoB.

VALVES, REGULATING
H Mucllor Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. Samia.

VALVES. SAFETY THROTTLE
Bovine Hydraulic * Eng. Co., I^'',- yjil^'^f?*
Can Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerrllle. Ont
Lnnkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.

McAvity & Sons. T. St John N.B.

Jas, Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.

VALVES, STEAM
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. l,ondon. Ont
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerville. Ont
Jaa. Morrison Bnuw Mfg. Co., Toronto.

VISES, CHAIN PIPE. ETC.
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N.T.

WASTE
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.

WATER COLUMNS. GAGES
Dariine Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.

Jas. Morrison Bra-ss Mfg. Co. .
Toronto.

WATER GAUGES. STANDARD. EXTRA
HEAVY AND AUTOMATIC
Penberthv Inirctor Co. Windsor. Ont
Jas. .Morrison Bra.<«9 Mfg. Co,, Toronto.

WATER SOFTENING SYSTEMS
Win B. Scaife * Sons. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Canadian Allls-Chalmers, Ltd, Toronto.

WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd , I'<^n^™L,y2,':„

WATER HEATERS AND -WHISTLES
Empire Mfg, Co,, Ltd., Ijondon. Ont

WELDING COMPOUND
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

WHISTLES ^ .
Penhorthv Inlector Co .

Windsor, Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfe. •

Tormto.

WHEEL TANKS (LUBRICATING OIL AND
GASOLINES „ _ «. .
Bowser * Co., Inc.. 8. F., Toronto. Ont

WRENCHES. PIPE
wnilams MacMnerr Co,, ''X^i?^o^-pWWFNCHES, CH.MN PIPE, DROP F ^RGE.

J. H. Williams A C<v. Brooklyn. N.Y

MootnaL
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In Building Your Boiler Furnace Lining Use

Plibrico Jointless Fire Brick
It will outlast any fire brick. An ideal material

for front door arches, side walls, combustion chamber
linings and bridge walls. It's Jointless. Makes your
furnaces Airtight and Saves Coal.

Write for a free copy of our 36-page book of useful
information on furnace building and maintenance

Manufactured exclusively by

JOINTLESS FIRE BRICK CO.
Kingsbury and Clay Sts., Chicago

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS: Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., 628-630 St. Paul St. TRADE MARK
West, Montreil

ijiijjii:|;iii;i:i;iiiii;i:i,iii,iiiiiin:iiiiiii:i'iiiiiiH!iti!iiriiii^

Showing Plibrico

IIWIIIIIIJ>llllli;illilll!lllllllilll!l!lilllillll:lilil:l;l

<§auge,J|,#Ia£iges!
Will resist all Steam Pressure and Variations of Temperature.

REFLEX GAUGE GLASSES
Annealed and Ilardetied for

LOCOMOTIVES, STEAM WAGONS,
MARINE AND STA TIONAR Y BOILERS.

Adamite Gauge Glass Rings. Glass Tubes and Rods

S. & C. BISHOP & CO. , St. Helens, Lancashij

Advertising to Buyers is one
way to surely make

Advertising Pay

Advertise Your Product in Canada's

Power House
It reaches the Buyers It's a business-Getter

Rates and Information on Request

BOILER INSPECTION
The Steam Boiler Act, Chapter 252 R.S.O.,

1914, With Amendments Chapter 58—6,
George V.

STEAM BOILERS
All Steam boilers constructed for use in Orltario must be

built from designs which have been approved and allotted
a registration numiber by the Steam Boiler Branch.

Used boilers, boil*"rs sold or exchanged, and unregistered boilers
brouglit into the Province must be inspected prior to being
put into operation.

Notice of repairs to steam boilers, stating the nature and
extent of same, must be s<>nt to t;he Steam Boiler Branch,
and should euoh repairs be considered extensive by the
Chief Builer Inspector, the boilers wiM require to be
inspected.

In «!ach and every case the inspections must be made by In-
jectors authorized to inspect boilers under the Steam
Boilers Act, vflno are employed' only by the Steam Boiler
Branch of the Department of Public Works. Offioial cer-
tificates with the maximum working pressure stated
thereon are issiaed to the owners of the boilers so inspected.

STEAM PIPING
Drawings and Specifications of all high pressure steam piping

must be approved and registered by the Steam Boiler
Branch before any work of installaAion is commenced.
Ihe drawings submitted should show clearly the dimen-
sions and layout of the main steam lines. FuM particulars
should be given as U, the material used in the construction
of the piping, and all valves and other fittings used in
cwnnection therewith must be of approved make.

Any deviation from the above requirements shall be deemed a
violation of the Steam Boilers Act.

All communications in this respect should be addressed to thebteam Boiler Branch, Department of Public Works, Parliament
Buiiduigs, Toronto.

HON. F. G. MACDIARMID. W. A. RIDDELL, M.A. Ph D
Minister of Public Works Supt. Trades and Ijabour

'

and Highways Branch
D. M. MEDCALF,

Chief Inspector of Steam Boilers.

FOR REMOVING SCALE
from Babcock, Stirling and other Water-

tube Boilers and Evaporators, also for

Lancashire Boiler Scaling and Rust

Removing—there is no tool made

to equal my

'SKATOSKALO'
Pneumatic

Tube-Scaling

Tool.

Simple, strong, speedy,

reliable—these words

describe its

efficiency

Frank Gilman
(SOLE MAKER)

9, Weslfield Road, Birmingham, Eng.
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TTie Economy of
Pyrometer Equipment
does not have to be explained. Ef-
ficient manufacturers have long ap-
preciated its aid.

In the selection of any make of pyrom-
eters it is important to know the exact facts
about them. What they will do. The ex-
tent to which they can be relied upon. The
strength of the manufacturer behind them.

Get our catalog on Tyco* Pyrometers. We are
confident that upon thorough investigation ultimatelv
they will be your choice.

Remember an expert staff skilled in special appli-
cations is ready to consult uith you at anv time.

TaylorInstrumentCompanies
Rochester, N. Y.

110-112 Church St., Torontc

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
A

Allway Mfg. Co 54
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Boiler Inspection Dept 63
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\When Writing Advertisers Please

Mention Power House.
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THIS IS TO SHOW YOU HOW
"Cole^' Return Traps Save Your Fuel
ATTENTION, MR. ENGINEER:
Does your plant operate under these condi-

tions? Just study this diagram a few minutes
and we will explain to you how a "Cole"
Return Trap System saves your fuel.

Don't you think this is rather an expensive
method of handling your condensation?
Warming up the outside air and damaging
your drains, sewers, walls, etc.

Note the overflow from the tank. See the
steam and vapour escaping to the atmosphere.
Look at the cold water jet

cooling the hot returns as
they enter the tank. This
is all loss. Why can't this

loss be avoided?
We can avoid this loss for
you with our "Cole" Re-
turn Trap System. How?
Let us explain.
You will note the average
temperature of the re-

turns in this case is about
266° F. The boiling point
of water at 100 lbs. gauge
pressure is 338" F.

The difference of the tem-
perature of the returns at
266° F. and 338° F. at 100
lbs. gauge pressure is

72° F.
The difference in temperature of
feed water at 160 F. to which
we have cooled the returns down
in order to enable the pump to
lift the water and 338" F. the
boiling point is 178' F. a clear
loss of 106 ' F., or nearly 11% of the heat.
By putting it directly into boiler as hot as we can get
it a "Cole" Return Trap saves this loss and handles
the water into the boilers without robbing the boilers
of steam to do it.

We will assume we have an ordinary Duplex steam
pump pumping out of hot well. We all know a steam
pump will not lift "real" hot water owing to the vapour
in the suction pipe destroying the vacuum as fast as it
can be created by plunger of pump. A pump's best
work is to develop a horsepower at an expenditure of
at least 120 lbs. of steam per hour, equal to 4 boiler
horsepower. This 4 H.P. is wasted to the air when it

might othei"wise be doing useful work.
"Cole" Return Traps save all losses in condensation.
With a simple installation of "Cole" Return Traps the
water would be discharged directly back into boiler as
hot and as quickly as it forms, to replace the steam
going out of the boiler.

A Steady Water Line.—We would be getting pure dis-
tilled water back into our boilers, thereby greatly re-
ducing scale formation, and saving as much useless work

in boiler cleaning and much money for compounds and
repairs.

We would be saving the cost and maintenance of boiler

feed pumps, and also a considerable amount of fuel in

making steam.

The Saving. By the installation of this equipment, you
would appreciate the saving in your fuel consumption,
your labor, and worry, as a "Cole" Return Trap needs
a minimum amount of attention or upkeep. You would
forget you had a "Cole" Return Trap installed owing
to its smooth operation, no pounding of check valves
or other objectionable noises, no packing of plungers,
valves, etc. No attention to lubricators.
The Cost is nothing as compared to the saving effected

^L/^iT Co/Li
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with a good return trap system, in a plant operating
under anything like this condition.
The savings effected would pay for su:h an equipment
in a very short time, and as long as the plant operates
the return trap system returns its cost over and over
again to the owner.
Are you interested in the betterment of your plant
conditions, Mr. Engineer? If so, let us help you.
Show your employer by your own practical engineering
knowledge that you can save him money by the in-

stallation of a "Cole" Return Trap system suited to
your requirements. He will appreciate you for it. He will
know you are keeping in advance of the other fellow,
by trying to modernize his steam plat and cut down his
fu"l bills. How about it, Mr. Engineer?

Write us for

any informa-
tion you re-

quire on the
Cole Return
Trap.

stop the wasteful Steam
Plant."!. Install "Cole" Re-
turn Traps. There is credit
and increased wages in it

for you.

GEORGE W. COLE, LTD.
2002-4 Dundas St. West TORONTO, ONT.

More Data to Come.
In our next ad. we will illustrate other conditions wihich obtain in steam plants, and which you should be a

losses are occurrinK, and which only need pointing out to tihe Factory Executive to have them corrected.
We have Bulletins, which contain interestinsr infomiation to en ciuirers generally, and you should have them
Wr:t2 us for any further information on the "Cole" Return Trap.

ware of, where constant
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"Beaver" Angle Valve
Iron body, bronze mounted.

"Beaver" Cbrck Valve

Iron body, bronze mounted.

"Beaver" G'.obs Vaive

Iron body, bronze mounted.

"Beaver" Check Valve.

Iron body, bronze mounted.

Morrison's
"BEAVER"
VALVES

The valve and seat can be furnished metal to

metal regrinding, or with renewable copper disc^

The seats are renewable and are fitted with set

screws to prevent their workmg loose when the

valve is in operation.

Particular attention is called to our improved

ioint between the body and yoke, the machined

faces of the double spigot preventing any possi-

bility of the gasket blowing out.

The stuffing box gland being made of bronze

offers a non-corrosive surface for the stem and also

prevents the gland breaking when the stuffing box

is being packed.

Beaver valves have full area throughout.

Designed for a working steam pressure of 250

lbs per sq. inch and are subjected to a hydraulic

test of 500 lbs. per sq. inch before leaving our

factory.
Write for full particulars.

"Beaver" Non-return Stop
and Equalizing Valve.

Iron body, bronze mounted.

•Beaver" Check Valve.
Bronze.

•Beaver" Angle Valve.

Bronze.

•Beaver" Check Valve.

Bronze.

The James Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Limited

93-97 Adelaide St. West :
TORONTO
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IT'S the power house engineer who has every-day experience that has
learned to appreciate what the DIAMOND TRADE MARK means

rn GENUINE JENKINS BROS.' VALVES. He has seen Genuine Jenkins
Bros.' Valves on the job, year in and year out—^he knows they are made
to successfully meet the severest tests valves may be put to.

The Jenkins Diamond, the distinguishing mark of unvarying service,
is on the body of all Jenkins Bros.' Valves- -Brass, Iron and Cast Steel.
These include types and sizes to meet all requirements; Globe. Angle
Cross, Check, Combination Stop and Check, Blow-off, Whistle and Gate
Valves in stationary or traveling spindle patterns.

STOCKED BY FIRST-CLASS DEALERS EVERYWHERE.
Catalogue No. 8 Free on Request

TRADE^

:jenkins: Jenkins firos. LIMITED

Head Office and Works:
103 St. Remi Street,

Montreal, Canada

Agencies in all the

Principal Countries

of the World

European Branch:
6 Great Queen St., Kingswa
London, W.C. 2, England ^
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How Dominion Rubber System
Belting Service Helps Belt Users

For more than fifty years we have specialized in the making of belting

and the solving of problems in transmitting power and conveying mate-
rials economically.

We maintain a staff of belting experts for the sole purpose of helping

Canadian Manufacturers to "speed up" production by cutting belting

costs and eliminating power wastage.

These experts will, without charge, analyze your transmission and con-

veying equipment in its entirety and will recommend changes only

where they are necessary to increase the efficiency of that equipment.

You are under no obligation to us in availing yourself of this sei'vice —
the only return that we request is that you purchase Dominion Rubber
System Belting when you have been convinced that the changes recom-
mended by our engineer will be beneficial.

This special service is available through any of our branches.

Phone, wire or write the one nearest to you and let us prove

to you that the kind of service w«e have fjiven to Canada's

largest induf?tries and the kind we want io give to yon,

means more than jns't sellins; better helts.

Makers of

Dominion Hose, Packing and Industrial
Rubber Goods and Dominion Tires, the

GOOD Tires for every Purpose.

Halifax

Ottawa
Kitchener

Brandon
Calgary

Service

St. John
Toronto
North Bay
Regina
Lethbridge

Branches

:

Quebec
Hamilton

Winnipeg
Saskatoon

Vancouver

Montreal

London
Fort William

Edmonton
Victoria
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CASTINGS Kll
These cast iron pipes ranging in size up to 24 in. in diameter and 14 ft.

long, are representative of a large order of piping and fittings recently

supplied the Brantford Water Commissioners.

The recent additions to our foundry have put us in a better position than
ever before to supply your casting wants.

We supply grey iron castings up to 20 tons, also Brass, Bronze and Alu-
minum castings, either rough or finished.

You can be sure of their strength, smoothness and uniformity of texture,

as we analyze all materials to insure a perfect product. The work is turned
out true to pattern and readily machined.

The Waterous Engine Works Co., Limited
BRANTFORD CANADA
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Belliss & Morcom, Ltd.
Engines and Air Compressors

Belliss Engines at McGill University Power House

Steam and Exhaust Turbines
Diesel Engines, Air Compressors
Condensing Plants, Steam Engines

Heanan Refuse Destructors

Air and Water Coolers

Dynamometers

Paterson Water Softening Plants

Centrifugal Pumps

LAURIE & LAMB
Engineers

211 BOARD OF TRADE BLDG. - - MONTREAL

POAVBR HOUSE. September 5. Vol. XII.. Nto. H. Publushed Benii-monthlly at HS-IM Universitj- Ave.. Ton.nito. Cannda. Sulwription price in

Canada, $1 : in United StaSes. $l-&0. Entered as seoond-cla^ matter at the Poet Office Department, Ottawa. Canada. Entered as second-clkas mat-

tei* July II. 112, ait the Post Office aS Buffalo, under the Act of March 8rd, 187».
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PLAY SAFE

WASTE CHANNEL
IN BONNET

SIUFflNG BOX
NUT

HEAVY RUBBER
PACKIKG SEAT

HEAVY UNIFORM BOOY J

Plate A 840

Jenkins Disc Globe Valve

The whole steam system will be

dubbed wrong if a faulty valve is

installed, no matter how good the

other fittings are.

The sanitary engineer cannot afford

to have his good work reflected

upon, by so small, yet so important,

a factor of the work.

Make sure that the valve is right

above everything else.

"Emco" valves are fitted with special high heat resisting

"Radium" discs which last a lifetime.

They are registered in all provinces of the Dominion, our

ordinary line being approved for 175 lbs. working pressure.

All goods are thoroughly inspected and tested before they

leave our factory.

Send for our catalogue. Specify "Emco" valves from your

jobber or order direct from us.

EMPIRE MANUFACTURING COMPANY Limited
London and Toronto

CANADA

=- —— ==—

—
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lALBOl
Contra-Flow

Steam Boilers
(Equipped with Crude Oil Burners)

Reduces Steam Cost
The cost of operation is cheaper than
any known power product.

Require one-seventh the space of the

ordinary boiler.

No brickwork is necessary.

Feed water and fuel burners are auto-
matically controlled to adjust the boiler

to varying demands for steam.

Tubes easily replaced under high steam
pressure.

1-1000 H.P. Bailer in stock, immediate
delivery.

May we send you the full details?

Canadian Manufacturers and Sales Office:

Montreal General Tool Co., Limited
675 Notre Dame, Maisonneuve

MONTREAL, QUE.

No Pressure Loss
Homestead Quarter-turn straightway Valves offer

practically no resistance to flow, and cause no pres-
sure drop. Seatless in construction—no scoring or
wear under pressure. No bottom nut or other ad-
justment necessary. Homestead Quarter-turn Valves
have replaced Globe and angle valves in thousands
of plants on steam, water, air, gas, oil, acid and
other pipe lines.

Let your plant be next

Homestead Valve Manufacturing Co.
HOMESTEAD, PA.

"Be Sure The JEFFREY

Improved Carrier is

Included in the Budget
says the Chief Engineer

"You know that ever since the war started
what a hard time we've had to keep men in

the power plant. You see they did not like

the hard, dusty job of wheeling ashes and
with the opportunity of having easier work
and better wages, you can't blame them
for getting out.

"The tremendous -job of reconstruction is

continuing to create a great demand for
labor. Another point to consider is that we
are planning to overhaul the power plant
completely. I am sure the JEFFREY Car-
rier will prove one of the best economies we
have ever installed."
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'DID YOU SEE IT AT BRANTFORD"

SomePointers regardingthe CochraneMultiport
THE COCHRANE MULTIPORT

Is an improved Safety Valve

for the Exhaust Steam System

A UPPER CASING, having two removable doors, providing easy

access to disks for regrinding, and to springs for removal, etc.

B VALVE PLATE, carries dash pots wihidh guide and cu&hion the

valves, and whkih are bored simultaneously with seats, insuring

alignment.
C BRESSURE PLATE, motion limited to prevent exceeding a pre-

determined presisure.

D BRONZE VALVE DISKS. Cast integral with dash pot plungers.

-E NICKEL-PLATED STEEL SPRING. Can be cihanged if a dif-

ferent back pressure is desired.

F BRASS LIFTING SPINDLES. Serve to lift disks off seats when
exhausting free to atmosp'here.

G BRASS SLEEVED GUIDE POSTS for pressure plate.

H DASH POXS. Bronze lining secured by nut on bottom.

I STEEL SHAFT for revolving bronze spindle ; not required in

horizontal form.
J BRONZE SPINDLE for raising and lowering pressure plate.

K BRONZE GEARS, not required in horizontal form.
L ADJUSTING HAND WHEEL. Valves are also arranged for con-

trol from dia^ance by chains, extension shaft, hydraulic pressure,

electric motor, etc.

M LOWER CASING.
Interior View, Fig. 1,000, Cochrane Multiport Safety

Exhaust Outlet Valve.

WHEN used in back pressure service, it protects piping, radiators, feed water heaters, cooking keittles,

absorption ice machines, low pressure turbines or other appliances, against abnormal rises in pressure

whenever the amount of steam supply from the engine exceeds the ability of the exhaust system to con-

dense or otherwise dispose of that steam.
COCHRANE MULTIPORT VALVES for Vacuum Service are installed

between engines or turbines and condensers. They serve not only to pro-

tect against abnormal rises in pressure, but they also provide a convenient
and natural channel for the escape of steam during non-condensing opera-
tion. They are thoroughly water-sealed to prevent the entrance of air

into condensers.
The main idea in designing the COCHRANE MULTIPORT has been

to secure absolute safety by providing a number of channels of escape for
the steam, so that the chances of all becoming inoperative at once are
infinitesimal, at the same time doing away with the excessive list and
severe hammering upon the seat inseparable from heavy single-disk valves.

In accomplishing this object, we have taken advantage of the oppor-
tunity to make the valve easily adjustable, that is, by varying the position

of the pressure plate the tension of the springs may be adjusted for any
back pressure desired. Where installed in connection with heating and
drying system, it is thus often necessary to carry the maximum back pres-

sure only for a few hours in the morning, while at other times the steam
consumption of the engine is reduced by lowering the back pressure. With
nearly all other valves, this is utterly impracticable.

The introduction of the pressure plate and spring principle into back
pressure valve design also enables us to make the valves strictly fool-

proof, that is, it is impossible to overload or tamper with the valves, since

the limited travel of the pressure plate determines the maximum back
pressure. Inasmuch as there are no moving parts directly connected to

the disks extending outside of the valve casing, overweighting, tying
down or accidental obstruction are eliminated, likewise sticking through
over-tightening of glands.

The method of control also makes it convenient to install appliances for operating the valves from a distance,
as by means of a long shaft, a chain and sprocket wheel, hydraulic pressure, or by electric motor. That is, it is

not necesasry to climb a ladder or to go up on the roof in order to change the back pressure, if you have a MULTI-
PORT. In atmospheric service, it is sometimes convenient to be able to open and close the valves from the switch-
board, which can be arranged for with this type of valve.

In vacuum service, these valves offer perfect facilities for throwing over from non-condensing to condens-
ing operation, especially in connection with recinrocatin g engines, since the engine may be allowed to exhaust
through the valve until the moment when the main gate valve between the exhaust line and the condenser is

opened, upon which the small disks will seat immediately without allowing an inrush of air thereby avoiding aH
danger of losing the vacuum and of having to prime the condenser over again. COCHRANE MULTIPORTS are
built for all situations, that is, vertical pipes, horizontal p ipes and angle pipes.

Special types of COCHRANE MULTIPORTS are supplied for preventing the vacuum from mixed flow tur-
bines reaching back into the engine exhaust line, with consequent impairment of vacuum due to the drawing in

of air through leaks in the engine exhaust piping, throu gh piston rod packings, etc.

ASK FOR BULLETIN 6oi

Section of Cochrane Multiport Flow Valve
for use in connection with Mixed Flow
Turbine. Prevents condenser vacuum from
backing up into the engine exhaust line
and drawing in air through leaks, etc.

CANADIAN ALLIS-CHALMERS
HEAD OFFICE : TORONTO LIMITED

Branch Offices : Montreal. Quebec, Halifax, Ottawa,

Hamilton, London, Cobalt, South Porcuoine, Win-

nipeg, Calgary, Edmonton Nelson and Vancouver
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6ARLOCK fWCKlNGS are vsed EXTENSIVELY by the greatest RAILWAY and STEAMSHIP
MNES AND IN THE LARGEST STATIONARY POWEP PLANTS thik>ughout the world

In the Three Great Branches of

Steam Engineering

Where speed and economy are paramount,

where a hot rod or a blown out gasket might

mean a schedule broken or contract lost,

GARLOCK PACKINGS
are used generally. Under the most trying

conditions of ser\ ice Garlock Packings ha\e

proved their superiority. Let us suggest a cure

for that rod or joint that "won't stay packed."

We invite you to submit your packing problems.

The Garlock Packing Company Hamilton^ Ont.

Montreal, Quebec
Toronto, Ontario
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Calgary, Alberta

Branches:
409 Shaughnessy Building

- 404 Continental Life Building
Gait Building

211 Eighth Avenue West

A
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JohnsManville
Mastic Flooring

Floors that resist time and tons

GOOD flooring is never bought on the basis of price alone. Other
things, more important, must be considered. For instance,

maintenance cost. Common flooring materials, such as concrete,

wood, or asphalt, require frequent, costly repairs, and results are

seldom satisfactory

Johns-Manville Mastic Flooring is "made to fit" any conditions and
gives longest wear. Easily and quickly repaired—at little cost. When
repairs are needed—simply cut out the worn or damaged section.

Reheat this old material mixed with a small amount of flux—which
we furnish; then relay. The new spot, flooded and rubbed down
to the proper level, immediately becomes integral with, and has all

the characteristic qualities of, the surrounding floor.

It is tough, durable and foot-sure, always; waterproof, quick drying
and deadens noise. Johns-Manville Mastic Flooring is practically

wearproof. Whether it faces the most mild or severe usage, its

maintenance cost is always lowest.

CANADIAN JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., LIMITED
I Toronto Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver

London Hami ton Ottawa

Hocking Valley R. R,

Mound St. Shops
Columbus^ O.

John
INSULATION

Mj/ Jtfefit ihf heat where it be/cngs

CEMENTS
that mate boiler •walls leak-procf

\ ROOnNGS /\ that cut dtmri firt ritkl M^k
\ PACiUNGS

^^K^L that lave power vatte k

LININGS /^^^^^ that make braket tafe f
^^^^Bk FIRE /

PREVENTION /
P^^^ \ PRODUCTS t ANVILLE

Serves in 0>nservation
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Hays Combustion Apparatus puts this condition
within easy grasp of every power user.

It is a friend of the fireman and a very profitable
investment for the plant owner. Shows at once
if draft is proper—if there are holes in the fire—if settings are leaking—if firing periods are
improperly timed and other causes of fuel waste.

Hays Combustion Apparatus effects a huge fuel
economy because our engineers make it a point
to install the type of Hays Equipment that is

best adapted to your individual conditions.

Write for our booklet. It tells how easy it is to
get more steam from less fuel.

T^Jos-WHaysCOrporation Michigan City

Indiana

U.S.A.

Stephen H. Payne, 30 Church St., New York, Canadian Representative
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DEPARTTiENT

Modern

Refrigerating and - -

Ice Making Machinery

for all purposes
Leading Canadian firms use Linde Refrigerating Equipment. There's a reason.
Linde machines possess indisputable constructional advantages, combining as
they do the best of the generally accepted features of design along with certain
LINDE features not seen in any other make of refrigerating machinery. Thus
LINDE equipment is more economical and more efficient.

The Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Limited
37 St. Peter Street, Montreal, Que.

Toronto Winnipeg Vancouver

Makers of Quality Refrigerating
Machinery Since 1896.

100 ton Linde Refrigerating
Plant in Operation,

This Linde Plant
was made in Canada

There's a Linde
System for Every
Need.

Ice-making and
Refrigerating Machinery
Built in any capacity that you desire. HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL
Our SMALL MACHLNES have the same "regularity of Oper-
ation," "ReHabiHty" and "Efficiency" as our hirge ones.

AMMONIA FITTINGS, CONDENSERS, BRINE COOLERS,
ETC.

Our Machines are in daily operation in Canada
CORLISS and POPPET VALVE ENGINES

The Vilter Manufacturing Company
242 Beecher St. - - - Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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THE ICE MAN'S HARVEST
As the farmer's returns from the soil are based

and computed on the quality and amount of seed

sown, so the ice manufacturer's harvest is based on
the quality and size of Ice Making plant operated.

The QUALITY, DURABILITY jind EFFICIENCY of FRICK Refrigerating and Ice

Making Machinery are never questioned. Superior Since 1882. Ask any user
—"He knows.'

For the farmer nature insures the harvest while

FRTCK Tee making equipment guarantees the

ice man profitable returns.

Ask for a copy of our

list of users covering 48

pages of satisfied cus-

tomers—also your copy

of Ice and Frost.

/C£ MACHINERY SUPeaiOP SINCE IBBZ

There is a FRICK Ma-
chine for every refrig-

erating purpose — all

types : Vertical—Hori-
BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES zontal—Absorption.

Canadian Representative : FRICK Ice and Refrigeration Co., Montreal

Are Leaky Walls, Floors and

Ceilings Making Trouble

for You ?

Trouble in maintaining the temperature'

of refrigerated rooms is too often blamed on

the refrigerating machine when the real

cause is inefficient insulation. 5400-ton ice storage room of the City Ice & Storage Company,
Kansas City, Mo., equipped with 130,880 board feet of Nonpareil

Corkboard Insulation.
There may be nothing startling in this

statement of fact; but, if such conditions prevail in your plant, what are you" going to do about
it? Are you satisfied to put up with all the annoyance that flows from leaky cold rooms; or

have you had enough of this kind of trouble to convince you that it should be stopped?

So successful has Nonpareil Corkboard Insulation proven in preventing the escape of refrig-

eration from cold rooms that scores of owners have used it to supplant the insulation with
which their plants were originally equipped. Changes of this kind are expensive, to be sure

—but not nearly so expensive as operating a plant with insulation that doesn't insulate.

// you want to go down deep into the details of this product—if

you want to know all the "whys" and "wherefores," send for the
free book, "Nonpareil Corkboard Insulation."

Armstrong Cork & Insulation Company, Building-, Montreal, Que., Canada

Nonpareil Corkboard Insulation
For Cold Storage Rooms
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MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION
SAVES MONEY :-: HELPS BUSINESS

"We wish to express our satisfaction with your
plant, which in the past several years has saved
not only money and labor, but proved a business
asset as well," writes one of our customers.

Here is the whole story in a few words. No addi-
tion to your business offers more certain returns
on the investment than MECHANICAL REFRIG-
ERATION.

If your business is lagging, it can be improved by
the use of MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION. If
your business is good, it can be made better by
installing a YORK REFRIGERATING PLANT.

Write to-day for information and prices.

WINNIPEG
85 Lombard St.

YORK MANUFACTURING CO.
(Ice-Making and Refrigerating Machinery exclusively

YORK, PA., U.S.A.
Canadian Representatioet

Canadian Ice Machine Company
TORONTO

82 Chestnut St.

MONTREAL
324 Craig St. We«t

CALGARY
MSSMond St

In the LARGEST and MOST MODERN PLANT in the

WORLD, building Insulated DOORS and allied prodocts
exclusively, we are building what we KNOW to be THE BSST
INVESTMENT FOR THE USER and the universally reeor-

nized WORLD'S STANDARD DOORS. In verification:—

THE HARRIS ABATTOIR CO.,
Ltd., Canada.

"Our Coolers and Freezers are
mostly equipped with your doors.
In fact we adopted It as Standard
throughout our plant, as we find

them substantiailv made and the
insulation perfect. We also find

the Hardware stands up better
than on anu other door we have
seen or tried."

LOUISVILLE SOAP CO..

Loulsrllle, Ky.

"Coolers at one of our plants
are equipped with your ieorw,
which have given us such satis-
taction tee ioish to improve the
doors at our old plant. We would
not be warranted in throwUf out
the doors but would like the type
hardware you supply."

THE WASHINGTON MARKETT,
Washington, D.C.

"The doors supplied by you. In

use at both plants, have been in

every Kay satisfactory, and we
think the Jamison door is the best

on the market."

Read 'em again, men—analyze them! Acquaint yourself

fully with our method of construction through lateit

catalog No. 8.

Jamison Cold Storage Door Company
Formerly Jones Cold Store Door Co. HAGERSTOWN, M.D., U.S.A.
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Operation : In
closing vjlvo
shoulder "S"
o n plunger
"V" engages
the lose fcfi-

lower gland
"F," compress-
sing packing
"P" above and
below the port,

making an sib-

soKitely tight
valve.

In Canada's

Biggest

Industries
Wihere absolute certainty
must be counted upon at all

times, no chance can be
taken with equipment.
In the big industries, espe-
cially must every detail be
efficient—the blow-off valve
as well as the boilers, pumps
and engines.
So, when the big Canadian
corporations such as the
following instal Yarway
(formerly the Simplex)
"Seatless" Blow-Off Valves,
their choice becomes an en-
dorsement of the very high-
est character.
Canadian Explosives Co.,

Ltd., have 11.

Dominion Iron & Steel
Co., Ltd., have 20.

Canadian Pacific Railway
Co., have 24.

Bathurst Lbr. Co. have 8.

Montreal L., H. & P. Co.
have 24.

International Eng. Wks.,
Ltd., have 13.

A.nd there are many others.
With the Yarway (formerly
the Simplex) "Seatless"
Blow-Off Valve there can be
no sudden opening and clos-
ing to injure tubes; the
operation is simple, certain
and safe; the valve does not
leak; it requires but little

attention, as there are no
weak places such as seats
or discs to cut and scar;
even the packing lasts for

I

years. You can verify each
of these claims by testing
the Yarway on one of your
boilers for 60 days. Return
it if not satisfactory.
Write to-day, stating size of
line, and whether screwed
or flanged, angle or straight-
way.

Yarnall-Waring Co.
7604-20 Queen Street

Chestnut Hill Phila.
A. McLELLAN,

103 St. Francis Xavier St.,

Montreal, Que., Canada.

Tweke eighl-retorl RILEY UNDERFEED STOKERS as installed under
twelve 625 H.P.B. & W. boilers cl Jhe Port Morris Station oj the New
York Central R.R. Co.]

One feature alone of the Riley Stoker

—

its moving grates—is worth a dozen
skilled operators. Even the most
skilled would find it impossible to keep the
fuel bed free from holes and clinkers without
dropping the efficiency by opening the fire doors.

The Riley Stoker moving grates distribute the
fuel— keep the fuel bed open and porous

—

clean the fires—and discharge the ash and
refuse. All done efficiently and economically
without the attention of the operator.

It is this kind of money-making and man-
releasing machinery that pays dividends, not

only for the central station but for the indus-
trial plant.

Your plant may offer large opportunities for

saving. Investigate today. Complete details

of the Riley Stoker construction are illustrated

and described in Catalog HR-9. Copy on re-

quest.

For information on the Murphy Automatic Furnace for smaller boilers

see advertisement in last issue or send for Murphy Catalog HM-9.

Sanford Riley Stoker Co.
WORCESTER, MASS.

British Licensees : Erith's Engineering
Co., Ltd., London.

French Licensees : Erith, Leroy & Cie.,
Paris, France.
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ECONOMY
renewable FUSES

are the RIGHT fuses to

protect YOUR electrical

circuits

—because they afford the right sort of protec-
tion; their reputation lends assurance that you
can safely depend on them for accuracy of

rating and all-around efficiency in operation.

—because they cut annual fuse maintenance
costs 80% as compared with the use of one-
time fuses, owing to the fact that an inexpen-
sive "Drop Out" Renewal Link restores a
blown Economy Fuse to its original efficiency.

—because it's the work of a moment to replace
the link and renew the fuse.

—because a good sized stock of "Drop Out"
Renewal Links always on hand represents
but a small outlay. Write for Catalog 24

ECONOMY FUSE & MFG. CO.
OF CANADA, LIMITED

UNITY BLDG. MONTREAL
Manufacturers in Canada of

5. & C. HIGH POTENTIALIFVSES—TO 150,000 VOLTS

Starrett
HackSow Chart
M ATBSIAL
TO BE COT

Do. of B«l< for

Power M«chiiw

No. of BUde for

Hud FruBe

LItlit

Uickiu
Madliai All jn

Bud : S

tiM^ or

K>(t Back

Light Angles
]

Ciuuinels
(

Tee Iron
(

Ornamental )

116
1

Follow the chart.

There's never any

question then about

what blade will do

that job of cutting

easiest, quickes'- —
and cheapest, ^nd
remember this—
uniformity is one of

the strongest points

of Starrett blades.

Send for Catalog

No. 21 "CD" and

Chart "CD".
42-960

162

Heavy Angles
)

C-faannels >

Tee Iron J

116-B AO

Light Structural 116B 160-B

Heavy Structural 114 £0-B

SteeltndlronPipe
|

Conduit and >

Brass Pipe )

116 62

Solid stock
\

Cold RoUed \

Machine Steel 1

114
60
60-B

Tool Steel
i

Cast Iron \
114

Brass
(

S

116

Sheet Metal and
Tubing

Less thanl8 gage,
Over 18 gage

68
62

C*t «A« Starrttt

THE LS. STARREDrco., Athol, Mass., U. S. A.
THE WORLD'S GREATEST TOOL AND HACK SAW MAKEItS

UEHLING
WASTE METER

COMBINED

CO, AND TEMPERATURE RECORDER

Does your fireman Imow
how much fuel he is wasting?

Do you know?

The Uehling OO2 Recorder
makes a complete 24 hr. record
of your combustion efficiency

and the CO2 Indicator at the
Boiler Front holds the fireman
responiible.

Get more Steam
of Coal and reduc
nual fuel con
sumption.

per pound
e your an-

Record of CO^
and stack teni~
perature on 01 le

chart.

Let us know the

numb»;r and size

of your boilers

and coal consum
ed per year, upon
which information
glad to send you
ticulars.

InCicittor
tor Boiler

Front

receipt of

we will be
full par-

Let ut hear trom yoa. We are ptoacer* in the

manufacture of Indicators and Record«ra for Power
Plant purpoaea.

Send tor our Bnllttln No. lift.

Uehling Instrument Company
2008 Empire Building N«w York City

r
The Wrtnch of 25% Greater Efpiciency

TRIMO Z^'ricH
Two new features have

been recently added to the
Trimo Pipe Wrench, namely
Nut-Guards, in all sizes, and
unbreakable steel frames, in
leading sizes.

The Nut-Guards prevent
the accidental rotation of the
nut while in use.

These improvements add
25% to the usefulness of the
tool.

The Trimo- Pipe Wrench
is made with wood handles
in 4 sizes. 6-in., 8-in.. 10-in.,
14-in. a'nd in steel handles
in all sizes, 6-in. to 48-in.
inclusive.

All Trimo Pipe Wrench
parts are interchangeable.

The inserted jaw in the
handle can be readily re-
placed when worn, thus add-
ing to the life of the tool.

Nat with Nnt-Gaards
Inquiries from Importers and Dealers
Solicited. Send for Catalogue No. S6.

TRIMONT MANUFACTURING CO.

TJTru ^,r"^Roxbnry(Bo«lon)Mas«.,U.S^.
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ML

IS

El

MADE IN CANADA

Eliminate Your Valve Troubles

Use Mueller Valves
(GLOBE, ANGLE and CHECK)

A

STANDARD

VALVE

COMBINING

ALL THE

DESIRABLE

FEATURES

OF

HIGH GRADE

VALVES

JUST

ANOTHER

Mueller

SPECIALTY

EMBODYING

ALL THE NAME

Mueller

REPRESENTS

These valves are without question the highest grade standard valves

that have ever been offered to the Canadian trade. Each valve is sub-

ject to unusual tests for strength and general service. These tests are

greatly in excess of the actual serv ce demanded. Provincial authori-

ties have registered for 175 lbs. pressure on this valve.

H. MUELLER MFG. CO., LTD.
SARNIA CANADA

i MANUIACTURERS OF HIGH feR.\DE ( MUELLER )WAItR PLUMBIWCANDQSS BRAS§ COOPS

|

^
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REES RoTURBo
Patent Pressure Chamber Pumps Cannot

Overload the Prime Mover
The self-regulating feature of the RoTURBo PUMP *Vhen subjected
to a variation in boiler pressure" causes it to adjust itself to meet the new
conditions without danger to the prime mover.

Two Rees RoTURBo Pumps recently completed b y us for the Windsor Water Works at Windsor. Ont.

REES RoTURBo
Patent Pressure Chamber Pumps, Rotary Jet Condensers and Rotary Air Pumps are
to-day giving splendid service the world over in MINES, POWER STATIONS,
MARINE SERVICE, WATERWORKS and ALL KINDS of INDUSTRIAL PLANTS.

Ask for catalogues and further particulars.

Sole Canadian Manufacturers

The GOLDIE & McCULLOCH CO., Ltd.
Head Office and Works: GALT, ONTARIO, CANADA

TORONTO OFFICE: WESTERN BRANCH: QUEBEC AGENTS: BRITISH COLUMBIA AGENTS:
Suite 1101-2, 248 McDermott Ave., Ross & Greig Robt. Hamilton & Co.,

Bank of Hamilton Bld'g. Winnipeg, Man. 400 St. James St., Vancouver, B.C.
Montieal, Que.
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Low Cost Hydro Power in Winnipeg
Interesting Facts and Figures Relating to One of Manitoba's
Hydro-Electric Developments—The Winnipeg Electric Railway

Develops Power at a Very Economical Figure

THE accompanyino: illustrations and drawings show
the construction of the Winnipeg Electric Railway
power plant which, w-ith the Kenora and city of

V/innipeg Municipal Hydro-Electric stations, form the

most important developments in Manitoba to-day. The
report of Chief Engineer J. T. Johnston, of the Dominion
Water Power Branch of Ottawa, Canada, on the Winnipeg
River power and storage investigations is of special

interest, particularly on the possible power concentrations.

The following remarkably low figures are of interest

as to the estimated cost of operation of the seven pro-

posed power developments in Manitoba of Hydro-Electric
power placed on the low tension switchboards in the
power stations. It is pointed out that a consideration
of the total costs shows the following: The total final

output of the seven proposed developments is 313,500
horsepower at a total capital cost of $24,547,000, that is,

an average cost of $78.30 per horsepower, or $42.80 per
horsepower based on machinery installed, the mean annual
cost being $5.48 per horsepower based on power output.

The detail estimates of the annual costs per horse-
power of the seven Canadian developments are as follows:

Per K.W. hour
Per h.y. on. basis of installation. 100% load factor

12,0l0O 20,000 12,009 20,O»O
Sec. ft. Sec. ft. Sec. ft. Sec.ft.

Pine Falls $ 5.015 $4.47 0.122 O.l'OS

Du Bonnet Palls 15.04 .5.54 0.116 0.102
McArthur Falls 7.24 6.40 0.166 0.186
hcmrer Seven Sisters Falls. 5.47 0.132
Upper Seven Sisters Falls 5.58 0.138
Upi>er Pinawa 7.11 7.11i 0.1.59 0.168
SJiave Falls 5.70 5.21 0.131 0.1.17

Mean (based on power output) $ 5.48 $4.21 0.130 O1.II8

It is stated that no consideration has been given to

the cost of transmitting the developed power to the

present industrial market, the reason being the uncer-

tainty as to the use to which the power developed at

the various sites will be applied. Undoubtedly in some
instances the power will be used industrially directly

at the site, either for pulp grinding or in connection
with one or more of the various electro-chemical processes
which are now coming to the front.

The entire reach of the river in Manitoba above Lac
du Bonnet was more or less affected by the head-and-tail
waters of, and the diversion conditions resulting from,
the two existing undertakings. The river reaching below

INTERIOR VIEW OF POWER HOUSE SHOWING GENERATORS.
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Lac du Bonnet was undisturbed by existing structures,

and offered full scope to development along maximum
advantageous lines.

What was probably the first power installation on

the Manitoba reach of the Winnipeg river was undertaken
some forty years ago at Pine Falls. The river as a whole
does not lend itself to small developments, and it is

only by taking advantage of particular local opportunities

that such developments are even feasible.

distributed power for domestic and industrial use, supply-

ing the same from a steam station located in the city.

The site selected for the construction of the plant is

located on the Pinawa Channel about 59 miles in a direct

line from the city of Winnipeg. The general scheme
proposed called for the diversion into the Pinawa Channel
of a portion of the Winnipeg River flow, by means of

diversion weirs across the main channel, and the con-
centration and development of a 40-foot head. The

SECTIONAL PLAN
Scale of feet

At Pine Falls advantage was taken of the rock and

shore formation on the left river bank to blast a power
raceway for the purpose of carrying the head water
level to a lumber and shingle mill located some 900

feet below. A head of about 9 feet was available. No
diversion dam was constructed in connection with the

head-race, the natural shore line providing of itself all

the facilities which were necessary in this direction. The

site of the power station is 7 miles distant from the

village of Lac du Bonnet, which at the time of construc-

tion gave the nearest railway connection. The city of

Winnipeg tramway line now runs within 4 miles of the

station. The construction of the plant required the in-

stallation of a ferry at Lac du Bonnet, where the river

is somewhat less than a mile in width, and the construc-

tion of a traffic road.

T...W.N,rr. 4? Q-

34 a — -

TYPICAL SECTION OF INTAKE DAM, PENSTOCK & POWER HOUSE

first large hydro-electric development constructed in

Manitoba was that undertaken by the Winnipeg General
Power Company on the Winnipeg River. The Winnipeg
Electric Railway Company was incorporated a decade
ago and am'algamated the interests of the Winnipeg
General Power Company with those of the Winnipeg
Electric Street Railway Company. This latter company
operated the street railway system of Winnipeg, and also

There are three diversion weirs which cross the main
and secondary channels of the Winnipeg River at the head
of the Pinawa channel. The main weir consists of a
1,379-foot concrete capped, rock-fill structure, with crest

at elevation 105.5 company's datum, or 897.44 water power
survey datum, connected with the river banks on either

side by concrete spillways with crests at 879.44, bringing
the total length of the main weir up to 1,652 feet. This
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rock-fill section is not entirely water-tight, but fulfills

the purpose for which it was consti-ucted, that is, raising

the water level above to a sufficient elevation to divert

the necessary flow down the Pinawa.

There are two secondary weirs, one of timber, length

120 feet, crest at 896.94 and the other concrete, length

535, crest at 995.94, spanning two secondary channels,

complete the diversion system. The discharge down the

Pinawa to the plant is governed by a control dam, consist-

ing of eighteen 9-foot and one 13i/2-foot stoplog sluice-

ways, with sills at elevation 881.94. Above the control

dam and the diversion weirs there is a pondage area of

approximately 5,800 acres, extending up stream to the

foot of Slave falls.

The head-race from the control dam to the power

station pond some 2V2. miles below follows a somewhat

winding route, which in places has been extensively im-

proved, widened and straightened by excavation. The

current is rapid, and the water surface, which above the

weirs varies from elevation 898 to 901, drops to elevation

881 in the pond above the power dam. The tail-race

presents conditions largely similar to those in the head-

race, and the water finally rejoins the main river in

IjHc du Bonnet, about 13 miles below the station.

The power station is located on the west bank of the

channel. The power house is 330 feet in length, 32 feet

In width and 29 feet 9 inches from generator floor to

top of roof truss. The generator floor is at elevation

851.44, with the bottom of the tail-race at 826.94. The
intake dam \i placed 95 feet upstream from the upstream

DOWNSTREAM SIDE OF POWER HOUSE AND TAIL RACE.

side of the power station, the water being led to the tur-

bines through 14-foot steel penstocks housed for pro-

tection against frost, and with their entrances guarded
by the customary gates and racks. The transformer house
lies to the north, and is an extension of the power house,

having a length of 176 feet, width 53 feet, height 36 feet

9 inches. The entire building is of fireproof construction,

being built of brick and structural steel throughout.

The water power equipment consists of nine main units,

four 2,595 h.p. and five of 4,788 h.p., and each unit con-

sists of four horizontal inward-flow runners mounted in

pairs and located longitudinally in the penstocks. The
draught tubes drop vertically into the tail-race, with
the water seal at elevation 832.69. The tubes are direct

connected to the generators, and are equipped with Lom-
bard governors. The electrical installation consists of
four 1,000 k.w. and five 2,000 k.w. revolving field, 60-cycle,

2,300-volt, three-phase generators. The smallest machines
run at 200 and the larger at 180 revolutions per minute.
The generators are guaranteed to operate at full load
at 95.5 per cent, efficiency. Excitation is provided by
two 100 k.w., 125-volt, direct-current machines coupled
to two 200 horsepower McCormick turbines, and operating
at 600 revolutions per minute; and by two 175 k.w. 125-

volt exciters coupled to three-phase 2,300-volt induction
motors, operating at 514 revolutions per minute.

There are fifteen transformers provided which raise
the voltage to 60,000 for transmission to Winnipeg. The
Winnipeg Electric Railway also is provided with both

DAM DURING WINTER WEATHER.

steam and storage battery plants operated in conjunction

with the Pinawa station. When hydro-electric power was
first used in Winnipeg, all electric light and power was
supplied from a steam plant on Assiniboine Avenue, in

Winnipeg, owned by the Winnipeg Electric Sti'eet Railway
Company. This plant had a capacity of about 5,000 brake

horsepower. Later the capacity of the Assiniboine Avenue
power house was increased by 1,000 horsepower and an
auxiliary steam plant of 12,000 horsepower capacity was
constructed at Mill Street adjoining the company's main
substation. Then the company built a storage battery
house adjoining the Mill Street substation, and installed

a 5,000 ampere hour storage battery, and the Mill Street

station is now capable of producing 16,000 horsepower,
and the Assiniboine Avenue plant approximately 60,000

horsepower and at certain seasons of the year all of the
steam power and the storage battery plant is in use
and operated to capacity.

Chief Engineer Johnston places the total power avail-

able for distribution in the city in the neighborhood of
45,000 horsepower. A free spillway, curved in plan, and
429 feet in length, with crest at elevation 879.44 ci'osses

the old river bed along what was previously the crest of
a natural fall, and connects with the left bank. Low earth
embankments with top at elevation 883 are located on
either bank. All headworks are constructed to withstand
a pond level of 882. The head available for power pur-
poses varies considerably, depending on the season and
the flow in the channel. The original crest of the spillway
was at elevation 875.67 and this was raised to its present
elevation, 879.51, by the placing of tiers of timbers along

PpWm DAM FROM HEADWORKS.
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the crest while the average head available at the plant

is 39 feet.

Regarding the transmission of this power it may be

stated that the entire output of the station is trans-

mitted to Winnipeg at 60,000 volts, over a 65-mile dupli-

cate line which is supported on standard steel towers, 40

feet high and placed at 500-foot intervals. It crosses

the main Winnipeg River with a span of 760 feet, on 72-

foot towers, and the Red River with a span of 1,100

feet on 105-foot towers. The power is delivered to sub-
stations and distributed in the cities of Winnipeg and
St. Boniface, the towns of Transcona, Stony Mountain,

GENERAL LAYOUT
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and Stonewall, and a dozen rural municipalities and also

is supplied in bulk to the West Selkirk municipal plant.

On account of the fact that with a properly-controlled

run-off the surplus flow passing over the diversion weirs

and down the main channel can be profitably developed
on the Seven Sisters reach, a study of the flow in the

Pinawa is necessary to properly operate the plan, and
also of the actual flow conditions since the plant was
placed in operation is of considerable importance. As a

result of the adverse ice conditions which occur during
the winter season, and which produce sudden and con-

siderable changes in the flow, and also from the fact

that, until recently, no continuous systematic effort was
made to secure a full record of the discharge, a deter-
mination of past conditions of flow at all seasons is a

matter of considerable difficulty.

There has been a metering station established by the
field staff of the Dominion Water Power Branch imme-
diately below the control dam, and continuous records have
been secured. This, combined with the existing gauge
•records provides a fairly accurate rating for summer
conditions. In order to secure winter flow information
it was necessary to rate the plant and to carefully study
and utilize the load records. While the final collation

and reduction of the results secured is not yet completed,
^ufl^icient has been accomplished to indicate that the 8,000
cubic feet per second which has been utilized throughout
this report as the flow necessary to properly operate the
plant is amply sufficient for the requirements of the
pi-esent installation. The discharge frequently exceeds
8,000 cubic feet per second and there is generally a
considerable automatic discharge over the free spillway.

Water Softening By Chemical Means
By Treating the Water Before It Enters the Boiler.—The

removal of scale-forming components from water by chemi-
cal means, whether before or after entering the boiler, is

accomplished by converting the calcium and maonesium
compounds into practically insoluble forms, causing them
to separate from the water and allowing the material

to be removed by blowing down, filtering or sometimes by

settling. Lime and soda ash are generally used for this

purpose when the softening occurs before the water enters

the boiler. The lime combines with the carbon dioxide

which held the calcium and magnesium carbonates in solu-

tion. These are no longer soluble in the water after re-

moving the carbon monoxide, and therefore separate from
it. In a similar way the sulphate scale is removed by its

conversion to insoluble carbonate by the soda ash.

The Lime-Soda Process.—There are in current use in

power plants practically only one lime-soda process, of

which there are two varieties, differing chiefly in the tem-
perature of the water when treated. In all essential re-

spects the two varieties are similar. The treatment con-

sists of adding to the "raw" w-ater softening agents in

carefully controlled amount, which must agree with the

composition of the water, mixing these thoroughly within
the water, and permitting sufficient time to elapse for the

separation of the "sludge" before the water is fed to the
boiler.

In the case of the "hot-continuous" process, this separa-
tion is effected more rapidly, which permits of less storage
capacity than in the case of in the cold-continuous. In

all cases, though, it is of the utmost importance to provide

sufficient storage space to allow the sludge to be completely

deposited before the water is fed to the boiler: otherwise

the partially completed softening process will be completed
within the heater, and the purpose of the treatment will

be largely defeated. Another advantage of the hot process

is that it expels the air from the water and so reduces the

corrosion.

The Zeolite Process.—This is entirely unlike the pro-

cesses described above, and, unlike them, gives a water of

from the softener and replaces it by the calcium and
magnesium which had caused the hardness of the water.

The hard water simply flows over the permutit packed in a
cylinder or is forced up through it and flows from it with

all scale-forming material removed. After a time the

softener must be regenerated by allowing a solution of

salt to flow over it, restoring its original composition and

activity. The "Permutit" process is a well-known efficient

variety of the zeolite treatment.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Zeolite Process

The construction and operation of this softening equip-

ment is extremely simple, and, as already stated, w^ater of

zero hardness is furnished. On the other hand, in the case

GENERAL KEY PLAN
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of water to a high degree of temporary or carbonate hard-

ness there is a correspondingly large amount of sodium

salts introduced into the water, so that foaming is liable

to occur (as is liable to occur when softening water of a

similar composition by means of boiler compounds). In

such cases the following modified form of the zeolite

process is used.

The Lime Zeolite Process

In this an intermittent or continuous tank equipment,

as described already under the lime-soda processes, is con-

nected through a filter to a zeolite softener. Only lime is

used in the tank, the soda compound being secured from
the zeolite. The filter is placed between the tank and the

zeolite softener to avoid any sludge coating the permutit

particles and so impair its efficiency.
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The Strength of Screws, Bolts and Nuts
In His Memorandum to the Manchester Steam Users' Association
the Author Gives Some Interesting Data Regarding These Much

Discussed Items of Mechanical Design

Bv C. E. STROMEYER

In my last year's Memorandum I

mentioned that this subject was receiv-
ing consideration, but, with the excep-
tion of the few failures which have oc-
curred in the meantime, no practical en-
quiry into this subject had been carried
out. The subject v/as dealt with in a
paper read at the Spring Meeting of the
Institution of Naval Architects. It was
there shown that very slight irregulari-
ties in the shapes of screw threads, and
more particularly in the relative pitches
of screwed bolts and nuts, could produce
very serious local stresses at the roots
of the threads, stresses which were
found to be far more intense than the
overall tension stresses in the core of
the bolt. It was also found that the
finer the threads the intenser the local
stresses, and that, contrary to the gen-
erally accepted view, a bolt with a fine
thread and, therefore, with a relatively
large core is no stronger than a bolt
with a cjarse thread. In fact, this con-
clusion is almost self-evident, if, as an
extreme case, we look on the bolt head
as being a nut with microscopically fine
threads welded together in order that
they may not become disengaged. Of
course the corner between the bolt and
the imaginary nut would be a mathe-
matically sharp one, and, as is well
known, a sharp corner is very weak be-
cause, as would happen if a microscopic
thread had actually been used, all the
shearing stress is concentrated close to
the corner. It follows that a bolt with
a microscopically fine thread is a very
weak structure. The other extreme
case is a bolt with such deep threads
that it has no core, a mere cork-screw.
Such a bjlt would also have very little

strength; but there is some intermediate
ratio of depth of thread to diameter of
bolt for which the strength is a maxi-
mum.

Unfortunately, this maximum has a
comparatively low value, being about
one-third of the strength of the shank
of the bolt measured over the threads.
This, no doubt, accounts for the com-
paratively low stresses which are al-

lowed in bolts. For instance, the per-

missible stresses on boiler shell plates

between the rivet holes reaches 13 000
lbs. per square inch, and still leaves an
ample margin of safety, whereas 10,-

000 lbs. on the cores of bolts, or about
7,500 on the shank of a bolt is consid-

ered fairly high. In reality the local

stresses at the roots of the threads,

combined with the longitudinal pull of

10,000 in the core, works out at about
20,000 lbs. per square inch, and it is

probably only due to bolt materials be-
ing very plastic, and the threads being

very small structures and, therefore,

capable of adjusting themselves, that

nominal stresses of 10,000 lbs. correspon-
ding to actual local stresses of 20,000

lbs. do not result in failures.

These local stresses can be greatly in-

tensified by making the pitch of the

nut finer than that of the bolt and this

malpractice is a iiot uncommon one.

Most bolts have their threads cut with
dies, and when these get blunt they tend
to lengthen the bolts while they are

cutting and compressing them. Then
also large bolts and nuts are turned in

lathes, and when these have seen much
service, the leading screw has become
more severely worn near the headstock
where the nut would be turned than fur-

ther off where the bolt thread
would be turned. The result seems
to be that many large nuts have
finer threads than their bolts. The
result is that when these bolts are load-

ed, it is only the threads near the \o\\ tr

end of the nuts which carry the load,

and the severe resulting local stresses

combining with the longitudinal pull,

which is also a maximum at this level,

produce very severe stresses; so intense

indeed that no simpler means for break-

ing off a bolt end could be devised than

using a hard steel nut with a relatively

fine thread and wrenching off the bolt

end.

Conversely a very marked reduction

in the stresses near the lower level of

the nut can be effecce.l by making the

nut thread of a slightly coarser pitch,

say one-tenth per cent., than that of the

bolt. When the nut is screwed on and a

pull applied, the bolt will at first rest

only on the upper threads of the nut,

and gradually, as the load is increased,

the bolt lengthens and more and more
threads become engaged until all the

threads are offering a fair share of re-

sistance. It is of course no easy matter
to produce absjlutely correct pitches,

but seeing that irregularitito do occur,

and that relatively fine threads in the

nuts are dangerous, it would be an ad-

vantage to aim at not allowing the bolt

thread pitch to exceed a certain limit, and
also not allowing the nut thread pitch

to fall below this limit.

Some insight into the nature of the

stresses which occur m bolts ai;d nuts
is afforded by the following short modi-
fied extract from the paper previously
referred to.

The depths of the nuts are assumed
to be equal to the cores of the bolt. The
numbers in the table, express the result-

ing stresses at the roots of the threads

in the bolts in pounds per square inch for

every 10,000 lbs. stress in the unreduced

shank of the bolt.

No. of Bolt and Nut Thread Nut Threads are 1-1000

Threads Pitches are equal coarser than Bolt

per Core Thread Pitches

Dia- Bottom Top Bottom Top
meter. of Nut of Nut of Nut of Nut

8 aO.800 5,700 17,400 21,600

16 29,700 3,500 13,400 22,500

32 3a,400 1,900 11,500 27,500

When the pitch of the nut thread

finer than that of the bolt, the maximum
stresses at the roots of the threads are

approximately given by the formula

—

s = 4v LT.Z.D.H-2h X (T ^ 3E + 1/p)]

where T is the tension in the core of the

bolt of the diameter D. The depth of

thread is h, E is the modulus of elas-

ticity, say about 13,000 tms per square

inch, and Z is the shearing modulus of

elasticity of the threads, say 1,000 tons

per square inch. The ratio of excess

pitch of bolt thread over nut thread

pitch is l^p. The above formula does

not apply unless ]/p is larger than

1-1000. For a tension stress T of 6.5

tons per square inch the value of T/3E

is about 1 6000. We may therefore

write

—

fa = 4v'[T.D.-^2h X (1/6 + 1000/p)]

Let 2=65 tons. h/D= l-16 and

p= MOOO, then s=31.2 tons per square

inch, to which shearing stress a portion

of the 6.5 ton tension stress has to be

added.

If 1 p, the discrepancy between the

pitches, should be 4/1000, which was ac-

tually the case with a boiler siay-bolt

which failed, the shearing stress would

be nearly 60 tons per square inch.

wonder, therefore, that this 2% in. bolt

should have failed while its nut was

being screwed up.

Doubtless many similar cases occur

in practice, but comparatively little no-

tice is taken of them, they being at-

tributed to bad material or carelessness

on the part of the workmen. The faulty

shape of the threads and pitches seems

never to be suspected. However, as this

subject deserves the very closest study,

it is hoped that cases of broken bolts

either of boilers or engines will be men-

tioned to me for Lhe purpose of fuller

investigation.

One reason why it is desirable to look

very closely into this matter is the grow-
ing practice, started by American auto-

matic tool makers, to supply mild steel

which will mill easily. This steel con-
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tains a large percentage of sulphur. Un-
fortunately phosphorus is frequently also

present in large percentages, and then
the bars are very brittle. Quite recently

all the screwed stays of a new locomo-

tive boiler had to be removed on account

of their brittleness. and other loco boil-

ers having screwed stays from the same
steel-maker are constantly breaking
their stays.

Drilling and Trepanning Tests
- Relative Relative

Letter Drilling Trepanning Sulphur
Resolutions Forces per cent.

96 1 21 O.OlO
R 1 26 1 11 0.014
S 1 13 1 20 0.014
L 1 36 1 34 0.022
P 1 26 1 13 0.023
N 1 26 1 06 0.026
M 1 10 1 02 0.O.31

BB 1 17 1 12 0.032W 1 09 1 oo 0.034
T 1 15 1 18 0.035
Z 0' 92 1 14 . 0.036
J 1 13 1 00 0.043
G 1 04 94 0.046
V 1 02 98 0.047
F 91 1' 08 0.048
E 0.92 91 . 053
K 1 01 1 01 . 056
B 1 07 78 0.057
C 1 01 84 0.060
Q 1 04 1 04 0.060
X 98 94 0.061
H 94 79 0.062
A 1 07 92 0.078
U 85 1 13 0.083
D .71 .89 0. 193
Y 1 .06 .0.5 0.031

The above-mentioned new stays con-
tained 0.06 per cent, sulphur, 0.09 per
cent, phjsphorus, which is already rath-

er high, and .020 per cent, nitrogen,

which is very high and suggests that

the steel maker had been using a large
percentage of Bessemer scrap.

Some time ago, Mr. Dempster-'Smith
of the Manchester Municipal College,

kindly carried out some drilling and tre-

panning experiments on samples of steel

plates of which the chemical analyses

and other tests will be found in my per-

vious notices. As there was a marked
blunting of the tools after drilling or

trepanning a few holes, a standard sam-
ple of steel was drilled for comparison
both before and after drilling two test

piece holes.

In table 11. the first column contains

the distinguishing letter of the sample.
The second one c mtains the relative

number of revolutions of the drill per
inch of depth of hole drilled, the load on
the drill being constant. The third col-

umn contains the relative turning force

for enlarging the drilled holes to a giv-

en size by trepanning, the rate of feed

being constant. The fourth column con-

tains the percentage of sulphur, and
the fifth one contains remarks about the

other impurities.

It will be noticed that sample L with

only 0.022 per cent, sulphur offered a

maximum resistance of 1.34. Sample D
with 0.193 per cent, offered a minimum
lesistance of 0.71 and 0.89, say 0.8 mean.
In other words, the increased percent-

age of 0.171 per cent, sulphur reduced

the cutting resistance by 40 per cent. In

view of this very great machining advan-

tage offered by sulphur steels, efforts

should be made to make them more re-

liable than they are at present. They

seem to have been tried for motor chains,

because blanks made from them punch-
ed very easily, but the experiment is

said to have proved a failure.

Rules For Measuring Heat-

ing Surface of Boilers
The true heating surface of a tube is

Hi^h copper.
Higlh copper.

Very high phosphorus, also copper.
Higlh phosphorus and copper.
High phosphorus.

High carbon.
Hiiglh nitrogen and copper.

High phosphorus and nitrogen.

High copper.

Very high sulphur.
HiKh tenacity S'ilicon steel.

the side exposed to the hot gases, the

inner surface in a fire tube boiler, and

the outer surface in a water tube boiler.

Take All Dimensions in Inches

Rule for finding the heating surface of

\crticai tubular boilers: Multiply the cir-

cumference of the fire-box by its height

above the mud-ring. Multiply the com-
bined circumferences of all the tubes

by their length, and to the sum of these

two products add the area of the lower

sheet. From this sum subtract the

cross-sectional area of all the tubes and
divide the result by 144; the resulting

fi.gures are the number of square feet of

heating surface.

Rule for finding the heating surface

of horizontal tubular boilers: Multiply

one-half or two-thirds of the circumfer-

ence of the boiler shell (depending on

the amount of boiler surface that is ex-

posed to the hot gases) by its length.

Multiply the combined cii'cumfercnce of

all the tubes by their length. Add these

two products and divide the sum by 144;

the resulting figures are the number of

square feet of heating surface.

To find the square feet of heatinsr sur-

face in a tube, multiply the circumference
of the tube by its length in inches, then

divide by 144.

To find the circumference of the fire-

box, tube, tube sheet or boiler shell, take
the diameter of the tube, fire-box, tube
sheet or boiler shell, that is, whichever
it happens to be you want the circum-
ference of, and multiply it by 3.1416.

To find the area of the fire-box, tube,

tube sheet or boiler shell, take the dia-

meter of the tube, fire-box, tube sheet,

or boiler shell, that is, whichever it hap-

pens to be you want the area of, and
square it (that is, multiply the diameter

by itself). For instance, if the diameter

of a tube is 3 inches, to square it you.

would multiply it by itself, 3, which,
would equal 9 inches, and then multiply
the square of the diameter by 0.7854.

It is a general practice among manu-
facturers to rate boilers on the basis of
10 sq. ft. of heating surface per horse-
power for water tube boilers and fire

tube boilers and IVz sq. ft. of surface-

for Scotch Marine boilers. These heat-
ing surfaces as specified are considered
capable, under normal operating con-

ditions, of evaporating 34.5 lbs. of \yater

per hour from and at 212 degrees. How-
ever, this does not mean that this is the
Lmit of the amount of water that this

amount of heating surface will evapor-
ate.

When the boiler is rated at a stated

horsepower it is not to be understood
that the boiler is in any state of strain

when developing more than its rated

capacity, that is, the horsepower. Broad-
ly stated, the evaporating capacity of a
certain amount of heating surface in a
well designed boiler, that it is capable
of producing, is limited only by the
amount of fuel that can be burned under
the boiler.

While this statement tends to lead you
to believe that the question of capacity
tliat can be securtd in a boiler is simoly

one of making an arrangement by which
sufficient fuel could be burned under a
definite amount of heating surface to
generate the required amount of steam,

there are certain limiting features, struc-

tural and othei-wise, in a boiler to be
taken into consideration against the ad-

vantage of high capacity developed from
a small heating surface.

The maximum capacity of a boiler ex-

pressed in boiler horsepower is given in

terms of per cent, above the manufac-
turer's rated horsepower (by manufac-
turer's rated horsepower is meant the
horsepower that is given for the boiler

in the manufacturer's catalog, or, the
horsepower the manufacturer rated his

boiler at, when he sold it).

That the aeroplane engine is not above
ordinary humdrum work is shown by the
fact that one has recently been ins'.alled

in a London factory as a stand-by power
unit. It bums gas instead of petrol and
the cooling water is circulated through
a common cast iron radiator. It is an
eight-cylinder engine, surplus from the
war. and at the aerial rate of living'

would develop 200 horsepower, but has
been rated at 75 horsepower on earth to
give it a reasonable length of life. The
.space occupied by the engine is only

8 ft. by 5 ft., by 5 ft. high, while its

weight is about 800 lbs.

* * *

An English scientist declares that in-

somnia may be cured by removing excess

moisture from the lungs. To put his

theory into practice, he has devised a
small machine for supplying warm, dry,

filtered air, which the patient then

breathes through a nose tube secured tj

the head with tape. The process is said

not to be uncomfortable.

of Various Qualities of Steel.

Remarks.

Pure high carbon steCl.

High phosphorus.
High phosphorus.
Hig'h phosphorus and nitrogen.
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The Making of

Commutators

The First of Several Articles

Descriptive of Commutators

and Their Troubles. This

Article Deals With Their

Construction

By W. F. SUTHERLAND

ONE of the most important features of direct cur-

rent machinery is the commutator. In some re-

spects it may be looked upon as a necessary evil

for no other part requires such care in design, for the

securing of proper commutation, and no other part is

so liable to give trouble. When properly designed and

HG. 1 -MICA AND COPPER ROUGH MILLED
READY FOR ASSEMBLY.

cared for, however, the commutator need be given but
Jittle attention and functions very well.

Materials of Construction

In essentials, not including brushes and current col-

lecting devices, there are but three parts to a commu-
tator, the current-carrying bars, the insulation and the
supporting rings or spider.

Somewhat at variance with popular belief copper, so
universally used, is not altogether chosen for its electrical
conductivity but also on account of its high heat con-
ductivity. Occasionally the design of the bar is such
that electrical conductivity becomes a requirement de-
mandmg attention but in the great majority of cases
if the requirements imposed by adequate heat conduc-
tivity are met with, electrical conducitvity becomes of
secondary importance.

High speed machinery and the offsetting of wear as
well as the securing of a uniform quality necessitate
in most cases the use of rolled or drawn copper in place

of castings for bars. A high elastic limit is especially

desirable in view of recent advances in high speed com-
mutator work for turbo-blowers, direct current turbo-

generators, etc. In order to obtain a high elastic limit

hard-drawn copper is used and for the most extreme
requirements the hard-drawn copper is put through

several subsequent rolling operations. Hard-drawn cop-

per commutator bars should never be exposed to such
temperatures as will anneal the copper. Temperatures
above 250° C. seriously affect the elastic limit of copper,

while at temperatures above 400' C. the elastic limit is

greatly reduced.

Since a commutator is built up of many bars of

copper it is necessary that these bars be made very
accurately to gauge not only at both the thicker and
thinner drawn edges but also in the centre. A difference

at either of the edges will result in the bars building up
into a commutator either larger or smaller in diameter.

Differences in size at the centre of the width of the bar

J"IG. 2-OOMXrTATOR ASSEMBLED READY FOR BORING OUT.

FIG. 3—COMMUTATOR FINISHED, BORED
AND ENDS FACED.

arise in the process of drawing. The central part of the

bar draws more readily than the edges and the cross-

section of the bar, therefore, becomes instead of a wedge
with straight sides, a wedge with concave sides.

Insulation

Various materials have been used in commutator con-

struction but in all cases, in commutators of any size,

mica is universally used. Fibre and molded insulation

are used quite extensively in commutators of smaller sizes.

Mica is perhaps the only material which combines the

qualities of electrical resistance, equal wear with copper
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and resistance to heat in a degree satisfactory to the

manufacturer of direct current apparatus.

High mica has been the source of much trouble in

the past and to-day is frequently the cause of faulty

operation. Many micas are entirely unsuited for com-
mutator construction and the only two which have been

© ©
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FIG. 4.- COPPER BARS FOR LARGE COMMUTATOR
DOTTED LINES iNDICATE ORIGINAL SHAPE BEFORE

BEING TURNED.

InE

found to give uniformly good results

Ceylon and the Canadian amber mica.
In the manufacture of commutator

strips or insulation the naural mica is

split up into five flakes and is united

under pressure into a sheet of uniform
thickness by means of a band, shellac

in many cases. One-thirty-second of an
inch is about the usual thickness for

this strip material.

The bonding material used in built-

up communtutor mica must not be used

in excess or some af it will be exuded
in building up the communtator
when it is baked. This baking
process, as it is commonly termed, is not

made either to get rid of moisture or

an excess of bonding material in the

insulation, but only serves to adjust

the mica strips to rhe inequalities in the

copper. If this is not done in the pro-

are the Green

cess of manufacture adjustment will take place when
the machine is placed in service and loose bars may result,

or at least, the commutator will need tightening up.

The vee ring or the insulation on the ends of the

commutation bars is built up from mica in much the

same manner as the strip insulation and this also needs
to be heated when in final position.

The principle of adjustment of built-up mica to in-

equalities in the metal surface depends on the fac(t

that when the bond is sufficiently softened, built-up mica
will flow under pressure. The temperature usually

reached in this baking process is about 125' to 150 C.

for a shellac bond.

Mechanical Details

The supporting members which carry the commutator
bars are usually made of cast iron, cast steel in the

larger sizes, or brass in the smaller sizes where economy
of space is of importance. Steel forgings are also used

by some firms and make a very strong construction. Care
is usually exercised by the manufacturers to see that

sound material is used.

Building

The copper bar used for the segments is cut approxi-

mately to length and the rough bars are milled nearly

to the size they will have in the finished commutator.
The mica strip is also milled or otherwise cut roughly
to size but is made slightly larger than the copper barj.

In medium sizes before the commutator is built up a

copper bar or neck is brazed to each segment for con-
nection purposes, but in the smallest sizes and in most
railway motors, where the neck is short, the segment

Hil#lf

FIG. 5-COMMUTATOR IN RING, PARTIALLY TURNED. NOTE THE ARRANGE-
MENT OF THE BLOCKS AND SET SCREWS.

Photo Courtesy the General Electric Co.

FIG. 6— MICA IN«ITT AXIOM (.-qR COMMUT.'^TORS AND SHOWING THF.
VARIOUS STEPS IN MAKING A VEE RING

Photo Courtesy the General Electric Co.

and neck are in one piece, the mica strip

extending to the top of the neck.

In large commut;itors drop-forged c >p-

per bars are used. Fig. 4 shows a

commutator segment for a large ma-
chine. The method of joining the bar
ard neck is shown clearly. This neck
consists of two strips of copper fastened

together with rivets and also securely

riveted to the bar with cjuntersunk
rivets. Aftenvards the neck and bar

are brazed together and the whole fin-

ished off smooth. The dotted lines in

this illustration represent the original

form of the bar before turning.

The commutator is built up by placing

the segments on end, side by side in

the form of a circle with neck at the

bottom and placing: the mica strips be-

tween the copper segments. The clamp
shown in Figs. 2 and 3 serves to tighten

the assembly together, and after it is

in place and drawn tightly home the

commutator is baked in an oven, the

clamping ring being tightened from
time to time.
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FIG. 7—COMMUTATOR SHELL A.ND CLAMP RING.
Photo Courtesy General Electric

After the commutator is baked it is allowed to cool

and is then machined as is shown in Fig. 3, the dovetails

"being cut and the inside surface trued up.

The iron or steel bushing is then placed in position

with its insulating vee ring of mica and the steel vee or

•clamping ring also with its insulation placed in position.

The whole assembly is then drawn up tight, the outer

ring removed and the outer surface machined off.

In the building of larger commutators much the same
practice is followed as for smaller ones. The commu-
tator is built up on a circular horizontal surface plate.

An iron block is clamped vertically on top the plate near

the outer edge to act as a support for starting the row
of bars. The copper segments are then set up side

by side, with the necks at the bottom and projecting

outwardly. A heavy movable block is used to keep
the segments in an upright position while building.

When the required number of segments have been built

Tip to form a complete circle the wHole is loosely bound
with rope or tape and the mica sheets placed between
the segments. When the commutator bars are very
heavy and thick, the mica sheets must be built up with
the bars. When the copper and mica are all in place

binding rings are clamped about the bars to hold them
together. Strips of fibre are used underneath the bind-

ing rings to protect the copper.

When the rings are adjusted in place they are sup-
ported upon wooden blocks and the mica and bars are
evened up by driving against the fibre strips. The bars
are set perpendicular by making the edges of the mica
strips parallel to a straight edge set perpendicular to

the surface plate.

When all the bars are properly set the screws in the
clamping rings are tightened and the commutator is

ready to be baked. In the baking process the commutator
is placed upon a large iron block having a circular hole
in the centre. The inner surface is lined with sheet
iron to prevent the flame from carbonizing the shellac

in the mica strips and beat is supplied by gas
llames. During the baking the set screws in

the binding rings are occasionally tightened
and any excess shellac forced out. When the
shellac is thoroughly dried out the commutator
is then carried to a boring mill, where the
inner surface is machined off. The mill is

operated at a high rate of speed and air is

sometimes used to blow the turnings from the
work. Both ends are also faced off and the
commutator tested for short circuits.

If one should be found it may be due to
particles of copper making a connection be-
tween adjacent bars, in which case the con-
necting capper is cut away by a sharp tool;

or it may happen that the trouble is in the
mica below the surface. To remedy this it

is necessary to remove sections of the clamp-
ing rings and to i-eplace the faulty mica with
new. After a thorough test the inner surface
is sandpapered smooth and shellaced, after
which the commutator is ready to be mounted

upon its supporting spider. The outside surface is then
machined ofl: either when the armature is wound and
connected up or, in the case of larger machines, separately
in a boring mill.

Co.

It is estimated that there are between four and five
million acres of land in the United Kingdom which might
be planted with timber. Of this amount about one-fourth
should be planted during the next forty years, according
to the Forestry Bill, which has passed the second reading.
This amount would put the country in a position to sub-
sist without imports of timber for three years.

According to the "Iron and Coal Trades' Review," the
Lens coal pits are flooded to the ground level, and at the
lower level mines the water is flowing out over the ground,
threatening flooding of the countryside. The Mining
Society of Lens estimates that it will take eighteen months
to pump out the water, and that the working of the coal
in the higher seams cannot be resumed until the end of
1920. The complete restarting of the mines of Lens and
Lievin will take at least ten years. The powerful pumps
required have been on order for a considerable time.
They will be operated electrically, from an electrical supply
taken from the generating station at Hames.

Sir Dugald Clerk, in a paper read before the North-east
Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders, points
out the well-known fact that the efficiency of the Diesel
engine is largely due to the high compression ratio of
12 or 14, the compression ratio with the gas engine being
usually seven, although the author states that "from the
results of prolonged experience it may be taken that for
explosion gas engines the extreme practicable compression
ratio IS 10 to 1, and the maximum probable brake thermal
f mc.ency is 39 per cent.

The author remarks that there appears to be only one
method open to increase the heat economy in an internal-
combustion engine in a practical way, and that is by using
regeneration of heat in some form. If in large installa-
tions the steam were used in a high-efiiciency Parsons
steam turbine, requiring 10 lb. of steam per b.h.p. hour,
25 per cent, could have been added by steam expansion to
the brake power obtained by internal-combustion.

FIG. 8—LARGE COMMUTATOR IN PROCBS.S OF ASSEMBLY.

MICHIGAN had a dozen buggy factories ten years ago
but now only one. Gasoline is pushing the old gray mare
off the map.
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The Properties and Uses of Colloidal Fuel

No problem in America during the

recent war reached a more acute

stage than that of maintaining a
sufficient supply of fuel oil and petrol-

eum derivatives, and among the various

problems taken up for study toy the Sub-
marine Defence Association was that of

securing a smokeless fuel—logically es-

sential to effect concealment for a ship

lying just below the horizon, but so

often self-betraying because of the tell-

tale trail from its funnel. In the vari-

ous researches were included trials

afloat of powdered coal. This fuel com-

mended itself mainly because of the very

complete combustion which could be se-

cured, and exhaustive tests were made
aboard the U.S.S. Gem. During prelim-

inary trials attempts were made to burn

the powdered coal by first firing oil in

conjunction with pulverized coal through

separate feeds, and from these tests

spring the suggestion to combine fuel

oil and powdered coal, so that they

they might be fed simultaneously to the

oil burners.

Being familiar with the oil industry

and with the efforts previously made to

evolve a colloidal fuel, and knowing of

the availability of certain coals iji Eur-

ope, where oil is scarce, Mr. Lincoln

W. Bates, chairman of the Submarine

Defence Association, turned his atten-

tion to devising coal-and-oil mixtures,

because he believed that an oil-saving

fuel could be reached in that way. The

first results of trial combinations of

coal and oil, made in the autumn of 1917,

were instructive and gratifying, but they

were not satisfying. Nevertheless, the

investigation gave promise of practical

use, although neither the oil nor the coal

employed was then up to the United

•States Navy or the British Ad-

miralty standards. A special search

was next undertaken for the purpose of

discovering a "fixateur" which would

render the composite sufficiently stable

when oil and coal up to official stand-

ards were employed. New supplies were

obtained and diverse experiments were

conducted with continually better re-

sults. After a six months' struggle and

many trials, by December of 1917, it

was found that certain chemical ingredi-

ents incorporated in the adniixtu-e cre-

ated a molecular state wherein the coal

content would not settle out at service

temperatures. Three months later the

work of the laboratory was so far suc-

cessful that the time for demonstration

had arrived.

Many oils are readily available in

their natural state for mixing with coal

to form a colloidal fuel, while others re-

quire slight transformations to effect

this, but all varieties of coal are suitable

for incorporating with oils. These in-

clude, besides the usual anthracite and

bituminous coals, lignites and even peat.

The low-grade European kinds may be

used pulverized, when they could not be

used advantageously as coal alone. The

salient point is the B.Th.U. content. A

coal so low in thermal units as to leave

the B.Th.U. value of the colloidal com-
posite much below that of oil alone

might not be worth while, except under
the extreme stress of a war-time em-
ergency. Another important factor af-

fecting the actual heating efficiency of

coal-and-oil combinations is, of course,

the amount of ash left on complete com-
bustion.

In all practical coal-and-oil mixtures
it is necessary to prepare the coal by
pulverization, an art which has been
largely developed within the past few
years. It is now possible to pass more
than 90 per cent, of the pulverized coal

through a screen of 300-mesh, i.e., 90,-

000 holes per square inch. This fine

subdivision enables the coal and oil to

be stabilized when suitably treated. It

has been established both ashore and
afloat that "any solid fuel which, in a

dry pulverized form, has two-thirds of

its content combustible, is suitable for

steam generating purposes." All coalf?

may be pulverized. Also inferior grades

such as anthracite culm, rice, dust and
"slush," as well as bituminous and lig-

into the mixture of oil and powdered
coal a fixateur which produces a col-

loidal fluid having the desired proper-
ties. The fixateur which has been de-
veloped has in its mixture certain char-
acteristics, readily obtainable, which
prevent sedimentation for a long period
of time. The nature of this fixateur
cannot be disclosed at present. The fix-

ateur need constitute but 1 per cent, of
the composite—only 20 lb. in a ton, and
no doubtful process or industrial prob-
lem is involved in its preparation.

With the character of a proper fixa-

teur established after much research,

mixtures of coal and oil so stabilized

were tested in a practical way under
rigorous condition aboard the U.S.S.

Gem. For this purpose fuel oil com-
plying with the specifications of the

United States Navy was supplied, whilst

of the coal 99.7 per cent, passed through
a 100-mesh screen, 98 per cent, through
a 200-mesh screen, and 85 per cent,

through a 300-mesh screen. The cal-

orific value was determined to be 13,974

B.Th.U. per pound. The calorific value

of the mixture can be grasped from the

accompanying table:

In the report upon this colloidal fuel

it is stated: "The results obtained under

Per pound, Per unit.

B.Th.U. S.G. fd. volume rela-

Fuel fd. 25<'/25'= tive heat units

Heavy crude fuel oil .900 16.497

Same oil and 20 p.c. soft coal without 17.307 .968 16,753

Same oil and 25 p.c. hard coal without . . 16.390 .995 16,308
18,669 .924 17,297

Same oil and 30 p.c. coal with fixateur . 17,023 1.035 17,619
. .. 13,974

nite slag, screenings, etc., can be burned
in pulverized form. Coal cokes and crude

oil coke, charcoal, and pulverized wood
may be incorporated in colloidal fuel and
give good results. To obtain satisfac-

tion from these sources of carbon, how-
ever, they should be dried and milled so

that the surface or free moisture will

not exceed 1 per cent. It is reported

authoritatively that: "The total cost

for preparing pulverized coal properly

in a suitably equipped drying and pul-

verizing plant will range from 15 to 45

cents a ton, depending upon the capa-

city of the plant."

Of course, the crux of a satisfactory

colloidal fuel is stabilizing the coal in

the oil. There are only four ways yet

known to increase the stability of a

coal-and-oil mixture. One is to sub-

divide the coal to such fineness that a

chemical combination between coal and

oil particles takes place. This would

be a true colloidal mixture. Another

way is to thicken the viscosity of the

oil so that sedimentation of the coal

powder is delayed. A third is to in-

troduce "fillers" of light particles, which

would act as nuclei for flocculation, but

which by reason of their buoyancy would

operate to reduce sedimentation. The
products obtained by any of these alter-

natives are either too expensive or im-

practicable for storage, or are not accept-

able for daily use. By means of a fourth

method it is now possible to introduce

standard conditions with the Parr calori-

meter show that up to 30 per cent, coal

replacement the composite has equal

calorific value per unit volume. The
composite used was not the most favor-

able possible; it had a higher fixateur

content—2.5 per cent.—than is neces-

sary for stabilizing, while the coal used
was not of the highest grade available."

Regarding the spraying and atomizing
of the colloidal fuel, numerous labora-

tory tests were made. The results are

thus summed up: "While it is not pos-

sible to make on a small scale a satis-

factory trial of the burning and heating

properties of the fuel, it is possible to

test its capacity for being sprayed and
atomized. For this purpose it is suffici-

ent to have a reservoir of the fluid con-

nected to a compressed air line with

gauge, and, on the other hand, to an oil

burner or atomizer. For our experi-

ments we used an air injector oil burner,

with about Vs in. nozzle, regulated by
a cone valve, and having a by-pass for

injection of the atomizing air current.

This air was supplied by a shunt from
the main line, and provided with an in-

dependent pressure gauge. The fue! was
heated to nearly 158 deg. Fah. in a

reservoir, which corresponded to a pre-

heater in an oil-burning installation.

Quite effective spraying was obtained

with a pressure of 70 lb. to 80 lb. on the

reservoir and with from 20 lb. to 30 lb.

m the air shunt."
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At first sig-ht, it might seem tliat a

mixture of a fuel oil of ordinary B.Th.U.

value with a coal of a lower B.Th.U.

value per pound would make a com-

posite having a reduced B.Th.U. vaiue

per unit of volume when compared with

luel oil alone. Such a result, hovvaver,

is not the case if good grades of co£.l be

used. Of course, there would be a de-

ficiency in the colloidal fuel if coals of

lelatively low B.Th.U. value were em-

ployed. According to the finding."; of

the Submarine Defence Association, we
have this interesting fact: "Assuming

a volume of 3 cubic feet of colloidal fuel,

of which 2 cubic feet v,ould be oil and

1 cubic foot pulverized coal. The fuel

oil weighs approximately 58 lb. per cubic

foot, and the heat value, for example,

is estimated at 19,000 B.Th.U.'s per

pound. Therefore 2 cubic feet will con-

tain 2,204,000 B.Th.U.'s. One cubic foot

of solid coal weighs approximately 80

lb., and, assuming an average B.Th.U.

value of 14, .500, one cu. ft. of coal would

contain 1,160,000 B.Th.U.'s. Therefore a

combination of the two fuels, oil and

coal, and in the ratio of 2 of oil to 1 of

coal, would contain 3,364,000 B.Th.U.'s,

or 1,121,333 B.Th.U.'s per cubic foot, as

compared with only 1,102,000 B.Th.U.'s

per cubic foot of oil. The heating values

will vary directly, according to the

B.Th.U. value of the coal and the oil."

Pulverized coal in a dry state weighs

only about 35 lb. to 38 lb. per cubic foot,

according to the gravity of the coal and

to the degree to which the coal has set-

tled. There are, however, no voids in

the coal when mixed with the oil, and

lience it must be taken as a solid. Col-

loidal fuel can be made of a great many
grades of coal and oil, rendering avail-

able in numerous cases fuels heretofore

looked upon as undesirable. Colloidal

fuel made with pressure-still residuals

—such as oil, wax tailings, crude oil

coke—is a success. From these residu-

als an ashless fuel is prepared so low in

sulphur that it will command a premi-

um because of its value in making high-

grade alloy steel. The Submarine De-

fence Association, in response to the

wish expressed by the Admiralty, ex-

tended its research to coal tars. It is

possible to announce confidently that it

is entirely practicable to blend petrole-

um oils and coal tars and so stabilize

the mixture that the powdered coal, pul-

verized coke, and asphaltic substances

will not be precipitated, but, instead,

will produce a stable liquid fuel that

can be shipped, piped, and stored. This

means that countries without oil, like

Australia, France, Italy, and England,

may themselves proauce quite half of

the su'bstances needful to the making of

a satisfactory liquid fuel.

It has been found entirely practicable

to hold suspended in oil for months run-

ning from 30 per cent, to 40 per cent, of

coal. The average size of the coal par-

ticles is many times that of the gra-

phite particles in lubricating compounds.

It is possible to combine in a stable

liquid fuel about 45 per cent, of oil, 20

per cent, of tar, and 35 per cent, of pul-

verized coal, thereby replacing mora
than one-half of the oil now used, while

securing equal, if not greater, heat values

per barrel, not to mention a considerable

saving in cost.

Regarding the nature of the fixateurs

and the process by which they are in-

corporated with the oil and coal, it will

have to suffice at present to say that the

fixateurs and treatments produce a state

in which the settling force of gravity,

operating upon the particles somewhat
agreeably to Stoke's Law, is overcome
by peptization, absorption, Brownian
movement, electrical factors, and chemi-

cal and physical phenomena, including

such as obtain in the case of colloids and
metals. The exception, however, is that

in the composite fuel many of the parti-

cles are above colloidal size.
—"The En-

gineer."

SURFACE CONDENSING PLANT
TEMPERATURES

When tuning up surface condensing

plants it is highly desirable that, having

a good vacuum, the hotwell water tem-

perature should be kept as high as pos-

sible consistent with that vacuum, and
a little trouble taken to regulate the

cooling water supply to suit the load on
the condensing plant will be amply re-

paid.

There should not be m^re than 10

dog. F. difference between the hotwell

water temperature and the theoretical

temperature:

Vacuum Theoretical Temperature

20 161.28° Fahr.

21 166.83" Fahr.
22 151.97° Fahr.
23 146.55° Fahr.
24 140.42° Fahr.
25 133.32° Fahr.

26 124.89° Fahr.

27 114.34° Fahr.

28 100.05° Fahr.

A difference of more than 10 deg. F.

indicate either (a) air leaks in exhaust
main; (b) inefficient air pump; or (c)

if vacuum is high too much cooling water
passing. There should not be more than

IS deg. to 30 deg. F. difference between
hotwell temperature and the cooling

water discharge temperature. A high

difference indicates either (a) an excess

of c )olin<r water, or (b) a dirty con-

denser. The former is sho-wm by low
hotwell temperature, the latter and more
rr,ual by high hot.vell temperature. A
low vacuum with a high temperature in

both hotwell and circulating water dis-

charge shows that insufficient circulat-

ing water is passing-, and may be due to

centrifugal pump running at wrong
speed, or to its impeller being worn.

It should also be remembered that,

although steam turbines require as high
a vacuum as can be obtained, in order

to obtain the best results as regards
coal consumption, reciprocating engines
generally give their best results with

about 25.5 in. to 26 in. vacuum, the hot-
well temperature being kept up as near
as possible to the theoretical tempera-
ture.

INTERNATIONAL MACHINERY EX-
POSITION ANNOUNCED

Announcement of the International
Machinery Exposition to be held in

Grand Central Palace, New York City,
has been made by the Merchants' and
Manufacturers' Exchange of New York.
This is to be one of the most advanced
steps made in the machinery industry
since the war ended ,and will be a per-
manent affair. October 15th is sche-
duled as the opening date, at which time
It is expected that hundreds of machines
will be in actual operation on the floor.
The expositijn will occupy 50,000 square
feet of floor space, in the high struc-
ture, which is the largest exposition
building in the world and will include a
most comprehensive display of modern
engines, lathe milling machinery, plan-
ers, drills, screw cutters, presses, boring,
can-making, wood-Lurning machines, etc!
The Merchants' & Manufacturers' Ex-
change, which operates Grand Central
Palace, is owned and controlled by the
Nemours Trading Corporation, of which
Alfred I. duPont is president. It has
nineteen branches and 3,000 selling
agencies throughout the world, and is

one of the most remarkable organiza-
tions of the sort in existence. The Mer-
chants' & Manufacturers' Exchange will
operate eight permanent industrial ex-
positions in the Palace on the eight up-
per floors of the 12-storey building.
The four lower floors will be used for
tcmperary exhibit, such as the annual
automobile show, motor boat, flower
show, etc.

Visitors at the Internationl Machinery
Exposition will also find the other ex-
positions in this building of considerable
interest, included among them are the
International Factory Appliance Exposi-
tion, Inter-national Mining Machinery Ex-
position, International Farm Tractor and
Implement Exchange, and International
Exposition of Mining Industries, etc.

The advantages of this great world trade
clearing house are obvious. Manufac-
turers will have their exhibits side by
side, affording easy comparison. Inter-
change of ideas and the opportunity to

observe what is new and improved in

machinery, will be of decided benefit to
all who are connected with the industry.
Then, too, familiarity with the imple-
ments and machinery of one industry so
often leads to appreciation of their ap-
plicability to another.

Lloyd L. Warfield is manager of the
Machinery Exposition and will be as-

sisted by an able staff. Fred W. Payne
is general manager of the Merchants' &
Manufacturers' Exchange, and has gen-
eral supervision of all of the expositions.

Inquiries should be addressed prior to

Sept. 15th to Suite 421, 405 Lexington
Ave., New York City, and after that

date to Grand Central Palace.
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Using Pulverized Coal as a Boiler Fuel
The Following Paper Read Before the Detroit Meeting of the

A.S.M.E. Gives Some Interesting and Useful Data Relative to the

Use of This Fuel

By N. C. HARRISON

THE peculiar conditions as they ex-

ist to-day, on account of the war
and for other reasons, such as

the gradual disappearance of sources of

fuel, like natural gas, and the shortage

in the supply of crude oils, which have

become of too great value for ordinary

fuel purposes, have compelled those in-

terested to consider the possibility of the

adoption of pulverized coal as a fuel, to

replace their present methods of opera-

tion. Pulverized coal was first used in

the United States about 26 years ago

for the economical burning of the cement

rock in the rotary kilns of the portland-

cement industry.

Pulverized coal was first applied suc-

cessfully for economical reasons in con-

nection with the burning of portland

cement. The growth of the portland-

cement industry also had a great bearing

on the development and use of pulverized

coal, in that, it is in this industry that

pulverizing machines were brought to

the present high state of development,

for in the manufacturing of cement in

the neighborhood of 1,100 lbs. of raw
materials, clinker and coal must be

ground to produce one barrel of portland

cement weighing 380 lbs. As there are

a hundred million barrels of portland

cement made in this country annually,

these figures will give one a reason why
pulverizing machines have been so highly

developed during the last few years.

Fine grinding of the raw material means
redaction in the quantity of fuel re-

quired and also makes possible the high-

est quality of the finished product, so

far as the chemical analysis or com-
biination is concerned. Fine grinding

of the clinker means increased strength

for the reason that the hydraulically

active units in cement are in direct pro-

portion to the percentage of fine or im-

palpable powder in the finished product.

The application of this form of fuel

has been gradually taken up by engineers

connected with other industries, who
have speedily recognized its value to

such an extent that the steel industry

to-day is using in the neighborhood of

two million tons of pulverized coal an-

nually in various types of furnaces such

as open-hearth, heating, puddling, soak-

ing pits, continuous-heating, reheating,

annealing, forging furnaces, and fur-

naces of practically every description

where heat is required.

The copper industry is using between
one and two million tons per year in ore-

roasting furnaces, reverberatory and
copper-melting furnaces of all types.

Large amounts of pulverized coal are

used in rotary kilns (other than the

cement industry) for the desulphurizing
and roasting of various grades of ores;

for nodulizing blast-furnace flue dust so

as to make available products heretofore

very expensive to recover; for burning
lime to oxide of lime for use in open-

hearth furnaces; for burning dolomite

for open-hearth furnaces; and for the

calcining (or driving off of CO, gas and
water of crystallization) of various min-
erals, from which are obtainable such
commodities as plaster of paris, stucco,

potash, etc. A total of approximately
ten million tons of pulverized coal are

burned annually in the United States in

the above industrie.s

A still further and very important de-

velopment is now going on, which will,

when it attains its growth, require more
pulverized coal than probably all of the

other industries combined, and that is in

its application to locomotives, particu-

larly in the West. This application is

now being developed. There is still an-

other field in which enormous quantities

of this fuel will be used and a fiel

'

in which we are all concerned, and that

is in the generation of power in station

ary power houses.

Practically any coal can be burned in

pulverized form with a proper furnace

and burning equipment. Each applica-

tion, however, must necessarily be gov-
erned by the quantity of the fuel avail-

able in the district in which it is made.
Generally speaking, however, the coals

which would give the most satisfactory

results would be those in which the ash
content would be less than 10 per cent.,

the volatile averaging between 30 and
40 per cent, and the fixed carbon between
40 and 50 per cent. The sulphur con-
tent should be low, although coal with
a sulphur content running as high as
4% to 5 per cent, is being burned in

pulverizing form under boilers without
any detrimental results. The ash should
have a high melting point. These state-

ments, however, are tentative, as most
excellent results have been obtained from
all sorts of coals, differing widely from
the ideal analysis stated.

It is very apparent that the develop-
ment in this method of burning coal has
brought coals, from which heretofore
very inefficient results have been ob-
tained, within reach of a great many
consumers. For instance, from Texas to
Edmonton, Alberta, the country is under-
laid with various grades of lignites, low-
grade mineral coals with high moisture
content and of such a nature that the
ash would melt or flow down on the
grates, thereby preventing the highest

efficiency from being obtained. They
are of such a nature that their use in

gas producers is not very satisfactory,

so that until the development and burn-
ing of these coals in pulverized form was

an assured success these coals were not

used in as large quantities as is now
possible. The largest deposits of lignite

and mineral coals appear to be in the

Northwest awaiting future development

when proper means are at hand for ob-

taining the highest possible economy
from their combustion, and the location

of these large deposits will now be of
great value to the districts m which
they are located.

Around steel plants there are large

quantities of waste fuel such as coke
breeze. This fuel is being used to a
certain extent on some forms of grates,

with forced draft, but it can be burned
in pulverized form under boilers for the
generation of power, and possibly in the
open-hearth furnaces for making steel.

In the anthracite field there are large
quantities of coal daily pumped back into

the mines, which coal is a result of the
washing and crushing operation, for
bringing the coal to commercial sizes.

1 unutrstand that eight to ten million

tons a;mually of this silt are allowed to

he pumped back into the mines to fiil up
old workings.

A number of the coal companies are

now carefully investigating the applica-

tion of pulverized anthracite or low
volatile coals with a view to using this

waste coal in pulverized form so as to

obtain power for its use, making avail-

able coals of higher grade for the market,
which they are firing at the present time.

A very successful installation of this

kind is in operation at Lykens, Pa.

The above statements have been of a
rather general nature so as to bring out
forcibly the fact that coal in pulverized
form is going to become one of the most
important fuels. The results thus far
obtained have shown that with install-

ations properly designed and installed,

that from an operating standpoint it

is not only a desirable fuel but one which
will eventually become necessary on ac-

count of its economy.

What is Pulverized Coal?

The average man will tell you that
pulverized coal is coal ground to a
powder. Any coal which is ground or

powdered from his point of view is pul-

verized coal. From a technical stand-

point pulverized coal is that coal which
is properly dried, crushed and pulver-
ized so that the product contains the
highest percentage of impalpable powder.
Merely powdering coal does not fulfill

the requirements. Coal must be pulver-

ized so that at least 95 per cent, will

pass through a 100-mesh sieve having
10,000 openings to the square inch, or
in terms of dimension 95 per cent, must
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be less than one two-hundredth of an

inch cube.

The average person does not fully

realize to what a high degree of fine-

ness it is possible to reduce the coal to-

day by pulverization. The finer the

coal is pulverized the more efficiently

it can be burned and the more readily

it will be diffused when mixed with the

air for combustion and fed into the fur-

naces. A cubic inch of coal pulverized

so that 95 per cent, will pass through a
100-mesh sieve will contain over two
hundred million particles, none of which
will be greater than one one-hundredth of

an inch cube, and a large percentage
will be less than one six-hundredth of an

inch cube. A cubic inch of coal has a

superficial area of 6 sq. in., but the

combined area of these multitudes of

small articles shows that when the coal

is ground to above mentioned degree of

fineness the superficial area will increase

to nearly 30 sq. ft. or an increase in

area of approximately 700 times. This

increase in area permits perfect and
instantaneous combustion. Its rapidity

depends directly upon the surface ex-

posure. This is one of the reasons for

the grinding.

Pulverizing certaii.ly dJes not change
the nature of the coal. We do, however,

change the form of the coal to a certain

extent in pulverizing it, in that we
change it from a solid into a fuel having
liquid properties. As the coal is pulver-

ized it is mixed with air, and when
handled in the conveyor it flows like

water; when fed to the furnaces it is

more or less like a gas, and the furnaces
must be designed to bum a gaseous mix-
ture.

Description of a Coal-Pulverizing Plant

A pulverizing plant consists of three
main units: a crusher, a crushed-coal
drier and a pulverizer. The number of

each one of these three main units will

depend on the size of the plant. The
coal is dumped in a track hopper and
conveyed by either a belt or apron con-
veyor into hopper, feeding single-roll coal

crusher, or where slack coal is at hand,
direct to elevator pit. After being
crushed to about one inch in diameter,
it passes by gravity to elevator pit,

where it is taken by bucket elevators to
the drier storage bin. Automatic weigh-
ing scales may be installed if desired
before the drier storage bin. Magnetic-
separator pulleys are also installed,
where a belt conveyor is used from the
track hopper to remove iron or steel
scrap in the shape of nuts, bolts, pick-
points, wedges and such foreign matter,
which would interfere with the pulver-
ization.

From the drier storage bin the coal
passes to a coal drier. This drier must
be of a size to deliver the required
quantity continuously, thoroughly dried.

The drier is heated either by hand-firing
on grates, or by pulverized coal, so ar-
ranged in either case to avoid igniting
the drying coal. The cylinder of the
drier is rotated by power, either a small
motor or line shaft being used. The

dried coal falls from the drier through

a chute into the pit of an elevator. In

this chute the coal passes over another

magnetic separator to remove any final

pieces of metal which might be left in

the coal and which were not caught on

the magnetic separator spoken of above.

This elevator carries it to a storage

bin set aloft for supplying the pulver-

izer. By spouts and gates the coal is

permitted to enter the pulverizer as de-

sired. This pulverizer grinds the coal

to the fineness required. From the pul-

verizer the coal is conveyed in various

ways to the pulverized-coal bins. With
the type of mill used at our plant, it is

carried by spouts from the mill to the

pit of an elevator, which carries it

aloft to the screw conveyor, which feeds

the pulverized-coal bins. In another

type of mill the fine pulverized coal is

conveyed by suction fan from the mill

to a cyclone separator, properly located

over the pulverized-coal storage bins, or

over the screw conveyor to the pulver-

ized-coal storage bin. This separator

will allow the coarser particles to fall

back to the mill, to be reground, while

the fine dust passes to the storage bin.

No fine-dust elevator is necessary with

this mill.

These pulverized-coal storage bins are

of a capacity proportional to the service

and hold a supply in excess of the

amount required in the intervals when
the grinding is not going on. Thus the

mills may supply in eight to ten hours
all that the furnaces may use in 24

hours, by making provision therefor.

If the pulverizing plant is located

within 200 ft. of the furnaces and the
furnaces are of large capacity, these
storage bins are located directly at the
furnaces. But if there are numerous
small furnaces located at a considerable

distance from the pulverizing plant, we
then locate the above storage bins at

some central point and convey from these
points to the various furnaces by means
of one of three methods: first, screw
conveyor; second, in a mass by means
of compressed air; third, in suspension
in a current of air. We now have the
pulverized coal at the furnaces ready
for use.

Costs of Pulverizing Coal

The cost of the operation of pulver-

izing coal depends upon four items: first,

the amount of moisture that must be

expelled from the coal before pulveriz-

ing; second, the cost of labor; third,

the cost of coal delivered at the pulver-

izing plant; fourth, the cost of electricity.

Table 1, issued by a pulverized-coal en-

gineering company, gives the cost of
pulverizing plants, including buildings,
and costs of pulverizing coal in plants
of capacity from 10 to 250 tons per
day. These figures include all costs, ex-
cept interest and depreciation, in the
pulverizing plant proper, and deliver the
dust from the top of the last elevator
to the screw conveyor, which feeds the
pulverized-coal storage bins.

TABLE 1. COSTS OF COAL-PULVERIZING
PLANTS AND COSTS OF PULVERIZING

COAL PER TON NET.
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10 0.56 31 000 IV 0.30
20 0.51 Q i ana 0.25
30 0.49 3^0 0.23
40 0.4)9 31 OOO 4V 0.23
50 0.3S O 1 ,WW 9£^t> 0.13
60 0.39 37,000 30 0.13
70 0.39 37,000 40 0.13
»0 0.39 37,000 40 0.13
90 0.30 37.000 46 0.13
100 0.34 45,000 34 0.09
110 0.34 45,000 37 . 09
1.20. 0.33 45,000 40 0.08
130 0.33 45^000 44 0.08
140 0.32 50,000 45 0.06
150 0.32 50,000 47 0.06
160 0.32 50,000 50 0.06
170 0.32 50,000 64 0.06
ISO 0.32 50,000 57 O.06
190 0.30 62,000 48 0.04
200 0.30 62.000 51 0.04
210 0.3O 62,000 &3 0.04
220 0.30 62,000 5« 0.04
230 0.30 62,000 59 0.04
240 O.30 62,000 61 0.04
250 0.30 62,000 63 0.04

Data on which Table 1 is based.

Labor rate : Millers, 30 cents per hr. ; drier
firemen, 20 cents per hr. ; common labor, 20
cents.

Cost of drier fuel : 6 cents per net ion, based
on 7 per cent, moisture. Coal at $5 per ton de-
livered.

Evaporation : 6 lb. per lb. of coal burned or
26 lb. of coal per ton.

Repairs: 7 cents per net ton. This iiicludes
whole pulverizing plant, all machinery.
Power has been based on 12.7 cents per ton

pulverized, and a consumption of 17 h.p.-hr. per
ton pulverized at 1 cent per kw.-hr. or about $54
per h.p. per annum.

We have taken from Table 1 figures

relating to those plants having daily

capacities approximately the same as
our plant, and by changing labor rates
to correspond to our rates have recom-
puted these figures as given in TaJble 2.

Table 3 shows actual costs at our
plant, and these are slightly higher than
figures given in Table 2.

Open-Hearth and Metallurgical Fui-naces

The development and use of pulver-
ized coal in this country has been pri-
marily due to its application in the ce-
ment industry and its gradual applica-
tion to other types of metallurgical fur-
naces. Marked economies, and in some
cases increased production, have been ob-
tained from this fuel and within the
last few years it has been applied very

TABLE 2 COSTS OF POJLVERrZET) COAL
PEJR TON NET.

Total cost Labor, cost
Tons daily pulverizing Labour hours per ton

per toin/, dWllars doWar»
80 0.45 40 19
a» 0.45 46 0.19
100 0.381 34 13

Data on which Table 2 is based.
Labor cost: Millers, 40 cents per hr. : dirier fire-

men, 36 cents per hr. : common lalbor, 3'5 cents.
Cost of drier fuel: 6 cente per net ton, based

on 7 per cent, moisture. Coal at $5 per ton de-
livered.

Evaporation : 6 lb. per pound of coal burned Or
26 lb. of coal per ton.
Repairs: 7 cents per net ton: this includes

whote pulverizi^ig plant, all machinery.
Power has been based on 12.7 per ton pulver-

ized, and a consumption of 17 h.p.-hr. per ton
pulverized at 1 cent per k.w.-hr. or about $54
per h.p.

Cost of pulveriSctng will' naturally vary accord-
ing to local conditions.
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successfully to various kinds of heating

furnaces, including forging, continuous-

heating, busheling, puddling and open-

hearth furnaces. Pulverized coal is be-

ing used on continuous-heating furnaces

with very gratifying results. It is also

being used as a fuel for soaking' pits

and promises to be used more extensive-

ly on this type of heating fumace in the

future.

One of the first applications of pul-

verized coal to the various types of

metallurgical furnaces was made by the

American Iron & Steel Manufacturing
Co., now the Bethlehem Steel Co., Le-
banon, Pa., at whose plant this form of

fuel was successfully applied to heating,

busheling and puddling furnaces, this

being practically the first attempt to

apply it to the iron and steel industry.

Taking into consideration the knowledge
obtained from the experience at the
above-mentioned plant, and also that ob-
tained from other installations, it has
been found that furnaces can be success-

fully operated by various methods of ap-
plying this fuel. Each type of metallur-

gical furnace presents different require-

ments as to the kind of burners to be
used. Probably the greatest recent de-

velopment in its use has been as a fuel

for open-hearth furnaces and boilers.

Boilers

Many engineers who attempted to bum
coal in pulverized form obtained unsat-

isfactory results, and concluded it was
"impossible." In many of the earlier

trials to burn pulverized coal under boil-

ers the usual method was to install coal-

feeding devices of some kind in the fur-

nace as it stood, with the result that the

fire bricks melted down and the tubes
were plastered with unconsumed carbon,

ashes and soot. So destructive were the

results that we can hardly blame those
making the tests from arriving at the
conclusion they did. How close some
were to success was not fully realized.

Conditions were not ripe. To-day, re-

sults are being obtained that are of suffi-

cient importance to warrant careful in-

vestigation and consideration.

For the proper combustion of coal un-
der boilers, there are five main points
which must be given serious considera-
tion, otherwise the burning of this fuel

will not be a success. These five points
are:

a Coal fineness

b Size of combustion chamber
c Necessary air opening
d Proper damper regulation
e Clean tubes

Coal fineness. The pulverized coal
should run about 96 per cent, through
the 100-mesh screen and about 85 per
cent, through the 200-mesh screen. If

it runs below 80 per cent, through the
200-mesh screen, we notice particles of
carbon flying through the air inside of
the combustion chamber, and these par-
ticles are not completely burned when
the gases reach the tuhes, and will then
deposit themselves on the tubes. Also,
these heavy particles in the pulverized-
coal mixture will sometimes settle on the

bottom of the combustion chamber and
will soon build up in the shape of stalac-

tites. This accumulation will continue
to build until the bottom of the com-
bustion chamber continues to be raised,

until it comes in contact with the flame.

These built-up particles will then fuse
into a solid mass, which, in a very short
time, will cause a shut down of the boiler

to dig this fused mass out. It is, there-
fore, necessary, for the successful burn-
ing of this pulverized fuel under boilers,

to have this coal as finely pulverized as
possible.

Size of Combustion Chamber. Before
installing, or considering the use of pul-
verized coal under boilers, we must first

make a study of our boiler-house install-

ation and know at exactly what rating

TABLE 3. COSTS OF PULVERIZING COAL
PER NET TON AT THE ATLAiNTIC

STEEL COMPANY.
Daily Output 80 Tons per Day.

Cost per ton.
Labor $0.22
Repairs 0.19
Power 0.134
Drier coal 0.0218

Total Cost $0.&658
Daily Output 90 Tons per Day.

Labor $0,195
Repa irs . W
Power 0.1.34
Drier coal 0.0218

Total Cost $».540K
Daily Output 100 Tons per Day.

Lalbor $0,176
Repairs 0.19
Power 0. 134
Drier coal 0.0218

Total Cost $0.5218
Total coal pulverized Jan. and Feb.,

:yi9 .5275 tons
Power: ^.9 k.w-^hr. per ton pulv. at

% cent $0.134 per ton
Laibor: 1 man 16 hr. at $0.40 $ 6.40

2 men 16 hr. at $0.35 11.20

Daily cosS $17.60

(= $0.22 for 80 tons output, $0,195 for 90 tons,

$0.H6 por lOO tons.)

Drier coal : Cost of drier fuel 2.8 cents per ton.

based on 2.62 per cent, moisture. Coal at $5
per ton, 6 lb. evaporated per lb. of -0001

burned or 8.7 lb. per ton of caal pulv.

Repairs: Total repairs for Jan. and Feb. .. $1412. l^S

Credit 409.69

Charged $10J2.47

( = $0.19 per ton pulv.)

we wish to operate these boilers, consid-

ering any peak load which may develop.

We must then design our combustion
chamber large enough to take care of

the maximum loads which will be de-

veloped from our boilers at any time.

After this maximum rating has been de-

termined, we then figure our combustion
chamber of a cubical capacity equivalent

to approximately 50 gu. ft. per lb. of

coal burned per min., or approximately

2V2 cu. ft. per h.p. developed by boiler.

If we decide to run this boiler at 150

per cent, of this rating and design our
combustion chamber accordingly, the ef-

ficiency will not be decreased perceptibly

if the boiler is run under this 150 per
cent, rating, but if we develop over a
150 per cent, of the rating, we run into

serious difficulties. We have to admit
more coal and air to the boiler to develop

the greater rating, consequently we need
more combustion space, but not having
this combustion space, the flames im-

pinge on the brick work and cut it away
very rapidly. Also, combustion is not

complete at the time the gases strike

the bottom row of tubes and consequently

the gases will pass up the stack un-

bumed. Efficiency is then decreased. If

the gases are not completely burned by
the time they reach the first row of tubes,

they will not bum later on in the boiler.

The size of the combustion chamber
should also be so designed that the

velocity of the gases should not pass

through this combustion chamber at a
speed of more than 6 ft. per sec. The
mixture of air and coal entering the com-
bustion chamber, as stated above, should

be at as low a pressure as is possible

to bring this mixture in in suspension;

or, in other words, breathe it in.

Proper Air Openings. The pressure at

which the pulverized coal is admitted to

the fumace is as low a pressure as can
be used to carry this fine coal in suspen-
sion, and is, I should say, about half an
ounce pressure at the nozzle. In some
installations the coal falls by gravity

from the variable-speed screw conveyor,
located on the bottom of the pulverized

coal bin, into a fan air line which carries

it into the furnace and also supplies the
necessary air for combustion. Some few
openings are placed in the front wall of
the boiler to give any additional air

which may be needed, and a few may also

be placed on the side walls of the boiler

to protect the brickwork at times.

In other installations the amount of
air necessary to convey the coal into the

furnace varies, acording to the rate art

which the boiler is being operated. The
balance of the air to bum the coal pro-
perly is admitted through adjustable air

openings in the front, sides and bottom
of the combustion chamber. These
openings are made adjustable and are

placed on all sides of the combustion
chamber to take care of the various
grades of coal which may be used in the
boiler plant. By properly observing the

combustion in this chamber, by a little

experience the fireman knows at exactly

what points to give more, or less air

needed for combustion.

Damper Regulation. In order to give

the proper velocities of gases passing
through the combustion chamber, it is

necessary that we have very accurate

damper regulation to take care of the
various load conditions which the boiler

is to supply. The damper should be so

regulated Lhati we should practically

have a balanced draft inside of the com-
bustion chamber and only a slight va-
cuum in the first pass, while at the
damper itself we do not want more than
0.10 to 0.15 in. If we have more vacuum
than this, it pulls our gases through
the combustion chamber too fast, caus-
ing them to be unburned before reach-
ing the first row of tubes and will then
build up very fast on the outside of
these tubes. This very small draft
needed at the base of the stack \vill

allow us to operate boilers using pul-
verized coal with stacks of about 30 to
35 ft. in height.

Clean Tubes. In order to get the
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maximum evaporation from any boiler

it is necessary that the tubes be kept

clean, both inside and outside. The

keeping of the tubes clean inside is a

question of the proper quality of water

and has nothing to do with pulverized

coal. The keeping clean of the outside

of the tubes is very necesary with the

use of pulverized coal as a fuel, and

they should be blown by means of me-

chanical soot blowers at least every six

hours, and oftener if it is necessary.

Also, once every 24 hours by means of

a hand-lance steam jet we should blow

the bottom of the first row of tubes.

These are the tubes in which the gases

come into contact first after leaving the

combustion chamber has been properly

constructed and if they are blowTi re-

gularly as needed. But if they are not

blown regularly this material builds up

and accumulates very fast and in time

will become fused and cannot be blown

off.

Another item which might have been

included in the five main points above,

and might have been called the sixth

point, is the removal of ash which de-

posits at the bottom of the combustion

chamber. As spoken of above, this ash

should be removed at regular intervals,

which intervals will be determined by
the amount of ash in the original coal.

If we do not remove this ash regularly,

it will build up until it comes in contact

with the flame, when it becomes fused

and has to be dug out. But if removed
at regular intervals, it can be easily

raked out with ordinary boiler-room ash
rake and will not consume more than

half an hour per 24 hours, and will not

interfere with the operation of the boiler

while this is being done.

The following are some advantages of

pulverized coal as a fuel for boilers

over stokers:

(a) Muhc wider variation in the quan-
tity of the coal usable is obtained when
burning coal in pulverized form. Prac-

tically any and all grades of coal can
be burned in this form with economy.
No stoker will satisfactorily handle all

grades of coal. Therefore the use of
pulverized coal will largely overcome
most troubles due to poor coal, and it is

particularly desirable for this reason
alone.

(b) The ability to take care of peak
loads almost instantaneously. In other
words, a pulverized-coal burning system
is much more flexible than a stoker in

stallation. Its flexibility approaches
that of oil or natural gas.

(c) The amount of coal that can be
burned per sq. ft. of grate surface on
stokers is limited so that for increased
capacity the boiler settmg must be
spread out to cover more area. When
using pulverized coal, this condition does
not exist, for proper furnace conditions
can be obtained by increasing the height
of the boiler setting or the depth of the
combustion chamber.

(d) By throwing a switch the entire
firing operation ceases; an advantage in
case of accident or emergency.

(e) Ash is in much better condition to

PULVERIZED COAL AS A FUEL
TABLE 4. LOG OF TEST OF A PULVE'RIZED-FUEL-BURNING STATIONARY BOILER.

DATE AUGUST 12-13, 19il8.

Make of boiler Edge Moor
Rated h.p 468
Heating surface, square ft 4685
Time fired or test started 11.15 a-m. 8/12/18
Time fire out or test finished 11.15 a.m. 8/13/18
Duration of test 24 hrs.

Maximum Minimum Average
Temperature of boiler room (deg. fahr.) 99 85 93.3
Temperature of feedwater 168 185 157.2
Temperature of steam (deg. fahr.) 477 427 448.7
Barometer in. of mercury 29.35 ' 29.20 a9.25
Temperature of flue gases (deg. falir.) 515 455 495.3
Average boiler pressure, lb 167.0
Atmospheric pressure, lb 14.4
Temperature of steam, deg. fahr 373.8
Superheat, deg. falhr •. 74.9
Safety valve set for, lb 1'75

Fuel fired per hr., lb 1,990.6

Total fuel, lb . 47,775
Total water, lb 393.168
Water apparently evaporated per hr., lb 16,393.0
Water apparently evaporated per lb. of coal, lb 8.23

Factor of evaporation 1.1502
Water evaporated from and at 212 deg. fahr. per lb. of coal, lb 1.47

Maximum Minimum Average
Carbon dioxide (CO-) per cent 15.4 12.2 13.85

Oxygen (O) per cent 5.6 3.2 4.38

Carbon monoxide (00) None
Fuel used Bituminous screenings
F\iel analysis No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 Average
Amount of coal represented by each sample, lb 19,775 2O,O0'0i 8,000
Per cent, of total 41.3 41.1 16.9

Moisture (per cent.) 10.3 11.0 9.7 10.49
Volatile (per cent.) 33.81 36.«6 38.77 35.96
Fixed carbon (per cent.) 50.43 49.13 48.29 49.53
Ash (per cent.) 14.36 13.91 1(2.94 13.93
Sulphur (per cent.) 1.90 2.06 2.12 2.04
B.tu. as received 10,600 10,763 11,263 10,779
B.t.u. dry lil,817 12,093 12,473 1 2,045
Vacuum in burner, in 0.000
Vacuum under primary arch, in 0.000
Vacuum in combustion chamber, in 0.000
Vacuum in first pass, in 0.000
Vacuum in second pass, in 0.0057
Vacuum in breeching, in 0.03
Feeder speed, r.p.m (No. 1), 53.6; (No. 2); 60.7
Coal per rev. of screw, lb 0.318
Accumulation of slag on tubes None
Flues blown during test 5 times
Operation of furnace Very satisfactory
Pulsation None
Oondition of smoke Light
Heat effect on brick None
Back lash of flame in burner None
Pounds of steam per hr. from and at 212 deg. faihr 18,842.6
Horsepower 546.2
Per cent, of rating 116.7
Boiler efficiency, per cent 85.22
•Memoranda—Fuel-preparation deduction :

Coal used in drier, lb 1,140
Motor operation 449.3 kw-hr
Coal equivalent at 3 lb. per kw-hr., lb 1,348

Total deduction, lb 2,488
Resulting net efficiency, per cent 81.1

*No deduction made for stand-by losses in drier.

handle. The ash is in the form of a

dust or slag depending upon its melting

point This helps to maintain constant

furnace temperature as there are no In-

terruptions to firing conditions on ac-

count of cleaning fires.

(f ) Since there are no grates used when
the fuel is burned in pulverized form,
we experience no clinkering of grates,

as in the case of stokers, particularly

after operating at maximum rating.

(g) Pulverized coal is fired dry, con-
taining less than 1 per cent, oc free mois-
ture, v-hereas coal burned on stokers

may vary anywhere from 1 to 10 per
cent., of free moisture as fired.

(h) Considerable less excess air is ne-

cessary for complete combustion. This
item is of the utmost importance when
making comparisons. Less excess air

means less power for furnishing air sup-
ply particularly where forced draft is

used. With less excess air the stack
losses are less. Lower grades of coal
fired on stokers require more excess air

as it is quite difficult for the oxygen to
get in close contact with combustible.
An air supply sufficient to furnish all

the air for combustion should be avail-

able, although at times only 50 per cent,

of the air is necessary to be injected
into the furnace with the coal, the bal-
ance being supplied by the induction ac-
tion of the burner or drawn in by the
stack draft through the various adjust-
able openings in front and sides of
combustion chamber. The air going in-
to the furnace should be under control
to permit close regulation under all con-
ditions of firing. Less draft is required
for pulverized-coal-fired furnaces.

(i) All the combustible in the coal is

consumed when it is burned in pulver-
ized form, providing the furnace capacity
is not exceeded. None of the combus-
tible goes out into the ash pile and there-
fore fires are eliminated in the ash pile..

(j) There is less erosion from sulphur
on the boilers due to less moisture in the
coal as fired, therefore high-sulphur coals
can be burned more readily and without
serious results.

(is) V7ith furnace properly proportion-
ed •-•'nrl with nrorjerly designed burning
equipment smokeless operation may be
maintained indefinitely. This is due to>
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complete combustion of all the particles

of coal before coming in contact with the

cold surface of the tubes of the boiler.

The following few points must be

kept in mind for the successful burning

of pulverized coal under boilers:

(a) A boiler furnace using pulverized

coal should have as few burners as is

possible consistent with good regulation.

The burners must be proportioned for

the maximum rating of the boilers, and

they must be adjustable. Simplicity of

design is desirable.- It has been found

much more desirable to introduce coal

into the furnace as far away from the

side walls as possible so that the rapid

continuous expansion of the gases will

not develop high velocities in close con-

tact with the furnace refractories. Fur-

naces under boilers should be propor-

tioned so that the velocity of the gases

should not be excessive, particularly at

the smallest cross-sectional area of the

furnace. Vertical baffles should replace

all horizontal baffles.

(b) A boiler of any size can be fired

successfully with pulverized coal. Va-

rious designs and makes of boilers can

be readily arranged for pulverized-coal

firing, but those containing the smaller

percentage of space for the lodgment of

ash are preferable.

fc) Feeders for rcgulaiting the flow of

pulverized coal to the furnace must be

designed so that at all times the varia-

tion in quantity will be directly propor-

tional to the speed of the screw and no

flooding allowed. The speed of the feed-

er should be so regulated that operating

at its maximum r.p.m. the supply of

pulverized coal to the furnace will not

exceed the capacity of the furnace. Soot

blowers should be installed in settings

where Dulverized coal is used.

(d) The equipment for using pulverized

coal is standard for any grade of coal

so far as handling, preparing and de-

livering to the furnace is concerned.

Only a slight change is necessary in th^

furnace to take care of coals of very low
volatile content, such as anthracite, ^ulm
and coke breeze, and increased drying

capacity is desirable when lignite coal

is used. With stokers this is not the

case as the varying quality of coals re-

quire diff'erent type stokers to obtain

highest efficiency.

(e) The labor required t ) operate a pu'-

verized-coal installation may be of high-

er class, but the number of men re-

quired will be less in the larger installa-

tions than that required for a stoker in-

stallation, thereby effectin'J' a s-^viri"-

the labor charge in favor of pulverized

coal.

The following is a report of a test

on a 468-h.p. boiler using pulverized

coal as fuel. This installation is note-

worthy not only hv r°ason"^ of t^ e h'"'^

efficiency obtained, but also because of

the fact that it has made clear some of

the conditions necessary for the success-

ful operation of boilers utilizing pow-
dered fuel.

When the boiler was first put into op-

eration, a number of undesirable condi-

tions resulted. An insufficient air supply
caused high-furnace temperatures re-

sulting in fusion of the ash particles

and a consequent accumulation of slag

between the tubes, on the furnace walls

and in the ashpit. The removal of the

molten slag presented considerable diffi-

cultj'. It was also found that the com-
bustion chamber was of insufficient size.

High gas velocities resulting from
insufficient air in the chamber
tended toward destruction of the re-

fractory surfaces of the furnace.

A new furnace was therefore designed.

The combustion chamber was enlarged

and a regulated air supply was pro-

vided for by means of a number of

auxiliary air openings equipped with

dampers. The accumulation of slag in

the pit was prevented by raising the

point of admission of the fuel into the

furnace. As a result the fiame path has

been raised above the base of the pit,

hence particles of ash dropping from the

flame are not fused. The ash, therefore,

can be drawn from the pit in the form
of a powder -and small slugs of slag.

Analysis has shown that the ash con-

tains practically no carbon.

Having established satisfactory fur-

nace-operating conditions, a series of

efficiency and capacity tests were con-

ducted preliminary to proving the con-

tact guarantees. The brickwork was
then given a thorough trial by carrying
the boiler at a continuous rating of 180

per cent, over a period of several days.

On August 12 and 13 a final efficiency

test, the results of which are given be-

low, was run. The boiler is a three-pass

water-tube boiler, equipped with a super-
heater.

At this same plant are other boilers

fired by one of the most efficient types
of underfeed stokers. A comparison i-^

made between results of above test and
tests made on the stoker-fired boilers.

Pulverized Coal vs. Mechanical Stokers
Under this heading fuel-preparation

costs will first be considered. In the

case of powdered coal this can be classed

under three general divisions:

t'a) The cost of crushing the coal. This
expense is the same for pulverized-coal
equipment as for stokers.

(b) The cost of drying and pulverizing

the coal. Although no cost records are
available at present, it is estimated that
32 cents per ton will cover this prepara-
tion cost on a 200-ton-per-24-hr. plant
using bituminous coal containing about
12 per cent, moisture.

(c) The mairiitenfince costs of the dry-
ing and pulverizing plant. This unit has
not been determined from actual experi-
ence; however, it is estimated that 3

cents per ton will cover the maintenance.
In stoker practice the maintenance cost
per ton of fuel fired is close to 5 cents
per ton.

Summarizing the above fncts it is

evident that, with fuel at $5 per ton,

the gross efficiency showi by the pulver-
ized-fuel boilers will have to exceed that
shown by the mechanical-stoker-fired
boilers by 6 per cent, in order to offset

coal-preparation costs. A 6 per cent,

deduction from a gross efficiency of 85 22

per cent, results in a net efficiency of
79.22 per cent, for the powdered-coal
burner. In stoker practice the maximum

attainable gross efficiency at any of our

plants has been 80.54 per cent. Deducting
the 2.5 per cent, for auxiliary uses, the

resulting net efficiency is 78.04 per cent.,

which is lower by 1.18 per cent, than the

figure obtained in pulverized-fuel prac-

tice.

Other advantages resulting from the

use of pulverized fuel are summarized
herewith

:

(a) Continuous boiler operation at a

uniform rating as v eil as a constant ef-

ficiency is made possible. At no time is

there a loss in capacity due to the clink-

ering of coal on the grates or the clean-

ing of fires, as is the case in stoker

practice.

(b) Heavy overloads can be taken on or

dropped off in a very brief time through
adjustment of the coal feeders and the

furnace drafts.

(c) From 97 to 98 per cent, of the

combustible in the coal is utilized, re-

gardless of the quality of the fuel.

(d) The ash-handling costs are re-

duced to a minimum due to the reduced

volume.

(e) The banking conditions when oper-

ating with pulverized coal are somewhat

different from those obtained in stoker

practice. By stopping the fuel supply

and closing up all dampers and auxiliary

air inlets a boiler can be held up to

pressure for about 10 hours. The fur-

nace brick work having been treated to

incandescence during operation gives off

a radiant heat which is absorbed by the

boiler rather than being sent out through

the stack. The ease of controlling the

fuel, feed and drafts, the ability to take

on heavy overloads in a brief time, the

thorough combustion of the coal and the

uniform high efficiency obtainable under

normal operating make pulverized coal

a most satisfactory form of fuel for cen-

tral station uses.

The full story of maintenance expense

is only partly known as yet, however.

Indications are that no unusual difficul-

ties will be met. The cost of fuel pre-

paration and labor for operating a boiler

room fully equipped with pulverized-coal-

buming boilers will be a question for

the engineer to decide for himself ac-

cording to his particular conditions. If

properly installed with respect to capa-

city of storage, size of drier and pulver-

izers, and on a sufficient number of

boilers to properly and fully employ the

minimum number of men, the pulver-

ized-fuel installation will undoubtedly be

more advantageous. The main item that
must be borne in mind by engineers is

that the ease with which a high efficiency

is obtained and the constant nature of

that efficiency, as compared to the lack

of constancy of eflSciency in a stoker-

fired boiler, unless very closelv super-
vised, is the one factor about the burn-
ing of pulverized fuel which justifies its

use. There is no doubt that with a well-

equipped plant burning pulverized fuel,

having all the necessary recordine: and
indicating instruments to guide the op-
erators in maintaining the proper condi-
tions, a lower cost of generating steam
will be possible than has heretofore been
the case in any type of equipment.
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The Cross Drum Type Heine Water Tube Boiler
Description of the Boiler as Fitted in the Ships of the United
States Emergency Fleet and Other Vessels—The Cross Drum Type

Has Proved Very Satisfactory in Service

MARINE boilers of two types
ave been built by the Heine Safety
Boiler Company in their plants

at St. Louis, Mo., and Phoenixville, Pa.

—the "long'itudinal drum" type and the

"ci-oss drum" tj'pe.

The former is built on the lines of

their well-known Heme water tube boiler

and the earlier ships were fitted with
these, but the later and by far the

greater number of ships have received

boilers of the "cross drum" type, which
has shown itself so superior for the

peculiar and exacting: marine service

that it is now the Standard Heine Marine
Water Tube Boiler.

The boiler proper consists essentially

o1! three pressure elements joined to-

gether by a multiplicity of tubes. These

elements are two flat rectangular box
headers and a cylindrical steam drum,

as shown ic Fig. 1.

The main bank of tubes extends be-

tween and connects the two box head-

ers, which are set with the flat surfaces

a certain distance apart. The connecting

tubes are all of the same length, straight

and parallel with each other, and when
this part of the boiler is set in operating

position, are inclined at an angle of six-

teen degrees to the horizontal.

Above the front box header and

slightly to the rear of it is placed the

steam drum, which is connected to the

front header by a row of nearly verticail

short tubes or nipples and to the rear

header by a row of longer tubes,

which are horizontal when the boiler is

set.

The boiler proper, made of drum, box

headers and tubes, is supported by a

strong, rigid, steel structure resting on

and secured to proper foundations in the

vessel—partly showm in Fig. 3.

The steam drum is cylindrical and
varies in the several sizes of boilers

from 36 in. to 48 m. in diameter. It

consists of a single plate steel shell of

a thickness corresponding to the pres-

sure requirements, rolled to a true cir-

cle fitted with a double-riveted, double

butt-strapped longitudinal riveted seam
and at the ends with flanged and dished

steel heads which require no braces. In

one of these heads is arranged a flanged-

in manhole for access to the interior of

the steam drum.
Where the tubes enter and are secured

to the shell of tht drum, reinforcing

plates are fitted. On top of the drum
are fitted heavy pressed steel saddles

for attaching the main stop valve, aux-

iliary stop valve and safety valve.

To the front side of the drum shell

are riveted pressed steel flanges for at-

taching main and auxiliary feed check
valves, surface blow valve, two water
gauge glasses and three test cocks.

Inside the drum, properly secured to

shell and firmly braced in position, is

fitted a steel deflection plate. This

plate is of sufficient length to cover the

ends of the horizontal tubes and extends

below the water level, its purpose being

to act as a separator for the mixture of

steam and water entering the drum
through the horizontal tubes. The water
thrown violently against this plate runs

downward into the body of water below

and the steam passes along and around

the ends of the plate and to the dry pijfe

above. ,

An internal feed pipe is fitted be-

tween the feed check valves. This is

perforated in order to distribute the
entering feed water uniformly through
the water already in drum to avoid pro-
ducing undue strains. The same pipe is

connected in both checks.

A scum pan of the usual "dish" type
with its cover plate slightly raised to

produce an efficient "skimmer" effect,

ij located at the centre of the drum,
exactly on the water line, and piped to

the surface blow outlet on the front of

the drum shell.

Surge plates are fitted to check the

rush of water along the drum as the

vessel rolls in a seaway. These plates,

together with the deflection plate, make
a substantial structure for supporting
and securing the various fittings within
the drum.
The main steam outlet is provided

with a dry pipe of ample area. This pipe
is fitted as near the top of the drum
as practicable and has slots cut through
its upper side, the area through these

slots exceeding the area through the out-

let opening. Calorimeter tests show
that the Heine marine boiler thus fitted

delivers steam containing less than
three-quarters of one per cent, of mois-
ture.

Zinc slabs are also fitted in the drum
of the Heine marine boiler. The Navy
standard of three-quarters of a square
foot of exposed zinc plate is provided
for each one hundred square feet of

heating surface of the boiler. These
zinc plates are secured so as to give

close metallic connection with the metal
of the boiler and yet allow easy re-

newal. A pressed steel "basket" is also

fitted to catch the disintegrated zinc.

Zinc plates are fitted to a marine
boiler to act as a negative element of

an electric couple which is formed when
it and iron or steel are placed in a saline

liquid. It is impossible to keep boiler

water in the ocean service absolutely
fresh, and if correctly fitted, zinc thus
avoid pitting and deterioration of boiler

plates from electrolytic action.

The box headers are constructed en-
tirely of steel plate. Each consists of

two flanged rectangular heads or end
plates to which are riveted a wrapper
plate in two pieces. These headers are
so designed that all seams are readily

accessible for inspection and recaulking
without tearing away the boiler casing.

The end plates are flanged by hy-
draulic pressure at a single heat and
are of the exact shape desired. The
two wrapper plates, known as the tube

sheet and the handhole sheet, have their

edges turned over at the top and bottom

FIGURE 1
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of the headers, lapped and riveted to-

gether with a single row of rivets; with

caulking edges facing outward.

The flat surfaces of the tube and
handhole sheets are truly parallel with a

hand hole exactly opposite each tube

hole, thus permitting access to the tube

for cleaning and withdrawal of tube

through the handhole when necessary.

The two flat surfaces of the box head-

ers are stayed to resist internal pres-

sui-e with large hollow steel stay bolts

leads to the extreme bottom of the box
header and insures removal of sediment
deposited therein.

The standard design of Heine marine
water tube boiler has 3% diameter tubes

throughout.

For oil fuel only, they recommend the

use of 2 in. tubes instead of 3V2 in.

tubes in the inclined bank between the

headers, and build a special oil burning
marine boiler so fitted.

They do not recommend the use of 2

FIGURE 2

screwed through tapped holes in the
plates, and with the projecting ends of

stay bolts riveted over on the outside.

The stay bolts are threaded only at

the ends, leaving a smooth cylindrical

shank within the water space, thus of-

fering no sharp edges or grooves to the

corrosive effect of rust. Each stay bolt

has a hole throughout its entire length

of ample size to pass freely a % in. pipe

lance for soot blowing.

Forged steel tee bar lugs (see Fig. 1),

of heavy section, about 24 in. in length,

are riveted to the outside of each flanged

end plate of the headers for attachment

to the supporting columns of the casing

structure.

The flat bases of these tee bar lugs

are caulked all around and the edges

are ever accessible for inspection or re-

caulking without tearing out any part

of the boiler support or setting.

Near the bottom of the front (lower)

box header and on one side only (except

in extremely wide boilers) is riveted a

forged steel flange to which is bolted,

with copper gasket in male and female

joint, a heavily ribbed and flanged com-

position blow nozzle or extension pipe

to the outer end of which is attached the

bottom blow valve. An internal pipe

in. tubes for coal fuel because of the

great tendency of boilers fitted with

small tubes, closely pitched, to "soot up,"

or become choked. Its superior steam-

ing qualities are recognized. However,

it is a fact that by the use of 2 in. tubes

equal heating surface can be obtained in

a boiler of much less height than is pos-

sible when larger tubes are employed.

They fit the Heine marine boiler with

standard lap welded steel, charcoal iron,

or seamless steel tubes, as the owner
may prefer.

For low or medium superheat, Heine
marine boilers are fitted with super-

heaters of the "waste heat" type placed

in the base of the up-take, as near as

possible t) the exit of the gases from
ths boiler. For higher superheat the

o'ements must be placed where they

will be in contact with gases of higher

temperature and are often fitted just

below the middle baffle, the superheater

elements passing through the 5 in. stay

tubes between headers located outside

the boiler (see Fig. 2). The right angle

bend of the superheater tubes entering

the top of the fronr pipe header is ar-

ranged at one end of the boiler only and
permits of the tubes being more easily

removed and replaced than if they were
straight throughout.
Heine marine water tube boilers are

built in accordance with the rules and
regulations of the United States Board
of Supervising Inspectors and are ap-
proved by Lloyd's Register of Shipping
and the American Bureau of Shipping.
When desired by the purchaser, either
msurance company or purchaser is per-
mitted free access to their works and
given, every opportunity for inspection
and approval of plans and material en-
tering into the construction of boilers
The setting of the Heine marine boiler

consists primarily of a framework of
rolled steel shapes so constructed that
the four main columns, one each side of
each box header, are tied tjgether and
braced, and thus secured rigidlv against
relative motion of any sort. These col-
umns are secured at their bases to seal-
mgs prepared by the shipbuilder, the
structure described forming a cradle
within which, secured by the four tee
bar lugs, the boiler proper is supported.
A steel plate casing is built upon this

framework, entirely surrounding and
covering the boiler and furnace with
the exception of the drum. That portion
beside the bank of inclined tubes is fitted
in panels that may be readily removea
for access to the brick lining, and a sec-
tional bottom plate, that may be easily
renewed, is fitted below.

The interior of the whole is lined with
fire brick, non-conducting material or a
combination of these. All parts are care-
fully fitted to prevent the ingress of
undesirable air.

Where grates are furnished for coal
fuel, a watertight pan is also fitted in
the ashpit, but for oil burning installa-
tions the furnace space is made as large
as possible. The casing about the fur-
nace proper is lined with refractory
walls 12 inches thick and above the lower
baffle the lining is 7^ inches thick.

The furnace fronts for coal burning
are fitted with balanced in-swinging
doors above and below the grade. For
oil burning the front is usually a steel
plate with openings of suitable size cut
to take burner castings.

When installed and ready for opera-
tion the Heine marine boiler is filled to
the middle of the steam drum with
water. The circulation is downward in

the front box header and upward in the
rear box header, upward and back in the
lower majority of the bank of inclined

tubes and downward and to the front in

a few upper rows of inclined tubes; the
steam parting from the water in the
upper portion of the rear header and
passing into the steam drum through the

horizontal tubes as before described.

With this steam there is some quantity
of free water which is separated and
thro\\"n down in the drum, the steam
passing about the ends of the deflection

plate to the dry pipe, the water pass-

ing down through the short tubes

circulating water, it again passes
through the lower inclined tubes.

Feed water entering the boiler issues
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FIGURE 3

from the perforations in the internal feed

pipe in jets, and is thus thoroughly
mixed with the water in the drum be-

fore passing dovvTiward.

Should oil or impurities enter with the

feed the scum formed may be removed
by operating the surface blow with water
level at middle of the glass. Sediment
will be thrjwn down in front header,

where the bottom blow is arranged to

remove it.

Scale is removed from the tubes by
using a hydraulic turbine cleaner, which,

together with the necessary hoses, is

provided with every boiler.

All boilers that are not too large are

assembled complete at the manufactur-

er's shops before shipment. Usually,

however, the clearance limitations of the

railroads do not permit of complete as-

semblage and the drum and its connect-

ing tubes must be fitted in place at the

point of installation.

All parts are subjected to a hydraulic

test of twice the safe working pressure

before shipment. The work of fitting

the drum at the ship's side or on board

consists merely of inserting and expand-
ing a few tubes.

The casings are assembled complete

before shipment and knocked down after

match-marking the various pieces so one

cannot go wrong in re-erecting them at

the shipyard.

When provisions at shipyard for hand-
ling the heavier pieces are inadequate

and customer desires, the boilers will be

shipped entirely knocked down. To as-

semble them aboard the ship will then

be merely a j>b of rolling all tube ends,

as the headers and drum will be com-
plete in all respects.

ARMATURE CHOCKS
Several years ago at a power station

a 600-kw. spare armature was laid in

specially built wood chocks. These
chocks were made of oak for strength.

After the armature was laid in, the

shafts were smeared in vaseline. Quite
recently, when the armature was lifted

out, the shafts were found to be seri-

ously pitted (about one sixty-fourth in.

deep) all along the shafts where they
had touched the chocks.

This was caused by the acid action
of the oak.

REMINDERS WHEN MAKING CON-
CRETE FOUNDATIONS

The following hints will prove useful to

readers who may have to lay down con-

crete foundations for machinery or

plant:

Get well down to firm soil before
starting a concrete foundation, and do
not stint it either in length or width. A
one-piece fjundation, though it might
cost extra to make, invariably gives
mora satisfaction than a disjointed or

sectionalized one. Two or more beds
not fully integral can be stiffened and
more firmly braced by building in short

lenghts of old rails, tee, angle, or chan-
nel bars as reinforcement. Leave plenty

of clearance in bolt holes. Use square-

necked bolts and washer plates of ample
area. The form boards for moulding
above ground parts of a foundation must
be sufficiently thick and well braced to

pi event bulg ing and warping under the

weight of concrete. The more irregular

the faces of the excavation the better

will be the grip of the bed. Well ram
each "gauge" do\vn with a bar of ram-
mer, so as to force the material to the

outside of the bed. Do not be afraid to

hfive the concrete wet enough to run;

a little excess water will not matter in

the least. If possible, run the entire

foundation without a break; but if this

cannot be arranged well, wet the top of

the old layer before starting with the

new, and leave the face rough—the

rougher the better. Do not remove the

form boards under three to four days
from the time of moulding; then wet
the faces of the concrete every day for a

week in order to prevent premature sur-
face hardening and cracking.

For rough work, slow moving machin-
ery, and where chances of vibration are
not likely to occur—a mixture of one
part cement, 3 parts sand and 6 parts
broken down, or coarse gravel, makes a
good concrete. For higher class work

—

high speed machinery, engines, gener-
ators, turbines, motors, etc., a better
mixture would be 1, IV2, 3, respectively.
One still better is 1, 2, 4. See that the
cement is fresh and has not been exposed
to the air. If any doubt of it exists, test
a little for hardening time. Use well-
washed, hard, sharp sand, and clean good
stone with no dirt intermixed. Remove
all loose, soft, rubble or old mortar. A
good plan before preparing the concrete
is to wash all gravel and stone with a
hose. Do not hurry the setting of a
foundation by employing artificial heat,
or it may crack. Protect a newly-made
bed from frost by covering it with dry
sacks. The quantity of material required
for a foundation of a given cubic content
is generally reckoned as the approxi-
mate quantity of stone, since the sand
and cement adds little to the bulk, but
is taken up in the many interstices
formed by the stones. In mixing each
"gauge," adhere closely to the deter-
mined proportion. Use a square frame,
having a known cubical content for mea-
suring the material before mixing.

Face all above-ground parts of the bed
when dry with a "wash" of 1 part cement
to 2 parts fine sifted sand, and apply
with a brush. If a machine requires to

bo grouted in subsequent to being set in

position on the foundation, the top sur-

face of the latter is best left quite rough,
in order that the grouting material shall

firmly adhere. Roughening or grooving
the face of the concrete with a pick or
pointed hammer is an advantage.
Rounded corners of a bed are preferable
to square, both for the sake of appear-
ance and as a protection against wear
and chipping.

PREVENTING THE GROWTH OF
CAST IRON

Amongst the fascinating proiblems

which make engineering science at once

a most exacting and a most fruitful

study, the characteristic behaviour of

metals under varying conditions provides

many curious cases. For example, grey

cast iron grows appreciably in volume
when exposed to high temperature. This
characteristic, which causes much trou-

ble in cast dies, valve seatings and other
parts, is believed to be due to internal

oxidation caused by the penetration of

h jt gases into the metal. A remedy
recently suggested in England is to

eliminate free graphite from the sur-

face of the metal, this being the cause
of its prosperity. Successful results have
been olbtained by annealing the parts for
several days in iron rust at a tempera-
ture of from 1,650 to 1,830 degrees
Fahrenheit.
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Oil to the Rescue
^^KEAT stress is being laid these days on the possibili-

ties of oil as fuel to replace coal. The coal situation

is becoming acute in every country in the world, and in

Great Britain, where coal has for so long been king, it

is felt more than in most places. The recent disastrous

strikes, coupled with the constant fall of production due

to shorter working hours, has caused widespread alarm

among all sections of the population, except perhaps

among the striking miners. These are evidently of the

same frame of mind as the Irishman who, when being

lowered down a well, demanded to be pulled up. He
backed up his demand with the statement that if it was

not complied with he would cut the rope.

The value of oil has been appreciated for a long time

now, but one of the reasons it has not been used more

generally for fuel aboard ship has been the lack of suit-

able fuel oil stations in different parts of the world.

This is being rapidly overcome, and if the present boring
operations in Great Britain result in the discovery of an

adequate supply, the situation will be materially relieved..

Oil, whether used as fuel for a steam boiler, or directly

in the cylinders of an internal combustion engine, is a

much more .satisfactory fuel than coal. It is more easily

and quickly handled than coal, and its heat value is about

one-third greater. Combustion is carried out more ef-

ficiently than wijth coal, and there is an entire absence

of smoke. The cruising radius of a steamer fitted with

oil burners is considerably more than when coal burning,

the crew required is less, and the oil can be carried in

ballast tanks instead of occupying space that could other-

wise be devoted to profitable cargo.

On shore there are a great number of uses for it.

Besides being available for steam-raising purposes, it is

the best and most economical medium for supplying heat

to metal-working furnaces, for tempering, annealing,

enamelling, etc. Mixed with the finer refuse of the coal

pit, it makes a colloidal fuel of great value. We may
look forward to the next few years for great develop-

ments in the use of this fuel, which provides a means

of obtaining our power at a much higher rate of efficiency

than we have been accustomed to getting with the use

of coal. It should not be long before it can be applied

safely and economically to the heating of houses, to the

great relief of the average citizen of this country of

long winters.

Boiler Corrosion

J\^S an instance of the obscure nature of boiler explosion

the following instance may be cited. Corrosion com-

menced after a few months' operation in the drums of

the water tube boilers of a 40,000 H.P. turbine installation

in Germany. The make-up as well as the first charge of

water was distilled and the water was, therefore, ex-

ceptionally pure. Corrosion was found to be particularly

severe at the horizontal centre line of the drums. The

tubes were ordinarily covered with rust, small pieces

becoming detached by the use of wire brushes. The
corrosive action was intensified when the turbines were

worked intermittently with boiler pressure and vacuum

maintained, the formation of blisters increasing and pit-

ting becoming severe.

Another group of boilers fed with slightly oily water

was found to be entirely free from corrosion, and the

fact that boilers fed with condensate from reciprocating

engines usually keep in good condition while the con-

densate from turbines sets up active corrosion, coupled

with the action of the second group of boilers, led to the

decision to produce a slight greasy deposit in the boilers

by in.jecting oil through a sight feed arrangement. In

addition all air was removed from the feed water. These
precautions proved entirely satisfactory and corrosion

ceased.
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Is He Right?
By JAMES E. NOBLE

If yon woald a searching go to get an engineer,

There are some things to notice though seeming rather

queer. , . ,

In going through the plant wherein there is a chap

Anxious for a change, to go another lap,

Have a look around the place, at him, too, have a look,

And notice if he dozes off in some sequestered nook.

And notice very carefully, this is the proper "cheeser

If his pants have patches on the rear or patches on .he

Perhaps his clothes may look quite neat, the pressing

neatly done;

His hands and face may be quite clean, he may be chew-

ing gum.
But notice if the joints around the plant are good and

tight-;

And also notice if the charts and other things are right;

Note if the polished surfaces are shining bright and clear.

That everything looks spick and span with no dirt there

or here.

The rear part of his trousers examine if you please,

And don't forget to note with care the trousers at the

Icnees.

The man who stands upon his feet attending to his work,

Or wears his pants out at the knees is surely not a shirk;

But when the bearing surface of his breeches at the back

Begin to show a glassy shine around the baggy slack.

The time for careful thought has come, just give him

the go-by;

Tell him the time has not aiTived for him to change

his sty;

Tell him that things are not just right, just tell him if

you please.

His pants are too bright on the base and too rough upon

the knees.

Meeting the Boss
(A Part of Reconstruction)

By C. H. STEPHEN
Did you ever try to approach the boss

In the way a real man should?

When you guess his gains, do you figure his loss?

As you might, if you only would?
Have you thought, as you envied him his "snap,"

Of the lots of hard spots in Dame Fortune's lap ?

Can you always say at the end of the day,

You have taken a real man's stand,

And worked just as hard when the boss was away
As you do when he's close at hand?

Have you ever found, when you get in a pinch,

That being the boss ain't so much of a cinch ?

Have you ever figured that most of the men
Who are now in authority

Need not look far back to the working day.

When they labored like you and me?
Have you ever thought that 'most every man's use

Can be based on the product that he can produce ?

Have you ever found, when you carry a chip

On your shoulders the whole day long.

You tire much quicker with snarls on your lip

Than when your heart carries a song?
Have you yet discovered that friction of toil

Disappears when you use human kindness for oil?

Did you ever try to face squarely the fact,

With justice and truth in view,

That if you are square in thought, deed and act,

The world will be square with you?
Dame nature taught mankind, long years ago.

That the harvest increases the foul seed we sow.

Have you ever thought that most of the wrongs

That you to the boss ascribe

Would vanish if only your heart held more songs

And your mind fewer diatribes?

If you banish envy, and think what is good,

You can then meet the boss as a real man should.

"Power Plant Engineering.

Speakin' of Profiteers

THE thing that's takin' lots of time and makin' lots of

smoke, is the effort that's being made just now to

corner certain folk who have been makin' dollars quick

and grabbin' of the cash, while others strive to keep^

alive on sawdust, hay and hash.

Thev crooked a finger at some prune who ran a but-

cher shop; he had been gouging folks at home, he made

them pay the shot.

He looked the judge right in the eye and waved his

fist about, and opened up his sturdy jaw as though to

hoot and shout. But then a tear stole to his eye, his

voice was soft as lard, his heart was tender as a stew,

his countenance not hard.

"Nay, nay," he said, "I am not he who profiteered,

by heck, nor soaked the common horde for fair, nor cam.ped

upon their neck." Another tear chased down his face

and crawled across his jaw, to think that folks suspected

him of comin' 'gainst the law.

And then they brought a farmer, an honest son of

toil, who gouged great holes into the folks, likewise into

the soil. Oh, he had bought a joy cart new an' built a

new bank barn, and likewise he had carved into the mort-

gage on his farm. But, bless my soul, he had not made

nonprofits worth the name; his pickin's, so he said, were

poor and most uncommon tame.

And so they had a whole procesh to try and find the

chap who'd led the profiteerin' biz and staked it on the

map. But, "jood land sakes, he was not there at mornin'

nor at night, the chap who'd took the family purse and

bled the hang thing white.

I long to see some hardy soul arise and make a bow,

and in a voice that's noisy like, far more so than a cow

—

announce that he's a profiteer, a guzzler and a crab, who'd
taken all the things in sight he had a chance to grab!

I would not hiss this chap, oh, no; nor would I heave
a brick, nor take my heavy working shoe and aim at him
a kick. Nor would I clamor for a chance to smite him
on the jaw, nor ask that he be turned unto the 'steenth

kind of law.

Far rather would I take my axe, my chisel and my
hoe, and then unto some lofty place I'd grab my plans

and go, and to this honest, kindly soul who owned up to

the graft, I'd raise of granite and of gold a tall and glisten-

ing shaft. And on the thing I'd carve a verse, perhaps,

in way uncouth, to tell the folks what's yet to come of

him who spoke the truth.—ARK.

In dealing with the improvements which have been
effected during the war in the construction of internal-

combustion engines. Sir Dugald Clerk, in a paper before
the North-east Coast Institution of Engineers and Ship-

builders, points out that towards the end of the war
nearly 3,000 aircraft engines were produced in Great
Britain per month, and in consequence, all internal-com-

bustion engines were greatly improved in detail, so that
the dry weight of these motors was reduced from about 4

lb. to 2 lb. per b.h.p. developed. Air-cooled engines became
possible when mean effective pressures were employed
equal to those of the best water-cooled engines. The h.p.

value, that is the mean pressure equivalent of the brake
horse-power developed in water-cooled engines, had risen

to 125 per square inch of piston area by the middle of 1916,

and the same h.c. value was obtained in air-cooled engines
at the end of 1917. The struggle between the rotary and
the six-cylinder radial engines was very keen, and recently

it appeared nrobable that the latter would prove so advan-
tageous in both military and mechanical properties as to
displace all other types.

I
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NEW POWER PLANT
EQUIPMENT

MECHANICAL OVERLOAD RELEASE
The Link Belt Co., iChicago, 111., have

recently developed a safety device that

will instantly disengage a drive if the

load exceeds a certain pre-determined

amount. This apparatus is better than

a circuit-breaker, because it is placed

and the outer ends will at the same time
enter notches in drum F, thus renewing
the transmission connection.

Cover G, fitting end of drum F, en-

closes and protects the entire mechan-
ism. Hub of drum F may be extended

to receive wheel or gear, and have a

MECHANICAL OVERLOAD RELEASE.

bushing for running loose on shaft; or

may be keyed directly to a separate

shaft, thus forming a coupling device,

in which either element may be the

driver, according to the circumstances.

closer to the work, and where it does let

go there are no inertia forces from high-

speed moving parts to cause damage.

It is also better than a break pin device,

because it is adjustable to the work and

can be set and reset without spoiling the

adjustment. Careless operators often

use a big bolt to replace a broken break

pin and thus destroy its usefulness.

The parts are symmetrical and will

»hus run in any direction.

In the illustration, spider A, keyed

to shaft B, has triggers C pivotally

mounted on links D, with the ends en-

gaging inside notches in rim of drum
F, and roller K in hub of spider A.

Springs E, regulated to any desired pres-

sure by adjusting nuts H, hold ends of

triggers on rollers K under normal con-

ditions, but when the drive is over-

strained, the compression of the springs

will permit the ends of triggers to drop

into position shown in cut below, releas-

ing connections with rim F, and allow-

ing the machine to stop immediately.

To set release triggers in driving posi-

Mon again, collar J is provided, having

lingers which engage pins in lower ends

of triggers C. By turning this collar by

i'>'>qn3 of a snanner wrench, the triggers

will be moved to the original position

SOMETHING NEW AND GOOD IN
CONDENSERS

A new and valuable development in

steam surface condensers is announced
by the Wheeler Condenser & Engrg. Co.,

Carteret, N.J. It is a patented "com-
partment condenser" that can be cleaned

while in service without shutting djwn
the tui^bine. Any tube or tubes may be

temporarily plugged and other repairs

made without taking the condenser out

of service.

This is a timely development in view

of the persistent claims made by well-

known fuel authorities that the price of

fuel is not likely to go down for some
time, if at all. This condenser will en-

able the chief engineer to constantly

maintain clean condensers, hence a con-

stantly high vacuum. All engineers of

experience know that in addition to in-

creasing output a high vacuum means
low fuel consumption and a considerable

saving in money year in year out.

Also upon installation of this con-

d''nser there need be no interference with

the operati m of the turbine. At the

rresent time, in many important, power
stations, even where water conditions

are regarded as good, it is necessary to

occasionally shut down the turbine for a

period sufficiently long to give the con-
denser a thorough cleaning. In such
cases, and in fact in all cases where con-
tinuous and highly efficient operation
are desirable, this new type will fill a
long-felt want.
To clean the average condenser is not

a difficult task, but it is time-consuming,
and for that reason the chief engineer
is naturally tempted to put cleaning off

until "to-morrow," or "next week," or
"next month." During his wait for the
opportune time the vacuum gradually
drops, and with the drop cjal wastage
increases. Sometimes the loss of vacuum
amounts to several inches of mercury.

NEW CONl>ENSEai DESIGN

The illustration shows clearly how
the compartments are arranged. The
condenser shown is divided into four

compartments, each compartment bein?
e<iuipped with a set of valves to control

the circulating water. To clean the con-

denser while the turbine is delivering

full power, the operator simply shuts off

the water from one compartment, re-

moves the cover, cleans the tubes, re-

places the cover, turns on the water

again, and then passes on to the next

compartment, repeating the operation

until the four compartments or the en-

tire condenser is clean. .Thus, while one

compartment is being cleaned, the other

ompartments are in full operation, tem-

porarily taking over the entire turbine

load.
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Peace-Time Exhibits in Machinery Hall C-N.E.
Manufacturers and Agents Have Representative Display of

Power Plant and Industrial Equipment at Canadian National

Exhibition

PEACE time activities are reflected

in the various exhibits in Machinery

Hall this year. The entire absence

of shell machinery and munition-making

apparatus is quite noticeable, albeit ex-

pected to those accustomed to the ex-

hibits of former years. Space is again

at a premium, and as usual comment un-

favorable and forcible , is apparent at

the inadequate provision made for the

machinery industry. Much is in evi-

dence of interest to the power plant

operator, as the following partial list of

exhibitors will show:

Exhibits

Geo. W. Cole, Ltd. are exhibiting the

Cole steam trap in its various designs.

Cross-section models of the working

parts of these traps are shown, and a

typical double trap boiler feeding in-

stallation, together with other features,

render this exhibit interesting to the

power plant engineer. Representative,

Wm. H. Rose, Sam Craig and Geo. E.

Cole.

The Dodge Co. are featuring steel

pulleys, wood split pulleys, transmission

chains, split clutches, hangers and bear-

ings, conveyor material, gears, coup-

lings, etc. Ilepresentatives, W. Burrows,

S. M. Bowen, J. R. Gray.

Jones and Moore have a representative

display of their various motors and gen-

erators and of the American shoe ma-
chine for which they are the agents.

This firm handles a large stock of Cen-

tury motors for all conditions of ser-

vice.

The Canadian Ice Machine Co. have an
excellent ex:hibit of refrigerating sup-

plies and materials; fittings, ammonia,
calcium, chloride, and other supplies be-

ing featured. This firm are the manu-
facturers of the York refrigerating sys-

tems and compressors, installations being

made from ton up in the direct

expansion, absorption or CO., systems,

the latter being popular and of consider-

able adaptability for hospital and ma-
rine work.

The Cling Surface Co. are exhibiting

for the eleventh consecutive year. The
preservation and waterproofing of belts

and the lowering of the friction load

consequent upon the permissible slack-

ness of the belts are shown to advantage
by means of a one h.p. motor driving

a three-plunger oil pump through a num-
ber of belts treated with clin^-surface.

Representative, G. W. Faatz.

The Chapman Double Ball Bearing

Co. have, as usual, a most attractive ex-

hibit of the various lines manufactured

bv them in the centre row at Machinery
Hall.

In addition to the ball-bearing shaft

hangers used in the line shafting, the

exhibit includes hearines for all sizes of

shafting up to six inches; also annular

and thrust bearings for machinery, auto-

mobiles and trucks. Representative,

Mr. Hocken.

D. K. McLaren Ltd., represented by
Mr. W. S. Hamilton, sales manager, are

exhibiting their line of single and double

leather beltings, together with their

waterproof varieties. In connection with
the?e latter an interesibing- cf/imon-

stration is given. Two belts are arranged
to pass throug-h pans of "water while turn-

ing over pulleys. Other lines shown are

the D. K. wood split pulleys, the Philips

pressed steel split pulley and mill sup-

plies for the carding, weaving and spin-

ning trades.

The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co. are
showing a complete line of mechanical
rubber goods such as their fire hose, extra

service pneumatic hose, and Goodyear
cord hose, extra power belting, pack-
ings, perforated mats, etc. Represen-
tatives, W. H. 0. Crosby, F. Woods, F.

Fox, and E. Dodge.

The Dominion Belting Co., Ltd., are

exhibiting Maple Leaf brand stitched

cotton duck waterproof belting for

transmission of power and conveying.

This is shown in various sizes, and ex-

cellent literature is distributed, showing
its capabilities and endurance. Maple
Leaf belt dressing is also on exhibit.

Representative, John Scott.

The Hoyt Metal Co. are featuring their

lead-lined and resisting products such

as valves, centrifugal pum-ps. Together
with this line they are displaying their

various other lines of metal goods such

as solder, babbitt type metal, etc. Rep-
resentatives, G. F. Allen, manager; S.

Wheatley and W. G. Downes.

The Lyman Tube and Supply Co. are

featuring Shelby seamless steel tubing,

together with the Chisholm and Moor
anti-frictron hoists. These latter are

capable of 80 per cent, efficiency and are

made in sizes up to 40 tons. Hyatt,

Timkin and New Departure ball bearines

are shown, together with electric rail-

way supplies, made by the Electric Ser-

vice Supplies Co. Chain belt and Rex
products are also showm. Representa-

tives, H. A. Jones, J. E. Openshaw, R.

B. Bennett and Wm. Gardiner.

The John Hall & Sons, Ltd., Brant-

ford, represented by Mr. Thompson, are

showing several examples of their pipe

threading machines. The large machine
which can handle pipe from 2% inches to

8 inches diameter is a fine looking pif^ce

of work, while the smaller sizes are also

worthy of examination.

The Boiler Repair and Grate Bar Co

,

of Detroit and Toronto, have an exhibit

of their shaking and dumping p^ato bars.

These bars have been fitted in several

local schools and nublic builHines. Mr.

A. H. Hett and Mr. 0. C. Hett are in

charge of the exhibit.

The Canadian General Electric Com-
pany have an electric welding exhibit

on view, which they are demonstrating

to anyone interested. The machines are

the direct current type operating at 60

volts.

The Dunlop Rubber Company, repre-

sented by J. R. Thompson, have a very
effective dispilay, consisting of a belt

conveyor, elevator, and drive belt all in

operation. The background of the booth

represents a quarry in operation, show-
ing the different uses to which rubber

belting can be put in conveyor opera-

tions. They have also different types

of rubber hose, and a full line of rubber

goods.

The Allen General Supply Company,
represented by Mr. Wilkes, are showing
a number of power plant accessories de-

signed to effect economy in fuel con-

sumption. The wellJknovvTi Venturi

Feed Water Meter is the principal of

these appliances, backed up by the Copes
Boiler Feed Water Regulator, the

Dwight COj Indicator, and the Howell
electric motor. In these days of high

fuel costs, this exhibit should receive

considerable attention.

The W. R. Sexton Boiler Setting Co.

are displaying a full line of fire bricks,

nonpareil grate bars and boiler settings.

They have also a line of engine and
pump packings, representing the Wil-
liam C. Wilson Co. in these lines. Mr.
Sexton has charge of this exhibit.

The Canadian Hauck Burner Co., Ltd..

are showing a number of their coal oil

burners, which are in general use in

foundry and shipyard work. Mr. House!
is in charge of the booth.

The Allen General Supply Company,
represented by Mr. Wilkes, are showing
a number of pjwer plant accessories de-

signed to effect economy in fuel con-

sumption. The well-known Venturi
Feed Water Meter is the principal of

these appliances, backed up by the Copes
Boiler Feed Water Regulator, the

Dwight CO, Indicator, and the Howell
electric motor. In these days of high
fuel costs, this exhibit should receive

considerable attention.

The Dunlop Rubber Company, repre-

sented by J. R. Thompson, have a very
effective display, consisting of a belt

conveyor, elevator, and drive belt all in

operation. The background of the booth
represents a quarry in operation, show-
ing the different uses to which rubber
belting can be put in conveyor opera-

tions. They have also different types

of rubber hose, and a full line of rubber
goods.

The Canadian General Electric Com-
pany have an« electric welding exhibit

on view, which th?y are demonstrating
(Continued on page 44)
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The Operators' Point of View

FACING VALVE SEATS WITH A
BROKEN FILE

By David R. MoNally
I have never seen this kink used and

have been advised by several to submit

it to POWER HOUSE. A quick and
simple made rig for facing- up a rough
valve seat of the flat type can be easily

made from a flat file.

"W" is a block of wood cut so as

just to go in the opening in the bonnet

connection of the valve. F is a piece of

the best end of an old or new flat file

FACING VALVE SEATS WITH A FILE

broken to aibout the length of the block

W. N are nails to hold the file into the

block and driven far enough from the

ends fov the heads to just fit loosely in-

side the valve seat. This keeps it

travelling in a true circle while it is

turned with a brace and screwdriver bit.

A few turns will make a steam-tight

iob under ordinary circumstances, but in

a bad case it will be necessary to clean

the file grooves out when they fill and

apply again.

ANCHOR BOLT DISCUSSION
Terrell Croft Replies

Mr. Hal B. Beecher, in his contribu-

tion, "Fastening Anchor Bjlts," on page

M9 of your Augu.it 5 issue, makes the

statement:
"I wish to repeat: do not adopt Mr.

Croft's plan, for it looks to me that a

headless bolt set in cement might pos-

sibly be loosened into its bed if thf

bolts were subject t ) sharp and constant

vibrations, which would have the same
effect all through the bolt."

I fear that Mr. Beecher did not read
carefully my contribution, "Anchoring
Foundation Bolts in Concrete," to which
he refers.

In my article appears this statement:
"However, as a matter of precaution,

it is always well to use for a fjundation

bolt a rod threaded and having a nut on
the lower end. On this nut a cast iron

b.iilding washer or a square piece of

wrought-iron plate can rest. ..."
It was not the writer's intention to

recommend the omission of anchor
plates, where conditions are such that

they can be installed. They should al-

ways be added as a precaution, inasmuch
as the cost increase due thereto is very

small.

Personally, I have never in my own
experience known of an anchor bolt

pulling out of a concrete foundation.

Such happenings may have occurred, but

I have never known of such and I have

been more or less intimately connected

with machinery foundation construction

for the last fifteen years.

It sometimes occurs that it is impos-

pi'Me to. at reasonable cost, install an

anchor plate and nut on the lower end

of an anchor bolt. For example, in a

n'lmter of cases it has been unavoidable

that anchor bolts be set in an existin<r

foundation at new locations. Where this

is required, it is merely necessary to drill

a hole in the foundation writh an air

drill, if such is available, or with a hand
drill if it is not. The hole should pre-

ferably be one and one-half times or

twice the diameter of the af.chor bolt,

which is to be inserted in it. The hole

should be at least thirty diameters deep.

Then, after the anchor bolt has been s"t

centrally in the hole, a grout of one-half

f ne sand and one-half cement mixed t >

the consistency of thick cream is poured

into it around the bolt, filling the hole.

After setting a reasonable lenirth of-

tlme, such a bolt becomes almost an in-

tegral part of the foundation mass.
A great number of anchor b)lts in-

stalled as described above have been set

for almost numberless sorts of services.

Some of them have been subiect to extra

vibration. None, insofar as the writer is

aware, has ever failed. Obviously, com-

mon sense dictates that an anchor boH
set a'' lust described sh )uld be reason-

ably free from oil and shouM not be

thickly coated with rust. If thei-e is er-

cessive oil on it, it should be wined off.

If there is a rust scale on the bolt

body, it should be scraped ''ff A cor-

roded surface without scale, sucn as is

acquired by any mild steel rod which
has been exp ,sed to the weather, will

do no harm.
I would hesitate to assume the cost

of Mr. Beecher's board and lodging dur-

ing the period which would be required

for him to loosen a bolt set as above
"by tapping or striking said bolt for some
time close to the cement, using a hammer
or other tool." He might break the bolt

off, but if it is properly set it could not

be loosened so it could be pulled out.

About ten years ago the writer was
connected with a company in New Eng-
land that made some field tests on the

resistance to withdrawal of plain un-

threaded rod anchor bolts set in cement.

An. endeavor was made to withdraw,
with a suitable appliance improvised for

the experiment, from a concrete founda-
tion, some bolts set by this method. - In

every case the bolts pulled asunder out-

side or near the top surface of the

foundation. But in no case was it pos-

sible to pull one of the bolts out.

If any reader of POWER HOUSE
krows of an instance, or instances,

where anchor bolt set as above described

have failed. I would like very much to

Lave a record of the incident, inasmuch
as I am interested in and make a spe-

cialty of machinery-foundation design.

To summarize, there should, if pos-

sible, always be an anchor plate, or, as

Mr. Beecher suggests, a right-angle bend
or hook at the lower end of every anchor

bolt. But if conditions are such that it

is impossible to provide the ancnor j-late

or deformation, an anchor bolt may
readily be so installed that it will lot

fail bv withdrawal.

BOILING OUT A STEAM BOILER
When a boiler becomes heavily coated

with scale through neorlect or througJi

long continuous use of very bad feed

water, it is sometimes more convenient

and safe to clean it by wl.al i« known
as the "boiling out" process t.iaii any
other method. H^avy scale diminishes

efficiency of .my boiler, an.'l f it is

li-jrci and compact i( is less impermeable
to the water thnn when of a porous

nature, and negV^ctinjr to remove the

scale at frequent intervals may damage
the boiler by causing the metal to be-

come overheated and burned.

Taking this into consideration it is

advisable when a boiler is found to be
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heavily scaled to immediately apply the

'boiling out" process, although the time

required may occasion considerable in-

convenience in plants in which there is

only one boiler. The "boiling- out" pro-

cess consists simply of filling the boiler

with water to a point a little above the

tubes or the upper limit of the scale

deposit, and adding to the water a liberal

amount of soda ash. Soda ash alone is

usually sufficient, but in order to in-

crease the efficiency of the treatment a

small proportion of caustic soda may be

added and both should be thoroughly

disolved before ibeirig put into the boiler.

. "With a slow fire and the man-hole
left open the water should be kept boil-

ing gently until the scale becomes loos-

ened, when the water may be run out

and most of the scale removed by means
of con.venient hard tools and by flush-

ing out with a straam of water from a

hose nozzle.

Particular care should be taken to re-

move all the scale possible from be-

tween the tubes and places difficult to

reach, for the reason that when the

boiler is restored to service, pieces of

scale already loosened will fall down on

the fire sheets and other heating sur-

faces which may result in overheating

in spots.
—"The Refrigerating World."

PUMP PROBLEMS
iiy J. E. McCormack

THERE is nothing new or original

in the devices I am about to men-
tion, but I have at one time and another
made the acquaintance of pumps in var-

ious plants and in different counties,

and the fact that none of them had been
equipped as fully as I like to see a pump
equipped leads one to bring up these

subjects even if they are old. Only one
pump had a foot valve, although this

would be an aid in holding the priming
when the pump was stopped. (Perhaps
I should mention that at this writing I

am not taking boiler feed pump into con-

sideration at all). On those pumps
which had piping for the suction line

throughout, few of them had any more
convenient means of priming the pump
for a start than to take a cover off of

the water end and pour water in. Two,
or possibly thiee, had a tee at the highest
point in the discharge line and through
which water could be poured down on
to the discharge valves, but, although an
aid, water there is not nearly so effec-

tive on appreciable lifts as is water in

the water cylinders themselves to pre-
vent air passing the pistons, and espec-
ially to reduce possible air cushioning
in the clearance and valve spaces, which
said cushioning would expand again and
follow the piston bac^k on its return
stroke instead of an unlbalanced air pres-

sure (suction) being produced to cause
water to rise in the suction pipe. The
amount of this possible cushioning de-

pends on the degree to which the air

must be compressed before it can escape
through the discharsre valves or other

passage provided for it.

I like to have a foot valve on and a

pipe connection from the discharge line

or chamber to the suction chamber and
a valve in this with which to make or

nreak communication between at pleas-

ure. With the valve shut, the pump works
abour. the same as if this device was
not on it, but in the event of the prim-
ing becoming lost and there being water
in the discharge line the opening of this

valve permits water to flow from the

discharge line into the suction line and
work up into the cylinders, the foot

valve preventing its escape through the

lower end of the said suction line. By
this arrangement the pump can be

quickly, easily, and effectively primed.

A suction chamber is a well-knov\ii de-

vice which can be constructed by means
of a tee inserted in the suction line but

close to the pump and into which a piece

of pipe at least as large as the suction

pipe (or hose connection) and two or

three feet long is screwed and having a

pipe cap on its upper end. The pipe

constituting the suction chamber stands

in an upright position. Although gener-

ally not necessary, yet, with a long suc-

tion line or a high lift, this device is an
aid to prevent pounding when the pump
reverses and also to enable the cylinders

to fill with water at a high speed.

I think not more than four pumps had
any means provided for letting the air

(drawn from the suction line when start-

ing the pump) escape, except through
the pumps' discharge line. If but little

pressure rests on the discharge valves

this feature is of but little importance;

but where an appreciable water pressure

per square inch normally rests on the

said discharge valves some way should

be provided for allowing air to escape

when starting and without requiring it

to be forced through the discharge line.

A bib cock or pet cock inserted in the

bottom part of the air chamber, or even

in the cover of the disehaTge chamber, is

an aid, and sometimes a valuable one,

though it still remains necessary to

force the air through the discharge

valves against whatever pressure is hold-

ing thtm down. With a foot valve on

and the pipe connection I spoke of in-

stalled to, by means of a valve, allow

wau-r to flow from the discharge cham-
ber or line into the suction line then the

water pressure above and below the dis-

charge valves becomes equalized with

the valve open and the pump at rest and

the air is therefore more easily sent

through the discharge valves when the

pumjj is started. The valve is closed

before starting the pump or it may be

left just a little open while the pump
mines a few very slovv strokes at first

to exhaust the air, then entirely close

tlie valve before allowing tn^ pump to-

run up to normal speed. In a pump thus

equipped, a 'bib cock in the foot of the

air chamber will, when open, provide a

short route escape for the air being dis-

nl.Tced from the suction and the pump
by the water admitted thereto from the

dischar'^e line.

Joints in the suction line should be as

carefully fitted and as tight as similar

ioints would be made in a steam line.

but if a joint there becomes leaky al-

tho';,,h at the same tirr.e well sl". up. a
Ya; way pipe cL>mp (formerly the Sim-
•"'iCx) is as useful here as on a steam
i.no, altliough I would nou iccommend
one as a permanent remedy to be merely
sc' up more fro n time to time a.s be-
c ai' e necessary and w.ihout giving pi o-

i.-.r attention to '.•.e a'^tual condition of
t- e joint itself.

Strainer holes should aggregate five

times the area of the suction pipe.

Put a g'lobe valve in the discharge
pipe to shut back the water in it when
the water end of the pump needs repair-
ing.

The longer the suction pipe, the larger
it should be, and there should be a foot
valve attached if the lift exceeds twelve
or fifteen feet.

Lack of a suction chamher, or too

small a suction line, will cause a pump
to hammer in the water end. Squirting
action may be lessened by increasing
the suction valve area; by giving more
suction chamber and more air chamber.
Pumps should be installed in such a

position that there is room enough at

both sides for working when making re-

pairs and room enough at each end to

admit of removing the piston rods if

their removal should happen to become
necessary later.

IMPROVING A LUBRICATOR
In a well-known type of air compres-

sor lubricator in which the sight feed

glass is of the disc or bullseye type, the

feed nozzle terminates above the line of

sight, so that before the drjp can be

seen it has broken away from the nozzle.

To make the drop visible while form-
ing a strip of metal was soldered to the

1.
1

'

o
1 1

1

FIXING THE' LUBRICATOR

nozzle, bringing the point of the nozzle

well into view.

The sketch will indicate what was
done, the dotted lines indicating the

nozzle as it was originally.

R. McLAREN.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Analysis of Babbitt, by James Brakes,

Tht Allen Book and Printing Co.,

Troy, N.Y.

It has been the desire of the author,
as stated in his preface, to place before
the mining, civil, electrical and mechan-
ical engineer and others who have taken
chemical analytical training, a small
practical book on the analysis and
manufacture of balbbitt. The methods
have been selected from the many
methods in use for their simplicity, neat-
ness and accuracy. At the same time
reactions and data have been inserted
which will prove interesting to the

student in analytical chemistry. One
of the most valuable features of the
work is an extensive bibliography on
'books dealing with metallurgical engin-
eering. The various metals met with
in the manufacture of b^bitt metal and
similar alloys are each given a chapter
to themselves and their properties, their

qualitative, quantitative, volumetric,

gravimetric and electrolytic analyses are

taken up in detail. Each chapter closes

with a biblography on the metal con-

cerned. Antimony, tin, lead and copper
are dealt with. Chapter five takes up
the determination of magnesium and
bismuth in babbitt, the qualitative ana-
lysis of babbitt and gives a bibliography
on white metal analysis. Chapter six is

devoted to notes on the manufacture of

babbitt, examples of calculation, the

sampling of babbitt metals and a biblio-

graphy of metallurgy. To the works
chemist this book of 170 pages will prove
an admirable aid where anti-friction

metals, etc., are concerned.
"Tht Financier," London, Eng., has

recently published An Empire Peace and
Reconstruct'on number replete with com-
mercial and other information relative

to the British Dominions and Colonies.

As might be expected, Canadian infor-

matiori is unusually complete, and the

other uominions are also fully dealt with.

Aside from the financial and other in-

formation contained in this number,
much other data is found.

"Boiler Safety," a new booklet just

off the presses of the Travelers' Indem-
nity Company, is a sister booklet to

"Boiler Economy" recently issued by
that company. Its purpose is to describe

approved ways of preventing accidents

in the boiler room. It is a convenient

pocket size and will be a handy refer-

ence hook for the engineer and fire-

man, as well as the plant owner.

In 175 pages the subject matter is

divided up into forty sections, each of

which relates to some particular phase
of hoiicr room work, or to the care and
operation of certain equipment or ap-

paratus in the boiler room. Boiler ex-

plosions occur frequently, and many of

them are enormously destructive to life

and property. Tliey arc often caused by
weakness due to improper design, in-

ferior construction, or the use of un-

suitable materials, but many of them on

the other hand are plainly the direct re-

sults of careless or unintelligent opera-

tion of the boilers. In this booklet de-

sign, construction, and materials are not

discussed. Emphasis is laid on the oper-

ation of the boilers.

The first section is headed "Putting
Boilers in Service," and covers all the

principal operations necessary to mak-
ing sure that everything is in a safe

and satisfactory condition for starting

up. Among other important subjects

treateu are: cutting-in boilers, super-

heating, economizers, safety valves,

blow-olr valves, repairing boilers under
pressure, laying up boilers, working in-

side of boilers, scale, water-hammer,
mechanical draft, low water, and hand-
ling coal and ashes.

In short, "Boiler Safety" is a practical

book for practical men. Its language is

clear and concise, and although it covers

its ground thoroughly and well, there

are no formulas or theoretical discus-

sions to discourage the man with a

limited education. There are also thirty-

two illustrations which show the results

of boiler explosions, defective parts of

boilers, approved power-plant equipment,

and other subjects of interes;t to en-

gineers.

As mentioned, the Iwoklet is a com-

panion volume to "Boiler Economy,"
which is now in its second edition, and

for which there has been a constant de-

mand .since its first appearance in 1913.

It is largely written by Allan D. Ristecn

(Ph. D. Yale), director of technical re-

search of The Travelers.

CATALOGUES
The H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Sarnia. have

issued a new catalogue (A) which shows
evidence of considerable pains and ex-

pense in its preparation. This publica-

tion siiows their complete line of brass

plumbing products.

What Worried Jellico Most is the title

of an interesting pamphlet issued by the

Wheeler Condenser and Engineering Co.,

Carteret, N.J. This publication em-
phasizes the importance of good con-

denser tubes in naval, marine and land

work, and tells the story of how the

Wheeler Co. started the manufacture of

their own tubes so as to be assured of

their quality.

Guy S. Hamilton, advertising manager
of the American Steam Conveyor Cor-

portation, Chicago, has been appointed
editor of the "Booster," the Corporation's

newly-established sales organ.

S. F. Bowser and Co. have issued a

folder illustrating and describing a

Bowser battery oil storage system for

lubricating oil. The folder can be ar-

ranged to show one outfit, two outfits,

three outfits, or a battery of four tanks,

so that a prospect may understand that

as many units as desired can be pur-

chased. The f older shows how units of

various capacities line up in a uniform
manner.

The Johns-Pratt Co.. Hartford, Conn.
cordially invites all members of the

N.A.S.E., as well as all superintendents,

master mechanics and operating engin-

ers, to visit booths Ncs. 221 and 222 dur-

ing coming convention M Huntington.

THE RICHARDSON-PHENIX COM-
PANY ANNOUNCES NEW GEN-

ERAL MANAGER
Mr. L. E. Strothman, who, for several

years, has been manager of the steam
turbine and pumping engine departments
of the Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing
Company, left that firm on August 15th

to become vice-president and general

manager of the Richardson-Phenix Com-
pany, in which firm he has acquired a
f'nancial interest, Mr. J. Wm. Peterson
becoming president and treasurer of this

firm. Mr. Strothaian is well-kno^vn in

manufacturing circles, having been con-

nected with the Allis-Chalmers Company
since 1902, and prior to that with the

Filer & Stowell Company and the Nord-
burg Manufacturing Company. As man-

MR. L. E. STROTHMAN.

ager of the steam turbine and pumpmg
engine departments of Allis-Chalmers,

Mr. Strothman has gained an enviable

reputation in national engineering cir-

cles. He is a member of the American
Society jf Mechanical Engineers, having

held the chairmanship of the Milwaukee
section during 1915 and 1916. In 1916

he was appointed associate member of

the Naval Consulting Board by Josephus
Daniels. Secretary of the Navy. Mr.
Strothman is also a member of the Am-
erican Society of Civil Engineers and
the American Water Works Association.

NEW HOrSE ORGAN
Purdy, Mansell, Ltd., Toronto, have

issued the first number of a new house

organ, "The Sprinkler." While the title

might indicate the subject of fire pre-

vention by means of sprinkler systems,

the subjects covered by their periodical

will embrace the fields of power plant

and heating and ventilation engineering

as well. Sprinkler engineering is fea-

tured in this first number, typical illus-

trations being given of several installa-

tions recently completed by Purdy, Man-
sell, Ltd.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
A Record of Prices Current on Raw, Semi - finished, and Finished Materials

Entering Into the Manufacture and Operation of Power Plant Equipment

BOILER TUBES
Seam- Lap-

Size less welded

1 in $25 00 $

1% in 21 00
1% in 28 00 26 00
1% in 30 00 26 00
2 in 30 00 26 00

2V4 in 33 00 28 00

2Vi in 40 00 32 00
3 in 46 00 38 00

8V4 in 45 00
3% in 56 00 42 00
4 in 70 00 54 00

Prices per 100 feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

PLATES
Montreal Toronto

Plates, % to Mi in.. . $4 60 $4 50

Tank plates, 3-16 in. 4 90 4 90

WROUGHT PIPE
Effective Jan. 7. 1918.

Standard Buttweld.

Black Galvanized

Size. Per 100 feet

% in $ 6 00 $ 8 00

^ in 4 68 6 81

% in 4 68 6 81

% in 6 21 7 78
« in 7 82 9 95

1 in 11 56 14 71

114 in 15 64 19 90

VA in 18 70 23 76

2 in 2i5 16 32 01

2% in 40 37 51 19

3 in 52 7fl 66 94

3% in 67 le 84 18

4 in 79 57 99 74

Standard Lapweld

2 in $3S SI $35 34

in 42 12 52 Sfi

3 in 55 08 €6 47

8% in 69 00 86 94

4 in 81 75 103 on

4% in 93 00 118 00

5 in 108 OC 137 00

6 in 140 00 178 00

7 in 183 00 232 00

8L in 193 00 244 00

S in 222 00 281 00
9 in 236 OO 366 OO

lOL in 24€ 00 312 00

10 in 317 00 402 00

Prices—Ontario, Queb?c and
Maritime Provinces

WROUGHT NIPPLES
4" and under, 60%.
4'^" and larger, 50'/f.
4" and under, running thread,

Standard couplings, 4" and
under, 40%.

4'/^" and larger, 20".

IRON PIPE FITTINGS
Malleable fittings, class A, 20'^r

on list : class B and C, net list.

Cast iron fittings, 26% off Hat.
Malleable bushings, 25 and 7V4% ;

cast bushings, 25% ; unions, i5% ;

pluds, 20<J5, oft' list. Net prices mal-
leable fittings: Class B black. 24V.c
lb.: Class C black. 15?4c lb.; gal-
vanized. Class B, 34c lb. ; Class C,
24V.C lb. F.O.B. Toronto.

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING
At mill list plus 5%
At warehouse list plus 25%
Discounts off new list. Warehouse

price at Montreal and Toronto

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL
Per lb. to Large Buyers Cents

Iron bars, base, Toronto 4 25
Steel bars, base, Toronto 4 25
Steel bars, 2" to 4" base.... 5 50
Steel bars, base, Montreal... 3 75
Best grades 15%
Iron bars, base, Montreal 3 76
Reinforcing bars, base 4 50
Small shapes 5 75

SHEETS
Mont. Tor'to

Sheets, Black, No. 2«..$6 55 $6 00
Sheets, Black, No. 10. . 5 IS 5 45
Canada plates, dull, 52
sheets 8 50 7 10

Canada plates, a 1

1

brig-ht 8 50 8 00
Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized ....
Queen's Head. 28
B.W.G

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.G.
GoTbal's Best, No. 28.
Colbome Crown, No.
28

Premier, No. 28 U.S 7 50
Premier, 10% oz 7 80

PROOF COIL CHAIN
B

Vi in $14 35
5-16 in 13 815

% in 13 50
7-l« in 12 90
'/2 in 13 20
9-16 in 12 70

% in 12 50

% in 12 40

% in 12 90
1 in 12 65
Extra for B.B. chain 1 20
Extra for B.B.B. Chain 1 80

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

Vh in $13 00
3-l« in 12 50
4 in 11 75
5-16 in 11 40
% i.n 11 00
7-16 in 10 60

in 10 40
% in 10 00
% in 9 90

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS
Per Cent.

Great Western, American ... 50
Kearney & Foot, Arcade ... 5-0

J. Barton Smith, Eagle 50
McClelland, Globe 60
Whitman & Barnes 50
Black Diamond 371/^
Delta Files 37'/^
Nicholson 37
Globe 60
Vulcan 50
Disston 50
P.H. and Imperial 50

OILS AND COMPOUNDS
CaS'tor oil, per lb
Royalite, per gal., bulk 19^2
Palacine 22 1/2

Machine oil, per gal 27%
Black oil, per gal 16
Cylinder oil. Capital 58
Cylinder oil, Acme 391/^

Standard cutting compound
per lb 06

Lard oil, per gal 2 60
Union thread cutting oil anti-

septic 88
Acme cutting oil, antiseptic. 37%
Imperial quenching oil 3^%
Petroleum fuel oil 10%

BELTING—NO. 1 OAK TANNED
Extra heavy, single and double 30%
Standard 30, 10%
Cut leather lacing. No. 1 $2 20
Leather in sides 1 75

COAL AND COKE
Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsville Foundry Coke .

,

Steam Lump Coal
Best Slack

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto.

BOLTS. NUTS AND SCREWS
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 35
Stove bolts 65
Plate washers list plus 20
Madhine bolts, 7-16 and over 40
Machine bolts, % and less . . 40
Blank bolts 25
Bolt ends 25
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., steel 2714
Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd., steel 10
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., brass net
Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd., brass net
Nuts, square, blank add $0 75
Nuts, square, tapped add 1 00
Nuts, hex., blank add 1 00
Nuts, hex., tapped add 1 25
Copper rivets and burrs, list

less 15
Burrs only, list plus 25
Iron rivets and burrs ...40c 05
Boiler rivets, base %" and

larger $8 60
Structural rivets, as above. . 8 40
Wood screws, flat, bright. ... 76
Wood screws. O.&R., bright. 77V2
Wood screws, flat, brass 55
Wood screws, O.&R., b^ass... 55%
Wood screws, flat, bronze.... 50
Wood screws, O.&R., bronze. 47%

MISCELLANEOUS
Solder, strictly 34
Solder, guaranteed 39
Babbitt metals 18 to 70
Soldering coppers, 3 to 6 lbs. 58
Putty, 100-lb. drums 6 75
White lead, pure, cwt 17 80
Red dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,
per cwt liS 50

Glue. English 35
Gasoline, per gal., bulk 33
Benzine, per gal., bulk.... 30 V4
Pure turpentine, single bbls.,

gal 1 03
Linseed oil. raw, single bbls. 1 95
Linseed oil, boiled, single

bbls 1 98
Lead wool, per lb 15

Plumbers' oakum, per cwt. 9 00
Sandpaper, B. & A... list plus 20
Emei-y Cloth list plus 20
Sal Soda O3V2
Sulphur, rolls 05
Sulphur, commercial 04%
Rosin "D." per lb 03
Rosin "G," per lb 03%
Borax crystal and granula. 14

Wood alcohol, per gallon.... 1 80
Whiting, plain, per lOO lbs.. 2 20

COPPER PRODUCTS
Montreal Toronto

Bars, % to 2 in $42 50 $43 00
Plain sheets, base 16

oz. and heavier. . . 46 00 44 00
Copper sheet, tinned

14 x 60 in., 14 oz.. . 48 00 48 OO
Copper sheet, plan-

ished, base 16 oz.

and heavier 46 00 45 00
Braziers' in. sheets,

6x4 base 45 00 44 00
Tubing T.P.S., base
% in. up to 3 in.. 60 00 60 00
Above prices are full sheets and

bars. Cut sheets and bars are 5c
per lb. higher.

BRASS PRODUCTS.
Wareliouse price.

Brass rods, base %" to 1" rd. .$0 34
Sheets, 24 oz. and heavier base 42
Brass tubing, seamless 46
Tubing, I.P.S., 1" base 48

POLISHED DRILL ROD.
Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto Net

RUBBER BELTING.
Standard 10%
extra.

WASTE.
AVhite Cents per lb.

XXX Extra 19%
Peerless 19
Grand 18
Superior 18
X L C R 17
Atlas : 17

X Empire 16%
Ideal 16
X press 14

Colored

Lion 15

Standard 13%
No. 1 13%
Popu!ar 1-2

Keen 10%
Wool Packing

Arrow 25
Axle 20
Anvil 16
Anchor 11

Washed Wipers.
Select White I'l

Mixed colored 10
Dark colored 0© '

This list subject to trade discount
for quantity.

MILLED PRODUCTS.

Per cent.

Set screwTs 50

Sq. & Hex., Head Cap Screws 45

Rd. & Fil. Head Cap Screws 20
Flat & But. Hd. Cap Screws

plus 10

Fin. & Semi-fin. nuts uip to

1 in 45

Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over

1 in., up to 1% in 40

Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over

1% in., up to 2 in 25

Studs 30
Taper pins 60

Coupling bolts, pins 10

Planer head bolts, without
fillets list plus 10

Planer head bolts, wilih fillet

list plus 10 and 10

Planer head bolt nuts, same
as finished nuts.

Planer bolt washers net

Hollow set screws. ... list plus 20

Collar screws list plus 20, 30

Thumb screws 40

Thumb nuts '^5

Patch bolts add 20

Cold pressed nuts to 1% in.

add 1 00

Cold pressed nuts over 1%
in add 2 00

METALS
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper $22 00 $21 00
Electro copper 21 00 2075
Castings, copper 21 OO 18 00
Tin

56

00 56 00

Spelter 9' 25 8 50

Lead 7 25 6 50

Antimony 9 50 9 50
Aluminum 36 00 35 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

ROPES AND PACKING

Packing, square braided $0 39

Packing, No. 1 Italian 44

Packing, No. 2 Italian 36

Pure Manila rope 37
Transmission rope, Manila.... 43

Drilling- cables, Manila 39

LEAD SHEETS
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, 3 lbs, sq. ft.,

lb $12 00 $13 25

Sheets, 3% lbs 12 00 13 25

Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs 13 00 12 50

Cut sheets, ?4c per lb. extra.

Cuts sheets to size, Ic per lb.
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PEACE-'miE EXHIBITS
(Gontinued from page 403)

to anyone interested. The machines are

the direct current type operating at 60

volts.

The Clemens Electrical Corporation of

Canada, with headquarters in Hamilton,
are showing their electrical soldering

irons, and as these irons work at a vol-

tage of 8 volts, the necessary transfor-

mers are also included in the exhibit.

An interesting feature of the booth is

the J. C. refillable fuse, a very neat and
economical type of this largely used
article. The bjoth is in charge of Mr.
R. C. Guest.

Estimates Soon Ready.—^Sir Adam
Beck has assured the citizens of Gait

through the mayor, that an estimate of

the cost of the proposed Hydro Radial

System in this district will be made by
the new year. The municipalities will

then be able to submit the by-law to the

electors.

Paper Mill For Morristown.—The pro-

perty owned by the Gillies Brothers at

Morristown, directly opposite Brockville,

who used the plant as their American
depot, has been sold to representatives

of Hearst, the American publisher. It

is said that he will erect a mammoth
paper mill on the site. Gillies Bros.,

who are large lumber mill men at Brae-
side, near Arnprior, formerly conducted
a lumber business at Morristown, but
closed down when lumber prices rose so

high during the war.

BpiILERlSilFOfR [SA|LE
A LL IN EXCEPTIONALLY GOOD CONDITION
—17 Atlas Horizontal Tubular Boilers (Bab-

cook & Wiloox), 60 irwsh by 16 feet, with Jones
Underfeed Stokers: Boilers \yir\g i-' 'to'^"!""-

1 3.50-H.P. Erie City Boiler. 4 250-H.P. Scotch
Marine Boilers with wet heads, now lying at
Wallaceburpr plant.

Dominion Sugar Co., Limited - Chatham, Ontario

The J. C. Wilson Mfg. Co., Limited
BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO

Mechanical Engineers, Pattern Makers, Founders
and .Machinists. We build complete Hydraulic
Turbine Equipment. Flumes, Head Gate.'). Racks.
Waste Gates and Winches. Wa/ter Wheel Gover-
nois, Gearing, Pulleys and Shafting.

' Makers of the "Little Giant" Turbine. '

Put your water wheel proposition up to us

Diamond Specially Company literature

has always been distinguished by its

direct appeal to the engineering know-
ledge and sound business judgment of

itr, readers. This is particularly true of

Bulletin 132, "Profits That Get Away
Through Your Boilor Room," just issued

by the company. This bulletin, which is

an attractive, well-written book of

twenty-four pages, deals first with the

importance of exercising business-like

supervision over the boiler room; the ef-

fect of soot on boiler efficiency; and in

its concluding pages describes Diamond
scot blowers for horizontal return tubu-

lar boilers. The book is well illustrated

with charts, graphs and ledger sheets,

showing actual improvements effected,

and it should be in the hands of every

operator of horizontal return tubular

boilers. Copies may be had on applica-

tion to the Windsor, Ont., office of the

company.

To Buy Power.—The clerk of the York
Township Council has been instructed to

write to the Ontario Hydro-Electric
Commission, requesting that negotiations,

be opened to purchase the lines of tlie

Toronto Electric Ligrht within the town-
ship. The couiicil is preparing to ex-

tend the Hydro through the thickly set-

tled districts, and with only one power
company the expense could be lessened

considerably.

MOM CRIEFF'S "UNIFIC''WATER OAUOE OLASSES

t

Stand in a Claw by ThamteWe* for Qaalitr, Efficiancr aad Econamy
A trial will eonvince roa. Write for Catalav

W. J. WALL, 134-136 BLEURY ST.,
(Canadian Represantative)

MONTREAL

J

New Power Company.—A Dominion
charter has been obtained for the Wendi-
go Power Company, which has been
capitalized at $1,000,000. The plant of

the company will be twenty miles south

of Larder Lake, and the head office at

Guelph. Water powers on Wendigo
Lake and the Blanche River will be de-

veloped.

Largest Airplane Engine.—The Sun-
bean; W"orks at Wolverhampton, Eng-
land, have been recently testing what is

said to be the largest airplane engine

in the world. The engine is a twelve

cyliiider one, the cylinders being arrang-

ed diagonally. The horsepower expect-

ed to be developed is 900 at normal
speed, and the weight per horsepower
is less than two pounds.

The Matthews Engineering Co., San-

dusky, Ohij, have issued an exceedingly

attractive booklet on their fuel automatic

lighting systems for private installation

and use in suburban and farm homes.

The effect of proper lighting and illu-

mination upon civilization is treated of

ir. the first portion of the publication

and the actual generating sets in the

remainder.

Colliery Loses Three DaysL—0-wing

to a dispute over the employment of

two men on the bankhead, a colliery

of the Sydney Reserve mine has been idle

for three days. The disagreement rose

over the fact that two men had been em-
ployed to push the boxes on and off the

scales, and the company thought that one

should be sufficient. The men finally re-

sumed work on the understanding that

when production was increased sufficient-

ly two men would again be employed.

Making Money From Moss.—The
swamp lands in the vicinity of Brock-

ville are to be used as money producers,

the medium being the moss that is found

in abundance thereon. Three carloads

of this moss are being shipped to

Rochester, N. Y., for use by nurserymen
and florists, who wrap it around the roots

of trees that are being shipped, and also

in preserving cut flowers. The moss is

sold by the cord and brings a good price.

New Industry for N.B.—The Hard-
wood Last Block factory, which was
spoken of some time ago as about to

be located at Mullin's Brook, York
County, N.B.. is now being built. The
site is about four miles from McGi%'eny

.function on the Canadian National Rail-

way. The interest behind the enterprise

is H. Mobbs. of Kettering, England, said

to be the largest maker of last blocks

in the world. Between one and two hun-

dred persons will be employed to begin

with, and the manufacturers have en-

tered into an agreement with the Nash-
waak Pulp & Paper Company for 3,000,-

000 feet of hardwood lumbeir.

PURIRICATION SYSTEMSSOFTENING & FILTRATIONFOR BOILER FEEO ANOALL INDUSTRIAL- USES
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The Canadian Mining Manual for

1918, edited by Reginald E. Hore. The
Times Publishing Co., Toronto and
Quebec.

This, well-known annual has been en-

larged considerably over former years

and contains much new material of a

statistical and mining nature about
Canada's mineral wealth. In this new
edition is to be found information con-

cerning all minerals and metals pro-

duced in Canada, and all metallurgical

and mining companies operating in Can-
ada. Two chief objects have been
achieved: to present in concise form
matter of interest to persons connected
with the industry, and to attract atten-

tion to the opportunities for the develop-

ment of Canada's mineral resources.

The volume is exceptionally well il-

lustrated with colored plates, half-tones

and line cuts. A large number of min-
eral specimens are shown in natural

size ?nd color, these plates including

some of the best reproductions of ore

that have ever been printed. In the sec-

tion of the book devoted to mine pro-

ducts useful information concerning the

character, use and occurrence of each

mineral treated. The minerals are dealt

with in alphabetical order and the

amount of space given to them varies.

Owing to the great demand recently for

information concerning certain minerals

and metals sp€<;ial attention is given to

war minerals such as magnesite, fluorite,

pyritc, molybdenite, etc. A second large

section of the book is devoted to mining
and metallurgical companies operating

in Canada. In each case is given the

office address, the location of the pro-

perty, and the name of the manager. In

most cases capitalization, names of di-

rectors, officers, nature of operations,

. recent financial statement and record of

production during the last year are

given. These companies are treated of

in alphabetical order.

Contents

Mineral production in Canada in 1917;

Canada's water powers and their rela-

tion to the fuel situation; metals and
metallurgical research; annual meeting
of the Canadian Mining Institute; Al-

berta coal mines; the gold industry; the

magnesite industry; fluorspar mining in

Ontario; oil prospecting in Ontario;

tungsten ore deposits in Manitoba; the

Matachewan gold area; Molvbdenite
mining in Quebec; copper mining and
refining in British Columbia; mining in

Northern Manitoba; minine companies
operating in Canada; mining companies
listed according to prod^ict.

FIRFD WITH POWDERED COAL
Powdered coal is to be used througli-

out for firing boilers and furnaces in

the new sheet mill of the Falcon Steel

Company now being erected at Niles,

Ohio
The power plant boilers will be pow-

dered coal fired, using the Quigley com-
pressprl air system for transporting and
hurni.-t^ the coal. The pulverized coai

'vill be transported from the inilling

plant through standard 4-inch diameter
wvougl t pipes to fuiTiaces and boilers

for various distances aggregating ap-

proxin^.ately eight hundred feet, and will

be switched from the main distribution

line to a storage bin in the power house
for use as required for the boilers. The
contract for tlie complete equipmicnt for

preparing, distributing and burning the

fuel h<)s been awarded the Quigley Fur-
nace Specialties Company, of New York.

Large Power Drives is the title of a

publication recently issued by the Morse
Chain Co., Ithaca. This pamphlet deals,

as the title indicates, with the chain

drive in its application to large power
transmissions of various types.

Electric Furnaces in the Iron and Steel

Industry; Rodenhauser, Schoenawa
and Vom Baur. John Wiley & Sons,

Inc., New York.

This is the second English edition of

this well-known work. In it a number
of changes and additional matter have
been incorpoi'ated consequent upon the

rapid growth of the electric furnace in-

dustry. While a considerable number of

books has been written on the subject

of the electric furnace, the majority of

them are of such genera! scope that the

iron and steel industry does not. receive

the attention it warrants. An historical

resume of the development of this

branch is given and is followed by a

chapter devoted to the explaining of the

laws and principles of electricity which
enter into electric furnace work. This

chapter is somewhat elementary in its

scope and has been inserted for the ben-

efit of the general student interested in

this branch of metallurgy. The effects

of the electric current in the production

of heat by resistance, arc or induction

heating is dealt with next, together with

other actions of the electric current in

the furnace, such as the motor and
pinch effects. Chapters IV, V and VI
deal with power factor and alternatinfr

current theory in general, general condi-

tions for the operation of electric fur-

naces and arc furnaces in general. The
various tvpes of arc furnace dealt with

are the Stassano, now practically obso-

lete, the Heroult. the Girod and the

Rennerfelt. Induction furnaces, now
little used, are also treated of. Space is

o-iven to the electric shaft furnace for

the reduction of iron ore. Part II tak^s

up miaterials for furnace cons' ruction

and the costs of operation, and Part III.

the electro-metallurev of irr>n and steel.

These latter two parts of this book are

of value from the economic standpoin*'

as an exhaustive treatment is given of

evervthang affectinsr the one'^ation and

economics of the electric furnace.

Fireman Scalded.—Through the blow-

ing off of a cap on the boiler of the

Sraith Manufacturing Company, East
Front Street, Toronto, a fireman was
badly scalded about the face and arms.
The man's name was John Smith, and he
is 55 years old. He was remioved to the

St. Michael's Hospital.

Power House
Economy

A Steam Trap that saves

coal by abolishing heat-

wasiing steam leakage, and
at the same time does its

v.'ork efficiently without
quirin^ constant attention,

is the trap you want in y<aar

power plar.t.

The Long
Patent

Steam Trap
Fills the Bill

Simple, reliable and eft'iei-

eni. Has but one moveable
part. Automatic — requires

no valves except those whic^h

control the admission of

steam to apparatus to which
trap is attached.

The Long Trap hiis several

advantages over all other

traps. Protected by patents.

Write and let u.". toll you all

about it.

J. T. LONG
84 ADAM ST.

MONTREAL, CANADA

If your dealer does not sell

it, write direct.

JCTion

An orerload Is often a necessity. But
ii is hard on an engine. To success-
fully canr an overload so that there
will be no after effects on the engine
a very careful selection of your oil
should be made. An oil that is not
free from impurities will cause a greater
wearing on the bearings, a great fric-
tion loss will occur. You will need
to Are the boiler more often because
the engine will be harder to run. In
this manner jou lose out. You work
harder, hive larger operating costs, and
less power all because of your oU. Do
as a great many Canadian engineers
have done — give Kellogg'a "Non-Cor-
rosive Cylinder Oil" a trial. Abso-
lutely pure. Write us regarding it.

E, H. KELLOGG & CO.,
New York, U.S.A.
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Dominion Belting Company, Limited

Hamilton, Canada
Sole manufacturers of the celebrated

"MAPLE LEAF" Brand Stitched Cotton
Duck Belting and Belt Dressing.

The demand for our products has steadily

increased because the standard of quality

has been maintained.

We make only one grade, the best that
can be produced.

"MAPLE LEAF" is the strongest, truest

running, most economical and efficient

belt on the market for transmission of

power, conveying, etc.

Being thoroughly waterproof it is suitable

for running in wet or dry places. "MAPLE
LEAF" Belt Dressing is different to others

offered in that it is equally good for all

kinds of belting, leather, rubber or Balata,

as well as our own make.

Write us for prices, and if desired we will

be pleased to furnish samples and further

information.

A trial order will convince you of their

utility.

DOMINION BELTING CO. Ltd.
,
Hamilton, Canada-Quebec Branch : 5 1 Duluth Bldg. , Montreal

"Indicates What You Are Doing While
You Are Doing It."

A True Guide to Coal Saving

LET US DEMONSTRATE IT TO YOU AT
YOUR PLANT OR OFFICE.
IT WILL INTEREST YOU.

ALSO—STEAM METERS, GAS
ANALYZERS and all BOILER ECONOMY

APPARATUS.
TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE

REGULATORS.

E. J. PHILIP & SONS
103 Hamilton Trust Bldg.

57 QUEEN ST. WEST - TORONTO

MAKE IT EASIER

ALL-WAY
Flexible Spout

Grease and Oil Guns

Make it easy to refill the
most out-of-the-way gear
cases or transmission as

the flexible spout can be
bent to any desired angle.

The Cleaning Device at

the end of the "ALL-
WAY" spout reduces
cleaning time and oil

wastage to a minimum.
The "ALL-WAY" gun is

especially useful and
handy in filling lineshaft
hanger reservoirs.

If your dealer cannot sup-
ply you, write us.

We also manufacture the
well-known "ALL-WAY"
Oil Can. Saves you 50'^<

of your oil bill.

The Allway Oiler Mfg. Co.

196 KING STREET WEST
TORONTO, ONT.
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Design and Construction of

GREENS
Starting with the Sept. 20th Issue

of

Power House
We will run a short series of articles

covering- some of the special features

of Green's Fuel Economisers.

The
Trade
Mark

That
Mear
Somethin

Eureka

Pressure
Regulating
Valve

With Increased
Outlet

For a thoroughly reliable, high-
grade economical line of steam
specialties use the Kieley & Muel-
ler 1 ine. This Kieley Eureka Low
Pressure Regulating Valve With
Increased Outlet (illus-

trated here) is made ^or
use in connection with
ordinary low pressure
heating systems, such as
blower installations, dry
kilns and central heating
plant work where it is

necessary bo carry 1 to
15 lbs. on delivery or
supply mains. Made in
straight and differential
sizes and in standard
and extra heavy weight.
Full details on request.

Sales Engineers

The Arthur S. Leitch Co.

Kent Building TORONTO

Eight real advantages
in equipping water
tube boilers, oil

stills and super-
heaters with Key
Boiler Equipment
Company's

KEY SAFETY
HAND-HOLE CAPS
They save time,

labor, money, fuel,

personal injuries,

property damage,
consequential loss,

and add greater
efficiency.

No gaskets requir-
ed. Over 1,500,000
now in service. Let
us send you our de-
scriptive literature.

Power Plant Equipment Co.
Canadian Selling Agents

310 Dominion Bank Bldg., Toronto, Can.
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Carling Turbo Blowers
For burning the lowest grades of coal successfully, getting ail

the heat value from the fuel. For positive draft with Automatic
Control and steady steam pressure. For obtaining the ultimate
capacity from the boiler.

Carling Blowers are low in first cost, easy to install and make
a quick return on the investment. We will be pleased to show you
why it pays to use Carling products.

Write to-day. Try at our expense.

CARLING TURBINE BLOWER COMPANY
Engineers and Manufacturers WORCESTER, MASS
Canadian Representatives: Green's Economizer Limited, Toronto

and Principal Cities

Turbine
Undergrate
Blowers,

Centrifugal

Blowers
and
Exhausters,

Small
Power
Turbines,

Damper
Regulators

and Grates

Ve make them Safe -

Ve make them Strong

MASON
Reducing Valves

Pump Regulator
Balanced Valves
Damper Regulators

If you order a Mason
you will get absolute
satisfaction. This we
guarantee you. You
simply cannot make a
mistake.
Dependable regulation
under every possible
condition.

Our complete catalog tells you
WHY. Let us mail you a copy.

Mason Regulator Company
BOSTON, MASS.

TORONTO REPRESENTATIVES:
The Arthur S. Leitch Co.,
506 Kent Bldc-. Toronto.

CYCLONE GRATES
Investigate cyclone grates Bum all gradfA of coal and give maxi-

mum results. Their 60^^ air space and SC/ under-drauirht

Our 30-Day insures perfect combustion. No fuel in ashpits where tliey

T •
I r\/t

installed ; no clink«r formations either. To pro\'e to you

1 rial Olier tihat cyclone grates are easy bo install, and -vAien

installed will save you a \cit of fuel ext>ens^ and urive yxju

llie best furnace satisfaction you have ever had, we are
prepared to make you a 30-day trial offer. Why not investiBate?

The Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Ltd.
Sole Makers for Canada

20 McGee Street Phone G. 3660 Toronto, Ontario
AGENTS:

OTTAWA- 1. W. Anderson. Room 7. Bank Strett Chimbers
ST. JOHN.N.B.- F. W. Blizard, 329 Charlotte St. MONTREAL Majon Regulator Co.. Ltd..
St. James St. HAMILTON-Robt. Fitzsimmons. 8 Grove St. WINNIPEG—Vulcan IronWorks
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The Sign of
Efficiency

MORSE
Positive as

Gear:

Longer L.ifo

The Sign of
Durability

DRIVES
Flexible as
Belt

Full Power Heavy Duty Face Grinder Drive Heavy Service

DIAMOND MACHINE CO., Providence, K.l.

Power for your machine—Efficiency in your Production
Durability in your transmission—Confidence in your Cost

Reach their highest effectiveness when "MORSE" Rocker J oint Silent Chain Drive Transmit the power. There is only
one steel belt that since the beginning of its use has made gof>d—and held itself supreme—through years of hard service
and that one is MORSE.

Bring your transmission problems to MORSE Engineers.
They are men of wide experience. Let them help you plan your drives.

MORSE CHAIN CO., hsnh^J^t-VTw^ri ITHACA, N. Y.
MORSE ENGINEERING SERVICE

Address Nearest Office:
BOSTON. MASS Ul Milk St.
CHICAGO, ILL Merchants L. & T. Bldg.
CLEVELAND, OHIO Engineers' B!d-».
DETROIT, MICH 1003 Woodward Ave.
GREENSBORO. N. C 805 Ashboro St.NEW YORK ,50 churdh St.
PITTSBURGH, PA Westing<hous« Bldg.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL Monadnoek Bldg.

ASSISTANCE WITHOUT OBLIGATION

& Glassco. Regis'dCANADA Jones
Montreal, St. Nicholas Bldg.
Toronto, Bank of Hamilton Bldg.

KANSAS CITY, MO Long Bldg.,
Morse Engineering Co.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN Third St. S.

Strong-Scott Mfg. Co.
ST. LOUIS, MO Chemical Bldg.

Morse Engineering Co.

"Hforte" is the Guarantee alwayt behind our Service, Product* and EfRcienoy.
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Clean Water Means Greater Boiler Efficiency
STATIONARY water screens which become clogged with trash, leaves and debris of various kinds,

results in a dangerously low water supply to boilers, often making a complete shut-down of the
entire plant necessary while clearing the intake.

Link-Belt Traveling Water Screens are self-cleaning. They need no attention whatever and
insure a steady supply of clean water to boilers at all times. There are no expensive shut-downs,
no extra cleaning costs, and no dangers to power plant equipment due to trashy water.

Send for a copy of our Water Screen Book.

Canadian

Link-Belt Co., Ltd
Wellington and Peter Sts

Traveling Water Screens

Elevators and Conveyors
Link-Belt and Sprockets
Silent Chain Drives
Truck and TractorChains
Electric Hoists
Locomotive Cranes
Portable Loaders
Coal and Ashes Systems
Coal Pockets

Write for Catalogs
Place X in Square
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BETSON BAFFLES

VERTICAL,
Any Slope
for Any Make

of Boiler

The solid one-piece baffle is the ideal
baffle. It makes leakage of the valuable
gases impossible. Ordinary baffles of
separate brick or tile blocks have joints
that cannot be made and kept tight.
Betson baffles do away with these trouble-
some joints. The Plastic Fire Brick
packs solidly in the tube spaces, and
conforms exactly to the shape of the
tubes.

HORIZONTAL,
Any Shape
for Old and
New Boilers

Permanent one-piece baffles without
joints, are easily made with Betson's

Plastic Fire Brick. They do not crack
under expansion, and are always gas-

tight. Any one around the plant can do
the job. No forms required. No spe-

cial tools necessary. Betson baffles can
be made in any size, shape or slope, for
horizontal and vertical type boilers of

any make.

BETSON'S
^BSEB TRADE MARK » IflTifc

Plastic Fire Brick
Stock carried in all principal cities.

| |

Write for instructive booklet.

Comes ready for
use, in the yellow-
top barrel.

Backed by a ser-

vice record of 20
years.

INTERNATIONAL CHEMICAL COMPANY
44 Lombard Street ... Toronto, Ont., Canada

;.4i

Detroit Lubricators
Have Given Satisfaction

For Forty Years.

Built in a sufficient

variety of styles to lub-

ricate properly every

type of steam engine,

pump, gas engine, air

compressor, etc.

Send to-day for cata-

log L 1. The informa-

tion on lubricating de-

vices contained in it will

be valuable to you.

THEIR efficiency holds over

half the world's trade.

Makers of Stewart Carburetor*.

Canadian Detroit Lubricator Company, [to.

WALKERVILLE. ONT.

CURTIS Engineering Specialties

Universality !

For universal application to

all the varied and various
conditions under which a
reduced pressure of steam,
water or other fluid is re-

quired the

Improved Steam

Pressure

Regulator
has no equal.
It is compact an^
self-contained, with-
out levers, weights
or projections.
No glands or pack-
ing : no drip or
leak of steam or
water. Suitable for
any boiler pressure :

made entirely of
metal : is a lock
valve, very simple
and sensitive.
Send for leaflet fully de-

scriptive of this Regulator
Icontains price list) to the
manufacturers.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

JULIAN D'ESTE COMPANY
Main Office, ^26 Canal St., Boston, Mass.

Afencie*

:

216 FULTON ST., NEW YORK CITY
I 174 N. MARKET ST. CHICAGO. ILL.
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Same in principle to-day

as in 1903

INVESTIGATE the trap question and
you find two truths: that in the last

fifteen years the carbon post type and the

float type trap have been supplanted by the

thermostatic disc type trap—and that the

Dunham Radiator Trap, the first thermos-
tatic disc trap, is essentially the same in

principle to-day as when it was first mar-
keted.

The Dunham Radiator Trap was designed

to relieve the radiator of the entrained air

and water under conditions varying from
lo pound pressure to 15 inches of vacuum,
without adjustment. It did this in 1903—it

does it to-dav.

Send for complete data on all the elements in

Dunham Heating Service

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario

MONTREAL
WINNIPEG
CALGARY

HALIFAX
OTTAWA
VANCOUVER BUNHIIMCheating service

NORWALIC
^ ^ AIR & GAS
COMPRESSORS Any Capacity Any Pressure

Used in Every State in the Union

Distinctive Features Which ^Add
to Norwalk Compressor

Efficiency

3. Head of Intercooler

In the Norwalk the intercoolers are placed above the
gas cylinders. This permits of taking the gas out at
the lowest point. Thus the intercooler is automatically
drained and kept clear of any lubricant discharged
from any cylinder or water coming from a chance leak.

Another advantage: the gas of lowest temperature seeks the bottom
of the intercooler and is therefore first to be carried forward for
the next stage of compression.

New bulletins on Air, Oxygen, Hydro-
gen, Acetylene and Cartwnic Acid Gas
are ready. Y»ur copies on request.

The Norwalk Iron Works Company
South Norwalk, Conn.

Pioneer Builders of Compressors
End View of Intercooler wrih Head Cut
Avray to Show Water Tubes and Par-
tition Between High and Low Pressure.
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Air Tight Furnace Linings |

Air leaks in furnace lining joints and
boiler settings are the greatest prevent^

able losses in a boiler plant. No argu-
ment should be necessary to establish

the fact that An Air Tight Furnace-
Lining is a great fuel economizer.

Send for a free copy of our 36-page
book of useful information on furnace
building and maintenance

JOINTLESS FIRE BRICK CO.
Kingsbury and Clay Sts., Chicago

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS: Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd., 628-&30 St. Paul St. West, Montreal.

iH'llllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllH^

TRADE MARK

Williams' "Vulcan"
Drop-Forged

Chain Pipe Vise
MADE entirely of drop-forged and wrought steel,

these \'ises are unbreakable, compact, rapid in

action and positi\ e in gripping pipe. They are attach-

able anywhere—any handy bench, post or other sup-

port will serve. Remember, Williams' Chain Pipe Tools

ha\ e been Standard for nearly half a century—the>' are

all backed by our absolute and unconditional guarantee

of service.

Vises in 3 sizes for ^ to 8-inch pipe.

Descriptive Booklet on request.

J. H. Williams & Co.
"The Drop-Forging People*'

78 S. Clinton Street 78 Vulcan Street 78 Richards Street

CHICAGO, ILL. BUFFALO, N.Y. BROOKLYN, N.Y.

The A. G. LOW CO., LTD., 78 Pacific Ave., Saskatoon, Sask. Agents for Manitoba,
Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia.

Self-Lubricating SAFETY PLASTIC^ 1 METALLIC PACKING
" FOK STEAM, WATER, AIR, OAS. ETC.

In Bulk

Pat. Dec. 22. 1903 Highest Award World's Fair. St. Louis. 1904

GUARANTEED TO LAST
THREE YEARS

WITHOUT RENEWAL
Drop us a line and let us tell you all about this Remarkable Packing.

STEEL MILL PACKING CO., WINDSOR, ONT. Established 1399

AGENTS WANTED

Practically
Frictionless

In Cotton Tube*
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Where Wheels Never Stop Turning
Where there is no off period for repairs and replacements, dependable, long-lasting packing

is doubly important.

VULCABCSrON
Red Fibre Sheet Packing

ij the choice of thousands of engineers in plants that run day and night. They have standara-
ized on this one "universal packing." It stands up in every class of service, no matter hc^v
severe—never becomes hard or brittle when carried in stock, never pulps, never creeps. Made
cf selected long-fibre asbestos by a special process.

If your dealer cannot suppi'" you, write us direct.

THE JOHNS-PRATT CO.
•VULCABESTOrr

HARTFORD, CONN.
19-10
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The Canadian Who
Bullied the Bolsheviks!
WHEN war broke out, Colonel *'Klon dyke" Boyle took across, at his own expense,

200 staunch Yukon volunteers. He was sent to Southern Russia, and in six

weeks turned the transport system there from chaos into efficiency. He fed
the starving Russian and Roumanian armies. He arranged temporary peace terms
between Bolsheviks and Roumanians. Aided by twenty Chinese murderers and a

brave Canadian girl, he bluffed the Bolsheviks and Austrians, in a tremendous exploit

which won for him the title "Saviour of Roumania," and the personal thanks of the

Roumanian royal family.

Read this story of ''Klondyke" Boyle, by Arthur Beverley Baxter, in September
MACLEAN'S—it starts on page 13.

"Growing Under Gouin''
—tells the amazing story of development of Quebec Province during the past fourteen years—in road-building, finances, industries and education.

"Meet Mr. Habitant"
—What does the rest of Canada know about the Habitant of to-day? Does he talk like Drum-
mond's poems? This article, bv Thomas M. Fraser, forcibly depicts the assets Canada has
in French-Canadian stability and thrift, and will go far to remove any lingering prejudices which
may exist in some minds.

Other Big Features
Canada's Great National Asset—By D. B. Hanna, presi-

dent Canadian National Railways.

Teddy Bear—A wonderful, poigrnant, Robert W. Service
poem.

On Leave—A light, frolicsome story by Harry Bailey.

Evil Spirits—Another Bulldog: Carney story, by W. A.
Fraser.

Ebb and Flow—A new story by C. W. Stephens, who
wrote "Man and Wife."

SEPTEMBER ISSUE At All News Dealers 20c
If there are no newsdealers in your town, or if your newsdealers cannot supply you, send 20 cents for a sample

copy or $2.00 for a whole year's subscription to MACLEAN'S M.\GAZINE, 143-153 University Ave., Toronto. Can.

The; Crowning of the King—By J. K. Munro, the pun-
gent, pithy, political pundit.

Nuorteva's Propaganda— C. H. Cahan, K.C., recently
Director of Public Safety.

The White Eagle at Niagara—By Major C. R. Young,
late adjutant Polish Army Camp.

The Problem of Our New Canadians—By Nellie Mc-
Clung.

His Majesty's Well-Beloved—By Baroness Orczy.
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FOR ROCK CRUSHERS
LEBANON STONE CO.

Lebanon, Pa.
Magnolia Metal Co. 6/16/19.
Dear Sirs:

—

Referring to your inquiry as to our experience with your MAGNOLIA BABBITT
METAL would say that the writer has used this material exclusively for a number
of years for general purposes, but more particularly, and in the largest quantity,
for Pitman Bearings on an 18 x 36 Buchanan Crusher. This service is very severe
and as these particular bearings are difficult to get to, we took care to see that we
got a durable metal. To illustrate—One crusher we have been operating almost con-
tinuously for eight years, and during that period have found it necessary to babbitt
the large Pitman Bearing only twice.

The above has been our experience, and from that we unhesitatingly recommend
your metal.

Yours very truly,

T. MEAURON, Treasurer.

PRACTICAL ENGINEER POCKET BOOK
Over 600 Pages

A valuable reference work imported from England and
sold as an advertising medium at the low price of 40c
post paid.

Address Montreal Oflfice

SOLD BY LEADING DEALERS EVERYWHERE OR

MAGNOLIA METAL CO.
Oflfice and Factory:

225 St. AmbroJse Street, MONTREAL

KERR
("New KEYSTONE" Pattern) GATE VALVES

t f

If you have not

used any of these

New Pattern
Valves, specify

"KERR" in your

next order. We
want you to get

acquainted with

the most reliable

valve on the

market.

If you have been

using them, we
are confident that

our satisfaction

will bring us your

repeat orders.

These valves will

never cause you

or your customer

the slightest

trouble. Theii

high quality is

consistent.

When you buy a "KERR" Valve you get a guaranteed article that is backed by a reliable firm.

Many of the largest distributers of valves in Canada have sold "KERR" Valves for over 25

years, and are still recommending them as the " Best Valve." Write us for particulars.

Kerr Engine Co., Ltd., Valve Specialists Walkerville, Ont.
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DOMINION
COALGOMPAtnr

Porninion

'^'''^SprinqfiiK bituminous
STEAM GAS COALS

GeneralSales Office
112 St.JamGsSt, Montreal

Automatic
Feed Water Regulator
The "Vigilant" keeps water within

of middle gauge regardless of
load or firing.

Years of service test has proved
it the utmost in reliability and
efficiency.

Catalogue presents many points of
interest. May we send you a copy?

The CHAPLIN-FULTON MFG., CO.

28 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, Penn.

The Simplest and Best Cleaner on the market is

PILLEY'S
Combination Flue Brush and Scraper.

Guaranteed not to break or the wires to pull out or lay over.
A simple turn of the hand adjusts it to the tube, and the brush
removes what the scraper loosens.

For sale by leadinr Canadian jobbers.

Manufactured by

PILLEY PACKING AND FLUE BRUSH MFG. CO.
623 South Third Street - - - St. Louis, Mo

Eastern Office: 71 Fulton St.. New York.

Why not Buy the
Best,when in market

for Packingf?

HOLMES'

Metallic Packing
Is Guaranteed 3 Years

Lasts many times longer.

30 days' trial. Less oil. No
cutting. Easily applied to

any Steam Enelne, Air Com-
pressor or Gas Engine. Satis-
faction or no pay. Write tis.

HOLMES METALLIC
PACKING CO..

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Incorporated 1S97

iMPRovio STEAM TRAP
FOR HIGH OR LOW PRESSURE.

Steam can't blow through. They have

large discharge valves and cannot be

flooded from sudden flushes of water.

MAY WE SEND ONE FOR TRIAL?

Reducing Valves, Pump Governors,

Relief Valves, Exhaust Pipe Heads,

Ejectors and Steam Separators.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
THE GARTH COMPANY

26 CraiK Street MONTREAL. CAN.

WATSON & McDANIEL CO.
No. 146 N. 7tb Street. PHILADELPHIA. Pa.

Water Turbines, Hydraulic Governors,
Centrifugal Pumps

OUR LINDSAY WORKS

Boving Hydraulic & Engineering Co., Limited
Lindsay, Ontario

When Writing to Advertisers Kindly Mention this Paper
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DARLING BROTHERS, LIMITED
Engineer M, Manufacturer a and Founders

120 Prince Street, MONTREAL, P. Q.

Pumps for any Service—Steam Appliances—
Freight Elevators—Webster Vacuum
Heating System.

NOTICE
TO

Stationary and Hoisting Engineers
ETcryone openticc « STATIONARY steun plant of 90 h.p. or OTer

in the ProTinoe of OaUric must hold a Stationarj Elneineer's Certiflcat«
from the Board of Stationary and Hoisting Encineen. Anyone operating
rucfa a plant without a Certificate ia Itable to the penaltlea aet forth in

the Stationary and Hoistinc t^gineera' Act.

ETeryone operating a HOISTINO ateam plant working at a preaaure
c4 2B pounda oi over, IrreapectiTe of horse power, and used for hoisting
in structural operations or excavating purposes, in the Prorince of Ontari*.
must hold a Hoisting Engineer's Certificate from the Board of Stationary
and Hoisting Engineers. Anyone opesating such a plant without a Certi-
ficate is liable to the penalties set forth in the Stationary and Hoisting
E>ngineers' Act.

Application forms for obtaining STATIONARY or HOISTING Engin-
eers' Certificates, may t>e had upod applying to the Chairman.
HON. F. Q. AIAODIARMID, W. C. UcOHIE,

Minister of Public Works and Highways. Chainnan of Board.
A. RIDDELL. M. A. PH. D., Superintendent, Trades <Si Labour Branch.

VICTORIA FOUNDRY COMPANY, LIMITED
Engineers, Machine and Foundry Contractors

OTTAWA, CANADA
Special Castings Forgings

Pumps, Hoists, V alves, Boiler Fronts, Grate Bars.

Send Blueprint! for Quotation*. Write for our latest catalogue.

Patterns Machine Work

When Buying Thermometers

There's Just Three Things

to Remember

—

First, you must have accuracy
and sensitiveness

—

Second, durability is absolutely
essential

—

Third, the thermometer must be
suitably constructed for the in-

tended application.

Accuracy, sensitiveness and dur-
ability are absolutely guaran-
teed in

"Crescent Thermometers
And with nearly seventy years of experience to

our credit, we are qualified to properly interpret

your needs.

Our Catalog P.H. 200 illustrates and describes

"Crescent" Thermometers for every application.

Also test thermometers, glass thermometers, etc.

Get a copy of Catalog P.H.-200 to-day.

The Schaeffer & Budenberg

Mfg. Co.

Brooklyn, New York

Chicago
Pittsburg
St. Louis
Philadelphia
Los Angeles

Canadian
Agents

:

Milton and
Prentiss,
Toronto.

Power
Plant ther-

mometers for all

temperatures not ex-

ding 1000° F

rding Gauges
anj Thermometera, Ga-ig-es. Gaage
Testers. Ta-'^mtrt-eps. Steam Calorj-
meters. Ctxintefa^ etc.

Get Goods Guaranteed Good
BY 85 YEARS' EXPERIENCE

AND MADE WITHIN THE BRITISH EMPIRE

Manufacturers of

Valves
Cocks, Fittings

and Supplies

Brass, Iron, Semi-Steel
and Steel

For Steam, Gas, Water, Air, Oil or .'Vcids, use

by Railroads, Mercantile, sod Admiralty
Service, Shipbiiilders, Mines. Mills

Factories, Power PI«nte,WaterWorlra

Engineers, Architects, Contractors

Builders, Superinte.adents
Machinists, Metal Workers

Plumbers, Gas and
Steamf itters

1919 Catalogue

No. 40
Citabliibed IMi Incorporated IW

T. McAvity & Sons, Ltd.
.St. John, N. B., <Jn<i Winnipeg Canada

Cut shows reduced facsimile of our

new No. 40 catalogue {IV^ x SV^,

1,200 pages) shortly ready for distri-

bution. If interested in valves and
fittings, please advise us, that we may
put you on our mailing list for a free

copy.

Send us specification for prices on

3in. Diaphragm Suction Hand Pumps

Iron Bodied Gate Valves, 2 1-2 to 12 in.

Brass Globe Angle and Check Valves

Standard, Jenkins Disc, Victor Cop-
per Asbestos Inlay Disc, also Bronze
Seats. Steam Cocks, etc.

ESTABLISHED 1834 INCORPORATED 1907

T. McAVITY & SONS, LTD.
ST. JOHN, CANADA

BRASS, IRON & STEEL FOUNDERS,
MACHINE SHOPS, Etc.
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SidndardiniMorlds

Visit the boiler rooms of the largest power plants in Canada, and you will
find Diamond Soot Blowers in practically all.

Why?
Because Diamonds are essential to the cheap production of power. In no

other way, than by their use, can clean heating surfaces be maintained.
And clean heating surfaces in a boiler room mean increased ECONOMY
CAPACITY, SAFETY.

You will find Diamond Soot Blowers in the following representative
power plants :

Canadian Kodak Company
Canadian Locomotive Company
Canadian Pacific Railway Company
Canadian Electro Products Company
Canadian Pulp & Paper Company
Ford Motor Company
Dominion Forge & Stamping Company
Western Electric Company
British Cordite Company
The Steel Company of Canada, Ltd.
Imperial Tobacco Company of Canada
The Canadian Salt Company
The Beaver Wood Fiber Company
Britannia Smelting & Refining Co.

There are hundreds of others. If the managers, superintendents and chief
engineers of these plants consider Diamonds essential, there must be very
substantial reasons why your boilers should likewise be equipped.

For full information ask for Bulletin 186

DIAMOND SPECIALTY CO.
Windsor Ontario

r Installation— Plaint of Buffalo Gcni r.U Elfctr.c Co

lamon
SCOT BLOWERS -SAVE 4 8% FUEL

"ALL BRITISH"
B.&W." PATENT WATER TUBE STEAM BOILERS

(4

HIGHEST ECONOMY, SAFETY, DURABILITY. OVER 20,000,000 H.P. IN USE.

-ALSO-

Steam Superheaters

Mechanical Stokers

Coal-Handling Machinery

Piping, Feed Water Heaters

Water Softeners and Purifiers

and ELECTRIC CRANES
Babcock & Wilcox Patent Water Tube Steam Boiler. Superheater

and Mechanical Stoker.

BABCOCK ^ WILCOX, Limited
HEAD OFFICE FOR CANADA - COLLEGE ST. (ST. HENRY), MONTREAL

TORONTO OFFICE, TRADERS BANK BUILDING
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POWER HOUSE BUYERS' DIRECTORY
|

If wha* you want is not listed here write us, and we will tell you where to get it. Let us suggest that you consult ^
also the advertisers' index facing the inside back cover, after having secured advertisers' names from this directory g
The information you desire may be found in the advertising pages. This department is maintained for the benefit s
and convenience of our readers. The insertion of our advertisers' names under proper headings is gladly undertaken, ^
but does not become part of an advertising contract. =
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AIR COCKS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
Jas. ilorrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. ^Findsor, Ont.

AIR VALVES
Jaa. Morrison Braas Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia. OnU

ALLOYS, BRASS AND COPPER
EJmpire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont
Kerr Engine Co., VValkerville, Ont,

AMMETERS
Canadian FairbanksiMorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-ManTille Co.. Toronto, Ont.

AMMONIA VALVES AND FITTINGS
Canattian Fairbanks- .Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal.
Frick Co.. Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Homestead VaWe Mfg. Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

AMMONIA PURIFIERS
Frick Co., WaTnesbo.o, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York. P«

AMMONIA TANKS
.MacKinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Wateroiu Engine Worka Co., Brantford, Ont.

ARCHES. COMBUSTION CHAMBER
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Montoeal.

ASH CARRYING SYSTEMS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Walerous Engine Worka Co.. Brantford, Ont,

ASBESTOS SPECIALTIES
Durabla Mfg. Co., New York, N.Y.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont

ASBESTOS PACKED COCKS
Pratt & Cady Co., Inc., Hartford. Conn.

AUTOMATIC ICE RECORDING DOORS
AND CHUTES
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hacerstown, Md.

BABBITT AND ANTI-FRICTION METAL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co,, Ltd. MonltrML
Hoyt Metal Co., Toronto.
Magnolia Metal Ce. Montreal.

BALLCOCKS
Jas. Morrison Braas Mfg. Co., Toronto.
D'Bste Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.

BATTERIES AND ACCESSORIES
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto. Ont,

BEARINGS
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, Belleville.

BEARINGS. BRASS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont
Kerr Engine Co., VValkerville, Ont.

BELT CEMENT
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELLS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
Eimpire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont

BELT CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

BELT DRESSING
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Dominion Belting Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Qraton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

BELT LACING, LEATHER
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELT TIGHTENERS
Waterons Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

BELT PULLEYS
Waterons Engine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont
D, K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

BELTING. BALATA
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Federal Engineering Co., Toronto, Ont

BELTING, CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.

BELTING, SILENT CHAIN
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
BELTING. CONVEYOR
Can. Consol. Rubber Co., Ltd.. Montreal.

BELTING, LINK
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Waterona BJngine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

BELTING. LEATHER
Bond Engineering Works, Toronto, Ont.
Oanadnan Faii1>anks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
D. K. MoLaren Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING. RUBBER
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto. Out
Can Consol. Riibber Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
D, K. MacLaren. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.

BELTING, STITCHED COTTON DUCK
Dominion Belting Co., Hamilton, Ont

BELTING, STITCHED COTTON
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

BELTING, SOLID WOVEN
D, K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Federal Engineering Co., Toronto, Unt

BIBS. COMPRESSION
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont

BINS. COAL, COKE AND ORE
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
.MacKinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
WaterouD Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

BLOWERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., MontreaL
Canadian Fairtnnks-Morse Co., Ltd. MonireaL
Carling Turbine Blower Co., Worcester, Mass.
Uoppus Eng. & Equip. Co., Worcester, Mass.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., 'Toronto.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

BLOWERS, CENTRIFUGAL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co. Ltd., Montreal.
Coppiis Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS, FANS
Tke Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co.. Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS, FORCED DRAFT
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS. MECHANICAL SOOT
Diamond Specialty Co., Windsor, Ont
BLOWERS, POWER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Coppu.s Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BOILER BAFFLE WALLS
JohitlesB Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

BLOWERS, TURBINES
Tbe Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester. Mass.

BOILER COVERING
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

BOILER COMPOUNDS
Peveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johna-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Metl5k;n Mfg. Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Shell-Bar. Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto. Ont

BOILER FRONTS
Victoria Foundry Co, Ltd., Ottawa.

BOILER SKIMMERS
Yaroall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co.. St. Louis, Mo.

BOILER COMPOUND FEEDERS
Canadian Pairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Liinkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.

BOILER FEED PUMPS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
.American Stean Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont.
Coppus Eng. A Equipment Co., Worcester, Mass.
Can. AUis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Canadian Fairt>anks-'Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Steam Boiler Eqiilpment Co., Toronto, Ont.
Darling Bros., Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

BOILER FITTINGS
Bhnpire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont.

BOILER FEED REGULATORS
Canadian Fairbanks^Mnr^e Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Ma,"!on Regulator ft Engineering Co., Montreal.

BOILER MOUNTINGS
Babcock & WilcoT. Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London, Ont.
G-oldie & MeOullooh Co., Gait
Infflis Co., The John. Toronto, Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Maann Remilatnr Ik Engineering Co.. Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto,
BOILER PRESERVATIVES

Johns-Pratt Co.. The. Hartford. Conn.
MetUMn Co.. Inc., Rochester. N.T.

BOILER HOUSE ACCESSORIES
Babcoc* & wneox. Ltd. Montreal.
CoJe, Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto,
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Green's EJconomlser, Ltd., Toronto.
Mason Regulator A Enelneertnr Co.. Montreal.
Tamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER SEAM PROTECTOR
National Boiler Seam Proteetor Co.. MontTaaL

BOILER SETTINGS
HeTendgi; Paper Co.. Montreal.
Gates Refractories, Limited, Montreal.
Jointlesa Fire iirick Co., Chicago, IIL

BOILERS. HORIZONTAL, RETURN,
TUBULAR AND WATERTUBE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
IsaucucK it VVUcox, Lid. Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Goldie & MoCullocb Co., Gait
Frick Co.. WajTiestfcro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Ingiis Co., The John. Toronto, Ont
Canadian Allis-Chalmeis, Ltd., Toronto.
Engineering and Machine Works ol Canada, Ltd.,

St. Catharines, Unt
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
Ladd, The Geo. T.. Co., Pitt^urgh. Pa.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
McAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd.. St John, N.B.
Wateroiis Engine WorUs Co., Brantford, Ont

BOILERS, MARINE, LOCOMOTIVE
AND VERTICAL
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & MoCullocb Co., Qalt
Ingiis Co.. The John, Toronto, Ont
Engineering and Maahine Works of Canada, Ltd.,

St Catharines, Ont
Montreal General Tool Co., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

BOXES, FUSE AND METER
Johns-Pratl Co., The, Hartford. Conn.

BRASS GOODS
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Empire Mfg. Co., London, Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerville, Ont
BRASS FOUNDERS
McAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.
D'EMe Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Bamia. Ont
I'enberthT Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

BRASS SHEETS AND TUBES
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London, Ont.

BRINE COOLERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Oo., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co.. York, Pa.

BRINE TANKS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que,
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont
York Manufacturing Co., York. Pa.

BUCKETS, ELEVATOR
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Columbus, Ohio.
BUSHINGS
Steel .Mill Packing Co.. Windsor, Ont
Tan T,ink-Belt Co.. Toronto, Oni.

BUSHINGS. BRONZE
Elmpire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.
H. .Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd., Samia.

CALOFIFIERS
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.

CALORIMETERS
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn, N.I.
Taylor Instrument Co.. Rochester, N.Y.

CANS. OILY WASTE
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. C«., Toronto,

CANNERS* CONVEYORS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. T,ink-Pelt Co.. Toronto. Ont.

CAR LOADERS AND UNLOADERS
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

CAST IRON FITTINGS
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville. Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McAvity. T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.

CASTINGS. ALLOY
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont
Kerr 'Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia,

CASTTNGS, BRASS AND IRON
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Omi.
O^ldii- & McCiillooh Co., Gait
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
McAvity. T.. & Sons. Ltd.. St. .Tohn. N.B.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont,
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H., Samia. Ont
Victoria Foundry Co, Ltd., Ottawa.
w«teroM" Ulnpine Work.' Co.. 'BT»ntfopd, Ont
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, Belleville.

CELLAR DRAINERS
Morriwn Brass Alfe. ^o James. Toronto, Ont
Mueller Mfg. Co.. TT.. Samia. Ont

CEMENT HAKDNER & WATERPROOFBB
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.

CEMENT. HIGH TEMPERATURE
B<^eridge Paper Co., Montreal.
Shell Bar Boico S'jodIv. Ltd.. Toronto,
Gates Refractories, Limited, Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toreat*.
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CEMtNT HANDLING MACHINERY
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

CKMJSNT MACHINERK
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal

Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Waterous Engine Works Oo., Brantford, Out.

CEMENT, INSULATING, REFRACTORY
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

CHAINS, AGRICULTURAL
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, AUTOMOBILE ENGINE
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, BICYCLE
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, BLOCK
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAIN DRIVES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

Coventry Chain Co., OoTentry, England.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Morse Chain Co., Ithaca. N. 1

CHAINS, FOR ELEVATORS AND CONVEY-
ORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

CHAIN, MALLEABLE, DETACHABLE AND
RIVETED

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

CHAINS, POWER TRANSMISSION
.VIoise Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, SILENT
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y

CHAINS, SPROCKET WHEEL
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
CHAIN WHEELS
T^e Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co. , N tKKUord, Uaj*.

CHIMNEYS, RADIAL BRICK
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

CHIMNEYS, STEEL
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Mackiunon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

CIRCULATING SYSTEMS (LUBRICATING
OIL)
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

CLAMPS, PIPE-JOINT
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

CHUTES, COAL
.Mackinnou Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Qu*.

CLAMPS, MACHINISTS
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
CLEANERS, BOILER TUBE
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto,
Cole Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Frank GUman, Birmingham, Eng.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Out
Goldie & .McCullooh Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Pilley Packing & Flue Bruah Mff. O*. m.
Louis, Mo.

Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

CLOCKS
American Steam Gauge 4 Valre MIf. Oo., Bea-

ton, Mass.
CLOSETS

Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont,
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Bamla, Ont

CLUTCHES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Goldlc & McCullooh Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont.

COAL
Dom. CoaJ Co., Montreai

COAL AND ASH CO.'EYORS
Baticook & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.

Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine W irk» Co.. Brantford, Ont

COAL HANDLING MACHINER>
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
MacGorem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Portable Maxshlnery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Bberbrooke, Que.
Waterous Enirine Works Co., Brantfanl, OnU

COAL HOLE COVERS
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

COILS
Prick Co., Waynertwro, Ptanklin 0».. Pa.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
York Manufacturing Co., York. Pa.

COLD STORAGE INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
Beveri<tee Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal. Que.

COLD STORAGE DOORS AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.
COMPRESSORS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Can. Allis-Chambers, ILtd., Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
©arling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Inglis Co., The John. Toronto. Ont
iLaurie & Lamb. Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Boyles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, HSngland.
Smart-Turner Machine OOy Ltd., Hamilton.
Tavlor Instrument Ca, Rochester, N.Y.
CONDENSERS
AlberRer Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Americ.in Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Boring Hrdranlic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont.

Can. Allis-Chambers, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Qalt.
Laurie & Lnmh. Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Waternii.i Enrine Works Co.. Brentford

CONDENSERS, AMMONIA AND STEAM
Prick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Pa.

York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.
CONSULflNU l!,NGINE£RS
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
E. J. PhUip & Sons, Toronto.
CONDUITS
Can. H. W. Johns-ManvUle Co., Toronto, Ont.
CONDENSA'nON RECEIVER
The Masoo Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Cole, Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto.
CONDENSER AND SMOKESTACK PAINTS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.

CONNECTIONS, FLANGED
Jefferson Union Co., lexington, Mass.
Dart Union Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

CONNECTING RODS
J. H. Wflliams & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

CONTRACTORS' STRUCTURAL STEEL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

CONVEYORS, PORTABLE
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

CONVEYORS, BELT
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

COOLER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.

COPPER TUBE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

CORK INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
COTTON HOSE
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Onlt.

COUNTERS
American Steam Gauge & Valve M{g. Co., Boa-

ton, Mass,
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brosklyn, N.Y.
COUPLINGS
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Canadian FairtjankwMorse Co., Ltd.. .Montreal.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montrisal, One.
Jeffrey Mannfactoring Co., Montreal.
MoAvity & Sons, T., 8t John, N.B.

COUPLING, FRICTION
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Oat

COUPLINGS. BOILER, FLANGED PIPE,
JOINT PIPE, UNION, STEAM PIPE
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, Maes.
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
COUPLINGS. SHAFT
Goldie A MeCnlloeh Co., OaH.

i-.RANES, ALL KINDS
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
B«jK»ck & WUcox. Ltd. Montreal.
3m»rt-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.
CRANES, ELECTRIC
n»bcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
v:an. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont
Hmart-Turaer Machine Co., Ltd., HamHtoa.
CRANES. GANTRY

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
CRANES, HAND POWER
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic * Eng., Ca, Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont
Frick Co.. Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Pa.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES. LOCOMOTIVE
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont

CRANES, OVERHEAD TRAVELLING
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng., Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Can. Link-Belt Oo , Toronto. Ont
Smart-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd., HamHtOD.

CRANES, POST JIB
Babcock * Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.

CRANES. PORTABLE
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont

CRANES, SWING JIB
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.

CRANES, WALL
Babcock * Wlloox. Ltd.. Montreal.
CRANK AND CROSSHEAD PIN OILERS
Liinfcenhelmer Co.. Cincinnati, 0.

CRANK SHAFTS
J. H. Williams & Co.. Brooklyn, N.Y.
CRIMPS. LEATHER
Oraton * Knieht Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
CRUSHING MACHINERY
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto.
Jeffrey Jlfg. Co.. Montreal, Canada.
Canadian Fairt>ank<>-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
CURB PUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited, Toronto, Ont
CYLINDER OIL
E H. Kellnre * Co.. New York.
DAMPER REGULATORS
Defender Automatic Regulator Oo., St Louis. Mo.
The Mason Re<rulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal,
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Dnrllng Bros.. Ud., Montreal. Que.
D'Rste To.. Jnlian. Boston, Maw.
Mason Re<rulator Co.. Boston, Mass.
Jds. Morri.win Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

DISCS. FIBRE
Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que,
.InhTis-Pratt Co.. The, Hartford, Conn.

DISCS. LEATHER
n'<,'-r.n * Knieht Mfv. Co.. Montreal.

DTSTTI.LING APPARATUS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal

Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., lork. Pa.

DOORS, COLD STORAGE AND FREEZER
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.
DOUBLE PIPE CONDENSERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

DRAFT APPARATUS SYSTEMS,
MECHANICAL
The Mason Regulato- & Eng. Co., Ltd., .Montreal
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

DRAFT RECORDERS
Jas W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo
DRAFT GAUGES
Sanford EUey Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.
Defender Automatio Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.

DRIVES, CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada,
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

DROP-FORGINGS
J. H. WilUams & Co., BrooKlvn, N.Y.
DRYING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

DRY CLEANING SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
DYNAMOS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., MontreaL
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

EFFICIENCY ENGINEERING
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

ECONOMIZERS
Babcock & WUcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.

EJECTORS
Limkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
Jas. Monison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.

EJECTORS AND SYPHONS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

elbx:trical accessories and
machinery
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Ca, Toronto, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
E)conomy Fuse & Htg. Co., Montreal, Que.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal. Que.
MacGovem & Co.. Inc.. New York.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns^anville Co., Toronto, Ont
ELEVATORS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.

ELEVATING MACHINERY
Canadian FairbankB.Mor9e Co., Ltd., MontreaL
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Qu&
Goldie 4 McCulloch Co., Gait
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.
ELEVATORS AND BUCKETS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada,
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

ENAMELWARE
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
H. Mueller -Mfg. Co., Saraia, Ont

ENAMELWARE FITTINGS, IRON PIPE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, 0»t.

ENDS. ROD .\ND YOKE
J. H. Waiiams 4 Co.. Brooklvn. N.Y.
ENGINEERS' SUPPLIES
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Q\ie.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto. Ont
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros., Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkenrille. Ont,
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Penberthy InjeeCor Co., Windsor, Ont
Jas. .Morrison Brass Mfg. Ca. Toronto^

ENGINES, AUTOMATIC AND DROP
VALVE
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Oo., Pa.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.
ENGINES, CORLISS AND ROCKING VALVB
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Oa, Pa.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,
8t Catharines. Ont
Wateroiis Engine Works Co., Brantford.
ENGINES, DIESEL
Can. Allis-rimlinom. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
ENGINES, GAS AND GASOLINE
Boving Hydraulic * Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Laurie & Lam*). Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Qne.
Smart-Ti\raer Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

ENGINES. GASOLINE ST.\TIONARV
Sterling Engine Co. Buffalo. N'.Y.

ENGINES: GASOLINE FOR PUMP AND
EMERGENCY GENERATOR. DRFVES
Sterling Engine Co., Buffalo. NT.
ENGINES. STEAM
The Mason Regulator * Eng. Co.. Ltd., MantreaL
Can. .^llis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Goldie & JfcCulloch Co.. Gait
Ingli' Co . The John. Toronto. Ont
Laurie 4 Lamb. Montreal.
MacGovem A Co.. Inc.. Montreal. Que.
Montreal G«ner*I Tool Ca, Montreal. Qna.
Waterous Engine Works Oa. Brant/ori.
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LUNKENHEIMER
Cast Steel

Valves
Globe, Angle,
Gate, Blow-oflF,

Non-return Safety
Boiler Stop, Pop
Safety, Balanced
Throttle Valves,

etc.

Power House
is a dominating factor
in maintaining power
plant efficiency in
equipment and service

Every issue teems with advertis-

ing and editorial matter of a char-

acter that will keep YOU right

up to the minute in power plant

knowledge.

Two Issues per Month
Twenty-four per Year

And all for One Dollar

For work ing
steam pressures
up to 350 lbs.,

and tempera-
tures to 800° F.

These valves have long been recog-
nized as the true standard of excel-
lence for quality, efficiency and
economy.

Their practical design, coupled with
high quality material peculiarly fits

them for high pressure superheated
steam service, and the workmanship is

of that high order which character-
izes all Lunkenheimer Products.

The broad scope of the Lunkenheimer
line of cast steel valves provides a type
and size for every service requirement.

"Lunkenheimer - equipped" is syn-
onymous for Safety, Service and
Economy.

Specify Lunkenheimer and insist on
having the genuine. Your local
dealer can furnish them; if not, write
us.

liiE LUNKENHEIMER £2:
—"QUALITY"-^

Largest Manufacturers of
High Grade Engineering Specialties

in the World

CINCINNATI, OHIO, U.S.A.

Chicago Boston
London 15-14-43 New York
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ENGINES, HOISTING, LOGGING, CABLE-
WAY
Can. AJlis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

ENGINES, MARINE
Canadian Fairbanks-tMorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Canadian AJlis-Chalmeis, Ltd., Toronto.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., GalL
Montreal (^neral Tool Co., Montreal, Que.

ENGINES, SAW MILL
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,
St. Catharines, Ont.

Laurie & Lamib, Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, SINGLE COMPOUND AND
TRIPLE EXPANSION
Engineering end Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.
Goldie & McCidlooh Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, VERTICAL
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

ENGINEERING BOOKS
MaoLean Publishing Co., Toronto.

EXHAUSTERS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

EXHAUST HEADS
Dailiug Bios., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, iN.Y.
.las. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Franklin Williams Co., New York.
Watson & McDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.

EXPANSION JOINTS
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.T.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.T.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd.. St John, N.B.
Jaa. Morrison Brasa Mfg. Co., Toronto.

EYE BOLTS
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

FANS, VENTILATING
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Coppus Engr. & Equip. Co., Worciater, Mass
Green's Economiser, Ltd., 'Toronto.

PEED WATER HEATERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-.Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Pratt & Cady Co.. inc.. Hartford, Coun.
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
MacGoyem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PEED WATER PURIFIERS
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

PEED WATER REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. C«.,
Boston, Mass.

ChapUn. Fulton Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa,
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Green's Economizer. Ltd., Toronto.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

PIBRE, VULCANIZED
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

FILTERS
S. P. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
Laurie & Lamfi. Montreal.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg. Pa.

FILTERS, WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Ltd., (Montreal, Que.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.
Scaife & Sons, Wm. B., Pittsburgh , Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Po.

FILLING STATION EQUIPMENT
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
8. F. Bowser Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Onit
FILTERING AND CIRCULA-nNG
SYSTEMS
S. P, Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Cr,., I'ittsbui'g, Pa.
FIREBRICK—JOINTLESS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto,
Rpverifiee Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

FIRE BRICK
Jointless Fire Brick Co.. Chicago, 111.

FIRE BRICK. PLASTIC
Gates Refracitories, Limited, Montreal.

FIRE BRICK MORTAR
JolnUess Fire Brick Co.. Chicago, 111.

FIRE BRICK CEMENT
JoinUess Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FIREPROOF COLD STORAE DOORS
AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold Slorage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.

FITTINGS, AIR. AUTOMOBILE. GAS.
HYDRAULIC. PIPE. PIPE FLANGED,
SCREWED PIPE. STEAM
Jefferson Union Co.. Lexington, Masa.
Dart DnJon Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Samia. Ont

FITTINGS. MARINE
Bmxtire 'Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
FLANGED STEAM FITTINGS
ntrect Separator Co., Syracuse. N.Y.
Kerr Engine Co.. W«lkerville, Ont.
MoATlty. T.. & Sons, Ltd.. St John. N.B.

FLANGES
Hurt Dndon Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
1 <'»r>nn Union Co.. Lexington. Maai.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerrllle. Ont

Lunkenheimer Co.. Cmcinnati. 0.
MoAvity, T.. & Sons, Ltd.. St John, N.B.
FLOORING COMPOSITION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Torcmto, Ont

FLUE GAS COLLECTORS
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

FLUE CLEANERS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Babcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
Greeu's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Pilley Packing and Flue Brush Mfg. 0«., 3t
Louis, Mo.

FLUE GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
Oree'. s Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

The Jos. W, Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

Schaeifer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N,I.
Lehling Instrument Co.. New York.
Penberthy Injectc Co.. Windsor, Ont

FLUES, GAS AND SMOKE
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.

PLUMES, STEEL
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pitt-sburg, Pa.
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, BelleTille.

FREEZER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co.. Hageratown. Md

FRICTION LEATHERS
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

FUEL AND OIL PUMPS AND
MEASURING SYSTEMS
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.

FUEL OIL SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

FURNACE LINING
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FURNACES, BOILER
Gates Refractories, Limated, Montreal.
Green's Economi^r. Ltd.. Toronto.

FURNACE DOOR ARCH
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FURNACES, SMOKELESS
Babcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
J_nes Underfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
Murphy Iron Works. Detroit. .Mich.

Sanford Riley Stoker Co.. Worcester, Mass.

FURNACE GRATE BARS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Moatre«l.
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.

FUSES
Can. H. W. Johns^Manrille Co.. Toronto. Ont
Economy Fuse & Mfg. Co. of Canada, Mootreal.
Johns-Pratt Co.. The. Hartford. Conn.

GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS. ETC.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Uo.
CJreen s Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Penlierthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn, N.T.
Trebling Tn^tnimcn't Co.. New York. N.T.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont

GASKETS, RUBBER. ASBESTOS
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Ca, Toronto, Out
Durabla Mfg. Co.. New Tork. N.Y.
Frick Co., Waynes'boro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Garlook Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford. Conn.
Saroo Co.. Inc.. New York. N.T.

GASKETS. LEAD, COPPER AND LEATHER
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal, Q««l
Shell Bar Boico Supply Co.. Toronto. Ont
Sarco Co.. Inc.. New York. N.T.

GAS ANALZERS CO-2
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.
GAS PRODUCER PLANTS
Can. Allts-Chalmer«. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.

GASOLINE METERS
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited, Toronto, Ont
GASOLINE PUMPS. SELF MEASURING
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
GASOLINE TANKS
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto.
Imperial Oil. Ltd.. Toronto

GATES. HEAD AND WASTE
J. C. Wilson Mfg. Co., BelleTille, Ont
GAUGE COCKS
•Bie Mason Regulator & Eng. Oo. . Ltd.. Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co.. St Louis, Mo.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morsa Co.. Ltd.. Monti^Ml.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Limkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.
MoAvity. T.. & Sons, Ltd., St. John. N.R.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
W. J. Wall. Montreal.

GAUGES. AMMONIA, OIL, GAS. AIR
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co., B««
ton. Mass.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Sohaeffer & Bndenhent Mfg. Co.. BrooUyn. N.T

GAUGE, RECORDING
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Ma
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London, Ont
Jas. Morrison Bra-ss Mfg. Co., Toronto.
GAUGES. PRESSURE, VACUUM, DRAFT
AVn RECORDING. AND MICROMETER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
Babcock & Wlloox, Montraal.
Green's F/Conomiser. Ltd.. Toronto.

The Jos. W. Hays Corp.. Michigan City. Ind.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
Schaeffer & Biidenberg Mfg. Co.. BioaUrm. K.T.
Taylor Instnmient Co.. Rochester. N.T.
Uehllng Instnimenlt Co.. New Torfc, N.T.

GAUGES, WATER
K»iK:nrK & Wilcox. .Montreal.
Defender Automatic R^ulator Co., St. Louis, Uoi
Jenams B-xm.. Ltd., Alunireal.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
.McAvity. T., & 3on.s. Ltd.. St. John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Wmdaor. Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn. N.I.

GEARS, COMPENSATING
titAKS, FIBRE CUT

Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

GEARS, CUT, WORM, MORTISE
Goldie & ilcCullodh Co., Gait
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner .Machine Co . Ltd.. Hamiltoa.
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, Belleville.

GENERATORS, STEAM TURBO
Can. General Electric Co.^ Toronto. Ont
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.

GENERATORS AND CONVERTORS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont.
MacGovem & Co.. Inc., Montreal, Que.

GLOVES, WORKING
B. G. Long & Co., Toronto. Ont
GOVERNORS, ENGINE

Escher Wyss & Co.. Montreal. Que.
Mo.\vlty. T.. & Sons. Ltd.. St John. S.B.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfoid.

GOVERNORS, WATER WHEEL
Wilson Mfg. Co.. J. C, Bedleville.

GRATES, DUMPING, ROCKING.
STATIONARY

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Babcock & Wilcox. MontreaL
Carling Turbine Blower Co.. Worcester. Mass.
Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co.. Toronto, ont
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal.
Shell-Bar. Boioo Supply. Ltd.. Toronto, On-.
Victoria Foundry Co. Ltd., Ottawa.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

GRAVITY CARRIERS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont

GREASE CUPS
Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerrille.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
MoArity. T.. &. Socs. Ltd.. St J(An. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthy In].^tor Co.. Windsor, Ont

GREASE AND OIL EXTRACTORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montraai
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co., Boa

ton, Mass.
Laurie & Lunb. Montreal.

GREASES
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

GAUGES, DRAFT
Jas W. Hays Corp.. .Michigan City. Ind.
GAUGE COCKS, STANDARD AND EXTRA
HEAVY
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont

HAND LEATHERS OR PADS
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

HAND PLUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
I 8. F. Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto. Ont

HANDLES. CRANK. MACHINE
I J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

HANGERS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto. Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Ooldle & MoOulIoeh Co.. Oalt
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.
Wilson .Mfg. Co.. J. C, BelleTille.
HEATERS
The .Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreml.
Alberger Heater Co.. Buffalo. N.T
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Ooldle & MoCulIodi Co.. Qalt
Laurie A Lamb. Montreal.
Royles. Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
MoArlty & Sons. T.. St Jehn. N.B.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

HEATERS. EXHAUST STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Oc . Ltl.. .Montreal
Can. .Mlis-CJialmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
HEATERS. METERING
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Yam.ill4Warinff Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

HEATING EQUIPMENT
I5mrire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont

HOISTS, ELECTRIC
Can Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.

HOIST HOOKS
J. H. WHliajns A Oo, Brooklvn. N.T.
HOISTING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY

Baibcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.
MacGovem * Co., Inc.. Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Worfci Co.. Brantford.

HOSE. STEAM. SUCTION AND WATER
Can. Fairhr\nk.';.Morse C<i.. Ltd

. .Montreal. Que.
Oarlook Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Empire Mfg. Co . Ltd., London. Ont.
HOT WATER GENERATORS
Uie Mason Regulator A Eng. Co.. Ltd.. MontreaL
I'-Titt * Cndv Co.. Inc.. Hartford. Conn.

HYDRANTS
Kerr Eneine Co . WBlkervllIe Ont
HYDRAULIC ACCUMULATORS
*m«rt-Ti:mer Mach'ne r<i Ltd.. HamfltoB

HYDRAULIC MACHINERY
I Boring Hydraulic A Bng Co.. Ltd.. T.IimImt. OoC

Frick Co.. Wayneaboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.



FairbanKs Renewable
Disc Val

Palmetto Twist Packing

At least Four Threads of

Spindle engaged with Bon-

net at all times.

Raised Round Seat. No
sediment can lodge on it or

injure disc.

Globe or

Angle

Corrugated Iron Wheel,
Arrow cast on wheel shows
direction valve opens.

Follower in Stuffing Box.

Renewable Bakelite Disc

slips over end of spindle.

Can be replaced in less than

one minute.

Guide cast on Body holds

Disc centrally over seat.

Screwed or

Flemged

The disc of the Fairbanks Renewable Disc Valve can be renewed in

less than a minute without removing the valve from the line, a wrench
being the only tool necessary.

Everything in Mechanical Goods.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited
"Canada's Departmental House for Mechanical Goods"

St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Windsor, Winnipeg,
Saskatoon, Calgary, Vancouver, Victoria

I
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Clean Tubes Mean Coal Saving

And easier firing, less ash-handling,
fewer shut-downs, prevention of bag-
ged or burned tubes, fewer repairs, and
less frequent wash-outs. METLSKIN
can pay for itself in a short time.

Scale in Your Boilers

is an unprofitable boarder. Its appetite is enormous

and it consumes far more than it is worth. Why
not give it TWO MONTHS' NOTICE, and put an

end to your loss thereafter?

THE SIXTY-DAY TEST OF METLSKIN is open

to any reliable concern that is troubled with boiler-

scale, pitting or corrosion. A small daily dose of

METLSKIN, for a period of two months, will bring

down the most tenacious scale, and absolutely con-

vince you that A CLEAN BOILER IS NOT ONLY
POSSIBLE, but EASY.

SEND A rOSTCARD for the METLSKIN booklet

and learn about Our Offer, Guarantee Bond, and
Prices.

METLSKIN is neither "Compound" nor "Cure-all."

METLSKIN CO., Inc.
Rochester, N. Y.

Canadian Representatives;

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited
St. John Montreal Quebec Ottawa Hamilton

Toronto Windsor Winnipeg Calgary

Vancouver Victoria Saskatoon

III
IMPORTANT THINGS

TO CONSIDER ABOUT
A SEPARATOR

I. THE PLAN—Is it sen-

sible, will it work, no
matter how large the
Separator or how well

made?

II. THE SIZE—Is it big

enough regardless of

plan, will it hold a good
dose of water?

III. THE CONSTRUCTION
—Is it strong enough,
are flanges heavy, how
will it look by the side

of a nicely finished

engine? Send for cata-

log and note these

points in

Sweet's Separators

DIRECT SEPARATOR COMPANY
218 South Geddes St. SYRACUSE, N. Y

General Saler. Agents

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited

St. John, Montreal, Quebec, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton
Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Calgary, Vancouver, Victoria

Tu xeda
SWING JOINTS
Provide one of the
easiest ways to

save coal

Every pound of steam
that escapes through a
leaky connection repre-
sents a certain amount
of coal wasted. Do you
know that an average
leak will waste 3,400
pounds of steam a
month ? Investigate
your flexible steam con-
nections at once and
then investigate the
Tuxeda Swing Joint.

A Guaranteed Solution for Your Flexible
Connection Problems

Send for Bulletin "A" to

FRANKLIN WILLIAMS, INC.
New York City

Gcupral Sales Atrrnls: Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.



Gtxikon&KniGTht
Standardized Series (9

Leather Beltinor
Tanned hy US jor beltimj use g^fc

Triple Insurance
A Belt is a beast of burden that can spill a

large part of its load without your eye perceiv-

ing it.

Here is a belt travelling l: a speed of more
than a mile a minute. It operates completely
around the pulleys 70 times every 60 seconds.
At more than a revjolution per second, think how
even little leaks would foot up a big total if

this were not the proper belt for the work to

be done.

All Graton & Knight Standardized Series
Leather Belts give triple insurance against power
leaks because, first, they are made of leather,

the one belting material that has the right degree
of elasticity to give and take up its tension, and

the best of pulley-gripping qualities. Second,
this leather is tanned in our own tannery,
specifically for Ibelting purposes. Third, our
belts are graded into a Standardized Series which
includes belts built specifically for every power
transmission need Each is standardized in its

manufacture and standardized for its work.

Selecting the proper belt and Judging of Its

efficiency is not a job for guesswork or for the
naked eye. It is a true engineering problem.
Many of the best belted .plants ask us to specify

the belting for every pulley drive. Try the plan
yourself. Then, when buying, call for "Graton
& Knight Brand or equal." This won't com-
mit you to buying our belts. It will put your
buying on the one basic consideration—the work
to be done.

IVrlle for Book. "Standardized Leather Belting"

CANADIAN GRATON & KNIGHT, LTD.
Montreal, Canada

Canadian Representatives: Tiie Canadian Fairbanks- Morse Co., Ltd., St. John, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton,
Quebec, Calgary, Saslcatoon, Vancouver, Windsor, Winnipeg, Victoria

By means of stand-
ardized methods of
grading and manu-
f^Hure, together
with extensive in-

vestigations in our
Engineering Labor-
atory, our Engin-
eers are able to

specify the correct
belt for a given
drive. Tests show
that a 14 to 16
ounce belt should
be rated at not
more than 90% of
the capacity of a
16 to 18 ounce belt.

Consult our Engin-
eering Department.

Here is a 34" Gra-
Knight S-ply Belt

82% feet long. It

was installed in

December, 1915, in

the plant of The
Powell Lumber Co.,

Lake Charles, La.
14 ft. Drive Pulley,

136 R.P.M. 52"

Driven Pulley. Belt

Speed 5900 F. P.

M. 443 horse pow-
er. The cost per
horse power per
week to date is

1 1/3 cents with
several more years
service to come.
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50%
More
Heat

ALBERGER HEATER
You will avoid all expense and trouble
common to ordinary heaters by giving your
plant an Alberger Heater.

NO CORROSION, NO SPLIT TUBES, NO
LEAKY HEADS, NO EXPANSION

STRAINS

Alberger Heaters work fast, heating the

water as fast as it is drawn. In fact it

transmits 50% more heat than any straight
tube heater.

Made in both horizontal and vertical types.

May we send descriptive bulletin?

^HE small, corrugated,
pure copper tubes in

this Alberger Heater are
expanded into floating head

independent of the cast iron
shell, which means that there can-

not be trouble from expansion and
contraction strain.

ALBERGER HEATER COMPANY
BUFFALO N.Y. U.S.A.

General Sales Agents: Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited
St. John, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Quebec,

Calgary, Windsor, Vancouver, Winnipeg. Victoria.

STRENGTH—GOODNESS—QUALITY

Etchec] on Every Glass

DURABLA HIGH PRESSURE GAUGE GLASS
Three years of experimental work have been necessary to develop and perfect an American glass pos-

sessing the elastic properties necessary to withstand sudden and radical changes of temperature and
highest steam pressures, which will remain clear in any service.

Announcement is now made that DURABLA High Pressure Gauge Glasses, made in America, have
passed every known test in actual service to determine the above qualities and are now ready for dis-

tribution.

DURABLA gauge glasses are carried in all regular sizes and are sold under the DURABLA guarantee.

MADE IN U. S. A. Write to-day for circular and prices

DURABLA MANUFACTURING CO., NEW YORK
Distributors for Canada:

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited
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"PALMETTO
Packing possesses the quality and perfect lubricant that insures the economy of long^ service.

F/ct us send you free working samples to prove our claim.

For Valves
"Palmetto" Twist stands in a class by itself

Is ready for instant use, and any size valve may be packed from the spool by unstranding, each strand being
a perfect packing in itself.

"Palmetto" Twist has great tensile strength, is heat-

resisting and carries lubricant in each sing'le strand.

PACK THE SMALL VALVES WITH "PALMETTO" TWIST
AND THEY STAY PACKED

GREENE, TWEED & CO.,

Sole Manufacturers

109 DUANE ST. NEW YORK

Canadian Agents :

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., St. John,

Toronto, Quebec, Hamilton, Montreal,

Ottawa, VancouvtTj Victoria.
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ConservaTioi

says

SAVE THIS

When only

THIS

is worn

l;^iiiiniiiii|||||{|||{i{||||||%i,

liililill

If you believe in conservation you
will believe in the Pratt & Cady
Renewable Disc Globe Valve.

It is the valve of practical

economy. The valve of common
sense.

Instead of tossing the whole valve aside
when the disc is worn down, you insert a
new disc.

In this way you save the rest of the
valve, which lasts indefinitely. The rugged
construction of a Pratt & Cady Renewable
Disc Globe Valve enables it to outlast many
discs.

In the operation of renewal, which is

quickly accomplished, the valve remains in

the line. A saving of time and labor. Con-
servation at all points.

Thousands of these valves are in daily

use by manv industries, and they are all

making good.
The economv of the Pratt & Cady Re-

newable Disc Globe Valve appeals to prac-
tical business men. Therefore we suggest
that you

Write for the Booklet that gives full details.

PRATT & CADY CO., INC.
HARTFORD, CONN.

Manufacturers of Valves, Feed Water Heaters. Hot
W^ter Generators, Power Pumps and Asbestos Packed
Cocks.

Canadian Representatives:

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO.,
Limited

Halifax, St. Jolin, Quebec. Montreal, Ottawa. Toronto,
Hamilton, Windsor, WinmipeK. Sa-skatoon, Calgary,

Vancouver, Victoria.

IMrT&CJUHT
IIEIIEWMLEMSCIiUIBEViUffiS

Mr. Engineer!
DO YOU OWN AN AMERICAN THOMPSON

IMPROVED INDICATOR?

You owe it to yourself to purchase one of these
NOW and secure all the benefits it makes possible.

The price is right and easy terms can be arranged.

Write us

Our Canadian Agents:

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.

St. John, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Quebec, Calgary,

Windsor, Vancouver, Winnipeg, Victoria

American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co.

New York Chicago BOSTON Atlanta Pittsburgh

THE

SUPERHOT
GRADE

for high temperature work
such as: Boiler Feeds, Loco-
motive Boiler Washing, Con-
densing Against High Heat
and Oily Matter, Oil Refin-
ery Service, Vacuum Returns
on Heating System. For
mild acids, etc. This Valve
will not buckle under quick
interchange of the tempera-
tures.

One installation
vince YOU.

will con-

Booklet on Request

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited

Sole Distributors for Canada
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Let the C.A.S.E. Smooth Out

Your Load Curve

WOI^I^Y AND
1 I.SFI F.S.S wnoK

LACK OF

ADVANCEMENT

Remove The Peaks of Worry And Unproductive Labor And
Build Up The Valleys By Working For

Your Advancement

A man who is thoroughly grounded in the practice of his profession, who is free from
personal worry and trouble, overcomes the many difficulties besetting the path of

the operating engineer with little labor and in a manner ensuring his advancement.

The successful man owes his success to a wise appreciation of the advantages and
mutual help offered by association with those in the same field of endeavor. To
join an association having for its objectives the welfare of the engineer in things
mental and material, his advancement in knowledge, and skill, his protection by pro-
vision for sickness and distress is to take advantage of an opportunity indispensable
to all who hope to better themselves.

If you are interested in such an organization and live wtiere less than
fifteen engineers are located, send for a copy of our constitution and
application blanks for admission to nearest branch lodge. If there are
more than fifteen engineers in your community, get together and send for
particulars regarding formation of a branch lodge.

J. H. HALE, General Secretary,

Canadian Association of Stationary

230 Caroline Street EnginCerS Hamilton, Ont.

I
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Mac&ovem & Co-^ Inc., Montreal, Que.

HYDRAULIC VALVES
Yamall-VVaring Co., PhUadelphia, Pa.

HYDRAULIC PRESSES
BoTiDc HTdraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindaa;, Ont
Kriok Co., Waynestioro, Franklin Co.
Dad* Canadian Retrlceration Co., Montreal.

ICE MAKING MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
IbYick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.
lAale Camdian Refrigeration Co., Montreal.
Tork Mfg. Vo., York. Pa.

INGOTS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

INDICATORS. ELECTRIC—ALL TYPES
Scliaelter & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, ^.1
UetUing Instnuneat iio,. Mew York, N.Y.

INDICATORS, STEAM AND GAS
ENGINE
Aruencan Steam Qauge & Talre Mfg. Co., Bo*

ton, Mass.
Canadian Falrbanka^Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. U. W. Jobns-ManTille Co.. Toronto, Onu
Ureen'8 Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Uahling Inairument Co., Hav York, N.T.

INDICATORS—AMMONIA. H fDRAULIC
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., WalkerrUle, Unt.

INDICATORS. SPEED
L. B. Starrett Ca, Athai, Uwu.

INJECTORS
Babeock &. WUeoz, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. AUis-Cbalmera, Ltd., Toronto, OnL
Lunkenhelmer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McArity &. Sons, T., St. Jotm, N.B.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penbertby Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
WiUi&ma Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.

INJECTORS, AUTOMATIC AND AUTO-
POSITIVE
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

INSTRUMENTS, RECORDING
IMender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
Ij-reeu's Economuier, Ltd., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Companiea, Rochester, ti.Y.
YamallAVaring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

INSULATING BRICK
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que
Bareridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Qoe.
Can. U. W. Johna-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont

INSULATING COMPOUNDS
Johns-Pratt Oo., The, Hartford, Conn.

INSULATORS
Bereridge Paper Oo., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

IRON FILLER
Can. H. W. Johns-Mannlle Co., Toronto, Ont

KETTLES. STEAM AND GAS
Boiylcs, Ltd.. Irlam, Manchester, England.
KEROSENE PUMPS (SELF MEASURING)
5. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
KEROSENE TANKS
8. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
ixr^en's Ijicoaomiser, titd., Toronto.

KNITTED GOODS. WORKING
6. Q. Long & Co., Toronto, Ont
LACE LEATHERS
Qraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Oin. H. W. Johns-ManTille Co., Toronto, Oat
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

LAMPS. ARC
Cantdlin Faii4ianks-<Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-ManTille Co., Toronto, Ont

LAMPS, INCANDESCENT
Canadian Falrbanks-<Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont

LAMPS, TUNGSTEN AND NITRO
Can. Qeneral Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
LEATHER STRAPPING
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

LINK BELTING
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada,

LININGS, FIRE BRICK. STEEL STACK
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

LOADERS, CAR
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

LUBRICATORS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
LUBRICATING OIL FILTERING AND
CIRCULATING SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto. Ont.

LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
LUBRICATORS, CYLINDER
CUTTING COMPOUNDS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O,
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE TANKS
AND PUMPS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

LUBRICATORS, FORCE PEED
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille. Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Lnnkenhetmer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

LUBRICATORS, PLAIN
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Williams Madilnery Co.. A. R., Toronto.

LUBRICATORS, SIGHT FEED AND PLAIN
ENGINE

Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
MARINE CASTINGS

Xhnpire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont.

MACHINERY INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que
Bsreridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

MACHINERY, TRA.NSMISSION (POWER)
.VIoi^ Ohain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

MECHANICAL STOKERS
Babeock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Jones Underfeed StoTser Co., Toronto.
Murphy Iron Works, Dertoit, Mich.
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass,

METERS, AIR
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont

METERS, ELECTRIC
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont

METERS, GAS.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont

METERS, STEAM
The Masom Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
'ireen's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont

METERS. WATER
Can. AIli3<;halmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
McAvity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

MIXING VALVES
.Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Oat

MILL AND MINING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Montreal.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.

St Catharines, Ont
Canadian Allis-Caialmers, Ltd., Toronto.

Ooldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

METER TESTERS
UaeBer MTg. Co., H., Samia, Ont

METERS (OIL. KEROSENE, GASOLINE,
ETC.)
3. F. Bowser Comi>any, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

MOTORS
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co., Montreal.

Can. General BHectrie Co., Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
MacGorem & Co., Ina, Montreal, Que.

OFFICE RAILINGS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

OIL STORAGE AND DISTRIBU'HNG
SYSTEMS ^
S. F. Bowser Ojmpany, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

OIL CUPS
Lnnkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

on. Aira GREASE CUPS
Penberthy Injetter Co., Windsor, Ont

OIL METERS
.

a. F. Bowser Company. Limited, Toronto, Ont

OILER. COMPOUND FEEDERS
Lnnkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

OILERS, GAUGE
Lunkenheimer Co., CIncinnatt, O.

OIL PtTMPS „ , ^ .

S F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

OILERS, BTULTTPLE
can. Detroit Lutrlcntor Co.. Walkerrille. Ont
Lnnketibeimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.

OIL FILTERS AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited, Toronto, Ont
Darliinr Bros., Montreal.
Jas. Mmriwin Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,

OIL TANKS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont

OIL SEPAKATOR8
The Mason Regulator & Eng. O.. Ltd., Mcotreal.

Babeock «• Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.

Can. Allls-Clialmers. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.

Crt«. Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Datling Bros.. Montreal.
Direct Separator Co., Syraense, N.T.
Letteb Co., Arflinr S.. Toronto. Ont
Jas. MorrfKm Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Bmart-Tiimer Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

OILS, QUENCHING
TniTWTlnl on. LM . Toronto.
OTLmO SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
Lunkenheim er Co.. Cincinnati, O,

OILS, CYLINDER
Imperial Oil. Ltd.. Toronto.

OILS, LUBTRICATING
Kelloge * Co.. E. H.. New Tor*. N.T.

OILS, ENGINE
Imperial (TO. Ltd.. Toronto.
ORSAT APPARATUS
Dpfender Antomatle Regulator Co.. St lyouls, Mo

OVERALLS
R, G. Long & Co.. Toronto, Ont

PACKING. ASBESTOS
Gnrlock PjicHng (\>.. Hnmdlton, Onit.

John«-Pnitt r/>., Thp. HartXord, Conn.
PACKING. ALL KINDS
Carlook PnckiiiK Co.. Hamiltmi. Ont
Wniiama Machinery Co.. A. R. , Toronto.
PACKING ENGINE
Shell Bar Boioo Supply, Ltd.. Toronto,
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
.Tobns-Pratt Oo., The. Hariford. Conn.
Shefl-Ba'. Boico Snpply, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
PACKING FIBRE

Bercridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Johns-Pratt Co.. TJte. Hartford, Conn.

PACKING. HYDRAULIC
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Oo.. Toronto, Ont
DuraWa Mantifactnring Co.. New York.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton. Ont
Sh«n-BaT, BoIoo Snpply, Ltd., Toronto. Chit

PACKING, METALLIC
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronio, tnu
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Garlwk Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
(ireene, 'IVeea & uo., ivew Yora.
Holmes Metallic Packing Co., Wilkesbarre. 1 <.

bteel Mill Packing Co.. Windsor, Ont.

PACKING. ROD
Shell Bar Boioo Supply, Ltd., Torcmto.
Can. H. W. Johns-Mannlle Co., Toraaio, uu',
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Oat.
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor, Ont
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto, Ont

PACKING. SHEET
Can. H. W. Jotms^anrille Co., Toraato, uuu
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Durabla Manufactunng Co., New York.
Oariock Packing Co., Hamilton, Oat.
Jenkins Bros^ Ltd., Montreal.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

PACKING. AMMONIA, STEAM ANB
WATER
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toraaio, Oai
Qarlock Paoking Co., Hamflton, ObL
Greene, Tweed & Co,, New York.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor, 0>L

PACKING. LEATHER
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Oat
Qraton & Knight Mfg. Co., MontrsaL
Shell-Bar. Boico Supply, Ltd., ToronM, Ont
PACKING PISTON
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Onit
Shell Bar Boioo Supply, Ltd., Toroato.

PACKING, VALVE STEM
Garlock Packing Co., Hami Item, Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., IVmiato.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

PAINT OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
S. F, Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont

PAINTS
Shell Bar Boioo Supply. Ltd.. TonoBto.

PAPER. INSULATING. ETC.
Kevendge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

PENSTOCKS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng, Co,, Ltd., Liadsai, Unt
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Goldie & McCMlooh Ca, Oalt
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford

PIPE COILS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

PIPE COVERINGS. STEAM, BRINE.
AMMONIA AND ICE WATER
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Qu»

PIPE STEEL
Boring Hydraulie St Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Oni

PIPE VISES AND CUTTERS
Armstrong Mfg. Co.. Bridgeport, Oona.

PIPE, GAS
Can. Allis-Chalmen. Ltd.. Toronto, Oat

PIPES. WATER
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, .Uni.
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, BeJlerille.

PIPING AND FITTINGS
Frick Co., Wayneolwro, Franklin Oa, Pa.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
.MoAvitv & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfc. Co., Toronto.
York Mfg. Co.. York, Pa.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.

PIPING. STEAM
Babeock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Ooldie * McCullodh Co., Gait

PLATE WORK
Ooldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Engineering and Machine Worka of Canada, Ltd.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Shei4)rooke, Que.
St Catharines, Oat

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PLUG COCKS
Homestead Valre iMfg. Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

PLUMBING SUPPLIES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H.. Samia. Ont
Jas. .Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
POWER HOUSE CONVEYORS
Can. Link-B«lt Co.. Tortmto. Ont

POWER PUMPS (OIL, GASOLINE)
S. F. Bewser Company, Limitud, Toronto, Ont
POWER PUMPS
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mich
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, On'
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Bros.. .Montreal.
Ooldie A MoCulloch Co., Gait
Pratt & Cady Co . Inc., Hartford, Conn.
Smart -Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Bamllton.
Waterous Engine Worka Co.. Brantford.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamlltoa, Oat
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

POWER. TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Bond F.ngiiiwrinK Works. Toronto, Ont
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Oni
Canadian Falrbanks^Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Allie-dialmers. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Ooldie & MoCulloch Co., Oalt
Jeffrer Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Xnginsering and Maehtn* Works of Canada. Lrd.

St Catharines, Ont
MacOorem * Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
MacGorem A Co.. New York.
Morse Chain Co., Ithaca, N.T.
Waterfvu* Engine Works Co., Brantford

PRESSES
Boring Hydraulie St Eng. Ca., Ltd., Ltndsa;! On!
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AMERICAN-MARSH PUMPS
SIMPLE RELIABLE EFFICIENT

-

J M

or.'
f

t

The line also

includes

—

Power Pumps
Deep Well Engines
Air Compressors

The American-Marsh steam pump is an improved form of the famous Marsh
Pump which has been on the market for over thirty years, during which time over
150,000 have been manufactured and sold.

The American-Marsh Pump has no internal stuffing boxes, no tappets and no
slide valves. The auxiliary valve is of the semi-rotative disc type of an improved
design. The main steam valve is of the balanced piston pattern, assuring highest
efficiency. The water ends have large valve areas and are fully bronze fitted,

including solid bronze piston rods and bronze removable water cylinder bushings.

American-Marsh Centrifugal Pumps are made with
the same high grade of material and workmanship
which characterizes the construction of the steam

pumps. They are made in

all sizes up to 12 inch, both
single and two stage for
heads up to 250 feet.

•let Condensers
Dry Vacuum Pumps
Boiler F'eed Pumps

Ask for General Catalog

AMERICAN STEAM PUMP COMPANY
BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN

CANADIAN AGENTS—A. R. Williams Machinery Co.. Toronto. Williams & Wilson, Montreal.
London Engine Supplies Co., London, Ont. Stuart Machinery Co., Winnipeg. Mechanics' Supply
Co., Quebec, Que. Gorman, Clancy & Grindley, Limited, Edmonton and Calgary.

Anderson's Pressure Oil Filters

Prevent Waste!

Oil is too high in price to be
wasted. Yet more than half
your oil is wasted —
lost on wipers. This
Ander son Pressure
Oil Filter herewith
illustrated will pre-
vent this dead loss.

Place drip pans beneath engines and
machinery. Then pass this oil through
the Anderson Filter and you will have
oil just as clean and as pure as the new
oil you purchase.

You can use oil over and over a^ain with
the Anderson Filter. No other filter will
do the work so thoroug'hly.

There are a few more points about the
Anderson that we would like to take up
with you. Pleased to have you drop us a
line.

The V. D. Anderson Co.
West 96th St., Cleveland, Ohio
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PROPELLOR BLADES, BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

PUMPS, HAND (OIL, GASOLINE)
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

PULLETS
D. K. MacLaren, ijtd., Montreal, Que.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Lid., Lindsay, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montre&l.
Waterous Enpine Works Co., Brantfsrd.

J. C. Wilson Mfg. Co., BelleTille, Ont.

PULLEYS, FRICTION CLUTCH
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont,

PULP MILL MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Oat.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Shierbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Micb.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
lievemdge I'aper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCxilIoch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
MoArity & Sous, T., St. John, N.B.
Smart-Tui-ner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY, ELECTRICAL
Hevoi'idge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
"Joring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, On;
Darling Brotliers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipment Co., Worcester, Mass.

PUMPS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek, Mich
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & McCuUoch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS, ACID
Reveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, CONTRACTORS'
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Oni
Kevoridge Paper Co., .Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
•McArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.

'. Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
PUMPS, BOILER FEED
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Mootre«il.
Escher, Wyss Co., Montreal, Que.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Maas.

PUMPS, ELECTRICAL
American Steam Pimip Co., Battle Creek, Mich
Heveriflge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, FEED WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Unveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait
Darling Brothei-s. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
PUMP GOVERNORS AND REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
D'Elste Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
.\Ia.son Regulator Co., lioston. Mass.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton. Ont
Watson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia,

PUMP STRAINERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.j Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS, HAND AND POWER
Boring Hydraulic & Bhig. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machino "^o. . Hamilton Ont

PUMPS. CENTRIFUGAL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mich
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darling Bras.. Montreal
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Oalt
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Waterons Engine Worka Co., Brantford.

PUMPS. DUPLEX
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Berpridge Paper Co.. dMontreal. Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
PUMPS, GEARED, COMPOUND
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Mich
Oanadian Falrtjnnks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Tnclis Co.. The John, Toronto. Ont.
Smart -Tumer Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS. HYllRAUIJC, PRESSURE
American Stran' I'lirnr) Co.. Battle Creek. Mich
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. On'
Dnrllng Bros.. Montreal.
TngH.s Co.. The .John. Toronto. Ont
Smnrt-Tumer Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PTTMP LEATHERS
Hfveridgp Paper Co.. Ltd.. Mont'<al. Que.
Grntnn fr Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

PUMPS, OIL
^m''ricnn Sfcirtn Purrm Co. Battle Creek Mich

S. F. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto, Ont

Can. Detroit Lubrioator Co., Walkerrille, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
.McArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, STEAM TURBO
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Escher Wyss & Co.. Montreal, Que.

PUMP TANK, RECEIVER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Sleum Pump Co.. Battle Creek, Mich
Beremdge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Smart-Tumei Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek, Mich.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian FairlDanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & MdCulloch Co., Gait
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Laurie Sc Lamb, Montreal.
Leltch Co., Arthur S., Toronto. Ont
McArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

.'UMPS, TRIPLEX
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS, VACUUM
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. .Mich
ruvpi'dgo Paper C'^. , Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Qiie.
Goldie & Mcf'ulloch Co.. Gait
Laurie A Lamb. Montreal.
Leit«h Co.. Arthur S.. Toronto. Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton. Ont

PYROMETERS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co.. .St. Louis. Mo
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
The Jos. W. Hays Corp.. Michigan City., Ind.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto
Taylor Instmment Co., Rochester, N.Y.

PITMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
Escher, Wy.ss & Co.. Montreal.
nphline Instrument Co.. New York. N.Y.

RADIATORS
Empire 'Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont.
Royles, Ltd., Irlam. Manchester, England.
RADIATOR TRAPS
r»Pvofidpp Paper Co.. Monf»*pal, Que.
C. A. Dunham Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Barling Brothers, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Sareo Co.. Inc.. New York. N Y.

RECORDERS. DRAFT
Jas W. Hay.? Corp.. Michigan City, Ind.

RADIATOR AIR VENTS
C. A. Dimham Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Jai. Mnrri.son Bra.<ts Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penbcrtiy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

RAGS
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
RAILWAY OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Companv. Limited, Toronto, Ont.

RECLAIMING SYSTEMS FOR OIL
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto. Out
REBOILERS
Friek r«., WaynefibOTO. Franklin Co.. Pa.
Tsrk Mnniifaoturing Cn.. York. Pa.

REGISTERING MEASURES
,=l F. Bowser Comnanv. Limited. Toronto. Ont.

RFCEIVF.RS. AIR
rnn Vtlis-Obfilrrprs. Ltd . Tnrmitn. rint

\ro,>17innnn TTWlm,.c X- ^r, C!tlprK-f,nIjp O"'

RUBBER CEMENT TANKS AND PUMP*'
S F. Bowser Comnanr. Limited. Toronto. Ont.

R»5CORDlNG INSTRUMENTS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis. Mi>.

Can. H. W. .Tohns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, fint

Green's F/Oonomiser. T.td.. Toronto
Tarlnr In'tniment Co . Rncheste'-. N Y
PeWInr In.ttniment Co.. New York. N.T.
yaninll'Waring f'o.. Phi1ado1r.Wa. Pa.

RECORDERS. CARBON. DIOXIDE
The Jos. W. Havs Corp.. Miehiiran Cifr.. ln.1

REFRIGERATOR DOORS. WINDOWS. E'^''

Tfimisrin Cntfl QtorflffA T>nr>T On TTqirpr^town. M '

RFFRTGFRATING MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lind=jv

Ont.
Frick Co.. Wame^hom. Franklin Co . Pa
Linde Canadian Refrirrerfltinn Co.. Montreal
Vllter Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.
York Mfg Co.. York Pa.

REFUSE DESTRUCTOR
Laurie * Lamb. Montreal.

RI^GITI.ATORS. PRESSURE
The Mason Regulator * Eng. Cn., Ltd.. Mont""'
Defender AutomaHc Regulator Co.. St. Louis. Mo
nianlinFultnn vrfg. Co.. Pltt.»hunrh Pa
0. A. Dunhnm Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
n'Esfe Co.. Julian. Boston. Mass.

Ja.s Morrison Braw Mfg. Co.. Toronto
Tavlor Instrument <^n nocbester. N.Y,

REGULATORS. TEMPERATURE
The Ma.son Regulator & F,ng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

Sarco Co.. Inc.. New York. N.Y.
Tavlor Tnstnimenf Co.. Rochester, N.Y.

RETORTS
^^nfK^nT\'^rl steel Co,, Sherlirooke, Que,

REVOVI,ING DOORS FOR HARDENING
ROOMS
Tamison Cold Btoraffr Door Cn . TTaeerstown, Md

RODS. COPPER. BRASS AND BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co.. I,td.. Tx>ndon. Ont
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. .S.aniin.

ROLLS. CRUSHING
P'n I/ink. Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
TpffrpT Mfg. Co.. Montreal, Canada,

ROOFINGS—RUBBER. PLASTIC. LIQUID
Rproridire Paper Co ,

Montreal. Que

ROTARY COMPRESSORS
Escher, Wyss & Co,, Montreal,

hOTARY CONVERTERS
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co,, Montreal.
MacGorem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que
RUBBER HOSE
Can. H. W. Johns-'ManTille Co., Toronto. Oni.
Qarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont

RUBBER MILL DRIVES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

SAFES
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montieal.
Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Oalt

SAW MILL CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

SCREENING MACHINERY
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

SCALE REMOVERS
Babcock & WUcoz, Ltd., Montreal.
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal Que.
Can, H. W. Johns^Manrille Co., Tsnww. Ooi
Frank Oilman, Birmingham. Eng.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toromo. Out.

SELF-MEASURING PUMPS (OIL AND
GASOLINE)
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
Yamall- Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

SEAM PROTECTORS, GIRTH
National BiJtler Protector Co. of Canada, llontieal

Que.

SHAFTING
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, LiM
St Catharines, Ont

Waterous Engine Worka Co,, Brantford.
J. C. Wilson Mfg. Co., Bellerille, Ont
SHAKING AND DUMPING GRATES
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock & Wilcoi, Ltd., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

SHIRTS. WORKING
B, G. Long & Co., Toronto, Ont
SMELTER LININGS
Bereridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
SMOKE BOXES, STACKS
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Green's Economi.ser. Ltd.. Toronto.
.Mackinnon Stiel Co.. Llil.. Sherbrooke. Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford,

SOCKETS, WIRE ROPE
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N.T.
SOOT BLOWERS
Diamond Specialty Co., Windsor. Ont

SPECIAL MACHINERT
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. On'
Canadian Fairt>ankS'Morse Co., Montreal.
Smart-Turner .Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPEED INDICATORS
Schaeffer t Budenburj Mfg. Co., BitioUyn. N.\
L. S. atarrett Co.. Athol. Mass.

SPEED REDUCING GEARS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.

SPROCKET CHAIN ATTACHMENTS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., .Montreal. Canada.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPROCKET RIMS
Bahhitt Steam Specialty Co.. New Bedford, Maw

SPROCKETS, COMPENSATING
Morse Ch.-iin To,, Ithica. N,Y,

SPROCKETS, SPRING
Mor-e Chain Co.. Ithica. N.Y.

SPROCKETS, SILENT CHAIN
Morse Chain Co.. Itliica, .N,Y,

SPUR WHEELS
Boring Hy Iraulic & Eng. Cr.., Ltd.. Lindsay <>pi

GoMie & .McCulloch Co.. Oalt
Canadian Fairbank»''Moise Co.. Mcn'real.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfoid.

STACKS, STEEL
Babcock 4 Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Oalt
Mackinnon fitp.il Co . Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que.

STAND PIPES, STEEL
Mackinnon Steel Co, Ltd.. Shertirooke. Que.

STAYBOLTS, FLEXIBLE
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd,, Toronto, Ont
STEAM SEPARATORS
The Mason B.gulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.,, Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fairtianks-Morse Co.. MontreaL
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Direct Separator Co.. Syracuse. N.T.
D'Este Co.. .Tullan. Bnnton. Ma.'ss.

H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. .Samia.

Tbe Garth Co.. Montreal, Canada.
Leltch Co., ."Vrthur 3.. Toronto. Ont.
Penberfhy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont
SmartTiimer Machine Co.. TfamlUon. OnL
Waf'nn *• ^f<'r>anle1 Co.. Philadelphia.

STEAM SPECIALTIES
Airerger Heater Co . Buffalo. N.T.
Canadian Fali'banks-Motse Co.. Montreal.
Crte. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
D'Este Co., Julian. Boston. M».»».

Trtmkenhelmer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
The Garth Co.. Montre.il, Que,
Tbe Mason Regulator * Eng. Co . Ltd.. Montrr'l

Jas, Morrison Bra.s» Mfg. Co , Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor.
Watson * ^^cDanIel Co..- PhlladeJpMa.
Ynmall-Warinc Co.. PhlladclpWa. Pa.

STEAM TRAPS
American Steam Gauge A Valre Mfg. Co B"«« a

Mass.
.Anderson Co . T, D,. Clereland. O.

Canadian Palrbank»-Mor«e Co.. MoatremI
Cole, Ltd., Oeo, W., Torooto.
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It's Easy To Save Oils

The H(^E2a Way
Bowser Oil Storage

Systems make the
handling of oils so easy,

so systematic and ac-

curate that immense
savings in oils are made
compared with the
"barrel, steel drum and
spigot" method.

Workmen take pride in

operating Bowser equip-

ment because it lightens the

work, helps them keep a
cleaner shop and enables
them to make a far better

showing for their depart-

ment.

Oils Are Handled
Mechanically

Receipts, storage and
deliveries are accurately

measured, checked and may
be recorded. There is no
over-running of measures,
no loss of expensive oils, no
mussy, oily, waste -littered

floor, to invite fire or disaster.

Insurance authorities com-
mend the use of Bowser Oil

Storage Equipment.

We will be glad to make
a survey of your plant, out-

lining equipment suitable for

your requirements. Write
us today for literature

S. F. Bowser Co., Limited

66-68 Fraser Avenue
Toronto, Ontario

Tiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinfiniii
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Darling Bros., Montreal.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston. Maaa.

The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Dunham 'Co., litd., C. A., Toronto, Ont.

J. T. Lnnir. M Adam St., Montreal, Que.

Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal

Sarco Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.
Watson & MoDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

STEEL BARRELS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Out.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
STEEL TANKS
Babcocb & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
iMackirmon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Waterous Engine Works, Brantford, Ont.

STOKERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
Murphy Iron Works, Dertoit, Mich.
Sanford Rile; Stoker Co., Worcester, Man.

STRAINERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Beveiiidge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
STRUCTURAL STEEL WORK
Babcock & WUeox, Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian Allis-Chalmeis, Ltd., Toronto.
.Macltinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

SUPPLIES, HOTWATER
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
SUPERHEATERS, STEAM
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloCh Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
SWING JOINTS
Frnnklln Williams Co., New York.

SWITCHBOARDS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
SWITCHES AND SWITCH BOXES
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto. Gnu

SWIVELS, HOOK
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N.T.

1 .4CHOMETERS
Roving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, On!
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
.Schaeffer & Bndenherg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.Y

TANKS, BLOW-OFF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

TANKS. FREEZING, STORAGE AND
WATER COOLING

Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

TANKS, OIL
Roving Hydraulic & Bug. Co.. LxA.. Undsav '>nt
3. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. QaU.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. r>td.
Mackinnnn Stool Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
St Catharines, Ont

Wm. B. Scaife & Son.^ Co., Pitfsbui'g, Pa.
Waterous Engine Works Co., BrantfoM.

TANKS fOIL. KERPSENE, GASOLINE^
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto. Ont
Wm. B. Scnifo ,t Sons To.. Pitt.sbure. Pa.
TANKS (UNDERGROUND STORAGE*
3. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
TANKS. WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., Montreal.
GnHie & MeCulIoch Co, Gait
Tnelis Co.. The John, Toronto. Ont
Mackinnnn Stoel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Wnfernna Enirine Works Co., Brantford.

TAPPING MACHINES
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Samia, Ont

TECHNICAL BOOKS
MapLean PuWi.'jhlng Co., Toronto.

THERMOMETERS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. lyouis. Mo
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Schaeffer & Buden-berg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn. N T
Tnvlnr Instrument Co., Rochester, N.T.
TVbliTii? Instrument Co.. New York. N.T

THERMOSTATS
"Jirrn Co., Inc.. New York, N.T.

TOOLS
Mupll^r Vffe. On., H.. .Sarala, Ont

TOOIS, SMALL
J. H. Williams & Co.. Brooklyn, N.Y.
TRANSFORMERS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto. Ont
fnnndian Fairhnnks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
MacGnvem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Roving Hydraulic * Eng. Co., Ltd., I/lndsay. Ont
Canadian FairbanksJMorse Co.. Montreal.
Can. Link-Bolt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait. Ont
.TelTrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal
Wntornii. Wncine Work« Co.. Prnntfnrd

TRANSMISSION. SILENT CHAIN
Morse Chain Co., U.hiea. N.Y.

TRAPS. STFAM AND WATER-T.TNF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Reveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Rrnttiers. Ltd

. Montreal. Oue.
O. A. Dimham Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
D'I'Jste Co . .IiiHan Rosfon, Mass.

TRUCKS. FACTORY
Beveridore Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
nap-rHan FaIrh«nk«-'Mor«e Co , Montreal.
Virtoria Foundry Oo, .Ltd

, Ottawa.
TUBE CLEANERS
Rnhcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Davlinc Brotherfl. Ltd.. -Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCullooh Co.. Gait
Green's F/Conomlser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Pelley Packing and Fine Bruah Mff, Co., 8t

Louis, Mo.
TUBE CUTTERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

TUBES, BOILER
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCvdloch Co., Gait

TURBINES, POWER
The Mason Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

TUBES, COPPER AND BRASS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
H. .Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
TUNGSTEN LAMP (Vacuum and Gag
Filled Types)
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

TURBINE OIL
Kellogg & Co., E. H.. New York, N,T.

TURBINE WATER WHEELS
Roving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,

St Catharines. Ont
Canadian AUis-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Escher, Wyss & Co.. Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
J. C. Wilaon Mfg. Co., Belleville, Ont
TURBINES, STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Coppus Bngr. • & Equip. Co., Worcester, Maaa.
Rscher Wyss & Co., Montreal. Que.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamh. Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
UNIONS
Ona'lian Fairbank"-'^^orse Co.. Vfnntreal.

Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont.
Dart Union Companv. Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
McAvitv A- Rons. T.. <'t .Tnhn N R.
Tqq. MnrrisoTi Braiw \tfe. Co.. Toronto.

UNDERGROUND TANKS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto. Ont.

UNLOADFRS. CAR
Portable Machinery Co.. Inc.. Passaic. N .T.

TTVTOKS. BALI. JOINT. COMBINATION.
FLANGED PIPF. GROUND .TOINT.
MAITEABLE IRON. FLANGE, PIPE,
SWING

.TefTerson Union Co.. Lexington. Mass.
Dart nnion Cmnnanv. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.

VACTTTIM GOVERNORS
The Mfl.son Regulator & Ene. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
O. A. Dimhtim Oo.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
flnfiart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. HamiVon
(Canadian .Steam Roller Eonlpment Co., Toronto.
Reveridge Paper Co., Montreal. Oue.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, One.
T^tfh Co.. Arthur 9 . Toronto. Ont

VACmiM REGULATING VALVES
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montroal.
^HT} fl+Aan> Boilor Eouinment Co.. Toronto. Ont.
C A. Dunham 0>. . Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Darline Rm«.. Montreal.
QTn.rt-Tnrnpr \f«''hine Co., Ltd., HtmOtoD.

VACTTTTM TRAPS
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
<v»le I/td Gen. W.. Toronto.

VAT.'VE DISCS
Wmplre Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Kerr Fnirine Co.. Walkerville. Ont.
Jas. Morrison Rra.ss Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Ponhorthv Iriivtor Co., Windsor. Ont.

VAI.VK LFATHFR
Reveridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Orn'nn * TTnfirht \ff». Co .

>t/^pt™.t

VALVE RESEATING MACHINES
DwrHncP Rm* \fontrpal.

VAT VFS. rONDFNSBR, PUMP. RUBBER
Shell Rar Roieo .<luT>nlv. Ltd.. Toronto.
Ciinadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
VALVES

Rflhcork * wricoT. T,td.. Montreal.
Rovine Hvdranllr * T^ne. Co T,M . T,lnd«t,». rtnt,

Canadian F«ii^«nk»JMor«e Co.. Montreal.
nur, <Hcow T>,^ilpT TlViniTNmpTif Po Toronto. Ont.
Emnire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont
Darling Rrothers. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
i''»^eV r*n.. W«vne<»>virn, Trunk'**! Co.. Pa.
KoTT Kngir" Co.. Walkendlle Ont
WnHams Marhlnerv Co.. A. R.. Toronto.
Roveridge Paper Co.. ^fonfreal. Oue.
D'E»*p Co.. .Tnlian Roston. >Tn.v!.

.Tbr. Morrison Rra."W Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Shell Rar Roico -Supplv. Ltd . Torooto.
TT. Miiollor Mfe. Co.. Ltd.. Samia.
TT(ym»s+ead Valv» Mfg Co.. PItt*nT«.
.T»nVin» Rro« . Montreal.
PonVtprtlir TnW^or Co.. Windsor. Ont
n-,M n- r„Av On Tnr TTart'oM Conn.
Victoria Foimdry Co. Ltd.. Ottawa.
wn«m Mfg. Co.. .T. C. BeJIevine.
York Mftr Co

. York, Pa.

ATR VALVES
Empire \tfe. Co., Ltd.. T/>ndoTi. Ont.
Jas. Morrison Rra.'ss Mfg. Co., Toronto.
VALVFS. RADIATOR
.T»nHn« "Rrtw.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Watson » MoDanUI Co., Phlladelpfcla.

Kerr Engine Co . Wolkerville Ont
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
Pratt ft Cadv Hartford. Conn.
w«t«oT< ft 'M'fTVanlel Co.. Philadelphia.

Shell Bar Boico Supplv, Ltd.. tVyronto.

York Manufacturing Co.. PhUadelnhla.
.Tas. Morrison Rra.<w Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Mason Regulator ft Engineering Co., Montr»«l.
Maaon Regulator Co.. Boston, Maa«,
MoAvltv ft Sons. T . S t. .Tohp, N.B.

VALVES. ACID RESISTING
Trome"tead Valve Mfg Co.. PItt*nr»-
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkervllle. Ont
McAvitT A Son« T.. St John, ^f.B.

York Mfg. Co.. York, Pa.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. Sarnla.

VALVES. BACK PRESSURE
Can. Allla^almera. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
VALVFS. BRASS
Jas. Morrison Bra-is Mfj. Co., Toronto.

Kerr Engine Cv. ,
Walkerville, Ont

H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.

VALVES, BLOW-OFF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks^ilorse Co., MonueaL
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Homestead Valve Mfg. Co,, Pitt*urg.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Jenkins Bros., Ltd,, Montreal.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
MoAvity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Watson ft McDaniel Co., PhUadclphia.
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, B«tleville.

Yamall-Waring Co.. PhiladeljAia, Pa
VALVE CHAIN WHEEL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd,, Montreal.
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co.. New Bedford,

VALVES, FOOT
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Torcmto.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
Bovine Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Onu
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VALVES, GATE
Babcock ft Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal
KeiT Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.
H. Mueller .Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Torraito.

MoAvity ft Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthv Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

VALES. HYDRAULIC
YamaU-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa

VALVES. MULTIPORT
Can, Allis-Chalmers. Ltd,» Toronto, Ont
VALVES, NON-RETURN STOP
Canadian Fairbanka-iMorse Co,, Montreal.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg, Co., Toronto.

VALVES, RELIEF
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal
American Steam Gauge ft Valve Mfg. Co., Bospii.

Man.
H. .Mueller .Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
McAvity & Sona. T.. 3t John. N.B.
Jas. .Morrison Hraas Mfg. Co., Toronto.

VALVES. REDUCING
The Alason Regulator ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd,, Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
C. A. Dimham Co., Ltd,. Toronto, Ont
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass,
Leitch Co., Arthur S., Toronto. Out
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., .Samia.

Mason Regulator Co., Bortoa. HaA.
Jas. Morrison Braja Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Mueller Mfg, Co,. H., Samia, Ont

VALVES, STANDARD, GLOBE ANGLE
AND CHECKS
Kerr Engine Co.. Welkerville, Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
II. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. Samia.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

VALVES, POP
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co., Ltd,, Montreal
Jas. .Morrison Rra.<s Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Tttronto.

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

.MoAvity ft Sons. T., St John. N.B.
VALVES. PUMP
Garlock Packing Oo., Hamilton. Ont
shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanka-Morse Ca. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VALVES. REGULATING
n. Muollor Mfe. Co.. Ltd.. Samia.
VALVES. SAFETY THROTTLE
Roving Hydraulic A Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. On'

C.an. Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerville. Oot
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
McAvitv A Sons. T.. St John. N.B
Jas. Morrison Rrass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.

VALVES. STEAM
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont
Kerr F.nirino Co.. Walkerville. Ont
Jas, Morri,son Rra-sa Mfg. Co., Toronto.

VISES, CHAIN PIPE, ETC.
J. H. Williams A Co., Brooklyn. N.T.

WASTE
Shell Rar Roico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.

WATER COLUMNS. GAGES
Darling Rrothera. Ltd , Montreal. Que.
Jas. Morrison Rra.s« Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

WATER GAUGES. STANDARD. EXTRA
HEAVY AND AUTOMATIC
Penherthv Iniector Co., Win''«or Ont.

Jas. Morri.>>on Bra-ss Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

WATER SOFTENING SYSTEMS
Wm. R. Soaife A Sons. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Canadian Allis-Chalmers. Ltd . Toronto.

WATER SITPPLY SYSTEMS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd . I/ondon. Ont.

WATER HEATERS AND 'WHISTLES
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont

WELDING COMPOUND
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

WHISTLES
PcnVx-rthv Iniector Co, TTin'w Out.

Jas. Morrison Bra.sa Mfg, Co.. Toronto.

WHEEL TANKS (LUBRICATING OIL AND
GASOLINE) ^
Bowser A Co , Inc., 8 F., Toronto. Ont.

WRENCHES. PIPE
Willianvs MaoMncrv Co R . Toronto

WRENCHF.S. CHAIN PIPE, DROP FORGE.
ETC.

J. H, Williams * Oo.. Brooklyn, N.T.
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DEFENDER
DUPLEX DRAFT GAUGE

The Peer of Them All

Price $20.00

They read: Draft over the fire. Draft at the
last pass of the Boiler and the differential

through the Boiler.
THE FIREMEN CONTROL the fires by the

readings on the Gauge. It shows every condi-
tion of the Fires and Boilers, except Flue Gas Temperatures and the Defender Flue Gas Pyrometers
show the Flue Gas Temperatures. Also see the Defender OOo Analysers, put up in permanent
case so as to take a reading for COo in less than one minute's time. Write for Bulletin No, IftO.

Defender Catalogue No. 11 sTiows the largest assortrment of Combustion ai>pliaTices, efficiency
instruments and damper regulators made. We can help you save fuel.

DEFENDER AUTOMATIC REGULATOR CO., 709 Pine St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

WE STRIVE
TO EXCEL

Continent -Wide
Service

In Stock for

Immediate
Shipment

TURBO UNITS
25 Cycled.

Generator

:

K.W. Volts R.P.M.

300 220 .
1000 240 l.->00

2.'y00 2200 l.>00

6.")00 6G00 T.iO

100 2300 3&00
160 480 600

2-350 44100 300
K.V.A. 37.> 2300 3600

371.') 600 3600
.iOO 4150 200
500 2300
.VOO 480 3600
6O0 2300 3600

Turbine:
Make

Westingihouse

Westinghouse
A 11 is Chalmers

60 Cycles
Gen. Elec.
Crock. Wheeler
Gen. Elec.
Westinghouse
Westinghouse
Gen. Elec.

Gen. Elec.

A 11 is Chalmers
Gen. Elec.

K.W.

3O0
1000
2.T«0

6500

Press
Lb.
160 Parsons

Make.

Ii50

175

100 125
160 160

li2«>(H.P.)
1'50

375 1 25
900(H.P.)
Ty(M 150
.5.00 15

50O 125

Parsons
AHis Chalmers

Curtis
Crocker Wheeler
Gen. Elec.

Parsons
Westint^house
S. Morgan Smith
Gen. Elec. Curtis
Allis Chalmers
Curtis

Generator

:

K.W. Volts R.P.M. Make

.5<(«0 4000
550 4.600

K.V.A. 625
625

440
600

K.V.A.

700 4150
7'50 600
750 2300
780 480

lOOO 2300
1250 2300
12.50 llOOO
1500 2400
1500 2300

K.V.A. 4000 2300

1800
1800
3000
3600
200

3600

3600
3600

1200
1800
3600

Gen. Elec.

Gen. Elec.

British West.
Allis Chalmers
Gen^ Elec.
Allis Chalmers
Gen Elec.
Westinghouse
Gen. Elec.
Westinghouse
Westinghouse
Westinghouse
Allis Chalmers
Westinghouse

K.W.

500
500
50'0

625
975'(

750
750
780(

lOOO
1250
L2.5.0

li500

1500
4000

Turbine

:

Press. Make.
Lb.

150 Curtis
160 Gen. Elec.

British West
130 Allis Chalmers

H.P.) Allis Clialmers
175 De Laval

Curtis
K.V.A.) 1'40 Parsons

Curtis
Pai-sons
Parsons
Parsons
Allis Chalmers

175 Parsons

MACGOVERN & COMPANY, INC.
Buyers and Distributors of New and Used Machinery

285 BEAVER HALL HILL MONTREAL
Offices: New York, Pittsburgh, St. Louis

Plants: Brooklyn, N.Y., Lincoln, N.J., and Linden, N.J.

Efficiency
In Power Plant Equipment
and Service—that's our Policy.

Study POWER HOUSE advertising and editorial pages—brimful of latest technical

and new equipment information. Keep thoroughly up-to-date and you'll profit.

SPECIAL Send in your subscription to-day for any number of
years at the remarkable rate of $1.00 Per Year.
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Don't clog your mind wheels up with the mud of unreliable out-of-date reading.

Get the latest technical information on Power House Equipment by reading POWER
HOUSE, Canada's only paper devoted entirely to the practical engineer's interests

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE
Send in yours TO-DAY

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED - tS3 UNIVERSITY AVENUE, TORONTO
$1.00 $1.00
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Engines, Boilers
and Tanks

of all kinds,

for any service

The Plant of

The John Inglis
Company, Limited

TORONTO,
CANADA

Send Us Your Inquiries

^A Ci.«~^U~~ A ^^^^^14 Strachan Avenue

TORONTO, CANADA
Representatives In Eastern Canada :

JAMES W. PYKE CO., LTD., 232 St. James St., MONTREAL
Ottawa Representative :

J. W. ANDERSON, 7 Bank St. Chambers, OTTAWA
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Imitations
Speak Loudly

for

Beaver Valves
A WARNING TO THE TRADE. The
James Morrison Brass Manufacturing
Company, Limited, were the original
designers and manufacturers of Beaver
Valves. These valves have, during the
eight years they have been on the market,
gained such a reputation for service that
specifications usually read "Beaver or
Equal."

This has led to imitations of this

Valve being placed on the Market
The design is not everything in Beaver
Valves, the utmost care being taken in the

quality of metal and the process of manu-
facture.

Buy the GENUINE Beaver Brand
The valve with the eight years' reputation

and Guarantee Your Plant

The Genuine Beaver Valve Service.

May we send our Descriptii)e Booklet

The James Morrison Brass Mfg.

Company, Limited

93-97 Adelaide St., W. - Toronto
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BRASS VALVES BRASS VALVES

POMPODISK

4

[— »
**The Gate that's up-to-date

RegrindinG

SOLID WEDGE GATE NON-RISING SPINDLE
BEST QUALITY METAL

Registeredi in Ontario for 1150 lbs. ateam pressure.

*'The Outside Bonnet Construction"
pi'oieciB yuu iiuiit injuries that may result from a

lootie littinK and unsafe bonnet.

tt preventH corrosion of threads because they are on
the outside aWay from action of sUani, water, etc.

It allows the valve to be '.nken apart easily and
tiuickly without strain or injury to any part.

Doesn't this valve appeal to your own good judg-

WITH THE COMPOSI-
TION DISC

RegLslei-ed for

175 llxs. steam pressure.

MADE IN CANADA
WITH THE METAL DISC

Regristei-ed few

200 Vhs. steam pressui-e.

The Penberthy Line of Valves
represents the most modern and progressive ideas of valve construction. The
''outside bonnet" is without doubt the most sensible, practical and reliable im-
provement ever made in valve construction during the past fifty years.

'Tenberthy Mean ^ • >^ Ive Construction"
A FREE CATALOG ON REQUEST

Penberthy Injector Co., Limited Windsor, Ont,
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ose was hose —
Till Goodyear Built it

THE GOODYEAR CORD
TIRE of to-day would not have

been possible had Goodyear been
guided by the hide-bound traditions

of the rubber industry.

Nor could Goodyear Industrial Hose
ever have reached its high degree of

perfection.

But Goodyear refused to be bound
by precedent or trade prejudices.

Hose fit to meet modern industry's

varied and severe demands was our
goal. P evailing methods of con-

struction would not do. Better

methods had to be developed.

It was typical of Goodyear to study

the hose requirements of industry

exhaustively—to want to know ex-

actly the conditions in<^ustrial hose

must meet in use.

To discard existing processes of hose

building, rubber compounds and
cotton specifications and set new and
more exacting standards—to de-

velop more modern processes and
methods of construction.

So you are offered the more efficient

Goodyear Industrial Hose— hose

that embodies all the virtues de-

manded by the strenuous needs of

20th century industrial life.

For foundry, paper mill, mine, rail-

way, steel plant and every other in-

dustry there is a Goodyear Hose that

will meet your needs more exacting-

ly; that will give more lasting ser\'ice.

Goodyear Industrial Hose will open up to

you new possibilities of economy, increas-

ed production and hose satisfaction

A man trained by Goodyear in hose prob-
lems will gladly call upon you without
obligation.

Just phone, wire or write the nearest branch

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. of

Canada, Limited

Halifax, St. John Qurbee. Montreal, Ottawa,

Toronto, Hamillon, London, Winnipeg, fUfmm,

Catgarj), EJitumlon, VancouHr

GOOD^YEAR
MADE <-^IN CANADA

INDUSTRIAL^
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It's a Good steer

Only flawless backs are used and our Genuine

British Oak Tanning process preserves all the

hide's natural strength. Minimum Stretch,

minimum slippage, and few breaks are charac-

teristics of belting made in this way.

May we put you in touch with some users in

your district?

We'd like you to profit by the experience of

others.

when an engineer
advises you to use

D. K. McLaren's
Genuine British Oak Tanned

Leather Belting
"Engineers who know" always speak

highly of our product, and do not

hesitate to recommend it.

Many of Canada's largest power
plants have been using it for years

and years.

GENUINE LIMITED
T^jr

GENUINE. OAK*

HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORY

351 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL, P.Q., CANADA
VANCOUVER, B.C.

849 Beatty St.

TORONTO, ONT.
194 King St. West

ST. JOHN, N.B.
90 Germain St.
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BUILT on the
unit principle,

any section of the

arch can be placed

without disturbing

the rest of the brick

work. Saves both

time and money in

making repairs —
and frequently

saves expensive

shutdowns.

HE Gates Stoker Arch minimizes stoker arch maintenance
cost.

Our new type of arch block is adapted to Dutch oven type of

boiler setting, or H.R.T. boiler back arches, large fire door
arches, reverberatory and smelting furnaces as well as stoker
arches.

If your setting is not standard we^will design a block to suit

your requirements.

We specialize in all kinds of POWER PLANT BRICK WORK.
Call on our engineers at any time for information you may
require. Their services are offered to you without obligation..

GATES REFRACTORIES LIMITED, 382 St. James Street, Montreal

Hoyt Babbitts Cut Costs
Lighten Friction Load — Save Wear and Tear

You believe in operating your power plant economically? Then see that your babbitting
metal is of good quality. You can rely on Hoyt's Frost King and Hoyt's Nickel Genuine to cut
the costs. They have the quality that promotes smooth running of machinery, lightens the
friction load and saves wear and tear on belting.

Hoyt's Frost
King
This general purpose

babbitt has won its

way into many of the

foremost power plants

of th« world. It repre-

sents 40 years of suc-

cess and has won the

favor of Canadian en-

gineers from coast to

coast.

Hoyt's Nickel
Genuine

This famous babbitt

is recommended for

use in gas engines,

gasoline engines and
all classes of marine
engines. Especially

adapted for automo-
biles. There is no bet-

ter babbitt made for

high-speed work.

Hoyt Metal Company ITZt'T. Toronto
London, Eng., New York, U.S.A., St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.

POWER HOUSE. Septemlber 20. Vol. XII.. No. 15. Published demi-monthly at 14,S-l{i3 University Ave.. Toromto, Canada Sutecriptitm price in
Can«<iia, $1 : in United States, $1.<M. Entered as secomd-class matter at the Poet Office Department, Otta-wa, Canada. Entered •« twcond-clasB matter
July 1, 1912, at the Post Office at Buffalo, under the Act of March 3rd, 1679.
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The Union Pipe Coupling
That Never Springs a Leak

TRADE MARK

WHEN connecting up your
steam, water or air systems,

make it safety first and use Dart
Unions.
Dart Unions are invaluable because
of their remarkable performance.
Once installed there is no need for

further thought. No upkeep cost.

No replacement cost. No loss from
leaks.

TRADE MARK

Dart Unions Stay Tight be-

cause the non-deteriorating

Bronze Face and Seat are sup-

ported by iron parts of un-

usual strength.

Ball-shaped Seat allows perfect

connection regardless of align-

ment.

Dart Unions can be used over
and over again. They're al-

ways right. Your jobber sells;

them.

Manufactured by

DART UNION CO. Limited
TORONTO, CANADA.
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They require no brickwork

They burn cheap fuel

Ihey take up only one-seventh the space

of the ordinary boiler.

The above are seme of the advantages of

using the

1ALBOl
CONTRA-FLOW

Steam Boilers
Boilers of the water-tube type, quick steaming
without any large steam or water spaces, mak-
ing serious explosions impossible. Automatic
water and oil control. Tubes easily replaced

. under reduced steam pressure.

Built in all sizes from 50 to 4,000 H.P.

May we send catalogue?

Canadian Manufacturers and Sales Offices:

Montreal General Tool Co., Limited
675 Notre Dame Maisonneuve

MONTREAL, P.Q.

STERLING Gasoline Engines, for centri-

fugal pump and electric generator drives,
are progressively and intelligently de-
signed to conform to the latest approved
automotive engineering practices.

Model F C 6-cyiinder, 145 H.P. at 1400
R.P.M. Built in 4, 6 and 8 cylinders. 35
to 200 H.P. Instantaneous, dependable
power for emergency.

Write for catalog.

Sterling Engine Company
Department C-4 - Buffalo, N.Y.

STRENGTH=GOODNESS—QUALITY
AIR

A hard service for gaskets in air work is found on cylinder heads of air compressors. DURABLA Gaskets
have withstood this service in all types of machines equally as well as they have made tight joints in

air-lines where expansion and contraction also produce a severe condition.

DURABLA placed in the next air joints you make will prove to you, as it has proved to others, that it is a

standard for all air work. It is guaranteed to make a tight joint at all temperatures and pressures.

DURABLA Gasket Material is also guaranteed for oil, water, steam, ammonia, gasoline and acids.

One Standard material for all gaskd wor\—Sold on a Service Basis.

DURABLA MANUFACTURING CO., NEW YORK
Distributors for Canada:

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited
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Quality Boilers? Yes!
The big advantage of our 35 years experience
in highest grade boiler making is yours when
you deal with us. No one is ever more par-
ticular about quality workmanship than we are.

Standard Return Tubular Boiler

Horizontal Tubular

Vertical Tubular

Locomotive Types

Smoke Stacks

Stee! Plate Work

of all Descriptions

Write us for particulars.

Engineering & Macliine Works of Canada, Limited
ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

Eastern Sales Offices : Hall Machinery Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

Off GAS
DISCHARGE PIPE

How Ihe Discharge Pipe is Water-Jacketed for Final Coolin j ot the
Air cr Gzs as it Leaves the Compressor.

^liORVAtl/d i)/r//;/^^/^^ Features of

%C<^\mm^%mmM Nor walk Compressors

5_„Water-Jacketed Discharge Pipe

Norwalk water-jackets are distinctive. The jacket

around each compression cylinder is constructed by

drawing in a close grain metal banding to the outside

shell of the cylinder, the space required for water

circulation being left. Thus the jackets are not formed

in the casting as ordinary practice allows^

The Norwalk cooling system also embraces a water-

jacket around the final discharge pipe. This insures

that the air or gas will be discharged at a low temper-

ature for maximum efficiency.

New bulletins on Air, Oxygen, HycJrogen, Acetylene and
Carbonic Acid Gas are ready. Your copies on request*

The NORWALK IRON WORKS COMPANY
SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

Pioneer Builders of Compressors
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Design and Construction— Article No. 1

General :
—

consist of a series of sections, each composed of from 4

to 12 cast iron tubes varying in length from 9 to 12 feet.

The tubes are fitted into top and bottom headers which
are in turn connected by top and bottom branch pipes.

The exterior of the tubes is easily kept clean from soot
by self-aligning scrapers running slowly up and down the
tubes. The economiser is usually enclosed by a brick wall
on one side and sectional covers on the other.

Feed water enters through bottom branch pipe and leaves
by the top branch pipe. The waste gases of combustion
pass through the economiser at right angles to the sec-
tions, thereby heating the slowly circulating water in the
economiser and reclaiming large quantities of heat which
would otherwise be wasted.

The remainder of this series will be devoted to describing
separately the design of the major parts of the econo-
miser.

^.ORO

The Safeand Certain Boiler Cleanser
PUT a barrel of BOICO in your boiler

room. It's the most efficient and
economical clean-boiler insurance

you can adopt. BOICO routs the most
stubborn cases of boiler scale formations
quickly and thoroughly.

Hundreds of Plants are Using BOICO
Every Day With Unqualified Success

What BOICO will do in one plant it will

do in another—it will do in yours.
BOICO loosens and brings away the
hardest of old formations and keeps new
scale from gathering. Yet it never does
the slightest injury to boilers, valves or
packings. Neither does it carry over in
the steam, nor cause foaming or priming.

We are confident that BOICO will live

up to all our claims and are prepared to
let you test it FREE of cost. You have
nothing to lose by trying it—let us hear
from you.

K.'"lull'

Anti-Clinker Shell Bar Grates

There's no coal waste where these grates are used. Maximum
air-space provides for perfect combustion. No clinker for-

mation here, and you get more heat with less fuel.

One-Piece Jointless Furnace Lining

Why shift the blame on your engineer or fireman when it is

your furnaces that are not up to the highest point of

efficiency? USE PLIBRICO—it lasts longer than fire brick

and is easier to instal.

Tip-It Patent Welding Process

With TIP-IT you get tools with shanks of carbon and
tips of high-speed steel.

Shell-Bar Boico Supply, Ltd. ''*s'?"e"r'" Toronto
Eastern Sales Agents: Mill Supply Department, Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd, Montreal; Adolphe Huot Reg'd., Quebec
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Mason No. 55 Pump
,

Pressure Regulator ,

The Age
of Efficiency

You can't afford to take chances on your
power house equipment. Nothing but the
best should satisfy you. This is the age of
efficiency and to meet competition you must
be adequately equipped.

MASON
For Efficiency and Service
We are able to supply you with leading designs
in Power House Specialties. We couple with
this unequalled service a staff of competent
engineers who help you to choose the equipment
best suited to your purpose. They solve prob-
lems such as yours every day, and their services
are FREE.

Our salesmen, also, are practical engineers.
They know the practical application of the

es they sell—they sell from knowledge,
not from catalogue.

Mason Standard
Bronze Reducing

Valve

Coppus Turbine-Driven
Blower

Full D « tct'h

MASON Equipment
on request

The MASON Line
"Mason" Reducing V^alves (genuine)
"Mason" Pump Governors.
"Mason" Pressure Controllers.
Bundy Steam Traps for every ser\'ice.

Coppus Turbine-driven Blowers.
Coppus Turbine-driven Boiler Feed Pumps.
Sims Hot Water Generators.
Sims Storage Heaters.
Sims Open Feed Water Heaters.
Bundy Oil Separators.
Ashton Gauges and Safety Valves.
Everlasting Blow-off Valves.
Babbitt Sprocket Rims.
Stratton Steam Separators.
Reilly Feed Water Heaters.
Reilly Evaporators and Distillers.

Reilly Feed Water Filters.

Republic Flow Meters.
Blonck Boiler Efficiency Meters.
Thwing Pyrometers.

New Bundy Return
Trap

Use

Mason Service

The Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Limited
Successor to H. L. PEILER & Company

Toronto Representative:

The Arthur S. Leitch Co.
1002 Kent Building

Montreal Office and Factory
135-153 Dagenais Street
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Thrift means conservation, and in

the power plant applies particu-

larly to valve equipment. Where

LUNKENHEIMER
Regrinding Valves
are used, thrift is assured because these

valves can easily be repaired—the seat-

ing surfaces being regrindable and all

parts interchangeable.

Users should profit by their installation,

regrinding the seating surfaces or re-

placing a part when necessary, in pre-

ference to discarding the entii'e device.

To repair means to conserve. To con-

serve means to economize. To economize
is to practice THRIFT.

13-18.\-!3

liiE LUNKENHEIMER £2;—"OUALITV-—

Largest Manufacturers of

High Grade Engineering Specialties

in the World.

New York CINCINNATI
Chicago

3-18A-39

Boston
London

Graton&Kniorht
standardized Series

Leather Belting

TRIPLE INSURANCE
A belt is a beast of burden tlhart; can S5)ill a large part of its load:
wJbhout yo-ur eye perceiving it.

Here is a belt traveling at a speed of over a mile a minute. At
more than a revolution per second, think how even little leaks -would
foot up a big total if this were not the prorper belt for the work ta
be done.
All G. & K. Standardized Series Leather Belts give triple insirrance
against le^ks because each is standardized in its manufacture and
standardized for its work.

Write for Book, "Standardized Leather Belting."

CANADIAN GRATON and KNIGHT LIMITED-
84 St. Antoine St., Montreal, P.Q. Canada

Oak Leather Tanners, Makers of Leather Belting and Leather Prodncta.
Branches and Distribators in All Principal Cities

34" GraKnight '!-ply Belt in the plant of the Powell Lumber Co.,

Lake Charle:., La. 14-ft. Drive Pulley. 1^6 R.P.M. 52 Driven Pulley.
Belt Speed 5900 F.P.M.. 443 horse power.

Why Stand for Leaky
Valves ?

Leaky Valves represent a dead loss. Overcome
.

this needless drain on your resources with

Homestead'^TurrValves
There are no leaks
where Homestead
Quarter-Turn Valves
are in use.

Not only bscause
they stop leakage
but because they
outlast any other
type of valve made,
Homestead Valves
are a paying invest-

ment.

Best for all services
—air, steam, oil,

water, acids, etc.,

and stand up under
3,000 lbs. pressure.

If you believe in

economical plant op-
eration adopt Home-
stead Valves.

HOMESTEAD VALVE MFG. CO.
HOMESTEAD, PA.
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Starrett
Hack Sow Chart
MATBSIAL
TO BB CUT

Light Angles
Cluumels
Tee Iron

Ornamental

No. «/ Blad« for

Power MacUn*

ExtraMedium Ht«T7

116

Heavy Angles )

Ciuumels >

Tee Iron )

116-B

Light Structural

Heavy Structural

116-B

114

Steeluid IronPipe
|

Conduit and >

Brass Pipe )

116

Solid Stock
1

Cold RoUed >

Machine Steel 1

114

Tool Steel
(

Cast Iron (
114

Brass
(

S

116

Sheet Metal and
Tubing

Less thanlSgage,
. Over 18 gage

N«4«n than m* A«M giT«a ia dH S

Ctl >*• Slamll

Jio. of Bude for

Hud Frunc

Ali FlCKiMe oi

Hvd So«iB«ck

Follow the chart.

There's never any

question then about

what blade will do

that job of cutting

easiest, quickes' —
and cheapest, -f^nd

remember this—
uniformity is one of

the strongest points

of Starrett blades.

Send for Catalog

No. 21 "CD" and

Chart "CD".
42-960

162

160

60B
60B

62

60
80-B

68

THE L S. STARREH CO., Athol, Mass.. U. S. A.
THE WORLO-S GREATEST TOOL AND HACK SAW MAKEKS

Fuel is scarce. Don't waste
it. With the slightest varia-
tion in pressure the damper
IS automatically regulated in

either direction by the

CURTIS
Improved Damper

Regulator
It is a simple, durable and
effective device. Positive and
automatic in operation.

Write for our 1918 catalog
showing the Curtis line of
Engineering Supplies.

JULIAN D'ESTE COMPANY
26 Canal Street BOSTON, MASS.

Agencies:
216 Fulton Street, New York City
174 North Market Street, Chicago, 111.

"See How That Thimble

Locks Tight In The

Side Bar"

In the Jeffrey Improved Carrier, a Steel

Side Bar Chain with Double Bushed
Joints is used.

Lugs In the steel side bars are locked
tight to notches in both ends of the bush-
ings confining all wear to the bushings
which are readily renewable.

The two hardened steel bushings are
assembled one within the other. The
outer one is fixed to the inside bars and
serves as a bearing for the chain roller.

The inner bushing is fixed to the outside
bar, and acts as a chain pin and receives
the carrier cross rods.

Write for Calalos No.210-4

describing in detail all the

strong points of the Jeffrey

Improved Carrier. Send for

copy.

THE

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Canadian Branch
and Warerooms

MONTREAL
CANADA

Jfand€eif^echanica£^
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DEPARTMENT

n

MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION
SAVES MONEY :-: HELPS BUSINESS

"We wish to express our satisfaction with your
plant, which in the past several years has saved
not only money and labor, but proved a business
asset as well," writes one of our customers.

Here is the whole story in a few words. No addi-
tion to your business offers more ceitain returns
on the investmant than MECHANICAL REFRIG-
ERATION.

If your business is lagging, it can be improved by
the use of MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION. If

your business is good, it can be made better by
installing a YORK REFRIGERATING PLANT.

Write to-day for information and prices.

YORK MANUFACTURING CO.
(Ice-Making and Refrigerating Machinery exclusively

YORK, PA., U.S.A.
Canadian RepreaentatiPe*

Canadian Ice Machine Company
WINNIPEG
85 Lombard St.

TORONTO
82 Chestnut St.

MONTREAL
324 Craic St. West

CALGARY
60S SMend St

Efficiency
In Power Plant Equipment
and Service—that's our Policy.

Study POWER HOUSE advertising and editorial pages—brimful of latest technical

and new equipment information. Keep thoroughly up-to-date and you'll profit.

Send in your subscription to-day for any number of

years at the remarkable rate of $1.00 Per Year.
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Lubricants
For Manufacturing

f

Mining and Milling
CYLINDKR OILS

Imperial Valve Oil
Imperial Cylinder Oil
Imperial Capitol Cylinder Oil
Imperial Beaver Cylinder Oil
Imperial 20th Century Cylin-

der Oil

1 S(.1M, Oii.s

Imperial Kearsarge Engine OU
Imperial Solar Red Engine Oil
Imperial Atlantic Red Engine
Oil

Imperial Junior Red Engine
Oil

Imperial Bayonne Engine Oil
Imperial Renown Engine and
Dynamo Oil

Imperial Standard Gas Engine
Oil

Imperial Arlo Compressor OU

Steady, Dependable Power

INDUSTRIAL success is based on power—steady, dependaole
power. Every mechanical unit in your plant—engines, dynamos
and machines—must give 100% efficiency and therefore must

be carefully and properly lubricated with lubricants of correct body.

When choosing your lubricants, you cannot afford to consider any
factor other than quality. Good lubricants, like those in the

Imperial line, are always most economical. They cost less per
lubricating hour because they last longer; they do not wear or
burn out as do poor lubricants.

Imperial Lubricants are right. They never vary in quality and
will give you continuous satisfaction and better dollar-for-dollar

value. They are made only from the best crudes obtainable and
are as perfect as science and experience can make them.

Look over the list on the left. Among those lubricants you will

find the right lubricant for every moving part of every machine in

your plant. Their use will enable your plant to give steady,

dependable power under every service condition.

We invite you to consult with our Lubrication Engineers. Their advice or
assistance is yours for the asking. Address us at S6 Church Street, Toronto,
or at any of our branches.

IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED
^ Power Hegt Light- Lubrication

:: BRA-lSrCHES IN ALL CITIES >
;
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JENKINS
BROS.'

VALVES

JENKINS
BROS/
VALVES

Jenkins Bros.' Valves Hold Tight
For Long Periods of Service

Without Attention
It pays to install first-class, reliable valves, even
thouirh they may cost a trifle more than ordinary
makes. Reliable valves spell econmy. You save
big bills in repairs and replacement charges. And
if you dei'ide in favor of genuine Jenkins Bros.'

Valves you will save considerable labor expense

—

they hold absolutely tight without attention un-

der steam, water, air and gas pressure for ex-

ceptionally long periods. Furnished in brass or

iron body, in globe, angle, cross, check, or blow-

off, hose whistle and other patterns.
Catalogue A^o. 8 mailed free on request

TRAOE^

LIMITED

Head Office and Works:
103 St. Reini Street,

Montreal, Canada

Agencies in all the European Branch:
Principal Countries 6 Great Queen St., Kingsway

of the W'o l i London, W.C. 2, England
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Down Goes Fuel Cost!
IS to 25 per cent

Jones Underfeed Stoker Co.
Limited

37-41 Britain St. - Toronto, Ont.

This is a result that is quickly noticed,
following the installation of the

Jones Underfeed

Automatic Stoker
The "Jones" feeds fuel better and
more economically than the best of
firemen. It maintains a uniform steam
pressure and responds instantly to
varying demands for steam.

The "Jones" construction means dur-
ability. No parts more in contact with
the fire—and loss of fuel through
grates is impossible because there are
none.

May we send you full facts and figures
re the saving effected by this modem
way of stoking?

Dominion Belting Company^ Limited

Hamilton^ Canada
Sole manufacturers of the celebrated

"MAPLE LEAF" Brand Stitched Cotton

Duck Belting and Belt Dressing.

The demand for our products has steadily

increased because the standard of quality

has been maintained.

We make only one grade, the best that

can be produced.

Maple Llaf

I
SAvUTiHf ANO TKOutit

I

DoHiNiON Belting Co.
HXMHTON. Owt

"MAPLE LEAF" is the strongest, truest

running, most economical and efficient

belt on the market for transmission of

power, conveying, etc.

Being thoroughly waterproof it is suitable

for running in wet or dry places. "MAPLE
LEAF" Belt Dressing is different to others

offered in that it is equally good for all

kinds of belting, leather, iiibber or liaiata,

as well as our own make.

Write us for prices, and if desired we will

be pleased to furnish samples and further

information.

A trial order will convince you of their

utility.

DOMINION BELTING CO. Ltd., Hamilton, Canada-Quebec Branch: 51 Duluth Bldg., Montreal
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'indicates What You Are Doing While
You Are Doing It."

A True Guide to Coal Saving

LET US DEMONSTRATE IT TO YOU AT
YOUR PLANT OR OFFICE.
IT WILL INTEREST YOU.

ALSO—STEAM METERS, GAS
ANALYZERS and all BOILER ECONOMY

APPARATUS.
TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE

REGULATORS.

E. J. PHILIP & SONS
103 Hamilton Trust Bldg.

57 QUEEN ST. WEST - TORONTO

Carling Turbo Blowers
For burning the lowest grades of coal successfully, getting ail

the heat value from the fuel. For positive draft with Automatic
Control and steady steam pressure. For obtaining the ultimate
capacity from the boiler.

Carling: Blowers are low in first cost, easy to install and make
a quick return on the investment. Wc will be pleased to show you
why it pays to use Carling products.

Write to-day. Try at our expense.

CARLING TURBINE BLOWER COMPANY
Engineers and Manufacturers WORCESTER, MASS
Canadian Representatives: Green's Economizer Limited, Toronto

and Principal Cities

Turbine
Undergrate
Blowers,

Centrifugal

Blowers
and
Exhausters,

Small
Power
Turbines,

Damper
Regulators

and Grates
Ve make them Safe -
Ve make them Strong

Back of every feature of

MURPHY GRATE con-
struction are many sound reasons. Con-
sider how these features save you dol-

lars—in fuel—in labor—in maintenance.

The long—narrow—but deep sections
give eighteen to twenty-eight square
inches of cooling surface to every inch
of exposed grate surface.

The liberal air space (47 7" to 52^^) gives

double the capacity of the boiler "with-
out one penny for draft.

"

The correct proportion and distribution
of ribs on the stationary grates,combined
with the greatest accuracy of machine
moulding have solved the siftingproblem.

The continuous movement of the ribless

grates % " above and % below the sur-

face of the stationary grates—breaks up
the fuel bed—prevents avalanching

—

keeps the grates clinker-free—and ad-
vances the ash gradually to a point
where it is removed by the clinker

grinder. It is this action that gives the
Murphy Furnace the faculty of

burning anything that has heat in it.

Yet with all these advantages, the Mur-
phy Grate of to-day is built to the same
policy that has characterized every im-
provement: First, to make all parts
standard; second, to make every piece
interchangeable; third, to advise users
of new developments so that they may
keep their equipment up to date—and
operating at top notch efficiency.

For information'pn the Riley Underfeed Stokers
for large boilers, see September 5 advertisement

or send for Riley Stoker catalog H R-10.

DETROIT MICH. U. S. A
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REES RoTURBo
Patent Pressure Chamber Pumps Cannot

Overload the Prime Mover
The self-regulating feature of the RoTURBo PUMP "when subjected
to a variation in boiler pressure" causes it to adjust itself to meet the new
conditions without danger to the prime mover.

Two Rees RoTURBo Pumps recently completed by us for the Windsor Water Works at Windsor. Ont,

REES RoTURBo
Patent Pressure Chamber Pumps, Rotary Jet Condensers and Rotary Air Pumps are
to-day giving splendid service the world over in MINES, POWER STATIONS,
MARINE SERVICE, WATERWORKS and ALL KINDS of INDUSTRIAL PLANTS.

Ask for catalogues and further particulars.

Sole Canadian Manufacturers

The GOLDIE & McCULLOCH CO., Ltd.
Head Office and Works: GALT, ONTARIO, CANADA

TORONTO OFFICE:
Suite 1101-2.

Bank of Hamilton Bld'g.

WESTERN BRANCH:
248 McDermott Ave.,

Winnipeg, Man.

QUEBEC AGENTS:
Ross & Greig

400 St. James St.,

Monti eal. Que.

BRITISH COLUMBIA AGENTS:
Robt. Hamilton & Co..

Vancouver, B.C.
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Construction of The Ljungstrom Steam Turbine
This Turbine is Unique in Its Design, PeiTnitting as It Does of a

Radial Flow of Steam Through the Blades From the Shaft

Outwards

THE accompanying: illustrations and
drawings show the Ljungstroms
Angturbine of Finspong, Sweden.

This Swedish steam turbine of the re-
action type suffers from certain draw-
backs, some of which are shared by im-
pulse machines and others are peculiar
to itself.

It is stated that to get high efficiency
at practical blade speed involves a very
large number of blade rows, and conse-
sequently a long and expensive rotor.
With a high or rapidly varying super-
heat, there is always a risk of distor-
tion of the casing, which may result in

the stripping of the blades, while the
necessary normal temperature gradient
down the casing combined wi h the effect
of heavy joint flange and equalizing
pipes also brings expansion troubles and
the necessity of providing for ample
clearances. This limits the possibility

of economically utilizing high pressure
and high superheated steam. This has
led to the adoption in certain cases of a

combination of reciprocating engines and
turbines which
would otherwise be
unnecessary.

Mr. Birger Ljung-
strom, a Swed'sh en-

gineer at Stock-

holm, designed this

reaction turbine in

which certain draw-
backs to tihe usual
tvpe are avoided.

He was assisted by
his brother, Mr.
Frederick Ljung-
strom, producing a

machine of an un-
doubtedly remark-
able character. The
Ljungstrom turbine

is a radial flow re-

action turbine, the

steam being admit-
ted between two
discs, and in its pas-
sage from their cen-

tre to their circum-
ference passing between concentric blad-
ing rings, carried alternately by the two
discs. In the usual design both of the
discs revolve, driving their shafts at
equal speeds, but in opposite directions.

and to each shaft is coupled an electric

generator.

The relative speeds of each set of

blades is thus twice as great as in a

standard reaction luDbine of equal rev-

olutions and diameter, and thus for equal
efficiency the total number of blade rows
is only one-quarter as great. Moreover,
as there is no split cast-iron carrying
blades or dummy packings the whole of

these parts being mounted on the solid

circular discs, the fear of dis ortion

troubles is completely eliminated. The
inventor has made provision for the high-

est superheat it is practicable to use, and
disc design provides a very small tur-

bine for the power developed, and al-

though two generators are required, the

overall size of the complete uni: is ma-
terially less than that of an ordinary re-

action turbo-generator of corresponding
power.
At Liljeholmen, Sweden, the first tur-

bine was built, which was so promising
that a machine of practically identical

design, but of l.OOO k.w. capacity, and

CROSS-SECTION THROUGH LJUNGSTROM STEAM TURBINE.

complete wi.h electric generators, thor-

oughly tested and constructed, and gave
excellent results. The 800 kw. steam tur-

bine is in the centre, with an alternator

on each side of it, and at the end of one

of the alternator shafts is mounted a
small exciter for the fields of both ma-
chines. The lower half of the turbine

casing is formed into an exhaust branch,

which is bolted direct to the condenser
heat, without the intervention of any
expansion joint or similar device.

The exhaust branch is the only rigid

support the turbo generator possesses,

so that the latter is as free as possible

from any strain due to its attachments.
There are springs contained in cast iron

boxes beneath each generator which
support the weight of these and prevent
strains due to their overhang. It is in-

tended to carry everything on the con-

denser alone, so that no foundations
whatever are required except those for

the condenser and auxiliary machinery.
This, of course, is great practical con-

venience, apart altogether from the

elimination of strains in the turbo gen-
erator.

There are two hand wheels on the up-
per part of ' he turbine casing, which ad-
mit extra steam from overloads, and al-

low for hand adjust-

ment of operation

under the feet of

each generator are

the spring boxes,

while outside these

again are the rect-

qnTular air ducts for

the eenerators. de-

scending through
the floor. The air

enters by these

ducts, and. after

traversing the gen-
erators, escapes

through the orifices

on top of the tur-

bine casings. Each
generator has its

independent air ser-

vice and its own
tachometer. The
rectangular box un-

derneath the exciter

contains the oil

pump and cooler,,

and the governor is between the

exciter and tachometer dial. There is

the shield of the end alternator, and at-

tached to the bearing a steel cable, tra-

versing tJhe outside of the exihaust branch:
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in a sloping' direction, and this cable is

under tension, holding shut an oil relief

valve in the relay actuating the stop-
valve. The ca'ble can be released either

automatically by the melting of a very
fusible metal plug in any of the bearings,

or at will by a small lever at the stop
valve.

In case it s'hould break, get loose, or

be released by the ovei^heating of any
bearing, the turbine is automatically
shut down and there is an excess speed
safety device on each alternator shaft,

which also acts by releasing the cable

and thus relieving the oil pressure. The
1,000 kw. steam turbine operates at

3,000 revolutions per minute and bas an
overall length of not more than 17 ft.,

4 11-16 in., the greatest diameter being
side discs fit in turned seatings in the
of the governor only about 5 ft., 6 in.

The turbine is surrounded by exhaust
space and there is no need for lagging
of any kind upon the surface of the cas-

ing, which never exceeds the condenser
temperature, and this not only mini-
mizes radiation losses and permits of
ready access to the bolts, but conduces
to a pleasant temperature in the neigh-
borhood of the machine.
The steam, after leaving the stop

valve, enters the casing by a pipe pas-
sing through the side of the exhaust
branch, where it branches off and as-

cends to the turbine by means of two ver-

tical pipes, which are of steel. Radia-
tion from them is minimized by jackets of

thin steel, enclosing an air space, and
the branched pipe is made by welding,
the jackets being also welded on.

It will be noted that they are turned
down on the outside, leaving a shallow
collar about % in. wide near the end,

this collar being a tig'ht fit into a thin

steel brush firmly fixed into the cast

steel side discs of the turbine. These
side discs fit in turned seatings in the

casing, and serve to locate the turbine.

When the turbine is removed it is lifted

off the ends of the branch pipes.

Except around the collar there is no
contact between the pipe and the bush,

but steam freely circulates between
them. The steam from each pipe enters

an annular chamber in the side discs,

whence it passes by means of a number
of large holes to the space between the

turbine discs. The opposing faces be-

tween the turbine discs carry rings of

blading, supported from the discs by
means of conical rings of bull-headed

section.

When the steam Jeaves the last blade-

ring it enters a diffuser comprising a

number of diverging channels in which
the residual steam velocity is re-convert-

ed into pressure, and the vacuum at the

blade edges thus lightly increased above
that main':ained in the condenser. It is

of interest to note that this diffuser is

built up of sheet steel by welding, and is

mounted on suitable supports in the tur-

ibine casing, and it comes away with the

turbine when the latter is removed. In

such a turbine steam packings have to be

provided both to prevent the steam es-

caping along the shafts where the latter

pass through the side discs and also to

prevent it escaping freely up the back

of the running discs, and thus uselessly
into the condenser.

This packing has to fulfil another func-
tion constituting a balancing device to
neutralize tl\e pressure of the working
steam, tending to force the discs apart.

When the turbine is required to Lake an
overload steam is admitted to the annul-
ar chambers, by means of either or both
of the overload valves on the casing,

which allows it to pass through the tur-

bine discs.

Each turbine shaft is hollow and car-

ries the running part of the packing and
the turbine discs. The packing is mount-
ed on solid feathers, and held in position

against a collar by the turbine disc (be-

tween w!hich and the packing are two
concave spring washers. The disc is

keyed to the shaft by a number of taper

pins, and is held from coming off by a
flanged spigot screwed into the end of

the shaft. The tuAine shafts them-
selves 'have no bearings, but are regis-

tered and fastened with set screws each

to its own generator shaft, the bearings

belonging to the latter. There is, how-
ever, very little overhang as each tur-

bine shaft is only about 10^ feet long.

The weight of the two running discs,

complete with blading, being only 265

lbs. and 303 lbs. respectively, no diffi-

culty is experienced in securing true

running. It is of interest to note the

small dimensions of the turbine, namely
27% in. diameter by 2078 in. long. Ex-
treme care has been taken at every

point to minimize heat losses and to

avoid possible trouble from the very high

superheats for which the turbine is de-

signed.

It may be mentioned that the only

external parts of the turbine which are

heated by live steam are the small sur-

faces of the side discs and these are

lagged and cased wi.h sheet metal. Ev-

ery part is circular and without flanges

or horizontal joints. The packings, dum-
mies, turbine discs and blading system

are all of nickel steel, and wherever

there is either a gradual or an abrupt

temperature gradient steps are taken to

provide against distortion. This is par-

ticularly noticeable in the formation of

the turbine discs, which are nearly cut

through in places by deep annular

grooves, to avoid the distortion which

would inevitably otherwise occur in

thick discs highly heated at the centre

and comparatively cool at the circumfer-

v^nce, against distortion, there is a sys-

tem of conical rings forming a connec-

tion between parts which are liable to

be momentarily or permanently of dif-

ferent temperature and the side discs,

which are hot, are held to their support-

ing rings, which are cold, by this device.

The two sets of the dummy discs are

similarly supported, one to a facing on

its side disc and the other to the back

of its turbine disc.

Every individual blade-ring is fixed to

one or "other of the turbine discs by the

same method of attachment. How these

rines are made and fixed will be de-

scribed in conjunction with the blading.

The blading of the Liungstrom turbine

consists of a number of concentric blade

rings carried alternately by the two tur-

bine discs. It will ibe §een that in the

1,000 kw. turbine there are altogether

thirty-eight rings, the blades being of

the Parsons pattern. From the centre

the first 33 rows are 5 mm. wide, the next
2 are 7 mm. wide, and the last 2 12 mm,
and 20 mm. wide respectively. The blad-

mg is first made in lengths of about 3

ft., being milled from the solid round
bar of nickel steel. This is done on an
ordinary horizontal milling machine,

having four formed cutters mounted on

its spindle. The first cutter roughs out

the convex side of the blade, the nexlt

finishes this side, and the third and
fourth respectively rough out and fin-

ish the hollow side, while the blade strip

is extremely well finished when it leaves

the machine. Still it is polished to a mir-

ror-like surface, both inside and out, be-

fore it is built into the rings. Polishing

is effected by the use of a simple ma-
chine using a tape band about 2V2 in.

wide, treated with polishing paste.

The discs, which are of soft iron, are

mounted on a mandrel and their edges

turned, inside and out, to the proper con-

tour, and they are then dismounted and

punched to receive the ends of the blad-

ing, a second punching process nicking

the inner faces of the discs in such a

way as to form registers for holding the

blades to the exact angle. When the

punching is done, the discs are reas-

sembled on the mandrel with the blades

in proper position. The mandrel is then

held vertically and the rim of the disc

and projecting blade roots are welded up

solid together by melting iron wire into

the groove by the aid of an oxy-acefcylene

blow lamp. Both ends of the blades

having been welded into the discs by this

process, which is neither difficult nor

particularly slow, the mandrel is again

put in the lathe and the discs and welded

part are ^turned down and i.'":e iring

parted.

The ring then consists of band blades

with homogeneous root rings at each

end, the latter having a small and slight-

ly dovetailed mate register formed on

the ou er faces of the proportions. The

very small pitch of the blades, as com-

pared with sUndard practice, is also

noticeable, the pitch sometimes being

less than % in. The discs on the mand-

rel are ready to have their edges again

turned to form rings of smaller diameter.

Strengthening rings are nex-t to be fixed

to each end of the blade ring. These

strengthening rings are made of spring

steel containing 6 per cent, of carbon.

The strensrthening ring is first form-

ed on the circumference of a disc, and

before it is parted off its side faces are

machined. While the disc is still in the

la' he the dovetail on the blade ring is

entered into the groove on the face of

the strengthening ring, and the edges

of the latter squeezed in, so as to arrip

the dovetail tiehtly. To effect this, a

simple device, consisting essentially of a

pair of hinged arms, having rollers at

'heir ends, is carried by the tool rest of

the lathe. The arms embrace the ring

and the rollers are brought towards each

other to bear against the inside and out-

side of the dovetail joint by means of a

screw.
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When the lathe is started and pressure
maintained on the rollers, the edges of

the groove are rapidly and firm-
ly closed upon the dovetail and
to all intents. The outboard strength-
ening ring is the first to be
formed, and when the blade ring is se-

cured to it the composite ring is then
parted off. The other strengthening
ring is then formed, and after having
the composite ring inserted and fixed,

this also is parted from its disc.

There is then completed a blade ring
but for the fine radial fins on the ex-
terior circumference which are provided
for afterwards. The conical, double bulib-

headed ring connecting the blade ring
to the turbine disc is turned from the
edge of a steel disc, but before it is

parted off the blade ring is closed on tc

it by rollers in the manner already de-
scribed, and the rectangular steel seating
ring, which is caulked into a recess in

the turbine disc, is also closed on to it in

the same way.
The conical ring is then severed from

its parent disc. The complete element,
consisting of blades, strengthening ring,

conical ring and seating ring is then
lightly chucked in the lathe and a groove
is turned round the outside of each of
the strengthening rings.

Into each groove a U-shaped section

of extremely thin nickel is inserted and
secured by a piece of wire rolled into it.

A finishing cut over the nickel fins and
on the internal points opposi'^e the cor-

responding fins of the next smaller
blade ring comipletes the process. The
seating ring is fixed into its recess in

the tui^bine disc by means of a piece of
iron wire caulked in on one side of it.

The ends of this wire are left slightly

turned up, so that they can be gripped
by a pair of pliers in case it is neces-
sarv to extract the ring.

The rings are turned out of solid steel

and are designed to expand freely in all

directions without distortion. They are
mounted on feathers, the fixed ones in

the side disc. There are no less than
158 constructions for the steam, although
the packing occupies less than SV* in. of
the shaft. The circumferential labyrinth
walls of the rings are turned with thin

edges. These edges are then rolled in-

wards, thus forming minute internal con-
ical flanges. When first made these
flanges exactly fit the walls of the next
rings, which they embrace, but a few
minutes running suffices to wear a min-
ute working clearance, which is main-
tained unal'ered afterwards.

Actual tests showed the leakage steam
from both packings of the 1,000 kw. ma-
chine amounted to only about 110 lb. per
hr. What steam does pass does not find its

way into the generator or the engine
room, but is led into a chamber, in the
side discs, around the packing, whence
it is taken to a feed water heater or
elsewhere by a special pine. Not only
the shaft-packing but also all other
labvrinth packings in the turi>ine, adjust
their own clearances in the same way.
On account of the thinness of the fins no
dangerous heating occurs in case of con-
tact, even should the runnine narts shift
out of centre. At the same time such an

occurrence as this is very carefully

guarded against by the self-contained

arrangement of the whole plant, its great
stiffness and its symmetric form afford-
ing temperature differences the least

possible chance of altering the central

position to which the bearings are orig-

inally adjusted. This, together with the

very rigid construction of the rotor shaft,

which will later be referred to, seems to

constitute the necessary conditions for

the maintenance of small clearance and
leakage in prolonged use and continued
safe running of the plant.

The clearances of the labyrinth edges
at different radii of the 1,000 kw. tur-

bine from the shaft packing outwards

r~
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TURBINE DISC AND BLADE RINGS FOK
1,000 KW TURBOiNE.

to the larger blade rings, are easily main-
tained at .004 in. to .010 in., even with
the high superheat used. The high pres-

sure being confined to the inner parts,

which are of small radius, the leakage
as calculated comes out very moderate,
even when using steam of very high su-

perheat, as already demonstrated, but

also very high pressures.

To start the turbine the handle at the

top is screwed back a few turns, and the

steam then raises the disc valve from its

seat, and equalizes the pressure above
and below it. The double heat piston

valve above is a sufficiently easy fit in

its sleeve to permit of a small amount
of leakage past it, and this is quite suf-

ficient to warm up the small mass of the

pump in the oil box as the end of the

turbine is then worked by hand for a

few strokes until the oil pressure is suf-

ficient to raise the piston on the valve

spindle against the downward pressure

of its spring.

The turbine then starts, and within

about ten minutes from the commence-
ment of warming up is running at its

full speed of 3,000 revolutions per min-

ute. When starting there is, of course,
no reason why the two sides of the tur-
bine should drive their resipective alter-
nators at precisely the same speed and,
as a matter of fact, they do not do so.

But when the speed rises to about 1,400
revolutions the exciting current becomes
strong enough to cause the two gener-
ators automatically to synchronize tihem-
selves and thenceforward to run elec-
trically as one machine. The automatic
synchronization can be easily seen by-

watching the behaviour of the switch-
board instruments. The fields of the
two machines are connected in series, so
that a single field rheostat only is need-
ed, and in ordinary practice no more
switches or instruments would be re-

quired than are necessary for the control
of an ordinary generator.

In case either of the generators be-
come disabled, provision is made for
bolting it rigidlly to the casing, so that,

if necessary, the other generator alone
may be used. The result would be a re-

duction of output by one half, and high-
er steam consumption per unit, but the
frequency and voltage being normal the
supply could be maintained in emerg-
ency.

Tliera is an arraric^emcnt of the emerg-
ency trip lever and the valve connected
to it which releases the oil pressure and
causes the main valve to be closed. The
tension cable, already described as caus-
ing the stoppage of the turbine if it is

slackened by any cause, such as too high
speed or unduly heated bearings, parses
through the smal hole in the toe of f.ie

emergency lever. By turning down this

lever into a horizontal position the oil

pressure is released and the turbine
stopped.

This method of stopping can be used
whenever desired, as it obviously inter-

feres in no way with the adjustment of
the c^ble. Another point worthy of note
is the attachment of the pipe leading
from the stop valve to the turbine. This
is formed by oxy-acetj'lene welding, and
is designed to prevent expansion troubles

from the hi^h superheat, amounting to

nearly 300 degrees F., which is normally
used. The simple circular form of the
valves and casing is maintained with the

same object.

For regulation the -governor is driven
by means of a worm on- the generator
shaft and has no special features. It

controls the stop valve by means of an
oil relay. The bearings are short for

their diameter and consist of cast iron

steps, turned cylindrically on the outeide

and lined with sheet metal. The two
halves are registered by two long pins

fitting in boles drilled along the sides of
the joint when the halves are clamped"

together. The set screws holding the

half steps together prevent the pins fnom
working out endways. The pair of steps

is located centrally by four pads fastened

on to the spherical heads of screws which
project through the housing, and form a

means of adjustment for the position of

the shaft.

The bearing caps are secured fcy taper

fitting bolts, with a nut at each end.

This type of bolt is used throughout the-
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tuirbine, all the casing bolts being thus
made. It is claimed that they are very
cheaply made and fitted, and when in

position they serve to locate the parts

they hold together with absolute accur-

acy. They are easily withdrawn by
tightening one of the nuts. The oil sup-
ply is led to the bearings by a pipe en-

tering the bottom step. This pipe is

placed inside the discharge pipe from
the bearing.

The incoiming oil passes through holes

machined in the bottom step and emerges
at the horizontal diameter at one end,

whence it flows to the other end along
clearances provided for the purpose in

the top step. The spent oil returns to

the pump from the bottom of the bear-

ing by the outer of the two concentric

pipes shown. There is no water cooling

of the bearings, the oil alone being re-

lied on to carry away the heat. The cir-

culation of oil amounts to a pint per
second for each bearing. The oil pump
is of the gear type and is driven directly

T>y the governor spindle.

Tlie oil pump maintains a pressure of

aibout 34 lbs. per sq. in., but this is low-

ered to about 15 lb. per square in. for

the bearings by the use of a reducing
valve. The higher pressure is main-
tained beneath the piston controlling the

throttle valve, this pressure being reg-

Tilated by a slide valve operated by the

governor. Variations of oil pressure

thus vary the position of the throttle

valve, and this, in turn, by means of a

floating lever and side shaft, reacts up-
on the oil system, so as to maintain a

onstant relationship between the posi-

tion of the stop valve and that of the

g'ovemor.

The force available for keeping the

throttle valve closed is about 360 lb., but
the spring tension in its working posi-

tion is double this amount, so that should

the emergency device or other cause re-

lease the oil pressure a force of about
T20 lbs. is applied to the closing: of the

throttle. A fan maintains an air pres-

sure of 6 in. water gauge in the end of

the alternator casing, and thus a tre-

mendous Mast is created axially through
the machine. The air escapes through
orifices in the casinsr. above the top of

the inner trenerator bearings, and not-

withstanding the blast, the machine
runs in a way that compares exceedingly
Weill, as to silence, with any ordinary

turbo generator.

During the construction of both 500

kw. and the 1,000 kw. machines all work
was carried out on a purely manufac-
turing tesis, and exact labor, material

and management costs have been kept
concerning every important detail. The
cost-keeping system was in fact, better

than in many manufacturing works, and
altogether unusual in connection with

work of a preliminary and somewhat
experimental nature. From estimates

formed on this basis, engineer Ljung-
strom says that his turbine is extremely

cheap to buHd.
The inventor says, "that the economy

already attained with the Ljungstrom
turbo generator for stationary purposes
"has been sufficiently noteworthy. For

marine propulsion, however, the pros-

pects are, I consider, still more favor-
able with respect to size, cost and ef-

ficiency since the voltage need not ne-

cessarily be kept constant under various
loads. Consequently the stator windings
may be calculated for delivering about
70 or 80 per cent, more current than is

usual with the same size of the generat-
or, with but a comparatively very small

increase in the total losses and with a

corresponding increase in effectiveness."

If the electric motors be dimensioned
carefully, and for a hig'h peripheral

s;peed, the overall efficiency of the elec-

tric transmission turns out to be very
high, and exhaustive calculations show
that under favorable conditions 90 to 92

per cent, is obtainable. The thermo dy-

namical efficiency of the turbine, based
on results already at'ained with a 1,000

kw. set, and giving due consideration for

later improvements and the larger power,

should, for 4,500 kw. at 3,000 revolutions

per minute, I consider, reach about 85

per cent.

For a turbo generator and condenser

of 4,500 kw. capacity with generators

of special design for ship propulsion, the

main dimensions are length, 23 ft., 7 in.

(7189 mm.) width, 6 ft., 7 in., (2010 mm.)
height, including condenser, 14 ft., 6 in.,

(4420 mm.) The weight of the turbo

generator alone is about 34 tons, and the

total for the whole plant with pump and

water in the condenser, is 65 tons, or

11.5 lb. and 22 lb. per brake horse power
respectively. On the exterior tbe turbo

generator is kept at the temperature of

the condenser, which has special advan-

tages, particularly in tropical climates.

The weight and size of the electric mo-
tors vary considerably with the period-

icity, peripheral speed and the propor-

tion of diameter to length. With 50 per-

iods in certain cases, the weight cannot

be reduced to less than 38 lbs. (17.25kg.)

per brake horse power, whereas in a de-

stroyer, with 100 periods and with the

ro'ors running at 400 to 500 revolutions

per minute in a light framing of steel

casting or autogeneously welded nlatin?,

the weieht is about 9 lb. to 10 lb. (4.08

kg. to 4.54 kg.) per brake horse power.

In this case the tu"bo eenerators, with-

out condensin? machinerv, and running

at 6/O0O revolutions ner minute will show
about the same weight per brake horse

Ttower. With synchronous electric mo-
tors on the nropeller shafts, manoeuvrin'r

does not involve any difficulties, two or

three motors mav be built together in

one casine, and by coupling them in

cascade the shaft is caused to run at

one half or one third of its normal speed.

Other speeds are obtained by slowing

dovm the turbines. On reversing re-

sistances should be switched into the

rotor circuits. If these resistances are

made adjustable and of ample dimen-

sions, they also may be used exclusively

for varying the speed of the motors,

thus doing away with the necessity for

cascade coupling, or variation in turbine

speed.

NEW LABORATORIES OF THE
' BUREAU OF MINES

Mechanical engineers and others who

are interested in the problem of obtain-

ing greater efficiency in the burning of

coal, especially since the increase in the

price of coal has made the problem even

more urgent than ever before, will at-

tend the dedication of the new million-

dollar laboratories of the Bureau of

Mines, Department of the Interior, in

Pittsburgh, Pa., September 29th, 30 and

October 1.

The fuel investigations of the Bureau

of Mines constitute a large and import-

ant part of the work of the Bureau and

ample recognition of this fact will be

seen in the arrangements of the new la-

boratories and their equipment for the

highest grade of research and routine

work. It is here that typical coal, gath-

ered from all parts of the countrj' are

analyzed and tabulated in such a man-
ner as to give to the public general in-

formation of the coal fields of the coun-

try. It is also here that the actual ex-

periments in the combu-stion of coal

take place under experts, and their find-

ings are given publication.

So far has this work advanced that the

National Fuel Administration, organized

during the war to urge the gi'eatest con-

servation of fuel as a means of helping

to win the war, builded on the work of

the bureau of Mines and distributed to

the public a large number of the -publi-

cations of the Bureau, ana also called

on the bureau in an advisory capacity in

many cases.

The Bureau of Mines has been the pion-

eer in the combustion experiments in the

United States, and has already issued a

number of reports that are well known
to engineers :;nd firemen. It is expected

that engineers and men familiar with

combustion experiments will attend the

dedication showing their interest in Gov-

ernment research in this fundamental

field.

The dedication ceremonies promise to

bring to Pittsburgh for the three days

the most prominent mechanical engin-

eers and mining and metallurgical men
of the nation.

A hardening solution for concrete

floors that prevents dusting, says "Con-

crete" is made from sulphate of

alumina and acidulated water. To 10

gallons of cold water add 1 fluid ounce

of sulphuric acid. Heat the liquid to

boiling point and stir in 25 lb. of sul-

phate of alumina, then let the solution

cool and strain. The concrete surface

to be treated must first be s^vept and

thoroughly washed. After drying, the

hardener is put on in four applications

of varying strength, ranging from 30

per cent, solution and 70 per cent, water,

up to 100 per cent, solution. The above

quantity suffices for the complete treat-

ment of an area of from 50 square yards

to 100 square yards, dependine upon the

porosity of the surface treated.
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Power Plant Management—Lubrication
The Following Article Gives Some Interesting Data Relative to

Lubrication Problems Encountered in the Power Plant

By ROBERT JUNE, Mechanical Engineer

OF vital importance to the econ-
omical operation of the power
plant is an accurate knowledge on

the part of pjwer plant operators and
engineers of lubricants and lubrication.
This is true, because even in a plant
where the lubricants for each particular
service are the ones best adapted to that
service, losses of power, caused by fric-

tion, m.ay range from 5 to 30 per cent.

With improper lubricants, the losses,

due to friction may run much higher,
and to these losses may be added the
losses due to depreciation of equipme.it,
caused by wear on bearings, guides, cyl-

inders, etc

As a general proposition, losses due
to friction will be found to vary from
S per cent., in central stations where
energy is simply produced, but not util-

ized, to 25 per cent.; in plants where
manufacturing processes are carried on,
such as textile, refrigeration, iron and
steel, brick and clay, paper, etc. Re-
ducing this power loss friction by 1-10
will generally pay for all lubricants in

the course of a year. Hence we are
concerned, not with the proposition of
saving oil, but with the problem of sav-
ing power, for by saving power 've may
be enabled to save the cost of our lubri-

cants several times over each year.
This is an aspect of the problem of

lubrication that is, unfortunately, not
generally sufficiently appreciated by the
plant manager and superintendent, or by
the operating engineer.

The latter know that they get better
Tesults with certain lubricants than
others, but the value of these result? in

•dollars and cents is almost never placed
before them, so that they can vividly

realize their importance.

Friction and Lubrication

The function of a lubricant is to re-

duce friction, which may be defined as
"the resistance or binding acti:m pro-
duced when one body is drawn over an-
other. Friction will vary with the cnar-
acter of the materials, the smoothness
of the surfaces, and the pressure ex-
erted' to force them together.

Figure I illustrates the conditions ex-
isting when bodies of different degrees
of smoothness are drawn over each
•other. It is evident that as the rough-
ness of the surface increases there
is a greater tendency for the projections
to lock together, and that greater force
will be required to draw the bodies with
rougher surfaces over each other than
to draw those with smoother surfaces.

This clearly illustrates the import-
ance of giving bearings, guides, and cyl-

inders the smoothest possible finish.

"Unfortunately, we can never obtain com-

plete smoothness of surface with any
metal, and must, therefore, content our-

selves with obtaining the smoothest
surface possible with the particular ma-
terials employed.
The purpose of lubrication is to in-

terpose a film of oil between the sur-

faces, thus forcing them apart so that

the actual contact of metal with metal
is avoided, and we have only to deal

with the fluid friction of the lubricant.

The expression, ''fluid friction of the

lubricant," may be taken as referring

to the resistance of the oil to the force

tending to pull its particles apart. This

can best be understood by referring to

Figure II, wherein an attempt has been
mide to show the condition of the lubri-

cont in a bearing in action. It will be
seen that the oil which is in closest con-

tact with the shaft moves at a much
faster rate than that which is in closest

contact with the bearing. In other words,
wc have what may be termed a number

^ Tmoo/Zi Sur/ace

Minimum friction

B Rouiffi Surges C ^1/ Rough ?urfsce
Increase fric/ion Much Fridiori

no 1,

of layers of oil between the shaft and
the bearing, each moving at a progres-

sively faster rate, depending upon its

proximity to the shaft.

It is this condition of fluid friction

set up in the oil which makes our choice

of a proper lubricant extremely import-

ant. The reason for this is that operat-

ing conditi )ns varv widely, depending
upon the pressure tending to force the

bodies together, the temiperatures ex-

isting at the point at which the lubri-

cant must be used, the speed of one
moving body with relation to the other,

etc. Obviously, no one lubricant can be

expected to meet all conditions of ser-

vice, so we must find the lubricant best

adapted for each particular service.

Characteristics of a Good Lubricant

A good lubricant is that which, for

the particular service under considera-

tion, possesses the following character-

istics:

1. It should prevent the surfaces

from coming into contact under condi-

tions of maximum pressure, and ability

to do this is a function of viscosity, or,

as it is sometimes called, "body" of the

oil.

2. It should absorb and carry away
heat.

3. It should have a low co-efficient of

friction.

4. It should be of the lowest viscosity

consistent with the work required.

5. It should be free from any ten-

dency to oxidize.

6. Temperature of vaporization (flash

point) should be high, but its freezing

point low.

7. It should be free from acids.

Characteristics of Various Lubricants

Having outlined the qualifications of

a good lubricant for any particular ser-

vice, let us now examine the character-

istics of the general lubricants avail-

able to see the services for which they

are adapted. Lubricants may be divided

as follows:

1. Vegetable oils.

2. Animal fats.

3. Mineral oils.

4. Solid lubricants.

5. Greases.

Examining each of these in turn, we
find that they possess the following

characteristics:

Vegetable Oils.—Vegetable oils con-

sist principally of linseed, castor, rape

seed, roisin, cotton seed, etc. These do

not, in themselves, possess lubricating

properties of any great practical value

since they oxidize at comparatively low

temperatures and are apt to become
thick and gummy after a short use.

These oils are therefore of very poor

cold test, concealing at a comparatively

high temperature, thus making them
inconvenient for use in cold weather.

The principal use of these oils for

lubricating purposes, is, therefore, con-

fined to compounding with mineral oils

fcr certain purposes.

Animal Fats. — .Animal oils in

feneral use, are tallow, neat's-foot oil,

lard, sperm oil, wool grease, fish oils,

etc. Individually, these oils possess the

same objedtionable features as vegetable

oils. They are, therefore, seldom used

in a pure state, but are, on the contrary,

frequently compounded with mineral

oils. The reason for this compounding,

when done, is that the animal oils in

general have better lubricating qualities

than pure mineral oils of equal viscosity

or body.

In cylinder lubrication, especially in

the presence of moisture caused by

steam, the addition of 2 to 5 per cent,

of tallow seems to increase the lubricat-

ing effects. When used in these propor-

ti:ns the bad effects from the decom-
position of the tallow, which may set

free acids which attack the metal, and

the bad effects of gumming or oxida-
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tion, are not so groat as to overbalance
the advantage of lubrication.

Mineral Oils.—Mineral oils have many
advantages as lubricants over animal or
vegetable oils:

1. In their cheapness.
2. Being of non-organic origin they

are of more stable chemical composi-
tion and do not tend so readily to change
their condition by becoming rancdd,
thick or gummy, by exposure to the air,

and they have no corrosive action on
metals.

3. By what is known as fractional
distillation, mineral oils can be separated
into a great many different grades,
from the lightest spindle oils to the
dense, heavy cylinder oils.

4. They are of lower coal test and
not so liable to spontaneous combustion
as the animal fats.

5. They present wider range of lubri-

cating properties than those derived
from animal or vegetable sources—the
thinnest being more fluid than s,perm;
and the thickest more vis<ious than fats
and tallows.

Mineral oils may be classified as:

1. Distilled oils, which are produced
by distillation from crude petroleum,
and are so treated by various processes
in which alkalis and acids are employed
ao to appear in the finished product as
transparent fluids of extremely stable
composition.

2. Natural oils, which are prepared
crude petroleum, from which grit is sus-

I>ended and tarry impurities have been
removed. They are usually dark, opaque,
and rich in lubricating properties.

3. Reduced oils or, as they are some-
times termed, heavy, natural oils, from
which the lighter hydro-carbons have
been evaporated, and from which the
tarry residue has been removed by fil-

tration.

Solid Lubricants.—^Mica, soap-stone
and dry graphite, are the principal solid

lubricants. When used, they are mixed
with grease or oils. Tbeir principal use
is to be found st points where great
weights have to be carried on small
areas, and is usually confined tJ low
speeds. The co-efficient of friction of

solid lubricants is high, and they are,

therefore, not particularly economical.
Better results can usually be secured by
the use of larger bearing surfaces, but
v/hen design does not permit of this,

there is a real field open for their use.

Under certain conditions of speed, solid

lubricants will sustain pressures under
which nj liquid would work.

Graphite exists in two forms—flake
and amorphous. Crystalline graphite or

flake graphite is dense and compact and
is not easily reduced by crushing be-

tween the fingers, so that the individual

particles mainit'ain their size. "Amor-
phous" graphite, under pressure, con-

tinues to be reduced in size until the
particles are no longer evident to the
touch. Flake graphite is the better

lubricant, because it has good wearing
qiualities and adheres t j metallic surfaces

with which it comes into contact. Gra-

phite is not affected by heat. The value
of flake graphite as a lubricant .lies in

its property of filling any irregularities

that exist in a bearing surface, thus re-

ducing the roughness of the surface and
producing a better surface for lubrica-

tion with oil or grease.

Graphite is of value as a lubricant
for steam engine cylinders, provided it

is used in great moderation and not fed
in excess. The entire value of graphite
as a lubricant is lost if an excessive

amount i!s used.

When the valve seats and cylinder

walls of an engine are badly cut or

scored, the addition of a little graphite,

(several teaspoonfuls), mixed with the

cylinder oil, will greatly aid in smooth-
ing up the bearing surfaces.

For steam engine cylinders using
superheated steam, flake graphite is of

great value. It aids in filling up the

irregularities of the cylinder wall sur-

faces, so that the cylinder oil, which is

greatly reduced in viscosity by the high

temperatures found in these cylinders,

will have the best possible surface con-

ditions to work on.

In order to obtain a clear idea of the

value of graphite as a lubricant, the

engineer must appreciate the fact that

in order to be efficient, graphite must

no 2
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identify itself wath the metalliic sur-

faces to be lubricated. Its function is

to fill up the pores and depressions in

the surfaces, giving them a smooth pol-

ished finish. Lubricating oil must then

be introduced between the rubbing sur-

faces so as to produce a film, which will

be more efficient in its results because
of the reduced frictional resistance to

be overcome, due to the graphited sur-

faces.

The specific gravity of graphite is

1.81, and, therefore, is greater than that

of odl, and for this reason it will settle

out of oil on standing. It is not possible

to permanently suspend graphite in oil.

A mixture of oil and graphite should

never be put in an oil cup or sight-feed

luimcator, as the graphite will soon clog

the feed passages.

For engine bearings a heaping tea-

spoonful of graphite to a pint of oil is

sufficient.

About 4 per cent, by weight of gra-

phite is the average good practice when
mixed with oils and greases, and gives

good results when applied at reasmably
long intervals.

Graphite should never be used on

bearings supplied with forced or flooded
continuous lubrication.

Lubricating Greases.—Petroleum cup-
greases consist of lime soaps, mineral,
greases, and rosin oils. Soap gives the-

grease melting-point and body. Never-
theless, greases are excellent lubricants,

when properly used, but they have, how-
ever, a very narrow range of service

and they should not be called upon to-

perform the function of lubricatioiL

under conditions to which they are not
suited.

The use of any solidified lubricant

places a drag or friction load on tJi&

machine it is used upon. The chief ad-
vantage of grease as a lubricant lies in:

its cleanliness and in its property to
"stay put." In bearings revolving at a.

slew speed, where it would ibe difficult

to maintain a film of lubricant, grease-

may be used to advantage.

For crank-pin bearings of high-speed
engines, grease will give satisfactory^

results. In the case of the low speed
bearings mentioned above, grease is an
efficient lubricant, because, due to its-

adhesiveness, it will mairttain a layer of
lubricant when the machine is at rest,

and thus reduce the starting friction:

when the machine is placed in opera-

tion.

Testing Lubricants

While it is possible to lay out quite

elaborate specifications for lubricants,

covering every ty^-i of service, the fact,

nevertheless, remains that these speci-

fications are, after all, only a startjing:

point.

After the particular lubricant has
been chosen, by specification, it remains

to test it out under actual working con-

ditions, and then to try other lubricants

whose general nature is such as to lead

the engineer to believe that success

might attend their use. Only by compar-
ing the performance of a number of
lubricants under actual working condi-

tions can the best lubricant for the /par-

ticular service under consideration be
chosen. Our first step, however, is to

choose our several lubricants which we
expeot to test out intelligently. In order

to do this it may be well to review the

tests and specifications used by large

consumers in the purchase of lulbricants.

The test of an oil consists of three

parts—chemical, physical, and practical.

Chemical Tests of Lubricating Oils,

—

To pass the chemical tests of the Navy
Department, "all oils should be neutral

in reaction and should not show the

presence of moisture, matter insoluble

in petroleum ether (hard asphalt), mat-

ter insoluble in ether alcohol (soft

asphalt), free sulphur, charring or wax-
like constituents, naphthenic acids, sul-

phonated oils, soap resin, or tarry

constituents, the presence of which
indicates adulteration or lack of proper

refining. Except in oil for engines

without forced lubrication, no traces of

fixed oils (animal or vegetable fats)

should be found.

"In lubricating oil for main engines

without forced lubrication, approved
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fixe doils, such as rapeseed, olive, tal-

low, lard and neat's-foot oil, may hs

used, when the foregoing fixed oils are

used, they must be well refined with
alkaJies, unadultei^ated, containing a

minimum of free fatty acids, with no
irt.):sture or gumming constituents. Olive

oil should not have a high specific grav-

ity. If satisfactory emulsifying results

can be obtained with straight mineral

oils on engines without forced liubrica-

tion, they may be submitted for service

test."

While the small plant owner is not

usually in a posi^tion to have various

tests for oil made in his plant, he can
usually have them made by a commer-
cial laboratory at a cost, which, in view
of the possible savings to be effected,

is well worth the time and expense in-

volved. Large plants, of course, often

possess laiboratories and are in a posi-

tion to make the tests themselves.

The procedure may be outlined as

follows

:

Moisture Test.—Wet the walls of a

test tube with the oil under investiga-

tion, then puit three or four cc of the

oil in a tube and iplace in a bath of

liquid paraffin whicii should be brought
up to a degree of 300 degrees Fahr. Jf

tlic oil contains water, emulsions will

form on the walls, and foaming and
sputtering will be noted.

SuJiphur Test.—Take a small piece of

metallic sodium, the size of the Mittle

finger nail, b^il it in 50 cc of the oil in

a tesft tube for 30 minutes. At the end
of this time, add an equal amount of

water and again place over the burner
flame until the sodium is dissolved.

After the sodium has disappeared pour
off the water and pour in one per cent,

solution of sodium nitroprusside. If the

mixture turns violet color, the jil con-

tains su'.phur.

Tests for Acid Alkalies.—Pour 25 cc

of oil and twice as much of dis'billed

wf.ter into the test tube; boil for several

mmutes, dividing the mixture into two
portions; add methylporange to deter-

mme acids, to one portion, and to the

other add phenolphthalein for the de-

termination of alkalies. The formation
of emulsions in either test tube will in-

dicate the presence of acid or alkali

as the case may b2. Adds cause corro-

sion and should be religiously avoided.

Tests fJr Matter Insoluble in Ether.

—Place 14 cc of ether alcohol (which
consists of 8 parts of ether and 6 parts
of alcohol) and 11 cc of oil in the test

tube—shake thoroughly for a jninute or

two—then allow the two to stand for
tv/elve hours. At the end of this time
if there is any precipitation at the bot-

tom of the tube, it will be asphalt. Even
a trace of asphalt makes the lubrioant

undesirable, since it causes scoring of

journals and clogging of oil lines.

Tests for Matter Insoluble in Hig'h

Grade Qaisoline.—Filter several times
BOO cc of 86 to 88 Baume gasoline.
Place in an aibsolutely clean or dust-
pro f glass receptacle. Sprinkle 2 cc

of oB into the gasoline and allow to

stand for 12 hours. If there is any pre-

cipitate at the end of that time it will

consist of soft aspnalt or carbon parti-

cles, and even a slight trace would make
the oil extremely undesirable.

Test for Tarry or Suspended Matter.
—^This test is carried out in the isame

manner as the previous one, using, how-
ever, 95 cc of gasoline and 5 cc of oil.

The receptacle may 'be examined for

precipitate at the end of half an hour.

Test to Determine Mineral or Vege-
table Oils.—Take a small .piece of me-
taillic sodium and bring to a boil in 10

cc of oil. The presence of animal or

vegetable oils will be indicated if the

mixture becomes gelatinized or semi-

solid.

Test for Presence of Undesirable
C&rbon or Hydro Carbon.—^This test is

made by simply heating a small quan-
tity of oil in test tube to a boil, and
then comiparing the color of the heated
oil with that of unheated. If there is

any discoloration in the oil it indicates

the presende of undesirable constitu-

ents.

Gumming Test.—^This test indicates

the extent to which the oil has been re-

fined and will, therefore, serve as a

gfuide to indicate the extent to which
oil may be expected to oxidize or gum
when in use. This test is undoubtedly
of great value and it should always be

nttde when opportunity is afforded. It

consists simply of mixing a small quan-

tity of oil in the test tulbe with an equal

Quantity of nitr > sulphuric acid, and it

the oil has been properly refined, no
change will be noted, but if the oil has

been poorly refined, the fact will be-

come evident by the S'imple separation

of material of dark color. This separa-

tion is the result of oxidation of tarry

matter in the lubricant.

It has been found that the result ob-

tained by the gumming tests compare
almost exactly in results with what is

known as the carbon residue test, which
is made by distilling the oil to drjmess

in the test tube. This carbon residue

test has been found of great assistance

in choosing a satisfactory cylinder lubri-

cant for gas engines, as the presence of

carbon always and invariaibly means
trouble in gas engine cylinders.

Tests which have just been outlined

arc easlily within range of even the

small plant operator and the writer be-

lieves that the investigation of the

characteristics of the oils being used is

well worth the attention of operators in

b'>th large and small plants.

This is particularly true beoause of

the fact that the presence of undesir-

able matter in the oils may mean very

heavy costs for repairs to equipment,

and may even loause a shut-down of the

plant at critical moments.

Next month we will take up physical

tests of lubricating oils and will then

di?cuss the characteristics of oils for

various services.

KEEP BUSY. KID!

Beware the deadly sitting habit.

Or if you sit be like the rabbit,

Who's ever ready for the jump,
By springs concealed beneath his rump.

A little ginger 'ncath the tail.

Will oft for lack of brain avail.

Eschew the warm but slothful seat.

And move about with nimble feet.

And so, my son, avoid the snare
That lurks within the easy chair.

To meet each duty quick and well

Both feet must hit the pike like !

The National Engineer.

o
THEY SPEAK OF CABBAGES AND

KINGS

Topics of Discussion Are New And
Change as Quickly as the Sea.sons

A Canadian who calls on the machin-
ery trade in United States, submits the

following:

—

Some well-informed person should

compile a book which would enable Can-
adians intending to visit the United

Slates, to discuss with satisfactory as-

surance many of the ponderous ques-

tions which our being hurled at them
somewhat persistently. Here are some
of them.

What does Canada do with all her im-

port duties?

What are you going to do about these

exchange rates?

What do you think about Pershing?

When is Canada going wet again?

What's the labor situation, if any?

Who is the Prince going to marry?

What do you think of Woodrow, any-
how?
What about your returned soldiers?

If wc didn't win it, who did?

* * *

No longer is first place given to such

burning topics as: "Why do people

marry Lillian Russell?" or "Who makes
Queen Mary's millinery?'" Canadians
who get past the U. S. immigration offi-

cials find that the great American peo-

ple are taking a keener interest in Can-

adian affairs^—^that is affairs that may
be saia to have an international bear-

ing.

Space is Cramped.—American ma-
chinery manufacturers who visited the

National Exposition at Toronto, express

tiicmiselves as surprised that, consider-

ing the splendid showing by other in-

dustries, the machinery industry should

be confined to such limited quarters as

the present machinery hall. The dis-

play is regarded as by no means repre-

sentative of Canadian enterprise. A Gait

manufacturer suggests that a new build-

ing should be of sufficient size to per-

mit of displays being grouped according

to towns or cities. Gait alone, he de-

clares, could just about fill the present

structure if all firms were represented.
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Air Lift Installation with Special Features
A Highly Efficient Air Lift Installation at Fort Bliss, Texas, Which
Incorporates Some Novel Features of Design. Reprinted From

"Compressed Air"

CAREFUL analyses of conditions

to be met and thorough study of

air lifts in successful operation

have made possible the design and in-

stallation of such a plant at Fort Bliss,

Texas, tests of which shjw operating
efficiencies never before attained—^51.9

per cent, as the average of the better of

two sets of air lift tests, and 28.66 per

cent, as the corresponding over all or

•wire-to-water efficiency.

The footpiece, Fig. 2, consisting of a

double conical bronze casting (inverted

at lower end), set within and at the

foot of the eduction pipe, is the special

feature of design. Particular attention

was also given to the proportions of

the eduction pipe and to the head tanks

at the top of each eduction cjlumn.

Small water storage reservoirs, with

sand settling compartments and mea-
suring wires, are provided.

Water for all needs of the permanent

By CAPTAIN J. F. BROWN

surface reservoirs the water is pumped
directly intj the distributing mains by
centrifugal pumps.
These wells, two of which are 10 in.

and the other two 12 in. in diameter,
are cased to the full depth with standard
threaded steel casing. From the nor-

mal water piane to the bottom the cas-

ings are perforated with Vz x 10 in.

vertical slots, the .irea of opening being
10 sq. in. per foot of casing. In the 10
in. wells drilled in 1913 the slots were
cut by means of air operated hammers,
while in the larger wells, drilled in

1917, they were cut by an oxy-acetylene

torch. The latter method proved to be

much more rapid and less costly than
the former.

Following are the piping details of

the several wells:

Well No. 1

Diameter 10 in.

Total depth 615 ft.

6 ft. dia. 23 ft. 3 in.

536 ft. total distance from foot piece
to separator tank above the ground.

Well No. 2

Diameter 10 in.

Total depth 615 ft.

Water Discharge Piping
4 in. dia. 20 ft. 3 in. below foot piece
1 ft. 4 in. length of foot piece.

Piping Above Fojt Piece
4 in. dia. 106 ft. 1 in.

4% in. dia. 160 ft. 4 in.

5 in. dia. 274 ft. 7 in.

6 in. dia. 11 ft. in.

553 ft. 4 in. total distance from foot
piece to separator tank above the
ground.

Well No. 3

Diameter 12 in.

Total depth 615 ft.

Water Discharge Piping
4 in. dia. 21 ft. below foot piece.

FIG. 1—POWER HOUSE WITH FOUR COMFREiSSORS.

military establishment, as well as for
several bodies of troops encamped tem-
porarily on the Fort Bliss military
reservation, is supplied from four bored
wells, each 600 ft. deep, and is pumped
from these wells into surface reservoirs

by means of compressed air. From the

Water Discharge Piping
4 in. dia. 20 ft. below foot piece.

1 ft. 4 in. length of foot piece.

Piping Above Fojt Piece

4 in. dia. 100 ft. 3 in.

41/^ in. dia. 160 ft. in.

'5 in. dia. 253 ft. 5 in.

1 ft. 4 in. length of foot piece.

Piping Above Fo )t Piece

4 in. dia. 146 ft 4 in.

4% in. dia. 169 ft. 9»i in.

5 in. dia. 92 ft. 6 in.

6 in. dia. 81 ft. 5 in.

in. dia. 61 ft. 5% in.
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552 ft. 8 in. total distance from foot

piece to separator tank above the

ground.
Well No. 4

Diameter 12 in.

Total depth 615 ft.

Water Discharge Piping

4 in. dia. 20 ft. oeiow foot piece.

1 ft. 4 in. length of foot piece.

u 12^~ H
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FIG. 2—AIR LIFT FOOT PIECE.

Piping Above Fojt Piece
4 in. dia. 157 ft. 8 in.

4% in. dia. 162 ft. 8% in.

in. dia. 92 ft. 7 in.

<6 in. dia. 104 ft. 6% in.

7 in. dia. 40 ft. 9 in.

558 ft. total distance from foot piece

to separator tank above the ground.

222 ft. depth to water level when not
pnmpin'T'.

234 ft. depth to water level when
"pumping.

135 I'b. gage, air pressure, starting.

130 lb. gage, air pressure, running.

Air for operating the four wells is

supplied by four Ingersoll-Rand duplex
"two-stage compressors, two of which are

equipped with high and low-pressure
cylinders 7% in. and 14 in. dia., respec-

tively, the other two having cylinders
'7 in. and 12 in., and all having a 12 in.

stroke. At the normal speed of 190
r.p.m. the two larger compressors de-

liver 320 cu. ft. per min. each, and the

smaller 260 cu. ft. each, operating
against a terminal pressure of about
150 lb.

A'l c^" the comnrfessors discharge into

a 6 in. header, at each end of which is

an air receiver 3% ft. dia. and 10 ft.

long. Fram each receiver compressed air

is distributed to two wells, the air sup-

ply line to each well being 3 in. At
the well head the air line is reduced to

2 in. and extends into the well between
the casing and the eduction column to

a depth of approximately 540 ft., at

each point it connects into a specially

designed bronze foot piece.

The function of the fojt piece. Fig.

2, is to facilitate the thorough mixing
of the current of air and the ris-

ing column of water. This highly r

important feature of the installa- *"

tion differs radically from the i

W€ll-known commercial types of i

foot pieces. It consists essentially J
of a double conical bronze cast- ^
ing supported concentrically with-

in the eduction column, the apex
|

of the lower cone extending just •

into the compressed air inlet, i

From this point the velocity of

the rising column of water is in-

creased, due ro the decreased area

of the section, until the throat

section of the base of the cone is

reached, at which point the velocities of

the two currents are very nearly equal.

In this portion of the foot piece there

occurs the thorough mixing of air and
water, the two fluids passing through

the throat section in a thin sheet or

film. The upper cone serves to pro-

vide a steadily increasing section, thus

preventing a separation of air and water,

which would be caused by the shock due

to a suddenly increasing section. The
eduction column was designed of such

proportions that the maximum velocity

of the rising column of water and air

should not exceed 25 ft. per second at

any point when the well was delivering

at the normal rate, and increases in

diameter from 4 in. at the foot piece to

7 in. at the top.

At the upper end of each eduction

column is a cylindrical steel hea'l tank,

Fig. 3, 31^ ft. in diameter and ft

in depth, within which is supported, just

above the end of the pipe, an umbrella-

shaped cast-iron deflecting vane, whost
function is to break the force of the ris-

ing column of water and air. The head
tanks are closed at their tops by means
of steel plates, bolted on over rubber
gaskets to prevent the escape of air.

From the head tanks water and air

flow through 8-in. galvanized-steel pipe
lines supported on angle-iron frames
and concrete piers, to two covered rec-
tangular reinforced-concrete reservoirg
of 46,000 gal. capacity each. Each

y.fSlots, spcuxctH'CfoC

'Expansion Joint'

PIG. 3—AIR LIFT TANK.

reservoir contains a small settling cham-
ber, in which the sand coming from the
welis subsides, and a rectangular weir
for measuring the rate of discharge
from the wells. Fig. 4.

Horizontal, double-suction, single-
stage, volute-type, centrifugal pumps
are used for pumping the water from
the surface reservoirs into the distribut-

ing mains. There are four of these
pumps, each rated to discharge 600 gal.

per minute against a head of 135 ft. at
a speed of 1,760 r.p.m., although two
of them have a discharging rate of
about 1,000 gal. per minute when oper-
ating against that head.

All of the compressors and centrifugal
pumips are driven by oonstant-sipeed, in-

duction-type motors. The mj'iora for
the two larger compresses ar»? rated at

75 h.p. each and opera' j at a speed of

580 r.p.m., while those for the two
smaller compressors aro rated at 61 h.p.

each and operate at a constant speed
of 1,150 r.p.m. Each centrifugal pump

Efficiercy «/f Unit* Operarting

< S^ u

Ci. ^
. c

Gal. Ou.Ft.

t >

ii .

as
o .

= 5
5S

Spa

I. Input to motors from readings of watt-hour meters. Output from v/ef-la from weirs.

2 468i.5 5.54 74.1 133 239 33.6 68.9 130.1 48.7 25.8 3 and' 4 2 and 3
3 473.9 56« 75.7 133 239 34.3 69.7 127.4 49.2 26.9 3 and 4 2 and 3

6 521.4 &14 82.1 132 239 35.6 76.6 15».0 46.4 23.2 2 and 4 2 and 3

7 (>:6.5 663 88.6 130 239 40.2 90.6 159.0 44.4 25.3 1 and 2 1 and 4

8 6'- 6 6P'^ 89.4 1'31 40.5 90.8 1.57.0 44.6 25.8 1 and' 2 1 and 4
1 eo2 5 6«0 91 .« 132 239 41.2 88 .« 1-61.0 46.6 25.6 1 and 2 1 and 4

622 813.2 132 239 37.6 81.3 145.0 46.2 26.9 2 and 3 1 and 4

12 311..3 4,12 &5.1 132 239 24.9 45.7 75.2 154.-5 33.1 2 4

2.5 775.1' 88'9 1.18.8 135 239 5a.8 1.14.3 2-04.0 47.1 26.4 2. 3 and 4 1,2 and 3

2« 592.4 705 P4.3 135 239 42.7 85.6 1-63..7 49.8 26.1 1 and 3 3 and 4

27 470.8 546 73.0 132 239 33.. 1 69.2 128.7 47.7 25.7 3 and 4 2 and 3

11. Iri'put to motors from revohitions of dis/ks of watt-bjur meters. Output from wells measurreid
volumetrlioally.

28 618.3 745 9fl.8 131 239 45.2 9-0.7 l-"<».7 28.3 1 an-d- 2 1 and 4

3.0 &18.0 735 9».3 -133 239 44.5 90.6 159.3 49.0 27.9 1 and 2 1 and 4

32 S'lO.O ZS^ 45.2 130 239 20.5 4-5.6 78.6 4-5.0 2-8.1 1 1

34 302.4 .-^.3 131 2!!9 24.1 44.4 7.9.5 54.2 30.3 1 4

»6 30».2 3199 53.3 132 2139 24.1 45.3 81.5 S3.2 29.6 2 4

38 226.4 31i4 42.1 133 239 10.1 33.3 63.7 57.3 29.9 3 2

4!0 4-80.4 8'7.2 133 239 38lI5 70.6 128.4 57.0 3-0.8 3 and 4 2 and 3
4'2 226.4 2f7'5 316.7 133 239 16.6 33.3 63.3 49.8 29.8 4 3

SUMMARY OF AIR LIFT TESTS AT FORT BLISS
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is direct-connected by means of a flex-

ible coupling to a 40 h.p. motor, which
operates at a constant speed of 1,760
r.p.m.

Upon completion of the original in-

stallation, consisting of the two larger
compressors and two centrifugal pumps,
a series of tests, or trial runs, was made
to ascertain the efficiency of operation
of the plant, particularly of that portion

of the plant used for lifting water from
the wells. During the past year the

capacity of the plant has been practi-

FIG. 4^RESERV0IR WITH SAND SETTLING
COMPARTMEiNT AND WEIR.

ctlly doubled by the installation of ad-

ditional compressors and pumps, and
upon completion of this work a second

and more comprehensive series of tests

was made.
In preparing the plans and specifica-

tions for the plant consideration was
given to the desirability of making fre-

quent operating tests of the different

portions of the plant, with the result

that it was determined to provide in the

permanent installation such ' gages and
meters as >vould be necessary m ootain-

ing the desired data.

The series of tests, or trial runs, on

the air-lift installations is divided into

tv;o sets. In the first set, the power in-

put to the compressor motors was o'b-

tained from readings of the recording

dials of the watt-hour meters on the

switchboard; the speeds of the motors

and compressors by means of revolution

and stroke counter?; the rate of delivery

of compressed air to the wells from

readings of the scale of the manometer
of the air meter; the air pressure from

gages on the air receivers and at each

well head; and the rate of delivery of

water from the wells from the weir

gage. In the second set of tests the

power ifiput to the compressor motors

was obtained by counting the number
of revolutions of the rotating disks in

the recording watt-hour meters, the rate

of delivery of water from the wells from

actual volumetric measurements by

means of the surface reservoirs, and all

other data as in the first set. The

methods of obtaining the power input

tc the motors and the rate of delivery

from the wells, as used in the second

tests, are thought to be much more ac-

curate than those used in previous tests,

because unit rates are derived from

totals for a given peri:)d of time rather

than from direct observations.

Results calculated from data obtained

during the tests described are given in

the accompanying table. The average

efficiency of the air-lift for the first

set of tesits was 4^.1 per cent, and for

the second tests, 51.9 per cent._ The

average overall efficiency (wire to

WTTter) -for-the airlift end of the plant

for the first set of tests was 26.4 per
cent, for the first and 28.66 per cent,
for the second set of tests.

The average power requirement for
lifting water from the wells to the sur-
face reservoirs is 2.77 kw.-hr. per 1,000
gai. of water, and that for pumping the
water from the surface reservoirs into
the distributing system is 0.798 kw.-hr.
per 1,000 ^al., under average working
conditions of pressure and rate of de-
livery. At an average cost of 1.5c per
kilowatt-hour, the actual cost for power
alone for delivering 1,000 gal. of water
into the disltributing system is 5 31c.

The cost for tiic pumping !--''c.'^n crew,
coTi«isting of a chief engineer and one
assistant engineer and one laborer on
each of three daiV shuts, and also in-

cluding the cost of incidental supplies,

such as lubricating oil and waste, is

1.66c per 1,000 gal., making the total

actual cost 7c per 1,000 gal. The actual

outlay of funds for this plant is $101,-

7C7, the original installation, including

the two 10-in. wells, having cost $42,700

and the addition to the plant, including

the two 12-in. wells, having cost $64,-

067. Interest at the rate of 4 per cent,

upon the cost of the installation, and
depreciation of equipment at the rate

of 5 per cent., are provided for by ad-

ding 2.63c per 1,000 gal., makinj: the

total cost for supplying water 9.63c per

1,000 gal., on the basis of a plant capa-

city of 1,000,000 gal per day. Prior to

the completion of the plant, water pur-

chased from the El Paso Water Co. to

supply the needs of Fort Bliss cost 20c

per 1,000 gal. At an average daily de-

mand of 1,000,000 gal., the annual sav-

ing to the Government effected by the

operation of this plant is $37,850. If the

plant capacity is taken as 1.500,000 gal.

per day, which is its normal working
capacity, providing for the shutting

down of one compressor and one well,

the total cost of supplying water is

8.21c per 1.000 gal., and the annual sav-

ing to the Government is $64.5.50. Tak-

ing the plant capacity as 2,000,000 ga'.

per day, which is the ultimate capacity

of -the present installation, the total

cost per 1,000 gal. is 6.74c, and the an-

nual saving is $96,798.

SCIENCE BEHIND LABOR

Sir Richard Gregory, who is mainly
responsible for organizing the British

Scientific Products Exhibition in London,
makes this claim on behalf of the na-

tional value of the man of science: "It

is not .generally understood how the work
at British universities and other insti-

tutions for higher training is bound up
with national welfare. When necessity

demanded, our men of science showed
that in every direction they could devise

means of offence and defence superior

to those of the foe against whom our
armies had to contend. The way in

which, during the war, the universities

faced problems of an entirely novel

character, and concentrated attention

upon them until solutions were reached,

is an earnest -of what they can.

accomplish for industry in times of
peace, and it is to be hoped that this,
factor of progress will continue to play
an important part in national life. Great
industrial developments depend upon,
new knowledge obtained by scientific in-
vestigation, and the exploitation of that
knowledge in invention and industry. It
is the business of the scientific investi-
gator to discover new facts or principles,,
and of the engineer or inventor to recog-
nize and apply the results achieved. La-
bor alone may build Pyramids, as it did
four thousand years ago, but it cannot
create new industries without new know-
ledge, and this is obtained by scientific
research, w^hether secured in the labora-
tories of universities or of works."

BRITISH SCIENCE AND ENGINEER-
ING

Professor J. C. McLennan, scientific
adviser to the British Admiralty, recent-
ly read a paper before the North-East
Coast Institution of Engineers and Ship-
builders on the application of science to.

marine problems. Incidentally the paper
reveals the high standard which British
scientific engineering reached in dealing^

with the special difficulties which had
to be met dumg the past few years.
Conspicuous among the devices develop-
ed originally for anti-submarine purposes,
but certain to be invaluable to shipping
under peace conditions is the hydrophone
—an instrument which detects under-
water vibrations set up by a moving ves-

sel. Microphones and magnetophones of
exceedingly high sensitiveness were em-
ployed, sometimes with attachments
which enabled the listener to ascertain

the direction from which the disturbance
was coming. The "silent submarine"
was, however, introduced to circumvent
the hydrophone, and this development
was countered by the "echo method" un-
der which a beam of sound was sent out
by the chasing vessel, sweeping the seas

like a searchlight, and causing an echo-

when it strikes a solid object such as

a submcrine. Even more ingenious is

the "leader gear," invented by the Bri-

tish for another purpose. If a cable laid

on the bottom of the sea—say in the

channel leading into a harbor—is tra-

versed by alternating current, it is pos-

sible, by means of delicate devices in-

stalled on board ship, for the navigator

to see or hear indications of the presence

of such a cable. So perfect is the

mechanism that a ship can proceed at

20 knots in fogs or darkness, feeling its

way along the cable almost as precisely

as a tramcar trolley follows the over-

head wire. Professor McLennan states

that "by leader gear law in such areas

as the River St. Lawrence, the entrance

to tb" Thames or Halifax Harbor, the

Straits of Dover, etc., in and out lanes

of traffic can be maintained with ease

in fogs." The echo method can also be

used for sounding, for locating icebergs,

surface vessels, and rock-bound coasts in

a fog. In fact, "und^^r peace conditions

many important technical sy?items and
devices brought fonvard during the war
will find immediate application as aids

to mivin'ation."
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The Contraflo System of Utilizing Exhaust
By Means of This Arrangement All the Heat of Exhaust Steam
From Engine Room Auxiliaries is Made Available and Less of

the Heat in Main Engine Exhaust is Rejected

THIS system of condensing, vacuum
producing, filtering, and feed
heating apparatus which was pri-

marily developed by Mr. D. B. Morrison,
of Messrs. Richardson, Westgarth &
'Co., Hartlepool, England, a number of

years ago, and has since been extended
and further improved by the Contraflo

Clondenser and Kinetic Air Pump Syndi-
cate, London, England, is now being
manufactured in Canada under license

by the Goldie & McCulloch Co., Limited,

Gait, Ont.

The objects of the Contraflo system
are:

—

To return to the boiler by means of

the feed water the entire heat in the

exhaust steam from the auxiliary en-

gines, thereby economizing coal.

To realize this thermal gain in all

seas by means of a "Contraflo" con-

denser, which continuously maintains the

highest economical vacuum with the least

pumping power.

To increase the propelling power of

the main engines without increasing the

coal bill.

It has been established that with the

"Contraflo" system of vacuum producing
a higher vacuum can be obtained with

smaller cooling surface than with the

ordinary sui'face condenser, thus leading

to greater power being developed in the

main engine. Also by means of the

steam ejector (which is part of the

"Contraflo" system and is described here-

after), this higher vacuum is produced

not only without cooling down the con-

densate (boiler feed water), as would
be the case with an ordinary condenser

when endeavoring to obtain higher

vacuum, but the condensate is delivered

to the air pump at a higher temperature
than usual, thus leading to economy in

the boiler room.
As regards the "Contraflo" system of

auxiliary condensing and feed water
heating and filtering apparatus, one of

the principal features of this is the small
• size of the winch condenser required. The
"Contraflo" winch condenser is usually

fitted in connection with the "Contraflo"

compensator heater and the "Contraflo"

cascade feed water filtering, cleansing,

and heating tank. The exhaust from
the various auxiliaries is all utilized,

partly in being condensed into boiler

feed water and partly for the purpose of

heating up the boiler feed water, but

eventually ALL exhaust steam becomes
boiler feed water and the system is so

'flexible that the temperature of feed can
"be re-^u^ated to almost any desired ex-

tent on either the suction or the delivery

of the delivery side of the Ijoiler feed

pumps.
The "Contraflo" cascade filtering and

Theating tank receives the -water dis-

charged by the engine air pump, the

drains from the LP. and L.P. receivers,

and all other drains from around the

engine room and from the winch con-

denser and compensator heater; it also

receives such exhaust steam as is not

used in the compensator heater for heat-

ing feed water on its way to the boilers

or which is not condensed in the winch
condenser and returned from thence to

the cascade tank as hot water. This
steam can therefore be utilized for heat-

ing feed water on the "Cascade" tank
on the suction side of the pumps. The
tank is arranged with special heating

nozzles and a system of filtering and
baflSing to separate oil and foul water
from the cleansed and heated feed water.

The feed pumps, either engine driven

or independently driven, receive this

cleansed water and deliver it through
the "Contraflo" compensator heater,

where it is further heated by a portion
of the exhaust from auxiliaries, as men-
tioned above. The portion of the ex-
haust steam not used in the heater will,

as occasion arises, either pass partly to
the winch condenser and thence back to

the Cascade tank as hot water, or else

go direct to the Cascade tank as already
described; all these operations are prac-
tically automatically controlled once the

regulating valves on the pipe lines are
properly adjusted.
The "Contraflo" winch condenser is ar-

ranged with temperature control so that
should the feed water coming from it to
the Cascade tank and thence on to the
suction side of the feed pumps, be too
hot for the pumps to deal with.it can be
regulated to a temperature the
pumps can handle and the greater por-
tion of the feed heating then is done in
the Contraflo compensator heater, placed
on the discharge side of the pumps.
By utilizing portion of the exhaust

steam to heat the feed water in the Cas-
cade filter tank the compensator feed
tioater can be made much smaller than
IS usual in ordinary practice where the
whole of the exhaust steam is passed
through the heater; also an effective de-
vice is fitted for collecting and removing
air both from the steam chamber and

the water heads, this generally being
overlooked in ordinary practice.

It will be seen from the foregoing that
ALL the heat in the exhaust from the
engine room and deck auxiliary machin-
ery and all drain water from main en-
gine and auxiliaries is utilized in heating
the feed water, also that ALL the ex-
haust eventually becomes feed water.

Another feature of the "Contraflo"
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auxiliary system is the very complete
method adopted of removmg oil and
grease from the exhaust steam and feed
water, a special oil and grease separator
being placed close to the compensator
heater, and the winch condenser also

having an oil extractmg device; likewise

the Cascade tank has an effective oil col-

lecting and filtering medium and a sys-

tem of baffling, all of which make for

feed water very free from oil.

Regarding the main condensing system,

the principal feature of thig consists in

due to oil being deposited on their sur-
faces and also on account of water drip-
ping on to them from the upper tubes
and preventing the steam from getting
into close contact with the cooling surface.
Every sea-going engineer knows that to

maintain a vacuum of more than 2SVi"
or 24" in warm water entails the pump-
ing of a large amount of circulating
water, but in the Contraflo system, on
account of the large volume of steam
and air removed by the inducing nozzle
it has been demonstrated that a vacuum

jet condenser is simply a small amount
of the condensate discharged by the air
pump and is drawn back to the jet con-
denser and thence again passes back into
the air pump, being in effect a closed
system. A water seat or U leg is formed
between main condenser and air pump on
the air pump suction pipe, to prevent
the air and water vapor discharged by
the ejector returning back to the main-
condenser.

On account of the smaller condensing
surface required in the "Contraflo" sys-

DIAGRAMMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF CONTRAFLO COMPENSATOR STEAM FEEH) HEATING SYSTEM.

combining a small auxiliary jet conden-
ser or receiver tank in series with the

main condenser and fitting an ejector or

inducing nozzle on the main condenser
to withdraw the comparatively richly

air-laden vapor, which usually remains
in a condenser despite the efforts of

the air pump to withdraw it.

In an ordinary condenser the lower
ows of tubes soon lose their efficiency

of 27" can be maintained in the main
condenser, with sea water at 80° to 85°

F.; also that the cooiing surface can be

materially reduced.

The ejector receives its steam supply

usually from the circulating pump en-

gine exhaust and delivers the steam and
air mixture to the small jet condenser,

which is placed on the air pump suction

pipe. The condensing water used in this

tem due to the employment of the steam
jet, etc., a lesser quantity of circulating

water is required and therefore a smaller

circulating pump; also less of the ^eat
in the exhaust steam from the low pres-

sure cylinder of the main engine is trans-

ferred to the circulating water and lost

overboard, as the steam ejector replaces

about one-fifth of the tube surface nor-

mally required and collects a large-
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WATER LEVEL IN AIR PUMP DISCHARGE
CHAMBER SHOULD BE 6" ABOVE THE WEIR IN

THE WATER INLET CHAMBER OF CASCADE TANK

volume of uncondensed steam and vapor
from the main condenser and delivers it

into the small jet condenser, where its

heat is transferred to the condensate (or

boiler feed water), as is also the heat in

the steam passing through the ejector

from the circulating pump engine ex-

haust.

The recognized best cargo steamer
practice as recommended by the guid-

ance specification of the North-east

Coast Institution of Engineers and
Shipbuilders provides for l^^ sq. ft. of

condensing surface per normal indicated

horse-power at sea; on tbis basis 2,000

h.p. would require 3,000 sq. ft., or, say,

15,300 lineal feet of brass tubing % in.

diameter. By installing the "Contraflo"

system for main condenser about one-

fifth of this tubing could be saved.

A test was carried out in England
some time ago in the presence of repre-

sentatives of the British Controller of

Sihipping, the North-east Institution of

Engineers and Shipbuilders and other

bodies, to determine the relative effi-

ciency of the "Contraflo" winch conden-
ser, as compared with one of ordinary

circular shell type. The result showed
that a "Contraflo" condenser of 250 sq.

ft. could effectively perform the same
duty as ordinary condenser of 600 sq. ft.

surface, the duty in this case being to

condense 15,000 lbs. steaim per hour. The
weight of the "'Contraflo" condenser was
30(v less; the saving in cost on 100

winch condensers supplied for British

standard ships was $89,000. The "Con-
traflo" system has been largely adopted
m the British mercantile marine and
that of other countries and a contraoU

has recently been entered into with the

United States Emergency "Fleet Corpor-
ation for the supply of this apparatus
on 320 ships with the option of putting
it on all they build. The system is also

beincr fitted on a number of vessels

building in Canada.
The cuts accomipanjring this article

illustrate some of the "iContraflo" de-

tails.

Cut No. 1 illustrates diagrammatically
the quantity of heat in steam taken
from a ship's boilers for the auxiliai*y

machinery, and also how much of this

'heat is returned to the boiler with the

feed water under the "iContraflo" sys-

tem.

Cut. No. 2 illustrates the latest and
simplest arrangement of the "Contraflo"
auxiliary system and piping connections

in diagrammatic form; this is the sys-

tem that is now being fitted to the Bri-

tish standard ships. The letter press

with this cut gives the setting and oper-
ation of the various valves.

Cut. No. 3 shows the cascade filter

tank in its proper relative position as

regards levels in connection with feed
pump valves of the main engine. For in-

dependent feed pumps the water level

over the suction vaiVes of the pumps
should be the same as for engine-driven

pumps.

Cuts Nos. 4 and 5 show a new ar-

rangement of the main engine and aux-
iliary machinery covered by the "Con-
traflo" patents and being fitted to Bri-

tish standard ships. These are specially

interesting as showing the centrifugal

pump, cascade tank, and winch conden-
ser all directly attached to the main en-

gine, thus permitting the piping in con-

nection with same being fitted and as-

sembled in the shops, whereas with the
ordinary arrangement most of this pip-
ing would otherwise have to be fitted

aboard ship. The new arrangement re-
sults in both a saving of piping and of
labor, because in the ordinary ship board
arrangements of auxiliaries and piping
only about 27c^, of the total piping in

the system can be fitted in the shops,
yet under the new "Contraflo" arrange-
ment as illustrated it is possible to fit

up to 60 of the piping in the shops and
the piping is considerably shorter. Ctit

No. 5 also shows the auxiliary jet con-
denser fitted on the air pump suction

pipe in conjunction with the steam ejec-

tor system.

There are various other arrangements
of the "Contraflo" system to suit special

requirements, one of these modifications
being the elimination of the engine-
driven air pump and its replacement by
a small rotary kinetic air pump and con-
densate pump combined in one casing
and driven by a small steam turbine;

this is used in conjunction with the
steam ejector system and is specially

suitable for large powered vessels, re-

sulting in a very appreciable saving in

cost, weight and space.

The Navy Department has adopted an
audio frequency signal for aviators
which will enable them to land with safe-

ty in a dense fog or in the dark. This
system of audio transmission which has
been perfected has played a conspicuous
part in the war and is now being appilied

to the uses of peace. It will be of ad-
vantage to navigators finding their way
through fog into port, as well as to
navigators in the air The difficulties

encountered because of fog in the recent
transatlantic flights of the NC-4's and
the Vickers-Vimy airplane demonsti'ate

the need of just such a device.
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Refrigerating Plant Efficiency
Rules and Informatian on Correct Proportions as One of the

Essentials for Maximum Operating Plant Economy

CORRECT proportions is one of the

essentials for maximum operating
economy in the refrigerating plant.

Every machine, device, apparatus or

piece of equipment will give its most ef-

ficient service at a certain load; abov2
this, or below, the cost or effort of opera-

tion increases. Consequently it must ibe

the aim of the man in charge of the
plant to maintain this proportion as far

as possible and run the plant at its

maximum efficient point as near as pos-

sible.

Of course, tiie designer of the plant is

largely responsible for the proportioning

of the equipment when the plant is

•elected and there is nothing left for the

operating man to do but to make the

best of what is already installed, as far

as this is concerned; on the other hand
there is a large proportion of the equip-

ment that can be changed or altered at

small expense and there is considerable

leeway in many plants in the manner in

which it can be operated, all of which

may radically affect the operating econ-

omy of the plant."

Oftentimes it will be found that where
more than one boiler is installed, more
boilers are run than are necessary,

simply because the fireman can pile a

Jieavy charge in both boilers at one
time and reduce the number of firing

periods. At the same time he will be
jshoveling more coal.

Run Boilers Partly Overloaded

Experience has demonstrated in prac-

tice that most boilers can be operated as

-efficiently, and sometimes at higher ef-

ficiency, by running them partly over-

loaded. In many cases it has been found
that a boiler carrying 50 per cent, more
load than its nominal rating would
evaporate more water per pound of coal

than when it was operated at normal
load. If a boiler is underloaded it is

seldom as efficient as at full load, and
in most cases its efficiency is greatly

reduced when running below full load.

This is due to the fact that the ef-

ficiency of the combustion process is in-

creased at the higher ratings. In many
cases the amount of coal burned per sq.

ft. of grate surface is as low as six or

seven pounds and it is impossible to

burn the average run of bituminous coal

efficiently at this rate. In a large num-
ber of cases the boiler efficiency can be
rHdicallv increased by increasing the

rate to 15 t6 25 pounds per sq. ft. of

grate surface. This may mean shutting

down one or more boilers and a little

more frequimt firing by the fireman,

but he will shovel less coal. Conse-

fliiently the proportion of boilers to the

Reprinted from the "Refrigerating WorM."
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load will bear considerable investigation

in the average plant.

Oftentimes it will be found that the

stack is too small for the load, or to

maintain the proper intensity of draft

for high rates of combustion. In this

case the stack will be out of proportion

for maximum efficiency, but this can be

easily remedied by installing one of the

many f jrced draft fans in the sides of

the boiler settings, when almost any de-

sired intensity of draft can be obtained.

This is one case where the operator can

do a little proportioning himself.

In case only a single boiler is operated

and this is too large for the load, the

efficiencv can be considerably increased

by bricking up a proportion of the grate,

thus increasing the intensity of combus-

tion on the remainder of the grate. This

is another case where the proportioning

is strictly up to the man in charge.

In the engine room one will often find

twc or more compressors dragging along

at 30 or 40 revolutions per minute when

b> speeding up to 65 or 75 and even 85

revolutions for the smaller machines, one

or more machines couVl be shut do^'n,

thus eliminating the friction and con-

densation losses of one or more units as

well as the oil and attention required. At

the same time the efficiency of the run-

ning units at the higher speed will be

better than at the slow speed, up to the

point where the action of the compres-

sor valves is too slow for the velocity of

the piston, which is considerably above

the speeds given above.

The same can also be said in regard

ti brine and boiler feed pumps, water

pumps, air compressors and every other

apparatus around the plant, including

the power engines. Keep them running

as nearly as possible at their normal

speeds and loads; this will result in

maximum economy all around.

Pipes and Coils

When it comes to piping, condensers

and expansion coils the man in charge

has considerable latitude to demonstrate

his ability. A radical reduction in con-

denser water and power or steam con-

sumption can often be obtained by ad-

ding a few more stands to the con-

denser and prove a gold mine from an

investment standpoint. This is especially

the case where water is expensive and

the fuel likewise; in this case liberal

condenser surface is indispensable to

commercially economical operation.

In many installations it will be found

that many secti )ns, especially of the

suction piping, are entirely too small for

the volume of gas that has to pass

through them, resulting in excessive fric-

tion losses and reduced suction pressure,
which, in the final analysis, results in

reduced compressor capacity and in-

creased cost of operation. Substitution
of larger pipe in these cases will pay a
handsome return on the investment.

The expansion coils, however, will

give the man in charge of the average
plant more opportunity to use his dis-

cretion and demonstrate his ability, than
any other part of the plant. In a great
many plants the proportioning of the
expansion coils is radically defective and
some good judgment in rearranging
these, and adding more pipe in a num-
bei of cases, will .make a marked show-
ing on the operating economy of the
plant. This is well illustrated in the

article on "Improving a Refrigerating
Plant" in the Sept., 1918, issue of "Re-
frigerating World" and an article by
the same writer along similar lines In

"Power" recently. Rearrangement and
addition of more ooil surface resulted in

some almost unbelievable economies and
brought the overload on the boiler room
and compressors down below normal
lo\d. Surely a condition well worth
striving for, and the condition of this

plant was not by any means worse than

is the case in hundreds of others all

over the country.

Proper Adjustment

Once a plant is properly proportioned,

as far as practicable under the existing

conditions, the next problem is one of

proper adjustment. This, in a way, is

a? important as proper proportion and
entirely up to the man in charge of

operation. In the boiler room the thick-

ness of the fuel bed, the damper, or

what is the same thing, the draft, the

proper water level, and a number of

other details should be adjusted to the

load and kind of fuel used. Here the

man in charge has every opportunity to

demonstrate his ability and progressive-

ness, and make a radical difference in

the cost of operation.

In the engine '•oom the adjustment

of engine valves, compressor valves,

siuffingboxe3, bearings, piston rings, as

well as the numerous details of various

other equipment, including the pumps
and air compressors, will make a healthy

difference at the end of the year if this

is conscientiously attended to. This part

of the equipment, however, probably re-

ceives more attention than that of tno

boiler room or those to be mentioned

later.

Considerable discretion can be exer-

cised in the adjustment of the condenser
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water. In most cases the average man
will turn on all the water available and
imagine he is doing fine. Where water
is expensive to get and fuel relatively

cheap, this procedure is liable to prove

lj be very extravagant at the end of the

season's run.

It is generally not a very complicated
matter to determine the rate evapora-

tion by the boiler and the amount of

steam used by the engine. A simple

.evaporation test requires no particular

skill and will give the relation of pounds
of water evaporated to the pjunds of

fuel burned. The steam consumption ul

the engine can be approximated very

closely from indicator cards, by the use

of a steam meter if one is available, or

by running the boiler on the compressor
aione, on Sunday or sjme other day
when it is not needed for other opera-

tions, and the actual coal consumption
determined direct. A test can then be

run with maximum condenser water run-

ning over the condenser and another at

the minimum, consistent with highest

permissible condenser pressure.

By the latter method, actual operation

conditions will be duplicated, and the

variations in the steam consumption of

the condenser water pump, at the higher

and lower output will also be taken into

consideration. The cost of fuel can then

be compared with the cost of water. If

the cost of fuel at high condenser pres-

sure is less than the cost of water to

maintain a lower pressure, it evidently

is good practice to run at the higher

pressure and reduce the cost of opera-

tion.

Expansion Valves

It is in the readjustment of the expan-
sion valves, however, that the average

man can make some very radical im-

provements. Some very good articles

along this line has appeared from time

to time in the "Refrigerating World"
and other^ power plant magazines, and
the writer will therefore refrain from
discussion of the details in this article.

The main point -iS' to keep every foot of

expansion coil surface in contact with

liquid ammonia and utilize every square

foot of surface for evaporation of liquid,

without at the same time flooding any
one of the coils and throwing a large

proportion into the suction line. Liquid

in the suction gas simply increases the

radiation loss thrjugh the suction line

ar.d greatly reduces the capacity of the

compressor.
To judge the proper setting of the

valves, one will have to take into con-

sideration the temperature differences

m the various rooms, if direct expansion
is used, the size of the coils and their

cleanliness. A coil with heavy frost on

it will not evaporate the same amount
of ammonia as a similar coil with clean

surfaces. A heavy coating of oil will act

in a similar manner.
However, it is onlv neressary to watch

the suction pressure gauge and experi-

ment with each coil until a point is

found where the suction pressure will be
maximum without an excessive av.ount
of liquid being carried hack into the

suction line, as indicated by the frost

line on the machine or the tnermometer
in the suction line, if one is provided.

Under these conditions a man will have
to keep on his toe.s in case the tempera-
tures fluctuate in the rooms, as a drop
in temperature in any room will reduce
the rate of evaporation in the coils in

this room and throw some of the liquid

into the suction line. Consequently ths

valves must be pinched off as the tem-
peratures drop and if the suction pres-

sure comes down, in consequexice sonii

of the other valves will have to be

opened a little more in order to ke*p
them working at maximum capacity.

Cleanliness is another indispensable

factor in efficient refrigerating plant

operation. This means clean heating
surfaces in the boiler room, the regular

removal of the soot deposits, thorough
washing out of the boiler as frequently

as the quality of the water may demand,
and the regular removal of scale. A
water purifying system will be found a

good investment in a number of cases

and a turbine cleaner will be found a
very good investment where water tube

boilers are used.

The same also holds good regarding
the condenser. Scale formation on the

outside of the pines on atmospheric con-

densers and on the inside of the pipes

on double-pipe condensers sliould not be

allowed to accumulate. A wire brush on

the end of a piece of pipe, run over the

pipes occasionally on atmospheric con-

densers, will wash off 4" l^rge part of

the accumulated sediment and prevent
its baking on the coils. On double-pipe

condensers, one coil at a time can be'

cvt off from the water circulation And a,^

tube scraper run through it the same-'jaS"

cleaning boiler tubes. Only one or two
C3ils at a time need be cleaned itt this'

manner and by taking a few coils this

way every week, or twice a month, the

entire condenser can be gone" over t^6*

or three times every season , which _will

make a considerable difference In the

water consumption and the fu el or power^
consumption at the end of the year.

The expansion coils in the averaee

plant will require attention almg this

line more than any other part of the

equipment. The dense frost one sees

on the average expansion coil is an ab-

solute detriment to efficient operation.

Snow and ice is an excellent heat in-

sulator, as arctic explorers will inform

us when relating their exneriences, and

this is just the opposite of what we de-

sire in the operation of an expansion

coil.

Thorouerh cleaning of these coils

should therefore be made regularly, de-

pending on how fast, and heavy the

frost forms. Coils in hot meat cooler^

or where there is a large percentage of

moisture present can be nrofitably

cleaned every day. Others in dry rooms
may require cleaning only once a week
aiTl in cases onlv once per month.

If no other method is available, scrap-

ing the coils with hook-shaped scrapers

w]V do fairlv well, but the hot gas

method, described in various articles in

the "Refrigerating World," is really the
only business-like method of doing this
work and the most effective, as it

loosens up the oil and brings it out as
well as removes the frost from the out-
side.

Oil should not be allowed to accumu-
late in any part of tiie system. For this

reason some of the coils should be opened
up occasionally for inspection and if any
considerable amount of oil is present it

should be blown out with steam and
air. Any quantity of oil in the coils is

just as detrimental as frost on the out-
side or scale in the boiler tubes.

Tightness of System and Insulation

It seems waste of space to mention
here that pistons and valves, as well as
the stuffingboxes on the valve stems
and pistons of power and compressor
engines should be kept tight. The same
may also be said regarding air com-
pressors. The fact remains, however,,
that in a large number of plants there
is always a large amount of leakage at
these points that would make a sizable

coal pile at the end of the year, and the
a^'erage plant can make some commend-
able improvements along this line. A
steam meter in che line showing the
steam consumption per 24 hours before
and after making these changes would
be an eye-opener for many operators.

Every effort must be made to elimin-

ate ammonia leaks and so much has
been said in the various power and re-

frigerating plant journals on this sub-
ject in' recent years that it is not within

^.the^|)rovince of this article to describe
the various methods used to locate the
leaks ' and. Jiotv to remedy them. Suffice

-to say that regulrr inspections should
wbe made withslitmus paper of the jacket
and condensing wat r and with the sul-

phur stick oti' th^ ."^'tnmonia joints, espe-
cially th6 discharge line, compressor or

"absorlDer and generator, and the con-
* dertser. Num'ferous small leaks, invisible

and not noticeable by smell will be found
in this manner that will waste large
quantities of ammonia in a season's run.

Tight stop and expansion valves are
another requisite for economical opera-

tion. At 125 pounds pressure a pinhole

leak in a steam stop valve will waste a
pound of steam every five hours. A few
of these leaks in each valve all over the
plant will mean an alarming increase in

the coal consumption at the end of the

season's run. GooJ valves in the first

place, a good reseating machine and
renewal of the discs the moment leaks

are suspected will mean considerable

money saved in the long run. Also con-

siderable judgment can be displayed in

selecting the proper disc for the service

it is to be used. The discriminate use

of every kind of disc for every service

as: practised in altogether too many
plants cannot be too severely condemned;
it is not fair either to the plant owner,
the disc manufacturer or the maker of

the valve. Discs ursuited for the pur-

pose for which they are used will give

o'ot in a short time and at the same time

ruin the seat of the valve in which they

are used.
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The Trade and Technical Papers

'J^HE position and business of the trade paper is coming

to be more and more recognized by those who have

occasion to dig beneath the surface in any particular line,

and get down to real facts.

The trade presis does not appeal to the mob. It is

not a political organ, nor is its purpose merely to enter-

tain. Its mission is to present information along specific

lines, to publish the views of men who have succeeded,

to give methods and schemes for doing mechanical things

the best and most proficient way, to make a mechanic a

better mechanic or a salesman a better salesman. In

reality the trade paper is the medium through which the

man who wants help can g«t it.

In the Ohio State University Department of Electrical

Engineering there is a course in industrial lighting. The

literature sent out by the University has the following

in regard to the assistance the University authorities are

getting from the trade press. Referring to the rapidity

with which accepted theories and practices are being

scrapped to make room for new ideas, the University

letter says:

"One result of this rapid development is that the best

available textbooks are to a large extent out-of-date be-

fore they are off the press. We are, therefore, confining

the work of the course mostly to these letters and to that

most up-to-date form of technical literature, the trade

publications. We are fortunate in the large amount of

good material that is available in the lighting field."

The above reference applies both to the engineering

literature sent out by industrial and manufacturing firms

and equally so to the technical press of to-day.

In other words, both sources of information are re-

garded by the Ohio State University as being of more

importance than all the textbooks that are coming off the

press, because it can keep up to the minute, while a text-

book has to stand for certain stated beliefs, even while

the procession passes along and leaves those beliefs old

and without a following. Again, the University author-

ities can have no ulterior motive in stating their views

on th« matter. They are out to secure all the information

they can along certain modem problems. They want to

bring to bear on their problems every bit of worth-while

knowledge they can secure, and their tried experience has

been that they find this material in the trade press.

The trade and technical paper is the friend of the

man who wants to go farther up, and then men who have

succeeded in going farther up are the best friends and

most constant readers of the trade and technical papers.

Mental Rust
J^ID you ever have your fireman, or someone else in your

employ, come to you and ask you about some simple

point in connection with the plant, or perhaps about some

equally simple problem in engineering theory? Of course

you have, and you have scratched your head and hemmed

and hawed wondering what to say, trying to remember

and being exasperated beyond measure at >'x>ur inability

to explain things satisfactorily. It is rather humiliating,

isn't it? And yet did you ever count up the years, per-

haps, that have elapsed since the textbooks hive been

opened that still lie on the shelves of the den, or in your

office at the plant?

Man's mental equipment may be likened unto a piece

of nicely polished shining steel exposed to the elements

and with its ever-present tendency to rust and grow dull.

And like steel, the only way to keep the memory bright

and free from the blight of forgetfulness is to keep polish-

ing, by reading texts, or better still, the more up-to-date

contents of the technical press.
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Ingenuity Displayed By Native Races

'J^HE possession of a wonderful mechanical sense by

more or less primitive races is referred to in an

interesting manner by an editorial writer in The Practical

Engineer, a British publication. Where native labor is

employed on engineering works, cases arise where it is

wise on the part of the supervising engineer to leave

the overcoming of certain difficulties to the solution arrived

at by the native mind. Interesting instances of the suc-

cessful application of this policy are mentioned. There

is the case of a dam in Egypt, which was giving trouble

through leakage, though the exact spot where the weak-

ness existed was not apparent. A native Egyptian em-

ployed on the job conceived the idea of coloring the

water on the high side of the dam in order to detect

the spot where the leakage appeared on the low side.

The engineering feat we hear of so frequently now of

placing the centre span of a bridge by floating it on

lighters to its place, and then raising it, was not unknown

to the Chinese. In fact it is claimed that it was a Chinese

who first utilized the buoyancy of lighters and the help

of a tidal stream to place girders in this fashion.

Transporting a Lancashire boiler where there were

no roads was encompassed by slinging it bodily on

bamboo poles, and manning the poles with enough coolies

to carry the weight. Naturally labor was cheap where

this method was employed.

Transporting a vertical boiler up a hillside was done

by the Chinese headman by means of what we would

call parbuckling. The boiler was laid on its side and

ropes were passed around it, one end of the rope being

made fast to convenient trees, the other end being taken

round the barrel of a winch. The winch being started

winding in the rope, the boiler naturally rolled up.

This does not seem to us to be nearly so good an

instance as the next one, which showed really excellent

mechanical thought. This case was of a nine-ton fly-

wheel, which had to be taken to the summit of a hill.

Obviously such a wheel was too heavy to take any chances

of rolling it up, as one slip would have meant disaster.

The Chinese headman was told to get it up, and then

left to his own devices. He immediately proceeded to

drive strong stakes into the hillside at long intervals,

leaving them about three feet above the surface. He
then secured some screwed pipe, and screwed a flange on

each end of a piece just long enough to fit over the stake.

To the top flange he fitted long bars to act as capstan

bars. The wheel was then raised by levers, and rollers

fitted under it as it lay on its flat. The rope was at-

tached, and the loose end passed around the improvised

winch on the stake. Enough men were then placed on
the capstan bars, and the order given to heave away.
The men walked round and the flywheel came up the

hill. When it had reached the stake it was chocked up,

the rope let go, and the winch was taken bodily to the
next stake. The distance apart of the stakes was limited
by the length of the rope available. This was about as
safe and quick a way as could have been devised by any
one under the conditions prevailing, and was thought out
and adopted by a man who had never heard of the prin-
ciples of mechanics.

The Engineer's Pants

IEEAD a week or sjo ago what James E. Noble said

about the shiny britches being like a hunk of lead,

what's tied around some poor wop's neck to hold him
on his job, when he might plan to hurdle out and pasture

on green sod.

He says an engineer should have great patches on

his knees from kneelin' down to find the cause of every

leak and wheeze—that he should have his feet flat out

and decked up with a com, from chasin' round the plant

until the blowin' of the horn.

I may be wrong, James may be right, but to my homely
view, I love the man whose stem is clad in folds of shiny

hue.

I love the man with skillful touch who knows the

game all through, who knows just what his plant and
coal and stokers three can do—who looks ahead and
keeps things sweet like some great Christmas cake, to

make them run like grease each day, a-scared, by heck,

to break.

To me it is a goodly thing, it makes my heart go
thump to hear the rythmed quiver of a nicely-runnin'

pump—it makes my spine to have a thrill to see an
engine run, without some jay a standin' there with pitch-

fork and with gun.

It likewise causes me to groan to enter in some place,

where engineer has got a streak a camprn' on his face.

He's crawlin' round the floor, he is, he's camping in the

oil. his temper's like a stormy night, it's startin' for to

boil.

Sure he has patches on his knees, bis feet are sore

and flat, he talks like some quack doctor, too, what whis-

pers through his hat. I cannot love this oily jay, nor
hold him to my breast, for oil is oozing from his boots,

likewise from out his vest.

When I go lookin' for a man to make power for my
plants, I'll squint until I find the chap what has the

shiny pants, the chap who sits and thinks a bit, who
knows just what to do, without a-crawlin' on his knees
or sweatin' like a stew. Ah, yes, I'll take him by the
hand, and lead him to my place, a smile a-campin* in

my soul and one hung on my face. I'll pay to him ten
bucks a day, I'll feed him T-bone meat, this chap what
has the shiny hue a-glowing from his seat.—ARK.

THE MBTBIJRMAN IN A DRY LAND.
—From the YouTigstown (Ohio) "Telegram."
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OUR QUESTION BOX
Questions are invited from readers regarding power

plant operation and difficulties

encountered

Readers are invited to send in

answrers to these problems, as they

have been chosen for their interest

and application to the practical

side of power plant operation.

Perhaps you, too, have some pet

problems, or hard nuts which you

would like to ask your fellow en-

gineers; if so, send them along for

the benefit of others.

Answers, together with the ori-

ginal question, will be published in

the issues following the appearance

of the question.

Questions Before the House
so. At what pressure will a safety

valve blow off, having a diameter of 4

inches, the weight of the valve and stem
is 10 lbs., the l^vcr is 20 lbs., and the

ball 120 lbs.? The total length' of the

lever, which is straight, is 44 inches. The
we^ht is 40 inches from Jjhe fulcrum,

and t?ie distance from the centre line of

the valve to the fulcrum is 4 inches.

81. With a safety valve having the

dimensions given in question one, what
weight is necessary to have the valve

about to blow off at a steam pressure of

100 lbs. per sq. inch?

82. Wliat is the absolute pressure if

the vacuum gauge indicates 19 inches,

while the^ barometer stands at 26 in-

ches ?

83. Find'the. quantity of air required

to completely %"^m one pound of fuel

of the following composition:

Carbon ... • • • -84 parts

Hydrogen .'. ... 5 parts

Oxygen 7 parts

Ash . . ... 4 parts

84. How many B.T.U. vnW be produc-

ed by the comibustion of one pound of

coal of the following composition:

—

Carbon 76.5 parts

Hydro;gen 4.4 parts

Oxygen 3.0 parts

Nitro2-en 11 parts

Ash . . 15.0 parts

85. How many pounds of water at

212 degrees Fah. can be evaporated by 1

pound of the coal mentioned in ques-

tion 5 ?

86. A boiler sbell 72 inches in dia-

meter is constructed of material. 5 in-

ches thick, which has a tensile strength

of 60.000 lbs. per sq. in. What is the

bursting pressure, taking no account of

the weakening effect of the seam?

87. If the boiler shell whose dimen-
sions are given in question 7 is con-

structed with a triple-riveted, double-

strapped belt joint having an efiiciency of

86 per cent., what is the bursting pres-

sure ?

88. Find the load on a stay when the

pitch is 8 inches either way and the

steam pressure 83 lbs. per sq. inch.

89. Staybolts 1% inches in diameter

zTe placed BV2 inches from centre to

centre. If the steam pressure is 100

lbs. per sq. inch, what is the stress per

sq. inch in the stays ?

90. A stayrod 2 inches in diameter is

cut with a U.S. standard thread and has

A'V2 threads per inch. What is the dia-

meter at the root of the thread ?

91. What working pressure will be al-

lowed on a solid rectangular steel gir-

der 2.5 ft. long, 7 inches deep and 2 in-

ches thick, fitted v,-ith three staybolts?

The girders are spaced 7 inches centre

to centre. The pitch of the stay-bolts

is 7.5 inches and the combustion cham-
ber is 30 inches wide.

92. A boiler shell 60 inches in dia-

meter and inch thick, with a tensile

sti-ength of 60,000 lbs. per sq. in., has a

double riveted longitudinal lap joint,

having a rivet efficiency of 68.3 c; . Un-
rle- Canadian Marine Rules, what work-

ing pressure will be allowed ? All rivet

holes are punched before bending.

Questions Answered
Question.—64. Explain the difference

between outside lap and inside lap of a

D slide valve ?

Answer.—The outside lap is the

amount that the outside edge of the

valve projects beyond the edge of the

steam port when in mid-position. The in-

side lap is the amount that the inside

edge of the valve projects beyond the

edge of the steam port when in mid-

position.

Question.—65. Explain the difference,

if there is any, between piston clearance

and clearance volume?
Answer.—The linear disjtance between

the piston and the cylinder head when
the former is at the end of its stroke is

the piston clearance. The volume of this

space added to the volume of the

steam port leading to it is the clearance

volume.
Question.—66. Is it possible to cut off

with a D slide valve onei»at*'d by an ec-

centric, having no outside lap and no

lead ?

Answer.—^With an ordinarv D slide

valve, operated by an eccentric, there

can be no cut-off, and therefore, no ex-

pansion of steam, unless the valve has
outside lap.

Question.—67. Suppose you had a
plain slide valve engine, and you wished
to make the cut-off earlier, what would
you do? The port opening is to be the
same as before.

Answer.—Increase the outside lap, in-

crease the valve travel and the angle of
advance.

Question.—^68. What is the effect of

increasing the inside lap of a D slide

valve ?

Answer.—The exhaust port will be
opened later and closed later.

Question—69. How can the valve be
given a greater travel than the throw of

the eccentric ?

Answer,—By using a rocking arm.
Question.—70. How does the angu-

larity of the connecting rod effect com-
pression ?

Answer.—^The exhaust port will be

closed later on the forward stroke

tl|an on the return stroke, and hence

tJiere will be more compression at the

head end.

Question—71. A 14 in. by 28 in. en-

eine has a clearance volume of 247 cu-

bic inches. Express the clearance in per

cent.

Answer.—The volume swept throuerh

by the piston is 14 squared, multiplied

by .7854 x 28x=4,310 cubic inches. Then
the clearance is 247=100: 4,310= 5.73

Question.—72. In a 36 in. by 60 in. en-

gine the steam is cut off when the piston

has moved over 21 inches of its stroke.

The clearance being 2 per cent.; find

the real cut-off.

Answer.—The apparent cut-off is 21 x
100-^60 — 35 The real cut-off is (35

X2)xl00-: -100-1-2 = 36.27r; .

Question.—73. What is the ratio of

expansion of the engine given in ques-

tion 9?
Answer.—The ratio of ex^Jansion =

100^36.27 2.76.

Question.—74. .\ 44 in. by 80 in. en-

gine is to run at 75 r.p.m. What actual

diamete»- of steam and exhaust pipes

should be used ? •

Answer.—^e niston spee*l is 80-;-

12V75X2 = 1,000 ft. per min. The area

of this niston is 442X.7854— 1 520 sq. ins.

Area of steam nipe = 1.520 X 1 000--6.-

000 = 233.3 sq. ins. The cttrresioondin"

diameter for the steam oipe is: —\/

(233.3-^-7854) =18 in. nearly. The area

of the exl-aust pine is 1.520x1.000--

4.000 = 380 so. in. Diameter of exhaust

pipe =\/ (380^7854) =22 so in.

Continued on page 426
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NEW POWER PLANT
EQUIPMENT

TWO NEW ENCLOSED STARTERS
FOR SQUIRREL CAGE MOTORS

PROTECTION for both the motor
and the operator is the main fea-

ture of design in the new enclosed
starting: s.vitches, Bulletins 9117 and
3118, manufactured by The Cutler-Ham-
mer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee.
The Bulletin 9117 switch contains an

overload protection unit, which is so
designed that the circuit is not interrupt-
ed by a high initial starting current or
by momentary overloads, yet gives pro-
tection against the continuance of harm-
ful overloads. This inverse time ele-

ment action is obtained by the retard-
ation of a plunger in an oil dashpot.
The time required for the relay to op-
«rate on any given overload condition
may be varied by turning an adjusting
screw.

The three pole fused starting? switch,

Icnown as Bulletin 9118, is especially

adapted for those motors which cannot
be connected directly across the line

when starting. A resistor with two sets

of terminals allows the motor to be
started on either 60«-; or 75r/ line volt-

age. When the motor has reached nor-

mal speed, the resistor is cut out of the

"Circuit and the fuses inserted, which is

•accomplished without breaking the mo-
tor circuit. Therefore, the fuses do not

carry the heavy starting current, and
need be of no greater capacity than to

insure proper motor protection.

WWBRING THE PANEL OF THE BULL.ETIN
9118 STARTER DEADENS THE FUSES AND
MAKES THEM AOCESSIBLE FOR RENEW-
ABLE. THE SWITCH CANNOT BE CLOSED

WHILE THE PANEL IS LOWERED.

Both types of starters are completely
-enclosed and are so designed that it is

impossible to touch any live parts eith-

er while operating or while renewing
fuses and making adjustments. The
enclosing cases, which are arranged
for conduit wiring, prevent the accumu-
lation of dust and grease on the contacts

besides protecting the workmen from

BULLETIN 9>117 STARTER WITH FRONT
COVER REMOVED SHOWING CONTACTORS.
DUPLEX RELAY AND LOW-VOLTAGE COIL.

live parts. All contact posts and fingers

are of standard C-H drum construction,

easily inspected and renewed. Both
types of switches are provided with low
voltage protection coils.

To operate either type of starter, it

is only necessary to raise and lower the

handle, which can be locked to prevent
unauthorized operation. The istarters

are made in various capacities for oper-

ating squirrel cage motors on potentials

not exceeding 550 volts.

SULLIVAN "WAFER" AIR COM-
PRESSOR VALVES

Sullivan Single Stage Belt-Driven

Compressors, type WG-6, and the cor-

responding steam-driven type, "WA-6,"
are now being supplied with the new im-

proved plate valves, developed by the

company's engineers at Claremont, New
Hampshire Works. This valve, known
as the Sullivan "Wafer" Valve, is shown
in the accompanying illustration on

this page. The small size, light weight

and compactness of the valve and its

spring and seat are iStrikingly illlustrat-

ed by the other illustration on page 426

As indicated, the "Wafer" Valves seat

in cages arranged radially to the axis of

the cylinder and close to the two ends of

the cylinder, the inlet valve (being situ-

ated at the bottom and the discharge

valve at the top. These valves are held

to their seats by flat annular springs of

the same material as the valve itself,

which is the finest tempered spring steel

obtainable. The valves open against
specially designed guard plates intended
to give a wide port opening with a mini-
mum of clearance volume, and without
restricting the admission or charge of
the air to or from the cylinder. The
valve, spring and guard are easily ac-

cessible by the removal of a screw plug.
The simple construction and short

comjpression distance of the springs per-

mit the valves to be located much
closer to the bore of the cylinder than
is generally permissible with valves of

this type, with a corresponding reduc-
tion in clearance losses. The light

weight of the valves and the superior
quality of the material result in long
life, and when renewals are necessary,
the cost of new valves is a trifling mat-
ter. The question of repair stock is

simplified because the same valves,

springs and guards are used for both in-

let and discharge.

The valves are employed in multiples

of relatively small size, rather than us-

ing one or two valves of large diameter,

the objection to the large valves being
the large clearance pockets required and
the likelihood of more noisy action and
greater breakage.

Compressors equipped with these

valves are unloaded in essentially the

same manner as the compressors equip-

ped with automatic poppet va^v°s TV^pro

is an airnine conn°ction from the receiv-

er vvl 'ch is controlled by a pilot valve at

the side of the air cylinder. When the

receiver pressure rises to the unload-

ing limit, the pilot valve admits air pres-

sure through branch pipes to

SULLIVAN "W G-6" WAFER VALVE AIR
COMPRESSOR .50-470 CU. FT.

small plun'2:eir pistons located in the

valve plugs. The other end of the pis-

ton carries a three-pronged extension,

which raises the inlet valve from its

seat until the receiver pressure falls the

required amount, upon which the plun-

ger piston falls, the valve seats and the

compressor resumes its operation. While
the valve is raised and the unloader in
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SULLIVAN WAFER INLET VALVE.

action, no air is compressed, the piston

of the compressor simply carrying the

air at atmospheric pressure through the
cylinder and open valves.

Sullivan "Wafer" Valves have been in

use for several years with great success

on high pressure comipressors supplied

the United States Navy for charging
torpedoes at pressures ranging as high
as 2,500 pounds per square inch. In this

service their durability, power economy
and ability to maintain a tight seat af-

ter long use and the reliability of the

special springs, which have been devel-

oped for this service, have all been am-
ply demonstrated.

STEAM ENGINE VALVES
By R. S. Wright

By keeping the following rules handy
they will help to solve many of the

problems applying to the steam engine:

1. With an ordinary D slide valve,

operated by an eccentric, there can be

no cut-off and therefore, no expansion of

steam, unless the valve has outside lap.

2. Increasing the outside lap means
an earlier cut-off and an increased ex-

pansion, while decreasing the outside lap

means a later cut-'off and a diminished

expansion.

3. Increasing the inside lap causes the

compression to begin earlier in the

stroke and causes the release to take

place later. On the other hand, dimin-

ishing the inside lap causes the com-
pression to begin later and the release

to begin eariier in the stroke.

4. When the valve rod and the eccen-

tric rod moves in the same direction

with an ordinary slide valve, the eccen-

tric is set ahead of the crank, and the

angle between the crank and eccentric

is 90 degrees plus the angle of advance.

This law is true whether the engine runs

over or undter.

'5. In the case of the pilain slide valve,

if a rocker-arm is so pivoted as to make
the valve rod and eccentric rod move in

opposite directions, the eccentric must
be placed behind the crank, and the an-

gle between them is 90 degrees, minus
angle of advance.

6. When an indirect valve is used, set

the eccentric ^behind the crank and make
the angle between them equal 90 de-

igrees, minus the angle of advance. If a

rocker-arm is used that makes the valve

rod and the eccentric rod move in op-

posite directions, set the eccentric ahead

of the crank, and make the angle be-

tween them equal to 90 degrees, plus

the angle of advance. This applies

whether the engine runs over or under.
The Efifects of the Connecting Rod on

Steam Distribution

7. It will cause the valve to cut-

off and release the steam, as well as

close the exhaust port later on the for-

ward stroke of the piston than on the

return stroke.

8. To find the real cut-off, add the

clearance volume expressed as a per

cent, of the stroke, to the apparent cut-

off expressed in per cent., and multiply

the sum by 100, divide the product by
100 plus the clearance volume in per

cent.

9. To find the area of the steam pipe

leading to an engine or pump, multiply
the area of the piston by the piston
spread in feet per minute, and divide the
product by 6,000.

10. To find the area of the exhaust
pipe, or exhaust port, for an engine or
steam pump, multiply the area of the
piston by the piston spread in feet per
minute and divide the product by 4,000.

11. To find the area of the steam port,

multiply the area of the piston by the
piston speed in feet per minute; divide

the product by 7,000 if the port is short
and direct, and by 6,000 if the port is

long and tortuous.

Questions Answered
Continued from page 424

Question.—75. About what scale of
spring is usually selected for a given
boiler pressure?

Answer.—About equal to one-half
boiler pressure.

Question.—76. What is the principal

objection to the lazy-tongs and panto-
graph reducing motions ?

Answer.—Their joints are apt to be-

come loose and thus distort the dia-

gram.
Question.—77. What is meant by the

vacuum line on an indicator diagram,
and how is its position located?

Answer.—The vacuum line is the line

of no pressure and is located below and
parallel to the atmospheric line at a dis-

tance equal to the atmospheric pressure
divided by the scale of the spring used
to make the diagram.

Question.—78. In plain slide valve en-
gine, how would you remedy too early
admission, and what effect would this

have on the other events of the stroke?
Answer.—Decrease the angular ad-

vance of the eccentric. This would
cause cut-off, release, and compression
to take place later.

Question.—79. If one end of a cylinder
with a slide valve is found to be doing
more work than the other, how can the

fault be remedied ?

Answer.—Change the length of the
valve stem so as to make cut-off earlier

on the end doing the greater amount of

work.

NEW UNION OF STATIONARY
ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN

The Canadian Brotherhood of Station-

ary Engineers and Firemen has recently

been organized in Edmonton, with J. An-
trobis general secretary. This naw or-

ganization is very broad in its scape and
includes oilers, pumpmen and helpers as
well as others connected wnth the craft.

A Dominion charter has been applied

for, and it is expected that headquarters
will be in Edmonton.

The Department of Electrical Engin-
eering, Ohio State University, have is-

sued a series of technical letters on In-

dustrial Lighting. Ihese letters have
been developed in connection with an ex-

tension course carried on by the univer-

sity. While the earlier technical letters

are of an elementary character, making
their greatest appeal to those who are

not familiar with the science of illumin-

ation, most of the letters of the series

contain information of value to the illu-

jninating engineer. A departure has

been made from the practice of using

the standard text book as a source of in-

spiration, and recourse is had to the

medium of trade literature and the col-

umns of the technical press for up-to-

date information on the various sub-

jects studied. For those wishing to

make a study of the science of illumin-

ation the extension course, of which
those letters form a part, is to be com-
mended.

The Yarnall Waring Co., Chestnut

Hill. Philadelphia, have issued a new list

of users of the Yarway (formerly the

Simplex) Seatless Blow-oif Valve.

SULLIVAN WAFER DISCHARGE VALVE.
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The Operators' Point of View

BOILER ROOM TOOL RACK
By CHAS. H. WILLEY

Old junk and spare time are easily

turned into useful contrivances that make
into the boiler room of a small plant in

the plant more attractive and a better

place to work in. Recently, I stepped

Boston, Mass., and noticed the water
tender has constructed a very handy fire

the University of Illinois Engineering
Experiment Station on the embrittling
action of sodium hydroxide Ccaustic

soda) on soft steel, resulted in the fol-

lowing finding: "In general there seem-
ed to be sufficient data for concluding
that: (a) Caustic soda of sufficient

strength attacks iron with the genera-

tion of hydrogen, (b) Hydrogen in the

O/a! pirrfs P'f"

afi( £' Sei/er Tuie

BOILER ROOM TOOL RACK.

tool rack. I sketched it out roughly and
pass is along. It was made from an
old 2-inch boiler tube and some short

lengths of 1 inch. The hanger feet were
made by splitting the ends of the tube,

flattening out and bending back. The
cross pieces are secured by flattening a

section of their centre and drilling for

bolts.

BOILER WATER TREATMENT
In POWER HOUSE of August 20

there is an article on the above subject
which appears to contradict the results

of other experiments, although the ap-
parent contradiction may be explainable.

It is stated in the said article that
soda ash, after a long series of experi^
ment, has apparently been shown to pro-
duce brittleness in boiler steel, but it is

not stated v/ho conducted the experi-
ments.
A series of experiments conducted by

nascent state, whether generated fey

alkali or acid, enters into the texture of

the iron in a way to modify its physical

properties, (c) The hydrogen effect, at

least in its first apjylication, is transient,

and after a period of rest or freedom
from the hydrogen action, the iron re-

verts to its normal condition, (d) So-

dium carbonate (soda ash or sal soda) is

without action on iron; there is, there-

fore, no generation of hydrogen."
It would appear, from these experi-

ments, that soda ash is perfectly safe to

use. It is explained, however, that by the

use of soda ash sodium hydroxide may
be formed under certain conditions.

These conditions may be removed iby

the use of an open feed water heater in

which the water will be heated to 212°

Fah. with the result that carbonic acid

gas is eliminated, and if the filtering

capacity of the heater is sufficient, the
carbonates of lime and magnesia will

also he removed.

In connection with c'lie open feed wa-
ter heater, it might also be stated that
the proper place to introduce the com-
pound is after the water has passed the
heater, when there will be only the sul-

phates to treat.

Possibly some other reader of

POWER HOUSE has ideas on the mat-
ter, and can help us to learn more and
earn more.

R. McLaren,
160 Dovercourt Rd.

CONNECTION TO AIR CHAMBER
This sketch indicates how someone

connected the water discharge pipe to

the aiv chamber of a pump. What the
idea was I do not know, unless it was to

economize in space or reduce the num-
ber of pipe fittings used or else avoid
the friction of sending the water through
one or two elbows as the water was be-

ing delivered to a point directly above
the pump. By putting a long thread

PUMP AIR CHAMBER.

on the discharge pipe it was possible to
insert it far enough into the air cham-
ber to still have the advantage of an
air cushion therein.—J.E.M.

A STUDY IN FUEL ECONOMY
Showing the Saving Possible by Proper

Insulation

Steam production is essentially a
wasteful process. At the very best,
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we cannot hope to get anywhere near

100 per cent, efficiency out of the coal

we burn. And without modem appli-

ances for correct firing we cannot hope to

approximate anywhere near this figure.

This is all the more reason why we
should take care of this costly heat, every

step of the way, from the time it is fed

as coal into the hop.per of the underfeed

stoker until the last few B.t.u. are used

up in the feed water heater.

Heat is far more evasive than gas. It

leaks through a steel bailer plate or

steam pipe, like water through a sieve.

It leaks through unprotected valves,

flanges and fittings—always seeking to

level up its temperature to that of the

surrounding air.

Steam at only 100 lbs. pressure has a

temperature of 388° Fahrenheit, while

even the hottest summer day will rarely

exceed 90% so that it takes only a mo-
ment's thought to realize the enormous
leakage that can take place from even a

few feet of uncovered or imperfectly

covered pipe.

f . «-vy» -- -»

~ Is
Steam Pressure. xi % ^ .3

o <5 o <s S'X irt <s 3
2 " (SI « W3

B.T.U. Io;s per hour per sq
ft. bare pipe 802 937 10.58 173'5

B.T.U. saved per hour, pipe
covered! with proper in-

sula'jion 676 795 905 1525

Tons cx>al saved! per year,

per 1000 feet of pipe 80
covered 27i0 218 362 5*5

Coal efficiency 14,000 B.T.U. per lb. Boiler effici-

ency 70' V. Thiekneiis of ins\ila'jion I inch. 1

ton = 2240 lbs.

Above are some startling figures re-

cently compiled from tests by the Mellon

Institute of Industrial Research. Pitts-

burgh. They show in graphic form the

actual fuel loss on bare pipes as com-

pared with pipes covered with a good

insulation.

Following are some figures compiled by

the engineering department of one of the

largest manufacturers of insulation in

America. A 6" pipe conveying steam at

100 lb. pressure through even a hot boiler

room with air between 80° and 90°

Fahrenheit, will lose, if bare or uninsul-

ated, 1,278 B.t.u. per lineal foot per hour.

When the proper insulation is applied,

two inches in thickness, on a 6" pipe,

there is a saving in B. t. u. of 91.3'7f .

This saving amounts to 1,166 B. t. u., or

in other words, the loss by applying two

inches of insulation is reduced from 1,278

to 112 B. t. u.

The subject of heat insulation is some-

what imperfectly understood, even by

many of our best engineers.

The i-eal object of insulation is to pre-

vent the flow of heat to the outside air

from the pipe throu.gh which it is being

conveyed. The efficiency of an insula-

tion is expressed by a percentage, which

is the per cent, of heat saved by using the

insulation as compared to what would be

lost if no insulation were used and the

pipe left bare or uninsulated. The effi-

ciency of all insulations varies according

to the size of pipe to which they are ap-

r'''»d and according to the difference in

t:i- perature between steam in the pipe

and air surrounding the pipe, as well as
according to thickness of insulation.

It cannot be too strongly emphasized
that every unprotected piece of metal in

a steam system is a heat thief. Thus
"one pair of ten-inch flanges will waste
a ton of coal a year." It doesn't take
much figuring on that basis to prove
that there is an enormous amount of

valuable heat going to waste.

Not every "pipe-covering" is a good in-

sulator. There are some that are effec-

tive at low pressures, but useless for the
higher temperatures. Others are good
when first applied but soon deteriorate

with the constant heat. Others again are
frankly "made to sell." The trouble is,

they all look alike on the pipes.

Whereas, in the early days of steam,
hay, hair, wool, feathers and other mate-
rials of animal and vegetable origin, were
freely used, the choice to-day for high
temperatures is limited to a few non-or-

ganic materials of which perhaps the

best known are the two described below.

The first, consists specifically of a mass
of crystalized magnesium carbonate, in

the substance of which is securely en-

meshed a myriad of microscopically small

dead air cells.

The second, is made up of layers of

thin felt composed of asbestos fibre and
particles of finely ground, spongy mate-
rial, which contain a large number of

very small enclosed air cells. These
layers form an extremely cellular felt,

built up like a book in laminated form,

thereby confining a large volume of min-
ute dead air cells both in the felt and be-

tween the layers.

It is this basic principle of "dead air

'

in microscopic subdivision that is vital to

the efficiency of any heat insulation.

Air that circulates is an uncommonly
good conductor of heat. Stagnant air is

one 01 the poorest conductors. Thus, the

more dead air cells per cubic inch of the

covering, the greater its efficiency.

AS the steam engine, the Diesel

engine and the steam turbine are
all heat engines, is is necessary,

for the student of marine engineering to

get a firm grasp of the theory of heat.

When this is understood its application

in the various forms of marine and other

engines can be readily understood.

To begin with, the student must learn

to disassociate the terms temperature
and heat. To the average man, the one

term means the same as the other, but

to the engineer there is a distinct mean-
ing to each.

Sensible heat, or temperature, is heat

that is capable of bein"' mcasirred on a

thermometer, or in other words, that

can be appreciated by the sense of sight.

Tlie temperature of a room, the \mter
th.Tt we drink, or the flame of a fire

can b" felt, and can be read on the scale

of a thermometer, but heat itself can

neither be seen nor felt.

Before the present scientific theory of

hf^at was accepted, heat was supposed

The test of the weight alone will al-
ways decide this question, always remem-
bering that large air spaces, permitting
heat loss by convection, are not suited for
any but low pressure heating systems.
Never wrap a pipe with asbestos paper

before applying insulation as it is a
waste of time and money. If the insula-
tion is any good at all it will safely
withstand all the heat it can get.

It is well worth while finding out not
only that your pipes, valves, flanges and i

fittings are covered, but that the cover-
ing is ample for the service demanded.
If they are hot outside the covering, it is

certain they are losing heat, and your
covering is either unsuitable or insufB-
cient.

Cover your feed lines as well as your
exhaust. Protect your boiler walls and
Lreechings as well as the tops. There is

no real reason why your engine room or
boiler house should be excessively hot at
any period of the year. It merely means
you are warming "all outdoors" instead
of carrying your heat where it is most
needed.

Heat leakage spells total loss, juzi, as;

surely as does poor firing. It spells un-
n^^cessary overhead costs that may
some day help to lose you a big order.
It is as unnecessary as any other form
of waste and just as easy to core.

In selecting an insulation, be sure and
pick a covering that is pliable, will

readily conform to the surface it covers,
stand pipe, vibration, expansion, and con-
traction, will not pulverize or break:
away, and when subjected to excessive
moisture, will dry out and regain its<:

initial efficiency. This and its heat re-
sisting qualities, mechanical ability to

withstand everyday wear and tear, cov-
er the important points which should^

oe taken into consideration when select-

ing the proper insulation.—"The Com-
bustion Chamber."

to be a sub<?tance, but research and ex-:

periment have proved that heat is a
form of energy or motion.

Since heat is a form of energy, and as
such can be employed to do useful work,
we must have definite units by which it

can be measured. The unit of work is

a foot pound jind is the amount of work
which is performed when a weieht of

one pound is raised one foot. This is

not affected by the rate at which the

work is pcrfomed. It does not matter
if it takes one second, ore hour, or one

year. The actual work is one foot pound.
Th" un't of boat, or. as it is common'y

called, the British therm.al unit, is fte

amount of heat required to raise one

pound of fVcsh watpr one decree in tem-

perature when at its maximum density,

that is from 39 degrees to 40 degrees

Fahrenheit.

Now, clearly, if there is a definite re-

lation of work to heat there is a definite

relation of the units of one to the units

of the other.

Some Notes on the Theory of Heat
Fy T. H. FENNER, Extra Chief Engin eer, M.I. Mar. E., London.
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Althx>ugh many investigations and ex-

periments have been made, the unit de-

termined by the famous Joule is the ac-

cepted one, though it has 'been modified

slightly by later experiments. He found

that the mechanical energy required to

raise one pound of water one degree was
772 foot pounds. This has since been

modified to 778 foot pounds, which is the

accepted standard at the pres(?nt day
The student can find the experiment de-

scribed in detail in almost any good book

on elementarj' mechanics or steam. This

unit has been named Joule's equivalent,

:n honor of the investigator.

The Nature of Heat

Heat can be transferred from one

body to another, and in so doing affects

the body to which it is transferred in

one of two ways—it either increases the

temperature of that body or changes its

state, and the body from which it is

transferred is lowered in temperature or
has its state changed. It may both raise

the temperature and change the state

of the body, but the one effect precedes

the other, and b<;tv;«en the two we get

the phenomena of latent heat.

Latent Heat

Latent heat is so called because its

effect is not apparent to the senses, but

is absorbed in the substance which it

enters, its only effect being to change its

state. It is this latent heat which is

the most important to engineers, be-

cause. it is the energy stored up in it

tliat enables them' to utilize the expan-
i^ion of steam to perform useful work in

an engine or turbine. It is a'lso the latent

heat of a.mmonia, carbon dioxide, and
sulphur dioxide which makes refriger-

,

ation a <5'ommercial possibility. It is

most important that the properties of

latent heat shou?d be thoroughly under-
stood. ., ,

J-

If we take an open saucepan and fill

it with water, and harig a thermometer
over it with the bulb in the water and
place it over the fire, the temperature
a's shown by the mercury will rise. This
rise will go' on until the mercury shows
212 degrees on the Fahrenheit' ?cale. If

the water had a temperature of 40 de-

grees when we placed it on the fire the

amount of heat transferred to the wa-
ter would, be 212 —40=172 units for

every pound of water in the pan. Sup-
pose the Tian held 10 pounds of water,
we should have 720 heat units, or British

thermal unit>. commonly called B.t.u.'s.

Now if we allow the water to boil away,
keeping the bulb of the thermometer in

the water as it eoes down until none re-

mains, we should still find that the therr
mometer reads 212 dee-ref>f?. Clearly, if

the heat has been (roing into the water
all this time Ave must have added a con-
siderable number of heat units, but all

we, have to show is the same, readinsr. All

the heat added since our themometer
reached 212 de srees has been absorbed
in making the change from water into
^team. rt' hfe become latent heat, and
the .number of heat units required to

chanee one nound of water to one nound
of steam at atmospheric pressure is

966.6, therefore the total number of

heat units required to change our 10

pounds of water at 40 degrees Fahren-
heit and at the pressure of the atmos-
phere to 10 pounds of steam at 212 de-

grees and the same pressure would ibe

(212—40+966.6) +10=10,386 B.t.u.

This amount of heat represents a me-
chanical energy of 10386X778=8,080,-
^0?. foot pounds. If this work was done

in one minute the equivalent horsepower
would be 8,080,308^33,000 = 244.8 h.p.

Let us take a further illustration. Sup-

pose we have a block of ice weighing ten

pounds, and we place it in a refrigerator,

the temperature of which is above the

freezing point, 32 degrees Fahrenheit.

Instead of allowing the water to drip

away as the ice melts, catch it all in a

pan, and when the ice has finally melted,

read the temperature of the water. It

will be found to be imm.ediately after

melting the same as the ice was before

melting, but the temperature of the re-

frigerator will have lowered. What is it

that ha? lowered the temperature ? It

is the heat that has been absorbed into

the ice to change its state from a solid

to a liquid, .and is 140 B.t.u.'s for every

pound of ice changed into water. In

other words, if this amount of ice had
been melted over a fire you would have

had to transfer 1,400 B.t.u.'s into the ice

at 32 degrees to get ten pounds of wa-
ter at 32 degrees. From this we get the

latent heat of ice and water at atmos-

pheric pressure, 140 and 966.6 respec-

tively.

rho foregoing constitutes what is

known as the first law of thermo-dy-

njimics, c^nJ .is stated a'S follows:
I' Heat and work are naturally conver-

tible, and heat requires for it'; produc-

tfon and nroducc.g by its disappearance,

mechanical energy in the proportion of

778 foot pounds for each unit of heat.

MORE POWER PLANT AND OTHER
KINKS

' By J. E. MacCormack
For making small mechanical draw-

ings or rough sihop sketches, as for in-

stance of a broken or worn unnumbered
part which is to be replaced, a two-foot

four-fold drawing rule (the type which
is six inches long when folded, can some-
times be used to serve the purpose of

an absent T-square. On a sheet of paper

^V2 by 11 a fair sketch of 6 by 6, or

even larger, may he made on one comer
by means of the rule and a pencil. The
ruld is opened to right angles by setting

it to the angle of the comer of the pa-

per. Then for drawing lines, hold the

rule by the same sections you are using
as a ruler and keep the other sections

even with one side or one end of the
paper. This gives parallel lines two
ways and to some extent the figures and
graduations on the rule may be made
use of in determining the distance apart
and the length the lines should be to
give tlie required proportions. If the

n rule is stiff , in the joints it will keep its

right angle' position, or, if loose, a pin
or tack flattened and pushed into the

hinge irtSiy tighten it enough to hold so

long as the rule is not held by one leg

while the pencil is bearing against the

other in lining.

For drawing ink lines with a common
pen this also serves better than a ruler

lying flat, since the pen nib need not
touch the ruler and therefore does not
ink it, and the six-inch projection at

right angles prevents any tendency to

the rolling motion that would be present
with a flat ruler held on edge for the

same purpose.

In the event of an engine running
away because of an accident to the gov-
ernor belt when the engine is equipped
with only a slow-acting screw throttle,

or a globe valve for a throttle, and Ts

not equipped with an automatic engine
stop, then a few seconds difference in

the time of getting acceleration prevent-
ed may make the difference bet'w^en

little harm done or having a wreck. "The

operator may sometimes save a few
seconds by giving attention to the gov-
ernor first and utilizing it as a sort of
lever throttle to prevent further accel-

leration until he can get the slower screw
throttle closed. With the ball and lever

type of governor he can raise the lever

arm un*il the valve comes to a position

where it will shut off most of the steam,
thus preventing further acceleration.

With the smaller sizes of engine he can
generally reach the throttle and close it

while holding the governor. If the en-
gine does not permit of this it should
certainly be equipped -Adth a reliable

automatic engine stop. With the ball

and lever governor it vnW not do to

raise the lever t6o lest the valve be
passed too far past its seat and there
Ibe difficulty in getting it back again.

To avoid this, something could be firmly
fixed above the engine and extending
downward in snch, a way as to nearly
touch (within % in. or 1 in. if the valye
will permit without catching) the gov-
ernor lever when the engine is running
at .normal full speed. The object of this

is to prevent the operator raising the
lever too far by hand. With the globe
valve tvpe of throttle, if the hand wheel
be replaced by a heavier wheel having
a balance wheel action, the valve may
be closed more qtiickly in an emergency,
but there is some danger of jamming
the valve face. If the operator practices

the above^suggested method of shutting
off steam when he is stopping, anyway,
he will be less apt to get confused in

attempt'ng it in emergency.

The town of Hanley, Sask., want ten-

ders Vvhich will be deceived up till Sept.

24th, 1919, for the supply of the follow-
ing machinery One internal combus-
tion engine, generator, exciter, switch-

board, transformers, meters. The sup-
ply and delivery of poles, erection of

pole Imcs, and erection of power house.
Plans and specifications can be Obtained
from the consulting engineers. Murphy
& Underwood, Saskatoon, and the Sec-

retary-Treasurer, Hanley, Sasfc.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
A Record of Prices Current on Raw, Semi - finished, and Finished Materials

Entering Into the Manufacture and Operation of Power Plant Equipment

BOILER TUBES
Seaitt- Lap-

Size less welded

1 in $2& 00 $

lU in 21 00
1% in 28 00 26 00

1% in 30 00 26 00

2 in 30 00 26 OO

2% in 3« 00 28 OO

2% in 40 00 32 00

3 in 46 00 3« 00

3^4 in 45 00

3M! in 56 00 42 00

4 in 70 00 64 00

Prices per 100 feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

PLATES
Montreal Toronto

Plates, % to in... $4 60 $4 50

Tank plates. 3-16 in. 4 90 4 90

WROUGHT PIPE
EfEeotive Jan. 7, 191«.

Standard Buttweld.

Black GaJvanized

Sue. ^^^^

16
"

in $ 6 00 $ 8 OO

l! in 4 68 6 81

2 „ 4 68 6 81

S In 7 98 9 95
1* In U 8« M 71

W in.' 15 64 19 90

to 18 70 23 76

to » 1« *2 01

214 fa 40 37 51 19

,^ to 52 719 6« 94

av. n 16 84 18

P IJI; 79 67 99 74

2 to $38 81 $35 34

2% il>: 42 12 M 36

3 to 65 08 68 47

jHU, !„ 69 OO 86 94

to 81 76 103 on

lii to' '93 00 "8 00

to' ; 108 00 137 00

1 to" 140 00 178 00

? to" 183 00 2'32 00

8L fa' 1,93 00 244 00

a to 22i2 00 281 00

9 to'
' 2i66 00 8S6 00

lOL to. !
24e 00 312 00

IS to. : : 317 00 402 00

Prices—Ontario, Quebec and
Maritime Provinces

WROUGHT NIPPLES
4" and under, 60%.
4%" and larger, 60%.
4" and under, running thread.

Standard couplings, 4" and

nnder, 40%.
4%- and larger, 20".

' IRON PIPE FITTINGS

Malleable fittimts. ol«« A
on list: class B and C. net Ifat.

Cast iron fittings, 26% off IW.
MaiHeable bushings, 25 and 7*^%:
cast busihinga, 25% ; unions, 45%

:

plugs. 20% off list. Net prices mal-

leable fittings ; Clnss B black, 24i^c

lb • Class C b'°ck. 15V,c IV: on-'-

vanised. Class B, 94c B>. : Clam C,

2'4M:e H>. F.O.B. Toronto.

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING
At mm list plus 5%
At warehouse list plus 23%
Discounts off new list. Warehouse

price at Montreal and Toronto

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL
Per lb. to Large Buyers Cen*?

Iron bars, base, Toronto 4 25

Steel bars, base. Toronto < 2^

Steel bars, 2" to 4" base 5 50

Steel bars, base, Montresl... '

Be»t grades 1*%
l-in l>ars, base, Montreal » 76

r ' '-reing bars, baac 4 .^i)

Small Bhaipes 5 7.'>

SHEETS
Mont. Tor'to

Sheets, Black, No. 23.. $6 55 $o 00
Sheets, Black, No. 10. . 5 15 5 45

Canada plates, dull, 52
sheets 8 50 7 10

Canada plates, all
bright 850 800

Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized ....

Queen's Head, 28
B.W.G

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.G.
Gorbal's Best, No. 28.
Colbome Crown, No.

Premier, No. 28 U.S 7 50
Premier, 10% oz 7 80

PROOF COIL CHAIN
B

V4 in $14 35
5-16 in 13 85

% in 13 50

7-16 in 12 90
% in 13 20
9-16 in 12 70

% in 12 50

% in 12 40

% in 12 90
1 in 12 66
Extra for B.B. chain 1 20
Extra for B.B.B. Chain 1 80

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

% in $13 00
3-16 in 12 50

Vi in 11 75
6-16 in 11 40

% i.n 11 00
7-16 in 10 60
>^ in 10 40

% in 10 00
% in 9 90

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS
Per Cent.

Great Western, American ... 50
Kearney & Foot, Arcade ... 50
J. Barton Smith, Eagle 50
McClelland, Globe 60
Whitman & Barnes 60
Black Diamond 37

Delta Files 37%
Nicholson 37 Vj

Globe 60
Vulcan 50
Disston 50
P.H. and Imperial 50

OILS AND COMPOUNDS
Castor oil, per lb

Royalite, per gal., bulk IdVi
Palacine 22%
Machine oil, per gal 27%
Black oil, per gal 16

Cylinder oil. Capital 58
Cylinder oil. Acme 89%
Standard cutting compound
per lb . . 06

Lard oil, per gal 2 60
Union thread cutting oil anti-

septic 88
Acme cutting oil, antiseptic. 37

U

Imperial quenching oil S9%
Petroleum fuel oil lOVii

BELTING—NO. 1 OAK TANNED
Extra heavy, single and double 30%
Standard SO. 10%
Cut leather lacing. No. 1 .... $2 20

Leather in sides 1 76

COAL AND COKE
Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsville Foundry Coke .

.

S*eam Lump Ooal
Best Slack

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto.

BOLTS. NUTS AND SCREWS
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 35
Stove bolts 65
Plate washers list plus 20
Madhine bolts, 7-16 and over 40
Machine bolts, % and less . . 40
Blank bolts 25
Bolt ends 25
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., steel 27%
Machine screws, o. and fi!.

hd., steel 10
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., brass net
Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd., brass net
Nuts, square, blank add $0 75
Nuts, square, tapped add 1 00
Nuts, hex., blank add 1 00
Nuts, hex., tapped add 1 25
Copi>er rivets and burrs, list

less 15

Burrs only, list plus 25
Iron rivets and burrs 40c 05
Boiler rivets, base %" and

larger $8 60
Structural rivets, as above. . 8 40
Wood screws, flat, bright.... 76
Wood screws, 0.4R., bright. 77%
Wood screwi, flat, brass 65

Wood screws, O.&R.. brass... 55Vj
Wood screws, flat, bronze.... 50
Wood screws, O.AR., bronze. 47%

MISCELLANEOUS
Solder, strictly 34
Solder, guaranteed 39
Babbitt metals 18 to 70
Soldering coppers, 3 to 6 lbs. 58
Putty. 100-lb. drums 6 75
White lead, pure, cwt. 17 80
Red dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,

per cwt. 16 M
Glue. English SS
Gasoline, per gal., bulk SS
Benzine, per gal., bulk 30%
Pure turpentine, single bbls.,

gal 1 03
Linseed oil, raw, single bb'.s. 1 95
Linseed oil, boiled, single

bbls 1 9«
Lead wool, per lb 15

Plumbers' oakum, per cwt. 9 00
Sandpaper, B. A A... list plus 20
Emery Cloth list plus 20
Sal Soda 03%
.Sulphur, rolls 06
Sulohur. commercial 04%
Rosin "D." per lb OS
Rosin "G." per lb M%
Borax crystal and granula. 14

Wood alcohol, per gsllon.... 1 80
Whiting, plain, per 100 lbs.. 2 20

COPPER PRODUCTS
Montreal Toronto

Bars. % to 2 in $42 50 $43 00

Plain sheets, base 16

oz. and heavier. . . 46 00 4 4 00

Copper ^eet, tinned
14 X 60 in., 14 oi... 48 00 48 00

Copper sheet, plan-
ished, base 16 oz.

and heavier 46 00 45 00

Braziers' in. sheets,

6x4 base 46 00 44 00

Tubing T.P.S.. base
% in. up to 3 in.. 60 00 6 00

Above pric"8 are full sAieets and
bars. Cut sheets and bars are 5c

per lb. higher.

BRASS PRODUCTS.
Warehouse price.

Brsss rods, base %" to 1" pd..$0 34

Sheets. 24 oz. and heavier base 42

Brass tubing, seamless 46

Tubing, I.P.S., 1" base 48

POLISHED DRILL ROD.
Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto Net

WASTE.
White Cents per Ib-

XXX Extra 19%
Peerless 19

Grand 18
Superior 18
X L C R 17

AtUs 17

X Empire 16%
IdeaJ 16

X press 14

Colored

Lion 18
Standard 13%
No. 1 13%
Popular 12
Keen 10%

Wool PaekniK

Arrow 25
Axle 2«
Anvil IS
Anchor 11

Washed Wiper«.
Select White 11
Mixed colored 10
Dark colored W
niis list subject to trade discovnt

for quantity.

MILLED PRODTTCTS.

Per ceRt.

Set screws 8*
Sq. A Hex., Head Cap Screws 45

Rd. ft Fil. Head Cap Screws M
Flat ft But. Hd. Cap Scmra

plus !•
Fin. ft Semi-fin. nuta up to

1 in tt
Fin. and semi-fin. nvtB, OTer

1 in., up to 1% m
Pin. and semi-fin. nuta. orcr

lU, in., up to 2 in SB
Stn^ **
Taper pins t*
Coupling bolts, pins It
Planer head bolts, wilfioat

fillets IWtpl^ M
Planer bead bolts, wit|i fillet

list ptua 10 and 1»
Planer head bolt nuts, same

as finbhed nuts.
Planer bolt washers net

Hollow set screws .... list phis 10
Collar screws list ptua 30.

Thumb screws 40
Thumb nuts
Patch boHs « 2»

Cold pressed nuta to 1% in.

aM 1 M
Co'd pressed nuts orer 1%

to add 1 ••

METALS
Montreal Toraoto

Lake eopiper $C2 0» $21 ••

Electro copper 21 0* 20 T8

Castings, copper 21 Oft 18 0»

Tin

66

00 66

Spelter 9 tS 8W
•Lead 7»
Antimony 9 50 9 St
Aluminum S6 00 8$ ••

Prices per 100 lbs.

ROPES AND PACKING

Pscktog, square braided $0 Si

Packing, No. 1 Italian M
Packing. No. 2 Italian M
Pure Manila rope • W
Transmission rooe. Manila * if
DriUinfi cables. Manila • $•

RUBBER BEL'nNG.
Standard 1»*
extra-

LKAD SHEETS
Montreal IVnwts

Sheets, S lbs. aa. ft.. . . „
lb S\i »i» «»

Sheets. 8% »« 11 00 18 »
Sheets. 4 to 6 lbs.... 18 »• 1$ »
Cut sheets. %e per B>. extra.

Cuts Atttt to sise. le par Ik.

1
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Farnsworth
Condensation Pumps

Farnsworth Condensation Pumps offer a double saving

through their closed system of keeping the Condensate

under pressure and returning the maximum number of heat

units to the boiler at the same time operating on a small

friction of steam required to operate a reciprocating pump.

This feature of Condensation Pumps is sufficient to recom-

mend them for your consideration when making a replace-

ment. This type of pump and steam trap are fast gaining

favor in plants where pumps are employed.

Let us tell you how these pumps are operating in other large

Canadian Plants.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.
Limited

''Canada's Departmental House for Mechanical Goods"

St. John Quebec Montreal Ottawa Toronto Hamilton Windsor

Winnipeg Saskatoon Calgary Vancouver Victoria
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MARINE BOILER LOGIC
The Heme Safety Boiler Co., St.

Louis, Mo., has just completed the print-

ing of "Marine Boiler Logic," a 69-page
booklet dealing with the fundamental
design of marine cargo carriers. The
ibooklet was written by Ohas. H. Stod-
dard, consulting marine engineer of

the Heine Company.
The main part of the booklet relates

to the design and construction of Scotch
and water tube boilers for marine pur-
poses. Evaporative capacities are work-
ed out for the two types, using coal or

oil as fuel, with natural or forced draft.

The bookjet contains also a discussion

of power and speed of cargo vessels,

formulas being developed showing the
relation between boiler and prime mover
capacity, and the dimensions of the hull.

In making these computations, the met-
hod developed by Rear-AdJmrial D. W.
Taylor of the United States Navy has
been used with certain modifications

suggested by Mr. Stoddard's experience.
The last part of the booklet is devoted

to a description of the construction and
operation of the cross-drum type of wa-
ter tube boiler developed by the Heine
Company for marine service.

Folder on Ash Conveying
"Have you ever counted the cost of

moving ashes from boiler plant to bin

or pile?"

That is the "pertinent ash pile" o.ues-

.tion the American Steam Conveyor Cor-
poration, of Chicago, are asking their

prospective cu<^tomprs in the latest fold-

er nut out by this concern.

This folder advances in a loorical way
arguments favoring the use of an Am-
erican Steam Ash Conveyor in power
plants, and shows the savings that can

be accomplish ed through its use.

McCutcheon, Ferguscn and McCulch-
eoii, Sarnia, have ordered from the Frick

Ice and Refriueratino' Co., Montreal, one

nine-ton refrigeratring machine of the

enclosed type, belt driven. This, with

the room piping also ordered, will be

used in their cold storage plant.

Trade Commissioner H. G. McLean, at

Rome, writes of new metal alloy of zinc

and copper which has been given name
of Biakmetal. Tnis alloy quickly de-

monstrated its usefulness in Italian in-

dustry, and by reason of its special qual-

ities promises to attain similar success

throughout world. It is stronger than

steel and less corrosive than copper.

TRADE GOSSIP
Finished Shop.—In St. Thomas the

MJC.R. have just completed new shops

of very fine construction.

Grant to New Industry—The property

owners of Cobourg have voted in favor

of a by-law to grant the Douglas Pack-

ing Company $5,000 towards securing

an adequate supply of water for their

new plant. The plant consists of five

new buildings erected on the site of the

old steel works.
Coal Mine Re-Opens.—^The Dominion

Coal Company has opened the New Vic-

toria Mine at Sydney, N.S. This mine
was closed down as far back as 1902,
and was re-opened in 1913, but was
closed down again at the outbreak of
war in 1914. At the time it was closed
down in 1902 the mine had a capacity
of 1,800 tons per day and employed about
400 men.
Ottawa Employment Statistics.—Ac-

cording to reports from the Employment
Service of Canada at Ottawa, there is

no serious unemployment in the Domin-
ion. The Government employment offi-

cers all over the country were placing on
an average of 10,000 workers per
week, and during the harvesting rush
this i^umber was increased to 12,000.

The total number of applications from
March 1 to August 23, was 190,435.
During the same period 201,785 positions

were offered by employers, and 139,492
persons were placed in positions. The
service moved 15,000 workers to the
West for the harvest, and made it un-
necessary to import labor for this pur-
pose.

PERSONALS
The death is announced from Trenton,

of Robert Weddell, the prominent har-
bor contractor. Mr. Weddell was well-

known in Toronto, and was the contractor
for the Western entrance to Toronto
harbor. He also was successful in bring-
ing in the intake pipe after the Works
Department had made several unsuccess-
ful attempts. He was a personal friend
of Mayor Church and George Wright of

the Walker House. He leaves a son.

Mr. Ignace Schilowsky, consulting en-

gineer with the Youroveta Home and
Foreign Trading Co., 165 Broadway,
New York, has been spending some days
in this district. Appointed by the first

provisional government following the
revolution in Russia in 1917, Mr. Schil-

owsky came to America with the Rus-
sian ambassador. Of course the present
Government in Russia does not recognize
any of these appointments, and so it is

that the Russian legation of that time is

now interesting itself in preparing for

the development of mineral deposits in

Russia as soon as conditions there will

permit. "Before the war," stated Mr.
Schilowsky, in discussing Russian min-
eral wealth, "the country was supplying
much of its own copper, using up-to-

date methods, although financed by for-

eig-n capital. Iron ore in Southern Rus-
sia is also found very near to large de-

posits of suitable coking coal. The
development of these deposits was un-
dertaken largely by French and Belgian

capital." The new developments will

take place in Siberia, where there is po-

tential wealth. The Irtysh Corporation,

fmanced by English people, has already

dene much here, and will pro-^ee i again

as soon as the people in control there

decide in which direction they are going.

During his stay in this country Mr. Schil-

owsky has visited the Shawinigan plant,

Montreal, asbestos mines in Quebec, Ot-

tawa, Sudbury, Toronto and Niagara,

being especially interested in water
power development and the various

methods that are used in treating metals

in this country.

DRAUGHTSMEN'S ASSOCIATION
It is not, perhaps, generally known

that there is in Canada an organized
Draughtsmen's Association with head-
quarters in Toronto.
This society was organized on May

IP., and on the second and fourth Friday
of each month hold regular meetings in

the Sons of England Hall at 6.30 p.m.
We understand that the main objects

of this association are to promote the

economical and intellectual welfare of

thje class, to encourage intercourse be-

tween all draughtsmen, to facilitate the
acquirement and interchange of profes-

sional knowledge among the members,
also to bring about a better under-
standing between employers and em-
ployees, and to procure the means of

securing employment and supplying

help. The president of the association

is Mr. Geo. H. Rix, of the Canadian
National Railways; the secretary is Mr.
Arthur E. Fetherstonhaugh, architect,

2?4 Kingswood Road, Toronto, to whom
all communications should be addressed.

The Belt Grip Pulley Company of Can-
ada, Ltd., has been incorporated to carry

on business as manufacturers of all

kinds of pulleys and wheels. The capital

stock is $200,000, divided into 20,000

shares of $10 each, the head office being

in Toronto.

Japs Have Trouble:—T. Hiroto, man-
a?^ing director of Ocean Transport Co.

of Kobe, Japan, announced in San Fran-

cisco that owing to excessive costs of

ship construction in Japan, and the in-

ability of Mikado's builders to accept

rnd turn out orders, Japanese are plan-

ning to come to San Francisco to have

additional tonnage constructed.

CANADA HAS 26 958.411 CUBIC FEET
COLD STORAGE SPACE

The following, from a summary of an

address on the subject of Cold Storage

Facilities in Canada, delivered by Mr.

J. A. Ruddick, Dairy and Cold Storage

Commissioner, Department of Agricul-

ture, before the select standing commit-

tee of the House of Commons on .A.gri-

culture and Colonization, is taken from

the August issue of the Agricultural

Gazette of Canada, published monthly by

the Department of Agriculture:

"There should be ample storage facili-

ties for the handling of dairy produce

and meats in the localities where these

articles are produced. The abattoirs of

the country provide their own facilities

for the chilling or freezing of meats as

the animals are slaughtered. The larg-

est cheese factories and creameries are

also fairly well equipped in this respect.

There is also required good refrigeration

car services with a sufficient number of

cars of the right type to carry the pro-

ducts in proper condition. For the ex-

port meat trade there are also required

terminal warehouses where refrigerator
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cars may discharg-e their freight close

to the ocean berths. We also require
suitable refrigerator space on the steam-
ers if our overseas trade in perishable
food products is to be fully developed.

Cold Storage Warehouses

"There are about 190 cold storage ware-
houses in Canada. All of these ware-
houses are equipped 'with mechanical re-
frigeration, except a few very small
ones in which the crushed ice and salt
system of refrigeration is used. Not in-
cluding the smaller plants used in con-
nection with retail shops, we have in
Canada a total of 26,958,411 cubic feet
of refrigerator space. There are also
quite a large number of smaller private
storages running from about 2,000 cubic
feet to as high as 20,000 cubic feet ca-
pacity. These provide about 7.58,000
cubic feet of space, making a total of
27,717,211 cubic feet available for cold
storage of meat, fish, dairy, and other
products.

Refrigerator Cars

"The several railways of Canada have
a combined total of 4,459 refrigerator
cars, made up as follows:

Railways Ordinary Brine
cars. tank cars

Canadian Pacific 504 1,931
Grand Trunk 965 200
Grand Trunk Pacific. . 39 195
Canadian National . . . *625
Total 4 459
*Kind not spec-fied.

"The Canadian Pacific Railway has also
100 oars equipped for use on express
trains.

Terminal Warehouses

"The cold storage warehouses at Mont-
real, Que., and other places fill the re-
quirements to some extent. They meet
the need's of the dairy produce trade
fairly well except in the matter of
economical handling. A large cold stor-
age warehouse now under construction
by the Harbor Cammissioners at Mont-
real will be situated on the docks, will
have track connections with all the rail-
ways, and will have at least one steamer
berth where goods can be loaded direct.
The location is very central, being close
to present produce district. Provision
will be made for unloading directly from
the cars into the warehouse and from
the warehouse direct to the steamers.
This warehouse -will have a total capa-
city of 2,000,000 cubic feet, and will cost
in the neighborhood of $1,500,000.

Ocean Refrigeration

"Until overseas transportation becomes
normal again there may be some short-
age in refrigerated space for trans-
AtlaTrtic shipments. Before the war
there were forty-five steem&rs with re-
frigerated space sailing from Canadian
ports to the United Kingdom and four to
South Africa, with a total refrigerated
capacity of 1,072,476 cubic feet. There
were also eighteen steamers equipped
with 800,000 cubic feet of cool air space
suitable for cheese, bacon and apples.
For the current season the indications
are that there will be only twenty steam-

ers as against forty-five going to the
United Kingdom and one against four
to South Africa, having a total refr^iger-

ated capacity of 375,212 cubic feet of
space which is less than one-half of what
was available before the war. Ten
steamers are equipped with cooled air

compartments, with a total of 159,800
cubic feet capacity, as against 800,000
cubic feet before the war. The shortage
is accounted for by the sinkings by sub-
marines and the present use of boats
carrying large accumulations of meats
and dairy produce from Australia and
New Zealand.
"The Department of Agriculture,

throuTh the Dairy and Cold Storage
Branch, undertakes the inspection of re-
frisrerated cargo on ocean steamships
sailing from Canada. This service has
been in operation since 1900. A number
of inspectors are stationed at Montreal
to watch ships being loaded with perish-
able products, chiefly of those kinds that
are carried in refrigerated space. Ther-
mographs are placed in different parts
of the ship where perishable products
are carried. These instruments auto-
matically record the temperature con-
tinuously during the voyage. When a
ship arrives at a United Kingdom port
another inspector secures the charts and
thermo'graphs and returns them to Mont-
real. Copies of the charts are made
available to any person interested in the
shipments. The Dairy and Cold Stor-
age Branch has records covering prac-

tically every shipment that has been
made for the last twenty years."

ENGINEERS WANTED
To set) locally for firm of mechanical and
electrical engineers, and secure inquiries
for firm handling pumps and general power
apparatus, on commission tasds. Address

MACLEAN & BARKER
128 Bleuty St. f Montreal

VXTAMTED — A FIRST-CLASS EXPERIENCED
oi>erating engineer, to take full charge, and be

capable of managing Water Works Plant im On-
tario City, with Higih Duty Pumps, also Steam
TuiA>ine and ElectricaJly Driven Motor Pump».
with Staff of Operating Engineers and Firemen.
None but thonxug'hily competent man need apply
stating experien<ie and reference. Address Box
l&Oi Power House, Toronto.

BOILERS FOR SALE
» LL IN EXCEPTIONALLY GOOD CONDITION
—17 Atlas Horizontal Tubular Boilers (Bab-

cock & Wilcox), 6ft incAi by 16 feet, with Jones
UnHorfe-d Stokors : Boilers lying at Kitchener.
1 3&0-H.P. Erie City Boiler. 4 250-H.P. Scotch
Marine Boilers with wet heads, now lying at
Wallaceburg plant.

Doirinion Sugar Co., Limited - ChatFem, Ontario

The J. C. Wilson Mfg. Co., Limited
BELLEVILLE,' ONTARIO

Mechanical BJngineers, Pattern Makere, Foundere
ejnd Alachinists. We build complete Hydraulic
Tiirbine Ekjuipment. Fliimes, Head Gates, Racks,
Waste Gates and Winches. Water Wheel Gover-
nors, Gearing, Pulleys and Shafting.

Makers of the "Little Giant" Turbine.
Put your water wheel proposition up to u»

Save %Your SteamTrap
Costf with a SARCO ?

For about one-third the price of a bucket or floaft type of steam
trap, you can get the Steam Trap Sarco—'a compact, simple trap
of improved type thiat does the same work as the more cumber-
some and expensive kinds.
It has only one moving part. No levers, gauges, stuffing boxes,
itc, to get out of order or need constant adjustment.
The Sarco operates automatically and dependaWy by the open-
ing and closing of a valve controlled by a sensitive, but abso-
hitely reliable expansion element. It allows no condensation to
gather in the pipe. It was'tes no steam. It dioes not leak.
Because of its small size, you can install a Sarco in the most
limited space at any point on the line, at any angle, without
change of piping. Requires no building up, no supports, no floor
space.
It is guaranteed for any given preissure up to 20O lbs. Made in
sizes %" to 3".

Don't pay three times as much as you need to for a steam
trap.

Let us send you tihe Steam Trap Sarco for a 30 days' trial, free
01' cost or obiigition. Booklet "J" on request.

SARCO COMPANY, Inc.

239 Broadway New York City
Ellicott Square, BufTalo Drexel Bldg., Philadelphia.
Monadnock Block, Chicago. Majestic Bldg., Detroit.

And representatives in all principal cities.
Canada: Peacock Bros., Montreal.
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Better Service

p
uM
p
s

that give

Longer Service

THE SMART-TURNER MACHINE CO., Limited

Hamilton, Canada

NATIONAL
Boiler Girth

Seam
Protector

Guaranteed for one
year. We make pro-

tectors for patches
and all styles of

boilers. For full

particulars, write

—

National Boiler

Protector Co.
Room 24

Lombard Building

TORONTO
Main 2623

Protection means longer life

and greater efficiency
If your Boiler is not Fire-cracked it eventually will
l>6. Prevent this by putting on a National Boiler
Protector. You will save cost in repairs and pro-
lojig life of the boiler. All new boilers should be
protected. If your girth seam is giving you trouble
at the present time, 'have the seam caulked up
attach on-e of theae proteotors and the seam will
remain absolutely dry thereafter.

.'7
'

FEDERAL
ENGINEERING CO.

LTD.
172 JOHN ST
TORONTO

VICTORIA FOUNDRY COMPANY, LIMITED
BngineerM, Machine and Foundry Contractor

9

OTTAWA, CANADA
Special Castings Forgings

Pumps, Hoists, Valves, Boiler Fronts, Grate Bars.

Send Blueprintt for Quotation*. Writ* for our latett catalogue.

Patterns Machine Wotk

The Simplest and Best Cleaner on the market is

PILLEY'S
Combination Flue Brush and Scraper.

Guaranteed not to break or the wires to pull out or lay over.

A simple turn of the hand adjusts it to the tube, and the brush
removes what the scraper loosens.

For sale by leading Canadian jobbers.

Manufactured by

PILLEY PACKING AND FLUE BRUSH MFG. CO.
623 South Third Street - - • St. Lonis, M*.

Eastern Office: 71 Fulton St.. New York.

The Ladd Water Tube Boilers are designed

throughout to withstand heavy firing.

Built in any size and for any of the many
methods of firing.

Our catalogue will interest you.

GEORGE T. LADD COMPANY
Farmers Bank Building

PITTSBURGH - - PENN., U.S.A.

DARLING BROTHERS, LIMITED
Engin^rm, Manufacturer* and Feundarm

120 Prince Street. MONTREAL, P. Q.

Pumps for any Service—Steam Applianeea—
Freight Elevators—Webster Vacuum
Heating System.

REMEMBER
Power House Subscription Price

is still only $1.00 per year.

Tell the other fellow.
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Public Finance Disaster of Early Canadian Days

The almost forgotten experience of our forefathers, of which, to quote Sir Oliver

Mowatt, "The effect was to diminish the value of municipal securities gen-

erally, and to corrupt the moral sense of the people with reference to moral

obligations," makes a fascinating and thought-stimulating article as presented

by Dr. J. Murray Clark in recent issues of THE FINANCIAL POST.

Dr. Clark, dealing with this Municipal Loan Fund of the fifties, says of its author, Sir

Francis Hincks

:

He had in some respects genuine ability and, in matters which he understood, rendered
considerable useful public service, but he was an idealist and a theorist without
any practical g'rasp of the rigorous laws and unyielding facts of finance. He was
patriotic and well-meaning, but his patriotism and good intentions did not save the

country from the inevitable consequences of his scheme which those able to think

clearly on matters of finance perceived from the beginning. He possessed in an emi-
nent degree that fatal fluency of persuasive speech with which so many of our poli-

ticians are endowed, and swayed the people, for whom he expressed and probably felt

sincere devotion, with superficial catchwords and glittering generalities not founded
on the stem realities of economic laws. The confidence he inspired only enabled him
to do infinitely more mischief than would otherwise have been caused by his scheme,
and did not protect the people from the losses and distress resulting from disregard
of sound business principles.

There is more here than an interesting story of early days. Here is a marking on the

map of Canada's history by which all interested in the country should make their

reckonings, should chart their course of action.

THE FINANCIAL POST is continually presenting such articles. Consider some which
appeared in the early issues of August:

Grain Growers Condemned by a Retailer.

Bolshevism and Public Morals.

Some Alberta Oil Wells Are Showing Profit.

Bright Outlook for Canadian Pulp & Paper.

Why Renders Fell Out With Grain Growers.

Sawyer-Massey on the Road to Better Times.

Sir Adam Gets in Some Fine Work at Guelph.

Dominion Loan Campaign to Start Oct. 27.

Frank A. Vanderlip Continues His Vivid Survey of

War-ridden Europe.

Make Maturities of Loans as Short as Possible.

Tariff Action by Liberals Step in Dark.

Canners' Head Gives Answer to Prof. Jackson.

Small Retailer Renders Service to the Community.
Reorganization of the Standard Reliance Corporation.

British Will Not Unload Their Canadian Bonds

You will find enlightenment in the balanced viewpoint of THE FINANCIAL POST'S articles

and editorials. You will find its "Answers to Enquiry" department of value. THE POST is the

paper for the thinker—be he rich or poor; the paper for the man who is eager to study not only

what is best for his business, but what is best for Canada. This is the paper which you may
receive weekly for one year at a cost of $3.00. Fill in the attached coupon:

THE FINANCIAL POST
143-153 UNIVERSITY AVE., TORONTO

MONTREAL WINNIPEG

Annual Subscription $3.00.

THE FINANCIAL POST OF CANADA.
143-153 University Ave., Toronto.

Please enter me as a regular subscriber, commencing at once. 1 STii'to^iJI $3.00 to pay for my subscription

for the first year.

Name

Address

Please write plainly
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BobLone
UNION MADE
OVERALLS
SHIRTS & GLOVES

1

Structural

Steel

and

Steel Plate

Work

of every

Description

Penstocks

Thimbles

Draft Tubes

Wheel Cases

Racks

Steel Gates

Gate Steelwork

Power House

Steelwork

MacKinnon
Steel Co.

Ximited

Write for prices.

PROMPT
DELIVERIES

Sherbrooke, Que.
Montreal Office:

404 New Birks Building

Say Good-bye to FuddbIs

Usethis"ALL.WAY"Oiler

Combination Filler and Funnel
This Filler eliminates the necessity of the
use of a separate Funnel. With the
Flexible Spout any part can be readily
reached.

Saves much inconvenience and avoids
dripping of oil.

If your dealer cannot supply you, v^^rite

us.

We also manufacture the well-known
"All-Way" Oil Can. Saves you 50<; of
your oil bill.

THE ALL-WAY OILER MFG., COMPANY
196 King St. West Toronto, Ont.

•OB LONG
PATENTED
>THUMB

9^

194

R.C*LONG eCO. limitIo
TORONTO CANADA

Keeps Boiler Water
Within M of Middle

Gauge

—

Regardless of load or firing.

Automatic Feed Water
RECULA TOR

Has many points of interest econ-
omically. Learn all about it.

Send for Catalogue,

The CHAPLIN-FULTON MFG., CO.
28 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

i™ed steam trap
FOR HIGH OR LOW PRESSURE.

Steam can't blow through. They have
large discharge valves and cannot be

flooded from sudden flushes of water.

MAY WE SEND ONE FOR TRIAL?

Reducing Valves, Pump Governors.
Relief Valves, Exhaust Pipe Heads,
Ejectors and Steam Separators.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
THE GARTH COMPANY

26 Craig Stroot MONTREAL. CAN.

WATSON & McDANIEL CO.
No. 14« N. 7th Street. PHILADELPHIA. Pa.
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POWER HOUSE BUYERS' DIRECTORY
If what you want is not listed here write us, and we will tell you where to get it. Let us suggest that you consult

also the advertisers' index facing the inside back cover, after having secured advertisers' names from this directory

The information you desire may be found in the advertising pages. This department is maintained for the benefit

and conveniience of our readers. The msertion of our advertisers' names under proper headings is glad'ly undertaken,

but does not became part of an advertising contract.

AIR COCKS
Lunkenheimer Co., CinciiiDatl, O.
Ju. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Ty>roDto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Afindsor, Onu

AIR VALVES
Jas. Morrison Bruss Mfg. Co., TorMito,
Mueller Mfg. Co., H.. Samla. Ont.

ALLOYS. BRASS AND COPPER
Bmpire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville. Ont.

AMMETERS
Canadian Fairbanka-Mone Co., Ltd., MontraaL
Can. H. W. JohnsnManTille Co.. Toronto. Ont,

AMMONIA VALVES AND FITTINGS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. ModUmI.
Frick Co., VVajmesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Homestead VaWe Mfg. Co., Plttsburth, Pa.
York Mfg. Co.. York, Pa.

AMMONIA PURIFIERS
Frick Co , Wayneabo.o, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Mfg. Co.. York. Pa

AMMONIA TANKS
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que.
Wateroua Engine Worka Co.. Brairtford, Ont.

ARCHES. COMBUSTION CHAMBER
Canadian Falrbanks-Mnrse Co., Ltd. Montreal.

ASH CARRYING SYSTEMS
Babcock & WUcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Wateroua Engine Worka Co.. Brant/ord. Ont.

ASBESTOS SPECIALTIES
Durmbla Mfg. Co.. New York. N.Y.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont.

ASBESTOS PACKED COCKS
Pratt & Cady Co., Inc., Hartford, Conn.

AUTOMATIC ICE RECORDING DOORS
AND CHUTES
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hageratown, Md.

BABBITT AND ANTI-FRICTION METAL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. UoOtnaL
HoTt Metal Co., Toronto.
Magnolia Metal Co. Montreal.

BALLCOCKS
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
U'Ji^U; Co.. Julian, boeton. Mass.

BATTERIES AND ACCESSORIES
Can. U. W. Jotuu-Manrille Co.. Toronto. Ont.

BEARINGS
Wilson Mfg. Co.. J. C. BelleTiUe.

BEARINGS, BRASS
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont
Ken- Kngiiie Co.. Walkerville, Ont.
BELT CtMENT
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
iiratoa & Knigbt Mtg. cu., Muuirea:,

BELLS
laa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
£>mpire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London, Ont.

BELT COMVEYORS
Can. Link-Iielt Co.. Toronto. Ont.

BELT DRESSING
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
UumuiioD hieltmg Co., Hamiliua. unt.
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
CJraion & Knight .Uig. Oo.. Montreal.

BELT LACING, LEATHER
D. K. .MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Uraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELT TIGHTENERS
WaUrous Engine Worka Co.. Brao'tford, Ont.

BELT PULLEYS
Wateroiis Engine Works Co., Brantfoid. Ont.
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal. Que.

BELTING, BALATA
D. K. MacLaren. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Federal Engineering Co., Toronto, Unt.

BELTING, CHAIN
Can. Link-Bell; Co., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

BELTING. SILENT CHAIN
Morse Chain Co., Ithlca, N.Y.
BELTING, CONVEYOR
Can. Conaol. Rubber Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

BELTING, LINK
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
Wateroua Engine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont.

BELTING, LEATHER
Bond Engineering Works, Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Mantrt«l.
Qariock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., MontreaL
D. K. MoLaren Ltd., MontreaL

BELTING, RUBBER
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Can. Consol. R\rt>ber Co., Ltd., Montreal.
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.

BELTING, STITCHED COTTON DUCK
Dcminion Belting Co.. Hamilton, Ont

BELTING, S'HTCHED COTTON
D. K. MasLaren. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

BELTING, SOLID WOVEN
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Federal Engineering Co.. Toronto, Unt

BIBS, COMPRESSION
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont

BINS. COAL, COKE AND ORE
Jeffre; Manufacturing Co., MontreaL
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wateroua Engine Worka Co.. Brantford, Ont

BLOWERS
The Masoo Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., MontretU.
Canadian FairtTanks-Morse Co., Ltd. MonireaL
Oarling Turbine Blower Co., Worcester, Mass.
Ooppua Eng. A Equip. Co.. Worcester. Maaa.
Green's E^nomiser. Ltd.. Toronto.
MacGoTera ft Co.. Inc.. Montreal, Que.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

BLOWERS, CENTRIFUGAL
The Masoo Regulator 4 Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Coppua Eng. & EVjuipt Co., Worcester, Maaa.

BLOWERS. FANS
He Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. ft Equipt Co., Worcester, Maaa.

BLOWERS, FORCED DRAFT
Coppus Eng. ft Equipt Co.. Worcester. Maa.

BLOWERS. MECHANICAL SOOT
Diamond Specialty Co.. Windsor, Ont
BLOWERS, POWER
The Mason Regulator ft I^. Oo.. Ltd.. MoDtreal.
Coppu.i Eng. ft Equipt Co.. Worcester. Mass.

BOILER BAFFLE WALLS
Jointless Fire Brick Co.. Chicago, ni.

BLOWERS, TURBINES
Tile Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Moo-treal.
Coppus Eng. ft Equipt Co., Worcester, Mas*.

BOILER COVERING
Bereridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.

BOILER COMPOUNDS
bevendge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
uauadiSii airoanks-Murse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johus-Maunlle Co., Toronto, Unu
iletlskin Mfg. Co.. Koonester, .N.Y.
Shell-xSar. bolci) Supply, Ltd., Toronto. Ont

BOILER FRONTS
Victoria Foundry Co, Ltd., Ottawa,

BOILER SKIMMERS
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
L^efender Automatic Itegulator Co., St. Louis. Mo.

BOILER COMPOUND FEEDERS
Canadian Fairbauks^Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Luukenneimer Oo., Cincinnati. O.

B(>ILER FEED HUMPS
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steuu. Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Micb.
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Coppin Eng. ft Equipment Co., Worcester, Mass.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks-.Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto. Ont.
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Goldie ft .McCullooh Co., Qalt
Laurie ft Lamb. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.

BOILER FITTINGS
Emirire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

BOILER FEED REGULATORS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Bevpridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltid., Montreal, Que.
-Mason Regulator ft Engineering Co., Montreal.

BOILER MOUNTINGS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. .Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Darlin? Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London, Onit.
Goldie ft .McCullooh Co., Gait
Inglis Co,, The John, Toronto, Ont
Limkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, 0.
.Mason Reinilator ft Engineerine Co.. Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toroato.
BOILER PRESERVATIVES

Johns-Pratt Co.. The. Hartford. Conn.
MeUskln Co.. Inc.. Rochester. M.Y.

BOILER HOUSE ACCESSORIES
Babcock ft Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Cole. Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., 3t. Louis, Mo.
Green's Bconomiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co.. Montreal.
Tamall-Waring Co., Phnadelphla. Pa.

BOILER SEAM PROTECTOR
National Boiler Seam Protector Co.. MoDtTeaL

BOILER SETTINGS
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal.

Gates Befraotories, Limited, Montreal.
Jointlen Fire brick Co., Chicago, lU.

BOILERS. HORIZONTAL, KJilUKN,
TUBULAR AND WATEKTUBE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
bauuuca ft VVUcux, Ltd. Montreal.
Cuic. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Goldie ft MoCulloch Co., Ualt
Fnck Co., VVayneabcro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
India Co., The John. Toronto, Ont
Canadian Ailis-Chalmera, Ltd., Toronto.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,

St Catharlnea, Unt
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
Ladd, The Geo. T.. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
MacOovera ft Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
McATity, T., ft Sons. Ltd.. St John. N.B.
Waterous Engine WorLs Co., Brantford. Ont

BOILERS, MARINE, LOCOMOTIVE
AND VERTICAL

Babcock ft Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Allls-Chalmen, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Qoldie ft MoCulloeh Co., Qalt
Inglis Co.. The John. Toronto, Ont
Engineering and Maohine Works of Canada, Ltd..

St Catharines. Oat
Montreal General Tool Co., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford. Ont

BOXES, FUSE AND METER
Johns-Pratt Co.. The, Hartford. Conn.

BRASS GOODS
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Empire Mfg. Co., London, Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerville, Ont

BRASS FOUNDERS
McArlty, T., ft Sons, Ltd., 8t John, N.B.
D'Bste Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerrille, Ont.
Mueller Mfg. Co., B.. Samia. Ont
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

BRASS SHEETS AND TUBES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont.

BRINE COOLERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co.. York, Pa.

BRINE TANKS
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont
York Manufacturing Co.. York. Pa.

BUCKETS, ELEVATOR
Can. Link-Helt Co . Toronto. Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Columbus. Ohio.
BUSHINGS
Steel Mill Packing Co.. Windsor. Ont
Can, f/ink-Belt Cn . Toronto. Onu

BUSHINGS, BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerrille. Ont
H. .Mueller .Mfg. Co.. Ltd., Sa-mia.

CALOFIFIERS
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.

CALORIMETERS
Schaeffer ft Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y
Tavlor Instniment Co., Rochester, N.Y.

CANS. OILY WASTE
Ja». Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

CANNERS' CONVEYORS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.
Can. T.ink-Rplf Co.. Toronto. Ont.

CAR LOADERS AND UNLOADERS
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

CAST IRON FITTINGS
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
Limkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MrAinfT T.. A Sons. Ltd.. St John. N.B.

CASTINGS, ALLOY
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont,
Kerr Engine Co., Wulkerville. Ont
H. .Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samla.

CASTINGS. BRASS AND IRON
BoTing Hydraulic ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
OWdio ft Mci^ulloch Co., Gait
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Chidnnati, O.
McAvitT. T.. ft Sons. Ltd.. St John, N.B.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont.
\f„ell»r Mfe. Co.. TT., Ssmia. Ont
Victoria Foundry Co, Ltd., Ottawa.
w,fproii« Enirtne Works Cn Bmntford, Ont
Wilson Mfg. Co.. J. C. BeJleville.

CASTINGS, GREY IRON
N'orHiadk Iiion Woi-k-s, South Norwalk, Cbom.
CELLAR DRAINERS
Mnrriion Rrass Mfg. Zn.. James Toronto. Ont
Mueller Mfg. Co.. "xT.. Samla. Ont

CEMENT HARDNER & WATERPROOFEB
P.pvpridre Parver Cn.. Montreal. Que.

CFMENT. HIGH TEMPERATURE
PpTori'lffe Paper Co., Montreal.
Shell Bar Boico S'.pplv. Ltd.. Toronto.
Gates Refractories, Limited, Montreal.
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.
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CEMENT HANDLING MACHINERY
Jetl'rey Mfg. Co., .Montreal, Cuad*.
Can. L.inK-li€li Co., Toronto, Unt.

CEMENT MACHINERY
Canadian Kairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. MouitmL

Canadian AUia-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Waterous Engine Works \JO., Braattord, Ont.

CEMENT, INSULATING. REFRACTORY
Oreen's Economiser, Ltd., TOTOOto.

CHAINS, AGRICULTURAL
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, AUTOMOBILE ENGINE
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, BICYCLE
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, BLOCK
Moise Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
CHAIN DRIVES

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Coventry Chain Co,, Oorealrj, England
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Moise Chain Co., Ithaca. N. 1

CHAINS, FOR ELEVATORS AND CONVEY-
ORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

CHAIN. MALLEABLE, DETACHABLE AND
RIVETED

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.

CHAINS, POWER TRANSMISSION
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, SILENT
Morse Chain Co., Ithica. N.Y

CHAINS, SPROCKET WHEEL
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
CHAIN WHEELS
Tb.e Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co.. N ocuiuiu. Uu>
CHIMNEYS, RADIAL BRICK
Green's Ecouomiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

CHIMNEYS, STEEL
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

CIRCULATING SYSTEMS (LUBRICATING
OIL)
8. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

CLAMPS, PIPE-JOINT
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

CHUTES, COAL
Mackimou Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que.

CLAMPS. MACHINISTS
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
CLEANERS, BOILER TUBE
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., iMontieaL
Beveiidge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-.Manyille Co.. Toronto,
Cole Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Brotheis. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Frank Oilman, Biimingham, Eng.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Goldie & .McCtilloch Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Pilley Packing & Flue Brush Mff. Ca, ftt.

Louis. .Mo.

Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
CLOCKS
American Steam Gauge & Valre Mfg. Co., Bo>

ton. Maas,
CLOSETS

Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samla. Ont.

CLUTCHES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.
Gwldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Biantiord. Ont.

COAL
Dom. Coal Co., Montreal

COAL AND ASH CO "EYORS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Munfreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., U otreal.
Watero\i8 Engine W -ka Co.. Brantford, Ut>t.

COAL HANDMNC MACHINERY
Babcock & WOcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Grepn's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
MacGnvem & Co., Inc., .Montreal, Que.
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Paasalc, N.J.
.Mackinnon Steel Co. Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Waterous Engine Worka Co., Brantford, Gnu

COAL HOLE COVERS
Can. .\IIi3-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont

COILS
Frick Co.. Wayneiboro. Fianklio C«.. Pa.
Jaa. .Morrison Braas .Vlfg. Co., Toronto,
York Manufacturing Co., York. Pa.

COLD STORAGE INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
Beveridpe Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
COLD STORAGE DOORS AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hageratovn. .Md
COMPRESSORS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich,
Can. Allis-Ohambers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-.Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Daiiing Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto. Ont
Laurie & Lanfb. Montreal.
.VlacOoTem & Co., Inc.. Montreal, Qu*.
NfvnraJk lixni Works. Sf.ut.li Nimvalk. Oonin.
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.
Tnvlor In.ttnnnent Co.. Rochester, N.Y.

COMPRESSORS, GAS
iNiinKiJik Inni Wiorks, South Norwalk, Conn.
CONDENSERS
Alberger Heater Co.. Bnffalo. N.T.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich,
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Oni.
Can. Allis-Chambers, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Qoldle * 'McCnlloch Co., Qalt
Laurie & Lamb, .Montreal.
MtoOoTsm tc Co., Inc., Mootreal, Que,

Waterous Engine Works Co., Bruitford
CONDENSERS, AMMONIA AMD STEAM
Fnck Co., V^ayneaboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Vurk .Mauufactanng Co., York, Pa.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Laurie & Lamb, .Montreal
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto,
CONDUITS
r«n H. W. Johns-.ManfUle Co., Toronto, Ont.
CONDENSATION RECEIVER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Mootreal.
Cole. Ltd.. (Jeo. W., Toronto.
CONDENSER AND SMOKESTACK PAINTS
Beveridife Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.

CONNECTIONS, FLANGED
Jefferson I'nion Co., lexington, Mass.
Dart I'ninn Co. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

CONNECTING RODS
J. H, WOliams & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

CONTRACTORS' STRUCTURAL STEEL
'"'anadian Fnirtianks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
.MiK lviTUifiii St«-1 Cc . Slifihrookf . Que.

CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Bal)oock & Wileoi. Ltd. ilontreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. .Montreal.
Jeft'reT .\Iflnufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Waterou.' Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

CONVEYORS. PORTABLE
Portable Machinery Oo., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

CONVEYORS. BELT
Portable Machinery Oo., Inc., Passaic. X.J.

COOLER DOORS
.Iami.«nn Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown. Md.

COPPER TUBE
Empire .Mfg. Co., Ltd,. London. Ont.

CORK INSULATION
.\nn.<itron(! Cork & Insulation Co.. Montreal. Que.
Can H. W. Johns- .Manrille Co.. Toronto. Ont
COTTON HOSE
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, OnP.
COUNTERS
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co., Bos-

ton, Mass.
.Schaeffer & Budenberf Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn, N.Y.
COUPLINGS
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., .Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks^.Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
.McArity & Sons, r., St. John, .N.B.

COUPLING, FRICTION
fan Link-Bell Co., Toronto. Ont

COUPLINGS. BOILER, FLANGED PIPE.
JOINT PIPE. UNION. STEAM PIPE
Jefferson I'nion Co.. Lexington. .Maas.
Dart Union Co.. Ltd Toronto, Ont

COUPLINGS. SHAFT
Ooldie i McCulloch Co., Qalt

.'RANES, ALL KINDS
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto,
babcock A; Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
3mart-Tumer Machme Co., Ltd.. HamUu».

i.KANES, ELECTRIC
i<tbcock & Wilcox, Ltd,, Montreal.
1 in. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Umart-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES. GANTRY
Can Lmk-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont

.Mii< IviniH.ii .SI ,1 Co., SIu-hr.K.ke. Que.
CRANES. HAND POWER
Babcock ft Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng., Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Can. Link-Belt Co

.
Toronto, Ont.

Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Smart-Turner .Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES, LOCOMOTIVE
Can Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont

CRANES, OVERHEAD TRAVELLING
Babcock ft Wilcox. Ltd., .Montreal.
Boving Hydraulic ft Eng.. Co., Ltd., Lin<tsay, Ont.
Can Link Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.
Smait-Tiimer Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES, POST JIB
Babcock ft Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.

CRANES, PORTABLE
Can. Link-Belt C.O.. Toronto, Ont

CRANES, SWING JIB
Babcock ft Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

CRANES. WALL
Babcock ft Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
CRANK AND CR0S3HEAD PIN OILERS

r.iinltrnhpliTier Cn
. Cincinnati, 0.

CRANK SHAFTS
J. H. Williams ft Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
CRIMPS. LEATHER
OrafnTi ft Knight Mfg. Co.. MontreaL
CRUSHING MACHINERY
Canadian Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto.
Jeffrey .Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Canada.
Canadian FaIrhank»A!onie Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
CURB PUMPS fOIL AND GASOLINE)
S. F. Bomer Company. Limited, Toronto, Ont

CYLINDF.R OIL
E H KellniTB ft Co.. New York.
D4MPFR REGULATORS
Defender Automatic Regulator Oo., St Louis, .Mo.

The Mason Reg\ilator ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock ft Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., ltd.. Montreal. Que.
D'Rste r'o.

. Julian. Bonton. Maw,
Maaon Regulator Co.. Boston, Mass,

.Morrison Brass .Mfg. Co., Toronto.
DISCS. FIBRE
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal. Que.
.Tohn«-Pr»ft Co.. The. Hartford, Conn.

DISCS. LEATHER
Oraron ft Knight Mfy. Co.. Montreal.

DISTILLING APPARATUS
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Ct,.. T.td.. Mootreal
Frick Oa, Wajneeboro, Franklin Co., Pa.

York Manufacturing Ca, Yort. I'a.

DOORS, COLD STORAGE AND FREEZER
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagentowa, Md.
DOUBLE PIPE CONDENSERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

DRAFT APPARATUS SYSTEMS,
MECHANICAL
The Mason Regulato ft Eng, Co., Ltd., Mootnal
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.

DRAFT RECORDERS
Jas W. Hays Corp., .Michigan City, Ind.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louia, Uo.
DRAFT GAUGES
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Uo.

DRIVES, CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Jlfg. Co., .Montreal, Canada.
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

DROP-FORGINGS
J. H. WiUiams & Co., Brooklyn, N,Y.
DRYING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., MontreaL
DRY CLEANING SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
DYNAMOS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. MontreaL
MacGovem ft Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

EFFICIENCY ENGINEERING
-M:i'-Kiii!ioii .Stirl Co., 8iieitin«*e. Que.

ECONOMIZERS
Babcock ft Wilcox, Ltd,, Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

EJECTORS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.

EJECTORS AND SYPHONS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
i'enberthy Injector Ca., Windsor, Oa/L

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES AND
MACHINERY
Can. H, W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-JJorse Co., Ltd., MontnaL
Economy Fuse ft Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.
MacGovem ft Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
MacGovem ft Co., Ine, New York.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. H. \\. Johns-ManvUle Co., Toronto, Ont
ELEVATORS
Ueveiidge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Qua.
^lackinnon dieel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Qua.

ELEVATING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks.>Moi3e Co., Ltd., MontreaL
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Qua.
Goldie ft McCulloch Co.. Gait
Jeaiey .Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfnd.
ELEVATORS AND BUCKETS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., -Montreal. Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
MM' l\iiii;..ii .sif .l ( (I. Si,, rlin » I.-,-. Que-
ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada,
Cau. LinK-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont

ENAMELWARE
Jas. .Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
H. .Mueller .Mfg. Co., Saraia. Ont

ENAMELWARE FITTINGS. IRON PIPE
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London, Out

ENDS. ROD AND YOKE
J. H. Williams ft Co.. Brooklyn, N.Y.
ENGINEERS' SUPPLIES
Beveridge Paper Co.. .Montreal, Que.
Can. H, W. Johns-.Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros., Ltd., .Montreal, Que.
Kerr Kngine Co.. Walkemlle. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Penberthy Injed or Co.. Windsor. Ont-
Jas. Morri.soD Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

ENGINES. AUTOMATIC AND DROP
VALVE
Friik Co.. sVaynesboro. Franklin Co., Pa.
NA'aterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.
ENGINES. CORLISS AND ROCKING VALVE
Friik Co.. Wa.raeaboro. Franklin Co., Pa.
Ooldie ft MoCulloch Co.. Qalt.
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..

St. Catharines. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.
ENGINES, DIESEL
Can .Mlis-OhalTOors. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
ENGINES. GAS AND GASOLINE
Boving Hydraulic ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, 0»t
Laurie ft Lam/b, Montreal.
MacGovem A Co.. Inc. Montreal. Que,
Smart-Turner .Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

ENGINES. GASOLINE STATIONARY
Sterling Engine Co.. Buffalo, N.Y.

ENGINF-S: GASOLINE FOR PUMP AND
EMERGENCY GENERATOR. DRIVES
Sterling Engine Co.. Buffalo, N.Y,
ENGINES, STEAM
The .Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co.. Ltd., MaotnaL
Can. .Mlis-ClialmerB, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
(^Idie ft .McCulloch Co.. Qalt
Inglis Co.. The John. Toronto, Ont
Laurie ft Lamb. Montreal.
MacOovem ft Co.. Inc.. Mootreal. Qo*.
Mootreal General Tool Co., Mootreal, 4«a.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfort.
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The Canadian Who
Bullied the Bolsheviks!
WHEN war broke out, Colonel ''Klon dyke" Boyle took across, at his own expense,

200 staunch Yukon volunteers. He was sent to Southern Russia, and in six

weeks turned the transport system there from chaos into efficiency. He fed

the starving Russian and Roumanian annies. He arranged temporary peace terms

between Bolsheviks and Roumanians. Aided by twenty Chinese murderers and a

brave Canadian girl, he bluffed the Bolsheviks and Austrians, in a tremendous exploit

which won for him the title ''Saviour of Roumania," and the personal thanks of the

Roumanian royal family.

Read this story of "Klondyke" Boyle, by Arthur Beverley Baxter, in September
MACLEAN'S—it starts on page 13.

"Growing Under Gouin"
—tells the amazing story of development of Quebec Province during the past fourteen years—in road-building, finances, industries and education.

"Meet Mr. Habitant"
—What does the rest of Canada know about the Habitant of to-day? Does he talk like Drum-
mond's poems? This article, by Thomas M. Fraser, forcibly depicts the assets Canada has
in French-Canadian stability and thrift, and will go far to remove any lingering prejudices which
may exist in some minds. !

Features
Canada's Great National Asset—By D. B. Hanna, presi-

dent Canadian National Railways.

Teddy Bear—A wonderful, poi^ant, Robert W. Service
poem.

On Leave—A lig'ht, frolicsome story by Harry Bailey.

Evil Spirits—Another Bulldog Carney story, by W. A.
Fraser.

Ebb and Flow—A new story by C. W. Stephens, who
WTote "Man and Wife."

SEPTEMBER ISSUE At All News Dealers 20c
If there are no newsdealers in your town, or if your newsdealers cannot supply you, send 20 cents for a sample
copy or $2.00 fpr a whole year's subscription to MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE, 143-153 University Ave., Toronto, Can.

Other Big
The Crowning of the King—By J. K. Munro, the pun-

gent, pithy, political pundit.

Nuorteva's Propaganda—By C. H. Cahan, K.C., recently

Director of Public Safety.

The White Eagle at Niagara—By Major C. R. Young,
late adjutant Polish Army Camp.

The Problem of Our New Canadians—By Nellie Me-
Clung.

His Majesty's Well-Beloved—By Baroness Orczy.
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ENGINES, HOISTING, LOGGING, CABLE-
WAY
Can. AJii«<;iialmer8, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

ENGINES, MARINE
Cunadian Fairbanks4Moree Col. Ltd.. Montreal.

Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto
Goldie & .\IcC\iJlooh Co., Gait
Montreal l'i«eral Tool Co., Montreal, Que.

ENGINES, SAW MILL
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait.
Engineeriug and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,

St. Catharines, Ont.
Laurie & Lamfb, Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, SINGLE COMPOUND AND
TRIPLE EXPANSION
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..

Goldie ft McCxilloch Co., Gait
Wateroua Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

ENGINES, VERTICAL
Ooldis & McCullocb Co., Qalt
Laurie & Lamib, Montreal.

ENGINEERING BOOKS
MaeLean Publishing Co., Toronto.

EXHAUSTERS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

EXHAUST HEADS
Dajliug Brus., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, iN.Y.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Franklin Williams Co., New York.
Wabson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

EXPANSION JOINTS
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McATity, T., & Sons, Ltd.. St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

EYE BOLTS
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

FANS, VENTILATING
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Engr. & Equip. Co., Worcester, Mas*
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

FEED WATER HEATERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis.'Chalmeis, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-^orse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulIooh Co., Gait
Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc., Hartford, Conn.
R«;lea, Ltd., Irlam, Maocbester, England.
MacGorera & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

FEED WATER PURIFIERS
Wm. B. Scaife 4c Sons, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Yamall-Waring Co., PhUadelphda, Pa.

FEED WATER REGULATORS
The MasoB Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Gauge * VaJye Mfg. Co.,
Boston, Mass.

ChapUn. Fiilton Mfg. Co., PltU*urgh, Pa.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Qae.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, <Jue.
Green's Economizer. Ltd., Torwit*.
Laurie * Lamb. Montreal.
B. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

FIBRE, VULCANIZED
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
FILTERS
S. F. Bomer Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
Laurie & Lamli. Montreal.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

FILTERS, WATER
The Massa Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Ltd., (Montreal, Qu«.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Frankllm C*., Pa.
Macklnnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
B. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.
Scaffe & Sons, Wm. B., Pittsburgh , Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Po.

PILLING STATION EQUIPMENT
The Mason Regulator * Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
8. F. Bovrser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Onit

FILTERING AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS
8. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Wm. B. Scaife & Son.-i Ctt.. Pittsburg, Pa.

FIREBRICK—JOINTLESS
Shell Bar Boteo Siipply, Ltd., Toronto.
Hpirpridcp Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

FIRE BRICK
JointlesB Fii« Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FIRE BRICK. PLASTIC
Oatea R*fra(*orie», Limited, Montreal,

FIRE BRICK MORTAR
Jointleaa Fire Brick Co., Chicago, HI.

FIRE BRICK CEMENT
Jotetless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FIREPROOF COLD STORAE DOORS
AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold Sorage Door Co.. Hageratown, Md.
FITTINGS. AIR. AUTOMOBILE. GAS.
HYDRAULIC. PIPE. PIPE FLANGED,
SCREWED PIPE, STEAM
.Teffereon Union Co.. Lexington, Mas*.
Dart Dnlon Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
TT Miifller Mfg. Co.. Samia, Ont

FITTINGS. MARINE
Bmpire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.

Jas. Morrison Bra.<w Mfg. Co., Toronto.

FLANGED STEAM FITTINGS
Direct Separator Co.. Syracuse, N.Y.
Kerr BJngine Co., Walkerrille. Ont.

MoATltT. T., A Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.
PLANGG8
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Jeffenon Union Co., Lextngton, Misa.

Kerr Bbgliie Co., Walkerrflle, Ont.

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
MoATity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.
FLOORING COMPOSITION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-ManvUle Co., Toronto, Ont

FLUE GAS COLLECTORS
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

FLUE CLEANERS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto,
Babcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
Gieon's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont,
Goldie & McCulloch Co, Gait
Pilley Packing and Flue Brush Mfg. 0»., 3u
Louis, Mo.

FLUE GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
Uree'. s Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mtg. Co., Brooklyn, N.X
Uehling Instrument Co,, New York.
Penberthy Injecto' Co., Windsor, Ont

FLUES, GAS AND SMOKE
Green's Elconomiser, Ltd., Toronto.

FLUMES, STEEL
BoTing Hydraulic & EIng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Maekinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que,
Wm. B. Scaife & Son.s Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
Wilson Mfg. Co,, J. O., Belleville.

FREEZER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown. Ud

FRICTION LEATHERS
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

FUEL AND OIL PUMPS AND
MEASURING SYSTEMS
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.

FUEL OIL SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
FURNACE LINING
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FURNACES, BOILER
Gates Refractories, Limited, Montreal.
r;rp,»n'.« Fx^OTinmispr, Ltd.. Toronto.

FURNACE DOOR ARCH
JolnUess Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FURNACES, SMOKELESS
Pabcock & Wilcox. Montreal.
Jjnes Underfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
Murphy Iron Works. Detroit. Mich
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.

FURNACE GRATE BARS
The Ma.soin Re«ulatoT * Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
BpTcridge Paper Co., Montreal, Qoe.

FUSES
Can. H. W, Johns^Manrille Co., Toronto. Ont
Economy Fu.ie & Mfg. Co. of Canada. Montreal
.Tohns-Pratt Co.. The. Hartford. Oonn.

GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS. ETC.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
Green 4 Ktonomiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Penberthy Iniector Co.. Windsor. Ont
SchaelT^r & Budenberg .Mfg. Co.. BrooHyn, N.T
''ehlinp Tn'tnittien-' Co.. New York. N.Y.
B. J. Philip A Sons, Toronto, Ont

GASKETS. RUBBER. ASBESTOS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto. Oct
DiirablH Mfe. Co.. New York. N.Y.
Frick Co.. Waynesboro. Franklin Cn.. Pa
Gurlork Packing Cn., Hamilton, Ont
Tohn«-Pratt Co.. The. HariforH Conn.
^nrrn Co.. Inc.. New York. N Y

GASKETS. LEAD. COPPER AND T FATHER
Or,ton A Knleht Mfe. Cn.. M'>ntre<V 0'>»
<'hell Bar Boico SuppW Co.. Toronto, Ont
<5»'ro Cn.. iTic New York. N.Y.

GAS ANALZERS CO-2
The Jos. W. HsTs Corp.. Michigan City, Ind.
GAS PRODUCER PLANTS

Clin Mlls-ChalmeTs. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
f^anadifln Fairbnnki-Mnrte Co.. I/d.. Montreal
T.ftiirie X' T.Bmb ^Tnntreal.

GASOLINE METERS
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto. Ont
GASOLINE PUMPS. SELF MEASURING
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
GASOLINE TANKS
8. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto.
rmneWal Oil T.M Toronto
>faoKinTT>n Sto^l Co.. RhorVtrrrvko. Qiip.

GATES. HEAD AND WASTE
J. C. Wilson Mtfe. Co.. Bellerille, Ont
GAITGK COCKS
Hie Mason Refrtilator A- Ftiu. On.. Ltd.. Montreol.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Ivouls. Mo.
Canadian FaiHbanks-Moree Co.. Ltd.. Montreal
Gnrlfx-k Packing Co.. Hamilton. Out
r.imkenhelmer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
\fcATitv. T.. * Sons. Ltd.. St. T'^hn v n,

.Ta^. Morrison Bn»a Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthv Tnfprtor Co., Windsor, Ont
W J Wall Montrenl.

GAUGES. AMMONIA. OIL, GAS AIW
The Mason Regirlator A Eng. Oo,. Ltd.. Mrwhtre«].
Amerii-nn Steam Gauge A Valve Mfg On,. Bo»
'on M)»w,

Jas. Morrison Bra.is Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
q,.h,»(Ter * R.MpnSorff Mfg. Co.. BrooklTTl. \ T

GAUGE, RECORDING
Defender Automatic Regulator Co.. St. Louis. Mo.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont
Jas. Morrison Bra.« Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

GAITGES. PRESSURE. VACUUM DRAFT
Avn PFrOPDIVG. ANO MICRO^fFTFR
The Ma-son Regulator A Eng. Oo.. Ltd., Mnntresl.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
Babcock A Wilcox, Montrerl.
Green's F/Conoml.ser. Ltd.. Tommto,

The Jos. W. Hays Corp.. Michigan City, Ind.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. 0.
Schaeffer A Budenberg Mfg. Co.. BrooMya, K,T.
Taylor Instrument Co., Roohestsr, ?f.T.

n^ldng InstrumeiA Co., New Tork, N.T.

GAUGES, WATER
Kabcock & Wilcox, MontreaL
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Ua
Jenkins B'os., Ltd., Montreal.
Lunkenhemier Co., Cincinnati, O.
MoAritj, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., ToriHito.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Schaeffer A Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, .N.i.i

GEARS, COMPENSATING
GEARS, FIBRE CUT

|

Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Mcmtreal, Que.

GEARS. CUT, WORM, HORTISB
Goldie A McCulloch Co., Gait
Boring Hydraulic A Eng. Co., Ltd., Llndaaj, Ont
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Bamiltok.
Wilson Mfg. Co,, J. C, BeUeville.

GENERATORS, STEAM TURBO i

Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Oat. <

Laurie & Lamb, MontreaL

GENERATORS AND CONVERTOR8 i

Canadian Fairbanks-Motse Ca, Ltd., Mcotreai.
Can. General Electric Co., Tomato, Ont
MacGovem A Co., Inc., Mcmtreal, Que.

GLOVES, WORKING
R. G. Long A Co., Toronto, Ont i

GOVERNORS, ENGINE
Escher Wyss A Co., MobUmL Qaa.
Ma.^vitr, T., A Sons, Ltd,, St John, N.B. I

Waterous Engine Works Co., Braatfoid. i

GOVERNORS, WATER WHEEL
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, Bellerille.

GRATES, DUMPING. ROCKING. I

STATIONARY
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto,
babcock A Wilcox, Montreal.
Carling Turbine Blower Co., Worcester, Mass.
Can. :iteam boiler Equipment Co., Xoruutu, uni
Goldie A .McCulloch Co.. Qalt
Mason Regulator A Engineering Co., .Montreal
*hell-Bar. Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto, Onu
Victoria Foundrr Co, Ltd., Ottawa.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantferd.

GRAVITY CARRIERS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont

GREASE CUPS
Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MoArity, T., A Sons, Ltd., St Joha, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toroato.
Penberthy InJdCtor Co., Windsor, Ont

GREASE AND OIL EXTRACTORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montrakl
American Steam Gauge A Valve Mfg. Co., Baa
ton, Mass.

Laurie A Lunb, Montreal.

GREASES
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., MontreaL

GAUGES, DRAFT
Jas W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.
GAUGE COCKS, STANDARD AND EXTRA
HEAVY I

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto. I

Penl>erthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont.
HAND LEATHERS OR PADS
Graton A Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal

HAND PUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
8. F. Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto, Ont,

HANDLES. CRANK. MACHINE
J. H. Williams A Co., Brooklyn, N,Y.
HANGERS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont I

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., MontraaLI
Ooldle A MoCtilloch Co., Qalt I

W«t»roii« Engine Works Co. Prent/ord.
Wilson Mfg. Oo., J. C., BeUervflle.

HEATERS
The Mason Regulator A Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montretl,
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y. I

Babcock A Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto. i

Darting Bros., Montreal.
Ooldle A MoCunoeh Co., Qalt
T,«nrie A Lamb. Montreal
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Mandiester, Bngland. '

MoArity A Sons, T.. St Jehn. N,B,
Waterous Bnirine Works Co., Brantford

HFATERS. EXHAUST STEAM
The Mason Regulator A Eng. Oo.. Ltd.. Montrall
Cm Al!i<<'.h«Iiner» Ltd,, Toronto. Oni,

'

HEATERS, METERING
Can. Allls-CSialmers, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
YamnllJWarinc Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

HEATING EQUIPMENT
Bmpire Mfg. Co,. Ltd.. London, Ont. ,

HOISTS. ELECTRIC
C»n r iok n,-" Co , Toronto. Ont. I

HOIST HOOKS
J. H. WtHiam-i A Oo. Brooklyn. N.Y.
HOISTING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
Bibcock A Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
C'>n. T.inlt-Rplt Co Toronto Ont.
.Teffrev Mfg, Co.. C«»l"mb"«. Ohio.
MacGovem A Co.. Inc.. Montreal. Qn*.
Waferoii* Bnglne WoHr« Cn.. BmntfoM

HOSE. STEAM. SUCTION AND WATFW •

Can. Fairbnnks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal Q'if.

Oarlock Packing Co. Humflton. Ont.
Bmpire Mfg. Co . Ltd. London. Ont.
HOT WATER GENERATORS
The Mason Regulator A Eng. Co.. Ltd.. MoBtlwI
P-itt c<„\y Co.. Inc.. n.irtfoprl. Conn.

HYDRANTS
Kerr Fngine Co.. Welkcrrille Ont
HYDRAULIC ACCUMITLATORS
%n art -Turner Mach'ne Cn Ltd.. Hamilton

HYDRAULIC MACHINERY
Boring Hrdraulle A Bng. Oo.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Frick Oo, Waynesboro, Franklhi O*,, Fa.
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Let the C.A.S.E. Smooth Out

Your Load Curve

WOPPY AND
1 ISFI FS.S WODk

LACK OF

ADVANCEMENT

Remove The Peaks of Worry And Unproductive Labor And
Build Up The Valleys By Working For

Your Advancement

A man who is thoroughly grounded in the practice of his profession, who is free from
personal worry and trouble, overcomes the many difficulties besetting the path of

the operating engineer with little labor and in a manner ensuring his advancement.

The successful man owes his success to a wise appreciation of the advantages and
mutual help offered by association with those in the same field of endeavor. To
join an association having for its objectives the welfare of the engineer in things
mental and material, his advancement in knowledge and skill, his protection by pro-
vision for sickness and distress is to take advantage of an opportunity indispensable
to all who hope to better themselves.

If you are interested in such an organization and live where less than
fifteen engineers are located, send for a copy of our constitution and
application blanks for admission to nearest branch lodge. If there are
more than fifteen engineers in your community, get together and send for
particulars regarding formation of a branch lodge.

J. H. HALE. General Secretary,

Canadian Association of Stationary

230 Caroline Street EnginCCrS Hamilton, Ont.
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MacGtorem & Oo.^ Inc., MoDtreal, Que,

HYDRAULIC VALVES
Tamall-Waring Co., Pbiladelphda, Pa.

HYDRAULIC PRESSES
BoTlnc Hydraulic & Eat. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Fiiek Ce„ Waynesboro, Franklin Co.
Uad« Canadian Refrigeration Co., Montreal.

ICE MAKING MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.
Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Montreal.
Nonvail'k Iroa Works, South Noraalk, Oanu.
York Mfg. Oo„ York. Pa.

INGOTS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

INDICATORS, ELECTRIC—ALL TYPES
Sehaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.I
Dehling Inatnunent Co., New York, N.Y.

INDICATORS, STEAM AND GAS
ENGINE
American Steam Qauge & VaWe Mfg, Co., Bos
ton, Mass.

Canadian Fairbank»-<Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont-
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Uehling Instrument Co., New York, N.Y,

INDICATORS—AMMONIA, HYDRAULIC
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Ont

INDICATORS, SPEED
L. B. Starrett Ca, Athol, Utn

INJECTORS
Baboook & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal,
Can. Allis-ChaUnera, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Lunkenbeimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
McATity & Sons, T., St. JoJm, N.B.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
PenbertJhy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
WilUams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.

INJECTORS, AUTOMATIC AND AUTO-
POSITIVE
Penberbhy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

INSTRUMENTS, RECORDING
Drfaader Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Companies, Rochester, N.T.
Yamall-Waring Co.. PhUadelphia, Pa.

INSULATING BRICK
Anutrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que
Bareridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Qae.
Oan. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont

INSULATING COMPOUNDS
Johns-Pratt Oo., The, Hartford, Conn.

INSULATORS
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

IRON FILLER
Oan. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont

KETTLES, STEAM AND GAS
Royks, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
KEROSENE PUMPS (SELF MEASURING)
g. F, Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
KEROSENE TANKS
8. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
Green s Fx:onomuier, Ltd.. Toronto.

KNITTED GOODS, WORKING
R. G. long & Co., Toronto, Ont.
LACE LEATHERS
Qtaton & Knight Mfg. Co., Uontreal.
Oan. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Oat
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
LAMPS, ARC
Canadian FairbankaJMorae Co., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont

LAMPS, INCANDESCENT
Canadian FairbanksJMorae Co., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto. Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont

LAMPS, TUNGSTEN AND NITRO
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
LEATHER STRAPPING
Oraton & Knieht Mfg. Co,. Montreal.

LINK BELTING
ran. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.

LININGS, FIRE BRICK, STEEL STACK
Grpen'.<! Economiiier, Ltd.. Toronto.

LOADERS. CAR
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic N.J.

LUBRICATORS
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont.
Jas. Morri.son Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
LUBRICATING OIL FILTERING AND
CIRCULATING SYSTEMS
S. P. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto. Ont.
LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
LUBRICATORS CYLINDER
CUTTING COMPOUNDS
Lunkenbeimer Co., Cincinnati. O,
Penberthy injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE TANKS
AND PUMPS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
LUBRICATORS, FORCE FEED
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille. (hit
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Lnnkenhelmer Co., Cincinnati. O,
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

LUBRICATORS, PLAIN
Lunkenbeimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Penberthy Injector 0«., Windsor. Ont.
WlUliims Mftchtoery Co., A. R., Toronto.
LUBRICATORS, SIGHT PEED AND PLAIN
ENGINE

Penberthy Tnioetor Co., ^Yindeor, Ont.
MARINE CASTINGS
Empire Mfg. Oo., Ltd.. London, Ont.
MACHINERY INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal. Que
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

MACHINERY, MINING (COMPRESSORS)
iS'onvalk Iron Woiks, South >."onvalk, (Joun.

. MACHINERY, TRANSMISSION (POWER)
-Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

MECHANICAL STOKERS
Uabcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Greens Economiser, Ltd., Xoroniu.
Joned LinderteeJ Stoker Co., Torunio.
Murphy Iron Works, Dertoit, Mich.
Sanlord Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mais,

METERS, AIR
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont

METERS, ELECTRIC
Can. H. W. Johns-.Vlanville Co., Toronto, Oui.

METERS, GAS.
E. J. PliUip & Sons, Toronto, Ont

METERS, STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
(ireen's lOconomiser, Ltd.. Toronto.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont
METERS, WATER
Can. Allis-Chalmeis, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
-McArity & Sons, T., St John. N.B.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont
Yamall-Wanng Co., Philadelphaa, Pa.

MIXING VALVES
Mueller Mig. Co., H„ Samia, 0«t

MILL AND MINING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co., Montreal.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.

St CMharinea, Ont
Canadian Allis-CJhalmers, Ltd., Toronto.

Qoldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Watcrous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

METER TESTERS
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont

METERS (OIL, KEROSENE, GASOLINE,
ETC.)

S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

MOTORS
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
MacCJorem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que,
OFFICE RAILINGS

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

OIL STORAGE AND DISTRIBU'HNG
SYSTEMS
3. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

OIL CUPS
Limkenheimer Co., CUncinnati, O.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

OIL AND GREASE CUPS
Penberthy Injector Oo., Windsor, Ont

OIL METERS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont

OILER, COMPOUND FEEDERS
Lunkenbeimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.

OILERS, GAUGE
Lunkenbeimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

OIL PUMPS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

OILERS. MULTIPLE
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille. Ont
Lunkenbeimer Co.. Cincinnati, 0.

OIL FILTERS AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS
8. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
Darline Bros., Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

OIL TANKS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

OIL SEPARATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Batwock * Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

Can. AlHs-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto,
n.irllng Bros.. .Montreal.

Direct Separator Co., Syracuse. N.Y.
I..eltcb Co.. Arthur S., Toronto. Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Smart-Turner Machine C!o.. Ltd., Hamilton

OILS, QUENCHING
Imperial Oil. Ltd.. Toronto.

OILING SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
Lunkenbeimer Co.. Cincinnati, O,

OILS, CYLINDER
Imperial Oil, Ltd.. Toronto.

OILS, LUBRICATING
Kellogg * Co., E. H., New York. N.Y.

OILS, ENGINE
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.

ORSAT APPARATUS
Defender Automatic Regiilator Co.. St Louis. Mo

OVERALLS
R. G. Long & Oo., Toronto, Ont

PACKING. ASBESTOS
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont
.lohns-PratI Co., The. Hartford. Conn.

PACKING, ALL KINDS
Garlock Packing Oo., Hamilton, Ont
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.

PACKING ENGINE
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Jobns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.
Shell-Ba'. Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
PACKING FIBRE

Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Johns-Pratt Co., T%e. Hartford. Conn.

PACKING, HYDRAULIC
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Durabla Manufacturing Co., New York.
Oariock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Shell-Bar, Boloo Sapply, Ltd., Toronto, Oat

PACKING, METALLIC
Can. H. W. J(^»-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Greene, Tweed & Co., New Yora.
Holmes Metallic Packing Co., Wilkestwrre, Pa.
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor, Ont

PACKING, ROD
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto,
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toreoio, On'
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor, Ont
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

PACKING, SHEET
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toroato, OnL
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Uurabla Manufacturing Co., New York.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Omk
Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

PACKING, AMMONIA, STEAM ANB
WATER
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toroaco, Oni
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, ObC
Greene, Tweed & Co,, New York.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.
Steel MUl Packing Co., Windsor, Omt

PACKING, LEATHER
Garlock Packing Ck>., Hamilton, Ont
Qraton & Knight Mfg. Co., MontraaL
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd., ToronU, Ont
PACKING PISTON
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toroato.

PACKING, VALVE STEM
Garlock Packiog Co., Hamilton, Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toroat*,
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

PAINT OIL STORAGE AND HANDUNG
SYSTEMS
S. F, Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto, Ont

PAINTS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toraat*.

PAPER, INSULATING, ETC.
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

PENSTOCKS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng, Co., Ltd.. Lindsai, Onl
MacK imr.u Sted Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Goldie & McChillooh Co., Qatt.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfor*.

PIPE COILS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

PIPE COVERINGS, STEAM, BRINE.
AMMONIA AND ICE WATER
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Qua

PIPE STEEL
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Ca., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont

PIPE VISES AND CUTTERS
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Ooim.

PIPE, GAS
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Oat

PIPES. WATER
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay,' Ont
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, BeJlerille.

PIPING AND FITTINGS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Lunkenbeimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
Mcirity & Sons. T.. St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
York Mfg. Co. York. Pa.
Williams Machinery Co., A. B., Toronto.

PIPING, STEAM
B«txx>ck & WUcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co. Gait

PLATE WORK
Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Engineering and Madilne Worka o( Canada, Ltd.

Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Qutr.

St Catharines, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PLUG COCKS
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

PLUMBING SUPPLIES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont,
MueUer Mfg. Co.. H., Samia. Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

POWER HOUSE CONVEYORS
Can. I/ink Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.

POWER PUMPS (OIL. GASOLINE)
S. F. Bewser Company, Limit«d. Toronto, Ont.

POWER PUMPS
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Orrek. M»ch

Boring Hrdraulic * Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Onl

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.

Darling Bros.. .Montreal.

Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Pratt * Cady Co.. Inc. Hartford. Conn.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

Garlock Packing Co., HamlltoB, Ont
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

POWER. TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Bond Engineering Works. Toronto. Ont
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Llnd.<ay. "n'

Canadian Falrbanks^Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.

Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Ooldie & MoCulloch Co.. Gait
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Engineering and Maehins Works a< Canada, Ltd.

St r^tharinw. Ont
M.icGorem & Co , Inc. -Montreal, Que.

MaeOorem & Co., New York.
Morse Chain Co., Ithaca. N.Y.
Waterout Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

PRFSSES
Boring Hydraulic & Bnc. Ca.. Ltd.. Lindsay Onl
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PROPELLOR BLADES. BRONZE
Elmpire illg. Co., Ltd., London, Oat.

PUMPS. HAND (OIL, GASOLINE)
8. F. Bowser Comptinjr, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

PULLEYS
D, K. MacLaren, utd.. Moatreil, Qiu.
Boring Hydraulic t Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Canadian FaJrbanln-iMone Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & ilcCullooh Co.. Gait
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Wateroua Engine Works Co.. Brantferd.

J. G. WDeon Mfg. Co., BeUeriUe, Ont
PULLEYS, FRICTION CLUTCH

Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont
PULP MILL MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay Oa:
Jeffrey Manulacturing Co., Montreal.
.Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke Que
Wateroui Engine Works Co., Brantfoid.

PUMPING MACHINERY
Tlie Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Boring Hydraulic St Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Bevenidge faper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait
Laurie Sc Lamb, Montreal.
MoArity & Sons. T., St. John. N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.
Waterous B«gine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY. ELECTRICAL
Bevemdge Paper Co.. kMontreal, Que.
BoTing Hydraulic ec Eag. Co.. Lid., Lindsay Ont
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian AHls-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipment Co., Worcester, Mass.

PUMPS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek, Mich
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bra*., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Oalt
Laurie t Lamt), Montreal.
-NonvaJk Iron Woiks, .Soiitli Narwalk, Oami.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamlltoo.

PUMPS, ACID
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
PUMPS, CONTRACTORS'
Boring Hydraulio & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
.VlcArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart^umer Machine Co., Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS, BOILER FEED
The Mason Befulator Sc Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal
Coppus Eng. A Equlpt Co., Worcester, Maa.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
The Mason Et«»rulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Escher, Wyss Co., Alontreal, Que.
Coppus Eng. & Equlpt Co., Worceeter, Maas.
PUMPS, ELECTRICAL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. Uick
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
PUMP9, FEED WATER
The Mason Regulator A Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. AUis-Chalmeis. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., -Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, GAS
NunviaJk I rem Wi.j ks, Soulli Noi-walk, C<mia.
PUMP GOVERNORS AND REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Defender Antomatio Regulator Co., St Louis. Mo.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
D'Bste Co.. Julian. Boston, Mass.
The Garth Co.. Montreal, Canada.
Uason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass,
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
Watson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

PUMP STRAINERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal,
Boring Hydraulio & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Darllns Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Bmart-Tumer Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, HAND AND POWER
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Bmart-Tumer Mschina Co.. Hamilton Ont

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Onl
Qan. AUis-Ohalmerg, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie * .McCulloch Co., Oalt
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. (Hamilton. Ont
W«terous Engine Worka Co.. Brantford

PUMPS, DUPLEX
Qan. Allis-Chalmert, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
PUMPS, GEARED, COMPOUND
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich
Canadian Falrbank^'Morsc 0«.. Ltd., Montreal.
Darting Bros.. Montreal.
Inglis Co.. The John, Teront*, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, OntPUMPS, HYDRAULIC, PRESSURE
American Steam Pomn Co., Battle Creek. Uloh
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
higMs Ca, The John, Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., EamUtoa. OntPUMP LEATHERS

"uu

Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd.. Montr«al, Que.

American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Mich
*. F. Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto, Ont

Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McAritT A Soiu, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, STEAM TURBO
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Allis-dialmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
barling Bros., Montreal.
Etcher Wyss & Co.. Montreal, Que.

PUMP TANK, RECEIVER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
American Stenm Pump Co.. Battle Creek, Mich
Bereridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Mich
Can. Allls-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairt>anks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Goldie & MoCulloeh Co.. Oalt
Ingllj Co.. The John. Toronto, Ont
Laurie A Lamb. Montreal.
iMteib Co., Arthur 8.. Toronto, Ont
McArlty & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton. Ont

.'UMP8, TRIPLEX
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, VACUUM
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich
lieTei.dgc Paper C^. , Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie A Lamb. Montreal.
Leitch Co.. Arthur 8., Toronto. Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PTROMETEKS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
O-reen's Economiser, LM. , Toronto.
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City., Ind.
Jaa. Morrison Brass iMfg. Co.. Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co.. Rochester. N.T.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
Escher. Wyss & Co.. Montreal.
ITehling Instrument Co., New York, N.T.

RADIATORS
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London, Ont.
Roylea, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
RADIATOR TRAPS
Bereiidee Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
C. A. Dunhsm Oo., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Sareo Co.. Inc.. New York, N.T.

RECORDERS, DRAFT
Jas TV. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.
RADIATOR AIR VENTS
C. A. Dunham Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Inleetor Co., Windsor, Ont

RAGS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
RAILWAY OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
S F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
RECLAIMING SYSTEMS FOR OIL
8 F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
RBBOILERS
rriek Co., Waynealboro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
Tork Manafaoturtng Co.. Tork, Pa.

REGISTERING MEASURES
3. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

RECEIVERS, AIR
Oan. Allis-Caialmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
MacKinnon, Hcdmes & Co.. Sherbrooke. Que.
RUBBER CEMENT TANKS AND PUMPS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
Defender Automatic RegTilator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Qan. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiiier, Ltd., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.T.
O^ing Instrument Co., New Tork, N.T.
Taniall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

RECORDERS, CARBON, DIOXIDE
The Jos. W. Hays Corp.. Michigan City., Ind.

REFRIGERATOR DOORS, WINDOWS, ETC.
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co.. Hagerstown, Md.

REFRIGERATING MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay.
Ont

Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Montreal.
NonvaJk Iron Works, Sooitih Norwalk, Conn.
Vilter Mfg. Co., Milwankee, Wis.
Tork Mfg. Co., Tork. Pa.

REFUSE DESTRUCTOR
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

REGULATORS. PRESSURE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Chaplin-Pulton Mfg. Co., Pittsbunrh. Pa.
C. A. Dunham Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
D'llste Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co.. Rochester, N.T.
REGULATORS, TEMPERATURE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Sarco Co., Inc., New Tork, N.T.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.T.
RETORTS
MacKinnon Steel Co.. Shertirooke, Que.
REVOVLING DOORS FOR HARDENING
ROOMS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co.. Hagerstown. Md.

RODS, COPPER, BRASS AND BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
ROLLS, CRUSHING
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
ROOFINGS—RUBBER, PLASTIC, LIQUID
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
ROTARY COMPRESSORS

Escher, Wjss 4 Co., Montreal.

kOTARY CONVERTERS
Canadian Fairbanks-'Morae Co., Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que
RUBBER HOSE
Can. H. W. Johns-<ManrlUe Co., Toronto, Ont
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont

RUBBER MILL DRIVES
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont

SAFES
Canadian Falrttanks-Motse Co.. Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait

SAW MILL CONVEYORS
Oan. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

SCREENING MACHINERY
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

SCALE REMOVERS
Babcook & WUcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, 9<ie.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Frank Oilman, Birmingham, Eng.
Green's Ek»nomiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

SELF-MEASURING PUMPS (OIL AND
GASOLINE)
8. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

SEAM PROTECTORS, GIRTH
National Boiler Protector Co. of Canada, Montreal
Que.

SHAFTING
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd
St Catharines, Ont

Wsteroni Ehiirine Works Co.. Brantford.
J. C. Wilson Mfg. Co., Belleville, Ont
SHAKING AND DUMPING GRATES
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock it Wilcoi, Ltd., Montreal.
Wnfcrons Enirine Works C!o.. Brantford.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

SHIRTS. WORKING
R. G. Long & Co., Toronto, Ont.

SMELTER LININGS
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.

SMOKE BOXES, STACKS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. AllisKJhalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

SOCKETS. WIRE ROPE
J. H. Williams & Co.. Brooklyn, N.Y.
SOOT BLOWERS
Diamond Specialty Co., Windsor. Ont

SPECIAL MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPEED INDICATORS
Schaeffer & Budenburg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.T.
L. 3. Starrett Co.. Athol, Mass.

SPEED REDUCING GEARS
ri\n. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont

SPROCKET CHAIN ATTACHMENTS
Onn. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Canada.
Waterous Engine Works C!o., Brantford

SPROCKET RIMS
Bahhitt Steam Speoialfr Co.. New Bedford. Mas"

SPROCKETS, COMPENSATING
Mnrsp rh.iiii To.. Tthica, N.Y.

SPROCKETS, SPRING
Mnree Chain Co.. Tthica. N.Y.

SPROCKETS, SILENT CHAIN
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
SPUR WHEELS
Boring Hylraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Goldie & MeOullooh Co., Gait
Canadian Fairtwrnks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

STACKS. STEEL
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

STAND PIPES, STEEL
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

STAYBOLTS. FLEXIBLE
Can. Allis-Chalraers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
STEAM SEPARATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal
Babcock & WHoox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.^ Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairt>ank»-Morse <3o., Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Direct Separator CJo.. Syracuse. N.T.
D'E-'te Co.. Julian. Boston. Mass.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd.. .Samia.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Lelfch Co., Arthur 3.. Toronto, Ont.
Penherthy Injector C!o.. Windsor, Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont
W<iNon * M(>nanie1 Co., Philadelphia.

STEAM SPECIALTIES
Alberger Heater Co.. Buffalo, N.T.
Canadian Fairt)ank^JMorse Co., Hontrekl,
Cote. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
D'Este Co.. Julian, Boston, Mass.
T.iinkeTiheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
The Garth Co.. Montreal. Que.
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor.
Watson & McDaniel Co.. PhOaddphla.
Yamall-iWarinR Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

STEAM TRAPS
American Steam Gauge * Valre Mfg. Co., BostMi
Mass.

Anderson Co.. T. D.. Clereland. O.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal

Cole. Ltd., Oeo. W., Toronto.
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Darling Bros,, Montreal,
D'E23te Co,, Julian, Boston. Mass.
The Garth Co., Montreal. Canada.
Dunham Co., Ltd., C. A., Toronto. Onl.
J. T. Lnn», fH Adam St., Montreal, Que.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal
Sarco Co.. Inc., New York, N.T.
Watson & IMoDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

STEEL BARRELS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., HamUU>n. Ont.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
STEEL TANKS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Maokinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Wateroua Engine Works, Branttord, Ont

STOKERS
Babcock &. Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
Murph; Iron Works, Dertoit, Mich.
Sanford Rile; Stoker Co., Worcester, Man.

STRAINERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., MontreaL
BeTenidge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
STRUCTURAL STEEL WORK
Babcock & Wileoz, Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
.Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

SUPPLIES, HOTWATER
Boyles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
SUPERHEATERS, STEAM
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., MontreaL
Goldie & McCmiooih Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
SWING JOINTS
Franklin Williams Co., New York.

SWITCHBOARDS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
SWITCHES AND SWITCH BOXES
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Onu

SWIVELS, HOOK
J. H. Wmama & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
TACHOMETERS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, On'
Can. H, W. Johns-iManvUle Co., Toronto, Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y

TANKS, BLOW-OFF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

TANKS, FREEZING, STORAGE AND
WATER COOLING

Prick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Pa.
MacKinnon Steel Oo.

,
Sliwbrookie, Que.

York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.
TANKS, OIL
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Llndaaj. Ont
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCullocb Co., Oalt
Engineering and Machine Wor^s of Canada, Ltd.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
St Catharines, Ont

Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg. Pa.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TANKS (OIL, KEROSENE, GASOLINE^
S, F. Bowser Company. Limited, Toronto, Ont
MacKiimian Stieel Oo.

,
Sherbrooke, Que.

Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
TANKS (UNDERGROUND STORAGE)
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
MacKdmDcm Steel Oo. ,

Sheirtirooke, Que.
TANKS, WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McOulIoch Co., Gait
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Waterous "Engine Works <3o.. Brantford.

TAPPING MACHINES
Mueller fMfg. Co.. H.. Samia, Ont

TECHNICAL BOOKS
MftoLean Pulilbhing Co., Toronto.

THERMOMETERS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
SchaefTer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.T
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester. N.Y.
nehling Instniment Co.. New York, N.Y.

THERMOSTATS
Sarco Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.

TOOLS
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H., Samla, Ont

TOOLS, SMALL
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
TRANSFORMERS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbank»^Mor8e Co.. Montreal.
MncGorem & Co., Inc.. Montreal, Qne.

TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic A Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Motse Co., Montreal.
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Goldie & MoCulloch Co.. Gait. Ont
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TRANSMISSION, SILENT CHAIN
Morse Chain Co., Ithlca. N.Y.

TRANSJHISSION TOWERS
MacKtinratvn Steel Oo. , SHioTbrooke, Qvie.

TRAPS, STEAM AND WATER-LINE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
C. A. Dimham Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
D'Bste Co., Julian, Boston. Mass.

TRUCKS, FACTORY
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Qh*.
nap*dtan Falrbanks-Morst Co.. Montreal.
Victoria Foimdry Oo, Ivtd., Ottawa.
TUBE CLEANERS
Babcock & WUeox, Ltd., MontreaL
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & MoOuUodh Co., Oalt

Green's Ek»nomlaer, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Pelley Packing and Fine Bnuh Mfg. Co., St

Louis, Mo.
TUBE CUTTERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. MontreaL

TUBES, BOILER
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait

TURBINES, POWER
The Mason Regulator & EiLg, Co., Ltd., Montreal.
(Joppus Eng. & E<iuipt Co.. Worcester, Mm*.

TUBES, COPPER AND BRASS
Empire Mfg. Ck>., Ltd., London, Ont
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
TUNGSTEN LAMP (Vacuum and Gas
Filled Types)
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

TURBINE OIL
Kellogg & Co., E. H.. New Ycrk, N.Y.

TURBINE WATER WHEELS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Engineering and Machin* Works of Canada, Ltd.,

8t Catharines, Ont
Canadian Allis-CJhalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Bscher, Wyss & Co., Montreal.
MacGorem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
J. C. Wilson Mfg. Co., BeUerUle, Ont
TURBINES, STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Can. AUis-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Coppus EngT. & Equip. Co., Woreeater. Mass.
Escher Wyss & Co., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCullodi Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
MacGorem & Co., Inc.. Montreal, Qne.
UNIONS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Empire Mfg. C!o., Ltd., London, Ont
Dart Union Company, Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co., (Cincinnati, O.
McAvity & Sods, T., St John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. C!o., Toronto.
UNDERGROUND TANKS
S. F, Bowser CJompany, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

UNLOADERS, CAR
Portable Machinery Co,, Inc., Passaic, N.J.
UNIONS, BALL JOINT, COMBINATION,
FLANGED PIPE, GROUND JOINT,
MALLEABLE IRON, FLANGE, PIPE,
SWING
Jeffenon Union Co., Lexington, Maas.
Dart Union Ompany, Ltd., Toronto. Ont

VACUUM GOVERNORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
C. A. Dunham Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.
Canadian Steam Boiler Ekiuipment Co., Toronto
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Hrotners, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
LeitCh Co., Arthur 8., Toronto. Ont
VACUUM REGULATING VALVES
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto, Onl.
C, A. Dunham Oo., Ltd., Toroato, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal,
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.
VACUUM TRAPS
Darling Brothers, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.

VALVE DISCS
Empire "Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerrille, Ont,
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

VALVE LEATHER
Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Graton * Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

VALVE RESEATING MACHINES
Darling Bros., Montreal.

VALVES, CONDENSEai, PUMP, RUBBER
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

VALVES
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Llndsuj, Ont
Canadian Fairtianks-iMorse Co., MontreaL
Can. Steam Boiler E>juipment Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerrille, Ont.
Wllllama Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Jas. Morrison Erase Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Torooto.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Sarnla.

Homestead Vaire Mfg. Co., Pittsburg.

Jenkins Bros.. Montreal.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Pratt & Cadr Co.. Inc.. Hartford. Conn,
Victoria Foundry Co, Ltd., Ottawa.
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C BeHerflle.
York .Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

AIR VALVES
Emirire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

VALVES, RADIATOR
Jenkins Bros., Ltd.. Montreal.
Watson ft MoDanlel Co.. Ptalladelpliia.

Kerr Engine Co.. Walkenrille. Ont-

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.

Pratt & Cady, Hartford, Conn.
Wation & MoDanlel Co.. Philadelphia.

Shell Bar Boico Siipply, Ltd., Torooto.

York Manufacturing Co., PhlladtlphU.
Jas. Morri-wn Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Mason Regulator * Engineering Co.. Montreal.

Mason Regulator Co.. Boston, Mass.

MoArity & Sons, T.. St. John, N.B.

VALVES. ACID RESISTING
HomsMead Valre Mfg. Co.. Pltt^Tg-
Kerr BSigine Co., Walkerrille, Ont
MoArity A Sons. T., St John, N.B.
York i\lfg. Co., York, Pa.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd., Samla.

VALVES, BACK PRESSURE
Can. AIllB-C»aImerB. Ltd., Torooto, Ont
VALVES, BRASS

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Oo., Toranto.

Kerr Engine Cv., Walkerrille, Ont
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.

VALVES, BLOW-OFF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanksiilorse Co.. MontreaL
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCullooh Co.. Gait
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co., Pitt*urg.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
The (Jarth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MoArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Watson * McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.
Wilson Mfg. Co.. J. C, BeUerille.

Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa

VALVE CHAIN WHEEL
Tlie Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Mootreal.

Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., New Bedford, Maao.

VALVES, FOOT
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Empire Mfg. C!o., Ltd., London, Ont
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerrille, Ont
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VALVES, GATE
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., MontreaL
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerrille, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

MoArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

VALES, HYDRAULIC
YamaB-Waring Co., Philadelphia. Pa

VALVES, MULTIPORT
Can. AllU-Chalmers. Ltd.^ Toronto, Ont
VALVES, NON-RETURN STOP
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co.. Montreal.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,

VALVES, RELIEF
, ^ ,

The Mason Regulator & Eng. C!o.. Ltd., Montreal.

American Steam Gauge & Valre Mfg. Co.. Bo»t«i.

Man.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd.. Samia.
McArity & Sons, T.. St John. N.B.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

VALVES. REDUCING
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.

Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal. (Jiie.

C. A. Dunham Oo., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
D'Este Co.. Julian. Boston, Mass.

T.*iteh Cx)., Arthur S., Toronto. Oat
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd.. Samia.
Mason R««nlator Oo.. Bostea. Uam.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Samla. Ont
VALVES. STANDARD, GLOBE ANGLE
AND CHECKS
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerrille, Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass lOg. Co.. Toronto.

H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Sanua.
Shell Bar Boioo Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
VALVES, POP ^
The Mason Regulator t Ehig. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. C!o., Toronto.

Shell Bar Boioo Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

MoArity & Sons, T.. St John. N.B.

Vi»LVES, PUMP
Garlock Packing Oo., Hamilton, Ont
shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd.. Montreal, Que.

Canadian Fairbanka-Moime Co.. Montreal.

Smart-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd., HamUum.
VALVES, REGULATING
H. .Mueller .Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.

VALVES, SAFETY THROTTLE
Boring Hydraulic 4 Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. Oni

Can. Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerrille, Ont
Lunkenheimer Ck>., Cindanati, O.
McArity & Sons. T., St John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

VALVES. STEAM
EJmpire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerrille, Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

VISES, CHAIN PIPE, ETC.
J. H. waiiams & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

WASTE
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

WATER COLUMNS, GAGES
Darling Brothers, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mtg. Co., Toronto.

WATER GAUGES, STANDARD, EXTRA
HEAVY AND AUTOMATIC

Penbertiiv Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. <3o., Toronto.

WATER SOFTENING SYSTEMS
Wm. B. Scaife * Sons, Pittsburgh. Pa.

Canadian Allls-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto.

WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont

WATER HEATERS AND WHISTLES
Bmplre Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont

WELDING COMPOUND
Shell Bar B^eo Supply, lAA., Tofonto.

WHISTLES ^
PenbertliT Injector Co . Windsor. Ont

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

WHEEL TANKS (LUBRICATING OIL AND
GASOLINE)
Bovrser * Co.. Inc., 8. P., Torooto, On*.

WRENCHES, PIPE
Wmiams Machinery Co., A. R.. Toronto.

WRENCHES, CHAIN PIPE, DROP FORGE.
ETTC
J. H, Wflli*ms & Oa, Brooklyn, N.T.
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P:;illllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllil!l

Air Tight Furnace Linings

Air leaks in furnace lining joints and
boiler settings are the greatest prevent-

able losses in a boiler plant. No argu-

ment should be necessary to establish

the fact that An Air Tight Furnace-
Lining is a great fuel economizer.

Send for a free copy of our 36-page
book of useful information on furnace
building and maintenance

JOINTLESS FIRE BRICK CO.
Kingsbury and Clay Sts., Chicago

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS: Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., 628-630 St. Paul St. West, Montreal.

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllll^^^^^

TRADE MARK

Will resist all Steam Pressure and Variations of Temperature.

REFLEX GAUGE GLASSES
Annealed and Hardened for

LOCOMOTIVES, STEAM WAGONS,
MARINE AND STATIONARY BOILERS.

Adamite Gauge Glass Rings. Glass Tubes and Rods

S. & C. BISHOP & CO., St. Helens, Lancashire.

iiiiiiiiiii!iiiiijiiii!iiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiii:iii:iii;iiiiiiiin{|ii>i'iiriiiii|

HON. F. G MACDIARMID.
Minister of Public Works

and HiehwaTs

W. A. RIDDELL. M.A. Ph.D.
Supt. Trades St Labour Branch

D. M. MEDCALF,
Chief Inspector of Steam Boiler*

Jlillllllllllllllllllll!

BOILER INSPECTION
The Steam Boiler Act, Chapter 252 R.S.O., 1914
With Amendments Chapter 58—6, George V.

STEAM BOILERS.
All Steam boilers constructed 'or une In Ontario must b«

built from desi^rns wblcb bave been approved and allotted

a registration number by tbe Steam Boiler Brancb.
Used boilers, boilers sold or exchanged, and nnreKlstered

baliers brought Into tte PfOTlnce must be laspeeted prior
to be'.::.g put into operation.

Notice of repairs to steam boilers, statins the nature and
extent of same, must be sent to the Steam Boiler Branch,
and should such repairs be considered extensiTe by the
Chief Boiler Inspector, the boilers will require to be
insnectprt.

In each and every case the inspections must be made by In-

spectors authorized to inspect boilers under the Steam
Boilers Act, who are employed only by the Steam Boiler
Branch of the Departmeijt of Public Works. Official cer-

tificates with the maximum working pressure stated
thereon are issued to the owners of the boilers so inspected.

STEAM PIPING.
Drawings and Specifications of all high pressure steam piping

must be approved and registered by the Steam Boiler
Branch before any work of installation is commenced.
The drawings submitted should show clearly the dimen-
sions and layout of the main steam lines. Full particulars
should be. given as to the material used in the construction
of the piping, and all valves and other fittings used in

connection therewith must be of approved make.
Jnw (lei-^ntion from the above regutremente Bhatt fte deemed m

rinlntion of the Fiteam Boilers Act.

All communications in this respeci' should he addressed to the
Rtenm Boiler Branch, Department o) PuiUc Works, ParUammt
Buildiniis, Toronto.

WANTED
A firm of Canadian engineers to manu-
facture and sell on royalty basis a hand
operated stoker. This is an established
appliance, and is the ideal installation

for the small plant, where investment
cost is an important item. Combustion
principles are same as on highest priced
automatic stokers. The ideal stoker for
the Canadian market, where the one
boiler plant is in the majority.

Write to Box
143 University Ave.

*Tower House"
Toronto, Canada

FOR REMOVING SCALE
from Babcock, Stirling and other Water-

tube Boilers and Evaporators, also for

Lancashire Boiler Scaling and Rust

Removing—there is no tool made

to equal my

'SKATOSKALO'
Pneumatic

Tube-Scaling
Tool.

Simple, strong, speedy,

reliable— these words

describe its

efficiency

Frank Gilman
(SOLE MAKER)

9, Westfield Road, Birmingham, Eng.

V
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The Economy of
Pyrometer Equipment
does not have to be explained,
ficient manufacturers have Ion
predated its aid.

In the selection of any make of pyrom-
eters it is important to know the exact facts
about them. What they will do. The ex-
tent to which they can be relied upon. The
strength of the manufacturer behind them.

Get our catalog on l^os Pyrometers. We are
confident|that upon thorough investigation ultimately
they will be j our choice.

Remember an expert staff skilled in^special appli-
cations is ready to consult with you at^any time.

^IcrInstrumentCompanies
Rochester, N. Y.

110-112 Church St., Toronto

Don*t clog your mind wheels up with the mud of unreliable out-of-date reading.

Get the latest technical information on Power House Equipment by reading POWER
HOUSE, Canada's only paper devoted entirely to the practical engineer's interests

^1 nn SUBSCRIPTION PRICE a^i f\f\q>l.UU Send in yours TO-DAY *pl*UU
THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED - 153 UNIVERSITY AVENUE. TORONTO
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HEATING BY HOT WATER & HOT WATER SUPPLIES

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY GUARANTEED
ROW'S PATENT CALORIFIERS are strongly recommended for heating water

in bulk for supplying a number of Baths and Lavatories. Also for HEATING
CIRCULATIONS for PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS, HOTELS, etc.

ROYLE'S Patent AUTOMATIC STEAM CONTROL ATTACHMENT maintains

a CONSTANT TEMPERATURE.

ROW'S PATENT

CALORIFIERS
FEED WATER HEATERS

RADIATORS
Suitable for Hot Water or

High Pressure Steam

STEAM and GAS KETTLES

EVAPORATORS
CONDENSERS ROVv"S PATENT CALORIFIER. STORAGK PATI'l-.RN.

ROYLES LIMITED,
ENGINEERS AND
SPECIALISTS IRLAM, MANCHESTER

I Healer, with connections
I Salt Water and Steara

ENGLAND

i

SERVICE
and "THE COVENTRY" Chains are synony-
mous terms. This is attained by correct design,
the use of special analysis steel, first-class

workmanship and a rigid system of examina-
tion.

These, combined with a determination to pro-
duce only the best, give that steady, continuous
service which is an essential feature of "THE
COVENTRY" Chains.

The same service is at your disposal. If you
wish to instal the most efficient form of Power
Transmission, our ' Technical Staff will gladly
give you all the assistance needed, without
obligation, and without prejudice to any par-
ticular form of drive.

THE COVENTRY CHAIN Co., Limited

COVENTRY : : ENGLAND
Canadian Agents:

TAYLOR & ARNOLD, LTD., Bank of Toronto Building, MONTREAL
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The "BEAVER" Valve

So Good— Jm., it's imitated

Bronze

So successful and popular has been
its service that imitations are
now making a bid for the business

Beaver Valves were originated and designed by us over eight

years ago and during that period have enjoyed a remarkable
success.

Beaver Valves have been time-tried for reliability, safety and
durability and so good has been their service that we have not

yet received a single complaint.

The maxim, "All good things are imitated," has proven tinae

again.

Play Safe—beware of imitations—Buy the Genuine Beaver Valve
—the valve of proven reliability and safety.

MAY WE SEND YOU DESCRIPTIVE
BOOKLET AND FULL PARTICULARS?

The James Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Limited
93-97 Adelaide St. West : TORONTO
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The above sketch represents the Fire Box of a Water Tube Boiler lined with

R.ICK IN RUTTV FORM ~)

The World's Best Plastic Furnace Lining Material

PYRO PUTTY should be used in preference to standard fire bricks for repairing worn furnace
linings because such repairs can be made quicker and at less expense.

PYRO PUTTY should be used in preference to standard fire bricks for making new furnace
linings because PYRO PUTTY linings are far more durable.

PYRO PUTTY can be installed by inexperienced labor.

PYRO PUTTY is put up in 700-lb. barrels, a barrel being equivalent to 100 standard fire brick.

PRICES F.O.B. TORONTO
j nvE^or^fe^ B^RRELs!^$^l 5^0^ each.

Order a few barrels NOW and keep them on hand for

emergency repairs.

PYRO PRODUCTS COMPANY
P.O. Box 685, Toronto, Ontario
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The Quality Standard That
Produces "Plus Service" Belting

The only sure way to get satisfactory service is to buy products of known
worth.
In Dominion Rubber System Belting, the worth is known because every
ounce of material—each individual operation and each finished belt must
test up to the highest quality standard ever made for belting.

From the time the materials come into our factory until the belt is running
on your pulleys, there is no chance of your getting anything but "plus ser-

vice" belting.

This is the result of over fifty years of belt making experience and research
by the oldest, largest and most completely equipped rubber organization in

Canada.
The rubber that goes into Dominion Friction Surfacing Belting is not a mere
waterproofing substance—our chemist? have given it a far greater value by
making it into a friction compound that prevents practically all power wast-
age on the pulleys.

"Plus service" includes the free technical advice of our belting engineers
who are ready to help you with your transmission and conveying problems
without placing you under obligation to us.

A phone call, wire or letter to our nearest branch places all of our facili-

ties at your disposal.

Service Branches:

Halifax,

St. John,

Quebec,
Montreal,

Ottawa,

Toronto,

Hamilton,

London,

Kitchener,

Fort William,

Winnipeg,
Brandon,

Regina,

North Bay, Saskatoon,

Edmonton,
Calgary,

Lethbridge,

Vancouver,

Victoria.

iiiiiii III n Mill rimr
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CASTINGS 'n^rAfl
These cast iron pipes ranging in size up to 24 in. in diameter and 14 ft.

long, are representative of a large order of piping and fittings recently
supplied the Brantford Water Commissioners.

The recent additions to our foundry have put us in a better position than
ever before to supply your casting wants.

We supply grey iron castings up to 20 tons, also Brass, Bronze and Alu-
minum castings, either rough or finished.

You can be sure of their strength, smoothness and uniformity of texture,
as we analyze all materials to insure a perfect product. The work is turned
out true to pattern and readily machined.

The Waterous Engine Works Co., Limited
BRANTFORD CANADA
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Belliss & Morcom, Limited

Engines and Air Compressors

Belliss Engines at McGill University Power House

Steam and Exhaust Turbines
Diesel Engines, Aiv Compressors
Condensing- Plants, Steam Engines

<

Heanan Refuse Destructors

Air and Water Coolers

Dynamometers

Paterson Water Softening Plants

Centrifugal Pumps

LAURIE & LAMB
Engineers

211 BOARD OF TRADE BLDG. - - MONTREAL

P0AVT:R house October B, igw. Vol. XII.. No. 1«. PuWislieil nemi- monthly at Ua-liiS University Ave., Toronto. C«nadfi. Suhsoription priee to '

Canada, $1 : in United States, $1.50. Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office Department, Ottawa, Cuna*. Entered as second-claiw maner

July 1,1912, at the Post Office at Buffalo, under the Act of March 3rd, 187».
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THEYARE NOT GOING TO BE
DENIED THE SHOWER NOW

A 982—Nickel plated Shower
with rain shower head, rubber
tuV>ing faucet connection and
round curtain ring, with white
duck curtain and wall hook.

^
I
^HEY met it first in the training camps

—it was part of their treatment in the

convalescent hospital—it was included in

the routine of the demobilization camps.

So the best of Canada's young men have

become educated to the Shower—they

know what it means to their health.

It is up to you to see that they get a

Shower in their homes—the kind of shower

that will give satisfaction—an EMPIRE
SHOWER.

Let them know that you can supply the

Portable Shower illustrated here.

It is specially adapted for use when a

permanent shower is not practicable in a

rented house, an apartment, or other

places where space is limited. It is all

that a shower should be.

Empire Permanent Showers in the

latest and improved designs will be in

demand as well.

You are going to be called on for

Shower estimates.

Write for our catalogue and order

direct from us.

Empire Manufacturing Co., Limited

London Toronto

Canada
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1ALBOl
Contra-Flow
Steam Boilers

(Equipped with Crude Oil Burners)

Reduces Steam Cost
The cost of operation is cheaper than
any known power product.

Require one-seventh the space of the
ordinary boiler.

No brickwork is necessary.

Feed water and fuel burners are auto-
matically controlled to adjust the boiler

to varying demands for steam.

Tubes easily replaced under high steam
pressure.

May we send you the full details?

Canadian Manufacturers and Sales Office:

Montreal General Tool Co., Limited
675 Notre Dame, Maisonneuve

MONTREAL, P.Q.

HOMESTEAD
QUARTER-TURN

VALVES

Stop Leaks
and Cut Your
Replacement
Costs in Half

Instead of globe and gate
valves use Homestead
Quarter Turn Valves. They
will not only keep your pipe
lines free from leakage, but
by their long and satisfac-

tory service cut your re-

placement costs in two.

Used by leading power
plants on steam, oil, air,

water and acid systems.

Where the service is severe
Homestead Valves are best
appreciated. Let us explain
their features in detail—
write to-day.

Homestead Valve

Mfg. Co.

Homestead, Penn.

Homestead
Three- Way
Type

UEHLING
WASTE METER

COMBINED
CO2 AND TEMPERATURE RECORDER

Does your flreman know
how much fuel he to waiting?

Do you know?

The Uebling OO2 Becorder
makes a complete 24 hr. record
of your combustion efflcienc)

and the CO2 Indicator at tba
Boiler Front holds the fireman
responsible.

Qet more Steam per pound
of Ooai and reduce your an-
nual fuel con-
sumption.

C02
Intitmtor

for Belter
Front

B«cord of COk
and stack tetn-
peratare on otie

chart.

Let us know the

number and size

of your boilers

and coal consum-
ed per year, upon receipt of

which information we will be
glad to send you full par-

ticulars.

Let us hear from yon. We are pioneers In the
manufacture of Indicators and Recorders for Power
Plant purposes.

Send for our Bnlletin No. 110.

Uehling Instrument Company
2008 Empire Building New York City

TRIMO
THE WORD TRIMO

Stands for good tools

made by the Trimont Mfg.
Co., which are the follow-
ing:

—

'The Trimo Pipe Wrench
The Trimo Chain Pipe-Wrench

The Trimo Monkey Wrench
The Trimo Pipe Cutter (Hand)

The four good points that

make Trimo Pipe Wrenches
superior are the Spiral Spring
always in place—Steel Frames
that will not break—Nut Guards
that protect adjustment nut

—

and the Inserted Jaw in handle
that can be replaced when worn!
—Save Money and buy Trimo

|

goods, made by

Trimont Mfg. Company
Roxbury (Boston), Mass.
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5,000 series Cochrane Open
Heater for back pressure ser-

vice, used in connection with
heating systems

Fig. 1000 — Multiport Back
Pressure Relief Valve
"Note Multiple Disks"

SAVE A PILE OF COAL
BY using exhaust steam you may reduce your fuel con-

sumption ten to fifty per cent. Where exhaust steam

is used in heating, drying, etc., the cost of power is

practically nothing, as it becomes a by-product. If you

have more exhaust steam than you can utilize for heating,

drying and similar purposes, turn it into the intermediate

stage of the main turbine or into a low-pressure turbine. To

prevent the vacuum from the turbine backing up into the

engine exhaust line, and drawing in air, to the detriment of

the condenser vacuum, install a Cochrane Multiport Flow

Valve in the engine exhaust connection.

Use exhaust steam for heating water for boiler feeding,

washing,dyeing, scouring, paper making, hot water heating,

etc. In the Cochrane Open Heater the water comes into

actual, immediate contact with exhaust steam and is heated

to the full steam temperature. There is no loss of temper-

ature due to transmission through metal plates or to

accumulations of grease or scale upon heating surfaces.

The exhaust steam condensed in heating the water is added
thereto, so that one pound of exhaust steam and six pounds

of cold water produce seven pounds of water at 210 degrees

F., or hotter, depending upon the back pressure carried.

Heating the boiler feed from hot well temperature, say

90 degrees F. to 210 degrees F., will reduce the amount of

fuel required under the boilers by at least ten per cent. If

your feed water is colder than 90 degrees F., larger savings

are possible.

If large quantities of hot water are used intermittently,

as in textile mills, paper mills, laundries, etc., a Cochrane
Heater of the extra storage type can be used both for heat-

ing and storage.

For regulating the pressure upon the exhaust steam sys-

tem, use the Cochrane Multiport Safety Exhaust Outlet

Valve. In this valve, noise, clatter and injury to valve and
seats are avoided by the use of a number of small disks

instead of one large disk. Each disk is provided with an
independent dash pot and held to seat by an independent
spring, the tension of all the springs being adjusted simul-

taneously by a pressure plate. The motion of this plate is

limited, so that a predetermined back pressure cannot be
exceeded. The adjustment of the back pressure is con-
trolled bv a hand-wheel on the outside of the casing, or
from a distance by means of chains, rods or levers. The
pressure can be changed quickly with little effort.

Ask for Bulletins 710 on Heaters, 601 on Multiport Valves

Canadian AUis-Chalmers, Limited
HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO

Branch Offices : Montreal, Quebec, Halifax, Sydney, St. John, Ottawa, Hamilton, London, Windsor, Cobalt, South
Porcupine, Winnipeg, Calgary, Edmonton, Nelson, Vancouver and Victoria
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GMUOCKPACKING/
BETWEEN THE COAL PILE AND THE ENGINE
At this time more than any time in the history of engineering,

highest efficiency is demanded. A blown out gasket can shut
down a plant just as surely as a broken piston rod. Every leaking

manhole joint or pipe flange represents a distinct loss, and it has
been demonstrated by scientific experiment that there is no limit

to the loss caused by undue friction on piston rod and valve stem
packed with an inferior packing, and the constant use of a wrench
in attempting to stop leaks at rod glands. Let Garlock No. 950
Gasket, cut from No. 900
Sheet Packing, reduce the
loss between coal pile

and engine.

Y
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Is the ash barrow the hearse

for your boiler settings?
SLICING of brickwork away from setting walls along with the clinker

is expensive but readily understood when you stop to think that

—

under the high temperature of the fire box—the clinker welds to and
frequently penetrates into the pores of the fire brick.

By coating the flame-exposed brickwork with Johns-Manville No.
32 High Temperature Cement, a surface is obtained that does not allow
the clinkers to anchor themselves into the fire brick and enables them
to be removed without tearing the brick surface away. "

Joints between fire bricks in boiler settings, when laid up in No.
26 or No. 31 High Temperature Cements, absorb expansion and con- ,1

traction stresses, and prevent spawling, cracking and air leaks. Fur- 4
naces so treated require minimum attention and give maximum service. "t T

Read about Johns-Manville Heat Treatment in the booklet that any
branch will send at your request.

CANADIAN JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., LIMITED
Toronto Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver

London Hamilton Ottawa

ThTOUgh—

Ashestos
and its allied products

JOHNS-MANVILLE
Strvet in ConseT>t.:ion

Heat Insulations, High
TcmperatufT Ccmenti,

Asbestos Roofings t

Packings, Biake

Linings, Fire

Prevention
Products

-Manville
POWER PLANT MATERIALS

Johns
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ofth^^^ mined
is wastcdsi^urmn^

Hays Improved Gas
Analyzer

For testing 'boiler

furnace gases, pro-
ducer gases, casing
head gas, exhaust
from internal com-
bustion engines, gases
from sulphur burners
gas, etc., etc.

nitric acid gases, chlorine

Hays Automatic CO, and Draft
Recorders, Automatic Gas Col-

lectors, Draft Gages and other Hays Equipments
installed on your boilers keep you posted as to

just what conditions your boilers are operating
under.

In hundreds of plants, Hays Combustion Efficiency

Appliances are leading the way to increased effi-

ciency in boiler firing, a most effective way in

offsetting high coal prices.

May we send you our Book "HOW TO BUILD UP
FURNACE EFFICIENCY." It tells how fuel is

wasted, how to stop that waste and keep it

stopped.

The J. W. Hays Corporation
Michigan City, Indiana, U.S.A.

General Representatives for Canada ;

Stephen H. Payne, 30 Church St., New York
REPRESENTATIVES IN CANADA:

Arthur S. Leitch Co., 1002 Kent BIdg., Toronto
Edward A. Robinson Co., Limited, 228 Craig St. West, Montreal

Save ONE Carload in Every FOUR

Reduce Your Steam-
Cost 25 Per Cent

Improper draft, holes in fire, leaky set-

tings, improperly timed firing periods
and other common causes of fuel waste
can be easily detected when you have the
records of

"HAYS"

Combustion

Apparatus

before you. And know-
ing is the first necessity

of taking corrective

measures.

Gas Collector with

water-flow regulator.

The Hays Differential Draft
Gage indicates the draft

over the fire or the drop in

draft through the boiler.
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DEPARTMENT

ENDS
100 ton Linde Refrigerating
Plant in Operation.

Modern

Refrigerating and - -

Ice Making Machinery

for all purposes
Leading Canadian firms use Linde Refrigerating Equipment. There's a reason.
Linde machines possess indisputable constructional advantages, combining as
they do the best of the generally accepted features of design along with certain
LINDE features not seen in any other make of refrigerating machinery. Thus
LINDE equipment is more economical and more efficient.

The Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Limited
37 St. Peter Street, Montreal, Que.

Toronto Winnipeg Vancouver

Makers of Quality Refrigerating
Machinery Since 1896.

This Linde Plant
was made in Canada

There's a Linde
System for Every
Need.

KtuH^Unt Machinery
Built in any capacity that you desire. HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL
Our SMALL MACHINES have the same "regularity of Oper-
ation," "ReliabiHty" and "Efficiency" as our large ones.

AMMONIA FITTINGS, CONDENSERS, BRINE COOLERS,
ETC.

Our Machines are in daily operation in Canada
CORLISS and POPPET VALVE ENGINES

The Vilter Manufacturing Company
242 Beecher St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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Every Part of Every PRICK INSTALLATION Must Be Perfect

in order to maintain

FRICK SUPERIORITY
That is why Frick Refrigerating and

Ice Making Equipment proves a profitable

investment wherever installed.

The entire Frick line, from the smallest

to the largest plant, from the smallest part

to the largest part in each plant, is de-

signed to meet our strict standard of

Durability—Efficiency—Economy. Every
part must be perfect in order to maintain
the well-known FRICK Superiority.

Therefore, when you purchase FRICK
Equipment you are assured of perfect

service regardless of the unforeseen

overload demand that might be placed on

it sometime—assured of continued opera-

tion without danger of breakdowns in the

midst of a busy season—assured of eco-

nomical operation at all times—and a

long life. Frick Equipment has been
standing up under the above conditions

for nearly a half-century, day after day,

year after year, under the most severe

conditions.

You can't go wrong when you specify

"Frick Equipment." Catalog on request.

Ask for a copij of our Lkt
of Users covering 4^ pages

of satisfied customers—
also your copy of Ice and
Frost.

ic£ t^ACHiNe»Y suPEaioQ SINCE leaz

BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

Canadian Representative : FRICK Ice and Refrigeration Co., Montreal

There is a FRICK Mor
chine for every refrigerat-

ing purpose—all types:

Vertical — Horizontal —
.1 bsorption.

A Covering for Cold Pipes
That Will Last

IF you consider durability a factor of importance

when buying insulation for cold pipes, here is a

rule that it will be well to follow: Be sure that the

covering you buy will not absorb moisture. For
moisture, always present in the atmosphere, is the

jjreatest enemy of cold pipe insulation. Because of

the peculiar nature of cork, Nonpareil Cork Covering on the ammonia lines in the
plant of the Chicago Cold Storage Company,

Chicago, III.

Nonpareil Cork Covering
For All Cold Pipes

has the necessary qualities that enable it to stand up under hard service
conditions. In the first place, cork is cellular in structure—not fibrous

—

and does not suck in moisture from the air by capillary attraction. In the

second place, it is coated inside and out with a waterproof mineral rubber

finish, and when applied, all joints are sealed with waterproof cemient.
Given a reasonable amount of attention, Nonpareil Cork Covering will last

for years, and will pay for itself many times over in refrigeration savedl

Before you contract for cold pipe covering, read the 64-page illustrated book, "Nonpareil Cork Covering for Cold
Pipes." A copy will be sent you, free of charge, on request.

Armstrong Cork & Insulation Company, ^"LS' qu" bec?*c
Msi, mftmifiicturprs of Xonpareil Corkhodrd Insulation for cold storage K.otni-

Insulating Brick for boiler settings; Nonpareil Cork Machinery Isola tion
„( ticold storage room floors.

Canada
Soniiareil Higii Pressure Covering for stea/m lines; Nonpareil

for deadening the noise of machines ; and Circle A Cork Brick for
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York Refrigerating Machinery
QUALITY SER VICE

From the very beginning we have been building
quality and service into our Refrigerating Machines.
This has resulted in increasing sales of our products
and increasing satisfaction on the part of our
customers.

With a York Refrigerating Plant you can improve
the quality of your product as well as the measure
of service you render to your trade.

Any firm that installs a Refrigerating Plant is looked
upon bv the trade it serves as a progressive firm.

Give MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION a chance.
In these days of keen competition it is the progres-
sive owner who survives and profits.

Write us for information and prices.

York Manufacturing Company
(ICE-MAKING AND REFRIGERATING MACHINERY EXCLUSIVELY)

YORK, PA.

WINNIPEG, 85 Lombard St.

Canadian Representatives :

Canadian Ice Machine Company
TORONTO, 82 Chestnut St. MONTREAL, 324 Craig St. West CALGARY, 605 Second St.

In the LARGEST and MOST MODERN PLANT in the

WORLD, building Insulated DOORS and allied proda^
exclusively, we are building what we KNOW to be THE BBST
INVESTMENT FOR THE USER and the universally recog-

nized WORLD'S STANDARD DOORS. In verification:—

THE HARRIS AB.\TTOIR CO.,
Ltd., Canada.

"Our Coolers and Freezers are
mostly equipped with your doors.
In fact we adopted it as titand»r4
throughout our plant, as we find

them substantially made and the
insulation perject. We also find

the Hardtoare stands up better
than on any other door we hare
seen or tried."

LOUISVILLE SOAP CO..

Louiayllle, Kj.

"Coolers at one of eur plants
are equipped with your doors,
which have pit en us such tatis-
faotion we wish (« improve the
doors at our old plant. We would
Dot be warranted la throwlns out
the doors but would like the type
hardware you supply."

THE WASHINGTON M.\RKET,
Washington, D.C.

"The doors supplied by you, lo

use at both plants, have been in

every way satisfactory, and we
think the Jamison door it the best
on the market."

Read 'em again, men—analyze them! Acquaint yourself

fully with our method of construction through latest

catalog No. 8.

Jamison Cold Storage Door Company
Formerly Jones Cold Store Door Co. HAGERSTOWN, M.D., U.S.A.
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Operation : In
closing vilve
shoulder "S"
on plunger
"V" engages
the lose fol-

lower gland
"F," compres3-
sinir packing
"P" above and
below thf port,
making an ab-
solutely tight
valve.

In Canada's

Biggest

Industries
Wihere absolute certainty
must be counted upon at all

times, no chance can be
taken with equipment.
In the big industries, espe-
cially must every detail be
efficient—^the blow-off valve
as well as the boilers, pumps
and engines.
So, when the big Canadian
corporations such as the
following instal Yarway
(formerly the Simplex)
"Seatless" Blow-OfF Valves,
their choice becomes an en-
dorsement of the very high-
est character.
Canadian Explosives Co.,

Ltd., have 11.

Dominion Iron & Steel
Co., Ltd., have 20.

Canadian Pacific Railway
Co., have 24.

Bathurst Lbr. Co. have 8.

Montreal L., H. & P. Co.
have 24.

International Eng. Wks.,
Ltd., have 13.

A.nd there are many others.
With the Yarway (formerly
the Simplex) "Seatless"
Blow-Off Valve there can be
no sudden opening and clos-
ing to injure tubes; the
operation is simple, certain
and safe; the valve does not
leak; it requires but little

attention, as there are no
weak places such as seats
or discs to cut and scar;
even the packing lasts for
years. You can verify each
of these claims by testing
the Yarway on one of your
boilers for 60 days. Return
it if not satisfactory.
Write to-day, stating size of
line, and whether screwed
or flanged, angle or straight-
way.

Yarnall-Waring Co.
7604-20 Queen Street

Chestnut Hill Phila.

A. McLELLAN,
103 St. Francis Xavier St.,

Montreal, Que., Canada.

SIMPLEX

Something New
for Stoker Users

You have often needed a Fuel Control
Device that would build up that thin

spot—or burn down that heavy spot
without poking, levelling or slicing.

The RILEY 2-SPEED GEAR BOX is the
control you have long wished for. It is almost
a magic tool—it is like being able to drop a

shovelful of coal here or there without opening
the fire door or disturbing the conditions of

the furnace.

A single throw of the shifter lever operates the
2-speed Gear Box. There is nothing to get out
of order—nothing that is complicated—nothing
that is hard to understand. Even the inex-

perienced can manipulate the fires or balance
the load among any number of stokers with
mechanical certainty that will save your coal,

utilizing the last B.T.U. in the fuel.

Riley Underfeed Stokers
equipped with the 2-SPEED GEAR BOX with either

engine or motor drive give the ideal equipment for Central
Station or Industrial Service.

If you want to pick up your load from banked fire to 200

or 300% of rating almost instantly or drop it just as

quickly without wasting coal—then you need the RILEY
2-SPEED GEAR BOX. Publication No. 40 tells you
how it does it.

For injormation on Murphy Aulomaiic Furnaces for

smaller boilers, see adoerlisemenl in last issue or send

for Murphy Catalog H-M 10.

Sanford-Riley Stoker Co.
Worcester, Mass.

British Licensees: Erith's Engineering Co., Ltd., London
French Licensees: Erith Leroy & Cie., Paris, France
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A Complete^ Practical Correspondence Course of Study in

Stationary Engineering

Let Us Show You
How To Get This

License FREE

ONTARIO DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORIkS

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT

SPECIMEN

We Trained Last Year 1 000 Men for U.S. Government
All Text Books Furnished FREE

Five text books, handsomely bound, printed in large, clear type
on fine quality paper, are furnished absolutely FREE with this
course. They are sent to you at once. You do not have to wait
several weeks or months, you get all the books immediately. BeMdes
the books you get all necessary stationery and envelopes for answer-
ing questions ariB making recitations. There are no extras of any
kind.

Up-to-Date Stationary Engineers are in E>emand

This modern course of study covers every

branch of power-plant work, including Steam
Engineering, Practical Mathematics and Elec-

tric Wiring—all the principles of practical

electricity. The Course has been prepared by

a staff of experts working under the personal

supervision of Joseph G. Branch, B.S., M.E.,

author of many standard books and for many
years Chief Engineer of the City of St. Louis

and a member of the Examining Board of

Engineers for that city. Although complete in

every detail, the Course is written so simply

and clearly that anyone can understand it.

No useless theory—but all the straight facts

you need to pass the Engineer's Examinations
and hold down a good job. You can substi-

tute Mechanical Refrigeration for Electrical

Wiring at the same price for the course.

We Assist Our Students in Getting Good Positions

THE COURSE YOU WANT IS HERE
Complete, Practical Correspondence Courses in

Electrical Engineering Power Plant Engineering Drafting Practical Mathematics

T

••;G,«a!

Mechanical Engineering
Stationary Engineering

Power plant Accounting
Marine Engineering

Drawing and Designing
Practical Chemistry

Send for complete catalog, letters from students and list of positions secured

Special Offer—Mail Coupon Quick

The price of the course is extremely low and
just now we are making a special limited offer

to those who reply to this advertisement. This
remarkable offer reduces the cost of the com-
plete course to a very low figure. You will be
astonished to find how little this tremendously
valuable training will cost you. Mail coupon
at once for full particulars and special terms.

Ingenieria Electrica (Sp«ni$h Course)

Mechanical Refrigeration

FREE COUPON

Joseph G. Branch School of EnKineerinfr.

Dept. P, 542 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago.

Without obligation please send me information how to get
a Stationary Engineer's License and full infoi-mation about
your Course and Special Terms.

Name

Street and No.

City S'jate

Present Position
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J MADE IN^gBfe^ CANADA I fi«|

ANNOUNCING
FIRST EDITION

a Mueller i

Canadian Catalogue

"A"
300 PAGES
COMPLETELY
ILLUSTRATING

Mueller
WATER, PLUMBING and GAS

BRASS
GOODS

MAILED ON REQUEST

H. MUELLER MFG. CO., LTD.
SARNIA CANADA

I MANUfACTIJRi:RS OF HIGH GILVPE ( MUELLEQ )MAIXR PLUMBmC .\ND C.\S BRASS COOB«|
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REES RoTURBo
Patent Pressure Chamber Pumps Cannot

Overload the Prime Mover
The self-regulating feature of the RoTURBo PUMP "when subjected
to a variation in boiler pressure" causes it to adjust itself to meet the new
conditions without danger to the prime mover.

Two Rees RoTURBo Pumps recently completed by us for the Windsor Water Works at Windsor, Ont.

REES RoTURBo
Patent Pressure Chamber Pumps, Rotary Jet Condensers and Rotaiy Air Pumps are

to-day giving splendid service the world over in MINES, POWER STATIONS,
MARINE SERVICE, WATERWORKS and ALL KINDS of INDUSTRIAL PLANTS.

Ask for catalogues and further particulars.

Sole Canadian Manufacturers

The GOLDIE & McCULLOCH CO., Ltd.
Head Office and Works: GALT, ONTARIO, CANADA

TORONTO OFFICE:
Suite 1101-2,

Bank of Hamilton Bld'g.

WESTERN BRANCH:
248 McDermott Ave.,

Winnipeg, Man.

QUEBEC AGENTS:
Ross & Greig

400 St. James St.,

Monti eal, Que.

BRITISH COLUMBIA AGENTS:
Robt. Hamilton & Co.,

Vancouver, B.C.
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Graded Certificates for Ontario Engineers
The Following Set of Regulations Make Provision for Carrying

Out of the Act by Which Certificates Will Be Graded in Ontario,

Beginning January, 1920—These Regulations Are Worthy of the

Closest Study by Operating Engineers and Firemen.

Regulations Set By Order-in-Council

Respecting Stationary Engineers

No person who is not the holder of a certificate of

qualification issued by the Minister of Public

Works of Ontario, shall operate in tnis iTovince

any stationary steam boiler or engine of fifty B.H.P.

or over, or any steam hoatinfr plant operating at a pres-

sure of over twenty pounds. Every person who operates

a steam plant as the engineer in char^a thsreof, contrary

to the above regulation, and every person €mploying him
or permitting him so to do is subject on summary con-

viction to a penalty of not less than ten dollars.

This provision shall not apply to firemen who are

taking their required six months' training under a cer-

tificated engineer, but it shal] apply to all firemen who
have had six months' experience, and to all night watch-
men who are employed at plants of 50 B.H.P. or over,

carrying over 20 pounds steam. At the expiration of this

six months' initial training all firemen must make appli-

cation of a Fourth-class Certificate. Anyone omitting to

comply with this regulation shall be subject to the penalty
set forth in Section 15 of the Act.

Any engineer who fails to keep his certificate exposed
to view at all times in the engine or boiler room in which
he is employed, shall be liable to a fine of ten dollars.

Certificates by Examination

Certificates are of four grades, viz.:

—

First Class,

Second Class,

Third Class and
Fourth Class.

Fourth-class Certificates

Any person who desires to orierate under a certificated
engineer, a stationary steam plant of 50 B.H.P. or over,
which carries over 20 pounds steam, must hold a Fourth-
class Certificate. (Application forms for this certificate
will be supplied on request).

A candidate for a Fourth-class Certificate shall be
reouired :

—

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

To be at least 19 years of age;

To furnish sufficient proof that he has had the
required six months' initial experience;

To satisfy the Board as to character and sobriety;

To answer orally the questions on the examina-
tion paper, and secure at least sixty per cent,
of the marks;

To pay a fee of five dollars at the time applica-
tion is made for examination. (This fee shall
not be returned to the appli-ant should he fail
to pass the examination).

Examinations shall consist of questions upon the con-

struction of steam boilers and steam pumps, and upon

hydraulics.

In the event of a candidate failing in his examination,

ninety days shall elapse before he becomes eligible for

re-examination.

Candidates shall be examined in Toronto during the

first week of each month by appointment at the office

of the Board of Stationary and Hoisting Engineers, Par-

liament Buildings, or at such other places as may be

designated by the Board; and the Board may also conduct

examinations twice in each year on such dates as may
be determined:

—

(a) In the City of London;
(b) In the City of Kingston;

(c) In the City of Ottawa;
(d) In the City of Port Arthur;

and at such other times and places as may be considered

desirable by the Board.

Notice of the time and place of holding the examina-

tions shall be sent to each candidate living in the district

where the examination is held.

Third-class Certificate

Any person who desires to take charge of a stationary

steam plant of between 50 and 150 B.H.P. must hold a

Third-class Certificate. (Application forms for this cer-

tificate shall be supplied on request).

A candidate for a Third-class Certificate shall be
required:

—

(a) To be at least 21 years of age;

(b) To be the holder of a Fourth-class Ontario Cer-
tificate or its equivalent from one of the other
Provinces of the Domini jn;

(c) To furnish evidence to the effect that he has had
at least two years' experience as fireman, oiler,

or assistant to the engineer;

(d) To answer the questions on the examination
paper and secure at least sixty per cent, of
the niarks;

(e) To pay a fee of five dollars at the time of mak-
ing application for examination. (This fee
shall not be returned to the applicant should
he fail to pass the examination).

Examinations shall consist of questions upon the con-
struction and operation of steam engines, steam boilers,
and fteam pumps, and upon hydraulics.

Examination questions shall be furnished only at the
cimo of examination, and under no circumstances shaM
they be furnished by mail.

Examinations shall be written but should the Board
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deem it necessary it may subject the applicant to an oral
examination on the questions contained in the examina-
tion paper and may have him demonstrate his knowledge
of the operation of a steam plant in an engine or a
boiler room.

In the event of an applicant failing in his examination,
ninety days shall elapse before he becomes eligible for
re-examination.

Candidates shall be examined in Toronto during the
first week of each month by appointment at the office
of the Board of Stationary and Hoisting Engineers, Par-
liament Buildings, or at such other place as may be
designated by the Board. Also, examinations may be con-
ducted by the Board twice in each year on such dates
as may be determined:

—

(a) In the City of London;
(b) In the City of Kingston;

(c) In the City of Ottawa;

(d) In the City of Port Arthur;

and at such other times and places as may be considered
desirable by the Board.

Notice of the time and place of holding the examina-
tion shall be sent to each candidate living in the district
where the examination is held.

Second-class Certificates

Any person who desires to take charge of a stationary
steam plant between 150 and 300 B.H.P. must hold a
Second-class Certificate. (Application forms for this cer-
tificate shall be supplied on request).

A candidate for a Second-class Certificate shall be
required:

—

(a) To be the holder of a Third-class Certificate
or its equivalent from one or the other
Provinces of the Dominion;

(b) To furnish evidence to the effect that he has
had at least five years' experience;

(c) To answer the questions on the examination
paper, and secure at least sixty per cent, of
the marks).

(d) To pay a fee of five dollars at the time of
application is made for examination. (This
fee shall not be returned to the applicant
should he fail to pass the examination).

Examinations shall consist of questions upon the con-
struction and operation of steam engines, steam boilers
and steam pumps, and upon hydraulics, refrigeration, and
the care of electric motors and generators.

Examination questions shall be furnished only at the
time of examination, and under no circumstances shall
they be furnished by mail.

Examinations shall be written, but should the Board
deem it necessary it may subject the applicant to an oral
examination on the questions contained in the examination
paper, and may have him demonstrate his knowledge
of a steam plant in an engine or a boiler room.

In the event of an applicant failing in his examina-
ation, ninety days shall elapse before he becomes eligible
for re-examination.

Candidates shall be examined in Toronto during the
first week of each month by appointment at the office
of the Board of Stationary and Hoisting Engineers, Par-
liament Buildings, or at such other place as may be
designated by the Board. Also, examinations may be
conducted by the Board twice in each year on such dates
as may be determined:

—

(a) In the City of London;

(b) In the City of Kingston;

(c) In the City of Ottawa;

(d) In the City of Port Arthur;

and at such other times and places as may be considered
desirable by the Board.

Notice of the time and place of holding the examina-
tion shall be sent to each candidate living in the district
where the examination is held.

First-Class Certificates

Any person who desires to take charge of a stationary
steam plant of unlimited capacity must hold a First-class

Certificate. (Application forms for this certificate shall

be supplied on request.)

A candidate for a First-class Certificate shall be re-

quired:

—

(a) To be the holder of a Second-class Certificate or

its equivalent from one of the other Provinces

of the Dominion;

(b) To furnish evidence to the effect that he has had
at least ten years' experience, showing seven

years as chief or operating engineer;

(c) To answer the questions on the examination paper
and secure at least seventy per cent, of the

marks

;

(d) To pay a fee of ten dollars at the time applica-

tion is made for examination. (This fee shall

not be returned to the applicant should he fail

to pass the examination.)

Examinations consist of questions upon the construc-

tion and operation of steam engines, steam boilers and

steam pumps, and upon hydraulics, refrigerating, gener-

ators, steam heating and ventilating, and the care of

electric motors, together with questions on the general

management of the plant.

Examination questions shall be furnished only at the

time of examination, and under no circumstances shall

they be furnished by mail.

Examinations shall be written, but should the Board -

deem it necessary it may subject the applicant to an oral

examination on the questions contained in the examination

paper, and may have him demonstrate his knowledge of a
steam plant in an engine or a boiler room.

In the event of an applicant failing in his examina-
ation, ninety days shall elapse before he becomes eligible

for re-examination.

Candidates shall be examined in Toronto during the

first week of each month by appointment at the office

of the Board of Stationary and Hoisting Engineers, Par-
liament Buildings, or at such other place as may be
designated by the Board. Also, examinations may be
conducted by the Board twice in each year on such dates

as may be determined:

—

(a) In the City of London;

(b) In the City of Kingston;

(c) In the City of Ottawa;

(d) In the City of Port Arthur;

and at such other times and places as may be considered
desirable by the Board.

Notice of the time and place of holding the examina-
tion shall be sent to each candidate living in the district

where the examination is held.

As to Certificates

A certificate of any grade shall be good only until

the 31st day of December of the year for which it is is-

sued, and shall lapse at that time. Any engineer who fails

to renew his certificate shall not be allowed to continue

in charge of a steam plant.

Every certificate holder who intends to renew his cer-

tificate shall register with the Board not later than the

FIRST DAY OF DECEMBER of each year, on a form
which will be supplied. A certificate holder who has not

registered by the FIRST DAY OF FEBRUARY next en-
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suing shall be granted a renewal only on the payment

of a fee of five dollars.

On receipt of his certificate the engineer to whom it

is granted shall sign the same in ink in the space pro-

vided for that purpose on the margin of the certificate,

and shall at all times keep his certificate exposed to view

in the engine or boiler room where he is employed.

Any person who was the holder of a Stationary Engin-

eer's Certificate issued by the Board of Stationary and

Hoisting Engineers of Ontario, before the enforcement of

this Act (January 1st, 1920), shall be allowed to continue

in his present position, but should he make any change

in his position he must inform the Board of all particulars

of the plant which he desires to operate, as to B.H.P., size

of boiler or boilers, steam pressure, etc., and qualify for

and obtain the certificate which applies to said plant, pro-

vided he is not already the holder of such a certificate.

As to Grading Certificates

Application forms shall be forwarded to every engineer

who held a Stationary Engineer's Certificate for the cur-

rent year previous to January 21st, 1920. Upon receipt

of same the Board shall pass upon and grade the appli-

cants accordingly into Third or Second-class. A First-

class Certificate shall be granted by examination only.

As to Night Watchmen

Anyone desiring to act in the capacity of night watch-
man must hold at least a Fourth-class Certificate from
this Board.

As to Returned Soldiers

Any returned soldier, who has completed a vocational

course in Stationary Engineering at any recognized school
in the Dominion of Canada shall, upon submitting sufficient

proof to this effect, be granted the privilege of writing

on the examination for a Third-class Certificate.

As to the Absence of the Chief Engineer

In the temporary absence of a Chief Engineer, an en-

gineer holding a certificate of one grade lower may take
charge and operate in his stead for a period not to ex-
ceed thirty days.

An extension of this period may be granted under
special circumstances upon application to the Board.

Where a plant is operated in two or more shifts under
a Chief Engineer, said Chief shall arrange that an engineer
holding a certificate of the same grade as his own, or one
grade lower, take charge of same in his absence; and when
a plant is operated in two or more shifts and no Chief
Engineer is employed, each shift shall be in charge of an
engineer holding a certificate of the grade required by
the Act.

Partial Operation of Plants at Night

In a case where a plant is partially operated at night,
said plant may be operated by an engineer holding a cer-
tificate of one grade lower than would be required by the
Act if the same was in full operation.

Ao to Provisional Certificates

Any engineer, who is the holder of a certificate of

qualification from any other Province of the Dominion of

Canada, and who furnishes satisfactory evidence as to

character and sobriety, together with the prescribed fee

of five dollars, shall, upon presenting his certificates to the
Board for verification, be granted a Provisional Cei'tificate

of a corresponding grade, to take charge of a stationary
steam plant in the Province of Ontario for one year only
from date of issue. It will then be necessary for the
application to try the prescribed examination in order
to obtain a certificate entitling him to t.-'ke charge of a
steam plant coming within the provisions of the Act re-

specting Stationary and Hoisting Engineers in the Pro-
vince of Ontario. This regulation does not apply to a
First-class Certificate, as no certificate of this grade shsH
be issued provisionally.
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As to Fees

Vhe fee for the Fourth-class Certificate is five dollars.

The fee for the Third-class Certificate is five dollars.

The fee for the Second-class Certificate is five dollars.

The fee for the First-class Certificate is ten dollars.

The fee for re-examination (any grade) is five dollars.

The fee for renewing a Fourth-class (Certificate is one

dollar.

The fee for renewing a Third-class Certificate is one dollar.

The fee for renewing a Second-class Certificate is one

dollar.

The fee for renewing a First-class Certificate is two dollai-s.

The fee for renewing any certificate, where the holder has

failed to register by the first day of February, is five

dollars.

The fee for issing a duplicate certificate is one dollar.

The fee for issuing a Provisional Certificate is five dollars.

The fee for re-examination (any grade) is five dollars.

The fee for re-registration of plants is one dollar.

As to Cancellation of Certificates

The Minister of Public Works, on the recommendation

of the Board, may, at any time for misconduct or in-

fraction of the provisions of the Stationary and Hoist-

ing Engineer's Act, or of any regulation thereunder, sus-

pend or revoke any certificate, and during such suspension,

and until any revocation shall be cancelled by the Minister

of Public Works, no further or other certificates to such

person shall be issued.

As to Duplicate Certificates

In case a certificate is lost, stolen or destroyed, a

duplicate shall be issued on presentation to the Board of a

statutory declaration, or other satisfactory proof, setting

forth the facts, together with the required fee.

As to Registration of Steam Plants

It shall be the duty of the owner of every plant of^

fifty B.H.P. or over, which carries over twenty pounds
steam, to advise the Board as to the exact dimensions of

his steam plant, on a form which shall be supplied upon
request.

As to Registration Certificate

A registration form shall be supplied on request to any
plant owner or engineer. Upon return of this form with

the necessary fee, a Registration Certificate shall be issued

by the Board, such certificate to be exposed to view at

all times in the boiler or engine room of the plant. Any
change made in a steam plant shall necessitate a re-regis-

tration.

Failure to comply with this regulation will necessitate

the enforcement of sub-section (b), section 15, of the Act
repecting Stationary and Hoisting Engineers.

Inspectors of factories are employed to assist in the

enforcement of the Act respecting Stationary and Hoist-
ing Engineers.

NOTICE:—It is necessary for a certificate holder to

at once notify the Chairman of the Board of any change
in his permanent address.

The Stationary Engineer's Certificates issued by the
Board of Stationary and Hoisting Engineers are of four
grades, viz., Fourth, Third, Second and First-class. Suc-
cessful candidates are granted certificates, valid for one
year dating from January 1st of the year in which they
are issued. Certificates are renewable yearly and renerwal

application forms are sent to all certificate holders by
the Board.

How to Obtain Certificates

Those who wish to present themselves for examination
for Stationary Engineers' Certificates should apply for an
application form to the Chairman of the Board, 15 Queen's
Park, Parliament Buildings, Tbronto. This should be
filled in in detail and returned with the required affidavit

and fee.

Candidates desiring theoretical information regarding
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the operation of steam plants may obtain same by study-
ing any recognized text-book on the boiler and steam
engine.

Candidates will be notified of the date set for the
examination and they must appear at the examination
room punctually at the time appointed.

No person is allowed in the examination rooms during
Che examinations, other than those whose duties require
them to be present.

Examination questions are furnished only at the time
of examination, and under no circumstances can they be
furnished by mail.

Any candidate who, because of deficient education,
cannot write the answers to the questions himself, may be
allowed to secure the service of a person (not an engineer)
who will write ansiwers to the questions exactly as instruc-
ted by the candidate. In case it is impossible for the
candidate to secure the services of such a person, the
examiner will write the answers for him or select some
one to do so.

Fourth-class Certificates

A candidate for examination for a Fourth-class Certi-
ficate must be at least 19 years of age, and must furnish
proof of at least six months' experience. He must satisfy
the Board as to character and sobriety and pay a fee of
five dollars at the time application for examination is

made.

The examination for this certificate is oral and based
on the candidate's practical knowledge of steam boilers,
steam pumps and hydraulics.

The fee is five dollars and should be enclosed when the
application form is forwarded to the Board. It will not
be returned should the candidate fail to pass the exam-
ination.

An affidavit must accompany each application.

Third-class Certificates

A candidate for examination for a Third-class Certi-
ficate must be at least 21 years of age, and hold a Fourth-
class Ontario Certificate issued by this Board, or its

equivalent from one of the other Provinces of the Domin-
ion. He must have had two years' experience as fireman,
oiler or assistant to an engineer and must produce testi-

monials as to such time, the same to be signed by his
employer in the case of shop time, and by his employer
or the chief engineer in the case of engineer's or fire-

man's time. These testimonials must state the kind of
work the candidate was employed on, and for how long;
and give evidence as to his experience, ability, sobriety
and general good conduct for at least twelve months pre-
ceding the date of application for examination.

The questions on a Third-class examination paper are
almost entirely practical in character and may be de-
scribed as follows:

—

(a) Questions relating to the origin of steam and
its uses;

(b) Questions relating to the different kinds and
manners of constructing boilers to generate
steam, including the strength of material used
in making boilers;

(c) Questions regarding the different kinds of safety
valves for controlling the pressure in steam
boilers and other necessary fittines:

(d) Questions regarding the proper methods of rais-
ing and maintaining steam in boilers and the
care necessary to keep them in good order; and
when repairs are necessary, the method of mak-
ing such repairs;

(e) Questions regarding the kind, constnaction and
operation of the different appliances used to
feed and supply boilers with water during oper-
ation.
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The questions are made as clear and concise as pos-
sible, and every effort is made to have them cover such
practical knowledge as should be possessed by eyery en-
gineer charged with the care and operation of steam
boilers and engines.

The fee is five dollars and should be enclosed when the
application form is forwarded to the Board. It will not
be returned should the candidate fail to pass the exam-
ination.

An affidavit must accompany each application.

Second-class Certificates

A candidate for examination for a Second-class Cer-
tificate must hold a Third-class Ontario Certificate issued

by this Board, or its equivalent from one of the other
Provinces of the Dominion. He must have had five years'

experience acting in the capacity of engineer, assistant

engineer, oiler or fireman and must produce testimonials

as to such time and employment, the same to be signed
by his employer in the case of shop time, and by his em-
ployer or chief engineer in the case of engineer's or fire-

man's time. These testimonials must state the kind of

work the candidate was employed on, and for how long;
and give evidence as to his experience, ability, sobriety
and general good conduct for at least twelve months pre-
ceding the date of application for examination.

The questions on a Second-class examination paper
are mostly of a practical nature, a few only being based
on technical work and may be described as follows:

—

(a) Questions relating to the origin of steam and
its uses;

(b) Questions relating to the different kinds and
manners of constructing boilers to generate
steam including the strength of material used
in making boilers, and the proper proportion in

sizes and thickness of materials to be used,

together with proper areas of grate, etc.;

(c) Questions regarding the different kinds of safety

valves for controlling the pressure in steam
boilers and other necessary fittings;

(d) Questions regarding the proper methods of rais-

ing and maintaining steam in boilers and the

care necessary to keep them in good order; and
when repairs are necessary, the method of mak-
ing such repairs;

(e) Questions regarding the kind, constiniction and
operation of the different appliances used to

feed and supply boilers with water during oper-
ation.

(f ) Questions regarding the different kinds of boilers

and engines used in developing power, includ-

ing: their construction and the methods of cal-

culating their capacity and the proper methods
of caring for and operating such boilers and
engines.

The questions are made as clear and concise as pos-

sible and every effort is made to have them cover such

practical and technical knowledge as should be possessed

by every engineer charged with the care and operation of

steam boilers and engines.

The fee is five dollars and should be enclosed when the

application form is forwarded to the Board. It will not

be retuiTied should the candidate fail to pass the exam-
ination.

An affidavit must accom.pany each application.

First-class Certificates

A candidate for examination for a First-class Certificate

must hold a Second-class Ontario Certificate issued by this

Board, or its equivalent from one of the other Provinces

of the Dominion. He must have had ten years' experience,

during seven years of which he was employed as chief

or operating engineer, and must produce testimonials as
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to such time and employment, the same to be signed by his

employers in the case of shop time, and by his employer

or the chief eng-ineer in the case of engineer's or fire-

man's time. These testimonials must state the kind of

work the candidate was employed on and for how long;

and give evidence as to his experience, ability, sobriety

and general good conduct for at least twelve months pre-

ceding the date of application for examination.

The questions on a First-class examination paper are

of a practical and highly technical nature and may be

described as follows:

(a) Questions relating to the origin of steam and

its uses;

(b) Questions relating to the different kinds and

manners of constructing boilers to generate

steam, including the strength of material used

in making boilers, and the proper proportion in

sizes and thickness of materials to be used,

together with proper areas of grate, etc.;

(c) Questions regarding the different kinds of safety

valves for controlling the pressure in steam

boilers and other necessary fittings;

(d) Questions regarding the proper methods of rais-

ing and maintaining steam in boilers and the

care necessary to keep them in good order; and
when repairs are necessary, the method of mak-
ing such repairs;

(e) Questions regarding the kind, construction and
operation of the different appliances used to

feed and supply boilers with water during oper-

ation;

(f) Questions relating to the calculation of safety

valve pressure, boiler shells, stays, riveting,

feed pumps, indicator diagrams;

(g) Questions relating to the taking off of indicator

diagrams, surface and jet condensation, super-

heating, and the working of steam expansively;

(h) Questions relating to the construction of air-com-

pressors, ammonia-compressors, and dynamos
of ordinary types;

The candidate's knowledge of arithmetic must include

addition, subtraction, multiplication and division; methods
of extracting square and cube root; and the application

of arithmetical rules to questions relating to the power,
duty, and economy of engines and boilers, and to stresses

in rods, shafts, and levers of the engine. He will also

be required to make an intelligible hand-sketch or a work-
ing drawing of some one or more principal parts of a
steam engine, and to mark in, without copy, all necessary
dimensions in the figures, so that the sketch or drawing
could be worked from. Fine drawing is not expected, and
a wide margin will be allowed in the proportions of the
parts, but the drawing must be a practical working de-
sign, giving a sufficient number of views to show the parts
fully, sections, plans, or elevation, just as the candidate
would require them to be supplied to him if he had to
make the part to the design of another person.

The questions are made as clear and concise as pos-
sible and every effort is mads to have the questions
cover such practical and technical knowledge as should
be possessed by every engineer charged with the care and
operation of steam boilers and engines.

The fee is ten dollars and should be enclosed when
the application form is forwarded to the Board. It will

not be returned should the candidate fail to pass the ex-
amination.

An affidavit must accompany each application.
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How to Obtain Graded Certificates by Application

The Stationary Engineers' Certificates issued by this

Board for the year 1919, will be divided for 1920, into two

classes, viz.. Third and Second-class.

The holders of such certificates, upon making applica-

tion, will be placed in one of these classes, according to

percentage made on examination; length of experience,

and testimonials covering same; kind and size of plants

they have handled, etc. This application will cover the

usual yearly renewal form, the fee being one dollar. Ap-

plicants failing to make application for renewal before

the 1st of February, 1920, will be granted a renewal only

upon the payment of the fee of five dollars; and they

will be granted a Third-class Certificate only, irrespective

of their qualifications.

Those who were granted Stationary Engineer's Cer-

tificates issued by this Board previous to 1919, may renew

same upon application and the payment of five dollars.

If such application is made previous to February 1st, 1920,

they will be graded in the same manner as those who
held 1919 certificates.

An affidavit must accompany each application.

How to Obtain a Registration Certificate

The owner of every steam plant of 50 B.H.P. or over,

which carries over twenty pounds steam, must hold a

Registration Certificate. This certificate is obtained by

application, said application form being supplied by the

Board, on request. Any change made in a plant will ne-

cessitate a re-registration of same, the fee for each re-

gistration being one dollar.

An affidavit must acompany each application.

General Information

All correspondence in connection with this Act should

be addressed as follows:

—

The Chairman,

Stationary and Hoisting Engineers' Board,

Parliament Buildings,

Toronto, Ont.

In the event of any candidate being discovered re-

ferring to any book or paper, or copying from another or

affording any assistance, or giving any information to

another or communicating with another, during the time

of examination or copying any part of a question for the

purpose of taking the same out of the examination rooms,

he will subject himself to the penalties of failure, and
will not be allowed to be re-examined for a period of six

months.
If the holder of a Stationary Engineer's Certificate for

the year 1919 is in charge of a stationary steam plant of

150 B.H.P. or over, he will be entitled under this Act to

continue in operation of same under the certificate which
Vvill b.? granted to him from his 1919 certificate, irrespec-

tive of the grade issued; but should he change his position

he will at once be required to obtain the certificate cover-

ing the operation of the plant of which he is desirous of
taking charge.

The certificates of any other Province of the Dominion
are interchangeable provisionally with those of this Pro-
vince, with the exception of a First-class Certificate.

THE German -mark is so severely discounted -now that

it pays European firms handsomely to do their purchas-

ing in Germany. In other words, they can make quite a

big mark with the little German mark.

MC 4: 4:

CARUSO has an offer to go and sing in Mexico at $10,000

per night. Without going to the extent of disclosing

names we know of several folks who will holler them-

selves hoarse for a whole month for that figure.
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Act Grading Certificates for Ontario Engineers
The Act Given Below is Reprinted from April 25 Issue of Power
House Owing to the Publication of Regulations Respecting It in

This Issue—The Two, Regulations and Act, Should Be Read
Together for a Clear Understanding of Each

IN the Act to consolidate and amend the Acts respec-
ting stationary and Hoisting Engineers, passed April
17, 1919, by the Ontario Legislature, provision was

made for the grading of certificates. The Act is given
in full below together with explanatory matter. In this

Act:

—

Act Re Graded Certificates

(a) B.H.P. shall mean boiler horsepower or the equiv-
alent to the evaporation of 34 lbs. of water per hour from
and at 212°—15 sq. ft. of heating surface for return
tubular boilers—12 sq. ft. heating surface for locomotive
type boilers—10 sq. ft. heating surface for water tube
boilers;

(b) "Board" shall mean the Board of Examiners ap-
pointed as hereinafter. provided;

7 clause defines v hat is meant by boiler horse-
pa irer in so jar as the Act is concerned.

See Section 4.

(c) "Hoisting plant" shall mean and include a steam
boiler and steam engine and every part thereof, working
at a pressure of twenty pounds or over irrespective of
horsepower and used for hoisting in structural operations
or excavating purposes;

Tills clause defines what Is meant b;/ a hoi'sting

plant and includes practically all steam hoists witJi
the

_
exception ,of those in use at mines or qiuvrries,

which hitter are exempted bij Clause (3) below.

(d) "Minister shall mean member of the Executive
Council charged by the Lientenant-Governor-in-JCouncil
with the administration of this Act;

(e) "Steam plant" shall mean and include a steam
boiler, a boiler and a steam engine and every part thereof
and thing connected therewith or used with reference to
any such boiler or engine or under the care of an engin-
eer. R.S.O. 1914, c. 170.

(3) Nothing in this Act shall ^pply to the operation
of any steam plant having a capacity of less than 50
horsepower, nor to steam heating plants operating at
a pressure of twenty pounds or under, nor to the oper-
ation of a locomotive engine or a steamboat or a steam-
sihip engine or a hoist at a mine or quarry, nor to boilers
used for agricultural purposes. R.S.O. 1919, c. 170.

('lause (3) above defines the exemptions to which
the Act does not apphj and to which of course graded
certificates are not applicable. Power plants having
a capacity of less than 50 boiler horse power (deter-
mined a.s in subsection (a) are exempt. Heating
plants operating at twenty pounds or under are ex-
empt. Locomotives and steamships are also exemp-
ted and boilers for agricultural purposes; thresJiing
engines, etc., also do not come under the provisiom
of the Act. If should' be noted, however, that only
hoists v'hicli are used at mines or quarries are exemp-
ted, all other hoi.'^ts being .subject to the operation of
the Act. TJii.s clari.se is re-enacted from the former
Act.

(4) The Lieutenant-Govemor-in-Council may appoint
a Board of Examiners consisting of three competent and
independent engineers practically conversant with con-
sti-uction of boilers and the operation of steam plants, who
shall hold office during pleasure and who, subject to the

regulations mentioned in the next following section shall

prescribe the subjects in which candidates for certificates

of qualification as stationary or hoisting engineers shall

be examined and shall conduct or provide for and super-

vise the examination of candidates and report thereon

to the Minister. R.S.O. 1914, c. 170.

Clause 4 above is the same as thnt in the former
Act and provides for the setting up of the board by
which the examinations are conducted. In itself it

effects no changes, but in the provisions for setting

up regulations u'hich follow'' important changes have
been made ivhich apply to the gading of engineers
and tn Ihe carrying out of the law.

(5) The Lieutenant-Govemor-in-Council upon the re-

commendation of the Ministry may make regulations for:

(a) The examination of candidates, the granting of

certificates, the classifying of these certificates into their

respective grades, and the evidence to be furnished by
candidates as to previous training or experience and
sobriety and good character; and the recording of changes
made in engineer's positions;

This section makes provision for the grading of
certificates and also for the recording of changes
irhich may be made from time to time in the posi-

tion.'t held by engineers.

(b) Determining the time of duration of certificates

and their renewal;

(c) Fixing the fees to be paid by candidates upon ex-
amination and for certificates and their renewal;

(d) Prescribing the causes for which a certificate

may be revoked, cancelled or suspended and for

(e) Fixing the fees or other remuneration to be
paid to the members and officers of the board. R.S.O.

1914, c. 170.

(f) Fixing the fees to be paid by plant owners for

certificates of registration.

(0) No person shall be eligible for examination unless

he is a British subject, or has resided in Canada for at
least one year. R.S.O. 1914. c. 170.

7— (1) On the recommendation of the board and oir

payment of the prescribed fees, the Minister may issue-

certificates of qualifications to stationary or hoisting eng-
ineers, and certificates of registration to plant owners.

(2) Subject to the regulation a certificate may be
revoked, cancelled or suspended by the Minister on the

recommendation of the board at any time.

(3) Every stationary or hoisting engineer shall^

during the continuance of his certificate, register with
the board on or before the 1st day of Februaiy of each
year on a form to be furnished by the board, and any
stationary or hoisting engineer who fails to do so shall

not continue in charge of a steam plant unless by special

permission of the board. R.S.O. 1914, c. 170.

(4) It shall be the duty of all owners of steam plants
to advise the board, on a printed form supplied by the
board on application, of the B.H.P. and steam pressure
of their pla.^ts, on receipt of which, together with the
prescribed fee, the Minister will issue a registration cer-

tificate. Any change made in the plant subsequent to

registration will necessitate a re-registration of same.

(5) It shall be the duty of all engineers and firemen
who come under this Act to report annually to this board.
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on a form which will be supplied, the B.H.P. and steam
pressure of the plant which he is operating.

(8) A person who is not the holder of a certificate

shall not operate or have charge of any steam or hoisting

plant except in case of emergency, when he may be em-
ployed in operating any steam plant for a period not
exceeding thii'ty days at any one time. R.S.O. 1914,

c. 170.

9. The board at its discretion may grant a provisional

certificate to be good for a period not to exceed one year
to any person who holds a stationary or hoisting eng-
ineer's certificates from the board of examiners or other
duly constituted authority of any other Province of
Canada. R.S.O. 1914, c. 170.

10. The certificate shall at all times be exposed to

view in the engine or boiler-room in which the holder
thereof is employed. The registration certificate to be
exposed to view in the engine or boiler-room also. Fail-

ure to keep such certificate exposed shall be "prima facie"
evidence of the lack of qualification under this Act.
R.S.O. 1914, c. 170.

11. This Act shall not apply to firemen, who have had
less than six months' experience, or other workmen acting
under the personal direction or supervision of any engin-

eer holding a certificate under this Act, who is actually

in charge of a steam plant, or to the employees of engine
builders or steam plant contractors engaged in installing,

setting up or testing a boiler or steam plant. This sec-

tion shall not apply to hoisting engineers. R.S.O. 1914,

c. 170.

12. Any person who deems bimself aggrieved by the

decision of the board may appeal therefrom to the Min-
ister, upon giving such notice as the Minister may pre-

scribe and the decision of the Minister shall be final.

R.S.O. 1914, c. 170.

13. The board shall on or before the 15th day of

November in every year make to the Minister a report

in writing for the year ending on the 31st day of October

of th'i previous year, showing:

(a) The number of certificates granted;

(b) The number of applications for certificates re-

fused and the causes for refusal;

(c) The number of certificates revoked, cancelled or

suspended, and the causes for the same;

(d) The amount of fees received from candidates or

holders of certificates;

(e) The number of boilers registered during the

year;

(f) The amount of fees received from plant owners
for registration purposes;

(g) Such other matters as may be directed by the

Minister or the Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council. R.S.O.

1914, c. 170.

14— (a) Any member of the board, or inspector, on

presentaltion of authority in writing, signed by the Min-
ister, may enter any premises wherein >he has reason to

believe there is a steam or hoisting plant and make such

inspection as may be necessary to determine whether the

provisions of the Act are being complied with.

(b) Any person who interferes with or obstructs a

member of the board in the exercise of the powers con-

ferred on him, shall incur a penalty not exceeding $100.

15. Every person who
(a.) Except as provided in section 8, operates steam

or hoisting plant as the engineer in charge thereof

without the certificate required by this Act, or employs
or permits any person to operate a steam or hoisting

plant as the engineer in charge without such certificate; or

(b) Is guilty of a contravention of subsection 4 of

section 7, shall incur a penalty of not less than $10, nor
more than $25. R.S.O. 1914, c. 170.

16. It shall be the duty of the inspectors of factories

to assist in the enforcement of this Act, to report to the

board any violation thereof, and to furnish to the board

such information as they may have as to the conduct

and capability of any person holding or applying for a

certificate. R.S.O. 1914, c. 170.

17. The penalties provided by this Act shall be recov-

erable under 'The Ontario Summary Convictions Act."

18. "The Stationary and Hoisting Engineers' Act" be-

ing chapter 170 of the Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1914;

the Act passed in the 4th year of His Majesty's reign,

chapter 28; and section 17 of "The Statute Law Amend-
ment Act," 1915, are repealed.

19. This Act shall come into force on the 1st day of

January, 1920.

Explantory

Snliftecthn (d) abure is to he read in connection

iritli Clause 7, Section- 4 below, and applies to the

tegistvation of power plants bi/ their owners.

It will be seen that this Act sets wp the machinenj

for the grading of certificates, the registering of

plants ivhich come under the Act and the making
of regulations for the carrying owt of the Act.

That the state may have a sufficient number of tractor

drivers to cultivate the maximum amount of land, and so

increase the food supply, the California State Board of

Education has been conducting emergency classes in trac-

tor operation in the rural districts. The course given

lasts three weeks and costs only $2.50. The first week,

the students are taught the theory and principle of gas

engines; the second week, the assembling and disassem-

bling of tractors, their operation and repair, and the third

week they drive tractors in the field.

A service of genuine worth is rendered to its patrons

by one automobile manufacturing company. When it is

reported to the central factory that a car has been lost

or stolen, the factory history is consulted and the car's

secret markings collected. In bulletin form these mark-
ings are then s^nt regularly to the company's dealers and
garage men, who know that a thief always erases the

engine mark but usually overlooks the number on some
small, inconspicuous part. In this way the company has

been able to recover hundreds of stolen cars in the last

few years.

"The vicious circle is infinite; increased wages are

over-capitalized for inflated profits, and the cost of goods

mounts faster than the wage level."—Statement of the

Four Brotherhoods of Railroad Employees. From the

New York Evening Post.
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A Boiler Explosion in a Creamery
The Following Article Reprinted From "The Travelers' Standard"
Gives an Interesting Account of a Boiler Explosion. Low Water

and Dynamite Are Conjectural Causes for the Accident

THE views presented herewith
illustrate a .boiler explosion which
occurred on June 3, 1919, in a

creamery at Hopkins, Michigan. Three
men were killed by this accident and
four other persons were injured—one of
them seriously. The boiler-house was
practically demolished, and windows
were broken in many buildings through-
out the village. The engineer of the
plant was one of the men killed, and
his death eliminated an important
source of information concerning con-
ditions that may have broug-ht about the
explosion. Various causes have been
conjecturally assigned—among them be-
ing the possibility of low water, and the
presence of dynamite in the coai bin. So
far as we have learned, however, there is

not sufficient evidence to support either
of these views. Low water is the first
explanation that occurs to the average
explosion theorist, and if the explosion
was violent tiie opinion that dynamite
was present- in the coal often find? equal
favor.

The information that we have at pres-
ent i.=. to the following effect: The boil
er plant consisted of two horizontal
tubular boilers, one of which was 10
years old and the other (the one that ex-
ploded) was 35 years old. The exploded
boiler was 42 inches in diameter and 10
feet long. The shell was % inch thick
and composed of a single course, and
the tube heads were % mch thick. The
boiler contained 40 tubes, each 3 inches
in diameter. The longitudinal seam was
of the double-riveted lap-joint type,
with % inch rivets (13-16 inch rivet
holes) pitched 2% inches between cen-
tres. There was no fusible plug in the

boiler. The safety-valve was sat at 85
pounds, and it is said there was a steam
pressure of 55 pounds on the boiler just

prior to the explosion.

the upper two rows could not be found,
with the exception of one tube which
lodged in a tree about 400 feet from the

original boiler site. The manhole plate

FIG. 2—ILLUSTRATING THE COMPLETENESS OF THE WRECK.

At about 7.30 a.m. on the day of the
accident, an employee went into the

boiler-room to see if there was sufficient

steam pressure to start the machines,
and finding that there was, he returned
to the creamery, and was in the act of

setting the machinery in motion when
the boiler burst. The exploded boiler

was thrown about 30 feet to the right of

its ori'rinal p'l-'tion. The tubes from

FIG. 1—GENERAL VIEW OF THE RUINS.

was blown about 600 feet. The other
boiler in tiie battery was practically un-
damaged.
Upon examination it was found that

the boiler shell was torn from the top
manhole frame dovvn in a diagonal di-

rection to one side of the front tube-
sheet, and that this tube-sheet broke
across the tube ligaments to the lovN-er

handholc opening. The boiler was al-

most entirely free from scale, and the

only evidence of corrosion was about
the lower handhole in the front tube-

sheet, at which point there had evident-

ly been a long-continued leakage due to
a poorly-packed handhole joint. We are
told that the metal in the tube-sheet

about the handhole was very thin. It is

possible, therefore, that the rupture
started at this place. In the absence
of more definite evidence, however, it is

important to remember that when the

primary line of rupture runs through
the manhole opening, it is often found
that this opening was not properly re-

inforced, or that it was poorly design-

ed or unwisely located. The data at

hand do not justify any expression of
opinion on these points in the present

case.

At the time of the accident several

farmers were about the creamery, hav-

ing delivered cream there, and two of

them were killed. The engineer was
also killed, at pre\iouslv stated. In ad-

dition, the manager of the creamery had

his left leg broken and received -intern-

al injuries. Two farmers, and a boy
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MG. SHOWING THE FRONT TUBE SHhl, I

about fourteen years old, were also cut
and bruised by flying debris.

It is stated that the boiler was in-

spected a short time before the ex-
plosion, and found to be in good order.

We do not know whether it was insured

or rot.

TRAINING FOR COMBUSTION EN-
GINEERS

Undoubtedly, the efforts of the Fuel
Administration of the United States

during the war to conserve fuel by
splendidly organized appeals for greater
plant efficiency is bearing fruit in

many ways. There seems to be an fil-

mo&t universal interest in the subject of

"combustion efficiency" and a growing
dissatisfaction with the old regime of

indifference to what are now recognized
as unnecessary wastes in the boi'ler

room. Everyone recognizes that such
conditions were not due primarily to

any fault of the men operating the

plants. High standards of boiler effi-

ciency were comparatively a new thing.

Boiler rooms, as a rule, were in charge
of a steam engineer, and his training

certainly specialized in the engine room
operation to the detriment of the boiler

room. Gradually during recent years,

through the efforts of consulting engin-

eers and certain pioneers in the combus-
tion field, standards of efficient boiler

room practice have crysitallized so that

principles are as well understood and
methods as clearly defined as at the

other end of the steam plant. It is seen

that the subject of combustion must be
studied and masitered by itself as a
specialty; that there is a place for the

comlbustion engineer just as for the

steam engineer. In fact, every steam
engineer should be a combustion en-

gineer.

The principal reason that there have
been so few combustion engineers has
been the lack of adequate courses of

training, the sulbject having been handled

only as part of courses in steam engin-
eering.

The demand for a training in combus-
tion engineering has been recognized by
Joseph W. Hays, whose contributions
on combustion subjects have frequently
appeared in these columns. It has re-

mained for him to organize the Hays
School of Combustion, with offices at
190 North State Street, Chicago. The
purpose is to give a complete training
in combustion efficiency through the
mails and to graduate combustion en-

":ineers from the ranks of steam en-

gineers and boiler room men who are
able to do the necessary reading with-
out interfering with their regular work.
The Hays school is also laying stress

on the possibility of advanceent for any
young man who is not afraid to tackle

the disagreeable features of the job of
fireman, taking uip at the same time the

correspondence course in combustion.
The boiler room is the best place for

him to apply and work out what he
learns along combustion lines, and when
he graduates as a comlbustion engineer
he has a fine outlook ahead to pay him
for the apprenticeship he serves, shovel-

ing coal and wheeling ashes.

Mr. Hays has associated with him, as

reviewing and advisory editors, some
of the best talent among combustion
men in the country, who have contri-

buted their services and endorsement to

the course for the good of the cause.

The names of Joseph Harrington, Ferd
R. Low, David Moffat Myers, Professor

S. W. Parr, and Arthur L. Rice would
seem to promise everything for the

success of the school and the high stand-

ard of its teaching.

An enormous gas cloud gathering on

the sun forms an arc 340,000 miles long

on the edge of that body, astronomers

say. It is about 125,000 miles away
from the edee, and the distance from
the sun to the ton of the cloud is esti-

mated to be 200,000 mile-,.

GENERAL MITCHELL AT ELECTRIC
CLUB

In his talk at tlie Electric Club lunch-
eon, Toronto, on Friday, Sept. 26, Brig-
adier-General C. H. Mitchell dealt with
the importance of the engineer in war-
fare. The man who had engineering,
mechanical or electrical experience had
the advantage over all others; not only
because of the application of his train-
ing to engineering problems, but also
because of the fact that his type of mind
ar.d t::e training it had received, fitted
him for the handling of men and the
solving of problems in everyday war-
fare. The speaker felt sorry for the
lawyer chap, for he had nothing in his
daily work similar to what he had been
accustomed to. The engineer, on the
other hand, had an experience which
prepared him for all the hard work, long
hours, intense application, particularly
on staff work, which made him valuable.

In opening his address, the speaker
paid tribute to the telephone and tele-

graph systems in use in the army. In

Sir Herbert Plumer's Second British

Army, of which General Mitchell was
head of the intelligence staff, the normal
number of telegrams received at head-
quarters daily was 2,000, while the tele-

phone service was so greatly used that it

was necessary at times to limit the ser-

vice. The psychology of the German
was one of the most interesting things
in the whole war to the speaker, and the

game of matching wits with the foe was
fascinating beyond measure.
The enemy artillery before the war

had been located by observers, but this

was soon got away from when the great
war settled down to trench warfare. It

became a steady everyday business. Even
if a gun was down below a hill the rays
of the flash could be seen rising above
the hill. The synchronization of these

flashes by several observers was useful

under certain weather conditions, but the

French evolved a method whereby with
microphones, equidistant on a long arc,

acting like telephone receivers, when a

gun started to fire, the first microphone
picked it up, registered it on a film, and
so on through the series, so that the

lengt?i of time elapsing gives him the

several triangular bases. This method
worked better in a fog, but not in ad-

verse winds, and would locate a gun
within 25 yards at a distance of 6,000

yards.

Further experiments in these meth-
ods will be carried on at the University

of Toronto by two officers who have had
experience in France and are now on the

staff.

Practically all the munitions made in

Italy were manufactured by Hydro-
Electric power. The Austrians cap-

tured some of the largest installations

on the Venetian plain when the line

broke. The Italians are most expert

electricians, but since 1906, when he first

visited Italy, he had seen many things in

Italy which had been adopted from de-

velopments brought about by Canadian

engineers. He believed that all over the

world there would be seen many import-

ant developments, the result of war ex-

periences.
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High-Pressure and High-Temperature Steam
The Following Paper Read Before the Institution of Electrical

Engineers Gives Some Interesting Engineering Data Regarding

One Trend of Power Plant Development and Design

By J. H. SHAW

ALL engineers responsible for the generation of power

by steam are seeking more economdcal methods' by

which the energy contained in the coal can be con-

verted into energy of a more convenient nature. The

power required may be in the form of electrical, hydraulic,

or mechanical energy; the most important to the majority

of the members of this dnstitution is the first named, and

this paper is v^rritten principally from the point of view

of the engineer interested in the generation of electricity.

With the use of steam as a medium for carrying the

heat contained in the coal from the boiler to the prime

mover, it is unfortunate that, with the present knowledge

of thermodynamics, the greater part of the heat in the

coal is lost—a comparatively small portion up the chim-

ney and the greater portion in the circulating water, via

the condenser.

It may be possible in the future to eliminate some

of this loss by the use of a substance, other than water,

which will require less heat to convert it into gas. As
an alternative, the gas turbine may offer the solution.

As these alternatives have not yet approached the com-
mercial stage, engineers are, for the time being, compelled

to focus their attention on increasing the economy to be

effected by means of plant using water as a heat conveyor.

It is apparent that in order to Increase the heat effi-

ciency of a steam plant, whose characteristics are that

a constant loss is inevitable whatever the temperature
and pressure, it is necessary to increase the working range
of temperature and pressure.

The upper limit is perhaps the temperature at which
metals rapidly lose their strength, and the erosive effect

which the very hot steam will have on the blading of the

turbine. The lower limit is generally decided by the

locality of the power station. A works equipped with
cooling towers cannot expect to obtain a lower bottom
temperature than 75° F., and this only when the towers
are amply proportioned and the ground space is not
limited. A bottom temperature of 80° F. is more to be
expected, which will give 28 inch vacuum or 2 inch abso-
lute pressure. A power station located near a cold river

or the sea, where the temperature of the water during
the greater part of the year is approximately 55° F.,

can efficiently be equipped with condensing plant designed
for 20.1 inches of vacuum, i.e. 0.9 inch absolute pressure.

With cooling water at a temperature of 60° F. condens-

ing plant for vacua between 28.5 and 28.8 inches can be
installed.

There is little douibt that the majority of power station

engineers have given attention to the efficient utilization

of steam at the lower ranges of temperature and pressure,

and have been during the past few years considering the
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upper range. Here there is rather more scope for choice,

but it appears that doubt exists as to whether it is the

more economical to increase the temperature of the

steam by superheating or to increase the range by the

use of higher pressures and a moderate amount of super-

heat. This question has been shelved to a certain extent

owing to engineers being engaged on war work, and thus

unable to give the necessary time and attention to de-

veloping plant suitable for the higher ranges.

An interesting plant has been installed by the British

Thomson-Houston Company at their Rugby power house,

consisting of a B.T.H. turbine and a Babcock and Wilcox

marine type boiler, capable of a normal evaporation of

18,000 lb. per hour with feed water at 80' F. (the work-

ing pressure being 350 ib. per square inch, the final tem-

perature of the steam after passing the sui>erheater

700 F., and the test pressure of the boiler 525 lb. per

square inch). Good results have been obtained from the

combination, and an inspection of the machine after about

a year's operation showed no undue signs of wear.

At the Carville power station, Newcastle-on-T>-ne,

the latest section of the boiler house is designed for 275

lb. pressure, and at Glasgow the boiler pressure at the

new works is to be 250 lb. per square inch.

A question that will appeal to all is "Will it pay?"
A good case can be made out for a jump to 600 lb.

pressure with a total temperature of 700 to 800"^ F., but

this will involve a considerable amount of development

charges being borne by the undertaking or undertakings

which are the first to adopt such a pressure. On the

other hand, it appears that practically all designs kA

existing apparatus can be so modified as to admit of
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pressures of 350 to 400 lb. per square inch. It would,

therefore, seem that to increase the working range of

:steara without the development of new designs a pressure

of 350 lb. can safely be adopted, and that if it is decided

to increase the range the adoption of a pressure below

this is akin to "hedging" the question.

1.2 OO
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When considering any results of tests on high-pressure

or hi^h-temperature steam generating plant, it is essential

that the tests on the boiler side and the tests on the tur-

l)ine side be studied separately; further, it must be remem-
bered that any results obtained on an extra high pressure

boiler can be obtained and, considering the boiler pressure

from the economizer, surpassed on a similar and similarly

equipped low-pressure boiler.

By the aid of the temperature entropy diagram the

gain due to increasing the working pressure and tem-
perature ranges of the substance can be shown with

advantage. Assuming frictionless adiattatic expansion,

Fig. 1 shows the amount of heat available in 1 lb. of dry
saturated steam at a pressure of 100 lb. per square inch

absolute (327.7° F.) expanding to 14.7 lb. per square inch

absolute (212° F.) and is equivalent to 140.6 therms per

lb. Figs 2 and 3 represent the heats available per lb.

of superheated steam expanding from 365 lb. per square
inch absolute (736.4° F.) to 1.5 inches (mercury) absolute

pressure (91.6° F.) and 500 lb. per square inch absolute
(736.4' F.) to 1.5 inches (mercury) absolute pressure
'(91.7° F.). The amounts of heat available are 470.2

therms and 485 therms per lb. of steam respectively.

The "Mollier" diagram, by means of which problems
in adiabatic expansion can be graphically solved, has total

heat as ordinates and entropy as abscissae. True isentropic

or unresisted adiabatic expansion involves no change of

entropy, and would be shown on the diagram by a straight
vertical line. As an example, assuming that steam is to

be expanded adiahatically from 200 lb. per square inch
absolute saturated to 1 lb. per square inch absolute, the
amount of heat in the steam before expansion can be
read directly off the chart or obtained from tables in

regard to steam, the value being 1,205.4 therms. Follow-
ing vertically down the chart until the pressure line 1 \h.

per square inch is reached, it will be seen that the amount
of heat still remaining in the steam is 866.70 therms, and
that the steam is 76.5 per cent. dry. Subtracting the
latter value from the former, 1,205.4 — 866.7 = 338.7
therms, gives the heat drop or the number of therms avail-
able between the ranges above specified. As another
example, with steam at 350 lb. absolute and superheated
"250° F. and at a total temperature of 682.4° F., the initial

heat is 1,361.2 therms, the final heat amounting to 922.5

therms at 1 lb. per square inch absolute; the heat drop in

this case is 438.5 therms. Comparing the two examples,

it will be seen that there is a gain of 99.8 therms per lb.

of steam or water, or 29.5 per cent, increase in available

heat in steam at the higher temperature and pressure

over the lower pressure, while only 12.9 per cent, extra

heat units were used in raising steam at the higher pres-

sure over that required at the dower pressure.

The expansion that takes place in a steam turbine is

not isentropic and is usually called adiabatic and resisted.

Due to the friction, reheating takes place during the pas-

sage of the steam through the nozzles and blades, and

the mixture gains in entropy. The amount of this gain

can be calculated with considerable accuracy by turbine

designers, and approximately by the user. Mr. Goudie,

in his book on "Steam Turbines," has calculated a series

of curves by which he arrives at the "reheat factor";

these curves are reproduced in Fig. 4, and can be used
for multi-stage turbines and pressures between 150 and
200 lb. per square inch. The curves are likely to be low

for higher steam pressures.

For a comparison between the cost of running a power
station at 200 lb. pressure (g-auge) and at 350 lb. pres-

sure. Schedule 1 has been prepared. It is proposed to

consider a riverside station, where the water is suitable

for surface condensing. It is proposed to install 20,000

k.w. sets, and coal is assumed to be within a reasonable
distance; the cost of the coal, with a net calorific vartie

of 10,000 thei-ms per lb., is for the purpose of the schedule
assumed to be 10s. per ton at the works. The incom-
bustible contents of the coal would amount to 20 per cent.

The average water temperature is taken to be 60° F.,

and the vacuum 28.5 inches, with the barometer at 30
inches. The overall efficiency of the boiler house plant is

assumed to be 77.5 per cent., which should be obtained
with modern boiler control.

Turbine makers are not all in accord as to the efficiency

to be expected from turbines of the size under considera-
tion when working on high pressures. A well-known firm
states that between 200 lb. pressure and 350 lb. pressure
there will be a drop in ratio efficiency of 2V2 per cent.;

50 100 150 200 250
Superlieat lu degrees F.

500

FIG. 4.

other manufacturers state that a turbine can be built

with the same efficiency at 350 lb. pressure as at 200 lb.

There is no doubt that the increased density of the steam
at the higher pressure will increase the internal losses

in the turbine.

Martin, in his book entitled, "Design and Construction
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SCHEDULE 1.

Absolute Prkssckk at Tuuhini: Exhaust. 15 rx. (He.) (gi^'F.). Condkn-satf, |'i:MrrRATUi;i;, S^T

Stc:uTi FrcssuiC at Turbine 21 , Ih p cr sq in (..hi ,-,65 th per q 111 \

til Ob.

Superheat of Steam it Turbine, • K. .

.

1

-0' ;.-o'

Tota.1 temperciture of stecim a.t tur- 40/ y 537'9 <;8'7-o 037-9 007 9 1 8fi- 1400 4 33° 4 5OD 4 6 ^6-4 686-4 736-4 /30-4
bine, F

Total heat in steam from 32" F.,
1 - ^J ^ 1.3*9 i.345'5 1,249 A, 2 70 j> 1,307 1.335 T 3 8n* .3°9 i.3°2 7

therms per lb.

I^cat drop per lb. of steam, therms 3/9'

'

39* 4°3'4 i6-i*
0,

4-9"^ 402-4 4^5"4 1 '8-74 _o / 442-2 1 1:643'-' 470-2 1814°3
'77-1°''

7/ "
. 7° 3 79-0 ,0 79 5 75 5 . 70 9.0 77'6 /° 4 .0 7^ 9 .0 00 /o

8n-.>0/

Internal efficiency of turbine J /o
82°' 83°' 83-1°'°3 4 ,

84-0°^ /9 " /o 8l-3°' 82-0° 82 -8° "3 4 °4 3 ,1)

Steam consumption of turbine, lb. 11-7 11-25 lO'S 10-4 11-3 10-7 10-28 9-86 9"I5 8-89

per kw.-hr.

Total steam consumption of tur- 234,000 225,000 216,000 208,000 200.000 226,000 214,000 205,600 197,200 190,000 183,000 1 77.800

bine; lb. per hr.

Fleat rej ected to condenser from 973 904 008 925 940 955 9 9 99

1

972-7
32° F therms per lb

Ratio of circulating water to steam 44 45 i6 4" 3 47-0 43 44 45 4j 5 j6 4 4

condensed
Circulating water, quantity, galls. 1 ,029,000 1,01 2,500 993,600 967.200 940,000 971.800 941,600 925.200 097.200 74 ,000 840.000 705.000

per hr

Power for circiiiatmg pumps, b.h.p. 163 160 157 153 49 154 149 146 '43 138 133 '24

Power for air and condensate ex- ' 86 83 80 77 86 82 80 77 74 72 70
f f^i t r»r» TM 1 in T^c V* hLrllllll'O, U.ll.l/,

Power for boiler feed pumps b h "p 101 1 00 96 9- 89 166 1^7* 3 /
1 ^ 1. I _1 ^ I jO • 77

216 212 218 -O, 20 ^ '95 1 86

h p
Power for small auxiliary mot('rs,

1

"i? ^65" 55 54 61 54 54 t"
b h p

Xotal power for auxiiLaries, I) li.p. fill c 6 2'' 611 595 5 /° 6S5 65S <M 023 606 580 013

Total power for auxiliancs, icw 53" 5 5 510 495 4 •'J 5"5 540 530 5

J

500 403 510

^Jet output to busbars, lew 19.47" '9.4^5 19.490 9,5°5 I9.5'5 '9,435 I9i47" I tj 1 S r 9.500 '9.5'5 1 9.490

H^at m steam from tern pcratu rc 1.212 I,2.|0 1.266 •.293 1 ,310 1. 196 I 3 1.254 I *
1. 310 336 1.329-7

of hotwell, tlierms per lb

Steam consumption per effective 1201 "55 1 1 09 10-67 10-25 11-62 I I 00 10-55 lO- 1 2 9-74 9-?9 0-124

Uw -hr., lb

Pounds of steam evaporated and 6-40

'

6-25 O12 6-0 5-<) 6-48 6-32 6-2 0-05 5 90 s 8 583
superheated per lb. of coal, Jb

Coal consumption per effective 1-88 1-83 I -82 1-78 '74 1-80 1-74 1-70 1 ^iS I 65 1 62 1-565

kw.-hr., lb.

£ Cost of coal at 10s. per ton, gene- 7j,200 72.000 70. Boo 69.200 67.000 70,000

.

68.000 66.400 65.JOO 64 .400 63.750 01.250

rating 175-2 < 10^ kw,-hr

of Steam Turbines," g-ives Dr. Lasche's formula for the
power absorbed by rotating discs as

—

A fr.p.m.] ^ d I

Power absorbed in kilowatts = — \ \ .

5.5 [ 1,000 J V
c/= diameter of wheel in inches;

Z= average length of blades in inches;

V= specific volume of the steam;
A = a constant.

The constant is unity for a wheel carrying one row of

moving blades, and 1.2 for wheels with two rows. The
formula is said to be valid for wheel diameters from 35
inches up to 47 inches, and for values of I ranging between
% inch and 2 inches.

The author above quoted further states that "the
resistance offered by a turbine wheel when at work is,

however, quite different from its resistance when motored
round; with a wheel at work and with complete admission
there is no true windage due to the blades, whilst with
partial admission the blades on the active arc are also

free from windage."
In view of the above and the difference between the

views of experts, it will be advisable to look ahead and
anticipate that the efficiencies of turbines of the size

under consideration will be improved in the near future.

For the pui^pose of the calculations a turbine ratio efficiency

of 80 per cent, is assumed, at both 200 lb. pressure and
350 lb. pressure with the steam superheated 150 degrees
F. and a constant vacuum of 28.5 inches. The corrections

used for obtaining the consumptions at different steam
temperatures are taken from Mr. Baumann's paper, Jour-
nal lEE, 1912, vol. 48, p. 768. An alternator of 20.000

k.w. capacity can no doubt be built to give an efficiency

of 97 per cent, at unity power factor, thus making the
turbo-generator ratio efficiency 0.80x0.97" 77.6 per cent.

Assuming bearing and other friction losses to absorb
2 per cent., the internal efficiency of the turbine will

amount to 82 per cent.

Schedule 1 shows the comparisons of coal, steam, and
heat consumptions for a 20,000 k.w. machine running un-
der the conditions mentioned, at 200 lb. and 35D 'b. pres-
sure by gauge at varying superheats; also at 500 lb.

pressure absolute and 268 degrees F. superheat, at which
pressure and superheat the total temperature will be
736.5° F., which is about the maximum temperature at
present recommended for the materials now bsing used
in turbine construction. Schedule / shows that the cost
for coal when generating 175.2 million k.w. hours with a
load factor of 100 per cent, will be £64,400 at the higher
pressure (superheat 250 degrees F.), and £69,200 at the

lower pressure with corresponding superheat. This is a
saving of £4,800 per 175.2 million k.w. hours, or 0.007

pence per kilowatt hour. Unfortunately, a load factor
of 100 per cent, is impossible, and the conditions under
which power stations are operated must be considered
before even an approximate estimate of working costs

can be arrived at.

An annual load factor of 50 per cent, may mean full

load for half the number of hours in a year, or anj-thing

between this and half load for the full number of hours
in the year.

In order to avoid having to assume a curve of load
and the necessity of calculating the consumptions at
partial loads, a method of computation generally adopted
for calculations of this nature, and one which is suf-
ficiently accurate for this purpose, is to assume that the
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ratio of the station output to the total coal consumed is

in accordance with Williams' law, that is, a straight line.

Fig 5 is plotted from results obtained at the Bradford

Corporation's Valley road power station for a number
of days during the year 1917. On this curve the weight

of coal used is shown to be 60,000 lb. per day plus 2.32

lb. per unit generated. The quantity of coal per day,

that is, 60,000 lb., is the no-load consumption of the work
and will include the no-load consumption of one turbo-

generator. In order to make the calculations as simple

as possible, it is proposed to deduct the no-load consump-
tion of one machine (5,500 lb. of steam per hour) from

the works' no-load consumption, and to assume an evapora-

tion of 6 lb. of water per lb. of coal, and to call the figure

so obtained the works' standing loss.

60,000x6 No-load consumption of 15,000 lb. of

. = works in lb. of steam = steam per

21 per hour hour

Deduct the no-load consumption of one machine
= 15,000— 5,500 = 9,500 lb. of steam

and 9,500-^6=1,583 lb. of coal per hour.

To arrive at an estimated figure for the power stations

under discussion, it is proposed to assume that the stand-

in? loss of the station designed for 200 Lb. will be the

700,000

5'600,000

200,000

g 100,000

50,000 100,000 iSOjpoo 200.000 250,000

Kilowdtt -hours gen.erc.tod per aAy

FIG. .5—STATION CONDITIONS—
(GAUGE): 100 DES -^'T^^-r

IN. BAROMETER.

LB. PER SQ. IN.
:'i IN. VACUUM; 30

same as for the Valley road power station, that is, 1,583

lb. of coal per hour. It will be fair if the same basis

is taken for the plant at 350 lb. pressure, with 8 per cent,

added to the works' standing loss, representing roughly
the higher temperature of the steam at the higher ores-

sure. Standing losses must be approximately propor-

tional to the top temperature, as this affects radiation,

boiler exit losses, etc.

For a 20,000 k.w. set the no-load consumption will

be approximately 22,000 lb. of steam, or 3,666 lb. of coal

per hour. These figures plotted in conjunction with the

steam consumptions shown in Schedule 1 give the total

steam consumption at any load as

22,000 lb.+ 9.54 lb. of steam per kilowatt hour
for the plant operating at 200 lb. pressure, and

22,000 lb.+ 8.6 lb. of steam per kilowatt hour
and 3,729 lb.+ 1.45 lb. of coal per kilowatt hour for the

plant operating at 350 lb. pressure and 250 degrees super-

heat.

In order to allow for changing over, for the period
when two or more machines are temporarily running to-

gether at partial loads, for reduced efficiency in the boiler

house due to adverse circumstances, and for the necessity

of sometimes running the plant when it is not in the
best condition, it will be advisable to add 5 per cent, to

the figures obtained for the load consumption and 5 per
cent, to the no-load loss of the turbine, thus making the

consumptions and costs as below:

—

Maximum load of 20.000 k.w.
and 50''/c load factor 87.6 x

106 units per annum.
200 lb. Pres- 350 lb. Pres-
sure, 2'5'0 deg
Super-iheat,

28.5 in.

Vacuum
Works standing loss in tons of coal 6,200
No-load consumption of turbo-grenerators in

tons of coal 15,100
Load consumption of turbo-generators in

tons of coal 65,300

Total 86,600
Lb. of coal per unit on statfon busbars . . . 2.2,11

Total cost at 10s. per ton £48,300
Cost of coal per unit 0.1il9d

sure, 250 deg.
Super-heat,

28.5 in

Vacuum
6,700

15,314

59,867

81,881
2.084

£4O,S40i

0.1122d

A further Schedule (No. 2) has been prepared, show-
ing comparative coal costs of riverside stations working
at

200 lb. per sq. in. (gauge), 300 deg. F. superheat, and
350 lb. per sq. in. (gauge) 250 deg. F. superheat, and
485 lb. per sq. in. (gauge), 220 deg. F. superheat
All the efficiencies and calorific values used in prepar-

ing Schedule 1 are used in preparing the Schedule above
mentioned, so that they are directly comparative.

• Schedule 2

Steam pressure at turbine, lb. per SCI. in. abs. 215 36i5 500
Superheat of steam at turbine, 300 2.)1.G 211i.4
Total temperature of steam at turbine, °F. . 688 688 68s'
Totalheat of steam ( from 32 °F),therms per lb. 1371.2 1,363.2 1,356.0
Absolute pressure at turbine exhaust, in. (Hg.) 0.9 0.9 .'

0.9
Heat drop per lb. of steam, therms 454.9 48'0.7 4i9i5.4

Ratio efficiency of turbine and alternator. . 79.5% 7i9i% 78.6%
Internal efficiency of turbine 84.0% 83.4% 83.0%
Steam consumption of turbine, lb. per

kw.-h 9.46 9.00 8.77
Total steam consumption of turbine, lb.

*

per hour 187,600 180,000 175,400
Heat rejected to condenser (from 32° F.),

therms per lb 985. 962 945
Ratio of circulating water to steam condensed 81 80 77
Circulating water quantity, gals, per 'hr. .. l,'52O,O00 1,460,000 1,350,000
Power for circulating pumps, b.h.p 240 230 21i5
Power for air and condensate extraction

pumps, b.h.p 92 90 88
Power for boiler feed pumps, b.h.p 84 133 180
Power for induced draught fans, b.h.p 187 187 1^82

Power for small auxiliary motors, b.h.p... 62 64 66
Total power for auxiliaries, b.h.p 675 70'4 7(31

Total power for auxiliaries, k.w 560 580 60Si
Nett kilowatt output to busbars 19,440 1'9,420 W.SOS
Heat in steam from temperature of hotwell,

therms per lb 1,331.2 1,323.2 1,316
Steam consumption per effective kw.-hr., lb. 9.74 9.48 9.04
Lb. of steam evaporated and superheated'

per lb. of coal 5.83 5.86 5.8i9

Coal consumption per effective kw.^h., lb. 1.67 1.62 1.536
Coast of coal at 10s. per ton, generating

175.2 X 10.6 k.w.-h £65,200 £63,300 £60,100

Schedule 3

21i5 lb. per sq 3'6i5 lb. per sq
in. aibs., 250 in. abs., 250
deg. F. Sup- deg. F. Sup-

' erheat, 28 erheat, 28
in. Vacuum in. Vacuum

Total heat of steam (from 32' F. ), therms per lb. 1,345.0 l,3i63
Heat drop per lb. of steam, therms 401.3 441.6
Ratio efficiency of turbo-alternator 79% 78.8%
Steam consumption per kw.-h., lb 10.75 S.&S
Heat rejected to condenser, therms per lb 1,011.5 986
Ratio of circulating water to steam 63.5 62
Power for circulating pump, b.h.p 432 38'5
Total power required for auxiliaries, kw 730 700
Lb. of steam per kw.-h. on busbars 11.1 110.2

Lb. of coal per kw.-hr. on busbars 1.79 1.675
Cost of coal at 10s. per ton per 175.2 x 10.6

kw.-h £70,000 £6i5,2O0

Circulating vrater at 80° F. discharged from condenser at 96° F.
Efficiency of boiler house, 77.5 per cent. Coal witlh a net calorific
value of 10,000 therms per lb.

The bead against which the circulating pumps have to work is

taken to be 50 feet.

Schedule 4

Steam pressure at turbine, lb. per sq. in. ab. 215 265 3115

Total temperature of steam at turbine, °F. 688 688 688
Superheat at turbine, ° F 30O 281.6 265.6
Total heat of steam (from 32° F.), therms

per lb 1,371.3 1,368.6 1,3615.8

Absolute pressure at turbine exhaust, in. (Hg.) 1.5 1.5 1.5

Heat drop per lb. of steam, therms 428.2 440.3 449.1
Ratio efficiency of turbine and alternator 79.5% 78.1% 78.0%
Steam consumption of turbine, lb. per kw.-h. 10.023 9.82 9.65
Total steam consumption of turbine, lb.

per hour 200,460 186,400 193,000
Steam consumiption per effective kw.-h., lb.. . 10.3 10.10 9.94

Schedule 3 shows the coal required, and power for

auxiliaries, for a cooling tower station working between
200 lb. per sq. in. gauge, 250 degrees F. superheat, and
350 lb. per sq. in. g"auge, 250 degrees F. superheat ex-

hausting against a back pressure of 1 lb. absolute pressure.

Schedule 4 gives the relative steam consumptions
with steam at a temperature of 688° F., 215 lb. per sq.

in. gauge, 265 lb. per sq. in. gauge, and 315 lb. per sq.

in. gauge, exhausting against a back pressure of 1.5

inches of mercury or 28.5 inches vacuum.
The foregoing relates only to the cost of coal; the

remaining items which make up the total works' costs

are not likely to be affected by the use of higher pres-

sures and temperatures. Oil, waste, and water are prac-

tically unaffected; repairs and maintenance may be in-

creased, but not to appreciable extent. The capital cost

of the plant is an item that may be affected' to a con-

siderable extent, but unfortunately the increased cost of

turbines, boilers, pipes, etc., due to the use of higher

pressures and temperatures cannot be given in a paper of
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500 lb.

Steam Pressure .

.

215 lb. pel so. in. abs.) 365 lb. per sq. in. (abs.) persq.
in. (abs.)

Superheat J
p 200° F. 250" F. 50*^ F. 100- F. 150^ F. 200' F. 250' F.

- F30Q 268' F.

I. Xoal consumption (lb.) per effective

kw.-hr. at loo % load factor and
1*88 1-85 1-82 178 I"0 174 17 1-68 1-65 1'62 I 56

no station losses

2, Coal consumption (lb.) per kw.*hr. 2-32 2'20 2-24 2'2II 2*10 2'22 2-lS 2'15 211 210: 2*06 2'0

delivered to busbars at 50 %
load factor

3. Annual cost {Q of coal at los. per 45.310 44,575 43,775 43,300 42,500 43.425 42,600 41,900 41,325 41,100 40,350 39.075
ton per 87 6 million kw.-Jirs. at

50 % load factor

4> Estimated saving {£) per tiy'b 735 1.535 2,010 2,010 1.88s 2,710 3.410 3.985 4.210 4,960 0.255
million kw.-hrs,, taking 215 lb.

(abs.), 100 deg. F. superheat as
datum.

5. £ capital that can be expended for - 7,650 16,000 21,800 29,300 19,600 28,200- 35.500 41,250 43,800 51,600 65,000
annual payments to absorb
amount shown in line 4. Life of

plant 15 years, and compound
interest at the rate ot 5 %.

thio description. At a time like the present, when all

manufacturers are expaiiencing difficulties in maintain-

ing- deliveries of standard articles, it is not to be expected

that they will go into costs of special apparatus. Fur-

ther, with the continued increases in wages, the cost of

transportation, and the cost of raw material, it is almost

impossible accurately to estimate any costs that are to

remain good for a length of time. Whereas before the

commencement of the war a 5,000 k.w. turbine, alternator,

and condenser could be purchased for £2.9 per kilowatt,

a machine of 20,000 k.w.. capacity now costs £4.1 per

kilowatt.

With regard to the practical difficulties, it is but to be

expected that before pressures of 500 lb. or 600 lb. per

square inch are adopted, a radical departure will have

to be made in present boiler construction-. All square

boxes and headers will be eliminated, the drums and
tubes will be smaller in diameter, and the design of the

boiler made more elastic. The type of boiler will no
doubt assume the appearance of a flash boiler, with

practically no steam or water reserve, and fired by gas

on the surface combustion principle.

For more moderate pressures, up to 350 lb. per square

inch, the existing type of ^boiler can be modified and suc-

cessfully used. At Carville power station Babcock &
Wilcox marine type boilers are being used, at 275 lb. per

square inch gauge pressure, and at the British Thomson-
Houston Company's works at Rugby a Babcock & Wilcox

"boiler is installed and successfully working at 350 lb.

per square inch. Further, Messrs. Babcock & Wilcox
state that they have at present two boilers on order for

a working pressure of 475 lb. per square inch with steam
superheated to a final temperature of 700° F., and that

they are quite prepared to supply boilers in their ordin-iry

business for such pressure and superheat.

With higher steam pressures the temperature of satur-

ation is raised, and, due to this, greater care must be

exercised in the quality of the water used for the boiler

feed. A feed water that is perfectly satisfactory at 380°

F. in a modem tubular boiler might be quite unsuitable

for use in a flash boiler. The quantity of air, CO., and
oxygen will have to be kept down to a minimum, and
also the non-soluble salts which are generally in the

water discharged from an ordinary lime-soda water soften-

er. A natural development, and one which is already

taking place, is to heat the feed water under atmospheric
pressure by means of live or exhaust steam in order to

drive off' the entrapped and dissolved gases as much as

possible. According to the table on page — , extracted

from Lunge's "Technical Chemist's Handbook," it is

necessary to raise the temperature of the water to 100°

C. before the quantity of air in the water is appreciably

reduced.
The source of water for use in high pressure plants

wHl have to be carefully traced, and the treatment of the

water should be such that a minimum of unsoluble salts

remains in it after treatment. The purer the water the

greater affinity it has for air, CO,, and oxygen, and every
care should be taken that it is not exposed to the air

between the condenser and the boiler. In order to avoid

such exposure to the air it is suggested that the feed

pump should be an extension of the condensate pump
and the condensed water pumped direct into the feid line.

The natural development of the turbine for higher
pressures appears to be in a line with a Parsons two-
cylinder machine, with a flexible claw-type coupling be-

tween the cylinders and a thnast bearing for each cylin-

der. For very large sets, above 50,000 k.w., the cross-

compound turbo-generator will no doubt be used, the high
pressure turbine being attached to a generator and the

low pressure turbine to another generator. Each set can
then be run at its most suitable speed, with resulting high
efficiency. This arrangement will no doubt lead to re-

heating the steam after it leaves the high pressure tur-

bine and before entering- the low pressure machine. Dr.

Ferranti has already done valuable work on this subject,

the results of which have unfortunately not been pub-
lished.

The design of the condensing plant is not likely to be

modified because of the use of high pressure or high
temperature steam, but it must not be lost sight of, that
with steam initially at the same temperature but at

different pressures the plant using the high pressure
steam will reject less heat units to the condenser per lb.

of steam used in the turbine.

The steam pipes to be used in a station where both
high pressures and high temperatures are employed will

have to be very carefully designed.

A weH-kno\\-n tube firm on being asked their opinion
as to the difficulties to be experienced with steam piping
have replied that:

—

"The thickness of both the tube and flange would
vary slightly in accordance with the pressure. We should
certainly recommend the tubes to be of our lap welded
process with flanges welded on, and in both cases the
gauge of the piping and the thickness of the flange would
naturally be increased according to the pressure to con-

tend with.

"With regard to jointing material, we would suggest
that corrugated rings and fibrine jointing compound would

Solubility of Gases in Water

Volume of kbs 0° C. and 760 mm. (mercury^ dissolved by one volume
of wat«r at lihe temperature indicated if the partial pressure of
the Kas is 760 mm. (mercury).

Water Temperature.
C. O* H* C02t Nt Air*

30° O.026OS 0.01699 0.66..1 0.013<JO 0.01606
as" 0.02440 0.01666 0.a&2 0.01271
40° 0.02»06 0.01644 O.!>30 0.01 1S2 O.OKMW
415° 0.021187 0.011624 0.478 0.01111

0.0209.0 O.OieOi* 0.486 0.01O61 0.01418
0.01600 0.339 0.01000 0.01297
0.O16O0 0.01216
O.OlftOO 0.011,56

0.01«00 0.01126
0.01600 0.01 10.>

60° 0.01946
70° 0.01838
.<*0° 0.01761
9iO° 0.01723
100° 0.01700

•Winkler. tBotir and Bock.
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be most suitable and, for preference, for high temperature
a nickel ring. Steel bolts to be used and not wrought iron.

"Regarding the temperature of 800°, we have had
practically little experience of such a high temperature,

but quite frequently we supply tubes for a temperature
of 700° and, as far as our knowledge is concerned, we
have not found that this high temperature has been the

cause of any undue shortening of the life of the pipes;

in fixing the thickness of mains, however, the reduction

in tensile strength through the increase in temperature
would, of course, be kept in view.

"As far as we can see, one of the principal difficulties

with this high temperature will be with expansion, as the

pipes will be thicker and naturally more rigid, so that it

will be necessary to lengthen the expansion bends or any
natural bends which are taking up expansion in order

to meet the additional expansion in the mains, and there-

fore this point will have to be carefully considered in

designing installations.

"The points of anchorage will have to be very carefully

watched, as invariably in boiler houses there is nothing
very substantial to anchor off at the essential points."

The question of expansion at higher temperatures will

be of zhe utmost importance. For example, take the case

of a steam pipe 100 ft. in length, and assume that the

pipe had been erected at 60° F. It will be found that

at a temperature of 388° F., equal to steam at 200 lb.

gauge saturated, the expansion is 2.59 inches, while at
786.6° F., equal to steam at 600 lb. pressure and 300° F.

superheat, the expansion is 5.75 inches.

The expansion given can be readily taken care of if

the designer can ensure that the expansion would always
take place lengthwise in the pipe range. Unfortunately,
taking a boiler off a range will cause a considerable

cross-strain to the main header, due to the connecting
pipes cooling down and contracting.

It appears that the main steam connections of the

boiler will have to be designed in a flexible manne'", in

order to relieve the main range of stress. Further, these

connections should be of the manifold or header type,

that is, made up of many small pipe connections.

The specific volume in cubic feet per lb. of steam at

approximately 800° F. and at pressures of 200 lb., 350

lb., and 600 lb. by gauge, are 3.47, 2.10, and 1.25 cubic feet

per lb. Unfortunately the relative areas of the steam
pipes cannot be reduced proportionately to the specific

volumes, as the friction of the denser steam would cause
undue pressure drop. Proportioned according to the

density of the steam, a pipe to supply a 20,000 k.w. set

could have a diameter of 12 inches at 200 lb. gauge and
800° F. total temperature, and a diameter of 7.25 inches

at 350 lb. pressure and 800° F. superheat, with a velocity

of approximately 150 ft. per second. In actual practice

the diameters would approximate to 14 inches and 10

inches for 200 lb. and 350 lb. respectively.

There is no doubt that a large portion, in fact the
major part, of the pressure drop in steam pipes as at
present erected is due to the method of arranging ring

mains and duplicate paths for the steam when certain
parts of the main are down for joint making, and the
provision of a duplicate path often so spoils the design
that joints cannot be kept tight.

If the piping is designed on the unit principle, that is,

a number of boilers practically isolated on to one generat-
ing unit, a small equalizing main only need be provided
at the end of the boiler house. Ample arrangements can
be made for expansion with such an arrangement, and
drainage is required at two points only in each section,

at the turbine steam separator and in the equalizing
main. It could be arranged that steam would never
enter or leave a pipe at right angles, and each branch
would enter the main pipe at an angle of approximately
45 degrees.

From inquiries it is apparent that the boiler mount-
ing and valve makers are quite alive to the possibilities

of high-pressure and high-temperature steam coming into
commercial use. One well-knowm firm reports:

"The highest steam pressure for which we have made

valves is 400 lb. per square inch, and we are prepared

to make the same for pressures up to 600 lb. per squar-.;

inch.

"The highest temperature for which we have supplied

valves is 700° F.

"The highest velocity in steam practice that we have
met is 230 ft. per second."

They further state that with the limits mentioned
above they have not found that high superheat has a
detrimental effect upon steel or their non-ferrous alloy,

which is used for the internal working parts of valves

of their manufacture.
It is well known that cast iron when subjected to high

temperature undergoes changes which in time causes it

to distort and grow; there is also a chemical action taking
place which causes the material to disintegrate and finally

break away.

A 10-in. valve with a cast steel body and cast iron
disc and seat, which was in service at the Bradford Cor-
poration Valley road power station for 8 years, had to
be taken out of commission on account of the valve groov-
ing and breaking. This valve had not at any time been
subjected to a higher temperature than 480° F.

An American firm reports as follows:

—

"The increase of steam pressures above 200 lb. for
commercial purposes has received impetus only during the
last few years, and for that reason there is not a wealth
of data to offer.

"It has been apparent to us for some time back that
the trend of the engineering world was towards increased
pressures and temperatures, and we have provided the
market with material to meet the new requirements.

"We have designed a line of cast steel gate valves and
special fittings -for 400 lb. steam working pressure and
total temperature of 800' F., and can furnish material
for any steam pressure containing no greater temperature
than above mentioned.

"It is not so much a question of pressure in the design-
ing of a good valve or fitting as it is the temperature
to which it can be subjected. It is a recognized fact that
metals such as cast steel, cold rolled steel, nickel steel,

and monel metal which are used in the mn:: ifacture of
this class of material, show a decrease in elastic limit

when temperatures higher than 750° F. ar: reached. The
reduction of strength of the metal above 750° F. can,
in a measure, be compensated for by proper design and
liberal distribution of material, but other elements such
as weight of piping, expansion and contraction, settling

and water hammer must also receive serious consideration.

The packing and gasket problems are also worthy of
thought."

The question of the use of higher pressures is quite

appreciated by the makers of economizers, who are pre-
pared to manufacture economizers for 350-lb. boiler pres-
sure or higher, either of their standard design, with the
details modified, or of a design suitable for use as an
integral part of the boiler, if necesisary with horizontal
and mild steel tubes.

General

It must be admitted that in order to attain a higher
overall efficiency it is necessary to increase both the pres-
sure and' the temperature of the steam. An increase of
pressure with a constant temperature would mean that
the dew point is carried further up the turbine towards
the high pressure end, thus tending to accelerate blade
erosion in the lower stages and a reduced stage efficiency
of the turbine. Also the high pressure blading of a tur-
bine is considerably less efficient than the low pressure
stages, and although the losses in the high pressure end
are partly recovered in the low pressure blades, it is ap-
parent that to assume that a turbine for extra high pres-
sures can be built with the same efficiency as one for a
lower pressure (within limits) is taking a hopeful view,
and that there is justification for hesitation before adopt-
ing extra high pressures on the part of managers respon-
sible for the financial results of large undertakings.
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Firing Steam Boilers With Powdered Coal
The Following Article Gives an Account of Actual Test on Boilers

Using Pulverized Fuel

IN the accompanying illustration may
be seen a twin unit of the carburiz-

aLion process ins '.ailed on 150 horsepower
horizontal return tubular boiler. The
director of the United States Bureau of

Mines has stated that fully half a billion

dollars were wasted in one year through

the inefficient use of coal. It has been

estimated tha. sixty-one per cent, of the

coal mined in this country is used for

power production in steam boilers in in-

dustrial plants and railroad locomotives.

Taking the annual coal consumption for

the United States as 500,000,000 tons,

we find that approximately 3O5,0O0,00Q

tons are used for various s'.eam power
purposes. The use of coal for domestic

purposes and small steam trade amounts
to 16 per cent., or 80,000,000 tons.

Coal for coke making takes 13 per

to 16 per cent., or 80,000,000 tons.

Coal for coke making takes 13

per cent.; exports, 4 per cent.; 2

per cent, is used at the mines;

steamship bunker coal amounts
to 2 per cent., and 1 per cent,

consumed in the manufacture of

coal gas. It is indeed a matter

of interest to know how much )f

this coal might be saved provided

the boiler operators were matt

familiar with the conditions of

most efficient firing and utiliza-

tion of coal.

The preventable waste of fuel

in the bjiler furnaces of one steel

mill amounted to 40,000 tons per

year, which, at $5 a ton would

cost $200,000. This was a com-
paratively modern plant. The
efficiency of boiler and furnaces

in a 14-day test was 55 per cent.

The load factor was unusually

favorable to high efficiency and
could readily be raised to 70 per

cent, or over.

Engineers advocating the use

of powdered coal urge that,

standing on the eve of what is

to constitute the greatest revolu-

tion in the utilization of cjal ever

witnessed, there is given avail-

able means of achieving ideal op-

eration. The burning of pow-
dered coal under steam boilers

with the pos'tive assurance of

obtaining complete combustion, a maxi-

mum boiler and furnace efficiency, under

ordinary conditions of operation and

with a smaller number of operators, is

an accomplished fact. The inherent dis-

advantages of the older methods of fir-

"ig the pulverized fuel have been over-

come by the perfection of the carburiza-

t on process and the Pruden carburetor.

It is claimed that the personal equa-

tion exis ini-T under conditions of grate-

fired practice are eliminated if the in-

stallation has been made with due re-

gard to the engineering requirements of

the individual pknts. The accurate con-

trol of air and powdered coal is obtained
through suitable valve mechanisms which
anyone can intelligently operate. The
mixing of the coal dus;; and the proper
Emount of air is intimate and complete.
Combustion, in the case of any grade or

type of coal, even with 20 or 30 per cent.

asTi, occurs under the most favorable con-
ditions. Every available B.t.u. in the
fuel, whether Illinois sci-eenings or North
Dakota lignite, is liberated at the ear-

liest possible moment, with the least

amount of air necessary for complete
combustion, causing a high furnace tem-
perature and a minimum loss of sensible

heat in the was'.e-flue gases.

The old bu'i'bear of silag formation
vdth powdered fuel has beat a hasty re-

treat under the pressure of actual re-

sults obtained under operating conditions

where the carburization process is used.

PULVERIZED FUEL INSTALLATION.

The ash, which collects in the flues or

on the water- ubes is light, porous and
unfused, showing no tendency to form
a hard cake, and should give no more
trouble in a properly-installed equipment
than does soot in ordinary grate-fired

practice. The removal of the molten slag

and ash from the bottom of the fire-box

becomes with practice a simple opera-

tion, and, compared wi h the usual dif-

ficulties with clinkers on mechanical

stokers, is indeed an item which should

cause no real concern.

In case it is necessary to "bank" the

fires it can be accomplished by turning

a valve. When it is necessary to meet

a "pe:;i. ' load condition the desired boiler

capacity is obtained in as simple a man-
ner. When it is necessary to shut down
he boiler—to clean out the flues or for
other purposes—this can be done instant-

ly, and when desired the fire can be
turned on again like gas.

The photograph shows a 150 horse-

power horizontal return tubular boiler,

fired by two 12-inch Pruden carburetors.

The results of an evaporation and effi-

ciency test on the 150 horsepower hori-

zontal tubular boiler fired by two 12-

inr^h Pruden carbure ors are of interest.

The duration of this test was 23% hours.

It was witnessed by a number of 1o:a1

engineers and technical men. The coal

burned was a high ash (22.09 per cent.),

LaSalle County. Illinois, screenings, with

a heating value of 10,158 B.t.u. on a dry
basis. The coal was dried and pulver-

ized, the coal preparation unit

having a capacity of 30 tons of

pulverized fuel per day. As
burned under the boiler, the coal

dust had a moisture conte.it of

2.94 per cent. A Svreening test

shjwed that 9o.*< per cent, passed

through a iJJ-mesh screen an")

! 90.5 per cent, through a 200-

mesh screen.

<g The proximate and ultimate

analysis of the coal is given in

Table 1.

1 Table 1

Proximate Analysis
'^ As

Dry burned
per cent, per cent.-

Moisture 2.94

Volatile matter . . 37.61 36.49

Fixed carbon 36.51 35.42

Sulphur 3.79 3.71

Ash 22.09 21.44

100.0 100.00

Ultimate Analysis
Dry per cent.

Carbon 60.86

Hvdrogen 4.32

Nitrogen 0.99

Oxygen 7.95

Sulphur 3.79

Ash 22.09

100.00

The results and data of the

test are of interest.

Table Data and R«.sults of Evaporation

Test

Test of Brownell tubular boiler located

at plant at Chicago to detcTmine evapor-

ation.

Kind of furnace: special cons'niction.

Grate surface: Grate absent; fired by

two Pruden carburetors, 12 inch.

Water heating surface—1,504 sq. ft.

Superheating surface—None.

Date—December 27-28, 1917.

Duration

—

23V* hours.
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2-* HOUR TEST _ON 150 H.P^ HORIZONTAL R .T BOILER

RESULTS OF TEST RUN.

Kind and size of coal—LaSalle County,
Illinois, screenings, pulverized 90.5 per
cent, through 200-mesh; 98.8 per cent,

through 100-mesh.

Average Prassuies, Temperatures, etc.

Steam pressure by gauge—One boiler,

145 deg. Fahr.
Temperature of feed water entering

—

35.1 pounds.
. Temperature of escaping gases leaving

boiler—609.8 deg. Fahr.
Force of draft in firebox—^0.15 in.

Percentage of moisture in steam—0.95

per cent.

Total Quantities

Weight of coal as fired—17.625

pounds.

Percentage of moisture in coal—2.94

per cent.

Total weight of dry coal consumed

—

17,107 pounds.
Total ash and refuse—3,679 pounds.
Percentage of ash and refuse in dry

coal—22.099 per cent.

Total weigh, of water fed to the

boiler—117,835 pounds.
Total water evaporated, corrected for

moisture in steam—116,715 pounds.
Total equivalent evanoration from and

at 121 deg.—129,554 pounds.

Hourly Quantities and Rates
Dry coal consumed per hour—735.7

pounds.

Water evaporated per hour corrected
for quality of steam—5,020 pounds per
hour.

Equivalen' evaporation per hour from
and at 212 deg. Fahr.—5,572 pounds per
liour.

Equivalent evaporation per hour from
and at 212 deg. Fahr. per sq. ft. of

water-heating surface.

Capacity
Evaporation per hour from and at

212 deg. Fahr.—5,572 pounds.

Boiler horsepower developed—162 h.p.

Rated capacity in evaporation from
and at 212' deg. Fahr. per hour—5,175
pounds.

Percentage of rated capacity—150 h.p.

Rated boiler horsepower, developed

—

108 per cent.

Economy Results

Water fed per pound of coal fired

—

6.69 pounds.

Water evaporated per pound of dry

coal—6.84 pounds.

Equivalent evaporation from and at

212 deg. Fahr. per pound of dry coal

—

7.59 pounds.

Equivalent evaporation from and at

212 deg. Fahr. per pound of combustible
—9.73 pounds.

EfTiciency

Calorific value of one pound of dry

corl—10,158.
C-^'lorific value of one pound of com-

bustible—13,039.

Efficiency of boiler, furnace and grate

—72.5 per cent.

Efficiency of toiler and furnace—72.5

per cent.

Cost of Evaporation

Cost of coal vev ton of 2.240 pounds

delivered in boiler room (including dry-

ing and pulverizing)—$4.28.

Cost of coal required for evapora'ring

1,000 pounds of water from and at

212 degrees Fahr., $0.2793.

The CO., content is much higher than

average or usual standard practice. It

is certain that such a chart has never

before been obtained in any type of

steam boiler practice over such a long

period of time, under operating condi-

tions which are normal and which can

be duplicated by ordinary labor any day

of the year. The conditions under

which the test was made were unfavor-
able from the standpoint of thermal
efficiency, making it appear probable
that under continuous service in ordinary
weather the high boiler and furnace
efficiency, 72.5 per cent, might easily be
exceeded. The powdered coal was light-

ed under a cold boiler three hours before
the test was started, the average tem-
perature of the air fed with the powdered
coal being approximately 4 deg. Fahr.

Bituminous coal of 18 per cent, ash,

under ordinary conditions of grate firing

will usually be found to produce an ash
which contains from 16 to 18 per cent,

combustible. The ash and slag produced
in the test given above contained only a

trace of combustible, less than 0.1 per
cent. It is evident, then, simply from
a consideration of the unavoidable losses

in grate-fired practice, due to unbumed
material, that the burning of powdered
coal by the carburization process repre-

sents a saving in this instance of 0.17

x 0.22 x 10,158= 380 B.t.u. per pound
of coal, or a saving of 3.74 per cent, of

the heating value of the coal, due only

to the fact that the coal is completely
burned.
The average modern plant using the

same grade of coal would not, under
ordinary operating conditions, realize

a boiler and furnace efficiency of

more than from fifty-five to six-

ty per cent., as against the effi-

ciency of 72.5 per cent., which was ob-

tained with powdered coal. Take a large

central power plant that consumes 6,000

tons of coal per day. Assigning to such

a j^lant an average monthly efficiency of

60 per cent., it is evident that by the

installation of the properly-designed

powdered coal equipment this company
could realize a saving of 12.5 per cent,

or 6,000 tons, or 750 tons of coal per

day, which, at $5 per ton, would mean
a daily saving of $8,750.
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Graded Certificates For Ontario

Engineers

BEGINNING with the New Year the stationary en-

gineer will be on the same footing as are his broth-

ers in other provinces, so far as certificates of com-

petency are concerned. An act making provision for the

gradinp; of certificates was passed by the legislature last

spring and regulations have recently been issued by the

I,ieutenant-Governor-in-Council which make provision for

its carrying out.

Four grades of certificates are provided for, and both

engineers and firemen must hold certificates of some

grade. Engineers in charge of a plant will have to hold

certificates corresponding to the grade of the plant under

the:r cars, whi'e firemen are required to have at least

fourth-class certificates. Exceptions are made in the case

of a fireman working for less than six months, and in the

c^sc of engineers operating plants under their care when

the net goes into effect.

Present holders of certificates will be graded into two

classes, second and third, the standing to be determined by

tho 'GO.Hrd. Fno first-class certificates will be granted only

ipon exnTiination. It will not be necessary for engineers

at present operating a plant to obtain the certificate

necessary for its operation under the regulations, so long

as ho remains in his present position, but if he changes to

a plant havinfi,- a higher rating, it will be necessary for

him to have the proper certificate for its operation, time

being given for his preparation for examination.

The fnnr grades of certificates which will be issued per-

mit of the operation of plants having certain boiler horse-

power ratingi by the holders of corresponding certificates.

This necessitates the grading of plants, and provision is

made in ^^he regulations for this being done. Certificates

of rating will be issued to power plant owners and these

will be placed adjacent to the certificates of the operating

engineers.

I" general, both the act and its accompanying regula-

tions show evidence of careful working out, and make

provision for wise regulation of stationary engineering in

Ontario.

Requirements for admission into the various grades are

auite Severe, and are. in general, higher than those r?-

q.iircd by other provinces.

The fees are also higher than those for similar grades

in other provinces, the fee for examination in the lowest

grade i^eing five dollars.

German Uses For Aluminum
'jpHE shortage of copper in Germany during the war

drove the Boche engineers to many expedients for the

eking out of their supply and for the substituting of

other metals to make up the shortage. Aluminum was

largely used and of this metal, Germany, thanks to the

bauxite deposits of Austria-Hungary, had an abundant

supply. Electrical apparatus, generators and transform-

ers were constructed with aluminum to replace the copper

and excellent results were secured. Soldered joints were

avoided and connections made by screwing and welding.

With threaded joints of aluminum the contact surface was

made 30 to 50 per cent, larger than with copper to avoid

loss of efficiency. Copper plating was successfully prac-

tised and the increase in contact resistance due to heat-

ing thus avoided.

Generators and motors were constructed with alum-

inum and at the present time A. C. motors are being

built which contain neither copper nor tin. The windings

are of aluminum, the connections are sweated, slip rings,

cables and brushes are of iron and the bearings are of

lead magnesium alloy. Switch-gear, such as knife

switches, oil switch contacts, etc., must be made of copper,

however, as bad contacts and high contact resistance is

apt to occur when the aluminum becomes oxidized with

time.
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On Regulatin' Prices

IT is a joyful thing, for sure, to read in these here times

of how they're treatin' profiteers to jail terms and

to fines, and makin' them loose up a spell and drop their

ponderous wad, and get right out to earn their bread

by gougin' up the sod.

With pure delight I scan them things, I read 'em

line on line, while chills of pleasure and of joy they

camp upon my spine.

Ah, well, it's time some move was made to shove us

folks ahead, and push away the clouds that hang and

bump upon our head; it's time they made our dollar

sprout like some sweet-smelling vine, for it has shrunk

to most like two nickels and a dime.

I wish them men would give to me a seat upon the

board that's goin' to boot the prices down and scatter

out the horde. I'd like to hear 'em call me out: "Old

top, come have a seat, and use your brain to regulate

the price of hay and meat."

I'd wiggle my big ears, I would, and hear the wid-

der's cry about the price of liver a-campin' far too high,

and then I'd set at once to work upon my new board

seat to see that folks like me and you could get enough

to eat.

I'd say to them what carve the cows, the rooster and

the swine, that pounds of pork chops hence shall sell

for just one single dime. A luscious T-bone steak I'd

mark with paint and letters bold, and tell 'em that for

fifteen cents that there thing should be sold.

I'd go unto the grocei-y store and say: "You grocery

man, just yank the prices you've stuck upon each prune

and fig and can, and take 'em quick from out of here;

forget your glorious days, and I shall teach you, yes,

by gum, to walk in humble ways."

I'd take the hands of time quite rough and wind 'em

back a spell before I'd give them grocery men the high

sign for to sell. The good old days, the grand old days

I'd bring back with a bound, when butter dished up in a

boat at 20 cents a pound.

I'd travel up and down the street, I'd visit every place,

and buyers would be cheerin' me, a smile hung on their

face.

And for my friends what like to smoke I'd surely do

a turn, rememberin' cabbage leaves and truck and all

thini^o that would burn. The cheers would rise up like

a cloud, they'd come from near and far, as I led back
to life once more a good five-cent cigar.—ARK.

A Source of Waste
unusual case of water waste, described in "Can-

adian Engineering," was brought to light some years

ago in a large office building, where an apparently ex-

cessive consumption caused the water officials to attach

a meter to the service taps for the purpose of arriving at

a suitable charge. It was hardly to be believed, but the

registration by the meter showed that more water was
being consumed at night, when the building was empty
save for the janitor and family, than during the day,

with all the offices occupied and water being freely used
by all. A careful investigation was made, and it was
found that all the toilets were fitted with a very poorly

constructed ball cock fixture, which became disarranged

(every night by the increased pressure in the mains. This

allowed a steady flow from the tanks down the waste

pipes that lasted throughout the entire night all over

the building until the day usage again reduced the pres-

sure. Naturally, the owners of the building had a heavy

water bill, but, needless to say, the wasteful fixtures were

speedily replaced by others of a better kind, and this

unusual and costly source of waste was closed.

The Engineer's Pants

By JAMES E. NOBLE, Again

CEPTEMBER 20 POWER HOUSE, has been received

by me, and I have read the skit by ARK on page

423. He seems to love the engineer who waves a pants'

worn seat; in fact, he states that such a man is pretty

hard to beat.

The man who oozes oil from his boots and other parts

is just a pure invention of that clever Mister Ark's. Per-

haps the writer of the skit has got that basement sheen.

Just let him take his last POWER HOUSE and look at

413. I feel quite sure that Writer Ark will feel so small

and queer when he digests that poem by another en-

gineer. There's nothiing queer that engineers should some-

times takes a seat when they desire to think a thunk, or

swallow up an eat. Most engineers, while standing up, can

think as well as eat; their brains are in the upper part,

not 'way down in their feet. The skilful touch's a goodly

thing, I willingly declare, but such a touch is not much

u:e when bunched up in a chair. It would be hard to.

move the engines into such a touch. In fact, I feel that

such a move would get the chief in "dutch."

Now, I am up to "snuff", by gosh," and pretty hard to

beat. I wear no patches at my knees and no gloss at

the seat.

The reason that there is no gloss upon my breeches

fair is just because I always keep a cushion on my chair.

A HELPING HAND

Engineers, firemen and other power
plant operators are earnestly requested

to take up any matters upon which they

desire information with the Editors of

POWER HOUSE. This applies parti-

cularly, at the present time, to the grad-

ing of certificates in Ontario. Any new
development of this kind naturally gives

rise to a period of uncertainty and in-

formation is often desired by those who
are most intimately concerned. We are

in a very advantageous position for ex-

tending a helping hand to those in doubt
as to what to do under the new regula-

tions. Questions regarding the Act,

its regulations and their interpretation,

requirements for the different grades,

studies to be undertaken, etc., will be
cheerfully answered.
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OUR QUESTION BOX
Questions are invited from readers regarding power

plant operation and difficulties

encountered

Readers are invited to send in

answers to these problems, as they

have been chosen for their interest

and application to the practical

side of power plant operation.

Perhaps you, too, have some pet

problems, or hard nuts which you

would like to ask your fellow en-

gineers; if so, send them along for

the benefit of others.

Answers, together with the ori-

ginal question, will be published in

the issues following the appearance

of the question.

Questions Answered
Question—80. At what pressure will

a safety valve blow off, having a dia-

meter of 4 inches, the weight of the

valve and stem is 10 lbs., the lever is

20 lbs., and the balil 120 lbs.? The total

length of the lever which is straight, is

44 inches. The weight is 40 inches from
the fulcrum, and the distance from the

centre line of the valve to the fulcrum
is 4 inches.

Answer.—To find the pressure a lever

safety valve is set for.

Formula: (W L + w 1 + V B) ^ A D
Where

—

W — Weight of load or weight of lever

in pounds,

L= Distance of weight from fulcrum in

inches,

w= Weight of lever in pounds,

1= Distance from fulcrum to centre of

gravity, of lever in inches,

V= Weight of valve and stem in pounds,

D = Distance from centre line of valve

to fulcrum in inches,

A= Area of valve in square inches.

Solution:

120 X 40 + 20 X 44/2 -1-10X4

4 squared X •'^854 X 4

105 pounds.
* * *

Question.—81. With a safety valve

having the dimensions given in question

one, what weight is necessary to have

the valve about to blow off at a steam
pressure of 100 lbs. per sq. inch ?

.\r.3\ver.—Use the formula:

W= [APD — (w 1 V D)] L
Solution

—

[4' X •7854 X ^00 X 4 — (20 X 22 19

X 4)] -f-40 113.66 ipounds.

The letters in this formula are the

same as- in No. 80, except P = steam

pressure in pounds per square inch.

Question.—82. What is tlie absolute
pressure if the vacuum gauge indicates

19 inches, while the barometer stands at

26 inches?
Answer.—Rule: To find the absolute

pressure shown by a vacuum gauge,
substract the vacuum gauge reading
of the barom_eter and multiply the dif-

ference by .49.

Solution

—

(26 — 19) X -49 = 3.43 pounds.
* * *

Question.—83. Find the quantity of

air required to completely bum one
pound of fuel of the following composi-
tion: Carbon, 84 parts; hydrogen, 5

parts; oxygen, 7 parts; ash, 4 parts.

Answer.—Rule: To find the air re-

quired to burn a given fuel: To the car-

bon contained in the fuel add three times
the hydrogen, multiply the sum by 1.52,

and the result will be the air in cubic
feet required, at a temperature of 62
degrees Fahr.

Solution

—

1.52 X (84 + 3 X 5) - 150.48 cu. ft.
« * *

Question.—84. How many B.t.u. will

be produced by the combustion of one
pound of coal of the following composi-
tion: Carbon, 76.5 parts; hydrogen, 4.4

parts; oxygen, 3.0 parts; nitdogen, 1.1

parts; ash, 15,0 parts.

An.swor—Rule: To find the heat of

combustion of one pound of fuel, mul-
tiply the percentage of carbon by 146
and the percentage of hydrogen by 620;
add the products and the sum will be the

required heat of combustion in B.T.U.
Solution—.146 X ^6.5 -|- 620 X 4.4^

13,897 B.T.U.
* * *

Question.—85. How many pounds of

water at 212 degrees Fah. can be evap-

orated by 1 pound of the coal mentioned
in question 5?

Answer.—Rule.—^The find the num-
ber of lbs. of water at 212 degrees Fah.
evaporated by one lb. of fuel. Divide
the heat of combustion by 966.

Solution.—^The heat of combustion
was found to be 13,897 B.T.U. There-
fore, 13897 divided by 966 - 14.38 lbs.

* r ' *

Question.—86. A boiler shell 72 inches

in diameter is constructed of matei'ial 5

inches thick, which has a tensile

strength of 60,000 lbs. per sq. in. What
is the bursting pressure, taking no ac-

count of the weakening effect of the

seam ?

Answer.—Formula: P = ts X * ^ ^•

Where ts = tensile strength in pounds
per sq. inch.

T — two thicknesses of plates in in-

ches.

D =z diameter of boiler in inches.
P "= bursting pressure in pounds per

sq. inch.

Solution.—60.000 X -5 X 2 22
833.33 lbs. per sq. in.

* * *

Question.—87. If the boiler shell

whose dimensions are given in question
86 is constructed with a triple-riveted,

double-strapped belt joint having an ef-

ficiency of 86 per cent., what is the
bursting pressure?
Answer,—Multiply the bursting pres-

sure in the former example by the effi-

ciency of the joint in this question, the
result will be the answer.

Solution.—833.33 X -86 = 716.66

pounds per sq. in.

* * *

Question.—88. Find the load on a stay-

when the pitch is 8 inches either way
and the steam pressure 83 lbs. per sq,

inch.

Answer.—To find the load on a stay,

multiply the area supported by it, by the
working steam pressure in lbs. per sq. in.

Solution.—82 X 83 = 5,312 lbs.

• * *

Question.—89. Stay.bolts 1'4 inches in

diameter are placed 3i/^ inches from cen-
tre to centre. If the steam pressure is

100 lbs. per sq. inch, what is the stress

per sq. inch in the stays?
Answer.—Rule.—The stress per sq. in.

on a stay is found by multiplying the

area in sq. in. supported by the stay by
the working steam pressure in pounds
per sq. in., and divide the product by the

least cross sect'onal area of the stay in

sq. ins. There, the area of the stay-

holt is IH X -7854 = 1,2272.

The stress is. therefore, 8%' X
1.2272 = 5,867 39 lbs.

* *

Question.—90. A stayrod 2 inches in

diameter is cut with a U. S. standard

thread and has 4*4 threads per inch.

What is the diameter at the root of the

thread ?

Answer.—Rule.—To find the diameter

at the root of the thread, divide 1 by
number of threads to the inch = 1 div-

ided by 4 = .2222 inches. This gives

you the pitch of the thread. Then to

find the depth of the thread multiply the

pitch by .6495. Now we have .2222 V
.6495 = .1443 inches (depth). Then to

find the diameter at the root of the

thread. D ^ 2—2 X .1443 = 1.7114 in-

ches.

Continued on page 452
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NEW POWER PLANT
EQUIPMENT

SAFETY ENCLOSING COVER FOR
MOTOR CONTROLING

RHEOSTATS
As a i*esult of almost continual wide-

spread "Safety- First" campaigns, the
necessity for safeguarding all machinery
and those who operate it, is now gener-
ally recognized throughout the realm of
industry as a matter of vast importance.
In the electrical field rapid progress has
'been made in the past few years in de-
signing new lines of apparatus redesign-
ing old ones to make the safety feature
more prominent, and particular attention
has been paid to motor control device
because, as a rule, this class of appara-
tus is handled either by unskilled labor
or by those not familiar with electrical

machinery, and the necessity for a fool-

proof installation is the more obvious.

It is interesting to note how the face-
plate rheostats majiufactured by the
Westingkouse Electric and Manufactur-
ing Com.pany, shown in Fig. 1, are pro-
tected, and ho 7 the sn-'loiin™ rovers ave
so derigncd that they can readily be
applied to old rheostcts to make old in-

stallations strictly modern.

As shown in the accompanying illus-

trations the enclosing cover is a solid
sheet steel box which fits tightly aTainifc
the rheostat base and is secured by four
corner bolts. Pivoted to the cover are
two cast iron ai-ms, one with the operat-
ing hand'p on the outs'd"^, and one with-
in made with a fork to engage the
rheostat hand'^e. To ap':;!y a safety cover
to an old rheostat, it is only necessary
to remove the four nuts on the corner
studs of the f ^'.'•?-p^at? and place the-i

with adapter nuts and studs, furnished
with the cover. The rheostat handle is

RHEOSTAT READY TO ATTACH COVER
SHOWING ADAPTERS REPLACING NUTS AND

FIBRE TUBE REPLACING HANDLE.

also removed and a fibei tube substi-
tuted. The cover is then put on so that
the fork on the inner arm engages the
insulating tube and the four nuts that
were on the original rheostat are used
to fasten the cover in place. The lead

wires from the rheostat are brought
through insulating bushings that are
held in place by the edge of the cover.

While no packing is used to make the

cover water-tight, it fits so closely that

it effectually' prevents the entrance of

metal chips, sawdust, or other material
that would cause injury to the rheostat.

The cover is grounded through the cor-

ner bolts, and being insulated from live

RHEOSTAT WITH SAF^Y ENCLOSING
COVER IN PLACE.

parts, renders it fool-proof and makes
it impossible for an operator to acci-

dentally receive a shock through coming
in contact v/ith the worldng parts of

the face-iplato.

The use of these covers or similar de-

vices is one of the- important require-

ments of the modern factory or machine
shop, and in some localities it is demand-
ed by law. These covers fulfill all re-

quirements of a safety-first device and
are easily and readily installed.

OVALHOLE PACKING
A new packing has been developed fcr

the circumventing of the many pistcn

packing troubles comm.on to the engine

room. It is often a difficult matter to

keep steam from blowing past the pack-

ing in cases where rods are worn out of

round. To obviate this difficulty, the

Hollow Center Packing Co., Cleveland,
developed the packing shown in the ac-
companying illustration.

The hole is oval shaped so that the
packing is flexible and when put under
strain by tightening the gland, it readily
expands to com.pensate for iri-egularities.

Another feature, it is pointed out, is the
fact that the hollow construction gives
the packing comparatively long life, due

OVAL HOLE HYDRAULIC PACKING.

to the fact that as the action of the rod
wears the packing away, setting up the
gland elongates the packing rings, mak-
ing them fill the gland completely. It .s

said that the hollow design also elimin-

ates undue fr'ction which is apt to score

the rod.

This material is ma'le in three dif-

ferent grades; one for ordinary use, with
steam at pressures up to 125 pounds,

one for inside packed pumps and hy-
draulic service, and another high-pres-

sure superheated steam. This latter is

constructed of the highest grade heat-

resisting material impregnateU with a

springy heat-resisting rubber compound

OVALHOLE REGULAR PACKING. HIGH PRESSURE STEAM PACKING.
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vulcanized to withstand high tempera-
tures.

THE AUTOMATIC SUB-STATION
FROM AN ECONOMIC STANDPOINT
The tendency in the development of

modern electrical apparatus is to utilize

more and more the automatic features
which are proving to be important fac-
tors in extending its use.

No recent development has created
more general interest of possesses more
economic possibilities than that of the
autom.atic sub-station.

The automatic sub-station in simple
language consists of a synchronous con-
verter, a banl-: of transformers and three
mounted electrically operated switches,
relays and instruments. It is really un-
canny in what it will do when trolley

voltage falls below a predetermined safe
value, without human aid the converter
starts up and reaches synchronism and
assumes its share of the total load on

the line. If the load increases to a point

dangerous to the converter it immediate-
ly shuts itself down and the line switch-

es all Ojpen. If a converter ibearing

should overheat, instantly a relay oper-

ates and the converter shuts itself dov\Ti.

If the load on the line drops to a point

where the converter is not required, it

automatically comes to rest. It will go
through this cycle of starting and stop-

ping just as often as the line conditions

make it necessary, it being possible to

start up, close all switches, open all

switches and stop the converter twice

per minute.

Naturally, since such power is at in-

stant call without an attendant at the

station certain limitations exist whicli

The automatic switching is more com-
plicated than hand switching, but on
close acquaintance it becomes quite sim-
ple.

Feeders must be applied with great
care to save troiley wires which drop
to the ground from annealing.

Since there are no operators to trans-
fer high tension lines in case of trouble,
these lines may in certain cases, have to
be arranged for automatic installations.

It may be possible to handle this high
tension switching by remote control.

The economic features which offset

the foregoing disadvantages are so
great that they leave a heavy balance in

favor of the automatic switching.
The fact that automatic sub-stations

require no attendants should itself ef-

fect an economy of $2500 per station al-

lowin?? two men per station for hand
switching.

I he absence of attendants leads direct-

ly to a second marked advantage, the
elimination of labor difficulties. This is

an important factor under the present
disturbed condition of labor generally.
By re-locating or increasing the num-

ber of sub-stations enough feeder cop-
per can be saved on many propositions
to pay for a great proportion of the
cost of automatic switching.

There is invariably a reduction of elec-

trolysis due to absolutely correct loca-

ation of automatic stations, thus reduc-
ing the return circuit in length and in

losses due to drop.

Experience thus far indicates that re-

liability of operation will be increased.
Considering the ability of the best oper-
ators than can be secured and the in-

troduction of the ever varying "human

THE AUTOMATIC SUBSTATION

react to counterbalance the 'good quali-

•ties of automatic switching, ibut they in

no way destroy the great economical ad-

vantages of such switching.

A competent engineer must inspect

the apparatus weekly, and the station

must be cleaned up three or four times

a month. One engineer could inspect

*a great many stations on a regular
schedule so this item will add but a

trifling labor charge. The cleaning up
can be done by ordinary car barn labor.

The origiinal invesitment, wtill, of

course, be greater than a manually op-

erated station of equal capacity.

There may be increased hazard to

the equipment, although results thus far

obtained, indicate that the equipment is

better protected by automatic switch-

in?: than by hand switching.

element," the automatic switching
should prove by far the more reliable

method of operation.

Maintenance has been very low in

tliose cases which have been under oper-

ation.

This charge will droo exactly in the

proportion that inspection and cleaning

cf apparatus is kept up, and with experi-

ence, will doubtless drop to a very low
value.

Summiixg up, there is no doubt but
what the automatic substation is here

to stay and its economic features de-

mand consideration whenever the instal-

lation of a new sub-station is projected.

TYPICAL ECONOMIES
Headway between 1 Hr. 2 Htb
Lensjth of line, mijes 25 24
No. of »u/b-statkm8 J S
OapiBcity of Suth^tations. KW.. 80O SCO

Distance between sub-stations,
mites 10 10

Schedule speed, M.P.H 25 25
Length of operating day, hrs... 20 20
Total Sub-station Hours (man-

ual operation), hrs 60 60
TotaJ Sub-station Hours (auto-
matic operation), hrs iZ 20

Running Ught, loss per sitation,

KW 16 15
Energy saved per day (auto

operation), KW. hr 240 600
Energy saved per year (auto

operation), KW.hr M8300 219000
Value of energy saving at 1
cent per KW hr $1»33 $2190

Labor saving per year, 6 opera-
tors at $70 per mo $5040 $5040

Tcrtal saving per year $66T8 57230
Total investment automiatic con-

trol, 3 stations $1®0« $1800
Inlter^Bti, Inisuiranice, Main'ten-
ance. Depreciation, Taxes,
15% $2700 $2700

Cost of inspection per year $500 $500
Total annual charges $3200 $3200
Net annual saving $3373 $4030
Jletum on inveetment, per cent. 19.7 22.4

OUR QUESTION BOX
Continued from page 450

Question.—91. W>jat working pressure

will be allowed on a solid rectangular

steel girder 2.5 ft. long, 7 inches deep

and 2 inches thick, fitted with three

staybtflts ? The girders are spaced 7

incl.es centre to centre. The pitch of

the stay-bolts is 7.5 inches and the com-
bustion chamber is 30 inches wide.

Answer.—^The formula for this prob-

lem is as follows:

B = Cd= T (W-P) DL.
Where

:

B = pressure in pounds per sq. inch

D — depth of girder in sq. inches.

T = thickness of girder inches.

W = width of combustion box, in in

ches, measured in the direction in which
the girder is applied.

P = pitch of stay-lbolts, in inches.
D = distance from centre to centre of

gorders in inches.

L = length of girder in feet.

C = girder fitted with two or three
stay-bolts, 825 is the constant for thi?

Applying the formula: 825 X V
2 (30-7.5) X 7 X 2.5 = 206.3 lbs. p-

sq. in.

Question.—92. A boiler shell 60 in-
ches in diameter and i/^ inch thick, with
a tensile strength of 60,000 lbs. per sq.
in., has a double riveted longitudinal
lap joint, having a rivet efficiency of
68.3%. Under Canadian Marine Rules,
what working pressure wiH ibe allowed?
.\11 rivet, holes are punched before bend-
ing.

Answer.—The factor of safety for the
rivets in Canada is 4.25. For the shell
this factor is increased by .5 and by .2,

because all rivet holes are punched be-
fore bending, and also by .2 because
doulble-riveted longitudinal lap joints
were used, thus making the shell fac-
tor of safety 4.25 -|- .2 -f .2 -f.5 = 5.15.

Then the working pressure on the rivets
is: 60,000 X -683 X % X
2 60 X 4.25 = 160.71 lbs. per sq.

inch. Working pressure on plate is:

60,000 X .743 X % X 2 = 144.27 fbs.

per sq. inch. The lowest pressure found
Iby this calculation is taken as the allow-
able working pressure.

Therefore, 144.27 lbs. per sq. inch will

be right.
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(1/ H)| The Operators' Point of View f(

METHOD OF KEEPING THE BELT
IN THE SHIFTER FORKS

By L. G. Singer

(Ck)pyright. All rights reserved)

Frequently when a belt is shifted

suddenly it flops out of its proper posi-

tion between the shifter forks. This

also may happen when the belt is loose

KEEPING THE BELT IN SHIFTER FORKS

or the shifter forks are too short. Such
occurrences can be prevented Iby fixing

(after the belt is in position) a wood
strip across the lower ends of the forks,

as shown in the accompanying picture.

The strip can be held in place with
spring cotters, set in drilled holes as

suggested, or with pieces of wire suit-

ably bent.

WATER GAUGES AND GAUGE
GLASSES

On page 292, July 5, POWER HOUSE,
R. Manly Orr describes a method for
improving the water gauge. We all

know how easily a gauge glass will

break if it receives the slightest of
scratches. Pulling the light spring off

and forcing it on, and allowing the
s^.eel rod to lie against the glass makes
three chances for such a scratch. It is

good engineering to keep all metal con-
tacts away from water glasses in use
on high pressure boilers. The snaps
could be arranged so that they would go
over the gauge, fitting with the rod
slightly away from the glass. A small
or narrow strip of cardboard, bright red,
green or other clear color, placed be-
hind the glass and fastened at the top
and bottom with a "bit of string will

ansM'er the same purpose. The water
acts as a magnifier and the height of
the water is shown by the color all

across, or filling the glass, above the

water level only the narrow strip of

color shows.
Gauge glasses with colors run into

the glass, usually bright red, are made
and have been on sale for many years.

Jack McAndrew.

COLORING LAMPS
On page 291, July 5, POWER HOUSE,

there is an article by J. C. Supton on col-

oring incandescent lamps. Part of which
follows, was published some years ago.

Take a little white shellac, thin it down
with alcohol, and by dipping the bulb in

this is produced a splendid imitation

of frosted glass when a clear white light

is required. Care must be taken to have
the shellac fairly thin, so that it will

run smooth. If you use green, purple,

red, blue or any other colored lamps,
buy a package of egg dye of the color

required, dissolve it in wood alcohol

and pour it into the shellac. By using
this or any transparent coloring, a vast
number of beautiful tints can be made
that will blend with any color scheme.

To go about it properly and to get the

best results, after preparing your shel-

lac, pour it into a vessel deep enough
to immerse the lamp. Take a piece of

wire and fasten it around the socket of

the lamp, and bring over one end of

the wire back over the end of the

lamp to opposite side of the lamp to

form a loop, then dip it in the solution

and hang it up to drip and dry. (I have
found by experiment that as good or

better a coating can be given a cold

lamp than a warm one, the coating be-

ir;g absolutely uniform with no streaks.)

While mixing in your color, bear in

mind that the more dye and the less

shellac the deeper the tint will be, and
viV'j vcsa. Any of these colors can
be removed with wood alcohol. Water
has no effect on them.—J. E. M.

COMMUTATOR DRESSING
From a piece of galvanized sheet iron,

tin or copper, make a tube 12 inches

long. Inside diameter at A, 1% inches,

/jI

J

at end B, 1 inch only. This is the mould.
Have a piece of round wood 3 or 4

inches long, which will be a snug fit

into end B.

Melt one pound of parafFine wax and
add half a pound of bi-carbonate (bak-
ing) soda, and half pound fine powdered
graphite, stir all well together and fill

the mould. The wax must be very hot

when the soda and graphite is added.
W'hen the mixture is cold, hit the

wood block at C a sharp blow with a
haminer and this will drive the com-
pound stick forward so that it can be
drawn from the mould.

Save the tinfoil removed from friction

tape and wrap is around the sticks to

keep them clean, etc. The sticks should
be cut into 5 or 6 inch lengths as they
are about right for handling in this

length. A little of this compound used
on commutators once in a while is much
ibetter than dosing them with vaseline

or dynamo oil as is frequently done.

FEED WATER HEATERS
By R. MacLaren

In a plant with which I am acquaint-
ed there is a closed feed water that is

too small for the job as the feed water
temperature is around 150 deg. Fahr.
Later in the season when the lake tem-
nerature is higher it will rise to over
160 deg.

The heater is of the water-tube type,
that is, the water circulates through
tuibes with the steam on the outside, and
as the water enters at the iipper end
of the tubes and leaves at the lower end
impurities get no chance to lodge in

them.
While a closed heater of sufficient

capacity will undoubtedly heat the water
to over 200 deg., I believe that the open
heater has merits which make its selec-

tion the only reasonable one in this par-
ticular case.

To raise the temperature to over 200
deg. a closed heater must have propor-
tions more liberal then most builders
are willing to give them, and certainly
more liberal than most plant owners are
willing to pay for.

When water containing bi-carbonates
of lime and magnesia is heated to 180
to 212 deg., the carbonic acid gas which
makes the carbonates of lime and mag-

nesia soluble in water is driven out of
combination with the carbonates and the
latter are precipitated.

Given a chance, the CO,, which is cor-

COMMUATOR DRESSING
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rosive, will leave the water, as will also
the carbonates. In the closed heater
there is no such chance, everything be-
ing swept on into the boiler. In the
open heater, any good type of which has
a filter incorporated in it, the g-as has
a chance to escape and the carbonates
are caught in the filter.

In the open heater, the steam and
water being in direct contact, if there is

the quantity of exhaust steam present
in the heater, theoretically required to
heat the water, the water will be raised
to a temperature of 212 deg. or higher,
depending on the pressure.

The open heater is also a water saver.

To heat the water from 50 to 212 deg
equals 162 deg. rise, one pound of steam

966
will heat equals 6 pounds almost

162

of water; 6 pounds of water and 1 pound
of steam equals 7 pounds feed water.
That is, the open heater saves one-
seventh of the feed water.

If there is a battery of four boilers

of ISO h.p. each, and they are working
up to their rating, they will use 15,600

pounds of water per hour. One-seventh
<of this equals 2.230 pounds, equals 223
grallons per hour.

The open heater also saves boiler com-
pound. In the case of the closed heater
in question, the compound has to deal

?.vith the carbonates as well as the sul-

"jiliates. The open heater takes care of

the carbonates and the compound has

only the sulphates to deal with, and
oTight to be applied to the water after

it has passed the heater.

MORE POWER PLANT AND OTHER
KINKS

By J. E. McCormack
About iy2 years ago I clipped from a

newspaper a recipe for making water-

proof ink for use in labelling. I tried

it and think it worth passing on as it is

good and also inexpensive. Here it is:

"In a small bottle place an ounce and a

quarter of methylated alcohol, add a

half ounce of shellac, and when this last

is dissolved, immerse the bottle in hot

water until the solution is warm. Then
add slowly, while istiming rapidly, a

solution composed of one hundred and
fifty grains of borax dissolved in two
ounces of water. Finally add coloring

matter to suit, 4 or '5 grains of methyl
violet being satisfactory, and dissolving

well upon shaking. This makes a very

fine waterproof ink for writing the la-

bels on botles and for other purposes."

In making it I 'had some difficulty in

getting the given amounts of alcohol and
of water to dissolve the shellac and
borax, in fact, I finally added just a lit-

tle bit more to make the last few grains

dissolve, but when finished I liked the

ink. I tried to get it dense enough by
adding black dye, to make a drawing
ink, but did not get it to give good
blue prints, so abandoned this phase of

the subject. Later I tried some by add-

ing a little water and as much yellow

dye as the mixture would dissolve. This

was more successful, but I prefer the

purchased liquid waterproof India ink

for drawin,g.

The tightener on a twelve-inch belt was
so heavy that it was customary to use
two men to lift it. Later, when running
short-handed, it was not always conven-
ient to procure a helper from another
machine and I found that by standing
on the lower part of the belt, about six
inches from the floor, and putting my
shoulder under the upper part of the
belt, I could raise the tightener without
help and set a prop under it, whereas I

could not in other positions secure such
an hold and footing as would enable me
to raise the tightener alone. By forcing
the belt apart, as above described, after
having put my weight on the under half
to tighten it, I could apparently use my
strength to better advantage.

4e 4c 41

After fitting some machinery together
in which we used such bolts as were at
hand, we had quite a few bolt ends pro-
truding % to % of an inch, and we wish-
ed to cut them oif. The other fellow said
wait until to-morrow. When to-morrow
came he appeared on the scene carrying
a big cold chisel, perhaps 1% inches
wide or more and weighing probably
eig-ht pounds. His method was for him
to hold his big cold chisel tight against
one side of the bolt to be cut, while I

with an ordinary sized cold chisel and a
hammer attacked the bolt on the other
side. I was surprised to find that his

chisel cut into the bolt about as far as
mine did, each chisel cutting to near
the middle of the bolt. Apparently it

was like a man putting a hundred lbs. on
a small rope, it did not matter if the
mpe was tied to a post or was being
held by another man pulMng 100 lbs. on

the other end. The strain on the rope

is the same. Similarly, with the same
blow on my chisel his chisel in bracing

against mine did its share of the cutting.

We soon had the bolts trimmed.

* * *
When doing repair work where old

wooden parts or materials are involved

nnd there is some danger of ''^it'inr a

method when drilling iron, because the
backward turning would put a wire edge
on the drill, thus interfering with its

cutting qualities when turning forward
again.

When lacing belts by m.eans of leather
laces, the end of the lace may be harden-
ed to facilitate pushing it through the
holes by holding it in the flame of a
match for a few seconds. A little ex-
perience will enable one to get it about
right on most laces, but sometimes one
gets some from which oil fries out and
ignites, and the leather crumbles away
when squeezed. With this class the
flame is no use. Possibly with some of
them hot water, if convenient, will serve
as I have known scalding water to har-
den some grades of leather.

* * *

On small engines I have sometimes
found an eccentric and crank pin oil

cup having an upright tube or spout in

its centre. Evidently the idea was to

prevent oil flew except during the time
the engine was in motion. It was once
the custom to use a wick in the tube or

spout of all such cups. This wick re-

quired attention every few days as it

v. ould clog or else would pack and would
not let enough oil flow even though at

first adjusted for plenty of flow. As
an experiment the putting in of a piece

of coarse wire or a small iron rod ef-

fectively and very satisfactorily re-

placed by the wick, and by a little ex-

perimenting the size and length use could

be regulated to suit the oil flow. Short-
ening it (within limits) to allow it some
up and down motion when the engine
was in motion increased the amount of

flow. By changing both size and length

the flow can be widely varied.

METHOD OF REMOVING CAPS OF
METAL CANS

By R. W. Stafford

(Copyright. All rights reserved)

When the metal cap of a harness dress-

ing or a metal polish can sticks, it can

Otrfe/'t'en e/ Turn

Can

Stteff.

REMOVING STUBBORN CAPS

nail or nails when boring required new
holes, the boring often may be done by
means of twist drills. They must occas-

ionally be removed and cleared of chips

as the work proceeds. They will bore a

wttle more slowly than the ordinary car-

penters' bit will do, but w ill not be dam-
aged by cutting against a nail. I also

find that if one is using a brace which
has no ratchet attachment, and he is

boring in wood, and in a place where he

can only make % to % turn of the

brace each time, then a twist drill used

instead of a carpenters' bit will bore

a hole under these circumstances. It

would not do, though, to try this latter

be readily loosened by gripping it with

a loop of leather strap—shawl strap or

rein, for example—the hitch being held

on the cap with the fingers. If it proves

particularly obstinate, a stick of wood
can be applied as a lever, as sho\vn in

Fig. 1. "This method has been found

very effective in a number of instances.

DIRECT USE OF COAL AS FUEL
WASTES MANY VALUABLE

BY-PRODUCTS
In a monograph on the subject of the

"Coal Resources of Canada—Their Re-

lation to the Industrial Devi'lopmcnt of
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the Country," by Mr. F. E. Lucas, pub-
lished in The Final Report of the Fuel
Controller, the advantasyes of utilizing

coal in the production of coke, rather
than usin? coal directly as a fuel, are

pointed out. After showing the favor-
able qualities of coke as a fuel, the paper
says:

"In the production of coke many valu-

able by-products are obtained: gas, tar,

ammonia, benzol, toluol, xylol, and
naphtha, or combining the latter four, a

motor fuel much superior to the best
gasoline obtained.

"We are not getting anything like the

amount of light, heat, or power we
should, or could get, and in getting this

extra light, heat and power, we would
not cn'y be conserving the coal supply
but getting cheaper power and at the
same time recoverine other products
whi'jh would be of great economic value

to the country and lead to the extension

of existing industries and the establish-

ment of new ones.

"Starting with the importation of

anthracite, which is practically all used
as domestic fuel. This can be 'almost
entirely eliminated, and in so doing give

as large returns on the invested capital

as any industrial concern in the country.

"Referring back again to the by-
products, a word now about their use
and the markets available.

Gas
"If the plant is near a large city or

thickly-populated di&trict, it might all be
sold for C'omestic lighcing and heating.

This is done in many districts by selling

direct to existing gas companies, for no
gas com.ipany can produce gas at the

price at which a by-product coke plant

can afford to sell it. Or if there are large

industrial works within reach, it can be
sold to them and at such a price as to be
more economical than coal, or it can be

used in gas engines and power develop-

ed. The figure generally accepted as

being reasonably conservative for gas-

engine practice is 11,500 B.t.u. per horse-

power, and it will be readily seen how
tremendous quantities of power can be
made available from this source.

"Gas supplies for domestic use must
have the sulphur extracted. This is

done by iron oxide, from which the sul-

phur can be recovered for the manufac-
ture of sulphuric acid, which is needed
for the production of ammonium sul-

phate.

Tai
"This product can be used directly

as a boiler or furnace fuel (by being
burned in the same manner as oi'l, or it

can very cheaply be dehydrated and the
more highly volatile matter extracted
and then used for road binding. Even
for firing it would be found advantage-
ous to dehydrate. Some tars, depending
on the temperature and conditions of

the coking process, can be used as fuel

for Diesel engines. The most economi-
cal way to handle the tar, however, is

to distill it and recover the various
volatile fractions, such as the benzol,

toluol, naphtha, the carbolic oils, creo-

sote, nr.phthalene, and pitch.

"The benzol, toluol, naphtha, etc., can
be added to that recovered directly from
the gas, for motor fuel. The crude

carbolic finds a market with manufac-
turers of antiseptics, colors, explosives,

and a greal deal is used in recent years
in the manufacture of phonographic
records, imitation amber for pipes, etc.

"So far as the value to the country
is concerned, the creosote recovered is

one of the most valuable by-products of

the coal. Railway ties have doubled in

price in the past ten years, and there is

every prospect of a pro rata increase in

further years. The forestry branch re-

ports 19,109,000 ties used on Canadian
roads in one year. A fairly safe assump-
tion would be a complete renewal of all

ties every f've years, while fifteen years

might be taken as a reasonable average
life for creosoted ties. The cost of creo-

soting is less than the cost of a new tie,

so that the creosoting of the ties be-

comes not only a commercially attractive

proposition, but will save many millions

of feet of lumber annually.

"The same prcK;ess of reasoning may
be applied to mine ties and timbers, and
also to bridge timbers.

"The general adoption of the creo-

soting process would materiallv reduce
this number in a few years. If we as-

sume a consumption of orily 10,000,000

ties per annum there would be required

about 25,000.000 gallons of creosote oil

per year, or t>ie distlllat'on of 85,000,000

gallons of tar, which would in turn re-

quire the cnrhonizing of 8 000,000 tons of

cral.

"The naphthalene finds a market as a

color base, for the manufacture of de-

odorizer-, r'isinfectants, moth balls, etc.,

and also in the manufacture of a chlorin-

ated wax for use in electrical work.

Benzol
"Under this name is often included the

toluol, xylol and naphtha, which are re-

covered at the same time. Each of these

products, together with naphthalene,

can he recovered separately and refined

to their chemically pure state, and there

will undoubtedly be a market for a small

quantity of each for solvents, dry clean-

ing dyes, explosives, etc. During the war
the toluol and a considerable portion of

all benzol recovered was used in the

manufacture of explosives.

"The great market now the war is

over is undoubtedly to combine the four

products, benzol, toluol, xylol and solv-

ent naphtha, as a motor fuel, giving a

product which distills between 78 and
165 degrees C. This fuel has been care-

fully tested and found to give from 20 to

30 per cent, greater mileage than the

best gasoline, with about 15 per cent,

greater power, easier starting, no knock
with advanced spark and actually less

tendency for the formation of carbon in

engine cylinders. Benzol itself com-
prises approximately 70 per cent, of the

fuel and this freezes at 44 degrees Fah.

The addition of the toluol and other pro-

ducts named, in the proportion in which
they are recovered, brings the total fuel

mixture down to a freezing point of ap-

proximately zero F., so that to make an
all-year fuel for our climate we have to

mix with sufficient gasoline to lower the

freezing point still further. The addi-

tion of 25 to 30 per cent, of g'asoUne gives

a freezing point low enough for most
places, except in the north, where it

might be necessary to add as high as 50

per cent. ,

"According to Government statistics,

Canada's consumption of gasolene in

1916 was 74,000,000 gallons, of which
18,000,000 gallons was imported as dis-

tilled product, and most of the remainder
was made from imported crude oils.

So that it is evident that with a total

Canadian production of say 20,000,000

tons of coal, if it was all carbonized

and the motor fuel recovered, the

market would still be far short of be-

ing satisfied. This does not take into

consideration the fact of the continued

yearly increase in consumption which is

bound to occur.

Ammonia
"While this has been shown in the

balance- sheet as sulphate of ammonia
which is used almost entirely as a fer-

tilizer, yet it can be recovered in the

form of concentrated liquor containing

from 16 to 25 per cent, ammonia for the

manufacture of explosives, or in the

form of dry ammonia gas for refrigera-

tor purposes, or as the aqua ammonia
of commerce and chemistry. However,

these are only small markets when com-

pared with the market as a fertilizer.

Its only competitor, as a nitrogenous

fertilizer, is nitrate of soda from Chili,

and as the population of the country in-

creases and virgin lands become ex-

hausted, we must, if we are to be fed,

keep up the productiveness of the land

in a great measure by the use of artifi-

cial fertilizers.'

RELATIVE ADVANTAGES OF RO-
TARY CONVERTERS AND MOTOR-

GENERATORS
By C. A. Booth

(Copyright. Al rights reserved)

It is frequently necessary to supply

direct current when only aHernating-

nurrent power is available on the public

.service company's mains. Either motor
generators or rotary converters may be

used for converting the direct to alter-

nating-current power. But a rotary con-

verter is proba,bly the most desirable for

such service. This statement might not

have been true five years ago—before

the rotary or synchronous converters

were developed to their present state of

perfection. The synchronous converter

usually costs less and occupies less floor

space than does an equivalent motor-

generator. However, there is a fixed

relation between the alternating-current

voltage delivered to a synchronous con-

verter and the direct-current voltage de-

livered by it. On the other hand, with

the motor- generator, either the alter-

nating or the direct-current voltage may,
within reasonable limits, he varied in-

dependently of one another. The direct-

current voltage furnished by a syn-

chronous converter can, however, be,

with suitalble equiipiment, increased or de-

creased hy adjusting the alternating-

current voltage. One feature of a syn-

chronous motor-generator set which

sometimes makes its installation desir-

able is this: By over-exciting the syn-

chronous motor, the power-factor of the

alternating-current system which serves

it may be improved.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
A Record of Prices Current on Raw, Semi - finished, and Finished Materials

Entering Into the Manufacture and Operation of Power Plant Equipment

BOILER TUBES
Seam- Lap-

Size Jess welded

1 in $25 (M) $
114 in 27 00
1% in 28 00 26 00
1% in 3 00 26 00
2 in 30 00 2« 00
214 in 33 00 28 00
2^ in 40 00 32 00
3 in 46 00 38 00
314 in 45 00
3% in 5« 00 42 00
4 in 70 00 64 00

Prices per 100 feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

PLATES
Montreal Toronto

Plates, Vi to 1/2 in. . . $4 60 $4 50

Tank plates, 3-16 in. 4 90 4 90

WROUGHT PIPE
Effective Jan. 7, 1918.

Standard Buttweld.

Black Gailvaniized

Size. Per 100 feet

% in $ 6 00 $ 8 00
M in 4 68 6 81

% in 4 68 6 81

% in 6 21 7 78

% in 7 82 9 95

1 in 11 56 14 71

1% in 15 64 19 90
VZ in 18 fO 23 76

2 in 26 16 92 01

2% in 40 87 61 19

3 in 52 719 6« 94

3Vj in 67 16 84 18

4 in ; . . . 79 67 99 74

Standard lAVWtHi

2 in $38 81 $35 34

2^ in 42 12 52 36

3 in 55 08 618 47

314 in 69 86 9 4

4 in 81 75 103 00

41^ in 98 00 a 18 00

5 in 108 00 137 00

« in 140 00 178 OO

7 in 1'83 00 2'32 00

8L in 193 00 244 00

g m 2*2 00 281 00

9 in 2ioS 00 366 00

10I> in 216 00 312 00

XO in 317 00 402 00

Prices—^Ontario, Quebec and
Maritime Provinces

WROUGHT NIPPLES
4" and under, 60%.
4%" and larger, 50%.
4* and under, running tfhread,

3i0%.

Standard couplings, 4'' and
under, 40%.
4%' and larger, 20".

IRON PIPE FITTINGS
Malleable iittings, class A, 20%

on list; class B and 0, net list.

Cast iron fittings, 26% off Hat.

Malleable bushings, 25 and 7%%

;

cast busihings, 25% ; unions, 45%

;

p]n<?s, 20% off list. Net prices mal-
leable fittinors : Class B black, 24%c
lb. ; Class C black, 16%c lb. ; gal-
vanized. Class B, 34c lb.; Claw C,
24VjC lb. F.O.B. Toronto.

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING
At mill list plus 5%
At warehouse list pliis 25%
Discounts off new list. Warehouse

price at Montreal and Toronto

SHEETS
Mont. Tor'to

Sheets, Black, No. 28.. $6 55 $0 00
Sheets, Black, No. 10. . 5 IS 5 45
Canada plates, dull, 52
sheets 8 50 7 10

Canada plates, all
brigiht 8 50 8 00

Apollo brand, 10% oz-

galvanized ....

Queen's Head, 23
B.W.G

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.G.
Goibal's Best, No. 28.
Oolibome Crown, No.
28

Premier, No. 28 U.S 7 50
Premier, 10% oz 7 80

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL
Per lb. to Large Buyers Cents

Iron bars, base, Toronto 4 25
Steel bars, base. Toronto 4 25
Steel bars, 2" to 4" base 5 50
Steel bars, base, Montreal ... 375
Best grades l'ti%

Iron bars, base, Montreal.... 9 76
Reiriforcing bars, base 4 50
Sm&ll shapes 5 75

PROOF COIL CHAIN
B

14 in $14 35
5-16 in 13 815

% in 13 50
7-16 in 12 90
1/2 in 13 20
9-16 in 12 70

% in 12 50
% in 12 40
% in 12 90
1 in 12 66
Extra for B.B. chain 1 20
Extra for B.B.B. Chain .... 1 80

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

% in J13 00
3-16 in 12 50
% in 11 75
6-16 in 11 40
% i.n 11 00
7- 16 in 10 60
1/2 in 10 40
% in 10 00
% in 9 90

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS
Per Cent.

Great Western, American ... 50
Kearney & Foot, Arcade ... 50
J. Barton Smith, Eagle 50
McClelland, Globe 60
Whitman & Barnes 50
Black Diamond 371;^

Delta Files 37%
Nicholson 37 >^

Globe 60
Vulcan 60
Disston 50
P.H. and Imperial 50

OILS AND COMPOUNDS
Castor oil, per lb

Royalite, per gal., bulk '19%
Palacine 22%
Madhine oil, per gal 27%
Black oil, per gal 16
Cylinder oil. Capital 58
Cylinder oil. Acme 39%
Standard cutting compound
per lb 06

Lard oil, per gal 2 60
Union thread cutting oil anti-

septic 88
Acme cutting oil, antiseptic. 37%
Imperial quenching oil S9%
Petroleum fuel oil 10V4

BELTING—NO. 1 OAK TANNED
Extra heavy, single and double 30%
Standard 30. 10%
Cut leather lacing. No. 1 $2 20
Leather in sides 1 75

COAL AND COKE
Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsville Foundry Coke .

.

Steam Lump Coal
Best Slack

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto.

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 36
Stove bolts 65
Plate washers list plus 20
Machine bolts, 7-16 and over 40
Machine bolts, % and less . . 40
Blank bolts 25
Bolt enas 2i5

Machine screws, fl. and rd.
hd., steel 27%

Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd., steel 10
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., brass net
Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd., brass net
Nuts, square, blank add $0 75
Nuts, square, tapped add 1 00
Nuts, hex., blank add 1 00
Nuts, hex., tapped add 1 25
Copper rivets and burrs, list

less 16
Burrs only, list plus 25
Iron rivets and burrs 40c 06
Boiler rivets, base %" and

larger $8 60
Structural rivets, as above. . 8 40
Wood screws, flat, bright.... 76
Wood screws, O.&R., brig-ht. 77%
Wood screws, flat, brass 55
Wood screws, O.&R., brass. . . 65%
Wood screws, flat, bronze. ... 50
Wood screws, O.&R., bronze. 47%

MISCELLANEOUS
Solder, strictly 34
Solder, guaranteed 39
Babbitt metals 16 to 70
Soldering coppers, 3 to 6 lbs. 68
Putty, 100-lb. drums 6 75
White lead, pure, cwt. 17 80
Red dry lead, 100-Ib. kegs,

per cv?t 16 50
Glue, English 36
Gasoline, per gal., bulk 33
Benzine, per gal., bulk.... 30%
Pure turpentine, single bbls.,

gal 1 03
Linseed oil. raw, single bbls. 1 95
Linseed oil, boiled, single

bbls 1 98
Lead wool, per lb 15
Plumbers' oakum, per cwt. 9 00
Sandpaper, B. & A. . . list plus 20
Emei-y Cloth list plus 20
Sal Soda 03%
Sulphur, rolls 05
Sulphur, commercial 04%
Rosin "D," per lb OS
Rosin "G," per lb 03%
Borax crystal and granula. 14
Wood alcohol, per gallon.... 1 80
Whiting, plain, per 100 lbs. . 2 20

COPPER PRODUCTS
Montreal Toronto

Bars, % to 2 in $42 60 $4« 00
Plain sheets, base 16

oz. and heavier. . . 4< 00 44 00
Copper srtieet, tinned

14 x 60 in., 14 oz... 48 00 48 00
Copper sheet, plan-

ished, base 16 oz.

and heavier 46 00 45 00
Braziers' in. sheets,

6x4 base 46 00 44 00
Tubing T.P.S., base
% in. up to 3 in.. 60 00 60 00
Above prices are full sheets and

bars. Cut sheets and bars are 5c

per lb. higher.

BRASS PRODUCTS.
Warehouse price.

Brass rods, base %" to 1" rd..$0 34
Sheets. 24 oz. and heavier base 42

Brass tubing, seamless 46

Tubing. I.P.S., 1" base 48

POLISHED DRILL ROD.
Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto Net

WASTE.
White Cents per lb.

XXX Extra 19%
Peerless 19
Grand 18
Superior 18
X L C R 17
Atlas 17
X Empire 16%
IdeaJ 1€
X press 14

Colored

Lion 16
Standard 13%
No. 1 13%
Popular 12
Keen 10%

Wool Packing

Arrow 25
Axle 20
Anvil 16
Anchor 11

Washed Wipers.
Select White 11

Mixed colored 10
Dark colored 09
This list subject to trade discount

for quantity.

MILLED PRODUCTS.

Per cent.

Set screws 50
Sq. & Hex., Head Cap Screws 45

Rd. & Fil. Head Cap Screws 20
Flat & But. Hd. Cap Screw«

plus 10

Fin. & Semi-fin. nuts up to

1 in 45

Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over
1 in., up to 1% in 4*

Fin. and semi-fin. nuta, over -

1% in., up to 2 in 86
Studs SO
Taper pins 50
Coupling bolts, pins 10
Planer head bolts, without

fillets list plus 10

Planer head bolts, with iillet

list plus 10 and 10
Planer head bolt nuts, same

as finished nuts.

Planer bolt washers net

Hollow set screws list plus 20

Collar screws. .. .list plus 20, 80

Thumb screws 40

Thumb nuts T6

Patch bolts add 20

Cold pressed nuts to 1% in.

add 1 00

Cold pressed nuts over 1%
in add i 00

METALS
Montreal Toronto

Lake copper $22 00 $21 00

Electro copper 21 00 20 75

Castings, copper 21 00 18 00

Tin

66

00 56 00

Spelter 9 25 8 50

Lead 7 26 «B0
Antimony 9 50 9 60

Aidminum 86 00 85 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

ROPES AND PACKING

Packing, square braided $0 89

Packing, No. 1 Italian 44

Packing, No. 2 Italian • 8«

Pure Manila rope 87

l^ansmission rope, Manila.... • 43

Drilling cables, Manila • 89

RUBBER BELUNG.
Standard 10%

LEAD SHEETS
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, 8 lbs. sq. ft,
lb $12 00 $18 li

Sheets, 8% 12 00 IS 26

Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs.... 18 00 12 5«

Cut sheets. %c per lb. extra.

Cuts sheets to size. Ic per lb.
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In Stock

POWER
CHINERY Shipment

MOTOR GENERATOR SETS
2 and 3 Phase—25 Cycles

D.C. Generator. A.C. Motor.
K W Volts. Make. R.P.M. H.P. Volts Make. R.P.M.

125 75 480
109 123 720 150 220 WESTINGHOUSE 720

2—125 ALLIS CHALMERS 720 3&0KW 2300 ALLIS CHALMERS
syndhronouj 750

900 2715/300 GEN. ELBC. 750 435 2300 GBN. ELEC. 750
1—2010 las NATIONAL BRAKE and
1—aoo 500 NATIONAL BRAKE 550'KW 6600 synchronous
2—300 500 NATIONAL BRAKE 50O 550KW 660-0 synchronous 500

2 and 3 Phase—50 and 60 Cycles
1& 125 CROCKER WHEELER 1120 440 CRiOCKBR WHEELEK I1I2O
2S 125 GEN. ELBC. 1200 35 28iOO GENERAL ELEC. 1200
90 125 CAN. WEST. 8S0 50 550 FAIRBANKS MORSE 860
35 120 BULLOCK 850 50 WESTINGHOUSE 850
40 125 GEN. ELBC. 1200 75 550 WESTINGHOUSE 120D
40 550 GEN. ELBC. 845 50 650 GEN. ELEC. 90 D

76 12'5 WESTINGHOUSE 1140 112 2200 WESTINGHOUSE 1140
75 2200 ALLIS CHALMERS 220 ALLIS-CHALMEiRS

BULLOCK BUlvLOCK
7S lilO GEN. ELEC. 100 550 ALUS CHALMERS
80 220 BRITISH WEST. 720 120 440 BRITISH WEST. 720
96 550 GEN. ELBC. 145 600 synchronous &00
100 125'260 TRIUMPH 870 150 2300 TRIUMPH 870
100 550 WESTINGHOUSE 580 150 2200 WESTINGHOUSE 580
100 250 RIDGEWAY 1200 150 2300 RIDGEWAY
100 2.50. GEN. ELEC. 2200 GEN. ELEC.

M>2./51iO 60 300 VICKER 550 VICKiER 700/720
ISO SCO '550 GEN. ELEC. 600 200 440 GEN. ELEC.
150 125/250 WESTINGHOUSE 200 220 WESTINGHOUSE £80
ISO 230/275 GEN. ELBC. 571 200 2080 GEN. ELEC.
250 CAN. GEN. ELBC. 756 275.KVA 2200 CAN. GEN. ELEC. syn.
50O 560 GEN. ELEC. 400 710 2300 GEN. ELEC. 40O
5O0 275 GEN. ELBC. 400 530KW 23O0 GEN. ELBC. 7:0
750 250 GEN. ELEC. 720 llOOKVA 230O GBN. ELBC. syn.

Direct Current
5 lilO 1800 71/2 18.D'0

7 300 720 10 720
2— 75 125 GEN. ELEC. 900 150KW 23'00 GEN. ELBC. syn. 900
2—250 125 720 700-KVA 6600 720

ROTARY CONVERTORS
25 Cycles

K.W. Make. A.C. VoltsD.C. Volts. Phase. R.P.M
100 CHAPMAN & WALKER 40O 550 6 750
200 178 250 a 750
260 GENERAL ELECTRIC 3-50 550 3 750
300 NATIONAL 330 550 3 500

11500 GENEHIAL ELECTRIC
60 Cycles

263 6 214

100 WESTINGHOUSE 372 1550 3 900
150 WESTINGHOUSE 177 250 6 1200
3O0 WESTINGHOUSE 600 3 60O
400 GENERAL ELECTRIC 430 600 e 900
500 WBSTINGHOUSB 177 2i5iO 6
600 WESTINGHOUSB 177 250 6 1200

MACGOVERfN & COMPANY, INC.
Buyers and Distributors of New and Usedl Machinery

Offices : New York, Pittsburgh, St. Louis

Plants : Brooklyn, N.Y., Lincoln, N.J.,

and Linden, N.J.

285 ^Beaver' Hall Hill

MONTREAL, QUE.

Trade Gossip
Jenkins Bros., Montreal, have recently

obtained a large order for valves from
Cuba. It has been learned that consider-
able business in this connection is de-
\ eloping from South America and the
West Indies. Plenty of shipping space
is available for export in this direction.

From a statement recently made by
an official of tha Canadian Pacific
Ocean Service, there is every reason to

believe that there is plenty of space
available for the " export of Canadian
products. As a matter of fact, many
shipping firms are looking for cargoes,
and it would appear that the cry of ex-

p jrters of lack of shipping space, due
to the requirements of the Ministry of

Shipping, is not warranted.

The Montreal General Tool Company
are now manufacturing the "Victory"
vater heating system, and they have
constructed a system at the factory for
t'emonstration purposes. They will carry
on this new development in conjunction
with their line of Talbot boilers, which
are oil-fired. They have already obtained
a large contract for installation in a now
cl urch to be erected in Notre Dame de
Grace. This will be the firsi installa-

tion of its kind in Canada the fuel tei.ig

crude oil.

The Canadian S K F Company, Ltd.,

Toronto, have issued Bulletin No. 3 of

their series on ball bearing applications.

This is the first of several on their ap-
plication to electric motors.

The Bureau of Mines, in cjnnection
with the opening of their new labora-

tories at Pittsburgh, have issued a very
attractive and interesting booklet, de-

scriptive of the various portio.is of the

new development.

The Heine Safety Boiler Co., St. Louis.

Mo., have issued an interesting bojk on

'"Marine Boiler Logic." This publica-

tion is descriptive of the new type of

Heine marine water tube boiler and its

application to present day shipbuilding

requirements.

Mr. L. G. Chase, formerly efficiency

engineer, Rosemary Manufacturing Com-
pany, Rosemary, N.C., has been ap-

pointed mechanical engineer of the

Yamall-Waring Co.

Franklin W. Gilman, combustion en-

gineer with the Sanford Riley Stoker
Company of Worcester and the Murphy
Iron Works of Detroit, is sailing from
Vancouver on October 2 for Japan. He
will remain in that country for about a
year in connection with the installation

aid operation of stokers (manufactured
by the two companies).

CORRECTION
In one of our last issues we had oc-

casion tj review i circular illustrating

and describing "Bowser" lubricating oil

storage systems. Credit should have
been given to the S. F. Bowser Com-
pany, Ltd., Toronto, Ont., as manufac-
turers of the system in question.

VULCAN SOOT CLEANERS FOR RE-

TURN TUBULAR BOILERS

is the title of a new bulletin just pub-

lished by the Vulcan Soot Cleaner Com-
pany, Du Bois, Pa. This bulletin de-

scribes their Mjdel "M," front end type,

and their Model "R," rear end type.

The bulletin states that since 1906 ap-

proximately two million h.p. of return

tubular and Scotch marine boilers of

riany different types were equipped

with these two cleaners.

The bulletin shows how the cleaner

is installed in settings of typical con-

struction. It gives the results of tests

conducted by the Engineering Depart-

ment of the University of Illinjis, and

by ihe Iowa Soldiers' Home, at Mar-
sballtown, Iowa.

All engineers who are anxious to save

coal, who operate tubular boilers, and

who are troubled with soot, should have

a copy of this bulletin.

INDUSTRIAL LIBERTY
Industrial liberty, like civil liberty,

must rest upon the solid foundation of

law. Disregard the law in either, how-
ever good your motives, and you have
anarchy. The plea of trades unions for

immunity, be it from injunction or from
liability for damages, is as fallacious as

the plea of the lynchers. If lawless

methods are pursued by trades unions,
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whether it be by violence, or by intimi-

dation, or by the more peaceful infringe-
ment of legal rights, that lawlessness
must be put down at once and it any
cost."

—Louis D. Brandies.

Monti-eal.—Further developments of
the water powers of the St. Maurice
River is being considered by the St.

Maurice Paper Company. It is under-
stood that the company has leased two
sites on the river known as Les Forges
and La Gabelle, and it is intended to
combine these two, which will give a
head of 33 feet, and increase the power
now available about 40,000 horsepower.

Extensive preparations are now under
way for the Jacques Oartier centennial
to be held next month in Montreal. This

celebration will last for eight days, from
August 9th to the 17th- inclusive. An in-

dustrial fair will be held m connection
with the event and to this end exhibition

stalls are now being erected on Fletcher's
Field, where the main festivities will take
place. It is anticipated that the Prince
of Wales will imveil the monument dur-
ing his visit to the city.

New Quarters.—The International Ma-
chinery and Supply Company have ac-

quired a four storey building at 421 St.

James Street, Montreal, and in a short
time will remove from their present of-

fice. The new building will have a floor

space of about 7,000 square feet, and in

addition to their present activities the
firm will start an electrical department.
R. J. Hiller will be the manager of the
new department.

The J. C. Wilson Mfg. Co., Limited
BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO

Mechanical Engineera, Pattern Makera, Founder*
and Machinists. We build complete Hydratilic
Turbine Equipment, numes, Head Gates, Racks,
Waste Gates and Winches. Water Wheel Gover-
nors, Gearing, Pulleys amd Shiafting.

Makers of the "Little Giant" Turbine.
Put your water wheel proposition up to us

ENGINEERS WANTED
To sell locally for firm of mechanical and
electrical engineers, and secure inquiries
for firm handling pumps and general power
apparatus, on commission basis. Address

RODERICK J. McLEAN
128 Bleury St. Montreal

MOMCRIEF-F'S "UNIFIC"WATEIR OAUOE. C-LASSES
Stand in a Class by Themselves lor Quality. Efficiency mmd Ecoaomy

A trial will eonvince yon. Write for C«talo>

W. J. WALL. 134-136 BLEURY ST.,
(Canadian Representative)

MONTREAL

jj

^"""'Ofd Is often a necessity. Butu 13 hard on an engine. To niccesa-
fully carry an overload eo that there
will be no ifUr effects on the engine
» very careful selection of your ofl
should be made. An oU that is not
free from impurities will cause a greater
wearing on the bearings, a great fric-
tion loss will occur. Yoo will need
to are the boiler more often because
the engine will be harder to run. In
this manner you lose out You work
harder, have larger operating costs, and
less power all because of your ofl. Do
a« a great many Canadian engineers
have done — give Kellogg'* "Non-Cor-
rosive Cylinder Oil" a trial. Abso-
lutely pure. Write us regarding It

E. H. KELLOGG & CO.,
New York, U.S.A.

"TAGLIABUE" TEMPERATURE

and PRESSURE CONTROLLERS

There is a "Tag." controller for eveiy

industrial operation where Regulation
of Time, Temperature or Pressure is

required.

Send for a Bulletin applicable to YOUK
particular business.

RECORDING AND INDICATING
INSTRUMENTS

THERMOMETERS
PYROMETERS

HYDROMETERS
HYGROMETERS

CONDENSATE AND LIQUID LEVEL
CONTROLLERS

STEAM, WATER, AIR AND GAS
METERS

E.J. PHILIP & SONS
103 Hamilton Trust Bldg. 57 Queen St. West

TORONTO, ONT.

MASON SPECIALTIES

Mason No. 55 Pump
Pressure Regulator.

Reilly Multi-Scrcon
Feed Water Filter.

We'll Solve
Your Problems!
When you link up with MASON you
are not only assured of KeltHnK power
house specialties famous for their
quality of manufacture and reliability

in service. You are also olTered the
advice of competent enKineers. Men
who are trained to treat power house
problems. Men who are concer.ieil with
result. Their advio« means economy
and efficiency in your plant. And their
ser\-ices cost you lothing.

The Mason Line Includes:
.Ma>A>n lU-.hKMii;; ViUvos (GouuincK
.M;ii>Mn Pmivp (rownhirs.
.Ma.si»u Pif.-i-i\iu' <\iiiti»Uem
Himdy Sttvim Traiw for every (wnioc.
Oi(I>pus TurlMiH'-clrireu DloneoB.
Sims H<it \Va!>'f (rtiuwatore.
.Sims .Storae<- Hiar:t'TS.

Sims (>i>fii Fev-i Wat«5r Heaters.
Bmnly (Ml Scimivitois.
.\8ilimTn GauRft^ a»id Safety Valvo*.
BAorlastinji K;o»-<i<T Valve*.
Paibbitt .Spnx'ket RiD>.-<.

Strati:om Str;i>ni AopamttJrs.
Ui»Uly .Mr.Ili-c.'il Fce.I Wat«T H«v*t<vrs.

lUil'v Mii!:i-s<-i>,ii F.i 1 W;it,-r Filters.

Our Salesmen are practical enttinoers.
They sell from knowledge — not from
catalogue.

The Mason Regulator &
Engineering Co., Limited

Successors to H. L. Peiler & Co.

Montreal Office and Factory
135-153 Dagenais St.

Toronto Representative:
The Arthur S. Leitch Co . 1002 Kent Buiidint
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TRADE

JENKINS
MARK

Favoured—and Why !

DEPENDABLE Valve Service at MINIMUM upkeep cost.

This is the reason why JENKINS BROS.' VALVES have won
/".he confidence of power house Engineers and Superintendents
for over half a century. Extra good quality of metal, care-

ful construction and scientific design (that is they are made
extra heavy and strong at points where pressure and strain

is greatest) accounts for their superiority.

There's a Jenkins Bros.' Valve for every purpose. You will

know the .genuine article by the Diamond Trade Mark with
the signature Jenkins Bros, cast on the body. Never fail to

look for it. It means service and economy to you.

Catalogue No. 8 Free on Request

JENKINS BROS., LIMITED
103 St. Remi Street Montreal, Canada

European Branch
6 Great Queen St., Kingsway, London, W.C. 2, England
Agencies in All the Principal Countries of the World.
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PUniog Mill Fao

Electric Propeller Fan

Low Prenore Blower

Volame Blower aod Ezbantte

Turbo-Blower

(TRADE MARK)

SYSTEMS
No. 2 Vacnam Cleaner

Antoforce Vestilator

STURTEVANT SUPREMACY
For upwards of 60 years the name Sturtevant has been
pre-eminent among makers of air-moving apparatus.
More Sturtevant apparatus is now in use than all other
makes—eombined. Isn't that fact significant? All
Sturtevant products are built to an ideal—based on

—

Quality—Efficiency—Economy

(TRADE MARK)

Steam Engines
Standardized Types VS7 and VS8

—reflect the supreme refinement attained

from 50 years of successful engine building.

Designed to U.S. Navy specifications. They

-are compact, quiet, as well as efficient of

operation and—thoroughly dependable. En-

tirely enclosed and automatically lubricated,

therefore, admirably suited to isolated in-

stallations—and

—

VS7 — Showingr eig-ht oil

feeders of gravity
oilinK system

Require Very^Litlle Attention
Types VS7 and VS8 differ Only in method of lubrication. The

former is one of gravity sight feed with automatic return

oil pump, while the latter is of automatic forced feed

lubrication. Both systems have their friends.

Ask for Catalogue 239

B. F. Sturtevant Co., of Canada Limited

TORONTO
GALT, ONTARIO

MONTREAL WINNIPEG

(TRADE MARK)

PRODUCTS
Type H Air Waiber Fuel Economiicrt VS-7 SlMB Enfinc

Steam Tnrbine

MeAoin Prenore Blower

High Prewore Blower

GMolea* GeaoratiBf Set

Direct Correot Motor

Heater
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The Drive for

High Speed or

Heavy Service

Gearing in this capacity would be noisy and
would depreciate rapidly. Belting would neces-
sitate a large idler and the power loss would be
prohibitive. Chain is the answer to a problem
of this kind—Morse Chain.

There are Reasons
Why This New Drilling

Machine is Driven
by Morse Silent Chain

This new drill is a product
of the Edlund Machinery
Co., of Cortland, N.Y., and
is designed for heavy duty
drilling at high speeds.

As may be seen, a vertical

drive shaft parallel to the

drill spindle extends up-

ward from the feed change
box to the top of the ma-
chine.

From this point a 1 Morse
Silent Chain transmits pow-
er to the vertical shaft which
drives the drill spindle. The
sprocket on the drive shaft

has 37 teeth, that on the drill

spindle 25.

With the drive pulley run-

ning at 500 R.P.M., four
spindle speeds are obtained
—380, 660, 950 and 1215
R.P.M.

MORSE CHAIN CO.,
Morse Engineering Service

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF
SILENT CHAINS IN THE WORLD

Write for Booklets

ITHACA, N. Y.
Assistance Without Obligation

Address Nearest Office

HOSTON, i.M.^'iS 141 Mil'k ^^reet SAiN F1RANOI8CO, OALIF M«iiadniock BMg.
CHIOAGO, ILL Mcichants L. & T. BMg. ATLANTA, GA., Oaadler Bldig Earl F. Scott, M. E.
CLEVELAND, OHIO Engineeis BMg. CANADA Jones & GSaisoo, Regis'd.
OETRjOIT. MICH 10C8 Woodwajd Aw. MONTREAL, St NichcJais BIdg. ... Toronto, Traders' Bank BMg.
GREENSBORO, N. C 805 Ashboro Sti'eet K.\XS AS CITY. MO.. Long BMg Morae Engiineering Co.
NEW YORK CITY SO Ohiureb St .M;l.\XEAI'i>LIS, MINN. lU 3ivl St. S. . ..Stroiig-Seott Mfg. Co.
I'lTTSBURGH, I'X Waitliinghoitse Bldg. ST. LOUIS, MO., Ohemk-al BMg Morse EngiiMering Oo.

*'Morse is the Guarantee Always Behind the Efficiency, Durability and Service"
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Carling Turbo Blowers
For burning the lowest grades of coal successfully, getting ail

the heat value from the fuel. For positive draft with Automatic
Control and steady steam pressure. For obtaining the ultimate
capacity from the boiler.

Carling Blowers are low in first cost, easy to Install and make
a quick return on the investment. We will be pleased to show you
why it pays to use Carling products.

Write to-day. Try at our expense.

CARLING TURBINE BLOWER COMPANY
Engineers and Manufacturers WORCESTER, MASS
Canadian Representatives: Green's Economizer Limited, Toronto

and Principal Cities

Turbine
Undergrate
Blowers,

Centrifugal

Blowers

and
Exhausters,

Small
Power
Turbines,

Damper
Regulators

and Grates

Ve make them Safe -

Ve make them Strong

MASON
Reducing Valves

Pump Regulator
Balanced Valves a

Damper Regulators

If you order a Mason
you will get absolute
satisfaction. This we
guarantee you. You
simply cannot make a
mistake.
Dependable regulation
under every possible
condition.

Our complete catalog tells you
WHY. Let us mail you a copy.

Mason Regulator Company
BOSTON, MASS.

TORONTO REPRESENTATIVES:
The Arthur S. Leitch Co.,
506 Kent Bids.. Toronto.

607o Air Space and 907o

Underdraught
Insure combustion that is perfect. For this reason

soft coal, the highest grade hard coal or cheap
screenings can be burned on Cyclona Grates

with absolutely no clinker formation and
positively no loss of fuel energy.

Your engineer can install Cyclone
Grates without delay or trouble,

and the 30-day trial offer period
is long enough to prove their

worth to you.

The Canadian Steam

Boiler Equipment Co.

Limited

Cyclone
Grates

Sole Makers for Canada
20 McGee St., Toronto, Ont.

AGENTS : St. John.
N.B. : F. W. Blizzani,
529 Charlotte St. : Mont-
real, Mason ReiTulator
Co., Ltd., St. James St. ;

Hamilton, Robt, Fitzsim-
mons, S Grove St. :

Winnipeg. Vulcan Iron
Works: Ottawa, J. W.
Anderson. Room 7. Bank
St. Chambers.
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TRADE

Reliable

STEAM, WATER
and AIR

SPECIALTIES
Simple and sturdy in design, low cost of operation and
accuracy in rejrule.tion—these are the adfvantiages that

accrue when you equip your plant with KIELEY Specialties.

We can supply all your requirements promptly. Write for

cataloKue of the full KIELEY line.

THE ARTHUR S. LEITCH CO., ^ o k o^'ril^^a

SAFETY FIRST'

Bend the Spout
to suit the position

SAVES TIME

SAVES OIL

Every requirement
satisfactorily met
with

ALL-WAY
OILERS

Note the flexible

spout. It enables
you to oil all places—^many places that i^'

previously could
only be reached with
force pump cans
with specially bent
spouts.

Indispensable t o

those who know.
Will last as long as
six ordinary oil cans.
Saves 50':^r of oil

bills.

Ask your dealer to
show you the com-
plete ALL - WAY
line of oilers. If he
cannot do so, please
write to us.

THE ALL-WAY OILER MFG. COMPANY
196 KING STREET WEST - TORONTO, ONTARIO

Article No. 2

Cr OSS Section of Patented Top Header
Showing Internal Lid Construction.

Economiser Tubes

are carefully cast in

vertical dry sand
moulds from a mixture
giving a tough, close-

grained casting which
has proved to be most
elTective in resisting

corrosive action of the
gases. After removing
from moulds the tubes
are carefully cleaned,
inspected and hydrau-
lically tested for
strength and defects.

joining tubes and headers,
the tube are in opposite
diameter at the ends of the tube,
for repair tubes.

The right hand cut
shows the method of

The tapers at either end of
directions with the smaller

The left ha nd cut shows

Repair Tube and Cross Section

of Headrr Shotting Iroii filings

And Salammon.ac Ru,i lo.nt,

the method of making the joints

GREENS) l(I^N(E^MlSEBi, \mW^
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T^HE scarcity of labor today—and the fact

that hand-labor can be utilized to greater

advantage on more important work—makes

the purchase of Link-Belt Elevating and Con-

veying Machinery for handling coal and ashes

in the boiler plant, a most profitable invest-

ment.

You can save more money by the efficient and
economical handling of coal and ashes in your
boiler house than in many other parts of your busi-

ness. Being out of the way—usually in a hot,

dusty place—this all-important work is apt to be

neglected.

We specialize in designing and building coal and ashes

handling machinery. Like all Link-Belt Equipment it is rug-

gedly constructed; built for hard service, and fully guaranteed.

Let us suggest a Link-Belt Coal Handling installation for

your Boiler House. Write for catalog No. 220.

Canadian
Link - BeltCo., Limited
WELLINGTON AND PETER STS. TORONTO

Wc Also Make
Elevators and Conveyors
Link-Belt and Sprockets

Silent Chain Drives

Truck and TractorChains
Electric Hoists

Locomotive Cranes

Portable Loaders
Coal and Ashes Systems
Coal Pockets

Write for Catalogs
Place X in Square

i

ILTr
Elevators and Conveyors
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DURABLE

FURNACE LININGS

FOR

WATER TUBE

AND

FIRE TUBE BOILERS

OF ANY TYPEjOR MAKE

A FURNACE lining that is

^ gastight and remains gas-

tight in service is easy to build

with

BETSON'S

Minni'lMlTRADE MARK |i%

PlasticFireBrick

It comes in yellow-top barrels ready for

use. Anyone can do the job. Experts
not necessary. A mallet and trowel are

the only tools required.

There is no mystery about Betson's. It

is the pioneer and proven Plastic Fire

Brick that has made practical the one-

piece furnace lining without joints, and
is not affected by expansion and con-

traction. It has a record of 20 years'

experience and satisfactory service un-
der all sorts of trying conditions.

Write for booklet that tells of its

uses in the boiler room.

Canadian Dittributor*

International Chemical Co.
44-46 Lombard^Street

TORONTC^ONT., CANADA'!
9-42

CURTIS Engineering Specialties

Five Superior Features
of the Curtis Trap

1. A perfectly balanced valve.
2. An absolutely frictionless valve.
3. The valve can be removed vrithout breaking a joint, starting

a gasket, or taking out a bolt.
4. The valve being frictionless and balanced, the whole powei

of the float is available for opening and closing the valve
5. Each trap will operate perfectly on pressure varying from

one to 250 lbs.

Write for 1919 Catalog of Curtis Engineering Specialties.

JULIAN D'ESTE COMPANY
Main Office, 26 Canal St., Boston, Mass.

. I 83 Barclay St., New York CityAgencies:
, 174 n. Market St., Chicago, III.

Detroit Lubricators
Have Given Satisfaction

For Forty Years.

Built in a sufficient

variety of styles to lub-

ricate properly every

type of steam engine,

pump, gas engine, air

compressor, etc.

Send to-day for cata-

log L 1. The informar

tion on lubricating de-

vices contained in it will

be valuable to you.

HEIR efficiency holds over

half the world's trade.

Makers of Stewart Carbaretort.

Canadian Detroit Lubricator Company.
|to.

WALKERVILLE. ONT.
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2-Part Trap

TWO major parts make up this distinctively

simple trap : the body, with inlet and out-

let connections; the cover, in which the Dun-
ham Thermostatic Disc is securely fastened.

This disc of special phosphor bronze con-

tains a fluid which is extremely sensitive to

temperature changes over a wide range—10
pounds of pressure to 15 inches of vacuum.

Temperatures above normal close the trap;

temperatures below normal open it for the

escape of the troublesome air and water.
Should it ever become necessary to renew

a trap, the cost is confined to the top part only.

Just screw a new one into place. Judging
from some of the original traps (installed 15
years ago) we do not anticipate much demand
for new tops.

The complete story of Dunham Heating
Service is quite interesting. Write for it.

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY LTD., TORONTO, ONTARIO
HALIFAX
OTTAWA
VANCOUVER ©UNHIIM

Cheating service

MONTREAL
WINNIPEG
CALGARY

Any Capacity Any Pressure

Distinctive Features that Add to Norwalk Efficiency

6-DISCHARGE VALVE
By painstaking design both light weight and double
thickness at wearing surfaces have been obtained in

Nonvalk compressor discharge valves. Abundant
area is allowed for the passage of air or gas around
and through the valves. All cushioning consistent

with rapid, efficient action is provided.

One feature is worth careful note. The valves are

placed in the cylinder heads. Thus the shortest

possible post and least dead space is obtained. This
also allows the water jacket on the gas cylinder to

keep maximum length.

New bulletins on Air, Oxygen, Hydrogen, Acety-
lene and Carbonic Acid Gas are ready. Tell us

where to address your copies.

The Norwalk Iron Works Co., South Norwalk, Conn.
Pioneer Builders of Compressors
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= Showing ease with which Plibrico
= is laid in place ^

ifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^

Tit

IT'S PLASTIC
and particularly adapted for Jointless, one-
piece front-door arches, bridge-walls, side-
walls and combustion chamber.

BETTER THAN FIRE BRICK
Can you see the advantage and economy?

Write for a free copy of our 36-page book of useful
information on furnace building and maintenance

JOINTLESS FIRE BRICK CO.
Kingsbury and Clay Sts., Chicago TRADE MARK

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS:lBeveridge Paper Co.,
Paul St. West, Montreal

Ltd., 628-630 St.

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillll^ I

Williams "Vulcan" i I
Drop-Forged |

|

Chain Pipe Vise 1

1

J%>TADE entirely of drop-forgings and wrought steel, 1 |
these Vises are unbreakable, compact, rapid in 1 j

action and positive in gripping pipe. They are attach- | |
able anywhere—any handy bench, post, or other support i 1
will answer. Remember, Williams' Chain Pipe Tools 1 1
have been Standard for nearly half a centur>"—they are 1 i
all backed by our alDSolute and unconditional guarantee 1 i
of serv'ice. 1 1"

Vises in 3 sizes for ]4, to 8-inch pipe. j i

Descriptive Booklet on Request. 1 i

J. H. WILLIAMS & CO. |f
"The Drop-Forging People" ~ =

78 Richards St., Brooklyn, N.Y. j |
The A. G. Low Co.. Ltd., 78 Pacific Ave.. Saskatoon, Sask. g ^

Agents for Manitoba, Saskatchewan. British Columbia and Alberta. g =
Western Office and Warehouse: 78 So. Clinton St., Chicago, lU. ~ ^

ililllilllilllilllililllilililililililllilllllllllilllilililliililllililllilili^^

Self-Lubricating SAFETY PLASTIC

METALLIC PACKING
FOK STEAM, WATEE, AIE, OAS, ETC.

Practically
Frictionless

Pat. Dec. 22. 1903 Highest Award World'* Fair. St. Louis. 1904

In Bulk

GUARANTEED TO LAST
THREE YEARS

WITHOUT RENEWAL
Drop us a line and let us tell you all about this Remarkable Packing.

STEEL MILL PACKING CO., WINDSOR, ONT. Established 1899

AGENTS WANTED
In Cotton Tube*
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'V U LCAB ESTO N"

RED FIBRE VULCABESFON
Red Fibre Sheet Packing

I,

It isn't just a marine packing-, or a
locomotive packing, or an acid plant

packing, or a superheat, high pressure

power-house packing. It is the uni-

versal packing-— all these in one.

Consequently Vulcabeston simplifies

packing problems. No matter how
many kinds of pipe lines you have to

provide for, Vulcabeston is the only-

packing you need.

VULCABESTON is heat and mois-

ture-proof and as nearly indestruct-

ible as packing can be. It is made
from long fibre asbestos by a special

process. Unlike rubber and many
compressed asbestos sheet packings,

ic cannot be squeezed out, but has

. .".usual resiliency and pliability.

If your regular dealer does not

carry Vulcabeston, write us direct

The Johns-Pratt Company
Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.
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Is the Alien a Menace?
IN the October issue of MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE a strong presentation is made of the reason

why the people of the West are against further foreign immigration.

"The Menace of the Alien" depicts the foreign problem in the Canadian West as it exists

to-day, and shows every one of us why we must Canadianize our Ruthenians, Austrians,
Slovaks, and our fifty-seven other varieties before we allow any further "unrestricted" immi-
gration.

This article is written by a member of MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE staff who has just returned
from a careful, personal investigation of the situation. Shall we have a "White West?" Many
Westerners are demanding it. Are the aliens to swing labor into the bosom of the O.B.U.?
It is being done—and what must we do to stop it?

The "inside" story of the routing of the Drumheller miner aliens by returned Canadian war
veterans is here told by MACLEAN'S for the first time. What leadership must be substi-

tuted for the O.B.U. leadership of these foreigners?

The October issue of MACLEAN'S is a Western number in the sense that it con-

tains many articles and stories of distinctly Western interest. For instance :

X "Those Pesky Farmers Out West"
By Hopkins Moorhouse, Author of "Deep Furrows"

They have completely upset the old order of things.

No longer will politics consist of the comfortable fight

between the Ins and Outs with the old party lines main-
tained. The grain growers on the Prairies have upset
the calculations of the professional politicians and com-
pletely changed the face of Dominion politics.

X "Fifty Years in the West"
By Professor W. T. Allison

A breezy and readable sketch of the business career of

Winnipeg's veteran business man, James H. Ashdown.

"Further Discoveries of New Land"
By Vilhjalmur Stefansson

The final and most interesting instalment of Mr. Stefans-

son's story of his wonderful trip of five years' duration
in the Canadian north in which he tells for the first time
of finding new continents in the Arctic and hoisting there

the Canadian flag.

X "The Banshee Bell"
By Edith G. Bayne

A bright love story laid in the mountains of British

Columbia.

Other Splendid Features of October MacLean's

X "The Turmoil at Ottawa"
By J. K. Munro

A comprehensive survey of Dominion politics, written
with complete impartiality and absolute candor. It is

bright and breezy, with a knock in every line for the
politicial opportunists. It plucks many tail feathers from
our party leaders.

"Spanish Doubloons"
By Camilla Kenyan

The start of a bright and fascinating serial story by a

brilliant young writer. It is the Spanish Main brought
up-to-date, treasure hunting with a background of fun
and romance.

"The Airy Prince"
By Arthur Becerley Baxter

A complete novelette in which is presented a bird's-eye

piew of England in time of war. It is one of the most
brilliant stories that has been written of recent years.

His Majesty's Well-Beloved"
By Baroness Orczy

The latest novel by this popular authoress appearing
exclusively in MACLEAN'S.

"Ebb and Flow"
By C. W. Stephens

A strong business story laid in the province of Quebec.

^ ^ Over 70,000 Canadian Families Buy

VlACLEANS
1 "CANADA'S NATIONAL MAGAZINE

OCTOBER ISSUE At All News Dealers 20c
If there are no newsdealers in your town, or if your newsdealers cannot supply you, send 20

cents for a sample copy or $2.00 for a whole year's subscription to MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE,
143-153 University Avenue, Toronto, Canada.

1
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STEAMSHIP BEARINGS
UNITED STATES FOOD ADMINISTRATION

Columbia River Packers' Association, Astoria, Oregon

Magnolia Metal Co. 10/16/18

Gentlemen :—Engines, Line Shaft Bearings, Thrust Collars, Thrust
Shaft Bearings, Stern Bearings and general equipment of our Alaska
Fleet of Fishing Vessels are regularly inspected and repaired at this

port. We have been using your MAGNOLIA METAL for this work
with entirely satisfactory results.

Yours respectfully,

COLUMBIA RIVER PACKERS' ASSOCIATION.
J. A. BERG, Foreman, Machine Shop.

SOLD BY LEADING DEALERS EVERYWHERE OR

MAGNOLIA METAL CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY: 225 St. Ambroise St., Montreal

KERR
("New KEYSTONE" Pattern) GATE VALVES

If you have not

used any of these

New Pattern
Valves, specify

"KERR" in your

next order. We
want you to get

acquainted with

the most reliable

valve on the

market.

If you have been

using them, we

are confident that

our satisfaction

will bring us your

repeat orders.

These valves will

never cause you

or your customer

the slightest,

trouble. Their
j

high quality is

consistent.

When you buy a "KERR" Valve you get a guaranteed article that is backed by a reliable firm.

Many of the largest distributers of valves in Canada have sold "KERR" Valves for over 25

years, and are still recommending them as the " Best Valve." Write us for particulars.

Kerr Engine Co., Ltd., Valve Specialists Waikerville, Ont.
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DOMINION
COALCOMPAHT

STEAM ^'^^ GAS COALS
CeneralSales Office
112 StJamGsSt. Montreal

The Simplest and Best Cleaner on the market is

PILLEY'S
Combination Flue Brush and Scraper.

Guaranteed not to break or the wires to pull out or lay over.
A simple turn of the hand adjusts it to the tube, and the brush
removes what the scraper loosens.

For sale by leading: Canadian jobbers.

Manufactured by

PILLEY PACKING AND FLUE BRUSH MFG. CO.
623 South Third Street - - - St. Louis, Mo.

Eastern Office: 71 Fulton St., New York.

Keeps Boiler Water

Within Ya of Middle

Gauge

—

Regardless of load or firing.

Automatic Feed Water
REGULATOR

Has many points of interest econ-

omically. Learn all about it.

Send for Catalogue.

The CHAPLIN-FULTON MFG., CO.
28 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Why not Buy the

Best,when in market
for PackinsT?

HOLMES'

Metallic Packing
Is Guaranteed 3 Years

Lasts many time* longer.

S2i>.n« 3" days' trial. Less oil. No
cutting. EUisily applied to

any Steam Engine, Air Com-
pressor or Gas Engine. Satis-

faction or no pay. Write us.

HOLMES METALLIC
PACKING CO.,

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Incorporated 1897

m?milh STEAM TRAP
FOR HIGH OR LOW PRESSURE.

Steam can't blow through. They have
large discharge valves and cannot be

flooded from sudden flushes of water.

MAY WE SEND ONE FOR TRIAL 7

Reducing Valves, Pump Governors,
Rdief Valves, Exhaust Pipe Heads,
Ejectors and Steam Separators.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
THE GARTH COMPANY

as Craig Street MONTREAL. CAN.
WATSON & McDANIEL CO.

No. 14« N. 7th Street, PHILADELPHIA. Pa.

Water Turbines, Hydraulic Governors,
Centrifugal Pumps

^OUR LINDSAY WORKS^

Boving Hydraulic & Engineering Co., Limited
Lindsay, Ontario
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DARLING BROTHERS, LIMITED
Engineers, Manufacturer a and Founders

120 Prince Street, MONTREAL, P. Q.

Pumps for anv Service—Steam Appliances—
Freight Elevators—Webster Vacuum
Heating System.

NOTICE

VICTORIA FOUNDRY COMPANY, LIMITED
Engineers, Machine and Foundry Contractors

OTTAWA, CANADA
Special Castings Forgings

Pumps, Hoists, Valves, Boiler Fronts, Grate Bars.

Send Blueprint B for Quotation*. Writ* for our latest catalogue.

Patterns Machine Wot k

When Buying Thermometers

There's Just Three Things

to Remember

—

First, you must have accuracy
and sensitiveneM

—

Second, durability is absolutely

essential

—

Third, the thermometer must be
suitably constructed for the in-

tended application.

Accuracy, sensitiveness and dur-

ability are absolutely guaran-
teed in

"Crescent' Thermometers
And with nearly seventy years of experience to

our credit, we are qualified to properly interpret

your needs.

Our Catalog P.H. 200 illustrates and describes

"Crescent" Thermometers for every application.

Also test thermometers, glass thermometers, etc.

Get a copy of Cataloar P.H.-200 to-day.

The Schaeffer & Budenberg

Mfg. Co.

Brooklyn, New York

Chicago
Pittsburg
St. Louis
Philadelphia
Los Angeles

Canadian
Agents

:

Milton and
Prentiss,
Toronto.

TO
Stationary and Hoisting Engineers

ETerjrone oper»tiii« a STATIONARY steam plant of SO h.p. or over
in the ProTinoe of Oataric must hold a Stationary Bncineer's Certiflcat«

from the Board af Stationary and Hoisting Escineen. Ajiyone operating
luch a plant without t Certificate is liable to the penalties set forth in

the Stationary and Hoisting Engineers' Act.

ETeryone operating a HOISTINQ steam plant working at a pressur*
c4 20 pounds oi over, irrcapectiTe of horse power, and used for hoisting
In structural operations or excaTating purposes, in the Province of Ontario,
must hold a Eoisting Engineer's Oertlfloate from the Board of Stationary
and Hoisting Engineers. Anyone openating such a plant without a Oerti-

flcate is liable to the penalties set forth in the Stationary and Hoisting
Eiiginee™' Act.

Application forms for obtaining STATIONARY or HOISTINO Engia-
eere' Certificates, may be had upod applying to the Chairman.
HON. F. G. MAODIARJMID. W. C. McQHIE,

Minister of Public Works and Higbways. Chairman of Board
W. A. RIDDELL, M. A; PH. D.. Superintendent, Trades & Labour Branch]

Power
Plant ther-

mometers for all

temperatures not ex-

ceeding 1000° P

"Cotumbia" ' Recor<iiD» Gaufire,

and ThermometerB. Gau9e3, Gauge
Xwters, TaidionietKB, Sc«am Calori-

oieOere, Countera. etc.

Cast Iron

Screwed Fittings

Standard Weight

These fittings are of good design

and weight, and are suitable for

steam working pressures up to 125

lbs., or water working pressures

to 175 lbs.

Straight
Elbow

Straight
Tee

All sizes, % to 6 inclusive, carried

in stock.

EXTRA HEAVY
CAST IRON SCREWIFITTINGS

Straight
Elbow

Straight
Tee

250 pounds working pressure.

All sizes, % to 6 inclusive.

T. McAVlTY & SONS
LIMITED

St. John, N.B., Canada

TORONTO
Harvard Turnbull & Co., 207 Excelsior Life Bldg.

MONTREAL WINNIPEG EDMONTON CALGARY
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What They Say About Power House

"I certainly am in favor of a semi-
monthly publication. In my opinion it

cannot be published too often. I have
been several times around the world as
an engineer in the British Merchant Ser-
vice and POWER HOUSE is the best
paper of its class I have ever met."

—

Mr. Percy S. Hunter, Donavon, Sask.

"I would like very much to get POWER
HOUSE twice a month. For Canadian
engineers it is unexcelled."—Mr. A. R.
Troke, Paris, Ont.

"New subscribers who do not really know
the value of POWER HOUSE might
demur at paying a high price for it, but
personally speaking, I would not object
to paying double price for double ser-

vice. I never miss reading the adver-
tisements. They are real interesting to

anyone in this line."—Mr. Fred E. Ree-
sar. Municipal Electric Light Plant,
Markham, Ont.

"I feel that a semi-monthly magazine
will also be a great step in our favor in-

asmuch as we can now look forward to a
friend and adviser's call twice a month
instead of once. I take a number of
magazines myself, but there is none I

look forward to receiving like my old
friend and adviser, POWER HOUSE."—
Mr. L. E. Wight, Drumheller, Alberta.

"I favor the change "to semi-monthly. It

is worth twice the money to a Canadian
engineer when compared to other maga-
zines published in the U.S.A., upon
which I am basing this suggestion." —
Mr. Fred R. McNeil, Shawinigan Falls, Q.

"I am very pleased to hear that POWER
HOUSE is to be published twice a month
as I have been a reader of it for several
years. The change will be a great help
to engineers."—Mr. W. E. Dale, Van-
couver, B.C.

and Hundreds More Say the Same

— Renewal mbscriptions are now being received at the price of One Dollar per year for any number of years. Send in yours NOW. Don't wait
until your present subscription expires. The One Dollar rate will not last much longer. g

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

"ALL BRITISH"
"B.&W." PATENT WATER TUBE STEAM BOILERS
HIGHEST ECONOMY, SAFETY, DURABILITY. OVER 20,000,000 H.P. IN USE.

ALSO

Steam Superheaters

Mechanical Stokers

Coal-HandHng Machinery

Piping, Feed Water Heaters

Water Softeners and Purifiers

and ELECTRIC CRANES
Babcock & Wilcox Patent Water Tube Steam Boiler, Superheater

and Mechanical Stoker.

BABCOCK WILCOX, Limited
HEAD OFFICE FOR CANADA - COLLEGE ST. (ST. HENRY), MONTREAL

TORONTO OFFICE, TRADERS BANK BUILDING
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POWER HOUSE BUYERS' DIRECTORY
If what you want is not listed liere write us, and we will tell you where to get it. Let us suggest that you consult

also the advertisers' index facing the inside back cover, after having secured advertisera' names from this directory

The information you desire may be found in the advertising pages. This dtepartment is maintained for the benefit

and convenience of our readers. The insertion of our advertisers' names under proi>er headings is gladly undertaken,

but does not became part of an advertising contract.

Illlllilllll

AIR COCKS
Lunkenheimer Co., Ciodnnati. O.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. AVindsor, Out,

AIR VALVES
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samla. Ont.

ALLOYS. BRASS AND COPPER
Bmpire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont
Kerr Engine Co., Walkeryille, Ont.

AMMETERS
< Canadian FairbanksiMorae Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Can. H. W. Johi0-(ManTille Co.. Toronto. Ont.

AMMONIA VALVES AND FITTINGS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal.
Frick Co.. Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Homestead VaWe Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
York Mfg. Co.. York. Pa.

AMMONIA PURIFIERS
Frick Oo.. Waynesboi-o. Franklin Co., Pa. .

York Mfg. Co., York, P«

AMMONIA TANKS
.Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Bramtford, Oni.

ARCHES. COMBUSTION CHAMBER
Canadian Fairbanks-Mnrse Co.. Ltd. Mon'treal.

ASH CARRYING SYSTEMS
Babeock & WUcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford, OnL

ASBESTOS SPECIALTIES
Dumbla Mfg. Co.. New York. N.Y.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton. OnL

ASBESTOS PACKED COCKS
Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc., Hartford, Conn.

AUTOMATIC ICE RECORDING DOORS
AND CHUTES
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.

BABBITT AND ANTI-FRICTION METAL
Canadian FairbankS'Morse Co., Ltd. Mon'treal.

Hoyt Metal Co.. Toronto.
Magnolia Metal Co. Montreal.

BALLCOCKS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
D'Este Co., Julian. Boston. Mass.

BATTERIES AND ACCESSORIES
Can. H. W. Johns-Man rille Co., Toronto, Ont.

BEARINGS
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, BeUevilto.

BEARINGS, BRASS
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
BELT CEMENT
D. K. MacLaren. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Oraton & Knight Wg. Co., Montreal.

BELLS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Oo. , Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont

BELT CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont

BELT DRESSING
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Dominion Belting Co., Hamilton. Ont
Shell Bar Boieo Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Qraton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

BELT LACING, LEATHER
D, E. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Qraton & Knight Mfg. Co., MontreaL

BELT TIGHTENERS
Waterouj Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

BELT PULLEYS
Wateronj Engine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont
D. K. MacLaren. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.

BELTING. BALATA
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Federal Engineering Co., Toronto, Ont

BELnNG, CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

BELTING. SILENT CHAIN
Morse Chain Co.. Ithlea, N.T.
BELTING, CONVEYOR
Can. Consol. Rubber Co., Ltd.. Montreal.

BELTING, LINK
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
Wateroua Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

BELTING. LEATHER
Bond Engineering Works, Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Oraton & Rnigbt Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
D. K. MoLaren Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING, RUBBER
Can, H. W. Jchns^ManTille Co., Toronto. Ont
ran. Consol. Rilbber Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Jeffrey Mannfactnrine Co.. Montrpsl.

BELTING. STITCHED COTTON DUCK
Dominion Belting Co., Hamilton, Ont

BELTING, STITCHED COTTON
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

BELTING, SOLID WOVEN
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Federal Engineering Co.. Toronto, Unt

BIBS, COMPRESSION
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont.

BINS. COAL, COKE AND ORE
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal,
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

BLOWERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd. Mouircal
Carling Turbine Blower Co., Worcester, Mass.
Ooppus Eng. & Equip. Co.. Worcester. Mass.
Green's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto.
MacGoTem & Co.. In&. Montreal, Que,
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

BLOWERS, CENTRIFUGAL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS, FANS
The Mason Regula.tar & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS, FORCED DRAFT
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS, MECHANICAL SOOT
Diamond Specialty Co.. Windsor, Ont
BLOWERS, POWER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Moctreal.
Coppu.'i Eng. & Equipt Co.. Worcester, Ma-ss.

BOILER BAFFLE WALLS
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

BLOWERS. TURBINES
The .Mason Regulator & Eng, Oo., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BOILER COVERING
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

BOILER COMPOUNDS
ReTPridee Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Shell Bar Boico Sui>ply, Ltd., Toronto.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont
Metlskin Mfg. Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd,, Toronto, Ont

BOILER FRONTS
Victoria Foundry Co, Ltd., Ottawa.

BOILER SKIMMERS
Yamall-Waring Co., Phnadelphla, Pa.

BOILER REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreel.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co.. St. Louis, .Mo.

BOILER COMPOUND FEEDERS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, 0.

BfKLER FEED PUMPS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
American Steaa Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mich.
Boring Hydraulic 4 Eng. Co.. Ltd.. LIndnay. Ont.
Coppiis 'Eng. A Equipment Co., Woreester, Mass.
Can. Allls-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-^Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Steam Boiler E>qulpment Co., Toronto. Ont.
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Goldle & McCullooh Co.. Gait
Laurie Jfc Lamb. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

BOILER FITTINGS
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London, Ont

BOILER FEED REGULATORS
Canadian Fairhanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Revpridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Qns.
Ma.*)n Remilator & Engineering Co., Montreal.

BOILER MOUNTINGS
Babeock A Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Falrt)anks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London, Onit
OwMie A McCtilloch Co., Gait
Tnglis Co.. The John. Toronto, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. 0.
Mamn Reinilator A Engtoeerine Co.. Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Bra-<w Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

BOILER PRFSERVA-nVES
.Tohn'-Pratt Co.. Th». Hartford. Oonn.
Metlskin Co.. tnc. Rochester. N.Y.

BOILER HOUSE ACCESSORIES
Babeoc* A Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Cole. Ltd.. Oeo. W.. Toronto.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co.. St. Louis, Mn.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Mason Resnlafor A Enetaeertnir Co.. Montreal.
Yamall-Wsrine Co.. PhlladelTiWa, Pa.

BOILER SEAM PROTECTOR
National Hofler fleion Protector Co., MontTeal.

BOILER SETTINGS
Bereridge Paper Co., MootreaL

Gates Refractories, Limited, Montreal.
Jointless Fire iJrick Co., Chicago, IlL

BOILERS. HORIZONTAL, RETURN,
TUBULAR AND WATERTUBE
The Mason Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., Montreal.
babeock A Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Cole. Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Qoldie A MoCulloch Co., Qalt
Frick Co., Wayneabcro. Franklin Co., Ps.
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,
at Catharlnea, Ont

Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
Ladd. The Geo. T., Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
MacGovem A Co.. Inc., Montreal, Que.
McArity, T., A Sons, Ltd., 3t John, N.B.
Waterous Engine WorKs Co., Brantfonl, Ont

BOILERS, MARINE, LOCOMOTIVE
AND VERTICAL
Babeock A Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Ooldie A MoCulloch Co., Qalt
Inglis Co.. The John, Toronto, Ont
Engineering and Maotiine Works of Canada, Ltd.,

St Catharines, Ont
Montreal General Tool Co., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont.

BOXES, FUSE AND METER
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

BRASS GOODS
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Empire Mfg. Co., London, Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerville, Ont
BRASS FOUNDERS
McArtty, T.. A Sons, Ltd,, St John, N.B.
D'EMe Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Saraia, Ont.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

BRASS SHEETS AND TUBES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont.

BRINE COOLERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

BRINE TANKS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

BUCKETS, ELEVATOR
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.
BUSHINGS
Steel Mill Packing Co.. Windsor, Ont
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Oni.

BUSHINGS, BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
H. .Mueller Mfg. Co,, Ltd., Samia.

CALOFIFIERS
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.

CALORIMETERS
Schaeffer A Budenberg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn. N.Y.
Taylor Instniment Co., Rochester, N.Y.

CANS, OILY WASTE
Jas, Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

CANNERS' CONVEYORS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada,
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont

CAR LOADERS AND UNLOADERS
Portable Machinery Co,, Inc., Paasalc, N.J.

CAST IRON FITTINGS
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
McArity. T.. ft Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.

CASTINGS. ALLOY
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont
Kerr [Engine Co.. Walkerville. Ont
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.

CAS'nNGS. BRASS AND IRON
Boring Hydraulic A Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Oat.
nnMio & McCullooh Co., Gait
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., dndnnati. O.
McArity. T., ft Sniis. Ltd.. St .John, N.B.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont,
\fnpr»r Mfg. Co., TT., Ssmis. Ont
Victoria Foundry Oo, Ltd., Ottawa.
Tt-,.„roT.. iTntritip Works Cn Ttrontford. Ont
Wllwin Mfg. Co.. J. C. Bellevine.

CASTINGS. GREY IRON
NonraJ'k Iiion Wcvi-ta?, ."iouth Noirwalk, Ooom,
CELLAR DRAINERS

\fr>rrT^n Ttrnw Mfp. 2ct.. James. Toronto, Ont
Mueller Mfg. Co.. TI.. Samia. Ont

CEMENT HARDNER & WATERPROOFE*
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. 0"e.

CEMENT. HIGH TEMPERATURE
Rereridge Paper Co., Montreal.
.Shell Bar Boico S'jpply. Ltd.. Toronto.
Gates Refractories, Limiited, Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toroats.
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CEMENT HANDLING MACHINERY
Jeffrer Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada,
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, OnU

CKMENT MACHINERi"
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Moatieal.

Canadian Allia-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Wateroua Ebgine Works Co., Brantford, Ont.

CEMENT. INSULATING, REFRACTORY
Green's Econmniser, Ltd., Toronto.

CHAINS. AGRICULTURAL
-Moree Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, AUTOMOBILE ENGINE
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, BICYCLE
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS. BLOCK
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
CHAIN DRIVES

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Coventry Chain Co., OoTCntry, Enslind.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Morse Chain Co., Itbaea. N. 1.

CHAINS, FOR ELEVATORS AND CONVEY-
ORS
Can. Liak-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada,

CHAIN, MALLEABLE, DETACHABLE AND
RIVETED

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

CHAINS. POWER TRANSMISSION
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, SILENT
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, SPROCKET WHEEL
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
CHAIN WHEELS
Ibe Mason Reg\ilatOT & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co.. N Li^iord, Uan.
CHIMNEYS, RADIAL BRICK
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

CHIMNEYS, STEEL
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

CIRCULATING SYSTEMS (LUBRICATING
OIL)
8. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

CLAMPS, PIPE-JOINT
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

CHUTES, COAL
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.

CLAMPS, MACHINISTS
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N,T.
CLEANERS, BOILER TUBE
Cabcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto.
Cole Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Frank Oilman, Birmingham, Eng.
Ganlock Packing Co., Hamilitoa, Oat
Qoldie & McOuUooh Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, litd., Toronto.
Pilley Packing & Flue Brush Mfg. Oa, St.

Louis, Mo.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

CLOCKS
American Steam Oau<e & ValT* Uff. 0*., Bos-

ton, Maas.
CLOSETS

Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Bamia. Ont

CLUTCHES
Can. Link-Belt Co., foronto, Ont.
Goldle & McOullooh Co., Gait.
Wateroiu Engine Works Co., Brantlord, Ont.

COAL
Dom. Coal Co.. Montreal.

COAL AND ASH CON''EYOR8
Babcook & WUcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufaeturiiig Co.. Muotreal,
Waterous Engine Wirk* Co.. Brantford. OnX,

COAL HANDLING MACHINERY
Babcook & WUcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. lyink-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
MacOorem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brtnt(«nl, Oat.

COAL HOLE COVERS
Can. Allls-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

COILS
Frick Co., Waynesboro. FrankHa 0»., Pa.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
York Manufacturing Co.. York. Pa.

COLD STORAGE INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
Beveridpe Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
COLD STORAGE DOORS AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.
COMPRESSORS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Greek, Mich.
Can. Allis-Ohambers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairt>anks^Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Ltd., Montreal, Q<re.

Ingll-i Co., The John, Toronto. Ont
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
MacGoTem & Co., Inc., Mwitreal, Que.
iN'onTOlk Iron Works, South Norwalk. Conn.
Itoyles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.
TuTlnr iTi.stnment Co.. Rochester, N.Y.

COMPRESSORS. GAS
Nonv.-ilk Irfni Works. South Nonralk, Oonn.
CONDENSERS
Albercer Heater Co.. Buffalo, N.T.
Americnn Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Boring HTdrnulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Ont.
Can. Allis-Chambers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
I»«rIJng Bros.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Ooldic & MeOnlloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lanrti. Montreal.
MacGoTaTi A Co., Inc., IMootreal, Que.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Biantfoid.
CONDENSERS, AMMONIA AND STEAM
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Pa.
Yori Mauufactiirijig Co., York. Pa.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.
CONDUITS
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont.
CONDENSAnON RECEIVER
The UtBoa Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd.. Goo. W., Toronto.
CONDENSER AND SMOKESTACK PAINTS
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.

CONNECTIONS, FLANGED
JeSenon VaUaa Co., lexisgton. Mass.
Dart Union Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

CONNECTING RODS
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

CONTRACTORS' STRUCTURAL STEEL
Canaddan Fairt>ank»-Morge Co., Ltd., Mmtreal.
MacKinnon Steel Co., SheArooke, Que.

CONVEYOR BtACHINERY
Baboock & WiUoox, Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Faii<banfe»4iorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., MontreaL
Wateroua Engine Works Oos, Braatfoi^

CONVEYORS, PORTABLE
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Paoaaic, N.J.

CONVEYORS, BELT
Portable Machinery Oo„ Inc., Passaic, N.J.

COOLER DOORS
Jamison Oold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.

COPPER TUBE
Bimpire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont

CORK INSULATION
Armstrong Cork A Insulatkn Co., Mootreat. Que.
Can. H. 'W. Johns-Manrllle Co., Toronto, Ont
COTTON HOSE
Oarlock Packing 0<v, HamfltOB, Onlt.

COUNTERS
Ajnerican Steam Gauge ft Tal*« Mlg. Co., Boo-

ton, Mass.
Scfhaeffer ft Budeaberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.Y.
COUPLINGS
Boring Hydraulic ft Bug. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
B«T«ridg« Paper Oo., Montreal, Quia
Canadian Fairbants-iMorse Co.. Ltd., .Montreal.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal. Qiao.
Jeffrey Mantifactoring Co., Montreal.
MoArity & Sons, T., 8t John, N.B.
COUPLING. FRICTION
Can. Ltnk-Belt Co., Tonoto. Ont

COUPLINGS, BOILER. FLANOEB PIPE,
JOINT PIPE. UNION, STEAM PIPE
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington. Mass.
Dart Union Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

COUPLINGS, SHAFT
Goldle ft MeOnlloeh Co., Oatt.

CRANES, ALL KINDS
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
."taiart-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilt4».
CRANES, ELECTRIC
Pabcock ft Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont
Hmart-Tumer Maefaino Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES. GANTRY
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont
MacKinnon Sti.xJ Co.. She-bnx>ke, Que.

CRANES, HAND POWER
Babcock ft Wlloox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic * Eng., Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.
CRANES, LOCOMOTIVE
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont

CRANES, OVERHEAD TRAVELLING
Babcock A Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic A Eng., Co., Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont.
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.

CRANES, POST JIB
Babcock A Wlloox. Ltd.. Montreal.

CRANES, PORTABLE
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont

CRANES, SWING JIB
Babcock A Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.

CRANES, WALL
Babcook * Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
CRANK AND CROS3HEAD PIN OILERS
TynnlTPnhelmer Co., Oinolnnati, 0.

CRANK SHAFTS
J. H. WUHams A Co., Brooklyn, N.T.
CRIMPS. LEATHER
Graton A Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
CRUSHING MACHINERY
Canadian Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Canada.
Canadian F«lrt>ank».Mor!ie Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.-
CURB PUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited, Toronto, Ont
CYLINDER OIL
E. TT. Kelloev A Co.. New York.
DAMPER REGULATORS
Defender Automatic Relator Oo., St Louis, Mo.
The Mason Regulator A Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock A Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., ltd., Montreal. Que.
D'Este Co.. Julian. Boston, Mass.
Mason Regulator Oo.. Boston, Mass.
J««. .Morrison Brass Mfg. <3o., Toronto.

DISCS. FIBRE
Bereridce Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
.Tohna-Pnitt Co.. The, Hart/onl, Oonn.

DISCS, LEATHER
Gmfon ft Knight Mfr. Co.. Montreal.

DISTILLING APPARATUS
The Mason Regulator A Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal,
Frick Co., Waynesboro, FrutUIn Oo., Po.

York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

DOORS, COLD STORAGE AND FREEZER
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hageratown, Md.
DOUBLE PIPE CONDENSERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

DRAFT APPARATUS SYSTEMS,
MECHANICAL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreol
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

DRAFT RECORDERS
Jas W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
DRAFT GAUGES
Sanford RUey Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Ma

DRIVES. CHAIN
Can. Innk-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Alfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

DROP-FORGIN(JS
J. H. WUliama & Ca, Brooklyn, N.Y.
DRYING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse 0>., Ltd., Montreal
DRY CLEANING SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
DYNAMOS
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Ltd., MontNaL
MacGorem ft Co., Inc., Montreal, Qot.
EFFICIENCY ENGINEERING
MacKinnou Steyl Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

ECONOMIZERS
Babcock A Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

EJECTORS
lAmkenheimer Co., (^dnnati, O.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.

EJECTORS AND SYPHONS
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES AND
MACHINERY
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian FairbanksOiorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
EooDomy Fuse A MJfe. Co., Montreal, Que.
MacGovem A Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
MaoGovam A Co., Inc, New York.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
ELEVATORS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Mackinnon Steel Oa. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

ELEVATING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-OIotse Co.. Ltd.. MontreaL
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, One.
Goidie A MoCulloch Co.. Gait
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.
ELEVATORS AND BUCKETS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. Lank-Belt Oo., Toronto, Ont
MaoKim-.™ Steel Ca, Sherbrooke, (Jue.
ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

ENAMELWARE
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
H. Mueller .Mfg. Co., Samia, Ont

ENAMELWARE FITTINGS. IRON PIPE
Empire .Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont,

ENDS. ROD AND YOKE
J. H. Williams A Ca, Brooklyn, N.T.
ENGINEERS' SUPPLIES
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto, Ont
Cole. Ltd., Geo. W., Toroota
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal, Qne.
Kerr Engine Co., Welkerville. Ont
Lnnkenheimer Co., (Ttnelnnatl, O.
Penberthy Injed or Co.. Windsor, Ont
Jaa. Morrison Bra.is Mfg. Co.. Toroota

ENGINES, AUTOMATIC AND DROP
VALVE
Prick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Oo., Pa.
Waterous Engine Wortai Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, CORLISS AND ROCKING VALVB
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Oa, Pa.
Goidie A McCulloch Co., Gait.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd..
St Catharines. Ont
Watermis Engine Works Co.. Brantford.
ENGINES, DIESEL
Can Allis-Chalners. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
ENGINES, GAS AND GASOLINE
Boving Hydraulic A Eng. Co., Ltd., Undsay, Ont
Laurie A Lamb, Montreal.
MacGovem A Co., Inc.. Montreal, Que.
.«*m art-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

ENGINES. GASOLINE STATIONARY
Sterling Engine Ca. Buffalo. N.Y.

ENGINES: GASOLINE FOR PUMP AND
EMF.RGENCY GENER.\TOR. DRIVES
Sterling Engine Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
ENGINES. STEAM
The Mason Regulator A Eng. Co.. I^td., Montreal.
Can Allis-Clialmers. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Goidie A McCrilloeh Co., Gait
lngli.<! Co., The John. Toronto, Ont
Laurie A Lamb. Montreal.
MacGovem A Co.. Inc., Montreal, Que.
Montreal G«nera! Tool Ca, Montreal. Qae.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Braatfer^.
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How Your Engineer

Can Use

Run-of-Mine Coal

In His Stokers

Every indication points to a coal shortage
before Winter sets in. To increase produc-
tion, the coal operator will ship the size

most easily loaded, Run-of-Mine. As a
result, screenings cannot always be secured
when needed.

"But," says your ENGINEER, "our Boiler
plant is equipped with automatic stokers

—

and to make steam we have got to have
coal of the right size—we can't use Run-
of-Mine."

You can insure him a constant supply of
stoker coal by installing a JEFFREY
SINGLE ROLL CRUSHER in your plant.

A single operation of this crusher will re-
duce Run-of-Mine to the proper size for
your stokers.

Bulletin No. 141-4 gives complete information why
the Jeffrey Crusher safeguards your coal supply^
and eliminotcs tHc Worries of huying properly sized

coal. SEND FOR COPY.

THE JEFFREY MFG. CO.
Canadian Branch and Warerooms: ^^^^

MONTREAL

The "Duro"jhas demonstrated its peculiar adapt-
ability as a blow-off by many years of satisfactory

service, withja minimum cost for upkeep.

The self-cleaning seat feature '."prevents an ac-

cumulation of sediment on the seating faces during
the blow-off, thereby reducing wear to a minimum
and preventing leakage while thej_boiler is in

operation.

To further enhance the durability of the valve,

the disc is reversible; the disc faces can easily be
replaced with new material in case of wear, and all

the parts including the seat ring and reversible disc

are renewable.

The materials and workmiansihip are of char-
acteristic Luntkenheimer "Quallity."

Specify Lunkenheimer "Duro" and insist on
their installation.

Write for descriptive booklet No. 515DC

LUNKENHEIMER £2:
-^"QUALITY"-^

Largest Manufacturers of
High Grade Engineering Specialties

in the World

CINCINNATI, O., U.S.A.

NEWIYORK
CHICAGO
BOSTON
LONDON

16-18-43
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ENGINES, HOISTING, LOGGING, CABLE-
WAY
Can. AJJis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Out.

ENGINES, MARINE
Canadian FairbanksJilorse Co., Ltd., Montreal,

nunf^i'" AUis-Chalmera, Ltd., Toronto.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Montreal llcoeral Tool Co., Montreal, Que.

ENGINES, SAW MILL
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.
Engineenug and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,

St. Catbaiines, Ont.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Wateroufl Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, SINGLE COMPOUND AND
TRIPLE EXPANSION
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,

G<oldie & .McCullooh Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, VERTICAL
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Laurie ,& Lamb, Montreal.

ENGINEERING BOOKS
MaeLean Publishing Co., Toronto.

EXHAUSTERS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

EXHAUST HEADS
Darling Brcn., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse. W.T.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Franklin Williams Co., New York.
Watson & McDanlel Co.. Philadelphia.

EXPANSION JOINTS
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
AIcAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd.. St John, N.B.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

EYE BOLTS
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

FANS, VENTILATING
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Engr. & Equip. Co., Worcester, Mass
Green '3 Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

PEED WATER HEATERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. AlliB.'Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc., Hartford, Coim.
Roylea, Ltd,, Irlam, Manchester, England,
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.
FEED WATER PURIFIERS
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Tamall-Wnring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

FEED WATER REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Gauge & ValTe Mfg. Co.,
Boston, Ma.s3.

ChapUn, Fulton Mfg, Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
"Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Qne.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Green's Economizer, Ltd., Tornnt*.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

FIBRE, VULCANIZED
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
FILTERS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
Laurie & Lam^. Montreal,
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

FILTERS, WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
MaokinTion Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto,
Scaife & Sons. Wm. B., Pittsburgh , Pa.
York Mfg. Co.. York, Po.

FILLING STATION EQUIPMENT
The Mfl.w)n Regulator & Eng. Co., Lt^., Montreal.
8. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Onit
FILTERING AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons C-n., Pittsburg, Pa.
FIREBRICK—.lOINTLESS
Shell Bar Boieo Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Bpvpridcp Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

FIRE BRICK
Jolntless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FIRE BRICK. PLASTIC
0»tefl R<-fraMorie9, Limited, Montreal.

FIRE BRICK MORTAR
Jolntlefls Fire Brick Co., Chicago, lU.

FIRE BRICK CEMENT
Jolntlen Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111,

FIREPROOF COLD STORAE DOORS
AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold Sloraee Door Co.. Hageratown, Md.

FITTINGS. AIR. AUTOMOBILE. GAS.
HYDRAULIC. PIPE. PIPE FLANGED,
SCREWED PIPE. STEAM
Jeffenon Union Co.. Lexington, Mass.
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
H. ^Ineller Mfif. Co.. Samia, Ont

FITTINGS. MARINE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

FLANGED STEAM FITTINGS
Direct Separator Co.. Syracuse, N.T.
Kerr EuRire Co., Wfllkerville, Ont.
MoAvitv. T., & Sons. Ltd., St John, N.B.
FLANGES
Dart Union Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Jvfferson Union Co.. Lexington, Mas*.
Kerr ISnglne Co., Walkerrllle, Ont

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MuATity, T., & Sons. Ltd.. St John, N.B.

FLOORING COMPOSITION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto. Ont

FLUE GAS COLLECTORS
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

FLUE CLEANERS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Babcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Pilley Packing and Flue Brush -Mfg. 0«., Si.

Louis, Mo.

FLUE GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
Qree'i S Economiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont

The Jos. "W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.I.
Uehling Instrument Co., New York.
Penberthy Injecto' Co., Windsor, Ont

FLUES, GAS AND SMOKE
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

FLUMES, STEEL
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm, B. Scaife & .Sons Co., Pitt.sburg, Pa.
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, BelleTiUe.

FREEZER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown. Md.

FRICTION LEATHERS
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

FUEL AND OIL PUMPS AND
MEASURING SYSTEMS
Imperial Oil. Ltd., Toronto.

FUEL OIL SYSTEMS
S. P. Bowser Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
FURNACE LINING
JoinUess Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FURNACES, BOILER
Gates Refraetories, Limited, Montreal.
nrf^n'f V^nnnmi-'tT, Ltd.. Toronto-

FURNACE DOOR ARCH
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, III.

FURNACES. SMOKELESS
Pabcock & Wilcox. Montreal.
Jv-Ties Underfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.

Murphv Iron Works. Detroit. Mich.
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Maw.

FITRNACE GRATE BARS
The Ma-son Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Qne.

FUSES
Can. H. W. Johns^Manrille Co.. Toronto, (^-ni

Economy Fuse & Mfg. Co. of Canada. Montreal
Johns-Pratt Co.. The. Hartford Oonn.

GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS. ETC
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis. Mo.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Penberthy Iniector Co., Windsor. Ont
Schaeffer & Budenbenr Mfi. Co., BrooHym, N'.T
T'ehlin? TrKitniTnen-* Co.. Vew TorV V.T.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont

GASKETS. RUBBER. ASBESTOS
Shell Bar Boico .Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Durabla Mfe. Co.. New York. N.Y.
Frick Co.. Waynesboro. FrankHn Co.. Pa.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton. Ont
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford. Conn.
SaT(v> Co., Inc.. New York. N.Y.

GASKETS, LEAD, COPPER AND LEATHER
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montrml. O"*
Shell Bar Boico SupplT Co.. Toronto. Ont.
<I«-/-o Cn

. Tnc New York, N.Y.
GAS ANALZERS CO-2
The Jos. W. HaTs Corp.. Michigan City, Ind.

GAS PRODUCER PLANTS
Can. Allls-Chalmem. Ltd.. Toronto. Out
(^anadian Fairbank'-Morae Co., Ltd.. Montreal
T.anHe Lamb. AfoTitreal,

GASOLINE METERS
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited, Toronto. Ont
GASOLINE PUMPS. SELF MEASURING
S. F. Bowser Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
GASOLINE TANKS
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto.
TTnppHal Oil. Ltd.. Tomnto.
MnrKinmrvTi Sto^l Co.. Sb<*rbror»ke, Que.

GATES. HEAD AND WASTE
J. C. WDson Mfg. Co., BelleTlllc, Ont
GAUGE COCKS
The Ma.son Regulator gi Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Mon-treol.

Defender Automatic Begiilator Co., St Louis, Mo.
Canadian Fairt>anks-Mors* Co., Ltd.. Montraal.
Oariofk Packing Co.. Hamilton. Out
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
McAritT. T.. A Sons, Ltd,. St John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
PenberthT Injector C.o. . Windsor, Ont
W I. Wall. Montreal.

GAUGES. AMMONIA. OIL. GAS. AIR
The Ma-son Regulator A Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
American Steam Gauge A Valie Mfg. Co., B<»
ton. Ma.«.

Jas. Xforriaon Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Schaeffer * BndpriVwrff Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn. N.Y

GAUGE. RECORDING
Defender Aiitomatic Regulator Co.. St Louis, Mo.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd, London. Ont
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
GAUGES. PRESSURE. VACUUM. DRAFT
AND RECORDING. AND MICROMETER
The Ma-son Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. MontPe«T.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louts, Ma
Batxock & Wilcox. Montreal.
Grp<>n's F/Conomiser. Ltd.. Toronto.

The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
Schaeffer A B\idenberg Mfg. Co., BrooHym. K.J
TaTlor Inatnnnent Co., Rnohenter. If.Y

Uebllng Instrumenit Co^, N«w Toit, N.T.

GAUGES, WATER
Babcock & WUcoi. MontreaL
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
Jenkins B'-oe., Ltd., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McATity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toroato.
Pen't>erthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.I.

GEARS. COMPENSATING
GEARS, FIBRE CUT

Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.

GEARS. CUT, WORM, MORTISE
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Llndaaj, Out
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, Belleville.

GENERATORS, STEAM TURBO
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, 0»t.
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.

GENERATORS AND CONVERTOR8
Canadian Faii4>anks-Morse Co., Ltd., MootrcaL
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Out
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

GLOVES, WORKING
R. O. Long & Co., Toronto, Ont

GOVERNORS. ENGINE
Eseher Wyss & Co., MonUeal, Qua.
MoAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.
Waterous Engine Works Co., BrmatfonL

GOVERNORS, WATER WHEEL
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C. BeUerille.

GRATES. DUMPING. ROCKING.
STATIONARY
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Babcock A Wilcox, Montreal.
Carling Turbine Blower Co.. Worcester, Mass.
Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto, Ont
Goldie A McCullooh Co., Gait
Mason Regulator A Engineering Co., Montreal.
Shell-Bar. Boieo SupplT, Ltd . Toronto. On'.,

Victoria Foundry Co, Ltd., Ottaw<u
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

GRAVITY CARRIERS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

GREASE CUPS
Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrllla.

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

MeArity, T., A Sots, Ltd., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toroato.
Penberthy InldCtor Co., Windsor, Ont

GREASE AND OIL EXTRACTORS
The Mason Regulator A Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal
American SUam Gauge A 'Valre Mfg. Co., Boa
ton, Mass.

Laurie A Lwnb, Montreal.

GREASES
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
Canadian Fairbanka-Monc Co., Ltd., Montreal.

GAUGES. DRAFT
Jas W. Hays Corp.. Michigan City, Ind.

GAUGE COCKS, STANDARD AND EXTRA
HEAVY
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

HAND LEATHERS OR PADS
Oraton A Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal

HAND PITMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
8. F. Bowser Company. Limited, Toronto, Ont

HANDLES. CRANK. MACHINE
J. H. WHliams A Co., Brooklyn, N.T.
HANGERS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Ooldle A MoCnIloch Co., Qalt
Wat»roii« Engine Works Co.. Bnint/ord.
Wllscm Ntfg. Co., J. C, Beaierille.

HEATERS
The Mason Regulator A Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Balbeock A Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darting Bros.. Montreal.
Ooldle A MoCuIIoeh Co., Oalt
Lanri* A Lamb. Montreal.
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
MoArlty A Sons. T.. St John. N.B.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

HEATERS. EXHAUST STEAM
The Ma-soo Regulator A Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal
Can. AIHa-Chalmpr». Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
HEATERS. METERING
Can. AIll«-Cbalmer». Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Yarnall-Warine Co.. Phfladelphla. Pa.

HFATING EQITIPMENT
Ehnplre Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London, Ont

HOISTS. ELECTRIC
Can I,fnk-Bp1t Co , Toronto, Ont.

HOIST HOOKS
J. H. Wffliams A Co. Brooklyn. N.T.
HOISTING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY

Balbcoek A Wlleox. Ltd.. Montreal.
ri\n. Link-Belt Co . Toronto. <^nU
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Oolumbns. Ohio.
MacGoTem A Co.. Inc. Montreal. Que.
Waterous Engine Work* Co.. Brantford.

HOSE. STEAM. SUCTION AND WATER
Can. FairMnks-Morse C<^ , Ltd., Montreal, Qu*.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Empire Mfg. Co . Ltd,. London. Ont,

HOT WATER GENERATORS
The Ma.ion Regulator A Eng. Co.. Ltd.. MootnaL
Pratt A f^adr Co.. Inc.. HaHford. Conn.

HYDRANTS
Kpft Enciiip Co . Wslkerrille. Ont
HYDRAULIC ACCUMULATORS

!*™ art -Turner Maph'ne Co . Ltd., Hamlltoo.

HYDRAULIC MACHINERY
Boring Hydmnlle A Bng Co . Ltd T.tndaay. Oat
Prick Co.. Waynesboro. FrankHn Co.. Pa.
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Howard Guided
E^xpansion Joints

Howard Guided Expansion Joints put the ''How" in all expansion

problems. The high pressure and superheat of modern engineer-

ing practice have added tremendously to pipe line dangers and
the engineer's troubles.

''How" to take up the greatly increased expansions and contrac-

tions while at the same time keeping joints tight under the greater

pressures?

That is the question to which HOWARD Guided Expansion Joints

are the exclusive and satisfactory answer.

MAXIMUM OF TRAVERSE is the first essential of an expansion
joint. Here the HOWARD excels with its full 4 inches of play

between the "cold" position (see cut above), and the "hot" posi-

tion. Assuming the outside temperature is 32 degrees, this 4 inch

Dlay amply takes care of the linear expansion in more than 100
feet of wrought iron pine at anv pressure from 30 to 300 pounds.
Very often one HOWARD, bv its greater capacity, takes the place
of two or more other expansion joints.

Inquire about this to-day.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse
Co., Limited

Halifax St. John Quebec Montreal Ottawa Toronto

Hamilton Windsor Winnipeg Saskatoon Calgary

Vancouver Victoria
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Scale in Your Boilers

Clean Tubes Mean Coal Saving

And easier firing, less ash-handling,
fewer shut-downs, prevention of bag-
ged or burned tubes, fewer repairs, and
less frequent wash-outs. METLSKIN
can pay for itself in a short time.

is an unprofitable boarder. Its "appetite is enormous

and it consumes far more than it is worth. Why
not give it TWO MONTHS' NOTICE, and put an

end to your loss thereafter?

THE SIXTY-DAY TEST OF METLSKIN is open

to any reliable concern that is troubled with boiler-

scale, pitting or corrosion. A small daily dose of

METLSKIN, for a period of two months, will bring

down the most tenacious scale, and absolutely con-

vince you that A CLEAN BOILER IS NOT ONLY
POSSIBLE, but EASY.

SEND A POSTCARD for the METLSKIN booklet

and learn about Our Offer, Guarantee Bond, and

Prices.

METLSKIN is neither "Compound" nor "Cure-all."

METLSKIN CO., Inc.
Rochester, N. Y.

Canadian Rcprcatntativcs:

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited
St. John Montreal Quebec Ottawa Hamilton

Toronto Windsor Winnipeg Calgary

Vancouver Victoria Saskatoon

1
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III
IMPORTANT THINGS

TO CONSIDER ABOUT
A SEPARATOR

I. THE PLAN—Is it sen-

sible, will it work, no
matter how large the
Separator or how well

made?

II. THE SIZE—Is it big

enough regardless of

plan, will it hold a good
dose of water?

III. THE CONSTRUCTION
—Is it strong enough,
are flanges heavy, how
will it look by the side

of a nicely finished

engine? Send for cata-

log and note these

points in

Sweet's Separators

DIRECT SEPARATOR COMPANY
218 South G«ddes St. SYRACUSE, N. Y

GeneraJ Saleit Agents

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited

St. John, Mostre&l, Qucb«c, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton
Winnap«(, Saskatoon, C«Ugrary, Vamcouver, Victoria

T u xe da
SWING JOINTS
Provide one of the
easiest ways to

save coal

Every pound of steam
that escapes through a
leaky connection repre-
sents a certain amount
of coal wasted. Do you
know that an average
leak will waste 3,400
pounds of steam a
month ? Investigate
your flexible steam con-
nections at once and
then investigate the
Tuxeda Swing Joint.

A Guaranteed Solution for Your Flexible
Connection Problems

Send for Bulletin "A" to

FRANKLIN WILLIAMS, INC.
New York City

General Sales Amenta: Canadian FaManks-Moraa Co.. Ltd.

I
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Here is an 18" SparOak Belt on a hard drive

in a warm, moist atmosphere where the ex-

treme flexibility of Spartan and the firmness

of Oak leather are necessary.

SparOak is the answer to a great many per-

plexing belt problems, saving power and
standing up under the most severe conditions.

If you have a troublesome belt drive, consult

us as to what, belt is required. Maybe it is

SparOak, but in any event one of the Graton
& Knight Standardized Series of Belts will fit

exactly. Write for our booklet on Standard-
ized Belting.

A Ru^^ed PuUey-Gripper

There is nothing like leather for belting,

and SparOak Leather Belting has peculiar

advantages all its own.

SparOak is a two-in-one belt combining

rugged strength with unique pulley-grip. Its

great endurance and minimized slip make it

a double-service belt of unusual qualities.

Two kinds of leather enter into a SparOak
Belt. The outer ply is oak tanned, cut from
the best selected center stock. The ply next

the pulley is Graton & Knight Spartan lea-

ther, tanned to give pliability and traction

\ power unequalled by any other material.

Belting

Spar Oak Belts grip from the start. Dur-

ing the weeks most new belts take to "work

in," a SparOak Belt is giving full power and

keeping production up to normal. And
SparOak Belts keep on gripping for years

under adverse conditions. They withstand

repeated shifting, and the wear against step

cone or flange pulleys. They render efficient

service on drives with high speeds, small

pulleys, and heavy loads. In short, any of

the factors that quickly wear out ordinary

belts affect SparOak belting amazingly little.

CANADIAN GRATON & KNIGHT, LTD.
Montreal, Canada

Canadian Representatives: iTheaCanadian Fairbanks- Morse^Cc^Ltd.. St. John, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton,
Quebec, Calgary, Saskatoon, Vancouver, Windsor, Winnipeg, Victoria

Groton&Kniflfht
Standardized Series ^!^,^ff»^

Leather Beltingf
Tanned by US jbr belttnq use ^^^^



No Buckling
Split Tubes

Nor Leaky Heads
Because in this Alberger Heater expansion stresses are positively overcome by the use of a divided tube head
which takes care of the unequal elongation of the tubes in the various passes.

With this

ALBERGERK HEATER
your hot water cost will be cut down.
You will be saved steam repairs—fuel

—

space. You will need no extra storage
tank because the water will be heated
to the required temperature as fast as

it is withdrawn.
You will need less fuel because the small
diameter helically corrugated seamless
pure copper tubes insure very rapid heat-
ing; they have been proven to transmit
50% more heat than any plain tube
heater of similar size.

Send for Bulletin No. 201

ALBERGER HEATER COMPANY
BUFFALO N.Y. U.S.A.

G«neral Sales Agents : Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company,
Limited, St. John, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton,
Quebec, Calgary, Windsor, Vancouver, Winnipeg, Victoria.

Capacities range from 200 to 200,000 r>llons per hour.

STRENGTH—GOODNESS—QUALITY
5TANDARDIZA TION

During the past few weeks we have presented facts relating to the performance of DURABLA sheet

in all main services where gaskets are essential— air, water, oil, steam, ammonia, gasoline and acids.

That DURABLA successfully withstands extreme conditions in all of these particular services is proof

that it is one material for every condition of every service, and that it is all that is implied by the term
"standard."
In order to standardize on a gasket material it is necessary to determine by test to your own satisfaction

the fact that a certain material meets all your specific requirements.
DURABLA Gasket Material in any quantity will be shipped to you under money back guarantee that

it will make a tight joint wherever a permanent gasket is required.

One Standard material for all gasket work.—Sold on a Service Basis.

DURABLA MANUFACTURING CO., NEW YORK
Distributors for Canada:

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited
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May We Send You
this SAMPLE Spool

of
TRADE MARK

PALMETTO
REG U S PAT OFFICE

TWIST
PACKING

just to prove to you
the long service-quality

of the genuine
"PALMETTO"?

"PALMETTO" Twist does

away with the constant repack-

ing of globe and other small

valves because it has the

quality that lasts—graphite

grease lubricant in each single

strand.

ANY SIZE VALVE PACKED FROM
ONE SPOOL OF "PALMETTO"
TWIST— by Unstranding.

Palmetto " also comes in

braided form for rods, in

5-lb. boxes.

Let us send you samples.

GREENE, TWEED & CO.,
Sole Manufacturers

109 DUANE ST. NEW YORK
Canadian Agents

:

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., St. Jolin,

Toronto, Quebec, Hamilton, Montreal,

Ottawa, Vancouver, Victoria.
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HAT!
Throw away
g good Pair

ofShoes that

WuldbeHalfSoled!

Absolute extravagance ! And
yet, thousands upon thousands

of valves are discarded every

year—only partly worn out. A
needless waste that could be pre-

vented by the installation of

Pratt&Cady
Renewable DiscGlobe Valves

When the old asbestos disc of a P. & C.

"Renewable" is worn out, it can be replaced

in a few minutes without removing the valve

from the pipe line—at a fraction of the cost

of a new valve. Just like half-soling a pair of

good shoes. And once more your valve is

ready for a long term service—as good as new.

The next time you have a valve breakdown

replace that valve with a Pratt & Cady "Re-

newable." A long-wear valve outside of its

renewable feature.

Made in all sizes and for every kind of serv-

ice. Remember, NEXT TIME!

Write today for our

Valve Catalog and be

ready an emergency

PRATT & CADY CO.,INC
HARTFORD, CONN.

Manufacturers of Valves,

Feed Water Heaters, Hot

Water Generators, Power

Pumps and Asbestos Packed

Cocks

Canadian Representatives:

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse
^

Company, Ltd.

Halifax St. JoKn Quebec Montreal

Ottawa Toronto Hamilton Windsor

Winnipeg Cal(>ary Vancouver Saskatoon

AfVERY LITTLE STUDY
of our new booklet

—

"A Steam Trap Catechism
With^Specification Data"

will help you to a better understanding of

Steam Trap problems and why AMERI-
CAN IDEAL STEAM TRAPS give such
good service.

Ask our nearest office for your copy.

Canadian Agents:

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.

St. John, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Quebec, Calgary,

Windsor, Vancouver, Winnipeg, Victoria

American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co.

New York Chicago BOSTON Atlanta Pittsburgh

Y^rh«sE!!kS!!lValv^

THE

SUPERHOT
GRADE

5 .

for high temperature work
such as: Boiler Feeds, Loco-
motive Boiler Washing, Con-
densing Against High Heat
and Oily Matter, Oil Refin-

ery Service, Vacuum Returns
on Heating System. For
mild acids, etc. This Valve
will not buckle under quick
interchange of the tempera-
tures.

One installation will con-
vince YOU.

Booklet on Request

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited

Sole Distributors for Canada
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Let the C.A.S.E. Smooth Out

Your Load Curve

WOQQV AND
1 i.SFi Fss; wnoK

LACK OF

ADVANCEMENT

Remove The Peaks of Worry And Unproductive Labor And
Build Up The Valleys By Working For

Your Advancement

A man who is thoroughly grounded in the practice of his profession, who is free from

personal worry and trouble, overcomes the many difficulties besetting the path of

the operating- engineer with little labor and in a manner ensuring his advancement.

The successful man owes his success to a wise appreciation of the advantages and
mutual help offered by association with those in the same field of endeavor. To
join an association having for its objectives the welfare of the engineer in things
mental and material, his advancement in knowledge and skill, his protection by pro-
vision for sickness and distress is to take advantage of an opportunity indispensable
to all who hope to better themselves.

If you are interested in such an organization and live where less than
fifteen engineers are located, send for a copy of our constitution and
application blanks for admission to nearest branch lodge. If there are
more than fifteen engineers in your community, get together and send for
particulars regarding formation of a branch lodge.

J. H. HALE, General Secretary,

Canadian Association of Stationary

230 Caroline Street EnQineCrS Hamilton, Ont.
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MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

HYDRAULIC VALVES
Yaraall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

HYDRAULIC PRESSES
BoTins Hjrdraulic & Kng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Friok Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.
L>ad« Canadian Refriceration Co., Montreal.

ICE MAKING MACHINERY
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Frick Co., Wayneslroro, Franklin Co.
Linde Canaxlian Refrigeration Co., Montreal.
NonvaJk Iron Works, South Noi-walk, Oonn.
Tork Mfg. Oo,, York. Pa.

INGOTS
Umpire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

INDICATORS, ELECTRIC—ALL TYPES
Scbaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.i
Uebling Inatnunent Co., New York, N.Y.

INDICATORS, STEAM AND GAS
ENGINE
American Steam Qauge & Valve Mfg. Co., Boa
ton. Mass.

Oanadiaa fairbank»^Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-ManTille Co., Toronto, Oat-
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Dahling Inatrument Co., New Xurk, N.Y.

INDICATORS—AMMONIA, H TDRAULIC
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Oat

INDICATORS, SPEED
L. a. Starrett Co., Athoi, Maaa.

INJECTORS
Babeook & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis<;halmer8. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Lunkenh«imer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MoArity & Sons, T.. St. Jolrn, N.B.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windaor, Ont.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.
INJECTORS, AUTOMATIC AND AUTO-
POSITIVE
Penberthy Injector Co., Windaor, Ont.

INSTRUMENTS, RECORDING
Befesder Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
O-reen's Econuani&er, Ltd., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Companies, Boche«t«r, M.Y.
Yamall^Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

INSULATING BRICK
Annatrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
Btreridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Qne.
Can. U. W. Johns-ManTille Oo., Toronto, Ont

INSULATING COMPOUNDS
Johns-Pratt Oo.. The, Hartford, Conn.

INSULATORS
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

IRON FILLER
Can. H. W. Johns-Maniille Co.. Toronto, Ont

KETTLES, STEAM AND GAS
Boylcs, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
KEROSENE PUMPS (SELF MEASURING)
8. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
KEROSENE TANKS
8. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
G-reen'.s lj}conomi3er, Ltd.. Toronto.

KNITTED GOODS. WORKING
B. G. Long & Co., Toronto, Ont
LACE LEATHERS
Qraton k Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
LAMPS, ARC
Canadian Fairbanks->MoTse Co., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont

LAMPS. INCANDESCENT
Canadian Fairbanks.<Mor9e Co., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont

LAMPS, TUNGSTEN AND NITRO
Can. General EHectric Co., Toronto, Ont
LEATHER STRAPPING
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

LINK BELTING
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

LININGS, FIRE BRICK. STEEL STACK
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

LOADERS, CAR
Portable Madilnery Oo„ Inc., Paasale, N.J.

LUBRICATORS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
LUBRICATING OIL FILTERING AND
CIRCULA-nNG SYSTEMS
8. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE SYSTEMS

fl. F. Bowser Company, Llnritjed, Toronto, Ont.
LUBRICATORS. CYLINDER
CUTTING COMPOUNDS
Lnnkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE TANKS
AND PUMPS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto, Ont.
LUBRICATORS, FORCE FEED
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerville, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
I/nnkenhelmer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

LUBRICATORS, PLAIN
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont.
Wflllwns Macbinery Co., A. B., Toronto.
LUBRICATORS. SIGHT FEED AND PLAIN
ENGINE

Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.
KARINE CASTINGS
BBplre Mfg. Oo., Ltd., London, Ont.
MACHINERY INSULATION
Annstrong Cork Sc Instilation Co., Montreal, Que
Bcrerldge ?aper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Qac.

MACHINERY, MINING (COMPRESSORS)
Norwalk Iron Works, South JiorwaJk, Cbnin.

MACHINERY, TRANSMISSION (POWER)
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, M.Y.

MECHANICAL STOKERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronio.
Muiphy Iron Works, Dertoit, Mich.
Sanfoid Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.

METERS, AIR
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont

METERS, ELECTRIC
Can. H. W. Jolms-Manyille Co., Toronto, Onu

METERS, GAS.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont

METERS, STEAM
The Ma.soin Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
uiceui J!x:onoiuk>er, Ltd.. Toronto.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont

METERS, WATER \
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
.McAvity & Sons, T., Su John, N.B.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont
Yamall-Wanng Co.. PhUadelphia, Pa.

MIXING VALVES
MueUer Mlg. Co., H., Samia. Ont

MILL AND MINING MACHINERY
Oaaadlan Fairbanks^Morse Co., Montreal.
Engmeering and Machine Works of (janada, Ltd.
St Oatharines, Ont

Canadian AUis-Chalmeis, Ltd., Toronto.
GMdie & MoC^illoefa Co., Qaib
Wacerous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

METER TESTERS
Muelleo' Mfg. Co., H., Samia. Ont

METERS (OIL, KEROSENE, GASOLINE,
ETC.)
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

MOTORS
Canadian Fairbanks'Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. General EHectric Co., Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
MacGorem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que,
OFFICE RAILINGS

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
OIL STORAGE AND DISTRIBU'nNG
SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Oompanr, Limited, Toronto, Ont
OIL CUfa
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

OIL AND GREASE CUPS
Penberthy Injectw Co., Windsor, Ont.

OIL METERS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
OILER, COMPOUND FEEDERS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O,

OILERS. GAUGE
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

OIL PUMPS
8. F. Bowser (Company, Limited, Toronto. Ont
OILERS. MULTIPLE
Ctn. Detroit Lubricator Co., WalkerrUle, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.

OIL FILTERS AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS
8. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
Karline Hros.. .Montreal.
.Iss. Mirriwn Brass Mfg. C^., Toronto.

OIL TANKS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto, Ont.

OIL SEPARATORS
The Mason Regulator A Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Habcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. AHls-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., MootreaL
C<*e. Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Dsriing Bros., Montreal.
Direct Separator Co., Byraenae, N.T.
LeIt<A Co., Arthur 8., Toronto, Ont,
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Smart-Turner Maehlne Co,, Ltd., Hamilton.

OILS. QUENCHING
Imperial OH, Ltd., Toronto.

OILING SYSTEMS
8. F. Bowser (Tompany, Limited, Toronto. Ont
Umkenheimrr Co., Cincinnati, O,

OILS. CYLINDER
Imperial Oil, 'Ltd., Toronto.

OILS, LUBRICATING
Kellogg ft Co., B. H., New T«it, N.T.

OILS, ENGINE
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.
ORSAT APPARATUS
Defender Antsmatio Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo

OVERALLS
R. O. Long & Co., TVntmto, Ont

PACKING. ASBESTOS
Garlock Packing Oo. , Hamilton Ont
Johns-Pratt Co., Tbe. HartiorO. Conn.

PACKING. ALL KINDS
Gnrlock Packing Oo., Hamilton, Ont
Williams Machinery Co., A. B., Toronto.
PACKING ENGINE
Shell Bar Bolco Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.
Gariock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Johns-Pratt Oo. , The. Hartford. Conn.
Shell-Ba''. Bolco Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
PACKING FIBRE

Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Maatrcal, Qua.
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford. Conn.

PACKING, HYDRAULIC
Shell Bar Boloo Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johaa^MaBTill* Co., Tonau, 0>t
DnraMa Maaufactniteg Co., New T«rk.
Garteek PaAtng Co., Hamlltau, Oat
8bdI-Bar, Botoo Sapply. IM., Tonato, Omt.

PACKING, METALLIC
Can. H. W. Johns-ManTille Co., Toronto, Ont
^ell Bar Bolco Supply, Ltd., Toronto,
Garlock Packing Oo., H&ndltxia. Oat
Greene, Tweed & Co.. New York.
Holmes Metallic Packing Co., Wilkeabarre. Pa-
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor. Ont

PACKING, ROD
Shell Bar Boioo Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-Alanville Co., T»i«bu>, On'.
Gariock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor, Ont
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronttt, Ont

PACKING, SHEET
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Temto, Oat
Shell Bar Boioo Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Durabla Manufacturing Co., New York.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilt«n, Oat.
Jenkins Bros.^ Ltd., MontreaL
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

PACKING. AMMONIA, STEAM AN»
WATER
Can. H. W. Johns-ManTille Co., ToroBto. Oat
Gariock Packing Co., Hamilton, Oat.
Greene, Tweed & Co., New York.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.
Steel Mill Packing Co., Wiadaor, Oat

PACKING, LEATHER
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Oat
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. MootraaL
8h«ll-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd., Toroata, Ont
PACKING PISTON
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Shell Bar Boioo Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.

PACKING. VALVE STEM
Garlock Packing Oo., Hamilton, Ont
Shell Bar Boioo Supply, Ltd., TocxBte.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Coon.

PAINT OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
8. F, Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Oat

PAINTS
Shell Bar B(dco Supply, Ltd., Ty)nata.

PAPER, INSULATING, ETC.
Reveridge Paper Co., Mmtreal, Que.

PENSTOCKS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Liadsay. Ont
-M.icK'im'Tii Steal Ox, Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm. B. Seaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

PILLOW BLOCKS
G oldie &. McCullodb Ca, Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., BrantfsrA.

PIPE COILS
Frick Co., Wayneaboro, Pa.
York Mfg. Co., Tork, Pa.

PIPE COVERINGS. STEAM. BRINB,
AMMONIA AND ICE WATER
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Qu«>

PIPE STEEL
Boring Hydraulic A Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Oat

PIPE VISES AND CUTTERS
Armstrong Mfg. Co.. Bridgeport, Cena.

PIPE, GAS
Can. Allis-Chalmets. Ltd., Toronto, Oat.

PIPES. WATER
Boring Hydraulic & Eng, Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, B<UoTille.

PIPING AND FITTINGS
Frick Co.; Warneeboro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
Lunkenheimer <;o., Cincinnati, O.
.MoArity & Sons, T.. St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.

PIPING, STEAM
Saftwock & Wilcox, Ltd., MontreaL
Goldle Sl McCulloOh Co., GaU.

PLATE WORK
Ooldie & MoChUlocdh C^, Gait
Bnglseerlng and Maohin* Works of Canada, Ltd.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sheibrooke, Que.
et Catharines, Oat

Waterous Engine Worka Co., Brantford.
PLUG COCKS
Homestead Talre Mfg. Ca. Plttaburgh, Pa.

PLUMBING SUPPLIES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, OaC
MueUer Mfg. Co., H.. Samia. Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. 0>. , Toronto.

POWER HOUSE CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont

POWER PUMPS (OIL, GASOLINE)
8. F. Bewser Company, Limitad, Toronto. Oat
POWER PUMPS
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mleh.
Boring Hydraulic St Bag, Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal,
Goldie & QioCulloch Co., Gait
Pratt * C*d7 Co.. Inc., Hartford. Conn.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.
Waterous Engine Work* Co., Braatford.
Gariock Packing Co., HamfltoB, Oat
Laurie A Lamb, MontnaL

POWER. TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Bond Eiigincering Works, Toronto, Ont
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Oat
Oaaadlan Fairbankv^Mone Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Can. Allls-Cbalmers. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
SoMI* A MoC\illoch Co, Gait
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Xaginesring and Maefalae Works of Caaada, LM..
St Oatharlnsa, Ont

MacOorem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que,
MaeGorem A Co., New Tark.
Uerse Chain Co., Ithaca. N.T.
Waterouf Engint Worka Co., Braatford

PRESSES
Boring Hydraulic A Biw. Co.. Ltd.. Ltadaay. OaC
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Help It Along
If you cannot change an
out-of-reaoh valve, at least
mialke it easy to operate.
A

-yiajustable—
SPROCKET TRIM
with CHain Guide

brings the valve within
reach from the floor. Write
for Catalog.

BABBITT STEAM
SPECIALTY CO.
New Bedford, Mass.

Western Distributors

:

Jenkins Bros., 300 W. Lake
St., Chicago, III.

Canadian Agents

:

Engineering Specialities
Ck>., LAd., Toronto. Ont.,

93^38

The ANDERSON
Model "D"

Steam Trap
Just think of the satisfaction you have once this

perfected trap is in your steam-room

!

Tight from the day you put it in ! Of that you
can be sure.

It is operated by a counterbalanced Lake Supe-
rior Copper Float. Its large air valve is ever
under deep water seal, and never will it wire
draw.

Furthermore, every part is machined to solid

gauge. Self-contained strainer and self-con-

tained by-pass are Anderson features. Note the
outside gauge glass. And the simple design!
It gives you complete accessibility to every part.

Write for full particulars.

The V. D. ANDERSON COMPANY
1935 West'96th Street, CLEVELAND, OHIO
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PEOPELLOR BLADES^, BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Out.

; PUMPS. HAND (OIL, GASOLINE)
a. F. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto, Ont
PULLEYS
D. K. MacLaren, t>td., Montreal, Que
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Ho., Ltd., Lindsa7, Ont
Canadian FairbanteJMorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Jeflfrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine AVorfcs Co.. Urantfsrd.

J. a WUson Mfg. Co., BeUeTille. Ont
PULLEYS, FRICTION CLUTCH
Can. Link-B«lt Co., Toronto. Ont

PULP MILL MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay Oa'
JeCfrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que
Waterous Engine Worka Co., Brantford

'

PUMPING MACHINERY
, The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal

American Steam Pump Co., BatUe Creek, Mich.
Baring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Beveradge faper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que
Goldie & McCullocli Co., Gait
X^aurle & Lamb, Montreal.
MoAvity & Sons, T., St John, N.B
Rmart-Tumer Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton
Waterous Eagme Works Ca, Brantford.

-PUMPING MACHINERY, ELECTRICAL
Beveridge Paper Co., iMontreal, Que.
BoTUig Hydraulic & Eng, Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
^nadian AlUa-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS
Tlie Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipment Co., Worcester, Mass.

PUMPS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek, Mich
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darlins Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
NorwaJk Iron Works, Soutli Nonvalk, Oonu.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilion.

PUMPS, ACID
Bev*rfdge Paper Co., Montreal, Que
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal. Que
PUMPS, CONTRACTORS'
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
MoArity & Sons, T.. St John, K.ll.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS, BOILER FEED
The Mason Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., Montreal
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal
Escher, Wyss Co., Montreal, Que.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.
PUMPS, ELECTRICAL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mick
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
PUMPS, FEED WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-ClialmerB, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., .Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCuBooh Co., Gait
Darline Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, GAS
NonraJk I)'cm Woik.«>, Soiitli Noi-walk, Oonm.PUMP GOVERNORS AND REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Oo., St Louis, Mo
Darling Bros., Montreal.
D'EJste Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
Watson & McDaniel Co., PhUadelphla.

PUMP STRAINERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Out
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, HAND AND POWER
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Etd., Lindsay, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machino rjo.. Hamilton Ont

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
American Steam Pump Co., BatUe Creek, Midi
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Can. Allis-Ohalmers, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Waterous EnglBe Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPS, DUPLEX
Oan. Allis-Clialmen, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darline Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
PUMPS, GEARED. COMPOUND
American Steam Pump Co.. BatUe Creek. Mich
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal
Darting Bros.. Montreal.
Inelis Co.. The John, Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS. HYDRAULIC, PRESSURE
American Steam Pnmn Co., Battle Creek. Mich
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Darling Bros.. Afontrcal.
Inglls Co., The John, Toronto. Ont,
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, OntPUMP LEATHERS
Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montr»al, Que.
Graton & Knight MTg. Co., Montreal.

PUMPS, OIL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mich
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto, Ont

Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, STEAM TURBO
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allls-CbalmBrs, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Bscher Wyss & Co., Montreal, Que.

PUMP TANK, RECEIVER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Mcmtreal.
American 8le»m Pump Co.. Battle Creek, Mich
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS. STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Mich.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
OoMie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal
Leitch Co., Arthur S., Toronto, Ont
McArity 4 Sons, T.. fit John, N.B,
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

/UMPS. TRIPLEX
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, VACUUM
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich
Herei.'dge Paper C'^., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Leitch Co., Arthur S., Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton. Ont

PYROMETERS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
O^reen's Eronomiser. "Ltd., Toronto.
The Jos. W. Hays Corp.. Michigan City., Ind.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co.. Rochester. N.T.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
Escher, Wyss & Co., Montreal.
Uehling Instrument Co., Nerr York, N.T.

RADIATORS
Empire Mfe. Co.. Ltd.. London, Ont.
Eoyles. Ltd., Irlara. Manchester, England.
RADIATOR TRAPS
Bereiidee Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
0. A. Dunham Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Darling Brothers, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Sareo Co.. Inc.. New York. N.Y.

RECORDERS, DRAFT
Jas W. Hays Corp.. Michigan City. Ind.
RADIATOR AIR VENTS
C. A, Dunham Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Jas. Morrison Bni.>w Mfit. Co.. Toronto.
Penherthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

RAGS
Shell Bar Boieo Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
RAILWAY OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto. Ont
RECLAIMING SYSTEMS FOR OIL
H. F. Bnw«pr Company. Limited. Toronto, Ont
REBOILERS
Friok Co.. Wayneirtwro. FmnMIn Oo.. Pa.
Ti»rk Munxfuoturinr Cn.. Vnrk. Pa.

BEGTSTERING MEASURES
S r. Hr>wi;or Comnanv, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

RECEIVERS. AIR
Oan. Allis-Chnlmrr"!, Ltd . Toronto, Ont
MftpTCinnon HWIttim A- T'o.

. 9b*>rhrookp. On*.
RUBBER CEMENT TANKS AND PUMPS
8. F. Bowfler Companv T^imited. Toronto, Ont.
RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Oan. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont
Green's F>onomi.'>er, Ltd.. Toronto.
Tarlor Tn'tntment Co. Rochester. N.Y.
Pehllnr Tnirtnimcnt Cn.. New TorV. N.T.
Vnninll-Wfiring r<».. PViIladelnhU P».

RECORDERS. CARBON. DIOXIDE
The Jos. W. Havs Corp.. Mlehlesn CItT.. Ind.

REFRIGERATOR DOORS. WINDOWS. ETC.
.TflTn(<ion PoM Storair^ Door Oo TTager^town. M<1.

REFRIGERATING MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay
Ont

Frick Co., Wayne«t>oro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
T.Inde Canadian Refrigeration Co.. Montreal
N'oiTvalk Iron Works. South Norwalk, Oonn.
VlUer Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee. Wis.
York Mfg On.. York Pa.

REFUSE DESTRUCTOR
T/snrie ft T-amb. Montrpsl.

RFGITT.ATORS. PRFSSTTRE
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montre*'
Defender Automatic Reeulator Co., 8t, T.x>uis, Mo.
Chaolln-Fiilfon Mfg. On., Pittsburgh. Pa.
C. A. Diinhsm Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
D'Este Co.. Julian. Boston. Ma.'S.
Jas. Morri.^on Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Tavlor Tn«tnimpnt On., nnrheflter. N.Y.
RFGULATORS. TEMPERATURE
The Ma.son Regulator ft Eng. Co.. Ltd., Mootieal.
Sarco Co.. Inc.. New York. N.T.
Tnvlnr Tnstniment Co.. Rochester, N.Y.
RETORTS
^TaoKInnon Steel Co.. Shertirooke. 0"e.
REVOVLING DOORS FOR HARDENING
BOOMS
Jamison Cold Storarr Door Oo . Hsirentnwn. Md

RODS. COPPER. BRASS AND BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
H. Mueller Mfc. C^.. Ltd., Sa.mia.
ROLLS. CRUSHING
Oan. lyink Belt Oo . Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Canada.
ROOFINGS—RUBBER. PLASTIC, LIQUID
Bereridire Paper Cn.. Montreal. Que.

ROTARY COMPRESSORS
Rscher. Wjss ft Co.. Montreal.

ROTARY C0NVERTER8-
Canadian Fairbanks-'Moxse Co., Montreal
MacGorem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que
RUBBER HOSE
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamiltoo. Ont.

RUBBER MILL DRIVES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

SAFES
Canadian Fairbanks'Morse Co.. Montreal.
Goldie ft MoCulloch Co., Qalt

SAW MILL CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

SCREENING MACHINERY
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

SCALE REMOVERS
Babcock ft Wilcox, Ltd. , Montreal.
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, %te.
Can, H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Tsronto. Oat
Frank GUman. Birmingham. Eng.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

SELF-MEASURING PUMPS (OIL AND
GASOLINE)
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto. Ont
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

SEAM PROTECTORS, GIRTH
>tational Boiler Protector Co. of Canada, Uontieel.

Que.

SHAFTING
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..

St Catharines, Ont
Waterou* Engine Works C!o.. Brantford.
J. C. WUson Mfg. Co.. Belleville, Ont
SHAKING AND DUMPING GRATES
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co., Ltd.. MoDtreal.
Babcock A Wilcoi, Ltd., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantfotd.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

SHIRTS. WORKING
R. G. Long ft Co., Toronto, Ont
SMELTER LININGS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
SMOKE BOXES, STACKS
Babcock ft Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Ohalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldie ft McCulloch Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Braattoid.

SOCKETS. WIRE ROPE
J. H. Williams ft Co.. Brooklyn. N.Y.
SOOT BLOWERS
Diamond Specialty Co., Windsor, Ont

SPECIAL MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & E^g. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPEED INDICATORS
Schaeffer ft Budenbur* Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.T.
L. S. Starrett Co.. Athol. Mass.

SPEED REDUCING GEARS
Can. Link-Belt C!o.. Toronto. Ont.

SPROCKET CHAIN ATTACHMENTS
Can. Link-Beit Co . Toronto. Ont
Jeffrey Mfg Co.. Montreal. Canada.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPROCKET RIMS
Babbitt Steam SpeoialtT Co.. New Bedford. Majs.

SPROCKETS. COMPENSATING
Morse rhain To.. Ithica, N.Y.

SPROCKETS, SPRING
Mni^e Chain Co.. Ithica. N.Y.

SPROCKETS. SILENT CHAIN
.Mor^e rh.iin Co.. Ithica, N.Y.
SPUR WHEELS
Boring Hylraulic ft E>ng. Co.. Ltd., LladMT, Ont
Goldie ft McCulloch Co., Gait
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., MontreaL
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

STACKS. STEEL
Babcock ft Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal
Golilie ft McOilloch Co., Oalt
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que.

STAND PIPES. STEEL
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

STAYBOLTS. FLEXIBLE
Oan. .\llis-rhalmen. Ltd.. Toronto. 0»t
STEAM SEPARATORS
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal

Bal)Cock ft WIloox, Ltd.. Montreal.

Oan. Allls-Ohalmers. Ltd.,, Toronto. Ont
Canadian Falibanks^Morse Co.. Montreal.

Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Direct Separator Co.. Syracnse. N.T.
D'Este Co.. Julian. Ponton. Mass.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. Samla.
The Garth Ck>.. Montreal. Canada.
Leitdi C3o.. Arthur S.. Toronto. Ont
Penberthr Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
Wat.'on ft McDsnM Oo., Philadelphia.

STEAM SPECIALTIES
Altienrer Heater Co.. Buffalo, N.T.
Canadian Falrt>ank»-Mor»e Ca. Montreal.

CoJe. Ltd.. Geo W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
D'FNte Co., Julian. Boston. Ma.s».

T/nnkenbelmer Co .
Cincinnati. O.

The Garth Co.. Montreal. Qiie.

The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. MootavaL

Jas. Morrison Bra.vi Mfg Co . Toronto.

Penberthr Injector Co.. Windsor.
Wation ft McDsnld Oo.. Philadelphia.

VBrnnll-Warine Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

STEAM TRAPS
. ^ _ ^

American Steam Gauge * Yalre Mfg. Co.. Bost.a.

Mass. . ^
Ander«on Oo . T. P.. Olereland. O.

Oanadlan Fslrhank'-Mo'^e Co., Montreal

Cole, Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto

i
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StopWasting

That Oil

!

You don't allow castings, fin-

ishsd parts or supplies to lie around
without an accurate record of them.
Such things go into the store room,
carefully checked in and charged
out as used—Why?—It is the only
safe, systematic way to do.

Are your oils handled as care-

fully? They can be, and can be ac-

counted for as easily as other ma-
terials—receipts checked, accurate
quantities given out, charges made
to the departments using and re-

cords kept if desired.

Storage Systems

Save

the

Oil

BOWSER Lubricating and Paint Oil Battery
Installation with Portable Outfit for

Lubricating Oil

Bowser Systems enable workmen to

get full value from every drop of oil, save a
great amount of time and labor in handling.

Put your Oil storage problems up to the

Bowser engineers. Let them make a survey

Double Battery Installation for Paints and
Other Oils, one unit or as many as

needed can be installed.

of your plant, show you just what you may
expect to save by the use of Bowser oil hand-
ling equipment. It costs you nothing and
it should mean a saving for you. Write us

today for further information.

LONDON
32 Victoria St., S.W. 1

HAVANA
Lonja cleIComercio427

S. F. BOWSER COMPANY, LIMITED r*K-=„„,.P......

66-68 FRASER AVE., TORONTO, ONT. if"gS..,!, s.,...
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Darling Bros, , Montreal.
D'Bste Co., Julian, Boston, Mau.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Dunham Co.. Ltd., C. A., Toronto, Ont
J. T. Lnnr. M Adam St., Montreal, Que.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal
Sarco Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.
Watson & MoDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

STEEL BARRELS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg. Pa.

STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

STEEL TANKS
Babcoctc & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCullocih Co.. Gait.
jMackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Waterous Engine Works. Brantford, Ont.

STOKERS
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
Murphy Iron Works, Dertoit, Mich.
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester. Maas.

STRAINERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Baboock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Beyeiidge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
STRUCTURAL STEEL WORK
Babcock dc Wileoi, Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian AHls-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

SUPPLIES, HOTWATER
Boyles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, E^ngland.
SUPERHEATERS, STEAM
Baboock & WUcoi, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
SWING JOINTS
Franklin Williams Co., New York.

SWITCHBOARDS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont.
SWITCHES AND SWITCH BOXES
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto. Ont

SWIVELS, HOOK
J. H. WiUlams & Co., Brooklyn, N.T.
TACHOMETERS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, On!
Cm. H. W. Johns-iManTille Co., Toronto, Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn .\' Y

TANKS, BLOW-OFF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantfoid

TANKS, FREEZING, STORAGE AND
WATER COOLING
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
WacKinnon Steel Oo., Sbei-brooke, Que.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa,

TANKS, OIL
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co., QaU.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. One.
St Catharines, Ont.

Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TANKS (OIL. KEROSENE, GASOLINE)
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
.MacKinnon Sfoc-1 Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Son.<! Co., Pift-sbni-g, Pa
TANKS (UNDERGROUND STORAGE)
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited, Toronto, Ont
.MacK'ininion Steel Co., Shej-brooke, Que.
TANKS. WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
InglU Co., The John, Toronto, ObL
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

TAPPING MACHINES
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Samia, Ont

TECHNICAL BOOKS
MacLean Pu'bli.<thing Co., Toronto.

THERMOMETERS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co.. St. Louis, Mo
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Sehaeffcr & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.T
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.T.
TTehllnif Instnmient Co.. New York, N.T.

THERMOSTATS
Sarco Co., Inc., New York. N.T.

TOOLS
Mneller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont

TOOTS. SMALL
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
TRANSFORMERS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto. Ont,
Canadian Falrtwnks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Mae(TOTem A Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic A Eng Co., Ltd., Lindsay Oni
Canadian Falrbanks^Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. Link-Rclt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Goldie & MoCulIoeh C!o,, Gait, Ont
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co,. Montreal.
Wsternin Enirine Works Co., Brnntford.

TRANSMISSION. SILENT CHAIN
Mnrsp Dm in To. Ithicn N Y

TRANSMISSION TOWERS
MacKiiraiioii Sloel Co.. Sherhi'ooke, Qui\
TRAPS. STEAM AND WATER-LINE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darlin? Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
0. A. Dunham Co., Ltd,. Toronto, 'Ont
D'RBte Co.. .luHan. Boston, Maas,

TRUCKS. FACTORY
Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
r^sr-dlan Fslrbsnk'Jjlorse Co.. Montreal.
Victoria Foundry Oo, Ltd., Ottawa.
TUBE CLEANERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Psrline Rrnthers Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McOulloeb Co., Qilit

Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Pelley Packing and Fine Bmah Mft. Co., 8t

Louis. Mo.
TUBE CUTTERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., MontreiO.

TUBES, BOILER
Babcock & WUcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Goldie & McCullocSh Co., Gait

TURBINES, POWER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal,
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co.. Worcester, MuL

TUBES, COPPER AND BRASS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont,
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Sajrnia.

TUNGSTEN LAMP (Vaconm and Uaa
Filled Types)
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

TURBINE OIL
Kellogg & Co.. E. H.. New York. N.T.

TURBINE WATER WHEELS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..
St Catharines. Ont

(Canadian AIlis-CThalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Escher, Wyss & Co.. Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
J. C. Wilson Mfg. Co., BelleriUe, Ont
TURBINES, STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-<3halmers, Ltd.; Toronto. Ont
Coppus Engr. & Equip. Co., Worcester. Maas.
Escher Wyss & Co., Montreal. Que.
Goldie & McC!ulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
MacGorem A Co., Inc., Montreal, Qne.
UNIONS
Oanadian Fairbanks^Iorse Co.. Montreal.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont.
Dart Union Company. Toronto.
Limkenheimer Co., (Cincinnati. 0.
McArtty & Sons, T.. St John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

UNDERGROUND TANKS
8. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

UNLOADERS. CAR
Portable Machinery Co.. Inc., Passaic. N.J.
UNIONS. BALL JOINT. COMBINATION.
FLANGED PIPE. GROUND JOINT.
MALLEABLE IRON, FLANGE. PIPE.
SWING
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, Mass.
Dart Tnion Comnanr. Ltd., Toronto. Ont

VACUUM GOVERNORS
The Mason Regulator A Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
C. A. Dunham Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.
Canadian .Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto
Bereridge Paner Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Leitch Co.. Arthur S.. Toronto. Ont

VACUUM REGULATING VALVFS
The Masoo Regtilator A Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
f^an Stcnni Boiler Eonlnment Co.. Toronto. Ont.
C. A. Dimham O). . Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
flniArt-Tnmer Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.

VACUUM TRAPS
Darliiw Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Cole. T>td.. Opo. W.. Toronto.
VALVE DISCS
Bmprlre Alfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Kerr Fngine Co.. Wfllkerville. Ont.
Jr3. Morrison Brass Mfg. Cn.. Toronto.
Penberthv Tniector Co.. Wind.-^or. Ont.

VALVE LEATHER
Bereridge Psner Co.. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Graton * Knlsht Mfs. Cn.. Mont^nl.

VALVE RESEATING MACHINES
Darling Bros., ^font^eal.

VALVFS, CONDFNSEJR. PUMP. RUBBER
Shell Bar Boico .Supnly. Ltd., Toronto.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

VALVES
Babcock A Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic A Fng. Co.. Ltd . Llnd«uy. Ont
Canadian FaliliankaJMorse Co.. Montreal.
r'fln Wfnin Br>ilpr Poiiirnncnt Co Toronto. Ont
TJmpIre Mfg. Co., Ltd.. Ix)ndon. Ont,
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Wrick Co.. Wameoboro. Fmnklln Co., Pa.
Kerr Kngine Co

. Wslkerville. Ont
WflHams Machinery Co.. A. R., Toronto.
Bereridge Paper Co., ^fontreal. Que.
r)'F,"*» Co.. .Tullan. Boston. Msss.
.Taa. Morrison Bra.« Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Shell Bar Boleo .Supplr. Ltd.. Toronto.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. Samla.
Home^ead Valre Mfg. Co.. Pittsburg.
.TenMns Bros.. Montreal.
PpoTierthr Tnjp^'tor Co.. Windsor. Ont.
Prnft A '^"dr To Tnc Har"ord. Conn.
Victoria Foundry fV>. Ltd.. Ottawa.
Wilson Mfg. C!o.. J. O.. BeilleTniB.
York Mfff. Co

, York, Pa.
ATR VALVES
T?mp1re Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont,
Jaa. Morrison Brs-ss Mfg. Oo., Toronto.
VALVES. RADIATOR
.TcnWns Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Watson A MoDanlel Co.. PhllsdeVphla.
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerrille. Ont
Lunkenhelmer Co.. fMndnnatl. 0.
Pratt A Cady. Hartford. Conn.
WnMoT- A INfcDanlel Co.. PhDsilelphla.
Shell Bar Boleo Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
York Manntactiirlng Ho.. Phlttdf'.nhla.
Jas. Morrbon Brass Mfg. Co.. Tonmto.
Mason Regulator A Engineering Co.. Montrea'
Ma«on Regnlstor Co.. Boston. Ma.s«.
MoArltr A Sona. T. St .Tohn, N.B.

VAI.VFS. ACID RESISTING
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co.. Pltt.*uiF.
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerrllle. Ont.
MoArltr A Sons. T.. St John. N.B.
York Mfg. Co

. York, Pa.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. .Samla.
VALVES. BACK PRESSURE
Can. A Ills-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
VALVES. BRASS
Jas. >rorri»on Brass tStg. Co., Toronto.

Kerr Engine Cv., Walkendlle, Ont
H. Mueller M£g. Co., Ltd., Samia.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Shell Bar Boioo Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
WHliama Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.

VALVES, BLOW-OFF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Bat>cock A Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal
Oanadian Fairbankis-Morse Co., MontieaL
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Mcmtreal, Que.
Goldie A Mc(3ulloch Co.. Gait
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co., Pitt*urg.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Tor<mto.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
The (Jarth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MoArity A Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Watson A McDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.
Wilam Mfg. Co., J. C, BeUerille.
Yamall-Waring Cjo.. Ptuladeli^a, P»
VALVE CHAIN WHEEL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., New Bedford, Maaa.

VALVES. FOOT
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Bmpire Mfg. Co., Ltd., Ixmdon, Ont,
Kerr Engine Co., Wolkerville, Ont
Boring Hydraulic A Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VALVES, GATE
Babcock A Wilcox, Ltd., MontreaL
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerrille. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
Shell Bar Boico Suj]f>ly, Ltd., Toronto.
MoArity A Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

VALES, HYDRAULIC
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelpbia, Pa

VALVES, MULTIPORT
Can. Allis-C!halmers. Ltd.,, Toronto, Ont
VALVES, NON-RETURN STOP
Canadian Fairbanks-<Morse Co.. Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
VALVES, RELIEF
The Mason Regulator A Eng. Co.. Ltd., MomtieaL
American Steam Gauge A Valre Mfg. Co., Boston
Mass.

H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd., Samia.
McArity A Sons, T.. St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
VALVES, REDUCING
The Mason Regulator A Eng. Ck>., Ltd., Mootx«ftl.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
0. A. Dunham Oo. , Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Leitoh Co., Arthur S., Toronto. Oat
H. Mueller .Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. Samia.
Mason Recolator Co., B«>toa. Utm.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H., Samia, Ont

VALVES, STANDARD, GLOBE ANGLE
AND CHECKS
Kerr Engine Cjo.. Walkerrille, Ont
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
H. Miic'.lor .Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. Samia.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont.

VALVES, POP
The Mason Regulator A Eng. Co., Ltd., MontreaL
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Shell Bar Boioo Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
MoArity A Sons. T, St John. N.B.

VALVES. PUMP
Garlock Packing Oo., Hamilton, Ont
shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Qne.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Ca. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamlltoii.

VALVES. REGULATING
H. Mnclkr .Mfg. Co.. Ltd., Samia.

VALVES. SAFETY THROTTLE
Boring Hydraulic A Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Can. Detroit Lubricator C^.. Walkerrflle, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O,
McArity A Sons, T. St John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass .Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.

VALVES. STEAM
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont
Kerr Engine Co ,

Welkenille, Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass .Mfg. Co., Toronto.

VISES. CHAIN PIPE, ETC.
J. H, Williams A Co., Brooklyn, N.T.
WASTE

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Tortnto.

WATER COLUMNS. GAGES
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. C!o.. Toronto.

WATER GAUGES. STANDARD, EXTRA
HEAVY AND AUTOMATIC
Penberthy Injector Co. Windsor. Ont
Jas. Morrison Bra-ss Mfg. Co., Toronto.

WATER SOFTENING SYSTEMS
Wm. B. Scaife A Sons, Pittsburgh. Pa.

Canadian -Allia-Chalmers. Ltd . Toronto.

WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London. Ont

WATER HEATERS AND WHISTLES
iJmplre Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London, Ont

WELDING COMPOUND
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

WHISTLES
PentverthT Iniector Co., Windsor, Ont,
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
WHEEL TANKS (LUBRICATING OIL AND
GASOLINE)
Bowser A Co.. Tnc 8. F., Toronto, Ont.

WRENCHES, PIPE
William-s MacMnerr Co.. A. R-. Toronto

WRENCHES. CHAIN PIPE. DROP FORGE.
ETC.
J. H, WmUnu A Co., Brooklyn. N.T.
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DEFENDER
DUPLEX DRAFT GAUGE

The Peer of Them

Price $20.00

All

They read: Draft over the fire. Draft at the

last pass of the Boiler and the differential

throiigh the Bofler.

THE FIREMEN CONTROL the fires by the

readings on the Gauge. It sihows every condi-
tion of the Fires and Boilers, except Flue Gas Temperatures and the Defender Flue Gas Pyrometers
show the Flue Gas Temperatures. Also see the Defender OO2 Ana;lysers, put up in permanent
case so as to take a reading for CO2 in less than one minute's time. Write for Bulleibin No. 100.

Defender Catalogue No. 11 shows the fargest assortment of Combustion atppiliiances, efficiency
instruments and damper regulators made. We can help you save fuel.

DEFENDER AUTOMATIC REGULATOR CO., 709 Pine St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

WE STRIVE
TO EXCEL

AMERICAN-MARSH PUMPS
SIMPLE RELIABLE EFFICIENT

The line also

includes

—

Power Pumps
Deep Well Engines
Air Compressors

The American-Marsh steam pump is an improved form of the famous Marsh
Pump which has been on the market for over thirty years, during which time over
150,000 have been manufactured and sold.

The American-Marsh Pump has no internal stuffing boxes, no tappets and no
slide valves. The auxiliary valve is of the semi-rotative disc type of an improved
design. The main steam valve is of the balanced piston pattern, assuring highest
efficiency. The water ends have large valve areas and are fully bronze fitted,
including solid bronze piston rods and bronze removable water cylinder bushings.

American-Marsh Centrifugal Pumps are made with
the same high grade of material and workmanship
which characterizes the construction of the steam

^ pumps. They are made in

all sizes up to 12 inch, both
single and two stage for
heads up to 250 feet.

Jet Condensers
Dry Vacuum Pumps
Boiler Feed Pumps

Ask for General Catalog

AMERICAN STEAM PUMP COMPANY
BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN

CANADIAN AGENTS—A. R. WUIiams Machinery Co., Toronto. Williams & Wilson, Montreal.
London Engrine Supplies Co., London, Ont. Stuart Machinery Co., Winnipeg. Mechanics' Supply
Co., Quebec, Que. Gorman, Clancy & Grindley, Limited, Edmonton and Calgary.

WE-FU-GD AND5CAI

bK
PURIRICATION SYSTEMSSOFTENING & FILTRATIONFOR BOILER FEEO A.NO
AL.1- INDUSTRIA.I. USES

When Writing Advertisers Be Sure

and Mention this Paper
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Don't clog your mind wheels up with the mud of unreliable out-of-date reading.

Get the latest technical information on Power House Equipment by reading POWER
HOUSE, Canada's only paper devoted entirely to the practical engineer's interests

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE
Send in yours TO-DAY$1.00 $1.00

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED 1S3 UNIVERSITY AVENUE, TORONTO
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Led theway to Better Hose

THE hose industry stretches

back into the early days of

rubber history.

For year after year rubber

hose had been built upon the

immature principles of those

early days.

But Goodyear has developed new
z^d higher standards of hose effi-

ciency.

Just as broad-visioned Goodyear
chemists and engineers cut loose

from tradition and built tires in a

better way, so have they built indus-

trial hose.

Old processes— obsolete methods
have been forgotten. Only those

processes, formulae and methods
proved byservicetestsand experiment
to be best enter into the manufacture
of Goodyear Industrial Hose.

Hose linings which do not crack or

harden have been developed.

Outer covers with an exceptional de-

gree of toughness to withstand the

wear of severe industrial service

—

another distinctly Goodyear feature.

In a word, Goodyear has built better

hose. Original cost did not count
if greater final economy and increas-

ed efficiency were a sure result.

You cannot know how far short of

complete satisfaction ordinary hose
falls until you experience the greater

perfection of Goodyear Industrial

Hose.

Give Goodyear Hose a trial now.
There is a particular Goodyear Hose
for every industrial purpose—water,

steam, pneumatic tool, air drill, rail-

way, fire, suction, etc.

Phone, wire or write to the nearest

branch for a man trained in hose
problems to study your needs. No
obligation.

TheGoodyearTire& Rubber Co.
of Canada, Limited

Halifax, St. John. Quebec. Montreal. Cttatva.

Toronto, Hamilton London. M' in>i
i
pe^,

Regma, Calgary, Edmonton, I'ancouver.

MADE
GOOD/^Y£AR

N CANADA

INDVSTRIAL HOSE,
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REDUCING VALVE PERFECTION

1 he Morrison Reducing
Valve is the ultimate valve

because it does all that a

pressure - reducing valve

could possibly do. It makes
no difference how the in-

itial pressure varies, the

J.M.T. will keep the low
pressure constant.

THE VALVE
FOR EVERY
SERVICE

The Morrison Reducing
Valve is made in sizes and

with pressure ranges to suit

every requirement, and sold

with the well-known Mor-
rison guarantee. We will

be glad to prove our claims.

vVrite to-day for our booklet

on Reducing Valves.

The James Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Limited
93-97 ADELAIDE ST., W., TORONTO
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FIR.E: SniCK IN PU TT Y F O
PEG u S OUT Off "

D R. M )

The World's Best Furnace Lining Material

Keeps Hot Air In and Cold Air Out
Thereby Increasing Furnace Efficiency

Pyro Putty is far more durable than standard fire bricks

for making new furnace linings, because it is not weakened by
a multiplicity of fire clay joints.

And for repairing worn furnace linings, Pyro Putty will

prove ECONOMICAL, because repairs can be made quickly

by unskilled labor. Simply pound the material in place with
a mallet, smooth it off with a trowel and the job is done.

Pyro Putty is put up ready for use, in 700-pound barrels,

a barrel being equivalent to 100 standard fire brick.

The sketch below represents the fire box of a water tube
boiler lined with Pyro Putty. Compare it with your own fire

box linings ; then

Order a few barrels and keep them on hand for emerg-
ency repairs.

A few barrels of Pyro Putty should be part of the

emergency equipment of every steam power plant.

Write today for further information and prices

PYRO PRODUCTS COMPANY
P.O. Box 685, Toronto, Ontario
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They require no brickwork

They burn cheap fuel

They take up only one-seventh the space of

the ordinary boiler.

The above are some of the advantages of

using the

1ALBOl
CONTRA-FLOW

Steam Boilers
Boilers of the water tube type, quick steam-

ing writhout any large steam or water spaces,

making serious explosions impossible. Auto-

matic water and 'oil control. Tubes easily re-

placed under reduced steam pressure.

Built in all sizes from 50 to 4,000 H.P.

May we send catalogue?

Canadian Manufacturers and Sales Offices:

Montreal General Tool Co., Limited
675 Notre Dame Maisonneuve

MONTREAL, P.Q.

THE ENGINE/REFINEMENr^

/enest boafs i^ai/Yoat

The word "Quality," applied to a gasoline engine for centrifugal

pump and electric generator drives, was initially, is immediately,
and will always be, applicable to Sterling, since everj effort

is being constantly made to retain the product in the van of
progress. Send for Sterling catalog C. and the folder entitled
",50 Reasons Why a Model F Sterling Excels."

Model EC 2. 25 H.P. Sterling direct connected to Dajrton-Dick

centrifugal pump.

STERLING ENGINE COMPANY
Department C-4. - - - Buffalo, N'.Y.

Instantaneous, dependable power 10 to .100 H.P.

HOYTBABBinMETALS
A Line of High Quality

Babbitts that Meet All

Your Requirements

Frost King'
The World's Best All Round

Babbitt Metal

''Nickel Genuine
99

Specially Made for Gas, Gasoline,
Marine Engines, etc.

Dynamo Genuine^'
Scientifically Compounded for

Dynamo and Motor Work

Reduce Your Babbitt Expenses
In the.ie days of hiirh costs economy Ls of ureat importance. The long

and satisfactory service that HOYT babbitting metals will give you will

save a lot of TIME and EXPENSE. Use the full line.

HOYT METAL COMPANY
FACTORIES:

London, England; Toronto, Canada; St. Louis, Mo.

New York, N.Y.

POWER HOUSE October 20, liM'.t, Vol. XII,. No. 17. Published semi-monthly at U.S-IM University Ave,, Torrvnh>, Cnnadn, Subscription price in

Canada $1; in United States, $1.50. Entered as secolndM^lass matter at the Post Office Depnrtment, Ottawa. Canada. Enteiod as second-class m«tU<r

July 1 1912, at the Post Office at Buffalo, under the Act of March Srdk 1870.
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POWER BOILERS
WATEROUS Return Tubular are quick steaming, economical of fuel and absolutely reliable.

Power Boilers up to 165 H.P. Heating Boilers in sizes to 72" x 16'—most standard sizes

carried in stock. We can supply brick or all-steel settings designed and dimensioned to give
best results with whatever fuel you are using.

Boilers in Stock for immediate Shipment.

2—48 X 14 Horizontal 2—72 x 18 Horizontal 1—30 H.P. Locomotive
2—54 x14 " 2—15 H.P. Vertical 3—40 "

3—60x14 " 2—18 " " 3—60 "

2—66 X 16

CATALOGUE ON REQUEST
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Yo\x Can Buw/
Them ivi'

Confidence
A catalogjue of tKe

features of Diamond
Soot Blowers can no
more ^ive you a correct

conception of tKe equip-

ment tKan a catalogue of

tKe virtues ofa man can
^ive you an idea of Kis

personalityand acKieve-
ments. But, for tKose

wKo are interested in

some of tKe details of
design and construction wKicK Kave
made Diamond Soot Blowers tKe larg-

est selling and most depended -upon
equipment for tKeir service in tKe

world, we Kere call attention to certain

fundamental and exclusive features.

Colorized Afefa/: Blower units are

constructed of metal treated by tKe cal-

orizin^ process. TKis process renders
tKe metal capable ofwitKstandin^ con-

tinuous temperatures of 1800 de^. F, wKereas untreated

iron and steel be^in to oxidize rapidly at continuous

temperatures of 1100 de^. F. TKis means tKat Diamond
units can be placed in portions of tKe boiler otKerwise

inaccessible for cleaning.

y^enturi Nozzles: TKe nozzles from wKicK tKe

steam issues are designed on tKe principle of tKeVenturi
tube. WitK identical pressures, steam is emitted at tKree

times tKe velocity possible from a strai^t-walled

nozzle, tKus insuring tKe absolute maximum in cleaning eflBciency.

Automatic Stops: TKe ranfee of action of tKe steam jets is abso-

lutely controlled. At no time can tKey be directed against baffles or

brick work, witK consequent deterioration of tKe latter.

General Construction: StancK, ru^^ed, mecKanically correct. Dia-

mond Soot Blowers are noted for tKeir dependability under all condi-

tions of service. MecKanics, materials, desig,n Kave been carried

as far as tKey can be carried, but Kavin^ been carried tKat far, tKey

mer^e into tKe soot blower itself, and tKere tKe equipment stands

complete, a sinj^le unit, not a list of features. Ask for Bulletin 185.

DIAMOND SPECIALTY COMPANY

SCOT BLOWERS - SAVE 4 6% FUEL
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''SET IT AND FORGET IT"

E. J. Tagliabue Go's.

Industrial Controllers
Iffor

Temperature, Pressure and Time

ApplicalDle to all manufacturing purposes. As ap-

plied to:

—

RUBBER TRADE:—Vulcanizers, mill-rolls, calen-

der rolls, compound driers, shoe-curing kilns, etc.

WOOD WORKING:—Dry kilns, glue kettles, glue

tanks, etc.

POWER-PLANTS:—Feed-water heaters, condens-

ers, steam pressure reduction, water jackets, etc.

TEXTILE MILLS:—Dye tubs, dye kettles, dyeing
machines, slashers, steaming boxes, bleaching kiers,

etc.

TANNERIES:—Tanning vats, water heaters, etc.

BAKERIES :—Tempering tanks, proofing and stor-

age rooms.

MEAT PACKING:—Hog scalding, boiling tanks,

etc.

GASWORKS:—Amimonia and benzol stills, condenser
and scrubber temperatures, exhauster and oven off-

take controls, tar extractor control, holder seal-

water temperature control.

Our bulletins showing instruments as applied to

your industry, will be mailed at your request.

IT INDICATES
WHAT You Are Doing WHILE

You Are Doing It

FIREMAN'S GUIDB
OILCOLUMNS HOVEHENT " LEFT SOME- CAUSES M0\^EHEPIT">BI6HT SOME "CAUSES

BtUE

Furnace
Efficiency

Indicator

Furnace Efficiency Indicator
SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL

We will attach this instrument to your
boiler and leave it to you, to say if it is

worth its cost—if not, it will be removed at

our expense.

The greatest aid to the fireman in the eco-
nomical burning of coal.

Republic Flow Meters
TO MEASURE

Steam, Water, Air or Gas
Indicating, Graphic Recording

and Integrating

Use a REPUBLIC Meter to Measure

Steam generated at the boilers.

Steam distributed to departments or sold

to customers.

Apply a steam meter to your carbureted
water gas sets. It will show the number
of Runs, the time of Blow and time of Make
Periods, amount of steam used per run and
total steam used.

Feed-water, water supplied to depart-
ments, total water pumped.

The gas you make, also the gas used by
your steel furnaces (coke oven or blast
furnace gas).

Measure the air you compress and the
amount you supply to your customers.

IT STAYS
TIGHT

ANDERSON MODEL "D"
STEAM TRAP
complete accessibility togives you

every part.

We sell the complete line of Anderson
Specialties in Ontario.

Steam and Air Traps
Oil Separators and Filters

Literature on request.

E. J. PHILIP & SONS
Room 103 - 57 Queen Street West - Toronto, Ontario
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R.R.
Oilers
Capacity:

No. 4-1 pint

No. 5—1 quart

The "All-Way" is an cilei- fitted with
flexible steel spout, made to bend any
angle or position without breaking or
interfering with the flowing of the
oil. A big saver of time and oil.

The
All-Way
Oiler

Steel Spring
Bottom

Nos. 1, 2, 3

Capacity:

No. 1 — i pint
No. 2 — 2 pint
No. 3 — 1 pint

HALIFAX.
Oattdngrhjim, E. S.
Stairs .Son (Wm.) & .Mohtov LUl.

ST. JOHN, N.B.
'riiome & Co., Lrd.. W. H.

MONCTON, N.B.
Sumner Co.

FREDERICTON, N.B.
Ohestnut & .S<in.s, Ltd.. R.

SHERBROOKE, QUE.
cwit-re & ras Ltd.
.Mitchell & Co.. Ltd.. .1. S.

MONTREAL, QUE.
CaTai'liiJI, Ixiaiinont »*i Co.
Cnnailian Faiii'baiiJfr-Moiiie Co.
CrOTvn Ojcle & Motoi- Co.
l)ari<b«3U -Mfg. f\>.. Ltd., Th«<.
I'oss .Ma<ihinfn' & SuppLv Co.. Ltd.. Geo. F.
Fiiathingbam & Workm.nu, Ltd.
(rtxuhvin's Ltd.
Iaws Bros. Limited.
I'lTOer Eq\ii|>ra<'nt & Supply Co., The.
lUuiiiul .Molor .Sui>i)ly Oo., The
KicliaivlNon & llui^au
Williams & Wilson. I/UTiite<l.

OTTAWA. ONT.
Kcyt^ ,Sup])ly (^o. . J.,tcl.

PEMBROKE, ONT.
I)iuiil<i)> \- C«., Lfel.

PETERBOROUGH. ONT.
I)avids<in, U. W.

KINGSTON, ONT.
Canadian I^ocomolivr (^o.. 1jU\.

TORONTO. ONT.
.\ikenlieatl Hanhvaix? Ltd.
CAanadian Faiibank-ii-Mfiisc Ca, Ltd.
Oitt<"n & PostfT Limited
Howlaiid Sous & Co., Ltd., H. .S.

Kloepfer Ltd., C.
Kioi' Lewis & Son, Ltd.
Tire Import Co., Ltd.
Wilkiii^m-Kompaiis Co.

HAMILTON, ONT.
.McxamWr Hardware (V)., Ltd.
Wood, .\lf«an<lcr i; James
Walker-\"allance Ltd.
\N"iIk!n.<'n-Ivom])ass (\>.

M I'- Har.hvare On.. Ltd.
\ViLs».'U .Vuto Specialtii'^ Co.

LONDON, ONT.
.Vuto Supply (V).. Tlio
.MacLann Tiro Co.. Tlio

KITCHENER. ONT.
Fmuk'II & .S<iu. .lolni

COLLINGWOOD, ONT.
Wiiitcs LimittAl.

PORT ARTHUR. ONT.
Wells & Bmm<>i»ou.

WINNIPEG, MAN.
.\shiowii Hanhvaiv <^o. , Ltd.
.Ncklau.i & Son. LhL, D.
Cn-at Wetit KU-ctric Co., Ltd.
.MilliMN.Morse Haixhvare Oo.
Wood Vallance IJtil.

MOOSE JAW, SASK.
CBiwuldan Sipeoialty Oo.

RBGINA. SASK.
Motoi" Suppli*^ I>iniilt-<1.

CALGARY, ALTA,
OJiaipin C<x, The
.Motor Oar Saipply Co., Limited.

LBTHBRIDGE, ALTA.
We6<em Canada Hanh\-arc Ca. Ltd.

VANCOUVER, B.C.
Klo^^pfer Haithvaix' (\x, Ltd., The.

VICTORIA, B.C.
I'Tiiw & Co., Ltxl., E. G.

The All-Way Oilers will Move you SO per cent, of
your oil bill. Try them.

Capacity:

No. lOI-l pint

No. 102-1 quart

No. 103-1 gal.

No. 104-1 gal.

Combination Filler

and Funnel
This filler eliminates the necessity of

the use of a separate funnel, as with
the flexible spout any part can be
readily reached.

< /

A very handy
tool for greas-

ing: or oiling

hard-to-get-at
places. A great

saver of time.

And labor.

Manufactured by

The AH-Way Oiler Mfg. Co., 196 King Street W.
TORONTO, CAN.
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Three Veterans
Here is actual proof of Real Service and Real Value given by

MASON REDUCING VALVES
23 YEARS

Born in 1896—and "still going strong"

No. 3—Mason 2" Standard Reducing Valve.

No. 2—Mason 2Y," Standard Reducing Valve.

23 YEARS AGO
in November, 1896, two of these valves (Nos. 1 and

2) were installed on the heating system of the

Protestant Hospital for Insane, at Verdun, Mont-
real. No. 3 was installed in 1899.

It was one of the present chief engineer's first jobs.

Mr. Thompson found them in the store on his

arrival to take charge.

No. 2 and No. 3 have never been taken out of the

line. No. 1 was repaired for the first time in Sep-

tember, 1919, requiring new main valve and
auxiliary valve.

Such examples are the reason why Mason Valves

are imitated and pirated.

Every dealer and jobber in Canada can supply you with genuine Mason Valves.

All genuine Mason Valves are distinguished by the Mason trademark cast on the body.

The Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Limited
Successor to H. L. PEILER & COMPANY

Toronto Representative:

The Arthur S. Leitch Co. Montreal Office and Factory
1002 Kent Building 135-153 Dagenais Street
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Fig. 300

Type "K" Brass

Gate Valve

Screwed

Jenkins

Bros.
Type "K" Brass Gate

Valves

PARTICULAR attention is

paid to every detail in the

manufacture of Jenkins Bros.'

Type "K" Brass Gate Valves.

Before they are delivered for

shipment every valve is care-

fully inspected and thoroughly

tested under working con-

ditions by steam and hydraulic

pressure.

Type "K" Brass Gate Valves

carry the well-known JEN-
KINS BROS.' guarantee of

Service and Satisfaction. You

can tell genuine Type "K" Gate

Valves by the Diamond Trade

Mark—always look for it.

Your dealer will supply you. Cata-

logue No. 8 sent free on request.

\j EN kins; Jenkins ^os. LIMITED <5£SKiNs

Head Office and Works:
103 St. Remi Street

Montreal, Canada

Aeencics in all the

Principal Countries

of the World

European Branch:
6 Great Queen St., Kinpsvvay

London. W .C, 2. England
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Lubricants
For Manufacturing,
Mining and Milling

( Yl.lNDKR OILS

Imperial Valve Oil
Imperial Cylinder Oil
Imperial Capitol Cylinder Oil
Imperial Beaver Cylinder Oil
Imperial 20th Century Cylin-

der Oil

l^NciNi-: Oils

Imperial Kearsarge Engine Oil
Imperial Solar Red Engine Oil
Imperial Atlantic Red Engine

Oil
Imperial Junior Red Engine
Oil

Imperial Bayonne Engine Oil
Imperial Renown Engine and
Dynamo Oil

Imperial Standard Gas Engine
Oil

Imperial Ario Compressor Oil

Steady, Dependable Power

INDUSTRIAL success is based on power—steady, dependable
power. Every mechanical unit in your plant—engines, dynamos
and machines—must give 100% efficiency and therefore must

be carefully and properly lubricated with lubricants of correct body.

When choosing your lubricants, you cannot afford to consider any
factor other than quality. Good lubricants, like those in the
Imperial line, are always most economical. They cost less per
lubricating hour because they last longer; they do not wear or

burn out as do poor lubricants.

Imperial Lubricants are right. They never vary in quality and
will give you continuous satisfaction and better dollar-for-dollar

value. They are made only from the best crudes obtainable and
are as perfect as science and experience can make them.

Look over the list on the left. Among those lubricants you will

find the right lubricant for every moving part of every machine in

your plant. Their use will enable your plant to give steady,
dependable power under e\-ery service condition.

We invite you to consult with our Lubrication Engineers. Their advice or
assistance is yours for the asking. Address us at 56 Church Street, Toronto,
or at any of our branches.

IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED
Power Heat Light Lubrication

BRANCHES IN ALL CITIES
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Em£EEA;i;LQN
DEPARTMENT-

100 ton Linde Refrigerating
Plant in Operation.

Sets the

Standard for

REFRIGERATING
AND ICE MAKING
MACHINERY

Linde Refrigerating Machinery is

for all Refrigerating Purposes
and Will Meet Your

Requirements

in

Makers of Quality
Machinery in

Canada Since 189S.

Economy, Efficiency and Service!
strength, excess loading capacity, simplicity of operation are features of

LINDE equipment. If LINDE equipment costs you a little more to install,

it costs you a good deal less to operate and maintain. This is true economy.

LINDE Machines can always be depended upon for a long period of efficient,

economical service. Full data on request.

The Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Limited

37 St. Peter Street, MONTREAL
TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
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Every Part of Every FRICK INSTALLATION Must Be Perfect

in order to maintain

FRICK SUPERIORITY
That is why Frick Refrigerating and

Ice Making Equipment proves a profitable

investment wherever installed.

The entire Frick line, from the smallest

to the largest plant, from the smallest part

to the largest part in each plant, is de-

signed to meet our strict standard of

Durability—Efficiency—Economy. Every
part must be perfect in order to maintain
the well-known FRICK Superiority.

Therefore, when you purchase FRICK
Equipment you are assured of perfect

service regardless of the unforese(3n

overload demand that might be placed on

it sometime—assured of continued opera-

tion without danger of breakdowns in the

midst of a busy season—assured of eco-

nomical operation at all times—and a

long life. Frick Equipment has been
standing up under the above conditions

for nearly a half-century, day after day,

year after year, under the most severe

conditions.

You can't go wrong when you specify

'Trick Equipment." Catalog on request.

Ask for a copy of our Lwt
of Users covering 1^8 pages

of satisfied customers—
also your copy of Ice and
Frost.

WA YNiE s B a a a. pa., u. s.a.
ICE h1ACHIN£RY SUPEaiaa SINCE IBBZ

BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

Canadian Representative : FRICK Ice and Refrigeration Co., Montreal

There is a FRICK Ma-
chine for every refrigerat-

ing purpose—all types :

Vertical — Horizontal —
Absorption.

York Refrigerating Machinery
QUALITY SER VICE

From the very beginning we have been building

quality and service into our Refrigerating Machines.
This has resulted in increasing sales of our products
and increasing satisfaction on the part of our
customers.

With a York Refrigerating Plant you can improve
the quality of your product as well as the measure
of service you render to your trade.

Any firm that installs a Refrigerating Plant is looked
upon by the trade it serves as a progressive firm.

Give MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION a chance.
In these days of keen compel 'tion it is the progres-
sive owner who survives and profits.

Write us for information and prices.

York Manufacturing Company
(ICE-MAKING AND REFRIGERATING MACHINERY EXCLUSIVELY

YORK, PA.
Canadian Representatives :

Canadian Ice Machine Company
WINNIPEG, 85 Lombard S TORONTO, 82 Chestnut St. MONTREAL, 324 Craig St. West CALGARY, 605 Second St.
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MICHIGAN

Cyclone Lubricators

CONOeNSCR TAIL PIPE

CONDENSER TAIL NUT

CONDEN^ert

FILLER HANDLE

FILLER PLUG

GAUGE GLASS PLUG

UPPER GAUGE ARN

PEEO GLASS PLUG

UPPER FEED ARH

FEED GLASS NUT

SIGHT GLASS

LUBRICATOR BODY

FEED GLASS NUT

SI«HT GLASS DRAIN STEM
LOWER FEED ARM

FEED STEM NUT

FEED VALVE STEM
FEED VALVE HANDLE

OIL TUBE

WATER VALVE BOHMCT
WATER VALVE STEM HUT
WATER VALVE STEM

WATER VALVE HANDLE

GAUGE CLASS NUT

STEAM VALVE HANDLE

HANDLE FOLLOWER

STEAM VALVE STEM
STEAM VALVE STEM NUT

STEAM VALVE BONNET

SUPPORT ARM

SUPPORT ARH TAIL NUT

SUPPORT ARH TAIL PIM
GAUGE GLASS

GAUGE GLASS NUT

LOWER GAUGE ARM

WATER TUBE
DRAIN VALVE BOOT

DRAIN VALVE (Till

The Michigan Cyclone Lubricator Keeps the Oil Warm
The distinctive feature of the Michigan Cyclone Lubricator is the large heating channel

or caliduct which passes through the body from the support arm to the upper sight feed

arm. This cored passage is a part of the original casting and in addition to its function

as a heating chamber, it serves to strengthen the construction by binding and bracing

the walls of the body. It will also be noticed that the main portion of this passage-

way is considerably higher than the point of steam supply, thus making it self-draining

and insuring that this heating chamber is always filled with live steam.

As the internal tube which delivers the oil to the lower sight feed arm rises within

the body nearly as high as the filler opening, it will be seen that the oil is always fed

from the upper portion of the body. In the Michigan Cyclone Lubricator the oil in the

upper portion of the body is always kept in a

heated and thoroughly liquid condition, by %, , . j i<= -a .J Manufactured by
reason ot this large, well designed, self drain-

ing heating chamber. Our Lubricators will, Michigan LubrlcatOf Co.
therefore, feed the heaviest oil freely and re-

Detroit Mich
gularly, even in very cold weather.

SOLD BY LEADING JOBBERS EVERYWHERE
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Any boiler from 50 H.P. and up can be equipped with the Murphy
Furnace. The smaller plant can therefore enjoy all the economical

advantages of the larger plant without resorting to forced draft.

The money you save on auxiliary equipment goes far toward paying for an in-

stallation of Murphy Furnaces.

Couple Natural Draft with Murphy ability to burn any fuel that has heat in it

and you have a simple explanation of Murphy economy in hundreds—yes,

thousands of plants.

If your boilers are 50 H.P. or larger you should write us. Catalog HM-10 places

you under no obligation. Send for copy and see how easily the Murphy Furnace

can be installed under any type of boiler.

MURPHY IRON WORKS, Detroit, Michigan
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The Joint is

Bronze to Bronze
Both Face and Seat
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Union Pipe Couplings
Trouble-Proof and Economical.

The Bronze Face and Seat last indefinitely —
There is no rusting or corroding at the Joint, no

deterioration.

The Heavy Iron Parts will not stretch or pull apart.

Never Scrap Dart Unions. Use again.

YOUR JOBBER HAS THEM.
Manufactured by Dart Union Company Limited, Toronto, Canada

^^^^

STAY
TIGHT
Permanently
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The Key to Success

EXPERT
KNOWLEDGE
OF THE PROCESS OF COMBUSTION AND
BOILER ROOM MANAGEMENT is absolutely es-

sential for success in the power plant engineering

field today. The man that the big fellows are

looking for is the man who, first of all, can utilize

the last heat unit in the coal he burns under his

boilers.

The Hays School of Combustion has provided

the means by which this expert knowledge can be

easily acquired by any one who will spend a few

hours of his spare time to master the simple, in-

teresting and easily understood lessons provided.

The correspondence method of instruction is used,

which permits any man to proceed according to

the time available and his previous study of the

subject. It teaches you all about the most up-to-

date practice, all about fuels and how to obtain

combustion efficiency, and all about boilers and

furnaces and how to operate them economically.

Every essential detail is supplied in this course,

and in such a manner that you will find it more
interesting than your favorite novel.

GREATER REWARDS
ARE WITHIN THE REACH OF THE COMPE-
TENT COMBUSTION ENGINEER at the present

time than in any other line of endeavor connected
with the power plant field. Men who can select

the proper kind of coal for each particular plant

and condition, determine how it can be most ef-

ficiently burned, and, in the final analysis, GET
RESULTS, with a minimum expenditure for fuel,

are the fellows for whom the demand is, and will

be, unlimited. If you want to be listed with the
top-liners, this is your opportunity.

For the fireman, steam engineer, master me-
chanic or technical man, or for the young man
seeking a lucrative calling, the sure job and the

big pay, with all the accompanying advantages,
there is no field so ripe where the prospect of rap-
id advancement and quick returns is so promising.
Employers are seeking greater efficiency in the
operation, equipment and supervision of power
plants. They want better trained men in the plants
and more combustion engineers for consulting and
construction work, giving opportunity for every
grade of ability. If you have the foresight and
ambition to train yourself, the opportunity is

yours.

The course is written and arranged by Jos. W. Hays himself
—in his well-known interesting and effective way of convey-
ing the desired information. There is not a dull or uninter-
esting line in the whole course. The practical value of the
course is unquestionably assured by the staff of Advisory
and Reviewing Eklitors given below.
Joseph Harrington David Moffat Myers

Fred R. Low
Arthur L. Rice Prof. S. W. Parr
The cost is nominal—Payments may be divided up to suit

your circumstances—Success is assured— Fill out the coupon
and get in the BIG PAY Class.

Hays School of Combustion
STATE-LAKE BUILDING

Chicago, Illinois

CUT OUT AND MAIL

Hay's School of Combustion.
State-Lake Bldg..

Chicaffo. III.

I am Interested In the study of Combustion efficiency
;»nd would like a free copy of your prospectus.

Name

.<5t. and No.

City

Position . . .

Company Date

POWER HOUSE
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Canada's Leading Machinery House

Are You An Engineer?
One of the most prominent Engineering Authorities once wrote: "A

very important part of an Engineer's training is to know:

WHERE to Find

WHA T He Wants
WHEN He Wants It."

Do rOf/know WHERE io get 7 you want ?

Do rot/ know that ''WILLIAMS'' have IN STOCK
STEAM ENGINES, all sizes, 1 to 1000 horse power?

Do YOU know that "Williams" have IN STOCK
STEAM BOILERS, all sizes, 10 to 450 horse power?

Do YOU know that "Williams" have IN STOCK
STEAM PUMPS, all sizes, 1 to 1000 gallons per min?

Do YOU know that "Williams" have IN STOCK
AIR COMPRESSORS, all sizes, 5 to 2000 cu. ft. per min.?

Do YOU know that "Williams" have IN STOCK
MOTORS AND GENERATORS, 1-4 h.p. to 200 h.p.?

Do YOU know that "Williams" have '77V STOCK'' A
SERVICE DEPARTMENT giving competent, unbiased
engineering advice?

Do yOL^ know that "Williams" have ''IN STOCK"
The largest line of POWERPLANTSUPPLIES in Canada?

Now weVe told you WHERE to get it. Won't you tell us
WHAT you want?

WRITE OR PHONE POWER PLANT DEPARTMENT

THE A. R. WILLIAMS MACHINERY CO., LIMITED
TORONTO CANADA
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SALES
DEPARTMENT 1^ SERVICE

A Short Cut to
Prompt and Satisfactory Service

7'E carry the largest stock of power plant sup-

' ^ plies in Canada, and it is not necessary for

our customers to distribute their buying all over

the country, thereby piling up large freight costs.

CONCENTRATED BUYING
IS AN ULTIMATE GAIN

]^ HCAUSE we handle all the well-known lines

of POWER HOUSE Equipment through our

supply Department Sales Service and can save

vou dollars.

H ERE is part of our extensive list of power house

supplies:

—

Jenkins & Penberthy Valves.

Penberthy Injectors and Oil Cups.
Rainbow Sheet Packing.
Spiral Hydraulic and Flax Packings.
Pipe and Pipe Fittings.

Empire and Anderson Steam Traps.
Chain Tongs and Stillson Wrenches.
Oster and Jardine Stocks and Dies.
American Steel Split Pulleys.

Hyatt Roller Bearings.
Reeves' Wood Split Pulleys.
"Victor Special" Balata Belting.
Extra, Single and Double Leather Belting.
Hangers, Couplings, Collars.
Wright and Harrington Chain Blocks.

Phone, Write or Wire Your. Orders—Immediate attention.

THE A. R. WILLIAMS MACHINERY CO., LIMITED
Toronto, Halifax, Montreal, St. Johns, Winnipeg

Vancouver.

AMERICANSTEEL SPLIT

^ PULLEYS ^
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For Power Transmission, Conveying and Elevating

"VICTOR SPECIAL"
BALATA BELTING

STRONGEST BELT IN THE WORLD
Waterpoof, Flexible, Durable, Tractive, Adaptable, Straight

FACTORY: EASTON, PA.

VICTOR BALATA AND TEXTILE BELTING CO.
NEW YORK, N.Y. BOSTON, MASS. CINCINNATI, O. CHICAGO, ILL.
38 Murray St. 87 High St. 212 E. 2nd St. 167 N. Market St.

All belting is manufactured under our own supervision and in

our own factories, from the raw cotton to finished product.

We manufacture also: Canvas Stitched Belting, Solid Woven Cotton
Belting, Balata Valves for Cold Water Pumps

A BIG SAVING OVER THE COST OF LEATHER AND BETTER RESULTS

Stocks carried by our Canadian Agents

THE A. R. WILLIAMS MACHINERY CO.
LIMITED

TORONTO, ONT., MONTREAL, P.Q., WINNIPEG, MAN., VANCOUVER, B.C., ST. JOHN, N.B., HALIFAX, N.S.



A Good Foundation For Your Choice
Are these fittings installed in your plant':

THE EMPIRE STEAM TRAP is made by The American District

Steam Co., as are also the other fittings on this page.

These traps are strictly a low pressure trap. The seamless electro-

plated copper floats used are all tested to a pressure of 150 lbs. The
trap has two inlets ; one on either side, making it convenient for

any piping arrangement. The automatic air valve operates by
expansion, thereby preventing an air pocket.

DOUBLE EXPANSION JOINT
THIS improved type of

double expansion joint is

especially suitable for un-

derground steam pipe lines

and is usually furnished with
service or lateral opening
and with anchorage as

Expansion Joints for any Traverse and Pressure shown in the illustration.

If desired, joints are furnished without anchorage, or seiTice

openings. All joints are thoroughly packed ready for use before
shipment. Companion flanges, bolts and gaskets extra.

THE ST. JOHN STEAM METER
THIS meter indicates the amount of steam passing through it at

any time and records on paper chart the amount of steam that

has passed through during any given time. Made in sizes from
1 inch to 6 inches inclusive and for any pressure from 10 to 250
lbs. and superheat.

STEAM PIPE CASING
This Standard steam pipe casing is made from
sound, thorcu ihly kiln-dried white pine, or cedar

staves bound together with steel wire. Sections

do not exceed Ihi ft. in length and are joined by
means of mortise and t?non. Each section is

eriven a thorough coating of pitch and sawdust,

and the casing is lined with AaAA charcoal tin

plate.

American District Steam Company
NORTH TONAWANDA, N.Y.

Canadian Representatives:

The A. R. WILLIAMS MACHINERY CO., Limited
Toronto, Halifax, Montreal, St. Johns, Winnipeg, Vancouver

PHONE OR WRITE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT
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Canadian Distributors: THE A. R. WILLIAMS MACHINERY COMPANY, Limited
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PICKERING GOVERNORS
with patented

BALL RANGER SPEED CHANGER

Greatest in Efficiency and Durability because
jointless construction, reducing friction to a
minimum.

Pickering principle insures closer regulation
and widest range in adjustment of engine speed
secured through our patented Ball Ranger.

Class B. Fi4.33 SOLE BUILDF.RS

The Pickering Governor Co. - Portland, Conn., U.S.A.
CANADIAN AGENTS

The A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Limited
TORONTO HALIFAX MONTREAL ST. JOHNS WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

Class A. Fig. 34

AMERICAN-MARSH PUMPS
SIMPLE RELIABLE EFFICIENT

The line also

includes

—

Power Pumps
Deep Well Engines
Air Compressors

The American-Marsh steam pump is an improved form of the famous Marsh
Pump which has been on the market for over thirty years, during which time over
150,000 have been manufactured and sold.

The American-Marsh Pump has no internal stuffing boxes, no tappets and no
slide valves. The auxiliary valve is of the semi-rotative disc type of an improved
design. The main steam valve is of the balanced piston pattern, assuring highest
efficiency. The water ends have large valve areas and are fully bronze fitted,

including solid bronze piston rods and bronze removable water cylinder bushings.

American-Marsh Centrifugal Pumps are made with
the same high grade of material and workmanship
which characterizes the construction of the steam

pumps. They are made in

all sizes up to 12 inch, both
single and two stage for
heads up to 250 feet.

Jet Condensers
Dry Vacuum Pumps
Boiler Feed Pumps

Ask for General Catalog

AMERICAN STEAM PUMP COMPANY
BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN

CANADIAN AGENTS—A. R. Williams Machiner> Co.. Toronto. Williams & Wilson, Montreal.
London Engine Supplies Co., London, Ont. Stuart Machinery Co., Winnipeg. Mechanics' Supply
Co., Quebec Que. Gorman, Clancy & Grindley, Limited, Edmonton and CalKar>.
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JEFFREY

EQUIPMENT
For Handling and
Crushing Coal

In All Sizes of Power

Plants

JEFFREY PIVOTED BUCKET CARRIERS
for large and medium sized plants. Built in Standard sizes to handle

fro-m 30 to 160 tons per hour. Catalog 210-2.

Producer House equipment in Glass

Plant showiinsr Jeffrey Bucket

Elevator, Which carries coal from
feffrey Crusher and distributes by

ehutes to bunkers. Catalog 244-2.

Pivoted Bucket Carriers

V-Bucket Conveyers

Scraper Conveyers

Belt and Apron Conveyers

Bucket Elevators

Coal Crushers

Truck and Wagon Loaders
Weigh Hoppers—Valves

—

Spouts, etc.

Chains, Sprockets, etc., for
all elevating and conveying
purposes.

Write for Catalogs.

The Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Canadian Branch and Warerooms

t'mm--. MONTREAL

Showing track Hopper
used in connection with

Plate Feeder and Apron
Conveyer, which feeds the

Elevator. Catalog 2.5«-2.

JEFFREY SINGLE ROLL COAL CRUSHER
One operation reduces Lump or Run-of-Mine Coal
to the proper size for maximum stoker efficiency.

Write for Catalog No. 141-2.
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Finding and Stopping Waste
in

Modern Boiler Rooms
KEEPING BOOKS
WITH THE BOILER

How many pounds of

water are your boilers

evaporating per pound
of coal?

Are they doing 6 or 7

pounds, or just a shade

better, or are they up to

the top notch, say 10 or

11 pounds of water

evaporated per pound
of combustible?

The Cochrane Metering

Heater tells how much
you are getting for

your money

Send for Catalogue No. 820

Other Cochrane aids to

boiler room economy include

open feed water heaters,

steam stack and cut-out valve

heaters and receivers, meter-

ing heaters, and independent

meters. Sorg^e-Cochrane hot

process water softeners,

6team and oil separators, and
multiport back pressure, at-

mospheric relief, flow and

jheck valves.

Power Plant Equipment, Mining, Crushing, Hydraulic and Milling Machinery, Con-

tractors' Plant and Architectural Bronze and Iron Work

CANADIAN ALLIS-CHALMERS
Head Office : TORONTO LIMITED

Branch Offices: Montreal, Quebec, Halifax, Sydney, St John, Ottawa, Hamilton, London, Cobalt, South Por-
cupine, Winnipeg, Calgary, Edmonton, Nelson, Vancouver and Victoria
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Reliable Power Plant Equipment

Manufacturers of Water Tube, Horizontal Return Tubular

and Locomotive Type Boilers

Boiler Feed, Underwriter Fire, Cochrane Steam &
Turbine, and Centrifugal Pumps Oil Separators

CANADIAN ALLIS-CHALMERS
Head Office : TORONTO limited

Branch Offices: Montreal, Quebec, Halifax, Sydney, St. John, Ottawa, Hamilton, London, Cobalt, South Pof
cupine, Winnipeg, Calgary, Edmonton, Nelson, Vancouver and Victoria
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AIR 6 CAS • COM PRESSO R S

For Rehability

lOO-lb. Air Compressor

THE first essential in a compressor is ut-

most reliability. This is the uppermost
thought in the mind of e\er}' buyer—and for

forty years the uppermost thought in the con-

struction of every Norwalk.

There's an illustrated bulletin for each
branch—air, oxygen, hydrogen, acety-
lene gas and carbonic acid gas. Write
for one or all.

THE NORW ALK IRON WORKS CO.
Pioneer Builders of Con:pressors

SOUTH NORWALK. CONN".

ANY-CAPACITY ANYPRESSURE

High Quality Boilers

We make all types for

all duties.

Our facilities are com-

plete.

Our shop practice is

strictly up-to-date.

C'Ut shows one of our

typical installations.

Engineering & Machine Works of Canada, Limited
ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

Eastern Sales Offices : Hall Machinery Co., Slierbrookc. Que.
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Article No. 3

Top

Headers

are constructed with tapered sockets to receive the

tapered ends of the tubes. Directly above the sockets

are hand holes used for inspecting, cleaning or removing

damaged tubes. These hand holes are closed by internal

lids, the construction of which is shown in right hand cut.

The lids are passed inside the header, through-a master lid

hole and drawn into place by means of a yoke and key-

bolt. They are then held in place by friction and by the

water pressure inside the economizer.

The top headers are extended as shown so that the end

tube may be cleaned or removed without disconnecting

the branch pipe.

GREENS

Why Lay Up Fire Brick Again
—And have the same trouble

year in and year out?

The ordinary brick lining with its joints gives way under the

varying furnace temperatures, crumbles and falls down. With
Betson's Plastic Fire Brick you can practically eliminate this

maintenance of brick work.

BETSON'S Plastic Fire Brick
is the pioneer and tried boiler refractory material, and has twenty years of

practical exporier.ce behind it. Betson's takes up expansion and contraction
internally. It is easy to lay up. It forms a monolithic lining without joints

and there is nothing to work loose or fall down. It can be used for the entire
boiler—furnace, door arches, rear arcTies, baffles, bridge walls, etc.

Let us quote you on Betson's Plastic Fire Brick for your boiler needs. Or
send for our practical booklet to-day.

There Is Only One
Plastic Fire Brick

Canadian Distributors

International Chemical Company
44-46 Lombard St. Toronto, Canada
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LUNKENHEIMER
Iron Body Bronze Mounted

Globe,Angleand Cross

Valves
These valves give lasting satisfaction in

service,—a fact vouched for by users
everywhere. Their extreme strength and
durability, due to high quality materials
and correct design, is a source of economy
in plant maintenance.

Lunkenheimer "Valve-iron" was formu-
lated especially for valve service ; it is

close-grained, has high tensile strength and
does not contain the excess of impurities
common in ordinary grades of cast iron.

The trimmings are made of a high grade
bronze, having exceptional wear-resisting
qualities.

Constant checking of the mixtures by
our laboratory division and careful tests
and inspections before and after assemb-
ling, maintains the high standard by which
Lunkenheimer valves are distinguished.

Specify LUNKENHEIMER and insist on
having the genuine. Your local dealer can
supply you ; if not, write us.

Write for descriptive
literature.

liiE LUNKENHEIMER £2:
^-"QUALITY"-^

Largest Manufacturers of

High Grade Engineering Specialties
in the World

CINCINNATI, O , U.S.A.

New York Chicago Boston London

I }- 14-43

Upright Boiler With
Extension Shell

We also make

Gas and Gasoline Engines, Tractors,

Hoisting Engines, Steel Storage Tanks,

Locomotive Boilers, Marine Boilers,

Return Tubular Boilers, Pulp Digestei*s,

Grey Iron and other Castings, Grate

Bars, etc.

E. LEONARD & SONS
LIMITED

Engine and Boiler Manufacturers

London, Canada
Agencies: MONTREAL

WINNIPEG
ST. JOHN, N.B.
CALGARY

TORONTO
VANCOUVER
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Maple Llaf

cots WT i^htitK iHi etiT$

l>«vLJ Tint hmo T*Ow»ie

I

Dominion 6eiting Co..

Hamiiton. OnI

Sets a standard in economy,

strength and durability

It grips the pulley positively and is

absolutely true running.

At a recent test Maple Leaf Brand
Belting stood a breaking strain 50
per cent, greater than leather and
25 per cent, greater than rubber.

Costs less than leather, rubber or
balata belting.

It's the best belting to use whether
for transmission of power or con-
veying purposes.

Trying means convincing.

Write for samples and prices.

MAPLE LEAF BELT DRESSING
The Best for all Kinds of Belts

Dominion Belting Co., Limited

HAMILTON, CANADA
Quebec Branch—51 Duluth Building, Montreal

''^^^
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It takes fuel to produce steam steam to produce power—power

to produce every finished product. Steam is as worthy of consid-

eration as any raw product—-the amovmt produced is a check on

fuel ; the amount used is a check on power. Meter the output of

boilers and you have a guide to firing and a means of detecting and

correcting errors in boiler and settings. Meter the amount of steam

consumed by power units and departments and you ha\ e a cost

record that shows how much fuel goes into the finished product.

Three Main Sources of Fuel
Republic Flow Meters, by combining the known principle of fluid flow with
electrical operation—an exclusive feature of the Republic — have made the

measurements of steam flow universally practical in plants of every size, pre-

senting every imaginable condition.

The reading instruments of Republic Flow Meters may be located any desired

distance from the point of measurement—electrical operation makes this pos-

sible and insures greatest accuracy. Therefore, no matter how inaccessible

the point of measurement or how many departments are to be metered in the

most complicated system, Republic Meters indicate at a convenient, central

point the three main conditions that enable you to prevent fuel waste.

Combustion efficiency is indirectly (but none the less effectively) indicated by
the constant record of individual boiler output shown on the indicating instru-

ment of the Republic Flow^ Meter. This Record is a constant guide to the

fireman-.

Republic Flow Meter Company,
The Recording

I nstrument
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The
benefits of

Flow
Measurement

The
Advantages

of the
"Republic'

Waste and their Prevention
Boiler efRciency is gauged by the graphic record and integrated total of output of individual

boilers. Comparison of the records of different boilers is one of the most valuable aids in

correcting errors in boilers and in determining the capacity at which highest efficiency with
maximum fuel economy is attained. This comparison further permits properly dividing the

load between different units.

Power costs are arrived at by consulting the reading instruments connected with meters
attached to the steam line. The record of steam consumption by departments is particu-

larly practical with the electrically operated Republic System.

Whether an elaborate system (as outlined above) is necessary in your plant, rests with your
plant conditions. We will advise you as to the type of Republic System that will be of

greatest value to you.

Investigate

!

HAMILTON TRUST BUILDING
57 QUEEN STREET WEST Toronto, Canada
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PLIBRICO
JOINTLESS FIREBRICK
for Steam-Boilers, Woodburners, Dutch
Ovens, Smelters.

Anyone can apply

These are the kind of orders we get after

PLIBRICO has been tried on repairs.

Why not get a barrel? It costs little.
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Beveridge Paper Co., Limited

Mill Supply Dept.

Montreal and St. John, N.B.

Stocks in All Large

Distributing Centres

The Safeand Certain Boiler Cleanser
PUT a barrel of BOICO in your boiler

room. It's the most efficient and
economical clean-boiler insurance

you can adopt. BOICO routs the most
stubborn cases of boiler scale formations
quickly and thoroughly.

Hundreds of Plants are Using BOICO
Every Day With Unqualified Success

What BOICO will do in one plant it will

do in another—it will do in yours.

BOICO loosens and brings away the
hardest of old formations and keeps new
scale from gathering. Yet it never does
the slightest injury to boilers, valves or
packings. Neither does it carry over in

the steam, nor cause foaming or priming.

We are confident that BOICO will live

up to all our claims and are prepared to

let you test it FREE of cost. You have
nothing to lose by trying it—let us hear
from you.

X
Anti-Clinker Shell Bar Grates

There's no coal waste where these grates are used. Maximum
air-space provides for perfect combustion. No clinker for-

mation here, and you get more heat with less fuel.

One-Piece Jointless Furnace Lining

Why shift the blame on your engineer or fireman when it is

your furnaces that are not up to the highest point of

efficiency? USE PLIBRICO—it lasts longer than fire brick

and is easier to instal.

Tip-It Patent Welding Process

With TIP-IT you get tools with shanks of carbon and

tips of high-speed steel.

Shell -Bar Boico Supply, Limited ^^^sSeet^""
Eastern Sales Agents: Mill Supply Department, Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd, Montreal; Adolphe Huot Reg'd., Quebec

Toronto
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Another
Proof of

Satisfaction
The reproduced letter from the

Burroughs Adding Machine Co.,

Detroit, Mich., is self-explanatory.

The DETROIT "V" TYPE STOK-
ERS were installed in 1917 as part of the equipment used to determine whether
power could be made for the factory cheaper than it could be bought.

The stokers rj>n true to their builders' claims as usual, and were instrumental

in bearing out the engineer's predictions that the project was bound to succeed.

That the Burroughs Adding Machine Company was satisfied is conclusively

proven by the fact that a repeat order for Detroit Stokers for a new boiler

has just been received.

Ask for the Bulletin.

DETROIT STOKER COMPANY
DETROIT - - MICH.
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A RUGGED
PULLEY GRIPPER

SparOak is a
two-in-one belt

combining rug-
ged s t r e ngth
with unique pul-
ley-grip.

SparOak
Belting

Two kinds of leather enter into a SparOak Belt.

The outer ply is oak tanned, cut from the best
selected center stock. The ply next the pulley is

Graton & Knight Spartan leather, tanned to give
pliability and traction power unequalled by any
other material.

CANADIAN GRATON & KNIGHT, LIMITED
84 St. Antoine St., Montreal, P.Q., Canada

Oak Leather Tanners, Maimers of Leather Bellini "nd Leather Products

Branches and Distributories in All Principal Cities

Graton ^Kniorht
standardized Series ^9

Leather Beltincr
hy ui for htlli'uf oic

Universality!
For universal application to
all the varied and various
conditions under which a
reduced pressure of steam,
water or other fluid is re-
quired the

Improved Steam

Pressure

Regulator
has no equal.
It is compact anc
self-contained, with-
out levers, weights
or projections.
No glands or pack-
ing ; no drip or
leak of steam or
water. Suitable for
any boiler pressure :

made entirely of
metal : is a lock
valve, very simple
and sensitive.
Send for leaflet fully de-
scriptive of this Regulator
(contains price list) to the
manufacturers.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

JULIAN D'ESTE COMPANY
Main Office, 26 Canal St., Boston, Mass.

Agencies

:

1216 FULTON ST.. NEW YORK CITY
I 174 N. MARKET ST. CHICAGO, ILL.

Opened by
Quarter Turn

Shut by

Quarter Turn

Time Savers!
Why waste time in opening- and closing valves!

A quarter turn and the "Homestead" is opened
—a quarter turn and the Homestead is closed.

They are replacing globe and angle valves in

thousands of plants. Let yours be the next!

Homestead Valves Mfg. Co.

Homestead, Pa.

Carling Turbo Blowers
For burning the lowest grades of coal successfully, getting all

the heat value from the fuel. For positive draft with Automatic
Control and steady steam pressure. For obtaining the ultimate
capacity from the boiler.

Carling Blowers are low in firat cost, easy to install and make
a quick return on the investment. We will be pleased to show you
why it pays to use Carling products.

Write to-day. Try at our expense.

CARLING TURBINE BLOWER COMPANY
Engineers and Manufacturers WORCESTER, MASS
Canadian Representatives: Green's Economizer Limited, Toronto

and Principal Cities

Turbine
Undergrate
Blowers,

Centrifugal

Blowers

and
Exhausters,

Small
Power
Turbines,

Damper
Regulators

and Grates

Ve ma
Ve ma

ke them Safe-
ke them Strong
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From
Every Shop

comes the same demand for quality and economy; both are

embodied in

D. K. McLAREN'S
Genuine British Oak-Tanned

LEATHER BELTING
The next time you buy belting, remem-
ber Oak Leaf—it will serve you as a

guide to better belting service in your
plant. There is no slip, it seldom re-

quires tighten'ng, and the expense com-
mon where ordinary belting is used, is

reduced to a minimum.

D. K. McLaren's Leather Belting is made
exclusively from close trimmed butts of

the fiiiest selected hides tunned by the
old reliable British Oak Tanning Process.
Many of Canada's largest plants are
steady users, and a big percentage of our
business consists of repeat orders, which
speaks well for the popularity of the
product.

If you wish to ask them how they like
this belting, we will be glad to send
you their names and addresses.

D. K.McLaren
LIMITED

Head Office and Factory: 351 St. James St.,

Montreal, P.Q.

Toronto, Ont. St. John, N.B., Vancouver,B.C.
1 KingSt. 90 Germain 849 Beatty

W. St. St.

^ e:
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Add Power to Your Furnace
by eliminating the fuel-waste resulting from the "freezing" of clinkers to the side
walls. The Bemitz Method of constmcting side walls with interior air passages
through which cooling air currents are passed to keep the bricks below the fusing point
will

Positively Prevent the Accumulation of Clinker Mass.

Bnagt

OAHPtD

The Bernitz System
as applied in a Taylor Stoker Installation

The Bernitz Method
1. Saves coal by insuring more perfect combustion

of the fuel used.

2. Increases boiler efficiency by shortening time
spent in cleaning walls.

3. Increases efficiency by burning coal which for-
merly clinkered.

4. By shortening time spent in cleaning walls
reduces influx of air through doors.

5. Saves B.t.u.'s usually lost by radiation through
sid« walls.

6. Permits increased forcing of fires by eliminat-

ing danger of clinker "freezing."

7. Makes it possible to remove such clinkers as

are formed without dumping fire.

8. By reducing manual labor in boiler room keeps
laborers more contented.

9. By keeping fires clean insures greater uniform-
ity in heat applied.

10. Is equally applicable to old or new construc-

tions.

The Bernitz Method is licensed, not sold. It has received full patent protection

in Canada and in foreign countries »nd licenses under these patents are being
granted on the basis of the H.I', rating of the boilers under which the Method is

Vo be installed.

Several Installations in Canada
Write for full par ticulars to

ERNEST BERNITZ, INC.
506-508 Tremont Building, Boston, Mass.

Exclusive Agents in Eastern Canada:

Fraser & Chalmers of Canada, Limited, Beaver Hall Hill, Montreal, Canada
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"? MADE IN CANADA

Over in the Power House is where that

extra percentage of service

counts

Featuring

The
Bonnet

With
Inside

Thread

The
Mueller
Brass

Disk

Globe

Valve

Voluntarily registered by Chief Inspector of Boilers for the Provinces

of Ontario and Alberta for 175 lbs. and 150 lbs. respectively.

Contains a high grade of virgin metal only, with high copper and
tin content, giving a tough, close-grained casting with pressure

resisting quality.

Special packing composed of asbestos fibre and graphite with lead

core. (Can be repacked under full pressure.)

A valve featuring the bonnet with inside thread, a feature found
only in valves of the highest grade.

Mueller
Bibbs, Basin Cocks, Bath
Cocks, Ferrules, Bath Sup-
iplies. Basin Supplies, Sill

Cocks, Curb or Service
Cocks, Corporation Cocks,
Tapping: Machines for Water
and Gas, Service Clamps,
Regulators for Water, Steam,
Gas and Oil, Reducing:
Valves, Bubbling: Fountains,
Gas Cocks, *Globe, 'Ang-le
and *Check Valves, etc.

Forgings in Brass.
Bronze and Aluminum

Castings.

H. MUELLER MFG. CO.
LIMITED

SARNIA CANADA

m

Hfl I MANTJIACTURERS OF HIGH GRVDE ( MUELLER )WAilR PLUMBIWG ANI> fpAS BRASS GOODS jp
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REES RoTURBo
Patent Pressure Chamber Pumps Cannot

Overload the Prime Mover
The self-regulating feature of the RoTURBo PUMP "when subjected
to a variation in boiler pressure" causes it to adjust itself to meet the new
conditions without danger to the prime mover.

Two Rees RoTURBo Pumps recently completed b y us for the Windsor Water AVorks at Windsor. Ont.

REES RoTURBo
Patent Pressure Chamber Pumps, Rotary Jet Condensers and Rotary Air Pumps are

to-day giving splendid service the world over in MINES, POWER STATIONS,
MARINE SERVICE, WATERWORKS and ALL KINDS of INDUSTRIAL PLANTS.

Ask for catalogues and further particulars.

Sole Canadian Manufacturers

The'GOLDIE & McCULLOCH CO., Ltd.
Head Office and Works: GALT, ONTARIO, CANADA

TORONTO OFFICE:
Suite 1101-2,

Bank of Hamilton Bld'g.

WESTERN BRANCH:
248 McDermott Ave.,

Winnipeg, Man.

QUEBEC AGENTS:
Ross & Greig

400 St. .lames St..

Monti eal, Que.

BRITISH COLU.MBIA AGENTS:
Robt. Hamilton & Co.,

Vancouver, B.C.
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Mechanical Equipment of a Modern Dairy
The Dairy Business Has Developed Into a Branch of Applied
Engineering Unique in Many Respects—This Article Describes

Some of the Apparatus and Engineering Equipment Found in

One of Modern Type.

By W. F. SUTHERLAND ~""V

THE milkman of former days with his measures auil

open can of milk has vanished from the streets of

most of our cities, and rightly so. Milk is known
ar> one of the best culture mediums for bacteria and other

low forms of life dangerous to man so the distribution of

milk in open containers was a constant invitation to

disease. Contrast this with present day methods where

milk is placed in cans, sterilized and sealed at the dairy,

rushed to the city by motor truck and train and is finally

delivered at the customer's door pasteurized and in sealed

containers.

And in the handling of milk in the dairy, mechanical

equipment is used through- .

out and, as may well toe

imagined, the power plant

necessary for refrigeration

purposes and for steam

generation plays an impor-

tant part. This article

deals with some of the fea-

tures of interest seen in the

plant of the Farmers' Dairy

Co., Ltd., at Toronto, Ont.

Since most of the equip-

ment has to do with the

direct handling of the milk,

the various features of the

plant will be described in

order as they come into

play.

Receiving

Conveyors save much hu-

man effort and expensive

labor, and wherever possible

are used in the present in-

stances. As a result prac-

tically no lifting is needed
from the time the milk en-

ters the dairy in cans until

it leaves bottled in the

drivers' rigs.

Motor trucks are used for

the collecting of milk cans
from the farmers up to a

radius of about 17 miles and
are also used for the picking up of that part of the supply
brought in by train. Standard sized cans are used, each
one holding about S2V2 lbs. of milk. These are loaded on a

Mathews gravity conveyor and while passing to the

weighing scales, have the seal, placed on by the farmer,
removed and also his tag. When this is done one man
empties them into a tank scale built by the Toledo Scale

FIG. 1—CAN WASHER,

Co. And these scales automatically register the weight
of the milk and a record is kept by the same attendant who
removes the farmer's tag.

The cans, now empty, are placed on another conveyor,
if it can be called such, for it is nothing but two pieces of
fiat iron set on edge with a pipe guard at each *ide. The
milk dripping from the empty can furnishes the lubricant
for easy sliding.

In an adjacent room, another attendant gives the can a
bath outside and places it upon the travelling bed of a
washing machine. The can is placed upside down and its

cover al.'jo in the same position on another conveyor along-
side.

Three water tanks are

provided in this machine,

the first supplying water at

about 100" F., the second at
140° F., and the third at
180° F. The water is pumped
from these tanks by three

centrifugal pumps made by
the Smart-Turner Machine
Co., Hamilton, and having
a capacity of 200 Imperial
gallons per minute each.

The discharge from these

pumps terminates in nozzles
under the travelling con-
veyor on which the cans and
their covers are placed and
the hot water is forced into

them under a head of 40 ft.

Since the cans travel only
intermittently, each one is

subjected to the three
streams of hot water for an
interval. After being wash-
ed they stop over a jet of

live steam where they are

sterilized and then over a

blast of hot air supplied by
a blower and heating coils.

This thoroughly dries them
inside and they emerge
from the washer.

The ordinary milk can has a recessed bottom and this

collects some water while the can goes through the wash-
ing machine. To get rid of this, an ingenious device has
been rigged up which automatically tips the can, throwing
the water out and up-ends it into a short conveyor, from
which it is removed, sealed and returned to the farmer.
The centrifugal pumps, blower and an exhauster for the

DISCHARGE END SHOWING CAN TILTER
AND CONVEYOR.
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removal of steam are driven by a IV2 h.p. motor. Each
pump has a thermometer on the discharge side and the

temperature is kept constant by a steam jet in each tank.

Make up water to the amount of about 2 gallons per minute
is supplied by the hot water system in the boiler room and
soda is used in the first tank to cut the dirt.

Returning to the milk which we left in the scales; after

weighing, it is run out into a second tank at a lower level,

from which it is pumped to the pasteurizing room, two floors

above, or into milk storage tanks on the next floor. The
pump which performs this work has some features of in-

FIG. 2—MILK PREHEATER.

terest. The steam end is standard but the milk end is

entirely of brass and so arranged that it can be entirely

dismantled in a few minutes for cleaning. This is done

every night, and throughout the plant, all piping handling

milk, is so arranged with unions and caps that it can be

taken down, washed with hot water and sterilized with

steam. The piping evidently is of heavy copper, tinned

inside and out, and the fittings are of brass, heavily nickel-

ed. The milk pump above described is made by 0. H.

Burrell and Co., Little Falls, N. Y.

The bulk milk storage room contains three copper tanks

heavily tinned which hold 160 cans each. All have agita-

tors to keep the cream from rising to the top. A one and

one-half horsepower motor drives the agitators through

worm gears and also a brass gear pump, which delivers

the milk from the tanks to the pasteurizing room above.

The milk storage room is cork insulated with refrigerator

doors and is maintained at a temperature of 40° Fah. by

means of the cold air system which will be described under

the power plant.

Pasteurizing Room

The milk from the weigh scales or the storage tanks, as

the case may be, is received in a receiving vat shown in

the illustration and holding 50 cans. This has also an

agitator driven by worm gear from a line shaft. In pass-

ing, it may be mentioned that the plant layout throughout,

is so designed as to keep the milk in constant circulation,

no chance being given for the cream to separate.

From this receiving vat the milk is pumped over a pre-

heater shown in the illustration. This preheater consists

of sixteen 3-in. copper tubes, 14 ft. long, arranged in a

vertical stack and divided into two sections with heavy

brass headers. The milk flows from a distributing trough

on top to a receiving trough below, and is raised in tem-

perature from 40° Fah. to 120°. Water is used as a heating

medium and on entering is at a temperature of about

140°. About 50 gallons per minute are required. This

quantity is variable, depending on temperature conditions

and is controlled by hand. The preheater works on the

counter flow principle, that is the hottest water meets the

hottest milk.

The pump used in pumping the milk from the vat to

the preheater is quiite novel in construction, and, like

the other pumps handling milk, permits of ready dismant-
ling. No valves are used, but the flow of milk is pro-
duced by a combined reciprocating and rotative motion
of the piston a'bout its axis, the piston being shaped so

that it uncovers the suction and discharge ports at the

proper part of the stroke. To effect this motion of the
piston, the piston rod is coupiled to the crank disc by a
ball and socket construction, the crank shaft being set

perpendicular to the piston rod, which continues on past
it to a bottom guide.

After having been preheated the milk is filtered

through special filter cotton and then flows to the

pasteurizers, of which there are five. These hold fifty

cans of milk each. The milk, while being heated in them,
is kept constantly in motion by means of a copper worm
driven through gears and belt from a line shaft below.

This worm also serves another purpose, that of heating,

for by its- revolving motion it draws in hot water from
a tank on the end of the pasteurizer, circulates it in the

copper worm and discharges it at the other end, from
whence it returns into the tank again. The water is

maintained at the proper temperature of 170 deg. Fahr.

by a small steam jet. In these pasteurizers the milk is

held at 142 deg. Fahr. for 30 minutes, during which time
all bacteria, etc., are killed. The hot water overflow

from the tanks is returned to the basement tank of the

plant hot water system. Tycos recording thermometers
are installed on each pasteurizer.

The copper coils in the pasteurizers are also used for

another purpose, that of cooling the milk after pasteuriz-

ing. Cold water circulated through them brings the

milk down to 130 deg. Fahr. before discharge. Much
trouble was experienced in finding a suitable packing
for the stuffing boxes on the ends of the worm shaft,

through which the water flows in and out of the pasteur-

izer. A flax and rubber packing is now used and no
trouble is encountered.

From the pasteurizers the milk flows by gravity to

the coolers, of which there are two, situated one-half

floor beilow the pasteurizer room. Each cooler consists

of twenty-four in. copper tubes heavily tinned inside

and out. The milk flows over the outside and city water
is taken through the top sixteen, the lower eight tubes

being brine cooled. The water passes into the tubes

at the bottom, emerging at the top, so that the coolest

FIG. 3—TWO OF THE PASTBURIZEttlS.

water is adjacent to the coolest milk. These coolers

can handle easily 74,250 libs, of milk in eight hours.

The flow over the coolers is intermittent and is con-

trolled by an automatic hydraulic regulator devised by

Mr. Cairns. Fig 5 shows a diagrammatic view of the

arrangement. A copper float is located in the milk
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receivers at the bottom of one of the coolers and is at-

tached to a i^-in. ball-cock. This ball-cock is connected

to a 1/4 -in. pipe line connected in turn to the city water

service through a 14 -in. pet-cock and gauge. When the

milk rises to a predetermined level, the float rises and

PIG. 4—ONE SECTION OF MILK COOLER.

allows the ball-cock to open, letting the water run to

waste. As the water wasted is greater in amount than
is sup'plied to the system by the pet-cock from the city

water system the pressure drops. The pressure in the

regulating system actuates two hydraulic plungers of

1 and 3 in. strokes. These pilungers operate valves

which control the flow of cooling water through the

cooler and also the flow of milk over it. When the milk

level rises the ball-cock is opened and the pressure falls,

the weights pulling the valve-operating links down, thus

closing both valves. When the milk level drops the

reverse action takes place and the water and milk valves

open.

The water valve is an ordinary whistle valve, while

that on the milk feed is of somewhat unusual construc-

tion. By reference to Fig. 5 it will be seen to consist

of a cross capped at the lower end and terminating at

the top in an open copper pipe. The inside of the tee,

which is of Ibrass, is smooth and inside it travels a short

piece of copper tulbing, which forms the valve. This

tube is connected to a piece of %-in. Ibrass pipe, which
in turn is connected to the lever and hydraulic cylinder.

The copper tube is long en )ugh to reach aibove the level

of the milk in the pasteurizers and thus no packing is

required. The cap on the bottom of the cross is easily

removable and the milk flowing througTi the valve eddies

down into this recess, thus sweeping out any stagnant
milk.

The hydraulic cylinders are adjusted for one-inch

travel and the pistons are packed with two leather cups,

which have proved entirely satisfactory.

The coolers serve to reduce the temperature of the

milk from 120 deg. to 32 deg. F., and from them the

milk flows to the boititling machines on the floor Ibelow.

These machines will fill any sized bottle, from the small

cream bottles to a one-quart milk bottle. The bottles are

placed in the machines by the attendants and pass to the

filling nozzles or valves, where they are elevated and
filled. The larger sizes are filled :r\ stages and air is

vented through a small tube, which passes through the

milk above. The bottles are finally capped and are

placed in crates and go to the milk storage room. The
Universal filling machines have a capacity of 45 bottles

of milk per minute each and are each driven by a % h.ip.

motor through a chain drive.

Skim Milk

While on the sulbject of milk and cream it may be well

to mention what is done with skim milk. The disposal

of this has been a matter of speculation to the writer

for some time, and at last his curiosity is appeased.

Formerly it was allowed to run to waste, but it is now
poured into a vat in the basement, and a certain amount
of sulphuric acid is added. This precipitates the casein
which is filtered and pressed free from whey, dried, pow-
dered and sacked for shipment to other firms. These
take it and use it in the making of buttons, billiard

balls, milady's ivory toilet articles, etc.

A chum room also forms a portion of the equipment
with milk conditioners, two one thousand pound churns
and se^parators, etc. This equipment is shown in Fig. 8.

A laboratory is also necessary for milk testing. Dirt,

bacteria and acidity must all be closely checked if good
milk is to be sold at all times.

Prohibition and Buttermilk

The bottled milk, together with milk pasteurized,

cooled and placed in milk cans for restaurants and the

wholesale trade is kept in a large milk storage room,
ready for the drivers. The temperature of this room is

maintained at about 40 deg. Fahr. by means of the cold

air system to be described later. In this room also, but-

//o/cy- I.eve/ of Mi/k tn

y pasfeorijerj 15 be/ouJ

^ fop 0/ fobe ''A
"

^ Milk 3of>ph

Coo/ingfoter

Mi/k D/stribotor

c

3a // Cock Ooens oohen

FIG. 5—DIAGRAM OF AUTOMATIC CONTROL FOR MILK AND
WATER FLOW TO COOLER.
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FIG. 6- PUMPS FOR BOTTLE WASHER.

termilk is bottled and placed in cans. It is a noticeable

fact that sales of this beverage have increased very
materiaUy since the stuff with a kick to it can no' longer
be had unless Iby ways dark and devious.

Drivers receive their supplies through small doors
opening onto a loading platform, in which are short
lengths of Mathews gravity conveyor.

On their return they unload the empty bottles in cases
onto another conveyor, which carries them into the bottle

wash-rjom. The bottle washer, in some respects, re-

sembles the can washer described above, consisting as it

does of an intermittently travelling conveyor above plates

containing wash water nozzles. The cases of empty
bottles are turned' upside down on an iron frame, placed
on a rack and shoved into the machine by a pusher. The
track consists of rollers at the sides and interference with

the water jets' is obviated.

Four tanks, each holding about 75 gal. of water, are

located underneath the washer and four centrifugal

pumps downstairs in the basement force 250 gals, of

water each under 35 ft. head through 3-16-in. nozzles,

one for each bottle. The bottles stop over each station,

of which there are eight, two for each tank. These thor-

oughly clean the inside of the bottle, while three other

sprays wash the outside. The first tank contains water,

which is lukewarm; the second water at about 110 deg.

Fahr.; the third at 140 deg. Fahr.; and the last at boiling

point. The proper temperature is maintained in each by
means of steam jets. Make-up water flows into the hot-

test tank at about 4 gallons per minute and equalizing

pipes are arranged between the tanks, the overflow, to-

gether with the scum and dirt, flowing away to the sewer.

Emerging from the washer the bottles are turned right

side up by an attendant and placed on a gravity carrier,

which takes them to the filling room. This conveyor is

fed by a pusher mechanism similar tj that used for the
washing machine. While on this conveyor the bottles

pass over a duct, through which cool air is blown, pass-

ing up and around the bottles. This cools and also dries

them, ready for filling.

Pumps For Bottle Washer

Perhaps the most interesting feature of this bottle-

washer is the battery of pumps located in the basement
and shown in Fig. 6. Four Goulds' centrifugal pumps
each deliver 200 imperial gallons per minute against a

pressure of about 30 lbs. The four are belt-driven from
a shaft by a 25 h.p., 3-phase, 25-cycle motor, which,

frjm the same shaft, also drives the automatic pusher
mechanism or feeders for the washer and conveyor above.

The shaft hangers are bolted to the floor and are of

the S K F ball bearing type. Beardmore waterproof
leather belting is used.

Refrigeration

The refrigerating system may be divided into tw^
parts, one which supplies cold brine to the milk coolers,

etc., and the other which supplies cold air to the bottled

milk storage and to the milk storage room.

Twj 8-ton Brunswick compressors are installed for the

brine system. These are of the twin cylinder, vertical,

hot gas type, the cylinders being water jacketed.

The Brunswick Manufacturing Co., New* Brunswick,
N.J., use a number of novel features in the construction

of these machines. The necessary reciprocating motion
of the pistons is secured not by cranks, but by eccentrics,

through which the shaft passes. These eccentrics are if

cast iron and the eccentric straps are also of the same
material. The wrist pin and eccentric strap are all one

piece and the eccentric is made with a projecting hub
which runs in the bearings. Thus all the shaft has to do

FIG. H TWO OK THE AMMONIA COMPRESSORS AND THEIR DRIVING .MOTORS, TOGETHER WITH STARTING COMPENSATORS
ON COLUMNS.
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is to transmit the necessary turning torque and is re-

lieved to a large extent of bearing stresses.

An oil collector is placed on the discharge side of the

compressors to collect any oil entrained in. the gas. The
oil is returned to the crank case, which is enclosed.

Another feature of interest is seen an the outboard

bearing. Cjntrary to usual practice, the shaft runs in

a cast iron sleeve, and wliile this at first sight might be

expected to lead to trouble, none has been experienced.

Each of the two 8-ton machines is driven by an 8^n.

Beardmore heavy, single-ply, waterproof leather belt

frjm a 15 h.p. Lincoln motor. This installation is seen

to advantage in Figs. 8 and 9.

For the supplying of cold air to the milk storage rooms
a 12-ton compressor of the same make and type is pro-

vided. This machine is driven by a 25 h.p. motor, a 10-

in. djuble-ply belt being used.

Brine System

Two Smart-Turner centrifugal brine pumps, each of

75 gal. per min. capacity, circulate the brine from the

brine tank to the milk coolers above. These pumps have
a 5 h.p. motor belted to each. Two brine tanks are pro-

vided with a total capacity of 700 cu. ft. These are in-

sulated by Armstrong cjrk. One tank has three sections

of double pipe brine cooler submerged in the brine ,while

the other one contains two. The return line of the brine

circulating system comes back through the double pipe

brine cooler, in at the b^ttoim and out at the top, dis-

charging into the 'body of the tank, which acts as a

storage. 'The discharge and return lines of the brine

system are cross-connected through a relief valve, so

that any excess discharge over that required by the milk
coolers is taken care of.

Blast R:>Om and Cold Air System

The blast room, which supplies cold air to the bottled

milk storage and to the reserve milk rooms, contains four
stacks of direct expansion coils, containing- .3,600 ft. of

2-in. pipe. Air is taken in from the top of the milk
storage rooms by a Sheldon fan driven by a 3 h.p. motor
and is discharged into the blast room. The air is de-

livered across the coils, which have a set of three heavy
galvanized baffle plates and returns to the storage rooms
through ducts in the hollow tile walls, being delivered

near the floor on the opposite side from which it was
taken away. The blast room is 26 ft. by 10 ft. in size

FIG. 7—CHURN ROOM SHOWING MILK CONDITIONER AND CHURNS.

and the walls are ibuilt up of 4 in. Armstrong cork,

plastered inside and out. The fan and air ducts are in-

sulated with felt covered by canvas and painted.

Outside air is used for cooling purposes during the

colder months of the year, being taken in through an
opening to the outside in the suction line to the fan.

The storage rooms contain a total of 25,000 cubic feet

of space and the walls are constructed of hjllow tile with
2 in. of Armstrong cork insulation on both sides, plastered

over with cement plaster.

All doors to the blast room and stjrage rooms were
supplied by the Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagers-
town, Md.
A small Smart-Turner pump, driven by a direct con-

nected one h.p. motor, serves to remove condensed mois-

ture from the blast room and for emergency use a Pen-
berthy water ejector is also provided.

The ammonia condenser is of double pipe counter flow
type and of Brunswick make. Ammonia enters at the
top and the water at the bottom, the condensed ammonia
flowing out at the bottom into a receiver. The condenser
is three stacks wide, each stack being eleven pipes high.

The inner pipes carrying the cooling water are 1^4 in.

dia., while the outer ones are 2 in. The condenser is 18
ft. long. City water is used for cooling. The exhaust
from the small steam-driven milk pump upstairs on

1

FIG. 9 -MOTOR DRIVE FOR .\MMONIA COMPRESSORS.
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FIG. 10—COPPUS FEED WAT ER PUMP AND TANK.

account of its intermittent character and oily tiature is

of no use, and so is turned into the discharge line from
the condewer, where it is condensed and carried away
to the sewer.

Expansion Header

The liquid line from the receiver is led to an expansion
header at a spot conveniently near to tooth the brine and
blast room expansion coils. Here rine leads are taken
off, five for the brine system and four for the blast

room. Next to the welded steel header on each line is

placed an ammonia valve and immeddately above them
the expansiion valves proper. When these latter have
been properly adjusted they are never touched, any cut-

ting out or> in of sections of the expansion coils being

done by the ammonia valves.

Extra heavy pipe is used throughout on the ammonia
system and scale traps are provided at each compressor
and at the expansion header. Armstrong cork dnsulation

is used on all liquid lines and returns to the compressors
as well as on the brine circulating system.

The compressors on the brine system and the blast

room are ordinarily run separately, buit provision is

made for crcss-'Connecting when necessary.

The jacket water from the ammonda compressors is

led to one of the columns and runs to waste through
sight feed flows, one for each compressor mounted on it.

Boiler Room
For heating purposes during the winter months and

for supplying the large quantities of steam and hot water
necessary for plant operation, two 50 horsepower

Jenckes return tabular boilers are installed. These
boilers have individual settings and are fitted with Cy-

clone shaking grates. For overload conditions and also

for use when the natural draft is poor, due to a hill back
of the plaint, Coppus undergrate blowers are fitted.

The main stop valve to eacb boiler is of Jenkins make,
and 3% -in. Lunkenheimer non-return valves are also

fitted. The steam header is dripped at three places in

its length, the two drips in the boiler room being taken

care of by an Anderson trap, wbile the third one at the

far end of the basement is also fitted with a trap of the

same make.
Four different methods of feeding the boilers are avail-

able, city water pressure, a Penberthy injector, a 4%
X 2% X 4 in. Smart-Turner duplex pump and a Coppus
turbine-driven feed pump. The latter is in regular use,

the other apparatus being maintained for stand-by
service.

The tank from which" the boiler is fed and from which
other plant requirements for hot water are met is of
cypress, 3 in. thick and 7 ft. by 8 ft. by 6 ft. high, hold-

ing 2,083 gallons. The boiler feed pump suction line has
a vertical riser terminating in a funnel at the top higher

in level than the water in the tank. This is used for

feeding boiler compound when required. No regular com-
pound is used for a soda preparation. "Wyandotte,"
made by the Ford Co. Wyandotte, has been found to

answer the purpose quite satisfactorily. This material is

in common use for laundry and dairy purposes.

The Coppus pump is operated against a head of 100

lbs. and is of sufficient size to feed 1,000 boiler horse-

power, the excess delivery over that required by the

boilers going to supply other plant requirements. A
Mason excess pressure regulator set at 110 lb. and in-

FIG. 11—DIAGRAM EXHAUST PIPING TO TANK.
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FIG. 12—MOTOR BRACKET ON CONCRETE COLUMN.

stalled on the steam line controls the speed of the pump
and thus its delivery.

The pump drawing its supply from the hot water tank
delivers water at 140 deg. Fahr. to the iboiler, lavatory
service, make-up for can and bottle washing machines
and also forty gallons per min. to the milk preheater.
The water which goes to the preheater returns to the
tank and the overflow water from the pasteurizers is

also recovered. The make-up water supply is drawn from
the ammonia condenser cooling water waste.
Exhaust steam fr>m the Coppus pump is used to heat

the water in the tank. Fig. 11 shows the arrangement
of the exhaust piping. The exhaust terminates 3 ft. Ibe-

low water level and a tee is installed at the top. In this

tee a one-half inch pipe has -been inserted, capped at its

lower end and drilled With eight one-eighth in. holes im-
mediately above the cap. The one-half inch line takes
water from the discharge line of the pump and this water
injected under pressure serves to condense the steam and
prevents disagreeable noise so common when steam is

introduced into a body of water. The other tee shown in

the figure has a one-quarter inch check valve opening
inwards attached. This serves to break any vacuum
formed when the turbine is shut down.
The correct water level is maintained by the boiler

room attendant and he is warned of the need for replen-
ishment by steam blowing into the boiler-room, quite a
simple low water alarm. The tank being below sewer
level a connection is made from the discharge line to
the sewer for the emptying of the tank when necessary.

The Dunham system, installed under the supervision of

the C. A. Dunham Co., is used throughout the main dairy

building and the stables some distance away. Steam at

boiler pressure of 90 lb. is reduced to the proper pressure

by Fisher reducing valves, and the 4x4x8 in. Bawden
vacuum pump is controlled by a Fisher regulator. The
condensate from the heating system is returned to the

hot water tank, while the exhaust steam from the vacuum
pump and the duplex feed pump passes through an oil

separator into the heating system.

A Turnbull hydraulic lift is used for hoisting ashes to

street level. Carey's insulation is used throughout on
steam lines.

The steam fitting, plumbing and heating were installed

by A. Welch and Sons, Toronto. The dairy apparatus
and refrigeration were installed by the W. A. Drummond
Co., Toronto. The packing used on all ammonia flanges

is Gariock No. 900, a hydraulically compressed asibestos

packing. Practically all motors, some twenty^wo 5n

number, are of three-phase, 25-cycle, 550-volt tyipe, made
by the Lincoln Electric Co., Toronto.

Organization

The Farmers' Dairy Co., Ltd., is an organization com-
posed entirely of milk producers, no one having any
financial interest in the company except farmers. Milk
is received principally from the shareholders, although

some is obtained from other sources. Started ten years

ago, thie industry has shown a remarkable growth. At
the start, less than 1,000 lbs. of milk was distributed per
day, and at the present time a quantity of approximately

100,000 lbs. is handled in the same time. The present

plant is, of course, a gradual development through the

en-year period, and further extensions are contemplated.

Mr. Robert Cairns is mechanical superintendent.

Fly-wheel Explosion
/"^N August 15th the fly-wheel of a 250-h.p. Filer and
^-^ Stowell Corliss engine in the Sattley Building, Racine,

Wis., exploded with a terrific crash, demolishing a large

part of the building, killing one man and injuring three

others. The building, which houses a number of manufac-
turing concerns, rocked as if an earthquake had struck it

and the employees scattered in all directions.

The cause of the accident was evidently a deranged
governor as the engine attained a terrific speed before the

wheel let go. Herman Kobal, assistant engineer, was seat-

ed directly behind the wheel and when the engine began to

race and the generators began to throw their windings
he started to get out. He had just got outside when the

wheel let go and a piece came through the wall and struck

him, killing him instantly.

The cylinder dimensions of the engines was 22 by 44 in.,

it operated at 90 r.p.m. and 125-lb. steam pressure, and
was installed 14 years ago. The fly-wheel was 14 ft. in

diameter with a 26-in. face and weighed 8 tons. Belted to

this was a 200-kw. d.-c. 125-volt generator and one 150-kw.

a.-c. 220-volt generator with revolving fields.

Pieces of the wheel went into the Wallis Tractor Factory,

tore a hole through a 12-in. wall and then struck the ma-
chine at which William Dedrichs was working. His ma-
chine was wrecked and he had to be taken to a hospital.

A post 12 in. in diameter was splintered into fragments
so small that not a piece of wood was left larger than half

an inch. The damage is estimated at $35,000.

One piece weighing more than a ton went about five

hundred feet in the air, and landed in the yard of a foundry
company which is 350 ft. from place where it started from.
Another piece crashed through a six-inch brick wall and
going in a southerly direction landed on top of a tractor

some distance away. The tractor was badly wrecked and
the same piece also took off part of an overhead runway
in its flight.

The generators are a total loss as the windings on the

armature of the d.-c. machine was thrown out completely
and the frame cracked. The revolving field of the alter-

nator left the spider and the frame on this machine was
also cracked.

—

The National Engineer.
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Auxiliary Apparatus of the Steam Power Plant
The Modern Power Plant Has Many Accessories Not Dreamed of
by the Engineer of a Few Years Back—These Articles Will

Review and Illustrate the Various Types of Auxiliaries

By T. H. FENNER, Associate Editor

AUXILIARY appliances cover a very wide field in

the modem industrial power plant, and it is some-
times a moot point as to what can be classified

under this head. From the writer's point of view, any
machinery or appliance apart from the main boilers and.
engines can rigMy be called auxiliary machinery.

The en^neer who possesses a broad knowledge of the
various types of auxiliaries and accessories, and their ap-
plications to a particular problem, is in a position to make
his advice valued. If to this knowledge he adds a grasp
of the commeTtial ipossiibilities and can show where a

comparatively large outlay can justify itself to the owner
or manager, he rwill have no trouble in introducing econ-

omical improvrrments into :his plant.

It may be conceded at once that practically every piece

of auxiliary apparatus on the market has S3me ipoint of

merit, otherwise it could not survive. Generally, when
any of the better known makes of traps, pumps, in-

jectors, fans, or whatever it is, falls down on the job,

the fault is not with the machine, but the treatment it

receives. Too often, in going through a power .plant, one
sees an expensive piece of machinery standing forlorn

and idle. Ihiquiry e'licits the information that "It's no
use, ani never was." Pr'ofbably the next day one

sees the identical appliance functioning in a most efficient

manner in a similar plant and under similar conditions to

those seen the previ )us day. Obviously the fault is not

with the machine.

Another handicap which auxiliary machinery too often

suffers undei' is that due to pure cussedness of human
nature. For instance, if a piece of machinery is bought

and installe'l wben the chief engineer has set his heart on

a different make, the chances of the installation making
good are very poor. Again, an engineer may install a

certain auxiliary, and leave the plant. The man who fol-

lows him may favor another make, and too frequently

try to mako the one installed prove his contention that

it's no good. Of course, this is not universal, but there

is enough of it occurring to cause trouble. An instance

along these lines, although not exactly concerned with

auxiliary machinery, occurs to my memory. A certan.

type of watchman's flash light, which was operated by a

storage battery, or rather storage cell, contained in an

aluminum case, was ipurchased for the night watchmen's

Use. Tho^e batteries could be charged during the da:

and would burn continuously for about 12 hojr3. As
they were only u?>.^d about 3 hours each night, this left

an ample margin. However, before the lights were pur-

BELT CONVEYOR FROM OUTSIDE STOR.-VGE LINK BELT CO.

BELT CONVEYOR IN BUNKER- LINK BELT COMPANY.

r.-iased the "nead watchman had heard <i man with some
authority ir the plant say they were no gjod. The head

watchman always made a point of b.'.ng in agreement
with this particular person, so the word went out to all

the watchmen that the lamps were no good. The result-

was they weren't. The watchmen finally refused to use

them, and they were returned to the power house store.

Those lamps were as good an article for the purpose as

could be found, but they didn't get a chance. The mis-

take, of coiu-se, was in the management not insisting on

their use even if it involved the dismissal of the watch-

men. However, it goes to show what prejudice can do to

an article.

A lot of equipment that a comparatively sihort time

ago was looked upon as a luxur>-, yet only for the large

and expensive plant is now acknowledged to be a neces-

sity for economical working. It is not a great many
years ago that the average stationary engineer looke<l

upon OO., indicators, recording thermometers, feed water

meters, etc., as being very pretty, but of little real value.

This view is Ibeing very rapidly changed, and there are

few engineers who would refuse to install any of these

instruments if they had the chance. At the same time,

increasing power costs have made plant managers more

eager to invest in instruments and machines for increas-

ing the efficiency of operation. High-priced and hard

to obtain common labor has led to the much wider adop-

tijn of mechanical coal and ash-handling machinery. The

mechanical stoker, which can burn with success a low

grade coal, is coming more and more into use. Fans and

turbine blowers have also become a necessitj' where

cheaper grade coals have to be burnt Where the size

of the plants warrants it, economizers are being installed

in the uptakes. Feed water heating apparatus, various

types of return traps for handling condensation, vacuum

pumps in connection with heating systems are almost uni-

versal. Manufacturing processes have necessitated the

introduction of special machinery in the power house,

outside of the main units, suCh as air compressors and

high pressure hydraulic pumps and accumulators. Water

filtration systems and chlorinating appliances for drink-

ing water are also in evidence in some cases. Central

lubricating oil pumps, supplying lubricating and cylinder

oil to all the units in the plant are another refinement.
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SHOWING METHOD OF UNLOADING PIVOTED BUCKET.

The absolutely necessary appliances, such as feed pumps,
and condenser circulating pumps are, of course, always
with us, while various types of feed regulators, high and
low water alarms, are found in steadily increasing

numbers.
Coal and Ash Handling

The logical place to start the consideration of a steam
PiOiwer plant is in the boiler room, and as the initial source

of power is the ooal, handling tihe coal is the first thing

we shall consider.

There are in this country more of the one boiler type

of plant than any other. These plants employ perhaps
one man, who looks after boiler and engine, and in some
cases two men, an engineer and fireman. As many of

these small plants handle fuel other than coal, such as

sawdust, shavings, tan 'bark, etc., the problem of econ-

omical handling does not enter. In the plants of this size

burning coal, the small amount of coal burned does not
justify the instalilation of machinery to handle it. In

some cases, for instance, where Iboilers are situated in

the basement of a building, the ashes have to Ibe elevated

to the street level. If it is an office building, the usual

plan is to use an ojdinary elevator, of the hydraulic

plunger type, which also serves the building in general.

There may be a small bucket and chain elevator, dumip-

ing into the cart drawn up in the street outside, or in

some cases, the most primitive appliance of all, a pair

of blocks, and hand-power to elevate the ash ibucket.

The handling of ashes is often a question in small and
medium-sized plants, where the coal handling practically

takes care of itself. This can bo readily understood. The
coal in most cases can be drawn to the bunker or directly

BOILER HOUSE WITH PECK CARRIER AND OVERHEAD BINS.

in front of the boiler and dumped within easy reach of
the fireman. On the other hand, the disposal of the ashes
often means the transporting of them a comparatively
long distance from the boiler room. In a small plant, the
cost of this handling by hand labor may easily be very
high in comparison to other power costs, while the coal-
handling cjst is but small. A cheap and efficient ar-
rangement in a case of this kind is the ordinary I-beam
and electric trolley. The writer is personally acquainted
with several plants Where this arrangement is in use.
One in particular is a good example. The boilers are of

the vertical type, 28 feet high over all, the boiler and
engine room being some ten feet below the street level.

Coal is brought into the yard in carts, which simply dump
into the bunker, which opens into the boiler room. For
bringing the coal to the boiler front, a four-wheel truck,

on ball bearings,, is employed. This truck h )lds a known
quantity of coal, so that it forms an accurate -means of

measuring by simply keeping a tally. The side of the
truck is hinged, allowing it to drop down, which makes it

partially self-unloading. For handling the ashes, a bucket
is used which runs on rollers and fits under the fire d')or.

It is large enough to contain all the ashes pulled when
cleaning fires. About 16 feet above the floor level the I-

beam is installed, and this runs across the boiler room
and out into the yard. A Sprague Electric Company
travelling trolley of 1 ton capacity runs on the beam and
is controlled from the floor by means of wires attached

GRAVITY CONVEYOR BUCKETS.

to the switches. There are four controls altogether, hoist-

ing, lowering and travelling either way. The man on the

floor hoists the bucket of ashes, and runs it to the door,

when the man in the yard, usually the carter, takes charge
of it and places it in position over the cart. The bucket
is pivoted ibelow its centre of gravity, and the opening of

a catcb allows it to durnip. This makes a very convenient

and cheap arrangement of low first cost, and little ex-

pense for upkeep. The same plan, with modifications to

suit local conditions, is in use in many plants, and for

the small concern, is hard to beat.

When we consider coal handling, the first question to be
considered is that of storage. If the plant is so situated

that coal can be obtained daily by cart from a local

dealer, a large space for storage is not required. On
the other hand, if coal is brought in direct by rail, or

boat, storage is an absolute necessity. No plant can

expect to receive coal regularly by rail, especially in the

winter, and in the case of coal coming in by boat, it is

usual to procure sufficient supply in the summer to carry

on through the winter.

In the case of the small plant, such as was just men-
tioned, storage facilities would not be more than sufficient

for two or three days. Even when the storage bin was
nearly empty the coal would be comparatively close to

the boiler room, and the amount of handling required not

much greater. However, when the necessity of storing

quantities of 1,000 tons and )ver exists, the question of

moving this coal becomes an expensive one. The wheel-

ing of coal in barrows from bins to boiler room is not

only expensive in labor, but is wasteful in coal. There is

always a certain amount being lost by spilling from
barrows, and being trod into dust on the floor, especially

with the smaller types of coal. If in addition the ashes
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are handled by ibeing puilled out of the fire onto the

boiler-room floor, there is an almost certain further loss

by coal going out with the ashes.

In the ideal installation the coal sihould never be touched

(by hand from the time it arrives in the yard "by train till

it is delivered as ash into the car again. In some large

stations this condition is practically fulfilled, but in the

smaller plants the cost of the necessary equipment can

not always be justified. However, there are few plants

where some form of mechanical handling cannot be in-

troduced to advantage.

It is usual to arrange, where coal is delivered by rail,

for the cars to run up on a trestle and dump their con-

tents into the bin below. When the coal is in gondola

csrs this involves practically no work in tne car itself,

bu' trimming is necessary in the bin. This is the first

handling. If the car is a box car, some shovelling will

be necessary in unloading. After the coal is trimmed
into the bin it must be wheeled from there and deposited

in front of each firing door. After the coal is burned

the remaining ash must be removed from the fire, and

wheeled out of the boiler-room, a more or less distance.

Suppose we have a plant of four H.R.T. boilers, rated at

125 h.p. each, or 500 h.p. total. This plant would require

two firemen and one trimmer during the day, and during

the winter months a trimmer would be necessary at night.

During the woi'king day albout 20,000 lbs. coal would be

(burnt, and according to the quality of cjal about 2,000

to 4,000 pounds of ashes would be handled. If the plant

is closed down at night there will be only one man needed

in the Iboiler-room to keep steam handy, and have every-

thing ready for starting up in the morning. For three

months of the year a trimmer will also be necessary On

account of the heating proposition. If now equipment can

be installed to eliminate the trimmer during the day and

the night trimmer during the winter months, a saving

of, roughly, $20 per week all the year round, and $40 a

week for three months can be made. This would amount

to $1,250 a year. A saving of this much justifies an in-

vestment of $6,000 to $8,000. This amount in a plant of

this size would supply a full mechanical equipment, which
would effect a larger saving than that estimated.

The chief means adopted for ^handling coal automati-
cally is by elevators of the belt, bucket, or flight type,

while the ash-handling is effected by bucket elevator,

spiral conveyor, suction, or pneumatic elevators. Some
of these will be described in this article.

The Belt Conveyor

The belt conveyor consists essentially of a broad rulbber

belt, travelling over rollers. The coal is carried in bulk
on the surface of the belt. The guiding rollers are usually

arranged in groups of three, the centre one being hori-

zontal, while the two side ones are inclined at an angle

of from 15 deg. to 30 deg. This keeps the contents from
spilling over the edge of the belt while in transit. For
conveying coal long distances, as from an outside storage

to a bin in the iboiler room, this type of conveyor is very
suitable. It will deliver to an overhead 'bin where the

distance is sufficiently long to allow the elevation to take

place at a slig'ht incline. Obviously, this type of conveyor
cannot be used where the inclination would be higher than

the natural angle of repose of the coal. Owing to the

cost of the material, this type of conveyor is rather high

in first cost, but maintenance shjuld not be very high,

and the capacity is greater in proportion than a flight or

bucket conveyor, owing to the continuity of carrying sur-

face. We show typical cases in our illustrations, which
are obtained through the courtesy of the Link Belt Co.,

'Chicago. The coal is discharged from the belt at any
desired point by a tripper, which can be moved along to

the spot required. The tripper consists of two pulleys,

so arranged that the belt passes over one and back around

the other, the effect being the same as if the belt ended at

that spot.

Gravity Discharge and Bucket Types

The greater part of the elevator and conveyor equipment

for coal is of the above type. Fundamentally ,the prin-

ciple of the gravity discharge and bucket elevator is the

same. Containers are spaced at even distances along

COAL AND ASH HANDLING INSTALLATION BY JE3FFREY MANXJFACTUIUNG CO.
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an endless chain, which is carried on horizontal tracks

and vertical guides, so as to be capable of both elevating
and distributing the coal over a space governed by the

distance apart of the vertical legs. The chain is com-
posed of flat steel bars, secured to chilled iron or steel

rollers. The containers are secured to the links, either

rigidly or on a pivoted bearing. Here lies the chief dif-

ference 'between the gravity discharge and the bucket
elevator. The containers on the bucket elevator hang
always vertically, and must be tipped by some outside

agency before they will discharge. The containers on
the gravity discharge type are rigidly secured to the links

in such a way that when the chain is ascending the bucket
will be vertical, thus holding its contents. As the chain

runs over the top guide pulleys, and starts its horizontal

run, the buckets turn with the chain in such a manner
as to dump their contents. To distribute the coal at de-

sired points a sheet steel upper run is constructed, with
gates at certain distances, which can be opened by suit-

able means from the boiler-room floor. The power for

driving is usually furnished by a small motor, and this is

always set at the top of the elevator leg. The motor
•drives direct through spur gears to the main driving

sprockets of the elevator.

The proiblem usually is to bring the coal from the cars

to storage, and also to deliver from storage to boilers.

The particular plan adopted will depend on the nature
of the building and storage. Supposing the plant is one
where the cars can deliver the coal directly into an inside

storage. The problem then is to distribute the coal in

the storage and to the boilers. To do this, a flight con-

veyor is used in conjunction with a bucket or gravity
elevator conveyor. The flight conveyor is a form of

scraper, the flights or drags, of malleable iron, being
secured at distances of about twelve to eighteen inches

apart, on an endless chain. The cars discharge into a

hopper, which delivers the coal onto the flight conveyor,

this in turn delivering to the boot of the bucket or gravity

discharge elevator. The coal is then elevated to the de-

sired height, and discharged either into an overhead bin,

or direct to spouts leading either into the stoker hoppers
or onto the boiler-room floor. Alternatively it may ibe

discharged back into the building storage to be reclaimed
as necessary. To do this, the lower run is encased in a

tunnel, and placed a little below the floor level of the

storage. Quick acting gates are placed at frequent in-

tervals along the tunnel, which can be operated from the

inside. The coal flows through these gates by gravity
into the conveyor, and is then carried up to the delivery

spouts. In the case of the storage being of necessity

outside the building, it may be delivered to an overhead
bin by means of a belt, as previously stated, or by a loco-

motive crane delivering to the hopper used for the cars.

Another plan is to build an overhead rail, and
use a small electric hoist and grab bucket to carry
the coal to the overhead bin in the boiler room. Some-
times the overhead bin is built outside at the end of the

boiler-room, and the coal carried in and distributed by an
electric hopper direct to the stoker spouts. We show
several illustrations of various arrangements of con-

veyors.

As one of the principal points in handling coal is to

know how much of it is being used, some form of weighing
machinery is necessary. A track scale to weigh the coal

as it is delivered is a very good means of making sure

receiving what is paid for. That of itself is not enough.
It is important that the coal being delivered to each boiler

should be known, so that a check on the performance of

each unit can be |ke,pt. This can ibe done by suitable

weighing machines connected with the delivery spout from
the conveyor, or situated at some point where two con-

veyors cross. Most of these scales are automatic in their

action, and are very reliable. In the writer's opinion, the

scale should always be included in the conveyor plant,

as the slight extra cost involved is well worth while. The
correct weighing of coal delivered to a boiler is very dif-

ficult without some special means of this kind. The type

used is generally one with two hoppers, containing a

known quantity of coal. When the top hopper is filled,

the feed is shut off, and a gate opens automatically, al-

lowing the coal to feed into the lower hopper. This is also

fitted with a gate, which can open only if the outlet is

free underneath. If not, it holds the coal until the space

underneath is cleared, when it dumps. An automatic

counter is fitted which records the number of times the

hopper empties itself. Other machines are made for

weighing the coal as it passes over the conveyor, and

contain an integrating device to count the number of

pounds pa&smg over. The illustration shows one type of

these scales. The method adopted is to hang a short

section of the conveyor on rods connected with the beam
of the scale. This section is balanced by an iron float

in a cylinder of mercury. The movement of this float

affords a direct measurement of the varying weights pas-

sing over the floating section, and then the speed at which

the conveyor is running must be taken into account. The

integrating device does this.

Ash Handling

The handling of ashes, when performed by hand labor,

WEIGHING MACHINE ON CONVEYOR.
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is one of the most unpleasant and costly jobs about the

plant. Machinery that dispenses with the necessity of this

labor is a double blessing. Besides the conveyor systems
used for coal, a different type altogether is employed for

ashes. In marine work an ejector worked by a blast of

steam is used, but in land practice, a steam jet is used to

cause a vacuum in a pipe, and the ashes are drawn throug-h

by atmospheric pressure. In some plants the coal-hand-

ling conveyor is also used for ashes, the Ijwer run of the

conveyor being used for this purpose. In others a special

conveyor is used to handle ashes alone. The ashes are

usually taken from a pit under the boiler, and elevated to

a storage bin, from which they can be loaded into the

cars direct. In other cases, no storage is provided, space

being valuable, and the ashes are elevated directly into

the cars. (Some installations have in use a spiral screw

in a shallow pit directly under the fire doors, and the

ashes are raked out of the fire onto a grating, through

which they feed onto the screw conveyor. This pushes

them along into the boot of an elevator. Where mechani-

AUTOMATIC COAL WEIGHING HOPPER.

cal stoking is used, particularly of the chain grate type,

the ashes drop over the back end of the grate, and roll

down an incline to the conveyof. Belts are naturally of

no use for this work, the nature of the material handled
being- too destructive. Owing to the wetness of the ashes

and their corrosive action, cast or malleable iron make
the best resisting material for the conveyor. The flight

conveyor can 'be used for removing the ashes from the

boiler front to the elevator leg.

In installing ash conveying machinery it is necessary

to consider whether the ashes have to be removed at

the moment of cleaning fires, or if they can be allowed

to accumulate during the day and be removed at night

only. If the coal-handling machinery is fully occupied

during the day in supplying the coal, tout is idle during

the night, arrangements for storing the ashes during

the day and removing them by the coal-handling machin-

ery at night is most economical. Sometimes the coal

conveyor is more than ample to handle the load during

the day, and can be utilized for ash-handling at intervals.

If the plant works day and night, fully employing the

coal-handling machinery, separate means for dealing with

the ashes must be installed. It is impossible to lay down
any definite rule for determining the type of installation.

Every plant must be considered on its own condi';ions,

and the various factors of first cost, maintenance, etc.,

taken into account. There are cases where an installa-

tion of mechanical equipment is justified, even when it

will show a very small actual saving. In plants where
labor is difficult to obtain and hard to keep, due to local

conditions, mechanical equipment will ofttimes be the

means of ensuring continuity of operation. Smooth-run-
ning and freedom from annoying stoppages in the power
plant are worth money to the production end, and in this

way money invested in boiler-room equipment gives a

return in dollars and cents.

Before installing mechanical coal and ash-handling

machinery, the problem should be put up to the makers of

this equipment. Their wide knowledge and experience of

different installations make them very well qualified to

advise the plant owner, and to assist the plant engineer

in the choice of the most suitable equipment.

ELECTRIC TOOL TEMPERING
Successful attempts have been made to employ an elec-

tric tool tempering furnace in the Westinghouse Works.

The barium-chloride and salt principle is utilized and the

furnace consists of an outer shell, a cast iron cylinder

packed with fire bricks and an occasional layer of asbestos.

The heat is supplied by two pairs of electrodes built in

on opposite sides of the walls of the inner chamber. The

electrodes operate on a 16 to 30 volt alternating current

circuit. After starting up salt is fed into the furnace, which

on melting completes the circuit, and a mixture of barium-

chloride is then fed in. It has been found in practice that

there is great ease of control of the heat and that good

work can be performed at a comparatively low cost of

operation.

FROM A CALF'S
DIARY

Kicked over my pail

of mash.

Got my head caught

in a bucket.

Yelled like blazes for

mother for an hour.

Rolled my eyes at a

little boy and frighten-

ed him.

Experimented on how
far I could spraddle my
legs.

Tangled myself in ten

feet of rope.

Nibbled at a small

green apple and had a

tummy ache.

Refused to be hugged

by an impudent hired

man.

Hoard's Dairyman.

From

FROM A DITTO
DIARY

Kicked for half an

hour about my job.

Got my head full of

thoughts of how under-

valued I am.

Yelled like blazes at

everybody who didn't

please me.

Rolled a cigarette so

as to have it ready for

the first opportunity to

get a few puffs at it.

Experimented on how
far I could go doing

nothing and get away
with it.

Tangled myself in

mental trash.

Nibbled at a small

green apple and added

a disordered stomach

to my other disqualifi-

cations.

Refused to be mind-

ful of all the comfort-

able conditions under

which a man works in

these times.

Threads
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Mechanical Features of an Office Building

Oil Fuel and Com-
plete Equipment

Make Power Plant

Unusually Inter-

esting to Engineers

The Welfare of

Office Employees

Has Been Well
Taken Care Of.

B\- W. F. SUTHERLAND

THE modern type of

office building
erecled to-day for

the use of industrial firms

and business men has little

in common with those

formerly built. Aside from

the excellent working con-

ditions with which the oc-

cupant is surrounded a

greater degree of interest

in his or her physical well

being or comfort is mani-

fest. One of the most ex-

cellent examples of this

type of office building is

that of the Imperial Oil

Co., on Church St., Tor-

onto, where a gymnasium,
1 S(}uash court, shower

baths, etc., have been in-

corporated into the build-

ing design for those who
wish to use them. The
mechanical features iof

Lhis plant are also of more
than passing interest to

the engineer, for it is sel-

dom that a power plant

reflects the attention to

detail appearance seen in

the present instance.

Heating Plant

Heating is done by a combination of direct radiation

and the plenum system. Direct radiation is used for all

the main offices, while for basement rooms, squash court,

gjTnnasium, etc, etc., and for the lavatories warm air is

.supplied by air washing and heating apparatus of the

usual type made by the Carrier Air Conditioning Co. of

America, 39 Cortlandt St., New York. The usual temper-
ing coils, air washer baffles and main heating coils are
fitted and the fan is driven by a 5 h.p. Sprague variable

speed motor. The spray pump is driven by a smaller 2.5

h.p. Peerless Motor. Fresh air is drawn in from the roof

through a fresh air duct and after being humidified and
warmed is distributed throughout the building where re-

quired by a plenum chamber and the usual air ducts.

The air temperature is regulated by automatic temper-
ature controlling apparatus made by the Power Regulator
Co., New York. Thermostats are located on the incoming
cold air side of the tempering coils and also on the out-

going side of the main heating coils. These serve to control

the temperature through remote controlled valves on the
main steam lines. A uniform temperature is thus secured
at all times, no matter what the condition of the air outside.

As mentioned above direct radiation is employed for
the heating of the main offices, etc. The Dunham vacuum
sysem, installed under the direction of the C. A. Dunham
Co., Ltd., Toronto, is used and the excellent arrangement

cf the piping vacuum and

feed pumps, together with

the Fisher regulators, will

be seen from Fig. 2. Two
Blake and Knowles
vacuum pumps are em-
ployed, each being fitted

with a Fisher regulator

as shown. These pumps
are 8 x 8 x 12 in size and
discharge into a hot water

receiver above the feed

pumps. This receiver is

fitted with a float actuat-

ing the steam valves on

the feed pumps so that

they are only running

when there is water in the

receiver. When the re-

ceiver is empty the pumps
automatically cut off. The
feed pumps, of which there

are two, are of the Wor-
th ington duplex type, 5%
X 3 X 5 in. in size.

Boiler«

For the supplying of

steam to the heating sys-

tem and also to take care

of the future power load

if an isolated plant is ever

thought desirable, two
Heine boilers of 195 B. H.

P. each are installed in a double setting. These boil-

ers are fitted with circulating blov;-offs, etc., and the breech-

ing is carried over to a steel stack 3 ft. 6 in. diameter, which

is carried to the roof in a brick well. The pressure carried

at present is 65 lbs. with provision made for an increase

to 125 lbs. when power is generated in the future. This

pressure is reduced to a proper value by means of a Fisher

reducing valve.

The boilers are oil fired and the installation presents

many features of interest. Perhaps the most noticeable

feature to the casual visitor is the extreme cleanliness of

the plant in general. The floor throughout is of red tile

and the entire absence of ashes and other dirt always

present when coal is used makes it easily possible to keep

the boiler room, and the apparatus installed in it, spick and
span.

Four Simplex oil burners, two to each boiler, are install-

ed. These burners are made by the Standard Oil Burner

Co. of Oakland, Cal. Each burner is fitted with a one-half

horsepower direct current motor, which serves to drive the

blower for air supply and gear type oil pump, both mount-

ed on the motor shaft. The oil pump pumps direct from
the oil tank and the surplus over that which is allowed to

flow through the regulating valve, flows back through a

return header to the oil tank.

The whole mechanism is mounted on a swing'ng plate
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FIG. 1—CARRIER AIR CONDITIONING APPARATUS.

hinged to the boiler front so that when the burner is cut off

it can be swung away and the illiptial hole, shown in Fig.

3, closed with a plate. This prevents injury to the burner
from the incandescent brickwork of the connection cham-
ber. Each motor is fitted with a starting rheostat and
knife switch, this equipment being mounted on a marble
panel adjacent to the boiler front.

Electrical connection is made to the motor by flexible

conduit and the oil connections are made through a special

union which permits the burner to swing easily through
the necessary angle. Fig.3 shows the front elevation of

boilers and the different positions in which the burners are

shown enable their details to be made clearly visible.

The oil tank supplying fuel oil to the burners is placed

three feet below the basement floor and is capable of hold-

ing 2,015 Imperial gallons of oil. It is 15 ft. long by 5 ft.

diameter and is provided with dished heads.

A small coal fired heater and a hot water tank are pro-

vided for the furnishing of hot water to wash basins,

shower baths, etc.

FIG. 2—BOIUER PEED AND VACUUM PUMPS, NO. 1 DUNHAM
VACUUM HEATING SYSTEM.

The drinking water is all filtered and cooled. Two sets

of Loomis-Manning Filters, installed by the Loomis-Man-
ning Distribution Co., Philadelphia, are used. These serve

to render the water sparkling, clear and free from any
contaminating influence. From the filters the water passes
to a cooler operated by a small York vertical two cylinder

ammonia compressor. This compressor is driven by a
Westinghouse 5 h.p. d.c. motor. A Worthington single

stage centrifugal pump driven by a one h.p. motor circu-

lates the drinking water through the system. By keeping
the water in constant circulation, it is always at the proper
temperature at the faucets and no water need be run off to

waste on account of its being too warm. The drinking
water faucets are entirely separate from wash basin
faucets, and the piping has no connection with the lavatory-

supply.

In connection with the wash basins throughout the build-

ing, it is interesting co note that they are fitted with special

faucets made by The H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Sarnia.

FIG. 3—BOILERS SHOWING OIL BURNERS. THE ONE ON THE
LEFT IS IN RUNNING POSITION. THE TWO MIDDLE ONES SHUT
DOWN AND SWUNG OUT. AND THE RIGHT-HAND ONE SWUNG

CLEAR AROUND TO EXPOSE FIRE HOLE.

These work on the self-closing delayed principle so that

they can be adjusted to remain open for any length of

time desired. By this means the basins can be filled to any

depth desired without danger of flooding and without the

necessity of keeping the faucet open by hand as is the case

with all other self-closing faucets.

Two fire pumps are installed, each of the two stage type

made by Worthington, and each driven by a Sprague 7^
h.p. d.c. 230 V. motor. These pumps serve to fill two tanks

on the roof of the building and are arranged for automatic

or manual operation. The starting mechanism is unusually

complete and the switchboard of Cutler Hammer make, in'

addition to the control apparatus for the motors, is fitted

with tank indicators and bell alarm.

A low voltage storage battery system is installed and

furnishes control for the automatic feature of the fire

pump installation, high and low water alarm, elevator

signal lights and other features of a similar nature.

Two duplicate 18 volt batteries are installed and a one

h.p. Sprague motor-generator set is used for charging. The
battery switchboard carries battery charging switches,

generator circuit breaker ammeters, voltmeters and the

usual feeder circuit knife switches.

A marble distribution board also forms part of the elec-

irical equipment. Energy for power and lighting is obtain-

ed from the central station through a 110 220 volt d.c.

service. This board presents a very neat appearance

through having all the fuses mounted on the back and only

the knife switches showing.

Mr. Maxwell Mongraw is Chief Engineer, and Geo.

Bains, Plant Superintendent.

The installation of this power plant was done by W. J.

McGuire, Toronto.
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FIG. 4-^BASEMENT PLAN SHOWING POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT AND OTHER FEATURES.

A Revolution in Wireless Telegraphy
The more closely the subject is studied the more apparent

it is that the three-electrode thermionic vacuum tube has
wrought a revolution in wireless telegraph methods. Until

the year 1914 all the most powerful transmitting stations

in the world generated waves by sparks, and signals were
received at nearly all stations by means of crystal or mag-
netic reflectors. The spark methods of generating waves
involved the use of very large antennae for spanning great
distances, and at receiving stations which wished to listen

to stations more than even a hundred miles away very
large aerial structures wer'' necessary. To-day, most of

the higb power stations art continuous wave stations,

while at the receiving end new modes of detecting these

continuous waves have been introduced. This is where

FIG. 5—SHOWING FIRE PUMPS AND FILTERS FOR COOLING
WATRER.

the three-electrode tube enters the arena, and has almost
removed the necessity for any antenna at all at receiving

stations. For example, under reasonable weather condi-

tions, it is quite easy to listen to the messages coming from
stations on tbe other side of the Atlantic by using a re-

ceiving circuit of which the receptive element is a small

coil of wire 3 or 4 feet square. Thus, so far as receiving

goes, it is impossible to intercept practically all the great

stations on one-half cf the globe by means of apparatus
contained wholly in one room, or even in a cupboard. This
does not mean that the use of an antennae for reception is

abolished; on the contrary, when these highly magnifying
methods are put into operation with large antennae for the

purposes of reception, the range over which signals can be

received is extended very far beyond what it was in 1913,

and in consequence it is possible under reasonably good
weather conditions to receive at the antipodes the signals

from a modern high-power station. In accomplishing this

the magnifications in use amount to several hundred thou-

sand-fold. All this is the work of a thing Which looks like

an ordinary electric light bulb v;ith a few extra pieces of

metal in it—the three-electrode tube.

This is not all the .=;tory, for when the tube is made in

large sizes it can be used for producing alternating current
of high frequency and of considerable power, and then it

can be employed for transmitting electric waves. More-
over, by giving another aspect to its functions, the triode

can be used for modulating the alternating current just

spoken of, and so for impressing upon the waves the human
voice. In this way speech has been transmitted freely

across the Atlantic, being received, it need hardly be said,

at the distant end by the aid of other of the protean pro-

perties of the ubiquitous three-electrode tube. In passing,

it is worth remarking that the process of thermionic evapor-

ation briefly mentioned above is really, in the opinion of

Dr. Eccles, a method of obtaining electricity from matter

without the use of moving parts—that is, without machin-
ery.
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The Economizer in Power Plant Operation--!.
The Following Article Reprinted From a Paper Read Before the

Boston Section of the A.S.M.E. Gives Some Valuable Data on
Economizer Operation

labor-savinf;, for economy, etc. Civilization is complex.
Economy that does not sacrifice reliability is a higher
attainment; towards the ultimate jf human efficiency than
an attainment of merely stern isimplicity.

Complication and Expense for Providing Space

The economizer is not signally different to any other
adjunct found in the power plant. Any apparatus or even
recording device has its in and outgoing attachment con-
necting it with the plant. Economizer, connections once
made seldom need any further concern for adjustment or
handling. The feed water supply is regulated in the same
manner and the draft likewise day in and day out pre-
cisely as if the plant had no economizer. The piping and
flue conne<:tions are not troublesome to the engineer
capable of designing intricate power station equipment.

Perhaps the complication in mind is the occupation
space and building features. The answer to this is, that
a consulting engineer or architect is engaged upon the
supposition that he is able to design a plant or i)uilding

that will st.tisfactorily incorporate and house the neces-
sary and deoirable features needed to uses of the owners.

With reasonable study, it is seldom that the cost of

the boiler building cannot be kept to the same expense
with economizers as witbout them. Space above the floor

can in some way be engineered and the room below the

economizer well utilized. Instead of a higher boiler build-

ing, inexpensive skylight scuttles or skylight monitors,
which also give added daylight and ventilation, can be
built above the machine for tube removal. Even special

outside buildings can be designed to usefully utilize the

space underueath the economizer for fire pumps, lockers

and baths for firemen, or for store parts, an often un-

thought of pi-ovision.

What a p'3rson believes in with all his heart and wishes
to accomplish he will usually succeed in doing, even though
physical or financial restrictions prescribe certain limits,

while without that spirit the slightest encounter of dif-

ficulty appears insurmountable. Many economizers have
been put into stations where the original consulting en-

gineer had n o use for them and seemingly thought there

was no possible space to employ them.

When some economizers do not work well under ordin-

ary conditions of draft or to over-load, or with stokers,

the man with the ideals and perception will not accept

those results with content, but inquires the wherefore

that these tests and results fell short of a better attain-

ment found tl.-iewhere.

EVERYWHERE abroad—in England and throughout
the leading cjuntries of the Continent, the econo-

mizer is considered a necessary accepted part of the

equipment of pvery steam plant, and its use is steadily

growing thi'oughout the world. In Germany, commercial
coal averages 'between $4 and $4 ..50; but in England, the

home of economizer origin, coal sells at 7.5c to $3.00 per

ton, depending upon nearness of mines.

Here, as in the United States, coal comparatively costs

about the snrae, yet several engineers and owners con-

sider the economizer utility doubtful, and even some
prominent men consider it to be altogether dispensaible.

The reasons that are advanced more than any others by
these opponents are commonly:

First. Complication and expense for providing space.

Second. Tlie draft is so seriously affected that extra-

ordinarily high and costly chimneys must be installed to

offset the economizer effect, or else powerful artificial

draft apparatus must be installed.

Third. The feed water can be as highly heated as de-

sired more simply and at less outlay by means of waste
from auxiliaries.

There caa be added other objections, but they would
appear to be only important to some individual proposer,

the more common reasons have been chosen.

Simiplicity cannot be denied as a desideratum, but no
one here would choose the simple life of Diogenes in his

tulb, although admitting the difficulty of determining the

elimination (>f many things from his home. Therefore,

albove simplicity we prefer the possession and care for

articles thac appeal for their beauty, for comfort, for

SECTIONAL VIEW OK KIRST ECONOMIZER INST ALL-ATION.

i
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Referring to the chart herewith: "Cost of Steam to

Boiler Rating." This is an interesting study showing if

an economizer was introduced it would lower the cost of

coal lin« abou^ 10 per cent., and probably better, keeping

this line more even and reducing the ascending coal cost

shown.

out altogether, or until this remedy or some other even
more simple change is suggested to effect the desired

im;provement. It is n matter of surprise how often the

draft difficulty has been found to lay elsewhere than in

an economizer.

In 1891, Mr. Geo. H. B'arrus had noted this very point

Mi
til'-SUVA'

^1

HI
21

Ml
Alt.

222

CURVES SHOW FIXED CHAR.GBS, TOTAL COSTS AND COST OF COAL WITH AND WITHOUT ECONOMIZERS.

It has neen assumed that equipment is figured for

bjilers, stokers, building, chimney, etc., without econo-
mizer at $47 per B H.P. If we add 11 per cent, for econo-
mizer installation, or $5 per B.H.P., it would raise tbe

fixed charge line accordingly, and, as the total cost line

is obtained by the addition of the 3 curves feelow, it has a

marked lower position by effect jf the lowered cost of

coal. This new line looks handsome and worth trying to

obtain.

Examples of insufficient draft are as frequently found
in the average old plant without economizers as with
them. Examples of going plants operating economizers
successfully, with ordinary chimney (heights, are to be
readily found ever;/where under all varieties of condi-

tions—all types of 'boilers—all types of grates and stokers

—all kinds of coal, etc. All of Which should teach that

finding an pconomizer plant at fault in the matter of

draft, the instant conclusion that the apparatus is the

cause of the trouble, Avould be a rash judgment. It may
be true in some rare instance tbat cutting out the econo-

mizer has improved the draft, due, not to the effect of

the apparatus, ibut to pjor engineering design of angles
and openings into the economizer. This has been proved
wben these conditions are altered, by the economizer
going back into use with better results than ever. When
a plant has grown so that the gas volume really over-

crowds in the economizer chamber, then a remedy is easily

had toy allov/ing the gases from one or two boilers nearest
the stack to go direct without passing through the econo-
mizer at all, thus reducing the volume to be handled
through it to the proper limit of Its ability. Simple as
this sounds, it is seldom thought of, as tbe growth has
been gradual for years with satisfactory results for most
of the period until the owner discovered the economizer
restriction, when his cure has been to arbdtrarily cut it

in his book, 'Boiler Tests," that it took actually more
draft to operate the plant without an economizer than
with it, and comments on this as follows:

"It is important to note the effect which tbe use of the

heater has upon draught. The amount of draught suction

which existed in some of the above examples and in one
additional example, together ,with information regarding
quantity of coal burned and other matters bearing on the
question, are given in the accompanying table.

"The effect of a reduced temperature of tbe escaping
gases, which always accompanies Vhe employment of the
heater, is seen in every one of these instances to reduce
the draft power of the chimney. In Boiler No. 59 the

temperatur-^ is reduced from 645 degrees to 365 degrees
and the draught from 41/000 of an inch to 32/100 of an
inch, or 22 per cent. This is with an e'ighty-foot chimney.
In the last case a reduction of temperature from 575
degrees to 373 degrees is accompanied by a reduction of

draught from 97/100' of an inch to 69/100 of an inch, or

29 per cent. This is with a 140-foot chimney. Although
the general effect of the flue heater in this respect is un-
favorable, a large amount of draught is required to oper-

ate the boiler, in every instance where the average
draught is given, when the heater is thrown out of use.

This is not due to any peculiar 'action of the heater, but
evidently to the increased quantity of coal which must be

burned in order to make up for its absence."

The fuel bed resistance would be less to produce a

given boiler output, because there is less coal used and
hence the less resistance as noted by Mr. Barrus. This

is just as true with stokers as without them. It is just

as true for overload conditions as for normal. To de-

velop overload conditions, it does take enormous draft

pressures to iget the needed air through the thick fuel

bed. Provide therefore such proper pressure if you will,
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SCHEDULE OF TEST.

and, indeed, must do so, and then add a properly designed

ecjnomizer. The tap blanket layers of fuel are then taken

off by the economizer and the draft is eased wonderfully.

So if, therefore, adequate draft has been provided, either

natural or .ortificial, suitable for operation without econo-

mizers, then there will be no difficulty in keeping up
steam with a less expense for coal.

"The speaker first described with the aid of illustrations

the dependence of chimney costs upon their heig'ht and
inside diameter, the relations between the chimney
heights, the hourly consumption of fuel and the operating

cjsts and temperature of the gases entering the chimney.

"Of great importance in determining the gross dimen-

sions of the economizer, are the temperature of the enter-

Table No. 10 INFLUENCE OF FLUE HEATER ON THE DRAUGHT
1. 33 46 59 68

2. 110 80 80 80

3. Heater Heater Heater Heater Heater Heater Heater Heater Heater Heater
used not used used not used used not used used not used used not used

4. 4-91.7 547 752.7 875.6 683.1 984.1 760.3 843 2.952 3.2*;2

5. Temp, gases entering chimney, deg. 231. 399 254 342 36o 645 279 452 373 576

6. Average draugiht suction inside dam-
.17 .22 .09 Not taken .25 .27 .64 .67

7. Draught suction with damper wide
.40 .51 .25 .27 .32 .41 .26 .30 .69 .97

The following abstract of a report by Engineer Gleich-

man, presented at the Munich convention of the Interna-

tional Association of Steam Boiler Inspection Societies,

and translated from "Gluckauf," is of interest to those

having to do with economizers:

ing water and the drop in temperature of the flue gases
that are employed.
"The entire installation will be cheapest when the

utilization of the flue gases in the economizer goes the

farthest. How far the flue gas temperature is then econ-

B. & W. BOII^R WITH BCONOMIZEai. SHOWING FLUES. ETC.
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omically utilized depends upon the temperature of the

feed water. If the service is variable it is proper to pro-

portion the outfit for the averaige efficiency.

"The question whether, in large plants, one common
economizer or separate equipments behind eacb boiler

should be used cannot be settled by general principles

since it depaiids upon working conditions. With very

regular load a common economizer would be advantageous

because of its cheaper first cjst and smaller amount of

outside radiating surface to the single c'hamber, while,

where boilers are frequently cut off, as in electrical sta-

tions, individual economizers are preferable, there being

danger that otherwise a too great cooling down of the

flue gases may reduce the draft.

"Summiao' up, the question of employing economizers

may be answered by saying that they are primarily of

use in enabling the designer to lay down an economical

plant, by most completely utiliziing the flue gases and
obtaiijini^- the best combustion. Their field of usefulness

will widen the more that small boiler plants disappear

and hand-stoking gives place to mechanical. The size

)f an econoimzer as compared with the boiler heating sur-

face—iwhich cannot be settled by a fixed ratio, since it

depends uoon the feed water temperature—should increase

with the pressure and with increased attempt to employ
in the 'boiler vn\y heating surfaces of hig^h value."

Note the attitude of Mr. Gleiehmann upon the matter

of draft. He treats it as a reasonable affair t) be de-

signed and laid out to requirements. Just as any practical

man would give thougbt to provide the right air spacings

of grates, determine the use of large or small tube areas

and forethought to other resistances, to the draft f)r

properly operating a boiler to suit conditions. No fear

or special anxiety is given to such matters, although it

is important that they shjuld be taken into account.

An interesting test at the Clark thread mill, where
boilers were intentionally put in, designed to run at over-

rating, using an economizer with induced draft, producing

a boiler horse power with less than half the usual rating

of 10 sq. ft., is worthy of record.

The test was made under Mr. Abercrombie, the expert

of the thread interests in Scotland and America, and
shows definiLfcly a less draft needed for over-rating con-

diti ms thin other practicing engineers would require

without economizers.

"Induced Draft," occiasionally ,we find, is still regarded

as "some bogey." The subject of Induced Draft is a broad

jne, but in general, I would say that these operate more
satisfactorily than forced draft alone, which later pro-

duces arduous conditions to the maintenance of the stok-

ers, furnace, bjilers and a strain upon the labor. The
forced draft .stokers need to be watched for holes in the

firs, wLich have to be h^and-treated under extreme diffi-

culty, with steam falling away until they are remedied.

This is a frequent experience. Some forced draft stoker

customers ha\e considered it advisable to add to their

retort capacity to cut down the blast effect, althjugh they
were developirg nowhere near 200 per cent, of running.

These owners had installed the size of their equipments
as recommeadcd by the stoker concern. Forced draft to

hand-fired boilers after a five years' use produces a sad
looking plant; while induced draft keeps operating in-

definitely for years in smooth steady fashion.

This line of argument is not fair to either type of draft.

Conditions must be maintained aright for any apparatus
to keep performing its duty—the induced draft has a
wider rang 2 of accomplishment to changed conditions and
makes for more agreeable plant operation. This is due
largely to its [greater size to handle the same air weight
as would be forced through the fire by the blast fan type.

In the grtvt paper mills of S. D. Warren & Co., and
Hollingsworth & Whitney, the induced draft is found de-
pendable 144 hours every week, and in many public ser-
vice stations they are found reliable for service every
l our of the entire year.

(To be concluded)

A New Heating System
A NEW heating system of considerable interest forms
* the basis of a recent patent issued to Robert Cairns,

Chief Engineer of the Farmers Dairy, Toronto. The ac-

companying illustration shows in diagrammatic form the

principle of the system as outlined in the patent specifica-

tions.

The principal feature of the invention consists in the

novel method of heating a circulating medium by the com-
pression of air by electrical means and the passing of the

compressed air through suitable radiating coils to convey
the temperature to the water of the circulating heating
system, and to utilize the reduced temperature compres-

sion for other purposes, or to expand the air to relieve the

consumption of electrical energy in initial compression.

The air compressor (1), which can be of any suitable

type, is operated by an electric motor (2). The compressed
air is carried from the outlet of the compressor by a pipe

(-3) to a radiating coil (4). This coil is enclosed within a

tank (5), which is connected to a suitable water heating

system of the circulating class by the pipes (6) and (7).

The heat of the compressed air passing through the coil

heats the water in the tank, which rises through to pipe 6

to the radiators and returns by pipe 7. The heat of this

compressor is further utilized by the connection of the

water jacket of the compressor to the tank (5) by meaio
of the circulating pipes shown. A pipe (11) leading from

DRIAGRAMMATIC VIEW
OF HEATING SYSTEM,

the coil (4) is provided with an adjustable safety valve

(12), which may be regulated to relieve at different pres-

sures, and below the safety valve a drain cock is provided
which will allow condensation to be drawn off.

A suitable pressure gauge is arranged in the lengths of

the pipe and cut-off cock cuts off the pipe (11) from an
extension which may be connected to any suitable apparatus
which it is desired to operate by compressed air.

A branch p'pe (16) leads from the pipe (11) to a re-ex-

panding cylinder (17), which is connected with the shaft

(18) of the electric motor so that the pressure of the cooled
compressed air remaining may be utilized to relieve to a

certain extent the woik of the motor. Tha safety valve
is of the adjustable type so that it may be adjusted to re-

lieve at various pressures. The adjustment may be regu-
lated to increase or decrease the temperature of the cir-

culating water through the heating system, for as the
pressure increases the temperature r'sos.

It is stated that a system such as described has in ex-
perimental tests shown extremely satis^'actory results, and
when it is considered that the compression of air to 100
lbs. produces a temperature of approximately 450° Fah.
with an intake temperature of 60° Fah., the heating of

water can be accomplished to suit the requirements of very
extreme weather, besides providing cold air for refrigerat-

ing or cooling purposes, and the inventor further states

that the application of electric energy to the production
of heat in the manner described is entirely novel, and it

is further stated that many variations in the actual appar-
atus may be made without departing from the principles

of the invciition.
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Application Forms for Graded Certificates
The Forms Given Below Are Those Which Will be Issued Shortly

by the Board of Stationary Engineers for Both Engineers and
Plants—Certificates Will be Graded on These

IN
jur Oct. 6 issue the regulations respecting- the

grading of stationary engineers were printed. Below
we are giving the application forms which will be

sent out in connection with this grading of both engineers

and plants. It will ba seen that two different forms are

shown. The engineer himself has only to do with the first

one, as it concerns him alone, while the other one has to

do wTith the iplant. The form which the engineer is re-

quired to fill out will (be sent out shortly by the Board
of stationary Engineers to all those holding certificates

at present. When filled out and returned by the engineer,

the information given will serve to determine his status

for the coming year, and whether a second or third-class

certificate will ibe granted him.

For this reasion it is earnestly requested by these who
will have charge of the grading that all information

asked for be given fully and as accurately as possible.

This, it will be readily seen, is to the engineer's own
advantage.

One thing more, the fee for renewal for the year 1920

will be only one dollar, and njt the amount required
under the regulations for an entirely new certificate.

A nun)ber of inquiries have already reached POWER
HOUSE as to what steps an engineer should take for the
obtaining of the new certificate. The answer is easy:
do nothing but wait for the application blank to come
to you, fill it in and return it. If by any chance ym are
overlooked, some time in the latter part of the year write
the Board requesting one.

Engineers having no certificates at present and passing
the present examinations up to the last day in December
will be given one of the present certificates, and this will

be exchanged at the proper time for the 1920 certificate,

either second or third, corresponding to qualifications.

The second form will be filled out by the owner of the

plant, or likely by the engineer for the owner. This form
will be sent to the owner of the company direct at a later

date than the engineer's application form. It asks for

sufficient inf )rmation for the plants to be grad«d
properly.

Application For Renewal of Stationary Engineer's Certificate, 1920

I,

(Name in full, no initials)

of hereby make application for a graded certificate for the vear
(Place)

1920, same to be granted to me in lieu of renewal of my present nor-grade Stationary Engineer's Certificate. The sum of One

Dollar is enclosed herewith.

AND I hereby affirm that I am a British subject, the h Idor of Stationaj-y Engineer's Certificate No

last issued "^o me in the year , and that I ha 'e had experience with boilers and engines as follows:

State length of practi"al experience, giving dates to cover e ch period of your employment at separate plants:

State in what capacity you were employed:

state if you hold certificates from any other Boards; if so, s.bmit same with this application for verification:

Give names of your previous employers:

(live name and address of your present employer:

Give Ipngth of time in his employ:

Give B.H.P. (Boiler horse power) capacity of plant or plants you have handled:

Give B.H.P. of plant where you are now employed : also steam pressure carried

State kind of boiler or 'boilers now under your care, whethe return tubular, water tube, horizontal, locomotive, marine^

etc

Give dimensions of boiler or boilers

tubes ; diameter of same

; len rth and diameter of same

. . .
.

; area of grate surface. .

.

; number of
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^"^7

N.B. No details of an applicant's experience should be o.nitted, as this information will be used in deciding the grade

-of certificate he will be granted.

I hereby make oath and say that the statements herein c mtained are to the best of my knowledge and belief true in

substance and in fact.

Sworn before me at the
I

I

of in the
|

-of this day of i Signature of Deponent.

I

19.. !

A Commissioner, etc.

NOTICE.—All questions on the application must be an vvered in detail, otherwise a Third-class Certificate only will

1)0 issued from same; pen and ink to be used.

'Certificate No
Signature of applicant

(Write plainly)

A ddress

Application For Registration Certificate, Province of Ontario

In compliance with section 7, sub-section 4, of the Act respect r.g Stationary and Hoisting Engineers,

1, of

hereby make application for a Registration Certificate for the Ptovince of Ontario, which Certificate will permit me to

"have operated the stationary steam plant owned by me located at particulars of which are

as folloiWs:

:b.h.p

Steam pressure carried during the day night •

Slate kind of boiler or bcfilers in your plant, whether return t ibular, water tube, horizontal, locomotive, marine, etc

Give dimensions of boiler or boilers
; length and diameter of same ; number

of tubes ; diameter of same area of grate surface

I hereby make oath and say that the statements herein contained are to the best of my knowledge and belief true in sub-

stance and in fact.

Sworn before me at the

of in the

•of this day of.

19. .

Signature of Deponent.

A Commissioner, etc.

KEEP TANK VENTS OPEN
T^HE attention of works engineers to the necessity of

close inspection to see that tank vents are open and
unclogged is emphasized by a v*rriter in "Factory."

Every large oil tank has a vent. Tanks which hold
other supplies besides oil must al?o be vented in a positive
manner to prevent gases being confined. There is another
function which the vent performs that is fully as important.

When a tank of liquid is being pumped down, the top
will soon collapse if the vent pipe becomes closed. Such
an accident is of frequent occurrence and the difficulty of
brine;ing the tank crovm back into its normal position is

great.

The usual type of vent in an oil tank is a gooseneck
of sufficient cross section. The gooseneck projects through
the upper part of the tank and by means of a return
vent terminates in an open-ended drop. On the open end
is usually placed a fine copper or brass-mesh screen. The
ooeninsr in this way has a chance to become stopped up
l>y dirt sticking to this screen and forming a hard layer.

BELT SPEED AND LENGTH RULE

'JpO find the speed and length of belts "Belting" gives

the following:

"To find the speed multiply the circumference of the

driving pulley in feet by the revolution per minute. For

example, a pulley 12 in. in diameter makes 150 r.p.m.

What is the speed of a belt traveling over this pulley?

The circumference in feet is equal to 3.1416 by 150, the

number of revolutions per minute equals 471.24 ft. per

minute, or nearly 471% ft. To find the circumference of

the pulley, multiply the diameter by 3 1/7, which product

multiplied by the revolutions per minute gives the speed

of the belt per minute. To determine the length of the

belt, add the diameters of the two pulleys, divide the re-

sult by 2 and multiply the quotient by 3 1/7. Add the

product to twice the distance between the centres of the

shafts and you have the length substantially."
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Fuel Economy is Still Desirable
pORGETFULNESS is a common failin.a; and unless re-

peated to-day we ai'e apt to forget the lesson of yester-

day. During the period of war activity much was heard

about the necessity for fuel economy. Governments, engin-

eering organizations, and the press, technical and lay, laid

.stress on this feature of industrial conservation. This was

as it should be, for the lessening of fuel consumption not

only relieved the labor shortage but tendered available coal

for essential 'ndustries.

While the war has been wor, fuel conservation is still

well worth considerintj as a factor in the winning for our-

selves the fruits of the peace through which we have been

struggling to a better civilization.

Many hare-brained theories are being advanced by half-

baked economists and radicals of a less disinterested type

for the remaking of the world, and for its betterment as

a place to make a living in, but none of them has as much

to commend it as the old-fashioned idea of hard work,

greater production individually and in the mass.

Greater production is only one aspect of efficiency and

includes not only inci-eased production of material things

but their wiser utilization. The per.sonal inspection of

possible sources of p>wer waste, whether in the engine

room, boiler room, or factory, will do much to lessen need-

less waste of coal, and this together with the proper train-

ing of operatives and investment of apparatus tending

to economy will do much towards lessening the use of all

Canada's fuel resources and the importation of coal from

our neighbor to the south. Money in pocket will also re-

sult from this practice whether the power plant owner

takes the more altruistic view or not.

Boiler room losses are easy to detect and are easily

remedied. Air infiltration, leaky baffles and excessive heat

radiation are only three of the possible sources, to mention

nothing of improper methods of firing. Losses from bare

steam pipes through condensation are- rarely estimated at

their true value and covering, which saves 70 to 90 per cent

of the radiation loss, is, in all cases, good investment. Insu-

lation should cover not merely the pipe itself but also its

flanges, fittings and the surface of any accessories vfith

which live steam conies into contact.

A steam leak is small in itself but great in its appetite

for coal. Three dollars a month is too much to pay for a

one-sixteenth-inch hole in a steam line. It is better to

have the leaky gasket, fitting or other cause replaced or

repaired. Leakage of steam at stuffing boxes is too often

pi-evented by an unwise tightening of the gland nuts. This

is going to the other extreme and requiring more steam

for work which doesn't appear at shaft. A pump may re-

quire as much as 30 per cent, more steam from this cause

alone.

Steam traps are another potential source of loss through

steam leakage and the best of traps is none too good. And

these sources of loss are only a few of the many possible.

On the other side of the ledger are the many power plant

accessories made for the express purpose of securing econ-

omy in operat on. The majority of these find their place

in the boiler room and if wisely used fulfil expectations.

Recording and indicating apparatus go hand in hand with

means for securing better combustion with less labor.

Eventually, in every country, the burning of fuel will

be an exact science carefully worked out even in the small-

er plant and probably subject to some .form of control.

The coal resources of the world are not inexhaustible and

their wise utilization is a matter of concern to everybody.

Man is optimistic by nature and readily makes himself

believe that other sources of power will be found, possibly

twelve-mile deep shafts into the earth's crust or inter-

atomic energy will be available, but carbonaceous fuels are

not replaceable in some industries.
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Did You Ever Do This?

I MET my friend upon the street, his face was out of

plumb; bis countenance was far from bright, in fact

'twas sour and glum—he looked as though his wife had

just begun to try on him, some sixteen kinds of fancy

eats to stow beneath his skin.

He waddled 'cross the s'treet, he did, with stride both

poor and lame; you couldn't call it rheumatiz, nor was

this fellow lame.

But I had known this chap for years, in seasons good

and bad, nor had I seen his map before so wrinkled nor

so sad. I thought some grief had come to him and smote

him on the jaw, or else he'd been pulled into court for

bustin' up the law.

So I drew nigh unto this prune, and sought to cheer

this boy. I cracked ten jokes and cackled, too, to spray

his soul with joy.

He never budged an inch, by heck, bis sufferin' was
intense; there camped upon his carcass now a spasm
most immense.

"Come tell me now what's all about, this grief what's

smote your life—'be it an illness in the house, or have

you canned your wife?"

He drew my head toward his chest, and bade me flop

an ear, and meantime tried to choke a sob and boot

away a tear—and then he lifted up bis voice and told

me of his woes—he had that day put on his hide his

woollen underclothes!—ARK.

Appointment Made to Board of Exam-
iners

In connection with the grading of certificates in Ontario,

an appointment has been made to the Board of Examiners
whose duty it will be to carry out the provisions of the Act.

Chas. Mosely has assumed the duties of assistant to the

chairman of the Board, Mr. W. C. McGhie. Mr. Mosely's

duties will be those of a permanent examiner and will en-

tail his travelling from centre to centre throughout the

Province. Mr. Mosely was Tbvmerly in charge of the

Power Plant at Toronto University, the supervision of

which will be now under his son, Chas. S. Mosely, Junior.

An experience of forty-five years as operating engineer,

30 years of which were spent in charge of power plant

operation will bear evidence to Mr. Mosely's capabilities

in filling his new position.

Germany's Copper Shortage
/^\NE result of the Allied blockade of Germany was seen

in the many expedients to w'bich the Hun was forced

in the obtaining of the 120,000 tons of copper necessary

annually for military requirements. Home production

was only about 23,000 tons per annum in pre-war days

and this was reduced to about half owing to the mobiliza-

tion of the miners.

The Technical Review in a translation of an article

from Technick und Wirtschaft gives some further interest-

ing data relative to the economies practised. During the

first two years of the war the deficit was partially covered

by booty from Belgium, France and Russia. Large quan-

tities of scrap copper and brass were collected from

munitions works and from fittings on naval and mercantile

vessels, the scrap being smelted and refined.

Bronze scrap with about 90 per cent, copper and 10

per cent, zinc was successfully treated by electrolysis,

the metal being formed into cathodes which were elec-

trolyzed in copper sulphate, several weeks being required

for the deposition of the copper. The dried sludge from
the process contained up to about 60 per cent, of tin which

was recovered as pure metal.

To minimize the consumption for army purposes all

brass and copper uniform badges were abolished and

zinc replaced brass in munitions. In spite of rigid

economy the consumption remained enormous, and by the

end of 1916 stocks bad become exhausted. This necessi-

tated the substitution of iron in cartridge cases, caps and
driving bands, all tubes and wires in electrical plant,

torpedo tubes and propellers on small war vessels. For
medium shells, zinc driving bands were used, and electro-

lytic iron for those of large calibre.

In the navy, cast brass (55-60 per cent.) replaced

Admiralty bronze, the tendency of the former alloy to

pipe and froth in casting hollow articles being coim-

teracted by making the gate of equal capacity with the

mould, and allowing time for the included oxides to rise

to the surface before actually running the metal into the

mould. The risers were also plugged and the imprisoned
air only released when the mould was nearly full. These
alloys failed to withstand friction and, therefore, parts
exposed to heavy wear had still to be made of Admiralty
bronze.

A New Water Turbine
The need for bridging the gap between the higher speed

of the Pelton wheel and lower speed of the Francis turbine

has been recognized, and it is now reported that a Budapest
engineer has succeeded in providing this intermediary ma-
chine. It is stated that the new turbine can be installed as

simply as a water wheel, but presents the advantages as

compared with water wheel working of higher efficiency,

lower first cost, and reduced operating and repair cost.

Essentially the wheel consists of two discs carrying a

series of cylindrical blades, and tests with model wheels

have indicated efficiencies of 87 to 89 per cent.

Readers—Notice

!

/^N January 1st the subscription price of POWER^ HOUSE will be two dollars per year. Last spring, in

reply to a questionnaire we sent out to all subscribers, it

appeared to be the universal opinion that for a semi-

monthly journal like POWER HOUSE, two dollars per
year would be a minimum subscription price. Now, we're

here to help the engineer—we're doing so, constantly.
We should get three dollars per year at least. But two
dollars 'twill be—after January first next.

In the meantime subscriptions will be accepted (also

renewals) at one dollar per year. Send in yours to-day.
Thomas in Detroit "News."

Why did they civilize us when we were happy?
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Laying Out Boiler and Engine Foundations
Every Stationary Engineer Should be Able to Lay Out and Super-

intend Excavation Work, Mixing and Pouring of Concrete

Foundations and the Erection of the Machinery on Them

By T. H. FENNER, Associate Editor

THOUGH many stationary engineers are never called

upon to carry out installation work, everyone should

know the methods to be employed in laying out

foundations, supervising the building of concrete forms,

and the proper mixture of concrete to be used in making

the foundation. He should know something of the dif-

ferent kinds of earth and their bearing qualities, and

the necessary safeguards to be employed where the land

is of an unstable mature.

After the foundation is completed he should know

how to proceed with the erection in the quickest and safest

possible way. When it is necessary to employ an erect-

ing engineer from the machinery contractor, the very

cheapest he can be obtained will be around $10 per day

exclusive of travelling and hotel expenses. The engineer

in charge of the plant can thus save his employer a large

amount of money if he can carry on this work, and in-

cidentally show he is something more than an engine

driver.

The Preliminary Steps

We will take for an example the installation of a new
plant. Installing additional machinery in a plant already

in operation has its difficulties, but on the other hand,

it is somewhat simplified by the fact that there are well-

defined leading marks such as lines of shafting, steam

pipes, and so on, to aid in the location of the new founda-

tions.

Let us assume that you have been called on to instaT

two horizontal return tube sixspended boilers, 72 inches

diameter by 18 feet long, and a cross-compound horizontal

engine, with jet condenser, and the feed pumps, heater,

etc., in connection therewith. Remember, the size of the

installation really does not make any difference in the

procedure, but only in the amount of labor. A 5 horse-

power engine requires a boiler, steam pipe, feed arrange-

ments, and a foundation to stand on; and a 5,000 horse-

power engine requires the same things, but more of

them. This much may be granted.

Now one advantage of the new installation is that in

the majority of cases the layout, or the leading points of

the layout, are determined before the first shovelful of

earth is removed. Secondly, the field is clear, there being

nothing in the way of bringing stuff in. In making additions

to old plants, where very often adequate consideration

has not been given to the possibilities of the future, many
dilficulties are encountered in handling heavy pieces of

machinery in confined spaces. However, in this case these

difficulties are not in evidence.

The first thing to be done is to procure blue prints

of the general layout and detailed blue prints of the

various foundations. Study these till the whole arrange-

ment is thoroughly fixed in the mind's eye, and then make
sure that the power house building has been completed in

accordance with the plans. Look at the arrangements of

doors, stairways, etc., and see if it is the best arrange-
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ment in the light of operating problems. Right now is

the time to observe one particular feature that will not

only help you in erecting, but save time and money in

future when repairs are necessary. I allude to means
of handling heavy pieces, such as cylinder covers, fly-

w.lieels, crank shafts, steam pipe, etc. If no crane is

SIDE ELEVATION OF SUSPETSIDED BOILER.

specified, then arrange to have eye-bolts secured to the

roof, or an I-beam built into the walls on which you can
put a small trolley to carry chain blocks or any other

handy method which may suggest itself to your mind.

It may cost a little at the time but it will save many
times its cost.

For instance, the writer was in charge of a plant

where the main header, 14 inches o.d. pipe, was supported

on a frame about thirty feet above the boiler room floor.

The roof beams were about the same height above the

header. If an I-beam had been fitted longitudinally above

the header at a reasonable height, taking a length down
would have been governed by the time necessary to un-

couple the flanges and lower away. Instead of this, hours

were consumed in making a rigging to secure blocks to

and the lowering and raising had to be done in several

fleets, and on one occasion, at least, nearly resulted in

a serious accident. In this plant an adequate travelling

crane had been installed in the engine room, on the other

side of the wall, and the installation of an I-beam trolley

on the boiler room side would have been simple.

If the tour of inspection shows everything to be satis-

factory, the next job will be to locate the foundations and

get started on the job. Now, the foundation drawings
from the makers of the iboilers and engines will show
the usual thickness of foundation that they put in, but
remember, tlhey probably know nothing of the nature of

the ground that the foundation is to be put on. Different

kinds of ground have different bearing powers, and
whereas if you were erecting on rock you could build

without any foundation; if the soil is soft blue clay, you
must proportion the foundation to the bearing power.

The following table shows the bearing power approxi-

mately of different kinds of ground:

—

Tons per square foot

Rock 200

Soft rock 18

Dry clay • 4 to 6

Clay 2 to 4

Soft clay lto2
Sand gravel 8 to 10

Sand 2 to 4

Alluviali 1/2 to 1

These values are not to be taken as exact, the value
given for soft clay being on the high side. A good way
to determine what the ground is like is to drive a pointed
rod of iron down with a sledge, the resistance encountered
in the driving giving a fair indication of the stability.

Another point to be taken into account is that sometimes
a foundation has to be made considerably deeper and
heavier than the weight it has to support calls for. For
instance, if an engine room floor is constructed with a

basement 6 to 8 feet deep under it the foundation will

have to extend from the basement floor to the engine
room floor. Thus the weight thrown on the ground sup-

porting the foundation is that much more than it would
be if the engine room floor was laid on the ground.

However, as we are first concerned with the boiler

foundations, there will be no necessity to figure on a floor

level above ground. The maker will have given shipping-

weights or he may have given full information of weight
of boiler bricked up, filled and all fittings on. If not,

this weight must be determined. In the event of the

ground being exceedingly soft, piling may be necessary,

but this is a rare occuiTcnce. Should it be so, it is better

to call in outside help with the necessary equipment. In

the case of blue clay, the best procedui'e is to make what
architects call a raft, which is merely a large, solid slab

of concrete. This concrete can be made of cheap material,

using ashes instead of sand as a binder. It should be
made of much larger area than the foundation and its

pui'pose is to spread the weight over a large area to re-

duce the load per square foot to a minimum. For example,
the writer had to make a foundation for a 50-ton railway
track scale on this kind of soil. The scale manufacturer's
erector was of the opinion that piling would be necessary.
The bed of blue clay was of great depth, and piling would
have been a very expensive proposition. Instead of this

the excavation for the foundation was made 24 inches

deeper than the plant called for. It was not pmcticable
to make it wider on account of a shed covering the tracks.

The form of the foundation was a number of piers sup-
porting the bearing points of the scale, and these piers

were joined together by a web 12 inches thick. The two
feet deep excavation was filled with a mixture of broken
brick, ashes and cement, on top of which the forms for
the foundation itself were laid. The result was entirely

successful, the scale erectors being very much pleased
with the dry condition of the foundation through a pro-
longed spell of wet weather. However, suppose that
the ground we have to deal with in the hypothetical case
we are handling is of dry clay or sand gravel, with a
bearing strength of four tons to the square foot. Let us
first find out what weight we have to support.

The weight of a boiler 72 inches diameter by 18 feet

long, complete with front and fittings but without water,
is 25,000 lbs. roughly. The water capacity will bo the
volume of the boiler less the volume of the tubes. The
boiler will never be full when working, but will be filled

on many occasions for testing, etc. There are 72 4-inch
diameter tubes in a 72-inch boiler. Their volume will

be 4 ^ 12 X4^ 12 X.7854X72X18 and this subtracted from
the volume of the boiler and multiplied by 62% will give
the weight of water in poundis. We have, then

<!(6X6X.7854X18)—(4-M2x4^12x.7854 X 18X72) ^62.5 =
24,812.5 pounds approximately.

The weight of boiler fittings and contents will therefore
be 25,0004-24,812 = 49,812, say 50,000 pounds. This is a

suspended boiler so that this is the weight to be borne
by the steel supporting columns. The walls for the set-

ting will be with this size of boiler 18 inches wide and
the foundation will be at least 2 inches wider.

We will have two brick walls 18 inches wide by about
22 feet long, and anywhere from eight to ten feet high,

according to the height the boiler is set above the grate
bars. The centre wall between the boilers may he wider
on account of having the two supporting columns set in

it, or perhaps the supporting columns in the centre will

be heavy enough to carry the weight of the two halves,

and the dividing wall remain the same. With suspended
boilers the wall has no weight to support, and is there
purely as an airtight casing. Supposing we allow a two-
foot wall in between. Now, the back wall will stretch
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right across the rear of the boilers, and be the same
thickness and height as the side walls, so its length wiW
be 1.5+6+ 2+6+1.5 = 17 feet. The bridge wall has to

carry half the weight of the fire bars, the other half being

carried on the two side walls or by brickwork across the

front. The weight of a brick wall will be roughly about

125 lbs. to the cubic foot. Take a sid« wall first, we
will have 1.5X22X10 = 330 cubic feet. 330X125= 41,250 lbs.

Our foundation is 20 inches wide and 20 feet long, that

gives 1.66X20= 33 square feet. That gives a pressure

of only 1,250 lbs. per square foot, and the ground is good

for four tons at least. Now the weight of the boilers

is to be concentrated on six points, or if separate support-

ing columns are used in the centre, eight points. However,

the columns in the centre will be adjacent to one another,

so that the weight will really be concentrated at one

point on the ground. We have, therefore, on each of the

outside columns, 50,000-^4= 12,500 lbs., the remaining

50,000 lbs. being supported on the two or four inside

columns as the case may be.

That is, on each supporting point in the outside founda-

tion the weight would be 12,500 lbs., while the two inside

points would be supporting 25,000 lbs. each. These

columns will be fitted with a foot of cast iron or steel

with an area of IV2 to 2 square feet for the outer columns,

while the inner ones, if designed as single columns, will

have a proportionately larger shoe, or if each boiler has

its own columns, the two shoes can be made to cover

the width of the centre foundation.

The depth of the foundation will be governed by the

probable depth of the frost line and will vary with locality.

However, about three feet is a usual allowance. The crush-

ing strength of good concrete is about 600 lbs. per square

inch. On the outside columns we have a weight of 12,500

lbs. Dividing 600 into 12,500 gives a little over 20 square

inches as being the necessary area of concrete. This is

well within the proportions we have, so there is no need

to bother as to concrete strength immediately under the

column, and this weight will be distributed over a much
larger area of ground by the concrete foundation. The
same applies to the inside supporting columns so we are

now in a position to lay out the ground and get the forms
fixed up.

Locating Foundations

The first thing you require is a definite line to work
from. You will have four bare walls and a rough, uneven
fioor. You want to determine the ground level, and for

this you must turn to your building plans. This will show
you the depth of foundation of the building and the
relation of the top of foundation to the level of the

groiind. Therefore you take the foundation top as a
point to measure from and it will usually be found to

correspond with the ground level. Drive a stake into the
ground or a nail into the foundation at the required level

and attach one end of a line to this stake or nail. Now
run this line along the wall parallel to the foundation to

a second stake or nail and you have a base line established
to work from. Take your subsequent distances from this

line, and not from walls which may be two to six inches
off the straight if of any great length. From this line

run a second line at right angles, (squaring it off with a
three-foot steel square), along the corresponding wall,
and then you have the lines necessary for cross measure-
ments. Run both these lines at a definite distance from
the wall, and do not neglect to allow for this distance
when making measurements.

The foundation plan will show the centre lines of the
two boilers, their distance from each other, and the dis-

tance from the wall to the first centre line, and the second
centre line to the other wall; the distance from the wall
to the back boiler wall face, thickness of wall, combustion
chamber space, length of boiler, and an overall dimen-
sion from the building wall to the boiler front. AVith
these you can proceed to mark out the excavations for the
foundation forms.

A word about measuring. Where the distances to be
measured exceed fifteen feet use a steel tape, long enough
to obtain the whole measurement in one reading. Mea-
sure along lines that have been squared off, and are

straight, because if the tape is not held in a straight line,

the measurement will be incorrect. The error will vary
according to the length. Measurements taken with a

short tape or a straightedge, that has to be moved along
in stages, are almost sure to be out. Of course, for prelim-
inary measurements to determine the excavation lines, ac-

curacy is not essential, that is extreme accuracy.

First of all measure from your side line, along the back
wall line the distance to the first boiler centre line. Drive
a stake or nail here. Measure from that to centre line

of second boiler. Then measure along the side line the

overall dimension from back wall to boiler front, and mark
it. Now measure from the other end of your back line

along the opposite side of the building the overall dimen-
sion again, taking care that your tape is at right angles

to the back line. The best way to be sure of this is to

i"un a line first and square it off. Having got the two
points on each side, stretch a line between them, and
that is the line of your boiler fronts. Measure off on this

line your two centre line points, and run lines from them
to join the centre line marks on the back line. You now
have your boiler front, and boiler centre lines accurately

located.

From the front line of measure back along the centre

lines to locate the front side of the bridge walls, thick-

ness of walls, from back of bridge wall to front of back
wall and thickness of wall. Place stakes at these points,

and then measure on your front and back lines from the

centre lines to the faces of the side and centre walls, and
run lines from the front boiler line to back wall line to

locate these. On the outside wall lines locate again the
bridge and back wall lines, and run cross lines joining
them. You now have your foundation completely laid out;

THE Mueller Co., of Port Huron and Samia, get out a
house organ entitled "Mueller International News." Some
of the items seem to indicate that the editor has a regular
"stay for supper" acquaintance with his readers, to wit:

"Hank Robertson was seen with a girl at the Free
Methodist Church recently. It is claimed that he
knocked three milk bottles over as he left her front
porch that night."

Shafer in Cincinnati "Post."

Si«rns of the Times.
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NEW POWER PLANT
EQUIPMENT

THE DRAVO SUPERHEATER
In designing apparatus to superheat

steam, the main objects are: simplicity,

efficiency and ruggedness. lit should
also be readily acces'sible for inspection

and cleaning.

These objects have all been carefully
considered by the Superheater and En-
gineering Co., of New York, in the
Dravo superheaters, the headers of which
are always outside the gases of combus-
tion and are generously dimensioned
steel castings or else extra heavy pipe,

as is dictated by conditions.

The tubing is seamless drawn steel

tubes of suitable gauge which are ex-

panded and flared into the headers. The
openings in the headers required for ex-

core within each tube, the steam pass-
ing through a comparatively small an-
nular space. Agitating the steam as it

passes through the superheater is the
meihod employed in the Dravo super-

bus'hings, which are used to sfecure and
centre said core pipes. The core pipes
are perforated and the steam which en-
ters them is jetted through the perfora-
tions against the hot tube surfaces. It

SUPERHEATER APPLIED TO HORIZONTAL RETURN TUBULAR BOILER.

GfiOOVED

BUSWNG-^ /NLErCMmER

heater. The steam enters the apparatus
through core pipes and through grooved

thus enters the annular space formed by
the core pipes and tubes, in increasing
quantity and the coire pipes are decreased
in size in the direction of the steam flow
so that the resulting annular space is

OC/FLErCHAMBER
OUrLET.-

MAIN HEADER WITH COVER REMOVED AND CORE TUBES DRAWN.

panding the tubes, are closed by means
of closures made of machine steel with
bolts threaded clear through and peened
over. These are secured by tripod crabs
and points made airtight by asbestos
gaskets woven over copper netting, the
gasket being placed, in a pocket where
it cannot blow out.

The opposite ends of each two tubes
are expanded and flared into cast steel
connecting pieces or return bends. The
openings in these castings are closed by
key caps, which make a taper metal to
metal joint and which the steam pres-
sure tends to make tighter.

In order to efficiently heat a poor con-
ducting medium like steam, and to do it

quickly, for it is in the superheater but
a sbort time, the steam must be brought
intimately into contact with the tubes
either by subdividing, filming or agitat-
ing it. Subdividing is usually done by
using a numfcer of small tubes, while
filming is accomplished by means of a

SUPERHEATER APPLIEiD TO WATER TUBE BOILER WITH
THREE-PASS BAFFLING.

^^ifm.i iHiBlili^^

SUPERHEATER APPLIED TO ERU) OVTi WATEiR TUBE BOILEB.
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increased, thereby lessening the friction

in the superheater.

The method of agitating- "the steam has
been found to be most efficient, and the
'essenin,g of friction has made the drop
in pressure very small.

The comparatively few tubes in the

sin'GIjE section of superheater.

Dravo superheater and t'heir spacing

offer little resistance to the passage of

the gases through the boiler or its set-

ting, thus making a drop in draft pres-

sure due to installing the superheater

almost negligible.

With the efficiency obtained by the

agitating principle, the accessibility of

parts, the simplicity of arrangement, the

«ase of cleaning, both inside and outside,

and the materials used, make good the

claims of the Dravo superheater to be-

ing efficient, accessible, simple and rug-
ged. This equipment is adapted for in-

stallation in any type of boiler setting.

The illustrations show several different

types of iboiler settings all fitted with

the superheater.

JENKINS' NEW REGRINDING
VALVES

The attention of the trade is called to

two new types of higih duty valves that
have recently been desigTied and placed
on the market by Jenkins Bros., of
Montreal. This addition to the Jenkins
line has resulted from the demand in

certain quarters^—particularly marine
and shipibuilding—for an efficient re-

grinding valve. Both of these valves
are designed to meet all the exacting re-

quirements of the engineering trades
and are being manufactured in various

styles of globe, angle, horizontal and
check.

The "Reliance" has been designed for
a woi king- steam pressure of 200 pounds
per square inch. The body and bonnet
are made of the very best naval bronze,

assuring satisfactory service under se-

vere working conditions The naval
hronze spindle is accurately machined to

limit gauges, insuring, perfect fit, ease
of operation, and interchangeability.

The lower end of the spindle is provided

with an extra heavy collar that facili-

tates the regrinding of the valve seat.

The disc is of substantial dimensions,

having a radial face where it fits the seat

in the body. The stuffing box is design-

ed for high efficiency, it is fitted with a

metal gland or follower and packed with
special asbestos rings of such durability

that they will not require renewing for
several years. Packing may be renewed
while the valve is under pressure and
wide open. This is accomplished by the

lock nut forming a seat against tha

lower side of the bonnet, thus shutting

off the steam or water from the stuffing

box. This feature also prevents the
rattling of the disc. Ends of the valves
are tapped with standard pipe threads.
The "Sterling" type is of extra heavy

design and suitable for a working pres-
sure of 300 pounds per sq. in. These
valves are subjected to a 800 pound hy-
draulic test before leaving the factory.
They are similar in outward appearance
to the "Reliance" valve, but the interior

construction is varied to meet the added
requivemerts of the higher pressure.
The bonnet is fitted to the body by means
of a ball joint. The slotted union nut
permits the joint to be tightened by
means of a spanner wrench, or a hard-
wood block and hammer. The disc in

this valve is designed to minimize the
cutting of the valve seat from the wire
drawing of the steam. The ex^tension

below the main valve fits loosely in the
valve port and holds back the steam and
particles of scale until the valve is part-
ly open, thereby preventing cutting ac-

RELIANCE TYPE OF VALVE

tion. The stuffing box is on the same
lines as that of the "Reliance," but with
a slight change in the shape of the
gland or follower.

NEW CONTRACT
The D. W. Griffith Company of New

York city has recently given a contract
to the Talbot Engineering Corporation
of New York, for a complete plant for
the operation of their motion picture

studios. Owing to the immediate re-

quirements it will be necessary to install

a temporary plant while the permanent
units are being built. It is interesting

to note that the shop tests of the tem-
porary boilers were made under the
supervision of Roderick MacLeay, steam
engineer of the MontTeal General Tool
Company, the Canadian company which
is associated with the Talbot Engineer-
ing Corporation. The temporary instal-

lation will consist of two lOO-horse-
power type "T" Tslbot boilers, one 11

STERLING TYPE.

X 25 X 14 Cross Compound Ball engine,
one 14 X 16 Simple Straightline engine,
and one 12 x 15 Ames Vim Horizontal
Automatic engine. The temporary plant
will operate non-condenser. Both the
oil and feed pumps will be felt-driven

triplex pumps. The temporary installa-

tion AAnll be operated in a temporary
building until the complete Talbot power
plant is installed in the permanent pow-
er house. The permanent Talbot plant
will consist of four 150 ifP. type "W
boilers, two 200 H.P. type "K" Uniflow
engines direct conn<?cted to two Western
Electric Co. direct current 150 K.W. gen-
erators, and one 100 H.P. Talbot type
"G" engine direct connected to a 60

K.W. alternating current generator oper-

ating at 400 R.P.M. The engines are all

of the four cylinder marine type mount-
ed on cast iron frames or bed plates,

which will carry both the engine and the

generator. The engines will be connect-

ed to the generators \\ ith a flexible

coupling. The plant will be condensing,

using two 300-H.P. Talbot steel conden-

sers. Storage batteries of large capac-

ity will be comfined with the electric

generators to steady tihe intermittent

load required in the motion picture busi-

ne«s.

TWO-SECTION SUPERHEATER SHOWING ARRANGEMENT.
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The Operators' Point of View

RE GRADED CERTIFICATES
The Editor,—Referring- to the Act,

grading certificates, it seems to me that

the statement in heavy type, page 435,

gives very little encouragement to en-

gineers not in charge to try and improve
themselves, or obtain a higher position

or certificate.

Any engineer in charge of a plant of

150 B.'h.p. or over is entitled, if he holds

a 1919 certificate, to continue until he

changes his position.

This means that all engineers who are

graded 2nd or 3rd class for 1920 w^ho

are not in charge, will never get in

charge of a plant of ovei 150 B.h.p. un-

less some charge hand dies, auits his

job, or a new plant starts up.

If this ruling is correct, it simply
makes the Act a farce. On page 432 it

states that any person who is in charge
of a plant of unlimited capacity (i.e., 300

B.h.p. and over I suppose) must hold

a first-class certificate. lit also states

in Section 15a that evei-y person who
operates as an engineer in charge with-

out the certificate required by this Act,

etc., is guilty of a contravention, etc.,

yet those who happen to be in charge for

1919 are permitted to continue, and some
of our best engineers who have not been
fortunate enough to get a charge job

can remain just wihere they are to-day.

Otherwise I think the Act is splendid,

but let the best men have the charge
jobs.

If a person takes an interest in the

profession, studies hard, improves his

knowledge and obtains a first-class cer-

tificate of competency, then for the sake

of efficiency let him have a chance at a

good job.

I would suggest that all eno-ineers in

charge who receive a grade lower than
what the Act calls for should be given

a provisional certificate to continue not

more than one year, sit for an examina-
tion, and if they fail let a qualified man
have the job.

I would like to hear other readers'

views on this matter.

.ITISTICE.

EMERGENCY SHAFT COUPLING
Some time ago in fitting up a cheese

factory some miles from any city, the
discovery was made, somewhat late

along on the job, that two 2-inch shaft
counlintrs had not beon sent along with
the other material. The machines were
all set and the hansjers ur) ready for the
shafting. There was a fairly good black-
smith in the village near the factory, so

the erectors got him to split two pieces

of 2-inch pipe, cutting a strip % inch

wide out of the length of the pipes. The
pipe was 10 inches long. He also made
two clamps for each pipe from heavy
iron 10 inches long and big enough to

fit over the pipe. He was just a little

over three hours in cutting the pipes

and making the clamps.
In Fig. 1, A is the shaft, B the

clamps, and G the cut pipe. Fig. 2

shows one of the clamps. The whole
outfit was put together as in Fig. 1, the

EMERGElNCY SHAFT COUPLING

bolts in the clamps being drawn up tight,

the shaft was lined and the outfit started.

The couplings held on fine and ran for
some months before the regular ones
were put on. After the couplings had
been tried out, strips of old canvas were
wrapped around them and wired on to
prevent the possibility of any oiler being
caught by the bolt heads or ends, or
cut by the comers of the champs.

JOHN JAMES.

CONTACT CLIPS
For making either self-opening or

self-closing electric contacts for use in

wiring or testing, a dozen spring clothes

ire

Bare h^/re

Bare li/ire

CONTACT CLIPS

pins with a little sheet rubber or sheet
f'bre and some bare wire will make a
dozen contacts. Remove one of the
wooden pieces from the pin, and around

one end of the other wooden piece wind
some bare copper wire to provide a con-

tact surface. Then cut a piece of the

sheet rubber or fibre to fit behind this

bare wire to insulate it from the wall.

And fasten to the wall this wooden
piece, together with its wire spring and
the piece of rubber or fibre. The fasten-
ing may be done by using two styles (or

even one can be made to do) preferably
just a little narrower than the wood of

the pin, so that shallow notches are re-

quired in the edge of the pin and these
will prevent end movement. If screws
are used do not bore the pins for them
as the wood may split. Fig. 1 shows the

wood notched for three screws, one at

the thin end and. one at each side toward
the other end. Having these in place

wind hare wire onto the other wooden
piece and to correspond with that

wound on the first piece, then insert it

into its place in the wire spring. Fig.

2 shows a self-opening contact. Fig. 3

shows a self-closing contact. In mak-
ing Fig. 3 it sometimes may be neces-

sary to trim a little wood off the humps
to give the wire a hold, or if this will

not let the wires come together when
wound, place some sheet fibre into the

hollows and then wind the wire on.

If the bare wire used consist of some
of the end of the piece of bell wire be-

ing used in the circuit itself, but from
which the insulation has been removed
just there, this method of winding will

avoid the necessity of making two wire

joints later to connect the contacts with

the circuit wire.—J. E. M.

QUICK-ACTING SWITCH
The home-made quick-acting electric

switch shown may interest a number of

readers. The face C is made from a

piece of wood 6 inches long and 3 inches

wide and % of an inch thick. The block

D is 4 inches long, 3 inches wide, and

ELECTRIC CONTACT SWITCH

1% inches thick. The blocks are planed,

sandpapered, and given two coats of

shellac. The terminals .A.A' are strips

of copper, to which are attached the

light wires E. A piece of copper is

rounded at the ends and a piece of heavy
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wire is riveted into it; on tlie other end
of the wire a push piece can be riveted,

as at B. A light piece of wire spring
is used to hold the switch open; the
blocks are fastened together as shown.
A push down on the knob B completes
the circuit on this single-pole switch;
this switch is instantaneous. lit is not
difficult to make, and a locking clip can
be added, if desired, to hold the circuit

closed with another few minutes' work.
J. E. M.

RFJMOVING REFUSE AROUND THE
POWER PLANT

Wlieelbarrows, such as are used for
wheeling coal in or those used by con-
tractors for wheeling heavy material in,

are a slow rig to wheel light bulky
stuff on, for one cannot pile on nearly

so much stuff as he could wheel away
at a time. The sketch I enclose rudely

shows how I made a rack for a wheel-

barrow to be used in wheeling light re-

fuse material which, by the way, was
coarse enough to not fall through. No
dimensions are given as these would
differ with different makes of barrows
and also the outside dimensions of the

rack are a matter of choice and in con-

sideration of the class of material pro-

posed to be wheeled. Pieces E and F are

laid into the front corners of the bar-

row and extend forward diagonally. If

necessary they are weighted down on the

inner ends to hold them in place until

other parts are attached. D is fastened

to them and is just long enough that its

ends brace against the sides of the bar-

row. K lies across the handles but not
close enough to be uncomfortably in the

way. A, G and J are then attached as

shown, A passing under E and F. B
is placed under G and J and above E and
F and shoved up tight to E and F and
fastened there. H and I are then placed

below B and K, and C is placed under
them and above E and F, and shoved up
tight to E and F. C should be left

plenty long and can be shortened later

I

"d a— ^

FRAME FOR WHEELBARROW

if desired. G, H and I are then adjust-

ed to what appears to be the best posi-

tion and fastened there, and C trimmed
if desired. This complietes the rack,

wihich may be lifted off at any time. To
hold it in position when in use, it de-

pends on the fit of E F into the comers
of the barrow and on the fit of D

against - the barrow sides. The weight
of itself and its load holds it down. I

used wooden slots 1 by IV2. Other ma-
terial could be used. More pieces
could be put in if required. The manner
in which A, B and C arc put in mam-
tains the slope of E and F.

J. E. McCORMAGK

REPAIRS TO SAFETY VALVE
Owing to the effective length of the

combined valve-head and valve-stem
having become reduced by wear and by
regrinding the lever arm of a ball and
lever safety valve sloped downwards to-

wards it outer end until the ball was in-

clined to keep slipping along the arm,
thus increasing the pressure at which
Liie valve would lift to let the steam
escape. At first I wired X each side of
the staple in the ball to a side of the
guide (D) through which the arm
passes. These wires (B) were always
taut, and I thought they interfered with
the free action of the valve. As a rem-
edy I took a piece of hoop iron, l-16th
inch thick or more; heated it to redness
and allowed it to cool slowly, thus ren-

dering it less brittle; then cut a piece

(A), with oblique ends and the length
of each side nearly equal to the distance

buffer effect at the end of the return
stroke. It rather stops with a jerk. An
operator here rigged the device in the
sketch and it was soon copied in another

SAFETY VALVE REPAIR

around the lever arm at a point just

above the valve-stem, and wrapped this

around the arm as indicated in the
sketch. I. left the aforementioned wires
(B) on as they had been, but they now
remained slack. Had there been more
slope to the arm it would have been ne-

cessary to use thicker iron or else slip a

narrow strip, not -wider than the arm
was thick, through underneath the

arm and between it and the hoop iron

piece, but as it was this one piece of

hoop iron did the trick alone. A little

care should be taken to see that the

hoop iron does not be uneven enough to

bring the pressure to bear toward one or

the other side of the valve-stem instead

of over the centre, and when next firine

up one should watch both the valve and
the steam gauge to see that they corres-

pond as before. In making the repair

care should be taken to see that no chins

or filing attach themselves to the

valve-stem or eret a chance to work in-

to anv part of the valve mechanism.

—

J. E. M.

COUNTERWEIGHING SWING
FRAME

In some factories and mills swing ma-
chines resembling that in the sketch are

in use and it is desirable to have them
held back out of the way when out of

the work. A weight attached to the

frame by a rope running over a pulley

is common practice, but possesses no

COUNTERWEIGHTING A GRINDER

plant by another operator. The weight
W, hangs on a rope attached to the

frame and to hook behind and higher up.

The rope must be slack enough to let

the machine swing well ahead without
the rope pulling into near a straight

line. The principle is that the full of

W varies with the size of the angles
assumed by the rope. The pounds
weight required in W, the slack in the

rope and the distance of W from the

frame must be determined experimental-
ly in individual cases. The first two fac-

tors may vary within rather wide limits,

the location of W on the rope being
determined later by experiment as it is

in this adjustment that the chief virtue

exists.—J. E. M.

COMMERCIAL AVIATION
With the prospect of peace-time con-,

ditions, aeronautical engineers are de-

voting their time and energies to per-

fecting, forms of aircraft that will be

reasonably safe, and pilots are being

m.ore carefully trained in managing air-

ships of various kindsv fThe BriStish

Governm.ent has recently decided to offer

prizes in a competition to develop safer

airplanes. An appropriation of $320,000

has been made for this purpose, and the

prizes will be distributed among pro-

ducers of large airplanes, small air-

planes, and sea planes.

Regular trips are made from Milan to

Rome, from Milan to Padua, and from
Rome to Naples. The Rome-Milan trip

occupies three and one-half hours by
airpilane, whereas the same journey by

train takes about eighteen hours. For
this service an eight-passenger airplane

is used, fitted with an inclosed cabin,

electrically heated and lighted and pro-

vided witli arm chairs. Five hundred

pounds of mail are carried on these ma-
chines in addition to the passengers.

Daily trips are made across the English

Channel, and during the Peace Confer-

ence Mr. Bonar Law traveled regularly

from London to Paris by airplane. In

Paris, regular ascents are made daily,

carrying passengers, and in London dur-

ing three days of Easter week the

Handley-Page Comoany carried 827

sightseers over tlie city.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
A Record of Prices Current on Raw, Semi - finished, and Finished Materials

Entering Into th« Manufacture and Operation of Power Plant Equipment

BOILEiR TUBES
Seam^ Lap-

Size less welded

1 in $25 00 $

1% in 27 00
1% in 28 00 26 00
1% in 30 00 26 OO
2 in 30 00 26 00

2V4 in »3 00 28 00
2% in 40 00 32 00
3 in 46 OO 38 00
3% in 45 00
3% in 5« 00 42 00
4 in 70 00 54 OO

Prices per lOO feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

PLATES
Montreal Toronto

Plates, Vi to % in. . . $4 60 $4 50

Tank plates, 3-16 in. 4 90 4 90

WROUGHT PIPE
Effective Jan. 7, 1918.

Standard Buttweld.

Black GaJvanized

Sirc. Per 100 feet

1^ in $ 6 00 $ 8 OO

^ in 4 68 6 81

% in 4 68 6 81

% in 6 21 7 78

% in 7 82 9 95
1 in 11 56 14 71

114 in 15 64 19 90
in 18 7<0 23 76

2 in 2i5 16 32 01

2% in 40 37 51 19

3 in 52 719 66 94

3Vj in 67 16 84 18

4 in 79 67 99 7'4

Standard LopweU
2 in $38 81 $35 34

21^ in 42 12 52 36

3 in 55 08 68 47

31^ in 69 00 86 94

4 in 81 75 103 00

4% in 93 00 118 00

5 in 108 OC 137 00

6 in 140 00 178 00
7 in 183 00 232 00

8L in 193 00 244 00

8 in 222 00 281 00
9 in 2i66 00 366 00

lot, in 24« 00 312 00

10 in 317 00 402 00

Prices—Ontario, Quebac and
Maritime Provinces

WROUGHT NIPPLES
4" and under, 60%.
4%" and larger, 50%.
4" and under, running thread.

30%.
Standard couplings, 4" and

under, 40%.
4%" and larger, 20".

IRON PIPE FITTINGS
Malleable fittings, class A, 20%

on list ; class B and C, net list.

Cast iron fittings, 26% off li»t.

Matleable bushings, 25 and 7%% ;

cast busihings, 2'5% ; unions, 46%

;

plugs, 20% off list. Net prices mal-
leable fittings: Cl!iss B black, 24VnC
lb.; Class C black, 15%c lb.; gal-
vanized. Class B, 34c lb. ; Class 0,
24y..c lb. F.O.B. Toronto.

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING
At mill list plus 5%
At warehouse list plus 25%
Discounts off new list. Warehouse

price at Montreal and Toronto

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL
Per lb. to Large Buyers Cents

Iron bars, base, Toronto 4 25
Steel bars, base, Toronto 4 25
Steel bars, 2" to 4" base 5 50
Steel bars, base, Montreal... 3 75
Best grades 15%
Iron bars, base, Montreal.... 3 75
Reinforcing bars, base 4 50
Small shapes 5 75

50

SHEETS
Mont.

Sheets, Black, No. 28 . . $5 55
Sheets, Black, No. 10. . 5 16
Canada plates, dull, 52

siheets 8 5iO

Canada plates, all
brigiht

Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized
Queen's Head, 28
B.W.G

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.G.
Gorbal's Best, No. 28.
Colbome Crown, No.
28

Premier,' No.' '28 'u.S.!
Premier, 10% oz

Tor'to
$6 00
5 45

7 10

8 00

PROOF COIL CHAIN
B

M in $14 35
5-16 in 13 85
% in 13 50
7-l'6 in 12 90
V2 in 13 20
9-16 in 12 70
% in 12 50
% in 12 40

Ys in 12 90
1 in 12 66
Extra for B.B. chain 1 20
Extra for B.B.B. Chain 1 SO

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

Vs in $.13 00
3-l€ in 12 50
% in 11 75
5-16 in 11 40
% i.n 11 00
7-16 in 10 60
V2 in 10 40
% in 10 00
% in 9 90

Prices per lOO lbs.

FILES AND RASPS
Per Cent.

Great Western, American ... 50
Kearney & Foot, Arcade ... 50
J. Barton Smith. Eagle 50
McClelland, Glofee 50
Whitman & Barnes 50
Black Diamond 37%
Delta Files 37^
Nicholson 37 1/1

Globe 50
Vulcan 50
Disston 50
P.H. and Imperial 50

OILS AND COMPOUNDS
Castor oil, per lb

Royalite, per gal., bulk 19%
Palacine 22%
Machine oil, per gal 27%
Black oil, per gal 16
Cylinder oil, Capital 58
Cylinder oil, Aome 39%
Standard cutting compound
per lb 06

Lard oil, per gal 2 60
Union thread cutting oil anti-

septic 88
Acme cutting oil, antiseptic. 37%
Imperial quenching oil 39%
Petroleum fuel oil 10%

BELTING—NO. 1 OAK TANNED
Extra heavy, single and double 30%
Standard 30, 10%
Cut leather lacing. No. l....$2 20
Leather in sides 1 75

COAL AND COKE
Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsville Foundry Coke
Steam Lump Coal
Best Slack . ,

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto.

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 35
Stove bolts 65
Plate washers list plus 20
Machine bolts, 7-16 and over 40
Machine bolts, % and less . . 4K)

Blank bolts 25
Bolt ends 25
Machine screws, fi. and rd.

ihd., steel 27%
Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd., steel 10
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

M., brass net
Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd., brass net
Nuts, square, blank add $0 75
Nuts, square, tapped add 1 00
Nuts, hex., blank add 1 00
Nuts, hex., tapped add 1 25

Copper rivets and burrs, list

less 15
Burrs only, list plus 25
Iron rivets and burrs ...40c 05
Boiler rivets, base %" and

larger $8 50
Structural rivets, as above. . 8 40
Wood screws, fiat, bright. ... 76
Wood screws, O.&R., bright. 77%
Wood screws, fiat, brass 55
Wood S'crews, O.&R., brass... 55%
Wood screws, flat, bronze. ... 50
Wood screws, O.&R., bronze. 47%

MISCELLANEOUS
Solder, strictly 34
Solder, guaranteed 39
Babbitt metals 18 to 70
Soldering coppers, 3 to 6 lbs. 58
Putty, 100-lb. drums 6 76
White lead, pure, cwt 17 80
Red dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,

per cwt 16 50
Glue, English 36
Gasoline, per gal., bulk 33
Benzine, per gal., bulk.... 30%
Pure turpentine, single bbls.,

gal 1 03
Linseed oil, raw, single bbls. 1 95
Linseed oil, boiled, single

bbls 1 98
Lead wool, per lb 15

Plumbers' oakum, per cwt. 9 00
Sandpaper, B. & A... list plus 20
Emery Cloth list plus 20
Sal Soda 03%
Sulphur, rolls 06
Sulphur, commercial 04%
Rosin "D," per lb 03

Rosin "G," per lb 03%
Borax crystal and granula. 14

Wood alcohol, per gallon.... 1 80
Whiting, plain, per 100 lbs.. 2 20

COPPER PRODUCTS
Montreal Toronto

Bars, V2 to 2 in $42 50 $43 00
Plain sheets, base 16

oz. and heavier. . . 46 00 44 00
Copper sheet, tinned

14 X 60 in., 14 oz.. . 48 00 48 OO
Copper sheet, plan-

isihed, base 16 oz.

and heavier 46 00 45 00
Braziers' in. sheets,

6x4 base 46 00 44 00
Tubing T.P.S., base
% in. up to 3 in.. 60 00 60 00
Above prices are full sheets and

bars. Cut siheets and bars are 5c
per lb. higher.

BRASS PRODUCTS.
Warehouse price.

Brass rods, base %" to 1" rd..$0 34
Sheets, 24 oz. and heavier base 42

Brass tubing, seamless 46
Tubing, I.P.S., 1" base 48

POLISHED DRILL ROD.
Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto Net

WASTE.
White Cents per lb.

XXX Extra 18%
Peerless 19
Grand 18
Superior 18
X L C R 17

Atlas 17
X Empire l^Vi
IdeaJ 1«

X press 14

Colored

Lion 16

Standard 13%
No. 1 13%
Popular 12

Keen 10%
Wool Packing

Arrow 25
Axle 20
Anvil IS

Anchor II

Washed Wipers.
Select White '. 11

Mixed colored 10

Dark colored 09
This list subject to trade discount

for quantity.

MILLED PRODUCTS.

Per cent.

Set screws 50
Sq. & Hex., Head Cap Screws 45

Rd. & Fil. Head Cap Screws 20
Flat & But. Hd. Cap Screws

plus 10

Fin. & Semji-fin. nuts up to

1 in 45
Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over

1 in., up to 1% in 40
Fin. and aemi-fln. nuts, over
1% in., up to 2 in 25

Studs 30
Taper pins 50

Coupling bolts, pins 10

Planer head bolts, without
fillets list plus 10

Planer head bolts, with fillet

list plus 10 and 10

Planer head bolt nuts, same
as finished nuts.

Planer bolt washers net

Hollow set screws .... list plus 20

Collar screws. .. .list plus 20, 30

Thumb screws 40
Thumb nuts 75
Pa^ch bolts add 20

Cold pressed nuts to 1% in.

add 1 00

Cold pressed nuts over 1 %
in add 2 00

METALS
Montreal Toronto

Lake coprper $22 00 $21 00

Electro copper 21 00 20 75

Castings, copper 21 OO 18 00
Tin

66

00 56 00

Spelter 9 26 8 50

Lead 7 26 « &0
Antimony 9 50 9 S'O

Aluminum 36 00 35 OO

Prices per 100 lbs.

ROPES AND PACKING
Packing, square braided $0 39
Packing, No. 1 Italian ....... 44
Packing, No. 2 Italian 36
Pure Manila rope 37
I'ransmission rope, Manila. ... 9 43

Drilling cables, Manila 39

RUBBER BELTING.
Standard 10%
extra.

LEAD SHEEIS
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, 3 lbs. sq. ft.,

lb $12 00 $13 25

Sheets, 3% Itos 12 00 13 25
Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs.... 13 00 12 50
Cut sheets, %c per lb. extra.
Cuts sheets to size, Ic per lb.
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npHIS trade-mark is more
^ than a symbol—it is

your assurance of quality

and service in every article

you buy from The Cana-
dian Fairbanks-Morse Co.,

Limited.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited

Halifax St. John Quebec Montreal Ottawa
Toronto Hamilton Windsor Winnipeg
Saskatoon Calgary Vancouver Victoria
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ISENTANGLE your organization from the^ meshes of buying here, there and every-

where. Centralize your purchasing. Take
advantage of the opportunities afforded by

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited—"Canada's Departmental House for Me-
chanical Goods."

If you are the head of your organization

—

if you are a purchasing agent or a buyer of

mechanical goods of any description, send for

the C.F.M. Book—1400 pages of illustrations

and descriptions that will be an invaluable aid

to you.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited

Halifax St. John Quebec Montreal Ottawa
Toronto Hamilton Windsor Winnipeg
Saskatoon Calgary Vancouver Victoria
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ENGINEERS WANTED
To seM locally for firm of meohanical and
electrical engineers, and secure inquiries
for firm 'handling pumps and general power
apparatus, on commiission tosis. Address

RODERICK J. McLean
28 Bleury St. Montreal

GetBiggerP^
ELECTRICITy

through

You wlU find In HAWKINS
GUIDES just wbat you need to
know about electricity. In simple
Everyday language— complete,
concise, to the point. In questions
and answers. A complete standard
course In Electrical Engineering.
Send lor your set today to looS
over.

HAWKINS
ELECTRICAL

GUIDES

3500 PAGES
4700 PICTURES
POCKET SIZE
FLEXIBLECOVERS
$1 A NUMBER
$1 A MONTH
Magnetism—Induction-
Experiments— Dynamos

—

Electrio Machinery—Motors—Armatures—Armature "Windioga—Installing of Dyna-
mos—Electrical Instrument Testing—Practical Manage-
ment of Dynamos and Motors—Distribution Systems

—

Wiring—Wiring Diagrams—Sign Flashers—Storage Bat-
;ries—Principles of Alternating Currents and Alternators
-Alternating Current Motors— Transformers— Con-

verters—Rectifiers—Alternating Current Systems—Cir-
cuit Breakers—Measuring Instruments—Switch Boards—Power Stations—Installing—Telephone—Telegraph

—

Wireless—Bells—Lighting—Railways. Also many mo<I-
em Practical Applications of Electricity and Ready Refer-
ence Index of the 10 numbers.

Shipped to you FREE. Not a cent to pay until you seo
the books. No obligation to buy unless you are satisfied.

Send coupon now—today—and get this great help library

and see if it is not worth $100 to you—you pay $1.00 a
month for 10 months or return it.

THEO. AUDEL A CO., 72
Fifth Ave., N. Y. Please

submit for exuminBtion Hawkins
Electrical Guides if'rice $1 each)

.

Shipatonce prepaid, the IOnumber«. If
Batisfactory, I agree to send ^ou $1 within

seven dayn and to further mail you $1 each
month until paid.

Employed by.

I
ResIdoDCQ

Referenc«_

WANTED
Representatives to handle special line of
British made "Elastic Steam Jointing
Cement" (for all jointis) and Iron Cement
for castings, etc. Exclusive territory of-

fered parties conversant with trade. Re-
plies treated confidential. Apply Box 161,

Power House.

THE VALVE ENGINEERING CO.
A recent development in the power

plant supply field is seen in the Valve
Engineering Co., which has opened offi-

ces at 160 King Street W. for the sale of

valves of all kinds. Mr. M. J. Keane,
the proprietor, is well known in the

steam specialty 'business, having been
for seven years manager of the valve
and steam goods department of the Can-
adian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Toronto.
Before his connection with the above
firm, Mr. Keane was with the Walworth
Mfg. Co., Boston, as salesman, and also

with the Pratt & Coady Calve Co., Hart-
ford, Conn. Experience of this nature

has well qualified him for the giving of

stead of delay, while woods are being
sent or made at the factory.

M. J. KEANE
Who hiis started the Valve Enirineering Co.,

King St. W.. Toronto.

engineering service in connection with
the specialties he is handling, a long felt

want in the power plant field.

Agencies for a number of very good
lines have been secured. Penberthy
valves and other apparatus will be
handled; Witwyte high pressure pack-
ing and jointing and Pennsylvania flex-

ible metallic tubing will also be a special

line. Witwyte high pressure jointing is

used for steam, hydraulic, gas engine,

motor car and other joints, and is in-

tended for superheated steam of all pres-

sures. The Pennsylvania line of metal
hose is well known, and in demand
wherever metal hose which will stand
severe usage is necessary.

In keeping with the idea of service to

the engineering public, all lines handled
by Mr. Keane will be kept in stock at

all times, ensuring prompt delivery, in-

NEW FACTORY OF YATES REFRAC-
TORIES

In order to supply the constantly-
increasing demand for furnace fire brick,
the Gates Refractories, Ltd., have re-

cently acquired a plant and property in

Montreal East, and are now operating
on a scale that will gradually meet the
requirements of the trade. Until a few
months ago J. W. Gates, the patentee
of the bricks that aro now being manu-
factured by this company, obtained his

supply from old-established fire brick
firms, but the growi:h of the business
during tht past year necessitated con-
siderable more brick than could be fur-
nished by outside companies. In view
of this the original company was re-

organized and additional capital secured
for the further extension of their acti-

vities, and likewise the acquisition or
construction of a plant for the produc-
tion of bricks for their own special re-

quirements. They will likewise be in a
position to supply all special shaped
high-grade fire brick for every industrial

piirpose. The plant acquired 's located

about seven miles from the centre of the

city, and was formerly occupied by the
Art Furniture Company.
The buildings are of two-storey brick

construction, with about 12,000 feet of

floor space. Two large crushers, one
dry and one wet, have been installed

with the necessary conveyors for carry-

ing the crushed and grcund clay from
the dry to the wet machine. The storage
of the materials and the molding oper-
ations .-^re carried out in this department,
and to the rear of this building a dry-

ing room, 60 by 60 feet, has been erected

and fully equipped. The floor of this

sec!tion is of tile, under which the steam
piping is located for the drying of the

bricks after they come from the molds.

To one side of this addition are located

the baking and burning kilns. At pre-

sent there are two in operation, one of

50 tons and one of 60 tons capacity. Two
others of 60 tons capacity each will be
completed and in operation before the

close of the year. Eventually the kilns

and the drying department will be under
the one roof. The present output of the

factory is about 300 tons per month, but

this will probably be doubled within the

next few months. Efficiency tests have
been made at the McGill University on

these bricks, and the fusing point has
been determined, officially, at approxi-

matelv 1750 degrees C, or 3200 degrees

F.

A railway siding comes directly to

MON CRIEFF'S "UNIFICWATER OAUOE OUASSES

[
Stand in • Claaa br Th*niselT*a for QaalitF. EfficUner «•< Kcoaaay

A trial wiU oonvinc* roa. Writ* for C*t»lM

W. J. WALL, 1 34-1 36 BLEURY ST., MONTREAL
(Canadian RaprasMtativa) 3
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one side of the plant and there are also

docking facilities a short distance from
the works for the shipment of materials
or product by lake or ocean vessel?. The
aims of this company are to specialize

in contracting for power plant brick-

work, lalso manufacture \all kinds of

special shapes of fire brick for boiler

settings and all types of furnaces.

CATALOGUES
The Sanford-Rilcy Stoker Co. an-

nounces the appointment of Mr. M. G.

Brennan as district engineer in the West-
ern territory and Mr. W. Mather as dis-

trict engineer in the East.

The International Chemical Co., To-
ronto, Ont., have issued three pamph-
lets descriptive of "Protecto" for iboilers,

International Gear Coating for all forms
of gear drives, and International Soluble

Cutting Oil for machine shop use.

Clinkers Conquered is the title of a

booklet recently issued by Ernest Ber-
nitz, Inc., Boston, Mass. Its purpose 'is

to acquaint the engineering public with
the Bemitz method of furnace construc-

tion.

The Sarco Company, Inc., New York,
have issued a new bulletin on their steam
traps. It is descriptive of this now well-

known pow^er plant accessory.

The Esterline Co., Indianapolis, have
issued a pulblication entitled. Typical
Graphic Records. As the title indicates,

this publication gives a large number of

typical charts taken by Esterline

graphic meters on various industrial op-
erations. The machine shop rolling mill

and other steel working industries are
particularly prominent in the number
of charts displayed. In the eigtiteen

years in which the company has been en-

gaged in the graphic recording instru-

ment business they have collected quite

an interesting series of characteristic

curves, and many of them are reproduced

in the publication under review.

The Bailey Meter Co.. Cleveland, Ohio,

have recently issued Bulletin No. 30, en-

titled, "Fluid Meters For Low Pressure
Gas and Air." The meter described in

this publication is ideal for the measure-
ment of the flow of gases and air under
low pressure, recording and integrating

the rate of flow of gas and recording gas
pressure.

The Canadian SKF Co.. Ltd., Toronto,
have issued Talk No. 4 on countershafts.
The subject matter describes the advan-
tatces of self-aliq-nijig ball bearings for

this class of work.

Getting New Plant.—The Acme Roof-
ing Co., Walkerville, Out., have sold their

factory, and it is their intention to erect

a new plant and install the most up-to-

date roofing machinery and equipment.
They are now receiving tenders on new
machinery. Information as to the loca-

tion of the new factor^^ will be given out
later.

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS

COMBUSTION ENGINEER
VyANTED^PRACTIOAL BOILER ROOM EN-

gineer in haiid firing and familiar with vari-
ous boilers and automatic stokers, who has made
study of combustion and has some knowledge
of instruments, to specialize under expert in
efficient boiler operation. Must be keen and of
pleasant manner to instruct, without antagonizing
firemen vAio consider themselves proficient. Ex-
cellent prospects for the riglit man. Reply fully
Box 152, Power House.

STEAM
TURBINE DRIVEN
TURBO BLOWER

SET

with Condensing Plant for

quick delivery from stock

at veiy favorable price.

Further particulars from

ESCHER, WYSS & CO.
112 CORISTINE BUILDING

MONTREAL

The LONG
Patent
Steam
|Trap

Automatically drains
jacket kettles, separators
and steam mains. Nine
hundred to 1,500 feet of

one-inch pipe isn't be-
yond its ability. Also
used with splendid suc-
cess in drying room
systems.

Only One
Movable Part
Works against 1 and
200 pounds of pressure

—

no possibility of freez-

ing. H;as two outlets so

it can be installed in any
position.

Circular gives full par-
ticulais.

Write to-day.

J. T. LONG
84 Adam Street

MONTREAL, CANADA
// your dealer does not sell it, write direct 1

Steam Trap SARCO Goes Where

Other Traps

Can^t Go

There are many points on your line where you should

have a steam trap, but where there isn't room for a cumber-

some bucket or float trap.

Leaving these points go untrapped is costing you money!
For when live steam is carried through long lines of untrapped

piping, there is useless radiation and waste of steam.

Stop that loss by installing the Steam Trap Sarco.

It is so small, so compact, that it can be installed without

change of piping.

The Sarco requires no floor space because it becomes prac-

tically integral with the pipe system.
It requires no building up or pit digging. It can be installed

at any angle. And you can install three Sarcos for the price

of one float or bucket type.

Its capacity is guaranteed for any pressure up to 200 lbs.

Try the Steam Trap Sarco for 30 days without cost or
obligation.

Send for booklet "J"

SARCO COMPANY, INC.
239 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

ElHcott Square
Buffalo

Canada:

Drexel Bld^.
Philadelphia

Peacock Bros., Montreal, and representatives in all principal cities

Williamson Bldg. Majestic Bldg. Monadnock Block
Cleveland Detroit Chicago
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Victoria Foundry
ESTABLISHED 1846

Victoria Centrifugal Pumps
Will not pluK the delivery. Closing the delivery valve stops the functions of the runner. Simple, Sturdy, Accessible.

Will work in either direction and it is fool-proof.

Flutter Valves
Above cut illustrates a 54-in. Flutter Valve designed, built and installed by us for the Black River Power Plant of the
Pembroke Electric Company. We are prepared to supply valves of this type to suit almost any requirements. They
are reasonably water-tight. Positive in action. Have a high safety factor and are easy to operate.
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Company
LIMITED ^

TTT'E began our business away

back in 1846 with Reliability

and Service as our motto. Since then

our plant has grown continuously

and now ranks with the most modern

and well equipped plants in Canada.

Reliability and Service has been a

successful motto, and our business

dealings prove our faith in it.

May we send our Catalog?

Cast Iron Rope
or Belt Pulleys
BORED, TURNED, BALANCED
AND KEYSEATED. SOLID,
BREAK JOINT, OR PLANED
JOINT.

Victoria
Duplex
Pumps

BELT DRIVEN
Specially adautoJ
for Water Works,
Circulating Pumps,
Sewage Disposal
or Stationary Fire
for Mills, etc.

Compact, Self Con-
tained, Efficient.

Require small
floor space.

Office and Works: OTTAWA, CANADA
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Why It Lasts Longer
QUVAL'S Metallic Packing for All Classes

of Engines and the Highest Superheated
Steam.

UVAL'S is the product of many years of
experience and rigid tests. It lasts for

years without renewal and keeps the rods in perfect condition.

We have developed it to its present stage by the addition of
unusual features which make it the best possible

packing you can buy. It is placed
in the glands the same way as
ordinary soft packing. Over
600,000 glands packed.

Benhyco** Jointing for
Steam and Hydraulic

Joints
Supplied 48 in. square,
1-32 in. thick and up.

SOLE AGENTS FOR CANADA

LAURIE & LAMB
Board of Trade Building, Montreal

Self-Lubricating SAFETY PLASTIC

METALLIC PACKING
FOB STEAM, WATER, AIB, OAS, ETC.

In Bulk

Pat. Dec. 22, 1903 Highest Award World'* Fair. St. Louit. 1904

GUARANTEED TO LAST
THREE YEARS

WITHOUT RENEWAL
Drop us a line and let us tell you all about this Remarkable Packing.

STEEL MILL PACKING CO., WINDSOR, ONT. Est.bii.h.d i899

AGENTS WANTED

Practically
Frictionless

In Cotton Tube*

The Ladd Water Tube Boilers are designed

throughout to withstand heavy firing.

Built in any size and for any of the many
methods of firing.

Our catalogue will interest you.

GEORGE T. LADD COMPANY
Farmers Bank Building

PITTSBURGH - - PENN., U.S.A.

FEDERAL
ENGINEERING CO.

LTD.
172 JOHN ST
TORONTO

DARLING BROTHERS, LIMITED
Engineera, Manufacturers and Founders

120 Prince Street, MONTREAL, P. Q.

Pumps for any Service -Steam Appliances-
Freight Elevators—Webster Vacuum
Heating System.
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Assures Efficiency—Saves Money
"McDONOUGH" SYSTEM

For the Automatic Regulation and Control of Air, Fuel and Water

THE McDONOUGH DAMPER REGULATO
This Damper Regulator saves $300 per boiler annually in many plants. It will on I/2-

Ib. variation regulate Bampers, Stoker Engines, Stoker Motors, Forced Draft En-
gines, Gas Supply to Boilers. We put in the Quality before we put on the name.

We install this Damper Regulator in your
plant for 30 days' trial, free of cost to you.

THE FEED WATER REGULATOR
We know positively that this Feed Water Regulator does wtiat other Regullators try
to do—maintains a flow of water to your boilers at the exact rate it is being
evaporated into steam, that means boilers give drier and more steam for less money
than is possible with other Regulators.

Operation of the Feed Water Regulator
When the Regulator is installed, the lower ends of the expansion tuibes are filled

with water, the upper ends steam.

As the water falls or rises in the boiler it correspondingly falls or rises lini the
Regulator tubes causing them to expand or contract or regullate the opening of the
feed valve to admit the proper quantity of feed' water to meet the exact demand
made on the boiler for steam.

The levers move the valve disc in a ratio of 5 to 1 over the amount of expansion
or contraction O'f the tubes andi the slighest change in the temperature of the tubes
has an immediate effect in changing the position of the valve disc to the amount
of opening desired in the feed valve.

In actual practice the feed water valve does not fully close While the boiler Jb

steaming.

Installations

TORONTO
Sheet Metal Products of Canada,

Limited
T. Eaton Co.

Davies Packing Co.

Harris Abattoir
Canadian Kodak Company
Hinde & Dauch Paper Co., Limited

Consumers Gas Co. (3 plants)

McDONOUGH AUTOMATIC REGULATOR CO.
JAS. McDONOUGH

323 MARKHAM STREET
^^aTORONTO

Phone, write or wire
for full information

College 3986

ONE DOLLAR
NOW

After January 1st the

price will be

TWO DOLLARS

Subscribe for "Power House"
today at the $1.00 per year rate

and save money.

POWER HOUSE
143 University Ave., Toronto

It presents the

fundamental principles

underlying the operation'© f the

STEAM ENGINE
The parts dealing with ther-
modynamic principles are par-
ticularly clear and practical.

The treatment of valve gears
is especially complete because
operating engineers find in-

formation on valve gear mech-
anism so valuable.

Tells about steam engine in-

dicators and indicator dia-

grams and the proper way to

use them.

Gives laws of heat engineering
—a plain, straightforward,
non-mathematical explanation
of the laws of force, work,
energy and heat.

And gives other special fea-

tures too numerous to men-
tion.

A complete text book on the Steam Engine
By E. M. SHEA Y,

Associate Professor of Steam Engineering, University of Wisconsin.

290 pages, 6x9. 173 illustrations $2.50 net, ostpaid

Order from Technical Book Department o

"POWER HOUSE," 153 University Ave., Toronto
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For

^ -Self-Promotion
And ^Sales Promotion

Are you interested in any of these field*—power—metal working—marine?
As a mianufacturer, or purchasing agent, as a superintendent or fore-
man, as an amlbitious mechanic or engineer?

Use These Publications
They will keep you strictly up-^o-date in all branches of mechanical engineering.
Edited by practical men. Cheerful, inviting, instructive, authoritative.

POWER HOUSE
Twice a month — $1.00 per year now — $2.00
.Tanuary 1.

Serves the power plant engineer— Steam, Elec-

tric Refrigeration, Hydraulic.

CANADIAN MACHINERY
Weekly—$3.00 per year.
Covers the metal working field—serving shop
executives, purchasing agents and owners. First-

class mechanical paper and market paper com-
bined.

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
Monthly—$1.00 per year,

A paper for the foundrj' owner, superintend-
ent and foreman. Claimed by its readers to be
unexcelled.

MARINE ENGINEERING
Monthly—$2.00 per year.

Interprets marine engineering in its broad sense,
serving the sfhipbuilders, navigation companiej
and their officers. (The editor holds an extra
first-class B.O.T. certificate.)
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DUNLOP
"Gibraltar RedSpecial" Belting

"THE ORIGINAL RED
FRICTIONED -SURFACE
RUBBER BELTING"

WHEN it's a question of un-

usual achievements in Belt-

dom, "Gibraltar RedSpecial"
stands supreme.

As an effective means of trimming
down "overhead" it is known far

and wide.

This Red Frictioned-Surface Belt

has dominated the field since its

inception.

Without variation this belt has
lived up to the exacting standard of
service set by us when it was first

introduced to belt buyers.

Having been tested and tried to

the limit in all manner of places

—

and by thousands of users through-
out the coimtry from the Atlantic to

the Pacific—"Gibraltar RedSpecial"
will also secure you against the un-
certainties which surround the use
of "just-as-good" brands.

The price may be higher than that
of "ordinary" belts, but the service
is long and satisfactory in the ex-
treme, as a multitude of long-time
users will gladly testify.

With the Dunlop Unreserved
Guarantee which goes with every

belt, you should have no hesitation

in making your next order read

"Gibraltar RedSpecial."

You know the Dunlop reputation
for square-dealing, too.

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co., Limited

Head Office and Factories

BRANCHES IN THE LEADING CITIES

TORONTO

Makers of Tires for all Purposes, Mechanical Rubber Products of all kinds, and General Rubber
Specialties.

D34
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Why Consign Your
Valves to

the Scrap Heap?

THE DEXTER
VALVE RE-SEATING

MACHINE
shown above is a simple, inexpensive

and effective device, the use of which
will save replacing your present

vtostly valves with new ones.

This machine, without removing the

valve from whatever position it

might occupy, will re-cut the seat of

any valve, thereby making it equal

to new.

We stock these machines in various

sizes and suited to all kinds, sizes

and types of valves. Ask for Cata-

logue No. 5.

Darling Brothers Limited
120 Prince Street, Montreal

Vancouver Calgary Winnipeg Toronto Ottawa Halifax

Are You
Saving Fuel?

Get the Most out of
Every Pound of Coal

Fuel Economy in Boiler Rooms

By A. R. Maujer and Charles H. Bromley of

the Editorial Staff of Power

The new book that covers the broad
question of fuel economy, including fuels,

firing methods, furnace efficiency, etc.

It is written in simple, understandable
style from the point of view of the man
actually responsible for fuel saving. It is

not a book of theory, but actual methods in

use to-day. 308 pages. 98 illustrations,

$2.75 net.

Steam Boilers

By Edward M. Shealy, B.S., Assistant Pro-

fessor of Steajn Engineering

A book that treats the operation of boil-

ers in considerable detail, and specially

written for the use of firemen and others in

responsible charge of boiler rooms.

It covers fully and practically, boiler
operation and equipment. It has useful
material on efficient combustion and smoke
prevention. 356 pages. 185 illustrations,

$2.75 net.

Hea
By Edward M. Shealy, Assistant Professor

of Steam Engineering

A book that is well adapted to the re-

quirements of engineers and firemen who
have had some experience with heat using
machinery and understand its operation,
but feel that they do not know enough of
the laws of heat to take up advanced or
special studies. 262 pages. 110 illustra-
tions $2.25 net

Write to

The Mechanical Book Dept.
POWER HOUSE 143 UNIVERSITY AVE.

TORONTO
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Belliss & Morcom,
Engines and Air Compressors

Belliss Engines at McGill University Power House

Steam and Exhaust Turbines
Diesel Engines, Air Compressors
Condensing Plants, Steam Engines

Heanan Refuse Destructors

Air and Water Coolers

Dynamometers
j

Paterson Water Softening Plants ^

Centrifugal Pumps

LAURIE & LAMB
Engineers

211 BOARD OF TRADE BLDG. - - MONTREAL
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riaoing Mill Fan

Electric Propeller Fan

Low Preuure Blower

Volame Blower and Exbanste

Turbo-Blower

iuri#¥«ii
(TRADE MARK)

SYSTEMS
No. 2 Vacaam Cleaner Aotoforce Ventilator

SiMflmaii
Steam Engines

VS-7 ENGINE
Single cylinder

Tlimttle automatic
control

NOW STANDARDIZED

Now standardized in two types

only, VS-7 and VS-8 (vertical, single

cylinder). All others have been

eliminated in order to supply the

increasing demand for these two
types.

VS-7 and VS-8 differ only in method of lubrication.

The former is one of gravity sight feed with auto-

matic return oil pump, while the latter is of forced

feed type. Both systems have their friends.

Both are sturdily built to withstand the most
gruelling service. Designed to U.S. Navy specifica-

tions which fact attests to their supreme reliability

under all conditions of service.

Used for direct connection to

blowers, fans, generators and
for independent power service,

automatic or throttling. Spe-
cially prepared catalogue No.
239 goes into detail, is interest-

ing and highly instructive—
and yours for the asking.

Largest Builders of Fans, Fan
Systems and Related Prod ucts

VS-8 ENGINE
Diic.i conr.ecieJ to

\1iilii\anc K.iii

B. F. Sturtevant Co., of Canada, Limited
(ieneral Office and Works:

GALT, ONTARIO
Sales Offices:

MONTREAL AND TORONTO

(TRADE. MARK>

PRODUCTS
Type H Air Washer Fuel Economixers VS-7 Steam Enfine

5teain Tarbine

Mediom Prewnre Blower

Hifh PrcMDrc Blower

Gatoleoa GentntiBff Set

Direct Cmncat Motor

Hetler
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rGUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER LIMITED^
r
P.M.S

PAPER MILL SPECIAL

TORONTO - CANADA

The Unique Transmission Belt

BELTING
Power Transmission,

Conveyor and
Elevator

PACKING
"Redstone" Pure Red Sheet

Cloth Insertion Sheet

"Sun" Spiral

HOSE
Water, Steam, Air Drill, Pneumatic Tool

Oil, Gasoline, Suction and Fire Hose

Underwriter Mill Protection Hose

* Highest Grade Mechanical Rubber Goods

For Every Purpose

GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER, LIMITED
HEAD OFFICES AND FACTORY : TORONTO, CANADA

Halifax, Montreal,

BRANCHES:
Ottawa, Fort William, Winnipeg, Regina, Saskatoon,

Calgary, Lethbridge, Vancouver, Victoria

Eldmonton
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OVER 1 000 INDUSTRIALS USE

ON RECORD in our offices

alone are the names of

over 1000 Canadian industrials

who are satisfied users of

Goodyear Extra Power Belt-

ing.

A vast hive of industry, giving

employment to thou sands

upon thousands of men. En-

gaged in every form of indus-

trial activity known in the

Dominion. Turning out mil-

lions of dollars' worth of Cana-
dian products every year.

What an overwhelming en-

dorsement of Goodyear Extra

Power Belting this is. Belts

bought to fill every transmis-

s i o n requirement. Working

under varied conditions. All

required to deliver satisfaction.

Think of the great power-sav-

ing because Extra Power Belt-

ing is flexible. It grips the

pulleys and combats slipping.

Greater production has almost

invariably followed the use of

Goodyear Extra Power.

Over a thousand trained engineers

and superintendents cannot be misled.

You cannot blind over a thousand
purchasing agents. There must be

—

there is—something vital in the Good-
year Extra Power Belting story. Let

us send a man trained by Goodyear in

belting problems to talk it over with

vou. He will tell you "about Extra
Power as it applies to your plant.

Should pYtra Power not be suited to

your needs, we would rather have your
friendship than your order. Phone or

write the nearest branch.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company of Canada, Limited

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, London,

Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary, Edmonton, Vancouver
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HEATING BY HOT WATER & HOT WATER SUPPLIES

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY GUARANTEED
ROW'S PATENT CALORIFIERS are strongly recommended for heating water
in bulk for supplying a number of Baths and Lavatories. Also for HEATING
CIRCULATIONS for PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS, HOTELS, etc.

ROYLE'S Patent AUTOMATIC STEAM CONTROL ATTACHMENT maintains

a CONSTANT TEMPERATURE.

iROW'S PATENT

CALORIFIERS
FEED WATER HEATERS

RADIATORS
Suitable for Hot Water or

High Pressure Steam

STEAM and GAS KETTLES

EVAPORATORS
ROVv^'S PATENT CALORIFIER. STORAGE PATTERNCONDENSERS

ROYLES LIMITED, "Sffi" IRLAM, MANCHESTER
Instantaneous Heater, with connections
for Fresh and Salt Water and Steam

ENGLAND

"THE COVENTRY" CHAINS
Have you Considered the Advantages of

NOISELESS CHAIN TRANSMISSION ?

E'58

= "The Coventry'". Noiseless Chain transmitting Power on a Tangye s
= Lathe built for heavy work. n
M Note the compact arrangement of the drive. J

I "The COVENTRY" Chain Co., Ltd., Coventry, England |

I CANADIAN AGENTS-TAYLOR & ARNOLD, LTD., BANK OF TORONTO BUILDING. MONTREAL f

Qiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^
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GET GOODS GUARANTEED GOOD
BY 85 YEARS' EXPERIENCE AND
MADE WITHIN THE BRITISH EMPIRE

Manufacturers of

Valves
Cocks, Fittings

J

and Supplies

Brass, Iron, Semi-Steel
and Steel

J-'orSteaiD, Cas, Water, Air, Oil ur Aciils, used ^
by RoUroads, M«rcautiie, and Admiralty

Service, Shipbuilders, Mines, Mills
Factories, Pftwer Plants,WaterWoifcs
Engineers, Arcliiieota, Conlcacrors

Buikiers, Superintendents
Madiioisls, Metai Workers

Plumbers, Gas and
Steamfitters

1919 Catalogue

No. 40
Established im Incorporated IW

T. McAvity Of Sons, Ltd.
.St. John, N. B., and Winnipeg

Cut shows reduced fac-simile of our new No. 40 Catalogue (7V2 x 5V2> 1,200 pages) shortly
ready for distribution. If interested in Valves and Fittings, please advise us,

that we may put you on our mailing list for a free copy.

SEND US SPECIFICATIONS FOR PRICES ON

3 inch DIAPHRAGM SUCTION HAND PUMPS
IRON BODIED GATE VALVES, 2^/2 to 12

BRASS GLOBE, ANGLE AND CHECK VALVES

Standard, Jenkins Disc, Victor Copper Asbestos,

Inlay Disc, also Bronze Seats, Steam Cocks, etc.

T. McAvity & Sons, Limited
Established

1834 Brass, Iron and Steel Founders, Machine Shops, Etc.

ST. JOHN, N.B.

I ncorporated
1907

CANADA
BRANCHES AT

MONTREAL
EDMONTON

CALGARY TORONTO
Harvard Turnbull & Co.
207 Excelsior Life Bldg.

WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
LONDON, England DURBAN, South Africa
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DOMINION
COALGOMPANY

Dominion
WAITED

""''SprincfMrwxyifMHous
STEAM ""<^ GAS COALS

CeneralSales Office
112 st.JamGsst. Montreal

NATIONAL
Boiler Girth

Scam
Protector

G-uaraii'tee<l for one
year. We make pio-
tectors for patches
and all styles of
boilei:s. For full

particulars, write—

National Boiler

Protector Co.
Room Z4

Lombard Building

TORONTO
Main 2623

Protection means longer life

and greater efficiency
If your Boiler is not Fire-cracked it eventually will
l>e. Prevent this bv putting on a National Boiler
Protector. Yon will save cost in repairs and pro-
long life of tile boiler. All new boilers should be
protected. If your girth seam is giving you trouble
at the present time, have the seam laulked up.
attach otte of these protectors and the seam will
remain absolutely dry thereafter.

Better Service
that give

Longer Service

THE SMART-TURNER MACHINE CO., Limited
Hamilton, Canada

The Simplest and Best Cleaner on the market is

PILLEY'S
Combination Flue Brush and Scraper.

Guaranteed not to break or the wires to pull out or lay over.
A simple turn of the hand adjusts it to the tube, and the brush
removes what the scraper loosens.

For sale by leadine Canadian jobbers.

Manufactured by

PILLEY PACKING AND FLUE BRUSH MFG. CO.
623 South Third Street - - - St. Louis, Mo.

Eastern Office: 71 Fulton St., New York.

iSife STEAM TRAP
FOR HIGH OR LOW PRESSURE.

Steam can't blow through. They have

large discharge valves and cannot be

flooded from sudden flushes of water.

MAY WE SEND ONE FOR TRIAL?

Reducing Valves, Pump Governors,

Relief Valves, Exhaust Pipe Heads,

Ejectors and Steam Separators.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
THE GARTH COMPANY

26 CrttiK Street MONTREAL. CAN.

WATSON & McDANlEL CO.
No. 146 N. 7th Street, PHILADELPHIA. Pii.

The J. C. Wilson Mfg., Co., Limited
BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO

Mechanical Engineers, Pattern Makers, Founders and Machinists.
We build complete Hydraulic Turbine Equipment, t'lumes. He«d
Gates, Racks, Waste Gates and Winches. Water Wheel Gover-
nors, GearinK, Pulleys and Shafting.

MAKERS OF THE "LITTLE GIANT" TURBINE
Put Your Water Wheel Proposition Up To Us

Kindly mention this Paper

when writing to

advertisers.
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STRENGTH—GOODNESS—QUALITY

Etched on Every Glass

DURABLA HIGH PRESSURE GAUGE GLASS
The first test of the new American made DURABLA high-pressure gauge glass was to determine whether it possessed the

elastic properties necessary to withstand sudden and radical changes of temperature.

DURABLA U.S.A. glass was immersed for two-minute periods in oil at a temperature of over 380 deg. F., then in water,

at a temperature of 40 deg. F. This operation was repeated from 14 to 18 times on many lots of glass, and not one was
in any way affected. No attempt was made to see how many times the glass would stand this severe test, the number of

immersions given being considered ample proof that the glass possessed the necessary elasticity.

DURABLA U.S.A. gauge glasses are now ready for distribution in all standard sizes and are sold under the DURABLA
guarantee. MADE IN U. S. A.

DURABLA MANUFACTURING CO., NEW YORK
Distributors for Canada:

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited
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"ALL BRITISH"
"B.&W." PATENT WATER TUBE STEAM BOILERS
HIGHEST ECONOMY, SAFETY, DURABILITY. OVER 20,000,000 H.P. IN USE.

-ALSO-

Steam Superheaters

Mechanical Stokers

Coal-HandHng Machinery
Piping, Feed Water Heaters

Water Softeners and Purifiers

and ELECTRIC CRANES
Babcock & Wilcox Patent Waier Tube Steam Boiler, Superheater

and Mechanical Stoker.

BABCOCK CBl, WILCOX, Limited
HEAD OFFICE FOR CANADA - COLLEGE ST. (ST. HENRY), MONTREAL

TORONTO OFFICE, TRADERS BANK BUILDING

BOBLODG

E

UNION MADE
OVERALLS
SHIRTS & GLOVES

R.G.LONGeCO* LIMITED
TORONTO CANADA
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AIR COCKS
LuiiReaiieiiner Co.. Cmciauati. O.
Ja3. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
fenberihy Injector Co.. AVindsor, OnU

AIR VALVES
Jas. ilorrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toroato.
Mueller Mfg. Co., U., damla. Unu

ALLOYS, BRASS AND COPPER
Bmpire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London, Out.
Kerr Engine Co.. VValkerville, Ont.

AMMETii^RS
Canadian Fairbanks-Alorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-ManTille Co.. Toronto, Ont.

AMMONIA VALVES AND FITTINGS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal.
Flick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Pa.
Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

AMMONIA PURIFIERS
Frick Co., Waynesbo.o, Franklin Co.. Pa.

York Mfg. Co.. York. P«
AMMONIA TANKS

Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que,
W».teroua Engine Works Co., Brantfoid, Unt,

ARCHES, COMBUSTION CHAMBER
Canadian Fairbanks-Mnrse Co., Ltd. Montreal.

ASH CARRYING SYSTEMS
Balxock & WUcoi, Ltd. Montreal.
Waterous Elngine Works Co., Brantford, Ont.

ASBESTOS SPECIALTIES
Durabla Mfg. Co., New York, N.Y.
Qarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont

ASBESTOS PACKED COCKS
Pratt & Oady Co., Inc. Hartford. Conn.

AUTOMATIC ICE RECORDING DOORS
AND CHUTES
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown. M 1.

BABBITT AND ANTI-FRICTION METAL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd. Mon'trcal.

Hoyt Metal Co.. Toronto.
Magnolia Metal Co. Montreal.

BALLCOCKS
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
D'Este Co., Julian. Boston, Mass.

BATTERIES AND ACCESSORIES
Can. H. W. Johns-Manirille Co., Toronto, Ont,

BEARINGS
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, BelleTille.

BEARINGS, BRASS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont.
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerville, Ont.
BELT CEMENT
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

BELLS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., lyondon, Ont.
BELT CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.

BELT DRESSING
D. K. MacLaren. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Dominion Reltinp Co.. Ramiltnn. Ont.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Oraton & Knight Mfe. Co., Montreal.

BELT LACING. LRATHKR
D. K. MacLaren. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Oraton & Knieht Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

BELT TIGHTENERS
Waterou.<< Enrine Works Co., Bran+ford. Ont.

BELT PULLEYS
Wat»ro!i» Fneine Work.' Oo.. BranWord. Ont.
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

BELTING. BALATA
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Fiwleral Entrineerine Co., Toronto, Ont

BELTING. CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Canada.

BEL-nNG. SILENT CHAIN
Morse Chain Co.. Ithica. N.Y.
BELTING. CONVEYOR
fan Consol. Rubber Co., Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING. LINK
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Wateroiia Eneine Works Co.. Brantford. Ont.

BELTING. LEATHER
Bond Engineering Works. Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Faii1)ank5-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montrpsl.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Oraton * Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
D. K. McLaren Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING. RUBBER
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrllle Co.. Toronto. On*.
PsTi r^Nnool. puTVhpr Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Dunlop Tire & Rnlil>«r C'o . Toronto.
Gutta. Peroha & Rulbber Limited, Toronto.
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
TafPr^y Munnfai^tnrln? Co. Montreal.
Vi<rtnr Balaita & Textile Co.. Bo=)tani
WiMiams Maehinerv Co., A. R. . Tmwi'to.

BELTING, STITCHED COTTON DUCK
T\^i„t„„ Pplfin? Cn TTain"tnn On*
WiMianiK Mscliin.'-iv C'o .»

. R.. Toivii'fo.

Victor Batata Textile On.. Bo^trm.

I:

BELTING, STITCHED COITON
U, K. MacLaien, Ltd., Mon,,real, Que.

BELTING, SOLID WOVEN
D. K. MacLaren. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
i<'ed«ral Engmeeiing Co.. Toronto, Ont

BIBS, COMPRESSION
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London, Ont.

Blxva. CUAl., COKt, AND ORE
Jellrey ilauufacturmg Co.. Montreal.
Maclimuon Sieel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
WaterouM Engine Works Co.. Brantford. OnU

BLOWERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Mon-ireal.
Oarling Turbine Blower Co., Worcester, Mass.
Ooppos Eng. & Equip. Cc, Worcester, Mass.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
.MacGovem & Co., Inc.. Montreal, Que.
E. J. Philip & Sons. Toronto.
Stui'tevanit Co., Ltd., B. V., Gait, Omt.
BLOWERS, CENTRIFUGAL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co. Ltd.. Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipu Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS, FANS
The Mason Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester. Mass.
Stui'tcvniit ;V).. Lt.l.. 1!. ¥., Oalt. Out.
BLOWERS. FORCED DRAFT
Coppus Eng. & Equipt. Co.. Worcester. Alass.

BLOWERS. MECHANICAL SOOT
Diamond Specialty Co., .Windsor. Ont.
BLOWERS. POWER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., .Montreal.
Copniw Eng & Equipt Co., Wnroester. .Mass.
Sturtwant Cto.. Ltd., B. F., Gait, Ont.
BOILER BAFFLE WALLS
Jointlesa Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111,

BLOWERS, TURBINES
The Mason Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., Montreal.
^opniis Rug & Equipt. Co.. Worcester, Mass.
S'tniitorant Cto.. Ltd., B. F., Giilt, Orat.

BOILER BREECHINGS
Ilainil'tion CKf., Wan,. PetCTbo'TO. Ont.
BOILER COVERING
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

BOILER COMPOUNDS
Bevpiidge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Canadian Fairbanks-.Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
ran H, W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont.
MetUk'.n Mfff. Co.. Rochester. N.Y.
9hpll ^tar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.

BOILER FRONTS
Victoria Foundry Co, Ltd., Ottawa,

BOILER SKIMMERS
Ya'Tinll-Warinff Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
n«*fpndpr .\utnmfltic Reeiilator ^o., "^t, T.onis, Mo.
MoDonough, J., .'523 Mai-MLim St.. Toronto.

BOILER COMPOUND FEEDERS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

BOILER FEED PTTMPS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
American Stean Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Mich
Boring Hydranllc & Eng. Co.. Ltd . Lind=nT Ont
Ooppus TJne. & Equipment Co., Worcester, Mass,
Can. AUls-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto. On*.
Canadian Fairhank'^Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montro^l.
Can. Steam Boiler EqniiOTient Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Oarling Bnw. . Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Oioldie & McOiilloch Co., Oalt
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
"mart-Tiimer MnrTiIne Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

BOILER FITTINGS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont.

BOILER FEED REGULATORS
Canadian Fairhanks-Mor^e Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Majton Reeiilator ft Engineering Co., Montreal

BOILER MOUNTINGS
Babeock & WilcoT, Ltd. Montreal.
Oanadian Fairtianks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darline Bros.. Ltd.: Montreal. One.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
O-oldie * McCullooh Co., Gait
Tngilis Co.. The John. Toronto. Ont
Lnnkenheimer Co.. CintHnnati. O.

Mason Regulator ft TlngineerlTur On Montreal.
Jaa. Morrison Bra."!« Mfe. Co.. Toronto.

BOILER PRFSERVATTVFS
.Tohns^Pratt Co.. The. Hartford. Tonn.
Metlikln Co.. Tnc. Rochwrter. V.Y.

BOILER KOTTSE ACCFSSORTPS
Bftbcoc* ft WflcoT. Ltd. Montreal.
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Defender Automatic Reeiilator Oo. . St. T.m'i.'. ^^o
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.
Mason Reeulafor ft Entrlneerlne Cn Montreal
Yamall-Warine Co.. PhlladelnWa, Pa.

BOILER SEAM PROTECTOR
Vational Boiler Seam Protector Co., MonfTeal.

"OILER SETTINGS

Gates Refractories, Limited, Montreal.

Jointleas Fire Brick Co.. Chicago, 111.

BU11.LKS. HOKiZONlAl., Kl:.iUKN,
TUBULAR AND WATEKTUliL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., -Montreal.
IsaucucK VVilcux, LKl. Montreal.
Culc, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Uoldie 6i MoCulloch Co., Ualu
FncK Co., \\ ajnesLrrro, FiauKlm Co.. Pa.
liiglis Co., Tile John, Tomuio, Out.
Canadian AJlis-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Engmeering and Machine Wortts ol Canada, Ltd..

at Catharines, Unt.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
Ladd. The Geo. T.. Co.. Plttabutgh, Pa.
Leoujaixl & .Sous., E., L^">ndtui, Out.
MacGorem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
McAvity, T.. & Sons. L.d.. dt John. N.B.
Waterous Engine Wort.s Co.. Brantfoitl, uut.
WUliaims M.ichinniy f\>.. .\. :1!., T.,Mmt.i.

BOILERS, MARINE, LOCOMUllVJL
AND VERTICAL
BabcocK & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
hielis Co,. The John, Toronto, Ont
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..

St. Catharines. Ont
Montreal General Tool Co., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co,, BranUord, Ont

BOXES, FUSE AND METER
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

BRASS GOODS
Penberfchy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Empire Mfg. Co.. London, Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
BRASS FOUNDERS
McArity, T., 4 Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.
D'EJste Co.. Julian, Boston, Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Kerr Engine Co., VPalkerrille. Ont
Mueller Mfg. Co., H.. Samia. Ont.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

BRASS SHEETS AND TUBES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont.

BRINE COOLERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.

York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

BRINE TANKS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.. Pa.

Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Waterous Elngine Works Co., Brantford. Ont
York Manufacturing Co.. York, Pa.

BUCKETS, ELEVATOR
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Columbus, Ohio.

BUSHINGS
Steel Mill Packing Co.. Windsor. Ont
Can T,ink-Belt Co.. Toronto, Oni.

BUSHINGS. BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Kerr Bn^ne Co., Walkerville. Ont
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd., Samia.

CALOFIFIERS
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.

CALORIMETERS
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N T
Tavlor In.'stniment Co.. Rochester, N.Y.

CANS. OILY WASTE
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

CANNERS' CONVEYORS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada,
Tan T,inIt-rtpU Co. Toronto. Ont.

CAR LOADERS AND UNLOADERS
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

CAST IRON FITTINGS
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
McAvitv. T.. ft Son.s. Ltd.. St John. N B.

CASTINGS. ALLOY
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville. Ont.
H. Mueller .Mfg. Co., Ltd., Sarnia.

CASTINGS. BRASS AND IRON
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsav Ont
0<%ldi'- ft McCullooh Co.. Gait
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MrArity. T.. ft Sivns. Ltd.. St .Tohn. N B.

Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London, Ont,
\fiip1Tpr Mf?. Cn., H.. Sai-nia Ont.
Victoria Foundry Co. Ltd., Ottawa.
T-ofprovo Fnr*i» TTnrtra P— ntford. On'.
Wil<v»n Mfg. Co.. J. r.. Belleville.

CASTINGS, GREY IRON
NorniaJk Iron Wr>ik-«, South Nomvalk, Oonn.
CFLLAR DRAINERS

^forr^BOTi Prat^c Aff?. T,n .TnTnp« Toronto n^t
Mueller Mfg. Co.. TT.. Samla. Ont

CEMENT HARDNER & WATERPROOFER
Bpreridee Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.

CT-MENT. HIGH TEMPERATURE
nprpriflffe Paper Co.. Montreal.
'hell Bar Boico S'.Tnilv, T.t'l Toronto.
Gates Refractories, Limited, Montreal.

Orppn'a Econom'.'pr. Ltd.. Toronto
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CEMENT HANDLING MACHINERY
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Jdontreal, Canada.
Can. Link-ilelt Co., Toronto, Ont,

cKMliNT MACHlNEKl
Canadiaa Fairbauks-Uorse Co., Ltd. Momrea^

Canadian A Ilia-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Wateroua Engine Works \^o.. Branilord, OnU

CEMENT, INSULATING, REFRACTORY
Green's EconoinLser. Ltd., Toronto.

CHAINS, AGRICULTURAL
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, AUTOMOBILE ENGINE
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, BICYCLE
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, BLOCK
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
CHAIN DRIVES

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Coventry Chain Co., Cotentij, England.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., MontreaJ, Canada.
Morse Chain Co., Ithaca. N. i

CHAINS, FOR ELEVATORS AND CONVEY-
ORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, OnL
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
CHAIN, MALLEABLE, DETACHABLE AND
RIVETED
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

CHAINS, POWER TRANSMISSION
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS. SILENT
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y

CHAINS, SPROCKET WHEEL
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
CHAIN WHEELS
The Mason BeeiilatoT & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co.. N i^coiord, Mu.
CHIMNEYS, RADIAL BRICK
Or<ir.Ti's Economi'ser '.M Toronto, Ont.
Ledtdh Co., A. S., Tomaibo.
CHIMNEYS, STEEL
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que,

CIRCULATING SYSTEMS (LUBRICATING
OIL)
8. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
CLAMPS, PIPE-JOINT
Yamall-Waring Co., PhUadelphia, Pa.

CHUTES, COAL
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherlirooke, Que.

CLAMPS, MACHINISTS
J. H. WlUiams & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
CLEANERS, BOILER TUBE
Bafbcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montieal-
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. .Tohns-Manville Co., Toronto,
Cole Ltd., Geo. W., Tororyto.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Frank Gilman, Birmingham, Eng.
Oarlock Packing Co., HamiHtoa, Ont.
Qoldie & McOullooh Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, 'Ltd., Toronto.
Pilley Packing & Flue Brush Mfg. Co.. St
Louis, Mo.

Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

CLOCKS
American Steam Gauge 4 ValT« Mfg. Co. Bo-
ton. Mass.

CLOSETS
Bmpire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samla, Ont.

CLUTCHES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Galt-
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford. ')nt

COAL
Dom. Coal Co.. MontreaJ

COAL AND ASH CON"EYOR8
Ba'bcook & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Jeffrey Maniifacturing Co., M' ntreal.

WaterouB Engine W —ka Co. . BrantfoM, Ont.
COAL HANDLING MACHINERY

Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.
Green's Economiser. Lt/I., Toronto, Ont,
Jeffrey Manufaeturine Co.. Montreal.
MacGorem & Co., Inc., MontreaJ, Que.
Fortable Machinery Oo., Inc., Passaic, N.J.
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Wateroiis Enirine Works Co., Brantford, Ont.

COAL HOLE COVERS
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.

COILS
Frick Co.. Wamestooro. Prankllii 0».. Pa.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
York Man\rfactnrini Co.. York. Pa.

COLD STORAGE INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co.. Montreal. Que
Bereridffe Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal. 0\ie.

COLD STORAGE DOORS AND WINDOWS
.TflTTilcATi CaVI StnrnfTp T>nnr . Hagerstown, Md

COMBUSTION, SCHOOL OP
Hays ."^olirfol of CwnlbiLsition', Ohiica^lo.

COMPRESSORS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek, Mich.
Can. Allis-Ohambers, i,td., Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal
Dnrllnff Bros., Ltd.. MontreaJ, Que.
Inglls Co., The John. Teronto. Ont
Lanne & Lamb. M/^ntreal
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
iN'ooTVfllk Jr(m Wdrlcs, South Norwnlk, Oonti.
Boyles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester. England.
Smart-Turner Machine Co Ltfl.. Hamilton.
Tnvlor Instniment Co., Ro^'best^r . N.Y.
Wil'liinins Mnoliiin'iT Ho. .\, R.. Tornnito.

COMPRESSORS, GAS
iNonvtfiJ'k Iron Wmks, South NonvaJk, Conn.'

CONDENSERS
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.

Can. Allis-Chambers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
l«<iriing Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Qoldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.
Laurie dc Lamb, Montreal.
MacQoTeTi & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Br«jittoid.

CONDENSERS, AMMONIA A«D STEAM
Fnck Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Fa.
lorn Mauufactuj-mg Co., York, Pa.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.
CONDUITS
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Out.
CONDENSATION RECEIVER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., MontreaJ.
Cole, Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto.
CONDENSER AND SMOKESTACK PAINTS
Heveridge I'aper Co., Montreal. Que.

CONNECTIONS. FLANGED
Jefferson Union Co., lexington, Masa.
Dart Union Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

CONNECTING RODS
J. H. Wflliama & Co., Brooklyn, N,Y.
CONTRACTORS' STRUCTURAL STEEL
Canadian Faii4>anks-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
MacKinnon Steel Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Baboock & Wilcox, Ltd. MontreaJ.
Canadian Fairbanka^Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., MontreaJ.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

COOLER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co.. Eagetstovn, Md.

COPPER TUBE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

CORK INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-ManriJIe Co., Toronto. Ont.

COTTON HOSE
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Odt.
COUNTERS
American Steam Gauge A Valre Mfg. Co., Bos-

ton, Ma.ss.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.Y.
COUPLINGS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
B«veridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., MontreaJ.
MoArity & Sons, r., St. John, N.B.
COUPLING, FRICTION
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont

COUPLINGS, BOILER, FLANGED PIPE.
JOINT PIPE, UNION, STEAM PIPE
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, Mass.
Dart Union Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont,
COUPLINGS, SHAFT
Qoldle & McCnllodi Co., Gilt

CRANES, ALL KINDS
Canadian AJlis-Chalmere, Ltd., Toronto.
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
atai«rt-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.
CRANES, ELECTRIC
Babcock & WUoox, Ltd., Montreal,
can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Hmart-Turner Maidiine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES, GANTRY
Can Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont
MacKinnon Sb.?el Co., She-brooke, Que.
CRANES, HAND POWER
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng.. Co., Ltd., Lind.say. Ont.
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Pa.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES, LOCOMOTIVE
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.

CRANES, OVERHEAD TRAVELLING
Babcock Sc Wilcox, Ltd., .Montreal.
Boving Hydraulic * BIng., Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont.
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

CRANES, POST JIB
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.

CRANES, PORTABLE
Can. Link-Relt C-o. . Toronto, Ont

CRANES, SWING JIB
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.

CRANES, WALL
Babcock * Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
CRANK AND CROSSHEAD PIN OILERS
Tjnnkonbo'Tn»r fo

. Cincinnati. O.
CRANK SHAFTS

J. H. Williams & Ca, Brooklyn, N.Y.
CRIMPS. I FIATHER
Oraton * Knieht Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
CRUSHING MACHINERY
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto.
Jeffrey Mfd. Co.. Montreal, Canada.
Canadian Fairt>ank»^Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal
CURB PUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto. Ont.
CYLINDER OIL
E. H. Kellocv * Co.. New York.
DAMPER REGULATORS
Defender Automatic Reimlator Co., St. Lonia. Mo.
The Ma.son Regulator * Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock A Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Bros.. I/d., Montreal. Que.
P'Este f^o.. Julian. Boston. Mass.
Mason Re(rnlatoT Co.. Boston, Mass.
.7ai. .Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

DISCS. FIBRE
Beveridce Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal. One.
.Jobn-'-Pratt Co.. The. Hartford, Conn

DISCS. LEATHER
Grnl-on * Knight Mfy. Co.. Montreal.

DISTILLING APPARATUS
The Mason Regulator * Eng. Co.. Ltd . Montreal
Frick Co.. Waynesboro, Franklin C!o. Pa.

York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.
DOORS, COLD STORAGE AND FREEZER
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.
DOUBLE PIPE CONDENSERS
t'rick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.
DRAFT APPARATUS SYSTEMS,
MECHANICAL
The Mason Regulato" & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal
Green's £konomiser, Ltd., Toronto.

DRAFT RECORDERS
.la« w. Hay3 Corp.. .Michigan City, Ind.
Defender Automatic Reeulator Co., St Louis, Ho.
DRAFT GAUGES
.Santord Kiley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, M»

DRIVES, CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., MontreaJ, Canada.
Morse Chain Co., Ithica. N.Y.

DROP-FORGINGS
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn. N.Y.
DRYING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

DRY CLEANING SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out
DYNAMOS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., MontreaJ. Que.

EFFICIENCY ENGINEERING
MacKinnou Steed Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

ECONOMIZERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

ejectors"
Limkenheijner C!o., Cincinnati, O.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, OnL
Smart-Turner Macliine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

ejectors and syphons
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
PenberOiy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES AND
MACHINERY
Can. H. W. Johns-ManriJle Co., Toronto, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-Moiss Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Ek»nomy Fuse & Mfg. Co., MontreaJ, Que,
Mac(}ovem & Co., Inc., MontreaJ, Que.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., New York.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-ManviJIe Co., Toronto, Ont
ELEVATORS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Mackinnon SteeJ Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.

ELEVATING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairt»nk8.(Mor3e Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., MontreaJ. Que.
GoJdie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brtmtford.
ELEVATORS AND BUCKETS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. (Canada,
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
'MacKinnon Steel Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

ENAMELWARE
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
H. Mueller .Mfg. Co.. Saraia, Ont

ENAMELWARE FITTINGS. IRON PIPE
Empire .Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London.

ENDS. ROD AND YOKE
J. H. wniiams & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
ENGINEERS' SUPPLIES
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Oat
Cole. Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros., Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Kerr Engine Co.. WaJkerville. Ont
Lunkenbeimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
Penberthy Injed or Co.. Windsor, Ont
Tas. .Morri.'on Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

ENGINES. AUTOMATIC AND DROP
VALVE
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantf»rd.
ENGINES, CORLISS AND ROCKING VALVB
Frick Co.. Wavnesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Goldie & McCnlloch C!o., Oalt.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd..

8t. Catharines. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.
ENGINES, DIESEL
Can. .Mlia-Phalmars. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
ENGINES, GAS AND GASOLINE
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Undsay. Ont
Laurie & Lamib. Montreal.
MacGovem *' Co.. Inc., MontreaJ, Que.

ENGINES. GASOLINE STATIONARY
Staling Engine Co., Buffalo. N.Y.

ENGINES: GASOLINE FOR PUMP AND
EMERGENCY GENERATOR. DRIVES
Sterling Engine Co.. Buffalo, N.Y.
ENGINES. STEAM
The .Ma.'son Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montnal.
Can. .Vllis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Ingli.'s Co.. The John. Toronto, Ont
T.aurie Jt Lamb. Montreal.
MacCJovem * Co.. Inc. .Montreal, Qn«.
Montreal Oneral Tool Co.. Montreal, Qaa.
Sturtovant Co.. Ltd., B. F.. G.ilt. Ont
Williams Machinery Ca. A. R.. Toronto.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Braatfonl.
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A Complete
J

Practical Correspondence Course of Study in

Stationary Engineering

Let Us Show Youj

How To Get This

License FREE

ONTARIO DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

"mmm ^mm
THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT

SPECIMEN

m /...../ ... /.

HOTICt -• —

'

We Trained Last Year 1 000 Men for U.S. Government
Up-to-Date Stationary Engineers are in Demand

This modern course of study covers every

branch of power-plant work, including Steam

Engineering, Practical Mathematics and Elec-

tric Wiring—all the principles of practical

electricity. The Course has been prepared by

a staff of experts working under the personal

supervision of Joseph G. Branch, B.S., M.E.,

author of many standard books and for many
years Chief Engineer of the City of St. Louis

and a member of the Examining Board of

Engineers for that city. Although complete in

every detail, the Course is written so simply

and clearly that anyone can understand it.

No useless theory—but all the straight facts

you need to pass the Engineer's Examinations

and hold down a good job. You can substi-

tute Mechanical Refrigeration for Electrical

Wiring at the same price for the course.

All Text Books Furnished FREE
Five text books, handsomely bound, printed in large, clear type

on fine quality paper, are furnished absolutely FREE with this

course. They are sent to you at once. You do not have to wait
several weeks or months, you get all the books immediately. Besides
the books you get all necessary stationery and envelopes for answer-
ing questions and making recitations. There are no extras of any
kind.

We Assist Our Students in Getting Good Positions

THE COURSE YOU WANT IS HERE
Complete, Practical Correspondence Courses in

Electrical Engineering Power Plant Engineering
Mechanical Engineering Power Plant Accounting
Stationary Engineering Marine Engineering

Send for complete catalog, letters from students and list of positions secured

Drafting Practical Mathematics
Drawing and Designing Jngenieria Electrica (Spanish Course)

Practical Chemistry Mechanical Refrigeration

Special Offer—Mail Coupon Quick
The price of the course is extremely low and
just now we are making a special limited offer
to those who reply to this advertisement. This
remarkable offer reduces the cost of the com-
plete course to a very low figure. You will be
astonished to find how little this tremendously
valuable training will cost you. Mail coupon
at once for full particulars and special terms.

FREE COUPON
I

Joseph G. Branch School of Engineering,

Dept. P, 542 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

Without obligration please send me information how to get
a Stationary E'ngineers' License and full information about your
Course and Special Terms.

Name

Street and No.

City

Present Position
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ENGINES, HOISTING, LOGGING, CABLE-
» AH
Can. Al'is-Chaliners, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

ENGINES, MARINE
Canadian Faiibanks^ilorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Canadian AHis-Chalmera, Ltd., Toronto.
Goldie & ilcCiillooh Co., Gait
Montreal (General Tool Co., Montreal, Que.
ENGINES, SAW MILL
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,
St. Catharines, Ont.

Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Waterous Engine Worlts Co., Brantfoid.

ENGINES, SINGLE COMPOUND AND
TRIPLE EXPANSION
Engineering and Alaohine Works of Canada, Ltd.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, VERTICAL
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
ENGINEERING BOOKS
MaeLeao Publishing Co., Toronto.
EXHAUSTERS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
EXHAUST HEADS
Dailiug Bios., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, iN.Y.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
The Garth Co.. Montreal, Canada.
Franklin Williams Co., New York.
Wat.'son & .McDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.

EXPANSION JOINTS
Alhcrepr Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Aniericaji Distiiot Steim Nortli Timawiin In
N.Y.

Diieut Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Mc.\Titj-. T.. & Sons. Ltd., St .lohn. N.B.
J»x. Momson Brass .Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Willieuns LMacliiiKiv Co., A. R., Toronti,.

EYE BOLTS
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
FANS. VENTILATING
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., .Montreal.
Coppus Engr. & Equip. Co., Worcester. Mass

Kcnnomi.'ser. Ltd., Toronto.
.Stui'tovaiit Cto.. Ltd., B. F., (iait, Out.
PEED WATER HEATERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis^Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros., Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Goldie & McCullooh Co.. Qalt
Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc.. Hartford. Conn.
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
MacGoTem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

FEED WATER PURIFIERS
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons, Pittsburgh. Pa.
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

FEED WATER REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Gauge & Valre Mfg. Co.,
Boston. Mass.

Chaplin. Fulton Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Green's Economizer. Ltd., Toronto.
Laurie * Lamb. Montreal.
E. J. Philip & Sons. Toronto.

FIBRE. VULCANIZED
BeTeridee Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.

FILTERS
S. P. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
Laurie T.amh. Montreal.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsbuig, Pa.
FILTERS, WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Prick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
Maokinnon Stppl Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
E. J. Philip & Sons. Toronto.
Scaife & Sons. Wm. B. . Pittsburgh , Pa.
York Mfg. Co.. York. Pn

FILLING STATION EQUIPMENT
The Mflson Retnilator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
8. P. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
FIT.TFRING AND CIRCULA'nNG
SYSTEMS
8. P. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Cn.. Pittsburg. Pa.
FIREBRICK—.TOTNTT.ESS
Shell Bar Boieo Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Rpreriflffp Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.

FIRE BRICK
Jolntle<«s Fire Brick Co.. Chicago. 111.

FTRE PRICK. PLASTIC
Gates Refmrtories. Limited, Montreal.

FIRE BRICK MORTAR
JolntleRs Fire Brick Co.. Chicago, ni.

FIRE BRICK CEMENT
.Tolntlem Fire Brick Co.. Chicago. 111.

FIREPROOF COLD STORAE DOORS
AND WINDOWS
.lnTni<ion Cold FJ'oraee Dnnr Co.. Hagpr«tr»wn, .Md

FITTINGS. AIR. AUTOMORTI.E. G*<3
HYDRAULIC. PIPE. PIPE FLANCFD.
SCREWED PIPE. STEAM
Jpffersnn Union Co.. Lerington, Ma««.
Dart TTnlon Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Vf Vf.iPllpr Mfe. Co.. Samia. Ont

FITTINGS. MARINE
BmplTe Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Jaa. MorrUwm Brtuw T ffg. Co.. Toronto.

FLANGED STEAM FITTINGS
Direct Senarator Co.. Syracuse. NY
Kerr Engine Co., Wfllkerville. Ort
MoAvItT T.. * Sons, Ltd.. St .lohn. N.B
FLANGES
Dnrf TTnInn Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
.Tp^etKon Hnlon Co.. IyPTln»tor M«.«.
~erT Engine Co.. Walkerrllle Ont

FLOW METERS
Republic Flmv Metei-s Co., Toronto.
LuiiKt^uiieuiier Uu. , CmcuiiiaU, U.
MoATity, T., & Sons, Ltd.. St John. N.B.
FLOORING COMPOSITION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co.. Montreal Que.
Can. H. W. J ohns-Manville Co., Toronto. Onu

FLUE GAS COLLECTORS
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

FLUE CLEANERS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Babcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Pilley Packing and Flue Brush Mfg. C«., Si.

Louis, Mo.
FLUE GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Gree»»"s Economiser. Lul., 'luruuui, Unu

The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mtg. Co., Brooklyn, N.S
Uehling Instrument Co., New York.
Penberthy Injecto'- Co.. \\'mdsor. Ont

FLUES, GAS AND SMOKE
Green's EconomL'^er. Ltd.. Toronto.

FLUMES, STEEL
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm. B. Rcaifp & Son.=; Co.. Pitt-'sbuig. Pa.
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, BelleTille.

FREEZER DOORS
Tamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hageretown. Md

FRICTION LEATHERS
Graton * Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

FUEL AND OIL PUMPS AND
MEASURING SYSTEMS
Imperial Oil. Ltd.. Toronto.
FUEL OIL SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
FURNACE LINING
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FTTRNArES. BOII ER
Eniest D^'iiietz. Jm.. Boston.
Gates Refractories, Limited, Montreal.
Gre^n'.s Kx:onr»mispr. T.t-i Toronto.

FURNACE DOOR ARCH
Jointlesa Pire Brick Co.. Chicago. 111.

FURNACES. SMOKELESS
Babcock & Wilcox. Montreal.
.Ijnes Underfeed Stoker Co . Toronto.
MurnhT Iron Works. Detroit. Mich
Sanford Rilev Stoker Co.. Worcester. Mass.

FURNACE GRATE BARS
The Ma-ion Regulator tk Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co.. (Montreal. Qne.

FUSES
Can. H. W. JohnsAIanrllle Co.. Toronto On<
Economy Fuse & Mfg. Co. of Can«d«. MnntrMi
John^Pmtt Co . The. Hartford. Conn

GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS. PTC
Defender Automatic Regulator Co.. St. Louts, Mo
Creen's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont
Schaeffer ft Budenberg Mfg. Co.. Bronk<>Ti. N.T
TTehling Tn«tniTnen+ Co.. York. V T
B. 3. Philip ft Sons. Toronto, Ont

GASKETS. RUBBER. ASBESTOS
Shell Bar Boico SupT)ly. Ltd.. Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrllle Co.. Toronto Out.
DurabN Mfg. Co.. New York. N.Y.
Prick Co.. Warnesboro. PranHin Co.. P«
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton. Ont
.Tohns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford Conn.
qarco Cn.. Inc.. New York. N.Y

GASKETS. LEAD. COPPER AND T.F«Tn»'p
Oraton ft Kniffht Mfe Co., Montreal. r>-»
Shell Bar Poico SiippW Co.. Toronto, rw-t
Sarco Co Tnc V»w York. N.Y.

GAS ANALZERS CO-2
The Jos. W. Hava Corp., Michigan dtr, Ind
GAS PRODUCER PLANTS
Can. Allla-ChalmpT«. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fatrhanka-Morae Co., Ltd.. Montr.,

i

Laurie A- Lamb. Afontreal.

GASOLINE METERS
8. P. Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto Onf
GASOLINE PTTMPS. SELF MEASURING
8. P. Bowser Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
GASOLINE TANKS
a. p. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto.
Tmporial on Ltd. Toronto
M\icKinTiir>n Sfyy^l Co.. Sh<Vbrnoke, Que.

GATES. HEAD AND WASTE
J. C. WUson Mfg. Co., BelleTille, Ont.
GAUGE COCKS
Tbr Ma.aon Regirlafor * Eng. Co.. Ltd. Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Ixvuis. Mo.
Canadian Fairbanks-MoTse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Limkenhelmer Co.. Cincinnati. 0.
MoArltT. T.. f.- Sona. Ltd.. St. .Tohn V 1.

.Ta«. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto
Penberthy Tnlector Co., Windsor. Ont
W J Wall Montreal.

GAUGES. AMMONIA. OIL. GAS. *

The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co.. Ltd., Mon-treel.
American Steam Gauge ft Valre Mfg. Co Boa
ton Mnaa.

Jas. Morrison Bra-ss Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Schaeffer ft PiidpT.b»nr Mfg. Co., Brook'™ V V

GAUGE. RECORDING
Defender Automatic Regulator Co.. St. lyoiiia. Mo.
TOmpIre Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Jas. Morrison Pra.aa Mfg. Co., Toronto.

GAUGES. PRESSURE. VACUUM. DRAFT
1>.TT> ncrORDING. AND MICROMET»="W
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montresl.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co.. St. Louis, Mo
Babcock ft WflcoT, Montreal.
rjrt^n's F.ronoml.aer. Ltd.. ^Vvronto.

The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City. Tnd.

I.iinkenhelmer Co.. Cincinnati O.

"^cbspfTpr ft Btidpnberg Mfff. Co.. TI-~>H>-n r T
Taylor Inatniment Co.. Rochester N T
Uehling rnstrument Co.. New Yot* N T

GAUGES, WATER
BaticocK & VV ilcox, Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
JcIitUlio B'uo.. l^Ui., AluliUcai.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincmnati, O.
iMcATity, T., & Sons, Ltd.. St John, S.iS.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
I'enbertnj injecior Co., Wmdsor, Ont
Schaefter ft ijiidcnberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.I.

GEARS, COMPENSATING
GEARS, FIBRE CUT

Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
GEARS, CUT, WORM, MORTISE

Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Liadaaj, Oat.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, BeUeyille.

GENliKAloRS, STEAM 'lUKBU
Can. General Hectric Co., Toronto, Ont
Laurie ft Lamb. Montreal.

GENERATORS AND CONVERTOR8
Canadian FairtMnks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
MacOovprn ft Co.. Inc.. Sfontreal. Que.
.Stiiittvaiit r,,., Lt.I.. B. F.. Ca'it. On-;.

GLOVtb, WORKING
R. Q. Long ft Co., Toronto, Ont

GOVERNORS, ENGINE
Escher Wyss ft Co., Montreal. Qua.
MoAvity. T.. ft Son*. Ltd.. St. .lohn. N.B.
Pickering Governor Co.. P.-rtlajil, C^mu.
v\^T,.n>u8 Engine Worts Co.. li'antfoni,
Williams M.neliineiT Co.. .\. R. . Toronto.

GOVERNORS, WATER WHEEL
Wilson Mfg. Co.. J. C, BeUeriUe.
GRATES. DUMPING, ROCKING.
STATIONARY

Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
Babcock ft Wilcox, Montreal.
Carling Turbine Blower Co., Worcester, Mass.
Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co.. Toronto. Ont
Goldie ft McCulloch Co., Gait
Leunanl .Sons.. E. , Londim. Ont.
Mason Regulator ft Engineering Co., Montraal.
SheU-Bar. Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto, Onl.
Victoria Foundry Co, Ltd.. Ottawtu
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfcrd.

GRAVITY CARRIERS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

GREASE CUPS
Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerrllle.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
MoArity, T.. ft Sons. Ltd.. 3t John. N.B.
Jas. Morrtaon Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy InJ.-ctor Co.. Windsor. Ont

GREASE AND OIL EXTRACTOR?
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal
American Steam Gauge ft Valre Mfg. Co.. Boa
ton, Mass.

Laurie ft Lamb. Montreal.
GREASES
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Canadian Palrbanks-Mone Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

GAUGES. DRAFT
Jaa W. Hays Corp.. Michigan City. In<L

GAUGE COCKS, STANDARD AND EXTRA
HEAVY
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Iniector Co., Wlnd.aor, Ont,

HAND LEATHERS OR PADS
Omton A Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal

HAND PITMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
8. P. Bowser Comi>anT. Limited. Toronto. Ont

HANDLES. CRANK. MACHINE
J. H. Williams ft Co.. Brooklyn, H.T.
HANGERS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto. Ont
Oanadian Palrbanka-Motse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal
Ooldle ft MoCulloeh Co., Gait
Wateroti" Knrlne Worira ^o. Prantford.
Wflstm Mfg. Oo., J. C, BelleTiUe.

HFATERS
Hie Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Alberger Heater Co.. Bnffals. N.T.
Rabeock ft Wfleoi. Ltd., Montreal.
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bma.. Montreal.
Ooldle ft MoOiIloeh Co.. Oalt
T,anr1e ft T,ainb. Montreal
Royles. Ltd.. Triam. Mandiester. England.
MoATlty ft Rons, T.. St Jshn. N.B.
Watemna Engine Works Co. . Brantford

HEATERS. EXHAUST STEAM
The Ma.aon Regulator ft Eng. On.. Ltd.. Montrml
Can. Allfa-Chatmpr-s T.td.. Toronto. Ont.

HEATERS. METERING
Can. .Allla-Cbalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
YamallJWarinc Co.. PhfladelpWa. Pa.

HEATING EQUIPMENT
Bmptre Mfe. Co.. Ltd.. London, Ont,

HOISTS. ELECTRIC
Can Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

HOIST HOOKS
J. H. wniiama ft Oo, Brooklyn. N.T.
HOISTING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY

Balbeoek ft WIIoot. Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Li"k-Bclt Co . Toronto. Ont.
.TefTrcT \ffg. Co., Polnmbna. Ohio.
MacOoTpm ft Co.. Inc. Montreal. Qne.
Waferoita ICneine WorVa Co.. Prantfor<1

HOSE. STEAM. SUCTION AND WATEW
Can. Fair-banka-Morae Oo , Ltd . Montreal. Que.
rbinlop Tire RuhVr Co.. TonomSx
Oarloek Paoklnr Co. HamWon. Ont
Guftn Pcn-ha ,^ UmMx-t Liniihil. TiTPont.v

Umpire Mfe. Co . Ltd. Txmdon. Ont.

HOT WATFR GENERATORS
The Mason Rfgulator ft Ene. Co . Ltd Montreal
T'-.tt .«. <^idy Co.. Inc., Hartford. Corn.

HYDRANTS
Kerr Kneine Oo . Walkenrille Ont
H'YDRAULIC ACCITMTM.ATORS
•msrl-Tiimer Macb'n* Co T.td.. Hamilton

HYDRAULIC MACHINERY
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Let the C.A.S.E. Smooth Out

Your Load Curve

WOPRY AND
1 ISFI F.S.S WODK

LACK OF

ADVANCEMENT

Remove The Peaks of Worry And Unproductive Labor And
Build Up The Valleys By Working For

Your Advancement

A man who is thoroughly grounded in the practice of his profession, who is free from

personal worry and trouble, overcomes the many difficulties besetting the path of

the operating engineer with little labor and in a manner ensuring his advancement.

The successful man owes his success to a wise appreciation of the advantages and
mutual help offered by association with those in the same field of endeavor. To
join an association having for its objectives the welfare of the engineer in things
mental and material, his advancement in knowledge and skill, his protection by pro-
vision for sickness and distress is to take advantage of an opportunity indispensable
to all who hope to better themselves.

If you are interested in such an organization and live where less than
fifteen engineers are located, send for a copy of our constitution and
application blanks for admission to nearest branch lodge. If there are
more than fifteen engineers in your community, get together and send for
particulars regarding formation of a branch lodge.

J. H. HALE, General Secretary,

Canadian Association of Stationary

230 Caroline Street Engineers Hamilton, Ont.
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BoTlns Hjdraulie & Bog. Oo., LM., Lindsay, Ont.
Kr^ck Co., Wajme^wro, Franklin Co., Pa.
MacGovem & Co.^ Inc., Montreal, Que.'

HYDRAULIC VALVES
Yamall-VVaring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

HYDRAULIC PRESSES
BoTinc HTdraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Kiiek Co., WaTnesboro, Praoklln Co.
Undp Panftflian Hefrijceration Co.. Montreal.

HYDRAULIC POWER EQUIPMENT
Hamil'toii Co., Uan.

,
I't-ti'rbo'm, Out.

ICE MAKINU MACHINERY
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
lYicls Co., Waynestroro, Franklin Co.
Ldnde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Montreal.
Nonvalk Irooi Works, South NonvaJk, Coom.
Tork Mfg. Co., York. Pa.

INGOTS
Elmpire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

INDICATORS, ELECTRIC—ALL TYPES
Sctaaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.X
Uehling Instrument Co., New York, N.Y.

INDICATORS, STEAM AND GAS
ENGINE
American Steam Oauge & Valve Mfg. Co., Bos-
ton, Mass.

Canadian Fairbanks-<Morse Co., 'Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Gieen's Economizer, Ltd.. Toronto.
Uehling Instrument Co.. New York, N.Y.

INDICATORS—AMMONIA, HYDRAULIC
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Ont

INDICATORS, SPEED
L. S. Starrett Co., Athol, M*m.

INJECTORS
Babeook & WUeoz, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmena, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont,
Wflliams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.
INJECTORS, AUTOMATIC AND AUTO-
POSITIVE

Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.
INSTRUMENTS. RECORDING
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Loui5, Mo.
Green's Economtser. Ltd., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Companies, Rochester, M.T.
YamallAVaring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

INSULATING BRICK
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Qua
BsTsridce Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co,, Toronto, Ont

INSULATING COMPOUNDS
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

INSULATORS
BeTsridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

IRON FILLER
Can. H W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont

KETTLES, STEAM AND GAS
Roylc3. Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
KEROSENE PUMPS (SELF MEASURING!
8. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
KEROSENE TANKS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto, Ont
r;reen'.« Economl.ser, Ltd.. Toronto.

KNITTED GOODS, WORKING
R. Q. Long & Co., Toronto, Ont
LACE LEATHERS
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Can H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, 0»t
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal. Que.

LAMPS, ARC
Canadian Fairbanks.'MoTse Co., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, OnL
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto. Ont

LAMPS. INCANDESCENT
Canadian Fairhanks-'Morse Co.. Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont

LAMPS, TUNGSTEN AND NITRO
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
LEATHER STRAPPING
Graton & Knieht Mfg. Co., Montreal.

LINK BELTING
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont
JefTrer Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.

LININGS, FIRE BRICK, STEEL STACK
Gwn'q Kcnnorniser, Ltd., Toronto.

LUBRICATORS
Bmnire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
M'i'Cbiigraii Ln^mca'tor Co.. Detiioiit, Mich.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
LUBRICATING OIL FILTERING AND
CIRCULATING SYSTEMS
3. F. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto. Ont
LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
LUBRICATORS CYLINDER
CUTTING COMPOUNDS

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. 0.
Penberthr Tnlector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

LrUBRICATING OIL STORAGE TANKS
AND PUMPS
8. F. Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto, Ont.
LUBRICATORS, FORCE ?EED
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerrille, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
P*nt>erthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

LUBRICATORS. PLAIN
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont.
WllUama iMachlneiy Oo., A. R., Toronto.

T UBRICATORS. SIGHT FEED AND PLAIN
TNGINE
Penberthy Inlector Co., Windsor, Ont,

MARINE CASTINGS
Bmpilre 'Mfg. Oo., Ltd,, Ijondon, Ont.

MACHINERY INSULATION
Amutrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal. Qiif

Bcreridge T'aper Co.. Ttd.. MnntresI Que
MACHINERY. MINING (COMPRESSORS)
Nor\\aik irou Woiks, South Norwalk, Comi.

MACHINERY, TRANSMISSION (POWER)
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
MECHANICAL STOKERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
Murphy Iron Works, Dertoit, Mich.
Sanford Kiley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.

METERS. AIR
E. J. Philip & Sons. Toronto, Ont

METERS. ELECTRIC
Can. H W .Inhns-.Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont

METERS, FLOW
Repui>lic f 1(,'W .Mt'ttis Co., Toranito.

METERS, GAS.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont

McTERS, STEAM
Americau Distriot Stiam Co., North Tonaiwamda,
N.y.

The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
(xreen's Ji^onomi:ier. Ltd.. Toronto.
E. J. Philip & Sons. Toronto, Ont
Williaim .Madiiiinrv Co., A. U., Toixjimto.

METERS. WATER
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Green's Economizer, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
McAvitv & Sons, T., St. John, N.B.
B. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont
Yamall-Wanng Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

MIXING VALVES
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H., Samia. Ont

MILL AND MINING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairhanks-'Morse Co., Montreal.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.
at (Catharines. Ont

Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Torooto.
Ooldie 4 MoOilloch Co., Gait
Waterous Eneine Works Co., BrantfonL

METER TESTERS
Uneller Mfg. Co., H.. Samia, Ont

METERS (OIL, KEROSENE, GASOLINE.
ETC.l
8. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
MOTORS
Canadian Fairbanks'Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. General Hectric Co., Toronto. Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto.
MacGorem * Co.. Inc.. Montreal. Qtie.
'Stiurtei-ant Ct>.. Ltd., B. F., Gait. Ont.
OFFICK RAILINGS

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
OIL STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTING
SYSTEMS
8. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
OIL CUPS
Lnnkenhelmer Co.. Cinelnnsti. O.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthr In lector Co.. Windsor, Ont

on, AND GREASE CUPS
Penberthy In}«et»r Oo., Windsor, Ont

OIL MI^TF.RS
8. P. Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto, Ont

OILER. COMPOUND FEEDERS
r.unk»nhelmer Co.. Cincinnati. O.

OILERS. GAUGE
Lnnkpnhelm<^ Co., <3nelnnatl. O.

OIL PUMPS
S. P. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto. Ont

OILERS. MULTIPLE
t5an. netrolt Lubrioitor Co.. Walkerrille. Ont.

T,nnk»nbetineT Co.. Cincinnati. O.

OTT, PTT,TERS AND CTRCULATTNG
SYSTEMS
8. F. Bowser Oompany. Limited, Toronto. Ont
DarttiTC Bros., Montreal.
.Taa. Mnri+vin Brsss Mfg. C!o. . Toronto

OIL TANKS
S. F. Bowoer Company. Limited, Toronto. Ont.

on, SEPARATORS
The Mason Regulator A Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock * wneox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Ants-Ohahners, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Cmadlsn Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Orte, Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
rtsTlIne Bmx. . Montreal.
Dfreet Set»trat«r Co.. Byraeniie. N.T.
Leilcb Co.. ArfhtiT S.. Toronto. Ont.
Jas. Morrfson Brsss Mf«. Co.. Toronto.
Smsrt Turner Mnrblne Co.. Ltd.. Hamlltoo

OTIS. qUKNtJHING
TrnncTtiil on. T.td.. Toronto.

OTLrNO STSTKMS
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto. Ont
Lnnkenheimer To., Cincinnati. 0.

6TL8, CYT.mDER
Imperial on. Ltd . Toronto.

OILS, LUKRTCATTNG
KfTI(vr t- rn

. E. H., New Tork, N.T.
OILS, ENGTOT?
Trnperlal On. T,td.. Toronto.
ORSAT APPARATUS
Drfender AntomaHc Regulator Co.. St LonU. Mo

OVERALLS
B. Q. Long & Co.. Toronto, Ont

PACKING. ASBESTOS
Garlock Packing Oo.. Hamilton Ont
.Tobns-Pmtt Co., Tbe Hart/onfi, Conn.

PACKING. ALL KINDS
Gnrlock Packing Co.. JIamilton, Ont
Williams Maohlnerr Co., A. R., Toronto.
PACKING ENGINE
Shell Bar Boioo Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
Garlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
.Tobns-Pratt Co.. The. Hartford Conn.
Rhell-Bsr. Bnim Supply, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
PACKING FIBRE

Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Qu*.
Jobns-Pmtt Co.. T^e. Hart/ord. Conn.

PACKING. HYDRATTLIC
Shell Bar Boico Suprily. Ltd.. Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Oo., Toronto. Ont

Dnrsbla Mann/actnring Co., New Tork.
Sranoek Pacnng C^o., Hamiltou, Onu
Shell-Bar, lioico Snpply, Lid., Toronto, Ont

PACKING. METALLIC
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Torooto, Ont
Shell Bar Boico Sui>ply, Ltd., Toronto.
Garlock Packing Oo., Hamiltoii, Ont
Greene, Tweed & Co., New York.
Holmes Metallic Packing Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor, Ont

PACKING. ROD
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., T»r«nu>, On'.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor, Ont
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

PACKING. SHEET
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Torcate, Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Durabla Manufacturing Co., New York.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hart/ord, Conn.

PACKING, AMMONIA. STEAM AND
WATER

Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Tonato, Oat
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Greene, Tweed & Co., New York.
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford, Conn.
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor, Oat

PACKING. LEATHER
Garlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

PACKING PISTON
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Onrt.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.

PACKING, RUBBER
I>unlop Tire & Rubber Co.. Toroata
Gutta Perdia & Rubber Co., Limited, Toronto.
PACKING. VALVE STEM
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Shell Bar Boioo Supply, Ltd., Toconta.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hart/ord, Conn.

PAINT OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont

PAINTS
Shell Bar Boioo Supply, Ltd., Tonato,

PAPER, INSULATING, ETC.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

PENSTOCKS
Boring Hydraulic 3c Eng. Co.. Ltd.. LlBdaay, Ont
MacK nni^.ii Strf Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
PILLOW BLOCKS
Goldie A McCullooh Co., Oalt
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantfei^

PIPE COILS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Pa.
York Mfg. Co., Tork, Pa.

PIPE COVERINGS, STEAM. BRINE.
AMMONIA AND ICE WATER
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Qua.

PIPE STEEL
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Onu

PIPE VISES AND CUTTERS
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

PIPE. GAS
Can. A11is-(7halmer8, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

PIPES. WATER
Boring Hydraulic Sc Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C., Bellerille.
PIPING AND FITTINGS

Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Ca, Pa.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MoAvity * Sons. T.. St. John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Tork Mfg. Co., Tork, Pa.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.

PIPING, STEAM
Bslbcock * Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
OoMie A McCullooh Co., QaK.

PLATE WORK
Ooldie A MoChillodi Co., Oalt,
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Lt4.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Shertjrooke, Qua.
St Catharinea, Ont

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.
PLUG COCKS
Hoa)est«ad Valre Mfg. Ca. Pittsburgh. Pa.

PLUMBING SUPPLIES
ICmpire Mfg. Ck>.. Ltd.. London, Ont,
Mueller M/g. Co., H.. Samia. Ont
Jas. .Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. TorontOb
POWER HOUSE CONVEYORS
Can T/ink Belt Co . Toronto. Ont

POWER PUMPS (OIL, GASOLINE)
8. F. Bswser Company, LImltad, Toronto. Ont
POWER PUMPS
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mteh
Boring Hydraulic A Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morte Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie A MoCulloch Co., Oalt
Pratt A (N«dy Co.. Inc.. Hartford. Conn.
Smart-Tumer Machine Co.. Ltd.. Harallton.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.
Garlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
I.*nrie A Lamb Montreal

POWER. TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Bond Kncinorring Works. Toronto. Ont
Borina Hydraulic A PMg. Co.. Ltd.. LlndstT Anf
Canadian FaIrh«nk»-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. .MIis.Oialnien. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
floMIe A MoCulInch Co.. GsU.
.Teffrer Manufsctnrine Co.. Montreal
Vnclneerinc and Machine Works o( Canada. Ltd..
W. Oatharlnw. Ont.

MacGorem A Co.. Inc . Montreal. Qw.
MacGorem A Co.. New York
Morse Chiin Co.. Ithaca. N.T.
Wsterout Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

PRESSES
Boring Hrdraulle A Kng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Out
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Oil Storage Tanks
for fuel oil installations and

general use

Oil Wagon Tanks
in 150, 200, 300 gal. and all

sizes as ordered
Oil Storage*^ Tanks erected in any part of

Canada or Newfoundland

Structural

Steel and
Steel Plate

Work
of every
description

Penstocks, Thim-
bles, Draft Tubes,
Wheel Cases,
Racks, Steel Gates,

Gate Steelwork,

Power House Steel-

work.

PROMPT
DELIVERIES.

MacKinnon Steel Co., Limited
SHERBROOKE, QUEBEC

Montreal Office: 404 New Birks Building
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PROPELLOR BLADES, BRONZE
Empire Mig. Co., Ltd., Ixtodoa, Oat.

PUMPS. HAND (OIL, GASOLINE)
8. F, Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto, Ont
PULLEYS
D. M&cLaren, L,td., M«atreal, Qaa.
BoTuig Hfdraulic & £ng. Co., Lid., LindiaT, OuL
Canadian FairbanKs-iMorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCidlooh Co., Gait
Jet>ie> .Maaufaciunng Co., Montreal.
VVarerous Engine W cries Co., brantf»rd.

\ViJliairi.s .Miicliineiv Cb., A. R. . Toronto.
J. a WUson Mifg. Co., BeUeriUe. Ont
PULLEYS, FRICTION CLUTCH
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Onu

PULP MILL MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsa;, OnL
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Braatford.

PUMPING MACHINERY
The Ma«xn Etegulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Micti.

Bering Hydraulic A Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Bevenidge Faper Co., MontreiaJ, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Ooldie & McCullodh Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
MoAvity & Sons, T., St. John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.
Waterous Eagine Works Co., BrantionL

PUMPING MACHINERY. ELECTRICAL
Beyeridge Paper Co., (Montreal. Que.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, OnL
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Allis-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
JeSny Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Coppus Eng. & Equipment Co., Worcester, Maw.

PUMPS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & MeCulloch Co., Gait.
Lanrie & Lamlb, Montreal.
jNorwadk Iron Works, South Norwalk, Oooin.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS, ACID
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
PUMPS, CONTRACTORS'
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Onv
Beveiidge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Qu*.
MoArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.

PUMPS, BOILER FEED
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal,
Coppu.9 Eng. & Equipt. Co., Worcester, Mass.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Escher, Wyss Co.. Montreal, Que.
Coppiw Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

PUMPS. ELECTRICAL
American Steam Pumj) Co., Battle Creek, Mick
Reveri<1ge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darlini; Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
PUMPS. FEED WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. -Mlis-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
PevpridfTP Paper Co., Montreal. Que.
Goldie & McCiiTloch Co.. Qalt
Dnrlirifr Pmthers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, GAS
Ncmi-aJk Irmi Works. So\ith Nwrwalk. Oann.
PTTMP GOVERNORS AND REGULATORS
The Ma-son Rppilator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Defender Automatic Rcgiilator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
T>'B.<itp Co.. Julian. Boston, Mass.
The Garth Co.. Montreal, Canada.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston. Mass.
Smnrt-Tumer Machine Co., Hamilton. Ont
Wstion & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

PUMP STRAINERS
The Ma.ion Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Darling Bros., Ltd.. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine C.o,. Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS. HAND AND POWER
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Oo.. I>td., Lindsay, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Oo.

. Hamilton Ont
PUMPS. CENTRIFUGAL
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek, Mich
Boring Hydraulic 4 Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Can. Allis-Chalmera. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Darling Bros.. Montreal-
Ooldle * McCullodh Co., Oalt
Laurie & Lam/b. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont,
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

PUMPS. DUPLEX
Oan. Allis-Chalmere, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Berpridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darlinc Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
PUMPS. GEARED. COMPOUND
American .<Weam Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Mich
Oanadlan Fairtjanks-Morse Oo., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Tnclis Co.. The John, Toronto, Oat
Smart-Turner Machine Co,, HsmlMon. Ont

PUMPS. HYDRAULIC, PRESSURE
American Steam pumn Co.. Battle Creek. Mfeh
Boring HvdrauHc * Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
TngHs Co.. The John. Toronto. Ont
.Smart-Turner Martilne Co.. Hamilton. OntPUMP LEATHERS
Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Mont»»al. Que.
Oraton A Knight MTg. Co.. Montreal.

PUMPS. OIL
American Steam Pumn Co.. Battle Creek. Mich

6. F. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto. Ont
Can. Detroit Lulrioator Co.. WalkerrUle. Oat
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
McArity & Sons, T., Bt John, N.B.

Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
PUMPS, STEAM TURBO
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
gan. Ailis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal,
Escher Wyss & Co., Montreal, Que.

PUMP TANK, RECEIVER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Pomp Co.. Battle Cnck. ilieh
BereiSdge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Can. AUis-CSjalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairt>anks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Darling Brae., Montreal.
0<rfaie & MoUilloch Co., Gait
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Laurie & Lamb, MontreaL
Leltch Co., Arthur 3., Toronto, Ont
McArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton. Ont
WLlliamB JX.ichintry Co., A. il., Toronto.
./UMPS, TRIPLEX
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS, VACUUM
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich
BereiJdgc Paper C^.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCuIlodi Co., Gait
Laurie A Lamb, Montreal.
Leitch Co., ArUinr 8., Toronto, Ont
Smart-Tiimsr Maobine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PYROMETERS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
Green's Econoraiser. Ltd., Toronto.
Tht Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City., Ind.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto. '

Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.T.
PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL

Escher, Wyss ft Co.. Montreal.
Uehling Instrument Co., New York. N Y.

RADIATORS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont.
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
RADIATOR TRAPS
Rerpiidge Paper Co., Montreal. Que
O. A. Dimham Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Sareo Co.. Inc.. New York, N.Y.

RECORDERS, DRAFT
Jas W. Haj^ Corp.. Michigan City, Ind.
RADIATOR AIR VENTS
C. A. Dimham Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Ja*. Morrison Brass Mfg Co.. Toronto.
Pewherthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

RAGS
Shell Bar Boieo Sut>p1t. Ltd.. Toronto.
RAILWAY OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
a F. Bowser Oompanr. Limited. Toronto. Ont
RFCT AIMtNG SYSTEMS FOR OIL
S F. Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto, Ont
REBOILERS
Friek Co., Waynertwro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
York Manwfaohirinc Co.. York. Pa.

REGISTERING MEASURES
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto, Ont

RFCKIVFRS. AIR
Can .Allis-Chalmprs. Ltd . Toronto. Ont
Xfar^innon. TTr^mes ft To.. Sherbrooke. O"'
RUBBER CEMENT TANKS AND PUMPS
8. F. Bowwr Companr. Limited, Toronto, Ont
RFCORDING INSTRUMENTS
Defender Automatic Regulstor Co., St. Louts, Mo.
Oan. H. W. Johns-Manrllle Co., Toronto, Ont
Green'.s Economlser, Ltd.. Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co.. Rochester. N.Y.
TtehHnr Tnstnim^t Co.. New York. N.T.
Tani nil -Waring Co.. Phlladelohia. Pa.

RECORDERS. CARBON. DIOXIDE
The .Tos. W. Hars Corp.. Michigan Citr. . Ind.

REFRIGERATOR DOORS. WINDOWS. ETC.
J»Tni«on Pold Storage Poor Co.. Hagerstown. Md.

REFRIGERATING MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay.
Ont

Frick Co.. Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co.. •Mon''Ml
Norwalk Iron Works. Smith Norwalk. Conn.
Vilter Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.
York Mfg. Co.. York. Pa.

REFUSE DFSTRTTCTOR
T,«..-i. X- Ttimh. >»™l'.n.1

REGULATORS. AUTOMATIC, BOILER
MoDononfrh. J.. 323 Markh.im .St.. Toronto^
RFGin.ATORS. PRESSURE
The Ma-'on Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
rhaplInFnUon Mfg. Co., Plttsbunrh. Pa.
C. A. Dunham Co.. Ltd., Toronito, Ont
D'Este Co.. Julian, Boston. Ma.ss.

Jas. Morrison Bra.w Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Tavlor TnstniTTipnt Co.. Rorhestpr. N.Y.
REGULATORS. TEMPERATTTRF
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Sarco Co.. Inc.. New York. N.Y.
Tnvlor Instniment Co., Rochester, N.Y.
RETORTS
AfafKinnon Steel Co.. Shertirooke. Que.
REVOVLING DOORS FOR HARDENING
ROOMS
Jamison Cold Storaffr Door Co.. Hagerstown. Md.

RODS. COPPER. BRASS AND BRONZE
Umpire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. lyondon. Ont
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. Samla.
ROLLS. CRUSHING
Can, lyink-Belt Co , Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Canada.
ROOFINGS—RUBBER. PLASTIC, LIQUID
Bereridgw Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.

ROTARY COMPRESSORS
Etx-ber Wrs» * Co.. Montreal.

ROTARY CONVERTERS
Canadian Falrbanks-'Moise Co . Montreal.
MacOorem ft Co.. Inc., Montreal, Qm

RUBBER HOSE
Can. H. W. Johns-^anrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Oarlock Packing Co., UamlltoD, Ont

RUBBER MILL DRIVES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

SAFES
Canadian Falrt>anks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Goldie & McCullocb Co., Oalt

SAW MILL CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
SCREENING MACHINERY

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont
SCALE REMOVERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Bereridge Paper Co., Lid., Montreal. %ae.
Can. B. W. Johns^Manrille Co., Tareala, Oat
FranJc Gilman, Birmingham. Eng.
Green's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
SELF-MEASURING PUMPS (OIL AND
GASOLINE)
8. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

SEAM PROTECTORS, GIRTH
National Boiler Pmfector Co. of Canada, Montreal.

Que.
SHAFTING
Engineering and ^lachine Works ol Canada, Ltd..
8t Catharines, Ont

Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.
J. O. Wilson Mfg. Co., BelleriUe, Ont
SHAKING AND DUMPING GRATB8
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Meotreal.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd,, Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. BrantfoML
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronta.

SHIRTS, WORKING
R. G. Long ft Co., Toronto, Oat

SMELTER LININGS
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
SMOKE BOXES, STACKS
Baboock ft Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Oat
Goldie ft -MeCulloch Co.. Gait
Green's Eoonomiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SOCKETS. WIRE ROPF
J. H. Williams ft Co.. Brooklyn, N.T.
SOOT BLOWERS
Diamond Specialty Co., Windsor, Out

SPECIAL MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont.
Canadian Falrtianks-Moise Co.. Montreal.
Smart-Turner .Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

SPEED INDICATORS
Seihaeffer ft Bndenburg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.T.
L. 8. Starrett Co.. Athol. Mass.

SPEED REDUCING GEARS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont

SPROCKET CHAIN ATTACHMENTS
Can. Link-Beit Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Canada.
Wateroiia Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPROCKET RIMS
Ba\>Viitt Steam ST>pcialtT Co.. New Bedford, Uaai

SPROCKETS, COMPENSATING
\loT-!f Ch.-iin Co.. Ithica. N.Y.

SPROCKETS, SPRING
.MoT^e Chain Co.. Ithica, N,Y.

SPROCKETS, SILENT CHAIN
.Morse (^hain Co.. Ithica, N.Y.
SPUR WHEELS
Boring Hy Iraulie ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lbadsay, Ont
Goldie ft MeCulloch Co., Gait
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

STACKS, STEEL
Babcock ft Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie ft MeCulloch Co., Oalt
Mackinnon Stpe' Co T.'^ =V"Tbrooke. Que.
Hamiltiin Co.. Wni.. PitovlK-iV), Ont
STAND PIPES, STEEL

Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que.

STAYBOLTS. FLEXIBLE
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
STEAM SEPARATORS
The Mason Regiilator ft Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal

Balicock ft Wlloox. Ltd., Montreal.

Can. Allis-Chalmera. Ltd... Toronto. Ont
Canadian Falrt»anks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Direct Separator Co.. Syracuse. N.T.
D'Este Co.. Julian. Boston. Mass.
H. MnelVr Mfg Co.. Ltd . R-amia.

The Garth Co.. Montreal. Canada.
Leifeh Co.. Arthur 8.. Toronto. Ont
Penberthr Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Wat.son ft McDaniel Co.. PhlladHphla.

STKAM SPECIALTIES
Alberger Heater Co . Buffalo, N.T.
Canadian Falrbanks-Morae Co., Montreal
Cole. \M.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darlhig Bros.. Montreal.
D'Este Co.. Julian. Boston. Mas*.
I/nnkenhrtmer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
The Gartb Co.. Montreal. Qne.
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co.. IM., Montreal.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg Co . Toronto.

Penberthr Injector Co.. Whidsor.
Watson ft McDsnle! Co.. Philadelphia.

Tamsll-VTarinc Co.. Phlladelrhia. Pa.

STEAM TRAPS
American Steam Gauge ft Valre Mfg. Co.. Boeua.
Ma«s. „ ,

\moricnu I>istrict .'5t>-am CVv. North T<Mi.sw«nd«.

Anderson Co . T. D.. Clereland. O.

Canadian Falrbanks-'Morse Co. Monfrral
fnl. Ltd Gen W. To-W*"
Willinm.s M.-ioliiix-n- Cix. R., T.'-onil.v

r>«rUna Bros., Montreal.
D'Este Co., Julian. Boston. Mass.

The Garth Co.. Montreal. Canada.
Dunham Co.. Ltd C. A.. Toronto. Ont
1 T t.nnf M Adam St.. Montreal. ©'•»

Mason Begulator ft Engineering 0*., HeatiaaL
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JEFFERSON
1

Underground
Take a trip underground—listen to

the music of the pumps—"CHUG,
CHUG, CHUG" — twenty - four
hours a day, and you'll realize the
importance of dependable unions.
The failure of a single union might
cause serious consequences involv-

ing loss of life and heavy damages.
JEFFERSON UNIONS will render perfect
service as long as the pipe line holds out.

Once you put a JEFFERSON on the line,

you can say "Good-bye" forever to pipe
line troubles.

Inii.st on genuine JEFFERSON Unions—
the name on the nut protects you from
the "Just-as-good" variety.

Talk over unions with your jobber. He
has JEFFERSONS in stock and can tell

vou why JEFFERSONS always make grood.

Write for our catalog " UNIONS "
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Sarco Co.. Inc., New Tork, N.Y.
Watson & MoDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.

STEEL BARRELS
Smart-Tumer Machine Co., Eamilion, Onu
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Tumer Machine Co., Hamilton, Onu
Wm. B. Scriifp & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

STEEL PLATE WORK
Hajmilton Cv., Wan., Peterboro, Onit.

STEEL TANKS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Alackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que,
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Waterous Engine Works, Brantford, Onu

STOKERS
Rabcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Ihstimt St<jiker CVr. , Deti'odt. Mich.
Greens Economuer, Ltd., Toronto.
Jones I'nderfeeci Stoker Co.. Toronto.
Ledtuli Co., A. S., Toroiuto.

Murphy Iron Works, Uertoit, Mich.
Sanford Rile; Stoker Co., Worcester, MaM.

STRAINERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Bevenidge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
STRUCTURAL STEEL WORK
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd,, Montreal.
Oimadian AJlis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
'Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

SUPPLIES, HOTWATER
Koyles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
SUPERHEATERS, STEAM
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCullocti Co., Gait
Green's BIconomiser, Ltd., Toronto.
SWING JOINTS
Franklin WiUiams Co,, New Tork.

SWITCHBOARDS
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont
SWITCHES AND SWITCH BOXES
Can. H. W. Jnhns-Manville Co.. Toronto, Cm.

SWIVELS, HOOK
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N.T.
TACHOMETERS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay, f^r.'

Can. H. W. Johns^ManTllle Co., Toronto, Ont
Sohaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn, -n' ^

TANKS, BLOW-OFF
The Mascm Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Worka Co.. Brantford.

TANKS, FREEZING, STORAGE AND
WATER COOLING
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
MacKinnon Steel Co., Shwbrooke, Que.
York Mfg. Co., Tork, Pa.

TANKS, OIL
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Oni
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited, Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co,, Gait.
Engineering and Machine Woilts of Canad«. Ltd.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
St Catharines. Ont.

Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pitf.sburg, Pa.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TANKS (OIL, KEROSENE. GASOLINE^
S. P. Bowser Company. Limited, Toronto, Ont
MacKinintm Stoel Co., Sliorbrooko. Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons To,. Pitt.shuifT. Pa.
TANKS (UNDERGROUND STORAGE)
S. F, Bowser Company. Limited, Toronto, Ont
MacKdnwn Steol Co., Shorbrooke, Que.
TANKS. WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & MeCulloch Co.. Gait
Inglis Co., The John. Toronto. Ont
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Wnterous TCneine Works Co.. Brantford.

TAPPING MACHINES
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Samia, Ont.

TECHNICAL BOOKS
Audel Co. . Theo. , New York.
MflcT^ean v*iThii.'*hing Co.. Toronto.

THERMOMETERS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Green's E>connmi9er. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Schaeffer & Budewberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N Y
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.
tTehllne Instrument Co.. New York. N.T.

THERMOSTATS
Sarcn Co., Inc., New Tork, N.T.

TOOLS
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia. Ont

TOOia, SMALL
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N.T.
TRANSFORMERS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto. Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks-'Morse Co.. Montr^nl.
MacGorem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que,
TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic A Eng. Co., Ltd., Lind»ay. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.
Goldie ft MoCuIloch Co.. Gait. Ont
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Uontreal.
W«terous ICnirine Works Co.. Brantford.

TRANSMISSION. SILENT CHAIN
MOTSP rhnin To., Tthirni. N.Y.

TRANSMISSION TOWERS
MacKinnmi Stvsol Co., Sihortirooke, Qii^.

TRAPS. STEAM AND WATER-LINE
The Mason Regulator ft Eng, Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. Oue.
O. A. Dunham Oo. , Ltd.. Toronito, Ont
D'FS»te Co . Julian. Boston. Mass.

TRUCKS. FACTORY
Beireridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
r.ar"d1«n Falrhankp-iMorw Co Montreal.
Victoria Foundry Oo, Ltd., Ottawa,
TUBE CLEANERS
Babeoek ft WUeoz, Ltd., MontreaL
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Goldie * McrJiillooh Oo.. Oalt
Qrcen's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

I'elle.v Packing and Fine Brush Mfg. Co., St
Louis, Mo.

TUBE CUTTERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

TUBES, BOILER
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait

TURBINES, POWER
The Mason Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Coppus Kng. & Equipt Co.. Worcester, Mass.

TUBES, COPPER AND BRASS
Emirire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
H. .Mueller .Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
TUNGSTEN LAMP (Vacuum and Gas
Filled Types)
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Onu

TURBINE OIL
Kellogg ft Co., E, H.. New Tork, N,I.

TURBINE WATER WHEELS
Boving Hydraulic & Ens. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, OnU
SGngineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..

St Catharines, Onu
(Canadian AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Escher, Wyss & Co.. Montreal.
Hamilton Co., Wm., PetCTboro, Out.
MacGovem ft Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
J. C. Wilson Mfg. Co., BeUeTille, Ont ^
TURBINES, STEAM •
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Can. AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Coppus £;ngr. & EQuip. Co., Worcester, Mass.
Escher Wyss ft Co., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCullo<A Co.. Gait
Laurie ft Lamb. Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
UNIONS
Canadian Fairhanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Emjiire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont
Dart Union Company, Toronto.
Ltmkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. 0.
McAvity & Soos. T.. St John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
UNDERGROUND TANKS
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited, Toronto. Ont
UNIONS. BALL JOINT. COMBINATION.
FLANGED PIPE. GROUND JOINT.
MALLEABLE IRON, FLANGE. PIPE.
SWING

Jefferson Dnion Co.. Lexington. Mass.
Dart Union Company. Ltd., Toronto. Ont

VACUUM GOVERNORS
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co.. Ltd,. Montreal.
C. A. Dunham Oo., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Smart-Turaer Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamil-nn.
Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co.. Toronto
Bereridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Leitch Co.. Arthur S.. Toronto. Ont.

VACUUM REGULATING VALVFS
Tht Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Tan. Steam Boilpr Equipment Co.. Toronto. Ont.
C. A. Dunham Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Darling Bros.. .Montreal.
a-r,.rt T>im<T Mnrhlne Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

VACUUM TRAPS
Dnrllnc Brothers, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Cole fjtd Geo. W.. Toronto.
VALVE DISCS
Ehnpire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Kerr F.nginp C-n. .

Wnlkerville. Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthv Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

VALVE LEATHER
Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Oratnn A Knieht Mfe. Co.. Montresl.

VALVE RESEATING MACHINES
Darling Bros.. Montreal.

VALVES. CONDENSER, PUMP, RUBBER
.Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
VALVES
Babcock ft Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Llnd»w.T, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal,
Can, Steam Boiler Equipment Co. Toronto, Ont.
Empire Mfg, <3o.. Ltd,, London, Ont
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Frick Co.. Waynesboro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerrille. Ont.
wnUama Machinery Co.. A. R.. Toronto.
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
D'E-ite Co.. .Tullan, Boston, Ma.ss.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. Samia.
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co., Pittsburg.
Jenkins Bros.. Montreal.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont.
Pratt ft Pndy Co.. Inr . Hartford. Conn.
Victoria Foundry Oo, Ltd.. Ottawa.
Wltotm Mfg. Co.. J. O., Bellemie.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

AIR VALVES
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont.
Jas. Morrison Bra-ss Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

VALVES, RADIATOR
Jenkins Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Watson ft MoDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerrille, Ont,
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. 0.
Pratt ft Cady. Hartford. Conn.
Watson ft McDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.
Shell Bar Boloo Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
York Manufacturing Co.. Phltadtlphla.
Jas. .Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. ToPtmto.
Mason Regulator ft Engineering Co.. Montreal.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston. Mass.
MoArlty ft Sons. T.. St. John. N.B.

VALVES, ACID RESISTING
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co.. Pltt^rf.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerrille. Ont
MoArity ft Sons. T.. 8t John, N.B.
York .Mfg. Co.. York, Pa.
H. Mueller .Mfg. Co., Ltd.. Saxnia.

VALVES. BACK PRESSURE
Can. Allis'Clialraers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
VALVES. BRASS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Tnmato.
Kerr Engine Cv. , Walkerrille. Ont
H. Mueller .Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.

Peubertiy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.
VALVES, BLOW-OFF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Bat>cock & Wilcox, Ltd,, Montreal.
Canadian FairbankSTMorse Co., MontreaL
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co.. Pittsburg.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Jeukins Bros., Ltd,, Montreal.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, U,
McArity ft Sons, T., SU John. N.B.
Watson ft McDaniel Co,, Philadelphia.
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, BeHerille.
i;amall-\N aring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa

VALVE CHAIN WHEEL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., MootieaL
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., New Bedford, Mas>.

VALVES, FOOT
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerrille, Ont
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Smart-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilion.

VALVES, GATE
Babcock ft Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerrille, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
MoArity ft Sons, T., SU John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont

VALES. HYDRAULIC
YamaU-Waring Co., PhiladeliAia, Pa

VALVES, MUL'nPORT
Can. Allis-(3ialmer8. 'Ltd.^ Toronto, Ont
VALVES, NON-RETURN STOP
Canadian Fairbanks-'Morse Co., MontreaL
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
VALVES. RELIEF
The Mason Regulator ft Eng, Co., Ltd., MontxwL
American Steam Gauge ft Valre Mfg. Co., Boatoo
Man.

H. .Mueller -Mfg. Co., Ltd., Saimia.
McArity ft Sons. T.. St John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., ToroetO.
VALVES. REDUCING
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Mooitnal
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Torootow
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
O. A. Dimham Oo., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
D'Bste Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Leitoh Co.. Arthur S., Toronto, Out
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. Samia.
Mason Rcculator 0«l, Boatna. Has*.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Samia. Ont

VALVES. STANDARD. GLOBE ANGLE
AND CHECKS
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerrille. Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
H. .Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd.. Samia.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

VALVES. POP
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. 0>. . Ltd., MontreaL
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., TorontOi.

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
McArity ft Sons. T., St John. N.B.

VALVES. PUMP
Garlock Packing Oo., Hamilton, Ont
hhell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.
Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
(Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Ca. Montreal
Smart-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd., HamtltoD.

VALVES. REGULATING
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia,
VALVES. SAFETY THROTTLE
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille. Out
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O,
McArity ft Sons, T.. SU John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.

VALVES. STEAM
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,. London. Ont
Kerr Ivntrine Co., Welkerrille. Ont
Jas. Morrison Br«s8 Mfg. <3o., Toronto.

VISES, CHAIN PIPE, ETC.
J. H. WOlians ft Co., Brooklyn, N.T.

WASTE
Shell Bat Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.

WATER COLUMNS. GAGES
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Jas. Morrison Bra-ss .Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

WATER GAUGES. STANDARD. EXTRA
HEAVY AND AUTOMATIC

Penberthr lnie<-tor Cn., Windsor Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

WATER SOFTENING SYSTEMS
Wm B. Scaife ft Sons. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Canadian All is-C^i aimers Ltd. Toronto.

WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. lyondon. Ont

WATER HEATERS AND WHISTLES
Emnlre Mfe. Co.. Ltd., London, Ont
WATER WHEEI^
namilIi>Ti <">\. Win.. PotfrKwo, Ont.

WELDING COMPOUND
Shell Bar Boleo Sunoly. Ltd., Toronto.

WELDING SER^^CE
Electric WeVUng CV\. M<nitre«I,

WHISTLES
Penberthr Tniector Co.. Win''«or Ont

Ja-s. Morrison Brass Mfg, Co.. Toronto.

WHEEL TANKS (LUBRICATING OIL AND
GASOLINE) ^
B(Tw«er ft Co., Inc., 8. F.. Toronta, On*.

WRFNCHFS, PIPE
wnilams Machinery Co.. A. R.. Toronto.

WRENCHES. CHAIN PIPE. DROP FOKGE.
ETC.

J. H. Wflllams ft Oo., Brooklya, N.T.
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IT'S PLASTIC I

and particularly adapted for Jointless, one-
piece front-door arches, bridge-walls, side-

walls and combustion chamber.
BETTER THAN FIRE BRICK

Can you see the advantage and economy?

Write for a'free copy of our 36-page book of useful
informationlon furnace building and maintenance

JOINTLESS FIRE BRICK CO.
Kingsbury and Clay Sts., Chicago

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS: Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., 628-630 St.
Paul St. West, Montreal

TRADE MARK
Showing ease with which Plibrico

is laid in place

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^

BOILER INSPECTION
The Steam Boiler Act, Chapter 252 R.S.O.« 1914
With Amendments Chapter 58—6, George V.

STEAM BOILERS.
All Steam boilers conscrucied for use In Ontario must b«

built from designs wbicb. bare beeu approved and allotted
a registration nmziber by the Steam Boiler Branch.

Uaed boilers, boilers sold or exchange;!, fiuti unregistered
baliers brought into the rrorince must be inspected prior
to b€l2ig put into operation.

Notice of repairs to steam boUeri, stating the nature and
extent of same, must be sent to the Steam Boiler Branch,
and should such repairs be considered extenslTe by the
Chief Boiler Inspector, the boilers will require to be
Inspected.

In each and every case the Inspections must be made by In-
spectors authorized to Inspect boilers under the Steam
Boilers Act, who are employed only by the Steam Boiler
Branch of the Department of Public Works. Official cer-

tificates with the maximum working pressure stated
thereon are issued to the owners of the boilers so Inspected.

STEAM PIPING.
Drawings and Specifications of all high pressure steam piping

mu»t be approved and resistered by the Steam Boiler
Branch before any work of installation Is commenced.
The drawings submitted shuuld show clearly the dimen-
sions and layout of the main steam lines. Full particulars
should be. given us to the material used in the construction
of the piping, and all valves and other fittings used in
connection therewith must be of approved make.

Any deviation frum the above requirements ahall 6e deemed a
violation of the Steam Boilers Act.

All communications in this respect should be addressed to the
Steam Boiler Branch, Department of PuiUc Works, Parliammt
Buildings, Toronto.

HON. F. G MACDIARMID.
Minister of Public Works

and Highways

W. A. RIDDELL, M.A. Ph.D.
Supt. Trades Si Labour Branch

D. M. MEDCALF,
Cliief Inspector of Steam Boilers.

Will resist all Steam Pressure and Variations of Temperature.

REFLEX GAUGE GLASSES
Annealed and Hardened for

LOCOMOTIVES, STEAM WAGONS,
MARINE AND S TATIONARY BOILERS.

Adamite Gauge Glass Rings. Glass Tubes and Rods

S. &C. BISHOP & CO., s, Helens, Lancashire.

FOR REMOVING SCALE
from Babcock, Stirling and other Water-

tube Boilers and Evaporators, abo for

Lancashire Boiler Scaling and Rust

Removing—there is no tool made

to equal my

'SKATOSKALO'
Pneumatic

Tube-Scaling
Tool.

Simple, strong, speedy,

reliable—these words

describe its

efficiency

Frank Gilman
(SOLE MAKER)

9, Westfield Road, Birmingham, Eng

V
Keeps Boiler Water
Within Vi of Middle

Gauge

—

Regardless of load or firing.

Automatic Feed Water
REGULATOR

Has many points of interest econ-
omically. Learn all about it.

Send for Catalogue.

The CHAPLIN-FULTON MFG., CO.
28PennAve., Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Accurate Regulation is the
Secret of Power Economy

Tyccs Temperature Instruments
Indicating—Recording—Controlling

(?ive the engineer an accurate and constant check on steam developed and power trans-
mitted. They are a prime essential of wasteless, efficient power plant management.

Mercurial, Recording and Index
Thermometers for all industrial
and laboratory applications.

Electric Contact Thermometers.
Temperature, Pressure and Time
Regulators.

Mercury Column Vacuum Pressure
and U Gauges.

Base Metal, Rare Metal and Radi-
ation Pyrometers.

Fery Radiation Pyrometers.
Hygrometers.
Hydrometers.
Mineral Oil Testing Instruments.
Aneroid Barometers.

Mercurial Barometers.
Recording Barometers.
Pocket Compasses.
Surveying Compasses.
Rain Gauges.
Anemometers.
Air Meters.
Thermographs.
Hand Levels
Aviation Barometers.
Inclinometers.
Sphygmomanometers.
Fever Thermometers.
Thermometers of all kinds
(or hume and general use.

Tyccs Singl-Duty
Temperature
Regulator

insures accurate automatic reg-
ulation. Air valve can b' taken
out for cleaning without disturb-
ing dial.

293

110-112 CHURCH STREET, TORONTO, CANADA

And Hydraulic

Power Plant Equipment

T URBINE Water Wheel users, or prospective
users of this type of installations, are urged
to look into our product.

Our list comprises Water Wheel Governors, Head
Gate Hoists, Stop Log Winches, Trash Racks,
Butterfly Valves, Steel Feeder Pipes and Surge
Tanks.

Write for our Bulletin Number 54.

William Hamilton Co.
Limited

PETERBORO - ONTARIO
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The

Arthur S. Leitch Company

Specialists in Power Plant Equipment

o

oM
o

§

Represent in Canada those manufacturers

whose product has become estabhshed as the

standard in its particular Hne.

Yovi'll know them all by reputation.

Taylor Stokers

Kellogg Chimneys

Terry Steam Turbines and

Reduction Gears.

Skinner Uniflow Engines

Sims' Heaters

International Water

Softeners and Filters

Mason Regulating Valves

Hays' CO:; Apparatus

Dayton Dowd Centrifugal

Pumps

Dean of Indianapolis

Steam Pumps

Rumsey Triplex Pumps

Nash Vacuum Pumps

and Air Compressors

Coppus Turbo Boiler Feed

Pumps and Under-grate

Blowers (see front cover)

Economy Sump Pumps

Engineering data and quotations on request.

S

The Arthur S. Leitch Company
1 001-1002 KENT BLDG. -:- -:- TORONTO
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The Most Economical Boiler Setting

is the one that stands up the longest under all kinds of hard service.

It should not need to be repaired frequently, because repairs are

always costly, especially when they mean a boiler shutdown.

WE MANUFACTURE ALL

GATES REFRACTORIES, LIMITED,
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BlTENTiUiCHES
/FURNACE LININ6

will do away with unnecessary repairs in the form of Blocks for

Boiler Door Arches, Firewalls, Bridgewalls, Back Arches, Inner

Arches, etc. It can be installed at the minimum labor cost, and it

will last far longer than brick under average furnace conditions.

One of the special features of this arch is when any part becomes fused it can be

replaced by any handy man without taking down the whole arch. This means
cutting your upkeep in boiler room 50 per cent.

Our Stoker Arch is shipped from stock. There is no delay. Any boiler can be

fitted accurately.

We contract for and specialize in Boiler Setting, Furnace Building, Oven Work,
and all kinds of power plant brick work.

Our engineering department makes a study of each individual job. If stock on hand
does not fit the case we will promptly design an arch which will not alone be a

permanent fixture of the boiler or stoker, but which will materially better furnace

conditions.

Call on our engineers at any time for information. Their services are offered to

you without obligation on your part.

KINDS OF SPECIAL SHAPES

382 St. James Street, MONTREAL

MAY WE SEND CATALOGUE?
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eOOD IN HOT PLACES

GOOD ON BELT SHIFTERS

Scandinavia Belting
See the illustrations to the left for places where this belting is best

adapted. It pays to buy the right belt.

Lanco Balata Belting
Our prices are exceptionally attractive, as we bought the bulk of

our stock before the heavy advances went into effect, and we are

offering our customers the advantage of these prices. Illustrations

to the right show where it gives best service.

Other BEL TING Lines

:

Sander Belts, Grinder Belts, Shoe Machinery Belting, Conveyor Belt-

ing for all purposes, including Rock, Ore, Coal, Coke, as well as

light 'belts for parcels and confectioners' and bakers' uses.

We make a specialty of belts for un-
usual purposes. Write us your requere-
ments.

Federal Engineering Co., Limited
172 John Street, Toronto

GOOD MOTOR DRIVE BELT

GOOD IN COLD PLACES

GOOD IN WET PLACES
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REDUCING VALVE PERFECTION

The Morrison Reducing
Valve is the ultimate valve

because it does all that a

pressure - reducing valve

could possibly do. It makes
no difference how the in-

itial pressure varies, the

J.M.T. will keep the low
pressure constant.

THE VALVE
FOR EVERY
SERVICE

The Morrison Reducing
Valve is made in sizes and

with pressure ranges to suit

every requirement, and sold

with the well-known Mor-
rison guarantee. We will

be glad to prove our claims.

vVrite to-day for our booklet

on Reducing Valves.

The James Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Limited
93-97 ADELAIDE ST. W., TORONTO
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TRADE
JENKINS

MARK

EXPERIENCED ''VALVE USERS" insist on the
JENKINS ''DIAMOND MARK"

The man who sees and knows valve performance makes sure of the Jenkins "Diamond Mark." He has
seen genuine Jenkins Valves "on the job" year in and year out—he knows they are made to meet the

test of service—and do.

The Jenkins Diamond, the distinguishing mark of unvarying service, is on the body of all Jenkins
Valves—Brass, Iron and Cast Steel. These include types and sizes to meet all requirements: Globe,

Angle, Cross, Check, Combination Stop and Check, Blow-off, Whistle and Gate Valves in stationary

or traveling spindle patterns.

Catalogue No. 8 free on request

TRADE^

IJENKINS
^ARK^ Jeiildns B^QS. LIMITED

TRADE

lENKINS

Head Office and Works

:

103 St. Remi Street.
Montreal, Canada.

Agencies in all the
Principal Countries

of the World.

European Branch

:

Great Queen St., Kingsway
London, W.C. 2, England.
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This Dependable Boiler
Feeder for Your

Power Plant
P.>ssesses These Distinct Advantages :

—

Simplicity of construction.
Steady feed withoat pulsation.
Easily controlled feed capacity.
Exhaust steam free from oil.

Less floor space required.
Lower upkeep—less attention required.
Higher Steam Economy.
Longer life—less depreciation.
Single unit construction.
Completely built in our plant.
Especially designed for the purpose.

Our Engineering Department will gladly recommend the
size best suited to your particular requirements. Write
to-day for Catalog H-18, and let us show you how
"COPPUS Equipment can save you money."

THE CORPUS ENGINEERING AND
EQUIPMENT COMPANY

341 PARK AVENUE WORCESTER. MASS.
AGENTS : Montreal, Mason Reg. & Engr. Co.. 135 Dagen-
ais St. Toronto. Arthur S. Leitch Co.. lOOl Kent Bldg.
Winnipeg, Parkhill & Hanson. Confederation Bldg.
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1844 1919

POWER BOILERS
WATEROUS Return Tubular are quick steaming, economical of fuel and absolutely reliable.

Power Boilers up to 165 H.P. Heating Boilers in sizes to 72" x 16'—most standard sizes

carried in stock. We can supply brick or all-steel settings designed and dimensioned to give

best results with whatever fuel you are using.

Boilers in Stock for immediate Shipment.

2—48 X 14 Horizontal 2—72 x 18 Horizontal 1—30 H.P. Locomotive
2—54 X 14 " 2—15 H.P. Vertical 3—40 " "

3—60 X 14 " 2—18 " " 3—60 " "

2—66 X 16

CATALOGUE ON REQUEST
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Belliss & Morcom, Limited

Engines and Air Compressors

Belliss Engines at McGill University Power House

Steam and Exhaust Turbines
Diesel Engines, Air Compressors
Condensing Plants, Steam Engines

Heanan Refuse Destructors

Air and Water Coolers

Dynamometers

Paterson Water Softening Plants

Centrifugal Pumps

LAURIE & LAMB
Engineers

211 BOARD OF TRADE BLDG. - - MONTREAL

POWER HOUSE. November 5. I'H'.), Vol. XII., No. IS. Published semi-monthly at 1+3-153 University Ave.. Toronto. Canada. Subscription price in

Canada. $1: in United States, $1.5.0. Entered as second-class matter at the Poet Office Department. Ottawa. C-anada. Entered as second-class matter

July 1. 1912, at the Poet Office at Buffalo, under the Act of March Srd, 1879.
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"Silentic" Was a Bold Step in Naming

It is a name that stands for a guarantee of silence.

The Empire Manufacturing Company has never fallen down on

a guarantee, we never will.

The "Silentic" is as near silent as any sanitary fixture can be.

Every sanitary engineer who has installed "Silentics" is ready to

back us in our guarantee.

h
I'

Silentic-Plate A22-D.

Empire Vitreous China Double
Wavered Lowdown Tank, white
pyralin coated.

"Action D," and 2" white pyralin
coated offset connection.

The scores of householders

who have enjoyed the freedom

from embarrassment, that the

"Silentic" makes possible, are

our best advertisement.

But silence is not the only sell-

ing point of the "Silentic."

Note its handsome snow-white

appearance-—no nickel to tar-

nish and spoil its appearance.

Like all our lines of plumbing,

the "Silentic" meets every re-

quirement. All our sanitary

fixtures must be absolutely

efficient, non-corrosive, dur-

able. Sanitary or they do not

leave our factory. ,

Empire Manufacturing Co., Limited
London and Toronto, Canada
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Little Pointers that mean
LARGE SAVINGS

to the ENGINEER and MANAGER who READS, REMEMBERS
and ACTS on STEAM, STEAM-GENERATION and STEAM-
GENERATORS (boilers) by

OGENTO
TRADE. MARKk

EFFICIENCY (with the stroke below)
L

« 7a/bot

BoiletTt

Under ordiruapy oonditiotiB

The thenmaJ efficiency

Of the best boilers

Of the conTeiiitiotual tsv*a

Is 60% to 72%.

Cootra-flow boilens have
a thermal effioiieucy of

85%. Get the actual fiicte

by test of your own par-
ticular boiler efficiency,

Ohen figure out how much
money you are blowing ut
the stack that could be
put in your pock^ by imf-

stalling Tal'bot bodlera.

Lot our Enigineermg De-
partment atoow you how.

Montreal General
Tool Co., Limited
673-5 Notre Dame St.

MAISONNEUVE, MONTREAL
Suite 512, 66 Broadway, N.Y.

TALBOT (with the stroke above) Watch Our Next

UEHLING
WASTE METER
CO,

COMBINED
AND TEMPERATURE RECORDER

Does your fireman know

how much fuel he is wasting?

Do you know ?

The Uehling CO, Recorder

makes a complete 24 hr. re-

cord of your combustion effi-

ciency and the CO, indicator

at the Boiler Front holds the

fireman responsible.

Get more Steam per pound

of Coal and reduce your an-

nual fuel con-
sumption.

C02
Indicator

for Boiler
Front

Record of 002
and stack tem-
perature on one
chart.

Let us know the

number and size

of your boilers

and coal consum-
ed per year, upon receipt of
wTiich information we will be
g'lad to send you full par-
ticulars.

Let us hear from you. We are pioneers in the mianu-
faoture of Indicators and Recorders for Power Plant
purposes.

Send for our BuMctin No. 110.

Uehling Instrument Company
2008 Empire Building New York City

Homestead

Quarter-

Turn

The Valves

With
Features All

Their Own

USE
HOMESTEAD

VALVES

If you want a qnick-openinp Valve.

If yon want a quick-closin? Valve.

If you want a tig'hb-closin^ Valve.

If you want a leak-proof Valve.

If you want an "Unobstructed Flow" ValTe.

Homestead Valves save time, trouble and expense when used in place of
"globes" and "angles."

Homestead Valve Mfg. Company
Pittsburgh, Pa. Works: Homestead

llllllllllllllllllilll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH

TRIMO
THE WORD TRIMO

Stands for good tools

made by the Trimont Mfg.
Co., which are the follow-
ing:

—

'The Trimo Pipe Wrench
The Trimo Chain Pipe-Wrench

The Trimo Monkey Wrench
The Trimo Pipe Cutter (Hand)

The four good points that
make Trimo Pipe Wrenches
superior are the Spiral Spring
always in place—Steel Frames
that will not break—Nut Guards
that protect adjustment nut

—

and the Inserted Jaw in handle
that can be replaced when worn
—Save Money and buy Trimo
goods, made by

Trimont Mfg. Company
Roxbury (Boston), Mass.
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You can patch up holes in

your Boiler Furnace Lining
in a Jiffy

with

r^ICK IN PUTTY FOR.M
REG u S Oc,T OFF * 1^

The World's Best Furnace Lining Material
PYRO-PUTTY comes to you in a stiff, moist, pliable, "ready to use" condition. PYRO-PUTTY

enables unskilled labor to make furnace lining repairs in less time and at less expense than
would be possible with standard fire bricks. Simply clean out the breaks in the walls, pound

in PYRO-PUTTY with a mallet, smooth it off with a trowel and you'll have a patch that will out-

wear the rest of the furnace lining.

Pyro-Putty is far more durable than standard Fire Bricks
for making New Furnace Linings

PYRO-PUTTY should be used, in preference to standard
fire bricks, for making complete furnace linings because it

is far more durable. And furnaces lined with PYRO-
PUTTY are both efficient and economical because there
are no joints to let the hot air out or the cold air in.

PYRO-PUTTY is put up in 700-lb. barrels, a barrel being
equivalent to 100 standard fire brick. Sketch below repre-

sents the fire box of a water tube boiler lined with PYRO
PUTTY. Compare it with your own fire box linings

—

then

ORDER A FEW BARRELS OF PYRO-PUTTY NOW!
"A few barrels of Pyro-Putty should be part of the
emergency equipment of every steam power plant

Sketch above represents the fire box of a water tube boiler lined with PYRO PUTTY.

Write to-day for further information and prices

PYRO PRODUCTS COMPANY
P.O. Box 685, Toronto, Ontario
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GARLOCK
Metal Packing
OUR position in the metal packing

field is based on the principle that

"No one style of metal packing
can be made to meet all conditions."

Working on this basis our experts study

carefully the conditions surrounding each
case, and with strict regard for mechanical
principles, determine which type of pack-

ing is best suited to the conditions.

^ The accompanying illustration shows
our Flexible Packing, with split case,

which is the most popular style and best

all-round packing for stationary work,
and when recommended by us to meet

stated conditions, is guaranteed to give satisfactory service. This style is also

made with solid or split-case to fit inside of stuffing-box, when packing space is

sufficient to permit inside application of case and segments. All of our metal

packings are so designed that the piston rod has absolute freedom of lateral

movement without affecting the efficiency or increasing the friction of the pack-

ing.

T! Next to correct mechanical design the most important feature of metal pack-

ing is the material used in the bearing rings. Our materials are made from
formulas which long experience has shown to give the best results. A special

j?rade of cast iron is generally used for bearing segments, in order to secure

minimum wear and friction, but under unusual conditions, or when consider-

able condensation enters stuffing-box, bronze rings or segments of softer metal

have to be used in the wearino- parts.

^ We can solve your metal packing prob^^ms, and we will give the usual Garlock
miarantee of satisfactory service, if conditions are such as will admit of the

successful use of any metal packing.

Write for catalog describing our many styles of metal and fibrous packing.

The Garlock Packing Company^ - Hamilton, Ontario
BRANCHES:

Montreal, Quebec - 409 Shaughnessy Bldg.

Toronto, Ontario - Continental Life Bldg.

Winnipeg, Manitoba - - Gait Building

Calgary, Alberta - - 211 8th Ave. West
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Do you know that.

a hot surface of this mea-

sured area wastes 127/^

pounds of coal each year?

Few people realize that this con-
dition exists if the temperature
within a pipe, for example, is 230^
Fahrenheit (the temperature of
steam at 5 lbs. pressure^ and the
temperature ofthe air surrounding
the pipe is 70^ Fahrenheit— a very
moderate condition.

p If it is steam heat—
Size of
steam
pipe.

2" ...

3" ...

4" ...

5" ...

6" ...

.$ .93

, 1.40

. 1.80

. 2.»0

. 2.65

# The waste in dollarsper year

per linear foot ofpipe, coal

at $10.00 per ton, i lb. steam

pressure—temperature ofair

aroundpipe ^0° Fahrenheit.

Read tlie remedy to the right.

If it is hot-air heat—
Size of
hot-air
pipe.

8" ....gl.OO
9" .... 1.10

10" .... 1.25
12" .... 1.50

/The waste in dollars per year

per linear foot ofpipe, coal

at $io.oo per ton. Air in

pipe 1^0° Fahrenheit—air

around pipe 70°.

Read the remedy to the right.

If it is hot-water heat—
The loss in dollars per year

perlinearfoot ofpipe, coal at

$io.ooperton. IVaterinpipe

180° Fahrenheit. Airaround

pipe 70" Fahrenheit.

Size of
hot-water

pipe.

2"
,

3"
,

4"
5"
6"

1.00

1.25

1.55

1.85

EVERY hot surface radiates heat. If this heat

goes where it is not required, it is wasted
and so is the coal that was burned to produce it.

Opposite are some actual figures on such wastes
— based on average conditions in American
homes like yours.

The Remedy
Insulation correctly designed, manufactured and applied

will reduce heat loss from hot surfaces as much as 90%.
Efficient insulation must be made of material that does not

conduct heat and that combines '^ith this property the

necessary strength and durability.

Johns-Manville Asbestocel Insulation has all these desirable

characteristics. It is made for application to steam, hot-air

and hot-water systems. Other Johns-Manville Materials:

Sponge felt and 85% Magnesia for high pressure steam,

Anti-Sweat and Zero for cold water, Combination Built-Up
for Brine and Ammonia.
Inspect your heating plant for exposed hot surfaces on pipes,

boilers and heaters, and for sections not properTy insulated.

Have your steamfitter apply Asbestocel to pipes, boilers or

heaters, sealing all cracks and joints, finishing boiler and
heater surfaces with Johns-Manville Insulating Cement.
In this way you will save the added coal that must be
burned when there is waste.

CANADIAN JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., LIMITED
Montreal Toronto Vancouver Winnipeg Hamilton London Ottawa

Read the remedy to the right.

nacoNTiNi

Through—

HU Asbestos

Unfortunately many materials
%isedfor "covering" pipes are not
efficient heat insulations — not
only because their constituent
materials are inferior^ but be-
cause their construction is incor'
red orfaulty.
Tn aid you in buying, Asbeatocel is
shown here in two forms:
la sectionalform for fitting around
steam and hot-water pipes.
In fieodhle roll form, for fttting
around hot-air pipca, heaters, etc.

We recommend Asbestocel rather
than air cell because of its con-
s tnictio n . viz : th e cells run
around the pipe— not lengthwise^
thus preventing circulation ofair.

and its allied products

INSULATION
^bat keeps the heat where it helongi

CEMENTS
^iat make hotter valU teak-proof

ROOFINGS
that cut down fire ritks

PACKINGS
that save power watte

LININGS
that make braket safe .

ohns-Manville
Serves in Conservation
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Friction Surfacing
Cuts Power Bills

Here is a statement that you can prove to your satisfaction and
profit.

Take the meanest drives in your plant—the ones you know are

wasting power in slippage on pulleys— ask our belting engineers

to specify the correct size of

Dominion Friction
Surface Belting
Keep a careful record of those belts for one or two months, or even

a year, and compare it with the previous performance of those same
drives—then compare your power bills for the two periods.

Dominion Friction Surface Belting will prove, in service, every

claim we make for it, because the rubber with which it is saturated

is a special friction compound that prevents practically all slippage

and pays for itself in the power saved.

Our engineers are ready to help vou, without charge, increase

your production and lower your cost by making your transmission

more efficient.

Phone or wire our nearest Service Branch.

Service Branches:

Malfcrs of Dominion Hose, Packing
and Industrial Rubber Goods and
Dominion Tires, the GOOD Tires

for^cvery^purpose.

Halifax
St. John,
Quebec,
Montreal,
Ottawa,
Toronto,
Hamilton,
London,
Kitchener,
North Bay,

Fort William,
Winnipeg,
Brandon,
Repina,
Saskatoon,
Edmonton,
Calgary,
Lethbridge,
Vancouver,
Victoria 50
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COCHRANE
COAL SAVERS

The Cochrane
Oil Separator
saves coal by
rendering the
exiiaust steam
useful for
heating, dry-
ing and other
purposes.

The Cochrane Metering Heater saves
coal by heating the feed water and
helps save coal by telling w^hether or
not the plant is being operated

economically.

The Cochrane Multiport Back Pressure
Valve saves coal by preventing leakage of
exhaust steam and by making it easy to

adjust the back pressure wihenever desired.

The Codhrane Oil Separator saves coal by
rendering the exhaust steam useful for

heating, drying and other purposes.

The Cochrane Open Feed Water
Heater saves coal by .utilizing ex-
haust steam to heat the feed water

;

1% saving for eacfh 11° F. rise.

_ ^^^4? Saving Many Thousand Tons
of Coal Per Year by^Using Cochrane Heaters

Here are the figures:

The horsepower of Cochrane Heaters in use is about 10,000,000 boiler

horsepower.

The corresponding amount of coal burned is 35,000,000 Yb. per hour.

Considering an average of 10 hours' operation per day, 300 days per
year (many heaters run 24 hours per day, 365 days per year), this amounts
to 105,000,000,000 lb. of coal per year, or 50,000,000 tons, worth at $5.00
per ton, $250,000,000.

The saving due to the use of Cochrane Heaters is 1% to each 11° F. rise

in temperature. On the average, the water is raised from 100° F. to 210°

F. using steam at atmospheric pressure, 10% or a saving of 10%. Cochrane
Heaters are thus saving about $25,000,000 per year, w^hich is vastly more
than the heaters cost.

In addition, Cochrane Oil Separators are saving millions of tons of coal
by purifying exhaust steam so that it can take the place of live steam in

heating and drying coils, low pressure turbines and industrial processes.

Sorge-Cochrane Hot Process Water Softeners are saving millions by
keeping scale and corrosive substances out of boilers and thus saving ex-
pense and labor in cleaning boilers, and for pew tubes and other boiler
repairs.

Cochrane Metering Heaters are also telling hundreds of steam-plant owners, managers
and operators how much they are graining' in economy by using different coals, different

methods of firing, different methods of controlling the draft, stopping up air leaks in boiler

settings, cleaning soot and scale from heating surface, etc. The total gains realized in

this manner often amount to 25% or more.

Our engineering department has given hard study to fuel economy for over 25 years.

It will be glad to aid you with suggestions if you will describe your present boiler feed
water heating, softening, or metering arrangements, the amount of exhaust steam you
have available and what you are using it for.

Ask for a book on "The Profitable Utilization of B^haust Steam."

CANADIAN-ALLIS CHALMERS
HEAD OFFICE: TORONTO LIMITED

Branch Offices : MONTREAL, QUEBEC, HALIFAX, SYDNEY, ST. JOHN, OTTAWA, HAMILTON, LONDON, WINDSOR,
COBALT, SOUTH PORCUPINE, WINNIPEG, CALGARY, EDMONTON, NELSON, VANCOUVER and VICTORIA
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DEPARTMENT

n

100-ton plant in operation.

REFRIGERATING AND
ICE MAKING MACHINERY

Everything for Refrigerating

and Ice Plants, large or small
Mechanical refrigeration scientifically applied means in-

creased returns to the user. Increase your profits by in-

stalling LINDE system in place of unsanitary methods.
LINDE (New) Vertical Enclosed Type Machines offer the
most modern improvement and convenience for small
plants from 1 to 30 tons. The large horizontal frame
type guarantees unequalled service to users whose heavy
demands calls for loads up to 300 tons.

The Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Limited
37 St. Peter Street, Montreal, Que.

Toronto Winnipeg Vancouver

Makers of Quality Refrigerating
Machinery Since 1896

Our engineering staff is at your
service. Designs, specifications

and estimates on request.

RrfS.fnl Machinery
Built in any capacity that you desire. HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL
Our SMALL MACHINES have the same "regularity of Oper-
ation," "ReliabiHty" and "Efficiency" as our large ones.

AMMONIA FITTINGS, CONDENSERS, BRINE COOLERS,
ETC.

Our Machines are in daily operation in Canada
CORLISS and POPPET VALVE ENGINES

The Vilter Manufacturing Company
242 Beecher St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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Every Part of Every FRICK INSTALLATION Must Be Perfect

in order to maintain

FRICK SUPERIORITY
That is why Frick Refrigerating and

Ice Making Equipment proves a profitable

investment wherever installed.

The entire Frick line, from the smallest

to the largest plant, from the smallest part

to the largest part in each plant, is de-

signed to meet our strict standard of

Durability—Efficiency—Economy. Every
part must be perfect in order to maintain
the well-known FRICK Superiority.

Therefore, when you purchase FRICK
Equipment you are assured of perfect

Ask for a copy of our List

of Users covering 4^8 pages
of satisfied customers—
also your copy of Ice and
Frost.

WA Y N c s B a a a.jPA. u. s.a.
ICE i.4ACMINERY SUPEOTCIP SINCE IBS 2

service regardless of the unforeseen

overload demand that might be placed on

it sometime—assured of continued opera-

tion without danger of breakdowns in the

midst of a busy season—assured of eco-

nomical operation at all times—and a

long life. Frick Equipment has been
standing up under the above conditions

for nearly a half-century, day after day,

year after year, under the most severe

conditions.

You can't go wrong when you specify

"Frick Equipment." Catalog on request.

There is a FRICK Ma.
chine for every refrigerat-

ing purpose—all types:

Vertical — Horizontal —
Absorption.BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

Canadian Representative : FRICK Ice and Refrigeration Co., Montreal

Corkboard that Is All Cork
One important thing to be observed in the

manufacture of superior corkboard is the use
of clean cork only, Non- ^'""rr-

pareil Corkboard, known
to refrigerating men every-

where for its unique ser-

vice records, is made of

the best cork waste avail-

able, practically all of

which is obtained from the plants operated by
the Armstrong Cork Company in this country
and abroad. By thus going back to the
sources of supply, control over the quality of

the raw material is assured.

There are two reasons why dirt should be

scrupulously guarded against in the manufac-
ture of corkboard. First: Foreign matter

Pile to the left, cork before being cleaned. Centre
pile, screenings I'emoved in the cleaning procss. Pile
to the right, clean cork—the only kind used in Non-

pareil Corkboard.

reduces the insulating efficiency of the finished

board. Second : If the natural gum binder gets

impregnated with dirt, it

cannot perform its func-
tion properly, and the re-

sult is impaired dura-
bility.

Examine a sample of

Nonpareil C o r k b oard
critically. Break it in two and look at the

fractured surface. You will find it to be clean

and of uniform quality throughout. For all

dirt, dust and fine particles were removed

from the raw material before it was baked.

If you want corkboard that is all cork and

good cork, insist on "Nonpareil."

Nonpareil Corkboard Insulation
For Cold Storage Rooms

Many owners, managers and superintendents of refrigerating plants have found answers to difficult ques-

tions in the 152-page book "Nonpareil Corkboard Insulation." Do you own a copy? If not, let us send

you one. There is no charge for it.

Armstrong Cork & Insulation Company, 504 McGill Building, Montreal, Quebec, Canada
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York Refrigerating Machinery
QUALITY—SER VICE

From the very beginning we have been building
quality and service into our Refrigerating Machines.
This has resulted in increasing sales of our products
and increasing satisfaction on the part of our
customers.

With a York Refrigerating Plant you can improve
the quality of your product as well as the measure
of service you render to your trade.

Any firm that installs a Refrigerating Plant is looked
upon by the trade it serves as a progressive firm.

Give MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION a chance.
In these days of keen competition it is the progres-
sive owner who survives and profits.

Write us for information and prices.

York Manufacturing Company
(ICE-MAKING AND REFRIGERATING MACHINERY EXCLUSIVELY

YORK, PA.
Canadian ReprcMen ta five m :

Canadian Ice Machine Company
TORONTO. 82 Chestnut St. MONTREAL, 324 Craig St. WestWINNIPEG, 85 Lombard S CALGARY, 605 S«cond St.

In the LARGEST and MOST MODERN PLANT in tihe

WORLD, building Insulated DOORS and allied products

exclusively, we are building what we KNOW to be THE BEST
INVESTMENT FOR THE USER and the universaUy recog-

nized WORLD'S STANDARD DOORS. In verification:—

THE HABRIS ABATTOIR CO.,
Ltd., Canada.

"Our Coolera and Fnetit are
mostly equipped with yonr doort.
In fact we adopted It as Statidard
throughout our plant, as we find

them Bubttantially rnaie and the
insulation p«rfeot. We also find

the Hardware ttand* up hotter

than on Mty other door we bare
seen or trleii."

LOUISVILLiB SOAP CO.,

LouliTiUe, Kj.

"Cooler* at one of emi plants
are e^itipped teith your i»ort.
\ehich ha/ve given ui euch tatU-
faction toe toieh to improve the
doort at ouir old plat^t. Wa wottld
not be warranted la threwlac
the doors but would Uka tke tyy*
hardware you supply."

THE WASHINGTON MARKBT,
Wasblngton, D.C.

"The doort euppUed by you. In

use at both plants, have ie«n in

every tcay tatiefaotory, and we
tblnk the Jamison door is the bast

on the market."

Read 'em again, men—analyze them! Acquaint yourself

fully with our method of construction through latMt

catalog No. 9—just off the press.

Jamison Cold Storage Door Company
Formerly Jone» Cold Store Door Co. HAGERSTOWN, MD., U.S.A.
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A Simple Design That Means
Years of Reliable Service

The Yarway (formerly the

Simplex) Seatless Blow-Off
Valve is the last word in sim-

plicity.

[t consists of a hollow piston

that is raised and lowered
within the valve body. Study
the illustration and descrip-

tion. Note especially how
packing is automatically com-
pressed when valve is closed,

a feature that makes the Yar-
way leakproof . The protected
position of packing prolongs
its life to such an extent that
renewal is necessary only at

intervals of several years.

The large unobstructed port
allows free uninterrupted pas-
sage to the blow down.
Try one for 60 days, subject to
return. Write to-day, stating
size of line and whether screw
or flange, and angle or
straightway.

YARNALL-WARING CO.
7604-20 Queen Street

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia

A. McLELLAN
103 St. Francis Xavier St.

MONTREAL, QUE., CANADA

V-
F-

P-

Operation

I n closing valve,

shoulder "S" on plun-
ger "V" engagres -the

loose follower gland
"F," compressing
packing "P" ajbove

and below the port,
making an abeolately
tiirbt -velye.

ARE YOU
WASTING COAL?

If your boilers are operating at 65%
efficiency, whereas you ought to be
getting 7S% or 80%, then you should
investigate to-day the possibilities of

RILEY UNDERFEED STOKERS.

Thelfirst year after installing Riley Stokers,

the Haverhill^Boxboard Company saved ten
tons of coal a day, and reduced their oper-
ating force by thirty-six men—a total saving
of $52,000.00.

Our catalog shows a cut of an evaporation
curve. From it you can figure just what
you can actually save in dollars and cents

by increasing your efficiency.

Catalog HR-11 sent on request.

For information on Murphy Automatic Furnaces for

small boilers, see Oct. 20 advertisement or send for

Murphy Furnace Catalog H M-ll.

^^.|^y>J^ Sanford sRiley|Stoker Co.
"
~

" WORCESTER, MASS.

British Licensee : Erilh's Engineering Co,'
^o>^

Ltd., London. French Licensee : Erith,

Leroy & Cie., Paris, France.
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Drawn from photo-

graphs showing
Goodyear Extra Pow-
er Belts at work in the

Victoria Foundry Co.,

Limited, Ottawa.

MADE CANADA
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Reduce Belt Replacement
Changing belts costs money.

Belts which wear out quickly must

be replaced frequently.

This costs money for belting.

Costs money for idle machinery.

Costs money for idle hands.

Costs money because piece-workers

become dissatisfied.

Goodyear Extra Power Belting re-

duces belting costs.

It wears long, and so makes the belt-

ing itself cost less.

It keeps machinery and men busy,

and enables everyone to produce at

greatest efficiency.

This has been the experience of

every one of the more than a thousand

Canadian plants which use Good-

year Extra Power Belting.

For example, here is what the Vic-

toria Foundry Company, of Ottawa,

say about their Extra Power:

VICTORIA FOUNDRY COMPANY, LIMITED, OTTAWA
Gentlemen :

We have certainly had great satisfaction from your "Extra

Power" Belting.

We have used it on all kinds of machines. It has been in

service a surprising length of time—and is still in service.

For instance

—

16 months on the cone of a 30-inch Lodge & Shipley lathe.

18 months on the cone of a 24-inch lathe.

24 months on a 30-inch drill press.

12 months on main drive of a 36-inch planer.

And all still in service. Not a replacement so far. We are

mighty pleased.

Yours very truly,

THE VICTORIA FOUNDRY COMPANY, LIMITED.

Men trained by Goodyear to solve belting problems
are always available to confer with you. No obli-

gation. Just wire, phone or write the nearest branch.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. of Canada, Limited
Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton,

London, Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary, Edmonton, Vancouver
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REES RoTURBo
Patent Pressure Chamber Pumps Cannot

Overload the Prime Mover
The self-regulating feature of the RoTURBo PUMP "when subjected
to a -variation in boiler pressure" causes it to adjust itself to meet the new
conditions without danger to the prime mover.

Two Rees RoTURBo Pumps recently completed b y us for the Windsor Water Works at Windsor. Ont.

REES RoTURBo
Patent Pressure Chamber Pumps, Rotary Jet Condensers and Rotary Air Pumps are

to-day giving splendid service the world over in MINES, POWER STATIONS,
MARINE SERVICE, WATERWORKS and ALL KINDS of INDUSTRIAL PLANTS.

Ask for catalogues and further particulars.

Sole Canadian Manufacturers

The GOLDIE & McCULLOCH CO., Ltd.
Head Office and Works: GALT, ONTARIO, CANADA

TORONTO OFFICE: WESTERN BRANCH: QUEBEC AGENTS: BRITISH COLUMBIA AGENTS:
Suite 1101-2, 248 McDermott Ave., Ross & Greig Robt. Hamilton & Co.,

Bank of Hamilton Bld'g. Winnipeg, Man. 400 St. James St., Vancouver. B.C.

Monti eal, Que.
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The Trueing of

Commutators

The Second of Several Articles

Descriptive of Commutators

and Their Troubles. This

Article Deals With Various

Methods of Dressing and
Trueing Up.

By W. F. SUTHERLAND

COMMUTATORS, like everything else, need care and
attention, and at times, repairs of various sorts.

Brush wear will often develop irregularities causing
unevenness. A loose bar may creep out beyond the general
surface of the commutator or the commutator may become
excessively out of round or eccentric. Eccentricity in it-

self is not objectionaible in slow speed machines, if present
in small amounts. Many commutators operate when in

this condition and give perfect satisfaction. In some cases
it is only possible to correct this fault by trueing the com-
mutator up when the armature is in its own bearings.

The above faults may be termed mechanical ones and
other troubles of an electrical nature may necessitate
corrective measures. Excessive sparking due to many
causes will very quickly destroy the smooth polished sur-

face which ensures sweet running. The causes of spark-
ing in its many forms will be taken up in a later article,

the present one being a resume of the various methods in

current use for the restoring of a satisfactory surface when
necessary from any cause.

For the above troubles a number of remedies may be
used. Sanding may suffice when slight pitting has oc-
curred., but when high bars are present, when the commu-
tator is out of round, or when pitting is present in large
amounts and of a severe character, it will usually be found
necessary to resort to grinding or turning.

Turning Commutators

In turning commutators, the allowable peripheral speed
will depend in large measure upon the condition of the
commutator itself. If high bars are present the first
cut should be made at a speed of about 100 ft. per minute.
The finishing cut may be made at as high a speed as the
tool will permit, up to 200 ft. per minute, with moderate
and large size commutators. Speeds of 400 ft. per min-
ute are sometimes reached in the turning of small com-
mutators.

A high cutting speed and a sharp and carefully ground
tool give the best results in machinery copper. The tool

should be of the diamond shape and should be set as high
above the centre as possible and yet cut with a clearance
below the point.

The maximum speed used should be about one-thirty-

second of an inch. Fig. 1 shows one of the best tools

used for turning commutators, that recommended by the
Westinghouse Co. This is a side-cutting tool withi the
point ground to about 1/16 in. radius. The cutting side

and point should be given considerably more rake than is

customary for use in working steel or iron.

Care should be taken to see that the tool is sharp
enough to make a clean, smooth cut without dragging
copper over the mica. The ends of the bars should be
rounded off with a file while the commutator is in the lathe
or after turning in its own bearings and while rotating at

Supporting Frame

i( Tool

FIG -ATTACHMENT TOR TURNING COM-
MUTATORS IN SITU.

—Courtesy Westirghouae Co.

the cutting speed. This rounding off should be done until
the bars have a rounded comer of aJbout 1/16 in. radius.
The inner comer should also be rounded likewise as shown
in Fig. 3. This is important, for if the commutator is
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left with sharp corners at the ends of the bars, the mica
is easily broken out and short circuits established by oil

and dust at these points. After turning the commutator
should be examined carefully to see that there are no small
particles of copper bridging adjacent bars.

Before turning a commutator, a suitable head or cover
should be made to prevent chips and dust from working
into the armature. This head is best applied by taking
a strip of cotton several inches wider than the length
of the end connection and long enough to encircle the com-

FIG. 2—TOOL RECOMMENDED FOR TURN-
ING COMMUTATORS.

mutator, wrapping it around the commutator and binding

the inside edge with cord as closely to the end connections

as possible. The cord should then be turned up over the

end connections and bound with cord to the outside of the

armature.
When turning a commutator with the armature in its

own bearings some outside source of motive power is

required if it is a motor that is being repaired. The power
can most easily be obtained from a smaller motor con-

veniently placed and belted to the machine being worked
upon. When turning the commutator of a generator, the

engine can usually be speeded down to the proper number
of revolutions per minute. Fig. 2 shows a turning device

recommended by the Westinghouse Company and it will

be seen that it is nothing more nor less than the familiar

slide rest. A convenient lathe in the plant or in the engin-

eer's own workshop can often be robbed of its slide rest

and an attachment made for its support on the machine
being worked upon. It must ibe kept in mind, however,
that any support for the tool holder must be aibsoluteiy

rigid and strong, for if the tool should dig in serious dam-
age to the commutator will necessarilly result. The ways
of the turning device should be set so that they are ab-

solutely parallel with the commutator and securely fast-
ened and braced.

It should hardly be necessary to reiterate the oft re-

peated advice—"Never lift the armature by slings around
the commutator." This repetition may serve some useful

be kept clean mnd
well painted j'

FIG. 3—SHOWING WHY CO RNERS SHOULD
ALWAYS BE ROUNDED AFTER GRINDING

purpose, for nothing will injure a commutator more; even
if the surface be not marred, it will probably be forced out

of round.

Sanding
A commutator after having been freshly turned, is

not in a fit condition to carry loads and it is necessary, in

most cases, to sandpaper it before being put into service.

FIG .roRD.AN CUMMl'T.ATOR GLilNDER

The following hints re sandpapering also apply when it is

desired to smooth the surface and thus remove any slight

irregularities, such as pitting, etc.

If the surface is rough. No. li% paper should be used,

followed by No. 1, and later by No. 00. Sandpaper should

not be forced against the commutator by a lever, unless

care is taken to distribute the pressure evenly over the

whole of the paper. Many descriptions have appeared in

the technical press of various sanding devices, but any
engineer can make them to suit himself. One thing should

be guarded against; the block should never be wedge-
shaped so that it can be dra^vTl into a brush holder bracket.

If this occurs, a hurry-up repair job will be necessary and
fireworks, of a verbal variety at any rate, will ensue. It

it customary to mount the paper on a block, 15 or 20 sheets

being screwed on to begin with, to give flexibility and an
even distribution of pressure.

When the armature has been removed and placed in a

lathe, the correct speed for sanding can easily be secured,

and when it has been freshly turned in its own bearings,

the same motive power used for turning will be available.

Rotary converter commutators are often sanded, brushes'
being of course removed, by starting upon the a.c. t.ide

and allowing the machine to run down to practically zero

speed while sanding.

In finishing, one sheet of No. 00 paper should be used

backed by felting or other suitable padding and the paper
should be oiled with machine oil on the back. This oil

will work through and will tend to catch the copper frag-

ments and particles of sand, preventing them from being
embedded in the mica. The surface of the commutator
may then be polished with the back of the sandpaper or

a strip of canvas.

It should hardly be necessary to repeat the waming
often given: never use emery cloth or paper on commu-
tators. Nothing will cause more trouble than this in op-
era,tion, for the grains of emery will embed themselves in

the copper with disastrous results.

Large machines are often shipped with the commutators
freshly turned and after a commutator has been re-sur-
faced, it is also in a similar raw state. This condition
and the fact that the brushes are either new or have been
adjusted by sanding should be taken into consideration when
putting the machine into service. If the machine is re-

ITG. .'l JORDAN COMMUTATOR GRINDER TRtTING IP
COMMUTATOR ON WESTINGHOUSE M.A.CHINES.
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ceived with the commutator freshly turned, or if it has

been refinished, it is advisable to run the machine light

for some time, (one maker advising 24 hours), then at a

load of about one-half full load for an equal length of time.

This will polish the commutator.

A properly polished commutator will show a very high

polish and will vary in color from a light straw to a dark

brown, or even a blue gray, the actual color being of no

imiportance. In the polishing of a commutator, no lubri-

cant should be used.

Commutator Grinding

The turning of commutators has largely been super-

seded by grinding. This latter practice has much to

commend it, for commutators can be trued up without re-

moving the armature from its bearings and the machine

can be run at its regular speed and can go on delivering

power at the same time.

When turning up a commutator in the lathe, the motor

or generator has to be shut down and the armature re-

moved, possibly at the expense of some damage to itself.

Copper may drag across the mica insulation and a con-

siderable amount of material is removed. Turning with

a portable slide rest suffers from the disadvantage of

shutting down the generator or motor and running it at

a reduced speed by some outside source of motive power.

Difficulty is often encountered in securing a rigid support

for the slide rest, failing which the tool is apt to dig

FIG. 6—SHOWING METHOD OF MOUNTING JORDAN COM-
MUTATOR GRINDER ON BED-PI-ATE.

into the commutator with disastrous results. End play of

the armature in its bearings also has to be provided
against.

By grinding a commutator it will last anywhere from
two to three times as long, owing to the smaller amoiint

of metal removed at each refinishing and sanding is un-

necessary. The illustrations. Figs. 4, 5 and 6 show grind-
ing attachments made by Jordan Brothers, New York,
for the refinishing of commutators on all classes of direct

current machinery.
Various types of this machine are in use, some belt

driven, and some direct connected to a motor through a
flexible shaft. The arrangement is simple, consisting in

its essentials of a grinding wheel supported on a shaft
iTinning in ball bearings and with provision for adjust-

ment radially to the commutator and lengthwise along the
commutator face.

Special wheels are recommended by the makers ox this

device. Emery wheels won't do, owing to the conducting
nature of the abrasive and to its tendency to embed it-

self in the copper surface. Wheels too hard or too soft
are also unsuitable for the work.

In turning a commutator, the device is fastened in

position so that its shaft is parallel to the generator or
motor shaft, and the grinding wheel just clears the com-
mutator. A round belt passes around a driving pulley

FIG. 7—USING THE IDEAL COMMUTATOR RESURFACER
ON A SMALL MACHINE.

on the grinding wheel shaft and from there to a grooved
pulley on a one h.p. motor. The grinding wheel is move-
able parallel to the commutator and has sufficient range
so that it can be fed across the entire width of the com-
mutator face. The shaft in several of the various types

of this machine is set in an eccentric barrel and by the

manipulation of the handle controlling this eccentric barrel

the wheel can be approached nearer the centre of the

commutator, thereby taking off as light a cut as may be
desired.

Re-surfacing by Abrasive Blocks

Another method for re-surfacing commutators has re-

cently been developed. Blocks of abrasive materials of

FIG. 8—RESURFACING ROTARY CONVERTOR COMMUTATOR.
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FIG. RINGS .-^E EASILY TUNED UP.

MANY potential causes of accidents exist in and
around the power pliant and particularly the

boiler room. In carelessly kept boiler rooms the

stumbling hazard is present in aggravated form. Loose
coal is a prolific cause of accidents. If firing tools are

carelessly placed one is almost certain to find in the

same room, steam hose carelessly thrown down, wheel-
barrows left projecting from dark corners, skids or planks
behind the doors and scores of other hazards inviting

accident.

Many boiler rooms suffer from lack of space. Space
from the furnace door to the wall of the room, boiler set-

tings, coal pile or other obstructions should be sufficient

to permit the withdrawal of the longest firing tool without
hazard or inconvenience. If there is sufficient space beside
the boiler, racks for tools should be provided on the boiler

setting. Other suitable places may be found in front of
the setting, the wall of the room in front of the boiler
or the 'back of the boiler setting. Tool racks must be
substantially built. They must prevent the falling of tools

and must not be in the way. The practice of allowing
the tools to lie on the floor is inexcusable.

Exits

Two or more ways of exit should be provided from
boiler rooms. The exits should "be plainly marked and
illustrated and the exit doors should be hinged to swing
outward from the boiler room.

Boiler rooms are often slighted as regards iboth light-
ing and ventilation. Coal seems to suggest dirt, dark-
ness, and disorder to the unthinking, but the visitor to
this department is often impressed by the painstaking
efforts of the grimy firemen in their attempts to secure
order and safety.

Light (preferably sunlight, either from skylight or
windows) should be provided in sufficient quantity to
enable th« reading of a newspaper to be carried out in
any part of the room.

Elevated Runways

Elevated' runways should be strongly constructed and
adequately railed and protected. Entrance should be by

the proper composition texture are used, fitted with suit-

able handles for convenient handling. Figs. 7, 8 and 9 show
these re-surfacers, made by the Ideal Commutator Dresser

Co., Chicago, in use. Fig. 7 shows one in use re-surfacing

a small commutator, Fig. 8 shows a rotary convertor com-

mutator being re-surfaced under load, and Fig. 8 shows its

application to the a.c. collector rings of the same machine.

The large re-surfacers for heavy work have double U
handles, so that both hands can be used in controlling and

supporting them.

As in the machine grinding of commutators, not every

abrasive is suitable for use in these blocks, but artificial

abrasives are used which are selected for characteristics

suitable for the work.

Three grades are used, coarse for the removal of large

amounts of copper, fine for the removal of high mica and

small amounts of copper and extra fine for finishing pur-
poses.

Many of the advantages which are inherent in the
grinding of commutators by means of abrasive wheels are
found in the use of these blocks. High mica, ridges and
high bars are cut down, grooves and low spots smoothed
out.

Work

metal or concrete stairs. Flooring of runways should be

of grating type rather than of solid construction—the

likelihood of accumulating coal dust on closed runways
influencing the choice.

Several levels of runways may be found in the properly

equipped and up-to-date boiler room, wliereas in the older

construction ladders are depended upon to reach the

several points necessary in the course of a day's work.

In addition to stairs and runvrays, chain or indirect con-

trol of several of the vital valves and safety appliances will

be found most advisable.

Flooring

Brick flooring is sometimes recommended in hand-
books dealing with subject. While it is a non-conductor
of heat it lacks smoothness and does not lend itself to

efficient operation.

Types of floors may be different around boiler set-

tings and under coal piles. Floors immediately around
boilers should be of metal plate with abrasive surface
or of concrete. Under the coal pile, concrete will afford

a suitable footing and will not interfere with the use
of the shovel.

Storage of Fuel

If coal is dumped from railroad cars into a hopper a

metal grating should be used near the top of the hopper
to prevent a man falling into it. The grating should be
of such a type as to permit of the efficient handling of
the coal and at the same time to afford maximum pro-
tection to the workman.

A workman entering a bin should wear a safety belt

and life line. The upper end of the life line should be
attached firmly to some stationary object and a com-
panion workman should keep the line adjusted short
enough to prevent the man in the bin from being drawn
under material.

Hot Wells

Hot wells should be fenced in or otherwise protected.

If the well is less than fifteen feet in diameter the entire

surface may be covered with metal plate or grating one
foot or more above water level. If the hot well is more
than fifteen feet in diameter or grating extending out

Making the Boiler Room a Safe Place to
The National Safety Council, Chicago, Issues Valuable Literature

on Safety Practices in General. The following Article is Based
on Their "Safe Practices for Boiler Rooms"
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six feet or more from the side of the well may he in-

stalled with an appreciable slope toward the curb of the

well and safety. Closed hot wells should, of course, be

provided with a pipe at least ten feet in diameter and
of sufficient size to permit of the escape of vapors.

In the economizer the temperature of the water is

frequently raised to nearly that of the boiler. As the

economizer is under the same pressure as the boiler,

precaution should be taken to maintain and operate them
with equal care. The water should enter the boiler after

passing through a check valve. A safety valve should

be provided for ^ach economizer.

Many engineers recommend that the tops of boiler

settings be made flat so that repairmen and others are
provided with a rapid means of escape from the tops
of the boilers in an emergency, and with a safe route

to travel in their work. This may be done by filling

around the drums or shells with an insulating compound,
with four or five inches of concrete on top.

If flat top settings are impracticable a continuous walk-
way (with standard railingis and toeboards) should be
provided over each bank of boilers. The walkways should
be arranged so that steam valves and safety valves are
accessible from them.

Safety valves should not discharge across the tops of
boilers. Direct the discharges upward and have them
above the heads of workmen who may be working around
them. When discharge pipes are carried through the roof
they should be at least seven feet aibove the roof level.

At least one recording gauge should be connected to
each steam system so that should an accident occur there
will always be availalble a record of the steam pressure
at that time. All steam gauges should be kept in good
condition so that the pressure indicated will he approxi-
mately correct. For testing gauges a dead weight testing
machine should be used.

Each boiler will be equipped, of course, with a water
column and fittings. This should be located so that a
view of the gauge glass from the boiler room floor is
not interrupted by stairways, platforms, etc. Where it
is necessary to provide a special platform for the water
tender, this platform should not interfere with a view
of the gauge glass from a position on the boiler room
floor because it may be necessary to verify the water
level from this point.

Drain connections from the water column should have
an open end into a drain and be of sufficient size to permit
any foreign matter that may enter the columns to be
blown out. The drain connection should not be led into
the ash pit, however; water striking hot ooals will form
carbon monoxide gas, a deadly gas, also explosive if
mixed with air.

Guards are usually desirable where glasses are less
than fifteen feet from the fioor or water tender's platform.
Glasses above this hergiht may be obscured by some kinds
of guards. Therefore, nothing is recommended except
where men work near the glafsses.

There are a number of glasses on the market which
employ the principle of refraction to show the water
level. These g^lasses usually have fiat fronts and ribbed
backs. They show a steel gray color above the water line
Disadvantages are that the water level can be ohserved
from only one position and grease and dust collect in the
grooves so that the glass has to be removed and cleaned
This glass is safer than the ordinary unguarded cylindrical
glass. Wired glass guards surrounding the gauge ^glasses
are very good Where the location of the gauge exposes
the workman to danger. They are objectionable when
the gauges are some distance from the firemen or are
poorly lighted, because glasses cannot easily be seen
through them. They should be used on locomotive boilers
where glasses are close to firemen.

Enamelled plates with vertical red and white stripes
are sometimes placed behind gauge glasses to illuminate
them.

All gauge cocks should be arranged to operate from
the floor. Instead of having rods or drains attached to

them it is often possible to arrange cocks with levers

having holes in them so that they may be operated by

means of a rod with a hook on the end. When not in

use such a rod should hang at a given place conveniently

located. Such an arrangement prevents the accidental

movement of cocks.

Gauge Glass Breakages

Gauge glasses break from many causes. Brittle ai^^

unproperly cooled glasses break easily. Only the best

gilass should be purchased. Long glasses break easily;

glasses not longer than 12 inches should be used.

Ends should be fused when cut as glasses are ma-
terially weakened by the broken surfaces. Impurities in

the feedwater attack and wear glasses. If glasses wear'

rapidly experiments should be conducted to find a g'lass

better suited to the water.

Glasses may be worn somewhat by the action of the

steam and water passing through them. When the wear

becomes perceptible glasses should be renewed.

Glasses should be protected from drafts or sudden

chills. Sudden cooling of glasses places great strains

upon them and will break any but the very best.

The expansion of the plates and the pressure in the

boiler are apt to cause connections to move and break

the glasses when they are mounted directly on the heads

of boilers especially when mounted on bent plates. EHmin^
ate this by the use of water columns.

Care should be taken to have the connections in perfefet

alignment and to place glasses in connections so that

there is no strain on them.

Gauge glasses are very susceptible to mechanical in-

jury, and if only slightly scratched are easily broken.

Exercise great care in storing.

Gauge glasses should be protected from accidental

blows. Breakage often occurs when gauge glasses are

struck by the elbow or with a tool.

Many glasses are broken by turning the water into

them carelessly when they are first put in. After re-

newing the glass proceed in the following manner:

—

1. Replace guard and move as far away as possible.

2. Open gauge glass; blow down.
3. Open steam cock at top of glass .slightly.

4. Leave in this position until glass is hot.

5. Close blow-down.
6. Open upper cock wide.

7. Open lower cock wide.

(Open and close all cocks slowly)

OPERATING RULES FOR BOILERS

Starting Fires in Boilers

If a boiler in a battery that is in service has been
out of use for a time suflScient to permit all parts of the
setting to become cold, or if it is a new boiler, the fol-

lowing method of starting up is advised:

—

The stop valve ibetween the "goose-neck" and the

header should be tight; the drain pipes in the goose-
neck and the drain valve underneath the non-return stop

valve should he open; and the connection to the steam
gauge should be open and in good condition.

Open the feed valve and fill the boiler gradually until

the water level stands between the first and second gauges
of the boiler.

Start a very light wood fire in the furnace and have
the damper in the stack practically closed. The escape
of smoke from the setting will indicate any air leaks,

unclosed doors or other defects which are undesirable
when the boilers are in service. If any such leaks are
observed they should be corrected before going further;
in the case of a new boiler or a boiler with new brick-
work in the furnace, this preliminary heating should be
continued for a day or two if possible before going further.

Continue firing with gradual additions of coal, the
damper adjusted to the requirements until all the air is

driven from the boiler and steam is escaping from the
proper channel.

A period of at least two hours should be occupied in
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bringing the steam pressure in the boiler up to the pres-

sure in the header, as stated above; if the boilers are new

a much longer time should be taken.

While steam pressure is rising in the boiler the gate

valves between the boiler and the steam main should be

slowly opened. This leaves the boiler still shut off from

the main by the non-return valve. When the pressure

on the boiler has reached the required amount the non-

return valve will open automatically, placing the boiler

in connection with the main steam system.

Before commencing heavy firing, corresponding to the

service in the remainder of the battery, lift the lever on

the safety valve to see if it is free to act, and observe

at the earliest opportunity whether this valve lifts at

the allowed pressure of the boiler or under it.

At this time the stop valve in the boiler feed pipe

near the feed main of the boiler house should be wide

open, also the stop valve between the check valve and

the boiler; the feed-controlling valve should he adjusted

by the water tender to an opening such as will provide

the required water delivery.

Checking Fires

The practice of checking fires by opening fire doors

so as to permit an inrush of great quantities of cold

air into the boiler setting and to the stack is bad from

an economic point of view and subjects the boiler and

setting to an undesirably rapid change of temperature.

Instead of this it is much better to close the ash doors

or other sources of draft supply and if further checking

is desired dampers should be closed. Finally if necessary

fire doors should be opened gradually.

Blowing Out Boilers

The bottom blow-off should be used at least once every

twelve hours, the valves in the blow-off connections being

left open for a period of one-half minute or longer de-

pending upon the character of the feed supply. A boiler

should not be emptied before the setting has cooled.

Laying Up Boilers

If for any reason a boiler is to be taken out of service

for cleaning, etc., the following procedure should be ob-

served:

—

(a) Check the dampers and allow the fires to burn

out, at which time the non-return valve will be sealed;

also close the gate valve in the branch next the header

and open the drain pipes in the goose-neck or bend.

(b) Shut the stop valves in the feed pipe.

(c) Rapid cooling sets up undesirable strains in the

equipment. Cool as slowly as time available will permit.

A small amount of air may be passed through the fur-

nace to assist in the cooling. To do this open the doors

and dampers slightly.

(d) After the boiler is cool the blow-off valves may
be opened and the boiler drained.

(e) If for any reason the boilers are to be laid up
indefinitely the following precautions should be taken to

provide for safe conditions when boilers are again put

in service:

—

Thoroughly drain the drums and tubes and clean them
inside and out. Then completely fill the boilers and
replace covers which have been removed. This method is

not practicable when boilers would freeze. In such cases

after cleaning the iboilers, dry them thoroughly and place

a pan of lime in each drum to absorb moisture. Do not

replace manhole covers. Some companies prefer to clean

and dry a boiler and then smear the insides of the drums
with a heavy crude or fuel oil. This should be put on with

a swab, and when putting this on an electric light should

be used, not an open torch. Drums and tubes should be

left open. Mud drums, headers and tube caps should

all be cleaned and similarly coated.

In all places where freezing may occur, care should

be taken to drain water from all parts or fittings, or,

where these cannot be drained (as in the case of steam

gauges) they should be moved and stood in warm places.

The above assumes that the boiler is separated from
the main header by two valves, a gate and a non-return.

In case this condition does not exist, or if the valves leak,

a blind flange must be inserted between the boiler and
the header.

Cleaning Boilers

The blow-off valves, stop valve in the connection
nearest the header and the s1>op valve in the feed pipe

next to the feed header should all be locked shut and
the keys retained in the possession of the man in charge
of the subsequent cleaning operations. Place on the

handle of all of the above valves a suitable sign such
as—MAN INSIDE BOILER; DO NOT TOUCH.

Manhole covers may be then removed and the boiler

opened up for cleaning. It should be an invariable rule

that the man who enters the boiler for purposes of in-

spection, and who is in possession of the keys locking
the above mentioned valves, must give the final assent

for the return of the manhole covers to their places.

Previous to entering the boiler it is advisable to de-

termine whether there is any gas or bad air present by
passing a torch or candle inside.

For locking the valves as advised above the following

method is suggested^—Make a loose cover for the hand-

wheel out of sheet steel. This cover is simply a circular

box made in halves and hinged at one side, with a hole

in the bottom for the valve stem. On the side opposite

the hinge an arrangement is made so that the box may
be locked shut. This box can be painted bright red with
the word "DANGER" in another color. For large steam
valves the box may also have a sleeve extension to cover

the valve stem, thus preventing the use of a wrench on
the stem of the valve.

The cleaning of the setting of coal-fired boUers should

not be commenced until all flue dust and other material,

also the walls of the settings have been cooled to a tem-
perature where there is no possibility of a man being
burned by touching them.

The cleaning of gas-fired boilers will necessitate an
additional precaution in the way of testing the chambers
by means of a lighted candle or torch to detect the presence
of gas or bad air. The gas valve leading to such a boiler

should be locked shut and the key retained in the posses-

sion of the man in charge of the subsequent cleaning
operations. A sign, MAN INSIDE BOILER; DO NOT
TOUCH, similar to that placed on the steam feed and
blow-off valves is to be placed on this valve also.

Leaks in Steam Pipe Systems and Other Structures Under
Pressure

If for any reason, such as blowing out of gaskets,

vibration, over-straining of pipes or general deterioration

the joints of steam pipes develop objectionable leaks, the

application of wrenches to bolts of such joints while

under steam pressure should be absolutely prohibited.

If such joints are to be repaired it should be done after

the pressure has been removed from the particular section

where the trouble occurs.

If the tubes of a fire-tube boiler develop leaks at the

tube sheet, expanders should not be applied to the ends

of the tubes while the boiler is under pressure.

If a leak develops at any part of the sections of a

boiler whether in the headers to which the tubes ar"

attached or at a riveted joint, the use of a caulking tool

to stop this leak while the structure is under steam pres-

sxire should be prohibited. This applies to rivets as well

as plates. All such repairs should be made after the

steam pressure has been taken off the boiler.

If a leak develops at the hand-hole plate or around
the tube caps of water-tube boilers same should not be
stopped by tightening up the bolts while steam pressure

is on the boiler. The same applies to leaks at manhole
covers.

Rising stems of valves should not be permitted to be-

Continued on page 492
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The Economizer in Power Plant Operation~II
The Following Article Reprinted From a Paper Read Before the

Boston Section of the A.S.M.E. Gives Some Valuable Data on
Economizer Operation

The Heating of Feed Water

THE heating of feed water is a subject of interest

and is having the serious attention of all leading en-

gineers of the present day. With an attainment of the

best combustion, an efficient boiler adopted, an economic
prime mover, then the study of advanced engineers is to

reduce the 20 per cent, or more fuel waste in the boilers

and reduce the 20 per cent, of the total steam generated
that is now required to operate the auxiliaries.

Now, first, let us consider the auxiliary recjuiremenis

for a reciprocating engine run condensing, which we will

assume is used for belt drive in a factory.

Shall the feed pump be operated by power or steam ?

The opinion on this is diverse and the able practitionens

consulted seem to be evenly divided.

Those favormg steam-driven pumps seemed to think

them more reliable for steady operation with automatic
control.

Those favonnig power-driven types advanced that a six-

plunger power pump provided with an automatic relief

valve to bypass, has proved to be reliable and eliminated

severe pulsations on the ipipe lines.

For relay with power-driven pumps, some would rpro-

vide injectors, particularly with reference to plants of

moderate size; and other steam pumps.

Where sceam-driven, all would use the exhaust in a

secondary heater for heating feed after the water taken

from the hot well or other original source had previously

gone thrugh '^he primary in the exhaust between main
engine and condenser.

Presuming the condenser pump is not of a barometric
type, shall the condenser water be circulated by steam or
power pump?
Nearly ail prefer this pump to be steam-driven, although

they seem to regard the steam consumption to be high
and many speak ,a g)od word for the economy of the
old cvistom of direct connection to the marine engine,
but concede the independent type has operating advant-
ages.

If this sceani auxiliary is of an economical Corliss type,

it will require only ^bout 3 to 4 ,p€r cent, of the steam
used in the main engine and this exhaust will add about 30
degrees to feed water temperature, varying more or less,

as 20 per cent, more or less of the boiler output on the

average is customarily used for heating in an industrial

plant and other moderate uses. The reciprocating engine
for ipublic sei-vice electric stations is not considered, as

it is not present-day practice. If a twin vertical, hig'h

duty pump is used, about 9% per cent, of the total steam
is used to drive them and the exhaust would add about
80 to 100 degrees to the feed water. A compound pumip
will use ibout 6 per cent, of the total steam and the

exhaust will correspondingly add between 50 to 60 de-

grees to feed temperature.

Hence it can be seen that with the 5 per cent, of steam
thiat would be obtained from a steam-driven feed pump
added to extravagant types of condenser pumps, an en-

gineer could easily provide a feed water temperature at

200 degrees or better.

The most economical method for operating the aux-
iliaries would be power-dTiven feed pumps and Corliss

SIDE VIEW OF ECONOMIZER AT BL.A.CK ROCK PLANT OF THE BUFALLO GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.
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condenser pump. The feed water would then leave the
primary heaier at 110 degrees; the secondary heater at

140 degrees, and from the economizer 240 degrees.
• The belted ^eed pump would take only 8 i.h.p., say, for

1,000 h.p. at, say, 15 libs, per h.p., or 120 lbs. against
steam-drivca ,at, isay, 8x150 lbs., 1,200 lbs. steam per hour,

or 1,080 lb.5. taved by power driven from main engine.

The Corliss pump at 3 per cent, saves 6 per cent, of

the total ateam over the twin vertical, or one of similar

steam consutjiption, which would bave to ibe used to obtain

200 degrees temperature in feed, or 900 lbs. more saved,

making a saving of 2,000 lbs. of steam otherwise to be
manufactured. The combined use, therefore, of the belted

feed pump and the Corliss condenser pump makes a sav-

ing of steam of at least 10 per cent, based on additional

modeirate amount 'of steam for heating, etc., used outside

of engine and on top of this, the economizer heats the

wiater to 240 degrees, or 40 degrees hotter than 200, ,giv-

ing another 4 per cent. This would make a total of 14

per cent, against running auxiliaries to give exihaust

'steam sufficient to deliver the water into the boilers at

200 degrees. This scheme, as just recommended, is being

followed in many plants. Where plants can use some
exhaust continuously in the mill, then more auxiliary

waste can be allowed to such purposes, but the highest

fuel economy •mil be bad by limiting this supply to what
can be thus fully Used, and witb sufficient to heat the

feed temperature to enter economizer between 120 and
140 degrees.

I have been among power plants for over 20 years

and every practical operating engineer I have met has

always complained of the loss of steam used in small

engines and auxiliarieJs. They know every piece of steam
(apparatus carries its own losses and if you get 80 per

cent, recovery of their steam you are doing well.

Gapt. Manning tells me that it has been the practice in

the Navy to heat the feed water by live steam and dis-

clharge the exhausts of auxiliaries into the main condenser

to lessen thf; amount these use, and this has been their

practice for over 15 years. Surely (where every pound of

water and luel has to be carried aboard the ship our
expert naval engineers would not be doing this if it were
not provedly economical.

My outline for operating auxiliaries and heating the

feed water through the feed water heaters and econo-

mizer sha\ved a combined total saving of 14 per cent.

Practically i'; will be nearer 16 per cent., because you will

get only 20 per cent, recovery of the waste on the other

method, and then the saving will be even greater, because
the ratio of combustion being reduced in a given iboiler

unit for a less duty, produces a higher boiler efficiency,

and therefore a compound saving is effected. Every con-

scientious expert who has ever tested economizers has
almost invariably found this result true. Then, too, con-

sider that the water is held nearly an hour's time, so

many impurities have chance to be precipitated, there-

fore the water is pure and ready to ebulate.

The use of the exhaust in the low pressure cylinder can
be granted to produce useful economy. Some object to

the method because the steam may be wet, necessitating

the complication of reheating coils. Sometimes these coils

are utilized to carry the live steam to operate tbe con-

denser pump. So wfhile this low pressure duty does seem
to work well in practice, and I know of no positive trou-

bles, I gave my former outline the preference, as it looked

simpler, was easily understandable and probably as equally

effective in net economy. This alternative method sup-

plies steam feed pump exhaust to the secondary heater

instead of condenser exhaust, the latter being condensed

or used to manufacture power in the engine.

The operation of exhausts from auxiliaries into the

main condenser has met with objection that their lea!ky

valves will destroy the vacuum, but I found its adherents,

who claimed they had never had such troubles where the

vacuum carried was not higher than 26 in.

With a b.iromctric condenser the feed pumps will be

steam-driven to provide a source of exhaust to tJhe

secondary heater.

rOP OF GREEN'S ECONOMIZER INSTALLATION AT THE BLACK ROOK PLANT OF THE BUFFAIX) GENERAL
ELECTRIC CO. TWELVE ECONOMIZERS INSTALLED, EACH IN CONNECTION WITH ONE 1200 HORSEPOWER B. &

W. BOILEm OPERATED AT 400 PER CENT. RATING PRESSURE 276 LBS.
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GREEN'S ECONOMIZER INSTALLED IN THE PLANT OI' THE CALIFORNIA AND HAWAIIAN SUGAR REFINERY
CO., CROCKET, CAL. THE CONCRETE FLUES SHOWN ARE AN INTERESTING PIECE OF DESIGN.

It may be risked iwhy the author insists on a secondary
heater or in effect to secure 150 degrees for entering
economizer T;em,perature. Why not be logical and run
every auxiliary by power and save all their wastefulness
and just take the water from the primary heater to the
economizer? This could be cdone if someone were to be
in charge of the plant to have any apparatus that could
be reliably run, operated off the main power.
But in many plants where the boilers have to be fed

with water at 110 degrees or thereabouts, it happens
when economizer is shut off for repair or cleaning that
the coaling is so heavily increased and the labor of keep-
ing steam likewise, as compared vdth the ease had with
economizer, that the engineer is loath to disturb its ser-

vice—lets minor leaks run in, awaits the favoring time
when the plant won't be too busy, and then has other
things to do, knowing the rugged economizer can stand
a while longer. The thorough cleaning and overhauling of

once or twice a year that it should have is not given to it

for years.

The sam3 ciief auxiliaries of the reciprocating engine
of feed and condenser pum^s and also another important
auxiliary, the Exciter engine, are required in modem
turbine stations and some comments on them follow:

The Feed Pumps. In some important plants it will be
found that these are run motor-driven with steam relay,

although elsewhere, steam-driVen by duplex pumps, chosen
for reMabiliby. or small turbine-driven centrifugal pumps.
A three-plunficr power with motor chain drive and steam
relay should prove a reliable and economical rig—or what
will develop more probably will be centrifugal motor-
driven pumps with small steam turbine to automatically

relay.

Condenser Pumps. Practice on these is diverse between
motor-driven and steam. Where steam driven the ex-

haust is 3om(!times led to the condenser, but the higher

vacuum of turbines than to reciprocating is apt to gen-

erally give more trouble with leaks through valves of
these small steam pumps or small turbines. Lately the

Terry turbme has brought out a turbine with the steam
flow reversed through the low pressure element and thus

protecting the valve gland to enable them to run with an
economical use of steam by condensing the exha\ist.

Mr. William Pestell tells the author that the new tur-

bine going in at the Manchester Station in Providence,

R.I., is ibeintr planned to turn the exhaust of the condenser

pump into the fourth istage of the main turbine. The
pressure varies, but is expected to be about 8 Ibis, albiso-

lute, or equal to 14 in. vacuum at this stage. Although
the general use of the exhaust from steam-driven pum'ps

in roast years lias been to feed water heaters, the present

tendency is to find a right method that will reduce the

steam these pumps consume.
The Exciter Engine. This has been usually engine-

driven, because reliability was better with an engine than

motor, as a motor trouble or a falling away of 5 per
cent, to 10 per cent, would likely cause a shutdown. The
exhaust has been generally used to heating feed water.

Primary heaters are in use in some turbine plants, 'but

there has been so much steam from auxiliaries that they

are not of much account, especially to heat of steam going

to low vacuum. Exoeipt where all auxiliaries are motor-
driven, as at Quincy Market, such a heater would be of

no account.

It may be worth mentioning here that this plant is the
largest cold storage plant in the world, with millions of

dollars' worth of perishable stuff held in its vast Ware-
houses, and must be kept going every hour of the year,

especially in the summer months, where a short shut-

down would mean tremendous loss. In this plant, city

water is heaied by primary • heater to 90 degrees with
29 degrees vacuum on the condenser, and is raised by
the economizer to 180 to 210 degrees. The economizer
is admittedly 50 per cent, too small, hut present space
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conditions limit its extension. They also have induced
draft. Their management spares no expense to have the

most perfect equipment to be procured.

Mr. F. L. Fairbanks, the chief engineer, sayis he does

not feed his city water back into the boilers, because
there may be times when the auxiliaries are steam-
driven and condensing, so there is a pjssibility of oil

getting into the boiler. While sucih occasions are rare,

only a few hours, perhaps, in the month and could be

provided against; he also admits using a very trifling

amount of oil in the steam to his turbines. This he does

to prevent wear on the blades and accumulation of deposit

on the low jiressure blades—iboth effects causing a prac-

tical disadv?ntaige to the efficiency and maintenance of

the turbine. He therefore believes it pays to eliminate

both (these factors, as he claims he does, by cautious use

in admittiiig oil and throwing away the condensed steam.

Another item of interest was the information that in

one electrical station, where they had more steam from
auxiliaries than the feed water heaters could take up
and absorb, they chang'ed over the exciter to be driven

by a motor with a Terry turbine, on the same shaft and
kept turning with the motor, and whenever the motor
fell off below 5 per cent, the turbine power would cut

in automatically and take up the load.

There may be another serious and important steam
>'aste that can be had for feed water if the plant is

'Operating forced draft. J. M. Whitam, Philadelphia, Pa.,

the well-known expert, speaking on the advantages and
'disadvantages of stokers, stated, "Those t>T)es requiring

tforced blast will consume 5 to 10 per cent, of all the

'Steam made." This statement was made some time ago
twhen conditions were not as strenuous as to-day.

' A difficulty to precise figures is, that it is well-known
^vdth practici'-l operators that the steam for auxiliaries is

"not appreciably lessened when the bad falls off, so their

'steam consumption is relatively higher on the average
than the figures I. have employed.

It will be of interest as an example of latest practice

to look at the equipment going in the Fisk Street Station

of the Chicago Commonwealth Edison Co., of two tur-

bines, one 2..500 kw. English Parsons, and the other a
20,000 kw. General Electric, which will bring the total

service capacity of this station up to 165,000 kw.

i
Boilers

Steam is generated by B. & W. boilers.

Each boiler contains 2,440 &q. ft. superheating surface.

Each boiler contains 12,200 sq. ft. h.s.

Total surface in boiler, 14,640 sq. ft. h.s.

Ratio of ejonomizer to boiler h.s., 70 per cent.

Normal raimg ner 10 sq. ft. boiler heating surface,

1,220 B.H.P.

If economizer is regarded as extension to boiler h.s.,

2,0'70 B.H.P.

Steam pressure, maximum, 225 lbs.; normal, 210 lbs.

Superheat, 200 to 225 degrees.

Evaporation, 80,000 lbs. actual under continuous work-
ing conditions. Approximately, 2,400 B.H.P.

TemperaLure of feed entering, 280 degrees.

Grates—Tw-o chain grate stoikers to each bjiler, eacb
13 feet lo<n<^ by 10 ft. 6 in. wide, or 278 sq. ft. area.

Ratio, B.H.S to grate area.

Ratio if economizer regarded as add'l B.H.S.

Draft

One s!teel stack, 259 ft. 6 in. above boiler floor.

Inside diameter, 19 ft. in.

Will serve to 8 boilers.

An induced fan provided to each boiler stated to have
80,000 cu. ft. per minute and designed to maintain IVz

in. draft in up-take of boiler.

Usinig economizer, 1 cu. ft. gas per minute per 1 lb.

water per hour evaporated, I reg'-ard as good practice.

I do not know at present the size of those fans, but if

they are no^ ^ oo closely designed and constructed to exact

duty as above, then they could, no doubt, handle double

volume if the grates could handle the coal.

Condenser.-;. Both turbines have Worthington surface

condensers, and the circulating centrifugal pumps are

each motor-driven—for the larger turbine a Kinetic pump
is employed. It is claimed that in tests made on this

arrangement, a vacuum of 29.8 in. with barometer of 30

in. was had with water used in the jets of 74 degrees,

whereas the temperature corresponding to the vacuiun is

36 degrees—the water being actually 38 degrees warmer.

In connection with the Kinetic chamber is a feed water

tank with float to regulate the supply in which the water

is stated to be heated by steam jets supplied from connec-

tion between the high and low pressure cylinders of the

tui<bine, or by the exhaust from the steam-driven feed

pumps.

"The installation of boilers and economizer is similar

in all respects to that of the 25,000 kw. Parsons unit. The

exhaust from the steam auxiliaries is carried to Barag-

wanath hea'.er, guaranteed to heat the water from 65 de-

grees to 130 degrees.

The economizers are designed to raise the tempera-

ture an additional 150 degrees.

The exciters on both turbine outfits are direct con-

nected on the main turbine shaft. See plan view and

phioto, page 633. Apparently recent practice has over-

come former difficulties to this method and, no doubt,

some sDurce of relay current to exciter is provided.

MAKING THE BOILER ROOM A SAFE PLACE TO
WORK

Continued from page 488

come rusty or covered with dirt so that they cannot be

moved the full extent of their travel at any time. A
periodic inspection, not less than once a month, of all

valves, stems, etc., in all the main piping systems about

the boiler house is recommended. Too much importance

cannot be attached to keeping the valves in such condition

that they are always ready for use.

Great care should be exercised in using a wrench or

bar in opening or closing a valve. The abuse of this

means of facilitating the handling of valves may result

in damage or accidents to seats, threads, stems, etc.

Steam should always be admitted into empty piping

very slowly. If any portion of the piping has remained

unused for an hour or more it is important that it be

completely drained before steam is again turned into it.

Water columns should be blown out completely at

least twice every turn. If a gauge glass is fouled inter-

nally so that the water level is not clear, the glass should

be cleaned or replaced as soon as possible. If the fouling

of the gauge glass occurs frequently it is due to some

characteristic of the water such as suspended matter, scale

solvents, lubricating oil, etc., for which some remedy

should be devised.

Try cocks should be used at least twice every turn

which will keep them in good working order.

General

No one should be allowed to remain unnecessarily in

a boiler room. Visitors are not only in danger if an

accident occurs but are likely to distract the attention of

the boiler room employees and cause them to neglect

their important duties.

Good ventilation should be provided for basements

and subways to boiler rooms. In those places there is

grave danger of the accumulation of noxious gases.

Remove or minimize every stumbling hazard in the

boiler room. Tools in racks, steam hose in its place,

proper drainage of wet places and safe disposal of fuel

all will prevent accidents.

Scale in boilers causes bulges and ruptures of boiler

shell—usually leading to explosions. Remove the scale

frequently.
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Power Plant Management—Lubrication— II.

Part Two of an Article Giving Some Interesting Data Relative to

Lubrication Problems Encountered in the Power Plant

By ROBERT JUNE, Mechanical Engineer '

Principles of Lubrication—Part IIA TTENTION was called in our last

iiscussion to the very great im-
..ortance attaching to the proper

selection of lubricants for the various
services about a plant. It was stated
that this importance did not lie in the
opportunities to effect savings in oil,

but savings in power, through reduction
of friction losses. Sufficient emphasis
can hardly be laid on this point, for dis-
criminating choice of lubricants may re-
sult in savings in power sufficient to pay
the oil bill several times over each year.
We have already dealt with the gen-

eral characteristics of a good lubricant,
and with chemical tests for determining
the presence of impurities and adulter-
ants. It remains to discuss the physical
tests of lubricants and the qualities most
tlesirable for various service.

The following are the physical tests

of lubricating- oils commonly employed:
1. iColor, Odor and Specific Gravity:

These are of value to the specialist in

identifying the sample of oil, but they
are of little practical value to the ma-
jority of operating engineers, and need
not be described.

2. Flash Point: The flash point of an
oil is that temperature to which an oil

must Ibe treated at a given rate so that
enough fluid is freed from its surface to
be momentarily ignited when a small
flame is applied to it. The Cleveland
Open Cup Tester is the instrument com-
monly used for this purpose. A thermo-
meter is suspended in the oil, which is

slowly heated; the test flame is applied
at every rise in temperature of 5 deg.
Fah., until the flash occurs.

Flash point is determined as a measure
of the oil's volatility. With steam cylin-
der oils, it is of primary importance, the
required flash point depending on the
temperature of the steam at the engine.
In the case of oils for bearings, flash
point is important because it indicates
the presence of volatile kerosene or
naphtha, with accompanying fire risks.

Plant blazes are always apt to occur
with oils of low volatility if used in

bearins-s, and this possibility should be
guarded against, if possible, in the selec-

tion of oils.

3. Fire Point: The fire point of an
oil is that temperature to which it must
'be heated at a specified rate so thaT ac-
tive combustion will take place, and con-
tinue, when the small flame is applied to
its surface. Naturallv. its temperature
is above that of the flash point. It "is

unually found to rane-e from 30 deerees
Fah. to 65 degreps Fah.. and in light lub-

ricatins: oils, to about 40 deo'rees F. Fire
point, like flash noint. is of value when
oils must be selected for service at high
temperatures.

Cold Point: While the term "cold
point" is commonly used, it is apt to be

misleading, inasmuch as two cold points
are commonly determined—first, the
cloud point, which indicates the point of
separation of the tiny particles of par-
aft'ine in oils of that base; .second—the
pour point, which indicates the lowest
temperature at which the oil will run.
These two cold tests are of value only
where oils must be used under conditions
of very lo\» temiperature and need not
ordinarily be made.

4. Emulsion tests are made in four
runs: To 40 cc of oil in each case, is

adaed 40 cc of distilled water for the
first run; 40 cc of brine for the second
run; 40 cc or normal caustic soda solu-

tion for the third run; and 40 cc of boil-

ing distilled water for the fourth run.
In each case the mixture is stirred with
a paddle at very high speed—say 1,500

revolutions to a minute. The oil should
be kept at a temperature of 130 degrees
Fah. during the test.

To pass this test satisfactorily, oils

used on ice machines or with forced lub-

trication, should completely separate in

less than twenty minutes. The salt wa-
ter and normal caustic soda solution

test need only be made where there is a

possibility of water containing boiler

compounds getting into the system. The
boiling distilled water test is to he made
only where there is a possibilty of steam
or water at high temperature getting in-

to the oil system. The gTeat importance
of this test lies in the fact that where
emulsification takes place with any type
of forced lubrication, there will follow
clogging of oil lines and a formation of
solids in the base of the bearings, with
consequent larare losses of oil and great-

ly increased frict'on.

5. Viscosity: Viscosity is the most im-
portant phys'cal test of an oil. It may be
defined as a measure of fluidity or body.

Its value depends upon the internal fric-

tion between the particles comnosina- the

oil and their resistance to senaration.

Viscosity is really a measure of rate of

flow of an oil at a predetermined tem-
perature, through an orifice of standard
size. It follows that the viscosity of an
oil is inversely proportional to its fluid-

ity.

Importance of Viscosity Tests as a

Guide to Lubrication

All operating engineers have had bear-

ings of machines under their care which
increased in temperature when in oper-

ation to a certain point and "remained
at that temperature under normal work-
ing conditions. It is not uncommon to

find bearings unusually warm and yet
causing no worry or anxiety to the en-

gineer in charge, because he knows that

these bearings will not heat to any high-

er temperatures. These conditions are

not evidence of satisfactory lubrication,

because frictional heat in a bearing is

an indication of loss of power, due to ex-

cessive frictional load; the power ab-
sorbed by friction having been trans-

formed into heat. The causes of the
high temperatures in the above describ-

ed bearings may be credited to the vis-

cosity characteristics of the lubricating

oil in use. The viscosity of the oil was
too high to give satisfactory results

when the bearings were developing nor-

mal running heats, and therefore, the
bearing was required to develop suffi-

cient heat to reduce the viscosity of the

oil to a working value, which allowed
it to freely flow into the bearing. With
better circulation, the oil was able to

balance the production of frictional heat
by carrying it away as fast as it was
created.

This illustration shows the necessity

of using viscosity values, not as a di-

rect guide to the selection of a lubri-

cant, but as an indirect guide. The
method of selection of an oil from its

viscosity characteristics must be based
upon the temperature at which the oil

will be expected to work, which in the

case of a bearing, will be the normal
working temperature of the bearing.

At this working temperature, the vis-

cosity of the oil should fulfil the me-
chanical and lubricating requirements of

the bearing.

By plotting the viscosity-temperature

curve of an oil, this selection may be
simplified and comparisons made quickly

with other oils. An example of the prac-

tical use of this method is given as fol-

lows :

"Assume an engine hearing to have

a normal running temperature of 105

deg. Fah. when the engine-room temper-

ature is 85 degrees. In this case, cer-

tainly no heat will pass from the air in-

to the bearings. With the exception of

the small amount of heat carried away
by the engine frame, the 20 degrees ex-

cess temperature is a measure of the

frictional heat developed in the hearing,

and this frictional heat is a measure of

wasted energy. If an oil is selected by
means of its viscosity curve, produced
from the same crude and having the

same viscosity at &5 degrees Fah. that

the oil in use has at 105 deerees Fah.,

the friction in the bearing will be reduc-

ed, because there will be no necessity for

the viscosity of the second oil being re-

duced to meet the mechanical require-

ments of the bearings."

It is by far the most efficient practice

to use an oil having the lowest viscosity

that will insure the maintenance of the

lubricating film in a bearing, and ex-

cessive viscositv is as much to be avoid-

ed as an insufficient supply of oil.

Viscosity of Little Value in Steam Cylin-

der Lubrication

In the case of steam cylinder lubrica-
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tion, the viscosity tests of cylinder oils

have very little bearing upon the actual
lubricating value of the oil.

It has become the custom of engineers
and chemists to compare the viscosities
of cylinder oils at a temperature of 212
degrees Fah. (by some at 210 degrees
Fah.). A viscosity at this tempera-
ture is totally useless as an indication
of the lubrication value of the oil, siwje
no cylinder oil is ever called upon to
work at this low temiperature. Steam
at only 75 pounds pressure has a tem-
perature of 320 degrees Fah., while at
the usual pressures, the temperatures
are much higher, as follows:

125 pounds to the sq. in. 353 deg. Fah.
150 pounds to the sq. In. 366 deg. Fah.
225 pounds to the sq. in. 398 deg. Fah.

It has been found by actual tests that
the viscosity of cylinder oils are practi-
cally the same at 400 degrees F. and up-
wards. Therefore, this test is, as stat-

ed, of little practical value for cylin-

der oils, and attention is here called to

it simply for the purpose of preventing
a loss of time in making it.

6. Friction Tests: These are some-
times made in special testing machines,
but the results obtained ^re of little

practical value in widely varying condi-

tions found in actual service.

From what has been said on the sub-
ject of physical tests of an oil, it will be
seen that service tests must, after all, be

the main, though not the only, reliance

of the operating engineer; here different

oils are tested out under actual working
conditions and the lubricant best adapt-
ed for the particular service is determin-

ed by the process of elimination. There,

are, however, certain crjneral character-
istics of oils best adanted for particular

services and these ve will take up brief-

Steam Cylinder Lubrication: The
chief requirement:; of r\ lubricant for

cylinder oil where superheated steam is

used, are high flash point and good
body. Since there is practically no mois-

ture with superheated steam, it is recom-
mended that the lubricant be a straight

mineral, uncompounded oil of the hia:h-

est possible viscosity and flash-point.

Where steam is n)t superheated, there is

apt to be some condensation on the bot-

tom of the cylinder. In order to aid the

emulsification of cylinder oils with the

steam, they may be sometimes com-
pounded with "degras" (wool greased.

The percentage of tallow allowable for

the compounding purposes, is from
per cent, for fairly dry saturated steam,

to 10 per cent, for low pressure and wet

steam and long uncovered lines where
the percentage of moisture in the steam

will be high.

Cylinder oils should be fed the steam
lines at least three fees above the throt-

tle valve, thereby insuring proper and
complete atomization. Care should be

taken that cylinder oils which have pass-

ed out with the exhaust steam and have

been received by the hot well, do not

enter the boiler with the feed water.

Notes on Bearing Lubrication

Hand Oiling: Hand oiling is very

wasteful, as the oil can only be recovered

by means of the drip pans. Grit and
dirt often give considerable trouble
when hand-oiling is used, and close at-
tention necessary to mamtain any sort
of efticiency from a lubricating stand-
point, makes hand-oiling dependent en-
tirely upon the personal efficiency of the
operator.

Oils For Circulating Systems: Lubri-
cants used for continuous feed oiling
should be strictly neutral, filtered oils.

ParafRne, base, or treated oils should be
avoided, because of the possibility of
emulsification from the frequent chum-
ings, and the possibility of moisture get-
ting into the system, and from other
sources.

Gravity Oiling Systems: Combination
oil cups and sight-feed needle valves
should be used at all points of lubrica-
tion. Oil caps should always be kept
full and ready for use in case the circu-
lating system fails. In large installa-
tions, it is well to take a sample of the
oil in use and from time to time take
a test as the need for fresh oil can be
quickly determined by noting the in-

creased high viscosity. For all gravity
feed systems, the point of entry of the
oil to any bearings should be at the
point of minimum pressure.

Forced Feed Lubrication: Care must
be taken not to introduce the oil into
the bearings at such points that it will
pass through low pressure areas of the
oil films, causing counter currents in the
films, and escaping without carrying off
its proper share of frictional hfeat.

Where plenty of oil is being circulated,
probably the Best place to introduce the
oil is on one of the lower quarters. Lub-
ricants used in all forced feed oiling sys-
tems must be neutral, filtered and ab-
solutely non-emulsifying. For the usual
turbo-alternator installation, an oil of
150. to 180 Saybolt viscosity at 100 de-
grees Fah. will give the best results. The
oils should have a low-gumming test
and be free from al impurities. Treat-
ed oils are not satisfactory.

Ball Bearings: The lubricant used in

ball bearings must be neither acid nor
alkali, but must be neutral. A simple
test for ball-bearing lubricants may be
made by coating a highly polished steel

surface with the oil or grease under ob-
servation. After exposing it to the heat
of the sun for several days, any corro-

sive tendencies will be evident upon the
polished surface of the plate. Oil con-
taining any compounding of animal or

vegetable oils should never be used in

ball bearings, as it will produce gum-
ming and become rancid. The best lub-

ricant for these bearings is a strictly

mineral oil. For high speed bearings, a

light machine oil should be used, and
for slower moving bearings, use a heavy
viscous oil. or a straight petroleum
grease. Petroleum greases have poor

viscosities, however, and quickly run out

of the bearings. Well^designed bearines

are provided with suitable retainers for

the purpose of holding the lubricant in

the bearing and preventinar its creeping'

out along the shaft. Engine grease or

cup grease should not be used in ball

bearings, unless it is cai'efully tested for

the presence of free alkali, which will pit

and corrode the bearing, if present.
Greases should not be used in ball bear-
ings running at over 1.200 R.M.P. Gra-
phite is not satisfactory for use in ball

bearings because of its tendency to pack.
Oil is the best all-around lubricant for
these bearings.

Ball i)earings should frequently be
flushed out with gasoline to keep them
clean.

Roller Bearings: Heavy body oil and
medium grease should be used for the
roller bearings when the speeds are low;
but under normal conditions the speeds
are high and will allow the use of ma-
chine oil. When oil is used, it should be
strictly filtered and neutral, and free

from any emulsifying tendencies.

Lubrication of Air Compressors: Air
compressor oils must be straight mineral
oils and must not be too high in viscos-

ity. They should be examined as to the
nature and amount of the residue left

after evaporation.

For compression temperatures of 350
degrees Fah. to 44 degrees Fah. the oil

should not flash below 500 degrees Fah.,

and where the temperatures do not ex-

ceed 300 degrees Fah. an oil of not lower
than 400 degrees Fah. may be used.

When feeding lubricating oil to air-

compressor cylinders, care must be tak-

en not to feed an excess of oil, which
will result in gumming and carbon-form-
ing deposits.

Reforigerating and Ice Making Machin-
ery

Ammonia Compressor Cylinders: For
the lubrication of the ammonia compres-
sor cylinders, a pure mineral oil of good
flash test (365 deg. to 400 de^. Fah.)

and possessing a cold test of deg. to

5 deg. Fah., should be used. The heat"

of compression of the ammonia gas re-

quires that the oil have a good flash

test, since it must not vaporize too

quickly. The possibility of oil leaking,

or being carried in vapor form, with the

ammonia gases into the condenser pipes

and expansion coils, requires that the

oil have a good cold test to prevent its

solidifying in the piping. A fairly low

viscosity oil should be used, one having

about 100 viscosity at 100 degrees Fah.

Stuffing Boxes: Hot ammonia gas has

a very bad effect on the stuffing box
packing of ammonia compression cylin-

ders. A liberal supply of lubricating oil

should be applied at this point, to reduce

the possibility of overheating the stiiff-

ing box.

Lost Capacity: One reason for lost

capacity in refrigerating plants is due

to the carrying over of the lubricating

oil by the ammonia gases, and the de-

positing of this oil on the interior of the

condenser and expansion coils. Thia

trouble is due largely to the common
mistake of locating the oil separator en-

tirely too close to the discharge of the

compressor. The gases at this point are

very hot. and the oil is mostly in vapor

form. If the separator is located near

the condenser, where the gases have

slightly cooled and some of the oil con-

densed, it is much easier to prevent an
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excess of oil being carried into the con-
denser coils.

Oil Traps: Oil traps, which may be
made of a short piece of 3-inoh or 4-

inch piping, about two feet long, should
be located at the lowest places in the
expansion and condenser coils.

Measuring Oil Feed: All oil used to

lubricate the ammonia compressor cylin-

ders should be measured, and a record
kept. If there is any unusual increase

in the amount of oil fed into the cylin-

ders, immediate investigation should be
made to prevent "filling" of the sys-

tem.

Oil in Condenser Coils: If lubricat-

ing oil has gotten into the condenser
coils, it can be loosened by cutting off the
water from one stand at a time, and al-

lowing the coil to become hot, when the
oil will be thinned and can be run off

at the oil trap.

Steam Cylinder Oils: Cylinder oils

used in the steam cylinders of refriger-

ating machinery should be purely miner-
al, uncompounded oils. A mineral cylin-

der oil is more easily separated from the

exhaust steam than a compounded oil.

Either a filtered or unfUtered cylinder

oil may be used. Absence of compound
is the most important requirement to

prevent the formation of an emulsion,
with the consequent difflicuilty of re-

moving this emulsion from the exhaust
and condensed steam.

Notes on Lubrication of Textile Ma-
chinery

Lubrication of Yarn-making Machin-
ery: For preparatory woollen, worsted,
and cotton yam machinery, such as pick-

ers, cards, combs and all heavy ma-
chinery, a heavy engine oil should be
used, of 280 to 340 viscosity at' 100 deg.

Fah.
For Intermediate Machinery: Such as

flyer frames, including slubbers, inter-

mediate and roving, a medium viscosity

engine oil should be used, of 175 to 200
viscosity, at 100 deg. Fah.

Lubrication of Spindles: It is essen-

tial that spindles be lubricated with oils

especially prepared for that purpose.
These oils must be limpid and free-

flowing. They must, however, possess

sufficient viscosity to form a protective

film_ of lubricant between the bolster and
the spindle.

The oil should have a good evaporative
test. When heated for 12 hours at a

temperature of 150 degrees Fah. the oil

should not lose more than 4 per cent.

The flash test of any oil used in the

lubrication of a textile mill should never
be below 325 deg. Fah.
Excessive viscosity of spindle oils will

tend to greatly increase the friction load

of the mill.

The following viscosities are suggest-
ed as a guide for the selection of spindle

oils for various purposes:
For bath of Rabbeth spindles, doub-

lers, etc., of 95 to 100 viscosity at 100
deg. Fah.
For mule spindles, cup spindles, open

bolster, sawyer type spindles, etc., of
140 to 150 viscosity at 100 deg. Fah.
For the general lubrication of ring

spinning frames, cap spinning frames.

etc., of 140 to 150 viscosity at 100 de-

grees Fah.
For the lubrication of the front and

top rolls of cap spinning frames and
for mule frames, of 270 to 280 viscosity

at 100 degrees Fah.
A good rule is to oil all the spindles

on the frame at noon hour. There are

several makes of bolsters. The old type
required that the spindle be lifted from
from the bolster and the oil poured into

it. When the spindle is replaced in this

type, the excess oil is squeezed out and
usually drips on the frame, and then to

the floor. In other makes of bolster, the

oil is poured through a tube into an oil

cup, making possible the oiling of a
great number of frames per day.

"Rail rods" should be oiled every week,
when the rails are washed. Oil on the

rail rods lasts a long time and they
require only a small amount.
The other parts should be oiled at

least twice a day.

In mills of any size, amazing results

will be produced if a special man, or boy,

is detailed to attend to the oiling and
wiping of the bearings, with some degree
of regularity. It will pay large returns

to any mill owner if he will spend some
of his time in investigating the lubrica-

ting conditions in his mill.

Lubrication of Knitting Mills: For
this type of machinery a spindle oil of

about 100 to 110 viscosity at 100 de-

grees Fah. will have the proper body to

meet the mechanical conditions of the

small running parts. For the general

lubrication of circular knitters, a neu-

tral, filter engine oil of 140 to 150 vis-

cosity at 100 degrees Fah. will fill the

lubricating requirements.

For the lubrication for the needle mo-
tion plates of horizontal knitting ma-
chinery, a filtered cylinder oil of 130 to

140 viscosity at 212 degrees Fah. will

give the best results.

Highly filtered oils, called stainless

oils, are demanded by some mills, under
the impression that they will not cause

oil spots in the finished pieces. This be-

lief is without foundation, however, as

any petroleum oil will "spot" and cause

trouble, when the piece is being dyed.

Oil spots prevent the dye taking uniform-

ly. Some textile oils are compounded
with lard oil to increase their saponifica-

tiori properties, with a view to aiding the

removal of spots by washing.

Motors and Dynamos
The same principles govern the selec-

tion of an oil for use in the self-oiling

bearings of electric machines as is used
in the selection of an oil for high-speed

engines, having splash-feed bearings.

The body of the oil will, of course, vary
with the size of the machine. The vis-

cosity should be as low as possible. The
oil should have only sufficient viscosity

to permit the rings to carry enough of it

up to the bearings, to provide ample oil

for lubrication and should be sufficiently

free-flowing to permit the free delivery

of the oil from the rings to the journal.

The viscosity of the oil must also be low
enough to permit of its free circulation

and cooling when it is in the reservoir.

FUEL SITUATION IN CANADA
Use of Coal in Pulverized Form Will

Make Available Large Supplies

Now Valueless

The fuel situation in Canada is one

which must be faced in an effort to

overcome the annual threatened short-

age and the constantly rising price of

coal.

Canada possesses immense coal re-

serves. Unfortunately, much of it is

unsuitable for locomotive purposes, ow-

ing to its tendency to spark, also, owing

to its high moisture content, it rapidly

disintegrates on exposure to the atmo-

sphere. Again, at the mines, both be-

low and above ground, in mining the

coal and in handling it, a vast amount

of slack is created, which, up to the

present, has been considered as waste.

A process for utilizing this slack coal,

as well as run-of-mine coal, has for

some time been under development. By
this method the coal is pulverized until

approximately 85 per cent, will pass

through a 200-mesh screen and 95 per

cent, through a 100-mesh screen. After

the coal has been pulverized, it is fed

from the bins by screw conveyors and

blown into the furnace.

Good results have been secured by

cement plants, by the metallurgical in-

dustries, and on locomotives. In the

heating of large buildings the use of

pulverized coal has proved an economi-

cal fuel.

The Commission of Conservation, Ot-

tawa, has issued a report on "Pulverized

Fuel; Its Use and Possibilities," by W.
J. Dick, M.Sc, which explains in detail

the use of pulverized coal and its ad-

vantages.

ADVERTISERS
POWER HOUSE advertising space is

steadily increasing. The splendid list of

industrial firms carrying liberal space

in POWER HOUSE is an outstanding

tribute to the value of POWER HOUSE
as a direet-to-the-buyer-and-user of

power house equipment in Canada. Our

policy of "Power plant efficiency in

equipment and service" is meeting with

the hearty support of advertisers and

readers. Our mutual interests are be-

ing acceptably protected and served.

INSTRUCTIVE ADVERTISING
The advertisements of technical

papers are usually of an instructive

character. Those in POWER HOUSE
are exceptionally so, for the reason that

POWER HOUSE maintains a policy of

co-operation with our advertisers in the

preparation of the highest class of ad-

vertising information. Engineers there-

by become acquainted with the best lines

and the merits thereof. We have before

us a letter which reads: "We bought

. ... all advertised in POWER
HOUSE, and that is what counts, buy-

ing right, and it saves a good many
hours' hard work." It pays to advertise

in POWER HOUSE.
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Handy Tools for the Maintenance Man-L
A Compilation of Various Devices and Methods Used by the Main-

tenance Man, Facilitating Wiring and Electrical Installations

By JAMES A. PERRY
(Copyright. All rights reserved)

MANUFACTURERS' catalogues contain splendid
descriptions of the many regularly-manufactured
tools that the electrical worker uses, hence no ef-

fort will ibe made to repeat the description of these. It
is, however, the intention to discuss a number of devices
that have been found very useful in practical electrical
work, and each can, for the most part, ibe readily made by
the electrician from materials always availaWe. Most of
the devices are time and money savers.

First of all, any mechanic should have a convenient
serviceable chest in which to store his tools.' That shown
in Fig. 1 has given excellent service in a number of cases.
Its construction is sturdy enough that it will successfully
withstand the hard knocks to which an electrician's chest
is subjected. The design shown was, we believe, first in-
troduced by C. -G. Payton, of the Republic Iron & Steel
Company, Sayreton, Ala. The heavy tools are placed in
the bottom of the chest, while the lighter ones are carried
in two trays. 'One of these trays is attached to the cover
of the chest by a series of strap-iron links. The arrange-
ment, obvious from Fig. 1, is such that when the cover is
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FIG. 1—A CONVENIENT TOOL BOX.

W.I Strap HeoHs.

Carr/ape
' Bans.

FIG- 3—HOOKS FOR MOTOR TENDERAND WIREMAN'S LADDER.

FIG. 2—A LADDER
FOR THE INDUS-
TRIAL PLANT MO-

TOR TENDER. FIG. 4—SHOES FOR LADDERS.

open, this tray, A, is drawn up with the cover. The other

tray, B, slides in the usual way on 1 in. x 1 in. guides,

while two %-in. strings maintain it in alignment. When
the top is open, both trays, A and B, and the tools in the

bottom of the chest are at once accessible.

C/niofiS.

FIG. .5—A KNOCK DOWN PIPE BENCH.

To prevent loss, all tools should be marked with the

owner's initials. The marking should be such that it

cannot be readily obliterated. A permanent mark can be

made on steel tools by the following process with materials

that are nearly always at hand: First, the surface of the

metal to be marked is covered with a thin coat of para-

ffine, or drippings from a tallow candle, painted on hot

with a brush or rubbed on with the end of a stick. If

paraffine or candle is not available, a coating of soap can

be substituted. The soap is transferred to the surface

by rubbing the end of a cake against it. With some tool

that has a flat point somewhat like a screw-driver, except

that it should be only 1/16 in. wide, the owner's initials

are graved through the soap or paraffine, cutting down
to the surface of the metal. Now the etching solution

can be applied vrith a small stick of wood. The etching

solution is made as follows:—One part of table salt (by

bulk) is mixed with approximately two parts of powdered
copper sulphate, or blue vitriol, and the two are dissolved

in about ^4 in. of water in the bottom of an ordinary tum-
bler. After the solution has been applied it will etch

the design in the metal to a sufficient depth in a few
minutes. Then the tool can be washed to remove all

traces of the solution, and the paraffine or soap. -

Wiremen should provide themselves with safe ladders.

Many designs are in use that afford the safety required.

Only a few of these designs which have been given a
thorough try-out will be described. The one shown in

Fig. 2 is particularly useful around shafting, although it

is also handy for work in the neighborhood of steel columns,
and where the ladder must be leaned against the stiles or
rails of a window. As the illustration indicates, the nar-
row top permits the ladder to be firmly sustained by a
shaft hanger, or similar member upon which it would be
difficult to support a ladder of the ordinary t>T)e. The
lower ends of the two rails of the ladder are shod with
strap-iron bindings which have pointed ends. This will

prevent slipping on wood floors.

Where the ladder is to be used on concrete or metal
floors, a shoe of one of the types suggested in Fig. 4
should be used. That at Fig. 4 A is supported on a pivot,

and has a corrugated bottom, hence the shoe always lies

normal to the floor. A shoe having pointed spikes ex-
tending from its bottom is shown in Fig. 4 B. This type
is used where the floors are of wood. A shoe with a
wood centre which will provide considerable friction, and
hence tend to prevent slipping even on concrete or iron,

is shown at C. Where wood—ibass wood is the best

—

does not give sufficient friction, the centre member of the
shoe shown at C can be coated with carborundum or lead,

which will greatly increase its adhesiveness. Where lad-
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FIG. 6-^CARRIER FOR MISCBLLAlNEOUS SUPPLIES.

ders without narrow tops are in stock and must be used

around shafting, strap iron hangers should be bolted to

their upper ends as outlined in Fig. 3.

A portable bench for the conduit wireman is shown in

Fig. 5. This device has been particularly useful where
tlhe bench has for some reason or other to be dismantled

for transportation. It can be readily knocked down and
shipped by rail in a redatively small chest at materially

less cost than an un-knocked-down bench can be trans-

ported. Benches of essentially this same style have been
used by pipe fitters lin the Western States where it was
necessary to transport the tools on pack animals. To
knock down the bench, the unions, of which there are six,

are unscrewed. Pipe flanges are mounted at both ends
for the supporting of the conduit vises. Boards, if they
are available, can be laid across the pipes at the top of the
bench. They can also be laid across the bottom pipes to
form a shelf. The plates are laid with heavy material of
some sort to prevent the bench from rocking while pipe
is being threaded. Where boards are placed across the
lower pipes the load can be put on these instead of on
the plates. It will be noted that every portion of the
bench proper is of metal, making it very durable.

A useful little kit for carrying around small tools and
fittings, such as cleats, bushings, rosettes, locknuts, and
washers, can be made from a lOO-lb. nail keg, as shown in
Fig. 6. The keg is sawed in two at the middle, except
that one stave, in which notches are cut for a handle, is

allowed to extend. Some wiremen use half a dozen or
so of these carriers on every big job, using each one for
some different class of material.

A wireman should never erect wire in an open-work
installation until all of the kinks or bends have been taken
out of it. These bends can, of course, be eliminated if
sufficient tension is put on the wire after it is up, but it

is much easier and cheaper to straighten the wire before
it is placed in the cleats. One good method of straight-
ening wire is slhown in Fig. 7. One end of the wire is

attached to a nail driven in some stationary substantial

object. A knolb is run over the wire and then held at

an angle and drawn the entire length of the conductor

as indicated in the illustration. It is necessary to main-

tain some tension on the wire while the knob is being

drawn along it. This method is best used for No. 14 or

No. 12 wires, and may not be successful with larger ones.

There is probably no tool that an electrical worker
uses more frequently than he does his pocket knife. H
he has its blades groxxnd as shown in Fig. 8, a great deal

of time and worry will be saved. One of the smaller

blades can be ground on an emery wheel as shown at A.
The end is formed to a screw-driver point, of suitable

size for socket and rosette work. Near the bolster a
notch is cut in the blade. With this notch, fixture wire
can be "skiimed" very rapidly and without breaking it,

after the wireman has had a little practice. In use, the

)(//////J/////////////////////////!

FIGS. 10 and 11—APPLICATION OF A SLOTTE'D HANDLE.

end of the wire is placed in the notch and the knife pulled

along the wire. The insulation will soon come off.

The large knife-blade that is used almost exclusively

for "skinning" wire can be ground as shown at B. As
all wiremen know, it is impossible to keep a blade sharp

if it is used for scraping insulation, and also for cutting

it off. With the grinding suggested, the lower edge can

be kept quite sharp, and used only for cutting the covering,

while the concave ground upper surface, which provides

two edges, is used for scraping or brightening the wire.

FIG. 7—STRAIGHTENING
WIRE WITH A KNOB.

FIG. 8 AND 9—METHODS OF GRINDING KNIFE BLADES AND TOOL FOR
SKINNING WIRE.
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FIG. 12—^DEVICE FOR TIGHTENING WIRE.

after the insulation has been removed. The concave edges
are formed by cutting a groove along the top of the

blade with an emery wheel. The edge of an electrician's

knife will usually ultimately assume a curved contour as
shown in Fig. 8 B, due to constant sharpening. It will

be found that if the knife blade that is used for cutting in-

sulation is ground out rounding, as shown at B, as soon
as the knife is o^btained, it will tend to prevent the blade
from slipping off the wire.

A little tool, very useful for "skinning" lamp cord, can
be made as shown in Fig. 9. In use, the lamp cord is

held between the two edges, Uvisted around therein to
cut the insulation around its entire circumference, and then
tl^ tool is pulled. The insulation—^both the braid and the
rubber—will come with it, and the strands will not be
broken if the wireman uses just the right amount of pres-
sure on the tool. It can be formed from a strip of steel
or iron plate. The edges are made with a file.

FIG. 13—APPLICATION OF WIRE
TIGHTENING DEVICE.

Nos. 12 and 14 wire, in cleat work, can be tightened

very nicely by the device shown in Figs. 10 and 11. A
slot, V2 in. deep and in. wide, is cut in the end of the

hammer handle, at right angles to the head. The slot

being cut, the handle is used as shown in Fig. 10. All

wires should be straightened as suggested in a preceding
paragraph. After they are partially erected', the sag

in them can be pulled out with the hammer handle.

The opei-ation of tightening is as follows:—The con-

ductor is fastened by clamping in one of the cleats at the

far end of the run. Then at the near end of the run a

cleat is installed, and the wire placed in it. The screws

are set up only far enough so as to bind the wire after it

is pulled through, and to prevent it from slipping back.

Then the end of the wire is inserted in the slot of the

handle, and the hammer is turned toward the centre of

the cleat. The slack being drawn out, the cleat can be

fastened with a screw-driver. After the wire • has been
drawn taut, intermediate cleats can be installed. It will

be noted that this procedure eliminates the necessity of

lining up the intermediate cleats by measurement.
Where wires heavier than No. 12 or No. 14 are being

installed in cleats a tightening device, arranged some-
what as shown in Figs. 12 and 13, will be useful. Aside
from the fact that it is a time saver, this arrangement has
the advantage that the conductors can be pulled very taut

without the damage to insulation which usually occurs

when an endeavor is made to tighten conductors with
pliers. The device comprises (Fig. 12) a 2-in. x 4-in. lever,

about 4 ft. long, with a slot cut in its end. Adjacent to,

and parallel with, the slot a block, possibly 5 in. long and

FIG. 14—CUTTING PORCELAIN TUBES.

2 in. square, is fastened with flat-headed wood screws. A
cleat is screwed to this block as shown. This cleat may
be either of porcelain, similar to those being used on the

job, or preferably it can be cut out of wood (maple) or

hard fibre. The wire hole in the cleat should lie directly

over the end of the slot.

In using the lever, its upper end is placed against a

beam or some other member of the building that can

be used as a fulcrum, and the conductor is firmly clamped

in the cleat. Pressure on the lever tightens the conductor.

A great deal of time is wasted by men that do not

know how, in cutting flexible tubing. A majority of wire-

men appear to use a knife. Probably the best method

of cutting this material, except possibly the very large

sizes, is with the pliers. The smaller sizes can be nipped

asunder with the large side-cutting pliers almost as readily

as can wire. The tubing is thereby flattened, but it can

be readily reformed to its normal shape with the fingers.

Large porcelain tubes are difficult to cut without

cracking. They can, however, be cut, if an emery wheel

is available, by grinding a circumferential groove as

shown in Fig. 14. After the groove has been cut, the

tube will readily break around it, if it is held by the two

hands and subjected to a bending force. After it is in

two, the rough edges at the ends of the tube can be

rounded off on the side surface of the abrasive wheel. It

is easy enough by using this method to cut a large tube in

two in 60 seconds, more or less.

To b-j continued
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The Education of the Power Plant Engineer
In the Following Paper Read Before the N.A.S.E. at Springfield

This Summer the Author Makes Some Very Interesting Observa-
tions Regarding the Status of the Engineer and His Training

THERE is perhaps no trade or pro-
fession which is more misunder-
stood than that of the steam en-

gineer. There is a popular misconcep-
tion upon the part of the layman that a
stationary eng-ineer is a man who "runs
an engine." He is to some minds a den-
izen of remote corners in dark alleys or
"down in the engine room" in an isolated
section of building where the engine is

tethered to a brick foundation and where
he plies his trade groomed in an unlaund-
ered blue denim suit. To complete the
mental picture of the unsophisticated he
is permitted to carry a monkey wrench,
a handful of soiled cotton waste and an
oil can, as further insignia of his occu-
pation. A graphic portrayal of an engin-
eer either in action or repose would under
these conditions show a man not endowed
by nature with either striking intellec-

tuality or even ordinary physical come-
liness.

To this uninformed instalment of the
human race the stationary engineer in
addition to his admitted ability to "run
an engine" is a "fixer." He is an emer-
gency man, think they, who can and must
f-t himself into a wide variety of tinker-
ing jobs; if the plumbing fixtures decide
to become cantankerous why the first word
on everybody's lips is "call the engineer."
If the typewriting machine displays a
disposition to take a day off it's ten to
one that some bright mind suggests in-

stanter that the engineer be appealed to
for the concoction of a prescription which
will suit the case. If the sewing machine,
washing machine or flying machine dis-
play symptoms of non-inertia the man
who is handy man first and in their
opinion "runs an engine" as a secondary
consideration is featured as the first

choice to inject vim into the flagging
patient.

It is exceedingly humorous at times
to note in the advertising columns of
the daily press the tendency to award
a superiority of physical prowess to

the members of the steam engineering
fraternity. For in.stance, in one of our
metropolitan dailies a few days ago there
appeared an advertisement which in sub-
stance read something like this: "Want-
ed, an engineeip with second class
Massachusetts license. Must be used to
hard work and not weigh less than 195
lbs. Part of his duties to be performed
after regular working hours." Outside
of the fact that the grade of license men-
tioned carried with it certain scientific

qualifications, it would require deep in-

vestigation upon the part of applicants
for the position or job, whichever might
be the correct interpretation, to decide as
to whether or not the "ad" mentioned had
not been intended for insertion in a

By EDWARD H. KEARNEY

sporting paper devoted to athletics in-

stead of a current daily. The specifica-

tions for physique certainly would lead

one to think that cerebral gray matter
was not a consideration worth mention-
ing. Hard work and long hours ap-

peared as headliners in the advertise-

ment; whether an interval at midday
would be allowed for lunch was proble-

matical; perhaps this sparring partner

or White Hope, this erstwhile physical

marvel when secured would be outfitted

with a canteen and knapsack and take a

bite as opportunity afforded while not

enacting the part of Hercules, Sandow
or some other with caveman character-

istics.

The above is mentioned in substan-

tiation of the fact that the ability and
responsibility of the steam engineer as a

class is capable of being misunderstood
and the party responsible for the inser-

tion of such an advertisement can be

forgiven if the fault lay in his not being
far i-emoved in years from the adolescent

stage or his experience in the engineer-

ing field being confined closely to his own
back yard.

Another incident may be related differ-

ing somewhat as to scenario and illum-

inating in the sense that it strikes home
forcibly the thought that on this occa-

sion at least one man's mind was dis-

illusioned as to the real status of the

stationary engineer. At a gathering of
stationary engineers held in recent years
a local reporter called up previous to the
opening session and requested that he be

put in a position to secure some notes for

copy in the following morning's issue of

his paper. When he presented himself

he was ushered into the suite of the

president of the organization and in the

conversation which ensued he expressed

surprise that there were in existence or-

ganizations of stationary engineers

which went to such great pains in mak-
ing provision for the technical training

and general welfare of their members.
He frankly confessed that he had wholly
under-rated steam engineers as a class,

that his conception of a stationary en-

gineer was not that of a highly trained

individual, a man of great versatility,

but that his chief stock in trade lay in

his ability to "run an engine" coupled
with such other unconventional tasks as

stoking coal and acting the part of gen-

eral factotum, with the omnipresent
monkey wrench and lubricant container.

As opportunity afforded he was intro-

duced to some of the delegates at the

meeting and was surprised to learn that

almost without exception they were men
who held positions of great responsi-

bility, although not altogether removed
from the atmosphere of engine room sur-

roundings. So great was the disillusion-

ment of this particular scribe that in-

stead of the "few notes" which he was to

accord to the meeting the following

morning's edition contained a half page

write-up in the news columns together

with an editorial which treated of "The
Impoi-tance of the Steam Engineer in

the Community." For a new light had
dawned upon him—his vision of the ever-

present overalls, grease spots and all- the

other accompaniments which his mind
had conjured up had disappeared and he

had deeply imprinted upon his mind the

lesson that "running an engine" is but

one small detail in the average engineer's

daily routine.

A few months ago there appeared in

one of our city dailies a news item which

must have brought a broad smile to the

faces of some of the steam engineers in

that section. It appears that the en-

gineers in the water department had re-

quested the city government to increase

their salaries some few hundred dollars:

per year. It was in the natural course

of events a matter for consideration by

the Common Council and the majority of

this board concluded that the granting

of the increase in salary was advisable,

taking into consideration the importance

of the work in which the men were en-

gaged. One of the councillors, however,

raised strenuous objection and based his

protests upon the fact that such action

would breed discontent in the other city

departments where "similar unskilled

men" were employed. His pin-point in-

tellect evidently failed to connect with

the fact that a million dollar pumping

plant upon which a city's population de-

pended for service is not under ordinary

conditions left to the supervision of or

operated by "similar unskilled men." He
was perhaps erititled to sympathy for

the inconsistency of his comparison; the

humor of the situation perhaps never ap-

pealed to him.

In the advertising pages of the en-

gineering press we are at times con-

fronted with sketches of an uncouth,

frowsly-haired, wrinkled-visaged person-

age who has evidently been called to the

manager's office, and as we behold his

abject demeanor and penitential poise

we are curious as to whether some great

crime has been committed by him and

for which infraction of the law summary
and condign punishment is about to be

administered. One would imagine that

the one suit, universally ill-fitting over-

alls and a peaked cap of ancient ancestry,

were the only togs of which his wardrobe

boasted—that this unit of apparel

answered for work, recreation and social

occasions—that in it were combined all

the essential adjuncts for use in waking
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and sleeping hours. In his attitude as

pictured we can almost hearken to the

tattoo beaten by the vibration of his

knees, the high pitched blows inflicted by
his heart upon his ribs, and his tongue
so swollen by fright as to render articu-

lation impossible. And all this for what?
Is it necessary in order to render con-

spicuous a supposedly meritorious fea-

ture in a power plant specialty to por-

tray such a gloomy picture? The
chances are ten to one that the engineer

at Squaredeal's mill and that of other
industrial enterprises wears a good
business suit to work—looks the manager
straight in the eye—and knows his end
of the game better than the manager
professes to—wears shoes not down at

the heels at all—caps his think tower in

jaunty fashion with the hatter's latest

production, wears silk pajamas at night,

owns or rents a comfortable home—^is

well educated himself, and is seeing to

it that his children are similarly provid-

ed for—and perhaps drives a 50-h.p. gas
bus into the bargain.

Happily this form of attracting atten-

tion to certain specialties is becoming
obsolete and when it has become alto-

gether extinct a glaring cause of mis-

conception will have been removed.

The Realities

But let us leave misconception and
turn to realities. What is the real status
of the engineer and where may we see

the fruit of his work? In almost any
comer of the civilized world, whether in

city or country, can be seen visible si^ns
of the engineer's participation, and so
broad is his field of endeavor that it

would be hard to escape from coming into

touch with some project in which he was
not a direct participant. For instance,

without leaving our tracks we see electric

lights burning. To the uninitiated th?
production of this light means little be-
yond the fact that they see the electric

light bulb and knew that by pressing a
button or pulling a switch this light is

turned off or on. To us as engineers we
visualize the whole process of the gener-
ation and distribution of the electric cur-

rent. We know that somewhere in this

vicinity there i:j a power station; in our
mind's eye we see a large building top-

ped by a smokestack of considerable
girth and height. Our mind then turns

to the boiler-room and we know that

there are located the boiler- where steam
is generated. Our mental panorama
sho'.vs the machines at work which auto-

matically stoke the coal as it is fed from
the hoppers overhead. We note the in-

candescent fuel bed in the furnaces and
can sense the heat thrown off. If the

capacity of the boilers is mentioned to

us, at once we conjure a mental picture

of the space occupied by them and the

form which they take in keeping with

their design; we see huge steam mains
and water mains; we know that it takes

a large volume of water for boiler feed

supply and a very generous supply for

the condensing apparatus. Our trained

mind instinctively follows in imagination

the steam mains from the boiler-room to

the turbine or engine room. Here we
have a mental moving picture of the

prime movers in operation and the im-

mense electric generators to which they

are rigidly coupled. We see the conden-

sers and circulating pumps; also the

pumps for feeding water to the boilers.

We make a mental note of whether they

are of the centrifugal or reciprocating

type. We, as trained engineers, have
mirrored before our gaze the vision of

the switchboard with its bus-bars, cut-

outs, lightning arresters, circuit break-

ers, condensers, transformers, voltmeters,

ammeters, synchronizers, output meters,

line fuses, switches, ground detectors

and the dozens of other apparatus all so

necessary in electric light generation and
transmission.

Education of Power Plant Engineer

But these are only the high spots

which we have mentally come in touch

with as yet. We as engineers would
want to know whether the station turn-

ed cut alternating or direct current, the

voltages carried on the lines; we would
desire first hand information as to the

design of the turbines and engines,

whether Curtis, Parsons, Westinghouse
or other design of turbines, or Rice and
Sargent or Harris-Corliss or the old

plain George H. Corliss engine—and we
would like a flash know just what they

looked like both inside and out. We
might be so curious as to know what the

load factor might be. The layman who
gazes at these beautiful clusters of lights

and lets it go at that might be heard to

exclaim, "My, but there is a lot to it,

isn't there? I never thought the engineer

had to know so many things before." But
this list of the apparatus utilized is as

yet incomplete in that nothing has as yet

been said regarding flow meters for

steam and water, air compressors, safe-

ty stops, speed governors, indicators,

planimeters, insulators, stoker engines,

forced draft apparatus, pyrometers, hy-

drometers, gas analyzers for flue gas,

vacuum pumps, draft recorders, coal

weighers, coal testing apparatus, boiler

feed regulators, reducing valves, pres-

sure regulators, automatic stop valves,

boiler cleaning devices, pressure record-

ers, and so on, almost ad infinitum.

The lay mind which sees the effect only

and is uninitiated as to the cause would

soon become bewildered in an attempt at

description, much as if a medical man
portrayed to his patient, wholly unlet-

tered in Materia medica, the Latin name
of an obscure disease, the ancient lan-

a-uage method of treatment and the pre-

scription most favored as the panacea

for its cure.

Yv»s, the engineer must know these

things. His position requires, too, that

he must not only be on the outside look-

ing in, but he must also be on the inside

looking out. It would be of little use

for the engineer to know how to "start

and stop the engine," for machinery, like

the human, has its days when it shows a

disposition to stray from the path of

rectitude. It is prone to have its days

off and under these circumstances re-

quires a guiding hand to restrain it from

running amuck.
Information of little value could be ob-

tained from a flue gas analyzer, a CO,
recorder no matter how elaborate its set-

ting if it was considered only as a thing

of beauty perched like a piece of bric-a-

brac or a treasured family heirloom on a

conspicuous pedestal in the front parlor.

To secure from it the information it is

intended to impart it must be skilfully

adjusted and operated. This is the secret

of its proper functioning. Otherwise the

results secured from it are of negative

value. The engineer must be familiar

with its mechanical construction as well

as its operation in order that it may do

its checking with top-notch accuracy.

This line of logic applies to every piece

of apparatus down to the most trivial ac-

cessory in the power plant. The en-

gineer must by training be the doctor

acquainted with the inner anatomy of

the machinery and apparatus confided to

his care. He must not only be able to

"run the engine," he must in the

mariner's parlance know it "from keel

to truck." "Ah," says the layman, "now
I begin to see why the stationary en-

gineer is such a studious, sober-minded

individual." But wait awhile; we have

touched upon his knowledge of things

mechanical, but not a word as yet as to

his business efficiency.

Engineering as a Business

When a man engages in business and

makes a success of his enterprise, we say

that he is a good business man. He is

conducting his business at a profit. He
is turning over his wares at the best

possible financial advantage to himself.

Does the average laj-man ever pause to

consider what the power plant represents

in a business sense? He visualizes in the

majority of instances that a steam plant

consists of a conglomeration of machin-

ery, a place where coal is fed to boiler

furnaces, where boilers are used to gen-

erate steam pressure, where engines are

running to produce power,—all this ac-

companied by heat akin to the fire room

and the rattle and rumble of machinery

in the engine room. [How seldom does he

associate power plant operation with

being conducted upon the same basis as

anv other well-balanced business under-

taking. Does he always look at the coal

pile as made up of so many treasury

notes? The coal fed to the boilers as

representing glittering gold dollars? The

fuel burned as money spent and from

which a profit must b» forthcoming? In

other words, does he fully understand

what efficiency—a term sometimes cor-

rectly, ofttimes haphazardly applied

—

really means in its relation to power

plant operation 1 But no matter what

the popular conception may be. the con-

crete application of efficiency as applied

to the power plant means just this: that

those closely identified with the steam

plant must be business men just as surely

as the dry goods merchandise man is a
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man of affairs, or the wholesale grocer

conducting business on an elaborate

scale.

For power production is business

—

hardpan,. doiwfn-to-bras-taok ibusdness

Put on one side of the ledger the cost of

site or rental of space occupied, cost of

building and machinery installed, includ-

ing boilers, depreciation which begins al-

most immediately after installation, in-

surance, taxes, repairs, salaries, miscel-

laneous supplies, and last but not least

the money spent in bringing to the furn-

ace door the black diamond—coal. Add
these and the other smaller outlays and
subtract from the total income derived

from the enterprise. The balance,

whether favorable or unfavorable, is the

same financial problem that must be

faced by those conducting any other

form of business. Figures, they say,

cannot lie; the issue permits of no dodg-

ing.

We took for illustration a simple elec-

tric bulb, the light from which showed

the participation of the engineer in the

production of one of the things which
almost universally has grown to be look-

ed upon as one of life's necessities. To
us as engineers these are some of the

thoughts which instinctively flash before

our minds and yet only one small detail

of power production has been touched

upon. We could with equal consistency

enter into the problems of the street rail-

way power plant engineer, the refriger-

ation engineer engaged in the cooling

processes in our artificial ice plants, cold

storage warehouses and confectionery

factories, the office building engineer in-

terested in providing comforts and con-

veniences, such as electric lighting, ele-

vator service, vacuum cleaning, iced and
filtered drinking water, ventilating, heat-

ing, and other process work, the mill en-

gineer brought to the front so promin-
ently for the fidelity and patriotism dis-

played in his almost superhuman efforts

to produce material for wearing apparel
during the war period, the water works
engineer and the hotel engineer each with
his ever varying problems to solvej [But
why, the layman may inquire, is all this

distinction? Why say power plant en-

gineer, refrigeration engineer or office

building engineer? Are they not all the

same? Just engineers who "run an en-

gine"? Yes, they are all classed under
the same name and are the same from
the outsider's pinnacle of observation,

but like medical practitioners or lawyers
some engineers specialize in one branch.
It is too broad a field for one man to

cover it all in a single lifetimeJ ^ne doc-

tor specializes on diseases of the heart,

another on surgery; one lawyer may spe-

cialize in action of civil law, another may
confine his attention to criminal pro-
cedure. The men above mentioned may
properly be included in the broad appli-

cation of doctors or attorneys although
best known as specialists in one particu-
lar branch. So with the subdivisions of
steam engineering. Engineers are most
closely associated with that branch of
which they have made a particular study.

Varieties of Training

The early lexicographers defined the

term engineer as a man who "managed
an engine" and we of the present day
who follow the business of steam en-

gineering can hatk back, if not in

memory at least as students of the his-

tory of steam engineering, to the time
when this was literally true. Many of the

older engineers of the last generation en-

tered this field as graduates from shops

where heavy machinery, such as pump-
ing engines, perhaps boilers, and the old-

fashioned slide and riding cut-off engines

were built. After completing a course at

the drill, lathe, planer and bench they re-

ceived promotion to the assembling of

machinery and were in due course sent

out at erecting engineers. Many pur-

chasers of large units of engines desired

to retain the services of these men be-

cause of their familiarity with the new
installations./ /This school of engineers

were thorough'^mechanics, artists in the

use of the scraper and file, and past

masters in the work of assembling and
installing machinery. The fire room was
another fertile field from which engineer-

ing material was drawn; at least a be-

ginning was made here, perhaps not as

fireman at first but as coal passer or gen-

eral utility man about the plant. By
successive stages of promotion as the

men were developed by experience they

became valuable assistants in the plant

and at last were included in the list of

engineers.

It may be worthy of note that the in-

itial training of these two classes of men
was somewhat at variance, the gradu-

ate from the machine shop working back-

ward, as we might say, from the engine

room to the boiler room, and the fire

room graduate following the evolution-

ary process in the opposite direction.

It is perhaps unnecessary to say that

these were ^hat are commonly termed
practical men. They were good me-
chanics and men of horse sense; their

education was not garnished with a fin-

ishing off course in an engineering
school; their knowledge of the technique

of steam engineering was limited; per-

haps there were a few who knew the

rudiments of steam indicator practice,

but they were the exception rather than
the rule, and the man who boasted of the

possession of an indicator and reducing
motion was looked upon as an oracle by
his less fortunate engineering friends.

He was the recipient of numerous invita-

tions to come over to the other fellow's

engine room and take some "cards."

Many a Sabbath was desecrated in film-

ing the antics of some antiquated speci-

men which was looked upon with eyes of

affection by the engineer in charge^ But
what a change has been wrought in en-

gineering practice in the years which
have intervened. Measured by our
standards, power plant engineering was
then within short reach of the primitive

stage. The development of electric light-

ing machinery had much to do with de-

fining a line of demarcation which separ-

ated the old order from the new.

Modern methods are in the ascendency

and the World's best brains are turned

to solving steam engineering problems.

The stationary engineer must be a

student if he contemplates being a fac-

tor in the game. That the slacker will be

lost in the shuffle goes without saying.

Education is in the air; these are

halcyon days in the engineer's career.

The older generation of engineers can be

forgiven if they were just practical men
devoid the finer technique of the busi-

ness. It was not their good fortune to

have the opportunities for study which

are now presented to us. That the suc-

cessful steam engineer of the future will

be a composite of engineer, draftsman,

electrician, chemist, executive and busi-

ness man is indisputable. / J_Everything

points in this direction,—the man who
can "run an engine," and this as a limit

will be caught in the swirl of the eddy

currents and eventually be landed high

and dry upon the bank where he will no

longer be a participator—a spectator

only. Fortunate indeed is the young man
who can take a course in mechanical en-

gineering at some of our better known
scientific schools. He will not know all

there is to be known about steam en-

gineering and allied subjects at the time

of his graduation, even though he take a

post-graduate course, for as a well known
college president once said, "We do not

pretend to make finished material out of

our graduates; all that we purpose doing

is to 'teach them to think systemati-

cally.'
"

For those who never have had, and

possibly never will have, the doors of a

college thrown open to them for the

study of the scientific end of steam en-

gineering there is no cause for despair;

there is always an opportunity presented

to him who shows a disposition to learn,

fjr with eveninig schools of every kind

and description, college extension
courses, correspondence courses, an ex-

tensive supply of engineering literature

which can be brought to our door with

little trouble or expense, privately con-

ducted engineering schools, vocational

schools, evening drawing schools, and

others in almost endless variety, it is

hard to picture a condition where a dis-

position to obtain knowledge cannot be

met.

We are nevei- too old to learn. It may
be that with the passage of years we find

it harder to absorb and retain technical

information than we did in our early

twenties, but this should act as a stimu-

lus rather than as a deterrent.

But no matter in what school we re-

ceive our engineering education, whether

it bo through the means of a full course

in a technical institution, a completed

scholarship in the school of hard knocks,

or any of the lamifications or amplifica-

tions of both, we cannot afford to with-

draw selfishly into a cocoon and isolate

ourselves from the society of our fellow

engineers. There is no better, no more
practical course than that of social in-

termingling, the heart-to-heart way of

extracting information and giving a little

in exchange for what we receive.
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Facts of the Future
J^VERYONE knows that the coal resources of the world

will not last forever, and speculation as to our future

source of heat is a matter of some interest. The world's

supply of coal will not last forever and at the present

rate of exhaustion a few hundred years will find coal

playing in the role of a more or less semi-precious mineral.

Fuel oil, too, will be placed in the same category.

The internal combustion engine may well be the means

of solving at least a portion of the problem, and Old John

Barleycorn will be resurrected to a more useful life.

When it is considered that almost any waste vegetable

product can be converted into ethyl alcohol, it is readily

seen that a source of power becomes available almost

inexhaustible in extent. Waste from the products of the

forest and field and vegetation of other types will serve

to provide at least a portion of the fuel necessary, and

where water powers are not available the internal com-

bustion engine will reign supreme.

The suggestion of Sir Oliver Lodge to the effect that

an excavation be made some ten or twelve miles deep

has much to commend it from an investigator's standpoint,

nad wells of extreme depth might, perhaps, supply us

with heat. The suggestion for the digging of a pit of

this depth has been mooted before by the "Khan," a news-

paper correspondent, whose articles appear in some On-

tario dailies. In his case the suggestion was made that

a bit of the money spent by the nations of the world on

armies and navies be used for the hole, a suggestion

which might be forwarded to the League of Nations.

Solar energy can be utilized by those in the warmer

climates, and the deserts of the world will bloom like

a rose though, perhaps, not in a Biblical sense. At the

present time, with comparatively cheap fuel, solar energy

does not seem to be a commercial source of energy.

Inter-atomic energy, ever since the discovery of radio-

active matter, has been thought of as a possible source

of energy available for the future. With the fuller know-

ledge regarding the composition of matter now becoming

available through research work something may be done

with this source of energy in harnessing it for man's use.

A Joyful Thought
There is a keen, a subtle joy, in autumn's cooling clime,

that makes it quite a pleasure to tear off yards of rhyme.

We sing no more of summer days, of rivers or of lakes,

of squattin' on a piece of rock just where the breaker

breaks.

Nor yet of strips of wooded land, of cottages nor camps,

with a hundred bugs and spiders and a dozen kinds of ants.

Begone such things, there, flee away, you're but a m.em-

ory now—likewise the country scenes as well of piglets

and of cow. We think of sterner things this month, of

taxes and of coal, there's window sash and double doors

to rend and vex the soul.

And underwear as thick as pie, it costs like silk and

plush, to cover up the system from the snow flakes and

the slush. But let us sing in joyful way, oh cheery be

our tune—and blast it out at morning time, and then again

at noon.

While seasons come and seasons go, there's recompense

for each, the spring time has its budding tree, the fall its

squash and peach. But, ah, to us, the thing that is of

all things wondrous fine, concerneth not the things we

see, nor things on which we dine.

We blush almost with modest joy to mention this here

thing, of which we're moved upon this day to versify and

sing. But when the warming rays of Sol get on their

northern slants, your winter coat will cover up the patches

on your pants.—ARK.
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The Engineer of To-morrow
Address by Fred W. Raven, of the N.A.S.E., before the

C.A.S.E. at Brantford

]yjR. PRESIDENT, officers and members of the Canadian

Association of Stationary Engineers. It is indeed

a pleasure to again visit your honorable body in con-

vention assembled. Since a year ago, many things have

liappened. The great world's war has closed and the

reconstruction period confronts us. The future holds

much in store for us all, and especially for the engineer.

To those who have fought for us, we honor. To those

who have made the supreme sacrifice, we commend to

God's Holy keeping.

To be worth anything to-day a man must be able co

do something; he must have character and ability to stand

on his feet and face the world. To command men, a

man must first command respect and must be confident

that he is equal to any emergency He must not lose

his head or become rattled, nor fly off in a i:emper. The
man who feels that his job is larger than he can manage
is naturally nervous and irritable. He is conscious that
he may be landed in a hole at any moment, and so he
"frets and fumes and keeps others upset and ofttimes

ready to blame anyone for his own shortcomings. The
man who is bigger than his job is always cool and con-

fident that he is equal to any emergency, and never becomes
rattled. No man can take out of the world more than
he puts in. Many have tried it, but failed. It still re-

mains true the "man must earn his bread by the sweat
of his brow."

And so it is with an organization, it must have charac-

ter and stability, and when a body .of men organize,

whether for honorable or lawful purposes, it is no more
than right that they give to the public the reason and
necessity for such organization. The Canadian Association
of Stationary Engineers, having no objects that can be
criticized, no plans not warranted by common sense, no
desires not in accord with the demands of justice, we
believe that it is only right and proper you give to the
people of this community the reason for your existence.

Your ranks are filled by competent men who believe that
by a thorough knowledge of their profession, gained mostly
by practical experience, they are better able to deliver

to their employer and the public that effif'iency which
brings natural remuneration for services given, coupled
with safety and conservation of oar natural resources.

If the North American continent is going to be the work-
shop and market of the world, the man of the hour,
"the engineer," must be a steady, sober and industrious
operator. With our shops, factories and buildings filled

as they are with very valuable machinery and highly-
paid workmen, it behooves the engineer and manufac-
turer to get closer together. The engineer, of all em-
ployees, is the best man for the manufacturer or em-
ployer to get acquainted with, and any employer who
neglects this warning will fail to compete with those who
are far-sighted enough to see these benefits. Much
trouble in the past, and much in the future could and will

be avoided if the employer studies his men and the neces-
sities of his plant. Visit the workshop with a nod and
a smile of greeting once in a while, and see the results
that will come from it.

During the past generation engineers have placed a
stamp on the world more marked than any other group
of men. The engineer's knowledge is not only needed in
the engine room, but in public affairs more to-day than
ever before. Public activity must be carried on by groups
of men to be effective rather than by individuals, there-
fore, if an organization of engineers is a benefit to a city,
or province, or to themselves, an organization of manu-
facturers, taking an active interest in such an organiza-
tion as this, must be the best of its kind and bring bene-
ficial results to all concerned.

I sometimes wonder if we are doing all we can for our

organization, or, if we get out of it all that is possible.

The man that does his duty to his organization cannot

fail but obtain great results for himself and all connected

with him. An institution of this kind ought to appeal

to all thinking engineers on account of the great good it

can do. Our meetings need not be on education all the

time, we should not take everything too seriously, or too

lightly, but rather our meeting should strike that happy

medium, that will enable us to gather in all necessary

knowledge and sunshine that comes our way, and at the

same time dispense it where the clouds hang lowest and

the shadows are the darkest.

No institution, not even a fraternal one, can long

exist without a substantial foundation. There must be

something that appeals to the membership, real, strong,

substantial and enduring, with a foundation that means
personal liberty and the development of human character

to a standard of excellence and efficiency. It is fit and

proper that it should be so in this organization because

of the commanding position it occupies in the engineering

world.

When a man strives and lives with that part of himself

which treats others as he would be treated himself, he

is living a life of the best example. He is at that turn in

the road where life seems the brightest and he cannot

help but be happier, bigger and better. When a man
keeps in his mind the Golden Rule, which to my mind
precedes all creeds, all beliefs, it points the way to new
thoughts, new teachings, and when a man is at peacfi

with himself and with his neighbor, every sound suggests

music and the clouds of fi-enzy and hate fall asleep under
this beautiful June sky. Every flower recalls the per-

fume of earlier days, the hum of the bee as it weaves
its winding path from flower to flower, will bring back
the happy childhood days and the song of the birds.

Education is one of the greatest avenues to personal

happiness, success and wealth; without education, life is

without a future, so when a man strives to educate him-
self in our profession, and the general knowledge of the

world, I have no fear for his future, no matter how high
he climbs. Fame, fortune and favor have wings, but
with character and education it develops the citizen and
makes a nation.

Do not be afraid of anything in this world when you
think you are right. Fear makes you doubt the very
ability and talent you possess, and literally robs you of
so much a year in both material gain and mental develop-
ment. Do not be afraid to bring out your own individual-

ity; a man strong in himself may make a weak imitation
of someone else. We do not consider anything particularly
as all roads lead to Rome; never mind if you choose a
different one from your neighbor, providing you get there
without loss of time. Do not be afraid to tackle any
problem which seems hard at a glance—look it over again
and again. Do not hide your light under a bushel, no
matter if the light be even a small one. The greatest
imnortance is to keep it burning—give it room—feed it

well, and some day it may enlighten the world.

It is not in the nature of things that all men should
be equally successful, but we should never lose sight of
the fact that a small man's part is of equal importance
relatively, as that of the greater. Employment and hap-
piness are associated together, just as naturally as the
sun with the day and the moon with the night, just so
much as we make our employment productive to that
extent that we can also take a greater interest in our
surroundings. To the man who accomplishes less than
he ought to, the world seems hard and unyielding, but it

lavishes contentment and plenty on him who finds his
happiness in thorough, earnest and vigorous prosecution
of a work made successful by his own untiring efforts.

To him who gives freely of his knowledge, much is re-
ceived in exchange. The world will appear more cheerful,
the leaves of the trees greener, and the flowers brighter
to him who occasionally thinks of his fellowman.
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Our Question Box

Questions and Answers Relative to the

Act and its Regulations

Relative to the Act and Its Regulations

Question 1.— am thinking of starting as a fireman in

some power plant, or other place where steam bjilers are
used, and would like to know just how the Graded Cer-
tificate Act would affect me, and whether it applies to

all firemen?

Answer.—If you start as a fireman, or are firing at the
present time in a power plant of less than 50 boiler horse-
power, or in a plant where the boilers are operating at

20 lb. pressure, or less, a certificate is not required. Nor
is it required if you are firing on a locomotive, steamship
or agricultural engine or boiler. If you are firing, or go-
ing to fire, a hoisting engine boiler you will come under
the Act and must hold a certificate, unless the hoist is

located at a mine or quary, in which case you are exempt.
Except for the particular classes of work exempted above,
all firemen must hold a fourth class certificate.

Question 2.—I am a night watchman and have a friend

who is thinking of becoming one in a nearby plant. Do
I come under the Graded Certificate Act?

Answer.—^Yes, if you are night watchman in a plant of

50-boiler horse-power or over, and carrying over 20 lbs.

of steam. The same exemptions apply as to firemen,
although in your case your position won't be such that you
are liable to be night watchman, etc.; on locomotives, etc.

Question 3.—Is any period of training allowed to fire-

man before they are required to take out a certificate?

Answer.—Yes, six months, at the end of which time the

fireman must present himself for examination.

Question 4.—What certificate must a fireman or watch-

man hold ?

Answer.—A fourth class certificate will be required.

Question b.—Is any period of training mentioned in the

Act and its regulations?

Answer.—No; no period is mentioned either in the Act
or in the regulations, but this will be subject to the ruling

of the Board.

Question 6.—What sections of the Act and its regula-

tions mention firemen and night watchmen?

Answer.—Sections 5 and 11 of the Act, and paragraphs

2, 66, and 40 of the regulations.

Question 7.—Who all must hold certificates under the

Act and its regulations.

Answer.—Subject to the exemptions set forth, all en-

gineers in charge, all engineers operating under the en-

gineer in charge, firemen and night watchmen, must hold

certificates.

Question 8.—^What are the exemptions?

Answer.—^Plants having less than 50-boiler horse-power,

plants operating at less than 20 lb. pressure, locomotives,

steamships, agricultural boilers, and only those hoists

which are used in mines or quarries.

Question 9.—In plants which cjme under the Act, who
are not required to have certificates?

Answer.—Firemen with less than six months' experi-

ence, workmen acting under the personal direction or

supervision of any engineer holding a certificate under
the Act and who is in actual charge of a steam plant,

or to the employees of engine builders or steam plant

contractors engaged in installing, setting, or testing a

boiler or steam plant. This does not apply to hoisting en-

gineers, and note the distinction between a workman
under the actual supervision and directijn of a qualified

engineer and a person operating under the engineer in

charge. That is to say, coal passers, cleaners and laborers

working in or around power plants are exempted from
the workings of the Act, but firemen, night watchmeni
and engine room employees, come under it as defined

in the regulations. The charge engineer has to have a

certificate of the proper grade for the operation of the

plant as specified in the regulations, while those under
him are only required to have fourth class certificates.

Question 10.—What certificate must an operator hold

who is under the direction of a chief holding a certificate ?

Answer.—He must hold a fourth class certificate.

Question 11.—How is the boiler horsepower calculated?

Answer.—Under the Act a boiler horsepower means
the evaporation of 34 lbs. of water per hour from and at

212 deg. Fahr., or expressed in heating surface—15 sq.

ft. of heating surface for return tubular boilers—12 sq.

ft. of heating surface for locomotive type boilers, and
10 sq. ft. of heating surface for water tube boilers.

Question 12.—Has the horsepower of the prime mover,

whether engine or turbine, anything to do with the Act?

Answer.—No. Horsepower throughout the Act means
boiler horsepower only.

Question 13.—Does an engineer in charge of a plant

with power supplied by electricity from an outside source,

and steam used only for heating at a pressure less than

20 lb., come under the Act?

Answer.—No, unless steam is generated at a pressure

greater than 20 lb.

Question 14.—What are the requirements for a fourth

class certificate?

Answer.—The applicant must have had at least six

months' initial experience as a fireman or otherwise. He
must be of at least 19 years of age, of good character

and sobriety, must be a British subject, or must have

resided in Canada for one year.

Question 15.—What kind of an examination is set for

a fourth class certificate?

Answer.—It is oral and practical in its nature. The

main purpose of this examination is to determine the

candidate's familiarity with the apparatus under his care

and to ascertain his knowledge of its proper care. Steam

boilers and pumps are what his examination will be based

on, and knowledge of safe operation will be required.

Hydraulics is mentioned in the Act and this will be limited

to a knowledge of pump operation, valves, etc., and will

be elementary in nature.
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NEW POWER PLANT
EQUIPMENT

A UNIQUE AND DISTINCTIVE
LABOR-SAVING TOOL

LABOR-SAVIiNG, time-saving, pro-

duction-improving machinery and
tools are fast becoming dominating

factors in all industries.

The humble jack, in the form of the

No. 328 Simplex Pole Pulling and Pole

Straightening Jack, occupies the unique
and distinctive position of being the only
jack especially intended for and success-

fully operating under all conditions of

pole construction and mainter,ance work.
It was designed at the suggestion and

with the assistance of engineers and
other officials of the leading telephone

and telegraph companies in the country
for the express purpose of pulling and
straightening poles for telephone, tele-

graph, eleotric light, power and railway
companies, municipalities, and other
puWic utilities having pole equipment.

Patents pending on this jack have re-
cently been allowed, with broad claims,
and will shortly be issued.

So successfully does this jack handle
every phase ''of their construction and
maintenance pole work that several hun-
dred such companies throiighout the
country have adopted it as standard
equipment.
As indicative of this great economy

accompanying this unusual jack's ser-
vice, it is claimed that with it one or
two men can pull the largest pole, what-
ever the depth, soil or season conditions,

in a fraction of the time it takes the
usual gang of five or six men to do the
work. Also, one man with this tool is

said to straighten a pole in one minute,
that usually takes several men several
minutes to perform.

This jack is constructed of the very
best materials and along rugged lines.

atid so designed that in both raising and
lowering, its operations are so perfectly

controlled as to insure absolute safety

to pole, overhead lines, and other equip-

ment, and operator.

This jack's various exclusive and dis-

tinctive features, above outlined, equip
it to safely, economically and efficiently

handle every phase of the varied, exten-
sive and exacting pole operations of the

largest public utility companies.
The high cost of labor in their con-

struction and maintenance opei'ations is

causing public utility comipanies to give,

more than ever before, serious attention

to m.ore economical and effective ways
and means of meeting these hrgh main-
tenance costs.

In this service the No. 3'28 Simplex
jack mechanism is proving itseJf "a
friend, indeed, in time of need," by
heavily reducing the labor and other
costs, at the same time very materially
increasing pole-handling efficiency all

around.

Those concerned in public utility pole

construction and maintenance work who
are not conversant with this unusual tool

and the niche it has carved for itself in

public utility pole efficiency and economy
will find it a most interesting and in-

structive subject.

The Simnlex No. 319 emergency jack is

another Simplex tool of distinctive and
exclusive design, very similar to the
No. 328 pole jack, and which is adapted
to an almost unlimited range of general
utility service. Like the No. 328 Sim-
plex above described, this jack operates
1.0 any angle at full capacity. This ex-

clusive service ability in connection with
its several different lifting and pushing
points and attachments, enables it not
only to meet any and every emergency
that comes within the scene of jack ser-

vice, but va^itly wider range than per-

formed by any and all other jack con-

struction. In fact, so perfectlv adanted
is this Jack to moving every object that

needs to be pushed or lifted, that it well

may be termed the jack of a thousand
uses.

The unusual versatility and efficiency

of the No. 310 Simplex makes this jack

worthv of the interested attention of

very many not concprned or interested

in nrdinarv jack service.

The manufacturers of these jacV^.

Tem.Tileton. K^nW & Comnany. Ltd., 1020
Son*"h Central Avenue. Chicao-o. 111., will

"•ladlv snnnly interesting and instructive

information and literature on either or

both of these jacks.

NEW RADIATOR TRAP
The "Sarco" radiator trap is a de-

velopment of the "Sarco" steam trap
used everywhere for high and low pres-
sure. It uses a spirally corrugated tube
of large diameter. This, with the outer
case, forms the expansion chamber, which
contains a volatile liquid. The inside of

the diaphragm is directly exposed to the
steam or vapor. This arrangement re-

sults in quick and wide opening and
closing of the valve. Slight change of

temperature within the trap, due to con-

densation collecting in same, will giive

a wide open movement of the valve and
permit of the prompt discharge of con-

densation.

We direct special attention to the

Sarco diaphragm as it is unique in design

and conspicuously better than any
hitherto used in radiator work. Spiral

corrugations insure that when the tube
is expanded or contracted the movement
is equal on every turn of the spiral. An-
nular corrugated tubes on the lothter

hand contract and expand to the maxi-
mum degree at a given point; the move-
ment at that point being considerable,

the life of such tubes is restricted. With
the Sarco spiral the m-ovement is scarce-

ly perceptible at any turn of the tube
and the life of the diaphragm is con-

stantly much longer than with the an-

nular design.

Reference to the illustrations will show

NEW SARCO TRAP.

other special points, notably the new
valve head, which is a bronze metal ball,

freely turning in a socket. This insures

a perfect seat and offers a wearing sur-

face many times greater than that of

any other lype of valve on the m.arket.

The construction also permits the pro-
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vision of a strainer of ample surface.
The importance of this need scarcely be
emphasized. It effectively prevents
clogging and protects the valve head and
seat, eliminating practically all wear.
The strainer has a discharge area some
ten times that of the valve itself, and
there is, therefore, little danger of stop-
page, and there is no need for the clean-
ing of the strainer except at long in-

tervals.

With this strainer the heating system
can be started up at the beginning of

Correspondence Re

the season without any danger of valves
being blocked or injured by scale or rust.

The new Sarco radiator trap is tested

and adjusted under conditions which re-

produce the working conditions whjen
installed. It is a factory-adjusted trap
and requires merely to be connected to

the radiator and to the return exhaust

line. It will work on any degree of

vacuum and on any steam pressure up

to 20 pounds per square inch without

strain or without readjustment.

Graded Certificates

After years of agitation, an Ontario
Government has granted a graded cer-
tificate act to the stationary engineers
of Ontario. The act is one which has
been needed for a long time, and pre-
sumably the engineers are to be con-
gratulated on having secured it. How-
ever, after the first enthusiasm wears
off, and it is examined more closely,
cause for rejoicing is not so apparent.
The writer is considering the legisla-

tion from the point of view of one who
has had considerable experience in the
operating of industrial steam power
plants, and knows exactly what the re-

quirements and rewards of the position
are. The question arising in my mind
is this: Under the legislation as it

stands, what inducements are there to
attract a young man to power plant en-
gineering.

The act follows in some respects the
law in force for some years past in

Quebec, while some portions of it are
based on British B)ard of Trade rules.
It perpetuates some of the objectionable
features of the Quebec legislation, while
it outclasses in severity in one respect
the British Board of Trade, upon whose
regulations nearly all other laws are
based.

One of the points tp which strong ex-
ception can be taken is the renewal fea-
ture. Why should a man who has suc-
cessfully passed an examination and
proved himself to be competent under
the law's requirement, be compelled to
pay yearly for the privilege of remain-
ing competent? "It's only a dollar,"
some will say. Quite so, but why the
renewal at all. If a man is competent
in 1919, why is he not competent in 1920.
He is, but the Government has to get
revenue to keep up the Department.
Therefore, the engineer must pay it.

Why should he? The graded certificate

is a protection for the manufacturer and
the general public. Should not they con-
tribute t ) the cost of keeping up the ex-
amination board. The yearly renewal
fee takes the thing out of the realm of a
certificate, and makes it a license. In
other words, the engineer is taxed so
much per year for the privilege of earn-
ing his living. Furthermore, the lowest-
paid man is charged the same license fee

as the highest but one.

The fee for examination is right and
necessary, but, why saddle the candidate
for a fireman's examination with the

same fee as the candidate for a second
class engineer's certificate? In the
nature of things the examination cannot
be as great a demand on the examiner's
time in one case as the other. Further-
more, the man with the fourth class

license cannot demand the same reward
for his labor as the man with the second
class.

However, the foregoing points are
perhaps minor ones to many people's

minds, though to the writer's they are
real subjects for criticism. When ir-.

charge of a plant, there was no item of

my personal expenditure that was so

grudgingly spent as the renewal fee for

my certificate, or license.

Now, let us take up the case of a

hypothetical young man, who is starting

in to work next Monday as a fireman.
In the hopeful way of youth, he is pic-

turing the day when he will have the

proud privilege of spending 24 hours a

day on the plant as chief. He finds

that after six months' experience he is

examined for a f jurth class certificate,

which will entitle him to operate under
a certificated engineer in a plant of 50
h.p. or over. He must then put in 1%
years as a boiler engine room subor-

dinate before he is entitled to examina-
tion for a third class certificate. Hav-
ing successfully passed this ordeal, a

fui^ther three years' servitude is de-

manded before he can become a candi-

date for a second class examination. That
means that he must look forward to

five years' steady work from the time
he started in before he can obtain a

second class, and take charge of a plant

of 150 to .300 h.p. That is very good,

and will ensure a man having experience

before getting charge of a plant of any
but very moderate size. It is when he

wants to realize his ambition of being
a first class man that he hits a snag.

He finds that he is condemned to seven

years in a plant of 300 h.p. or under be-

fore he can obtain a first class. He
must shown seven years as chief or as

operating engineer. What does this term
operating engineer cover legally ? I

have always understood that the operat-

ing engineer was the man actually in

charge of the power house. However,
a fourth class certificate entitles a man
to operate, under a chief, a plant of 50

h.p. or over. That means a plant of in-

definite power. We take from that the

suggestion that operating experience

under a chief is as valuable as experi-
ence in absolute charge. However, this

clause may be interpreted, a man who
has succeeded in five years in obtain-

ing a second class certificate, and wishes
to take charge of a plant of 305 B.H.P.
must wait for five years before he can
be proun >unced fit to do so. On the other
hand, he can, with no further delay, take
charge of a shift on a plant of 3,000,000

horse power, if he can find one.

The writer was asked recently by an
old member of the C.A.S.E. how a mart
who had been fifty years at the game
would be affected by the legislation. The
answer I gave him was, "The old man
win be all right, but the young one has
a hard row to hoe."

Ten years is too long an apprentice-

ship to serve. The probationary time
should not be stuck on the end when a

man's experience is ripening. If put
on anywhere it should be at the begin-

ning of the time, when he is young, and
expects to serve an apprenticeship. If

a man is fit to be responsible after two
years as an oiler or fireman to take

charge of 150 h.p., why should he take

five times as long to be fit to take charge
of a plant of 305 h.p.

After obtaining a second class cer-

tificate, one year more should be ample
time to qualify for a first class. That
would mean six years, and if a man isn't

fit after six years to qualify, he won't

be much better after four more.

Was this ten-year clause put in by
the wishes of the engineers themselves,

or by any particular portion of them?
I would like to hear some opinions of

engineers on this phase of the act.

By T. H. FENNER.

A new practical ap^licatijn for the
metal selenium, has been suggested by
a French scientist, L. Ancel. It is the

use of selenium cell? as smoke recorders

in chimneys. A selenium eel! is mounted
on one side of a chimney or flue; on the

opposite side is fixed a lamp.

The amount of light falling upon the
selenium and hence the resistance of the

cell will depend upon the density of the

smoke in the flue; the fire can, there-

fore, be controlled by the galvanometer
records. Ancel desrribes the device very
briefly; he mentions that the cell should

admit of easy access so that the smoke
settling on the glass cover of the cell

may be wiped off, and also that selenium

cells are very sensitive to infra-red

heat raj's as well as to light. It .is not
settled yet, in fact, whether the light

effect on selenium is not essentially a
heat effect; that point would in a way
militate against the relialbility of the

si'lenium cell to act as simoke recorder.

Another novel application of selenium

colls, mentioned by Ancel. consists in

controlling the contact sulphuric acid pro-

crss by the degree of the transparency

of the gases in the reaction tube. Ancel,

however, does not give any technical

data.
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The Operators' Point of View

ORAL OR VIVA VOCE
By Llewellyn

How One Engineer Secured His Certi-

ficate

SAY, chief, what does the word oral

mean ?

Oral, or viva voce, means by word
of mouth, that is, an oral examination
is where the examiner asks questions
and you just tell him the answers in-

stead of writing- them. Quite simple, is

it not?
For instance, several year? ago, some

half dozen young chaps, myself included,

waited in the hall to be ushered into the

sanctum one by one to go through the

ordeal, when suddenly my name was call-

ed. I went in, and with my knees almost
knocking together and my heart thump-
ing like a steam hammer, I felt rather
confused when face to lace with two
examiners who looked at me in suth a

manner as to suggest, what can we do
for you?
With quite a struggle I succeeded in

recovering my voice suiFiciently to break
the silence by saying, "Good morning,
gentlemen," and the following dialogue

took place:

"What Idnd of boiler have you at your
plant?"
"A horizontal return-tube boiler, with

"Yes. Wbat ornaments or fitting are

there on the front end?"
"There is the gaTige-p;las£ and try

cocks, the ."

"What in the world do you want a

gauge-glass for?"
"So that you may know the heipht

of water in the boiler.'"

Then they sat back in their chairs and
Tiad a good laugh at me. I was indig-

nant and was about to make a remark,
when, remembering that self-control is

one of the essentials of an engineer, I

T?eT)t silent.

"You say you have water in your
glass. How much?"
"Usually about +wo-tliirds full."

"Then what is in the rest of the

glass?"
"Steam."
"How do yoxi Icnow there is steam

there? Can you see it?"

"No. Steam is an invisible gas. but
if you open the drain-cock at the bottom
the steam will force the w^ater out of

the glass. The top o7 the water column
is connected direct to the steam space
of the bioiler."

"I see, so when you want to know if

there is any steam in your gauge-glass
you o'len the cock and blow out tbe glass,

eh? How often do you blow your glass
out?"
"Two or three tim.es a shift, depending

on the condition of our feed water, if

it is very rile, then oftener."

"Well, now, you tell us this, glass
affair is to show the height of water in

boiler; you also say it is connected to

the steam space of your boiler. What
kind of a rig is it, anynow?"
"There are several designs based on

the same principle, consisting of a metal
column connected to the steam space on
the top and to the water space on the
bottom, so loc.^.ted that the centre of the

water-glass gives a safe working level.

1 he glass is secured to the column by a
strong- brass fitting hkving a suitable

stuffing box, rin^,', and a nut, with the

aid of a rubber ring, making a steam-
tight joint. On the side of the column
there are three test cocks and a ."

"What are these test cocks for?"
"To "ive th" height, of water in the

boiler in case your glass gets broken or

becomes choked up."

"What are their location?"

"The lower one should be not less than
two or three- inches above the top row
of tubes or highest point of fire line

and the second cock not less than two or

three inches above the first or at normal
water level, and the top one about the
same distance above the second one."

"So you only use these cocks in case
something goes wrong with your glass?"
"Oh, no. They should be used two or

three times a shift ^^o as to keep them
clear and prevent them .getting choked
up."

"Well, are there any ot^er fittings on
your boiler?"

"There is the steam pressure gauge
and ."

"How should the steam pressure gauge
he competed to the steam space of your
boiler?"

"By an inverted syphon, a pipe Iiaving

one coil bent on it. or some similar ar-

rangoi'rTjnt whereby rome of the steam
may condense into water so as to protect
the delicate mechanism of the gauee be-

ing injured by the hicrh temperature of

the steam. A cut-out cock to be placed be-
tween the syphon and the boiler un-
connected with any other fitting."

"Yes, but what is this gauge for?"
"This gauge indicates what pressure

you hav<- in your boilei."

"Oh, I see, if your p-ang'e shows 100
pounds per square inch you have ab-
sobitely 100 pounds nressure per square
inch in your boiler?"

"No."
"Why then?"

"Because absolute pressure is figured
from a perfect vacuum."
"What are you giving us now?"
"Well, the pressure indicated by the

gauge is the pressure above the atmos-
pheric pressure, which is about 14.7

pounds per square inch."

"Suppose your boiler pressure was 5

pounds below the atmospheric pressure,
what would your steam gauge read?"
"The pointer would be at zero and

you would have a partial vacuum in your
boiler."

"Where would be a good place to have
your feed water connection?"
"The arrangement should be such that

the ^vatcr will be discharged at the
coolest part of your boiler. A convenient
arrangement is to have the pipe enter
the front end of the boiler about three
inches above the top row of tubes; the
pipe should be continued inside the
boiler nearly to the back end and in

.such a manner as to discharge the feed
water between the shell and tubes so
that the feed water will be heated to
a good temperature before being dis-

'chargcd into the boiler."

"How can you regulate the feed
water ?"

"By a stop valve on the feed pipe close
to the boiler."

"Yes, but if you open the stop valve
what is goin.g to prevent the pressure in
the boiler forcing the water and steam
back to your feed pump?"
"There is a check valve just below

the stop valve close to the boiler."

"What good will that do?"
"A check valve being ?. non-return

valve will permit wafer to pass into the
boiler but is instantly closed when the
pressure on the boiler side is greater
than that on the pump side."

"What do you consider one of the most
important fittin?s on a boiler?"
"The safety valve."

"Why do you have a safety valve?"
"Because whrn the prefsure in the

boiler reaches a certain point it auto-
matically opens and releases the pres-
sure thus preventing an explosion."

"What kind of valve have vou between
your boiler and safety valve, a glol)e

valve or a plug cock?"
"No valve should be between. The

safety valve must be connected dirrct to

the boiler."

"What kind of stop vaive do you pre-

fer on you main steam line?"

"A self-closing- stop valve situated on
top of a riser about three feet hi'^h with
a horizontal length to the header on;

main steam line so as to give flexibility

and in case one of the boilers in a bat-
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tery givinp: out the steam will be shut

off from the disabled boiler automati-

cally.'

"Suppose you got too much water m
your boiler, what would you do?"

"Let fome out by cautiously opening
the blow-down cock."

"Where is the blow-down cock con-

nected on your boiler?"

"To the bottom of the shell near the

back end of boiler."

"What kind of valve is it?"

"A packed cock. G'obe and ang-le

valves £<re not allowed."

"Of course you only use this valve in

case your water gets too high?"
"It should be used once a day at least

according to the state of your feed water

so as to blow out any sediment and to

keep the valve in working order."

"You say if your water gets too high

you can blow off some, and if your water

gets too low, what then?"
"If the water gets too low the fusible

plug would melt and relieve the boiler

of dangerous pressure."

"Where should these plugs be lo-

cated?"
"To that part of the boiler first

liable to become overheated. In a hori-

zontal tubular boiler about three inches

above the top row of tubes in the back

end. In the crown sheet of a horizontal

fire box boiler. The lower side of the

upper drum of a water-tube boiler, and

the lower tube sheet of a vertical boiler

arc considered suitable places for these

plugs."

Now I've got to get busy. Drop in

again sometime, good-bye. So my friend

left me after I had given him an idea

of an oral examiiiation.

C. A. S. E. BANQUET
Toronto No. 1 lodge of the C. A. S. E.

held a most enjoyable function on Thurs-

day, October 23, at Young's Banqueting

Hall, Yonge Street, Toronto.

The occasion was the first annual

dinner of the lodge, .ind about 130 people

sat down to a good dinner at 8 p.m.

The members were accompanied by

their wives and sweethearts, and a few

in\nted guests were also present. These

inchuled Dr. Riddell, superintendent of

the Trades and Labor Council, accom-

panied by Mrs. Riddell; Mr. Mosely,

who has now been apnointcd to the Board

of Stationary Engineers; Mrs. Mosely;

Mr. Metcalf, chief provincial boiler in-

spector; Mr. T. H. Fenner. of the

POWER HOUSE editorial staff, and

others.

The entertainment., which followed the

dinner was excellent and varied. Mr.

Reed sang Scotch dialect songs with the

skill of a Lauder; Miss Dran performed

a brilliant piano solo; Mr Ralmfirth. the

indefatigable secretary, gave a reading,

and later apneared in a sketch, assisted

by several of the lad'es.

The toasts were all honored in the

wine of the country, namely, water. Mr.

Balmfirth. after proposing the health of

the King-, which was lovallv honored,

called on Mr. Mosely to propose the

health of the Government. Mr. Mo£<»ly

acceded to the request, though, he said,

it was difficult to know who was being
toasted. Dr. Riddell responded to the
toast, and in a well-chosen speech called

the members' attention to the gratitude
they owed the Hearst Government.
Other toasts were "The ladies," proposed
by Mr. Taylor and responded to by Mr.
C. K. Turner; "Our guests," proposed
by Mr. Bly, and responded to by Mr.
Fenner.
The affair ended at midnight, everyone

leaving the gathering with pleasurable
feeling. Toronto No. 1 is to be ^-on-

gratulated on the effort.

ZINC FOR ELECTRICAL WIRES
W. K. Whippleman

( Copyright. All rights reserved)

The papers state that zinc is now be-
ing used in Germany for electrical con-
ductors instead of copper, because of the
scarcity of copper. How does zinc com-
pare with copper as a conductor? If the
conductivity of copper is taken as 100,

the conductivity of zinc is 28.5. That is,

zinc conducts an electric current only

about one-fourth as well as does copper.
Ill view of this it is apparent that zinc

could not be effectively substituted for
copper in most electrical appliances.

TRADE GOSSIP
The Pennsylvania Crusher Company,

Philadelphia, have issued bulletin No.
1004, descriptive of their hammer crush-

ers adapted for the fine crushing of

bituminous coal.

The Chain Products Co., of Cleveland,

Ohio, have issued a very attractive and
useful catalogue, which is especially use-

ful to anyone interested in chain pro-

ducts of any nature.

This book, known as their catalogue

030, consists of 111 pages, and is divided

into three sections. The first is devoted

to coil chain, the second to chain spe-

cialties, and the third to miscellaneous

attachments. Several wire and chain

tables form a closing part of this book,

which should be in the hands of those

interested in weldless chain.

In Barton Tp.—Firestone Rubber Co.

will proibably locate in Barton Towti-

ship, just ouitside the eastern limits of

Hamilton. A large tract of land has

been secured, part for industrial pur-

poses, and the balance for employees'

homes. The Barton Township ratepay-

ers are voting on a tax exemption pro-

position. In the meantime the Fire-

stone Co. have leased the old Canadian
Cartridge plant, Hamilton, and will

start building the machinery there for

the new rulWber plant. Mr. Cook, form-
erly superintendent of Canadian Cart-

I'dge Co., is to have charge of the ma-
chine building.

Grnnby Starts Bv-Product Plant.—The
Granby Consolidated Minint Company
at An vex. R C. have now put their by-

rroduct plant in full onerat'on. Toluol,

benzol, sulphate of ammon'a, and coal

tar are among them. The coal tar will

be shipped to Vancouver and resolved
into pitch and creosote, and will be suffi-

cient for all B. C. requirements in tJhe«e

lines. ^
Secure Power Supply.—The Interna-

tional Paper Company has just recently

entered into contract with the Shawini-
gan Power Company to supply all the

power requirements for the large new
development at Three Rivers, Quebec.
It was first thought that the Paper
Company would undertake the exploita-

tion of power generation on their own
initiative, but after a thorough survey
of the power situation, it was decided
that it would be more successful and
economlical to purchase their power from
outside sources. The ultimate horse
power that will be required is proble-
m.atical, as this will be augmented from
time to time as the needs become
greater. The initial output of the mill

will be about 200 tons of newsprint per
day, and thds will call for about 20,000
h.p. The plant, when in operation, will

cmlploy about 1,500 men.

St. John, N.B.—^Angus McLean, gen-
eral manager of the Bathurst Lumber
Co., and Major V. J. Hughes, of Mont-
real, manager of the Canada Iron
Corporation, app.^ared before a meeting
of the Provincial Government this week
in connection with the plans for the de-

\elopment of water power on the Nipis-
quit River. The contract, Mr. McLean
said, is to be carried out by Morrow &
Beatty of Peterborough, Ont., under
direction of Wm. Kennedy, Jr., hydraulic
engineer. It is proposed to build a dam
£* Grand Falls on this river to develop
10,000 horse power, to be transmitted
to Bathurst, N.B., for the operation of
the pulp and saw mills and other in-

dustries c'ontrolled .by the Bathurst
Lumber Co. Two generators will be in-

stalled at once and arrangements made
foi the installation of a third, if neces-
sary. The transmission line will ci.rry

from 50,000 to 55,000 volts and will be
elected on steel poles.

Fuel oil is frequently spoken of as

"crude oil," but this is incorrect, as the

crude oil, that is, the petroleum oil as

it issues from the well, contains certain

light fractions of the petrol and paraffin

series, which it is not only desirable to

extract from the crude by distillation on
account of their higher values, but which,

if left in the crude oil and used as fuel

would be a wasteful procedure, and
further, would lower the flash point,

which has been very properly fixed for

fuel oil by British authorities, viz.,

Lloyds' Register of Shipping 150 deg.

Fah., British Admiralty 175 deg. Fah.,

London County Council 175 deg. Fah.

The crude oil is therefore subjected to

what is known as a "topping ijrocess."

which is a distillation which cuts out

those lighter fractions, leaving a pro-

duct having a cal rific value of about

19,000 B.Th.U.s. per pound.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTAT.ONS
A Record of Prices Current on Raw, Semi - finished, and Finished Materials

Entering Into the Manufacture and Operation of Power Plant Equipment

BOILER TUBES
S«iam- Lap-

Size less welded

1 In $25 00 $

1V4 in 27 00
1% in 28 00 26 00
J% in 30 00 26 00
2 in 30 00 26 00
2% in 33 00 28 00
2% in 40 00 32 00
3 in 46 OO 38 00
314 in 45 00
3% in 66 00 42 00
4 in 70 00 64 00

Prices per lOO feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

PLATES
Montreal Toronto

Plates, Vi to % in. . . $4 50 $4 50

Tank plates, 3-16 in. 4 90 4 90

WROUGHT PIPE
Effective Jan. 7, 1918.

Standard Buttweld.

Black Galvanized

Size. Per 100 feet

14 in $ 6 00 $ 8 00

Vi in 4 68 6 81

% in 4 68 6 81

in 6 21 7 78
34 in 7 82 9 95

1 in 11 66 14 71
114 in 15 64 19 90

in 18 70 23 76
2 in 26 16 3i2 01

2% in 40 37 51 19

3 in 52 719 66 94
.3% in 67 16 84 18

4 in 79 57 99 74

Standard Lav^M
2 in $38 81 $35 34

2% in 42 12 52 36

3 in 55 08 68 47

3% in 69 00 86 94
4 in 81 75 103 00

4% in 93 00 118 00
6 in 108 00 137 00

>« in 140 00 178 00
7 in 1®3 00 232 00
8L in 193 00 244 00
8 in 222 00 281 OO
9 in 2i66 00 366 OO

lOL in 246' 00 312 00,

Ifl in 317 00 402 00

Prices—^Ontario, Quebec and
Maritime Provinces

WROUGHT NIPPLES
4" hnd under, 60%.
4%" and larger, 60%.
4" and under, running thread,

30%.
Standard couplings, 4" and

under, 40%.
4%' and larger, 20".

IRON PIPE FITTINGS
Malleable fittings, class A, 20%

on list ; class B and C, net list.

Cast iron fittings, 26% oflf list.

Malleable bushings, 25 and 7^% ;

cast busihings, 25% ; unions, 45%;
plugs, 20% off list. Net prices mal-
leable fittings ; CLiss B black, ZVAc
lb.; Class C blwck. 15%c !h. : gal-
vanized. Class B, S4e lb. ; Claas C,
24y.,c lb. F.O.B. Toronto.

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING
At mill list plus 5%
At warehouse list plus 25%
Discounts off new list. Warehouse

price at Montreal and Toronto

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL
Per lb. to Large Buyers Cents

Iron bars, base, Toronto 4 25
Steel bars, base, Toronto 4 25
Steel bars, 2" to 4" base 5 50
Steel bors. base, Montreal... 3 7ft

Best grades 16%
Iron bars,, base, Montreal.... 3 716

Reinforcing bars, base 4 50
Small shapes 5 76

SHEETS
Mont.

Sheets, Black, No. 28.. $6 55
Sheets, Black, No. 10. . 5 15
Canada plates, dull, 52

siheets 8 50
Canada plates, a 1 1

bright 8 50
Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized
Queen's Head, 28
B.W.G

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.G.
Gorbal's Best, No. 28.
Golbome Crown, No.

28
Premier, No. 28 U.S
Premier, 10% oz

Tor'to
$6 00
5 45

7 10

8 00

7 50
7 80

PROOF COIL CHAIN
B

Vi in $14 35
5-16 in 13 85
% in 13 50
7-16 in 12 90
V2 in 13 20
9-16 in 12 70

% in 12 50
% in 12 40
% in 12 90
1 in 12 65
Extra for B.B. chain 1 20
Extra for B.B.B. Chain .... 1 80

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

Vs in $13 00
3-16 in 12 50
% in n 75
5-16 in 11 40
% i.n 11 00
7-16 in 10 60
% in 10 40
% in 10 00
% in 9 90

Prices per 100, lbs.

FILES AND RASPS
Per Cent.

Great Western, American ... 50
Kearney & Foot, Arcade ... 50
J. Barton Smith, Eagle 50
McClelland, Gl(A>e 60
Whitman & Barnes 50
Black Diamond! 37
Delta Files 371/2
Nicholson 37Vi
Globe 50
Vulcan 50
Disston 50
P.H. and Imperial 50

OILS AND COMPOUNDS
Castor oil, per lb
Royalite, per gal., bulk 19%
Palacine 22 1/^

Machine oil, per gal 27%
Black oil, per gal 16
Cylinder oil. Capital 58
Cylinder oil. Acme 39%
Standard cutting compound
per lb 06

Lard oil, per gal 2 60
Union thread cutting oil anti-

septic 88
Acme cutting oil, antiseptic. 371/.

Im/perial quenching oil

Petroleum fuel oil 10%

BELTING—NO. 1 OAK TANNED
Extra heavy, single and double 30%
Standard 30, 10%
Cut leather lacing. No. 1 $2 20
Leather in sides 1 75

COAL AND COKE
Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsville Foundry Coke .

.

Steam Lump Coal
Best Slack

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto.

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS
Per Cent.

Coarfi and lag screws 36
Stove bolts 66
Plate washers list plus 20
Machine bolts, 7-16 and over 40
Machine bolts, % and less . . 40
Blank bolts 25
Bolt ends 25
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., steel 27%
Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd., steel 10
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., brass net
Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd., brass net
Nuts, square, blank add $0 75
Nuts, square, tapped add 1 00
Nuts, hex., blank add 1 00
Nuts, hex., tapped add 1 25
Copper rivets and burrs, list

less 15
Burrs only, list plus 25
Iron rivets and burrs ...40c 06
Boiler rivets, base %" and

larger $8 60
Structural rivets, as above. . 8 40
Wood screws, flat, bright. ... 76
Wood screws, O.&R., bright. 77i%
Wood screws, flat, brass 55
Wood screws, O.&R., brass. . . 55%
Wood screws, flat, bronze. ... 50
Wood screws, O.&R., bronze. 47%

MISCELLANEOUS
Solder, strictly 34
Solder, guaranteed 39
Babbitt metals 18 to 70
Soldering coj)ipers, 3 to 6 lbs. 58
Putty, lOO'-lb. drums 6 76
White lead, pure, cwt 17 80
Red dry lead, lOO-lb. kegs,

per cwt IS 50
Glue, English 35
Gasoline, per gal., bulk 33
Benzine, per gal., bulk.... 30%
Pure turpentine, single bbls.,

gal 1 03
Linseed oil, raw, single bbls. 1 95
Linseed oil, boiled, single

bbls 1 98
Lead wool, per lb 15
Plumbers' oakum, per cwt. 9 00
Sandpaper, B. & A... list plus 20
Emei-y Cloth list plus 20
Sal Soda 03%
Sulphur, rolls 06
Sulphur, commercial 04%
Rosin "D," per lb 03
Rosin "G," per lb 03%
Borax crystal and granula. 14
Wood alcohol, per gallon.... 1 80
Whiting, plain, per 100 lbs . . 2 20

COPPER PRODUCTS
Montreal Toronto

Bars, % to 2 in $42 50 $43 00
Plain sheets, base 16

oz. and heavier. . . 46 00 44 00
Copper sheet, tinned

14 X 60 in., 14 oz.. . 48 00 48 00
Copper sheet, plan-

isihed, base 16 oz.

and heavier 46 00 45 00
Braziers' in. sheets,

6x4 base 45 00 44 00
Tubing T.P.S., base
% in. up to 3 in.. 60 00 60 00
Above prices are full sheets and

bars. Cut sheets and bars are 6c
per lb. higher.

BRASS PRODUCTS.
Warehouse price.

Brass rods, base %" to 1" rd..$0 34
Sheets, 24 oz. and heavier base 42
Brass tubing, seamless 46
Tubing, I.P.S., 1" base 48

POLISHED DRILL ROD.
Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto Net

WASTE.
White Cents per lb.

XXX Extra 191^
Peerless 19
Grand ig
Superior ig
X L C R 17
Atlas 17
X Empire ] 1©%
Ideal i€
X press 14

Colored

Lion 1,5

Standard 13^4
No. 1 13V^
Popular 1,2

Keen loi^

Wool Packing
Arrow 25
Axle eo
Anvil 16
Anchor i]

Washed Wipers.
Select White H
Mixed colored' 10
Dark colored 09
This list subject to trade discount

for quantity.

MILLED PRODUCTS.

Per cent.

Set screws 60
Sq. & Hex., Head Cap Screws 45
Rd. & Fil. Head Cap Screws 20
Flat & But. Hd. Cap Screw»
plus 10

Fin. & Semii-fin. nuts up to
1 in 45

Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over
1 in., up to 1% in 40

Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over
1% in., up to 2 in 26

Studs 30
Taper pins &0
Coupling bolts, pins 10
Planer head bolts, without

fillets list plus 10
Planer head bolts, with fillet

list plus 10 and 10
Planer head bolt nuts, same
as finished nuts.

Planer bolt washers net
Hollow set screws .... list plus 20
Collar Screws. .. .list plus 20, 80
Thumb screws 40
Thumb nuts T5
Patch bolts add 20
Cold pressed nuts to 1% in.

add 1 00
Cold pressed nuts over 1%

in add a OO

METALS
Montreal Toronto

Lake cop<per $22 00 $21 00
Electro copper 21 00 20 75
Castings, copper .... 21 OO 18 00
Tin

6'5

00 56 00
Spelter 9 25 8 50
Lead 7 25 « 5iO

Antimony 9 50 9 6*
Aluminum 36 00 36 00

Prices per lOO lbs.

ROPES AND PACKING
Packing, square braided $0 39
Packing, No. 1 Italian 44
Packing, No. 2 Italian « ie
Pure Manila rope 87
Transmission rope, Manila. . . . • 43
Drilling cables, Manila #39

RUBBER BELTING.
Standard 10%
extra.

LEAD SHEETS
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, 8 lbs. »q. ft.,

lb $12 00 $18 2S
Sheets. 3% lbs 12 00 13 26
Sheets. 4 to 6 lbs 13 00 12 60
Cut sheets. %c per lb. extra.
Cuts sheets to size, Ic per lb.
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Requires Very Little

Attention
Do you want efficien't and
i-eiliaible steam trap service
withoii't having to give the
trap oonstaiit a.ttei)itir,u ?

Tlieo (ulopt

The Long
Patent

Steam Trap
Has important features
which CIjAIiil your aititem-

tion. A'teoliiteliy guaranteed.
Tlie Long Tiap is automa-
tic and requires no valves
except those whddi control
tile admission of steam to
the apparatus to which ttie
tnaip is attached.

The trap is re:giiliaited to
work againsit any pressure
beitwwn 1 and 2)8> poamds.
Being open at starting, it

can-not toecome air boiunrl.
this doin away witli air
cooks or vents — Does Not
Freeze.

It is capable of draining
from 90 to 1,5C0 feet of
one inch jyipe.

The Long Trap may be ap-
plied to d'liain steam mains,
jac'ket keibtles and &ei:tana-

tors, and can also be used
in dr>"ing room sysiteans.

Write for further exi)lana-
tion to

J. T. LONG
84 Adam St.

MONTREAL, CAN.

If yoiir dealer does iiiat sell

it wiitc direct. No. 2

°»"'o»<3 is often a necessity. Butu 19 hard on an engine. To sucoess-
*° o''«'''oad «o that there

will be no after effecta on the engine
a very careful selection of your oil
should be made. An oil that is not
free from impurities will cause a greater
wearing on the bearings, a great fric-
tion loss will occur. You wiU need
to are the boiler more often because
the engine will be harder to run. In
this manner you lose out. You work
harder, have larger operating costs, and
less power all because of your oil. Do
as a great many Canadian engineers
have done — give Kellogg's "Non-Cor-
rosive Cylinder OU" a trial. Abso-
lutely pure. Write us regarding it

E. H. KELLOGG & CO.,
New York. U.S.A.

ANTED — FIRST-CLASS ENGrNEER TO
take charge of steam plant ; prefer a man

with knowledge of Detroit Stokers, also one who
has had some experience with electrical mach-
inery. Box 154 Power House, 143 University Ave.,
Toronto.

/^ANTED—BY LARGE ONTARIO BOILER
manufacturer, an experienced draug-htsman,

familiar with the designing of tubular, locomotive
and stationary boilers. Box 153, Power House.

At the Octotber meeting of the Can-

adian Railway Club, which will be held

at the Windsor Hotel on the evening of"

the 14th, the subject will be Competi-
tion, Combination, and Co-operation, and
will take the form of a lecture by Major^
R. T. Robins, general manager of the
Deai'born Chemical Company.

ECONOMY
renewable FUSES

are the RIGHT fuses to

protect YOUR electrical

circuits

—because they afford the right sort of protec-

tion; their reputation lends assurance that you
can safely depend on them for accuracy of

rating and all-around efficiency in operation.

—because they cut annual fuse maintenance
costs 80% as compared with the use of one-
time fuses, owing to the fact that an inexpen-
sive "Drop Out" Renewal Link restores a

blown Economy Fuse to its original efficiency.

—because it's the work of a moment to replace

the link and renew the fuse.

—because a good sized stock of "Drop Out"
Renewal Links always on hand represents

but a small outlay. Write for Catalog 24

ECONOMY FUSE & MFG. CO.
OF CANADA, LIMITED

UNITY BLDG. MONTREAL
Manufacturert in Canada of

S. A C. HIGH POTENTIAL FUSES-TO 150,000 VOLTS

Must be sold at once 100 H.P. SYRACITSE
GAS I'llODUCIER I»LANT with Bruce .Mac-

Beth Engine. We will erect on your founda-
tions and start up. A bai^gain. Producer prac-
tically new. EJne'ine eqiiippcd for naitural gas
jr producer gas. Will sell st'parate if desii-ed.

SYRACUSE INDUSTRIAL GAS CO.
Syracuse, N.Y.

WANTED
Representatives to handle special lin« of
British made "Elastic Steam Jointing
Cement" (for all joints) and Iron Cement
for castings, etc. Elxclusive territory of-
fered parties conversant with trade. Re-
plies treated confidential. Apply Box 151,

Power House.

DARLING BROTHERS, LIMITED
Engineers, Manufacturers and Founders

120 Prince Street, MONTREAL, P. Q.

Pumps for any Service—Steam Appliances—
Freight Elevators—Webster Vacuum
Heating System.

MOMCRIEFF'S *

W/XTER OAUC-E O
Stand in a Clati by Themselvea for Quality. Efficiancy aad Ecoaaar

A trial will convince yon. Writ* for CataloV

W. J. WALL, 134-136 BLEURY ST.,
(Canadian Representativo)

MONTREAL
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Keep Canada
Humming

Canada is running a great National Store.

Great Britain and other lands come here to buy our surplus agricul-

tural and industrial products. These are the orders that are keeping

Canadians busy and prosperous. That is where the money comes from

that is paying our farmers for their surplus products and providing

full pay envelopes for our workers.

But Great Britain and our allies are temporarily short of "cash." So

Canada must extend them "credit" — just as any storekeeper extends

credit to any customer whose financial standing is good.

The success of the Victory Loans 1917 and 1918 made possible the

giving of these credits.

Continuation of these credits and the maintenance of our valuable

overseas markets—depend upon the success of the Victory Loan 1919.

You will therefore plainly see how closely bound up with the Victory

Loan 1919 is the prosperity of everyone in Canada, without exception.

Do not think your individual co-operation "does not matter."

Tt does matter

!

L^nless Canadians to the last man support the Victory Loan, it will not

be the success that our continuous prosperity demands.

Let every Canadian do his share to keep things humming.

BUY VICTORY BONDS
"Every Dollar Spent in Canada"

THIS SPACE DONATED TO THE VICTORY LOAN 1919 CAMPAIGN BY

POWER HOUSE
TORONTO, ONT.
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Carling Turbo Blowers
For burning the lowest grades of coal successfully, getting all

the heat value from the fuel. For positive draft with Automatic
Control and steady steam pressure. For obtaining the ultimate

capacity from the boiler.

Carling Blowers are low in first cost, easy to install and make
a quick return on the investment. We will be pleased to show you
why it pays to use Carling products.

Write to-day. Try at our expense.

CARLING TURBINE BLOWER COMPANY
Engineers and Manufacturers WORCESTER, MASS
Canadian Representatives: Green's Economizer Limited, Toronto

and Principal Cities

Turbine
Undergrate
Blowers,

Centrifugal

Blowers
and
Exhausters,

Small
Power
Turbines,

Damper
Regulators

and Grates

Ve make them Safe -

Ve make them Strong

Fuel is scarce. Don't waste
it. With the slightest varia-

tion in pressure the damper
is automatically regulated in

either direction by the

CURTIS
Improved Damper

Regulator
It is a simple, durable and
effective device. Positive and
automatic in operation.

Write for our 1919 catalog
showing the Curtis line of
Engineering Supplies.

JULIAN D'ESTE COMPANY
26 Canal Street BOSTON, MASS.

'Agencies:

83 Barclay Street, New York City

174 North Market Street, Chicago, III.

Anderson's Pressure Oil Filters

Prevent Waste!

Oil is too high in price to be
wasted. Yet more than half
your oil is wasted —
lost on wipers. This
Ander son Pressure
Oil Filter herewith
illustrated will pre-
vent this dead loss.

i

Place drip pans beneath engines and
machinery. Then pass this oil through
the Anderson Filter and you will have
oil just as clean and as pure as the new
oil you purchase.

You can use oil over and over again with
the Anderson Filter. No other filter will

do the work so thoroughly.

There are a few more points about the
Anderson that we would like to take up
with you. Pleased to have you drop us a
line.

The V. D. Anderson Co.
West 96th St., Cleveland/ Ohio
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MASON
Reducing Valves

Pump Regulator
Balanced Valves
Damper Regulators

If you order a Mason
you will get absolute

satisfaction. This we
guarantee you. You
simply cannot make a

mistake.
Dependable regulation
under every possible

condition.

Our complete catalog tells you
WHY. Let us mail you a copy.

Mason Regulator Company
BOSTON, MASS.

TORONTO REPRESENTATIVES:
The Arthur S. Leitch Co.,

506 Kent BIdt:., Toronto.

MASON SPECIALTIES

Mason No. 55 Pump
Pressure Regrulator.

Reilly Multi-Screen
Feed Water Filter.

We'll Solve
Your Problems!
When you link up with MASON you
are not on'ly assured of getting power
house specialties famous for their
quality of manufacture and reliability

in service. You are also offered the
advice of competent engineers. Men
who are trained to treat power house
problems. Men who are concerned with
result. Their advice means economy
and efficiency in your plant. And their
services cost you acthing.

The Mason Line Includes:

Mason Reducing VaJves IGcnuine).
Mason Pivmp Goveraora.
^lasou Pressure Control'lers.
Bimdy Steam Tiaps for every service.
Oqppus Turbine-driven Blcxweire.

Sims Hot Water Genenatois.
Sims Storage Heaiteit^
Sims Open Feed Water Heaters.
Bnndy Oil Sepanajtors.
A^ition Gauges arnd Safety Valves.
Everlasiting Blow-off Valves.
Babbitt Sprocket Rlitls.

Strafitom Steam Separaitoirs.

Rrfl'ly Miiltd-eoil Feed Water Heaiters.
Reiilly Evaporaitors and Di.stjUei-s.

RefflJy .MitHi-«;rpen Feed Water Filters.

Our Salesmen are practical engineers.
They sell from knowledge— not from
catalogue.

The Mason Regulator &
Engineering Co., Limited

Successors to H. L. Peiler & Co.
Montreal Office and Factory

135-153 Dagenais St.

Toronto Representative:
The Arthur S. Leitch Co., 1002 Kent Building

CYCLONE GRATES
Investigate

Our 30-Day

Trial Offer

CYCLONE GRATES Bum all grades of coal and give maxi-
mum results. Their 60% air space and 90% under-draught
insures perfect combustion. No fuel in ashpits where they

are installed : no clinker formations either. To prove to you
that CYCLONE GRATES are easy to install, and when
i^st"]1 d ^•'W spve you n lot of fuel expense and give you
the best furnace satisfaction you have ever had, we are

prepared to make you a 30-day trial offer. Why not investigate?

The Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Ltd.
Sole Makers for Canada

20 McGee Street Phone G. 3660 Toronto, Ontario
AGENTS:

OTTAWA—J. W. Anderson. Room 7. Bank Street Chambers
ST. JCHN.N.B.- F. W. Bllzard. 329 Charlotte St. MONrREAL- Mason Regulator Co.. I td.,

St. James St. HAMILTON—Robt. Fitzsimmons. 8 Grove St. WINNIPEG—Vulcan IronWorks.
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Special '98

Vacuum
Pressure

Regulating

Responds to Slightest Fluctuation

The independent diaphragm feature of the Kieley
Special '93 makes this type of valve especially appro-
priate for use in connection with vacuum or vapor
heating systems, or any other service where close
regulation is of importance. Both straight and
differential patterns respond to slightest fluctuation.
Maintains desired pressure at any point of heating
system or supply mains by adjusting weight on lever.

This valve is advanced in design. Let us explain it in

detail.

THE ARTHUR S. LEITCH CO.
KENT BUILDING, TORONTO

Detroit Lubricators
Have Given Satisfaction

For Forty Years.

Built in a sufficient

variety of styles to lub-

ricate properly every

type of steam engine,

pump, gas engine, air

compressor, etc.

Send to-day for catar

log L 1. The informa-

tion on lubricating de-

vices contained in it will

be valuable to you.

HEIR efficiency holds over

half the world's trade.

Makers of Stewart Carburetors.

Canadian D etroit Lubricator (
ompany

.
jm

WALKERVILLE. ONT.

Bottom Headers Article No. 4

The bottom

headers are
provided with

tapered sock-

ets to receive

the tubes as

previously de-

scribed. The
ovoid con-
struction,
which is well
illustrated by the accompanying cut, leaves an extra large space between the headers. This

construction prevents soot collecting on the bottom headers and eventually blocking the space

to the soot pit and also gives ample space for inserting a man's arm for adjusting the scrapers

if this should become necessary. The end of the header is extended to pass outside the econo-

mizer and connect with the branch pipe. The headers are supported on collars cast at either

end as shown in cut.
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Berquist Bunker

Discharger PqcK Carrier

Reciprocating Feeder

Link-Belt
Coal Handling Machinery
QRAVITY Bucket Carriers, consisting of a

continuous series of buckets pivotally sus-

pended between two endless chains, represent

the highest development of the conveying art.

As the buckets at all times maintain their car-

rying position by gravity, a single Carrier can
transport material horizontally, vertically and
again horizontally, or in any desired path.

The Peck Carrier, Patented, is the highe^ development of this

type of conveyor—in its inherent design, details of construction,

and accuracy of workmanship. It is the recognized standard
machine for handling coal and ashes in modern power houses, as
well as cement clinker, stone, ore and other abrasive materials.

Send for our Peck Carrier Catalog No. 320 and learn why the
Peck Carrier is the superior of all conveyors for coal and ashes.

We also design and build elevators and conveyors for handling
all kinds of material; coal and ashes handling machinery; coal

crushers; chutes; screens; belt conveyors; locomotive cranes; grab
buckets; portable loaders; electric hoists; Link-Belt and sprocket
wheels; silent ohain drives; transmission machinery, etc., etc.

Catalogs sent upon request.

Canadian Link-Belt Company
LIMITED

Wellington and Peter Streets, Toronto
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Look for the i^ame on the nut" ,
*

Male and Female
Union. Takes the
place of an all-
female Jiiion and
a nipple. Makes a
short connection.

Union Tee, witli

union on the o>i(-

let. Made also

with male end on
outlet.

Above ground—in breakers and power
house— below ground—in shafts and
pump rooms — you'll find Jefferson
Unions guarding the pipe lines from
leaks and breakdowns.

Protect your plant from expensive
shutdowns and costly repairs. Insist
on genuine JEFFERSONS. It's easy
to be sure because tne name is clearly
stamped on the nut.

A "just-as-good" union costs about as
much as a JEFFERSON—you pay as
much or more to put it on the line

and moreover you have the added cost
of taking it out when it fails. Save
this time and money—play safe and
standardize on JEFFERSON UNIONS.

Write for our Catalog UNIONS.

The Jefferson Union Co.
Lexington, Mass.
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^* A %\ ^ m >

Dollars Goin^
Up In Smoke

Give the Heat Units to

the Boiler
HAYS combustion testing apparatus effects a

huge fuel economy. It is a friend of the

fireman and a very profitable investment for the
plant owner.

It shows at once if draft is proper—if there are
holes in the fire—if settings are leaking—if

firing periods are improperly timed and other
causes of fuel waste.

J
Gas Collector with
water-flow regulator.

The Hays Difi^erential Draft
Gage indicates the draft
over the fire or the drop in

draft through the boiler.

TTAYS Automatic CO., and Draft Recorders,

Automatic Gas Collectors, Draft Gages
and other Hays Equipments installed on your
boilers keep you posted as to just what con-

ditions your boilers are operating under.

Hays Combustion Efficiency Appliances are

leading the way to increased efficiency in

boiler firing, a most effective way in offsetting

high coal prices.

Ask for our ibook, "How to Build up Furnace
Efficiency." It tells how fuel is wasted, how
to stop that waste and keep it stopped.

T- Jos-W H^ys Corporation Michigan City

Indiana

U.S.A.

REPRESENTATIVES IN CANADA:
Arthur S. Leitch Co., 1002 Kent BIdg., Toronto

Edward A. Robinson Co., Limited, 228 Craig St. West, Montreal
Allen Ritchie, Standard Bank BIdg., Vancouver, B.C.
Western Supply & Equipment Co., Calgary, Alta.
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Flat Valve and Seat

Large Valve Opening

INSIDE FACTS
The cover and thermostatic disc are securely fastened together: therefore there are only two major parts

to a Dunham Radiator Trap. The disc is of special composition phosphor bronze, enclosing a volatile
liquid which is extremely sensitive to temperature changes over a wide range—10 pounds pressure to 15
inches of vacuum. No adjustments are ever needed: we do that at the factory.

BUNHflMCheating service
The above illustration shows all of the trap. Note the absence of loose parts in the path of flow: there

are no sliding contacts, nothing to gum up, no guide or pin. The valve seats squarely. No wonder that
the efficiency of the Dunham Radiator Trap equals its simplicity. The complete ddaiU will inUiut you.

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY, LIMITED, TORONTO, ONTARIO
HALIFAX OTTAWA VANCOUVER MONTREAL

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

WINNIPEG CALGARY =
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

WALK
AIR 6 CAS • COMPRESSOR S

For Durability

24 inch Stroke Chain-Driven, Four-Stage Air Compressor

THERE are Norwalk Compressors still in use

and giving good service which were installed

a score of years ago. They have needed few re-

pairs and fewer replacements.

Write for Bulletins on air, oxygen,

hydrogen, acetylene, or carbonic

acid gas. One or all on request.

THE NORWALK IRON WORKS CO.
Pioneer Builders of Compressors

South Norwalk, Conn.

ANY CAPACITY ANYPRESSURE
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Cast Iron

Screwed Fittings

Standard Weight

These fittings are of good design

and weight, and are suitable for

steam working pressures up to 125

lbs., or water working pressures

to 175 lbs.

Straight Straight
Elbow Tee

All sizes, % to 6 inclusive, carried

in stock.

EXTRA HEAVY
CAST IRON SCREW FITTINGS

Straight Straight
Elbow Tee

250 pounds working pressure.

All sizes, % to 6 inclusive.

T. McAVITY & SONS
LIMITED

St.""John, N.B., Canada

TORONTO
Harvard Turnbull & Co., 207 Excelsior Life BIdg.

MONTREAL WINNIPEG EDMONTON CALGARY

Upright Boiler With
Extension Shell

We also make

Gas and Gasoline Engines, Tractors,

Hoisting Engines, Steel Storage Tanks,

Locomotive Boilers, Marine Boilers,

Return Tubular Boilers, Pulp Digesters,

Grey Iron and other Castings, Grate

Bars, etc.

E. LEONARD & SONS
LIMITED

Engine and Boiler Manufacturers

London, Canada
Agencies: MONTREAL ST. JOHN, N.B. TORONTO

WINNIPEG CALGARY VANCOUVER
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Showing ease with which Plibrico
is laid in place

IT'S JOINTLESS
For a gas-tight, one-piece furnace lining

FOR BOILERS
USE

PLIBRICO
Write for a free copy of our 36-page book of useful
information on furnace building and maintenance

Manufactured exclusively by

JOINTLESS FIRE BRICK CO.
Kingsbury and Clay Sts., Chicago

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS: Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., 628-630 St.

Paul St. West. Montre rl

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

TRADE MARK

llllllllllllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllllll|>|||III|iF-

for every purpose

Txr ILLIAMS' Superior Drop-Forged Wrenches are

» ^ made in nearly one thousand sizes with openings

from 3/16 to 7^ inches (4.8 to 194 mm.)
—

"a Wrench for

every purpose." And every one is the product of drop-

forgers with nearly half a century's experience behind

them. That's why good mechanics invariably prefer

Williams' Wrenches.

Ask for a Copy of Our New Catalog

J. H. Williams & Co.

"The Wrench People."

78 Richards Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 78 Vulcan Street, Buffalo, N.Y.

The A. G. Low Co., Ltd., 78 Pacific Ave , Saskatoon, Sask.

Agents for Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia

Williams' Drop-Forged Wrenches

Self-Lubricating SAFETY PLASTIC

f^A F E T Y'

•I" AC Kl'sC

In Bulk

] METALLIC PACKING
FOK STEAM, WATER, AIR, OAS, ETC.

Pat. Dec. 22, I 903 Highest Award World'* Fair. St. Louis. 1904

GUARANTEED TO LAST
THREE YEARS

WITHOUT RENEWAL
Drop us a line and let us tell you all about this Remarkable Packing.

STEEL MILL PACKING CO., WINDSOR, ONT. Established i899

AGENTS WANTED

Practically
Frictionless

In Cotton Tubes
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IT PAYS TO "STANDARDIZE"
"VULCABMTOH"

'VULCABESTOII" "VULCABESTOH"

"WLCABESTOir

Vulcabeston Red Fibre Sheet Packing
makes leak-proof flange joints no matter
what is flowing in the pipe—steam (super-

heated or saturated), oil,water, compressed
air, acid or ammonia.

Why have the bother of a lot of differ-

ent, special brands of packing for as many
different flange joint uses—when the ONE
packing—VULCABESTON— will sup-
ply all your needs? Standardize with
Vulcabeston Red Fibre Sheet Packing. It

is "the universal packing."

Thousands of engineers are proving by
reduced packing costs and savings in

re-packing labor that it pays to "Vulca-
bestonize."

"VULCAWESTOH"

'VULCABESTON- "VULCABESTOH*

•'VOLCABESTON-

VULCABESTON" "VULCABESTON"
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Ralph Connor
On ''The New Canada and Its Needs''

RALPH CONNOR, the famous Canadian novelist, who served for several years at the front
and saw the war from many angles, is convinced that Canada must be prepared to make
important changes if she is to profit by the lessons of the war. He has written a series

of articles embodying his views ana camng Vi^^orously on patriotic Canadians to awake to
the needs of the hour. The articles, which deal with economic, social and Imperial topics,

were written for MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE and the first appears in the November issue,

under the title: "The New Canada and Its Needs."

Every Mother Who Lost a Son^at the Front
will read with deepest feeling Nellie McClung's wonderful story, "Men and Money," which
also appears in November MACLEAN'S. Mrs. McClung wrote this story with a purpose

—

to show the ease with which the world forgets the contribution these mothers made. But
it is also a very fine story—real, human and gripping.

"The Idle Hands at Ottawa"
By J. K. MUNRO

The recent session of the Dominion House was in many respects an idle one. There was not
a great deal done, so the members had a lot of time to stir up things, and the result was some
hugely interesting political situations. All of which J. K. Munro tells about in his usual un-
sparing and tersely humorous way.

Remarkable Features of a Remarkable Number
The November MACLEAN'S is cram full of other big

Canadian. Look over this list:

Baroness Orczy—The author of "The Scarlet Pimpernel,"
best seller of best sellers, is represented by a serial

story, "His Majesty's Well Beloved."

Robert W. Ser\^ice.—The great poet of the Yukon and the

battle front contributes a strong ooem, "The Outlaw."

Basil King.—This great novelist who lives abroad con-

tributes an interesting discussion on "Why I Remain a

Canadian."

Janey Canuck.—An article on Mrs. Murphy's experiences

as the first woman magistrate in the whole of Canada.

Camilla Kenyon.—A new novelist who promises to become
a great favorite, tells a humorous story of adventur ,

and treasure, "Spanish Doubloons."

features—famous writers on vital subjects and everything

Stephen Leacock.—A humorous sketch entitled, "My Memor-
ies and Miseries as a School Master."

"Two Men and an Idea That Grew and Grew and Grew."

—

By Charles Christopher Jenkins. - A sketch of two
remarkable and practically unknown Western million-
aires.

"A Little Bit of Chicken Feed." -By Allen C. Shore.—

A

bright story combining love and business themes.

"The Rainbow Death."—By Madge Macbeth. An interesting
detective story.

"The Search for Missing Men."—By Gertrude Arnold. An
article on hospital experiences at the front by a young
Canadian V.A.D.

MACLEAN'S will be Twice-A-Month
starting- February 1st, next year. An important point to remember. If you want to keep up with things nation-

ally Ca^nadian, you'll have to get the MACLEAN'S Twice- A-Month habit.

_ ^ Over 70,000 Canadian Families Buy

Macleans
1 1 "CANADA'S NATIONAL MAGAZINE "

AOP^EMBER ISSUE Now On Sale

At All News Dealers 20c
If there are no newsdealers in your town, of if your newsdealer cannot supply you. send 20 cents for a sample copy

or $2.00 for a whole year's subscription to MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE. 143-153 University Avenue, Toronto, Canada
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ABSOLUTE CONFIDENCE
SEYMOUR & PECK CO.

Mfgrs. of Wjooden Shipping Drums
Chicago, Illinois.

Magnolia Metal Co. 3/26/19.

Gentlemen,—Every bearing in our plant lined with MAGNOLIA METAL is giving perfect
satisfaction. We use none other than MAGNOLIA METAL and have absolute confidence in
every pound of your metal being uniform as to friction, reducing ingredients and splendid
wearing qualities.

Our infrequent orders testify to the quality of your MAGNOLIA METAL in resisting
hard and continuous service.

It is a great pleasure to recommend any one, looking for the best babbitt metal on the
market, to you. Our experience has been entirely satisfactory from every viewpoint, espe-
cially so in connection with the courteous and intelligent handling of all orders.

Cordially yours,

SEYMOUR & PECK CO..
C. E. Warren, Pres.,

Carl H. Kraemer, Chief Engr.

SOLD BY LEADING DEALERS EVERYWHERE OR

MAGNOLIA METAL CO.
OFFICE AND FACTORY: Montreal, 226 St. Ambroise St.

KERR
("New KEYSTONE" Pattern) GATE VALVES

If you have not

used any of these

N ew Pattern
Valves, specify

"KERR" in your

next order. We
want you to get

acquainted with

the most reliable

valve on the

market.

If you have been

using them, we

are confident that

our satisfaction

will bring us your

repeat orders.

These valves will

never cause you

or your customer

the slightest

trouble. Theii

high quality is

consistent.

When you buy a "KERR" Valve you get a guaranteed article that is backed by a reliable firm.

Many of the largest distributers of valves in Canada have sold "KERR" Valves for over 25

years, and are still recommending them as the " Best Valve." Write us for particulars.

Kerr Engine Co., Ltd., Valve Specialists WalkerviUe, Ont.
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DOMINION
COALCOMPAMT

Dominion
UMITED

""'^Spmg^itr BITUMINOUS
STEAM GAS COALS

GeneralSales Office
112 StJamesSt. Montreal

The Sitrplest and Best Cleaner on the market is

PILLEY'S
Combination Flue Brush and Scraper.

Guaranteed not to break or the wires to pull out or lay over.
A simple turn of the hand adjusts it to the tube, and the brush
removes what the scraper loosens.

For sale by leading Canadian jobbers.

Manufactured by

PILLEY PACKING AND FLUE BRUSH MFG. CO.
623 South Third Street - - - St. Louis, Mo

Eastern Office: 71 Fulton St., New York.

improvId steam trap
FOR HIGH OR LOW PRESSURE.

Steam can't blow through. They have
large discharge valves and cannot be
flooded from sudden flushes of water.

MAY WE SEND ONE hOR TRiAL?

Reducing Valves, Pump Governors,
Rdief Valves, Exhaust Pipe Heads,
Ejectors and Steam Separators.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
THE GARTH COMPANY

26 Crais Street MONTREAL, CAN.
WATSON Sc. McDANIEL CO,

N*. 146 N. 7th Street, PHILADELPHIA, P«

Automatic
Feed Water Regulator

The "Vigilant" keeps water within
of middle gauge regardless of

load or firing.

Years of service test has proved
it the utmost in reliability and
efficiency.

Catalogue presents many points of

interest. May we send you a copy ?

The CHAPLIN-FULTON MFG., CO.
8 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Why not Buy the
Best,when in market

for Packing?

HOLMES'

Metallic Packing
Is Guaranteed 3 Years

many tdnHvs longer.

30 da>-s' trial. Less oil. No
cutling. Easily applied to

niiy Sbeaim Engine. Air
Compressor or Gas Engine.
S.itisfaction or no pay.
Wi-ite us.

HOLMES METALLIC
PACKING CO.,

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Incorporated 1897

Water Turbines, Hydraulic Governors,
Centrifugal Pumps

OUR LINDSAY WORKS'

Boving Hydraulic & Engineering Co., Limited
Lindsay, Ontario
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DUVAL'S
METALLIC PACKING

FOR

H.P. MARINE ENGINES
AND THE

HIGHEST SUPERHEATED STEAM
DUVAL'S lasts for years without renewal and keeps the rods
in perfect condition. It is placed in t)he glands the same way aa
ordinary soft packings. Over 600,000 glands packed.
"BENHYCO" JOINTING FOR STEAM AND HYDRAULIC

JOINTS.
Supplied 48" square, 1-32" thick and up.

Stock Carried in Montreal
Sole Agents for Canada

LAURIE & LAMB
Board of Trade Building - - MONTREAL

VICTORIA FOUNDRY COMPANY, LIMITED
Engineers, Machine and Foundry Contractor*

OTTAWA, CANADA
Special Castings Forgings

Pumps, Hoists, Valves, Boiler Fronts, Grate Bars.
Send Blueprints for Quotations. Write for our latest catalogue.

Patterns Machine Wot k

The J. C. Wilson Mfg., Co., Limited
BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO

Mechanical Engineers, Pattern Makers, Founders and MachinistsWe build complete Hydraulic Turbine Equipment, Flumes, Head
Gates, Racks, Waste Gates and Winches. Water Wheel Gover-
nors, Gearing, Pulleys and Shafting.

MAKERS OF THE "LITTLE GIANT" TURBINE
Put Your Water Wheel Proposition Up To Us

When Buying Thermometers

There's Just Three Things
to Remember

—

First, you must have accuracy
and sensitiveness

—

Second, d'lrability is absolutely
essential

—

Third, the thermometer must
be suitably constructed for the
intended application.

Accuracy, sensitiveness and
diurability are aibeolutely

guaranteed in

"Crescent" Thermometers
And with nearly seventy years of experience to
our credit, we are qualified to properly interpret
your needs.
Our Catalog P.H. 200 illustrates and describes
"Crescent" Thermometers for every application.

Also test thermometers, glass thermometers, etc.

Get a copy of Catalog P.H. 200 to-day.

The Schaeffer & Budenberg

Mfg. Co. '^r.et^rsi

Brooklyn, New York Milton and

Chicago
Pittsbui-g

St. Louis
Philadelphia
Los Angeles

Prentiss,

Powf
Plant ther

mometors for a

temperatures not ey
cecdinpr 1000° F

I

l3o---"Co!umbia" RecordinB Ua >

nd Thermometers, Gauges. Gan
Pesters, Tachometers. Steam Cal

WE WELD
EVERYTHING

Leaky Steam Boilers Repaired

Flue Sheets and Flues Welded
WELDING REPAIRS TO ALL
MACHINERY GUARANTEED

The Electric Welding Co.
178 Bleury St., Montreal. Phone Main 2300

STEAM TURBINE DRIVEN
TURBO BLOWER SET

with Condensing Plant for quick

delivery from stock at very favor-

able price.

Further particulars from

ESCHER, WYSS & CO.
112 Coristine BIdg. MONTREAL

SAFETY FIRST"

Bend the Spout
to suit the position

Every requirement "

satisfactorily met U.

with i

'\

SAVES ^TIME

SAVES OIL
*

ALL-WAY
OILERS

Note the flexible

spout. It enables .

you to oil all places A.—many places that
previously could
only be reached with
force pump cans
with specially bent
spouts.

Indispensable t o

those who know.
Will last as long as
six ordinary oil cans.
Saves 50% of oil

bills.

Ask your dealer to
show you the com-
plete ALL - WAY
line of oilers. If he
cannot do so, please
write to us.

THE ALL-WAY OILER MFG. COMPANY
196 KING STREET WEST - TORONTO, ONTARIO
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YoACm BuifThem
in Confidence

WHY?
BECAUSE:

CALORIZED METAL—Blower units are constructed of metal
treated by the calorizing process. This process renders the metal
capable of withstanding continuous temperatures of 1800 deg. F.,
whereas untreated iron and steel begin to oxide rapidly at 1100
deg. F. This means that Diamond units can be placed in por-
tions of the boiler otherwise inaccessible for cleaning.

VENTURI NOZZLES—The nozzles from which the steam is-
sues are designed on the principle of the Venturi tube. With
identical pressures steam is emitted at three times the velocity
possible from a straiight-walled nozzle, thus insuring the absolute
maximum in cleaning efficiency.

AUTOMATIC STOPS—The range of action of the steam jets
is absolutely controlled. At no time can they be directed against
baffles or brick work, with consequent deterioration of the latter.

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION—Stanch, rugged, mechanically
correct. Diamond Soot Blowers are noted for their dependability
under all conditions of service. Mechanics, material, design have
all been carried as far as they can be carried, but having been
carried that far, they merge into the soot blower itself, and
there the equipment stands complete, a single unit, not a list of
features. Ask for Bulletin 192.

DIAMOND SPECIALTY CO.
Windsor Onta

lamon
SCOT BLOWERS - SAVE 4 8% FUEL

"ALL BRITISH"
"B.&W." PATENT WATER TUBE STEAM BOILERS
HIGHEST ECONOMY, SAFETY, DURABILITY. OVER 20,000,000 H.P. IN USE.

-ALSO-

Steam Superheaters

Mechanical Stokers

Coal-Handling Machinery
Piping, Feed Water Heaters

Water Softeners and Purifiers

and ELECTRIC CRANES
Babcock & Wilcox fatent Water Tube Steam Boiler, Superheater

and Mechanical Stoker.

BABCOCK CBb WILCOX, Limited
HEAD OFFICE FOR CANADA - COLLEGE ST (ST. HENRY), MONTREAL

TORONTO OFFICE. TRADERS BANK BUILDING
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POWER HOUSE BUYERS' DIRECTORY
If w<ha4; you want is not listed here write us, and we will tell you where to get it. Let us suggest that you consult

also the advertisers' ind'ex facing the inside back cover, after having secured advertisers' names from this directory

The information you desire may be found in the advertising pages. This department is maintained for the benefit

and oonveniience of our readers. The insertion of our advertisers' names under proper headings is gladly undertaken,

but does not become part of an advertising contract.

^iiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:

AIR COCKS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cinciimati, O.
Ju. Morrison Brasa Mfg. Co., Toronto,
fenberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Out.

AIR VALVES
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H.. Samla. Ont.

ALLOYS, BRASS AND COPPER
BJmpire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, OnL
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.
AMMETERS
Canadian Faii^anks-<Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-iManTille Co.. Toronto, Ont.

AMMONIA VALVES AND FITTINGS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

AMMONIA PURIFIERS
Frick Co., Waynesbo.o, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York. Pa

AMMONIA TANKS
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., 3herbrooke, Que.
Wateroua Engine Works Co., BranDford, Out.

ARCHES, COMBUSTION CHAMBER
Canadian Fairbank'-Mnrse Co., Ltd. Montreal.

ASH CARRYING SYSTEMS
Babcock & WUcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Bran'tford, Ont,

\SBESTOS SPECIALTIES
Durabli Mfg. Co., New York, N.Y.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont

ASBESTOS PACKED COCKS
Pratt & Cady Co., Inc., Hartford, Conn,

AUTOMATIC ICE RECORDING DOORS
AND CHUTES
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.

BABBITT AND ANTI-FRICTION METAL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal.
Hojrt Metal Co., Toronto. >

Magnolia Metal C«. Montreal.

BALLCOCKS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Oo., Toronto.
U'Este Co., Julian. Boston, Maa.

BATTERIES AND ACCESSORIES
Can. U. W. Jobns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont,

J3EARINGS
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. O., BeHeviUe.

BEARINGS, BRASS
ESmpire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London. Ont
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
BELT CEMENT
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Qraton & Knight AUg. Co., Montreal.

BELLS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Eimpire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont
BELT CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

BELT DRESSING
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Dominion Belting Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

BELT LACING, LEATHER
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Graton & Knight .Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELT TIGHTENERS
Waterous Engine Works Co., BrantfoM, Ont.

BELT PULLEYS
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

BELTING. BALATA
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Federal Engineering Co.. Toronto, Ont

BELTING. CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt Co . Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey .Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.

BELTING, SILENT CHAIN
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.T.
BELTING, CONVEYOR
Can. Consol. Rubber Co., Ltd., Montreal,

BELTING, LINK
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont.

BELTING, LEATHER
Bond Engineering Works, Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Fairtjanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Graton * Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
D. K. McLaren Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING, RUBBER
C«n. H, W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto. Ont
r'an Ccnsol. R'Thber Co., Ltrl.. .Montreal.
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Co.. Tononto.
Gutta Peroha & Raibber Limited, Toronto.
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
.Teffrey Mtnufa<>turing Co. Montreal.
Victor Balaita & Textile Oo.. Boston.
Willdams Machinery Co., A. B. , Toixraio.
BELTING. STITCHED COTTON DUCK

'^'-^inion Beltine Co.. Hamilton Out
WU'lilams Maohimery On., A. B.. Toronto.
Victor Balaita & Textile Co.. Boston.

BELTING, STITCHED CO i TON
U. K. MacLiaien, Ltd., Moni.real, Que.

BELTING, SOLID WOVEN
U, K. MacLaren. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
tedeial i!.ii|fineei-uig Co,, Xoroulu, onu

BIBS, COMPRESSION
Kmpire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont.

Bir>ii3. CUAL, COKE .VNU ORE
JeUrc; Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
.UacKinnou Steel Co.. Ltd., unerDrooke, Que.
Wateruuif Engine Works Co.. tiranuoixl, Uuu

BLOWERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
^auauiuu airx>au&s-Mul^c Co., LtUi. Mouueiu.
Calling Turbine Blower Co., Worcester, Mass,
Ooppua Eng. & Equip. Co., Worcester, Masa.
Ulceus Economisec, Ltd., Toronto.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
E. J. PhUip & Sons, I'oronto.
SturteTant Oo., Ltd., B. F., Gait, Oat.
B1.UWLKS, CliNrKlFlJGAL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Uoppus Eng. ii Equipu Co., Worcester, Mass.
BLOWERS, FANS
The Masco Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipu Co., Worcester, Mass.
SturtCTaat Ct>.. Lta., B. F., Gait, Oat.
BLOWERS, FORCED DRAFT
Coppus Eug. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS, MECHANICAL SOOT
Diamond Specialty Co., Windsor, Ont
BLOWERS, POWER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Mootreal.
Cjoppus Eng. <& Equipt. Co.. Worcester, Mass.
Stui'terant Co., Ltd., B. F., Gait, Ont.
BOILER BAFFLE WALLS
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

BLOWERS, TLKillNES
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
i:oppus Eng. & Equipt Co.. Worcester, Mass.
Sburtevaet Cto., Ltd.. B. F., Gait, Omt.
BOILER BREECHINGS
Hamiltonj Co., Won., Peteiibcno, Quit.

BOILER COVERING
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

BOILER COMPOUNDS
Beveiidge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Can. U. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto. Ont
.Metlskin Mfg. Co., Rochester, M.Y.
SheJl-ttar, Boico Supply, Ltd,, Toronto, Ont

BOILER FRONTS
Victoria Foundry Co, Ltd., Ottawa.

BOILER SKIMMERS
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Mootreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. louis. Mo.
McDonoaigh, J., 323 Markham St., Toronto.
BOILER COMPOUND FEEDERS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

BOILER FEED PUMPS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Ainencan Stean Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
BoTing Hydraulic & Eag. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont.
Coppus Eng. & Equipment Co.. Woroester, Man.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairt)anks^Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. .Montreal. Que.
Goldle & McCullooh Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, .Montreal.
STnart-Tiimer Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

BOILER FITTINGS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont,

BOILER FEED REGULATORS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Bereridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal.

BOILER MOUNTINGS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont,
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
Maron Regulator * Englneerlne Co.. Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto,
BOILER PRESERVATIVES

Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford. Conn.
MettsMn Co.. inc.. Rochester. N.T.

BOILER HOITSE ACCESSORIES
Baboook & Wilcox. Lfil. Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co.. St. Louis, Mo.
Green's BeonomUfer, Ltd.. Toronto.
Mason Regulator * Engineering Co.. Mootreal.
Yamall-WarinB Co.. Phtlartelrrhla, Pa.

BOILER SEAM PROTECTOR
Narlonal Boiler Ream Protector Co., MootTcaL

BOILER SETTINGS
Re»eri''»» Paper Co.. Mtvntrenl.
Gates Refr&otories, Limited, Montreal.

Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, IlL

BOILERS. HORIZONTAL, RETURN,
TUBULAR AND WATERTUBE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
uaucuca ei. vv Ucux, Ltd. Montreal.
Cule, ttd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Goldie & MoCullocb Co., Ualt
FncK Co., Waynesbcro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Engmeering and Machme Works at Canada, Ltd..

HI. Catharines, Ont
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
Ladd, The Geo. T., Co.. PlttsbutBb, Pa.
Lecmiard & Sons., E., London, Ont.
.vXacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
McArtty, T., & Sons, Lid,, St John, N.B.
Waterous Engine Worts Co.. Brantfoid, OnU
Wil'liaraiis Macliinii-i-j- Oo. , A. R. , Torouto.

BOILERS. MARINE, LOCOMOTIVE
AND VERTICAL
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Inglis Co.. The John, Toronto, Ont
Engineering and Maohine Works of Canada, Ltd.,

St. Catharines, Ont.
Montreal General Tool Co., Montreal, Qu*.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

BOXES, FUSE AND METER
Johna-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

BRASS GOODS
I'enberthy In.ieclor Co.. Windsor, Ont.
Empire Mfg. Co., London, Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
BRASS FOUNDERS
McAiity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.
D'Este Co.. Julian, Boston, Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
Mueller Mtg. Co., H.. Bamia. Ont
I'enberthy Injector Co.. VVind.sor, Ont.

BRASS SHEETS AND TUBES
Eminre Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London, Ont,

BRINE COOLERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

BRINE TANKS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Oo.. Pa.

Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

BUCKETS, ELEVATOR
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mtg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.

BUSHINGS
ateel Mill Packing Co.. Windsor, Ont
Cau. L,mk-lieli Co., Toronto, Onu

BUSHINGS, BRONZE
Empire Mtg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont
Kerr Engine Co., '.Valkerville, OnU
jj.. -Mueller Alig. Co., Ltd., Sarma.

CALOFIFIERS
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.

CAl^oKlME'i'ERS
dcbaeiter & Buuenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.i
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, iS.i,

CANS, OILY WASTE
Jas. Momson Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

CANNERS' CONVEYORS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. Liuk-Beli Co., Toronto, out.

CAR LOADERS AND UNLOADERS
Portable Machinery Co,, Inc., Passaic, M.J.

CAST IRON FITTINGS
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincmnati, o.
.sicArity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.

CASTINGS, ALLOY
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Onu
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Sarma.

CASTINGS, BRASS AND IRON
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Goldie & -McCullooh Co.. Gait
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
Lunkenbeuner Co., Cindnnald, O.
McArity, T., & Sons, Ltd.. St John, N.B.
E/mpire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Mueller .Mfg. Co., H,, Samia, Ont
Victoria Foundry Co, Ltd., Ottawa.
\^jiterou« Engine Works Co.. Hr«nUord, Ont
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C. BelleTille.

CASTINGS, GREY IRON
Non\'iiik Iron \\'orks. South Norwalk, Oonn.
CELLAR DRAINERS
Morrison Brass Mfg. 2o., James. Toronto, Ont
Mueller Mfg. Co., IT,, Samia. Ont

CEMENT HARDNER & WATERPROOFB«
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.

CEMENT. HIGH TEMPERATURE
Bereridge Paper Co.. Montreal.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.
Gates Refractories. Limited, -Montreal,

Green's Economiser, Ltd., Turoniu-
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CEMENT HANDLING MACHINERY
Jellre; Mfg. Co., .Uontxeal, Canada.
Can. Link-B€lt Co., Toronto, Onu

C1^M1::NT MACHlNEKt
Canadian Fairbaulu-Morse Co., Ltd. Montre&L

Canadian AUia-Chalmera, Ltd., Toronto.
v\aleioti3 EnKine Works v^o.. BraoUord, Ont.

CEMENT, INSULATING, REFRACTORY
Green's Econoiniser, Ltd., Toronto.

CHAINS, AGRICULTURAL
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, AUTOMOBILE ENGINE
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, BICYCLE
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, BLOCK
ilorse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
CHAIN DRIVES

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Coventry Chain Co., Ooventxy, England.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada,
Morse Chain Co., Ithaca. N.i

CHAINS, FOR ELEVATORS AND CONVEY-
ORS

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

CHAIN, MALLEABLE, DETACHABLE AND
RIVETED
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

CHAINS, POWER TRANSMISSION
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, SILENT
.VIorse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y

CHAINS, SPROCKET WHEEL
Morse Chain Co.. Ithica, N.Y.
CHAIN WHEELS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., N L.«uiord. Uaj».
CHIMNEYS. RADIAL BRICK
<Trr^n's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Ledtoh Co., A. S., Tororabo.

CHIMNEYS, STEEL
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.

CIRCULATING SYSTEMS (LUBRICATING
OIL)
8. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

CLAMPS, PIPE-JOINT
Yamall-Waring Co., Fhiladelphda, P».

CHUTES, COAL
.Mackinnou Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.

CLAMPS, MACHINISTS
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
CLEANERS, BOILER TUBE
Baibcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal-
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-ManTille Co., Toronto,
Cole Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. Qua.
Frank Oilman, Birmingham, Eng.
Oarlock Packing Co., HamOtiOD, Ont
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Pilley Packing & Flue Brush Mfg. Co., St.

Louis. Mo.
Yamall-Waring Co., PblladelphU, Pa.

CLOCKS
American Steam Oauge & ValTC Mfg. Oo., Bo8
ton. Mass.

CLOSETS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Mneller Mfg. Co., H., 8amla, Ont.

CLUTCHES
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
GwMie & McCulloch Co.. Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford. Ont

COAL
Dom. Goal Co.. Montreal

COAL AND ASH CO-"EYORS
Ba'bcook & Wilcox. Ltd. Mnntreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Waterous Emrine W -Its Co . Brantford, Ont

COAL HANDMNG MACHINERY
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. MontreaL
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser. Lt^!.. Toronto. Ont.
JetTrey Mannfarturine Co.. Montreal.
MacO«yem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
FortJtble Machinery Co., Inc., Pa«»aic. N.J.
'Mackinnon Steel Oo.. Ltd., Rliei<brook«, Que.
Waterous Ensine Works Co., Braatfonl. Ont.

COAL HOLE COVERS
Can. Allls-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

COILS
Frick Co.. WsTnertioro. Franklin 0«.. Pa.
Jaa. Morrison Br«-"w Mfg. Co., Toronto.
York Vfunirfactnrinir Co.. York. Pa,

COLD STORAGE INSULATION
Arm.itrnng Cork * Insulation Co.. Montreal, Que.
BpTeHrtire Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
COLD STORAGE DOORS AND WINDOWS
.Tnmfcnr, CnM stori-ce Dnor <~''^

. Hagerstown. Md.
COMBUSTION, SCHOOL OF

Hav.'* .Snhool of Oomll>usitaon', Chacago.
COMPRESSORS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek, Mich.
Can. Allls-ChRmbers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fairhanka-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
DarllnK Bros.. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Ingll.i Co., The John. Toronto. Ont
Laurie & Lanfh. Montreal
MacGoTcm & Co.. Inc., Montreal, Que.
IN^rwalk Inm Works, South Nor^valk. Oonn.
Royles. Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
Smart-Turner Machine Oo . Ltd., Hamilton.
Tftvlor Tn-wtrn'ment Co., Roc>ief»ter. N Y.
WilliiBTtis M3<"btnicry fo . A. R. , Toronto.

COMPRESSORS, GAS
Norwaik Iron Works, South NorwaJk, Oonn.

CONDENSERS
Alberger Heatet <3o., BufTalo, N.Y.
American Steam Pump- Co., Battla Creek, Mich.
Boring Hydraulic <fe Eng. Ot*.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont.

Can. Allis-Chambers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darling JtSros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCuUoch Co., Halt.
Laune & Lamb, Montreal.
UacGoTen & Co., inc., Montreal, Que,
Waieroiis Ji^nglne Woriu Co., bi..nttord
CONDENSERS, AMMONIA AMD STEAM
Fnck Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Fa.
York Manufactimng Co., York, Pa.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
lyaurie & Lamb, Montreal.
E. J. PhUip & Sons, Toronto.
CONDUITS
Can. U. W. JohnB-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont.
CONDENSATION RECEIVER
Ttie Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coie, Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto.
CONDENSER AND SMOKESTACK PAINTS
Beveridge Paper Co.. MontreaL Que.
CONNECnONS, FLANGED
Jefferson Union Co., lexington, Haas.
Dart Tnion Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont

CONNECTING RODS
J. H. Waiiama & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
CONTRACTORS' STRUCTURAL STEEL
Canarlian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
MacKinnon Steel Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian FairbanlivMorse Co.. Ltd., IMontreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

COOLER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Ca, Hagerstown, Md.

COPPER TUBE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont

CORK INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
COTTON HOSE
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Onlt.

COUNTERS
American Steam Oauge & ValT« UCg. Co., Bos-

ton. Mass.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., BroeUyn, N.Y.
COUPLINGS
BoTine Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Canadian FairbanlraJMorse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal. Qoe.
Jeffrey Manufactaring Co., Montreal.
McATitT & Sons. T.. ftt. John. N.B.
COUPLING. FRICTION
Can Link-Belt rv».

. Toronto. Ont.
COUPLINGS. BOILER, FI.ANGEB PIPE,
JOINT PIPE. UNION, STKAM PIPE
JefTersnn Union Co., Lerlnirton. Maa*.
Pari Ihilon Co.. Ltd . Toronto. Ont
COUPLINGS. SHAFT
Goldie A MeCnllorti Co., Qalt

rpANKS. AI.I, KINDS
Canadian Allis-Ohalmera. Ltd.. Toronto.
Balmnck & Wlloox. Ltd. Montreal.
SlDart-Tomer Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamiltoa.
CRANES, ELECTRIC
Pabeock A WIIoox. Ltd.. Montreal.
V^an Lmk-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.
rtmari-Turaer Machine Co., Ltd., Harafltoa.
CRANES. GANTRY
Can Link-Belt Co . Toronto. Ont
MacKinnon Sh>'l Ca. She-brooke, Que.
CRANES. HAND POWER
Batwock A Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Boring Hydraulic A Eng.. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Ont.
Can. T/ink-ReU Co . Toronto. Out
Prick Co.. WaTnenboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
5hn«r*-Ttimer Muchlne Co.. Ltd., HamDton.
CRANES. LOCOMOTIVE
Ctm T/1nk-B»U Co

. Toronto. Ont.

CRANES. OVERHEAD TRAVELLING
Bahrock A Wllcor. Ltd.. Montreal.
Brrrlng KTrlraiillc A Emr. . Co.. Ltd.. LlnAsay. Ont.
Can. T,1nk-BeTf rv> . Toronto. Ont
Stmart-Tumer \fncb1ne Co., Ltd., Hamilton.
CRANFS. POST JIB
RaNvvk A WIlooT Ltd.. Montreal.

CBANFS. PORTABLE
Csn T;1nk-B»1t Co.. Toronto. Ont

CRANKS. BWTVG JIB
Babcock A Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

CRANFS. WALL
Batvwk A WIlcoT. Ltd.. \fontr«il.

CRANK ANT> rRO.<»SITFAn PIN OILERS
r,nT.v.iih.i>n»r Cn,, Olndnnati. O.

CRANK SWAFTS
J. H. Williams A Co., Brooklyn, N.T.
CRIMPS. T FATHFR
O-^ton A Kniffht Mfff Cn.. Montreal.

rRTTqwrNfl MACTTTNFPT
Canndliin Alll«-nh«lmers. Ltd.. Toronto.
.TelTrpT Mfe Co.. Montreal. Canada.
r'.n«'Hiin ir,),4y,nlr«.Mor<e On T.fd.. Montreal.

CTTRR PTTMPS tnu, ANT> GASOTTNFl
H F. Bowier Company. Limited, Toronto, Ont

CVTTVT>»!'R OIL
E H Kollorr A Co Now York.
DAMPPR WFV:iTT,ATnRq
TVfender AntomaHc Recidiitor (V., St Loula. Mo.
The Mason Re«<Tlator A Ene. fo., Ltd., Montreal.
R.Wrk A WIlcoT. Ltd.. Montreal.
T>»r1tn« Bros.. Ti'd.. Montreal One.
D'Exte Co.. .TuHan. Bn«ton. M««.
M««on Ro<r"ti(»oT Oo. Bo«ton. \fana.

J««. Morri»on Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
DTOrS FTWRE
Bererido-e Paoer On.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
.TA^n.-P-utt Co The. Hartford, Oonn.

DI«C«. TFATTTP-R
Omfon A Kntrht Mfr. Co.. Montreal.

DISTILLING APPARATUS
The Mason Regulator A Eng. Ca. Ltd., Montreal.
Frick Co.. Waynasharo, FtmnUln t3o.. Pa.

York Manufacturing Co.. York. Pa.
DOORS, COLD STORAGE AND FREEZER
Januson Cold Storage Door Co., Hageistown, Md.
DOUBLE PIPE CONDENSERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Mantuactunng Co., York. Pa.
DRAFT APPARATUS SYSTEMS,
MECHANICAL
The Mason Regulator A Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal
Green s h^^unoiuiAer. Ltd., Toronto.

DRAFT RECORDERS
Ja.'i v\' Hays Corp.. .Michigan City, Ind.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Me.

DRAFT GAUGES
Sanford Riley Stoker Co.. Worcester, Mass.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.

DRIVES. CHAIN
Can. Link L-ci, Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

DROP-FORGINGS
J. H. Williams & Co., BrooKlyn, N.Y.
DKYlAu j>i^(..lllNLUY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

DRY CLEANING SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

DYNAMOS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. MontreaL
MacGorem A Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

EFFICIENCY ENGINEERING
MacKinnon Steed Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

ECONOMIZERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

EJECTORS
Ltinkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthj Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd.. Uamiltoo.

EJECTORS AND SYPHONS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
I'enberUij Injecior Co.. Winitsot. Ont

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES AND
MACHINERY
Can. H. W. Johns-ManTllle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-Mois* Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Ek»Domy Fuse & Mfg. Co.. Montreal, Que.
MacGorem A Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
MacGoTem A Co.. Inc. New York.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Oat
ELEVATORS
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Qua.
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Qua.

ELEVATING MACHINERY
Canadian FairbanksiMorse Co., Ltd., MontreaL
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Dariing Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Qua.
Goldie A McCuUoch Co., Gait.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works C<o.. Brantford.

ELEVATORS AND BUCKETS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada,
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. i>nt

.MacKinnon Sted Co., Sherbrooke. Que.
ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Canada.
Can. Link Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

ENAMEI WARE
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,

H .Mueller .Mfg. Co.. :<amia. Oni
ENAMELWARE FITTINGS. IRON PIPE

Empire .Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London, Ont
ENDS. ROD AND YOKE
J. H. wnilams A Ca, Brooklyn, N.T.
ENGINEERS' SUPPLIES
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Can. H. W. Johna-Manville Co., Toronto. OaX.

Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.

Dariing Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Kerr Fnirine Co.. Walkerrille. Ont
Lunkenhelmer Co.. Cincinnati. O
PenberthT lnJe*or Co.. Windsor, Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

ENGINES, AUTOMATIC AND DROP
VAL\ E
Frirk Co.. Wayneslwro, Franklin Co.. Pa.

Waterou.» Eagine Works Co.. Brantford.

ENGINES. CORLISS AND ROCKING VALVK
Frick Co.. Wayneoboro. Franklin Co., Pa.

Goldie A MoCnlloch Co.. Gait.

Green's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd..

Si Catharines. Ont
Wateroiis Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES. DIESEL
Can Allii-Chal-niips. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

ENGINFS. GAS AND GASOLINE
Boring Hydraulic A Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
l.»"ri» A I.«m»i. Montreal.
MnrOorem A Co.. Inc.. Montreal. Qne.

ENGINT^S GASOT.IN'=' STATIONARY
Sferting Engine Co.. Buffalo, N.Y.

ENGINFS: GASOIINE FOR PUMP AND
EMFRGFNCY GFNFRATOR. DRIVES
Sterting Engine Ca. Buffalo, N.Y.
ENGINFS. STEAM
The Mason Reg\ilator A Eng. Co.. Ltd., Mootraal.

Can. Allis-Ctialmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Ooldle A McCnlloeh Co.. Gait
lngli.'> Co.. The John. Toronto. Ont
T.snrie A T-«mb. Montreal.
MscOorem A Co.. Inc.. Montreal. Qne.
Montreal General Tool Co Monr-,,! Oaa.

Sturtrrant Co.. Ltd.. B. F.. G.vlf. Ont
WiHiams M.iohinery Co.. A. K.. Toronto.

Waterous Engln* Works Oo.. Brantford.
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The Jeffrey Carrier
at the

UNION PACIFIC R. R.

THIS illustration shows the Union Pacific Railway
Plant at Gilmore, Neb., w^here a 24-in. JEFFREY

Improved Carrier delivers 60 tons of crushed coal
per hour. The carrier also conveys ashes into a
concrete bin located just inside one of the wide walls.
The JEFFREY Equipment in this plant is one of
the strongest links in the maintaining- of its fires

at a ininimum cost.

The JEFFREY Carrier is completely described in

our new 96-page Catalog. Interesting shop news
are shown and important installations illustrated.
In addition, blueprints giving all necessary general
dimensions, clearness, etc., are included in the
Catailog and may be used as installation drawings.
Among the blueprints is a complete erection draw-
ing of the a:bove installation.

Write TO-DAY for your copy
of our new Catalog. Ask for

No. 210-4. You'll find it valu-

able in making layouts for Coal

and Ash Handling installations.

THE

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Canadian Branch and

Warerooms

MONTREAL
CANADA

THE reliability of Lunkenheimer
Pop Safety Valves has been
demonstrated through many

years of satisfactory service, on all

t)T3es of boilers.

Rigid tests under live steam and
their careful adjustment to meet
the individual service conditions, is

assurance that they will efficiently

perform the functions for which they

are intended.

Their remarkable durability, due
to correct design and high "quality"

materials, is a source of economy
in many boiler plants.

Users KNOW. A trial CONVINCES.
Write for booklet No. 502- DC

IHI LUNKENHEIMER £2:—-"QUALITY"—

Largest Manufacturers of
High Grade Engineering Specialties

in the World
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ENGINES. HOISTING, LOGGING. CABLE-
WAY
Can. AJ.'i«-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, OnL

ENGINE8, MARINE
Canadian Fairbanka-vMorM Ca, Ltd.. Montreal.
Otudi in AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Oddie & McCulloob Co., Gait
Montreal (General Tool Co., Montreal, Que.
ENUINUS. SAW MILL
Qoldl* & McCulloch Co., Gait.
Eugineenuc and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..
at. Catharines, Ont.

Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantiord.

ENGINES, SINGLE COMPOUND AND
rKli-LE EXPANSION
Engineerins and .Machine Works of Canada. Ltd
Goldle & .McCullooh Co., Gait.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, VERTICAL
Goliiie & McCullooh Co., Oalt
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
ENGINEERING BOOKS
MaoLean Publishing Co., Toronto.
EXHAUSTERS
Greeu's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto
EXHAUST HEADS
Railing Bura.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Direct Separator Co., ajracMe, iN.T.
.las. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Franklin Williams Co., New York.
Watson & .VloDaniel Co.. Pbiladelnbla.
EXPANSION JOINTS
Albereer Heater Co.. Buffalo, N.Y.
Ame^can District .Steam Oo., North Tonawanda
N.Y.

Uuect Separator Co.. Syracuse, N.Y.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McATity. T.. & Sons. Ltd., St John, N.B.
Ja«. Morrison Brass .Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
WiHiams LMachinerj- Co., A. R., Toronto.

EYE BOLTS
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y
FANS, VENTILATING
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., MontreaU.
Coppus Engr. & Equip. Co., Worcester, Mas*
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.
StuiteTant Cf>., JAd., B. F. Gait Ont
PEED WATER HEATERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Mointre«l.
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Allis^Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fairbanfcs-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darting Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que
Goldie & .McCullooh Co., Gait
Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc.. Hartford, Conn.
Koyles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England
.MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

FEED WATER PURIFIERS
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons, Pittsbni^h, Pa.
Tamall-WarinR Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.FEED WATER REGULATORS
The Mmoo Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Gauge & Valre Mfe 0«
Boston, .Mass.

ChapUn, Fulton Mfg. Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Green's Economizer. Ltd.. Toront*
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
B. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

FIBRE, VULCANIZED
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Due

FILTERS
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited, Toronto, Ont
l.annp & Lamfi, Montreal.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsbuw, Pa

FILTERS. WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Darlmg Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Fnck Co., Wayne.<!boro. Franklin Co.. Pa
vrarkimwri Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que.
B. J. Phihp & Sons, Toronto.
Scaife * Sons. Wm. B.. Pittsburgh

. Pa.
York Mfg. To.. York. Pn.
FILLING STATION EQUIPMENT
The Mawn Renilator * Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal
8. F. Bowser Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Orat

FII TKRING AND CIRCULATING
SVSTE.MS
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, OntWm. B. Scaife * .Sons Tr..

, Pittsbure Pa
FIREBRICK—.TOINTI-ESS
Shell Bar Boieo Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Bevprirlff" Paper Co., uMontreal, Que.

FIRE BRICK
.Totntless Fire Brick Co.. Chicago, III.

FTRE BRTCK. PLASTIC
Gates Refractories. Limited, Montreal.

FIRE BRICK MORTAR
.ToinOeas Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FIRE BRICK CEMENT
.TolnUess Fire Brick Co.. Chicago. 111.

FIREPROOF COLD STORAE DOORS
AND WINDOWS
.lamiann Cold S ornre Dnnr Pn.. Hagentown Md

FITTINGS. AIR. AUTOMOPTI.K. GAS
HYDRAITLIC. PIPE. PIPE FLANGED,
SCREWED PIPE. STEAM
.Tefferaon Union Co.. LpTineton. Mass.
Dart TTnlon Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
TT Mneller Mfe. r'o.. Samia, Ont

FITTINGS. MARINE
Bmpdre Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Jan. Morrison Brass MfR. Co., Toronto.
FLANGED STEAM FITTINGS

r>lr<M!t Separator Co.. SyrsPiise. N.Y.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
VcAWtT. T., & Sons, Ltd.. 8t John, N.B.
FLANGES
Dsrf Vnion Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Jefferson Union Co.. Lexington, Miaa.
"err Engine Oo., Walkerrllle, Ont

FLOW METERS
Republic Filo^' M-eters Co., Toiwuto.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, U.
MoAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd.. St John, N.B.
FLOORING COMPOSITION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Man»ille Co., Toronto, Onu

FLUE GAS COLLECTORS
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan Oity, Ind.

FLUE CLEANERS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Babcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Unt.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
PiUey Packing and Flue Brush Mfg. 0».. St
Louis, Mo.

FLUE GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Gree'. s Economiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont

The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.
dchaelt'er & Uudenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. .S.I.
L'eliling Instrxunent Co., New York.
Penberthy InjectO' Co.. Windsor. Ont

FLUES, GAS AND SMOKE
Green'.s Economuier. Ltd., Toronto.

FLUMES. STEEL
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co.. Pitt.<iburg, Pa.
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C.. BeilleTille.

FREEZER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Oo.. Hageratown. Md.

FRICTION LEATHERS
Graton & Knight ilfg. Co.. Montreal.

FUEL AND OIL PUMPS AND
MEASURING SYSTEMS

ImT>erial Oil. Ltd.. Toronto.
FUEL OIL SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Co.. Ltd., Toronto. On*
FURNACE LINING
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, IlL

FURNACES. BOILER
Ernest Bemetx. Inc.. Boston.
Gates Refractories, ijmited, Montreal,
Green's I^conomisor, Ltd.. Toronto.

FURNACE DOOR ARCH
Jolntless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FURNACES, SMOKELESS
Pabcock & Wilcox. Montreal.
J^aes Underfeed Stoker Co.. Toront*
Murphy Iron Works. Detroit. .Mk-h.

Sanford Riley Stoker Co.. Worcester, Mass.
FURNACE GRATE BARS
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Mootreal.
Shell Bar Boico Suprply, Ltd., Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montr«al, Qne.

FUSES
Can. H. W. Johns-'Manrllle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Economy Fu.ie & Mfg. Co. nf Canada. Mootrea)
Johns-Prstt Co.. The TTartfoM. <Nnin.

GAS ANALYSIS INSTWTTMFNTS. FTC.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo
Green s Kconomiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Penberthy Iniector Co.. Windsor. Ont
Schaeffer & Bndenberg Mfg. Co.. BrooHym, N.T
f'ehling In«fniTnen* Co.. V<^ York V.Y.
E. J. Philip A Sons, Toronto, Ont

GASKETS. RUBBER. ASBESTOS
Shell Bar Boico Suirply, Ltd., Toronto.
Can. H, W, John«-M«nTille Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dnrnhia Mfg. Co,. New York. N Y.
Frirk Co.. WsTne<horo. Franklin Co.. Pa.
Garlork Park'ng On.. Hnmltton. Ont
.Tohns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford. Conn.
Sarro Cr,.. Inc.. New York. N.Y.

GASKETS. LEAD. COPPER AND LEATHER
Oraton ft Kniirht Mfe C"., Montreal.
Shell Bar Boico Supplv Co.. Toronto. Ont

Co.. Tnc New York, N.T.
GAS ANAIZERS CO-2
The Jos. W. H«T^ Corp.. Michigan City. Ind.
GAS PRODUCER PLANTS
Can. Mlls^Chalraen, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Canadian FairV>ank=-Mnr«p Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
LaMn'e ft T,aniV« ^f'^ntreal.

GASOLINE METERS
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto. Ont
GASOLINE PUMPS. SELF MEASURING
S. F. Bowser Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
GASOLINE TANKS
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto.
Tmporini Oil Ltd Toronto
MacKinnorn Rt,x>l Co.. Shprbrooke, Que.

GATES. HEAD AND WASTE
J. C. Wflson Mfg. Co., Bellerille, Ont
GAUGF COCKS
•nie Mason Reculstor ft Eng. Oo.. Ltd.. Montredl.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis. Mo.
Cansflian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Garloi-k Parking Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co,, Cincinnati. 0.
McAvifT, T . Sons. Ltd.. St. .Tohn V,B.
Jas. Morrison Bra-M Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
PPTOberthT Injector Co., Windsor, OntW J Wall. Montreal,

GAUGES. AMMONIA. OIL, GAS. AIR
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Oo, , Ltd., Mootreal.
American Steam Gauge ft Valve Mfg. Oo., Boa
ton. Mass.

Jas. .Morrison Bnusa Mfg. Co., Toronto.
=lchaeffer ft B.idenbere Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn. N.T

GAUGE. RECORDING
Defender Automatic Regulator Co.. St. Louis, Mo.
Bhnpire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont
Jas. Morrison Bra.<>a Mfg. Co., Toronto.

GAUGES, PRESSURE. VACUUM. DRAFT
AVT> RFCORniNG. AND MICROMETER
The Mason Re»riilatOT ft Eng. Oo., Ltd.. Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Ma
Babcock A Wilcov. .Vlontrerl.

Green's Foonnmi.ser. Ltd.. Toronto.
The Jos. W. Hays Corp.. Michigan City, Ind.

Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
Scbaeffer A Budenberg Mfg. Co., BrooUyn, H.T.
Taylor Instntment Co., Rochester. N.T.
UebUng Instrumenit Co., New Tort. N.T.

GAUGES. WATEB
BabcuCK & V\ Licox, Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo>
.fciiikiiiji b'uB., Ltiu., Munireal.
Lunkenheimer Co.. CincmnaU, O.
MoAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John. .N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toroato.
fKabciUiy injector (Jo., Wmdaor, Omu
Schaeffer A Budenl)erg Mfg. Co., Brv«/klyn, N.I.

GEARS, COMPENSATING
GKAKS, FIBRE CUT
Bevendge taper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

GEARS, CUT, WORM, MORTISE
Goldie A McCullocii Co., Gait
15uiuig Hydraulic A Eng. Co., Ltd., Llndaaj, Oat-
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Unt
.'Smart-Turner Machme Co.. Ixd.. HamUtOB.
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, BeUerille.
GENKKATURS, STEAM TUBUU
Can. General Electric Uo.^ Toronto, Omu
Laurie A Lamb. Montreal.

GENERATORS AND CONVERTOR8
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., MootrMt
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Out.
MacGovem A Co., Inc. Montreal. Que.
Sturtevant Co., Ltd., B. F., Gait, Ont.

GLOVES, WORKING
R. O. Long A Co., Toronto, Ont

GOVLRNOKa. ENGINK
Escher Wys* A Co., Momreal, Qua.
Mc.Avity. T.. & 8on«. Lid.. St. Jobn. N.B.
Pickering GoTemor Co., Portland, Conn.

- h.iiifiiK: Worn Co.. BrantlcnL
Williams MachineiT CO.. A. R., Toronto.

GOVERNORS. WATER WHEEL
Wilson Mfg. Co.. J. C, BeUerille.

LKAlkS. UU-MPING, RUCKING.
STATIONARY

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Kit.i-<iclt A v\ileox. Montreal.
Carling Tiirbine Blower Co., Worcester, Mass.
Cau. Steam ISoiler Equipment Co.. Toronto, Ont
Goldie ft McOullot* Co., Oalt
L«mard & .Sons.. E. .

London. Ont.
Maaun Regulator A EngmeeruK Co., HoBtraal-
Shell-Bar Boico Supplv. Ltd . Toronta, Ont.
Victoria Foundry Co, Ltd., Ottawa.
Waterous Engine Works Co., BranCfard.

GRAVITY CARRIERS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

GREASE CUPS
Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerrilla.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
MoArity, T., A Socs, Ltd., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Tomato.
Penberthy lnJ.«tor Co.. Windsor. Ont

GREASE AND OIL EXTRACTORS
The -Mason Regirlator ft Eng. Oo. , Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Gauee A Valve Mfg. Co., Baa
ton, Ma.ss.

Laurie A Lunb. Montreal.
GREASES
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.

GAUGES. DRAFT
Jas W. Hars Corp,. Michigan City. Ind.

GAUGE COCKS. STANDARD AND EXTRA
HEAVY
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co,. Windsor. Ont.

HAND LEATHERS OR PADS
Orafnn ft Knight Mfg. Co.. Monfr.aI

HAND PI^MPS fOIL AND GASOLINEl
8, F. Bowser Comi>anT. Limited Toronto, Ont

HANDLES. CRANK. MACHINE
J. H. Williams A Co., Brooklyn, N.T.
HANGERS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto. Ont.
Canadian Falrbanka-Mome Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Onldle ft MoOulloch Co., Oalt
Watero"" Fnr^ne Worka P-«ntford.
WITson Mfg. Co., J. C, BeUerille.

H»f ATI^RS
The Ma-son Regulator ft Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal..
ABwreer Heater Co,. BuffaU, NT.
Rat«ork A WIIcot. Ltd . Montreal.
Cole, Ltd , Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darting Bros., ^fontreal,

Gnldle ft MoOiHocb Co Oalt
Lanrie ft Lamb, Montreal,
RoTles, Ltd., Iriam. Manchester, England.
MoAvity ft Sons. T., 9t. .I»hn N.B.
WatemTM Knfine Works Co. Brantford.

HFATPRS EXHAUST STEAM
nie Mason Reculator ft Eng. Oo.. Ltd.. Montreal
r'.n MH.-r^s'T^-r. ^ '\

. Toronto. Ont
HEATERS. METERING
Can, AIHs.<Tialm»rs. T M Toronto, Ont
Var^stl-WariTiiT Co Pbnadelphla. Pa.

H'^ATTNG FOTTIPM»^NT
Bm-plre Mfe, Co,. Ltd.. London. Ont.

HOISTS. EI FCTRIC
r^r, T.'TiV-n^n Co.. Toronto. Ont.

HOIST HOOKS
J. H. Williams ft Oo,. Brooklyn. N.T.
wOTSTtVO ikND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
Babcock ft wnroT. Ltd,. Montreal.
r-r, Tinl.--B'''t Co Toronto Ont.
.TeffrpT Mfe, Co.. Colnmbi's, Ohio
MacGovem ft Co.. Inc. Montreal. O'le.

Watenxts »>lHne WorVs On.. Hr.nt*—

>

HOSE. STEAM. SUCTTON AN" WATER
Can, Fa''+ianks-Mor«e Cr< . \ n >t"ritr»al. Que,
Diinlop Tip? ft BuWicr Co.. Tor<-'n'o,

Oarlock ParMnff On Hammo" Or»
Gutln Pcrr-ha ft Rtihlvr T.iniitol T<Troiito.

FJmpIre Mfg, Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont.

HOT WATER GENERATORS
The Mason Reg\ilator ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal-
p-itt <^.,It Co . Inc.. Hartford. Conn.

HYDRANTS
Ki-n- FniHne Oo , Wslk^rvine Ont

HYDRAULIC ACCUMIILATORS
a™»ri-Tiim»r M«rh«n» On T.fd.. HamfltOB.

HTDRAULIC MACHINERY
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An Exchangee of
Money That Pays

—

When you buy Victory Bonds you simply exchange one kind of
money for another.

A dollar bill is Canada's promise to pay.

So are Victory Bonds.

But Victory Bonds pay 5j^% interest.

Consider the security behind Victory Bonds

—

Canada and all that is contained therein.

Consider the good rate of interest—5547o.

Victory Bonds pay nearly twice as much
as Savings Banks.

Consider the saleability of Victory Bonds

—

Their use as security for a loan

—

Their prospective advancement in price

—

Canada must have this money to clean up our obligations to our
army and maintain the prosperity of our Country.

These are the best reasons in the world for exchanging one kind of
money for another.

Every Canadian should put all his weight behind this Loan.

He should exchange every dollar possible for Victory Bonds—and
every dollar he can save for the next ten months.

BUY VICTORY BONDS
Every Dollar of this Loan will be Spent in Canada

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co. Limited
Halifax St. John Quebec Montreal Ottawa Toronto

Hamilton Windsor Winnipeg Saskatoon
Calgary Vancouver Victoria
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Scale in Your Boilers

Clean Tubes Mean Coal Saving

And easier firing, less ash-handling,
fewer shut-downs, prevention of bag-
ged or burned tubes, fewer repairs, and
less frequent wash-outs. METLSKIN
can pay for itself in a short time.

is an unpi'ofitable boarder. Its appetite is enormous

and it consumes far more than it is worth. Why .

not give it TWO MONTHS' NOTICE, and put an

end to your loss thereafter?

THE SIXTY-DAY TEST OF METLSKIN is open

to any reliable concern that is troubled with boiler-

scale, pitting or conosion. A small daily dose of

METLSKIN, for a period of two months, will bring

down the most tenacious scale, and absolutely con-

vince you that A CLEAN BOILER IS NOT ONLY
POSSIBLE, but EASY.

SEND A POSTCARD for the METLSKIN booklet

and leaiTi about Our Offer, Guarantee Bond, and
Prices.

METLSKIN is neither "Compound" nor "Cure-all."

METLSKIN CO., Inc.
Rochester, N. Y.

Canadian Representatives:

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited
St. John Montreal Quebec Ottawa Hamilton

Toronto Windsor Winnipeg Calgary

Vancouver Victoria Saskatoon

ll'l'l

IMPORTANT THINGS
TO CONSIDER ABOUT

A SEPARATOR

I. THE PLAN—Is it sen-

sible, will it work, no
matter how large the

Separator or how well

made?

II. THE SIZE—Is it big
enough regardless of

plan, will it hold a good
dose of water?

III. THE CONSTRUCTION
—Is it strong enough,
are flanges heavy, how
will it look by the side

of a nicely finished

engine? Send for cata-

log and note these

points in

Sweet's Separators

DIRECT SEPARATOR COMPANY
218 South Geddes St. SYRACUSE, N. Y

General Saler Agents

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited

St. John, Montreal, Quebec, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton
Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Calgary, Vancouver, Victoria

Tu xeda
SWING JOINTS
Provide one of the
easiest ways to

save coal

Every pound of steam
that escapes through a
leaky connection repre-
sents a certain amount
of coal wasted. Do you
know that an average
leak will waste 3,400
pounds of steam a
month ? Investigate
your flexible steam con-
nections at once and
then investigate the
Tuxeda Swing Joint.

A Guaranteed Solution for Your Flexible

Connection Problems

Send for Bulletin "A" to

FRANKLIN WILLIAMS, INC.
New York City

Griirral Snips Aernls : CnnsriiRn Fairbanks-Mors* Co., Ltd.
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This Book Tells How
Here is a booklet that will help you to obtain actual belting economy in your

whiPh"wTt"^i.i''"'^^^^^
with descriptions, recommendations, rules and tables

Tny given cond^UoZ'"
scientifically correct belt for

L'^'r&fl^^^^^^^^ how to detennine

to be done ^ ^ ^ """^ ^'""^ economical basis-the work

Write for it—we'll be glad to send it to you.

The CANADIAN GRATON & KNIGHT CO. LIMITED
MONTREAL, CANADA

Co "
It*^ S^h

*' m"^ T*,. Canadian Fairbank.-Mor..
Quebec CaI«;rv S-' I,

Ottawa. Toronto. Hamilton.
Victoria

Saskatoon. Vancouver, Wind«>r. Winnipeg

Oak Leather Tanners, Makers of Leather Belting
and Leather Products

Branches and Distributors in All Principal Cities

COUPON
You may send STANDARDIZED tEATHER
BELTING Book

To

H.
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Why Longer Tolerate
Heater Trouble and Expense?

You do not have to put up with those bothersome and expensive repairs common to ordinary
heaters. You do not have to continue paying out money for fuel just to have a considerable
portion of it wasted by inefficient heaters. Then, why do you? It would pay you over and
over in money saved and satisfaction gained to replace your old heaters with

ALBERGER
MULTI-
HEAD

HEATERS
Once you do, you will never experienca
the cost and trouble of repairing internal
defects, such as leaks, split tubes, crack-
ed heads, etc. Nor will you ever have
occasion to wait for hot water. We
would like to explain fully. May we?

ALBERGER HEATER COMPANY, BUFFALO, N.Y.

Alberger Heaters are furnished in capacities from 200 to 200.000 gallons per hour.

St. John

GENERAL SALES AGE.NTS

CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE COMPANY, LIMITED
Montreal Ottawa Toronto Hamilton Quebec

Windsor Vancouver Winnipei; Victoria
Caleary

TRADE MAPK REGISTERED

STRENGTH—GOODNESS—QUALITY
Etched on Every Glass

DURABLA HIGH PRESSURE GAUGE GLASS
The method of determining the fact that DURABLA American made high pressure sau^^e glass possessed the elastic

properties necessary to withstand sudden and radical changes of tem.perature was explained :n detail last week.
DURABLA U.S.A. glass which had passed the severe change of temperature test was next subjected to live steam to determine
whether it would remain clear. After ninety-six (96) hours in a steam digester in which live steam was constantly pass-

ing through the glass at a pressure of one hundred (100) pDunds, no erosion could be detected, and the glass was as clear

as when first applied.

DURABLA U.S.A. gauge glasses are now ready for distribution in all standard sizes and are sold under the DURABLA
guarantee.

DURABLA MANUFACTURING CO., NEW YORK
* Distributors for Canada: The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited
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STOP AND CONSIDER
why the hand wheel of a globe valve is so often hard to turn. It's because the

packing has not sufficient lubricant to prevent its leaking.

The hand wheel always
turns easily when the
valve is packed with
"PALMETTO" twist. It ^ r.^.

^ ^

to otner packings. J^^^ / harden and so bind, making it very
difficult to turn the hand wheel at

times.

TRADE MARK

PALMETTO TWIST
PACKING

REG. U S PAT. OFFICE.

is made to give long satisfactory service in globe and other small valves.

The materials of which it is made are heat resisting and perfect lubrication of each single strand
prevents hardening.

GREENE, TWEED & CO.,
Sole Manufacturers

109 DUANE ST. NEW YORK
Any size valve

may be packed
from one spool by

unstranding.
Canadian Agents:

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., St. John,

Toronto, Quebec, Hamilton, Montreal.

Ottawa, Vancouver, Victoria.

Let us send you
a sample spool

to test.
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When the seat of a Pratt & Cady
Renewable Seat Gate Valve becomes
worn, you can insert new bronze seat
rings in a very few minutes. The valve
is then as good as new. And the cost
is nominal compared with the cost of
a new valve.

Anyone with a wrench can easily make
this change. There is nothing to become
loose or drop out and obstruct the line, j

RENEWABLE SEAT GATE VALVES

The gate in these valves is a double-
faced, wedged-shaped casting with
side grooves, by meems of which it

slides on guides in the valve body.

Guides in the body are of equal
thickness and the wedge can be taken
out of the valve and replaced with the
opposite faces in contact and give an
accurate fit. In making repairs this

is important.

These valves being double seated
can be used with the pressure applied
at either end.

Gauges are used in machining all

parts to insure accuracy and inter-

changeability.

Made of bronze and iron in all sizes.

Adapted for steam, air, oil, gas or
water service.

Large stockj at branches [insures prompt
I

service.

I ^ May we send you our Catalog ?

PRATT & CADY CO., INC.
HARTFORD, CONN.

I

Manufacturers of Valves, Feed Water Heaters, Hot
Water Generators, Power Pumps and Asbestos Packed
Cocks.

Canadian Represeniatives :

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO.
LIMITED

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,

Hamilton, Windsor, Winnipej?. Saskatoon, Calsary,
Vancouver, Victoria.

THE AMERICAN DEAD
WEIGHT GAUGE

TESTER
Simplifies Gauge Testing

Especially adapted to shop and engine
room testing. Check your own gauges.

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR
Canadian Agents : CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO., Umi(<d

Montreal Toronto St. John Calgary

AMERICAN STEAM GAUGE &
VALVE MFG. CO.

New York, Chicago, BOSTON, Atlanta, Pittsburgh

THE

SUPERHOT
GRADE

for high temperature work
such as: Boiler Feeds, Loco-
motive Boiler Washing, Con-
densing Against High Heat
and Oily Matter, Oil Refin-

ery Service, Vacuum Returns
on Heating System. For
mild acids, etc. This Valve
will not buckle under quick
interchange of the tempera-
tures.

One installation will con
vince YOU.

Booklet on Request

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited

Sole Distributors for Canada
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Let the C.A.S.E. Smooth Out

Your Load Curve

WOf^RY AND
1 ISFI F.S.S WnDK

LACK OF

ADVANCEMENT

Remove The Peaks of Worry And Unproductive Labor And
Build Up The Valleys By Working For

Your Advancement

A man who is thoroughly grounded in the practice of his profession, who is free from
personal worry and trouble, overcomes the many difficulties besetting the path of

the operating engineer with little labor and in a manner ensuring his advancement.

The successful man owes his success to a wise appreciation of the advantages and
mutual help offered by association with those in the same field of endeavor. To
join an association having for its objectives the welfare of the engineer in things
mental and material, his advancement in knowledge and skill, his protection by pro-
vision for sickness and distress is to take advantage of an opportunity indispensable
to all who hope to better themselves.

If you are interested in such an organization and live where less than
fifteen engineers are located, send for a copy of our constitution and
application blanks for admission to nearest branch lodge. If there are
more than fifteen engineers in your community, get together and send for
particulars regarding formation of a branch lodge.

J. H. HALE, General Secretary,

Canadian Association of Stationary

230 Caroline Street EngineCrS . Hamilton, Ont.
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Boring Hydraulic & Bag. Co., Ltd., Llndaay, Onu
Fnck Co., Waynesboro, FnmUlin Uo., I'a.

MacGoTem & Co.^ inc.. Montreal, Que.

HYDRAULIC VALVES
Yamall-Waruig Co., Ftiiladelphia, Pa.

HYDHAULIC PKESSKS
Bonne Hjdrauiic it Kuk. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
iTnoa Co., W aynes^txjro, Franlclin Co.
LiQ<l« Canadian Ketri^eralion Co.. dlontreal.

HYDRAULIC POWER EQUIPMENT
HQimiilitx>nj Co., Wm., Feterboix), Out.

ICE MAiaNU MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & li^n^. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
I'rick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.
Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Montreal.
Norwalk Iron Works, South Nonvalk, Oomn.
Tork Mfg, Oo., York. Pa.

INGOTS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

INDICATORS, ELECTRIC—ALL TYPES
UcbaeSer & Budenberg Mtg. Co., Brooklyn, N.I.
Uebllng Instrument Co., New York, ti.X.

INDICATORS, STEAM AND GAS
ENGINE
American Steam Gauge & Valre Mfg. Co., Bos-
ton, Mass.

OaiuuUan Fairbanks->Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont.
Oieen's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Uelilinc insirument Co., New 3fork, N.Y,

INDICATORS—AMMONIA, H ITDRAULIC
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille, Out

INDICATORS, SPEED
L. B. Starrett Co., Athol, Masa.

INJECTORS
Baboook & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Lunkenbeimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McArity & Sons, T., St. JoSjn, N.B.
Jaa Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penbertliy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Wniiama Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.
INJECTORS, AUTOMATIC AND AUTO-
POSITIVE

Penbertliy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
INSTRUMENTS, RECORDING
Bctetder Automatic Regrulator Oa, St. Louis, Mo.
G-reen a Exjonomiaer, Ltd., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Companies, Roche«t«r, iN.T.
Yamall-Waring Co., PhUadelpbia, Pa.

INSULATING BRICK
Annstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
BcTsridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Oaa. H. W. Johna-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont

INSULATING COMPOUNDS
Johns-Pratt Oo., The, Hartford, Conn.

INSULATORS
Bereridge Paper do., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
John»-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

IRON FILLER
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont

KETTLES, STEAM AND GAS
Boylcs, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, Bngland.
KEROSENE PUMPS (SELF MEASURING)
8. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
KEROSENE TANKS
8. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
Ureen*."' bjconomt-ier, Ltd.. Toronto.

KNITTED GOODS, WORKING
R. Q. Long & Co., Toronto, Out
LACE LEATHERS
Sraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Uontreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Out
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

LAMPS, ARC
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont

LAMPS, INCANDESCENT
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. JohDS-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont

LAMPS, TUNGSTEN AND NITRO
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
LEATHER STRAPPING
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

LINK BELTING
rati Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.

LININGS. FIRE BRICK, STEEL STACK
Grw'Ti'.'! KonnoTni.ser, Ltd.. Toronto.

LUBRICATORS
Umpire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
uMidhiigajti Lmibricator Co., Detiroiit, Mdch.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
LUBRICATING OIL FILTERING AND
CIRCULATING SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto, Ont
LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
LUBRICATORS CYLINDER
CUTTING COMPOUNDS

Liinkpnheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
Pentiprthv Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE TANKS
AND PUMPS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
LUBRICATORS, FORCE FEED
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada,
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerville, Ont
Darting Bros., Montreal.
Ijnnkenhelmer Co., Cincinnati, O.
PenhertbT Injpctor Co.. Windsor, Ont.

I,UBRICATORS, PLAIN
Lnnkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
P^n'hprthy Injpctor Cfl. , Windsor. Ont.
'WflUams Machinery Co., A, R., Toronto.
LUBRICATORS, SIGHT FEED AND PLAIN
ENGINE

ppTihprthT Tnieetor Co., Windsor, Ont.
MARINE CASTINGS

BrajHre Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont,
MACHINERY INSULATION
Armstrong Oork A Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.

Bereridge ^aper Co.. t.td.. Montreal. Que.
MACHINERY, MINING (COMPRESSORS)
NorwaJk Iron Woiks, Soutti Noi-walk, Conn.

MACHINERY, TRANSMISSION (POWER)
-Vlorse Chain Oo., Ithica, N.Y.
MECHANICAL STOKERS
Babcock ^1^ Wilcoi, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
Mui-phy Iron Works, Dertoit, Mich.
Santord Kiley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass,

METERS, AIR
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont

METERS, ELECTRIC
Can. H. W. Johns-Mannlle Co., Toronto, Ont.

METERS, PLOW
Republic Flow .ileteiB Co., Ton'onito.

METERS, GAS.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, OnL

McTtRb, Sl'EAM
America<u Ddstraot .Steam Oo., North Tonia'maiidia,

N.Y.
Ttie Masco Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
(jrieeu lix;onomi:ier. Ltd.. Toronto.
E. J. Plulip & Sons, Toronto, Ont
Wil'liama '.MaohiuieiT Co., A. iB., Toromto,

METERS, WATER
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
.McAvitv & Sons, T., St John, .N'.B.

K. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

MIXING VALVES
.MueUer Mig. Co., H., Samia. Oat

MILL AND MINING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co.. Montreal.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.

St Catharines, Ont
(Canadian AUis-CJhalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
OokHe & MoCulIoch Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

METER TESTERS
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H., Samia, Ont

METERS (OIL, KEROSENE, GASOLINE,
ETC.)
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
MOTORS
Canadian Fairbanks-'Morse Co., Montreal.

Can. General HHectric C!o., Toronto. Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
MacGorem & Co., Inc., Montreal. Que.
StMrteTant Oo.. Ltd., R F., Gait, Ont
OFFICE RAILINGS

Jas. Morri.'wn Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

OIL STORAGE AND DISTRIBU-nNG
SYSTEMS
S. F, Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
OIL CUPS
Limkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, 0.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont
OIL AND GREASE CUPS
PenbPTthT injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

OIL METERS
^

S. F. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto. Ont
OILER. COMPOUND FEEDERS
I.unkenhrtmCT Co., Cincinnati, 0.

OTLERS, GAUGE
OnnkenheimPT Co., Cincinnati, O.

OIL PUMPS . _. ,

a F, Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
OTLERS. MULTIPLE ^ .„ « ,
fan. Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkemlle. Ont
T.unkpnhelTOPT Co.. Cincinnati. O.

OTT, FILTERS AND CIRCULATrVG
SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited, Toronto, Ont
Darllne Bros., Montreal.
.Taa Mmr+oon Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

OIL TANKS
R F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont

OIL SEPARATORS
The Mason Regulator * Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Babcock * Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

Can. Anis-Thalmen. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
rsnadlsn Fstrbanks-Mome Co., Montreal.

Oole. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Dnrllne Bros.. Montreal.
Direct Separator Co.. Syracuse. N.T.
LeItch <^o.. Arthnr S.. Toronto. Ont.

Jas. Mnrrfson Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Smart-Tiimpr Machine Co.. Ltd., Kamllton.

OILS, QUENCHING
Tmpprt.nl on. Ltd .. Toronto.

OILING SYSTEMS
a. F. Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto, Ont
Limkpnhpimpr Co.. Cincinnati, O.

OILS. CYLINDER
Imperinl Oil. Ltd., Toronto.

OILS. LUBRICATING
Kpllnrs- * f^n.. E. H., New Tork, N T.

OILS. ENGINE
Imperial Oil. T,td.. Toronto.
ORSAT APPARATUS

DofpTidor .Vutomatlc Regulator Co.. St. Louis, Mn
OVERALLS
R G. Long & Co., Toronto, Ont

PACKING. ASBESTOS
Garlock Packing Oo., Hamilton Ont
.Tnhn'<-Pratf Co . TTip HartforA. Conn.

PACKING. ALL KINDS
Oarlock PackinK Co.. Tlamilton, Ont
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.
PACKING ENGINE
Shell Bar Boico Supiply. Ltd.. Toronto.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
.Tnhn^-Pratt Co., The. Hartford, Conn,

a SheTl-Bsr. Bolm Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
PACKING FIBRE
BererMge P«per Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
.lohni-Prntt Co . "nie. Hartford. Conn.

PACKING, HYDRAULIC
Shell Bar Boico Surnply, Ltd., Toronto.
Ohn. H. W. J«hBa-<H*nTflIe Co., Tonata, Out

Dura:bla MaDu/actnrine Co., Now York.
UariocK Paekmg Co., Hmiultou, Ont
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Litd., Toronto, OBt

PACKING, METALLIC
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, OnU
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Tonmto.
Garlock Packing Oo., Hamilton, Ont
Greene, Tweea & Co., New ioii.
Holmes Metallic Pack^ Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.
Steel MUl Packing Co., Windsor, Ont

PACKING, ROD
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manvllle Co., rurwiico. On*.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor, Ont
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

PACKING, SHEET
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., ToroBio, Ont
Shell Ear Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Ourabla Manufacturing Co., New l^ork.
Garlock Packing Co., Haiailton, Onu
Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

PACKING, AMMONIA, STEAM AN»
WATER
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, ObL
Greene, Tweed & Co., New York.
Johns-Pratt Co., Vbe, Hartford, Conn.
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor, Ont

PACKING, LEATHER
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Uontreal.
Shell-Bar, Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

PACKING PISTON
Garlock Packing Oo., Hamdlton, Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.

PACKING, RUBBER
Dunlop Tire Ac Rubber Co., ToromtOL
Gutta Percha & Rubber Co., Limited, Toronto.
PACKING, VALVE STEM
Garlock Packing Oo., Hamilton, Ont
Shell Bar Boioo Supply, Ltd., Votamtm,
Johns-Fiatt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

PAINT OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

PAINTS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

PAPER, INSULATING, ETC.
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.

PEN3TOCKS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindaaj, Ont
MacK'iinou Steal Ca, Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm. B. Seaife & Sons Co.. Pittsbuig, Pa.
PILLOW BLOCKS
Goldie & McCullooh Ca. Qalt
Waterous Engine Works Co., BrantforA.

PIPE COILS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

PIPE COVERINGS, STEAM, BRINE.
AMMONIA AND ICE WATER
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Qu&

PIPE STEEL
Boring Hydraulic & Eng, Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont

PIPE VISES AND CUTTERS
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

PIPE, GAS
Can. Allis-C^ialmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

PIPES. WATER
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, BeOleriUe.
PIPING AND FITTINGS

Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Lnnkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MoArity & Sons. T., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.
Williams Machinery C!o., A. B., Toronto.

PIPING, STEAM
Baibcock & WDcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Ooldie & McCulloch Co., QaK.

PLATE WORK
Ooldie & MoOiIloch Co.. Gait
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sher4)rooke, Qoe.
et Catharines, Ont

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfoid.
PLUG COCKS
Homestead Valve Mfg. Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

PLUMBING SUPPLIES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Samia. Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co. . Toronto.
POWER HOUSE CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co . Toronto. Ont.

POWER PUMPS (OIL. GASOLINE)
S. F. Bowser Oomijany, Limited, Toronto. Ont
POWER PUMPS
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Mtelk
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Canadian Fairbante-Morse Co., Ltd., UontraaL
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & MoCulloch Co.. Gait
Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc. Hartford. Conn.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamflton, Ont
Lsnrie & Lamb. Montreal.

POWER. TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Bond Enfrineerinc Works. Torofito, Ont
Boring Hydraulic * Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. .\llis-Oialniprs, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
OoMie * MoOuIloch Co., Gait
.TetTrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
Sfigineering and Machln* Work! of Canada, Ltd..
«. Oatharinw. Ont

MacGorem & Co., Inc.. Montreal, Que.
MaeOorera A Co., New Tork.
Merse Chain Co., Ithaca. N.T.
Wsteroup Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PRESSES
Boring Hydraulic & Sng. Co., Ltd., Llndaay, Ont
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Starrett
HackSaw Chq
MATERIAL
TO BE CUT

Light Angles
Channels
Tee Iron

'

Ornamental

Heavy Angles
Channels
Tee Iron

Light Structural

Heavy Structural

SteelandlronPipe
|

Conduit and
Br^ss Pipe

Solid Stock
Cold Rolled

Ifo. of BUde for

Power Machlno

Machine

Mediiun !
Heevy

Macblnr I Htcblne

115 CUT THE
CHEAPEST WAY
Use the right Star-

116-^ rett blade and re-

member the im-
116-i| portance of gradu-

ally increasing the
weigbt or pressure
as the number of
cuts increase. Ai
soon as bhe blade
is "eased" into 'he
cut put on enough
weight to keep the
blade cutting at its

maximum eftici-

ency. The safe way
is to follow the
Starrett Chart.
Send for Catllog
and Chart "CD."

42-969

HacX Sati/ BookUt-^Srnt Fret

262

250 '

250-B

268

L S. STARRETT CO., Athol, Mass., U. S. A.
THE WORLD'S GREATEST TOOL AND HACK SAW MAKERS .

Continent-Wide
Service

MCCOVEM
ftMWMY
rnmrnmaaamB

POWER
CHINERY

In Stock for

Immediate
Shipment

K.W. K.V.A- voiyrs SPEED
30 sax* 1K»
30 nsro

46 mtt 900
45 2m MX)

SO vsm 300
SD 2300 1200
BO wa a^oo
SO m 1200
S9 650 MOO
eo ma 600
mt vm

IB mo 900
76 wa SCO
80 m 900

90 EBOO 900m m nom 530 900
100 eoo 900

2200 90O
100 zsoo 900
mo 2200 600

ISO 230 900

ISO
190 IflOO/MOO 900

2300
USD 2900 eoo
lan 2300 490
1150 2300 514
165 2S

aoo 600 ero
30O 600
220 H.P. wa toom 2360 GOO

ALTERNATING CURRENT GENERATORS
Convertible to

SYNCHRONOUS CONDENSERS
3 Phase, 60 Cycle.

MAKE AND TYPE.
WESTINCHOUSE—G.
FA IRBAN KS-.MORiaE—A. B.
WARREN EMJC.
GENERAL ELBCTRIO-ATB.
FA IRBANK S«ilORSE-D.
GENERAL ELECTRIC.
AI/LlS-OHAIiMBBS.

QA.N. GEN. ELEC^TB.
WARREN EILEO.
OAN. GEN. ELEC.
BULLOCK.
GENERAL ELECTRIC—ATB.
AILLIS-CHA.LMER3.
ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
GCENIERAL ELECTRIC.
OAN. GEN. ELEC—ATB.
GENERAL ELBCTRIO-ATB.
BULLOCK ELECTRIC.
CENERAL ELECTRIC-tATB.
WESTIJ^GHOUSE.
WESTINGHOUSE.
WBSTINGHjOUSE.
GBNEK.4L ELEOTRIC.
WBSTINGMIOUiSE.
WESTINGHOUS-B.
GENERAL ELECTRIC—AT.
WESTINGHOU8E.
GENERAL EI.f^OTRIC^ATB.
ROYAL, ELECTRIC^SK-C.
OENEEAL BLECTBIC—ATL.
ALLIS-OHALMERS

K.W. K.V.A. VOLTS SPEED MAKE AN© TYPE.
250 «0 600 OROOKER WHBBLBR.

290 2300 GOO GENERAL BLECTRIO—ATB.
300 2300 164 FORT WAYNE.

300 550 600 WESTINCJHOUiSE.
smfi 2300 600 ALLLS-CHAOj.VIEIRS-BULIjOCK.

325 2200 164 WESTINGHOUSE.m TMO 360 STANLEY
iSO H.P. 2200 GENERAL ELEOTRI&-ATB.
600 (H-lP. 2200 240 GIBNBRAL ELECTRIC-^TI.
SCO 2300 400 GENERAL ELECTRIC—ATB.

2E0O 3G0 GENERAL ELECTRIC-ATB.
560 H.P 4sa WESTINGHOUSE.

600 600 257 WESTINGHOUSE,
an 230O 225 GENERAL DLECTRIO-iATB.

2 Phase, 60 Cycle.
7Z 2100 WOO OANADIAIN GENERAL BLBCTBja

75 2300 900 CROCKER WHEELER.m MO TOO rWBSTINGHOUSE
lao 2200 BULLOCK.
180 410 514 WESTINGBOUSE.

aoo lOSO 720 G^BRAL ELEC5TRIC—AQB. .

400 220O 4S0 WESTINGHOUSE.
460 240O 360 GENERAL ELECTRIC.
533 200 BULLOCK.
600 410 3«0 CROCKER WHIEBLER

1000 H. P 20^0 300 GENERAL ELECTRIC—AQB.
3 Phase, 25/30 Cycle.

220 257 CAN. GEN. ELBC.-ATB.
150 2300 500 GENERAL BLBCTRIO-ATI.

160 440 750 GENERAL ELECTRIC—ATB.
300 6600 375/4S0 WESTINGHOUSB.
425 2300 600 WESTINGHOUSE.
«0 440 2E0 GENERAL ELECTBIC-ATB.

Offices : New York, Pittsburgh
Plants : Brooklyn, N.Y., Lincoln, N.J.

and Linden, N. J.

MACGOVERN & COMPANY, INC.
Buyers and Distributors of New and Used Machinery

285 Beaver Hall Hill
MONTREAL, QUE.
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PROPELLOR BLADES, BRONZE
Smpire MXc. Co.. Ltd., Loudon, Oat,
PUMPS. HAND (OIL, GASOLINE)
B. F. Bomer ComiMuiy, Limited. Toroato, Oat
PULLEYS
D. MaoLaren, Litd., Mootreal, Qm.
Boring Uydrauljc & Sug. <;o.. Lid., Lindsaj, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks^Morse i)o., Ltd., iMontreal.
Goldie & ilcCuUocii Co., Qalt.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Wat«roua Engine Works Co.. Brantford.
WilMamE Machinery Cb., A, B., Toronto.
J. <X Wilaoa Mfg. Co., BolleTille. OoiL
PULLEYS, FKICTION CLUTCH
Can. Lnnls-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

PULP MILL MACHINERY
Boring Hjdraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsax, Oat.
Jeffre; Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sberbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Worte Co., Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY
The Mason E«gulator & Eng. C!o., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Baring Hydraulic A Eng. Co,, Ltd., LindsaT, Ont
Berentdge fapor Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Moixtreal, Que
Q<ddle & McCuHocb Co., Oalt.
Laaria & Lamb, Mootreal.
MeArit; & Sons, T., St. John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.
Wateroua Eagine Works Co., BrantfonL

PUMPING MACHINERY, ELECTRICAL
Berenidge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Bering Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, One.
Owiadian AUis-Ohalmets, litd., Torooto.
J^rey Manufacturing lOo., Montreal.
Smart-Tomer Machine Co,, Ltd., Hamiltoo.PUMPS
na Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Mootreal.
Oopmis Eng. & Equipment Co., Woroeater, Mass.

PUMPS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich
Oamadiaa Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Daiting Bros., Montreal.
Qoldle & McCullo<di Co., Gait
Lauiie & Lam/b, Mootrwl.
Norwaajf Iron Works, South Norwalk, Oooin.
Smart^mer Machine Co,, Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS, ACID
amiiion.

Bereiiidge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Meatreal, Que.
PUMPS, CONTRACTORS'
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay Ont
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Qua.
MoArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine C»., Hamilton. Ont

PUMPS, BOILER FEED
*lie Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, MaM.
PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Escher, Wyss Co., Montreal. Que.
Coppus Eng. & Equlpt Co.. Worceater, Mass.PUMPS, ELECTRICAL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, UiA
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.PUMPS, FEED WATER
The Mason Regulator Sc Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal
Oan. Allis-Caialmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., .Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCuHooh Co.. Gait
DsrHnjr Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, GAS
Norwailfc Iron Works, South Norwalk, Oooji.PUMP GOVERNORS AND REGULATORS
jae Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Mootreal,Mender Antomatio Regulator Oo., St Loula, Mo.
Daritaig Bros., Montreal.
D'Bste Co.. Julian, Boston, Masa.
The Oarth Co., Montreal. Canada.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston. Mass,
ItaBrt-Tamer Machine Co.. Hamflton. Ont

-./S.'Jil?°_^ MoDanlel Co., Philadelphia.PUMP STRAINERS
Ow Mason Regulator & Bag, Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Bortag Hydraalio & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Oat
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal.

-SSJii?^™*'" Machine Co.. Hamilton, OntPUMPS, HAND AND POWER
Bortaf Hydraulic & Eng. Oo., itd., Lindsay, Ont
Darllnff Bros., Montreal.

^S^l!^"^" Mschlno <T«.. Hamilton OntPUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
Amtrlcan Steam Pjimp Co., Battle Croek, Mick.
J?"^ .If^'Ji?"."" * Co

• Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Qan. Xllis-Oialmer*, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Darling Bros.. Montresl.
Goldie * McCullodi Co., OaK.
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. (Hamilton. Ont

^JSi^^T" ''"•fin* Works Co., Braatford.PUMPS, DUPLEX
0«B. Allis-Chalmen, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Berenldg* Paper Co., Montreal, Que
Darline Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Quei
PWMPS, GEARED. COMPOUND
American Steam Pump Co.. BatUe Creek. Mich
Otnadian Palitanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal
Daritng Broa.. Montreal.
IokHs Co.. The John, Toronto, Oat
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamnton. OntPUMPS, HYDRAULIC. PRESSURE
American Pteam pnmn Co., Battle Creek. MIoh
Boring Hydraulic A Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Darting Bros.. Montreal.
IdrHs Co.. The Jofca, Toreato, Ont
Smart-Tiimrr Ma(4ihie Co., Hamilton, OntPUMP LEATHERS
Bereridge Pajjer Co.. Ltd., MontTal. Que
Oraton & Knight MTg. Co., Montreal.

PITMP8. OIL
American Stetm Pumi) Co.. Battle Creek. Mloh

8. P. Bowser Oompaay. Limited. Toronto. Ont
Oan. Detroit Lulrioator Co., Walkerrille, Oat
Lnnkenheimer Co., Oinrlnnati. O.
MoArity * Sons, T., St John, N.B,

POWER HOUSE
Smart-Turner Machine Co,. Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, STEAM TURBO
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Qan. Allis-Chalmars, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Escher Wyss & Co., Montreal, Que.

PUMP TANK, RECEIVER
The Masoo Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Mootreal,
American Sleam Pump C^., Battle Creek, Mich
Bereridgo Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamiiten, Ont

PUMPS, STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Bng, Co., Ltd., Montreal,
American Steam pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Can. Allis-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairt>ank3-Morse Oo.. Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Qoldie & MoCuUoch Co., Gait
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Lelteh Co., Arthur 8., Toronto, Ont
McArity A Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton. Ont
Willdams Machinery Oo., A. K., Toronto.

:i'UMPS, TRIPLEX
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, VACUUM
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Berei.'dgc Paper C"., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Ooldle & McCulloch Co., Qalt
Laurie A Lamb, Montreal,
Lelteh Co., Arthur 8., Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PYROMETERS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
ftreen's Econorai.ser. Ltd., Toronto.
7%e Jos. W. Hays Corp.. Michigan City., Ind.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.T.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
Escher, Wyss & Co., Montreal.
tlehlinK Instrument Co., New York, N.Y.

RADIATORS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
RADIATOR TRAPS
Beveridee Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
O. A. Dunham Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Sareo Co.. Inc., New York, N.Y.

RECORDERS. DRAFT
Jas W. Hays Corp.. MIchlean City, Ind.
RADIATOR AIR VENTS
C, A, Dunham Oo., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfe Co.. Toronto.
Penherthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont

RAGS
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Torooto.
RAILWAY OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS
8. P. Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto, Ont
RKCLATMTNG SYSTEMS FOR OIL
a F. Br>w<!er Company. Limited, Toronto, Ont
RFBOILERS
JViek Co., Wayne*hr,ro. Franklin Oo,, Pa.
Tftrk MunMfurt^irinr Cn. York. Pa.

REGISTERING MEASURF8
S. F. I^owser Company. Limited, Toronto, Ont

RECEIVERS. AIR
<^Ti Allls-nhslmrTS. Ltd . Toronto. Ont
Msr^lnnon TTrflTn« ^ To. ^prHmoW One.

RTTBRER CEMFNT TANKS AT^ PUMPS
S. F. Bowser Comrvsnv. Limited. Toronto, Ont
RFrORDING TNSTRTTMFNT8
Defender Airtomatlc Regulator Oo., St Louts, Mo.
Oan. H. W. Johns-'Manrfne Co.. Toronto, Ont
Oreen's Ecnnmnl.^er. Ltd.. Toronto.
Tsrlor Tn.«tnimenf Co.. Rochester. N.T.
feWttir Tn»tnrment Co.. New York. N.T.
Tsnisll-Wsrine r«. . PhnadelnMs Pa.

RECORDERS. CARBON. DTOXTDE
nie .Tos. W. HsTS Corp.. Michigan City.. Ind.

REFRIGERATOR DOORS. WINDOWS. ETC.
.Tiiml«on CaI'I <5tnrajre Dftor TTagerstown. Md.

REFRTGERATING MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay.
Ont

Frick Co.. Wamrt*nro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
Linde Canadian Refrigers 'ton Co.. Moofreal.
NorwaJk Iron Works. Smith Norwalk, Ooon.
Vllter Mfg. Co.. MPwankee, Wis.
York Mfg On. York Pa.

REFTTSE DESTRUCTOR
T«...^» * T.mflb. Mrtnlr^Hll.

REGULATORS, AUTOMATIC, BOILER
MoDoooujrti. J.. 323 Markham St, Toronto.

RFOTTI ATORS. PRFSSTTRK
TTie Masoo Regulator ft Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Oo., St Loula, Mo.
ChaoHn-FiiUon Hfa. Oo.. Pltts»niT«h. Pa.
O. A. Dnnham Oo., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
D'Kste Co.. Julian. Bnaton. Mass.
Jas. Morrtion Bnws Mfir Co.. Toronto.
Tfirlnr In^tnTment On . Ttnrbe«fer. N.Y.
REGULATORS. TEMPERATTTRF
ne Maiion Regulator ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Ssreo Co.. Ine.. New York. N.Y.
Ts^'lnr Tn.strument Co., Rochester, N.T.
RETORTS
MncKlnnnn Steel Co.. Shertirooke. Que.
REVOVLING DOORS FOR HARDENING
ROOMS
Jstnlson Cnlri Storarr Door Co Haeer^nwn, Md.

RODS, COPPER. BRASS AND BRONZE
Eteipire Mfg. Co., Ltd,. London. Ont
n. Mueller Mfe. Co.. Ltd.. Samla.
ROLLS, CRUSHING
Csn lylTik-Belt On

. Toronto, Ont
JelTrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Canada.

ROOFINGS—RUBBER. PLASTIC, LIQUID
Beveridge Paper Co.

. Mnntrea], Que.
ROTARY COMPRESSORS

T>x»her Wt« On Montreal.
ROTARY CONVERTERS

f^snixllsTi F«lrh>ink«JAtone Oo . Montreal.
MacOorem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Qna
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RUBBER HOSE
Can. H. W. Johna-ManrlU* Co., Tanato. Ont
Uarlock Packing Co.. Himtlt<». Oat

RUBB1<:R MILL DRIVES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Oat

SAFES
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., MoatteaL
Qoldie & UcCuUocb Co., Qalt

SAW MILL CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
SCREENING MACHINERY

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
SCALE REMOVERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., MontreaL
Bereridge Paper Co., Led., MootieaU •a.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Tomala, Oat
Frank Oilman, Birmingham, Bng,
Green's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont,
SELF-MEASURING PUMPS (OIL AND
GASOLINE)
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited, Tomtok Oat
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

SEAM PROTECTORS, GIRTH
National Boiler P-nrector Co. of Canada, liaatnal.

Que.
SHAFTING
Engineering and JIachine Works «t Caaadta. Ltd.,
St Catharines, Ont

Waterous Engine Works Co.. Braatfard.
J. a WOaon Mfg. Co.. BeUerille, Ont
SHAKING AND DUMPING GRATBS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., MeatreaL
Babcock & Wilcoi, Ltd., MantreaL
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Braatfoid.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronta.

SHIRTS. WORKING
B. Q. Long & Co.. Toronto, Oat
SMELTER LININGS
Beveridge Paper Ca, Montreal, Que.
SMOKE BOXES, STACKS
Baboock & Wilcox, Ltd,, MontreaL
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Oal
Goldie & MeCulloch Co., Gait
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sberbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Braatterd.

SOCKETS. WIRE ROPE
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N.T.
SOOT BLOWERS
Diamond Specialty Co., Wlndaor, Oat

SPECIAL MACHINERY
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Smart-Turner .Machine Co., Hamilton. Oat
Waterous Engine Works Oa, Braatfnd.

SPEED INDICATORS
Sehaeffer & Budenbutg Mfg. Co., BrooklTB, N.T.
L. 3. SUrrett Co.. Athol. Masa

SPEED REDUCING GEARS
Oan. Ijink-Bolt Co . Toronto. Ont

SPROCKET CHAIN ATTACHMENTS
Can. Link-Beit Oo . Toronto. Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPROCKET RIMS
Bahhitt Steam Specialty Oo.. New Bedfoid, Uaaa

SPROCKETS, COMPENSATING
Mnrse Chain To.. ItJllca. N.T.

SPROCKETS, SPRING
Mfirse Phsin Co.. Tthlca. N.Y.

SPROCKETS, SILENT CHAIN
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
SPUR WHEELS
Boring Hylraulic St Bng. Co.. Ltd., Liadaay, Oat
Gol.iie & MeCulloch Oo, OaH.
Canadian Falrtiank^Morse Co., MoaHcaL
Waterous Engine Works Co., BraatfoM.

STACKS. STEEL
Babcock & Wflooz, Ltd., MontraaL
Ooldle & MeCulloch Co., Qalt
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd. Sherttrooke, Que.
Hamiltoo CV>., Wm., Peterboro, On*.
STAND PIPES, STEEL
Mackinnon Steel Oo. , Ltd., Shert>rooke, Qoe.

STAYBOLTS. FLEXIBLE
Oan. Alll<-Oha1mer». Ltd.. Toronto, Oat
STEAM SEPARATORS
The Mason Regulator & Bng, Co., I^.. Montreal
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Oan. .Mlis-Ohalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Oat
Canadian Fairt»nks-Moi»e Co., MontraaL
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Direct Separator Co., SrTaense, N.T.
D'B.ste Co., Julian, Ronton. Mass.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. Samla.
The Garth Co.. Montreal. Canada.
Lelteh Co.. Arthur 8.. Toronto. Oat
Penherthv Injector Co.. WInrlw. Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton, Oat
Wat.»on H McDanlel Co.. Philadelphia.

STEAM SPECIALTIES
Alberger Heater Oo.. Buffalo, N.T.
Canadian Falrbanks-'Morae Co., MiMitml
Cole. Ltd., Qeo W.. Toronta.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
D'FNte Co., Julian. Bnstnn. Maai.
T/nnkmhelmeT Co . OInHnnatl. O.
The Oarth Co.. Montreal. Qtie.
The Mason Regulator & Bng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg On

. Toronto.
Penberthr Injector Co.. WInilKor.
Wation * McDenIrt Oo.. Phlladetphla.
Tamall-^arlnij Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

STEAM TRAPS
American Steam Gauge ft Vaire Mfg. C«.,
M««.

American District Steam Ob.. North
Anderson Co.. T. D., Olerelaad. O.
Canadian Falrhanks-Morse Oa, Maatraal.
Cde. Ltd.. Oeo. W. Toreatn
Willianw Mai-liincrr Cix. A. R.. IVwonto.
n«rlina Bros.. Montreal.
D'nite Oo.. Julian. Boston. Maaa
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada
Dunham O/O.. Ltd . O. A., Tnmnto. Oat
J T T.onr. M Adam St. Mootreal. ©u».
Mason Regulatnr & Engineering Co., MeotnaL
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^Ae Drive of
Efficiency

MORSE
Positive as

Gears

The Drive of.

Durability

CHAINS
Flexible as

a Belt

J-,onger JLife

Full Power Heavy Duty Face Grinder Drive Heavy Senrie*

DIAMOND MACHINE CO., Providence, R.I.

Power for your machine—Efficiency in your Production
Durability in. your transmission—Confidence in your Cost

Reach their highest effectiveness when "MORSE" Rocker Joint Silent Chain Drive transmit the power. There is only
one steel belt that since the beginning of its use has made good—and held itself supreme through years of hard service
and that one is MORSE. !

In these strenuous times early specifications of requirements are very desirable to insure prompt delive ries.
Uriag your transmission problems to MORSE Engineers.

They are men of wide experience. Let them help yon plan your drives.

ITHACA, N. Y.
ASSISTANCE WITHOUT OBLIGATION

MORSE CHAIN CO., Largest Manufacturers of

silent chains in the world
MORSE ENGINEERING SERVICE

1920 Memo and Diary in Press.
Address Nearest Office:

BOSTON, MASS 141i Milk St.
CHICAGO, ILL Merchants L. & T. Bldg.
CLEVELAND, OHIO Engineers' Bldg.
DETROIT, MICH lOOa Woodward Ave.
GREENSBORO, N.C. 805 AshWo St.NEW YORK 50 Church St.
PITTSBURGH. PA Westingliouse Bldg
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL Monadnock Bldg

CANADA Jones & Glassco, Regis'd.
Montreal, St. Nicholas Bldg.
Toronto. Bank of Hamilton Bldg.

KANSAS CITY, MO Long Bldg.,
Morse Engineering Co.

MINNEAPOiLIS, MINN Third St. S.

Strong-Scott Mfg. Co.

ST. LOUIS, MO Chemical Bldg.
Morse Engineering Co.

"Morse" is the Guarantee always behind our Service, Products and Efficiency.
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Saroo Co., Inc., New Tork, N.T.
Watson & MoDanid Co.. Philadelphia.

STEEL BARRELS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

STEEL PLATE WORK
Haanalitai Oa, Wm., Peterboro, Ont.
STEEL TANKS
Bahoock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
.Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Waterous Engine Works, Brantford, Out.

STOKERS
Rabcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Detroit Sboiker Go., Detrodt, Mixib.
(jrreen's Kconomiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Tones Underfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
Ledtch Oa, A. S., Tcnxmjto.

Murph7 Iron Works, Uertoit, Mich.
Sanlord Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Maas.

STRAINERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Bevenidge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
STRUCTURAL STEEL WORK
Babcock & WUeox, Ltd,, Montreal.
Canadian AJlis-Ctaalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

SUPPLIES, HOTWATER
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, Bngland.
SUPERHEATERS, STEAM
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd,. MontreaL
Goldle & McCulloch Co., Gait
Green's Bkjonomiser, Ltd., Toronto.

SWING JOINTS
Franklin Williams Co., New Tork.

SWITCHBOARDS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto. Out.
SWITCHES AND SWITCH BOXES
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont.

SWIVELS, HOOK
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
TACHOMETERS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, On*
Con. H. W. JohnsJManTine Co., Toronto, Ont
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y

TANKS, BLOW-OFF
^e Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Wateroua Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

TANKS, FREEZING, STORAGE AND
WATER COOLING
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
MacKinnon Steel Oo.

,
Sherbrooke, Que.

Tork Mfg. Co.. Tork, Pa.
TANKS, OIL

RoTing HydraiiHc & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
8. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
Ooldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Eingineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
St Catharines. Ont.

Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
Waterous Engine Worku Co., Brantford.

TANKS (OIL. KEROSENE, GASOLINE*
6. F. Bowser Company. Limited, Toronto, Ont
MacKininon Steel Oo.

.
Sherbrooke, Que.

Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co.. Pittsbnrc, Pa.
TANKS (UNDERGROUND STORAGE)
8. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
MacKinnon Steal Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
TANKS. WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
GoMie & McfTullo* Co., Gait
Inglls Co., The John, Toronto. Ont
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wateroua Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TAPPING MACHINES
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Samia, Ont.

TECHNICAL BOOKS
Audel Oo. , Theo.. New Tork.
MaeLean Hiybrl^hing Co., Toronto.

THERMOMETERS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
Green's Economlser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Schaeffer & Bndenbert Mfg. Co., BrooUyn, N.T.
Taylor Initrument Co., Rochester, N.T.
TTehJIng Tn«tnnnent Co.. New Tork, N.T.

THERMOSTATS
Sareo Co., Inc., New Tork, N.T.

TOOLS
HnelUr Mfg. Co.. H., 8amla, Ont

TOOra, SMALL
J. H. Wnilams & Oa, Brooklyn,, N,T.
TRANSFORMERS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto. Ont
Canadian Falrbanks^Morse Co.. Montreal.
MaeOoTem ft C!o., Inc. Montreal, Que.

TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Tiorlng Hydraulic ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks-'Morse Co., Montreal.
Can. Link-Belt Oo.. Toronto. Ont
Goldie ft MeCulloeh Co.. Oalt. Ont
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Ifontreal.
WsfemiK ICnfflne Works Co.. Brantford.

TRANSMISSION, SILENT CHAIN
Morw Chain Co.. TtJilm. N.T.

TRANSMISSION TOWEaiS
MacKininon Stieel Co.. SJierbrooke, Que.
TRAPS. 8TKAM AND WATER-LINE
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Bereridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
C. A. Dunham Oo., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
D'FXte Co., Julian. Boston, Mass.

TRUCKS. FACTORY
Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal. Qms.
Cai'-dian FalThank«-'Mor«» Co Montreal.
Victoria Foundry Oo, Ltd., Ottawa.
TUBE CLEANKRS
Babcock ft WUoox, Ltd., MoDtreal.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Ooldie ft McOrilloeh Co.. Oalt
Green's Economlser, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont,

Pelley Packing and Fine Bmah Mfg. Co., St
Louif,. Mo.

TUBE CUTTERS
Babcock ft Wilcox, Ltd., MontreaL

TUBES, BOILER
Babcock ft Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
GnMie & .McCulloch Co., Gait

TURBINES, POWER
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Uoppus Eng. & Equipt Co.. Worcester, Maas.

TUBES, COPPER AND BRASS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Saimia.

TUNGSTEN LAMP (Vacuum and Gas
Filled Types)
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

TURBINE OIL
Kellogg ft Co.. E. H.. New Tcrk. N.T.

TURBINE WATER WHEELS
BoTing Hydraulic ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..

St Catharines. Ont
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Escher, Wyss ft Co., Montreal.

TT.aimrl itrm, Oo., Wm. , Peterixxro, Ont
MacGovem & Co., Inc., .Montreal, Qn«.
J. C. Wilson Mfg. Co., BeUeyille, Ont
TURBINES, STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,

Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Coppus EIngr. ft Equip. <3o., Worcester. Mass.
Bscher Wyss ft Co., Montreal, Que,
GoMie ft McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie ft Lamb. Montreal.
Mac(}oTem ft Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
UNIONS
Cmnadian Fairbanks^Moise Co.. Montreal.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Dart Union Company. Toronto.
Lnnkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
McAvity ft Sons. T.. St John. N.B.
Ja^ Morri^nn Bra.'ss Mfe. CjO., Toronto.
UNDERGROUND TANKS
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto. Ont

UNIONS. BALL JOINT. COMBINATION.
FLANGED PIPE. GROUND JOINT.
MALLEABLE IRON, FLANGE. PIPE,
SWING

Jefferson Union Co.. Lexington. Ma.ss.

Dart Union ComnanT, T-td. . Toronto. Ont
V*riTTrM GOVERNORS
The Ma-soo Regulator ft Ene. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
C. A. Dunham Oo.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Rmart-Tumpr Marhine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.
Canadian Steam Boiler Eqirlpment Co.. Toronto
Bewridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darting Brothers, Ltd.. Montreal. Qne.
Tjrf»<* r"i> Arthur ^ Toronto Ont

varmrM rt^gttt.attng vat.vs
The Ma.<Hn Regulator ft Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Cir, <5-"iin- "MVr Eo"l"m'n» Cn.. Toronto. Ont.

C. A. Dnnhain Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Dsrlinr Bme.. Montreal.
flmsr* T'lmor Mschine Co., Ltd., BamOton.

VACTTTTM TRAP*
Dsrllnr Bmth»rs. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Cn}* Geo W.. Toronto.

V*'^ DTfWR
liTmpire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont
Korr Pnrnne Co.. Wslkerrflle. Ont,

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
PmbTthv TnW'or Co.. Windsor. Ont

V AT W T FATHFR
Bwridee Psner Co.. Ltd.. Montreal. Qne.
nrstnn ft ITfilcht \ff». Co V/^ '>»«r

VAIVE RFSFATTNO MACHTVK8
Dsrllnff Bm* MoT>tr»«l

V»rvT-q. rOVDFNSFR. PTTMP. RtTBBER
flhell Bar Boloo SrrpnlT. Ltd.. Toronto.
Csnsdlsn Fairbanks-Mar^ Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
VAT VPS
BshonrV ft WHcoT, Tytd., Montreal.
Rnrtnp TTT<<r»"He ft W>it Co. T,»d T,ttid«uy. Ont
Canadian Falrtianks-'MoTss Co.. Momtreil.
r^^ Q*„,«. T>nn».r iJVi'»i"w«"* '^A Toronto, Ont.

Bmpire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont
Dart1n« Brothers. Lt«l. Mnatrpal. Qns.
w•^^v Pn W«Tne*om F»«nlr"n Co.. Pa.
K"T T!>iirine Co.. WalkerrilTe Ont
wmism.s MaoMnery Oo.. A. R.. Toronto.
nrwrldve Paper Coi. Montreal. One.
T>'T,'*' Cn. .T"11»n Bmrton M«««
J««. Morrison Bra.<w Mfg. Oo.. Trmwvto.
Shell R«r Foloo SnpDlT. Ltd.. Toronto.
TT Mneller Mf«. Co.. Ltd.. Sarnla.
Hnmeafesd Valre Vf« Co.. Plttsbnrg.
TenVHw Bm«. . MnntrM).
p«n».*rthT J7}^p^*nr Co.. Window. Ont
r»-.»M nmAr P« Tn#» TTsrff'>M Conn.
TlKtorla Fonndry Oo. Ltd.. Ottawm.
wn»mn Mfte. Oo.. J. O.. Bdlerflta.
To-V ry, Tork. Pa.

ATW VATVTS
Wmirlre Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont.
Jas. Morrison Bra-ss Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

VATVFS. RADIATOR
.TenVIn" Bros. Ltd.. Montreal.
Watixm ft MnDanlel Oo., TnifladeHitila.

Kerr Enjrine Co., Welkenrille. Ont
Lnnkenheimer Co.. ClndnnaH. 0.
Prstt ft CsdT Hartford. Conn.
Wsf.or ft ^^VT>«nM Co., Phtlidelnhla.
Shell Bar Bodoo Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
Tork Msnnf«r»iirin« Co.. Phnadflphla.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Totwito.
Masnn Remlstor ft Engineering Co.. Montreal.
Mason Regulator Co.. Boston. Mass.
MoArlty ft Sons. T.. St. .Tnhn. N.B.

VALVFS. ACID RESISTING
Homestead Valre Mfg Co.. Pltt^iv-
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerrille. Ont
MeAritT ft Sons. T.. St John. N.B.
Tork Mfg. Co.. Tork. Pa.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. Sarnla.

VALVES. BACK PRESSURE
Can. AlUs-Oialmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
VALVES. BRASS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Kerr Engine Cv. , Walkerville. Ont
H. Mueller Mlg. Co., Ltd., Samia,

Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Shell Bar Boioo Sui>ply, Ltd., Toronto.
Williams Machinery Co., A. B., Toronto.

VALVES, BLOW-OFF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Oa, Ltd., Montreal.

Babcock ft Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, (Jue.

Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., Pittsburg.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MoArity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Watson ft McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, BeJleTilXe.

Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa
VALVE CHAIN WHEEL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Ca, Ltd., MontreaL
Babbiti Steam Specialty Co., New Bedford, Maai.

VALVES, FOOT
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
ESnpire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerrille, Ont
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VALVES, GATE
Babcock ft WUcox, Ltd., MontreaL
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerrille. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto,
MoArity ft Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg, Co.. Toronto.
Penberthv Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

VALES. HYDRAULIC
Tamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa

VALVES, MULTIPORT
Can. Allis-(3halmers. Ltd.,, Toronto, Ont
VALVES. NON-RETURN STOP
Canadian FairbanksJMorse Co.. Montreal.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

VALVES, RELIEF
The Mason Regulator ft Bng, Co., Ltd., MoateML
American Steam Gauge ft Valre Mfg. Co.. Boston.

Ma-v.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
McArity ft Sons. T.. St John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
VALVES. REDUCING
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co., Ltd.. MoatrsaL
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal. Qua.
C. A. Dunham Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
D'Bste Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Leiteh r!o., Arthur S., Toronto. Ont
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd.. Samia.
Mason Reculator Co., Barton. Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H., Bamla, Ont

VALVES. STANDARD, GLOBE ANGLE
AND CHECKS
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerrille. Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass MTg. Co., Toronto.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd.. Samia.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

VALVES. POP
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Ca. Ltd., MontoMl.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Oa, Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Lnnkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. ().

MoArity ft Sons. T., St John. N.B.
VALVES. PUMP
Garlock Packing Oo., Hamilton, Onrt
bhell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal. Qus.
Canadian Fairtianks-Morss Ca. Montreal.
Smart-Ttimer Machine Co., Ltd.. HamUton.

VALVES. REGULATING
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.

VALVES. SAFETY THROTTLE
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ob«
Oan. Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerrllls, 0»C
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.

McArity ft Sons, T.. St John N.B.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronta
Lnnkenheimer Co., Cindnnati, O.

VALVES. STEAM
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London. Ont.
Kerr Knirine Co., Welkerrille, Ont.

Jas. Morrison Bra.ss Mfg. Ca, Toronto.

VISES. CHAIN PIPE. ETC.
J. H. WHlisms ft Oa, Brooklyn, N.T.

WASTE
Shell Bat Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.

WATER COLUMNS. GAGES
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. Qus.
Jas. Morrison Bra-ss Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

WATER GAUGES. STANDARD. EXTRA
HEAVY AND AUTOMATIC

Penberthy Inlector Co.. Win-^'rir Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Oa. Toronto.

WATER SOFTENING SYSTEMS
vrn> B. Soaife ft Sons. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Canadian Allls-Chalmers Ltd Toronta

WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont

WATER HEATERS ANT) WHISTLES
TSmnlre Mfg Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont

WATER WHEELS
HamUtom Co.. Wm. . Potertxwo, Ont.

WFT DING COMPOUND
Shell Bar Bolm Snmily, Ltd., Toronto.

WELDING SER^^CE
Electric WeWing CVv. Montreal.

WHISTLES
Penb-rthv Inlector Co.. Wln-^'or Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

WHEEL TANKS (LUBRICATING OIL AND
GASOLINES _ ^
Bowiser ft Ca, Inc., 8. F., Taronto, Ont.

WRENCHES, PIPE
Wlllisnv. MacMncry Co.. A. R.. Toronto

WRENCHES. CHAIN PIPE. DROP FORCE.
ETC

J, H. WllllAiM A Oo., Brooklm N.T.
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DEFENDER
DUPLEX DRAFT GAUGE

The Peer of Them All

Price $20.00

They read : Draft over the fire. Draft at the
last pass of the Boiler and the differential

throtigh the Boiler.
THE FIREMEN CONTROL the fires by the

readings on the Gauge. It shows every condi-
tion of the Fires and Boilers, except Flue Gas Temperatures and the Defender Flue Gas Pyrometers
sihow the Flue Gas Temperatures. Also see the Defender CO2 Analysers, put up in permanent
case so as to take a readliTig for CO2 in less than one minute's time. Write for Bulletin No. 100.

Defender Catalogue No. 11 shows the largest assortment of Comibustion ajppiliances, efficiency
instruments and damper regulators made. We can help you save fuel.

DEFENDER AUTOMATIC REGULATOR CO., 709 Pine St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

WE STRIVE
TO EXCEL

DoesYour Storage SystemSaveOil?
If you have never studied the question of storing, distributing and using

oils, you will be surprised to know the enormous losses that occur daily

wherever oils are handled by inefficient methods. Losses that could easily

be prevented by use of

OIL STORAGE SYSTEMS
Save All the Oil

!

Store oils in leakproof, dirt-

proof tanks. There is no loss

of oils from any source, no loss

of quality. Labor in handling

is cut to the absolute minimum.

Write for literature describing

equipment for your needs.

BOWSER CO., LIMITED
66-68 Fraser Avenue

TORONTO

S. F

Such Conditions Are Wasteful, Dangerous,
Unnecessary

LONDON: 32 Victoria St., S.W. 1

PARIS: 5 Rue Denis-Poissons
HAVANA: Lonja del Comercio 427
SYDNEY: 6 Castlereagh St. The Bowser Way—Safe, Loss-proof, Con-

venient, Clean, Systematic

1 WE-FU-GD ANtJSCAl

bK
PURIRICATION SYSTEMSSOFTENINB & FILTRATIONFOR BOILER FEED AND
ALI. INDUSTRIAL. USES

HSl=IM4JlalJI.'H.I5LJJ.lJllirI.-lllrJcJ!iJ.y

When writing to Advertisers kindly
mention this paper.
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Tanks, Boilers
and Engines
of all kinds, for any service

Send Us Your Inquiries

Representatives in Eastern Canada: Ottawa Representative:
JAMES W. PYKE & CO., Limited, 232 St, James St., MONTREAL J. W. ANDERSON, 7 Bank St. Chambers, OTTAWA

|
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J. M. T.
Reducing Valves
NON-EQUALIZING
EXTREMELY SENSITIVE
EQUALLY SUITABLE FOR STEAM OR

AIR
REDUCING VALVE PERFECTION

The Non-Equalizing feature of the J.M.T.

Standard Reducing Valves will surely com-
mend itself to you. A guarantee of a perfectly

uniform and dependable service, is remark-

ably sensitive for control, and is really a long

step in advance of Reducing Valve construc-

tion.

Made in bronze, 1/2 in. to 2 in., and iron body,

bronze mounted, 21/2 in. to 6 in., for various

steam ranges between 1/2 lb. and 300 lbs.

The J.M.T. Improved

Automatic Injector

An Injector having a full forty pounds more field

than anything heretofore produced and giving

absolute service under varying conditions.

A culmination of valuable experience in design

and the making of Injectors, likewise increasing

the use for Injectors. Will operate successfully

on 20 lbs. low to 220 lbs. high steam pressure,

from 4 to 400 horse-power, and made in sizes

from %-in. to 2-in.

The James Morrison Brass

Manufacturing Co.^ Limited
89-97 West Adelaide Street

TORONTO - - _ ONTARIO

eUARAHTEC
or

ASK US FOR INFORMATION
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HIGH FUEL ECONOMY
CAN BE MAINTAINED WITH THE

Uehling
Recorder

The percentage of C0„ tells you just how much heat
you are losing due to excessive or insufficient draft, air
infiltration through faulty boiler settings, incorrect firing, ECONOMY'
etc., enabling you to greatly reduce the tremendous fuel
waste.

UEHLING EQUIPMENT
provides a continuous (not intermittent) CO record. See
Chart.

'

The recorder may be placed at almost any distance
from the boiler room—for example, in the chief engineer's
or supenntendent's office.

Auxiliary CO, Indicator at boiler front helps the fire-
man and holds him responsible for the records produced.

Underlying principles are simple. No mussy
chemical solutions required.

Uehling CO, Recording Equipment is made up
in various styles and combinations to meet all
power conditions.

J

CO,

WA.STF

,
Send for our Booklet entitled:

Combustion and the Cost of Power"

UEHLING INSTRUMENT CO.
2008 Empire Building
NEW YORK

20%

13%

10^

0%
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Sketch above represents the fire box of a water tube boiler lined with PYRO-PUTTY.

If you could make your furnace lining

with ONE BRICK-think-
OF THE NUMEROUS JOINTS YOU WOULD SA VE AND THE
AIR AND HEAT LEAKS THAT WOULD BE ELIMINATED

r R A o e Kf

BR. I c k Tn p u -tt y form 3
^..:^:,M '^4^

The World Best Furnace Lining Material

MAKES A DURABLE ONE-PIECE FURNACE LINING
PYRO-PUTTY comes to you in a stiff, moist, pliable, "ready-to-use" condition. You simply pound it

on with a mallet and smooth it off with a trowel and you have a furnace lining that will outlast a

Standard Fire Brick lining: several times.

Use PYRO-PUTTY to make repairs in your fire brick furnace lining

Unskilled labor can make repairs in less time and less expense than is possible with standard fire bricks.

Simply clean out the breaks in the walls, pound in PYRO-PUTTY with a mallet, smooth it off with a

trowel and you'll have a patch that will outwear the rest of ^the furnace lining.

A few barrels of Pyro-Putty should be part of the

emergency equipment of every steam power plant
ORDER A FEW BARRELS OF PYRO-PUTTY NOW

PYRO-PUTTY is put up in 700-lb. barrels, a barrel being equivalent to 100

standard fire brick.

Write to-day for further information and prices

PYRO PRODUCTS COMPANY
P.O. Box 685, Toronto, Ontario
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Save Coal!
DON'T WASTE BY BELT SLIPPAGE
WHAT YOU SAVE BY ECONOMIC FIRING

Belt slippage and replacement are

reduced to a minimum by the use of

D. K. McLaren's
Genuine British Oak Tanned

Leather Belting
A leather belt will transmit 25% more
power than the same sized belt of other

material. Figure what this cut in coal

consumption means under the present

high prices and scarcity. "D. K.
McLaren's Leather Belting" is second
to none in quality and service.

A "D. K. McLaren's Leather Belt" will

not only cut your belting replacement
cost, but will save your coal. When the
belting has become worn after long,

hard service on the main drive it can be
recut and used on lighter drives.

"D. K. McLaren's
Leather Belting"

is made from the
backs of selected
hides, tanned by
the British Oak
process and sold on
a service basis.

D. K. McLaren's Leather Belting comes through the repeat order acid test with flying

colors.

T^jr

GENUINE V OAK* GENUINE V OAK«

HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORY

351 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL, P.Q., CANADA
VANCOUVER, B.C.
849 Beatty St.

TORONTO, ONT.
194 King St. West

ST. JOHN, N.B.
90 Germain St.
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GATES
Patent Arches

and
Furnace Lining

GATES SUSPENDED ARCH
will do away with unneces-
sary repairs in the form of
Blocks for Boiler Door
Arches, Firewalls, Bridge-
walls, Back Arches, Inner
Arches, etc. It can be in-

stalled at the minimum labor cost
and it will last far longer than brick
under average furnace conditions.

Cuts upkeep in boiler room 50 per
cent.

When any part becomes fused it

can be replaced by any handy man
without taking down the whole
arch.

Our Stoker Arch is shipped from
stock. There is no delay. Any
boiler can be fitted accurately.

We Manufacture All Kinds of Special
Shape Fire Brick

We contract for and specialize in Boiler Setting,

Furnace Building, Oven Work and all kinds of

power plant brick work.

Gates Refractories^ Limited

382 St. James St. - Montreal

"FROST KING"
Supreme in the Realm of Babbitts

Frost King has won its way to the top as a superior all-round babbitt. Stands up under
high speeds and heavy duty with less wear than any other babbitt. You cut your babbitt
expense when you use it.

Other well-known Babbitts include—HOYT'S NICKEL GENUINE for
gas engines, gasoline engines and marine engines; HOYT'S DYNAMO
GENUINE for street car motors or any other motor subjected to severe
duty.

HOYT METAL COMPANY
Eastern Avenue and Louis Street

Toronto, Ont.
NEW YORK, N.Y. LONDON, ENG. ST. LOUIS. MO.

POWER HOUSE. November 20, 1010, Vol. XII.. No. 19. Published semi-monthly at 113-l.i3 Univei-sity Ave.. Toronto. Canada. Subscription price in

Canada, .$1 ; in United States, JLTiO. Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office Department. Ottawa. Canada. Entered as second-i-lass matter
July 1, 1912, at the Post Office at Buffalo, under the Act of March 3rd, 1879,
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Easy to make a Permanently

Leak-Proof Connection

Regardless of Alignment
of the Pipe

Dart Unions are the exclu-

sive product of a firm that

has been manufacturing
nothing else but pipe

couplings for over a quar-

ter of a century. They get

our entire attention in

construction, which ac-

counts for their remark-
able accuracy.

Trade Mark
Face and Seat are

BRONZE
This means no deterioration

The Bronze to Bronze feature, together with the Extra
Heavy Malleable Iron Pipe Ends and Nut make loosen-

ing up in service impossible. The Ground Ball Joint
makes easy the connecting of pipes, regardless of their
alignment.

Absolutely guaranteed.

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER.

Manufactured by Dart Union Co., Limited, Toronto, Ont.
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When considering Boilers, don't forget the CONNELLY WATER TUBE
BOILER. Can be built up to 4000 H. P. in one unit, being designed to give
the greatest power in the smallest cubical space. Let us give you information
on this boiler.

RETURN TUBULAR BOILERS TANKS STEEL STACKS

Manufactured by E. LEONARD & SONS, London, Ont.

TORONTO OFFICE:

E. J. PHILIP & SONS
57 Queen St. West, Toronto, Ont.

Temperature and Pressure Recording and Indicating
Controllers Instruments

Republic Flow Meters for Steam, Water, Air or Gas

Water Filters and Anderson Steam Specialties^
Softeners Traps, Separators, Filters

TRADE MARK REGISTERED

STRENGTH—GOODNESS—QUALITY
Etched on Every Glass

DURABLA HIGH PRESSURE GAUGE GLASS
In previous issues severe tests have been detailed in proof of the fact that DURABLA American made high-pressure grauge
glass possesses the elasticity necessary to withstand sudden and radical changes of temperature, and, furthermore, that it

will remain clear.

It was considered desirable next to know what the strength of DURABLA U.S.A. glass would measure after having been
subjected to the strain of the tests already mentioned. Unusually high tensile strength was proved by the fact that the
glass remained unbroken after hydraulic pressure of over two thousand (2,000) pounds per square inch had been applied
for two minutes.
DURABLA U. S. A. gauge glasses are now ready for distribution in all standard sizes and are sold under the DURABLA
guarantee.

DURABLA MANUFACTURING CO., NEW YORK
Distributors for Canada: The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited
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We Say: "Try Us! 99

For your next

boiler equipment.

We make boilers

in all types--

with the best

of materials-

including Brains.

35 years at it.

Engineering & Machine Works of Canada, Limited
ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

Eastern Sales Offices : Hal\ Machinery Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

WALEC
AIR S CAS COMPRESSOR S

Users in Every State in the Union
agree that Norwalk compressors do the

work for which they are designed and sold

—

and continue doing it far beyond the length

of life expected of them by the users.

It is this combination of operating effici-

ency and durability that has made the Nor-
walk name the synonym for maximum satis-

faction wherever compressors are used.

The Norwalk line covers all compressing
requirements. Send for literature on

either gas or air models.

THE NORWALK IRON WORKS COMPANY

24-Inch large four-stage, single steam cylinder-driven

air compressor

Pioneer Builders of Compressors

South Norwalk, Conn.

ANY-CAPACITY ANYPRESSURE
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The Safeand Certain Boiler Cleanser
PUT a barrel of BOICO in your boiler

room. It's the most efficient and
economical clean-boiler insurance

you can adopt. BOICO routs the most
stubborn cases of boiler scale formations
quickly and thoroughly.

Hundreds of Plants are Using BOICO
Every Day With Unqualified Success

What BOICO will do in one plant it will

do in another—it will do in yours.
BOICO loosens and brings away the
hardest of old formations and keeps new
scale from gathering. Yet it never does
the slightest injury to boilers, valves or
packings. Neither does it carry over in
the steam, nor cause foaming or priming.

We are confident that BOICO will live

up to all our claims and are prepared to
let you test it FREE of cost. You have
nothing to lose by trying it—let us hear
from you.

Anti-Clinker Shell Bar Grates
There's no coal waste where these grates are used. Maximum
air-space provides for perfect combustion. No clinker for-

mation here, and you get more heat with less fuel.

One-Piece Jointless Furnace Lining

Why shift the blame on your engineer or fireman when it is

your furnaces that are not up to the highest point of
efficiency? USE PLIBRICO—it lasts longer than fire brick
and is easier to instal.

Tip-It Patent Welding Process

With TIP-IT you get tools with shanks of carbon and
tips of high-speed steel.

Shell -Bar Boico Supply^ Limited
Eastern Sales Agents: Mill Supply Department, Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd, Montreal; Adolphe Huot Reg'd., Quebec

"^sPr^ft^"" Toronto

STARRETT

HIGH SPEED

INDICATOR

No. 104, Value

$1.00

Given for two

yearly paid-up

subscriptions-

You May Have This Speed Indicator

without Spending a Cent

if you are a subscriber to " POWER HOUSE. " If you are not a

subscriber, send in your own subscription together with two others,

and the indicator you are entitled to will be mailed to you immediately.

To subscribers who send us two NEW yearly paid-up subscriptions we will

send this $1.00 indicator.

" POWER HOUSE " is designed to give Canadian En-

gineers, Superintendents and Power Users all the latest and beet

information in the engineering field. A little work among your en-

gineer friends and acquaintances will earn for you this handy indicator

without any trouble. Try it and see how easy it will be.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY AT $1.00 PER YEAR
Start in TO-DAY to earn one of these Handy Tools

POWER HOUSE 143 University Ave., ToFOntO
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Hose as Waoras the Cord Tire

Go back to the days before Goodyear
undertook to produce better hose, and
you will find that rubber hose was built

in much the same way that most hose
is to-day.

An old-fashioned product. Good enough
for those times, perhaps, but inadequate
to meet modern standards of efficiency.

Goodyear opened a new era in the in-

dustry. Goodyear disregarded tradition.

Goodyear's engineers started from the

ground up to build hose of modern effi-

ciency to meet modern needs.

The inevitable result of such methods
was the development of better materials

and improved hose construction.

Old ideas and old methods were for-

gotten. Goodyear Hose was built as if

hose had never been built before. Mod-
ern industry's hose needs was the stand-

ard built to:

Is it any wonder, then, that the quality

of Goodyear Industrial Hose dominates
as does the quality of Goodyear Cord
Tires?

Is it any wonder that Goodyear Hose
gives longer, more satisfactory service

and costs less in the end ?

Goodyear builds a particular hose for

every industrial purpose—water, steam,

pneumatic tool, air drill, railway, fire,

suction, and so on.

Let a man trained by Goodyear study

your hose problem. Phone, wire or write

the nearest branch.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company
of Canada, Limited

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa,

Toronto, Hamilton, London, Winnipeg,

Regina, Calgary, Edmonton, Vancouvtr.

GOOD^YEAR
MADE fe^lN CANADA

INDVSTMAL HOSE
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LUNKENHEIMER
"VICTOR"

GATE VALVES
THE disc is a solid wedge, seating on rings

which are threaded into the body in exact

ahgnment with the disc faces; the disc is

guided by ribs cast in the body, and travels to

practically a closed position before coming in con-
tact with the seatring faces. "Dragging" of the

disc across the seatring faces is thereby eliminated,

preventing the wear so prevalent in valves employ-
ing loose parts.

When wide open the top of the disc seats

directly beneath the stuffing box, relieves the

packing from pressure and permits repacking
while pressure is on.

The gasket between the body and bonnet
flanges is an exclusive Lunkenheimer feature. It

consists of a seamless copper wire partly embedded
in a groove in the body flange; will not blow out
and is practically indestructible.

Bearings are bronze bushed and all parts, in-

cluding the seatrings, are renewable.
Inside Screw Stationary Stem and Outside

Screw and Yoke Rising Stem types for working
steam pressures up to 350 pounds.

Installing Lunkenheimer "Victor" Gate Valves
means permanence and satisfactory service.

IH£ LUNKENHEIMER £2:
—"QUALITY"-^

Largest Manufacturers of

High Grade Engineering Specialties
in the World

CINCINNATI

WRITE FOR
DESCRIPTIVE
LITERATURE

NEW YORK
CHICAGO
BOSTON
LONDON

This Book Tells How
Here is a book that will help you to obtain actual
belting economy in your Plant.
It explains Standardization as applied to Belting,
tells you how to determine the right belt for the
right place on the one true economical basis—the
work to be done.

Write for it—we'll b« glad to send it to you.

Canadian Graton & Knight, Limited
MONTREAL, CANADA

Oak Leather Tanners, Makers of Leather
Belting and Leather Products

Branches and Distributors in Principal Cities.

No Pressure

Loss

Full Pipe Area.
No Obstruction
Smooth Passage.
Opened by Quar-
ter-turn.

HOMESTEAD
QUARTER-TURN VALVES

Free unobstructed pipe area olTers practically no resis-

tance to the flow in Homestead Quarter-Turn Valves

—

there is no PRESSURE DROP. Seatless Construction
eliminates usual scorinR and wear under pressure, insur-
ing maintained tigtitness for Ions periods of operation.
Let us explain its several other cost-cuttini features

—

write now.

Homestead Valve Mfg. Company, Homestead, Pa.
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THE ENGINEyREFINEMEN^^^
Tor ^^e.

Adequate Fire Protection

sterling Model FC 4-cylinder engine
direct connected to Erie Pump Company's
centrifugal fire pump for U.S. Navy, capa-
city 750 gallons per minute, 3 l-i/^ " streams.

The property loss in a single fire usually
far exceeds the price of a Sterling powered
pump.

STERLING ENGINE CO. Dept C4 Buffalo, N.Y.
12 to 300 H,P. Commercial and Marine

CURTIS Engineering Specialties

Five Superior Features
of the Curtis Trap

.. A perfectly balanced valve. ,

1. An absolutely frtetionless valve.
. The valve can be rerapved -without breaking a joijnt, starting

a grasket, or taking out a bolt.
. The valve being frictionless and balanced, the whole i>owei

of the float is available for opening and closing the valvei
. Each trap will operate perfectly on pressure varying from

one to 250 lbs.

Write for 1919 Catalog of Curtis Engineering Specialties.

JULIAN D'ESTE COMPANY
Main Office, 26 Canal St., Boston, Mass.

. / 83 Barclay St., New York City
1 174 N. Market St., Chicago. 111.

ForAny Boiler
50 h.p. and Up

Any boiler from 50 h.p. and up, can be

equipped with the MURPHY FURNACE.
The smaller plant can therefore enjoy

all the economical advantages of fuel and

labor savings without resorting to

forced draft.

To-day over 6000 boilers are fired by
MURPHY FURNACES. You will find

them used in nearly every branch of the

industry from hospital to industrial and
central station service. MURPHY FUR-
NACES "burn any fuel that has heat in

it." They double the output of the plant

"without one penny for draft."

Our Catalogue "HM-ll" shows how
MURPHY FURNACES can be installed

under any type of boiler—50 h.p. and up.

For information on RILEY UNDER-
FEED STOKERS for large boilers see

June 5th advertisement or send for

RILEY STOKER Catalogue "HR- II."

UURPHY IRON WORKS
1TXdetr.oit Ai^ich. V~ U.S.A.
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DEPARTMENT

York Refrigerating Machinery
QUALITY—SER VICE

From the very beginning we have been building
quality and service into our Refrigerating Machines.
This has resulted in increasing sales of our products
and increasing satisfaction on the part of our
customers.

With a York Refrigerating Plant you can improve
the quality of your product as well as the measure
of service you render to your trade.

Any firm that installs a Refrigerating Plant is looked
upon by the trade it serves as a progressive firm.

Give MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION a chance.
In these days of keen competition it is the progres-
sive owner who survives and profits.

Write us for information and prices.

York Manufacturing Company
(ICE-MAKING AND REFRIGERATING MACHINERY EXCLUSIVELY

YORK, PA.
Canadian KepreMentativet :

Canadian Ice Machine Company
WINNIPEG, 85 Lombard S TORONTO, 82 Chestnut St. MONTREAL. 324 Craig St. West CALGARY, 605 Second St.

Efficiency
In Power Plant Equipment
and Service—that's our Policy.

Study POWER HOUSE advertising and editorial pages—brimful of latest technical

and new equipment information. Keep thoroughly up-to-date and you'll profit.

Send in your subscription to-day for any number of

years at the remarkable rate of $1.00 Per Year.
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Lubricants
For Manufacturing,
Mining and Milling

CVLINOKK OILS

Imperial Valve Oil
Imperial Cylinder Oil
Imperial Capitol Cylinder Oil
Imperial Beaver Cylinder Oil
Imperial 20th Century Cylin-

der Oil

ENGINE OILS

Imperial Kearsarge Engine Oil
Imperial Solar Red Engine Oil
Imperial Atlantic Red Engine
Oil

Imperial Junior Red Engine
Oil

Imperial Bayonne Engine Oil
Imperial Renown Engine and
I^namo OU

Imperial Standard Gas Engine
O I

Imperial Arlo Compressor Oil

Greater Power at Smaller Cost

REDUCE the friction load in your plant and get maximum power
from every ton of fuel. Reduced friction also lengthens the life

of machinery and adds to profit by reducing repairs and replace-

ments and by a greater continuity of production.

Bigger and more dependable output from power-generating and
power-using machinery is largely a matter of lubrication

—

correct lubri-

cation, and correct lubrication means good lubricants and the right one

for each lubrication need. Even lubricants of highest quality, like

Imperial Lubricants, will not give the desired results unless they are

properly applied.

Imperial Lubricants are right. They are carefully formulated from
the best crudes. There is the right lubricant for the correct lubrication

of every part and every machine under every service condition.

There are none better at any price. The use of Imperial Lubri-
cants will make and keep your machinery efficient and capable of

delivering maximum power at least cost per h. p. hour.

Consultation with Imperial Lubrication Engineers is yours for the
asking. They will gladly study your lubrication problems and submit
recommendations. Write to 56 Church Street, Toronto, or any of

our branches.

IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED
Power Heat Light Lubrication

BRA.NCHES IN ALL CITIES
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from smoke.

Burn Low Of TT 171 T17 1 POQTQ Burn
Grade Coal 1 T UE-L. I^UO 1 O Refuse

This winter high-grade coal promises to be scarcer than ever, thus higher priced. Many power plants will have
to substitute low-grade fuel and to many this will mean the installation of extra boilers to supply the required
steam.

"Jones Underfeed Stokers" will burn low-grade fuel, keeping up your steam pressure and meeting your peak
loads without installing extra boilers.

W^e furnish special stokers to burn Lignite

SMOKE ABATEMENT
The "Jones Stoker" assures proper combustion The Jones simple construction means dura-
of fuel which means that the stack will be free bility, no parts move in contact with the fire

—

no grates to burn out—no sifting of fine coal
to the ash pit.

The Jones Underfeed
Automatic Stoker

pioneered smd developed commercially the
Underfeed principle of firing, which is to-day
recognized as the most efficient method of
stoking.

FACTS AND FIGURES ON REQUEST.

Jones Underfeed Stoker Co.
Limited

37-41 Britain St. - Toronto, Ont.A Jones Underfeed Stoker aetting- under Water Tube Boiler.

Dominion Belting Company^ Limited

Hamilton, Canada
Sole Manufacturers of the celebrated

"MAPLE LEAF" Brand Stitched Cotton
DuckBelting and Belt Dressing.

The demand for our products has steadily

increased because the standard of quality

has been maintained.

We make only one grade, the best that

can be produced.

"MAPLE LEAF" is the strongest, truest run-
ning, most economical and efficient belt on the
market for transmission of power, conveying,
etc.

Being thoroughly waterproof it is suitable for
running in wet or dry places. "MAPLE LEAF"
Belt Dressing is different to others offered in

that it is equally good for all kinds of belting,

leather, rubber or Balata, as well as our own
make.

Write us for prices, and if desired we will be
pleased to furnish samples and further infor-
mation.

A trial order will convince you of their utility.

DOMINION BELTING CO. Ltd.
, Hamilton, Canada-Quebec Branch : 5 1 Duluth Bldg. , Montreal
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Railroads are sticklers for efficiency. Equip-
ment approved by them must produce re-

sults— save money— earn dividends. The
fact that the Central Railroad of Nev^
Jersey operates twenty-six COPPUS Turbo
Blowers in their great shops at Jersey City
—proves that these blowers pay.

Every one of this big- battery of blowers—one of

which is shown above—has cut coal costs—reduced
labor charges—and saved dollars. In this power
plant—as in thousands of others—COPPUS Blowers
keep up steady steam pressure—prevent clinkering

—

meet peak loads quickly—and burn cheap fuel.

COPPUIS Blowers pay a profit to the Central Rail-

road of New Jersey. They can do as much for you.

Why not put them on the job? Catalog H-16 will

show you how
"COPPUS Equipment can Sace'^You Money"

THE COPPUS ENGINEERING &
EQUIPMENT CO.

Mfgs. of COPPUS Turbo Feed Pumpj and COPPUS Power Turbine

341 Park Ave., Worcester, Mass.

Agents for Montreal : Mason Repru-

lator and Engineering Co. Agents
for Winnipeg ; Parkhill & Hanson,
905 Confederation Bldg. Agents for

Toronto: Arthur S. Leitch Co., 1001

Kent Bldg.
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JenktosBMlks They Stay Tight

When the power house super-
intendent makes an inspec-
tion of the pipe lines he tests
the valve bearing the Jenkins
Bros. Diamond trade mark
with a smile of confidence.
He knows from experience,
that above all things it can
be depended upon to STAY
TIGHT. Only valves of high-
ly scientific design and qual-
ity construction can be de-
pended upon to stay tight
under severe conditions —
Jenkins Bros.' Valves are
made of first-class material
by workmen who know Valve
requirements.

Furnished in brass or iron
body, in globe, angle, cross,
check, Y or blow-ofif, hose
whistle and other patterns.

Jenkins f^ros. LIMITED :jenkins:

Head Office and Works:
103 St. Rem! Street,

Montreal, Canada

Agencies in all the

Principal Countries

of the World

European Branch:
6 Great Queen St., Kingswa\'
London, W.C. 2, England

Catalogue No. 8 free on request
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Tj^ IRE clay dries up and sifts out from between the
^ bricks like powder, causing the escape of hot air

and interfering with proper combustion by cold air

leakage.

Clinton Cement Saves Fuel and
Increases Boiler Furnace Efficiency

It makes joints that stay tight. Sets and makes a surface like glass yet allowing for expansion and contraction.

Stands a heat up to 3,000 degrees Fahrenheit.

Try it once and you always want it.

A five-pound tin of Clinton Super-Heat Cement will be sent you free and all charges prepaid, if you write the

Standard Machinery & Supplies Limited
261 Notre Dame St. West, Montreal

DoesYour StorageSystemSaveOil?
If you have never studied the question of storing, distributing and using

oils, you will be surprised to know the enormous losses that occur daily

wherever oils are handled by inefficient methods. Losses that could easily

be prevented by use of

B(^Eae OIL STORAGE SYSTEMS
Save All the Oil

!

Store oils in leakproof, dirt-

proof tanks. There is no loss

of oils from any source, no loss

of quality. Labor in handling

is cut to the absolute minimum.

Write for literature describing

equipment for your needs.

Such Conditions Are Wasteful, Dangerous,
Unnecessary

S. F. BOWSER CO., LIiVlITED

66-68 Fraser Avenue
TORONTO

LONDON: 32 Victoria St., S.W. 1

PARIS: 5 Rue Denis-Poissons
HAVANA: Lonja del Comercio 427
SYDNEY: eCastlereagh bt. The Bowser Way—Safe, Loss-proof, Con-

venient, Clean, Systematic
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REES RoTURBo
Patent Pressure Chamber Pumps Cannot

Overload the Prime Mover
The self-regulating feature of the RoTURBo PUMP "when subjected
to a variation in boiler pressure" causes it to adjust itself to meet the new
conditions without danger to the prime mover.

Two Rees RoTURBo Pumps recently completed b y ns for the Wmdsor Water Works at Windflor. Oirt.

REES RoTURBo
Patent Pressure Chamber Pumps, Rotary Jet Condensers and Rotary Air Pumps are
to-day giving splendid service the world over in MINES, POWER STATIONS,
MARINE SERVICE, WATERWORKS and ALL KINDS of INDUSTRIAL PLANTS.

Ask for catalogues and further partieulan.

Sole Canadian Manufacturers

The GOLDIE & McCULLOCH CO., Ltd.
Head Office and Works: GALT, ONTARIO, CANADA

rORONTO OFFICE: WESTERN BRANCH: QUEBEC AGENTS: BRITISH COLUMBIA AGENTS:
Suite 1101-2, 248 McDermott Ave., Ross & Greig Robt. Hamilton & Co.,

Bank of Hamilton Bld'g. Winnipeg, Man. 400 St. James St., Vancouver, B.C.

Monti eal. Que.
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The Hydro-Electric Plant at Keokuk, la.

The Mississippi River, While Flowing Through Level Country,

Has Considerable Possibilities for Power Development Owing to

the Enormous Volume of Its Flow. 150.000 H.P. is Generated at

the Plant Described Below

THE accompanying illustrations,

Figs. 1 and 2, show the Keokuli

150,000 h.p. Hydro-Electric plant
from the Iowa side of the Mississippi

River and the down-stream side of the
dam, while in drawings, Figs. 3 and 4,

The object has been the development
of a large quantity of water power in

the centre of the Mississippi Valley,

convenient to many raw materials and a

large consuming population. The out-

put is electric current chiefly for power

FIG. 1—POWER HOUSE AND DAM.

and photograph, Fig. 5, may be seen the

four intakes converging into the scroll

chamber around the 10,000 h.p. turbine

and the 7,500 kv.a. electrical generators
in the power house of the Mississippi

River Power Company, which has a total

capacity of over 15,000 h.ip.

It will be seen from Figs. 1 and 2

that the throwing a dam across the

Mississippi River, and flinging down in-

to the centre of the great Mississippi
Valley a Hydro-Electric development as
large as this at Keokuk, has involved
many things, direct and indirect, which
are of great interest. The engineering,
as it always is, was but the means to

the end. The ultimate object was the
production of electric current to be used
for the benefit of mankind and espe-
cially of the inhabitants ,of the Missis-
sippi Valley. Pains have been taken to

make the effects of this water-power
development, exerted through the elec-

tric generators and transmission lines,

as plain as possible to everybody in the
treatment of the economies. Giving this
section of the country so large a quan-
tity of the most economical power pos-
sible to use in factories has marked far-
reaching effects for good upon the
whole population of the country.

and manufacturing. The location of the

plant is in the Mississippi River be-

tween Keokuk, Iowa, and Hamilton, 111.

The stockholders live in Keokuk, Bos-
ton, New England, the East, Canada,
England, Germany, France and Belgium.
Chief Engineer Hugh L. Cooper has
charge of the great power station.

The dam, power house, lock, dry dock,

sea-wall and ice fender are all one
concrete monolith, with a total linear

measurement of 13,185 feet, or two-and-
a-half miles. The dam has a length of

4,278 feet, plus east abutment 290 feet

and weist abutment 81 feet, a total of

4,649 feet, or 88-hundredths of a mile.

The dam has a width of 29 feet at

top and 42 feet at bottom, the heigiht

of structure being 53 feet. It is com-
posed of 119 arched spans, with piers 6

feet thick and span 30 feet inside. The
spillway sections each measure 30 feet

long and 32 feet high. The steel gates

on top of spillways are 11 by 32 feet.

The up-stream face is vertical and the

down-stream face of spillways an ogee

curve, while the dam is keyed intj the

limestone bottom of the river about 5

feet.

The power house has a length of

1,718 feet and a width of 132 feet 10

inches; the total height was 177 feet

6 inches, and the substructure is of

monolithic concrete, with walls of rein-

forced concrete and steel roof trusses.

It nas four floors, the first containing

generators and accessories, and the

others containing the oil switches and

electric accessories. The substructure

is 70 feet high to generator floor and

78 feet high to transformer floor. The
superstructure is 107 feet 6 inches from
the generator floor to the pinnacle.

The installation was designed for

thirty units with turbine and generator

on same vertical shaft with four auxili-

aries added, the first installation being

fifteen power units and two auxiliaries.

The turbine is of the Francois type, of

special design, with a capacity of 10,000

h.p. and an overload capacity of 13,500

h.p. The efficiency is 88 per cent, at 57.7

revolutions per minute.

The diameter at buckets is 10 feet 2

inches, and the lubrication of thrust

bearing is by forced pressure oil. The
single thrust bearing is set above the

water and carries rotating parts weigh-
ing 550,000 pounds. The turbine is

direct-connected with the generator, on

FIG. 2—DOWN STREAM SIDE OF DAM.
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a vertical shaft 25 inches in diameter.
Sixteen buckets are on huh, the rating
based on a head of 32 feet. The regu-
lation is by guide vanes at the inner
circle of the scroll chamber, actuated

meter, and, 40 feet 2 inches in horizontal
diameter. The bottom of the draft-
tubes and bottom of the tail-race are
set 25 feet below the bottom of the
river. The tail-race is excavated parallel

FIG. 3—FOUR INTAKES CONVERGE TO FORM THE SCROLL CHAMBER.

through a system of levers by fly-balls

acting on an oil relay.

It will be seen in drawing. Fig. 3, that
for each unit there are four intakes, con-
verging into a scroll chamber 39 feet in

diameter, with spiral floor, the w<hole so
sha{ped that the water strikes every
point on the circumference of the turbine

with the east wall of the power house
and down to the railroad bridge.

Each electric generator has a capacity
of 7,500 kilowatts. The current gener-
ated is alternating, 25 cycle, three-phase,
generated at 11,000 volts, and stepped up
to 110,000 volts for transmission. The
field revolves at a speed of 57.7 r.p.m.,

iKdcooocoooioooooooooiil
i(TfCOOGQCOOOC.G;00000000'li 11)11!

am

FIG, 4 DRAFT TUBE. TURBINE AND GENERATOR.

with equal velocity and impulse. The
draft-tubes are below the turbines, ver-
tical, and 18 feet in diameter at the top.
At the bottom, horizontal and of oblong
shape, 22 feet 8 inches in vertical dia-

and is excited by auxiliary units through
a motor-generator set for each one. The
diameter of the generator on the floor is

31 feet 5 inches, and the diameter of the
revolving field is 25 feet 5 inches, its

height at centre being 11 feet 3 inches.
The transmission lines include one to

Saint Louis, 144. miles, with a voltage
of 110,000 ; six copper cables, five-

eighths inch in diameter,, each composed
of 19 wires supported on steel towers
set on concrete foundations in a right-

of-way 100 feet wide. It crosses the
Mississippi river twice and Missouri
river once. The line to Burlington is

40 miles long, with voltage of 11,000, of
aluminum cables on poles. Both lines

are built to withstand extraordinary
weather conditions and minimize acci-

dents.

The total amount of concrete was
about 650,000 cubic yards, requiring
about 650,000 barrels of cement and
300,000 cubic yards of sand. The power
to be developed includes a capacity at

generators of over 231,500 kilowatts,

and of turbines of 310,408 horsepower.

Nearly all the water-power develop-

ment in the United States is on the edge
of the country, from California along
the Canadian border and down the At-
lantic coast to Carolina, thence across

Georgia and Tennessee to Alabama.
This is the only very large develop-

ment in the heart of the nation. This
development exceeds that in any one
state except three, New York, Maine
and California. It is about half the

total of all five companies at Niagara,

on both s.ides of the international

boundary, and it is practically all

available for manufacturing. It is sold

much cheaper than steam power costs,

and factory sites are plentiful and being

rapidly taken up.

ENGINEERING SECTION OF THE
NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL

In accordance with tht* action of the

annual meeting of the National Safety

Council in Chicago, on October 1, the

Executive Committee of the Council has

approved the organization of an engin-

eering section along the lines described

belo^v.

This plan does not contemplate a

"safety engineering" section, nor does

it attemipt to define the term "safety

eaigineer." whic'h has bten commonly
applied to all men in responsible charge

of safety work. The purpose of the new
section is to bring together in closer

contact the civil, mechanical, electrical,

mining and chemical engineers in the

council's membership, so that they may
contribute more effectively towards the

solution of the purely engineering prob-

lems so frequently encountered in safety

work—just as the physicians a.Tiong the

council's membership are united in the

health section.

Memibership qualifications are parallel

to those of the great national engineer-

ing societies, except that, for the pre-

sent, associate membership (without tlie

right to vote or hold ofl'ice in the section)

is open to engineers having three years

experience; this will gradually be in-

creased to six yeni^. which is the re-

quirement of those engineering societies
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FIG. 5—INTERIOR VIEW OF POWERHOUSE SHOWING GENERATORS.

having the highest standard of tmembor-
ship.

The details of the plan B'pproved by
the executive comTnittee, on the recom-
mendiation of a sipcicial comwiittee of en-

giineers, are as follows:

Membership

The memfcershiip of the engineei-ing

section shall be eoimposed of individuals

who are members of the National Safety
council or who are employed by or af-

filiated with memlbers of the council and
vvhio, in addition, have the following
quallification.s: Either (1) they must be
memibers of the American Society of

Civil En£?:ineer.=;, the Aimerican Society of

Mechanical Ensrineera. the American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers, the

AmericaTi Institute of Mining and Metal-
lurgical Entrineers, the Am-erican Society
of Chemical Ena-ineers, or Canadian or

European societies of equal standing; or

(2) they shall have had at least ten
year' experience in engineering Avork and
shall have been for at least five years
in responsible char^ of such work—

a

deOTee from a recognized college of en-

leineering b-eing accepted as equivalent

to two years' experience. Persons who
are memibprs of the council, or employed
bv or affiliated with members of the
council, mav become associate miembers
of the Engineering Section if thev are
cither (1) associated members of the
American Society of Civil Emq^ineers or
the other eno-inf'erinQr societies above-
menitioned, or (2) if they have had three
years of exDierience in engineering work,
a col'lege decree beinc triven the same
credit as above. Such associiated' mem-
bers shall hia^'e all the rights and nrivi-

leges of momh^rs excr/nt the risrht to
vote or hold office in the Section.

Organization

The Section shaill have a chairinan, a
vice-chairman, and a secretary, the sec-
retary being a member of the engineer-
ing staff of the National Safety Council,

and an executive committee of not more
than twenty-five, including the officers,

and at least one momibor representing
^ach of the industrial sections of the
council. Amon.g vhe sub-committees of

the executive committee there shall be
a committee on membership, with five

members, which shall pass uipon all ap-
plications for membership in the section.

Messrs. D. S. Beyer, J. R. Brownell, A.
P. Costigane, L. A. DeBloiis, G. T.

Fonda, H. W. Forster. E. B. Morgan,
L. R. Palmer, C. E. Pettibone, C. C.

Rausch, H. A. Schultz, F. P. Sinn, T. S.

Stanion, C. M Talbert, B. F, Tillson, C.

P. Tollman, E. B. Tolsted and J. S.

Williams are constituted a temporary
Executative Committee to perfect the

organization of the Section.

Functions
The functions of the Engineei'ing

Section shall be:

(1) To help to meet the technical de-

mands of the various industrial sections

and furnish them technical information

as desired;

(2) To x>P-rform technical services for

the council on request of the executive

committee of the council, such as the de-

velopment of standards or participation

therein; the solution iby inquiry or

through research, of special engineering

proiblems arising in .safety work, and
helpful co-operation with the American
Engineering Staandards committee, the

national engineering societies, the Bu-

reau of Standards, the casualty depart-

ment of underwriters' laboratories, etc.;

(3) To conduct one or more meetings

a)S a part of the Annual Safety 'Congress,

at which engineering problems shall be

discussed

;

(4) To conduct, if consideTed desir-

aJble, one or more additional sectional

meetings during the year, or in different

locialities;

(5) To carry on such other activities

as will, in the opinion of the executive

committee of the National Safety Coun-

cil, promote the safety movement, and

the best interests of the council.

The groAvth of the electrical industry

in Japan has been chiefly due to the de-

wlopment of the ereat water power re-

source of the country. The first hydro-

electric enterprise in Japan Avas estab-

lished in 1891. Avhen the Kyoto munici-

pality utilized the water of the drainage

system from Lake BiAva to the city, a

distance of about ' seven miles, and pro-

vided four water mills, each of 120 horse-

power, and two dynamos of SO kilowatts

each. Another landmark was the open-

ing of the first electric tramway in Japan

in 1895, also at Kyoto. With the increase

in generatinig capacity the transmission

of current over long diisitanc&s was un-

dertaken Aviith such marked success, thajt

in November, 1914, tine Inawashiro

Hydro-Electric Company oarried o\tt the

transmission electric power at 115,000

volts over a distance of 140 miles. Tak-

ing into account mower already being

used or proposed to be used, it is esti-

mated that the total water power in

Japan will reach over 8j500,000 horse-

powe,*.
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Rules for Figuring Boiler Horse-power
In View of the Coming Into Force of the Graded Certificate Act
in Ontario, the Rating of Boilers is of Much Interest to the

Engineer. The Following Article Gives a Resume of the Subject

By W. F. SUTHERLAND

TN connection with the grading of certificates in Ontario,

the question of boiler horsepower is of much interest to

the engineer and affects his interests very materially. Un-
like a mechanical horsepower, brake or indicated the term
boiler horsepower admits of several interpretations when
speaking of performance, the term is now defined as

34.5 lbs. of water evaporated from and at 212" Fah. per

hour, although at various times different figures have
been adopted.

This is not taken into consideration to any great ex-

tent when speaking of the nominal rating of a boiler. The
nominal rating expressed in horsepower is determined by
the number of square feet of heating surface exposed to

the combustion gases. Here again uniformity is not uni-

versal and various figures for the number of square feet,

heating surface to the horsepower have been in use. For
those interested in the Ontario regulations the figures

taken in the Act may well be used.

The clause in the Act which defines horsepower is as

follows:

—

"B.H.P. shall mean boiler horsepower or the equivalent

to the evaporation of 34 lbs. of water from and at 212°

Fah., 15 square feet of heating surface for return tubular
boilers, 12 square feet of heating surface for locomotive
type boilers—10 square feet heating surface for water-
tube boilers."

The usual rule for the determining of heating surface
is to consider as heating surface, all the surfaces that are
surrounded by water on one side and by flame or heated
gases on the other, using the external instead of the in-

ternal diameter of the tubes for convenience in calculation;
the external diameter usually being made in even inches
or half inches. This method is not quite accurate since

the true heating surface of a tube is that side which is

exposed to the hot gases which is the inside surface in a
fire-tube boiler. The resistance to the passage of heat
from the hot gases on one side of a plate or tube to the
water on the other, consists almost entirely of the re-

sistance to. the passage of the heat from the gases into

the metal, the resistance of the metal itself and that of
the wetted surfaces being practically nothing.

In finding the heating surface of vertical tubular boil-

ers, multiply the circumference of the fire-box (in inches)
by its height above the grates; multiply the combined cir-

cumference of all the tubes by their length and to these
two products add the area of the lower tube sheet; from
this sum subtract the area of all the tubes and divide by
144; the quotient is the number of square feet of heating
surface.

Rule for finding the heating surface of horizontal
tubular boilers;^ take all dimensions in inches. Multiply
two-thirds of the circumference of the shell by its length;
multiply the sum of the circumference of all the tubes
by their length; to the sum of these products add two-
thirds of the area of both tube-sheets; from this sum
subtract twice the combined area of all the tubes; divide
the remainder by 144 to obtain the result in square feet.

The heating surface in the tubes may be found by the
following rule:—Multiply the number of tubes by the
diameter of a tube in inches, by its length in feet, and by
0.2618.

Another rule sometimes used for deternfining the h.p.
rating of horizontal tubular boilers is the following:—
Square the diameter in feet and multiply the result by
three.

It will be of interest to work out an example showing

just how the heating surface and horsepower of a hori-

zontal return tubular boiler are determined.

Take a boiler of the following dimensions, diameter

72 in., length 18 ft., 72 tubes 4 in. in diameter.

The circumference of the boiler is 72X22/7 = 226 in.

Two-thirds of the circumference multiplied by the

length, also in inches—2/3 of 226X18X12 = 32,544 sq. in.

The circumference of all the tubes is 4X22/7X^2-905
inches.

The heating surface of the tubes is accordingly 905X18

X12=195,480 sq. in.

Two-thirds of the area of one head less the area of the

tubes is ( 72--2 )=X 22 /7—(4--2)=X22/7X'72 = 3,168 sq. in.

The net area of the two heads is, therefore, 3,168X2 —
6,344 sq. in.

The total heating surface will be 32,544-(-6,334-|-195,-

480 = 234,354 sq. in. or 1,630 sq. ft. _
The horsepower rating of this boiler will be 1,630-^15 —

108.

Out of curiosity we may calculate this horsepower rat-

ing by the rule last given. The diameter of the boiler in

feet is 6. Squaring this gives 36, and multiplying by 3

gives us 108 as before. This result is the same more by

accident than design, for the two methods have nothing

in common, and another size of boiler might give diver-

gent results. This rule doesn't take into account the dif-

ference in length which is possible in boilers of the same -

diameter. Boilers of a longer length have a higher

nominal rating than short ones, but the evaporative ca-

pacity is not greater in proportion for the extra length

is not so effective in the absorption of heat from the gases

resulting from combustion.

While the figuring out of the rating of any boiler is an

easy matter it is much easier to consult a table, and for

this reason one is appended giving the boiler horsepower

rating of standard horizontal tubular boilers on the basis

of 15 sq. ft. per boiler horsepower, which is the figure

specified in the act.

BOILER HORSEPOWER RATINGS
^On the basis of 15 sq. ft. heating surface per boiler

horsepower)
Heating Surface Boiler

Size of Boiler No. of Tubes Sq. Ft. Horsepower
36" x 10 32-3" 305 20.3

36" X 12 32-3" 365 25.

42" X 10' 38-3" 363 24.

42" X 12"
, . ,

38-3" 434 29.

42 " X 14' 38-3" 504 34.

48" X 10'
.

.

52-3" 484 32.3

48"" X 12'
, .

52-3" 578 38.5

48"" X 14" 44-3" 584 39.

54"" X 12" 56-3" 628 41.8
51'" X 14' 56-3" 730 50.6
60"" X 12' 70-3" 774 51.6

60"" X 14" 70-3" 899 60.

60"" X 16' 54-3%" 937 62.5

6fi"" X 14' 92-3" 1,156 76.6

66 " X 16" 72-3%" 1,217 81.

72"" X 14" 108-3" 1,344 89.

72"' X 16" 88-3%" 1,471 98.

72" X 18" 72-4" 1,555 104.

78" X 16" 108-3%" 1,780 118.6
78"" X 20" 84-4" 1,966 131.

84" X 18' 106-4" 2,234 149.

84" X 20 106-4" 2,478 165.
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The Principles of a New Centrifugal Pump
The Rees-Ro-Turbo Type of Pump is Herein Described, and
Various Illustrations Are Given of Interesting Portions of This

Class of Pump

BEFORE going into tne construc-
tion of this type of pump, let us go
back quite a few years, and see

where first the idea of centrifugal
pumps appeared.
Something over two hundred years

ago the centrifugal pump was invented
by Demesne Papin in Hess, Germany.
Little seems to have been done with it

in a practical way for ' a long period.

It first appeared in this country in 1818,

and was known as the Massachusetts
Pump. Gradual improvements were
made in its design by Andrews in 1839,

Bessemer in 1845, Appolod in 1848, and
Gwjme in 1851. The development was
slow and until within the last ten years
was not considered seriously by many
engineers, except for large capacities

and for extremely low heads.

No doubt the delayed development was
largely due to the fact that to get the

best results from a centrifugal pump,
impellers should be of small diameter
running at high speed, but until the ad-

vent of the electric motor and steam tur-

bine there was no means of driving cen-

trifugal pumps at the necessary speed
except through belting of gearing with
their inseparable difficulties and losses

m transmission, which neutralized the

advantages aimed at in the pumps.
With the introduction of electric motors
and steam turbines high efficiencies be-

came possible, and for high lifts the old

arrangement of impellers in series was
revised and the centrifugal pump be-

came a strong competitor of the plunger
pump for conditions which used to be
looked upon as only suitable for recip-

rocating pumps.
Perhaps the defect which has been the

most difficnlt to overcome and which has
decided the buyer in many cases against
this type of pump, has been the fact

that it would work at its best only at

the exact head for which it was designed,
the reason for this being that the blades
of the impeller were shaped so as to

pass a certain amount of water with the

minimum frictional loss, due to cavita-

tion; but if the head against which the

centrifugal pumn is working reduces, a

greatly increased volume of water passes
and the impeller then becomes unsuit-

able for the increased speed of the water
through it and bfffins to act as a water
brake, thus creating an overload on the
driving machine.

These conditions were well-known and
until the introduction of RoTURBo by
Rees of Wolverhampton, England, in

1907, it was attempted to overcome them
by designing the impeller with blades
bent rearwards so as to reduce the break
effect. This necessitated increase in the
speed of the impeller to compensate
for the slip of the water, and beyond a

By j. H. MOORE

certain amount of recurvature the capa-

city of the pump is very greatly reduced
and the internal friction of the impeller

increased with consequent loss of head
St anything but a restricted range of

service.

True, turbine pumps are of such com-
paratively recent development that the

general public and, in fact, many engin-

eers have not been sufficiently well in-

formed upon the subject to distinguish

between a high grade turbine pump and
an ordinary commercial centrifugal

pump.

Venturi Pipe

What is know as the Venturi prin-

ciple is embodied in a specially shaped
contraction in a water pipe having an
abrupt nozzle where the water enters

the construction, and a gradually ex-

panding taper piece after the water
has passed the contraction. The
result of this is that the water under
pressure in the pipe is forced through
the neck at a high speed, and in doing so

it loses its pressure, in the inverse ratio

to which it gains velocity, so much so

that the whole pressure can be annulled
in the neck if the contraction is suffic-

ient and an actual vacuum can be cre-

ated. When the water enters the ex-

panding pipe the speed of the same is

slowed down again, due to the increasing

diameter, and as the speed is lost the

water regains its pressure. The Ven-
turi pipe, therefore, is a hydraulic

transformer, with a double transforma-

tion, converting from pressure into vel-

ocity and the velocity back again into

pressure, and without much loss.

The special shape of the Venturi pipe

is because a very abrupt contraction will

convert pressure into velocity, but a

carefully designed expanding piece of

about 10 or 12 degrees expansion is

necessary to attain the second conver-

sion, because if the expansion is abrupt

the water leaves the sides and the head

(instead of being regained) is lost in

friction and eddies.

In the ordinary centrifugal pump with

an open rim impeller, the object is to

pick up the water in the eye of the pump
and get up a high peripheral velocity as

of the water as it leaves the impeller and
convert this velocity into pressure in the

expandiner channels of the pump casing;

a very difficult and inefficient conver-

sion.

These expanding channels are the ex-

act counterpart of the expanding pnrt of

a Venturi transformer, but the contract-

ing part of the Venturi transformer was
not previously used in centrifugal pumps
until what is known asthe Rees RoTURBo
Pressure Drum replaced the ordinary

impeller. The pressure drum is a water

chamber of large capacity, in which, by

centrifugal force, a pressure is accumu-

lated; the water being flung against the

rim by the revolution of the drum and

generating a hydraulic pressure inside

of the drum. The water is allowed to

escape through abruptly contracted open-

ings in the rim, precisely in the same

manner as the contracting part of the

Venturi pipe.

These openings, or nozzles, are point-

ed backward, and as the water escapes

from them the jets of water have a tur-

bine effect and give self regulation or a

reduction of power when the head is re-

duced and a larger volume than the nor-

mal passes through the pump. The

contraction of the openings is such that

only 25 c/^ of the initial pressure is con-

verted into velocity. That is to say, the

water going through the nozzles at nor-

mal duty has a pressure of 75 per cent,

and a velocity equivalent to 25 per cent,

only. This velocity is picked up again

in the expanding channels of the pump

casing, so as to make the total pressure

of the water being delivered from the

pump equal to the 100% originally in-

tended, but by this arrangement only

25% of the head is picked up in the ex-

panding part, instead of the 100% as m
the ordinary pump. As the expanding

part of the Venturi transformer is the

most difficult to design, and the efficiency

of the same depends entirely upon the

accurateness with which this part is de-

signed it will readily be seen why a

pump of this type leads in the matter of

efficiency.
General Principles

The design of the pump is exceedingly

simple, comprising a single or a series

of pressure drums (the number depend-

ing on the nature of its work), rotating

inside a cast-iron casing at a moderately

high speed. These revolving pressure

drums are mounted on a central shaft

supported in bearings. There are no

moving parts in contact, except at the

bearings, and the whole of the internal

arrangements are such that the pump is

in hydraulic balance and free from any

lateral end pressure on the shaft. The

main bearings are external and oil ring

lubricated, and packing arrangements

are exceedingly simple.

When running the water gravitates or

is drawn into the eye of a revolving

pressure drum where its speed is slow

relative thereto, the water being carried

round by the revolving partitions. A
pressure is created in the revolving drum

by centrifugal action of rotation, and the

capacity of the chamber being large the

water slowly moves towards the peri-

phery, where there are a number of

short nozzles curved in a direction op-
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posite to the direction of rotation. These
nozzles convert a portion of the pressure
into velocity, and the water passing
through them behaves as in a turbine,

assisting the rotation of the revolving
drum, thereby giving a self-regulating

effect. The escaped water still having
velocity in the direction of rotation, is

passed between stationary diffusion

channels which convert the remaining
velocity into pressure. A considerable

SINGLE-STAGE IMPELLER.

space is left between the revolving noz-

zles and the stationary channels, greatly

minimizing the effect of any wear and
tear.

Impeller

The special feature of the pump, which
(instead of being built as a flat disc run-

ner with the main object of securing ve-

locity of water in the expanding chan-

nels of the fixed casing), is designed
in the form of a barrel or pressure

chamber, the object aimed at being to

secure a constant pressure inside the re-

volving drum or impeller, equivalent to

the height of the lift. The impeller hav-
ing this large capacity, the water inside

as it approaches the rim becomes practi-

cally stationary relatively to the impel-

ler, thus eliminating frictional losses and
generating a pressure by centrifugal

force.

Another interesting feature to note is

that the highest efficiency point is

when the speed of the water issuing

from the impeller ;n a rearward direc-

tion is 50 per cent, of the peripheral

speed of the impeller and this for the

same reason that the Pelton wheel gives

the highest efficiency when the speed

of the buckets is half the speed of the

waiter jet. In fact, the pump may be

looked upon broadly as a reversed Pel-

ton wheel in which the buckets are sta-

tionary and a series of nozzles on the

rim of the impeller revolve, whilst the

ordinary turbine pump with the narrow
disc impeller is, of course the- reversed

vortex turbine.

The Effect of Self-Regulation

The self-regulating pressure chamber
is the equivalent to a pump and a turbine

in series, the result being that if the

head varies or is reduced below the head

for which the pump is designed, there

is no overload possible, the turbine rim

blades extracting the energy of the in-

creased speed of the water through the

impeller, which otherwise would be

thrown to waste. It follows, therefore,

that the margin of horse power usually

allowed on the motor in the ordinary

turbine pump for this emergency is un-
necessary, it being absolutely impossible
for the pump to overload materially the
motive power so long as the speed is

kept constant, regardless of the head
against which the pump is working, or

as in the extreme case of a pipe burst-

ing, taking the head off the pump entire-

ly. The value of this feature of the
pump in keeping down power costs to

•the lowest point without the necessity

of complicated arrangements for speed
variation or cutting out impellers, will at

once appeal to the manager or engineer.

With further reference to self-regula-

tion and the turbine effect, it should be

noted that the impeller becomes a pump
and a turbine in series, with a pressure
chamber between the two portions. The
pump portion is, therefore, always dis-

charging into a constant pressure, which
is the ideal condition for a centrifugal

pump, and the turbine is always dis-

charging from a constant pressure,

which is the ideal condition for a tur-

bine.

The result of the combination just de-

scribed is perfect self-regulation with
the highest efficiency and, at any head
lower than the normal duty, the power
taken by the motor is prevented from
rising.

Characteristics

When running under a constant speed

the Rees RoTURBo Pumps are designed

to deliver a certain capacity against a

specified head at this speed, and will

give a guaranteed efficiency at that

point. If required to deliver w-ater at

a higher head (and all the following cal-

culations are based on a constant speed),

the pump will deliver against this higher

head up to 115% of the designed head.

The amount of water delivered will de-

crease as the head increases above the

designed head, and the efficiency will

also decrease likewise.

For instance: At 106 cjt, of the designed

head the pump will deliver 83% of its

capacity, and the efficiency will be 95^^
of its guaranteed efficiency. In a similar

for the pump in question will have to be
referred to.

For heads lower than the designed
duty, the pump is more stable. For in-

stance: for heads from 100% of the de-
signed head down to 82c/ designed head,
the pump will give an efficiency of 100%
of that guaranteed, and the capacity at

82% is 126% of the designed.

At 69% head, the capacity is 140%
and the efficiency 93%.

At 65% head, the capacity is 145%
and efficiency 90%.
At 52% head, the capacity is 155%

and efficiency 80%, etc., down to open
valve or no head, at which point the
pump will deliver in the neighborhood
of 192% of the designed duty.

Due to this flat head and volume curve
the efficiency of the pump is flat and
varies over a wide range.

From the figures given you will note
that it is best that the pump operate at
heads lower than that for which it is de-

signed. In fact, never, under any cir-

ccmstances, would it be advisable for

pump to operate under conditions where
the head will be higher than that for

which it was designed.

It will be noticed that the efficiency of

the pump remains at the highest point

until the head is reduced as low as 827o
of the designed head and the capacity

has increased to 125%. The pump can
operate very satisfactorily down to heads
as low as 40% of the designed head, and
at this point the efficiency will be 60%
of that guarantee, and the capacity will

be approximately 160% of that for which
it was designed.

A fact which should be remembered is

that the volume increases directly as the

speed; i.e., if the speed is doubled "the

volume will be doubled, and at the same
time the head will vary directly as the

square of the speed, and the head will be

quadrupled, and likewise the power will

be increased in direct proportion as the

curve of the speed, or as the speed dou-

bles the power will increase as the cube

of 2 or 8.

SECTION OF SINGLE-STAGE IMPELLER.

manner: At 108% head, delivery is 73%,
efficiency 90%. At 111% head, delivery

is 60%, efficiency 80%. At heads above,

the capacity and efficiency are not de-

pendable, and the characteristic curves

Prof. Zowski's Report on Rees

RoTURBo Pumps
The following technical report of Prof.

Zowski, of the University of Michigan,

sets forth clearly the principles in-
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volved in the RoTURBo Pump, and will

be found of interest. The accompanying
curves and test cards should be of as-

sistance in discussing the subject with
consulting engineers and others.

SINGLE-STAGE DIFFUSER.

The new hydraulic principle embodied
in this pump is that the imipeller

is used to create pressure head di-

rectly, whereas in all otther centrifugal

pumps the impeller imparts to the water
practically speed energy only, leaving it

to the diffusor to turn this speed energy
into pressure head, which is always a
very inefficient transformation.

A chamber of relatively large

volume makes up the major part
of this casing. A great volume of water
is dragging along, and being exposed
to the centrifugal force created by rot-

ation is converted into a sort of accum-
ulator which feeds the discharge nozzles
and is itself fed by the suction pipe.

The speed of flow in the chamber is

very small and its effect upon the pres-

sure head which is caused by rotation is,

therefore, very slight. Consequently, we
may vary the discharge considerably
without changing the pressure condi-

tions in the impeller to any material ex-

tent. The variations in the discharge
will only change the pressure at the en-

trance into the diffusor, and this pro-
duces the varying pressure differences

which are, of course, necessary, if differ-

ent quantities of water- are to pass
through the same passage area.

The fact that the speed of flow in the
impeller is very small, means also that
the theoretical power of the pump is

practically dependent only on the pres-

sure head created in the chamber, and
therefore, equally independent of the
discharge as the same.

If we now succeed in designing a pump
in which also the efficiency will be in-

dependent of the discharge, then it is

self-evident that the variations in the
discharge will not affect much the actual
power which is required to drive the
pump. In this pump this condition is

fulfilled for the following reasons:

1st. Because the speed of flow is

very small, the hydraulic loss of the
impeller will be very slight as compared
with the other hydraulic losses of the
whole pump, and changes of speed flow
caused by varying the discharge can,
therefore, not affect much the total ef-

ficiency.

2nd. The impeller nozzles act as tur-

bine buckets, doing useful mechanical
work by deviating the discharging water
streams, and thus creating the S.C. force

of reaction pressing against the buckets
in the direction of rotation. This me-
chanical work increases with increasing

discharge, and therefore, neutralizes to

some extent the increase of hydraulic

losses which takes place when the quan-
tity discharged is increasing.

On the basis of what has been stated

above, the following characteristics

may, theoretically, be expected from the

Rees Pump:
1st. A flat power curve with varying

discharge.

2nd. A flat efficiency curve with
varying discharge.

3rd. A total efficiency which must be

at least as good as that of any other cen-

trifugal pump, and which, on account of

the relatively small velocities which flow
through the impeller chamber, may be
expected to be even better, if both are

designed and built with the same amount
of care and precision.

It cannot be the purpose of this re-

port to enumerate the various instances

in which this pump may be used to a

greater advantage than the other cen-

trifugal pumps, but this seems to be

quite certain that the pump is ideally

fitted to all services where the operation

conditions are variable. Further, the pe-

culiar constructji)n of the impeller makes
it relatively easy to use the pump as a

wet compressor or as a vacuum pump,
as it is a simple matter to admit the air

or exhaust steam into the wide impeller

chamber, and then to compress or mix it

with the water in the impeller.

S. J. ZOWSKI.

On all pumps the casing is split hor-

izontally so that the pumip can be opened
out and the internal parts examined by
simply removing the top half of the

casing.

It is very advisable to have both the

branches, that is to say, the suction and
discharge openings, in the bottom half

of the casing, so that the top half can
be removed without disturbing the

branch connections. The standard ar-

rangement is with both the suction and
discharge branches horizontal and below
the centre line of the pump. The suc-

tion branch can be made vertical if speci-

ally required. The horizontal suction

branch is, however, preferred. The stan-

dard arrangement is with the discharge

branch on the right hand side looking on
the thrust end of the pump, but it is

equally satisfactory to have it on the

left hand side.

This pump may be made with either

one or two main bearings. When the

prime mover is supplied by another firm
our practice is to fit two main bearings
in all cases, but when the prime mover
is supplied by ourselves, one main bear-

ing is sufficient in the case of recipro-

cating engine drive and on small units

with turbine drives up to moderate
speeds; but in the case of high speed
turbine drives (above 2200 R.P.M.) or

units absorbing more than 50 H.P., two
bearings should be supplied. With two

main bearings a flexible coupling is used,

but with only one main bearing a solid

coupling is required. A brief descrip-

tion of the various types is given be-

low:

MXJTI-STAGE DIFFUSER.

C. W. Type

These pumps may be used for heads

up to 120 feet, when the impeller is made
of cast iron; double that head when it is

made of bronze. It is not usually good

practice to exceed 180 feet on a single-

stage C. W. pump, unless it is of consid-

erable capacity. Lubrication is by one

or two oil rings, running over the shaft

and dipping into a large reservoir be-

neath. This bracket also contains a

two way ball thrust bearing, which acts

as a centreing block for the impeller,

keeping the nozzles in line with the di-

verging channel. In special cases the

branches may be located at almost any

position on the periphery of the casing

to suit the convenience of the customer;

but this should be avoided whenever pos-

sible, as it means special attention in

designing and will probably entail de-

lays in shipment.

The base plate is of cast iron, usually

in one piece of the heavy boxed ribbed

MULTI-STAGE B TYPE IMPELLER.

type, extended to receive the driver.

For belt drive, two pedestal bearings are

furnished, thus providing a bearing on

each side of the pulley. Lubrication is

by ring oiling. The efficiency of this

pump will range from approximately

40% on a very small pump to 80% on a

large one, depending entirely on the

fitness of the pump in question to the
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FIG. 1. -C. W. TYPE SINGLE-STAGE PATENT PRESSURE CHAMBER PUMP.—SECTIONAL VIEW.

service demanded of it. Efficiencies ob-

tainable are found for any given con-

ditions from the efficiency charts. In

practice the best efficiencies are obtained

with heads varying from 40 to 140 feet.

S-2 Pump

This consists of two single stage,

single impeller, single suction pumps,
mounted on one shaft, and placed in one

casing; in reality, this is two single

stage pumps in one casing. The impeller

differs from that employed in the C.W.
Pump in that the water enters on one

side or through one eye only, and there-

fore the capacity of an equivalent size

S-2 impeller is only one-half that of a

C.W. type of pump of the same diameter,

the capacity limit of the impeller being

based on the velocity of water through

the eye. The impellers in these pumps,

when mounted on the shaft face to face,

are so arranged that water under pres-

sure flows to the back of them, thus hy-

draulically balancing them with regar.l

to end pressure. The diffusors of these

pumps are two in number, and are of the

straight way type similar internally to

those used on the C.W Pump. What has

already been said about number and type

of bearings for previous pump, is also

applicable to the S-2 Pump.

B Type Pump

This type of pump is one which is

particularly well adapted for exacting

service. It has many advantages over

the ordinary centrifugal pump besides

the special feature of the capacity cham-

bers. It is multi-stage built in multiples

of four, and not otherwise. The impeller

is of the two stage type, each impeller

having two stages back to back « ith an

eye on both sides. This is a mechanical

advantage in that it shorten;- the length

. f,;:

82. TWO-STAGE PATENT PRESSURE CHAMBER PUMP. SECTIONAL VIEW.
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of the pump, and consequently the d's-

tance between bearings. The arrange-

ment of the stages in multiples of four

only, is clearly explained by reference

to the method of obtaining hydraulic

balance. This hydraulic balance is

These diffusors are two combined in one,

and cross the water from one stage of

the pump to the next, and in this way
(the water being crossed in a correct

manner from one stage to the next) the

pump is balanced with reference to end

and for which an extra charge will be

made. B type pumps are used for heads

from 100 to 1,600 feet. Their efficiencies

are fJimd from the efficiency charts.

Given the volume and head per stage on
the pump the best efficiencies are ob-

—

r

B2. MULTI-STAGE PATENT PRESSURE CHAMBER PUMP.—SECTIONAL VIEW.

not only theoretically perfect but
is actually so. This can easily be
proven by the fact that on pumps up to

16 stages and more, a standard type of

ball thrust bearing is used for the centre-

ing block instead of the usual type of

collar, water cooled marine thrust bear-

ing, used by other pump manufacturers
to take up end thrust. The end thrust

• experienced in RoTURBo Pumps is prac-
tically negligible. The purpose of the

ball thrust used is to keep the impeller
in line with the diffusors. The com-
pactness of the pumps is further facili-

tated by the use of cross over diffusors.

pressure. B types of pumps usually

contain two bearings, both external to

the casing, supported in brackets from
each end of the pump. These are the

same as those used in the other pumps,
and are lubricated by means of two
rings to each bearing dipping into a

large reservoir of oil beneath, which has

an overflow and drain. Above each

stage of a B type pump is a relief or

pet cock, its purpose being to relieve

the entrapped air. B & S types of pumps
have bronze covered shaft; the other

type of pumps have steel shaft unless

bronze is specified, which will be special

tained with heads of from 40 to 140 feet

per stage.

The makers of these pumps claim the

following features and advantages de-

rived from their pumps, namely that:

1. A drooping power curve, i.e., a
power curve which rises not more than

10% as the volume is increased beyond
the designed duty point and falls away
as the volume is still further increased,

thus making it impossible to impose an
overload on the motor or turbine which
may be used for drive.

2. High and permanent efficiency

maintained over a very wide range of

B4.—EIGHT-STAGE PATENT PRESSURE CHAMBER PUMP.—SECTIONAL VIEW.
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heads and volumes, i.e., a flat efficiency
curve.

3. A head and volume curve which
goes out to approximately 200% of the

volume at the designed duty point when
delivering- against no head, in other
words, maximum increase in volume at

reduced heads. This is a great advan-
tage for many purposes.

4. Owing to the low water velocity

through the impeller and stationary

passages, there is almost complete free-

dom from wear, even when pumping
gritty water. This forms a marked con-

trast to the ordinary centrifugal pump,
where facilities have to be provided lor

the renewal of blade tips and other

parts, due to the excessive erosion. With
much wear, of course, in pumps of such

construction, the efficiency falls rapidly.

5. An outstanding feature of the

Rees RoTURBo Pump is that both single

and multi-stage pumps are in perfect hy-

draulic balance, thus eliminating the

expensive marine thrust bearings and

balancing pistons which are always li-

able to wear and give trouble as soon as

the clearances of same become worn
through pumping gritty water. A small

two-way ball thrust is usually fitted,

the function of which is merely that of a

centreing block to maintain alignment

between the impeller and the diffusors.

6. The strong and rugged design of

the impeller, diffusors and casing in-

surer complete freedom from noise and

vibration.

7. The pump is especially suitable

for use with liquid of a gritty or viscous

nature, owing to the low velocity through

the impeller and casing, and has been

largely used for pumping thick oil, sugar,

liquids, etc.

8. From a mechanical point of view

the pump is fully standardized and all

wearing parts are easily replaceable, be-

ing made to gauge and kept in stock,

thus permitting quick shipments on re-

ceipts of orders for repairs. The design

of the pump is specially adapted for a

wide range of duties with a given pat-

tern by small alterations, thus reducing

the number of patterns carried to a min-

imum and enabling us to completely

standardize all parts.

From the foregoing history, and de-

tailed descriiption of these pumps,

it will be noted thait efficiency is a

very strong feature. These pumps
are now beins: buHt in Canada, by the

Goldic McCuUoch Co., Limited, of Gait,

Ont., who have secured the sole rights

for these pumps in the Dominion.

AUTUMN MEETING
OF ELECTRICAL ENG.

Review of Work Undertaken at the Ot-
tawa Conference—Papers

Are Read

The first autumn meeting of the To-
ronto Section, the American Institute of

Delivery

Electrical Eng'ineers, was held in the
Engineers' Club, Friday, October 24. A
review of the work accomplished by the
National Industrial Conference held at
Ottawa was presented 'by Mr. Frank R.
Ewart, representative of the institute.

The appointment of engineering dele-

gates representing the various societies

was a recognition of the enignneer's status
as one who, while coming into intimate
contiKit with both the manufacturer and
laborer, yet was in a position where im-
partial judgment and Imowletlge might
be expected. One of the most notice-

able things about the proceedings of the

conference was the complete and accu-
rate information of the labor delegates.

When one of them spoke, no time was
wasted in preliminary rermarks, but the

whole time available to the speaker was
made use of in the presenting of infor-

mation vital to the cause of labor. The
briefs presented by those representing
the manufacturing element of the com-
munity in some cases were not so well

prepared, nor did they show such a

familiarity with statistics and other in-

formation pertinent to labor. Mr.
Ewart's further remarks had to do with

the various topics of the agenda and the

manner in which they were treated. In

the discussion which followed, Wills Mc-
Lachlan emphasized the importance of

the necessity for thorough knowledge of

economics on the part of both manufac-
turer and engineer. Both should be as
familiar with the subject as was the

laboring element of the community.

An interesting paper on water-turbine
design was read by Mr. Adolph Eberli,

hydraulic engineer, the Hydro Power
Electric Commission of Ontario. Infor-

mation regarding the design of this

prime mover was given, and in the paper
itself and in the discussion which follow-

ed, interesting facts regarding present-

day developments were brought out. The
Francis turbine, which is used almost
universally up to high heads, is only a

development, so far as its present design

is concerned, of the past twenty odd

years. It was formerly thought only

suitable for moderate heads, but is now
used everywhere, except where excep-

tionally high heads are encountered, as

in mountainous districts. The turbines
being built for the Ghippewa-Queenston
development are of this type.

In a recent paper presented before
the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers Mr. N. C. Harrison defines
pulverized coal as coal that has been re-
duced to such fine particles that at lea!»t

95 per cent, will pass through a 100-

mesh sieve having 10,000 openings to
the square inch. In other words 95 per
cent, must be less than one two-hun-
oredth of an inch cube. He goes on to

say that "the average pers.on dos3 not
fully realize to what a high degree of
fineness it is possible to reduce the coal
to-day by pulverization. The finer coal
is pulverized the more etfficiently it can
be burned and the more readily it vidlJ

be diffused when mixed with the air for
comibustion and fed into the furnaces.
Pulverizing certainly does not change
the nature of the coal, but it does change
its form to a certain extent in that the
coal is changed from a solid into a fuel

having liquid properties. As the coal

is pulverized it is mixed with air, and
v/hen handled in the conveyor it flows
like wtater; when fed to the furnaces it

i& more or less like a gas, and the fur-

naces mus!t be designed to bum a ^s-
eous mixture."

The St. Lawrence Welding Company
pf Montreal, have acquired a property
adjoining their present plant, which they
are now preparing for the installation

of the equipment necessary for their

tank manxifacturing enterprise. Plans
now under way will provide this com-
pany with adequate facilities for making
any size of tank for industrial

or domestic purposes. Several machine
units have already been ordered and ne-

gotiations for others are in progress. The
new tank shop will take care of all

classes of work up to inch thickness

of plate. The company is continually

adding to their general equipment; the

machine shop has been enlarged, and by
the first of the year they will .be in a
position to take on almost any class of

re'pair work—^^velding or machine, or
both. Their portable electric welding
outfit is so mounted that it can be taken

to any section of the country where local

apparatus is not available for this pur-

pose. The company are now accepting

tank orders for delivery after the first

of December.

A. W. Swan, who has been associated

with -the Canadian Ingersoll-Rand Com-
pany, of Sherbrooke, for the last t%vo

years, has resigned to take over the

position of assistant-secretary for the

Engineering Institute of Canada, in the

head office at Montreal. Mr. Swan
graduated from the University of To-

ronto, with a B.A.Sc. in 1917 and . en-

tered the production department of the

Can. Ingersoll-Rand Co. Since March,

1918, he has been assistant in the

publicity department, in charge of tech-

nical journal advertising.
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Handy Tools for the Maintenance Man— II.

A Compilation of Various Devices and Methods Used by the Main-
tenance Man, Facilitating Wiring and Electrical Installations

By JAMES A. PERRY
(Copyright. AH rights reserved)

EVERY wireman knows how to make a drill for form-
ing holes in brick work, from a piece of conduit

or pipe. Most of them, however, do not appear
to understand how the teeth of the drill can he formed so

that the drill will clear itself, that is, that it can be with-
drawn from the hole without binding.

The teeth in a conduit brick drill are cut, as shown at

Fig. 15B, with a three-coronered or half-round file. Although
it appears inconsistent, the work can be done better and
quicker with a half-round file than with a three-cornered
one. Where files are not availalble, a hacksaw can be

used for cutting the teeth, but this tool is not as good as
a file, because of the liability of breaking the hacksaw
blades. After the teeth have been cut, the end of the
drill can be held projecting about in. over some solid

object, and the ends of the teeth should be spread out, pos-
sibly 1/16 in. beyond the normal surface of the conduit
with the ball end of a ball-peen hammer.

It is always a good scheme to thread the end of a
conduit brick drill and run a coupling on it as shown at
A, Fig. 15, to protect the thread. In spite of all pre-
cautions, these drills will sometimes bind in a hole. If

one does, and its end is threaded, the protective coupling
can be removed and a pipe T run on as shown in Fig.
16. Then a length of pipe of a smaller diameter is pushed
through the open hole of the T. This short pipe can be
used as a lever, whereby the drill can be turned in the
hole and loosened, or one can pound against the short
pipe and thereby force the drill from the hole.

For drilling in concrete or masonry harder than brick,
a drill of the type suggested in Fig. 17 is best fitted. This
is forged from hexagonal tool-steel stock. The cutting
edge of the drill is formed somewhat like that on a cold
chisel, except that it should be rounding, and that clear-
ance should be provided as suggested. In using this
drill, its head is pounded with a heavy hammer and the
drill is turned a portion of a revolution between each blow.
This will tend to make a cylindtical hole and prevent the
drill from wedging in it.

Wherever many holes are to be drilled in concrete,
either an air or electric drill should be purchased. The

FIG. 15—DETAILS OF A BRTCK DRILL

FIG. 16—REMOVING BRICK DRILL FROM WALL.

/9— F/n/she£t Or///

V

FIG. 17—DRILL FOR CONCRETE OR STONE.

justification for such an investment can be readily shovm
if one figures the cost of labor for drilling with a machine,

and then the cost for hand drilling.

It is often necessary to bore holes in locations where

the ordinary brace cannot be used. Examples are the holes

that must be bored in pockets in finished building wiring

through joists or floor plates. If the wireman will carry

in his kit a door knob or valve wheel (Fig. 18) he can turn

an ordinary bit with one of these handles, and so cut

holes in these restricted places. For a permanent tool,

probably a door knOb, Fig. 18 H, is best. Its rounding
smooth surface fits the palm of the hand, and the bit

can be firmly held in it by the screw that is always pro-

vided in the metal part of the knob. A V-shaped groove
should be filed in the shank of the bit, into which the

end of this tightening screw can engage. For a satis-

factory operation with one of these handles the bit should
be kept very sharp.

An operation that is usually very tedious is the fish-

ing of electric fixtures. This is particularly true when
wires must be drawn through small-diameter arms that

are formed into right-angle curves. A splendid home-
made device for getting a puUing-in wire through these ir-

regular arms can be made as shown in Fig. 19. A piece
of fishing line is tied to the end of a length of bead chain,
such as that used for pull-chain sockets. It will be found
that when the chain is inserted into the tube that it will
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FIG. 18—HOME-MADE BORING TOOL.

follow all of the curves very readily, and draw in the

fishing line. The fixture wires can be easily attached to

this line and then pulled into place. The bead chain will

even pass aro\md a right-angle curve.

Another method that can be used for fishing fixture

arms if bead chain is not availaWe, is as follows:—The

end of a length of strong thread is rolled with the

fingers into a little ball. This ball is placed, with the

end of the thread extending, into the fixture arm. Then

by blowing into the arm the ball will be forced through,

and the thread can be fed in after it. With the thread a

stronger piece of twine or a small wire to serve as a

pulling-in line can ibe drawn in.

When a wireman has a great many fixtures to install,

the quickest way of handling the job is to scrape and twist

connections for possibly fifty of them, and then solder

and tape them later. This procedure saves time, and

hence, money. Furthermore, if the ladle method later

described, is used, splotches of solder on the floors can be

avoided, and there will be no blackening of the ceilings

that occurs when joints are soldered with a blow torch.

The soldering of the fixture connections in a job like

that above referred to can be most readily affected by

using a small ladle such as that indicated in Figs. 20 and

21. Either of these ladles can be heated by the ordinary

blow torch. In soldering, it is only necessary to dip the

twisted and fluxed ends of the fixture connections into

the little pot of molten solder, and then strike the con-

nection a tap or two with the hand to knock off the sur-

plus solder.

The ladle of Fig. 20 is mad© by screwing a pa-rt of a

steel armored cable bushing into a 1/2 -in. gas cap. This

FXG. 19-jBEAD chain FOR FISHING FIXTURES.

provides a holder in which the wire of the handle can

engage.
Another method of making a soldering ladle of a little

larger capacity is shown in Fig. 21. In this, four holes

are bored in a %-in. or %-in. pipe cap, and the wire for

the handle is threaded through them as shown. The cap
cannot turn in the wires, hence, the threading provides a

very substantial attachment. A wood handle (Fig. 21)

FIG. 20—LADLE FOR SOLDERING LEADS.

FIG. 21—LONG-HANDLED LADLE.

will be found very convenient, because if the handle is made

of wire only, it is apt to become uncomfortably hot.

How to best carry his soldering paste is usually some-

what of a problem to the average wireman. It is supplied

by the manufacturers in cylindrical tin or pasteboard

containers, which ai-e of rather inconvenient size to carry

to the points where the soldering is being done. One

scheme that has worked out very well in practice, is to

transfer to a grease cup some of the paste and to use

the grease cup in feeding it to the joint to be soldered.

Fig. 22 shows grease cups of two types used for this
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PIG. 22.—GREASE CUPS FOR CA«RYING SOLiDBRING PASTE.

FIG. 23—PASTE CAN ON BLOW TORCH.

n Fi( Tee/ Fast.

5={
FTG. 24—TOOL FOR SLOTTING COMMUTATORS.

purpose. In that of A, which is the cheaper, the paste

is fed through the orifice by turning the top. A steel

retarding spring, which will fit into a groove at each

revolution, prevents the cap from unscrewing easily. The

grease cup at B is the most convenient because the paste

can be fed either by a direct push on the feed plunger or

by turning the feed handle. Furthermore, the valve screw

provides a means whereby the cap can be entirely closed

before it is placed in the wireman's kit for the night, or

for transportation.

Another method of carrying paste that has been used

by some wiremen is that shown in Fig. 23. In this, a

small can to contain the paste can be directly attached

to the blow torch by using a piece of a shade holder. This

makes a very convenient arrangement for certain kinds

of work. By loosening the set screw in the holder the

can can be easily removed for re-filling.

Sometimes the electrician finds it necessary to re-slot

commutators that were formerly slotted, but that have
worn down, or to cut mica from those that were not, but

which should have been, slotted by their m'anufacturers.

For a makeshift arrangement, the mica can be scraped

out with the edge of a hacksaw blade, but a much better

and more accurate tool is that shown in Fig. 24. It is

forged from a piece of tool steel; and in use is held in the

tool post of a lathe. The armature that carries the com-

mutator to be slotted is maintained between the centres

of the lathe. Then the slide rest with the tool described

and its tool post is worked back and forth. Each time it

goes forward, the tool should be set to cut some of the

mica from between two commutator segments. The
action is, in a general way, similar to that of a planer

or shaper. After one slot has been cut to a sufficient

depth, the armature is rotated and the next one cut, and
so on, until the entire armature has been re-slotted.

Screw-drivers especially designed for starting screws,

that is, to hold the screw in the end of the driver for in-

sertion in inaccessible places, are regularly made by the

manufacturers. Their prices are very reasonable, hence,

if one requires a screw starter, he will probably find it

most economical to purchase the commercial article. How-
ever, if such for some reason or other is not available, he
can make one for himself as shown in Fig. 25. The end
of an old screw-driver is cut off square, as shown at A.
A slot is sawed in the end. Into this slot, two pieces

of clock spring, possibly 1 in. long x % in. wide, are

soldered. The pieces to be soldered should all be filed

bright, and tinned with sal-ammoniac as a flux before they
are inserted in the slot. After they have been thus pre-

pared and inserted, additional solder should be sweated on.

In using the tool, the two clock-spring levers are pressed
together and inserted in the slot of the screw. When the
pressure on them is released, they will grip the screw and
hold it while it is being started.

Every man that does much knob-and-tube work must
have thought at some time or another of the time that is

required to string leather heads, that is, to insert the
nails in the feather washers that are used with porcelain

orif></. \

FIG. 2.5—SCREW-HOLDER FOR SCREW DRIVEIR

1 ^ TAr^acti Jr^r).

^ AT jr Strap Trfi/i S/'ep

CJ>ute.

FIG. 26—PLAN VIEW OF STRINGING DEVICE.
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knobs and cleats to prevent the breaking of the porcelain.

Figs. 26 and 27 show a simple device, whereby this thread-

ing can be accomplished quickly and with minimum labor.

In a large shop the threading device should be installed

in the stock room. Then the stock-iboy can use his spare

time in putting nails in the leather heads. When the

nails are drawn out of stock for a job, the leather heads
will be in place on them, already for insertion in the

knobs. The arrangement consists (Figs. 26 and 27) of a
galvanized-iron inclined chute into which a supply of

leather heads is dumped. The heads slide down against

a stop of % in. x % in. strap iron. When they are in

this position, the holes in the heads lie directly over a slot

in the threading iron, and a nail is driven into each leather

head and into the slot. Then the nail and the leather

head are taken up and dropped through the funnel into

the drawer prepared for their eception. The constant
pounding causes the heads to continuously slide down the
chute, hence, as soon as a nail is driven into one head
and it is removed, another head slides down to take its

FIG. 27—STRINGING DEVICE MOUNTED ON BENCH.

The "Natural Law" of Steam Boiler

Performance

IF a steam boiler is recognized as an apparatus for

converting heat energy in fuel into heat energy in steam

with atmospheric air as the medium of conversion, then it

can naturally be expected that the process of conversion

will take place in accordance with the laws governing the

medium in the same way as it is governed in other

analogous processes. As a matter of fact, the expectation

is entirely fulfilled. In order that the readers of the

Engineer may have no doubts on the matter, and also that

they may be in a position to verify the fact for them-

selves, the writer gives the two cases of internal com-

bustion engines and steam boilers in such a form that a

glance will almost be sufficient to convince them.

If T E = thermal efficiency of boiler expressed as a

fracti Jn,

R = rate of combustion in B.Th.U. per cubic foot

of air used,

and Q = quantity of air in cubic feet per pound of water

evaporated from and at 212 deg. Fah.

966
then Q =

T E X R
That is to say, quite independent of their size or type,

quite independent of the soot or scale on their surfaces,

and quite independent of the class or calorific value to the

fuel they use, all steam boilers that realize the same
standard of thermal efficiency use the same quantity of air

per pound of water evaporated from and at 212 deg. Fah.
With regard to evaporation per square fo)t of heating

surface, different types of boilers present their heating

surfaces in different positions towards the heated air

passing over the surfaces, and as a consequefice each type

of boiler has a characteristic factor of its own. Also the

ratio of heating surface to flue area is different in differ-

ent size boilers of similar type, as well as in boilers of

different type. Taking these factors into account, the

reader will be in a position to predict the performance
of any boiler.

Finally, all the fuel fired is not burnt, and a factor

that expresses the proportion actually burnt in proportion

to ashes and to cinders carried away by forced draught

must be used, or the rate of c imbustion would not be ac-

curately or even approximately known.
.JAMES DUNLOP, in the Engineer.

Internal Combustion Engines

P= any higher pressure in pounds per square inch absolute.

p= any lower pressure in pounds per square inch absolute.

S= stroke volume of cylinder expressed as unity.

V = clearance volume of cylinder expressed as a fraction.

S* = stroke volume expressed as a fraction for scavenging
pumps and air compressors.
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Steam Boilers

F = any higher rate of firing in pounds per square foot of

grate area.

/ =any lower rate of firing in pounds per square foot of

grate area.

E = any higher rate of evaporation in pounds per square
foot of heating surface.

e =any lower rate of evaporation in pounds per square
foot of heating surface.
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SELECTING AND TESTING SHOP
SUPPLIES

By F. E. Merriman

SO many and rapid are the changes

taking place even in quite staple

igoods that an article best suited to

a specific purpose to-day may not fairly

lay claim to that distinction a few months

later. New styles, kinds and varieties of

goods are constantly developed and

placed on the market and so demand the

continual attention of the manufacturer

who would exercise maximum economy in

the purchase of his supplies. Further-

more, "quality" is becoming more and

more the slogan of the manufacturer

and this makes many articles available

for use though, heretofore, found unsuit-

able. This, of course, raises the question

of how best to make the selection and

how to keep apace with changes, for

some knowledge of all improvements is

essential to those purchasing.

Manufacturers and buyers are taking

note of improvements and developments

in their supplies and checking them
against their requirements in various

ways. The large manufacturer has his

testing laboratories and corps to keep

him informed of the value of these

things, others ignore them and stick to

past practice; but many cannot afford

the first and are unwilling to follow the

other policy. To the manufacturer un-

able to have a laboratory there are other

less expensive, and often equally as effi-

cient, methods open. It is the purpose of

this article to discuss a few practical in-

stances of simple, inexpensive, but re-

liable comparisons of articles and goods

of common use in manufacturing plants.

Belting is a material in common use in

factories; but concerning the merits of

the various kinds there is much prejudice,

diversity of opinion and experience.

There is, first of all, leather of various

makes, tannages and methods of manu-
facture. Again there are belts which are

of woven material and impregnated with
various substances, also rubber belts,

all having their uses and successful in-

stallations. Regarding their relative!

merits for a particular plant no general
conclusion can be drawn, for every plant

has a variety of drives and operating
conditions to which certain kinds of belt-

ing are much better suited than others.

The fallacy of expecting to use one kind
of belting throughout a factory needs
much emphasis, for it is a very common
error. Many can be found who will say
and believe that leather, or some other
particular kind of belting, is the best for
all purposes. It is well known high
speed steel is better than carbon tool

steel for certain places and conditions,

but no one would think of recommend-
ing it as the best for every purpose. The
same is true of beltings, they will have
their application. This short discussion

has shown that to properly select belting
we must first of all understand the gen-
eral characteristics of the various kinds
available. This, of course, calls originally

for some kind of a trial and there is none
better than a practical application to

the various types of drives about the

factory. To determine what these types

are, requires some knowledge of the fac-

tory and some analysis. To illustrate the

idea, there are drives where rubbing

occurs, due to belt shifters, drives where

the belts run over small pulleys, belts

with idlers and tighteners, high or low

speed belts, vertical belts, horizontal

belts, long and short centre distances be-

tween driver and driver pulleys, high and

low powered belts, wet surroundings,

greasy drives, etc., all common to nearly

every factory. All these conditions call

for certain common characteristics in

belts and qualities necessary for a cer-

tain drive may not be at all essential

to others. A little study shows what

the most important characteristics are.

For example, a belt where a shifter is

used must successfully resist rubbing on

the edges, small pulleys are more de-

structive than large, because they bend

the belt to a greater extent. Excessive

moisture or oil, when present, increase

the tractive difficulty as do short drives.

The horizontal drive is easier than the

vertical drive. A practical belt test under

such conditions discloses its character-

istics in these particulars. It shows that

leather resists rubbing on the edges bet-

ter than belts from woven materials.

Also under certain greasy conditions

leather will not always do as well as

certain other materials.

To obtain a reasonable idea of the

value of various kinds of belting need

be neither expensive nor yet long drawn
out. Drives selected for test should be

of sufficient difficulty to disclose the

merits of the tested material in a short

time. Such a test, when the material

fails, often discloses characteristics

valuable and sometimes superior for

other applications. A brief trial or two
of this kind usually furnishes the in-

formation necessary to determine where
further tests can advantageously be
made. Drives where trouble is found
often furnish suitable places for a trial.

In this connection a warning may well

be sounded against too severe a test,

for really good material has sometimes
been condemned by senseless and un-
reasonable tests. Common sense is as

necessary here as elsewhere.

An illustration of the knowledge
gained from a test of this character will

be of interest. The drive was from a
main line to a countershaft. Consider-

able power was transmitted and, due to

the presence of a clutch, considerable oil

was present. It was considered a

difficult drive. Oak leather was the in-

itial belt and afterward two woven belts

were used on two similar drives with
very close to the same conditions. One
of the trial belts was of woven material
folded to make several plies and finally

stitched together and impregnated with
a waterproofing substance. The other

was woven to the desired thickness in

one ply. The results were as follows:

The leather belt became saturated with
cil and then lost its tractive capacity; tne

folded and stitched belt ran successfully

until the outer ply wore out, including the

stitching, the plies then separated and

the destruction of the belt soon followed.

The third belt was still running in good

condition long after the others were use-

less. It was found that the second belt

carried the drive as long as three leather

belts and not as long as the third trial

belt. The leather belt, however, had a

reclaim value not possessed by the

woven belts.

Cost of 3 leather belts $24.62

Reclaim value 14.77

Belting cost 9-85

Cost of folded belt 4.78

Saving over leather belt .... 5.07

Cost of single ply belt 3.51

Saving over leather belt .... 6.34

The lesser risk of shut down in the

case either of the two belts tested was
of considerable value and a still larger

balance in their favor could readily be

shown.
The success of the institched belt in

this trial suggested its use for a spindle

drive on the radial arm of a large drill

press where, due to a poorly arranged oil-

ing system, much oil was present. This

made it a diflScult drive for leather belt-

ing. The trial belt here was a success,

though the l^fe was not great, due to the

destructive effect of the small pulleys

used.

Another installation, a wet grinder,

proved a leather belt of special tannage,

superior to anything else, for it had long

life and excellent driving power, not-

withstanding the large amount of water
present. The other belts were less suc-

cessful under these circumstances.

These tests all required some time and
attention, but most of this was furnished

by the millwright foreman, who was easi-

ly interested in making the tests. In fact

it was the interest on the part of this

foreman which was instrumental in car-

rying the test to a successful conclusion

in each case. The point of greatest in-

terest is, however, the fact that the tests

were made with no interruption of regu-

lar factory operation and at practically

no expense. The results were worth many-

dollars to the firm.

One of the much-mooted questions in

many factories is the question of a pro-

per cutting lubricant. Many hold there

is nothing equal to a good gradu lard oil.

Others, however, find an advantage in

the use of other fluids. Due to the

many variable conditions present such as

the operator's opinion, the quality of the

cutting tools, the grade and condition of
the material worked, etc., definite com-
parisons of performance are not readily

set up. However, an analysis of these

conditions will point out what may be
called a typical job on which the cutting

fluid may be given a trial. The result of

such a trial will demonstrate in many in-

stances the value of the goods not only
for the job, but also for the usual run of

work.
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The Isolated Plant

PRESENT tendencies in power plant engineering point

* to the elimination of the small plant. The power sales-

man plays up the resulting saving in labor, cleanliness

and general economy effected. All of this may be true

of the summer months but in a manufacturing plant of

any size the heating question is one of considerable mag-
nitude and steam is required for a not inconsiderable

part of every year. This is apart from the fact that

many industries require heat the year round for process

work.

Where a boiler plant is installed for any purpose what-

ever, the most logical method would seem to require the

installation of engine or turbine and the generation of

power to whatever extent possible. Little extra fuel

would be necessary and the power made would be so

much velvet, consideration being given to operating and
capital charges. Furthermore, the isolated plant using

exhaust steam for heating or process work is a direct

aid to conservation.

The difficulty with the isolated plant operating under

these conditions and a talking point, used by the power
salesman is the costliness of summer power when heat-

ing is no longer required and the suggestion has been
advanced to the effect that the small plant be hooked
up with the central station. This would result in the

central station supplying the summer load, while the

isolated plant carried the winter one and fed power in

a reverse direction if too much for private needs were
generated.

This sounds quite attractive, but the actual working
out of the problem is not so easy with direct current or

alternating current generators of the usual type. Ex-
perienced operators would seem to be necessary, and
metering and billing would be complicated.

It has been suggested of late that the many small
water-powers not now developed be utilized and tied up
with the transmission lines of large power companies.
The induction generator has been advanced as suitable

equipment and the small plant made automatic in opera-
tion. This same type of generator might find use in the
isolated plant tied in with the larger power company.
Electrical operating problems would be reduced to the
vanishing point and great flexibility would result.

The relieving of the central station load during the
winter months would be of advantage to them in the
smoothing out of the yearly load curve.

Harnessing the Wind
/COINCIDENTAL with the growing interest manifest in^ fuel conservation in various forms, an increasing in-

terest is evident in the utilization of, at present, waste
forms of energy. The power of the tides is a fertile field

for inventors, and many and varied have been the schemes
proposed for its harnessing. Wave motors, too, have
received their share of attention, but, like the extracting

of gold from sea water, the capital cost of development
greatly outweighs any resultant revenue.

The harnessing of the wind, while practiced on a small

scale in the familiar farm windmill, has never been
seriously attempted, and there are many who anticipate

great things when this is accomplished. The other side

of the question also has its adherents, and these hold to

the opinion that little or nothing will come of attempts
to utilize this power.

The truth of the matter probably lies between the two
extremes, and the windmill in moderate sizes will find a

useful service to perform where the power required is

not of large volume. Large size is not economical
whether from the standpoint of efficiency or from economy
in cost and operation, two twelve-foot mills giving better

results than one sixteen-foot mill.

While the windmill has one considerable advantage in

that the cost of the energy used is nothing, interest and
depreciation have to be taken into account, and the cost
of the power rendered available is thus appreciable. With
due allowance for this fact and considering the variable
nature of the power available due to fluctuating winds,
the windmill should find a definite sphere of utility for
irrigation and agricultural purposes and other fields of
like nature where the power required is small and require-
ments can be met by units of small horsepower.

The development of the induction type generator as
an auxiliary supply of power feeding a general transmis-
sion system may here also solve some of the problems con-
nected with the use of wind power.
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Are You a Figure Fiend?
an early stage in our lives, most of us, possessed

of any imagination whatever, wondered just how much

we saved by cutting across lots instead of going around.

A little later on another problem intrigued us; we won-

dered as to just what the relation between the diameter

and circumference of a circle was. Fortunately, we had

teachers, more or less accomplished, to enlighten us, but

in the early stages of the development of mathematics and

general science those of a philosophic mind were not so

happily situated and perforce, they had to go it blind.

All problems having to do with the mensuration of the

circle have to do with the ratio of the circumference to

the diameter. To those not conversant with mathematics,

it would appear that this should be comparatively simple

and so it is of no absolute value required. The ratio com-

monly denoted as is in its nature an incommensurable

number, that is no fraction can be found which will give

its exact value. The commonly accepted approximation of

22/7 is not strictly accurate, for when it is changed into

a decimal fraction its value will be 3.142857°, whereas the

true value to the same number of decimal places is 3.141592.

A closer approximation than the fraction 22/7 is given by

another fraction 355/113.

Perhaps the best proof of the fact that no vulgar frac-

tion can be found which exactly represents the value of

is seen in a characteristic of all vulgar fractions. When
reduced to decimals it will be found that after a certain

number of divisions they repeat themselves thus: 22/1=
3.142857142857, etc. On the other hand, the number ir

never repeats, but runs on and on as far as one cares to

figure it.

The earliest idea of the number which represented the

ratio between the diameter and circumference was prob-

ably the number 3. It was so at least among the Jews

(1 Kings vii:23, 26), the Babylonians, the Chinese and

probably also the Greeks. Archimedes made a notable

advance over former knowledge of this subject, and by
geometrical means which he originated determined the

fact that the true ratio lay between 3 1/7 and 310/71.

His method consisted essentially of calculating the length

of the sides of regular polygons inscribed in and escribed

around the circle.

With the renaissance in Europe more powerful means
became available and the use of formulae, in themselves
an algebraic shorthand, greatly simplified the labo/ in-

volved in computation. One Rudolph Van Ceulen (a.d.l610).

busied himself with the problem for the greater portion

of his life and the results of his labors were not interred

with him but inscribed on his tomb. He gave the result

correct to 20 decimal places and as a curiosity it may be
given here:

T=3.141,59'2,653,589,793,238,462,643,3«3,279,502,88.

Since his time has arisen a class of workers known as
T-hunters, ""-computers, or circle squarers. Their labors,

fruitless though they may be, are interesting from the

length to which they have carried the number. A decimal
number with several hundred places is common in their

results and one figure of 707 places has been reached.
When compared with the modest figure given above, this

number seems enormous.

Various methods have been used by these investigators
for the solving of their problem and much effort has been
wasted by some of them in trying to reach the end of their
never-ending labors. It has been definitely proved that
no such end is possible, and we must be content with ap-
proximations, of whatever degree of exactness desired.

Are You Wasting Your Time?
\jOW that the winter months are almost here, what are
'^ you doing in the long winter evenings? You say

you get enough of the grind all day without continuing

it at night.- Quite right. But did you ever stop to think

that the way to get away from the grind was to grind

harder?

The manner in which manufacturing is carried on

now, the speed with which operations must be performed,

the way in which material must be routed, all mean that

the man who is going to master the situation must be

a student. What was considered a job for a standard

machine yesterday is moved to a special-purpose tool

to-day.

What do you read ? The papers ? Very well, read

them. Keep informed, but make certain that your in-

formation is going to be worth something to you. You
read three columns of stulf about the gruesome details

of a murder or a suicide or a divorce case. What better

off are you? Absolutely none.

Get a direct drive in your reading. Make it a point

to be well informed about some subject. People find it

a pleasure to talk to you. There are successful men on
the road who do this thing continuously. They enter into

a conversation and turn it to a subject on which they
have gathered a lot of information. They are able to
talk intelligently and they get a good hearing.

You can do the same thing in your own line, no matter
what it is.

You can largely make yourself what you want to be.

Water Powers of British Columbia
'^HE Commission of Conservation, Ottawa, have issued

to the press advance copies of an unusually complete

report on the water powers of British Columbia. The
report of some 650 pages is a compendiutn of data relat-

ing to the water power resources of the province and as

such, is of much value, from an engineering and reference

standpoint. The opening chapters comprise a statement

of the guiding principles which should govern in the con-

servation and utilization of inland waters, and a descrip-

tion of certain important features which should charac-

terize reliable water power data. There follows a com-

prehensive, historical survey of water legislation in the

province, together with discussions of subjects cognate

thereto.

In the portion of the report which relates more par-

ticularly to physical data, will be found tabular lists of

the estimated possibilities of water power sites through-

out the province, which lists are based chiefly upon results

obtained chiefly from the special field investigations con-

ducted by the Commission of Conservation— Digests

of stream flow, meteorological and other hydrometric

records.

The Commission commenced its ovm reconnaissance

field work in the Eastern provinces, in connection with the

water power resources of the country, and in 1911 pub-

lished "Water Powers of Canada," which presented in

summary form the information then available for the

provinces of Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, Quebec and Ontario. In 1916 the report on

the water powers of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta

was issued. The present volume on "Water Powers of

British Columbia" completes the series of reports on this

subject. Owing to the recent war the publication of this

concluding volume of the series has been delayed.
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NEW POWER PLANT
EQUIPMENT

"VOLYUM" CENTRIFUGAL PUMP

The Volyum Pump Co., 419 West

Liberty St., Cincinnati, Ohio, have

brought out a new vertical centrifugal

pump, known by the trade name of

"Volyum" and intended especially for

supplying the coolant for machine or

cutting tools. Fdg. 1 shows an outside

view of the device, while Fig. 2 is a

sectional view showing the construction.

The impeller is of the open type, mount-

ed on the lower end of the vertical shaft

and extending the full depth of the semi-

spherical body, there being no contact

between the impeller and the body cast-

ing. The bearings for the impeller shaft

axe both above the water line; one of

these bearings is formed by the stuf-

fing-bo.x gland that is located just above

the impeller, while the second one is in

the cap. The drive from the pulley is

through two spiral gears, placed at right

angles and having a 3 to 1 ratio. The
large gear is mounted on the driving

shaft and runs in oil in the chamber
formed by the cover, this oil serving to

lubricate both the shafts and the thrust

bearings, as well as the gear teeth them-
selves. A 3-in. flanged pulley is stan-

dard equipment, although a gear or

sprocket wheel can be substituted if de-

sired. The pump can be mounted on

either the side or end of a machine, as

desired, various angles of drive being

obtained by swiveling the cover in re-

lation to the body and by reversing the

position of the pulley. In order to

eliminate the loss of the liquid necessary

for priming, the suction pipe is located

above the delivery box and the body thus

retains a full supply of liquid. The
pump is at present made for %-in. pipe

connections, and has a capacity of from
5 to 22 gal. per minute, depending upon
the speed.

In the United States the great reserves

of shales that contain oil are still un-
touched. These shales are found in

many parts of the country, and tremend-
ous reserves are knowTi to exdsit in Colo-

rado, Utah, and Wyoming. Some of the
American shales are much richer in oil

than are the Scotch shades, and are con-
servatively estimated to contam many
times the amount of oil that has been
or will be produced from all the porous
formations in the country. The recovery
of oil from sihale has never been foillow-

ed in America because of the lack of

necessity, for the oil reserves are great,

and it would not be comimercially econo-

mical to invest money in retorts for dis-

tilling oil from shale that woiild have to

compete with the crude oil obtained by
other methods. But this condition will

not last for ever. In fact, it is thoug*ht

that it will be only a very short time be-

fore the oil siiiale industry will be of

considerable magnitude.

The world's two deepest wells, pene-

trating to depths of 7,579 feet and 7,386

feet respectively, are, according to the
"Engineering News Record," the Lake,
near Fairmont, W. Va., and the Goff,

near Clarksburg. These wells were sunk
by the Hope Natiu~a! Gas Comipeny, of

Pittsburgh, in an endeavor to reach the

rich oil-bearing Clinton sand of Ohio,

which it was hoped to encounter at

depths between 7,000 feet and 8,000 feet.

.Another well, the Geary, \vas sunk near
McI>onald. Pann., to a depth of 7.248

feet by the People's Natural Gas Com-
pany. It is the fourth deepest, a well

at Czuchow, Germany, according to the

United States Geological Survey, exceed-

ing the depth of the G'>ary by 100 feet.

Ask Government Control of Ferries

—A delegation from Windsor has gone
to Ottawa to try and secure Government
control for the Detroit-Windsor ferries.

Parliament will be asked to amend the

customs act under which ferry com-
panies operate in Canadian waters The
company can at present charge any fare

it likes, as it is operating without license

from the Dominion authorities.

FIG. 1—OUTSIDE APPEARANCE OF PUMP. FIG. 2^ECTIONAL VIEW OF PUMP
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rators' Point of View

MAXIMUM PITCH OF RIVETED
JOINTS

By John S. Watts
The following rull© for finding' the

miaximum pitch of rivets to he allowed
in the riveted joints of a boiler is found
in the retgiilations of all of the following
authorities: British Board of Trade; Do-
minion of Canada—for marine boilers.

All the Provincial Governments in Can-
ada have enacted regulations for the
construction and inspection of boilers.

The formula is:

Pm=(CXT)4-l% in.

When Pm= Maximum pitch of rivets
in inches (not to exceed 10 inches) im-
mediately inside the oaulking edge or
edges.

C= 'Conistant applicable from the fol-

lowing table.

T = Thickness of plate in inches.

Number of
rivets in

one pitch

1

2

3

4

5

Consitant for
lap joints

1.81

2.62

3.47

4.14

Constant for

double butt

strap joints

1.75

3j50

4.63

5.52

6.00

To save the time, neces'sary to work
out this formula, the accompanying
chart has been drawn, from which, by
measiuriing on the vertical line corre-
sponding to the thickness of the plate
in question, the distance from the base
line to the intersootion of the aforesaid
vertical line, with the diagonal line
marked to correspond with the tyipe of
joint under con«ideration, will give the
length of the maximum pitch allowed.

For example, take a V2 inch plate with
a butt joint 'having three rivets per pitch,
the maximum pitch according to the
chart is slightly over 3 15-1'6 in. Accord-
ing to the formulae it is (4.63 V -f-
1% in.r.= 3.94 in.

For the benefit of tihose draftsmen
who have not had the advantage of shop
experience, it may be added that the
reason for this rule is that it is difficult
to caulk a boiler so as to be permanently
steam tight with wider pitches than al-
lowed by the rule, as the. plate, when be-
ing caulked, tends to spring mp between
the rivets when they are too widely
spaced.

Another p'oint in connection with this
rule as regards the butt strapped joints,
is that it assuimes that the butt straps
are % of the thickness of the plate. As
the thickness of the Ibutt strap is wbait
decides the ability of the joint to stand
oaulking, it would appear loiTrical that if

a thicker butt strap is used, the maxi-
mum pitch of the rivets could be in-
creased to that allowed for a plate whose,
thickness is 8-5 of the thickness of the
butt sti-ap. The writer does not recom-
mend doing this as a standard praotice,
and there is nothing in the rules to cover
this point, either for or against, but
some insipectors allow it to be done, and
in special cases the point may be worth
remembering.

CHART FOR MAXIMUM PITCH OF RIVETED JOINTS.

A REPLY TO JUSTICE
The Editor:—

I have been greatly amused reading
the letter of one who calls himself
Justice, Grade Certificates. Now, sir,

to my way of thinking, this upstart

—

this would-be engineer—would be more
in keeping with his name if he had
signed it Bolshevik. He finds fault
with the act for allowing an engineer,
who has had charge of a plant of 150
h.p., to remain in charge of his plant.

According to this man the older en-
gineers—^men who have come up from
the ranks and distinguished themselves,
showing to their employers by their
ability that they were efficient and
worthy of a position of trust—this man
who signs his name Justice would throw
these men into the discard, and by the
tone of his letter he would like to step
into one of the jobs left vacant.
Now, sir, as an engineer, who, through

the working of this act, may be placed
after the first of January in charge of
a plant of unlimited capacity—I would
like to register a kick. The agitation in

this province for the grading of engin-
eers' certificates has been- of some
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years' duration. The writer of this let-

ter has been down to the Legislature

on several occasions, as one of a ibody

of engineers asking the Government to

give us graded certificates. Sufficient

opposition to offset our demands came
through an organization in one of our

large cities, and the consequence was

that we have been unable to secure any

legislation until quite recently. Many
of the engineers who have been influ-

ential in the securing of this act are

placed in an embarrassing position by

the v/ording of the act.

1 refer to those engiileers who will

be left in charge of plants of unlimited

capacities. These men, who are to-day

handling efficiently large plants and

who know the' ins and outs of engineer-

ing from A to Z, may not be able to sit

down at a desk and figure out the in-

tricate problems in higher mathematics

and so forth, as required to secure a

first-class certificate; yet, they have

the confidence of their employers and

are aible to direct a body of men in the

economical operation of large steam

plants. I claim that an injustice will be

perpetrated on these engineers if they

are not granted a certificate in keeping

with the position they hold. When a

man reaches the age of 50 or there-

abouts, his mental abilities are not as

easily exercised as they would be at 20

or 30, and a man who has the care and

responsibility of a large plant on his

mind cannot find time to devote his at-

tention to learning the highly technical

end without dropping something else.

Thess men should be taken care of in

our new legislation and granted first-

class certificates. Any old loophole was

good enough to let a man qualify when

the Government first granted certifi-

cates. Now our Boisihevik friend would

give us a year to prepare for an ex-

amination, and if we fail why let him

have the job. He does not tell us why,

with all of his qualifications, that he is

not in charge of a large plant. Surely,

with all the ability that he is making

claim to, he could have persuaded some

of our large plant owners to have given

him a position. He forgets that the

chiefs in charge of large plants have

proven their ability; they have also

studied hard and improved their know-

ledge, and have demonstrated to those

in authority that they are responsible,

too, that they are masters of their pro-

fession. The leaving of these men alone

does not do them justice. The day may
come when a better position opens up.

They cannot accept another position of

unlimited capacity without passing this

highly technical examination. This, I

claim, is an injustice. It also puts these

engineers in a humiliating position; they

are placed at the mercy of their em-
ployers. They cannot make demands of

their employer, because they are not in-

dependent.

In our city one of the men who has

been employed by the Government to ar-

range the different examinations of the

different grades, told an assembly of

engineers that it was not essential for

a man to have all the different formu-
laes necessary to pass these examina-
tions in ihis mind. But this is not borne
out in the act. This is what it says:

"In the event of any candidate being
discovered referring to any book or

paper, or copying, etc., he subjects him-
self to the penalty of failure." Now,
I have set the ball rolling, let us hear
from some more of the engineers.

CHIEF.

INDICATOR DIAGRAMS FOR CRITI-
CISM

The accompanying- diagrams are sub-
mitted for the criticism of POWER
HOUSE readers. I would like to have
some reader tell me just what trouble

iis present in the setting of the valves.

One is taken before noon -with a fair

load, another is taken just before quit-

ting with a light load, and the other one
after disconnecting the clutch from the

jack shaft, thus wdth only friction load.

Editor's note.—We are desirous of ob-

taining from our readers, representative

indicator diagrams for analysis and cri-

ticism. The interchange of information

concerning the feature of power plant

engineering is valuaible in the extreme
and we urge our readers to respond.

The Oil Engine Works of Canada, 2'J

Prince St., Montreal, will shortly move
their plant to Iberville, Que., where they
will occupy a portion of the plant of the

Rapid Tool and Machine Company. When
in Montreal the bulk of the machine
work on the engines was performed in

outside shops, and the assembling of

the units was not all that could be de-

sired. In their new location nearly all

of the work will be carried on at the

assembly plant. There is a steadily in-

creasing demand for these engines.

R. M. Rook, who for the past five

years has been associated with the
Metal Thermit Corporation of New
York, ihas been appointed general fore-

man of the St. Lawrence Welding Com-
pany. Mr. Rook has had a wide experi-

ence in welding work of every descrip-
tion, and was directly responsible for the
successful repairs on what is consider-

ed the largest job yet accomplished by
the thermit process. This was on the
frame of a large stone machine, the
weigiht of which was apiproximately 75
tons, requiring about 4 tons ot thermit.

Nearly seven weeks were required in

preparing the mould.

CAN YOU CRITICIZE THESE INDICATOR CARDS?
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Connelly (Patented) Water Tube Boilers
Made in Canada by

E. Leonard & Sons, Limited
Are of the four drum type and have lOO^r tube area directly in the path of

circulation which not only delivers steam in abundance, but dry steam that is

superheated for use at 200% to 300% with perfect safety.

A fetv of their good points

—

Simple in design. Have no flat surfaces. Free from hundreds of joints.

No hand holes at end of tubes.

Contain a tremendous volume of water, in proportion to their size. All
stress due to expansion and contraction is well taken care of. Boiler tubes
are so spaced that any one may be removed without moving the rest.

Designed to get the maximum horse power in the smallest cubical space.

Can be built in units up to 4,000 horsepower.

E. LEONARD & SONS
LIMITED

London Ontario
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Record of Prices Current on Raw, Semi - finished, and Finished Materials

Entering Into the Manufacture and Operation of Power Plant Equipment

BOILER TUBES
Seam- Lap-

Size less welded

1 in $25 00 $
1% in 27 00
1% in 28 00 26 00
1% in 30 00 26 00
2 in 30 00 26 00
2V4 in 33 00 28 OO
2% in 40 OO 32 00
3 in 46 00 3i8 00
314 in 45 00
3% in &6 00 42 00
i in 70 00 64 00

Prices per 100 feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

PLATES
Montreal Toronto

Plates, 14 to Vz in. . . $4 60 $4 50
Tank plates, 3-16 in. 4 90 4 90

WROUGHT PIPE
Effective Jan. 7, 1918.

Standard Buttweld.

Black Galvanized

Size. Per 100 feet

% in $ 6 00 $ 8 00

% in 4 6S 6 81

% in 4 68 6 81

% in 6 21 7 78

% in 7 82 9 95
1 in. Ill 56 14 71

114 in 15 64 19 90
ll| in 18 70 23 76

2 in 26 16 3i2 01

2\<t in 40 37 51 19

3 in 52 719 66 94

Syu in 67 16 84 18

4 in 79 57 99 74

Standard IavwuM
2 in $38 81 $35 34

2% in 42 12 52 36

3 in 65 08 68 47

3% in 69 86 94

4 in 81 75 103 00

4% in 98 00 118 00

5 in 108 00 137 00

6 in 140 00 178 00

7 in 183 00 232 OD

8L in 193 00 244 00

8 in 222 00 281 OO

9 in 266 00 366 00

lOL in 246 00 31i2 00

10 in 317 00 402 00

Prices—^Ontario. Quebec and
Maritime Provinces

WROUGHT NIPPLES
4" fcnd under, 60%.

and larger, 50%.
4' and under, runninsr thread,

30%.
Standard couplinsrs, 4r and

onder, 40%.
4%" and larger, 20".

IRON PIPE FITTINGS
Jiallealble fittings, class A. W%

on list: class B and C, net lltt.

Cast iron fittinsrs, 25% off list.

Mailleable bushings, 25 and 7M!% :

cast bushings, 25%; unions, 45%;
phigs, 20% off list. Net prices mal-
leable fittings; Class B black, 24%c
lb.; Class C black. 1694c IK: gal-

vanized. Class B, 84e lb.: Claai O,
24%« lb. F.O.B. Toronto.

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING
At mill list plus 6%
At warehouse list plus 26%
Diseonnts off new list. Warehouse

piiee at Montreal and Toronto

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL
P«r lb. to Large Buyers Cents

Iron bars, base, Toronto 4 25
Steel bars, base, Toronto 4 25
Steel bars, 2" to 4" base 5 50
Stpol bars, base, Montreal ... 3 75

Best Krmdes !•%
Iron bars, base, Montreal.... 3 76
Reinforeins bars, base 4 50
Small abaipes 5 76

SHEETS
Mont. Tor'to

Sheets, Black, No. 28.. $6 55 $6 00
Sheets, Black, No. 10. . 5 16 5 45
Canada plates, dull, 52

siheets 8 50 7 10
Canada plates, all

brigibt 8 50 8 00
Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized ....
Queen's Head, 28
B.W.G

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.G.
Gorbal's Best, No. 28.
Colbome Crown, No.
28

Premier, No. 28 U.S 7 50
Premier, 10% oz 7 80

PROOF COIL CHAIN
B

Vi in $14 35
5-16 in 13 85
% in 1)3 50
7-16 in 12 90
V2 in 13 20
9-16 in 12 70
% in 12 50
% in 12 40

% in 12 90
1 in 12 65
Extra for B.B. chain 1 20
Extra for B.B.B. Chain 1 80

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

Vs in $13 00
3-16 in 12 50
% in 11 75
5-16 in 11 40
% i.n 11 00
7-16 in , 10 60
V2 in 10 40
% in 10 00
% in 9 90

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS
Per Cent.

Great Western, American ... 50
Kearney & Foot, Arcade ... 50
J. Barton Smith, Eagle 50
McClelland, Globe 60
Whitman & Barnes 60
Black Diamond 87 1^
Delta Files 87^
Nicholson 37%
Globe 60
Vulcan 60
Disston 60
P.H. and Imperial 60

OILS AND COMPOUNDS
Castor oil, per lb
Royalite, per gal., bulk '19'%

Palacine 22%
Machine oil, per gal 27%
Black oil, per gal 16
Cylinder oil. Capital 68
Cylinder oil. Acme 39%
Standard cuttinjr oompiound
per lb 06

Lard oil, per gal 2 60
Union thread cutting oil anti-

septic 88
Acme cutting oil, antiseptic. 37%
Im/perial quenching oil

Petroleum fuel oil 10^

BELTING—NO. 1 OAK TANNED
Extra heavy, single and douible 80%
Standard 30, 10%
Cut leather lacing. No. 1 $2 20
Leather in sides 1 76

COAL AND COKE
Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsvillc Foundry Coke .

.

Steam Lump Coal
Best Slack

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto.

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 35
Stove bolts 65
Plate washers list plus 20
Machine bolts, 7-16 and over 40
Machine bolts, % and less . . 40
Blank bolts 25
Bolt ends 2i5

Machine screws, fl. and rd.
hd., steel 27%

Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd., steel 10
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., brass net
Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd., brass net
Nuts, square, blank add $0 75
Nuts, square, tapped add 1 00
Nuts, hex., blank add 1 00
Nuts, hex., tapped add 1 25
Copper rivets and burrs, list

less 16
Burrs only, list plvis 26
Iron rivets and burrs ...40c 05
Boiler rivets, base %" and

larger $8 60
Structural rivets, as above. . 8 40
Wood screws, flat, bright. ... 76
Wood screws, O.&R., brig-ht. 77%
Wood screws, flat, brass 65
Wood screws, O.&R., brass. . . 66%
Wood screws, flat, bronze. ... 50
Wood screws, O.&R., bronze. 47%

MISCELLANEOUS
Solder, strictly 34
Solder, guaranteed 39
Babbitt metals 18- to 70
Soldering coppers, 3 to 6 lbs. 58
Putty. lOO-lb. drums 6 75
White lead, pure, cwt 17 80
Red dry lead, lOO-lb. kegs,
per cwt 16 60

Glue, English 35
Gasoline, per gal., bulk 83
Benzine, per gal., bulk.... 30%
Pure turpentine, single l>bls.,

gal 1 03
Linseed oil, raw, single bbls. 1 95
Linseed oil, boiled, single

hbls 1 68
Lead wool, per lb 15
Plumbers' oakum, per cwt. 9 00
Sandpaper, B. & A. ..list plus 20
Emery Cloth list plus 20
Sal Soda 03%
Sulphur, rolls 05
Sulphur, commercial 04%
Rosin "D," per lb 03
Rosin "G," per lb 03%
Borax crystal and granula. 14
Wood alcohol, per gallon .... 180
Whiting, plain, per 100 lbs.. 2 20

COPPER PRODUCTS
Montreal Toronto

Bars, % to 2 in. . . . $42 60 $43 00
Plain sheets, base 16

oz. and heavier. . . 46 00 44 OO
Copper sheet, tinned

14 X 60 in., 14 oz.. . 48 00 48 00
Coipper sheet, plan-

ished, base 16 oz.

and heavier 46 00 46 00
Braziers' in. sheets,

6x4 base 45 00 44 00
Tubing T.P.S., base
% in. up to S in.. 60 00 60 00
Above prices are full sheets and

bars. Cut siheets and bars are 6c
per rb. higher.

BRASS PRODUCTS.
Warehouse price.

Brass rods, base %" to 1" rd..$0 34
Sheets, 24 oz. and heavier base 42

Brass tubing, seamless 46

Tubing, I.P.S., 1" base 46

POLISHED DRILL ROD.
Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto Net

WASTE.
White Cents per H).

XXX Extra 1S%
Peerless 19
Grand is
Superior 18
X L C R 17
Atlas 17
X Empire 16%
IdeaJ 16
X press 14

Colored

Lion 16
Standard 18%
No. 1 1»%
Popular 12
Keen 10%

Wool Packing
Arrow 26
Axle 20
Anvil 16
Anchor 11

Washed Wipers.
Select White I'l

Mixed colored 10
Dark colored 09
This list subject to trade discount

for quantity.

MILLED PRODUCTS.

Per cent.

Set screws 50
Sq. & Hex., Head Cap Screws 45
Rd. & Fil. Head Cap Screws 20
Flat & But. Hd. Cap Screws

plus 10
Fin. & Semi-fin. nuts up to

1 in 46
Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over

1 in., up to 1% in 40
'

Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over
1% in., up to 2 in 25

Studs 80
Taper pins 50
Coupling bolts, pins 10
Planer head bolts, without

fillets list plus 10
Planer head bolts, witb fillet

list plus 10 and 10
Planer head bolt nuts, same

as finished nuts.
Planer bolt washers net
Hollow set screws .... list plus 20
Collar screws. . . .list plus 20, 90
Thumb screws 40
Thumb nuts T6
Patch bolts add 20
Cold pressed nuts to 1% in.

add 1 00
Cold pressed nuts over 1%

in add 8 00

METALS
Montreal Toronto

Lake copiper $22 00 $21 00
Electro copper 21 00 20 76
Castings, copper 21 00 18 00
Tin

66

00 66 OO
Spelter 9 25 8 60

- 7 26 « 60
Antimony 9 60 9 66
Aiominum 36 00 8S 00

Prices per 100 lbs.

ROPES AND PACKINC

Packing, square braided $0 88
Packing, No. 1 Italian 44
Packing, No. 2 Italian • 8«
Pure Manila rope 87
Transmission rope, Manila. ... t 43
Drilling cables. Manila t 89

RUBBER BELTING.
Standard
extra.

10%

LEAD SHEEl'S
Montreal Toronto

Sheets, S lbs. >q. ft,
lb $12 00 $.18 2«

Sheets, 8% lbs 12 OO 18 26
Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs IS 00 12 69
Cut sheets. ?4e per fb. extra.

Cuts srheets to siie, le p«r lb.
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Power House

Advertisements will give you

up-to-date information

regarding new^ equipment.

Read the ads.

As a consequence of the large demand
for electrolytic copper during the war,

the jprSce advanced very greatly and

many concerns for manufacturing this

product were opened in Japan. The raw
material for this industry was obtained

from the Chinese bronze coin, which was
imported into the (Country in large quan-

tities vmtil the Chinese Government
prohiMted its exportation. At present

the pirices of electroytic and ordinary

copper vary so slightly that it does not

pay to manufactupe the former. Oopiper

sheet maniifacturers are also hard hit

by the decline in prices and sionae of

the large concerns are suspending oiper-

ations or giving up this branch of busi-

ness.

C.P.O.S. and Furness Withy.—Sir
Frederick I^ewis, of Furness, Withy &
Co., has announced the conipletion of an

arrangement with the Canadian Pacific

to supply half the tonnage required in

the services to Montreal and London,

and Montreal and Antwerp. These lines

are known as the Canadian Pacific Joint

Services. The Fumess-Withy Co. have

also taken over the New York and Ber-

muda service of the Quebec Steamship

Company, and have bought the steamer

"Bermudian," In St. John, N.B., they

have acquired the business of William

Thomson & Company, who for many
years acted as the company's agents in

that port.

Plate Next Year.—After completing a

tour of inspection of his company's pro-

perties. President Mark Workman of the

Dominion Steel Corporation has re-

turned to Montreal. Mr. Workman
states that some of the furnaces at Syd-

ney have resumed operations. With the

completion of the new ship plate mill,

which will probably become a producer

early in the new year, an additional de-

mand will be made on the furnaces.

"The demand for steel products," said

Mr. Workman, "is improving. There is,

also, an urgent need for coal the world
over, and it is this branch of our opera-

tions on which we are now concentrat-

ing our attention. With our unequalled

loading facilities at four ports on the

Atlantic seaboard, we are in an excep-

tionally advantageous position to take
care of export and bunker coal require-

ments, and we are bending every effort

toward raising our output to its normal
level, in order that we may meet the

conditions to the largest possible ex-

NATIONAL
Boiler Girth

Seam
Protector

Goiaramteed for one
year. We make pro-

tectors for patches
and all styles of

boilers. For full

particulars, write

—

National Boiler

Protector Co.
Room 24

Lombard Building

TORONTO
Main 2623

Protection means longer life

and greater efficiency
If your Boiler is not Fire-craclred it eventually will

be. Prevent this by putting on a National Boiler

Protector. You will save cost in repairs and pro-

long life of the boiler. All new boilers shoiJd be

protected. If your girth seam is giving you trouble

at the present time, have the seam caulked up.

attach one of these protectors and the seam will

remain absolutely dry thereafter.

SALE OF

MIITARY STORES,ETC.
DRY GOODS, HOSPITAL FURNITURE,

BEDDING, HARDWARE, LEATHER

GOODS, JUNK, ETC.

SALES WILL BE MADE BY SEALED TENDER

Persons desiring to tender are requested to register their names and

addresses with the

SECRETARY OF THE WAR PURCHASINGXOMMISSION,
BOOTH BUILDING, OTTAWA

stating the class of goods in which they are interested, whether new or

second-hand or both.

Tender forms with full details of the goods and places at which samples

may be seen, will be mailed when ready to those who have registered as

requested above.

Special Terms to Hospitals,*^ Etc.

Dominion, Provincial, and Municipal departments, hospitals, charitable, phil-

anthropic, and similar institutions which are conducted for the benefit of the

public and not for profit may purchase goods without tender at prices established

by the War Purchasing Commission.

Returned Soldiers and Sailors and Widows and Dependents of Soldiers and
Sailors killed in the War may obtain supplies for their own personal use and not

for re-sale, through the nearest branch of the Great War Veterans' Association,

who will combine individual orders and forward to the War Purchasing Com-
mission through the Dominion Command of the Great War Veterans' Association.

These services are rendered by the Great War Veterans' Association to all parties

in the classes named, whether members of the Great War Veterans' Association

or not.

All communications should be addressed to the Secretary, War Pur-

chasing Commission, Booth Building, Ottawa, who will be glad to supply

lists and further details to those interested.
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Fuel Economy in Paper Industry

S. D. WARREN & COMPANY, CUMBERLAND MILLS, MAINE
Two of the four Green's Economizers in the above paper mill showing the scraper drive mechanism

GREEN'S
FUEL ECONOMIZERS

are saving coal in every industry, not only in the United States and Canada, but wher-
ever steam is generated by stationary boilers.

The above installation, totaling 1264 twelve-foot tubes, has Just been made to
replace the old Green's Economizers which have been giving satisfactory service

since 1899.

Also Green's Hi-Speed Hi-Efficiency Radial Flow Fans furnish the draft for this plant.
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Fairbanks-Morse

Transmission
Fairbanks-Morse transmission has long been

recognized through its high Standard of

quality, its permanence and economy.

We are prepared to help you solve many of

your transmission problems by means of

Fairbanks-Morse transmission and the benefit

of the experience of our transmission experts.

Fairbanks - Morse transmission equipment

includes shafting, hangers, pulleys, belt,

couplings, friction clutches, shifters, dynamos

and engines.

The largest stock in Canada guarantees you
the best selection.

The Canadian

Fairbanks-Morse
Co., Limited

"Canada's Departmental House for Mechanical Goods"

St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton,
Windsor, Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Calgary,

Vancouver, Victoria
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STEEL MAKING IS

GOING AHEAD NOW
Work at Sydney Commences After a

Shut-Down Lasting for Some
Weeks

Sydney.—Steel making is once more
in progress at Sydney Mines. After a
shut-down of three and a half months,
a portion of the open hearth furnaces of
the Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Com-
pany are once again producing ingots.
The re-lining of the blast furnace has
just been completed, and steel officials

expect to have the furnace blown in

within the next few days. Under the
most favorable conditions it takes sev-
eral days to relight a furnace and pro-
duce a cast, but it is not the intention
of the officials to force a quick oast, as
the new lining is to be given every
chance to become gradually accustomed

Gethi^gerPay
ELECTRICrD'

through

You win and In HAWKINS
GUIDl-Sjust what you need to
know about electricity. In slmplo
everyday language— complete,
concise, to the point. In Questions
and answers. A complete standard
course In Electrical Engineering.
Send for your set today to look
over.

HAWKINS
ELECTRICAL

3500 PAGES
4700 PICTURES
POCKET SIZE
FLEXIBLE COVERS
$1 A NUMBER
$1 A MONTH
Magnetism—Induction

—

Expcrimeota—Dynamos

—

Electric Machinery—Motors—^Armatures—Armature Windings—InstallinK of Dyna-
mos—Electrical Instrument Testing—Practical Manaee-
ment of Dynamos and Motors—Distribution Systems

—

Wiring—Wirmg Diagrams—Sign Flashers—Storage Bat-
teries—Principles of Alternating Currents and Alternators—Alternating Current Motors— Tranafonners— Con-
verters—Rectifiers—Alternating Current Systems—Cir-
cuit Breakers—Measuring Instruments—Switch Boards—Power Stations—Installing—Telephone—Telegraph

—

Wireless—Bells—Lighting—Railways. Also many mod-
ern Practical Applications of Electricity and Heady Refer-
ence Index of the 10 numbers.

Shipped to you FREE. Not a cent to pay until you SM
the books. No obligation to buy unless you are satisfied.
' Send coupon now—today—and get this great help library
and see if it is not worth $100 to you—you pay $1.00 a
month for 10 months or return it.

to the increasing heat pressure. The
blast furnace and open hearth furnaces
were closed down about the first of July
and have been under repairs ever since

then. The first ingots since that date

were produced a few days ago. As far

as could be learned winter prospects at

the Scotia plant during the coming win-
ter are fairly bright. This seems t6 be
particularly true as regards the steel

industry. The company, it is under-
stood, have some fairly large orders in

view, but have not yet closed with
them. Negotiations are in progress, and
unless some unforeseen obstacle arises,

the contracts will shortly be completed.

The situation at the collieries of this

company seems to be somewhat uncer-

tain at present. Just now three of the

four collieries of the company are work-
ing every day, while the other, the

Jubilee, operates from three to four days
per week. Whether this situation will

continue indefinitely will depend largely

on market conditions.

Paul 0. Abbe, 30 Broad St., New York
City, have issued a condensed catalogue
(F), listing specialties such as ball and
pebble mills, rotary cutters, mead mills,

hammer mills, bolting reels and mixers.
Bolting cloth, grinders and vacuum
pumps are also listed.

The Marconi Wirekiss iCompamy of

Canada have removed their main offices

from 173 William Street, (the plant lo-

cation), to 11 St. Sacrament St., Mont-
real, in the heart of the business district.

STEAM
TURBINE DRIVEN
TURBO BLOWER

SET

with Condensing Plant for

quick delivery from stock

at very favorable price.

Further particulars from

ESCHER, WYSS & CO.

112jCORISTINE BUILDING

MONTREAL

5 2»WANTED
Representatives to handle special line of
Britisih made "Elastic Steam Jointing
Cement" (for all joints) and Iron Cement
for castings, etc. Exclusive territory of-

fered parties conversant with trade. Re-
plies treated confidential. Apply Box 161,

Power House.

Dorit ThrowAway
ThePrice of

Two Steam Traps

That's exactly what you
do every time you buy
a cumbersome, complicated

bucket or float type steam
trap.

For at less than ONE-
THIRD the cost of such traps

you can buy this simple, com-
pact thermostatic Steam Trap
Sarco. This will do every-

thing that the three-times-

more-expensive float or buck-
et traps can do and do it

BETTER.

Try out the Steam Trap
Sarco. It won't cost you a
cent, or obligate you in the
least, to give it a thorough
test in your own plant under
the most difiicult conditions.

We will GLADLY send it for

a 30 days' free trial.

We know it will MAKE
GOOD.

STFAH TRAP SARCO

Does its work efficiently and promptly.

Just as soon as the condensate gathers,

and the sensitive but infallible expan-

sion element opens the valve and allon-s

the water to run off. Just as soon as

the water has run off, the valve closes.

No gathering of condensate in the pipes

—no waste of live steam—no leaks.

Steam Trap Sarco is so compact that

it can be installed in the most limited

space at any point in the line, and at

any angle.

It is so simple that it seldom, if ever,

gets out of order. It has only one mov-
ing part. No levers, gauges, etc., to

adjust or cause trouble.

Steam Trap Sarco
is guaranteed for any
riven pressure up to
200 lbs.

Why not avail your-
self of our offer to
send you steam
Trap Sarco for

days' free
trial 7

At any rate,
send for Dook-
let "J."

Sarco Co. Inc.

239 Broadway

New York City

Ellicott Square, Buffalo

Monadnock Block, Chicago

Williamson BIdg., Cleveland

Majestic BIdg.. Detroit

IVexclBldg. Philadelphia

Peacock Bros.

Montreal
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(TRADE MARK)

SYSTEMS
if

Plaaiiig HillFu
No. 2 Vacaum Cleaner

Antoforce Ventilator

Electric Propeller Fan

Low Preuare Blower

Volam« Blower and Exhanater

Torbo-Blower

SiurievanfIt
(TRADE MARK)

QUALITY STEAM TURBINES
For Dependability- --For Economy

The Product of 12 Years' Development
and Refinement

THE supreme quality and rugged construction of the

improved Type 6 Turbines are typically Sturtevant.

They work well because they are made well. Particularly

adapted to driving Sturtevant Fans, Blowers, Generators,

Pumps and other auxiliaries, with the minimum in steam

consumption, attention, and repairs. Built with solid

rotors, having buckets milled into the rim by our own
patented process. Have individually controlled nozzles

with integral reverse buckets to insure the most efficient

absorption of the steam velocity. Unsurpassed in close

speed regulation and in protection against overspeed. Our
new three-part catalog covers in detail the construction,

parts, care, operation, uses, and merits of Sturtevant Tur-

bines. We'd like to send yours. Where?

B. F. Sturtevant Co., of Canada, Limited
Head Oflfice and Works:

GALT, ONT\RIO
Sales Offices:

TORONTO AND MONTREAL

Steam Tarbine

Medium PrcMure Blower

Hifh Preuare Blower

Gatolene Generating Set

Direct Carrent Motor



Better Service

p
uM
P
S

that give

Longer Service

THE SMART-TURNER MACHINE CO., Limited

Hamilton, Canada

WE WELD
EVERYTHING

Leaky Steam Boilers Repaired

Flue Sheets and Flues Welded
WELDING REPAIRS TO ALL
MACHINERY GUARANTEED

The Electric Welding Co.
178 Bleury St., Montreal. Phone Main 2300

FEDERAL
ENGINEERING CO.

LTD.
172 JOHN ST
TORONTO

VICTORIA FOUNDRY COMPANY, LIMITED
Engineer B, Machine and Foundry Contractors

OTTAWA, CANADA
Special Castings Forgings

Pumps, Hoists, Valves, Boiler Fronts, Grate Bars.

Send Blueprint* tor Quotations. Write for our latest catalogue.

Patterns Machine Wotk

The Simnlest and Best Cleaner on the market is

PILLEY'S
Combination Flue Brash and Scraper.

Guaranteed not to break or the wires to pull out or Jay over.

A simple turn of the hand adjusts it to the tube, and the brasb
removes what the scraper loosens.

For sale by leadine Canadian jobben.

Manafactnred by

PILLEY PACKING AND FLUE BRUSH MFG. CO.
623 Sooth Third Street - - - St. Louis, Ms.

Eastern Office: 71 Fulton St.. New York.

UEl§ B

The Ladd Water Tube Boilers are designed

throughout to withstand heavy firing.

Built in any size and for any of the many
methods of firing.

Our catalogue will interest you.

GEORGE T. LADD COMPANY
Farmers Bank Building

PITTSBURGH - - PENN., U.S.A.

DARLING BROTHERS, LIMITED
Engineers, Manufacturers and Founders

120 Prince Street, MONTREAL, P. Q.

Pumps for anv Service—Steam Applianct
Freight Elevators—Webster Vacuum
Heating System.

The J. C. Wilson Mfg., Co., Limited
BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO

Mechanical Engineers. Pattern Makers. Founders and Machinists.

We build complete Hydraulic Turbine Biuipment. Flumes. Head
Gates, Racks, Waste Gates and Winches. Water Wheel Gover-

nors, Gearinn. Pulleys and Shafting.

MAKERS OF THE "LITTLE GIANT'; TURBINE
Put Your Water Wheel Proposition Up To Us
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Self-Lubricating

In Bulk

SAFETY PLASTIC

METALLIC PACKING
FOE STEAM, WATER, AIE, GAS, ETC.

Pat. Dec. 22 1903 Highest Award World's Fair, St. Louis. 1904

GUARANTEED TO LAST
THREE YEARS

WITHOUT RENEWAL
Drop us a line and let us tell you all about this Remarkable Packing.

STEEL MILL PACKING CO., WINDSOR, ONT. Established i899

AGENTS WANTED

Practically
Frictionless

In Cotton Tubes

Se'S steam trap
' FOR HIGH OR LOW PRESSURE.

Steam can't blow through. They have

large discharge valves and cannot be

flooded from sudden flushes of water.

MAY WE SEND ONE FOR TRIAL 7

Reducing Valves, Pump Governors,

Relief Valves, Exhaust Pipe Heads,

Ejectors and Steam Separators.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
THE GARTH COMPANY

as Cr«u« StrMt MONTREAL. CAN.
WATSON & McDANIEL CO.

H«. 146 N. 7th Street. PHILADELPHIA. Pa.

Automatic
Feed Water Regulator

The "Vigilant" keeps water within
Vi" of middle gauge regardless of
load or firing.

Years of service test has proved
it the utmost in reliability and
efficiency.

Catalogue presents many points of

interest. May we send you a copy ?

The CHAPLIN-FULTON MFG., CO.

8 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa

A Tool Steel Mandril Was Skinned in Breaking

This Jeffrey Chain Roller

The Chain Rollers of the Jeffrey Pivot-

ed Bucket Carrier are so hard and

tough that the bores have to be turned

out on a grinder instead of the usual

way on an engine lathe.

In a test, one of the Rollers was split by a steel mandrel with

the result that the case-hardened mandrel was actually skin-

ned by the tough metal of the Roller.

Catalog No. 210-4 will tell you about other tests that

proved that rugged dependable construction of the

Jeffrey Carrier, and has many interesting illustrations,

drawings, etc.

THE JEFFREY MFG. CO.
Canadian Branch and Warerooms:

MONTREAL
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Boblodg
UNION MADE
OVERALLS
SHIRTS & GLOVES

MacKinnon
Steel Co.

Limited

Structural

Steel

and

Steel Plat

Work

of every

Descriptio n

Penstocks

Thimbles

Draft Tubes

Wheel Cases

Steel Gates

Racks

Gate Steelwork

Power House

Write for prices.

PROMPT
DELIVERIES

Sherbrooke, Que.
Montreal OfKce:

404 New Birks Building

Say Good-bye to Funnels

Use this "AU-WAY" Oiler

Combination Filler and Funnel
This Filler eliminates the necessity of the

use of a separate Funnel. With the

Flexible Spout any part can be readily

reached.

Saves much inconvenience and avoids

dripping of oil.

If your dealer cannot supply you, write

us.

We also manufacture the well-known
"All-Way" Oil Can. Saves you 50 , of

your oil bill.

THE ALL-WAY OILER MFG., COMPANY
196 King St. West Toronto, Ont.

Important Points to

Consider

You want steam specialties that

will give you good service day in

and day out, and year after year.

You want the least possible

trouble.

You want the least possible

repair bills.

Then you want the MASON
Line. It includes:
.Mason Reducing Valves (Gemiine).
.Mason Pump Governora.
.Mason Pressure OontroUere.
Bundy St«am Traps for every service.

Coppus TurhineKlriven blowers.
Sims Hot Water Gencratore.
siiiis Storase Heaters.
Sims Open Kcetl Water Heaters.
Knndy Oil Separators.
.\»liton l!aug»'S and Safety Valves.
Evirlasting BlowOff Valves.
Halibitt Sprocket Rims.
Stmtton Steam Separators.
Ut'illy .Multi-ooil Feed Water Heaters.
Ucilly Evaporators and Distillers.

Ki'illy Multi-screen Feeil Water Filters.

RKMKM HER — onr Mlesmcn
are practical engineer*. Tliey

sell from knowledge and ex-

IH-rience not from catalogue.

The Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Limited

Formerly H. L. PeiUr A Co.

Montreal Office and Factory 135-rt3 Dagenais St.

Torortto Reprtsentatiue The Arthur S. Leitch Co., 1002 Kent Bldf.
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AIR COCKS
Limkeoheimer Co., Cincimiati, O.
Jaa. MorrisoQ Brass Mfg. Co., ToroDto.
Fenberthy Injector Co.. AS'indsor, Out.

AIR VALVES
Jas. Morrifioo Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H., Samia. Out

ALLOYS, BRASS AND COPPER
Eimpire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London, OnL
Kerr Engine Co., WalkerTille, Ont.

AMMETlilRS
Canadian Fairt>anks-iMorse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal,
Can. H. W. Johna-tManrille Co.. Toronto, Ont.

AMMONIA VALVES AND FITTINGS
Canadian Fairbank3-Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

AMMONIA PURIFIERS
Frick Co., Waynesbo.a, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Mfg. Co.. York. P.

AMMONIA TANKS
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Out.

ARCHES. COMBUSTION CHAMBER
Canadian Fairbanks-.Mnrae Co., Ltd. Montreal.

ASH CARRYING SYSTEMS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Waterous Enirine Works Co.. Brantford. Ont.

ASBESTOS SPECIALTIES
Durabla Mfg. Co.. New York. N.Y.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton. Ont

ASBESTOS PACKED COCKS
Pratt & rady Co., Inc.. Hartford. Conn.

AUTOMATIC ICE RECORDING DOORS
AND CHUTES
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co.. Hageretown. Md.

BABBITT AND ANTI-FRICTION METAL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd. Moritreal.
HoTt Metal Co.. Toronto.
Majmolia Metal C«. Montreal.

BALLCOCKS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
D'KRt<" Co.. Julian. Bmton. Ma.<M.

BATTERIES AND ACCESSORIES

BKARINrS*^
Johns-Man rille Co.. Toronto, Ont,

WUaon Mfg. Co.. J. O.. BellOTille.
BEARINGS. BRASS
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London. Ont
Kerr Eneine Co., WalkervUle, Ont.
BELT CEMENT
D. K. MacLaren. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Onitnn & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELLS
Jas. Morrison BraiM Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London, Ont

BELT CONVEYORS
Can, T/ink-RpU Co., Toronto, Ont.

BELT DRESSING
D. K. MacLaren. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
r>nmirntnn RoUintr Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
Oniton * Knieht \ff« Co.. Montreal.

BELT LACING. LEATHER
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Omton * Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELT TIGHTENERS
W«termi« Engine Works Co., Brantford. Ont

BELT PULLEYS
Wat.mn. Fnsine Wnrks Co.. Rrantfoid. Ont
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal. Que.

BELTTNG. RALATA
D. K. MacLaren. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
F~1»r«l Ft>irinoi>"nff r-o Tnrmito. Ont
Victor Balata & Textile Belting Co.. Boston, Mass.
BEL-nNG. CHAIN
Can. f/inlr-BpIt Co . Toronto. Ont
Jeffn-T Mfg. Co.. Montreal Canada.

BELTING. SILENT CHAIN
Morse Chain Co.. Ttlifea, N.T.
BELTING. CONVEYOR
Can. Consol. Rubber Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

BEL-nNG. LINK
Graton & Knieht Mfg. Co., Montreal.
W«t»rmn Entrin* Wnrks Co., Brantfoid. Ont

BELTING. LEATHER
Bond Engineering Worrks, Toronto. Ont
Canadian F«ii1iank«-Mor«e Co., Ltd.. Montieal.
Oarlock Pactrine Co.. TTaminon. Ont
Oraton * Knight Mfg. Ca.. Montreal.
D. K MoT,«ren Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING. RTTBBrR
Can. TT. W JnTina-Manrflle Co.. Toronto. Ont
r«n rr^.r,}. R.vKs„, rv,.. tm.. Montreal.
DiinloT) Tire tc Rii'hher Oo., Toronto.
Qutta P<-rciha & Rubber Limited, Toronta
D. It. MaeLsren. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

WiJMflms Mao^iiTiPTv fV.. A. R.. Toronto.
BELTTVG. STTTCHED COTTON TltJCK

T>„.„«„lnn R»U!nr On . TTamtllnn Ont
wUManiR Maoliln«^ Oo.. A. R., Toronto.
Vict»r Balata & Textile Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

BELTING, STITCHED COTTON
D, K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

BELTING, SOLID WOVEN
D, K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Federal Engmeering Co., Toronto, Ont

BIBS, COMPRESSION
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.

BINS. COAL, COKE .VND ORE
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Mackinnon Steel Co-, Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wateroun Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

BLOWERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian Fairt>anks-Morse Co., Led. Monireal
Oarling Turbine Blower Co., Worcester, Mass.
Ooppua Eng. & Equip. Co., Worcester, Mass.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
.MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
E. J. Philip & Sons. Toronto.
SturteTant Co., B. F.. Toronto, Can.

BLOWERS, CENTRIFVTGAL
The Masom Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Goppus Eng. & Equipt. Co., Worcester, Mass.
Sh-utevant Co., B. F., Toronto, Can.

BLOWERS, FANS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Coppus Eng. & Eauipt Co., Worcester, Mass.
Stiirtevant Co., B. F., Toronto, Can.
BLOWERS, FORCED DRAFT
Coppus Eug. & Equipt Co.. Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS. MECHANICAL SOOT
Diamond Specialty Co., Windsor, Ont
BLOWERS, POWER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppu.? Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.
SturteYaut Co., B. F., Toronto, Can.
BOILER BAFFLE WALLS
Jointleas Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

BLOWERS, TURBINES
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co.. Worcester, Mass.
Stiirtevant Co.. B. F., Toronto, Can.

BOILER BREECHINGS
Hamiltoai Co., Wm., Peterboro, Ont.
BOILER COVERING
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.

BOILER COMPOUNDS
Beveridee Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toronto, Ont
Metlskin Mfg. Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Shell- Bar. Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

BOILER FRONTS
Victoria Foundry Co. Ltd., Ottamu

BOILER SKIMMERS
Yarnnll-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. IM., Montreal.
n**fpndpr Automntic R.ee"lator f^o.. ^t. T,ouis. Mo.
MoDoroyugh. J., 323 Markham St. Toronto.
BOILER COMPOUND FEEDERS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Liinkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.

bo;lfr FFEn pttmps
The Mason Relator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Stean Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Mich.
Boring Hvdraiilie * Eng. Co.. Ltyl . Lindsay, rint.
Coppus T?ne. & Equipment Co.. WoroeetOT. Mass.
Can. Allls-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Canadian FalrOianks-'Morw Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Steam RoHer Eqnlrvment Co.. Toronto, Ont.
narline Rnw.. T.td,. Montreal. Que.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Oalt
Laurie A Lamb. Montreal.
Wmart-T'i'Tier XfarMne Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

botlfr pttttnrs
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London, Ont

BOILER FEED REGULATORS
Canadian Fairhank«JMor>e Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd.. Hontreal, Que.
Mavm Regulator * Engineering Co., Montreal.

BOTI ER MOTTVTTNGS
Babcock Sc Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian F«lrbank!«-Mor«e Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Ltd.. Montreal. One.
Bmpirs Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
G«ldle & McCullodh Co.. Oalt
Inirtis Co.. The John. Toronto, Ont
Lnnkenhelmer Co.. Cincinnati, O.
Ma«rvn Ttepiilatnr A VMglneerinff Co.. Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Bra.'w Mfe. Co.. Toronto.

BOTT.FR PRFSERVATTVES
.Tobn*-Pratt Co.. The. Hartford. Conn.
Me««Hn Co.. Inc.. Rochester. V.T.

BOTT.FR TTOTTSP; ACC1?SSOT?TES
BabeoA Sc Wilcor. Ltd. Montreal.
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Deffflder Automatic Regulator Co.. St. Louis, Mo.
Green's l^ronomlwr. Ltd.. Toronto.
Ma»on RegTilator Si Enrlneertng Co.. Montreal.
TarnaTI-WariuB Co.. PhlladelTihla, Pa.

BOILER SRAM PROTECTOR
National Boiler Seam Protector Co., Hontnal.

1^

BOILER SETTINGS
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal.
Betson Plastic Fire Brick Co., Rome, N.Y.
Gates Refractories, Limited, Montreal,
Jointleu Fire Brick Co., Chicago, IlL

BOILERS. HORIZONTAL, KKTURN,
TUBULAR AND WATERTUBE
Tbe Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Baboook & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto,
Ooldie & MoCulloch Co., Oalt
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
IncAia Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Engineering and Machine Works ol Canada, Ltd..

St Catharine*. Unt.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
Ladd. The Geo. T., Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Leonaid & Sons, Ltd., E., London, Ont
MacGovem & Co.. Inc., Montreal, Que.
McAri,tiT. T., & Sons, I/td.. St John, N.B.
Waterous Engine Worts Co.. Brantford, Ont
WiMiamfi Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto,

BOILERS, MARINE, LOCOMOTIVE
AND VERTICAL
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
In^is Co.. The John, Toronto. Ont
Leonaid & Sons, Ltd,, E., London, Ont
Engineering and Maohine Works of Canada, Ltd.,

St Catharines, Ont
Montreal General Tool Co., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford, Ont

BOXES, FUSE AND METER
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

BRASS GOODS
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Empire Mfg. Co., London, Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
BRASS FOUNDERS
McArity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerville, Ont
Mueller Mfg. Co., H.. Samia, Ont
PenberthT Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

BRASS SHEETS AND TUBES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont

BRINE COOLERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.

York Manvifacturing Co., York, Pa.

BRINE TANKS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Oo., Pa,
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Waterous Ehigine Works Co., Brantford, Ont
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

BUCKETS, ELEVATOR
Can. Link-Belt Co . Toronto. Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.

BUSHINGS
Steel Mill Packing Co.. Windsor. Ont
Can T/iuk-Belt Co.. Toronto, Onu

BUSHINGS. BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont,
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville. Ont
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Saimla.

CALOFIFIERS
Royles. Ltd.. Irlam, Manchester, Bngland.

CALORIMETERS
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.T.
Tavlor In.stniment Co.. Rochester, N.T

CANS, OILY WASTE
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Oo., Iwonto.

CANNERS' CONVEYORS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.
Can. T/iuk-RpU Co.. Toronto. Dnt.

CAR LOADERS AND UNLOADERS
Portable Machinery Co.. Inc., Passaic, N.J.

CAST IRON FITTINGS
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville. Ont
Liinkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
McAvltv T.. * Sons, Ltd.. St John. N.B.

CASTINGS. ALLOY
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont
Kerr Eneine Co.. Walkerville. Ont.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. Sarma.

CASTINGS. BRASS AND IRON
Boring Hydraulic * Eng. Co.

. Ltd., Lindsay, Oat
C«%l<Hc ft MeCuIloch Co.. Oalt
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerrille. Ont
Liinkenheimer Co.. CinrtnnsM. O.
Leonard & Sons. Ltd., E., London, Ont.
Mc^Tltv T.. * 9nn«. T,M St lohn, N.B.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London. Ont,
Miien»r Mfg. Co.. H., Samis Ont
Victoria PoundTj Oo, Ltd., Ottawa.
TT'^tom'i. Vjyffinp WorV« Cn P*-«ntford, Ont
Wll'xm MTg. Co.. .T. C. Beaierllto.

CASTINGS, GREY IRON
NorwaJk Iron Works. South Norwalk, Ooon,
CELLAR DRAINERS
Morrison Rrav Mfg. !!Jo. . .Tame*. Tnranto, Out
Mueller Mfg. Co.. W.. Samla. Ont

CEMENT HAKDNER A WATBRPKOOm
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Qoe.
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CEMENT. HIGH TEMPERATURE
Bererids* faper Co., Monlreal.
Shell Bar Uoico S'^pply, l.tcl., Toronto.
Oat«8 Uefra^^cones, Ldimted, Montreal.
U-reen'a tM\m\jui:ii*iT, L.U1.. Toronto.
Btandard Mach. & Supplies, Ltd., Jloutreal, P.Q.
CEMtiNT UaNDLIHU MACULNEKY
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. LinK-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont,

CEMENT MACHINERi;
Canadian Fairbanks-Morae Co., Ltd. MontieaL

Canadian Allia-OhaJmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Waterous Engine Works \jo., Braotlord, Ont

CEMENT, INSULATING, REFRACTORY
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toroato.

CHAINS, AGRICULTURAL
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, AUTOMOBILE ENGINE
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, BICYCLE
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, BLOCK
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
CHAIN DRIVES

Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Coventry Chain Co., Ooventrr, England.
Jeffrey Mtg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Morse Chain Co., Ithaca, N. i

CHAINS, FOR ELEVATORS AND CONVEY-
ORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
CHAIN, MALLEABLE, DETACHABLE AND
RIVETED
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

CHAINS, POWER TRANSMISSION
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, SILENT
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y

CHAINS, SPROCKET WHEEL
Morse Cbain Co., Ithica, .N.Y.

CHAIN WHEELS
^e Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., N ocotord, Man.

CHIMNEYS, RADIAL BRICK
Orwn'.s Kconomiser. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Ledtdh Co., A. S., Toronto.
CHIMNEYS, STEEL
Babcock & VVilcoi. Ltd. Montreal
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

CIRCULATING SYSTEMS (LUBRICATING
OIL)

fl. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
CLAMPS, PIPE-JOINT

Yai-nall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, P«.
CHUTES, COAL

Mackinnon Stppl Pr, Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
CLAMPS, MACHINISTS
J. H. WiUiams & Co., Brooklyu, N.Y.
CLEANERS, BOILER TUBE
Bajbcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Jlontreal, Que.
Can. H. W. lohn.i-.VIanville Co., Toronto,
Cole Ltd.. Gfo. W., Toronto.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Frank Oilman, Birmingham, Eng.
Oarlock Pflcking Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Green's Economi.ser, Ltd., Toronto.
Pilley Packing & Flue Brush Mfg. Co., M.
Louis. Mo.

Tamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
CLOCKS
American Steam Gauge & Valre Ulg. Co., Boe
ton. Mass.

CLOSETS
Umpire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Mueller Mfg. Co., B., Bamia. Ont

CLUTCHES
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont
Goldle & .McOullooh Co.. Gait
Waterous Elngine Works Co., Brant/ord, Ont

COAL
Dom. Coa.1 Co.. Montreal.

COAL AND ASH CO^•'EYOR8
Ba'bcook St Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Jeffrey Maniifaeturing Co., U'>Qtrett.
Watero\t« Engine W -ka Oo. . Brantford. Ont

COAL HANDMNG MACHINERY
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Out
Green's 'Economispr. Lt<l., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Mannfactiiring Co.. Montreal.
MacGorem * Co., Inc., Montreal, Qvn.
PortaUt Uaefalnery Co., Inc., Paasalc, N.J.
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., S^ei<br(>eln, Que.
Wateroii!< Flnarine Wnrka Co., BrmBtfonl, Ont

COAL HOLE COVERS
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

COILS
Frick Co.. Wnrrtn&mm. Franklin 0».. Pa.
Jas. Morrison Bra-is Mfg. Co., Toronto.
York MxntrfnM'i'inr Co.. York, Pa.

COLD STORAGE INSULATION
Armstrong Cork * Insulation Co.. Montreal, Que.
BereridiTp Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
COLD STORAGE DOORS AND WINDOWS
.Tumi."- n-'i qtf—— rt^nr Cr,

, Hagentown. Md.
COMBUSTION, SCHOOL OF

Hav.'i .Srilif>r>l of C«nrm»in.<5tioni, Ohaoago.
COMPRESSORS. AIR
American .Iteum Pump Co.. Battle Greek, Mich.
Can. Allls-Chambers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
'Canadian Falrtianks-Morae Co., Ltd., Montreal.
©arllng Bro« , Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Inglls Co., The John. Toronto. Ont
iLanrie A L«nVh, Montreal
MaeGoTem & C«., Inc.. Montreal, Que.
iNV>rwalk Iron W^ks, South Norwalk. Conn.
It«jle>, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., H«m11ton.
TutW in'ti-inriPTit Co., Rochester, NY.
WilWnms \fi\<>hlnery Co., A. U., Toronto.

COMPRESSORS. GAS
Nomrailk Iron Works, South NorwaJk, Oonn.

CONDENSERS
Alberger Healer Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
American titeam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Bonng Hydraulic & JCng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. Uni.
Can. AlUs-Cfaambers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
DarUng Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Ooldie & McCulloch Co., Qalt
Laune & Lamb, MontreaL
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que,
Waterous Engine Works Co., Bii.ntford.

CONDENSERS, AMMONIA AND STEAM
Fnck Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufactujing Co., York, Pa.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Laurie & Lamb, MontreaL
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.
CONDUITS
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont.
CONDENSA'nON RECEIVER
Tbe Masco Be«ulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto.
CONDENSER AND SMOKESTACK PAINTS
Beveridge Paper Co., MontreaL Que.

CONNECTIONS, FLANGED
Jefferaon Union Co., lexrngton, Maso.
Dart Union Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont

CONNECTING RODS
J. H, Wflliama & Co., Brooklyn, N,Y.
CONTRACTORS' STRUCTURAL STEEL
Canadian Faii*>anks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
MacKinnon Steel Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Baboock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian FairbanksJMorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.
COOLER DOORS
Jftmiflon Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstoira, Md.

COPPER TUBE
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London, Ont

CORK INSULATION
AiTOstrong Cork & In.sulation Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
COTTON HOSE
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Onit.

COUNTERS
American Steam Gauge * Valve Mfg. Co., Boa-

ton. Ma-'s.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

COUPLINGS
Bovine Hydraulic A Ene. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Darling Brothera, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Jeffrey Manufactnrlng C«., Montreal,
McAvitT * Sone. T.. St. John, N.B.
COUPLING. FRICTION
Can. Tjink-Relt Co

. Tortmto. Ont.
COUPLINGS. BOILER, FLANGED PIPE,
JOINT PIPE. UNION, STEAM PIPE
.Teffetwm Union Co., Lexinirton. Mass.
Dart Union Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

COUPLINGS. SHAFT
GoMIe A McCnllo<-h Co., Qalt

TRANKS. AM, KINDS
Canadian AJlis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Baboock & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Smart-Tomer Marhine Co., Ltd.. HamlltoB.
CRANES, ELECTRIC
Babcock A Wlleox. Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Top»nto, Ont
Hroart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamfltoo.
CRANES. GANTRY
run Link-F*lt Co., Toronto. Ont
.MapKinnon Sh?«l Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
CRANES. HAND POWER
Babcock A Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boving Hydraulic A Eng., Ca, Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont
Frlck Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., HamDton.
CRANES. LOCOMOTIVE
Can Tvlnk-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont

CRANES, OVERHEAD TRAVELLING
Babcock A Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Boving Hydraulic A Eos.. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Ont.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
fhnsrt-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd., HamOtm.
CRANES, POST JIB
Rahcook A Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.

CRANES. PORTABLE
Can T/lnk-'R'lt Co., Toronto. Ont

CRANES. SWING JIB
Riih^viclr A Wiloox, Ltd., Mootreal.

CRANES. WALL
Bahcnrk A Wlloor. T/td.. Montreal.
CRANK AND CROSSHEAD PIN OILERS

T/iiTiirPTihplTner Pa., Cincinnati, O.
CRANK SVTAFTS

J. H. Wmiamj A Ox, Brooklyn, N.Y.
CRIMPS. I.EATHFR
Omtrm A Knieht Mfi. Co.. Montreal.
CRUSHING MACHINERY
Canadian AlHs-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto.
.TeffrPT Mfir. Co., Momtreal. Canada.
Cunjidlun Fult^vank^-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

CTTRR PUMPS fOIL AND GASOLINE)
8. F. Bowser Company. Limited, Toront*, Ont
CYLINDER OIL
E TT KMlnw A Co.. New York.
D4MPrR RPGTTI.ATORS
IVfender AntomsHc RpBiilator Oo., St Louis. .Mn.

The Mason Beimlator A Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock A Wllcnr. Ltd.. Montreal.
Parltng Bros.. I/d., Montreal. Que.
P'Ente C^. . JuMan. Bo«ton. Mas.'.

Mason Reculatnr Co.. Boston, Mass.
Js«. Morrison Brass Mfg. Oo.. Toronto.

DISCS. FIBRE
Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartford. Oonn.

DISCS, LEATHER
Oralton A Knight Mfy. Co., Montreal.

DISTILLING APPARATUS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Fnck Co., Wa>aestH>ro, FraakUn Oo., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pv

DOORS, COLD STORAGE AND FREEZER
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., HagerstoWB, 114.
DOUBLE PIPE CONDENSERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.
DRAFT APPARATUS SYSTEMS.
MECHANICAL
The Mason Regulata A Eng. Co., Ltd., Mgntraal
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.
DRAFT RECORDERS
Jas W. Hays Corp., .Michigan City, Ind.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Loula, Mo.
DRAFT GAUGES
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Loula, Mo.

DRIVES. CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

DROP-FORGINGS
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
DRYING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., MontreaL
DRY CLEANING SYSTEMS
8. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Torottto, On*

DYNAMOS
Canadian FairbankS'Motse Co., Ltd.. MoDtreaL
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
EFFICIENCY ENGINEERING
MacKinnon Steel Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
ECONOMIZERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
EJECTORS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronta.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

EJECTORS AND SYPHONS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES AND
MACHINERY
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks^Mo^se Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Economy Fuse A Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.
MacGovem A Co.. Ina. Mootreal. Qne.
MacGovem & Co.. Inc.. New York.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont
Can. H. W. John^OJanville Co., Toronto, Ont
ELEVATORS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Qna.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

ELEVATING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., MontreaL
Beveridge Par>er Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Qna.
Ooldie A McCulloch Co.. Gait
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Wateroiw Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

ELEVATORS AND BUCKETS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co.. TAronto. Ont.
-MacKiiiTicn Steel Co., Sherbrooke. Q\ie.

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont

ENAMELWARE
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Samia. Ont

ENAMELWARE FITTINGS. IRON PIPE
Empire Mfg Co.. Ltd.. London, Ont

ENDS. ROD AND YOKE
J. H. Wflllamfl A Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
ENGINEERS' SUPPLIES
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto. Ont
C<Je. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerville. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co.. Clnclnnatt. O.

Penberthy Injed or Co., Windsor. Ont
.!«» Ntorrison Braw Mft Co Tomoto.

ENGINES, AUTOMA-nC AND DROP
VALVE
Frick Co., Wayne«J>oro. Franklin Oo., Pa.
Waterous Engine Worka Co.. Brantfort. _
ENGINES, CORLISS AND ROCKING VALVB
Frirk Co., Wavneeboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Goldie A MoCulloch Co.. Gait.

Green's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..

St. Catharines. Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES. DIESEL
Can Allls-Phal'nsm. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
ENGINES. GAS AND GASOLINE
Boving Hydraulic A Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Oct
Laurie A LsmS. Montreal.
MacGnvem A Co.. Inc.. Montreal, Qne.
Lponanl A Sons. Ltd., E., U>ndon. Ont

ENGINES. GASOMN*- STATtONART
Steriing Engine Co.. Buffalo. N T.
LortKinl & Smis, Ltd . E.. lA^ndvm. Ont.

ENGINES: GASOLINE FOR PUMP AND
EMERGENCY GENERATOR. DRIVES
Sterling Engine Co.. BnffaJo. N.Y.
Lcmnnl .V S..ii..i. Ltd.. E. .

Ixvildon, Ont
ENGINES. STEAM
The Masco Regulator A Eng. Co.. l*n.. Msnusal.

Can Allis-Hialmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Ooldie A McCulloeh Co.. Gait
Inglis Co.. The John. Toronto. Ont
Laurie A Lamb. Montreal.
MacGovem A Co.. Tnt. MnotrMl. Qna.

SHirtcvaut Co.. U. F, Torxmto (an
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RalphConnor
On ''J he New Canada and Its Needs

'

RALPH CONNOR, the famous Canadian novelist, who served for several years at the front
and saw the war from many angles, is convinced that Canada must be prepared to make
important changes if she is to profit by the lessons of the war. He has written a series

of articles embodying his views and calling vigorously on patriotic Canadians to awake to

the needs of the hour. The articles, which deal with economic, social and Imperial topics,

were written for MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE and the first appears in the November issue,

under the title: "The New Canada and Its Needs."

Every Mother Who Lost a Son at the Front
will read with deepest feeling Nellie McClung's wonderful story, "Men and Money," which
also appears in November MACLEAN'S. Mrs. McClung wrote this story with a purpose

—

to show the ease with which the world forgets the contribution these mothers made. But
it is also a very fine story—real, human and gripping.

"The Idle Hands at Ottawa"
By J. K. MUNRO

The recent session of the Dominion House was in many respects an idle one. There was not
a great deal done, so the members had a lot o f time to stir up things, and the result was some
hugely interesting political situations. All of which J. K. Munro tells about in his usual un-
sparing and tersely humorous way.

Remarkable Features of a Remarkable Number
The November MACLEAN'S is cram full of other big features—famous writers on vital subjects and everything
Canadian. Look over this list:

Baroness Orczy.—The author of "The Scarlet Pimpernel,"
best seller of best sellers, is represented by a serial
story, "His Majesty's Well Beloved."

Robert W. Service.—The great poet of the Yukon and the
battlefront contributes a strong poem, "The Outlaw."

Basil King.—This great novelist who lives abroad con-
tributes an interesting discussion on "Why I Remain
a Canadian."

Janey Canuck.—An article on Mrs. Murphy's experiences
as the first woman magistrate in the whole of Canada.

Camilla Kenyon.—A new novelist who promises to become
a great favorite, tells a humorous story of adventure,
and treasure, "Spanish Doubloons."

Stephen Leacock.—A humorous sketch entitled, "My Memor-
ies and Miseries as a School Master."

"Two Men and an Idea That Grew and Grew and Grew."

—

By Charles Christopher Jenkins.—A sketch of two re-
markable and practically unknown Western Million-
aires.

"A Little Bit of Chicken Feed."—By Allen C. Shore. A
bright story combining love and business themes.

"The Rainbow Death,"—By Madge Macbeth. An intensely
interesting detective story.

"The Search for Missing Men."—By Gertrude Arnold. An
article on hospital experiences at the front by a young
Canadian V.A.D.

MACLEAN'S will be Twice -A - Month
starting: February 1st, next year. An important point to remember. If you want to keep up with things nation-
ally Canadian, you'll have to get the MACLEAN'S Twice- A-Month habit.

Over 70,000 Canadian Families Buy

CANADA'S NATIONAL MAGAZINE "

NOVEMBER ISSUE Now On Sale O/)
At All News Dealers ^UC

If there are no newsdealers in your town, of if your newsdealer cannot supply vou, send 20 cents far a sample copy
or $2.00 for a whole year's subscription to MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE, 14.3-153 University Avenue, Toronto, Canada
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Wailams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.
VVaUrous Kugine Woriis Co., Itrauuord,

ENGINES, HOISTING, LOGGING, CABLE-
WAY
Can. AUis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, OnU

ENGINES, MARINE
Canadian Faubanks^Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto,
(iioldie & .UcCidlooli Co., Gait.
Montreal (.General Tool Co., Montreal, Que.
ENGINES, SAW MILL
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd.,
St. Catharines, Ont.

Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., BranWord.

ENGINES, SINGLE COMPOUND AND
TRIfLE EXPANSION
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.,
Qoldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Branttord.
fjturtevant Co., B. F., Toronto, Can.
ENGINES, VERTICAL
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
Sturtevant Co., B. F., Toronto, Can.
ENGINEERING BOOKS
MaeLean Publishing Co., Toronto.
EXHAUSTERS
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.
EXHAUST HEADS
Dailiug Biua., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Franklin Williams Co.. New York.
Watson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

EXPANSION JOINTS
Alhereer Heater Co.. Buffalo, N.Y.
Americaai Distmot Steam Co., North Tonawanda,
N.Y.

Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
AIcAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Williams Machin«ry Co.. A. R. , Toronto.

EYE BOLTS
J. H. WlUiams & Co., Brooklyn, N.T.
FANS, VENTILATING
The MasoQ Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal,
Coppus Engr. & Equip. Co.. Worcester, Maae
Green's Economiser. Ltd.. "Toronto.
Sturtevant Co., B. F., Toronto, Can.
PEED WATER HEATERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Baboock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. AllisJChalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc.. Hartford, Conn.

<i Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

FEED WATER PURIFIERS
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Tamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

FEED WATER REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co.,
Boston, Mass.

Chaplin, Fulton Mfg. Co., Pitt^urgh, Pa,
Beveridge 'Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que,
Green's Economizer. Ltd.. Toronto.
Laurie & Lamb. Alontreal.
B. J. Philip & Son.s. Toronto.

FIBRE, VULCANIZED
Beveridge Paper Co.,' Montreal, Que.
FILTERS
8. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
Laurie & h&mh. Montreal.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsbiirg, Pa.

FILTERS, WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Frlck Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
E. J. Philip & Sons. Toronto.
Soaife & Sons. Wm. B.. Pittsburgh , Pa.
York Mfg. Co.. York. Po.

FILLING STATION EQUIPMENT
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal
8. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
FILTERING AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS
S. P. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Onit
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons C-n.. IMttsburg, Pa.
FIREBRICK—JOINTLESS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, 'Ltd., Toronto,
Beveridcp Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

FIRE BRICK
Jointleaa Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FIRE BRICK, PLASTIC
Gates Refractories, Limited. Montreal.
Botson Plastic Fire Brick Co., Rome, N.Y.

FIRE BRICK MORTAR
JolnUcss Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FIRE BRICK CEMENT
Jotntleas Fire Brick Co.. Chicago. 111.

FIREPROOF COLD STORAGE DOORS
AND WINDOWS
.T«mI«on Cold Sliorage Door Co.. Hagerstown. Md.

FIT-nNGS, AIR, AUTOMOBILE. GAS,
HYDRAULIC. PIPE. PIPE FLANGED.
SCREWED PIPE, STEAM
.Tefferson Union Co.. Lexington. Masa.
Dart tindon Co., Ltd,, Toronto. Ont
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Samia, Ont

FITTINGS. MARINE
Eknjylre Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
JUB. Morrison Bnuw Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
FLANGED STEAM FITTINGS
Direct Separator Co.. Syracnse. N.T.
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerville. Ont.

iSloATlty, T„ ft Sons, W., St Jolu^, ILB.

FLANGES
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Jetlerson Union Co., Lexmgton, Mass.
.-^err l!:neine <>o. . WalkerviUe, Ont.

FLOW METERS
Republic Flow Mftera Co., Toronto.
LuuKeuUeuuer Co.. Cmcmnati. O.
-MoAviiy. T., & Sons, Lt4., St John, N.B.
FLOORING COMPOSITION
Ai-mstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-ManvUle Co., Toronto, Ont

FLUE GAS COLLECTORS
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

FLUE CLEANERS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto,
Babcock & Wilcox, Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Pilley Packing and Flue Brush Mfg. G»., Si

Louis, Mo.
FLUE GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Gree'. 3 Economiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

The Jos. ~W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

Schaetter & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.I
Uehling Instrument Co.. New York.
Penberthy Injecto' Co.. Windsor. Ont

FLUES, GAS AND SMOKE
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

FLUMES, STEEL
BoTing Hydraulic & Blng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que,
Wm. B. .Scaife & Sons Co., Pitt.sburg, Pa.
Wilson Mfg, Co., J. C, BelleTille.

FREEZER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co.. Hageretown. Md

FRICTION LEATHERS
Oraton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

FUEL AND OIL PUMPS AND
MEASURING SYSTEMS
Imperial Oil. Ltd.. Toronto.
Bowser Co.. S. F. . Toronto. Ont
FUEL OIL SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. On*
FURNACE LINING
Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FURNACES, BOILER
Ernest Bemetz, Inc., Bosrton-

Gates Refractories, Limited, Montreal.
rirppn'.s F,connmi>;f r, T.t/i.. Toronto.

FURNACE DOOR ARCH
Jointless Fire Brick Co,, Chicago, 111.

FURNACES, SMOKELESS
Pabcock & Wilcox. Montreal.
.1 .^es Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
Murphv Iron Works. Detroit, .Mich.

Sanford Rilev Stoker Co,. Worcester, Mass.
FURNACE GRATE BARS
The Mason Resrulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., MoDtreel.
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto,
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
FUSES
Pan. H, W, Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto. On<
Ecnnmny Fn.'p & Mfg. Co. of Canada, Montreal
Jnhn^-Pratt Co.. The. Hurtfnrd. Crmn.

GAS ANALYSIS INSTRTTMFNTS. ETC.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co.. St Loula, Mo.
Green s Keonomiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Penberthy Inieotor Co., Windsor. Ont.
Schaeffer & Budenberjr Mfg. Co.. BrooHyn, N.T
T^eblinp Tnitrnmen'* Co.. Vew York, V.T.
E. J. Philip A Sons, Toronto, Ont

GASKETS. RUBBER. ASBESTOS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto,
Can. n. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto, Ont
DnrablH Mfg, Co.. New York. N.Y.
Frick Co.. Wayne.<iboro. Franklin Co., Pa.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Johns-Pratt Co,, The. Hartforil. Corm.
Sarcn Co.. Inc.. New York. N T.

GASKETS. LEAD, COPPER AND LEATHER
Graton * Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal. 0"e
Shell Bar Boico Supplv Co.. Toronto. Ont
"Jnrco Co.. Inc . New York, N.Y.

GAS ANALZERS CO-2
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

GAS PRODUCER PLANTS
Can. Allls-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fairhank«-Mor<ie Co.. Ltd.. Montreal
Laurie A- Lamb. Montreal.

GASOLINE METERS
S. F. Bowser Oompanv. Limited. Toronto. Ont
GASOLINE PUMPS. SELF MEASURING
S. F. Bowser Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
GASOLINE TANKS
S. P. Bowser Co.. Ltd.. Toronto.
Imperial Oil. Ltd. Toronto.
^^acK^^T^rm Steel On.. SbeH)roryke, Que.

GATES. HEAD AND WASTE
J. C. Wilson Mfg. Co., Belleville, Ont
GAUGE COCKS
•nie Ma.>ion Regulator * Eng. Co.. Ltd., Momtreol.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co.. St Louis. Mo.
Canadian Fairbank.«»-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. 0.
McAvitv. T.. * Sons. T.M.. St. t"hn \ R.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthv Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont
W. J Wall. Montreal.

GATTGFS. AMMONIA. OIL. GAS, AIR
Hie Mason Regulator & Eng. Oo. . Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Gauge * Valve Mfg. Co.. Bo»
ton Mass.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
T.-bneffer S- Bnflenhertr Mfg. Co.. Brooklvn, N.T

GAUGE, RECORDING
Defender Automatic Regulator Co.. St. Louis. Mo.
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont
Jas. Morrison Bra.sa Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

GAUGES, PRESSURE. VACUUM. DRAFT
A'^JD nFCORDING. AND MICROMETER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Mf>ntr»><i!.

Defender Automatic Regulator Oo., 8t Louis, Ma
Babcock & Wilcox, Montrerl.
Gre<>n'a F/Conomi.ser. Ltd.. Toronto.

Tb» Jos, W. iH»yB Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. 0.
ocudeitei & BuaeiibciK iViig, Go,, Brooklyn,
Taylor inatnunent Co., Koohesier, J>.1.

ucuung liistrumeaL Co., .New lura,

GAUGES, WATER
KabcocK & VVUcoi, MontreaL
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Ma
Jenkins B^os,, Ltd., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincmnatl, O.
McAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., TorMito.
fenl>ei-uij Injector Co., Wmdsor, UBU
Schaetter & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.X.

GEARS. COMPENSATING
tjiiAltS, FIBRE CUT
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

GEARS, CUT, WORM, MORTISE
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, Belleville.

GENERATORS, STEAM TUKBO
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Out
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.

GENERATORS AND CONVERTORS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Sturtevant Co., Ltd., B. F., Gait, Onit

GLOVES, WORKING
B, G. Long & Co., Toronto, Ctat
GOVERNORS, ENGINE "

Escher Wyss & Co., Montreal, Qua.
Mo.\vity, T., & Sons. Ltd.. St John. N.B.
Pickering Governor Co.. Portland. Ooim.

-trrous Kneme Works Co. BraBiinni.
WUliams MachineiT Ct>., A. R., Toronto.

GOVERNORS, WATER WHEEL
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, BelleTille.

GRATES. DUMPING, ROCKING,
STATIONARY
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
Hancock & Wilcox, MontreaL
Carling Turbme Blower Co., Worcester, Mass.
Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co.. Toronto, unt
GoMie & .McCulloch Co.. Gait
Leonard & Sons., E., London, Ont
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal
"Shell-Bar. Boico Snnplv. Ltd Toronte, Ont
Victoria Foundry Oo, Ltd., Ottawa.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfard.

GRAVITY CARRIERS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

GREASE CITPS
Detroit Luhricator Co., Walkerrffla.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McArity. T., & Sots, Ltd., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injc^ctor Co.. Windsor, Ont

GREASE AND OIL EXTRACTORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Oo., Ltd., MootrwU
American Steam Gauge ft Valve Mfg. Oo., Boa
toD, Maaa.

Laurie & Utunb, Montreal.
GREASES
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Mootreal.

GAUGES. DRAFT
Jas W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

GAUGE COCKS, STANDARD AND EXTRA
HEAVY
Jaa. Morrison Brass Hfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Inlector Co.. Windsor. Ont

HAND LEATHERS OR PADS
Oraton ft Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal

HAND PUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINEi
S. P. Bowser Companv. Limited. Toronto. Ont

HANDLES. CRANK. MACHINE
J. H. WilUams & Oa, Brooklyn, N.T.
HANGERS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Ooldle ft MoOullnch Co.. Oalt
W»teroir" Enrine Works Pn. Funtford.
Wilson Mfg. Co.. J. C, Benevaie
HEATERS
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal
Anwrger Heater Co.. Buffalo. NT
Babcock ft Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Ooldle ft MoCuHoch Co.. Oalt
Lanrie ft Lamb Montreal
Rovles. Ltd.. Irlam. Manchester. I!ng1and.
McAvIty ft Sons. T St .lohn N B
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

HEATERS. EXHAUST STEAM
The Ma.<vYn Recniatnr ,t Eng On

, LM Montreal
Can. Allls-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
HEATERS. METERING
Can. Allls-Chalmers. Ltd , Toronto. Ont.
Yarnall-'Warine Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

H'="ATTNG EQUIPMENT
Empire Mfg. Co . Ltd.. London. Ont.

HOISTS. ELECTRIC
Can Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont

HOIST HOOKS
J. H. WUliams A Co.. Brooklyn. N.T.

HOISTING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
Palbcock ft Wilcox, Ltd., MontreaL
Can, l/ink-Bclt On ,

Tnrnntn (>nl.

TefTrey Nffg. Co., Columbus. Ohio.
MacGovem ft Co.. Inc., Montreal. Qne.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford

HOSE. STEAM. SUCTION AND WATER
Can. Fn'rhfinVs-Mnrsp C<i . I.f1 . Montreal. Que.
Dunlop Tire ft Rubber Co.. Toronto.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. On*
Gutta Pnyhs ft Rubber Limited. Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co . Ltd.. London. Ont

HOT WATER GENERATORS
The Ma.son Regulator ft Eng. Co., LM., Montrtal
Prntt ft Cady Co . Inc. Hartford. Conn.

HYDRANTS
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerrflle, Ont
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Let the C.A.S.E. Smooth Out

Your Load Curve

USELESS WOI^K

ADVANCEMENT

Remove The Peaks of Worry And Unproductive Labor And
Build Up The Valleys By Working For

Your Advancement

A man who is thoroughly grounded in the practice of his profession, who is free from
personal worry and trouble, overcomes the many difficulties besetting the path of

the operating engineer with little labor and in a manner ensuring his advancement.

The successful man owes his success to a wise appreciation of the advantages and
mutual help offered by association with those in the same field of endeavor. To
join an association having for its objectives the welfare of the engineer in things
mental and material, his advancement in knowledge and skill, his protection by pro-
vision for sickness and distress is to take advantage of an opportunity indispensable
to all who hope to better themselves.

If you are interested in such an organization and live where less than
fifteen engineers are located, send for a copy of our constitution and
application blanks for admission to nearest branch lodge. If there are
more than fifteen engineers in your community, get together and send for
particulars regarding formation of a branch lodge.

J. H. HALE, General Secretary,

Canadian Association of Stationary

230 Caroline Street EnginCCrS Hamilton, Ont.

// interested tea?- out this page and place with letters t:t> be answered.
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HYDRAULIC ACCUMULATORS
Saurt-Turner Mtchlne Co.. Ltd., Bamilton.

HYDRAULIC MACHINERY
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Out.
Frick Co., VV«i>iiesboro, Fraaklin Co., Pa.
MaoGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

HYDRAULIC VALVES
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelpbia, Pa.

HYDRAULIC PRESSES
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Out.
Frick Co., WajTiesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Linde Oaniadian Refrigeration Co., i^Ioivtreal

HYDRAULIC POWER EQUIPMENT
Hamilton Co., Wm., Peterboro, Ont.

ICE MAKING MACHINERY
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Momtreal.
Norwalk Iron Works, South Norwal'k, Oonn.
York Mfg. Co., York. Pa.

INGOTS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont

INDICATORS, ELECTRIC—ALL TYPES
.Scliaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklj-n, N.Y.
Uehling Instnunent Co.. New York. N.Y.

INDICATORS, STEAM AND GAS ENGINE
American Siteajn Gaiige & Valve Mfg. Co., Bos-
ton, Mass.

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Oan. H. W. Johns^Manville Co., Toronto, Ont.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Uehling Insrtrmnent Co.. 'New York. N.Y.

INDICATORS—AMMONIA, HYDRAULIC
Can. Detroit Liitirioator Co., Walkerville. Ont.

INDICATORS, SPEED
L. S. Starrett Co., Athol, Mass.

INJECTORS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. .Xllis-nialmere. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Lirakenbeiimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McAvity & Sons. T., St. John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Bra.ss Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injtotor Co., Windsor, Ont.
Williams Maoliineo' Co., A. R., Tnronito.

INJECTORS, AUTOMATIC AND AUTO-
POSITIVE

Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.
INSTRUMENTS, RECORDING

Defender Automatic Regulator Co. , St. Louis, .Mo.
Green's Economi.ser. Ltd., Toronito.
Taylor Instrument Companies, Rochester, N.Y'.
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

INSULATING BRICK
.\ nn.<5t'rong Cork & Insulation Oo.. Montreal, Que.
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. .lohn.s^Manville Co., Toronto, Ont.

INSULATING COMPOUNDS
.Irtlins^Pratit Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

INSULATORS
Beverirlce Paper Co., Ltd.. Jlontreal, Que.
.lohnsjPratt Co., The, Hartfoixl, Conn.

IRON FILLER
Oan. H. W. .Tnhms-.Manville Co.. Toronto, Ont.

KETTLES, STEAM AND GAS
Royles. Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.

KEROSENE PUMPS (SELF MEASURING)
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Out

KEROSENE TANKS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronito.

KNITTED GOODS, WORKING
R. G. Long & Co.. Toronto, Ont.

LACE LEATHERS
G'raton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
Oan. H. W. .Tohns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont.
D. K. LMacLarcn, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

LAMPS, ARC
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co. , Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Oan. H. W. .Tohn^-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont.

LAMPS. INCANDESCENT
Canadian Fairb;iuks-Moise Co., Montreal.
Can. General F.leetrio Co. . Toronto. Out.
Oan. H. W. .Tohns-Manville Co.. T<vonto, Ont.

LAMPS. TUNGSTEN AND NITRO
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto. Ont.

LEATHER STRAPPING
G"-aton & Knisrht Mfg. Co., Montreal.

LINK BELTING
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont.
.Tpffrpv 'Mfe. Co., iMontreal. Canada.

LININGS, FIRE BRICK, STEEL STACK
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

LUBRICATORS
Eni.nirp Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont.
.MiohiiiOTn Lubricator CO.. Detroit. Mich.
,Ias. Monison Brass Mfg. Co . Tonnito.

LUBRICATING OIL FILTERING AND
CIRCULATING SYSTEMS

S. F. Bowser ComT>:inv. Limited, Toi'onto Ont.
LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE SYSTEMS

S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
LUBRICATORS. CYLINDER
CUTTING COMPOUNDS

LTnikenh<'iffner Co.. Cincinnati, O.
I'cTiltiMtliv Inirdtnr Co., \V'in<lsor. Ont.

LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE TANKS
AND PUMPS

.S. F, Bowser f'^>mn;niv. Limiti^l. Toronto. Ont.
LUBRICATORS, FORCE FEED

.leffroy Mfg. Co.. .Montreal, Canada.
Can. Detroit Lnil^ncatoi- Co., Wal'kerville, Ont.
Tiailing Bros., Montreal.
Tyunkeuheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Pcnberthv liricntor Co.. Windsor, Ont.

LUBRICATORS, PLAIN
Lnnkcnlu iuicr Co., Cincinnati, O.
Pi-ubntliv liiiccitor Co.. Windsor, Ont.
WilHnios MjM-liinen' Co.. A. R. . Toronto.

LUBRICATORS, SIGHT FEED AND PLAIN
ENGINE

Penl)erthy Inieotor Co., Windsor, Ont.
MARINE CASTINGS

Emipire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont.

MACHINERY INSULA-HON
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., ^lontreal, .Que.

MACHINERY, MINING (COMPRESSORS)
.NorwalK Iron Works, South Norwalk, Conn.

MACHINERY, TRANSMISSION (POWER)
.\lorse cuain Co.. Ithica, N.Y.

MECHANICAL STOKERS
Babcock & Wilco.K, Ltd., LMontreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toionto.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
M'Urphy Iron Works, Detroit. Mich.
Sanford Biley Stoker. Co., Worcester, Mass.

METERS, AIR
E. J. Pliilip & Sons, Toronto, Ont.

METERS, ELECTRIC
Can. H. W. Joluis-.Manville Co., Toronto, Ont.

METERS, FLOW
Republic Flow Meters Co., Toronto.

METERS, GAS
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont.

METERS, STEAM
American District Steam Co., North Touawania,
N.Y.

The Mason Regulator & Eng. Oo., Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont.
Williams Machinery Co., A. B. , Toronto.

METERS, WATER
Can. AlIis-{ ihalmei-s, Ltd., Toronto, Onit.

Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
.Mc.Vvity & Sons. T., :St. John, N.B.
E. J. Philip & Sons. Tortmto. Ont
Yamall-Waring Co., Philaflelphia, Pa.

MIXING VALVES
.Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Samia. Ont.

MILL AND MINING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., -Montreal.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd..

St Catharine, Ont
Oan. Allis-Ohabners. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Goldic & i.McCulloch Co., Gait.
Wnterous Engine Works Co., Brantfoid.

METER TESTERS
Miull.r -Mfg. Co.. IJ.. .Saniia. Ont.

METERS (OIL, KEROSENE, GASOLINE,
ETC.)

S. F. Bowser Oompaiiy, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

MOTORS
C:anadiiin Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
(^an. (ieneraJ Electric Co., Toronto, Ont.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
MarGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Sturtevanit Co.. Ltd., B. F., Gait, Ont

OFFICE RAILINGS
Jas. .Morrison Bra.ss Mfg. Co., Toronto.

OIL STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTING
SYSTEMS

S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

OIL CUPS
Lunkenluimer Co., (^ncinnati, O.
Jas. Morrison Bra.ss 'Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penbertliv Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

OIL AND GREASE CUPS
Penberlhv Injix;tor Co., Windsor, Ont

OIL METERS
S. F. Bowser Comnanv. Limitel. Toronto, Ont-

OILER, COMPOUND FEEDERS
LunkenlK-imer Co., Cincinnati, O.

OILERS, GAUGE
Lunkcnheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

OIL PUMPS
S. F. Bows, r Ci>mi~anv, Limitefl. Toronto, Ont.

OILERS, MULTIPLE
Can Detroit l.uhrioitor Co.. Walker\ille. Ont.
Limkenhcimer Co.. Cincinn.iti. O.

OIL FILTERS AND CIRCULATING SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited, Toronto, Out.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Jas. Morri.son Bi«ss Mfg. Co., Toronito.

OIL TANKS
>^ F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto. Ont.

OIL SEPARATORS
The .Miuson Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montixal
Balwjck & Wilcox, Lt.l.. Montreal.
Can. .\llis-Ohalmoi-s, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks-.Morse Co., Montreal.
Cole. Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Di'ect .Separator Co.. Syracuse, N.Y'.

Liitoh Co., .\rthur S., Toronto, Ont.
.' is. Morrison Bras* Mfg Co.. Toronto.
'•martT"nieT Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton

OILS, QUENCHING
IuiiM>rial Oil. Ltd.. Toronito.

OI' ING SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto. Ont.
1 unkenhiimer Co.. Cincinnati. 0.

OILS, CYLINDER
l-"i.eri:il <lii I'l Toronto.

OILS. LUBRICATING
K.ll<igg & <'" K. H-. ^'ew Y'ork. N.Y'.

OILS, ENGINE
Imperial (til. Ltd.. Toronto.

ORSAT APPARATUS
Di f,-udrr .\ntomatie Regulator Co., St Louis, .Mo.

OVERALLS
K (i Linig Co. Toronto. Ont.

PACKING. ASBESTOS
GarliH'k Packing C'o. . Hamilton, Ont.
.Trthns-Pratt Co.. The Hartford, Ctonn.

PACKING, ALL KINDS
liailoeli Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Williams .Machinery- Co., A. R., Toronto.

PACKING, ENGINE
Shell Bar Boico -Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
Garlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Johns-Pratt Co . Tlie Hartford. Conn.

PACKING FIBRE
Beveridge Paper ("Vi.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
.I,,,ii„v,_r>nvtt Co . Tile. Hartford, Conn.

PACKING, HYDRAULIC
Sliell Bar Boico Supply, Ud.. Toronto.
Oan. H. W. Johns-Mimville Co.. Toronto, Onl.

Durabla Manufacturing Co.. New York.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont

PACKING, METALLIC
Oan. H. W. Johas-ilanville Co., Toronto, Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
Gurlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Greene, Tweed & Co., New York.
Holmes tMetallic Packing Co., WUkesbarre, Pa.
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor, Ont

PACKING, ROD
SlieU Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto, Ont
G'aiiock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Steel .MUl I'acking Co., Windsor, Ont

PACKING, SHEET
Can. H. \V. Jolms-.Manville Co., Toronto, Ont.
Sliell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
Durabla Manufacturing Co.. New York.
Carlock I'acking Co., Hamilton, Ont
Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

PACKING, AMMONIA, STEAM AND WATER
Can. H. \\. Johns-.Mauville Co., Toronto, Ont.
Curlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont,
Greene, leveed & Co., New York.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor, Ont

PACKING, LEATHER
Garlock I'acking Co., Hamilton, Ont
Gnaton & Knight -Mfg. Co.. Mtaitreal.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Irtd., Toronto.

PACKING, PISTON
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont.
StieU Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

PACKING, RUBBER
Dunlop Tire Ac Rubber Co., Toronto.
Gutta Peroha & Rubber Co.. Limited, Toronto.

PACKING, VALVE STEM
Garlock Packing Co., HamUton. Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Johns-Pratt Co., Tlie, Hartford, Conn.

PAINT, OIL, STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS

S. F. Bowsir Comiiany, Limited, Toronto. Ont.

PAINTS
SlieU Bar Boico .Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.

PAPER, INSULATING, ETC.
Beveridge I'aper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PENSTOCKS
lioving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Out.
.Maei\inu..ii Steel Co.. Sherbrooke, Que.
\xui. i;. S<-aife & Sous Co.. Pittebuig, Pa.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Goldie & McOulloch Oo., Gait
Waierous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

PIPE COILS
Frick Co., Wa>'ncsboro, Pa.
Voik Mfg. Co.. York, Pa.

PIPE COVERINGS, STEAM, BRINE,
AMMONIA AND ICE WATER

.Vnnsiroug Cork *: Insulation Co., Montreal, Que.

PIPE STEEL - ^
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.

PIPE VISES AND CUTTERS
.\rmstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeiwrt, Conn.

PIPE, GAS
Can, AlILs-nialmei-s, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

PIPES, WATER ^
Boving Hvdraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Out.

Wilson Mfg. Co.. J. C.. BeUeviUe.

PIPING AND FITTINGS
Frick Co., Wayncstwro, Franklin Co., Pa.

Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. 0.

.Mc.ivity & Sons, T., St Jciin, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Oa. Togtmto.

York .Mfg. Co.. York, Pa. »
Williams .Machiner> Co.. A. R., Toromlo. t

PIPING, STEAM '

lialicock i>i Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
G<ildio & .Mct^iUoch Co., Gait

PLATE WORK
Goldie &• -McCHiHoch Co.. Gait
Engineering and .Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.

MacKinnon Sieel Co.. Ltd.. Shert>rooke. Que.

Engineering and Madiine Works of Canada. Ltd.,

,St Calliarini*. Ont.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantfoid.

PLUG COCKS ^ „
llom.«tead Valve Mfg. Co., Pittsbuish, Pa.

PLUMBING SUPPLIES
Kinipire .Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Samia, Ont •

Jas Morrison Bra."* 'Mfg. <^>.. Toronto.

POWER HOUSE CONVEYORS •

Can. Liuk lk-It Co.. Toronto. Out
POWER PUMPS (OIL, GASOLINE)

S. F. Bows»r C.unpany. Limited, Toronto, Ont.

POWER PUMPS
, ^ ^ .

American Stea:n Pump Co.. B««tHe Creek, .Mi*,

Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Linteay. Ont
Canadian FairlianksKMorsc Cix. Montreal.

Darling Bros., .Montreal.

Goldie & -McCulIoch CV>.. Gait •

Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc.. Hartford. Coun.
Smart-Turner Machine Ca, Ltd., Hamilton.

Waterous Engine Works Oo.. Brantfoiu.

Cnrlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont.
l.anrie & Limb. Montri'sl.

POWER, TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Bond EuKiiKvring Works, Toronro, Onit.

Boving Ilvdraulie & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindtwy. Ont
Canadian Pairbanks-Morse Co.. -Montreal.

Can. .'Vilis-CHialmers. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.

Goldie * MoCuUodi Co., Gait.

JetTrev .Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.

Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Ltd..

St. CaHiarini>s. Ont
M.icGoi-em & Co., Inc.. Montreal. Que.

MaeG<iveni & Co.. New York.

MoiNe Chain Co.. Ithaca. N.Y.
Watvrous Engine Works Co.. Brantfora.

PRESSES ^ rw.t
lioving HMlr.iulic & Eng. Co . Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont

PROPELLER BLADES. BRONZE
Kmpir,- .Mfc. C<v. L'd.. I..>nd.>n. Out.

PUMPS, HAND (OIL, GASOUNE)
S. F. Bowser Company, Limitefl, Toronto, Ont
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PULLEYS
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Out
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCnilocli Co., Gait.
Jeffrey Mamifacituring Co., Montreal.
Waiterous Engine Works Co., Brantfoid.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.
J. O. Wilson Mfg. Co., Belleville, Ont.

PULLEYS, FRICTION CLUTCH
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.

PULP MILL MACHINERY
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
JetFrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
MacKinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sheifbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Branfiford.

PUMPING MACHINERY
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Monitreal.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Ci'eek, Mich.
Boving HjTlraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Beveridge Pai>er Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brotliers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCWloch Co., Gait.
Laurie & Lam'b, Montreal.
MoAvity & Sons, T., Sit. John, N.B.
Smaiit-Turaer .Machine CO., Ltd., Hamil'ton.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY, ELECTRICAL
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Boving Hj-draulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. AUis-'Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS
The Jiason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., .Montreal.
Ooppua Eng. & Equipment Co., Worcester, .Mass.

PUMPS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Midi.
Canadian Fairlianks-Moi«e Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & MtCullooh Co., Gait.
Laurie & Lam:b. .Montreal.
Nonvalk Iron Works. .South Norwalk, Oonn.
Smart-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS, ACID
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, CONTRACTORS'
Boring H>-»li'aulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
McAvity & Sons, T., St. John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Ma/Chine <!o. , Hamilton, Ont.

PUMPS, BOILER FEED
The .VIa5on Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Ooppus Eng. Ac Equipt. Co., Worcestei', Mass.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Esdier, Wyss Co. . Montreal, Que.
Ooppus Eng. & Equipt. Co., Worcester, Mass.

PUMPS. ELECTRICAL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, FEED WATER
The Ma-son Reg\ilator & ling. Co.. Ltd., iMontreal.
Can. Allis-Cfhalmere, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Beveridge Paper Co.. 'Montreal. Que.
G«ldie & McCull'ooh Co.. GaJt.
Darling Brothere, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, GAS
Nonvalk Iron Works. Sonth Norwalk, Conn.

PUMP GOVERNORS AND REGULATORS
The JIason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Defender .\ntomatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
D'Este Co., .Tulian, Boston. Mass.
The Garth Co.. Montreal, Canada.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.
Smart-Tivmer Machine Co., Hamilton, Out.
Watson & .McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

PUMP STRAINERS
Tile .Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Boving Hydraulic & Eiig. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont,
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Smart-Tumer Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.

PUMPS, HAND AND POWER
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
.Smart-Tumer Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
American Steam iPump Co., Battle Creek, Midh.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Ont.
Can. .\lIis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Goldie & LMcClilloch oo.. Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Smart-Tumer Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPS, DUPLEX
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

PUMPS, GEARED, COMPOUND
.American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Midh.
Canadian Fairbanks-tMonse Co, Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Inglis Co.. Tile John. Toronto. Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton. Onit.

PUMPS, HYDRAULIC, PRESSURE
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek, Mioh.
Boring Hydraulic & Etag. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Darling Bros. , Montreal.
Inglis Co.. Tile John. Toronto. Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine CO., Hamilton, Ont.

PUMP LEATHERS
Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
G'"aton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

PUMPS, OIL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mich.
S. F. Bow.<!er Company, -Limited, Toronto. Ont,
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkenrille, Ont.
Liinkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
.MoAvity & Sons, T., St. John, IS'.B. z
Smart-Tumer Machine Co. Hamilton, Ont.

PUMPS, STEAM TURBO
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Oo., Ltd., Montreal.

Oan. Allis-Chakners, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Esdher, Wyss & Co., Montreal, Que.

PUMP TANK, RECEIVER
The iMaaon Regulator 4c Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
lievei'iuiie Paper Co., Montieal, Que.
Doi'ling Brothei-s, Ltd., .Montreal, Que.
Smai't-Turaer Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.

PUMPS, STEAM
TUe '-\iason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Ameiioan Steam Pump Co., Battle Cieek, .Vliou.

Oan. AJlis-Ctoalmers, Ltd., Toronuto, Unc.
Canadian Fairbanks-'Moise Co., Montreal.
Daiting Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & McUulloch Co., Gait.
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont.
Lauite &. Lamb, Montreal.
1/eitoh Co., Arthiu' S., Toronto, Ont.
-UcAvity <te (Sons, T., St. John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., HjamUton, Ont,
Williams Machinei-j' Co., A. R., Toronto.

PUMPS, TRIPLEX
Smarl-Tiimer .Vlachine Co., Hamilton, Ont.

PUMPS. VACUUM
American iditeam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mioh.
Beveridge Paper CO., Montreal, Que.
Darling Bn'OtJiers, Ltd., Montieal, Que.
Goldie & MoCuUoch Co., Gait.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Irfitoh Co., Arthur S., Toronto. Ont.
:Smart-Tumer Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.

PYROMETERS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., iSt. Louis, Mo.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
The Jos. W. Hays Ooi-p., Michigan City, Ind.
J as. .MoiTison Brass Mtg. CO., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
Escher, Wyss Ac Co., Montreal.
Uehling Instrument Co., New York. N.Y.

RADIATORS
Empiie Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Boyles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.

RADIATOR TRAPS
Beveiidge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
C. A. Dunham Co., Ltd., Toronto, Onit.

Darling Brothel's, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Sarco Co., Inc., New Yoi-k, N.Y.

RECORDERS, DRAFT
Jos. W. Hayes Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

RADIATOR AIR VENTS
C. A. Dunham Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penbertihy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

RAGS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

RAILWAY OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS

S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toix>nto, Ont.

RECLAIMING SYSTEMS FOR OIL
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, ToiKxnto, Ont.

REBOILERS
Frick Co., VVayne^oro, Franklin Co., Pa.

York Manufaotui-tng Co., York, Pa.

REGISTERING MEASURES
- S. iP. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

RECEIVERS, AIR
Can. AJlis-Clialmeis, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

RUBBER CEMENT TANKS AND PUMPS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Can. H. W. Johns-,ManyLlle Co., Toi-onto, Ont.

Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rocliester, N.Y.
Uehling Instrament Cto., New York, N.Y.
YamallHWaring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

RECORDERS, CARBON, DIOXIDE
The Jos. W. Haj^ Coip., -Michigan City, Ind.

REFRIGERATOR DOORS, WINDOWS, ETC.
Jamison Cold Storage 'Door Co., Hagei-stown, Md.

REFRIGERATING MACHINERY
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont."

Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Linde Canadian- Refrigeration Co., Montreal.
Norwalk Iron Works, South Norwalk, Oonn.
Vilter Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

REFUSE DESTRUCTOR
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

REGULATORS, AUTOMATIC, BOILER
MoDonough, J., 323 Markham St., Toronto.

REGULATORS, PRESSURE
The 'Mason Regulator & Eng. 'Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Ohaplin-FiiLton Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
C. A. Dun'ham Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Taylor Instmment Co., Rochester, N.Y.

REGULATORS, TEMPERATURE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Oo., Ltd., Montreal.
Sarco Co., Inc., New York, N.'Y.
Taylor Instrument Co., 'Rochester, N.T.

RETORTS
.MacKinnon Steel Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

REVOLVING DOORS FOR HARDENING
ROOMS

Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.
BODS, COPPER, BRASS AND BRONZE

Empire Mfg. C-o. , Ltd., London, Ont.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.

ROLLS, CRUSHING
Oan. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey ^Ifg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

ROOFING, RUBBER, PLASTIC, LIQUID
Beveridge Paper Co. . Montreal, Que.

ROTARY COMPRESSORS
Esoher. Wyss & Co.. Montreal.

ROTARY CONVERTERS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal
M'acGovem & Co., Inc, 'Montreal, Que.

RUBBER HOSE
Can. H. W. Johns-Manvflle Co. Toronto, Ont.

GarloCk Packing Co., flamilton Out.

RUBBER MILL DRIVES
Can. Link.-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

SAFES
Can-adian FairbankSnMorse Co., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gialt.

SAW MILL CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey LMfg. Co., .Montreal, Canada.

SCREENING MACHINERY
Oan. Link-Belt Co., Toi'onto, Ont.

SCALE REMOVERS
Balx;ock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., -Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-LManville Co., Toronto, Ont
Frank Oilman, Biimingham, Eng.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont,

SELF-MEASURING PUMPS (OIL AND
GASOLINE)

S. F. Bowser Oomipany, Limited, Toronto, Ont. •

YamaU-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

SEAM PROTECTORS, GIRTH
National Boiler Protector Co. of Canada, Mont-

real, Que.
SHAFTING

Engineering and Machine Woa'ks of Canada, Ltd..

S't Catharines, Ont.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.
J. C. WEson -Mfg. Co., Belleville, Ont.

SHAKING AND DUMPING GRATES
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal
Babcock & VVilco.x, Ltd., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Bi-antford.

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

SHIRTS, WORKING
R. G. Long & Co., Toronto. Ont.

SMELTER LININGS
E«veridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

SMOKE BOXES, STACKS
' Babcock & iWUcox, Ltd., iMontreal.

Oan. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Goldie & '.MoOulloch Co., Gait,

Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
MacKinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Branttoi-d.

SOCKETS, WIRE ROPE
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

SOOT BLOWERS
Diamond Specialty Co., Windsor, Ont.

SPECIAL MACHINERY
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lmdsay, Ont.

Canadian Fairbanks--Moi-se Co., Montreal.

Smart-Tumer .Machine Co., HamEton.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPEED INDICATORS
Schaeffer & Budenburg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

L. S. Sitarrett Co., Atliol, Mass.

SPEED REDUCING GEARS
Oan. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

SPROCKET CHAIN ATTACHMENTS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPROCKET RIMS „ „ „j vi
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., New Bedford. Mastf.

SPROCKETS, COMPENSATING
Morse Chain Co., Ithaca, N.Y.

SPROCKETS, SPRING
Moi-se Chain Co., Ithaca, N.Y.

SPROCKETS, SILENT CHAIN
Morse Chain Cto., Ithaca, N.Y.

^^ring^^fidi^ & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lmdsay, Ont.

Goldie & MoCuUoch Co. ,
Gait.

.

Canadian Fairbanks-,Morse Co., Mont'real.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

STACKS, STEEL
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.

Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.

MacKinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. .Sherbrooke, Que.

Hamilton Co., Wm., Peteifboro, Ont
STAND PIPES, STEEL
MacKinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

STAYBOLTS, FLEXIBLE
Can AUis-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

^-^^naS^R^^itr^lEn. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd Montreal.

Oan. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Orat

Canadian FaiAanks-Morse Co., Montreal.

Darling Bros., Montreal.

Direct Separator Co., Syracuse N.Y.

D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.

H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd. Samia.

The Garth Co;, Montreal, Canada.

Leitch Co., Arthur S., Toronto Ont^

Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Out.

Smart-Turner Machine Co. Hamilton, Ont
mtson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

STEAM SPECIALTIES
„ , „ „

Albemer Heater Co., Buffalo, N.5£.

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.

Cole, Ltd., G<;o. W., Toronto

Darling Brothers, Montreal.

D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.

Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.

The Garth Co., Montreal. Que. , , ^ i

Se M^n Beg^ilator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

,fi Morrison Brass Mfg. Co Toronto.

Penberthy Injector Co Windsor.

Wat-son & McDaniel Co Philadelphia.

Yamall-Waring Co., Philoxielphia. Pa.

^Yr^erica™^fali Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co., Bos-

American District iSteam Co.. North Tonawanda.

Andenson Co., Y. D.. Cleveland O.

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.

Cole, Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto.

Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.

Darling Brothers, Montreal.

D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.

The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.

Dunham Co.. Ltd., C. A.. Toronto. Ont
J. T. Long, M Adam St, Montreal, Que
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal.
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•Saico Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.
Watson & MoDiniel Co., Philadelphia.

STEEL BARiRELS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Wm. B. Scaite & Sons Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

STlilSL DRUMS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilion, Onu
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., I'iitsburg, Pa.

STEEL PLATE WORK
Hamiabon Co., Wm., Peterboro, Ont.
STEEL TANKS
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & MeCulloch Co., Gait.
ilackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm. B. Scaite & Sons C«., Pittsburg, I'a.
Waterous Engine Works, Brantford, Unu

STOKERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Detroit Stoker Oa, DetiTOt, Mich.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Jones Dnderfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
Ledtdh Oo., A. S., Torourto.
Murphy Iron Works, Dertoit, Mich.
Sanford Eiley Stoker Co., Woixiester, Mass.

STRAINERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., MootreaJ.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Bereradge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
STRUCTURAL STEEL WORK
, Bal)cock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Canadian Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto.
.Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.Wm. E. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

SUPPLIES. HOTWATER
Royles. Ltd.. Irlam, Manchester, Ehigland.
SUPERHEATERS, STEAM
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Goldie & MeCulloch Co.. Gait
Green's Economizer. Ltd., Toronto.
SWING JOINTS
Franklin Williams Co.. New York.

SWITCHBOARDS
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto. Ont.
SWITCHES AND SWITCH BOXES
Can. H. W. .Tohns-Manville Co.. Toronto, Oni

SWIVELS, HOOK
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn. N.T.
TACHOMETERS
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsav. Ctv-
Can. H. W. Johns-'Manville Co., Toronto. Out
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn .N' I

TANKS. BLOW-OFF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Darling Bros., .Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford

TANKS. FREEZING, STORAGE ANDWATER COOLING
w'^l^ Co.. Waynesboro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
.vracKitincm Steel Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
York .Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

TANKS, OIL
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay rint
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
Goldie & MeCulloch Co., Gait
Engineering and .Machine Works of Canada T/td
.Mackinnon Steel Cn., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
St Catharines, Ont.

Wm. B. Scaife & .Son.s Co., Pittsburg. Pa
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford

TANKS (OIL. KEROSENE. GASOLINE>
?; K;-.

Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto, Ont
.MacKinnon Stpel Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm. B. .Scaife & Sons Co.. Pittshni-sr Pa
TANKS (UNDKRGROUND STORAGE)
S. P. Bowser Company. Limited. Toronto, Ont
.MacKinmon Stpol Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
TANKS. WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal
GnVlie & Mernlloch Co.. Gait.
Inglls Co., The John, Toronto. Ont
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd.. Sherbrooke. Que.
Waterous -Encine Wnrks Co., Brantford.

TAPPING MACHINES
Mueller ^^fe. Co.. H.. Samia, Ont

TECHNICAL ROOKS
Audel Co.. Thoo., New York.
MacLean Publishing Co., Toronto.

THERMOMETERS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis. .Mo
(Jpppn's Knonomiser, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Scliaeffer & Budenberg .Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn N Y
Tavlor Instniment Co., Rochester. N.Y.
TTebliniT Instniment Co..^ New York. N.Y.

THERMOSTATS
Sarr-n Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.

TOOLS
Muell.r Mfe. Co., H., Samia. Ont

TOOrg, SMALL
J. H. Williams & Co.. Brooklyn, N.Y.
TRANSFORMERS
Can General Electric Co., Toronto. Ont.
f^anadian Fairhank,s-MorRe Co.. Montreal.
MacGovem * Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
TRANSMISSION MACHINERY

rioTlne Hydraulic A Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. Oni
Canadian Fairbanks-'Morse Co.. Montreal.
Can, Link-Bpit Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Goldie & MeCulloch Co,. Gait. Ont
Jeffrey -Manufacturing Co.. Montreal
W.tprr..,^ Fnirinp Wr,rtt« Co Brantford.

TRANSMISSION. SILENT CHAIN
Mnr<!p Phnin Cr.. Ithir'n \ Y

TRANSMISSION TOWERS
.MncKimimi Slwl Co., Sliwbi-ooke, Que.

TRAPS. STEAM AND WATER-LINE
The .\Ia.son Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Bcveridge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.
narUn? Brothers, Ltd,, .Montreal. Que.
C. A. Dimham Co,, Ltd,, Toronto, Ont
n'K«te Co , .lulian. Boston, Mass.

TRUCKS. FACTORY
Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que

.r'nr-dlan Fairbanks-Morse Co . Montreal,
Victoria Foimdry Oo, Ltd., Ottawa.
TUBE CLEANERS
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie * MnCullooh Co.. Gait
Green'a EconomJaer. Ltd., Toronto. Ont.

Pelley Packing and Fine Bni&h Mfg. Co., St.

Louis, Mo.
TUBE CUTTERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

TUBES, BOILER
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Goldie & .McCnlloch Co., Gait

TURBINES, POWER
The Mason Regrdator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

TUBES, COPPER AND BRASS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont
H. .Mueller .Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
TUNGSTEN LAMP (Vacuum and Gas
Filled Types)

Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont
TURBINE OIL

Kellogg & Co.. E. H.. New York. N.T.
TURBINE WATER WHEELS
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Onu
Engineering and Machine Works ol Canada, Ltd.

St Catharines. Ont.
Canadian Allis-CThalmers. Ltd.. Toronto.
Escher, Wyss & Co.. Montreal.
Hamiltan Oo., Wm-, Peterboro, Ont.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
J. C. WUson Mfg. Co., BeUefiUe, Ont
TURBINES, STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Coppus B;ngr. & Equip. Co., Worcester, Mau.
Escher Wyss & Co.. Montreal. Que.
Goldie & .MeCulloch Co.. Gait
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
Mac(5oTem & Co.. Int. Montreal. Que.
UNIONS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Dart Union Company, Toronto.
LimkenheLmer Co., (Cincinnati, 0.
-McAvity & Sods, T., St John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
UNDERGROUND TANKS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited. Toronto, Ont.

UNIONS. BALL JOINT. COMBINATION.
FLANGED PIPE, GROUND JOINT,
MALLEABLE IRON. FLANGE, PIPE,
SWING

Jefferson Union Co.. Lexington. Mass.
Dart Union Company, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

VACUUM GOVERNORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
C. A. Dunham Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Smart-Turaer Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.
Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co.. Toronto
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Dariing Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Leitch Co.. Arthur 3., Toronto. Ont

VACUUM REGULATING VALVES
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Steam Hoiler Equipment Co., Toronto, Oni.
C. A. Dunham Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.
VACUUM TRAPS
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Cole. Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
VALVE DISCS
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London, Ont.
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerrille. Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Tanaio.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

VALVE LEATHER
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Grafon * Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

VALVE RESEATING MACHINES
Darling Bros., Montreal,

VALVES. CONDENSER, PUMP, RUBBER
Shell Bar Boico .Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.
Canadian FairbankB-.Moiac Co., Ltd., Montreal,
VALVES
Babcock ft Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
BoTing Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. LIndsuy, Ont
Canadian Fairbank>-.Morse Co., Montreal.
Can SteaTTi Hoiler Bnuitiupnt Co. Toronto, Ont
Empire Mfg. CJo., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Darling Brothers, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Frick Co.. Waynestmro. Franklin Co.. Pa
Kerr Kngine Co,. Walkerrille. Ont.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.
Bevon<Ige Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
D'Este Co., Julian. Boston. Mass.
Jas. .Morrison Brass .Mfg, Co., Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
H. .Mueller .Mfg. Co.. Ltd., Samia.
Homestead Valre Mfg, Co., Plttaburg.
Jenkins Bros.. Montreal.
PenberthT Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Pratt * Cadv Co.. Inc., Hartford. Conn.
Victoria Foundry Oo, Ltd.. Ottawm.
Witoon Mfg. Co., J. C Bellenilo.
York .Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

AIR VALVES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont
Jas. -Morrison Brass -Mfg. C!o., Toronto.

VALVES. RADIATOR
Jenkins Bros., Ltd.. Montreal.
Watson ft MoDaniel Co.. PhlladeH>bla.
KciT Engine Co., Walkennlle. (Jnt,

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Pratt ft Cady. Hartford, Conn.
Watson ft McDaniel Co., Philadelphia
Shell Bar Boico Stipply, Ltd., Toronto.
York -Manufacturing Co.. Phi1adt.phia
Jas, -Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Torunjo.
Mason Itegulator ft Engineering Co.. .Montreal.
Mason Regulator Co.. Boston. Mass.
-MoArity & Sons. T,. St. John. N.B.

VALVES. ACID RESISTING
Homestead Valre Mfg, Co., Pitt^nis-
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerrille. Ont
McAritT 4 Sons. T.. 9t John. N.B.
York .Mfg. Co.. York. Pa.
H. .Mueller .Mfg. Co., Ltd.. Saimla.

VALVES, BACK PRESSURE
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
VALVES. BRASS
Jas, Morrison Rnus Mfg. Ook. Tsrooto.
Kerr Kngine Cv. , Walkerrille. Ont
H. .Mueller .Mfg. Co., Ltd.. Samia

Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R. , Toronto.
VALVES, BLOW-OFF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal
Babcock dc Wilcox. Ltd., Montreai.
Canadian Fairbanka^Iorse Co., MonixeaL
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal. Que
Goldie & MeCulloch Co.. Gait
Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., Pittsburg.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. U.
McAvity ft Sons. T.. St Jolm, N.B.
Watson ft McDaniel Co.. Philadelphia.
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, BelleriUe.
I'amall-W aring Co.. Philadelphia. Pa

VALVE CHAIN WHEEL
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co.. New Uedtoni, Ma.^.

VALVES, FOOT
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London, Ont
KeiT Engine Co., Walkerrille. Ont
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Oni
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilion.

VALVES, GATE
Babcock ft Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
H. .Mueller .Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
.McAvity & Sons, T., 3t John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass .Mfg. Co., Toronto.
I'enberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

VALES. HYDRAULIC
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa

VALVES. MULTIPORT
Can, .\llis-Chalmers. Ltd.., Toronto. Ont
VALVES, NON-RETURN STOP
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Jas. Moriison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
VALVES. RELIEF
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal
American Steam Gauge ft Valve Mfg. Co.. Boatuu
Mass.

H. .Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia
McAvity ft Sons. T.. St John. .\.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toroato.
VALVES. REDUCING
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Bpveri<lge Paper Co., Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. .Montreal, Qoe.
C. A. Dunham Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
D'Este Co.. Julian. Boston. Mass.
Leitch Co.. Arthur S.. Toronto. Out
H, .Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd.. Samia
Mason Renlator Co., Boston. Maaa.
Jas, Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Samia. Ont

VALVES. STANDARD, GLOBE ANGLE '

AND CHECKS
Kerr Engine Co.. Wnlkerville. Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. Samia
Shell Bar Boioo Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
I'enberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

VALVES. POP
The .Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Jas. .Morrison Brass .Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cmcinnati. u.
.McArity ft Sons, T,, St John. N.B.

VALVES. PUMP
Gariock Packing Oo., Hamilton, Ont
shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal
Smart Trimer Machine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton

VALVES. REGULATING
H. -Mueller .Mfg, Co., Ltd,. Samia.

VALVES. SAFETY THROTTLE
Boving Hydraulic ft Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Can Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerrille. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
Mc.Vvity A Sons, T.. St John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.

VALVES. STEAM
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London, Ont,
Keir Kn.irine Co.. Walken-ille. Gnt.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

VISFS. CHAIN PIPE. ETC.
J. H. WDliams ft Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
WASTE

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.
WATKR COLUMNS. GAGES
Darling Brothers. Ltd . .Montreal, Qua
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
WATER GAUGES. STANDARD. EXTRA
HEAVY AND AUTOMATIC

Penhprthv Inioctor Co.. Windsor. Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
WATER SOFTENING SYSTEMS
Wm B. Scaife ft Sons. Pittsbunth. Pa

Canadian .\Ilia-ChaImers Ltd . Toronto.
WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont

WATER HEATERS AND WHISTLES
Fmnirp Mfg Co.. Ltd., London, Ont

WATFJl WHEELS
Hatui!lon . Wm. . Peterboro. Ont.

WET DING COMPOUND
Shell Bar Boico Siii>iily, Ltd.. Toronto,

WELDING SERVICE
F.NvIric Wfliling C\\. Montreal.
WHISTLES

IVnb-'thv In'pctof Co
. Win '=or Ont

Jas. Morrison Bra.ss Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

WHEEL TANKS (LUBRICATING OIL AND
GASOLINE)
TXr«Tser ft Co., Inc.. 8. F.. Toronto. Oat

WKFNCHFS. PIPE
Williams MacMnerr Co.. A. R., Toronto

WRENCHES. CHAIN PIPE. DROP FORGE,
ETC.

J. H. Williams ft Ox. Brooklyn. N.T.
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Showing ease with which Plibrico
is laid in place

IT'S JOINTLESS
For a gas-tight, one-piece furnace lining

FOR BOILERS
USE

PLIBRICO
Write for a free copy of our 36-page book of useful

information on furnace building and maintenance

Manufactured exclusively by

JOINTLESS FIRE BRICK CO.
Kingsbury and Clay Sts., Chicago

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS: Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., 628-630 St.

Paul St. West, Montreal

llllllllillllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllll^^

TRADE MARK

3f

Will resist all Steam Pressure and Variations of Temperature.

REFLEX GAUGE GLASSES
Annealed and Hardened for

LOCOMOTIVES, STEAM WAGONS,
MARINE AND S TA TIONAR Y BOILERS.

Adamite Gauge Glass Rings. Glass Tubes and Rodg

S. & C. BISHOP & CO., St. Helens, Lancashire.

DUVAUS
METALLIC PACKING

FOR

H.P. MARINE ENGINES
AND THE

HIGHEST SUPERHEATED STEAM
DUVAL'S lasts for years without renewal and keeps the rods
in perfect condition. It is placed in the glands the same way as
ordinary soft packings. Over 600,000 glands packed.
"BENHYCO" JOINTING FOR STEAM AND HYDRAULIC

JOINTS.
Supplied 48" square, 1-32" thick and up.

Stock Carried in Montreal
Sole Agents for Canada

LAURIE & LAMB
Board ofjTradelBuilding ; > - MONTREAL

Carling Turbo Blowers
For burning the lowest grades of coal successfully, getting all

the heat value from the fuel. For positive draft with Automatic
Control and steady steam pressure. For obtaining the ultimate
capacity from the boiler.

Carling Blowers are low in first cost, easy to install and make
a quick return on the investment. We will be pleased to show you
why it pays to use Carling products.

Write to-day. Try at our expense.

CARLING TURBINE BLOWER COMPANY
Engineers and Manufacturers WORCESTER, MASS
Canadian Representatives: Green's Economizer Limited, Toronto

and Principal Cities

Turbine
Undergrate
Blowers,

Centrifugal

Blowers
and
Exhausters,

Small
Power
Turbines,

Damper
Regulators

and Grates
Ve make them Safe -
Ve make them Strong

FOR REMOVING SCALE
from Babcock, Stirling and oth(

tube Boilers and Evaporators,

Lancashire Boiler Scaling anc

Removing—there is no tool

to equal my

'SKATOSKALO
Pneumatic

Tube-Scaling
Tool.

Simple, strong, spec

reliable—these word

describe its

efficiency

Frank Gilman
jH (SOLE MAKER)
^™

9, WestfieidRoad BirmingEng.ham,

V
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Starrett
HackSaw
MATERIAL
TO BE CUT

Light Angles
Channels
Tee Iron

Ornamental

Heavy Angles
Channels
Tee Iron

Xight Structural

Heavy Structural

SteelandlronPipe
|

Conduit and
Brpiss Pipe

,

SoUJStock
Cold Rolled

Machine :

Tool Steel

Cast Iron

Brass

115-1

115-1

114

CUT THE
CHEAPEST WAY
Use the right Star-
rett blade and re-

member the im-
portance of gradu-
ally increasing the
weight or pressure
as the number of
cuts increase. As
soon as the blade
is "eased" into the
cut put on enoug*h
weight to keep the
blade cutting at itj

maximum effici-

ency. The safe way
is to follow the
Starrett Chart.
Send for Catalog
and Chart "CD."

P»' l»'!'42-959

260;B

250-3

252

250 ?

260-B

!68

u ifTtn ia'tbc

Get the Siarrttt Hac% «Jofc> Hoekter— Sent Fr€«

STARRETT CO., Athol, Mass., U. S. A.
THE WORLD'S GREATEST TOOL AND HACK SAW MAKERS

Tycos
TEMPERATURE INSTRUMENTS©,

OUR WORK IN THE POWER FIELD
Is to Meet its Every Temperature

Instrument Need

Tycos Temperature Instruments are especially
designed to fulfill all demands for accurate tem-
perature indication and reliable temperature re-

cords.

Our many years of study and experiment in sol-

ving temperature and pressure problems in the
power field enable us to offer you a service which
insures your obtaining a dependable instrument
to meet your specific needs.

Our literature is within easy reach—a post
card will bring it to you.

Tyco I Type AngXt uid
StraUrht Stem Thermometers

Tyco* Recording and
Indicating Thermometers

Automatic Temperature and
Pressure Regulators

Mercury Vacuum and
Absolute Pressure Ganges

Engraved Stem Thermometers
Hygrometers, Hydrometers

Thermo-Electric and
Radiation Pyrometers

^/orInstrument Companies
Rochester. N.Y.

Thcrt'i a Tycos or Tayhr Temperature Irutrument
for ecery purpose

A

AUway Oiler Mfg. Co 6

Audel Co., Theo *2

B

Betson Plastic Firebrick Co.
.

.

Inside back cover

Bishop & Co., iS. & C 00

Bowser & Co.. S. F 1^

C

Can. Assoc. Stationary Engrs. 51

Can. Fairbanks-Morse Co 41

Can. Graton & Knight Co 8
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HEATING BY HOT WATER & HOT WATER SUPPLIES

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY GUARANTEED

ROW'S PATENT CALORIFIERS are strongly recommended for heating water

in bulk for supplying a number of Baths and Lavatories. Also for HEATING
CIRCULATIONS for PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS, HOTELS, etc.

ROYLE'S Patent AUTOMATIC STEAM CONTROL ATTACHMENT maintains

a CONSTANT TEMPERATURE.

ROW'S PATENT

CALORIFIERS
FEED WATER HEATERS

RADIATORS
Suitable for Hot Water or

High Pressure Steam

STEAM and GAS KETTLES

EVAPORATORS
CONDENSERS PATENT CALORIFIER. STORAGE PATTERN

ROYLES LIMITED,
ENGINEERS AND
SPECIALISTS IRLAM, MANCHESTER

Instantaneous Heater^with connections

for Fresh and Salt Water and Steam

ENGLAND

Why Lay Up Fire Brick Again

—And have the same trouble

year in and year out?

The ordinary brick lining with its joints gives way under the

varying furnace temperatures, crumbles and falls down. With

Betson's Plastic Fire Brick you can practically eliminate this

maintenance of brick work.

BETSON'S PiAsfic Fire Brick
is the pioneer and tried boiler refractory material, and has twenty years of

practical experience behind it. Betson's takes up expansion and contraction

internally. It is easy to lay up. It forms a monolithic lining without joints

and there is nothing to work loose or fall down. It can be used for the entire

boiler—furnace, door arches, rear arcTies, baffles, bridge walls, etc.

Let us quote you on Betson's Plastic Fire Brick for your boiler needs. Or
send for our practical booklet to-day.

Canadian Distributor:

International Chemical Company
44-46 Lombard St. Toronto, Canada

There Is Only One
Plastic Fire Brick

, W COMES IN
- - • * THEYEILOW-TOP

BARREL 35



THE GENUINE "BEAVER" VALVE

Here Is One Of Its Strong Points

The improved joint between the body and yoke and the machined faces of the double

spigot prevents any possibility of the gasket blowing out.

"Beaver" Valves Have Enjoyed a Remarkable Success
For Over Eight Years

During this period we have not received a single complaint and there has been a wonder-
ful increase in production.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
When ordering valves make your specificatior read "Morrison Beaver Valves" and you'll

take a precaution that insures you a valve of proven reliability, long life and safety.

Write for full particulars.

The James Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Limited
93-97 Adelaide St. West - TORONTO
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The World's Best
Furnace Lining Material

T ^

Sketch above represents the fire box of a water tube boiler lined with PYRO PUTTY.

211\
F I ra. E B I C K

OA
I N

OeO us OAT OFF '

PUT-TY FORM
H/ J i

Makes a More Durable Furnace Lining Than
is Possible With Fire Brick

Minimizes Upkeep Expense. No Joints to Cause Air Leaks.

PYRO PUTTY comes to you in a stiff, moist, pliable, "ready-to-use" condition.

Simply pound PYRO PUTTY on with a mallet, smooth it off with a trowel and you have furnace
lining that is far more durable than a fire brick lining.

few barrels of Pyro-Putty should be part of the
emergency equipment of every steam power plant

Repairs to your present fire brick linings can be made at a considerable saving of

time and at less expense than would be possible with standard fire bricks.

Simply clean out the breaks in the walls, pound in PYRO PUTTY with a mallet, smooth
it off with a trowel and you'll have a patch that will outwear the rest of the furnace
lining. Order a few barrels NOW.

Write to-day for further information and prices

PYRO PRODUCTS COMPANY
P.O. Box 685, Toronto, Ontario
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COCHRANE
COAL SAVERS

The Cochrane
Oil Separator
saves coal by
rendering the
exhaust steam
useful for
heating, dry-
ing and other
purposes.

The Cochrane Metering Heater saves
coal by heating the feed water and
helps save coal by telling whether or
not the plant is being operated

economically.

The Cochrane Multiport Back Pressure
Valve saves coal by preventing leakage of
exhaust steam and by making it easy to

adjust the back pressure wljenever desired.

The Cochrane Oil Separator saves coal by
rendering the e:rhaust steam useful for

heating, drying and other purposes.

The Cochrane Open Feed Water
Heater saves coal by utilizing ex-

haust steam to heat the feed water ;

1% saving for each 11° F. rise.

Canada is Saving Many Thousand Tons
of Coal Per Year by Using Cochrane Heaters

Here are the figures:

The horsepower of Cochrane Heaters in use is about 10,000,000 boiler

horsepower.

The corresponding amount of coal burned is 35,000,000 lb. per hour.

Considering an average of 10 hours' operation per day, 300 days per
year (many heaters run 24 hours per day, 365 days per year), this amounts
to 105,000,000,000 lb. of coal per year, or 50,000,000 tons, worth at $5.00

per ton, $250,000,000.

The saving due to the use of Cochrane Heaters is l'}c to each 11° F. rise

in temperature. On the average, the water is raised from 100° F. to 210°

F. using steam at atmospheric pressure, lO'f or a saving of lO'V . Cochrane
Heaters are thus saving about $25,000,000 per year, which is vastly more
than the heaters cost.

In addition, Cochrane Oil Separators are saving millions of tons of coal

by purifying exhaust steam so that it can take the place of live steam in

heating and drying coils, low pressure turbines and industrial processes.

Sorge-Cochrane Hot Process Water Softeners are saving millions by
keeping scale and corrosive substances out of boilers and thus saving ex-
pense and labor in cleaning boilers, and for new tubes and other boiler
repairs.

Cochrane Metering Heaters are also telling hundreds of steam-plant owners, managers
and operators how much they are gaining in economy by using different coals, different
methods of firing, different methods of controlling the draft, stopping up air leaks in boiler
settings, cleaning soot and scale from heating surface, etc. TTic total gains realized in
this r,.anner often amount to 25% or more.

Our engineering department has given hard study to fuel economy for over 2xt years.
It will be glad to aid you with suggestions if you will describe your present boiler feed
water heating, softening, or metering arrangements, tihe amount of exhaust steam you
have available and what you are using it for.

Ask for a book on "The Profitable Utilization of Exlhaust Steam."

CANADIAN-ALLIS CHALMERS
HEAD OFFICE: TORONTO LIMITED

Branch Offices : MONTREAL, QUEBEC, HALIFAX, SYDNEY, ST. JOHN. OTTAWA, HAMILTON, LONDON, WINDSOR.
COBALT, SOUTH PORCUPINE, WINNIPEG. CALGARY, EDMONTON, NELSON, VANCOUVER and VICTORIA
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BOILERS
FOR POWER AND HEATING PURPOSES

You will find Waterous Horizontal

Return Tubular Boilers in the largest

industrial and municipal power plants in

the country. There are reasons for this.

They are economical of fuel, carry a big

reserve steam pressure for use in emerg-
encies, can be used with hard and dirty

water, and are readily cleaned and easily

taken care of. They cost little new ; their

upkeep and maintenance expense is

negligible.

Waterous Horizontal Return Tubular Boilers
are built in all sizes from 40 inches by 10 feet
to 72 inches by 18 feet. Most standard sizes
are carried in stock. If we cannot supply you
at once from our yards we can turn out your
order for you in quick time. On the next
boiler you need let us quote you prices and
delivery.

Boilers in Stock
HORIZONTAL

2—48 inches by 14 feet.

2—54 inches by 14 feet.

3—60 inches by 14 feet.

2—72 inches by 18 feet.

2—66 inches by 16 feet.

VERTICAL
1—15 H. P.

2—18 H. P.

LOCOMOTIVE
1—30 H. P.

3—40 H. P.

3—60 H.P,
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Belliss & Morcom, Ltd.
Engines and Air Compressors

Belliss Engines at Verdun, I'.Q., Waterworks.

We are prepared to supply and instal Steam, Gas,

Diesel Oil Engines, Steam and Exhaust Turbines.

We ha\e Engine Generator Sets ready for

delivery.

Send Us Your Enquiries For

steam Engines

Gas Engines

Oil Engines

Diesel Engines

Steam Turbines

Air Compressors

Condensing Plants

Centrifugal Pittnps

Boiler Feed Pumps
Water Wheels

Water Meters

Hydraulic Presses

Hydraulic Pumps
Hydraulic Accumulators

Pressure Filters

Gravity Filters

Water Softeiiivg P/axf.s

Refuse Destructors

Activated Sludge Sewage Disposal Plants

Complete Power Plants Designed and Erected

LAURIE & LAMB
Engineers

211 BOARD OF TRADE BLDG. MONTREAL
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PLAY SAFE

The whole steam system will be

dubbed wrong if a faulty valve is

installed, no matter how good the

other fittings are.

The sanitary engineer cannot afford

to have his good work reflected

upon, by so small, yet so important,

a factor of the work.

Make sure that the valve is rieht
Plate A 840

i
•

i

Jenkins Disc Globe Valve above everything clse.

"Emco" valves are fitted with special high heat resisting

"Radium" discs which last a lifetime.

They are registered in all provinces of the Dominion, our

ordinary line being approved for 175 lbs. working pressure.

All goods are thoroughly inspected and tested before they

leave our factory.

Send for our catalogue. Specify "Emco" valves from your

jobber or order direct from us.

EMPIRE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Limited

London and Toronto

CANADA
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UEHLING
WASTE METER

COMBINED
AND TEMPERATURE RECORDER

Record of C02
and stack tem-
perature on one
chart.

.

Does your fireman know
how much fuel he is wasting?

Do you know?

The Uehling CO, Recorder

makes a complete 24 hr. re-

cord of your combustion effi-

ciency and the CO, indicator

at the Boiler Front holds the
fireman responsible.

Get more Steam per pound
of Coal and reduce your an-

nual fuel con-
sumption.

Let us know the

number and size

of your boilers

and coal consum-
ed per year, upon receipt of
which information we will be
glad to send you full par-
ticulajrs.

C02
Indicator

for Boiler
Front

Let us hear from you. We are pioneers in the nuanu-
faoture of Indicators and Recorders for Power Plant
purposes.

Send for our Bulletin No. 11*.

Uehling Instrument Company
2 Empire Building New York City

Detroit Lubricators
Have Given Satisfaction

For Forty Years.

Built in a sufficient

variety of styles to lub-

ricate properly every

type of steam engine,

pump, gas engine, air

compressor, etc.

Send to-day for cata-

log L 1. The informa-

tion on lubricating de-

vices contained in it will

be valuable to you.

HEIR efficiency holds over

half the world's trade.

Makers of Stewart Carburetor*.

Canadian Detroit Lubricator Company, [td.

WALKERVILLE. ONT.

A Safe and Economical
Combination

"HOVALCO"
Renewable
Blow-Off
Valve

"HOMESTEAD"
Quarter-Turn

Valve

HERE is a money-saving
combination. Designed
to give a clear pas-

sage—absolutely tight when
closed ;

consequently leak-

proof.

The nickel alloy seats and
discs of the Hovalco can be
reversed, reground or re-

newed without shutting

down the boilers.

Write for our bulletin giving

the full details.

Homestead Valve Mfg. Company
HOMESTEAD, PA.

Leak

Proof!

TRIMO
THE WORD TRIMO

Stands for good tools

made by the Trimont Mfg.
r^miPiJ Co., which are the follow- P,

ing:

—

no

iThe Trimo Pipe Wrench

The Trimo Chain Pipe-Wrench

The Trimo Monkey Wrench

The Trimo Pipe Cutter (Hand)

The four good points that

make Trimo Pipe Wrenches
superior are the Spiral Spring

always in place—Steel Frames
that will not break—Nut Guards
that protect adjustment nut

—

and the Inserted Jaw in handle

that can be replaced when worn
-^ave Money and buy Trimo
goods, made by

Trimont Mfg. Company
xbury (Boston), Mass.
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Planing Mill Fan

Electric Propeller Fan

Low Preupre Blower

Volome Blower and Ezhanete

Torbo-Blower

(TRADE MARK)

SYSTEMS
No. 2 Vacnom Cleaner

Antoforce Ventilator

(TRADE MARK)

QUALITY STEAM TURBINES
For Dependability- --For Economy

The Product of 12 Years* Development
and Refinement

THE supreme quality and rugged construction of the

improved Type 6 Turfcines are typically Sturtevant.

They work well because they are made well. Particularly

adapted to driving Sturtevant Fans, Blowers,, Generators,

Pumps and other auxiliaries, with the minimum in steam
consumption, attention, and repairs. Built with solid

rotors, having buckets milled into the rim by our own
patented process. Have individually controlled nozzles

with integral reverse buckets to insure the most efficient

absorption of the steam velocity. Unsurpassed in close

speed regulation and in protection against overspeed. Our
new three-part catalog covers in detail the construction,

parts, care, operation, uses, and merits of Sturtevant Tur-
bines. We'd like to send yours. Where?

B. F. Sturtevant Co., of Canada, Limited
Sales Offices:

TORONTO AND MONTREAL
Head Office and Works:

GALT. ONTA.RIO

(TRADE MARK)

PRODUCTS
Tn>e H /Ur Wather Foe! Economizera VS-7 Steam Engine

Steam Turbine

Medium Prettare Blower

High Pressure Blower

Gasolene Generating Set

Direct Current Motor

Heater
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Garlock
Packings

Have you ever considered the loss in

engine efficiency due to excessive

friction on piston and valve rods

caused by the use of inferior and
poorly lubricated packing?

A horse power easily can be absorbed
at the stuffing box and, when consid-

ered in dollars and cents at the coal

pile, the loss would pay for a high

class packing many times over.

Garlock packings are designed to

meet every condition of service.

Write for catalog.

The Garlock Packing Company
Hamilton, Ontario

X J

BRANCHES
Montreal, Quebec
Toronto, Ontario

Winnipeg, Manitoba
Calgary, Alberta
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Asbestos
the only rock on
which plants thrive

INDUSTRY thrives most where waste
is least. And since the development of

Asbestos has gone hand in hand with the

raving of heat, power and friction, this

mineral of wonderful qualities has played an
important part in Industrial Conservation.

It is the base of all efficient heat insula-

tion—the necessary other 15% in 85%
magnesia.

It is, as well, the basic material in the

most efficient of friction reducing packings.

As roofings it has qualities of durability and fire-

resistance that no other material can approach.

And in innumerable other forms it works mir-

acles of industrial economy that a decade ago would
have seemed impossible.

For more than half a century the' Johns-Manville

Company has steadily grown with the growth of in-

dustrial demand for Asbestos.

The Johns-Manville asbestos mines are the larg-

est in the world. In the Johns-Manville plants every

Asbestos product is produced under super advan-

tages both of experience and equipment. The Johns-
Manville sales-organization, operating through

branches in all large cities, is an engineering organ-

ization as well, carrying a helpful practical Service,

that varies to meet each new requirement but al-

ways has for its object—Conservation.

Canadian Johns-Manville

Company
Limited

Montreal Toronto Vancouver
Winnipeg Hamilton London Ottawa

Johns-Manville Asbe s tos
Products include : Brake
Linings and Blocks, Insu-
lations, Cements, Packings,
Electrical Devices, Tapes,
Clothes, Yarns—hundredsof
products that enter every
avenue of science and the
useful arts.

Through^

As1)esto$
INSULATION

that keept iht heat where si belongs

CEMENTS
that make botler walls leak-proof

ROOFINGS
that cut down fire risks

PACKINGS
that save power waste

LININGS
that make braki

- Manville
FIRE

PREVE^^^ON
PRODUCTS

Serves in Q>nservation
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A Short Route to
Increased Production

Efficiency of equipment is the shortest route through which you
can increase production, and offset the high cost of material and
labor.

Your first consideration should be to get the most out of the

power that you are paying for.

Dominion Friction
Surface Belting
will transmit as near one hundred per cent, of each power unit as

can be transmitted by a belt.

During more than fifty years of experience in belt building for

power transmission, we have perfected a special friction compound
that acts not only as a water-proofing, as a vulcanizer to the fabric

plies of the belt, but enables Dominion Friction Surface Belting

to take a grip on the pulleys that practically eliminates all power
waste.

Our engineers will be glad to show you, without charge, how
Dofninion Friction Surface Belting shortens the route to increased

production, thereby lowering your manufacturing cost. Their ser-

vices are available through our nearest Service Branch.

Service Branches:

Matters of Dominion Hose, Packing

and Industrial Rubber Goods and
Dominion Tires, the GOOD Tires

for eCery purpose.

Halifax
St. John,
Quebec,
Montreal,
Ottawa,
Toronto,
Hamilton,
London,
Kitchener,
North Bay,

Fort William,
Winnipeg,
Brandon,
Regina,
Saskatoon,
Edmonton,
Calgary,
Lethbridge,
Vancouver,
Victoria 5"

^lllllllllllllililllllllllllillilllillilllllililllllillllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllillllliilllll^
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This Dependable Boiler
Feeder for Your

Power Plant
Possesses These Distinct Advantages :

—

Simplicity of construction.
Steady feed without pulsation.
Easily controlled feed capacity.
Exhaust steam free from oil.

Less floor space required.
Lower upkeep—less attention required.
Higher Steam Economy.
Longer life—less depreciation.
Single unit construction.
Completely built in our plant.
Especially designed for the purpose.

Our Engineering Department will gladly recommend the
size best suited to your particular requirements. Write
to-day for Catalog H-20, and let us show you how—"COPPVS Equipment can save you money."

THE COPPUS ENGINEERING AND
EQUIPMENT COMPANY

341 PARK AVENUE WORCESTER, MASS.
AGENTS : Montreal, Mason Reg. & Engr. Co., 135 Dagen-
ais St. Toronto, Arthur S. Leitch Co., 1001 Kent Bldg.
Winnipeg, Parkhill & Hanson, Confederation Bldg.
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DEPARTMENT-

INDE
REFRIGERATING AND
ICE MAKING MACHINERY

Everything for Refrigerating

and Ice Plants, large or small
Mechanical refrigeration scientifically applied means in-

creased returns to the user. Increase your profits by in-

stalling LINDE system in place of unsanitary methods.
LINDE (New) Vertical Enclosed Type Machines offer the

most modern improvement and convenience for small

plants from 1 to 30 tons. The large horizontal frame
type guarantees unequalled service to users whose heavy
demands call for loads up to 300 tons.

The Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Limited
37 St. Peter Street, Montreal, Que.

Toronto Winnipeg Vancouver

Makers of Quality Refrigerating
Machinery Since 1896

LINDE machines re-

present Quality and
Service

!

100-ton plant in operation.

Our engineering staff is at your

service. Designs, specifications

and estimates on request.

Rtuti^ltfnt Machinery
Built in any capacity that you desire. HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL

Our SMALL MACHINES have the same "regularity of Oper-

ation," "ReHability" and "Efficiency" as our large ones.

AMMONIA FITTINGS, CONDENSERS, BRINE COOLERS,
ETC.

Our Machines are in daily operation in Canada
CORLISS and POPPET VALVE ENGINES

The Vilter Manufacturing Company
242 Beecher St. - - - Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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Every Part of Every FRICK INSTALLATION Must Be Perfect

in order to maintain

FRICK SUPERIORITY
That is why Frick Refrigerating and

Ice Making Equipment proves a prolitable

investment wherever installed.

The entire Frick line, from the smallest

to the largest plant, from the smallest part

to the largest part in each plant, is de-

signed to meet our strict standard of

Durability—Efficiency—Economy. Every
part must be perfect in order to maintain
the well-known FRICK Superiority.

Therefore, when you purchase FRICK
Equipment you are assured of perfect

Ask for a copy of our Lkt
of Users covering If.8 pages

of satisfied customers—
also your copy of Ice and.

Frost.

WA Y N E S B a R a. PA . U. S.A.
ICC MACHINERY SUPEHiaa SINCE IBBZ

service regardless of the unforeseen
overload demand that might be placed on
it sometime—assured of continued opera-

tion without danger of breakdowns in the

midst of a busy season—assured of eco-

nomical operation at all times—and a

long life. Frick Equipment has been
standing up under the above conditions

for nearly a half-century, day after day,
year after year, under the most severe
conditions.

You can't go wrong when you specify

"Frick Equipment." Catalog on request.

There is a FRICK Ma.
chine for' every refrigerat-

ing purpose—all types:

Vertical — Horizontal —
A bsorption.BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

Canadian Representative : FRICK Ice and Refrigeration Co., Montreal

Corkboard that Is All Cork
One important thing to be observed in the

manufacture of superior corkboard is the use

of clean cork only. Non-
pareil Corkboard, known
to refrigerating men every-

where for its unique ser-

vice records, is made of

the best cork waste avail-

able, practically all of

which is obtained from the plants operated by
the Armstrong Cork Company in this country
and abroad. By thus going back to the
sources of supply, control over the quality of

the raw niaterial is assured.

There are two reasons why dirt should be
scrupulously guarded against in the manufac-
ture of corkboard. First: Foreign matter

Pile to the left, cork before being cleaned. Centre
pile, .screenings removed in the cleaning process. Pile

to the right, clean cork—the only kind u^ed in Non-
pareil Corkboard.

critically. Break
fractured surface.

reduces the insulating efficiency of the finished
board. Second : If the natural gum binder gets

impregnated with dirt, it

cannot perform its func-
tion properly, and the
result is impaired dura-
bility.

Examine a sample of
Nonpareil C o r k b oard

it in two and look at the
You will find it to be clean

and of uniform quality throughout. For all

dirt, dust and fine particles were removed
from the raw material before it was baked.

If you want corkboard that is all cork and
good cork, insist on "Nonpareil."

Nonpareil Corkboard Insulation
For Cold Storage Rooms

Many owners, managers and superintendents of refrigerating plants have found answers to

difficult questions in the 152-page book "Nonpareil Corkboard Insulation." Do you own a copy?

If not, let us send you one. There is no charge for it.

Armstrong Cork & Insulation Company, 504 McGill Building, Montreal, Quebec, Canada
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MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION
SAVES MONEY HELPS BUSINESS

"We wish to express our satisfaction with your
plant, which in the past several years has saved
not only money and labor, but proved a business
asset as well," writes one of our customers.

Here is the whole story in a few words. No addi-
tion to your business offers more certain returns
on the investment than MECHANICAL REFRIG-
ERATION.

If your business is lagging, it can be improved by
the use of MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION. If

your business is good, it can be made better by
installing a YORK REFRIGERATING PLANT.

Write to-day for information and prices.

York Manufacturing Company
(ICE-MAKING AND REFRIGERATING MACHINERY EXCLUSIVELY)

YORK, PA., U.S.A.
Canadian Representativet :

Canadian Ice Machine Company
WINNIPEG.

85 Lombard St.
TORONTO,

Villiers & Munition Sts., Eastern Harbor Terminals
MONTREAL,

324 Craig St. West
CALGARY,

60S Second St.

In the LARGEST and MOST MODERN PLANT in

the WORLD, building Insulated DOORS and allied

products exclusively, we are building what we
KNOW to be THE BEST INVESTMENT FOR
THE USER and the universally recognized
WORLD'S STANDARD DOORS. In verification:

THE HAiRRIS ABATTOm CO.,
Ltd., Canada.

"Our Coolers and Freezers are
mostly equipped with your doors.

In fact we adopted it as Standard
throughout our plant, as we find

them substantially made and the

insulation perfect. We also find

the Hardware stands Wp better

than on any other door we have
seen or tried.*'

LOXnsVILLE SOAP CO.,

Louisville, Ky.

'K^oolers at one of our plants
are equipped with your doors,
which have given us such satis-
faction we wish to improve the
doors at our old plant. We would
not be warranted in throwing out
the doors but would like the type
hardware you supply."

THE WASHINGTON MARKET.
WashinKton, D.C.

"The doors supplied by you. in

use at both plants, have been in

every way satisfactory, and we
think the Jamison door is the best

on the market."

Read 'em again, men—analyze them! Acquaint

. yourself fully with our method of construction

through latest catalog No. 9—just off the press.

Jamison Cold Storage Door Company
Formerly Jones Cold Store Door Co. HAGERSTOWN, MD., U.S.A.
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DESORI'PTION
1. Square pacfcrng ring
farced against
joint.

2. Inside ring forced
against packing 1 by
screws 4.

Outside Ting, boltea
around by large
centre bolt, securetl
by set screws 5, pre-
vents 3lii>pi2ig when
adjusting screws 4.

Learn the Good Points of

Other Yarway Products

Yarway Seatless Blow
Off Valve (formerly
the Simplex).
Yarway Lea V-Notoli

Meter.
Yaiway Automatic

iBoiler Skimmer.
Yaiway Hydraulic

Valve (Caskey Pat-
eats) .

Yarway AdjustalUe
.Spray Heads (C. C.
Tiiomas Patents).
Yarway Starting and

£iefisure uujoader
(Richai-ds Patents).

A Quick, ""Sure

Remedy
For the Leaky
Pipe Joint

The Yarway (fonii-

erly the Simplex)
Pipe-Joint Clamp
makes a leaky joint

bhe tightest place in

the line.

Big leak or little leak, high pressure

or low, the Yarway clamp will seal it

up permanently.

And the attachment can be made in a

few minutes' time by any intelligent

workman.
If desired the clamp may be em-
ployed as a temporary repair and
used over and over again for emerg-
encies.

In either case the Yarway will quickly

pay for itself in the power that will be
saved. Thousands in use.

Try one for 30 days subject to return.

Write to-day.

Yarnall-Waring Company
7604-20 Queen Street

Chestnut Hill Philadelphia, Pa.

A. McLellan, 103 St. Francis Xavier St., Montreal.

James Robertson Company, Montreal.

Gorman, Clancey & Grindley, Ltd., Calgary.

Cunningham Hardware Company, New West-
minster, B.C.

CLAMP

There Is Only One
Plastic Fire Brick

COMES IN
. THEYELLOW-TOP

BARREL

Besides new work

or complete remodel-

ing, Betson's Plastic

Fire Brick has found

wide favor for use

in temporary repairs

to ordinary brick lin-

ings on water tube

and horizontal return

tubular boilers.
Repairs with Betson's

frequently make it

possible t o operate

furnaces for long peri-

ods till there is oppor-

tunity to shut down
the boiler, when the

separate bricks can he

completely replaced

with a one-piece fur-

nace lining that has

no joints.

CATALOG
ON REQUEST

Canadian Distributors

International Chemical Co.
44-46 Lombard Street

TORONTO, ONT., CANADA
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PUT YOUR OIL STORAGE PROBLEMS

UP TO sdS^ ENGINEERS

Photographs of Paint Room Before and

Planning an Oil Storage System involves

important details, easily overlooked by the inex-

perienced. Bowser service will suggest the
proper system for your oils which when in oper-

ation, will bring almost unbelievable improve-
ments in shop conditions, safety and saving.

The illustrations shown here give a fair ex-

ample of what a Bowser Oil Storage and Distri-

buting System does for the average business,

large or small. There is some type of Bowser
Storage Equipment suitable for your oil handling
requirements.

Ask us to make a survey of your present

needs. It will show you what you can ex-

pect a Bowser Oil Storage System to save

you in floor space, oils, time, labor and
money. This does not obligate you to buy
Bowser equipment, and you will receive

valuable information from such a survey.

WRITE US AT ONCE.

S. F. BOWSER COMPANY, Limited
66-68 FRASER AVE., TORONTO, ONT.

LONDON
32 Victoria St. S. W. 1

HAVANA
Lonja del Comercio

PARIS
5 Rue Denis-Poissons

SYDNEY
6 Castlereagh St.
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Riley Stokers Give
You Higher Efficiency and

Lower Maintenance
The average efficiency the first year after installing

Riley Stokers at this industrial plant was 72%—the
maintenance $0.0035 per ton of coal fired.

Eight severX'Teiort Riley Underfeed Stokers as installed
under 600 horsepower B. & W. Boilers. Note the cleanliness
of the boiler room and the absence of all operating me-
chanism underneath the stoker.

Such results have a meaning so significant that no
engineer can safely disregard them.
The results are not unusual but are typical of Riley
Service. They are directly traceable to the three
unique Riley features

—

the moving grates—the con-
tinuous automatic ash discharge—the safety con-
necting rod.
These valuable features are fully described in our
catalogue HR-12. •

For information on the Murphy Furnace for smaller boilers^ see our
advertisement in the last issue or send for catalogue HM'12.

Sanford Riley Stoker Co.
Worcester, Mass.

British Licensee: Erith's Engineering Co., Ltd..

London. French Licensee: Erith. Leroy & Cic..

Paris, France.

AMERICAN-MARSH PUMPS
SIMPLE RELIABLE EFFICIENT

The line also
includes

—

Power Pumps
Deep Well Engines
Air Compressors

The American-Marsh steam pump is an improved form of the famous Marsh
Pump which has been on the market for over thirty years, during which time over
150,000 have been manufactured and sold.

The American-Marsh Pump has no internal stuffing boxes, no tappets and no
slide valves. The auxiliary valve is of the semi-rotative disc type of an improved
design. The main steam valve is of the balanced piston pattern, assuring highest
efficiency. The water ends have large valve areas and are fully bronze fitted,

including solid bronze piston rods and bronze removable water cylinder bushings.

American-Marsh Centrifugal Pumps are made with
the same high grade of material and workmanship
which characterizes the construction of the steam

pumps. They are made in

all sizes up to 12 inch, both
single and two stage for
heads up to 250 feet.

Jet Condensers
Dry Vacuum Pumps
Boiler Feed Pumps

Ask for General Catalog

AMERICAN STEAM PUMP COMPANY
BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN

CANADIAN AGENTS—A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Toronto. Williams & Wilson, Montreal.
London Ehigine Supplies Co., London, Ont. Stuart Machinery Co., Winnipeg. Mechanics' Supply
Co., Quebec, Que. Gorman, Clancy & Grindley, Limited, Edmonton and Calgary.
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REES RoTURBo
Patent Pressure Chamber Pumps Cannot

Overload the Prime Mover
The self-regulating feature of the RoTURBo PUMP "when subjected
to a variation in boiler pressure" causes it to adjust itself to meet the new
conditions without danger to the prime mover.

Two Rees RoTURBo Pumps recently completed b y »i8 for the Windsor Water Works at Windsor. Ont.

REES RoTURBo
Patent Pressure Chamber Pumps, Rotary Jet Condensers and Rotary Air Pumps are

to-day giving splendid service the world over in MINES, POWER STATIONS,
MARINE SERVICE, WATERWORKS and ALL KINDS of INDUSTRIAL PLANTS.

Ask for catalogues and further particulars.

Sole Canadian Manufacturers

The GOLDIE & McCULLOCH CO., Ltd.
Head Office and Works: GALT, ONTARIO, CANADA

rORONTO OFFICE:
Suite 1101-2,

()ank of Hamilton Bld'g.

WESTERN BRANCH:
248 McDermott Ave.,

Winnipeg, Man.

QUEBEC AGENTS:
Ross & Greig

400 St. James St.,

Montieal, Que.

BRITISH COLUMBIA AGENTS:
Robt. Hamilton & Co.,

Vancouver, B.C.
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The Early History of the Steam Engine
The History of the Steam Engine May be Traced Very Far Down
the Vast Avenues of Time. An Account is Given of the Develop-

ment of This Prime Mover Up to the Time of Watt

IT
is difficult at any time to determine

the effect of any single invention on
the welfare and progress of the hu-

man raee; and the problem becomes
doubly difficult where inventions of the

first rank become crowded upon each
other in rapid and bewildering succes-

sion, as they have in our own age. But
notwithstanding these difficulties, when
we look backward from our day, upon the

progress of civilization, we are forced
to the conclusion, that in the steam
engine we have a central object without
which, many of the notable achievements
in the arts and sciences would have been
quite impossible.

When in retrospection we sweep over
the history of Lhe world from the time
when the Egyptians and Babylonian civ-

ilizations were at their height, and at-

tempt a classification of the stages of

progress in Dhe me-
ohiamioal arts durimg
the intervening
period, we remark a
very significant

fact. No great re-

voluitionary inven-

tion dlilsitur'bed the

imibiroiken calm that

prevailed through-
out the world during
the long icenturies

0* ipre-iCihTiistian an-
tiquity, and in fact,

this laidk of develop-
menlt of practical

miechianios upon
wh'iicih tbe outward
evidences of our Oc-
oilc'l 3ntal civi liiza'tlion

in great measure de-

pends, conifcinued

well into the middle
ai^es of our ne^ver

era.

The invention for
wih'iich wais reserved
the honor of ushering in a new era

was in effect a development of the

eighteenth century, and did not come
fully into its heritage until the early

days of the nineteenth century. The
invention was the application of steam to

the purposes of mechanics. When this

application was at last made in a prac-

By JOSEPH F. HEFFRON

tical way, a gap was crossed that was
as wide as that which separated the

Stone Age from the Age of Metal, and
with the utilization of steam for mechan-
ical purposes, the epoch in which the

world was living when recorded history

began, was brought to an abrupt close,

and a ne'vv era, the Age of Steam, was
ushered in.

The Earliest Known Experiments With
Steam

The possibilities of the production or

utilization of power from the forces of

nature was but little understood by the

ancients. Air as a motive power was
doubtless first used through the appli-

cation of sails to boats. The Phoeni-
cians used a simple form of sail, and
their example was probably followed by
all the maritime peoples of subsequem

FIG. 1—HERO'S EOLIPILE. FIG. 2—HERO'S WHIRLING EOLIPILE

periods. But even to the Phoenicians,

the Gail was a comparatively unimport-
ant accessory to the galaxies of oars,

which formed the chief motive power of

their maritime vessels. The introduction

of sails of various types adequate to

propel large ships, and capable of ad-
justment for taking advantage of winds

from almost every quarter of the com-
pass, was a development of the Middle

Ages.

It is doubtless a fact, that the exist-

ence and use of slave labor in the times

referred to, made it scarcely worth while

for man to tax his ingenuity in the in-

vention of machines, since so efficient

a machine provided by nature was pro-

curable with but little expenditure of

effort.

The properties of air and water were
nevertheless studied at an early date

by various mechanical philosophers, at

the head of whom were Archimedes, the

Greek mathematician and mechanician
(287 B.C.), and the famous Alexandrian,
Ctesibius, whose investigations are to

some extent known to us through the
publications of his pupil, Hero. We
know little more of Ctesibius than that

he lived in Alexan-
dria, probably in the
first half of the
second century, B.C.
H i s antecedents,
aaid the place and
exact time of his

birth and death, are
quite unkno'WTi to

us. Neither are we
quite certain as to
the precise range of

hils studies or the
exact numJber and
character of his dis-

coveries.

Of a number of

the books puiblishcd

by Hero thromgh
which the record of

the master's inven-
tions were preserv-

ed to posterity, only
one has been^ pre-
sierved. This work
is kniov^Ti as "Hero's
Pneumatics," snd it

is so interesting that it makes lis

doubly regret the loss of its com-
panion volumes. For, had the remain-
in?- volumes been preserved, we should

doubtlass have a far clearer insight thaai

is now P'Oss'lblo, irto some, at least, that

exorcised the minds of the ancient philo-

sophers.
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THOMAS SAVERY 1698

FIG. 3—HE'RO^S TUBULAR BOILER. SHOW OF ORNAMENTA-
TION, ETC, THIS IS ONE OF THE EARLIEST TUBULAR BOILERS.

I

1

FIG. 4—THOMAS SAVERY'S STEAM ENGINE. THIS ENGINE
UTILIZED THE EXPANSIVE FORCE OF STEAM AND THE SUC-

TION PRODUCED BY CONDENSATION TO RAISE WATER.

The contents of the "Pneumatics" as

the name implies, are chiefly concerned

with the study of gases, but it tells us

also of certain studies in the dynamics
of water, and of the invention of sev-

eral pieces of apparatus that to the his-

torian of science are of the greatest in-

terest.

The First Record of a "Heat-Engine"

Among the devices in the "Pneuma-
tics," we find the earliest mention of

"heat-engines," and in this early work
we find also the genesis of the tubular •

boiler and the Papin cock which was
replaced in the more modern product by
the long D-valve.

A literal translation of a passage from
the "Pneumatics" having reference to

the earliest known apparatus utilizing

steam as motive power, the "eolipile"

reads as follows:

"Balls may be held in the air by the

following method: Fire is lighted under
a boiler that contains water and is closed

at its upper part. From the cover starts

a tube which rises vertically, and at the

extremity of which a hollow hemisphere
is in communication with it. On plac-

ing a light ball in this hemisphere
it will happen that the steam, on rising

through the tube, will raise the ball in

such a manner that it will remain sus-

pended in the air."

Figure (1) shows a cut of the appara-
tus which is borrowed from a manuscript
of the "Pneumatics" dating back to the

Renaissance. The boiler, however, should

have been placed over a fire-place which,

obviously, was necessary to make the

apparatus work.
Figure (2), taken from the same

source, shows a view of Hero's "whirling

eolipile." Here the same kind of a

boiler is used. One of the two tubes bent

at right angles, conducts steam into the

hollow sphere which they support, and

upon the escape of the steam from the

interior of the hollow sphere through the

smaller bent tubes facing tangentially

in opposite directions at opposite ends of

a diameter perpendicular to the axis,

the sphere itself is caused to revolve

by reaction from the escaping steam.

It does not appear that Hero had any

thought of making practical use of this

steam engine. It was regarded merely

as a curious toy—nothing more. Yet,

had not the age that succeeded that of

Hero been one in which inventive genius

was dormant, someone must soon have
hit upon the idea that this steam engine

might be improved and made to serve a

useful purpose for man. As the case

stands, however, there was no advance

made upon the steam motor of Hero for

almost two thousand years. And, in-

deed, when the practical application of

steam was made, towards the close of

the eighteenth century, it was made
probably quite without any reference to

the experiments of Hero, though knowl-

edge of his toy may perhaps have given

a clue to Watt or his predecessors. In

recent time there has been a tendency to

give this steam engine of Hero some-

thing more than full meed of apprecia--
tion. To be sure, it marked a most im-
portant principle in the conception that
steam might be used as a motive power,
but, except in the demonstration of. this

principle, the mechanism of Hero was
much too primitive to be of any real im-
portance.

Hero's Tubular Boiler

But there is another mechanism de-
scribed by Hero which is of even great-
er interest to the scientific historian
than is Hero's "whirling eolipile." This
is known as Hero's "tubular boiler."

Figure (3) shows a sectional view of

this boiler, and it also shows the early

form of the Papin cock. In the centre
we have the fireplace in the shape of a

vertical cylinder, beneath which was
placed an air vent—which is not shown
in the illustration—around the cylin-

drical fireplace is the boiler, also cylin-

drical in form, and filled with water.

Several tubes, such as K and M N,

place its various parts in communication
with each other by passing through the

fireplace, thus increasing the heating

surface of the apparatus.

The cock T, permits the drawing off

of hot water, while the funnel serves to

introduce cold water into the boiler

through the tube reaching to the bot-

tom of the latter. The bent tube P. is

used to permit the escape of air when
water is placed in the boiler, and also

served to permit the escape of steam,

thus eliminating the possibility of an
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ejection of water through the funnel

when the apparatus was placed in oper-

ation.

In his text, Hero tells us that this

tube debouches in the interior of the

•funnel and is therefore not easily per-

ceived, as it is shown in the illustration

for sake of greater clearness. It will be

seen that there is in the boiler an an-

gular shaped compartment formed by
two vertical plates which do not permit

the water to enter the compartment they

form. This compartment is designed for

the purpose of causing the different fig-

ures on top of the apparatus to operate,

"which result is obtained through the play

of the steam and the several way cocks

before mentioned. In the compartment
will be seen two concentric tubes which

are capable of revolving with slight fric-

tion one within the other. The external

tube is fastened to the upper side of the

boiler, and traverses it. In this tube

are three apertures, each located at a

different level and communicating,
through smaller tubes, with the figures

which are placed on top of the appara-

tus. The internal tube, A B, being open

at its lower part, thus communicates with

the interior of the angular compartment,

but is closed at its upper part, which
latter debouches above the upper sur-

face of the apparatus and may be mani-

pulated by the handle, A. This internal

tube is also supplied with three aper-

tures placed at the same level as the

apertures in the external tube,

(but differently placed, so that

when the tube, A B, is given a .

rotary motion by means of the

handle A, one of the openings

in the internal tube is brought

into opposition with an aper-

ture of the same level in the

etxernal tvihe, and the smaller

tubes referred to, communicat-
ing with the interior of the

bodies of the different figures

cause them to perform their

various duties.

To operate the appliance, the

tube A B is removed and a little

water is placed in the angular

compartment. This water passes

into the tube A E (which passes

under the fireplace and is closed

at the side opposite to its aper-

ture E,) and is converted into

: steam. When the tube A B has
been returned to its place, it

will be seen that the steam may
be passed at will by turning the
handle A, into the body of the
bird, making it to war^ble, or in-

to that of the triton, causing his

trumpet to blow, or finally, in-

to the body of the serpent,
which will hiss as it blows into
the fire, thus quickening the

• flames. The effect that the
operation of this curious con-
trivance would have upon the
credulous minds of an early and
uninstructed audience can per-

: haps best be left to the reader's
imagination.

Beginnings of Modern Discovery

Such sporadic experiments as these

and of still later times, such as thoso

conducted late in the fifteenth century
by the great Italian, Leonardo da Vinci,

have no sequential connection with the

story of the evolution of the steam en-

gine, but are simply of interest since

they show that man had wrestled through
long ages with a problem that was later

on to be solved in a comparatively short

space of time.

The experiments which led directly to

practical achievements were not begun
until the seventeenth century. In the

very first year of that century, an Italian

named Giovanni Battiste della Porta pub-
lished a treatise on pneumatics, in which
the idea of utilizing steam for the prac-

tical purpose of raising water was ex-

pressly stated. The idea enunciated by
this inventor was put intj effect in

1624 by a French engineer and mathe-
matician, Solomon de Cans. He in-

vented two different machines, the first

of which required a spherical boiler

having an internal tube reaching nearly

to the bottom, a fire beneath the boiler

produced steam which would force the

water in the boiler to a height propor-

tionate to the pressure obtained.

In the other machine, steam is led

from the boiler into the upper part of

a closed cistern containing the water
to be elevated. To the lower portim
of the cistern a delivery pipe was at-

FIG 5—A NEWOOMEN ENGINE MODEL—IT WAS ON A
OF THIS TYPE THAT JAMES WATT FIRST EXPERIM

tached so that water was discharged

under a considerable pressure. This
arrangement was precisely similar to

an apparatus employed by the Greek
engineer Hero in various of his foun-

tains, as regards the principle of ex-

panding gas tj propel a liquid. An im-

portant difference, however, consists in

the fact that the scheme of della Porta

and of de Caus embodied the idea of

generating pressure simply by the aid

of steam, whereas Hero had depended
in most of bis apparatus on the expan-
sive property of air compressed by the

water itself.

While these early mechanisms con-

tained the germ of an idea of vast im-

portance, the mechanisms themselves

were of trivial utility. It is not even
clear whether their projectors had an

idea of the properties of the condensa-

tion of vapor, upon which the making
of the practical steam engine so largely

depends. This idea was probably first
'

grasped about half a century later by
an Englishman, Edward Somerset, the

celebrated Marquis of Worcester, wh >,

in 1663, described in his "Century of

Inventions" an apparatus for raising

water by the expansfve force of steam.

His own account his invention is as

follows:

"An admiraMe and most forcible

way to drive up water by fire; not by
drawing or sucking it upwards, for

that must be as the philosopher calleth

it, intra sphaeram activitatis,

which is but at such a dis-

tance. But this way hath no
bounder, if the vessel be strong

enough; for I have taken a

piece of whole cannon, whereof
the end was burst, and filled

it three-quarters full of water,

stopping and screwing up the

broken end, as also the touch

-

hole; and making a constant
fire under it, within twenty-
four hours it burst and made
a great crack; so that having
a way to make my vessels so

that they are strengthened by
the force within them, and the
one to fill after the other, I

have seen the water run like a

constant stream, forty feet

high; one vessel of water, rare-

fied by fire, driveth up forty

of cold water; and the man that

tends the work is but to turn
two cocks, that one vessel of

water being consumed, another
begins to force and refill with
cold water, and so successively;

the fire being tended and kept
constant, which the self-same
person may likewise abundantly
perform in the interim, between
the necessity of turning the Siaid

cocks."

It is unfortunate that the

Marquis did not give a more
silaborate description of this re-

markable contrivance. The fact

that he treats it so casually is

MODEL sufficient evidence that he had

ENTED. no conception of the possibili-
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ties of the mechanism, but, on the other

hand, his description suffices to prove
that he had g'ained a clear notion of,

and ;had experimentally demonstrated
the tremendous power of expansion that

resides in steam. No example of his

steam pump has been preserved, and his-

torians of the sulbject have heen left dn
doubt as to some details of its construc-

tion, and in particular as to whether it

utilized the principle of a vacuum
created through condensation of the

steam.

Thomas Savery's Steam Pump

This principle was clearly grasped,
however, -by another Englishman,
Thomas Savery, a Cornish mine captain,

who, in 1698, secured a patent for a

steam engine to be applied to the rais-

ing of water, etc. A working model of

this machine was produced before the

Royal Society in 1699. The transac-

tions of the society contain the follow-

ing: "June 14fh, 1699, Mr. Savery en-

tertained the Royal Society with show-
ing a small model of his engine for rais-

ing water by help of fire, which he set

to work before them; the experiment

succeeded according to expectation, and

to their satisfaction."

The following very clear description

of Savery's engine is given in the in-

troduction to Beckmann's History of In-

ventions :

"This engine, which was used for

some time to a considerable extent for

raising water from mines, consisted of

a strong iron vessel shaped like an egg,

with a tube or pipe at the bottom, which
descended to the place from which the

water was to be drawn, and another at

the top, which ascended to the place to

which it was to be elevated. This oval

vessel was filled with steam supplied

from a boiler, by which the atmospheric

air was first blown out of it. When the

air was thus expelled and nothing but
pure steam left in the vessel, the com-
munication with the boiler was cut off,

and cold water poured on the external

surface. The steam within was thus

condensed and a vacuum produced, and
the water drawn up from below in the

usual way by suction. The oval vessel

was thus filled with water; a cock placed

at the bottom of the lower pipe was
then closed, and steam was introduced

from the boiler into the oval vessel

above the surface of the water. This

steam being of high pressure, forced the

water up the ascending tube, from the

top of which it was discharged, and the

oval vessel being thus refilled with

steam, the vacuum was again produced

by condensation, and the same process

was repeated. By using two oval steam
vessels, which would act alternately

—

one drawing water from below, while

' the other was forcing it upwards, an

uninterrupted discharge of water was
produced. Owing to the danger of ex^

plosion, from the high pressure of the

steam which was used, and from the

enormous waste of heat by unnecessary

POWER HOUSE
condensation, these engines soon fell in-

to disuse."

This description makes it obvious that
Savery had the clearest conception of

the production of a vacuum by the con-

densation of steam, and of the utiliza-

tion of the suction thus established

(which suction, as we know, is really

due to the pressure of outside air) to

accomplish useful work. Savery also ar-

ranged this apparatus in duplicate, so

that one vessel was filling with water
while the other was forcing water to

the delivery pipe. This is credited with
being the [first useful apparatus for
raising water by the combustion of fuel.

There was great waste of steam need-
less to say, through imparting heat to

the water, but the feasibility of the all-

important principle of accomplishing
mechanical labor with the aid of heat
was at last demonstrated.
The Piston Engine of Denis Papin
The principle of causing expanding

steam to press against a piston work-
ing tightly in a cylinder seems to have
originated with a Frenchman, Denis
Papin, a scientific worker, who, being
banished from his own country, was
established as professor of mathematics
at the University of Marburg. He con-

ceived the important idea of transmit-

ting power by means of a piston as

early as 1688, and about two years later

added the idea of producing a vacuum
in a cylinder, by cooling the cylinder

—

the latter idea being, as we have just

seen, the one which Savery put into

effect.

It will be noted that Papin's inven-

tion antedated that of Savery; to the

Frenchman, therefore, must be given the

credit of hitting upon two important

principles which made feasible the mod-
ern steam engine. Papin constructed a

model consisting of a small cylinder in

which a solid piston worked. In the

cylinder beneath the piston was placed

a small quantity of water, which, when
the cylinder was heated, was turned

into steam, the elastic force of which
raised the piston. The cylinder was
then cooled by removing the fire, when
the steam condensed, thus creating a

vacuum in the cylinder, into which the

piston was forced by the pressure of

the atmosphere.

Such an apparatus seems crude

enough, yet it incorporates the essential

principles, and required but the use of

ingenuity in elaborating details of the

mechanism, to make a really efficient

steam engine. It would appear, how-
ever, that Papin was chiefly interested

in the theoretical, rather than in the

really practical side of the question, and
there is no evidence of his having pro-

duced a working machine of practical

power, until after such machines worked
by steam had been constructed else-

where.

The Improved Engine of Thomas
Newcomen

As has happened so frequently in

other fields. Englishmen were the first
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to make practical use of the new ideaa
enunciated aJbove. In 1705 Thomas
Newcomen, a blacksmith or ironmonger,
and John Cawley, a plumber and glazier,
patented their atmospheric engine, and

,

five years later, Newcomen had on the i

market an engine which is described in
the Report of the Department of Sci-i

ence and Arts of the South Kensington,
Museum, as "the first real pumping en-
gine ever made."

The same report describes the engin*'
as "a vertical steam cylinder provided
with a piston connected at one end of

the beam, having a pivot or bearing in

the middle of its length, and at th«
other end of the beam pump rods for*
working the pump. The cylinder was
surrounded by a second cylinder or
jacket, open at the top, and cold water
could be supplied to this outer cylinder
at pleasure. The single or working
cylinder could be supplied with steam
when desired from a boiler below it
There was a drain pipe from the bottom
of the working cylinder, and one from
the outer cylinder. For the working of
the engine, steam was admitted to the
working cylinder, so as to fill it and
expel all the air, the piston then bein?
at the top, owing to the weight of the

pump rods being sufficient to lift it;

then the steam was shut off and the
drain cocks closed and cold water ad-
mitted to the outer cylinder, so that the
steam in the working cylinder con- •

densed, and, leaving a partial vacuum
of pressure of the atmosphere, forced
the piston down and drew up the pump
rods, thus making a stroke of the pump.
Then the water was drawn off from the

outer cylinder and steam admitted to

the working cylinder before . allowing

the piston to return to the top of its

stroke, ready for the next down stroke."

From this point onward developments

in the use of steam engines spread

rapidly, and this engine of Newcomen's,

illustrated in figure 5, was used rather

widely in its time, especially after they

had been supplied with automatic valve

gear. We are told that in the neighbor-

hood of Newcastle alone there were, in

1767, fifty-seven at work, ranging in

size from twenty-eight inch to seventy-

five inch cylinder diameter, and giving

collectively about twelve hundred horse-

power.

It is interesting to note that one of

these engines of Newcomen's preserved

at Wednesbury, near Birmingham, was

put to a trial under steam but a few

weeks ago in preparation for the cen-

tenary celebration at Birmingham. The

engine was in continuous use for more

than half a century. Designed for

thirteen strokes to the minute, the an-

cient piece of machinery maintained

sixteen strokes to the minute at the

trial.
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Elevator Hazards and the Public

The Elevator Has Dangerous Possibilities in Spite of the Excel-

lent Service That the Majority of Them Give Day After Day. The

Following Paper Read Before the Annual Congress of the National

Safety Council Gives a Resume of Elevator Hazards

By DANA WEBSTER, Aetna Life Insurance Co., Indianapolis

BPIFORE making any remarks on

the safety of elevators, it might be

interesting tj cover, briefly, the

gradual development in the manufacture

of mechanical lifting devices.

Mechanical Lifting Devices

Lifting devices were undoubtedly used

by Julius 'Caesar as far back as 256 B.C.,

as history mentions their lifting animals

from the dens to the arena in the Coli-

seum of Rome. About the middle of the

Nineteenth Century, platforms or cable-

hoisted elevators were first installed in

New York and Boston, but were not pro-

vided with any kind of safety devices,

and, strange to say, you can find a few
elevators without safety devices at the

present time.

A few years later elevators were

equipped with safety devices of such

type that it was necessary for the hoist

cable to break before the safety could

actuate. There are a great many of this

type of safety in use to-day, but with

the introduction of high-speed elevators,

wtiich were required to meet the demands
of the public, quite naturally it necessi-

tated much better type of safety appar-

atus and a multiplicity of cabbies.

Accidents could, and did occur, from

over-speeding elevators, caused by dis-

arrangements of the controlling appar-

atus, and it became necessary to provide

safety devices that would actuate sihould

the elevator speed increase beyond a

predetermined number of feet per

minute.

The most essential elements of safety

are the prevention of excessive speed

from any cause, the over-running of the

limits of travel at top and bottom, safe

protection at the landing entrances to

the elevator, and a regular examination

of the cables and all parts of the elevator

equipments.

Car Safety Device

The early type of the safety device

was designed to stop the car instantan-

eously. They served the purpose satis-

factorily for slow speed, but were not

adequate for the higher speed of 400 to

700 feet per minute. It, therefore, be-

came necessary to provide a safety de-

vice that would stop the car with an

easy and gradual stop. This is accom-

plished iby the friction clamp safety,

which ds actuated by a safety speed

governor, usually set to trip at 40 per

cent, above regular speed. This governor

will act should the hoist cable break,

allowing the ear to drop, or should the

car over-speed from some defect in the

machinery after the governor trips and

the rar has dropped far enough to take

up the clearance of the safety jaws. The
jawis are forced hard against the guide

rail (like a vice), and the car will con-

tinue to slide until the friction is enough
to stop the car entirely. The distance

the car will slide after the safety takes

hold, depends upon the load; but the

farther the car slides the tighter the

safety grips the rail. Usually, a car will

drop albout six feet after the governor

trips and clamps the igovernor cable.

Over-running of Limit Stop

The machine of all power-operated
elevators should be equipped with auto-

matic limit stops; that is, a device that

will stop the elevator at the top and
bottom limit of travel, regardless of the

operator.

On Drum machines, the Automatic
Limit Stop should be built with and made
a part of the maclhine.

On Hydraulic elevators, the Automatic
Limit Stop should consist of a Cut-off

Valve, either in the to-and-from pipe, or

in both the supply and disdharge pipe.

On Traction type of elevators, the

Automatic Limit Stops must be located

in the hoistway, and the power cut off

by the travel of the car. As there is

more or less slippage of the hoist cables

on the drive sheave, a machine auto-

matic would not be dependable. In

addition to automatic limit stops on

electric elevators, there are hoistway

limit switches located so that, should

the car travel a certain distance by the

automatic limit stop, the car would open

a switch, thus cutting off the power and
stopping the machine.

Safe Protection at Landings

The early types of passenger elevators
—-and, in fact, most elevators up to the

present time—are provided with landing

doors equipped with a catch located on
the inside, so that the door can only be

opened by the operator. The operator,

however, in order to make speed—and
the puiblic is partly to blame for this

—

starts the elevator before the door is

closed, and quite often the door would
not fully close and latch, thus providing

a very dangerous condition. Many per-

sons have opened the door when finding

it ajar, and, looking in the hoistway,

have either fallen or have been knocked
down the hoistway by the car and se-

verely injured or killed. I might say,

right here, that statistics show that 85

to 90 per cent, of all elevator accidents

occur at the landing doors. Therefore,

it became necessary to provide the land-

ing doors with a locking device that

would prevent the doors from being
opened, unless the car was at the land-

ing; also to prevent the car from being
removed away from the landing until

the landing doors were closed. This is

termed the Interlocking Device, or Inter-

locks for Landing Doors. While I be-

lieve all landing doors of passenger
elevators and gates for freight elevators

should be equipped with interlocks, I am
sorry to say that, at the present time,

only a small percentage of elevators are

equipped with this device, although they
are becoming more and more in general

use.

Cables

The CaWes are the most essential

parts of the elevator equipment, and
their number and size should be equal

to the load with a good factor of safety.

The sheave should be of ample size, and
placed in alignment, to prevent chaffing

of the cables on the sides.

Great credit must be given to the
manufacturers for the high state of

perfection these devices have brought.
This fact must be admitted when con-

sidering the few accidents on elevators,

compared to the large number of pas-
sengers carried. Statistics show that

10,000,000 passengers are carried in the
Borough of Manhattan daily, and it is

said that this number exceeds the num-
ber of passengers that ride on all the
surface, elevated, and subway cars; in

other words—more people ride vertically

than horizontally.

A great many elevator accidents are
not due to faulty design in construction,

machinery, or safety device, but to the

carelessness of the injured party. It,

therefore, becomes necessary for the City

or State to enact Ordinances and Laws
regulating the construction of elevators,

and enforcing their equipment with ef-

fective safety devices, in the interest of

accident prevention; that is to say—to

prevent a person from being injured by
his own carelessness, and also by the

carelessness of the operator.

Elevator Inspection

Are the Safety Devices Kept in

Proper Condition ? is one important
question. The only way this can be
accomplished is by having the elevator
regularly inspected by a competent
elevator inspector, who should inspect

all the different safety devices, machin-
ery, cables, etc., in fact, everything per-

taining to the elevator. The landing
doors should be tried to determine
whether they can be opened from the

outside. The car safety device should be
tested to be sure that it would actuate.
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and hold the car from falling, should the
cable break. The automatic limit stops
should be tested so as to be sure the car
will njt over-run and strike the over-
head beams or bumpers. The slack cable
device should be tested to be positive the
power would be cut off should the

cables slacken. The brake should be
examined to be sure there is no slippage.

The cables should be examined very
carefully for defects, as there is no part
of an elevator that requires the exercise

of more good judgment than the exam-
ination of the cables. It is just as
essential that the safety devices, and all

parts of the elevator, be kept in good
working order, as it is that they should

be installed in the first place. After an
inspection has been made, the owner
should proceed immediately to install

safeguards and remedy any defects re-

ported.

The elevator should be oiled and
greased regularly by the engineer, and
looked over carefully for any defects,

and not wait for an inspector to make
a thorough inspection, and oftentimes

the engineer will discover some little

defect which, if fixed immediately, may
avoid a serious accident.

There is another feature that 1 wish

to mention before closing; that is, the

elimination of mirrors, in fact all glass,

from the passenger cars (except the

electric light bulbs), not only because of

the fact that they are liable to cause

injury to passengers by getting broken,

but als) because of their attraction,

which results in passengers failing to

notify the operator promptly as to their

destination. This necessitates a stop

between floors, and a trip back to let

them off. They also have a tendency to

retard the loading and unloading of the

cars.

UNIFLOW LOCOMOTIVES
'The Uniflow type of engine cylinder

has been applied with considerable suc-

cess in England to locomotive design.

SBCTIONAL DRAWINO OF ORDINARY
CYLINDER.

The accompanying illustrations show the

design developed by the North-Eastem
Railway at the Darlington works. Three
cylinders are installed, each of them
I6V2 in. dia. by 26 in. stroke. The design

of these and their difference in api>ear-

ance from the ordinary piston valve

cylinder may be seen in the line draw-

ing.

SBX:TI0N.\L DRAWING OF UNIFLOW
CYLIJMDEJR.

The "Uniflow" principle differs from
that of an ordinary cylinder in that the

steam entering at one port does not

have to return to the same point, but

escapes through an exhaust port pro-

vided in the middle of the cylinder bar-

rel. The steam, therefore, has only a

f:.rward and no backward movement;
hence the term "Uniflow." Owing to

the fact that the exhaust Is In tne mid-

dle, it is necessary to increase the length

of the cylinder to about double what it

would otherwise be, in order to allow

the steam which enters through the port

at one end of the cylinder to press for-

ward the piston for the same length of

t'me or distance before exhaust, as is

dene in the case if the ordinary engine.

The piston in a "Uniflow" cylinder is

called upon to govern the exhaust in-

stead of, as in the usual type, lea-\nng

that function to the slide or piston

valve. The piston is a hollow casting,

with spring rings at each end, which
prevent any steam passing through to

its other side. It is claimed that this

piston, being hollow and full of air, pro-

tects the live steam of the piston from
the disadvantageous effects which the

ordinary narrow piston possesses, due
to its being a single solid surface, one
side or the other of which is always wet
from exhaust steam.

We are indebted to the North-Eastern
Railway Magazine for the information

contained in this article.

THE ALIGNMENT OF SH.\FTS
The first indication of a shaft being

impei-fectly supported in its bearings is

excessive end play, -v\-itb the flywheel

running out of truth. This is often

caused by the springinig of tlie crank-

shaft for want of support, the resultant

effect being extension and contraction

of the shaft endAvise. This eff/xst, it

seems, car. very well be noted without

dismantling an engine; in faot, it can be

done with the whole of the reciprocating

paits in position. The author of the

papcir sugigests that if delicate and care-

ful measiirements are taken ibctween

the crank webs when the cranl: pin

is on toi> and bottom centres a

difference of but one or two-Jthousandths

of an inch will denote ali'gTiTnent in-

accuracy. If an inner bearing of an

enj.'ine is low the crank webs will close

in slightly when the pin is on the bot-

tom centre, and open out when the

crank pin is placad on the top centre. If,

however, it is an outboard bearing that

is low, the reverse vriW be the case.

Generally speaking, the amount of lack

of support, or misalignment of a bear-

ing is approximately the difference be-

tween the readings when the crank pin

is at the top and bottom ceiitrc respec-

tively. The instrument used for the

measurement tests is an inside micro-

meter having telescopic rods. We th'nk,

however, that a dial test indicator would
be more suitable.
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Methods of Setting Piston Valves
The Piston Valve Has Many Advantages Over the Common *'D"

Slide Valve, Although Its Setting is Sometimes a More Difficult

Operation. This Paper Gives Some Useful Information

By J. W: A. DRUMMOND, Drumheller, Alberta

NEARLY all vertical engines, and
many types of horiaontal engines,

are fitted with piston valves, in

the place of the common D slide-valve,

to control the distribution of steam to

the cylinder or cylinders.

This type of valve is particularly de-

sirable in vertical engines, as it is pos-

sible by making the upper portion of the

valve larger than the lower portion, to

balance the weight of the valve and its

valve-rod and thus reduce the power re-

quired to move the valve.

While the piston valve is similar in its

action t^o a D slide-valve, its setting is

not always a simple operation, as it is

often placed in a cylindrical valve chest,

which is covered with a valve chest cover.

There being no cover plate at the side

as in the case of a D slide-valve, it is

necessary to use some other means of

ascertaining when the valve is correctly

set, and it is the purpose of this article

to describe a very simple way to ac-

complish the desired result, accurately

and quickly once the necessary equip-

ment has been made.
I will first explain a few types of

valves:—The valves are made both with

and without piston rings, depending on

the size and grade of the engine, the

cheaper grades and smaller sizes being

without piston rings. When the valve

has no piston rings, the cylinder ports

are plain, opening into the cylinder, as

in the case of a D slide-valve, except
that the openings are circular to conform
with the shape of the valve chest. When
the valve has piston rings, the ports

have to be bridged, to prevent the pos-

sibility of the valve catching the ports.

See Fis:. 1 and Fig. 2.

The bridging consists of bars of metal

cast integral with the cylinder casting,

thus bridging the ports with narrow
strips of metal, the passage between the

bars being in effect a series of small

ports, the sum of the area of which
is that which would be required if the

port were plain, when the valve chest

is bored out, the portion that is bridged

is also bored to the same size as the

rest of the valve chest, thus leaving the

port openings with a support which keeps

the rings closed, and prevents them from
catching in the openings (port).

There are two classes of valves. Di-

rect and Indirect.

In the direct type the steam is admit-

ted over the ends of the valves and is

exhausted at the centre, in this type the

lead can usually be measured at the

head end, but not at the other end. See
Fig. .3 and Fiig. 4.

Then we have what is known as the

indirect valve in which the steam is

admitted to the central portion of the

valve and the exhaust goes out over the

ends, in this type it is not possible to

measure the lead unless there is a cover

plate at this side.

A third type of valve is known as

the box type. It is also an indirect

valve, in this valve, the ends are solid,

the remaining portion of which is hol-

low. The two ends being held togther

by a hollow distance piece, which
bridges between the ends of it, and the

solid ends.

When the box type of valve is used,

the valve chest has a liner to each port,

this liner has two ports in it, both of

which are bridged, the reason there are

two ports for each end of the cylinder

is, the box type of valve is a double

ported one, the action of which will

now be explained. As will be seen in

the sketch, the valve ?'s just opo.i the .

amount due to the lead, and steam is

going to be admitted to the head end of

the cylinder. It will he remiemibered thait

this valve is an indirect one, so the

steam is admitted to the central portion

of the valve chest, that being the case,

the steam will be entering the cylinder

through the opening at A, but on look-

ing at the other end of the valve, it will

be noticed that the hollow portion of

the valve is also open to steam, so that

some steam must also be passing through
the valve to the other end and into the

cylinder port, which is shown to be fully

open to steam, so it will be plainly seen,

that this valve is double ported, as the

steam is admitted at two distinct ports,,

and in setting the valves, the lead has
to be measured at the two points A,

which would make this type of valve, a

very difficult one to set correctly, unless

the lead could be measured.
The crank end exhaust port is almost

fully open, and the ejdhaust siteam pas-

ses out over the end of the valve, to

the spaces marked E, which in this case

of a siirapHe engine, is connected to a
Y piece, or led through passages to

the exhaust pipe, in the case of a com-
pound engine, it may go to the receiver,

or direct to the low pressure-cylinder,

the same valve controllimg the steam ddis-
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tribution in the L. P. by the addition

of extra ports in the valve. See Fig. 5.

When an indirect type of valve is used,

the eccentric has to be set behind the

crank, and the angle of advance is 90

degrees, less the angle of advance, un-

less a reversing rocker is used, when
the eccentric is set at 90 degrees, plus

the angle of advance ahead of the crank,

this rule is applicable no matter in which
direction it is desired to run the engine.

In some types of engines, it is impos-

sible to measure the lead directly, so that

•other means have to be resorted to, to

set the valve, as both lead openings can-

not be seen, when such is the case, one

. of the easiest and most accurate methods,

is to proceed as follows:—

-

The piston valve should be removed
from its valve chest, and a rod made as

follows: for measuring the valve open-

ings, a piece of flat steel say about 16

gauge, is marked out in this manner,

.first scribe |a line across the cemtre

lengthways, and then on the centre line on

the other axis mark off the width of

the stick to which it is to be attached,

say %-in. wide, now on the horizontal

centre line, mark off the width of the

stick, a distance of V2-^n., make the

width of the plate about one and one-half

inches, and join the marks on the cen-

tre lines, to the comers of the plates,

with a diagonal line, and file the plate

to shape, then drill two holes in it to

secure it to the stick, which should be

about %-in. wide, and about Vz—in. thick,

and long enough to reach the bottom of

the valve chest, and have about 6 in.

to spare, having made this, now secure

two pieces of batten, say one and one-

half inches wide, by % inch thick,

and about the same length as the depth

gauge.

See Fig. 6.

Now with the depth gauge, measure
the distance to the lower edge of the

steam port in the valve chest, (see

sketch) and make a mark, correspond-

ing with the face of the valve chest

face, then move the gauge up to mea-
sure the position of the upper edge of

the same port, and again make a mark
on the gauge corresponding with the

valve chest-fac3, proceed in this man-
ner, till you have the ports all complete

on the gauge, then find the depth of the

valve chest from the chest-face, and
mark the depth gauge again.

Now lay the depth gauge along side

one of the battens, which should have

a square end, the line corresponding with

the bottom of the valve chest, is taken

to be the squared off end of the batten,

then the lower port is marked off, then

the upper, the solid spaces between the

ports being cross-hatched, and then the

lines corresponding to the steam chest

face, is laid off, thus completing the

valve port batten. The centre line be-

tween the ports must be marked on

this batten.

See Fig. 7.

Then take the piston valve and lay

it on the other batten, and mark off

the position of the bridges, or valve

faces, and also the centre line of the

valve, and the position of the end of

the valve, now lay two battens side by
side, with the valve centre lines corres-

ponding, and mark off valve chest face

on valve batten, this distance is the

distance the top of the valve is below
the valve chest face, when the valve is

in the centre of its travel, on the other

end of the valve batten, the line corres-

ponding to the bottom of the valve chest,

must be marked on, and from this line

a distance equal to the distance the top

of the valve is below the valve chest

cov^r. when in midposition, is added,

and a line drawn with a square across

the batten, the remainder, is then cut

off at this line, we now have our sticks

complete as below, (see sketch). Fig. 8.

Now make a piece of plate bent to a

right angle, with one leg long enough

to catch one of the valve chest bolts,

and allow the angle piece to stand over

the valve chest opening, drill it to fit

the valve chest studs on the long leg,

and three holes to fasten port opening

stick to the angle piece, having done so,

replace valve in chest, bolt on the port

stick to the valve chest face, now get

some one to rotate the engine to crank

dead centre, lay valve stick against port

stick and position of valve can be seen with

reference to the ports, turn engine over

to the other dead centre, and again ob-

serve position of valve with reference

to the ports, it can now be seen, if the

valve is correctly set, and if not, which
way the valve has to be moved to place

it in the correct position, and by hav-

ing some one to turn the engine over,

the action of the valve can be followed

throughout.

Having once made a set of sticks, for

an engine, of which you have charge,

they should be preserved, as they form
a very simple and quick method of re-

placing an eccentric in its proper place,

should it chance to slip, or should it be
necessary to check up the valve setting

at any time.

PRIMING REMEDIES
A gcner.nl indicaiticn leading one to

think 'iboiler priming is taking place is

the violent agitation of the water in the

rauge glass, ,tOi2reth*?r with its muddy
and discolored appearance. Sometimes

this level will record as maich as two

inches of difference within the space of

a few seconds; sometinTes daeappearing

below or above the glass altogether. If

it is thou'vht that fhictuation of steam
demands is giving rise to the trouble

close down the boiler stop valve a little.

The anti-priming piw, usually found
in Lancashire or Galloway typK! boilers,

is a slotted pipe fixed inside the boiler

towards the top, cast It sections and
bolted together. This pipe should be at

least three-quarters the lergth of the

boiler, and the area of the slots at least

enual to tht^ bore of the steam valve.

Whenever the boiler is opened up for

cleaning or repairs, these slots should
be examined for corrosion and reduction

of orifice area, as priming trouble may
be due to this cause. One peculiar fea-
ture of priming is that the troulble may
be appai'ent in a m.ore or less greatCT
degree with the type of labor employed
in firing, thus proving that the manner
in which the lioiler is fired is an import-
ant factor in this respect. The thinnest
film of grease clinging to the water
within the boiler will somietim/es give
rise to priming, hence care shooild he
taken to eliminate this from the feed-
water. Boiler compositions introduced
for the purpose of reducing scale must

used sparingly and in small quantities
at a time. A day's supply should not
ibe injected within a few minutes by
means of the boiler pumti or injector;

instead, it shioyld be sipread over a Avhole

day's supply of feed-water. Priming due
to a high-water value can be remedied
by lowering the water line, but in this

expert advice should be taken in order
that the danger limit is not reached.

INTERNAL COMRUSTION ENGINE
IMPROVEMENTS

Important improvements continue to

be made by British engineers in the

Diesel oil engines which are being so

largely adopted for marine poirposes and
for the generation of electricity on land.

One recent innovation is intended to en-

.ib!e tar oil to be successfully used as

the fuel. A i)ilot jet of paraffin is pro-

vided to form a flame for the follo^ving

jet of tar oil, thus overcoming the diffi-

culties of ignition. Another novelty
which is of special interest to central
station engineers is a device for auto-
matically controlling the pressure of the
air supply to suit the varying loads met
with in the supply of electricity. On one
and the same gauge is a pointer regis-

tering the air blast pressure and another
controlled by the current passing
through the generator. The second
pointer is an-anged to indicate the cor-

rect air pressure according to the load"

on the generator, and everything is in

order when the two pointers are to-

gether, in which position they close an
electrical circuit controlling the com-,
pressor throttle. When the pointers are

apart, the throttle opens and increases

he air supply until the pointer"? come
t^ogethev. Gieatiy im^vroved com/bustion

s secured by this ingenious device. .An-

other Britisli firm has introdareo'd an
emergency governor which stops the en-

gine coinpl?tely in case of an excessive

rise in speed—an emergency which is

beyond the ordinary governor. This np-

narabis . works by by^passing the fuel

into the ntmo?phere. .Another emer-
gency dev'oe stops the en'nne whr-n-^'v^r

the water circulation fails, the apparatus

beinir oper.9tod by a diaph'-asrm. which
flattens when the water pressure upon it

is withdrf'Wn. All the Briti'sh makers
concerned in this field are standard i'inif

their designs in order to provide the. ad-

vanta "es of mass production.
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Water Hammer Action
The Following Article, Reprinted from "The Locomotive," Gives

Some Interesting Facts Relative to This Power Plant T?rouble.

The Theory of This Obscure Action is Well Explained

"W
ATER-HAMMEE action" is

the action which, occurs in a
steam boiler or in steam pip-

ing, when a mass of water is driven with

considerable velocity against a solid

body, or against another mass of water,

in such a way as to have its motion sud-

denly checked or destroyed. Under these

circumstances a severe momentary pres-

sure is generated in the region where
the collision occurs, just as happens
when we bring a heavy sledge hammer
down forcibly upon an anvil. If the

moving water strikes directly against

the boiler shell, the pressure is exerted

directly against the shell; while if the

moving mass is stopped by colliding with
another mass of water, the pressure

arises in the midst of the fluid, where
the collision occurs. In the latter case,

however, a pressure-wave is generated

in the water, and this travels forward
until it presently comes to bear against

the shell of the boiler. In either case,

therefore, the shell will be subjected to

a shock, as the result of the sudden stop-

page of the moving water; and under
suitable conditions this shock may be
very heavy indeed—quite sufficient, in

fact, to rend the boiler.

Conditions for the Development of

Water-Hammer Action

It is plain, from what has been said,

that the immediate conditions for the
development of water-hammer action

are two in number. (1) Some portiion

of the water must be caused to move
with a considerable speed, and (2) this

moving mass must strike against the

boiler, or against another mass of water,

in such a way that its own speed is

suddenly checked or destroyed. The
pressure which is generated is only mo-
mentary, but it may be of great intens-

ity during the instant it lasts.

The violent commotion which pre-

cedes and leads to the water-hammer
effect cannot arise unless there are
sensible differences of pressure or of

temperature, within the boiler. There
can be no water-hammer action, for

example, in a boiler whose contents are

everywhere at the same temperature and
pressure. '

In practice we find that the action

develops in undrained steam pipes when
steam is turned into them, and in boilers

which are being cut in with a steam
main which is already in communication
with other boilers; but in order to realize

it, the conditions referred to above must
be fulfilled. That is, the water and
steam must ibe at different pressures, or
at different temperatures.

When a boiler is cut into a steam
main, it will be the difference in pres-

sure which determines the action, pro-

vided the pressure in the boiler exceeds
that in the main; for when we open the

stop-valve under these circumstances,

the water in the boiler will tend to "lift,"

and considerable masses of it may be
thrown against the shell, with a result-

ant shock which may be sufficient to

produce rupture.

Conversely, if the pressure in the

boiler is less than that in the main, the

action will be primarily due to the dif-

ference in temperature between the

steam in the pipe and the water in the

boiler. (This will appear later.)

The case in which the pressure in the

boiler is greater than that in the pipe,

and the action consists in the lifting of

the water, is undoubtedly the better

understood of the two, and we shall

therefore dwell, in this article, upon the

second case, in which the pressure in the

boiler is less than that in the main. This

FIG. 1—FORMATION OF A BUBBLE.

second case appears to be widely mis-
understood by engineers in general and
yet it is the one which is most likely to
arise in practice; for in firing up a
boiler which has been out of service for
a time, the attendant is far more likely

to cut it in as soon as the pressure ap-
proaches that in the main, than he is to
wait until it is higher. In fact, it is a
more or less common (though highly
dangerous) practice, to cut in the boiler

as soon as the pressure comes up to
within (say) ten or fifteen pounds of
that prevailing in the pipe line at the
time.

Our attention has been called quite
recently to a plant in the South, where
the practice was, for a time, to fill up
a boiler with comparatively cold water,
and then to open its stop-valve at once,
so that the steam in the main would
assist in bringing the water up to the
operating temperature. It seems in-

credible that this can be true, and the
boiler still remain upon earth; but from
the representations which have been
made to us we are forced to believe it.

At all events the practice has been dis-

continued in that particular plant, on ac-
count of certain emphatic counsel given
by our inspector. The superintendent of
the plant admitted, by the way, that the
boiler occasionally "jumped some" while
it was being warmed up. Why it didn't

jump a couple of miles is a mystery
which we cannot solve.

The Two Points of View

We may look at the water-hammer
problem from two different points of

view. Thus we may ask, ourselves (1)

what pressure may be produced within

a boiler by water-hammer action, or we
may ask (2) what is the maximum me-
chanical work which can be performed,
under given circumstances ?

The first of these questions cannot bo
answered with any approach to precision,

partly because we never know, in any
given case, just how the water in the

boiler is thrown about, and partly be-

cause the entire theory of impact is still

in an imperfect state, as we have al-

ready explained at some length, in the

issue of "The Locomotive" for July,

1909. The second question can be
definitely answered, however, since, in

solving it, we do not need to know the

exact way in which the disturbance of

the water takes place.

We shall take up these two questions

in order.

Nature of the Disturbance in the Boiler

In dealing with the momentary pres-

sure which water-hammer can produce
in a boiler, we have, first, to get over a
line of reasoning very similar to that

given in "The Locomotive" for July,

1909; so that we can here treat the mat-
ter more briefly than might otherwise

be permissible, referring the reader, for

a further elucidation of the principles,

involved, to the articles in the issue

cited.

The steam which is discharged into

the boiler from the main disturbs the

surface of the water, and generates
waves; and the moment one of these

waves breaks, so as to form a sort of

bubble enclosing some of the steam, the

water-hammer action begins. (See Fig.

1.) For, by hypothesis, the water is

somewhat cooler than the steam (on ac-

count of the original pressure in the
boiler being lower than that in the
main), and it follows that the steam
enclosed within the bubble will condense,
leaving a partially vacuous space there.

The pressure acting upon the surface of
the water will then close the bubble up
almost instantly, the water which forms
its upper wall being brought down
against that which forms the bottom of

it, with great speed and corresponding
violence. The hammering action thus
initiated will increase the disturbance in

the water, and larger bubbles will be
formed in the same way, with the pro-
duction of increasingly violent shocks
when they collapse.

A more concrete idea may be had of
the action by considering the familiar
operation of blowing steam into cold
water from a small pipe. A bubble of
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steam forms momentarily, and is im-
mediately condensed 'by the cooler water,
the sides of the bubble coming together
with a resounding crack. In the boiler
the case is

.
sim'ilsr, but the experiment

is there performed on a terrible scale,

with steam furnished by a battery of
boilers, through a six-inch pipe (per-

haps) instead of a quarter-inch one, and
with the bubbles, quite likely as big as
water pails, collapsing under a pressure
of 100 pounds or so, per square inch, in-

stead of under simple atmospheric pres-
sure.

Ideal Case of a Cylindrical Plug of

Water
In order to estimate the magnitude of

the momentary pressure which is pro-
duced in the water by these sudden
shocks, we proceed as follows:

Consider first (as in our previous
article of July, 1909, already cited), the
case of a cylindrical plug of water, mov-
ing along the interior of a smooth cylin-

drical tube which it just fills. (See Fig.

2.) Underneath the plug there is a

space which is filled, at the outset, with
steam fresh from the main steam pipe,

and having therefore a temperature
higher than that of the water in the
boiler. Now let us suppose that the im-
aginary tube in which the plug travels

is surrounded iby water at the tempera-
ture which prevails in the boiler, and
that the walls of the tube are not real

walls, of metal, but that they are im-
aginary, permitting the free passage of

heat, while not allowing the water com-
posing the plug to flow out sidewise.

Under these circumstances the steam
under the plug, being surrounded by
water cooler than itself, will partially

condense. Its pressure will promptly
fall, in fact, to the pressure correspond-
ing to the temperature of the water.

If 'we represent the pressure in the

steam main by p^, and the reduced pres-
sure below the plug by p.,, and if we
also assume that the sectional area of

the plug is one square inch, we see that
(as indicated in Fig. 2) the plug is sub-
ject to a downwardly-directed force equal

to p,, and an upwardly-dirocted force

equal to p... Since p, is greaier than p„
the resultant force acting on tli'; plug is

downward, and equal to p,—p,. In forc-

ing the plug downward through a dis-

tance of V inches, so as to cause the

space under it to disappear, the work
done by the steam is therefore (p,—p.)

V inch-pounds.

As soon as the plug strikes the water
below it, a pressure is produced at the

surface where the two come together,

accompanied by a local compression of

the water along that surface, in the

vertical direction. This pressure at the

surface of contact acts downward on the

free substratum of water, and upward
on the water-plug. The motion of the

plug is arrested at this point, but the

rear (or upper) part of the plug will con-

tinue to press forward, for a moment,
after the front part has become sta-

tionary. So far as the pressure within

the water is concerned, the effect will

be as though there were a wave of com-
pression transmitted through the water,

traveling with the same velocity as

sound (since sound is only a succession

of compression waves). As soon as the

wave of compression has passed back
through the plug and reached its rear

(or upper) surface, this rear surface will

also become stationary, and for an in-

stant the entire plug will be motionless

and in a state of uniform compression.

The compressive stress to which it is

subjected at this instant, by reason of

its own sudden loss of momentum is, in

fact, the "water-hammer pressure"

which we are seeking to determine.

The water below the plug will be com-
pressed, in just the same way as is the

Water of the plug itself; and since the

compression wave will have the same
velocity, downward through the free

water, as it has backward through the

FIG. 2—THE CYLINDRICAL PLUG OF WATER

plug itself, it follows that at the mo-
ment when the pressure-wave reaches
the back end of the plug (the length of

which we will call W inches), it will

also have penetrated the water below
the plug to the same distance. Hence,
at the instant the plug comes to rest,

there will be a total volume of water
under compression, equal to 2W cubic

inches (the sectional area of the plug
being one square inch); half of this be-

ing the volume of the plug itself, and the

other half being the volume of that part

of the free water which is also at the

same time under an equal compression.

If we think of this volume 2W, as

being under a momentary uniform com-
pression equal to P lbs. per square inch,

we may deduce the pressure, P, by the

following process: Let C, be what is

termed the "modulus of compressibility"

of water. That is, C is the pressure, per
square inch, which would suffice to com-
press the water to nothing, if its dim-
inution of volume, at indefinitely high
pressures, should follow the same law
which holds for pressures which are

moderate. (Of course there is no pres-

sure which actually would compress the

water to a zero volume; but the "mo-
dulus of compressibility," as defined

above, is an exceedingly convenient thing

to use, in practical computations.) Also,

let X be the amount by which the volume
2W of the compressed water is reduced

by the actual (though as yet unknown)
pressure P. We then have the propor-

tion

P : C : : x : 2W
And solving this for x we find

2PW
X =

C

The work done in compressing a liquid

is very nearly independent of the way
in which the compression is performed.

(We mention this, because the fact is

quite otherwise with a gas or vapor.)

Hence the potential energy stored up in

the compressed water will be the same
(or sensibly the same) as it would be

if we effected the compression slowly

and uniformly, beginning with the pres-

sure at zero, and gradually increasing

it up to P. Now in this case the average

pressure applied would be %P; and mul-

tiplying this by X (the height by which

the volume 2W has been reduced), we
find that the total work done would be

^Fx. And if we replace x by its value

as just found, above, we see, finally,

that the potential energy stored in the

2W cubic inches of water under com-
pression is

P' W

C

Now since energy cannot be created

nor destroyed, this must be equal to

the work done by the steam in pushing

the plug to the end of its cylindrical

passage; and hence we have the equa-

tion

P»W
(p -pj V =

c
which, upon being solved for P. gives

(P.-PJ cv
P = V

w
This, it is to be remembered, is the

expression for the pressure which may
be produced in the ideal case, in which

a plug of water is driven along a cylin-

drical channel so as to come suddenly

and violently against another mass of

water of equal cross section, and extend-

ing indefinitely in the direction :>f the

length of the channel.

Application to the Actual Case

In order to see how the foregoing for-

mula for P applies in the actual case

which arises in practice, let us consider

a bubble of rectangular shape, such as

is indicated in Fig. 3. This consists, as

will be seen, of a sort of slab of water,

of thickness W, raised to a distance V.

Let us imagine the upper slab, the space

below it, and the water which lies below

the space, to be divided into imaginary

cylindrical tubes, as suggested by the

dotted lines. If now, the top wall, or

slab, comes down uniformly in all its

parts when the bubble collapses, the

water in each of these imaginary cylin-

drical tubes will act just as we have

supposed the plug to act, in the ideal

tube described above. There will be no

sidewise flow of the water, or none of

any account, provided the rectangular

bubble is big enough in its horizontal
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dimensions. Hence the formula will be
as applicable to this case, as it is to the
case of the single plug in its cylindrical

tube.

Finally, if the bubble, instead of being
rectangular, is more or less oval or ellip-

soidal, as in Fig. 4, the pressure actually

developed will agree with the calculated

pressure to an order of approximation
corresponding to the (unknown) degree
in which the conditions in the actual

case conform with those which were as-

sumed to exist, in deriving the formula.
After the pressure which is due to the

impact has been generated, it is tran-

smitted through the water to the boiler

shell. In this transmission it will be
somewhat lessened in intensity, and it

will be propagated mainly in the direc-

tion in which the top slab of the bubble
collapses.

We have supposed, for the sake of

simplicity, that the bubble collapses ver-
tically; but since the water in the boiler

is thrown about dn an utterly indescrib-

alble manner, the actual collapse may
take place horizontally or obliquely, and
hence the maximum pressure may be ex-

erted upon the boiler shell sidewise, or
in any other direction.

The formula may be expressed in

words as follows: First find the dif-

ference (p, — pj between the pressure
in the steam main and that in the boiler
before opening the valve, and multiply
this by the modulus of compressibility
of water (C), which may be taken as
equal to 300,000 lbs. per square inch.
Then multiply again by the depth (V),
in inches, of the steam inside of the
bubble, measuring this depth in the
direction in which collapse takes place.
Finally, divide the product so obtained
by the thickness of the upper layer (W)-
of the bubble, in inches, and take the
square root of the quotient. The result
will be the momentary pressure pro-
duced in the water by the collapse of

the bubble.

This rule, be it understood, cannot be
used to determine anything but the gen-
eral order of magnitude of the pres-
sures produced by water-hammer. No
rule could do more than this, however,
when applied to a problem as indefinite
as the one with which we are dealing.
Yet with all its limitations the rule has
a considerable value, since it shows that
water-hammer effects may be exceed-
ingly serious, and that we need to guard
against their production, with the great-
est care.

Numerical Example

Let us now apply the formula to the
calculation of the maximum possible
pressure which water-hammer might
produce, in a particular case. We shall

suppose, for this purpose, that a boiler is

being cut in with others, and that the
pressure it carries is less than that
prevailing in the steam main at the
time. We shall assume that the pres-
sure in the main is 96 lbs. per square
inch, and that in the boiler is 88 lbs.

per square inch.

In this example, as in all others of

like nature, we shall have to arbitrarily

assume the thickness of the bubble and
of the tjp layer thereof. We cannot tell

what these thicknesses were, but we
must endeavor to choose values for

them which might reasonably be ex-

pected to occur. Let us suppose that

the thickness of the steam-filled portion

of the bubble was 6 in., and that of the

slab, or top portion, was 3 in. Then
our rule works out as follows: The dif-

ference between the pressure in the

steam main and that prevailing in the

boiler just before opening the stop-valve

was 95 — 88 = 7 lbs. per square inch.

This, multiplied by 300,000, gives 300,-

000 X = 2,100,000. Multiplying again

by the thickness of the steam space of

the bubble, we have 2,100,000 X
6 — 12,600,000. Then, dividing

this by the thickness of the top layer of

the bubble, we have 12,600,000 ^ 3 =
4,200,000. And, finally, taking the

square root of this last number, we have

V4,200,000 = 2,049 lbs. per square inch,

which is the maximum pressure which

could be develoiped by water-hammer
action dn the given boiler, under the as-

sumed conditions. It is evident, here,

that we may make very large allowances

indeed for the fact that the conditions

may not have been just like those pre-

supposed, and yet we shall have a pres-

sure quite sufficient to cause rivets, or

any other part of the boiler, to snap at

once—especially when we remember that

the instantaneous pressure developed by
the water-hammer action was in addi-

FIG. 3—RlBCTANGULAR BUBBLE.

tion to the normal load of 95 lbs. per
square inch, which the steam exerted

upon the shell directly, as soon as the

stop-valve was opened.

Once again we may state that when
a boiler is burst by water-hammer
action, the pressure which is generated
acts only for an instant, and its effect

upon the boiler is similar to that of a

sudden hydrostatic pressure. That is, it

disrupts the boiler, but it does not throw
the pieces about. The momentary water-
hammer pressure having separated the

parts of the boiler, it is the normal steam
pressure within the boiler which does

the rest of the work.

The Maximum Amount of Mechanical
Work Which Can Be Performed

We come now to the second aspect of

the water-hammer question. Namely,
we have to look at the case from the

following point of view, which is more
general than the one from which we have
approached it above. A boiler contain-

ing a mass of water at a given tempera-

ture is placed in free communication
with a steam main capable of supplying

a practically unlimited amount of steam

at a pressure higher than that due to the

temperature prevailing within the boiler.

As we have here two bodies, or sub-

stances, at two different temperatures

(namely, the steam in the main and the

water in the boiler), the theory of heat

teaches us that a certain amount of me-
chanical energy can be developed, as an

accompaniment to the process of tem-

perature-equalization which at once be-

gins. The quantity of mechanical energy

which can be so developed, however, is

strictly limited by the laws of thermo-

dynamics; and it is not at all difficult

to find an expression from which its

maximum amount can be calculated.

Let tj be the temperature of the steam

which is admitted from the steam main

—this being constant throughout the

entire operation, since the steam is

furnished by outside boilers, at a con-

stant pressure and temperature. Also

let t, be the temperature which the-

water in the boiler has at the outset,

just as the stop-valve is OT>ened. As
soon as the steam, at the higher tem-

perature tj, enters the boiler, it comes

in contact with the cooler water there,

and begins to condense; and although

the heat which it gives out in condens-

ing may be partially converted into me-

chanical energy, available for throwing

water in the boiler about, the major por-

tion of it must go to the direct heating

of the water, without the production of

any such mechanical work. In fact, the

principles of thermodynamics, upon
which we have dwelt in many of the

previous issues of "The Locomotive,"

show that when, in the equalizing pro-

cess, the incoming steam gives up a

small quantity of heat—a quantity so

small, namely, that it does not materi-

ally alter the temperature of the water

in the boiler as a whole—we may find

the maximum quantity of mechanical en-

ergy which can be developed, by multi-

plying this small quantity of heat (ex-

pressed in foot-pounds) by the fraction

t, — t^

t, -1- 459.7°

the constant number 459.7° being the

Fahrenheit temperature of the Fahren-
heit zero, on the absolute scale of tem-
perature.

If, as in the example worked out
above under the other rule, we take the

pressure in the main at 95 lbs. per
square inch, and that in the boiler be-

fore the stop valve was opened at 88

lbs., we find, by consulting a table of

the properties of steam, that the tem-
perature (tj) of the steam in the main
was 334.4°, and the temperature (t,,) of

the water in the boiler was 329.5° Fahr.
Hence t, — t, r.^ 334.4° — 329.5° = 4.9°,

and t, -f 459.7° = 334.4° + 459.7° =
794.1°. With these values of the tem-
peratures, the foregoing fraction be-

comes equal to 4.9 ^ 794.1 = 0.00617;

so that when the entering steam begins
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to condense, the first foot-pound of heat
which it gives up can generate 0.00617
of a foot-pound of mechanical energy,
which can manifest itself by throwing
the water about; but the remaining
0.099383 of the foot-pound must pass
directly and quietly into the water, with-
out appearing in the mechanical form at
all.

As the water in the boiler rises in
temperature, owing to the heat which, it

is receiving from the steam, the same
sort of calculation can be made at every
stage of the process. The only differ-
ence will be that the value of t^ will in-
crease as the water warms up, while the
value of tj remains constant. The frac-
tion hich expresses the proportion of the
heat which can be converted into me-
chanical energy will grow less, there-
fore, as the temperatures become equal-
ized. The average value of the expres-
sion given above for the efficiency of the
conversion is

L
2 t^ -f 459.7°'

and if we multiply this last expression
by the amount of heat given up by the
steam, we shall have the total amount
of mechanical energy which can be de-
veloped, within the boiler as a result of
cutting it into the steam line, at a tem-
perature (or pressure) below that of the
steam in the main.
Now the total amount of heat which is

given up by the steam is equal t) that
absorbed directly by the water, plus that
which is converted into mechanical en-
ergy. But since considerably more than
99 per cent, of that which the steam
gives up is directly absorbed by the
water, we shall not commit any error
of the slightest practical importance if

we assume, in this particular calcula-
tion, that the two are equal. If the
average specific heat of the water be-
tween t, and t, is S, then each pound
of water, in becoming warmed from t,

to t^, will absorb S (t — tj units of
heat. To express this quantity of heat
in foot-pounds, which is a more conven-
ient way for our present purposes, we
have merely to multiply it by Joule's
equivalent, which we will take at 780
foot-pounds per Fahrenheit heat unit.
Moreover, we may take the specific
heat, S, of the water as equal to unity.
Hence, the total quantity of heat ab-
sorbed by the water is 780 (t, — tJ
foot-pounds. Assuming that this is equal
to the amount given up by the steam
(as explained above), we have merely to
multiply it by the fraction given in the
preceding paragraph, and again by the'
number of pounds (say w) of water in
the boiler, and we have the total num-
ber of foot-pounds of mechanical energy
which can be developed when the boiler
is cut in with its fellows. Thus the ex-
pression in question becomes

390w (t, — tJ'

t, + 459.7°

In words, this may be expressed as
follows: Find the square of the differ-

ence in temperature between the steam
in the main and the water in the boiler,

multiply this by the number of pounds
of water in the boiler, and multiply
again by the constant number 390. Then
divide the product so obtained by the
temperature of the steam plus 459.7°.

(Fahrenheit temperatures are to be

used.) The result is the greatest pos-

sible number of foot-pounds of mechan-
ical work which the water can do, in

being thrown about as a consequence of

the boiler being cut in before the pres-

sure within it has become equal to that
prevailing at the time in the steam
main.
Application to a Numerical Example
By way of illustration, we shall apply

this formula to the same example as
before. We have already found the dif-

ference of temperature between the

FIG. 4—OVAL BUBBLE.

water and the steam to be 4.9°. The
square of this is 4.9X4.9=24.01. We
shall throw away the small decimal, and
call it 24. We next need to know the
total weight of water in the boiler, and
for the purposes of illustration we shall

take this to be 12,000 lbs. • Then pro-
ceeding with the application of the rule,

we have 12,000X24= 288,000; and
288,000 X 390= 112,320,000. We have
already found that t, -f 459.7° = 794.1.

Hence we have 112,320,000 794.1 =
141,440 foot-pounds, which is the maxi-
mum quantity of mechanical energy
which Could be developed inside of the
boiler, as a consequence of cutting it in

with the others before the pressure had
become equalized to within less than
seven pounds per square inch.

As before, this result is merely a
maximum one, but in obtaining it we do
not have to make any supposition re-

specting the proportions of the steam
bubbles which are formed. The result
is exact, save that we have made certain
assumptions of a merely arithmetical
nature, in the interest of simplicity

—

assumptions which certainly do not
affect our conclusion by more than a
few per cent.

A mere fraction of this maximum
available amount of work would suffice,

without doubt, to start the rivets shear-
ing; and, as we have several times re-

marked, it is the steam pressure nor-
mally within the boiler which throws
the parts asunder, when once the work
of disruption has been well begun. The
energy developed directly by the water-
hammer does not have to account for
any portion of the mechanical work of
the explosion, save that which is re-

quired to stress some parts up to their

breaking points.

We would direct attention particular-

ly to the fact that the quantity of

mechanical energy which can be devel-

oped within the boiler, and be manifest-

ed by throwing the water about with

more or less violence, varies as the

square of the difference in temperature

between the water and the steam. Hence
if this difference were twice as great as

we have assumed, the quantity of me-
chanical energy which could be develop-

ed, under otherwise similar conditions,

would be four times that calculated

above.

Can the Water-Hammer Action Be
Delayed ?

Water-hammer action, if the condi-

tions for its occurrence exist, usually

begins the moment the stop-valve is

opened. If, however, the pressure in the

main exceeds that in the boiler, and the

stop-valve is opened cautiously, there

appears to be no reason why the steam

might not enter quietly. Part of it must
condense, of course, on account of the

chilling action of the water upon it; but

this might conceivably occur without

mechanical disturbance, the superficial

layers of the water in the boiler be-

coming heated, so that a sort of equili-

brium would be established. If nothing

should occur to agitate the water, this

state might persist until the entire bulk

of the water became heated up to the

temperature of the steam in the main;

and after that no water-hammer would

be possible.

The pseudo - equilibrium thus estab-

lished would be highly unstable, how-

ever, and the least disturbance of the

water, by bringing its deeper and cooler

layers to the surface, would precipitate

water-hammer action at once. It would

be only under the most exceptional cir-

cumstances that delayed development

such as we have suggested could occur,

and yet such delay is manifestly pos-

sible.

Precautions for the Avoidance of Water-

Hammer Action

In conclusion, let us emphasize the

fact that it is of exceeding importance,

in cutting in a boiler, to be sure that the

pressure upon it is as nearly identical as

possible with the pressure which is pre-

vailing, at the time, in the steam main.

Mathematically, equality can hardly

ever be attained, however, partly be-

cause commercial steam gauges will

seldom agree to within a pound or so.

Hence when the equality of pressure is

judged to be exact, the stop-valve

should be opened very carefully, indeed

opened just a bare crack at first, and

then, as the slight outstanding differ-

ence of pressure equalizes itself, opened

wider, very slowly, until it is open full.

The complete operation should occupy a

couple of minutes or more, and the

attendant should hold himself in readi-

ness, at every instant, to close the valve

at once, if there is the slightest evidence

of any unusual jar or disturbance of any

kind, about the boiler.
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Correspondence Re Graded Certificates

A SUGGESTION
The Editor:

Sir: The controversy re graded cer-
itiificates is now on and I think itt would
be a good plan for the publishers of this
Engineers' Joiurnal to request all wri-
ters to give their names and address for
publication. Readers wooild give more
resipeetful atention ito letters if they
knew the standing of the wrriters. "Jus-
tice" and "Chief" miay be my next-door
neigihboa^s and from the composittion and
phraseology of their letters I gather
that they are, "from an engineer's
(Standpoint," edtuicated landi experienced
men. Sign your name, boys, it will do
you and others good. You and I are will-

irag to meet the board or any one else in

a fair field and no favors asked. The
s:iraded certificate ihas been made law
for better or for worse, according to in-

dividual opinion.' I wasi seretary of the
1C.A.1S.E. in this city wihen the full ex-
amining board went from end to end of
the province to meeit all the unions,
lodges and associatiions of engineers and
get first-hand opinions. We were ask-
ed to put our views in writing and did
so, as far as we could from the mass of
conflicting opinions. The Examiners had
all this materiail before them when they
sat down to frame a law. And from all

this material, Bke a bench of judge®,
they framed the present law, and who
were better qualified to do so? Now,
no law ever yet made by man could suiilt

all parties, and even laws made by God
do not suit some people. Personally, T

propose to support the board in their

efforts to hotter the engineer and i.vill

assist with what knowledge and experi-
ence I possess to help my brother en-
gineers to get a 1st class certificate.

I have miuch more to say, but will

leave it till the next isisue,

London. Ont.

D. F. Campbell.

A. GOOD SOLUTION
The Editor;

With reference to the letter, "A Reply
to Justice," which appears in your issue
of Nov. 20th. I would Dike to express an
opinion about a point broojig'ht forward
in that letter. The writer says be was
given to (understand that it is not essen-
tial for a man to have all the different
formulae in hiis mind, and I think we
wil find that will be the case. The rule
regarding books and papers isn the
Board of Trade Examinations for mar-
ine engineers in the United Kingdom
reads; "candidates are proMibited from
bringing into the examination room
books or papers of any kind whatever.
The slightest infringement of this regu-
lation will Biubiect the offender to all the
penalties of failure." Many of the ques-
tions have the formula given with them.
I submit thr^ as an example, and I

thinik we will find in ooir examinaitions
for a stationary engineer's first-class

papers that the exaiminaition will have
something the isame form.

Question 1:

The piston is 60' in. diamieter, steam
32 illbs. per sq. inch, length of crank 18
in., diameter of shiaft 12 in. What is the
stress on the ishaft per sq. imidh ?

5.1 Wa
SL=

. S=Btresis. W= total

d*

pressiure on piston, a = length of crank.
d= diameter of shaft.

Question 2:

A safety valve 6 in. diameter has a
spiral spring 'S in. diameter outside, %
in. thickness of steel. What is the press-
ure per isq. inch ?

8000 S'

= total weight. S= the thick-

ness of the steel d=the diamieter of the
spring froifn centre to centre.

Question 8;

With double butt straps and diouble

riveted, what would' be the safe working
pressure of a boiler, whose diameter is

11 feet and the thickness of the shell

plates % in. ?

The safe working pressure may be
found approximately by taking the thick-
ness in inches, sihifting the decimal point
three places to the right and dividing
by the diameter in feet.

Dryden, Ont.

Arthur Smiith.

A REPLY FROM JUSTICE
The Editor:

Adsrerting to Chief'is reply to my letter

re. graded certificates, I do not see that
I can add much to what I have written.
My point was that the new lact does not
give any encouragement to young en-
gineers, and this point was corroborated
by T. H. Fenner in Nov. 5th issue.

I also called your attention to the
clause which states thalt an engineer in
charge of a pliant of 150 B.H.P. or over
is entitled, if he holds a 1919 certificate,

to continue until he changes iiiis position,

and made the suggestion that engineers
who receive a grade lower than wbat the
act calls for should sit for an examin-
ation, etc

Clhief states, many of the engineers
who have been influential in the secur-

ing of this act are placed in an emlbar-

rassing position by its wording, and he
rpfers to engineers in dharge of plants
of unlimited capacities who know the
ins and outs of engineering from A to Z.

etc. In this he is quite correct, and Ii

agree with him. But are there not
some so-called engineers in charge of

plants Avho are not so well informed and
nualified? Hence, if a special examina-
tion wais held as I suiggested, the engin-
eers referred to by Chief would be grant-

ed a 1st class, and those who I had refer-

ence to would not.

I feel certain that the e.xaniiners will

not turn down a mam who knows engin-
eering from A to Z, even if he is not
well informed in trig-onometry and cal-

culus. And as a first-iclass is only to be
granted by an examination, and to con-
form \vith SeOtion I'Sa, I still think this

is the best solution.

Trusting this will give Ohief a clearer

idea of what I meant in my last letter

and that he, being a igentl'eman, will

withdraw the remark that I am a Bol-

shevik, '..i.

Justice.

A WORD FROM JUSTICE THE
SECOND

The Editor:

In your issue of November 20th I

have been more than amused reading the

letter of one who calls himself "Chief."

This man seems to think that a man
who knows engineering from A to Z
should have a first-class certificate

granted him: yes, so do we all, but, how
is he going to prove this to others?
Have others to accept his word for it?

Most certainly not! Let him siit down
with the other chief engineers and prove
his knowledge in a istraiglhlt-forward

mann-^r. The majority of chiefs think

they know their own plant, (but, allow

me to inform my honorable friend that

very few of the dhiefs in one of our
large cities will enter into a debate or

argunient, and if possible, will shun the

engineering topic entirely. What is the

reason? Because in their own estima-

tion they know engineering from A to Z,

while at the same time they are merely
holding tlieir positiionis by bk'ff. Now
the Government of Ontario has called

their bluff and they are shaking in their

shoes and, will call out in vain as they
have yet to prove to the Government of

Ontario through their qnallified examin-
ers, what they realh' know, not to their

emnloyers as "Chief" would like to em>-

phasize in his etter as it is an easy mat-
ter to convince or lay down facts to one

who is entirely ignorant of engineering

in any of its branches.

Let justice be done to everyone: with
no red tape, no string pulling, and no
influence connecting the present-day en-

gineers with the gaininig of first-class

certificates on and after January 2nd.

Let all chiefs and eniTineers prove their

abilitv and show that they are worthy
of holding such papers by gaining the

qualifying percentage to the questions

set forth to them on or after the afore-

mentioned date. By so doing thav -will

have demonstrated to those in authority

that they are a?eally masters of their

profession.

Justice II.
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Laying Out Boiler and Engine Foundations
This Article Takes Up the Actual Construction of the Foundation
From the Excavation to the Mixing and Placing of the Concrete

HAVING run the lines and located
al the points of the foundation,
the next operation will be the ex-

cavating.

Don't forg-et that when you are put-
ting in and squaring up the forms for
the concrete, you will need room to
work so make the excavations about six
mches wider than the form will be In
the case of a deep foundation,' the
width of the excavation would be gov-
erned by the room necessary for a man
to work in. The nature of the ground
has to be considered carefully. If of a
wet, clay-ey nature, liable to slip, it
will foe necessary, in ordinary founda-
tion work, to dig the trenches for the
forms two or three feet wider than the
Width of the form. Either that, or the
sides will have to be sheathed with
plankinig to prevent slipping. If the
foundation is a deep one in this sort ol
ground, sheathing is an absolute neces-
sity. However, if the ground is dry
clay, soft rock, or any solid material,
there will be no need to consider
methods of retaining it. It will just be
a straight digging proposition.
You will now, or before this time, if

your source of supply is a distant one,
have considered the amount of material
required for concrete, and made ar-
rangements to get it on the job. Let us
see how much concrete we shall need,
and how much of each of the different
constituents that are used in making it.

Estimating Quantity
It will be necessary to figure up the

number of cubic yards of concrete in
the whole foundation. Then having de-
termined the proportion of the mixture
of cement, sand, and stone, determine
the quantity of each. Get them de-
livered as close to the job as possible,
always taking care that the cement is

put in a perfectly dry place.
First of all, to estimate the total

quantity of concrete. We have 2 side
walls, the centre wall, back wall, bridge
wall, and front wall foundations. The
side wall foundations are 20 inches wide
by 36 inches deep by 22 feet long. That
is 1.66X3X22X2=220 c.f. nearly.
The centre wall, say, 24 inches wide,

but the same deipth, gives 2x3x22=132
c.f.

The back w-all^ 20 inches wide by 17
feet long by 3 feet, 1.66x17x3=84.66
c.f.

The bridge wall, 1X17x3=51 c.f.

The total amount of concrete will be
220+132+85+51+51=539 c.f.

This is roughly 20 cubic yards of con-
crete.

Now comes the question of the pro-
portions to be used. For foundation
work, using stone of IVz to 2 in. sieve,

the mixture should be 1 cement, 2 stone.

By T. H. FENNER

4 sand, and for larger stone, 1 cement,
2V2 stone and four sand. Suppose we
conclude to use the latter proportion:
We have a total of 1+2 1/2+4=71/^ or
15 1

—
. Now the cement will be ^— X 20

2 7%
20 2 40

= — X — = — = 2 2-3 c.y.

1 15 15

2% 5X2
The stjne will be X 20 =

IVz 2X15
20 = 6 2-3 c.y.

4 4 2

The sand will be — X 20 = — X —
7% 1 15

X 20 = 10 2-3 c.y.

2 2-3 + 6 2-3 + 10 2-3 = 20 c.y.

That is taking the proportion by vol-

ume. A cubic yard of concrete weighs,
roughly, 3,360 lbs., the specific gravity
being 2. Sand weighs about 2,430 lbs. to

the cubic yard, and common stone 4,239

lbs. Cement weighs about 2,187 lbs. to

the cubic yard. Cement is always or-

dered by the ton, but sand and stone or

gravel by the cubic yard.

When the men are fairly started on
the excavation work, get the carpenters
busy on making the forms. At the same
time get the board that the concrete is

to be mixed on into the boiler room.
This should be a good flat board about
8 feet square, round which about eight

men can work comfortably. I am as-

suming that you have no mixer. Ar-
range the runways for the bringing of

cement, sand and stone to the board, and
then determine how much you will mix
in each batch. This will, of course, be
governed by the size of the board and
the number of men available. Wherever
possible you should get two boards, and
have a gang mixing and a gang pour-

ing.

However, we are not yet ready for

mixing and pouring. The excavating

has been started, and you have got to

keep the ground clear, which means you
must wheel the stuff away as fast aa

it is thrown out. The distance you have
to wheel the stuff out will determine
the number of barrows you need. If

there is room for a horse and cart, use

one, because thatT is the quickest and
cheapest way to handle the stuff. The
horse and dump cart take as much earth

away in one load as six men with wheel-

barrows, and is quicker covering the dis-

tance. Generally speaking, in ordinary

ground, four men digging can keep three

men busy wheeling. They will be too

fast for three men at the beginning, but

as they get down deeper the wheelers

can handle them all right. Of course, if

the stuff has to be wheeled very far, you
need more men, workijig in relays. That
is, where the team is a benefit.

Having started on the excavation

work and found a place to store your
material, the next thing is to get the

carpenters down to make the necessary

forms. For foundation work, only the

cheapest forms are necessary. It should

also be arranged so that the same forms
can be used more than once. For in-

stance, the side walls and centre wall

are all the same length, and so are the

back, bridge, and front walls. The side

walls are 22 feet. The carpenters should

get one inch boards, twelve feet long.

For the side walls, which are 22 . feet

long over all, but only about 18 feet be-

tween the back and front walls, two
forms twelve feet long and two six feet

long should be made. These four forms
should be enough for the whole job, un-

less you have a big enough g>ang work-
ing to run the whole foundation at

once. This is unlikely. In cases where
the stationary engineer is handling the

job himself, unless he is rushed for

time, too big a gang is a hindrance. It

is different with a contractor, who has
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his foremen and sub bosses to handle

his men, and is used to quick work. It

pays him to get the job done and get

his plant away. The proposition is dif-

ferent with the man who is going to

erect the machinery as well as the

foundation. You may rush all you like,

but concrete has got to set, and you
might as well let it do its hardening in

such a way as not to delay the job. The
best way is to get one foundation ex-

cavation made, say, one side wall, and
get the men digging on another while

the forms are set and the concrete

poured in the first. The forms are

merely 12 inch planks, laid edge to edge,

and nailed to studding every two or

three feet. Where points have to be
made, as in this case, the end of the

form should be closed with a V shaped
piece, so as to provide a dovetail joint.

Another way is to fill the form only

partially at the end to make a scarph
joint. By the time the forms are set,

and the concrete mixed and poured,
there will be enough of the second
foundation excavated to enable a form
to be put in, either a long or short one,

and keep going on the pouring. The
remaining part of the excavation will

be carried on at the same time, and the

third wall excavation started before the
concreting of the second wall is finished.

The first concrete will now be well

enough set to enable the forms to be
removed, and these forms can be used
On the third wall, while the second one
is hardening. In this way work can
go on steadily, the concrete hardening
as the work goes on. There need be no
fear of the concrete not knitting where
the joints are made, and the whole
foundation will ibe one piece when fin-

ished.

Placing the Forms
Before placing the form in the exca-

vation, go over the lines again, and
check up the measurements. The lines

may have been moved or broken during
the digging .out, and must be corrected
before the form is set.

The forms are three feet deep, and
the foundation is to be 20 inches wide.
Make the forms 20 inches wide inside at

the top, but spread them out at the bot-

tom to, say, 22 inches or 24 inches. This
will use up a little miore concrete, but
it makes the foundation stable. That
is, it will stand on its own base. The
completed form consists of two sides

and two ends. Between the two sides,

and coinciding with the studding, pieces

of 4 in. square timber are nailed to keep
the necessary width of opening. If the

forna is to fbe put end to end with a

second form, that end will, of course,

be left open. The ends of the forms are
butted close together, and a iboard nailed

to the outside, covering the joint, when
in place.

The forms are put in the trench and
nailed up in place. The usual practice

is to place packing in the form of bricks

under the comers to bring them to the

desired height. They are then carefully

levelled with a spirit level and long

straightedge, and after that, must be
secured. Here is a point that should be
given attention. Don't forget that when
men are dumping barrow loads of con-

crete into a form, they are far from
gentle. Don't spare any pains in mak-
ing the form secure. Brace it well from
the walls of the trench so that it cannot
move in any direction. Get the fomds
in proper alignment and all secure Ibe.

fore a bucketful of concrete is poured.

A little time spent in that way will

repay itself in the long run. To ensure

against the f jrms sinking, lay a couple

of boards across the top of the form,

resting on the ground each side of the

trench, and nail them to the form.

The next thing to do is to place the

anchor bolts which hold the columns.

These must be placed in position and
secured firmly. Measure off the dis-

tance along the line from the !back or

front of the boiler to the first column
centre, and from there to the second

column centre. Mark this on the side

of the form for a guide. Then get your

anchor bolts and template and place it

in position. The template wiW be a

simple piece of two inch board, with

holes for the bolts drilled at the proper

distance apart. A centre line will be

marked on the template, which is placed

in line with the mark on the form. The
bolts are passed through a piece of flat

iron about V2 inch thick, and wide

enough to allow of the Ibolt holes being

drilled. This is dropped down on the

bolts to the ibolt heads, and the template

is nailed on top of the forms, after be-

ing accurately located. The screwed

ends of the bolts are passed up through

the board and the nuts put on to hold

them. The lower part of the bolts and

the anchor plate must be chocked off,

so as to prevent moving. This is the

simplest form of template.

The next step is the mixing of the

concrete and pouring, which will be

taken up in a later article.

NEW METALS FROM NEW
FURNACES

Some deitails are now available of the

manufacture in Great Britain of cupro-

nickel originally undertaken for the pro-

duction of smajll arms amimoinition, and

now continued on a large scale for in-

dustrial purposes. Research was in-

stituted by Sheffield University into the

production of siatisfactory qualities and

even the difficulties of using a large

percentage of scrap metal were rapidly

overcome. A special school was esitaib-

lished for training casters in this and

other non-ferrousi metals. Electric fur-

naces are usied for the melting of such
mietals, and in one Sheffield works there
are over five suoh furnaces at work,
ranging in capacity from 40 itlo 1,000

kilowatts. The resistance type of fur-

nace has (been adopted as beist suited to

metals which readily Ibum and vaporise.

Im this type the heating element con-

sists of a trough lined with a granular

miaterial Avhich becomes hot when cur-

rent is passed throgh it. So efficient

are these British furnaces that the ac-

tual metal losses in melting yellow

brass scrap were less than one per cent.

The current consumption varies from
300 to 350 kilowatt-hours per ton of

yellow brass scrap melted. One of the

l,000Hkilcw:att furnaces melts brass at

the rate of two tons per hour when sup-

plied with 600 kilowatts, and is also used

for remelting aluminum pig, taking three

tons at a time and using iSOO kilowatts.

When melting zinc, the same type of

furnace has a capacity of 200 ton® per

day, and shows only 0.024 per cent, of

waste metal. These developments sug-

gest that Great Britain intends to play

a very important par^t in the wide field

opening up for non-ferrous metals.

BOILER PRIMING TROUBLES
Priming is the technical name igiven

to the passage of water along with the

steam., from the boiiler into the steiam

pipes, engines, etc. When occurring in

a pronounced form it ;miay be attended

with very serious results, sincc^ the with-

drawal of a large quantity of water from

the boiler imay lay bare the furnace,

combustion chaj-nber, cr firebox crowns,

thereby causing overheating and possible

damage to the boiler, m^iv.e cylind.ers,

pistons, and so on; and perhaps loss of

life through an explosion. The cauise of

such phencimcTion may be due to (1) un-

due and sudden fluctuiations of steam

pressure or demand: (2) an absence of

an anti-priming pipe; (3) a partially

choked anti-primmg pipe: (4) undue

forcing of a boiler in the matter of steam

raising; (5) impure feed water: (0) the

presence of sediment or g-rease in the

water or an excess of lime or soda, or

other materials injected into thie boiler

with a view to the reduction of mud or

scajle, and (7) to the water level being

•maintained too high.

Warren Webster & Company an-

nounce, with regret, the resignation of

Mr. Frank G. Phegley, who severs his

relations with the Webster orgianization

after nine years of valuable service as

manager of their Olfeveland office, in

order to enter the professional field as

consulting engineer in heatimg and ven-

tilating work. Their Cleveland office

will be maintained at the same location,

No. 7l)G Rose Building, but will hereafter

be under the direct manaigement of the

home office. Mr. Clyde W. Colby, who

has an extensive acquaintance with the

heating trade in Northern Ohio, has been

appointed as Ckrveliand district m.anager,

and will have associated with him as

assistant district manager, Mr. William

Roebuck, Jr.. who has been a part of

the home office sales-engineering or-

ganization for the past nine years.
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A Fourth-Class Certificate Requires—
A Candidate for Fourth Class Certificate Should Have a Know-
ledge of the Following Subjects. The List is Based on the

Requirements for Examination and is Authoritative

By W. F. SUTHERLAND

HE should have a fair knowledge of addition, sub-

traction, multiplication and division. This does

not mean speed in calculation, but sufficient

familiarity with arithmetic to work out problems met
with in everyday life. This does not include fractions,

either vulgar or decimal.

He should be familiar with the various types of

boilers, should be able to describe them and to tell wherein

they differ. This does not mean that he should have a

knowledge of the strength of boilers or of their parts.

The boilers with which he will have to deal may be given

as follows:

—

Horizontal return tubular.

Vertical fire tube, both dry tube and submerged tube

types.

Water tube boilers of various types.

He should be able to describe the functions of the

various parts of these boilers, manholes, shells (for fire

tube boilers), drums (for water tube boilers), etc.

He should be able to describe the method of using
man and hand-holes, their making steam-tight, and pre-

cautions to be observed in opening up a boiler.

He should be able to describe the general construction
of and the functions of tubes. In addition, he should
know how to clean tubes and why, how to expand them
and to plug them when necessary.

He should be familiar with the function performed
by the blow-off, how, when and why to use it. This is

in the regular operation of the plant, and he should also
be acquainted v^'ith the necessity of securely shutting the
blow-off connection when working inside the boiler and
when other boilers form a portion of the plant.

He should be familiar with the various types Of safety
valves, such as spring-loaded, lever-loaded and dead-
weight. He should also be familiar with the functions
performed by fusible plugs.

He should be familiar with the function performed
by the safety valve and should know how to maintain
It in a safe operating condition. Above all he should
know that the escaping steam should have a free and
unobstructed passage without hindrance by other valves
or obstructing material. In this connection also he should
realize that additional weights, monkey wrenches, etc.,

should never be hung on a lever safety valve, and that
blocking the valve is a sure way of stepping heaven-
wards.

He should also realize that if safety valves are not
operated once in each shift someone is neglecting his
duty, and that valves so neglected are apt to make for
trouble some day.

He should be familiar with the functions performed
by the main steam valve and non-return .stop valve in
the securing of safe operation, and should know how to
operate them in the cutting in and out of boilers. He
should also be acquainted with the fact that such valves
should be locked when anyone is working in a boiler
down for repairs or cleaning, and that the person in the
boiler, as the one most concerned, should carry the key.

He should be familiar with the construction of and
the functions performed by the water-gauge and try cocks.
He should know that the best way to keep try cocks in
condition is to try them at least once in each shift. He
should know how to take care of spare gauge glasses

and how to insert them and make other necessary adjust-

ments.
He should be able to read a steam gauge correctly.

A knowledge is desirable of the functions performed

by and method of operation of feed-water heating ap-

paratus such as open and closed heaters.

He should be familiar with the function and operation

of feed-water pumping equipment," whether pumps or

injectors.

He should be able to give intelligent answers as to

the control of the feed water entering a boiler.

He should be able to tell what safety precautions are

to be observed when cleaning a boiler and should be

able 10 describe how to go about the cleaning itself.

He should know that it is unwise to attempt repairs

to any vessel or packing when under pressure.

He should know what to do in the event of low water,

or other emergency conditions likely to be encountered

in the boiler room.
He should be familiar with the construction and

operation of the different parts of a boiler setting, and
should know the functions performed by each. These
parts would include ash pit and doors, grates, stationary

and dumping, bridge-wall, combustion ch'amber, dampers,
flues, breechings and stacks.

He should know how to maintain proper combustion
conditions in so far as an air supply and regulation are

concerned.

Indicating and recording instruments are of much use
in the boiler room and the fireman ought to be familiar
with their use. Aside from the steam gauge and water
gauge, of which a very full knowledge is required, the
fireman ought to be acquainted with the draft gauge
and other instruments of similar type. Their use in

controlling firing conditions should be known.
He should be familiar with the functions performed

by the proper method of lubrication and the general
operating features of bearings.

He- should be familiar with the construction of pipe
runs and their joints and packing, the functions each of
the above perform should also be familiar to him, as well
as the maintenance features incidental to their care.
He should know, for instance, how to properly pack a
joint and how to draw up the bolts holding flanges or
fittings together. He should also be familiar with the
construction and function of fittings in general and should
know how to care for valves and how to operate them.

Traps and separators come under the care of the
fourth class engineer, and he should know how to take
care of them, and should know what they are for and
how they function.

The above is only an outline of some of the most^
essential information which the fourth class applicant*
should know. Many other features of the boiler room
are familiar to firemen working in the particular plants
where these are installed, and it is to the advantage of
the fireman to know something about them. The appli-
cant's experience will necessarily affect the type of ques-
tion asked him, and, where, in view of this experience,
he is able to answer questions with respect to the par-
ticular equipment in his care this will certainly count
greatly in his favor. For instance, if he is firing in a
plant where fuel oil is used, a knowledge of the functions
and operation of the apparatus employed would be of help
to him.
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WELDING REPAIRS TO WATER
WHEEL

An electric welding repair job that is

of considerable interest to the power

plant operator and the mechanical en-

gineering field in general, is shown in

the accompanying illustration. In the

initial construction of these water-

wheels, difficulty has frequently been

experienced in obtaining a firm and

rigid connection where the vanes join

the supporting rings. Generally speak-
ing, the vanes are steel castings that
are placed in. position in the sand mold
so that the molten iron vdll flow about
the edges and form an integral casting.

However, the result has often been un-
satisfactory, as the subsequent expan-
sion and contraction of the vanes and
the rings causes a looseness in one or
more of the connections. The peculiar
construction of the vanes makes it

difficult to use the oxy-acetylene pro-
cess in uniting the vanes to the retaining

rings, and relatively poor success has,

so far, been obtained by the use -of the

electric process, when working together

steel and cast iron. However, the St.

Lawrence Welding Co., of Montreal,

who accomplished the repair on the

wheel here shown has effectively formu-

lated a special flux that overcomes

former difficulties, and the vanes can

be rigidly secured to the cast-iron rings,

by means of the electric arc method, so

that the force of a sledge upon any of

the vanes will not produce the slightest

defect in the welded joints. The cut

shows the work immediately after weld-

ing; the rough appearance of the added
metal was subsequently removed by
grinding, leaving a smooth fillet weld in

from the outer edges. Water-wheels
treated in this way have shown greater

efficiency after welding by this method.

THE "NO-REPAIR" AEROPLANE
One of the accidents of war led to a

very convincing proof of the remarkably
high standard of British engineering

work. A British fighting aeroplane was
delivered by the makers in September,

1917, and immediately put into commis-
sion. After a busy period of war service

it was forced to land in Holland. The
pilot was interned and the aeroplane was
bought by the Dutch Goxernnment.
Since then Dutch officers have flown it

continuously, but it has never been re-

paired or renovated even in the slightest

detail. Not even the "dope" on the wings
has been renewed. This machine is

still in service, and is very popular with

the Dutch pilots.

THE DAM AT BASSANO, ALBERTA,
SUPPLYING WATER TO EASTERN
SECTION CANADIAN PACIFIC IRRI-

GATION BLOCK
By FRANK C. PERKINS

The accompanying illustrations show
the great Canadian concrete dam at

Eassano, Alberta, supplying water to

Eastern Section Canadian Pacific Irri-

gation Block. The purpose of the dam
is to raise the water of the Bow River
to such a level that it will run put along
the main canal. It is of interest to note
that the main canal is 5 miles in length
and there are some 475 miles of sec-

ondary canals and over 2,000 miles of

distributing ditches supplied from it.

The dam, which was begun in 1910,
brings under intensive cultivation 440,-

000 aci-es and directly affects the s-ettle-

ment of over 1,000,000 acres of land of
great fertility, which will, undoubtedly,
become one of the greatest diversified

farming and stock-raising regions on
the North American continent.

The magnitude of this engineering
feat is made clear from the fact that

the dam has a total length of 7,014 feet

and the spillway portion of dam, cross-

ing the Bow River, has a length be-
tween abutments of 720 ft. The height
from floor to the over-flow crest is about
40 ft., above which 11 ft. of water is

retained by 24 sluice gates, operated by
electricity.

It is stated that the spillway contains

some 42,000 cu. yds. of concrete and 2,-

500,000 pounds of reinforcing steel. The
dam will hold in check 4,000,000 tons of

v.^ater, and the discharge into the main
canal will be 3,800 cu. ft., equal to 100

tons of water per second. The Bassano
dam illustrates the latest oonisitructiton

in concrete structures of this type as

built by modern methods.

BUILDING UP A WATERWHEEL RUNNER BY WEIjDING.

IRRIGATION DAM AT BASSANO, ALTA.
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Recommends Coal as a Fuel
'J^HE possibilities of developing power in Alberta are

carefully analyzed by James White, of the Commis-
sion of Conservation in a paper now published, but read
before the Industrial Congress at Calgary.

While a little apart from the subject, it is interesting
to note that the factories of the world, including electric

lighting and street railways, use 75,000,000 horse power;
the railways of the world, 21,000,000, and the shipping
of the world, 24,000,000, or a total of 120,000,000 horse

power. Of the 75,000,000 horse power used in factories

and general industrial and municipal activities of the

world, about 13,000,000 is used in the United Kingdom,
about 29,000,000 in United States, and 6,000,000 in the
British Dominions.

There has been more or less of a popular belief, or

illusion, that the gas wells of Alberta were the greatest

producers of power, and would continue to be. This

conception may have come to pass from several reasons,

and no doubt the rather extravagant claims of some of

the publicity exploiters of the various centres have much
to do with it.

Alberta has a great power proposition. This can be
proved in several ways. She has, in the first place, 87

per cent, of the coal deposits of the Dominion, a splendid

gas supply with a very high B.T.U. grading, while the
waterpower of Alberta is by no means lacking.

The report of Mr. White makes it very plain that he
considers that the greatest prime mover that Alberta can
develop successfully is found in the steam-electric plant.

Water power, owing to high labor costs, is laboring under
a heavy, permanent handicap. Gas is an uncertain quan-
tity regarding permanency, and depending on it might
lead to serious losses. Regarding coal as a source of

power, the report says, "Now, the great source to which
Alberta must look for power is her coal. During recent
years, the great advance made in the art of the produc-
tion of steam power is phenomenal. This advancement
has given coal, as a prime agency for power development
in competition with other prime agencies, almost a
premier position. Those interested in the furnishing of
power on a wholesale scale in Alberta must make their

research into, and selection from, the achievements made
in recent years in the field of power produced from coal."

The Coal Strike
yX'^HILE the Eastern and Western provinces of Canada

are independent of foreign countries for their supply
of fuel, the central ones, particularly Ontario, are not
so fortunate and depend on our neighbor to the south
for coal. It is fortunate, indeed, at the present juncture
that Ontario has developed her water power resources to
their present extent, but fuel for heating and, to a less

extent, for power, is required in large quantities.

The industrial troubles prevalent in the United States
thus have a direct bearing on Canadian industry, and
while escaping more lightly than the United States, heat-
less days and lightless nights, at least to the previous
war-time extent, are an unpleasant possibility. It is,

perhaps, idle to talk of economy and conservation when
no fuel is available, but while our present stocks are still

of an appreciable, although rapidly diminishing size, any
slight economies possible in the heating plant or power
house are of an immense value. The engineer best knows
how to operate his individual plant at its best efficiency,

and it is idle to enumerate the many ways in which coal
may be husbanded.

And when plentiful supplies are again available it

is still of importance that rigorous care be exercised in

maintaining the power plant at its highest efficiency.

Together with making the best of equipment on hand,
the chief executive officer and the engineer might well
have a session or two together, discussing ways and means
of improvement.

In no single way can money be better spent than in
purchasing indicating and recording instruments, together
with other plant equipment not, perhaps, essential, but
greatly conducive to economy.

The question of fuel economy has a national bearing
as well as a direct monetary advantage. At the present
rate of exchange imports of any kind have sn adverse
influence, and when fuel is unnecessarily wasted it simply
means thnt the restoration of normal conditions is made
that much more difficult.
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WIRELESS AT THE RATE
OF 200 WORDS A MINUTE

Remarkable Developments Have Taken Place —
Messages Sent Over 12,000 Miles

A PAPER on "Recent Progress in Wireless Tele-

graph-y" was read before a recent meeting of the

E. I. C, and the speakers was J. O. G. Cann, chief

engineer of the Marconi Wireless Company of Canada,

in Montreal. During the address Mr. Cann spoke on the

widespread use of wireless by the Germans and the enter-

prise of the British and other allies in the destruction

of many stations in various parts of the world that had

been utilized for enemy war purposes. Mr. Cann out-

lined the different systems now in use, describing briefly

the operation of each, stating that the spark method

of the Marconi Company was the one generally used

throughout the world. Some conception of the efficiency

of wireless may be gathered from the fact that signals

from Carnarvon, in Wales, have been regularly copied at

Sydney, Australia, a distance of 12,000 miles. Mr. Cann

read two of these messages that had been transmitted

during the period of the war.

Wonderful advancement has also been made in wire-

less telephony, and sets are now available which will

permit of telephonic speech from one airship to another,

or from the plane to the ground. Sets are also made
for conversation between ship and ship. Mr. Cann also

spoke on the progress of direction finding and the advan-

tages that had been derived by its use in minimizing

or eliminating many of the Zeppelin raids over France
and England. This feature was also extensively used

in locating enemy submarines and subsequently destroy-

ing them. Some idea of the progress of wireless may
be had in the speed that is now possible in transmitting
messages. The hand-sending method, with a speed of

about 20 words per minute, is being replaced by apparatus
with a capacity of over 100 words per minute, and special

machines are now under construction, at Montreal, that
will be capable of transmitting 200 words per minute.
Signals from this new device will be transferred direct

to the land circuit and from there taken off on a tape
passing through a printing telegraph. Samples of these
messages were on exhibit, and it is interesting to state

that one of these was recorded when the operator was
absent from the office. In addition to the address, Mr.
Cann had with him some modern wireless equipment,
and illustrated, with a number of slides, some of the
essential mechanism of a wireless station.

Cyrus W. Field
^E are all too apt to pass over the achievement of the

man who, while not an inventor himself, yet by
his persistency and vision of greater things to come, makes
possible, in a commercial sense, the fruit of some other

person's inventive genius, to the everlasting benefit of

mankind. Of such a type was Cyi'us W. Field, the man
to whom more than to anyone else the successful conquer-
ing of the Atlantic ocean was due, and who, after many
unsuccessful efforts, succeeded in laying the first Atlantic

cable.

It seems most fitting that the close of the one hundred
years that have elapsed since his birth, November 30, 1819,

should mark the beginning of a new era in which the
status of wireless telephony and telegraphy has reached
a high state of perfection through the travail of the last

few years.

His early years were marked by nothing of startling

import and were devoted to the accumulation of a fortune
modest in these days, but of considerable size at that time.

At the age of 34 he had amassed the tidy little sum of

$250,000 and purposed retiring from active business life.

Ten years before Morse had succeeded in establishing

telegraphic communication between Washington and Balti-

more and Field's interest was aroused in the possibilities

of the submarine telegraph through a meeting with N.

Gisborne, an engineer who proposed laying a cable between

St. Johns, Newfoundland and the United States.

Visions of retirement were abandoned in favor of an

active attempt to lay an Atlantic cable which would put

Europe into communication with the United States. And

while no claim can be made that Field was the first to

conceive of the idea of laying a cable under the Atlantic,

he was the man who enlisted the capital on both sides; of

more importance still, he furnished the abiding enthusiasm

necessary to achieve success after three costly failures.

The first attempt was made in 1857 and when 260 miles

from Valentia Bay, Ireland, where the start was made,

the cable parted and sank. The second attempt made the

following year met with a partial success for the cable

was successfully laid between Newfoundland and Ireland

amid much rejoicing. Twenty-six days after its first oper-

ation this cable in turn failed, ruined by the ignorance of

the engineer in charge, a current of high potential being

used.

It was not until 1865 that another attempt was made.

Field by this time had some difficulty in securing the ne-

cessary funds and so 'tis said made somewhat of a nuisance

of himself amongst his friends. The Great Eastern was

employed as a cable ship and the third attempt met with

failure when 1,062 miles had been laid and when the cable

ship was only 600 miles off the shore of Newfoundland.

The final attempt was made the fallowing year and

not only met with success but the broken cable of the

year before was successfully lifted, spliced and terminated

on shore.

The interest aroused in these attempts may be esti-

mated by the names of the men who lent encouragement

and assistance to the enterprise. Michael Faraday and

Lord Kelvin, then Professor W. Thomson, were among the

English scientists interested with Maury and Morse in the

United States. Thackeray and Lady Byron were stock-

holders.

McCarthy's "History of Our Times," says:

—

"He was not a scientific man; he was not the^ inventor

of the principle of inter-oceanic telegraphy; he was not

even the first man to propose that a company should be

formed for the purpose of laying a cable beneath the

Atlantic.

"But the achievement of the Atlantic cable was none

the less distinctly the work of Mr. Cyrus W. Field than

was the discovery of America by Columbus. It was not

he who first though of doing the thing, but it was he

who first made up his mind that it could be done, and
showed the world how to do it, and did it in the end.

The history of human invention has not a more inspiring

example of patience living down discouragement and per-

severance triumphing over defeat."

IF THE REFORM LEAGUES WOULD ONLY GO ON STRIKE!
—New York "World."
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NEW POWER PLANT
EQUIPMENT

THE NEW COPES REGULATOR

IN 1912, the Northern Equipment Co.,

time, Pa., brougiht out and patented
the now well-known continuous feed

principle of boiler feed control. They
showed that water should be fed pro-
portionately to and variably with the
load. This gives a variable water level

temporarily inversely proportional to the
load; it g'lves a temporarily decreased
feed on sudden increase in load; and a

temporarily increased feed on sudden
decrease in load.

Up to the year 1912 all feeding was
intermittent in character and an albso-

lutely constant water level was consider-

ed ideal. Now, however, opinion is un-
animous wiith reg-ard to correct feeding
and authorities agree that the so-called

"Copes Method" is correct in principle.

Since the introduction of this mechani-
cal reguliaitor changes have been made
from time to tim.e in the details of con-

struction, the principle of feeding in the

meantime remaining the same as that

cannot be improved.

Fig. 1 ishowis the design of the new
Copes control valve. It will be noted
that the (reciprocating stuffing iboxes

have been abandoned, and in their ^lace

we have a horizontal shaft which rotates

very slightly, performing the same func-
tion as the old reciprocating rod. Natur-
ally, this new design is very sensitive.

The frictional resistance has been re-

duced as much as 6 to 16 pounds. It is

now practically zero because the shaft

rotates very slightly and the same part
of the shaft is alwayis in the stuffing box.

The valve, as will be noted, is of the

FIG. 2.

balanced p'ston type. The weight on the

valve lever exerts a constant closing

force of 50 pounds on the valve piston at

all times. A weight is used here rather

than a spring, because gravity does not

vary, whereas springs gi'ow weak with

age, corrode, stick, break, etc.

A vertical section through this valve

is shown in Fig. 2, which displays the

horizontal shaft, the stuffing box, the

link work connecting the shaft with the

piston valve, etc.

FIG. 1.

FIG. 3.

Another novel feature is shown .in

Fig. 3. The valve cap or ibonnet can be

unbolted and removed with fittings at-

tached as photographf d without remov-
ing the valve body from the pipe line.

Any engineer will appreciate the great
advantage inherent in this feature.

Fig. 4 shows how easily valve fittings

are reonoved and renewed. A monkey
wrench or any other kind of a wrench
and a piece of flat stock are the only

tools required. One of the seats is here

shown after removal.
The assembled regulator complete is

shown in Fig. 5. It consists principally

of a heavy expansion tube—the long dia-

gonal tube plainly visible in the illustra-

tion. This is known as the "thermo-
st.it." It is a straight piece of hea\^
metallic tubing 1% in. in outside dia-

metei-. There is nothing about it to

wear out, and as stated by the manufac-
turer it will "outlast any boiler." The
top of the thermostat is connected with

the steam space of the boiler and the bot-

tom with the water space. Hence there

is a water level in the thermostat cor-

responding with the water level in the

boiler. It is this water level in the ther-

mostat that determines the rate of feed.

The tube lencrthens and shortens with

.drop and rise of water level. The lensrth-

ening and shortening are caused by
change in temperature of the tube as

the water rises and fails. This expan-

sion or contraction is amplified by means
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of the link work plaiK'ly visible in Fig.

5, and through the link w<;rk operates the

control valve. All parts are simple,

strong, heavy and rugged.
A Copes name plate has also been add-

ed as shoAvn in Fig. 5. This has been
done because regulators are usually

placed on the level with the water in the

dnvm, which is high above the heads of

the operators or observers, hence the

regulator is not noticed, and is often

entirely forgotten even by the plant op-

eratives. The Northern Equipment Co.

want their regulator to be noticed and
remembered occasionally—hence the
name plate.

THE GAS TURBINE
In reviewing the develapiment of the

inlternal combustion engine in a paper
read before the Institute of Miarine En-
gineers, Mr. Charles Baxter touched on
the problem of the gas turbine.

He remiarked that the desiign of the
internal combusition engine as it exists

to-day does not seem likely to be radi-

cally changied since the princiiples are
now well understood. Supercharging

—

i.e., forcing in an extra quantity of mix-
ture or air at the end of the imdaiction

stroke— has been acoomiplilslhed with a
little success, ibut nothing very revo-
lutionary hais happened, the engine be-
ooniing complieated by the addition of
such items as pumip cylinders. From
time to time suggestions have been made
that a great advance in thermal effi-

ciency might be obtained by combining
the siteam and the internal combustion
engine. Thi® idea occurred to the author
several years ago, and he got out a
sin-pie design, which, however, eventu-
ally assuimed sonch a complicated form
that the idea was given up for the time
being. Judging by test results, the en-
igine of this form evolved by Mr. Still is

likely to justify mojich of the confidence
reposed in it.

The construction of a successful g-as

turbine is regarded as the next and final

step in the development of deA'ices for
internal combusition. The gi-eaL heat
generated is the principal obstacle. One
suggested arrangement consists of a
chamber of refractory material in which
combustion of the fuel takes place, the
gases impinging upon buckets on a
wheel, Pelton or die Laval style. In lan-

otlher, of a pulsating type, the action is

that the chamber, being charged and
fired, the gas mshes out of the jet, over-

running itself by inertia and drawing an-
other charge of mixture after it through
the flap valve. This action iis rapidly

repeated and is analogous to that which
takes place in a gas burner turned very

The heat generated in these devices is,

of course, very great, and the combus-
tion is so continuoins that no chance is

given for cooling. In the ordinary type
of hijjh-speed engine the explosions,

though very rapid, are intermittent so

that the combusition chamber walls can
be kept at a reasonable temperature, the

however, may do much to solve the pro^b-

lem, and the resulting maichine, even if

its efficiency wais not such as to render

existing prime m'ovcrs obsolete, would
undoubtedly be of some utility.

FIG. 4.

incoming cool gas being of great use in

this direction. In a turbine design

evolved by the author some years ago
the gas was exploded in a chamber form-
ing part of the casing. The resulting ex-

plosion, did work by impinigimg on a
chamber in the rotor, from which it es-

caped, being returned to the rotor vanes
Iby means of a jet. Tihe following charge
under pressure scavenged and refilled

thf- chamber. Such difficulties as hold-

ing the ported rinigs up to the I'otor with
just the correct pressure were sur-

mounted by balancing the explosion pres-

sure by means of a piston and fukmm,
the proportions being such that the pres-

sure tending to force the ring from the

rotor face was. exactly balanced by the

pressure upon the piston. These ar-

rangenjcnts involved the use of turbo-

compressors, the efficiencies of which are

at present loAV, and eA'en if a compres-
sor of reasonable efficiency were forth-

coming, there is no direct prosipect of

higih comibined efficiencies being obtain-

able. A combined gas and steam tuirbine,

WIDENINCt the RADIUS FOR ELEC-
TRIC POWER

Recent achievements are increasing

the distances of economical transmisision

of electric energy. Iin. long distance

transmission of electricity, high press-

ures or voltages are required—the high-

er the voltage, the llower the losses. For
several years after long-distance trans-

mission had been introdwed, it was the

prajctice to allow a pressure of approxi-

mately IjOO'O volts per mile. It was
found, however, particularly with dis-

tances of over 100 miles, that the dis-

tance allowed could be increased to as
much as two miiles per l,OiOO volts. In

other Wiords, lines operating at about
100,000 volts pressure have been trans-

mitting energy over distances exceed-

ing 200 miles. More recently, lines op-
erating at 150,000 volts have demon-
stratea their practicability; one of these

has been in suocessful operation for

over five years.

Electrical experts are of opinion that

pressures of 220,000 voltsi are quite feas-

ible and it is stated that "the handling
of electrical potentials of 220,000 volts

does not appear to involye any disturb-

ing complications or uncertainties. In

fact, the manufacturers do not recog-
nize that any serious problem exists.

Current design princitples and materials
now in ordinary use will be employed,
the principal difference from present
high voltage equipment being the great-

er amounts of insulation and the larger

clearances required. The step to 220,-

000 is relatively no igreater than that

previously taken from 66,000 volts to

110,000 volts or from 110,000 volts to

150,000 volts. Certain of the maniifac-
turers have already develioped designs
and assert readiness- to undertake the

commercial production of 220,000 volts,

equipment on short notice."

Thi advitniagcs of long distance trans-

n.'ission are of particular" interest to

Canada, where much of our water-pov/cr
is found in large units and, to reach
many consunners, it may be necessiary to

transmit the energy for a considerable

distance. It is perhaps of greatest in-

terest in corinection with our abundant
water-powers in the river St. Lawrence
and in the area lying to the north of the
settled regions of the Praire Provinces.

It brings us closer to the possibility of

malving these vast stores of energy
available within the settled portions.

FIG. 5.
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SOLDERING FOR SHOP MEN
By Donald A. Hampson

Repair and maintenance work calls for

ability to turn one's hand to manj' a

trick that is foreign to every-day ma-
chine shop practice. Soldering is one of

these tricks, yet a great many machin-

ists are totally unfamiliar with such
work, or have only seen it done, while
still others despise such a method of

making repairs. Soldering is not to be
despised—it fills a very definite place

—

a good soldered joint is better than a
poorly welded one. Many jobs that

could easily be fixed up with solder are

repaired by more expensive methods and
by renewals. It is not a hard matter to

make a good job of soldering if a few
essentials arc understood, nor is there

required any expensive equipment.

Cleanliness is the first and last re-

quisite for a successful job. The sur-

face of the work must be mechanically
and chemically clean. Mechanical clean-

ness is obtained by machining, filing, and
scraping, together with the use of emery
cloth that has not been contaminated
with dirt and grease. Brass castings

may be soldered on the surface if clean,

but with cast iron it is necessary to cut

or file off the outer surface or skin to

expose the fresh metal. Cleaning should

be carried a quarter of an inch beyond
any part which the solder will touch so

that by nr» chance will be work be re-

tarded by the iron's slipping on to an
unclean spot and thus carry dirt back
to the joint being made.

The chemical cleanliness is obtained

by the application of muriatic acid to

the surfaces being joined. This pro-

vides for all necessary cleaning and pre-

vents oxidation of the surface during the
work. If it happens that the work pieces

are galvanized or of zinc, then the com-
mercial acid is used just as it is, but if

any other metals are being handled (and

the majority of jobs are such) then the

acid .must have dissolved in it all the

zinc which can be absorbed by the acid;

this "cut" acid is ready for use and is

preferably prepared in small quantities

so as to have always fresh acid on hand^
and that as clean as such things can be

kept which are being dipped into and

exposed to air and swabs.

Sal-ammoniac is the most commonly
used flux for soldering. Rubbing the

hot iron over the surface of this is suf-

ficient. Some men imbed a small amount
of solder in a cake of sal-ammoniac and
tin the iron by rolling the iron around

in this hole, but it cannot be said to
be good practice, for the hole gets con-
stantly bigger and less efficient, finally

getting bored clear through the cake,
spoiling a chunk that at present prices

may be worth two or three dollars. Tin-
smiths invariably keep the surface of
such a cake flat on top and use a holder
or container that allows the greatest
wear from the rather expensive chemical
in use, a couple of movements per side

of the iron is all sufficient.

Both the iron and the work must be
"tinned" before any kind of a job can
be done. This is the second great law
of soldering. Oil, grease, dirt, all these

prevent the tinning of iron and work, and
they have to be removed. Tinning is the

process of coating the surface with a

thin layer of solder. So far as the work
is concerned tinning may be done as a

separate operation previous to joining

the two pieces, or it may be done, .as

a part of the work with the pieces clamp-

ed together. The iron, however, is al-

ways tinned before it is applied to the

work. Soldering jobs are usually either

joining two separate pieces together or

filling up cracks, and in both cases it

is preferable to tin the surfaces

separately because Avhen that is once

done it is an easy matter to place more
solder in the form of a bond between
the two in whatever form or amount is

desired.

Some materials resist tinning more than
others. With those that oiTer greater

resistance, patience is required to secure

the coating, and the iron must be rubbed
for some time on the surface before the

result is secured, in the meantime keep-

ing dirt and oxidation from accumulat-

ing. It is a help in tinning cast iron to

coat the surface with a thin layer of

copper by rubbing on blue vitriol, the

surface having first been machined or

filed.

Lack of heat is a detriment to solder-

ing, in fact, most beginners fall down on

this one point, and they try to solder

v>ith a cold iron and to make solder

stick to a cold s'j.rface. The iron itself,

however, should not be overheated; this

is a common mistake around machine
shops where the forge fire is used to

heat, and where it is very easy to raise

the iron to red heat. Soldering "irons"

are made with a copper bit, and the rod

heat is injurious to copper; moreover
the red heat burns off the tinned surface

of the iron, necessitating doing this part

of the work over acrain. A temperature

of 400° Fahr. wll melt solder, and there

is no need to go a great dc-al above this.

The function of the iron is three-fold:

to carry the solder to the work, to heat
the work, and to distribute, or place the
solder where wanted. If the iron con-
sisted of the point only, it would fail in

the first two functions, but it does not,

and we have a large mass of copper back
of the point which feeds the heat down
to where it is used. Where sheet metal
is being soldered the heat from the iron

is sufficient, but where the parts are

bulky it is preferable and quicker to

heat the work in some sort of a clean

flame, bringing the work up to about a

straw color on steel.

Cast iron requires more heat than steel

or brass. Aluminum requires a hotter

iron than the other metals and also a
special aluminum solder. Ordinary sol-

der will not stick to aluminum; usually

aluminum is soldered without any flux,

or if any is used it is a specially pre-

pared composition.

Separate parts being jointed by solder-

ing require some sort of fastening to

keep them together and in true relation

until the bond has cooled. The work
may be clamped on a surface plate or

held in a vise, or it may be screwed and

riveted together, or it may be wired.

The Editor:

In my opinion, the trouble with the

settin,? of the ralves, judging from the

Indicator Diagrams, whiich appear in

your is'sue of the 20th of Nov.. is, that

s^he opens toe soon, closes too soon, and

has too much lead. The remedy is put

the eccentric back a little.

Dryden.
Arthur Smith.

R. M. Rook, who, for the past five

years has been associated with the Metal

Thermit Corporation, of New York, has

been appointed general foreman of the

St. L?A%Tence Welding Company. Mr.

Rook has had a wide experience in weld-

ing work of every description, and was

directly res.ponsible for the successful

repairs on what is considered the largest

job yet accomplished by the thermit

process. This was on the frame of a

large stone machine, the weight of \v^\ch

was approximately 75 tons, requiring

about T) tons of thermit. Nearly seven

weeks were required in preparing the

mould.

The Marconi Wireless Company of

Canada have removed their main offices

from 173 William Street (the plant lo-

cation), to 11 St. Sacrament St.. Mont-

real, in the heart of the business district.
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AUTOMATIC STOP FOR GRINDER
By Wi'libur B. Burton

(Copyright. All rights reserved.)

GRINDERS are high-speed ma-
chines. The workmen often leave
them running, after they have

finished grinding their tools. The result
is that the wear on the (bearings is ex-
cessive, and considerable power is

wasted.

An automatic grinder stop, Fig. 1,

bolts had to be taken out. Ultimately,

the cover was arranged as shown. A
bolt extending aibove the cover for

several inches was placed at one side of

it, a piece of flat spring, A, and a

spiral spring was placed as shown, also

a hook at the centre of the cover. The

other bolt hole was not used. When
filling the gear box with lubricant, the

cover was lifted by the hook and svnmg

back, the grease or oil put in and the

AUTOMATrC STOP FOR GRINDER

will! elilmittate theisie dlisadvanita-

geoois features. The scheme iis, of course,

applicalble only on an individually-

motor-driven grinder. A block of in-

sulating material, I, was fastened to

one of the legs of the grinder frame. To
this block was secured two strips of

sheet metal, M and M. Conduators
were then wired, as indicated, from each

of these contacting strips, M and M, to

the low-voltage release magnet on the

motor starter. The wires were fastened

under the release-magnet binding posts,

providing an electrical connection. If

a short circuit or shunt is arranged
across M and M, the low-voltage magnet
•is de-energized and the starting handle

is released. It will then return to the

"off" position, and stop the motor. To
effeot this short circuiting automatically,

the pedal illustrated was provided. On
it was mounted an insulating block, J,

carrying a strip of copper, N.

When a man wishes to start the

grinder, he first steps on the foot pedal.

This removes the short circuit from
around the release magnet. He then

starts the motor in the usual way. When
he has finished grinding his tool, he
must, of course, remove his foot from
the pedal when he leaves the grinder.

When he does so, N contacts with M
and M, short circuits the low-voltage

coil and automatically stops the motor.

lid brought back. This was an improve-

ment over the bolt arrangement.

Another simple kink is shown in Fig.

2. Cut two pieces of hardwood into the

form sho"WTi and about one inch wide.

• To make a good pipe clip, all that is

necessary is to cut a strip of fairly-

heavy galvanized sheet iron about % in.

wide, place it between the wooden mold

and force together between the jaws of

a vise; trim the ends to the desired

TWO POWER PLANT KINKS

length and punch a couple of nail holes.

The mould will only make one size strap

of course. However, each mould will

be good for thousands of straps.

TWO KINKS FOR THE POWER
PLANT

The cover on a large gear box was
held in place by tiwo stud bolts; every

time lubricant was put into the box the

SCALE TRAP FOR LUBRICATOR
A certain amount of sediment or scale

from a pipe will often find its way into

a lubricator with the result of closed up
oil outlet holes. A simple way to over-

come this troulble is to attach a drip, as

shovni in the sketch by the full lines,

or as shown in the dotted lines. Some

Steam
Pipe

/ iL ;

5
To

to

SCALE TRAP FOR LUBRICATOR

men seem to think that there is a better

chance for the drip to catch the sedi-

ment when installed in the latter way.
J. ELLETHORN.

VANCOUVER CO. INSTALS A
"GREAVES-ETCHELLS" ELECTRIC

FURNACE
After an extensive investigation of

the various types of electrie furnaces

and a visit to the U. S. Navy Yard at

Puget Sound, where a 6-ton "Greaves-

Etchells" furnace is in operation, the

Vancouver Engineering Works, Ltd.,

Vancouver, B.C., has given an order to

the Electric Furnace Construction Com-
pany for a "Greaves-Etchells" furnace.

The Dominion Bridge Company will

utilize the plant of the St. Lawrence
Bridge Company at Rockfield, for the

building of the pulp and paper ma-
chines, a post-war development that

promises to grow into extensive propor-

tions. They also anticipate the building

of a grey iron foundry for the making
of the large number of castings that will

be required in these machines and the

turbo-equipment that they are now
building.

Railway Board Reserves Decision.

—

On the applica;tion of the Canadian

Manufacturers' Association, demanding
that the express companies be com-
pelled to carry electric light bulbs at

first-class rates instead of double rates

as at present, the Board reserved its

decision. The express companies claimed

that owing to the bulbs being very

light, and occupying excessive space,

they were not profitable to carry. The
chairman said that he could not accept

the idea that express companies should

carry only what they wished. They were

a public utility, and as such must per-

form the services the public demanded
of them.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
A Record of Prices Current on Raw, Semi - finished, and Finished Materials

Entering Into the Manufacture and Operation of Power Plant Equipment

BOILER TUBES
Seam- Lap-

Size less welded
1 in $27 00 $

1% in. .' 29 00 .....

1% in. 30 00 26 50

1% in 32 00 26 50
2 in 31 00 26 00

2^ in 35 00 28 00

21/, in 43 00 32 00
3 in 48 00 38 00
314 in 45 00
31/2 in 60 00 42 00
4 in 75 00 54 00

Prices per 100 feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

PLATES
Montreal Toronto

Plates, 14 to V-. in... $5 00 $5 00

Tank plates, 3-16 in. 5 25 5 25

WROUGHT PIPE
Effective Jan. 7, 19,16.

Standard Buttweld.

Black GaJvanized

Size. Per LOO feet

% in $ 6 OQ $ 8 00
14 in 4 68 6 81

% in 4 68 6 81

% in 6 21 7 78

% in 7 8(2 9 95
1 in 11 66 14 71

1% in 15 64 19 90
in 1« 70 23 76

2 in 26 16 3i2 01

2% in 40 37 51 19

3 in. &2 719 66 94

SVa in; 67 16 84 18

4 in 79 67 99 7'4

Standard L<apird4

2 in $38 81 $36 34

2% in 42 12 5.2 36

3 in 55 08 6« 47

3^ in 69 OiO 86 94

4 in 81 75 103 00

41^ in 98 00 118 00

6 in 108 00 137 00

6 in 140 00 178 00

7 in 1«8 Ofl 232 OiO

8L in 1,93 00 244 00

5 in m 00 281 00

9 in 266 00 366 00

lOL in 246 00 31i2 00

10 in 317 00 402 00

Prices—^Ontario, Queibec and
Maritime Provinces

WROUGHT NIPPLES
4" hnd under, 60%.
41/i" and larger, 60%.
4' and under, running thread,

30%.
Standard couiplings, 4" and

under, 40%.
4%' and larger, 20".

IRON PIPE FITTINGS
itallealble fittings, cla^ A, 20%

on list; class B and C, net list.

Cast iron fittings, 26% off list.

Mailleable bushings, 25 and 7%% ;

cast buelhings, 26% ; unions, 45%

;

pluirs, 20% off list. Net prices mal-
leable fittings ; Class B black, 24M!C
lb. ; Class C black, l&%c lb. ; gal-

vanized. Class B, 34c lb. : Class C.
24V.C lb. F.O.B. Toronto.

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING
At mill list plus 6%
At warehouse list plus 25%
Discounts off new list, "Warehouse

price at Montreal and Toronto

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL
Per lb. to Large Bayers Cents

Iron bars, base, Toronto 4 25
Steel bars, base. Toronto 4 26
Steel bars, 2" to i" base.... '6 50
Steel bors, base, Montreal ... 3 76

Best grades Ii5%

Iron bars, base, Montreal.... 3 76
Reinforcing bars, base 4 50

Small abaipes 6 76

SHEETS
Mont. Tor'to

Sheets, Black, No. 2i8..$6 55 $6 00
Sheets, Black, No. 10. . 5 IS 5 45
Canada plates, dull, 52

siheets 8 &0 7 10
Canada, plates, a 1 1

brigiht . 8 &0 8 00
Apollo brand, 10'-. »g
galvanized . • .... ....

Queen's H e a
B.W.G

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 h. W.G.
Gorbal's Best, No. 28.
Oolbome Crown, No.
28

Premier, No. 28 U.S 7 50
Premier, 10% oz 7 80

PROOF COIL CHAIN
B

% in ; $14 35
5-16 in 13 815

% in 13 50
7-16 in 12 90
% in 13 20
9-16 in la 70
% in 12 50
% in 12 40

% in 12 90
1 in 12 66
Extra for B.B. chain I 20
Extra for B.B.B. Chain 1 80

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

% in $13 00
3-16 in 12 50
V4 in 11 76
5-16 in 11 40
% i.n 11 00
7-16 in 10 60
% in 10 40
% in 10 00
% in 9 90

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS
Per Cent.

Great Western, American ... 50
Kearney & Foot, Arcade ... 50
J. Barton Smith, Eagle 60
McClelland, Globe 60
Whitman & Barnes 50
Black Diamond 37%
Delta Files 37%
Nicholson 37%
Globe 60
Vulcan 60
Disston 60
P.H. and Imperial 50

OILS AND COMPOUNDS
Castor oil, per lb

Royalite, per gal., bulk 22V-j

Palacine 25%
Machine oil, per gal 36
Black oil, per gal 16
Cylinder oil. Capital 62
Cylinder oil. Acme 45
Standard cutting compound
per lb 06

lyard oil, per gal 2 60
Union thread cutting oil anti-

septic 88
Acme cutting oil, antiseptic. 37%
Imperial quenching oil 8S%
Petroleum fuel oil 10V4

BELTING—NO. 1 OAK TANNED
Extra heavy, single and double 30%
Standard 30. 10%
Cut leather lacing. No. 1 $2 20
Leather in sides 1 75

COAL AND COKE
Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsville Foundry Coke .

.

Steam Lump Coal
Beet Slack

Net ton f.o.b. Toponto,

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS
Per Cent.

Coacb and lag screws 35
Stove bolts 65
Plate washers list plus 20
Machine bolts, 7-16 and over 40
Machine bolts, % and less . . 40
Blank bolts 25
Bolt ends 2i5

Machine screws, fl. and rd.
hd., steel 27%

Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd., steel 10
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., brass net
Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd., brass net
Nuts, square, blank add $0 75
Nuts, square, tapped add 1 00
Nuts, hex., blank add 1 00
Nuts, hex.; tapped add 1 25
Copper rivets and burrs, list

less 15
Burrs only, list plus 26
Iron rivets and burrs . . . 40c 05
Boiler rivets, base %" and

larger $8 60
Structural rivets, as above. . 8 40
Wood screws, flat, bright. ... 76
Wood screws, O.&R., bright. 77%
Wood screws, flat, brass 66
Wood screws, O.&R., brass. . . 66%
Wood screws, flat, bronze. ... 50
Wood screws, O.&R., bronze. 47%

MISCELLANEOUS
Solder, strictly 34
Solder, guaranteed 39
Babbitt metals 18 to 70
Soldering coppers, 3 to 6 lbs. 58
Putty, 100-lb. drums 6 75
White lead, pure, cwt 17 80
Red dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,.

per cwt. 16 60
Glue. English 35
Gasoline, per gal., bulk 33
Benzine, per gal., bulk 32
Pure turpentine, single bbls..

gal 1 60
Linseed oil, raw, single, bbl. 2 90
Linseed oil, boiled, single

bbls 2 92
Lead wool, per lb 14
Plumbers' oakum, per cwt. 9 00
Sandpaper, B. & A. ... list plus 43
Emery Cloth list plus 37%
Sal Soda 03%
Sulphur, rolls 06
Sulphur, commercial 04%
Rosin "D." per lb 07
Rosin "G." per lb 08
Borax crystal and granula. 14
Wood alcohol, per gallon... 2 00
Whiting, plain, per 100 lbs.. 2 50

COPPER PRODUCTS
Montreal Toronto

Bars, % to 2 in $42 50 $43 00
Plain sheets, base 16

oz. and heavier. . . 46 00 44 00
Copper sheet, tinned

14 X 60 in., 14 oz. . . 48 00 4« 00
Copper siheet, plan-

isihed, base 16 oz.

and heavier 46 00 45 00
Braziers' in. sheets,

6x4 base 46 00 44 00
Tubing T.P.S., base
% in. up to 3 in.. 60 00 60 00
Above prices are full sheets and

bars. Cut sheets and bars are 6c

per lb. higher.

BRASS PRODUCTS.
Warehouse price.

Brass rods, base %" to 1" pd..$0 34
Sheets, 24 oz. and heavier base 42

Brass tubing, seamless 46

Tubing, I.P.S., 1" base 4«

POLISHED DRILL ROD.
Discount off list, Montreal
and Toronto Net

WASTE.
White Cents per lb.

XXX Extra l!9%
Peerless 19
Grand Ig
Sui>erlor 18
X L C R 17
Atlas 17
X Empire 16%
Ideail 16
X press 14

Colored

Lion 16
Standard 18%
No. 1 18%
Popular 12
Keen 10%

Wool Packing
Arrow 25
Axle eo
Anvil 16
Anchor 11

Washed Wipers.
Select White 11
Mixed colored 10
Dark colored 09
This list subject to trade discount

for quantity.

MILLED PRODUCTS.

Per cent.

Set screws 60
Sq. & Hex., Head Cap Screws 45
Rd. & Pil. Head Cap Screws 20
Flat & But. Hd. Cap Screw*
plus 10

Fin. & Semi-fin. nuts up to
1 in 46

Fin. and semi-fln. nuts, over
1 in., up to 1% in 40

Fin. and semi-fln. nuts, over
1% in., up to 2 in 86

Studs SO
Taper pins 50
Coupling bolts, pins 10
Planer head bolts, without

fillets list plus 10
Planer head bolts, witii flllet

list plus 10 and 10
Planer head bolt nuts, same

as finished nuts.
Planer bolt washers net
Hollow set screws .... list plus 20
Collar screws. .. .list plus 20, 80
Thumb screws 40
"niumb nuts 7?
Patrih bolts add 20
Cold pressed nuts to 1% in.

add 1 00
Cold pressed nuts over 1%

in add t 06

METALS
METALS

Lake copper $24 25 $25 00

Electro copper 24 00 25 00
Castings, copper 23 50 25 00

Tin

57

50 58 00

Spelter 10 00 10 50

Lead 8 25 8 50

Antimony 10 00 10 .10

Alumium 38 00 85 00
Prices per 100 lbs.

ROPES AND PACKINt:

PackinK, square braided $0 89

Packing, No. 1 Italian 44

Packing, No. 2 Italian •8*
Pure Manila rope 87

IVansmission rope. Manila. ... t 48

Drilling cables. Manila • 89

RUBBER BBL-nNG.
Standard 10%
extra.

LEAD SHEEl'S
Montreal Torento

Sheets, 8 lbs. sq. ft..

lb $12 00 $13 I»

Sheets. 8% B» 12 00 IS 16

Sheets. 4 t» 6 lbs 18 00 U H
Cut sheets. %c per ft), ertrm.
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ROBB POWER PLANTS
Engines

Corliss, slide valve,

,
vertical, horizontal
simple and compound.

Boilers
Water tube, return

tubular, improved
Scotch marine and
portable.

Robb EngineeringWorks,Limited,Amherst,N.S.
Montreal Office :

Phone Westmount 6800

Toronto Office:

20 Victoria Street

Nobel Plant is Sold.—The British Cor-
dite Munitions plant at Nobel, near Parry
Sound, has ibeen sold to Mr. I. Cohen, a

well-known merchant of King'ston. No-
thing is known of what Mr. Cohen's in-

tentions are with regard to the property,

which includes buiTdings, machinery,
trackage, etc.

First Oil Locomotive.

—

The first

French locomotive to genierate isteam' by
the use of oil fuel has beein trded out suc-

cessfuliy, a heavy itrain being hau'led

without difficulty. It is understood
that following this trial two hundred
locomotives will be equlipiped to burn oil

instead of coal.

Railway Board Decides Dunnatre.

—

The amount of dunnage that will be al-

lowed on agricultural machinery, imple-

ments, stoves, street cars, vehicles, etc.,

shipped in box or stock cars, has been
fixed at 650 pounds by a judgment of

the Board of Railway Commissioners.
The allowance was formerly 1,000

pounds, and this has n.ow been cancelled.

Van Home Property Sold.—The Real-

ty Service Comipany have sold the pro-

"perty on the north side of Van Home
Street, west of Dovercourt Road, to

Soren Bros., tinware manufacturers,
who will erect a new factory there. The
property contained 3'32 feet, and the

price obtained was in the neighborhood
of $50,000.

Thos. Firth & Sons, Limited, Sheffield,

Eng., announce that Mr. James A. Sher-

wood, who has for a number of years

represented them in Canada, is retiring,

and that Mr. John J. Coleman, who has

had clliarge of the Toronto branch, haa
been appointed as succesS'or to Mr. Sher-
wood. Mr. Coleman has just returned

from Sheffield, England, where he spent
the month of September.

No Coal From Ontario.—The Fuel
Commissioner has issued an order pro-
hibiting the shipping of any bituminous
coal from Ontario without a permit from
him. This order is to insure the supply
of bituminous coal for Ontario needs as
the commissioner feared that attem.pts

might be made to ship some of the coal

stored here to points outside the pro-

vince.

Bridgeburg Gets New Plant.—The
Reliance Manufacturing Company, with
a capital of $"500,000, will locate in

Bridgeburg. The factory will be on

Lewis Street, and the product will be
electrical goods, such as fuses, switches,

etc. The Brazil Motors Company, of
Brazil, Ind., which is considering Wel-
land, Port Collborne or Bridgehurg as
sites for a factory, has arrived at no
decision yet.

Black & Decker, Baltimore, have is-

sued a new catalogue on portable elec-

tric tools, electric air compressors and
special machinery. The catalogue is an
excellent specimen of good typography
and pres'swork. Besides the above-men-
tioned lines are drills, tapers, sleeves, etc/

Black and Dedker products are covered
by the usual guarantee. The firm warns
against having repairs m.ade by un-
authorized parties. The catalogue is be-

ing issued twice a year by this firm.

City of North Battleford, Sask.
TENDERS FOR POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT.

Sealed Tenders, addressed to the undersigned, and
marked "Tender for Power Plant Equipment," will be
received up to 5 p.m. on Saturday, December 6th, 1919,
for two 250 H.P. Water Tube Steam Boilers, one sheet
metal stack, 50" x 60', and a quantity of metal smoke
flue.

Plans, specifications and all further information may
be obtained on application to M. D. Cadwell, Supt. of
Utilities, City Hall, North Battleford, Sask.

ROBERT FARQUHARSON,
The City Hall, City Clerk.

North Battleford, Sask.,

November 18th, 1919.
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2 MADE IN CANADA 30

Over in the Power House is where that

extra percentage of service

counts

Featuring

The
Bonnet

With
Inside

Thread

El

The
Mueller

Brass

Disc

Globe

Valve .

Voluntarily registered by Chief Inspector of Boilers for the Provinces

of Ontario and Alberta for 175 lbs. and 150 lbs. respectively.

Contains a high grade of virgin metal only, with high copper and

tin content, giving a tough, close - grained casting with pressure

resisting quality.

Special packing composed of asbestos fibre and graphite with lead

core. (Can be repacked under full pressure).

A valve featuring the bonnet with inside thread, a feature found

only in valves of the highest grade. El

Mueller
Bibbs, Basin Cocks, Bath
Cocks, Ferrules, Bath Sup-
plies, Basin Supplies, Sill

Cocks, Curb or Service
Cocks, Corporation Cocks,
Tapping Machines for Water
and Gas, Service Clamps,
Regulators for Water, Steajn,

Gas and Oil, Reducing
Valves, Bubbling Fountains
Gas Cocks, •Globe, •Angle
and 'Check Valves, etc.

Forgings in Brass.
Bronze and Aluminum

Casting*.

H. MUELLER MFG. CO.
LIMITED

SARNIA -:- CANADA

B(l I MAMirA€TIIRi:RS OF llKiH GR\DK ( MUELLER ^ >VAI I R TLDM Biy<i \.M> G.\5i BK\.S?> C<M»ns

|

g|
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We Can Weld
Anything]—Anywhere
Cast iron runner with steel buckets
cracked and loose in casting welded and
made good as new by us. This work in

different sizes and conditions is quite

common to us.

Heavy shafting built up where worn in

bearings and machined out to full size.

Grinder shaft threads built up. Tanks,
boilers and digesters that have cracks,

lepkv seams or corroded parts electric

welded and made bottle tight.

MacMnists, Boilermakers, Welders, Black-
smiths and Tank Manufacturers Lead
Burning.

THE ST. LAWRENCE WELDING CO., LTD.
138 Inspector St. MONTREAL Phone Main 5779, West 3483

J&TlON LDJJ
An orerload ia often e necessity. But
It ia hard on an engine. To success-
fully cMTTj an overload so that there
will be no after' effects on the engine
a Tery careful selection of your oil
should be made. An oU that is not
free from impurities will cause a greater
wearing on the bearings, a great fric-
tion loss will occur. You will need
to fire the boiler more often because
ihe engine will be harder to run. In
this manner you lose out. You work
harder, have larger operating costs, and
leas t>ower all because of your oil. Do
** * great many Canadian engineers
hare done — gi»e Kellogg's "Non-Cor-
roslTe Cylinder Oil" a trial. Abso-
lutely pure. Write ue regarding it

E.-H. KELLOGG & CO.,
New York. U.S.A.

WANTED
Representatives to handle special line of
British made "Elastic Steam Jointing
Cement" (for all joints) and Iron Cement
for casting, etc. Exclusive territory of-

fered parties conversant with trade. Re-
plies treated confidential. Apply Box 151,

Power House.

VX^AINTED — BY LARGE ONTARIO BOILER
manufacturer, an experienced draughtsman,

familiar with the designing of tubular, locomotive

and stationary boilers. Write Box 153, Power
House.

•ITtZANTED — FIRST-CLASS ENGINBER TO
take charge of steam plant; prefer a man

with knowledge of Detroit Stokers, also one who
has had some experience with electrical mach-
inery. Box 154, Power House, 143 University Ave.,

Toronto.

You Try This

Wlien you desire any infbrmatioii on
matters pertaining to the trade it will

be giladly fumisihed free upon applica-

tion througih the columns of this paper.

If you enclose stamiped, addreseed en-

veloue we will also reply direct to

you. Don't hesitate to ask us. W«
will do our best.

Kindly mention this Paper

when writing- to

advertisers.
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Power House
Economy

A Steam Trap that saves
coal by abolishing heat-
wasting steam leakage, and
at the same time does its

work efficiently without re-

quiring constant attention,
is the trap you want in your
power plant.

The Long
Patent

Steam Trap
Fills the Bill

Simiple, reliable and effici-

ent. Has but one moveable
part. Automatic — requires
no valves except those which
control the admission of
steam to apparatus to which
trap is attached.

The Long Trap has several
advantages over all other
traps. Protected by patents.
Write and let us tell you all

about it.

J. T. LONG
84 ADAM ST.

MONTREAL, CANADA
If your dealer does not sell

it, write direct.

6

ECONOMY
renewable FUSES

are the RIGHT fuses to

protect YOUR electrical

circuits

—because they afford the right sort of protec-
tion; their reputation lends assurance that you
can safely depend on them for accuracy of

rating and all-around efficiency in operation.

—because they cut annual fuse maintenance
costs 80% as compared with the use of one-
time fuses, owing to the fact that an inexpen-
sive "Drop Out" Renewal Link restores a

blown Economy Fuse to its original efficiency.

—because it's the work of a moment to replace

the link and renew the fuse.

—because a good sized stock of "Drop Out"
Renewal Links always on hand represents

but a small outlay. Write for Catalog 24

ECONOMY FUSE & MFG. CO.
OF CANADA, LIMITED

UNITY BLDG. MONTREAL
ManufacturerB in Canada of

S. A C. HIGH POTENTIAL FUSES—TO 150,000 VOLTS

14 Lbs, Pressure

downward

AS soon as steam strikes the sensitive corrugated disc, the disc moves towards
its seat and exerts a maximum downward pressure of 14 pounds. This force
is exerted uniformly by the vaporization of a liquid inside the corrugated

disc.

This downward pressure causes the trap to be effective in spite of any grease
and foreign matter which might have a tendency to accumulate on the seat.

0UNHflMCheating servicelEATING SERVICE
In action, the disc is alternately on and off its seat, depending on the rate at

which the steam is condensed in the radiator. Its action is always positive—is

never sluggish—and can be depended on under conditions varying from 10
pound pressure to 15 inches of vacuum. Passes all water; wastes no steam.

Write for complete details.

C. A. DUNHAM CO., LTD., TORONTO, ONTARIO
Halifax Ottawa Vancouver Montreal Winnipeg Calgary

London : 64 Regent House, Regent Street, W. i.
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JeokaisBMlks

Jenkins B^os.

They Stay Tight

When the power house super-
intendent makes an inspec-
tion of the pipe lines he tests
the valve bearing the Jenkins
Bros. Diamond trade mark
with a smile of confidence.
He knows from experience,
that above all things it can
be depended upon to STAY
TIGHT. Only valves of high-
ly scientific design and qual-
ity construction can be de-
pended upon to stay tight
under severe conditions —
Jenkins Bros.' Valves are
made of first-class material
by workmen who know Valve
requirements.

Furnished in brass or iron
bocJy, in globe, angle, cross,
check, Y or blow-off, hose
whistle and other patterns.

LIMITED

Head Office and Works:
103 St. Remi Street,

• Montreal, Canada

Agencies in all the

Principal Countries

of the World

European Branch:
6 Great Queen St., Kingsway
London, W.C. 2, England

'TRADE^

'Jenkins;

Catalogue No. 8 free on request
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Breakdowns a Thing
of the Past!

You can't afford to have any engine breakdowns due to
accumulated moisture in engine cylinders and turbine
casings these days of high production costs—time and
labor are too expensive to stand idle. You can count
breakdov/ns of this nature as a thing of the past in
your plant by installing the

Anderson
Steam Separator

The "Anderson" delivers DRY STEAM under all operat-
ing conditions.

The moisture is completely separated by the combined
action of centrifugal force, and the sudden reversal of
high velocity steam current. All danger of the moisture
passing the throttle is obviated.

The moisture cannot be picked up again when once
separated. You'll observe from the illustration, that
the whirling motion is obtained by means of the
internal helical baffle coil.

Write for the catalogue which describes all

the Anderson Power Plant Specialties.

THE V. D. ANDERSON COMPANY
1935 West 96th Street, Cleveland, Ohio

Carling Turbo Blowers
For baminK the lowest grade* of coal successfully, getting all

the heat value from the fuel. For positive draft with Automatic
Control and steady steam pressure. For obtaining the ultimate
capacity from the boUer.

Carling Blowers are low in first cost, easy to install and make
a quick return on the investment. We will be pleased to show you
why it pays to use Carling products.

Write to-day. Try at our expense.

CARLING TURBINE BLOWER COMPANY
Engineers and Manufacturers WORCESTER, MASS
Canadian Representatives: Green's Economizer Limited, Toronto

and Principal Cities

Turbine
Undergrate
Blowers,

Centrifugal

Blowers

and
Exhausters,

Small
Power
Turbines,

Damper
Regulators

and Grates

Ve make them Safe -

Ve make them Strong

CURTIS Engineering Speclallies

Universality
For universal application to
all the varied and various
conditions under which a
reduced pressure of steam,
water or other fluid is re-
quired the

Improved Steam

Pressure

Regulator
has no equal.
It is compact anc
self-contained, with-
out levers, weights
or projections.
No glands or pack-
ing ; no drip or
leak of steam or
water. Suitable for
any boiler pressure ;

made entirely of
metal : is a lock

valve, very simple
and sensitive.

Send for leaflet fully de-

scriptive of this Regulator
(contains price list) to the
manufacturers.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

JULIAN D'ESTE COMPANY
Main Office, 26 Canal St., Boston, Mass.

I 83 BARCLAY ST., NEW YORK CITY
Agencies: \i74 MARKET ST. CHICAGO. ILL.
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In Bulk

SAFETY PLASTIC

METALLIC
PACKING

For steam, water, air, gas,

etc. Self-lubricating. Prac-
tically frictionless.

Pat. December 22, 1903.

Highest Award World's Fair,

St. Louis, 1904.

GUARANTEED TO
LAST THREE YEARS

Without Renewal.

Drop us a line and •

let us tell you all

about this remark-

able packing.

STEEL MILL PACKING CO.,

WINDSOR, ONT.
In Cotton Tubes

Mason

Steam

Specialties
Mason Reducing Valve

ASSURE YOU RELIABILITY OF
SERVICE

The practical knowledge of experts who are con-

tinuously coming into contact with difficult engineer-

ing problems should be of considerable assistance to

you. Let us demonstrate the "Mason Service" on your
next problem.

THE MASON LINE
Mason Reducing Valves (Genuine)
Mason Pump Governors
Mason Pressure Controllers
liundy Steam Traps for ever]^

service
Coppus Turbine-driven Blowers
Sims Hot Water Genera/tors
Sims Storage Heaters
Sims Open Feed Water Heaters

Our Salesmen are
practical engineers.
They sell from
knowledgre — not
from catalogue.

Bundy Oil .Separators
Ashton Gauges and Safety Valves
Everlasting Blow-oft Valyes
Babbitt Sprocket Rims
Stratton Steam Separators
Reilly Midti-coU Feed Water Hea,ter9
Reilly Evaporators and Distillers

Beilly Multd-screen Feed Water
Filters

The Mason Regulator &
Engineering Co., Limited

Successors to H. L. Peiler & Co.
Montreal Office and Factory

135-153 Dagenais St.

Toronto Representative:
The Arthur S. Leitch Co., 1002 Kent Building

Note of Warning
Coal miners demand a shorter
number of working hours.
Strikes are probable! A coal
shortage is almost certain to re-
sult! You may be compelled to
burn screenings and other low-
grade fuels. These conditions
will cause no worry if you are
a user of CYCLONE GRATES.
Investigate without delay!

CYCLONE GRATES
Burn Screenings and Low- Grade Soft Coal

and Give Maximum Results

Cyclone Shaking and Dumping Grates are designed on a scientific principle

which ensures perfect combustion even when using low-priced fuels. They
are constructed to give 60% air space and 9Q% underdraught—no clinkers,

no waste!
The new jarring, shaking movement sifts the worthless ashes through

—

but not a particle of good fuel.

Write for our 30 Days' Free Trial Offer now.

The Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Ltd.

Toronto, Ontario20 McGee Street
Sole Makers for Canada

Phone G. 3660
AGENTS

:

ST. JOHN, N.B. : F. W. Blizard, 329 Charlotte St. MONTREAL: Mason Regulator Co., Ltd.,
St. James St. HAMILTON: Robt. Fitzsimmons, 8 Grove St. WINNIPEG, Vulcan Iron Works.
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KIELEY
IMPROVED HIGH AND LOW PRESSURE

STEAM TRAP
For General Service

No power plant should be without a dependable steam
trap. It is the great economizer of fuel and promoter
of power plant efficiency. The KIELEY Improved Trap
is the latest development in the art of steam trap
construction, and is suitable for all service, either high
or low pressure. The im-
portant parts and those
subjected to greatest
wear are placed high in
the top of the trap so
that by removing
two nuts and the
small cap all parts
are easily acces-

«|j

sible and removed £
for repairs — no
•breaking o f con-
nections necessary,
neither do you
have to remove the
cover. Seats and
discs are of best
metal, a'bsolutely
non-corrosive; for exceptionally severe service seats
and discs are constructed of nickel or monel metal, and
the bodies of cast iron. Kieley traps never leak when in
service—our water seal assures you this.

Leaky, unreliable steam traps are expensive. Adopt the
KIELEY and be certain of efficient, economical service.

THE ARTHUR S. LEITCH CO.
Kent Building, TORONTO

MASON
Reducing Valves

Pump Regulator
Balanced Valves
Damper Regulators

If you order a Mason
you will get absolute

satisfaction. This we
guarantee you. You
simply cannot make a

mistake.
Dependable regulation
under every possible

condition.

Our complete catalog tells you
WHY. Let us mail you a copy.

Mason Regulator Company
BOSTON, MASS.

TORONTO REPRESENTATIVES:
The Arthur S. Leitch Co..

S06 Kent Bld<r.. Teronto.

Top and Bottom Branch Pipes Article No. 5

The bottom access branch pipe as shown above connects the bottom headers. The water enter-

ing the economiser through this pipe at the end farthest from the boiler, or cold end. Directly

opposite each section is a flanged nozzle with lid for inspecting or cleaning the bottom headers.

A blow-off valve is mounted on the bottom branch pipe, through which sludge and sediment
may be discharged.

The top branch pipe is similar to the bottom access branch pipe, bul cast in one piece with no nozzles for inspection.

The hot water leaves the economizer through this pipe at the end nearest the boiler or hot end. The relief valve

is mounted at this end of the top branch pipe.

isEsiJSMiam
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Berquisi Bunker

Discharger Peck Carrier

Reciprocating Feeder

_ LINK
Coal Handling Machinery
QRAVITY Bucket Carriers, consisting of a

continuous series of buckets pivotally sus-

pended between two endless chains, represent

the highest development of the conveying art.

As the buckets at all times maintain their car-

rying position by gravity, a single Carrier can

transport material horizontally, vertically and

again horizontally, or in any desired path.

The Peck Carrier, Patented, is the highe^ development of this

type of conveyor— in its inherent design, details of construction,

and accuracy of workmanship. It is the recognized standard

machine for handling coal and ashes in modern power houses, as

well as cement clinker, stone, ore and other abrasive materials.

Send for our Peck Carrier Catalog No. 320 and learn why the

Peck Carrier is the superior of all conveyors for coal and ashes.

We also design and build elevators and conveyors for handling

all kinds of material; coal and ashes handling machinery; coal

crushers; chutes; screens; belt conveyors; locomotive cranes; grab

buckets; portable loaders; electric hoists; Link-Belt and sprocket

wheels; silent chain drives; transmission machinery, etc., etc.

Catalogs sent upon request.

Canadian Link-Belt Company
LIMITED

Wellington and Peter Streets, Toronto
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Must School Teachers
Starve?

By Sir Robert Falconer, President of the University of Toronto

CANADA is threatened with another epidemic—cheap teachers! A grave

warning, showing the seriousness of the situation, has been made public,

through the medium of MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE.
The financial attractions in commerce and trade are proving such a lure to the clever Normal
School and University graduates that public schools, high schools and universities throughout
the Dominion are being driven to engage inferior teachers—if they can get any at all! One
teacher in Ontario is paid the princely suni of $300 per annum.

The article gives the opinions on this vital topic of such men as: Sir Robert Falconer; Principal
R. Bruce Taylor, of Queen's; Dean of Arts W. Sherwood Fox, of Western University; A. P. S.

Glassco, Secretary of McGill ; President MacLean, of the University of Manitoba; President
Klinck, of Canada's youngest university—British Columbia; President A. Stanley Mackenzie,
of Dalhousie; and many others.

"The Thread of Flame"
By Basil King

This famous Canadian novelist has written a remarkable story that deals with a man who loses

his identity while fighting in France. This strong novel, "The Thread of Flame," starts in the
December issue of MACLEAN'S. This is the first occasion that a novel by Mr. King has
appeared in any Canadian periodical prior to book publication.

Other Features of the December Number
"Merrie Gentlemen"—By Arthur Beverley Baxter.

You will think this the best Christmas story since

Dickens' "A Christmas Carol."

"Capital and Labor"—By Ralph Connor.
One of a series of articles on "The New Canada
and Its Needs."

"Ottawa is Ready for the Worst"—By J. K. Munro.
A humorous and pithy review of events at the

Federal seat.

"Better Late Than Never"—By C. W. Stephens.
A bright Christmas story.

"Some Canadian Snobs"—By Montgomery Dix.
A humorous article on some phases of Canadian
society.

"A Blighty Christmas"—By Gertrude Arnold.
An article on the way Yuletide was celebrated in a
Red Cross Hospital.
And a dozen other articles and stories all of equal
interest.

MACLEAN'S will be Twice-A-Month
starting February 1st, next year. An important point to remember. If you want to keep up
with things nationally Czunadian, you'll have to get the MACLEAN'S Twice-A-Month habit.

^ ^ Over 350,000 Canadians Read

MACLEANS
1 "CANADA'S NATION.AL MAGAZINE

DECEMBER ISSUE Now On Sale

At All News Dealers 20c
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Dollars Goin^
Up In Smoke

Give the Heat Units to

the Boiler
HAYS combustion testing apparatus effects a

huge fuel economy. It is a friend of the
fireman and a very profitable investment for the
plant owner.

It shows at once if draft is proper—if there are
holes in the fire—if settings are leaking—if

firing periods are improperly timed and other
causes of fuel waste.

Gas Collector with
water-flow regulator.

The Hays Differential Draft
Gage indicates the draft
over the flre or the drop in

draft through the boiler.

TTAYS Automatic 00, and Draft Recorders,

Automatic Gas Collectors, Draft Gages
and other Hays Equipments installed on your
boilers keep you posted as to just what con-

ditions your boilers are operating under.

Hays Combustion Efficiency Appliances are
leading the way to increased efficiency in

boiler firing, a most effective way in offsetting

high coal prices.

Ask for our (book, "How to Build up Furnace
Efficiency." It tells how fuel is wasted, how
to stop that waste and keep it stopped.

T- Jos-W H^ys COrporatioD Michigan City

Indiana

U.S.A.

REPRESENTATIVES IN CANADA:
Arthur S. Leitch Co., 1002 Kent BIdg., Toronto

Edward A. Robinson Co., Limited, 228 Craig St. West, Montreal
Allen Ritchie, Standard Bank BIdg., Vancouver, B.C.
Western Supply & Equipment Co., Calgary, Alta.
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If you don't know where to get it—Write us

See if it is listed below:

CONTROLLERS for Temperature,
Pressure or Time

Meters for Measuring Steam,

Water, Air or Gas.

CO' Gais Analyzers—Hand Type.

Roberts WATER FILTERS.
THERMOMETERS for every use.

GAUGES—Indicating or Recording.

Furnace Efficiency Indicators.

HYDROMETERS.
Anderson Traps and Separators.

CONNELLY WATER TUBE BOILERS
LEONARD RETURN TUBULAR

BOILERS.
TANKS—STACKS—PLATE WORK.

Your enquiry will bring full information from

E. J. PHILIP & SONS
57 Queen W. Toronto, Ont.

WALEC
AIR & CAS • COM PRESSO R S

For Dependability

Korwalk Compressor on Testing Stand

Every Norwalk compressor before it leaves

our plant is given a test which subjects it to

a strain far greater than any it will be put to

in actual service. As a result Norwalk com-

pressors have a dependability which is as

close to the absolute as high grade materials

and skilled workmanship can give.

THE NORWALK IRON WORKS COMPANY
Pioneer Builderx of Compressorb

South Norwalk, Conn,

ANY-CAPACITY ANY- PRESSURE
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Connelly (Patented) Water Tube Boilers
Made in Canada by

E. LEONARD & SONS, LIMITED
Are of the four drum type and have 100% tube area in the path of circula-

tion which enables them to deliver not only dry, but slightly superheated steam
under normal conditions and also when overloaded.

A few of their good points

—

Simple in design. Have no flat surfaces. Free from hundreds of joints.

No hand holes at end of tubes.

Contain a tremendous volume of water, in proportion to their size. All
stress due to expansion and contraction is well taken care of. Boiler tubes
are so spaced that any one may be rem oved without moving the rest.

Designed to get the maximum horsepower in the smallest cubical space.

Can be built in units up to 4,000 horsepower.

E. LEONARD & SONS
London

LIMITED

Ontario
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A Jointless Fire Brick Lining
under your boiler is a sure and de-

terminable saving of one of the lar-

gest preventable losses of economy
in any boiler plant.
Send for a free copy of our 36-page book of useful
information on furnace building and maintenance

JOINTLESS FIREBRICK CO.
Showing ease with which Plibrico

is laid in place.

Kingsbury and Clay Sts., Chicago
Canadian Distrihutors :—Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., 628-630

St. Paul St. West, Montreal.

IlllllllllllilllW^^^^

TRADE MARK

Williams' "Vulcan"
Drop-Forged

Chain Pipe Vises
ARE attachable anywhere— to bench, post, or other con-

venient support. They are compact in design — being

smaller and lighter than clumsy, hea^^ cast tools. They are'

unbreakable—being made entirely of wrought steel. They
are positive in their grip, readily adjusted, rapid and powerful

in action.

When looking for a superior Pipe Vise, remember that

Williams' Chain Pipe Tools have been Standard for nearlyi

half a century and have behind them Williams' unconditional
guarantee of service. Vises in 3 sizes—for Vs to 8-inch pipe.

May we send you a copy of our new catalog

f

J. H. Williams & Co.
"The Drop-Forging People"

78'S. Clinton Street 78 Vulcan Street 78 Richards Street

CHICAGO, ILL. BUFFALO, N.Y. BROOKLYN, N.Y.

The A. G. LOW CO., LTD., 78 Pacific Ave., Saskatoon, Sask. Agents for Manitoba,
Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia.

Efficiency
In Power Plant Equipment

and Service—that's our Policy.

Study POWER HOUSE advertising and editorial pages—brimful of latest technical

and new equipment information. Keep thoroughly up-to-date and you'll profit.you 11 pn

Q-p\-|->y^-r A J Send in your subscription to-day for any number of

J^/YL years at the remarkable rate of $1.00 Per Year.
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VULjCABCSTON
TheGeneral

Utility
Packing

that wqrKs
ri^htitt

every claiss

ofservice

The Universal Packing
Most plants paint each kind of piping a

different color. Each color means some par-
ticular kind of line—and each color usually
means some particular variety of packing
taking up space in the supply room and keep-
ing somebody on the look-out to see that the
stock doesn't run low.

VULCABCSrON
Red Fibre Sheet Packing

ends this trouble. It takes the place of all

"specialty" packings because it serves equally

well on all the lines. No matter whether the

col jr indicates saturated or superheated steam,

high pressure or low, hot water, oil, gas, am-
monia, acids, alkalies, or compressed air,

Vulcabeston will pack the flanges surely and
'Economically.

Standardize ! UseVulcabeston
everywhere. It pays.

// your supply house does not carry
Vulcabeston write us direct

The Johns-Pratt Co.
Hartford, Conn.

U. S. A.
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Port Hope, Ont.,
Nov. mh, 1919.

The MacLean Pub. Co.,

Toronto.

Dear Sirs.

—

I enclose .... and just here
I may speak a word for the "Power
House." I do not know that I can
cite any particular part of it for
special mention, as it presents to

view so many phases of the en-
gineering business that it is aJlmost

a general education in engineering.

And all that a person has to do
to keep posted on the latest acces-

sories and appliances is read the
ads.

From cover to cover the "Power
House" is replete with valuable in-

formatron.

Wishing you every success,

I remain.

Yours very truly,

JOHN W. S. McBLORY.

J1

"From cover to cover "Power House
is replete with valuable information."

Remember
December is the Last

Month during which
subscriptions for"Power
House" will be accep-
ted at

One Dollar
per year. Subscribe or

renew today for any
number of years.

After January 1st, 1920,

the subscription price will

be Two Dollars per year.

Use this form—it's wortli a Dollar a year to you.

Date, December 1919
I

I THE POWER HOUSE,
j 143-153 University Ave., Toronto.

I
Please send POWER HOUSE to me for years at one dollar per year. Money is

] (write in number of years)

, enclosed or will be sent on receipt of bill.

1

Name

St. Address City,

No. B. 720 Province Position
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FOR COUNTERSHAFTS
EUGENE ICE & STORAGE COMPANY

Eugene, Oregon
Magnolia Metal Co. 7/19/19.

Dear Sirs :—^Something over five years ago we babbitted a high-speed

countershaft connection—with generator—with Magnolia Metal. This
particular bearing has been subjected to heavy service and almost con-

tinuous duty, running most of the time since, the full twenty-four hours
daily.

It's still there and in good shape.-

Yours very truly,

H. H. RUTH, Ch. Engr.

SOLD BY LEADING DEALERS EVERYWHERE OR

MAGNOLIA METAL CO.
Office and Factory

MONTREAL, 226 St. Ambroise St.

KERR
("New KEYSTONE" Pattern) GATE VALVES

If you have not

used any of these

New Pattern
Valves, specify

"KERR" in your

next order. We
want you to get

acquainted with

the most reliable

valve on the

market. ^ ' —

If you have been

using them, we
are confident that

our satisfaction

will bring us your

repeat orders.

These valves will

never cause you

or your customer

the slightest

trouble. Their

high quality is

consistent.

When you buy a "KERR" Valve you get a guaranteed article that is backed by a reliable firm.

Many of the largest distributers of valves in Canada have sold "KERR" Valves for over 35

years, and are still recommending them as the " Best Valve." Write us for particulars.

Kerr Engine Co., Ltd., vaive specialists Walkerville, Ont.
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DOMINION

Dominion

STEAM ^^^^ GAS COALS

GeneralSales Office
112 StJamesSt. Montreal

Automatic
Feed Water Regulator

The "Vigilant" keeps water within
hi" of middle gauge regardless of
load or firing.

Years of service test has proved
it the utmost in reliability and
efficiency.

Gitalogue presents many points of
interest. May we send you a copy?

The CHAPLIN-FULTON MFG., CO.
8 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

The Simplest and Best Cleaner on the market is

PILLEY'S
Combination Flaa Binali and Scrapar.

Guaranteed not to break or the wires to pull out or lay over.

A simple turn of the hand adjusts it to the tube, and the brush
removes what the scraper loosens.

For sale by Icadinc Canadian Jobberm.

Manufactnred by

PILLEY PACKING AND FLUE BRUSH MFG. CO.
623 Sooth Third Street - - - St. LmU, M*.

Eastern Office: 71 Fulton St.. New York.

K*ovED STEAM TRAP
' FOR HIGH OR LOW PRESSURE.

Steam can't blow through. They have
large discharge valves and cannot be

flooded from sudden flushes of water.

MAY WE SEND ONE FOR TRIAL 7

Reducing Valves, Pump Governors,

Relief Valves, Exhaust Pipe Heads,

Ejectors and Steam Separators.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
THE GARTH COMPANY

36 Cntic StrMt MONTREAL. CAN.

WATSON & McDANIEL CO.
N*. I4C N. 7th Str««t. PHILADELPHIA. Pa.

Why not Buy the
Best,when in market

for Packinsf?

HOLMES'

Metallic Packlni
Is Guaranteed 3 Years

Lasts many times loneer.
30 days' trial. Less oCL No
cutting. EasilT appKed to

any 9teaim Engine. Air
CuunaKuaor or Osa Bmrine.
Satiwfscitiop or do pay.
Write OS.

HOLMES METALLIC
PACKING CO..

Wilkes-Barre. Pa.

Incorporated 1897

Water Turbines, Hydraulic Governors,
Centrifugal Pumps

OUR LINDSAY WORKS

Boving Hydraulic & Engineering Co., Limited
Lindsay, Ontario
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DUVAL'S
METALLIC PACKING

for

ALL CLASSES OF ENGINES
and the

Highest Superheated Steam
DUVAL'S lasts for YEARS without renewal and keeps the
rods in perfect condition. It is placed in the glands the same
way as ordinary soft packings. Over 600,00(> glands packed.

"BENHYOO" JOINTING FOR STEAM AND HYDRAULIC
. JOINTS. Supplied 48" square, 1/32" thick and up.

Stock carrited in Montreal.

SOLE AGENTS FOR CANADA

LAURIE & LAMB
Board of Trade Building-, Montreal

VICTORIA FOUNDRY COMPANY, LIMITED
Engineer », Machine and Foundry Contractor*

OTTAWA, CANADA
Special Castings Forgings

Pumps, Hoists, Valves, Boiler Fronts, Grate Bars.

S*nd Blueprint* for Quotation*. Write for our latett catalogue.

Patterns Machine Wotk

The J. C. Wilson Mfg., Co., Limited
BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO

Mechanical Engineers, Pattern Malkers, Founders and MaohinistB.
We build complete Hydraulic Turtdne Equipment, Flumes, Head
Gates, Racks, Waste Gates and Win<sheB. Water Wheel Gover-
nors, Gearing, Puilleys and Shafting.

MAKERS OF THE "LITTLE GIANT" TURBINE
Put Your Water Wheel Proposition Up To Us

When Buying Thermometers

There's Just Three Things
to Remember

—

First, you must have accuracy
and sensitiveness

—

Second, d'lrabiility is absolutely
essential

—

Tliird, the thermometer must
be suitably constructed for the
intended application.

Accuracy, sensitiveness and
djurability are absolutely
guaranteed in

"Crescent" Thermometers
And with nearly seventy years of experience to

our credit, we are qualified to properly interpret

your needs.

Our Catalog P.H. 200 illustrates and describes

"Crescent" Thermometers for every application.

Also test thermometers, glass thermometers, etc.

Get a copy of Catalog P.H. 200 to-day.

The Schaeffer & Budenberg ^

p« Canadian
Agento:

Brooklyn, New York

Chicago
Pittsburg
St. Louis
Philadelphia
Los Angeles

Mitton and
Prentiss,

Power
Plant ther-

mometers for all

temperatures not ex-

ceeding 1W0° F.

il.o---"Columb^a" Rccordine da „

and Thermometers, Gauges, (lauK.

Testers. Tachometers. Stean

meters. Counters, etc.

"SAFETY FIRST"

ALL^WAY
RAILROAD

OILERS
are the latest word in their
line.

The flexible spout makes it

possible to oil all places with
one "ALL-WAY" whereas
previously they could only
be reached with force pump
cans with specially bent
spouts.

Lubricating bearings with the old

straight spout oiler often brought
the engineer's hands and arms very
close to the danger of rapidly
revolving gears and flywheels.
With the "ALL-WAY" the bending
of the spout removes this danger.
Sizes No. 4, 1 pint—10 in. spout. No. 5, 1 quart

—

11 in. spout.

Flexible spouts can be furnished for any kind of
oiler. If your dealer cannot supply you write us.
We also manufacture the well-known "All-Way" Oil Can

—

saves you 50% of your oil bill.

THE ALL-WAY OILER MFG. COMPANY
196 KING STREET WEST - TORONTO, ONTARIO

WE WELD
EVERYTHING

Leaky Steam Boilers Repaired

Flue Sheets and Flues Welded
WELDING REPAIRS TO ALL
MACHINERY GUARANTEED

The Electric Welding Co.
178 Bleury St., Montreal. Phone Main 2300

STEAM TURBINE DRIVEN
TURBO BLOWER SET

with Condensing Plant for quick

deHvery from stock at very favor-

able price.

* Further particulars from

ESCHER, WYSS & CO.
112 Coristine Bldg. MONTREAL
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Slandardinlkforlds

Visit the boiler rooms of the largest power plants in Canada, and you will
find Diamond Soot Blowers m practically all

Why?
Because Diamonds are essential to the cheap production of power In noother way. than by their use, can <^lean heating surfaces be maintained.

CAPAcIt^ IaFETy"^ ^ """"^ increased ECONOMY,
You will find Diamond Soot Blowers in the following representativepower plants ;

•™=umiave

Canadian Kodak Company
Canadian Locomotive Company
Canadian Pacific Railway Company
Canadian Electro Products Company
Canadian Pulp & Paper Company
Ford Motor Company
Dominion Forge & Stamping Company
Western Electric Company
British Cordite Company
The Steel Company of Canada, Ltd-
Imperial Tobacco Company of Canada
The Canadian Salt Company
The Beaver Wood Fiber Company
Britannia Smelting- & Refining Co.

There are hundreds of others. If the managers, superintendents and chief
engineers of these plants consider Diamonds essential, there must he very
substantial reasons why your boilers should likewise be equipped.

For full information ask for Bulletin 186

DIAMOND SPECIALTY CO.
Windsor Ontario

tamon
SCOT BLOWERS -SAVE 4 io 8% FUEL

"ALL BRITISH"
"B.&W." PATENT WATER TUBE STEAM BOILERS
HIGHEST ECONOMY, SAFETY, DURABILITY. OVER 20,000,000 H.P. IN USE.

ALSO

Steam Superheaters

Mechanical Stokers

Coal-Handling Machinery

Piping, Feed Water Heaters

Water Softeners and Purifiers

and ELECTRIC CRANES
Babcock & Wilcox Patent Water Tube Steam Boiler, Superheater — ^—

—

and Mechanical Stoker.

BABCOCK C& WILCOX, Limited
HEAD OFFICE FOR CANADA - COLLEGE ST. (ST. HENRY), MONTREAL

TORONTO OFFICE. TRADERS BANK BUILDING
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I POWER HOUSE BUYERS' DIRECTORY
S If what you want is not listed here write us, and we will tell you where to get it. Let us suggest that you consult

S also the advertisers' ind'ex facing the inside back cover, after having secured advertisers' names from this directory

M The information you desire may be found in the advertising pages. This dlepartment is maintained for the benefit

= and convenfence of our readers. The imsertion of our advertisers' names under proper head'incs is gladly undertaken,
~ but does not become part of an advertising contract.
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Al« COCKS
Limkenheimer Co., CincinnaU, O.
Ju. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., ToroDto,
PenbeitJiy Injector Co.. \¥ind«or. Out.

AIR VALVES
Job. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto,
Mueller Mtg. Co., U., 3anila. OnU

ALLOYS, BRASS AND COPPER
ESmirire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Oat
Kerr Engine Co., Walkervijle, Ont
AMMETKUS
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont,

AMMONIA VALVES AND FITTINGS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal.
Frick Co., Wajneaboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Homestead VaWe Mfg. Co., Pittaburgh, Pa.
Tork Mfg, Co., Tork, Pa.

AMMONIA PURIFIERS
Frick Co., Wajnesbo-o, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, P»

AMMONIA TANKS
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wateroua Engine Works Co., Brantiford, Out.

ARCHES, COMBUSTION CHAMBER
Canadian Fairbanks-Kdnrse Co., Ltd. Monfti««L

ASH CARRYING SYSTEMS
Babcock & WUcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Wateioua Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont.

ASBESTOS SPECIALTIES
Durabla Mfg. Co.. New York, N.Y.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont

ASBESTOS PACKED COCKS
Pratt & Cady Co., Inc., Hartford, Conn.

AUTOMATIC ICE RECORDING DOORS
AND CHUTES
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Ha«erstown, Md.

BABBITT AND ANTI-FRICTION METAL
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. Montreal.
Hort Metal Co., Toronto.
Magnolia Metal Ce. Montreal.

BALLCOCKS
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
D'Este Co., Julian. Boston, Mass.

BATTERIES AND ACCESSORIES
Can. H. W. Johns-ManTille Co.. Toronto, Ont.

BEARINGS
Wltoon Mfg. Co., J. O., BeUevfllie.

BEARINGS, BRASS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., I/ondon. Ont.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont,

BELT CEMENT
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Qratnn & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELLS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
Bmpire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont
BELT CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

BELT DRESSING
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Dominion Belting Co., Hamilton. Ont
Shell Bar Boieo Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Qraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELT LACING, LEATHER
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Oraton & Knif^ht Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELT TIGHTENERS
Waterous Enrine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

BELT PULLEYS
Wat*roii» F.neine Works Co.. Rrant<ord, Ont
D, E. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

BELTING, BALATA
D. K. MacLaren. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Federal KneiDferine Co. Toronto, Ont
Victor Balata & Testile Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
BELTING, CHAIN

Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Canada,

BELTING, SILENT CHAIN
Morse Chain Co., Ithlea, N.T.
BELTING. CONVEYOR
Can. Consol. Rubber Co., Ltd., Montreal,

BELTING. LINK
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Waterous Eneine Works Co., Brantford, Ont

BELTING, LEATHER
Bond Engineering Works, Toronto, Ont
Oanadiian Faii^anks-Morae Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Garlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., MontreaL
D. K. McLaren Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING. RUBBER
Can. H. W. Johns'ManTille Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. Consol. Hnrtiber Co., Ltd., MontreaJ,
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Oo. , Toronto.
Guttia Peroha & Rubber Limiited, Toronto.
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Jeffrey Miniifactnrine Co.. Montreal.
WflMams Maoblnery Oo. , A. R. . Toronto.

BWT.TTNG. STITCHED COTTON DUCK
T»'<m1nloD Belting Co.. Hamilton Ont
WaHamB MlaohinieTy Oo., A, R., Toronto,

Victor Balata & Textile Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

BELTING, STITCHED COTl-TON
D, K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

BELTING, SOLID WOVEN
D, K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Federal Engmeering Co., Toronto, Ont

BIBS, COMPRESSION
Eimpire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont

BINS. COAL, COKE \ND ORE
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal.
iMackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Shevbrooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co,, Brantford, Ont

BLOWERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian Fairbauks-Morse Co., Ltd. Monixeal.
Carling Turbine Blower Co., Worcester, Mass.
Ooppua Eng. & Equip. Co.. Worcester, Maaa.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., 'Toronto.
MacGoTem & Co., Inc.. Montreal, Que.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.. Toronto, Can.
BLOWERS, CENTRIFUGAL

' The Mason Regulator & Eng, Co., Ltd., Mootreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipi. Co., Worcester. M«m.
Sturtevant Co., B. F., Toronto, Can.
BLOWERS, FANS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Maaa.
Sturtevant Co., B. F., Toronto, Can.
BLOWERS, FORCED DRAFT
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Mass.

BLOWERS. MECHANICAL SOOT
Diamond Specialty Co,, Windsor, Ont
BLOWERS, POWER
The Mason Regulator & Eng, Oo., Ltd., Mootreal,
Coppu3 Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester, Maaa.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F. , Toronto, Can.
BOILER BAFFLE WALLS
Jointlesa Fire Brick Co., Chicago, ni,

BLOWERS, TURBINES
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Coppus Eng. & Eqnipt Co.. Worcester, Mass.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F., Toronto, Can.

BOILER BREECHINGS
Hamil'ton Co.. Wm., PeterboTO, Ont
Robb Engineering Work.s, Ltd., Montreal, P.Q.

BOILER COVERING
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.

BOILER COMPOUNDS
Bevpri<lee Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto,
Canadian Fairbanks-'Motse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can, H, W. Johns-ManTille Co., Toronto, Ont
Metlslrin Mfg. Co.. Rochester. N.Y.
)!!hp.ll-Rar Bryicn Supply, Ltd,, Toronto, Ont

BOILER FRONTS
Victoria Foimdry Oo, Ltd., Ottawa.

BOILER SKIMMERS
Yarnall-Warine Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER REGULATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Monitreal,

Defender Automatic Rejnilator Co.. St. Touls, Mo.
MoEKmough. J., 323 Markham St, Toronto.

BOILER COMPOUND FEEDERS
Canadian Fairbanks-Mone Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O,

bo;lrr ferd vttmps
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
American Stean Pump Co., Battle Creek. Mich.
BoTing Hydraulic * Rne. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay. Ont
Coppus TTne. & Equipment Co., Woroeater, Maas,
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fnii^anks-iMorse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Steam Boiler Equipment Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Darling Bro<i.. T.td.. Montreal. Que.
Gioldle & McCulloch Co., QaJt
Laurie & Lamb. >fontrpal.
ftmart-TiinK-T Macliine Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.

boilfr fttttngs
Bmplre We. C/o. . Ltd.. London. Ont

BOILER FFKD REGULATORS
Canadian FairbanksJMnrse Co.. Ltd.. .Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Ma-wn Reeiilator ft Engineering Co.. Montreal.

BOILER MOUNTINGS
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Faiitanks-'Morse Co.. T,td., Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal. Cue.
Bmplre Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont.
GoMie & MeOullocfh Co.. Gait
Intflis Co.. The John. Toronto, Ont
Limkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
MaMn Regulator t Knglneertnff Co.. Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toroato,
BOILER PRFSERVATTVFS

.Tohn^jPratt Co.. The. Hartford. Conn,
MetliMn Co.. Inc.. Roclii->ter. V.T.

BOILER HOUSE ACCESSORTFS
Babcotft A WIleoT. Ltd. Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W.. Toronto,
Defender AutomaWe Regulator Co.. St. Louto, Mo.
Green's SJeonomlser, Ltd.. Toronto.
Mason Resnlator ft Bnglneering Co.. UootrwI.
Tamall-Warinc Co., PhUadeliiMa, Pa.

II

BOILER SEAM PROTECTOR
National Boiler Seam fruUiclor Co,, Mo

BOILER SETTINGS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal.
Betson Pla.stic Fire Brick Co., Rome, N.Y.
Gates Refractories, Limited, MontreaL
Jointlesa Fire Urlck Co., Chicago, UL

BOILERS, HORIZONTAL, RETURN,
TUBULAR AND WATERTUBE
ttu Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Uat)cook dc Wilcox, Ltd. MonDeal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto,
Ooldie & MoUulloch Co., Ualt
Frick Co., Wayneabcro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Inslis Co,, The John, Toronto, Ont
Canadian Allis-Cbahuers, Ltd., Toronto.
Snglneenng and Machine Work* of Canada, Ltd.,
3t Catharines, Ont.

Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
Ladd, The Geo. T., Co., Pittsbuigh, Pa.
Leouaid & Sons, Ltd., E., London, Ont
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Qu«.
McAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd,, St John, N.B.
Waterous Engine WorLs Co.. Brantfoid, Out.
Williamis Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.
BOILKKS, MARINE, LOCOMOTIVE
AND VERTICAL

Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Ooldie & MoCullocb Co., Qalt
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Leonard & Sons, Ltd., E., London, Ont
Engineering and Maobine Works ol Canada, Ltd.,

St Catharines, Oat.
Montreal General Tool Co., Montreal, Que,
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Oat.

BOXES, FUSE AND METER
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Coim.

BRASS GOODS
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Empire Mfg. Co., London, Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronjto.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
BRASS FOUNDERS
McArity, T., * Sons, Lrtd., St John,
D'Bste Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Samia, Ont
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

BRASS SHEETS AND TUBES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

BRINE COOLERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

BRINE TANKS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co,, Pa.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Qua.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, OnU
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

BUCKETS, ELEVATOR
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co,, Columbus, Ohio.
BUSHINGS
Steel Mill Packing Co.. Windsor, Ont
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Onv,

BUSHINGS, BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London, Ont.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville. Ont
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.

CALOFIFIERS
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, Englaa

CALORIMETERS
Schaefter & Budenberg Mfg, Co., Brookl
Tavlor Instniment Co., Rochester,

CANS. OILY WASTE
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Uo., lorontu.

CANNERS' CONVEYORS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont

CAR LOADERS AND UNLOADERS
Portable Machinery Co., Inc., Passaic, N.J.

CAST IRON FITTINGS
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
McAvity. T., & Sons, Ltd.. St John. N.C.

CASTINGS, ALLOY
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd,, London. Ont
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.
H. Mueller Mfg, Co., Ltd., Baimia.

CASTINGS, BRASS AND IRON
Bovine Hydraulic * Eng. Co., Ltd., Llndmy. Oat.
Robb Engineering Works. Lt^l.. Montreal, P.Q,
nwldie & .McOulIoch Co., Gait
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Leonard & Sons, Ltd., E., London, Ont
McArlty. T., & Snrnt, Ltd.. St .lohn, M.B.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont,
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Samla. Ont
Victoria Foimdrr Oo, Ltd., Ottawa.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford, OalL
Wllwm Mfg. Co.. J. C BelleTine.

CASTINGS, GREY IRON
Norwajlk Inon Works, South Nonralk, Oooil
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CELLAR DBAINERS
Mornaon Brnzis Alig. Jo., James, Toronto, Om.
MueUer Mifg. Co., il., tiamU, UnL

CEMliNT UARDNKK & WATSRPROOFKB
Beveridge I'aper Co., Mootreai, Uue.

CEMKNT, HIUH TEMFEKATUKE
Berendge faper Co., Montreal.
Shell Bar Boico S'jpDly, i.t<l., Toronto,
G&tea Kefracrones, J-iinuted, Montre&u
G-reen's J<)conunu;>ier, L.W., Toruato.
Standard IMach. & Supplies, Ltd., Montreal, P.Q.
CEMENT HANDLING MACHINERY
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. Lank-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

CEMENT MACHINERir
Canadian Faiibanks-Morae Co., Ltd. MoutiesL

Oanadiaa AlUs-Obalmers, Ltd.. Toronto.
WaCerous Engine Works oo., Brantford, Ont

CEMENT. INSULATING, REFRACTORY
G-reen's £conomiser, Ltd., Toroato.

CHAINS, AGRICULTURAL
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, AUTOMOBILE ENGINE
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, BICYCLE
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, BLOCK
Morae Chain Co.. Ithica, N.Y.
CHAIN DRIVES

Can. I/ink-B«lt Co., Toronto, Ont
Coventry Chain Co., OorentiT, En^aad.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Morse Chain Co., Ithaca. N.l

CHAINS, FOR ELEVATORS AND CONVBT-
ORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada,
CHAIN, MALLEABLE, DETACHABLE AND
RIVETED

CiaTi. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada,

CHAINS, POWER TRANSMISSION
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

•CHAINS, SILENT
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

-CHAINS, SPROCKET WBEEL
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.
CHAIN WHEELS
Ibe Maaoa Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., tieOfonl, liaaa.

vDHIMNEYS, RADIAL BRICK
Oreen's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont,
Irtdtdh Oo., A. S., Torooito.

CHIMNEYS, STEEL
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd. Montreal.
Bobb Engineering Works, Ltd., .Montreal, P.Q.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.

CIRCULATING SYSTEMS (LUBRICATING
OIL)
B. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

CLAJMPS, PIPE-JOINT
Yamall-Waring Co., PhUadeliAJa, Pa.

CHUTES, COAL
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.

CLAMPS, MACHINISTS
J. H. WUliaims & Co., Brooklyn* N,Y.
CLEANERS, BOILER TUBE
Baibcock & Wilcox, Ltd., MootmaL
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-ManTille Co., Torouttt.

Cole Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Qaa.
Prank Gilman, Birmingham, Eng.
OAiilock Packing Co., Hamfltiaa, Ont
Goldle & McCullooh Co., Gait.
G-reen's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
PUley Packing & Flue Brush Mfg. O*., *L
Louis, Mo.

Tamall-Waring Co., PhUadelphda, Pa.

CLOCKS
American Steam Gauge & TalT« MIg. Co., Boa-

ton, Mass.
CLOSETS

Bmiiire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Out.
Muellsr Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont

CLUTCHES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Goldle & McCullooh Co., Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont.

COAL
Dom. Coal Co.. Montreal

COAL AND ASH CO->."EYOR8
Balwook & WHcox, Ltd. Montwal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
WaterouB Engine ^ Co.. Brantford, Out

COAL HANDLING MACHINERY
Batcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Ore«n's TSconomlser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
MacOorem & Co.. Inc., Montreal. Que.
Portable Machinery Oo., Inc., Paasalc, N.J.
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Stiertnooke, Qiu.
Waterous Ehistne Work* Co., BraatfOTil, Oiiit.

COAL HOLE COVERS
Can. Allls-Ohalmers, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

COILS
Frick Co.. W«Tne*)OW>. FrankHn Oo., Pa.
Jaa. Morrteon Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
York Munirfactiirlni Co., Tort. Pa.

COLD STORAGE INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co.. Montreal, Que.
BereHdpe Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal. Qne.
COLD STORAGE DOORS AND WINDOWS
Juml'on PoM flf/irmn- Poor '^«.. Eageratown, Md.

COMBUSTION, SCHOOL OF
Hays School of Oomlbustioji, CMoaeo.
COMPRESSORS. AIR
American Steam Pumt) Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Can. Allls-Ohamhers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
(Parl-tni! Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal, Qne.
Inglis Co., The John. Toronto. Ont
iLauiie & Lamfb, Montieal.

MacQoTem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
Norwalk lix>n Works, South Norwalk, Oonai.
Boyles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
aman-Tumer Alachme Co., Ltd., Uamillon.
Taylor In^strument Co., Roche9^er, N.Y.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.
COMPRESSORS, GAS

JSorw-aJif Iron Works, Soutii Norwalfc, Ooom.
CONDENSERS
AllMitger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Amencan Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
BoTlng Jdydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Oni.
Can. AUis-Chambers, Ltd., "Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Ooldie & McCuUoch Co., Qalt
iRobb Engineering Works, Ltd., Montreal, P.Q.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
MacQoTem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Qne.
Waterous Engine Works Co., BiuitfanL

CONDENSERS, AMMONIA AND STEAM
Frick Co., Wayneaboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York. Pa.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.
CONDUITS
Can. H. W. Johns-Manrille Co., Toranto, Ont
CONDENSATION RECEIVER
Vbe Ma«oa Begulator & Eng. Oa, 140., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd.. Geo. W., Toronto.
CONDENSER AND SMOKESTACK PAINTS
Bereridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.

CONNECTIONS, FLANGED
Jefferaon Union Co., lexington, Maaa.
Dart ITnton Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont

CONNECTING RODS
J. H. WHUams & Oo.. Brooklyn. N.Y.
CONTRACTORS' STRUCTURAL STEEL
Cana'liftn F«irt>ank9-Morse Co., Ltd.. Montreal.
MacKinnon StoeJ Co., Sher^brooke, Que.
CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. Montreal.
Canadian Fairbanks-AIorse Co., Ltd., Uootieal.
Jeffrey Mannfacturing Co., Montreal.
Wateroiis Engine Works Co., Brantford.
COOLER DOORS
.T«Tni»on Cviid Storage Door Co., Hagentown, Md.

COPPER TUBE
EJmplre Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London, Ont

CORK INSULA'nON
A-rmAtreog Cork & Insnlatton 0>., Mootnal, Que.
Can. H. "W. Johns-Manrine Co., Toranto, Ont
COTTON HOSE
Oarlork Packing Co., HamOtOB, Oalt.

COUNTERS
American Steam Gauge 8c Valve Mtg- Co., Boa-

ton, Ma.«,
Schaeffpr ft Budenberg Mffc. Co., BroeUrn, N.Y.
COUPLINGS
Bnrlne Hydranlle & Btag. Co., Ltd., Ltndaay, Ont
Bete l

l

ilbe Paper Co., Montreal, Qoe.
Canadian Falrt>ank»4Morse On., Ltd.. Montreal.
THrllng Brother!, Ltd., Moatreal, Qoe.
Jeffrey MaBTTfaetnrIng Oo.. MontreaJ.
MoAritT * Brm. T. . »t. John, N.B.
COUPLING. FRICTION
r«n T/tT(1t-'Belt On . Torento. Ont.

COTTPLINGS. Bnn.ER, PLANGFB PIPE,
JOmr PIPE. UNION, STEAM PIPE
Jefferwm TTnloD Co., Lertngton. Man.
p«Tf Pnlmi Oo. T,td . Toronto, Ont

COTTPLINGS. SHAFT
G«We A MrOnn««* Oo., QMt

CRANF8. ALT, TTTVDS
Canadian Allls-Chalmere, Ltd., Toronto.
Bahrock & Wilcox. Ltd. MootreaL
.<»mart-TnTn(r- MurWne Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.
CRANES, ELECTRIC
Pabeoek & Wlleox, Ltd.. Montreal.
\''»n. Link-Belt Oo., Toranto. Ont
>4m«rt-Turner M«(*lTie Co., Ltd., HamStOB.
CRANES, GANTRY
Pan L1nk-B<>U Co., Toronto. Ont
MacKinnon Stie*J Co.. Sherijroohe, Que.
CRANES. HAND POWER
Babcock ft WTIeoT. Ltd., Montreal.
Boring HydranUe & Eng.. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont
Frick Co.. Wavnewboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Smart-Turner Machine rv>.. Ltd., Hamilton.
CRANES. LOCOMOTIVE
Pan T/lnk-T»«>U Oo , Toronto. Ont

CBANFS. OVERHEAD TRAVELLING
Babcock * WTIcoT. Ltd., Montreal.
Boring KTdmnllc * En«.. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont.
Pan. Mnk-B«>n Oo. . Toronto. Ont.
Smart-TnmfT Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.
CRANFS. POST JIB
Rabcnck ft Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
CRANES. PORTABLE
Pan T/lnV-'Rolt Oo. . Toronto. Ont

CRANES. SWING JIB
Ralvwit ft wncox, Ltd., Montreal.

CRANI5S. WALL
Rahcork ft WHoot. Ltd.. Montreal.

CRANK ANTl CROSSHEAD PIN OILERS
r,nTi<r>'nh<>'™<"- On

. Cincinnati, 0.
CRANK SWAFTS

J. H. wmiams ft Co., Brooklyn. N.T.
CRTMPS. I FATHER
Oratrm ft Kntffhf Mfff. On.. Montreal.
CRTTSWTNG MACTTTNERT
Canadian AIlI«-Oh«lmers, Ltd,. Toronto.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal. Canada.
Canadian F«Itt>ank».Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

CTTRB PTTMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
S. F. Boireer Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
CYLrNDFR OIL
E. TT Kellnre ft Oo.. New York.
DAMPFR RFCULATORS
TVfentleT Antomatlc R^gnlator Oo., St Louie, Mo.
The Ma-son Regulator ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Motvtr«*l.
Babcock ft Wllcoct, Ltd.. Montr««I.

Darlins Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Qne.
O'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Maoon Regulator Co., iSoaton, Maoa.
jaa. Momson Brass Mlg. Co., Toronto,

DISCS, FIBRE
Bevendge I'aper Oo., Ltd., Montreal Qoa. '

Johna^iatt Co., The. HarUonl, Oona!
DISCS, LEATHER
Urai.oQ & iUugnt M^. Ca., MontieaL

DISTILLING Ai-PAKATLS
The Mason ReguUitor & Kng. Co., Ltd., MootnaLinck cio., Wayuesuuro, trankim Oo. fa.
iorit Manufacturing Co., York Pa.

'

DOUKS, COLD SrOKAGE AND FREEZES
Jamison Cold Storage Ixwr Co., Hagezstown. Md.DOUBLE PlPli CONDJiNSERS^^^
J'nct Co., Waynesboro, Fraaklm Co., Pa.
iork Maniifaclurmg Co., iork Pa.DRAFT APPARATUS SYS-TEMS,
MECHANICAL
The Mason Begulita & Eng. Co., Ltd., Meotrwl
lireeu 6 j!rt»nonueer, Ltd.. 'I'oivuto.
DRAFT RECORDERS

B Corp.. Michigan City, Ind.a Defender Automatic Regulator Co.. St Loula. Ma.DKA* 1 GAUGES
Saniord RUey Stoker Co., Worcester, Maaa.
Defender Automatle Regulator Ca. St Loula. Ma.

DRIVi!;S, CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N Y

DROP-FORGINGS
J. H. Williams & Co., Broodyo. N.X.
DRYING MACHINERY
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd. MontiMlDRY CLEANING SYSTEMS
8. F. Bcweer Co., Ltd., Toronto OntDYNAMOS
Canadian F'airbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., MontieaL
MacGorem & Co., Inc., McDtreal, Qa*.
EFFICIENCY ENGINEERING
MacKinnon Steal Co., Sherbrooke. Qua,
ECONOMIZERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
EJECTORS
Limkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. TT«miit^

EJECTORS AND SYPHONS
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor Oat.

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES AND
MACHINERY
Can. H. "W. Johns-Manrflle Co.. Toronto Ont
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Canadian Fairbanka^orse Co., Ltd. Mentnal
Boooomy Fuse & M8s, Co., Montreal One.'
MacGovem & Co., Inc.. Montreal, Qna.
MaoGorem & Co., Inc. New Yoifc.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Can. General Electric r,o.. Toranto, Ont
Can. H. W. JohnsHManrille Ca, Toronto OntELEVATORS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothen, Ltd., Montreal, Qoa.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Shert>rooke Oua.

ELEVATING MACHINERY
Canadian FairbankssMorse Oa, Ltd., MeotieaL
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brother*, Ltd., Montreal, Qaa,
Ooldie & MoCulloch Co., Gait
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal,
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantfard.
ELEVATORS AND BUCKETS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can, Link-Belt Oo,. Toronto. Ont.
ilacKinnon Steel Oo., Sheirbrooke, Que,
ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY
Jeffrey Mfg, Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Torxmto, Ont

ENAMELWARE
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., ToraDto.
H. J!\iellpr -Mfg. Co.. Samia, Ont

ENAMELWARE FITTINGS, IRON PIPE
Hhnplre Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont

ENDS. ROD AND YOKE
J. H. Williams ft Oa, Brooklyn. N.T.
ENGINEERS' SUPPLIES
Beveridge Paper Co,. Montreal, Que.
Can, H. W. Johns-Manrllle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Cole. Ltd.. Oea W,, Toronto.
Darling Bros., Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Penberthy Injedor Co., Windsor. Ont
Ja.^. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toroota

ENGINES, AUTOMA'nC AND DROP
VALVE
Frick Co.. Waynesboro, FranUIn Ob., Pa.
Robb Enginoorins \Vork.-=, Ltii., Miintiv.ij, P.Q.
Waterous Eagine Works CO.. Braatfonl
ENGINES, CORLISS AND ROCKING VAL'V*
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Oa, Pa.
Goldie ft MoCulloch Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. LML,
Robb Enciiiocrinc Works, Ltd.. Montreal, P.Q.
St. Catharines. Ont
Waterous Engine Worta Co., Brantford.
ENGINES. DIESEL
Can Allis-'Tial'nors. Ltd., Toronto. Onl
ENGINES. GAS AND GASOLINE
Boring Hydninlie ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Undaaj, Ont
Laurie ft Lamti. Montreal.
MacOorem ft Co.. Inc.. Montreal, Qne.
Leonanl & Son.«, Lt>l.. E,. txwdon. Ont

ENGTNES. GASOLINE STATIONARY
Sterling Engine Ca, Buffalo, N.Y.
Leonard & Son.'. Ltd., E., London, Ont

\
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Every Engineer and Power Plant Man-
ager should have a copy of the new
Catalog on the Jeffrey Carrier. Each

of its 96 pages contains information of

value to 'the man interested in Coal

and Ash Handling Machinery. The
JEFFREY Carrier is completely de-

scribed and important shop views and
installations are shown. Blue prints

giving all necessary dimensions, clear-

ances, etc., for embodying the Carrier

in your Power Plant drawings are in-

cluded within the covers of this

Catalog.

Write TO-DAY for your"

copy—ask for Catalog No.

210-4.

The Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Canadian Branch aud Warerooms

MONTREAL

LUNKENHEIMER
Balanced Throttle

Valves

Constructed expressly for throttling reciprocating

steam units, they incorporate special features which
peculiarly fit them for this service.

The internal by-pass, opened by the first turn of

the handwheel, provides ready means for heating the
cylinder. It also eliminates wear of the main seating
surfaces incident to wire drawing of the steam through
a restricted area, and by insuring a gradually increas-

ing flow prevents water hammer.

The main valve disc and seatring have spring seating surfaces
which compensate for any distortion that may be caused by ex-
pansion or strain. Seating surfaces are regrindable and all parts
are renewable.

Globe and Angle Patterns in various material combinations to
suit all pressure and temperature conditions. Valves can be con-
nected in either a vertical or horizontal position.

Write for descriptive booklet No. 579-DC.

Lunkenheimer products have long been
recognized as the true standard of excellence

for quality, efficiency and economy. Their
excellent performance under every conceiv-
able working test has proved their depend-
ability. And they are economical because of
their durability.

"Lunkenheimer Products" embrace a com-
plete line of Bronze, Iron and Cast Steel
Valves, Boiler Mountings, Engine Trimmings,
Ground Key Work, Whistles, Injectors and
Ejectors, Fittings, Automotive Accessories,
etc.

Leading dealers everywhere sell them.
Specify LUNKENHEIMER and insist on
having the genuine.

. lilE LUNKENHEIMER £2:—"QUALITV"^
Largest Manufacturers of

High Grade Engineering Specialties
t'in the World.

CINCINNATI
New York Chicago Boston London

26-1M3

II!
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ENGINES; GASOLINE FOR PUMP AND
EMERGENCY GENERATOR, DRIVES
eiterliug Bngine Co., Buifalo, N.X.
Leonaid & Sons, liid,, E., London, Ont
ENGINES, STEAM

Tli<: Masoa Keeulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montz«al.
Ca... Ailis-Ctiaimere, Ltd., Toronto, UnU
Uoiiiie & McCuJloeh Co., Gait.
luglm Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Lamie & Lamb, Montreal.
MacUoTem & Co., inc., Montreal, Que.
Robb Engineeriuy ^N'orks. Ltd., ilonl*eal, P.Q.
eturtevant Co., B. F., Toronto, Can.
WUhams Machmei'y Co., A. K., Toronto.
V\aiiiou3 Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES, HOISTING, LOGGING, CABLE-
WA I

Can. Ai'is-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
ENGlNEti, MARINE
Canadian Fairbank8.<Morse Co., Ltd., Mtmtreal.

Oaasdian AJJis-Chalmera, Ltd., Toroate.
(>«)l"lie & McCiUlooh Co., Gait
RoMj Ent'iiK'i.'i-in8 Works, Ltd., Motttreai, P.Q.
Montreal Ueoeral Tool Co., Montreal, Que.

ENGINES, SAW MILL
Goldie & MotJiiUoch Co., Gait.
Engineering and ..Madiine Works of Canada, Ltd.,
'St Catharines, Ont.
tib Engineering Works, Ltd., Montreal, P.Q.

Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

EN ilN S Si.M " H COMPOUND AND
TRIPLE EXPANSION
(Engineering and Madhine Works of Canada, Ltd.,
Goldie & MdCulloch Co., Gait.
'iRobb Engineering Works, Ltd., Montreal, P.Q.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.
Stuitevant Co., B. F., Toronto, Can.
ENGINES, VERTICAL
Goldie & McCulloob Co.. Oalt
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Robu Eiigineeiing Works, Ltd., Montreal, P.Q.
Sturtevaut Co., B. F., Toronto, Can.
ENGINEERING BOOKS
MaeLean Publishing Co., Toronto.
EXHAUSTERS
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
EXHAUST HEADS
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, iN.T.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mig. Co., Torooto.
The Qartb Co., Montreal, Canada.
Franklin Williams Co., New York.
Watson & McDaniel Co.. PhUad«l[dila.
EXPANSION JOINTS
Alberger Beater Co., Buffalo, N.T.
American District Steam Co., North Tonanrendla,
N.Y.

Direct Separator Co.. Syracuse, N.T.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O,
MeATity, T., & Sons, Ltd.. St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
WilliiaimR Machinery Co., A. II., Toronto.

:eye bolts
J. H. Williama Sc. Co., Biookljn, N.T.

jFans, ventilating
The MasoD Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
<>ppua Engr. & Equip. Co., Worcester, Mass
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Sturtevant Co., B. F., Toronto, Can.
FEED WATER HEATERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Mootreal.
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., MontreaL
Can. Allis.'Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Out
Canadian Padrbanka-Morse Co., Ltd., Mootraal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & MOOiaioch Co., Gait

bb Engineering Works, Ltd., Montreal, P.Q.
Pratt & Cady Co., Inc., Hartford, Conn.
Hoyiles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., iMontreal, Que.
IWateiwis' Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PEED WATER PURIFIERS
m. B. Scalfe ft Sons, PittAurgh. Pa.

Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
FEEDWATER REGULATORS
Vu Maaoo Regulator ft Eag. Co., Ltd., Mootreal.
American Steam Gauge ft Valve Mfg. Co.,

Boston, Mass.
ChapUn, Fulton Mfg. Co., Pltt*urgh, Pa.
Beverldge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Moatnal, Que.
Oreen's Economizer, Ltd., Tor«ato.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
E. J. Philip & Sons. Toronto.

FIBRE, VULCANIZED
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

FILTERS
S. F. Bowmr OompanT, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
Laurie & Lamh. Montreal.
Wm. B. Scalfe & .Sons Co., Plttsbuig, Pa.

FILTERS, WATER
>nie Maaoo Regulator ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
I lading Bros., Ltd., Montreal. Qua.
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Ca., Pa.
iMacklnnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
E. J. Philip ft Sons, Toronto.
Soaife & Sons, Wm. B.. Pittaburgh , Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Po.

FILLING STATION EQUIPMENT
•Hie Mason Regulator ft IDng. Co., Ltd., Mootreal.
8. F. Borwner Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
FILTERING AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS
a. F. BorwBer Co., XM., Toronto, Ont
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

FIREBRICK—J0INTLES8
ehell Bar Boioo Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

H<i<r<> l>aper Co., Montreal, Que.

FIRE BRICK
Jolntless Fire Brick Co., CShicago, HI.

FIRE BRICK, PLASTIC
Gates Refractories, Limited, Montreal.

Betson Plastic Fire Brick Co., Rome, N.Y.

FIRE BRICK MORTAR
Jolntleea i<'tre Bnck Co., Chicago, IIL

FIKE BRICK CEMENT
JoinUew Fire Brick Co., Chicago, IIL

FIREPROOF COLD STORAGE DOORS
AND WINDOWS
Jamison Cold Si orage Door Co., Hageratown, Md.
FITTINGS, AIR, AUTOMOBILE, GAS,
HYDRAULIC, PIPE, PIPE FLANGED.
SCREWED PIPE, STEAM
Jetfenwu Union Co., Lexmgton, Mass.
Dart tndon Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
H. .Mueller Mtg. Co.. Samia. Ont

FITTINGS, MARINE
Empire Mfg. Co., L>td., London, Ont.
Jas. Mornson Brass Mfg. Co., "Toronito.

FLANGLD STEAM FITTINGS
LirecL AeparaLor Co.. Syracuse, N.Y.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville. Ont
.MAArity, T.. & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.
FLANGES
Larl Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, Maaa.
Kerr B)nElne Co.. Walkerrllle, Ont
FLOW METERS
Bepublic Flow Meters Oo., Toromto.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cmcmnati, O.
MoAnty, T., & Sons, Ltd.. St John, N.B.

FLOORING COMPOSITION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto. Ont

FLUE GAS COLLECTORS
The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan Oit7, Ind.

FLUE CLEANERS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

' Babcock ft Wilcox, Montreal.
ftreen's Kconomiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldie ft McCulloch Co., Gait
Pilley Packing and Flue Brush .Mfg. Co., St
Louis, Mo.

FLUE GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
Gree'i's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont

He Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.
Schaeffer ft Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.I.
Uehling Instrument Co.. New York.
Penberthy Injecto* Co.. Windsor. Ont

FLUES, GAS AND SMOKE
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto.

FLUMES. STEEL
BoTing Hydraulic ft Ehig. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Omt
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm, B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pitt-sburg, Pa.
WCsoD Mfg. Co., J. C, BeUerrille.

FREEZER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., HagerstewB. Md.

FRICTION LEATHERS
Oraton ft Knight Mfg. Co . Montreal.

FUEL AND OIL PUMPS AND
MEASURING SYSTEMS
Impenai OO, Ltd.. Toronto.
Bowser Co., S. F. .

Toronto, Ont
FUEL OIL SYSTEMS
8. P. Bowser Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. On*
FURNACE LINING
Jolntless Fire Brick Co., Chicago. lU.

FITRNArES. BOTt.KR
Ernest Bemety, Inc.. Boston.
Gates Refraotoriea, Limited. MontreaL
Cirf^n's Koonnmwpr. T.tH Toronto.

FURNACE DOOR ARCH
Jolntless Fire Brick Co.. Chicago, TU.

FURNACES, SMOKELESS
Pabcock & Wilomt. Montreal.
J«"3es Underfeed Stoker Co . Torontrx
Murphy Iron Workn. Detroit. Mich.
Sanford Riley Stoker Co.. Worcester. Maa.

FURNACE GRATE BARS
Tb/e Maaoo Regulator ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Mootreal.
Shell Bar Boleo Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
BpTeridge Paper Co., (Montreal, Qne.

FUSES
Can. H. W. Johne.'ManTllle Co., Toroata, Got
Economy FiLie ft Mfg. Co. of Canada, McDtival.
John«-Pratt Co.. The Hartford. Oonn.

GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS. ETC.
Defender Automatlo Regulator Oo., 8t Lonia, Ito.

Green s Kconomiser. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Penberthy In lector Co., Windsor, Ont
Schaeffer ft Budenbent Mfg. Co.. Brooklya, N.T.
T'ehllng iTntnimen* Co.. Nrw Tor*. N.T.
B. J. Phnii> ft Soos, Toronto, Ont

GASKETS. RUBBER, ASBESTOS
Shell Bar Boleo Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Oin. H. W. Johns-Manrllle Co., Toronta, Oot
Durabla Mfg. Co.. New Tork, N.T.
Frick Co., Waynes'boro, FrmokHn Oo., Pa.
Oarlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford. Cona.
9ar(-o Co., Inc.. New Tork. N.T.

GASKETS. I-EAD. COPPER AND LEATHER
Oraton ft Knl«ht Mfg. Co.. Montreal. 0»i«.

Shell Bar Boleo SnppW Co., Torooto. Ont.
Saroo Co.. Inc . New Tork. N.T.

GAS ANALZERS CO-2
The Jos. W. Hays Corp.. Michigan City. Ind.
GAS PRODUCER PLANTS
Can. Allla-Chalmera. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fatrbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Laurie ft L«mh. Afontreal.

GASOLINE METERS
8. F. Bowser Compimy. Limited. Toronto. Ont
GASOLINE PUMPS. SELF MEASURING
8. F. Bowaer Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
GASOLINE TANKS
a. F. Bowser Oo., Ltd.. Toronto.
iTip.-Hfil OH Ltd. Toronto
MnoKinnon Sfwl Oo. .

Slien+irooko, Que.
GATES. HEAD AND WASTE
J. O. WOaon Mfig. Co., BelleTille. Ont

RATTCF COCKS
•Hie Ma.vm Regulator ft Eng. Oo.. I>td.. Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Lonls, Mo.
Canadian Fali'banks-Monia Co.. Ltd., Montnal.
Oarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Oot

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
MQAni>, '1'., it Sons, Lta., at John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Biass Mig. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy injector Co., Windsor, Ont
W. J. Wall. Montreal.

GAUGES, A.MMON1A, OIL, GAS, AIB
The Masun Regulator & Eng. Co., I>td., McotraaL
Ameiican du:aui Uauge & Valre Mtg. Oe., Uaa-

ton, Mass.
Jas. Momson Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto,
acuaeller Buu<:ut>ei^ Mig. (Ju., BrooUyB. N.I.

GAUGE, RECORDING
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Ma
JSmpire .\iig. Co., ijVa., LK>ndon, Ont
Jas. Morrisun Brass Mtg. Co.. Toronto.
GAUGto, PKtbSUKt. VACLOW, DRAFT

KtCOKDlNG, AND MiCKUMEXER
The Ma.9on l{«gulaiur & Eng. Oo., Ltd., Mootreal.
Delentier Autouiaac Regulator Co., Hu Louis, Mo.
HAlAMtiA <iL llCUX, MuULlVUi.
Uiecn s Lconomiser, Ltd., IVtrunto.

The Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, lad.
i^unacnhemier Co., Cuicmn«u, u.
bcliaelter dc Budenberg Mig. Co., Brookljm, H.I.
Taylor instrument Co., Hoobester, tt.X.
Ueoling instrument Co., New )ton. M.I.

GAUGES. WATER
Babcock ft Wilcox. Montreal.
Defender Aut<snatic Regulator Co., St Louia, Ho.
jenains B''08., Ltd., Monueat
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
McATity. T., Ac Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Torooto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Wmdsor, Ont
Schaeffer ft Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklyn. N.T.

GEARS, COMPENSATING
Uh,AK». FIBRE CUT
Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal, Qua

GEARS, CUT, WORM, MORTISE
Goldie ft -McCullooh Co., Gait
Boring Hydi-aulic ft Eng. Co., LKL, Uadaaf, OmL
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Oat
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., HamiltDO.
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, BeUerllle.
GENEKAIURS, STEAM TUKUU
Can. General Electric Co.^ Toronto, ObL
Laurie ft Lamb, Montreal.

GENERATORS AND CONVERTORS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morae Co., Ltd., MootrsaL
Can. General Eaectrie Co., Toronto. Oot
MacGovem ft Co., Inc.. Montreal, Que.
Sturterant Co., Ltd., B. F., Gait. Ont.

GLOVES. WORKING
B. G. Long ft Co., Torooto. Ont

GOVERNORS, ENGINE
Eacber Wyss ft Co., Montreal, Qua.
MoArity. T., & Sons, Ltd., .St John. N.B.
Pickering Governor Co., Portland, Conn.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Braatlord.
Williams .Machin^rr Cl>. . A. R. , TorcotOk .

GOVERNORS. WATER WHEEL
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C. BeUerriUe.

GRATES. DUMPING. RUCKING.
STATIONARY

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Torooto.
Babcock ft Wilcox, Montreal.
Carling Turbine Blower Co., Worcester, Maaa.
Can. Steam Boiler tCquipment Co.. Toronto, OnC
Goldie ft .McCiillo* Oa. QaR.
Robb EiKTin.i rinc Works. Ltd., .Montreal, P.Q.
Leonajxl ft Sons.. £., Londoo, Ont
Mason Regulator ft Engineering Co., Mootraal.
Shell-Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Victoria Foundry Co, Ltd., Ottawa.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

GRAVITY CARRIERS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

GREASE CUPS
Detroit Lubricator Co.. WalkcrriUa.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
MeArlty, T., ft Socs. Ltd., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy InJ.?ct«r Co., Windsor. Ont

GREASE AND OIL EXTRACTORS
The Maaoo Regidator ft Eng. Oo. , Ltd., MontreaL
American Steam Gauge ft Valrt Mfg. Oo., Bo*
too, Mass.

Laurie ft Lunb, Montreal.
GREASES
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Canadian Ptirbanka-Moise Ca, Ltd., MootrsaL

GAUGES. DRAFT
Jas W. Hays Corp.. Michigan City. Ind.

GAUGE COCKS. STANDARD AND EXTRA
HEAVY
Jaa. Morrlaoo Brass Mtg. Ca, Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

HAND LEATHERS OR PADS
Oraton ft Knirtt Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

HAND PUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE)
8. F. Bowser OompanT. Limited, Toronto, Ont

HANDLES. CRANK. MACHINE
J. E. WOIiams A Oa. Brooklyn, M.T.
HANGERS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto. Ont
Oanadian Falrhanks-Morse Ca. Ltd.. Montreal.
Oeldte ft MoCuIloch Co.. Gait
Waterotis Finrine Works Co. Brantford.
wnson MTg. Co.. J. C. BeltarlOe.

HEATERS
T%e MasoD Regulator ft Bhig. C<a, Ltd., Montraal
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo. N.T.
Batwock ft Wilcox. Ltd . Montreal.
Cole. Ltd . Oeo. W.. Toronta
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Ooldle ft MoCiiTloeh Co., Oalt
Laurie ft Lamb. Montreal
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manehesteo'. England.
MoArlty ft Sons, T. St. Jahn. N.B.
Waterona Fnirine Work» Co. Brantford.

HEATERS. EXHAUST STEAM
Hie Msi<nn Rj«ulator ft Eng. On., Ltd., Montnal
Can. .Mllo-Ohslmpr" Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
HEATERS. METERING
Can. Allls-CJialmers. I/td.. Toronto. Ont
TamallJWaring Co., PhlladelpWa, Pa.
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Cut Time and
Labor Costs
—stop and figure out the time wasted in weighing and
computing weights. It amounts to considerable in a

year.

Fairbanks
Dial Scales

eliminate all the waste time and labor it is possible to

save. They put your weighing on an efficient basis.

The plainly graduated dial does this.

Ask us about these scales, and the

work they will do in your plant.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.^
Limited

ST. JOHN, QUEBEC, MONTREAL,
OTTAWA, WINNIPEG, SASKATOON,
CALGARY, VANCOUVER, VICTORIA.
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Clean Tubes Mean Coal Saving
And easier firing, less ash-handling,
fewer shut-downs, prevention of bag-
ged or burned tubes, fewer repairs, and
less frequent wash-outs. METLSKIN
can pay for itself in a short time.

Scale in Your Boilers

is an unprofitable boarder. Its appetite is enormous
and it consumes far more than it is worth. Why
not give it TWO MONTHS' NOTICE, and put an
end to your loss thereafter?

THE SIXTY-DAY TEST OF METLSKIN is open
to any reliable concern that is troubled with boiler-

scale, pitting or corrosion. A small daily dose of

METLSKIN, for a period of two months, will bring

down the most tenacious scale, and absolutely con-

vince you that A CLEAN BOILER IS NOT ONLY
POSSIBLE, but EASY.

SEND A rOSTCARD for the METLSKIN booklet

and learn about Our Offer, Guarantee Bond, and
Prices.

METLSKIN is neither "Compound" nor "Cure-all."

METLSKIN CO., Inc.
Rochester, N. Y.

Canadian RepresentativcM:

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited
St. John Montreal Quebec Ottawa Hamilton

Toronto Windsor Winnipeg Calgary

Vancouver Victoria Saskatoon

^iivtitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu^

III
IMPORTANT THINGS

TO CONSIDER ABOUT
A SEPARATOR

I. THE PLAN—Is it sen-
sible, will it work, no
matter how large the
Separator or how well
made?

IL THE SIZE—Is it big
enough regardless of

plan, will it hold a good
dose of water?

HI. THE CONSTRUCTION
—Is it strong enough,
are flanges heavy, how
will it look by the side
of a nicely finished
engine? Send for cata-
log and note these
points in

Sweet's Separators

DIRECT SEPARATOR COMPANY
218 South Gedde* St. SYRACUSE, N. Y

General Salen Agents

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited
St. John, Montreal, Quebec, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton

Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Calgary; Vancouver, Victoria

T u xe da
SWING JOINTS
Provide one of the
easiest ways to

save coal

Every pound of steam
that escapes through a
leaky connection repre-
sents a certain amount
of coal wasted. Do you
know that an average
leak will waste 3,400
pounds of steam a
month ? Investigate
your flexible steam con-
nections at once and
then investigate the
Tuxeda Swing Joint.

A Guaranteed Solution for Your Flexible

Connection Problems

Send for Bulletin "A" to

FRANKLIN WILLIAMS, INC.
New York City

General Sales Agents: Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. I.lH.



" More Than A Catalog
This catalog of G & K Standardized Series Leather Belting

iind Leather Products is practically a handbook of leather

tannage and manufacture.

It is carefully compiled and indexed for easy reference to

the products you want.

It contains mechanical rules, charts and tables that will help

you with your transmission problems.

Belt users find this book invaluable. Write for a copy.

Canadian Graton & Knight, Ltd,
Oak Leather Tanners and Belt Makers.

Montreal, Canada

Canadian Representatives: The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co, Ltd., St. John, Montreal, Ottawa,

Toronto, Hamilton, Quebec, Calgary, Saskatoon, Vancouver, Windsor, Winnipeg, Victoria.

Branches and Distributors in all Principal Cities.
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BE INSISTENT
Standardize in your plant with

The American Ideal Steam Trap

Leak-proof Powerful Large Capacity Economical

Helps to lower coal bills

Our booklet will help you — free

Canadian Agent. : CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO. , Limiled.

Montreal Quebec Toronto St. John

AMERICAN STEAM GAUGE &
VALVE MFG. CO.

New York, Chicago, BOSTON, Atlanta, Pittsburgh

THE

SUPERHOT
GRADE

for high temperature work
such as: Boiler Feeds, Loco-
motive Boiler Washing, Con-
densing Against High Heat
and Oily Matter, Oil Refin-

ery Service, Vacuum Returns
on Heating System, For
mild acids, etc. This Valve
will not buckle under quick
interchange of the tempera-
tures.

One installation

vince YOU.
will con-

Booklet on Requeat

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited

Sole Distributors for Canada

STRENGTH—GOODNESS—QUALITY

Etched on Every Glass

DURABLA HIGH PRESSURE GAUGE GLASS
Detailed tests, which have appeared in previous issues, have proved that DURABLA American made high-pressure gauge glass

possesses the elasticity necessary to withstand sudden and radical changes in temperature; that it will remain clear; and
that it has unusually high tensile strength.
It now remained to determine what DURABLA U.S.A. glass would do under actual operating conditions. The glass was placed
in service in one of the largest power plants in the country on boilers where pressure of 225 pounds is maintained day and
night. Under these severe conditions, the service obtained from DURABLA U.S.A. glass equalled in every respect the best
service given by any foreign glass ever applied in this plant.
DURABLA U.S.A. gauge glasses are now ready for distribution in all standard sizes and are sold under the DURABLA
guarantee.

DURABLA MANUFACTURING CO., NEW YORK
Distributors for Canada: The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited
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Consider the Convenience of

Packing Any Size Valve
From One Spool of

'RALMETTO

JjREENETWEEoi Co..
lOSDuaneSt^

Small stuffing: boxes need the right packing, because the

amount of packing is small and is more likely to burn out

or harden.

Send for free workins sample to test for yourself

GREENE, TWEED & CO.
Sole Manufacturers

109 Duane Street - New York
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When the seat of a Pratt & Cady
Renewable Seat Gate Valve becomes
worn, you can insert new bronze seat
rings in a very few minutes. The valve
is then as good as new. And the cost
is nominal compared with the cost of
a new valve.

Anyone with a wrench can easily make
this change. There is nothing to become
loose or drop out and obstruct the line.

neifT&CADY
RENEWABLE SEAT GATE VALVES

The gate in these valves is a double-
faced, wedged-shaped casting with
side grooves, by means of which it

slides on guides in the valve body.

Guides in the body are of equal
thickness and the wedge can be taken
out of the valve and replaced with the
opposite faces in contact and give an
accurate fit. In making repairs this

is importeint.

These valves being double seated
can be used with the pressure applied
at either end.

Gauges are used in machining all

parts to insure accuracy and inter-

changeability.

Made of bronze and iron in all sizes.

Adapted for steam, air, oil, gas or
water service.

Large stock at branches insures prompt
service.

May we send you our Catalog ?

PRATT & CADY CO., INC.
HARTFORD, CONN.

Manufacturers of Valves, Feed Water Heaters, Hot
Water Generators, Power Pumps and Asbestos Pa«ked
Cocks.

Canadian Representatives:

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO.
LIMITED

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa. Toronto,

Hamilton, Windsor, Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Calgary,

Vancouver, Victoria.

Advertise for Good-Will

"The last twenty years have
witnessed a great development of

advertising as a selling force,"

George Frank Lord, advertising

manager of the E. I. du Pont de

Nemours & Co., told the Pittsburgh

Advertising Club.

"I venture to predict that in the

next five years advertising will be

recognized chiefly as a great buy-

ing force. Instead of using adver-

tising to sell merchandise we will

use it to buy customers. For the

purchase of good-will it will be

classified, even by accountants, not

as current expense, but as a long-

time investment; a sort of bond that

yields dependable interest annually

and amortizes itself in ten years,

but keeps on returning interest

indefinitely.

"If advertisers and advertising men will

keep their minds fixed on this idea of buying

good-will, or buying satisfied customers, in-

stead of selling merchandise, many of the

most difficult problems of advertising will

disappear. Appropriations will not be based

on last year's earnings, the current year's

estimate, the sales department's gross mar-
gin, or the tentative impulses of the board

of directors, but on clear analyses of the

amount and kind of good-will needed for

the ideal future of the business, the time

required or available to develop it, the total

amount it will be worth, and how the ex-

penditure of that total will be made m
various years.

"The advertising policy will not be shifted

by the weather, the crops, temporary trad-

ing conditions or changes in organization.

The business itself will have a definite,

enduring policy, and the advertising will

express it.

"There will be no lying copy, nor mer-

chandise that is made only to sell, and not

to use; because such things do not buy

customers and are destructive of good-\yill,

the great asset the advertiser is seeking.

"Whether an advertiser formally adopts

the policy of buying good-will or not. the

good-will value of his advertising is all he

really gets for his money. The advertising

that buys satisfied customers adds to his

good-will, and that which creates dissatisfied

purchasers subtracts from his good-will.

"Success is merely the result of having

more plus than minus in the good-will

account. Since the whole history of adver-

tising proves this is true, why should w^
not recognize this truth and consciously

get in line with it?"
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Let the C.A.S.E. Smooth Out

Your Load Curve

WOf^l^Y AND
1 I.SFI F.S5^ WODK

LACK OF

ADVANCEMENT

Remove The Peaks of Worry And Unproductive Labor And
Build Up The Valleys By Working For

Your Advancement

A man who is thoroughly grounded in the practice of his profession, who is free from

personal worry and trouble, overcomes the many difficulties besetting the path of

the operating engineer with little labor and in a manner ensuring his advancement.

The successful man owes his success to a wise appreciation of the advantages and
mutual help offered by association with those in the same field of endeavor. To
join an association having for its objectives the welfare of the engineer in things

mental and material, his advancement in knowledge and skill, his protection by pro-

vision for sickness and distress is to take advantage of an opportunity indispensable

to all who hope to better themselves.

If you are interested in such an organization and live where less than
fifteen engineers are located, send for a copy of our constitution and
application blanks for admission to nearest branch lodge. If there are

more than fifteen engineers in your community, get together and send for

particulars regarding formation of a branch lodge.

J. H. HALE, General Secretary,

Canadian Association of Stationary

230 Caroline Street EnginCCrS Hamilton, Ont.
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HEATING EQUIPMENT
EmviTe Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

HOISTS, ELECTRIC
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, OntHOIST HOOKS
J. H. WmUnDs & Co., Brooklm, N.T

mSL^" c^^veying
•

Jeffrey Mfg. Co., CoIunAus, Ohio

Djailc^ Tire & sSbZ.'^ci.^^-^tT'''^-

HYDRANTS •
^^"^'o"^. Conn.

Bormg Hydraulic & Ene Co T M r • j

HTDRAULIC VALVES

ICE MAKING MACHmER?
goving Hydraulic & En^ Pn T m r j

INGOTS

mJ;i«.^KiE^^R[S-^L,°%.,3

INDrcATORS, STEAM ANB GAS i»irm«-

H^°iv^'?''?i°''';?^'"^ Montreal.

XN^A^teSU^^^rn^^AVL^

injectS'^" ^'^
Wjlcox, Ltd., Montreal.Can Allis-Olialmers, Ltd., Toronto On,LLunkenlietoer Co., CinciMati, O

'

& S<«i'. T., St. John, N B
Penhi^^t'?!!'^"-

I\™^^Mfg. Co.,'To^^to.Penbeitliy Injpofor Co., Windsor Ont

Poi?5rvT' AMA^c^I^r^UTO-

defender Am oma tic Rpfnilator Co.. St Louis 3W«
Ta?W%"''f""'°™-rN^^'" '

Toronto.
laylor Instrument Companies RoohMfor !« v

IN^ULATlV"Sou;^Ds" '

insulItoi^''-'
?.^,!,';''"J?^;'''P'^'" Co.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que

iron'^i'ller •

"^^^

KEj'^ES.^'sT^'kV'riS^'Xs'^^™'"'
Koyles. Ltd.. Iriam, Manr-hest<'r RrirlnndKEROSENE PUMPS (SELF MEASURING)

kIrSsene'tanks

ive^'.^"SoSi'™ri!td'''^!^^,to'^"''°'
KNITTED GOODS, WORKING
, R- G- J-on« & Co.. Toronto, Ont.LACE LEATHERS

Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.
l>a<i- H W jo,hn8^.Mainvine Co.. Toronto, Ont.

MaoLaren, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
»>AMPS, ARC
.
Canadian Faii'banks,Morse Co.. Montreal
Con. General Electric Co.. Toronto. Ont
Oan. H. W. JohriR-M.nnville Co., Toronto OntLAMPS, INCANDESCENT ""^

Canadian Fairbanks-.Morse Co., Montreal
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont
Oan. H. W. .Tohnv5-M,^nville Co., Toronto OntLAMPS, TUNGSTEN AND NITRO

. ^'"LJ'™'''''^ Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont.LEATHER STRAPPING
Graton & Knieht Mfg. Co., Montreal.

LINK BELTING
Can. Link-HeM Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Oana<l«

LININGS, FIRE BRIOK, STEEL STACK
Green's Economjser, Ltd., Toronto.

LUBRICATORS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. I^ondon. Ont
MiohiRian Lubricator Oo., JDertroit. Mldh.
.Ta.'!. Morrison Bra.s.s Mfg. Co.. Toronto

LUBRICATING OIL FILTERING AND
CIRCULATING SYSTEMS

S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont

POWER HOUSE
STORAGE SYSTEMS

». a. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto Ont
LUBRICATORS, CYLINDER
CUTTING COMPOUNDS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

ANS'^ilitSr
^'"^ STORAGE TANKS

LUBRICAToks!' P^CeI^^d''"™'''^-
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal, Canada.Can Detroit Lubricator Co., WalkerriUe, OntDarlmg Bros., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati O
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, OntLUBRICATORS, PLAIN
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati O
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
WiUiams Machinery Co., A. R.. Toronto.

feHS?^?.'*^™'*^' FEED AND PLAIN
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, OntMARINE CASTINGS
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London, OntMACHINERY INSULATION
Aimstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Montreal, QueBevendge Paper Co.. Ltd.. Montreal, Que

'

MACHINERY, MINING (COMPRESSORS)
iNorwalK Iron Works. South Nonralk. ConnMACHINERY, TRANSMISSION (POWER)
.Morse Ciuain Co., Ithica. N Y.

MECHANICAL STOKERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Oo., Toronto
.Murphy Iron Works, Detroit, Mich
aanford Riley Stoker Oo., Worcester Mass

METERS, AIR '

E. J. Philip & Sons. Toronto, Ont.
METERS, ELECTRIC

Can. H. W. Johns^Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
METERS, FLOW

Rcpiiiblic Flow Meters Co., Toronto.
METERS, GAS

E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont
METERS, STEAM

•American District Steam Co., North Tonawanda,

The .Mason Regulator & Eng. Oo., litd., MotrtreaL
Green's Econoraijier, Ltd., Toronto.
E. J. Philip & Sons. Toronto. Ont
Williams Machinerv Co., A. R., Toronto.

METERS, WATER
Can. ,\llis-Clhalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont,
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
.McAvity & Sons. T., St John. N.B.
E. J. Philip & Sons. Toronto. Ont
Ya mall-Waring Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

MIXING VALVES
-Mueller .Mfg. Co.. IT.. .Samia. Ont

MILL AND MINING MACHINERY
Cannilian Fairhanks-^^o^se Co.. Montreal.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd.
St Oatliarines, Ont

On. Allis-Clialmers. Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Goldie & i.McC\illoch Co.. Gait
Robb Engineering Works, Ltd., .Montreal P.Q
\' nt..aii^ Kii-^ine Works Co., Brantfoid.

METER TESTERS
Muellrr .Mfg. Co.. H.. Samia, Ont.

METERS (OIL, KEROSENE, GASOLINE,
ETC.)

S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto Ont
MOTORS

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Cm. General Electric Co., Toronto. Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
.MaiGovem & Co., Ine, Montreal. Que.
St\irtevant Co.. Ltd.. B. F.. Gait Ont

OFFICE RAILINGS
.Ta.s. Morrison Bra.'is- Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

OIL STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTING
SYSTEMS

S. F Ii(>w,ser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont
OIL CUPS

Liuikctiluimcr Co., Cincinnati, O.
Jaa. .MoiTison Brass ^Ifg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont

OIL AND GREASE CUPS
Penihrrlhy Injector Oo.. Windsor, Ont.

OIL METERS
S. V. Bowser CoTnT>flny, Limited. Toronto, Ont

OILER. COMPOUND FEEDERS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.

OILERS, GAUGE
Lunkenhei-mer Oo., Cincinnati, 0.

OIL PUMPS
a. F Bowser Comimny, LimiW, Toronto, Ont

OILERS. MUL-nPLE
Can. I><<lr(>it Lubricator Co.. Walkenrille, Ont
Lunkenlieimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.

OIL FILTERS AND CIRCULATING SYSTEMS
S. P. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont,
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Bi«s3 Mfg. Co., Toronto.

OIL TANKS
S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

OIL SEPARATORS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Oo., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Ohalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Oo. . Montreal.
Oole, Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Direct Seiparator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
lyeitoh Co,. .4rthur S., Toronto. Ont
.Tas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Smart Tumer Machine Co., Ltd., I^tmiltoo.

OILS. QUENCHING
Imperial Oil. Ltd., Toroato.

OILING SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Companj'. Limited. Tmonto, Ont.
Limkenheimor Co.. Cincinnati. 0.

OILS. CYLINDER
Imi>eri«l Oil. Ltd.. Toronto.

Volume Xn

OILS, LUBRICATING
Kellogg & Co., E. H.., New York N T

OILS. ENGINE '

Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.
ORSAT APPARATUS
OVER^LS"''"™'^"''

Regulator Co., St Louis, Ma
B. G. Long & Oo.. Toronto, OntPACKING. ASBESTOS
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton Ont
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Harttonl, ConnPACKING. ALL KINDS
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont

PAC^TG.'^^a''"' ^ -

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Johns-Pratt Co., The Hartford, Conn.PACKING FIBRE
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Johns-Pratt Co., The. Hartfoid, Conn.

PACKING. HYDRAULIC
SheH Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Torooto. '

t?^ 3- JY' Jolms-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont. 1DuraWa Manufacturing Co., New York. .Gnrk^k Packing Co., Hamilton. Ont
PACKING, METALLIC

9t°;, 5- Johos-Manville Oo., Toronto, Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
Garlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Greene, Tweed & Co.. New York.
Holmes LMetaUic Packing Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor Ont

PACKING, ROD
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Can H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
O'arlock Packing Co., Hamilton. Ont
Steel .Mai Packing Co., Windsor Ont

PACKING, SHEET
o?",-,

Jolms-Manville Co.. Toronto, Ont
SheU Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.
Durabla Manufaoturin« Co., New York
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Jenkins Bros., Ltd.. .Montreal.
Johns-Pratt Co.. The. Hartfoixl. Conn.

PACKING, AMMONIA. STEAM AND WATER
(on. H. W. Johns-.Manrille Co.. Toronto, Ont
Garlock Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Greene. Tweed & Co., New York.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Ooan.
Steel .Mill Packing Co., Windsor Ont

PACKING. LEATHER
G«rlock Packing Co.. Hamilton, Ont
GTatnn & Knight -Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronta

PACKING, PISTON
G«rl<jck Packing Co.. Hamilton. Ont
SheU Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.

PACKING, RUBBER
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Co., Toronto.
GutU Peroha & Rubber Co., Limited Taraoto

PACKING, VALVE STEM
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronta
Johns-Pratt Co.. The, Hartfoid. Conn.

PAINT. OIL. STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS

.S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto. Ont
PAINTS

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronta
PAPER. INSULATING. ETC.

Beveriiige Paper Co., Ltd.. .Montreal. Que.
PENSTOCKS

Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindaaj, Ont.
.MacKinnon Steel Co., Sherbrooke. Que.
Wm. P.. .Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsbun, Pa.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Goldie & .McCulloch Oo.. Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

PIPE COILS
Frick Co., Wayncsfcoro, Pa.
York Mfg. Co . York, Pa.

PIPE COVERINGS, STEAM, BRINE.
AMMONIA AND ICE WATER

.\niisri-,ine Cork & Insulation Ca, MontrMl, Que.
PIPE STEEL

Bovine Hy iraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont,
PIPE VISES AND CUTTERS

.Vrmstrong .Mfg. Co.. Bridseport Ooim.
PIPE, GAS

Can. .XUi.'i-Obalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Oat.
PIPES. WATER

Boving Hydraulic * Eng. Ca. Ltd., Uadsar, Ont
Wilson Mfg. Co.. J. r . Bellerille.

PIPING AND FIT-nNGS
Frick Co.. Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Pa,
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
Mc.\Tity & Sons. T., St John, N.B.
Jas. "Morrison Bra.s« Mfig. (jo, Toroottv
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.
Williams Madiinery Co., A. R., TorontD.

PIPING. STEAM
Babcock & WUcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie * .McOiilloch Oa, (Salt ,

PLATE WORK
Goldie & .McOuHodi Co., <3alt
Engineering and Machine World of Canada. Ltd.
MacKinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
Engineering and Machine Worto of Oaoada. Ltd..
St. Catharines. Ont.

Robb Engineering Works, Ltd.. .Montreal. P.Q.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

PLUG COCKS
Homeot.Md Valve >ffg. Ca, PittsbuiBh, Pa.

PLUMBING SUPPLIES
Empire .Mfg. Ca. Ltd.. I,ondon, Onf,
-Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont
.7ft.s. Morrison Bra.ss ^Ifg. C^i.

, Toronto.
POWER HOUSE CONVEYORS

Can. l.ink-lWt Co.. Toronto. Ont
POWER PUMPS (OIL. GASOLINE)

S. F. Bowser Ciimpany. Limitf«i. Toronto. Ont.
POWER PUMPS
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek. Mich.
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Ca. Ltd.. Lindmr, Onl.
Canadian Fairt>ank»^-Morae Oa. Montreal.
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A half turn on the lock nut makes a solid

gage out of this Sheet Metal Micrometer. The
ratchet friction feed insures uniform pressure
against the work without danger of spring-
ing the frame. Like all Starrett Tools, it car-
ries an absolute guarantee of accuracy and
quality.

Write for Catalog No. 21 "CD"

The L. S. Starrett Company
The World's Greatest Toolmakers

Manufacturers of Hack Saws Unexcelled

Athol Mass.
42-999

The Long Arm of the

—^djListatfle—
SPROCKET T^IK
with Chain Chttde
spells "safety first" for men and
materials. Somewhere there is an
out-of-reach valve which must be
closed quickly. Stop climbing' that
rickety old ladder and close the valve
by chain.

The BABBITT fits any valve; in-
stalled with a wrench in five
minutes.

Write for Catalog.

BABBITT STEAM
SPECIALTY CO.

NEW BEDFORD - - MASS.
Canadian Agents :

Engineering Specialties Co., Ltd.
Toronto, Ont., Can.

Jenkins Bros.")
300 W. Lake St.*)

Chicago, 111.

93-41

Continent-Wide
Service

NACCOVERII
BiCOIinUlY'^
mmmsmmm

POWER
MACHiNERY

Quan-
tity- K.V.

6/10

TRANSFORMERS 25 AND 60 CYCLES
25 Cycles.

K.V.A
1

5
5

10

10

IS

20

20

25

25
30

VOliTAGE.
220O/KD0O-220/11O
22OO/I1IOO-22O/UO

550-110/220

2308 and 50O

44O-2B0/11D

2200 and 900

550-110/220

2200-220/110

2200-550

550-100/220

550-110/^
2200/440-20)/llO

2300-230/460

550-110/220

220/210
13200-6600 /22iOO

2200/1980-370/186

16000400

33000430

2200/950
13200-2300

13200-2200/550

13200-675/2300

60 Cycles
ioawceo-116

1 440-220/110

1 550-271/1157

1 lMO-208O-e2-lX)4

1 2200-220-110

6600-inO

U0O/230O-22O-11O

1040-2080/32-^104

40

75

100

lOO

125

1S5

2D0

333

ISOO

1%
1%

Qtiaji-

tity.

2
1

2
3

2

1

3

1

3

2
1

1

3
1

3
1

1
3
3
1

1

2
1

3
4
2
1

1
2

1
1
1
3
2
1

13

K.V. K.V.A.

2%m
3
3
3

5
VA
V/a
10
10

10
10

16
16
IS
15
16

15
15
15
IS
15
15

25

VCKLTAGE.

2200/220-110
10*0/2080/115
2200-110

2200-220-110

2200-550

1O1O-2C604O5-206
2200/220-110
440-U0/220
2200/220-110
560-110/220
2«8O/lJlk-206

1040/2060-104/206
550-110/220
110/2200-UO/220
2200/220-110
500-110

llOOO-UO/220
2300/220-110
4000-2000/2HO/120
2'200-110/22D

6600-110/220
11000-550/275
llOOO/UO-220
2200/230-110
550-110/220
liOOO^
6O0J1O/220
100/2200-110/200
lMO/20eO
2200/1980/110/230
1100/2300-110/^
2200/1100-230/110
6600-550

2080-115/230
2080-230

11000-575

In Stock for

Immediate
Shipment

Quan-
tity. K.V. K.V.A. VOLTAGE.
3 25
2 30

30
1100/221(10-122 /2H4

10 L1IAW/5T5
1 30 lMO/2fl80-104/3C8
3 30 22DO/55O-2a0/Uj0
4 37% 11000/575
3 40 11000-240
3 75 22000-440

1 75 2250-375

1 90 6600-2200
2

'
100 2200/950-220/lM

2 100 i^-,. -11000,'220/234/MS
8 100 6600-1150-1093

1 100 6000/260
2 100 M20
3 m 2200/560
3 JJOO lOnO-2300
2 IW 2300-382

3 125 2200-550

6 ISO 11O0-23C0.

3 200 15000/14000-2300/2208

3 200 18200-2300

6 250 220no/11000-2200/lU»

3 2ED US0O/66CO/SOO
1 250 23*i4»>-240

3 m llSOO/6600

2 2B0 22«0-5fiO

3 309 10)00/110/220/440

3 300 26000/2200

4 35D 33000/18200

2 SOO iSiJOO -2300

IE 500 12600/2200

3 667 22000/2300

3 667 6900O/i3O0O/150CO/23OO

2 750 ^-0)00-2400

4 1860 ...iJO/BOOO

Offices: New York, Pittsburgh MACGOVERN & COMPANY, INC.
Plants: Brooklyn, N.Y., Lincoln, N.J.

i ¥i i »« i •

and Linden, N.J. Buyers and Distributors or INew and Used Machinery
285 Beaver Hall Hill

MONTREAL, QUE.
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Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & uMcCxillooh Co., Gait.
Pmtt & Cady Co., Inc., Hartford, Conn.
Smart-Turner Machine CO., Ltd., Hamilton.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfoiil.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
POWER TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Bond Engineering Works, Toionto, Ont.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng., Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Canadian Fainbauks-IMorse Co.. Montreal.
Can. Allis-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Goldie & LMcCuJIoch Co.. Gait.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
Engineering and (Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..

St. Catharines, Ont.
MacGovem & CO., Inc., Montreal, Que.
MacGoTem & Co., New York.
Morse Chain Co., Iflhaca, N.Y.
Wateron."? Engine Works Co., Bramtford.

PRESSES
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont

PROPELLER BLADES, BRONZE
Emipire Mfg. Co., Ltd., Lond^on. Ont.

PUMPS, HAND (OIL, GASOLINE)
S. p. Bowser Company, Limited, Toromto, Out.

PULLEYS
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Boving Hydo-aulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., MontreaJ,
Waiterous Engine Works Co., Brantfoid.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.
J. C. Wilson Mfg. Co., Belleville. Ont.

PULLEYS, FRICTION CLUTCH
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont.

PULP MILL MACHINERY
Bovmg Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
MacKinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Shei<brooke, Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPING MACHINERY
The M^ason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Monftreal.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Oreek, Mich,
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay, Ont.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Lt<l., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & LMcCuHoch Co., Gait.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
MoAvity & Sons, T., Sit John, N.B.
Smart-Tumor Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.
WaitprnuR Engine Worki Co.. Brantfoixl.

PUMPING MACHINERY. ELECTRICAL
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., I/indsay, Ont
Darling Brotihers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. Allis-'Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Momtreal.
Sm,irt-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS
Tlie .Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
COpr>\is Eng. & Equipment Co., Worcester, Mass.

PUMPS, AIR
American Steam Pumip Co., BaHle Creek, Mich.
Canadian FairbanksJMoree Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & .McCullooh Co.. GaK.
Ijaurie & Lamb. Montreal.
Norwalk Iron Works, South Norwalk, Oonn.
Smart-Tumor MaOhine CO., Ltd., Hamilton.

PUMPS. ACID
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darlint; P'-"*"<n-<! LtH . Montreal, Que.

PUMPS. C'^NTRACTORS'
BnviTie • nnii,. ,^ Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Bevoridgn r>p.^nT• Co ,

Mnu+renl, Oue.
Darling Pro'bprs, T.td.. Montreal. One.
McAvitv & Sous. T. , St. John. N.B.
Smn.t-Xnmer M-".l,.-r>p To., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, BOILER FEED
The Mason Rrgiilntor & E>ig. Co., Dtd., Montreal
CooDTi'! EuT. * Fo'iint. Co., Worcester, Mas.'!.

PUMPS. CENTRIFUGAL
Tlie Ma'so'i Rec"'lator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
E^ber. y^^v^^i Co . Montreal, Oue.
Ormp"s Fn" .<:• li'n'unt. Co., Worcester, Ma.ss.

PUMPS. ELECTRICAL
Americiin Sfeam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Tipvi'irlgp Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Drc'liiTX Pm*bnr<: Titd.. Montrpal, Que. '

PUMPS, FEED WATEH
Tile .Vla'ion Rr-rulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. .Mlis-rhahnprs, Ltd., Toronto. Ont,
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Cnl-'ie ,V >roCullooh CO.. 0<alt.

Dfirling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
PUMPS. GAS
Nonvalk Iron Works. Sout^h Normilk, Conn.

PinWP GOVERNORS AND REGULATORS
The Ma.^on Rpgiilator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. .Montnenl.
Defender Autmnntic Regulator Oo., iSt Ijouis, Mo.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
D'Este Co., Julian. Boston. Mass.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Ma.son -Regulat'or Co., Boston, Mass,
Smart-Turner M.Tobino Co., Hamilton. Ont
Wat.son & MoD.inipl Co., Philadelphia.

PUMP STRAINERS
The Mason Ri-i-ulalor & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Boving Hydraulic * Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Darling Bros., T,td.. Montreal.
Smart-Turnpr Machine Co.. Hamilton, Ont.

PUMPS, HAND AND POWER
Boving Hvdraulie & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Da rl ing B ros . , Montreal

.

Smart Tumnv Machine Co., Hamilton, Out.
PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
Ameiipan Steam iPump Co., Battle Creek, Midh.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont,
Darling Eixw,, Montreal.
Goldie & i.McCullooh \,n.. Gait
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Maobiue Co.. Hamilton, Ont,
Waterous Enciup Works Co., Brantford.

PUMPS, DUPLEX
Can. AUis-Clialmem, Ltd., Toronto, Out

Can. Allis-Chalmere, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd,, Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, GEARED, COMPOUND
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Canadian Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Omt.

PUMPS, HYDRAULIC, PRESSURE
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek, Mich.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.
DarUng Bros. , Montreal.
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMP LEATHERS
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., .Montreal.

PUMPS, OIL
American .Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Midh.
S. F. Bow.ser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerville, Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
MoAvity & dons, T., St. John, N.B. z
Smart-Turner Machine Co. Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, STEAM TURBO
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Moatreal.
Can. AUis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.
F,soher. Wvss & Co.. Montreal, Que.

PUMP TANK, RECEIVER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek, Mich,
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd,, Montreal, Que.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PUMPS, STEAM
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Moatreal.
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek, Midh.
Oan. Allis-Cbalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Fairbanks-'Moise Co., Montreal.
Darling Bros.. Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait.
Inglis Co., The John. Toronto, Ont
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
Lcitoh Co.. Arthur S. , Toronto, Ont
Mcivity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.

PUMPS, TRIPLEX
Smart-Turner Macliine Co., Hamilton, Ont.

PUMPS, VACUUM
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait.
Laurie & Larob, Montreal.
Leitoh Co.. .\rthur S., Toronto. Ont
.Smart-Tumer Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont

PYROMETERS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St Louis, Mo.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
The Jos. W. Ha.vs Corp., iMicbigan City, Iiid.

las. Morri.son Brass .Mfg. Co., Toronto.
T,ivlor Instrument Co.. Rochester, N.Y.

PUMPS. CENTRIFUGAL
E>^lipr. Wy.ss & Co.. Montreal.
Uehling Instrument Co., New York. N.Y.

RADIATORS
Bmt>ire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London, Ont
Rovles. Ltd.. Irlam. Manchester, England.

RADIATOR TRAPS
Beveridge Pajier Co.. 'Montreal. Que.
C. A. Dunham Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Sarco Co.. Inc.. New York, N.Y.

RECORDERS, DRAFT
Ja.s. W. Haves Porn Michigan City, Ind,

RADIATOR AIR VENTS
C. A. Dunh.ani Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Jas. .Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthv Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

RAGS
ftbpll Bar Boipo S.mplv. Ltd., Toronto.

RAILWAY OIL STORAGE AND HANDLING
SYSTEMS ^

S P. Bowser Comuanv. Limite<1, Toronto, Ont
RECLAIMING SYSTEMS FOR OIL

S. F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont,

REBOILERS ^ „
I'"rick Co., Wayne*oro, Franklin Oo,, Pa.

York M.inufacturing Co.. York, Pa,

REGISTERING MEASURES ^
S K. Dow.ser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

RECEIVERS, AIR
Can, Allui-Cliabupis, Ltd., Toronto, Ont,
MacKinnon, Hfllme.s & Co., Shcrbrooke. Que.

RUBBER CEMSNT TANKS AND PUMPS
S F. Bowser Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
DpfiiKler .\utoniatic Regulator Co., St Loms, Mo.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto, Ont
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Taylor Instrumenit Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Uehling 'Instrument Co., New York, N.Y.
Yamiill-Waring Co.. Philadelphia. Ptu

RECORDERS, CARBON, DIOXIDE
The Jo"; W. Havs Con'-. Miohigan City. Ind.

REFRIGERATOR DOORS, WINDOWS, ETC.
Jamison Ool<l Siorago Door Co.. Hagerstown, Md.

REFRIGERATING MACHINERY
Boving Hydnmlic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont.

Frick Co., Waj-nesboro, Franklin Co,, Pa.
Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Montreal.
.Norwalk Iron Works, South Norwalk, Oonn.
Vilter ^^fg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
York Mfg. Co., York. Pa.

REFUSE DESTRUCTOR
Laurif & Lamb, Montreal.

REGULATORS, AUTOMATIC, BOILES
MoDonough, J., 323 Markham St., Toronto.

REGULATORS, PRESSURE
The .M;ison Ri-gulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Defender Automatic Regulator Oo., St Louis, Mo.
Ohaplin-Fulton Mfg. Co., Pitt*ui«h, Pa.
C. A. Dunham Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.

REGULATORS. TEMPERATURE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., (Montreal.
Saico Co., Inc., New York. N."r.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.

RETORTS
.MacKinnon Steel Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

REVOLVING DOORS FOR HARDENING
ROOMS

Jamison Cold Storage Door Co.. Hagerstown, Md.
RODS, COPPER. BRASS AND BRONZE

Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd., Samia.

ROLLS, CRUSHING
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Oat
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

ROOFING. RUBBER, PLASTIC, LIQUID
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

ROTARY COMPRESSORS
Escher. Wyss & Co.. Montreal.

ROTARY CONVERTERS
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que

RUBBER HOSE
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co. Toronto, Ont
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton Ont

RUBBER MILL DRIVES
Oan. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

SAFES
Canadian FairbankSTMorse Co., MoatreaL
Goldie & McCulloch Co., G<at

SAW MILL CONVEYORS
Can, Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

SCREENING MACHINERY
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

SCALE REMOVERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., 'Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-lManville Co., Toronto, Ont
Frank Gilman, Birmingham, Eng.
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

SELF-MEASURING PUMPS (OIL AND
GASOLINE)

S. F, Bowser (3ompany, Limited, Toronto, Ont
Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa,

SEAM PROTECTORS, GIRTH
.National BoUer Protector Co. of Canadti, Mont-

real, Que.
SHAFTING

Ehigineering and Machine Works of Canada, litd.,

St Catharines, Ont
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.
J. C. Wilson Mfg. Co., Belleville. Ont

SHAKING AND DUMPING GRATES
The -Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Montreal
Balxxick & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Waterous Engine W.orks Co., Brantford.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

SHIRTS, WORKING
B. G. Long & Co., Toronto, Ont

SMELTER LININGS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

SMOKE BOXES, STACKS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., 'Montreal.

Can. .\llLs-01ialmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
MacKinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que. .

Robb Eugin.ering Works. Ltd.. Montreal, P.Q.
Waterous Engine Works C5o., Brantford.

SOCKETS, WIRE ROPE
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn. N.Y.

SOOT BLOWERS
I>i,amond Sjx-ci.alty Co.. Windsor. Ont,

SPECIAL MACHINERY
Bovmg Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Canadian Fairbank.s-Morse Co., .Montreal.

Smart-Turner Madiine Co., Hamilton.
Watero\is Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPEED INDICATORS
Schaeffer & Budenburg Mfg. Co.. Brooldyil. N.Y.
L. S. .-»;arrett Co.. .\thoI. Mass.

SPEED REDUCING GEARS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.

SPROCKET CHAIN ATTACHMENTS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont
.leffrey Mfg. Co., .Montreal, Canada.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfonl.

SPROCKET RIMS
Babbitt Stcim Sppoialtv Co.. New Bedford, Mua.

SPROCKETS, COMPENSATING
Morse Chain Co., Ithaca, N.Y.

SPROCKETS. SPRING
Morse Chain Co.. Ithaca. N.Y.

SPROCKETS. SILENT CHAIN
Morse Chain (>>., Ithaca, N.Y.

SPUR WHEELS
Boving H'l-draulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Goldie & .McCulloch Co.. Galt
Canadian FairMnks-Morse Oo. , Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

STACKS. STEEL
Il:il>wck & Wiloox. Ltd.. Montreal.
C.oMie & .McCulloch Co., Gait
MacKinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Shert>rooke. (Jue.

Hamilton Co.. Wm., Pete*oro. Ont
Robb Engineering Works. Ltd., Montreal, P.Q.

STAND PIPES. STEEL
Ma. Kinnou Stppl Co.. Ltd., Shcrbrooke. Que.

STAYBOLTS. FLEXIBLE
("an. .\r.is-C^ha1mt rs. \jU\., Toronto, Ont

STEAM SEPARATORS
Tlie -Mason Ri-gulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

B.al>cock v<t Wilcox. Ltd., .Montreal.

Can. .\llis-C1iBlmers, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.

Darling Bros., Montreal.
Dirt'ct Separator Co., Syracuse. N.Y.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, .Mass.

H. Mueller Mfg. Col, Ltd., Samia.
The Garth Co.. Montreal, Canada,
Leitch Co., Arthur S., Toronto. Ont
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IS THIS THE SOLUTION?
Another scheme to rectify the distressing prices now prevalent, by other than sound
economic measures, was outlined before the Union of Canadian Municipalities which
recently convened at Kingston.

THIS RESOLUTION HITS YOU WHERE YOU LIVE
"We submit the principal root of the evil is the present wasteful, inefficient and antiquated method, or
rather lack of method, of distributing the goods from the producer and manufacturer to the consumer-
wasteful of time, labor, health, happiness and even human life—.inefficient and antiquated in this
age and to such an extent that even the huge economies effected by the greatest array of labor-
saving machinery the world has ever seen are in a large measure rendered null and void. An ever-
increasing army of unregulated distributors and relatively an ever-decreasing army of producers with
the leaders of all these practising profiteering and price-manipulation as their fancy may dictate
or opportunity may permit.

"Among the minor causes are the various classes of idlers and usurers, who in devious ways levy toll

on labor and industry. Waste of time in high schools and colleges teaching dead languages and other
unpractical subjects to the partial or total exclusion of vocational training, economics and useful
branches of learning which would be of greater value for purposes of mind development and discipline
and thereafter more useful to the individual and the country."

SAYS THE FINANCIAL POST IN REPLY:
"It is, of course, possible that there might be a dissenting voice, heard above this chorus of condemnation.
A voice that might suggest, for instance, that the fact that the producer is getting $24.50 per hundred
for hogs, where he formerly got $6, might, perhaps, have as much to do with the matter of increased
cost as the inefficient handling that gives to the packer 5-16 of a cent per pound on bacon, or to the
retailer a bare 5 cents a pound. Or the fact that the farmer is now guaranteed a price of $2.15 a bushel
for wheat that formerly he sold with satisfaction for 90 cents, may be as much responsible as the half
cent a loaf profit of the baker, or the cent profit of the retailer.

"It is a question, too, whether all the blame for the tryin? conditions of the present time should be laid
at the door of established trade, any more than at any other door. There seems no good evidence for
believing that the business morals of the merchant class are worse than any other, and there might be
those who might reply to the stricture that our schools and colleges are not devoting their attention
strongly enough to the bread and butter needs that "man does not live by bread alone."

The frank object of this resolution was "to attain a substantial reduction in the cost of living

generally, but without increase of hours of labor or reduction of wages." It is the possibility
of this which THE FINANCIAL POST doubts.

You want to read such discussions as this. They
appear weekly in THE FINANCIAL POST.

ALSO OF INTEREST
Prospects Good For Trade With France—An article giv-
ing hints re exporting.

Is State Socialism Bolshevism?—Dakota's experience.

Deaf to a Wrong Majority—A comparison between
Charles A. Dana and present day editors.

The Open Air Market—if it Rains—^indicating where
this latest scheme for abolishing wholesaler and re-
tailer will fail.

Wheat Problem Has National Significance — A clear
presentation of the present complicated situation af-

fecting not only the milling and allied industries, but
the financial well-being of the country.

Should Profit by Experience—An editorial on the To-
ronto municipal abattoir, of interest to all students of

municipal government.

Week after week THE FINANCIAL POST deals with such questions.

This is a paper treating of finance in a broad way. It gets behind the
figures to the facts which shape the figures. It will help you to that
sane understanding and balanced viewpoint necessary to the leaders
in each community.

Subscription price $3.00 per year (52 issues).

THE FINANCIAL POST
143-153 UNIVERSITY AVE., TORONTO

MONTREAL WINNIPEG

Annual Subscription $3.00.

THE FINANCIAL POST OF CANADA,
143-153 University Ave., Toronto.

Please enter me a regular subscriber, cammencing at once. I
^nci^e' $3.00 to pay for my subscription

for the first year.

Name

Address

Please write plainly
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Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont
Watson & McDaniel Co., Pluladelphia.

STEAM SPECIALTIES
Albei^er Heater Co., Buffalo, N.T.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., G'eo. W., Toronto.
Darling Brothei-s, Montreal.
D'Esite Co., Julian, Boston, M&ss.
Lunkenheimer Co., Oincimiati, O.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Que.
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Ja«. Morrison Biass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penbei-thj- Injector Co., Windsor.
Watson & McDaniel Co., PhiladelrAia.
Yamall-Wanng Co., Philadelphia. I'a.

STEAM TRAPS
American Steam Gauge 4c Valve Mfg. Co., Bos-
ton, Mass.

American District Steam Co., North Tonawanda.
Andei-son Co., Y. D., Cleveland, O.
Canadian PaiAanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Gfeo. W., Toronto.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.
Darling Biotfcei'S, Montreal.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.
Duiilha,m Co., Ltd., C. A., Toionto, Ont
J. T. Lone., 84 Adam St., Montreal, Que.
Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Montreal.
Saico Co., Inc., New York, N.V.
Watson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

STEEL BARRELS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsbui-gh, Pa.
STEEL DRUMS
Smart-Turner Machine Co., BamUion, Ont.
Wm. B. Scaife & Soni Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

STEEL PLATE WORK
Hamilton Co., Wm., Peterboro, Onit
Robb Euginccriiia Works, Ltd., .Montreal, P.Q.

STEEL TANKS
B&bcock & WUcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd.. Sherbrooke, Que.
Robb Engineering Works, Ltd., Montreal, P.Q.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Waterous Engine Works, Brantford, Ont.

STOKERS
Babcock & Wileoz. Ltd., Montreal.
DeftToit Stoker Oa, Detroit, Midh.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Jones Dnderfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
Ledtdh Oo., A, S., Toronto.
Murphy Iron Worka, Dertolt, Mich.
Sanford Rile; Stoker Co., Worcester, Maai.

STRAINERS
The Maaon Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock & WUcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Beveradge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montre<d, Que.
STRUCTURAL STEEL WORK
Babcock & WUcox, Ltd., Montreal
Canadian AlHs-Chalmers, Ltd., Torooto.
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

SUPPLIES. HOTWATER
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, Eingland.
SUPERHEATERS, STEAM
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal
Goldie & .McCulkxjh Co., Gait.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

SWING JOINTS
Franklin Williams Co., New York.

SWITCHBOARDS
Can. General Electric Ca. Toronto, Out.
SWITCHES AND SWITCH BOXES
Can. H. W. Johns-ManvlUe Co., Torooto, Ont

SWIVELS. HOOK
J. H. WtUiams & Co., BrooklTu, N.T.
TACHOMETERS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Can. H. W. Johns^ManTllIe Co., Toronto, Ont
Schaeffer & Budenherg .Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y

TANKS. BLOW-OFF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Waterous Engine WorkB Co.. Brantford.

TANKS. FREEZING, STORAGE AND
WATER COOLING

Friek Co.. Waynefiboro. Franklin Co., Pa.
MacKinnon Steel Cb., Sherbrooke, Que.
York Mfg. Co.. York, Pa.

TANKS. OIL
BoTing HTdraiillc & Kng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. t*nt
8. F. Bowser Company. Limited, Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCiilloch Co.. Gait.
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada, Ltd..
Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
St. Catharines. Ont

Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TANKS (OIL. KEROSENE, GASOLINE)
8. F. Bowser Company. Limited, Toronto, Ont
MiacKinnon Steel Oo.

,
Sherbrooke, Que.

Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co.. Pittiburg, Pa.
TANKS (UNDERGROUND STORAGE)
8. F. Bowser Company. Limited, Toronto, Ont
MacKinnon Steel Oo,, Sheirbrooke, Que.
TANKS. WATER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
GoHie & McCiilloch Co.. Gait
Inglls Co., The John, Toronto. Ont
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbrooke. Que.
Robb Engineering Worlw. Ltd., jMontreaJ, P.Q.
Waterous Enirine Works Co., Brantford.

TAPPING MACHINES
Mueller Mfg. Co.. H.. Samla, Ont.

TECHNICAL BOOKS
Audel Oo., Theo.. New York.
Macl.pfln >*n'hti.«thing Co., Toronto.

THERMOMETERS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St. Louis, Mo
Green's Economi.ser. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Schaeffer & Biidenberg Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn. N.Y.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.
ITehUng Instniment Co.. New York, N.T.

THERMOSTATS
Ssrro Co.. Inc., Now York, N.Y.

TOOLS
MuelltT MJf. Co., H., Samia, Ont

TOOLS, SMALL
J. H. WfUlams &. Co., Brooklm. N.T.
TRANSFORMERS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Out
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Qne.
TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont
Canadian Fairbanks'Morse Co., Montreat.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Goldie & MoCuUoch Co.. Gait, Ont
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

TRANSMISSION, SILENT CHAIN
.\lonie Chain Co., ithica. N.Y.

TRANSMISSION TOWERS
MacKinmon Steel Co.. Sheirbrooke, Que,
TRAPS, STEAM AND WATER-LINE
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Heveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
O. A. rhmham Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
D'Histe Co.. Juban. Boston, Mass.

TRUCKS, FACTORY
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Cap^dian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Tlotoda Foundry Oo, Ltd., Ottawa.
TUBE CLEANERS
Babcock & WUcox, Ltd., Montreal
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Oalt
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Pelley Packing and Fine Brush Mfg. Co., St
Louis, Mo.

TUBE CUTTERS
Babcock & WUcox, Ltd., Montreal

TUBES. BOILER
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Grvlrlie & McfhiUoch Co., Gait

TURBINES. POWER
The Mason Regulator 4 Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co.. Worcester, Mass.

TUBES, COPPER AND BRASS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont
H. .Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd., Samia.
TUNGSTEN LAMP (Vacuum and Gas
Filled Types)

penberthy Injector Co., Wind.sor. Ont
TURBINE OIL

Kellogg ft Co.. E. H.. New Ycrk. N.Y.
TURBINE WATER WHEELS
Boring Hydraulic * Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Lindsay. Ont
Engineering and .Vfaehlns Works of Canada, Ltd..

St Catharines. Ont
Canadian Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto.
Fxvher, Wy.ss ft Co.. Montreal.
HamUtoin Oo., Wm., Petertxjro. Ont
Macfjorem & Co., Tnc Montreal, Que.
J. a WUson Mfg. Co., BeHerille, Ont
TURBINES. STEAM
The Ma.son Regulator ft Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Can. AUis-Thalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Corpus Rngr. ft Equip. Co., Worcester. Maaa.
Eseher Wyss ft Co.. Montreal. Que.
Golrlie ft McCullooh Co.. Oalt
LsuHe ft Lamb. Mnntreal
MspfJorem ft Co., Inc. Moatreal, Qoe.
UNIONS
rVnsditn Falrbanko-Morse Co., Mnntreal.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont.
Dart Hnlon Company, Toronto.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. 0.
McArltr ft UnnK T.. St .John. N.B.
.T«.« MorH«nn Bra,*" Mf». f^, Torooto.

UNDKRGROUNT) TANKS
a. F. Bowser Companr, Limited, Toronto. Ont.

TTKTOVq B*TI. JOINT. COMBINATION.
PI.ANGFD T»IPF. GROTTND JOINT.
MATI.EABLE IRON. FLANGE. PIPE.
SWING

.Tefrer«nn rinlrni Co.. Lerlngton. Mass.
Osrt nnlon CrmntyyT Tfd.. Toronto. Ont

VACTTTTM COVT-RNORS
Tile Ms.son Regulator A En?. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
C. A. Dunhani Oo, . Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Maeblne Co.. Ltd.. Hamn'on.
CsnsflUn atesm Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto
Ber^ndge Pitw Co.. Montreal. One.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Mnotreal, Que.
J^tr!h r*ii, Arthnr 9 Toronto, Ont

VACUTTM prCTTT.ATTNG VALVS
The Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co., I^M.. Montreal.
OtiTi o*-«T,i noHor Eo"lnme"t Co.. Toronto, Ont
O. A. Dunham Oo.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Dsrllnff Pmt.. Mnntreal.
flTn«r*-T>im»r Mnrhlne Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VACTTTTM TRAPS
DsrliTW Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Cole T/td Gen W., Toronto.
VAI VF DTSCS
Bmpdre Mfg. Co., Ltd.. Lond^. Ont.
Kerr Fnirine Co,. Wslkerrllle. Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penherthr TTi1e<'>or Co., Wlnd.«>r, Ont.

VAI VF LFATHFR
Bereridge Psner Co.. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Orstnn ft ITnlirht Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

VALVE RESEATING MACHINES
Dsriinff BroR Mnntreal,

VAT VFS. CONDFNSRR. PUMP. RUBBER
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
Canadian Falrbank»-Mor»« Co., Ltd., Montreal,

VALVES
Bshpock ft WUcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Bnrlnff HrdrsnUr * Fng, Co.. Ltd,. L1nd«wy, Ont
Canadian Falr^anka-iMorse Co., Montreal,
Cnn "^tesm PMler Flouipmeiif Co. Toronto. Ont
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, <)ue.

FHek Co., Wiime«)>nm. FmnkHn Co., Pa.
Kerr Engine Co., WslkerrUle, Ont,
Wnilams Machinery Co.. A. R.. Toronto.
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
n'E»t» Co.. .Tiillsn, Bnnton. Ma.ss.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Shell Bar Boloo Snpplr. Ltd., Torooto.
H. Mueller Mfg, Co.. Ltd., Sarnla.

Hnmeotead Valre Mfg, Co.. Plttsbnrf.
.Tenklna Bros.. Montreal.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

Pratt ft Cady Co.. Inc.. Hartford, Conn.
Victoria Foundry Co, Ltd., Ottawa.
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C Bellenil«.
York Mig. Co., Hork, Pa.

AIR VALVES
Emjrire Mtg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Torooto.
VALVJiS, KADLATOK
Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
Watson ft UoDanlel Co.. PbUadelpbU.
Kerr Lngme Co., WalkervtUe, Uuu
Lunkenheimer Co. , Cmcinnaci, O.
Prati & Cady, UarUora, Conn.
Watson & McUaniel Co., Pluladeli>hia.

8heU Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., ToruuU).
YorK Manulaciurmg Co., PuUaat.puiju
Jas. Momsuu Jb!raa:> Mfg. Co., Toruniu.
Mason KcKuiaiui ei. iiiugmeerug ou,, Montrc«L
Masun K<^ulau>r Co., Uosum, MtuB.
MoArity 6^ :>uus, T.. Su Jotu, N.B.

VALVES, ACID RESISTING
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co., Pittsburg-
Kerr Engme Co., WaJkemlle, Onu
McArlty ft Sons. T., St John, N.B.
York Mig. Co., YorK, Pa.
H. Mueller iUg. Co., Ltd., Satnia.

VALVES, BACK PRESSURE
Can. Aills-Chalmers, Ltd., Torooto. Ont
VALVES, BRASS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Torontak
Kerr lingme Cw. , Walkerville, Ont
H. Mueller Mlg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
Penoerthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
SheU Bar Boioo Sui>ply, Ltd., Torooto.
WUliams Machinery Co., A. B., Toroota
VALVES, BLOW-OFF
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montiwl

Babcock ft WUcox, Ltd., Montreal
Onadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Qua.
Goldie ft McCulloch Co., Oalt
Homestead Valre Mfg. Co., Pittsboig.
Jaa. Morrisoo Brass Mfg. Ca, Torooto.
Shell Bar Boioo Supply, Ltd., Torooto.
Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.
The Garth Ca, Montreal, Canada.
Lunkeobeimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
MoArity ft Sont, T., St John, N.B.
Watson ft McDaniel Ca, PhUadeUdiia.
WUaon Mfg. Co., J. O., BeUerllle.
YamaU-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa
VALVE CHAIN WHEEL
Hie Masoo Regulator ft Eng. Co., Ltd., Maot i iol,

Babbiti Steam Specialty Co., New Bedford, Mass.

VALVES, FOOT
SheU Bar Boico Sui>ply, Ltd., TOrooto,
E^mpire Mfg. Ck>., Ltd., London. Out.
Kerr Engine Co.. WalkerrUle, Ont
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Ca, Ltd.. Lindsay. Omt
Sman-Tumer Machine Co., Ltd., HamUion.

VALVES, GATE
Babcock ft WUcox, Ltd.. Mootrcal
Kerr Engine Co., WalkerrUle, Ont
Lunkenheimer Ca. Cincinnati, O.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., SainU.
SheU Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Torooto.
MoArity ft Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

VALES. HYDRAULIC
YamaU-Waring Co,. PhUadelphla. P»

VALVES, MULTIPORT
Can. .\llts-ChaImers. Ltd.,, Toronto, Ont
VALVES, NON-RETURN STOP
Canadian FairbankS'Morse Co.. Montreal
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Torooto.

VALVES. RELIEF
The Mason Regulator ft Eng, Ca, Ltd., M iitrwl

American Steam Gauge ft Valre Mfg. Co., Boston
Mass.

H, .Mueller .Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samla.
McArity ft Sons. T. 3t John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
VALVES. REDUCING
The Mason RegiUator ft Ehig. Co., Ltd., Meotnal.
SheU Bar Boloo Supjdy, Ltd., Torooto.
Bereridge Paper Co._ Montreal. Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd., Montreal, Qua.
0. A. Dunham Oo., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
O'Bste Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Laitch Ca, Arthur S., Toronto. Ont
H. Mueller .Mfg. Co.. Ltd . Samia.
Mason RwiUator Co.. Bosfaa. Maaa.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Mneller Mfg. Co.. H., Samla. Ont

VALVES, STANDARD, GLOBE ANGLB
AND CHECKS
Kerr Engine Co,. WalkerrUle. Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass MTg. Ca, Toroota
H, Mueller .Mfg. Co.. Ltd., Samia.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont

VALVES. POP
ne .Mason Regulator ft Eng. Co.. Ltd., MontraaL
Jas. Morrison Brass -Mfg. Co, Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toroota
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
MoArity ft Sons. T., St John. N.B.

VALVES. PUMP
Gariock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.

Bereridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. .Montreal. Qua.
Canadian Fairbanks-Mora* Ca. Montreal,

SmartTumer Mschine Co.. Ltd.. HamOton.
VALVES. REGULATING
H, Mueller Mfs Co,. Ltd ,

.Samia.

VALVES, SAFETY THROTTLE
Boring Hydraulic ft Eng. Ca. Ltd., Lindsay. (M
Can, Detroit Lubricator Co.. WalkerrUla, CM.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
McArity ft Sons, T.. St John. N.B.
Jas, Morrison Brass Mfg. Co~, Toroota
Lunkenheimer Ca. Cincinnati, O.

VALVES. STEAM
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont
Kerr Engine Co . Walkerrille. Ont.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Ca. Toronto.

VISFS. CHAIN PIPE. ETC.
J. H. Wmiams A Ca, Brooklyn, N.T.

WASTE
ShslI Bat Boioo Sui>ply, Ltd.. TorontOk
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DEFENDER
DUPLEX DRAFT GAUGE

The Peer of Them All

Price $20.00

They read : Draft over the fire. Draft at the
last pass of the Boiler and the differential

through the Boiler.
THE FIREMEN CONTROL the fires by the

readings on the Gauge. It shows every condi-

WE STRIVE *L ^^Pii S
°^ Fires and Boilers, except Flue Gas Temperatures and the Defender Flue Gas Pyrometers

Tri FVm ^^^it/ show the Flue Gas Temperatures. Also see the Defender CO2 Analysers, put up in permanent
I LI tACtL. MWL case so as to take a reading for CO2 in less than one minute's time. Write for Bulletin No. 100.

Defender Catalogue No. 11 shows the largest assortment of Combustion appliances, efficiency

instruments and damper regulators made. ' We can help you save fuel.

DEFENDER AUTOMATIC REGULATOR CO., 709 Pine St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Consult Power House
Buyers' Directory

If what you want isn't advertised in this issue, consult our Buyers'

Directory. If it isn't listed in our Directory, write us and we will

give you the information.

WE^-T F'Ll - G a AN 5C Al FE
CATIOl

LXRATI

WM.B.SCAIFE & SONS CD. PITTSBURGH, PA.

MOIMCRIEFF'S "
WATER OAUOE. C-l_

Stand in • Claas by Themselve* for Quality. Efficiency nadi Economy
A trial will eonvince you. Write for CataloS

W. J. WALL, 134-136 BLEURY ST.,
(Canadian Repre«entative)

MONTREAL

DARLING BROTHERS, LIMITED
Engineers, Manufacturers and Founders

120 Prince Street, MONTREAL, P.Q.

Pumps for any Service—Steam Appliances—
Freight Elevators—Webster Vacuum
Heating System.

WATER COLUMNS, GAGES
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que
Jia. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

WATER GAUGES, STANDARD, EXTRA
HEAVY AND AUTOMATIC
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Jaa. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

WATER SOFTENING SYSTEMS
Wns. B. Scaife & Sons, Pittabuish, Pa.

Cuiadian Allls-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto.

WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont
WATER HEATERS AND WHISTLES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont

WATEK WHEELS
Hamilton Oo., Win., Peterbaro, Out
WELDING COMPOUND

Shell Bar Bolco Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

WELDING SERVICE
Electric Welding Qx, MoDitreal.

When writing

to advertisers

kindly mention

this paper.

WHISTLES
Penberthy Injector Co., 'Wind.sor. Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

WHEEL TANKS (LUBRICATING OIL AND
GASOLINE)
Bowser & Co., Inc., 8. P., Toronto, Ont

WRENCHES, PIPE
WUUams Mscblnery Co., A. R., Toronto.

WRENCHES, CHAIN PIPE. DROP FORCE,
ETC.
J. H. Wflllaaos * Co., BrooUrn. N.T.
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Escher Wyss & Co., $.A. ^^T^^^
Montreal Office: 112 Coristine Building

Zoelly-Steam- Turbines

Zoelly-Rotary-Compressors
23 /19.
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The John Inglis Company, Limited
Engineers and Boiler Makers

14 Strachan Avenue TORONTO, Canada
Representatives in Eastern Canada: Ottawa Representative:

JAMES W. PYKE & CO., Limited, 232 St. James St., MONTREAL J. W. ANDERSON, 7 Bank St. Chambers, OTTAWA



J.M.T.

Reducind Valves
NON-EQUALIZING

EXTREMELY
SENSITIVE

EQUALLY SUITABLE
FOR STEAM OR AIR

REDUCING VALVE
PERFECTION

The Non-Equalizing feature of the
J.M.T. Standard Reducing Valves
will surely commend itself to you. A
guarantee of a perfectly uniform and
dependable service, is remarkably
sensitive for control and is really a
long step in advance of Reducing
Valve construction.

Made in bronze, 1/2 to 2 in., and
iron body, bronze mounted, 21/0 in. to

6 in., for various steam ranges be-

tween lb. and 300 lbs.

The James Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Limited

93-97 Adelaide St. West - TORONTO
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A semi-monthly newspaper devoted to the Generation, Transmission, and Application of Steam,

Gas, Electric, Air and Water Power; and to the operation of Refrigerating Machinery.
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JENKINS
MARK

Type "K" Gate Valves conform •

to a standard specification which
assures high grade valves that

will meet every requirement
essential for permanent service

under severe conditions.

Made in bronze, screwed and
flanged in sizes l^" to 3" inclu-

sive and in iron body with bronze
mountings with either stationary

or rising stem sizes 2" to 20"

inclusive.

Catalogue No. 8 free on request

TRAOB

lENKINS' ^Terildns pros. LIMITED

Head Office and Works:
103 St. Rami Street,

Montreal, Canada

Agencies in all the

Principal Countries
of the World

Kuropcan BraiK'li

:

6 Great Queen St., Kingsway
London, W.C. 2, England
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The World's Best Furnace Lining Material

Keeps Hot Air In and Cold Air Out
Thereby Increasing Furnace Efficiency

Pyro Putty is far more durable than standard fire bricks
for making new furnace linings, because it is not weakened by
a multiplicity of fire clay joints.

And for repairing worn furnace linings, Pyro Putty will

prove ECONOMICAL, because repairs can be made quickly
by unskilled labor. Simply pound the material in place with
a mallet, smooth it off with a trowel and the job is done.

Pyro Putty is put up ready for use, in 700-pound barrels,

a barrel being equivalent to 100 standard fire brick.

The sketch below represents the fire box of a water tube
boiler lined with Pyro Putty. Compare it with your own fire

box linings; then

Order a few barrels and keep them on hand for emerg-
ency repairs.

A few barrels of Pyro Putty should be part of the
emergency equipment of every steam power plant.

Write to-day for further information and prices

PYRO PRODUCTS COMPANY
P.O. Box 685, Toronto, Ontario
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TORONTO, ONT.
194 King St. West

ST. JOHN N.B.
90 Germain St,
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SAFETY FIRST
BEST OF SHAKING GRATES

Nonpareil
Shaking and Dumping Grate Bar

YOU CAN'T BEAT THIS!

Will enable you to produce steam at the minimum possible cost.

REDUCED COAL BILLS PERFECT COMBUSTION
If you want to be convinced, ask the Heinz Co., of
Leamington — they have several Iarg:e sets, and are

higrhly pleased.

THIS IS OUR GUARANTEE:

We offer to install a set of our Nonpareil Shaking and Dumping Grate Bars of any
size, under any kind of a boiler for a trial period of thirty days, and guarantee to

show a saving of not less than 10% of your fuel, guaranteeing our grates to give

entire satisfaction in every particular. You will be the sole judge. If you are not
satisfied with the Grates at the end of that period remove them and ship them
back to us, we paying all freight charges.

7450 square feet of Nonpareil Bars installed from Jan. 1st, 1919 to Dec. 18th, 1919.

FOR GRATE BARS and repairs to all shaking grates and
boilers of all sizes, see us or write for particulars.

FIRE BRICK WORK—Building-in boilers and general repairs.

PHONE COLLEGE 682

The K. Sexton Boiler Setting Company
127 D'ARCY ST. TORONTO
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GATES
Patent Arches

and
Furnace Lining

GATES SUSPENDED ARCH
will do away with unneces-
sary repairs in the form of

Blocks for Boiler Door
Arches, Firewalls, Bridge-
walls, Back Arches, Inner
Arches, etc. It can be in-

stalled at the minimum labor cost
and it will last far longer than brick
under average furnace conditions.

Cuts upkeep in boiler room 50 per
cent.

When any part becomes fused it

can be replaced by any handy man
without taking down the whole
arch.

Our Stoker Arch is shipped from
stock. There is no delay. Any
boiler can be fitted accurately.

We Manufacture All Kinds of Special
Shape Fire Brick

We contract for and specialize in Boiler Setting,

Furnace Building, Oven Work and all kinds of

power plant brick work.

Gates Refractories, Limited

382 St. James St. - Montreal

HOYT
BABBITTS

r tj fi r}j^T- 3

Perfected by Science

and Long Experience

All elements entering into our mixtures are carefully refined and put together in such propor-

tions and in such relation to each other that the best possible alloy is secured for the work which

it is designed. This means long service and low cost of babbitting.

HOYT'S FROST KING

has been introduced into the most particular

power plants in the world and is there to stay.

A trial will prove its value.

HOYT'S NICKEL GENUINE
This Babbitt is used chiefly for Gas Engines,
Marine Engines and Automobiles and wher-
ever high speed and heavy pressure combine
to wear down a bearing.

Largest makers of white metals in the world.

HOYT METAL COMPANY
MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG

POWER HOUSE, December 20, 1919, Vol. XII., No. 21. Published semi-monthly at 14S-153 University Ave., Toronto. Canada. Subscription price in

Canada, $1; in United States, $1.50. Entered as second-claps matter at the Post Office Department, Ottawa, Canada. Entered as second-class matter

July 1. 1912. at the Post Office at Buffalo, under the Act of March 3rd, 1879,
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Dart Union Efficiency
Means Permanent Freedom
From Pipe^Coupling Leaks

The Bronze to Bronze feature elimi-

nates all possibility of deterioration

at the vital part. Bronze will not

rust or corrode.

(Bronzet'jrorize
At The

Joiijt

Iron Parts are

Extra Strong
They will not stretch or pull

apart under strain or heavy-

pressure.

Dart Unions

Are Easy

to Use

The ball-
shaped joint
permits quick
connection s o
long as the nut
can be started
on its thread.
Saves time,
worry and
temper.

ORDER FROM
YOUR JOBBER

Manufactured by

Dart Union Co., Ltd.

Toronto, Canada
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Controllers for temperature, pres-

sure and time.

Republic Flow Meters for meas-
uring steam, water, air or gas.

CO= Gas Analyzers—Hand type.

Water Filters— Pressure and
gravity types.

Thermometers for all purposes.

Gauges for vacuum, pressure and
compound.

Furnace Ffficiency Indicators

indicate the efficiency of the fur-

nace and show the condition of

the fire.

Hydrometers

Steam traps, Anderson tank type

separators, steam or oil ; oil filters.

E. J. PHILIPS & Sons
57 Queen Street West - TORONTO

MECHANICIAN
WANTED

WANTED — First-class

fitter (engine), preferably

ex-R.A.F. warrant officer

or N.CO., who has been
employed in an Engine
Repair Park, or man with

extensi\ e shop experi-

ence. Excellent prospects

for right man. Call or

write

Major Jackson,

MacLean Publishing Co.,

153 University Ave., Toronto

STRENGTH—GOODNESS—QUALITY

Etched on Every Glass

TESTS OF HIGH-PRESSURE GAUGE GLASS
Not affected after 18 two-minute submersions in oil at 380 deg. F., then in water at 40 deg. F.

No trace of erosion, and perfectly clear after live steam at 100 pounds pressure had passed through

the glass for 96 hours.

Remained unbroken under hydraulic pressure of over 2,000 pounds per square inch for 2 minutes.

Under continuous operating conditions with pressure of 225 pounds, performance equaled in every

respect the best service ever obtained by any foreign glass.

DURABLA U.S.A. gauge glasses are now ready for distribution in all standard sizes and are sold under the DURABLA
guarantee. MADE IN U.S.A.

DURABLA MANUFACTURING CO.
NEW YORK CHICAGO PITTSBURGH PHILADELPHIA DALLAS

Temperature:

Erosion:

Tensile Strength

Service:
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Cross section showing the construction and operation oj the Murphy Automatic Furnaces. As the fuel pro-
gresses downward the alternate movement oj the grates %" abode and below the surface of the stationary
grates breaks up the fuel bed —prevents avalanching—keeps the grates clinker-free and advances the ash
gradually to a point where it is removed by the clinker grinder.

Burns Anything
Yes! It burns successfully more diff

erent grades of coal than any other
furnace ever devised.

When you can't get bituminous coal you can
keep the plant operating on slack—lignite

—

sawdust or even refuse, if the plant is equipped
with Murphy Automatic Furnaces.

W^hy not send for catalog HM-12 and see what
Murphy Furnaces are doing in plants right in

your vicinity.

For information on the Riley Underfeed Stoker
for large boiler see advertisement in last issue
or send for catalog HR-22,

Murphy Iron Works
Detroit, Mich., U.S.A.

The Safe and Certain Boiler Cleanser
PUT a barrel of BOICO in your boiler

room. It's the most efficient and
economical clean-boiler insurance

you can adopt. BOICO routs the most
stubborn cases of boiler scale formations
quickly and thoroughly.

Hundreds of Plants are Using BOICO
Every Day With Unqualified Success

What BOICO will do in one plant it will

do in another—it will do in yours.
BOICO loosens and brings away the
hardest of old formations and keeps new
scale from gathering. Yet it never does
the slightest injury to boilers, valves or
packings. Neither does it carry over in

the steam, nor cause foaming or priming.

We are confident that BOICO will live

up to all our claims and are prepared to
let you test it FREE of cost. . You have
nothing to lose by trying it—let us hear
from you.

"lull'

Anti-Clinker Shell Bar Grates
There's no coal waste where these grates are used. Maximum
air-space provides for perfect combustion. No clinker for-

mation here, and you get more heat with less fuel.

One-Piece Jointless Furnace Lining

Why shift the blame on your engineer or fireman when it is

your furnaces that are not up to the highest point of

efficiency? USE PLIBRICO—it lasts longer than fire brick
and IS easier to instal.

Tip- It Patent Welding Process

With TIP-IT you get tools with shanks of carbon and tips

of high-speed steel.

Shell -Bar Boico Supply^ Limited
376 Dufferin

Street Toronto
Eastern Sales Agents: Mill Supply Department, Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd, Montreal; Adolphe Huot Reg'd., Quebec
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Scrapers Article No. 6

Soot is kept from collecting on the exterior of the tubes by
self-aligning scrapers which travel continuously up and down
the tubes at a slow speed.

Each scraper as shown is composed of three parts with beveled

cutting edge top and bottom. Both edges are directed upward
and the three parts of the scraper are so supported that on the

up stroke they are forced against the tube, thus scraping the

tube very clean. The soot falls between the ovoid bottom
headers into the soot pit.

The scarfed joint between the parts of the scrapers insures that the

whole tube is cleaned and no ridges of soot left on the tubes. A
clearance is left on this joint, allowing gradual wearing of the cutting
edges without the parts binding. The extra heavy construction and
ample length of the scrapers result in strength, long life, steadiness
and freedom from sticking.

MO WALEC
AIR & CAS • COM PRESSO R S

For Thoroughness

A Norwalk Four-Stage Belt-Driven Air Compressor

NO Norwalk Compressor goes out until we
are satisfied through rigid tests that it

will give the buyer year-in and year-out

satisfaction.

Norwalk thoroughness is based upon the con-

viction that no detail is too small to receive the

best attention of experts—or too small to be
100% right.

There is a bulletin for each branch
—Air, Oxygen, Hydrogen, Acety-
lene and Carbonic Acid Gas. One
or all sent upon request.

THE NORWALK IRON WORKS COMPANY
Pioneer Builders of Compressor

»

South Norwalk, Conn,

ANY-CAPACITY ANYPRESSURE
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Jhis Cover Reduces Costs
on Industrial Water Hose

We never heard of industrial

water hose bursting; because of

internal pressure. Any fairly good
water hose will stand all the pres-

sure it will ever get in industrial use.

But we have seen and heard of thousands
of feet of water hose which had to be dis-

carded long before its time because the

cover wore through.

That fact guided Goodyear scientists in

designing Goodyear Water Hose.

They started with a good inner tube and
strong fabric.

But they put on this hose an unusually
thick cover of exceptionally tough rubber.

Water Hose is dragged over floors and
pavements and steel plates. It is walked on
and run over by hand-trucks and wheel-

barrows. It is left outside rain or shine.

The Goodyear cover on GoodyearWater Host
is built to stand this use.

That is why Goodyear Water Hose wears
longer and so costs less.

That is an example of the way Goodyear
builds all Industrial Hose

—

—finding out what conditions must be
met, and then developing the materials and
construction to meet them.

Goodyear has scientifically developed a
hose for every industrial use. Samples of

this hose, and the advice of a trained 'techni-

cal man, are yours for the asking—without
obligation. Phone, wire or write the near-

est branch.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
of-Canada, Limited

Branches: Halifax, Si. John, Qutbec, Mcntrtal, Ottawa
Toronto, ' Hamiltctt, London. Winniptg,
R*fina, SaskaUion, Calgary. Edmonton, Vatuouvtr

GOODt^EAR
MADE t^llN CANADA

INDUSTRIAL HOSE
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Time Savers!

Quarter Turn
Valves
Free unobstructed
pipe area offers

pract'cally no re-
sistance to the
flow in Homestead
Quarter - Turn
Valves •— there is

n o PRESSURE
DROP. Seatless
Construction elim-
inates usual scor-
ing and Wear
under pressure, in-

suring maintained
tightness for long
periods of opera-
tion.

^et us explain its several other cost-cutting features.

Write now.

Homestead Valve Mfg. Company
Homestead, Pa.

More Than a Catalog
This Catalog of G. & K. Standardized Series Leather
Belting and Leather Products is practically a hand-
book of leather tannage and manufacture.
It is carefully compiled and indexed for easy re-

ference to the products you want.
It contains mechanical rules, charts and tables that
will help you with your transmission problems.
Belt users find this book invaluable. Write for &
copy.

CANADIAN GRATON & KNIGHT, LIMITED
MONTREAL, CANADA
Canadian Represtntaticcs:

The Canadian-Fairbanks Morse Co., Limited
St. John, Montrta!. Ottawa. T'.n.oto, Hamiltcn. Qu»bec, Calffvy.

Saskatoon. Vimcouvt-r, Windsor, WiiinipeK. Victoria.

Branches and Distributors in Ail l*rincipal Citifs.

wmm
To the user they need no introduction —their high
quality, reliability and servicesbility having made
a lasting impression.

Others seeking the "better grade" of Engineering
Specialties will find in those bearing the name

"LUNKENHEIMER"
that high quality of design, materials and work-
manship which is synonymous of the best.

"LUNKENHEIMER PRODUCTS"
embraces a variety of high grade specialties for use
on Steam Engines, Boilers. Locomotives, Steam-
ships, Automobiles. Motor Boats. Airplanes. Trac-
tors, etc. ^
Each device is designed for a particular purpose,

and will perform the functions for which it is in-

tended, with a certainty that insures safe,

economical and reliable service.

Leading dealers everywhere, sell Lunkenheimer
Products . Specify and insist on having the genuine.

Write for descriptive literature.

!!!£ LUNKENHEIMER ££—"ouAirrv"—

Largest Manufacturers of
High Grade Engineering Specialties

in the World.

N«w York CINCINNATI Londsn

Chicago Boston
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THE ENGINEyREFINEMENl'l

How near is the average manufacturing plant to a
city water works?
In case of fire, would they not have to beg a city
for apparatus and wait hours until it arrived ?

Why not control the blaze before it gains headways

Model FC 6-cylinder Stirling engine direct con-

nected to De Laval centrifugal fire pump and West-
inghouse generator for standby service.

STERLING ENGINE CO.
Dept. C-4 Buffalo, N.Y.

12 to 300 h.p. commercial and marine engines

Fuel is scarce. Don't waste
it. With the slightest varia-

tion in pressure the damper
is automatically regulated in

either direction by the

CURTIS
Improved Damper

Regulator
It is a simple, durable and
effective device. Positive and
automatic in operation.

Write for our 1919 catalog
showing the Curtis line of
Engineering Supplies.

JULIAN D^ESTE COMPANY
26 Canal Street BOSTON, MASS.

Agencies:

83 Barclay St., New. York City;
'

174 North Market Street,. Chicago. 111.

our LastChance

Subscribe or renew to-
day for any number of
years.

Re memjber
December is the Last

Month during which
subscriptions for Tower
House" will be accep-
ted at

One Dollar
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DEPARTMENT-

MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION
SAVES MONEY HELPS BUSINESS

"We wish to express our satisfaction with your
plant, which in the past several years has saved
not only money and labor, but proved a business
asset as well," writes one of our customers.

Here is the whole story in a few words. No addi-
tion to your business offers more certain returns
on the investment than MECHA>^ICAL REFRIG-
ERATION.

If your business is lagging, it can be improved by
the use of MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION. If

your business is good, it can be made better by
installing a YORK REFRIGERATING PLANT.

Write to-day for information and prices.

York Manufacturing Company
(ICE-MAKING AND REFRIGERATING MACHINERY EXCLUSIVELY)

YORK, PA., U.S.A.
Canadian Reprtientative* :

Canadian Ice Machine Company
WINNIPEG,

85 Lombard St.
TORONTO,

Viltiers & Munition SU., Eastern Harbor Terminals
MONTREAL,

324 Craig St. West
CALGARY,

605 Second St^

Self-Lubricating SAFETY PLASTIC

METALLIC PACKING
FOB STEAM. WATES, AIB, GAS, ETC.

Pat. Dae. 22. 1 903 Hithaat Award World's Fair. St. LonU, 1904

GUARANTEED TO LAST
THREE YEARS

WITHOUT RENEWAL
Drop us a line and let us tell you all about this Remarkable Packing.

STEEL MILL PACKING CO., WINDSOR, ONT. Established i899In Bulk

Practically
Frictionless

In Cotton Tube*
AGENTS WANTED
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Lubricants
For Manufacturing,
Mining and Milling

Cylinuer oils

Imperial Valve Oil
Imperial Cylinder Oil
Imperial Capitol Cylinder OH
Imperial Beaver Cylinder Oil
Imperial 20th Century Cylin-
der Oil

ENGINE OILS

Imperial Kearsarge Engine Oil

.

Imperial Solar Red Engine Oil
Imperial Atlantic Red Engine
Oil

Imperial Junior Red Engine
Oil

Imperial Bayonne Engine Oil
Imperial Renown Engine and
Dynamo Oil

Imperial Standard Gas Engine
Ol

Imperial Ario Compressor Oil

Greater Power at Smaller Cost

REDUCE the friction load in your plant and get maximum power
from every ton of fuel. Reduced friction also lengthens the life

of machinery and adds to profit by reducing repairs and replace-

ments and by a greater continuity of production.

Bigger and more dependable output from power-generating and
power-using machinery is largely a matter of lubrication

—

correct lubri-

cation, and correct lubrication means good lubricants and the right one

for each lubrication need. Even lubricants of highest quality, like

Imperial Lubricants, will not give the desired results unless they are

properly applied.

Imperial Lubricants are right. They are carefully formulated from
the best crudes. There is the right lubricant for the correct lubrication

of every part and every machine under every service condition.

There are none better at any price. The use of Imperial Lubri-
cants will make and keep your machinery efficient and capable of

delivering maximum power at least cost per h. p. hour.

Consultation with Imperial Lubrication Engineers is yours for the
asking. They will gladly study your lubrication problems and submit
recommendations. Write to 56 Church Street, Toronto, or any cf

our branches.

IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED
Power * Heat -Light • Lubrication

BRA.NCHES IN ALL CITIES
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Burn Low CI JT CI TCI rTfcQTC Burn
Grade Coal I f UtiL. L^UO 1 O Refuse

This winter high-grade coal promises to be scarcer than ever, thus higher priced. Many power plants will have
to substitute low-grade fuel and to many this will mean the installation of extra boilers to supply the required
steam.

"Jones Underfeed Stokers" will burn low-grade fuel, keeping up your steam pressure and meeting your peak
loads without installing extra boilers.

We furnish special stokers to burn Lignite

SMOKE ABATEMENT
The "Jones Stoker" assures proper combustion
of fuel which means that the stack will be free
from smoke.

I
A Jones Underfeed Stoker settingr under Water Tube Boiler.

The Jones simple construction means dura-
bility, no parts move in contact with the fire

—

no grates to burn out—no sifting of fine coal
to the ash pit.

The Jones Underfeed
Automatic Stoker

pioneered and developed commercially the
Underfeed principle of firing, which is to-day
recognized as the most efficient method of
stoking.

FACTS AND FIGURES ON REQUEST.

Jones Underfeed Stoker Co.
Limited

37-41 Britain St. - Toronto, Ont.

Dominion Belting Company, Limited

Hamilton, Canada
Maple Leaf

iiTftiHl HQ «C'0 0*

oots WOT s^MiTo fxt aiii»

I
Dominion Belting Co..

Hamiiton.OhX

Sole Manufacturers of the celebrated

"MAPLE LEAF" Brand Stitched Cotton

DuckBelting and Bel t Dressing.

The demand for our products has steadily

increased because the standard of quality

has been maintained.

We make only one grade, the best that

can be produced.

"MAPLE LEAF" is the strongest, truest run-
ning, most economical and efficient belt on the
market for transmission of power, conveying,
etc.

Being thoroughly waterproof it is suitable for
running in wet or dry places. "MAPLE LEAF"
Belt Dressing is different to others offered in

that it is equally good for all kinds of belting,

leather, rubber or Balata, as well as our own
make.

Write us for prices, and if desired we will be
pleased to furnish samples and further infor-

mation.

A trial order will convince you of their utility.

DOMINION BELTING CO. Ltd., Hamilton, Canada-Quebec Brancli:51 Duluth Bldg., Montreal
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HEATING BY HOT WATER & HOT WATER SUPPLIES

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY GUARANTEED
ROWS PATENT CALORIFIERS are strongly recommended for heating water
in bulk for supplying a number of Baths and Lavatories. Also for HEATING
CIRCULATIONS for PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS, HOTELS, etc.

ROYLE'S Patent AUTOMATIC STEAM CONTROL ATTACHMENT maintains

a CONSTANT TEMPERATURE.

ROW'S PATENT

CALORIFIERS
FEED WATER HEATERS

RADIATORS
Suitable for Hot Water or

High Pressure Steam

STEAM and GAS KETTLES

EVAPORATORS
CONDENSERS PATENT CALORIFIER. STORAGE PATTERN

ROYLES LIMITED,
ENGINEERS AND
SPECIALISTS IRLAM, MANCHESTER

nsUntaneous Heater^with connections
'for Fresh and Sail Water and Steam

ENGLAND

Did You Ever See Two Postage Stamps
Stuck Back to Back ?

Well, that's the way two bricks stick together when our cement is used:

The greatest loss in your furnace efficiency occurs as the result of leakage, cold air pouring in and inter-

fering with proper combustion.

We Have Got This Licked!
Fireclay dries up and sifts out from between the bricks like powder.

But our cement sets and makes a surface like glass yet allowing for expansion and contraction. It sets

hot or cold and stands a heat up to 3,000 degrees Fahrenheit.

This cement makes a joint that is stronger than the bricks themselves, and that is itself the strongest part
of the whole furnace.

A five-pound tin of Clinton Super-Heat Cement will be
sent to you free and all charges prepaid, if you write the

Standard Machinery & Supplies Limited
261 Notre Dame St. West Montreal
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Belliss & Morcom, Ltd
Engines and Air Compressors

Bellis Engines at Verdun, P. Waterworks.

We are prepared to supply and instal Steam, Gas,
Diesel Oil Engines, Steam and ExhaustjTurbines.
We have Engine Generator Sets ready for

delivery.

Steam Engines

Gas Engines

Oil Engines

Diesel Engines

Steam Turbines

Air Compressors

Send Us Your Enquiries For

Condensing Plants

Centrifugal Pumps

Boiler Feed Pumps

Water Wheels

Water Meiers

Hydraulic Presses

Activated Sludge Sewage Disposal Plants

Hydraulic Pumps
Hydraulic Accumulators

Pressure Filters

Gravity Filters

Water Softening Plants

Refuse Destructors

Complete Power Plants Designed and Erected

LAURIE & LAMB
Engineers

211 BOARD OF TRADE BLDG. MONTREAL
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REES RoTURBo
Patent Pressure Chamber Pumps Cannot

Overload the Prime Mover
The self-regulating feature of the RoTURBo PUMP "when subjected
to a variation in boiler pressure" causes it to adjust itself to meet the new
conditions without danger to the prime mover.

Two Rees RoTURBo Pamps recently completed b y us for the Windsor Water Works at Windsor. Ont.

REES RoTURBo
Patent Pressure Chamber Pumps, Rotary Jet Condensers and Rotary Air Pumps are
to-day giving splendid service the world over in MINES, POWER STATIONS,
MARINE SERVICE, WATERWORKS and ALL KINDS of INDUSTRIAL PLANTS.

Ask for catalogues and further particulars.

• Sole Canadian Manufacturers

The GOLDIE & McCULLOCH CO., Ltd.
Head Office and Works: GALT, ONTARIO, CANADA

rORONTO OFFICE: WESTERN BRANCH: QUEBEC AGENTS: BRITISH COLUMBIA AGENTS:
Suite 1101-2, 248 McDermott Ave., Ross & Greig Robt. Hamilton & Co.,

Bank of Hamilton Bld'g. Winnipeg, Man. 400 St. James St., Vancouver, B.C.
Monti eal, Que.
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The Waterpowers of British Columbia—

I

The Report by the Commission of Conservation on the ''Water-

powers of British Columbia" Contains Much Data of Interest.

The Following Article, Published Through the Courtesy of the

Commission, Presents a Summary of a Portion of the Report

IN January, 1910, the Comimission of

Conservation commenced the investi-

g-ation of the character and extent of

the various natural resources of Canada.
Early in 1909 the Canadian delegation to

the North American conference at Wash-
ington 'had compiled a gieneral statement
respecting itihe available wiater-ipower

data. This compilation served to demon-
strate the inadequacy of the information
respectinig tihis valuable natural resource.

The coonani'Sisdon, therefore, decided to

prepare an inventory of the water
power resources of the country, andi, in

so doing, avoided dupli-

cation of effort by
utilizing aW availalble

informaition from gov-i

emmental and other
siources.

The commiesion com-
menced its own reoon-
naisance field work in

the eastern provinces,

and, in 1911, published
"Water Powers of

Canada," wthioh repre-
sente, in summary form,
Hhe information then
available for the pro-
vinces of Prince Edward
Jsland, iNova Scotia,

New Bruni5wick, Quebec
and Ontario. Owing to

the paucity of informa-
tion available, it was not
then iposisible to do more
than describe briefly the
water-piower rc^sourlces

of the provinces of

Manitoiba, ISiasikiatche-

wan, Alberta and British

Columbia.

The conditions affect-

ing ipowers in the pro-
vince are unique, and do
not closely correspond
to those existent in

other portiorjsi of Can-
ada. This is especially

true of the mainland
Pacific coast. One can-
not but be impresesd
with the fact that
coastal water-powers in

British Columbia, which,

to the casual observer, appear to 'be of

comparatively simall amount, neverthe-
less, may, when economdcally and fully

developed, yield several-fold the estimate
of power if appraised upon the same
basis as similar streams in Eastern
Canada. Glaciers, snowfields, and heavy
rainfall abound, and, with many storage
possibilities, constitute unique factors

which contribute to enhance the values
of powers. These conditons, on the other

hand emphasize then ecessity of special

and very carefiul engineering investiga-

tion and expert handling.

SNOW STORAGE IN THE SELKIRKS. CREVASSE SHOWING SECTION
THROUGH SUCCESSIVE SEASONS' SNOW LAYERS. THE NARROW
BAND IS ABOUT 2.5 FT. THICK AND REPREENTS THE SNOWFALL OF

THE WINTER OF 1911-12.

Total Estimated Horsepower

Grand totals purporting to represent

horsepower possibilities for large sec-

tions of a country are apt to be very

misleading. They are esipecially mis-

leading when used to make comparisons
with other totals, when, as a matter of
fact, no real basis for comparison has
been established. The unique Character
of many of the water-power possibilities

of British Columbia with its exceptional
pihysical features, such as mountain sys-
tems, gliaciers, snow-fields, and widely

variant precipitation,

necessarily makes it dif-

ficult to effect compari-
sons between the total

wiater-'power possibili-

ties of this province and
those of other areas dif-

fering markedly i n
.plhjsical characteristics.

However, it will be in-

terestimg to present in

round numbers certain

totals of horse-power
derivable from the var-

ious estimates presented

in the tables which form
pa.rt of the report.

Conventionallyi, the
province has been di\ad-

ed into districts, as fol-

lows:
24Jhour

horse-power.

I. Columbia
River and tri-

b u t a r i e s

(north of the

i ntemational
lb o u n diary)

:

This c o m -

p r i s e iS the

portion of the

province 1 y -

i n g between
its e a s t e rn

boundary and
the watershed
of the Fraser
Rwer 610,000

II. Fraser River
and t r i b u-

taries: This
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AKOT KOT EX RIVER. TRIBUTARY TO COLUMBIA
BELOW REVELSTOKE, OVER 300 FT. FALL IN

SHORT DISTANCE.

includes practically the entire

area of the great interior

plateau 740,000

III. Vancouver Island 270,000

IV. Mainland Pacific Coast and
adjacent islands (except Van-
couver Il?]and): This includes

all the rivers north of the
Fraser which drain into the

Pacific 630,000
' V. Mackenzie River tributaries

(la roug'h estimate ma<le for

inclusion in this siumimary) . . 250,000

Grand total 2,500,000

The albove totals include about 250,-

OOO horse-ipower for plants already in

operation, but they do not include about
400,000 Ihorse-power igiven in the tables

for power possibilities on streams like

the Fraser, Thoinxpson, Skeena and Nass
rivers, on vvlhich, because of the proxi-

mity of railways, or possible interfer-

ence with the salimon industry, economi-
cal develonment. cannot be considered
under prf >pnt conrirtions. Also, as else-

where explained, there is still consider-

able territory, esipecially in the more
northerly iportion of the province, which
it has not been possible to investig'ate

ful'v. These areas may yet disclose a
considerable amount of power. One fact

to be borne in mind in conection with
these totalis is thiat, when powers- are
develoiped and the avaPable waters are
intelligently conserved, more power will

be obtained than the quantities estimat-
ed upon the basis of available data
wouldi, at present, indicate.

In round figures, the total estimated
24-hour power, including an allowance
for all of the entities above mentioned,
may be placed at aibout 3,000,000 horse-
power.

Water as a Natural Resource.

Water-power development is but one
of the important uses to Which many of
our inland waters may be applied. Too
frequently, in reports on water-power
resources, it has been the tendency to
deal with power development exclusive-
ly, without adequately considering such
related subjects as domestic and muni-
cipal supply, agriculture and irrigation,
navig-ation, fisheries and riparian rights.

Precipitation, in the form of rain or
snow, virtually constitute the only
source of inland water supply. Its dis-

tribution and efficient use are largely
determined by the natural or cultivated
nroperties of the ground on which it

falls. Of the total precipitation on the
earth, speaking very generally, about
onehalf is evaporated; about one-third

"run-off." that is, it runs off over or
through the ground, and, by means of
the various watercourses, eventually
reaches the sea; about one-sixth is taken
up into plant structure or otherwise ab-
sorbed in rrocess incident to growth.
What is >kno"'n as the "ground-water"
erves as a balancing reservoir, beinnr
''rnvn upon durinr periods of rapid
»^'ant iSTowth or of deficient precipita-
tion, and bein-' re'^lenis'hed durin? sea-
fons of plentiful suonly.

The proportion of the precipitation
which runs off is that wthich provides the
water for power d*>velo"ment. but it

must be recognized this "sme water mav
p'so be required to furnish a sumly for
domestic and municinal purposes, for
'rrieation, for industrial and manu-
^'acturing purposes, or for navigation and'
fisheries.

Manv interdeinendert and interrelated
interests are prim.^ri'v deipndient u^foh

•vater, and, consenuentlv. keen discrim-
nation is necessarv in determininc what
'mroortance shall be attr>rViod to the
'I'^velopm^nt of anv narticul^r water-
r^ower. The subiect of cower develop-
r"ont must be treated with due con-
sideration for the other u^es for which
""^ter may be reouired; t^prefore, in thp
f-inov^-ing paragraohs, water is viewed
^•f>adilv as a natural r»sou'*''e, and the
claims of other interests uno^i this re-

"ource, are discussed.

Run-Off and Forests.

Much has boen written respecting the
influences of forest cover upon pi-ecipita-

tion and run-off. Some of the views ex-
'iressed difl'er "-rpatly, due chiefly to the
fact that the authors have occuoied al-

most entirely different viewpoints, aiid

these they have not sufficiently define<l.

We shall refer here to onl.v one or two
asnects of the subject.

Irresoective of whatever opin'on ninv
bo hold as to the efl'cct of forpsts in

V

ELK RIVER CANON FALLS FROM DEWDNEY
TRAIL BRIDGE. ELKO. B.C.

influencing the amount of precipitation,

it is conceded that no topographic fea-

ture, generally speaking, ministers more
efficiently to gradual and economical run-

off than do areas covered by vegetable
growth, whether it be forest or such

other growth as will correspondingly reg-

ulate or temper the run-off. Thus it is

that failure to intelligently conserve
forest areas has caused great destruc-

tion of forest floors and agricultural

lands. The damage occasioned by re-

peated forest fires, especially if the

ground is rocky and the soil cover

scanty, is exceedingly bad, and contri-

butes greatly to excesive flood run-off.

The, annual destruction of property by
floods appears to increase rather than
diminish.

Serious floods frequently occur as a

r'^-ult of a heavy snowfall ut>on ground

which has been frozen after havin<r first

bsen saturated •with water, \^^len this

^n""- melts it is very ant to augment,
mat-^rially, the surface run-off. because

the -"Iready frozen ground precludes the

u-uai absorr>t'on.

Occasionally, forests may even ac-

centuate floods. When, for examole. the

winter's snow is retained by a forested

area until late in the sprin.g, and then

a Tnarked rise in temperature or warm
rain occurs, the real net effect of the

forest cover would be to accentuate flood

stages. Of course, such factors as the

character of the forest floor, its poros'ty

and depth, the nature and permeability
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of the S'Ub-soLl, and others, all exert

thieir dnfluence.

In the case of water-power develop-

ment, therefore, it is necessary to deter-

mine whetlher the advantages accruing
from the industries which propose to

use the water-powers wil be imore than
counter-balanced by the dijsadvantages

resulting- therefrom. Thus, for example,
wood-puilp miills, if their operation might
resiilt in practically denuding the land of

forest growrth, bad beter not be estab-

lished at all; or, if established, they then
should be operated under the strictest

regulation and supervision, designed to

perpetuate th-e forest growth. A de-

forested, eroded and scoured territory,

which has lost the humus of its soil, can-

not hold the beneficent rains which, in-

stead of being retained in the ground
and transmuted into plants by the var-

ious processes of growth, carry destruc-

tion in the pathways of their torrential

run-off. The water is necessary to the

soil, and the soil, with its plant growth,
is neces"^arv to an econmical disposition

of the water.

Water Power and Agriculture.

Consider, next, a little more in detail,

the possible effects which the depletion
of underground water by diversion for

power or other purpose may have upon
aigiriculture. Umderground waters are
by no means inexhaustible.

Underneath the surface of the earth
is a vast body of water which may be
likened to an underground Mce, called the
ground-water. It has been estimated

—

a^ain ispealving generally—that the mois-
ture in the upper 100 feet of the ground
is equivalent to a lake of water some
17.feet deep, i.e., the equivalent of about
seven years' rainfall. It is into the
upper surface, termed the water-table,
of this ground-water that wells are sunk
for domestic and other water supply.
During periods

of plant
groiwth this
ground - water
yields, dhiefly

b y caplillary

action, part of

its moisture to

the plants;
and then dur-

ing seasons of

excessive rain-

fall is again
r e pi e nished.

Under normal
conditions, the

annual fliuctua-

tion in level of

the w a,t e r -

table is but a

few inches.
Such states as

M i n n e s o ta,

Iowa, Wiscon-
s i n, Southern
Michicran and
t h e Dakotas
have, it is stat-

ed, already ex-

perienc e d

alarmino- and

permanent recedence in the levels of

their ground-'waters, and a consequent
diminution in crop production. Large
?ums of money have been expended by
the federal and state governments in the

United States, on the investigation of

the occurrence and flow of underground
waters, should be considered together,

more recognized that proposed disposi-

tion of the run-off, and underground
waters, should be considered together,

because of a natural balance that exists

between them.
It is easily possible to so divert some

channels or water-courses as to allow
much of the ground-water to be lost, and
consequently cause permanent damage
to a large exipanse of territory. Great
waste and carelessness have been mani-
fested in many localities by the users

of the underground waters. Iln the small-

er towns, more especially in the east,

where the domestic wells fiirnish so

much of the water supply, it has fre-

quently been observed that when some
deep trench, as, for example a cut for

a new sewer or a mine shaft, has been
excavated, the underaround waters have
drained away, thus "bleeding" the ad-

jacent territory and causing wells of the

neighborhood to go dry. The lessons

that may be drawn from such iPustra-

tions should not be forg'otten in consider-

ing our valuable underground waters,

when viewed locally or with respect to

their provincial or larger areas.

Of this ground-water, the late Dr. W.
J. McGee, secretary of the United States

Inland Waterways Oommission, and ex-

pert in charge of soil water investiga-

tions of the United States Department

of Agriculture, states:

"It is the essential basis of agricul-

ture and most other industries, and the

chief natural resource of the country;

ICE RIVEJl GLACIERS TRIBUTARY TO HORNTHKO RTVER THE POOT nv THIS GLACIER
IS ONLY BETWEEN 300 AND 400 FEET ABOVE SEA LEVEL.

it sustains forests and all other crops,

and supplies the perennial streams and
3,prings and wells used by four-fifths of

our population and nearly all of our do-

meetic animals. Its quantity is diminish-

ed by the increased run-off to reforesta-

tion and injudicious farming. Through-
out the vtpland portions of the eastern

United States, the avera2,"e iwater-table

has been lowered 10 to 40 feet so that

fully three-fourths of the springs and
ishailower wells have failed, and imany

broofcs have run dry, while the risik of

crop loss by draught has proportionate-

ly increased, and the wa^te through the

Mississippi has increased over 15 per

cent."

In connection with his work for the

Department of Agriculture, Dr. McGee
assembled tilie records of some 35000

wells scattered throu'?hout the United

States, and as a result of his research

has made tihe following statement:

"Second in order, but first in siignifi-

ciance, among the results of the inquiry

is a clear quantitative indication that the

subsoil-water level is, and has been since

the settlement of the country, lowering

at a considerable rate. The rate of

change varies from region to region and

state to state, ranging from a slight rise

in irrigated districts to a lowering of

about 3.5 feet per decade. In the 31

states form.inig the half of the country

best adapted by natural conditions to

feeding and clothing a great people, the

average lowering since settlement would

appear to be no less than 9 feet, i.e.,

from well within, to about the limit of

capillary reach from the surface. The

data, indeed, indicate that lowering gen-

erally was more rapid within the first

generation after settlement than later,

yet the figures

used in the
estimates are

derived from
t h e rediuced

rate of the

last two de-

cades rather

than the more
ra,pid lowering
of eariier de-

c a Id e IS. It
would appear
also that the

actual loss of

water attend-

ing the lower-

ing is 10 per
cent, of the

aoiorep-ate vol-

ume within the

first hundred
ffet from the

surface — a
national loss

o f substance

c o m p a rable

with the de-

struction o f

forests and
the uses and
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waste of petroleum, and
natural gas, and far ex-

ceeding Ithe consumption
and waste of coal and
metal. In the light of the

relation of su'bsoil water
to productivity, its rate of

lowering can only be re-

garded as a measure of

advancing n a t i o nal im-
poverishment."

In the face of such
facts the claims which the
ground-water supply has
upon its proportion of the
rain-fall cannot be ignor-
ed. Certainly, water-
courses and the sources of

their supply should not be
so disturbed as to cause a
serious permanent deple-

tion, or pollution, of the
underground waters. Up-
on this point, therefore,

it is necessary that the
amounts, movements, and
functions of the ground-
water in any district be
studied in connection with
any [general schieme de-
vised for the utiliz^ation of

water in that particular
territory. It must be evi-

dent, therfore, that efforts

to have the underground
waters properly and effi-

ciently used, deserve the
fullest support.

The under igro u n d
waters of Canada, in some
places, are now being tappetl, and, not
infrequently, wasted. In the United
States, many states have enacted laws
designed to conserve such waters. A
main feature of such laws has been the
regulation of the flow by actually limit-
ing the size of the pipe throug'h which
ordinary domestic and farm water sup-
ply may be taken. Sometimes the law
states that the supply shall be taken
through a half-inch pipe, which shall be
furnished with a stop valve. Itn some
state the penalties for violation of the
law relating to underground water are
severe; for example, in South Dakota:

"If any person compTains' that the
proprietor of an artesian well, or the
party controllinig such well, is in the
habit of letting the waters igo to waste,
the township supervisor, county commis-
sioner, road overseer, alderman, or other
city officers, may enter upon the pre-
mises where the well is located in order
to determins whether the complaint is

justified, and may institute criminal
prosecution in case violation of the law
is ascertained. If the well is without
Valves to regulate the flow and prevent
waste, the person owning the well jnay
be fined uro to one hundred dollars, or

be iimprisoned not more than three

months in .I'ail, or both."

Laws regailating the use of under-
^jround waters are needed in Canada. At
present, farmers and others are tapping
these undernround waters and, in some
ca?-? v. her? "gu?h°rs" have been struck.

STORAGE IN GLACIERS. FROM A SHOULDER OF MOV
LOOKING SOUTH. NOTE THE WELL-FORMED MEDIAL

the Valuable "waters are permitted to run
to waste continuously. This should not

be .allowed.

Navigable Inland Waters of British

Columbia.

In British Columbia there are numer-

ous lakes and many stretches of river

wihich arc navigable. By a navigable

stream is here meant one w'hich can be

navigated by the ordinary flat-bottomed

river boat, generally a stem-wheeler.
On many of the lakes, steamers of

larger size can be used, whilst some
swift-flowing rivers, not navigable by
stern-wheelers, m.ay be ascended by fast

motor craft of shallow draught. There
are stretches, not at present navigalble,

NVhicih may be made so by the construc-

tion of suitable works. The erection of

da.mo and other works for power devel-
,

orment will, at a number of places, im-

prove the rivers for naNn.gation, both by
drowning out raroids and 'by increasing

the depths at sihallow places. Lockage
orovisions in all dams should, of course,

be fully safegoiarded.

Water Power and Fisheries.

Serious consequences i-o the fishing re-

sources result from obstructions which
prevent the free passage of saimcn and
other fisb. This subject is v\t&\ in its

bearing upon power development, and
yet it is frequently passed over.

Practically all of the Pacific Coast

streams of British Colum-
bia and their tributaries

are annually frequented
by vast numbers of Paci-

fic salmon, consequently
the salmon fishing indus-

try is one of the most im-
.portant interests to be
safeguarded in the carry-

ing out of works which
will materially affect the

inland waterways.

There are two main
features to the problem
of safeguarding the fish-

ing interests in connection

with power development:
First, to permit a suffi-

cient number of adult

salmon satisfactorily to

passi all obstruictions in

order to reach and de-

posit their own ova upon
the spawning beds of the

streams; andl second, to

ensure that the young
salmon are afforded a

satisfactory passageway
out to the sea.

In Canada both federal

and provincial legislation

has been enacted to safe-

guard the inland fisheries

and to provide for the con-

struction of fishways. The
chief difficulty, however,
as far as fishways are

concerned, is that too fre-

quently proper fishway^

are not provided, and that

such as are provided are allowed to fall

into disuse. The Dominion Fisheries

Act explicitly provides that fishways

shall be built wherever the Minister of

Marine and Fisheries determines they

are necessary.

Water-power development may also

conflict with fishing interests by the de-

struction of spa>\'ning grounds through

the manipulation of the levels of lakes

used as storage reservoirs. When lake

levels are raised the margin of the lake,

up to the proposed flowage line, shoul^T

be stripped of tree growth and under-

brush, to facilitate the formation of new
beaches and maintain the healths condi-

tion of the water. Here, again, the ques-

tion of clearing becomes one of weighing

advantages and disadvantages, but it is

doubtful if any of the supoosed advan-

tages derivable from power development

will offset the destruction of the source

of one of our important suopHes of food.

Certainly, with intelligent regulation and

forceful administration, the streams of

the province should not only continue to

prodiice vast numibers of sal-.ion, but

the supply may bo greatly increased.

Inland Waters and Mining.

The British Columbia laws relating to

water clearly reflect the marked in-

fluence which the mining industry' has

exerted upon the use of water in the

province. "Mining, in point of value of

annual production, has long been Brit-

ish Columbia's most important industry.

NT MOLOCK
MORAINE.
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althoug'h, during recent years, its forest

products have sometimes exceeded its

mineral production.

Water and wateripower have played

a most imiportant part in mining devel-

opment. Without such power as is sup-

plied Iby the West Kootenay Power and
Light Co. the great mining- development
which has taken place in the southern

portion of the iprovince would have been
impossible. Large iplants have also been
established on the Pacific Coast, such as

those of the Britannia Mining and
Smelting Co. at Howe Sound, and of the

Granby Consolidated Smelting and
Power Co. at Conservatory Inlet. There
are also other, thouigih smaller, hydro-

electric plants situated at various min-
img centres throughout the province,

such as those of the Hedley Gold Mining
Co. on the Similkameen river, which are

contributing m.aterially to the advance-
ment, of mining operations. lit is in-

teresting to note that the bydro-electric

plant of the Canadian Collieries, on the

Puntledge river, V. I., has been erected

practically at the pit mouth of British

Columbia's largest ccial mines, thus in-

dicating that hydro-electric power has
here successfuUy competed with cheap
fuel. In the future, doubtless, the great-

est advances in mining in British Colum-
bia will be dependent upon there being
available amp^e water-power or hydro-
electric energy, and probably, many of

the smaller and less accessible un-
developed water-ipowers will be most
profitably utilized in connection with
mining operations.

In Eastern Canada, as well as in Eiast-

crn United States, industries dependent
upon electric energy for refining metals
are realizing that, before long, they may
require to remove to localities where
cheap power is available. In the more
settled portions of the country, power
is no longer obtainable at low" rates, in-

asimuch as it is now required for munici-
pal, domestic, and light manufacturing
purposes, which yield a much larger re-

turn.

Resume and Summary.
We have observed that precipitation

is the prime source of inland water sup-
ply, and that not only water-p'ower, but
such other interests as domestiic and
municipal water siipply, agriculture^

irrigation, navigation, fisheries, mirinig

and riparian rights, are all dependent
upon the same source. Consequently,
water should not be aliottecl for power
development without due recognition to

the just demands of other interests hav-

ing claims upon our inland waters view-

ed broadly as a natural resource.

Run-off, manifested in the form of

stream flow, is intimately associated with
the character of the ground upon which
precioitation falls and consequently, care

should be taken to conserve vegetable
cover; more especially is this necessary
for rocky areas which have but scanty
soil coverinig.

iSubsoil waters are by no meansi inex-

haustible. Plant growth is dependent
upon having availaib^e an adequate
amount of soil moisture. Nothing
should ba done to deplete, unduly, the

groundwater storage. Effective legis-

lation and administration should be pro-

vided governing the taipping of under-

ground water isaipplies.

The use of wiater for irrigation tends

materially to increase the peirlmanent

settlement of the country. Consequently,

in most instances, when irrigation re-

quirements and other requirements con-

flict, the former are entitled to prece-

dence. Hydro-eleotric power developed

on somewhat distant streams may, by
means of hig'h tension transmission, be

used for pumping water supplies where
such are not available by gravity, and
may thus facilitate irrigation devel-

opment.

Not infrequently navigation interests

are regarded as of much greater im-

portance than power development. Any
works contemplated for the improvement
of navigation should be considered in

their relationship to river systems as a
whole. Expenditures should be carefully

watched and precautions taken to en-

sure that improvements, so called, are

not undertaken ostensibly for naviga-

tion, when in reality they are sought
for the sake of such water-power bene-

fits as may incidentally be developed
thereby.

The fishinar industry in British Colum-
bia is one which demands that the best

posisible methods be used for its con-

servation. Provision requires to be
made for the upward migration of

adult salmon for spawning purposes

and the downward passage of the

young fish to the sea. Gbistructions, such

as dams, rock slides, log jams, etc., may
have a disastrous effect upon this in-

dustry. Fishways should be provided.

The whole question of fishways requires

thorough investigation. Other fish be-

sides salmon require conservation. It is

not established that satisfactory means
have been devised by which fish may
successfully ascend over high dams'

—

even over dams which do not exceed

twenty to thirty feet in height.

The development of the mining in-

dustry during- recent years has resulted

largely througih electrical energy being

available through the deve''oipment of

pro^^ncial water-powers, and the future

offers bright prospects for the further

application of hydro-electric power to

the various branches of this industry.

The pollution of inland waters must
be moist jealously guarded against.

Mining, factory, and industrial wastes
and sewage must not be permitted to

foul inland waters. Debris and other

waste resulting from logging operations

arc apt to cause serious log jams, which
are a menace to public highways, bridges

and also to power development.

The tourist traffic is a valuable pro-

vincial asset, not only because of the

money actually spent by travellers, but

because of the opportunity afforded of

drawing attention to the various natural

resources of the provinces. Consequent-
ly, every reasonable care should be

takeii to guard against the spoiling of

shorelands throu.slh isub^mer'^ence; and
further, care shouM be exercised in the

design and construction of power Avorks,

makmg them where possible, harmonize

vvith the general natural featui'es of

their surroundings.

In connection with the use of boundary

waters, problems, from time to time,

may arise necessitating consideration by

the International Joint Commission. In

this connection, therefore, it is especially

desirable that physical data appertaining

to such waters should be so collected as

to be available for use in connection

with such problems as may arise re-

specting waters which' are classed in the

Boundary Waters Treaty as "boundary

waters."
Water Power Data

One of the chief objects in securing

and publishing data resipecting water-

powers is to enable the owners of rights

to determine the possibilities and limit-

ations of their powers, and thus arrive

at sound judgment respecting their pos-

sible uses and value. Another object is

to enable prospective promoters to leam

the general possibilities of various

powers without the necessity of 'making

costly independent preliminary surveys.

Certainly if the Crown be the owner of

water-powers it is of the utmost imiport-

ance that it be informed beforehand up-

on essential facts connected with its

water resources.

Broad Classification of Water-Powers

Although the amount of -Hater-power

is essentlailly determined by two basic

factors, one, the hydrostatic head, or ver-

ical distance through which the water

may fall; the other, the amount of water

which may be made to operate upon the

water-wheels, yet there are many
characteristic features associated -with

water-powers which differentiate one

power from another and which, respec-

tively, determine their commercial and

economic values. These features should

be well understood.

Water-powers, from one viewpomt,

may be considered on the basis of their

probable uses. Those capable of being

employed for supplying electrical energy

for municipal and comiTiunity purposes,

such as lighting, heating, puraping, and

certain kinds of manufacturing, should

be regarded as having greater economic

value than those situated where power is

only usable in large manufacturing

plants, the supplying of the raw ma-

terial for which virtually means the de-

struction of nature's balance in the ter-

ritory where the plants operate.

Again, the uniformity of the available

flow" in streams varies greatly. The St.

La\\-rence River, o-,ving to the vast

natural storage capacity of the Great

Lakes, has the most uniform flow of any

large river in North America, or prob-

.qbly in the world. The proport'on of its

flood to minimum flow is about 2 to 1.

On the Winnipeg River, above English

River, the ratio is 6 to 1 ; on the Ottawa

River it exceeds 15 to 1; on the Cohim-

hia River, at the Dalles, Ores^on, it is

28 to 1; on the Delaware River, at Port

Jervis. N.J., it is .375 to 1; in British

Columbia, on the Pcnd d'Oreille River,

it is-16 to ]; on the Kootenay River, at

Bannington Falls, it is 25 to 1; on the

Fraser River, at Lvtton, it is 38 to 1;

on the Campbell River, Vancouver Is-
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land, it is 43 to 1. On the smaller water-
sheds the ratio is usually greater, and
on some streams draining even areas of
considerable size the miniiivam flow is

zero. Other conditions heing equal,
water-power developments on a river like

the St. Lawrence would ibe of very -much
greater value than developments on a
river subject to such great variations of
flow as, for example, the ^Mississippi.

Another feature is the possibility of
being aible to make a partial develop-
?nent of a ipower-site or portion of a
stream, more cheaply than the same
sized development could be made if con-
structed as ipart of a cominrehensive
scheme designed eventually to utilize all

the available power. Thus, not infre-
quently, a part.ial development unvvisely
planned, has precluded .subsequent full

development, save at almost prohibitive
cost. For example, suppose a certain
power site is capable of yielding 10,000
h.p. If developiifient rights are let to
A for 2,000 h.p., to B for 1,000 h.p., and
to C for 1,000 h.p., and A, B and C are
allowed to design and construct their in-

di\ idual works irrespective of each other,
or of the possilble development of remain-
ing 6,000 h.p., then it will probably
become quite impracticable to get any-
thing like the remaining 6,000 horse-
power because of the damage that would
be caused to the plants of B and C On
the other hand, if ;prelimina''y works
are constructed with a view to utilizing,

as occasion demands, any amount of
pcwer 'uip to the full 10,000 horsepower,
no such contingency as has been sup-
posed could well arise. Consequently,
regulations respecting power sites should
be BO framed as to require that prelim-
inary installa.tioTi of daims and other
main works necessary for the control of
the waters foe made, having regard to
the possible future development of the

full water power that may be made
available.

It is as unreaisonable not to differen-

tiate 'between water powers as it would
be not to ditferentiate between timber
tracts, mineral lands, fisheries, or any
other na.tural resources varying in quan-
tity, quality and situation.

It shouM not 'be forgotten, when mak-
ing representations regarding the amount

of power that may be available for any

particular site, that it is necessary to

Icnow the conditions of the river at which
the stated amount of power may be
produced. The Tninimum or primary
power, as it is frequently termed, is the

amount of power that may be developed
during the period of lowest flow. lit

has been defined as the amount of power
which is available for every hour of

e'^'ory day of every year. What is fre-

quently termed secondary power is usii-

ally many times the primary power. As
very low-water conditions generally last

for but a comparatively short portion of

the yfar, it is usually possible to develop

during the greater portion of the year a

considerably larger amount than the

primary power. Frequently, this larger

fimount can be effectively utilized for

Industries not requiring continuous plant

operation.

The pre-determination of the probable
aniount of power which any particular
water-power site may be made to yield
is a problem that calls for more exten-
sive hydrometric data that is furnished
Iby scattered and r.on-consecutive meas-
urem.ents of stream flow, precipitation,

etc. Also, it is ^ery important that such
cognate data be available as will enable
a sound opinion to foe formed respecting
the relationship which any proposed
power development may be to any other
water interest or interests that may foe

involved. If some important relation-
ship is overlooked, sooner or later its

importance will demand recognition by
those who proceeded in defiance of its

just claims.

In estimating the amount of power
that may be developed, hydrometric re-

cords of precipitation, temperature, run-
off, etc., extending if possible over a
period of fifteen or more years should be
avai^nble sati.sfactcrilv to appraise the
probable regimen of the water involved.

Financial Interests Shoiilfl Increase

Caution

Twenty years or so ago, when water-
power began to be developed much more
extensively owing to tlie advancement
in the art of electrical transmission,
there was not available anything lilce the
body of streamflow and other hydro-
metric data that exist to-day. There
was then more excuse for errors than
now in engineering and oher estimates
respecting the performance of water-
power installations. Many large plants

have proved financial failures on account
of such errors. With all data now avail-

able relating to hydrological conditions,

cost of construction, market possibilities,

etc., it is clearly incumbent on those in-

terested from the financial side of pro-

posed developments, to exercise the same
kind of common judgment they would
display in collecting and appraising facts

relating to any other set of circum-
stances. A financial agent could readily

look over past statements of a concern
and learn its lowest or highest yearly or

monthly revenues, profits, etc. If he
should find periods when the profits

dropped to say 2 per cent, he need never
be misled by the assurance of some en-

thusiastic promoter that profits in the

concern "might be 20 per cent, and had
never fallen below 5 per cent." Simi-

larly any one interested in pos>sible power
development may now readily place him-
self in possession of data which will at

least give some independent check upon
representations that may foe made re-

specting the physical magnitude and ap-

proximate cost of development of water
power in which he may be interested.

Thus, foy way of simple illustration,

if a low flow of a stream has been re-

corded, this quantity in cubic feet per

second multiplied by the total available

head in feet and then divided by e-leven,

g-ives the low-water horsepower of the

streaim on the foasis of 80 per cent, effi-

ciency. Such a figiire then constitutes

a check upon any representations. Simi-

larly, in connection with the storage

benefits, no reliance should be placed

upon vague statements to the effect that

"ample storage is available." The flow-

corresponding to certain effective water
storage may readily foe checked. A depth
of one foot on an area of one square
mile is equivalent to a continuous flow
of approximately 0.88 cubic feet per
second for one year. Thus, a depth of

ten feet of effective storage on a lake

10 square miles in area would maintain
a continuous flow of 88 second-feet for

a year or 176 second-feet for six months
or 352 second-feet for three months. The
extent to which such storage covdd be
employed to equalize flow would, of

course, depend upon how it could be co-

ordinated to the run-off as distributed

over any selected period.

Storage and Governing Factors.

Although the presence of numerous
lakes does not necessarily imply the

existence of considerable water-power
there is nevertheless one very valuable

feature likely to be associated with ex-

tensive water areas, namely: the exist-

ence of natural reservoirs where waters
may he impounded for discharge under
control. Obviously water-powers direct-

ly benefited by such storage resers'oirs

may be of much greater value than other

powers not so favoured. This should be
taken into special consideration when
water-powers are being classified accord-

ing to their economic values.

In British Columbia there are a large

nuniber of lakes. Of the known lakes,

100 are above 10 square miles in area.

Many of these lie in long narrow valleys,

and may rather be regarded as river

expansions, as for example, the Arrow
'akes, where at high water, there is a

perceptible current in the shallowest

parts. . A large proportion of the laike

area is situated in what has been tei-m-

ed the Lake district, which, with the ex-

ception of Babine lake and some lakes

of the head waters of the Morice river,

is nearly all tributary to the Nechako
river.

When the subject of storage reser-

voirs is under consideration it should

not be forgotten that Nature stores her

waters otherwise than in lakes and
rivers. Forest floors, extensive areas

covered with plant growth and the great
swamps of the country, also glaciers and
snowfields, each and all constitute val-

uable water reservoirs. In such re-

servoirs there is a widespread and satis-

factory distribution of waters which en-

ables Nature to yield her supplies grad-

ually and as required. A discreet con-

servation and utilization of such re-

servoirs will generally be found much
more desirable than are some of the arti-

ficially constructed reservoirs where the

liability to accidental destruction of dams
or other works is always, more or less

of a menace.
Governments have been besto^ving in-

creasing attention upon the investigation

of inland water resources and. during

i-ecent years, Canada has made great ad-

vancement in this work. Such work is

esisentia! in order to acquaint parties

with the possib'lities of the powers with

which they may be dealing.

Continued on page 563
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An Explanation of the Construction of Formulae
A Formula is Not a Mysterious Creation of Higher Mathematics,
But Merely a Convenient and Simply Remembered Way of Stating

the Rules of Procedure for Every-Day Problems

ONE would think that a formula
was self-explanatory, but it is sur-

prising how many men use these

things daily, without having any clear

conception of the principles involved.

Machinists, power plant men, and some-
times even draughtsmen, are content to

take a set of letters and apply figures

to them in the solving of everyday prob-

lems, not having any idea of how these

combinations of letters have been de-

rived, or what they stand for.

To begin with, a formuJa is simply a

convenient means of stating a rule,

which would be long and clumsy to

write or remember in its original form.

The derivation of this rule may be lost

in the realms of higher mathematics,
where none but the highest of highbrows
may soar. That, however, does not pre-

vent the average man from having an
intelligent idea of the various factors

contained in the formula, and their rela-

tion to one another. If the aforesaid

average man had this knowledge he

would not look so puzzled when a for-

mula is presented to him in a slightly

different guise to that with which he is

familiar.

We have said that a formula is an
abbreviated form of a rule, or statement.

It is that, but it is also something more.
It is a statement that the multiplication

or division, subtraction, addition, or, per-

haps, all four operations, on one set of

factors, produces a result which is the

expression of another factor. For in-

stance a man wishes to know the size

of spanner necessary to slack off a 3-4

hexagon nut. There is a rule for get-

ting the size of the spanner across the

jaws. The width of the spanner across

the jaw must be equal to the diameter

of the nut over the flats. Now this width

is 1% inches, which is arrived at by tak-

ing the diameter of the bolt = %, ad-

ding to it half the diameter, and adding
% inch. This rule applies to all nuts, so

sl.'ould be remembered. So to make it

convenient we put it in the form of a

formula thus: D -j- D -f Vs = W,
or else

3D
\- Vs — W, which is more conven-

2

ient. Better still is IVz D + Vs = W.
All these three expressions give the

same result, and mean that when the

indicated operations are performed on
one side; the resulting figure is the size

or quantity required. Thus the diameter
of. the bolt being %, D = %, so (% X
3

—) -\- Vs = 1%.
2

By T. H. FENNER, Associate Editor

The Use of Signs
Perhaps to begin with, it is well to get

a clear understanding of the various
signs employed, to denote the different
operations. Many men look askance at
formulae, on account of signs being pres-
ent in- them that they have never before
encountered. There is nothing to be
afraid of for anyone who has mastered
the rudiments of arithmetic in any of
these characters. However, it is im-
portant that the operations be performed
in exact accordance with the instructions

conveyed by these signs, or results will

be materially affected.

The commonest signs, of course, are
the plus -(-, and minus— . Plus before
a number means that that number is a

positive quantity. A minus sign means
that the numlber following is a negative

quantity. Where several numbers are

involved with these signs between them
it means that the sum of all the nega-

tive quantities must be deducted from
the sum of all the positive quantities.

The result may be either positive or

negative, and here is where the man
with no knowledge of algebra may be
puzzled. However, if he just casts his

mind to a very familiar phenomenon of

our winter climate he will understand it

easily. If he looks at the thermometer
on his way to work he may find it reads

15 below zero, or as it is usually printed,

— 15. By eight o'clock it has gone up
to — 10, and by 9 it has reached zero.

At 10 it reads 5 above, or -|- 5, and stays

there till 1 o'clock p.m. Then it comes
down 5 degrees every hour, till at 5

o'clock p.m. it reads 20 below, or — 20.

Now, the average temperature for the

11 hours would be found by adding the

reading at every hour and dividing by 11.

Now the sum will be — 15 -}- (— 10) -|-

0-1-5 + 5-1- 5 + 5 +
+ (-5) + (—10) + (—15).

This will give —55 + 20 = — 35
CI-

= — 3.18, or an average tempera-

11

ture of slightly over 3 degrees below

zero.

Now, if we imagine any other body

Oi figure or scale beside the thermome-

ter as having a positive value, a zero

point, and a negative value, there will

be no difficulty with the plus or minus.

The multiplication sign is occasionally

a stumbling block to the novice, as, in-

stead of using invariably the X'
sign is omitted altogether, or a small

dot, something like a decimal point, is

used. Where the signs are omitted al-

together is when a literary formula is

used, but the dots are used between

numbers. A figure before a bracket as

3(6x9), means that the product of 6x9

must be taken 3 times. Letters denot-
ing values when placed together, as

PLAN in the well-known formula for
horse power, are read as P X L X X
N, and an expression like 323.4.64 would
read 323 X 4 X 64. However, this lat-

ter method is not used very generally,

either the X ^^S^ being used, or the

sign omitted altogether.

The division sign is written in a

variety of ways. The best known, of

course, is the sign, which is the one

we first become acquainted with. Then
there is the line used as in fractional

2

quantities, as — which means that two
4

8 X 11

is to be divided bv four, or

6

which means that the product of 11 X ^

is to be divided by six. Again a line is

sometimes used as 12/2, which means 12

is to be divided by 2.

These four are what might be called

the cardinal signs. There are several

others which must be made familiar to

the eye, and their meaning to the mem-
ory, so that when they are encountered

in formulae, there will be no difficulty

in arriving at the correct solution.

Of these, the various forms of brack-

ets are among the most important, and

are often stumbling blocks to the tyro.

Their meaning and the way in which

they are used must be thoroughly under-

stood, or correct solutions will be a mat-

ter of chance instead of certainty.

Bracket signs are classified as follows:

The parenthesis ( ) , the bracket [ ] , the

brace \ \, and the vinculum . The

I J

generic term covering them all is " signs

of aggregation ", and the meaning con-

veyed by any of them is that the num-
bers enclosed between them are to be

simplified before any other operation is

performed.

Take an expression such as A=
1/2 (h+b), substitute figures for

the letters, say, A = Vz (3 + 5). This

means that the sum of 3 and 5 multi-

plied by Vz will give the value symbol-

ized by A. Take another: 4 -j- 6 (8 X ^

+ 5) — 2 = A. Now, here is where d

very important rule is illustrated, in con-

nection with the multiplication sign. Two
numhers connected together by a multi-

plication sign must be simplified before

those connected by any other signs. In

this case the solution step by step is,

taking inside the brackets first, the pro-

duct of 8 and 4, added to five, multiplied

by 6, plus 4,-2.
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The work is:

4 + 6 (8 X 4 + 5) — 2 =
4 + 6 (32 + 5) — 2 =
4 -f 6 X 37 — 2 =
4 -{- 222 — 2 =
226 —2 =: 224.

Now, if the rule as to multiplying is

not observed, the result will be entirely

<lifferent. Suppose we were in simpli-

fying the term in the brackets to add
4 and 5 before multiplying by 8, see

what we should get.

The work would then be:

4 + 6 (8X4+ 5)— 2 =
4 + 6 (8 X 9) — 2

4 + 6 X ''2 — 2

4 + 432 — 2

436 — 2 = 434.

Now, v/hen simplifying a formula in

which several terms are bracketed, al-

ways simplify the terms in the inner

brackets first.

Take the formula for finding the area

of a segment of a circle, or rather one

of the formulae, of which there are

several.

A = % [Ir — c (r—h)]
Substituting figures A = % [8X4- 3 (4 — 2)]
Simplifying A = Vz [8 + 4 — 3 X2]= Vz [32 — 6]

26
= — = 13

2
Take another a little more complicat-

ed, as follows:

X =4j3+[6X9— (2+ 4 + 3 3)]|

x-=4|+[6X9-3]|

= 4|3+[54—
3]|

= 413+ 5l\

=4X54
''

r=21i6

The rule to observe always is to sim-

plify the expression in the innermost

bracket first of all and when simplifying

any expression to perform the indicated

multiplication first, and the addition and

subtraction 'afterwards. We have not

dealt with the last sign of aggregation,

the vinculum, because it is not used as a

rule except in connection with the root

or radical signs. We will consider these,

and the index signs, and then give some
examples of the use of the vinculum.

The radical and index signs are used

when a number is to be reduced to a

primary number, or root, from a higher

power, or to be raised from a root to the

higher power. The radical sign V be-

fore a number indicates that the square

root of that number is to be extracted.

The sign with a small figure on the

side indicates that the root corresponding

to the number is to l>e taken. Thus 'V
indicates cube root, *V indicates fourth

root, indicates fifth root and so on.

Conversely, the small or index figure

placed above a number indicates that the

number must be raised to the power in-

dicated. Thus 2' indicates two taken two

times, 2' indicates two taken three times,
2' means two taken four times, etc. Now
sometimes an index may be seen like the

following: SV^. That means that the

cube root of five squared is required, and
could be written ^\/o'.

There is no need to perform the actual

arithmetical operations, for there are

tables published which save all that lab-

or. All one would need to do would be
to turn up the table, see the square of

5=25, and the cube root of 25=2.924, etc.

Now the vinculum is used when the root

of several numbers is required. For in-

stance "\/(8x9) — 7x6 means that the

cube root of the product of 8x9 minus
the product of 7x6 is to be taken. Take
trie formula for the approximate operi-

meter of an ellipse, which is

p= ,rV^+d' (D— d)'

2 8.8

That is a good example of the use of

the vinculum, the bracket, and the index

figure, coupled with the use of a sign

which is met with almost constantly.

That is the Greek letter pronounced

pi. and used to denote the figure with

which the diameter of a circle must be

multiplied in order to find the circum-

ference. This is a constant quantity

3.14159, commonly written as 3.1416, or

22

if expressed in fractions as —, which
7

is not so accurate, and therefore less

used. In a circle of diameter d, the cir-

cumference is rrd, or 2Tr, where r is

the radius.

There are several other Greek letters

in common use by mathematicians, which

cause the ordinary man to throw up his

hands and retire when met with. How-

ever, there is no end of this. They are

merely used as symbols and are no more

mysterious than the ordinary Arabic

figures.

For instance, there is the Greek letter

e, pronounced theta. This is nearly al-

ways used to denote an angle. For in-

stance, if we are engaged in solving

some prablem which involves an angle of

35 degrees, instead of \vriting this in

full every time we came across it, the

letter e would be employed. If we have

more than one angle another Greek let-

ter is employed for the second angle, the

letter *, pronounced phi. Many other

Greek letters are used, "but probably

these are sufficient for the time being.

All the writer wants to show is that

there is no need to look upon a formula

as being unworkable because some of

the signs are not familiar.

As to the derivation of formulae, the

full understanding of these often entails

a knowledge of first principles beyond

the ken of the non-mathematical. How-

ever, many of the every-day formulae in

use by machinists, power h)Use men, etc.,

are easily traced back to their beginning,

and it is useful practice to get in the

way of doing this. It helps a man to

known why a thing is, in addition to

knowing that it is. The mental stimulus

obtained by reasoning things out is also

a benefit. For instance, many machinists

know that the speed of the last shaft on
a train of gears is equal to the speed of
the first shaft multiplied by the diameter
of all the drivers and divided by all

the followers. Why should it be? Sup-
pose we have a line shaft running 240
revs. We have a 12-inch pulley driving
a 24 on the second shaft, and a 10-inch
from that driving a 25 on the third
shaft, and a 6-inch driving a 12-inch on
a fourth shaft. Let a, b, c represent
drivers and d, e, f the followers. Then
a, b, c

x 240 will be speed of the last

d, e, f

12xl0x 6

shaft. That is x 240 = 24.

24x25x12
That formula is simplj a statement

of the ratio of the first speed to the last

as can be seen by taking each shaft sepa-

rately. The first shaft goes 240 revs.

The ratio of the gear on the first shaft

to that on the second 12:24 or 1:2. The
240

second shaft, therefore, goes = 120.

2
The second ratio is 10:25 or 1:2%.

120 240

Therefore the third shaft goes -=

2% 5

= 48. The last ratio is 6:12 or 1:2. That
48

gives —= 24 as the final speed. Now
2

the ratio is 24:240 or 1 to 10 for the

whole range. The first ratio was 1 :2, the-

second l:2y2 and the third 1:2. Multi-

ply these together, 2x2%x2, gives 10.

Is it plain now why all the followers

divided into all the drivers give the re-

quired speed ? The same rule applies to

the change gears on the head of a lathe.

The diameter of the gear on the driving

spindle bears a certain relation to the

driven gear on the stud. The driver on

the stud bears a definite relation to the

driven on the lead screw. How is this

expressed? Let the spindle driver be

called "A," the driven gear on stud "C,"

the driver on stud "F," the driven on lead

screw "D". The lead screw has "G"
threads to the inch. The num!ber of

threads to be cut ar3 "N."

Clearly, the threads cut per inch will

depend on the ratio of "A" to "C" and

"F" to "D." The other factor will be

the pitch of the lead screw. Now if we
have a gear on the spindle with 21 teeth,

and the driver "F" on the stud has 60

teeth, while the driven gear "C" on the

stud has 42 teeth, the driven gear "D"

on the lead screw 72 teeth, we can find

the ratio of the lead screw speed to

42x72 12

spindle speed. Thus =— .
That is

21x60 5

a ratio of 2 2/5 to 1, so that for every

five revolutions of the lead screw we get

12 revolutions of the job. Now if the

lead screw has five threads to the inch

the cutting tool will travel one inch

along the job while the leading screw

turns five times. But while this has taken

place the job has turned 12 times, thus

cutting 12 threads to the inch. All this
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c X h X g
is expressed by the formula n= .

a X f
The next time you have to cut a thread
see if you can realize the relation of the

spindle speed to the threads cut on the

job.

Take the good old formula for horse-

power, so familiar to most power house
men. Horse-power is a rate of doing
work. Work is force, multiplied by dis-

placement. The steam pressure is the

force and the piston speed is the dis-

placement. Work IS measured in foot

pounds, horse-power in foot pounds per

minute. Hence the piston speed per
minute multiplied by average mean
pressure is work in foot pounds and
divided by 33,000 is horse-power. Thus

IT
IS not generally known that we

have in Canada an association known
as the Canadian Engineering Stand-

ards Association.

The Purpose of tKe AsiSociation

The Canadian Engineering Standards
Association was formed in 1919 with the

object of carrying out in Canada, for the

benefit of Canadian industry, work simi-

lar to that done in England by the Bri-

tish Engineering Standards Association,

which has proved of such great indus-

trial value. The Canadian Engineering
Standards Association is not a Govern-
ment institution, although it is recogniz-

ed by the Canadian Government. The
members, who serve on its committees
gratuitously, are qualified by their tech-

nical and industrial standing to represent

the interests of manufacturers, engin-

eers and users, and are nominated by
s-uch bodies as the Canadian Manufac-
turers' Association, the Canadian Min-
ing Institute, the Engineering Institute

of Canada, the engineering schools of

the universities, the railway services,

important industrial firms and the great

purchasing departments of the Canadian
Government. ,

The association has now been incor-

porated by Dominion charter.

The association is supported by contri-

butions from the technical and industrial

societies interested, as well as from in-

dividual firms, and these are supplement-

ed by a grant from the Dominion Gov-
ernment.

Method of Work
When a request or suggestion is re-

ceived from some responsible firm or

person to the effect that the formulation

or revision of a Canadian standard is

desirable, the association confers with

the various interests likely to be affected

by the establishment of such a stand-

ard, and arranges for the organization

of a committee to consider the matter.

This committee includes representatives

of the producers and users of the stand-

ard in question together with such tech-

nical advisers as may be considered de-

siraible. The selection of such a work-

PLAN
we get the familiar = H.P. Now

33,000

if we saw it written C P= I.H.P. it might
cause wonder, but just think. In an
automatic cut-off stationary engine, the
only variable is the pressure. If we take
the stroke cylinder area and number of

strokes and multiply them together, and
divide by 33,000, we get a decimal quo-
tient, which has only to be multiplied by
the pressure to give the required horse-

power. Surely, a time-saver.

There is nothing new in this article to

many of us, but to quite a few who have
been discouraged from pursuing a line

of study through encountering a strange
(formulla, it may serve to lighten an
otherwise dark spot.

ing con-mittee is accomplished through
the proper sectional committee of the

association under the chairmanship of

a member of the association. If the com-
mittee so formed recommends the adop-
tion or modification of a standard, its

findings are reviewed by the association,

the main committee of which must be
thoroughly satisfied that full considera-
tion has been given to the subject before

it authorizes publication by the associa-

tion.

The actual discussions as regards
technical details are thus carried out by
specially chosen representatives of the

manufacturers and purchasers, and the

various interests, whether of the pro-

ducer, the user, or the engineer, are safe-

guarded, since all these parties have a

voice in the decisions reached. In this

way it is clear that before a report, de-

fining a Canadian standard is issued or

modified, the effective approval of all

concerned will have been obtained.

The services of the various sectional

and sub-committees are of course avail-

able for the periodic revision of their

reports, this being necessary in order to

avoid any risk of retaining a standard

in use after improvements or changes

of practice have rendered it obsolete in

any respect.

There is reason to believe that the

success of the work done by the British

Engineering Standards Association in

the past has been largely due to the

careful way in which its main commit-
tee has reviewed the work of its various

sectional and other committees.

The C.E.S.A. standard specifications

will, as a rule, contain simply the tech-

nical clauses necessary for the purchase

of the product to which the specification

relates, together with such tables and

diagrams as may be required for their

explanation.

Meaning of Standardization

In order to avoid misunderstanding it

may oe pointed out that the term
"stanciardization" refers primarily to the

preparation of such designs, dimensions

or specifications in industrial, manufac-
turing, or construction work as will be

generally accepted and worked to by all
concerned. In the case, for instance, of
a machine component, if its principal
dimensions and characteristics are
standardized, the number of types or
patterns to be made or kept in stock
commercially is at once reduced, lessen-
ing accordingly the cost of manufacture
and handling, with corresponding saving
and convenience to users.
An example of economy attained in

this manner would be afforded if the var-
ious Canadian railway administrations
would agree with the steel makers to
adopt a standard Canadian section and
specification for rails and track fasten-
ings. This action would not only reduce
the number of different rolls to be cut
and used by the rail mills, but would
enable material to be rolled for stock
direct from the billets at less cost and
with a certainty that they would be ac-
ceptable to any railway. The railways
would simplify their practice, avoiding
the use of rails and fastenings differing
in form and material only in compara-
:'vely unimportant details, and would
benefit by the higher and more uniform
quality of the product. Some progress
towards this desirable result has already
been made.

Similar opportunities for substaiitial
saving in the cost of manufactured pro-
ducts and for protecting the interests of
the user now occur in many other Cana-
dian manufacturing industries wherever
articles and materials may be so stand-
ardized by common agreement between
the producer and user as to permit their
production in economical quantities while
still 3atisfying the requirements of the
purchasers. No organization has hither-
to existed in Canada for bringing these
various interests together and inducing
them to agree on a mutually satisfactory
design or specification.

The Canadian Engineering Standards
Association, like the British Engineering
Standards Association, does not as a
body decide upon the details of its stand-
ards, but organizes and reviews the
findings of a representative committee
for each particular standard suggested,
thus insuring that all interests are pro-
perly considered and making certain that
any racommended standard has been
carefully investigated before it is issued.
No standard that is not based on mutual
agreement arrived at in this manner is

likely to receive general endorsement
and adoption.

iSinci the commencement of their ac-
tivities three months ago, great progress
has been made.

Requests for action have been receiv-
ed and committees have been formed, or
are in process of formation, dealing with
the following subjects: Aircraft parts,
electrical work, rails and track, wire
rope, steel bridges and construction, with
the view of obtaining agreement on Can-
adian .specifications or standards which
will be acceptable to all concerned.

In Jiis work, consideration will of
course first be given to any existing
specifications or standards which haw
proved satisfactory in Canada, Great
Britain, and the United States for simi-

lar work.

The Canadian Engineering Standards

Association
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This association has been requested
by the British En^neering Standards
Association (tlie corresponding organiz-

ation in Great Britain) to undertake the

distribution of its publications in Can-
ada, aivd for this purpose has been fur-

nished with most of the reports of the

Britisii Engineering Standards Associa-

tion. The list to follow does not include

all the publications of the British En-
gineering Standards Association, but

covers tliose of most recent issue. Copies

are for sale at the prices stated.

Report No. C L 3750. "Interim Memo-
randum on French Metric Screw
Threads for Aircraft Purposes," 15c

net.

Report No. 10-1904. Revised July, 1918.

"British Standard TaWes of Pipe

Flanges," 25c net.

Rfeport No. 15-19il2. Revised August,
1912. "British Standard Specification

fo'r Structural Steel for Bridges, etc.,

and General Building Construction,"

25c net.

Report No. 21-1909. Revised November,
1909. "Report on British Standard
Pipe Threads for Iron or Steel Pipes

and Tubes,'" 25c net.

Report No. 37-1919. Revised January,
1919. "British Standard Specification

for Electricity Meters," 25c net.

Report No. 41-1908. "British Standard
Specification for Cast Iron Spigot and
Sockot Flue or Smoke Pipes," 25c net.

Report No. 44-1909. "British Standard
Specification for Cast Iron Pipes for

Hydraulic Power," 25c net.

Report No. 45-1917. Revised September,
1917. "Report on British Standard
Dimensions for Sparking Plugs for

Internal Combustion Engines," 25c net.

Report No. 46-1909. "British Standard
Specifications for Keys and Keyways,"
25c net.

Repori No. 63-1913. "British Standard
Specifications for Sizes of Broken
Stone and Chippings," 25c net.

Report No. 63-1914. "British Standard
Specification for Salt-Glazed Ware
Pipes," 25c net.

Report No. 71-1917. "Report on British

Standard Dimensions of Wheel Rims
and Tyre Bands for Solid Rubber
Tyres for Automobiles," 25c net.

Report No. 72-1917. Revised September,
1917. "British Standard Rules for

Eleotiical Machinery." (Excluding
motors for traction purposes), 25c.

Report No. 74-1917. Revised September,
1917. "British Standard Specification

for Charging Plug and Socket for

Vehicles Propelled by Electric Secon-
dary Batteries," 25c net.

Report No. 75-1916. "British Standard
Specifications for Wrought Steel for

Automobiles," 25c net.

Report No. 76-1916. "British Standard
Nomenclature of Tars, Pitches, Bitu-

mena and Asphalts When Used for

Road Purposes and British Standard
Specification for Tar and Pitch for

Road Purposes," 25c net.

Report No. 82-1919. "British Standard
Specification for Starters for Electric

Motors." (Face-plate type), 25c net.

Repon No. 84-1918. "Report on British

Standard Fine (B.S.F.) Screw Threads
and Their Tolerances," 25c net.

Report No. 88-1919. "British Standard
Specification for Electric Cut-Outs for

Low Pressure, Type 0," 25c net.

These reports are concise and complete

and well worth the price.

Requests for copies of any of the

above should be addressed to:

The Secretary,

Canadian Engineering Standards Assoc.,

Room 112 West Block, Ottawa,

and should be accompanied by money
order payable to the:

Canadian Engineering Standards Assoc.,

Ottawa.

Heat Value of Coal Determined by Ash Content
A Definite Relation Can be Established, for Coals of the Same
Composition, Between the Ash Content and Heat Value. This
Article is Published Through the Courtesy of "Combustion"

By FRANK G. PHILO

COALS having a fairly constant

ratio of the various combustible

constituents such as carbon, sul-

phur, and volatile, show" quite a definite

relation between ash content and heat-

ing value. Tabulation of several hun-
dred coal analyses has shown, however,

that the heating value of most coals de-

creases in a somewhat greater propor- •

tion than might be expected from the

ash contents. This is usually due to the

impurities external to the coal particles

themselves, such as pyrites, bits of

various rocks, etc. Pyrites, for instance,

contains sulphur which, althou/^h com-
bustible, has a very low heating value

as compared with carbon. Carbonate
rocks such as limestone,, upon beiing

heated, give off CO. which would indicate

as combustible, but have no heating

value.

The above references to pyrites, etc.,

are only made to indicate roughly why
the heating value of coals decreases in

a slightly greater proportion than would
be expected from the increase in ash.

No attempt is here made to go into the

chemical side of coal analysis as the

following data treats coal purely as a

mechanical mixture of combustible and
ash.

Some advantages of using ash content

as an ind'cation of heating value are:

(1) Less laboratoi-y equipment requir-

ed, (2) less time required for the test,

(3) .several samples can be analyzed
simultaneously, (4) less skill required
on the part of the tester to do accurate
work.

The writer does not advise against the
use of the calorimeter for work of a very
accurate character, such as boiler trials,

etc. However, the ash "content" me-
thod of calculating heating value has

f,POO

CHART NO. 1
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proved in practice the most desirable for
the operating engineer. For instance,

a number of cars of coal have been de-

livered and are awaiting unloading.
Which shall be delivered to the bunkers
and wrhich delivered to the storage yard
(to which the ibest coal should go to cut
down handling cos.t)s) ? S'amipJef, are

properly taken, and within a fraction of

the time required by calorimeter, the ash
content is determined, heating value cal-

culated, and disposition of the cars of

coal is under way.
In a station operated by the writer,

the ash determination is made on each
barge or car of coal before unloading.

In the past year several possible inter-

ruptions of service v/ere avoided by lo-

cating among a mimber of barges of

coal, several barges which had an ash
content of 35 to 38 per cent. These
barges were consequently pigeon-holed
till periods of light load and then used.

The coals shov/n as ponits on Chart 1

are No. 3 Buckwheat taken at random
from deliveries from the various dis-

tricts of the anthracite field. All are

Pennsylvania coals. The solid line is

the line of constant heating vahie per

pound co.mbustible, which for anthracite

averages 14,700 B.t.u. per pound. The
broken line is the line of actual com-
bustible heating value, the difference be-

tween the two lines being caused by sul-

phur, etc., as stated above.

Having a number of coal analyses and

heating value determinations by calori-

meter, a similar chart may be construct-

ed for any coal, care being taken to

have all coals shown of the same class.

Having the heatiing vielue per pound

combustible for any class of coal, the

heating value corresponding to any per

cent, ash may also be determined from

Chart 2.

The accompanying table and formulas

may be used, if desired, in place of

Chart 1.

Factors for Heating Value Determina
lions of Anthracite Coal

Per cent. Per cent.

Dry Ash Factor Dry Ash Factor
10 1.015 26 .991

11 1.014 27 .989

12 1.012 28 .988

13 1.011 29 .986

14 1.009 30 .985
1'5 1.008 31 .983

16 1.006 32 .982

17 1.005 33 M&O
18 1.003 34 .979

19 1.002 35 .977

20 1.000 36 .975

21 .999 37 .974

22 .997 38 .972

23 .995 39 . .971

24 .994 40 .969

25 .992

Heating value per lb. dry coal= HVDC.
HVDC^= Factor [(100— Dry Ash) X

147].

Heating Value per lb. coal as received

= HVWC.
HVWC= B.t.u. per lb. dry coal (lOO—
Moisture in coal as received).

As can be seen from Chart No. 1, the

use of the factor is not important for

coals whose ash contents lie between
10 per cent, and 25 per cent.

Eliminatine the factor: HVDC=(100
— Dry Ash) X 147.

HVW^C= HVDC ( 100— Moisture)

.

The manufacture of nitrates by the

fixation of atmospheric nitrogen is

rapidly becoming a world industry. In

this the Japanese are keeping in line

with American aiid European enterprise.

D. Takamine has, it is said, purchased,

on behalf of Japan, the American modi-

fication of the Haber process. It is in-

tended to instal a plant to use this pro-

cess for the production of synthetic am-
monia. The Japanese Governmefit has

•"Tovided means for the building and
maintenance, in a siibunb of Tokio, of

an exnerimental laboratory for research

concerning the conditions of the fixation

of nitrogen.

WATERPOWERS OF BR. COLUMBIA
(Continued from page 558)

A number of factorj, such as charac-

ter of USB; uniformity of flow, the making
of but partial development in a manner
prejudicial to future complete utilization,

failure rightly to differentiate between
primary power and secondary power,
etc., etc., have been noted and attention

drawn to the necessity for reckoning
with such factors.

Hydrometric data extending over a

sufficient period of time should be avail-

able, and conclusions involving import-

ant procedure should not be predicted

upon scattered and insufficient records.

Topograpihic maps slhould also be avail-

able.

Those interested from the standpoint
of the investor may let the expenditure
of ordinary effort place themselves in

a position, independcntjly, to check and
form a judgment respecting some of the

basic engineering factors involved in any
power project under consideration.

Failure rightly to asseimlble or inter-

pret essential phyisical data has been
responsible for many serious failures,

and has resulted in great financial loss.

No reliance should be placed upon
general statements settinig forth the

existence of vast undeveloped water-
powers. The total amount of water-
power capable of economic development
is much less than popularly assumed and
most of the valuable sites are already
undier develoipment or control by various

interests. Attention has been directed

to the concentration of control of water-
powers as proceeding rapidly in the
United Stales, and the need has been
pointed out that those interested in the
conservation of our water-powers should

be alert to see that the same menace to

public welfare does not ooerate in Can-
ada. Much of this concentration of con-

trol has taken place during a time when
general statements representing the
existence of large reserves of potential

water-power were beinig presented to the
attention of the public and were receiv-

igeneral acceptance.

TIhe importance of storao-e has been
pointed out, and the possibilities of stor-

age causing damaige to rimrian owners
has been emphasized. Government pro-

vision for a flowage easement aiding the

shores of the lakes and rivers would, to

some extent, protect settlers against
loss, and would protect the government
itself against claim for damage by over-

flow.

Many of the features toudied upon
have been safeoruaTded in the compre-
hensive water leqris'ation of t^e nrovince

of British Columbia—^a subject dealt with
in the foP owing chapter.

SULPHUR IN COAL
The University of Illinois have issued

bulletin No. Ill on "A Study of the

Forms in Which Sulphur Occurs in

Coal." This publication deals with the

different forms in which the sulphur is

formed and the method Iby means of

which the values can be estimated.
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Heating System in a Montreal Church
A Description of the Design and Operation of a New Type of

Heating System. Rapid Circulation and Low Volume of Water
Result in Economical Operation

THE Montreal General Tool Com-
pany, of Montreal, has secured the

contract for the heating of the

new church of St. Augustine, at Notre
Dame de Grace. As this is the first in-

stallation, on a large scale, of this par-

ticular method of heating, a brief de-

scription of its design and operation may
be of interest.

Owing to the severe climate condi-

tions in this section of the country, dur-

ing the winter months, the heating of

houses, offices, factories and other build-

ings, is very often a problem of no mean
magnitude. Hot water and steam heating

are the systems most generally adopted,

but despite the recognized efficiency of

these two methods, there are still many
weak points that engineers are continually

striving to overcome.

Some sixty years ago the first in-

stallation of a modern hot water heat-

ing system was installed, and since that

time little change has been effected in

the general fundamental principles of

hot water heating. With the possible

exception of the Honeywell method,
which utilizes mercury as a medium for

increasing the water circulation, no ade-

quate system has been devised to add
materially to the efficiency of existing

systems. The elementary essential of

successful hot water heating is to mini-

mize the quantity of water passing-

through the system, and by so doing,

reduce the consumption of coal, or other

fuel, and thereby increase the boiler ef-

ficiency and economy. In many so-called

modern systems the movement of tl

water through the pipes and radiators, is

very sluggish, owing to the large body
of water contained in the system, and
it is generally understood that water at

SMALL HADIA lOK Ol- IHE NEW 'I'VPE

By J. H. RODGERS

rest is a poor absorber of heat, but when
in motion has a large capacity for carry-

ing heat.

Working on the assumption that a

water heating apparatus containing a

small quantity of water, circulating ra-

pidly, would be the most effective and
economical, J. E. M. Brissette, of Mont-
real, has developed a type of radiator

that reduces the volume of water there-

in to about one-quarter of that con-

tained in the ordinary system, and at

the same time adds about 75 per cent,

to the radiating surface. This system
is known as the "Victory" Water Heat-
ing System, and the ratio of the circu-

lation to that of the ordinary system
is practically 8 to 1, in other

words the water in the Victory system
circulates eight times through the sys-

tem while the water in another system
is passing once through the piping and
radiators. By increasing the velocity of

the water through the system it is

changed much oftener over the heated
surfaces of the boiler plates or tubes;

therefore, the B.t.u. contained in the

coal, or other fuel, is transmitted through
the metal and more rapidly absorbed by
the moving water, thus minimizing the

loss of heat by excess gases passing up
the stack.

The inventor of the "Victory" system
of hot water heating, claims to have hit

upon the most effective means of utiliz-

ing the heat units in the hot water for

general heating purposes. The principle

of the radiator design is to reduce the

volume of water passing through the

system and at the same time increase the

heating surface exposed to the atmos-
phere. The heat distributed by the out-

side pipes is similar to that of the or-

dinary method, but the additional heat-

ing surface obtained by the use of the

inner tubes, adds considerably to the

effective distribution of the heat. Un-
like the piping used in the ordinary
systems, the seamless steel tubing used
in the Victory radiators is very thin, re-

ducing the amount of metal to be heated,

thus developing heat more rapidly and
more intense. Owing to the small water
space between the inner and the outer

tubes, the volume of the water in the

system is considerably less than in many
others, so that the more rapid transfer

of heat, from the water to the atmos-
phere, causes a corresponding increase

in the water circulation.

The efficiency of any radiator is its

ability to waste heat; in other words,
the more rapidly the temperature of the

water in the system is reduced, the

more effective the radiator will be, and
consequently more economical.

The construction of the radfator is

shown in the line drawing herewith. The
size of the unit will vary to suit the con-

ditions under which it is installed, but
the general design is similar in every
case. The cast iron heads are so pro-
portioned that circulation is uniformly
maintained in each and every vertical

LARGE RADIATOR

radiating pipe, and owing to the small
space between the inner and the outer

tubes, the film of water is very easily

heated, and the movement of the water,
due to the temperature change, is much
more rapid than in the ordinary sys-

tem. The cast iron headers (top and
bottom), are made to conform to spe-

cific conditions, but the tubes are of

uniform size, 1 inch and VA inches, for
inner and outer respectively, the

lengths being made to suit the different

heights required. These tubes are ex-

panded in holes in the headers, which
are previously drilled and reamed to the
size desired.

The heating of the St. Augustine
Church calls for 20,000 feet of radiation,

and the volume of water in the entire

system will be 180 gallons. For a sim-

ilar radiation on other systems, the ap-

proximate quantity of water would be

close to 1,800 gallons. The water in

the system will circulate completely

through the system, at normal heating

temperature, every 15 minutes, while thfr

larger body of water in the ordinary way

would require about two hours.

Another interesting feature in connec-

tion with this particular installation will

be the use of a 50 h.p. Talbot boiler, oil

fired, and adapted for gravity circula-
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tion. Under ordinary conditions this

type of boiler operates on the contra-

flow principle, but owing to the absence

of forced circulation, the change to the

natural method was found advisable. The
Montreal General Tool Co. do not pro-

pose engaging in the heating business,

their intention being to manufacture

these radiators for the trade. This

initial installation is solely for practical

demonstration of the system on a large

scale. A GROUP OF VICTORY RADIATORS

SOME ELEMENTS OF ECONOMY
IN THE BOILER ROOM

By F. A. McLean

Many a boiler i.s condemned and

thrown out of service long before its

useful life would have been ended had it

been pro<perly cared for and a few simple

siteps taken to keep dt in good condition.

Too often the fires are pulled and the

water blown out of the boiler while the
brick work is still hot, with the almost
inevitalble result that the tubes are soon
buckled or split.

In imiany plants it is customary to

sieale the boilers at istated intervals of

every six months or more, and while in

some cases this may be all right, in the

majority of instances it is not, and it

would therefore be better to inspect the
boilers frequently and have them cleaned
as often as it seems necessary, whether
it be three days or three months, instead

of waiting until it is an albsolute neces-

sity. Many men do not realize the im-
portance of keeping the tubes free from
scale, but wben one stops to- consider

tbait a layer of scale 1/64 of an inch

thick will reduce the efficiency of the
boiler 5cv

, while if this allowed to reach

a thicknes of IZ-i of an inch, the reduc-

tion in efficiency will reach as much as
S6% or more, it is readily apparent that
the prevention and removal of this scale

is a subject woAhy of very careful at-

tention.

There are on the market at present a
number of dhemicajl compounds w'hicfh

are of considerable value in preventing
the formation of scale, as well as several
sizes and types of scaling equipment de-
sigTied for operation on steam or com-
pressed air, the respective merits of

w"hich are well worth looking linto. Some-
times a boiler is thrown into the discard
or sold at a sacrifice, on the ground that
it has not sufficient capacity to do the
work required of it, when if it was
thoroughly cleaned it would be plenty
large enough for the work in hand.
With the high cost of fuel Which pre-

vails at the present time, it seems well

to rememlber that the output of the boil-

ers will be reduced about 9%p^ by a

layer of soot on the heating surfaces

1/32 of an inch thick and where this is

allowed to gather until it reacbes a thick-

nesis of 1/4 of an inch, the reduction in

efficiency will amount to 80 c^; or more.a
'o o o o o o o
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CONSTRUCTION OF NEW TYPE OF RADIATOR

In most plants steam is used for blow-
ing out the boilers, and the water of con-

densation makes this a nasty job, and at

the same time the heat of the is'team

makes the hose hard to bold, which prob-
ably accounts for the fact that the men
in charge of the boilers do not feel in-

clined to clean the boilers as often as
they should. Where coimjpressed air at
a presure of 80 to 100 pounds per square
inch i.s available, it will be found of
particular value for this class of work
and, at the same time, it provides a ready
source of power for t'he operation of
mechanical tube scaling equipment.

Where automatic stokers are install-

ed, it sometimes happens that they are
not in as close harmony with the rest
of the plant as they should be, due to

the installation of a type of stoker which
is either too large or too small for the
boilers in use, or one which is not adapt-
ed to handling the kind of fuel avail-

able. When- properly installed, the auto-
matic stoker is a very useful piece of
power plant equipment, but it is well to
remember that a style which works very
well with a certain type of boiler and
fiiel, may be a failure when used on an-
other type of boiler, or with a different

grade of fuel, and care should be taken
to see that the stoker is not like the
whistle on Mark Twain's steamboat,
wbich caused the boat to stop every time
it was blown.

In some plants a considerable amount
of heat is lost througib cracks in the
fcridk work of the boiler setting, and it

is therefore a good plan to see that this

is as tiigbt as possible. When properly
fitted, dampers will often save as much
as 25% of the heat which would other-

wise be wasted. Some husky firemen
pride themselves on the amount of coal

they can shovel per hour, rather than
on the amount of steam they can pro-

duce per ton of coal consumed per
hour. Generally speaking, it is better

to fire a little at a time instead of by
fits and starts. It is interestdng to

note that one of the large automatic
stoker manufactures in the United
States estimates that fully 80 c; of

the boiler plants of the country are
overloaded, either througlh ignorance, or

by the addition of equipment which was
not thought of at the time the installation

was made. This is false economy, and
is not fair to the builder of the boiler.

When the boilers are purchased, it is well

to provide a little leeway to take care of
any additions to the plant which may
seem necessary at some time in the fu-

ture.
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The Keeping of Books in the Power Plant—

I

The Subject of Accurate Cost Records is of Much Importance in

Power Plant Economy. To be of Use They Must be Consulted in

an Intelligent Manner and Carefully Compiled in the First Case

I
TEMIZED records of plant equip-
ment, plant performance, and costs

of operation, are of vital imiportance
m the operation of all power plants if

the most econoimdcal results are to be
olbtained. It should go without saying,
but unfoiitunately does not in many
caseis, that records are of no value mere-
ly as records. If they are simply com-
P'i'led and filed away without ever being
C'onsiulted they are worse than useless.

Records are of value for two purposes:
(a) To give the management com^-

paraltive data on the performance of a
power plant from time to time so that

it will be possible to tell jusit what power
iis cositing.

(b) To place information in the bands
of the chicff engineer and his principal

assistants, which will eniable them to cut
production and maintenance costs and
to choose additional equipment when re-

quired, wisely.

The records to be kcfpt may be dividted

into the following general classiifica-

tions:

1. Permanent specifications of all

equipment.
2. Record of load demands.
3. Costs of operation.

Taking up the first of these, it is prob-

ably safe to say that with only a very

small percentage of power planits are

proper permanent specifications of

eqoiipment kept on file. Yet the value

of these will hardly be gainsaid by any
operating man who has ever had to make
repairs quickly or who has been called

uipon for advice in connection Avith power
pliant extensions. Proibsibly the best

systeim to employ is that of maintaininig

tabulated sit>ecificat'ons on a series of

large cardis kept in a permanent index,

but it is just as practical to record the

data in a goo'-l-sized book, '^if that seems
the more desirable. As typical of the

statistics that should be maintained, the

following are examples of boilers, feed-

pumps and soot blowers:

Specification Data—^Boilers

Make of boiler, Stirling.
Total number in plant 6

Shop numbers
Date of installation

:

2 Octolbcr, 1909
2 TMareh, 1913

1 January, 1917

1 January. 1917
Weight of boilers 63,500 lbs.

Cost of boiler and fittings

:

2 $11,200.00

2 12.300.00

2 16.400.00

Cost of foundation and setting:

2 $3,200.00

2 3,650.00

2 4,225.00

Bated horsepower 412

Steam pressure gauge 200
Safety valve pre-sure 210
iSnpe of safety valve (two) Pop.

Heating surface, sq. ft 3,800

Superheating surface, sq. ft 300

NuTnV>T of steam drams, 3 36 In.

Dlam"'er of safety valve 4 in.

Diameter of steam nozzle 10 in.

By ROBERT JUNE

Diameter of feed pipe 2 in.

Diameter of blow-off 2% in.

Type of stoker B. & W. Chain Grate
Temperature of feed water 200° F.
Number of tubes 363
Diameter of tubes 3% in.

Length of tubes 13 to 15 ft.

Steam space 112 cu. ft.

Water space 700cu. ft.

Draft mechanical
Maximum draft 3 in.

Height of setting 18 ft. 2 in.

Length of setting 17 ft. 8 In.

Width of setting 16 ft. 4 in.

Thickness of walls, side 20 in.

Thickness of walls, back 15 in.

iNumiber of fire bricks 6,860
Number of common bricks 22,400
Distance between batteries 4 ft. 6 in.

Distance from back of boiler to wall... 15 ft.

Distance from front of boiler to wall. . .14 ft. 2 in.

Specification Data—Feed Pomps

Make of pump Goulds
Number in plant Three
Overall dimensions 3 x 4 x 12 ft.

Cost of installation

—

One $1,125.00

One 1,250.00

One 1,490.00

Displacement i>cr stroke Bft/lOO cu. ft.

Strokes per minute 12

Steam pressure 200 lbs.

Back pressure % lb.

Diameter steam cylinder 16 in.

Diameter water cylinder 10 in.

Stroke 12 in.

Diameter of suction 8 in.

Diameter of discharge 5 in.

Diameter of steam pipe 2 in.

Diameter of exhaust 4 in.

Diameter of steam drips % in.

Diameter of water drains % in.

Discharge head, lb. per sq. in 17S

Temperature of feed water 200

Pounds of water per minute
Pounds of water per 24 hours
Type of piston packing •

Kind of rod packing soft

Size of rod % in.

Specification Data—Soot Blowers

Make of blower Diarmond
Cost of installation $720.00

Date installed June. 1917

Type Model "G," Revolving

Number of calorized units 3

Number of plain units 3

Type of header Vertical

Diameter of header 2 in.

Diameter of risers IMs In-

Make of valves Hancock
Diameter of drains Mi >n.

Location of units sec blueprint 2-395 & 2-405

Diameter of nozzles 5/16 in.

Type of nozzle Venturi

The abow records, while apparently

very complete, could probably be supple-

mented with addition?.l data. It has

seemed desirable to give them in detail

in order to illuatrate the importance of

maintaining such specifications as it

must be evident from an examination of

them that if such records are maintained

on file a great deal of valuaible time can

be saved when it is neeesissary to look

up points in connection with any of the

equipment. Among the records of this

sort to be kept are the number and type

of the various motors installed about the

plant; the numtber and size of lights;

the dimensions of bui'ldingis to be heated ;

the amount of radiation installed for

heating purposes; the number and dia-

meter of live steam mains leading to

points where steam is used in manufac-

turing processes, etc.

Operational Records
In previous articles we have discussed

the use and the value of various measur-
ing and recording instruments in the
power plant. The records which these
instruments give bear the same relation
to the pov.er plant as the accounting
system does to manufacturing operations
of the main plant. It is only by tabulat-
ing and studying them that improve-
ments in economy can be effected.

Unfortunately, it is not as easy to lay
out a system of rocords for a ^power
plant with the same facility with which
an accounting system can be laid out for
a business. Everything depends upon
the size of the plant and the conditions
under wWch it operates.

With large central sitations, penmanent
recording instruments can be installed,

showing the steam flow, flue gas tem-
peratures, CO^, pounds of coal per min-
ute, pounds of feed-water per minute,
etc. With such records, it iis extremely
easy to detect errors in operational

methods, and correct them.
With a small plant, however, the cost

of these devices may be prohibitive.

Generally speaking, however, the small
power plants of the country are imide-

quately supplied with measuring and re-

cording dcNHces, and ewry effort should

'be made to rectify this condition. Im-
pro\'ements in operating conditions are

only possible with fairly accurate know-
le.lge of the actual conditions obtaining

in the plant.

Therefore, if you are the owner or

manager of a medium-sized or small
power plant, sec that your operating
men are supplied with at least some of

the fundamental instruments.

Even if they only take CO, and flue

temperature records at intervals, they
^v•^ll do better work and will cut the

costs of production because the instru-

ment w^ill tell them where "they are at."

It is very stimulating to have perform-
ance records before them, but these are

of no value if they are filed without be-

ing studied. The oftener readings are

taken the beftter. Monthly and yearly

awrages are not enough Daily, and
even hourly, records are absolutely es-

sential for maximum economy. Only by
an intelligent analysis of daily records

may the various losses be reduced to a

minimum.

Load and Demand Factors

The average daily, monthly and year-

ly load and demand factors of every

power plant should be plotted and post-

ed where they may be conveniently

studied by the operating force. The load

factor is, of course, the ratio of the

actual output for the period covered to

the rated capacity. In order to avoid
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any confusion regardino: the term "rated
capacity," it should be taken as the max-
imum lo'ad which the prime mover can
sustain continuously for twenty-four
hours every day without overheatinig. To
secure the .qreiabest return on the invest-

ment in the power equipment, the thing
desired in any powier plant is a high
load factor, not only daily, but weekly,
monthly and yearly. If this is secured,

all the factors which igo to make up the
^ost of power should be operating at

maximum eoonomy. Low average loads

and high peak loads and sieasonal fluctu-

ation in power requirements, necessitate

large pieces of equipment which are but
little used and therefore greatly increase

the fixed charges.

Where conditions of fluctuating Irvad

exist in a mamifacturmg plant it will

often prove economical to operate only

as many boilers and prime mo\"ers as

may take care of the normal steady load,

and to buy additional power required

from the central station. This condition

should be carefullj."' .studied by every
operator of isolated plants.

The demand factor is ttie ratio of the

maximuim demand of ali the various

types of equipmient to the connected
load. One of the commonest mistakes
made in industrial plant practices is to

overestimate the maximum diom.ands re-

sulting from the pnobalble use of a large

part of the equipment at the same lime.

Thus, if a plant has a 1,000 h.p. of

motors installed, thie managciment migbt
assuim.e that a prime mover capable of

stipplying current to operate 800 to 900,

or even 1,000 h.p. vi'ould ibe required,

whereas a 60 per cent, load factor which
would -only require a prime mover cap-

able of developing 600 h.p. is the genreral

average in industrial plants. Of course,

conditions vary in difl'erent plants, but
before insttalling a large number of

boilers and prime movers to supply
theoretical demands, actual demand fac-

tors for the plant should be detemilined

as accurately as possible. This is an
extremely important point as it is very
uneconomical to assumie that because
certain h.p. of motors is installed that

an equal number of prime movers is re-

quired.

Cost of Power
In two power plants, huV.i to exactly

the same specificat-ons, that is, with the

seme number and make of boiltrs. prime
movers, etc., the cost of power may,
and does, vary iconsiderably. Every plant

requires individual study. Among the

factors to be taken into consideration

are size of plant, load fnctor, load varia-

tions, ratio of maximum load to economi-
cal full load, numibisr of l-ours a day the
plant operates, cost of fuel, oil, waste,

renairs, Isbor, insurance, taxes, main-
tenance, depreciation, management, and
ovrrhead.

In determining the costs in any plant,

the fir?t items to be arrived at are the

fixed char"ies, that is, those items of

expense which do not expf.nd and con-

tract with the output. Insurance, taxes,

interest, and to a certain ex^tent depre-

ciation and miaintenance vo on whether
the plant is in oneration 1 per cent, or

100 per cent, of the time. To a large ex-

tent, labor is a fixed charge, since prac-

tically the same number of men are re-

quired if the plant is operating at 50

per cent, capacity as at 100 per cent.

in studying t.^ie question of fixed
charges with respect to a power plant,

we are invarialbly driiven back to a con-
sideration of the. load factor. This is

true, because the higher the load the
greiater the operating charges, which
cover such items as fuel, cil, etc., will be.

With a low-load factor, fixed charges
may easily be the dominating item of ex-

pense, and any additional investment in

the plant should be avoided. With a
high-load factor, economy of operation
is of paramount importance, and the
equipment which will secure gxeatest

operating efficiency may prove an ex-
tremely profitable investment.

Depreciatiop
Depreciation is an extremely difficuJrt;

matter to handle correctly in any power
plant.

We may as well admit frankly that it

is almost impossible to estimate, with
any degree! of accuracy, the life of any
piecie of equipment.
Among the factors which enter into

the question of depreciation, one of the

most important is obsolescence. With the

remarkable mechanical developments of

the present age and ithe raipid growth of

our induvstrial plants, we never know
when this factor is likeilly to aippear.

When it does come up it is a,pt to call

for the scrapping of numerous pieces of

equipment which are in siplendid running
order but which it is no longer profitable

to operate because more economical ma-
chines are availaible.

Inadequacy is another factor resulting

frequently from expansion of plants,

community growth, etc. In addition to

the two factors just mentioned, the pos-

sibility of destruction, due to fires, flood,

etc., are to be considered.

The natural wear and tear on equip-

ment may be estimated within reason-

able limits.

It is safe to assume, for instance, that

a brick or concrete biiilding will last 40

years; a water-tube boiler, 25 years; a

high-speed engine, 20 years; a generator,

20 years; condensers, boaters, pumps,
etc., M years; motors, 15 years; convey-

ors, 15 years, etc. Then, if desired, a

proportionate amount of depreciatioji can

be charged ofl' each year. This is the

method generally \ised.

It can hardly be termed satisfaxtory

or accurate. In making this statement

we must admit the difficulty of substi-

tuting a better method.
Personal observation, however, may

indicate to the individual plant mana<?er

points where he can make more accurate

allowance for depreciation without a flat

charge of a certain peaioentagc each

yeai

.

For instance, the moment a niece of

equipment is put into service it becom.es

a used article, and as such, prdbably com-
mands not to exceed 60 per cent, of the

value of a new article, .\fter this in-

itial 40 per cent, depreciation there is

a period of several years when the value
of the equipment will decline slowly.

After that there is apt to be another
rapid fall as new and in;nroved equip-
ment comes on the markcit, so that at

the end of five years it is worth only 20

or 30 per cent, of its original cost.

This 20 or 30 per cent, valuation, how-
ever, is quite likely to be maintained
for a considerable period of time, even
if new and highly-im.proved equipment
may be obtained on the niarket. .4t the

end, say, of six years from the date of

the original instalment of the equipment,

it is quite possible that if the deprecia-

tion on the equipment shall have been so

charged off the books of the company
that it represents only 20 or 30 per cent,

of the original valuation, and it will be
more economical to operate the old equip-

ment than to instal new, whereas if the

old equipment was held at 70 per cejit

of its original vahiation it might be more
econom i c ai to scrap the old equipment
and replace it with the new and improv-
ed type.

The method to be employed in charging
off dcroreciation is a matter for individ-

ual study, and is largely dependent upon
the earning power of the power plant.

The poinf cannot be emphasized too

strongly, however, that in the prosent

age the chances are all in favor of ob-

solescence overtaking a piece of equip-

ment long before the expiration of its

natural life.

The "Railway Review" says that in the

Dalen System of acetylene gas lighting

for railway cars, inverted incandescent

gas mantles are used, but instead of the

air necessary for combustion being add-

ed in a bunsen mixture at the burner it-

self there is an automatic mixing-

device attached to the storage tanks be-

neath the car floor. This arrangemerit

renders the completeness of combustion

independent of the rate of combustion at

the burner which can thus be satisfactor-

ily run either fully or partly turned on.

Owing to the constant pressure, low and
high power lights can be operated off the

same system. Flashing, causing the de-

struction of mantles, is quite done away
with and the atmosphere is kept much
purer.

The Southern California Edison Co.,

of Los Angeles, has carried out a series

of experiments on rock removal for tun-

nel projects, using alternating and dir-

ect-current arcs and various types of gas

blowpipes. From a cost point of view

the best three-phase run cost one farth-

ing per pound of rock removed. The
single-phase arc did not show quite such,

good results. With direct current the

cost worked out to one-eighth of a penny
per pound of rock removed. Experiments-

were also made with various types of

welding and cutting blowpipes using oxyv-

acetylene, oxy-hydrogen, and oxygen
with natural gas. The oxy-acetylene

flamo concentrates the heat best at the

tip of the white cone. When moved
across the rock at the proper speed, the

stone clipped off readily because of un-
even expansion, but when the entire flame

was virtually a neutral flame the rock
became molten and the surface glassy

and impenetrable. Assuming oxygen to

be as cheap as one-eighth of a penny per
cubic foot, the cost of oxygen alone was
greater than five-eighths of a penny per
pound of rock removed.
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A Third Class Certificate Requires-
A Knowledge of the Engineering Subjects Given Below Should
Enable Any Engineer to Pass Satisfactorily the Examinations Set

for the Third Class Certificate

THE applicant for a third-class certificate must hold

a fourth-class certificate and should, of course, be
familiar with all the knowledge required for the

successful passing- of the fourth-class examination.
The requirements which he will otherwise have to meet

insofar as training and experience are concerned may be
summarized as follows: He must be at least 21 years of

age and must be able to furnish evidence that he has had
at least two years' experience as fireman, oiler, or assistant

to the engineer. Note that any one of the three last

named positions held for a period of two years will enable
him to try the examination. Testimonials must be pro-

duced as to length of service, and they must be signed by
his employer, in the case of shop time, and by his em-
ployer or chief engineer in the case of engineer's or fire-

men's time. These testimonials must state the kind of

work the candidate has been employed on, and for how
long; and give evidence as to his experience, sobriety and
general good conduct for at least twelve months preced-

ing the date of application for examination.

Sixty per cent, of the marks awarded for the correct

answering of the questions on the examination paper are

necessary for success, and while the examination is a

written one, the applicant may be required to answer
questions, asked him in an interview, regarding his know-
ledge of the operation of a steam plant.

The applicant for a third class certificate should have
a good grounding in arithmetic. This includes addition,

subtraction, multiplication and division. A knowledge of

decimal fractions is also desirable but -not absolutely
essential. He should know how to square a number and
how to find the square root when the number is given.

He should have an elementary knowledge of combus-
tion, that is he should know that certain substances unite
with the oxygen of the air and give off heat in doing so.

He should know that carbon burns to either of two gases

—

carbon monoxide (CO), or carbon dioxide (CO..)—and
that only when burned to the latter is the heat value of
the fuel fully utilized. He should, in this connection,
know that an insufficient supply of air will result in the
production of the former gas and that while excess air
usually results in complete combustion, it also wastes
fuel through its cooling effect. It should also be known
that the gas hydrogen exists in fuels, combined with the
carbon and that when this element combines with oxygen
water is formed and heat is given off.

An elementary knowledge of heat should be possessed
by the applicant. He should know how temperature is

measured and should be able to give intelligent answers
regarding the Fahrenheit thermometer. He should also
know how heat, in contradistinction to temperature, is

mea.sured, and should in this connection be familiar with
the British thermal unit (B.T.U.). That is, he should know
that it is the amount of heat required to raise the tem-
perature of one pound of water one degree Fahren'neit.
He should also know that water boils at certain definite
pressures depending upon the pressure to which it is

subjected. This does not mean that he should be familiar
with the exact figures beyond the one that it boils at
212/ Fahr. when under atmospheric pressure. He should
also know that while the temperature remains stationary
heat is required to evaporate the steam and that this
heat, a definite amount per pound of water evaporated
at various pressures, is commonly called the latent heat
of evaporation.

A knowledge of the manner in which a steam engine
v.orks is necessary. This includes an elementary know-

ledge of steam working expansively, and how it does

work in its expansion. He should be familiar with the

general physical properties of materials with which he

conies into contact in his daily work. This does not

mean the memorizing of tables of tensile strength, etc.

Nor does it mean ability to figure out the strength of

shafts, beams, etc., but only a working knowledge of

materials such as is desirable in their general use. He
should be familiar in a general way with these materials,

such as iron and steel, lead, copper, brass and bronze,

brick and firebrick, wood and concrete.

The regulations respecting the Act specify that ques-

tions will be asked "Relating to the different kinds and
manners of constructing boilers to generate steam, in-

cluding the strength of materials used in constructing

the same." Any questions asked relative to the last

part of the above extract will necessarily have to be of a
simple nature, and, needless to say, will not embrace
boiler design in its usual meaning.

Hydraulics is mentioned as being one of the subjects

upon which the applicant will be examined. The subject

of hydraulics is a very wide one but the portion of it

with which we are concerned is relatively narrow and
simple. Simple facts relating to pressure and head, and
friction in connection with the flow of liquids or gases
through pipes and fittings will be about all that is re-

quired. An understanding of what head and pressure
are is necessary, and a knowledge of the fact that flow

produces friction is equally desirable. Fittings are men-
tioned, since their presence in a pipe-line causes friction

and a loss of head or pressure when flow occurs.

In all that has been mentioned above and in that which
follows it must be understood that the information given
is supplementary insofar as the third class applicant is

concerned, to that given for the fourth class examination,
and published in POWER HOUSE for Oct. 5, 1919. That
is to say, the applicant may find on his paper questions
relating to information which a fourth class engineer
should possess and which he also should have a complete
knowledge of.

He should be familiar with the construction, insofar

as familiarity with names and the shapes of the parts
are concerned, of a sieam boiler, with its manhole and
handholes, shell, dome, staying, etc. That is, he should
be able to describe them accurately and to describe thejr

functions.

He should also be familiar with the maintenance of
these various parts and of the boiler as a whole and
should be able to describe how to go about minor repairs.

Superheaters will also come under consideration, and he
should have a similar knowledge of their construction
and maintenance.

Feed water equipment is a necessary part of any
boiler room and an important one. In consequence the
applicant will be liable to be asked concerning feed water
heaters, pumping equipment and piping with its valves.

The proper method of operating any of this equipment
is important as is also the question of repairs and etner-
gency breakdown service.

Feed-water heaters will include both the open and
closed types. The pumping equipment will embrace the
various forms of steam pumps and injectors while the
piping and valves are self-explanatory.

The blow-off is an important feature and the best
construction and arrangement should be known together
with the proper method of using it and the means to
be taken to keep both blow-off valves and piping in proper
working order.
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The third class applicant should have a sound know-

ledge of the safety valve. He need not know how it is

proportioned and what its proper size should be, but he

should know how it is constructed, what its function is,

how to operate it and how to maintain it in a proper

working condition. In connection with its construction

he should be able to describe accurately the various type,

such as ball and lever, spring loaded and dead weight.

The water gauge and try-cocks also come in for con-

sideration, and he should possess a similar amount of

information to that required for the fourth class certificate.

He should also be familiar with the pressure gauge

and its syphon, and should understand how to care for

it and how to read it.

The third class applicant should be familiar with the

various methods of coal storage and supply, and it would
be of advantage to him if he were acquainted with the

various types of conveyors, both for coal and ash hand-

ling, and it would also be of advantage if he were pos-

sessed of such a knowledge of their construction as would
enable him to intelligently care for them.

He should know how to store coal properly in open

piles and in bunkers, and in connection with the storage

of coal he should know that coal is liable to spontaneous

combustion.; He should be able to give intelligent an-

swers relative to the prevention of this occurrence and
to its control and mastering. He should be acquainted

with the best methods of firing and the proper way to

fire different fuels.

He should be familiar with the various parts of a

boiler setting and should know the construction, function

and proper m.ethod of operation and maintenance of the

various parts, particularly those having to do with com-
bustion. He need not know how grate surface enters

into the capacity of the boiler for generating steam, but

he should know how to fire properly and keep both grates

and other parts of the setting in working order.

He should know how to regulate the air supply.

The third class certificate is the first one ^.i wnich the

applicant is required to know anything about engines.

Since the upper limit of the boiler horse-power which
will be placed under his charge, unless he is given this

grade automatically when the act comes into force, will

be 150 horse-power, the details of the larger sizes of

engines will be of little interest to him. What he should

know will embrace the more common types of engines
seen in power houses up to 150 boiler horse-power.

He should have a good knowledge of the construction

and functions of the various parts of a steam engine,

such as the cylinder, piston, piston rod, crosshead and
connecting rod. He need not know how these are de-

signed for this is properly a function of the designing
engineer, but he should know how to properly care for

an engine under his charge, how to lubricate it, how to

pack the glands and how to make necessary minor re-

pairs. The proper adjustment of loose or tight bearings
also should be known.

He should know something about valves and their

operation. He need not be familiar with valve diagrams
but he should know what lap and lead are and how the
position of the eccentric relative to the crank affects the

lead of the valve. If he understands what functions these

various questions play in the running of the engine, so

much the better.

The action of the steam in the cylinder naturally
enters into this phase of his knowledge and accordingly
he should know what goes on in the cylinder.

Governors are a necessary part of any engine and it

is a vital part of the engineer's knowledge that he should
understand what they are for and how they operate,
in an elementary way. Their proper maintenance in a
safe operating condition should not be overlooked.

The condenser is a part of the prime mover element
in many power plants and for this reason the third class

engineer should have a general knowledge of their con-
struction, their function and their proper operation. The
surface and jet pipes are the two principal types used

m Ontario, but if he knows something about the syphon
or barometric type, so much the better.

Piping and accessories enter into the construction of

dny power plant and in addition to knowing how to look

after piping and the various accessories the third class

engineer should know how such accessories as expansion

devices, valves, traps and separators function, and he

should know how to maintain them at their proper work-
ing efficiency and how to effect repairs.

He should know what heat insulation is for, how it

functions and how to take reasonable precautions to keep
it in order.

Hydraulics is mentioned in the regulations respecting

the Act as one of the subjects with which the third

class engineer will be required to be conversant, and for
the purposes of examination this will probably be con-

fined largely to the subject of pumps and pumping ma-
chinery. The engineer should havei a good working
knowledge of the more common types and should be
able to describe how they function. He should also be
able to tell how to get them into proper adjustment and
how to repair them. The more simple facts relating to

the theory of hydraulics, such as head and pressure, fric-

tion loss in pipes and fittings, etc., also should be known.

Distribution of Boiler Room Load
By JOSEPH HARRINGTON in "Power Notes"

/^NE of the characteristics of the steam boiler is that it

has a certain capacity corresponding to its best effi-

ciency. With certain types of firing the capacity-efficiency

curve has a very sharp peak, which means that the range

of capacity at which the boiler can operate efficiently is

very limited. When operating at less or more than this

given capacity, efficiency drops off very rapidly. Without
question, a flat capacity-efficiency curve is something much
to be desired; and the best forms of stokers flatten out

this curve very materially as compared with others, and
with hand-firing.

It is a matter which astonishes the firemen when
steam flow meters are installed, to see how differently the

various units are operating. One boiler will have its

flow meter hand clear around on the peg, and the next

boiler, without an appreciably different-looking fire, will

be loafing along below rating. In an hour or two, this

conditions may be reversed; and if this condition per-

sists, there is a distinct waste of coal at all times.

It is up to the careful operator, therefore, to take such

steps as will assure him that the various boilers in his

plant are carrying about the same load, which naturally

should be somewhat within range of the most efficient op-

eration. If the plant is large enough to warrant it, one
or more boilers should be taken off the line when the load

gets down to a point where the average is less than the

economical capacity for the unit. Too often do we see

every boiler kept in service in little more than banked con-

dition, and operating at 30 or 40 per cent, efficiency. It

would be far better to run half the number of boilers at

twice the rating at an efficiency of 60 or 70 per cent.

Standby losses in this case are less than the operating

losses.

Now the question instantly arises as to how the oper-

ator can tell what load the various units are carrying;

and the answer is only by some indicator which shows
either the amount of water going into the boiler or the

amount of steam coming from it. From my standpoint,

either method is satisfactory; but it must be determined
for each individual boiler. Only in this way can one

tell what is doing. Even the indications of draft are not
entirely satisfactory, for the simple reason that a draft

readiner is an indirect indication. When carefully worked
out, with gages to show the loss through the fire and
through the boiler, and checked against coal and water
rates, the draft indications will show very closely the

condition of the fire and the rate of steaming; but there
is certainly an advantage in an absolutely direct indica-
tion.
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The Horse Power Rating of a Boiler
COME misunderstanding seems to have arisen relative

to the horsepower rating of boilers under the Ontario
act grading certificates. The Act defines a boiler horse-

power as follows: The equivalent to the evaporation of

34 lbs. of water per hour from and at 212° F., 15 sq. ft.

heating surface for return tubular boilers, 12 sq. ft. heat-
ing surface for loc'omotive type boilers, and 10 sq. ft. heat-
ing surface for water tube boilers. The figure 34 lbs.

specified in the act, in the first place is not strictly correct

as the rate of evaporation now fixed by the A.S.M.E. as

standard for one horse-power is 34 lbs. of water
evaporated from and at 212° F. per hour.

Any figure giving the number of square feet of heat-

ing surface per horse-power can only be an approximation
of the supposed capacity of the boiler for doing work
since it does not take into consideration the grate sur-

face and the fuel burned, both of which, of course, have
a very important influence on the evaporative capacity

of the boiler.

The figure of 10 sq. ft. per horse-power has long been
used by manufacturers and others as has also the figure

12 sq. ft. That of 15 sq. ft. for horizontal return tubular
boilers mentioned in the Act is the figure which will be
used for the purpose of administering the Act and the
manufacturers' rating, no matter what it is, will not
necessarily count unless it happens to be on the same
basis.

If a manufacturer rates his boilers on a basis of 10
sq. ft. per boiler horsepower and an engineer has a plant

of 300 boiler horse-power under him, determined on the
above rating, for the purpose of grading under the act,

it will only be of 300^15X10=200 boiler horse-power
capacity.

It must be remembered that the term boiler horse-
power, in speaking of heating surface, is only relative

and of no fixed value, unlike the mechanical horse-power.
On the other hand, the rating of a boiler in terms of its

evaporative capacity and on a basis of 34^^ lbs. from and
at 212" F. is the more sensible and logical method, and
has some basis of scientific logic behind it.

System in the Power Plant
ILJOW often do you or your men test the safety valves

—

once each shift, one a day or once in every little

while, say a week or two ? And how often are other vital

points around the power plant inspected, or how often are

the fires drawn and the boilers cleaned down and inspec-

ted?. In short have you any systematic method of going
about your duties while on shift or directing others in the

performance of routine work?
System is a wonderful smoother of the rough spots in

our everyday world, and while it acts as a lubricant it

brines in returns measurable in dollars and cents.

It is for this reason that business demands system in

the performance of the routine work of accounting and
management and it is for the saving effected in time and
money, and for the results achieved, that the engineer
may well inject a bit of system serum into the manage-
ment of his power plant.

M'

The Future of Stationary Engineering
^/JUCH speculation is frequently indulged in over the

prospects of Hydro-Electric power completely oust-

ing the small steam plant devoted to the generation of

power. This tendency, it is true, has been very marked
in Ontario at least during the past decade and the boiler

in many cases has been relegated to the position of a

heating device and not one of the links in the generation

of power from coal through the medium of steam.

To say this change has not affected the engineer's

status would be incorrect. It has, and in many cases to

the engineer's disadvantage. This should not be the case

and the remedy lies in his own hands; education and the

keeping abreast of developments in the engineering field

will not only enable him to hold his own, but will enable

him to be of more value than before.

Stationary engineering embraces an ever-widening
range of subjects and the engineer of to-day must know
much more than engine and boiler management. Electrical

engineering and refrigeration are two subjects which the
ongineer will have to be acquainted with to an ever-in-

creasing degre*.
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The Old Family Group
T T is not pleasin' unto me, in fact, it grieves me sore,

1 to see some things a-passin' we loved in days of yore-

folks seem to be all changed about in this here awful

age, a-tearin' here and there, by gum, in one mad, giddy

rage.

It causes me to shed a tear the way they've put the

boots to them there photos that we called the old-time

family groups.

I love to gaze upon them things, their faces and their

gowns—their countenance set for the pose, all freed from

grins and frowns. They set there lookin' back at me,

that group took years ago, poor things not knowin'

that them groups was out-of-date and slow.

Why, when they go out nowadays to get their likeness

took, folks try to look like some front page from out

a "movie" book. The women get a yard or two of fly-nets

round their bones, by far too flimsy and too thin to ven-

ture from their homes. They gaze up at the rafters,

'cause the photo man says so; they're dressed in some

partic'lar style with no place much to go. And when
their friends grab off the prints they snicker and they

grin; the things they say they constitute a high crime

and a sin. But to their faces they cry out, "Oh, excellent!

Oh, fine! Prunella, dear, your profile shows a snout that

is divine!"

Likewise when Dad goes out to sit before the camera

man, he has to have an egg shampoo, also a meal of

bran—he looks as great men look each day, as though
he'd like to feel just how 'twould be before the night

to swing a million deal. Why, if Dad pulled that picture

face when trudgin' 'bout the house, we'd swear he was
recoverin' slow from some hard cider souse.'

Of course, we've got to be in style like all the other

folks; it aint no use in laggin' like a lot of has-been
blokes. But all the same, them family groups look power-
ful good to me, when Dad was young and handsome and
Maw was twenty-three. I like to look at them, I do, just

settin' there, by heck, without no care or worries a-campin'

on their neck. No cheese cloth wrapped about Maw's chest,

nor yet upon Dad's jaw is fixed an attitude to state he's

gone and bust the law.

Ah, yes, I know it's out-of-date to have a family group,
but for them photos nowadays I don't care one durned
whoop. Lead back the good old family group with pleasant
face and sweet, with palm trees rustlin' in the rear and
foostools 'round their feet.—ARK.

A Real Imagination
^XfE are indebted to "The Locomotive" for bringing this

gem of pure imaginative effort to light. It is sup-

posed that it was written by a member of the air service

at Scott Field to his father and was found near the South-

ern Railroad Station.

"I have been apnointed Mess Sergeant of the Flying
Detachment, Scott Field, and to show of what my work
consist's, I will give some few examples of our tasks

and efficiency.

"The kitchen range is 500 feet wide and 3,000 feet long,

takes 27 experienced firemen to keep the heat at the ne-

cessary temperature. 400 cooks on duty at all times, 1,000

mechanical stokers for kitchen police and 1,000 assistant

kitchen police who look after the stokers.

"Two hundred washing machines are used for washing
the potatoes. 27 pile drivers mash them, 14 steam shovels
shovel eggshells away from the kitchen door. Twenty-
two Liberty motors are used in the coffee mills. Dirty
dishes are hauled out to 11 blast furnaces, as the dishes

are all paper and are burned after each meal. Hot cakes
are mixed with 19 concrete mixers and 46 men with
bacon rinds attached to their feet continually skate over
the large srriddle to keep it ereased.

"Soup is made in an artificial lake, which keeps 34
dump trucks busy hauling the necessary ingredients.

Cooks use steel boats and are dressed in asbestos clothmg.

Every few minutes they row to the centre of the soup

lake and drop depth bombs to properly stir the mixture.

Sixty-seven fire engines are used to pump soup to the

954 tables. Bread is cut by 11 high-powered band saws.

A perforated endless conveyor properly salts and peppers

the victuals. Twenty large street sprinklers are used

to place syrup on cakes. Coffee is made in a 600-gallon

tank and pumped to the tables through pipes by 17 centri-

fugal pumps. Ten five-ton rollers are used to roll the

batter. To save labor and cost six-inch m^ins have been

installed from 20 of the country's largest dairies for the

supplying of milk.

"Radio telephones are used by the Mess Sergeant, who

also uses a motor cycle in travelling around the dining

hall and kitchen. All cooks wear gas masks. Ford trucks

haul the silverware. Now, dear father, you can see just

what I have to do and why I do not desire to quit the

army."

The Tunnel Will Be Built

FOR years engineers have talked of the day when the

tunnel would be completed between England and

France. The world in general has not been much in-

terested, probably because the world in general never

thought such a thing practicable.

But work is going to start—^start from both sides, the

French and English Governments to find an equal fehare

of the money and provide an equal share of the men.

Then it will be possible to take a train at London for

Constantinople, for any European capital. ' Through the

tunnel the line will be run by electric power. This will

prevent trouble with engine fumes, which was one of the

serious objections to the long tunnel through the Alps.

Forty-five minutes will be occupied in going through

the Channel tunnel. Passengers, in fact, will pass through

the tunnel almost without realizing they are passing

under stormy Straits.

The tunnel will be about thirty miles long. It will not

be exactly in a straight line. Beginning at a spot .two.

or three miles on the island side of Dover, it will follow

the gray chalk bed of the Channel, which is impervious

to water and suitable for tunnel construction, and come
out at a point between Calais and Boulogne, near the

village of Marquise.

There will be, as on the London underground railways,

two distinct tubes. Below them, about nine feet in dia4

meter, will be a drainage tunnel. The whole work will

take five years to complete and will employ 1,200 men
on each side.

The French, who are proud of their share in the tunnel,

will do half the work and find half the money. There is

bound to be much friendly rivalry between the two sec-

tions of workers as to which will go ahead the faster.

According to exact calculations of the engineers, the

French and British workers, who will begin construction

of the tunnel thirty miles apart, will meet within an
inch or two of the centre of the tunnel.

For a long time the waste steam from steam-engines
has been turned to good account, but there have been diffi-

culties in the way of using the exhaust gases from a gas-

engine as they readily attack the metal of the conduits.

However, the difficulty is being overcome, for a New
Jersey candy factory has an installation in connection with
a sixty horsepower engine which is used to heat the fac-

tory. The gases pass through an economizer made of cast-

iron, with the passages to the different sections staggered
so that all parts are heated for the whole length. Water
circulates in jackets surrounding the gas passage?.

it tf * *

THE assurance of Washington that Canada will not be

discriminated against in the matter of coal shows more
spirit than the threat to cut Canadian power off United
States when it was short here.

,

,

.
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NEW POWER PLANT
EQUIPMENT

DEAD GAS POCKETS FOR PROTECT-
ING SOOT CLEANER ELEMENTS

IN
connection with their research and

development work, the engineers of

the Vulcan Soot Cleaner Co., Du
Bois, Pa., have brought to lig-ht some
valuable and- interesting information re-

garding the protection of soot cleaner

elements by means of so-called "dead gas

pockets."

Ihasmuch as the temperature of com-
bustion in a boiler furnace frequently

reaches 2500'^F., it is evident that soot

cleaner elements cannot be placed with-

in the immediate zone of this high tem-
perature. Protection of some kind

against both convection aTid radiation is

necessary, especiqly in steep tube boil-

ers such as the Stirling, Erie City,

Bader.hausen, Connelly, Ladd, etc.. which
require cleaner elements at the bottom

and top of the first pass. The tempera-

ture at the bottom and top of the first

pasisi is usually high, whereas in 'he

A

/ / / ^

FIG. 1.

second and third pass it drops to a de-

gree that does not influence the strength

or properties of wrought iron or steel.

As applied to horizontal water tube

boilers the temperature problem. is sel-

dom a sericus one .because it is the usual

practice to place the soot cleaner ele-

ments at the top of the tube bank where
the temperature seldom if ever reaches

liOOO°F., a temiperature that does not af-

fect cast iron sheaths.

To fully protect the soot cleaner ele-

ments in steep tube boilers, a ipatented

dc.Ieuti.ig batOe title, or row of fire

brick forming a pocket in which the

element is operated is placed at the bot-

tom of the first pass as shown in Fig. 1.

This pocket eliminates the direct scrub-

bing action of the hot gases. Space is

allowed at the bottom of this baffle

through which soot and ash will drop

during the cleaning process. The cast

iron sheathing used for farther covering

and protecting this element is clearly

illustrated in Fig. 2.

At the top of the first pass is another

patented dead gas pocket in which is

located the second soct cleaner element.

This element, alsO; is further protected

by Tuoans of the special cast iron sheath-

ing, shown in Fig. 3. This second ele-

ment rests upon the circulating tubes

close to the front drum as shown in

Fig. 4. . Contact with the comparative-

ly cool tubes asists greatly in maintain-

ing the element at a safe temperature.

By arching the ibaffle tile over the cir-

culating tubes as shown,

the hat gases, in their

natural flow, do not come
into direct contact with the

elemenr. The elements in

both instances are placed

in strategic and command-
ing positions, making it

possible to clean easily

what has heretofore been
the most difficult and the

most important portion of

the boiler—the first pass.

It is well known that in

the steep tube type of

boiler, most of the steam
is generated in this pass,

hence the importance of

keeping the firs-t pass well

cleaned.

In boilers of this type,

where the tuibes are ar-

ranged in squares, perpen-

dicular nozzles are used,

as shown in Figs. 2 and 4.

That is, the nozzle makes a right angle

with the axis of the elment, hence the jet

is directed between the tubes. With a

nozzle blowing into every space, rotation

of each element in Figs. 1 and 2 through
approximately 90° thoroughly cleans the

entire bank of tubes.

In the Vogt boiler there is a departure
from convr^ntional horizontal water tube

boiler design, m.aking it necessary to

place two of the elements closer to the

high temperature zone, as illustrated in

Fig. 5. Hence the element No. 1, which

is closest to the hot burning gases and
glowing fuel bed, is protected by a doa'd

gas pocket as well us by cast 'iron

sheaths. The next element reached by
the hot gases is protected by a straight

diagonal baffle (also visible in Fig. .5),

forming a second dead gas pocket. The
third element reached is protected by a

FIG. 2.

FIG. 4.

dead gas pocket in a manner similar to
element No. 1. By the time the gases
reach element No. 4 the 1em,perature of
the gases has dropped sufficiently so that
a dead gas pocket is not necessary to

cover the eiem.ent with cast iron sheaths.

Experience has proved that burned
furnace gases are non-o.'cidizing. hence
there is little, if any, hazard in expos-
ing bare elements to the low tempera-
ture gases. The hiffh temperature prob-
lem is, as a rule, of greater importance
than the corrosion problem, but this has

been effectively solved by those investi-

gators by means of combined dead gas
]5ocket protection, cast iron shentbs, and
contact with the comparatively cool

boiler tubes.

LUBRICATING AMMONIA
COMPRESSORS

To perform its functions properly, a

lubricating oil should have body suffici-

ent to keep bearing surfaces apai't;

should reduce friction to a minimum;
should remain fluid at the lowest tem-

peratures to be met in service; should

not decompose and form deposits that

will gum up the machinery: should have

no ingredients which can corrode or pit

metal, and should have flash point high

enough to insure against the presence

of volatile constituents.

To avoid vaporizing too quickly under

the high compression heat in an am-
monia compressor cylinder, a lubricant

must have a good flash, say, 325 d«g.

F., and as some oil in vapor form is
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FIG. 3.
FIG. 5.

likely to be carried into condenser pipes

with the amimonia gas, the cold test

should be low enough so that the lubri-

cant will not solidify in the piping and
coils—^5 to 10 deg. F. If it is carried on
through with the liquid amimonia, it can
be taken out by an oil trap, placed ahead
of the liquid retceiver and at the lowest

point in the expansion and condenser

coils. Such a trap may be made of a
piece of 4-'in. ipiipinig, 2 ft. long, with a
draw-off connection at the bottom.

If the lubricating oil gets into the

condenser coils and stays there, it can
be loosened iby cutting off the water
from one stand at a time, allowing the

coil to become hot, so that the oil is

thinned and will run off into the oil

trap.

Oil carried over, and collecting in the

condenser and expansion coils, is a

source of lost capacity, and is fre-

quently due to locating the oil separator

too. close to the compressor discharge,

where the gases are hot and the oil

mostly in vapor form. Placing the sep-

arator near the condenser gives time for

the gases to cool somewhat before

reaching it, so that the oil is partly

condensed and is more readily separ-

ated. 1

All oil used for the comipressor cylin-

der should be measured and a record

kept. Any unusual increase in the

amount fed should lead to an immediate
investigation to prevent filling of the

system.

As hot amrmonia gas has a bad effect

on stuffing box packing, a liberal sup-

ply of oil should be applied to the piston'

rod in the stuffing box to reduce the

chance for overheating.

Discoloration in tihe ice is not always
due to oil. Two cases were mentioned
in the discussion, one where firebrick

was used to fill an open heater in which
there were no flow pans, and the min-

eral matter from the brick carried over

into the ice; the other where rust from
a fore cooler caused the trouble, which

v:as remedied by painting the inside of

the fore cooler.—From a paper and dis-

cussion, Nat. Ass'n. Prac. Hefrig. Engrs.
in "Compressed Air."

SOME CONDENSED ADVICE ON
COMPRESSED LUBRICATION

Explosions in air comipressors and
receivers occur with sufficient frequency
to demand careful attention. The ma-
jority of such explosions are undoubt-

edly due, either directly or indirectly,

to the lubricating oil used in the air

cylinders. Poor working c-onddtion.s of

the compressor, such as leaking valves,

hot and dirty inlet air, insufficient cool-

ing water, canbon deposit in cylinder or

connections, and high speeds of poorly

designed compressors, all assist in pro-

ducing dangerously high temperatures

of the compressed air. These high tem-

peratures are siifficient to ignite the

volatile constituents of the lubricat'ns'

oil, and produce violent explosions.

The Massachusetts Boiler Board

recommends the following rules:

(a) Keep the temperature of the com-

pressed air, during compression, as low

as possible.

(b) Keep the piston and valves tight,

and in good working condition.

(c) Take the inlet air from as cool

and clean location as practicable.

(d) Use plenty of cold water, from

a source which is not liable to fail, and

have it visible at dischargie from cylin-

ders or coolers.

(e) Do not use kerosene or other vola-

tile substances in the cylinder, tanks or

any connections.

(f) Us'e mechanical or sight feed

oilers for the compressor cylinder.

{.g) Use the least amount practica;ble

of the best air cylinder oil. Air cylin-

ders require much less oil than steam

cylinders.

(h) Keep the cylinder, tanks and con-

^lections as free from canbon, accumu-

lated oil and deposits as practicable.

(i) A good cylinder oil is one which

lubricates well, leaves little or no de-

posit, is the least volatile at high tem-
peratures, and has a hiiigh flash point.—
"Com,pressed Air." »

ABERTHAW CONSTRUCTION CO.
TAKES UP AGAIN ITS STUDY
OF THE EFFECT OF VIBRA-
TION IN STRUCTURES

Four years ago the Aberthaw Con-
struction Oo. started an investigation on
the vibration of buildings, particularly
manufacturing buildings. The study was
intended to cover not only the causes of
vibration, but also the effects on the
structure, on the machinery installed,

and on the quantity and quality of pro-
duction.

A preliminary report was published in

the fall of 1916, but our entry into the
war and the many new problems which
that brought, put a summary stop to tbe
work. It is now being ta'ken up aigain

with the idea of following through to

a point where a complete report can be
published. The Aberthaw Construction
Co. will therefore be glad to hiave en-

gineers, manufacturers; and others hav-
ing knowledge of the subject, or having
had specific experiences which would
throw light on any of its phases, com-'
municate with the company at 27 School
Street, Boston,

The previous work on this probleim

showed a wide diversity of opinion on
some of its angles.- It also developed
that there is very little quantitative in-

formation extant Avhich can be relied up-
on as giving auhoritative data. It is

narticularly desired, therefore, that in-

formation of this character, however
limited in its application, may be made
available for the study.

Privy Council Awards Share.—The
proceeds of tbe sale of the steamer
"Storstad," whicb sunk the Empress of

Ireland, will be shared by the C.P.R.

The Canadian Supreme Court gave the

preference to the passengers, but the

Privy Council reversed the decisdon.
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The Operators' Point of View

GRADED CERTIFICATE CORRES-
PONDENCE

Editor, POWER HOUSE:
The letter by "Clhief" on page 527,

POWER HOUSE, Novemiber 20, co-ntams
the sentiment of most of tihe old en-

^neers. An iEustration of my own
case will show up ithe injustice' as ex-
pliained in part 'by "Chief." I have been
an engineer for thirty years, have been
1st engineer of 500 h.p. plant and larger

plants for eighteen years, and am now
1st in a '500 h.p. plant. I held I'st class

papers with the Ontario Asisociation of

Stationary Engineers, and still have the
last 'Certificate,* issued in 1907. I have
taken two corresipondence courses in

enigineeriinig from a well-known Sichool.

I believe I am a first-class stationary

engineer in the fullest meaning of the

word. I have sent letters on engineer-

ing sulbjects to POWER HOUSE since

its first 'issue, and have 'had rr.y letters

printed toy other engineering journals for

the past 'twenty-five yeai^s.

With all the foregoing experience and
study I am positive that I could not now,
write suc'h examination question an-

swers as I had to do in the p.vst to se-

cure list class papers. The principal

reason that would prevent me passing

sach. an examination is my memory.
When I was younger I could i-emembcr

Ihimdreds of rules without difficulty; now,
'however, I am comipelled to refer to my
text books very often to feel certain I

liiave the problem -worked out right. I

understand the rules and can work out

any 'possible engineering problem with

the assistance of the text 'books.

Men ihaving such experience and know-

ledge 'Siudh as H ipossess sihould receive

list claS'S papers without having to pass

a idifficult memory test We are willing

to pass a knowtedge test. The state-

ment made by "'Chief" about the mental

abilities of engineers over fifty years of

age are right in my case, as the new
law is worded I will have to do with

2nd class paipers 'and droip back into

sm'all plants. Should I miake a change

and still be 1st engineer, this will be so

even if I am as good oi' better, as an

engineer, th'an the youngsters w^ho have

'Simall experience but are long on

memory.
In my trtrirty years experience I have

found not one case where changes had

to b'e made, where new equipment 'had

to ibe installed 'or information of a com-

plex nature was desired that the en-

giineer could not tal<e the time to look

Tip dp'*-ailis in hiis text books. It is quite

pios-''"'a that some of the examiners wlho

are getting' along in years, would them-

selves fail to secure the necessary num-
ber of points in such an examination.
Of course the general belief is that these
gentlemen have not passed such an ex-

amination under engineers outside of the
examining staff at the Parliament
Buildings. It is a fine thing to ihave a

graded certificate law for engineers, but
it ^ho'uld be a just law. I have read
enough engineering literature to make
hundreds of volumes, but I am thinking

this law is going to be my finish for the

memory test, not the knowledge or ex-

perience test, is going to put m.e in the

"has been" class.

By all means eliminate, as chief, the

engineers who will not study engineering

as it is printed, for very few men can
ever be safe engineers who depend upon
the knowledge gained in their own oper-

ating experience only. On the other hand,

give the real old engineers 1st class

papers without further examination, es-

pecially so if, like myself, they held l^t

class papers in 1907.

HAL BEECHER.

INDICATOR CARD CRITICISM
Editor.—Having noticed the indicator

cards, published in your issue of Nov.

20th, and the criticism of same by Ar-
thur Smith in the Dec. 5th issue, I am
tempted to give my views for what they
are worth.

l\Ir. Smith says, '^She opens too soon,

closes too soon, and has too much leid.

Remedy put back the eccentric." He
does not say what opens too soon and
closes too soon, but presxime he means
the steam edge of the valve. This being

so, the exhaust edge would be late open-

•ng and early closing. Let us go care-

fully over these cards and see Avhat in-

formation they give us. We are not in-

formed as to the type of engine they

are taken from, but from the ligfht load

card should imagine it was a high speed

automatic engine.

Take the left-hand card of the top,

set first. Start at the extreme right-

hand bottom corner, where the exhaust

line starts. The line is wa\'y, which may
possibly be a fault of the indicator. A
curvj-ed biaok pressure line is sometimes

caused by a leaky piston, but this does

not seem to be the case here. The com-

pression line starts albout the normal

plaice if anything rather late. Admis-

sion is late, shewing that there is not

enough lead. It will be noticed that the

vertical line slopes upward, and at the

top turns to the right witih a barely per-

ceptible rise. This shows that the pis-

ton has reached the end of the stroke

before admission takes place. The steam
line still further bears this out.

The line falls rapidly away, showing
that the steam-port is not wide open
enough to supply the steam fast enough
to keep up the pressure during admis-
sion. The cut off evidently takes place

at the point of the line where the slight

hump is evident. Release takes place

just before the expansion line crosses
the compression line of the other card.

The card we have ben considering,

though not ntarked, is evidently that of

the rank end.

At the head end the compression takes

place slightly earlier and near the top

of the compression line, admission takes

place. Lead is still slightly under that

required but we get a rounded line at the

top, instead of a rising line as at the op-

posite end. Cut off takes place later, and
release is slightly earlier. The terminal

pressure is a little hi'gher than in the

crank end. The cards are not bad but

could be improved by making the lead

more on the crank end and less on the

head end. This would tend to straigihten

up the admission line, and make the cut-

off slightly later, which would give a

better distribution of steam.

It- must be remembered that in an

automatic engine the valves are set

when the 2-ovemor is at its extreme open

position. giviuT the maximum port open-

ing and lead. It is well to b'ock the gov-

ernor out to its extreme position for run-

ning, and see how the port openings are

affected.

T. H. F.

SLAMMING AIR COMPRESSOR
VALVES

By R. MacLaren

The discharge valves on a Brown aid

compressor slammed so severely that it

was impossible to sleep in the engine

room. An examination showed that while

originally the valve seats were flush

with the valve deck through repeated re»

facing and wear, the seats were lowered

about % in. below- the surface of the

deck as shown by the dotted lines in the

sketch.

As the outside diameter of the seat

was only a trifle (greater than the outside

diameter of the %-alve, little or no air

could, escape until the valve hnd lifted

above the deck. As the norts are 2% in.

diameter and the outride diameter of

the valve 4 in., and the receiver pres-

sure 15 pmmds, there would be about

44 jKvunds more pressure on the dis-

charge side of the valve than on the

face when the cylinder pressure reached
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AIR COMPRESSOR VALVE

15 pounds, leaving the spring pressure
out of the question.

To balance this air pressure the cylin-

der pressure had to ris« to about 19%
pounds. As soon - as the valve would
leave its seat the 19^4 pounds per sq. in.

would be exerted on the entire area of.

the valve, with the result that the valve

would ibe slammed back against the stop.

To remedy the trouble the deck surround-
ing the seat was bored to a diameter of

4% in. with very agreeaible results.

STRENGTH OF FURNACES IN VER-
TICAL BOILERS
John S. Watts

THE regulations for the construc-

tion and inspection of boilers;, sec-

tion 63, call for "all furnaces ov«r
42 ins. diameter, to be stayed in accord-

ance with the rule for flat surfaces." In

my opinion, formed by a long experience

in building, repairing and operating
boilers, this rule s'houM he amended; as

it compels the fittimg of screwed stays

where they do more harm than good, for

the fpllpwin/g reasons.

They tend to prevent the circulation of

the water in tihe already confined water
space around the furnace, and retain the

scale and feed water deposits on the fur-

nace plate, just where the heat is m^st
intense. This tends to cause overheating

of the furnace plate, and defeats the very

object for which the stays are fitted.

A furnace without screwed stays will,

if weakened iby overheatinig or corrosion,

give warning of its dangerous condition

by bulging, which will warn even a care-

less operator that the boiler is in a dan-

gerous condition, in time to take mea-
sures to avert the impending collapse

On the other hand, a furnace fitted

with screwed stays, will hold out, with-

out vis'ble siigns of distress, until the

T)late runtures suddenly, and a disas-

trous explosion occurs. This danger is

accentuated by the fact that it is practi-

cally imtpossiible to provide for thorough
cleaning of the scale from the furnace
shell of a vertical boiler, or to inspect it

for corrosion or nittinT internal' v. „

The longitudinal px'^aniS'on of the

nace shell plate is much greater tlian

of the boiler shell, especially in vertical

boilers, the majority of wbich are not
lagged. The screwed stays impede the
free expansion of the furnace longitu-

dinaliy, and the strain thereby imposed
upon causes serious grooving of the fur-

nace plate around the stays, this ac-

tually weakening the furnace instead of

strengthening it, and materially shorten-
ing the life of this part of the boiler

which is
.
the most expensive ipart to re-

new. •

In my experience with verticail boilers,

I have never yet seen a stayed furnace
cut out of a boiler, that was not badly
grooved around the stay bolt holes, and
generally this grooving or corrosion,

reached to such a depth, as to cause one

to wonder how the furnace ever held the

pressure.

So far as I know, the only arg"ument
advanced in favor of the fitting of screw-

ed stays IS that we have no exact for-

mulae, for determining the resistance to

collapse of a tube under external pres-

sure. The formulae we have, being all

empirical, and based upon the results of

experiments, which are too few in num-
ber to be really authoratitive. More-
over, the problem is complicated by the

fact, that no furnace is ever truly cir-

cular, and the stren2;''th against collapse

diminishes rapidly as the tube depart.^

from a traly circular form.

At this point, we may call for a few
moments of silent m^editation to try and
discover how it was that those who de-

vised these rules, and embodied in them
regulations covering sucii minutiae as the

size of the rivet heads, could miss so

important a point, as it is, to have some
fixed tolerance for the departure of the

furnace from the truly circular form.

Another, and in my opinion, serious

weakness in the rules, is that no limit is

placed on the thickness of the furnace
plate.

Actual experience shows that no plate

in close contact with the fire should be

allowed to be more than 5-8 in. thick,

and then only when nearly perfect cir-

culation and easy cleaning and inspection

can be obtained.

In a vertical! ho'l^r. I wouM prefer to

see the max-mum thickness p'aced at V2

in. This because, as is weill known, a
thick plate in contact with the fire, or

very hot gasses, will soon bum or cor-

rode away, until its thickness is % in.

or % in., so that it is evidently useless

to make the plate any thicker. In fact,

it is worse than useless, as corrosion once
started is aipt to continue.

Now, "revenons a nos moutons"; I

would suggest that the rule under dis-

cussion be amended so as to allow the
strength of all sizes of furnaces to be
calculated by the formulae given in that
rule at section 63, viz.:

CXT'
B=

(L,+l) D,
and that the length of the furnace, L, in
the formulae, be the unsupported length
of the furnace, i.e. the length between
rows of stays.

Thus, wbere the desired pressure cajii-

not be obtained by using! the maximuift
allowed thickness of plate ( % in. in ver-
tical boilers, % in. in borizontal type),
one or more rows of stays would be fit-

ted. The length, L, in tIhe formulae, will

then become the length-from the center
of the rivets, in the end searms of the
furnace, to the center of the row of stays,

or, the distance between the rows of
stays, If more than one row is necessary.

This proposed amendment to the rule
will demand screwed s.tays in large fur-i

naces and for high pressures, and it may
seem illogical to reeornjneiid it, after
what I have said above about the groov-
ing caused by their use. But there seems
to be no better way available to igain the
required strength, and the proposed rule

cuts down the ill-eifect of their use to the
minimum.
Wo gain in actual strength from the

fact that when stays are required by the
new rule, the mimiber to be fitted will be
only about one quarter of the number
demanded under the old rule. This muidh
smaller number of stays will offer cor-

respondingly less resistance to the cir-

culation of the water, and to the expan-
sion of the furnace, and therefore be
less apt to set up' igToo\'ing. Particulars

so at the upper end of the furhace, wbere
the expansion beinig cumulative from the
bottom up, the amount of movement of
the furnace relative to the shell js gteat-

est. Because there will then be some
two or three rows of stays, now used to
stay the upper part of furnace, omittfed.

But the m^mn advantage! is that, ,by
having only one or two rows of stays,,

with a sipace of tvro or th^ee feet l9€^'

tween the rows, the furnace can, if over->

loaded, give warning of
,
its condition by'

bulgin.g, which it cannot 'do if stayed 25,

a flat surface.

As to the safety of this rule, Ii can-

not see vvhy, if the rule now in us?' is

safe for furnaces up to 42 in. diametet,,

as the regulations claim it is, it ahoiild

not be safe for all diameters. The for-

mula used is based on Fairbaim's ruffe,

and he placed: no limit on its scope. The
British Board of Trade, and the Domin-,
ion Government laws for marine boilers,^

give practically the .same formulae, but.'

m.ake no restriction's as to the dian"^*-er.'

,.,o£ the furnace, such as have , been cnt-i

bodied in our Provincial statute.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Record of Prices Current on Raw, Semi - finished, and Finished Materials

Entering Into the Manufacture and Operation of Power Plant' Equipment

BOILER TUBES
Seam- La/p-

Size less welded
1 in $27 00 $

1% ini 29 00
IV2 in 3.0 00 26 50
1% in 32 00 26 50
2 in 31 00 26 00

2Vi in 35 00 28 00
2% in 43 00 32 00
3 in 4« 00 38 00
314 in 45 00
3Vi in 60 00 42 00
4 in 75 00 54 00

PriceB per lOO feet, Montreal
and Toronto.

PLATES
Montreal Toronto

Plates, % to % in... %5 00 $5 00
Tank platea, 3-16 in. 5 26 5 26

WROUGHT PIPE
Kffieotive Jan. 7, 1^18.

Standard Buttweld.

Black Gailvanized

Size. Per 100 feet

% in % 6 00 $ 8 00

% in 4 68 6 61

% in 4 6« 6 81

% in « 21 7 7«

4i in 7 K 9 9&
1 in 1186 14 71

1% in 15 64 la 90
1% in 18 M 23 76
2 in 26 16 3i2 01

2% in 40 37 6.1 19

3 in 612 7« 6« 94

9V4 in -. . . 16 84 18

4 in 79 67 99 74

Standard LavwiM
2 in $3« 81 $35 34
tit, in 42 12 5.2 86

5 in 65 08 6» 47

8V4 in. 69 00 86 94

4 in 81 75 108 on

4% in 98 00 118 00

6 in 108 DC 137 00

6 in 140 00 178 00

7 in 183 00 232 00

8L in 193 00 244 00

8 in 2212 00 281 00
9 in 266 00 366 00

lOL in 24!6 00 312 00

10 in 317 00 402 00

Prices—^Ontario, Que^>€C and
Maritime Provinces

WROUGHT NIPPLES
4" tend under, 60%.
4%' «nd larger, 60%.
4' and under, runninsr thread.

80%.
Standard coufplings, 4r and

under, 40%.
4%' and larger, 20".

IRON PIPE FITTINGS
ifallealble flttinga, class A, 20%

on list: olaas B and C, net Ibt.

Oast iron fittings, 26% off liat.

Mineable bushings, 25 and 7%%

;

cast buMiings, 25% ; unions, 46%

;

pluors, 20% off list. Net prices nuil-

leable fittings; Class B black, 24%c
tt). : Class C black, 16?4c lb.; gal-

vanized. Class B, S4e lb. ; Claas O,
24%* lb. F.O.B. Toronto.

COLD ROLLED SHAFTING
At mill list pins 6%
At wareihouse list plus 26%
Dieeounts off new list. Warehouse

price at Montreal and Toronto

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL
Per lb. to Large Buyers Cents

Iron bars, base, Toronto 4 25
Steel bars, base, Toronto 4 25

Steel ba:«, 2' to 4" base 5 50
Steel bais. base, Montreal ... 3 7fi

B«»t rrades
Iron b^rs. base, Montreal.... 8 76
Reinf"i. -ng bars, base 4 50
Small thuptB 6 76

SHEETS
Mont.

Sheets, Black, No. 28.. $6 55
Sheets, Bla<^k, No. 10. . 5 li5

Canada plates, dull, 52
siheeta 8 50

Canada plates, a H
bright 8 50

Apollo brand, 10% oz.

galvanized
Queen's Head, 28
B.W.G

Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.G.
Gorbal's Best, No. 28.
Col'bome Crown, No.

28
Premier, No. 28 U.S
Premier, 10% oz

Tor'to
$ti 00
5 45

7 10

8 00

7 50
7 80

PROOF COIL CHAIN
B

hi in $14 35
5-16 in 13 815

% in 13 60
7-16 in 12 90
V2 in 13 20
9-16 in 12 70
% in 12 50
% in 12 40
% in 12 90
1 in 12 65
Extra for B.B. chain 1 20
Extra for B.B.B. Chain 1 SO

ELECTRIC WELD COIL
CHAIN B.B.

Va in $14 00
3-16 in 12 50
V* in 11 75
6- 16 in Ill 40
% i n 11 00
7-16 in 10 60
% in 10 40
% in 10 00
% in 9 90

Prices per 100 lbs.

FILES AND RASPS
Per Cent.

Great Western, American ... 60
Kearney & Foot, Arcade ... 50
J. Barton Smith, Eagle 50
McClelland. Gldbe 60
Whitman & Barnes 50
Black Diamondl 37 V4
Delta Files 37%
Nicholson 37 i<)

Globe 60
'

Vulcan 60
Disston 50
P.H. and Imperial 60

OILS AND COMPOUNDS
Castor oil, per lb

Royalite. per gal., bulk 22Mi
Palacine 25^^
Machine oil, per gal 86
Black oil, per gal 16
Cylinder oil. Capital 62
Cylinder oil. Acme 45
Standard cutting compound
per lb 06

Lard oil, per gal 2 60
Union thread cutting oil anti-
septic 88

Acme cutting oil, antiseptic. 37%
Irreperial quenching oil 89%
Petroleum fuel oil 10%

BELTING—NO. 1 OAK TANNED
Extra heavy, single and double 80%
Standard 30, 10%
Cut leather lacing. No. 1 .... $2 20
Leather in sides 1 75

COAL AND COKE
Solvay Foundry Coke
Connelsville Foundry Coke .

.

Steam Lump Coal
Best Slack . ,

Net ton f.o.b. Toronto.

BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS
Per Cent.

Coach and lag screws 35
Stove bolts 65
Plate washers list plus 20
Machine bolts, 7-16 and over 40
Machine bolts, % and less . . 40
Blank bolts 25
Bolt ends 25
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., steel 27%
Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd., steel '. 10
Machine screws, fl. and rd.

hd., brass net
Machine screws, o. and fil.

hd., brass net
Nuts, square, blank add $0 75
Nuts, square, tapped add 1 00
Nuts, hex., blank add 1 00
Nuts, hex., tapped add 1 25
Copper rivets and burrs, list

less 15
Burrs only, list plus 26
Iron rivets and burrs . . . 40c 06
Boiler rivets, base %" and

larger $8 60
Structural rivets, as above. . 8 40
Wood screws, flat, bright. ... 76
Wood screws, O.&R., bright. 77%
Wood screws, flat, brass 65
Wood screws, O.&R., brass. . . 55%
Wood screws, flat, bronze.... 50
Wood screws, O.&R.. bronze. 47%

MISCELLANEOUS
SoMer, strictly 34
Solder, guaranteed 89
Babbitt metals 18 to 70
Soldering coppers, '3 to 6 lbs. 58
Putty, 100-lb. drums 6 75
White lead, pure, cwt. 17 80
Red dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,

per cwt '. 16 60
Glue, English 35
Gasoline, per gal., bulk S3
Benzine, per gal., bulk 82
Pure turpentine, single bbls.,

gal 1 50
Linseed oil, raw. single, bbl. 2 90
Linseed oil, boiled, single

bbls 2 92
Lead wool, per lb 14
Plumbers' oakum, per cwt. 9 00
Sandpaper, B. & A. ... list plus 43
Emery Cloth list plus 37 V.
Sal Soda 03%
Sulphur, rolls 05
Sulphur, commercial 04%
Rosin "D." per lb 07
Rosin "G." per lb 08
Borax crystal and granula. 14
Wood alcohol, per gallon... 2 00
Whiting, plain, per 100 lbs.. 2 50

COPPER PRODUCTS
Montreal Toronto

Bars, % to 2 in. . . . $42 60 $48 00
Plain sheets, base 16

oz. and heavier. . . 46 00 44 00
Copi>er sheet, tinned

14 X 60 in., 14 oz. . . 48 00 48 00
Copper sheet, plan-

ished, base 16 oz.

and heavier 46 00 45 00
Braziers' in. sheets,

6x4 base 46 00 44 00
Tubing T.P.S., base
% in. up to 3 in.. 60 00 60 00
Above prices are full sheets and

bars. Cut siheets and bars are 6c
per lb. higher.

BRASS PRODUCTS.
Warehouse price.

Brass rods, base %" to 1" rd..$0 84

Sheets. 24 07.. and heavier base 42

Brass tubing, seamless 46

Tubing, LP.S.. 1" base 48

POLISHED DRILL ROD.
Discount off list. Montreal
and Toronto Net

WASTE.
White Cents per lb.

XXX Extra 19%
Peerless 19

Grand 18
Superior 18
X L C R 17
Atlas 17

X Empire 16%
Tdcad 1«
X press 14

Colored

Lion 16
Standard 13%
No. 1 13%
Popular 12

Keen 10%
Wool Packing

Arrow 25
Axle eo
Anvil 16
Anchor 11

Washed Wipers.
Select White 11

Mixed colored 10
Dark colored 09
Ibis list subject to trade discount

for quantity.

MILLED PRODUCTS.

Per cent.

Set screws 60
Sq. 4 Hex., Head Cap Screws 4S

Rd. & Fil. Head Cap Screws 20
Flat A But. Hd. Cap Screw*
plus 10

Fin. £ Semi-fin. nuts up to
1 in 46

Fin. and semi-fin. nuts, over
1 in., up to 1% in 40

Fin. and »emi-fin. nuts, over

1% in., up to 2 in M
Studs 80
Taper pins 60
Coupling bolts, pins 10
Planer head bolts, without

fillets H*tplus 10

Planer head bolts, with fillet

list plus 10 and 10

Planer head bolt nuts, same
as finished nuts.

Planer bolt washers net

Hollow set screws list plus 20
Collar screws list plus 20, W
Thumb screws 40
Thumb nuts TB
Patch bolts add 20

Cold pressed nuts to 1% in.

add 1 00

Cold pressed nuts over 1%
in add t 00

METALS
METALS

I^ke copper $24 25 $25 00

Electro copper 24 00 25 00

Castings, copper 23 50 25 00

Tin

67

50 58 00

Spelter 10 00 10 50

Lead 8 25 8 50

Antimony 10 00 10 50

Alumium 33 00 36 00
Prices per 100 lbs.

ROPES AND PACKING
Packing, square braided $0 89
Packing, No. 1 Italian 44

Packing, No. 2 Italian • 86
Pure Manila rope 87
IVansmission rope. Manila. . . . • 43

Dri!lint: cables, Manila (89

RUBBER BEL'nNG.
Standard
extra.

10%

LEAD SHEET'S
Montnml Toronto

Sheets, 8 lbs. sq. ft.,

lb $12 00 H» 2i
Sheets. 8% Km 12 00 18 26
Sheets. 4 to 6 lbs. ... 1.^ 00 12 M

Cut sheets, %e per lb. extra.
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FairbanKs Renewable
Disc Valves

Palmetto Twist Packing

At least Four Threads of

Spindle engaged with Bon-
net at all times.

Raised Round Seat. No
Sediment can lodge on it or

injure disc.

Globe or

Angle

Corrugated Iron Wheel,
Arrow cast on wheel shows
direction valve opens.

Follower in stuffing Box.

Renewable Bakelite Disc

slips over end of spindle.

Can be replaced in less than
one minute.

Guide cast on Body holds
Disc centrally over seat.

Screwed or

Flanged.

The disc of the Fairbanks Renewal Disc Valve

can be renewed in less than a minute without

removing the valve from the line, a wrench
being the only tool necessary.

EVERYTHING IN MECHANICAL GOODS

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited
"CANADA'S DEPARTMENTAL HOUSE FOR MECHANICAL GOODS"

ST. JOHN, QUEBEC, MONTREAL, OTTAWA, TORONTO, HAMILTON, WINDSOR,
WINNIPEG, SASKATOON, CALGARY, VANCOUVER. VICTORIA.
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WANTED
Representatives to handle special line of
British made "Elastic Steam Jointing
Cement" (for all joints) and Iron Cement
for casting, etc. Exclusive territory of-
fered parties conversant with trade. Re-
plies treated confidential. Apply Box 151,
Power House.

VYANTBD — BY LARGE ONTARIO BOILER
manufacturer, an experienced draughtsman,

familiar with the designing of tubtaJar, locomotive
and stationary boilers. "Write Box 153, Power
House.

•rrrANTED — first-class engineer to
take charge of steam plant; prefer a man

with knowledge of Detroit Stokers, also one who
has had some experience with electrical mach-
inery. Box 154, Power House, 143 University Ave.,
Toronto.

Get Bigger Pa;y
through ELECTWCITy

You will find In HAWKINS
GUIDES just what you need to
know about electricity. In simple
everyday language— complete,
concise, to the point. In Questions
and answers. A complete standard
course In Klectrlcal Engineering.
Send lor your set today to loolt

over.

HAWKINS
ELECTRICAL

GUIDES

3500 PAGES
4700 PICTURES
POCKET SIZE
FLEXIBLECOVERS
$X A NUMBER
$1 A MONTH
MaEnetism—InductloD

—

Exporimenta—Dynamos

—

Electric Machinery—Motora—^Armatures—Armature Windiaga—Installing of Dyna-
mos—Electrical Instrument Testing—Practical Manage-
ment of Dynamos and Motora—Distribution Systems

—

Wiring—Wiring Diagrams—Sign Flashers—Storage Bat-
teries—Principlea of Alternating Currents and Alternatora
—Alternating Current Motora— Transformers— Con-
verters—Rectifiers—Alternating Current System*—Cir-
cuit Breakers—Mea,fluring Instruments—Switch Boards
—Power Stations—Installing—Telephone—Telegraph—
Wircleas—Bells—Lighting—Railways. Also many mod-
em Practical Appticatiooa of Electricity and Ready Refer-
once Index of tbo 10 numbers.

Shipped to you FREE. Not a cent to pay until you se«
the books. No obligation to buy unless you are satisfied.

f Send coupon now—today—and gel this great help library

and see if it is not worth $100 to you—you pay $1.00 a
month (or 10 months or return it.

subrr

THEO. AUDEL A C0.» 72
Fifth Ave., N. Y, l'Iei»se

t for exiuninatiori Hawkins
Electrical Guides (Trieu $1 L'ncl>)

.

Shipatonce. prepBi.l, the lOnumb^Ts. If
eatialactory. I aiiree to avml you $1 within

seven diiys and to further mail yuu $1 each
month until paid.

New Lodge C. A. S. E.

Stationairy engineers organizedi at

Hanover, Ont., on October the 28th.

President Bro. Moll had the pleasure

of organizing a branch lodge of the

C.AjS.E. No. 38, at Hanover, Ont., in-

stalling the following officers: president,

Charles Falconer; vice-president, Wm.
Zufeldt; recording secretary, Ed. Holler;

treasurer, Chris Weis; financial secre-

tary, Thos. Scott; conductor, Jas. Mar-
tin; door-keeper, J. J. Lang. After in-

stalling the officers and instructing them
for their work, a lunch was served, after

which a hearty vote of thanks was tend-

ered to Bro. Moll for his great interest

in the C.A.S.E.

Peeble's Medium and Slow Speed Alter-

nators.

Bruce Peebles & Co., Ltd., Edinbiirgh,

Scotland, have issued pamphlet No. 13-C,

dealing with medium and sloow speed

alternators. This pamphlet gives a full

specification of the machines, together

with a number of half-tone illustrations,

also lists of ratings for i>0- and 25-cycle

alternators for all pressures from 200-

6600 volts, a rule being given for work-
ing out the ratings of machines of other

periodicities.

A New Bulletin.

"Dunham Heating Date" has just been

issued, describing and explaining stand-

ard methods of fisuring radiation and
laying out piping. Valuable ventiliating

data is also included, the whole being put

in very practical and convis^ form, get-

ting at the reail information without

ha-ving to wade through a lot of prelim-

inaries. Various details of piping con-

nections are illustrated, and complete

pipe sizing information given. This

bulletin, tou:ether with several others of

interest and value to the stationary and

heating engineer, can be secured by
writing the C. A. Dunham Co., Ltd., 15.S5

Davenport Road, Toronto, Ont.

Where Do You
Live ?

We are going to put a repre-

sentative in every town in

Canada. Be the one in your
territory.

We te^ch you how to build

a permanent, substantial

business. Whole or spare
time. Write for particulars
to-day.

Dept.|B., Agency Division

153__University Ave., Toronto, Ont.

WANTED
Representatives to handle special line of
Britisih made "Elastic Steam Jointing
Cement" (for all jaints) and Iron Cement
for castings, etc. Exclusive territory of-

fered parties conversant with trade. Re-
plies treated confidential. Apply Box 15-1.

Power House.

It takes coal to generate

live steam and it costs

good hard-earned dollars

to buy that coal—more of

those dollars than it ever

cost before.

Therefore, every bit of live

steam that escapes from
your steam trap means
money out of your pocket-

book.
Keep that money in your
pocketbook. If you have
any steam leaking around
your plant rip them out and
put in the Steam Trap Sarco.

It positively does not leak live

steam. That we guarantee

when properly adjusted. You
can prove this to your own
complete satisfaction in the

30 days' free trial we give

you on the

Steam Trap

Sarco
Its knife edge blade absolute-

ly prevents the loss of a

single cent's worth of steam
from one end of the year to

the other.

Steam Trap Sarco operates

hydraulically. The reliable

expansion and contraction of

a sensitive expansion element
controls the valve. It drains

off all condensation as soon

as it is formed.
And it is so simple that it will

outlast other traps. It has no com-
plicated system of levers, gauges,

etc . to get out of
order and wear out
There is only one
moving part.

Furthermore
the Steam Trap
Sarco costs less

than 1-3 the
price of othei
traps. .And it

costs less to in

stall because nc
building up, nc
supports and no
floor space are
reiuired. With-
out changing
the piping, il

can be quickly
installed at an>
angle, at any
point on the

line.

Guaranteed foi

any given pres-

sure up to 200

lbs. Made in

sizes %" to 3"-

Send for out

booklet "J."

Sarco Company
Inc.

4 Broadway
, York,City

Kui^,tt Sciuare, BulTau>

Monadnock Block, Chicago

MajesUc Bldg., D<?t~\*-..

nrexol Bldg., Philadelphia

Bros., Montreal.
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TRADE MARK

Electric Generating Sets

Designed and Built to U.S.

Navy Specifications ! ,

—which fact forcibly indorses their efficiency, design, dependability,

and quality of construction. Have close regulation and are suitable

for all light and power purposes. Specially adapted for isolated

power plants, and as auxiliaries in large plants, as well as on ship-

board. They are compact, self-contained units, consisting of a Stur-

tevant steam engine direct connected to a conservatively rated Stur-

tevant electric generator. Are made with automatic lubricating

systems, either gravity or forced feed. All reciprocating parts of

the engine are entirely enclosed within the engine frame, which is

provided with oil- and dust-proof covers. All parts are readily

accessible by removing these covers. Write us for Bulletin No. 239U
which details the merits, design, and construction of Sturtevant

Electric Generating Sets.

B. F. STURTEVANT CO. OF CANADA, LTD.
HEAD OFFICE AND WORKS: GALT, ONT.

SALES OFFICES: MONTREAL AND TORONTO
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Better Service
that give

Longer Service

THE SMART-TURNER MACHINE CO., Limited

Hamilton, Canada

The Simplest and Best Cleaner on the market is

PILLEY'S
Combination Flue Brush and Scraper.

Guaranteed not to break or the wires to pull out or lay over.

A simple turn of the hand adjusts it to the tube, and the brush
removes what the scraper loosens.

For sale by leading Canadian jobbers.

Manufactared by

PILLEY PACKING AND FLUE BRUSH MFG. CO.
623 South Third Street - - - St. Lonia. H*.

Eastern Office: 71 Fulton St.. New York.

WE WELD
EVERYTHING

Leaky Steam Boilers Repaired
Flue Sheets and Flues Welded

WELDING REPAIRS TO ALL
MACHINERY GUARANTEED

The Electric Welding Co.
178 Bleury St., Montreal. Phone Main 2300

UElg B

The Ladd Water Tube Boilers are designed

throughout to withstand heavy firing.

Built in any size and for any of the many
methods of firing.

Our catalogue will interest you.

GEORGE T. LADD COMPANY
Farmers Bank Building

PITTSBURGH - - PENN., U.S.A.

FEDERAL
ENGINEERING CO.

LTD.
172 JOHN ST
TORONTO

VICTORIA FOUNDRY COMPANY, LIMITED
Engineers, Machine and Foundry Contractor a

OTTAWA, CANADA
Special Castings Forgings

Pumps, Hoists, Valves, Boiler Fronts, Grate Bars.

Send Blueprints for Quotations. Write for our latest catalogue.

Patterns Machine Work

DARLING BROTHERS, LIMITED
Engineers, Manufacturer a and Founders

120 Prince Street, MONTREAL, P.Q.

Pumps for any Service—Steam Appliances—
Freight Elevators—Webster Vacuum
Heating System.

The J. C. Wilson Mfg., Co., Limited
BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO

Mechanical Ehigineere. Pattern Makers. Founders and Machinists.

We build complete Hydraulic Turbine Equipment, Flumes, Head
Gates, Racks, Waste Gates and Winohee. Water Wheel Govei^

nors. Gearing. Pulleys and Shafting.

MAKERS OF THE "LITTLE GIANT" TURBINE
Put Your Water Wheel Proposition Up To Us
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CRANE VALVES

CRANE
LIMITED

HEAQ OFFICE S WORKS
I280 ST. PATRICK ST

BRANCHES:

MONTREAL
Vancouver, Calgary, WinnipeSf Toronto.

fcS STEAM TRAP
FOR HIGH OR LOW PRESSURE,

Steam can't blow through. They have
large discharge valves and cannot be

flooded from sudden flushes of water.

MAY WE SEND ONE FOR TRIAL?

Reducing Valves, Pump Governors,

Rdief Valves, Exhaust Pipe Heads,

Ejectors and Steam Separators.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
THE GARTH COMPANY

26 Craig Street MONTREAL. CAN.

WATSON & McDANIEL CO.
No. 146 N. 7tti Street. PHILADELPHIA. Pa.

100%
Protection

3 to 17%
Fuel Saving

Automatic

Feed Water
Regulator

Keeps the water within

% in. of middle gauge,
regardless of the load

or firing. Works auto-
matically, perfectly —
an absolute protection
from high and low
water accidents. Be-
cause proven an abso-
lute protection and a
fuel saver too, the
Vigilant is used by
nearly all the iron and
steel producers in the
States.

Ask for Catalog.

The Chaplin -Fulton
Manufacturing Co.

28 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

The Traveling Tripper
For Instance
Every detail of the

Pivoted Bucket Carrier
is the result of over twenty years' successful experience in de-

iigning and building aconomical Coal and Ash Handling
Machinery.

Take the Traveling—

>

Tripper for Instance

The following are but a few notable features
that are typical of construction throughout
the JEFFREY Carrier—

1. Strong and substantial.

2. Easy bucket engagement, with assured emptying
of buckets, and a gentle release by the Tripping
Cams.

3. Tripping Cams with thick wearing surface, deep
chilled, hard as flint, for long service.

4. Tripping Cams readily lowered by racks and pin-
ions so that Tripper may be shifted quickly when
the Carrier is idle or when a Stationary Tripper is

in service.

5. Tripper so balanced that little effort is required
to move it in either direction when the Carrier
is in motion.

6. Release ends of Tripper Cams adjustable for easy
release of the buckets.

Our Engineers vHW gladly point out to you all the advantages of the JEFFREY
Carrier. Write to-day for our new Catalog No. 210.

The Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Canadian Branches and Warerooms, Montreal
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Make it Easier- -

ALL-WAY
Flexible Spout

Grease and Oil Guns

Make it easy to refill the
most out-of-the-way gear
cases or transmission as
the flexible spout can be
bent to any desired angle.

The Cleaning Device at

the end of the "ALL-
WAY" spout reduces
cleaning time and oil

wastage to a minimum.
The "ALL-WAY" gun is

especially useful and
handy in filling lineshaft
hanger reservoirs.

If your dealer cannot sup-
ply you, write us.

We also manufacture the well-

known "ALL-WAY" Oil Can.
Saves you 50% of your oil bill.

The Allway Oiler Mfg. Co.

196 KING STREET WEST
TORONTO, ONT.

Mason Reducing Valve installed in the Protestant Hospital for
Insane, at Verdun, Montreal.

1896 to 1919
Mason Reducing Valve On the Job 23 Years

In spite of the fact that the Mason Reducing Valve pictured above
has setn 2.'! years of wear it is giving as good service now as the
day it was installed, and is fit for another 23 years or more. lyong
and satisfactory service and minimum upkeep cost is common to
GDNUINE MASON Valves. Supplied by all dealers and jobbers.

The Mason Regulator & Engineering Co., Limited
Formerly H. L. Peiler & Company.

Toronto Representative

:

The Arthur S. Leitch Co.,
1002 Kent Building.

Head Office and Factor}-

:

135-153 Dagenais St.,

Montreal.

BOBlODG
UNION MADE
OVERALLS
SHIRTS & GLOVES

R.G.LONG eCO. limited |TORONTO CANADA M

1 J

Structural MacKinnon
Steel Steel Co.
and JLimited

•Steel Plate'

Work

of every

Description

Penstocks

Thimbles

Draft Tubes

Wheel Cases

Write for prices.
Steel Gates

Racks

.

PROMPT ^
Gate Steelwork DELIVERIES

Power House Sherbrooke, Que.
Montreal Office:

404 New Birks Building
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I POWER HOUSE BUYERS' DIRECTORY
M If what you want is not Hsted here write us, and we will tell you where to get it. Let us suggest that you consult

^ also the advertisers' JncJex facing the inside back cover, after having secured advertisers' names from this directory

§ The information you desire may be found in the advertising pages. This department is maintained for the benefit

= aind oonveniience of our readers. The insertion of our advertisers' names under proper headinc^ is gladly undertaken,

= but does not became part of an advertising contract.

AIR COCKS
LukeBheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
Jas. Morrison Brass Alfg. Co.. Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

ALLOYS, BRASS AND COPPER
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkei-ville, Ont.

AMMETERS
Can. Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto.

AMMONIA VALVES AND FITTINGS
Can Fairt>anks- .Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Frick Co., WajTie.sboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Homestead Valve .Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
York Mfg. Co.. York, Pa.

AMMONIA PURIFIERS
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

ARCHES, COMBUSTION CHAMBER
Can. Fairban.ks-Moi'se Co., Ltd., Montreal.

ASH CARRYING SYSTEMS
Ba.bcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Wateroiis Engine Works Co., Brantford,
Ont.

ASBESTOS SPECIALTIES
Durabla Mfg. Co., New York. N.Y'.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont.

ASBESTOS PACKED COCKS
I'ratt & Cady Co., Inc., Hartford, Conn.

AUTOMATIC ICE RECORDING
DOORS AND CHUTES

Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagers-
fown, Md,

BABBITT AND ANTI-FRICTION
METAL

Can. Fairbank's.'Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Hoyt Metal Co., Toronto.
Magnolia Metal Co., Montreal.

BALLCOCKS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co. ,

Toronto.
U'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.

BATTERIES AND ACCESSORIES
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto.

BEARINGS
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C., Belleville.

BEARINGS. BRASS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.

BELT CEMENT
D. K. MacLaren. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Graton and Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELLS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., 'London, Ont.

BtlLT CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

BELT DRESSING
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., ^Montreal, Que.
Dominion Belting Co., Hamilton. Omt.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

BELT LACING, LEATHER
D. K. MacLaren. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Graton & Knight _Mfg. Co., Monti-eal.

BELT TIGHTENB5RS
Waterotis Engine Works Co., Brantford.

BELTING, BALATA
D. K. MacLai'en, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Federal Engineering Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Victor Balata & Textile Belting Co.,
Boston, Mass.

BELTING. CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffley Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

BELTING, SILENT CHAIN
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

BELTING, CONVEYOR
Can. Consol. Rubber Co., Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING LINK
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

BELTING, LEATHER
Bond Engineering Works, Toronto, Ont
Can. FairbanksJ.Moree Co.. Ltl. , Montreal
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Qraton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal.

BELTING, RUBBER
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto.
Can. Consol. Rubber Co. Ltd., Montreal.
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Co., Toronto.
Gnttn Percha & Rubber Limited, Toronto.
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
VVilldams MacTiinery iCo. , A. _U. . Toronto.

BELTING, STITCHED COTTON
DUCK

Dominion Belting Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Williams Mactiinery Co., A. R., Toronto.
Victor Balata & TextUe Belting Co., Bos-
ton, Mass.

BELTING, STITCHED COTTON
D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

BEL-nNG. SOLID WOVEN
D. K. .MadLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Federal Engineering Co., Toronto, Ont.

BIBS. COMPRESSION
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

BINS, COAL. COKE AND ORE
Jeffrey .Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
.MacKinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sherbi'ooke. Q.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

BLOWERS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.,

Montreal.
Can F.iirbanksJMoTse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Carfing Turbine Blower Co., Worcester,

Coppus Eng. & Equip. Co., Worcester,

Mass.
Oreen's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
MaoGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.. Toronto. Can.

BLOWERS. CENTRIFUGAL
The Mason Regulator & 'Eng., Co., Ltd.,

iMontreal. „
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester,

Mass.
Sturtevant Co., B. F., Toronto, Can.

BLOWERS. FANS
The .Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.,

Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt. Co., Worcester,

Mass
.Sturtevant Co.. B. F., Toronto. Can.

BLOWERS, FORCED DRAFT
Coppus Eng. & Equipt. Co., Worcester,

'Mass.

BLOWERS. MECHANICAL SOOT
Diamond Specialty Co., Windsor, Ont.

BLOWERS. POWER
The .Mason Regulator & Eng. 'Co., Ltd.,
'Montreal.

Conpus Eng. & Equipt. Co., Worcester,
Mass.

Sturtevant Co., B. P., Toronto. Can.

BLOWERS. TURBINES
The 'Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.,

.Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt. Co., Worcester,
Mass.

Sturtevant Co., B. F., Toronto, Can.

BOILER BAFFLE WALLS
Jointlcss Fire Brick Co.. Chicago, 111.

BOILER COVERING
Bevei-idge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.

BOILER COMPOUNDS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Shell Bar' Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto,
fan. FairbanksJJIorse Co.. Ltl., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-.Manville Co . Toronto.
Metlskin Mfg. Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Shell-Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.

BOILER FRONTS
Victoria Foundry Co.. Ltd., Ottawa.

BOILER skimmers'
Yamal-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER REGULATORS
The Mason iRegulator & Eng. "'Co., Ltd.,
Montreal.

Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St.
Louis, 'Mo.

McDonough, J., 323 Markham St., Toronto.

BOILER COMPOUND FEEDERS
Can. Fairbauks^-Morae Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

BOILER FITTINGS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Out.

BOILER MOUNTINGS
W. R. Sexton Boiler Setting Co.. Toronto.

BOILER HOUSE ACCESSORIES
W. R. Sexton Boiler Settins Co.. Toronto.

BOILER SETTINGS
W. R. Sexton Boiler Setting Co.. Toronto.

BOILER FEED REGULATORS
Can. Pairbanks-'Morse Co.. Ltl, Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Montreal.

BOILER MOUNTINGS
Babcook & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Pairbanks-'Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Empire Mfg. Co , Ltd. , London, Ont.
(ioldde & McCuHoch Co.. Gait.
Inglis Co., The John. Toronto, Ont.
Limkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

BOILER PRESERVATIVES
Johns-'Pratt Co., The. Hartford, Conn.
Metlskin .Co., Inc., Rocihe.st«r, N.Y.

BOILER HOUSE ACCESSORIES
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Defender Automatic .Regulator Co., St.

[Louis, Mo.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., 'Montreal.

Yamall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER SETTINGS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal.
Betson Plastic Fire Brick 'Co.. Rome, N.Y.
Gates Refractories. Ltd., Jlontreal.

Jotntless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

BOILERS. HORIZONTAL. RETURN,
TUBULAR AND WATBaiTUBE

The .Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.,

xrontreal.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.

Cole, Ltd., George W., Toronto.

Goldie & McCullooh Co., Gait.

Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Pa.

Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Ont.

Canadian Allis-Chalmeis. Ltd., Toronto.

Engineering and Machine Works of Can.,

Ltd. St. Catharines. Ont.

Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.

Ladd Co., The Geo. T., Pittsburgh, Pa.

.Leonard & Son.^. Ltd.. E.. London Ont.

MacGiovem & Co.. Inc. Montreal. Q"e
McAvitv & Sons. Ltd.. T., St. John. ^J.B.

Wateroiis Engine Works Co., Brantford.

Williams iMachinery Co., A. R., Toronto.

BOILERS. MARINE, LOCOMOTIVE
AND VERTICAL

Babcock & Wilcox. 'Ltd.. ^Montreal.

Can Alli.s-C'halmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Goldie & McCiiUorh Co.. Gait.

Inglis Co.. The John. Toronto, Ont.

Leonaid & iSons. Ltd.. E., ^London. Ont.

Engineering and ilaohine Works o4 Can.,

Ltd . St. Catharines, Ont.

Montreal General Tool Co., Montreal, Qiie.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

BOXES, FUSE AND METER
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

BRASS GOODS
Penberthv Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

Empire Mfg. Co.. London. Ont.

Jas. Morrison !Bra.ss Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Kerr Engine Co., WalkervUle, Ont

BRASS FOUNDERS
iMc.ivity & Sons. Ltd., iSt. John. (N.,B.

D'Este Co , Julian. Boston. Mass.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerville. Ont.

Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia. Ont.

Penlberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont

BRASS SHEETS AND TUBES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

BRINE COOLERS
Frick Co., Wa>-nef<boro, Franklin Co., Pa.

York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

BUSHINGS
Steel Mill Packing Co.. Windsor, Ont
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.

BUSHING BRONZE
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont.

Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.

H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.

CALOFIFIERS
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.

CALORIMETERS
SchaefTer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brook-

b'n, N.Y. ^
Taylor Instrument Co.. Rochester. N.Y.

CANS. OILY WASTE
Ja.s. Morrison Bra.ss Mfg. Co.. Torouto

CANNERS' CONVEYORS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

CASTINGS. ALLOY
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont
Kerr Engine Co., WalfcarvUle, Ont.
H. Mueller .Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.

CASTINGS. BRASS AND IRON
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lind-
say, Ont

Goldie & -McCulloch Co., Gait
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville. Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Leonard & Sons, Ltd., E., London, Ont
McAvity & Sons, Lt/1., T., St. John, N.B.
Norwalk Iron Works, South Noi-walk, Ct
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
.Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont.
Victoria FoundiT Co., Ltd., Oshawa.
VVaterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

Wilson -Mfg. Co., J. C, Belleville.

MARINE CASTINGS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

CELLAR DRAINERS
Jas. Morrison Bra-ss ilfg. 'Co., Toronto.

.Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont.

CEMENT HARBENER AND
WATERPROOFER

Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

CEMENT MACHINERY
Can Fairbanks^Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Can' AUis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

CEMENT HANDLING MACHINERY
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

Can. 'Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.

CEMENT. HIGH TEMPERATURE
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal.

Shell Bar Boico Supply, 'Ltd., Toronto.

Gates Refractories, Limited, Montreal.

Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toron-to.

Standaid Mach. & Supplies, Ltd., Mont-
real, P.Q.

CEMENT, INSULATING. REFRAC-
TORY

Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

CHAINS, AGRICULTURAL
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, AUTOMOBILE ENGINE
Morse Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS, BICYCLE
Moi-se Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS. BLOCK
Moi-se Chain Co., Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS. FOR ELEVATORS AND
CONVEYORS

Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Jettrey .\ltg. Co., 'Montreal, Canada.

CHAINS. MALLEABLE. DETACH-
ABLE AND RIVETED

Can. LinknBelt Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Jeffrey .Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

CHAINS. POWER TRANSMISSION
aioise Chain Co.. Ithica, N.Y.

CHAINS. SILENT
(Morse Chain Co., Ithica. N.Y.

CHAINS. SPROCKET WHEEL
Qlorse Chain Co., Ithica. N.Y.

CHAIN WHEELS
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., I>td..

Montreal.
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., New Bed-

ford, -Mass.

CHIMNEYS. RADIAL BRICK
Green's Economiser. Ltl., Toronto, Out.

Leitch Co., A. S., Toronto.

CLAMPS. PIPE-JOINT
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

CHUTES, COAL
-Mackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke,
Que.

CLAMPS, MACHINISTS
J. H. WiUiams & Co., iBrooklj-n, N.Y.

CLEANERS, BOILER TUBE
Babcock & ..ilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
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Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto
Oole Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Brothers, Ltd. Montreal, Que.
Frank Gilman. Birmingtiam, Eng.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Goldie & iMcCulloch Co., Gait.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Pilley Packing & Flue Brush Mfg. Co.,
St. Louis. Mo.

Yamal-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

CLOCKS
American Steam Gauge & VoItc Mfg. Co.,
Boston, Mass.

CLOSETS
Empdre Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont.
Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont.

CLUTCHES
Can. Li.nk-BeM To., Toronto, Ont
Goldie & McCuUooh Co., Gait.

'

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

COAL
Dom. Coal Co., Montreal.

COAL AND ASH CONVEYORS
BaUxJock & Wilcox Ltd., Montreal.
Jeffrey IManufactiiring Co , Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

COAL HANDLING, MACHINERY
BaJlKxwk & WiJcfw, Ltd

, Montreal.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Green's Economi.?er. Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
J-effrey Manufacturing Co.. Montreal
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal. Que.
PortaHe Machinery Co.. Inc., Passaic. N.J.
Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., .Sherbrooke. Q.
Waterous Eng. Works Co., Brantford, Ont.

COAL HOLE COVERS
Can. Allis-Chalmers. Ltd., Toronto. Ont.

COILS
Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
.Tas. Morrison Bra-is Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
York Manufacturing Co., York. Pa.

COLD STORAGE INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co.. Alont-

real. Que.
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

COLD STORAGE DOORS AND
WINDOWS

Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagers-
town, Md.

COMPRESSORS, AIR
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek,
Mioh.

Can. Allls-Ohalmers. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Can. Fairhanks-iMnrsc Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Inglis Co.. The John, Toronto, Ont.
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
.MacGovem & Co.. Inc., Montreal. Que.
Norwalk Iron Works, South Norwalk. Con.
Royles. Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, Eng.
.Smart-Turner Mnchine Co.. Ltd. .Hamilton.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester. N.Y.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R.. Toronto.'

COMPRESSORS, GAS
Norwalk Iron Works, South Norwalk. Con.

COMPRESSORS, ROTARY
Eischer, Wyss Co., 'Montreal.

CONDENSERS
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
American Steam Pump Co.. Battle Creek.
Mich.

Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lind-
say, Ontario.

Can. Allis^halmers, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Darling Bros.. JM., Montreal, Que
Goldie & McCiilloch Co., GalL
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
.MaoGoTem & Co.. Inc.. Montreal. Que.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

CONDENSERS. AMMONIA AND
STEAM

Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York. Pa.

CONDENSERS, DOUBLE PIPE
Frick Co.. Waomesboro. Franklin Co., Pa-
Yorn Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto.

CONDUITS
Can. H. W, Johns-Manville Co . Toronto.

CONDENSATION RECEIVER
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.,
Montreal.

Cole, Ltd.. George W., Toronto.

CONDENSED AND SMOKESTACK
PAINTS

Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

CONNECTIONS, FLANGED
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington. Mass.
Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

CONNECTING RODS
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklj-n, N.Y.

CONTRACTORS' STRUCTUTtAL
STEEL

Can. Fairbanks-.Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal
MacKinnon Siteel Co., Sherbrookee, Que.

CONVEYOR MACHINERY
Babcook & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. FairbanksJ.Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Montreal
Waterous Engine Work? Co., Brantford.

CONVERTERS, ROTARY
Can. Fairbanks^Morse Co, Ltd., Montreal.
-MacGovem & Co.. Inc.. Montreal, Que.

COOLER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagers-
town, Md.

CORK INSULATION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co , Mont-

real, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto.

COTTON HOSE
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton. Ont

COUNTERS
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co.,
Boston. Mass.

Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co . Brook-
lyn, N.Y.

COUPLINGS
Boving Hydraulic & Eng. Co;, Ltd., Lind-
say, Ont.

Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que
Can. Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Jeft'rey .Manufacturing Co., Montreal.
.McAvity & Sons, T., St. John, N.B.

COUPLING, FRICTION
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

COUPLINGS, BOILER, FLANGED
PIPE, JOINT PIPE, UNION,

STEAM PIPE
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, ilass.

COUPLINGS, SHAFT
Goldie & .McCulIoch Co., Gait.

CRANES, ALL KINDS
Can. Allis-Ohalmere, Ltd., Toronto.
Baibcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Ham-
ilton.

CRANES, ELECTRIC
Eabcock & Wilcox, Ltd., (Montreal.
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Smart-Turner .Mach. Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.

CRANES, GANTRY
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
.MaoKiution Steel Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

CRANES, HAND POWER
iBabcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. Montreal.
Boving H>-dTaulic & Eng., Co.. Ltd.. Lind-
say. Ont,

run. Link-Belt Co., Toronto.. Ont.
Prick <"'o., W.'OTiesboro. Franklin Co., Pa.
Smart -Turner Machine Co.. Ltd., Hamilton

CRANES, LOCOMOTIVE
Canadian Link-Belt Co.. Toronto.

CRANES. OVERHEAD TRAVELING
Babcnck & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Boving Hydraulic & Eng., Co., Ltd., Lind-
sav, Ont.

Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine -Co., Ltd., Hamilton

CRANES, POST JIB
Bal)Cock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.

CRANES, PORTABLE
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto.. Ont.

CRANES, SWING JIB
Kalx-ock & Wilcox. Ltd.. .Montreal.

CRANES, WALL
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.

CRANK SHAFT
J. H. Williams & Co.. Brookb-n, N.Y.

CRIMPS, LEATHER
Graton & Kuight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

CRUSHING MACHINERY
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Can,
Can. Fairbanks-.Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

DISCS, FIBRE
Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

DISCS, LEATHER
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., ^lontreal.

DISTILLING APPARATUS
Mason Regiilator & Eng. Co., Ltd., The,
Jlontreal.

Frick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co.. York. Pa.

DOORS, COLD STORAGE AND
FREEZER

Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagers-
town, Md.

DRAFT APPARATUS SYSTEMS,
MECHANICAL

Mfl.son Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., Tlie,

Montreal.
Green's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto.

DRIVES, CHAIN
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto., Ont.
Coventry Chain Co.. Coventrj', Eng.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Can.
Morse Chain Co.. Ithaca. N.J.

DROP-FORGINGS
J. H. Williams & Co.. Brookl\n. N.Y.

DRYING MACHINERY
Can. Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.

DRY CLEANING SYSTEMS
Bowser Co., Ltd., S. F.. Toronto, Ont.

DYNAMOS
Can. Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal
MacGovem & Co.. Inc . Montreal. Que.

EFFICIENCY ENGINEEaiING
MacKinnon Steel Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

ECONOMIZERS
BaJbcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Econoonizer, Ltd., Toronto.'

EJECTORS
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont"
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd. .Hamilton.

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES AND
MACHINERY

Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que
Can. Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal!
Economy Fuse & Mfg. C., Montreal. Que
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., New York.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-ManvUle Co., Toronto.

ELEVATORS
Beveridge Paper Co.. Ltd.. .Montreal, Que
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
MacKinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke.

ELEVATING MACHINERY
Can. Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ELEVATORS AND BUCKETS
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Can.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
MacKinnon Steel Co., Sherbrooke. Que.

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY

.leffrey Mfg Co.. Montreal. Que.
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto. Ont

ENAMELWASE
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Samia, Ont

ENDS, ROD AND YOKE
J. H. Williams & Co.. Brookl.vn. N.Y.

ENGINEERS' SUPPLIES
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.
Can. H. W. John.s-Manville Co., Toronto.
Cole. Ltd. Geo. W.. Toronto
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville. Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont
Ja.s. Morison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

ENGINES. AUTOMATIC AND
DROP VALVE

Frick Co., W.ayneshoro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. BrantfoM.

ENGINES, CORLISS AND ROCKING
VAL'VE

Frick Co., WaTOestioro. Franklin Co., Pa.
Goldie & .McCulloch Co.. Gait.
Green's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto.
Engineering and Machine Works of Can-
ada, Ltd.. St Catharines, Ont

Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantford.

ENGINES, DIESEL
Can. AUis-Chalmer.?. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

ENGINES, GAS AND GASOLINE
Boving H>x!raulio & Eng. Ca, Ltd.. Lind-

say. Ont.
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
MacGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal. Que.
Leonard & Sons, Ltd., E., London, Ont

ENGINES, GASOLINE, STA-
TIONARY

Sterling Engine <"o.. Buffalo. N.Y.
I>eonard & Sons. Ltd., E.. lyondon. Ont.

ENGINES: GASOLINE FOR PUMP
AND EMERGENCY GENER-

ATOR, DRIVES
Sterling Engine Ca. Buffalo, N.Y.
Leonard & Sons. Ltd.. E.. L<Midon, Ont.

ENGINES. STEAM
Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. The.
Montreal.

Can .\lliR-Chnlmers. Ltd. Toronto. Ont
Croldie Sf -McCulloch Co.. Gait.
Inglis Co. The John. Toronto. Ont.
Laurie & Lamjb. Montreal.
MacGovem & Co.. Inc., Montreal, Que.
Stnrtevant Co.. B. F., Toronto, Can.
Williams Machinery Ca, .\. R.. Toronto
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

ENGINES. HOISTING, LOGGING,
CABLEWAY

Can. Alli-s-Chaluui-s, Ltd., Ton>nto, Ont
ENGINES, MARINE

Can. FairbaukN-.Morse Co., lytd., Montri'al.

Can. Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Out.
Goldie & McCullodi Co.. Gait.
Montreal General Tool Co.. Montreal.

ENGINES, SAW MILL
Engineering and Machine Works of Clu-
ada, Ltd., St Catharines, Ont.

Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford-

ENGINES, SINGLE COMPOUND
AND TRIPLE EXPANSION

Engineering and Machine Vs arks of Can-
ada, Ltd., St. Catharines, Ont

Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.
Waterous Engine Works Ca, Brantford.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.. Toronto. Can.

ENGINES, VER'nCAL
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Sturtevant Co., B. F., Toronto. Can.

ENGINEERING BOOKS
MacLean Publi.5hing Co.. Toronto.

EXHAUSTERS
Green's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto.

EXHAUST HEADS
Darling Bros.. Ltl. .

Montreal. Que.
Direct Separator Co.. Syracuse. N.Y.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.
G«rtii Co. The. Montreal, Can
Franklin Williams Co., New York.
Watson & ilcDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

EXPANSION JOINTS
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
American District Steam Co.. North
Tonawanda, N.Y.

Dii-eot Separator Co.. Syracuse, N.Y.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.
.McAvity & Sons. Ltd.. T.. St John. N.B.
Jas Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto.

EYE BOLTS
Williams & Co.. J. H.. Brookb-n. N.Y.

FANS. VEN-nLATING
Ma.son Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd., The,
Montreal.

Coppus Engr. & Equip. Co., Worcester.
Mass.

Green's Economiser Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.. Toronto. Can.

FEED WATER HEATERS
.Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.. The.
Montreal.

Alberger Heat<>r Co.. Buffalo. 7J.Y.

Habock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal
Can. .Mli-s-Ohalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Can. Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal

Cole. Ltd., Geo. W., Toronta
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCuUodi Co.. Gait.

Pratt & Cady Co.. Inc.. Hartford. Conn.
Rovles. Lt<L. Irlam. Manchester. Eng.
MacGovem & Co.. Inc. Montreal.. Qu#.

Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brantfonl

FEED WATER PURIFIERS
Wm. B. Scaifc & Sons. Pittsburg. Pa.

Yamell-Waring Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

FEED WATER REGULATORS
Ma-son Rcgiilaior & Eng. Co.. Ltd..

Montreal. . „ ,

.\merican Steam Gauge & Valve Mtg.

Co.. Boston. Mass.
Chaplin. Fulton Mfg. Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Bitb., Ltd., Montreal, Q"*-
Green's Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto, Out
Laurie & Lam»>, Montreal.

E. J. Philiji & Sons, Toronto.

FIBRE, VULCANIZED
Beveridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.

FILTERS
3. F. Bowser Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. OOi.

Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.

Wm. B. Scaife & Sons. Pittsburg. Pa.

FILTERS, WATER
Mason Regulator & Ene- Co.. Ltd.
-Montreal.

Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

Frick Co.. Waynesboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.

Mackinnon Steel Co.. Ltd.. Shertjrooke.

E. J. Phillip & Sons. Toronto.

.Scaife & Sons. Wm. B.. Pittbur^. Pa.

York Mfg. Co.. York. Pa.

FILLING STATION EQUIPMENT
Ma.son Regiilalor & Eng. Co.. Ltd ,

Montreal.
S. F. Bowser Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.

FILTERING AND CIRCULA'nNG
SYSTEMS

S. F. Bowser Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.

Wm. B. Scai/e & Sons. Pittsburg. P«.

FIREBRICK^OINTLESS
SheU Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.

Bewridge Paper Co.. Montreal. Que.

FIRE BRICK
Join.tle.« Fire Brick Co.. Chicago. lU.

FIRE BRICK. PLASTIC
Gates Refrnctoric-i. Ltd.. Montreal.

Bctson P1a.-3tir Fire Brick Co.. Rome. N.Y.
Pj-ro Prvxlucts Cix. Toronto.

FIRE BRICK MORTAR
Jointless Fire Brick Co.. Ciiicago. 111.

FIRE BRICK CEMENT
Jointle«! Fire Brick Co.. Ciiicago. 111.

FIREPROOF COLD STORAGE
DOORS AND WINDOWS

Jamison Cold Storage l>oor Co.. Hagf!*-

towii, Md.
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Must School Teachers
Starve?

By Sir Robert Falconer, President of the University of Toronto

CANADA is threatened with another epidemic—cheap teachers! A grave
warning, showing the seriousness of the situation, has been made public,

through the medium of MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE.
The financial attractions in commerce and trade are proving such a lure to the clever Normal
School and University graduates that public schools, high schools and universities throughout
the Dominion are being driven to engage inferior teachers—if they can get any at all! One
teacher in Ontario is paid the princely sum of $300 per annum.

The article gives the opinions on this vital topic of such men as: Sir Robert Falconer; Principal
R. Bruce Taylor, of Queen's; Dean of Arts W. Sherwood Fox, of Western University; A. P. S.
Glassco, Secretary of McGill; President MacLean, of the University of Manitoba; President
Klinck, of Canada's youngest university—British Columbia; President A. Stanley Mackenzie,
of Dalhousie; and many others.

"The Thread of Flame"
By Basil King

This famous Canadian novelist has written a remarkable story that deals with a man who loses
his identity while fighting in France. This strong novel, "The Thread of Flame," starts in the
December issue of MACLEAN'S. This is the first occasion that a novel by Mr. King has
appeared in any Canadian periodical prior to book publication.

Other Features of the December Number
"Merrie Gentlemen"—By Arthur Beverley Baxter.

You will think this the best Christmas story since
Dickens' "A Christmas Carol."

"Capital and Labor"—By Ralph Connor.
One of a series of articles on "The New Canada
and Its Needs."

"Ottawa is Ready for the Worst"—By J. K. Munro.
A humorous and pithy review of events at the
Federal seat.

"Better Late Than Never"—By C. W. Stephens.
A bright Christmas story.

"Some Canadian Snobs"—By Montgomery Dix.

.

A humorous article on some phases of Canadian
society,

"A Blighty Christmas"—By Gertrude Arnold.
An article on the way Yuletide was celebrated in a
Red Cross Hospital.
And a dozen other articles and stories all of equal
interest.

MACLEAN'S will be Twice -A - Month
starting February 1st, next year. An important point to remember. If you want to keep up
with things nationally Canadian, you'll have to get the MACLEAN'S Twice-A-Month habit.

Over 350,000 Canadian Read

s
"CANADA'S NATIONAL MAGAZINE

DECEMBER ISSUE At AH News Dealers 20c
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FITTINGS, AIR, AUTOMOBILE,
GAS, HYDRAULIC, PIPE, PIPE
FLANGED, SCREWED PIPE,

STEAM
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, TSlasa.

Dart Union Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Samia, Ont

FITTINGS. AIR. AUTOMOBILE,
GAS, HYDRAULIC, PIPE
FLANGED, SCREWED PIPE,

STEAM
Crane Limited, Montreal.

FITTINGS, CAST IRON
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St. John, N.B.

FITTINGS, IRON PIPE, ENAMEL-
WARE

Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

FITTINGS, MARINE
' Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London, Ont.
^as. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

' FLANGED STEAM FITTINGS
Crane Limited, Montreal.

FLANGED STEAM FITTINGS
Direct Separator ( o., Syracurse, N.Y.
Kerr Engine Co., 'Walkerville, Ont
.McAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.

FLANGES
Dart Union COi, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, Ma-ss.

Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville. Ont.

FLOORING COMPOSITION
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., .Mon-

treal. Que.
Can. H. W, Johns^Manville Co., Toronto.

FLUE GAS COLLECTORS
Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City. Inl.

FLUE CLEANERS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, L^td, Toronto.

Kabock & Wilcox, Ltd., iMontreal

rjreen's Economi.=ier, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Goldde & McCulloch, 'Co.. Gait
Pilley Packing & Flue Brush Mfg. Co.,

St. Louis, Mo.

FLUE GAS ANALYSIS
INSTRUMENTS

Defender Automatic Regulator Co,, St.

Louis, Mo.
. n ..

Green'.s Economiser, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Jos W. Hays Corp.. Michigan City, Ind.

Schaeffer & Budenberg IMfg. Co., Brook-

, lyn, N.Y. ^ ,

IJehling Instrument Co.. New York.

Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

FLUES, GAS AND SMOKE
G-reen's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto,' Ont

FLUMES, STEEL
Bbvrng Hydraulic & Eng. Co. lAd., Lindsay
XIackinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherhrooke

Wm. B. Scaife & Sons. Pittsburg, Pa.

Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, Belleville.

FREEZER DOORS
Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagers-

.
jown. Aid.

;
FRICTION LEATHERS

Rraton & Knight ' Mfg. Co., (Montreal.

FUEL AND OIL PUMPS AND
,

;
MEASURING SYSTEMS

Iiopi'iial OU, Ltd.,' Toronto;
5,' F. Bowser Co., Ltd.,, Toronto, Ont.

BUEL OIL SYSTEMS
S. F. Bonser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

i
FURNACE LINING

Jointless Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

Pyro Products Co., Toronto, Ont

; FURNACES, BOILER
Ernest Beraetz,- Inc., Boston. .

Gates RefractoriW, Ltd., Montreal.

t5reen's E<"rm«mi.ser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont

FURNACES, SMOKELESS
Baibcock & Wilco.x. Ltd., Montreal.

.Tones Underfeed Stoker Co.. Toronto.
NIunAy Iron Works, 'Detroit, iMich.

Sanford Hiley Stoker Co., Worcester, Mass.

FURNACE DOOR ARCH
Jointlefis Fire Brick Co., Chicago, 111.

FUSES
Can. H. W. - Johns-Manville Co., Toronto,
pconomy Fuse & Mfg. Co. of Canada,
Montreal.

Johns-Pratt Co., Tlie, Hartfoi-d, Conn.

GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS,
ETC.

Defender .\utomatic Regulator 'Co., St
Louis, Mo.

Green'.s Ecmioniiser, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Penberthy Injector Co., Wind.sor, Ont.
Schaeffer & Budentjerg Mfg. Co., Brook-
lyn, N.Y.

ITehling Instrument Co., Nevp Yor, iN.Y.

E. J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont.

GASKETS, RUBBER, ASBESTOS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
(\in. H. \X. John.sJXfanville Co.. Toronto.
Durabla Mfg. Co.. New York, N.Y.
Prick Co.. Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Johns-Pratt Co., Tlie. Hartford, Conn.
Sarco Co,. Inc., New York, N.Y.

GASKETS, LEAD, COPPER AND
LEATHER

QraJton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Sh^ll Bar Boico Supply^ Co.j Toronto.
Serco qp,, .ln9,,.,Jtos»*Xfirk,.IJJC.

GAS ANALYZERS CO-2
Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

GAS PRODUCER PLANTS
Can. Allis-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Can. Faifbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

GASOLINE PUMPS, SELF-
MEASURING

S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

GATES. HEAD AND WASTE
J. C. Wilson Mfg. Co., Belleville, Ont.

GAUGE COCKS
Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.,
Montreal.

Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St.

Louis, Mo.
Can. Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
.McAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd., 8t John, N.B.
Jas. iMoiTison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penbei'thy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
W. J. Hall, iMontreal.

GAUGE COCKS, STANDARD AND
EXTRA HEAVY

las. iMorrison Bra,ss Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor, Ont

GAUGES, AMMONIA, OIL, GAS, AIR
Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.,

'Montreal.
.American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg.

Co.. Boston, Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brook-
lyn. N.Y.

GAUGES, DRAFT
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, (Mass.

Drfeivler Automatic Regulator Co., St
Louis. Mo.

. „,,.-,
J. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City. Ind.

GAUGE, RECORDING
Defender Automatic Regulator Co.. St.

Louis, Mo.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London. Ont
Jas. Morri.son Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

GAUGES. PRESSURE. VACUUM,
DRAFT AND RKCORDING, AND

MICROMETER
Ma-son Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd..

Montreal. , , , . i

Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.. MontreaJ

Green'.s Fxwnomiser, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
J W. Havs Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

r.'unkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.

Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Broos-

lyn, N.Y. „ „ ^ . V- V
TaVIor Instriraient Co.. ^'^^^'^''.^Jy,
Uelhling Instnment Co.. Nem York.

GAUGES. WATER
Babcock & Wilcox.

,

.^'""''''''l-
„,

Defender .\utomatic Regulator Co.. St.

Louis. Mo. , . , IJe.

Tenkins Bros.. Ltd Montreal.
||:

r.'-nkpubeimcr Co.. Cincinnati, O.

McAvitv. T.. & Sons, Ltd. St John. N.B.

Ia.s. Morrison Bras.s Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

Pfuhp..thv Tniector Co.. Windsor, Ont.

Schaeffer' & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brook

Im. N.Y.

GEARS. COMPENSATING
GEARS. FIBRE CUT

Bcveiidge Paper Co.. "Montreal. Que.

GEARS. CUT. WORM, MORTISE
Goldie & MeCulloch Co.. Gait

Bovine Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd.,

Lindsay. Ont. _ „ . „„,
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto Ont.

Srriart-Tumer Machine Co.. Ltd Hamilton,

WilKon Mfg. Co.. J. C. Belleville.

GENERATORS. STEAM TURBO
Cm. General Electric Co.. Toronto. Ont

Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

GENERATORS AND CONVERTORS
Can Fiiirbanks-Morie Co.. Ltd.. Montreal

Can. General Electric Co , Toronto Ont.

xtncGovem * Co.. Inc
*^"A" ,

Sturtevant Co.. Ltd.. B. F.. Gait. Ont.

GLOVES, WORKING
G. Long & Co.. Toronto, Ont.

GOVERNORS. ENGINE
Escher Wv?is & Co..

<J"<''^ „
iMc\vity T.. & Sons. Ltd.. -St. John. N.B
Pickering Governor Co.. Portland. Corm
Wfierous Fuirino Wo'-k.s Co.. Brantford.

Williams Mflchiner?- Co.. A. R.. Toronto

GOVERNORS. VACUUM '

Mas9n Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd

(- ^'T'"r>un'ham Co.. Ltd.. Toronto

.Smart -Turner Machine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton

Can Steam Boiler E<l"in. Co., Toronto.

T!.ev"rilge Paper Co.. iMontreal. Que.

nailin" Bros.. Ltd. Montreal. One.

T*itch^Co.. .'krthur S.. Toronto, Ont.

GOVERNORS, WATER WHEEL
'Wil.=on Mfg. Co.. J. C, Belleville.

GREASE CUPS
.M'wnv Oiler Mfs. C" T'lmulo. On",

GRATES, DUMPING. ROCKING,
STATIONARY -

Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto- "-'

Babock f.- Wi)cox. Ltd.. Montreal
. V •

Carling Turbine Blower Vn.. Worcester.

Alas'. „ ^ ^ •

Can. Steam Boiler Equip. Co.. Tomnto. ^,

Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait.
,

L^(W^nr^^^r13ons;•nB^.-T»ilao^lr'*OBl:

R.

-Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.,
A'lontreal.

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Victoria Foundry Co., Ltd., 'Ottawa.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brautford.

GRATES, SHAKING AND DUMPING
Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.,
-Montreal.

Babcock & WUeox, Ltd.. -Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brautford.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

GRATES, DUMPING, ROCKING
AND STATIONARY

W. R. Sexton Boiler Setting Co.. Toiouto.

GRATE BARS, FURNACE
Mason Regidator & Eng. Co., Ltd.,
Montreal.

Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Beveiidge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

GRAVITY CARRIERS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, Ont

GREASE CUPS
Detroit Lubrciator Co.. Walkerville.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd.. St. .John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Ca, Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

GREASES
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.
,Can. Fairbanks^Moree Co., Ltd., Montreal

GREASE AND OIL EXTRACTORS
Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.,
Montreal.

.American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co.
Boston . Mass.

Laurie A- Lamb. Montreal.

HAND LEATHERS OR PADS
Graton & Knight .Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

HAND PUMPS. OIL AND
GASOLINE

S. P. Bowser Co., Ltl.. Toronto. Ont.

HANDLES, CRANK. MACHINE
J. H. Williams & Co.. Brooklj-n, N.Y.

HANGERS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto. Ont
Can. Fairbantos^Morse Co.

.
Ltd., Montreal

Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait.
Waterous Engine Work.^ Co.. Braptford.
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C. Belleville.

HEATERS
Ma.<wn Repilator & Eng Co.. Ltd.,
Montreal.

Alberger Heater Co.. BufTaW. N.Y.
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. Montreal.
Cole Ltd.. Geo. W.. Toronto.
Darling BroR. . Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Gait.
Laurie & Lamb. Montreal.
Royles. Ltd., Trlam. Manchester. Eng
McAvity, T, & Sons. Ltd . St. .John. N B.
Waterous Engine Works Co.. Brautford.

HEATERS. EXHAUST STEAM
Ma.son Regulator & Kng Co.. Ltd.,
Montreal.

Can. Allis-Ohalmcrs. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
HEATERS. METERING

Can. Alli-s-Chnlmers, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Yaniall-Warine Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

HEATING EQUIPMENT
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London. Ont.

HOISTS. EI ECTRIC
Can. Link-Belf Co.. Toronto. Out.

HOIST HOOKS
J. ir. William.s i- Co.. Brookb-n. N.Y.

HOISO'ING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY

Halx:«rk & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Joffrev Mfg. C".

, Columbus. Ohio.
MacGovem & Co.. Inc.. Atontreal. One,
Waterous Engine Works Co . Brantford.

COTTON HOSE
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont.

RUBBER HOSE
Can H. W Johns-Manville Co., Toronto.
Garlock Packing (^o. . Hamilton. Ont.

HOSE, STEAM. SUCTION AND
-WATER

Can. FairbanksJMorse Co., Ltd.. Montreal
nunlori Tire & Rubber Co.. Toronto.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton Oni
Giit.ta .F;eiT*wi H'lbber Ltd . Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co.. T,td., T,ondon. Ont.

HOT W\TER GENERATORS
Mason Regulator & Eng. Co.. Ltd.,

• Montreal
Pratt * Cady Co.. Inc . Hartfoi-d. Conn

HYDRANTS
Kerr Engine Co

. Walkerville, Ont.

HYDRAULIC ACCUMUT.ATOFS
Smart -Tinner iMachine Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton

HYDRAULIC MACHIN^-RY
nevliio Hvlrnulic * Eng. Co.. T.IJ.,

Tinl^nv. Ont.
Flick Co.. Waynesboro. Franklin Co . Pn.
MaoGovem & Co.. Inc. Montn^nl. One.

ICE MAKING MACHINFaiY
Bovine Hydraulic & Eng. Co.. Ltd..
Lindsay. Ont.

'•"rick Co., Wavne-sboro. Franklin Co.. Pa.
findo Can. Refrigeration Co., Montreal.

York Mfg. (^o., York, Ta.

INGOTS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Out

INDICATORS, ELECTRICAI^ALL
TYPES

Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Broc*-
lyn, N.Y.

Uehling Instrument Co., New York, N.Y.

INDICATORS, STEAM AND
GAS ENGINE

American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co.
Boston, Alass.

Can. Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal
Can. H. W. Johns-ManviUe Ca, Toronto.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Uehling Instrument Co., New York, N.Y.

INDICATORS, AMMONIA, HY-
DRAULIC

Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerville.

INDICATORS, SPEED
L. S. Starrett Co., .\thol, Mass.

INJECTORS
Balxxick & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. .^Uis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
.MoAvity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St, John, N.B.
Jas. ilorrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penbertliy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
WiUiams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto

INSTRUMENTS, RECORDING
Defender j^utomatic Regulator Co., St.

.Louis, Mo.
Green's Economiser. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Taylor Instrument Co's.. Rochester, N.Y.
Yamall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

INSULATING BRICK
.^imstrong Cork & Insulation Co.. Mon-

treal. Qne.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Can. H. W. Johns-IManville Co.. Toronto.

INSULATING COMPOUNDS
.Tohns-Pratt Co.. Tlie. Hartford. Conn.

INSULATORS
Beveridge Paner Co.. Montreal. Que.
John.s-Pratt Co.. The, Hartford, Conn.

IRON FILLER
Can, H. W. Johns^Man'ville Co., Toronto.

KfeTTLES. STEAM AND GAS
Royles. Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, Eng,

KEROSENE PUMPS. SELF-
MEASURING

S. F. Bowser Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

KEROSENE TANKS
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Green's Economiser. Ltd.. Toronto.

KNITTED GOODS, WORKING
R. G. Long & Co., Toronto, Ont.

LACE LEATHERS
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
Can. H. W. JohnsJManville Co., Toronto.
D. K. MacLaren. Ltd., Montreal, Que.

LAMPS. ARC
Can. Fairbauks-Morse Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto. Ont
Can. H. W. Johns-iManville Co., Toronto.

LAMPS. INCANDESCENT
Can. Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont.
Can. H. W. Jollns^Manville Co.. Toronto.

LAMPS. TUNGSTEN AND NITRO
Can. General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont.

LEATHER STRAPPING
Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., Montreal.

LINK BELTING
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto. Ont.
.Teflfrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal, Canada.

LININGS. FIRE BRICK. STEEL
,STACK

Green's Economiser. Ltd,, Toronto.

LUBRICATORS
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. London, Ont
Michigan Lubricator Co., Detroit. Mich.

Ja.«. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

LUBRICATING OIL FILTERING
AND CIRCULATING SYSTEMS

S, F. Bow,<<r Co.. Ltd.. Toront.i. Ont.

LUBRCATTNG OIL STORAGE
SYSTEMS

S. F. Bon.ser Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.

LUBRICATORS. CYLINDER CITT-
TING COMPOUNDS

Liuikouheinior C,\. Cincinnati, O.

PeulH-rthy Injivlor Co.. Wiuds.>i, Ont.

LUBRICATING OIL STORAGE
TANKS AND PUMPS

S F. BtTO.'itr Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Out.

LUBRICATORS, FORCE FEED
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Canada.
C<m. Detroit Lubricator Co.. Walkerville.

Darling Bros., LW.. Montreal. Que.

Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.

Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont

LUBRICATORS. PLAIN
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.

PfuboiUuv JJuact<M.^CtL,..„\\>d»r. -Ont
WilliMiis .Atachincry Co.. A. R.. Toronto
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Let the G.A.S.E. Smooth Out

Your Load Curve

WOQQY AND
1 I.SFI F.S.S \A/nDK

LACK OF

ADVANCEMENT

Remove The Peaks of Worry And Unproductive Labor And
Build Up The Valleys By Working For

Your Advancement

A man who is thoroughly grounded in the practice of his profession, who is free from

personal worry and trouble, overcomes the many difficulties besetting the path of

the operating engineer with little labor and in a manner ensuring his advancement.

The successful man owes his success to a wise appreciation of the advantages and
mutual help offered by association with those in the same field of endeavor. To
join an association having for its objectives the welfare of the engineer in things
mental and material, his advancement in knowledge and skill, his protection by pro-
vision for sickness and distress is to take advantage of an opportunity indispensable
to all who hope to better themselves.

If you are interested in such an organization and live where less than
fifteen engineers are located, send for a copy of our constitution and
application blanks for admission to nearest branch lodge. If there are
more than fifteen engineers in your community, get together and send for
particulars regarding formation of a branch lodge.

J. H. HALE, General Secretary,

Canadian Association of Stationary

230 Caroline Street EngmeerS Hamilton, Ont.
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LUBRICATORS, SIGHT FEED AND
PLAIN ENGINE

Penbertlhy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont

MACHINERY INSULATION
.Vnnstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Mon-

treal, Que.
Bereridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal.

MACHINERY, MINING (COM-
PRESSORS)

.Norwalk Iron Works, S. Norwalk, Conn.

MACHINERY. TRANSMISSION
(POWER)

.VIorse Chain Co., Ithaca, N.Y.

MECHANICAL STOKERS
Babcock & Wilco.x, Ltd., Montreal.
Green's Eoonomiser, Ltd., Toronto.
.Tones Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
.Vlurphy Iron Works, Detroit, Mioh.
Sanford Biley Stoker Co., Woroester, Mass.

OIL STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTING
SYSTEMS

S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Taranto, Ont

OILING SYSTEMS
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Lunkenheimer & Co., Cincinnati, O.

ORSAT APPARATUS
Defender Automatic Regulator Co., St
Louis, Mo.

E.
METERS, AIR

J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont

METERS, ELECTRIC
Can. H. W. JohnsnManviile Co., Toronto.

' METERS, FLOW
Republic Flow Meters Co., Toronto
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati O
.MoAvity, T, & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.

METERS, GAS
J. Philip & Sons, Toronto, Ont
METERS (OIL, KEROSENE,

GASOLINE, ETC.)
3. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

METERS, STEAM

^Mo^^fe * ^-
Green's EoonomUer, Ltd., Toronto,

wiir "^'VP ^. Toronto, OntWUhams Machinery Co., A. R.. Toronto

r»n Air^?'';^"^' WATER
ban. Allis-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto Ont

Economiser, Ltd. Toronto! oSt

v;,4^;ii
*jSons, Toronto, OntYamall-Wann« Co., Philadelphiar Pa.

OVERALLS
R. G. Long & «Jo., Toronto.

PACKING, AMMONIA. STEAM AND
WA'li!.K

Can. H. W. Johns-Aianville Co., toronto.
(iarlock X'acking Co., Hamilton,
(ireene, Tweed Co., Aew i^ork.
J oluis-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.
Steel Mill Packing Co., Windsor, fjai.

PACKING. ASBESTOS
Garlock PauKing Co., Hamilton.
JohnsiPratt Co., The, Harttoixl, Conn.

PACKING. ALL KINDS
Garlock PacKing Co., Hamilton.
Williams Machinery Co., A. K., Toronto

PACKING. ENGINE
Shell Bar iioico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Gailock PacKing Co., namUton, Ont.
Johns-Pratt Co., The, Hamord, Conn.

PACKING FIBRE
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Aiontreal, Que.
Jobns-Piatt >^o.. The, Hartiom, Conn.

PACKING. HYDRAULIC
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Lui., Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns-.ilanviile Co., 'Toronto.
Uuiabla iManulactuiing Co., Mew York.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont

PACKING, LEATHER
Garlock PacKiiig Co., Haniilion, Out
Graton & Kju^t Mig. Co., Jlontreal.
Shell Bar Uoico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

PACKING, METALLIC
Can. H. W. Joiins-Mauvuie Oo., Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
U&ilock Packing Co., Hamiiton, Ont
Greene, Tweed & Co., Mew York.
Holmes Metallic Packing Co., Wilkeabarre,
Pa.

PIPING, STEAM
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & iMcCulloch Ca, Gait

PLATE WORK
Goldie & iMcUuuocn Co., Ualt
.VlaoKinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke.
Kngineermg and Mannine Works oi Can.,
LuL, St Catharines, Unt.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Biantford.

PLUG COCKS
Homestead Valve Jdig. Co., Pittsbuigh.

PLUMBING SUPPLIES
Empire Jdig. ca, Ltd., l,ouuou. Out.
aiueller Mig. Co., H, Saima, Onu
J as. Morrison Brass Mtg. Co., Toronto.

POWER HOUSE CONVEYORS
Can. L,uiK-iielt Co., Toronto, One.

POWER, TRANSMISSION
MACillNi^KY

Bond Engineeiiug tvuiiu, loronto, Unt
aoving Jiyur. ac JCng. Co., Ltd., Linuca}'.
Can. j<'airoanks-Mois« Co,. Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Alli.s-Ctialniera, Ltd., 'Xoronio, oui.
Guloiie & ^oouliooa Co., Gait
Jettiey Mig. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Engmeenng and Macuine woriu oi Can.,
Lui., at Cathanues, Ont

MacUoTem ^ Co., Inc., Montreal.
JaacUovem Co., Mew York.
Moise Cham Co., Ithaca, M.Y.
Waterous Jingme WorKs Co., Brant/uid.

POWER PUMPS (OIL. GASOLINE)
S. p. tiowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

MILL AND MINING MACHINPRY ^'^"^ Packing Co., Windsor, Ont
Can. Fairbanks-Morse Co,. Ltd., Montreal "

afa^'Ltd" 'r^r^'"-"
Works of SS'-

r?^ 'in- Catharines, OntCan. Allis-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto OntGoldie & MeCnlloch Co., (Salt
'

Waterous Engine Works Co., BrantfonJ

.T „ .
METER TESTERS

Mueller Mfg. Co., H., Samif, Ont
MOTORS

cSS' ^W- Montreal.gn«o^Mo-; Jo-to. Ont

^*u& C*o.^lJ.''<^V.
«-'-'^Q°'"-

B. F., Gait, Ont
i«= ^, J^^'^IP^ RAILINGS
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto

.
OILS, CYLINDER

Imperial ()il, Ltd., Toronto.
6-. H. Kellogg & Co., New York.

OIL CUPS
Allway Oiler Mfg. Co., Toronto, Ont.

^l}^, GREASE CUPSAllway Oiler Mfg. Co., Toronto, Ont.

OIL PUMPS
Allway Oiler Mfg. Co., Toronto, Ont.

OILS, LUBRICA'HNG
Kellogg & Co., E. H., New York. N.Y.

OILS, ENGINE
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.

OILS. QUENCHING
Iniperial OU, Ltd., Toronto.

OIL CUPS
Lilnkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Tomuto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

OIL AND GREASE CUPS
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont
OILERS' CRANK AND CROSS-

HEAD PIN
l.iikenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

OILER, COMPOUND FEEDERS
Lukenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.

OILERS, GAUGE
Limkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, 0.

OILERS, MULTIPLE
(Vn. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille.
Lnnkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

OIL SEPARATORS
The Ma.ion Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.,
Montreal.

Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Can. Allis-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Can. Fairbanks- .Morse Co,. Ltd. , Montreal.
Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
1 (Itch Co., Arthur S.. Toronto. Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass .Mfg. Co., 'Toronto.
.Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton

OIL FILTERS AND CIRCULATING
SYSTEMS

S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Darling Bros., Montreal.

Nforrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

PACKING. PISTON
Garlock PacKiiig Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

PACKING, ROD
Shell Bar Boico aupply, L,td., Toronto.
Can. H. W. Johns- iian?ille Co., Toronto.
Gaalock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
.-)t«el Mill PacKing Co., Windsor, Ont

PACKING, RUBBER
Dunlop Tile & Kublier Co., Toronto.
Gutta Percha & Rubber Ltd., Toronto.

PACKING, SHEET
Can. H. W. Johus-ManviUe Ca, Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Durabla Manufacturing Co., New York.
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Jenkins Bio&, Ltd., Montreal.
Johns-Pratt Ca, The, Hartford, Conn.

PACKING. VALVE STEM
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Jolins-Pratt Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

PAINTS, OIL. STORAGE AND
HANDLING SYSTEMS

S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

PAINTS, CONDENSER AND
SMOKESTACK

Heveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Quf.

PAINTS
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

PRESSES
Boring Hydr, & i^ng. to., Ltd., Liiid&ay.

PAPER, INSULA-nNG. ETC.
Beyeridge Paper Co., Montreal, Qu«-.

PENSTOCKS
Boring Hydraulic & Eng. Co., Ltd.,

Lindsay, Ont.
MacKinnon Steel Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons, I'ittaburgh. I'a.

PILLOW BLOCKS
Goldie & McCulloch Ca, Gait
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

PIPE COILS
Frick Co., Wayneslwro, Franklin Co., Pa.
iork Mfg. Ca, York, Pa.

PIPE COVERINGS, STEAM, BRINE,
AMMONIA AND ICE WATER

Armstrong Cork & Insulat'n Co., .Montreal

PIPE, STEDU
Boring Hydr. & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay.

PIPE. GAS
Can. Allis-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto.

PIPES, WATER
lioring Hydr. & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay.

Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, BeUerille.

PIPING AND FITTINGS
Frick Ca, Waynesboro, Franklin Co., P.i.

Limkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

iMo.\rity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass .Mfg. Co., Toronto.

York .Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

Williams Machinery Co., A. R., Toronto

PRESSES. HYDRAULIC
Boring Hyar. ^ ting. Co., Lui., i^indsaj".

ijricK Co., Waynesooro, t ranklm. Co., la.
Linde Can, Reirigeration Co., Aioucicai.

PROPELLER BLADES, BRONZE
Euifpire Mig. Co., Ltd., Loudon, cui.

PULLEYS
D. K. MacLoreu, Ltd., Jiontreal, Que.
Boring Hjdr. & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay.

Can. r'airoanks-Moise Co., Ltd., Mouiivai.

Goldie ^ McCullooh Co, Gait
Jettrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
Waterous Lngine Works Co., biaiiauivl.

Waiiams Machinery Co., A. K., Toronto
Wilson Mtg. CO., J. C, Belleville, Ont

PULLEYS. BELT
Waterous Engme WoiKS Co., BrautfoixJ.

D. K. MacLaren, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PULLEYS, FRICTION CLUTCH
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont

PULP MILL MACHINERY
Uoving iiydr. tMg. Co.; Ltd., uudsaj.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.
MacKinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Suerorookc.
•au.-ix>ua Engine Works Co., BranUonl.

PUMPING MACHINERY
The Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Ltd.,

Montreal.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Ci«ek.
Boring Hydr. & Eng. Ca, Ltd., Lindsay.
BevenUge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCuUoch Co., Oalt
Laurie & Lamb, .Montreal.
McArity, T., & Sons, Ltd., St John, N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Ca, Ltd., Hamilton
Waterous Engine Works Ca, Branttonl.

PUMPING MACHINERY. ELEC-
TRICAL

Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Boring Hydr. & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lintlsay.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. Allis-Chalmera, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Ca, .Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Ca, Ltd., Hamilton

PUMPS
Mason Reg. & Eng. Co., Ltd., .Montreal.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester.

PUMPS. AIR
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek.
Can. Fairbanks-.Morse Co,. Ltd. , Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Ooldie & McCulloch Ca, Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Norwalk Iron Wks., South Nor^valk. Conn.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton

PUMPS. ACID
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal. Que.

PUMPS, BOILER FEED
Mason Reg. & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montival.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Ci-eck.

Boring Hydr. & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay.
Coppus Eng. & ikiuipt Co., Woroester.
Can. AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronla
C;an. Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montieal.

Can. Steam Boiler Equipt Co., Toronto.

Darling Bros, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Ooldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Ltd., Hamilton

PUMPS, CONTRACTORS'
Uoving Hydr. & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay.

Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
.McArity A Sons, T., St John. !S'.B

Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton.

PUMPS (OIL AND GASOLINE),
CURB

S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Oni.

PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL
.Mason Reg. & Eng. Ca, Ltd., Montreal,
iischer, Wyss Co., Montreal, Que.
Coppus Eng. & Equipt Co., Worcester.
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek.
Boring Hydr. & Eng. Ca, Ltd., Lindsay
Can. Allis-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton.
\Vaterons Engine Works Co., Brantfond.

PUMPS, DUPLEX
Can. Allis-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, ELECTRICAL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek.
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, FEED WATER
Mason Beg. & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. AUis-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Oni.
Bereridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
I>arling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, GAS
Norwalk Iron Wks., South Norwalk, Conn

PUMP GOVERNORS AND
REGULATORS

Mason Reg. & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Defender Automatic Reg. Co., St lom^.
Darling Bros., Montreal
ii Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass,
nie Garth Ca, Montreal,
^lason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.

Smart-Turner Madiinc Co., Hamilton.
Watson & MoDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

PUMPS, HAND AND POWER
Boring Hydr. & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsas

Darling Bros., Montreal.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton.

PUJ*PS, HAND (OIL, GASOLINE)
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Onu

PUMPS. GEARED, COMPOUND
American Steam Pump Ca, Battle Cteek.

Can. Fairbanks^Morse Co., Ltd., Montrea:.

Darling Bras., Montreal.
IngUs Co., The John, Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton.

PUMPS, HYDRAULIC. PRESSURE
American Steam Pump Co., BatUe Creek.

Boring Hydr. & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Lindsay.

Darling Bros., Montreal. .

Inglis Co,, The John, Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton.

PUMPS. OIL
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek.

3 F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerrille.

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.

McArity & Sons, T., 6t John. N.B.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton. .

PUMPS,' POWER
American Steam Pump Co., BatUe Creek

Boring Hydr. & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lmdsay
Can. Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.

Darling Bros., Montreal.
Goldie & McCidloch Co., Oalt.

I'rau & Cady Co.. Inc.. Hartford Conn
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton.

Waterous Engine Works <3o.. Brantfonl

Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont.

Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

PUMPS, STEAM TURBO
Mason Reg. & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal
Can. AUis-Ohalmets, Ltd., Toronto. Ont.

Darling Bros., Montreal.
Escher, Wyss & Co., Montreal, Que.

PUMPS, STEAM
Mason Reg. & Eng. Co., Ltd., MontrtaJ
American Steam Pump Co., BatUe Creek
Can. Allis-CSialmera, Ltd., "Toronto, Ont.

Can. Fairbanks-Morse Ca, Montreal.
• •arling Bros., MontreaL

.Idle & McC;ullo<di Co^ Gait
Inglis Ca, The John, "Toronto, Ont
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Leitch Co., Arthur S., Toronto, Ont.
McArity & Sons, T., St John. N.B.
Smart-Turner .Machine Ca, Hamilton.
Williams Machinery Co., A. B.. Toronto.

PUMPS, TRIPLEX
Smart-Turner .Machine Ca, Hamilton.

PUMPS, VACUUM
American Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek.

Bereridge Paper Co.. Montreal, Que.
Darling Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.
Leitcb Co.. Arthur S., Toronto, Ont
Smart-Turner Machine Ca, Hamilton.

PUMP LEATHERS
Bewridge Paper Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

Gratis & Knight .Mfg. Ca, Montreal.

PUMPS (OIL AD GASOLINE).
SELF-MEASURING

S F. Bowser Company. Ltd.. Toronla
Y'amall-WarinR Ca. Philadelphia. Pa.

PUMP TANK. RECEIVER
.Mason Reg. & Eng. Ca, Lt.1., Montreal

Amwican Steam Pumr Co., Battle Creek.

i
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Bfveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Moutxeal.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton.

PYROMETERS
defender Automatic Reg. Co., St. Louis.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
.los. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.
.las. 'Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

t.vlor Instrument Co, Rochester, N.Y.
['(ihling Instrument Co., New York, N.T.

RADIATORS
'Ompire 'Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont,
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, England.

RADIATOR TRAPS
Keveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

. A. Dimham Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Sareo Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.

RADIATOR AIR VENTS
C. A, Dunham Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
.las. Morriscin Braas Mfg. Co., Toronto.
I'enberthy Injector Co., 'Windsor, Ont

RAGS
•Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

RAILWAY OIL STORAGE AND
HANDLING SYSTEMS

S. F. Bowser Company, Ltd., Toronto.

REBOILERS
'•'rick Co., Wayne-sboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

RECEIVERS, AIR
n. AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

.MacKinnon, Holmes & Co., Sherbrooke.

RECLAIMING, SYSTEMS FOR OIL
3. F. Bowser Company, Ltd., Toronto.

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
Defender Automatic Reg. Co., St. Loui.s.

Can. H. W. Johns-ManvUle Co., Toronto.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Taylor Instrument CO., Rochester, N.Y.
Uehling Instrument Co., New York, N.Y.
Yamal-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

RECORDERS, CARBON, DIOXIDE
Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.

RECORDERS, DRAFT
Jos. W. Hays Corp., Michigan City, Ind.
Defender Automatic Beg. Co., St. Louis.

REFRIGERATOR DOORS, WIN-
DOWS. ETC.

Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagers-
town, Md.

REFRIGERATING MACHINERY
Boviilg Hydr. & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay.
Kriok Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.
ijinde Can, Refrigeration Co., Montreal.
^>nvalk Iron Wks., South Norwalk, Conn.
Vilter Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
York Mfg. Co., York, Pa.

REFUSE DESTRUCTOR
Laurie & Lamb, Montreal.

REGISTERING MEASURES
S. F. Bowser Company, Ltd., Toronto.

REGULATORS, AUTOMA'HC,
BOILER

McDonough, J., 323 Markham St., Toronto.

REGULATORS, DAMPER
Defender Automatic Reg. Co., St. Louis.
.Vlason Reg. & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
iJ'Este Co., Julian, Boston, (Mass.
.Vlason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

REGULATORS, PRESSURE
.Mason Reg. & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
eiender Automatic Reg. Co., St Louis.

Chaplin-Fulton Mfg. Co., Pittsbui-gh, Pa.
I'. A. Dunham Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

c.s[e Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

...ior Instiinnent Co., Rochester, N.Y.

REGULATORS, TEMPERATURE
.Mason Reg. & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Sarco Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.
. .lylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.

RETORTS
.MacKinnon Steel Co., Sherbrooke, Quo.

REVOLVING DOORS FOR HARD-
ENING ROOMS

.:amison Cold Storage Door Co.. Hagei-s-
town, Md.

RODS, COPPER, BRASS AND
BRONZE

Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.

ROLLS, CRUSHING
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg Co., Montreal, Canada.

ROOFING, RUBBER, PLASTIC,
LIQUID

Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

RUBBER CEMENT TANKS
AND PUMPS

S. F. Bowser Company, Ltd., Toronto.

RUBBER MILL DRIVES
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

SAFES
Can. Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.

SAW MILL CONVEYORS
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Montreal, Canada.

SCREENING MACHINERY
Can. Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

SCALE REMOVERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Can. H. W. Johns-^Manrtlle Co., Toronto.
Frank Gilman, Birmingham, Eng.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto. Ont.

SEPARATORS, STEAM
.Mason Reg. & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock & Wilcox, iLtd., Montreal.
Can. AUis-Ohalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Can. Fairbanks-iMorse Co., Montreal.
Darling Bros., Montreal, Que.
Direct Separator Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
H. -Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada,
ijfiitch Co., Arthur S., Toronto, Out
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton.
Watson & MoDaniel Co., Philadelpliia.

SHAFTING
Engineering and Machine Works of Can.,
Ltd., St. Catharines, Ont

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, Belleville.

SHIRTS, WORKING
R. G. Long & Co., Toronto, Ont.

SMELTING LININGS
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.

SMOKE BOXES, STACKS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., .Montreal.
Can. AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Goldie & McCxdloch Co., Gait.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
-MacKinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SOCKETS. WIRE ROPE
J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklj-n, N.Y.

SOOT BLOWERS
]>i,imond Specialty Co., Windsor, Out.

SPECIAL MACHINERY
Boving Hydr. & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay.
Can. Pairbanksj.Morse Co., Montreal.
Smart-Turner .Machine Co., Hamilton,
.aterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

SPEED INDICATORS
Schaeffer & Bndenberg Mfg. Co., Brook-
lyn. N.Y.

L. S. Starrett Co., Athol, iMass.

SPEED REDUCING GEARS
Can. LinkiBelt Co., Toronto, Out.

SPROCKET CHAIN ATTACHMENTS
Can. Link-Belt Co.. Toronto, OnL
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., (Montreal, Canada.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantfoii.

SPROCKET RIMS
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., New Be<lfoid

SPROCKETS, COMPENSATING
Morse Chain Co., Ithaca, N.Y.

SPROCKETS, SPRING
Morse Chain Co., Ithaca, N.Y.

SPROCKETS, SILENT CHAIN
Moise Chain Co., Ithaca, N.Y.

SPUR WHEELS
Boving Hydr. & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay.
Goldie & McCidloch Co., Gait
Can. Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

STACKS, STEEL
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie & MeCxdlooh Co., Gait
MacKinnon Steel Co., Ltd., 81iert>rooko.

Hamilton 'Co., Wm. Peteiiboro, Ont.

STAND PIPES, STEEL
.MacKinnon Steel Co.. Ltd., Sliorbi wke.

STAYBOLTS, FLEXIBLE
Can. Allis-Chalmeis, Ltd., Toronto, Out.

STEAM SPECIALTIES
Alberger Heater Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Can. Fairbanks-Moi-se Co., Montieal.

Cole Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.
Darling Brothers, Montreal.
D'E.ste Co., Julian, Boston. Mass.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

The Garth Co., Montreal, Que.
M.ison Reg. & Eug Co., Ltd., Montieal.

Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor.
Watson & MoDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

Yanall-Waring Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

STEEL BARRELS
Smart-Turner Machine Co.. Hamilton.
Scaife & Sons Co., Wm., Pittsburgh, Pa.

STEEL DRUMS
.Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton.
!-caife & Sons Co., Wm., Pittstourgli. I'a.

STEEL PLATE WORK
Hamilton Co., Wm., Peterboro, Ont.

STEEL, CONTRACTORS' STRUC-
TURAL

Can. Fairbanks-Moi-se Co., Ltd., Montreal.
MacKinnon Steel Co., Sherbrooke. Quo.

STOKERS
Babcock & WUcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Detroit Stoker Co., Detroit, Mich.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Jones Underfeed Stoker Co., Toronto.
Leitch Co., A. S., Toronto,
-lurphy Iron Works, Detroit, Mich.
Sanford Riley Stoker Co., Worcester, .Mass.

STRAINERS
.Mason Reg. & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
..everidge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Boving Hydr, & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay.

Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton.

STRUCTURAL STEEL WORK
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

Can. AUis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto.

-MacKinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke.

Wm. B. Scaife & .Sons Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

SUPPLIES, HOT WATER
Royles, Ltd., Irlam, Manchester, Englan.I.

SUPERHEATERS, STEAM
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Goldie -& -MoCuUooh Co., Galt.
GTeen's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.

SWING JOINTS
Franklin 'WUliams Co., New York.

SWITCHBOARDS
Can. General Electric Co., Toroiitn, Out.

SWITCH -AND SWITCH BOXES
Can. H. 'W. Johns-tManvUle Co.. Toronto.

SWIVELS, HOOK
; H. Williams & Co., BrookljTi, N.Y.

SYPHONS
.las. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

TACHOMETERS
fioving Hydr. & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay.

Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Toronto.

Schaeffer & Budenberg -Mfg. Co., Brooklyn.

TANKS, AMMONIA
MacKinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TANKS, BLOW-OFF
Mason Reg. & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Darling Bros., Montreal.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TANKS, BRINE
Frick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin Co.. Pa.
MacKinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke.
WaterOTis Engine Works Co., Brantfoid.
York Mauufaeturing Co., York, Pa.

TANKS, FREEZING, STORAGE
AND WATER COOLING

I'^rick Co., Waynesboro, Franklin CO., Pa.
-MacKinnon Steel Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
York Manufactuiing Co., York. Pa.

TANKS, GASOLINE
S. F. Bowser Co., Ltd., Toronto.
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto.
.MacKinnon Steel Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

TANKS, OIL •

Boving Hydr. & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay.
S. F. Bowser Company, Ltd., Toronto.
Goldie & iMeCuUoch Co., Gait.
Engineering and Machine Works of Can..

Ltd.. St Catharines, Ont.
MacKinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburg. Pa.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TANKS (OIL, KEROSENE,
GASOLINE)

S. F. Bowser Company. Ltd., Toiimto.
MacKinnon Steel Co., Sherbi'ooke. Que.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pitt.sburg. Pa.

TANKS, STEEL
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., -Montieal.
Goldie & McCuUoch Co., Gait.
MacKinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbiooke.
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co., Pitt*uig. Pa.
Waterous Engine Works, Brautfoi-d.

TANKS, UNDERGROUND STORAGE
S. F. Bowser Company. Ltd., Slierhiooke.
-MacKinnon Steel Co., Sherbroiiki', Quo.

TANKS, WATER
Mason Reg. & Eng. Co., Ltd., .Moutrcnl.
Goldie & -MoCiUloch Co., Gait.
Inglis Co., The John, Toronto, Out.
-MacKinnon Steel Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke.
Waterous Engine "Works Co., Brantfoivl.

TAPPING MACHINES
MueUer Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Out.

TECHNICAL BOOKS
Audel Co., Theo., New York.
.MaoLean Publishing Co., Toronto.

THERMOMETERS
Defender Automatic Reg. Co., .S-t. Louis.
Green's Economiser, Ltd., Toronto.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg. Co., Brooklj-n.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y.
( chling Instrument Co., New York, N.Y.

THERMOSTATS
Sarco Co., Ina, New York, N.Y.

TOOLS
.MueU«r Mfg. Co., H., Samia, Ont.

TOOLS, SMALL
J. H. WUliams & Co., Brooklyn. N.Y.

TRANSFORMERS
Can. General Electric Co., Toronto. Out.

Can. Fairbanks-Moi-se Co., -Montreal.

MacGovern &. Co., Inc., -Montreal, Que.

TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
Boving Hydr. & Eng, Co., Ltd., Lind."ay.

Can. FairbankswMorse Co., Montreal.

Can Link-Belt Co., Toronto, Ont.

Goldie & -McCulloch Co., Gait, Out
Jeffrey -Manufacturing Co., Montreal.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford.

TRANSMISSION TOWERS
-MacKinnon Steel Co., Sherbrooke, Que.

STEAM TRAPS
American .Steam G..xuge & Valve Mfg. Co.,^

Boston, -Mass. ^, ^, „,

American District Steam Co., North lou-

awanda. ^ „, , ,

Anderson Co., Y. D., Cleveland, O.

Can. Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.

Cole, Ltd, Geo. W., Toronto.

Williams -Machinery Co.. A. R., Toronto.

Darting Brothere, Montreal.

D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.

The Garth Co., Montreal, Canada.

Dunham Co., Ltd., C. A., Toronto, Ont.

T T Long a Adam St, Montreal, Que.

Ma.s<^u Regulator & Eng. Co. Montreal.

Sarco Co., Inc., New York N.Y.

Wateon & McDamel Co., Philadelphia.

TRAPS, STEAM AND WATER-LINE
M^n Beg. & Bug. Co Ltd. -Montreal.

Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal Que.

Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

C A Dunhain Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

u'Este Co, Julian, Boston. Mass.

TRAPS, VACUina
Darting Brothera, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Cole, Ltd., Geo. W., Toronto.

TRUCKS, FACTORY
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., M™t«al Que.

ran. Fairbanks-Moi^e Co. Montreal.

Victoria Foundn- Co., Ltd., Otta^va.

TUBE CLEANERS
Babcock & Wilcox Ltd., Montreal.

Darting Bros., Ltd Montreal Que.

Goldie& McCuUoch Co., Gait

G?een's Economiser, T^td., Toronto Ont^

Pelley Packing and Fine Brusih Mfg. Co..

St. Liouis. Mo.

TUBE CUTTERS
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.

TUBES, BOILER
Babcock & Wilcox Ltd., Montreal.

Goldie & McCuUoch Co., Gait.

TURBINES. POWER
.Mason Reg. & Eng. Co., Ltd Montreal.

Coppus Eng. & Equipt. Co., Worcester.

TUBES. COPPER AND BRASS
Kmpire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London. Ont.

H. MueUer Mfg. Co.. Ltd., Saraia.

TUNGSTEN LAMP (VACUUM AND
GASr-FILLED TYPES)

Penberthy Injector Co., Wirolsor, Ont.

TURBINE OIL
Kellogg & Co., E. H., New York. N.Y.

TURBINE WATER WHEELS
Boving Hydr. & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay.

Engineering and Machine Works ot Can.

Ltd.. St. Catharines, Ont.

Canadian AUis-Ch;ilmers, Ltd., Toronto.

Escher, Wyss & Co., Montreal.

Hamilton Co., Wm.. Peterboro, Ont
MaoGovem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

J. C. Wilson Mfg Co., BeUevUle, Ont.

TURBINES, STEAM
Mason Reg. & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Can. AULs-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Coppus Eng. & EQuipt Co., Worcester.

Escher, Wyss & Co., Montreal, Que.

Goldie & McCulloch Co., Gait.

Laurie & Lamb. -Montreal

MacGtoTem & Co., Inc., Montreal, Que.

UNIONS
Can. Fairbanks-Moree Co., Montreal.

Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Out.

Dart Dnion Company, Toronto.

Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.

MoAvity & Sons, T., St John, N.B.

Jas. Morrison Brass -Mfg. Co., Toronto.

UNIONS. BALL JOINT. COMBINA-
TION. FLANGED PIPE, GROUND
JOINT. MALLEABLE IRON,

FLANGE. PIPE. SWING
Jeffei-son Union Co., Lexington, Ma.ss.

Dart Union Company. Ltd., Toronto. Ont.

VALVES
liaJbcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Montreal.
Boving Hydr. & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay.

Can. Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal.
Can Steam Boiler Equipt Co., Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd.. London, Ont.
Darling Bros., Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
rick Co., Waynesboro. Franklin Co., Pa.

Kerr Engine Co., WalkerviUe, Ont.
Williams -Machinery Co.. A. R., Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
JiiS. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

H. MueUer Mfg. Co., Ltd.. Samia.
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Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., Pittsburg,
lenkiiis Bros., Montreal,
Pemberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.
Pratt & »'.id.v Co., Inc.. Hartford, Conn.
\ictona Foimdr>- Co., Ltd.. Ottawa.
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C., BeHeville.
York Manufacturing Co., York, Pa.

VALVES, ACID RESISTING
;;^r>:nft5tcail Valve Mfg. Co., Pittsburg.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.
.Mo.\vit,v & Sdn.s, T.. St. John, N.B.
^ i>rk Manufacturing Co.. York. Pa
H. Miieller .Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.

AIR VALVES
Knipiie .Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.
.la-i. .MorrLson Brass Mfg. Co., Toionfo.
-Mueller .Mfg. Co.. H., Samia, Ont.

VALVES, BACK PRESSURE
Can. Allis-Cbalmeis, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

VALVES, BLOW-OFF
Mason Reg. & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., Monti-eal.
Can. Fairbanks^Morse Co., Montreal.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Bras., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
G oldie & MoCuUoch Co., Gait.
Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., PittAurg.
.Tas. Morrison Bra.ss Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
.Jenkins Bros.. Ltd., Montreal
Tlie Garth Co., .Montreal, Canada.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
UcAvity & Sons, T., St. John, N.B.
Watson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.
Wilson Mfg. Co., J. C, BelleviUe.
ramall-Waring Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

VALVES, BRASS
•laa. Morrison Brass 'Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Kerr Engine Co., Walkerville, Ont.
H. .Mueller Mfg. Co., Lt<l., Samia.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsoi . Ont.
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
WiUiams Machinery Co.. A. R.. Toronto.

VALVES, CONDENSER, PUMP,
RUBBER

.^hell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Can. Pairbank.s-Moi'se Co., Ltd., Montreal.

VALVES, F^OOT
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
npire Mfg. Co., London, Ont

Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerville, Ont.

Boting Hydr. & Eng. Co., Ltd., Lindsay.
Smart-Turner Maoh. Co., Ltd., Hamilton.

VALVES, GATE
Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd., Montreal.
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerville. Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati. O.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd., Samia.
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
McAvity & .Sons, T., St. John, N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co., Windsor, Ont.

VALVES, HYDRAULIC
Yamail-'Waring Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

VALVES. MULTIPORT
Can. Alli.s-Chalmers. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.

VALVES, NON-RETURN STOP
Can. Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

VALVES, POP
Mason Reg. & Eng. Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
Ltmkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati. O.
MoAvity & Sons. T., St. John, N.B.

VALVES, PUMP
(iarlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., .Montreal, Que.
Can. Fairbanks.Morse Co.. Montreal.
Smart-Turner Mach. Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.

VALVES, RADIATOR
Jenkins Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Watson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerville, Ont.
Lunkenheimer Co.. Cincinnati, O.
Pratt & Cady. Hartford. Conn.
Whell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.
York Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia.
IS. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

.Mason Regulator & Eng. Co., Montreal.
-Mason Regulator Co.. Boston. Misa.
McAvity & .Sons. T.. St. John, N.B

VALVES, REDUCING
Mason Reg. & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd., Toronto.
Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, Que.
Darling Brothers, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
C. A. Dunham Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.

VALVES
Crane Limited, Montreal.

VALVES, BRASS
Crane Limited. Montreal.

D'Este Co., Julian, Boston, Mass.
Leitch Co., Arthur S., Toronto, Ont.

Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston. .Mass.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

VALVES, RELIEF
Mason Reg. & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co..
Boston, Mass.

H. Mueller Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. Samia.
McAvity & iSons. T.. St. John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

VALVES. REGULATING
H. Mueller Mfg. Co, Ltd., Samia.

VALVES, SAFETY THROTTLE
Bovine Hydr. & Eng. Co., Ltd.. Lindsay.
Can. Detroit Lubricator Co., VValkei-ville.

Limkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.
McAvity & Sons, T., St. John. N.B.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

VALVES, STANDARD, GLOBE,
ANGLE AND CHECKS

Kerr Engine Co., WalkerviUe, Ont.
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Samia.
Shell Bar Boico Supply. Ltd.. Toronto.
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

VALVES, STEAM
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London, Ont
Kerr Engine Co.. Walkerville, Ont
Jas. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

VALVES, VACUUM REGULATING
-Mason Reg. & Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.
Can. Steam BoUer Equipt. Co.. Toronto.
C. A. Dunham Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Darling Bros. , Montreal.
Smart-Turner Mach. Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.

VALVE CHAIN WHEEL
Mason Reg. & Eng. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.
Babbitt Steam Specialty Co., New Bedford.

VALVE DISCS
Empire Mfg. Co.. Ltd., London, Ont.
Kirr Engine Co., Walkerville. Ont.
Ja.'i. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.
I'lnberthy Injector Co., Windsor. Ont.

VALVE LEATHER
Beveridge Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
I ; niton & Knight Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

VALVE RESEATING MACHINES
Darling Bros.. Montreal

VISES AND CUTTERS, PIPE
' r.Ti.^trong Mfg. Co.. Bridgeport, Conn,

VISES, CHAIN. PIPE, ETC.
J. H. Williams & Co.. Brooklyn. .N.Y.

WASTE
Sliell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd.. Toronto.

WATER COLUMNS, GAUGES
DarUng Bros.. Ltd.. Montreal. Quo.
.las. Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

WATER GAUGES STANDARD,
EXTRA HEAVY AND AUTOMATIC
Penl)erthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont
Jas. Morrison Bras-s Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

WATER SOFTENING SYSTEMS
Wm. B. Scaife & Sons, Pittsburgh. Pa.

,\n. .Vllis-Ohalmers, Ltd.. Toronto.

WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont.

WATER HEATERS AND WHISTLES
Empire Mfg. Co., Ltd., London, Ont.

WATER WHEELS
Hamilton Co., Wm., Peterboro, Ont.

WELDING COMPOUND
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto.

WELDING SERVICE
Electric Welding Co., Montreal.

WHISTLES
Penberthy Injector Co.. Windsor. Ont.

Jas. Morriscai Brass Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

WHEEL TANKS (LUBRICATING
OIL AND GASOLINE)

Bowser & Co.. Ltd.. S. F.. Toronto. Onl.

WRENCHES, PIPE
Williams Machinery Co., A. R.. Toronto.

WRENCHES, CHAIN PIPE, DROP
FORGE. ETC.

J. H. Williams & Co.. Brooklyn, N.Y

STARRETT

HIGH SPEED

INDICATOR

No. 104, Value

$1.00

Given for two

yearly paid-up

subscriptions-

You May Have This Speed Indicator

without Spending a Cent

if you are a subscriber to " POWER HOUSE. " If you are not a

subscriber, send in your own subscription together with two others,

and the indicator you are entitled to will be mailed to you immediately.

To subscribers who send us two NEW yaarly paid-up subscriptions we will

send this $1.00 Indicator.

" POWER HOUSE " is designed to give Canadian En-

gineers, Superintendents and Power Users all the latest and best

information in the engineering field. A little work among your en-

gineer friends and acquaintances will earn for you this handy indicator

vdthout any trouble. Try it and see how easy it will be.

PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY AT $1.06 PER YEAR
Start in TO-DAY to earn one of these Handy Tools

POWER HOUSE 143 University Ave.. ToFOntO
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Showing ease with which PUbrico
is laid in place.

A Jointless Fire Brick Lining
under your boiler is a sure and determin-

able saving of one of the largest prevent-

able losses of economy in any boiler plant.

Send for a free copy of our 36-page book of useful
information on furnace building and maintenance

JOINTLESS FIREBRICK CO.
Kingsbury and Clay Sts., Chicago

Canadian Distributors :—BeveridKe Paper Co., Ltd., 628-630 St.
Paul St. West, Montreal. Shell Bar Boico Supply Co., Ltd., 376

Dufferin Street, Toronto, Ont., Canada. TRADE MARK

Will resist all Steam Pressure and Variations of Temperature.

REFLEX GAUGE GLASSES
Annealed and Hardened for

LOCOMOTIVES, STEAM WAGONS.
MARINE AND STATIONARY BOILERS.

Glass Tubes and RodAdamite Gauge Glass Rings.

S. & C. BISHOP & CO.,s. H.,.„. , Lancashire.

DUVAL'S
METALLIC PACKING

for

ALL CLASSES OF ENGINES
and the

Highest Superheated Steam
DUVAL'S lasts for YEARS without renewal and keeps t!he

pods in perfect condition. It is placed in the glands the same
way as ordinary soft packings. Over 600,000 glands packed.

"BENHYCO" JOrNTTNG FOR STEAM AND HYDRAULIC
JOINTS. Supplied 48" square, 1/32" thick and up.

Stock carPiW in Montreal.

SOLE AGENTS FOR CANADA

LAURIE & LAMB
Board of Trade Building, Montreal

Carling Turbo Blowers
For burning the lowest grades of coal successfully, getting all

the heat value from the fuel. For positive draft with Automatic
Control and steady steam pressure. For obtaining the ultimate
capacity from the boiler.

Carling Blowers are low in first cost, easy to install and make
a quick return on the investment. We will be pleased to show you
why it pays to use Carling products.

Write to-day. Try at our expense.

CARLING TURBINE BLOWER COMPANY
Engineers and Manufacturers WORCESTER, MASS
Canadian Representatives: Green's Economizer Limited, Toronto

and Principal Cities

Turbine
Undergrate
Blowers,

Centrifugal

Blowers
and
Exhausters,

Sntall

Power
Turbines,

Damper
Regulators

and Grates
Ve make them Safe -
Ve make them Strong

FOR REMOVING SCALE
from Babcock, Stirling and other Water-

tube Boilers and Evaporators, also for

Lancashire Boiler Scaling and Rust

Removing—there is no tool made

to equal my

'SKATOSKALO'
Pneumatic

Tube-Scaling
Tool.

Simple, strong, speedy,

reliable—these words

describe its

efficiency

Frank Gilman
(SOLE MAKER)

9, Westfield Road Birmingham Eng.

V
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A half turn on the lock nut makes a solid
gage out of this Sheet Metal Micrometer. The
ratchet friction feed insures uniform pressure
against the work without danger of spring-
ing the frame. Like all Starrett Tools, it car-
ries an absolute guarantee of accuracy and
quality.

Write for Catalog No. 21 "CD"

The L. S. Starrett Company
The World's Greatest Toolmakers

^Manufacturers of Hack Saws Unexcelled

Athol - Mass.
42-999

THE three divisions of temperature work
—indicating, recording, controlling

—

are all efficiently handled by Tyccs in-

^truments.

Your temperature problems are doubtless
special ones, but the Tyccs makers have pro-
\dded a force of skilled experts whose advice
will prove a valuable a.«set in getting the
correct application. Write for this aid in
your particular case.

Tyccs Mercurial, Recording and Index
Thermometers for all Industrial
and Laboratory Applications.

Electric Contact Thermometers.
Temperature, Pressure and Time Regulators.
Mercury Column Vacuum, Pressure and U Gauges.

lycosQaise Metal, Rare Metal and Radiation
Pyrometers (Indicating and Recording) Fery
Radiation Pyrometers.

Hygrometers, Hydrometers.
Mineral Oil Testing Instruments.

TaylorInstrumentCompanies
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

There's a ^co* or Taylor Temperature Instrument for every

purpose.
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"Send it to St. Catharines"
-—that next boiler order.

See it filled with top-notch

workmanship by a firm

with 35 years' experience

and with the wisdom to

know that its whole repu-

tation is bound up in every

job sent out.

Engineering & Machine Worlds, of Canada, Limited
ST. CATHARINES, ONTARIO

Eastern Sales Office: HALL MACHINERY CO., Sherbrooke, Que.

I

Assures Efficiency—Saves Money
"McDONOUGH" SYSTEM

For the Automatic Regulation and Control of Air, Fuel and Water

THE McDONOUGH DAMPER REGULATOR
This Damper Regulator saves $300 per boiler annually in many plants. It

will on y^Jlb. variation regulate Dampers, Stoker Engines, Stoker Motors.
Forced Draft Engines, Gas Supply to Boilers. We put in the Quality
before we put on the name.

We install this Damper Regulator in your
plant for 30 days' trial, free of cost to you.

THE FEED WATER REGULATOR
We know positively that this Feed Water Regulator does what other Regu-
lators try to do—maintains a flow of water to your boilers at the exact
rate it is being evaporated into steam, that means boilers give drier and
miore steam for less money than is possible with other Regulators.

Two Good Reasons WHY:

Installations

TORONTO
Sheet Metal Products; of Canada,

Limited
T. Eaton Co.

Davies Packing Co.

Harris Abattoir
Canadian Kodak Company
Hinde & Dauch Paper Co., Limited
Consumers Gas Co. (3 plants)

Pittsburgh, I'a., Sept. 19, 1918.

We have your letter ot August 9th
and wish to advise you that we have
your Automatic Regulator installed
in our power plant, in this city.

We have been keeping record of
the coal used in anticipation of this
installation, and find that we have
an actual saving in coal alone of
twenty-five (25) per cent for the
past three montHis. with consddier-
able of an increase in our factory
production.
JAS. H. MATHEWS & CO.. INC.,

(Sgd.) Jas. H. Mathews. Pres.

Write UM tO'day

TORO'NTO. November ITth, 1919.

"We have had the uMoDonough Automatic
Damxjer Regulator System and Feed Water
Regulators iSystem in use for more than
six >'ears in our Old and New Plants and
we are pleased to state that Uiese two con-
trolling system.s have been satisfactoiy and
we find same a great fuel saving equipment
giving us steady water level in our bodlers
and a .steady head of steam as well. We will

be glad to recommend these controlling fiys-

tems to prospective purcha-sers of steam
plants."

TITE W.M. DA VIES CO.. LTD..
(Sgd.) J. C. OIIAIES, uMech. Supt.

for full particulars

McDONOUGH AUTOMATIC REGULATOR CO.
JAS. McDONOUGH

323 MARKHAM STREET
TORONTO

Phone, write or wire
for full information

College 3986
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A Merry Christmas
And

A Happy New Year!

I Our sineerest and heartiest wishes
for a Yule-tide full of gladness and
a New Year replete with healthy
wealth and prosperity.

TheJamesMorrison BrassMfg. Co., Ltd,

93-97 Adelaide St. W., Toronto, Ont.














